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PREFACE .

The present volume contains the description of the Pei-sian MSS. in the India Office Library

exclusive of those dealt with in the Cataloj,'ue of Messrs. E. D. Ross and E. G. Browne (1902) and

of the Delhi collection of MSS. The second volume, which is in a forward state of preparation,

will consist of the following paiia

:

1. The description of a number of Additional Persian MSS., recently dipcovered in the Library.

2. A comi)lete Index of the whole work in five distinct sections : (a) index of titles of books ; {b) index

of proper names of persons, authors, rulers, scribes, owners, &c.
;

(c) index of geographical names and unskh
;

(d) general index of subjects
;

(e) index of dates or chronological register of historical and literiiry events.

3. A Conspectus of Manuscripts.

4. A concise statement on the various Collections of Persian MSS. in the Library and their origin.

6. A full List of Corrections and Additions.

As all the mistakes that have, inadvertently, crept into the text, will be rectitiod in the last-

mentioned pai-t, it will be sufficient to correct here only a few more serious errors or misleading

statements, viz. :

No. 157 : Imam Mahd!, represented in the MS. as thirteenth Imam, is, of course, identical with tlie

twelfth, Aliu-alkiisim Muhammad bin al-Hasan (see Safinat-alauliya, No. 647, 16).

No. 170 (and likewise Nos. 175 and 558) : read i^LiXil^^ for (jLiSjii^

.

No. 190: read 'Abd-alsattar bin Kasim for 'Abd-alsattar Kasim, see No. 619.

No. 214 : the Turki Waiji'at-i-Babari, contained in this copy, and stated to be complete, is, as has been shown

in Mrs. Beveridge's 'Notes on the MSS. of the Turki Text of Babar's Memoirs' in J. R. A. S., 1900, pp. 439-

475, rather defective, going down to p. 403 in Ilminski's edition and p. 352 in Leyden and Erskine's tninslation
;

this error has already been rectified in No. 2989 (col. 1625).

No. 216 : the description of this MS. correctly applies to No. 217 (30 according to the original Press-mark)

;

2654, given as the original Press-mark of No. 216 in the Catalogue, contains a copy of the first volume of the

Akbarnama.

No. 287 : the statement, that this collection was never met with before, is due to an oversight ; it is found

in Eieu ii. p. 838*'.

No. 321 : read ' Civil College ' for ' Civil Collection.'

No. 400: A.H. 1137-1167, given as Shahjahan's reign, must of coui-se be 1037-1067 (or rather 1068).

No. 407 : the names given in this MS. are very incorrect; tiiey must be rectified by a collation with

No. 449.

No. 409 : read Mu'izz-aldin Muhammad bin Sam Gliuri for Mu'izz-aldin bin Muhammad Sam Ghuri.

No. 445 : read LiXlj for LiXlj

.

No. 506: read A. d. (1819-1849) for a.h.

No. 600 : read Iltamish or rather lltatmish for Altamish.

No. 605 : read »j^l r-^^'^ for t^^\ r-l/^"-

No. 614: tiie author of the Arabic original is not Suhrawardi, who is mentioned himself as the last

philosopher in the book, but Shahrazurl, comp. H. Beveridge in J. R. A. S., 1900, pp. 550 and 551.

No. 619 (col. 251, 1. 26): read^ Ui-,1^. for j^ tli-.[jJ.

.

No. 630, fasl ix : read ' and was succeeded by the younger son of Calabi Amir 'Abid, 'Alim,' corop. ib.

fa^l X, e. 2,
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No. 647, 174 : read Abfi Turab Nakhshabi for Abu Turab Bakhshl ; 16., 307, and No. 724, 1017 : read

Miyanaji for JFiyanji.

No. 667 (col. 344, 1. 7) : read 'mystical love' for 'mystical lore.'

No. 724, 485 : Al-'Amir blahkam-illah reigned twenty-nine years, not nine ; ih., 997 : read Shah

Israa'll II for Ibrahim II.

No. 828 : read ' translated from Hindi ' for ' translated frojn Hindustani.'

No. 1241 (col. 717, 1. 10): read ij[X^ for u\yue.

No. 1821 (col. 998, 1. 3) : read 1650 for 650. ^

No. 1850 (coL 1021, 1. 35): read p. 17, No. 5, for p. 7, No. 5.

No. 2083: read Nos. 1574 and 1575 for Nos. 1074 and 1075.

No. 2792, VII, 9 : read Harisah and »-~-^ for Harisah and s—j^.

Incomplete or incorrect Press-marks are :

No. 275 : 8. J. 6. = 3476. No. 276 : 8. J. 3. = 3475. No. 279 : 8. J. 5. = 2473. No. 283 : 8. J. 8.=

3491. No. 286 : 8. J. 9. = 2503. No. 357: 14. J. II. =3486. No. 511 : 14. -J. 23. = 3501. No. 848

:

i48i,read 481. No. 1000: 381, read 384. No. 1063 : 2875, read 2815. No. 1236 : 3124, read 3214.

No. 1295: 3514, now 3535. No. 1462: 3514, read 3542. No. 1527: 3374, olim 13. J. 10, read 3474.

No. 1730 : 2148, now 3444. No. 2505 : 10. J. 12. = 3305. Duplicate Press-marks are 31 12 in Nos. 668

and 2833 ; 3520 in Nos. 942 and 2765.

The system of transliteration is the same as in my Bodleian Catalogue, viz.

:

I = ' (except at the beginning of words, where any distinctive mark appeared unnecessary).

v = 6 V=-P ^ = t = <A

^=j ^ = ' C=^ j^ =M
:> = d i = rfA

J = '"

J
= Z j = zK

_^ = s u^ = «A 0^ = ? ^ = 4 io = t

t=' ^=9-^ -^=/ o = b

d = A ^=9 J = ' ^ = m = ™

j = t« (occasionally v) , = A ^ = y

Ji = a

In transcribing Persian and Arabic words (also Turkish, Hindiistani and Pushtfi) the principle

of representing Eastern orthography— not ihe pronunciation—has been followed.

In the following table of ' Contents ' all single works or collected works of one and the same

author, appearing in five or more copies in this Catalogue, as well as the larger collections of

biographical accounts, and any other rare or particularly interesting and important book are

specially mentioned under each chapter-heading, with the addition of those copies, found in

the 'Additional MSS.' and the 'Appendix' at the end (columns 1524-1632). Only the contents

of Chapter VIII (Poetry) of the 'Additional MSS.' (columns 1548-1580) have been given in

full in their proper place, on account of their detailed subdivisions.
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CATALOGUE OF PERSIAN MSS.

A. HISTORY.

I. General History,

A succinct chronological list of all the rulers of the

world, that is, in particular, of Iran, Turan, and Hindu-
stan (yjs

J JjL^^XUt, J ^^\jy J ^j\^\ ^jULijb >j,y

^yl^ij. |,U-J, see the colophon on fol. 1 9^), heginning with

Gayumarth (see fol. 6'', 1. i : ^jL^ .*•» ..^j J"l

^\ J^jljjj.), and concluding the list of the emperors of

Dihli with Muhammadshah (on fol. 14'^). The re-

mainder of this short tract contains the rulers of the
Dahhan on fol. 14", of Btjdpdr on fol. 15!^, of Gujardt
on fol. 15b, of Mdlwah on fol. 16", of Bangdlah and
Lakhnau on fol. 17b oiJaunpilr, Multdn, and Kashmir
onfol. i8li.

Dated in the month Asin, in the year 11 96 of the
Bangali era.

No. 3058, flF. 6-19, U. 14-15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8^ in. by 6J in.

Ta'rikh-i-Tabart {ijJia ^.Xi)-

Old copy of the Persian translation of Abu Ja'far

Muhammad bin Jarir bin Yazid al-Tabari's general
history, made at the request of the Samanide prince
Abu Salih Mansur bin Nuh (a. h. 35o-366=a. d.

961-976) by Abil Ali Muhammad bin Muhammad al-

Bal'ami in A. h. 352 (a.d. 963), comp. Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 2-13; Rieu i. p. 68 sq. ; W. Morley, p. 17 sq.;

G. Fliigel ii. p. 64, etc.; and Zotenberg's French transla-

tion in four volumes, Paris, 1867-1874. Beginning:

J
b..^ sj ijiXJl ^jL>.

J t^\ txiJbi
'^jiji \J~^ i tr^j

i ^j? " J ci;
»J

ij^. " ijy^^ ^J ijUl;

Author's and translators names on fol. i^, 11. 8 and 9.

A detailed index with the chronological tables on
if. 2a-4b. Creation of the world on fol. 4I', 1. 5. This
copy goes down to the reign of the Khtdif Almu'tasim-
billah, who died A. u. 227 (a.d. 842), after which follows

the usual abridged account of the succeeding Khalifs
down to Alnasir-billah, with whose accession, A. h. 575

IND. OFF.

(a. d. 1 1 80), the work concludes. There is no date, but
the original portions of the MS., viz. ff. 13-129,131-164,
and 166-314, are very old, exhibiting all the common
features of primitive Persian MSS., written in Naskbl.
Ff. 294 and 311 greatly injured, portions of the leaves

being torn away.

No. 2669, ff. 353, n. 33; exceUont Naskhl; ff. 1-13, 130, i6s,
and 315-353 BuppUed by a later hand ; size, 1 1\ in. by Sj in.

3
The same.

This excellent copy agrees upon the whole with the

preceding one, beginning : o
J^
(^IjJ*^ oi;^i u'V'

i j^j\sC,\^j\C\^.

The same chronological tables in the preface, but all

except the first are left blank and not filled in. The
first page is a little injured at the inner comer. The
abridged continuation goes down, as in the preceding

copy, to the accession of Alnasir-billah, a. h. 575.

No. 738, ff. 401, 11. 29 ; very clear and equal Nastallk ; sixe,

iSi ii- ^y 9z '"•

The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copies, but with some

slight modifications, viz. iS V (^loi^ iJir'' i u'W-'

^jS,jS^\j ^^^ J JL.J iSjjiX
J

^j\jS^\S {JXa\S1)

The names of author and translator in the preface

on fol. i^; also the full chronological tables. The copy

goes down to the reign of Khalif Almustazhir-billah

(who reigned A. h. 487-5I2=a.d. 1094-1118).
Dated the 9th of Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. 1025 (a. d.

1616, Dec. 18).

No. 125, ff. 617, 11. 21 ; written partly in Naskht, partly in

Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 13^ in. by 9 in.

The same.

Beginning again slightly modified, viz. ^rffi'j t^Lj—

eJl J^j-

The preface contains, as in the preceding copies, the

names both of author and translator, and the full
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chronological tables. The copy ends likewise with

Almustazhir-billah's reign. Between fF. 27 and 28 there

is a lacuna, corresponding to No. 738 (3 in this Cat.),

fol. 20'', 1. 17-fol. 22», 1. 6. Fol. 41 lb is left blank.

Copied iu the twenty-first year of {1 probably 'Alam-

gir's reign=A. H. io89=A. d. 1678).

No. 318, ff. 608, 11. 21 ; unequal Nasta'llk, written by several

hands, as it seems ; some lines here and there, especially Arabic

quotations, in large Naskhl j many water-spots ; size, 1 3 in. by

9|in.

6
The same. _,

The beginning runs here thus : ,jiJ^( j u-W^

^
^^^JjuLJj/Tj j^yi5^jjLClS^t5lAi.j-.(read ^^T)

The names both of author and translator appear on

fol. i^, 11. 6 and 7; but there are no chronological

tables. The history of the creation begins on fol. 2^.

The copy goes down to the death of Ma'mdn only, A. H.

218 (a.d. 833).

No date.

No. 2527, ff. 452, 11. 25 on ff. 1-333, U- 26 on ff. 334-452!

Nasta'llk by two different hands, the second, resembling Shikasta,

on ff. 334-452 ; all the Arabic quotations in Naskhl ; illuminated

frontispiece; size, iSjin. by 10^ in.

The same.

This copy agrees upon the whole with the imme-

diately preceding one, beginning : ^ ijij'^^ j w-Lj-'

Jl (read ^;U—Tor ^L^).

Author's and translator's names on fol. i'', 11. 6 and 7.

No chronological tables. The story of the creation

begins on fol. 4^. This copy breaks off in the story of

Babak (who first appeared a.h. 20i=a.d. 816); the

rest is wanting. One of the missing leaves is repre-

sented by fol. 2, which has been by mistake inserted

between ff. i and 3, the text of fol. 3 following imme-
diately that of fol. I. Small injuries throughout. Some
English and French accounts of T^bari's work on the

fly-leaves. Among various entries on fol. i^ there is

one from a.h. 1035 (a.d. 1625, 1626). Presented by
Capt. J. Salmond, July 8, 1814.

No. 3310, olim 15. J. 8, ff. 672, 11. 21 ; careless and not seldom
very incorrect Nasta'llk; illuminated frontispiece; size, io|in.
by 6J in.

8
The same.

Another redaction of Bal'ami's version, agreeing with

Morley's^r«< copy, and beginning : ^jLcill (JuJl Jj J.*il

Comp. H. Khalfa ii. p. 136, and Bodleian Cat., No. 5.

Tabari's name occurs in the preface, prince Mansur's
too, but not the translator's. It goes down to Almu'ta-
sim's death in a.h. 227 (on fol. 703"), and is concluded
by the same abridged continuation as most of the pre-

ceding copies.

Good old but undated copy. After fol. 651 a lacuna,

as it seems.

No. 3315, olim 15. J. 9, ff. 725, U. 21 ; Naskhl, the last

twenty-four leaves supplied by another hand; injured in many
places ; size, gj in. by ()\ in.

9
The same.

Another, tolerably old, but undated copy of Tabari's

chronicle, completely agreeing with ilorley's second

co2)y and Fraser 1 3 1 in the Bodleian Library (Bodleian

Cat., p. 5, No. 9). Like those two it consists of two
portions, the first, on ff. 1^-309'' (JJl i—a-aj), comprising

the whole historia-anteislamica (including Muhammad's
birth, etc., on fol. 268* sq.), the second(on ff. 310^-718*')

beginning with Muhammad's genealogy and life and
going down to the Khalif Ahnustazhir-billah. The
names of the author, Tabarl, and of the Persian trans-

lator, Bal'ami, appear on fol. i*', 11. 8-10, and in the

subscription at the end on fol. 718'', 1. 4 ab infra sq.

Beginning of the first portion, on fol. i^ : , i^L«-<

Beginning of the second portion, on fol. siol* : ji-^U

»-Jlc iJQl |JL> U^^--«LjL«j jLil jLcTyTi .0 j-ai si)

Jl ^ri-^ sJJl u-i, (read
_j1) ^ ^J\Jo j jX- j.

On fol. i^ various entries from a.h. i 192 (a.d. 1778).

Lacunas after ff. 1 5 and 2 1

.

No. 1938, ff. 718, 11. 21 ; small but distinct Nasta'llk; small
and very effaced frontispiece on fol. i**; worm-eaten; the first

five and some of the last leaves considerably damaged; size,

lofin. by 5I in.

10
The same.

This redaction is different again—it begins with a

full index in four columns, on ff. 1^-3'^
<«U -:/^

Jl jj, (c-^Lsj lO (jj^). The work itself opens on

fol. 4b in this manner: i^\ ^\j ^jU.wl j ^j^r'j »J>-i^!JfiT

-,jjl jju)
Uv^' ri) L^*-^-^ J jjj i ^--^ sx;-u i.^-^ *

A few lines of a preface follow in which the names
of the author, the translator, and the Samanide prince

are quoted, and immediately on the same page the

history itself, which is styled here ^sSTp. &-<>L3 ^JiU, begins

with the ^..i^jLcl. It is divided into two portions,

{he first of which, on ff. 4^-180", contains the pre-

Muhammadan history. The second begins on fol. iSi^

with Muhammad's birth : jJts-" U^*^Li.o cyjilj^^-J*

^ lijJj JL- j s-fA^ 5-Ul ^jufl ^_jJDI JL5 |_5^^»-'>-»

~n ^Jl.^^^l JjLkJI dliil ^j, and goes down, as in

most copies, to Almustazhir-billah.

Fol. lb is greatly damaged, especially the heading.

Slight injuries throughout. The last leaf is partly torn

out. Copied for the library of Nawwabkhan Aininkhan

bin 'Azizkhan, a.h. 1013 (a.d. 1604, 1605).

No. 747, ff. 467, 11. 27 ; Naskhl ; size, 12 in. by 7| in.
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A defective copy of the same.

Three leaves are missing in the beginning ; the copy

opens abruptly thus (on fol. 8") : jlj _jj U j,jTj1

"ji ~^\j>\\\ ft^]y} ^ r-jj> corresponding to No. 2669

(2 in this Cat.), fol. 3^, last line.

Account of the creation on fol. i^. The copy goes

down to the reign of the Khalif Alk&hir (a. h. 320-3 22=
A. D. 932-934). The proper order of ff. 1-9 is : 8, 7-2

(turned upside down), i, 9; of ff. 195-202: 195, 200,

201, 198, 196, 197, 202; of ff. 610-613: 610, 613,

612, 611. In a few other places besides these the

catchword does not agree with the beginning of the

next page. Many corrections in the beginning. Worm-
eaten throughout.

No. 2870, ff. 613, U. 21 ; Nastallk ; size, 11 J in. by 7| in.

12

A still more defective copy of the same.

This copy begins abruptly in the middle of the

chronological tables, agreeing with No. 2669, fol. 2^

middle, and breaks off towards the end of Babak's

story ; the last words on fol. 7 10^ agree with No. 2669,

fol. 351", 1. 4 ab infra. The account of the world's

creation begins on fol. 1 7*, Muhammad's life on fol. 331*.

The proper order of the leaves is this : 1-678, 711-732,

757-762, 679-685, 733-756, 686-710.

No. 1888, ff. 762, II. 21; clear and distinct Nastallk; size,

I3|in. by 7^ in.

13

A large fragment of the same.

This copy contains only the second half of the work,

from Muhammad to the reign of Almustazhir-billah,

beginning abruptly thus : . Om-jIL-»j .1 (jI^k* j • •

jJI Okj, jjljo L) 5 jJi isJOj^s. oj5U». .jjl, correspond-

ing to No. 738 (3 in this Cat.), fol. 178a
1. 11. The first

heading which occurs here, in 1. 4, is : L« _^ljbo jLcT

^^il-Jl
J

*Ulil
J

5.Jlc n^iL.
J
Jin eyl^ jjik-i.* sX^s^

aJjllI 4, agreeing with No. 738, fol. 178", 1. 14. The

redaction of this as well as of the other two defective

copies is the same as in Nos. 2669, 738, etc.

No date.

No. 340, ff. 396, 11. 25; distinct Nasta'lik ; size, iif in. by

6i in.

14

Tabakat-i-Nasiri {{jj^\j ejlo-i>).

General history of the world, from the oldest times

toA. H. 658 (a. D. 1259,1260), beginning: JjiH sIJ xji

The author's name is partly destroyed by worms;
the remaining portion runs here thus : Abu 'Amr

(j_^, instead of the usual 'Umar) .... an ('Uthman)

bin .... (Siraj-aldin) alminhaj aljdzjani ; comp. Bod-
leian Cat., No. 1 6 ; Rieu i. p. 72 ; W. Morley, p. 21 sq.;

J. Auraer, p. 67 ; Elliot, History of India, ii. p. 259 sq..

etc. The work was completed A. h. 658, see fol. 338*,
11. II and 12. The twenty-three tabak&t are found
here as follows

:

I. The prophets, on fol. 3*.

II is not marked here ; the first four Khalifa and
the Imams follow without interruption at the close of

Muhammad's life, on fol. 42''.

III. Here consequently styled l^LJI iju^\: the

Band Umayyah, on fol. 53".

IV. Correctly styled AjUI ii.hll (number HI 18

therefore left out altogetlier) : the Band 'Abbas, on
fol. 58b.

V. Not numbered as tabakah, but simply styled^^ :

the kings of Persia down to Yazdajird III, subdivided

into five tabakat, on fol. 75*.

VI. The Tubba's and kings of Yaman, on fol. loo*".

VII. The Tahirides, on fol. no".
VIII. The'Saffarides, on fol. 113b.

IX. The Samanides, on fol. 116*.

X. The Bdyides or Dailamis, on fol. 1 2 7*.

XI. The Ghaznawides, on fol. 130''.

XII. The Saljuks, on fol. 141''.

XIII. The Sanjariyyah kings, on fol. 156*.

XIV. The kings of Nimruz and Sijistin, on fol. i6o».

XV. The Kurdish kings, on fol. 167".

XVI. The Khwarizmshahs, on fol. 174*.

XVII. The Shansabanls and kings of Ghdr, on

fol. 187b.

XVIII. The Shansabaniyyah kings of Tukh&ristan,

on fol. 225b.

XIX. The Shansabaniyyah Sultans of Ghazna, on
fol. 230b.

XX. The ITu'izzi Sultans of Hinddstan, on fol. 243".

XXI. The Shamsiyyah Sultans of Hinddstin, on
fol. 257a.

XXII. The Muldk-alshamsiyyah, or the vassals and
eminent men who served under the Shamsiyyah kings,

on fol. 289a.

XXni. On the inroads of the infidels, Cingtzkh&n
and his descendants, on fol. 337b.

Dated at Sdrat the 8th of Sha'b^n, A. h. 1113 (a. D.

1702, Jan. 8), by Haji Muhammad Sharif ibn MuUi
Muhammad Sharif ibn Mulla Muhammad T&hir Hisar}.

The middle part of the MS. contains a great number of

pencil-notes in English and emendations to the Persian

text. The first pages greatly injured. The main por-

tions of the work, viz. tabakas XI, XVII-XXIII, have

been edited by Capt. W. Nassau Lees, Calcutta, 1864
(Bibliotheca Indica, Series III). English translation

by Major H. G. Kaverty (in the same Bibliotheca

Indica), London, 1873-1881.

No. 2553, ff. 402, 11. 19 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 9I in. by 5 in.

15

Another slightly defective copy of the same.

The beginning is missing. The author is called Abd
"Umar 'Uthman bin Muhammad bin Siraj (in the text

stood originally al-Minhaj, but this is struck out)

aljdzjani. His usual name, Minhaj bin Siraj, is quoted

here at the end.

The date, given in the last line of the last page, viz.

B a
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A. H. 650, is apparently a mistake for A. h. 658, comp.

fol. 449^, 1. 10 : to! , ;.... . ,j . - , 'fc • ^J\^ tJ-^i ^\3 ,:>

The upper half of the first fourteen leaves is entirely

torn away; in the following pages the damage is re-

paired by a later hand. Ff. 341-348 and 436 are also

added by later hands. An entry from Eabi'-alawwal,

A. H. 1 157 (A.D. 1744, April-May), on fol. i».

No. 1952, ff. 450, U. 19; Nasta'Uk; size, 9|in. by sjin.

16

Nizam-altawSrikh {^,\y;l\ ^Uoj).

An abridgment of general history from the beginning

to A. H. 674 (see the date of the preface, viz. 21st of

Muharram, 674 = A. D. 1275, July 17, on fol. 2'', last

line but two), by the Kadi-alkudat Nasir-almillah wa-
aldin Abu Sa'ld 'Abdallah bia almaula kadi-alkudat

Abi-alkasim 'Umar bin al-Imam al'allaraali Fakhr-
alhakk wa-aldin Muhammad bin "All al-Baidawl, the

famous commentator of the Kuran (see fol. 2^, 1. 8 sq.),

and entitled ^J,]^! ^Uaj (see fol. z^, 11. 6 and 7). For

further details we refer to the Bodleian Cat., Nos.

18-22; Eieu ii. p. 823; Notices et Extraits iv. pp.
672-699; G. Fliigel ii. p. 60; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd.
Batav. iii. p. i ; H. Khalfa vi. p. 354 ; Elliot, History
of India, ii. p. 252 sq., etc.

Beginning: ^S^ eoU ^, jiji,^ 00L4J ^y. .v. 3.

The work is divided into four kisms. Index on
fol. 3a.

^ Kism I on fol. 3'' : God's prophets and elects, from
Adam to Noah.

Kism II on fol. 6": Old Persian kings, in four
tabakat (Pishdadians, Kayanians, Ashkanians, and Sa-
sanians). This kism breaks off in the fourth tabakah
with Nushirwan bin Kubad, on fol. 24I', in consequence
of a large lacuna after fol. 24, which comprises not
only the remainder of this kism, but also the greater
portion of the first tabakah of

Kism III (History of Muhammad, the first four
Khalifs, the Umayyades, and the Abbasides, in three
tabakat); it opens here on fol. 25a with the end of
'All's reign.

Kism IV on fol. 361" : Minor dynasties (read ^.-.J

jyU-* instead of ^^L^ tiUt), in nine ta'ifas, viz.

1. Saffarides. on fol. 37a; 2. Samauides, on fol. 38*;
3. Ghaznawides, on fol. 39b

; 4. Dailamis, on fol. 42I)

;

5. Saljuks, on fol. 47b
; 6. Isma'llis or kings of Kuhi-

stan, on fol. 52b; 7. Salgharides, on fol. 54b; 8. Khw4-
rizmshahs, on fol. 60" ; 9. Moghuls, on fol. 62b.

No date. On fol. i" there are seals of former owners,
with the dates A. h. 10151 (a. d. 1641, 1642), 1122 (a.d.
1710, 1711), and 1182 (a. D. 1768, 1769).

No. 1346, ff. 63, U. 12 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; illumi-
nated frontispiece ; size, 7| in. by 4^ in.

17

Jami'-altawarikh (>Jj1^I (*-«W)-

The first volume of the general history of Rashid-
aldin Fadl-allah bin 'Imad-aldaulah Abfi-alkhair bin

Muwaffik-aldaulah 'All, usually called Rashid Tabib,

who was born at Hamadan, a. h. 645 (a. d. 1247), and
executed A. h. 718 (a.d. 1318). The common title of

the work is Jami'-altawarikh, but it is also styled

Ta'rlkh-i-Mubarakghazani (see fol. 4b
1. 11), in honour

of Sultan Mahmud Ghazankhan, at whose command
the author began this work and finished it in Uljaitu's

reign, a. h. 710 (a.d. 13 10, 131 1). The history is

brought down to A. h. 703 (a.d. 1303, 1304); comp.
Bodleian Cat., No. 23; W. Morley, p. i sq. ; Rieu i.

p. 74 sq. ; G. Flugel ii. pp. 1 79-181 ; Elliot, Bibliogr.

Index, pp. 1-47, and History of India, i. p. 42, and iii.

p. I sq. ; J. Aumer, p. 69 ; Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, vi. pp. 11-41, and vii. pp. 267-272.
This first volume, a large portion of which has been

published in text and French translation by Etienne
Quatremfere in his ' Histoire des Mongols de la Perse,'

Paris, 1836, contains in two books the origin and history

of the Turkish tribes and the history of Cingizkhan,
his ancestors and descendants, to the end of Ghazan-
khan's reign. The preface begins here thus : 'IjJ j >.^

First book, on the Turkish tribes, on fol. 6^ (JJl k_.b

SJiii* JjLjJb u^' v_jlx-lJl oJlft<Xj C^JJ/j' (•l^^' J^^
(jLi J-s-!—^. fy^ jlxs-lj bl JL> _^ j), subdivided

into a dibaca and four chapters.

Second book, on the history of Cingizkhan, etc.

(c)W> j^ *4;1j-^' (^W ^y^j\ Jjl -i^^ j\ J.JJ
kjL>

j»Af--c J isi\y\
J Jj-" (.IjSI tiW^'-^^l'^)) subdivided into

two fasls : 1. Cingizkhan 's predecessors and ancestors,

on fol. 56a; 2. History of Cingizkhan, on fol. 73a

(heading is omitted). This book is interspersed with
detailed accounts of contemporary dynasties in Iran,
Rum, Syria, Egypt, Khwarizm, Khurasan, "Irak,

Ghazna, Transoxania, etc. ; comp. ff. 85", loob, and
140*.

On fol. 1571 begins the history of C'ingizkhan's sons
and successors, viz. Uktaikhan on fol. 157", Jfijikhan

on fol. 177a, Caghataikhan on fol. i88b, Tiiliiikhan on
fol. 194", Kuyukkhan on fol. 198a, Munggakhan on
fol. 203a, Kubilaikhan on fol. 215% Timurkhan on fol.

238a Hulagukhan on fol. 242b, Abakakhan on fol. 265*,
Sultan Ahmad, i. e. Takudar bin Hulagukhdn, on fol.

283a, Arghunkhan on fol. 289b, Kaikhatukhan on fol.
298b, Ghazankhan on fol. 302''. The history of each
of these sovereigns is divided into three kisms; the
third kism of Ghazankhan's history consists of the forty

i:Jo\SZ>. on the virtues and prominent qualities of that

monarch, which are quoted by Rieu and Aumer, loc.

cit., and begins on fol. 336*. An abridgment of this

kism is found in Capt. W. Kirkpatrick's ' Institutes of
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Ghazan Khan' (New Asiatic Miscellany, pp. 171-226).
The same W. Kirkpatrick presented thig copy to the

library, May 30, 1804.

No date. Many small blanks. On the fly-leaves

indices, written in English.

No. 1784, if. 394, 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

1
1 1 in. by 7 in.

18

Ta'rikh-i-Banikitl {j:^. iJ,tj).

General history, abridged from the Jami'-altawarikh

of Eashid-aldin, by Abu Sulaiman Da'dd bin Abi-alfadl

Muhammad albanakitl, with the surname of Fakhr,
completed the 25th of Shawwal, A. h. 717 (a. d. 1317,
Dec. 31), and dedicated to Sultan AbA Sa'id bin Sultan
Muhammad Uljaitukhan bin Arghunkhan bin Abak4-
khan bin Hulagukhan bin Tuluikhan bin Cingizkhan
(see &. lb, 11. 4 and 5, and 2", 11. 9-12). Its full title

is given here as : i^j\yi\ Uj*^ ^j ijLJill Jljil i^^.

vL-Jill
J ; see fol. 2", 11. 13 and 14. It is divided into

nine kisms (an index of which is given on ff. 2*-3") :

First kism : History of the prophets from Adam to

Abraham, on fol. 3*.

Second kism : Ancient history of Persia from Gayft-

marth to Yazdajird III, on fol. i^^.

Third kism : History of the Arabs from Muhammad
to Almusta'sim-billah, the last 'Abbaside Khalif, on
fol. 37b.

Fourth kism: History of the dynasties of Iran, con-

temporary with the 'Abbaside Khalifs, on fol. 116^.

Fifth kism : History of the Jews from Moses to
Zedekiah, on fol. 232".

Sixth kism : History of the Christians and Europeans
from Christ to the author's time, on fol. i ^oK

Seventh kism : History of the Hindus to Sultan 'Ala-

aldin Muhammad Shah Khilji, on fol. 170b.

Eighth kism : History of the Chinese, on fol. 182*.

Ninth kism : History of the Moghuls from Cingiz-
khan to Abu Sa'id, on fol. 193^

For further details see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 24 and

25; "W. Morley, pp. 25-28; Eieu i. p. 79 sq.

;

G. Flugel Li. p. 61; Elliot, Bibliographical Index,

p. 70 sq., and History of India, iii. p. 55 sq., etc.

The eighth kism was edited with a Latin translation

by Andreas Muller, Berlin, 1677; 2nd ed., Jena, 1689.

Beginning : ^^ ^Jlc sjLaJI j jj.*^. Ja »Ju .v.U

iLcj
Jj». fjj^ ^jy>. X*J Lol

ij
.ir,->.l sJl J sX^ islj»

cH' i>sti J^J^-
English marginal annotations throughout. No date.

No. 215, ff. 353, 11. 21 ; close Nasta'llk; size, 9jin. by sjin.

19

Ta'rikh-i-Guzida (sJjjJ^^li).

General history, by Hamd-allah bin Abi Bakr bin

Ahmad bin Nasr Mustaufl of Kazwin, completed a. h.

730 (a. D. 1329, 1330), and dedicated to the wazir

Ghiyath-aldin Muhammad, the son of Rashld-aldin
;

corap. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 26-30; Eieu i. p. 80 sq.

;

J. Aumer, p. 68 ; Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 52 ; Elliot'
History of India, iii. p. 60; H. Khalfa v. p. 177.

Contents

:

Preface, on fol. i^, beginning: ^\ji^ , ^-1
^

..

Fdtihah or introduction, on the creation, on fol. 7".

B&h I, on the patriarchs and Greek philosophers, oa
fol. S'' (in two fasls).

Bdb II, on the ancient kings of Persia, on fol. 32» (in
four fasls).

B^ III, on Muhammad, the Im&ms, and prophets,
on fol. 500 (in six fasls).

B/ih IV, on^the minor Muhanunadan dynasties, on
fol. 132* (in twelve fasls).

Bdb V, on saints and other famous wise men, on fol.

2 1
5b (in six fasls).

Bdb VI, account of Kazwin and its celebrated men,
on fol. 242b (in eight fasls).

Khdtimah or genealogical tables, on fol. 262^.

Between the eleventh and twelfth fasls of B&b IV
nearly six pages are left blank ; the first nineteen leaves

besides are damaged by a hole which runs through all

the pages.

This copy is dated 28th of Dhd-alka'dah, a. h. 1043
(a. d. 1634, May 26), by Muhammad Hashim bin Mir
Muhammad Salih alkhwafl.

No. 649, ff. 363, 11. 18; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

8| in. by 5I in.

20
Another copy of the same.

Fdtihah on fol. 6b, Bdh I on fol. 7b, // on fol. 3i«
III on fol. 48b IV on fol. 136b, Fon fol. 217b, VI on
fol. 241b. The khdtimah is entirely missing in this copy.

No date.

No. 180, ff. 262, 11. 30 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece

;

size, 1 If in. by 6J in. .

21

Majma'-alansib (v,jL»jill »i-f*)

An abridgment of general history down to the death

of Sultan Abu Sa'id, a. h. 736 (a. d. 1335), by Muham-
mad bin 'All bin Shaikh Muhammad bin-al-Hasan

bin Abi Bakr (see this full name on fol. 7b, 11. 9 and

10), who began the first sketch of the work in a. h.

733 (a. D. 1332, 1333), see fol. 2b 1. 3, and re-wrote

the whole after his MS. had been destroyed in the

pillage of the house of the wazir Ghiyath-aldin Mu-
hammad, comp. the two dibS.das at the beginning of

this work, the second of which begins on foL 6». He
completed it a. h. 743 (a. d. 1342, 1343). Comp. Bod-
leian Cat., No. 31; Rieu i. p. 83; and W. Morley,

pp. 28-30.

Contents

:

Mufattih or introduction, containing a short outline

of cosmography, anthropology, and geography, on
fol. 13a.

Kism I : Adam and the other prophets, on fol. 42b.
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Kism II: The various dynasties of the world, on
fol.'47a.

A detailed index of this second kism, the subdivisions

of which are in great confusion, see in Rieu and Morley.

It concludes with the death of Abu Sa'id, A. h. 736,
after which there follows the same enumeration of the

Atabegs of LuristS,n down to Nusrat-aldin Pir Ahmad,
as in Morley's copy.

Beginning: ^j^ l^bu^ xJS Jji* i^jjl Jij j,«.ill

No date.

No. 2385, ff. 137, U. 17 ; Naeta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

22
A defective copy of the same.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy.

Introduction on fol. 17a; kism I on fol. 551", but
only a short fragment of this part, down to Noah, is

found here
J

kism II on fol. 61'', also incomplete, in

consequence of a large lacuna between ff. 93 and 94 ;

there is a sudden transition from the short review of
the Persian, Arabian, Greek, etc. rulers to the history
of Cingizkhan and his successors. The account of the
Atabegs of Luristan begins on fol. 130a.

Dated the 14th of Eajab, A. h. 1127 (a. d. 17 15,
July 16).

Ko. 827, ff. 133, 11. 15-17; Nasta'llk; small frontispiece;
size, 8| in. by 5I in.

23
Manahij-altMibtn (^^^LkJI ^U^).

A general history down to Sh4h Shuja' Muzaffari
(who reigned A. H. 760-786, a.d. 1359-1384), entitled

^J^iLal\ uJ^Liw ^ jj--JUaJl ^l^- The last date,

which occurs on fol. 653", is A. H. 777 (a. d. 1375, 1376).
The author's name seems not to he mentioned any-
where. This L^^jr^^-", or abridged compendium as it is

styled on fol. 3" sq., is chiefly devoted to the history of
the prophets, Khalifs, and Imams, which fills the second
kism, or the greater portion of the whole work. It is

divided into the following three kisms (dealing respec-
tively with the creation, the ancient prophets, Muham-
mad and the Umayyade and "Abbiside Khalifs, and the
dj-nasties contemporary with and posterior to the
'Abbasides)

:

u' "^^4^
_)

jJLc (jS-o^T (^IjlijI ji Jjl ^, in

four babs: 1. ^JLc oJili. oJli-^j cy^ J^^ j->. on

fol 2. ^ ji

^ J-
^i «^ll-

J ojy ^\j^, on fol. 7a
; 3. o4i-5

^1 jLsJ jIjjsIj JT oliA J ^j^J LT^T, on fol. igb;

4. Jl LJbU.
J
ULU. tlsjj, on fol. 28^.

..Li^l 'bLojj in twenty-two babs: 1. ojLa-i^^i

f,i\
(jiiJ^l, on fol 31a; 2. u^^.j1 Jl^lj ^^ji

fol. 47b; 3. ^ c*i*^y, on fol. 52b; 4.
J e:,;^ jO

^Lo
J

ijjt 'ULij, on fol. 61^; 5. JJLi. (,-a];j1 0..I10 ,j,

on fol. 76^^; 6. i—a^jJ j i-JjJi-«J c:j^ ,j, on fol. 102a;

7. i_j^J^;.j-<, J cyjJ-JjJ, on fol. 140b; 8. ,_.-oii eyj-o jj,

on fol. 151b; 9. ^^j^ Jjl 'LTcuij.jjO, on fol. 154a;

^0- tjjj ^;;-?
^-i^ (.TjJ^y, on fol. 222a; n. uyJ-(Jy

Jj^l, on fol. 232"; 12. .sjlj ey^y, on fol. 241b;

13. ^jU_J.w e*XL»^
J i^J.^ .J, on fol. 254a; 14. ji

A—^1 J (_^LJ1 tij^, on fol. 282b; 15. y«Jv) eyt-o ,j

*^^ cri jii^j'
"'I fol- 298''; 17.

J
^^^..c o^ijo j.>

i_i45Cil vLs^l ooA^
J ^^^^ J

Ij^ v^Jo., on fol.

3II^ 18. jJiU:- Jl j^^^l-^l jJL- lo^ioy, on fol.

363'!; 19. ^^xljpi ^Uii. v:uili.^.i, on fol. 447";
20. ^lls ^^. _j

^jlj^ ^yj J
iX^l ^_ ^Uii j^L»l jj,

on fol. 517a; 21. Jl Ujl ^\^ J eyL.U..^o, on fol.

527a; 22. Ji ^jii.. ^\AS^
J JLl.1 j jjy y, on

fol. 589^ ^

c^^^ J i£)^^iy ^j.^ ^, in four babs:

1. ij^ji i^jL,J^ji, on fol. 62ia(down to Yazdajird III);

2. J^lj (^Li^ djJ-.^_^i, on fol. 632b; 3. ^JjS ji

Jjl ii;y (j*^-^^ J
on fol. 633a (m seven ta'ifas, the last

of which contains Cingizkhan and his successors);

4. j.^1 jUjL) eJCL. j.IjI j ojiU. j o.jLkL-^j (that

is, cL^ sLi t_^]^l jjI), on fol. 642^.

__Beginning : ^joLaj:.»Lj LJ j a*.;^ j ^JA^ j ^^
Jl (jIjPl. !i5 5ji)| Cxjajo

J
sjU-.l C*-.Isj], ^jkCijb.

Dated the 12th of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 1025 (a.d.
16 1 6, Nov. 21), at Gujarat.

No. 1660, ff. 657, U. 17; large and distinct Naatallk; illumi-
nated frontispiece ; size, 12 in. by 6j in.

24
Raudat-alsafa (U^aJI i-o.,).

A complete copy of all the eight volumes of Mir-
khwand's (died A. h. 903 =a. d. 1497) famous universal
history, written by many different hands and at very
different times. Por particulars about this work, which
was composed at the request of Mir "Alishir, we refer

to Bodleian Cat., Nos. 36-69; Rieu i. p. 87 sq.

;

W. Morley, p. 30 sq. ; J. Aumer, p. 72 sq. ; Elliot,

History of India, iv. p. 127 sq., etc. etc.; for Mlr-
khwand's (or Mlrkhond's) life, to the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 9th ed., vol. xvi. p. 499.

Contents

:

No. 1505, Vol. I. From the creation to Yazdajird III,

beginning, on fol. ib; ^L^I^U.. Is^ c*-^ ^^\

No date. Various readings and additions on the
margin. The first two pages richly embellished.
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No. 1506, Vol.JJ. From Muhammad to 'Ali, begin-

ning, on fol. 5b
: Jl o^.,^

J eyUl^ tiU«-» ^yl^.

A full index of its contents, on ff. i''-4b.

Modern copy, finished the first Jumada-alawwal,
A. H. 1189 (a. d. 1775, June 30), for Mir Abii 'Alikh&n
Bahadur, at Farrakhabad, by .- ff^T [j\^ j-!:^^ r^
Kiif^ jJU; ^yU., who was engaged nine months in

copying it, but wrote also some other works in the
same time.

No. 1507, Vol. III. The ImAms and Khalifa to

Almusta'sim. beginning,on foLi^: ^La.^ - " s^Ti^bJ . t,^

Written by the same hand as No. 1505. Notes and
various readings on the margin. According to a notice

at the end, this MS. was bought A. h. 1 1
1 7, and collated

A. H. 1 1 18 (a. D. 1705 and 1706).

No. 1508, Vol. /F^Minor dynasties till Timflr, be-

ginning, on fol. i^: Jl uxi\ eybL*-, ts^ e*-^.
No date. A former owner of this MS. was Zain-

al'abidin ibn Muhammad 'Ali alhusaini, who got it

A. H. 1 194 (a. D. 1780). Some leaves are misplaced,
the right order of ff. 12-20 is: 12, 15, 14, 13, 18, 17,
16, 19, 20; of ff. 33-38 : 33, 35, 34, 37, 36, 38; and
of ff. 79-87: 79, 86, 80-85, 87.

No. 1509, Vol. V. Cingizkhan and Buccessors, be-

ginning, on fol. i^ : ^^iL-yU y ^Lu t»Lji ^JiJ\^

i
1 ,b

e-;.

Title

:

Vol. VIII. The geographical appendix, on fol. 195''.

Beginning: Jl cy^-waj i_>Ls^lj uy^ L_>b,l ^\ j^--

Both volumes are copied by the same transcriber,

Muhammad 'Aziz Wahidbeg, at Shahjah^nabad. Vol. V
was finished A. h. 1203 (a. d. 1788, 1789), vol. VIII
the 7th of Sha'ban, A.H. 1204 (a. d. 1790, April 22).

Many water-spots.

No. 1510, Vol. VI. Timilr and successors to the

death of Abu Sa'ld and the accession of Sultan Husain,

A. H. 873 (a. d. 1468), beginning, on fol. i^*: A^j^^La.

No date. The first eight leaves are badly damaged.
A great number of headings are wanting.

No. 1611, Vol. VII. History of Sultan Husain, be-

ginning, on fol. lb (rather different from the usual

beginning): ^^L^ eyVjIi _^U \j »-. ^j^ j\ viiU 15I

No date. The first leaves slightly injured, and the
injuries repaired by another hand. Ff. i^, 121-123,
128, 129, and 142-165 supplied later by different

hands, partly in Nasta'lik, partly in Shikasta.

N08. 1505-1511. No. 1505, ff. 242, U. 29 ; clear Nasta'lik
;

mze, 13J in. by 7J in. No. 1506, ff. 410, 11. 21 ; Nasta'lik, some-
times like Shikasta; size, I2f in. by 7j in. No. 1507, ff. 183,
11. 29 ; clear Nasta'lik ; size, 1 3I in. by 7| in. No. 1508, ff. 169,
11. 31 ; small Nasta'lik ; size, 1 2| in. by 8J in. No. 1509, ff. 256,

11. 25; large Naata'Uk; size, 13} In. by 7| In. No. 1610,
ff. 314, 11. 25; Nasta'lik; size, I3iin. by 7| in. No. 1611,
ff. 165, 11. 21-24; large Naata'Uk; size, I2jin. by 7I In.

Illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each volume, except
the fourth.

26
The same.

The first six volumes and the eighth volume of the
Raudat-alsafa ; the seventh volume is missing here, as
in the two following copies, and the geographical

appendix must therefore be styled .--^it yt^- instead

of »iij» jJufc (as it is called on fol. 632").

Vol. I on fol. i'', II on fol. loo*', /// on fol. 241'',

/r on fol. 318b, F on fol. 412b, VI on fol. 496b,

VIII on fol. 632b. The copy is in a very bad state;

many leaves are extremely damaged and spoUed. Fol.

209 is turned upside down.

At the end of the fourth volume there appears as
date of transcription A. h. 976, end of Ramadan (a. d.

1569, middle of March); the transcriber's name is

Kamal-aldin bin 'Ala-aldin. According to a statement
at the end of the third volume, the collation of this

copy with the original was completed the 24th of

Eajab, A. h. 1024 (a. d. 1615, Aug. 19).

No. 3290, olim 15. J. 10, ff. 651, 11. 51; extremely small
Naskhl ; size 1 1 ^ in. by 6| in.

26
The same.

The same seven volumes (1-6 and 8), written by
different hands in different sizes. The seventh volume
is missing, just as in the preceding copy.

Contents

:

No. 373, Vol. I. The first pages are very dirty and
slightly injured. No date. Many later corrections by
another hand.

No. 374, Vol. II. No date. A few corrections on
the margin.

No. 375, Vol. III. A few additions on the margin.
Copied A. H. 1007 (a. D. 1598, 1599).

No. 376, Vd. IV. The right order of ff. 16-49 is:

16, 41-48, 17-40, 49. No date.

No. 377, Vol. V on fol. ib, Vol. F/ on fol. nob.
Both written by the same 'Abd-allatlf bin Faridun
Da'ud bin Mu'ln-aldin of Shiraz, vol. V finished the

27th of Safar, A. h. ioii (a. d. 1602, August 16),

vol. VI the first of Eajab in the same year (a. d. 1602,

Dec. 25). Additions on the margin.

No. 378, Vol. F/// (geographical appendix). Copied
in the month Safar, A. h. 12 12 (a. D. 1797, August).

Various readings on the margin. This vol. is wrongly
styled the seventh vol. on fol. i».

Nos. 373-378. No. 373, ff. 272, U. 25; clear NasU'llk:
No. 374, ff. 356, 11. 25, seems to be written by the same hand

;

size of both vols, the same, 11 in. by 6J in. No. 376, ff. 325,
11. 19 ; large and clear Nasta'lik ; size, 1 1 in. by 7^ in. No. 376,

ff. 269, 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 9! in. by 5^ in. No. 377, ff. 264,

11. 33 ; small and close Nasta'lik ; size, 1 1^ in. by 8| in. No. 378,

ff. 136, II. 14-15; careless Nasta'lik; size, 9^ in. by 52 in. No
ornaments anywhere.
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27
The same.

The same seven volumes (i-6 and 8).

No. 1118, Vol. I. Beginning: o^--^ <_< ty^

^No. 1119, Vol. 11.

No. 1120, Vol. HI.
No. 1121, Vol. IV. The right order of ff. 22-25 is:

22,24,23,25; andoffF. 162-167: 162,166,164,165,

163, 167. A few pages a little injured. The first two

lines of the last page torn away.

No. 1122, Vol. V. Dated by Muhammad the father of

Sayyidkhan of Bukhara, the 22nd of Dhu-alka"dah, in

the 41st year of (? probably) 'Alamgir's reign, a.h.

1 108 (a. D. 1697, June 12).

No. 1123, Vol. VI. Slight injuries here and there.

No. 1124, Vol. F/7/ (geographical appendix). Fol.

2 1 must be read before fol. 20.

All seven volumes were presented by J. Wombwell,

Esq., the loth of April, 1804.

Nob. 1118-1124. No. 1118, S. 307, 11. 20-27; No. 1119,

ff. 380, 11. 27-28; both written for the greater part by the same

hand in Nasta'Uk ; ff. 6, 7, 51, 54, 67, the upper half of fol. 70

and ff. 304-307 of the j/irst vol., as well as ff. 329-379 of the

second vol., supplied later by different hands in a more careless

style; size, I2|in. by ji'm. No. 1120, ff. 296, 11. 17-19; clear

Nastalik; ff. 274-296 supplied by another hand in a larger

Nastalik ; size, qi in. by Si in. No. 1121, ff. 167, U. 33 ; small

but clear Nasta'Uk ; size the same as in the Jirst and second

vols. No. 1122, ff^. 424, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk ; ff. 1-3 supplied later,

11. 18. No. 1123, ff. 552, U. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; ff. 1-8 and 544-552
supplied by another hand. No. 1124, ff. 94, 11. 19; careless

Nasta'Uk ; the size of the last three volumes the same as in

No. 1120. Illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each

volume.

28
The same.

An excellent copy of the first six volumes of the

Raudat-alsafa.

No. 306, Vol. I. Beginning, on fol. i'' : e*-<^ u-»Jj

The original last page of this volume is found on

fol. I a of the following one, but supplied at the end of

the first by another modern hand.

No. 307, Vol. II. The original last page of this

volume is likewise found on fol. i'' of the following one,

but also supplied by a modem hand at the end of this

volume.

No. 308, Vol. III. This volume is dated the 4th

of Dhu-alhijjah, A.H. 972 (a.D. 1565, July 3), by

Muhammad Shams ^usain bin Muhammad 'Abdallah

Fakih ^^^/4»--

No. 309, Vol. IV.

No. 310, Vol. V. Dated by the same Muhammad bin

Husain Muhammad bin 'Abdallah ^J^/^ the 20th of

Eabi'-alakhar, a.h. 978 (a.d. 1570, Sept. 21).

No. 311, Vol. VI. At the end: JI ^1

Nos. 306-311, first vol. ff. 197, second vol. ff. 225, third vol.

ff. 149, fourth vol. ff. 160, fifth vol. ff. 150, sixth vol. ff. 233,

U. 30-31 ; clear and equal Nasta'Uk, apparently written by the

same hand ; illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each

volume ; size, Ijg in. by 8 j in.

29

An incomplete copy of the first and second volumes

of the same.

The first begins on fol. i^, the second on fol. 291^.

The latter goes down to the ^^^-J:* i^je^i (shortly

after the conquest of Makkah), and breaks off with the

first two words of this chapter, corresponding to

No. 307 (28 in this Cat.), fol. 120a, 1. 18.

The firit volume was finished the 12 th of Dhu-
alhijjah, A.H. 1030 (a. D. 1621, Oct. 28).

Bought at Allahabad for 150 rupees by Alii Doue,

the loth of June, 1765. A later owner of this copy

was Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 554, ff. 483, U. 23; excellent Nasta'Uk; iUuminated

frontispiece at the beginning of the first as well aa of the second

book ; size, ijg in. by 9J in.

80
Another copy of the first volume.

Beginning as usual. A full index on the fly-leaves.

Copied A.H. 1002 (a.d. 1593, 1594), by Diya-aldin

Muhammad bin Haji Mir Ibr&him alhusaini allaskani

{^/L^\). Haileybury MS.

No. 8411, olim 16. J. 8, ff. 314, 11. 20-21 ; distinct Nasta'Uk

;

size, i2jin. by 7J in.

31
The Bumefirst volume. ^

Beginning : j
^j^jl:;.^ jj j ^<r°^^ c>"*"^'

"^^
l*"*^-

d[r'
Isu, ts-^ '^J k O'V

Most pages of this copy are badly injured in the

first, second, and sometimes also in the third line.

Dated the 13th of Shawwal, A.H. 1087 (a.d. 1676,

Dec. 19).

No. 1110, ff. 435, 11. 17; unequal Nasta'Uk by different hands

;

size, 11^ in. by 6|in.

32
The B&rae first volume.

Well written; the first eleven and the last three

pages supplied by other hands. Colophon : xi. j.Uj

jU ji xi. |.Lj UJI l^jj Jjl j1» ^Jy j^ Jj' j^^

(?) S.JI a-, Jpl t^jUx^.

The last page a little injured.

No. 1111, ff. 4S1, 11. 17-21; unequal Nasta'Uk; size, lofin.

by 6| in.

33

An incomplete copy of theirs* volume.

There is wanting, both at the beginning and end,

about one page ; it begins with the words : JU5o
|,

\:i~...\
, agreeing with the preceding copy, fol. i\ last line

but two, and breaks off with the words : i.f..; .

.,5; i_i,U:i*

joLo^, corresponding to the same copy, fol. 480IJ, last

line but two. Ff. 1 1-18 are misplaced, the right order

is: II, 14, 12, 13, 16, 17, 15. i*^- Some pages are

worm-eaten. A few additions on the margin.

No. 1109, ff. 542, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, lo| in. by 5jin.
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84
Another incomplete copy of tlie^r«< volume.

Many headings omitted. The copy breaks off in the

middle of the reign of Dalihak with these words

:

. . . Oij:* «tH^ oj^. J
J^. ijjA, agreeing with No.

306 (28 in this Cat.), ful. 125!', 1. 3.

No. 1112, ff. 480, U. 14 ; large and clear Nasta'llk, written on
paper of different colours ; size, 1 1 in. by 6^ in.

35

A very defective copy of theJlrst volume.

Nearly hulf of the whole first volume is missing in this

copy, owing to a very large lacuna after fol. 68, comprising

about 142 leaves of No. 341 1 (30 in this Cat.), from fol.

92'', 1. 5 down to fol. 234'', 1. 6. The text begins in. the

first vignette on fol. 1^, thus s-i-^ i^:*--,^ J-Jij"

i^J.*;-. ijjUl^ «gj i-y^ t».Ljj . L5JJ.' e:jULx-.j, is con-

tinued in the second vignette on fol. 2", and having

been interrupted by an illuminated frontispiece on fol.

2^, bearing the title La-oJI 4-*ji Jj' xla., goes on

Jl k:yjU ^J\.JtJ^, agreeing with No. 3411, fol. i**,

1. 7 sq. No date.

No. 3272, olim 16. J. I, ff. 135, 11. 25; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; two splendidly gilded vignettes on ff. i' and 2", an
illuminated frontispiece on fol. 2^; a little worm-eaten and
slightly injured here and there; size, ll|in. by 7j in.

36

Another copy of the second volume.

Beginning as usual. Dated the middle of Muharram,
A. H. 103 1 (a. D. 1 62 1, beginning of December), at

Kurrah, by Mansur ibn Shaikh Ilahdad. Collated.

Haileybury MS.

No. 3412, olim 16. J. 9, ff. 508, 11. 23; Nasta'Uk; fol. 351
supplied by another hand; size, I If in. by 7^ in.

37

The same second volume.

This copy was finished the last of Rabi'-althani,

A. H. 1050 (a. d. 1640, Aug. 18). It belonged formerly

to Mr. Kichard Johnson. The first six leaves are mis-

placed, the right order is i, 2, 5, 4, 3, 6.

No. 556, ff. 306, U. 25 ; clear and large Nasta'Uk ; illuminated

fronti8]>iece ; occasionally various readings and additions on the

margin ; size, t4| in. by 9^ in.

38
The same second volume.

Beginning: tc^*^ o.--^j uybj^ ti--sr» ^^1 J^y^-£-

This copy was finished in the month Safar, A, h.

1075 (a. D. 1664, August-September).

No. 1785, ff. 787, 11. 19; very large Nasta'Uk ; some parts at

the end seem to be supplied by other hands ; illuminated frontis-

piece on fol. 1*
; size, 11 J in. by 7| in.

IND. OFF.

d

89
The same second volume.
Various readings and additions on the margin. No

date. Beginning as usual.

No. ] 107, ff. 302, U. 29 ; clear Nastallk ; ff. 206-314 "applied
by another hand in smaller Nasta'Uk, U. 38-30 ; Ulumuuted
frontispiece ; size, 13J in. by 8 in.

40
The same second volume.

No date. The order of S. 275-279 is: 275, 278,
276, 277, 279.

No_. 3273, olim i6. J. 2, ff. 302, U. 25; smaU but dear
Nasta'Uk; iUuminated frontispiece; size, 13 in. by 7 in.

41

An incomplete copy of the same second volume.

Beginning: Jl eab];^ ii-;^^ ^jl^.

It breaks off on fol. 499b in the middle of 'Ali's

khilafat ; last words : ^^^^^ ^^U ^^^ya. jL^J -<r<j (^j^

.... (jiy>. ijji/'^. J'-s-y , corresponding to the preced-

ing copy, fol. 260'', lin. penult.

A lacuna on ff. 471* and *>. No date.

No. 2412, ff. 180-499, !'• 33-33; written for the greater part
in Naskhl; size, I2| in. by 8| in.

42
Another copy of the second and third volumes.

Second vol. on fol. !*>, third vol. on fol. 261''.

"Written by at least three different hands, and dated
the 20th of Muharram, A. H. 987 (a. d. 1579, March 19).

A second handwriting appears on ff. 97"-! 16*, a third

(perhaps a fourth already) on ff. 222-364.

No. 555, ff. 364, 11. 21-29 0° "'® first 221 leaves, II. 31 on the
rest ; clear but very unequal Nasta'Uk by several hands ; illu-

minated frontispiece at the beginning of each vol. ; Kastem bind-
ing; size, 140 in. by 9|'in.

43
Another copy of the third volume.

Beginning : Jl ^J^^
—

* O i^LJ j Jl«j«.. Dated by

'All bin 'Abdallah Alhusaint, the i6th of Dhu-alka'dah,

A. H. 1015 (a. d. 1607, March 15).

No. 3274, olim 16. J. 3, ff. 324, 11. 19 ; distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

1
1
1 in. by 6| in.

44

The same third volume.

Slightly injured throughout. Dated the 17th of

Eajab, a. h. 1065 (a. d. 1655, May 23).

No. 987, ff. 248, U. 20-21 ; Nasta'Uk
;
plain frontispiece ; size,

9J in. by 5I in.

45

The same third volume.

ExceOent copy, finished the 27th of Jum&da-alawwal,

c
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A.H. 1081 (a. D. 1670, Oct. 12), by Muhammad Sharif

ibn MirzS Husain of Isfahan at Jahanpur.

No. 1680, if. 609, 11. 15; very Urge and distinct NastaUlk;
size, 1 1 in. by 6^ in.

46
The same third volume.

This copy was finished the 27th of Sha'ban, A. H.

1151 (a. D. 1738, Dec. 10).

No. 1143, ff. 384, 11. 17 ; Naata'lik ; size, io| in. by 5J in.

47
The same third volume.

No date. Copied by Nasir-aldaulah.

No. 2897, ff. •264, 11. 19 ; very irregular and careless Nastallk

;

azB, 13^ in. by 8^ in.

48
Another copy of the fourth volume.

This excellent copy is dated the 8th of Muharram,
A. H. 996 (a. d. 1587, December 9), by Ghulam-i-Shah-

i-Wilayat Kamal ibn Ghiyath. Beginning : Oc-,^4i

^1 liiULt-i Ls:"^ . The copy was formerly in Jonathan

Duncan's library, from which G. C. Haught .... (the

name is partly erased) got it in 18 18. It was received

into the India Office Library March 29, 1878.

No. 3190, ff. 178, 11. 39; Naakhl; illuminated frontispiece;

size, I2| in. by 8 in.

49
The Bame fourth volume.

Good copy, dated the end of Rajab, A. h. 1073 (a. D.

1663, March 10), by Haji Muhammad bin Nur-aldin
Muhammad Dasht-bayadi.

No. 3275, olim 16. J. 4, ff. 330, 11. 35 ; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; size, ii| in. by 7| in.

50
Tlie Bame fourth volume.

This very fair copy was completed in Ramadan, A. H.

1 08 1 (a. D.I 67 1, January-February), by Muhammad
Sadik ; the latter half of the copy, particularly towards
the end, slightly injured by woi-ms. It was received

into the India Office Library March 29, 1878.

No. 3192, ff. 318, 11. 31 ; Nastallk ; size, loj in. by 6^ in.

51

The same fourth volume.

No date. Good old copy.

No. 988, ff. 207, 11. 27 ; small but clear Nastaltk ; illuminated
frontispiece ; ff. i*" and 4'' ornamented ; splendid Eastern binding

;

size, loj in. by 6| in.

52
The same fourth volume.

Good and correct copy, but a little worm-eaten and
slightly injured. No date.

No. 1676, ff. 389, 11. 17 ; excellent Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in. by
6J in.

53

The same fourth volume.

No date. Slightly damaged by worms here and
there.

No. 3414, olim 16. J. 11, ff. 199, 11. 37-29; small but clear

Nastallk ; size, 1 1| in. by 6| in.

54
An incomplete copy of the same fourth volume.

This copy, defective at the beginning, opens abruptly

thus: Jl jjL.. eaf-ia. y;W*'i |r*^. Ls'^J^-''
correspond-

ing to fol. 22", 1. 8 in the preceding copy. It is styled

by mistake on the fly-leaf as well as in the colophon :

(,%-:r" J^ instead of |«iW*' No date. Copied by

Muhammad Ibrahim at Multan.

No. 3413, olim 16. J. 10, ff. 369, 11. 19; large and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; size, ii^ in. by 6| in.

55

Another copy of thefifth, sixth, and seventh volumes.

Excellent and correct copy, not dated.

Fifth vol. on fol. i**, sixth vol. on fol. 126'', seventh

vol. on fol. 273'^. Beginning of the seventh vol. in this

COTpj : jSia^ jyaJut ijUli. Jl^\) i—iLajl j\ ^J.*^^i

'\j^^ ^^^...^ JdA^ iSj[j^\y\ ii^ i:\,\..\\^ Aji

No. 653, ff. 327, II. 41-43 ; Nasta'Uk; size, i6| in. by 9J in.

56

Another copy of the_^/i!/i and sixth volumes.

Fifth vol. on £f. i^-25ib, dated the loth of Shawwal,

A. H. 1063 (a. D. 1653, Sept. 3), by 'Abd-alrasul bin

'Abd-alraliim bin 'Abdallah bin Mulla Sayyidi.

Sixth vol. on ff'. 252''-58iS dated by the same the

15th of Muharram, a. h. 1065 (a. d. 1654, Nov. 25).

A little worm-eaten and slightly injured throughout.

No. 1108, ff. 581, U. 32 ; very careless Nasta'Uk; size, I2|in.

by 6| in.

57

Another copy of the_^i!A volume.

Beginning: ji yL. L*Loj J^]^- Ff. 309-311 a

little injured. Dated the 24th of JumMa-althani, A. H.

1097 (a. D. 1686, May 18), by Muhammad Badi' bin

Muhammad Kazim of Isfahan. Collated throughout.

No. 3276, olim 16. J. 5, ff. 313, 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nas-

ta'Uk ; iUuminated frontispiece; the first two pages richlyadorned;

size, 1 1 in. by 6| in.

58
The samej^^ volume.

Some pages, especially at the end, badly injured.

After fol. 31 must be read fol. 74. No date.

No. 1007, ff. 249, U. 2 1 ; Nasta'Uk ; many injuries mended and
BUppUed by a later hand ; size, io| in. by 6;^ in.

i
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59

The sa,me Jl/th volume.

In this copy there are wanting a few lines at the

end ; it breaks off with the words : Sj^ JjLc ->-«1 JC,

agreeing with the last page, 1. 13, in No. 310 (28 in this

Cat.). Well-written MS.

No. 1042, ff. 385, 11. 23 ; clear and distinct Nastalik ; no orna-

ments ; size, 9^ in. by 5f in.

60

The sanie_^/i volume.

Beginning here : ^j^^Lu JL» j i_*3L:l* v».\-jJJ u^jI;!

?•
No date. Some pages, severely damaged, have been

carefully mended.

No. 3415, olim 16. J. la, ff. 388, 11. 22-33; Nasta'llkj some
pages written by other hands ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 10^
in. by 5j in.

61

The sameJlfth volume.

Beginning as in the preceding copy : ta.Uj.> u^l)'

Ff. Ill and 112, although written in a similar hand,

are different in size and paper, quite brown and torn to

pieces ; they are lying loosely in this copy, but fit

exactly in between ff no and 113. No date. Modem
copy.

No. 2412, ff. 1-179, U. 35-41 ; Shikasta; collated; size, I2g
in. by 8| in.

62
The same.

A greatly injured copy without date, formerly be-

longing to A.Welland (4th Feb., 1810).

Beginning : JL« . i_^Ll« t».Loj (torn away) ....

Jl Jkli* . uojL^ii «.^Ljj... ijijLvJ. jljou /*-*Jc

The author styles himself on fol. il*, 1. n; ^_ xljt*

jLijJ.Li. (see Rieu i. pp. 87 and 93).

In many pages pieces are torn away; there are

besides all headings left blank from fol. 83 to the end.

No. 129, ff. 271, 11. 20 ; Naskht ; size, 9! in. by 6J in.

63

Another copy of the sixth volume.

Beginning : Jl ^_;.,Li-o^,jCi 'J^j c^^-ij

The proper order of ff. 126-131 is: 126, 128, 130,

127, 129, 131. Dated the 4th of Jumada-alakhar,

A. H. 1074 (a. D. 1664, Jan. 3); the transcriber and

owner of this copy was Mirza Kulibeg Turkman.

No. 3277, olim 16. J. 6, ff. 560, 11. 18-30; unequal Naskhl;
size, II J in. by 6^ in.

64
The same sixth volume.
No date. Many slight injuries everywhere. The

right order of ff. 112-134 is: 112, 120-133, 113-
H9, 134.

No. 989, ff. 559, II. 19-34; written by at least three different

hands in unequal Nasta Ilk ; size, 9^ in. by j^ in.

65
A defective copy of the sixth volume.

This copy is incomplete at the end, about two leaves

being missing. The last words agree with No. 3277
(63 in this Cat.), fol. 559'', 1. 1 2 ; besides the text of the

last six pages is severely damaged and whole portions

torn away. It. is worm-eaten throughout, but carefully

mended in most places.

No. 2854, ff. 384, 11. 32 ; careless Nasta'llk ; size, 13^ in. by
6jin.

66
Another defective copy of the sixth volume.

This copy is an extraordinarily strange one ; the be-

ginning is that of 'AH Yazdi's Zafarndma : L^ U.»»

J I (sUll ^y ^ji, ^\Li-«, and the text of the Zafarnama

goes down without interruption to fol. 56*", last line but

one, corresponding to No. 2597 (175 in this Cat.), fol. 65*,

1. 4. In the same line begins quite suddenly, and without

any separation, the text of the sixth volume of the Rau-

dat-alsafa, opening with the chapter: (_/.^L» ^jjli-^^^i

^_si\ JiU Lj!^
J ^J^^y

(t*«J^) "^^^ a^y uji/^u]/*

jy*J jjLijl i_*ijyj ey^-<v» ^\ »jyj j (li)l>^ V"" .
• ' • *

'i,j.,
corresponding to No. 3277, fol. 60*, 1. 10.

Ff. 52-65 are misplaced, the proper order is : 52, 57-

64. 53-56, 65.

No date.

No. 985, ff. 478, 11. '20; Nasta'llk; written by two different

hands (the first of which is found on ff. 1-66) ; size, li} in. by

8 in.

67
Part of the sixth volume.

This copy goes down to the death of Timdr only,

in A. H. 807, and the immediately following events (see

fol. 233*' sq.). The last words correspond to No. 3277,

fol. 296'', 1. 8. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2627, ff. 236, 11. 31 ; small but clear Nasta'llk; the fir*

two pages illuminated ; size, gj in. by 6^ in.

68
A fragment of the sixth volume.

This fragment goes down to the end of A. H. 790,

and breaks off with the words: jj\j e..:Wl ». i\Sj\j, cor-

responding to No. 377 (26 in this Cat.), fol. 140*, 1. 18.

There seem to be lacunas after fol. 48 and fol. 56.

No. 1115, ff. 112, 11. 17 ; written by different hands, partly in

Nasta'llk, partly in Shikasta; many pages badly injured; size,

iij in. by 7i in.

a
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69
Anotlier copy of the sixth, seventh, and dghih volumes.

No date.

Sixth vol. on fol. i'' ; seventh vol. on fol. 264^, be-

ginning : i»JU> t«M jl
\j
j-i~^\ j->j 5-J

'-^^'-~i;^-^JL/i
"'^^

Eighth vol. or geographical appendix on fol. 360^,

styled: Ki^M^^j o^li L^U, and beginning: J^.ji

No. 562, S. 404,11. 27 ; careless and unequal Naeta'llk, written

by different hands ; illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of

each volume ; size, ifij in. by gj in.

70
Another copy of the sixth and eighth volumes.

The sixth vol. begins on fol. i'', and is dated on fol.

300* the 2nd of Jumada-althani, A. H. 1007 (a. D. 1598,

Dec. 31); the eighth or geographical appendix (here

wrongly styled the seventh) begins on fol. 301^: t_»jL3.

Jl c>— .1 cy,Jj eU5o. s.:i^Uiii.s^ I
_)

xjL-o xji\xtji-

No date. The real seventh volume of the Eaudat-

alsafa is not found in this copy.

No. 1522, fr. 338, 11. 25; Nasta'llk; partly collated; illumin-

ated frontispiece at the beginning of each volume ; size, 12J: in.

by 7^ in.

71

Another copy of the seventh and eighth volumes.

Beginning of the seventh volume on fol. i^ : ^ya^

Beginning of the eighth volume or the geographical ap-

pendix on fol.121'': 'L^^l H?-" 159 U-<iJ1 i-oj, rji.\Ji^\:i>.

Jl cy,-^. V^-^^'j iiy;->» vW (j]/. i^l Cl—jl JjJJ ellLi.

No date. Eichard Johnson, 1778. On fol. 121a is

stated that this copy of the eighth vol. was once in the

possession of H&ji Muhammad Rida of Isfahan.

No. 3278, olim 16. J. 7, fF. 160, U. 27 ; clear and distinct

Nasta'llk ; size, 1 2 in. by 7 in.

72
Another copy of the eighth volume or the geographical

appendix.

Beginning: Jl v^j^ (_>b,l <J^jj^.- Dated the 12th

of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 1126 (a. d. 171 4, Nov. 19).

Slight injuries. On fol. !»• wrongly styled ^^sjt jJls..

No. 1125, ff. 48, 11. 24; clear Nasta'llk ; size, \2\ in. by 7J in.

73
The same eUgMh volume.

No date. A little worm-eaten.

No. 1908, ff. 86, 11. 15; Nasta'llk ; size, gf in. by 5| in.

74

The same eighth volume.

Beginning : • ajIjj (jL«j .i Li.aJ\ i-oj, ^^ 5-»5U».

Til xJLo (sLL. *jLl-o. It is incorrectly styled jJ.*.

^ijj* on fol. I".

No. 990, ff. 33, 11. 19; careless Nasta'llk, alternating with

Shikasta ; the last two leaves added by another hand in clear

Nasta'llk ; size, io| in. by 6i in.

75

The same eighth volume.

Another excellent copy of the geographical appendix,

beginning: -iX^y)^ v^f^-o->. LjLsr^ j ^^j^ V^;' '^^j^-

Jl iri}^ t^U-Lc jl i-ijt-i si JljUj. On the fly-leaf it

is styled j^LJl^^k-).

No date.

No. 2540, ff. 48, 11. 25 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 13J in. by 8 in.

76

Khulasat-alakhbar (jWa-ill i-aiU*).

The quintessence of chronicles, an abridgement of

the Raudat-alsafa, made A. h. 905 (a. d. 1499, 1,500), by
Ghiyath-aldin bin Huraara-aklin Khwandamir, Mir-

khwand's grandson, who was born at Harat about a. h.

88o=A. D. 1475, and died A. h. 941 =a. d. 1534, 1535.

Comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 83-86 ; Eieu i. p. 96 sq.

;

W. Morley, p. 38 sq.; H. Khalfa iii. p. 163; Elliot,

Bibliographical Index, p. 106 sq. ; History of India, iv.

p. 141 sq. ; G. Fliigel ii. p. 68, etc.

Contents

:

Introduction about the creation, on fol. 2''.

First makalah, the prophets, on fol. '^.

Second makalah, the Greek sages, on fol. 38*.

Third makalah, the kings of Persia, Arabia, etc., on

fol. 41a.

Fourth makalah, history of Muhammad, on fol. 69*.

Fifth makalah, the first four Khallfs and the Imams,
on fol. 90^'.

Sixth makalah, the Umayyade Khalifs, on fol. 108''.

Seventh makalah, the "Abbaside Khalifs, on fol. 126''.

Eighth makalah, minor dynasties contemporary with

or subsequent to the 'Abbasides, on fol. 153*'.

Ninth makalah, Cingizkhan and the origin of his

race, on fol. 212^, first line.

Tenth makalah, Tlmiir and his descendants, on fol.

234a.

Conclusion about Harit and its celebrated men, on

fol. 279*.

Beginning : .lAft*«JLc *L*>jl .Lil ijUj]; u^U-U ^^^L*

Jl ^jAi'^ .Ul ijUSlj ujl,
'

:

«

5jUj .

.

This copy was finished the 1 4th of Jumada-althani,

A. H. 970 (a. D. 1563, Feb. 8). Ff. 40-55 supplied by
a later hand. Presented by SirW. Muir, July 18, 1877.

The leaves are bound in European fashion from left to

right.

No. 3185, ff. 296, 11. 27 ; Naskhi ; size, gf in. by 6 in.
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77

Another copy of the same.

Introduction on fol. 3*' ; makalah I on fol. 4'', II on
fol. 40«, III on fol. 42b, IV on" fol. 7ol>, V on fol. 915",

VI on fol. 114b VII on fol. isa^ VIII on fol. 158",

IX on fol. 22 lb, X on fol. 2430 ; conclusion on fol. 293".

This excellent copy was finished the 4th of Dhd-alhij-

jah, A. H. 985 (a. D. 1578, Feb. 12).

No. 1102, ff. 310, 11. 24 ; beautifully clear and distinct Nasta'ltk;

the first tw(t pages luxuriously illuminated
;
gilt headings from the

third makalah to the conclusion; size, 14^ in. by 9 in.

78
The same.

Introduction on fol. 3" ; makalah I on fol. 4b II on
fol. 54a, III on fol. 57l>, IV on fol. 97", V on fol. 130'',

VI on fol. 156b, VII on fol. i8ia VIII on fol. 215a,

IX on fol. 305b, X on fol. 336" ; conclusion on fol. 404".

No. 1995, ff. 424, 11. 21 ; small but clear Nasta'llk ; amall illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 8| in. by 6| in.

79
Habib-alsiyar (f-—Jl i_*.*.«j»).

The first volume of the well-known general history,

called^^,.*^! i-r*-*-;^, hy the same Khwandamlr, who was
engaged in this work from A. h. 92 7 to 930 (a. d. i 52 1-

1524); comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 70-82 ; Eieu i. p.

98 sq. ; W. Morley, p. 42 sq. ; Elliot, Bibliographical

Index, pp. 106-110, and 121-127 ; History of India, iv.

J). 154 sq. ; G. Flugel ii. p. 70; J. Aumer, p. 75 sq., etc.

Edited Taharan, A. h. 1271 ; Bombay, A. h. 1273.

It is divided into three volumes (jJjt*), each volume
comprising four chapters (J^).

This copy opens with a complete index on £F. i^ and
38i^-383b (the leaves being misplaced), beginning:

The first volume itself begins on fol. 2b
: .Li».l ^ » f I U

1

Iftitdh or introduction about the creation, Iblis, the
Jinns, etc., on fol. 9a.

Chapter I, on the old prophets and philosophers, on
fol. 12a.

Chapter II, on the ante-Muhammadan kings, on fol.
115a.

Chapter III, on Muhammad's life and exploits, on
fol. 185b

Chapter IV, on the first four Khalifs, on fol. 289b.

TTie volume concludes on fol. 380b. Copied by Mu'-
min 'Alibeg. The date seems to be A. h. 1070 (a. d.

1659, 1660).

No. 757, ff. 383, 11. 25 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispieces on
ff. i' and a"*; size, io| in. by 6^ in.

80
Another copy of the same^r«< volume.
Iftitah on fol. 9b; chapter I on fol. 13a, II on fol.

136b III on fol. 178b, IV on fol. 310b. Dated the i ith I

of Ramadan, a. n. 1087 (a.d. 1676, Nov. 17). Slightly
injured in a few places.

No. 163, ff 425, 11. 19 ; clear Nairta'llk ; ff. 145-43J written
by a second hand on much whiter paper ; size, 1 1 io. by 6j in.

81
The same^rs< volume.
Iftitah on fol. 7a; chapter I on fol. 10", II on fol.

looa. III on fol. i6ia, and IV on fol. 258b.

Dated the ist of Kabi'-althani, a. h. i 123 (fifth year
of Bahadurshah's reign)=A. d. 171 i, May 19.

No. 2422, ff. 341, 11. 23 ; Nasta'llk, mixed here and therewith
Shikasta ; ff. 2-6 supplied by another hand, fol. i a little injured

;

collated arid annotated throughout; size, I2| in. by 7 J in.

82
The sam^first volume.

Iftitah on fol. 9b; chapter I on fol. 13% II on fol.

133a, III on fol. 2i6b, IV on fol. 352*. Copied by
Maulana Nur-allah.

No date. A seal from a. h. 1 172 (a. d. 1758, 1759)
on fol. I*.

No. 1927, ff. 472, U. 21 ; distinct Nasta'llk; illuminated fronU»-
piece; size, 10J iu. by 6 in.

83
The soMie first volume.

No date. Iftitah on fol. 9a; chapter I on fol. 13*,

n on fol. 138a, III on fol. 227a (heading omitted), IV
on fol. 367b. The last pages a little injured.

No. 363, ff. 484, 11. 19; clear Nasta'llk; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 10^ in. by 6 in.

84
The n&me first volume.

No date. Iftitah on fol. ii*; chapter I on fol. 15*,

last line but one; II on fol. 163b; III on fol. 265b;

IV on fol. 422b, first line. Various readings and addi-

tions on the margin.

No. 1786, ff. 560. 11. 19; Nastallk; ff. 1-17, 32, 7a, 96, 97,
105, 125, 126, 144, 169, 176, 177, 193, 208, 225, 226, 231-234,
288, 353, 360, 559, and 560 supplied by another hand ; size, 1 1 in.

by 6» in.

85
«

The samej^r»< volume.

No date. Iftitah on fol. 8a; chapter I on fol. 1 1», II

on fol. 104b, III on fol. 172b, IV on fol. 278b. At the

end of the first chapter, after fol. 103, there is a large

lacuna, corresponding to No. 757 (79 in this Cat.), fol.

104b, 1. 16, to fol. 115a, 1. 18.

No. 417, ff. 361, 11. 33 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9} in. by 6 j in.

86
Habib-alsiyar.

The second volume of the same work, beginning

:

i;u jj^ ijLJ ,^;:.:U J*-. tjjJi ii -i-ii

Jl ilj^ r;-f-«ill .y- Chapter I, history of the twelve
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Im&ms, on fol. i**; chapter II, history of the Umay-
yade Khalifs, on fol. 83" ; chapter III, histoiy of the

"Abbaside Khalifs, on fol. 149^; chapter IV, history of

the contemporary dynasties from the Tahirides to the

kings of Khwarizm, on fol. 244**.

Copied A. H. 1 107 (a. D. 1695, 1696).

No. 1438, ff. 448, 11. 21; Nastalik; the first sixteen leaves

supplied by a more modem hand, D. 20 ; size, io|^ in. by 7 in.

87

Another copy of the same second volume.

It is a little incomplete at the end ; one or two leaves

are missing. Its last words, ,Ji^ ^^L-jiH ^1, corre-

spond to the preceding copy, fol. 447^, 1. 3. Chapter

I on fol. i\ II on fol. 93a, III on fol. 165^, IV on fol.

275*. Slightly injured. A blank on fol. 427b.

No. 1787, ff. 518, 11. 21 ; Nastalik ; size, lij in. by 7| in.

88
Habib-alsiyar.

The third volume of the same work, beginning : i_j^Lj

CJVv *-^ •*-** a^^j^ - cr cJ^u^^ -tH* '^^-^

Chapter I, history of the Khans of Turkistan, of Cin-

gizkhan and his descendants, on fol. i''; chapter II,

history of the dynasties contemporary with the Cingiz-

kh&nians, on fol. 94''; chapter III, history of Timur

and his descendants, on fol. 1 46'^ ; chapter IV, history

of the Safawi dynasty down to Shah Isma'il's death,

A. H. 930 (a. D. 1524), on fol. 410b.

Biographical appendix, on fol. 493^-

Conclusion (^Uui.1), on geography and cosmography,

on fol. 500".

No date. A note (from the 2nd of Jumada II, A. h.

ii53=A. D. 1740, August 25) on foLi*:
r-T"

ji^

No. 1788, ff. 536, 11. 29-30 ;
partly in Nasta'lik, partly in

Naskhi ; written by three different liands on different paper
(ff. 1-286 on a more brown, the rest on a more white one) ; illu-

minated frontispiece and ornamented initial pages at the begin-

ning of the first three chapters ; size, I2| in. by 8 in.

89
A slightly defective copy of the same third volume.

This copy is incomplete at the end. Beginning as in

the preceding copy. Chapter I on foL i^, II on fol.

47", III on fol. 79^ (here called by mistake f.,U^ -^"J-?^)!

IV on fol. 209''. Biographical appendix, on fol. 2491".

Conclusion, or geographical and cosmographical part

(here entitled : jj-4-i-« U^;--J1 i_....,a. ^.U J>.T jJia.

cyU^ii*' t.^ls*'. >.::. ... y^j), on fol. 253a. This part

breaks off, on fol. 268*, with these words : J^b ;., \jy>-i

.... 1^ k—i .. x^ U^r* u]}}^ cj' •^'—Vrt-"'
corresponding

to the preceding copy, fol. 535*, 1. 2.

According to the colophon, on fol. 78% the second

chapter of this volume was finished by 'Abd-almalik ibn

'Imad-aldin of Kirman, the 7th of Jumada-althaui, A. H.

1012 (a. D. 1603, November 12).

No. 1384, ff. 268, U. 35-38 ; small Naslallk ; a few pagei

supplied by another band ; size, 14 in. by 9I in.

90
Another more defective copy of the same.

The whple conclusion on geography and cosmography

is wanting in this copy. Chapter I on fol. i*>, II on

fol. 69I', III on fol. ii2l>, IV on fol. 382b. Good old

but undated copy.

No. 1892, ff. 387, 11. 35; small but distinct Nasta'lik; size,

1 2 in, by 62 in.

91

Another copy of the first three chapters of the third

volume.

Chapter I on fol. 1^, II on fol. 225% III on fol. 353^
No date.

No. 846, ff. 606, 11. 19 ; very large and distinct Nasta'lik ; some
pages a little injured ; size, 1 2^ in. by 8 in.

92

Another copy of the third chapter of the third

volume.

Beginning : Ji i^U k_.oj y Aj (j\.

No heading. No date. This copy is nicely written,

but worm-eaten and slightly injured at many corners.

No. 3420, olim 16. J. 15, ff. 273, II. 25; clear and distinct

Nasta'lik; size, 11 in. by 7 in.

93

A slightly defective copy of the same third chapter.

Heading : u^\ji\^ S'j .:, oJLJ jJLsr* jl
j»j _

..1 ^ja^

f-S-* u!/* v^-a-bfl i^y^-ia. J]^l cyljjlj j JUil

JI jjliti/r Beginning as usual. It breaks off with

the words : .... ^^L-a.1
j j,lxjl ljI^.I j ^yj^ eyU>iL«,

corresponding to fol. 409^', first line, in No. 1788 (88

in this Cat.).

No. 590, ff. 564, 11. 19 ; Nasta'lik ; size, io| in. by 5I in.

94
A large fragment of the same third chapter.

This fragment, which does not contain the history of

Timur or of his immediate successors, begins with A. h.

855, the date of the accession of Mirza (or Sultan) Abu-
alkasim Babar, the son of Mirza Baisunghar, and grand-

son of Shahrukh. The first heading, with which the

copy opens (corresponding to No. 1788, fol. 260**, 1. 19),

runs thus : J_> i_.JLsr? oL> |»-<UiJl ul 1) i-?^ "-^V ^^
^LJ^i. IsUil jlX) ISS^ (J^j' cjW-'^ uWj J t;jbi-»jL>

J,

' account of Sultan Babar's conquest of Khurasan and

Badakhshan.' The date of completion, given on fol.

3678', 1. 11, is exactly the same as in Ouseley 289 in
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the Bodleian Library (Bodleian Cat., No. 77), viz. Dhu-

alka'dah, A. h. 929 {^j^i^ j x.^ l^^ tx*j iji tUj

iJU-n-J .)=:A. D. 1523, September-October.

This copy was finished the 8th of Kabi'-alawwal, A. n.

1026 (a. D. 1617, March 16). It is collated tliroughout,

and bears numerous traces of correction and amplifica-

tion. There are some blanks occasionally, and several

leaves are misplaced; for instance,' the proper order of

ff. 55-60 is : 55, 59*', 59a (ff. 59 and 56 being turned

upside down), 57, 58, 56b, 56", 60 ; and of ff. 251-280 :

251, 257, 258, 253-256, 252, 259, 261-268, 260, 269,

270, 278, 272-277, 271, 279, 280.

No. 30iy, ff. 368, 11. 19-21 ; very careless and unequal Nas-
ta'llk ; size, 9^ in. by 5I in.

95

Another copy of the fourth chapter of the iMrd
volume.

Beginning: i_jL:jl cjJJj^j .j -»-« ^ils^ \\ ^14*. .i».

conclusion, on fol.Biographical appendix, on fol. 192"

208*, first line.

No date.

No. 758, ff. 290, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk, unequally written by differ-

ent hands ; seriouslydamaged in many pages, especially by worms
;

size, 9f in. by 5f in.

96
The same/oMrtA chapter.

Biographical appendix, on fol. 100*; the |»liii.l, or

geographical conclusion, on fol. 108* margin.

The copy, which is undated (nth—12th century of the

Hijrah), was greatly injured, especially in the margin-

columns, but has been carefully mended.
Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2591, ff. 154, 11. 15 in the centre, 11. 28 in the margin-

column ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by s| in.

97

A slightly defective copy of the ^zxsxq fourth chapter.

The first page is wanting in this copy, which begins

abruptly : ^,, lie ij-i-J sLijU . . . . , corresponding to

No. 758 (95 in this Cat.), fol. i'', last line. Biographical

appendix, on fol. 152"; conclusion, on fol. 164''. The
last pages a little damaged.

The date, written distinctly 832, is impossible; it is

probably A. h. 1032 (a. d. 1623).

No. 864, ff. 219, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; ff. 7-9 and 206-211 sup-

plied by another hand, 11. 35-42 ; size, ^ in. by 6 in.

98
A more defective copy of the same fourth chapter.

Biographical appendix, on fol. 321''; conclusion, on

fol. 345*. Of the latter there are only a few pages found

in this copy, which breaks off, on fol. 349^, with these

words: ^^\ \^^ j c*-.l dj^ar^ JT Ji-.l ^sJl- »-i

iiiL,^jl
J t>^i correBponding to No. 1788 (88

in this Cat.), fol. 501'', 1. 8.

No. 2988, ff. 349, U. 1 3 ; Nasta'Uk ; nze, 10^ in. by 6| in.

99
Extracts from the Habib-alsiyar.

Two large extracts from the «ec<md volume ofKhwan-
darair's work; ihe first, on ff. i'>-69^, compriBes a por-

tion of the fourth cliapter, or the history of the dynas-
ties, contemporary with the 'Abbaside Khalifs, from the

Tahirides down to the kings of Tabaristan, beginning :

Jl ijftLijL) x.Ls* xsSji „> ; t , i jl juo ; the second,

on ff. 73''-245'', contains the whole third chapter of

the same volufaie, or the history of the 'Abbaside

Khalifs, beginning : (dJL. ^jaLXo ^^Ly-. j Jl«j>. uJLu«I

Jl ,_55JlII ; comp. J. Aumcr, p. 76, No. 224, III and FV.

An index of the 'Abbaside Khalifs (that is, of the second

extract) is found on the fly-leaves.

Copied in the month Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 12 10 (a. d.

1795, September-October).

No. 414, ff. 245, U. 1 5 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9} in. by 6| in.

100
Khulasa-i-Hablb-alsiyar

(
y—Jl <_< ««•» »-»5L»).

The biographies of eminent Shaikhs, Amirs, 'Ulamas,

and poets, which are found in different parts of Khwan-
damir's Habib-alsiyar, collected into one volume and

entitled : ^-y-)l >_*-.fj>. jJj^ L»5U».

These are extracts, not from the second volume of

that work (_jjj jJl». jl), as is stated on fol. i* and in

the first heading on fol. i^, but exclusively from the

third. They begin with the time of Timtir, and go down

to that of the Ak-koyunlu dynasty.

l._/iy (!!) |,yjls-jl^^l ._*^-o. o,y L-5U.

b jJjo j-flbo &J jlil « U-Ilc
_)

ijbi-» « vsjbL-jl ^jiJ^.

jl\jt iiyiM ^\Ji k_-j>.bfl, on fol. it".

Beginning : .I5wil . -sLk ^-.

Jl U iji Juftl^.

kl l^\^^ ^;-)U-» J^.

JjU jjU jjUL» U jjjjj j-oU-., on fol. 10''.

3. Jo, jLJjjj^bu. iS^J-iUl J ijL:-. Jl^j' »X-i>^

JjU »Li.jb, on fol. 29b.

jLw i^jLkL- b jJjjJ, on fol. 34^

yjut U Xiiyi M*L

Vy^, on fol. 43a.
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on fol. 76''.

On fol. 9ia-i04 there is added as s^U. the descrip-

tion of JIardt (i^sJuJl .Ij v:yLi-a \\ sJJU. ,jLj ,i 8-»jU».

j_yi-xj ii
J ei,bl eulo. iSh jjl cjUb

J
ejljUj; J

s]^

Beginning : Jl Jh^»jj eUl-* ^jlxJL-. JLc t^l, o

.

No. 145, ff. 104, 11. 17; large and clear Nastallk ; size, I2jin.

by 6| in.

101

Lubb-altawarikh ( -j.L:!)! iJD).

General history, from the earliest times to A. H. 948
(a. d. 1541, 1542), by Yahya bin 'Abd-allatif Kazwini,

who died a. h. 962 (a. d. 1555) ; see Bodleian Cat., Nos.

88-95: Rieu i. p. 104 sq. ; G. Fliigel ii. p. 71; Cat.

Codd. Or. Lu-d. Bat. iii. p. 6; Krafft, p. 87; Elliot,

Bibliographical Index, p. 129 sq. ; History of India, iv.

p. 293 sq. H. Khalfa V. p. 307 fixes the author's death

in A. H. 960 (a. d. 1553). A Latin translation, with the

title ' Medulla Historiarum,' appeared in A. F. Biisch-

ing's ' Magazin fiir die neue Historie und Geographic,'

vol. svii, Halle, 1783. It is divided into four kisnis.

Beginning: jjl^a. ^jA>\m l^t^lj^i^ _o |_^U-. . X.j».

Index on ff. 2*-3'', in which, on fol. 2^, 1. 4 ab infra,

O.J ^...,'4 must be read instead of Jtl ^ ... 'i, and 1. 3 ab

infra, JJI J-oi instead of o.j _~J. The tJiii-d kism has

here as well as in the text only two makalas instead of

the usual three, corresponding to the second and third

in Rieu i. p. 1 05, so that the first (Abu Bakr, 'Umar,

and 'Uthman) is omitted, probably because the copyist,

being a Shi'ite, felt conscientious scruples about men-
tioning these enemies of 'Ali.

Kism I in two fasls: fasl I, Muliammad, on fol. 3*;

fasl II, the twelve Imams, on fol. 9*.

Kisni II: The ante-Muhammadan kings in four fasls:

1. Pishdadians, on fol. 'i<^ ; 2. Kayanians, on fol. 23"

;

3. Muldk-altawa'if, on fol. 29*; 4. Sasanians, on fol. 30^'.

Kism III : The post-Muhammadan rulers in two
makalas: 1. Banu Umayyah, on fol. 40'^; 2. Banu
'Abbas, on fol. 44"; and six babs, viz. 1. Dynasties

contemporary with the 'Abbasides, in eleven fasls, from

the Tahirides to the Karakhita'ls of Kirman, on fol. 53a

;

2. Mogliuls, from C'ingizkhan to Abu Sa'id, on fol.

^2^ (here -,.j l_jL> to be read instead of Jjl i_>L>) ; 3.

Successors of Abii Sa'id in Iran, in five fasls, from the

Cupanians to the Sarbadars, on fol. 106'^ (on fol. 109'',

i,.j
j-aj to be read instead of f»iW» J-^j and J-oi

~sH instead of
^

.t. .t. J-aj on fol. 128"; the third fasl,

not marked, begins on fol. in''); 4. Tiinur and his

successors in Iran, on fol. 132''; 5. Kara-koyuulu and

Ak-koyunlu Sultans, on fol. 156*, without heading, in

two fasls ; 6. Uzbegs of Transoxania and Khurasan, on

fol. 172'' (^ t. .» tjb to be read instead of |.,^4» V^.)-

Kism IV: Safawis, on fol. 174*. Accession of Tah-
masp, on fol. 191''. A small lacuna after fol. 191.

Dated at Lahur, Ramadan, A. h. 1031 (a. d. 1622,
July-August).

«

No. 1986, ff. 193, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; worm-eaten and damaged,
particularly ~ba the last twenty-six leaves ; size, 8J in. by 4J in.

102

The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Index on
ff. 2l'-3b.

Kism I in two fasls, on ff. 3b and 10''.

Kism II in four fasls, on ff. 22'>', 25'', 31*, last line,

and 33*^.

Kism III, here in three makalas, as in Rieu i. p. 105,

on ff. 43b (Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, and 'Ali), 44b

(Banu Umayyah), and 49'' (Banu 'Abbas) ; and six babs,

on ff. 57'>' (read here Jjl ^J^J instead of Jjl J^aj in 1. 4),

90", 10 lb, i25'», 145'', and 160''.

Kism IV on fol. 1 6 2". Beginning of Tahmasp's reign,

on fol. 181*.

No date. Eleventh century of the Hijrah. The copy
belonged formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 526, ff. 184, 11. 15 on ff. i-ji, 11. 17 on ff. 52-184 ; Nastaltk
by different hands, as it seems ; worm-eaten throughout ; size,

7 in. by 4^ in.

103

The same.

The index is wanting in this copy ; there appears

besides a most peculiar date, viz. a. h. 977 (Llw si^U*.

e*-.l tji , T ...i
J ^;;-sJ«-^-' ) /*-^-»')) On fol. 225'', 1. 7, due

no doubt to a later addition, as foreign to the original

as the date 963 in the second copy of Rieu's Cat.,

p. 105.

Kism I on fol. 4\ II on fol. 26», III on fol. 51b

(where
f,j^

must be read instead of (..j), IV on fol.

225b. Dated the 25th of Shawwal, a. h. 1053 (»^

ij iij^)= A. D. 1644, Jan. 6, at Jahangirnagar

by Khwajah Muhammad bin 'Abd-alrasul bin Khwajah
Hamtd-alkhalidi. The last three leaves of this MS.,

from fol. 262'' to 264'', are filled with a kasidah on the

bow and arrow, ^^US j^^, by Tahir of Balkh (see the

third bait), which begins

:

This copy was presented by J. H. Peile, Esq., and
received 19th of September, i8i8 ; transferred to Civil

College 9th of August, 1819.

No. 3394, olim 14. J. 24, ff. 364, 11. 11; large and distinct

Nasta'lik ; size, 8 j in by 5 j in.
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104
Ta'rikh-i-Ibrahimi (|j»->^]^l ^Jd).

A general history of the world, of a rather desultory

character, from Adam to a.h. 956 (a. d. 1549), see this
date on fol. 206^, 1. 7 (compare the following copy, fol.

218'', 1. 13), or even to a.h. 957 (a. d. 1550), see
Bodleian Cat, No. 97 (identical with this work). In
Elliot's History of India, iv. pp. 213-217, and Kieu iii.

pp. 10131 and 1046", A.H. 952 (a.d. 1545, 1546) is

given as final date of the composition of this work,
because the history of Humayun's reign is brou'dit

down to that year, see fol. 238I),
1. 5. Another title

of this history is ^y\.*Jt
^J\3, because it was com-

piled in Humayun's reign. The author's name is

given on fol. i* of the following copy as Ibrahim
bin Harir (probably Jartr, since on fol. i^ the great
'Tabari is likewise called Muhammad bin Harir instead
of Jarir). In Beale's 'Oriental Biographical Dictionary,'
Calcutta, 1881, p. 115, the author is styled Hjrahim
bin Hariri, and the work is said to have been dedicated
to Babar (!).

The preface, which begins on fol. ib : j_^ •) j^^

^1 iyi^ jj^ ^Lj eJL^ ^^.^ ooci
_,
^^i

contains only a few lines, and gives neither title, date,
nor author's name. It starts at once with a discussion
on ante-Muhammadan chronology, the age of the
world, etc.

History of the Israelites (old prophets, Jewish kings,
etc.), beginning with Adam, on fol. 3*; Jesus, on fol!

i>), from Lukman

22b
; Seven Sleepers, on fol. 25".

Old philosophers (UXl. Jl»3.l ;l

to Buzurjmihr, on fol. 27^.

Old Persian kings, from Gayumarth to Yazdajird III,
on fol. 32*.

History of Muhammad, his family, children, com-
panions, the first four Khalifs and the twelve Imams,
on fol. 53''.

Umayyade Khalifs, on fol. 103b.

'Abbaside Khalifs, on fol. 11 8b (interspersed with
short biographical accounts of contemporaiy shaikhs,
poets, etc.; for instance, Abu-alhasan Kharakani, on
fol. 135b; Abu Su'id bin Abu-alkliair, on fol. 138b).

Minor dynasties: Tahirides and Saffarides, on fol.
158b; .Samauides, on fol. i59'i; Ghaznawides.onfol. 162b;

Khwarizmshahs, on fol. 165b; Atabegs, on fol. 167b;
Ghurides, on fol. 1 70" ; Kurt kings, on fol. 174a ; notices
of renowned shaikhs, etc., on fol. 176b.

Cingizklian, his ancestors, children, and successors,
going down to a.h. 956, on fol. 178b; Kara-koyunlu,
on fol. 195"; Ak-koyunlu, on fol. 199a; Saftiwis, on
fol. 202b.

History of India, beginning with a general survey of
the kinss of Dihli (ajl* d^L.) from the time of Kutb-
aldin Aibak, on fol, 206b. Kings of Gujarat, begin-
ning with Muzaffarshah, and other minor dynasties, on
fol. 2nb.

^

History of Timdr and his successors, with notices of
shaikhs and poets of the same time, on foL 213*.

IND. OFF.

Sultan Babar, on fol. 234b, last line. Birth of Humi-
yun, and account of his reign to A, h. 952, on fol. 235b.

Dated the 4th of §afar, a.h. 1096 (a. d. 1685,
Jan. 10).

No. 1874, ff. 239, '•• »7 i Naata'llk ; lize, loj in. by 6J In.

105
Another defective copy of the same.
This copy is in a very precarious state, it is not only

incomplete at the end (about three pages wanting here,
the last words agreeing with fol. 238b

1. ^^ jn the
preceding copy), but defective in many other places,
and greatly damaged in the first 150 leaves. Fol. 79
is almost completely torn away; considerable lacunas
after ff. 134 and 137 (the first corresponding to the pre-
ceding copy, fol.*i22b, 1. I, to fol. 126a,

1. 9 ; the second
to fol. 129", 1. 3, to fol. 129b, last line, chiefly comprising
the biographical account of Bayazid Bistami). A great
number of leaves are like cinder, and almost fallen to
pieces. Beginning the same as in the preceding copy.

History of the Israelites, etc., on fol. 3*.

Old philosophers, on fol. 31".

Old Persian kings, on fol. 36a.

Muhammad, etc., on fol. 60a.

Umayyade Khalifs, on fol. 114*.

'Abbaside Khalifs, on fol. 130b (Kharakani, on fol.
144b; AbA Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair, on fol. 14 7b).

Minor dynasties: Tahirides and Saffarides, on fol.
169a; Samanides, on fol. 170a; Ghaznawides, on fol.
173b; Khwarizmshahs, on fol. 177a; Atabegs, on fol.
178b, last line; Ghurides, on fob i8ib; Kurt kings,
on fol. 185b. Notices of renowned shaikhs, etc., on
fol. 1

88b.

Cingizkhan, etc., on fol. 190b; Kara-kojninhi, on
fol. 207b,

1. 3 ; Ak-koyunlu, on fol. 2i'i«, 1.
'2

; Safawls,
on fol. 215a,

1. 4 (the latter three without headings).
History of India, etc., on fol. 2 1 8b ; kings of Gujarfit,

etc., on fol. 223b

TimAr, etc., on fol. 224b; Babar, on fol. 247b;

Humayun, on fol. 248a.

No date. An entry from a.h. 1069 (a.d. 1658,
1659), on fol. la.

No. 428, ff. 251, II. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; ff. 240-351 are written by
another liand ; size, 9 in. by 4J in.

106
Nusakh-i-Jahanara (1.1 ^.1 j-- i-j).

General history of the world from the oldest times to

A.H. 972 (a.d. 1564, 1565), commenced a.h. 971 (a.d.

1563, 1564) by Kadi Ahmad bin Muhammad Alghaf-
fari of Eai (who died A.H. 975=A. D. 1567, 1568).
The title of the book is a chronogram, see fol. 3», 1. 5

;

author's name on fol. 2a,
1. 1 1. It is dedicated to Ab(i-

almuzaffar Shah Tahmdsp Safawi, and divided into one
^jljjx and three jj:—

' ; comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 98

;

Rieu i. p. 1 1 1 sq. ; Elliot, History of India, iv. p. 298 sq.

;

G. Fliigel ii. p. 72 ; H. Khalfa ii. p. 658, etc.

Contents

:

Preface, on fol. ib, beginning : ^^ vi»..U j .^U %xi>

ji \;\ ^u*.
^
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Index, on S. 3^-4''.

'Unwdn or introduction, on fol. 4^, in two uJ^

;

1. age of the world ; 2. meaning of the word ' prophet.'

First Nmkhah : God's prophets and elects (Jlja-l jJ

U-.l
J

L-ol), Bubdivided into two ooT: 1. prophets

before Muhammad, beginning with Adam (U-Jl^i jJ

^JA^^ .), on fol. .5* ; 2. Muhammad and the Imams

Udlj ill^' |,4Jlc W-jl [cijV,..^]), on fol. 13% in two

^Jti : (a) Muhammad's life
; (6) the twelve Imams.

Second Nuskhah : the kings of the world down to

the Kara-koyunlu and Ak-koyunlu (^^^!lL-. Jj^l ji

f^^y^. ^^ J (J*^). on fol- 22% in two iJL^.

^ahtfah /L!lLo( jl J-J sj^jy), in two s-s«-»: 1.

Persian kings from Gayumarth to Yazdajird III (,.»

^ dyi^), on fol. 2 2*, in four ^^iu- ; 2. from the kings

of Babylon to the Khakans of the Turks {^jJal^ ji

^^j^), on fol. 26% in six^^^lj^.

SaUfah II (^^1 jl X«J d^ ja), in twenty s-s^ :

1. the Umayyade Khalifs {C^\
^J^. j^), on fol. 31% in

two i_J^ ; 2. the 'Abbaside Khalifs {ijXls- ^J jj), on

fol. 34', in two^_,ii-., with an offshoot (iI-'Cx
fJ/)'

containing the vassals of the "Abbasides, in five >—»;»,

viz. the fahirides, Banu Aghlab, Tulunis, Ikshldis, and

Al-i-Hamdan ; 3. the Sayyids (eyijj si v:ybL- l:uJ^-jj>.j.j

x>\ OjJ i:yb!!>l)), on fol. 42% last line, in six^^k-, viz.

the Sultans of Spain, the Sultans of Yaman, the Sharifs

of Makkah, the Isma'ilis of Egypt, with offshoots, the

Sultans of Gllan and Mazandaran, with offshoots, viz.

Al-i-Ziyar, Al-i-Buwaih, and Kakuyah, etc., and the

Musha'sha's of Khuzistan, with offshoots ; 4. the Saf-

farides (su^LLo), on fol. 65^; 5. the Samanides (Jly

^.jCiSC-, . ^JUL«.), on fol. 68^, with their offshoots, in

four^ii^, viz. Alptigins, Sabuktigins, Khwarizmshahs,

and Banu Ilyas ; 6. the Saljuks of Iran, Turan, Syria,

and Kirman (jj-s'— jT^j), on fol. 74'', in four^,ii-.;

offshoots of the Saljuks in two 1—»/» ; («) Mawali or

Freedmen, in seven j-JlT; (6) A'all or Amirs, in four

s-JiT'; 7. the Al-i-Ayyub of Egypt, Syria, and Yaman

(1^1 jT >j), on fol. 95^, in two^^k-. ; 8. the Ghurides

(j^ e)*L» jj), on fol. 100^, in two Ji-.; offshoots in

two ^-i/>- ; {a) Ghulaman or slaves of Sultan Shihab-

aldin
; (6) A'ali or Amirs, in two 8 .n ; 9. the Sultans

of Maghrib (i,j;i* ,^\^ji), on fol. 107% in four^^

;

1 0. the 'Arab Amirs (v/* t^]/*' jj)> on fol. i o<)^, in three

,W...
; 1 1 , the Greek emperors (^j^ 5;--»W» )^)y on fol. 11 2^

;

12. the rulers of Turkistan and Transoxania (j,l5s»jj

^\ 'l^jL.
J
^JLi_S^), on fol. 115'', in two^^ ; 13. the

rulers of the Kurds and Lurs (.1^11 j i\S\ j.IXj>. ,0), on

fol. 1 1 81", in two ^OM ; 14. the kings of 'TabarlBtan and

Eustamdar (.IXtV.-M j j^b--^ d^u. ji), on fol. 123b

in two Ja-j; 15. the kings of the borders (^^-JjiL- jj

i-jUs!), on fol. 132b, in four ^^li-. ; 16. the Moghul

Sultans (
Jj-i-. ^J^'^ y), i- e. Cingizkhan and suc-

cessors, on fol. 137'', in four -W^; 17. the Gurganis

(sJoUTIj ^j^iLu ,j), i. e. Timur, his ancestors and his

sons, on fol. 160^; descendants in four^^k-.
;

(a) de-

scendants of Mirza Jahangir; (6) Shahrukh and descen-

dants
;

(c) descendants of 'Umar Shaikh
;

{d) Miran-

shah and descendants ; 18. race of 'Uthman (^^^1^^:^

jjUic jT), on fol. I75''; 19. the Kara-koyunlu (ji

jJuijji y ^^), on fol. 1 80a; 20., the Ak-koyunlu

(^ji jT j^^iL-jj), on fol. 183^.

Third Nuskhah : the Safawi dynasty (^^^^ ji

iHijj^ w^ic iJlis- ^^JaSj\), especially from A. h. 906 to

972 (a. D. 1500-1564), on fol. i9o'>.

No date. Worm-eaten throughout.

No. 28, S. 226, 11. 19 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 9I in. by 5^: in.

107

An incomplete copy of the same.

This copy is extremely defective, not only in the

beginning, but in many places in the text, where ex-

tensive lacunas are found. The first leaf is missing.

The author's name appears on fol. !*>, 1. 3 : Ahmad bin

Muhammad alkadi Ghaffari ; the dedication to Abu-al-

muzaffar Shah 'Tahmasp Bahadurkhan on fol. z% last

line; and the title on fol. 215, 1. 6. Index on ff.
2l'-4b.

' Unwdn or introduction, on fol. 4^, in two harfs.

First Nuskhah, in two ayas, on fol. S'^-
The larger

portion of the first ayah is missing, as well as the

beginning of the first nass of the second (comprising

the life of Muhammad), in consequence of a large

lacuna after fol. 7 ; see the preceding copy, ff. 5^-13^,

and the following copy, No. loi, ff. 10-16. The second

nass of the second ayah begins on fol. 8**.

Second Nuskhah: Sahifah I, in two safhas, on

ff. 14b and 1 8b Sahifah II, in twenty safhas : 1. on

fol. 24^; 2. on fol. 27b; 3. on fol. 36^; 4. on fol. 65a;

5. on fol. 68«; 6. on fol. 75b; 7. on fol. 104'' (read

here f,:Jui instead of ^xka,); 8. on fol. 110^; the end

of thefirst and the beginning of the second kalimah of

the second harf of the offshoots (A'ali or Amirs) are

missing in consequence of a lacuna after fol. 115, cor-

responding to the following copy, No. loi, fol. nob,

1. 8, to fol. nib, last line; 9. on fol. ii6b; 10. on

fol. 119^; the larger portion of the third satar (Banu

Asad) is missing, as there is again a lacuna after fol. 121,

corresponding to No. 101, fol. ii8b, 1. 9, to fol. 120b,

middle of 1. 3 ab infra; 11. on fol. 122a; beginning

missing in consequence of the same lacuna ; 1 2. on

fol. 124"; again a lacuna after fol. 127, which com-

prises the few concluding words of the second satar

and the beginning of the thirteenth safliah, correspond-

ing to No. 10 1, fol. 127% 1. 3 ab infra, to fol. 128%

lin. penult.; 13. on fol. 1281 ; beginning missing,

second satar on fol. 128b; 14. on fol. 132b; again a

lacuna after fol. 135, comprising a portion of the first

satar, corresponding to No. loi, fol. i38'>', 1. 8, to

fol. 139% 1. 7; the second satar begins on fol.
136a-
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a lacuna after fol. 141, comprising the end of the
second satar and tlie beginning of the fifteenth safhah,
corresponding to No. loi, fol. 145", 1. n, to fol. 147'',

1. 8, middle; 15. beginning missing; 16. on fol. 145";
a very large lacuna after fol. 147, comprising almost
the whole four satars and a portion of the seventeenth
safhah, corresponding to No. loi, fol. 153* 1. 9, middle,
to fol. 178b, first line; 17. opens abruptly in the his-

tory of Timur's ancestors, on fol. 148*; the first satar

of the descendants, which begins on fol. 153", is defec-

tive owing to a lacuna after fol. 153, corresponding to
No. loi, fol. i83'>, 1. 10, to foh 184a, end of 1. 9 ; the
second satar is for the same reason defective in the be-
ginning; 18. on fol. i68b; 19. on fol. 174a, breaking
off on fol. 177''; a large lacuna after fol. 177, corre-

sponding to No. loi, fol. 196b 1. 3, to fol. 210b,
1. 3,

comprises the end of the nineteenth safhah, the whole
of the twentieth (the Ak-koyunlu), and the beginning
of the

Third Nuskhah, which opens abruptly, on fol. 178a,

in the reign of Shah Isma'il. The record of events
from A.H. 906 to 972 begins here on fol. 179a. The
copy breaks off on fol. 234b, in a. h. 972, after the first

twelve lines, just as in Eieu i. p. 115.

The remainder of this copy, viz. fi'. 2'^^'^-2^g^, con-
tains a fragment of Amir Yahya bin 'Abd-allatif al-

Husaini al-Kazwini's Lubb-altawarlkh (compiled A. h.

948, see above, 101-103 in this Cat.), beginning with
the fifth bdb of the tJiird kism (the Kara- and Ak-
koyunlu), and breaking olF in the reign of Shah
Isma'il Safawi ; the sixth and last bdb of the third

kism (the Uzbegs) is found here on fol. 247a, the be-
ginning of the fourth kism (the Safawi dynasty) on
fol. 248I'.

This defective copy belonged formerly to Mr. Kichard
Johnson.

No. 61, fif. 259, 11. 19; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; ff. 235-259
written by several other bands ; size, 9 in. by 4I in.

108
Another equally defective copy of the same.

It begins abruptly on fol. 3 a in the preface. First

words: Jl .jJ tjU . 5.i.oj J^, corresponding to

the preceding copy, fol. la, middle of 1. 2.

Author's name on fol. 3^, 1, i ; dedication to Tahmasp
on fol. 4b,

1. 3 sq. ; title on fol. 4^, 11. 7 and 8. Index
on ff. 4^-7 a, first line.

'TJnwau on fol. 7*.

Nuskhah I, first Ayah, on fol. 7b, last line ; a lacuna

after fol. 9, comprising one leaf (Yafeth to Ishak).

Second Ayah, first nass, on fol. 14''; this part breaks

ofi' on fol. 16^, in consequence of a very extensive

lacuna after fol. 16, which comprises the end of the

first nass and almost the whole second nass, together

with the first Sahtfah of Nuskhah II, except a short

portion of the second nass. the beginning of the first

Sah'tfah of Nuskhah II (on ff. i and 2), and the portion

from the end of the fourth satar of the second safliah

to the end of the sixth satar of the same (on ff". i7a-2oa).

These small remnants, which are preserved here, cor-

respond to the preceding copy, fol. 13b
1. 7, to fol. 15b

L 3, and fol. 2ia, 1. i, to fol. 24a,
1. 14.

The second $ah,tfah of Nuskhah II, in twenty jaf^,
is found here: 1. on foh 20a; 2. on fol. 23''; 3. on
fol. 33l>;

4. on fol. 60b; 5. on fol. 63b
1. 6 (heading?

omitted); 6. on fol. 70b; 7. on fol. 98a; 8. on fol. 103b
(read |,::-ij, instead of _i-i, and tj,ji instead of ww);
9. on fol 113a; 10. on fol. 115b last line; 11. on
fob 119b, first line; 12. on fol. 123*; 13. on fol. 127';
14. on foL 133a; 15. on fol. 145b first line; 16. on
foL 151a; 17. on ff. i77»-i87b and 223-23ia; 18. on
ff. 231a, 231b i88a-i93a (read ^i^t instead of

j»j>j^.»->.) ; 19. on fob 193a; 20. on fob 196b.

Nuskhah III, on ff. 204b-222b and 232«-244b
There is a lacuna after fol. 222, corresponding to the
preceding copy <No. 61), fol. 190*, last line, to fol. 191b,

1. 2. On fol. 244b this Nuskhah breaks off in a. h. 936,
corresponding to No. 61, fob 207b,

1. 4 ab infra, so that
the final portion of No. 61 (viz. ff. 208-234) is entirely

missing here. But there is another lacuna on the last

page, between 11. i and 2, where the copyist probably
found a gap in the MS., from which he transcribed this,

corresponding to No. 61, fob 205a, lin. penult., to
fol. 207a, lin. penult. A seal of A. h. 1188 (a. d. 1774,
1775) on the fiy-leaf.

The proper order of the leaves is: 3-16, lacuna, i,

2. lacuna, 17-187, 223-231, 188-222, lacuna, 232-244,
lacuna.

No. 101, ff. 344, 11. 15 ; Nastallk
;

greatly injured and part
totally destroyed by the worms ; size, 8f in. by ^\ in.

109
Mirat-aladwar (lU^J^l '^V')-

General history, from Adam to A. h. 974 (a. d. 1566,

1567), by Muhammad Muslih-aldin al-Lari al-Ansari,

who died at Amid in Diyarbakr, A. h. 979 (a. D. 1571,

1572); see Eieu i. pp. 116 and 117; H. Khalfa i.

p. 241 ; G. Fliigel ii. p. 74 (where it is wrongly styled

ijji^,\3 j^a:Je'), etc. As five leaves are missing at

the beginning of this copy, the author's name does not

appv<!ir. It is divided into ten babs, viz.

1. Adam and the first prophets, imperfect at the

beginning. 2. The Pishdadians of Persia and the

prophets and holy men of their time, on fol. 4b.

3. The Kayanians and their contemporaries, on fol. 27b.

4. The Sasanians and their contemporaries, on fol. 47b

5. Origin and rise of the Islam, history of Muhammad,
the first four Khalifs, the Imams, the Umayyades, and
the 'Abbasides, on fol. 65b. 6. The other dynasties

contemporary with and posterior to the 'Abbasides, on
fol. 2 1

6b, in eight tabakas, viz. (o) the Saffarides,

on fol. 2 1 6b; (6) the Samanides, on fol. 219a; (c) the

Dailamis, on fob 223a; (d) the Ghaznawides, on fol.

230b; (e) the Saljuks, on fob 246a;
(/) the Khwarizm-

shahs, on fol. 280b; (9 and h) the Isma'ilis of Maghrib

and Iran, on fol. 287b. 7. Clngizkhan and his suc-

cessors, on fol. 300a. 8. Timur and his successors in

Iran, on fol. 354b. 9. Hasanbeg and his snccessoTB

(the Ak-koyunlu), beginning not marked. The brief

mention of the Safawi rulers. Shah Isma'il and Sh&h
D a
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Tahmasp, is found on S. 426'' and 427". 10. The first

'Utlimani or Turkish Sultans from their origin to A. H.

974, tlie date of the death of Sulaiman I and the acces-

sion of Salim II, on fol. 428b.

No date.

The abrupt beginning runs thus

No. 166, ff. 451, U. 21; Nasta'llk; size, lojin. by 6^ in.

110

Ta'rikh-i-Alf! {j^\ -^p).

The first half, or about the Jit-st two volumes of the

very rare and valuable general history, which is known

as the Ta'rikh-i-Alfi, and gives a detailed account of

the millennium after Muhammad's death to a. h. 997
(a. d. 1589). It was commenced, by order of the

emperor Akbar, in A. h. 993 (a. d. 1585), by Mulla

Ahmad Tatawi, and continued, after his assassination

on the 15th of Safar, a. h. 996 (a. d. 1588, January

15), see below. No. 3293 (112 in this Cat.), fol. 2'-',

1. 9 sq., by Asafkhan. The final revision of the first

two volumes was undertaken by Bada'uni in A. h. i 000

(a. D. 1591, 1592), that of the third by Asafkhan;

comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 99 ; Rieu i. p. 1 1 7 sq. ; Elliot,

Bibliographical Index, p. 143 sq. ; and History of India,

v. pp. 150-176. This copy comprises the first five

hundred years, and goes down to a. h. 510.

Beginning of the_^M< volume, on fol. i^ :

oJia^ j\ Jjl JL« jJ JjJ sJ'-i' («-5lj ^^jy

The second volume begins here, on fol. 254b, with

the 135th year of the Eihlat or death of Muhammad

(=A. H. 145): ^]j->} s^ol JL. ^JJ\ (XjLs) tL^ j\ j

Ji Jjl x^.
The copy is very badly vn-itten, and extremely in-

correct in dates. There is the greatest confusion in the

headings, but the text seems to be in proper order and

uninterrupted.

Dated the 5th of Rajab, A. h. 1058 (a. d. 1648,

July 26).

No. 836, ff. 602, 11. 27-32 ; very unequally written in differ-

ent kinds of careless Nasta'llk and Shikasta by many different

hands ; some pages seriously damaged ; illuminated frontispiece
;

size, I3|in. by Sin.

Ill
The same.

Another copy of the second volume, beginning exactly

like the preceding copy with the 135th year of the

Rihlat, but going down to the middle of the 506 th

year of the same era (a. h. 145-516), that is, six years

further than No. 836. It comes to an abrupt end with

the words : . . . . |»4J Jjj " .»'j ij^. jV»' The 500th

year of the Rihlat (the end of the second volume in the

preceding copy) concludes here on fol. 253'', 1. 3.

Most of the last thirty-eight leaves are severely

damaged.

No. 10, ff. 262, 11. 30 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 14 in.

by8|in.

112
The same.

The second, third, and fourth volumes of the Ta'rikh-

i-Alfi.

Second volume (No. 3291) begins here (much later

than in the two preceding copies) with the Khilafat of

Muhammad Amiu bin Harun-alrashid, in the year of

the Rihlat, 183 (= A. H. 193), and goes down to that

of Al-Muktafi (Abu 'Abdallah bin almustazhir) in the

year of the Rihlat, 520 (=A. h. 530), that is, twenty

years further than No. 836.

Third volume (No. 3292) begins with the year of

the Rihlat, 521 (=A. h. 531), and breaks off in the

year of the Rihlat, 682 or 683 (= A. h. 692 or 693);
there are besides two large lacunas in this volume, viz.

between fl^. 312 and 313 (eight blank leaves being in-

serted), and between ff. 409 and 410 (six blank leaves).

Fourth volume (No. 3293) begins, after the preface

of the continuator Asaflihan, with the end of the year of

the Rihlat, 684 (=A. h. 694), and goes down to the

year of the Rihlat, 987 (=A. h. 997).

This excellent copy was finished the 14th of Rabi'-

althani, A. H. 1015 (A. D. 1606, August 19).

No. 3291, ff. 442 ; No. 3292, ff. 415 ; No. 3293, ff. 494, 11. 27;

clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 12-12J in. by 8-8^ in.

113
The same.

The second half or the third and fourth volumes of

the Ta'rikh-i-Alfi, together with a small portion of the

second volume, incomplete at the end. It begins in the

midst of the 484th year of the Rihlat (=a. h. 494) : ^j

Jl ij^\ jJj^ .sW^^ J ij^ u'' corresponding to No.

10 (ill in this Cat.), fol. 2 2 !», first line, and goes down

to the beginning of the 975th year of the Rihlat ( =A. h.

985). The second hal/'{or the 501st year of the Rihlat=

A. H. 5 1 1) begins on fol. 33'', 1. 4. There is a lacuna after

fol. 59. Ff. 85 and 542-549 are severely damaged.

The right order of ff. 141-149 is this: 141, 143-148,

142, 149 ; and of ff. 183-187 this : 183, 186, 184, 185,

187. Most of the headings and dates are missing.

No. 312, ff. 549, 11. 30 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

I4j-in. by 8|in.

114
The same.

A large portion of the same second half, beginning

in the midst of the 545th year of the Rihlat (=a. h.

555) :
ji cJ^-JJl oij jij -^-^ ;' •^•^' '''"^ S°'''^ ^"^'^

to the end of the 974th year of the Rihlat (=A. h. 984).

It breaks off with these words : ,jS Ok_jj.s j]j-^- i

• JV c^i)-^
^'-•^ Jj'^;ji' J^ u^-H)''

corresponding

to No. 3293 (112 in this Cat.), fol. 493*, 1. 9.

Many headings are omitted.

No. 121, ff. 495, 11. 30; clear Nasta'llk ; size, 14J in. by 8| in.
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115
The same.

Another portion of the se.cond half of the Ta'rikh-i-

Alfi, beginning in the midst of the 585th year of the

Rihlat (= A. H. 595): sJLj».iL« sjL. Jtk3
J

xJaj t^y^

ii"l -,1) corresponding to No. 312 (113 in this

d
Cat.), fol. 127a, 1. 26, and going down to the midst of

the 974th year of the Eihlat (= a. h. 984). It breaks

off with the words : . . . . J...«-»
J^ sLi. J-—J jl ^j^ '^jWj

corresponding to No. 312, fol. 548'', last line.

A full index of this copy's contents is found on the

fly-leaves.

No. 316, ff. 476, 11. 29-30; written in good and distinct Nas-

ta'llk by at least three different hands; size, 13j in. by 8^ in.

116
The same.

Another portion of the same second half, beginning

with the 553rd year of the Rihlat (=A. h. 563) : Jt':,

d'
aUdl cr«

ilx^' sJl J 5-^) and going down to

the end of the 932nd year of the Rihlat (=a. h. 942).

It breaks off with these words : ^^IWl... . ^JLk!L. xt^^

.... e:j, rfi -^ l • jjjwti jv**-* [<-*•* CJ"*!/^
ia-^ u^-y^. -^

.

*
.

"^ )

corresponding to No. 3293 (112 in this Cat.), fol. 388*',

first line.

No. 152, ff. 211, 11. 31 ; small, but clear Nasta'Uk ; illuminated

frontispiece; slightly worm-eaten throughout; si7.e, I2| in. by
7iin.

117
The same.

A smaller portion of the second half, or the third

volume of the Ta'rikh-i-Alfi, beginning with the 501st

year of the Rihlat (=a. h. 511): J-aJb JL- xJLsj J>i

^^UaI— JL. ^1 Jjy ji ^^. jJL, oI», jl S^
J

^\ysr^, and going down to the middle of the 679th

year of the Rihlat (=A. H. 689). It breaks off with

the words : . . . . sLijlj . jJjL:-u'^j^
CJ;

^>jLs^., corre-

sponding to No. 316 (115 in this Cat.), fol. 147'', 1. 5.

Blanks on ff. 186^ 196*, 196*', 199", 199'' (entirely

blank), 200*, and 215*.

No. 835, ff. 320, 11. 29 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; illumin-

ated frontispiece ; size, 13^ in. by 8^ in.

118

Muntakhab-i-Ta'rikh-i-Alfi {jti\ .j,tj i_.ci:=-^).

Extracts from the Ta'rikh-i-Alfl, comprising :

1. Account of the Russians, on fol. iK
2. Extract from the history of Shahrukh and account

of Khotan and Khoti, ia the years 806 and 812, on
fol. 9b.

3. Extract from the history of Sultan Sa'idkhan and
account of Tibet, in the year 929, on fol. 2 2^.

4. Account of Kashmir, on fol. 27b.

5. Account of the fortress of Kangra and its capture
in 1029, on fol. 33".

6. Account of Malwah, Gujarat, Fathpflr, etc., on
fol. 35b sq.

No. 1719, ff. 46, II. 15 ; Shikiksta ; sice, 9} in. by j j in.

119

Majami'-alakhbar (.Li-ill /«-•(-**).

A compendium of general history, from the begin-
ning to A. H. 1000 (a. D. 1591, 1592), by Muhammad
Sharif alhusaini, known as Wukii'i, who entered a second
time the service of the emperor Akbar in a. h. 998=
a. d. 1596 (see fol. 2,^, 1. 3 ab infra). The title, written

here incorrectly.aSjUil a-.Ls^, appears on fol. 4", 1. 5.

On fol. I* the work is simply called : ^
" «^ ^j^

Beginning : elL. i5 j^ \j ^J^\j>
^L.1 cajU-. (jSjU—

There is no proper subdivision to be found in this

copy; we only learn from fol. 641" and other occasional

headings, that it comprises two niakalas of very un-
equal proportion, the first comprising the ante-iluham-
madan, the second the post-Muhammadan history.

First mak&lah (not marked) begins with a short

sketch of the usefulness of historiography (JoLi ^yL»j

>j,Lj Jic), on fol. 4", after which follow :

Old prophets, kings of the Israelites, etc., on fol. 4^,

beginning with Adam and ending with Khalid bin

Siuan (Jesus on fol. 2i», Seven Sleepers on fol. 23",

St. George on fol. 23b, Simeon on fol. 24b).

Old philosophers and sages, on fol. 25", ending with
Buzurjmihr.

Old Persian kings, on fol. 29*, in four tabakat, from
Gayumarth to Yazdajird III.

Banu Lakhm in the Arabian 'Irak, on fol. 56*.

The Ghassanians iij Syria, on fol. 57''.

The Tubba's in Yaman, on fol. 58b.

iSecotid mak&lah, on fol. 64'', beginning with the his-

tory of Muhammad's life, his genealogy, wives, children,

etc. ; the first four Khalifs, the twelve Imams, the

Ashab, etc. (Abu Bakr on fol. 74", 'Umar on fol. 76»,

'Uthmau on fol. 78'', 'Ali on fol. 83", the Imams on
fol. 90'').

The Umayyade Khalifs, on fol. 92^.

The 'Abbaside Khalifs, on fol. 114".

Minor dynasties, contemporary with the 'Abbasides

:

Tahirides, on fol. 2040; Saffarides, on fol. 205"; Sa-

manides, on fol. 206" ; Dailamis, on fol. 209" ; Ghazna-

wides, on fol. 214" ; Ghiirides, on fol. 217*; Kurt kings,

on fol. 219b; Saijuks, on fol. 221* (Saljuks of Kirman,

on fol. 229b; Saljuksof Rum, on fol. 230''); Khwarizm-
shahs, on fol. 230^; Isma'ilis, on fol. 237b (this part is

curiously styled JJ1 »JLl. jl vb) ; Hasan Sabah, on

fol. 240''; Karakhita'is of Kirman, on fol. 242''; Ata-

begs of Ears, Diyarbakr, and Adharbaijan, in three shu'-

bahs, on fol. 243" ; Atabegs of Luristan, on fol. 246*.

Moghuls, on fol. 246b, to Tughatimurkhan.

(History of Cingizkhan begins on fol. 249*," a short
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chapter on the Sultans of Egypt, on fol. zss"'; reign

of Sultan Abii Sa'idkhan, on fol. 260b.)

Sultans who ruled after the Moghuls in some of the

Bilad-i-jibal, that is, the local dynasties of the Cinglz-

khanis, in five ta'ifas, of which however only four are

distinctly marked, viz. Cupanis, on fol. 2631"; Ilkanis,

on fol. 264*; MuzafFaris, on fol. 266* (preceded on fol.

265'' by the history of Amir Shaikh Abu Ishak, the

last Icjuking, which iS probably reckoned as third

ta'ifah) ; and Sarbadars, on fol. 268^.

The Timurides in Iran and Turan, beginning with

Timur himself, on fol. 271", and ending with a short

sketch of the Caghataikhans of Turan, on fol. 304^.

History oi India, first part, beginning on fol. 306" with

Sabuktagin ; Kutb-aldin Aibak, and the following kings

of Dihli, on fol. 3061", down to Sultan 'Ala-aldin Mah-
mudshah bin Sultan Muhammadshah, the last of the

Sayyids, and the rise of the house of Ludl.

Kings of Gujarat, from the early Eajahs to a. h. 999,
on fol. 334''.

Bahmani kings of the Dakhan, on fol. 336^.

Kings of Bangalah, on fol. 338''.

Rulers of Malwah, on fol. 340*.

Kulers of Jaunpur, on fol. 3421".

History of India, second part, from Bahlul Ltldi to

Ibrahim Ludt, on fol. 343^.

Sketch of the reign of the Kara-koyunlu, on fol.

344^; of the Ak-koyunlu, on fol. 352'! ; of the TJzbegs,

on fol. 360''; of the Safawis, on fol. 364*^ (accession of

Shah 'Abbas, on fol. 383'''); and of the 'Uthmani Sultans,

on fol. 385".

History of India, tliird part, beginning with Babar,

on fol. 389'' (a portion of his history has been told

already in the chapter of the Safawis, on fol. 369^ sq.);

first reign of Humayun, on fol. 391*; Shirklian, etc.,

on fol. 393" ; second reign of Humayun, on fol. 398^
;

Akbar, on fol. 398^. The history of this emperor is

brought down to A. H. 1000.

No date. The oldest entry on fol. i" is from a. h.

1027 (a. D. 1618), so that the copy of this rare work,
not met with anywhere else, is comparatively old. Other
seals from A. h. i 169, i 192, 1198, etc.

No. 1768, ff. 410, 11. 23 ; very small Kasta'llk j worm-eaten
and occasionally damaged besides, particularly on fol. 55 ; size,

10 in. by 5^ in.

120
General history.

An anonymous universal history from the beginning
of the world to A. h. iooi=a. d. 1592, 1593 (^'lis last

date found here, on fol. 537''), and the conquest of the

Dakhan by Akbar. The copy is defective, both at the

beginning and in many parts of the context ; in fact, it

is impossible to state how many lacunas there may be,

and how many leaves are misplaced by the binder, as

there are no catchwords at all, and the contents of

the book are in the most hopeless state of confusion

imaginable. No strict subdivision is visible anywhere.
To give an idea of the pell-mell character of this book,

we subjoin the principal headings in the order in which
they appear

:

Fragments of a general index, on £F. i and 2, with a
lacuna both after fol. : and fol. 2.

29b.

Part of the history of the Khalif 'Uthraan, on fol. 3*

(the story of his death appears on fol. Sss'' !). Again a

lacuna after fol. 5.

Part of the history of 'All, on fol. 6* (the beginning

of 'All's Khilafat appears on fol. 532l> in the middle of

the page !).

History of Hasan, on fol. i^ ; of Husain, on fol. 1 8*;

of'Ali ibn Al-Husain and the following Imams, on fol.

1
9I' sq.

Khilafat^^of Mu'awiyah, on fol. 27"; of Yazid, on fol.

History of the martyrs of Karbala, on fol. 32*.

The other Umayyade Khalifs, on fol. 321".

Abu Muslim, on fol. 56b.

'Abbaside Khalifs in Asia, on fol. 58* sq.

'Abbasides in Egypt, on fol. 83''.

Kings of Yaman, on fol. 90=^.

Ghassanians in Syria, on fol. loob.

Banil Umayyah in Maghrib, on fol. 103".

Banu Aghlab in Afrika, on fol. 103^'.

Mulaththamin, on fol. 106^.

The Tulunis, on fol. io8'».

The fkhshldls, on fol. loSb.

The Hamdanls, on fol. 109a.

The Tughtiginls, on fol. iio^.

The Danishmandis, on fol. 1 1 1*.

The Urtukis, on fol. iiib.

The Salikis, on fol. 112a.

The Isma'ilis in Afrika, Egypt, and Syria, on fol. 1 1 2".

Sharifs of Makkah, on fol. 11(1°.

The Banu Kilab of Halab, on fol. 118*; the Banu
'Ukail, on fol. 118^1; the Banu Asad, on fol. iigl".

The Musha'sha' Sayyids, on fol. 120*.

The Atabegs, on fol. 121^
The Ayyubites, on fol. 128''. History of Salah-aldin

Yusuf and his successors, on fol. 129^
Mamluk kings of Egypt, etc., on fol. 145*".

Old Persian kings, on fol. 175" sq.

Muluk-altawa'if, on fol. 192^1.

Kings of Tabaristan, on fol. 205'' ; Husam-aldatdah

and successors in Mazandaran, on fol. 207b. Rulers of

Gilan, on fol. 211'^; of Eustamdar, on fol. a 1 2^. Kings
of Dailam or Bdwaihides, on fol. 216*.

Washmgir and his successors, on fol. 222''.

The Tiihirides in Khurasan, on fol. 224*.

The Saffarides, on fol. 226*.

The Ghaznawides, on fol. 228* (the Samanides follow

on fol. 382b, between the Al-i-Juji and the Al-i-

Afrasiyab !).

The Saljuks, on fol. 235a.

Rulers of Khwarizm, on fol. 245".

The Ghurides, on fol. 255".

Rulers of Kurdistan, on fol. 268I'; of Lar, on fol.

269b; of Hurmuz, on fol. 273^; of ShirwS,n, on fol. 2741".

Atabegs of Adharbaijan, on fol. 2']^.

Salgharides, on fol. 2 76<\

Rulers of Kirman, on fol. 280^.

Karakhita'i rulers in Kirmin, on fol. 28il'.

Muzaff'arides in Ears, on fol. 283^.

Sarbadars in Khurasan, on fol. 295*.

Kurt kings in Harat, on fol. 297".

Shahrukh, on fol. 300^
The Ak-koyunlu, on fol. 314*; the Kara-koyunlfi, on

fol. 3i5^.'
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Shaikh Safl-aldin and successors, on fol. 3iS\
Shah Isma'il, oa fol. 320*.

Shah Tahmasp, on fol. 33 1''.

Killers of Khata or China in thirty-six tabakat, but

arranged in a very queer and incomprehensible manner;

it begins with a ninth tabakah on fol. 339'* ; after the

twenty-first suddenly a new series of tabakat sets in on

fol. 346", and a third series again on fol. 347''.

The descendants of Yafeth bin Nuh, on fol. 3521"

(immediately after the thirty-sixth tabakah of the

Chinese rulers).

The emperor HumayAn, on fol. 354**.

Cingizkhan, on fol. 364".

Sultans of Transoxauia after Muhammadkhan, on fol.

369b.

Al-i-Juji in Khwarizm, on fol. 372''.

The Samanides (see above), on fol. 382''.

Al-i-Afrasiyab, on fol. 389a.

Sultans of Transoxauia before Timur, on fol. 391''.

Timur, on fol. 392", last line sq. ; his death, on fol.

410"; his successors ill Transoxauia, on fol. 410I' sq.

The emperor Babar, on fol. 415".

History of the Israelites after Joshua, on fol. 424''.

History of the Ptolemies in Egypt, on fol. 430*.

Adam and the patriarchs (Adam's history pretends

to be the European version, according to the people of

Franglstan ; the author says, God created Adam in

Frangistan (sic!), and brought him then to the para-

dise), on fol. 431"'.

Jesus' birth and life, on fol. 433*.

Roman emperors, on fol. 433''.

Saljuks in Rum, on fol. 449^.

The "Uthmant dynasty, on fol. 452''.

Ante-Muhammadan rulers of India, on fol. 470''.

Shakmuni, on fol. 473''.

Post-Muhammadan rulers of India, on fol. 479*^.

Khiiji dynasty, on fol. 482^; Tughlukshahs, on fol.

489'' ; the Sayyids, on fol. 496** ; house of Ludi, on

fol. 502^ ; Shirkhan Afghan and his successors, on fol.

506".

Sultans of Gujarat, beginning with Muzaffarshah, on

fol. 509*.

After fol. 5 r 2 a large lacuna ; rulers of Rum appear

again on fol. 513*, beginning with J-»jls~* ; on fol.

514* the history of Iskandar bin Kara Yusuf begins;

on fol. 415* the history of Gujarat continues, and goes

down to the abdication of Muzaffar III, A. h. 980.

Rulers of Malwah, on fol. 523*.

Lacuna after fol. 527. Portion of the history of the

Rajahs of Kashmir, on fol. 528*.

Again the emperor Babar, on fol. 530''.

On fol. 532'' suddenly appears the Khilafat of 'AH

(see above); on fol. 533^ the death of 'Uthman ; on fol.

534" an account of Talhah and Zubair.

On fol. 535a continuation of Indian history. On fol.

537'' the last date, a. h. iooi, and a short statement

about the conquest of the Dakhan.

The following pages are more or less seriously in-

jured : ff. I, 21, 22, 175, 176, 184^, 185% 190I', 191",
192b 193a, 257, 258, 282b, 283a, 323,

324a, 341, 342I',

343> 344% 368, 37°% 380, 381, 386-388, 397^ 398,

399> 403> 404, 408b, 409,
446b, ^^ya^ 513, and 537.

The upper half of fol. 105 is glued together with fol. 106.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana. No date.

No. 2370, ff. 537, 11. 19 ; clear Nasta'Uk ; the, 8f in. by 4} in.
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Ma'din-i-akhbar-i-Ahraadi (i^x^a.! ,W»1 ;j>-')

Part of the second volume of the general history of

the world by Ahmad bin Bahbal bin Jaroal Kamgii,

commonly known as Kanbu, who compiled it in Jahan-
gir's reign, about A. n. 1023 (a. d. 1614); see Rieuiii.

p. 888, where a large portion of the first volume, going

down to the reign of Ibrahim Lddi, is described. This

second volume comprises the history of the Caghatai

dynasty and the rulers of India from Tirailr to

Jahanglr, see the beginning of our copy, on fol. i*> :

ijLifii i\..,\ ..I ca^jL^ ijLo ji is^y t-fcl i^^l ^^J>j>^ i^y^

~n uj\M sLijU ^^^Lfra. xl.^ j^.jJI jjj Jjl. It is

divided into many^Si, like the first volume (see Rieu,

loc. cit.), but only four are properly numbered, viz. the

fortieth on fol. 115b, the forty-first on fol. 127", the

forty-second on fol. 128"^, and the forty-third on fol.

1
46b, where a new section begins.

Contents :

Reign of Timur, on fol. 2* ; Timur's descendants, on

fol. 27*; beginning, on fol. 27b, with 'Umar Shaikh

Mirza ; Babar, on fol. 31b
;
Jirst reign of Huraayiin, on

fol. 49=^; Akbar's birth in a.h. 949, on fol. 63b; Shir

Shah Sur, on fol. 95", Islanishah bin Shirshah, on fol.

irsb ;^ Firuzshah bin Islamshah, on fol. 129" ; Muham-
mad 'Adil Sur, Ibrahim Siir, and Sikandar Silr, on fol.

128b; s«co7i(i reign of Humayun, on fol. 139*; Akbar,

on fol. 146b.

This copy breaks off in the thirty-seventh year of

Akbar's reign, a.h. 999 (a.d. 1590, 1591).

The copy belonged formerly to Sir Barry Close.

No. 814, ff. 343, U. 14; large and very distinct Nasta'Uk;

size, I2f in. by 7^ in.
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Tiraz-alakhbar (^Ui-iH
j\J^).

The Jirst volume of a large and extensive general

history of the world, composed by Najm-aldin Ahmad
bin Fadl-allah of Khuzistan, called Ahmadbegkhan alis-

fahaui, and dedicated to the emperor Aurangzib (see

fol. 2\ 11. 17 and 18, and fol. 2b, 1. 3 ab infra). The

title is a chronogram, and gives as date for the com-

mencement of this work A. H. 1052 (a.d. 1642, 1643) ;

see fol. 2b, 1. 14, and comp. Rieu iii. p. 1056*.

This first volume contains :

1. A large cosmographical introduction, styled r*-^'*

and beginning, on fol. 3b, last line : _Lc oJ;*^ji -LLiil

ijjb ijauT J
JjjyJl i-*»-|j «i»W>l J •^j i^J" u^ ^

' ^\j£.\. This introduction comprises the whole range
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of astronomical, physical, geographical, philosophical,

and psychological sciences in the same manner, as, for

instance, Kazwini's cosmography. Beginning, on iol i^ :

^Lk^l j.y »JL.lS^

,

-j^.

2. The Jirst bab of the whole work, styledjUT i_.lj

(see fol. 6oa), and introduced by a preface, entitled

-lii^, on the Jinns and the creation of Adam and

Eve, on fol. 57'' (^^Lijl J]^l 3 uW i^- "^^ ^'

oUjj jl o,-i«^' L^.^AL5 ^f-i-Jl _^.l e*i^ .^r^**^ J

^jLLa.). The first bab itself is divided into two eJ-,

the first of which conijjrises the whole biblical history

in four
^^f*.»

: (i) fi'om Adam to Jacob, on fol. 60=1;

(2) from Joseph to Khidr, on fol. 8i»
; (3) from Joshua,

the son of Nun, to David, including an account of Luk-

man, on fol. 104''; (4) from Solomon to Jesus, St.

George, the Seven Sleepers, etc., on fol. 113". The

second oi- comprises the old Persian dynasties, tlie

Pishdadians, the Kayanians, the Muluk-altawa'if, the

Sasanians, etc., together with short accounts of con-

temporary ante-Muhammadan rulers ; likewise in four

^^: (i) on fol. 1 42", (2) on fol. 150", (3) onfol.i57l>,

(4) on fol. 159% introduced by an ethical chapter on

the duties and qualities of a Padishah. Beginning of

this^rs« bab, on fol. S'j^ : ^L- ^\ ,j'\J t^U y- j^l^r-

No. 733, ff. 195, 11. 23 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 15^ in. by 91 in.
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Intikhab-i-Muntakhab (^.-i^^^ i^^V
An abridgment of l^Iuhammad Yusuf bin Shaikh

Eahmat-allah al-Ataki al-Kan'ani's general history, en-

titled iJ^yJI i_*^s:^^^, and completed a.h. 1056, 15th

of Dhu^alhijjah (a. d. 1647, January 22), a detailed

description of which is given in Rieu i. pp. 122-124.

This extract, which is styled o^y ^^,-s?-^ ^Ls^' , or

simply ^.^.sP-^ i_)ls^' (see fol. 2^, 1. 9), was made, as

far as the bad handwriting allows us to decipher, by

'Abd-alshakur (see fol. 2^, 1. 8), and finished under

'Alamgir, A. h. 1084 (a. d. 1673, 1674). It goes down,

like the original, to the accession of Shahjahan, A. H.

1037, and is divided into the same five kisms.

Beginning : t-.^ j
|.UaJ\ iJu.i ^"A^y.^^J:?-^ i_.U^'

Dated the 25th of Kajab, in the twenty-fourth year

of Muhammadshah's reign (=a.h. 1155, not 1149, as

here is written, A. d. 1742, September 25).

No. 170, ff. 144^ 11. 20; Shikasta; size, lojin. by 5|in.

d
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MirHt-aralam (JUJl
v: ^2/-

(a. D. 1667, 1668), usually ascribed to Bakhtawarkhan

(who died A.H. io96= a.d. 1685), but composed in fact

by Shaikh Muhammad Baka ; see below in the INIirat-

i-Jahannuma. For further details we refer to Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 114-116; Kieu i. pp. 125-127 and iii. pp.

890 and 1080a; W. Morley, p. 52 sq.; and Elliot, His-

tory of India, vii. p. 145 sq.

It is divided into a mukaddimah and seven Arayish

(see tlie ii\dex on ff. 3*-5''), viz.

:

Mukaddimah, on the creation, on fol. 5*.

Arayish I, on ante-Muhammadan history, on fol. 35*,

in four numayish.

Arayish II, history of Muhammad, the first four

Khalifs, etc., on fol. 54'', in twelve numayish.

Arayish III, history of the Umayyade and 'Abbaside

Khalifs, as well as of the other contemporary and suc-

ceeding dynasties to Timur, on fol. I4I^ in eight

numayish.

Arayish IV, history of Timfir and his descendants, of

the Turks in Asia Minor, and the Safawi dynasty, on

fol. 215a, in five numayish.

.Arayish V, history of India to the accession of Babar,

on fol. 235I', in nine numayish.

Arayish VI, history of Babar, Humayun, Akbar,

Jahangir, and Shahjahan, on fol. 298a, in five nu-

mayish.

Arayish VII, history of Aurangzib and his contempo-

raries, probably beginning on fol. 459* (the heading is

missing), in three pairayish.

The conclusion, containing the biographies of poets

in alphabetical order, which is usually in other copies,

and likewise in the index of this copy, called the L,ili.

i_>bX forms here the fourth j^ of the third ^\j^.

of the seventh Arfiyish. At the end is a short addition

by another author, fixing the death of Bakhtawarkhan

in A. H. 1096. „

Beginning of this copy: ^J^ ^ t^J-l* ^ ^-^^

J
jJbT J.4-JLC jJLlj j.-^^-. '^^j j.-4-^i 1^:*^. il ^j<r^j^^

Copied by Ghulam Muhammad, but not dated. Col-

lated throughout. Ff. 130b, I5I^ 152% 156b, 380^

and 435l> a little injured.

No. 986, ff. 613, U. 21; Nastallk; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 11^ in. by 7 in.
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A fragment of the same Mirat-al'alani.

Beginning : c>a.Lai j^^ ^^yxa-U O iJ/>>y OiA/^-

j-ib ^U^' l-o 1, CaC^. iJii. ^jU...
'

. >0^

General history, from the oldest times to a.h. 1078

Jl c.....<\ jjLxj tsbJ J.

Detailed index, on ff. 4'>-7'>.

This fragment consists of two incoherent portions,

written by two different hands, and contains

:

The preface, on fol. i^.

The index, on fol. 4*.

The mukaddimah or introduction, on fol. 8*.

The beginning of the first Arayish, on fol. 9^, which

breaks off already on fol. 11".

An index of the 250 poets, whose short biographies

are given in the khatimah of this work, on ff. I2l>-i6b.
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The grenter portion of the seventh Ar^yish, contain-

ing the history of'Alamgir's reign from a. h. 1068-

1078 (a. D.I 658-1 668), that of the contemporary rulers,

amirs, sliaikhs, etc., topetlicr witli a topographical and
statistical account of Hiudustau, etc., on ff. i7''-i53'',

defective both at the beginning (where two leaves are

missing) and at the end (where a large lacuna of forty-

seven leaves is found after fol. 153).

The last words of the khdtimah, on fol. 154*.

Consequently there are missing in this copy : the

greater portion of Arayish I, the entire five Arayish

from II-VI inclusive, the beginning and end of Arayish

VII, and the whole khdtimah or tadhkirah of Persian

poets, except the last few lines.

The greater part of this copy, viz. ff. i7-i64> "^^^

written by Muhammad Mansur, A. h. 1131 (a. d. 17 19).

A marginal note on fol. 4" tells us that the mukaddimah
and first six Ardyish formed one volume, and the rest

the second; therefore ff. 1-12 (or 1-16) belong to that

first, the rest to the second volume.

Several leaves are greatly injured ; many parts quite

effaced and illegible.

No. 899, ff. 154, 11. J4-25 ; Naeta'Uk, by two different hands
;

size, 9I in. by 5^ in.
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Mirat-i-Jahannuma (U-iJl^a. cyT^).

An almost complete copy of the extremely rare Mirat-

i-Jahannuma or general history of the world, an en-

larged edition of the Mirat-al'alam, which is due, like

the shorter work, to the authorship of Shaikh Muham-
mad Baka (born A. h. io37=a. d. 1627, 1628, died

A. H. 1094 ^ a. D. 1683), and not to Bakhtawarkhan,

as Rieu has proved in his Cat., iii. pp. 890 sq. and 1018'';

see also Elliot, History of India, vii. pp. 145-165. The
usual edition of this work is that by the author's nephew
Muhammad Shaft", a. h. 1095 (a. d. 1684). Our copy

wants a ])ortion of the introduction (two leaves being

missing in the beginning, and leaving the question who
the editor was uncertain), all the rest is complete ; but

the division into Arayish differs considerably from that

in Eieu's incomplete copy, especially as there are eleven

instead of seven, although the contents are exactly the

same. Minor differences appear in the subdivisions of

the various Arayish, and it is not unlikely that we
have got here the later edition of Muhammad Baka's

younger brother Rida, see llieu iii. p. 1018. It opens

in the elaborate index (on ff. 1^-5°) with the first

Pairayish of ihs first Arayish.

Contents

:

Mukaddimah, on fol.
S'',

on creation, in five Guft^r.

Ardyish I, ante-Muhammadan history, in three Paira-

yish : 1 . On fol. 11", old prophets, in forty-nine Numayish,
from Adam to the Seven Sleepers, St. George, the monk
Jarih, and Khalid bin Sinan. 2. On fol. 63'', old philoso-

phers, in sixteen Numayish, from Lukman to Demo-
critus and Buzurjmihr. 3. In two Numayish : (a) on

fol. 66", old Persian kings, from Gayumarth to Yazda-

jird III; (6) on fol. 71'', kings of Yaman and Syria

before the Islam.

Ardyish II, history of Muhammad, the first four

Khalifs, and the Imams, in nine Pairayish : 1. On fol.

IND. OFF.

721", Muhammad's life from his birth to the flight, in

nine Numiiyish. 2. On fol. 88", Muhammad's life from
the flight to his death, in thirteen Numayish. 3. On
fol. 133*', his wives, children, scribes, etc., in three
Numayish. 4. On fol. 138b, the first four Khalifs, in

four Numayish. 5. On fol. 16 1», the Imams, in twelve
Numayish. 6. On fol. 166I', the Ashab, etc., alpha-
betically arranged in twenty-seven Numayish. 7. On
fol. 173b, the Tabi'fn and the four Mujtahidin, begin-
ning with Abu Hantfah, in two Num&yish. 8. On
fol. 176", the seven readers of the Kuran and the tra-

ditionists, in two Num&yish. 9. On fol. 178", renowned
Shaikhs, Saints, Hakims, etc., in four Num&yish.

Ardyish III, the Umayyade and the 'Abb&side Kha-
lifs, together with the contemporary minor dynasties,

in eight Pairayish : 1. On fol. 230", the Umaj-yades.
2. On fol. 234a, the "Abbasides. 3. On fol. 239'>,

minor dynasties, from the Tahirides to the Karakhit&'ls
of Kirman, in eleven Numfiyish. 4. On fol. 251^, kings
of Efim, from the Caesars to the Osmanlts, in eight
Num&yish. 5. On fol. 256^, Sharifs of Makkah and
Madinah. 6. On fol. 257a, Khans of the Turks, in four

Numayish. 7. On fol. 258'', Cinglzkhan and his descen-

dants, in seven Numayish. 8. On fol. 266^, Sultans
who ruled in trin after Abd Sa'ld Bahadurkh&n, from
the Cdpanis to the Sarbadars, in five Num&yish.

Ardyish IV, Tlmur and his Buccessors in Irin and
Turan, the Kara-koyunld and Ak-koyunl(i, and the

Safawis, down to Sulaimanshah bin 'Abb&s II, on fol.

269b, in five Pairayish.

A rdyish V, history of India, in ten Pairayish : 1 . Early
Rajahs, on fol. 277b. 2. Emperors of Dihli from Shih&b-

aldln Ghuri to Ibrahim Lildl, on fol. 282". 3. Sultans

of the Dakhan, on fol. 294^, in six Numayish. 4. Kings
of Gujarat, on fol. 299b. 5. Rulers of Sind, on fol. 302»,

in two Numayish. 6. Kings of Bangalah, on fol. 304''.

7. Sultans of Malwah, on fol. 306" ; 8. Rulers of Khin-
dls, on fol. 309*. 9. Eulers of Jaunpur, on fol. 3io».

10. Kings of Kashmir, on fol. 310^.

Ardyish VI, from Babar to Sh&hjahan, in five Paira-

yish : 1. Babar, on fol. 313b. 2. Humfiyun, on fol.

315b. 3. Akbar, on fol. 32 4"*. 4. Jahangir, on fol. 327''.

5. Shahjahan, on fol. 335b.

Ardyish VII, Aurangzib 'Alamgir, in five Pairayish :

1. His early life and the first ten years of his reign,

on fol. 345b. 2. His eminent qualities, on fol. 375''.

3. His children, on fol. 377^. 4. Extent of his empire,

on fol. 378a. 5 Contemporary Sultans, on fol. 379*.

This Arayish corresponds in its contents to the first

Pairayish, and the first four Numayish of the second

Pair&jish of the seventh Ar&yish in Rieu'e copy, iii.

p. 891.

Ardyish VIII, in two Pairdyish : 1. Celebrated waz!r8

from the first four Khalifs to the time of 'Alamgir, on

fol. 379^, in fourteen Numayish. 2. 'Ulamas and other

eminent men of 'Alamgir's time, on fol. 391''.

This Arayish corresponds to the fifth Numayish of

the second Pairayish, and the first Numfld of the third

Pairayish of the seventh Ar&yish in Rieu's copy.

Ardyish IX, in two Pairayish: 1. Famous calli-

graphers, on fol. 395*. 2. Strange occurrences, on

fol. 399*'.
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This Arayisli corresponds to the second and third

Numuds of the third Pairayish of the seventh Arayish in

Eieu's copy.

Ardyish X, on fol. 409", account ofthe author's ances-

tors, beginning with Khwajah Diya-aldin, who came from
Harat to India a.h. 754 (a.d. 1 353) and became governor

of Multan, corresponding to the fourth Numud of the

third Pairayish of the seventh Arayish in Rieu's copy.

Ardyish XI, on fol. 414^, notices of Persian poets,

arranged alphabetically in twenty-eight Pair&yish, begin-

ning with Abd Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair and Abu 'AH Ibn

Sina. This corresponds to the first section of the

khdtimah in Eieu's copy.

Ehdtimah, on fol. ^i^'^, life of the author, Shaikh
Muhammad Bak4, corresponding to the second section

of the khdtimah in Rieu's copy.

Dated the 19th of Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. 1148 (the

seventeenth year of Muhammadshah's reign) = A. D.

1736, April I. From the rather defective colophon we
learn that it was written for Mirza Murshid Kulibeg
Khansahib Tabriz! (or as he is styled on the fly-leaf,

Murshid Kulikhan Bahadur Tabrlzi, governor of Oudh).

One of the copyists (probably the last) was Muhammad
Husainbeg Kbwaju. Gilant, living in Bangalah. This

copy belonged formerly to Mr. A. Welland (February

4, 1810).

No. 1497, ff. 519, 11. 25 ; Naskhi on ff. 1-277, parta of 299 and
301, 304-331, and 340-348 ; the rest in Nasta'lik by various other
hands; worm-eaten; size, 14^ in. by io| in.

127

Tankih-alakhbar (^LiiH -^iiJ).

The sifting of the chronicles, a concise general

history of the world, based on the best authorities,

down to A.H. 1125 (a.d. 17 13) in Farrukhsiyar's reign

(see fol. 409a, lin. penult., and the following copy, No.
1648, fol. 335b

1. 3), by Mulla Muhammad Mah (so

the name is written on the fly-leaf and on fol. i", in the

text we have not succeeded in finding it), who began this

•work A.H. 1 1 17 (a.d. 1705, 1706), see fol. 3b, U. lo
and ri. The title occurs on fol. 4*, 1. 7. It begins:

Jl OumI (jiUoill (Ji*, and contains a mukaddimah on

the origin of the world and mankind, on fol. S^, seven

tahrirs ( p,s^), and a khdtimah.

The seven ^^J/s^ treat of the following subjects

:

1. History of the old prophets and sages, the ante-

Jluhammadan kings of Persia down to the last of the

Sasanians, the rulers of Yaman,the Greek emperors, and
the Muluk-altawa'if, on fol. 8^.

2. History of Muhammad, his companions and
followers, the Imams, the first four Khalifs, and other

famous men of the same time, partly in alphabetical

order, on fol. 5it>.

3. History of the Umayyade and "Abbaside Khalifs
and all the contemporary and posterior dynasties down
to the successors of C/ingizkhan, the Muzafifarides,

Sarbadars, and Kurt kings, on fol. 115''.

4. History of Timur and his successors, the Kara-
koyunlu and Ak-koyunli, and the Safawis, on fol. 207''.

5. The minor Indian dynasties of the Dakhan,
Gujarat, Sind, MuUin, Bangalah, Malwah, Khandis,
Kashmir, etc., and the kings of Dihli down to Ibrahim
Ludl, on fol. 219b.

6. History of the five emperors, Babar, Humayun,
Akbar, Jahangir, and Shahjahan, on fol. 258b.

^ 7. First section, history of the first ten years of

'Alamgir's reign (taken from the 'Alamgirnama), to
which are added noteworthy dates of the later years of
the same emperor's life, of Bahadurshah's reign, and
the first year of Farrukhsiyar, on fol. 383b.

Second section, tadhkirah of the most famous Shaikhs
(on fol. 4100), Hakims (on fol. 434*), "Ulamas (on fol.

436b), and poets (on fol. 459"^) of the Islam, for the
greater part in alphabetical order. This copy was
made from the author's autograph by Muhammad
Afdal, and finished the third of Jumada-alakhar, A. h.

1 108 (so is here written, but as the work itself goes
down to A.H. 1125, it is undoubtedly a clerical error

for A.H. 1 1 28, which is rightly styled the fourth year
of Farrukhshah's reign, that is, of ^Muhammad Farrukh-
siyar) = a. d. 1716, May 25. Sayyid Khair-allah
finished the perusal of this copy the 9th of Rabi*-
alawwal, a.h. 1132 (a.d. 1720, January 20).

No. 579, fF. 516, 11. 15 ; collated ; large and distinct Nasta'lik

;

illuminated frontispiece; size, ii| in. by 7| in.

128

A defective copy of the same.

This copy is incomplete both at the beginning and
end. In the beginning there are missing thirty leaves.

It opens abruptly in the first tahrtr with these words

:

Jl eUU-ojj ^JiJ[LaJ^.LJ . . ., corresponding to the

preceding copy, fol. 35", 1. 8. Tahrir II, on fol. 15b;

III, on fol. 66b
; IV, on fol. 151b; V, on fol. 163b; VI,

on fol. 202a; VII, first section, on fol. 313b. The
second section begins on fol. 336^ and breaks off in the

beginning of the short tadhkirah of poets (^jLj ^jUj*
\^jLi, Jl^l), corresponding to the preceding copy, fol.

459b, first line. Collated throughout.

No. 1648, ff. 376, 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; slightly damaged in many
pages, especially towards the end; size, 12^ in. by 7 in.

129

Mihakk-alsuluk u miskalat-alnufiiB (. dJLJI (dt**

A curious work on general history, intermixed with

theological and esoteric discussions, compiled by a

former companion of prince Muhammad Mu'azzam,

that is, the emperor Bahadurshah, A. h. i i 3 3 (a. D. 1 7 2
1 ),

see fol. 6b. After the usual praises of the prophet, the

—1 ji.0 , the first four Khalifs, and the explanation of the

reasons for this work's composition, a long exposition

of mystical philosophy follows, dealing with the ,j.Jl>
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'j^ i LiS i^iji^, and similar topics. After

this introductory part the real work begins, a com-
pendium of general history in fifteen niakdlas and a
khatimah, all interspersed with theological and philo-
sophical aphorisms. The contents are as follows

:

Makalali I : The oldest prophets, from Adam to Nd^,
on fol. 72".

Makalah II : Old Persian kings down to Jamshid
(including the story of Hud, Salih, etc.), on fol. 87a.

Mak&lah III : From Dahhak to Faridun (including
Nimr<id, Ibrahim, lAt, Ya'kAb, and Yasuf), on fol. 94a.

Makdlah TV : From Minucihr to Alexander the Great
(Shu'aib, M(is4, Khidr, Ilyas, Samuel, David, Lukman,
Solomon, Daniel), on fol. 102".

Mak&Iah V : Muluk-altawa'if and contemporary
prophets (Zechariah, Yahya, the Seven Sleepers, Jesus,
Jonah), on fol. 1^2^.

Makalah VI : The Sasanian kings down to Ndshir-
win, on fol. i62t>.

Makalah VII : History of Muhammad and the first

four Khaltfs, on fol. 189".

Makalah VIII: The Umayyade Khalifs, on fol. 256".
Makalah IX : The Abbaside Khalifs, on fol. 291".
Mak&lah X : Rise of Islam in India, and first Mu-

hammadan rulers in that country (Mahmdd of Qhazna,
etc.), on fol. 360".

Makalah XI : Emperors of Dihli down to Ibrahim
Ludi (slave kings, fol. 381^; house of Khiljl, fol. 390";
house of Tughluk, fol. 399a; Khidrkhan, fol. 405a;
house of Lfldi, fol. 407^), on fol. 377''.

Makalah XII : From Babar to Shdhjahan, on fol. 4io».
Makalah XIII : 'Alamgir and Bahadurshah, on fol.

438".

Makalah XIV : Jahandarshah and Farrukhsiyar, on
fol. 496I'.

Makalah XV: Eites and duties of Islam (uaL>o.l.

J.5L.1), on fol. 542''.

Khatimah : Conclusion of the history of Farrukh-
siyar, Eafi'-aldarajat, Rafi'-aldaulah, and accession of
Muhammadshah. At the end a series of miscellaneous
matters, short review of the great poets of Persia,

Jalal-aldin Riimi, Sani't, Farid 'Attar, Firdausl, Anwari,
Sa'df, Kh&kanl, Nizaml, Amir Husainl, Hafiz, Ni'mat-
allah Wali, Jami, etc., on fol. 649". It is incomplete at
the end ; one or two leaves missing.

^Beginning : o^l^
J\j, i) ^^y^. ^^^.^ u-W- J "^^^

An endless number of marginal and also interlinear

glosses and additions. The MS. is in some portions
very badly preserved ; many lines efi"aced or partly torn
away. A complete index on the fly-leaves. The proper
order of ff. 624-649 is: 624, 641-648, 625-640, 649.

No. 1012, ff. 704, U. 17; very careless and inelegaot Nasta'hk
;

size, 9| in. by jj in.
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MirSt-alsafa (U-Jl '^j^)-

The second volume (ojj jsSi) of Muhammad 'Ali

bin Muhammad Sadik alhusaini's work on general
history, from the rise of Tlmur to A. h. 1169 (a. d. 1755, j

1756). Tlie present copy is the author's autograph
(see the colophon: >_-jIS^j

(-j3J..
; il ic aI*-*

|.ili), finished in the same year 11 69, the second of

Ramadan (a. d. 1756, May 31), and represents un-
doubtedly the first sketch of this volume which was
afterwards revised and continued to a. H. 11 79 (a. D.

1765. 1766), as the copy in Rieu i. pp. 129-131 proves.
Tlie dedication therefore to Sam?am-aldaulah Sh&hna-
w&zkhin Bahadur Samsamjang (the author of the
Maathir-alumara, who was put to death a.h. 1 1 7 1 =a. d.

1758), wliich in Eieu's copy is only found in the preface,
appears here a second time at the end, immediately
before the colophon, as the patron was still alive in
1169. This second daftar is subdivided into two babe

:

First bdb, on fol. 3»> : Timurides of tr4n and Tdran,
from Timdr to Muhammad Zaman (a. h. 920).

Second bdb, on fol. 24": Timdrides of India from
Tim{ir and Mirzd Miransh&h (bom A. n. 769) to a. h.
1 1 69, the third year of 'Alamgir II 's reign. The latter
part of this bab is very detailed, and narrates the events
in full from year to year. Bdbar, on fol. 2 5" ; Uwrndydn,
on fol. 27a; Akbar, on fol. 32b; Jahdngir, on fol. 38b;
ShdhjaMn, on fol. 40''; 'Alamgir Aurangztb, on fol. 44b;

BahddursMh, on fol. 5ol>; Mu'izz-aldtn JaMnddrshdh,
on fol. 56b; Muhammad Farrukhsiyar, on fol. 6o'>;

Rafl-aldarajdt, on fol. 66^; Ra/t-aldaulah, on fol. 67»;
MuhammadsMh, on fol. 67'); AhmadahM,, on fol. 136^;
'Alamgtr II, on fol. 1 68*'.

Undoubtedly for the sake of selling the MS. at a
higher price, a clumsy forger's hand has effaced the

proper title on fol. 3a,
11. i and 2, liJl iijT^, by

writing over it i^^-JCiU cyLu^ (Letters of 'Alamgtr),

and the same nonsensical description appears on fol. i».

_BeginniDg
:
10

—

\ »jl^ i^LJ j j,.^ J^j* t^b-,,*

No. 3038, ff. 175, U. 14; Nasta'llk; size, 8| in. by ji in.

d

II. History of Muhammad, the Khal!fs,

AKD Imams.

131

Kitab-i-Futdh (^ kJs^.

Persian translation of the Arabic work ^\ -yii

i,icl, or history of Islam from Muhammad's death to the

death of Hasan and Husain and the accession of Yazid

in A. H. 60 and 61 (a. d. 680), by Khw&jah Abu Muham-
madAhmad bin A'tham al-Kufi,who died about A. u. 3 1

4

(a. d. 926). The translation was undertaken in or soon
after a.h. 596 (a. d. 1199, 1200) by Muhammad bin

Ahmad al-Mustaufi al-Harawi, chiefly encouraged and
supported by a nobleman of Khwfirizm and Khur&sfin,

see ff". !*>, 1. 6 and 2a,
1. 12. As we learn from Ouseley

284 in the Bodleian Library, this first translator died

when he had only finished a small portion of the work,
viz. the greater part of Abd Bakr's Khilafat, and waa
succeeded by Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Abi Bakr
al-Katib al-M&baru&b&di, who carried the translation

a
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to an end. Comp. for fuller details, Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 124-126; Riexi i. p. 151 sq.; \Y. Moiley,p. 16, etc.

Beginning: -^;-5C\ ^JU11 *JXaJI isUll ^ S^

The right order of ff. 1-54 is: 1-44, 53, 45-52, 54.

Dated the i6th of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1013 (a. d. 1604,

August 12), at Kol (^US), by one of the sons of Shaikh

Jamal, called Shams-ararifin, who was himself an
offspring of Khwajah Abu 'Ubaidah ibn aljarrah Khalil

ibn Shaikh Eazi.

No. 1341, fif. 345, 11. 35 ; Naskhl; size, 10 in, by 5j in.

132
The same.

Beginning: jjt ^-^vJl *—
'iP' (^j^^ c)^' ^ ^•*^

Dated the 9th of Eabt'-alth&nt, in the thirtieth (or

thirty-first) year of, probably, 'Alamgir's reign (=A. h.

1098 or 1099), A.D. 1687, February 22, or 1688, Feb-

ruary 12. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2027, ff. 60.^, U. 13; large and distinct Nasta'llk; illumi-

nated frontispiece; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

133
The same.

Beginning
: |»--»^1 "—lip' u^^ ^-^^ filJ^' ^ J^*^

This copy was finished the 17th of Sha'ban, A. h.

1 103 (thirty-fifth year of 'Alamgir's reign)=A. D. 1692,
May 4.

No. 921 , ff. 438, 11. 1 2-1 5 ; very careless and irregular Nasta'lik,

written, as it seejiis, by different hands ; illuminated frontispiece

;

size, 9 in. by 6| in.

134

Ta'rikh-i-Futdh-i-Sham (^Li, ^^ ^Jj).
Persian translation of an Arabic history of the con-

quest of Syria, perhaps—although no author's or trans-

lator's name appears in the text—of Muhammad bin

'Umar al-Wakidi's (died about A. h. 207, a. d. 822)

(j^liil t_)L:j or rather Pseudo-Wakidi's ^LJI ^y^, a

Turkish translation of which is described in Q. Fliigel

ii. p. 134. It begins under Abil Bakr and ends under

'Umar, comprising altogether forty-two u^U^ or battles.

It is interspersed with many Arabic verses. As title

appears, on fol. i*, ^Li ^ t^.is and ..Li,^Lj and ^Li. •-^ i-^j^-

Beginning : \j£. ^ Jjjjj. ^-L«-o t^ljj* ^ .v,.-> Jju

No date.

No. 248, ff. 244, 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; small illuminated frontis-

piece; size, 84 in, by 5 in.

135

Tarjuma-i-Siyar-alnabi (,^-^1 j^-^
* , ~-

,

")

A Persian translation of Muhammad ibn Ishak
Almuttalibl's Arabic biography of the Prophet. The
anonymous translator made the first acquaintance with
this famous book in Egypt in the majlis of Kadi Aj„\

)j\Z,ja. ^\ ^.si\ ^j (in the copy of the Bodleian

Library, Walker 96 : ^jLIa. ^\ ^jJjJI ^S\, see Bodleian

Cat., No. 127) and Kadi Jls* ^\ Aj>\ (see fol. 2^,

11. 9 and 10), and began after his return to Persia to

put it into a Persian garb, at the request of the Atabeg

Sa'd bin Zangl, Sa'di's patron, A. h. 620 (^ • ,j ^
.-:

.:,

Jol

«

V ..I

J \jir^^ = A. D. 1223 ; the Bodleian copy has

A. H. 612 = A. D. 12 15). It is divided into the follow-

ing thirty babs

:

1. j,il U |.iLJI k-Jlc L>^->^l«..j >_. ),.>, on fol. 8^, 1. 1.

2. i!^ X^ U J . » . ...1 jl U rt-.-i-!!J v-~^ J ... .aA.!' .J,

in seven babs, on fol. 8'\

3. ijLijl ^W^j V-s^H J
s-!-«J tjL3r>- oo^j >_»iLxJ .J,

on fol. 531" (in the Bodleian copy the first and second

babs are contracted into one ; from that arises the

apparent inconsistency in the numbering of the follow-

ing chapters there).

4. x»£ i^:.).^^ ji_ ,L> Joj ^y>\ slo. ^JJ..il jiUo ,i

t_jJiil , on fol. 59a.

,JO Aljl J.-C on fol. 62^

6. L« ..««.; jjj* ,j, on fol. 64I'.

7. Lo j_>-oLi-o cLo, .J, on fol. 65^^.

8. \j j4-, ^It _jjl oJuTjj , on fol. 68a

9. ijij jj

on fol. 69b.

10. C>ot^
fol. 72b

11. (^Laj

>l imJ-jO L<4
J-''^-^

j\ ^J^ U

aUuo [ i\^i JUo
'J'J

•>.

>^U.O
J v/^ iL^A

(jijj *JJ^ij iJ, on

Lvi-1 ,-pU

uk-.jI, on fol. 73b.
», J jj^ j\-^l (job

12. Lo ws-oli-^J Cas »« ..>, on fol. 81''.

13. s_:£ 4J1I j-o^ i^*^ ^iL.! ,.5, on fol. 95".

14. &.-ij.A J iA^»^ *^5j 3
y->-oLT.^j cjW^ ^ Lftij-^L* jj,

on fol. 96b.

15. J 8.
*

.
-> i_»jLs-? < a :c ill jj^ sjLs^

>^:f/?* J-*

on fol. 107I'.

16. L« rt^Li-o -l^fjt* ji, on fol. 123^

ji, onfol. 126^.

18. ^J,j ;l^> cyj-flj 5 t ajUs >—iflaJ y-^Li-o ^^^^ ,.3

p_jijl, on fol. I28\

19. ^yj^ J -i^* r
1-JI iJlc ^J.ib (_;C^jJ

j^ JJUjy. (>»?) ^L.., on fol. 129I'.

20. ,.jl JIva-l < r!-«L«-!!J. U 1^' >-::**-;^! )*) ill three
U' Jl^*' J y!-°'-' -; ". J

fasls, on fol. 1 30^'.

21. S-4J.*-) (.il 11 i-4* J^t^ '^^ir?*^-*'
°^ ^^^- ^35
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22. i-L>X^. ... J ^\

on fol. 136'' (this bdb does not appear at all in the
Bodleian copy).

23. ^iLJl j-dtf J^- Jjlj^ J_y4J jjJ^yiUi jj, on fol.

I44».

24. j^ b ils^'j ^^LJI 5-JLe jJL, sJibu J, on

fol.i45\

25. j^-. Ij (read ^\j^) ^^\^. (jf^Lo j^Ll. ^j
^iLJI S-J1.C, on fol. 147''.

26. J. <ia' ]l Jlc L» jjfjXji^^ L?)^J" j.> (twenty-seven

battles according to the index, twenty-eight in the
text), on fol. 1 4g^ (this is the twenty-fourth bab in the
Bodleian copy).

27. Jljx«1 |,^L> cjk-i^
J Fy^- " V/* "^^fi ^^ ;*

i^y^j |j. , on fol. 2 1 6*.

28. clj^l "*^j, on fol. 217b.

29. jib \-i\ji>\j jkjJ ^^LJl iJL£ xL- ^JJb--fjy,
on fol. 21 9".

30.^^.f^\j^o euU. _)i, on foL 220'' (this is the twenty-

eighth bab in the Bodleian copy; bUbs twenty-nine

and thirty of that MS., which are to deal, according to

the index, with the prophet's wives and Abu Bakr, are

not found here).

Beginning : vi^yj^ %S \j i^Ujj^T jjijb-. j j.^j».

Dated the twenty-second of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 1030
(a. D. 1 62 1, October 8).

No. 1581, ff. 335, 11. 15 ; distinct Nastallk ; size, 9 in. by 4J in.

136
Siyar-alnabi {^j^\ j^^).
A large portion of another detailed history of Mu-

hammad's life, deeds, and exploits, no doubt translated

from some Arabic original like the preceding work and
divided into thirty fasls, but defective at the beginning
and injured throughout, especially in the first leaves,

which are moreover misplaced. The contents of the

thirty fasls are as follows :

1. eylj^ay-. j\jj\ ,_....j^ .J , on fol. I*.

2. j_.4 t \ . ^i
J ^^1 ^}j^j ^j-]^ eJ;W-« 'U--<1 o^j^

jl (read ^.U) ^U, on fol. iib.

3. jJjLm )_>., > eyl^Lil
J itilLi. J-U) uyLLij Si jj

ey^-aj:'! Jv^y-?) on fol. 14''.

5. Jl ojjj^ ij*.j jij^l ;jijU^ JUiJl ijL-Jjj,

on fol. 30''.

6. 'm s-^ lA)>*-} '^^J J *il' !_<-:'.
> J-«^ ui>l,UI jj

,

on fol. 46b.

7. sjIx* i.>w».Lo ^jI ijDjilj CaIA-j ^^Lj .0, on fol. 49^.

»jj:._^U> ojU*., on fol. ^6^.

9. jl i.«..«^
Jl^"-' "Ji'^J^J

J p^;' cjWAj-*! on fol. 6o».

10. ij-S.^ b >_ib^ ,Jl^&r- J '-JUr-j-*-* J- u"^ J'
U>

t-M»Jyjl i-iJaJl JT, onfol. 67'>.

on fol. 70''.

12. Ji ^U,^.l ^.>/jU^j ,^1 j^ ^^ij»>
on fol. 74".

13. t».j^ J ».^-Ai». icLiV. iiyy-ia. jr ^li» yLj jO

sjrijjfc b jl, on fol. 78".

14. ^1 *Ll) c*la-S
J i.^^^^.,^ J^.y^i <"^ 'o'- ^S".

15. [-^ji
^J^j

tjljj io4i-S
J cy^-ii'T C*Jt> (J^j J-*

JjJ;J (_--a.Lfl, ofl fol. 95*>.

16. j^j J)^ e*lA-^ u^. J'*' *"* f*''' 102*.

1 7. ijl . : »
J

i_ajl^
J c,jUi Jj»l jUjfcl jUil ^yLJ ..»

jl uyJLi^y ^yi.
J ej;-i»

^J\ jyiioJ. ijbLj yl^ja-j j,

on fol. 103''.

18. ^ gyj U^j ji S ^Ji\ya. ^jLjJy, on

21. ,.,LiJil ti>U>.l,isl « ei>>-<i.«'T b ^jiJ/S
!;J^-** uW^v*

fol. nob

19. Jl iJ^l^^^ «j*.> jLja.! ji, on fol. 115".

20. >...t. . j>. jjLa?* ijLvc yx* c)W>. j->i oil fol. 1 25*",

Jl jjl, on fol. 129*.

22. ^^XJt\ i_Jlc J J».>J jl |»iij» JLu (*J^i cjWj. _;*

Jl tjb-ijp> tJuiU..
J j.jj^ ^. j^li, on fol. I35».

23. jjl 8.^-yJ • t-S^Jki
J

i_JU> ol eybj jjbj ..»

Jl 8-iJLc
J,

on fol. 139*.

24. Jl JJSj JL.„ jjl pV" Ji^. ji, onto\. 146^

25. 4-ox« Jj»l b. 4j«-j Si ji, on fol. 165^.

26. jSj ] e:j;ii4'g'l )jbi> .i ij\t,'.yjj s.jVJL* ijbj ,j

vLs-^ill ^^^ b »3_j..-»-» »-4J^*J v'-^^ »/** 0-^.*«J

sJUj jl -fjki^Ljjj. JL. ,j, on fol. i68».

27. > :iji»t iJ-S^^ b i^jMM, J)ij o> r a.;S ^b^> <.>

Ji Lff Ju»l JUa::-,! j JJj^-j.., on fol. 176*.

28. Jl s-J»U ^^ J ir?*>' «•* J^ obulj^y,

onfol. 1 88*.

29. u:j^<i-»i (i)bL« jIJlcIj j1 v>JV> j .>l4» oW-i j.>

Jl i5jv, on fol. 192*.

30. JjJ J ^yiy^ '\ji jl i^ j._,-- JU yLo ^J

Jl i-J^l ^ k_*jt^ on fol. 206''.

With the third year of the Hijrah this work ends.

The chief authorities quoted are : Uj v^i i^\sS

^lj.» ; l_>Uaifc J-ai i^LlS.

Beginning missing. No date.

No. 1209, ff. 3 19, 11. a 1 ; diBtinct Nfutallk ; gixe, 9 in. by ji in.
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137

Siyar-alnabi (|_*jJl -«—).

The last part of a very extensive history of the

prophet's life and actions, with many traditions about

his companions and successors. Since this MS. com-

prises fasls 32-45 and the kh&timah of the whole work

and begins with the 5th year of the Hijrah, it is very

likely that it forms the continuation and conclusion of

the immediately preceding copy, the thirtieth or last

fasl of which deals with A. H, 3. It goes down to

Muhammad's death.

Beginning : (!) Jl-JIj ijLJ\ j ^\^\ yj til sJi

j^, JL. ^j^ ji
J.JJ j_5- J-aJ l^\ i_-3.Le

"ji uyljji jl. The 6th year of the Hijrah begins on

fol. i8\ the 7th on fol. 351", the 8th on fol. 40^ the 9th

on fol. 54a, the loth on fol. 68^, the nth on fol. 103''.

The story of Muhammad's illness and death begins on

fol. 123'', the chapter about his companions and suc-

cessors on fol. 153*, the khatimah on fol. 2 2 2'>'.

Dated A. h. 871 (a. d. 1466, 1467). This copy is

injured at many places, especially in the last half, and

worm-eaten.

No. 1337, ff. 226, 11. 31 ; Nasta'llk; size, gf in. by 5f in.
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Ma'arij-alnubuwwah (sI^jJl ^j^)-
The detailed biography of the prophet, composed by

Mu'in almiskin, who died a.h. 907 (a. d. 1501, 1502), and

divided into a mukaddimah, four rukns, and a khatimah;

comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 128-130 ; Rieu i. p. 149 sq.

;

J. Aumer, p. 100; Gr. Flugel ii. p. 391; see also H.
Khalfa iii. 20 and 513 ; v. 12, 251, and 608. According

to Rieu the work was commenced a.h. 891 (a.d. i486),

but a note in Ouseley 364 in the Bodleian Library

proves beyond doubt that already, a. h. 866 (a. d. 1461,

1462), a considerable portion of it existed in a copy,

corrected and revised by the author himself.

Beginning : ^ LJ ^t iU-o^ csLijJ jj-o UjI Lj;

Mukaddimah, on the praise of God, invocations,

prayers, etc., in five fasls (^jj J-oi cul-v <.« -c^ .j J^'jUi

r *' * "- JoLo^ j.^ .4.1 t^ >.

J-'^^ .J
* > utAl .A g Mt -% ..s .»-

i::^UjLid l-jUj 4 cuA^^i \^ t*"?^ u~^ L?^^^ CaJLm#, c:j.rfi-fc

~n uyUU-. J
A^Ur* j), on ff. 6l>, i6b, 29^ 44a, and

64''. Copied a. h. 1008 (a. d. 1599), by Khwajah 'All

Ibn MlrkS, of Samarkand.

Rukn I, on the former prophets, Adam, Sheth, Idris,

N(ih, HAd, Ibrahim, on Abd-almuttalib and 'Abdallah,

Muhammad's father, through all of whom the prophetic

light has transmigrated into Muhammad himself, in

eight bUbs, on ff. 77^ 83", 104", iii^ 113a, izi^; 124b

and 160". Dated by the same the 5th of Jum4d4-
althanl, A. H. 1008 (in the text 1 . . v, 1007, which seems

to be a mistake for 1 . . a)=a. d. 1599, December 23.

Rukn II, on Muhammad's life, from his birth to his

prophetic mission, i. e. to his fortieth year, in seven

babs, onff. 171*', iSS^, 191a, 207% 211*, 2 16^, and 222*'.

Dated by the same, end of Muharram, A. h. 1009 (a. d.

1600, August 11).

Rukn III, on Muhammad's life, from his prophetic

mission to "his flight, in five babs, on ff. 227b, 244^,
257a, 272a, and 340^ Dated by the same the ist of

Rabi'-althani, a.h. 1009 (a.d. 1600, October 10).

Rukn I V, on Muhammad's life, from his flight to his

death, in fourteen babs (here and in all the other copies

there is stated at the beginning of the Rukn that it con-

tains twelve babs only, but the internal arrangement in

many copies is incompletely concealed by an arbitrary

omission of numbers, or by the repetition of the same

numbers in two places), on ff. 345^^, 354", 360^, 366b

(correctly styled -;W-»- <J^), 388a, 391^^ (correctly

styled c^b), 407b, 414b, 433b_ 448a, 458a (cor-

rectly styled |»AJjb vL>)> 483'' (correctly styled vl>

|,Aj;ljj), 499", and 507a (correctly styled -ajjLjjj. v^.)-

Dated by the same the 9th of Safar, A. h. ioio (a. d.

1 60 1, August 9).

Khdtimah, on Muhammad's miracles and marvellous

deeds, on fol. 529b.

The whole copy was finished by the same at Samar-

kand, the i8th of Jum&da-alawwal, a.h. ioii (a.d.

1602, November 3). Printed in Lucknow, A. h. 1292.

A Turkish translation has appeared in Constant. A. h.

1257, under the title: i^xUst' i:i>t-J Jji'.>.

No. 122, ff. 564, 11. 27; excellent NaBta'llk ; many additions

on the margin ; illuminated frontiepieoe at the beginning of the

mukaddimah, the khatimah, and each of the four rukns ; a vig-

nette on foL I" ; £F. i '' and a" splendidly adorned ; size, 14J in. by
8^ in.

139

Another complete copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. It consists of

two parts, the first comprising the mukaddimah and the

first two rukns, the second the last two rukns and the

khatimah.

Mukaddimah, in five fasls, on ff. lo*, 27a, 498, 7ibj

and 102b.

Rukn I, in eight babs, on ff. 120*, 129I', 165^, i78l',

i8it, 195b, 201% and 261a. Title :^i^i
ji^'~cj-^

jl JL. J
i-JLc sJJ! (J-o (^,vt <* ?>^'-'. •^^^j v:«5li>

Rukn II, in seven babs, on ff. 278a, 306a, 309b, 333a,

338b, 346b, and 355a. Title: i^i'^l^ jl j^ ^jj j^
_, ^ ^ eyL«J>i« J

JL.
J

i^ic sJJI (_5Le cy^

i)V J-j c^jJ ^ J^h i

Rukn III, in five babs, on ff. 361b, 389'', 41 1", 438'',

and 561a (the last bab is not marked). Title : j^^^^-. ^^
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jLiXJI i«5l>.

A full index on the

j^^. ^^j o,-i» OjJj-« jl JLja. JL. jl ii" (_5>u1jj ji

^«i^ /r, here only in twelve babs, on ff. 566*, 577*",

588b, 640*, 645a, 678", 711a, 739a 757", 7
98a, 823b

and 835a. Title: o^-i* ^^To^^^y jyLfr» ^

E/idtimah, on fol. 864". Title

Dated A. h. 1029 (a. d. 1620).

fly-leaves.

No. 1259, ff. 928, II. 19-31 ; Nasta'li|:, written by many
different hands ; size, 1 1 ^ in. by 6^ in.

140
Another slightly defective copy of the same.
Beginning as usual.

Muhaddimah, in five fasls, on ff. 6*, i&^, 28b, 40b,

and 59".

Rukn I, in eight babs, on AT. 70b, 76", 96" (heading
of the bab omitted), loib (called by mistake ,ylj), 103*
(again J,^ instead of i_.b), iii*, 114a (on fol. 141b

^Xiut J-aj must be read instead of »iH, and on fol.

142a i^J^ J-ai instead of —i-1, being the last two of

the eighteen fasls of the seventh bab), and 145b. Title

of this rukn here :

e iiT^ j' (*!-'

J^.ji Si^^j

Rukn II, in seven babs, on ff. 154b, 169b jyia 1848^

i87», 191b and 196b Title here : <J^^\ ^_^i ^j

'c5*-J Jj>^ cr?^^ ^'v^-> ^^i J-

.ffiw^ 7/7, in five babs, on ff. 199b, 213b, 224a, 236",
and 294a (here the number of the bab is omitted). Title

here: j^_^ jl ^ JL- jl ^ ^'15, ^^ ^^ ^
' ^ :»\>jw ' •

^ ' I
. ... -i-^ 1

.

Rukn IV, in fourteen babs, on ff. 297b 304b 310b
315b (no number of the bab), 322b, last line, 335b,
348a, 352b 366b 378b (mo number), 386b {no number),
406b (here called -aj, the tenth, dealing with the 9th
year of the Hijrah, so that the previous two b^bs, the
7th and 8th years of the Hijrah, have not been counted
at all), 4 1

9b ( I oth year of the Hijrah, called the eleventh
bab), and 4 25b ( 1 1 th year of the Hijrah, called the twelfth

bab). Title here
:

j\ -Ju. Of-isr'To^^ ..

(V
'L»Slj ^j ^ji

J
sJ.^X-- 5-i4.i*J iVjli* Jx-.

-, ^yy. ^A^ cjj.b^\ oUj ^IjI Lj. The

fourth bab of this rukn has here seven fasla (in other
copies only six, the first of which is split here into
two).

62

.LXJ1(!)^UKhAtimdh, on fol. 442b. Title here

:

^ ^\ (!)ol;^l
J.

This copy is slightly incomplete at the end ; althongh
the lacuna is disguised, the last words of it agree with
No. 3264 (143 in this Cat.), fol. 465* 1. 13.

Copied by Muhammad §alih bin BSba bin i^asain,
A.H. 1025 (a. D. 1616), at Balkh.

No. 8262, ff. 471, 11. 25 ; Xasta'Uk ; illuminated frontiflpieoe*

onff.i", ro"", l54^ 199", jg?"-, and 442''; aize, isjin. by 9|in.

141
The same without the khatimah.
This copy is very much injured on many pages, and

contains only tie mukaddimah and the four rukns.

Muhaddimah, on fol. 5b, in five fasls, on ff. 6", 16",
28a, 41a, and 59a.

Rukn I, in eight babs, on ff.
70a, 76*, 98", io6b,

1 08b 1178^ 1 20b and 157a.

Rukn II, in seven babs, on ff. 167", 177", i8i», i86»,
i88a, 191b, and 195b.

Rukn III, in five babs, on ff. 246b, 261*, 271b 198*,
and 243a (by mistake ff. 198-245 are placed before
ff. 246-283).

Rukn IV, here for once in fifteen bibs (in the head-
ing as well as in the text), on ff.

284b, 290*, 295b, 301a,
320a, 323a, 337a, 342b 358b, 372a, 375b, 377b 353b_
408b, and 415a.

Copied A. H. 1022 (a.d. i 6 r 3) by Muhammad Husain
bin Khakrah bin Khakpai bin Naurdz Muhammad bin
"Abd Muhammad bin Nazar Muhammad (JiLaj

.

No. 566, ff. 434, 11. 27 ; Naata'ltk ; illuminated frontispiece at
the beginning of the preface and of every rukn ; size, 14} in. by
9 in.

142
The same without the mukaddimah.
Rukn I, in eight, babs, on ff. ib ja^ 26b, 33b 35b^

43a, 46b and 79a.

Rukn II, in seven babs, on ff. 89b 103b 105b, ii8",
120*, 125a, and 130a.

Rukn III, in five babs, on ff. 133b, 146b (no heading),
156a, 169", and 217a.

Rukn IV, in fourteen b&bs (although there are men-
tioned in the heading of this rukn, as usually, only
twelve), on ff. 220b, 227a, 232b, 237b, 254b (styled by
mistake j^U* V^.. instead of ^^-^ ^b), 257b, 270a,

275b 289b 302a, 310a, 329a (comprising the events of

the 9th year of the Hijrah, and wrongly styled ^j t^\j

,

although the immediately preceding bab is rightly called

I»4jjIj i_)L), and the immediately following -aju^ v^.)>
341b and 347b.

KMiimah, without a heading, on fol. 363b, begin:

ning : o^-i^l oh**-* 1*51. • uyks*^ (j'-s-? j^ v>b

Jl (_s^ ^]r^^ ciW-? )•» '-•'
i**!!-*-

From these intro-

ductory words it is apparent that the first portion of

the khatimah is entirely missing, viz. tt 442b-445b,
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I. II, of No. 3262 (140 in this Cat.), altogether six and
a half ])ages.

No date ;
probably nth century of the Hijrah. Two

seals of a former owner, 'Abd-alkhalik, with the date

A. H. 1162 (a. d. 1749), on fol. i».

No. 3258, olim 23. J. 4, ff. 384, 11. 27 ; large and distinct Nas-
ta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each rukn

;

size, 15 in. by gin.

143

Another copy without the mukaddimah.
Rukn I, in eight babs, on £f. i^, 61", 26'', 34", 35^,

43^ (heading omitted), 46", and 821" (heading omitted,

but partly restored on the margin).

Rukn II, in seven babs, on ff. 93*^, no", iiz^ (head-

ing added on the margin), 127", 130^, 136'*, and 1421*.

Rukn III, in five babs, on ff. 146b, 164", 177''', 193",

and 268'>.

Rukn IV, in twelve babs, on ff. 272'', 281", 288a,

2941", 317*, 320'' (with four fasls only, although there

are stated to be five in the beginning of the bab ; the

fourth and last here corresponds to the usual fifth, so

that the proper fourth fasl is missing), 335^ (wrongly

called (.^sH), 341" (wrongly called |,-t-i), 359*^ (wrongly

called |..iij»), 405* (styled _aj, the tenth, and dealing

with the 9th year of the Hijrah ; consequently the

7th and 8th years of the Hijrah are, as in No. 3262,
included in the previous ninth bab), 4 1

5^ (eleventh bab),

and 4281 (twelfth bab).

The khatimah begins (without any heading), on fol.

439", exactly in the same abrupt way as the preceding
copy.

After the conclusion of the kh&timah there follow

here, on fi'. 467^-469'', eulogiums on the prophet, ^
Jl ^«l.ift

LS*^'
OJii, the first of which begins : ^\' ^t

No date. Ddst 'Ali ibn Maulanft 'Ali Muhammad is

mentioned as scribe on fol. 467'', margin. Various

seals of a former owner, Diya-aldin bin Kadi Khwijah
Kalan.

No. 3264, ff. 469, 11. 25 ; Nasta'llk, Arabic quotationa in

Naskhi ; size, 15^ in. by 9 J in.

144

The_^rs< 7jaZ/of the same.

This copy contains only the mukaddimah and the

first two rukns, preceded by a detailed index of the

whole work, on ff. i^'-io'' (without, however, any men-
tion of the khatimah). Beginning of the preface on
fol. III*.

Mukaddimah, in five fasls, on ff. 18*, 30^, 45a, 61^,

and 87''. This part is dated the last of Muharram, A. h.

1015 (a. D. 1606, June 7).

Rukn I, in eight babs, on ff. 102^, no'', 141*, 151",
153b 164", leS^ and 2i6l'.

Rukn II, in seven babs, on ff. 2301", 250'', 253*, 271*,

276", 282", and 289b.

No. 3266, ff. 293, 11. 25 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; a splen-

did vignette on fol. ii»; ff. 11'' and ia» are most luxuriously

ornamented, all the lines being surrounded by a gorgeous frame-
work of variegated colours, in the highest style of Eastern orna-
mental art; illuminated frontispieces besides on ff. 102" and
230'', and a similar illumination at the end of the first rukn, on
fol. 230" ; size, 15 in. by 9I in.

145

Eaudat-alahb&b (ijL^iH *-«<h).

Amir 'Ata-allah bin Fadl-allah Jamil al-Husainl's

famous history of Muhammad, his family, companions,

followers, and successors, the first book of which was
finished by the author already on the nth of Dhd-
alhijjah, a. h. 888 (a. d. 1484, January 10), as we learn

from a subscription at the end of the first maksad on

ff. 287", last line, and 2871", first line, and from the

colophon of No. 1674 (149 in this Cat.); comp. Rieu i.

p. 148", first line. The whole work was completed

A. H. 900 (a. D. 1494, 1495), and dedicated to Mir
"Alishlr. The author died A. H. 926 (a. D. 1520); comp,

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1 31-133 ; Rieu i. p. 147 sq., and
iii. p. 1 08 lb

; "W. Morley, p. 15 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xyll.

p. 298 ; Q. Fliigel ii. pp. 368 and 369 ; Dorn, Das
Asiatische Museum, p. 348 ; H. Khalfa iii. p. 495, etc.

It is divided into three books or maksads.

Contents

:

Maksad I, beginning on fol. i^" : ^ (^jJl H] juJJ

J
lubT ,^. lc j-Ll; ^^ju ilj^ e*JO il ^^^-JLeJJll ^^^Lc

Jl jJt<<Jl ^U.* -4J _«5.1 . It contains the history of

Muhammad's life and exploits, and is subdivided into a

mukaddimah {uiAsAs^ JJJl sXil • (jlijjl «ljiijl ^JLJ ,i

tjl •^'^ jy), on fol. 3*, and three bdbs, the

lj^\ i_*-»J ^jLaJ ,j) on fol. 4», the second

(j c..^j

S
.J 8J itJjljJfc J

Ujl
,1

" i^^jj 4^*'j'

,s^.

<

^Ij jj^
5jj^ t5j. cy^-a-^i [5-5.3.) on fol. 28", the third (.j

'^j^r-' ij-'
eyiUX.0 ) eyUJH:^) on fol. 230'', in eight

fasls. A part of fol. 271^, and the whole of fol. 2'ji^,

left blank. Dated by Abu-almafakhir Nasim-aldin

Muhammad bin Jamal-aldin Husainl, known as Mirak-
shS,h, in Jumada-alakhar, A. h. 954 (a. d. 1547, July-
August).

Maksad II, beginning on fol. 288l>: Ij > , U eLl

^^-ijjJl JLc i_'l)J.i'l J^ W j5LiJ\ dJ • t_>L-»511 _" -

Jl j_jjli)l ^fiJjJl 1—iJLj ^ cjy-All. It contains the

history of the first three Khallfs, or the first three

jjLs*. According to the preface in the first maksad,

it is subdivided into two hkhs
(
JUjy cui^juc .j JJI ujL>

sjLsr* and sj^-*^ '^-~j oj^ji-o ,i ^y s->U) ', but here,

as in fact in most copies extant, only the^«< b^ is
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found, beginning on fol. 293^ and going down to the

death of 'Uthinan, a. h. 35 (a. d. 655); tlie second bdb
seems not to have been completed by tlie author.

Maksad III contains the history of 'Ali, tlie twelve
Imams, and all the other famous followers of the

prophet, and is subdivided, according to the preface in

the first maksad, into three babs (^^^.-ooLJ^^ ,j JJI ljU

S.%J S j_j:icUj».^j ji
r>^'* rJ^

jjl 5jjj «Jl5 jl); but there is found, instead of this

third maksad, first a large fragment of another work,

by the same author, on the virtues and eminent qualities

of Muhammad, 'Ali, Fatimah, etc., entitled : Ula.il| ii^
' LjJI JI u>jLi.« |J, and beginning, 011 fol. 406^ : x.Ji

Jl iijLn—II *!_»-« ^jj> *iijl. It is divided into two

matlabs (j^- ^\y-\ j *_^LiL. j JjUj ^j ^j JJl v_JLk..

ilil *L~J L_*3L-.^ijj ^jj v_JIl* ^I ^1 (_ijl^ » - . ~-

Jl Jy^Jl *L»;Jb), and the first matlab is subdivided

again into a mukaddimah
(
JLu jjjljj». ^jLii..l ,jLj .i

^J J lHj- ^^jM '^^^^

Jl i^^lj^ J
^jLiol tjLw.) and two kisms (Jj;i 3

cr^-^iP"' j-^ Jl)^' J v*5'—-• J Jj^-aJ i-J J j->)- This

fragment contains only a part of the mukaddimah, and
breaks off on fol. 44il». Then follows, on ff. 444''-473a,

a portion of the third hook of the Raudat-alahbab, be-

gbning :
. ^, Jji ^J^^i^' y^' '^. p*^' '^:**^. j^ ^^

i_JU» ^\ , and corresponding to ff. 10^, 1. 22-47", 1- 20,

in No. 557 (157 in tliis Cat.), the only complete copy of
this third maksad. Many various readings and additions

on the margin. An index of the whole contents of this

copy on the four fly-leaves. A Turkish translation of
the Raudat-alahbab has been published in Constanti-
nople, A. H. 1268.

No. 1703, ff. 47.-(, 11. 29-30 ; Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontis-

pieces on ff. i"*, 388'', and 406'= ; size, 9I in. by 6j^in.

146
Another copy of the same.
Maksad I

:

Mukaddimah on fol. 4''.

Bab I on fol. 7b H on fol. 56", III on fol. 424''.

Maksad II

:

Mukaddimah on fol. 586'',

Bab I on fol. 592".

The second bab is wanting, see the preceding copy.

Maksad III on fol. 728b. No subdivision.

Beginning of all the three maksads the same as in

the preceding copy. The third maksad is nearly as

incomplete here as there.

Dated the 19th of Jumada-alakhar, A. H. 1121 (a. d.

1709, August 26).

No. 1656, ff. ;8o, 11. 19; Naskhl, by different hands; size,

1
1
J in. by 7 in.

IND. OFF.

147

Another copy oiiha first maksad of the same work.
Good old copy, written a. h. 984 (a. d. 1576, 1577).

Mukaddimah on fol. 4'', first bab on fol. 7 b, second on
fol. 51a, third on fol. 388*'. Large waterspots ; many
pages slightly injured at the corners.

No. 1150, ff; 480, U. 19 ; Naskhl ; size, 9I in. by 6J in.

148
The same^r«< maksad.
Good copy, fiuibhed the 3rd of Sha'ban, A. H. 1044

(a. d. 1635, January 22), by 'Alxl-alrahnian bin almur-
hum Tayyib bin almaghfur 'Abdallah bin Ya'kilb bin
'Abd-alrahmau.

Mukaddimah on fol. ^, first bab on ful. 6», second on
fol. 42", third on fol. 332*. The proper order of ff. 65-
72 is: 65, 71, 67-70, 66, 72. A blank on fol. 388».
A few notes and additions on the margin.

No. 562, ff. 412, U. 25; Naskhl; size, 11 J in. by 7iin.

149
The same.

Mukaddimah on fol. 5^,fivst b4b on fol. 8*, sectmd
on fol. 56l>, third on fol. 397l>. It has no date of its

own, but reproduces in the colophon the date of the
original composition of this maksad, viz. the i ith of

Dhd-alhijjab, A. h. 888 ; see No. 1703 (145 in this Cat.).

No. 1674, ff. 496, U. 24-25 ; written in Nasta'Uk by three or
four different hands ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, loj in.

by 6j in.

150
The same.

Mukaddimah on fol. t^^, first bab on fol. 5», second on
fol. 37b, third on fol. 234b. An index on the fly-leaves,

written very carelessly by another hand.

No date.

No. 1390, ff. 293, 11. 25 ; large, nnequal Nasta'Uk ; sizr, 13} in.

by 7J in.

161

A defective copy of the same.

The greater part of fol. 247"» and the whole of fol.

247b are left blank; there are also blanks on ff. 249''

and 250". At the end about half a page is wanting
;

the last words here, Oi il jl i_r-j-> v-«»->) kS^j^ J/J.

agree with No. 1703 (145 in this Cat.), fol. 287*, 1. 7.

Mukaddimah on fol. ^^, first b&b on fol. 4'', second on
fol. 26b, third on fol. 210^.

No date.

No. 1513, ff. a6i, II. 33 ; excellent Nasta'Uk ; size, 13^ in. by
8^ in.

152

A still more defective copy of the same.

There are two lacunas in this copy, a larger one after

fol. 195, corresponding to No. 1703, fol. 200», last line,

to fol. 236b, 1. 16; and a smaller one, comprising about
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lialf a page, in the middle of the text on fol. 31'', 1. 6,

between the words j^ljJl and^^^^j^, corresponding to

No. 1703, fol. 27b,
1. 23, to fol. 28», 1. 15. Fol. 181" is

left blank, but the text is uninterrupted ; ff. 227^ 2 28^

iind a part of fol. 227* are alao left blank.

Mukaddimah on fol. 3'', first line ; the first bab on

fol. 5" ; the headings of the second and third babs are

not to be found, because they just fall into the smaller

and larger lacunas.

No date.

many
No. 866, ff. 243, U. 25 ; clear Naata'llk ; sliglit injuries in

iny places ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, I0| in. by 6g in.

153

Another copy of the second mahsad of the same work.

Beginning as in No. 1703 ; the second bab is missing

here, as in all the other copies. Mukaddimah on fol. i^

;

first bab on fol. 7''.

Dated the 4th of Rabl'-alawwal, A. h. 1094 (a. d. 1683,

March 3).

No. 1266, ff. 264, 11. ?4; Nasta'Ilk ; size, iif in. by 7| in.

154

The same second maksad.

Quite agreeing with No. 1703 and the preceding

copy. The right order of ff. 313-319 is: 313, 318,

314-317, 319, The/rs« bab begins on fol. 13".

No date.

Nn. 1462, tf. 323, II. 15; ff- 168-175 supplietl later; clear

and distinct Nasta'Ilk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, lol in. by

155
The same.

The right order of ff. 1-7 is: i, 2, 4-6, 3, 7; and

after fol. 2 there is a lacuna, corresponding to No. 1703,

fol. 289b, 1. 1 1, to fol. 290a, last line but two. Ff. 49-

54 are also misplaced, and must be read in this order

:

49. 51. 50. 53. 52, 54-

No date. The last pages injured.

No. 1275, ff. 141, 11. 25 ; clear Nasta'Ilk ; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 10 J in. by 6§ in.

156

The same.

At the beginning there is wanting one leaf, contain-

ino- the first ten or eleven lines of the second maksad.

It begins abruptly : ejl. .U..-:!l ^ j U-Xj^ s^LoJI ^^
l^'gl, agreeing with No. 1703, fol. 288b 1. n. The

first bab begins on fol. 8^. It concludes on fol. 211^ in

the usual manner, and then follows immediately a part

of the third maksad, beginning like No. 1703, fol. 444'',

with Jj\ ootftJ .i -^ and breaking off, on fol. 246^

with these words : jUjl ^^1 L. O s::-i.f^ This frag-

ment of the third maksad corresponds to the following

copy, No. 557, fol. lo^', 1. 22, to fol. 36^ 1. 20. Fol. 247

does not belong at all to the preceding or following

pages, ff. 248 and 249* are left blank, and ff. 249b-273b

contain again a fragment of the first maksad of this

work, with the usual beginning : ^1 ^ (^jjl jJLJ x»JJ

;

it comprises the mukaddimah (on fol. 252''), and the

greater part of the first bab (on fol. 254b^.

No. 385, ff. 273, 11. 19 ; very careless and unequal Nasta'Ilk,

sometimes quite like Shikasta ; size, 10^ in. by 6 J in.

157

Another copy of the third maksad of the same work.
This copy, the only complete one of the third mak-

sad, begins, without any heading or introduction, im-

mediately with the history of 'All's life and exploits :

j^^^;i2Ll j,L.l uawo-a. JO Jjl SijI ilJI
i«<i« -^ j-tr-" >t'^;'

Jl e>^l J5I ±.\ U:J1
J

4s^'. After 'Ali, who

represents the first Imam, follow the other eleven

:

Abu Muhammad al-Hasan (on fol. ioot>), Abu 'Abd-

allah Ilusain (on fol. io8b), Abu-alhasan 'All Zain-
aTdhidln (on fol. 197"), Abu Ja'far Muhammad alhdkir

(on fol. 200b), Ja'far bin Muhammad bin 'AH bin

aihusain (on fol. 202''), Abu-alhas:in Musa al-Kdzim
(on fol. 205"), 'Ali ibn Musa al-Ridd (on fol. 207"),

Muhammad ibn 'All al-Ridd (on fol. 212''), 'Alt ibn

Muhammad bin al-Rida (on fol. 2
1
3b), Hasan ibn al'as-

karl (on fol. 21 5*^), and Abd-alkdsim Slnhammad bin al-

Hasan (on fol. 216b). To these is added as thirteenth,

Imdm Mahdt, who is styled ^\j,j}\ J^\ (on fol. 222b).

This maksad is concluded by an alphabetical list of

famous companions and followers of Muhammad, begin-

ning on fol. 224^ with Hainzah ibn 'Abd-almuttalib, the

prophet's ur.cle. The subdivisions, which are quoted in

the general preface of the first maksad, are not found.

Dated the 5th of Muharram, A. H. 1107 (a. d. 1695,
August 16).

No. 557, ff. 245, 11. 25; Nasta'Ilk; ff. 80-88 supplied by an-

other hand in Shikasta, 11. 24-26 ; size, 13I in. by 7^ in,

158

Eaudat-alshuhada (Lv^,?. H i-oj;).

A detailed history of the martyrdom of 'Ali and his

family, especially of Hasan and Husain, composed by

Husain bin 'Ali alwa'iz alkasiiifl, the author of the

Anvvar-i-Suhaill, who died A. H. 910 (a. D. 1505);
comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 134-137; Hieu i. p. 152,

etc. It has been printed in Lahore, a.h. 1287.

Beginning: tj"^. r^J-^

i,U;. _ L« Jj (^U-i j^ J-»^ 5-«lJ jl

L« J.>
(^Ijjjj iji i.:j-4^ l?1

It is divided into ten babs

and a khatimah, but the last part of the tenth bab and

the whole khatimah are missing in this copy. The

contents of the ten babs are as follows :

.Ijl
L5"*^

t^^ljj JJl vU. on fol. 8b

.llil eU-o J-aujl
_j
Jiy\ aI— U uH/^ ^^^ ji (•j'5 v>'-!

,VIi. ^iica. • SU.* jjLj-i. ., on fol. 62**.
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^\jj\^ b, on fol. 92".

j-> p;W*- V>->.

cyUj jjL^ U , on fol. 1 1
5I'.

uyjLt-i. ijjJj LJ oi^j, on fol. 143K

ojL^-i. 0^5 Ij ojilj (^Ijculjl u^Lk-jl ^^1, on fol. 172''.

on fol. 1 88a.

t-JUs-«-)l |j-> J-^ic ^^, J ....

,

« i:y.il.4.ii ,J |»::-i-a i_)L>

jl ^^ljjj_^ j\ LS"^ J-^ J'
""^ ^''^' 207*.

jUJ. L.1

^/ dAnaiJt ) ..|J>»»t*;
CJ"

-J. . »jj5, on fol. 236I',

j.^r'^ >-::**j;^j'> (»*J v^-

J.j»l J ^jllA» ^Lol ojL^ jl Jljjj ».s^ 1 jl _a"i i_)b

jjui. jisl. Ooo, on fol. 345".

Tiiis last bab contains two fasls, and in the middle

of the second the copy breaks off. This work was
translated into Turki.'jh by Muhammad bin Sulainian

albaghdadi with the takludlus Fuduli, and entitled,

1,Vt...H iJLiXrt. ; comp. H. Khalfa iii. p. 500, No. 6648,

and p. 41, No. 4456 ; Fliigel ii. p. 378, etc.

No. 482, fF. 391, 11. 15; Nasta'lik, unequally written; size,

SJin-bysJin.

159
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Of the ten babs

there are marked here only the sixth : .:

j,L»\ u^i\ ().ii, on fol. 77t>; the seventh (correspond-

ing to the eighth in the preceding copy) : .j . "°> i_,b

^jljjj^
J J---"' fj^.

J^~-« ejjlj-i, on fol. 88^ ; and the

J-4I »-J ,
^lj< ^J *AJ 1-jUtenth: jl jjo \. lW^J jJ

I^j
J-i «j1j ^Ij^S tjrJilj, on fol. 201". Of all the other

babs we have only a few indications in form of chapter-

headings marked on the margin, viz. : ^jl lij^-ia. Lls,

on fol. 4*; ^.^^Jl^^ ^jj tli, on fol. lo"; J-Ii. »Jai

LJ^ J ^4;^' 0° f°^- 34'';

_)i t-li, on fol. 14b;

»-aJ, on fol. 33"; »_<iJ

jjr- £^U>, on fol.

43*; »-J»Li ey/^ia. cybj, on fol. qS^; J^ ^^
^U» j^l ^^1, on fol. 63b; and ^Lc ^jj ^r-^ o^L5C».

^U. ^y.\ ^_, on fol. 184I'.

The khdtimah, in two > -°-, begins on fol. zsS^"

(jiU ju-iX« on fol. 245')).

No date. College of Fort 'William, 1825.

No. 2240, fF. 256, 11. 19 ; distinct Nasta'llk ; the last page sup-
plied by another hand ; large waterspots throughout ; many pages
•lightly damaged by the worms; size, loj in. by 6| in.

160
Huntakhab-i-Haudat-alshubada (> > 4

• I' iJ.. i_.-^~~*)

An extract from the Raudat-alsliuhada, or history of

the martyrdom of 'All's family, similar to, but not at all

identical with, the Dah Majlis (see Bodleian Cat., No^.

136 and 137, and Rieu i. p. 155). Beginning the same

as in the original work, viz. : j /»-^' cA^yf^' '^' 1*"^

y (!) ^ijA 00^ is\ "^j ^J b .>Ui65« eUlc

It is probably divided into ten majLis, like the u
u«JLar*, but only seven of these are indicated in our
copy. The _/!/•«< is not marked at all (identical in it.s

contents with the first in Kieu's copy of the ijJL** u,
and tlie first tJiree in the Bodleian copy) ; the aeeoiul

deals with Fatimah : LJsU L-JJl t^j.^^ uy\j(
'ij''

\^j, on fol. ig**; the third yiith 'Ali : .Lj^ljl .n .«,)..>

Ml .1 I - - - 1 1 1 1 - '11 I

11 ^Ul
, cr^^y-',1 .1.

•jyon fol. 3il'; the /ourtA with Hasan:

^^^-...Ai j,L.l, on fol. 46" ; the fifth and dxth with HuMtin

and Muslim bin "Akil : ^^J>^\ j ^^....^ ^1.1 ^Ll* .j

J-Jic ^^. ^
l ..«4< cdjLj^ j ^jiJLa.1 jI, on fol. sS"*, and

^ .
• •»• |«L«1 cy^-<L» J J-:!-«* ^V. «1 — * »-aJ^^, on fol.

70* ; the seventh with the children of Muslim bin 'Akil

:

fol. 831' ; and the eighth with some other martyrs of

Karbala: J-ii jl Jljo jS ib^i^ljL^ Jl^l ^^^.ajj ^j

sJ-i ^Ij (l^U-Lc) |.!>U
J ui;—)

J jjj^ JH*, on

fol. 1 1 1''. No further subdivision appears.

This copy was written in A. h. 996 (a. d. 1588).

College of Fort William, 1 809.

No. 2267, ff. 158, U. ia-17; clear Naata'Uk ; size, SJ in. by
4Sin.

161
The same.

The same Muntakhab or abridgment of the Raudat-
alshuhada, arranged in a far greater accordance with

the (jJls* !j of Rieu's Cat. (i. p. 155) than the pre-

ceding copy, but defective at the end, and injured more
or less seriously by worms, from fol. 130 down to the

end. Beginning the same as in No. 2267.

Majlis I: ^luhamniad (jJL* iti- - -^ ejLi. Si .j

^iLJI J ils^' «-JLis («^^1). on fol- !*• (there ia no

preface whatever).

Majlis II: Fatimah
( (!) i-JLc «-JjU cy/-"-* ^i ji

j.:Ul), on fol. 23^.

Majlis III: 'Ali (ea,.i» eyjL^ jl ^Ui' l^**^ J^

^ ^U. ^.1 ^\J^... ,,f,J^\ pUl
,
,;;^_;il^I).

on fol. 38a.

Majlis IV: Hasan and his children (ojl^i^^i ^j

.U v=. ), on fol. 56».L^^V Jl^l
_j

Majlis V: Husain's noble qualities and Muslim bin

'Akil's martyrdom (XjX ^\
^^it- i-ll ^Ji-) )»--« i^l-^ j->

F 2
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.jj^. uylsj jl JjtJ J-s^ (^. ^ l '.«), on fol.
"J
2^.

Majlis VI: Muslim bin 'Akil's children (uyjL^Ji ,i

J-*ic ^, |Ju-.. a^SJJji), on fol. 103a.

Majlis VII: Husain's history (L!Lc_) ULs jl iX-i>

Jl jo-s-~j>- ^y-iJL«p.l i-»-«l), on fol. 1 1
7b.

Majlis VIII: The martyrs of Karbala (^c-^jq 1^

Majlis IX : Continuation of the same, and death of

Husain (>jL« • ^^ .. ...rv ^L«l mj,.o-*. .ijljl iW»^ i> « v 1 .j

^L«l cjjjL^
_j

Ij.!*-;:-), on fol. 164^

Majlis X : Events subsequent to Husain's martyr-

dom (aSIj i»y'^^
>v a

'1 ^Lol J..V s jl (? Ajo 5-S^') • •

sxi), on fol. 1871'. This chapter breaks off on fol. 195'',

corresponding to the preceding copy, fol. 152b, ]. 2;
consequently 6-7 leaves are missing.

Eibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2812, ff. 195, 11. 13 ; Naata'lik, mixed in some pages with
Shiliasta ; size, 7f iu. by 4f in.

162

Eaudat-alshuhada (Iji^^l i-i.,).

A poetical paraphrase of the same in Dakhni verses,

by a poet with the takhallus AVali, as it appears, begin-

}/ J-^ O^ <waj 1^^^:* ^ UJ^^^

The subdivisions are called majlis, as in the Persian

original, but their number is rather uncertain ; there

seem to be eleven. The arrangement of the subjects

less resembles that in the Raudat-alshuhada than that

in the Muntakhab-i-Raudat-alshuhada ; see the two
preceding copies, or Eieu's Dab Majlis (i. p. 155). The
eight majlis, which are indicated in the text itself, deal

with the following members of Muhammad's and 'All's

families: I, on fob 2b Muhammad; II, on fol. lo'',

Fatimah ; III, on fol. 19^1, "Ali ; IV, on fol. 30^ (not

numbered), Hasan ; V, on fol. >,&>, and VI, on fol. 58^,
Husain and Muslim bin 'Akil ; VII, on ful. 67b, and
VIII, on fol. SSb, Muslim's children and other martyrs
of Karbala. After these eight, there follow at least

three chnpters without heading and number, viz. on
ff. 1 1 lb, 150b, and 165'^, comprising the materials of

the last two majlis and the khatimah of the Eaudat-
alshuhada, together with a great number of marthiyyas
and similar lyrical poetry, iu mournful remembrance of

'Ali's family and the later Imams. Part of fol. 183b

and the whole of fol. 184 are left blank. A lacuna
after fol. 176. Eibliotheca Leydeniana.

Dated by Sayyid Ja'far, known as Miyan-Sahib, the
25th of Sha'ban, a. h. 12 16 (a. d. 1801, December 31).

No. 2380, ff. 1-186, two columns, each 11. 13 (on ff. 1-8), U. 15
(on ff. 9-114 and 177-186), 11. 11 (on ff. 115-176) ; written by
various hands in Naeta'lik and Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

163

Mat^ali'-alanwar {}y^\ >JLkj>).

A history of Muhammad and his four immediate
successors, together with a short sketch of the Umay-
yade Khilafat, and a long dogmatic treatise on eschato-

logy, by 'Afif Nur-i-Kashani (see fol. 7^, 1. 3 ; Rieu iii.

p. 1037*, calls him Afif Nawa Kdshani, and Ouseley

260 in the Bodleian Library, 'Afifah Nur-i-Kashani),

who became a Hanafite lawyer in his twenty-first year,

and applied himself to the study of the history of

Muhammad; coinp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 141 and 142.

The work is divided into twenty-one fasls, nineteen of

which belong to the historical, and two to the dog-

matical part, viz. : L jj-Ju-^l Jl ^ i»i d)^ 5lj ji , on fol.

2. ^\}^

&-»^ ^-4
J
J i-Mi*.

^J lt'J JjJ^ (j;1.x:o1 (y) jl, on

fol. 13''; 3. ^jiJyJi Jjil (j^-ia-
J iiy^j .L4J5I ,j, on fol.

22^; 4. ^jt-^ iiy^fS*^^ ^.i, on fol. 28^; 5. -I^fji^ .J

» • I J J ^j^ J ^;i-^/^ J4—
;
on fol- SS''; 6. jb jj

j^Li yJk-«l (the index on fol. p" adds :

II ^^^, on fol. 40^ ; 7. jJL- eyUs*-* ^jLo jj

^U_J! s-JLc, on fol. 41b; 8. .Jl> ti^i*. ji, on fol. 48b;

9. A3.I v^ls. j:,, on fol. 52b; 10. i_)h^l liilB. ,j, on

fol. 54^1; 11. sJaJ^
^J^,

(read i^a-) i^a ,J, on fol.

56*; 12. e)^ ^T^/^ j-i. on fol. 561^; 13. ^^.^-J* ^ j^,

on fol. 58b; 14. ikSl j^9j->i on fol. 60"; 15. ^y
^jtri^, on fol. 66a; ig, k_sJU> ^jlj .i, on fol. t']'^

;

17. j^j-^L-^U jJL. tmli. J
"-a. culiLv> ..>, on fol. 69";

18. j^x-i.]pi 'Liii. oolLi^y, on fol. 73^; 19. .j

^^_:i ''Uii- . sjjLjcji cjJ!)Ij», on fol. 79"^ (down to the

beginning of the 'Abbaside dynasty) ; 20. iili. •'Lj ,j

!_^jX on fol. 8ii; 21. ci^^T Jl^ly, on fol. 86b.

The chief subdivisions of this last and longest chapter

are: jl ^j_^ j JIXj^, on fol. 90'^;^,^^ Jjp^
^j~-^, on fol. 93l>; ^^b ^j_^^, on fol. 94^;^
1^"-^.^ y^-i^ ejUj, on fol. 95*) o>-oLJ J~Js jSi, on

fol. 95I'; jl ijij^i'yc jL.:^."' ^ iJjLs.-" . JLJiU... SI

Jl J\jAS, on fol. loo^; Jl L.J^ jj j ^^^ ^i, on

fol. 104^; Jl ^^\J^1^ {t^Li^l) euLo^ ,^_'XxJ jXi,

on fol. 109*'; Jl oJ!o. Jjj>.ij^i, on fol. 116*; khati-

mah, on fol. 1 2 41".

Beginning, on fol. 7^ : IJII . . . ^^-dUJI C,. sJJ x^

The book ends on fol. 126'', and is dated the 6th of

Jumada-althani, A. H. 1088 (a. D. 1677, August 6), by
Kulibeg.

Ff. 1-6 are filled with Arabic prayers and invoca-

tions, beginning with the v_A-li> t«lj, ojL^-i. t^lS,

X^o-jj tJiT, etc. Ff. 1 27-131 contain some traditions
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of the prophet, and short extracts from Persian poetry,

ghazals, and ruba'is; on fol. 131* there is found a

longer kit'ah, styled ^Jti eyU-lju.

College of Fort William, 1 809.

No. 2315, ff. 131, U. 17 ; Nasta'hk ; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

164
Another copy of the same.

Tlie same Matali'-alanwar, slightly differing some-
times in the wording of the chapter-headings.

Contents

:

1. j^^-JLj^.! xL^ vi>^» viijilj ^,L>j .J, on fol. 2".

2. ^j\j\j oj<-sJ. j ^_^J lS>J^J, on fol. 7«. 3. j\^\ y
^_ri/> J-»l "Lia.

J <^j^^, on fol. i3\ 4. uu^x* j(i ji

i"!^. 5. hj:jX« i-yf^ J rin" i-*) on fol.

7

».?.;•>, on fol

2 2l>. 6. .150 J

uWJ;'
J

J, on fol,

uWj. ji"1 ^

t... ^.a-, on fol. 26a. 7. v:yUs""

8. jJl> isUo. jj, on fol. 32a. 9. \x^\ ;^jl-- ,

of Ixcl the index has the more correct reading Jkjvl), on

fol. 341"; this chapter is moreover wrongly called J.^aj

2 7^

,j (instead

instead of

36a. 11, ^ L5^.

*4J J-aJ. 10. ^\j^\ i^la, ji, on fol.

on fol. 371^.

dj-o, on fol. 37b 13.^^.,.^ ^s^!a. jj

14. &3C6 _:Li ,i, on fol. 39b. 15. ^_»jl

fol. 43b. IG. i_a.JU> i»r^ q. ^.>, on fol.

18. i^.Xil^ i^Uii. ci^i^iU-jj, on fol. 48b

,b

12.

on fol.

44".

, on

17. ,J

, on fol. 45

19.,

^^i t^Uiifc
J »-)jl«-», on fol. 52l>. 20. Jjli.

5-hX on fol. 53b 21. v^jiS ^yL_J ^i, on fol. 57".

Subdivisions marked here : J'^j J>i, on fol. 59"

;

yj~^ J^"-^ Jvp ^5i, on fol. 60^
; J C-J^*^ Zi^ Si

—yj.U, on fol. 61*; |5---^c vi)L»._^i and c>^LJ JjS':,,

on fol. 6 lb
; yjhS^i, on fol. 65b; (yyUi^ f) ^yLa^^^

^jL:_«jj, on fol. 69b
; etc. Khatimah, on fol. 80*.

Beginning (different from that in the preceding

<=opy): ci'j^'^ "^^^^ J ^y^ J^- J^
j.io aJUo-. cy/i^

Copied A. H. 1206 (a. D. 1 79 1, 1792), at Calcutta.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 219", ff. 80, 11. 15-17; partly Naata'Uk, partly Shikaeta;
size, 8J ia. by 6j- in.

165

Siyar-i-'afifi {^A-Jts-j^.
A detailed biography of the prophet Muhammad,

translated from the Arabic work of Sa'id-aldin iluham-
mad bin Mas'ud Kazaruni, divided into four kisms and
a khatimah ; see the index on fol. %" sq.

fol. 9b, last line.

cj4) Ij, in eight babs, on

^' J^. ji

»xl (^U. jl, in nine babs, on fol. 60^.

::i^P J^jji

^Ji ^
yj^.ji

J «1, in nin6 babs, on fol. 02b
r>^ r-*

92"

in eleven babs, on fol. 144*.

In the sixth bab of this kism our copy breaks off, all

the rest is wanting.

_BegInning : ^y ^ \^ ,^lx;» ^Li j ^-L-, . x*»

Ff. 32 and 33 a little injured. In Rieu iii. p. io26»

this work is styled ^ : . .>.j^ .j^Lj, and even »_-«^-^

jUi-ill like th'e following history, which is, however,
quite distinct from this.

No. 67, ff. 268, 11. 15 ; clear Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by 4} in.

166
Muntakhab-alakhbar (jLj^iH •)•

An abridged history of the prophets, especially of
Muhammad and his companions, the first four Khalifs,

and the martyrdom of 'Ali, hb sons, and his whole
family, compiled from many sources, which are not
specified, by Baha-aldin bin Sa'd-ahlin, beginning:

JO5XI-. JjrJ \1\ uyUjiJl vLs:^' J yylji^Jl »jT ^Ic j

Jl ^^jJl Jut-. ^^. i^jJl 'Wj. i;;-^--* j-i^-i- It

opens with the creation of the world, the creation of the

Jinns and Adam, and goes through all the biblical

prophets down to Jesus and the Seven Sleepers ; the

story of Muhammad begins on fol. 58", oi Abd Bakr on
fol. 13211, oi'Umar on fol. 135'', of 'Uthmdn on fol.

139'', of 'AU on fol. 140^, of Hasan on fol. 153'', of

Ilusain, his family, and companions on fol. 159'*, of the

Imdnis on fol. 214b. At the end a complement and
continuation of Jewish and Christian history.

This copy is dated the 1 2th of Sha'ban, in the seven-

teenth year of Muhammadshah's reign= A. H. 1 148 (a.d.

1735, IDecember 28).

No. 783, ff. 334, II. 15 ; large inelegant Nasta'Uk ; size, 9} in.

by 5J in.

167
The same.

Another copy of the same, beginning like the pre-

ceding one. The story of Muhammad begins here on

fol. 80b, oiAhABakr on fol. 182a, oi'Umaron fol. 189*,

oi' Uthmdn on fol. 195% oi'AU on fol. 196", of Ifasan

on fol. 212'', of Ilusain, etc., on fol. 225*, of the Imdms
on fol. 310*, etc. Quite modem copy.

No. 99, ff. 340, U. 1 1 ; modem and inel^ant Nastallk, on

European paper ; size, 7J in. by 6j in.

168

Kitab dar bayan-i-ansib-i-Talibtn (,jL»j jA k^Lii

A detailed genealogical account of the descendants
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of Abu Talib through his three sons, 'Ali (the fourth
Khalif), Ja'far Tayyar, and 'Akil, trans-lated into Persian

from an Arabic work, styled LjLJill^^. (see fol. 4^ last

line). There are two Arabic works with this title, con-

taining genealogies of the prophets, of Muhammad, 'Ali

and his descendants, viz. one by Alfakhr-alrazi (see H.
Khalfa ii. p. 17, No. 1653), the other by Muhammad bin
Muhammad (see W. Pertsch, Arab. Cat. of Gotha, iii.

P- 335)- The translator's name is Khwajah Mir bin
'Imad-aldin Muhammad bin Amir Sayyid 'Ali alhusaini

(tee fol. 5% 11. 5 and 6).

Beginning: i4-!-J ^^Jl ^^^^alll t_,w.>j t^jJl sll xji

On the back of the binding the work is simply styled

Kitab-alansab. There are no dates given anywhere, not

even with regard to the author's own time. The work
is divided into three babs, according to the three sons of

Abu Talib, viz.

:

Bdi) I, on fol. 5^ 'Ali's offspring (j!^! i_*-^ u^J j-^

L_Jll» (ejj ^. (Jlc ^.-jUjII r!f-«0> ill five fasls : 1. Hasan

and his descendants, on fol. 6^ ; 2. Husain and his de-

scendants, on fol. ^4^ ; 3. Abu-alkasim Muhammad
Akbar Sbuja' (that is, Muhammad Hanif or Hanifah,

styled on fol. 1 41'^, 1. 7, also ' Ibn Hanifah !

') and his

descendants, on fol. 141^; 4. Abu-alfadl al-Abbas,

called _^M ^\1m, and his descendants, on fol. 144";

5. Abu Talib "Umar al-atraf and his descendants, on
fol. 148^"

^ Bdb II, on fol. 157^, Ja'far Tayyar's offspring Li

B&h III, on fol. 165a, Abu Zaid 'Akil's offspring (,j

This genealogy ends on fol. 165'', and is dated Dhu-
alka'dah, A. h. 108 i (a. d. 1671, March-April), by Ibn
Safi-aldin Muhammad alhusaini alkhwarizml Muham-
mad Sa'id alhusaini. The few remaining )iages are

filled by another hand with some eub j.::X^ by 'Abdallah,

that is, Muhammad Marwarid (who had the takhallus

Bayanl, and died A. h. 922=a. d. 1516).

This copy was presented to the Library by Sir W.
Muir, K.C.S.I., March 7, 1877.

No. 3201, ff. 167, 11. 15 ; distinct Nasta'lik; the MS. is care-
fully mended ; size, 9^^ in. by £^ in.

169
Three documents of historical interest, in Arabic with

Persian paraphrase, viz.

:

1. A deed or 'Alidnama of the prophet, addressed to

Mahdi Faruh bin Shakhsan, the brother of the well-

known Salman the Persian (^JL>-i-' ^, _.J {jx^
y^UJl jjU-L..

^J=^),
written by 'Ali bin Abu Talib, on

a red skin, headed : ic ^j.^\k\j^ ki^. ij^l^^ iir^

Jl t_JUj ^yj ^i\, and beginning, on fol. 404" : jL«UJ

2. A letter of the Amir-almu'minin 'Ali to the

Parsee high-priest Bahramshah (^.jl -^i ^ jLi-oL^j

j. 4 : u j^\ jjj-iilj ^j^ys^\ written by "All's sou

Husain, A. h. 39 (a. d. 659, 660), and beginning, on

fol. 413b: ji ^\yA J jX'Ui Jic |..^Lu! jJ
^J\.

3. The letter of emancipation by which the prophet
Muhammad declared Salman the Persian, whom he
had bought from a Jew with the name 'Uthman bin

Ashhal (J-4Jil ^^. ^^l . -. c), to be free. This letter

again was written by 'Ali, in the very year of the

Hijrah. Beginning, on fol. 420*^: JlCs-'JjI L« Ij-a

On ff. 4i8a-4i9ti is an interesting account of the

discovery of these documents according to the j ^ .Ij'

sJojJ^in a library at Surat, A. h. 1064 (a. d. 1654), by

the Persian (Parses) jjLj jJ. W?%J -aJj ^ ^^•
Dated the i8th of Kajab, a. h. 12 17 (a. d. 1802,

November 14). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2556, ff. 403-428, II. 9; Nasta'Mk, the Arabic text in
Naskhl ; size, 9I in. by 6f in.

III. HlSTOKY OP THE MoGHULSj C'iNgIzKHAN,

TiiltK, AND THEIR DESCENDANTS.

170

Ta'rikh-i-Jahankushai ((^LiJol^a. i^iLj).

History of the Moghul emperor Cingizkhan and his

successors, beginning with C'ingizklian's accession to

the throne, A. h. 599 (a. d. 1202, 1203), and going
down to A.H. 655 (a. D. 1257); see this date on fol.

234^, 1. 14. It was completed A. H. 658 (a. D. 1260)
by 'Ala-aldln 'Atamalik bin Baha-aldin Muhammad al-

Juwaini, who died A. H. 681, the 4th of Diiu-alhijjali

(a. D. 1283, 5th of March). H. Khalfa fixes his death
in A.H. 683. Comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 145 and 146 ;

Eieu i. p. 160 sq. ; G. Flugel ii. p. 178 ; H. Khalfa ii.

p. 685, No. 4353 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iii. p. 7;
Elliot, History of India, ii. p. 384 sq. ; Nott. et Extr.
ii. p. 383 sq., and iv. p. 698 ;

Quatrem^re, Histoire des

Mongols, pp. Ixvii and 169, note 39; etc. etc. The

usual division into three books (jls*) is not found in

this copy, the text of which is uninterrupted.

^Beginning: oojjJI ^.^^ i^
\j cJi^.s" U-J^ ^V^

Jl jl i^jy %^ \j tsjj.s-^ (read e*-.i^a^l).

Dated the 15th of Shawwal, A. h. 1076 (a. d. 1666,
April 20). The right order of ff. 229-233 is: 229,
231, 230, 232, 233.

No. 1914, ff. 236, 11. 19 ; many slight injuries; the first page
seems to be supplied later ; size, 1 2 in. by 6f in.

171

Ta'rikh-i-Shahrukh (jtyJiLi. irh^)-

Portion of the history of Sultan Shahrukh's reign,

who succeeded his father Timur in A. h. 807 (a. d.
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1405), down to A. H. 816 (a. D. 1413), see fol. i82\
with a short introduction ou Timur liiinself, by Ndr-
iildin Lutf-aliah bin 'Abdallah (as he is con'ectly styled

on fol. I", whereas in the text itself, fol. 2'', 11. 4
and 5, his name is given in this peculiar form : Nur-

allah Katib al'abd 'Abd Lutf-allah), better known as

Hafiz-i-Abru, the great historian, who died at Zanjan

in Shawwal, A. h. 834 (a. d. 1431, June-July); see

Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 52 sq. ; Rieu i. p. 421 sq.

;

Bodleian Cat., No. 33; G. Flugel ii. p. 174; Cat. des

MSS. et Xyll., p. 265 sq. ; Dorn, Das Asiatische Museum,

p. 374 ; Elliot, History of India, iv. p. 3 sq. ; etc. etc.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i'': ,_^L.u. j a^j*.

Jl j^calcj-i-o-*! and of the histoiy itself, on fol. lot"

:

Whether this history is a portion of the rare ssj\

lj .l.ill , or rather of the geographical work described

by RieUj loc. cit. (see especially i. p. 424*"), and Bodleian

Cat., No. 33, is difficult to say ; but it is more likely

to belong to the latter, since it is dedicated to Shah-

rukh, and not to prince Baisunghar, and a similar

treatise ou chronology (^jT jJl^ j *ij^ >—
*i/*^)

^^

found here, on ff. 4"— lol", as in the geographical work

(Bodleian copy, Elliott 357, fol. is'' sq.).

No date.

Nu. 173, ff. 183, 11. 19; clear and distinct Xasta'Uk ; size,

loj ill. by 6^ in.

172

Ulus-i-arba'ah-i-dingizi ((jt. 5-*Jil fttt'.ji\).

A history of the Moghul race, Cingizklian, his an-

cestors from the time of Yafeth, son of Ndh, and his

descendants down to the time of Timur, styled ^^1
(jti-JIl* sjiJ.l, and taken from the sjq.^ |_pjJl uULi^j
of Sultan alsa'id Ulughbeg Mirza (see fol. 226'J)

; comp.

Rieu i. p. 164. The last date, mentioned on fol. 226''',

before the short epilogue, is a. h. 805 (a. d. 1402, 1403),

but a later date, viz. A. H. 831 (a.d. 1427, 1428), appears

on fol. 1 60'', the year of the accession of the thirty-ninth

and last successor of Jiljikhan, Muhamraadkhau bin

Timurkhan bin Timur Kutlukhan bin Timurbeg Oghlan

(coiiip. the margiuid note on fol. i6o'>). The year 851,

which is mentioned in Eieu's copy, is not found here

anywhere.

An abridged translation of this work has been pub-

lished by Col. Wra. Miles, entitled :
' Shajrat ul Atrak,

or genealogical tree of the Turks and Tartars,' London,

1838. The same title is found on the binding of this

MS. too : e)]/^l "^rf^ v'-^ without any justification

in the text itself.

Beginning : ^jj ^ Ji ^^^Lc ^ j j-^'^ »-^ '-^
tJAjk

Contents :

^ j.:l-ji j ijLJ\j.

History of the old patriarchs from Adam to Nuh and

hi.s three sons, Sam (on fol. 13"), H&m (on fol. 14''), and

Yafeth (on fol. 14''). The eldest of Yafeth's goni was

Turk, the ancestor of the Turks and Tatars. Reign of

Turk, on fol. 1 7". Line of the Tatars, on fol. 20» ( jJi

,U1Ji &-L^l>) ; line of the Moghuls, on fol. 20'' (Li-i ^^
JjJL«), beginning with Moghulkhan, Karakhan, Aghdz-

khiin, Ruknkhan, etc. ; line of the 'Uthmani Sultans, on
ful. 31''.

Birth of Cingtzkhan (or ns he is called here, Timfldin

Ka'an) on the 9th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. H. 549, on fol. 46 '.

Ciiigizkhan's reign begins ou fol. 52''.

Uktai Ka'an and his line, on fol. 138".

Jujikhan and liis line, on fol. 148".

Hulagukhau, son of Tulikhan, and the Ilkauis, on
ful. i6ia.

Caghataikhan and his line, on fol. 205".

Copied A. H. 1204 (a. D. 1789, 1790); presented by

Lieut.-Col. Wm. Kirkpatrick, the 30th of May, 1804.

On the margin througliout there are both Persian

glosses, various readings, and short English notes,

probably by Wm. KirkiMitrick.

No. 167, ff. 226, 11. 19; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; aze,

10 J in. by 6J in.

173
Zafarnama (s_.U^).

Tlie only copy of Sharaf-aldin *All Yazdi's (died a.h.

858= A. D. 1454) history of Timur from his birth to his

death (A. h. 736-8o7=a. d. 1336-1405) in this collec-

tion, which contains the rare Introduction or Jftitdh ou

the genealogy of the Turkish Khans (to the death of

Amir Turagha, Timur's father, in A. H. 762), and on the

history of Cingizkhan and his descendants ; see a full

description of its contents in Rieu i. p. 175, and G.

Flilgel ii. p. 189. It was written before the Zafarnama,

and commenced a.h. 822 (a. d. 1419). The Zafar-

nama itself was completed A. H. 828 (a. d. 1424, 1425);

comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 153-159; Rieu i. p. 173 sq ;

W. Morley, pp. 94 and 95 ; Elliot, History of India, iii.

p. 478 ; J. Aumer, p. 86 ; etc. It was translated into

French by Petis de la Croix, ' Histoire de Tinmr-Bec,'

Paris, 1722; English version by J. Darby, London, 1723.

An extract in text and translation is giveu by C. Stewart,

Descriptive Catalogue, pp. 234-247.

Beginning of the Introduction, on fol. i'' : —Li.:Jl

Beginning of the Zafarnama itself, on fol. 731": 1a-.j»

~)i 4.ij ^ eUil Jy_ ^ CijL-. \^.
The Introduction is diited a.h. 1054 (a. D. 1644,

1645); the Zafarnama by the same hand three years

before, a.h. 1051, the 20th of Ramiidiin (a. d. 1641,

December 23V The copyist's name is Nasr-all.ih the

Katib of Tattah, son of Shaikh Tahir Muhammad. An
entry of a former owner, bearing the date A.H. 1138

(a. d. 1725, 1726), on fol. I".

No. 984, ff. 470, U. 31 ; splendid Nasta'Uk ; large iUnminate.!

frontispieces of the most gorgeous kind on ff. I'and yj""; ara-

besques in gold and other colour* on the DUU]pn of ff. l', 3», 73'",

and 74« ; size, i af in. by 7J in.
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174
The same without the Iftitah.

The oldest of all the copies of the Zafarnama in this

collection vnthout the Introduction, dated the i8th of

Kamadan, A. h. 901 (a. d. 1496, May 31), by Sayyidi

"All bin Kamal ^b^l. It is incorrectly styled in

the frontispiece
: '^^j^ '^ji-*-^ ^j^ V^^

Beginning : eJIil ^y s_^ liJU-. L-IL \j^ \x<,->7''LiJ ^jZ^ (sLiil c^-U
J

'LiJ ^.
Ko. 31, ff. 307, 11. 23 ;

good Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, gj in. by 6j in.

175
The same.

Another excellent and richly illustrated copy, dated

the 5th of Ramadan, A. h. 939 (a. d. 1533, March 31),
by Murshid, the Katib of Shiraz.

Beginning : Jl ^y ^ CSy_^ J^^jlT^U . > . A com-

plete index, comprising three pages, written by a

different hand, on the fly-leaves, styled : t^\jyiia c*-i^

jy-*-iJ t:y,-i» . The work is styled on the first page :

'JJLJ|^ ^ i-oU^ili iS jy^ (^LiJ cjW*- i-^)'-^-

No. 137, ff. 474, 11. 19 J small, neat, and very distinct Nas-
ta'llk ; large illuminated frontispiece ; thirty fine pictures on
ff. 6«, 20», 34'', 50«, 71'', 86», 102'', 120", I39>>, 161", 176'', igo",
199k 2i7», 230'', 248", 254i>, 268", 284^ 298", io'!^, 326«, ssi*,
358*, ses"", 380", 404", 418', 438'', and 450*; some pages rather
effaced, a few others damaged ; size, 1 2 in. by 7^ in.

176
The same.

Excellent copy, collated and with occasional notes
on the margin, dated the 25th of Eamadan, a. h. 970
(a.d. 1563, May 18), by Pir Muhammad bin Hasan.
Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2597, ff. 369, 11. 23 ; splendid Naskhl ; illuminated frontis-

piece ; small illuminated headings throughout ; size, 9 J in. by 7 in.

177
The same.

This fine copy is dated the 8th of Eajab, A. h. 982
(a. D. 1574, October 24), by Haji Khidr bin Sulaiman
bin Haji Khidr Kuraishl. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

Beginning, as in No. 31 (i 74 in this Cat.) : \j^l

d
No. 2432, ff. 375, U. 23 i clear Naskh! ; ff. 1-9, 13, and 353-

375 are put into a modem margin ; size, 1
1
J in. by 7| in.

178
The same.

Dated Jum^da-alakhar, a.h. 997 (a.d. 1589, April-
May).

_Beginning: ^ eUIl ^y ^ \Sji^ f^^\x^

No. 60, ff. 490, 11. 21 ; small illuminated frontispiece; Nae-
tatlk ; size, gf in. by 7 in.

179
The same.

Finished in the month Jumada-alahhar, A. h. 1007
(a.d. 1599, January), by Muhammad alkatib, in the

province of Bakharz, in the village of sjj . Many leaves

injured by damp ; many of the last pages almost entirely

effaced.

No. 1104, ff. 349, 11. ig ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece ;

size, 1 2f in. by 8 J in.

180
The same.

This copy of the Zafarnama, complete, with all the

poetical specimens, as usual, opens with two additional

portions: 1. A detailed index, on ff. i^'-iol', dated the
24th of Sha'ban, A.h. 1145 (a.d. 1733, February 9).

2. The introductory chapters of the abridgment of the

Zafarnama, noticed below in Nos. 190 and 191, and
styled |JKij.3.La L.U ^j;_9, on ff. iib-ieb. The latter

portion goes down (see fol. 1 6'^, last line but two) to the

Ljbo \Zj~:^j^ ji XjjS. Both pieces are written by

another and more modem hand than the Zafarnama

itself, which begins here, on fol. 1 7^ : L-It I .

"

n 1 j

j"

No date. Excellent and tolerably old copy, collated

throughout.

No. 1315, olim 14. J. 4, ff. 334, 11. 23 ; small and clear Nas-
ta'llk ; ff. 17'' and 18" splendidly adorned; size, gj in. by 6| in.

181
The same.

Another very clear and correct copy, beginning as

usual. No date.

No. 2859, ff. 617, 11. 16-17; Nasta'llk ; size, li| in. by 7| in.

182
The same.

Another splendid copy, not dated.

No. 1106, ff. 254, 11. 27; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; illu-

minated frontispiece ; splendid binding in red, gold, and other
colours ; size, 1 3^ in. by 7 in.

The same.

No date.

183

No. 3153, ff. 538, 11. 19-21 ; Nasta'llk, written by different
hands ; splendid binding ; size, 8J in. by 5J in.

184
The same.

This copy is considerably old, and being collated would
be of intrinsic value, if it were not greatly damaged
throughout ; a number of pages are entirely spoilt by
these injuries. The last leaf (fol. 428), of which un-
fortunately only a fragment is left, must, as it seems,
be inserted between ff. 272 and 273, where a lacuna is

found. The copy breaks off on fol. 427b towards the
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end of the mathnawi, in praise of Ibrahim Sultan (see
Rieu i. p. 1 7 4"), with the bait:

corresponding to No. 13 15 {i8o in this Cat.), last page,
11. 15 and 16. This mathnawi is wanting in several of
the other copies, for instance in No. 3153, the imme-
diately preceding MS.
No date ; but on fol. i* we find an entry from A. h.

999 (a.d. 1590, 1591).

No. 3309, olim 15. J. 7, S. 428, 11. n; Naskhl; size, lofin.
by 5| in.

185

A defective copy of the same.

This copy opens, on fol. i^, with the following chap-

ter :

J ^^,-,_^^ b J^liJ ^j^ isLo ^JsijXijSi

i_5Jl;j t,.*3.Lo ey^-io., corresponding to the preceding

copy, fol. 21", 1. 4 ab infra, where ^L* appears instead

of
t/J^

No. 3318, olim 14. J. 5, ff. 318, 11. 25; written by different
hands in Nasta'lik and Nasklil ; size 10 in. by 6f in.

186
Another defective copy of the same.
Beginning as usual. The copy, which was finished

the 7th of Eabi'-alakhar, a. h. 1007 (a. d. 1598, Novem-
ber 7 ; chronogram : i_j^ c^U^J ^j^), has been collated

by Sir Barry Close with another copy of his (probably
No. 984, 173 in this Cat.), and some omissions and
lacunas are pointed out to the reader, for instance on
fol. 173a,

1. 12 (where sixty-three and a half pages are
said to be missing), and on fol. 386*, last line (where
three and a half pages are left out).

No. 8£1, ff. 458, 11. 21 ; clear Nasta'lik ; size, 1
1 J in. by 6J in.

187

Iftitah-i-Zafarnama (s_oU,ik —bj^sl).

Another copy of the rare introduction to the Zafar-
nama (see No. 173 in this Cat.). Beginning as in No.
984, fol. lb. Interlinear and marginal glosses on the
first eight leaves.

No date ; but an entry on fol. 85", in another hand-
writing, bears the date A. h. 1012, 5th of Jumada-
althanl (a. d. 1603, November 10) ; another entry, dated
A.H. 1139 (a. d. 1726, 1727), on fol. I*.

No. 1985, ff. 85, 11. 35 ; Nastallk ; worm-eaten ; size, 8| in.
by 4| in.

188
The same.

Dated by Malik Muhammad bin Haji .... Jumada-
althani, a. h. 1024 (a.d. 1615, July). The similarity

between this introduction to the Zafarnama and the

ninth makalah of Khwandamir's Khulasat-alakiibar
(see Nos. 76-78 in this Cat., and Rieu i. pp. 164 and

175) has probably caused the wrong inscription on fol.
|

IND. OFF.

i», which states that this MS. contalnfl the third Tolnme
of the Habib-alsiyar.

No. 3033, ff. i-iij, U. jo; NartaTlk; size, 10 in. by 5J in.

189
The same.

Dated the loth of Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 1 182 (a. d.

1768, September 22).

No. 712, ff. 91, 11. 24 ; Naata'Uk ; size, 8| In. by 5^ in.

190
Fathnama-i-Sahibkirinl

(jJiJ^ifiLa L»\j r>
),

_
A more plai^ and simplified edition of 'All Yazdi'g

Zafarnama, compiled, like the original, for Abd-alfath
Ibrahim Sultan (see fi". 4'', 1. 19, and 5b,

1. 7), and
differing from it only in so far as it omits the poetical
pieces and the less important passages of the prose-

narrative. Beginning of the (anonymous) abbreviator's

preface, on fol. ib
: i ^t lr. i Sjj-i~i\ i«ju v:..,nil lS^C>j

Jl »-«U ^^jl " u-L-i*J ijXf^ J
Jk«»

^. . « ..
-
Jl

(J . iy^t .

Comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 160, and Elliot, Bibliogr,

Index, p. 4, No. CXXI. This abridgment is, of course,

not identical with that of 'Abd-alsatt&r Kasim (made
A.H. io24=A.D. 1615); see Bodleian Cat., No. 159, and
Rieu i. p. 177; comp. also No. i8o in this Cat.

The Zafarndma itself begins, on fol. 5b, in the same

words as usual: Jl eUil ^Jy ^j\ S^L-* ff-JL^U.^.

On fol. I a both j_.U ^Li and »_»U .Ab are given as title

to this work.

Dated the 6th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. H. 982 (a. d. 1575,
March 19).

No. 1141, ff. 335, 11. 30 ; Naskht ; size, 9I in. by 6 J in.

191

Another copy of the same.

A defective and rather confused copy of the same

simplified edition of the Zafarnama, beginning : , ju,^

Jl «_«L5 ^r^ jl !J ,^US jj u-^—. The preface of the

abbreviator goes down to fol. 8b, last line ; fi".
9»-26b,

which are included here in the introductory part, con-

tain a portion of the Zafarnama, beginning abruptly, on

fol. 9a, 1. I : Jl^JI «i jJjLii^. uy,JL**j JL,-*-* S.:.f.j\

The first heading of this portion, which ought to be

inserted at the end of the volume, runs thus on fol. lob :

'aUuJl ^ij
J

; the last, on fol. 25* : ^J.^^^ j^Ljjj^bJU

On fol. 21* the capture of the fortress of Firdzkilh is

narrated (comp. Petis de la Croix, iv. p. 153).

The Zafarnama itself begins, in the usual way, on

fol. 2 7», and breaks off with the death of prince 'Umar
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Shaikh, on fol. 318*, and the end of the campaign

against Mardln, on fol. 320''. The last words of this

chapter are written by quite a different and altogether

modern hand the 19th of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 121 i

(a. D. 1797, May 16).

No. 2940, ff. 321, 11. 17; clear and distinct Nastaltk ; size,

1 1 in. by 8f in.

192

Matla'-alsa'dain wa majma'-albahrain (^^jjuJl xlk*

The first volume of 'Abd-alrazzak bin Ishak al-

Samarkandi's history of the Timiirides, from A. h. 704
to A. H. 875 (a. d. 1304-1470). The author was born

at Harat, A. h. 816 (a. d. 14 13), and died there a. h.

887 (a. D. 1482); see the full account of his life and

work given by Quatremere in the Notices et Extraits,

vol. xiv. pp. 1-514; comp. also Bodleian Cat., Nos. 163
and 164; Rieu i. p. 181 sq. ; Elliot, History of India,

iv. p. 89 sq. ; W. Morley, pp. 96-98 (whei-e a complete

list of the various editions of fragments of this work
is found); Cat. des MSS. et Xylogr., pp. 286-288;
G. Fliigel ii. p. 190; J. Aumer, pp. 87 and 88, etc.

Extracts are edited by B. Dorn in Muhammadanische
Quellen, iv, Ausziige, pp. lof-rrv. 1]i\s first volume

or first half of the work goes from A. h. 704 (the date

of Abu Said Bahadurkhan's birth) to a. h. 807 (the

year of Timilr's death and Khalil Sultan's accession)

;

see the beginning of the last chapter here on fol. 440''.

The death of Sultan Abu Sa'id in a. h. 736 (a. d.

1335) is related here on fol. 381*, Timur's birth on

foL 39''.

Beginning, without the usual preface : . . . ii) J-Ji

.jl ^jUoLu ^^jJI. LaJjJI *5lc s . K.., u\.]n

\

... ^jLi-iU

J! JwOtM..

Dated the loth of JumMa-alawwal, a. h. iooo or

1024 (i—sJl, but above in figures ri«)=A. d. 1592, Febru-

ary 23, or 1615, June 7. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2704, ff. 449, 11. 19 ; small, but clear Nastaltk ; collated

;

size, 10 J in. by 5J in.

193

Matla'-alsa'dain wa majma'-albahrain.

The second volume or latter half of the same work,

containing the history of Timur's successors from A; h.

807 to A. H. 875. Beginning: ij\jj , x,j». ^"^ t^\j

x>^«Jfc j^r^j • « "
J^

(jijl^i-u u^ 5J Job ^y>y^ elLo

Dated the 4th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 992 (a. d. 1584,

December 7). Fol. 268^ and part of fol. 269" left blank.

No. 1580, ff. 463, U. 19; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

9 in. by 6| in.

194
Another copy of the same second volume.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. This copy,

written a. h. ioio (a. d. 1601, 1602), about four years

before Akbar's death, was presented to the Library by

Lieut.-Col. W. Kirkpatrick the 30th of May, 1 804. A
note from the nth of November, 1868, on fol. i", runs
thus :

' The leaves of this book have been cut out and
mounted on different paper, and whoever did it has

misplaced the pages and leaves in numerous places, and
some leaves are wanting likewise—a great pity, for the

work is well and elegantly written. Its value as history

is sufficiently well known. This is the second volume
only.' By the same hand which has written this note,

all the misplacings and lacunas are carefully marked on
the margin. Evident lacunas are after ff. 39 and 313.
The greater portion of fol. 208*' is left blank.

No. 297, ff. 353, 11. 21 ; large and distinct Nasta'Uk; the first

two pages richly illuminated ; full-page pictures on ff. 20«, 49*,

56», 88*, Ii8», I47», 177'', 236«, 258", and 353''; siiie, 15 in. by

9f in.

195
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copies. No date. It

belonged formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 1135, ff. 376, 11. 23 ; written by different hands, partly in

Naskhl, partly in Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in. by 6j in.

196

Malfazat-i-Timuri ((j.j.^ i^UsjiJu).

Timur's alleged autobiographical memoirs, in the

Persian translation of Abu "Talib alhusaini al'aridi,

beginning with a preface of the translator, onff. ib-2l>;

comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 150; Rieu i. p. 177 sq. ; W.
Morley, pp. 95 and 96 ; Elliot, History of India, iii.

p. 389 sq. ; and iv. p. 559 sq. ; etc. This. version was
presented to the emperor Shahjahan probably a short

time before A. h. 1047 {^- d- 1637). The full title given

here to these memoirs runs thus.

:

^ (jLkl—Jl ^l^\.

'sJUaLu . iXLc (JLju aIiI jJ-», after which the preface

opens with these words : O \, |_iLs'>^ A., iit s^a

The memoirs begin, on fol. 4^, with the usual account

:)Ul.u ilJj-,tJ^of Timur's omens of a great future : ji-Je

Jl ib L^P., and go down here to a. h. 783 (a. d.

1381), the twelfth year of his reign, which year begins

on fol. 226''. They conclude, on fol. 236'', with these

words: L^ifls (jl jl w<J^ c/'^Hr " lsW*]; (*-^*^ '^'-^

'c*J>L- iy\...,A ij-i j;j^l.-». The transcriber adds:

Jufti tjX-> pL«J
_j Jj rH |Jbtj <ijjl *LiJl ikSJj (_^L_J

J4J JukJ^ [.U-Jb. On ff. 237^-320* thereY^^ij
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are added the^j..! uylS^, or 'Institutes, designs, and

enterprises' of Timftr (comp. Institutes, political and

military, written originally in the Moghul language,

etc., first translated into Persian by Abu Taulib Alhus-

seini, and thezice into English by Major Davy. The

original Persian transcribed, etc., by JosephWhite, D.D.,

Oxford, 1 783), but, as a comparison with that edition

shows, in a rather different version. They are entitled

in the colophon at the end : JIjj^I ^-^^ " i^LaJ J>]^

Oo-l (mirror of the lives and deeds of ancient kings, and

a handful of roses from the assemblies of wise men),

headed at the top of fol. 237^ : jj\ jj*^ ^^j ^^-^j

i.j_.,u^
,

J . ;, " ,j <i : U , and beginning with a few

Turkish words : (^jj
^Lo

j
jLx!.u ^f^J^eJLL. jjljoj^

The transcriber was Muhammad Ashraf. According

to a note on fol. i" this copy was finished the 4th -of

Shawwal, A. h. 1196 (a. d. 1782, September 12).

No. 1943, ff. 320, 11. 15 ; clear Nasta'Uk ; size, <)\ in. by 5 J in.

197
The same.

Another copy of the Malfuiat, in a somewhat shorter

redaction, as it seems. Preface, on fol. i''; beginning of

the memoirs, on fol. 3''; end of the memoirs, on fol. 214^;

beginning of the Institutes, designs, and enterprises,

on fol. 215'*.

Dated Jumada-althani, A. h. 1077 (a. d. 1666, Decem-
ber), by Mulla Muhammad 'Ali Khushani.

No. 722, ff. 277, 11. 14; Nasta'Uk ; worm-eaten; size, 7 in. by

198
The same.

The same Malfuzat, in the shorter redaction, as in

the preceding copy. Preface, on fol. i'' ; beginning of

the memoirs, on fol. 3*; beginning of the Institutes,

designs, and enterprises, on fol. 224".

Dated the 15th of Jumada-althani, in the twenty-

fourth year of ('Alamglr probably,=A. H. 1092, A. d.

1681, July 2). This copy was made at the request of

Nawwab Haldar Kulikhan.

No. 1714, ff. 299, U. II; large and distinct Naata'llk; illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 8j in. by 5^ in.

199
Another copy of the Tuzukat-i-TimAr.

The Institutes, designs, and enterprises, in the shorter

redaction, beginning : (jr.i JL»J . .lX«l5_rtJ eLL. ^jljoj^

Jl j.^ljJ.-«_.l. It is styled in the colophon : i»hyj

Dated the 7th of Safar, a. h. 1229 (a. D. 1814, Jan-
uary 29). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2435, ff. JO, 11. IS ; Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in. by 1\ in.

200
The same.

Many blanks left. No date.

No. 1538, ff. 1-64, U. 9 ; large Nasta'Uk ; (ize, lo} in. by 7} in.

201
The same.

A still shorter redaction of the Institutes, designs,

and enterprises, styled in the colophon ^''jti' ^jyt
and dated the 1 5th of the month Aghan, in the year

II 96 of the Bangali era. Beginning as usual.

No. 3058, ff. 30-46, U. 13-15; NasU'llk ; size, 8^ in. by 6} in.

202
The same.

This copy, containing the fuller redaction, is defective

both at the beginning and end. It opens thus : ^,a

4JII »X«T jy*-ii jj .n : \ \ yi %S c*w ^j^_ ^ j^^ oJ.
Jl jb -jljt* I. ^«J^, corresponding to fol. 248'',

1. 10, in No. 1943 (196 in this Cat.), and breaks off on

fol. SS*". As far as fol. 55", 1. 6, it agrees upon the whole
with the wording in No. 1943 (down to fol. 307", 1. 10).

The remainder of the copy contains the introductory

portion of the Malfdzat-i-Sahibkiran (see the following

copy), the preface of which begins here on fol. 56',

1. 3 sq- ^On fol. i» the following note : vbi ;1 ':». XL* ^^1

'jj«.»j J»b i_>bLi j^l, 'these few pieces from the

Timum&ina (!) he (the owner) found in the town of

Shahjahanabad, and inserted them in this volume.'

No date.

No. 1606, ff. 1-69, U. 15 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; aixe,

8 J in. by 4J in.

203

Malfuzat-i-S4hibkiran {u\fi^jJu> i^LkyUL).

The revised and enlarged edition of the same Mal-

fuzat or autobiographical memoirs of Timflr, made at

the request of the emperor Sh&hjahan, a. h. 1047, by

Muhammad Afdal of Bukb&r& (see fol. 3b, 11. i, 9, and

10; the title occurs on fol. 2«, last line but one);

comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 151 and 152 ; Rieu i. p. 179

;

Elliot, History of India, iii. p. 392. It comprises the

whole life of Timur from his seventh year to his death.

Beginning : j_jLc lU^b ^LtJ ^b,-- j\ uAr*' *« >

Ff. 565, 566, and 567* are left blank.

No date. English references occasionally on the

margin. A portion of these memoirs, down to a. h.

777, has been translated^by Major C. Stewart, Oriental

Translation Fund, London, 1830. ^

No. 456, ff. 587, II. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 7| in. -, I LL
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IV. HiSTOEY OF IKDIA.

a. History of the early RAjahs and, the Emperors of

Dihlt, and general history of India.

204
Ahwal-i-Eajahai-Hindustau (^jlia,.JJj» (jW*-') J1>^')-

A short tract, dealing with the early Eajahs of India

down to Shihab-aldin Ghuri, who, A. h. 588=a. d. i 192

(see fol. 414", 11. 1-3); defeated and killed ijj)i~> {s]j

(otherwise called ^45^), that is, Rajah Pithaura, or

Prithwi, as he is called by Elphinstone, History of

India, 5th ed., p. 364. This short account is stated in

the colophon to have been taken from the |^o^Lkll i-oji-

Beginning : i^U^l^ 'Jci^^X^jn tfW*!, Jl>*'j' J-*^

Jl si XiUJ.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 248i, ff. 399-414, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, jf in. by si in-

205

E,isala-i-Eajawali (.jj^l; tlL-,).

Another short account of the rulers of India, from

the early Rajahs down to 'Alamgir II (-AiU; »Li.jL

reigned from A. h. 11 67 to A. h. 11 73 (a. d. 1754-17 59).

It consists chiefly of lists and tables with a succinct

text, originally drawn up by Raja Wall, whose real

name, according to Rieu ii. p. 855, and iii. p. 916, was
Banwalidas, a munshi of prince Dara Shukuh, and con-

tinued by a later editor, but see the following copy.

Beginning

:

tLi (j\ Ljj (^Uj J.j j:.J~)

No date. Another copy in the Bodleian Library,

Bodley 695 (Bodleian Cat., No. 170).

No. 1019, ff. 38, 11. 11; Nasta'Uk; size, giin. by 5f in.

206
Another copy of the Rajawali.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. This copy goes

down as far as the beginning of Muhammadshah's reign,

and ends on fol. 23* middle. The remainder of this

copy is filled with miscellaneous writings, chiefly epistles

on mystic topics, other letters, for instance, to Fadil-

khan (see fol. 47*), and pieces of ornate prose (see, for

instance, fol. 48*, {jjis iLyL-«j.j ; fol. ss^", i_>ly»- txj.

JL« j; fol. 57^, i " Lt. c jLs^ i_)Li^', etc.), compiled

or collected A. h. i io3=a. d. 1691, 1692 (see this date

twice on ff. 28* and 28b) in 'Alamgir's reign. This collec-

tion begins : Jl v:jJ»j^ u^W (^ j^ J'^ (^ rj^'

The author's name does not appear^ as far as we can

see ; but as there is scarcely any separation between

the ^jWb ^^^ *'^'^ portion, we suppose that both are

due to the same, viz. to Raja Wall. According to an

English note, by C. Mackenzie (dated May 6, 1807), on

the fly-leaf, the real name of Raja Wall would be (con-

trary to Rieu's statement, loc. cit.) Eanjit Singh, munshi
to the celebrated Asafjah, Subadar of the Dakhan,
Ranjit Singh had sometime a jagir in the country of

Adone from Asafjah, by whose order he collected this

book from different authors and authorities.

This copy was transcribed in the second half of the

eighteenth century from a MS. brought from Savanore.

No. 3105, ff. 61, written in diagoaal lines; Nasta'Uk; size,

7i ">• by 3^ in.

207
Tables, giving the names of all the Hindu Eajahs

and Muhammadan rulers of Dihli, with a short remark

about the duration of their respective reigns, beginning

with Rajah Judishtir ( . 7 .* .v •» t-j*-',), who reigned 122

years and 8 months, and ending with Shah 'Alam (who

ascended the throne in A. h. ii73=a. d. 1759).

Title : ci;-- jl »j (.iL-l ^jLaLijU . .JjJLa (^Lasj*.!, ^.U

iklL. u\j\ jij^ ^jUj ^\ U elsjJiS jjL«j
J ijljl

i^
yAM t^>

IJ
) J
\^

JLc »Li( L) {jj^ liHl'^' vU--" u^-lii-< jl
J

J^-ijJ. »J^^

No. 3058, ff. 1-5, 4 coU. ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by 6| in.

208

Raja Sohawali (^.La^ -.1.).

A history of the Hindu Rajahs and the Muhammadan
rulers of India, together with statistical tables of the

Subahs of Hindustan, compiled from various Sanskrit

(for instance, the Mahabharata) and Persian sources,

by Munshi Hiram (or Hanir^m), son of Dhaniram, son

of Dhanraja, the Registrar of the Pargana of Aunam in

the Sarkar of Lakhnau in the Subah of Ahmadnagar
Oudh (^l^J-ftJ j^.l

^j
|_5iAJ jJj (J;-!!-ij») ^j-^ ,y-^,

>>o.> »'vl s-!*-.i> L_»\ <i « ; « :.(! Vj 1^1-^ r*^)^
i^ji u^j>JjjU

!.>jl), after A. h. i207=a. d. 1192 (see fol. 7*, 11. 8 and

9), for Colonel Robert Frith (? Isj^) (see fol. 2", 1. 6,

and fol. 6b, 1. 10), and entitled ^Jjla^ -l, in five

tabakat (see fol. 8", 1. i sq.), the first three of which

deal with the HindA Rajahs, the^ fourth with the

Muhammadan rulers down to Shah 'Alam (the last date

mentioned in that chapter is a. h. ii94=a. d. 1780,

the time of the occupation of Ahmadabad in Gujarat

by the English), and the fifth with the statistics of

India. This copy, which seems to be the only one extant,

is unfortunately without any headings, all being left

blank except those of the first aAd second tabakah, viz.
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I

(1) M^'-'^ -" * o^i J->L>T J u^aH J!>*' uWj. ^•>>

on fol. 8", with interesting details about the author's

ancestors and the history .of his native town, and

(2) CJoLiJ (sLfcC*-. (^Ijcjl jl L^l, (jiij^l JW>.1 jjL_) ,j

jl.J (from the Sati Yuga to the Dwapara), on fol. i S**.

The only other subdivision, marked, is on the ten Avatdrs,

on fol. iqI^
: )^j' »> cr-''^>!>*^ Jlr*'- ^''® ™® '^'^ Islam

is narrated about fol. 231 sq. The statistical tables of the

Subahs of India, with descriptive text, begin on fol. 462*.

Beginning : ii-, 1. ^\ .?. : a *i^lx:u i^L—- j r»'j -i-**

Jl «j!^ A-J^j-J
]; lir:-^ iS^ vi*-aA iti.

This copy belonged formerly to E. S. Montague.

No. 2938, ff. 492, U. 14-1 5 ; written by variouB hands in differ-

ent kinds of Nasta'llk and Shikasta ; size, i o in. by 7| in.

209
Tij-almaathir {J\l\ ^Jj).

A tolerably old copy of the history of the empire of

Dihli from A. h. 587 to 614 (a. n. 1191-1217), by

Hasan Nizami, or al-Hasan al-Nizami alnishapuri (see

the author's name on £F. 8'', 1. 14, and 305b, 1. 5). A
fuller name of the author is given in the Raudat-alsafa,

viz. Sadr-aldin Muhammad bin Hasan al-Nizami ; see

IJ. Khalfa ii. p. 92, and Rieu i. p. 239 sq. The history

comprises part of the reign of Mu'izz-aldin (who was

assassinated A. h. 602), the whole reign ofKutb-aldln

Aibak (a. h. 602 to 607), and the first seven years of

that of Shams-aldin Iltatmish.

Beginning of the very long and tedious preface, on

fol. i^: jj Jjc j)j ... .

*
. »jJ si i^LJ ^ji u-Lj— J

J-»J^

Jl XmjJ jjI *Li»1
J

J.C Jt». w»»J J-f-ul.

Beginning of the history itself, on fol. 33", with the

conquest of Ajmir in a. h. 587. Last chapter, on fol.

248*, account of the appointment of prince Nasir-aldin

Mahmud as governor of Lahur in a. h. 614. The work
apparently ends on fol. 260". Compare for further

details Elliot, History of India, ii. p. 204 sq. ; see also

G. Flugel ii. p. 173 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylogr. p. 296 ;

"W. Pertsch, p. 53, etc.

The remaining portion of this MS. contains :

1. On £F. 26i''-30i'', repetitions of certain, parts of

the Taj-almaathir, viz. ff. 26i*-27i'' correspond to

if.
105a,

1. 5 ab infra, to 115*, last line; and ff. 280*,

1. 6 ab iniTa-301'' to ff. 125^, 1. 11-146^, 1. II. The

intervening piece, ff. 272"—280^ 1. 6 ab infra, we have

not been able to trace.

2. On ff.
302»-304i', part of an epilogue to the Taj-

almaathir, chiefly consisting of a IXa ^;;—'-^^ ,_5» J-^j

i^USCil (see fol. 302b).

3. On ff. 3051-307^, a panegyric of Hasan Nizami,

written by the transcriber of the original copy of this

work, Muhammad bin Muhammad, at the end of

his MS. '

No date.

No. 1486, ff. 307, U. J3 ; very small Nasta'llk ; small illumin-

ated frontispiece ; ff. 209-116 and 289-398 tamed upside down;
size, 6j in. by 3^ in.

d

210
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. A detailed

index on the fly-leaves. Collated; many glussefi on
the margin. No date. Some pages a little damaged.
Ff. 272 supplied by another hand.

No. IS, ff. 178, a. 31 ; clear Naatallk ; lize, I if in. by 7 in.

211

Ta'rikh-i-Flruzshahi (^yiLi^j^ o,U).

The history of Firuxshah and his predecessors, giving

a full account of the kings of Dibit from the accession

of Ghiyath-aldin Balban, a. h. 664 (a. d. 1266), to the

sixth year of Firuzshah's reign, A. h. 758 (a. d. 1357),
composed by Diya-aldin Barant ; comp. Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 172-174; Rieu iii. pp. 919 and 920; Elliot,

History of India, iii. p. 93 sq. ; Nassau Lees, Materials,

pp. 441-446 ; Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

vol. xxxviii. pp. i8i-22o; vol. xxxix. pp. 1-51; and
vol. xl. pp. 185-247, etc. Edited in the Bibliotheca

Indica, Calcutta, 1860-1862.

Beginning: ^LST j jLi.! iJi\jtj\s»^ 15LJ j ju»»

1 j^l*-il (cs^ \)^J-^'^ J L-_^l.

It consists of a very flowery introduction and eight

books, every one comprising the reign of one monarch,

viz. Sultan Ghiyath-aldin Balban, on fol. i6*>; Sultan

Mu'izz-aldin Kaikubad, on fol. So'' ; Sultan Jalal-aldin

Firuz Khiljl, on fol. 112b; Sultan 'Ala-aldin Khilji, on

fol. 158b; Sultan Kutb-aldin, on fol. 2461"; Sultan

Ghiyath-aldin Tughlukshah, on fol. 274b; Sultan Mu-
hammad bin Tughluk, on fol. 289^ ; Sultan Abu-almu-
zaffar Firiizshah, on fol. 328*. Every book, except the

second, is preceded by a detailed index.

Dated the 12th of Ramadan, A. h. 1007 (a. d. 1599,
April 8), by Maulana Ya'kub, inhabitant of .jj—

.

No. 177, ff. 360, 11. 11-19; Shikasta; ff. 67-70, 328, 329, 331-

339) two-thirds of ff. 340-356 and ff. 357-360 later supplied in

Nasta'llk by two different hands; size, 11^ in. by 6 in.

212

Tawarikh-i-Flruzshahi {^\J,j^^
fi}^')-

History of Firuzshah, king of Dihli's reign, compiled

by Shams-i-Siraj 'Afif (see fol. 1 1^, last line but one),

from his accession to the throne, A. h. 752, to his death,

A. H. 790 (a. d. 1351-1388), with a short account of

his previous life. It is an amplification, continuation,

and completion of the preceding j^aLij^^ M> ^^

Diya-aldin Barant. Shams-i-Siraj resumed the inter-

rupted and incomplete task, and gave a complete history

of the whole reign of FiruzshaJi ; comp. Rieu i. p. 24 1 sq.

;

Elliot, History of India, iii. pp. 267-373 ; Nassau Lees,

Materials, pp. 441-446.

It is divided into five kisms, each subdivided into

eighteen «_.jli«. Kism I (containing Firuzshah's life

from his birth to his accession) begins on fol. 2i», II on

fol. 59a, III on fol. 103a, IV on fol. 141b Von fol. 203^
The last kism is not complete, it breaks off in the fifteenth

mukaddimah. .

Copied in the twenty-fourth year of (? probably 'Alam-
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d

gir's reign, A. h. 1092= a. d. 1681), by Shaikh Fadil.

Index on ff. i8a-2ia.

Beginning: 41)1 'S\ n-bjU JLo L.
j ^J!L«J jjll JL5

After fol. 109 one leaf is missing, corresponding to

the following copy, fol. 57^ 1. 14, to fol. 58", 1. 5 ; in the

middle of fol. 162'* two lines are wanting in 1. 7 (corre-

sponding tg the following copy, fol. 97'', 11. 14-16).
This copy was acquired A. d. 1786, at Lucknow, by

Mr. Mulock, and presented by W. Kirkpatrick, May 30,
1804.

No. 1002, ff. 278, U. 15 ; illuminated frontispiece ; large and
clear Nasta'ltk ; many small damages throughout ; size, 9I in. by
5l in-

'

213
Another copy of the same.

This copy is still more defective than the preceding

one, but fortunately sufficient to supply the lacunas of

No. 1002. There are missing after fol. 26 about forty-

five pages (corresponding to the preceding copy, fol. 37*,

1. 3, to fol. 69'', I. 8), from the middle of the eighth

mukaddimah in kism I to the middle of the fifth in

kism II. Another lacuna after fol. 97 (one leaf missing,

corresponding to the preceding copy, fol. 162", 1. 9, to

fol. 163b, 1. 8), and a third large one on fol. 166^ in the

third line (comprising the whole of the rest of the pre-

ceding copy, fol. 251% 1. 13, down to the end). The real

conclusion of the work, however, is found in this copy.

No date. Index on £f. i3«-i4''. Kism I, on fol. i4l>

(heading of II missing) ; III, on fol. 52* ; IV, on fol. 82*,

first line; V, on fol. 128^.

No. 1002 A, ff. 167, IL 17; clear and distinct Kasta'llk ; size,

lojin.by 54in.

214

Waki'at-i-Babari (t^.b luLnSl.).

A complete copy of the rare Caghatai or Turkl
original of the Babamama, or autobiography of the

emperor Babar, from his accession in Ramadan, A. h.

899 (a. D. 1494, June), to Muharram, a. h. 936 (a. d.

1529, September); see the edition of this work by
N. Ilminski, Kasan, 1857, French translation by Pavet

de Courteille, Paris, 187 1.

Beginning : W5jJ ,jL«J^ jyi j-S^.;^ iH!)^. <S^ u'-''"j

Some marginal notes and corrections on the first

pages by a European hand. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No date.

No. 2538, ff. 334, 11. 13; large Naskhl ; size, lof in. by 8^ in.

215
Waki'at-i-Babari.

The older Persian translation of the foregoing auto-

biographical memoirs of Babar, commenced a. h. 994
(a. D. 1586), at the request of Bihruzkhan, by Mirza

Payanda Hasan Ghaznawi, and continued by Muham-
mad Kuli Moghul Hisari ; see the preface of the latter

on fol. 74I' sq. ; comp. Rieu ii. p. 799, and Bodleian Cat.,

No. 179.

Beginning : joUj ^^i-..-
j

^^iJ^^^SL^^ i^\ji,j\J\.^ji

5JLy. ij)l j[j] ,Li,jb yXs jJU' ^_xi\ _^^ 5JI (sJJdl

i^^^jj^ *-ii^. ^^-^l *^jt^ cr^ c)Wj>¥" u4p.

The usual blanks are marked here distinctly after

ff. 72b 177b, in the middle of fol. 199'', and on fol. 207".

This copy ^nds with a. h. 935, so that the conclud-
ing portion of the history is missing (see the Brit.

Mus. copy in Eieu, loc. cit.). No date. The title

given to this work, on fol. i», is isyXi e)uj. Many
English annotations and useful hints on the margin
throughout, probably written by Col. W. Kirkpatrick,

who presented this copy to the Library the 30th of

May, 1 804. A still older translation of Babar's memoirs
is that of Shaikh Zain-aldin Khwafi (who died a. h.

940=A. D. 1533, 1534); see Rieu iii. p. 926.

No. 913, ff. 236, U. 15 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 8{ in.

by7|in.

216
Waki'at-i-Babari.

The later Persian translation of the same autobio-

graphical memoirs of Babar, made at the emperor
Akbar's request, a. h. 998 (a. d. 1590), by Mirza Khan
'Abd-alrahim bin Bairamkhan, who died under Jahangir,

A.H. 1036 (a. D. 1626, 1627); see Bodleian Cat, Nos.

180-183 j Rieu i. p. 244 sq. ; Elliot, Histoiy of India,

iv. pp. 218-287, etc. ; English translations by J. Leyden
and W. Erskine, ' ilemoirs of Zeliir-ed-din Muhammed
Baber,' London, 1826, 2nd edit. 1844 ; and by M. Calde-

cott, 'Life of Baber, abridged from. the memoirs of

Zehir-ed-din Muhammed Baber,' London, 1844.

The present version agrees upon the whole—save those

gaps which are found in all copies of this work—with

the Caghatai original, and begins in the same abrupt

manner as that

:

J "yi
Jl ^xii iLijb iS^^ "'t)!}'*

j'^ 5JLc^ ooilj. It goes

down, like the original, to the 3rd of Muharram, a. h.

936, and breaks off with the words : iS xii jjLi-u^

.... ii>f^ jjLijb \j
jLJly

.

Not dated.

No. 2654, ff. 184, 11. 21 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 12J in. by 8| in.

217

Another copy of the same

Beginning : J I J n " .^ »

Last words
: jy. sJ^ 'irr** U^^'-' I) i^]y'^-

No date.

No. 30, ff. 263, 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk ; size, gf in. by 5I in.

218
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. End : j^LijU

JljL_> ii;^- Many pages slightly injured. Additions

and short remarks on the margin. Two entries at the

-J ^J^
sL* .J.
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end from A. h. 1051 and 1054 (a. d. 1641 and 1644),

the first of wliich runs thus : J_l^ v-*-* j "' ,>.*
(1 7

sJu sJ^I tXjL^ 1.01.

No. 29, ff. 331, 11. 17 ; unequal Naata'Uk, written, as it seems,

by diSereut hands ; size, 1 o| in. by 6j in.

219
Ta'rikh-i-Shirshaht {^\J:,j^

*i;^')-

The same slightly abridged redaction of 'Abbas Khan
bin Shaikh 'All Sarwani's history of the life and reign

of Sultan Shirshah Sur of Dihli (who assumed the title

of king about A. h. 946, and died a. h. 952, a. d. 1S39-
1545) and his immediate successors, which is noticed

in Eieu ii. p. 827^^ and iii. p. 921. The original title

of 'Abbas Sarwani's work was ^j^jS\ ts^, composed

at the emperor Akbar's request soon after a. h. 987
(a. D. 1579); see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 176-178; Rieu
i. pp. 242 and 243; Elliot, History of India, iv. pp. 301-

433, etc.

The present redaction is called, just as in two copies

of the British Museum, the third book
(f»j-»-»'

La-I>

IjLiJl (joj f,ji jX jyu il-!!-^* c« : V» 1,M ^}\y>.\ Si .i), so

that there must have been two previous tabakas, and

begins in a similar way : jjj jJU* i^l^\ «

It is divided into the following three babs

:

»-J ou- 1,

^Xiiy^ji iy>. ^Ll) t ; tt.^ • iJ^.^ •

This copy was finished the 20th of Safar, A. h. 1030
(a. d. 1621, January 14), by Mulla Salih Badakhshi.

No. 218, ff. lai, 11. 15; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

9J in. by 5| in.

220
Ta'rlkh-i-Shirshahl.

A Hindustani translation of 'Abbas Sarwani's history

of Shirshah's life and reign, which was completed the 5th
of Jumada-alawwal, A. h. i220=a. d. 1805, August i

(see fol. 12 2*, last two lines), and dedicated to the

Governor-General of India, Marquis Wellesley (see

fol. 2*, last line, and fol. 2^, first line). A lacuna after

fol. 12.

Beginning of the translator's preface, on fol. i''

:

'J »J
ii lO^. J V >» n ifcw** im'^1 .^_^1

Beginning of the history itself, on fol. 3*

This copy, a little worm-eaten, belonged formerly to

Mr. Roebuck.

No. 2936, ff. 122, U. 13 ; Naskhl ; size, loiin. by 7J in.

221

Tadhkirat-alwiki'at («yUiyi iJ^Xi).

Pri,vate memoirs of the emperor Hum&y&n (who
reigned A. 11. 937-963=A. d. 1530-1556), compiled by
the ewer-bearer Jauhar, who commenced this work a. h.

995 (a. d. t587), and styled both vijUsyi ij^sj, is,Li^li

^Jy\.^Jt, and even ^^Li^Jj^. (as, for instance, here on

the top of fol. I", and in the colophon). For further

particulars, see Rieu i. p. 246, and Elliot, History of
India, v. pp. 136-149. An English translation, severely

criticised by W. Erskine, was published by Major C.
Stewart for the Oriental Translation Fund, London,
1832.

The first leaf is a little damaged in the comers, so

that the beginning cannot be given. Part of fol. 40»,

the whole of fol. 40'', and fol. 41" are left blank.

Dated the last of Safar, in the forty-first year (no
doubt of 'Alamgir's reign)= A. h. 1109 (a. D. 1697,
September 16).

No. 220, ff. 5;, U. 35 (some of the first pages written in diagonal
lines) ; Sbikasta ; size, 9 in. by 5 ia.

222

Ta'rlkh-i-Hnmay<lnshahi (^eaLiJ^U* i^J^)-

The revised edition of Jauhar's memoirs, made in a
flowery court-style by Ilahdad Faidi Sirhind!, the author

of a Persian dictionary J-oLiill .Ia^ (compiled a. h. 1001

= A. r. 1592, 1593), and of a history of Akbar to a. h.

loio (a. D. 1601, 1602), styled j«.lj^ *^V ' ^^

below, No. 289 in this Cat., and Rieu iii. p. 927, and i.

p. 253. It begins:
j ^,j^ aUL-^j »i tJ/AjJ^^j^U*

^eftl,:. ,:a>Li. ijVlj • .v .•» 'iijfxi.:x» • ell... : *^j>J-» ^•i^

JI j^L-Jl cyj sJ o—I, and is divided into five babs, viz.

1

.

Humaydn's accession, and history of his reign to

the year of Akbar's birth, A. h. 949^ a. d. 1542 (.j

~n (^U jUjL), on fol. 3>>.

2. Humayun's journey to KhurSsan (JI ^jJJ- *^y^
^LuK^ 00^. ^,^ .^W tLii i^U^ ..V <i 5 ) ijLol^tt. >l-^),

on fol. 49*.

3. Humayun's return from 'Irak to Kandahar

Uj. ;

»

Joi), on fol. 63

4. Humayun's war-council and invasion of India, to

his death (jjUjj-j— »_> ^Jl.!J.I^ »I-J»
tj^^-^y Lr^-*^

Jl ^Jli-.^JLiJ» elLL. e:> .
^^ c « r'- ^^Li— j^-ii), on

fol. 96^

5. Akbar's accession (jJIL** ^;JjJl J5L». \j^y^ d'^^
jS\) and editor's epilogue.

Many remarks in English on the margin throughout.

No date.

No. 788, ff. 114, U- 'S i
Naste'Uk; sixe, SJin. by 7Jln.

j5^ jI (JI-c jl-i (jT ijjj-^ ^>
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223

Ta'rlkh-i-Humiyun (^jA^jt ^J,^)-

Another history of the emperor Humayfln, and all

the persons who were closely connected with him, and

the afifairs of his and his successor Akbar's reign, com-

piled by an old servant of the empire, and an eye-

witness of most of its affairs, with the name of Bdyazid,

who was chosen for this task, at Akbar's request, by his

wazir Abu-alfadl bin Mubarak, beginning: —». ^Jy>

jl si Xiiy>. »->^-v^
tLijU jS\ jJijr* ^.^JjJl j^ 'W

Bayazid begins his story with A. H. 949 =A. d. 1542

(when Humayiin was forced to leave India), and brings

it down to A. H. 999 (a. d. 1591), the year of the begin-

ning of this work's composition at Lahur. It is divided

into four fasls : 1. from a. h. 949 to A. h. 953, on fol. i**;

2. from A. H. 953 to A. h. 959, on fol. 22* ; 3. from A. h.

959 to A. H. 961, on fol. 50*; 4. from A. h. 961 to

A. H. 999, with an account of Akbar's affairs as well as

of all the high functionaries and servants of both

emperors. He adds at the end that nine copies of this

work were made, two of which went into Abu-alfadl's

own library.

It was finished, so far as we can guess from the

ta'rikh at the end, A. h. iooo (a. d. 1591, 1592)- The

right order of ff. 80-105 is: 80, 97-104, 89-96, 81-

88, 105.

No. 216, ff. 160, U. 17 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9! in. by 6| in.

224
Historical extracts dealing with Hum&yun's flight to

Persia and the recapture of Kandahar.

1

.

Firman of Shah Tahmasp ibn Shah Isma'il Safawi

to the governor of Harat, Muhammadkhan ibn Sharaf-

aldin Tuklu, fixing the ceremonies and observances for

the reception of the Indian emperor Humayun, who
had fled to Persia and asked for an interview with the

Persian Sh4h (a. d. 1544), on fol. i^.

2. Account of Humayun's reception in Khurasan,

and his interviews with Tahmasp, on fol. 6^.

3. Names of all the royal Amirs and the other

distinguished attendants who accompanied prince Mu-
hammad Murad, third son of Tahmasp, in his march

against and his capture of Kandahar (a. d. 1545), on

fol. 11".

Comp. for the historical facts referred to in these

extracts, Elphinstone, History of India, 5th edit.,

pp. 463-466.
This copy (dated the first of DhA-alka'dah, A. h. 1 194

=A. D. 1780, October 29) was made for Mr. Richard

Johnson by Muhammad Bakhsh, with the takhallus

Ashub.

No. 1846, ff. 16, 11. 15 ; Shikasta ; size, 8J in. by 4! in.'

225

Tabftk&t-i-AkbarS ((^^ uyliJ')-

A complete copy of the general history of India from

the time of Sabuktagin of Ghazna, A. h. 367 (a. d. 977),

to the end of the thirty-eighth year of Akbar's reign,

A. H. 1002 (a.d. 1593), composed by Nizam-aldin Ahmad
bin Muhammad Mukim of Harat, who died a. h. 1003

(a. d. 1594), and entitled both iS^S^ cyLiJs or uiiUJs

^Lif->.M and j-«UaJ ^15 ; comp. Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 184-191; Rieu i. p. 220 sq. ; W. Morley, pp. 58-

6i ; Elliot, Bibliogr. Index, p. 1 78 sq. ; History of India,

V. pp. 177-476; J. Aumer, p. 83, etc.

Beginning : ^i-«.5 » sLijLj ^JJL-ll c<-x-i^ jj-Lj—

Jl JU ^Uaj Jwic
J Ja. si (in other copies .j^ 1^) c*-.J^

.

It is divided into a mukaddimah, nine tabakat, and

a khatimah, viz.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3" : History of the Ghaznawides

(^jb^^_/iy).

Tahahahl, on fol. 16*: Sultans of Dihli (^^^ tiJ»

^Lsj) from Mu'izz-aldln Ghurl to A. h. 1002.

Tahahah II, on fol. 365^: Kings of the Dakhan

(8.1iSj tM") to A. H. 1002.

Tabakah III, on fol. 398" : Kings of Gujarat (tiJ.

i::jLs>J^^j^'S^) to A. H. 980 (A. D. 1572).

Tabakah IV, on fol. 4661" : Kings of Malwah (ti-jl>

s^L.) to A. H. 977 (a. d. 1569).

Tabakah V, on fol. 523'' : Kings of Bangalah (s_Lj>

sJlXL) to A. H. 984 (a. d. 1576).

Tabakah VI, on fol. 527!' : Sharkt kings of Jaunpur,

etc. (^)^/i .ijXs'Tj ;)^_yi- j^ "
«-^f;-- c."^^ ti^

Tabakah VII, on fol. 533*: Rulers of Kashmir (tLj»

^^^i.{^^) to A. H. 995 (a. d. 1587).

Tabakah VIII, on fol. ses^ : Rulers of Sind (Liut

jjL^ Jo^) to A. H. looi (a. d. 1592).

Tabakah IX, on fol. 57 1^: Rulers of Multan (LM.

^Jb.L.
J.151)

to A. H. 932 (A. D. 1526).

Khdtimah, on fol. 579'': Short geographical sketch

of the Indian empire (^,L:-,jXia (s)JU-« j ijAj> ^Lo ^i).

Dated the nth of Rabi'-alawwal, a. h. 103 i (a. d.

1622, January 24), by Jbli eU-i ^Jy- Many of the

first and last leaves are worm-eaten; slight injuries

here and there. A detailed index on the fly-leaves.

The right order of ff. 38-41 is: 38, 40, 39, 41.

No. 3320, olim 15. J. 6, ff. 579, 11. 21; large, but unequal

Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in. by 6 in.

226

Another complete copy of the Tabakat-i-Akbari.

Beginning as usual. The arrangement of the Tabakat

the same as in the preceding copy.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3*.

Tabakah I, on fol. 15^ first line; II, on fol. 320%

first line; III, on fol. 352l>; iv, on fol. 422I'; V, on

fol. 476a; VI, on fol. 480b
; VII, on fol. 485b ; VIII, on

fol. 516a; IX, on fol. 521a.
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Kh&timah (not marked), on fol. 53o».

Copied in Dhu-alliijjah, a. h. 1069 (a. d. 1659,August
-September). The right order of ff. 215-225 is : 215,

224, 216-223, 225.

No. 2943, ff. 530, 11. 19; clear Nastallk; illumiuated frontis-

piece ; size, io| in. by 62 in.

227
The same.

The arrangement of the Tabakat in this copy, which

is complete in two volumes, difi'ers in so far from that of

the two preceding copies, that the history of the kings

of Malwah forms hero the sixth tabakah instead of the

fourth, and consequently the kings of Bangalah and

Jaunpur represent the fourth and fifth tabakat respec-

tively. The usual ninth tabakah is styled here «.^li>,

and the real »-^l» is not marked.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3", in No. 997.

Tabakah I, on fol. 14*, in No. 997 ; II, on fol. i^ in

No. 998; III, on fol. 27I', in No. 998; IV (kings of

Bangalah), on fol. 81* in No. 998 ; V (Shark! kings of

Jaunpur), on fol. 83^, last line, in No. 998 ; VI (kings

of Malwah), on fol. 87l>, in No. 998 ; VII, on fol. 126^,

last line, in No. 998; VIII, on fol. 150^, last line, in

No. 998.
Khatimah (rulers of Multan), on fol. i54l>, in No. 998.

Copied in Muhammadshah's reign (a. H. 1131-1161).

Occasional English notes, both in ink and pencil, on the

margin, probably by Lieut.-Col. W. Kirkpatrick, who
presented this copy to the Library, 1804,

No. 997, ff. 280 ; No. 998, ff. 163, 11. 19 ;
good and clear Nas-

ta'Uk ; size, 10J in. by 6J in.

228
The same.

Another copy with the same arrangement of the

Tabakat as in the preceding one, viz.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 2".

Tabakah I, on fol. 8"; II, on fol. igi*; III, on

fol. 164a; IV (Bangalah), on fol. 192"; V (Jaunpur),

on fol. 194a; VI (Malwah), on fol. 196a; VII, on

fol. 218I'
; VIII, on fol. 2301); IX, on fol. 233a.

Khatimah begins on the last page ; some lines are

wanting at the end.

Collated. ^Many marginal additions by a later hand.

No date.

No. 731, ff. 2 36, 11. 25 ; careless Nastallk ; some leaves injured

;

size, 15^ in. by 9I in.

229
The same.

This copy of the Tabakat-i-Akbari is incomplete at

the end, the ninth tabakah and the khatimah being

wanting, in spite of the usual words at the end : e^lj

Mukaddimah, on fol. 2^.

Tabakah I, on fol. 12b; II, on fol. 260a; III, on

fol.' 283i>, last line ; IV, on fol. 335a
; V, on fol.

338a

;

VI, on fol. 342" ; VII, on fol. 383a
; VIII, on fol. 406a.

No date ; but a note in a different handwriting, on the

last page, states that this copy was collated at Lahur in

IND. OFF.

Sha'ban, a. h. 1079 C*- D. 1669, January). It belonged
"

formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

Ff. 83 and 88 are turned upside down, but fol. 88
must be put in the place of fol. 83, and vice versa.

No. 967, ff. 409, II. 35 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece

;

size, 14 in. 1)y 6| in.

230
A j)art of the same work.

This copy contains only the mukaddimah, on fol. 3^,

and the Jlrnt (ahakah (the history of the kings of Dihii

down to A. H. 1002), on fol. 19a.

Dated the 9th of Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 1066 (a. d.

1656, March 5), by 'Abdallah ibn 'Aziz Muhammad.
Fol. 37'' is left blank ; fol. 253 is turned upside down.

No. 3289, olim*i5. J. 5, ff. 415, 11. 31; unequally written in

careless Nasta'llk and Shikasta; size, 13^ in. by (>\ in.

231

An incomplete copy of the same part.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3*, last line; first tabakah, on

fol. 20''. It goes down only to the sixteenth year of

Akbar's reign ; all the rest is wanting.

Dated the 1 5th of Muharram in the thirty-fifth year

of 'Alamgir's reign=A. h. 1103 (A. D. 1691, Octobers).

No. 3419, olim 16. J. 16, ff. 382, 11. :6 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 11 in.

by 6J in.

232

A still smaller portion of the same.

This copy bears, on fol. la, the titles of L.U ^Jy
^ and of jjo.t. « jLij^-Jtj u ^J\i>^.^ jy*' j-^^

, whilst on the fly-leaf it is styled simply: iJ,Lj

^Li^ ; but—as a note in pencil on the same fly-leaf

informs us-

sU.

it is only a fragment of the Tabakat-i-

Akbari, containing that portion of the first tabakah

which relates the history of Shirkhan Silr, commonly

called Slnishah, who assumed the title of king about

A. H. 946, and died A. H. 952 (a. d. 1539-1545); ^see

above, Nos. 219 and 220. The history of Dihli is

brought down moreover in this fragment to A. H. 963=
A. D. 1556, the year of Humayun's death and Akbar's

accession (see fol. 104''). ,

Beginning: »!)-»') « : i^ !> »-i
cj'-*;-!!-- J^j-*'^'*

d
,iy;Jl^ sI Lttki bA.dMv) •

Dated the 21st of Rabi'-alakhar, A. h. 1046 (a. d.

1636, September 22). Entries of readers from A. h.

1051 and 1074 (a. d. 1641, 1642 and 1663, 1664).

No. 15S5, ff. IDS, U. 19; Nasta'llk; worm-eaten throuKhout

;

size, 9 in. by 5J in.

233

Muntakhab-altawarikh {^Jj^^ i-**^"'^)-

A complete copy of 'Abd-alk&dir bin Multikshah

Bada'uni's general history of India, from the time of

the Ghaznawides down to the fortieth year of Akbar's
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reign, completed A. h. 1004, the 23rd of Jumada-
althani (a. d. 1596, February 23); see Bodleian Cat.,

Nob. 192-194; Rieu i. pp. 222 and 223; Nassau

Lees, Materials, p. 455 ; Elliot, History of India, v,

p. 477 sq., etc. Edited in the Bibl. Indica by Maulawi

Ahmad 'Ali, 3 vols., Calcutta, 1868-1869.

Thejirst part, from Nasir-aldin Sabuktagin to Huma-
yun's death, begins on fol. 9^ : _ji Jjj Lj-^li sjULj ij\

The second part (comprising the first forty years of

Akbar's reign, and a tadhkirah of all the contemporary

Amirs, Mullas, Kadis, Shaikhs, and poets) begins here

on fol. 208''. The biographies of Shaikhs, Kadis, etc.,

on fol. 388'' sq. ; those of the poets, in alphabetical order,

on fol. 4541" sq. Comp. A. Sprenger, Cat. Oudh, pp. 55-

65. An alphabetical index of all the biographies con-

tained in this work, is added on S. 1^-7*. Fol. 8 is

blank.

No date. The copy was presented by Lieut-Col.W.

Kirkpatrick, May 30, 1804.

No. 1139, ff. 540, 11. 17 J
Nasta'llk; size, loj in. by 6J in.

234
The first part of the Muntakhab-altawarikh.

This copy contains only the first part of Bada'uni's

work, from Sabuktagin to Akbar's accession. Beginning

as in the preceding copy, on fol. 19^. The first sixteen

leaves are filled with a detailed index, dated the 14th

of Safar, A. h. 1159 (a. D. 1746, March 8); the copy

itself was finished the nth of Muharram in' the same

year (a. d. 1746, February 3), by Miyan Mahbub-i-'alam

at Shahjahanabad. Collated.

No. 3140, ff. 160, U. 31 ; clear Nasta'llk ; splendid binding in

green and gold ; size, 11^ in. by 6^ in.

285

Akbamama (»-.U j-^).

The famous history of the emperor Akbar, by Abu-
alfadl bin Mubarak, who was assassinated A. h. ion
(a. d. 1602). It was completed in Sha'ban, A. h. 1004

(a. d. 1596, April), and continued till A. h. ioio (a. d.

1601, 1602); comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 200-212 ; Eieu

i. p. 247 sq. ; W. Morley, p. 108 sq. ; J. Aumer, pp. 89-

91 ; Sacy, Notices et Extraits, x. p. 199 sq. ; Cat. Codd.

Or. Lugd. Batav. iii. p. 9 ; A. F. Mehren, p. 20, etc.

Large extracts are given in Elliot, History of India, vi.

pp. I-I02. The text was lithographed at Lucknow,

A. H. 1284.

Contents :

A preface, containing a short index of the Jlrst book

of the Akbamama, down to the end of the seventeenth

year of the emperor's reign, on fol. i*". Beginning:

First part of thejirst book, on fol. 5^ containing the

preface and the history of Akbar's ancestors to the death

of Humayun, A. h. 963 (a. d. 1556). Beginning: 4))l

d' ir-^ <—*i7 OumI , i^ib"^ i^H;' jJ^-

Second part 0/ thejirst book, on fol. 20 1», the history

of Akbar's reign from his accession to the end of the

seventeenth year of his reign. Beginning : H.....I,..*

Khdtimah of the Jlrst hook, on fol. 392% beginning

:

Second hook, on fol. 401^, the history of Akbar's reign

from the eighteenth to the end of the forty-sixth and

the beginning of the forty-seventh year of his reign.

Beginning: Jl tsljJk Aij ^jLo i)U ^^^.

Muhammad Salih's continuation of the history to the

fiftieth year of Akbar's reign is wanting here, and in

all the following copies except two (Nos. 260 and 261

further below). A very curious feature of this MS. is,

that between the end of the thirtieth and the beginning

of the thirty-first year (fol. 632^, first line, to fol. 640'',

1. 1 3) the whole khdtimah of thejirst hook, together with

the beginning of the second hook, is repeated, so that

these leaves are identical with fol. 392* last line but

one, to fol. 402^", 1. 12.

Thejirst book is dated the 27th of Rabi'-alawwal, A.H.

1065 (a. d. 1655, February 4), by Shah Muhammad bin

Fath Muhammad of Lahur; the second the 24th of

Jumada-alakhar, A.H. 1106 (a. D. 1695, February 9),

by Muhammad Kuraish Kuraishi.

Various readings on the margin.

No. i, ff. 765, U. 21-23 ; Nasta'llk, written by two different

hands; illuminated frontispieces on ff. i', 5°;

1 3| in. by 6| in.

and 401''; size,

^>

236
Another copy of the same.

Contents :

First 2)art of the first hook, on fol. 1^, beginning

:

(i=^4;-» u^.'
\ 4Jji lyL*^.

Second part of the first book, on fol. ri8*>, beginning

as in the preceding copy.

Khdtimah, on fol. 2

1

2^.

Some of the last leaves of this part, from fol. 211 to

fol. 220, are misplaced, their right order is: 211, 219,

218, 214-217, 213, 212, 220.

Second book, on fol. 226b beginning as in the pre-

ceding copy, and going down to the beginning of the

forty-seventh year of Akbar's reign. It is concluded by

a khdtimah, which begins (on fol. 497*): u\ j^-t-^Lj

Various readings and annotations on the margin,

especially of the first part of the first book.

No. 564, ff. 500, 11. 25 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispieces

on ff. I^ I iS"", and 226'' ; size, 13^ in. by 8| in.

237

A slightly defective copy of the same, in two volumes.

Contents

:

First volume (No. i) :

First part of the first hook, on fol. i^, beginning

:

Jl lo^..: »b).> ijf ^\j^\ ii\.
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Second part of tlie first hook, on fol. 235''. This part
is rather incomplete at the end. It breaks off on

fol. 531" in the klidtimah (which begins on fol. 527a)

with the words : ^J^j ]^, corresponding to fol. 222*',

1. 7, in the preceding copy.

Second volume (No. 2 )

:

Second hook, on fol. i'', concluding like the preceding
copies with the beginning of the forty-seventh year of
Akbar's reign {khdtimah, on fol. 555*). Some small
blanks on the last leaves.

The handwriting in both volumes seems to be the

same (except ff. 527-531 in No. i, which are later

supplied) ; but the f/rst part of the first hook is dated
A. H. 1 1 1 1 (a. d. 1699, 1 700), and the second hook A. h.

1132 (a. d. 1719, 1720)!

N08. 1, 2, first vol., ff. 531 ; second vol., ff. 561, 11. 19; large
and clear Nasta'Uk ; size, 14^ in. by 7 j in.

238
A very incomplete copy of the same.
This copy contains

:

The _/?»«< part of the first hook, on fol. i**, beginning :

The second part of the first hook, on fol. 25o*>. It

concludes, on fol. 520", last line, with the end of the

seventeenth year of Akbar's reign, but the horoscope
and the khdtimah of the first book, as well as the intro-

duction of the second hook, are entirely missing in this

copy.

The second hook (without any heading) begins, on

HISTORY
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fol. 520'', I. 3, immediately with the words : »3 ,cs^'

Jl |.LXij» ^jJj^, corresponding to No. 564 (236 in this

Cat.), fol. 227'', 1. 5, and goes down to the nineteenth

year of Akbar's reign. It breaks off, on fol. 5891*, last

line, with these words : wjL) mL> corre-

All the rest isspending to No. 564, fol. 263b,
1. 6

wanting.

Small blanks on ff. 17^, 20*, 23", 277*, 277*>, and
284*' (entirely blank). Occasionally various readings
on the margin. Presented by J.Wombmell, Esq., April

10, 1804.

No. 849, ff. 589, 11.19; careless Nasta'Uk ; ff. 55o''-33o'' written
by another hand in Shikasta ; illuminated frontispieces on ff. l"*

and 250''; size, 12 in. by 7^ in.

239

Another copy of theirs* hook of the same.

First part, on fol. i^", beginning : Jl ~S\ ^\.

Second part, on fol. 206^, beginning : Jl (.Uiijl ILJu.

The first part is dated the 3rd of Bajab, a. h. 1073

(a. D. 1663, February 11), by ^_ u-'j^v cH J-^-*'

cf^ip lsi^*'
*—'^ ,_;-!Ji-^L» , at Lahdr ; the second, the

13th of Rabi'-alawwal, A. H. 1074 (a. d. 1663, October

1 5)) by the same.

The khdtimah begina here, on fol. hi8*>, lut liae-

Jl ii ijS\.

^ College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2238, ff. 427, 11. 19; Nastallk; the old and orlginml put
of this MS. is greatly dainBge<l, but most of the injured pUoea
have been carefully mended by a later hand ; quite new are ff. 64-
85, 142-146, and one half in each page of ff. 172-195, supplied in
Shikasta by the same who filled in the missing portions in the
rest of the MS. j several blanks on ff. 390'', 394», and 404* ; uie,
io|in. by fig in.

240
The same first hook.

First part, on fol. !*>, beginning : 1.* ^\ ji\ il

d ;^4)J'

Second part, on fol. 1 70'', beginning : Jl ^Lkzil iJLJL.

It is complete: the khdtimah begins, on fol. 371'',

1.4: Jl *ll ilil.

Many tables in the last part of this copy are missing

;

the place for them is left blank ; see ff. 344", 347'', and
357".

Dated the 29th of Muharram, A. h. fioi (a. d. 1689,
November 1 2).

No. 3287, olim 15. J. 2, ff. 380, 11. 23; Nastallk ; bm, li|iii.
by 6| in.

241
The same.

/?'ir8«^ar«, on fol. lb beginning: Jl^^^STiLl. Dated

the 2ist of Muharram, A. H. 11 11 (forty-third year of

'Alamgir's reign)=A. d. 1699, July 19.

Second part, on fol. 159*', beginning : Jl .lUr-.l JUL.

Khdtimah (here styled «_»L> JL-Jl j^l (•W^ )« •>**

fol. 342a. Dated the 24th of Muharram in the same

year (only three days after the completion of the first).

No. 2667, ff. 350, 11.' 20-27 J very unequally written, partly in

Nasta'Uk, partly in Shikasta, partly even in

and 200; size, iif in. by 7 in.

I^askhl, see £ 199

242
The same.

Index, on ff. i^'-S* (i-.Lj^^^ JJI jJL* iju-j^).

First part, on fol. 6''.

Second part, on fol. 144''.

Khdtimah, on fol. 307".

No date. A considerable number of the first and last

leaves of the test severely damaged by worms.

No. 2404, ff. 314, 11. 25 ; Nasta'Uk by various hands, all equaUy
clear and distinct ; coUated throughout ; size, 14 in. by 8| in.

243
The same.

First part, on fol. i*".

Secondpart (not separated from the first), on fol. i87*>,

beginning in the sixth line.

The khdtimah begins on fol. 367*>, 1. 3.

The kst three Imes of this book are missing; it

B a
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breaks off with : j XiJjl sLi-iALi jj-w.j jl c*-eJJ». S]
agreeing with No. 564 (236 in tliis Cat.), fol. 225'', last

line but three. Various readings and short additions

on the margin. Many leaves injured at the bottom.

No. 134, ff. 375, U. 17 ; clear Nasta'Uk ; size, 13I in. by io| in.

244
A slightly defective copy of the same.

First jMTt, on fol. 1^; second, on fol. 136''. At the

end a leaf or two missing ; the seventeenth year of

Akbar's reign begins here on fol. 271''. Tlie j^rs< part

is dated the 12th of Safar, a. h. 1098 (a. d. 1686,

December 28).

No. 3295, olim 17. J. 6, ff. 273, 11. 33 ; Nasta'Uk ; illuminated

frontispiece at the beginning of each part ; size, 13 in. by 8| in.

245
Another copy of the^rs< 2^^^'''^ of ihefirst hook.

Beginning as usual. Dated the 5th of Dhii-alka'dah,

A. H. 1094 (a. d. 1683, October 26). All the horoscopes

are left blank. '

No. 3297, olim 17. J. 8, ff. 236, 11. 33-25 ; Nasta'Uk ; illumin-

ated frontispiece ; size, 13I in. by 7| in.

246
Tlie SAVHB first part of the first book.

Beginning as usual. The horoscopes on ff. 25^, 29'',

33b, and 41'' are omitted.

No date. Modern copy, presented by J. Wombmell,
Esq., April 10, 1804.

No. 232, ff. 446, 11. 15 i written by two different hands in Nas-

ta'Uk, the first on ff. 1-104, the second on ff. 105-446 ; size, 8^ in.

by 5i in.

247
The same.

No date. Presented by Lieut.-Col. W. Kirkpatrick,

May 30, 1804. Annotations and various readings, both

interlinear and marginal, besides many English notes,

written probably by Kirkpatrick himself.

No. 3330, olim 14. J. 2, ff. 289, 11. 17; Nasta'Uk, written by at

least three different hands ; size, 10^ in. by 6 in.

248
The same.

Dated by Sayyid Bah&dur 'All the 22nd of Eajab,

A. H. 1223 (a. d. 1808, September 13). Collated.

No. 2853, ff. 1-174, 11. 31; clear Nasta'Uk; large illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 12| in. by 8| in.

249
The same.

Good copy, but without any headings throughout.

No date. The right order of ff. 256-259 is : 256, 258,

257, 259. Partly collated.

No. 3308, olim 14. J. 3, ff. a6o, 11. 19 ; clear and distinct Nas-
ta'Uk ; size, io| in. by 6j in.

250
A defective copy of the s&mefirst jMrt.

The original handwriting breaks off, on fol. 174'',

with the words : . . . .jl ^^xJj ^.t,-> . r>^ jjU* jJH^,

corresponding to No. 3330 (247 in this Cat.), fol. 228^,

1. 6. On the following and last page, fol. 175", there

are added by another hand a few lines about Humayun's
death. All the horoscopes in the beginning are left

blank.

No. 3329, olim 14. J. i, ff. 175, U. 19; Shikasta; the last page
added in Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in. by 5J in.

251

Another copy of the fi/rst part, and a small portion

of the second part.

The second 2)art begins here on fol. 425*. Some
pages are injured and worm-eaten. Several lacvmas,

for instance, after ff. i6, 102, and 438. No date.

No. 3335, oUm 17. J. 10, ff. 447, 11. 16 ; very unequally written,

for the greater part in Shikasta; size, io| in. by 6 in.

252

Another copy of the seco^id part of the fi^st book.

Beginning: J I |.Lk::-il sJuJLj.

This copy was finished the 29th of Muharram, A. h.

1098, that is, the thirtieth year of 'Alamgtr's reign

(=A. D. 1686, December 15).

The khdtimah begins on fol. 28 1^, 1. 9.

No. 168, ff. 294, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 10^ in. by 5^ in.

253
The same second part.

No date. The khdtimah begins on fol. 125*, 1. 12.

Presented by Lieut.-Col. W. Kirkpatrick, May 30, 1804.

No. 8, ff. i-i 29, 11. 31-32 ; Nasta'Uk ; sUghtly injured at many
places ; size, 13 J in. by 7j in.

254
The same.

Beginning : isSjj' A i^aLi-iALi ca/-a.» ij.ilX« w'J^
Jl |,Ua:LJl t\ I ..I jiUjl^s.

J i^JoLi^.

It ends with the beginning of the seventeenth year.

The horoscope and the khatimah are entirely wanting.

No date.

No. 169, ff. 168, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk; some slight injuries; size,

io| in. by 6| in.

255

Another copy of the second part of the first book,

and the whole second book.

The second book is not separated from the first, and

the usual beginning of the latter, Jl ^L, ij\j ^j^^,

is quite missing in this copy; the seventeenth year of

Akbar's reign begins here on fol. 167a, the eighteenth
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on fol. 170*, and it seems as if by mistake of the tran-

scriber a good portion of text between both is omitted.

It goes down to the beginning of the forty-seventh year,

and is concluded by the same khdtimah, as, for instance,

in No. 564 (236 in this Cat.), beginning, on fol. 494'',

1. 18: Jl uiyxj ij\ ju^Uj.

The date is incomplete (the nth of the second

Jum&d&, in the thirty-third year of, probably, 'Alam-

gir's reign=A. h. iioi, a. d. 1690, March 22).

No. 3298, olim 17. J. 9, ff. 498, 11. 35 ; large and distinct Nas-
ta'llk ; ft'. 58, 59, and 64 supplied by other hands ; large illumin-

ated ft'ontispiece ; size, 13I in. by 8| in.

256

Another copy of the second book of the same.

The second book of the Akbarnama, without Muham-
mad Salih's continuation. The forty-seventh year of

the emperor's reign is noted on fol. 339'', lin. penult.

The khatimah begins, on fol. 340", 1. 3 : ij\ ju.«Uj

Beginning of this second book, on fol. i'* : »jLj ^f^

d l«
V-lJ

fV •

Dated the 24th of Ramadan, a. h. 1048 (a. d. 1639,
January 29). The proper order of the leaves is : S. i-

144. i53-i6o> 145-152. 161-343.

No. 2403, tl. 343, 11. 31; distinct Nasta'llk ; collated through-
out ; illuminated frontispiece ; worm-eaten in some places ; size,

I3iin. by 9|in.

257

The same second book.

It begins, on fol. 8^ : "Ji -U ijj ^^.i-. Ff. i''-3l>

are filled with letters of MulU Tughra and others ; ff.

^^h_ya contain a o^-y^i or complete index of this second

book. It concludes with the forty-seventh year of Akbar's

reign on fol. 443^^, and the last five pages, on ff. 444"-

446*, contain a prose-essay, intermixed with verse, en-

titled : sJwJl i—ftj^ju, and beginning : > :.jl jjilx^^L* Jj

This copy is dated the 29th of DhA-alhijjah, A. h.

1 1 59 (the twenty-ninth year of Muhammadshah's reign)

=A. D. 1747, January 12, by (j\. cy.j.l, who is at the

same time the author of the jjl-J I i—ajjii

.

No. 3288, olim 15. J. 3, ft'. 446, 11. 19 ; careless Nasta'llk ; size,

13| in. by 6J in.

258
The same.

All the horoscopes are left blank ; see, for instance,

ff. 267a, 290, and 309*. The copy ends with the

beginning of the forty-seventh year of the emperor's
reign. No date.

No. 3257, olim 17. J. 5, ft". 405, 11. 3i ; large and clear Nas-
ta'llk ; a few pages a little eft°aced ; size, 14I in. by 9I in.

269
The same.

This copy contains the same long introduction about
the conquest of Surat as Aumer's No. 251 (p. 90) ; the
eighteenth year of Akbar's reign begins here on fol. 19*.

The copy concludes, like the preceding ones, with the
beginning of the forty-seventh year. The horoscopes
are likewise left blank.

Copied by Abil-alkhair ibn Muhammad Sikl at
L^flr ; date incomplete.

No. 3296, olim 17. J. 7, ff. 419, II. 19 ; very careless NaaUllk;
size, 13I in. by 8j in.

260
The same.

The second book, with the complete continuation of

Muhammad Salih, beginning, on fol. 502') : <_K.il JC*

Beginning of the khdtimah, on fol. 532'', 1. 9 (headed :

Collated. Dated by Sayyid Bahadur 'AH the and of

Rabi'-althani, A. h. 1225 (a. d. i8io, May 7).

No. 2853, ff. 175-536, 11. 31 ; clear Nastallk: illuminatwl

frontispieces on ff. 175'' and 50]''; size, 13 j in. by 8| in.

261
The same.

The same second book, with Muhammad Salih's con-

tinuation, incomplete at the end. The continuation

begins, on fol. 259*, as in the preceding copy: JSia.

Jl cy/-a». jJlcI i_»^1 ; the forty-ninth year of Akbar's

reign on fol. 266* (heading omitted), the fiftieth on

fol. 269" (here headed by mistake |»4J j J+b. JL-jUT)

;

but on fol. 2 70", 1. 3, the continuation breaks off (corre-

sponding to the preceding copy, fol. 530*, 1. 5 ab infra),

and is immediately followed by the khdtimah, beginning

as usual : Jl {j.iu\ fX^. (corresponding to the preced-

ing copy, fol. 532^), 1. 9), so that fol. 530", 1. 4 ab infra,

to fol. 532'', 1. 8, of No. 2853 are missing here.

No date. The colophon gives the 1 2th of Safar, but

no year. Ff. 1 14-132 are misplaced, their proper order

is: 114, 131, 115, 116, 130, 117-129, 132.

No. 2867, ff. 374, II. 33 ; large Nasta'llk; size, 13^ in. by 8 in.

262

A large fragment of the second book.

This copy breaks off in the middle of the tliirty-first

year of Akbar's reign, with these words : ijjj\ u]/)
^jJaj^JjU J^j^, corresponding to No. 564 (236 in this

Cat), fol. 400", 1. 10.

No. 1324, ff. 379, 11. 15-33 ; very unequally written by differ-

ent hands, partly in Nasta'llk, partly in jjhikasta; the first leaf

is supplied later; size, 9^ in. by 5 in.
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263

A smaller fragment of the same.

This copy goes down to the twenty-third year of

Akbar's reign only. The last words on fol. 2"]!^, last

line, correspond to No. 564, fol. 322% 1. 2.

No. 8, ff. i3o''-372, 11. 21 ; Nastalik, written by two different

hands, the first on ff. 130-177, the second on ff. 178-272; size,

13J in. by 7^ in.

264

A'ln-i-Akbarl (t^^ ^jj\).

The third book or supplement of the Akbamama,
containing the detailed statistical description of the

Indian empire and the Institutes of Akbar, by the same

Abu-alfadl bin Mubarak ; comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos.

213-216; Eieu i. p. 251 sq.; W. Morley, p. 112;

J. Aumer, p. 91, etc. etc.

Beginning, on fol. 13''
: i)\_yj\) cjW* ^irlj^ "-"^ '^^'

Ff, i*>-i2^ contain a full index of the contents of

this work. It has been edited by H. Blochmann in

the Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta, 1877 ; English trans-

lation by the same in the same collection, vol. i,

Calcutta, 1873. An abridged and insuflBcient para-

phrase of this work was published by Gladwin in three

volumes, Calcutta, 1 783-1 786; reprinted in twovolumes,
London, 1800.

Ff. si'', 52^ 24il', 332a, and 332'' are left blank.

Copied by Muhammad Husain Kdshi, and finished

the 17th of Dhu-alka'dah (the year is missing).

No. 6, ff. 365, 11. 21; Nasta'llk; size, 13I in. by 9 in.

265
Another copy of the same.

This copy is the only one among those of the A'in-i-

Akbarl in this collection which is dated, viz. 14th of

Safar, a. h. 1119 (a. d. 1707, May 17); but there is

only a very short fragment of the index found here on

fol. lb. The text of the work itself begins already on

fol. 2« in the usual manner.

No. 316*, ff. 379, 11. 23 ; clear Nasta'llk ; ff. 2, 3, and 101-107
supplied by another hand in Shikasta; 11. 24-27; fol. 104* left

blank; size, 13I in. by 8| in.

266
The same.

No date. Well-written copy. Bought A. h. 1196
(a. D. 1782) ; belonged formerly to Mr. Kich. Johnson.

No. 1114, ff. 463, II. 19 ; large Nasta'llk; illuminated firontis-

piece ; size, i ig in. by 6| in.

The same.

No date.

267

No. 3142, ff. 482, 11. 19 ; careless and unequal Nasta'llk; illu-

minated frontispiece ; splendid binding ; size, 1 1 in. by 6| in.

268'
The same.

Some tables are left blank, for instance, on ff. 20^,

21*, 116", ii6l>, 231'', 232* and 243a. No date. College

of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2120, ff. 342, 11. 25 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 1 2| in. by 6| in.

269
The same.

No date. Worm-eaten. The tables on ff. 97^, 98*,
124b,

iSS*",
170I', 171*, i98=», and 294^ are not filled in.

No. 2407, ff. 394, 11- 23 ; Nasta'llk, by two different hands

;

ff. 388-391 are later added on different (white) paper; illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, I3f in. by 8| in.

270
Muntakhab-i-A'in-i-Akbart {ijj^\ f^\ ^^ "

*'*).

An abridgment of the A'in-i-Akbari, in which especi-

ally all the larger statistical tables are omitted. Begin-

ning the same as in the preceding copies. A short

index at the end, on S. 45il'-454*'. A portrait as

title-page. No date.

No. 1609, ff. 454, 11. n; Shikasta; illuminated frontispiece,

and small illuminations throughout the whole copy ; occasionally

marginal glosses and interpretations ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

271

Mukatabat-i-'allaml {^y>'^ cyLiVX*).

The official letters and refined prose-writings of the

same Abu-alfadl, which were collected between A. h.

ion and 1015 (a. d. 1602-1606, 1607), by 'Abd-

alsamad bin Afdal Muhammad; comp. Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1378-1383 ; Eieu i. p. 396 ; W. Morley, p. 109 ;

A. F. Mehren, p. 26 ; J. Aumer, pp. 18 and 124, etc.

This collection is sometimes called J-iill «j1 eyUilX*

or JwiiJljjl 'LiJl, and has been printed under the latter

title in Calcutta, 18 10, in Lucknow, a.h. 1262 and 1280.

It was originally divided into three books (^j), which

are, however, marked in very few copies only.

First daftar (letters, written in Akbar's name), on

fol. I*, beginning r^^-iJ J)j»-j o j^jlj^ (jSjW* ui)^^^^

Second daftar (letters, written by AbA-alfadl himself

to Akbar and to Amirs), beginning here on ff. 96'', last

line, and 97a, first line, a little before the usual begin-

ning in most other copies, thus : tsf^ \\ ^ji ^^j jUT

The usual beginning of the second book, viz. ej^^iar"-

~J\ e*—Ij t^j£- j_j4LtJLj»Li,, is found here on fol. 99*,

last line.

Third daftar (miscellaneous letters and prose-pieces)

is not marked here, but a comparison with other copies

233" Beginning

:

shows that it must begin on fol.

Jl 4ll |»-^. ^^ Sjj— injLJIjl |_j.oj

At the end of the first book is given as date the 4th

of Safar, A. h. 1211 (a. d. 1796, August 9).

No. 2985, ff. 334, 11. 12 ; very careless Nasta'llk, often like

Shikasta ; size, 9I in. by 6 in.
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272

Another complete copy of the same.
Beginning as in the preceding copy. The second

daftar (without a Bpecial heading) opens on fol. 70''

j

the third (also without a heading), on fol. igib
Collated in some parts,

here and there.

No. 1456, ff. 339, 11. 15 ; Urge, but rather rude Nasta'Uk ; size,

9* in- by si in.

No date. A little injured

I

I

273
The same.

Beginning of theirs* daftar as usual. The second
and third daftara are not marked in this copy.

No date.

No. 2444, ff. 199, 11. ia-i6 ; written by different handa, partly
in Shikiista, partly in Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 5J in.

274
A slightly defective copy of the same.

Beginning of the first daftar as usual. Second daftar
on fol. 40", 1. 9; third daftar on fol. lael), 1. 3. The
last page is missing; the copy breaks off with the

words : f^ f^j (jii* "^ i^<
corresponding to the

following copy, fol. 189a,
1. i.

No. 3334, olim 8. J. 4, ff. 328, U. 17; unequal Nasta'Uk,
written by three different hands, the first on ff. 1-39, the second
on ff. 40-95, the third on ff. 96-328 ; size, io| in. by 6 in.

275

A somewhat more defective copy of the same.

Beginning as usual ; second daftar, on fol. 50a, 1. 10 :

Jl ^\ ? ; aLii \£ij.,i^. ; third daftar, on fol. 116^, 1. 13 :

No date. After fol. 40 a lacuna, corresponding to
the following copy, fol. 53'', 1. i, to fol. 54'', 1. 15. An-
other lacuna in the midst of the text, on fol. 43'', last

line but one, corresponding to the following copy,
fol. 58b, 1. 13, to fol. 6ia, 1. I. Collated throughout.
Many interlinear English translations, written in pencil.

No. 8. J. 6, ff. 189, 11.
1 7 ; small, careless Nastallk ; some pages

in a much larger handwriting ; size, 10 in. by 4I in.

276
Another copy of thefirst two daftars of the same.
The second begins here on fol. 71b. Dated the 17th

of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1186 (a. d. 1772, June 18).

No. 8. J. 3, ff. 198, U. 17; large and clear Nastallk; size,

10 in. by 6J in.

277
The same.

Another copy of the first and second daftars, dated
the 27th of Jumada-althani, A, h. 1204 (=March 15,

110

by B&bar 'All. CollatedA. D. 1790), at Danip{lr,

throughout.

The second daftar begins here on fol. 68*.

No. 435, ff. 187, U. 15; large and distinct Nasta'Uk: iiz«,

9I in. by 6 in.

278
The same.

The same^s* and seco^id daftars, not dated.
Many interlinear glosses. The second begins on

fol. S?*"-

No. 807, ff. 165, IL IS ; Nasta'Uk j size, 8} in. by 5^ fa.

279
The same.

A defective copy of the first two daftars, the second
of which begins on fol. 49a. It breaks off, on fol. i lo'',

with the words: . . . cyjbj xib ^, corresponding

to No. 8. J. 6 (275 in this Cat.), fol. 107b,
1. 4. Many

interlinear and marginal glosses on the first sLxty-thfee
leaves.

No. 8. J. 5, ff. no, U. 17-19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9} in. by 6 in.

280
Another copy of thefirst daftar.

It is styled in the colophon ^j»5Lc uab^^jCjl JJ1 _-J>

J-iiJlyl, and dated the first of Jumada-althani, a. h.

1 161 (a. D. 1748, May 29).

No. 2327, ff-S^i written by different hands in Sbikasta;
partly in diagonal lines ; size, 7f in. by 4I in.

281
The same.

Dated in the month Eabi'-alakhar, in the third year
of (probably Shah 'Alam's) reign= A. h. 1176 (a. D.

1762, October-November). Interlinear glosses on
the first pages.

No. 3269, olim 9. J. 3, ff. 67, U. 13-17; '^T unequal and
careless Nasta'Uk ; size, ii| in. by 7 in.

282
The same.

A modern transcript of 'Casifwst daftar by Muhammad
Kazim. No date.

No. 8382, olim 43. J. 15, «. 104, U. 13; large Nastallk; size,

8| in. by 6j^ in.

283
The same.

Another complete, but very bad and soiled copy of

iht first daftar, dated the 21st of Kabi'-alawwal, A. h.

1204 (ir.i«)=Samvat, 1846 (A. D. 1789, December 9).

Interlinear glosses throughout. Between the fly-leaves

and the first page of the text tliere are inserted seven

smaller leaves, containing a J^aaII ^1 *LtJl i^A^i or

glossary to Abu-alfadl's letters.

No. 8. J. 8, ff. 73, U. 13-23 ; Shikasta ; ff. i, 2, 9-14, and 73
siippUed by other hands ; size, 8} in. by 4{ fa.
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284

A defective copy of the same.

This incomplete copy oi theJirst daftar breaks off with

the words: .... xib ^^^JU^J^cdULlc, corresponding

to No. 8. J. 3 (276 in this Cat.), fol. 69a, 1. 8, and

8. J. 6 (275 in this Cat.), fol. 48'>, 1. 12. Various

readings and interlinear glosses occasionally.

No. 3361, olim 8. J. 7, ff. 60, 11. 15; Naata'Hk; aze, 8J in.

by 4j in.

285

A still more defective copy of the same.

It breaks off, on fol. 48*', with the words : iiji\ J^
.... J/** ^j^ jjj^ corresponding to No. 1456

(272 in this Cat.), fol. 40", 1. 4 ab infra.

No. 1898, ff. 48, U. 13 ; Nasta'Uk; size, gj in. by 6|in.

286

Another copy of the second and third daftars.

Beginning of the second daftar, on fol. i*': j-o^c

J! e*-ilj ; beginning of the third, on fol. io8'», last

line : "jl v^jbTjl ^s -'^_-— °i LJii. . The second daftar

concludes on fol. 104'', and is dated the 26th of Dhu-

alhijjah, A. H. 1097 (a.d. 1686, November 13); ff.
105a-

108", last line, contain repetitions of some parts of the

second daftar, viz. ff. 1 05"-i 07*' are identical with ff. loob,

1. 10 to 102'', 1. 12, and fol. 1081*, 11. 1-15 with fol. 104%
1. 8 to 104^, 1. 3. The third daftar is dated the ist of

Muharram, A. h. 1089 (a. d. 1678, February 23). Inter-

linear glosses occasionally here and there.

No.8.ir.9, ff. 238,11. 15-18; ff. 1-104 and 207-238 are written

in Shikasta, ff. 105-206 in Naskhl ; size, 95 in. by 5 in.

287

Euka'at-i-Shaikh Abu-alfadl (J-ojJI y\ ^J^ i^jLxj,).

Private letters, addressed by Abu-alfadl to his

friends and contemporaries, and collected by Nflr

Muhammad (see fol. i^, 11. 6 and 7) ; this collection,

never met with before and quite distinct from the usual

Mukatabat-i-'Allami, is perhaps that fourth book, of

which the Sawanih-i-Akbari speak ; comp. Eieu i.

p. 396.

Beginning: jj,ljj>

d uW- J
,.jL-Jl

^jij

There appear scarcely any names of the persons

addressed. Some letters are obviously written to

Faidi (jJp j^]a)- Copied in the reign of Muhammad-
shah by 'Ata-allah ; first owner, Sayyid Ni'mat-allah

;

last owner. Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2357, ff. 34, 11. 12, towards the end 11. 14; Nasta'Uk,
slightly mixed with Sbikabta ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

288

Gulshan-i-Balaghat (v:>iib ^j^i-^S).

Official letters and documents, collected by 'Abd-

ahvahhab bin Muhammad Ma'muri alhusaini alhasani,

with the takhallus Fana'i, a contemporary of Abu-alfadl,

and beginning : ^^^1 o>iib jj^Lll^ ii t^LijI i.\i'-^ji

i
jjLu«, .a*,.n ,fl.a jjfc >.L^.>.

The first letter is addressed to Ibrahim Khan, the

governor of Lar ; several letters to Abu-alfadl are

found on ff. 41a and 43^ The date, A. h. 996 (a.d.

1588), appears on fol. 37*; the date, A. h. 1C19 (a.d.

1610, 161 1), on fol. 73".

The copy is not dated.

No. 1895, ff. 77, 11. 15; large and distinct Nasta'Uk; small

illuminated frontispiece ; size, i o in. by 5^ in.

289

Tawarikh-i-Akbarnama (j-tUy-il ^^}y)-

A short and abridged history of the first forty-eight

years of the emperor Akbar's reign, from his accession,

A. H. 963=A. D. 1556 (see fol. 3b), to A. h. ioio=a. d.

1 60 1, 1602 (see fol. 250'' sq.), composed by Shaikli Ilah-

dad Faidi Sirhindi (see the author's name on fol. 3^, 1. 13

:

LfXiAf-. ,_j«5-j :i\x^\ j.^j^j^, and comp. No. 222 in

comp. Kieu i.

this Cat.). Beginning : j^ si'—^-il .lib cj^

A *M J> fe Ljux iMwJiL^ ij^Ln 1^

Ji 'Lu ^ eUil ^y
p. 253 ; Elliot, History of India, vi. pp. 1 16-146.

Copied by Muhammad Husain, and finished the 1 4th

of Dhu-alka'dah, A. H. 1104 (a.d. 1693, July 17).

Presented by Lieut.-Col. W. Kirkpatrick, May 30, 1804.

No. 192, ff. 252, 11. 15; clear Nasta'Uk; iUuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 9J in. by 5 in.

290

Zubdat-altawarlkh (^jjUJl sX>j).

General history of India from Mu'izz-aldin bin Sam
to the accession of JahS.ngIr, A. h. 1014 (a.d. 1605),

being a revised and greatly enlarged edition of the

Ta'rikh-i-Hakki by 'Abd-alhakk (see fol. 2b, last line, sq.),

made by the son of that author, Nur-alhakk almashriki

aldihlawi albukhari (see fol. 3b, lin. penult.), who died

A. H. 1073 (a. d. 1662, 1663); see Eieu i. p. 224, and
Elliot, History of India, vi. p. 182 sq. On the Ta'rlkh-i-

Hakki, comp. Pieu i. p. 223, and Bodleian Cat., Nos.

195-198.

Beginning of this work : |,Lo J^ « Wj-X ^ :^^

The title appears on fol. 4*, 1. 13.

The arrangement of the subdivisions agrees with that

in Eieu iii. p. 906.

Mukaddimah, on the meaning of 'P4dishah' and

the usefulness of historiography (LaJ i'^JiJi.*
c)'-^ j-*

j^Ls As- sjJU J sLioL), on fol. 4*.
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Kings of Dihll, on fol. s*", beginning with Mu'izz-

aldtn bin Sam, on fol. 6".

Babar, on fol. 61''; Hiimayun, on fol. 68"; Shirshah

(or as he is called here, Shirkhan), on fol. 8i». On
fol. 94", 1. 12, there is a considerable but carefully

concealed lacuna (as an English note on the margin

points out), comprising part of the history of Shirshah

and his successors as well as of the second reign of

Humayun.
Akbar, on fol. g^^.

Accession of Jaliangir, on fol. 203".

Kings of Milwah, on foL 203^.

Kings of Gujarat, on fol. 235*.

Kings of the Dakhan, on fol. 26 1^ (the Nizam-

almulkisjon fol. 27i'>; the'Adilshahts, on fol. 275"; the

Kutb-almulkis, on fol. 275").

Eulers of Kashmir, on fol. 276''; of Tattah and Sind,

on fol. 290"; of Multan, on fol. 295^; of Bangalah, on

fol. 296*; of JaunpAr, on fol. 307*.

No date. Twelfth century of the Hijrah. Former

owners : Mr. Richard Johnson and Mr. C. Stewart.

No. 1805, ff. sio, 11. 17-19; unequal Nusta'llkj worm-eaten;

size, 10^ in. by 6| in.

291

Gulshan-i-Ibrahiml (,_y*^y.l ^J-iJJ)^

General history of India, from the oldest times to

A. H. 1015 (a. D. 1606, 1607), composed by Muhammad
Kasim Hindushah of Astarabad, commonly called

Firishta, and dedicated by him to his patron Naslr-

aldln Ibrahim 'Adilshah, who ruled over Bijapiir from

A. H. 988 toA. H. 1037 (a. D. 1580-1627); see Rieu i.

p. 225 sq. ; Bodleian Cat., No. 217; W. Morley, pp.

63-68 ; Elliot, Bibliogr. Index, p. 310 sq. ; History of

India, vi. pp. 207-236 and 532-569. The work is also

styled t." .*ij 5-«U cnjj ^J'^'
^^^ commonly iJ,U

t
•: f- « It has been lithographed at Bombay and

Poona, 1831 and 1832; 2nd edition, Lucknow, A. H.

1 281. The whole has been translated into English by

J. Briggs in his ' History of the rise of the Mahomedan
power in India,' 4 vols., London, 1829. Former trans-

lations of select portions of the same work were

Alexander Dow' 8 'History of Hindostan,' London, 1768;

Jonathan Scott's ' History of Dekkan,' Shrewsbury,

1794; and Anderson's 'Account of Malabar,' Asiatic

Miscellany, 1786. It is divided into a mukaddimah,

twelve makalas, and a khatimah. Beginning : ^Ji.^

Jl ^jlijjjilj i.^^ tslji-! ij2-*J c)^-^^^' *-** "IJ^J*

AInkaddimah, on fol. 5^, first line : Tenets of the

Hindus and early E&jahs of Hindustan down to the

rise of Islam.

Makdlah I, on fol. 24": Ghaznawide Sultans of

Lah(ir.

Makdlah II, on fol. 68* : Sultans of Dihii.

Makdlah III, on fol. 288'': Sultans of the Dakhan
in six raudas, viz.

1. Bahniani kings of Gulbargah ; 2. 'Adilshahs of

Bijapur; 3. Nizamsh&hs of Ahmadnagar ; 4. Kutbthahs

IND. OFF.

of Tiling; 5. 'Im&dsh&liB of Bar&r ; 6. BaHdiyyah Shihi
of Bidar.

Makdlah IV, on fol. 541'' : Sult&ns of Gujar&t.

Makdlah V, on fol. 592'': Rulers of Malwah and
Mandd.
Makdlah VI, on foh 626* : F&rdkt SultAns of

Burhanplir.

Makdlah VII, on fol. 636" : SuH&ns of Bangilah
and Shark! rulers of Jaunpur.

Makdlah VIII, on fol. 643l>: Rulers of Sind, Tattah,

and Multan.

Makdlah IX, on fol. 649* : Snlt&ns of Multin.
Makdlah X, on fol. 663" : Kings of Kashmir.
Makdlah XI, on fol. 693'': Kings of Malabar (heading

is here forgotten).

Makdlah XIÎ on fol. 699'': Saints of India.

Khdlmiah, on fol. 742^ : Description of India, etc.

This copy, which is badly written in many places,

is dated the 22ud of Shaww&l, a.h. 1058 (a. D. 1648,
November 9),

No. 1251, ff. 743, 11. 15-26; very unequally written, partly

in Nastallk, partly in Shikasta; eize, 18^ in. by loin.

292

Another complete copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

The order of the twelve makalas in the index (on

fol. 3^) is the usual one, but in the book itself the

seventh makalah of the original is split into two, the

Sharki kings of Jaunpur forming a special makalah,

viz. the eighth ; therefore the twelfth makalah here

coi responds to the eleventh of the usual copies, and the

chapter on the Shaikhs of India has consequently no

heading whatever.

Vol. I (comprising the mukaddimah, the first two
makalas, and the first raudah of the third)

:

Mukaddimah, on fol. g*".

Makalah I, on fol. 19''.

Makalah II, onfol.'64a.

Makalah III, on fol. 2 50" {first raudah).

Vol. II (comprising the rest) :

Second raudah of the third makalah, on fol. i*".

Third raudah of the third makalah, on fol. 108*".

Fourth raudah of the third makalah, on fol. 172''.

Fifth raudah of the third makalah, on fol. i8o».

Sixth raudah of the third makalah, on foL 18 1*".

Makalah IV, on fol. 1 82''.

Makalah V, on fol. 238'>.

Makalah VI, on fol. 278*.

Makalah VII, on fol. 291''.

Makalah VIII (Sharki Sultans of Jaunpflr), on

fol. 296*.

Makalah IX (Rulers of Sind and Tattah), on fol. 302*.

Makalah X (Sultans of Multan), on fol. 31 2^.

Makalah XI (Rulers of Kashmir), on fol. 31 9*.

Makalah XII (Rulers of Malabar), on fol. 347*.

The Shaikhs of India, on fol. 35i»>.

Khatimah, on fol. 401*.

The_^rs< volume is dated A. h. 1141 (tenth year of

Muhamniadshah's reign)= A. D. 1728, 1729 ; the lecond
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the 27th of Ramadan, A. h. i 163 (third year of Alimad-

ghah's reigu = Samvat, i8o7)=a. d. 1750, August 30,

at Shahjahanabad.

No. 2425, ff. 336, U. 24 ; careless and unequal Nasta'llk ; illu-

minated frontispiece; large waterspots ; size, ii| in. by 7| in.

No. 2426, ff. 402, 11. 17 ; written for the greater part, in legible

Shikasta; illuminated frontispiece ; size, li| in. by 7I in.

293
The same.

A third complete copy of the Gulshan-i-Ibrahimi in

three volumes.

Vol. I : Mukaddimah, on fol. 4'' ; Makalah I (Lahur),

on fol. 7'' ; II (Dihli), on fol. 50*.

Vol. II : Makalah III (Dakhan) : first raudah, on

fol. I"; second, on fol. 129^; third, on fol. 265b
;
fourth,

on fol. 348a; //<A, on fol. 357b; sixth, on fol. 359b.

Vol. Ill: Makalah IV(Qujarat),on fol. lb; V (Malwah

and Mandu), on fol. 791; VI (Burhanpur), on fol. I27'>;

VII (Bangalah), on fol. 143a; VIU (Sind and Tattah),

on fol. 157'' ; IX (Multan), on fol. 170" ; X (Kashmir),

on fol. I So" ; XI (Malabar), on fol. 2 1
9^ ; XII (Shaikhs,

etc.), on fol. 226". Khatimah, on fol. 273b.

The first volume is dated only , a. h. 1 1 7 6 (a. d. 1762,

1763).

Nos. 2887, 2886, and I^^Z, first vol. ff. 304, second vol. ff. 361,

third vol. ff. 276; 11. 21; Nasta'lik; collated; written by the

same hand, except some portions at the beginning and end of the

third vol. ; size, 12 in. by 7| in.

294
The same.

A fourth complete copy of the Bame, with a detailed

index on S. il"-!!^, beginning: kj^^ ^j^LS J..js^

On the back of the binding the book is also styled

Naurasnama.
The history begins on fol. 1 2^.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 16'*.

Makalah I, on fol. 21b; II, on fol. ss"; III, on fol.

232a; IV, on fol. 461''; V, on fol. 506^; VI, on fol.

539^; VII, on fol. 549*; VIII, on fol. 558^; IX, on

fol. 566b; X, on fol. 573»; XI, on fol. 596b; XII, on

fol. 6oI^
Khatimah, on fol. 641b. No date.

No. 2035*, ff. 642, U. 23 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; beauti-

fully illuminated on ff. 12'' and 13'; size, 13I in. by 8f in.

295
The same.

A fifth complete copy of tlie same, arranged in the

same way as Nos. 2425 and 2426 (292 in tliis Cat.)

;

it contains thirteen instead of twelve makalas (the

seventh being split into two), in the following order

:

First volume (Jj\ jl*-). on S. ib-366b, beginning as

usual.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 4b. Makalah I, on fol. 20"; II,

on fol. 62''; III in six raudas, _^rs« on fol. 268b

Second volume (^jj jJ^)> on fol. 367b, beginning:

Seccmd raudah, on fol. 368* ; third, on fol. 433b

;

fourth, on fol. 498^; fifth, on fol. 505b; sixth, on fol.

507^
Makalah IV, on fol. 508b; V, on fol. 568a; VI, on

fol. 6iO'»; VII (Bangalah), on fol. 624b; VIII (Jaunpur),

on fol. 631"; IX (Sind, etc.), on fol. 638"; X (Multan),

on fol. 649a; XI(Kashmir), onfol. 656b; XII (Malabar),

on fol. 686"; XIII (Shaikhs, etc.), on fol. 691".

Khatimah begins on fol. 734" (no heading).

No date.

No. 2647, ff. 736, 11. 21 ; large and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

13 in. by 7f in.

296
An incomplete copy of the same.

This copy is defective in the middle part ; between

ff. 522 and 523 some pages are missing; besides, many

leaves are injured and most of the headings omitted.

Beginning, on fol. ib : (ji-J '-JJ^ -^ vj^-^^—>. wjy

Mukaddimah, on fol. 4b.

Makalah I, on fol. lib; H^ on fol. 49*; III, on fol.

243a; IV, not marked; V, on fol. 571b; VI, on fol.

6iob; VII, on fol. 622b; VIII, on fol. 641*; IX, on

fol. 651b; X, on fol. 658*; XI, not marked; XII, on

fol. 694".

Khatimah, not marked, seems to begin on fol. 740b.

Dated a. h. 1042, 20th of Dhu-alhijjah (=A. d. 1633,

June 28), by Mir Fakhrd, commonly called Shall

Pasandkhan. An index ou the fly-leaves. Blanks on

ff. 361a, 395b, and 467a. Many English notes in pencil

on the margin.

No. 3280, olim IJ. J. i, ff. 741, 11. 25 ; Nasta'llk, by different

hands ; size, 1 2^ in. by 5:^ in.

297

Another incomplete copy of the same.

A large portion of the Gulshan-i-Ibrahimi, defective

both at the beginning and end, with a large lacuna

besides after fol. i. Many headings are entirely or

partly missing. According to the date of completion,

given on fol. 322b, viz. a. h. ioi8 (a. d. 1609, 1610),

this copy belongs to the second recension of the work,

which was finished in that year; see Eieu i. p. 226*.

It opens in the second raudah of the third makalah,

the history of the "Adilshahs of Bijapur, with an account

of Yusuf 'Adilshah, whose death is fixed on fol. 13b, I. 7,

in A. H. 916 (ta'rikh : JjLc sLiJLj-ii sjJUj); the third

raudah of the same makalah begins on fol. 130b, the

fourth on fol. 199% the fifth on fol. 207b, the sixth on

fol. 209a.

Makalah IV, on fol. 211a, without any heading; V,

on fol. 275a; VI, on fol. 322b; VII, on fol. 337a, without

any heading; VIII, on fol. 351b; IX, on fol. 364b,

without a heading; X, on fol. 373b; XI, on fol. 410b;

XII, on fol. 416b, breaking off in the biography of

Sayyid Jalal-aldin Husain. The last two pages are

partly torn away.
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_Beginning
: iSjAi sj/^j^Ji ^jiLsr^ j]^ i^lkL-

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2431, ff. 463, 11. 16-20; many pages in diagonal lines;
Naata Ilk and Slukasta, by different bauds ; size, 1 2 in. by 71 in.

298
A third incomplete copy of the same.
This copy begins with the fourth raudah of the third

makdlah, the Kutbsliahs of Tiling, on fol. 14b;
Jifih

raudah, on fol. 26b; dx-th raudah, on fol. 29b.

Makalah IV, on fol. 31b; V, on fol. 126b; VI, on
fol. 192b; VII, on fol. 214"; VIII, on fol. 233b; IX,
on fol. 250"; X, on fol. 262"; XI, on fol. 310a; XII,
on fol. 318". Khatimah, on fol. 388b.

A detailed index of this volume on ff. ib-i3b, dated
the 2nd of Sha'ban, a. h. 1155 (a. d. 1742, October 2),
at Aurangabad. No date at the end.

No. 136, ff. 393, 11. 17 ; large and clear Nasta'llk ; size, lai in.
by 6| in.

299
The first volume of the same.
This copy, called the first volume of the Gulshan-i-

Ibrahimi, comprises the mukaddimah, the first and
second makdlas, and the first raudah of the third
makdlah.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 5*.

Makalah I, on fol. 8"; II, on fol. 61^; III, on fol.
338a; first raudah, on fol. 338b With the heading of
the second raudah of the same makalah the copy

concludes on fol. 461" : j^lsr^- ^'L.jiji ^y ^^.
^Beginning: ^^li^. ^^ '^.^1 ^^^1 ^\ ^

118

<" •t^»J u^^ 'f^.-

No. 1128, ff. 461, 11. 21; very legible Shikasta; size, loi in.
by 51 in.

300
The same.

This copy is a little larger than the preceding one,
since it goes about three pages beyond the beginning
of the second raudah of the third makalah, breaking
off with the words : ^^^^^ ^ nj/'s.jhALi tp^.
Beginning as usual.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 6". Makalah I, on fol. lo*;
II, on fol. 72"; III, on fol. 400b first raudah, on fol.
401b; second, on fol. 569*.

No. 3294, dim 16. J. 14, ff. 570, II. 19; largeNasta'llk ; written
by two hands (tiie second on tf. 440-570) ; size, la in. by 6^ in.

301
The same.

This copy contains only the mukaddimah, on fol. 8»,
and the first two makdlas, on ff. 25a and 72b respectively.
A full index of this volume on ff. ib-3a. Beginning the
tame as in No. 11 28 (299 in this Cat.), on fol. 4b. As

date is given only the 15th of Rabi'-alth&nt. without
a year. The last twenty-seven leaves are more or leas
damaged.

No. 185, ff. 348, U. 17 (ff. 1-3, 11. ,8) ; large Nartaltk ; Of.
iijm. by 7 in. . > .

302
A fragment of the same.

This copy breaks off in the first half of the seecmd
makalah with the words : ij>..\yju,\ t^^y. t t;-^- jj»»
. . . .; corresponding to No. 3294 (300 in this Cat.),
fol. 123b,

1. 16. After fol. 3 a lacuna. About half
of the first five pages is torn away. Beginning the
same as in No. 11 28 (299 in this Cat.).

No. 244, ff. 136, II. 15-33; very unequal Nasta'llk, from a
large and distinct one to a small and very careless one : size, 8i in
by 4| in.

303
Ta'rikh-i-Eajahai-hindi (tfXiA tjL^]^ *i^)-
A short abridgment of the history of India, made

from Firishta's work and other standard histories, a. h.

ioi8 (see fol. 36b,
1. 6 : c*-.l ^_iJ| j^lc JlJ iTjU b")

= a. D. 1609, 16 10, by an anonymous author, and
beginning : Ji^^ j ^^U^ Jl ^ ssj, Jj»I ,

^ ^L- Jsij^Ji '.j^ J^^ f'^\
jytii o.

Jl ^\^\ iJu= ^.
The preface gives a short account of the ante-

muhammadan Rajahs of India; the book itself is divided,

like Firishta's, into twelve makalas, viz. 1-jyJh)) rr^"^,
on fol. 4a

; 2. JU.» ^'^, on fol. 7« ; 3. jl ^^5U,
on fol. 23b; 4. cyJ/^^^iL-, on fol. 36b; 5. jSC^
Jl jjJL. eiXl*..., on fol. 41"; 6. uU j^5L-

;j-»J^/J. on fol. 44a; 7. iJLxjij fj^'L^, on fol. 46*
;

8. ^ Xi-. eJj.^ ^\Sl, on fol. 49b; 9. Jc±. j^iL-,

on fol. 50b; 10.^,J»-ijf'|.lil, on fol. 51*; II. jy.1
jL-1., on fol. 53b; 12. ^jl^jjuLa vjLi... eaVU, on

fol. 54^
^

Dat«d the 19th of Eabi'-althani, a.h. 1149 (a.d.

1736, August 27).

No. 2983, ff. 59, U. 14-15 ; careless Nasta'llk ; size, 9} in. by
5? in.

304
Another copy of the same abridgment.

Beginning the same. It is styled here, on fol. ib,

XiJb jyUiU iJjti- Makalah I, on fol. 3*; 11, on fol.

6b (down to Akbar's death, a. h. 1014) ; HI, on fol. 2i»
in six raudas; IV, on fol. 32*; V, on fol. 36* ; VI, on
fol. 38b; VII, on fol. 41a; Vlir, on foL44»; IX, on
fol. 45a

; X, on fol. 45b ; XI, on fol. 47b
; XII (Saints of

India), on fol. 48b, in two sections: a. CTishtl order, on foL
48b; b. Suhrawardl order of Mult&n, on fol. 50b No date.

No. 8006, ff. 1-53, II. 15 ; Urge Nasta'llk ; size, 10 in. by £{ in.

I 2
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305

Jahanglrnaina (s^U,>J3L4j>.).

The complete first or original edition of the authentic

autobiographical memoirs of the emperor Jah&ngir

(who reigned A. H. 1014-1037 = a. d. 1605-1627),

beginning : i^y^ c*cL~Xj ^^\ cyUU-o cyljlic ji

»i)U» J }y>' ly*^' (JjU* j.i.iJk '-!'-" T^« Jjj ^

^' ...
These memoirs go down to the beginning of the nine-

teenth year of the emperor's reign ; comp. Eieu i. p. 253

sq. ; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 219-220; W. Morley, p. 112

sq.; Elliot, History of India, vi. p. 276 sq.; J. Aumer,

p. 93 sq. ; etc. A second or revised edition by Mir

Muhammad Hadt, who brought the history down to

the end of Jahingir's reign, is described in the Bodleian

Cat., No. 221, and has been edited by Sayyid Ahmad,

1864, at Ally Gurh, under the title ijj.Sji\.^ '^jy^

which is frequently given to these memoirs.

No date.

No. 164, ff. 311, 11. 15-21 ; written by many different hands

in very unequal Nasta'ltk and in Shikasta (so on fl'. 265-272)

;

size, lo^ in. by (t\ in.

306
Another copy of the same.

This copy is likewise complete, going down to the

beginning of the nineteenth year of Jahangir's reign

(see fol. 2
1
5", last line but two). Beginning the same.

Notes and remarks, both in Persian and English, on the

margin. Presented by Lieut.-Col. William Kirkpatrick,

May 30, 1804.

No. 181, ff. 216, II. 23; good Naata'llk; illuminated frontis-

piece, size, \o\ in. by (>\ in.

307
The same.

This copy is incomplete, and goes down only to a. h.

1024, the tenth year of the emperor's reign. Muharram,

A. H. 1024, appears on fol. i68», 11. 9 and 10. The last

words agree with the preceding copy, fol. 86% 1. 10.

Beginning the same. No date.

No. 1603, ff. 170, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

308
The same.

This copy is incomplete, like the preceding one, and

ends exactly in the same manner. Beginning as usual.

Copied at Baniras, and finished the 25th of October,

i835= 2nd Rajab, A. H. i25i=Samvat, 1892, 4th of

the month Katik or Kartik. In the colophon these

memoirs are styled (jf,.-J3L4*. iidLkSIj. Purchased of

General Cunningham, July, 1870.

No. 3181^ ff. 227, 11. Ti ; Nasta'llk; size, 9 in. by 5J in.

309

Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri ((.^^^JjL^ji. djy).

The shorter redaction of the spurious memoirs of

Jahangir, agreeing completely with No. 259 in .J. Aumer,

p. 94; see also Bodleian Cat., No. 222. The short

preface begins, on fol. 1^, thus : Sj^ j c*jIc
^^.

Jl \ ^^ >^.UJ ^j>.-

In the last line of the first page the memoirs them-

selves begin : JI I jji. Jl^l OiJijJ^-» ,LJjb Jju \1\.

Jahangir's accession is fixed here (as in the Bodleian

copy and partly in Aumer too) on the 20th (. t ... ;> ,

probably a mistake for ^v.t. a., the 8th) of JuinMa-

alawwal (!), a. h. 1014.

Dated the 25th of Jum^da-alawwal, A. h. 1194

(a. D. 1780, May 29).

No. 546, ff. 56, U. 15 ; Shikasta; size, 7I in. by 4J in.

310
The same.

The amplified redaction of the same spurious memoirs

of Jahangir, on which Major D. Price's English trans-

lation, ' Memoirs of the emperor Jahangueir, written

by himself (London, 1829, Oriental Translation Fund),

is based, styled in the colophon on fol. 80*, on the fly-

leaves, and on the top of fol. i* : 5-«Lj ^^-ioLjj*. ; in the

various later entries on the margin of fol. 80" and on

fol. I": ijj.^{.^ cyilU-o. Beginning : ^ jJ ^U u\

Jl ^^^% j]/^ _J^*^^

'

In the second line the usual beginning appears : jk.».».

Tii ojLfrJ ^J SOi, J
ooLc ^_ ; see Eieu i. p. 254.

With the exception of a number of verses and other

embellishments the text agrees with that of the

preceding copy.

This copy was written for Mirza Muhammad by

'Ata-allah bin Isma'il Kadiri and finished the 17 th

{j^Xsut, but above is written II, 19th) of Dhu-alhijjah,

in the twenty-fourth year of Muhammadshah's reign,

A. H. II54= A. D. 1742, February 23.

Collated throughout. Various later entries on fol. i»,

and on the margin of fol. 80*. On the fly-leaf some

hadith with Persian translation, taken from the j:-!/—

No. 3393, ff. 80, 11. 17; careless Nasta'llk, very near Shikasta;

size, 8i in. by 6 in.

311
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. In the colophon

it is styled i^\Jj.Sj\.^ *ri)^-

No date. Beginning of the present century (about

1802 or 1803).

No. 2383, ff. 127-370, 11. 11; large Nasta'ltk; size, 8| in. by

Sfin.
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312

Ikb41n&ma-i-Jahangirl (ijs^^S^l^ L.LiJLil).

The_^r«< two volumes of the history of Sultan Akbar
and Sultan Jahaugir, composed a. h. io29= a. d. 1620
(see fol. 4l>, last line but two), by Muhammad Sharif,

called Mu'tamadkhan (see fol. 4*, 1. 9), who died A. h.

I049= A. D. 1639, 1640; couip. Rieu iil. p. 922 and i.

p. 255; W. Morley, p. 120; Elliot, History of India,
vi. p. 400 sq. ; J. Aumer, p. 92, etc.

Thefirst volume, on ff. il>-i54b comprises the history
of Akbar's ancestors

;

The second volume, on ff. i55''-592'', the history of
Sultan Akbar's reign, from his accession to his death.

The third volume (containing Jah&ngir's reign down
to his death and later added by the same author) is

wanting here (see copies of this volume further below
in Nos. 314-323); therefore this copy is styled both

on fol. I" and in the colophon : uU. v,r.. L,U_il.

Beginning of the Jirst volume here: i.a. ^^jI Jil U-'

fjj^-^-t «J Ok-,1 ^-*»-'j u^^ tjiLicI
J ^JLil

JJS^ ijVX-*! jj

jUJjI

tj' j)-^-

Beginning of the second volume (agreeing verbatim
with the beginning of the second part of the first book
of the Akbarn^ma, of which it is an abridgment, see No.

235 sq. in this Cat. and J. Aumer, loc. cit.) : lUv; \ i;\...l „

The^r«< volume is dated the loth of Rabi'-alawwal,
in the nineteenth year (probably of 'Alanigir's reign, A. h.
io87=A.D. 1676, May 23). Ff. 17-23 are misplaced,
the right order is 17, 22, 18-21, 23. Some pages a
little injured at the corners.

No. 161, ff. 593, 11. 13-19 ; very unequally written, partly in
Shikaata, partly in Nasta'llk ; size, loj in. by 6^ in.

313
Another copy of the second part of the second volume

of the same.

This part of the Ikbalnama-i-Jahangiri, styled jl»j

j^j J jia. jl ^_y , begins in the middle of the twenty-

eighth year of Akbar's reign with the chapter : 'J\X

^ ^\^\j ^j\ J J\jJ jSi^ ^LkJL, b ^jU 1;^
^\jS:,\i (SlL. ^yjLi ji]e

J,
corresponding to fol. 442"

in the preceding copy, and goes down to the death of
Akbar. It contains about one page more than No. 161,
for the end of the preceding copy, ~)i^ j. x-^Ls^', is

found here on fol. 232", 1. 9. C r^^^''

Dated the 19th of Rajab, A. h. 1064 (a. d. 1654,
June 5), at Ahmadabad.

No. 1325, ff. J33, 11. 14-15 ; Shikasta, ff i, 4, and 5 suppUed
by another hand iu Nasta'llk ; size, gj in. by 5J in.

314
Ikbalnama-i-Jahangiri.

The third volume of the same work, containing the

history of Jahiingir's reign from hia accession to bia
death; comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 224-230, and Rieu i.

Ar- up. 255. Beginning: Jlj/Ufi j o^jlU-

It has been edited in the Bibliotheca ladica, Calcutta,
i86g, and in Lucknow, A. h. 1286.
A little worm-eaten. Dated the first of ^afar, a. h.

1071 (a.d. 1660, October 6).

No. 247, ff. 177, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9i in. by jj in.

315
The same third volume of the Ikbfilndma-i-Jahanglrl.
Beginning as in the preceding copy. Lacunas after

ff. 7 and 60. Dated the loth of Safar, iu the third
year of Bahadurshah's reign, A. H. 1122 (a.d. 1 7 10,
April 10), by Muhammad 'Ali.

No. 2007, ff. 19a. U. 15 ; large Nasta'llk ; size, 9^ in. by 5 in.

316
The same.

This copy is dated the 12th of Jum&da-alawwal, in
the eleventh year of Muhammadshah's reign, a. H.
1142 (a.d. 1729, December 3).

No. 3148, ff. 158 ; written by two different hands, the first a
large and distinct Nasta'llk, on ff. 1-115*, U. 16-17 i tl"* ieoond
Shikasta, on ff. Ii5«-i58, U. 33; splendid binding in brown and
gold ; size, 9 j iu. by 5I in.

317
The same.

A very inelegant copy, the last ten leaves of which
are greatly injured, whole portions being torn away.
Beginning as usual. Written in Muhammadshah's
reign, a. h. 1153 (a. D. 1740, 1741), as it seems (the
date being partly destroyed).

No. 2045, ff. 186, 11. 1 1 -1 4; mostly written in Shikasta; ff.

74-108 by another hapd in diagonal lines in Nasta'llk; size,
lof in. by 6f in,

318
The same.

The chapter on contemporary poets, which is found
in some copies, is wanting here ; it closes with
Jahangir's death.

Dated the 9th of Jumada-alawwal, in the twenty-fiftli

year of Muhammadshah's reign, a. h. 1156 (a.d. 1743,
July i).

No. 3285. olim 14. J. ai, ff. 159, 11. 17 ; Nafita'ltk, mixed with
Shikast:); collated; rather worm-eaten in the latter half; aiM,
io{ in. by 6| in.

319
The same.

This copy, like the preceding one, has no chapter on
contemporary poets ; it juet breaks off with the heading

:

jjojj uj,j^a^\ yu>\jut iS Ljfci jij ; the last words being

jXXj^ 5L (Mull& Hay&tl of Gilan, the first of

the contemporary poets).
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No date. The proper order of ff. 26-31 is: 26, 28,

27. 30. 29. 31-

No. 2937, ff. 120, 11. 17; the older part, in clear Nasta'llk,

compriseB ff. 4-34 and 43-1 20 ; the remaining portion is added
by a modem hand, which has also repaired many injured corners

in the other pages ; size, lof in. by 6| in.

320
The same.

Dated by Ahsan-allah ibn Shaikh Hidayat-allah the

20th of Eajab, in the twenty-ninth year of Shah 'Alam's
reign, A. h. 1201 (a. d. 1787, May 8). The right order

of ff. 61-68 is: 61, 62, 64, 63, 66, 65, 67, 68.

No. 1965, ff. 200, 11. 13; large and distinct Nastallk; size,

9l in. by 5I in.

321
The same.

No date. This copy was purchased at Seringapatam,
A. D. 1802, presented by J. H. Peile, Esq., and received

the 1 9th of September, 1 8 1 8 ; transferred to Civil

Collection, August 9, 1819.

No. 3389, olim 14. J. 25, ff. 185 ; the first seventy-nine leaves
written in Nasta'llk, 13-14 diagonal lines; the last 106 leaves

are added by a European hand, as it seems, 11. 1 2-1 3 ; size, 8| in.

by 6 in.

322
The same.

Dated the 25th of Rabi'-alawwal, a. h. 1231 (a. d.

1 8 16, February 24). Occasionally various readings on
tlie margin.

No. 3147, ff. 175, 11. 15; illuminated frontispiece; splendid
binding in green and gold ; size, 10^ in. by 6 in.

323
A defective copy of the same.

This copy breaks off on fol. 141'' in the middle of the

nineteenth year of Jahanglr's reign, A. h. 1033, which

begins on fol. 139". Last words : uij^^^ ^, 5I ^ iJ

• . . . vl jl sJ SJjVjSji , corresponding to fol. 1 1
7b,

1. 4
in No. 3285 (318 in this Cat.).

No.,3322,ff. 141, 11.12; modern Nasta'llk ; size, gfin. by 6|in.

324

Maathir-i-Jahangiri (ij^.S6V^ /J^)-

A large fragment of Kamgar Husaini's (died A. h.

I050= A. D. 1640, 1641) history of the early life and
reign of the emperor Jahangir, which was completed a.h.
io4o(a.d.i630,i63i); comp. Kieui. p. 256 sq.; Bodleian
Cat., No. 223; Elliot, History of India, vi. p. 439 sq.

This copy opens abruptly, on fol. 16", with the death of

Akbar and Jahangir's accession : m'..^, ^< <.•. .". ^ (jLi,

Jl (j^L-u^jj
J jj-i. The events are narrated from

year to year, viz. : first year of his reign, on fol. ig^
;

second, on fol. 28^; third, on fol. 36"; fourth, on fol.

38^; fifth, on fol. 41''; sixth, on fol. 481"; seventh, on
fol. 55»; eighth, on fol. 59''; ninth, on fol. 63"; tenth,

on fol. 67^; eleventh, on fol. 73b; twelfth, on fol. 82'';

thirteenth, on fol. 90"; fourteenth, on fol. 100*; fifteenth,

on fol. loSl" ; sixteenth, on fol. 136a; seventeenth, on
fol. 145^; eighteenth, on fol. 153*"; nineteenth, on fol.

165a; twentieth, on fol. 1 8
si"; twenty-first, on fol. 191*;

twenty-segond, on fol. 21 8"'. In the middle of this year,

the last but one of Jahangir's reign, the copy breaks

ofi' on fol. 222^. A later portion of the MS., viz. the

events between Jahangir's death and Shahjahan's acces-

sion, going from the 19th of Eabl'-alawwal, a.h. 1037,
to the 26th of Jumada-alawwal in the same year

(Shahjahan's accession took place on the 7th of Jumada
II), on ff. lo""—15^, likewise incomplete both at begin-

ning and end.

Besides the main portion, the Maathir-i-Jahangirl,

or as it is styled on the back of the binding, the
' Jahangtrnama,' by which more general term it is, for

instance, designated by Khafikhan too, this copy
contains two other fragmentary pieces, viz.

1. Ff 1-9'', the first part of the third book of the

Maktiibat-i-Abu-alfadl or Mukatabat-i-'allamt, the

collection of Abu-alfadl's letters (comp. Nos. 271-286

in this Cat.), beginning: Jl S^ ^ -jlc sj|y.l ^J^ W.

AbA-alfadl's name appears on fol. 2*, 1. 2.

2. Ff. 223*-229l>, the last portion of the Ma'dan-

aljawahir, by Mulla Tarzt (composed a.h. 1025= a. d.

161 6), comprising part of the sixteenth bab, the whole
of the seventeenth bab, and the khatimah of the shorter

redaction (comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 464 and 465; Rieu

iii. p. 1038b). Bab XVII begins on fol. 2241": (jSbb .j

Jl sLj LijjJi. This portion is dated the nth of

Jumada II, a.h. 1180 (a. d. 1766, November 14).

No. 3098, ff. 229,11. 10-15; Shikasta, by at least three different

hands; size, 8f in. by 4I in. (the last seven leaves 4I in.).

325

Padishahnama (s_eLLttLi,.iL>).

The_^rs< volume of 'Abd-alhamid Lahuri'g (died A. h.

1065 =A.D. 1655) history of the emperor Shahjahan,

comprising the first ten years of his reign, a.h. 1037-

1047 (•*-i'- 1627-1638), beginning: si |_y.US^ ^^JL^

Jl xS ,^^\jA\y^ \j nji^Li, j^lj ijl ^jijIJJ ; comp.

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 232-235; Rieu i. p. 260 sq.

;

W. Morley, p. 122; J. Aumer, p. 95; Elliot, History
of India, vii. p. 3 sq., etc. The introduction, on the

emperor's ancestors, begins with Timur, on fol. 231";

Babar, on fol. 25"; Humayiin, on fol. 25^; Akbar, on
fol. 26'^; Jahangir, on fol. 27*.

The first year of Shahjahan's reign, on fol. 33''; the

second, on fol. 123b
; the third, on fol. 145'' ; the fourth,

on fol. 170*; the fifth, on fol. 208''; the sixth, on fol

230*; the seventh, on fol. 2841"; the eighth, on fol.

316I'; the ninth, on fol. 348*; the tenth, on fol. 402'>.

The appendix, containing an account of the con-
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temporary Shaikhs, MuUas, Haktms, and poets, on fol.

440".

No date. An index on the fly-leavea.

No. 317, S. 454, 11. 1 5 ; excellent, large, and clear Nasta'Uk ;

all the pages sprinkled with gold ; illuminated frontispiece ; size,

laj in. by 8 in.

326

Another copy of the_^r«< voliune of the Padishahnama.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Timdr, on

fol. 22b; filbar, on fol. 24b; Humayun, on fol. 32";

Akbar, on fol. 33^; Jahanglr, on fol. 34''; the history

of Shahjahan's reign begins on fol. 41^. The appendix

on the contemporary learned men and poets is wanting

here; flf. 10 and 102 are left blank.

No date. An index on the fly-leaves.

No. 128, ff. 384, 11. 16-17; large Nastallk; size, laj in. by

6|in.

327
The same. ^r-

This copy which begins, on fol. 5'', thus : ^'^^jS^j

Til tJ,J^x^ iS, contains, on fl". i''-4b, a short intro-

ductory chapter on Shahjahan's life before his accession,

styled ^\yt^
fp>)

jX. &.!—** ^\yJ\ _fi, and be-

ginning : ^\ *_j-il ut>^ (j^^Lii jj . See the same

account at the end of Elliott 368 in the Bodleian

Library (Cat. No. 232). Tlie sketch of the emperor's

ancestors begins witli Timur, on fol. 15*; the history

of Shahjahan's reign, on fol. 24^^.

Dated the 24th of Rabi'-althani, a. h. 1162 (a. d.

1749, April 13). The appendix on the learned men,

etc., begins somewhere about fol. 166*, but there is no

heading marked.

No. 1495, ff. 171, 11.27; inelegant and careless Nasta'lllt;

size, 15J in. by 8J in.

328
Padishahnama.

The second volume of the Padishahnama, comprising

the years A. H. 1047-1057 (a. D. 1638-1647).

Beginning, on fol. 4^' : . jL-,0 ,blj ^JJ^ ^Ij ij->\-^

A complete index, on S. 1^-3^, beginning : JL. jlcT

These first two volumes of the Padithahnama have

been edited in tlie Bibliotheca Indies, Calcutta, vol. i,

1867; vol. ii, 1868.

Copied by Maulana Shaikh Nasr-allah of Sudhan in

the month Kajab, A. h. i 109, that is, the forty-first year

of 'Alamgir's reign (a. d. 1698, January, February).

No. 1388, ff. 370, 11. ig,; large and distinct Nasta'Iik; size,

134 in. by 6| in.

829
Padishahnama.
The third volume of the Padishahnama, supplied,

after 'Abd-alhamid's death, by Muhammad Warith

(killed A. H. i09i = A. D. 1680), and compriBing the

history of Shahjah&n's reign from the twentieth to the

thirtieth year, A. h. 1057-1067 (a. d. 1647-1657).

It begins, on fol. 7''

:

An index, on ff. 3''-4^, beginning : ,j*.. .i.g'. -Ls-iil

' lOJj* »Ll*^ j\jA ti-< (_5iLlJl c5.>\->Jk ijt j^i
fj^^ J^

Jl ^^-^ jijj Jjl JUijUI. Short statistical report*

on fif. lb, 2", and 2 75*-276''.

The third volume itself concludes on fol. 273'', and is

copied by the same Shaikh Nasr-allah of Sfidhan as the

second volume, in the same year 1109, in the month

Safar. It is incorrectly styled »-.lj ^jL4«*Li in the

colophon. *

No. 324, ff. 276, 11. 19 ; large and diatinct Naata'llk ; size,

13I in. by 6| in.

330

An incomplete copy of the second and third Tolumes

of the Fddishdhndma.
There are seven leaves missing in the beginning of

the second volume, which opens abruptly thus, on

fol. I
a

: ... jLjLy. (sUli ix.^ ^j\->\j xL:^, corresponding

to No. 1388 (328 in this Cat.), fol. 23^ 1. 9.

The twelfth year of Shahjahan's reign (the second of

the second decade) begins on fol. 1 1**. A short appendix

on Shaikhs, learned men, etc., on fol. 90*.

Third volume, on fol. 91'', beginning : t-.U^^^^
~n Ji -oj . The literary appendix to this volume ie

found on fol. 178*. On fol. 178'' the work concludes.

Ff. 179^-186'' are filled with an interesting piece of

Sufic debate between a devout monk {x»\j) and a false

anachoret (j..i^), beginning ; oJj ^j^Xa^j :iye-' y y^. iJ^

iNo date.

No. 1494, ff. i86, 11. 32-38, different Nasta'Uk, in many parU

nearly equal to Shikasta, by various hands ; size, 16 in. by 8 1 iu.

331

Shahjahannama (»-«Ujl.^**Li).

Another history of the emperor Shahjahan's reign to

the close of the thirtieth year, by Muhammad fahir,

with the takhallus Aslina, commonly called 'Inayatkhan

bin Zafarkhan bin Kliwajah Abd-alhasan (who died A. H.

io77 = A. u. 1666, 1667). It was composed a. h. 1068

(a. d. 1658), and is a kind of abridgment of the pre-

ceding Padishahnama; comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 237 :

Kieu i. p. 261, and iii. p. 1083b; W. Morley, p. 123 :

Elliot, History of India, vii. p. 73 sq. _ According to

Eieu, the proper title of the work is ,jft*^-

Beginning

:
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At the end, on fol. 235^ sq., an account of the

revenues of Hindustsin and other statistics are found.

Dated the 14th of Eajab, in the twenty-fourth year

of Muhammadshah's reign (=a. h. 1155, A. d. 1742,

September 14).

No. 981, ff. 340, 11. 31; Nasta'Uk ; eize, 1
1
1 in. by 6| in.

332

'Amal-i-Salih (JLo J*«).
A very large and detailed history of Sh&hjahan's

reign, together with a full account of his forefathers and

predecessors, especially of Akbar and Jahangir, and of

the first three years of 'Alamgir's reign, completed by

Muhammad Salih Kanbu, A. H. 1070 (a. D. 1659, 1660;

see the chronogram, ^i\ |^.< io.WI) ; comp. Rieu i.

p. 263 sq. ; A. P. Mehren, p. 21; Elliot, History of

India, vii. p. 123 sq. ; etc. It consists here of two
volumes, the Jirst comprising the introduction and the

first seven years of Shahjahan's reign (which begins

liere on fol. 99^), the second the remaining portion of

liis reign and the beginning of that of 'Alaragir. The
biographical appendix on famous Shaikhs, Mullas,

Hakims, poets, etc., begins on fol. 271* in No. 857.

Beginning of the whole work : (jLo ,0-** ij)j 5-:u5s-i.

Jl ^j\rHj^- J-^j' cr^
An index on the fly-leaves of the Jirst volume

(No. 856), which is dated the I ith of Rajab, a. h. i i 12

(a. d. 1700, December 22).

The second volume was finished the 25th of Dhii-

alhijjah, a. h. 1113 (a. d. 1702, May 23).

No. 856, ff. 247 ; No. 857, ff. 301, 11. 23 ; Nasta'Uk ; size,

J2f in. by 8j in.

333

Another copy of the same.

The first year of Shahjahan's reign, on fol. 103* ; the

second, on fol. 119*' ; the third, on fol. 133^ ; the fourth,

on fol. 151^; the fifth, on fol. 167^; the sixth, on
fol. 190^; the seventh, on fol. 218*; the eighth, on

fol. 248*; the ninth, on fol. 270*; the tenth, on fol. 291'';

the eleventh, on fol. 305^; the twelfth, on fol. 316*

;

the thirteenth, on fol. 320'' ; the fourteenth, on fol.

327''; the fifteenth, on fol. 33 1''; the sixteenth, on

fol. 340" ; the seventeenth, on fol. 345^ ; the eighteenth,

onfol. 352=>; the nineteenth, on fol. 359*; the twentieth,

on fol. 375" ; the twenty-first, on fol. ^g^^ ; the twenty-

second, on fol. 415^; the twenty-third, on fol. 426";
the twenty-fourth, on fol. 430'' ; the twenty-fifth, on

fol. 434**; the twenty-sixth, on fol. 442*; the twenty-

seventh, on fol. 446l>; the twenty-eighth, on fol. 454^;
the twenty-ninth, on fol. 459* ; the thirtieth, on

fol. 462a'
; the thirty-first, on fol. 469'>.

The first year of 'Alamgir's reign, on fol. 493^.

Biographical appendix, on ff. 505''—530.

Copied A. H. 1157 (a. d. 1744, 1745). On fol. i* this

work is incorrectly styled ii-BUJL4.s*Li

.

No. 44, ff. 530, 11. 3,?-25, a few pages with less lines; very

careless and unequal Nasta'Uk, written by different hands | size,

1 1 in. by 6j in.

334
The same.

A third copy of the same, in three volumes. Begin-

ning quite different from that in the preceding copies :

The history of Shahjahan's ancestors appears to be

much shorter here. The story of Shahjahan's accession

begins here already, in No. 3132, on fol. 28''; the

second year of his reign, on fol. 107*; the third, on

fol. 129I1; the fourth, on fol. 154* ; the fifth, on fol. 190'';

the sixth, on fol. 211*'; the seventh, on fol. 262^ ; the

eighth, on fol. 293* ; the ninth, on fol. 323*; the tenth,

on fol. 378''; the eleventh, in No. 3133, on fol. ib; the

twelfth, on fol. 24*; the thirteenth, on fol. 33'';

the fourteenth, on fol. 48''; the fifteenth, on fol. 57'';

the sixteenth, on fol. 76'' ; the seventeenth, on fol.

89b; the eighteenth, on fol. io6»; the nineteenth, on

fol. 12 2^; the twentieth, on fol. lei^; the twenty-first,

on fol. 2i6b
; the twenty-second, in No. 3134, on fol. i'';

the twenty-third, on fol. 29*; the twenty-fourth, on

fol. 40* ; the twenty-fifth, on fol. 50" ; the twenty-sixth,

on fol. 66^ ; the twenty-seventh, on fol. 78''; the twenty-

eighth, on fol. 100'' ; the twenty-ninth, on fol. 113^; the

thirtieth, on fol. I2i'>; the thirty-first, on fol. 141b.

The biographical index, on fol. 235*, in No. 3134.
An index of the contents of the second volume is

found on ff. 269^-27 1^, in No. 3133.
The Jirst volume is dated the ist of Sha'ban, A. H.

1 2 13 (a. D. 1799, January 8); the second and third,

A. H. 1225 (a. D. i8io). On the first leaves, as well

as in the colophons, this work is again styled

5_.LjL4js*Li.. The author's name does not occur here

in the i)reface ; only in the colophon Muhammad Salih

is mentioned.

No. 3132, ff. 434 ; No. 3133, ff. 271 ; No. 3134, ff. 308, 11. 17 ;

large and distinct Nasta'Uk ; iUuminated frontispiece at the

beginning of each volume ; the first two pages of each volume
splendidly adorned; size of No. 3132, 12J in. by 6^ in.; of

Nos. 3133 and 3134, io| in. by e^in.

335
The same.

A fourth complete, but very badly written, copy of

the 'Amal-i-Salih, without any date. The main work

ends on fol. 697'' (the biographical appendix beginning

on fol. 66311). There are added:

1. On the margin, frequent quotations from the

j_.LijiLi.jb (see above, Nos. 325-330 in this Cat.) in

red ink.

2. On ff. 699^-71 1*, genealogical lists and a general

index of famous personages appearing in the book :

'(jjoojLj U jLJl.

3. On ff. 7i2''-736, some other historical documents,

especially letters, relating to Shahjahan's time, probably

taken from the »-.Li4Lij\j too, if not belonging to the

JLfl J.»ji itself.

The first heading is : vJLt.:* j\ ey,-jrti*' t-U Ji?
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^UaJLj U ^jla. 4)1 A»,.> ^5U

jm (_>jj /-y--j'

i^^ -i>*^ r-J^

Ko. 1410, ff. 736, 11. 19; Sbikasta; size, 11 J in. by 6J in.

336
Extracts from the 'Anial-i-Salih.

Sliort extracts from the second book of Muhammad
Salih Kanbu's 'Araal-i-Salih, or Padishahnama (as it is

styled here), entitled: ojj Jda-jl J^i^-« Joly jl ,^aj«j

jLiI i^Lc sLljb ^jLj^Li jJILs*
jiH'--'^'

SjLj-i. jSjoIl jjI

It begins with ^^y\ jj_, oiCL^ ;_;i^ j Jji ^
^jLi-J V . .:. ) ^jUl-ijjLj_a , in this way: ^^1 JjJi

These extracts were made by Muhammad Bakhsh-
khan, with the takhallus AsMh, the author of a history
of the reign of Muhammadshah and other works (died

A. H. ii99=A. D. 1785),— see Eieu iii. p. 944 ; Elliot,

History of India, viii. p. 232,—for Mr. Richard Johnson,
A. H. 1 194 (a. d. 1780).

No. 667, ff. 24, 11. 15 ; Shikasta ; size, 8 in. by 4^ in.

337
Tuhfat-i-Shahjahani (^yL^^Ll UaJ).

A concise history of the life and reign of the emperor
Shahjahan, from his birth in A. h. iooo=:A. d. 1592
(fol. 3a,

1. 6) to Ids death in A. h. io76=:A. d. 1666
(fol. 31b first line), based on the best authorities, a list

of which is given in the preface, particularly on the

JL> J.,x (see the preceding copies, and fol. 2b, 11. 6-

10 in this work), by Sudhari La'l (JjJ (^.L»jt-,) ; see

fol. lb, 1. 6.

Beginning : Jl-^^U.. j ilAa.jKa y^_js^ si^lV' jl

J\ JM.
'-No date. C.M.K. 43.

No. 2935, ff. 32, 11. 11-13; Shikasta; size, 9I in. by 8} in.

338
Lata'if-alakhbar (,Li.ill i_fiJLkJ).

Journal of the expedition of Shahjahan's eldest son,

prince Dara Shukuh (born A. h. 1024 = a. d. 1615,
murdered A. H. io69=A. d. 1659), to Kandahar, a. h.

1063 (a. d. 1653), composed under his auspices by some-
body who accompanied him (probably Badi'-alzaman
Rashidkhan, who died A. H. iio7= A. d. 1695, 1696;
comp. Eieu i. p. 264, and iii. p. 1083*').

Beginning: lij^^ \j _SJ sjI^.1 iS ijXsr^- „>.-v

J! e*^U-« ]^}xi>- JT jjt jLii y>\y ^^LftLijL) ; see

also Bodleian Cat., Nos. 238 and 239; Elphinstone,

History of India, 5th ed., p. 587, etc.

After the preface follows an introductory chapter on
IND. OFF.

the previous expeditions nnder Mur&d and Aurangztb,
and the army's outset from \A\\\ir the 24th of the first

Eabl', A. II. 1063. The journal itself begins with the
loth of Jumada-althanl, A. h. 1063 (a. d. 1653, ^'"7 8),
and goes down to the 9th of Dhd-alhijjah of the same
year (a. d. 1653, October 31).

Dated the 25th of Muharram, in the twenty-sixth
year (probably of 'Alamgir's reign, a. h. 1094= a. d.

1683, January 24), at Sh4hjahanikbad, by Mir Ghulam
'Ali bin Mir 'Abd-alrahlm, an inhabitant of Dihll.

No. 2461, ff. 283, II. 1 1; clear Nastallk, written by two handa,
the first of which goes down from fol. 1 to fol. 203, the aeoond from
fol. 204 to the end ; size, 9J in. by 0^ in.

339
Another copy of the same.
Beginning as in the preceding copy. The appendix,

on the march back from Kandahir to Multan, and the
general conclusion (see the Bodleian copies loc. cit.) are
not distinctly marked here. No date.

No. 42, ff. 151, U. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, io| in. by 5jin.

340
Ta'rlkh-i-Shah Shuja'i (j^Ls^ .Li -^^j).

A history of the life and exploits of Sh&hjahin's
second son, prince Muhammad Shah Shuja', who was
born A. H. 1025 (a. d. 1616), and put to death A. h.

1070 (a. D. 1660), composed by Muhammad Ma'sum
bin Hasan bin Salih, A. 11. 1070 (a. d. 1659, 1660);
see this date twice, on fol. 2», 1. 7, and fol. 5* 1. 10.

The author was himself, as he states on fol. 5'', 1. 5,

twenty-five years in the prince's service. This work
may be a part of the same author's {jj^SXKs. ti,l-»«ii,

or history of the early part of 'Alamgir's reign, which
was also completed a. h. 1070 ; see Itieu i. p. 270*, and
iii. p. 1049"; Elliot, History of India, vii. p. 198.

Beginning : Jii_ \j Ji.xJ^ L. j^^ ,jbj iSoj
''

1Jl Jj.ljjfc (jtfjLi* (.jb^J jl-iJ

^ No date.

(Wyi-^J

No. 533, ff. 162, 11. II; Shikasta; size, 6^ in. by 3^10.

341

'Ajiba-i-gharibah (i-^J^ Lw-s*).

Special history of the conquest of Kucbahir and
Asham (or Assam, a rich country along the river Brah-

maputra), by the Khankhlinan Mir Muhammad Sa'id

Ardastani, otherwise styled Mir Jumlah, under the

emperor 'Alamgir, A. H. 1072 and 1073 (a. d. 1663 and

1663). It is written by an eye-witness of, and co-

operator in, this campaign, Ibn ^{uhammad Wall
Ahmad, commonly called Shihab-aldin 'Palish ; see

fol. 2b,
1. 5, and fol. 4'', 1. 7. Another and more common

title of this book is vjj^ ilLaP-', or i-i;-* »4*~* '•

comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 240 and 241; Rieu i. p. 266
;

Elphinstone, History of India, 5th ed., p. 610 sq.;

Elliot, History of India, vii. pp. 265-269; Blochmann,
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Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. xli,

p. 51 sq.

Tlie book is divided into a mukaddimah and two

makalas, viz.

:

j-:t^='^ »J (^-^^/^ j*^' *^_y <-*->^ U^-J'* n-oXi-t

J.
Lit

J
jl^j ^^, on fol. 4^.

•^.^. cr^i;/- u^ g^ J jW< ^y ^1) o^y (»-=-'

^IJjo^T, on fol.
'J''.

>,5lc eJlL. (jjju. eLLs, on fol. 1 2*.

The continuation, relating the immediately following

events down to the month Sha'ban, a.h. 1076, is missing

here. As date of composition is given, at the end, the

20th of Shawwal, a. h. 1076, but that seems to be a

mistake of the transcriber, since in the Bodleian copies

the 20th of Shawwal, A. h. 1073 (a. d. 1663, May 28),

appears. Probably the date of the missing continuation

is confounded with that of the original report, just as

the title s-OfC L-w^ seems to be a mere mistake for

Beginning : isLlL* cy
r-'

X.

Jl i^ ^Uj u_a-, sToJ-Jlll^ill jLc ffilUl.

A Hindustani translation of this work, entitled i-JjLj

i,LiiT, by Mir Bahadur 'Ali Husaint, was published at

Calcutta, 1805, and a French version of the same by

T. Pavie, Paris, 1845.

This copy belonged formerly to Eobert Ireland, Fort

William in Bengal, June i, 1780.

No. 1724, ff. lo8, 11. 15; clear and distinct Nasta'lik ; size,

9 in. by 6| in.

342

Another copy of the same.

Most of the headings are omitted in this copy ; begin-

ning the same as in the preceding one. In the colophon

this history is styled ^Lll i-J))jJ.

Copied at Murshidabad in the dominion of Nawwab
Mu'taman-almulk Mubarak-aldaulah Saj'yid Mubarak
'Alikhan Bahadur Firuzjang; the date is the 19th of

Dhu-alka'dah, in the twenty-second year (of whose
reign is not stated).

No. 1453, ff. 93, 11. 17; Nasta'lik; size, 9jiu. by 5I in.

343
The same.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 5*. Makalah I, on fol. 8"

;

n, on fol. 14*. The last chapter, relating the death of

the Khankhanan, begins on fol. 122'''. Date of com-
position : 20th of Shawwal, A. h. 1073.

The copy is not dated. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2493, ff. 129, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik; size, 8| in. by 6iin.

344
Historical extracts.

1. Extract from Firishta's Qulshan-i-Ibrahlmi (see

Nos. 291-304 in this Cat.), seventh makalah, on the

Sharki rulers of Jaunpur (&JlX« ijJ:^ ^Xi i_..sr^-^ jl

Jl ^_J^ *l>-a. ei. '.Wl,..! (jLo ,j |»^;-^), on fol. i^.

2. Extracts from the preceding history of the con-

quest of Kucbahar and Asham {^S 00^. _ii .o .lijj

j-tr^^ i^jib Ls^l jl Lii ^j:^ SX—A "4^ ) iWi

Jl 0-H>-^ u' \^y^^3 f^ sIlL,)) on fol. 10^.

A short sketch of the capture of the fortress of

LSCiU. is added on fol. 72".

No date.

No. 1572, ff. 79, 11. 17-18; careless and irregular Nasta'lik,

mixed with Shikasta, by different hands ; size, 9^ in. by 5| in.

345

Waki'at-i-'Alamgirt (^ijj.S\\s. e^Litilj).

A history of the first five years of the reign of the

emperor 'Alamgir (a.h. io68-iii8=a. d. 1658-1707),

to A.H. 1073, Safar (a. d. 1662, September, October),

identical with the i<,-Xilc LoU^ik, described in Rieu i.

p. 265 ; comp. ii. p. 699*, and iii. p. 1083''. It con-

cludes with a short notice on Shahjahan's death, Eajab,

A. H. 1076 (a. D. 1666, January).

The above title appears in the colophon, where
(on fol. 141") the work is wrongly ascribed, just as in

Rieu's first copy, to Mirkhan (i. e. Sayyid Mir, brother

of Shaikh Mir Khwafi, died a.h. io8o=a. d. 1669,

1670). The real author was 'Akilkhan Eazi, better

known by his diwan and several romantic mathnawls
(died a. h. iio8=a. d. 1696; see Rieu ii. loc. cit., and
IBodleian Cat., Nos. 11 48 and 11 49). He is correctly

mentioned in the colophon of the following copy.

Beginning: ^^ '^ji'' •^^'^ ivH-^' ^^j.-°^obll y\

. o..:V;J.M alii ^.>.Wh ^\ (clc sLiijU j^JClLc .iL^j

Jl {jj\.;Z^.
J

>.::» . Vie s^b jS^^j. (jf^ljoL^j*.

.

Dated the 9th of Jumada-althani, A. H. 11 24 (first

year of Jahandarshah's reign=A. d. 1712, July 14), at

Allahabad.

No. 212, ff. 87-141, 11. 13-18; written by different hands,

partly in careless Nasta'lik, partly in Shikasta ; size, 92 in. by 6 in.

346
Another copy of the same.

Beginning: Sjj> (^IjjLjj*. . c. : W 1 .., eUi j_Jsj ^^1

Jl c« «V>c s^b.

The title given to it in the colophon is the same as

in the preceding copy : Uj-SSSs- c^btslj ; on the fly-

leaf it is styled ijj.SSXs- ^xjUj . The author 'Akilkhan

is mentioned on the last page, last line but two.
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Written by Tabir 'All for Mir MuIiammadBhah, and
finished tlie 7th of Jumada-alawwal, A. h. 1204 (A. d.

1790, January 23).

No. 15G2, ff. 80, 11. 15 ; large and distinct Naata'Uk; size,

9| in. by 6 in.

347
'Alamgimama (s-oU^-XlLc).

A history of the first ten years of the emperor
'Alamgir's reign, to the end of Rajab, A. H. 1078 (a. d.

1668, middle of January), by Muhammad Kazim bin

Muhammad Amir Munshi, who died, according to Rieu
iii. p. 1083'', A. H. 1092 (a. D. 1681). The statement

therefore in Morley's Cat. and elsewhere, that this work
was completed in the thirty-second year of the emperor's

reign, i. e. A. H. 1 100, must needs be wrong. See other

copies of the same work in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 243 and

244; Rieu i. p. 267; W. Morley, p. 125; J. Aumer,
p. 97, etc.; comp. also Elliot, History of India, vii.

p. 1 74 sq. It has been edited in the Bibliotheca Indica,

Calcutta, 1 865-1 868.

Beginning

:

^

Copied A. H. 1 131 (a. d. 17 19). Collated.

No. 615, ff. .^16, 11. 21; Nasta'llk; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 9| in. by 5|iu.

348
Another copy of the same.

This copy is about a year older than the preceding

one, dated the loth of Shawwal, a. h. 1130 (a. d. 17 18,

September 6), but it is very badly written. Collated

and annotated a. h. 1138 (a. d. 1725, 1726), at Shah-

jahanabad. Beginning the same as in the preceding

copy.

No. 1795, ff. 403, 11. 13-26 ; written for the greater part in bad
Shikasta, a few leaves in Nasta'llk, by different hands ; size vary-

ing from 8J in. by 4J in. to io| in. by 5I in.

349
The same.

Another old, but undated copy, a little worm-eaten.

The first ten leaves are later supplied, and from the

Arabic paging, which begins on fol. 1 1" with r, it

appears that the original copy opened immediately with

"Alamgir's accession, and that the missing introduction

was added by another hand afterwards. Collated.

No. 853, ff. 527, 11. 16-32 ; large and clear, but very unequal
Nasta'llk, by different hands; size, I2|-in. by 7 in.

350
The same.

This copy is dated the 20th of Sha'ban, in the seventh

year of Muhammadshah's reign (= A. H. 1138, A. d. 1726,

April 23), by Muhkam Singh. It is styled here, on

fol. i»: (.j^^jXJiU ^U| and in the colophon: ^,\jj

A blank on fol. 274".

No. 1611, ff. 334, mostly written in diagonal line* of differant
number; Nasta'Uk; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

351
The same.

Dated by Muhammad Husain Darwish the 8th of

Rajab, in the first year of Ahmadshah's reign (=A. h.

1 161, A. D. 1748, July 4). The proper order of ff. 384-
389 is: 384, 386, 385, 388, 387, 389. No headings.

No. 3328, olim 14. J. 10, ff. 432, U. 17; very careleaa NaaUlHi

;

size, 9I in. by g^ in.

352
The same.

A very good copy, dated the 19th of Jumad&-alula,

A. H. 1184 (Samvat, i827=A. d. 1770, September 10).

No. 359, ff. 331, 11. 31 ; Nasta'llk; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 9I in. by 5I in.

The same.

No date.

353

No. 171, ff. 333, 11. 18-21; small, but clear Nasta'llk ; ft 241

348 and 331-333 supplied by other hands ; size, loj in. by 5j ii

354
A slightly defective copy of the same.

Ff 547. 550, 554, and 559 are very severely damaged,

considerable portions of the text being torn away.

Dated in the more modern part the loth of Rojab,

in the forty-fifth year of Shah 'Alam's reign (=a. h.

1 2 1 7, A. D. 1 802, November 6). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2600, ff. 577, U. 17; consisting of two portions, an older

and a more modem one, the latter on ff. 1-8, 16, 33, 34-37, 40,

S6-175, 234-237. 515-^36, 545, 546, SS'-.a""! 577! Nasta'llk;

illuminated frontispiece ; size, 9^ in. by Jj in.

355

An incomplete copy of the same.

This copy breaks off in the middle of the sixth year

of the emperor's reign with the words e«4 i>. jjli'"'^

5JLi^j.j, corresponding to No. 359 (352 in this Cat.),

fol. 236a,
1. 3. Besides fol. 557 is torn away. The

right order of ff". 46-56 is : 46, 54, 55, 47-53. S^-

No. 881, ff. 61 1, 11. 15; large and distinct Nasta'Uk, written on

white and brown paper ; size, 9I in. by 5f in.

356

Another incomplete copy of the same.

This copy, dated A. D. 1811, is very defective at the

beginning; it opens abruptly in the third year of

'Alamgir's reign, fol. 4», 1. 3 ab infra, corresponding to

No. 2600 (354 in this Cat.), fol. 2 76a, 1. 9. It is beside*

rather incorrect in many places.

K »
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The fourth year of 'Alamgir's reign begins on

fol. 56^; the fifth, on fol. isi**; the sixth, on fol. 2i3'>;

the seventh, on fol. 245^'; the eighth, on fol. 265";

the ninth, on fol. 329" ; and the tenth, on fol. 387'^.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2545, ff. 444, 11. 13 ; very neat and distinct Nasta'llk

;

e\ze, I of in. by 7f in.

357

A fragment of the same.

This copy contains only a small portion of the

'Alamgirnama, but many headings being omitted, and

no dates being found at all, it is impossible to state

how far it extends ; it seems to comprise only the first

two or three years of the emperor's reign. Beginning

as usual on fol. 4''. The first three leaves, fol. 4*, and

the margin of ff. 4^-45^ as well as of ff. 143-147, and

the whole of fol. 148 are filled by fragments
^
from

Muhammad Mahdi Astarabadi's (^Liiol^a. ^j\j, or

(jj..sU ojti, the history of Nadirshah (see Kieu i.

p. 192 sq., and Bodleian Cat., Nos. 302-306), begin-

ning : Jl Jyj cM^^i j^. •

No. 14. J. II, ff. 148, 11. 19; careless Nasta'llk ; the fragments

of Nadirshah's history written by another still more careless

hand ; size, 9J in. by 6 in.

358

Lubb-altawarikh-i-Hind (j-iA irJjV^^ >^)-

General history of India, abridged from Firishta's

famous work (see Nos. 291-304 in this Catalogue), but

enlarged from other sources, and brought down to A. H.

I loi (a. d. 1689, 1690), by Kae Bindraban, son of Eae

Bharamal (see author's name and title, on fol. i", 1. 4,

and fol. 2", 1. 3). It begins with the reign of Shihab-

aldin Ghuri (a. H. 572), _and goes down to the thirty-

third year of that of 'Alamgir, to whom the work is

dedicated; see Eieu i. p. 228 sq. ; Bodleian Cat.,

No. 245 ; A. F. Mehren, p. 18 ; Elliot, History of India,

vii. p. 168 sq.

The chronogram for {he date of composition, viz.

jjL:-,jXiJb eU^ i:^^^ (=a. h. 1106, a.d. 1694, 1695),

is not found in this copy (see below, No. 360).

It is divided into the following ten fasls :

1. Kings of Dihli, on fol. 2*>, beginning with Shihab-

aldin Ghdri.

2. Sultans of the Dakhan, on fol. 129'', in six shu^bas:

(«) Bahnianis of Gulbargah, on fol. 129^; (6) 'Adil-

shahs of Bijapur, on fol. 139*; (c) Nizamshahs of

Ahmadnagar and Daulatabad, on fol. 147b; (d) Kutb-

shkhs of Tiling, on fol. 158b
;

(e) 'Imadshahs of Bar^r,

on fob 1 61b; (/) Baridshahs of Bidar, on fol. 162a.

3. Sultans of Gujarat, on fol. 163^

4. Rulers of Malwah and Mandii, on fol. 173*.

5. Faruki-Sultans of Burhanpur and Asir, or Khan-

dis, on fol. 1
80b.'

6. Sultans of Bangalah, on fol. 184b.

7. Sharki-rulers of Jaunpur, on fol. 188*'.

8. Rulers of Sind, on fol. 190^

9. Rulers of Multan, on fol. I92».

10. Rulers of Kashmir, on fol. 192'>.

Beginning : jJiL». Ja. ej^J^ljJ* jj> Jlj/*^- ls*^'*^

Dated the 24th of Muharram, in the forty-second

year of 'Alamgir's reign, = A. h. mo (a. d. 1698,

August 2), only four years after the completion of

the work.

No. 3050, ff. 193, 11. 14-17; Shikasta; size, 9I in. by jf in.

359

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Author's name

on fol. lb, 1. 4 ; date (a. h. iioi) on fol. ib, 1. 5 ; title

on fol. 2^ 1. 9. The chronogram at the end (fol. i6ob)

appears here in a mutilated and consequently useless

form, as ^jl:i-..J.Jj» ^yjlLa..

Fasl I, on fol. 2b; II, in six shu'bas : (a) on fol. 100*;

(5) on fol. 107b, last line; (c) on fol. 114b; {d) on

fol. 124^; (e) on fol. 126b; (/) on fol. 127*; III, on

fol. 128a; IV, on fol. 137^ V, on fol. 145*; VI, on fol.

149b; VII, on fol. 155"; VIII, on fol. 157"; IX, on

fol. 158b, last line; X, on fol. 159b.

Dated by Muhammad Jalal-aldin, the 4th of Dhd-

alhijjah, A. H. 11 3 1 (the first year of Muhammadshah's

reigu)= A. D. 1719, October 18.

This copy belonged formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 1127, ff. 160, 11. 20; Nasta'llk; size, lof in. by 6f in.

360
The same.

This copy is dated the 17th of Muharram, A. h. 1156

(twenty-fifth year of Muhammadshah's reign =A. d.

1743, March 13), at Shahjahanabad. Collated the

24th of Safar in the same year. Another collation was

completed the 17th of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 1195 (a. d.

1781, November 4), at Haidarabad in the Dakhan.

The ten fasls are found here: 1. on fol. 71b; 2. in

sixshu'bas, onfol. 192^; 3. on fol. 226b; 4. on fol. 23 6*;

5. on fol. 243'! ; 6. on fol 247b; 7. on fol. 251b
; 8. on

fol. 253"; 9. on fol. 255^; 10. on fol. 255b

Author's name and title on fol. 70b, 11. 3 and 4,

and fol. 71'', 1. 7. The full chronogram, isUl. cy^l*

Ir.... t i/|.j on the last page. As title to this work is

given here, on fol. 70^ :

colophon: ljLDI i_J.

jUui C^ ^jy and in the

No. 1606, ff. 70-257, 11. 14-18, many pages written in diagonal

lines ; Shikasta ; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

361

An extract from the same.

A select portion of the first fad of the Lubb-alta-

warikh-i-Hind, comprising the history of the emperors

of Dihli from Babar's birth in A. H. 888= A. D. 1483

(so to be read instead of 988 on fol. 2*, 1. 9) to A. h.

I096=A. D. 1685 (see fol. 80*, last line), with a frag-

ment of the history of Siwai or Siwaji, the famous

Marattah prince of the Bhoslah family, beginning on

fol. 8i».
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\

Beginning of this extract, on fol. ii": u\ y_^.s?-^ -1

Babar's accession in a. u. 899 (a. d. 1494) is related
on fol. 2'', 1. 2.

No date.

No. 2966, ff. 83, U. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 4J in.

362

Khulasat-altawarikh (j-j.ljjjl i^Ui.).

General history of India, from the earliest times to

the death of Diira Slmkuh and the accession of 'Alamglr,
completed in the fortieth year of that emperor's reign,

A. H. 1107 (a. D. 1695), by the Hindii Sujan Singh
Munshi (or, as his usual name runs, Sujan Rai Munshi)

;

comp. Rieu i. p. 230; Bodleian Gat., No. 246; W.
Morley, pp. 69-71 ; Elliot, History of India, viii.

p. 5 sq. ; Garcin de Tassy, Hist, de la litt^rat. hind. etc.

i. 31 ; Journal Asiat., 1854, torn. 3, p. 366 ; J. Aumer,
p. 84. ^ ^

Beginning : -iXSjS J^e^ j ^\^\^ ^U^lXi (_pllj

i^ \r Cj' C5^ -^ ''
''

' ijj.!^ ei>ULX-»-o.

After the preface and an enumeration of the author-
ities on which this history is based, an account of the
Hindiis begins on fol. 6" ; after that follows a descrip-
tion of the different Subas or provinces of India on
fol. 1 6b, and a history of the Hindu Eajahs on fol. 57".

The history of the Muhammadan dynasties begins,
on fol. 102b, with Nasir-aldin Sabuktagin of Ghazna, and
goes down to "Alamgir. A short account of the emperor's
death in A. H. 1 1 18 (a. d. i 707) was added by the author
many years afterwards.

On ff. 328a-342b there appears the further addition
of a short compendium of local Indian history, con-
sisting mostly of lists of rulers from the early Rajahs
to the forty-second year of 'Alamgir's reign, A. h. i 109
(a. d. 1697, 1698), in which year this appendix appears
to have been drawn up.

The whole work is dated the loth of Dhu-alhijjah,
A. H. 1 2 16 (a. D. 1802, April 13).

No. 1657, ff. 34a, 11. 19 ; different handwriting, partly in
ista'llk, partly in Shikasta; size, ii|in. by 6| in.Nasta

363
The same.

A still more modern copy of the Khulasat-altawarikh,
by Munshi Sujan Rai (so distinctly written here in the
colophon), made by Nadhar Muhammad, A. h. 1271 =
Samvat, I9II= a. d. 1854. An English note prefixed
to this MS. and signed by C. Raikes, Commissioner
and Superintendent, states that it was sent to the
Imperial Exhibition at Paris for works of art and
industry by the Punjab Committee at Lahore. The
copy was received into the library from Dr. Eoyle,
July, 1856.

Contents

:

Preface, on fol. ib, beginning as in the preceding
copy.

Title, on fol. 4b,
1. 4.

Account of the Hindus, on fol. f°.
Description of the §iibaa of Hindustan, on fol. 1 8*.

Hindll Rajahs, on fol. 61*.

Muhammadan dynasties, beginning with Sabuktagin,
on fol. ii7l>; 'Alamgir, on fol. 335*.

Both the short account of "Alamgir's death, and
the compendium of the local hiatoriea of India, are
wanting here.

No. 3242, ff. 369, U. 17; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; Urga
illuminated frontispiece ; the first two pages prettily adorned
with gold borders round each line; size, lajin. by %\ io.

364
A fragment of the same.
The first part of the Khulasat-altawarikh, comprising

about a third of the wliole, that b, the introduction,
the account of the Hindus (on fol. 55b), the descriptiou
of the SAbas of India (on fol. 71b), and the history of
the Hindu RSjahs (on fol. 129"). At the end a list of
the Muhammadan dynasties down to 'Alamgir. Begin-
ning as in the preceding copies.

No date.

No. 3061, ff. 47-186, U. 10-13 ; Shikasta; size, i\ in. by 5f In.'

365

Maathir-i-'AIamgiri ((<,^JCILc JL.).

A history of the full reign of the emperor 'Alamgir,
from A. H. 1067 to his death in A. h. 1118, completed
by Muhammad Sakl Musta'iddkhan (who died a. h.
ii36=A. D. 1724), A. H. H22 (a. D. 1710); comp.
Bodleian Cat, No. 247; Rieu i. p. 270, and iii. p.

1083b;

W. Morley, p. 127; A. F. Mehren, p. 22 ; Elliot, History
of India, vii. p. 181 sq., etc.

It consists of two unequal parts, the first of which,
on fi'. ib-25a, comprises the first ten years of the
emperor's reign, and is a mere abridgment of Muham-
mad Kaiim's 'Alamgirnama (see Nos. 347-357 in this

Cat.). The second part is Muhammad Saki's own
work, and contains the history of the last forty years
of 'Alamgir's reign. The work has been edited in the
Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta, 1870-1871.

Beginning of thej^rsi part, on fol. lb; t_ajLs-» i^Li^'

ji ^^ J
^/a^X LJj'UiJ LUJIj ^yUj ^\ jUjJ.

Beginning of the second part, on fol. 25b
: ^ j,.U J

This copy was finished the 25th of Rabi'-althinf, in

the twenty-third year of Muhammadshah'a reign, a. h.

1 154 (a. d. 1741, July 10). Purchased from the execu-
tors of the Marquess of Hastings.

No. 3163, ff. 169, 11. 18 ; Nastallk ; size, 9} in. by 5I in.

366
Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same. The second part commences
here on fol. 39b. No date. Fol. 5 and many of the

following leaves, especially in the second half, slightly

damaged. On fol. i» this work is styled tj^-^lc *i^^*

No. 217, ff. 335, U. 15 ; careless Nitstalik ; size, 9} in. by £| in.
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367
The same.

Another quite modern copy of the same work, dated

the 2oth of Jumada-alawwal, A. h. 12 ii (a. d. 1796,
November 21).

Beginning of the Jirst part, on fol. i^": (_ijLs* v'^i*^

Beginning of the second part, on fol. 31*: X^ sJ

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2434, fF. 251, 11. 17; very clear and distinct Naata'llk;

size, ii| in. by 7f in.

368
A defective copy of the same.

Beginning of the first part, on fol. i*"; of the second,

on fol. 32b
: Ji S^lll

J Jj^l J xji ^.

_ It breaks off in the middle of the forty-iifth year of

'Alamgir's reign, a. h. i i 13.

No. 1455, ff. 197,11.17; Nasta'lik, by different hands on various

paper ; size, 9 in. by 4^ in.

369
Extracts from the same.

These extracts from the Maathir-i-'Alamgirl contain

the history of the proceedings in the Dakhan during

the emperor's reign, styled in the colophon : j^^^^j ("^^j

ijj.SX[£. Jl4£, and beginning: ^jbu.1^,
^J^•^^ e.fl-v

d J\j\
^jA.

Dated the 12th of Rabi'-alawwal, in the seventeenth

year of Muhammadshah's reign, A. H. 1 148 (a. d, 1735,
August 2), at Ahmadabad.

No. 1981, ff. 62, 11. 15-18 ; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 4J in.

370
Letters.

Copies of official letters, all written in the thirty-

ninth and fortieth years of 'Alamgir's reign (a. h. 1107
and iio8=A. d. 1695-1697), and received from Surat,

A. D. 1698. The library received them from the Register

Office, August 24, 182 1. After fol. 7 one leaf appears

to be torn out. Ff. 24l'-27a and 35^-3811 are left

blank.

No. 150, ff. 65, 11. 15 ; Sliikasta; size, 12^ in. by 7| in.

371

Adab-i-'Alamglri ((.j^^-xiLc i_)UI).

^ State papers, documents, and letters written in

'Alamgir's name by the Munshi-almamalik Shaikh
Abu-alfath,with the honourable title of Kabilkhan, and
collected by Sadik Muttalibi (died the first day of A. h.

ii29=A. D. 1 7 16, December 16) at the request of his

son, Muhammad Zaman. The date of this collection is

A. H. 1 1 15 (chronogram: yU. pb.jl JJj=A. d. 1703,

1 704 ; comp. the fuller description of the contents of

this work in Eieu i. p. 399 sq., and Elliot, History of

India, vii. p. 205. The majority of these letters belong

to the time of Aurangzib's minority.

Beginning
: j^H/*' c>"*" (_A*^- ^j^ f«-»^^ (f^^ sit\sJ>

Dated the 17th of Jumada-alawwal, a. h. 1151 (a. d.

1738, September 2), in Muhammadshah's reign, at

Shahjahan^bad.

No. 1675, ff. 408, 11. 21-23 ; written by many different hands
in Nasta'llk and Shikasta ; size, 11 in. by 6| in.

372

Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same.

Dated the 12th of Rajab, A. h. 1184 (a. d. 1770,

November i), by i}y f\i at Lucknow, in Shah 'Alam's

reign.

No. 2942, ff. 188, 11. 16-22, written in a very rough and un-
equal way by many different hands in Nasta'llk and Shikasta

;

size, ii|in. by 7 in.

373

Kalimat-i-tayyibat (i^LJllj oLJo).
Another collection of notes and orders, issued by the

emperor 'Alamgir and edited A. h. i 131 (a. d. 17 19) by
his favourite secretary 'Inayat-allah, who died A. h. i i 39
(a.d. 1726, 1727); see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 248-251;
Eieu i. p. 401, and iii. p. 1087^; Elliot, History of India,

vii. p. 203.
_^

Beginning : xA sj* iu-wJ> yb; j 8J:^~.aJL. JLS jl .c+Jl

No date. According to Rieu i. p. 40 1^ this collec-

tion is contained in the j^^SX\& cjLxX, or Cj\jtjj

ijj-SjiXs-, edited Lucknow, A. h. 1260, and Lahore,

A. H. 1 28 1 ; but it must be noticed that there exist also

two special collections of letters with the same particular

title of ' Ruka'at-i-'Alamgiri,' different from the Kali-

mat-i-tayyibat ; see Bodleian Cat., No. 252 ; Eieu ii.

p. 801 (comp. i. p. 401, where a very similar collection

is noticed under the title of (e,.;XlLc i^Li.Liil . Lo.)
;

J. Aumer, p. 96 ; and No. 379 in this Cat.

No. 1594, ff. 51-160, 11. 11; Nasta'llk; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

374
Another, but much shorter copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. No date.

No. 1761, ff. 39-87, 10 diagonal lines in a page; Shikasta;

size, 8| in. by 4 in.

375

Eaka'im-i-kara'im {J\^ J\jX
A third collection of letters by 'Alamgir, mostly

written to Amirkhan (who died soon after a. h. 1131^
A. D. 1 71 9), and collected after Amirkhan's death by his

son Sayyid Ashrafkhan Mir Muhammad al-Husainl ; see
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Bodleian Cat., No. 253 ; Rieu i. p. 400 ; Elliot, History
of ludia, vii. p. 204,

il ,.,L». c^Beginning : ,^ Ula. ^<:jS^^ji
j

~n j • i. ;

.

The names both of the collector Ashrafkhan and of

his father Amirkhan appear on fol. \^, last three lines.

This copy, which is the most extensive among those

of the Ji\p ^ljl| in the India Office Library, is not

dated ; it belongs to the twelfth century of the Hijrah.

The title on the inside of the binding, ' Bukat Alemgiri,'

is incorrect.

No. 3021, ff. 53, 11. 15; large and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

8| in. by 6J in.

376
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. No date.

No. 1594, ff. 1-50'', U. II; large and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

%\ in. by %\ in.

377
A much shorter copy of the same.

Beginning as usual. Dated the 24th of Shawwal,
A. II. 1154 (Samvat, i798)=a. d. 1742, January 2.

The copy belonged formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 3388, oli[ni4. J. 14, ff.4i''-68,U. 15-16; Nasta'llk; size,

8 in. by 4^ in.

378
The same.

The beginning of this copy is quite different from
that in all the preceding copies, viz.

o^})^-Jijb,1JJ cH^X-" by' ')Jy-

The name of the collector, Sayyid Ashrafkhan Mir
Muhammad alhusaini, appears on foh i*", first line.

The notes are called jLi.l.

No date.

No. 1761, ff. 1-38, 10 diagonal lines in a page ; Shikasta ; size,

8J in. by 4 in.

379

Ruka'at-i-'Alamglri ((<|-A1Lc oLxij).

^ A fourth collection of short notes and orders of

'Alamgir, different from those in J. Aumer, p. 96, and
the Bodleian Cat., No. 252, which bear the same title ;

comp. also Rieu ii. p. 801.

Beginning : ^J^la-^\ (^JJl sjU^ ^J^ sjl-Jl j ill X^

The copy belonged formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 3388, olim 14. J. 14, ff. 1-40, 11. 1 3 ; large Nasta'llk ; size,

8 in. by 4} in,

380
Dastilr-aramal-i-Agah! (,_5»U T J-jJI jy^^)-

A fifth collection of notes and letters of "AlamgSr to

his father Shahjahan, his sons, officials, and servants,

collected A. n. 1156 (here wrongly called the twenty-
ninth year of Mul.mnimadshah's reign)=:A. d. 1743 ; Me
another copy in Rieu L p. 403.

Beginning: ^\^ oau
j i^-AUJI i^ j.*» Xjo

The last of the collection is the well-known ' last

will ' (s-«U o4^j) of the emperor.

No date.

No. 1344, ff. 51, U. 15 ; Shikasta; size, 7J in. by 5I in.

381
The same.

Fart of the same collection, as it seems, styled in the

colophon ,y^\ jy::^i »J^;, or j.Sx\x. oUi^ *^y*^
t;*j^x3,jl, and beginning: ..Wc Ji^ toil^ ijh Jjj^.

No date.

No. 3301, olim 14. J. 13, ff. 1-31, II. 1 1-18; Shikasta; size,

10 in. by 5J in.

382
The same.

Another part of the same collection, as it seems,

styled in the colophon ^--Jji^^jl cyU-u, and beginning

abruptly thus : tijIjjL^ jSj^ ^.-Vic ^J^ y^.j^c^ji

I
Jl .U

J3)i
X>\^.^~» iy

size.No. 3301, olim 14. J. 11, ff. 33-60, 11. ia-i6 ; Nasta'llk

;

10 in. by 54 in.

383

Letters of 'Alamgir to his second son, prince Muham-
mad A'zamshah, probably selected from the foregoing

collections, in all of which he comes in for the largest

share of notes, beginning : _kcl jLi Jy ojV*- Jjyi

Jl 4ill kijfc ; comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 254.

This collection is incomplete, and breaks off in the

middle of a letter on fol. 32^'.

No. 3337, olim 14. J. 13, ff. 1-33, U. 13 ; unequal Nastalik ;

size, 9| in. by 5f in.

384
The main portion of this very uncouth and often

illegible MS. contains a series of notes and letters of

the emperor "Alamgir, chiefly to his son, prince A'zam-

shah (see the preceding collection), to Dhu-alfakarkhan,

and others, beginning, on fol. 4" : u*^ ki^^j tjUiX-

This portion comprises ff. 4-10, 3, aud 11-56*, and

is dated the 33rd of Safar, a. h. 1193 (a. d. 1779,

March 12). It is followed, on ff.
56»-68b, by a short

historical piece (from Mir Ghulam Husainkhan's ^^^^^

^j^Liil, as it seems; see below, Nos. 416-431 in this

Cat.), entitled: ^U. ,jf-j-» c^j' ^5*^;-*^ e.j^i».
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dated likewise A. h. 1193, the 5th of Eabi'-alawwal

(a. D. 1779, March 23).

On ff. I and 2 are fragments from the iJL»£ t*U
jjU. c*-.jj

er=->~!>- f»^. j^Ur'. eU'Jkl, in mathnawi-

baits ('Umdat-almulk Anwar-aldinkhan Muhammad
'All was Nawwab of the Carnatic a. h. 1162-1210=
A. D. 1749-1795); on ff. 69^84* various miscellanies:

1. extracts from Amir Khusrau's poetry; 2. a Hindu-

stS,nt mathnawi, styled 5_.b,jU (Nadim&ma), on ff. 71^-

78'', with the date of composition A. h. 1152 (a. d-

1739, 1740); 3. a few ghazalS by Dhaukl (see A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 389), fragmentary letters, and other

pieces in prose and verse, and on if. 82^-84'' a s-«U

j.iLfrj eUIl ix*^ vS^ u^ e*-jj ^^j_<j-».a., again in

mathnawi-baits ; a reply to the poetical letter on

ff. I and 2.

No. 3108, ff. 84, 11. 9-13, at the beginning and end in diiigonal

lines, written by diiTerent hands in Shikasta ; size, 6| in. by

3s in-

385
Bahadurshahndma (s-.oljLaLi,jL4j).

A detailed history of the first two years of the reign

of Bahadurshah, the second son of 'Alamgir (who reigned

A. H. iir9-ii24=A.D. 1707-1712), by MirzaNur-aldin

Muhammad, generally known as Ni'matkhan, with the

takhallus 'All, and the honorary titles of Mukarrabkhan

and Danishmandkhan, who died A. h. i 122 (a. d. 17 10);

see Bodleian Cat., No. 256 ; Kieu i. pp. 268 and 272 ;

iii. p. 1049''; Elliot, History of India, vii. p. 568;
J. Aumer, p. 97.

Beginning : Jj-s^- "-^j'^. vr*-(.» '~^Ji\ j^^.»jyjl ajII «--j

vS Ok5Jull eUU j^*a. u^^ jjUoL- _^^\ ' ,_jii^-i^

No date. Entries of A. h. 1196 and 11 97 (a. d.

1782 and 1783) on fol. i^. Most headings throughout

the text are left blank.

No. 1942, ff. 196, 11. 1 7 ; Nasta'Uk, written by different hands

;

size, loiin. by 5I in.

386
The same.

The same history in a rather abridged form, begin-

ning :^,j^ iS\:jl.~S3l\ elL. ju,.a. j^j-s-" ^jUil-^^l

Copied A. H. 1 195 (a. d. 1781), by Muhammad Ja'far

Eifatl, in the army of the Nawwab Bahadur.

No. 3391, olim 14. J. 19, ff. 54-107, 11. 15; Nasta'Uk; size,

7Jin. by 4|in.

387
The same.

The same abridged edition of the Bahadurshahnama

as the previous copy, but beginning like No. 1942 :

i

Dated the loth of Shawwal, A. H. 12 17 (a. d. 1803,

February 3), at Sarirangpatan. Presented by J. H.

Peile, Esq., and received September 19, 18 18; trans-

ferred to Civil Coll., August 9, 181 9.

No. 3392, olim 14. J. 20, ff. 69, 11. 1 1 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 7| in.

by 5f ™-

388

Farrukhnama (s-eLj fpi)-

A special history ofA. h. 1124 and 1125 (a.d. 1712

and 1 7 13), that is, from Bahadurshah's death to the

successful establishment of Farrukhsiyar's reign, in

the form of eighteen stories (^JLl-ub) dealing with the

struggles of Bahadurshah's sons, by Shaikh Muhammad
Mun'im Ja'farabadi, who published this book at the

special request of the Kutb-alaktab Shah Shukr-allah

;

see fol. 1^1, last line but one, and fol. 2\ last line.

Beginning: i_j)-»-u (._)! ;1 lu I, (j?,jU ,j.,L>i^ u^^—

Occasionally explanatory notes on the margin. There

is a great want of correctness in the dates, for instance,

in the very beginning of the first dastan Bahadurshah's

death is fixed in A. h. 1123 (!), 20th of Muharram.

Dated by Shaikh Khair-allah 'Abbasi, the 24th of

Rabi'-alawwal, in the fourth year of Farrukhshah's

reign (a. h. ii28=a. d. 1716, March 18). A special

history of the same eventful years, similar to, but not

identical with this work, is described by Eieu i. p. 273,

under the title of Farrukhsiyarnaraa, and ascribed to

Mir Muhammad Ahsan Ijad.

No. 1876, ff. 114, 11. 13-14; irregularly written in careless

Nasta'Uk and Shikasta ; some of the last pages iu diagonal lines
;

worm-eaten ; size, 8| in. by 4|-in.

389

Ta'rlkh-i-Iradatkhan (i^U^'j^ ir?/^")-

The memoirs of Mirza Mubarak-allah, with the takh-

allus Wadih, and the honorary title of Iradatkhan, son

of Kifayatkhan Sliikasta Nawis (^|^ u'ds^ iJJl eJ^U-.

jjxujo n" •^^ ^Li^.US^ ^^LiJ ^li^Ai-. jJj), who also

bore the title of Iradatkhan (Iradatkhan-i-Shahjahan!,

to distinguish him from his son Iradatkhan-i-'Alamgiri),

on the principal events during the seven years from

'Alamgir's death, A. h. i i 18, to the entrance of Farrukh-

siyar into Dihli in Muharram, A. h. 1125 (a.d. 1713,

February), completed A. h. 1126 (a. d. i^li), when the

author was sixty-seven years old ; see fol. i^, 11. 7 and 8,

fol. 2b, 1. 6, and fol. 90^, lin. penult.; comp. Eieu iii.

p. 938, and ElHot, History of India, vii. p. 534 sq. An
abridged English translation was published by J. Scott,

London, 1780. ,

Beginning : XjLSj j f-']x" cH' iJ^^. u^^ >*-i-4-*^

.J sJoj »-s^Tj 0^1^ a .:
.
* {_riy '^-^^^"^^ ^[jPXiS jJj
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This work is wrongly styled, on fol. i»: cyLulj

No date. It was presented to the library by Lieut.

-

Col. W. Kirkpatrick, May 30, 1804.

No. 60, ff. 1-90, 11. 16; clear Nasta'ltk ; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, g\ in. by 5I in.

390
Another copy of the same.

Beginning: Jl »_.^J.a. ^ J^ J\.
xJJ.

After the preface there follows here, on ff. 3''-4'', an

index of the work, and on fol. 6<^ the real beginning of

the history: sj*^ Jlii ^Ix: ^1 ^y>. eyUli p^ tilju:^!

Jl ijj\i, corresponding to fol. 3*, 1. 4 ab infra, in the

preceding copy. The title given to it here is i-h]}-^

This copy (not dated) was transcribed from the

original in the possession of the king of Dihli.

No. 3139, ff. 163, 11. 17; large Nasta'llk ; two illuminated

frontispieces on ff. i*" and 6' ; binding red with gold ; size, 1 1j in.

by 6} in.

391
'Ibratnama (t-tlij^.**).

The first volume
(
Jjl ^^iij), or at least portions of

the first volume, of the "Ibratnama, by Kamraj, son of

Nain Singh of the Kayath tribe, who, like his father

and forefathers, was in the Imperial service, and per-

sonally attached to the unfortunate emperor A'zamshah,
of whose short-lived reign he wrote, as tribute of his

gratitude, a detailed and circumstantial history, the

i_>;il jjicl (described in Rieu iii. p. 937). The present

work is of a later date, and of a wider import. It gives

the history of India from A. h. ih8 to 1131 (a. d.

1707-1719), that is, from the accession of the same
A'zamshah, who was defeated by Bahadurshah the 1 8th

of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1119 (a. d. 1707, June 19), to

the elevation of prince Rushan Akhtar to the Imperial
throne, under the title of Muhammadshah. There is no
introduction ; the book begins, on fol. g'^, immediately
with the story of A'zamshah and his accession, the i8th
of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. ih8 (a. d. 1707, March 23).

First heading, on fol. 9=" : ^,j^ ^UT v •.:>;..« .Luj'

(jfjlJo^^ (^U-A L_>Ldlc i_>Li3l ila. ijl « . I ..I sLiijU ^yi.l

^^jJl ,_Joi ^,-ajJl jj\ uj\jj\ y^j iSj^ j.^\ {j\y>\ ,jjj.

A complete index, styled v^ViSj^ i_>JlJa^ vi*—^

,

on ff. ib_8b
^' -^

Dated the 24th of Muharram, A. h. i 183 (a. d. i 769,
^^y 3o)>.the ninth year (sicl correctly the tentli year)

of Shah 'Alam's reign, by Sayyid Fikr-allah, who copied

it by order of Maulawisahib Muhammad Aslams4hib.

No. 1534, ff. 71, II. 19; Nastallk; size, jf in, by s{in.

IND. OFF.

392
'Ibratn&ma (k^bJ^).

Another history with the same title, dealing like

the preceding one with the first successorB of 'AlamgSr
from A.H. 1 1 18 down to the death of Farrukhsiyar, a.h.

1 131, by Mirza Muhammad bin Mu'tamadkh&u bin

Diyanatkhan, who was born, according to the preface

on fol. 92", 11. 5 and 6, in Jalalabad, the 2i8t of

Jum4da I, in the thirtieth year of 'Alaragir'g reign,

which is A. H. 1098 (a. d. 1687, April 4) and not 1070,

as it is called by mistake here ; comp. Rieu iii. p. 895,

where a larger work of his, the {jxUss* ^JjIj, is de-

scribed (completed A. h. i i90=a. d. 1776). Heentered

the emperor's ^service a.h. 11 15, the 25th of Jumadi
II (a. D. 1703, November 5), and lost his father

Mu'tamadkhan, sixty-nine years old, the i8th of

Jumada II, A.h. 1117 (a. d. 1705, October 7). In the

preface the author speaks of his former life and of the

last three years of 'Alamgir's reign. On fol. 93" he

gives an account of the emperor's death, and on fol. 94*
he begins the history of Bahadurshah. A title does

not occur, but the author calls himself very often

Beginning : 4I1I ^1^ ^ tJLiil , uUiJt ^Jlc 4I1 Ju»Ji

uri

d '^jr^P^)i/. 3^ ,I)Jl.j.»I »jkJ4 Jayj ^j..Jy

.

No date.

No. 50, 7.91-224,11. 16 ; Nasta'llk; illuminated frontispiece

;

size, 9J in. by 5j in.

393

A third history of the reigns of Bahadurshah and
Farrukhsiyar, a.h. ii 18-1 131, with an account of

subsequent events, ' from Muhammadshah's accession

to the overthrow of the Sayyids in a.h. 1133 (a. d.

1 721), by a native of L&hur, who in consequence of

bad luck was obliged to leave his home and his business

and to go to Dihli. But the affairs of the realm under

Farrukhsiyar being in great confusion he struggled

very long to get employment, until at last he gained

the favour of the Wazir Nawwab Husain 'Ali Khin's

diwan, Surat Singh and his son. At their request,

supported by their friends, he wrote this history, which

is styled, on fol. i", rather incorrectly,^,*-* ^ ^Jj
(no title appearing in the work itself), and dedicated it

to his patron. ^ It begins, on fol. lob, with the death of

the emperor "Alamglr. The author does not disclose

his name.

Beginning : (jis-i^ J^'^ AJjIj.^ j^Uj j j-«.«j X»»

A short account of the contents of this work in

English is given on the margin, particularly of the

first thirty-two leaves, together with some explanations

and paraphrases of Persian words, probably by William

I.
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Chambers, to whom this copy formerly belonged.

Another copy of the same work is described in Rieu i.

p. 273. No date.

No. 252, ff. 189, 11. 13 ; NastaMik, by two different hands, the

second beginning on fol. 145* ; size, 8| in. by 6| in.

394

Haft Gulshan (j^^-iJj iojj»).

An autograph of Muhammad Hadl Kamwarklian's

compendium of Indian history, especially of the minor

dynasties, whilst the later portions of the history of

Dihli and the Moghul emperors are very short, written

by the author in A. H. 1 136, and finished in the month
Muharram of that year=A. D. 1723, October. In Eieu

iii. p. 908 and in Elliot's History of India, viii. pp. 13-

16 (in both of which the fuller title, jJH^ ^^^-iijoiji

^Li. , is given), the date of this book's composition is

fixed in A. h. 1132 (a. d. 1720), and to that year the

history of Dihli is really brought down (not to Babar

only, as in Eieu's and Elliot's MSS.), our copy obviously

being a somewhat later and revised edition, for the

author enumerates in the preface the three works

which he had undertaken to write, viz. eyjLs«--< ti-».jJL5

,

a history of Muhammad, the first Khalifs, Imams,

Saints, and Shaikhs, compiled A. h. ii33=a. d. 1720,

1 72 1 (chronogram: JUj^ uy.iljt-< ts—jJif); ^^IJoJjt,

which we have got here ; and Lii.». i^-JsiL-Jl i^sS, a

more detailed history of the Moghul emperors down to

Muhammadshah, see the immediately following copy

;

this last work the author states here to have com-
menced in A.H. U35 (a.d. 1722, 1723).

Contents

:

First Gulshan, in three gulbuns : 1. Kings of Dihli,

on fol. 12b
; 2. Sharki-kings of Jaunpur, on fol. i64''>

;

3. Kings of Malwah, on fol. 170^.

Second Gulshan, in two gulbuns : 1 . Kings of Gujarat,

on fol. 193"; 2. Kings of Khandish, on fol. 223*".

Third Gulshan, in one gulbun : Kings of Bangalah,

on fol. 2311*.

Fourth Gulshan, in six gulbuns \ 1 . Bahmanl Sultans

in the Dakhan, on fol. 238^; 2. 'Adilshahs of Bijapur,

on fol. 277''; 3. Nizamshahs of Ahmadnagar, on fol.

306a; 4. Kutbshahs of Haidarabad, on fol. 322";

5. 'Iniadshahs of Barar, on fol. 3271"; 6. Baridshahs

of Bidar, on fol. 329*'.

Fifth Gulshan, in two gulbuns : 1. Jamis of Sind, on

fol. 33211; 2. Rulers of Multan, on fol. 335*.

Sixth Gulshan, in one gulbun : Rulers of Kashmir,

on fol. 339''.

Seventh Gulshan, in one gulbun : History of Mu-
hammad, the first Khalifs, Imams, and holy persons,

on fol. 358''. This part is only indicated by its

heading—the history itself is found, as the author

repeats, in his other work : i^iLji-u tu^jJjT The

Gulshan on the saints and holy personages of Hindustan,

which is described as the seventh in Rieu and Elliot,

is not found anywhere in this copy.

Written in Shahjahanabad by the author, A. H. 1 136.

i

Beginning: sJLs*^ jl -^-^^^ i^L:4^. . S-^^jj enbl

Jl ^Li^ rj^i '^^^ j' w^ i tj^-
No. 1548, ff. 359, 11. 15 ; clear Nasta'lik ; size, gf in. by 6 in.

395

Tadhkirat-alsaMtin-i-Caghata (Lii.» j^^iLJI s^ijj).

A large portion of the very scarce second volume of

the same Muhammad Hadi Kamwarklian's later work,

the general histoi-y of the Indian branch of the

Timurides down to the seventh year of Muhammad-
shah's reign (a. h. 1137, ii38=A.D. 1724, 1725); comp.

Eieu i. p. 274, and iii. pp. 924 and 1084a
; W. Morley,

p. 99; Elliot, History of India, viii. pp. 17-20; Nassau

Lees, Materials, p. 469. This fragment begins with the

third year of Shahjahan's reign, A. H. 1039 (a. d. 1630),

and breaks off with the second year of Muhammadshah's
reign, a.h. 1132. As there is no preface or conclusion,

there is consequently no author's name or title found

anywhere, but a comparison of the extract on Bahadur-

shah's death, given in English translation in the History

of India, viii. p. 19, with fol. 316*, lin. penult, sq. of

this MS., proves beyond doubt its identity with the if\S
\-.i^ ^^^LJ\ (commenced, according to the preceding

copy, A.H. 1 1 35).

Beginning, on fol. i^ : 'izij^ajs-^ ,j..jl».jl
f,y:r-" Jt.-

Alamgir's reign begins on fol. 79'', but is incomplete
;

it breaks off in the twenty-first year (a. h. 1088, 1089=
A.D. 1678), and is immediately followed (on fol. 154'')

by the account of A'zamshah's accession ((j-jJu>. Si

euJii-i p^^. sLi-Jicl xH^ sLst^U sjI^LIjU). The

first year of Bahadurshah's reign begins on fol. 162I';

the first year of Muhammadshah's reign, on fol. 238''.

The right order of ff. 166-327 is: 166,247-326, 167-

246, and 327. This copy came from Farrukhabad,

A. H. 1 197 (a. d. 1783). On the back appears the title :

' Ma'asir-i-Jahangiri,' by a very peculiar mistake, which

finds its explanation on the fly-leaf in this note : ^\jS

JL*-»j>. ^j\}>.\Xj.\S i^J^- The author's name Kamwar

had been confounded with Kamgar, and since the latter,

viz. Kamgar Husaini (who died A.H. 1050 = A. D.

1640, 1641), is the author of the (jg^.>Aj\ 4 -> JLo (see

No. 324 above), the latter title has been wrongly

assigned to this !MS. It was purchased from the

executors of the Marquess of Hastings.

No. 3151, ff. 328, 11. 15 ; excellent Nasta'lik; splendid binding

in red and gold ; size, <j\ in. by 6 in.

396
Muntakhab-i-Lubab (sjLJ i_-sr^-^).

A complete copy of the second volume of Muhammad
Hashim 'Alikh&n, commonly called Khafikhan or

rather Khwafikhan's Muntakhab-i-Lub&b, containing

the history of the Tlmfirides in India from Babar to

Muhammadshah, and completely agreeing with the

copy described in Rieu i. pp. 232 and 233; see also
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Bodleian Cat., Nos. 259-261 ; W. Morley, p. 100 sq.

;

Nassau Lees, Materials, p. 465 ; Elliot, History of India,

vii. pp. 211-533. It was not completed before a.h.
1143 orii44 (a. D. 1731), and the author died probably
in the same year, 1144. Edited in the Bibliotheca
Indica, Calcutta, 1 868-1 874.

Contents

:

«

Complete index, on ff. 4b-iib Beginning of the

preface, on fol. 1 2I)
: jl ^^^y^ ,_^U-. jj^ u^-fr^ ciW»-

Introduction (ii_.jJL.) on the origin of the Timurides,
and the life of Timur and his descendants, on fol. 1 2*',

1. 4 ab infra.

Babar, on fol. 15b
; Humayun, on fol. 25b

; Shlrshah,
on fol. 29"; Salimshah, on fol. 32^; Firuzkhan, on fol.

32'>; Sikandarshah, on fol. 34" ; Akbar, on fol. 38";
Jahangir, on fol. 56''; Shahjahan, on foL 83"; 'Alamgir,

on fol. 157^; Saints of the time of 'Alamgir, on fol.

271b; A'zamshah, on fol. 274''; Bahadurshah, on fol.

281b; Jahandarshah, on fol. 299''', last line; Farrukh-
siyar, on fol. 305''> ; Eafi'-aldarajat, on fol. 339" ; Eafi'-

aldaulah, on fol. 344''; Muhammadshah, on fol. 346b.

Last chapter (seventh to thirteenth year of Muhammad-
shah's reign), on fol. 390''.

No date. End of the twelfth century of the Hijrah.

The larger portion of this MS. (ff. 4-298) is written
by Haji Darwish 'All, who also wrote ff. i''-3'' of this

copy, containing a short introduction into Persian

lexicorjrajihy, which deals with the deficiencies in the

LJ^-XjL^j^ i^S-AfS, aIsIs ^jLa^., t5X^ isSjjibyi, ^^l^ji

^_«-«jiL>l and others, and gives valuable remarks as to

the interchange of letters, etc. This short tract may
perhaps be due to the authorship of Khwdfikhdn himself,

as there are enumerated at the end, on fol. 3'*, a few

other early works of the composer of this tract, which

have been lost, viz. jj^l As. .:> ^c-^-^La ji^^'j t-j^

k_jL»j». fX^^ j^ (read ^J.^-J) ^.^LJ, and Ji>.Ju« ^J^

^ys^ |.ic jj ^j h

;

* (compare on the ^^Jo-i-o Jj^X*,

Rieu ii. p. 80 1"). Part of fol. 94" and the whole of fol.

94b left blank, but the text is uninterrupted. This

MS. belonged formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 323, ff. 392, 11. 25 ; large Nasta'llk, written by two different

hands, the second on ff. 299-392 ; size, :4| in. by 9 in.

397

Another copy of the same.

The same second volume of the Muntakhab-i-Lubab,
beginning as in the preceding copy.

Contents

:

Babar, on fol. 9'^ ; Humayun, on fol. 30b ; Akbar, on
f9l. 57" ; Jahangir, on fol. 94b ; Shahjahan, on fol. 151*;

'Alamgir, on fol. 318"; A'zamshah, on fol. 574''; Baha-
durshah, probably on fol. 588b (the headings are

missing throughout the latter portion of the MS.)

;

Jahandarshah, on fol. 628"; Farrukhsiyar, on fol. 647";
Rafi'-aldarajat and Rafi'-aldaulah, on fol. 688*; Mu-
hammadshah, on fol. 698^.

Dated the 23rd of Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 1225 (a. d.

1 8 10, June 26), by Kamar-aldin Babra, an inhabitant
of I^aidarab&d. Collated. Many marginal notes in
English. The beginning of an ' Index of Reference to
Khaflkhan's History of Aurengzeb ' on the fly-leaf of
No. 2402. Purchased by Madden, Jaly 18, 1843.

No. 2402, ff. r-400, No. 2401, ff. 401-752, U. 19; Unra and
distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 1 2( in. by 7I in.

898
The same.

A third complete copy of the second volume of the
Muntakhab-i-Lubab, in four books (jJL». .L**), aa the
colophon states ; what is meant by these four books ia

not clear, as only three distinct parts are marked in the
text, viz. on ff.-i*>, 95a, and 339".

Contents

:

Babar, on fol. 5a
; Humayun, on fol. 1

7"
; Akbar, ou

fol. 37a; Jahangir, on fol. 63";^ Shahjahan, on fol. 95*
(here a new part begins); 'Alamgir, on fol. 189";
A'zamshah, on fol. 324'' (this portion, viz. foL 324b,

1. 10, to fol. 328b
1. 3, where it breaks off, is repeated

on fol. 329a, where a new part begins, to fol. 333*, 1. 3)

;

Bahadurshah, on fol. 339a
; Jahandarshah, on fol. 359*

;

Farrukhsiyar, on fol. 364b
; Rafi'-aldarajat, on fol. 39 1»

;

Rafi'-aldaulah, on fol. 395a; Muhammadshah, ou fol.

397"-

Beginning as usual. Dated the 7th of Rabi'-alth&ni,

A.H. 1239 (A. D. 1823, December 11). Purchased for

the library by Messrs. W. H. Allen and Co., April 7,

1859.

No. 3246, ff. 1-221, No. 3247, ff. 222-429, 11. 21 ; large and
distinct Nasta'llk; size, iff in. by loj in.

399
The same.

A fourth complete copy of the same second volume.

Contents

:

Babar, on fol. 5a; Humayun, on fol. 17*; Akbar, on
fol. 30a ; Jahangir, on fol. 59a

; Shahjahan, on fol. 95''

;

'Alamgir, on fol. 189''; A'zamshah, on fol. 332a; Baha-

durshah (second year of his reign), on fol. 342* ; Jahan-
darshah, on fol. 361b; Farrukhsiyar, on fol. 367";
Rafi'-aldarajat, on fol. 394a ; Rafi'-aldaulab, on fol. 397'';

Muhammadshah, on fol. 399**.

No date. Modern copy.

No. 3256, ff. 435, 11. 26-27; mostly in Shikasta, written by
different hands ; a few portions in Nasta'llk ; size, 14} in. by

8|in.

400
The same.

The^rs< half oH\\e same second volume, from Babar's

conquest, a.h. 932, to the end of Shalijahau's reign,

A.H. 1067 (a.d. 1526-1657), divided into two sections,

viz.

First section, on ff. i*>-i39'', beginning in the usual

way: J\ jCj:. jjU* J^^-
Babar, on fol. 6b

; Humayun, on fol. 32'>; Shirshih,

on fol. 28a; Salimshah, on fol. 34*; Firuzshih, on fol.

35a; Sikandarsh&h, on fol. 37*; Akbar, on fol. 41*;

Jahangir, on fol. 84a.

Second section, ou ff. i4ol>-276», beginning: ^j*» j»

I. 3
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Jl ^lX.U ^^1^ jLST ,;y^i jlClT^"^ }^\
corresponding to the preceding copy, fol. 95'', 1. 16.

Sliahjahan's reign (a. H. 1137-1167). The end of

this copy corresponds to fol. i Sgb, 1. 1 4, in the preceding

one.

No date. Very valuable marginal glosses. Fol. 56

turned upside down.

No. 2530, ff. 276, 11. 2r; large and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

I3|in. bySJin.

401
The same.

The second ^ half of the same volume, from the

accession of 'Alamgir to the fourteenth year of Mu-
hammadshah's reign. It consists of two sections

;

the first, on if. I ''-2 2 3*, contains the history of

'Alamgir, headed : '^\..^[.,^ AJ)
f-^'^i—" j^^

'iLijLj j-Si^Ve- cyv-a-». i\S^\J jJUfc, and begin-

ning : s X>j« ^J^^^~^
^^ fj^"^ U^-^J'* s-oiLa. ^i

}\jy^ j^ Cj^jLkL- ^jjiJ\5j3C^j^, corresponding

to No. 3256 (399 in this Cat.), fol. 189^, 1. 15; the

second, on ff. 224^-378*, contains the history of

Muhammad A'zamshah (on fol. 2241"), Bahadurshah

(heading of his accession omitted), Jahandarshah (on

fol. 267I'), Farrukhsiyar (on fol. 279^*), Rafi'-aldarajat

(on fol. 3i9'>), Rafi"-aldaulah (on fol. 323'>), and

Muhammadshab (on fol. 326^). The fourteenth year

of Muhammadshah's reign begins on fol. 376*. This

section is headed 'sLi. ^Jas] x^Ls* s-(iaJ>. • s.X-.^j,

and begins sLijlj jl sJLi t5.1x?j-aJ jj sLi.Jail j.^-g*

Jl j.i^ J-ala. Owai^, corresponding to No. 3256

(399 in this Cat.), fol. 33 2*, 1. 15.

No date. From a comparison of the contents of this

MS. with those of the immediately preceding one it

becomes evident that both formed originally one copy,

the fifth complete one in the India Office Collection.

Various readings and English annotations on the

margin.

No. 2400, ff. 378, 11. 31 ; large and distinct Nasta'Uk
;

parts

of ff. 240 and 302 supplied by another hand; .size, isjin. by

8f in.

402
A portion of the same.

A large portion of the second half of the second

volume of the Muntakhab-i-Lubab, beginning abruptly

in the fourth j-ear of 'Alamgir's reign (a. h. 107 i, 1072

=A. D. 1 661) and going down to the accession of Far-

rukhsiyar (a.h. ii24=a. d. 17 13). The first heading

that appears in this copy runs thus (on fol. 2^, last

line): s-i—s^ (^]^1 iiA-.-c ijj\ij—1 |.l-a:^'jJ. J^\ *4-»^J

^jU>. .
^-

'

'—ij^ ^JULi^U>. fiX^! corresponding to No.

3256, fol. 223*, 1. 20. The initial words of this de-

fective copy, jJI JJsiy^ i::.' »'^ Ot.^iL«, correspond

to No. 3256, fol. 222^, 1. 6; the last,ji iJl.«j>. ^jV^

. . . ^Xi^j'sf, to fol. 368*, 1, 16, in the same copy.

No date. Beginning of the thirteenth century of the

Hijrah.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2544, ff. 36 r , 11.
1 5 ; small, distinct, and very neat Nasta'Uk

;

size, lOj in. by 7| in.

403
Another portion of the same.

This portion begins exactly where the preceding copy

breaks off, i. e. with Farrukhsiyar's accession : ^^LJ^i> j

Jl jJUj ^Jis" j\^^j jl^ J J-J^Li.1, corresponding

to No. 3256, fol. 368^, 1. 17, and goes down to Muham-
madshah's reign. According to the Arabic pagination

382 leaves are wanting in the beginning; it is slightly

incomplete at the end also.

No. 305, ff. 79, U. 21 ; Nasta'Uk
;
part of fol. 79* and the whole

of fol. 79'' written by another hand in Shikasta ; size, 1 2 in. by

6J in.

404
A third portion of the same.

A very small portion of or rather extracts from the

first half of the second volume of Khwafikhan's history

(i_>LJ i_>Lir^' t_
^" '

"

*, as it is styled in the colophon),

beginning in the usual way, on fol. i" : ^jl^a. ^jU^

~n ,_,.,LJi jl ^jji) t^U- J
ji^, and going down to

A.H. 952, Rabi'-alawwal 12th (a. d. 1545, May 24),

the date of Shirshah's death, see No. 3256 (399 in

this Cat.), fol. 24b, last two lines. It is divided into

eleven small parts or yi. (on ff. i", n", 25*, 37a, 45°,

53", 67^ 79", 89", 101% and iii").

Dated the 29th of August, a. 0. 1806.

No. 3054, ff. 116, 11. 6-8 ; Shikasta; size, 8| in. by 6f in.

405
Selections from the second volume of the Muntakhab-

i-Lubab.

This copy contains select portions :

1 . From what is called here, erroneously, the first

volume (Jjl jJl.»-), that is, the first half of the second

volume, on ff. I''-99^ beginning with Akbar's reign,

A. H. 963, and going down to the end of Sliahjahan's

reign, a.h. 1068 (a. d. i 556-1 658).

2. From what is called here
fJ^

that is, the

second half of the second volume, on ff. ioo''-2i6*,

beginning with Aurangzib's accession in A.H. 1068 and

going down to a. h. i 131, the first year of Muhammad-
shah's reign (a. d. 1658-17 19).

No. 2992, ff. 216, 11. 8-9 ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 6-j in.

406
Other selections from the same volume.

A few short extracts, all taken from 'Alamgir's reign.^

Beginning : i:i>-.<i-a. i_jUiS1 v_*^ JJ^^-'V' J"*

No. 246, ff. 16, 11. 14; Shikasta; size, 7J in. by 5J in.

d

-^
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407
Muntakhab-i-LubA.b.

A small portion of the extremely rare third volume

(i^U jJuj.) of Khwaflklian'a work, devoted to the

minor dynasties of India; see Rieu i. p. 235.

Beginning : V j^Lijlj x*fi (^Uj j Xar;

~
3I^1^> ^jbL^ J^ji U O ^Ij]^.

This fragment contains only the principal part of

the history of the Bahmant dynasty in the Dakhan ; it

begins, after a historical introduction, with Sultan 'Ala-

aldin Gangui Bahmani, called Hasan, who died A. h.

759 (a. d. 1358), on fF. 8^-21^; then follow:

Sultan Muhammadshah Bahmani, died a.h. 777 (a.d.

1375), on fol. 21'', last line.

Sultan Mujahid bin Sult4,n Muhammadshah, died

A.H. 779 (a.d. 1378), on fol. 34l>.

Sultan Da'udshah bin "Ala-aldin, on fol. 37b.

Sultan Mahmudshah bin 'Ala-aldin, died a.h. 799
(a.d. 1397), on fol. 38b

Sultan Ghiyath-aldin bin Sultan Mahmud, on fol. 40".

Sultan Shams-aldin bin Sultan Mahmud, on fol. 42'^,

last line.

Sultan Firuzshah bin Da'udshah, died a.h. 825 (a.d.

1422), on fol. 46^, last line.

Sultan Ahmadshah, on fol. 63".

Sultan 'Ala-aldin Ahmad II, on fol. 69^.

Sultan Humayun bin 'Ala-aldin, on fol. 79*.

Sultan Nizam-aldinshah bin Humayun, on fol. 84".

Here the copy breaks off.

No. 84, ff. 86, 11. 9 ; careless Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by sf in.

408
Extracts from historical works.

A collection of specimens of historical writings,

taken from the following histories and Inshas

:

1. Extracts from Muhammad Kazim's 'Alamgir-

ndma, see Nos. 347-357 in this Cat., on fol. i'', be-

ginning: Jl ^\j\j3j.) Jew) sjlj ij\.

2. Extracts from the first book of Abu-alfadl's

Akbarndma ; see Nos. 235-263 in this Cat., on fol. 61'',

beginning : Jl t^ ^jj\ _jil jjjl

.

3. Extracts from the second book of the same, on

fol. 1
1
7", beginning : Jl ^Lu sjls ^j^^-

4. Extracts from the letters and refined prose-

writings of AbA-alfadl (J-iiJ\ ol eyLjlXj> i_>\.ir*-^ ),

see Nos. 271-287 in this Cat., on fol. 150*; of Mir

Muhammad Udsliim (*-i.L» jJjLs.-* ^,-y« eyLxj, ^JLsr^'),

i. e. Khwafikhan, the author of the Muntakhab-i-Lubdb,

see the preceding numbers, on fol. 153''; of Nizdm-

almulk (eUil ^Uoj cyLxj,), i.e. Asafjah, who defeated

Mubarizkhan, a.h. 1137 (a.d. 1724), and died a.h.

1 161 (a.d. 1748), see Eieu i. pp. 233'' and 402, on

fol. i8ib, etc.

No date.

No. 852, ff. 185, 11. 19-J3; unequally written in Shikasta;

size, II J in. by 6^ in.

409
Tadhkirat-almuldk (isljill i/i>).

A general history of India, from the Arab conqnent

to a.h. ii49=a.d. 1736, 1737 (see fol. lap'', 1.8, and

fol. 172* first line : J4». j ,x.n^
j jlr*^ *-**" *^J^

0^1 _4J j), written, chiefly on the basis of the Tabakat-

i-AkbarJ (see Nos. 225-232 in this Cat.), at the

request of some friends, by Yahyakh&n, who had been

Mir Munshi of the emperor Farrukhsiyar (see fol. ib^

last three lines), and entitled : Tadhkirat-almuldk (see

fol. 2», 1. i).

Beginning : Jl^Ls* J^L^ ^j-sr" ^-J^-il '^\^j^iS
Jl ^/^ J ^^ j^y°^ Oi—»1 ^ftLiJL»Li<

.

A short introductory part deals with Ndshirwan
and his successors, Muhammad and the first four

Khalifs on fol. 2», the Uinayyades on fol. 2*', and the

'Abbasides on fol. 4". The history of India begins, on
fol. 9», with the Ghaznawides (Nasir-aldin Sabuktagin
on fol. 9'>, Sultan Mahmud on fol. g^, Mas'ud and his

successors to Khusrau Malik bin Khusrau Siiah, a. h.

555-583= A.D. 1160-1187, onff. i3»'-i7'').

Sultdns of Dihlt, from Mu'izz-aldin bin iluhammad
Sam Ghuri to the nineteenth year of Muhainmadshah's
reign, A.H. 1149, on fol. 17" (Babar on fol. 60", Shir-

khan on fol. 61", Salimkhan bin Shirkhan on fol. 64',

Humayun on fol. 67*, Akbar on fol. 69'', Jahangir on

fol. 89b, Shahjahan on fol. 99", 'Alaragir on fol. 105",

Bahadurshah on fol. 112*, Jahandarshah on fol. 11 2»,

Farrukhsiyar on fol. 122'', Rafi'-aldarajat and Rafi'-

aldaulah on fol. 125*', Muhammadshah on fol. isob).

Sultdns of the Dakhan, from a.h. 748 _(a.d. 1347)
to the imprisonment of Abu al-Hasan by 'Alamgir, on

fol. 1 40'! (beginning with the Bahmanis; Nizam-almulkis

on fol. 147*, 'Adilkhans on fol. 149", Kutb-almulkis

on fol. 150").

Sultdns o/Gujardt, from A.H. 793 to 983 (the usual

date is 980 or 981) = a.d. 1391-1575, on fol. 150^.

Sultdns of Mdlwah, from a.h. 809 to 970 (sic! the

usual date is 977)=A. D. 1406-1563, that is, to Baz

Bahadur's submission to Akbar after a reign of sixteen

years, on fol. 160*.

Sultdns of Bangdlah, from Fakhr-aldin (a.h. 741 =
A.D. 1340, the date is omitted here) to a.h. 982=a.d.

1574, on fol. 169b.

Sharkt Sulfdns of Jaunjidr, from a.h. 784 to 881

(a.d. 1382-1476), on fol. 172".

Riders of Sind, from the Arab conquest, a.h. 86

(a. d. 705), to the annexation by Akbar (here given aa

A.H. 993 I), on fol. 173''.

Rulers of Multdn, to the annexation by the Moghul

emperors, on fol. I75'''

Sultdrts of Kashmir, from a.h. 747 to 995 (A.D.

1346-1587), on fol. 178*.

Dated by Ihsan-all4h the 1 2th of Jumada-alawwal,

A.H. 1212 (fortieth year of Shah 'Alam's reign)=A.D.

1797, November 2. On fol. i» this work is incorrectly

styled : Xi* i^"-

No. 1147, ff. 187, U. 19 ; Narta'lllc ; sixe, loj in. by 61 Jn.
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410
An anonymous history (or part of a history) of the

last few years of Muhammadshah's reign, from the i8th

of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 1159 (a. d. 1746, December 2),

to the nth of Jumada-althani, A. h. 1161 (a. D. 1748,

June 8). The account of Ahmadshah's accession begins

on fol. 94''. It is in form of a diary and evidently by
an eye-witness, who noted down the events immediately

after their occurrence.

Beginning: J^ j^^j (jL^Jy^Iy. j\ ^y^.

Worm-eaten. This copy seems to be the compiler's

autograph.

No. 1612, ff. 17-98, 11. H-13 ; Shikasta ; size, 9>\ in. by jj in.

411

'Inayatnama (»_«UjjLlc).

A collection of famous letters and other interesting

historical documents by Babar, Humayun, Akbar,

Jahangir, 'Alamgir, Dara Shukuh, Bahadurshah, and
other eminent men of the Moghul empire, made by
'Inayatkhan Rasikh, the son of Shams-aldaulah Lutf-

allahkhan, A. H. 1 163 (a. D. 1750), when he was in his

forty-ninth year ; see another copy of the same,

endorsed ^^^ ooLlc ejLxS, in Rieu ii. pp. 876 and

877. The compiler was a brother of Shakirkhan, the

author of a history of Muhammadshah and his successors

(^U.^M-i o,Lj)down to A.H. 1174, see Rieu i. p. 279.

Beginning: .aL^ ^j^ jjt'U e:»-»J jjl

Jbo iS o.^

^^\,ttJ^^Y*u JsV^.

The first document in this collection is headed thus,

on fol. 3* : jJIls* j^jJI j^r^ is'^^^ u-i^j^ LoU -::i

No date.

o »Li.jU jAj,

No. 549, ff. 1-171, II. II ; Shikasta; size, 8f in. by 5 in.

412

A sort of a diary or note-book, containing military

statistics, especially relating to Indian cities and

fortresses, interspersed with historical notes, tables,

genealogies, itineraries, etc., all referring to modern

Indian history and topography.

A . i-ft.s (O^^ J ,_ ,n °
' or a series of short notes

on the emperors of Dihll, from A. h. 602 to A. h. 968

(a. d. 1 206-1561), begins on fol. 63a.

A ijU». tjs^ h,-y. ^y*^ or rather j)^^*.. is-j.*^

^Ufc [jx^ (as the following copy reads more correctly),

that is, a short outline of the history of the Timurides

in India, by Nizam-aldin Muhammad Hadi alhusaini

alsafawl, commonly called Shah Mirz^, with the

honorary epithet Mirza, Mahdikhan Safawi (the author

of the (<;jL> ^J^ or history of Nadirshah, completed

A. H. ii7i= A.D. 1757, 1758; comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos.

302-306 and 1971 ; Rieu i. p. 192 sq., etc.), begins on

fol. 67I'. The main portion of this little historical out-

line was completed a. h. 1142 (the title in its correct

form is a chronogram)= A. d. 1729, 1730, and the more
recent dates added later on. The last date, found here

on fol. 701", is A. H. II 73 (a. D. 1759, 1760).

Beginning of the w^j-.^ : dJoi. .I.!l». |j.jLjLo (j-L~-

No. 1727, ff. 72 ; mostly written in Shikasta; size, 17 in. by
6 in.

413

Majmua-i-Mirza Mahdikhanl {ijs^ ]j/^^ ^y*^

Another copy of the same historical outline by Mirza

Mahdikhan Safawi, beginning as in the preceding copy.

The tables go down to Bahadurshah's death only ; all

the later dates are wanting.

No. 339, ff. 1-7 ; careless Nasta'Uk ; size, iij in. by 7 in.

414
The same.

A third copy of the same, also ending with Bahadur-

shah's death, a. h. i i 24=a. d. i 7 i 2. The date of com-

position appears on fol. 2*^, 11. 3 and 2 ab infra. Ac-

cording to the wording of the title here, h^ i.Cj.tjf'

ijU. (jS^-o, it would be A. H. 1122, but that must be

corrected into 11 42 according to the preceding copy, by

adding one ij in \jj-^ and another ij in
^J^^-

College

of Fort "William, 1809.

No. 2304, ff. 10, 11. 13 ; careless Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 5 in.

415

Miscellaneous tracts.

These tracts contain historical and statistical accounts

of different kinds, viz.

:

1. Dates of birth and death of the Moghul emperors

from Timur to ShS,h 'Alam (^^ULliU culij j cu^^j),

on fol. I*'; the last date is A. H. 1185 (a. d. 1771, 1772).

2. Dates of the demise of holy and learned Shaikhs

(LJ.I (c-iJM ^^^^^j)' on fol. 6b
; beginning with Shaikh

'Abd-alkadir of GUan (born A. h. 47 1, died A. h. 561 =
A. D. 1078-1166).

3. On the fourteen sciences (o^^-4.-i-« >S ^jis- iijl^.*),

on fol. 9b, with the subdivisions ^^"^ sJ ijX^Ji «i£

and

JSj, t^^y^ ^hfji J-iiJl y\ i-i, on fol. II^

4. Statistical accounts (J-*jJI jj^^->), on fol. 12^:

(a) Statistics of India, especially under 'Alamgir and

his successors, beginning with Dihli or Shahjahanabad,

on fol. 15b; after wMch follow Agra (Aibarabad),
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I/ahur, Kabul, Kashmir, Multan, Gujarat, Ajmir,

ilalwah, the Dakhan, BangS,lah, AUahab&d, etc.;

{I) Statistics of Persia (i^jj/jl eUU-* A*-*), on fol. 45".

5. Names and titles of 'Alamgir's family, relations,

ar.d chief officials (»Li.iL> --JJlLc xjx ^ ,n :* . i_>^')>

oil fol. 49''.

6. A portion of 'Alamgir's writings, orders, and

letters, beginning with the 'admonitions' of Shahjahan,

related by "Alamgir, on fol. 56b (cy,-a.an4* XU j
^LoJ

7. Another statistical account, written on different

I
aper and by a different hand, entitled : ^jl , .?. tf^u (J>J/«J

^'Jic, that is, on the great military officials of the

Moghul empire, on fol. 82''.

No. 370, S. 103 ; written in large Nasta'Uk as far as fol. 81,

a'ld throMghout interleaved with many English notes and trans-

la.ions; ff. 82-103 in smaller, careless Nasta'llk, by another hand

;

f ije, lof in. by 6^ in.

416
Siyar-almuta'akhkhirin (^^j^Ldl^;---).

History of the Indian empire, from a. h. i i i 8 (a. d.

1707), the year of 'Alamgir's death, to a. h. i 195 (a. d.

1 781), by Ghulam Husain bin Hidayat 'Altkhan bin

al-Sayyid 'Alim-allah bin al-Sayyid Faid-allah alhusainl

altabataba'i, completed in Ramadan, A. H. 1195 (a. D.

1 781, August, Seiitember) ; comp. Bodleian Cat., No.

265 ; Rieu i. pp. 280 and 281 ; W. Morley, p. 105 sq.;

J. Aumer, p. 85 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iii. p. 14 ;

Elliot, History of India, viii. pp. 194-198, etc. It is

divided into two volumes, the first going down to A. h.

1 152 (a. D. 1739, 1740), and beginning, on fol. i^

:

jj\ j\i\i JiU. J
cxJiLc; the second, beginning on fol.

269'': j^L.-< 5^^-^ )
jUi>ill jJlc jLIjLj ij\jJ j a..^

Jl jUTj |_,«JJl ijiVa., with A. H. 1153 and closing

with A. H. 1 195.

An English translation of this work (without the

mukaddimah) by Mustafa, a French renegade, in three

volumes, Calcutta, 1789 ; the first portion of the same,

re-edited by J. Briggs,. for the Oriental Translation

Fund, London, 1832; see also Jonathan Scott's ' History

of the Deccan,' ii. p. 3 1 3 sq. Complete edition, Calcutta,

1833, in fol. (Seear-ool Mutakhreen), and Lucknow,

A. H. 1283; the mukaddimah was printed, Calcutta,

1836; an abridgment of the whole work under the

title of ' Moolukhus-ool-Tuwareekh ' appeared already,

1827.

This copy was made in the month Sha'ban, A. H. 1205

(a. D. 1 79 1, April), by Nasir 'All bin Sayyid Husain

'All. It formerly belonged to Mr. A. Wellaud, whose

name, with the date of February 4, 18 10, is written on

the top of fol. 1^.

No. 1117, ff. 336, 11. 25; Nasta'llk, several leaves supplied

by other hands ; large waterspots and slight injuries throughout

;

ff. 119 and 193 are more severely damaged ; size, 1 3| in. by 9j in.

417

Another copy of the same.

This copy is older than the preceding one, but
slightly defective, as there is a lacuna of eight leaves

after fol. 336 (corresponding to No. 2931, 419 in this

Cat., fol. 175», 1. 10 to fol. 187*, 1. 6). First volume

on fol. i^, second on fol. 357''; beginning of both the

same as in the preceding copy. No date, but on the

fly-leaves (three pages) there is added by another hand

in Shikasta a complete index of the work (vLiS o..><^i),

dated the 27th of Shawwil, A. h. i20I=a. d. 1787,

August 12. This copy belonged formerly to Sir Barry

Close.

No. 8319, olim 15. J. 4, ff. 476, U. 73 ; Nagta'Uk, by different

hands ; size, 10 in* by 6f in.

The same.

Firit volume on fol.

No date.

418

i*>, second on fol. 38 3''.

No. 1916, ff. 526, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk, by at least three different

hands (the first on ff. 1-224 and 252''-38o, the second on ff. 225-

252*, the third on ff. 383''-536) ; size, iig in. by 6J in.

419

A fragment of the same.

A large portion of the first volume of the Siyar-

almuta'akhkhirin, beginning abruptly : oJ!.JJj^ . . .

~n i_fi.Ji5Cj\ Xi*; corresponding to No. 3319 (417 in

this Cat.), fol. 169^, 1. 6, and going down to the end of

the first volume, which was completed according to the

colophon the 26th of Muharram, A. h. 1195 (a. D. 1781,

January 22), corresponding to No. 3319, fol. 354*'.

The proper order of the leaves is: ff. 1-176, 180-203,

177-179.

No. 2931, ff. 203, 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk, written

in the most regular style ; size, loj in. by 7J in.

420
A smaller fragment of the same.

This portion of the first volume begins with jii

j^U>.A*jfcl Xjjt-. iljjJl IU-. elUl j^^ u^^*^ «ol»;

',j.~jtj\jj\ c^ay.. e^s^^jjlv. (Said Ahmadkh&n

Bahadur Saulatjang's death in A. h. ii69=a. d. 1756);

corresponding to the preceding copy, fol. 19", 1. 13, and

goes down to Mtr Muhammad Kasimkh&n's occupation

of'Azimabad(i.e.Patna), a.h. ii74= a.d. 1760, 1761.

The last words, with which this copy breaks off, on fol.

108", correspond to the preceding copy, fol. 94", 1. 4 ab

infra. Ff. io9"-iiol> (11. 13 in large Nasta'llk) contain

two short fragments of questions and answers on Hin-

diistanl grammar, from questions 91 to 98 and 165 to

176.

No. 2594, ff. 1 10, 11. 17-19 ; Shikasta ; size, 9J in. by 6} in.
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421

Fihrist - i - Siyar - almuta'akhkhirtn (;-^— o^-^i^-jj

An index to the Siyar-almuta'akhkhirin, with

references to a special copy of that work (which is not

stated) and corrections by a former English owner.

No. 1825, ff. 17 ; Shikasta; size, 9I in. by 5f in.

422

A detailed history of Muhammadshah's reign (a. h.

1131-1161 = A.D. 1719-1748), composed at Mr.

Jonathan Scott's request, a.h. 1196 (a. d. 1782), see

No. 250, fol. i8^ 1. 10, by Mirza Muhammadbakhsh,
with the takhallus AsMh, see fol. 17a, 1. 8, and fol. 23^,

1. 12, in two volumes. The history is styled at the end

of the second volume : sX<° u-y'^ j _/^r^ fj^ i^J^

iLi. ; and a little more correctly on ff. i^^ and 175*:

Eieu iii. p. 944, and Elliot, History of India, viii. p. 232,

where a fuller description of this work is given.

Beginning : ^^L-.Il.s^^ j jjtj Vl\ <u) x^)X

, i2)J-o ijLa-sA^^ . (so to be read instead of ^\--f^)

i
The preface gives a complete list of all the historical

works written on the dynasty of the Moghul emperors

from Babar to Muhammadshah ; the history itself

begins with Muhammadshah's birth, on fol. 26^. In

the first part the author often refers among other

works (see Rieu, loc. cit.) to a history ^jiLi. jJILs* jJ-Lj
,

otherwise styled s-^U sLi. xHs^ tlL-,, the author of

which is unknown. The history only goes down to

the death of Zakariyyakhan, a.h. 1158 (a. D. 1745),
and of Nadirshah, a.h. 1160 (a.d. 1747); see ff. 330^
and 327s respectively.

Dated the 3rd of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1200= a.d.

1786, January 4.

Nos. 250, 251, ff. 332,11.15 ; Nasta'llk, by two different hands

;

size of No. 250, 8| in. by yj in. ; of No. 261, 8f in. by 7^ in.

423

Ta'rikh-i-Ahmadshahi ( »,1 '.a ,.^1
i-?.i'-^)-

A short history of the reign of the emperor Abu-
alnasr Mujahid-aldin Ahmadshah, the son of the
emperor Muhammadshah, composed by Muhammad
'Alikhan Ansari bin Hidayat-allahkhan (who began six

years later, a.h. 1202, a very large general history of

the Timflrides, styled (jjlia^
i^J^'> ^^® ^^ea i. pp. 282

and 283, and Elliot, History of India, viii. p. 316 sq.)

in A.H. 1196 (see ff. i^, 1. 6, and 2^, 1. 8)=a.d. 1782.
Ahmadshah ruled A.n. 1161-1167 (a.d. 1748-1754),

six years and three months, and after having been

deposed and blinded he lived twenty-one years more,

and died A. H. 1 188 (a. d. 1775), in the sixteenth year

of Shah 'Alam's reign.

iS 15="^ »j^ i_uL^(^ i^. u-L

\
b oiL-Jl

Beginning

:

No date^ Probably the author's autograph.

No. 194, ff. 33, U. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in. by 5f in.

424
A'in-i-"Alamshahi (j^jkLi-lLc ^;;-^->0•

The first volume of a history of Prince 'All Gauhar,

who ascended the throne of Dilili under the title of

Sbah'Alam, a.h. 1173 (a. d. 1759), from Ahmadshah's

deposition, A.H. 1167 (a.d. 1754), to about a.h. 1203
(a. d. 1788), by Ghulam Alikhan bin Raushan-aldaulah

I5hakharikhan Rustamjang ; see Bodleian Cat., No. 266
;

Rieu i. pp. 278 sq. and 281 sq. ; Elliot, History of India,

viii. p. 393. It is also styled sometimes s-oLdLc sLi.,

is-«LdLc i-h'jj and on fol. 1^ of this copy (see also fol. i'>

of the following copy) ^LilLc ^^Xj and (in the

colophon) t-»l.Li,..i. . This j^rs< volume corresponds to

the second book of the Bodleian copy (the first book

there is the i^xk^ or history of Alamgir's successors

down to the accession of Alamgir II, which is wanting

here altogether), and goes down to about a.h. 11 85
(A.D. 1771).

Beginning

:

uir^ ^ "J 'J
\. (_jJo.l jLsrH X,^

Dated in the month Rajab, a.h. 1207 (a.d. 1793,
February, March).

No. 398, ff. 290, 11. 15 ; large Naata'lik ; size, 9I in. by 6 in.

425
The same.

The second volume of the A'in-i-'Alamshahi (styled

here
,
jU jla. j»LiILc i-JiLi), comprising the next

seventeen or eighteen years of Shah Alam's reign from

A.h. 1 1 85 to A.H. 1203, from Dabitakhan's defeat to

the dethroning and blinding of Shah Alam, by Ghulam
Kadirkhan, and corresponding to the third and fourth

books in the Bodleian copy.

Beginning : Jic^l ^jJso\^\ Jan. (^jJl 4JI a,U

Jl f,"SW o^]y^ i (f'-^^'
'° the Bodleian copy).

This volume is divided here into two makalas, viz.

:

_!• cr*^

Jl, on fol. 2".

0>- CJ'lJ-^ J^J^ i J^^J^iJ

,l5Cil y«jLc «;4.» 5..Xi.lj,J ^Ij iJLLo jlib JLil

^1 LjLaJ ,Ul-i1 jl, on fol. 31b.
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Dated in the month Jumada-alula, a. h. 1206 (a. D.

1792, January).

No. 243, ff. 139, U. 15 ; Naata'llk, written by different hands

;

size, 9 in. by 5} in.

426
Haklkathai-Hindilstan (^1-.... t ; ^ ^j\ ^--s .s^ \

History and topography of the Subahs of Hindustan
and the Dakhan, compiled A. H. i204^A. d. 1790 (the

title is a chronogram, see fol. 3^, 1. 2 ; the date appears
besides on fol. i^, 1. 5 and at the end of the book) by
Lachmi Narayan, with the takhallus Shafik (see fol. !*>,

1. 3), the author of the Tanmik-i-Shigarf, a history of

the Dakhan, composed a.h. 1200 (see Nos. 447 and 448
below), the Bisat-alghana'im or history of the Marat-
tahs, A.H. 1 2 14, and several other works, for which see

No. 468 (further below) in this Catal., and Rieu i. pp.
238 and 327 sq.

Beginning: Jojlx* ,jJ/T ^jU. __,1jJL4j^ .>.-> jou

The book contains four makalas :

MaMlah J (not marked here by special heading)

begins on fol. 3'), and deals with the old revenue
returns, drawn up by his giandfather and signed by
Nizam-almulk, extending as far as the Fasli year, 1 139
(see fol. 2^, 1. 5), with further additions and supple-

ments.

MaMlah II (beginning on fol. 35'') gives an account
of the following Subahs of Hindustan : Shahjahanabad
(Dihli), on fol. 3611 ; Akbarabad (Agra), on fol. 4i*>;

Allahabad, on fol. 43" ; Oudh, on fol. 44b
; Bahar, on

fol. 46"; Bangalah, on fol. i^i^ ; Orissa (here wrongly
spelt 5-»Jijl), on fol. 49^); Malwah, on fol. i,o^\ Ajmir,

on fol. 51"; Ahmadabad-i-Gujarat, on fol. 52"; Tattah,

on fol. ss^; Multan, on fol. 57^; Lahur, on fol. sg-'';

Kabul, on fol. 72'" (Kashmir, which ought to be be-

tween the last two, is not marked at all in this copy).

MaMlah III (beginning on fol. 76^) deals with the
following Subahs of the Dakhan : Khandls, on fol. 81''

;

Barar, on fol. 93b; Aurangabad, on fol. 10711; Bidar,

on fol. 1201^; Bijapur, on fol. 127^'; Haidarabid, on
fol. 143a.

MaMlah /F" (beginning on fol. 163") contains a short

chronicle of the Muhammadan rulers of India, from
Sultan Mu'izz-aldin Sam down to a.h. 1204 in the

reign of Shah 'Alam. No date.

,11. 16 on ff. 85-313; Sbikasta;No. 3055, ff. 213,11. 14 on ff.

size, 8| in. by 4^ in.

427
Notes and other official documents of the last Moghul

emperorsof Dihli, especially of Muhammadshah, Ahmad-
ghah, 'Alamgir II, and Shah 'Alam. The latest date

that appears is A.H. I2I3= a.d. 1798, 1799 (on fol. 28");

one of the earliest, even before the accession of Muham-
madshah, a.h. ii27= a. d. 17 15 (on fol. 78*). Even a

few of 'Alamgir Aurangzib's are found here and there.

IND. OFF.

Ff. 1-13 are turned upside down. Fol. 14 gq. begin
with orders of Muhammadshah, date<l A. h. i 155, 1 156,
1 158, and 1 153 (a.d. 1742, 1743, 1745, and 1740).

No. 2975, ff. 89 ; Sbikasta, by various hands; size, 9 in. by 6| tn.

428

Ta'rikh-alsalitSn (^^5LJ1
^J\3).

A short chronicle of the Bucce^8ors of Timiir and
of the Moghul emperors of India down to Sh&h 'Alam,

by Sufi San'an bin Mirza Baba, beginning: io) j.il

Jj^j Js. |.!LJIj iiyLJI
J ^^>5lJLI ML«Jlj c^i^L»Jl vj

1^1 '^j.. « . ».l »-ilUlj »^i
J "^'jjlj H^-*^ 1 »^j >'«^

It is scarcely any more than a mere list of the rulers
with very short dates and notices, full of errors, and of
very little consequence in any respect. Dated in the
month Dlm-alka'dah, a.h. 1220 (the forty-eighth year
of Shah 'Alam's reign) = a. d. 1806, January, February.
It seems to be the author's autograph.

No. 3160, ff. 34, 11. 1 1 ; large Nasta'lik ; splendid binding in

green and gold ; size, 6^ in. by 4^ in.

429

Dhikr-alsiyar (y>^l^i).

A history of the last times of the Moghul empire iii

India from a.h. 1151 (a.d. 1738, 1739), and the mas-
sacre of the people of Dihli by order of N&dirshah,

down to the end of Shah 'Alam's reign, completed by
Ghulam Husainkhan, the son of Muhammad Himmat-
khan of Shahjahanabiid, a.h. i22I=a. d. 1806, 1807
(the title is a chronogram, see fol. 387*, 1. 2 sq.). All

his ancestors were in the service of the Mogliul em-
perors ; his own father, who died A. h. i 168 (a. d. 1 754,

1755), from Muhaminad Farrukhsiyar's reign down to

that of 'Alamgir II (see fol. 3", 1. 10 sq.).

Beginning : <^\^ ^jT »^ dl» jl «J 1^^ A.t.

^ ^j vi*i*-^- 8JJr»l \j ^^L-JI s-Jlc • U^-jJ ^Jlc 41ll

^\ iX^\J^yi K::jtL;A c;^ ..,. S L^5i«

The title ^j^X-\^l»j^^, given to it on the back of

the binding and on fol. i*, is caused by a confusion of the

name of the present author with the similar one of

Ghulam Husain bin Hidayat 'Alikiiau ; see Nos. 416-

421 above.

No. 1501, ff. 388, 11. i6 ; large Nasta'lik ; size, 13I in. by 8 in.

430
Two portions of a great work on the political and

natural history of his own country and of India in

general, projected by the ruler of the Carnatic, Nawwab
Walajah 'Azimjah Bahadur, with the epithet of Siraj-

alumara (see fol. 2'>, 1. 8 sq.), or as he is styled with
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his full name on fol. aig^, 1. lo : Muhammad 'Alikhan

Bahadur Dhd-alfakarjang Siraj-alumara, who was

installed by the British Government as Nawwab the

3rd of February, 1820, and died the 1 2th of November,

1825. Both from the prefixes of these two portions

and from an English notice on the fly-leaf we learn

that the superintendence over this vast enterprise was

entrusted to Maulana Muhammad Sibghat-allah (aJL^-o

JLl), with the epithet Mahmadat-al'ulama Badr-aldaulah

Mufti (see fol. 3", 11. 2 and 3), or as he is called on

fol. 220*, 11. 3 and 4: 'Azim Nawazkhan Bahadur

Mu'taniadjang 'Umdat-arulama Mufti Badr-aldaulah,

who selected proper collaborators for the various parts,

the most prominent of whom was Kida Sahib, known
as Hakim Bakir Husainkhan Bahadur (see fol. 4% 1. i,

and fol. 2 20", last line). He applied himself particularly

to the history of the rulers of the Carnatic, from Sa'd-

allahkhan to Nawwab Muhammad Alikhan Bahadur

Walajah. After his death Sayyid Murtada (see fol. 4^,

1. i) took the work in hand in order to supply other

necessary portions of the political history (according to

the English notice, on the basis of a previous work by

Sayyid Muhammad Badakhshani, with whose style the

Nawwab was not altogether pleased—a statement

which we cannot find in the Persian introduction !).

The Nawwab's death interrupted this work, and thus

it was left for ever unfinished. Both the super-

intendent, Sibghat-allah, and the principal compiler,

Sayyid Murtada, were still alive in 1859, the latter as

teacher in the Madrasah.

First portion: Political history on S. 1-2 17, styled,

according to fol. 4^, 1. 3 : i^Jj^^ («^ (for the general

title, given in the English notice, viz. Sirdj-altawdrthh,

no corroboration is found in the text), beginning

:

^jT syia. J^JL-.w. j,Ua:ol
J
Jlfi^j^ i^jl L-A^wJH e-c'o

According to the index on fol. 4^ the original work

was to contain seven makalas and five mukaddimas,

the last three of which were to follow after the

makalas, viz.

:

Makalah I : The Ghaznawides.

Makalah II : Eulers of Dihli, from the Ghdrides to

the end of the Timuride Sultans.

Makalah III : Sultans of the Dakhan, from the

Bahmanshahis to the Baridshahis.

Makalah IV : Sultans of Lahur, etc.

Makalah V : Islamitic rulers, from the Arabian

Khalifs, beginning with Muawiyah, to the end of

Timur's reign.

Makalah VI : Persian kings, from Gayumarth to

Yazdajird III.

Makalah VII: Eulers of the Carnatic, history of

Nawwab Haidar 'Alikhan and Tipu Sultan, and the

English conquest.

Mukaddimas I and II : The Indian Eajahs and the

Hindu religion, together with a short account of the

creation, etc.

Mukaddimah III : Idol and sun worship in India.

Mukaddimah IV : The wonders of the seven climates,

and the springs, wells, rivers, places of worship of the

Hindu and other religious creeds, etc., in India. Of

these twelve subdivisions there are found in our text

only six, viz.

:

1. On fol. 5", a general introduction on the value of

historiography, the sources of Hindu history (Mahabha-

rata, etc.), and a general outline of the pre-Islamitic

history of India.

2. On fol. 1 1*, history of the creation, of the first

patriarchs and the Hindu Eajahs in detail, with a con-

cluding portion on the first rise of Islam in India (on

fol. 53^). These two parts correspond upon the whole

to the first and second mukaddimas of the original

plan.

3. On fol. 56*, the Ghaznawides from Nasir-aldin

Sabuktagin to Khusrau Malik bin Kliusraushah (here

styled —wM. tJli-« , corresponding to the first makdlah

of the original plan).

4. On fol. 78l>, the Sultans of Dihli, from the

Ghurides to Sultan Ala-aldin (here styled ^U^ sJlXt).

5. On fol. 106^, continuation of the Sultans of Dihli,

from Bahlul Afghan Ludl to Timur and Shahrukh

(here styled ^jcH tHi-«).

6. On fol. 1401', the Timurides of India: Babar, on

fol. 143"; Humayun, on fol. 149^; Shirshah and his

successors, on fol. 154^; second reign of Humayun, on

fol. 158^; Akbar, on fol. 161''; conquest of Malwah
and short history of that country, on fol. 163" ; conquest

of Gujarat and condensed history of it, on fol. 164'';

Jahangir's birth, on fol. 171"; conquest of Patna and

Bangalah and history of both, on fol. 1721; conquest

of Kashmir and history of that country, on fol. 176*;

conquest of Tattah and Sind and history of Sind, on

fol. 1 80^1 ; Jahangir, on fol. 183b; Shahjahan, on fol.

191^1; "Alamglr, on fol. 2041", first line; Bahadurshah

and Jahandarshah, on fol. 2i5l>; Farrukhsiyar, on fol.

2i6'i; Eafi'-aldarajat and Muhammadshah, on fol. 216^

(here styled j»Ji-i tlli-s).

The last three parts correspond to the second makdlah

and to portions of the fourth and fifth makalas of the

original plan.

Second portion: Natural history, on ff. 2i8''-337b,

styled, according to fol. 220^, last line: L»Jiill ^l*-,

with the additional title of ,.f^^ o^-i-a, beginning :

It is divided into the following eight babs :

1. Eoses and other flowers (j^y» uV^lf J—s\^':,ji

i^^y^ j), on fol. 221".

2. Tobacco and other kinds of trees and fruits

Uj^ J J^^ j.L-51^ J
j:}^ji yJt), on fol. 2331-.

3. Vegetables {^"^Siyj, ciW^. j-»)> ^n fol. 273^

4. Cereals (o;L>j-^=. ^^y\ a^-j^)' °^ ^°'- 2^^*-

5. Birds and poultry in the Ghauts (^L-j\^ij.>

SJ'U^), on fol. 284b.
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6. Beasts of prey, beginning with the lion (uyLili

(jj-ii*), on fol. 299I'.

7. Waterfowls and fishes (cyljl.->j».
, ^J^r• ci^ j-*

i_jjT), on fol. 303''.

8. Domestic animals, principally the horse (^jLj .j

Aj6\ i:Ju\y~>.), on fol. 313*.

The Nawwab's zeal for the compilation of this work
seems to have been particularly stimulated by the

establishment of the Asiatic Society in London in

1822, if we understand the allusion on fol. 3'', first line

sq., correctly.

No. 3216, ff. 337, 11. 19; Nasta'llk, by four different hanJs,
the oldest (probably that of Sayyid Murtada himself) on ff. l-io,
another (the neatest and most distinct of the four) on ff. 1 1-3 17,
a third on ff. 218-319 and 334-337, a fourth on ff. 320-323;
size, ii| in. by 7jin.

431

Zafamama-i-waka'i'-i-ghadr (.xc /«->L») L«ljj^).

A succinct history of the Indian Mutiny in 1857 and
1858, extending from the beginning of July, 1857, to

February, 1859, and completed in the same year (a. h.

1276), the title i^[jJt^ being a chronogram for that

year. It was written by a Muhammadan who conceals

his name, but is upon the whole friendly to the English,

for the immediate information of the Secretary of State

for India and Members of Council.

Beginning
: JuJlT e*—j* _ (»^H>-'pi ^:.^*^' ^^ r~^

This copy was completed the 21st of Dhu-alhijjah,

A. H. 1285 (a. D. 1869, 4th of April), and presented to

the Library, 1870, March 23. A short English state-

ment about the contents of the book (with the mistaken
date of composition, A. h. 1289 instead of 1276), dated

February 16, 1870, is inserted before the first page.

No. 3403, ff. 57, 11. 16 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8^ in. by 5 in.

432
Dastur-al'amal

(J^jJI jy^^)-
The revenue system under the emperor Akbar, said

to have been compiled by Rajah Todar Mai (see the
colophon and compare Elphinstone, History of India,
5th ed., pp. 510 and 519), Akbar's famous minister of
finance ; but several portions of the book do not admit
of his authorship, for instance, fol. 51'', where Shah-
jahanabad is mentioned, the new town of Dihli built in

Shahjahan's reign, long after Todar Mai's death, and
on fol. 74b (see the remark on the margin). If the
book is really Todar Mai's Dastur-al'amal, several por-
tions must have been added later by some one else. It
was badly copied by a Hindil, ignorant of the Persian
language, a.h. 1195 (a. d. 1781), for Mr. Richard
Johnson, and is therefore full of the biggest blunders.
It is also imperfect. Another note, on fol. i", states,

that it was copied by 'Rajah Anundarain from a copy
belonging to the Nabob Vizier.'

^Beginning : «-j^ isUU.^ JZ^JT^pUZZ^

The first chapter, eUU^ «,ifc, begins on fol. 3''.

No. 1387, ff. 184; large and distinct Naataltk; liza, ul in.
by 78 in.

433
Fihrist-i-S{ibajat-i- Hindustan («yL«Jj_» .- - |i

^jCl*»ji V I ft).

Statistical tables and revenue accounts of the single

provinces and districts of Hindustan, copied from those

drawn up by Mr. James Grant {.'.\\ f^..^^ -,
,

., ).

beginning with^hahjahiinabad. The firet page contains

an index of the whole.

No date.

No. 1131, ff. 131; ShikMta; size, 10^ in. by £(in.

434
Jam'- i

- kamil bakaid - i
-
giishwara-i-siibajat- i-Hind4

Dakhan u tafsil-i-parganat-i-silbajat-i-Dakhan ( » . ^

Statistical account of the various provinces and
districts of Hindustan and the Dakhan in general and

of the latter in particular, made by ^J^i yjyiT^-
sent from Haidarabad in A.h. 1200 (a. d. 1786).

It begins with the district of Shahjahanabad.

No. 1799, ff. S'i Shikasta; size, loj in. by ejin.

b. Minor Dynasties of India.

Sind.

435
Cacnama (s.^Lis?').

The legendary history of the usurpation of Brahman
Cac, the Rajah of Alor, and the Arab conquest of Sind,

by Muhammad bin Kasim, a.h. 92 (a. d. 710), trans-

lated from an Arabic original by Muhammad 'AH bin

Hamid bin Abibakr Kufi (see fol. 7*, 1. 3), who in the

reign of Nasir-aldln Kabaca (or Kubaca)-alsalatin (a.h.

6o7-625=A. D. 1210-1228), after having retired from

the public service in the 58th year of his life, a.h. 613
(a.d. 1216), devoted himself to reading and studying.

This work is also styled xi-u j JlJLj* iJ,U (here on fol.

1"); j^jJl -I
a

- ' (here in tbe heading of fol. !*<); ^^^^^

aliilj ^_si\ (see Rieu iii. p. 949*) ; •-•U ^ (as fre-

quently in the text itself) ; and eUL-Al p-U^-« (as in the

Zubdat-altawarikh and the Tabakat-i-Akbari), comp.

Rieu i. p. 290 and iii. p. 948 ; Elliot, History of India,

i. pp. 131-211. It is dedicated to Nasir-aldin's wazir,

Husain bin Abibakr bin Muhammad nl-Ash'arl, the

same, to whom 'Auf 1 presented his vW^I sjIJ. see A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. i.

K 2
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Beginning (as in Rieu iii. p. 948) : ^JZA:L^J u-^^

1 j_^Lf> ^jl ^JU1 ^XL. y r^-
The first pages and some of the last ones too are

injured ; in several places the damages are repaired by

another hand. The same hand has added on eight

leaves, attached to this copy, a portion of the work

from another MS. (^.j U^^ jl &-.lj^). It begins

with : ~Ji \j
(^jil^Jib ^jj^ i^U xUf o>H^- Comp.

Elliot, History of India, i. p. 192 sq.

No date.

No. 73, ff. 156, 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8f in. by 4J in.

436

Ta'rikh-i-Sind (ajl- 0,15).

History of Sind, from the Muhammadan conquest to

the annexation by the emperor Akbar, composed by

Muhammad Ma'sura bin Sayyid Safa'i alhusaini alzandi

(i^jjjjl instead of the usual altirmidlii) albhakari, with

the takhallus Nami (see fol. 2*', 11. 8 and 9), who died

shortly after a. h. 1015 (a. d. 1607), comp. Eieu i. p.

291 and iii. p. 949; Elliot, History of India, i. pp. 212-

252 ; W. Morley, p. 72 sq. It is divided into four Juz'

or chapters, viz. :

1. History of the early kings of Sind, its conquest

by Muhammad bin Kasim and its history under the

Umayyade and 'Abbaside Khalifs (partly abridged from

tiie preceding Cacnama), on fol. 3".

2. History of Sind under the Ghaznawides and their

successorson thethroneof Dihli toA.H. 801 (a. d. 1399),

and history of the Sumarah and Sammah dynasties, to

A. H. 916 (a. D. 1510), on fol. 20f> (the heading is here

omitted).

3. History of the Arghdni dynasty to the death of

Sultan Mahmudkhan, A.H. 982 (a. d. i574)> and of some

rulers of Tattah till a.h. 993 (a.d. 1585), on fol. 51^.

4. History of Sind from a.h. 982 to the complete

subjugation of the country by Akbar in a.h. iooi

(a.d. 1592, 1593), on fol. 164*. The work ends here

with the capitulation of Janibeg, whose death is re-

corded in a few lines.

Beginning : ^jXJ\ ^ji, JLc ^J^'\ JS LjL^^L,--;^.

)r-~^ i <J^ ^""^ ^-^"^ u'J-^*^^ ^ >1>^ J

Jl .SjJ Xal^-*.

Dated the 8th of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1186 (a.d.

1772, Aug. 7), by Mazhar-allah (_jj^jX);b.

No. 43, ff. 174, 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; size, io| in. by 7t in.

437
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Juz' I, on fol.

3a
; II (heading not marked), on fol. 22b; III, on fol.

53"; IV, on fol. 153''. Copied by 'Abd-al'aziz for

Colonel Mackenzie, and finished the 26th of Dhu-alhijjah,

A.H. 12 16 (a.d. 1802, April 29).

No. 2952, ff. 163, 1!. 15 ; Shikasta; size, lojin. by 6|in.

Gtijarftt,

438
Mirat-i-Sikandari (i^jjiL- ejU-«).

History of Gujarat, from the foundation of the mon-
archy to the suicide of Sultan Muzaffar III, the last

king of Gujarat, a.h. iooo (a.d. 1591, 1592), by

Sikandar bin Muhammad, surnamed Manjhu (or Manjhu

Akbar, as in other copies), who completed this work in

A.H. 1020, or (according to one copy in the Bodleian

Library, Hunt. 230) a.h. 1022, 9th of Rabi'-alawwal

(a.d. 161 1 or 1613, April 29); comp. Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 272-275 ; Rieu i. p. 287 sq. ; W. Morley, p. 83 ;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat. p. 488 sq.; and Sir Edward
Clive Bayley, ' The Local Muhammadan Dynasties.

Gujarat,' London, 1886 (a sequel to Elliot's History of

India), which contains an almost complete translation

of this work, with numerous annotations. The text has

been lithographed, a.h. 1246 (a.d. 1831), and printed

at Bombay, 1851.

The present copy, although not dated, is perhaps the

best and most correct in the India Office collection, and

at least as old as the following ones, if not older. A
seal with the date a.h. 1056 (a.d. 1646) on fol. 1".

It belonged formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson, whose

escutcheon, with the date a.h. 1194 (a.d. 1780), is found

on the inner side of the binding.

Beginning : j-t.JI jj^l (^ Ij^i Jjia. i^jJI ill J..»Ji

,Ui)l UUoL-.^1 J.UJ1 j^.

The work contains the reigns of the following twelve

Shahs, with the dates of their accession :

1. Zafarkhan, afterwards Muzaffar Shah I, a.h. 810

(a. d. 1407), on fol. 3''» (the date on fol. 12b).

2. Sultan Ahmad I, a.h. 813, 14th of Eamadan (a. d.

141 1, Jan. 10), on fol. 141'.

3. Sultan Muhammad bin Ahmad, A.H. 845 (a.d.

1441), on fol. 31b.

4. Sultan Kutb-aldin bin Muhammadshah, known as

Jalalkhan, a.h. 855, nth of Muharram (a.d. 1451,

Febr. 13), on fol. 34b.

5. Sultan Daud bin Ahmadshah, a.h. 863, 23rd of

Rajab (a.d. 1459, May 26).

6. Sultan Mahmud I, a.h. 863, first of Sha'ban (a. d.

1459, June 3), on fol. 50".

7. Sultan Aluzaffar II, A. h. 91 7, the 7th of Ramadan
(a.h. 151 1, Nov. 28), on fol. 103".

8. Sultan Sikandar bin Muzaffar, a.h. 932, 22nd of

Juniada-alakhar (a. d. 1526, April 5, but see the sug-

gestion in Bayle}', p. 307, note 3), on fol. 146'^.

9. Sultan Bahadurshah, a.h. 932, 26th of Eamadan
(a.d. 1526, July 6), on fol. 155^ (Bayley inserts be-

tween 8 and 9 the short reign of a certain Mahmudshah
II, see p. 318 sq.).

10. Sultan Mahmud II (styled Mahmiid III by

Baj'ley, but called here distinctly ^yU ^^-^^ J^JaL^ ;

there is moreover in Bayley another reign inserted

between 9 and 1 0, that of Muhammadshah Faruki, see

ib., p. 399), A.H. 943 (a.d. 1537), on fol. 203'>.

11. Sultan Ahmadshah II bin Latifkhan, a.h. 961,

15th of Rabi'-alawwal (a.d. 1554, Febr. 18), on fol.

239''.
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12. Sultan Miizaffar III, A. ii. 968, Ramiulan (a. D.

1561, May, June), on fol. 268* (the last two reigns are

entirely omitted in Bayley's work).

No. 1038, ff. 299, 11. 19; pood Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontis-

piece, the firdt two pages neatly embelUshed ; size, 9f in. by 5 in.

439
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as us^ual. Dated in the month Dhu-alka'-

dah, A. H. 1046 (a. D. 1637, end of March to end of

April).

No. 970, ff. 166, II. 21-24 ; written by different hands, partly

in Nasta'Uk, partly in Shikasta ; some portions collated ; size,

I4J in. by 8 in.

440
The same.

This copy, which is in a very t)ad condition, owing to

the destructive work of the worms, was completed the

5th of Shawwal, A. h. 1072 (a. d. 1662, May 24).

Beginning : Ij^ (here Jju>. is omitted) (jjJI ^iil Ju»il

gll ^y' c^.

No. 3002. ff. 397, 11. 17-20; Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta;

size, gjin. by fjiii.

441
The same.

Dated the 12th of Shawwal, a. h. 1190 (1183 of the

Bangali era=:A. D. 1776, Nov. 24).

No. 404, ff. 312, 11. 15 ; written by different hand.s, partly in

Nasta'Uk, partly in Shikasta ; size, g^ in. by 6J in.

442
A defective copy of the same.

This copy is worm-eaten and more or less injured

throughout; there is a large lacuna after fol. 2, compris-

ing according to the Arabic pagination twenty-three

leaves, and corresponding to No. 1038 (438 in this Cat.),

iol. 2'', 1. 12, to fol. 25", 1. 13.

Dated the 27th of Ilajab, A. H. 1049 (a. d. 1639,

November 2 3), by 'Abd-al'aziz al-kuraishi. The author's

name appears here on fol. i^, 1. 6, in full : Sikandar

bin Muhammad Manjhu Akbar. Haileybury MS.

No. 3378, olini 14. J. 17, ff. 241, 11. 19 in the older part on
ff. 3-16, 18-79, and 85-97 ; '1. 17 i" "i^ more modem part on
ff. I, 2, 17, 80-84, and gS-241 i

Nasta'Uk, by two hands; size,

S^ in. by 4J in.

443
Another, still more defective, copy of the same.

This copy, greatly damaged, be^'ins : i^jjl <ul xJJ
jJl GLkL, y-i-JI (read: i\J\ ^ 13^) jLil Jj<j».

The author's name, on fol. i^*, 1. 5, is given simply as :

Sikandar bin Miinjhu. A large lacuna after fol. 5,

comprising the end of Muzaffarshah's reign and tlie

reigns of Ahmadshah and Muhammadshah, corre-

sponding to No. 1038, fol. 6", 1. 13, to fol. 42'', 1. II.

Fol. 6 opens in A. H. 855, the year of Kutb-aldin Shah's

accession. Another lacuna after fol. 201 (in the reign of

Ahmadshah II), corresponding to No. 1038, fol. 254",

1. 9, to fol. 256*, 1. 14. The copy breaks off on fol. 240*',

corresponding to No. 1038, fol. 297*", 1. 14. On fol. i"

there ajipears in the same handwriting the end of a con-

densed prose-narrative of Firdausi'e Shahnama, entitletl

^_^J^^ i_.UALi ijjfa* (argument of FirdauKi's Shah-

nama). Bibliotheca Leydcniana.

No. 182 1, ff. 240, 11. 19; Nastallk; Urge wntcnpoU; dae,

9 in. by 5 in.

444
Mirat-i-Ahmadi (tfX»j».l eX-»)-

A very extensive and rare history of Gujarat, from
the earliest times to the defeat of the Mahrattas in

A. H. 1
1 74 (A. D. 1760, 1 761), composed by 'AH Muhani-

madkhan, who began the introduction of this work in

A.H. ii7o= A.D. 1736, i757(8eefol. 8b
1. 1 4), the fourth

year of the reign of 'Alamgir II ; comp. Kieu i. pp. 288
and 289 ; W. Morley, pp. 84-86 ; Cat. Ootid. Or. Lugd.
Bat. iii. p. 13; Bay ley, 'The Local Muhammadan
Dynasties. Gujarat,' p. xix sq. and p. 2 sq. (where a
condensed translation of the earlier parts of this work
is given). Mukaddimah, on fol. 9'' ; beginning of the

ante-Muhammadan period, on fol. 18" ; beginning of the

Muhammadan rulers, on fol. 23". A khatimah or ap-
pendix, containing geographical, topographical, and
biographical matters concerning Gujarat, on ff. 651''-
812b.

Beginning : eJjL. sLijb X^^ JS^^j ti-~^ l.r>4^

—JUl c>iA (sJJU-o ubljj ijL^ J^ J ^--<iJ ii j_j5dil

Dated the 6th of Rabi'-alawwal, in the twenty-sixth

year of Shah 'Alam's reign (a. 11. ii99=:a. D. 1785,
January 17), by Lutf-allali. The first part of this

work has been translated by Dr. J. Bird for the Oriental

Translation Fund :
' Tlie political and statistical history

of Gujarat, translated from the Persian of Ali Moham-
med Khiln,' London, 1835.

No. 222, ff. 812, 11. 15; Nasta'Uk ; size, Sj in. by 7I in.

The Dakhan.

a. General History.

445
Ta'rikh-i-Dilkusha (LijCjj j|'lj).

Part of the annals of military transactious in the

Dakhan under the emperor 'Alamgir, from about A. h.

1068 to A.H. 1 1 20 (a. D. 1658-1708), by Bhimsen ibn

Eaghunandandas {^i^xijy^. ^.^1 ^j-^^..^;), enti-

tled Li-Cli (see author's name and title on fol. 3''.

11. 4 and 10). The author was born in the twenty-

third year of Shahjahan's reign, a. h. 1059 (a. n. 1649),

see a fuller description of this work in Kieu i. p. 271.

Our copy is imperfect at the end, only going down
to about the thirtieth year of 'Alamgir's reign, A. 11. 1098

(a. D. 1687). An abridged translation of these annals

is found in Jonathan Scott's ' History of the Dekkan,"

vol. ii. pp. 3-123.

Beginning : ^U o ij^ K ijiy<*jt iji->WJ j u"^'-*^

No. 94, ff. 105, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; siie, 7! in. by 5! in.
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446
Kadayai-Salatin-i-Dakhan {^^^ ^JA>\^ (^LjLij).

A history of the Dakhan, compiled chiefly on the

basis of Firishta's Gulshan-i-Ibrahlmt (see Nos. 291-

304 in this Cat.), by Mirza Mahdikhan, i. e. Nizam-
aldin Muhammad Hadi alhusaini alsafawl, the author

of the t5,jlj i^XS (Bodleian Cat., Nos. 302-306) and

the ijJLb. t5X4-« )jr^ (see above, Nos. 4 1 2-4 14),

in A.H. 1 156, A. D. 1743 (the title is a chronogram).

According to the index on the second page, this work
was to contain seven babs, viz. :

1 . Bahmani Sultans of Gulbargah ; 2. 'Adilshahs of

Bijapuf ; 3. Nizamshahs of Ahmadnagar ; 4. Kutb-
shahs of Tiling ; 5. 'Imadshahs of Barar ; 6. Bari-

diyyah Shahs of Bidar; 7. Faruki Sultans of Khandis,

etc., with a khatimah on the history of Malabar and

Sarandib and the European settlements in India. But
this copy (or perhaps the work itself) is incomplete,

giving only ihe first bdb (the Bahmanis) from A. h. 748
to A.H. 934 (a. D. 1347-1528), and the greater part

of the second bdb (the 'Adilshahs) to A. h. 1005 (a. d.

1596, 1597)-

Beginning : Jjl jLijU ij-LJ ^, ,jijbL». , chW-*

The second bab begins on fol. 70*.

No. 339, ff. 9-109, 11. 25 ; careless Nastallk ; size, iijin. by
7 in.

447
Tanmik-i-Shigarf (i_j,^ ^J^,^^).
History of the Dakhan, compiled by Lachmi Narayan,

with the takhallus Shafik (comp. No. 426 above and No.

468 below), A.H. i20o= A. D. 1 786 (the title is a chrono-

gram); see the references made to this work in Rieu i.

p. 238I' and ii. p. 86o'>. It begins on fol. 2" with a topo-

graphical and statistical account of the different subahs

;

on fol. 40'' follows the history of the conquest of the

Dakhan under the kings of Dihli ; on fol. 43*^ that of

the Bahmani Sultans, abridged from Firishta, and
finally the i_ajljijJI eU-» in several subdivisions, viz.

:

1. 'Adilshahs of Bijapur, on fol. Si*"; 2. Nizamshahs

of Ahmadnagar, on fol. 54'' ; 3. 'Imadshahs of Barar,

on fol. 58'>' ; 4. Kutbshahs of Haidarabad, on fol. 58b

;

5. Fariikl Sultans of Khandis, on fol. 61"; 6. Barl-

diyyah Sultans of Bidar, on fol. 62''.

On fol. 63" begins the account of the

emperors (ii.j.«...) ^^^-JsiLw ^j) down to A. H.

Beginning of the whole work :

Mr. Richard Johnson, to whom the work is dedicated

(see fol. 2^), received this copy in February, 1788
(a. H. 1202, Jumada I), from IJaidarabad.

No. 1732, fF. 203, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, gf in. by 5 in.

448
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Topographical and statistical account on fol. 2^.

Conquest of the Dakhan, etc., on fol. 40''.

Moghul
1200.

Bahmanis, on fol. 42^; 'Adilshahs, on fol. 51*;
Nizamshahs, on fol. 53* ; 'Imadshahs, on fol. 59"

;

Kutbshahs, on fol. 59l>; Faruki Sultans, on fol. 61*;
Baridiyyah Sultans, on fol. 63*; Moghul emperors, on
fol. 63I'.

No date.

No. 771, ff. 195, U. 12-13;

71 in.

large Nasta'llk ; size, ic^ in. by

b. Bahmants and NizdmshAMs.

449
Burhan-i-Maathir ( JU ^\^tS).

An excellent, but defective copy of 'Ali bin 'Aziz-

allah Tabataba's history of the Bahmanis and Nizam-
shahis of Gulbargah, Bidar, and Ahmadnagar, com-
menced A.H. 1000 = A. D. 1592 (the title is a chrono-

gram), and completed in or shortly after A.H. 1004
(a. D. 1596), comp. Rieu i. pp. 314 and 315, and iii. p.

loSs^*. Six leaves are missing at the beginning of this

copy, and possibly one or two at the end. It opens
abruptly in the first tabakah (Gulbargah), in the reign

of Sultan 'Ala-aldin Hasaushah Bahmani (a. h. 742-
758 = A.D. 1342-1357). thus: ^j^

oUl
b "^y J"^

'ul (jl.W I ..I uuVi} ^:j.

The first heading appears on fol. 6"

:

• Ki^ <:-'-ir=^- 5-^i-Jj M^-a-i

The following reigns (with the respective dates of

accession) are these

:

Sultan Muhammadshah I bin Sultan 'Ala-aldin

Hasanshah Bahmani (a.h. 758-775=a.d. 1357-1373),
on fol. 15".

Sultan Mujahidshah bin Sultan ^luhammadshah Bah-
mani(A.H. 775-779, i8th of Dhu-alhijjah=A. d. 1373-
1378, April 17), on fol. 16''.

Sultan Da'udshah I bin Mahmudkhan bin Sultan

'Ala-aldin (a.h. 779-780, Muharram= A.D. 1378, April

to May), on fol. 1
7b.

Sultan Abu-almuzaffar Muhammadshah II bin Mah-
mudkhan (a.h. 780-799, 26th of Rajab=A. D. 1378-

1397, April 25), on fol. 18".

Sultan Abu-almuzaffar Ghiyath-aldin Bahmanshah
bin Sultan Muhammadshah II (a.h. 799, Rajab to 17th

of Ramadan= A. d. 1397, April to June 14), on fol. 19".

Sultan Shams-aldin Da'udshah II bin Sultan Muham-
madshah II (a.h. 799-800, 23rd of Safar=A. D. 1397,
June to Nov. 15), on fol. 19I'.

Sultan Taj-aldin Abu-almuzaffar Firuzshah bin

Ahmadkhan bin Sultan 'Ala-aldin Bahmani (a. h. 800-

825, nth of Shawwal=A. D. 1397-1422, September

28), on fol. 21".

SecoThd tabakah (Bidar).

Sultan Shihab-aldin AbA-alghazi Ahmadshah I bin

Ahmadkhan bin 'Ala-aldin Bahmani (a.h. 825-838=
A. D. 1422-1435), on fol. 29*.

Sultan 'Ala-aldin Abu-almuzaffar Ahmadshah II bin

Ahmadshah (a.h. 838, 22nd of Rajab, to 862, end of

Jumada-alawwal= A. D. 1435, February 21, to 1458,

April), on fol. 46".

Sultan Humayiinshah bin 'Ala-aldin Ahmadsh4h II

(a.h. 862-865, 27th of Dhu-alka'dah=A.D. 1458-1461,
September 3), on fol. 57''.
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Sultan Nizamshah bin Ilumayiinsli&h (a.h. 865-867,
13th of Dhtl-alka'dah=A. D. 1461-1463, July 30), on
fol. 641-.

Sultan Muliammadshah bin Sultan Humayfinsliah

(a.h. 867-887, 5th of Safur=A. D. 1463-1482, March
26), on fol. 75".

Sultan Mahniudsliah bin Muharamadshah (a.h. 887-

924, 24th of Dhu-alhijjah=A. D. 1482-1518, December

27, not 904, as in Kieu, Ice. cit., since it is distinctly

stated that he reigned 37 years and some months),

on fol. 97I'.

Third tahahah (Ahmadnagar).
Sultan Ahmad Barri (a.h. 891-91 i=a.d. i486—

1505, see fol. 160*' sq.), on fol. 125b.

Sultan Abu-almuzaffar Burlian Nizamshah (a. h. 91 i

-961, 24tli of Muharrain=A. D. 1505-1553, December
30, see fol. 312"), on fol. i86".

Sultan Husainshah Nizamshah (a.h. 961-972, 7th

of Dhu-alka'dah=A. D. 1553-1565, June 6, see fol.

376*), on fol. 319".

Sultan Abu-alghazi Murtada Nizamshah (a.h. 972—
996, i8th of Kajab=A. D. 1565-1588, June 13, see fol.

521b), on fol. 376^.

Shahzada Miranshah Husain bin Murtada (a.h. 996-
997, Ilajab=A. D. 1588-1589, May), on fol. 524^.

The subsequent reigns and events from a.h. 997 to

1004 (a. D. 1589-1596) are no longer kept distinct;

a detailed account of them is given by Rieu, loo. cit.

Saliibatkh^n's escape from the fortress of Karlah (txiS

iJ^) is narrated on fol. 538b sq., 'Adilshah's arrival

and war with Jamalkhan on fol. 543* sq.; expedition

against the Portuguese on fol. 548b gq.; punishment
of the traitors on fol. 55 2^ sq.

The same gap in the narrative, noticed by Eieu, is

found here between ff. 556 and 557 (fol. 557a_being

left blank, and fol. 55 7^ beginning with a new <!jjl _~j

i^^^JI , \-^j^^) Advance of the Moghuls into the

Dahhan, on fol. 557'' sq.; night attack dj^^^^***) of

Abhangkhan, on fol. 565" sq. ; breach made in the wall

of the fortress of Ahmadnagar, on fol. 574* sq.
;
peace

made with prince Murad, on fol. 583" sq. ; departure

of the Moghuls and submission of Ikhlasklian and
others, 27th of Rajab, a.h. 1004 (a.d. 1596, March 27),

on fol. 590''.

No date.

No. 127, ff. 590, 11. 19; cle-ar and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

1 1| in. by 7 in.

c. 'Adihhdhs.

450
Ta'rikh-i-'Ali "Adilshah (sUJjU Jic ^j/li).

The history of Sultan 'Ali 'Adilshah II of Bijapur

(who reigned from a.h. 1067 to A.H. 1083 = A. D.

1656-1672), from his birth to a.h. 1076 (a.d. 1665,

1666), related in very flowery language at the order

of the Sultan by Nur-allah ibn Kadi Sayyid 'All

Muhammad al-Husaini alkadiri (see the author's name
on fol. 62b, 1. 6). He completed this work in a.h. 1077
(chronogram, on fol. 172b, 11. 8 and 9 : iX^ o^jj
Jjj; (read Jk^ ^1.-^^) = A. D. 1666, 1667, comp.

Eieu i. p. 318.

Beginning : »Li.jL>
j ^^^T ^jS^ ^yU. ^s\^J». j_/jU-,

Beginning of the history (birth of 'Ali 'Adilshah II),

on fol. 63".

No date.

No. 3006, ff. 54-174, 11. 15; large Nasta'llk ; size, 10 in. by

si in-

451

Another copy of the same.

Beginning : aU-. jLijU . ^.;^ cjW (^'j^ u^^^^-^

Beginning of ihe history, on fol. 10*. Author's name,
on fol. 9b, 1. II. Chronogram, on fol. i2ib first line.

No date. Bibliotlieca Leydeniana. On ff. 22—35
the text of the first lines in each page is considerably

damaged, likewise on fi". io7b-no* and ii2b-ii4b.

After fol. 120 a small lacuna, as it seems.

No. 2749, ff. 123, U. 17-18; careless Nasta'llk, mixed with
Shikasta ; size, 8| iu. by 4^ in.

452
A modern copy of the same.

Beginning : jl ^_^ ^ j J^
Author's name on fol. 9*, last line. Beginning of the

history, on fol. 10*. Chronogram, on fol. 208*, 1. 10.

Dated the ist of Jumada-althani, a.h. 1233 (a.d.

1 81 8, April 8).

No. 3052, ff. 213, 11. 13; large and very distinct Nasta'llk

;

size, 8^ in. by 6^ in.

453
The same.

Another modern copy, likewise written in the present

century.

Beginning
:
sLtib

j c'i/^' (j^ j u^ i.s'j^ u*^-^—

^

^Author's name, on fol. 9*, 11. 11 and 12.

'Adilshah's birth, on fol. 9b. Chronogram, on fol.

1 26b, last line.

No. 3175, ff. 128, U. 17; large and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

lo^E in. by 8^ in.

454

Tawarikh-i-Haft Kursi (j_^-^c:»ijk iJ^V)-

A short history of the 'Adilshahs of Bijapur, from the

reign ofYusufAdilshah to the conquest of Bljapiir, by

'Alamgir, in A.H. 1097 (a.d. 1686), identical in its

contents, its conciseness, and its richness of dates with

the jyi}^-^- i^^ JJj^l described in W. Morley,

p. 77, and Rieu i. p. 318, but nevertheless, as it appears,

of different authorship, since the short preface--pro-

vided that there is no preliminary portion missing

—

contains no allusion to the^ two previous works on

which that history of the 'Adilshahs is based. This

copy contains only a reference to 'Abd-almuhammad
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Shahnawazkban, at whose request the anonymous
autlior (who is called—apparently on no authority

—

on the fly-leaf ^jU^.^ls) compiled this abridgment. It

is divided into seven majlis, dealing with the first seven

rulers of Bijapur, viz.: 1. Yusuf 'Adilshah, died a. h.

925= A. D. 1519 (on fol. 3a); 2. Isma'il 'Adilshah, died

A.H. 93i=A.D. 1524, 1525 (on fol. lo"'); 3. Ibrahim

'Adilshah I, died A. h. 965=a. d. 1558 (on fol. 1 1") ; 4.

'All 'Adilshah^ I, died a.h. 988=a. d. 1580 (on fol. 20^);

5. Ibrahim 'Adilshah II, died a.h. io36=a. d. 1626

(on fol. 24^); 6. Muhammad 'Adilshah, died a.h. 1067

=A. D. 1656 (on fol. 27"); 7. 'All 'Adilshah II, died

A. H. io83=A. D. 1672 (on fol. 31!'). A short appendix

contains a tabulated list of these seven rulers and a few

words about Sikandar'Adilshah, to a.h. 1097 (a.d. 1686).

Beginning : ^ (?) jjLiT joj ^^^ c*i.4 *^1^ ^j'

No. 3051, fF. 1-46, 11. 8-10; Shikasta ; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

455

Basatin-i-Salatin {^^^^\^ jj-JL-j).

A history of the 'Adilshahs of Bijapur, from the

origin of the dynasty to its last representative, Sultan

Sikandar, and its overthrow by 'Alamgir, compiled by
Muhammad Ibrahim al-zubairi (see fol. 3'', 1. 11), and
entitled ^^^^LJI ^^'L«j (ff. 3I', 1. 9, and 435'', last

line). The author's name therefore, as given here,

agrees completely with that in W. Morley, p. 79, and
the same is the case with the date of composition, viz.

a.h. 1240 = a.d. 1824, 1825 (see ff. 431*, last line but
one, and 4331", 1. 12, where the author states that it is

the eighth year now since the conquest of Bijapur by
the English, which took place a. h. 1233). A different

author's name and an earlier date, viz. A. h. 1237 (a. d.

1821, 1822), are found in Kieu's copies, i. p. 319 sq.

Beginning :^ ^jj^il !xa. jl ,_/jb^ j ^jjS[Jjf ^jA^^

i
iya. LLiU uy,JJJ lS Jj—- \j ijjtjl-

The authorities on which the author based his work
are six, viz.

:

1. Muhammad Kasim Firishta's Naurasnama (or

Gulshan-i-Ibrahirai), composed A. h. 1015, see Nob. 291
—304 in this Catalogue.

2. Mir Rafi'-iildin Shirazi's Tadhkirat-almuluk, com-
posed between A. h. toi 7 and 1020 (not 1000, as Morley
states), see Bodleian Cat., No. 276, and Rieu i. p. 316.

3. Mulla Zuhur ihn Mulla Zuhuri Ka'ini's Muham-
madnama, composed in Sultan Muhammad 'Adilshah's

reign.

4. Sayyid Nur-allah ibn Kadi Sayyid 'Ali Muham-
mad Nur-allali's Insha-i-'Ali 'Adilshahiyyah, composed
in 'All 'Adilshah II's reign, tliat is, the Ta'rlkhi-'Ali

'Adilshah, see Nos. 450-453 iu this Catalogue.

5. Miyan Nusrati, the king of poets in the Dakhan's
versified 'Alinania, composed in the same reign.

6. Shaikh Abu-alhasan ibn Kadi 'Abd-al'aziz's his-

tory of the 'Adilshah dynasty down to Sikandarshah,
compiled at the end of a. h. i i 10.

No mention of Mr. Grant Duff" is found here. The

work is divided into eight gardens (bustan) and an
appendix, viz.

:

BAstdn I, on fol. 3^ : Reign of Yusuf 'Adilshah, who
founded Bijapur, a.h. 9 19 = a.d. 15 13 (see fol. 18*",

lin. penult.), and died a.h. 925 (according to others

already A.h. 913 or 916, see fol. 17b, last two lines).

BAstdn II, on fol. 19*: Reign of Isma'il 'Adilshah,

A.H. 925-^41 (a.d. 1519-1534), see fol. 38'>, last line

(not 931, as Rieu and the immediately preceding Haft
Kursi state).

BAstdn III, on fol. ^^'^ : Reign of Ibrahim 'Adilshah I,

A.H. 941-965, see fol. 61^, 1. 7.

BAstdn IV, on fol. 621": Reign of 'Ali 'Adilshah I,

A.H. 965-988 (see the ta'rikh on his death, ^\.^ «Li

.> . '. xi, on fol. 142I',
1. 8).

BAstdn V, on fol. 143*: Reign of Ibrahim 'Adilshah

II, A.H. 988-1037 (1036 in the Haft Kursi), see fol.

240b, first line.

BAstdn VI, on fol. 240'^: Reign of Muhammad
'Adilshah, A.H. 1037-1067, see fol. 279% 1. 7.

B4stdn VII, on fol. 286'' : Reign of 'Ali 'Adilshah II,

A.H. 1067-1083, see fol. SIS'*, first line (Rieu's copies

fix his accession in A. h. 1048 = a. d. 1638).

^BAstdn VIII, on fol. 318ft: Reign of Sikandar
'Adilshah, who ascended the throne in a.h. 1083 (a. d.

1672), and died A. H. iiii (a.d. 1699, 1700), see fol.

413*, first line.

^ A supplement, dealing with the last years of

'Alamgir's reign, followed by a short summary of sub-

sequent events down to A. H. 1233 (a. d. 1818), the date

of Bijapilr's conquest by the English, on fol. 417* sq.

Some leaves injured, for instance, fF. 143 and 144.

No. 3406, ff. 435, written by a number of different hands;
the main portion, ff. 25-270* middle and 320-4.^5, in very un-
equal Shikasta, 11. 1 1-20 ; anutUer portion, ff. 1-24, in very clear

and distinct Nasta'Uk, 11. 15; ami a third portion, ff. 270" middle
to 319, in another smaller Nasta'Uk, U. 21; size, <j\ in. by 5I In.

d. Kuthshdhs.

456
Ta'rikh-i-Sultan Muhammad Kutbshahi (^jUJu- ij.U

History of the Kutbshahi dynasty of Gulkundah, by
an anonymous author, commenced A. h. 1026 (a.d. 161 7)
and completed in the beginning of a.h. 1027 (a.d. 16 18).

It was dedicated to Sultan Muhammad Kutbshah, see

Bodleian Cat., No. 277; Rieu i. p. 320; W. Morley,

p. 82 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iii. p. 10.

Beginning: luiJJJl jlj^. j>Jb jL.»l-i tS ij.v..

V

Jl iy^ y>\yji ^;J]^^ ^Jl (^Ij-»5 c^jkL-j.

Mitkaddimafi, containing an account of Kara Yusuf
Turkman and his family, on fol. 3".

Makdlah I : History of Sultan Kuli Kutb-alraulk,

who founded the dynastj', and died A. h. 950 (a. d. 1543,

1544), on fol. 291*.

Makdlah II : History of Sultan Jamshid (died A. h.

957 = a. D. 1550) and of Sultan SubhanKull, on fol. 92".

MaMlah III : History of Sultan Ibrahim Kutbshah,
died a.h. 988 (a.d. 1580), on fol. 113*.

Makdlah IV : History of Sultan Muhammad Kuli
Kutbshah, died A.H. 1020 (a. d. 161 2), on fol. 190^

Klidtimah : History of the first five years of Sultin
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Muhammad Kutbshah'e reign, from his accession, the

17th of Dhu-alka'dah, a. 11. 1020 (seo fol. 256^, 11. 4
and 3 ab infra)=A.D. 1612, Jan. 21, to the end of A.h.

1025 (end of A. D. 1616), on fol. 254*.

This work is interspersed with much poetry, and

the khatimah especially contains a long series of

ghazals, ruba is, marthiyyas, kasidas, etc., composed by
Muhammad Kutbshah himself ; all the ghazals bearing

consequently the takhallus ^^\ JJj or ^jUal—

.

Tills copy was finished the 20th of Ramadan, A. h.

1078 (a. D. 1668, March 4), l)y Shaikh 'Abd-alhakim.

Ko. 179, ff. 280, U. 15 ; Nasta'llk j size, 1 1| in. by 6| in.

457

Another copy of the same.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 2".

Makalah I, on fol. 24b
; II, on fol. 82"; III, on fol.

100" ; IV, on fol. 169".

Khatimah, on fol. 225*.

The greater portion of this copy was transcribed by
Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir bin Shaikh 'Abd-allatif of Baghdad,
the servant of 'Abdallah ainasiri alcishti at Haidarabad,

from a MS. in the library ef Mir Shams-aldin 'AH
Khansahib; the mukaddimah is dated the 15th of

Shawwal, a.h. 1197 (a. d. 1783, September 13); the

first makalah, the 22nd of Safar, a.h. 1198 (a. d. 1784,
January 16), the second, the ist of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h.

1198 (a.d. 1784, January 24), the </uV(i, the ist of Rabi'-

althani, A.h. 1198 (a.d. 1784, February 23); the

khatimah, the 20th of Rabi'-althani, a.h. 1198 (a.d.

1784, March 13). Some leaves are supplied by Mir
Fasih, a few others by Mir Haidar 'Ali.

No. 1136, ff. 249, 11. 17; irregular Nasta'llk; size, loj in.

bj 6Jin.

458
The same.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 2":

Makalah I, on fol. i6l> ; II, on fol. 50« ; III, on fol.

61'*; IV, on fol. 102". Khatimah, on fol. 134''.

Copied A.H. 12 19 (a.d. 1804, 1805), from a MS.,
dated the 12th of Rnjab, A.H. 11 71 (a.d. 1758, March
22). Presented by J. H. Peile, Esq., and received 19th
of September, 181 8; transferred to Civil Coll., August
9, 1819.

No. 3282, ff. 146, II. 25 ; careless Nasta'llk, mixed with Shl-
kasta ; size, 1 2^ in. by 7f in.

459
The same.

This copy is not dated. Mukaddimah, on fol. 2^.

Makalah I, on fol. 26l>
; II, on fol. 84b

; III, on fol.

107a; IV, on fol. I8o^ Khatimah, on fol. 238*.

No. 37, ff. 263, 11. 17; Nasta'llk ; size, 9|in. by 6 in.

460
A defective copy of the same.
This excellent old copy is incomplete at the end

;

all the specimens of Muhammad Ku^bshah's poetry are
IND. OFF.

missing, as well as the verses with which the other

parts of the book are interspersed.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3*.

Makalah I, on fol. 34''; II, on fol. 104''; III, on fol.

128"; IV, on fol. 231a. Khatimah, on fol. 303^ It

breaks off on fol. 314^. Last chapter-heading (corre-

sponding to No. 179, 456 in this Cat., fol. 269''):

*jll JJ* uyj-a.» 'i-^y JjLai.

Last words (corresponding to No. 179, fol. 270*, 1. 9):

.bl, iiUi.b

.... 0.-,^ J
jJj sjbjl b..

A portion, ff. 188'' and 189*, is left blank, but the

text is uninterrupted.

No. 2413, ff. 314, 11. 15; splendid Naskhl ; size, I2f in.

by 71 in.

461

Another defective copy of the same.

This copy is apparently transcribed from the pre-

ceding, No. 2413, as it breaks off exactly in the same
place, and has the same blank in the third mak&lah, on
ff.

147I' and 148".

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3».

Makalah I, on fol. 31*; II, on fol. 84*; III, on fol.

102^; IV, on fol. 180*.

Khatimah, on fol. 235b.

Last words, as in the preceding copy : v_S^U»l>

J J-ii l_>^J' U 'jIj'** J
JJLJL*., |,Uil sJ «ybU.

^-» « N ->.

No date.

No. 2908, ff. 345, 11. 15 ; large Nasta'llk ; size, I if in. by 7 in.

462

A still more defective copy of the same.

This otherwise excellent copy comprises only the mu-
kaddimah and the four makalas, but here the fourth

makalah is put before the third. The whole khatimah
is wanting, and there is besides a lacuna of four or

five leaves after fol. 141 (at the end of the fourtl^

makalah), corresponding to No. 179, 456 in this Cata-

logue, fol. 248^, 1. 4 ab infra to fol. 254*.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 2^.

Makalah I, on fol. 23b
; II, on fol. 75^; III, on fol.

142b;' IV, on fol. 94l>.

No date.

No. 2976, ff. 207, 11. 19; Naskhl ; size, loj in. by Sjin.

463

Maathir-i-Kutbshahi Mahmddl (^Li_^I»j jH,

A very summary account of the reign of Sultan Mu-
hammadKutbshah(A.H. I020-I035=A.D. 1612-1626),

together with a detailed account of all the contemporary

events, especially in the Safawi dynasty, with which
N
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the ruler of Gulkundah maintained friendly relations

(see Eieu i. p. i86'j), by Muhammad bin 'Abdallah of

Nishapur, who entered the service of Sultan Muhammad
Kuli Kutbshah, A. h. 995 (a. d. 1587), see fol. 3^ sq.

Originally he wrote it in three volumes, but afterwards

he several times altered and enriched it, especially after

a long journey through Persia, and a jjilgrimage to

Makkuh. The present copy is only a portion of the

whole work, and incomplete at the end ; as the current

year is mentioned a. h. 1033 (a. d. 1624), on fol. 153",

1. 22, but a later date, A. h. 1038 (a. d. 1629), the year

of Sh&h 'Abbas' death and Shah Safi's accession, ap-

pears on fol. 172". It begins, on fol. 5", with an account

of the Safawis, from Shaikh Safi to Shah 'Abbas, to whom
the largest portion of this MS. is devoted (in twelve

makalas, on the basis of Iskandar Munshi's JU iJ)'-*

ij-iLTc ijU, comp. Eieu i. p. 187"). The account of

the Kutbshahi dynasty begins on fol. 86", but already

on fol. 92" the Persian history is continued.

The ij-'j 1
-g-* iLi-Jis jJjL) is often quoted.

Beginning : j ij'W-' j ^"•^ ^1>^ jlr* ubl/* ^^^

J Jj^ ^ ^^.

j\-ij ijtt^

No. 841, ff. 180, U. 25; distinct Naatallk ; illuminated fron-

tispiece; size, 14^ in. by 8Jin.

464
Hadikat-alsalatin {^j^'!L^\ iibj-*).

The history of Sultan 'Abdallah Kutbshah of Gul-
kundah, who was born a. h. 1023 = a.d. 1614 (chrono-

grams for his birth, see on fol. 7*, last line, jjii? JS
L^jLs^; on fol. 7^, 1. 5, IjjI s^^c iiJl jJii., etc.), and
succeeded his father. Sultan Muhammad, a. h. 1035
(a. d. 1626). The history goes down to the end of the

sixteenth year of his reign, A. h. io5o=a. d. 1640, 1641
(see the beginning of that year, on fol. 215a, last line).

The author's name is : Nizam-aldin Ahmad bin

'Abdallah alshirfizi alsaidi, see fol. 3'*, 11. 4 and 5.

Like the copies in the British Museum (see Eieu i. p. 3 2
1

)

and in the Mackenzie Collection, this work is styled on

fol. i^: _j.i jJl». |_»LiLJi5 M) ' ^'^"^ ^^^^ addition of

1 .1* ti-< (1069), as if it were the second volume of the

' Ta'rikh-i-Sultan Muhammad Kutbshahi ' (see above,

Nos. 456-462), of which there is nowhere the slightest

indication. The proper title appears here, on fol. 4*, 1. 2.

Beginning ; ey wa-». (j.<Lji«j ,jijbL». . (jjI-»..«i • S^

i^.UjU.
Copied at Madras, 1807.

No. 2978, ff. 224, 11. 15 ; written by four different hands, the
first two, ff. 1-80 and 81-136, in N;i3ta'lik, the last two, ff. 137-
213 and 214-224, in Shikasta; size, loiu. by 6^ in.

465
Hadikat-al'alam (JlxJl JLajjj*.).

The first makalah of the history of the Kutbshahs
and the Nizams or Asafis of Haidarabad, by Nizam
'Ali Asafjah II's minister, Abd-alkasim bin Iladi-aldin

almusawi, with the epithet Mir 'Alam (see title and

author's name, on fol. 6», 1. 1 4, and fol. 5'', 11. 2 and 3),

who completed this work after A. h. 1218 (a.d. 1803,

1804), and died a.h. 1223 (a.d. 1808), see Rieu i.

p. 323 sq. Lithographed in Haidarabad, A.h. 1265.

This first makalah, dealing with the Kutbshahs only, is

subdivided into a mukaddimah and seven babs :

Mukaddimah : Pedigree of Sultan Kuli Kutbshah,

on fol.' 6^
Bab I: Reign of Sulf^an Kuli Kutbshah (who died

after 44 years of independent sovereignty, A.h. 950=
A.D. 1543, 1544), on fol. 7'>, in three fasls.

Bdb II : Reign of Sultan Janishid Kutbshah (who
died A.H. 957=A. D. 1550) and of prince SubhanKuli,
his son, on fol. 44^, likewise in three fasls.

B&b III : Reign of Sultan Ibrahim Kutbshah (who
died A.H. 988= A.D. 1 580), on fol. 59*, again in three fasls.

Bdh IV: Eeign of Sultan Muhammad Kuli Kutb-
shah (who died A.H. io20=a.d. 1612), on fol. io8b, in

three fasls.

Bdb V: Eeign of Sultan Muhammad Kutbshah (who
died A.H. i035=A. D. 1626), on fol. 143*, in three fasls.

Bdb VI: Reign of Sultan 'Abdallah Kutbshah (who
died A. H. 1083= A.D. 1672), on fol. 163a, in three fasls.

Bdb VII : Reign of Sultan Abu-alhasan Kutbshah,
known as Tanashah (who was deposed by 'Alamgir, in

A. H. I098=A.D. 1687, and died as a prisoner in the

fortress of Daulatabad, a.h. iii3=a.d. 1701), on fol.

198*, last line.

Beginmng,on fol. 3* : ^^*^ *Uiijl j ijjyjj^ isLL. j,UaJ

The second makalah, of which only a short fragment

is found in the India Office Collection (see the fol-

lowing MS.), contains, according to the index, and to

Rieu i. p. 324 sq., the history of the Asafis of Haidar-

abad, in five babs, the last of which is not extant ; the

same applies to the khatimah, which was to contain

the author's life.

Prefixed to this first makalah of the JLkJI SMXa. is

a preamble (on ff. 1^-2*') similar to that noticed by
Rieu in the second makalah of this work (see i. p. 325),
viz. by Mir Abu Turab bin Sayyid Ahmad alridawi, who
states that at the request of the Nizamshah Mir Akbar

'Alikhan Bahadur Asafjah II, the minister Abu-alkasim

almusawi Mir 'Alam (i. e. the author of the A.i >Xa.

JLxJl) charged him, viz. Abu Turab, to write a history

of the Kutbshahs who reigned almost 200 years in the

Tilinga empire, on the basis of the ^\ .?. .W< irh^ ^^^

other ta'rikhat,and that he compiled consequentlya work,

styled Jlc i^U-J i_.Jaj (see fol. 2", 11. 6 and 7), in A.h.

i22i=A.D. 1806 (see fol. 2*, lin. penult.). He divided

it into a mukaddimah, seven babs, and a khatimah, the

contents of which agree with the seven babs in the

jLi)X», whilst the khatimah pretends to give an

account of Mir 'Alam's life.

The beginning of the mukaddimah, of which four

lines only are found, agrees word for word with that in

the iSiX:>; viz. : ^jU ^ ^yyuijj jjijliL-* j w^-^

^1 1; aj^-
No. 2428, ff. 223, II. 21 ; large Nasta'ltk ; size, 12 in. by 74 in.
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e. Asafis or Niidms.

466

Short fragment of a history of the early life of Nizam
'Alikhan Asafjah II, from his birth in A. H. 1146 (a. D.

1733, 1734), at Aurangabad (see fol. 18'', 1. 9 sq.), to

A. H. 1 171 (a. D. 1758; the 3rd of Ramadan of that

year appears on fol. 39*, 11. 5 and 6), by Abu-alkasira

almusawi (see fol. 6^ 1. 2), the author of the tajjj*.

JUJI, the first makS,lah of which is contained in the

preceding copy.

This fragmentary biography, which has the same

introduction as the ^r«« maMa^, beginning: eJJu AHaJ

~)i (jil »Jl..IS^o^«5^ —J J iS ^jt\..t:a,\J^, is no doubt a

part of the first original sketch, out of which the second

makdlah of the work has been expanded ; comp. the

contents of the same in Rieu i. pp. 324 and 325. The
date of this copy, which was transcribed in January,

1785 (a. H. 1 199, Eabi' I), at Haidarabad, is a clear

evidence of it. The following headings appear in the

text

:

1. ijLa 8, a ..g^ s^Wi'i <-*^J^j uV-* iijyJf-< t^*->j»JJ

^JLiJ ijUJi-. 1—iJf ^J^L^ t,*—J^;^, on fol. 13''.

2. ^ <^j/»' » • ' "' i l^Ijc^ Oj^~^ '^ji^^ W-5

oJjj 1 i-iJI Ok-o L,jUil pj-l.t jji i^j-^. (VW^cr*'J;

i_jjLJ i_aJf, on fol. 17a.

3. cj^
J c)W^- •^•^ "^j-* cH' J'y^ f^ J^' uWj.

.J^.
c*M.»^ t^Ls>. .iClTjjjLi. JT JLjI, on fol. 23".

4. JLi e*5JL_« jl J\.« i ;

)

ji-i^ JLjjI v^j-* c« <i a >

.jLj; jJli.^A5i> ^^y'> on fol. ^o^.

5. !-*-»* ^j.V.j .,*. tJ3l iJLii , U-Hij) '-*

«

" ulr*^ 7^^

j^Lftfj, on fol. 32t>.

The death of Nizam-almulk Asafjah, the father of

Asafjah II, is recorded on fol. 23'', lin. penult. On
fol. 40'' this copy breaks off suddenly.

No. 859, if. 40, 11. 14 ; clear and distinct Nastallk ; size, 9I in.

by 51 in.

467

Tadhkira-i-Asafi {^Jl^ l^^)-
A history of the Asafis or Nizams of Haidarabad,

from their origin to Shawwal, A. h. 1206 (a. D. 1792,
May, June; see the last date 1206 on fol. 310", last

line), somewhat of the same character as the second

part of the JLnJI UbXa, (see the preceding copy), but

dealing in detail only with the reign of Asafj&h II

(a.h. 1175-1217 = A.D. 1762-1802), by Tajalli 'Ali,

called Tajalli Shah. It is the same work which ia

noticed under the title of ly^l 12W 'n Rieu i. p. 32 7'>,

and iii. p. 1037*, where it is stated that the author's

death in A.h. 1206 prevented the completion of the

history.

Beginning : iS jj-- J^j

i l> "J^
tiUfceyjJli jl

Previous history of the Amirs of Haidarabad, on
fol. 5».

Reign of Nizam-almulk Asafjah I (born A. h. 1082=
A.D. 1671, 1672, died A.H. ii6i=A.D. 1748), on
fol. 14b sq.

Reign of Natwwab Nizam-aldaulah Nasirjang (died

A.H. 1 1 64=A.D. 1750), on fol. 19''.

Reign of Salabatjang (deposed A. h. 1
1 75= A. d. 1 762),

on fol. 26*.

Reign of Niz^m 'Alikhan Asafjah II, on fol. 8gi\
Copied a.h. 1226 (a. d. 181 i).

No. 2928, ff. 342, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, io|in. by 6 J in.

468

Malthir-i-Asafi (ufLol JU).

A history of the Asafis or Nizams of Haidarabad,

compiled between a.h. 1207 and 1208 (a. d. 1792,

' 793)5 ^y La'^mi Narayan, with the takhallus Shafik

of Aurangabad, who was born as son of Kae JIansaram,

the diwan of Nawwab Asafjah, A.H. 1158 (a. d. 1745),

see Rieu i. pp. 238, 327, and 328; and iii. pp. 1039*

and 1083a; Mackenzie Collection, vol. ii. p. 132.

The author wrote besides :

1. Tanmik-i-Shigarf, a history of the Dakhan, A. h.

1200 (a. D. 1786); comp. Nos. 447 and 448 in this

Catalogue.

2. Hakikathai-Hindustan, a topographical account of

the Subahs of Hind\lstan and the Dakhan, a.h. 1204
(a. D. 1790); comp. No. 426 in this Catalogue.

3. Description of Haidarabad, A. h. i 2 i 4 (a. d. i 799,
1800).

4. Bisat-alghana'im, a history of the Marattahs, like-

wise A. H. 1 2 14. In this book the author refers to his

jjjf jJU for further details about the Marattahs.

5 and 6. Two tadhkiras, viz. Gul-i-Ra'na and Sham-
i-Ghariban ; comp. about the former, A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 145, No. 5.

Beginning ; uLftLi. w 1^^^ eJLlL. .JJ x«Lff* jJ>]yf

i \j
j\ssji':ii\ {j^'i.

The book begins with the grandfather of Nizam-

almulk Asafjah I, Khv/ajah "Abid, on fol. 2* (see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 193).

History of Asafjah I, on fol. lo"; he was bom a.h.

1082 (ta'rlkh: c*iiwjCj), and died a.h. 1161.

History of Nasirjang, on fol. 82b, lin. penult.

History of Salabatjang, on fol. Ss^.

Hiftory of the Marattahs and their invasions of

Hindustan, on fol. 123*, first line.

History of Nizam 'Alikhan Bahidur AsaQah II

M 2
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(a. H. 1 1 75), on fol. 186", together with accounts of

contemporary Amirs and Rajahs down to the begin-

ning of A.H. 1208. The book was finished the first of

Eabi'-alakhar of that year (a. d. 1793, Nov. 6).

No. 2411, ff. 363, U. 16 ; written by various hands in large

Nasta'Uk and Naskil ; size, 12^ in. by 9^ in.

469

Tadhkira-i-Nirmal (J-»fJ iSjJ).

Histoi-y of the fortress of Nirmal (in the district of

Haidarabad) from its foundation to A.H. 1231 (Fasli

year i225)=a. d. 1816, see fol. 96*, last line, the end
of the governorship of Nawwab Ashraf-aldaulah Baha-
dur (who was governor since the Fasli year 1220, see

fol. 93^), compiled by 'Abd-alrazzak ibn 'Abd-alnabi,

an inhabitant of Nandar (in the Subah of Muham-
madabad, see fol. 6*, 1. 5), and munshi to General Sir

John Malcolm (,»XL. ^JL^ -u J/-^)' ^•^- 1232 (a. d.

1 81 7, see fol. 5b, 1. 4), at his master's request, who had
reached Nirmal on his campaign against the Pindaris

in September of that year.

Our copy is apparently fuller than that in Eieu i.

p. 327, which only goes down to A. h. 1198, Muharram
(a.d. 1783, Dec).

Beginning (the same aa in Eieu), on fol. 5^ : ii A*il

^jVi.^ jX^y;^ ^^^^^^ yi, jJjo ^^^1 ^J^ l>i-»j »J^j

This history ends on fol. g6^, and is dated, by Mir
Ghulam Husain, the i6th of June, a.d. 1851 (a. h.

1267, 15th of Sha'ban). The remaining portion of the

MS. contains

:

Extracts from the Ifadthit-al'Alam (v_;LS" (..^jr^^-*

JLnJI iiijjwa.), the history of the Nizams of Haidarabad,

see Nos. 465 and 466 in this Cat., on fif, 97-198. They
are taken exclusively from the first makdlah of that

work, the history of the Kutbshabs, viz.

The third fasl of the sixth bab (reign of 'Abdallah
Kutbshah, who died A.H. 1 08 3= A. D. 1672), on fol. 971".

The seventh bab, complete (reign of Abu-alhasan
Kutbshah, known as Tanashah, who was deposed A. h.

1098 = A.D. 1687, and died as 'Alamgir's prisoner,

A.H. iii3=A.D. 1701), on fol. 106", lin. penult.

Parts of the first, third, and fourth babs promis-
cuously, on fol. 141'^ sq. Events of the reign of Kuli
Kutbshah (who died a. h. 95o=a. d. 1543, 1544), on
fol. I4i^'; of that of Ibrahim Kutbshah (who died A. h.

988=A. D. 1580), on fol. 145'', etc.

The most prominent dates which appear are A. h. 979
(a. D. 157 1, 1572), on fol. 148^; ioi9(a.d. 1610,1611),
on fol. 170''; 972 (a.d. 1564, 1565), on fol. 188^; and
980 (a.d. 1572, 1573), on fol. 194b.

Ff ib-3a contain an index both of the Tadhkira-i-
Nirmal and the extracts from the Hadlkat-al'alam (the

latter begins on fol. 2% second column, 1. 3 ab infra);

fol. 4 is left blank.

No. 3180, ff. 198, il. 11; clear Nasta'ltk; size, 8| in. by

f. Statistical Accounts.

470

The revenues of the Dakhan, according to the rent-

roll ((^,v : » » •». X^. ^i euLs^^ Jl>»')i containing

full statistical tables of the assessment of all the
various provinces, beginning with Khandish, on fol. i'':

J| M'«.?, I —y^Jut >^^^l t.«lj.

The two latest dates which occur in these statistics

are A.H. 1144 (a. D. 1731, 1732), on fol. 31", and 1163
(a.d. 1750), on fol. i28».

On ff. I56l>-i76* a short account of the kings of

Dihli is given, beginning with Sultan Shihab-aldin
Ghiiri (a. h. 587= a. d. 1191), down to the sixth year
of Akbar's reign (a. h. 968= A.d. 1561), comp. No.
412, fol. 63* sq. above; the account of Babar begins
on fol. 167'', of Humayun on fol. i68'>, of Akbar
on fol. 173". On ff. i77''-i89l' follow the same chro-

nological tables of the Moghul emperors from Timur
to the accession of Shah 'Alam, a. h. 1173 (a.d.

1759), entitled ^J\^.x^ \j^ Lcj.,^, which have

been noticed above in Nos. 4 1 2-4 1 4, compiled by
Nizam-aldin Muhammad Hadl alhusaini alsafawi, with
the epithet Shah Mirza, usually called Mirza Mahdi-
khan, beginning : c:.... •Mil aUL. .IjU— (j-l-io (j-L^

Jl J)J>-^ uW»- f»Uajal O.

No. 926, ff. 189, 11. 13; partly Nasta'Uk, partly Shikasta

;

size, 9^ in. by 5f in.

471
The same.

Another copy of the same statistical tables, but with
a much larger historical survey, beginning on fol. 84*'

with Shihab-aldin Ghuri, and going down to A. h. 11 19
(a.d. 1707)) Bahadurshah's accession to the throne.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy. Ff.

73-77 are left blank.

No. 1374, ff. 142 ; Shikasta ; size, 8 in. by 4I in.

472

Statistical tables of all the places and villages in the

provinces of the Dakhan (i^ls^^j) ,%4jJj »jj J - ,n p

'

fj^'i). Incomplete at the end.

No. 1608, ff. 120; Shikasta; size, 8| in. by 4J in.

473

Statistical tables of all the villages, etc., in the

province of Klidndlsh (|_^jjU>. t) j-o ^^.M wi J ; n ° ),

No. 1632, ff. 63 ; Shikasta; size, 8J in. by 4J in.

474
Statistical tables of the revenues of the province of

Bardr (^j^ ^ya —^ /*-•-»)•

No. 1707, ff. 174; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.
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475
Statistical tables of the province of BijdirHr, written

by Amrata Rai.

No date.

No. 227, ff. Il8 ; Shikasta; size, 8^ in. by 4^ in.

476
Statistical tables of the province of Muhammaddh&d

Bldar, written quite in the same way, and, as it seems,

by the same hand, as the preceding ones.

No date.

No. 89, ff. 65 ; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 4! in.

477
1

.

Statistical tables of Haidardbdd down to the 7th

of Shawwal, A. h. 1197 (a. i>. 1783, Sept. 5), styled:

I I iv Jj.^ jV^' Jlp' r^^ JP.U»-« ^J-^ 1 1 1r sJi— JL.

ijj^, beginning on fol. i**.

2. Statistical tables of the influential landowners in

the Dakhan down to the last of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h.

1 198 (a. D. 1784, Feb. 22), styled: ^J\^i j^\^
t:^ Jj^l x^, ^^^j}i.\ cjoLij |j5j (ijW_j-o ^^UxoljLJl 4

Uj^ I I 1a Li-», (jjlk* l.n,» I I ir, beginning on fol. 49t>

with Asad-almulk 'Alijah Bahadur.

No. 1015, ff. 130; Shikasta; size, 9I in. by frj in.

Bang&lah.

478

Tawarikh-i-Bangalah (i>L\lj ^,Lj).

The same history of the Nazims of Bangalah and the

transactions in that province during the governorship of

Ibrahimkhan, Ja'farlshan, SarfirS,zklian,Shu)a'-aldaulah,

and 'All Wirdikhau, from the rebellion of Subha Singh,

A. H. 1 107 (see fol. 4^)=A. D. 1695, 1696, to 'All Wir-
dikhan's death in a.h. 1169 (a. d. 1756), which is

noticed by Eieu i. p. 312. It was written by order

of Mr. Henry Vansittart, Governor of Fort William

(i 760-1764), and begins: ij^yJl
>-^li

ijJawU X*^

The author's name, not given in the history
i
itself, is Munshi Salim-allah; see Eieu iii. p. 1085*.

The last date that appears in this copy is a.h. 1162
(probably a mistake for 1 1 69, the year of 'Ali Wirdi-

khan's death). The work has been translated into

English by Francis Gladwin :
' Narrative of the trans-

actions in Bengal,' Calcutta, 1788.

No date. Former owner of this MS. was Chas.

Boddam, May ist, 1787.

No. 2995, ff. 1-131, 11. 12 ; Nasta'lik ; size, gf in. by 6| in.

479
Muzaifarn^ma (s-«U JaJoj).

A very explicit and detailed history of the Nazims

of Bangalah, from the rise of Nawwab 'All "Wirdikhan
Maliabatjang to A. it. 1 1 86, when Nawwab Sayyid Mu-
hammad Eidakhan, commonly called MuzafFarjang, fell

a prisoner into tiie hands of the English, by Karam 'AH
(see fol. i'^, last line), who was personally attached to

the service of Muzaffarjang and wrote this history in the

same year n86 (a. d. 1772, 1773), see fol. 2", 11. i and 2.

The title appears on fol. 3", 1. 3 ab infra. Another copy
of the same work is described in Eieu i. p. 313.

Beginning : ^'jj;—> ij J^-x-« U y^j JjXs* U * .-

Contents

:

1. History of Naww4b 'Ali Wirdikhan Mab4batjang,
on fol. 3'', from his early life to his death, the 9th of

Rajab, a.h. 1169 (a.d. 1756, April 9), see fol. 133*,
11. 4 and 5.

2. Eule of Nawwab Siraj-aldaulah, on fol. 140*, who
was killed after a reign of fifteen months and two days,

in Shawwal, a.h. 1170 (a. d. 1757, June, July).

3. First rule of Mir Muhammad Ja'farkh^n, on fol.

181", from the 14th of Shawwal, a.h. 1170 (a.d.

1757, July 2), to his deposition in a. h. 1174, Eabi'-

alawwal, after a reign of three years, four months, and
some days.

4. Rule of Mir Muhammad Kasimkhan, on fol. 2 1
7'',

from the loth of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1174 (a.d. 1760,
Oct. 20), see fol. 218*, I. 8, to a. h. i 177, exactly three

years.

5. Second rule of Mir Muhammad Ja'farkhS,n, on fol.

275a, from the loth of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1177 (a.d.

1763, Sept. 18), to his death, the 14th of Sha'ban,

A.H. 1178 (a.d. 1765, Feb. 6), see fol. 2860, 11. i and
2, altogether one year, seven months (so here, instead

of the correct five months, o^i* being a clerical error

for ^s-:j), and four days.

6. Eule of Nawwab Najm-aldaulah and the be-

ginning of the deputy-governorship of Muzaifarjang,

on fol. 286*, to Najm-aldaulah's death, a.h. 1179, last

of Dhu-alka'dah (a. d. 1766, May 10), after a reign of

one year and three months.

7. Eule of Nawwab Saif-aldaulah, on fol. 298", from
the 9th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1179 (a.d. 1766, May
19), to his death, in a.h. 1183 (a.d. 1770), after a

reign of three years, ten months, and some days.

8. Rule of Nawwab Mubarak-aldaulah, on fol. 341'',

from a.h. 1 183, Dhu-alka'dah (a.d. 1770, Feb., March),

to A.H. 1185, Dhu-alka'dah (a.d. 1772, Feb.), when
the Nizamat was abolished.

KMtimah, on fol. 353'' : Muzaffarjang's arrest, A. H.

1 1 86, 23rd of Muharram (not 29th, as here is stated

on fol. 354'', 1. 2, ^. 'z- :.\ having been written by

mistake for |»^^-<« '- i\, since immediately afterwards

the 24th is mentioned)= A.D. 1772, April 26th, and
the events of the following months, to the appoint-

ment of Mani Begam as caretaker of the Nizamat,

1st of Jumada-althanl in the same year (a.d. 1772,

Aug. 30).

No date.

No. 291, ff. 358, 11. II ; dear Nasta'lik ; dze, 8i in. by 4I in.
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480
Statistical accounts of the Sfibahs or provinces of

Bangalah, mainly in the years 1172 and 1173 of the

Bangall era (=a.h. 1179 and 11 80, A. d. i 765-1 766).

No. 1482 comprises the year 1172, without any sub-

divisions, No. 1483 the year 1173, distinctly arranged

according to the twelve months, in the following

order

:

March-April (e*-^), on fol. 16*.

February-March {^jfC^), on fol. 28^

January-February (^^iC), on fol. 46».

December-January {u^j^J),
on fol. 64*.

November-December (^^^.^JT), on fol. 80*.

October-November (isUVi), on fol. 92».

September-October ((j—I), on fol. io6».

August-September (j^jjLjj), on fol. 119*.

July-August (uj!/-).
oil fol. 134^.

June-July (»jt-T), on fol. 149*.

May-June {..j'i :,<*), on fol. 161*.

April-May (..^iU-o), on fol. 179".

Ff. 1-15 and 200-204 do not strictly belong to

No. 1483; they deal with accounts of various years,

viz. 1172-1177 of the Bangall era.

No. 1482, ff. 334, No. 1483, S. 304; Shikasta; size, 5}-6 in.

by 3 1-4 in.

481

Important collection of official letters.

Copies of letters, chiefly relating to the affairs of

Bangalah, ranging from a.h. 1162 to A. h. 1187. The

oldest date, 1162, 2nd of Eajab (a. d. 1749, June 18),

appears in a letter of Hidayat Muhyi-aldtnkh&n to

Nawwab Siraj-aldaulah, on fol. 26''; some of the latest,

viz. I st of Shawwal, 1 1 8 7 (a. d. 1 7 7 3, Dec. 1 6), and a. d.

1774, 29th of March, on fol. 49'). The great bulk of

letters, parwanas, and akhbiir belongs to the first years

of Shah 'Alam's reign, A.h. 1174-1177 (a.d. i 7 60-1 763),

especially to the fifth year of his reign = a.h. 1177,

and contains the correspondence between the Naiim
Nawwab Kasim "Alikhan (see above in No. 479) and

the Governor, Mr. Vansittart, as well as other oflicials

of the East India Company ; between the same Nazim
and Nawwab Shams-aldaulah; between the Nazim Mir
Muhammad Ja'far 'Alikhan (see above, No. 479) and

Shams-aldaulah, the emperor Shah 'Alam and the

Governor ; between the same emperor and Shams-al-

daulah, the king of England and others ; between the

Governor and Maharajah Shitab Eae, Muhammad Irij-

khan and the Wazir Shuja -aldaulah, etc.

There is also one letter, previous to the period men-
tioned above, viz. by Nawwab Asafjah (who died A. H.

ii6i=A. D. 1748) to the emperor Muhammadshah, on

fol. 41a.

Similar collections of letters, some of which are

probably identical with ours, are noticed in Rieu i.

p. 407 sq. Former owner : Sir Charles WilkLas.

No. 2371, ff. 50, U. 16 ; Nastallk; worm-eaten; size, 9J in. by

71 in.

482

Dastur-al'amal
(
J-^1 jy:-.j).

Statistical record of Bangalah and adjoining parts of

India, from the beginning of A. d. j,7 7 5. It is styled, on

fol. I'': Xiii>\ t.j*jy^ Ir^i 5-11^. M^ ^y^jt]\ jyj^^i

' ^jV>jX:>jj\3 J J[j\j u\j, and begins, on fol. i^: ^J^.
(_^U>. or tj-f-oLa., January) ^^.j-tU. »L. (.jW* j >- • ; '

.

It was finished the 5th of April, A. d. 1775 (1776 ?)

= 2 9th of the month Cit (see No. 480 above) of the

year 1182 ofthe Bangali era=i5th of Safar in the 17th

year of Shah 'Alam's reign (which is a.h. 1190, as the

emperor did not ascend the throne before the 4th of

Jumada I, A.h. 1173; but this date corresponds

exactly to the 5th of April, 1776, and not 1775!).

The copy is interleaved. Another copy of the same is

noticed in Rieu i. p. 408*.

No. 1566, ff. 1-22, II. 15 ; Shikasta ; size, gf in. by 6^ in.

Bau&ras.

483

Tuhfa-i-taza (jjU Ibje').

Tuhfa-i-taza, also called Balwandnama, a history of

the Zamindars of Banaras, from Rajah Mansaram and
his relatives to the deposition of Rajah Gait Singh in

A.H. ii95(a. D. 1781), by Khair-aldinkhan Muhammad
(see fol. 1^, 1. 6), who died about a.h. 1242 (a.d. 1827,

comp. Rieu iii. p. 946). He wrote besides the Gwali-

yarnama (a.h. 1206 = A.d. 1792, see Rieu iii. p.

1028), a history of Jaunpur (a.h. i2h=a.d. 1796,

1797, see Rieu i.^ p. 311), and the 'Ibratnama or

history of Shah 'Alam (a.h. 1221 = a.d. 1806, see

Rieu iii. p. 946). The present work is described in

Rieu iii. p. 964. It was originally divided into five

babs, but our copy, like those in the British Museum,
only contains the first three, viz.: 1. History of Rajah

Mansaram and his relatives, on fol. 2": 2. History of

Rajah Balwand Singh, a.h. 1162-1184 (a.d. 1749-

1771), on fol. 17a. 3. History of Rajah Cait Singh,

A.H. 1185-1195 (a.d. 1771-1781), on fol. 48^ The
other two babs, the histories of Rajah Mahipat Nara'in

and Rajah Udit Nara'in, which are enumerated in the

index on fol. 2», were to form a second volume, begin-

ning with A. H. 1
1
96 = A. D. 1 782 (see fol. 137^, 11. 1 3-1 5).

But that second volume seems to have remained un-

written.

Beginning : ^JS-Jli ul>^'*
'^ (^jjjlxi* i^Lj--

eypCi p-l/—
J. u^''* (^'"^ ' ^'^^'^ reads tjbp.) u'->;.>

Copied from a MS., dated A. H. 1253 (a. d. 1837), by

Muhammad Amjad, for the late Principal and Professor

of the Calcutta Madrasah and Secretary of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, H. Blochmann (died 1879). Received

Nov. 6, 1877.

No. 3205, ff. 138, 11. ai ; very dear and distinct Nasta'Uk

;

size, I2jin. by 7| in.
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Bundelkhand.

484
Farahbakhsh-i-Jan (i^jla. ^ii^ r/*)"
An encomiastic account of the life and deeds of

Rajah Barsingh (or as lie is called in other histories,

Narsingh) Deo of Oorclia in Bundelkhand, the mur-
derer of Akbar's prime minister Abu-alfadl, from his

birth to Samvat 1664 (=a. d. 1607, a.h. 1015-1016),

translated from the Hindustani work, >j^ .^ili-o

,

compiled by a follower of the Rajah, Gisudas, at the

request of Mr. Turner Macan (see fol. 6% lin. penult.),

by Rae Shlw Parshad (see fol. 6^, 1. 6), in the years

1828 and 1829 (see fol. 5^, 1. 3 ab infra, and fol. 79^,

1. 7), and finished the 15th of Shawwal, a.h. 1244
(=2oth of April, 1829, Samvat 1886). The original

work contained thirty-three^ii , to which the translator

has added (on £f. 76-80) two^Si more, on the family of

the Rajah and the date of this compilation.

Beginning, on fol. 41" : i»)Li». jl u 1, jjjI oJU vjJ^Ua

jj\ \4jjy c>i.Lu IjlJjj*. a complete index on ff.

iH-^a The title is a chronogram for a.h. 1244.

Dated, by Narayan Das of Shahjahanabad, in the same
year 1244, 4th of Dhu-alka'dah (A. d. 1829, May 8).

Presented to the library, October 17, 1842.

No. 2933, ff. 80, U. 13 ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 9^ in. by 6 in.

Marattahs.

485
The same history of the rise and progress of the

Marattah state, from the origin of the Bhoslah family

down to the death of Siwaji and the accession of San-
bh&ji in a.h. 1091 (a. d. 1680), which is described in

Eieu i. p. 327 as the work of an anonymous Hindu
writer, based on Marattah traditions. At the end the

same enumeration of Sanbhaji's successors down to the

accession of Raghoji in Nagpur, 1773, and of Ram
Rajah in Satarah, 1750; as Rieu remarks, it must
have been compiled before a. d. 1777 (a.h. 1191).

Beginning; tkJLJ isUj ii
1^ (j>^' iJ^-i^j^ u];lr*

Jl jJLJj »J;U* »-•-» (jj' ^^
The full title ij;\ji,i^\j _j^ j -^^ J|>»' J .n a .i

ij ^jlli^
J

is found here on fol. i*, 11. 4 and 5.

No date. From fol. 9^' onward English references to

the contents of the text are made in pencil on the

margin.

No. 1957, ff. 45, U. 12-16 ; Shikasta ; size, loj in. by 6f in.

486
Another, but incomplete chronicle of the Bhoslah

family of the Marattahs, from its origin, that is, Siwaji

and his ancestors, to the operations against Rajah
Ram after the capture of his capital (Eaighar) in a. h.

1 101 or 1 102 (a. D. 1690). The first mention of the

year 1102 appears on fol. 39'': ^j-^l*. ^l^a.
j ^ ti^ji

iS/^ jJ J X-o
J j\jA Li-. ^jj\ia^ (34th year of 'Alam-

gir's reign). The author's name does not appear, but

cr4^

he shows everywhere a most hostile tendency against

the Marattahs, as the very beginning of this abrupt

chronicle proves : jL.^ cjL^ i^'j^-iJ.' j JS-*' j-"

VB>\ ^j^^ i«ila. ji jL^jjj (instead of ^yJj.^ ij]}^^

Jl J-el Xi i^])-x^ J—J. The ta'rikh-i-Khwafikhan,

i. e. i^LJ i_*jr>-^ (see above, Nos. 396-407), is quoted

several times, see, for instance, fol. 39**, 11. 3 and 4.

On the outside of the binding this MS. is styled : vlsj

No. 2990, ff. 54, 11. 1 3-14 ; very legible Shikasta ; size, 10 in.

by 6| in.

487
An incomplete history of the rising of the Bhoslah

family of the Marattahs, from Maldji, whose son Sahji,

or Sahuji I, married afterwards the daughter of the

Rajput chieftain Jadd Rao, and begat the great Stw&ji

(born in May, i627=A. h. 1036), the real founder of

the Marattah empire ; comp. Elphinstone, History of

India, 5th ed., p. 617 sq.

Beginning : t_)li5 ^^A (!) L2I s5oT j^Lo ,i c*—J;^

^1 iL.j^, i^\j ^jj ^^IjJli. (!)^p..

On the fly-leaf this chronicle is ascribed to Daulat
Singh. It is most incorrectly written, and abounds in

numberless un-Persian words and phrases, looking like

a bad translation from some Marattah work.
Statistical tables of the various dominions of the

Marattah state, on ff. 58''-65».

A second part, incomplete at the end, begins on
fol. 69b with the transactions between Sedasheo Rao
Bhao, Holkar, and Shuja-aldaulah, leading up to the

famous battle of Panipat in a.h. 1174 (a. d. 1761).

This part breaks off on fol. 83b. The proper order of

ff. 1-23 seems to be this (most of the catch-words

being wanting): i, 2, 11, 3-8, 22,9, 10, 13, 12, 14-21,

23, etc. The copy belonged formerly to D. Ruddell.

No. 3075, ff. 83, 11. 15-17; written in a curious style of

Naskhl ; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

488
Another short history of the Marattahs, especially

of the Bhoslah or Bhonslah family, from the reign of

Muhammadshah (who ascended the throne of Dihli in

a.h. ii3I= a. d. 1 719) to the end of Shah 'Alam's

reign (a.h. i22i=a. d. 1806), similar in its chief con-

tents to an account described in Rieu ii. p. 80 1**. It

begins with Sahu Bhoslah II, who had been crowned

as chief of the Marattahs in the fortress of Satarah in

the beginning of A.h. 1120 (a. d. 1708, March). At
the end there are inserted some of Shah 'Alam's elegies.

As title is given here in the beginning : j ^.. > Jlj^l

xi£ jjs^l L^jl c:,.,.?. > J _)! e*lA-i
J ^J^)

No author's name. No date.

No. 3322, ff. 142-159, 11. 12-16; careless Nasta'Uk; size,

9I in. by 6J in.

(jk^^
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489

Tawarikh-i-Rajahai-Nagpur (i^*Hj (^Lasjj-l^j iij}y)-

Annals of the Marattah Eajahs of Nagpur (Nagpore),

of the Bhoslah (or as it is always spelt here, Bhonslah)

family, compiled, and respectively translated from seven

Persian and twenty-five Marattah sources, for Mr.

Richard Jenkins (the former British Resident in Nag-
pore), December, 1823.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i'' : .•_> <X1j

ji sJLJl.

The seven Persian authorities are :

jjLi^Li. (that is, the Muntakhab-i-Lubab, completed

about A. H. 1143 or ii44=a.d. 1731, comp. above,

Nos. 396-407).

sls^' *rijly (* history of the Nizams down to A. h.

1 2 1 8= A. D. 1 803, 1 804, by Kadirkhan Munshi, see Rieu

iii. p. 1037I').

^i ^V*** (account of the Subahs of the Dakhan

and the Nizams down to A. h. ii97=a. d. 1783, by
Mun'imkhan, see Rieu i. p. 322).

s_«lc tJlti. (the well-known tadhkirah of 'Ali Azad).

illXu.^i ji J-ol^j^^ Lr>Li5^ (not known).

Jij i_>LLS'(not known).

•>'i\jAjut (wrongly spelt for j^iH^U, the second

edition of which was completed a. h. 1
1 94= A. d. i 780),

see Rieu i. p. 339 sq.

It gives in a short and concise form the events of

every year (except in the first portion), partly in nar-

ration, partly in letters, statistical tables, etc., from

1659 (Fasli year 1069^) to 1818 (Pasli year 1228).

Beginning, on fol. 4^: Jx-iU. ^.V

JI id-»J^..

No. 3062, ff. 336, 11. 8-10; Nasta'llk and SUkasta; size,

8| in. by 6 in.

490

Historical documents, chiefly relating to the history

of the Marattah power in India.

1. Extracts from the account of the Marattahs in

Ghulam "Ali Azad's famous tadhkirah, the Kliazdna-i-

'dmirah (compiled in A. h. 1 176 and i i77=A. d. 1763),

see further below under ' Biography.'

(a) Fol. I* sq., corresponding to No. 2954, fol. 4il>,

1. 8 sq. (beginning with A. h. 1076).

(6) Fol. 8" sq., corresponding to No. 2954, fol. 63a,

L 8 sq. (a. H. 1164, (isUUJ.1 j^, third son of Nawwab
Asafjah).

(c) Fol. 15a sq., corresponding to No. 2954, fol. 99a,

1. 7 sq. (a. H. 1 173, —i-i jb JuiA jj »LS.A*a.l ijXoT).

' This statement is wrong ; it ought to be either A. H, 1069 or

FafU 1063.

{d) Fol. 22" sq., corresponding to No. 2954, fol. 87'',

last line, last word sq. (a. H. 1171, P^s~' eUUAl pj.

j^u-. vjjjji).
"^

(«) Fol. 23'', corresponding to No. 2954, fol. 84'', 1. 3

ab infra (a. h. 1164, ^jL» jj-ajll y>\ dJLAI ^J« i-jjp

lo2!a^JJ-o).

(/) Fol. 25* sq., corresponding to No. 2954, fol. 531",

lin. penult", (eliil jU-c, ending with A. h. 1173).

2. Extracts from the 'Alamgirnama (by Munshi
Muhammad Kazim), or the history of the first ten years

of 'Alamglr's reign (see above, Nos. 347-357), begin-

ning on fol. 28b, last line, with the following chapter:

,ljqj^ *l_oil| -^1 is''--*^ UV^^ '^^J j' ''-^^• ^-*^ fi^

^i, corresponding in contents to the short sketch

given in fol. i ^ sq. of the previous extracts.

3. Extracts from the Ta'rikh-i-Rohillah, probably

the i^Jls^- iji-j iri)^> ^y Shiw Parshad (see Rieu i.

p. 306), beginning on fol. 52*, and dealing chiefly with

Ahmadshah Durrani and his affairs with the Marattahs,

shortly before and after the battle of Panipat (a. h.

ii74=A.D. 1761).

4. The same history of the Marattahs, from Rajah

Bhim and the origin of the Bhoslah family to the death

of Siwaji and the accession of his son Saubhaji, a. h.

1091 (a. D. 1680), which is described in No. 485 above.

Beginning, on fol. 68''
: S \j ^jy^- ij\xi>. Sj^j u];!/*

JI sXJs 8.5,^4^ K-.^ ^^} f^ tkaj eJUj.

At the end the same short enumeration of Sanbhaji's

successors as in No. 485 above.

No date. Quite modem handwriting.

No. 2895, ff. 112, 11. 17; large and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

Ijjin. by 9J in.

491

A large fragment of the history of the Marattah

wars in India, from A. h. 1171 to 1199, a.d. 1757-

1785, compiled by 'Ali Ibrahimkhan, who died as

chief magistrate of Banaras, A. H. 1208 (a.d. 1793,

1794). This account was written under the administra-

tion of the Governor-General, Charles Earl Cornwallis,

see fol. I*", 11. 4 and 3 ab infra, and comp. Rieu i. p.

328. The book has been translated by Major Fuller,

see his printed version in Elliot's History of India,

viii. pp. 257-297. Beginning, as in Rieu: ^Js. tOl Ju»ll

"The last two sections of this fragment, on ff. 62'>

d 63^, deal with the Peshwa Sahib (i. e. Siwai

or Siwaji Madho Rao, son and successor of Narayan

Rao) and the advance of the English generals to Poona.

This copy was presented by J. H. Peile, Esq., and re-

ceived 19th Sept., 181 8; transferred to Civil Coll., 9th

Aug., 1819.

No. 3390, olim 14. J. 18, ff. 64, 11. II ; clear and distinct

Nasta'llk ; greatly injured by worms ; aige, 8j in. by 5 ia.

aSd
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492

K first collection of AkhJbdr, or news-letters, chiefly-

relating to the Marattah affairs in i8io, beginning

with the 8th of February, and ending with the 8th of

December. They contain news of Jaswant Eao Hol-

kar, Daulat R?io Sindhiyah (the Maharajah of Gwali-

yS.r), Kanjit Singh (the Sikh ruler of the Panjab), Rana

Zalim Singh, Mr. Archibald Seton (the Resident at the

court of Dihli), of Akbarab^d, Dihli, Ujain, etc. On
ff. !" and 20"'' the collection is styled : .Lj».l »_/jr^-^

ij-^\ ijl v..|«.> : a ; on fol. 60°', |jbL«u.XiA i_»a."
-' * .Lj.!

»_j£. ; and on the back of the binding, with reference

to the chiefly Marattah news, ' jjU ,Lj».l.

No. 2945, ff. 276, 11. 10; Shikasta; size, 10} in. by 6| in.

493

A second collection of Akhbdr, or news-letters, rela-

ting to Marattah afiairs, from the end of 1 8 1 1 to the

autumn of 1812, beginning with the 27th of December,

181 1, and ending with the 6th of September, 18 12.

They contain news of various agents and comptrollers

{ijSj-t and ^s"x^a:L^), chiefly of c*-lJ uyji, that is (ac-

cording to No. 2946 (496 below), fol. ^g^, I. 2 : i^jS

jj^JU v:j-ij), the city of Nagpur, the seat of the

Bhoslah family (the agent's name there was Izhar

.L^l) ; besides of Hushangabad (agent : Mahadu),

Bitul (agent : Bapu), Malkapur (comptroller : Waukat
Rao), Patna (comptroller : Narayan Rao), Poona, etc.

A certain number of Akhbar is written by the same
Pandurang Ram, who is mentioned in Rieu i. p. 330^,

as translator of Maratti news-letters during the years

1809 and 1810.

Ko. 2949, ff. 303, 11. 10-14; Nasta'llk, mixed with Shikasta;

aze, io| in. by 6§ in.

494
A third collection of Akhbdr, or news-letters, relat-

ing to Marattah afiairs in 181 2 and 18 13, beginning

with the 3rd of December, 1812 (but we find news
as far bacli as November, 181 2, see fol. i^ sq.), and
ending with the 17th of December, 181 3. They con-

tain news of Mr. (afterwards Sir) C. T. Metcalfe (Resi-

dent at the court of Dihli, from 1811 to 181 9, and
from 1825 to 1827), Maharajah Malhar Rao Holkar II

(the illegitimate son and successor of Jaswant Rao
Holkar), Ranjit Singh, Rana Zalim Singh, Nawwab
Mir Khan (the Afghan general of Holkar), Daulat Rao
Sindhiyah, of Burhanpur, Dihli, Aurangabad, Ujain, etc.

This collection is styled on the back of the binding,

like No. 2945 (492 above) : .».Ju.Lj»1 .

No. 2947, ff. 192, 11. 10-13 ; vsiitten by different hands, partly
in Nasta'llk, partly in Shikasta ; size, l(>f in. by 6f in.

495
A fourth collection of Akhbdr, relating to Marattah

affairs in the second half of 1814, beginning with the

ISD. OFF.

24th of June, and ending with the last of December,

similar in its contents to the second collection. They
contain chiefly news of Nagjjur, by the same agent

Izhar, besides letters of Mahadii, Bapu, etc., see No.

2949 (493 above), news of Bitul, etc. Many of these

are translations from Maratti, as the prefixed >-»&;J

shows. As title appears again on the back of the

binding, as well as tiiree times in the collection itself

(viz. between ff. 129 and 130, 239 and 240, and 304

and 305) : jjJUjLi.!.

No. 2948, ff. 3s8, U. 8-1 1; Nastallk, mixed with Shikasta;

size, 10^ in. by 61 in.

496
A fifth collection of Akhbdr, relating to Marattah

affairs, from the end of 1815 to the autumn of 1816,

similar in its contents to the third collection. The

dates given in this MS. are frequently wrong, and differ-

ent mouths have been jumbled together in the same way
as in Rieu i. p. 286. According to a note on the back

of the binding, the news-letters refer to 1816, and that

is confirmed by the last section (fol. 102 sq.), where

the 29th of February is mentioned several times, a fact

that points undoubtedly to 1816, as being a leap-year,

in spite of the year 18 17 having been written almost

continually instead of 1 816. A similar confusion pre-

vails as to the Muhammadan year, sometimes 1232,

sometimes 1231. This copy contains various sections,

1. ff. 1-13, divided into 13 kit'as ; 2. ff. 14-84, in

several unnumbered portions; 3. ff. 85-101, in 15

kit'as; and 4. ff. 102-127, in 23 kit'as. The last sec-

tions deal with January and February, 1 8 1 6, the middle

part goes as far as September, 18 16 (or 181 7, as written

here), the first section comprises November and De-

cember, 1815 (or 18 16?). The news-letters refer to

the same personages as in No. 2947 (494 above), to

the agents of Nagpur, Burhanpur, Ujain, etc.

No. 2946, ff. 127, 11. 10-11 ; Nasta'llk, mixed with Shikasta;

size, 9^ in. by 6^ in.

497

A sixth collection of Aklihdr, relating to Marattah

affairs in 181 7, beginning with the 2nd of January,

and ending with the 28th of September. The majority

of news-letters, particularly in the second half of the

copy, are those of Daulat Rao Sindhiyah ; besides

Ranjit Singh, Holkar Jaswant Rao Bhao and various

wakils and other ofliicials have contributed letters. The

collection is styled on ff. 78*, So* top, and 136" first

line, i->AJ ! ..I .UaI.

No. 2991, ff. 167, U. 9-11 ; Nasta'llk, mixed with Shikasta;

size, 9^ in. by 6J in.

498

A seventh collection of Akhbdr, referring to Marattah

affairs in 1 8 1 8, beginning with the first of January,

and ending with the last of December, quite similar in

its contents to the fourth and second collections. The

majority ofAkhbar are by Izhar, agent of Nagpur. The
C
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title on the back of the binding, on £F. 19^93' ^^^ ^48,

and on til e fly-leaf is the usual one •.jyJ\jjU^\.

No. 2993, ff. 367, U. 7-1 1
;
pai-tly Nasta'Uk, partly ShUsasta;

size, 9J in. by 6J in.

Gwaiiyftr.

499
Ahwai-i-Kara-i-Gwaliydr (jUyl*l5 Jl^l).

^

A short historical account of the fortress of Gwaliyar,

from its foundation under the ancient Rajahs, down to

the twenty-second year of Shah 'Alam's reign, A. h. 1 1 9 4

(a. d. 1 780), compiled at the request of Captain William

Bruce {u^. *-Jj u^)' ^'°™ *^® dictation of two

Hindus of Gwaliyar, Motir^m
{^\j J^) and Khushhal

(
JLs^ji.) ; see another copy of the same work in Rieu

i. p. 3041". Beginning : .LJljJ lxi5 lsW t^'Aijl ^}\y>-\

|JU sLi !illj u-j^ ^^>>^

Jl is/^ Mif U- tpUi-. uj\i sLiilj. Copied by

"Abd-alrahim.

No. 860, tf. 31, 11. 14 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J

in. by 5 1 in.

Camatic.

500
Sa'idnama (5_«Ux*jt-».).

An account of the life and history of the ruler of the

Camatic, Sa'adat-allahkhan, who was born a.h. 1061

(see fol. 7», 11. 6 and 7), and died a.h. i 145 (a.d. 1651-

1732). His real name was Muhammad 'Ali bin Ahmad
bin Sa'id-aldln bin Muhammad Said bin Muhammad,

and he was honoured bythe title of Muhammad Said (see

fol. 7", 11. 2 and 3, and 1. 9). This work is identical with

the 5-.(jX;oi-, described in Rieu i. p. 331, although con-

siderably shorter in extent ; there is no mention of the

real name of the author, viz. Jaswant Rai bin Bhag-

want Rai bin Sundardas, only his takhallus Munsjd

appears frequently, for instance, on if. 37**, 1. 4, 40^, lin.

penult., 58^, 1. 5,
59a,

1. 3 ab infra, etc. etc.
_
He is

the same Munshi whose diwan is preserved in No.

1454. There is also in this copy no trace of the sub-

division into three daftars, although the author speaks

plainly of these three books on fol. ^i)«; lin. penult.

(4-«UjL^jt— ^iii J—), and mentions at the same time

two other works of his, viz. ^X)j isUll >—a.... LlS

JUil (probably a new redaction of the well-known,

but much older story of 'Saif-almulk and Badi'-alja-

mal') and j^ j Jil Lis (the story of 'Lai and Hira').

Beginning as in Rieu :

,\ J..y... (.^jl ^ »-»^ ^j^}

The title of Sa'idnama appears several times, for

instance, fol. I^ 1. 3, fol. 6*, 1. 7, etc.

This copy, which is towards the end greatly injured

by worms, is dated the 12th of Dhu-alka'dah, a.h.

1229 (a.d. 1 814, Oct. 26). It belonged to Narrain

Row's Collections (No. 506).

501

TAzuk-i-Walijahl
(^_s4^.^'J ^jy)-

A history of the Camatic, especially of the time of

the Nawwab Anwarkhan, who died a.h. 1162 (a.d.

1749), of his son and successor, Nawwab Muhammad

"All (with his full name : Amir-alhind "Walajah 'Umdat-

almulk Assif-aldaulah Muhammad 'Ali Anwar-aldin-

khan Bahadur Zafarjang, see fol. 13''), who ruled over

the Camatic from a.h. 1162 to a.h. 1210 (a.d. 1749-

1795), and of the first contests between the English

and French in India, to the unsuccessful siege of Madras

{^jliy^ by the French under Lally, 1758, and the

capture of Pondicherry (i^^,) by the English under

Clive, 1 761. It covers partly the same ground as the

famous mathnawl 5-.Ujyl, or the exploits of the

Nawwab Anwarkhan, by Mir Isma'ilkhan Abjadi, who

completed his poem in A. H. ii74=A.D. 1760, 1761 (see

Sprenger,Catal.pp.307 and 308), and to whom a special

chapter, the mukaddimah (on £F. I4»-I7'>), is dedicated.

The munshi Burhan (or Burhankhan) bin Hasan, see

fol. 13^, 1. 4 ab infra, was commissioned in A.H. 1195

=A. D. 1781 (see fol. 13^), by the Nawwab, to compose

on the basis of the Anwarnama, but with greater

detail, and the removal of all the incongruities and

deficiencies caused by a poetical treatment of the

matter and the exigency of rhyme and metre, a history

of the rulers of the Carnatic, from their first ancestors

in Madinah, to his own time. The work was to be

divided into a mukaddimah, two daftars, and a khati-

mah, but our copy comprises only the mukaddimah (on

fol. 1 4^ sq.), containing the eulogium of Abjadi, and the

first daftar, beginning on fol. 17^ with the ancestors of

the Nawwabs, in fact with "Umar ibn alkhattab, and

going down to the capture of Pondicherry. This por-

tion was completed a.h. 1200 (a.d. 1786), see fol. 2ii'>

in the ^W^'j eJjy Si'j^^ »-^'^ '> tl»e second daftar

was to contain the subsequent events, and particularly

a series of important political correspondence, between

the principal historical personages of that age, and the

hMtimah, a description of India, particularly of the

Carnatic. Beginning of the work, on fol. 10^: ^
o^jJiL-^^

O*--/^-* »^ts*^^'.5 ^^*^ O^ J^' '^^'

The remaining portions of this volume (ff ia-9* and

ff. 2

1

6^-2 1 9=') contain :

1. A shorty summary of events in the Carnatic from

the time of 'Alamgir, on ff. i=-2ii.

2. A short history of the progress of English con-

quest in India (called : —Jl51 ^j ji/^^ ^J^^ Jj' j^
jjjk), from about A. d. 161 2 to the first four decades of

the present century, on ff. 2^-9".

3. Rules for the lower, middle, and higher style of

letter-writing, each group subdivided into seven kandns

on ff. 216^-219*.

No. 2934, ff. 61, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk and Shikasta, partly on

white, partly on brown paper ; size, 9i-io| in. by 6f-6J in.

No. 3174, ff. 219, U. 17; clear and excellent Nasta'Uk; size,

jo| in. by 8 in.
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502

Sawanihat-i-Mumtaz (jUu-« eyLs^J^).

A detailed history of the reign of the Nawwab
'Umdat-alumara, who ruled the Carnatic from the

beginning of Eabi'-althanl, A. h. 1210 (a. d. i795)

Oct.), to the month Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 12 16 (a. d.

1801, July), with an account of the last year of the

reign of his father, Muhammad 'Alikhan, the son of

Anwar-aldin or Anwarkhan, a summary of the events

under 'Umdat-alumara's successors, liis nephew 'Azim-

aldaulah, and 'Aiim's son 'Azimj&h (who succeeded

his father in a.h. 1235, a. d. 1820), and a full gene-

alogy. The author is Khair-aldin Hasan Ghulam-i-

Damin bin Iftikhar-aldaulah Hafiz Muhammad Nasir-

khan Bahadur Samsamjang, who was born A. H. 1
1 94

= A. D.I 7 80 (see fol. 160^ sq.), received the title of

Sahib-aldaulah Jaladatjang in A.H. 1210 (a. D. 1795,

1796), that of Khwurshid-almulk in a.h. 1231 (a. D.

1816), and at his father's death in A.h. 1236 (a.d. 1820,

1 821) that of Iftikhar-aldaulah Muhammad Nasirkhan

Bahadur Samsamjang. In A.h. 1249, beginning of

Eajab (a.d. 1833, Nov.), when living in Madras, he

paid homage to 'Azimjah, and was requested by him to

draw up a history of his great ancestor and grandfather,

'Umdat-alumara, as the poet Abjadi had done for An-
warkhan in his famous Anwarnama. Khair-aldin set

to work and finished this history (see the title on

fol. 162I', 1. 13) a.h. 1252, the 27th of Dhu-alhijjah

(see fol. 288^ last two lines)=A. d. 1837, April 4. It

is divided into four .IjJJ (each of which contains four

» :..ijJJ), ihejlrsf, comprising the years a.h. 1209 and

1 2 10, on fol. 164b, that is, the last year of Muhammad
'Alikhan's reign, his death the 29th of Rabi'-alawwal,

A. h. 1210 (a.d. 1795, Oct. 13), and 'Umdat-alumara's

accession ; the second, A. h. i 2 i i and 1 2 1 2, on fol. 1 88^;

the third, A. h. i 2 i 3 and 1 2 1 4, on fol. 205'' ; the fourth,

a.h. 1215 and 1 21 6, with a short summary of later

events, and a detailed genealogy of the family and
descendants of Anwarkhan, on fol. 2 21a. KhAtimah,
on fol. 2851", giving an account of the circumstances

which led to the composition of this work.

Beginning :

Jjj. « j!c u\xs^- LSUo.* jX^j \j\yi^ \x^^

iJI . No other copy of this rare work is known.

Copied A.h. 1266 (a.d. 1850).

No. 3176, ff. 159-288, 11. 17; very distinct Nastallk; size,

l(^ in, by 8 ia.

Panjab.

503
Ta'rikh-i-Panjab (i_>Ls^ ^j^)-
History of the Panjab, from the earliest times to A. D.

1840, completed a.h. 1264 (a.d. 1848), by Ghulam
Muhyi-aldin, known as Butl or Buta (,Jj-> in the text,

[jjj in the colophon) Shah Ludiyanl 'alawi kadiri, see

fol. 2", U. 2 and 3. The title is a chronogram for a.h.

1264, by elimination of the units, except the tp> and i_)

in the word vLx^ ; comp. Rieu iii. p. 953, where a full

description of this work is given. Beginning : x^a.

It contains a mukaddimah, five daftara, and a khati-

mah, viz.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 2'' : Geography of the Panjab,

(^^Lj j jjl i..- ) i»j
J vLx^ eU-. jjXa. Jl^l (jLj ji

Daftar I, on fol. 43^ : Hindu Rajahs, from Saduman

to Pithaura (jjJ, (jIa:ij1 jl .j^J-a lsUj*-]; J|>^1 \J^-j^

jl c^ '^3j ^^]) c'^i'' •IH'>^^ Jyj. " cry-*-"

Daftar II, on fol. 6x^ : Muslim SuMns, from Mah-
m(id of Ghazna to A.h. 1183 (a.d. 1769, 1770), the

date of Shah Ahmad Abdali's death, see fol. 180*, 11. 4

and 3 ab infra {^ j.^1 Jj»1 ^jLaLijL) JJj»l jjLj ji

e».:Wlw ijL-Jj (jSjUc-*' j^j' j ijj^ ^i^j^ ^y*^^ jjUiL-

Daftar III, on fol. 180^ : Gurus of the Sikhs, from

Nanak to Gowind Singh (sj^ {j\jt>jjjJ ^]\y>^ jjLj ^j

Daftar IF, on fol. 224*: Sikh Sardars and Eajahs

in the last period of the Moghul empire of Dihli (^JLJ ji

ljLs-^ (sJLL* uV'^r' 5/^j ij^4^~-' (.jW^|;j oV-ir" J^^

J
jjbio U (^j.*j^ (j\jjij^j^ ^-^' li/P tsLL. J)^'j

S^j>
, (jL^x-i j^L^j (jI^Jlju ij>.»i.^ uW? ) jt »"'

Daftar V, on fol. 308*: Eanjit Singh, the great

Sikh Maharajah's life and reign, to the 27th of June,

1839 (not 1838, as by mistake is written here on foL

419'', 1. 2), the date of his death (J^rt-^aU.. Jlj^l ^j

i_»La:H aJUL« ^.^Jt j^. O ^^Uj. ~^<^"> ^^^i. ĵ »^J;U^

i U^.^ JU5' i^ij^ M y-M-> tsU^^ ^. u' l^]>— J

Ij^l

',1 cyli,
'j>;a»

I^jIjI Cj"»;S tS'j^^l
(J-»

jj/ laLJJJ

Khdtimah, on fol. 420* : History of the British con-

quests in India ( .j .ilv. ^ji/^^J^j^ '^j^ csLU^i ji

'juiA eU-.); the account of the Rajahs of Kangrah,

JamAn, etc., mentioned by Rieu, loc. cit., as probably

forming a part of the khatimah, is not found in this copy.

Ff. 175 and 176 are badly injured in the middle. This

MS. was received from Dr. Eoyle, July, 1856.

No. 3244, ff. 427, U. a 1-3 J ; careless and coarse Naatallk ; size,

I4iin. by 7jin.

2
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504
'Ibratnama {^^[sjj^).

Geography, statistics, and history of the Panjab,

especially of the Sikhs, from their first appearance in

history down to A. D. 1849, by Mufti 'Ali-aldin, son of

Mufti Khair-aldin of Lahur (see fol. i^, 11. 5 and 6), an

official of the East India Company, who was still alive in

1856, when this MS. was received from Dr. Eoyle. The
author left his native town, Lahur, in 1823 (=a. h.

1239, Samvat 1881), on account of the oppression of

the Sikhs, and settled in Ludhana (sJIajJ Loodiana).

In 1854, when he was in the service of Mr. Charles

Raikes, the Commissioner and Superintendent of Lahur,

he compiled this work (=A. H. 1270, Samvat 191 1),

Eee fol. 2% 1. 4 sq., and fol. 2^, 1. 4 ab infra. This MS.
is the author's autograph, completed, according to the

colophon, in the same year, 1854, 13th of September

(= 20th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. H. 1270), and styled, with

its full title, o ,UjJ1 ii.v « c . t_«lj uy^-jj; ; according to

a note prefixed to the MS. by the before-mentioned

Mr. Kaikes it was sent ' to the Imperial Exhibition at

Paris, for works of art and industry, by the Punjab

Committee at Lahore.'

.

Beginning

:

(so pointed instead ot^IJ)^^ J-*-^ t^JJl All ,V « U

^5LJL ijLflJIj j^jj^iiU (sic! instead of L-x) sllc fj-^i'^\

Ji jjjxL..

The subdivisions are rather in a confused state, a

J ^V"yl LS^

jb and two
r^J^

,
but the meaning is clear—the

author divided his work into three great portions, viz.

1. Geography of the Panjab, its flora, fauna, natural

productions, etc., on fol. 4^ (Jjl i-jLi).

2. History and topography of Lahur, from its founda-

tion to the present day, on fol. 30I' (-))iy:isj).

3. History of the Sikhs in the Panjab, from the birth

of Baba Nanak to the final victory of the English in

1846, and a few subsequent events, till 1849, on fol.

8i» (again styled ojj^jij).

To these three babs or daftars there is added, on £F.

326''-376^, a kind of khdtimah (without a general head-

ing), dealing in detail with the customs and usages, as

well as the prevalent philosophic and religious ideas of

the people of tlie Panjab, beginning with a sketch of the

sect of the Kadiris; among the numerous short chapters

of this part are the most prominent ones : the great

days of the Muhammadan year (isJTIj csLaj.. ^ .-i-J ,i

f^LJ J-»l), on fol. 331^, last line; the Fakirs of the

three principal creeds, the Muhammadans, Hindus, and
Sikhs, on fol. 333" ; manners and customs of the Mu-
hammadans, from the cradle to the grave, on fol. 334*";

of the Hindus, on fol. 3421"; of the Sikhs, on fol. 352";

scientific attainments (Juc) of the same three creeds, on

fol. 353» ; usages in eating, on fol. 356ti, i^st line ; in

dress, etc., on fol. 360" ; the court-orticials under the

Maharajah Eanjit Singh {^^\ . ,f. : » j ^^U-.^ . ^jLj>.La^

j^lplxL.jJ»
J

^jLi^^.--. j), on fol. 364'', etc. etc.

No. 3241, ff. 376, II. 18 ; large Nasta'llk ; the first two pages
luxuriously illuminated ; smaller gold ornaments on flF. 2' and 3*

;

size, 12J in. by 8^ in.

505

Shir Singh nama (s-oLi ^.^xl^j^).

History of the Panjab and the special events which
took place in Lahur from A. H. 1255 to 1259 (a. d.

1 839-1 843), by an eye-witness, Muhammad Nakt of

Pashawar, son of Mulla Khwajah Bakhsh, who wrote it

at the request of Bakhshi Bhagatram (see ff. 4b, U. 5 and
6, and 6*, 1. 6). The above title of this work, which
is desciibed by Kieu iii. p. 952l>, ig not found in the text

itself, but assigned to it in an English note, prefixed to

the fly-leaf, by the Commissioner and Superintendent,

Mr. Kaikes, who states that this MS. was sent ' to the

Imperial Exhibition at Paris, for works of art and indus-

try, by the Punjab Committee at Lahore.' It was re-

ceived into the library from Dr. Royle in July, 1856.

The history begins with the death of Eanjit Singh in

A. H. 1255, see fol. 7* sq., and closes with the assassi-

nation of Shir Singh and the proclamation of Dalip
Singh in A. h. 1259, see fol. 65'' sq.

Beginning

:

J^ ^^j ^% .lit

d
Comp. 'History of the Panjab,' London, 1846, vol. ii.

pp. 200-235 !
' History of the Sikhs,' by J. D. Cunning-

ham, pp. 237-271 ; 'Calcutta Review,' i. pp. 476-507;
and ' Panjab Chiefs,' by Griffin, pp. 24-26.

No. 3231, ff. 70, 11. 9; large Nasta'llk; illuminated frontis-

piece ; miniature paintings, illustrating especially murderous
scenes, on ff. J", 8^ I0^ 24', 25*, 34% 38^ ^2", 43<', 53^ 59^aud
Cs' ; size, 10^ in. by 5I in.

506
Tawarikh-i-Mulk-i-Hazara (s.Ua (s)JL« ^J[y)-
History of the state of Hazara and the neighbouring

states and districts in the Panjab, especially during

the thirty years from about A. h. 1819 to 1849 (Samvat

1876 to Samvat 1906, see fol. iicj^, last lines, and
fol. 120'', 11. 4 and 3 ab infra), by an eye-witness of all

the events recorded, Mahtab Singh of the Kayath tribe

(fol. 3'', 1. i), who was five years recorder of the Par-

gana of jjL»Jl> JL^L-., and occupied since Samvat

1 88 1 the same office in the state of Hazara (or s^Ua

eUjli as it is called on fol. 4*^), which borders to the

west on the state of cyjXj^ (which itself extends as

far as the Jl-» j^jl-» 'IJ).s), and to the south on Khanpur

of the Gakhars.

Beginning: eJiUl i^ix-. i^\j^S^ys^- ^j15 ^\ ^;J^^

Jl i^jSjij ij'yo i , ^:\ \ b.

Geography and topography of Hazara and the sur-

rounding states, as ^^j Li., J^, ijjJjf, iJ^-V,, Jj-^.

sJl«j J, etc., on fol. 4^. Beginning of the real history

with the Ghakkars (cjJpC^J) of Khanpiir (also called

Gakhars or Gukhurs, see on these, L. H. Griffin,

'Panjab Chiefs,' p. 574 sq.), on fol. 34". The style of

the narrative is often very un-Persian, see, for instance,

fol. 21^1, etc. Dated the nth of August, A. d. 1854,

by Pirbakhsh, the Kaniingo of Eawal Pindi, who copied

this work at the request of the Assistant Commissioner
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of Hazara. In a notice glued on the first page the work

is rather incorrectly designated as ' Tawareekh-i-Jum-

moo, a history of the principality of Jummoo and the

neighbouring hill-states, from the earliest times to the

accession of Maharajah Goolab Singh, by an unknown
author (!).' It was sent, according to the same notice

(signed by C. Eaikes, Commissioner and Superintendent),

'to the Imperial Exhibition at Paris, for works of art and

industry, by the Punjab Committee at Lahore.' It was

received into the library from Dr. Royle, July, 1856.

No. 3229, ff. 120, 11. 10-15 ; Nastallk; size, 10 in. by 6| in.

JamtXn.

507

Tawarikh-i-Rijagan-i-Jamun ((jj-^a. jjVXa.!;
i^-j^y)'

A portion of the rare chronicle of the Rajahs of

Jamdn (or Jamu, according to Thornton), which is

described in Rieu iii. p. 955 under the title of —l.

^i-i,j, composed by Ganeshdas Badhrah, and com-

pleted A. H. 1263 (a. D. 1847, Samvat 1904). Our
copy, being only a fragment of the whole, does not

exhibit author's name or title; the name given above

is the one found in the colophon. It is moreover very

incorrectly written, and especially the respective Mu-
hammadan and Hindu dates, wherever they appear

together, are invariably greatly at variance with one

another (take, for example, fol. 31'', where A. h. 391, the

correct date of Sultan Mahmud's accession, is repre-

sented as Samvat 1031, whereas it ought to be 1057
or 1058, and so in many other places). It begins

abruptly in the history of the early Rajahs with tio

,^^, on fol. I*: (jf^ljT j5 (read Is^T) o^ls^T

^^ ill

Jl !Jy. ^^^
^

'xiLj li ^_J>»i b.
\j

(_5—i — JuiiLj

jl •: ? a vLiSjt O^} »-»^.'

Chapter-headings are very few and far between

;

the time of Muhammad begins on fol. 26*'; that of

Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna, on fol. 31^; Akbar's reign,

on fol. 78''; the end of Rajah Kaya Singh's reign and
beginning of that of Dharb Dew (which coincides with
'Alamgir's death, a.h. 1 1 18), on fol. 83" ; Gulab Singh's

obtaining possession of Kashmir in Samvat 1902 (a. d.

1846), on fol. 142".

Copied by Muhammad 'Ali.

No. 3181, fr. 144, 11. 15; Nasta'llk; illuminated frontispiece

on fol. I'; size, 9^ in. by d^ in.

Kashmir.

508
Rajatarangi {^J^y p\X
An incomplete copy of the oldest Persian translation

of Kalhana's Rajataranginl or history of Kashmir,
originally written in Sanskrit, A. d. 1148 (printed in
Calcutta, 1835; French edition and translation by
A. Troyer, Paris, 1840-52); comp. Rieu i. p. 296, and
Asiatic Researches, xv. pp. 1-92. The translator's name
is not mentioned in this iragment, but he is undoubtedly

the same Mulld Sh&h Muhammad who translated the

work from the Sanskrit original by order of Akbar,

A.H. 998 (a. D. 1590), and whose version was revised

byBadaunJ in a.h.999(a.d. 1591); comp. also Elliot,

History of India, v. p. 478.

Beginning : l-<. •• •>• w J-*' i_>l-i5 i_i.L.« udJOJ ^^^ij

Jl Jj.,:, . « »Jj^ ijl 5-»J>yJ u-j^ill S^.
Last words

:

^:>yM —yi» J. <ia j iS CA»l-._^Lb al~»>

" »-»i crlr? »-*J^- ^yy olc*'

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2442, ff. 49''-i93'', 11. 17; distinct Nasta'llk ; size, ia}iii.

by 8 in. .

509
Baharist4n-i-Shahl (^L- (jU-^Lp.).

Another history of Kashmir, based on the same
Sanskrit work and other sources, by an anonymous
author, brought down to a.h. 1023, the eighth year of

Jahangir's reign (see the chronogram at the end : t.«Lj

,
> <" ^\ <^l ;.)— * D. 1614, and beginning, without in-

troduction : iS .. ».?.^ eUU-* ^^^JsiL- jLjil ^J^jy»

.Ul

j1

It ends on fol. 213*; comp. Rieu i. p. 297. On ff.

214^-221" a poetical fragment is added, a peculiar

kind of didactic poem, consisting of a series of kit'as,

usually two, sometimes three, and even four baits long,

mixed with fards and put together in form of a math-

nawl, being all of the same metre ; it begins thus

:

cT' ir' ojW ^^y^

(jiiUjl J-Jj ^\ jjj ;j«j

\jj:> tS ^

Ip- ,0l. jT

No date. The right order of ff. 160-166 is: 160,

162-165, 161, 166.

No. 943, ff. 321, 11. 16; Nasta'llk; size, 8|in. by sin.

510

Ta'rlkh-i-Kashmlr (^;..^<^ ^Jj).
A third history of Kashmir, from the earliest ages

down to the twelfth year of the emperor Jahangir's reign,

commenced on the base of the old Sanskrit work Raja-

taranginl and other authentic documents, by Haidar
Malik hin Hasan Malik bin Kamal-aldin Muhammad
Naji bin Malik Nusrat of Carwarah, commonly caUed
Rats almulki (see fol. 4"), a. h. 1027 (a. d. 1618), see

fol. 3b,
1. II, and completed about A.h. 1030 (a. d,

1 621), see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 316 and 317; Rieu i.
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p. 297 sq.; J. Aumer, p. 98; H. N. Wilson, an Essay

on the Hindu History of Cashmir, Asiatic Kesearches,

vol. XV, Serampore, 1825, p. i sq.; and D.J. F. Newall,

a Sketch of the Mahomedan History of Cashmere, Jour-

nal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, new series, No. 68,

Calcutta, 1854, pp. 409-460. This copy begins in the

usual way

:

by ^ (V*J^ J^̂J \ tJ**J

but it is almost twice as large as the copies described

in the above-mentioned catalogues, and the reason is

obvious. Our copy consists of two portions, the first

of which contains, like all the other copies, the history

of Kashmir, on £F. ib-237'', and concludes with these

significant words : ,-_% -^ ^jLALijU v.::«.a^5a. Ls:^' Ls

iljtiji ijLaLti.ib 0.5.., .5 a. ^La. .UU,
Consequently the second portion, on £f. 238''-387'', con-

tains a general history of all the contemporary dynasties

in the different parts of Iran, Turan, Transoxauia, etc.,

in six babs ; the beginning is unfortunately missing, it

opens abruptly : Jl vjijo (j^;—J j' J^j"-! Xi> SLiA

.

Bdb J comprises the history of the Tahirides, Sama-
nides, Ghaznawides, Gliurides, Biiyides, the Saljuks, the

Khwarizmshahs, the Atabegs, the Ismailis, and the

Karakhita'l Sultans, on fol. 238*.

Bdb II: The Moghul emperors, on fol. 281*'.

Bdb III: The kings who ruled after Sultan Abu
Sa'id in Iran, from the Cupanians to the Sarbad^rs, on

fol. 295^
Bdb /r(here wrongly styled jyU-* J-->j) = Timur

and his successors, on fol. 322''.

Bdb V : The Kara-koyunlu and Ak-koyunlu Sultans,

on fol. 345b

Bdb VI: The Sultans who ruled over Transoxania

and Khurasan after a. h. 906 (a. d. 1501), on fol. 363*.

At the end of this second portion is written :

^U5

ijjit.^.^ i^X^ J--, consequently there is no doubt that

this second portion really forms a part of that work.

It is probably based on the ^j])^\ wlJi Kism III, see

above, Nos. 101-103. ^

No date. This copy belonged formerly to Mr. W.
Cliambers.

No. 1100, ff. 387, 11. 13 ; clear and distinct Naeta'Uk ; size,

I3^in. by Sjin.

511

Ta'rikh-i-Kashmir
{j.,.-.<^.^J-),

A fourth history of Kashmir, based on the same
original Sanskrit work of Eajatarangini, by Narayan
Kul, with the takhallus 'Ajiz, a Hindu Brahman of

Kashmir, composed A. h. 1122 (a. d. 17 10); comp.
ff. s*", 11. 4 and 5, and 4% 1. 7.

Beginning

:

A full description of this work is given in Eieu i.

p. 298; other copies in G. Flugel ii. p. 191, and the

Bodleian Catalogue, No. 318; compare also Wilson's

S^li' ft.
I'J'/*** c^W* ti/"''W*^j" UJ/S^. U"W"

Essay on the HindA History of Cashmir, in Asiatic

Researches, vol. xv. p. 5 sq., Serampore, 1825.

Dated the 29th of Rabi'-althanl (^yliJl ^j, sic!),

A. H. 1215 (a. d. 1800, Sept. 19), at Banglur ( .^Jjdi).

Purchased at Seringapatam, 1802, by J. H. Peile, and
presented by him to the library, Sept. 19, 1 8 1 8 ; trans-

ferred to Civil Coll., Aug. 9, 18 19.

li. J. 23,"ff. 133, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 8J in. by 6 in.

512

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Author's name
and date appear on £f. 5*, 1. 3, and 6", 1. 3. Dated, by
Makhdum Sharif, the 27 th of Rabi'-alakhar, a. h. 1217
(a. D. 1802, Aug. 27), at Seringapatam.

No. 2491, ff. 255, 11. 1 1 ; large Nastallk ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

513

Waki'at-i-Kashmlr (^. . .^C^^j^.l.slj)

A fifth history of Kashmir, from the oldest times
down to A. H. 1 160 (a. d. 1747), by Muhammad A'zam,
son of Khair-i-Zaman Khan (see fol. 4", 1. 12), who com-
menced this work A. h. 1148= a. b. 1735 (fol. 4", last

line), and dedicated it to the emperor Muhammadshah
(fol. 4'', 1. 6). The title of the book is a chronogram
for the year in which it was commenced, but the author
did not finish it before A. h. i 160, see Bodl. Catalogue,
No. 319, and Rieu i. p. 300 (the versified chronogram,
however, quoted there is not found in this copy). The
chief aim of the compiler was to supply especially

biographical notices and extracts from the writings of

the principal shaikhs, 'Ulamas, and poets of Kashmir,
which were entirely wanting in works previously

written on Kashmir, and being more or less mere
translations from the old Hindu work Rajataranginl.

Beginning, on fol. 3*

:

J cljjj ^^.i

j1

The book is divided into a mukaddimah, three kisms,

and a khatimah, viz.

:

Mukaddimah: Description of Kashmir, on fol. 4'>

Kism I: Hindu Rajahs, on fol. 8* (t_>b,l cyilL* .j

Si:,/).

Kism II: Muslim rulers, on fol, 22a
(u ilU^i

Gjjj CjJj-.j JjO ii j^^^iLa

Kism III: Moghul emperors, from Akbar to Muham-

madshah, on fol. 75a (tlLc ^jUjjJ ^j-A>)L^ jSi jA

JL^).

The heading in the text runs here thus (the number

of the kism being omitted) : ^jA>\m y-jLaJ jUl ^jLj
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I

KMtimah: Curiosities of Kashmir, on fol. I92'>

Dated the 12th of Safar, a.h. 1217 (a. d. 1802,

June 14). On ff. i^ and 2" a short enumeration of the

reigns of the Sharki Sultans of Jaunpiir. A. Welland,

Feb. 4, 1 810.

No. 1429, ff. 195, 11. ia-17; very unequally written, both in

Nasta'llk and Sbikaata ; size, io| in. by 8 in.

Maistlr.

514

Nasabnama-i-Rajahai-Maisur {jy^ lsW*-]; !j>Ui_<-j).

This is the same short account of the Kajahs of

Mysore and Nagar, the dates of their birth, wives and

children, which is noticed by W. Morley, Cat., pp. 86

and 87, and is entitled there: j^^ ....<< (jL^J^ J]>»'

Sj ; it is styled here, in the short preface ou fol. i''

:

The little work was originally written in the Carna-

taca language, and by order of Tipu Sultan two Persian

translations were made of it, by Asad Anwar and

Ghulam Husain (see fol. 2^, 1. 2). One of these is

represented here ; as date appears, on fol. i^", 11. 2-4,

A.H. 1212, 20th of Dhu-alhijjah (a. D. 1798, June 5).

It begins with Timmaraj and goes down to Haidar 'All

(about 266 years). Beginning of the preface : jyojx. ;\

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2452, ff. 1-31, 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 6| in.

515

Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy. It is

styled here: S^ . .. ...

.

» tsW*-'i c*-u;-4-». No date.

No. 1241, ff. 43, 11. 10 ; Shikasta ; size, 7^ in. by 4:^ in.

516

Kissa-i-Haidar 'AlikLan (^jlii;^ jJ^-H*' s-^).

A biography of Nawwab Haidar 'Alikhan of Mysore,

from his rise to his death in the beginning of Muharram,
A. H. 1197 (a. D. 1782, December; see fol. 43*, 11. 4
and 5), by an anonymous author (according to a notice

on the fly-leaf his name was Munshi Amir), who during

the last two years of Haidar 'All's reign was in the

service of Captain John Kennaway (see fol. 42'', 11. i

and 2 : ijy^ jjLa. ^J^), and returned to his native

town of Haidarabad the last of Dhii-alka'dah, A. H. 1 196
(a. D. 1782, Nov. 6). He was an eye-witness of the

last deeds of the hero of this book.

Beginning : ,_,» » W I _ji (J,L5o x^. iS lS^-oU jjijli^

Jl
\j JoViSjy^.

No date. Another copy of the Earns history in Eieu
iii. p. 1033.

No. 3079, ff. 44, U. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by i\ in.

517

Ahwal-i-Haidar 'Alikhan (jjU* i^s- iXj* J)>»-')'

Another biography of Nawwab Haidar 'Alikli^ of

Mysore, from his birth to his death in a.h. 1197, by
an anonymous author, who compiled this work at the

request of Mr. Richard Johnson ; see fol. 3% 1. 8. It

is divided into nine babs

:

1. jl i_..-«j J u-—»• jJ, on fol. 4*.

on fol. 8b.

on fol. 45b.

iy>., on fol. Sob, first Hue.

6. ^j\Ji\iyj^ . (jLbsjLij b jl »^i) j^> ^^ ^°'' 5^''

fol. 53b.

8. Lu i> . ^i,-o jl jjjfc (sUL* ji jl IsW^i*' J
sZsu jj

jl Ji^, on fol. 56l>.

9. Uij j\ jl j^jJ^j, on fol. sSb.

Beginning
: ie-»^ j JP^J ly^J" cJ^-~i>^ ^'^iif^ J^-

Comp. Col. W. Miles' ' History of Hydnr-Naik,' Lon-

don, 1842, the translation of Mir Husain 'All's Nish^-
i-Haidarl (see below, No. 522).

This biography was compiled a.h. 1199, and this

copy is the author's autograph, finished the 5th of

Rajab in the same year (a. d. 1785, May 14).

No. 1978, ff. 1-60, 11. 10 ; Sbikaata ; size, gj in. by 5 in.

518

Tawarikh-i-Haidari (t^A-^ <rJ;V)'

A third, much more detailed history of Haidar "Ali-

khan, from his birth in A.H. 1 125 (a. D. 17 13; accord-

ing to another biography, described in Rieu ii. p. 802*,

he was born A. h. ii3i=a. d. i 719) to his death and

the accession of his son Tipu Sultan in a.h. ii97) by

Lala Bud Singh, with the takhallus Munshi (see fol. 1 4*,

1. 2), who spent three years in the compilation of this

work (see fol. 19*, 1. 5). A date of composition is not

given, but it appears to have been written very soon

after Haidar 'Ali's death. The author is no doubt

identical with Budh Singh of the Khatrl caste, who
wrote, by desire of Major James Mordaunt, a short

account of the Sikhs, styled sLi. eUU tlL-,, about a.h.

1197; see Rieu ii. p. 860. The history begins with an

account of Haidar 'All's ancestors, on fol. 21*; the

story of Haidar 'All's birth is found on fol. 29".

Beginning : j]^ «jL-o
j
^ys^- jyo JSj A^1>M
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Dated at Patna the first of EaM'-alakhar, A.h. 1217

(a. d. 1802, Aug. i). The full title on the fly-leaf is

:

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2636, ff. 220, U. 9 ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. hj 5J in.

519

Another copy of the same.

This copy is complete, hut very badly written, and

without any date. Beginning the same as in the pre-

ceding copy. Account of the ancestors of Haidar "Ali,

on fol. I ©a; of his birth, on fol. 13*. Author's name

on fol. 7a,
1. 7.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2494, ff. 96, U. 13; Shikasta; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

520
A fragment of the same.

Tliis fragmentary copy agrees with No. 2636 (518

above) as far as fol. 48", where the advance to the

fortress of Karnul (Kannul or Kurnool, J^J^, in the

Presidency of Madras, see Eieu i. p. 332) is described,

corresponding to fol. 102* in No. 2636. The remaining

portion we have not been able to trace in that copy

;

for instance, on if. 48^-50'' a mathnawi in praise of the

capture of the hill-fort of Guti (Gutti or Gooty, ^JjT, in

the district of Bellary) appears, which is not found in

No. 2636. That capture took place in a.h. 1187

(a. D. 1773, 1774).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2622, ff. 55, U. 13-15; Shikasta; size, 8f in. by 7|^ in.

521

Sultan-altawarikh ( o,l^l jjlkL-).

A history of the Sultans of Mysore, viz. Fath Naik,

Haidar 'Alt, and Tipu Sultan, by an anonymous author,

dedicated to Tipu (see fol. loM. 5, and fol. 12'', last line).

It is divided into two daftars, the first dealing with the

history of Tipu's father and grandfather, who are re-

spectively called jciW-"' u^J'V' ^^^ Ls''^ '•^^*^ >
^^^

second relating the events in the reign of Tipu himself,

who is called ^.^l JJj (the shadow of God), down to the

inarch on .jjLJiS (see fol. 154'' sq.). The Jirst daftar

begins on fol. 1 3^, the second (without this heading) in

eighteen guftars on fol. 16*. The third and fourth

years of Tipu's reign (a.h. i 199-1 200= A.d. 1785 and

1786) commence on fol. 93", the narrative of his

march on Calicut on the Malabar coast (fifteenth guf-

tar) on fol. 140''. The eighteenth and last guftar, be-

ginning on fol. 160'', contains a detailed genealogy of

Tipu, but is apparently imperfect.

Beginning: ^L»-« . kUJI (jfjjjo . ^jy c)^^"~^ ijUiLu

7^'y- -'
'

^ /
On fol. I'' this book is styled jlilji iJ.LJ i_>bS.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2748, ff. 166, 11. 11; large Naata'lik; size, 8|in. by 5J in.

522

Nishan-i-Haidari {ijjS.;^ ^JLij).

Special history of the reigns of Haidar 'AIi and his

son Tipu Sultan of Mysore, completed a.h. 12 17 (a. d.

1802), see fol. 250'', last line (in Rieu i. p. 331^ it is

stated that the work was written at the close of A. h.

1 2 13, which probably only means, that the last events,

related in it, refer to that year), by an eye-witness of the

events related, and a servant of both Sultans, from a.h.

1167 to I213=A. D. 1754-1799 (see fol. 2* 11. 7-9),

Mir Husain 'Alikhan Kirmant, and entitled ^jLiJ

(CjX;^, see fol. 3*, 1. 2, comp. W. Morley, p. 87, where

a fuller title is given, viz. J,^ j ^jy* j Uj'i~tr^ J^^

The same author wrote in A. h. 12 15 (a. d. 1800,

I Box) the fS-^^ iUJl i^\iJ, or history of some princi-

palities of the Balaghat country (see Eieu i. p. 331 sq.).

The present work begins, after the introduction, on fol.

3^, with an account of Haidar 'All's ancestors (Sj*^
JUa.1 (jj^^jjjl^j ^jLs-?^jj-^ LsLilj); from A.H. 1163

=A. D. 1749, the year of Tipu's birth and the rise and
progress of Haidar 'All's power (on fol. 1 3'', first line),

the history becomes more detailed, and every subsequent

year is marked by a special heading.

Haidar 'All's death and Tipu Sultan's accession (a.h.

1197) are related on fol. 157'' sq.

Tipu's death in A. h. 1213 (a. d. 1799), on fol. 241*

sq., followed by a short enumeration of his virtues,

manners, etc.

Beginning of the introduction, on fol. 8^: Ujj\ f.^ iH;

The first nine leaves are misplaced ; their proper order

is : ff. 8, 2-7, I, 9. This work has been translated for

the Oriental Translation Fund by Col. William Miles

:

'The History of Hydur Naik,' London, 1843, and as

sequel to it, 'The History of the Eeign of Tipu Sultdn,'

London, 1844. Copied by Sayyid Ibrahim.

No. 2580, ff. 251, U. 15 ; large and clear Nasta'Uk; size, io|

in. by 6^ in.

523

Another copy of the same.

This excellent copy begins in a dificrent way, viz.

:

"ji lO e.. ...jiCLo eJJU x.j>. —«\ IjLS ^jjU-i.., but in

every other respect it agrees completely with the pre-

vious copy. The author's name, Mir Husain 'All, son

of Sayyid 'All alkadir alkirmani, appears on fol. 2b, 1. 4

;

the title on fol. 2^', 1. 10. The chapter on Haidar 'All's

ancestors begins on fol. 3"; that of Tipu's birth, in a. h.

II 63, on fol. 10''; that of the events of A. H. 12 13, and

of Tipu's death, on fol. 209b. The date of completion

is given in full as 9th of Rajab, A.h. 12 17 (a.d. 1803,

Nov. g), on fol. 220", L 6.

No. 3179, ff. 220, 11. 17 ; NastaTlk; size, io| in. by 8J in.
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624
A fragment of the same.

A small portion of the Nish4n-i-Haidari, from the

begiiming to the reduction of the fort of Balapilr (com-

monly called Ballapoor, in Mysore), by Haidar 'Alikhan, in

A.H. ii7z = A.D. 1758,1 7 59 {see the last chapter-heading

onfol. 13a correspomling to No. 2580(522 above), fol. 41".

The last words of this fragment, jj;^1jJ xi-j^it i^Cj

ivT"''' 'W '^- ^y^' correspond to No. 2580, fol.

45* 1. i). Beginning of the preface on fol. 10'': jyi\

The leaves of this fragment are curiously misplaced

by the binder; their proper order is: ff. 10, 2-9, i,

17-36, 11-16.

No. 3081, ff. 36, 11. 15 ; careless Nasta'Itk; size, 8 in. by 5^ in.

525
Letters of Tipu Sultan.

Thejirst volume of a large collection of letters and
notes, by the famous Sultan Tipu of Mysore, presented

to the library by Lieut.-Col. W. Kirkpatrick, i3tb

April, 181 1, and annotated throughout by him. It con-

tains, according to a note prefixed to the volume (besides

more than 600 others), all the letters which appeared

in the ' Selected Letters of Tippoo Sultan,' published by
Black, Parry, and Co. (see preface to that work for an
explanation of the confusion which prevails in the ar-

rangement of these letters), and covers the years a. h.

1198-1201 (a. D. 1784-86, 87). This volume brings

the correspondence down to the end of the 12th

month of the year _yJj=A. d. 1786-87, and con-

sists of five parts, viz. : I. ff. 1-90, copied April 5th,

1800; II. ff. 91-152; III. ff. 153-241, copied 17th

May, i8oc; IV. ff. 242-293; V. ff. 294-356.

Address of the first letter, on fol. i»: ijAx^ jL« j,' *
rt

'^j-Ltt. Jj i^\j ^Uj _ji». JLu

.

No. 2100, ff. 356, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 7| in. by 4| in.

526

Copies of orders by Tipu Sultan.

No. 2102, ff. 6 ; SMkasta ; si^e, 7f in. by 4I in.

527
Historical miscellanies.

Chiefly relating to the Nizams of Haidarabid, the

rulers of Bijapur, Haidar 'Ali of Mysore, and the

Marattah and Afghan invasions of India.

1. eUU iXf^ t.«UJl^l, on ff. i-8\ A short bio-

graphical sketch of Haidar 'All ; comp. No. 517 above.

2. sU-^aJT J.5L4J eUil ^UoJ LoUJl^l, on ff. 9»-

2 2*". Account of Nizam-almulk Asafjah I, who died

A. H. ii6i (a. d. 1748); see above, Nos. 467 sq.

Jl J^j^ txlJi j^;sr^, on ff. 23^-38*; comp. about

Karnul (or Kurnool), No. 520 above.

4. ^j ^\.^^\y>.\, in A.H. 1 187 (a.d. 1773). after

Narayan Rao's assassination by Raghunath Rao, on ff.

IND. OFF.

398-41'', and ^ilb ^J.s^ juq O o—l ^\ '_j+5l^ o^iji^

Jl e«—iJ jJJ <J^- J^Ij
^1) j-»jU S ^J^J > ji^, on ff.

42 and 43. (The accession of the Marattah chief Ba-
laji Rao took place in a. h. 1153 (a.d. 1740), that of
Ragho or Raghojt in Nagpur, in A. H. 1 1 87 ; comp. Rieu
i- PP- 323- 326. 327. and 329.)

b. jyA^. o4*^on ff. 44*-45*-

6. !J^ J1>*1 ^^ji-Jlj oi-Ii^ on ff. 46»-47'> (Poena
under the Marattahs).

7. jjL^j i^a.Ay jl^l o T aX on ff. 48«-53».

8. sLsM'jiV. eUil ^UaJ j^L-j L.UJ1^\, on ff.

54a-64''.

9. On ff. 658—72*, without any heading: Generations
of old Persian Pahlawans and Indian Rajahs.

10. (sLUl )^~^ i^2a.kj>La Jl^l vi..r.».X on ff. 73'-

90* (pabitjang. Amir under Nizdm 'Alikhan of Hai-
darabad, died A. H. ii95(a.d. 1781); see Rieu i. p. 323).

11. J^y^. ^j-y on ff. 9ia-94b.

12 and 13. Two copies of the same treatise : Jl*»l

«l i^JuMi 8 V .

*
. > * jl ^JJ

O0|eJL> (Bhao is Sedasheo Rao Bhao, and the battle of

Panipat took place in A. h. 11 74 (a. d. 1761), Eee above,
No. 487). The first copy on ff. gs^'-iog'', the second on
ff. 1 1 0^-12 3", both written by the same Baksh-allah

;

the first is dated the 19th of Sha'ban, without any year

;

the second, the 24th of Jumada-alawwal, A.H, 1197
(a.d. 1783, April 27), at Calcutta.

14. t^j (sUll lJ^/! v]P ^y^i on ff- I24l'-i35'»

(Burhan-almulk Sa'adatkhau, originally called Mir
Muhammad Amin, the founder of the Oude dynasty,

died shortly after the battle of Kamal, a.h. 1151 (a.d.

1738), see Rieu i. p. 308b).

15. j,^jfc^jol4J i^l^.X-.^,. vljj culi-o, on ff. 136"-
149I'.

^16. sLiJiU t-i-y-> J^jl ;1 i^̂ \^. t;,ULtjb Jl^l
Jl sjjj, on ff. i5oa-i55b.

on ff. x568-i72'>'; see for both items above, Nos. 454
and 455.

18.
cr^. "^jij-^ ^j iJi^^y^ I

JUa-l (Solapore in

Bijapur and Seringapatan in Mysore), on ff. i73''-i84a.

Those portions which are written in Shikasta are

transcribed by Muhammad 'Abdallah ; on fol. 38* ap-

pears the date 1808. This copy formerly belonged to

Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 1543, ff. 184, written partly in Shikasta (viz. ff. 1-38, 44-
94, and 136-184), 11. 13, partly in Nasta'llk (viz. ff. 39-43 and
96-i35)> U- 15-17 i size, loj in. by G| in.

528
Historical miscellanies.

Historical and other pieces, written by various hands,

and containing, among altogether worthless fragments

:

1. Account of the events of a.h. 1197 (a. d. 1783),
the_^si year of Tipii Sultan's reign, on fol. i''.

2. Account of the events of a.h. 1198 (a.d. 1784),
p
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Tipu's second year, on fol. 20* (ff. 21^ and 22" left blank,

as well as the larger portion of fol. 21").

3. Account of the events of a. h. i 199-1200 (a. D.

1785 and 1786), etc., on fol. 24I' (a lacuna between

S. 37 and 38, another between ff. 39 and 40).

4. Statistical accounts of the Darughas, or police

inspectors, the Sirdars, the British power in India,

Indian Rags and Raginis, and an endless number of

other small items, ghazals and ruba'ls, by Hasan 'Ali

'Izzat, Zain-alabidln (the former author of the Mufarrih-

alkulub, a work on the music of Mysore, the latter of

the Fath-almujahidin), and others, on fol. 46* sq. As
dates for some of the statistical items appear the years

of Muhammad's birth {sXs' ^y^j^), 1224 and 1226,

comp. ff. 47a and 52".

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2548, ff. 69, 11. 15 and less ; Shikasta, by different hands
;

size, 1
1
1 in. by 8 in.

Seringapatan.

529
A short historical account of Seringapatan (i<^ iSj^

rj.^) and its Rajahs, their contests with Haidar 'Ali

and Tipu Sultan of Mysore, and the final annexation of

the district to the English territory, from A. h. 11 44 to

1 2 14 (a. D. 1731-1800). Beginning: («f») t».K vl^li-P

Jl s^jyl^j) ^jU. ,_jl£^X;>j». tsLcj J!«_j Lftil.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2682, ff. 16, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 7J in.

530
A similar account of Seringapatan, and the contest

with Haidar 'Ali, beginning: i^j^ (Jjm o^^b, oJJi-o

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2598, ff. 22, 11. 11-12; Shikasta ; size, 9I in. by 7 in.

531
Another more detailed account of Seringapatan, and

the contest of its rajahs, with Haidar 'Alikhan and Tipu

Sultan, down to the latter Sultan's death, A. H. 1213 (a. d.

1799), and the annexation of the territory by the English.

y o~iBeginning : (jJlJ>. iSjJl^^ \\^JSjSl^ ,

^The full title (as given on ff. 57b, last line, and 58a,

11. I and 2) is : ^^^^ (oJj^^>-» (jLais-sj.lj cj^^b, ^pj ,j

..liC ^\y iy_^ v:y^.«i-»-
_j ^J>-^-•

'•^ ^^ j^^-^. \j'-^~ j"-^

No date.

No. 3057, ff. 67-112, 11. 12 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 8| in. by 5| in.

Kurg.

532

Ahwal-i-Mulk-i-Kurg (»^eU-. jy.1).

A short history of the conquest of the realm of Kurg
(Coorg), nine manzils from Seringapatan, in A. h. 1187

^fj (^

(a. D. 1773, 1 774), during Haidar 'All's reign in Mysore.

The date is expressed in the following funny way (see

fol. 62*, U. 3 and 4) : tj.. .nj ..> ^j^ &j^-i.j; LJl jJLa5jl

'-•.-ife . .aV; i. a e>-J ^ojl.j. The author's name i.s

not mentioned. A short additional piece is found on

fol. 75a. Beginning: i_>1»j1 ii>l»jii jLj.»l

No date:

No. 1978, ff. 6i-76«, 11. 10 ; Nasta'Uk, mixed with Shikasta
;

size, 9^ in. by 5 in.

533
A comprehensive history of the Rajahs of Kurg, from

A. H. 1047 (year of the Kali Yug 4734) to A. h. 1222

(a. d. 1637-1807), compiled by order of the late Rajah

Wirajandar (or Wir Rajandar) Wadiyar, the son of Lan-

krajandar Wadiyar, the son of Apajirajandar. This

work was translated from Canarese sources (as Rieu
states, by Husainkhan Luhani, whose name we cannot

detect in this copy), and commenced a. h. i 2 i i (year of

the Kali Yug 4898)= A. d. 1796, 1797, see here fol. i*,

last line, comp. Rieu i. p. 333. The story of the Rajah's

ancestors begins on fol. i*", first line.

Beginning : JiLil .i Jl»x.« ijjl ,_;ij'j^-i . Ji.-^jl Jutj

Jl v::)Ljl. cyU^ j.

This copy is dated the 4th of Jumada-alawwal, A. h.

1240 (a. D. 1824, Dec. 25), by Munshi Fakhr-aldin.

No. 2848, ff. 109, 11. 19 ; Shikasta ; size, 12 in. by 8^ in.

V. History of Persia.

534

Kitab-almu'jam ft dthar-i-muluk al'ajam (*s*^^ (_jLj

^'d^^isT^).
History of the kings of Persia, from Gayumarth to

Anushirwan, by Fadl-allah al-Husaini, who dedicated

this work to Nusrat-aldiu Ahmad, the ruler of Luristan

(died A. H. 733=A. d. 1332, 1333), comp. Bodleian Cat.,

No. 285; Rieu ii. p. 811^; H. Khalfa v. p. 629; "W.

Morley, p. 132; J. Aumer, p. 78; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., pp. 420 and 421. Edited at 'Taharan, 1843. It

was translated into Turkish under the title of c*i^->

j-.lj or ijui^. ^Jl »-rj';
see Pertsch, loc. cit.

Contents : Introduction, on fol. C°. Beginning : j,-«j

ji nj ^_ U Jjl ^1 Jlc^I s^. li:;^- . . . ill . Reign

of Gayumarth on fol. ii^", of Hushang on fol. 23a, of

Tahmurath on fol. 34", of Jamshid on fol. 45'', of Dah-

hak on fol. 52^, of Faridun on fol. 58'', of Minucihr on

fol. 68b, of Afrasiyab on fol. 78^, of Kaikubad on fol.

82'', of Kaika'us on fol. 86^ of Kaikhusrau on fol. 88*',

of Luhrasp on fol. 93", of Gushtasp on fol. 95''', of Bah-

man bin Isfandiyar on fol. 98'', of Dara-i-Akbar on fol.

lOO", of Iskandar on fol. 102", of Ardashir bin Babak

on fol. 1 10^, of Shapur on fol. US'", of Hurmuz on fol.

1 1 6a, of Narsi bin Bahram on fol. 1
1
7* of Hurmuz bin

Narsi on fol. 117^, of Shapiir bin Shapur on fol. 121*,

of Yazdajird on fol. 121'', of Bahram on fol. 122b, of

Yazdajird bin Bahram on fol. 1 30^, of Anushirwan on

fol. 132a,

Dated the 21st of Jumada-althani, A. h. 102 i (a. d.
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1612, August 19), by Shah 'Abd-alghafdr, who copied

it at the request of Mirza Mir Kalan at Kabul. Ou the

last two psiges there is added a short glossary of foreign

words, occurring in this work, explained in Persian.

No. 69, ff. 136, 11. 19; Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 8J in. by 4I in.

535
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Gayumarth on

fol. 13*', Hushang on fol. 28*, Tahmurath on fol. 40'',

Jamshld on fol. 54b, Dahhak on fol. 63'', Farldiln on

fol. 70", MinMhr on fol. 82*, Afrasiyab on fol. 941",

Kaikubad on fol. gS^, Kaika'us on fol. 103", Kaikhus-

rau on fol. 106", Luhrasp on fol. iii^, Gushtasp on fol.

1 1
4", Bahman bin Isfandiyar on fol. 1 1 ^b, Dara-i-Akbar

on fol. 119'', Iskandar on fol. 121b, Ardashir bin Babak
on fol. 131*, Shapilr on fol. 134'', Hurmuz on fol. 137'',

Narsl on fol. i^S^, Hurmuz bin Narsi on fol. 139'', Sha-

pur bin Shapur on fol. 143*, Yazdajird on fol. 144'',

Bahram on fol. 145'', Yazdajird bin Bahram on fol. 154*,

Kubad on fol. 155", Anusliirwan on fol. is6».

Dated 23rd of Safar, A. h. io28(a.d. 1619, Feb. 9), by
'Abd-al'aziz bin 'Abd-alkubad. Index on ff. 1 6 1 and 162.

Bibliotbeca Leydeniana.

No. 2780, ff. 162, U. 17 ; Nasta'Uk ; worm-eaten, but carefully

mended ; size, 9^ in. by 4^^ in.

536
A very detailed history of the rise of the Safawi

dynasty, the origin of the priestly state in Ardabil and

the ancestors of Shah Isma'il, as well as the reign of

that first king of the Safawi dynasty (a. h. 909-930=
A. D. 1503-1524), which fills the main portion of this

work. Unfortunately the MS. is defective at the be-

ginning, and neither title nor author's name can be

ascertained. There are, moreover, no distinct subdivi-

sions, and dates are scarcely ever given. On a piece of

paper, pasted on one of the fly-leaves, it is styled : ^_.\j

J - - , ... 1 "Whether any other copy of this highly valu-

able history is extant in a European library we are

unable to find out ; all that can safely be stated is that

it is neither identical with the i^j^j^^ c^*~*"' (^^^ ^°'^"

leian Cat., No. 287), nor with the fourth chapter of the

third volume of the_^;-^l v-^-;-*- (see No. 88 sq. in this

Cat.). It ends on fol. 305** with the accession of Shah
Tahmasp,A.H.93o; last words: ^^-.jU-ji sLi cj-oj*. ....

y^ ».;.Vil.,.H j\i .J •^•^ji' \)
'^^^ *il' -'^ u'-* j'^W'.

Ff. 3o6''-3i2'' are filled with a kind of genealogical

and chronological table of the Safawi dynasty, incom-

plete at the end (the last leaves being partly torn away),

beginning with A. h. 892 (see fol. 306^, 1. 4) = a. d.

1487, the year of Shah Isma'il's birth; the last date

that can be found in the text itself is A. h. 1015 (a. d.

1606), on fol. 311'', lin. penult., but according to the

preliminary index on fol. 306*, these lists were to go down
to the reigns of Shah Safi II, i. e. Shah Sulaiman (who

succeeded his father, "Abbas II, a. h. io77=a. d. 1666).

No. 1877, ff. 312, 11. 14; Nastallk, by many different hands;
size, 8J in. by 5 j in.

537
Futuhat-i-Humayun {^jA.^^ i^Va.yii).

A defective history of the first twelve years ofthe reign

of Shah 'Abbas the Great, from his accession, A. H. 996
(a. d. 1588), to A. H. 1007 (a. d. 1598, 1599), the year of

the conquest of Khurasan, and the date of the composi-
tion of this work (the title is a chronogram, see fol. 1 1^,

1. 2), compiled by Siyaki Nizam (^Uaj i^L—), see fol.

8\ 1. 6, and dedicated to Shah 'Abbas. He gave to

the book this peculiar title, because, as he says, the first

twelve years of 'Abbas' reign witnessed twelve different

conquests, and the name of the Shah ijjX^^ u-^^ j^
consists itself of twelve letters. It is divided into a

preface, styled c*-*!^ with seven jjLil, see fol. 1 3*', and

twelve -. ji», but unfortunately this copy contains only

the c^-eUi and the twelfth or last ^ (.j ^ojlji _ii

jjU-Ui. >_jwu. iiyUl Of-QJ uy^j]) ^*»J ^j)) which begins

in the middle of Sha'ban, a.h. 1006 (a. d. 1598, March),

on fol. 16''. Between ff. is'' and 16'' all the other

eleven »-j^ are missing (fol. i6» is left blank).

Beginning : ^Uaj oiib ^,UJJ^-« sJ (j^jJ^.'.iM

^1 ij:. ... . Wjjy ji\j L^LJ J x..*.

Copied in Ramadan, A. h. 1059 (a. d. 1649, Sept.).

No. 955, ff. 1 14, 11. 1 1 ; Nastallk ; size, 7J in. by 4j in.

538

Ta'rikh-i-'alamarai-'abbasi (|_y-.llc iS]j^ J^-c ii;^)-

A complete copy of Iskandar Munshi's history of

Shah 'Abbas the Great and his predecessors in the Sa-

fawi line, originally completed a.h. 1025 (a. d. 1616),

but afterwards continued to 'Abb4s' death, and the

accession of Shah Safi in a.h. 1038 (a. d. 1629), comp.

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 289-299; Rieu i. p. 185 sq. ; W.
Morley, p. 133 sq. ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 433-

436; Erdmann in Zeitschrift der D. M. G. xv. p. 457
sq. ; G. Flugel ii. p. 174 sq. ; J. Aumer, p. 80; Journal

Asiatique, v. (1824), p. 86 sq. ; H. Khalfa vi. p. 564,

etc. According to the preface, Iskandar Munshi divided

his work originally into a mukaddimah, on the fore-

fathers and predecessors of Shah 'Abbas and the

viitues and eminent qualities of the Shah himself, and

two sahtfas, the first containing 'Abbas' life from his

birth to his accession (a. h. 978-996= a.d. 1571-1588),

the second the first thirty years of his reign (a. h. 996-

1025 =A.D. 1588-1616). He afterwards added the

history of the last thirteen years of his reign (a.h.

I025-I038=A. D. 1616-1629), and subdivided the

second mhtfah into two maksads, the first to contain the

first karn or generation, i. e. the first thirty years, to

A. H. 1025, the second the remaining years to 1038.

The latter is also styled in some Bodleian copies the

third saMfah. A JcMtimah, which the author had in-

tended to comprise wonderful stories and strange

incidents of the time, was never completed.

Beginning of the whole work: t^b^-P J-»Ls*_^ o>?
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Mukaddimah &nA first mhtfah, on fol. i''.

Second sahtfah, first maksad, on fol. i^i^; second

maksad, on fol. 425''.

Dated the iptli of Muharram, a. h. 1050 (a. d. 1640,

May 1 1), by Da'ud Katib, at Lahur.

No. 126, ff. 507, 11. 35; clear and distinct Nastallk; illami-

nated frontispiece at the beginning of each of the three parts

;

size, 13^ in. by 7^ in.

539
Another complete copy of the same.

Mukaddimah a.nA first sahtfah, on fol. i*".

Second sahtfah,first maksad, on fol. 300'^'; second mak-
sad, on fol. 663b. The first maksad is dated the first

of Jumada-alakhar, a. H. 1052 (a. D. 1642, Aug. 27),

the second maksad the 27th of liajab in the same year

(a. D. 1642, Oct. 21), by 'Abd-alrashid bin 'Abd-allatif

Khushnawis.

No. 1915, ff. 776, 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; illumi-

nated frontispiece at the beginning of each of the three parts

;

size, iijin. by 6| in.

540
The same.

Another most excellent copy of the whole work, to

which only the first leaf, or rather the first page, is

wanting. It opens abruptly thus : ,juJ.ij> ej;.f^-» J^
Jl ijy,ASj^jj>.\Ju>

J i_^U-<>. ijj-fj, corresponding to the

preceding copy, fol. i'', last line.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3l>.

Sahtfah I, beginning with 'Abbas' birth, on fol. ^2^;
Amirs and Khans previous to his reign, on fol. 60"

;

'Ulamas and Shaikhs, on fol. 64^; Hakims, on fol. 70";
CaUigraphers, on fol. 72*; Painters, etc., on fol. 74^*;

Poets, on fol. 77'*; Singers and Musicians, on fol. 8o%
The history continues on fol. 81*.

Sahtfah II,first maksad, on fol. 2361"; second maksad,
on fol. 629b.

Beginning of the year 1037, on fol. 740^'. Death of

'Abbas, on fol. 744". Amirs of his time, on fol. 749**;

Wazirs, on fol. 752". Epilogue, on fol. 755'*.

Dated the 22nd of Ramadan, A. h. 1099 (a. d. 1688,
July 21), by Mahmud bin Muhammad Husain of Shu-
listan. The first leaves are a little worm-eaten; on fi".

556^-597* all the headings are left blank.

No. 2890, ff. 757, 11. 19; Naskhl; size, 12J in. by 8 in.

541
The same.

This, otherwise very good and correct copy, is severely

injured at the bottom of the last four pages, and has

besides a lacuna on ff. 726* middle to 7 26b end (the

whole space being left blank), corresponding to No.

1915 (539 above), fol. 751*", 1. 18 middle to fol. 754%
1. 2. Some leaves besides are worm-eaten.

Mukaddimah andfirsf sahtfah, on fol. i^*.

Second sahtfah, first maksad, on fol. 237'' ; second

maksad, on fol. 618^.

Not dated. Presented by J. H. Peile, Esq., and re-

ceived 19th Sept., i8i8; transferred to Civil Coll.,

Aug. 9, 18
1
9.

No. 3435, oliiu 16. J. 17, ff. 753, 11. 19; clear and distinct

Nasta'llk ; size, 1 1 in. by 6^ in.

542
Another copy of the mukaddimah and thefirst sahtfah

of the same work.

Beginning here: uLiS si,j '^,^^^\ ^^.^ji/pi i]\ -...»

Dated the 23rd of Muharram, a. h. 1076 (ivi?)=
A.D. 1665, Aug.5; collated a. H. 1147 (a.d. 1734, 1735)-

No. 395, ff. 283, 11. 21 ; Naatallk ; size, lo| in. by 6 in.

543

The fame mukaddimah and first sahtfah.

Beginning as usual : Jl J-.Ur» U^-
Copied a. H. 1091 (a.d. 1680), at Gwaliyar, by Safi

Kuli bin Nauruz-almur Turkman.

No, 855, ff. I-3S3, 11. 17; large and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

lojin, by 6 in.

544
The same.

Dated the 22nd of Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. 1092 (a.d.

1682, Jan. 2). All the headings are omitted.

No. 300, ff. 208, U. 19; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

14 in. by 8| in.

545
The same.

The original portion of this copy, written in Naskhi,
is a very correct one, but not dated. Beginning as

usual. Mukaddimah, on fol. 4'' ; Sahifah I, on fol. 41"
;

Amirs and Khans, on fol. 49"; "Ulamas and Shaikhs, on
fol- 53° ', Hakims, on fol. 58b ; CaUigraphers, on fol. eoi^

;

Painters, etc., on fol. 62^; Poets, on fol. 6^'^ ; Singers and
Musicians, on fol. 68*. Continuation of the history, on
fol. 69a.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2676, ff. 222, 11. 21, Naskhi in the older part ; ff. 1-36, 84,

85, 157. and 158 are added by a later hand in Shiksista, 11. 35 ;

size, 1
1
J in. by 7 in.

546
Another copy of the second sahifah of the same work.

First maksad, on fol. i'', beginning: ti-js^ ulj-^*

t
Second maksad, on fol. 320^, beginning

:

•,1

jbb ^JiJ^j J
(jiJii^M

^ i,j-:r^j _j u^*""' (jM'-* u"'-r" j

"^ ^./^ uU*-
The first maksad was copied in the month Ramadan,

A. H. 1063 (a.d. 1653, July, August), the second in the

month Dhu-alka'dah of the same year (a. d. i 653, Sept.,

October), by Muhammad Amin ^LJji.

No. 298, ff. 427, 11. 33; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; illami-

nated frontispiece at the beginning of each maksad ; size, 14^ in.

by 9 in.

547
The same second sahtfah.

First maksad, on fol. i*^; second, on fol. 351*". The
first is dated the twelfth of Sha'ban, A. h. 1070 (a. d.

1660, April 23), the second the same year by the same
hand.
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si^jr*

d

Fol. 2 must be inserted between S. 8 and 9 ; £f. 252-
257 very severely injured.

No. 1441, ff. 463, 11. 33; large and dutinct Nasta'llk; size,

1 1 i in. by 6| in.

548
The same.

First maksad, on fol. i*" ; second., on fol. 437''. Good
and correct copy, but not dated.

No. 1665, ff. 585, 11. 19 ; clear and distinct Nasta'lik ; illumi-

nated frontispiece at the beginning of each maksad; size, i]| in.

by 6\ in.

549
Another copy of ihefirst maksad of the second sahifah.

Beginning as in the preceding copies. Dated the

25th of Rabi'-alawvval, a.h. 1058 (a. d. 1648, April 19).

No. 303, ff.437, U. 19; Nasta'llk; annotations and additions

on the margin ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 1 2f in. by 7|^ in.

550
The ssxaefi/rst maksad.

_Beginning: '^_5-.Cc u\J ^JU ^JjUjl ^jjj u

No date ; but on the first leaf there is an entry of a

former owner from a.h. 1096 (a. d. 1685).

No. 1677, ff. 427, 11. 19 ; Nastallk ; the List three leayes sup-
plied by a more modem hand ; worm-eaten throughout ; size,

loi in. by 6^ in.

551
The same.

This copy, beginning in the usual way, may be older

than the preceding one, since it is dated the 25th of

Rajab, A.H. 1072 (a. D. 1662, March 16), by Haji Dar-
wish 'Ali, but it is somewhat defective in consequence
of a lacuna after fol. 7.

No. 299, ff. 242, 11. 27; clear and distinct Nasta'lik; size,

14I in. by 9J in.

552
The same.

This copy has a different beginning, viz. : —x^ , jk*j>.

w •• V - V - - J ^ji/i >
^^® ^^^^ y^^^ ^^

'Abbas' reign on fol. 3*, the thirtieth on fol. 306^.

No date. Eleventhceutury of theHijrah. It is some-

what incorrectly styled on fol. i'>: Jj\ jjia. I;T JLc ^.LS.

No. 2927, ff. 319,11. 31 ; clear Nasta'llk ; the first page supplied
by a modem hand ; size, 1 1| in. by 7 J in.

553
The same.

Beginning as usual. No date. This copy is badly
injured in many places ; more than a third of each of

the first five pages is entirely torn away ; large water-
spots.

No. 1493, ff. 199, 11. 27 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 15I in. by ^ in.

554
Another copy of the second maksad.
Beginning as usual. Dated by Muhammad Akram

Karara-allah ShamM, the 9th of Dhd-alhijjah, a.h.

1093, that is, the twenty-sixth year of 'Alamgir's reign

(a. d. 1682, December 9).

No. 856, ff. 354-563, 11. 17; large and distinct Nasta'llk;
size, I o| in. by 6 in.

555

Ta'rlkh-i-Sh4h 'Abbas-i-thant
(
JLJ ^\ls. iLi ^J^).

A history of Shah 'Abbas II, who ruled over Persia

A.H. 1052-1077 (a. D. 1642-1666), from his birth to

the fifteenth or sixteenth year of his reign, by the poet

'Imad-aldaulah Mirza Muhammad Tahir Wahid of

Kazwin, who was the historiographer of that king, and
died nearly a hundred years old, A. h. mo (a. d. 1698,

1699); comp. A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 137, and the MSS.
of the late Sir H. EUiot, Journal of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, vol. 23, p. 251. A fuller account of this work
is found in Eieu i. p. 189, and in the Bodleian Catal.,

No. 301. Comp. also Catal. des MSS. et Xylogr.,

p. 292, and Mackenzie Coll. ii. p. 123. Shah 'Abbas

II's birth in A.H. 1041 (a. D. 1631, 1632) is related

here on fol. 76*, 1. 7.

Beginning : iiyJ-,.** ^jLy S e*-.U-. \j (c«JL» ijiiW*

No date.

No. 1538, ff. 65''-277, 11. 9 ; large Nasta'llk ; size, lo^ in. by

556
The same.

Another copy without date. Occasionally marginal

glosses, explaining uncommon Arabic and old Persian

words.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

No. 3031, ff. 177, 11. IS ; Shikasta; size, 9J in. by 4jin.

557

Another slightly defective copy of the same.

Ff. i-5» contain a complete index of the histoiy of

Shah 'Abbas II ; on fol. 6" the work begins abruptly

thus : Jl ^..n :: i . ; {jjV.^ t,*-— 5.iU>-,o ^.i .... JS^I y
corresponding to No. 1538 (555 above), fol. 75*^, 1. i.

Dated the 12th of Jumada-alula, a.h. 1155 (a. d.

1742, July 15), the twenty-fourth year of Muhammad-
shah's reign, by KJiakpai Khuslihalrdi Kayath ; the

index was written two days later, the 1 4th of the same

month.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2566, ff. 175, 11. 11-13; Shikasta; many headings left

blank ; size, 8J in. by 6 in.

558

Ta'rikh-i-Jahankushai ((^LiiJl^j* M)^'
The well-known history of Nadirshah, who ruled

over Persia a.h. 1148-1160 (a. d. 1736-1747), together

with a summary account of the events immediately pre-

ceding and following his reign, composed by Mirza Mu-
hammad Mahdikhan Astarabadi, A. H. 1 171 (a. d. 1757,
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1758), and entitled t^LtJol-ijfc ^Jj, or simply i^JS

(<ii\j ; comp. Bodleian Catal., Nos. 302-306 ; Eieu i.

p. 192 sq. ; W. Pertscli, Berlin Catal., pp. 437-439;
W. Morley, p. 138 ; J. Aumer, p. 81 ; Catal. des MSS.
et Xylogr., p. 293 ; A. F. Mehren, p. 23 ; Rosen, MSS.
Persans, pp. 140 and 141, etc. Translated into French

by William Jones, Paris, 1770; into English by the

same, London, 1773; into German by M. Gadebusch,

Greifswalde, 1773. Lithographed at Tabaran,A.H. 1 260,

and also at Bombay and Tabriz
;
published at Calcutta,

1845, for the Bengal Asiatic Society.

Beginning: ^bU «Xj5i
j ^\5\ ^y^j O^^'-* j^-

»j ^jljl
J x^ jjt ji iS e*-ul ^Ij |_y4Jl (^Lji^isj..

This copy was finished at Calcutta the 23rd of Rajab,

y A. H. 1 188 (a. d. 17^4, September 29).

No. 17, ff. 306, 11. 13 ; large and distinct Nasta'lik ; size, 1 2 in.

by 7i in.

559
Another copy of the same.

Good copy, finished in the month Rajab, a. h. 1192
(a. D. 1778, July, August), at Lakhnau, by Ghulam
Imam. Beginning as in the preceding copy.

No. 157, ff. 203, 11. 15; distinct Nasta'lik ; size, 12 in. by 6| in.

560
The same.

Dated the 2nd of Safar, a. h. 1197 (a. d. 1783,
Jan. 7), by Muhammad Hasan bin Muhammad Bakir.

No. 372, ff. 238, 11. 14 ; large Nastallk ; illuminated frontis-
piece ; size, loj in. by 5J in.

561
The same.

Dated the i8th of Rajab, a. h. 1197 (a.d. 1783,
June 19).

No. 8158, ff. 335, 11. 13; Nasta'lik; illuminated fi^intispiece

;

splendid binding in red and gold; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

562
The same.

Dated the 27th of Shawwal, a. h. 1200 (a.d. 1786,
August 23).

No. 144, ff. 206, 11. 17; large and distinct Nasta'lik; illumi-
nated frontispiece ; size, ilfin. by 7f in.

563
The same.

No date. Modern copy.

No. 2651, ff. :37, 11. 23 ; Nasta'lik ; size, I3| in. by 8^ in.

564
The same.

No date. Quite modern copy, collated throughout.

No. 2912, ff. 224, 11. IS ; large and distinct NastaTlk; illumi-

nated frontispiece ; size, 1 1 J in. by 7J in.

565
The same.

No date.

Presented by J. H. Peile, Esq. (of the Madras Civil

Service), and received igth September, 1818; trans-

ferred to Civil Coll. (i. e. Haileybury), August 9, 1819.

No. 3261, ff. 126, II. 23; written by three hands, in clear

Nasta'lik on |f. 2-20, 85-92, and 123-126, in careless Nasta'lik

mixed with Shikasta (with some resemblance to the first hand) on
ff. 69-84, and in pure Shikasta on ff. i'', 21-68, 93-122; size,

12^ in. by %\ in.

566
Bayan-i-Waki' (/«-5U ciW?)-

A history of NadirshaJi, from his invasion of India

to his death in a.h. 1160 (a.d. 1747), and of subse-

quent events during the reigns of Muhammadshah and
Ahmadshah, together with a narrative of the author's

own travels to Persia and Arabia, by Khwajah "Abd-

alkarim bin Khwajah 'Akibat Mahmud bin Khwajah
Muhammad, originally of Kashmir, who came to Shah-
jahanabad and was an eye-witness of all the principal

affairs which went on during Nadirshah's invasion
;

comp. on this interesting work Rieu i. p. 381 sq., and
F. Gladwin's incomplete translation, styled 'Memoirs
of Khojeh Abdulkurreem,' Calcutta, 1788. According

to the index, on fol. 3^, it was originally divided into

fmir hdhs and a kMtimah, but in the progress of his

work the author must have changed his mind, for our

copy contains, like those in the British Museum, Jive

bdbs, the last of which brings the history down from
the time of Nadirshah's death to a.h. 1199 (a.d. 1785),
the year in wliich he completed this work ; see the last

page, 1. 1 2 : ijj iji ^ Ju-j51> j j]j4^. »-^— »J a^' ts"

e*—J^. In the British Museum copies a.h. 1198
(a.h. 1784) seems to be the last date. The intended

kMtimah is found neither here nor in any other known
copy.

The title appears twice, on fol. 2'', last line but one,

and fol. 3* 1. 12. The author's name is mentioned on

fol. lb, last line but one, and last line.

(Nadirshah's march to India), on

. jjUaJLJl ,jL>

fol. 4a.

uW-* o^j^ ^j)y' J

to Iran and march

fol. 27b

.11 ,jU e:J.^•L^LA U^J-»
ijKj^. j^j^ (Nadirshah's return

to Turan, Khwarizm, etc.), on

-Jl )i jl S
Lj8.JLi. P,iir".< jLlj

^^) LT^-

1 (ji -..o J. ; A (Events that occurred to

the author in his travels from Kazwin through Persia

and Arabia back to the port of Hugli), on fol. 68».

^£\s:D\ j\
r-^^

^}J)

&:L*^>i..) jj^^\ sl^^M (Events that took place from the
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author's retum to Hugll to the death of Muhammad-
shah), on fol. 94*.

j^l >.::. ...
(^

> jjLjj sLii t .-^l (Events in the reign of

Ahniadshah), on fol. 138''.

Beginning : J^ jji. ^^j^:>J J^"-*^ ^^'^

"ji j.!\LJlj ij^uJIj Ju<j J L. uL-Jill Jc t5Jjl 41).

No. 115, ff. 156, II. 15 ; Shikasta ; size, 8 in. by 4J in.

567
Fawa'id-i-Safawiyyah (&|jA-> Jo Li).

A history of the Safawi dynasty from Shah Isma'il

(died A. H. 930=A. D. 1524) to Sultan Abu-alfath Mu-
hammad Mirza Bahadurklian alsafawi alrausawi alhu-

saini, who lived in exile in Lucknow as pensioner of

the East India Company. The work is dedicated to

him by the author, Abu-alhasan bin Ibrahim of Kazwin,

A.H. i2ii=A. D. 1796, 1797 (the word o.L) forms the

chronogram), see fol. 2", 1. 1, fol. 3^ 11. 1-5 ; a more de-

tailed account of this history is given in Rieu i. p. 133 sq.

and Morley, p. 137 ; comp. also W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

P- 5 1 5 sq. The book is divided into two mukaddipias
and a kMtimah.

i»4Jl.4-> 41)1 ,Lil sjjj-o tpLC i-LJu- ^j.-X-«, on fol. 3",

liistory of the Safawis from Shiih Isma'il to Muhammad
Mirza, A. h. 1211. On fol. 84'' an additional chapter
begins, on subsequent events from A. h. 12 12 to 1220
(a. D. 1 797-1 805), see the latter date on fol. iio»; our
copy contains therefore more than those in Rieu and
Morley, which only go down to A. h. 12 16.

oU lUeJJ!^, in five makalas,djJdl

dealing with the rulers who were in rebellion against

the Safawis, viz. the Afghans of Ghilza, the Afshars,

the Abdalis, the Zandis, and the Kajars, down to Fatli

'Ali Shah's accession, a. h. 12 12 (the history of the

Kacalatis forms no separate makalah or section here,

as in Rieu's and Morley's copies).

jyic LlcUI &iJ» ii .j JjI tlli*, on fol. 144*.

sjjLiJl iJLjj^j ,j ^.o tlUi-o, on fol. 145*^.

itliljo tllljLjl LlcUI IsiAi Si .i -»»--- tlLo-*, on fol.

153'--^
^

»oJj) tiJa^o^j W^-H" 5-)^) on fol. 1 661'.

sI-iLJ^ iJjW'j tiJa ^ij;> ZPTTIuI, on fol. 186".

^J^yy lij^La., on fol. 200*.

Beginning : x>} Ui ^1 _ o^y (^jljj* UUjU ^jL^a.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2191, ff. 302,11. 15-17; Nasta'Ilk, by different hands; size,

8j in. by jj in.

VI. Special History op TabaristAk, thk Bak-
makis, Harat, Turkey, the Kaha-KoyunlOs,

THE ShaibAnIs and Astahkhanis of Trans-

OXANU, AND THE AFGHANS,

a. Tabaristdn.

568
Ta'rikh-i-Tabari (^^ ^^'U).

Chronicle of Tabaristan, composed by Muhammad
bin al-Hasan bin Isfandiyar in and after A. h. 613
(a. D. 12 16, see fol. 39^', 11. 11 and 12), comp. Bodleian
Cat., No. 307 ; Rieu i. p. 202 sq.; F. Spiegel in Zeit-

schrift der D.^. G. iv. pp. 62-71; Sir W. Ouseley,

Travels, iii. p. 554, and B. Dorn, Sehir-eddins Geschichte

von Tabaristan, etc. (preface, pp. 3-6). As his sources

the author enumerates particularly the following three

works: (i) j,J Jo^
J r*" »>**> by Abu-alhasan Mu-

hammad alyazdadi, fol. 3*', 1. 6 (comp. Dorn, p. 4) ; (2)
a risalah, translated for Da'ud Yazdt, A. h. 197 (a. d.

812, 813), by a man of Sind, 'Ala bin Said, from Hindili

into Arabic ; and (3) another risalah, translated by Ibn
al-Mukaffa' from Pahlawi into Arabic (styled vW
»-«LJ, according to the Bodleian copy), see fol. 5", 11. 4-7.
Apparently, Muhammad bin al-Hasan did not complete
his work, since in the last portion many events are re-

lated which occurred a long time after his death (the

last date mentioned here at the very end of the book is

thedeathofFakhr-aldaulahHasan,A.H.75o=A.D. 1349),
and we must therefore assume that this chronicle was
continued by another hand, more than a hundred years

after the original author's lifetime. In the Bodleian

copy there is a still later appendix (missing here), with
short chronological notes, the last of which gives the
date A.H. 842 (a. D. 1438, 1439).

^^Beginning : \j ijjSx>J\ Ljiiui ^y -x. j L^*
j

d'
\ wUk-MJi (jpLi«

z}3y
^ iVf^tt .

The work is divided into four parts (|«~J>).

Kism I : ^\j:^^^A> jL^. (j1a:o1 .j, subdivided into

four chapters (ijL)), viz. 1. «iiil ^^1 ^^ L^J jA

(The translation of Ibn al-Mukaffa'). 2. jLjlj (jIjojI ,j

ij) CfLa/A-- J io|;U-c l?Uj. j jjU-y-is (First cultivation

of 'Tabaristan and building of its cities, etc.). 3. .0

^\s^^ i^'ysP'
J

(jajLijfc (Peculiai'ities and wonders of

Tabaristan). 4. ijllTj i\Jaj j Lie
j y.^ j e)jl«^ ^J

i—i^Liu
J

Lxj;, , L»5l3. J ^ys^ J^l . LlW . (The kings,

great and rich men,'Ulamas, ascetics, scribes, physicians,

astronomers, philosophers, poets, etc. of fabaristan).

Kism II : jjjj JT j j^S^^ jT oJjj (^IajljI^
^jli-yjj asLLo jA ijLijI (^iLw-ul e^J-* « (Beginning of

the dynasties of Washmgir and Buwaih in Tabaristan).

Kism III : si ^,.^X^j jTjl ^jb--^ 811.4 Jjj jj

^JLJ!^3:*-' J ^\j:iytjs^ (Kings of Tabarist&n to Nushir-

wan bin Minucihr bin Kabus, etc.).
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Kisin IV: J>.l U cjjy ^.jj Jjjb Jl eJji (_jljaj.l jl

^yUijl oJ.i (Rule of the Bawand dynasty).

For a more detailed description of this work, we refer

to Rieu and the Bodleian Cat., loc. cit. This copy was

made a.h. 1032 (a. d. 1623) by Himmat ibn Rustamuak

almazandarani.

No. 1134, ff. 184, 11. 21; clear and distinct Nasta'Ukj size,

9J in. by 5 1 in.

b. The BarmaMs.

569

Akhbar-i-Barmakiyan djLX-*^ .L.i.1).

Kitab-i-akhbar-i-Barmakiyim, styled on the fly-leaf

and on fol. i*, eUy. ^Xi and sX*]^ i^J^> " ^P^^i'^l

history of the Barniakis or family of Barmak, the well-

known ministers of the 'Abbasides (the last of which

was executed by order of Harun-alrashid), translated

from the Arabic original of Abu Muhammad 'Abd-

allah bin Labari,—see, for instance, fol. 55, 1. 3 (^;;-^i.>

and fol. 102, 1. 9 (Xj-c y^ ^y l_AJ«..a s \ . -w
J^

•Jl Aill)—and Abu-alkasimTabiki(read Ta ifi),who seems

to have been the co-editor of the work,—see fol. 3b, 1. 1

2

(0.J.M i-iJJu. 8/(^U,1) ^.U, (^UJl^.l xi^^j.^),

if. lit", 1. 7, and 31*, 1. 13 (1—aJ^ sJ ^5".^ —uUJl ^.1

0^1 ^jS- i-jI::^,—into Persian, by Diyai Barani ('Lj-o

i^ji), the author of the ^^Lijj^ ^^' ^^® above,

No. 211, and dedicated to Sultan Firuzshab (a.h. 752-

790, A. D. 1 351-1388).

Beginning : jl ji_> 'L-o sXL> &i ^^l^Jkx^. jLj>.1 ujLii

v_>Ui.i^- \, 8-»Ujj j o-<1 ».ip s-^^H loW"- Lsir* vi^l^L^c

•»b olJ^j i_*.j^ sJiU. JiU» <»j)l jL. liLijj^ jjlkL- i^U-a

ill CUiL- ^jSxXJi, X«\X«j j,^ Jjll J sJLi Ij

.

Other copies of this work are described in the Bodleian

Cat., No. 308, and Rieu i. p. 333 ; comp. also Elliot,

History of India, iii. p. 93, and vi. p. 484 ; and Schefer,

Chrestomathie Persane, ii. p. 6 sq., where all the his-

tories dealing with the Barmakis are enumerated.

In the preface the author mentions an old history

from the time of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna, JL.

^^iy^^, composed by a certain Imam Kafial (so to be

read here instead of JLati 1).

This history concludes on fol. 102* and ff. 102^—

loB^ are filled up with some other short stories on the

same subject, the first is called the twenty-second story

of the eighth book, and the second (on fol. 104**) the

thirty-sixth story of the seventh book. The first

begins : b ^S^j^\ jJU>. j^ i^s"!r^- O^- J-^ " -^^
'-i^j'

Jl cyyJij ^1>y> j:> siOiT; the second: jjjj(?)i^^^j^

•Jl e*iJ
J

Xi\j^- \^ jjjii> tJhA^ u^^-

Dated the 7th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1097 (a. d.

1686, Feb. i). The same hand, who wrote this date,

added ; .v»tr-* (.iL-iH >—»» .nl ^
^Uill^^i*! »,jj>.Lo j iXlU

(j' .i •- .A »•>
iSlI > ;

<^- jj« <il)l jJjJi (the first owner of this

book was Muhammad 'Aziz-allah, son of 'Ubaid-allah

Nakshbandi).

No. 1961, ff. 108, 11. 18 on the first forty-eight leaves, 11. 15-

1 7 on the rest ; Nasta'llk, by two different hands ; size, 9I in. by

Sjin.

c. Uardt.

570

Raudat-aljannat (eyVlil cyLoj^).

A valuable special history and topography of the

province and city of Harat, with its dependencies and

neighbouring towns, composed A.H. 897 (a.d. 1492),

by Mu'in alzaraaji alasfizari (comp. ff. 10", 1. 10, and

I !'>, 1. 20), and dedicated to Shah Sultan Husain Mirza.

Its full title is : 'i\j^\ i—sLo.l ^j oHU eyLoj^, and it con-

sists oftwenty-six Raudas, comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 310,

and Rieu i. p. 206 ; see also Barbier de Meynard, in

the Journal Asiatique, 56 s^rie, vols. xvi. p. 461 sq.

;

xvii. pp. 439 sq. and 473 sq. ; and xx. p. 268 sq.

Preface and introductory chapters, for which we refer

to the Bodleian Cat., loc. cit., on if. 1*^-14^, beginning

:

Raudah I (The building of Harat, without a heading,

which may be supplied from the Bodleian copy: ji

i\jjt, JjJl> (^Ijj e*liJ), in seven u>-y on if. 15^, 19",

19'' (two), and 20^ (three).

Raudah II (Topography of Harat), in two ^

cUj,l elii JjJu. ^\ c^^iXoD fol. 2I^ S.^jj
I.,.

j\j)\^ajt
(J-^.:

on fol. 21''.

Raudah III (General excellence of Khurdsan and

special pre-eminence of Harat, together with traditions,

etc.), in two j;)-»»- 1- (_5r!^5^' j Uj-»Ji ijLJp. uj^ ji

ci* .»Ji^lj V^. jr^.j iX on fol. 231". 2. »iLa I.::. 1 • .n 9

jjj!j-o jl ^j^-j^ " '^^ls;J
lly-a^, on fol. 25*^.

E;audah IV (Suburbs of Harat and neighbouring

places, beginning with Haratrud) : j eyL^-aJ -Si ^j

1. ^jliU
J

.ij/j/k. on fol. 28a. 2.j\y^\, on fol.

29^. 3. ^y, cJ^J-!-^^^' '^yj^' stc, on fol. 33".

4. (j»-^jb, vIjU-c _»-oI yXjJ, ^jj s-xJti, f-^t etc., on

fol. 36b.

Raudah V (Places, more distant from Harat, be-

ginning with Balkh) : I^^Xji jl iS e^U^j 1.5^^ j" j^

H^'^' 'jyii ju» sJ Ca-,1 obil.

il^ ^.1>^ J u^IH*' '"

Ca-,1 CJU JIj j^l r^J-* 5]/* (•
^^11

four

U^r

1. ^JlJ, Jjjfcjjl,

etc., on fol. 42*.

iUj>.,
J^;^*^, ^W)j3-i^-^)jVrt-'> 6t<^-) on fol.

-) uW*^ ir"' ^ji-i^-
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Lk-o, etc., on fol. 'jo^. 4. i^b-L^J, ^JL:--x-,^, etc.,

on fol. 76^

Raudah VI (rulers of Harat since the beginning of

Islam): J^j j\ S^ ^\SC^ j i'^j
j

(.Ijl ^"^ jfi ji

J Jlj J J^Lc
^
^T j.aill 11* Jl (.^1 eH'.->

-^^^1

jjl 5jy. iLa |»H3., in two
^J-^,

on ff. 94^ and 96*.

Eaudah VII (the GhArides and Kurts) : ^i .j

ckS dvL. 5 ,^ ^^^^, in two
fj-»^,

on ff. 99* and

lOl".

Eaudah VIII (death of Malik Ghiyath-aldin and

history of his descendants) : C>\-^ islU eylij _yi ji

j\ jU»1 J
j!DjI j i;>JjJI, on fol. 132b, in seven ^^^*^,

on ff. 135", 136I', I38^ 139^ 140'', ^42^ and I43^

Eaudah IX (Timur's conquest of Khurasan) : jXjj .i

(»lJL»-» j-^^s"^ ^Jjo ^jLS i_>^a.Lo 0,-La., on fol.

MS*'-

Eaudah X (Shahrukh's appointment as governor of

Khurasan) ; oV .L, i>i)-^' j'i

(jlVil.o ^i^Lii sjUjkLij 1. jjLul csUU-., on fol. 148a.

Eaudah XI (ancient and modern events and occur-

rences in Harat) : sJ OjI^* j (*^^) ls''^ u^. j^

C)jL» j i'-?.-'^ J'
"^ (""'j ']/*)•*> on fol. 149S in five

.
,-- (the first not marked), on ff. i52t>, 154'', 156*

and 158a

Eaudah XII (Buijai's attack upon Harat) : tJjla. .i

XijU, on fol. 159".

Eaudah XIII (events under Shahrukh's reign): .i

(jl W

I

»i ^^\jii jyiJut ljUUw o^,.-L». il:.ilj.>. jjj, on fol.

165b in three
^J.*^,

on ff. lee*), 168^, and 169".

Raudah XIV (renewed prosperity of Harat and Khu-
rasan after the devastation by Tultkhan bin Cingiz-

khan): ^j^jjl jjo JlJ^ j SL* sjJj ^libl^^Lj ,j

jjUfcj-JC.L.». ^^. ^jVit.^Jijj jSijA, on fol. 171'', in three

^y.^, on ff. I76^ 177b, and 178^.

Raudah XV (events in Harat after Shahrukh's

death)
: tJ^s^ji ^jlkL- rj^'^ >^^) jl JJ^ " ic="^j i'^

xi, C^jla. ii]^, on fol. 180'', in three ^j-^, on ff. 182^,

iSs'', and i86b.

Eaudah XVI (Abu-alkasim Babarkhan's accession to

the throne of Khurasan) : ^jSL, ^Ic 5Li.5lj ij-Ju>. .i

jjL»Ki». a)JL*-o e*.iAjJLu jj^^ jjU>oIj ^.«,liJl ol, on

fol. 191^, in two
fj-*^, on ff. 194b and 196®.

Eaudah XVII (second accession of Babar Mirza) : .^

^JW^ i-^^., on fol. 197'', in five ^j-^, on ff. 199",

200^, 204'', 206'', and 209b.

Raudah XVIII (Sultan Sa'id's or Abil Sa'id's usur-
IND. OFF.

pation of the throne) : jjI ^IkLu X^jlm yUaJL. tJLy .j

^^Lu (slL« Ju^LiJ (sJJu«^;j^ __;j ^J^\-i,
e)il« > j X;j»^, on

fol. 211", in one rj-*^, on fol. 213**.

Raudah XIX (accession of the Turkman SuHan, i. e.

Jahansh&h MirzS., son of Kara Ydsuf, to the throne of

Khurasan) : ^::» ; W I ..> Ar^ A ijL»j^ jLijlj (wj.!."- jJ

ijL-Li. oXJu-., on fol. 214^.

Raudah XX (second accession of SultS.n Sa'id): ji

|jlj, X^Lu., on fol. 217'', in three ^j><>., on ff. 219a,

222"^, and 225".

Raudah XXI (Sultto Sa'id's march against 'Irak) :

V J <J>* jLsJ. jjljQ-l.Mi 8-I>'ry j^

Raudah XXII (Sultan Sa'id's capture by the Turk-

mans and his death) : ci^wX) j .«.«. i^LkLv ^juSi .Ixi^j

^jLlII, on fol. 239*, in one ^j.*-^, on fol. 241".

Raudah XXIII (Abu-alghazt Sultan Husain's acces-

sion) : , ii :Vil , II yjut Uj\^ is)-<La. jjjjL,^ u-'J^ )*

(^1^1 j-jj A :,Wl..i, on fol. 243a, in three ^0.*^, on ff.

245!^, 246'', and 248a.

Eaudah XXIV (events at the beginning of Sultan

Husain's reign) : (^jL^ .j iS Aj1-»j i<^*< uW^. j'*

jja jLslj ^J_JJU-* (.^yi*-, on fol. 249«, in two ^^.^a., on

ff. 250'' and 251*.

Eaudah XXV (accession of Yadgar Muhammad
Mirza, number wanting) : Ij _• sHi^ i^jU ^J»^^ ,J

t AyM J), on fol. 254b, in one ,j^*^. on

fol. 256a.

Eaudah XXVI (second accession of Sultan Husain,

number also wanting and the whole heading injured) :

iS^.j eylji-jL:4 {f)y>\ ijUttlw eyj-ojfc iJjJ I LjT P^JJi' !•>

Dated in the month Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 920 (a, d.

15 1 4, April-May).

No. 195, ff. 261, II. 33, written by many different hands,

partly in Naskhl, partly in Nasta'llk ; many pages badly injured,

eepecially by worms ; size, <j\ in. by 6f in.

d. TurJcey.

571

Ta'rlkh-i-Hasht Bihisht (oJ:..^ ^,li).

The seventh book or section (».;.;;!>) of the very rare

history of the first eight Turkish Sultans from 'Uth-

m&nbegQh&zi(died A.H. 726= a.d. i326)toBayazidII

(who reigned A.H. 886-9 1 8= A. D.I 481-15 1 2), composed
A.H. 912 (a.d. 1506, 1507) by Idrls bin Husara-aldin

Albidllsi, who died A. h. 926 (a.d. 1520) ; see Bodleian

Cat., No. 311 j Eieu i. p. 216 sq., and the date of the
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author's death, ib. p. aig", last line; W. Morley, p. 142 ;

W. Pertsch, IJerlin Cat, p. 440; Tornberg, p. 191;

H. Khalfa ii. p. no and vi. p. 500, etc. A Turkish

translation of the same is noticed in G. Flugel ii.

p. 216 sq.

This seventh jyortion contains the history of the

seventh Turkish Sultan Muhammad II (reigned A. h.

855-886=A. D. 1451-1481), and begins after a long-

worded heading with the following Jaj :

Then follows immediately the Jjl uLi-ilj.

It breaks off in the IcMtimah (which begins on fol.

2 1 4'') ; but only one leaf seems to be missing.

Several of the first and also a few of the last leaves

are extremely damaged.

No. 91, fF. 220, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8} in. by 5J in.

572

Fathnama-i-Khuukar-i-Rum (|.j. J^y^ »-«^
f^)-

The campaign of Sultan Muhammad III (who as-

cended the throne of Turkey a. h. 1003, and died A. h.

ioi2=A.D. 1 595-1 604) against Hungary in A. H. 1005

(a. D. 1596, 1597), see fol. i^, 1. 3, translated according

to the last words of this little tract from Turkish into

Persian. No author's or translator's name appears

anywhere. On fol. i* the tract is styled L«lj ^ ti*^

^j.. Beginning : j ijLaJl j sxi£ ^ ill ^-ajil ^^ X.JJ

Quite modern handwriting, from A. H. 121 7 (a. D.

1802, 1803), probably copied at Seriugapatam, like

the second and larger half of this MS., which is ap-

parently written by the same transcriber.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2469, ff. 1-15, 11. 1 1; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

6. KarA-koyunUs.

573

Ta'rlkh-i-Turkmanijryah {tljiVSjj ^J^\
A history of the Turkman dynasty, that is to say of

the Kar4-koyunlu branch, with a detailed account of

the reigns and warlike deeds of Kara Muhammad, the

founder of the dynasty, and his son, Kara Yusuf (who
died, according to the Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iii. p. 1 1,

A.H.823^A.D.i42o). This work,composedby Ibn'Abd-

allah Mahmud of Nishapur (see fol. 6*, last line) after

A.H. 950 (a.d. 1543), is so much the more precious, as

we have no other special history of this powerful Turk-
man tribe, and this MS. seems besides to be almost

unique in European collections, having been copied,

according to a note on fol. i* and on the first fly-leaf,

from a scarce MS. in the possession of Captain Eoebuck.

But unfortunately the value of our copy is somewhat
diminished by the absence of all dates (the only date

in the whole book is a.h. 599 = a.d. 1202, 1203,
in the short chapter on Kara Muhammad's ancestors,

on fol. 21^, 1. 2), and the apparent omission of a very

considerable portion of the history of Kara Ydsuf and

his successors on fol. i6i»; the last chapter, on fol. 160^,

relates prince Rustam, 'Umar Shaikh Mirza's son and
Timur's grandson's flight before his brother, prince

Sikandar, and his taking refuge in the fortress of

Nishapur, where he was besieged by his brother and
escaped at last to Kara Yusuf at Tabriz. The im-

mediately following chapter on fol. 161* transfers the

scene of action, without the slightest transition, into

the kingdom of Tiling or Tilingana in India, and deals

after a preliminary account of the Rajahs of Tiling

with the Kutbshahs of Gulkundah, who conquered

Tiling, especially with Sultan Kult Kutb-almulk, the

founder of the Kutbshdhi dynasty, whose reign as

independent king of Tilingana lasted thirty-two years,

from A.H. 918-950 (a.d. 1512-1543). His death is

mentioned on fol. 2 281" in the khatimah. Now, Kuli

Kutb-almulk was, according to the jJILs* jjlkJU. i-jiLS

(see above, Nos. 456-462, and also Cat. Codd.

Or. Lugd. Bat. loc. cit.), the great-grandson of Kara
Yusuf, whose descendants had thrown themselves with

the remnants of their defeated armies into India and
waged war against the infidels, that is, the Hindu
Rajahs of the Dakhan, Tiling, Gulkundah, etc. The
logical connection between these two separate portions

of our MS. is thus cleared up, but the fact remains,

nevertheless, that the whole history of the last years of

Kara Yusuf, and of the reigns of his son Sikandar

Turkman (who was slain by his own son Kubad,
A.H. 84i=A. D. 1437), and Sikandar's brother, Jahan-

shah (who was extirpated by Hasanbeg, the founder of

the Ak-koyunlu dynasty, in a.h. 872=a.d. 1467), are

missing.

There is another drawback in this otherwise so ex-

tremely valuable work, that is, the flowery style which

often conceals under a mass of poetical phrases the

real substance of the story; this is especially regrettable

in the dedication on ff. 9''-io'', where the name of the

sovereign, at whose i-equest the work was written, is

so cleverly surrounded with flattering epithets, that it

is almost impossible to find it out. It seems to be

Muhammad, and as he is called further on ^^LXjIjJ*

^^ 5 \^j£. eUU-" (sUU, we suppose the Safawi ruler

Muhammad Khudabanda, surnamed Sultan Sikandar

Sh3,h, the eldest son of Shah fahmasp, is meant,

especially as there are several puns with the word
Sikandar in the dedication, for instance, on fol. 10*,

11. 3 and 2 ab infra (_ e*-jl .j^j^i jj ,_ja^X;i jJjla-u

At what time the book was completed it is impossible

to state ; Muhammad Khudabanda ascended the throne

in A.H. 985 (a.d. 1577), and reigned till a.h. 995
(a.d. 1587), that seems rather late for the composition

of this work, as some of the last facts mentioned in it

are Hum&yun's defeat by Shirshah, a.h. 947 (a.d.

1540), and Kuli Kutbshah's death in a.h. 950 (a.d.

1543); perhaps Muhammad Khudabanda was still

prince when the book was written. That a history of

the Kara-koyunlu and their descendants, the Kutb-
shahs of Gulkundah, should have been dedicated to a
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Safawi prince, is not surprising, since the author lays

everywhere a particular stress on the fact, that his

heroes were partisans of the Shi'ah, and one of the

introductory chapters contains an eulogium of 'All and

the twelve Im&ms (see fol. 5'' sq.).

Beginning : |»-JLs' ?. — v:^—JhS ,cJIjj» ciJ^^ Ajjlji

The history of Kara Muhammad begins on fol. 10''.

This copy was written in fifteen days by Munshi
Mirza'ibeg for Colonel Mackenzie at Calcutta, and
completed the 19th of January, 1815.

No. 3022, ff. 331, 11. 9-13; Shikasta; size, 9j in. by 7J in.

f. Shaibdnts and Astarkhdnts of Transoxania.

574

'AbdallMinama (is-«Li ij)l Jl-x).

A copy of the extremely rare history of the Shaibfi,ni

Khans of Transoxania, and especially of 'Abdallahkh&n,

who was born A. h. 940 (a. d. 1533), became absolute

ruler of Transoxania in A. H. 986 (a. d. 1578, 1579), suc-

ceeded his father Iskandarshah in Samarkand a.h. 990
(a. D. 1582), and died a.h. 1006 (a. d. 1597, 1598) \'

comp. on this most exquisite work of unequalled value

V61iaminov-Zernov in the Bulletin historico-philol.

de I'Academie de St. P6tersbourg, xv. pp. 172-175,
and M61anges Asiatiques, iii. pp. 258-263. It was
composed by Tanish bin Mir Muhammad al-Bukhari,

see fol. 3"^, 1. 3 ab infra, and contains an introduction

(partly after Eashid-aldin, see No. 1 7 in this Catal.) on

the genealogy of 'Abdallah and details on the Islam in

Central Asia, two parts (iJU-o), the life of "Abdallah-

khan, and a hh&timah (praise of 'Abdallah and his

wazirs). The mukaddimah begins here on fol. 10";

the beginning of the first part is not marked ; the

second begins on fol. 399*. Between ff. 398 and 399
is a lacuna comprising the end of the first makalah,

the last chapter of which ('Abdallah's accession) begins

on fol. 392^^. The khatimah is entirely missing.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i^: yiSy^ ui\j\

Beginning of the second makalah, on fol. 399* : * >^

Jl sjldl J
'\jjSS\^ UfljJb x»_^l ijj.

No date. An entry from A.h. 1119 (a. d. 1707,

1708), on fol. I*.

No. 3, ff. 499, 11. 23; Naskhl; illuminated frontispiece on
fol. i'' ; size, 14 in. by 8f in.

575

Bahr-alasrar fl manakib-alakhyar (^ jU-i5l| .ar?

A very rare and detailed history of the Uzbegkhans

y ' In Bayle-V Oriental Biograph. Dictionary, p. 5", a chronogram

of his death is quoted : xl oU ci^^Ui, which clearly gives

1006 ; by a strange mistake, however, the author of tliat book
makes it out to be 1005.

of Transoxania, especially of the Astarkh&nl Sultftns,

from the accession of Din Muhammadkhan in a. h. 1006
(a. D. 1597, 1598), after the assassination of 'Alxl-

almu'minkhan, to a.h. 1050 (a. d. 1640, 1641), in the

reign of Nadhr Muhammadkhan (the years A. h. 1047-
1050, on ff. 235'>-274''), with a full account of con-

temporary events in the neighbouring countries, and a

short introduction on the descent of the dynasty from
Cingizkhan and the Kipc&k rulers, by Mahmud bin

Amir Wall (see the colophon on fol. 409*). A large

portion of the work, viz. ff. 2 75*-389*, is devoted to

special events of that time, not narrated in the main
story, and a detailed account of all the great men,
Amirs, 'Ulamas, Kadis, Shaikhs, and poets of Trans-

oxania, and particularly of Balkh. Ff. 389''-409*

contain in the 'form of an appendix a relation of the

author's extensive travels from a.h. 1034 (a. d. 1624,

1625) onwards.

Beginning : i_*^Uj >-*%-• fW/*j^ i*^' P^"^'

Copied from the author's autograph by Shah Kasim
in Nadhr Muhammadkhan's library, soon after the com-

position of the work itself, as the phrase added to the

Sultan's name ,^.jJl ^jj ^JI tJLLLij sXL. il jii shews,

that Nadhr Muhammadkhan (who died a.h. 1059 =A.I>.

1649) was still alive when this transcript was made.

No. 1496, ff. 409, 11. 21; distinct Nasta'Uk ; illuminated

frontispiece, the first two pages embellished with gold stripes

between the lines ; size, 14} in. by gj in.

g. AfgUns.

576

Ta'rikh-i-Khanjahanl u Makhzan-alafgh&ni (i->,LJ

The fuller redaction of Khwajah Ni'mat-all&h bin

Khwajah Habib-allah Harawl's history of the Afghans,

which was completed theioth of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1021

(a. D. 1613, February i), and dedicated to Khanjah&n,

in whose service the author was at that time, comp.

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 2025 and 2026; Eieu i. p. 210 sq.;

W. Morley, p. 74 sq.; Elliot, History of India, v. p. 67

sq. ; and Dorn's ' History of the Afghans from the

Persian of Neamet Ullah,' London, 1829-1836.

Beginning : jj1-^j?^-~*j ,lxj (*jl5j u^I>-* " tf* t"*

The work is divided into a mukaddimah, seven b4bs,

and a khatimah.

Mukaddimah on Jacob, his ofTspring, etc. (^ ji

J ijljjyi •>ljJ«J
_)

*ill J-tJ^r-l V)^ >^4^ J'>»' u'-^*-

i

^L) iS sJjU? ^I I_>L>oI i , L.. l .a»

X ^ c.«/Ut K,

.), on fol. 3*.

" BAh I : History of king Saul (TaKit), the Ark, etc.,

and the migration of the Afghans to Ghur, Kuh-i-

Sulaiman, and Eilh (uyjjLi j cyjJUo eJLL* J]^l u^- j-*

«2
.Be-vve^
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Jl jl ijljLJJ/i iljutj
J
i^lt), on fol. 19".

Bdb II : History of Khalid bin Walid, his conversion

to Islam and his campaigns, to the end of the Khilafat

of 'Umar Faruk (;jL>j. « xJj j^. jJLi. uy,-<ij>. ^i ji

fj; J r^J "»

-r^ -J-
:ii >^*

Jl jij^^U), on fol. 48b.

Bdb III : History of Sultan Bahlul Ludi and his

successors down to the end of Sultan Ibrahim bin

Sikaudar bin Bahlul's reign, a. h. 932=a. d. 1526 {ji

~n Jjljj ^jLkU ^. ^jjl5^ ^jLkL- ^JJ), on fol. 75a.

Bdb IV: History of Shir Shah Sur and his suc-

cessors down to A. h. I02I=A.D. l6l2 (^LiiU^ii ,J

ijL^l

jjJl-^ i«^^. J (jli-ijX:^ ,i *JjJ S-jJ;-* sLiiU ijjA-tJi

(jLi^Lc ^jiLeJjJJ

jta.), on fol. 134", without a heading,

t Il.»..L.j *,1 ioJ<,>

Bdb F: History of Nawwab Khanjahan Ludl and

his ancestors (.ilAa-lj *UI (jpLi»
i_5*^-^ j Jl^^' j^

Jl tf^sJ ijL^Uk v_jLaJl (JjL« i_)L_oO i_)Cj) seems to

begin on fol. 217a (no heading).

Bdb VI : Genealogy of the Afghans (jIjjij ^jLj ..j

Juki\ tL-Ji-.), on fol. 318I'.

Bdb VII: History of Jahangtr's reign (^i .i

•,lv ,uu>

»LtjL)_^f-XiL4Jk xX-K* j^jJI^y^/Uill), on fol. 261^.

Khdtimah : Lives of Afghan Shaikhs
(
Jl^l ijLo ji

~J\ j.iJU) jjjI i-)Li-. ^_J<i-»J.), on fol. 29715.

From the_;?/i!/i bab onwards the copy is in hopeless con-

fusion ; the above headings are taken from the index

on ff. 7^, 8, and 3". The proper order of the first seven-

teen leaves is as follows : i, 2, 4-8, 9-11, 15, 16, 12-

14, 17. One leaf is missing after fol. 144. Copied A. h.

1063 (a.d. 1653).

No. 1705, ff. 355, 11. 15 J Nasta'Uk; the first pages and some
in the middle greatly damaged ; waterspots throughout ; size,

9 in. by si in,

577

Another copy of the same.

This copy, which is considerably shorter than the

preceding one, agrees entirely with the second copy of

this work in Rieu i. p. 21 1^ (Add. 26,283) i" so far

as (i) the preface is wanting, and the few introductory

lines are followed immediately by the index on fol. 2'».

(2) Bab V, containing the history of Kh&njahan, is al-

together omitted.

Contents

:

^
Mukaddimah (called here ijb5), on fol. 3* ; Bab I,

on fol.' &>; Bab II, on fol. 25^; Bab III, on fol. 42";

B&b IV, on fol. 74» ; Bab VI, on fol, 1 19^ ; Bab VII, on

fol. 150a; Khatimah, on fol. 171*. The work ends on

fol. 220", dated the 26th of Juraida-alawwal, A. h. 1090
(a.d. 1679, July 5), and is followed by two appendices,

viz. 1. the same genealogy of Haibatkhan bin Salim-
kh&n, written by himself, which is noticed in the second
copy of Eieu, on £f. 220^-223'' (see Dorn's History of

the Afghans, vol. ii. pp. iv-viii), and in the Bodleian Cat.,

No. 2026. 2. A collection of traditions (Jij) of Khw&jah
Yahya Kablr and Hadrat Makhdum-i-Jahaniyan (that

is, Jalal-aldln Bukhari, who died, according to Rieu i.

p. 354% A.H. 785=A. D. 1383, 1384), on ff.223»-226b;

comp. Bodleian Cat., loo. cit.

The first appendix is styled at the end ^Liiill ijx

Beginning of the whole work, on fol. i^; t^ ^js.,j>.

i-jLJb jlXil •-i\X>

^i>^yr
i J\£ ^'U_j

1 .
-«

No. 2649, ff. 226, 11. 1 7 ; Nastaltk ; size, 1 2^ in. by 8f in.

578

Makhzan-i-Afgh^ni (|cJLijl U/^)-
The shorter redaction of the same history, in which

both the fifth and the seventh babs are missing, com-
pletely agreeing with the copy in W. Morley and Add.
21,911 in Eieu i. p. 212.

It is divided into three babs, three daftars, and a
khatimah.

Bab I, on fol. 4*, history of Jacob, etc.

Bab II, on fol. 9b, history of king Saul, the Ark, etc.

Bab III, on fol. 24", history of Khalid bin "Walid, etc.

Daftar I, on fol. 40b, history of Sultans Bahlul,

Sikandar, and Ibrahim Ludi.

Daftar II, on fol. 75b, history of Shirshah, Islamsh&h,

and some Afghan chiefs.

Daftar III, on fol. 171*, history of the Afghan
dervishes.

Khatimah, on fol. 2io», genealogy of the Afghans.

At the end of Daftar II appear the same lines by

Ibrahim Batui, which are noticed by Morley and Rieu.

Dated the 8th of Rajab, A. h, ia. (ii8o?=a. d.

1766, Dec. 10). As title appears in the colophon :

tsy y-is* i^Jy, and on fol. i* u\^ ijAs'.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2706, ff. 230,11. 17, except ff. 193-230, which contain only

fifteen lines in a page, and bear a slightly different handwriting ;

Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in. by 5I in.

579

Risala-i-Afghan^n (^jULiil ULj,).

A short treatise on the origin and pedigree of the

Afghans, traced back, as usually, to king Saul (^lJJJIi>).

It is similar in its contents to the s-iilil i_)L«jl sJLu,

,

noticed by W. Morley, p. 77, but of a much earlier

date. The anonymous author refers in his statements

to Abu 'Alt ibn Ahmad Mustaufi (i.e. !Muhammad bin

Ahmad al -Mustaufi, we suppose, the translator of the

_^9 ijb^ see above, Nos. 1 31-133), Junaid ibn

Hamid, and Khwajah Ja'far.

Beginning: '^jULiil J—J e>-i-J jJ ^jUliil tlL^
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Dated the 3rd of Muharram, A. h. 1172 (a. d. 1758,
September 6). College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2121, ff. 274-377, 11. 15; large Nasta'llk ; size, 13J in. by
SJin.

580

Two other short tracts on the origin of the Afghans

(^JUi\ ^^jj> J—J J J-->1 (j-fis' Jl^_ ji), both anony-

mous, the second being an extract from the ^X^
^Liil by 'Abbas Sarwanl (that is no doubt the ^iLS

^Ll|^-wi.; see above, Nos. 219 and 220).
*-•

Beginning of the first tract, on fol. iS^ : ... ill J.J

ri^-
Beginning of the second tract, on fol. 251", last line :

(j-W* 1^^' ^J^ jjUliil J»j J J-el (J-si** sJUu,

JL,j>. tjl:iil c^ik sjljT ^;jja. &3 J-)\.» : . « (^'4/-'

The second tract is incomplete at the end, breaking

off in the middle of a phrase.

No. 1214, ff. i8''-27'', U. 15; large and clear Nasta'lik; Bize,

7fin. by 4|iii.

581

Tawirikh-i-Eahmatkhani (^iU." '
"*

. i^Jy)-

A history of the Khabanl and Ghdri tribes of the

Afgh&ns, and especially of Yusuf Zi (i. e. Bayazid Ansari

ibn 'Abdallah, the founder of the Eushanian sect

;

comp. Akhund Darwiza's (.iL-.ill cJ/*^ ^^ ^°^- ^393)

2456, 2467, 2476 and 2599 in this collection, and the

Asiatic Eesearches, vol. xi. pp. 363-428) and his people,

by Pir Mu'azzamshah, son of PIr Muhammad Fadil,

who was in the sei-vice of the famous Eohillah chief

Hafiz Eahraatkhan (who died A. h. ii88= A. d. 1774;
see No. 583), and got from him the order to condense

and rewrite, in an easy and readable style, an old

Pushtu history (written about A. h. io3i=a. d. 1622)

with the title of s-iiUl j^j]y (see fol. 2^, 1. 7 sq.),

dealing in particular with Yusuf Zi's life and ad-

ventures ; comp. W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 460, where

the present work is styled ^j\^''-*^j lajL» irij^- -A-s

the other work of the same title (see the immediately

following copy) is written three years later than this,

our present book cannot have been based on that, as

Pertsch assumes. This work is written in Pushtu also,

with a Persian preface, and divided into the following

seven makamat (completed, according to the colophon,

A. H. ii8i=A. D. 1767, 1768):

1.

iLijl

^\y\ ^\ tjUyl^y

) ijUiJl ^.]y ^ ^tr^i '^J '—'^Ji

o-ikLJl Jii jUl ,<i . ; ijJ^I J VI Jl ^jLijl

JjiilU «5 ij^j j)^"^ j^ ualil <i . ) Lx^l ;1 ijLijI

Jl sjlji , on fol. I e^.

s^-jij (^, on fol. 33*, last line.

4. jJH-K* ijJk-«l J
»->.l_5-> tsUuj j^Lio ^JA-.^ ^jLj j.»

Ji i»)J^j ^i^,' on fol. 58*.

5. jijLiJ d^J ^ij^ J ij^-^ |«ir* "^^ c>^- J*

iij1j.> ell. .J , on fol. 66^'.

6. J sjjjfcU csUU... ,JU >-wi. ^;)i^

T .. I . "
. . •. ^1 ..I

uW>. y

7. i_^ *b,i jl C5J ^-J^y. u-^ jr^* cjW> j

u' r!!^ J J-s^ "ii^^ ^. u^-^' cJ'tr *23^, on fol. 91''.

Copied by Ghulam Muslim Sadiki. Bibliotheca

Leydeniana.

No. 2479, ff. 100, 11. 19; Naskhl ; size, 10 in. by 6^ in.

582

Tawarikh-i-Rahmatkhani (^-iU."-* '*
) i^j\y)-

Another work of the same title and the same con-

tents, compiled for the same Hafiz Eahmatkhan, by
H&fiz Muhammad Sadik, in seven majlis, a. h. i i 84
(a. D. 1770, 1771); comp. on this Doi-n, Bulletin

scientifique de I'Acad^mie de St. P6tersbourg, iv. p. 5 sq.,

where an abridged translation of the work is given

;

also Dorn's History of the Afghans, i. p. xi, No. 10,

and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 461.

Beginning : J\ t-jL» JLoj j iyLo J. ,i. jl Juq

Jl (.j^Uj ci*.!IL» |_5*Uj cy^ " *^. J''^ i f^^i mUJ^' •

No date. Ff. 20b (partly), 21, 22% 51" (partly). Sib,

and 52* are left blank.

No. 1360, ff. 109, 11. 15; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; siie,

8| in. by 5 in.

583
Khulasat-alansab (l,jLwJ^I JLoiL»).

A genealogy of the Afghans, by Hafiz Rahraat bin

Sh^h 'Alam of the KAta-khail tribe (see fol. 6^, 11. 7

and 8), who was the ruler of Eohilkand since A. h. i 161

(a. D. 1748), and was killed in battle a. h. 1188, the

nth of Safar (a. D. 1774, April 23), against the com-

bined forces of the East India Company and the Wazir

of Oudh, Shuja-aldaulah ; see Bodleian Cat, Nos. 321

and 322 ; Rieu i. p. 212 sq. ; B. Dorn, History of the

Afghans, i. p. xii, No. 13 ; K. F. Neumann, Geschichte
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des englischen Eeiches in Asien, Leipzig, 1857, vol. i.

p. 493, etc.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i'' : y; *il i~»i^

ill e*^._jjj ^l^Jil eA-4-a- ];.

The work itself begins, on fol. 9*, with the chapter

' ayJl &Ju: sJjS i^ Jl^l c)W>^-»-

The last chapter is devoted to a refutation of the

u**!^; -tfj I

doctrines ofthe Eafidis

;

beginning on fol. 39''.

The work ends on fol. 59^, and the last three lines

give the date of the composition, viz. a.h. 1 1 84 (in Rajab

=A.D. 1 7 70, October, Nov.). On ff. 60^62^ the Arabic

hymn with Pushtu translation is added, which Dr. Dorn

mentions in his ' History of the Afghans,' I.e. It is styled

Id uy;^i» uyLa.U-«, and begins jjil li b J~^ dJ

No. 1577, ff, 6j, U. 15 ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 10 in. by 6 in.

584
Ta'rikh-i-Faidbakhsh (^J^- ^J^ f^J^)-

A history of the Eohillah Afghans, their rise, inde-

pendence, and dissolution, from the first foundation of

their power by 'Ali Muhammad, the grandson of Shah

"Alam the Afghan, who came, A. h. 1084 (a.d. 1673), to-

gether with Husaiukhan (or Hasankhan) to Kather or

Rohilkand, down to their defeat and destruction by the

East India Company's army, the 23rd of April, a.d.

1774, which put an end to their government and

independence. This book was written by Munshi

Shiw Parsh&d, the wakil of Nawwab Faid-allahkhan Ba-

hadur, in the month of Muharram, a. h.ii9o(a.d. 1776,

Febr., March) ; see fol. 6^, 11. 8 and 9 ; fol. 7^ 11. 9-1 1,

and the colophon ; comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 1972 ; Rieu

i. p. 306, and Elliot, History of India, viii. pp. 175-179.

The story opens, after a long-winded introduction, with

a retrospect to former Afghan rulers, beginning with

Shirsh&h.

Beginning : j^jLj j (ji-jU:— ^^y>> \j 1^^ \jo^

It is translated by Charles Hamilton in the ' His-

torical relation of the origin, progress, and fatal dis-

solution of the Government of the Rohilla Afghans in

the Northern Provinces of Hindostan,' London, 1787.

This copy is not dated.

^0. 249, ff. 133, 11. 14-16 ; Nasta'Uk; size, p in. by 6^10..

585

Another copy of the same.

The preface is wanting in this copy, which begins

at once with a short account of Shirshah: ^Q .j

yJl >:.. '.A (jSJlj^l J-»^ jj jj^ (jLiil
^J^''»,

cor-

responding to the preceding copy, fol. 8*, 1. 2.

The work concludes on fol. 54^. Ff. 55-75 contain

chiefly Rekhta poetry, intermixed with a few Hindus-

tani prose-pieces (on if. 67^-68''); the cliief headings

iJ\J^ LoU, on fol. 55* (in mathnawi-baits),

beginning

:

L, on fol. 59'' (also in mathnawi-baits), beginning

:

JT etc. Ghazals, on

fol. 6^^ sq. and fol. 68''; marthiyyas or elegies (all in

Rekhta), on ff. 69^-75''.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana. E. Chambers.

No. 2585, ff. 75, U. 15 (on ff. 1-54, the rest in diagonal lines) ;

Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by 7 in.

586
A large fragment of the same.

This cof>y, which contains the greater portion of the

foregoinghistory, comes down to A.H. ii85(a.d. 1771);
Najib-aldaula's death is related on fol. 94" (a. h. i 184)

;

Shah "Alam's return from Ilahabad to Dihli, on fol. 95*

(a.h. 1 1 85). The last chapter, found here on fol. 96",

relates the death of Mulla Sardarkhan Bakhshi.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Bibliotheca

Leydeniana.

No. 2773, ff. 39''-97», U. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8^ in. by 5f in.

587
Gulist4n-i-Rahmat (>.i.... ->, jjb-JJ).

A special history of tlie family and tlie ancestors of

the author of this work, the Nawwab Muhammad
Mustajabkhfin, chiefly of his own father, Hafiz-almulk

Hafiz Rahmatkhan, after whom the book has been

named, together with many details about his great-

great-grandfather, Shaikh Shihab-aldin, known as

Shaikh Kuti Baba; his grandfather. Shah 'Alamkhan

bin Mahmudkhan, known as Shaikh Muti, and the

history of Da'udkhan, "All Muhammadkhan and other

great Afghan noblemen and Amirs, as well as a general

account of the last times of the Moghal empire, from

Bahadurshah's accession, a.h. 1119 (a.d. 1707), down
to the twenty-fifth year of the reign of Shah 'Alam,

A.H. 1197-1198 (a.d. 1783, 1784) ; comp. on this work

Rieu i. p. 307 ; Elliot, History of India, viii. p. 301 sq.

;

and Ch. Elliott's abridged English translation :
' Life

of Hafiz ool-Moolk,' London, 1 83 1 . It was written A. h.

1207 (a. d. 1792, 1793), see Rieu, loc. cit.

It is divided into four u-^, that is, into a mukaddi-

mah, two fasls, and a khatimah :

J^ .iLs-' iMjl J
bU j/'^ ^^.jJl, on fol. 4

>i I r . .

.

. '<\ - M . T=i

cjW^ j-> i^Xaj^

u^ oJl», Lj

Jj-aj-o, on fol

i;^l ^}
uajl-j-I. g;-?* b y5C». 5, on fol. 32*.

^i' J-i
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»ju.T

ti^'j i
-A5 i^y

cjj^ uy;-i» JT Juo , on fol. 2
1
3".

Shaikh Shihib-aldin Kuti Baba is referred to in the

book as fj^V* (J^' "'^ vLij-oj^i Sh^h 'Alamkhan as

^jLiJ uiJiLj^ ^^U», and Eahmatkhan as cyf-ia:^ I

.

Beginning : ,J^Ll« fji)
_j

>x.«-i^. x*j>. _^ljj y!>^

This copy is the fourth made from the author's

autograph, and was finished the 14th of Dhd-alka'dah,

A. H. 12 1 8 (a. D. 1804, February 25). It was presented

by the author himself to A.Willand, A. D. 1804.

No. 1417, 6F. 239, 11. 15; Nasta'llk; size, lofin. by l\ in.

588
Husain Shahi (^Li< ^ • >)•

A detailed history of the dynasty of the Durrani

Afghans, comprising the reigns of Ahmad Shah Durr-i-

Durrani and his successors Timurshah and Shah
Zaman, to the fifth or sixth year of the latter Sultan's

reign, A. h. 1212 (a. 0.1798), composed by Imam-aldin

Husainl (^i-^-«jfc, so here and in the following copy,

Eieu reads - * ~-) and dedicated to his spiritual guide

Khwajah Abu Muhsin Husain Husainl alhasanl (Eieu

has again alcishti) almaududi alkumharl (see fol. i^,

1. 4, and fol. 2*, 11. 5 and 6), a. h. i2I3=a. d. 1798

({jjs:^ '^rty i J-» j'5) lU*^ J^! so distinctly on

fol. 2", last line ; fol. 32* 1. 9, and fol. 56% 11. 9 and 10

;

not 1 2 16 as is stated by W. Morley, p, 76); comp.

Rieu iii. pp. 904 and 905. It is the same history

which Morley describes under the title of i_-—J ir?j^

^yVJi sLi Ju.^1 tAi ; the correct title, as given above,

appears here immediately after the date on fol. 2% last

line.

Beginning : I. |j»Li..»Lj tjVij XsV. ,V,i.

/iLlM*

Genealogy of Sultan Ahmadshah, bis rise to power,

etc., on fol. 21"; his death, on fol. 32''; accession of

Timurshih, on fol. 34''; his death in a. h. 1207 (a. d.

1792, 1793), on fol. 56*; accession of Shah Zaman in

the same year, on fol. 57''; account of Amire and
great state-officials, on fol. 80^

;
geographical appendix,

giving the various stages in the Panjab and the

distances from Peshawur to Kabul and Kandahar, etc.,

on fol. 88"; genealogy and family of Khwajah Abu
Muhsin, the author's patron and Pir, on fol. 98*', con-
cluded by various specimens of his letters.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2805, ff. 118, 11. 15 ; careless Nasta'llk, mixed with Shi-

kasta ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

589
Another copy of the same work.
Author's and patron's names, title, date, and begin-

ning exactly as in the preceding copy ; see ff. i**, 1. 4 sq.

;

and 2*, 11. 6 and 16 ;
genealogy, etc. of Ahmadshah, on

fol. 2^ ; his accession, on fol. 6^ ; his death, on fol. 31"

;

accession of Timurshah, on fol. 33" ; his death, on fol.

52", last line ; accession of Sh4h Zaman, on fol. 53", last

line; account of Amirs, etc., on fol. 74''; geographical

appendix, etc., on fol. 8i'»
;
genealogy, ancestors, family,

etc. of Khwajah Abu Muhsin, on fol. 9i*>.

No date. This copy was presented to the library

by Prof. Fausboll, September 15, 1888.

No. 3441, ff. 112, 11. 19; Nasta'llk ; gilt edge*; size, 9I io.

by 6 in.

VII. Collections op Historical Contents.

590

Kisas-alanbiya («L-jill ,ja.^).

Undoubtedly the oldest of all the various works with "

the same or a similar title, identical with that in Cat. Codd.

Or. Lugd. Bat. iii. p. 1 6 ; Eieu i. p. 1 43 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 978 ; G. Flugel ii. p. 370 ; H. Khalfa iv. p. 518,

etc. It is a fabulous history of the prophets from

Adam to Muhammad, based on the Kuran and the

traditions, with an appendix on the early khalifs down
to the death of Mu'&wiyah, and an account of Hajjaj

bin YAsuf. The author (distinctly introduced, on fol. i *»,

last line but one) gives his name as Ishak bin Ibrahim

bin Mansiir bin Khalaf of Nishapdr, and traces the

chain of his traditions through Ab(i Muhammad bin

alhasan bin Ahmad alkassar almufassir alnishapdri

—

Maimun bin Bahram—Ma'mun bin Ahmad alsullami

alharawi
—

'All bin Ishak—Salih bin 'Abd-alrahman

—

Muhammad bin Marwan alkufi, and Muhammad bin

Sa'il alkalbi (Eieu: Sa'ib alkalbl, died A. h. i46=a. d.

763, 764) back to Ibn 'Abbas. Eieu therefore places

the author's lifetime at the end of the fifth century of

the Hiirah.

Beginning:
^J^ aUI ^J^ j 'Ia-j.1 S.^'i 4J) xji

j\ (_j»J ^jJuiUaJl ^^.'....^Itll Jjl J ^j
;Z ; : 11 (^^ ..V « V*

The last two leaves are greatly damaged, a consider-

able portion of each being torn away.

Dated the 14th of Safar, A. h. 1125 (a. d. 17 13,

March 12), by Muhammad Mu'azzam bin Muhammad

(the latter is called ^Ju.> j^fiS (S^)> College of Fort

"William, 1825. Arabic works of the same title and

contents are mentioned in Loth, Arabic MSS. of the

India Office, p. 205 ; J. Aumer, p. 182, etc.

No. 2224, fF. 135, 11. as ; careless Nastaltk, mixed with Shi-

kasta; size, ii| in. by 6f in.

591

Taj-alkisas (^^a-aill Ju).

A large collection of biographies and legends of the

prophets from Adam to Muhammad, by an anonjnnous

author (an incomplete note on the first page of Ouseley

193, in the Bodleian Library, calls him . . . Ibn Nasr
albukhdri), beginning with a short Arabic introduction,
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on fol. 4^: lijjj^b jj!ju
J

eyjSUib S^jj (j'^\ 41 xji

Then follows in the middle of the same page a

Persian introduction, beginning : ^j^- ;l •• -, . ^J^.

^' ^^'\ ijl^a. Jj.ljJfc A, fX^Ml ,.

comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 342.

The legends of the ante-muhammadan prophets open
with Adam and conclude with Jesus, Mary, the Seven
Sleepers, and St. George. On fol. 215a begins the

history of Muhammad. The work ends with Husain's

death and the events which followed it. A complete
index of the whole book is found on fif. i''-3''.

Dated the loth of Ramadan, A. h. 1104 (thirty-sixth

year of 'Alamgir's reign)=A. d. 1693, May 15, by MuUa
Muhammad Yusuf bin Shaikh Baha-aldin. On fol. i"

two other titles are given to this work, viz. L^l ^->j\J

and Lj.oill ^jfl-aj, but the latter belongs to a smaller

work of the same kind ; see the following MSS., and

Bodleian Cat., No. 343. On fol. 6", 1. i, occurs the

genuine title ,_,a-ajJl -U. This copy belonged formerly

to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 322, ff. 299, 11. 30 ; clear Nasta'Uk j some of the first and
the last leaves very severely damaged, the whole half of fol. 297
torn away ; size, 14J in. by 9J in.

592
A fragment of the same.

This iucomijlete copy of the ,_,a.n, Sll —\j breaks off

in the story of Jacob and Joseph (in the twelfth majlis

of that episode, which is divided into forty majlis).

Last words
: j. :.:.•»). cJ^^^ clH* cH'Wj •^^jW*. j

. . . I—«--jo ; corresponding to the preceding copy, fol.

848,11. 9 and 10.

_
No. 992, ff. i6q1'-32o'', U. 19; large and distinct Nastallk;

size, loj in. by 6f in.

593

Majma'-alhasanat (cui ; ». jJ »,«-»)

A second work to which the title of U-o^l a^-^ is

assigned, but which, according to W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 522, should bear the above designation : »,-^

cuL:-^, based, as the first words prove, for the greater

part on the twenty-seventh book of the Sahih of

Muhammad bin Isma'il bin Ibrahim al-Buhlidri (died

A. H. 256= ^. D- 870), which contains the legends of the

prophets ; comp. Krehl in Zeitschrift der D. M. G. iv,

p. 5 sq. The real author's or translator's name is not

mentioned. It begins, on fol. 3^, thus ; . . . . ij) .y^

cH JJLX^..^
'ij

JjO u;i

jjjLo jij^ (j.»Xiil |.L«1 j\ jjj Ijjl »o i^jLL-ub (<|Lsff^'

^ ^. xUr' ^^ jAj jl jl
J 4111 LSV'

An index of all the prophets, etc., whose biographies

are found in this work is given on ff. 1^-2". It begins

with the fallen angel, Jj)hc, on fol. 8"^; then follow

(,j1, onfol. io'>; ii*--i>,on fol. 22''; ,j»j,j1, on fol. 23^1;

~y, on fol. 25*; jjjk, on fol. 29''} jU ^_ jlxi, on

fol. 32I'; JL,, on fol. 34»; ^\jj\, on fol. ast; tjJ,

on fol. 56a; J . ir . ...^ , on fol. 59* ; i_yjjLj, on fol. 59*",

i—i^jj, on fol. 61^; ijXs.\ i_)Ls^', on fol. 96^; ^...^^ji^,

on fol. 97"; u^yi, on fol. 98*'; i-jjj1, on fol. 103*;

jj_o^l ji, on fol. 108"; (—ip ijLsr*' , on fol. ii6»;

ijj^ji, onfol,i20^; L5"^> onfol. 135''; J-«Lc (in the

following copy, J^U) JJU.., on fol. 153*; ^^. ^
^J^, on fol. 155a;

|»jjj, on fol. 157''; ,^j^ ij'^^'
on fol. 1 591"; ijy ^^.l

f^y.\
on fol. 163'^; sJJiJLa., on

fol. 164a; J-j^l, on fol. leeb; ijb, on fol. 169I';

ijL.l..., on fol. 178*; ^Sj, on fol. 192a;
ly--*^) on

fol. 193''; j_s—s*j (^y-*! onfol. 194"; ^LJlj^^^-ii., on

fol. 207a;
^J.,..^^, on fol. 208*; ^^yx.^, on fol. 212'';

.vT-g*, on fol. 214^. With Muhammad's life and death

this copy concludes ; comp. Bodl. Cat., No. 343.

Dated by Ghulam 'Umar bin Ghulam Hasan, who
lived in Nanutah in the district of Shahjahanabad, the

17 th of the month Sha'ban in the twenty-fifth year (of

whose reign is not stated).

No. 1017, ff. 257, U. 19 ; written for the greater part in

Nasta'Uk ; some portions in Shikasta by another hand ; size,

10 in. by 5J in.

594
Another copy of the Majma'-alhasanat.

This redaction is substantially the same as in the

preceding copy, although the wording is slightly

different. It begins with the Jj^Uji »
"'"', on fol. 198*",

after which follow exactly the same kisas as in No.
1017, and it also concludes with Muhammad, whose
biography begins on fol. 391", after those of ^j » . .t.

,

^ju-^ja^
, i^LJl 5

jU>}>. , etc. The initial words of this

copy are : eljU j jJILs* JT Jlc j jj^!.*- Jlc J^ jt^JJl

~n c:^j^b ujyjb jyl\ dJj ijlS^j f^ 3- The

words with which the preceding copy opens are found

here in 1. 1 1 of the first page, and run thus : ajI., .

^JbJI i^Urf ^\ji\ ^^. (!) J-^4-, ^^ >xi.s*

ijll ^ H . -v
,

iSj^sr^'' ^]ji\ ^^. iill s^ ^^, jJ^ J^

Copied by Mulla 'Abd-alkadir ibn Shaikh 'Abdallah,

known as Rnji, for Haji Thana-allah bin Muhammad
Mukim Fadil bin Muhammad Ghazi of Kancanpur

(.j^^^jjr^) in Bangalah, and dated the 23rd of Dh&-
alhijjah, A. H. 1203 (a. D. 1789, September 14).

No. 2442, ff. l93''-432», 11. 17; large Nasta'Uk; size, I2| in.

by 8 in.

595
A shorter redaction of tlie same.

This copy, which is I'ather incorrectly written, but
considerably older than the immediately preceding one,

contains a sort of abridgment of the Majma'-alhasanat

or Kisas-alanbiya, with some additions however, par-

ticularly at the end.
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Beginning:
j

^^.a'.U JLsLiJl
j

,^j-dl*JI y. 41 x«il

...(!) ^U-l j^l^.l jljLx^I :1

The following prophets are mentioned : |.jT, on fol. 8^;

C:>^,on fol. 2 2»; (j-j,jI, on fol. 23*; -o, on fol. 2 5*;

:,yb, on fol. 29''; oLc ^^ jljLi, on fol. 32*; JL», on

fol. 33a;
i^-Jkir"-'' °" ^'*^- 35''; I'jJ, on fol. 54^; yy^.,

on fol. 57b; Ljt^ji, on fol. 59b; ^^-oci, on fol. 87IJ;

^_jj, on fol. 89"; v^l, on fol. 92''; ^^yi]\ ji, on

fol. 96*>; ij^j^,
on fol. 102"; ^JJ^Ul, on fol. 132" ; x^y_

^yj ^^., on fol. 138"; Jj^<-il, on fol. 140''; jjU-Ju.,

on fol. 147a; \j^, on fol. 155b;
^^t^., on fol. 157a;

^^M-^, on fol. 157b; ^^....(^ij^, on fol. 1 6 lb; ^^ji^, on

fol. 164a; jJIU-*, on fol. 165a; t^jLjj, on fol. i88b;

and |Jlc, on fol. 207b.

Dated the 4th of Jumada-alakhar, A. h. 1076 (a. d.

1665, December 12). This date appears on the margin
of the last page, but in spite of that the copy appears

to be incomplete ; the last words being : i<,x> li ojj

No. 3489, olim 14. J. 26, ff. 209, 11. 15; Naatallk; size,

8f in. by 5I in.

596

Ta'rlkh-i-Anbiya (L^l
^Jj).

Another very detailed work on the prophets and
holy men before the Islam. The proper title of the

book cannot be ascertained, as the first leaf is missing;
but its characteristic difference from all the other

books of the same (or a similar) title is this, that it

only treats of ante-Muhammadan saints, leaving out
Muhammad entirely, and that the biographies are

much more detailed and diversified. The title as given
above, is assigned to this MS. on fol. i*.

It is divided into forty-one majalis, viz.

:

1. ^j-^ ,j.i^ jii. JJuj.>, on fol. x", in seven babs.

2. ^J^J OV-.1 J-a£« ii.^1 . I^jUmiI jJL» ji, on fol.

4b, in seven babs.

3. L4JI oS^ cua.j^
J LjLiftLt

J
i_)LlsI jkL». jSi ji

(jLijI jiii. 'Ij^^ol
J,

on fol. 9".

4. |,j| tlS ji, on fol. lib, in eleven babs.

One leaf is missing after fol. 22.

5. i^yJ ,j«j,jl ii .J, on fol. 24a.

6. ey^iL. 4 ejj.La Lai .j, on fol. 24''."^ij^ i

7. jyj i.^ j^, on fol. 26a.

8. ijj), Laj ,i, on fol. 29a.

9. jLc^i jj, on fol. 31a.

10. JLa^ ji, on fol. 33''.

11. L>y i-iLs^' Lls(i.e. theThamudites),onfol. 35b.

12. jj-*-»^l J-ffJ^ (t^)/'} tli, on fol. 38a, in eight

babs.

IND. OFF.

1 3. (jh»^' J J; » ....l jl^\ i_y->ju. jJ . on fol. 50''.

14. [>ji ULs jj, on fol. 51b.

15. <—A-yj Jl^l^j, on fol. 53b

16. t_a-*jj j^ Ll^ i^ ,_^.y-.^^jj (the first Mosei,

grandson of Joseph), on fol. 70b.

17. vjjI sLils jJ, on fol. 70b.

18. Jl^Jl (r^^'l jj or (ji) U tjls^j (i. e. Bishr, Job's

son), on fol. 75b.

19. j.^..L«.*j i_fc«j«^t i-iji jj, on fol. 76b.

20. jj]/** ^ ^yJ^ *^
.J'*

(*^® "^^^^ Moses), on

fol. 77b, in twenty-seven babs.

21. \xij\ _ij
J

Ls^l (i.e. Jericho), on fol. 121*.

22. iji) j^l _^.Jj «j jjlALijlj
J

^-*.^jl (jLo ji

Jl jjj,xLh> «_i^ jl juo J.Jil^l, on fol. 122a.

23. ijjys ^\ J-^S^ Lljf JJ , on fol. 1 2 2*.

24. uuLJl Lis ,.>, on fol. 123a.

25. i_>jiiJ>.l ^^. («-~Jl Jl^l ..>, on fol. 125b,

26. usually) ^ji\j oJ^j Jj^l j C^V) 5U* Jl>»lj^
eij^la. ^;-!i«.

J
(eyjJUa, on fol. 127a, in five babs.

27. ojb (tsiLa.) i_jiL». .J, on fol. 134", in seven bibs.

28. .jjb ^^. ^jU-JL. Jl^l ji, on fol. 142*, in four

babs.

29. JLib J
IJ1«,1

J
(commonly Ljtil) Lj»-- J|^I i*

y^ i-ixs^. jyK* J,
on fol. 159b, in five babs.

30. JlS^ jiji, on fol. 1 66a.

31. I3jh, Jl^ly, onfol. 167b

32. ,;;-sJ/iJl ji^;^ !>. on fol. 170a, in five bibs.

33. ^j-~^c
J
*J^

J u*^ J ^i/v J^ ^^
J'''

°°

fol. 176a, in thirteen babs.

34. s-pLkib \j L4JI (j«»-t.c « »4i* J-<^ i-aj" !>

jjj »jb-.-fi, on fol. 193b.

35. ,j.JjJ LSj .0, on fol. 195a.

36. L_i4i Jjil jjis ,i, on fol. 197b.

37. L)-_^o.,j>. Lis ,J, on fol. 202b.

38. ijj^y\ .U-1
'"•
5-oj ji, on fol. 206b.

39. Heading missing. The majlis deals apparently

with the monk Barsisa (I <i . ^), on fol. 208b, last line.

40. J-J v'-*^ Lis ,i, on fol. 2iia.

41. (sj/s f) tj^ ^^LJ ,j, on fol. 230b.

Dated the^ 21st of Dhu-alhijjah in the third year of

(probably 'Alamgir's) reign, a. h. 1070 (a. D. 1660,

August 28). College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2028, ff. 238, 11. 31 ; very clear and neat Nastalik; size,

10^ in. by 6
J
in.

597
'Ajaib-alkisas {,ja^ej]\ ^^Ls*).

Biographies of the prophets from Adam to Muham-
mad, based on commentaries of the Kuran (for instance,

the i_jLli, the .l^ill i_a-iJ, the ilLe- ,_*j»lj-., etc.)

and works of historical and dogmatical character (like

the iJLfJI py^, the i^^\ Jjklj-i. and others), by
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'Abd-alwahid bin Muhammad Mufti, who compiled this

book at the request of some \jji\ i^5L» . UJllI ^J\}s>^

(see fol. 2*' ; the title appears on fol. 3'^, 1. 8). It is

divided into the following twenty babs (see the detailed

index on ff. s'l-e'')

:

/' Jir" Jir-
ioL* jy u'v. J^

tr^i u^ Lf". uW*. j^

m«W^«, on fol. 7".

2. Jl ^ Jl
ijUn-yi ^jjLi Ja;l>c, on fol. 14a.

3. jl i^j\jy.i^\jj\ izij^aj*. Jl^l yjLj ,j, on fol. 17a.

4. u-j^jI cj-<l» Jl^l^j .J, on fol. 47*.

5. ,jij\jjj_^
J _jj eijpia. L^ ^jLo .J, on fol. 52^.

6. ijA cy-ia. Jl^l ijLj ,j , on fol. 64".

7. ^^ ey^-tt^ Lai ji , on fol. 69"'.

.1, on fol. 72 a.

9. J J; el. J
J

|,--»l/.l Jl^l tjL} , 1j^

^\^.l (!) ^:i jU-', on fol. 87b.

10. ^U -^

i^ljj; J, on fol. 90".

J
J VJ!^ ^tJJJDCJ

11. vf^' Jl^l UW? j-> > on fol. 1 1 5^

12. ^,,..T.^ LSi ^jLj JJ , on fol. 1 1 9^

13. jc>y J\}*1 (jW^ ).»> on fol. 120''.

JI5 .J, on fol. 158*'.14. y-LJl

15. (j»JjJ

16. Jjlj cy

. Laj ijLo >j, on fol. 165*.

Jl^l ^JLJ ji , on fol. 167b.

17. (jl».V..i isjf^ist. fUtt a^-j^> on fol. 175*.

18. ^ji^xijj Vjj^ ey,-<i-a. Jl^l cjW> j.>, On fol. 187".

19. o^ j^_ ,y-^ cy^^-ia. Jl^l u^-^-* ' "" ^°''- 189^

20.

^«W .n J» .XZ-^ |»Ul JJr-x i;/SJ^-V^' J.JL), on fol. 198''.

Beginning: ^^^^1.^ ^^^.J1J1}\ v.t.T> (^jJl 4I) xJJ

Dated the 17th of Jumada-alawwal, a. h. 1148
(seventeenth year—not eleventh, as is stated here—of

Muhammadshah's reign) = A. D. 1735, October 5, by
Muhammad Yusufbeg. The last page greatly injured.

No. 1729, ff. 349, 11. 21 ; Nasta'lik, ff. 1-7 written by another
hand, 11. 17 ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

598
Majma'-alhuda (i^XaJI a-»-s*).

Legends and biographies of the prophets. Imams,
and other holy men, by 'Ali bin Hasan alzawwari
((^irpl cT"^ cH (J^)>

incorrectly styled on fol. i", and

in the frontispiece on fol. i^, L»^^l ^a-^, no doubt

on account of its entirely similar contents and arrange-

ment. The genuine title appears on fol. 2", 1. 3.

It is divided into forty babs, viz.

:

1. History of Creation, on fol. 2^.

2. Creation of the Jinns and account of Satan, on
fol. 3b.

e^

3. Adam, on fol. 4*.

4. Seth (iJU--l), on fol. i2l>.

5. Idris, on fol. 12''.

6. Noah (--^), on fol. 14".

7. Hud, on fol. 17b

8. Salih, on fol. 19*,

9. Abraham (-^Ljl), on fol. 20*.

10. Lot (t^), on fol. 34b.

11. Jacob (i_jjijo), on fol. 36''.

12. Joseph {i-Ji^jj), on fol. 37*.

13. Shu'aib, onfol. 6ib.

14. Moses (~J^ ^^}, on fol. 63a.

15. Jonah (^j^jj), on fol. 921".

16. Job (tjjj'), on fol. 93I', last line.

17. Joshua, Samuel, and Goliath's death (.

JwJ^l), on fol. 96a.

18. David (j^b), on fol. 98b

19. Solomon djUJu), on fol. 105''.

20. Story of Saba (Sheba) and the dispatch of

prophets thither, on fol. iis**.

21. Zacharias and John the Baptist (,c^ j ^i/^)'
on fol. 114K

22. Mary (-J^), on fol. 117b

23. Jesus (j_j«.-jj:), on fol. 118*.

24. Ezra (;jji), on fol. 126*.

25. Alexander (^^^1 jj .x^Slj), on fol. 127*.

26. Khidr and Elias, on fol. 131I'.

27. The seven sleepers (i-j.jT'tjLar*'), on fol. 135*.

28. Muhammad, on fol. 139''.

29. 'All, on fol. 232^.

30. Imam Hasan, on fol. 239"'.

31. Imam Husain, on fol. 242''.

32. Imam Zain-al'abidin, on fol. 245''.

33. Imam Muhammad Bakir, on fol. 246''.

34. Imam Ja'far Sadik, on fol. 247t>.

35. Imam Musa Kazim, on fol. 248''.

36. Imam 'Ali bin Musa alrida, on fol. 2 49b.

37. Imam Muhammad Taki, on fol. 250''.

38. Imam Abu-alhasan 'Ali Naki, on fol. 251*.

39. Imam Hasan 'Askari, on fol. 252*.

40. Imam Muhammad Mahdi, on fol. 252b.

index on ff. 2* and ^.

Beginning j» ])
^yi^ j^ u-W^. u-W— j

\)
|,jlj Jlc iy> &JL«U eyjJJb sJ tjLi Ja.

No date. A seal of 'Alamgir's, from A. h. 1079 (a. d.

1668, 1669), on the fly-leaf. Blanks are left (probably

for pictures) on ff. 50*, 58'', and 74''.

No. 1405, ff. 255, II. 21 ; distinct Nasta'lik ; illuminated firontis-

piece; size, ii| in. by 7jin.

599
Tafsir-i-tadhkirat-alanbiya wa alamam (iXxS ^^ 6j

^"H] J
'Will)-

A dogmatic history of the prophets from Adam to

Muhammad, based especially on verses of the Kur&n

An

J^
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and traditions, entitled -.ill j 'L-oiH i^yiJj^.—ij (see

fol. 5*, 1. 15), by an anonymous author, who conceals

his name and dedicated this work to Khwajah Hasan.

According to the introduction it is divided into a

preface, two chapters, and a conclusion, viz.

:

iSili trfH^J' t.f^-

'

^j'iy *^^' !«"< «' ^:J^^i. jJ Jjl

•lU >i^ rJ
J .A .n .

dii ^Vicl j^ UU.nl >^^^ >1-^ IjLjLftl dJj lL> ^l-~ol

'ill Jj---i sLiJ oJL-j oJi^ »yj .»jl j.xi-1 oJLu,.

Jl^l ^jLo jj J Ljj Jjil . Loj Ot^xt .J li.

The dtbdda, a kind of cosmographical description

of the wonderful things in heaven and on earth, begins

on fol. 6^. The first maksad is not marked, but it

seems to begin on fol. 41'', where is written

:

^^^ L-Jl ^jtt-aJ jO iLT
P>^- ^.

and contains a detailed account of aH the ante-

Muhammadan prophets, beginning with Adam. The
second maksad, containing Muhammad's life, begins on
fol. 300''. The kMtimah is not found.

Beginning : j ij^\ J ^1j j ^SJS^ J ^\ ilj,

^^ O JT jl Jjo ij^\ Jy 1^4^^ u'-^' cr* '''"^ J^'
•Jl ^J<^ j^, IpU tsUJi SJ^jA-o.

Dated in the month Sha'ban, A. h. 1013 (a. r. 1604,

December 23, to 1605, January 20), by Adina of Bu-
khara. Collated. In some respects the copy resembles

a first sketch more than a complete and finished work.

No. 319, ff. 413, U. 24-26 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 14I in. by 9I in.

600
Jawami'-alhikayat wa lawami'-alriwayat (jt-olj-o.

«yUlj^l ^y J ^\j>}S^).

A complete copy of the famous collection of stories

and anecdotes, compiled, A. h. 6 2 5 (a. d. 1 2 2 8), at the court

of Sultan Abu-almuzaffar Altamish (who reigned A. H.

6o7-633=A.D. 1211-1236) of Dihli,'by Maulana Nur-
aldin Muhammad 'Aufi, the well-known author of the

oldest tadhkirah, Lubab-alalbab, and divided into four
kisms, each of which contains twenty-five chapters

;

comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 324-331 ; Eieu ii. p. 749 sq.;

G. Fliigel i. p. 410 ; J. Aumer, pp. 56 and 57 ; Elliot,

History of India, ii. pp. 155-203 ; H. Khalfa ii. p. 510,
etc.

First kism (treating of the knowledge of God), on
fol. 5»- .

Second kism (treating of good morals), on fol. 276*.

27«VrfA:Mni(treatingofblamable conduct), on fol. 374b.

Fourth kism (treating of cosmographical matters),

on fol. 448^.

Beginning

:

««..» jj

d
No date.

No. 595, ff. 546, II. 27 ; Nasta'llk, ff. 405-447 supplied by
another hand ; collated ; size, iif in. by 6| in.

601
A fragmentary copy of the_^r«j kism of the Jawimi'-

alhikayat.

This fragment is in a very confused state, and defiea

thorough investigation by the almost complete absence

of headings; there are many blanks besides, and
lacunas after ff. 96* (96^' being left blank) and 199.
Ff. 89 and 90 are also blank, but there seems to be no
gap, as the catchword of fol. SSb agrees with the

beginning of fol. 91*.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i'': > , - . LJ

Jl ij^J ^l-!-o ooljo jl si~l, ^^x^.

Title and index, on S. 5''-7''. Beginning of the

first bdb of kism I, on fol. 7" ; the following babs are

not marked, but the second seems to begin on fol. 17'',

the third on fol. 34", the fourth on fol. 47"; this

breaks off on fol. 96" ; fol. 97a opens apparently in the

seventh bab, and the text seems to continue un-
interrupted to the fifteenth, which has a proper heading,

on fol. 163*. The sixteenth seems to begin on fol. 172",

the seventeenth on fol. 182^, the eighteenth on fol. 189*
and the nineteenth on fol. 197*, breaking off on fol.

i99*>. Babs 20-25 ^^^ entirely missing. Fol. 200*

opens abruptly in the fifth bab, and the beginning of

the sixth is marked on fol. 240^. The latter breaks

off on fol. 247b (the last page of the MS.).

No. 1385, ff. 247, 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk, written on paper of

different colour and size ; size, 13-14J in. by 8-8^ in.

602
Fragments of the same Jawami'-alhikayat wa lawami'-

alriwayat.

This copy contains

:

1. On ff. 1^-381', babs 1-6 and a portion of bab 7 of

the third kism.

2. On ff. 39*-77'' and 143 the larger portion of the

second half of the first kism, from the middle of bab

15 to the end of bab 25.

3. On ff. 78^-1 42b the end of b&b 6, b4bs 7-1 1, and
the larger portion of bab 12 of the_^rs< kism.

Bibl. Leydeniana. A former possessor was Claud

Martin. The first fragment begins thus : (^^-~»' *-~»

jl (•J-»J-» (JJ^l.

No date.

No. 3046, ff. 143, 11. 10; Nastallk ; size, 8Jin. by sjin.

603
Extracts from the same.

Extracts from the second, third, and fourth kisms of

the Eame work, styled (!) ^^ jl oblXil i_,j:—
-•

B a
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lijljlxJi, and beginning, on fol. i*, thus: o.j (•-<-* J^

These extracts end on fol. 26'' and are followed by

another short tale in a different handwriting, beginning

:

No date.

No. 1560, ff. 28, 11. 15 ; large Nasta'llk ; size, 9I in. by 6 in.

604
A fragmentary piece of the same.

This short fragment of 'Aufi's eyLlxil A-»U»- com-

prises the end of the 19th, the complete 20th, 21st,

22 nd, and 23rd, and the beginning of the 24th bab of

the first hism. 20th bab, on fol. 2* (physicians and
philosophers); 21st bab, on fol. 4* (interpreters of

dieams) : 22nd bab, on fol. 9* (astrologers) ; 23rd bab,

on fol. 11" (poets) ; 24th bab, on fol. 13*' (singers).

Ko. 1502, ff. 14, 11. 19 ; large and distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 13^ in.

by 8i in.

605
Ta'rikh-i-Musawi {^jy^y^ i^-j^)'

A history of the prophet jNIoses, compiled after

thirty-five years' researches by Mu'in-almiskln, that is,

Mu'in-aldin Muhammad Amin Al-Farahi alharawi, called

Mu'in Miskin (who died a. h. 907=a. d. 1501, 1502);
comp. H. Khalfa iii. pp. 20 and 513; iv. pp. 251 and

608. He is the author of many interesting works,

such as : ^^^-ULcI^I S-oj^ ; i^^\
fr'r*-* (^^^ above, Nos.

(see

This story of

138-144); tjbJJl isr'U

Bodl. Cat., No. 453), and many others.

Moses, also called
(j-'J^

hJA.'Wft-a and

{jyuj^ cyUs*-*, was finished A. h. 904 (a. n. 1498,

1499)-

Beginning : ^^ UJ ^^l* j i*»^ eJjjJ ^jj> LiJl L3,

Dated the 23rd of Ramadan, A. h. 906 (a. d. 1501,
April 12). It ends on fol. 180", and the following

pages contain morning and evening prayers of the

prophet, etc. etc.

No. 2029, ff. 181, 11. 27; NaskhJ; much worm-eaten and
damaged throughout; size, 10 in. by 6| in.

^ 606
Nigaristan (^jL;l-j,LxJ).

Anecdotes and curious narratives of celebrated men
from the time of Nizar bin Ma'add bin 'Adnan, one of

the forefathers of Muhammad (see fol. 3^, 11. 4 and 3 ab
infra), to the beginning of the tenth century of the

Hijrah, compiled by Ahmad bin Muhammad bin 'Abd-

alghafur Alghaffari alkazwiui, the author of the ^jL^^

1,1 or \J i^l^a- i-J (see above, Nos. 106-108), in a. h.

959= A. D. 1552 (see the chronogram *5l. yJc^Xy^ at

the end on fol. i6^''>).

Beginning : isJjS^ (i^lj) u^ — ^jb--,Lti ijjj\^ tj\

Compare on the contents of this work, Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 337-340; rdeu i. p. 106; W. Morley, p. 50;
Krafft, p. 87 ; Cat. des Manuscrits et Xylogr., p. 276 ;

Elliot, History of India, ii. pp. 504-506 ; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 404 ; B. Dorn, Ausziige, pp. 423-425.
Edited Bombay, A. h. 1245 and 1275. Collated and
annotated. No date.

No. 2421, ff. 169, 11. 23 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; worm-
eaten ; size, I3| in. by 6| in.

607
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. No date.

No. 1992, ff. 326, 11. 1 7 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece
;

size, 8 J in. by 4J in.

608
The same.

Copied by Muhammad Salih of Kashmir; no date.

Slightly injured in many places.

No. 62, ff. 303, 11. 17; unequal and careless Nasta'llk; size,

9 in. by 5 in.

609
The same.

No date; fol. 133 injured.

No. 32, ff. 289, 11. 18 ; N.asta'Uk, ff. i and 255-289 apparently

written by another hand ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 9I in.

by 6l in.

610
The same.

Many pages injured and worm-eaten ; fol. 1 1 is left

entirely blank, and there is consequently a lacuna,

corresponding to No. 181 7 (612 below), fol. 5^, middle

of 1. 4 ab infra to fol. ii^, middle of 1, 12. A great

portion of fol. 152 torn away. No date. Some cor-

rections on the margin.

No. 531, ff. 395, 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8 in. by 4f in.

611

A modem copy of the same.

Dated Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. i r (1 r . . I200=A. d. 1786,

September 25 to October 23). College of Fort William,

1825.

No. 2137, ff. 259, 11. 17 ; written very irregularly by various

hands in different styles of Nasta'llk and Shikasta ; size, 9I in.

by 5| i°-

612

An incomplete copy of the same.

This copy is rather old, but defective at the end.

The 5th line ab infra on the last page corresponds to

No. 531 (610 above), fol. 393", last line.

No. 1817, ff. 194, 11. 23 ; Naskhl ; size, S| in. by 4I in.
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613
An abridgment of the same.

This copy, considerably smaller than the precetUng

ones, contains only extracts from the Nigaristan ; for,

instance, the story, beginning on fol. 37'' : ji i^y
J| J!j\, is found in No. 1992 (607 above), on fol. 22»;

the story, beginning on fol. 39* : i_*^ fX>} ^^<i

Jl f.Lx^ , on fol. 50* of the same copy, etc. There is

besides a lacuna after fol. 56. Beginning as usual.

Copied A.H. 1 162 (a. d. 1749).

No. 1904, ff. 88, 11. 15; large Nastallk; very worm-eaten
throughout ; fiize, gi in. by 5 in.

614

Tarjuma-i-Ta'rikh-alhukama (L»_Cil i-Jjlj i-«^y5)-

A Persian paraphrase of Maulana Shams-alilin

Muhammad Suhrawardl's biographies of ancient philo-

sophers and wise men, entitled UXii ^X^i made at

the request of Sultan Salimshah (who assumed after-

wards as emperor the title of Jahangir) in Akbar's

reign, a. h. ioii (a. d. 1602, 1603), by Maksud 'All of

Tabriz (see fol. 2^, 11. 10 and 11 ; fol. 3^ II. i, 6, and 13).

The translator's preface begins, on fol. i'' : ^j,.JKa. ij\

The work itself opens thus : j u'L-- ijbS ;UI

j^\ Oy-l Jjl (jj Jjl iS^j t^lxi. ,_/jUu-, and contains

the biographies of nearly all the ancient Greek philo-

sophers, physicians, etc., Socrates, Pythagoras, Plato,

Aristotle, Galenus, etc., besides the wise Lukman and

others. The main portion of the work, dealing with

these ante-Muhammadan Hakims, ends here on fol. 136''

and is dated the 26th of Eajab, a. h. 1019 (a. d. 16 10,

October 14), at Agra by Muhammad Husain bin

Khwajah Muhammad of Samarkand.

On fol. 137*' begins the appendix, which adds to

these biographies those of celebrated Muhammadari
philosophers and wise men of the Islam, beginning :

No date at the end of this part, which is written by
an entirely different hand.

No. 1579, ff. 191, 11. 19; Nastallk, by two different hands;
size, 8| in. by 5^ in.

615

Another copy of the same.

Dated the nth of Sha'ban, A. h. 1039 (a. d. 1630,
March 26), and collated with the author's autograph,

A.H. 1064 (a. D. 1654), at Akbarabad. The appendix

on the Muhammadan Hakims begins on fol. 161'^, equal

in length and wording to the preceding copy. Begin-
ning the same as in No. 1579.

No. 1762, ff. ai3, 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8} in. by 6| in.

d

d

616
The same.

Dated A.H. 1041 (a. D. 1631, 1632), by Muhammad
Salih of Kashmir ; little injuries here and there. The
appendix, wliich is considerably shorter here than in

the two preceding copies, begins on fol. 180*.

No. 63, ff. 219, 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8^ in. by 5 in.

617

An incomplete copy of the same.

The preface is missing in this copy, which begins

immediately with the biography of Plato : ^ylsiUlj^
Jl ^^U-j J^b jjlj^ ^jbp. ^J^'ij^\ ^JjLj, 'jl v'^JIj-

The appendix which is of the same length here, as

inNos. 1579 and 1762 (614 and 615 above), begins on

fol. 42^, 1. 6. At the end of this appendix there is

added an ethical treatise ,3^1 vli^' .j (styled vLi
—i-i), in sixteen f^'idas, beginning on fol. 67*^, thus

:

Jl jb ^Wji O'-ii*^^

•

First fd'idah : jiU>il| ^Jlc CA«^!a. ujj^ ijLo ji

The little treatise is styled in the context simply

:

(.^ar^-^ Muntakhah. It concludes on fol. 92*. The
last page (92'') contains a tract on 02)ium : t_i.s-ojJ ,j

'aj^^ cyjjLa. ^)^\.

No date. On the fly-leaves as well as at the top of

fol. I'' the author is styled ,<-)iiJI ji**.

No. 1423, ff. 92, 11. 26-29 ; small Nasta'lik, sometimes without
any diacritical points; size, iif in. by 5f in.

618

Intikhab-i-Ta'rikh-alhukama (UiCU ^Jj v^i^')-

An abridgment or extract from the preceding work,

made by Munshi Mir Sayyid Sadr-aldtn bin Mir

Muhammad §adik bin Mir Muhammad Amin, begin-

ning : Jl e:..~ \j\ ^, Jjl &j
\j

^j»~Sj> (_;i>.U-. j i^-L--.

.

Another title given to it, on fol. i", is Uxil Jjj.

On the same first page Mr. Richard Johnson states

that he has received this little book from Munshi Sadr-

aldin (that is, from the compiler himself), being an

extract from his common-place book, A. d. 1778.

No. 665, ff. 108, 11. 1 1 ; Nasta'lik ; size, S^ in. by 5J in.

VIII. BlOGEAPHY.

a. Christ and St. Peter.

619

Mirat-alkuds (,jjjill eyj;-*)-

The life of Christ according to the Gospels, a work,

the materials of which were first collected and arranged
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La OiJiljut

by the Portuguese Jesuit, Padre Geronimo Xavier, and
afterwards translated under his superintendence into

Persian by Maulana 'Abd-alsattar bin Kasim Lahuri

at Agra, A. d. 1602 (a. h. 10 10, loii), at the request

and for the sake of the emperor Akbar. Xavier died

as missionary in Goa, A. d. i 6 i 7 ; comp. on this work
Bodleian Cat., No. 364 ; Kieu i. p. 3 ; W. Pertsch, p. 57;
Cat. des MSS. et Xyl., p. 243 sq., etc. This work was
edited with a Latin translation by Louis de Dieu

:

' Historia Christi Persice,' Lugd. Bat., 1639. It is

from this printed edition, according to a note on fol. i'',

that the present copy was transcribed for Mr. Eichard

Johnson, a.h. 1185 (a. D. 1771, 1772), at Calcutta.

The date given at the conclusion of the work, viz. A. h.

1027 (a. D. 1618), is apparently that of the original

MS. on which Louis de Dieu based his edition ; see Rieu,

loc. cit.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i''

The preface ends on fol. 5", iirst line, and the whole

space from there to fol. 9* is left blank.

Beginning of the life of Christ, on fol. 91", with the

Jlrst bdb (Christ's childhood) : uyj^. . ......« o>Il.ftl> ..a

Second bdb (Christ's miracles and teaching) : .i

_Jjo
J ^j•s*^, on fol. 43l>.

Third bdb (Christ's sufferings and death) : LkUa. .i

^t-" '^j^ J
1. a

•

•

:.<°
J,

on fol. 151".

Fourth bdb (Christ's resurrection and ascension to

heaven) : ,jL».mjI jj jl ^^^^ , _J jl , ..^. ^ j^j:l.«U> o ,j,

on fol. 171I'.

Conclusion, on fol. 186",

As title is given on the fly-leaves, i->.^- LiS i-»j^

j_j~^; the proper title, ^j«x5jl ejj^, only appears in

the preface.

Nastallk; worm-eaten throughout;No. 940, ff. 186, 11

size, 8| in. by gj in.

I3i

620

Kawa'if-i-Pitar-i-'Isawl (i^...,c^;X>j i_bjI^.

The life of St. Peter according to the Gospels and
the Acts of the Apostles, in Persian, by the same Padre
Geronimo Xavier. St. Peter is usually represented by

o - o ,

Beginning : ^ ... ^. ^a^ :

^1

i

'. j»^^>-i-« >*-H Ci>*^'

cr" u'-

^--~» (J

It has likewise been edited by Louis de Dieu, Lugd.
Bat. 1639; see Rieu i. p. 3. This copy was made for

Eichard Johnson, 1778. Xavier also wrote a complete

biographical work of all the twelve apostles, a. h, 1609 ;

see Bodleian Cat., No. 365.

No. 1713, ff. 50, U. 13 ; Nasta'Ilk ; size, %\ in. by 5I in.

b. Wa:Ar», Amirs, Nawwdbs, Khdna, etc.

621

Athar-alwuzara (Jn^l j^')-

Biographies of the most eminent Wazirs from the
oldest times down to the reign of Sultan Husain Mirza,
who ascended the throne in a. h. 873 (a. d. 1469), by
Saif-aldin Haji bin Nizam alfadli, and dedicated to the
Wazir Khwajah Kiwam-aldin Nizam-almulk alkhwafi,

who was appointed to his office a.h. 875 (a. d. 1470,

1471 ; comp. ff. 3^, 1. 12, 3", last line, and 176a). As
date of composition is given on fol. 170'', last line but
one (just as in the Bodleian copy, Bodleian Cat., No.

347), A.H. 803, which is undoubtedly a mistake for

883 (a. D. 1478, 1479). The work is divided into two
makalas, the first dealing with the prominent wazirs of

the most renowned djnasties of the East down to the
author's time, the second with the special life and deeds
of his patron Khwajah Kiwam-aldin. Other copies in

the Bodleian Cat., loc. cit., and Eieu iii. p. 969.

First mahdlah {u\yjj J^^S J^^^ J^ Ji' ^^
(_pLu), in twelve babs :

1. Wazirs of the companions of the prophet and the

Imams {^j^x^ mjIj ^Uic wLs^ (jljj ^i ji), on

fol. 6'' (this bab is in the Bodleian and British Museum
copies the second).

2. Wazirs of the ancient kings, i. e. the Persian and

Greek (j,X<ij U ^^^.^^a^^ ^li})j^j^)> ^^ ^°'- 7" (}°- *^®

Bodleian and British Museum copies the^»<).

3. Wazirs of the Umayyades {uL,\ |_j1j t5])Jj_^ p)i
on fol. 12^.

4. Wazirs of the 'Abbasides (j-^ (jLiii. t5|)j)_^ !»

ijJJl^), on fol. 17a.

5. Wazirs of the Samanides (jjULu jT u\.jj jH .i),

on fol. 8511.

6. Wazirs of the Ghaznawides {^\^»jit t5];j) »" !»))

on fol. 87 b.

7. Wazirs of the Biiyides (kjjj ^^ i^l-j. SI .i), on

fol. 115a.

8. Wazirs of the Saljuks (jj-x*-** Jl (^l.j. jfi .j), on
fol.iiS^

^

9. Wazirs of the Khwarizmshahs (^^^-Js^ ^hjiJ^^J^
^^Lt^jj\y>.), on fol. 146a.

10. Wazirs of Cingizkhan and his descendants (.j

11. "Wazirs of the Muzaffarides and Ghurides (.j

j^ a^jL. jjlk^ jT u]j)}^^), on fol. i59l>.

12. Wazirs of Timur and his successors {ls])J) S^ j^

Jl fj\jj^jY^ j.^\ J^ifi^Lo t^jAS^, on fol. 162*.

Second makdlah (. . . , (jljuJL*j.i ,^_,ti^.jb jjl Si ji

;^\ eUll j.UaJ ^^jJI J LojJ'
_)

»Ji' ^]y »J?1^)> >D

four babs

:
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1. Niiim-almnlk's fine qualities and superiority over

all other wazlrs (y_ jl ^jS j cy,-fljJTj]^l j jiU».l j^

jJLc ijl^jj), onfol. I7I^

2. His life and actions before he became wazlr (.j

fol. i75».

3. His actions as waztr (cyjlj) ^L*) ii>ill»jj), on
fol. 176*'.

This bab breaks off on fol. 183*; the fourth (which

was to contain an enumeration of the distinctions

gained from the Sultan) is not found at all (comp. the

Bodleian and British Museum copies, where the whole
second makalah comprises only 9-10 pages!). The
author probably never finished his task.

Beginning : ^i
\j

^^LijU i^.^n. ' ujjI^

No date.

No. 1569, £F. 183,11. 15-16; Nasta'Uk, mixed with Shikasta;
towards the end very badly and incorrectly written; much
damaged throughout ; size, 9f in. by 6| in.

622

Maathir-alumar^
dr*^' j^^)-

The Jlrst edition of the great biographical dictionary

of the famous Amirs, Nawwabs, and other noblemen
who lived during the reign of the Timurides in India,

alphabetically arranged. The author of this work was
Nawwab Samsam-aldaulah Shahnawazkhan Shahld
Khwafi Aurangabadi, with his original name Mir 'Abd-
alrazzak (born A. h. i i i i= a. d. i 700, assassinated a. h.

ii7i=A. D. 1758); the compiler of this ^rs< edition

was Fakir Ghulam 'All Husaini Wasiti Balgr^mt, with
the takhallus Azad, the author of the Khazana-i-'amirah

and other famous tadhkiras, see below, Nos. 682-690
;

bom A. H. 1 1 16 (a. D. 1704), died A. h. 1200 (a. d.

1786); comp. Bodleian Cat, Nos. 166 and 167; Rieu
i- P- 339 sq. ; Elliot, History of India, viii. p. 187 sq.

;

W. Morley, pp. 101-105.

Contents

:

The editor's preface, on fol.

i^illj i^j \j e>: Wl ... ^1 ; _. .t t

The author's life, on fol. 2''.

The author's original preface, on fol. 9", beginning :

\ji>jS. JjtJ dl (_^^1 ij^-^^ »jUc jJLc

The dictionary itself begins with Adhamkhan Kuka,
on fol. 10^, and concludes with Yakutkhan (in the
Bodleian copy, Yfisufkhan) Habashi. This copy, which
is written in HaidarabM, was commenced the 25th of
Sha'ban, A. h. 1199 (a. d. 1785, July 3), and finished

i^, beginning

:

41 XJJ

' According to the Bodleian and British Museum copies, the
word which is erased here must be read uyl.

"

the 22nd of Dhd-alka'dah in the same year (a.d.

1785, September 27).

No. 839, JF. 351, 11. jo-25 ; very irregularly written in Nas-
ta'Uk and Shikasta; S. 78-83 added on white paper; size, 15 in.
by 8j in.

623

Another copy of the s&xaefirst edition.

This copy, which is dated the loth of Sha*b4n, a. h.

1203 (a.d. 1789, May 6), by Muhammad Ydsuf of
Aurangabad, contains :

A complete index of all the biographies found in
this work, on fol. i''.

The editor's j)refaoe, on fol. 5b beginning as in the
preceding copy.

The author's life, on fol. 6l>.

The author's original preface, on fol. 14", beginning
as in the preceding copy.

Beginning of the dictionary, on fol. 1^,
Many English notes on the margin.

No. 2443, ff. 403, 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

1 2 in. by 7J in.

624
The same.

Another excellent but undated copy of the first
edition of the Maathir-alumara, styled here (by an

inference drawn from the words : ;.... .t l •A .«t j^u L21

ii_.b,0 j^Lu.* in fol. 1^, 1. 5) on the fly-leaf: Montauz-
namah, i.e. n-olijlju...

.

Editor's preface, on fol. i^.

Life of the author, on fol. 2^.

The author's original preface, on fol. i o».

Beginning of the dictionary, on fol. 11*.

No. 2847, ff. 366, 11. ji ; very clear and distinct Nasta'llk;
size, ia| in. by 8^ in.

625
The same.

Complete index, on £P. 1-6.

Editor's preface, on fol. 7^.

Author's original preface, on fol. 20*.

Beginning of the dictionary, on fol. 32*.

No date.

No. 2910, ff. 672, U. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 1 1| in. by 7 in.

626
An addition to the same.

A shorter second or additional volume to the pre-

ceding work, serving as supplement to the first, and
containing a large number of new biographies, arranged
in alphabetical order like those in the first volume.
It begins with Isma'ilbeg Duldi and concludes with
Yalankushkhan Bahadur. No preface or khatimah.
No date. Mr. Richard Johnson received it from Mir
Muhammad Husain in Haidarabid, A. D. 1788.

No. 840, ff. 142, 11. 21 ; careless Nasta'llk ; written, as it seems,
by the same copyist who transcribed No. 62a; size, 15^ in. by
81 in.
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627

Maathir-alumara (l^iH ^L.).

This curious MS. of a rather unattractive exterior

(both on account of the uncouth hand and the many
cancelled portions) is nevertheless of singular interest

and importance, as it exhibits the brouillon or first

sketch of the second revised and greatly enlarged edition

of Samsam-aldaulah's biographical dictionary, by the

author's son, Mir 'Abd-alhayy (born a. h. ii42=a. d.

1729, 1730, died A. H. ii96=A. D. 1782), who com-

menced this edition, for which he used all the most

famous historical and biographical works, A. h. 1182

(a. D. 1768, 1769), and completed it A. h. 1194 (a. d.

1780). Unfortunately there are seventy-two leaves

missing between ff. 4 and 5.

Contents

:

Preface of the second editor, 'Abd-alhayy, on fol. i'',

u^ - i u.!P^. ^J--'

LJ*;

beginning : eUL* »)ljJl ^j

The date of completion, A. h. 1194, appears iu the

last line of this preface (ta'rlkh : i_*a-La^ i_^j

The author's original preface, on fol. 3^ (the first line,

beginning Jl sjL(-c ^jLc ^iLu • <UJ x»Ji, is crossed

out). ^
The dictionary itself is subdivided into at least five

parts, each of which is arranged in alphabetical order

and preceded by a table of contents ; the system of

these subdivisions is not clear, since they all appear to

be of mixed contents both as to chronology and to rank.

The^r«< part is missing ; the second, on fol. 5*, contains

twenty-two biographies, beginning with Amin-aldaulah
Amin-aldlnkhan, who died a. h. 1152 (a.d. 1739, 1740),
and ending with Mukarrabkhan, the son of Amtnkhan,
who died a. h. 1158 (a.d. 1745). In the text itself

there were originally a larger number of biographies,

but they have been crossed out (denoted by Jisj) and
not inserted in the table on fol. 5"^.

The third part begins on fol. ss** and contains 126
biographies, four of which, although first inserted in

the index, have afterwards been cancelled (denoted by

Jiu. in the text, by a big ^ ^y^ '"^^ the table of

contents). First biography : Ibrahimhhan Aurang,
under Humayun, who died A. H. 975 (a. d. 1567, 1568).

Last biography : Yusufkhan of Kashmir, who died A. h.

999 (a.d. 1590, 1591).
The fourth part begins on fol. 98* and contains

eighty-five biographies, three of which are afterwards

cancelled.

First biography ; Ihtimamkhan, who died A. h. 1056
(a.d. 1646).

Last biography : Ya'kubkh4n Badakhshi, who died

A.H. 1037 (a.d. 1627, 1628).

'nie fifth part begins on fol. 132* and contains 138
biographies, four of which are afterwards cancelled.

First biography : Ahsankhan Sultan Hasan, who died

A.H. 1 1 20 (a. d. 1708, 1709).
Last biography : Yalankushkhan Bahadur, who died

A.H. 1076 (a.d. 1665, 1666).

The whole number of biographies therefore in this

brouillon is 371, or deducting the eleven which after-

wards have been crossed out, 360. In the first missing

part there may have been eighty or ninety more, which
would give a total of about 450 biographies, whereas
the usual copies of this second edition contain 731.

A khatimah, giving the editor's short account of his

own life, is found on fol. 203'' ; see Eieu i. p. 340.
This M^. exhibits throughout erasures of certain

lines in the text and corrections and annotations in the

margin, all in the same handwriting. Usually a blank

space is left between the single biographies for future

additions. Ff. 96, 97, and 131 are entirely blank.

Presented by Lieut.-Col. W. Kirkpatrick, 30th of May,
1804.

No. 2424, ff. J04, 11. 21-23; Shikasta; size, lafin. by 6j in.

628
Another copy of the same.

This copy of the second or revised and enlarged

edition is the usual one, beginning on fol. i^ with the

second editor's preface : ^. {j^}-t^ j ujA^ (j^^^^-"

I sjljJl, after which follow:

The preface of the first editor. Fakir Ghulam 'All,

on fol. 31*, beginning : Jl ,gjtl..;. ;aLi. X«j>..

The author's life, on fol. 4*, and a detailed index of

the whole work, on ff". ^^-1 2^.

Beginning of the dictionary with Isma'ilbeg Duldi

(see No. 626), on fol. 12*'.

The right order of ff. 206-221 is: 206, 208, 207,

209-212, 214, 213, 215-218, 220, 219, 221; of ff.

272-287: 272, 274, 273, 275-278, 280, 279, 281-

284, 286, 285, 287; and of ff. 522-592: 522, 526,

525- 524> 523. 527-541, 543, 542, 544-547, 549, 548,

550-559, 561, 560, 562-565, 567, 566, 568-571, 573,

572, 574-589, 591, 590, 592.

Dated the 22nd of Shawwal, A.H. i22i=A. d. 1807,
January 2.

i

Nos. 837, 838, ff. 597, U. 27 ; clear and distiaot Naeta'llk ; size,

14J in. by 8| in.

629

Tadhkirat-alumara (L^ill iS'sj).

The biographical dictionary of famous Amirs and
Khans who served under the Moghul emperors of India,

Akbar, Jahangir, Shahjahan, and "Alamgir, compiled by
Kiwal Ram, son of Raghunath Das ; comp. Bodleian

Cat., No. 258; Eieu i. p. 339; A. Sprenger, MSS. of

the late Sir H. Elliot, in Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society of Bengal, vol. xxiii. p. 239, No. 70; Elliot,

History of India, viii. p. 192. The date of composition

is here distinctly 11 94 (a.d. 1780); see fol. 2b, 1.3.

Other copies exhibit the dates 1 1 84 and even (if it is

not a mere mistake in writing) 1140 (as the Bodleian

copy does, a date which after all would not be in-

consistent with the chronology of the tadhkirah, as it

does not mention any Amirs beyond Alamgir's reign).

The work is divided into two babs, the first con-

taining the Muhammadan, the second the Hindu Amirs,

both in alphabetical order,
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Each biib is suMivlded into two fasls, viz.

:

First hdh: ^\j>. vLki^. iS ^\j^\ ^i ji Jjl J-ai

jjl «j^ jl/ir" V^J' °° ^'''* ^^' ^^*^ ^'^ appendix,

JJl J^ J-£.j^ jj, on fol. 197a.

Ail sJiiLj v'-^ »^
Ly]/--«1

^i j->
f«j-»

J-aJ, on

fol. 204*.

Second hdh : t^\j i_jlkJ». so t^L^I 5i .i Jjl J-ai

(^V,j (read c:,^]^,) eyjj ujl, j j]^j
Ul, j J^!;U-. j

Jol sj^ib s^j ^JU1^, on fol. 231*.

Beginning
: s^ cr ^' "^-i '^ (^•i^ .v.i. Joo

Copied from a MS. in the possession of Captain
Roebuck, by Munshi Mirzaibeg. No date.

No. 2685, ff. 294, 11, 15-17; Shikasta; size, io| in. by 7I in.

c. Shaikhs.

630

Manakib-al'arifin (^^^LxJI t^L-.).

Biographies and detailed traditions of the principal

mystical Shaikhs of the seventh century of the Hijrah,

that is, of Jalal-aldin Eumi, his father, son, and descen-

dants, as well as his friends and spiritual successors,

composed by Maulana Shams-aldin Ahmad Aflaki

al'arifi; comp. Rieu i. p. 344 ; G. Fliigel ii. p. 371;
W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 553 ; Hammer, in Wiener
Jahrbucher, vol. 74, Anzeigeblatt, p. 5 ; H. Khalfa vi.

p. 154, etc. Numerous portions of this work have
been translated into English by J. W. Redhouse in the
Introduction to his translation of ' The Mesnevi, Book
the First,' Triibner's Oriental Series, London, 1881.
The author commenced this work, according to his

own statement, on fol. 2", lin. penult., a. h. 7io=a. d.

131 o, 1311 (perhaps a clerical error for A. h. 718=
A. D. 13 1 8, 1319, the usual date given in the Vienna
and British Museum copies), and did not complete it

before A. h. 754 (a. d. 1353), as the last words of this

copy unmistakably prove. They run here (with one

important difference from the wording in other copies)

thus: ly..^ Uil^ )L^\ J^ail (_iLaJ.! 1 i,v,flV Ojb"

The work is divided into ten fasls, the first nine of
which contain, each, one biography of a great Shaikh,
whilst the tenth gives a complete list of the descendants
of Jalal-aldin Rumi's father, of Jalal-aldin himself, and
of his son, Sultan Walad.
Fad I: Baha-alhakk wa-aklin Walad Muhammad

bin al-Husain bin Ahmad alkhatibt albalkhi, the father
of Jalal-aldin Rumi, who died A. h. 628 (a. d. 1231),
on fol. 3".

Fast II : Burhan-alhakk wa-aldin almuhakkik wa
IND. OFF.

almudakkik altirmidhi alhusaln!, the spiritual guide of

Jalal-aldin Rumi, on fol. 1 7*'.

Fasl III : Maulanfl, Jalal-aldin R<iml, the great

mystic poet, born A. h. 604, the 6th of Rabl'-alawwal

(a. D. 1207, September 30), in Balkh, died the 5th of

Jumada-alakhar, A. h. 672 (a. D. 1273, December 17),

in Kuniyah (Iconium), seems to begin on fol. 22'' (no

heading marked in the text).

Fad IV: Maulana Shams-alhakk wa-aldin Mu-
hammad bin 'All bin Malakdad altabrizi, Jalal-aldin's

friend and guide, on fol. 177".

Fasl V: Shaikh Salah-alhakk wa-aldin Faridfln,

known as Zarkub-i-Kiinawi (i^jjijl, more correctly

Kiiniyawi, uj^jji}\), the gold-beater of Iconium, friend

and one of the^spiritual successors of Jalal-aldin Rumi,

on fol. 200''.

Fad VI : Husam-alhakk wa-aldin Hasan bin Mu-
hammad bin al-Hasan Ibn Akhl Turk, also one of

Jalal-aldin's spiritual successors and chief collaborator

in the Mathnawt, on fol. 2li».

Fad VII : Baha-alhakk wa-aldin Sultan Walad,
Jalal-aldin's son, died a. h. 7 1 2 (a. d. 1 3 1 2 ), on fol. 2 2 5*.

Fad VIII : Jalal-alliakk wa-aldin Faridun, known
as Calabi Amir 'Arif albalkhi, son of Sultan Walad,
born the 8th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 670 (a. d. 1272,

June 6), died the 24th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 719 (a. d.

1320, Febniary 5), on fol. 238*.

Fad IX : Calabi Shams-aldin Amir 'Abid, brother

of Amir 'Arif, died the 5th of iluharram, a. h. 739 (a. d.

1338, July 24). His brother and spiritual successor,

Husam-almillah wa-aldin Amir Wahid, died the last

of Sha'ban, A. h. 742 (a. D. 1342, February 7), and was

succeeded by his younger son Calabi Amir 'Abid (ac-

cording to Rieu, loc. cit. : 'Alim), on fol. 283''.

Fad X : Full list of the descendants of the foregoing

Shaikhs, on fol. 288^.

(a) Issue of Jalal-aldin Rami's father, Baha-aldin

(Fasl I) : 1. 'Ala-aldin Muhammad ; 2. Jalal-aldin Mu-
hammad (i. e. Jalal-aldin Rumi) ; 3. Fatimah Khatun.

(6) Issue of Jalal-aldin Rum! (Fasl III): 1. Baha-

aldin Walad, i. e. Sultan Walad ; 2. 'Ala-aldin Mu-
hammad, killed in the affray of Shams-aldin Tabriz!

;

3. Muzaffar-aldin Amir 'Alim ; 4. Malikah Khatun.
(c) Issue of Jalal-aldin's son. Sultan Walad (Fasl

VII): 1. Calabi Jalal-aldin Amir 'Arif; 2. Mutahhara'h

Khatun, with the epithet Hadrat Maulana 'Abidah

;

3. Sharaf KhatAn, with the epithet 'Arifah,—these

three were by his wifeFatimah, daughter of Shaikh Salah-

aldin ; 4. Calabi Shams-aldin Amir 'Abid ; 5. Calabi

Salah-aldin Amir Zahid (died in Sha'ban, a. h. 734=
A. D. 1334, April); 6. Husam-aldln Amir Wahid,

—

these latter three were by two concubines, viz. Nusrat
Khatun and Sunbulah Khatun.

{d) Issue of Calabi Jalal-aldin Amir 'Arif (Fasl VIII
and No. i in X, c) : 1. Amir 'Alim; 2. Amir 'Adil

;

3. Malikah Khatun,— all three by his wife Daulat

Khatun, daughter of Arair Kaisar Tabriz!.

(«) Issue of Calabi Shams-aldin 'Abid (Fasl IX and
No. 4 in X, c) : 1. C*alabi Muhammad ; 2. Calab! Amir
'Alim ; 3. Calab! Shah Malik.'

(/) Issue of Mutahharah, Sultan Walad's daughter

(Fasl X, c, 2) : Burhan-aldin Amir Shah.
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Begiuning of the whole work ; .tJ (^JJl ii) X»-4l

^jo^ ^^ ijja^ J (jW-!-'l
_j t_5'^' jly'^ "Wj' Mp-j"

Dated the beginning of Rabi'-alawwal, a. h. 1027
(a. D. 161 8, end of February). Collated. A few pages

a little injured. Ff. 288 and 289 are turned upside

down, so that fol. 287b ig immediately followed by
fol. 289I'. A Turkish translation of the Manakib-

al'arifin, styled c» .?
(j

1 Cj^.ij» or the eight paradises

(containing only the first eight fasls of the original),

probably by Darwish Malimud, who died A. H. 998
(a. D. 1590), is noticed by G. Flugel ii. p. 372, and

H. Khalfa vi. p. 154, No. 13037,

No. 1670, ff. 291, 11. 23; Naskhl; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 9I in. by 7f in.

631

Thawakib-almanakib-i-anliyai-allah {t>-»Ull <-:*^'>-'

Jill 'Ujl)."

A modern edition of Shaikh Ahmad "Arifi Aflaki's

Manakib-al'arifln, by 'Abd-alwahhab bin Jalal-aldin

Muhammad al-Hamadanl (see fol. 2^, 1. 2), who revised

and corrected the original work, curtailed it in some
places by omitting superfluous stories and traditions,

increased it in others by adding much needed ex-

planations, and paid particular attention to dates,

genealogy, etc. This edition, the title of which is a

chronogram for A.H.947=A.D. 1540,1541 (see fol. 234",

last two lines), is divided into a mukaddimah, nine

dhikrs or biographies, and a khatimah. The nine

dhikrs deal with the same mystic Shaikhs as the first

nine fasls of the original work, viz.

:

1. Baha-alhakk wa-alhakikah wa-alduny4 wa-aldln

Walad Balkhi, styled Sultan-al'ulama, the father of

Jalal-aldin Rumi, on fol. 5'', in six babs. His death is

fixed here in a.h. 618 (clearly a mistake for A. h. 628),

the 1 8th of Eabi'-alakhar (see fol. 19b, 11. 8 and 9).

2. Sayyid Burhan-aldin Muhakkik, teacher of Jalal-

aldin Eumi aud disciple of the preceding Shaikh (^^ h>

UlxJI ijLkLj {j^jj^ J ^^>^)> on fol. 2o'>.

3. Maulana Jalal-aldin albalkhl alrumi, on fol. 24*,

in ten babs, each subdivided into two fasls.

4. Shaikh Shams-aldin Tabriz!, on fol. 1691", in eight

babs. His death is fixed here in A. h. 643=a. d. 1245,
1246 (see fol. i85«, 1. 4). The usual (and probably

more correct) date is a.h. 645 (a. d. 1247, 1248).

5. Shaikh Salah-aldin Faridun Kunawl {ijyy, read

ijyjijj Kuniyawi), on fol. 18 6". He died the ist of

Muharram, a.h. 657

=

a, d. 1258, December 29 (see

fol. 190^ 1. 3).

6. Hadrat Calabl Husam-aldln, on fol. 190". He
died the 22nd of Sha'ban, A.H. 683= A. D. 1284, No-
vember 3 (see fol. 194**, 11. 7 and 8).

7. Sultan Baha-aldin "Walad, Jalal-aldin Eumi's son,

on fol. 194''. He died the loth of Eajab, a.h. 712=
A.D. 1312, November n (see fol. 200*, 11. 13 and 14).

8. Jalal-aldin Faridun, known as Calabi 'Arif, son

of the preceding Sliaikh, in six fasls, on fol. 200''. His
death is fixed here on the 24th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h.

729, instead of 719, as in the original work (see fol.

232*, h 3 ab infra).

9. Calabl Shams-aldin Amir 'Abid, brother of the

preceding Shaikh, on fol. 232''.

KMtimah, on fol. 2^^, giving the ta'rikh of the work
and a munajat.

The tenth bab of the original work is altogether

omitted in this revised edition.

Beginning : j\yA ij|;l;-ft i-^ w {JX*^ (Ja-cl j^

No date. Eleventh century of the Hijrah. A former

owner was Nawwab 'Abd-alhamid Miyana.

No. 1164, ff. 235, 11. 16 ; Nastallk ; size, 9I in. by 5J in.

632
Eaudat-alsalikin (^^^^jxJLJI i-aj^).

Biographies of prominent Sufic Shaikhs of the

Nakshbandi order, principally of the great Shaikh

Maulana Ala-aldin ala,bizhi'(i^.Sll, so distinctly on

fol. 311", last line, and fol. 1 70'', 1. 5 ; in the immediately

following first copy of the Eashahat, No. 705, the word

is spelt, on fol. 1521", first line, ijy^y\ alabizi, with

the distinct marginal gloss : *b —>^ . sj.Ji.*-* e_ilb t»jT

ij\\ w5,j>. . s-il-JL:^ 'b J tx^j^; whereas inW. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 563, it appears as^^.<w«^.l Absir; in all

the three different forms of spelling it is the name of a

village in KAhistan) alkuhistani, compiled by 'Ali bin

Mahmdd alabiwardi alkurani {^\j^\), and beginning :

^y. y iJ^j^y «^^*
j

ji iy^^ ^. Jlc j_5iiJl 4JII l^^j J\j^\ JUi.

The ten introductory biographies, which precede that

of the principal hero of this—hitherto unknown—work
(no further copies of which are mentioned anywhere),

and which are merely copied from the Nafahat-aluns,

are

:

1. Khwajah 'Abd-alkhalik Ghujdawani (^yl^Xs*^),

died a.h. 575 (a. d. 1179, 1180), on fol. 2".

2. Khwajah Muhammad Baba-i-Samasi (^>il > ...),

one of the spiritual successors of the preceding Shaikh,

on fol. 4*.

3. Sayyid Amir Kulal, spiritual successor of the pre-

ceding Shaikh, died A. h. 772 (a. d. 1370), on fol. 5^.

4. Khwajah Baha-aldin Nakshband, with his real

name : Muhammad bin Muhammad albukharl, died

the third of Eabi'-alawwal, a.h. 791 (a. d. 1389,
March 2), onfol. 6''.

5. Khwajah 'Ala-aldin 'Attar, friend and pupil of

Baha-aldin, died the 20th of Eajab, A. h. 802 (a. d.

1400, March 17), on fol. 10''.

6. Khwajah Muhammad Parsa, likewise friend and
pupil of Baha-aldin, died end of a.h. 822 (a. d. 1420,

January), on fol. 1 3".

7. ^Nlaulana Nizam-aldin Khamush, friend and pupil

of 'Ala-aldin (No. 5), on fol. 1 7*.

8. Khwajah 'Abdallah Imami Isfahanl, likewise a

pupU of 'Ala-aldin, on fol. 19''.

X»a. s.^
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9. Maulana Sa'd-aldin alkashgharl, friend and pupil

of Nizam-aldin (No. 7), died the 7th of Juraada-alakhar,

A.H. 860 (a. D. 1456, May 13), on fol. 20^
10. Khwajah 'Ubaid-allah, died A.H. 895 (a.d. 1490),

on fol. 29'' (see his full biography in the immediately
following work, the Rashahat).

On fol. 31^, the detailed history of the life and
wonderful deeds of the principal subject of this work
follows, Maulana 'Ala-aldin alabizhi alkuhistani, with

his real name, Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Mu'min,

who died A. h. 892, in the month Jumada-alawwal (a. d.

1487, April-May) ; see fol. 170^. Ta'rikh of his death :

^ Cj>i,. He was the pupil of Sa'd-aldin Kashghari (No. 9).

A concluding chajiter on the pre-eminence of the

Nakshbandt order over the other Tarikas and Silsilas

(J—.U^j (5^ JLu J »-aji-ii tA... l .u (jjI e:> l,. <i< ^^Lj ,j)

begins on fol. 170^, but is incomplete at the end. It

breaks off on fol. 174'', so that both date of completion

and date of transcj-iption are missing. Many pages

injured. Numerous marginal additions. Fol. 52 must
be inserted between ff. 46 and 47.

No. 698, fF. 174, 11. 15; Nasta'Uk ; size, 6| in. by 4I in.

633

Eashahat-i-'ain-alhayat (e^l-JJ ^J-^c i:i>l.s-\).

Another, better known, collection of biographies of

great Nakshbandi Shaikhs, principally of Shaikh'Ubaid-

allah Ahrar, the spiritual guide of the author of this

work, by 'All bin al-Husain al-Waiz al-kashifi, known
as Safi, who began to compile it A. h. 893 (a.d. 1488),

and finished it after sixteen years' labour, a. h. 909
(a. d. 1503, 1504), see if. i^*, last line ; 2^, first line

;
3'*,

II. 6 and 7, and the last lines of the last page of this

copy. The title i^jLar*', forms a chronogram.

Other copies are noticed in Bodleian Cat., No. 360 ;

Eieu i. p. 353; "W. Pertsch, p. 121 (where the contents

are fully described); W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 563;
Cat. des MSS. et Xylogr. p. 299 ; H. Khalfa iii. p. 461,

etc. A somewhat later date than 909, viz. A.H. 912
(a.d. 1506, 1507), appears on fol. 150", 1. 7, in the

chronogram : ^;JLJtiJ ^.srH t_;.i-iXj. The author died

a. h. 939 (a. d. 1532, 1533). The Eashahat are divided

into a maMlah (containing the biogi-aphies of the former

great Nakshbandi Shaiklis), three mahsads (giving an

elaborate account of the ancestors, the life, sayings,

deeds, and miracles of Shaikh 'Ubaid-allah, born iu

Eamadan, A.H. 8o6=A.D. 1404, March, April, died the

29th ofRabi'-alawwal, A.H. 895,»jl*iUJj i^j.;>jt_Jj ij-"*^,

A.D. 1490, February 20, see fol. 307'', 11. 7 and 8), and

a khdtimah (giving the story of the Shaikhs' death). The
full headings of the various chapters are as follows

:

t^y, ^ u>r j\ ui;\ ^ 'ci^\ ^\jj\ Ji*j ill

jjLijl (jL^l, iIj^). j;>

j^\ 'l^jU j^ ci4;. on fol. 1 80b.

' sjLiil c,\ ,» :• ...1 jii-ulj |_3 (jLijl, on fol. 209''.

u*-^^

U5, on fol. 242*.

uyp-lJjj Lji jUjl izij-i^ \ JLs^l J J^J^lj on fol. 307''.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i^ : (2. r\ > .^

(jjjjiill t^ii ; i
\ ij-JjUJl ^jjlS (JlC |.^-iJj (JjUjJ udLs^

Jl "^-aSj^^i^is 'j^ .>LJi
J.

Tliis copy is dated the 17th of Dhu-alhijjah, A.H. 984
(a. d. 1577, March 7), by Muhammad Husain bin Mau-
lana Abu-alkasim of Harat. Collated throughout. A
Turkish translation of the work by Muhammad Ma'ruf

bin Muhammad Sharif al-'Abhasi, made A. h. 993 (a. d.

1585), is described in Eieu, Turkish Cat., p. 74, printed

Constantinople A.H. 1236, and Bulak A.H. 1256. A
small portion of another Turkish translation of the same,

by 'Arif Calabt, is noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Turkish

Cat., p. 31.

No. 705, ff. 331, U. 17; Nastallk; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 7;( in. by 4§ in.

634

Another excellent copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. MaMlah, on

fol. 3b; Mahad I, on fol. 189I'; II, on fol. 225^); III, on
fol. 269"; Khdtimah, on fol. 3421. There is no date

;

but a note at the end of the book, in another hand-

writing, informs us that this copy was collated by the

owner, Mir Ahmad bin Mir 'Abd-alrazzak, with the

original in Eajab, A.H. 104 1 (a.d. 1632, January-Feb-

ruary). College of Fort William, 1809.

No. 2225, ff. 346, U. 16; very distinct and correct Nasta'Uk

;

size, I If in. by 6| in.

635
The same.

Mahdlah, on fol. 3^; Malcsad I, on fol. 177"; II, on fol.

210^; III, on fol. 259*"; Khdtimah, on fol. 319^-

Ff. 321 and 322 are supplied by another hand, and

the contents of the last original leaf (fol. 323) appear

repeated on ff. 322*, last line-322'', last line.

No date.

No. 625, ff. 323, 11. 19; clear Nasta'Uk; size, jfin. by sjin.

636

A very similar work on the Nakshbandi order, com-

piled A.H. 947=A. D. 1540, 1541 (see fol. i^, last line),

by Abu al-muhsin Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad
"AH, without any special title (on fol. i» it is styled

i^yS- ^J^), in a mukaddimah, four maksads, and a kha-
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timah. It differs from the Kashahat only in so far, as

the biography of the founder of the order, Baha-aldin

Muhammad bin Muhammad Nakshband, occupies here

the same space as that of 'Ubaid-allah Ahrar, whose

life is the principal theme of the Eashahat.

Beginning : |,iLcl jtj^ i^jJl ^^^^Ll^Jl i_j^ <uJ .i-t-U

Mukaddimah. Introduction to the history of the

Nakshbandi order, on fol. 2^.

Maksad I. Shaikhs prior to Baha-aldin, from the

prophet and 'All to Nakshband himself, on fol. 9".

Maksad II, in three kisms. Life, deeds, sayings,

and miracles of Baha-aldin Nakshband (a. H. 718-791

=A. D. 1318-1389), on fol. sS"'.

Maksad III. Shaikhs who lived from Baha-aldin's

time to that of TTbaid-allah Aljrar, on fol. 1
1
9^^.

Maksad IV. Life, deeds, sayings, and miracles of

Khwajah'Ubaid-allah (a. h. 806-895= A. d. 1 404-1 490),

on fol. 196a, in three marsads and a khatimah, the sub-

divisions quite identical with that in the Eashahat.

No date. Tenth century.

No. 1426, ff. 277, 11. 19 ;
good Nasta'llk ; size, lof in. by 6| in.

637

Siyar-ararifln {^^^^UJI ^;-^-<).

Biographies of fourteen renowned Shaikhs and holy

men of India, all belonging to the Cishti order, com-

piled by Hamid bin Fadl-allah, known as Darwish (or

Mulla) Jainali, see fol. 2'', 11. 2 and 3. Other copies

of the work are described in Eieu i. p. 354, and W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 556. According to A.Sprenger's

Cat. Oudh, p. 446, the poet Jamall of Dihli died A. h.

922 or 925, the author of the Safinah also fixes his

death in 925 (a. d. 1519), and refutes the statement of

the author of the Tabakat-i-Shahjahaut, that he had

lived until A. H. 942 (comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 376, 43).

According to the same Safinah, Jamali was born near

Dihli, went to Khurasan under Sultan Husain Mirza,

made the acquaintance of the poet Jami, undertook ex-

tensive journeys, returned afterwards to India and

was in high favour with Sultan Sikandar Ludi and also

with the emperor Babar. This book is dedicated on

fol. 4^, last line, to Humayun, and since the epithets

given to his name seem to imply that he was sovereign

ruler already at that time, the book must have been

finished after a.h. 937= a. d. 1530 (the date of Huma-
yun's accession to the throne), and the poet cannot have

died already, a.h. 925. a.h. 942 (a. d. 1535, 1536)

seems therefore, after all, the more correct date of Jama-

li's death; comp. also Bodleian Cat., No. 1274. In the

preface the author gives us a short statement about his

pilgrimage to Makkah, and his travels in Maghrib, Ya-

man, Palestine, Eum, Syria, the two 'Iraks, Adharbaijan,

Gilan, Mazandaran, and Khurasan, and tells us, that

after his return to Dihli his friends requested him to

write a book on the learned Shaikhs of all the countries

which he had visited. But he found that too great a

task, and resolved, therefore, to write a work exclusively

on Indian Saints.

The fourteen biographies deal with the following

Shaikhs

:

1. Sultan-almashayikh Mu'in-aldin Hasan bin Ghi-

yath-aldin alhusaini alhasani Sijzi (cfjlr^, as explained

in a marginal gloss : _«^ uj^w j ».l « t o ,j-:r^ j"^.

ii_j:" [jVj j~^j), on fol. 5^ He died, A. h. 633 (a. d.

1236), in Ajmir, see further down in the Safinat-alauliya,

No. no.
2. Hadrat Shaikh-almashayikh Badr-almillat wa-

aldin Mahmud Mu'inaduz (the furrier) Khujandi, on

fol. 1 8b.

3. Hadrat Shaikh-alislam Baha-almillat wa-aldin Za-

kariyya, on fol. 2ol> (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 152).

4. Hadrat Sultan-al'ashikiu Burhan-alwahidin Kutb-

aldin Bakhtiyar ijshl, on fol. 54b (see the Safinat-alau-

liya, No. 112).

5. Hadrat Shaikh-almashayikh wa-alauliya FarJd-

almillah wa-aldin Mas'ud (i. e. the well-known Ganj-i-

Shakar, seethe Safinat-alauliya, No. 113), on fol. 74".

6. Hadrat Sultan-almashayikh Sadr-aldin 'Arif, on

fol. nib ^gee the Safinat-alauliya, No. i55)-

7. Hadrat Sultan-almashayikh Nizam-aldiu Muham-
mad Bada'uni (i.e. Shaikh Auliya, see the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 114), on fol. 1281". He died A.h. 725
(a. D. 1325).

8. Hadrat Malik-almashayikh wa-alauliya Eukn-aldin

Abu-alkasim AbA-alfath, on fol. i68b. He was the son

of Sadr-aldin 'Arif (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 156).

9. Hadrat Malik-almashayikh Shaikh Hamid-aldin

Naguri, on fol. 1
78b (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. in).

10. Hadrat Malik-almashayikh Shaikh Najib Muta-

wakkil, on fol. 189b.

11. Hadrat Sultan-almashayikh Shaikh Jalal-aldin

Abu-alkasim Tabrizi, on fol. 197";

12. Hadrat Shaikh-almashayikh Nasir-almillah wa-

aldin Mahmud Audhi (i.e. Ciragh of Dihli, see the

Safinat-alauliya, No. 116), on fol. 207b.

13. Hadrat Malik-almashayikh Ma'rifat-shi'ari Siy4-

dat-dithari Sayyid Jalal-almillah wa-aldin Makhdum-i-

Jahaniyan Bukliari, on fol. 214" (see the Safinat-alau-

liya, No. 157). He died a.h. 785 (a. d. 1384).

14. Hadrat Sama alraillah wa-aldin Sultan-almuhak-

kikin u Burhan-ararifin Sultan-almashayikh Sama-

almillat wa-aldin, the author's spiritual guide, on fol.

226b. He received the investiture from Shaikh Kabir-

aldin Ismail, and died a.h. 901, the 17th of Jumada-

alawwal=A. D. 1496, February 2 (seefoL 243", 11. 6-10,

where the following ta'rikh is given by Jamali : o-io»

_^ J:^p JU- - ^^ J-V, yTjl
c^.

J-T" Jli.

jnu^. sjJTcHa, i,e. o-tJ»= 705. came upon (was

added) to his name, viz. ^^jJl 'U.-,= i96, total 901).

Of these fourteen Shaikhs, No. 2 is wanting in Eieu's

copy and No. 1 4 in Pertsch's, so that the present copy

is the fullest as yet met with.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. ib : i^\y\ iS uX»j>.

—.Lf-) « XJljfJ r^^^ i:ii.jW* <T>'-?|' ^. v:y.»^-«-'.

An index on the fly-leaf. Copied in Shawwal, A. h.

1043 (a. d. 1634, April), at Lahur ; this copy belonged

formerly to Mr. Eichard Johnson.

No. 1313, ff. 344, U. 13; inelegant Nasta'llk; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 9I in. by sf in.

d
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638

Another copy of the same.

This copy contains only thirteen biographies, which
completely agree with those in Eieu's copy, viz. 1. on

fol. 3''; 2. wanting; 3. on fol. 13*; 4. on fol. 33'';

5. on fol. 43b; 6. on fol. 65"; 7. on fol. 74''; 8. ou fol.

98''; 9. on fol. i04«; 10. on fol. no''; 11. ou fol. 115";

12. on fol. 121^; 13. on fol. izs^); 14. on fol. isz^.

The work ends on fol. 142''; the remaining pages

(flp. 142^-164") are filled with various traditions and

tales of Khalifs, saints, etc., in the same handwriting.

No date.

No. 1751, ff. 164, 11. 19; Kasta'llk; waterspots; size, 8|^ iu.

by si in.

639

A shorter redaction of the same.

This copy contains apparently the same thirteen

biographies as the preceding one, but is much shorter

in extent. It is dated the 7th of Shawwal, A. h. 1123
(fifth year of Bahadurshah's reign= A. d. i 7 i i , Nov. 18),

by Muhammad Murad Sultan Shahi Kadirl.

No. 939, ff. 88,11. 17; Shikasta, some pages supplied by another

hand in careless Nasta'Uk ; worm-eateu and slightly damaged
throughout ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

640

Akhbar-alakhyar (^Ui.i)l jLil).

Biographies of the most renowned Shaikhs and holy

men of India, from the Muhammadan conquest to the

end of the tenth century of the Hijrali, compiled by

'Abd-alhakk bin Saif-aldin alturk aldihlawi albukhari

(see fol. 5^, 11. 10 and 11), the well-known author of the

^!» ^,\j (see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 195-198; Rieu i.

p. 223, and No. 290 in this Cat.), the .Jl ^jjliiJl i_>ia.

ijj,^' .U, a history of Madinah (see further below

in the next chapter ' Geography, etc.'), and many other

biographical and mystical works. He was not able to

finish the original sketch of this work, made many
years before, until after his return from Hijaz, whither

he had gone, a. h. 996 (a. d. 1588), see fol. 269", in

A. H. 999 (a. D. 1 591), according to the chronogram on

fol. 268b

:

which gives us at the same time LJj^l^j as an ad-

ditional title of this work, other copies of which are

described in Bodleian Cat., No. 363, and Eieu i. p. 355,
where as final date of completion, A. H. 1028 (a.d. 1619)
is given, in consequence of an incidental remark in

Jahangir's autobiographical memoirs. The above chro-

nogram, which seems to fix definitely the completion of

the work, has not been noticed in any previous copy.

The work begins with the biography of the great Sufio

Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir aljilani, on fol. 9b, after which

follows immediately that of Khwajah Mu'in-alhakk

wa-aldin Sijzi, the founder of the Cishti order (who died

A. H. 633=A. D. 1236, see No. 637, i), his contempor-

aries and disciples, on fol. 22b
(Jjl tjLfia); it goes then

over to iSliaikh Farid-alhakk wa-aldin Ganj-i-Sliakar

(who died a.h. 664=a.d.i265), his followers and pupils,

on fol. 49* (j.jj tijlj); enumerates all the Shaikhs from

the time of Nasir-aldin Mahmud Ciragh of Dihll (died

A. H. 757 =A. D. 1356) down to the author's own epoch,

on fol. 73b; and deals towards the end in special chapters

with a number of ecstatic Shaikhs (i_iiLc* Jit.iSi),

on fol. 2 40"; with female saints (eyli-Lo *L.Jjl ^^ixj ii),

on fol. 245*; and the author's ancestors, family, and own
life (here styled tl .kj, in the index on fol. 9" i^L»),
on fol. 248".

Beginning : (^Ikc tS\j cyllkjJl v«*a1j cy^-i* -•^Xi

The margin of ff. 2-87 is covered with fragments of

theological and cosmographical treatises, without any

title.

No date.

No. 1450, ff.270,11. 17; unequal Nasta'llk ; the first page sup-

plied later ; size, 10 in. by 5J in.

641

Akhbar-alasfiya (Ui-oill jW*')-

A much smaller and less known work, of very

similar contents, giving likewise biographies of all the

famous Saints and Shaikhs who have lived or stayed in

India, compiled by 'Abd-alsamad bin Afdal Muhammad
bin YuBuf Ansari, a nephew of the famous Abd-alfadl

and editor of his official letters, the (c*^ eyUilSLe, see

above, Nos. 271-286 in this Cat., compare also Eieu iii.

p. 1087", where as title of the present work is given:

LA^ill eul^Li-l. It was completed a.h. 1014 (a.d.

1605, 1606) and dedicated to the emperor Jahangir,

see fol. lb, fol. 6b, last line, fol. 7", II. 15 and 16, and

fol. 7b, 11. 14 and 15. It contains short biographical

accounts of 245 male and 4 female persons, beginning,

like the preceding work, with Ghauth alsamadani Kutb-

i-rabbani Shaikh Muhyi-aldin Abu Muhammad 'Abd-

alkadir alhasaui alhusaint aljilani (born a.h. 47i=a. d.

1079, died A.H. 56i=A. D. 1166), see fol. 8b, and ends

with Fatimah Salimah, on fol. 70a. A complete index

on flf. ib-5» ; the work itself begins thus, on fol. 6b
:

uW* w \j ^^J\ uU^ J uW v-" oi^^ uU* uW--

~n ^JJJai t,.*a.LaJ ^j^^ ^jVa. « (ji-j'j, and concludes

on fol. 70b. Ff. 7ib-74b are filled by another hand

with a story of Shaikh Sharaf-aldin Abu 'AH Kalandar

of Panipat (who died A. h. 724= A. D. 1324, see Rieu ii.

p. 668, and iii. p. 1090b sq.). Copied by Bakir Sam&nt,

in the thirty-first year of "Alamgir's reign (a.h. 1098,

I099=A.D. 1687, 1688).

No. 868, «. 74, 11. 19-28; very irregularly and unequally

written in Shikasta ; size, lof in. by 6f in.

642

Tarjuma-i-Eaudat-alriyahin (j^^-s^Ij^II i^jj t*»/).

Biography of Saints and great Shaikhs, translated
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from the Arabic work (or more correctly i^j,) ""^Jj

j^^-i-LSJl eyLLSC* ^y ^j.;^\jj\\, by 'Abdallah bin As'ad

alyafi'i alyamani, or with liis fuller name : Abu-alsa'a-

dat or alsa'adat (in the Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. once :

Abu-alsiyadat) "Afif-aldin Abu Muhammad 'Abdallah

bin As'ad bin 'Ali alyafi'i alyamani, who died A. h. 768,

the 20th or 2 1st of Jumada-alakhar (a. d. 1367, February

21); compare 0. Loth, Arabic MSS. of the India Office

Library, p. 202 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 299 ;

H. Khalfa iii. p. 488 ; the Safinat-alauliya, No. 62, etc.

He was the author of many other similar works, all

dealing more or less witli the great Shaikh 'Abd-alka-

dir Jilani and the Kadiri Saints, viz. jj,W:ll j .jLi,!

(H. Kh. i. p. 254); JkUil (J^l, in praise of the Shaikh

•Abd-alklidir (H. Kh. i. p. 293) ; ^Jiy]] ujj^l (ib. i.

p. 344); ^;J>.laIl i-o^, also a history of that Shaikh

(ib. iii. p. 167 ; comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 332); ^^ ,;»

^Ji-JI xLm _Jl^, a poem (ib. iii. p. 221); xax-tU ajUS^

(ib. V. p. 226); jjUai<.JI i^ J 0)^-4^ '!/-•> ^ history

from the Hijrah down to a.h. 750 (ib. v. p. 481 ; comp.

0. Loth, Arabic MSS., p. 201, and G. Flugel ii. p. 43)

;

ilLjtil JlxJl »4^ (ib. V. p. 501); jjL* |.L«ill t^LiLo,

in praise of Imam Mayah of the Ash'ariyyah sect (ib. vi.

p. 151); pj^J^l J-4^ (ib. vi. p. 225); ^jLs^l^^
(ib. vi. p. 342); ilJUJl ^;^Ls:^'^ (ib. vi. p. 344);

jUjJ\ u^\^^ (ib. vi. p. 366); ^Uilj^y (ib. vi. p. 387);

L-s*' AjLjJ, a poem with commentary in praise of famous

Shaikhs (ib. vi. p. 404) ; i^jJl J^ill ^^ (.^1 and

the epitome of the same, styled (_p..Li Ji-xil j^^LiJl

•Jl frJt^\ i_j^(Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 315);

SjJiSjt ^^]y iv^ *^_y»^ ''^ xi-lJI Ji « . la c ii ,1. 1 rv JoUi

>.; V>:I 1 jjJ\ i-jbi ^jj> (ib. iv. p. 341 ; comp. H. Khalfa

iii. p. 197), etc. etc. The present work is also styled:

This prose-translation in Persian, which is contained

in our copy, is not mentioned anywhere. It was made
by Fadl-Allah bin Asad-allah alhusaini ala'rabi alsim-

nani, with the takhallus Jahani (see fol. 3^, last line

but two), under Sultan Muhammad Kutbshah (who
reigned A.h. io20-io35=a. d. 1612-1626); see fol.

S^", 1. I . It contains 500 hikayat in two fasls : 1. .i

^J^\^ L^]/" J u^^^ 'Wj' JjL-iJ jl »r*', on fol. 8";

uyUlp, on fol. 24*. The first story begins on fol. 31a

with a legend of Abd-alfaid Dhu-alnun Misrl (who died

in Sha'ban, a.h. 240=a. d. 855, January). The Persian
translator has added to the original work a long ap-
pendix of his own, or khatlmah, treating especially of
the life and miracles of the great Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir
Jilani, in three fasls, viz.

:

1. ^Li-. |_j«Lo Jl^l ^ji, on fol. 371a; 2. ji

d

jJl si^jT s-lis. tiJUj ^\ lijLlSCfc ji , on fol. 404"

;

3. ^^^j i^Uic J
>oLi_o jjUi j\ ^jj_ (jLo j3

Lnv^l JjjiaJ), onfoL4iol'.

Beginning of the preface : sj \j ijCJu^-. Uj j x»j».

A lacuna after fol. 7. Fol. 200 and several of the

last leaves injured. The title v^jUlXil A-•^-, given to

this book on fol. i'^, is a mistake, probably caused by

the initial words, which are identical with those of

Muhammad 'Aufi's well-known work of the same title
;

Bee Nos. 600-604 in this Catalogue.

Dated the loth of Jumada-alawwal, A. h. 1026 (a. d.

161 7, May 16), which cannot be much later than the

completion of the work itself.

No. 1523, ff. 412, 11. 19; Nasta'llk J size, 12 in. by Jj in.

643

Tarjuma-i-Khulasat-almafakhir (^Uil JLoiLi. iu-»;j).

A Persian translation of the supplement to the

preceding work, usually denoted by the simple name

of iJu5Ci; see fol. 2'^, 1. 4, and fol. 228^), last line; the

author of the Arabic original is the same 'Abdallah

bin As'ad alyafi'i alyamani ; comp. O. Loth, loc. cit.,

and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 66. It adds 200 stories

to those in the ^^^.-^bpll
i_,«jj , most of which refer to

the gi-eat Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir (see above). The name of

the Persian translator is not mentioned, but as the first

of two other copies of the same work in the Bodleian

Library (Bodleian Cat., Nos. 332 and 333) was made
before a.h. 910 (a. d. 1504), and as moreover the

anonymous author mentions as his spiritual guide the

great Shaikh Sayyid Jalal-aldin Makhdum-i-Jahaniyan,

who died A. h. 785 (a. d. 1384), the translation of this

jJl»5>J must have been made at least 200 years before

that of the jj->^bJ! ufji- The Persian poet 'Abdi

made a poetical version of the same iluXS in A. h. 105 i

(a. d. 1641, 1642), entitled iU5j t<-»y^ ; see A. Spren-

ger, Catal., p. 307. ^
Beginning : Jo^X^ ^^^LjJI tZ}. <Ij) .v ,U

i-o^Li> l^\sS \jy^ S^ SJLi <Ujl ^-^'^ jLool >_Bir,,i>\

Dated the 14th of Safar, a.h. 1089 (a. d. 1678,

April 7). College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2271, ff. 228, written in different styles of Naskhl, mixed
with Shikasta, by various hands, the oldest part, U. 15, the more
modem ones, 11. 17 ; very much damaged, but carefully mended

;

size, 8|in.by 6| in.

644

Makamat-i-Sayyid Ata'i ((iLil xL^ oL.\X.).

The life, miracles, and spiritual teachings of the

great Saint of the Yasawi order, Jamal-aldin Khwajah
Diwana Sayyid Ata'i of Khwarizm and Khaiwak, who
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I

was born in the reign of Sliali Isma'il Safawt

(the exact date is given on fol. 141', last line, and

fol. 15*, first line : !jL« jLa-*- u^i-jl ca;-a* ^^j^

jojp xjlj J . IT , ...1 sLi. Lisj JlJxI, and likewise on

fol. 31", 1. I sq. : ^S^jh. j-^ j.lxL» ji c)'-^' cy;-ia-

. IjiLJj cJ^ v-*-^. J •^j-^J »-+^ uyj^ 5J JjJjJ.

"ji J>---.U^' J^ ijXs^Xji^ JS J w . ..,1 sLi. 5-;^),

and died a.h. ioi6=a.d. 1607, 1608 (see fol. 118%

11. 1 and 2, and fol. 123", first line ; chronogram: -o —Ls

jui LJjl, on fol. 122", last line), 100 or even 103 years

old (see fol. 1 2 2'', 1. 9 : _ L. t».l^ ^JlxL>.l^ ^]y^ 1^
xi> \^ %\j (JjU JU, j-» iS ; and fol. i22i', 1. 9 sq.

:

. ji_o IjiJfc si, ^jLJUj (^jL» j4j». j wji* ijl^L-. jL-ii^

Jl j^ uW=>- j-i J^ (read 5.-,) ^^), which would

fix his Lirth either in a.h. 916 (a. d. 1510, 151 1)

or in A.H. 913 (a. D. 1507, 1508). His father was

Sayyid Padishah Khwajah Pardapush (^_p^sJ^), of

the Yasawl order, and he traces his descent to Sultan

Khwajah Ahmad Yasawi, called Ata (father), the

founder of the Yasawi order and third Khalifah of Abu
Ya'kub Yusuf bin Ayyub of Hamadan (see the Safinat-

alauliya, Nos. 73 and 75). This work was compiled by
the Saint's younger son, Muhammad Kasim bin

Khwajah Diwana Sayyid Ata'i, with the takhallus

Eidwan (see fol. 2^, 11. 8 and 9, and fol. 123'', 1. 10), on

the basis of some previous works on the same subject,

one by Akliund Maulana Darwish Tashkandi, the other

by Kadi Jan Muhammad bin Kadi Khan Bukharl

((^LsA, probably a mistake for {jJlsA), styled eaUliU

j^j^UJl (see if. 4'', 11. 7 and 12-13, ^^nd 41", 1. 3 sq.),

at the suggestion of his brother Khwajah Abu-alhasan

(see fol. 4*^, last line sq.), and completed the first of

Muharram, a.h. io36=a. d. 1626, September 22 (see

fol. 124I', 11. 8 and 9). It is divided into a mukaddimah,
four makams, and a khatimah.

ilukaddimah, on fol. (i^ : Explanation of the Sufic

terms ^j, ejoilj, cu^j^ oblc ijj\y^, etc. {ij.Jis^ .:>

uijULc (Jl'*-* ,«^-~^' ))•

-^^i ^s^
^ ci^utc ^j\y, j.w^,

J,

Mdk&m I, on fol. 14'*: Genealogy and pedigree of

the great Saint Jamal-aldin Diwana and the rami-

fication of his family with the Yasawi, Kubrawl, and

Nakshbandi orders (^It-yj* tLJu-j « ; ...,i \/s~' X:i .^

Makdm II: Life and travels of the Saint, on fol. 3ot>

(ijLijl v:y^-<La. ol>.L;-j j J]^' LS'^U-* y^ !>)•

Makdm III : Miracles of the Saint, on fol. 47" Li

Cjlijl).

Makdm IV : Spiritual sayings of the Saint, on fol.

I02» (^jLtjl cy^a. tlwjj oLJijl ^gojti^'ijA).

KMtimah : Last illness and death of the Saint, on

fol. 1 1 C"'
(
JLiljl C*^iuS J jjLijl cy-i» cy*-» (j^T* J'*

Beginning : (_^l*-< ^." ... » *Wj' cyL^li* «>.«U j^

The copy is incomplete at the end ; one or two leaves

of the epilogue are missing. There seems to be also a

small lacuna after fol. 11. "Worm-eaten throughout.

Ko. 3100, ff. 126, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 7| in. by 4I in.

645
Majma'-alauliya (LJj^' (*-*^)'

An almost complete copy of a hitherto unknown,
extremely large and interesting biographical work,

containing the lives of all the most renowned Saints,

religious heroes, and great mystic Shaikhs, with its full

title: LJj^l **ar* ^ La^ill J-is^, usually styled

LJ.ill » a^ or even (_,o-j jf.f*, the latter title being

a chronogram, fixing the date of the composition of this

work in A. h. 1043 (a. d. 1633, 1634); see fol. 2^, 1. 3 sq.

Only one leaf is missing in the beginning, the initial

words e*i.>,5a. uyLxijl o—jl s-xi .... Corresponding

to fol. 2", 1. 3 in the following copy, and the last few

leaves are greatly injured and partly torn away. The
work was compiled by 'Ali Akbar Husaini Ardastani,

see fol. I* 1. 7 sq., and dedicated to the emperor Shah-

jahan ; see fol. 2^, first line sq. It is divided into a
mukaddimah, twelve babs (each preceded by a complete

index), and a khatimah, viz.

:

,_*^Llj L« . Jljjl 3 i^)l
J

i_)Ut3l I ijl^Jj ^jLj
J

»,-i-c

eUi (On Sufic terminology, the ten makamat or

stations, and the classes of Aktab or ' poles,' of Autad
or ' props,' of Abdal or ' lieutenants,' etc.), on fol. 3^.

cuLljo S~k.m .siljl (The first four Khalifs, the

Imams, the companions of the Prophet, the Tabi'in or

successors of the companions, the Tubba' Tabi'in or

successors of the Tabi'in, etc., beginning with Abubakr
and ending with Abu "Tahir Muhammad bin Yahyd bin

Zafar, who was born a.h. 466=a. d. 1073, 1074,
altogether 304 biographies), on fol. 18*.

mi
o^ i <4r°^. cr^* *^]^ j^^ j^ (•J-* '^ •

^jji »-Jl (Khwajah Hasan Basri, whose death

is fixed here in A. H. 1 20, or according to others in

A.h. 106 (a. D. 738 or 724), and the leading Saints

of his order, ending with Muhammad bin Fadhah,

altogether 143 biographies, of which three, however,

are cancelled in the text), on fol. 146''.

jjUtAl fjjt j-JI (Sultan Ibraliim Adham, whose death
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is fixed here in A. h. i66 or i62= A. d. 782, 783, or 778,

779, and the leading Saints of his order, ending with

Abubakr Yazdaniyar Urmaw!, the originally last Shaikh

Abu Ishak Shami having been cancelled, altogether

sixty-three biographies), on fol. 240''.

ijLiJ.1 ^^ s-Jl (Shaikh Ma'ruf Karkhi, whose death

is fixed here in A. h. 26i=a. d. 875, and the leading

Saints of his order, ending with Sayyid Ibrahim

Khuzistani, altogether seventy-four biographies), on

fol. 2 73l>.
•

vjLtAl ^ i^l (Sultan Bayazid BistamI, who died

A. H. 261 = A. D. 875, according to a less trustworthy

source already a.h. 234, and the leading Saints ^of his

order, ending with Sayyid Haidar bin 'Ali Amuli,

altogether fifty-four biographies), on fol. 305''.

t-
Ul

t^ iUJl

ij j^. (Shaikh Junaid Bagh-

dad!, who died A.H. 2 97=A. D. 909, 910, and the leading

Saints of his order, ending with Shaikh Abu 'Abdallah

Taki, altogether ninety biographies), on fol. 335'"'.

(Shaikhs of the Nakshbandi order and Turkish Shaikhs,

from Khwajah Yusuf Hamadani, whose death is fixed

here in a.h. 555

=

a. d. 1160, to Shaikh Muhammad
Ma'sum, who was born a.h. ioo7=a. d. 1598, 1599,
and thirty-five years old at the time when the author

wrote this part of his work, altogether 162 biographies),

on fol. 374^.

ici^ »LJ< Jicl i^j^ r-oA !jLi-» ^i ,i ^x.^:^ vU
i^iLjj. jiLaJI x^ i_-^

^J^^'^
(Shaikh Ghauth-i-a'zam

Muhyi-aldin 'Abd-alkadir Jilanl, died a.h. 561= a. d.

1 1 66, his contemporaries and followers down to Shaikh
Musa bin llahin, altogether sixty-five biographies), on
fol. 453''-

hr^ i iij}A^ jj '^y r^
(Shaikhs of the Suhrawardi, Kubrawi, and Cishti orders,

from Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi, who died A. h.

632= A. D. 1234, 1235, to Khwajah Muhammad bin

Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Yusuf Cishti, whose birth

is fixed here in A. h. 507, and his death in a.h. 597=
A. D. 1113-1201, altogether sixty-four biographies), on
fol. 508b. ^

(jlxw.jjLa eUU-« (Shaikhs of Dihli, Gujarat, and
other parts of India, from Khwajah Mu'in-aldin Hasan
Sijzi, who died A. h. 633, 6th of Eajab or, less correctly,

Dhu-alhijjah, A. D. 1236, March 16 or August u, to

Shaikh Jauhar Sirhindi, who died a.h. io27=a. d.

i6i8, altogether 277 biographies), on fol. 592*.

)j*^ ^'^ j^ _»j;b. i_)b (Poets, beginning with Amir

Kasim-i-Anwar, who died A.H. 837=A. D. 1433, 1434,
and ending with Baba Kamal Khujandi ; the last date is

A.H. 835= A. D. 1431, 1432, that of the death of Shaikh

Abu-alwafa, one of Khujandi 's pupils, altogether thirty-

six biographies, being a selection only of such as were

great mystic Shaikhs at the same time), on fol. 756*>.

cyU^Lc «L-J _^ ji |V*.Jjlj.5 vU (Female Saints,

from Rabi'ah 'adawiyyah of Basrah to Bibi Auliya,

a contemporary of Sultan Muhammad Tughluk, buried

in Dihli, altogether thirty-eight biographies), on fol.

8i4».

(j-LJl J j,n-*. Jljj».l j\ Vli' J i^^JJ-i-j; 'UU. (On the

excellent qualities and virtues of the house of 'Ali and
the first four Khalifs, together with some discourses on
Khidr and Ilyas), on fol. 833*.

The list of authorities, used by the author, is as follows

(see fol. 3", compared with and supplemented by the fol-

lowing copy, fol. 5«)

:

.U-Jl ;L»1 ify^

^j.<^J.-aJ1 iS'jJ • ^^^^bcJl A \ ... l.i,»

iSj^^ ,j^-

\£j\:S'^M t.

(left out in the following copy) CSy^ ci>U>.Xl»-al

(also left out in the following copy) jV-i.ill ,Lil
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in

(again left out in the following copy) ^^jLJl eyUIi

the following copy: ^L.1 »JL-^) lSJ-^1 j.il-cl JJLu,

(in the following copy : J_^yi) Jj-»^1 /'-•W

^JLxJ I—Bm.S
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(left out in the following copy) eybUJl ^-ajU-*

(left out in the following copy) .Ijj ill (j^Lt-.

(left out in the following copy) LJbJ\

i_>b^l (^j^>~^

LJlxJ\ la^J

j-.i5:ji

IND. OFF.

!_; JUUS

^^UoJl ; . :^

This copy, which exhibits at the end as date only the

2nd of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1043 (a. d. 1633, September

6), i. e. the date of the completion of the work itself,

is undoubtedly in its principal parts the author's own
first sketch or .' brouUlon,' as the whole aspect of the

MS. unmistakably proves. Almost in every page
portions are struck out and either replaced by others

on the margin or restored later on, which gives quite

a unique value to the MS. There are besides numerous
marginal corrections and additions. The actual number
of biographies, according to our counting, is 1370 ; on
fol. 3*, first line, the author states that he intends to

enumerate 1000 and— biographies (. ,Ua), carefully

avoiding any exact statement. In the following copy
this passage has been filled in, and 15 11 is given as

the proper number, which exceeds that in the present

copy by 141, but may very well be correct with regard

to a later revised and enlarged edition, of which the

following copy is, no doubt, an imperfect specimen.

Rather peculiar are the chronological dates given in

this work ; they often entirely differ from those com-
monly fixed upon by standard authors.

No. 1647, ff. 939, 11. 19; Nasta'llk, by different hands; size,

I2| in. by 6| in.

646
Another, but incomplete copy of the same.

This copy, which seems to represent a later redaction

of the work, also with a few erasures and numerous
marginal corrections and additions, contains only the

first half of the work, viz.

:

Mukaddimah, on fol. ^^ ; Bab I, on fol. 27* ; II, on
fol. 230''; III, on fol. 366a; IV, on fol. .406b; V, on
fol. 453''; VI, on fol. 496a; VII (containing the index
only), on fol. 553''. There is besides a large lacuna

after fol. 382 in the third bdh, corresponding to ff. 251'',

last line— 257a, 1. 15 in the preceding copy.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i** : ,jijli-> 5 u»^-»

:iy- ^yU-» (ju^AJi (jijLJo SJ
\f

j.a.C -J lS SjijyjO^

Jl c^i-L. Jiy,.

The proper order of ff. 11 2-1 17 is: 112, 114, 113,

116, 115, 117. No date.

Ko. 1022, ff. 554, 11. 17; Kasta'ltk; size, loin, by s^in.

647

Safmat-alauliya (UJ.i'l * .: ;. ° »)•

Biographies of Saints and famous Shaikhs, from the
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oi/^'

beginning of Islam to the author's time, compiled by

prince Dara Shukuh (the author of the f>-*^
^p,jr!-", the j^^UJl cyli-wss., and the cyl^jJl j^^',

conip. Eieu i. p. 356 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 58
and 546 ; J. Aumer, p. 140, etc.), and finished the 27th

of Eamadan, a. h. 1049 (•*^-i>. 1640, Jan. 21), in the

author's twenty-fifth year ; comp. fol. 134'', last line; see

also foL 79", 1. 13, and fol. 86'', 1. 4. A complete index

of all the persons quoted in this work is found on

fF. 1-13" (the right order of which is i, 7-12, 6, 2-5,

13). The work itself begins, on fol. 13'^ : Jj, <il) Ji^U

Lithographed in Lucknow, a. d. 1872. It contains

the following short biographies, which are particularly

valuable by a comparative strictness in the chronological

order and the full dates they give :

I. Muhammad, the first four Khaltfs, the twelve

Jmdms, some Ashdb and Tdbi'in, and the four great

legal authorities.

1. The prophet Muhammad, died A. h. ii, the 12th

of Kabi' I, on fol. lel".

2. The first Khalif Abubakr Siddik, with his real

name : Abdallah, son of Abu Kuhafah (bin) 'Uthman bin

Amir bin 'Amr bin Ka'b bin Sa'd and Umm-alkhair
Salma, died A. H. 13, the 22nd or, according to others,

the 23rd of Jumada II, 63 or 65 years old, on fol. iS*'.

3. The second Khalif 'Umar Faruk ibn al-Khattab,

with the Kunyah Abu Hafs, died a. h. 23, the 28th of

Dhu-alhijjah, 63, or according to others 54, 55, or 58
years old, on fol. i g'^.

4. The third Khalif 'Uthman bin Affan DhA-alnurain,

with the Ktinyah Abu 'Umar, or Abu Laila or Abu
'Abdallah, died A. h. 35 (or according to others 36),

the 13th or i8th (15th in the following copy) of Dhu-
alhijjah, 88, or according to others 90 or only 75, 82,

or 86 years old, on fol. 19*'.

5. The fourth Khalif and first Imam 'Alt Murtada
Asad-allah bin Abi Talib, with the Kunyas Abu-alhasan

and Abu-alturab, died a. h. 40, the 21st of Ramadan
(according to others the 17th or 23rd), 63 or 65 years

old, on fol. 20*.

6. Hasan bin 'Ali bin Abi falib, the second Imam,
with the Kunyah Abu Muhammad and the Lakabs
Taki and Sayyid, born in Madinah in the middle of

Ramadan, A. h. 3, died 48 (in the following copy 47)
years old, a.h. 50, the nth of Rabt' I, on fol. 21^.

7. Husain bin 'Ali bin Abi Talib, the third Imam,
with the Kunyah Abu 'Abdallah and the Lakabs Shahid

and Sayyid, born in Madinah, the 4th of Sha'ban, A. h.

4, killed at Karbala, 57 years and 5 months old, a. h.

61, on the day 'Ashura, i. e. the loth of Muharram, on

fol. 21*.

8. 'Ali bin Husain bin 'AH almurtada, the fourth

Imam, with the Kunyas Abd Muhammad, Abu-alhasan,
and Abubakr, and the Lakabs Sajjad and Zain-al'abidin,

bom in Madinah, A. h. 33 (according to others 36 or

38), died 6l or 62 (according to others 56 or 58) years

old, the 1 8th of Muharram, a. h. 94 or 95 ; his mother
was the daughter of the last Persian king Yazdajird III,

on fol. 2 lb.

9. Muhammad bin 'Ali bin Husain, the fifth Imam,
with the Kunyah Abu Ja'far and the Lakab Bakir,

born in Madinah, a.h. 57, the 3rd of Safar, died 57
(according to others 58, 63, or 73) years old, A. h. 114
(according to others 117 or 118); his mother was
Fatlmah, a daughter of Imam Hasan bin 'Ali, on fol. 22*.

10. Ja'far bin Muhammad bin 'Ali bin Husain, the

sixth Imam, with the Kunyah Abu 'Abdallah or Abu
Isma'il, and the Lakab Sadik, born in Madinah, A. h.

80 (or according to others 83), the 17th of Rabl' I, died

68 (or 65) years old, at Madinah, the 15th of Eajab,

A.H. 148; his mother was a daughter of Kasim bin

Muhammad bin Abibakr Siddik, on fol. 22''.

11. Musa bin Ja'far alsadik, the seventh Imam, with

the Kunyas Abu-alhasan and Abu. Ibrahim, and the

Lakab Kazim, born at Abuh (syj), between Makkah
and Madinah, the 7th of Safar, a.h. 128, died 54 (or

according to otliers 55) years old, the 6th, 7th, or in

the middle of Rajab, A. h. 183, in the prison of Harun-
alrashid ; his mother was a slave-girl, bought by Imam
Muhammad Bakir and given to Imam Ja'far Sadik, on
fol. 22b.

12. 'All bin Musa Kazim bin Ja'far, the eighth Imam,
with the Kunyah Abu-alhasan and the Lakab Rida,

born at Madinah the nth of Rabi' II (or according to

otliers the 6th, 7th, or 8th of Shawwal), A. H. 153 (or

156), died 49 (or according to others 44, 45, or 50)
years old, in Tus, the 21st or 29th of Ramadan, a.h.

208, on fol. 23a

13. Muhammad bin 'Ali bin Musa bin Ja'far Sadik,

the ninth Imam, with the Kunyah Abu Ja'far (usually

called Abu Ja'far the second) and the Lakabs Taki and
Jawad, born in Madinah the loth of Rajab, a.h. 195,
died 25 years old, a.h. 220, the 6th of Dhu-alhijjah,

under the Khalif Mu'tasim, on fol. 23b.

14. 'Ali bin Muhammad bin 'Ali bin Musa bin Ja'far

Sadik, the tenth Imam, with the Kunyah Abii-alhasan

(usually called Abu-alhasan the third) and the Lakabs
Hadi, Zakl 'Askari, and Naki, born in Madinah the

13th of Rajab (according to others on the day 'Arafah,

i.e. the 9th of Dliu-alhijjah), a.h. 214, so to be read

instead of the date iji^ iW* j J-^ j'^ ^^ t''^ text

both of this and the following copy (others say A. H.

213), died 40 or 41 years old, near Baghdad, end of.

Jumada I (according to others the 13th of Jumada II),

A.H. 254; under the Khalif Muntasir-billah (read

Almu'tazz-billah, since Muntasir had died six years be-

fore that date), on fol. 24''.

15. Hasan bin 'Ali bin Muhammad bin 'Ali Rida,

the eleventh Imam, with the Kunyah Abu Muhammad
and the Lakabs Zaki, Klialis, Siraj, and 'Askari, born

at Madinah, a.h. 231 (according to others 232), died

29 (or 28) years old, the 6th or 8th of Rabi'-alawwal,

A.H. 260, on fol. 24b.

16. Muhammad !Mahdi bin Hasan bin 'Ali bin Mu-
hammad bin 'All Rida, the twelfth Imam, with the

Kunyah Abu-alkasim, born A. h. 258, the 23rd of Rama-
dan ; in A. H. 265 or 266 he disappeared, according to

Shi'ite belief, to turn up again at the end of time

;

according to Sunnite doctrine he died in one of these

two j'ears, on fol. 25a.

17. Sahnan the Persian, with the Kunyah AbA
'Abdallah, died A. h. 33 at Mada'in, one of the com-
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panions of the prophet; some say he was 1500 years

old, others 350, others again 250, and the last state-

ment, the author of the book says, is the correct one

(o-l %1 J^ ^\j)^-U on fol. 25l>.

18. TJwais Kami, of Najd, one of the Tabi'in, was

killed, according to some authorities (see the >— » .t S

i^jx^^ and the Uj^ll S^"), in the battle of Sifiln

(a. H. 37), according to others (see the ij^-jJl Juil^),

he died A. h. 22, the 3rd of Rajab, on fol. 25''.

19. Hasan BasH, with the Kunyah Abu Sa'id,

another of the Tabi'in, born a. h. 21, died 89 years old,

the 5th of Eajab, A. h. iio; buried at Basrah, on

fol. 26a.

20. Kasim bin Muhammad bin Abibakr alsiddik,

also one of the Tabi'in and one of the seven theologians

(^wii) of Madinah, was brought up In the house of his

aunt 'A'ishah; he died a. h. 107, 108, 112, or even 102,

on fol. 26*.

21. Imam-i-a'zam Abu Hanifah of Kufah, the first

great legal Imam, with his real name Nu'man bin

Thabit, one of the Tabi'in and friend of Imam Ja'far

Sadik (No. 10), born A. h. 80, died at Baghdad, the 15th

of Eajab, a. h. 150, 70 years old, on fol. 26I'.

22. Malik bin Anas bin Malik, the second great

legal Imam, with the Kunyah Abu 'Abdallah, bom A. h.

95 (according to others 94 or 97), died the 7th of

Eabi'-alakhar, A. h. 179, on fol. 27".

23. Muhammad bin Idi'is Shafi'i, the third great

legal Imam, with the Kunyah Abu 'AbdaUah, of the

Kuraish, a pupil of Imam Malik, born a.h. 150, died

in Misr, 54 years old, the last of Eajab, a.h. 204 ; his

mother was Umm-alhasan, daughter of Hamzah bin

al-Kasim bin Zaid bin Hasan bin 'Ali bin Abi Talib

;

from his father's side he was a descendant of 'Abd-

almuttalib bin Hashim, the prophet's grandfather

;

after his studies under Malik he went to 'Irak and

associated with Imam Muhammad bin IJasan, a pupil

of Abu Hanifah (No. 26), on fol. 27".

24. Ahmad Hanbal, or with his full name : Ahmad
bin Muhammad bin Hanbal, the fourth great legal

Imam, Shafi'i's pupil, with the Kunyah Abu Muhammad
or Abu 'Abdallah, born in Baghdad, A.H. 164, died 77
years old, in his native town, the 12th of Eabi'-alawwal,

A.H. 241, on fol. 27''.

25. Im^m Abu Yusuf (in the following copy wrongly

:

Muhammad Yusuf) Ya'kub bin Ibrahim of Kufah, a

pupil of Abu Hanifah, the first who ever got the title

of Kadi-alkudat, born a.h. 112, died 70 years old, the

27th of Eajab, a.h. 182, on fol. 28*.

26. Imam Muhammad Shaibani, whose father Hasan
came from Syria to the 'Irak ; he was brought up in

Kufah and became a pupil of Abu Hanifah, died the

14th of Jumad^ II, a.h. 189, on fol. 28".

11. Shaikhs of the Kddirt order (which was styled

Junaidi before the time of Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir Jilani).

27. Shaikh Ma'ruf Karkhi, son of Firdz or Firflzan

(according to others of 'Ali), with the Kunyah Abu
Mahfuz, originally a Christian, but converted to Mu-
hammadanism by the Imam 'Ali Eida bin Musa (No. 1 2);

he became a pupil of Abu Hanifah and was instructed

in §ufic lore by Hablb Ea'i, who was himself a pupil of

Salman the Persian (No. 17), he died a.h. 200, the 2nd
of Muharram, on fol. 28''.

28. Shaikh Sari alsakati, with the Kunyah Ab(i-

alhasan, a pupil of the preceding Shaikh, died over 98
years old, the 3rd of Eamadan, A. H. 253 (in the follow-

ing copy A. u. 250), on fol. 29".

29. Shaikh Junaid bin Muhammad bin al-Junaid of

Baghdad, with the Kunyah Abu-alkasim and the Lakabs
Sayyid alta'ifah (because the order was called after him
Junaidi), Ta us-al'ulama, Kaw^riri, Zajjaj (the last two
on account of the trade of his father, who was a glass-

blower in Nahawand), and Kharraz ; he was born and
brought up at Baghdad and followed the doctrines of

Sufyiin Thauri (No. 162); he was also tlie principal

pupil and nepljew of Shaikh Sari Sakati (No. 28), and
died the 27th of Rajab, a.h. 297; others, but incor-

rectly, fix his death in a.h. 299, on fol. 29''.

30. Shaikh Abubakr Shibli, with his real name,

Ja'far bin Yunus, pupil of the preceding Shaikh, born,

according to some, in Baghdad, according to othei-s in

Samirah, died 87 years old, the 27th (in the following

copy the 7th) of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 334 j he was a

follower of the Malikite school, on fol. 31".

31. Shaikh 'Abd-alwahid Tamimi (in the following

copy, Yamani) bin 'Abd-al'aziz bin Harith bin Asad,

with the Kunyah Abu-alfadl, a pupil of Shibli, died

in Jumada II, A. H. 425, on fol. 32*.

32. Shaikh Abu-alfarah Tartusi, a pupil of the

preceding Shaikh, on fol. 32"'.

33. Shaikh Abd-alhasan Hakkari, with his real

name, 'Ali bin Muhammad bin Yusuf bin Ja'far

alkuraishi alhakkari, pupil of the preceding Shaikh,

died in Muharram, a.h. 486, on fol. 32'>'.

34. Shaikh Abu Sa'id Mubarak bin 'Ali bin Husain

al-mahrumi (^.^jA' , in other places makhzumi ^jii*

and mahzumi ^jj-s*), a follower of the Hanbalite

school, pupil of the preceding Shaikh and spiritual Pir

of 'Abd-alkadir Jilani (the famous ^j-JJiiJl Cjys- ; see

below. No. 36), died in Muharram, A. h. 513, on fol. 32''.

35. Shaikh Hammad bin Muslim, with the Kunyah
Abu 'Abdallah and the epithet Dabbas (the seller of

honey made of grapes or fresh dates), the teacher of

'Abd-alkadir Jilani, died in Ramadan, a.h. 520 (a.h.

525 in the following copy), on fol. 33*.

36. Ghauth-althakalain or Ghauth-ala'zara Shall

Muhyi-aldin Sayyid 'Abd-alkadir aljili alhasani alhu-

saini, the real founder of the K4diri order, and the son

of Abu Salih Musa Jangidust bin Abi 'Abdallah bin

Yahya (al-)Za,hid bin Muhammad bin Da'ud bin Musa-

aljdn bin 'Abdallah Mahd bin Hasan Muthanna bin

Imam Hasan bin 'Ali Murtada, who consequently traced

his genealogyback to'AbdallahMalid,whose fatherHasan
was the son of'All's son Hasan, and whose motherFatimah

was the daughter of 'Ali's son Husain ; he was bom in Jil

(i. e. Jilan or Gilan, but according to others a village

distant one day's journey from Baghdad), the ist of

Eamadan, A. h. 470 (or according to others 471), went,

18 years old, A.h. 488, to Baghdad, to apply himself

to the study of the Kuran, the traditions, law, and

other science"!, and entered upon his preaching and

teaching career A. h. 521; he died the 8th or 9th

(according to others the nth, 13th, or 17th) of Eabi'-
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alakhar, A. h. 561, 90 (respectively 89) years, 7 months,

and 9 days old ; in India the ^j^jS- or anniversary of his

death is celebrated by some on the nth, by others on

the 1 7th of that month, in Baghdad the 1 7th, but the

author of this work himself (Dara Shukuh) used to

celebrate it on the 9th as the most correct date of the

great Shaikh's death. Among 'Abd-alkadir Jilani's

numerous works are mentioned j^^LUl i*-ii (styled

JJi i^Jo ij-JUiJ i-^^ in Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat.

iv. p. 194 sq. ; comp. also H. Khalfa iv. p. 338 and
O. Loth, Arabic Catalogue of the India Office Library,

p. 168 sq., where, besides, a collection of sermons and
another of Sufic essays are described, see below in No.

40, and a genealogy of 'Abd-alkadir, similar to the

above, is given) and i_<.-^iJI ^y^ (see ib. iv. p. 3 1 7

;

H. Khalfa iv. p. 386, and O. Loth, Arabic Cat., loc. cit.),

on fol. 33".

37. Shaikh Saif-aldin 'Abd-alwahhab, the eldest son

of 'Abd-alkadir Jllant and his successor in the spiritual

office, born in Sha'ban, A. h. 512, died at Baghdad, the

25th of Shawwal, A. h. 603 ; he left two sons, Shaikh
Abu Mansur 'Abd-alsalam and Shaikh Abu-alfath
Salman (but see No. 63 further down), on fol. 43a.

38. Shaikh Sharaf-aldin 'Isa, with the Kunyah Abu
'Abd-alrahman, 'Abd-alkadir Jilani's second son, for

whom his father composed his ^*-^l ».«-^ ; he is him-

jlT^\ , and diedself the author of a Sufic work
A. H. 573 in Misr, on fol. 43b.

39. Shaikh Shams-aldin 'Abd-al'aziz, with the

Kunyah Abubakr, third son of 'Abd-alkadir Jil4nt, on
fol. 43b.

40. Shaikh Siraj-aldln 'Abd-aljabbar, with the

Kunyas Abu 'Abd-alrahman and Abu-alfarah, fourth

son of 'Abd-alkadir Jilani, was mufti of 'Irak ; the

author of this work (Dara Shukuh) possessed 'Abd-

alkadir's collection of sermons, styled JsUJ '^La. (see

O.' Loth, Arabic MSS., p. 169, and H. Khalfa ii.

p. 605 sq.), in Sir&j-aldin's own handwriting, on fol. 43b.

4L Shaikh Taj-aldln Abubakr 'Abd-alrazzak, 'Abd-
alkadir's fifth son, born A. h. 528, died 6th of Shawwal,
A. H. 623; he left five sons: Shaikh Abu Salih Nasir
(in the following copy, Nasr), Shaikh Abu-alkasim
'Abd-alrahim, Shaikh Abu Muhammad Isma'il, Shaikh
Abu-almahasin Fadl-allah, and Shaikh Jamal-allah, on
fol. 44^'

42. Shaikh Abu Ishak Ibrahim, sixth son of 'Abd-

alkadir, died the 25th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 600, on
fol. 44b.

43. Shaikh Abu-alfadl Muhammad, seventh son of

'Abd-alkadir, died at Baghdad the 5th (in the following

copy again the 25th) of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 603 (so no
doubt correctly in the following copy; here is given
as date again a. h. 600), on fol. 44b.

44. Shaikh Abu 'Abd-alrahman 'Abdallah, eighth

son of 'Abd-alkadir, died the 27th of Safar, a. h. 587 ;

he left two sons : Shaikh Abu Muhammad 'Abd-
alrahman and Shaikh Abfl Muhammad 'Abd-alkadir,

on fol. 44b.

45. Shaikh Abu Zakariyya,.(so correct in the index

and in the following copy ; the text here has Abubakr
Zakariyya) Yahya, ninth son of 'Abd-alk&dir, born the

6th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 550, died the 14th of Sha'ban

(tyLj ,_. .:,), A. H. 600, in Baghdad, on fol. 44b.

46. Shaikh Abunasr Musa, the tenth and last son of

'Abd-alkadir, born the last of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 539
(sic ! perhaps a mistake for 559), settled in Damascus
and died there the first of Jumada-alakhar, a.h. 618,

on fol. 45",

47. Shaikh 'AH bin Hai'atl, a pupil of Shaikh
Taj-al'arifm Abu-al'urafa (correctly in the following

copy : Abu-alwafa), and both friend and disciple of

'Abd-alkadir Jilant, died 120 years old, A.h. 564, on
fol. 45*-

48. ShaikhAb<i'Umar(or'Amr)'UthmanYakini(so in

the text here ; the index and the following copy have
instead of ^: .5; some very indistinct word, which must
be read, according to the Nafahat-aluns, Sarighlni or

Sarifiut), pupil of 'Abd-alkadir, without date, on fol. 45b.

49. Shaikh AbA Sa'id Kilu'i (^ijjLJi, so in the index,

from sj^JuS, as on fol. 46b, 1. 9, is distinctly written,

the name of a place in 'Irak ; in the heading he is

called ^Jlaj), got his investiture from 'Abd-alkadir,

died A.H. 557, on fol. 46b

50. Shaikh Kadib-alban (the following copy has the

silly reading : jjLJl u-/i.-y^) of Mausil, with the

Kunyah Abu 'Abdallah, a pupil of 'Abd-alkadir, died

A. H. 570, on fol. 46b.

51. Shaikh Ahmad bin Mubarak, a pupil of 'Abd-
alkadir, died A. H. 570, on fol. 47*.

52. Shaikh Sadakah bin Husain of Baghdad, with
the Kunyah Abu-alfarah, a friend and disciple of 'Abd-
alkadir, died A.H. 573, on fol. 47®.

53. Shaikh Bakai bin Buttu {jiu,, in the following

copy ,»Ijj Buttur, but the former is confirmed by the

Nafahat-aluns, No. 141 2, fol. 248*), a pupil of Shaikh

Abu-alwafa (No. 313), and disciple of 'Abd-alkadir, died

about A.H. 553 (the following copy has 550), on fol. 47".

54. Shaikh Muhammad alawani (^1.^1), known as

Ibn-alka'id (jJUJl ^jjl, so in the index, the text on

fol. 47b, last line, and in the following copy; in the

heading here he is styled Ibn-alfa'iz,jJUJl ^jj}), a pupil

of 'Abd-alkadir, on fol. 47b.

55. Shaikh Abu-alsu'ud bin al-Shibli, a pupil of

'Abd-alkadir, on fol. 48".

56. Shaikh Abu 'Umar Kuraishi, with his real name :

'L^thman bin Marzuk bin Hamid bin Salakah (in the

following copy : Salam), one of the great Shaikhs of

Egypt, was a Hanbalite and pupil of 'Abd-alkadir, died

more than 70 years old, A. h. 564, and was buried by
the side of Imam Shafi'l's tomb in Misr, on fol. 48".

57. Shaikh Muwaffik-aldln almakdisi, with his

real name : 'Abdallah bin Muhammad bin Ahmad bin

Kudamah al-Hanbali, a pupil of 'Abd-alkadir and

author of many works, makamas, etc., died a. h. 620,

on fol. 488'.

58. Shaikh Muhammad bin Ahmad aljuwaini
{^J'J^,

read ^JS), a pupil of Shaikh 'Abdallah Yahya (Bata'ih,

JUaj , in the following copy), who was himself a pupil

of 'Abd-alkadir, died A. h. 650 (according to the follow-

ing copy, A. H. 558 or 658), on fol. 48".

59. Shaikh Abu-Madin Maghribi, with his real

name : Shu'aib bin Husain (or Hasan), a pupil of

Shaikh Abu-alghazali Maghribi and spiritual guide

of the immediately following Shaikh Muhyi-aldin Ibn
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'Arabi, one of the great Shaikhs of Maghrib, died a. h.

590, on fol. 48^.

60. Shaikh Muhyl-aldin Ibn 'Arabi, with his real

name : Muhammad bin 'Ali bin 'Arabi, got his inves-

titure, according to the best traditions, from Shaikh

A1)U Muhammad Yuuus alljassar alliashiml, 'Abd-

alkadir's pupil ; he was initiated into Silfism, according

to his own statement in his work, i^xil l^Uo (in the

following copy, (j-j^l v^)> ^V Abu-alhasan 'Ali

bin 'Abdallali bin Jami', and was a friend of Shiliab-

aldin Suhrawardi (No. 1 48) ; born in Spain (yJJJl jib),

the 17th of Ramadan, A. h. 560 (a Monday), died in the

niglit before Friday, the 22nd of Rabi'-alakhar, a. h.

638, at Damascus, on fol. 48^.

61. Shaikh Sadr-aldin Muhammad bin Ishak Kunawi
(or Kuniyawi, i. e. of Konia or Iconium), with the

Kunyah Abu-alma'al!, the greatest of Muhyi-aldin Ibn

'Arabi's pupils, and the teacher of Maulaua Kutb-aldin

'Allamah in the science of tradition ; he was a special

friend of Jalal-aldin Rami, the great mystic poet, who
died before liim, on fol. 49*^.

62. Imam 'Abdallah bin As'ad Yafi'i, with the

Kunyah Abu-alsa'adat and the Lakab 'Afif-aldin ; he

was originally of Yaman and dwelt always in the two

holy cities, was a Shafi'ite and a disciple of 'Abd-

alkadir in the second or third line ; his investiture he

got first from Shaikh Mas'ud Hawi (in the following

copy : Jadib, i_)jLo.), and later on from Shaikh Abu-
alhasan Nilr-aldin 'Ali bin 'Abdallah Yamani Tawashi

{^\ji>). In most of his publications, see above, Nos.

642 and 643 in this Cat., viz. the ie"Lj ir>J^ (i' ^- the

^jLil ij^), the »JL»^, the ^^^^[j^] u^hj (read ^ji^j

^j.^\jji\), and the ^^j—La.-^' ^-iJ, he relates episodes

from 'Abd-alkadir Jilani's life and miracles worked by
him. He died the 2ist of Jumada-alakhar, A. h. 768
(in the following copy: 760), on fol. 49a.

63. Makhdum Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir II, a descendant

of the great 'Abd-alkadir Jilani in the eighth gene-

ration ; his father was Shaikh Muhammad bin Sayyid

Samir (^.^Lu, in the following copy: Shah Mir sLi

j-^) bin Sayyid 'Ali bin Sayyid Mas'ud bin Sayyid

Ahmad bin Sayyid Saif-aldin 'Abd-alwahhab bin

Sayyid alsadat Sayyid 'Abd-alkadir Jilani (comp. No.

37 above, where, however, no son of Sayyid Saif-aldin

'Abd-alwahhab with the name of Ahmad is mentioned
;

in the following copy there is inserted between Sayyid
Ahmad and Sayyid Saif-aldin a Sayyid Safar-aldin,

which might be the honorary epithet of one of Saif-

aldin's sons). He lived at last at Uch or Uch in Multaa
and is reckoned among the greatest Shaikhs of India ; he

died 78 (in the following copy 77) years old, the i8th

of Rabi'-alawwal, a. h. 940, and left two sons, Shaikh
'Abd-alrazzak (died the 5th of Jumada-alakhar, A. h.

942) and Sayyid Zain-al'^bidin ; the latter died before

his father and left a son, Sayyid Muhammad, descend-

ants of whom were still in existence at the time of this

book's composition. 'Abd-alrazzak's son, Shaikh Hamid
(in the following copy : JoL».), was his father's successor

in the headship of the order, and Sliaikh Hamid's son,

Shaikh Jamal-aldin Abu-alhasan, died the 29th of Dhu-
alka'dah, A. h. 978, ou fol. 49''.

64. Shaikh 'Abdallah ^yj'*, or, according to the

following copy, ^j*::^-) (from t^:;; or m> a place in

the district of Dihli), a descendant of 'Abd-alkadir

Jilani in the 1 3th generation ; and son of Sayyid 'Umar
bin Sayyid Hasan (or Husain) Hanbali; he came in

his 15th year from Baghdad to India, and died more
than 100 years old, the loth of Rabi'-alawwal, A. h.

1037, on fol. 49''.

65. Hadrat Shaikh Mir Muhammad, known as

Miyan Mir or Miyanjiw, a descendant of the Khalif
'Umar, born at Siwastan (,jt v ..^ . .u), A. 11. 957 (not 938,
as Rieu states i. p. 358), lived more than 60 years in

Lahur, and died there, 88 years old, A. h. 1045, the

7th of Rabi'-alawwal. Dara Shukuh has given a full

account of the* life and deeds of this Indian saint and
of his chief disciples in a special work of his, the ij-SL^
LJ^yi (see Rieu i. pp. 357 and 358). Among his

pupils are mentioned : Haji Ni'mat-allah Sirhindi,

Shaikh Tanhii, Shaikh Isma'il, Mulla Khwajah Kalan,
Miyaa Hamid, Mulla 'Abd-alghafur Danishmand, Haji
Salili (all deceased at the time of this book's com-
position), Mulla Shah, Mulla Khwajah Bihari, Shaikh
Muhammad Lahuri, Shaikh Ahmad Sunami, Shiukh
Ahmad Dihiawi, etc., on fol. 50".

III. Shaikhs of tJie Nakshha~idt order (formerly

Taifdri, see fol. 52b, ]. 3, and fol. 59I',
1. 3 ab infra

;

both in the heading and index simply styled Sahala-i-
sliartfa-i-Khwdjagdn).

66. Shaikh Abu Yazid (commonly called Bayazid)
Bistami with the honorary title of Sultan-ararifm,

whose real name was faifur bin 'Isa bin Adam bin

Sardshan (^jLi.^). His grandfather was a Parsee,

who was converted to Islamism. This founder of the

Taifuri order died the 15th of Sha'ban, A. h. 261 (ac-

cording to others 264 ; the date given by Jami, viz.

204, or 234 as the following copy has, see the Majma'-
alauliya, fifth bab, is a clerical error), on fol. 52".

67. Shaikh Abu-alhasan Kharakani (Kharakan is

a place near Kazwin), with his real name : 'Ali bin

Ja'far, a disciple of the preceding Shaikh, but born
a considerable time after Bayazid's death. He died

the loth of MuhatTam, A. h. 425, on fol. 52^.

68. Shaikh Abd 'Ali Rudbari (Rudbar is in the

province of 'Tus), whose father was Muhammad bin

Kasim bin Mansur, a descendant of the old Sasaniaii

kings ; he was a pupil of Shaikh Junaid Baghdad! (see

No. 29) and died A. h. 322 in Misr, on fol. 521^.

69. Shaikh Abu 'All Katib, lived in Egypt too, and
was a disciple of the preceding Shaikh; he died a.h.

346 (according to others 356), on fol. 53*.

70. Shaikh Abu 'Uthman Maghribi, with his real

name : Sa'id bin Salam (Islam in the following copy),

pupil of Abu-alhusain Sani'-i-dunyawi (Salih Dinawari
in the following copy) and disciple of the preceding

Shaikh; he died in Nishapur, a.h. 373, on fol. 53".

71. Shaikh Abu-alkasim "Ali Gurgani, was connected

through one spiritual guide, Abd 'Uthm&n Maghribi

(No. 70), with the Junaidi order, through another,

Abu-alhasan Kharakani (No. 67), with that of Bayazid
Bistami ; he was a friend of Abu Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair

(No. 294), and of the author of the ^j^^»^' i_A,ij (No.

298) in his younger years ; he died A.h. 450, on fol. 53".
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72. Shaikh Abu 'All of Farmad (or Farmadh near

Tus), with his real name : Fudail (Fasl in the following

copy) bin Muhammad, the Shaikh-alslmyukh of Khura-

san, a disciple of Imam Abu-alkasim Kushairi (No. 299)
and pupil of the preceding Shaikh ; he had some inter-

course with Shaikh Abu Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair and died

A.H. 477,onfol. 53^
73. Khwajah Yusuf bin Ayyub of Hamadan, with

the Kunyah Abu Ya'kdb, a pupil of the preceding

Shaikh as well as of Shaikh Abu Ish^k Shirazi ; he

was acquainted with Shaikh Abdallah Juwaini, Shaikh

Hasan Simnani, and also with the great 'Abd-alkadir

Jilant. He was born A. h. 440 and died on the way
to Marw, A. h. 535, on fol. 53b.

74. Khwajah Hasan of Andak (near Bukhara), with

his real name : Hasan bin Husain, and the Kunyah
Abu Muhammad, born somewhat after A. h. 460, died

A. H. 552, on fol. 53^
75. Khwajah Ahmad Yasawi (Yasi, (c—J> being a

well-known town in Turkistan), a pupil of Yusuf
Hamadani (No. 73), died A. h. 562, on fol. 53*'.

76. Khwajah 'Abd-alkhalik of Ghujdawan (six far-

sangs from Bukhara), son of Imam 'Abd-aljalil (in the

following copy : Abd-aljamil), a descendant of the

kings of Bum and an ancestor of Baha-aldin Nakshband
(see below. No. 82); he got his investiture from

Khwajah Yusuf of Hamadan, and died A. h. 575, on

fol. 54».

77. Khwajah 'Arif of Riwgar (J^ in the district of

Bukhara), pupil and successor of the preceding Shaikh,

died A. H. 715 (?), on fol. 54^.

78. Khwajah Mahmud, bom in a village near Bukh-

ara (with the name of^iii j^^ , in the following copy

he is called Abu-alkhair Faghnawi ijyjLi j^ yi\),

pupil and successor of the preceding Shaikh, died A. h.

715, on fol. 54a.

79. Khwajah 'All Ramtini (of

of Bukhara), pupil and successor of the preceding

Shaikh, died A. h. 721, 130 years old, on fol. 54".

80. Khwajah Muhammad Baba-i-Samasi(|_j.^L,^, one

of the villages near Ramtin), the pupil and successor

of the preceding Shaikh and the adopted father of the

great Baha-aldin Nakshband (No. 82), on fol. 54''.

81. Sayyid Amir Kulal, one of the best pupils and
successors of the preceding Shaikh, born in Siikhar

{j\J>.jm), died the 8th of Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 772, on

fol. 54^
82. Khwajah Baha-aldin Nakshband, with his real

name : Muhammad bin Muhammad albukharl, pupil of

the preceding Shaikh, born in Muharram, A. h. 718,
died 3rd of Rabi'-alawwal, A. H. 791, 73 years old, on

fol. 54b.

83. Khwajah Parsa, with his real name: Muhammad
bin Muhammad bin Mahmud alhafizi albukhari, a

famous pupil of Baha-aldin Nakshband, who found

a right royal reception in Makkah, when performing

his pilgrimage, in Muharram, a, h. 822; the 23rd of

Dhu-alhijjah of the same year he entered Madinah, and
died there the 24th of the same month, 73 years old,

on fol. 55b.

84. Khwajah AbA-alnasr Pared, with the epithets

Burhan-aldin and Hafiz-aldin, son and pupil of the

iLtl, in the district

preceding Shaikh ; he accompanied his father on his

last pilgrimage; died A. h. 865, on fol. 55b.

85. Khwajah 'Ala-aldin 'Attar, with his real name :

Muhammad bin Muhammad albukhari ; he was origin-

ally of Khwarizm, pupil of Baha-aldin Nakshband, died

20th of Eajab, A. h. 802 ; his eldest son Khwajah Hasan
'Attar died A. h. 826, on fol. 56*.

86. Maulana Ya'kub Carkhi (Carkh is a village

between K§,bul and Ghazna), another famous pupil of

Baha-aldin Nakshband, on fol. 56''.

87. Khwajah 'Ubaid-allah (in the index and in the

following copy : 'Abdallah) Ghujdawani Ahrar, with
the epithet Nasir-aldin, son of Khwajah Mahmud bin

Shihab-aldln Suhrawardl (the last word is added in the

following copy), a famous pupil of the preceding Shaikh,

friend of Jami's, born in Ramadan, A. h. 806, in Bagh-
istan, near Tashkand, died 90 years and a few months
old, 29th of Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 895, and was buried

in Samarkand, on fol. ^6\
88. Maulana Nizam-aldin Khamush, pupil and suc-

cessor of Khwajah 'Ala-aldin 'Attar, died more than 90
years old, in Samarkand, on fol. 57''.

89. Maulana Sa'd-aldln of Kashghar, pupil and suc-

cessor of the preceding Shaikh, died 7th of Jumada-
alakhar, A. h. 860, on fol. 57»'.

90. Maulana 'Abd-alrahman Jami, the renowned
poet, with the epithets of 'Imad-aldin and Nur-aldin,

son of Ahmad bin Muhammad of Dasht (a place near

Isfahan), pupil of Maulana Sa'd-aldin Kashghar, and
belonging, according to some to the Hanafite, according

to others to the Shafi'ite school ; he was born in Jam,
the 22nd of Sha'ban, A. h. 817, and died, 3 years after

his contemporary, the great Shaikh Khwajah Ahrar,
the 1 8th of Muharram, A. h. 898, 81 years old, on fol.

91. Maulana 'Abd-alghafur Lari, with the epithet

Eadi-aldin, a pupil of Jami, wrote glosses (s-wi,l».) on

Jami's ;j«J^l ciiLsA^ ; he died the 5th of Sha'ban, a. h.

912, and is buried at Harat, on fol. 58^.

92. Khwajah 'Abd-alshahid (in the following copy

:

'Abd-alrashid), a grandson of Khwajah 'Ubaid-allah

Ahrar, lived 1 8 years in India, and died in Samarkand,
A. H. 982, on fol. 59''.

93. Khwajah Baki, died 40 years old, in Dihll, A. H.

1012, on fol. 59''.

94. a and b. Hashim Khwajah and Salih Khwajah,
two brothers and renowned Shaikhs of Transoxania, the

elder of whom, Hashim, died near Samarkand, the gth

of Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1046, and the younger, Salih,

in Muharram, A. h. 1048, at Balkh, 78 (in the following

copy 77) years old, on fol. 59''.

IV. Shaikhs of the CisMl order.

95. Khwajah 'Abd-alwahid (bin) Zaid, originally of

Basrah, and pupil of Hasan Basri (No. 19); he got his

investiture from the Imam-i-a'zam, i. e. Abu Hanifah

(No. 21), whose follower he was, and died the 27th

of Safar, a.h. 177, on fol. 59^.

96. Fudail bin 'lyad, with the Kunyah Abd 'Ali,

originally of Kufah (according to others of Marw in

Khurasan, of Samarkand, or even of Bukhara), a pupil

of the preceding Shaikh and contemporary with Ibra-

him Adham (No. 97), Suiyan Thaurl (No. 162), and
others ; he was a follower of Abu Hanifah, and died in
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Miiharram, A. h. 187 (in the following copy i88), and
was buried in Makkah, on fol. 60".

97. Sultan Ibrahim Adham, with the Kunyah Abfl

Ishak, son of Sulaiman bin Mansur Balkhi, of the old

royal family of Baikh, and ruler of Balkh himself for

Bome time, till he renounced worldly splendour, entered

upon the mystic path and went to Makkah ; he was a
follower of Abu Hanifah and got his investiture from
Fudail bin'Iyad; he died the 1 6th of JumMa-alawwal,
A. H. 162 (or according to others a. h. 161, in the fol-

lowing copy A. H. 1 60), on fol. 60''.

98. Khwajah Hudhaifah of Mar'ash, a pupil of the

preceding Shaikh, died the 14th of Shawwal (year

omitted), on fol. 61^'.

99. Khwajah Hubairah of Basrah, a pupil of the

preceding Shaikh, died the iSth of Shawwal (year

omitted), on fol. 61''.

100. Shaikh 'Ulil Dinawari, pupil of the preceding

Shaikh, different from Shaikh Mamshad Dinawari
(who appears further down, in No. 140), died the 14th
of MuhaiTam (year omitted), on fol. 61^.

101. Khwajah Abu Ishak Shami, pupil of the pre-

ceding Shaikh, died the 14th of Rabi'-alakhar (year

omitted), on fol. 62''.

102. Khwajah Abu Ahmad Abdal Cishti, the real

founder of the Cishti order, who, like Ibrahim Adham,
renounced a princely position and became a follower of

Abu Ishak Shami, born A. h. 260, died the lotli of

Jumada-alawwal or Jumada-alakhar, A. H. 355 (350 in

the following copy), and was buried in Cisht, on fol. 62''.

103. Khwajah Muhammad Cishti, son and pupil of

the preceding Shaikh, said to have greatly contributed

by his sanctity and good counsel to the conquest of

Sumanat by Mahmud of Ghazna, whom he accompanied,

70 years old, on that expedition; he died the ist

of llajab, A. H. 411, and was buried in Cisht, on
fol. 62b.

104. Khwajah Yusuf bin Muhammad Sim an
(J'

» » -,

in the heading ^j*-,) the Syrian, with the Lakab Nasir-

aldin, a nephew of the preceding Shaikh by sister's side,

born in Cisht, died the 4tli of Eabi'-alakhar, a. h. 459,
84 years old ; he appointed as his spiritual successor

his eldest son, Khwajah Kutb-aldin Maudiid (see the
following Shaikh), on fol. 62'*.

105. Khwajah Kutb-aldin Maudud Cishti, who knew
in his seventh year the whole Kuran by heart; his

father died when he was 26 years old, and then
he assumed the spiritual leadership, but placed him-
self nevertheless for some time under the tuition of
the Shaikh-alislam Shaikh Ahmad-i-Jam (No. 308)
in Harat; he died the ist of Rajab, A. h. fi27, on
fol. 62b.

106. Khwajah Ahmad bin Maudud bin Yusuf Cishti,

pupil of his father, made the pilgrimage and lived six

months in Madinah as Jar-allah ; after his return he
went to Baghdad and visited Shaikh Shihab-aldiu Suh-
rawardi (No. 148); he was born a. n. 500, and died
^•H. 577 (so correctly according to the following copy),

on fol. 63".

107. Shah-i-Sanj^, with the epithet Rukn-aldin and
his real name Mahnmd, originally of Sanjan near Khwaf,
a pupil of Khwajah Maudud Cishti, died a. h. 597, on
fol. 63b.

108. Khwajah Haji Sharif Zandanl, a pupil of the
same Maudud, between whom and the subordinate order
or silsilah of Khwajah Mu'in-aldin Cishti he forms
the connecting link ; died the 6th of Rajab (year omit-
ted), on fol. 63''.

109. Shaikh 'Uthman of Hartin (near Nishapflr),

pupil of the preceding Shaikh, died the 1 6th of Shawwal
(year omitted), on fol. 63^.

110. Khwajah Mu'in-aldin Sijzi Cisht!, bom in Si-

jistan, but brought up in Khurasan, son of Khwajah
Ghiyath-aldin Hasan (Husain in the following copy),

pupil of the preceding Shaikh, and head of the
Cishti order in Hindustan ; when he had renounced
worldly aspirations, he travelled to Samarkand and
Bukhara, and thence to tlie 'Irak-i-'Arab ; in Harun he
put himself under Shaikh 'Utliman's tuition and re-

mained 20 years with him. He afterwards visited for a
longer time Shaikh "Abd-alkadir Jilani (No. 36), Shaikh
Najm-aldin Kubra (No. 124), Khwajah Yusuf Hamadani
(No. 73), Siiaikh Abu Said Tabrizi and Shaikh Hu-
sain Zanjani in Lahur ; from Lahur he went to Dihii
and at last to Ajmir, where he settled for the remainder
of his life. He was born a.h. 537 and died in Ajmir
the 6th of Rajab (according to others the 3rd or, as the
following copy reads, the 9th of Dhu-alhijjah), a. h. 633.
The statement therefore, made here on fol. 65", first line,

and in the following copy too, that he lived 104 years

(JL-j^lfa. J j-oXj) is wrong ; it ought to be 100 years

less 4. The author of this work, prince Dara Shukuh,
remarks incidentally at the end of Mu'in-aldin's bio-

graphy, that he himself was born in Ajmir, the last of
Safar, in the middle of the night, a.h. 1024, when his

mother was 24 years old, as the first son after three
daughters, on fol. 64".

111. Shaikh Hamid-aldin alsufi alsa'id aln&guri, with
the Kunyah Abu Ahmad and the epithet Sultan-altari-

kin (or, according to the following copy, Sultan-alsa-
likin), one of the great spiritual successors of the prece-
ding Shaikh. He exchanged a series of letters (ii)^K-4)

on the Sufic topics of^^ and Uc with Shaikh Baha-

aldin Zakariyya Multani (No. 152), and died the 29th of

Rabi'-alakhar, a.h. 673, in Nagur, on fol. 65a.

112. Khwajah Kutb-aldin Ushl Kaki, with his real

name : Bakhtiyar bin Ahmad bin Musa, born in Ush,
near Farghana ; he was a pupil of Kliwajah Mu'in-aldin
Cishti (No. no), went later on to Baghdad, to enjoy
Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi's (No. 148) tuition,

and proceeded at last to Multan, where he became
attached to Shaikh Baha-aldin Zakariyya Multani.
Shaikh Farid-aldin Gauj-i-shakar (No. 113) became his

pupil there. The last years of his life he spent in
Dihli and in Ajmir in intimate friendship with Mu'in-
aldin Cishti, and died in the same year as his spiritual

teacher and friend, viz. a.h. 633, the 14th of Eabi'-
alawwal ; he was buried in Dihli ; on fol. 65".

113. Shaikh Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar, the pupil and
spiritual successor of the preceding Shaikh, with his

real name : Mas'M bin 'Aziz-aldin ('Izz-aldin in the

following copy) Mahmfid, a descendant of the Khalif
'Umar on liis father's side; his mother was the daughter
of Maulana Wajih-aldin Khujandi; he was born in

Jlj Jjj-^, a village near Multan, and died 95 years old,

A. H. 664, the 5th of Muharram ; he was buried iu
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Patan (i. e. Pakpatan or Ajwadhan, see Eieu i. p. 4 1'', foot-

note), half-way between Multan and Lahur, on fol. 661'.

114. Shaikh Niiam-aldin Auliya, with his real name:

Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Daniyal Bada'uni and the

epithet ijLiJ.1 ^JU^L-,, pupil and successor of the

preceding Shaikh; he was born A. h. 636, and died the

1 8th of Rabi'-alakhar, A. h. 725. The most renowned

i)f his disciples are the following four : Amir Khusrau

(No. 115), Shaikh Nasir-aldin Ciragh (No. 116), Shaikh

Burhau-aldin Gharib (No. 117), and Shaikh Hasan
Dihlawi, on fol. 6']"^.

115. Amir Khusrau of Dihli, of the princely family

of Hazarah and of Turkish descent, the greatest Persian

poet of India, born in Mu'minabad, died A. H. 725,

bhortly after his spiritual teacher's death, which

affected him very deeply, on fol. 67^.

116. Shaikh Nasir (in the text Nasr) -aldin Ciragh

of Dihli, with his real name : Mahmud (in the following

copy : Muhammad) ; he became Nizam-aldin Auliya's

jjupil when he was 40 years old, and died the i8th of

Ramadan, A, h. 757, on fol. 68^.

1 1 7. Shaikh Burhan-aldin Gharib, the third disciijle

of Nizam-aldin Auliya, without date of birth or death,

on fol. 69''.

118. Shaikh 'Abd-alkuddus (or alkaddus, see the

Bodleian Cat., No. 1275) of Gangu, near Dihli, a pupil

of Shaikh Muhammad bin Shaikh 'Arif bin Shaikh

Ahmad 'Abd-alhakk (Shaikh Muhammad was the pupil

of his father 'Arif, 'Arif that of his father Ahmad 'Abd-

alhakk ; the last mentioned was the pupil of Shaikh

Jalai of Panipat, the pupil of Shaikh Shams-aldin Turk

of Panipat, the pupil of Shaikh 'All Sabir, the pupil

of Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar, No. 113, see fol. 6g^); he

had many sons, among whom Shaikh Ruku-aldin gained

the highest reputation as derwish, and died A. h. 945,

in Gangu, on fol. 69''.

119. Shaikh Jalal Thanisari, son of Kadi Mahmud,
originally of Balkh, and pupil of the preceding Shaikh,

died 96 years old, the 2 5tii of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 989,

on fol. 69''.

V. Sluiikhs of the Kuhrawi order.

120. ShaikhAbubakr bin 'Abdallah Nassaj (p-l-j), ori-

ginally of Tub, a pupil of Shaikh Abu-alkasim Gurgani

(see No. 71), and a contemporary and friend of Abubakr
Diuawarl, on fol. 70*.

121. Shaikh Ahmad Ghazali, originally of Tus, pupil

of the preceding Shaikh and brother of the famous

Hujjat-alislam Imam Muhammad Ghazali, died A. H.

517, and was buried at Kazwin, on fol. 70=".

122. Shaikh Abu-alnajib Suhrawardi, with his real

name 'Abd-alkahir (in the following copy : 'Adud-alka-

hir) and the honorary title of Diya-aldin, a descendant

of the Khalif Abubakr in the 13th generation, and

disciple both of Ahmad Ghazali and of his uncle Sliaikh

Wajih-aldin (No. 147); he died in the night of the

1 2th of Jumada-alakhar, A. H. 563, and was buried at

Baghdad, on fol. 70".

123. Shaikh 'Ammar-i-Yasir (y—b , or Ya8ir_^,.»-,b,

as he is styled on fol. 71*, line 7), a pupil of the pre-

ceding Shaikh, on fol. 70^.

124. Shaikh Najm-aldin Kubra, with his real name :

Ahmad bin 'Umar alkliiwaki, and the Kunyah Abu-

aljanab (in the following copy : u^L.^.), disciple both of

'Ammar-i-Yasir, who traced his doctrines back to Abu-

alkasim Gurgani, and of Shaikh Isma'il Kasri. The latter

got his investiture from Muhammad bin Malkil (here

JwJoL., but JJCIL. is confirmed by a marginal gloss in

the Nafahat-aluns, No. 141 2, fol. I98^ line 9), who
was connected with the prophet by the following line of

Shaikhs : Muhammad bin Daud, Abu-al-'abbas Idris,

Abu-alkasim bin Ramadan, Abu Ya'kub (Tabari, as the

Nafahat-aluus add), Abu 'Abdallah bin 'Uthman, Abd
Ya'kub (Ya'kub in the Nafahat-aluns) Nahi-jiiri, Abii

Ya'kub Susi, 'Abd-alwahid bin Zaid, Kumail bin Ziyad,

•All' bin Abu Talib, the fourth Khalif. Shaikh Najm-

aldin died the i oth of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 6 1 8, the year

when Hulagu entered Khwarizm, more than 60 years

old ; his chief companions and disciples were, besides

the five immediately following Shaikhs, Baba Kamil
Khujandi (or according to the Nafahat-aluns, Jandi),

Shaikh Jamal-aldin Kili
{^J^),

and according to some,

also Maulana Baha-aldin VValad, the father of Jalal-

aldin Rumi (No. 136), on fol. 70^'.

.125. Shaikh Majd-aldin (in the following copy:

Majid-aldin) Baghdad!, with his real name : Sharaf (in

the following copy : Sharif) bin al-Mu'ayyad bin Abu-

alfath, and the Kunyah Abu Said, pupil of the preced-

ing Najm-aldin Kubra, died a. h. 607 or, according to

others, 616, and was buried in Asfara'in, on fol. 71I'.

126. Shaikh Sa'd-aldin Hummu'i, with his real

name : Muhammad bin Mu'ayyad bin Abibakr bin

alhasan (Abi-alhasan according to the Nafahat-aluns),

another pupil of Najm-aldin Kubra, died 63 years old,

A.H. 650, tlie I oth of Dhu-alhijjah ((^s^' X^), and

was buried in Bahrabad in Khurasan, on fol. 71''.

127. Shaikh Saif-aldin Bakharzi, also pupil of Najm-

aldin Kubra, died 73 (in the following copy 70) years

old, A. H. 658, and was buried in Bukhara, on fol. 7ll>.

128. Shaikh Najm-aldin Razi, known as Daya, pupil

of the same Najm-aldin Kubra, and author of many

works, for instance, the (j_>L5jJl^^.sr^-^;-;^.-^ii, died A. H.

654, and was buried at Baghdad, on fol. 72*.

129. Shaikh Radi-aldin 'All Lala, with his real

name : 'Ali bin Sa'id bin 'Abd-aljalil Lala of Ghazna,

pupil of Najm-aldin Kubra; he made among other

journeys one to India, and died the 3rd of RaW-
alawwal, a.h. 642, and was buried at Ghazna, on

fol. 72^
130. Shaikh Jamal-aldin Ahmad Jurfani (^\jjya,,

so further down and in the following copy as well as in

the Nafahat-aluns, No. 1412, fol. 207a,
1. 6; here Jur-

kaui, ^Uj^), a pupil of the preceding Shaikh, died

end of Rabi'-alakhar, A.H. 669, on fol. 72^.

131. Shaikh Nur-aldin 'Abd-alrahman of Asfara'in

or rather of Kaslrk (jl-J), a dependency of that

town, a pupil of the preceding Shaikh, born in Shaw-

wal, A.H. 639, died the 14th of Jumada-alawwal, a.h.

700, buried in Baghdad, on fol. 721".

132. Shaikh Rukn-aldiu 'Ala-aldaulah Simnani, with

his real name : Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Abanki
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I

(^obl, in the Nafahat-aluns more correctly: al-Biy&-

bauki, |_^bL^I; in the following copy Biyabani,

^UL->), and the Kunyah Abu-almakarim, became

A. H. 687 (in the following copy 680) the pupil of the

preceding Shaikh ; he was born A. h. 659 and died the

22nd of Rajab, A. H. 736, 77 years old, on fol. 72^1.

133. Shaikh Najm-aldin Muhammad bin Muhammad

alaukani (jilSj^l, read al-adkani ^\Sjy\, according to

the Nafahat-aluns), a pupil of the preceding Shaikh,

died 80 years old, A. h. 778, and was buried in Hisari

(in the following copy Hisar) near Asfara in, on fol. 73".

134. Shaikh Muhammad (according to the index

and the following copy Mahmud) Fardakani {^[jiS),

with the epithet Sliaraf-aldin, son of 'Abdallah and

pupil of 'Ala-aldaulah Simuani (No. 132), on fol. 73".

135. Amir Sayyid Ali of Hamadan, son of Shihab-

aldin bin Muhammad, a pupil of the preceding Shaikh

and in mystic lore of Shaikh Taki-aldin 'Ali Dusti

(who himself was a disciple of 'Ala-aldaulah Simnani)

;

at the request of the former he made three times the

circuit of the inhabited quarter of the earth (i. e. made
extensive travels) and became acquainted with 1400

saintly persons ; he introduced Islam into Kashmir,

where a convent of his exists still ; he died the 6th of

Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. 780 (according to the Nafahat-aluns,

No. 1 41 2, fol. 212^, 11. 16 and 17, a.h. 786), on fol. 73*.

136. Shaikh Baha-aldin Walad, the father of Jalal-

aldin Runii, with his real name : Muhammad bin

Husain bin Ahmad alkhatibt albakri, a descendant of

the first Khalif Abubakr, and according to some a

pupil of Najm-aldin Kubra (No. 124); his mother was

the daughter of the Shah of Khurasan, 'Ala-aldin Mu-
hammad bin Khwarizmshah ; he had meetings with

Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi and died a.h. 628,

on fol. 73" (see on this and the three following Shaikhs

the Manakib-al'arifln, No. 630 above).

137. Maulana Jalal-aldin Rumi, with his real name:
JIuhammad bin Baha-aldin, son of the preceding

Shaikli and the greatest mystic poet of Persia, born

the 6th of Rabi'-alawwal, A. H. 604, died the 5th of

Jumada-alakhar, a.h. 672, in Kuniyah (Iconium), on

fol. 73t>.

138. Shaikh Husam-aldin Calabi, with his real

name : Hasan bin Muhammad bin Hasan (bin Husaiu
according to some copies of the Nafahat-aluns) bin Akhi
Turk, the friend and successor of Jalal-aldin Rumi in

the spiritual leadership of the Maulawi order, died

a.h. 683, on fol. 74'>.

139. Sultan Walad, son of Jalal-aldin Rumi and
pupil of Husam-aldin Calabi and Shams-aldin Tabrizi,

born in Larinda, A. H. 623, died the loth (in the follow-

ing copy the 13th) of Rajab, A.H. 712, on fol. 74".

VI. Shaikhs of the Siihrawardt order.

140. Mamshad Dinawari, one of the great Shaikhs

of 'Irak and pupil of Shaikh Juuaid (No. 29), died

A.H. 299, on fol. 74''.

141. Shaikh Ahmad Aswad Dinawari, son of 'Ata,

pupil of the preceding Shaikh, died in Dhu-alhijjah,

A. H. 360 (367 in the following copy), on fol. 74^.

142. Shaikh Muhammad 'Ammuyah (^j*.^), Bon

IND. OFF.

of 'Abdallah and pupil of the preceding Shaikh, on

fol. 74^
143. Ruwaim (|^j)i) bin Ahmad bin Yazid bin

Ruwaim, with the Kunyas : Abu Muhammad, Abubakr,

Abu-alhasan (Abu-alhusain according to the Nafahat-

aluns), and Abu Shaiban, originally of Baghdiid and

pupil of Junaid, died a.h. 303, on fob 74».

144. Shaikh Abd 'Abdallah Muhammad bin Khafif,

oiiginally of ShirA,z and of royal blood, a pupil of the

preceding Shaikh and a Shdfi'ite, friend of Abu-alliasan

Miiliki, Abu-alhusain (in the following copy Abu-

alhasan) Muzayyin (No. 225), and Abfi-alhasan aldarr4j

(No. 219), died 95 or, according to others, even 104
years old, a.h. 371 (in the following copy 375), and

was buried in Bhlraz, on fol. 75*.

145. Shaikh Abu-al'abbas Nahawandi, with his real

name : Ahmad bin Muhammad bin al-Fadl (Afdal in

tlie following copy), a pupil of the preceding Shaikh

and a disciple of Ja'far Khuldl, died a.h. 370, on fol. 75''.

146. Shaikh Akhi Faraj Zanjani (FaiTukh Raihanl

in the following copy), pupil of the preceding Shaikh,

died the first of Rajab, a.h. 157 (read 457, as in the

following copy, .L^-a. being omitted before s^),on fol. 75'>.

147. Shaikh Wajih-aldin, a follower both of the

doctrines of Mamshad Dinawari (see No. 140) and of

Ruwaim (see No. 143) through his two teachers. Shaikh

Muhammad 'Ammuyah and Akhi Faraj (here called

Farrukh also) Zanjani, respectively. He was himself

the spiritual teacher of Shaikh Abu-alnajib Suhrawardi

(No. 122), and died in Baghdad, on fol. 76".

148. Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi, the founder

of the Suhrawardi order, with his real name: 'Umar
bin Muhammad albakri, the Kunyah Abu Hafs and
the epithet Shaikh-i-Shuyukh, a descendant of the

Khalif Abubakr, a Shafi'ite and pupil of his uncle

Shaikh Abu-alnajib Suhrawardi (see above) ; he also

enjoyed the company and tuition of the great 'Abd-

alkadir Jilant (No. 36). He was born in Eajab, a. h.

539, and died in Baghdad the first of Muharram, A. H.

632, on fol. 76^
149. Shaikh Hamld-aldin Naguri, with hia real

name : Shaikh Muhammad bin 'Ata, one of the greatest

pupils of the preceding Shaikh, whose teaching he

attended in Baghdad, where he also enjoyed the com-

panionship of Khwajah Kutb-aldin Bakhtiyar Ushi

Kaki (No. 112) and Ganj-i-shakar (No. 113); before

he renounced the world, he was Kadi of the town of

Nagur. He died a. h. 643 and was buried in DiliU by

the side of Kutb-aldln Bakhtiyar, on fol. 76''.

150. Shaikh Najib-aldiu 'All bin Buzghush (^jiijj)

of Shlraz (but his family came originally from Syria),

likewise a pupil of the great Shihab-aldin Suhi-awardi

;

he died a.h. 678 in Shiraz, on fol. 77".

151. Shaikh "Abd-alrahmau Zahlr-aldln bin 'All bin

Buzghush, the pupil and spiritual successor of his

father Najlb-aldin, died a.h. 716 (the Nafahat-aluns,

No. 141 2, fol. 225a, 11. 3 and 4 ab infra, fix his death

in A.H. 726, but a note on the margin gives again

distinctly vn), on fol. 77*.

152. Shaikh Baha-aldin Zakariyya Multani, son of

Wajih-aldln bin Kamal-aldln 'Alishah Kuraishl, with

the Kunyas : Abil Muhammad and Abu-albarakat, one
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of the greatest pupils and spiritual successors of Shibab-

aldin Suhrawardi, born A. h. 566, died the ^th of Safar,

A. H. 666, 100 years old; he is buried in ITultan, on

fol. 77* (the headings of Nos. 150-152 are in great

confusion in the text, but both the index and the fol-

lowing copy enable the correction of the text).

153. Shaikh Fakhr-aldln 'Iraki, pupil of the pre-

ceding Shaikh, well known as author of a diwan and of

the euLxi ; he was originally of Hamadan and died the

8th of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 688 (read in the text here,

as well as in the following copy, ^ ^^jj instead of

>v .ft ; .i!. a), 82 years old; he was buried in Damascus, on

fol. 77^

154. Amir Husainl Sadat, with his real name:

Husain bin 'Alim bin Abi-alhusain, originally of Ghur,

author of the
Jj-^1 J-iJ, the ^^^j^LJ.! i\j, the ijty

—Ij.ill, and the questions put in Shabistari's \\j rj^iAf]

he was a pupil of Shaikh Baha-aldin Zakariyya Mul-

tani (No. 152), and died in Harat the loth (i8th in

the following copy) of Shawwal, A. H. 718, on fol. 78*.

155. Shaikh Sadr-aldin Muhammad, with the Kun-
yah Abu-alna'a'im (oLxjJljjl ?), son, pupil, and spiritual

successor of his father Baha-aldin (No. 152), died the

23rd of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 684, and was buried in

Multan by the side of his father, on fol. 78*.

156. Shaikh Eukn-aldin, with the Kunyah Abu-
alfath and the epithet Fadl-allah, son, pupil, and
spiritual successor of the preceding Shailch Sadr-aldin

;

he filled his holy office 52 years, and died the 9th of

Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 735, 88 years old ; he was buried

by his father's and grandfather's side, on fol. 78*.

157. Hadrat Makhdum-i-Jahaniyan, i. e. Sayyid
Jalal Bukhari (see the Siyar-al'arifin, No. 13), whose
grandfather, Sayyid Jalal Bukhari Surkh

{f-j^),
was

the first of this order who went from Bukhara to India

and became a pupil of Shaikh Baha-aldin Zakariyya
Multanl (No. 152) ; he had three sons, viz. Sayyid Ah-
mad Kabir, Sayyid Baha-aldin, and Sayyid Muhammad

;

the eldest of these had again two sons : Makhdum-i-Ja-
haniyan Sayyid Jalal and Sayyid Eaju Kattal. Makh-
dum-i-Jahaniyan received his spiritual tuition both
from his father and from Shaikh Rukn-aldin bin
Shaikh Sadr-aldin bin Shaikh Baha-aldin Zakariyya
Multani (No. 156); in Makkah he formed a sincere

friendship with the Imam 'Abdallah Yafi'i (No. 62), and
after his return to India he became in Dihli closely

associated with Shaikh Nasir-aldin Ciragh of Dihli

(No. 116) and finally a member of the (Tishti order.

He was born the 14th of Sha'ban (c^'lj tju^a.), A. h.

707, and died the loth of Dhu-alhijjah ((c*^' J-^c)) a.h.

785, 78 years, 3 months, and 26 days old, on fol. 78^.

158. Burhan-aldin Kutb-i-'alam, with his real name :

'Abdallah bin Nasir-aldin Mahmud bin Makhdiim-i-
Jahaniyan, and the Kunyah Abu Muhammad, grand-
son of the preceding Shaikh, born the 14th of Rajah,
A. H. 7go, died the 8th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 856, 66
years (so correctly in the following copy; here is

written by mistake cujLa j cj-a.i instead of vj:*^a-i

(ji-i
_j), 4 months, and 24 days old, on fol. 79*.

1 59. Hadrat Siraj-aldin Muhammad Shah 'Alam,with

his real name : Muhammad bin Kutb-i-'alam, and the

Kunyah Abu-albarakat, son and pupil of the preceding

Shaikh, born the 17th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. H. 817, died

63 years old, A. h. 880, the 20th of Jumada-alakhar

(so correctly in the following copy), on fol. 79".

VII. Shaikhs who had little or no connection with

any of the iefore-mentioned orders (sjtai* ^\ ,J. <,).

160. Malik-i-Dinar, one of the Tubba'-i-Tabi'ln,

friend of Hasan Basri (No. 1 9) ; his surname is ex-

plained in the following miraculous way : when once

on a voyage, the crew of the ship demanded passenger-

money from him, and beat him several times in con-

sequence of his declaration that he had none ; at last

a number of fishes appeared, each with a dinar or gold

piece in its mouth ; Ma!ik-i-Dinar took one and paid

therewith his passage ; the crew worshipped him as a

saint, but he stepped out upon the sea and walked over

the waves ; he died a. h. 137, on fol. 80=^.

161. Shaikh Habib-i-'ajami ('Umar, as the following

copy adds), with the Kunyah Abu Muhammad, a native

of Fars and pupil of Hasan Basri, died A. H. 156 and
was buried in Basrah, on fol. Sol".

162. Sufyan Thauri, son of Sa'id Kufl, with the

Kunyah Abu 'Abdallah, died in Basrah the 3rd of

Sha'ban, A. h. 161 or 162, 63 years old, on fol. 80^".

163. Da'iid bin Nasr Tai, with the Kunyah Abd
Sulaiman (in the following copy Abu Salman), disciple

of Abu Hanifah of Kdfah (No. 21), pupil of Habib
Ea'i (comp. No. 27), and friend of Fudail bin 'lyad (No.

96) and Ibrahim Adham (No. 97), died A. h. 162 or

165 and was buried in Baghdad, on fol. 81".

164. 'Atabah bin al-Ghulam (in the following copy

bin Salam, in the Haft Iklim, No. 49, fol. 671" ibn-

al'allam, j.SjJI j^j), son of Aban bin Jum'ah, one of

the Tubba'-i-Tabi'in and pupil of Shaikh Hasan Basri,

died A. H. 160 (167 in the following copy), on fol.

Sib.

165. Imam 'Abdallah bin Mubarak, a disciple of the

Imam-i-a'zam, i. e. Abu Hanifah, and contemporary

with Sufyan Thauri (No. 162) and Fudail bin 'lyad

(No. 96) ; he was born A. h. 118 and died in Ramadan,
A. H. 181, on fol. 81b.

166. Muhammad bin Sabih ( - .«», in the following

copy Subh, ,«-^-»), known as Ibn Sammak (12JUU* ac-

cording to a marginal gloss in the Nafahat-aluns, No.

141 2, fol. 34''), with the Kunyah Abu-al'abbas, friend

of Sufyan Thauri, died A. h. 183, on fol. 82*.

167. Shaikh Shakik bin Ibrahim Balkhi, with the

Kunyah Abu 'All, a Hanafite, friend of Ibraliim Adham
and personally acquainted with the seventh Imam Musa
Kazim (No. 11), died as martyr, a. h. 194, on fol. 82».

168. Yusuf-i-Asbat, who inherited 70,000 dirhems

and gave all of them to the poor, died a. h. 196, on
fol. 82 b.

169. Abu Sulaiman (Abu Salman in the following

co])y) Darani, with his real name : 'Abd-alrahman bin

Ahmad bin 'Atiyyah, one of the great Shaikhs of Syria

(Daran is a village near Damascus) ; he died A. h. 215
and was buried in Daran, on fol. 82b.
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170. Fath bin 'All of Mausll, died the loth of Dhd-
alhijjah ((jsr^' J^^), A. h. 220, on fol. 82''.

171. Basilar Hafi, son of Harith bin 'Abd-alrahman
bin 'Ata bin Human bin "Abdallali, with the Kunyah
Abtl Nasr, friend of Ahmad Hanbal (No. 24) and
Fudail bin 'lyad (No. 96), born in Baghdad A. h. 1 50,

died the loth of Muharram, a. h. 227, and was buried
outside the town of Baghdad, on fol. 83".

172. Ahmad bin Abi-alhawari {{j.\j.il, so to be read

instead of (jjj^ both in the text Iiere and in the

following copy, according to fol. 90", I. 7, and the
Nafahat-aluns), with the Kunyah Abu-alhasan, ori-

ginally of Damascus, pupil of Abu Sulaimau Dai-ani

(No. 169), died A. h. 230, on fol. 83a.

173. Hatim bin 'Unwan (^^l^c, so correctly in the
Nafahat-aluns ; here and in the following copy uUic)
alasamm (the deaf one), with the Kunyah Abu "Abd-
alrahman, originally of Balkh, pupil of Shaikh Sliakik

Balkln (No. 167) and a Hanafite, died A, h. 237, on
fol. 83b.

174. Shaikh Ahmad bin Khidrawaih, with the ^Kun-
yah Abu Hamid (in the following copy Abu 'Abid),

originally of Balkh, pupil of the preceding Shaikh;
he was personally acquainted with Ibrahim Adham,
Shaikh Bayazid Bistami (No. 66), Abu Turab Bakhshi
(who died, according to the Nafahat-aluns, A. 11. 245,
in the same year as Dhu-alnun Misri), and Abu Hafs
Haddad (No. 184); he died A. h. 240, 95 years old,

and was buried in Balkh, on fol. 83b.

175. Sliaikh Abu-al'abbas Hamzah bin Muhammad
of Hai'at, died A. h. 241, on fol. 84a.

1 76. Shaikh Harith (in the following copy'Aris, y-.lc)

bin Asad Muhasabi, with the Kunyah Abu 'Abdallah,
of Basrah, died in Baghdad, A. h. 243, on fol. 84*.

177. Hadiat Shaikh Dhu-aluiln Misri, with his real

name : Tuban (here jjby) bin Ibrahim, and the Kun-
yah Abii-alfaid, a follower of the Imam Malik (No. 22),
and a pupil of Israfil, died the 26th of Sha'ban, a.h.

245 (so correctly in the following copy), on fol. 84a.

178. Abu Turab Nakhshabi, with his real name:
"Askar bin alhasin (^^^--o-U ^^.), or according to others :

'Askar bin Muhammad bin alhasin (the following copy
reads alhusain), a great Shaikh of Khurasan, con-
temporary and friend of Abu Hatim 'Attar Basri and
Hatim alasamm (No. 173), died the 17th of Jiimada-
alawwal, a.h. 245, on fol. 85a.

1 79. Ibrahim bin *lsa, of Isfahan, was in friendly in-

tercourse with Ma'ruf Karkhi (No. 27), died in Isfahan,
A.H. 247, on fol. 85a

180. Zakariyya bin Yahya alharaw!, praised by the
Imam Hanbal (No. 24), died in Harat in the month
Rajah, A.H. 255, on fob 85a.

181. Abu 'Abdallah alsijzi, one of the great Shaikhs
of Khurasan, friend of Abu Hafs Haddad (No. 184),
died A. H. 255, on fol. 85b

182. Muhammad bin 'AH Hakim altirmidhi, with
the Kunyah Abu 'Abdallah, founder of the LLiJ>
t . . .SL.., died A. H. 255 ; he is called one of the special

friends (ij\jb ij^]y>- j') of the Imam-i-a'zam, i. e. Abu
Hanifah (No. 21); but this can scarcely be taken in
the literal sense of the word, as Abil Hanifah died

A. H. 150 ; a great stress is also laid upon his continual
intercourse with the prophet Khidr, on fol. 851".

183. Yahya bin Ma'adh R4zl, with the Kunyah Abft
Zakariyya and the Lakab Wa'iz, died A.H. 258, and
was buried in Nishapur, on fol. 86*.

184. Abd Hafs Haddad, with his real name: 'Amr
bin Salamah (a » 1 ,., ^^_ i/*^)i of Nishapiir, pupil of Ab4
'Abdallah Bawardi ((^j^jb), teacher of Abu 'Uthmfin

Hiri (No. 205), and contemporary with Junaid (No. 29),
died A.H. 264 or 265, on fol. 86^.

1 85. Shaikh 'Ali bin Muwaffak Baghdad!, who had
met with Dhu-alnun Misri (No. 177), and performed
the pilgrimage seventy times, died a.h. 265, and was
buried in Harat, on fol. 861",

186. Ahmad bin Wahab, with the Kunyah Abd
Ja'far, died a.h. 270, on fol. 87*.

187. Shah Shuja Kirmani, with the Kunyah Abd-
alfawaris, of royal descent, and pupil of Abu-alhafs
Haddad (No. 184); he was a friend of Abu Tvirab
Nakhshabi (No. 178), Abd Dharra' Basri, Abu 'Ubaid
Basri, etc., and died after a.h. 270, on fol. 87a.

188. Shaikh Hamdun Kassar, with the Kunyah Abd
Salih, son of 'Umarah (in the following copy 'Imad); he
founded the &j,L!1s ti-tji', was a follower of Sufyan
Thauri (No. 162), and a friend of Abu Turab Nakhshabi
(No. 178), 'Ali Kasrabadi (read Nasrabadl or Nasira-
badi), and Abu Hafs (No. 184), and died A. h. 27 i, on
fol. 87a.

189. Fath bin Shakhraf (>_i^), with the Kunyah
Abd Nasr, born in Marw, died the 15th of Sha'ban,
A. h. 273, on fol. 87b.

190. Shaikh Abd 'Abdallah (in the following copy
Abd Muhammad) Mukhtar, son of Muhammad bia
Ahmad, born in Harat ; he was the Pir of Shaikh Abd-
al'ali bin Mukhtar al'alawi alhusaini (alsakhi in the fol-

lowing copy), and died in Harat, a.h. 277, on fol. 87^.

191. Abd 'Abdallah Maghribi, with his real name:
Muhammad bin Isma'il, the spiritual guide of Ibrahim
Khawwas (No. 199) and Ibrahim bin Shaiban Kir-
manshahi (No. 232), and the pupil of Abu-alhasan
(Abu-alhusaiu in the following copy) 'Ali Zarrin, who
was himself a disciple of Khwajah "'Abd-alwahid Zaid
(No. 95), whose teacher Shaikh Hasan Basri (No. 19)
had been; he died, 122 years old, a.h. 279, on fol. 87*>.

^
192. Sliaikh Abu 'Abdallah Khakan alsdfi, of Bagh-

dad, died A. h. 279, on fol. 88*.

193. Sahl (in the following copy Suhail) bin 'Abd-
allah Tustari, with the Kunyah Abd Muhammad, a
Hanafite, pupil of Dhd-alndn Misri (No. 177), died in
Aluharram, A. h. 283, 80 years old, on fol. 88*.

194. Abd Sa'id Kharraz, with liis real name: Ahmad
bm 'ls3, born in Baghdad, and founder of the ijhjie

jj)VJj>. ; he was a pupil of Muhammad bin Mansur Tusl,

and friend of Dlid-alndn Misri (No. 177), Sari Sakatt
(No. 28), Bashar Hafi (No. 171), and others, and died
at Makkah, a.h. 286 (according to others 285 or 287),
on fol. 88b.

195. 'AbbS.s bin Hamzah Nishipdri, with the Kun-
yah Abu-alfadl, friend of Dhd-alndn Misri and Bayazid
Bistami (No. 66), died in Eabi'-alawwal, A.H. 287 (288
in the following copy), on fol. 89".

196. Abd Hamzah Baghdad!, with hia real name:
u 2
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Muhammad bin Ibrahim, friend of Bashar Hafi, Sari

Sakati, and Abu Turab Nakhshabi (No. 178), pupil of

Harith Muhasabi (No. 176), and contemporary with

Abu-alhusaiu (in No. 201 and in the following copy

Abu-aliiasan) Nuri and Khair alnassaj (No. 221), died

A. H. 289, on fol. 89".

197. Abu Hamzah Khurasani, bom in Nlshapur,

friend of Abu turab Nakhshabi and Abu Said Kharraz

(No. 194), and contemporary with Shaikh Junaid (No.

29), died A. H. 290, on fol. 89".

198. Shaikh Abubakr Dakkak, with his real name :

Muhammad bin "Abdallah, contemporary with Abu-

alhusain Nuri and Abu Hamzah Khurasani, died a.h.

290, on fol. Sg''.

199. Ibrahim alkhawwas, with the Kunyah Abu

Ishak, of Baghdad, belonging to the same group of

friends and contemporaries as the previous Shaikhs
;

he died a.h. 291, and the statement of a conversation

between him and Abu-alhasan Kharakani who died

A.H. 425 (No. 67) must needs be wrong, unless a mere

epiritual intercourse is meant, on fol. 89''.

200. Zakariyya bin Duluya (wjJj), with the Kun-

yah Abu Yahya, of Nishapur, died A. h. 294, on fol. 90*.

201. Abu-alhasan (according to Nos. 196, 198, and

222, and the Nafahat-aluns : Abu-alhusain) Nuri, with

his real name : Ahmad bin Muhammad or Muhammad
bin Muhammad, known as Ibn Baghawi, his father

having been a native of Baghshur between Harat

and Marw (see on Baghshur, also called Bagh, with the

nisbah Baghawi, Barbier de Meynard's Diotionnaire

geographique etc., ]). 109) ; he was born and brought

. up at Baghdad, pupil of Sari Sakati, friend of Muham-

mad bin 'Ali Kassab and Ahmad bin (Abi) alljawari

(No. 172), and contemporary with Shaikh Junaid and

Dhu-alnun Misri ; the Shaikhs of his time gave him the

honorary epithet of lj^uJI ^^--.l or prince of hearts ; he

instituted the isj^y tlj^l., and died a.h. 295 (others fix,

less correctly, his death in A. h. 286), on fol. 90^1.

202. Shaikh 'Amr (in the following copy "Umar) bin

•Uthman Makki Sufi, with the Kunyah Abu 'Abdallah,

pupil of Junaid, and teacher ofHusain bin Mansur Hallaj

(No. 211), died in Baghdad, a.h. 296 (according to

others, a.h. 291 or most likely 297, the same year in

which Junaid died), on fol. go^.

203. Abu 'Uthman "Waiz, with his real name : Sa'id

bin Ismail bin (Sa'id bin) Mansur, born and brought

np in- Rai, lived afterwards in Nishapur, where he died,

A. H. 298, on fol. 91*.

204. Samnun bin Muhibb (according to the Nafahat-

aluns : bin Hamzah almuhibb) Kadhdhab, with the

Kunyah Abu-alhusain or Abu-alhasan (according to

others Abu-alkasini), friend of Sari Sakati (No. 28),

Muhammad bin 'Ali Kassab, and Abu Ahmad Kalanisi,

died A.H. 298, on foL 91*.

205. Abu 'Uthman Hiri, with his real name : Sa'id

bin Ismail Hiri Nishap'uri (Hirah is a quarter of Ni-

shapur), originally of Rai, pupil of Shah Shuja (No. 1 87),

Abu Hafs Haddad (No. 184), and Yahya bin Ma'adh

Razi (No. 183, in the following copy the latter two are

called his friends, not his teachers), and friend of Shaikh

Junaid, Ruwaim (No. 143), Yiisuf bin Husain (No. 208),

and Muhammad bin Fadl Balkhi (No. 217), died in

Kabi'-alawwal, a.h. 298, on fol. 91*.

206. Shaikh Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Masruk,

with the Kunyah Abu-al'abbas, originally of Tus,

teacher of Shaikh 'Ali Rudbari and pupil of Harith

Muhasabi (No. 176), died a.h. 299 (this Shaikh is en-

tirely wanting in the following copy), on fol. 91I'.

207. Talhah (so to be read instead of 5J-^^ both in

text and index, according to the Nafahat-aluns) bin

Muhammad Sabah Nili, pupil of Shaikh Abu 'Uthman

Hiri (No. 205), died A. h. 302, on fol. 9il>.

208. Yusuf bin Husain Razi, with the Kunyah Abu
Ya'kub, pupil of I)hu-alnun Misri, and follower of

Imam Hanbal, died a.h. 303 or 304, on fol. 92*.

209. Abu-al'abbas Busti, with his real name : 'Abd-

allah bin Muhammad bin Nafi' (bin Muhammad, as

the following copy adds) Mukarram, died in Ramadan

or Muharram, a. h. 304, on fol. 92^

210. Abu 'Abdallah bin Jalla (so according to No.

224, the following copy and the Nafahat-aluns, No.

1412, fol. 58b; the text here has jJia. instead of *ia.),

with his real name : Ahmad bin Yahya, originally of

Baghdad, lived in Ramlah (near Damascus), pupil of

Abu Turab Nakhshabi (No. 178) and Dhu-alnun Misri,

and friend of Junaid and Nmi (No. 201), died a.h. 306,

on fol. 92".

211. Husain bin Mansur Hallaj, with the Kunyah

Abu-almughith, originally of Baida in Fars ; the views

of the greatest Sufic Shaikhs are utterly at variance

with regard to his spiritual authority ; some, like his

own Pir 'Amr bin 'Uthman Makki (No. 202), Abu Ya'-

kub Nahrajurl (No. 228), and 'Ali bin Sahl (in the fol-

lowing copy again Suhail, comp. No. 193) Isfahan!,

reject him altogether; whereas Shaikh Abubakr Shibli

(No. 30), Abu-al'abbas bin 'Ata (in the following copy

incorrectly 'Attar, No. 212), Shaikh 'Abdallah (coiTectly

Abu 'Abdallah in the following copy) bin Khafif (No.

144), Shaikh Abu-alkasim Nasrabadi (No. 267), Shaikh

Abu Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair (No. 294), Khwajah 'Abdallah

Ansari (No. 300), Shaikh Abu-alkasim Gurgani^ and

Pir 'All Hujwiri, the author of the i^j^^s^' i_a ..?..S (No.

298), fully believe in him. Khwajah Muhammad Parsa

(No. 83) in his i_>UJi J-ai refutes the common idea

that Shaikh Junaid had written a fatwa for the execu-

tion of Hallaj, by simply referring to the fact of Junaid

having died eleven or twelve years before his alleged

victim. Hallaj was put to death in Baghdad on the

25th of Dhu-alka'dah, A.H. 309, on fol. 92I'.

212. Shaikh Abu-al'abbas bin 'Ata, with his real

name : Muhammad bin Ahmad of Baghdad, friend of

Junaid and' Shaikh Abu Sa'id Kharraz (No. 194), died

in Dhii-alka'dah, a. h. 309 (according to others, but less

correctly, A. H. 311, in the following copy this Shaikh

is wanting), on fol. 93*.

213. Abubakr Razi, with his real name : Muhammad

bin Zakariyya, died a.h. 310, on fol. 93*.

214. Abu-alkhair Himsl, died a.h. 310, on fol. 93^

215. Abu Muhammad Jurairi ((^^a-, in the follow-

ing copy Hariri, ^Sjiy^-: with his real name : Ahmad

bin Muhammad bin Husain (according to others : Hu-

sain bin' Muhammad, and even : 'Abdallah bin Yahya),

one of the most excellent pupils of Shaikh Junaid and

friend of Sahl bin "Abdallah Tustari (No. 193), died

A. H. 312 (according to others, a.h. 314), on fol. ^^.
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216. Naban bin Muhammad alliammal, originally of

Waait, lived in Misr, was a friend of Shaikh Junaid,

and one of the spiritual teachers of NArl (No. 201),

died in Ramadan, A. h. 316, on fol. 93''.

217. Muhammad bin Fadl (Fudail in the following

copy), with the Kunyah Abu 'Abdallah, born in Balkh

and pupil of Shaikh Ahmad bin Khidrawaih (No. 174),

died A. H. 319, and was buried in Samarkand, on

fol. 93b.

218. Abu-alhusain (in the following copy and the

Nafahat-aluns : Abu-alhaBan) Warrak, with his real

name : Muhammad bin Sa'd, one of the great Shaikhs

of Nishapur, pupil of Abu 'Uthman Hiri (No. 205),

died A. H. 319, on fol. 94".

219. Shaikh Abu-alhasan aldarraj, born in Baghdad,

was a pupil of Ibrahim Khawwas (No. 199), and died

A. H. 320, on fol. 94*.

220. Shaikh Abil 'Umar (in the following copy Abu-
bakr) Dimishki, friend of Abu 'Abdallah bin Jalla (No.

210), and one of the companions of Dhu-alnfin Misri,

diedA.H. 320, on fol. 94*.

221. Shaikh Khair alnassaj, with the Kunyah Abu-
alhasan, and the real name of Muhammad bin Isma'il,

originally of Samirah, lived in Baghdad and was a pupil

of Sari Sakati, as well as a contemporary of Shaikh

Junaid, Ibrahim Khawwas (No. 199), and Shibli, died

120 years old, a. h. 322, on fol. 94*.

222. Shaikh Abubakr alwasiti, with his real name :

Muhammad bin Musa, known as Ibn Farghani, one of

the old companions of Shaikh Junaid and Abu-alhusain

(or Abii-alhasan, as the following copy has) Nuri (No.

201), died in Marw, A. H. 320 (according to others,

after A. h. 320), on fol. 94''.

223. Shaikh Abubakr Kitabi {^\^, in the following

copy and the Nafahat-aluns Katani, ^jiliS), with his

real name : Muhammad bin 'All bin Ja'far, originally

of Baghdad, pupil of Shaikh Junaid, honoured by the

epithet ^^ pWi because he spent 30 years in the ^^
or precincts of the temple of Makkah, and died there,

A. H. 322, on fol. 941".

224. Shaikh Ibrahim bin Da'ud alkassar alrakki (so

according to the Nafahat-aluns, No. 141 2, fol. 81*^

marginal gloss ; the text here has jjJl or i^O' "^^^^

the Kunyah Abu Ishak, one of the Syrian Shaikhs,

contemporary with Junaid, Dhu-alnun Misrl, and Abil

'Abdallah bin Jalla (No. 210), died A.H. 326, on fol. 95*.

225. Abu-alhasan (according to the Nafahat-aluns,

No. 141 2, fol. 8o'>, Abu-alhusain) bin Muhammad al-

muzayyin (^^dl), with his real name 'Ali, of Bagh-

dad, friend of Junaid and Sahl (in the following copy
again Suhail) bin 'Abdallah Tustari (No. 193); there

are said to have been two Shaikhs with the name
Muzayyin, viz. Muzayyin-i-Kabir and Muzayyin-i-
Saghir, the greater and the smaller Muzayyin ; the

present Shaikh is Muzayyin- i-Saghir, who died in

Makkah, A. h. 327 or 328, on fol. 95*.

22G. Abil 'All Thakafi (|sJiJ, confirmed by a mar-

ginal gloss in the Nafahat-aluns, No. 1412, fol. 97**; in

the text of the Nafahat and the following copy ^5a.:. H),

with his real name : Muhammad bin 'Abd-alwahhab,

contemporary with Abu Hafs Haddad (No. 184) and
Hamdun Kassar (No. 188), died a. h. 328 (so correctly

according to the following copy, instead of 308 ^^ -^

ji- ' >j, as is written here), on fol. 95''.

227. Shaikh Abd Muhammad Murta'ish, with his

real name : 'Abdallah bin Muhammad Nishapuri, lived

in Baghdad, and was a pupil of Abfi Hafs Haddad and of

Shaikh Junaid (No. 29) ; he died A. h. 328, on fol. 95*>.

228. Shaikh Abd Ya'kdb Nahrajuri,withhi8 real name

:

Ishak bin Muhammad, pupil of Abft Ya'kdb Sdfi and

friend of Junaid and "Amr (in the following copy again

'Ulnar) bin 'Uthman (No. 202), staj-ed many years in

Makkah, and died there A. h. 330, on fol. 95''.

229. Shaikh Abu-alhasan alsa'igh (AJLaJI) Dinawarf,

with his real name : 'Ali bin Muhammad bin Suhail (in

the Nafahat-aluns, No. 141 2, fol. So^", Sahl), lived in

Misr, pupil of Shaikh Abu Ja'far Saidalani (in the

following copy Sailani), and spiritual guide of Abu-
alhasan (according to others Abu-alhusain) Karafl

(^Uji, nisbah of fciLj, a town in Egypt) and Abil 'Uth-

man Maghribt ; he died the 15th of Rajab, A. h. 331
(or according to others 330), and was buried in Misr,

on fol. 96*.

230. Shaikh Abdbakr bin Tiihir Abhari, with his

real name : 'Abdallah bin Tahir bin Harith Tii'i,

contemporary with Shibli, and friend of Yilsuf bin

Husain (No. 208) ; he was one of the great Shaikhs of

'Irak-i-'ajam (J->iI) and died A. H. 330, on fol. 96*.

231. Shaikh 'Abdallah Manazil (according to the

Nafahat-aluns, No. 141 2, fol. 100", bin Muhammad bin

Manazil), pupil of Hamdun Kassar (No. 188), died A. h.

331, on fol. 96".

232. Shaikh Ibrahim bin Shaiban alkirmSushaht,

with the Kunyah Abil Ishak, a Shaikh of 'Irak-i-'ajam

and friend of Abu 'Abdallah Maghrib! (No. 191) and
Ibrahim Khawwas (No. 199), diedA.H. 337, on fol. 96*.

233. Shaikh Abu 'Ali Mashtdli (in the following

copy Mashghiili, ^,j-i_«, Mashtul or Mashghul being

a village, 10 farsaugs from Misr), with his real name :

Hasan bin 'All bin Musa, disciple of Abu 'All K&tib

and Abil Ya'kub Milsa, died A. h. 340, and was buried

in Mashtul or Mashghiil, on fol. 96*.

234. Shaikh Abubakr Tamistani, originally of F&rs,

lived in Nishapur, and was a disciple of Shaikh Abfi-

bakr Shibli (No. 30), died in Nishapur, A.H. 340, on

fol. 961^.

235. Shaikh Abil Sa'id A'rabi, with his real name :

Ahmad bin Muhammad, originally of Basrah, dwelt in

Makkah ; he was a friend of Junaid, and died A.H. 340
or 341, on fol. 96''.

236. Ja'far alhadhdha ('IjJi, in the following copy

tjjjji, alkhuldl), with the Kunyah Abu Muhammad,
friend of Junaid, diedA.H. 341 (so correctly, according

to the following copy, instead of 301 in the text here,

J^a. being omitted) in Shiraz, on fol. 96''.

237. Ibrahim bin Ahmad (bin) almuwallad alsfifi,

with the Kunyah Abd lehak, one of the great Shaikhs

of Eakkah, friend of Abu "Abdallah bin Jalla (No. 2 10)

and Ibrahim Kassar alrakki (No. 224), died a. h. 342,

on fol. 96'^.

238. Shaikh Abfl-alkasim alhakim alsamarkandl, with

his real name: Ishak bin Muhammad Isma'il, friend of

Abubakr Warrak (No. 264), and author of a ^.... tT on

several verses of the Kuran, died the loth of Muharrara,

A. h. 342, in Samarkand, on fol. 96*",
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239. Shaikh Abu-alkasim bin 'tsa (bin "All in the

following copy) albaghdadi, with his real name Fails

(Faiid, (ji.U, in the following copy), one of the spiritual

successors of Husain bin Mansur Hallaj (No. 211), died

the same loth of Muharram, in the same year, 342, in

Samarkand, on fol. 97^.

240. Shaikh Abu-al'abbas Sayyarl {ijj\l^), grandson

of Ahmad bin Sayyar, with his real name : Kasim bin

Kasim bin Mahdi, pupil of Abubakr Wasiti (No. 222),

bom in Marw, died there, A. h. 342, on fol. 97".

241. Shaikh Abu-alkhair altainati (^\j^\, Tainat

being a village near Misr, or according to others, near

Masisah in Maghrib) alakta", with his real name Ham-
mad, friend of Junaid and Abii 'Abdallah bin Jalla,

died A. H. 343, on fol. 97".

242. Abubakr Misri, with his real name : Muham-
mad bin Ibrahim, the teacher of Abubakr Dakki (No.

253) and Karafi (comp. No. 229), pupil of Zakkak-i-

Kabir and friend of Junaid and Nuri, died in Misr, a.h.

345, in Eamadan, on fol. 97''.

243. Abubakr "Atufi {^j^), with his real name

:

Muhammad bin 'All bin Husain bin Wahab "Atufi,

pupil of Junaid, died in Eamlah, A. H. 345, on fol. g"]^.

244. Abu Muzahim (^.a.l:i_yjl, in the following copy:

Abu Marahim ^^1^ .jI) of Shiraz, contemporary with

Junaid and Shibli (No. 30), died a.h. 345, on fol. 97^
245. Abu 'Amr ('Umar in the following copy) alzaj-

jiiji, with his real name Ibrahim, according to others

:

Muhammad bin Ibrahim, originally of Nishapur, friend

of Junaid, Euwaim (No. 143), Abii 'Uthman Hiri (No.

205), and Ibrahim Khawwas (No. 199), lived forty

years in Makkah, died A. H. 348 (in the following copy

347), on fol. 97b.

246. Shaikh Ja'far bin Muhammad bin Nusair (Nasr

in the following copy) alkhuldi {^JS^m, Khuld is a

quarter of Baghdad), with the Kunyah Abu Muhammad,
disciple of Junaid and Ibrahim Khawwas (therefore Ja'far

himself is styled iu the Nafahat-aluns (j^lpJ, alkhaw-

was) and spiritual guide of Shaikh Abu-al'abbas Naha-

wandi (No. 145), friend of Nuri, Euwaim, Samnun (No.

204), and Jurairi (No. 215), died 95 years old, A. H. 348,

and was buried in Baghdad by the side of Sari Sakati

and Junaid (Nos. 28 and 29), on fol. 97b.

247. Abu-alhusain (according to the Nafahat-aluns

:

Abu-alhaEan) alsufi alfushanji, with his real name

:

'All bin Ahmad bin Suhail (Sahl, according to the

Nafahat-aluns, No. 141 2, fol. 107*'), born in Fushauj or

Pushang, near Harat, friend of Abu-al'abbas bin 'Ata

(No. 212) Jurairi (No. 215), Ta'ir (correctly Tahir in

the following copy) Makdisi, and Abu "Umar Dimishki,

died A. H. 348, on fol. 98*.

248. Abubakr bin Da'ud Dinawari, lived in Syria,

and was in friendly intercourse with 'Abdallah bin

Jalla (No. 210), died A. H. 350, on fol. 98*.

249. Shaikh 'Abdallah, with the Kunyah Abu Mu-
hammad, son of Muhammad bin 'Abdallah, born in

Nishapur (although his family originally belonged to

Eai), was a friend of Junaid> Muhammad bin alfadl

(in the following copy again bin Fudail) Balkhi (No.

217), Euwaim, Samnun (No. 204), Abii 'Ali Jurjani,

and Muhammad Hamid (in the following copy again

'Abid, comp. No. 174), and died a.h. 353, on fol. 98b.

250. Shaikh Bundar bin HusainbinMuhammad bin al-

muhallab Shirazi, with the Kunyah Abu-alliusain (Abu-
alhasan in the following copy), pupil of Shibli (No. 30),

teacher of Abu 'Abdallah bin Khafif, and friend of Abu
Ja'far Haddad, died iu Arjan, A. h. 353, on fol. gSK

251. 'Abd-almalik bin 'Alt bin 'Abdallah bin 'Umar
alkazarunl, with the Kunyah Abu 'Umar, died the 26th

of Dhu-alhijjah, A.H. 358, on fol. 98b.

252. 'All bin Bundar bin Husain alsufi alsairafi, with

the Kunyah Abu-alhasan, of Nishapur, friend of

Junaid, Euwaim, Samnun, Ibn 'Ata (No. 212), Jurairi

(No. 215), and Shaikh Abu 'Abdallah bin Khafif (No.

144), died A.H. 359, on fol. 98b.

253. Shaikh Abubakr aldakki, with his real name

:

Muhammad bin Da'ud Dimishki (others call him
Dinawari), pupil of Zakkak-i-Kabir, lived in Syria and
died there, 120 years old, A.H. 359; he had enjoyed

personal acquaintance with Junaid, on fol. 99"'.

254. Abu-alhasau (Abu Husain in the following

copy) bin Salim Basri, the last pupil of Sahl (again

Suhail in the following copy) bin 'Abdallah Tustari

(No. 193) and teacher of Abu Talib Makki (No. 278),

died A. H. 360, on fol. 99*.

255. Abubakr Mufid, with his real name : Mu-
hammad bin Ahmad bin Ibrahim, born in Jarjarabad,

had personally known Yusuf bin Husain (No. 208) and
Junaid, died a.h. 364, on fol. 99*.

256. Shaikh Isma'il Nishapuri, died a.h. 365, on

fol. 99a.

257. Abu 'Umar (according to the Nafahat-aluns,

No. 14 1 2, fol. io8^ Abu 'Amr) bin Nujaid, with his

real name : Isma'il bin Nujaid bin Ahmad alsullami,

the grandfather of Shaikh Abu 'Abd-alrahman Sullami

(No. 284), had personally known Shaikh Junaid, died

a.h. 365 or 366, on fol. 99".

258. Abu 'Abdallah Mukri, with his real name

:

Muhammad bin Ahmad almukri (Nafahat-aluns, No.

14 1 2, fol. 127*^, almaghribi), friend of Abii Yusuf (in

the following copy Yusuf) bin Husain, 'Abdallah

Kharraz of Eai, Muzaffar Kirmaushahi, Euwaim,
Jurairi, Ibn 'Ata, and others, died A. H. 366, on

fol. 99b.

259. Abubakr Kati'i, Hafiz and Imam of Baghdad,

was in the science of tradition (i.i*jj.^) a pupil of

'Abdalliih bin Ahmad bin Hanbal and had iilso person-

ally known Shaikh Junaid; he died in Baghdad, Dhu-
alhijjah, a.h. 360 (a mistake for A. h. 368, see the Nafa-

hat-aluns, No. 1 41 2, fol. 96"), on fol. 99b.

260. Shaikh Abu Muhammad (Abu Ahmad in the

following copy), son of Muhammad bin 'Isa Nishapuri,

died A. h. 368 (so to be read according to the following

copy, instead of 308 cj-t-A j J>-a-~-, the word lo-a-i

being omitted), on fol. 99b.

261. Abu 'Abdallah Eiidbari, with his real name:
Ahmad bin 'Ata, one of the Syrian Shaikhs, lived in

Sur (Tyrus) and died there, a.h. 369; his grave is

now covered by the sea, on fol. 99b.

262. Abu Sahl (in the following copy again Abu

Suhail) Sa'luki {^^^j\j^=j^), with his real name

:

Muhammad bin Sulaiman Sa'luki al-fakir, born iu

Nishapur, A.H. 290, died 79 years old, a.h. 369; he

was a friend of Shibli, Muita'ish (No. 227), and Abu
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'All TLakafi (or Shafaki, as the text of tlie Nafahat-
aluns spells the name again, No. 1412, fol. 146''; comp.
No. 226 above), on fol. 99''.

263. Shaikh Ibiahim bin Thabit, with the Kunyah
Abd Ishak, friend and older contemporary of Shaikh
Abu'Abd-alrahman SuUami (comp. No. 257), died A. h.

369, on ful. 99b.

264. Shaikh Abubakr Warrak, with his real name :

Muhammad bin 'Umar alhakim, originally of Tirmidh,
but lived in Balkh ; he was the pupil of Muhammad
bin 'Ali Hnkim Tirmidhi (No. 182), and the author
of a diwan and of several other works ; he had studied

the Pentateuch, the Gospels, and Psalms, died A. h. 370
and was buried in Tirmidh, on fol. 100*.

265. Abul)akr Farra (the following copy has an
incorrect j\jj)), with his real name : Muhammad bin

Ahmad bin Hamdun Farra, of Nishapur, friend of Abu
'Ali Thakafi (here the Nafahat-aluns, No. 1412, fol. 92^,

also read distinctly ^MJ, see No. 226 above), 'Abdalhih

Manazil (No. 231), Abubakr Shibli, Abubakr bin Tahir

Abhari (No. 230), and Murta'ish (No. 227), died A. h.

370, on fol. 100*.

266. Abu-alhusain Husri, with his real name : 'Ali

bin Ibrahim, originally of Basrah, lived in Baghdad
;

he was a Hanbalite, pupil of Sliaikh Shibli, and died in

Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. 371, on fol. loo".

267. Abu-alkasim Nasrabadi, with his real name :

Ibrahim bin Muhammad bin Mahmuyah (isjj.li*),

bom iu Nishapur, pupil of Shaikh Shibli and friend of

Abu 'All Biidbari (No. 68), Murta'ish, and Abubakr
bin fahir Abhari ; at the end of his life he settled in

the holy precincts of Makkah ; he died, according to the

Nafahat-aluns, a. h. 372, according to Yafi'i, the ^^;—Lsr*

^U-»^l, antl others in the month Eabi'-alawwal, A. h.

367, which seems to be more correct, on fol. loo^.

268. Abubakr altarsusi, with his real name: 'Ali

bin Ahmad bin Muhammad farsusi ; he was a disciple

of Abu-alharamain (probably Abu-alhusain, as the
following copy reads) Maliki, friend of Ibrahim bin
Shaiban Kirmanshahi (No. 232), and received the nick-

name of
^J-::^J^ L^-jj^i 'the peacock of the two holy

places (Makkah and Madinah),' in consequence of a

lengthened stay in Makkah; he died A. h. 374 and
was buried in Makkah, on fol. lool".

269. "Abd-alwahid bin 'Ali alsayyari, nephew and
pupil of Abu-al'abbas Sayyari (No. 240), died A. h.

375 (the following copy has—no doubt incorrectly

—

370), on fol. 1 00b.

270. Shaikh Abu 'Abdallah albarki, born in Bark, a
suburb of Khwarizm, where he also spent his life ; he
died A. H. 376, on fol. 100^.

271. Abil Nasr Sarraj, with his real name: 'Abd-

allah bin 'Ali altusi, with the nickname Laill ^AMd,
'the peacock of the dervishes;' among his numerous

works is the xX i_>Li on Sufism ; he was a pupil of

Abu Muhammad Murta'ish (No. 227) and had personally

known Sari Sakatl {% see No. 28) and Sahl (in the
following copy again Suhail) Tustari (No. 193), died
in 'rds, A. H. 370 (correctly 378, as the following copy
has), on fol. loob.

I

272. Abu-alkasim Razt, with his real name : Ja'far

bin Ahmad bin Muhammad, lived in Nishapur and
was a friend of Ibn 'AiS. (No. 212), Muhammad bin
Abi-aljawari (cori-ectly alhawari, as in No. 172), and
Abu 'All RAJbari (No. 68), died in Kai, A. h. 378, on
fol. 1 01".

273. Abu-alkasim almukri, with his real name:
Ja'far bin Ahmad bin Muhammad almukri, brother of
Abu 'Abdullah Mukri (No. 258), one of the Shaikhs of

Khurasan and friend of Ibn 'Ata, Jurairi, Abubakr bin
Abi Sa'dan, Abu 'All Eudbarl, and Abubakr Mamshad,
died in Nishapur, A. h. 378, on fol. loi".

274. Abiibakr Kalabadi {^A^yS), with his real

name : iluhammad bin Ibrahim bin Ya'kub alkalahadi

albukhari, author of a i_jj!xj i_)LS , died in Bukhara
the 19th of Jumada-alawwal, A. h. 380 (according to
others A. h. 384 or 385), on fol. loi*.

275. Shaikh Abu-alkhair (j^ y\, so according to

the index on fol. 2*, the following copy, and the

Nafahat-aluns, No. 1412, fol. 102b, last line; the text

here reads Abu-aljunaid, X^jlAI y\) Habashi, with the

nickname of ^j-^j-^ u^j)^ (like Abubakr alt^rsiisi,

see No. 268 ; but a marginal note in the Nafahat-aluns,
No. 141 2, fol. 103a, declares this to be a mistake), for

sixty years he stayed in the holy places and died in
Makkah, A. H. 383, on fol. loi".

276. Ahmad bin Ibrahim almnsawwaml (^^J«Jil, in

the following copy
^J'y^),

with the Kunyah Abft

'Ali, one of the Shaiklis of Baghdad, died 83 years old,

A. H. 386, in the month Sha'ban ; he is called here a
friend of Shaikh Sari Sakati, wliich is an impossibility,

since that Shaikh died fifty years before Ahmad bin
Ibrahim was born (see No. 28), on fol. loi^.

277. Shaikh Abu-alhusain bin Sam'un, with his real

name Muhammad (in the Nafahat-aluns more fully:

Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Isma'il bin Sam'un) and
the Lakab i.»xi.L) jfisU , ' wisdom-speaking,' a con-

temporary of Shaikh Shibli, born A. h. 300, died 15th
of Dhu-alka'dah orDhil-alhijjah, a. h. 386 or 387, on
fol. ioi'>.

278. Shaikh Abu Talib Makki, with his real name

:

Muhammad bin 'Ali bin 'Atiyyah alharithi, pupil of
Shaikh Abu-alhasan (or Abu-alhusain) Muhammad bin
Abi 'Abdallah Ahmad bin alsalim albasri, died in Ju-
mada-alakhar, A. h. 386, on fol. 102*.

279. Abubakr alsusi, with his real name : Muhammad
bin Ibrahim alsufi alsiisi, lived in Syria and died in
Damascus in Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. 386, on fol. 102".

280. Shaikh Abu-alkasim Dinawail Waiz, with his

real name : 'Abd-alsamad bin 'Umar bin Muhammad
bin Ishak, died the 24th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 397, and
was buried by the side of Imam Hanbal, on fol. 102».

281. Khwajah Yahya bin 'Ammar alshaibdnl, ori-

ginally of Sijistan ; he had personally known Shaikh
Abu 'Abdallah bin Khafif (No. 144), and Khwfijah
'Abdallah Ansari (No. 300) had known him when a
boy ; he died a. h. 402, on fol. 102*.

282. Shaikh 'Uthman bin Abu 'Amr (AbA 'Umar in

the following copy) Baljilani, died in Eajab, A. H. 40a,

84 years old, on fol. 102".

283. Shaikh Abu 'Ali Dakkak, with his real name:
Hasan bin Muhammad Dakkak, pupil of Shaikh ALii-
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alkasim Nasrabadi (No. 267); Abu-alkasim Kushairi

(No. 299) was his disciple and son-in-law; Abu 'Ali

died in Nishapur in the month Dhu-alka'dah, A. a. 405
or 406, on fol. 102''.

• 284. Shaikh Abu 'Abd-alrahman (comp. Nos. 257
and 263 ; in No. 294 and in the following copy simply

'Abd-alrahman) Sullamt, with his real name : Muham-
mad bin Husain bin Muhammad bin Musa Sullami,

pupil of Shaikh Abu-alkasim Nasrabadi (No. 267) and
Shaikh Shibli ; Shaikh Abu Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair got

his investiture from him, after the death of his Pir

Abu-alfadl ; Abu 'Abd-alrahman is the author of the

(jjLiia. J ,. ..,. iS and the ^-jLi-o i^LiJa, and died in

Sha'ban, A. h. 412, on fol. 102^.

285. Shaikh Abu Sa'id Malini (Barbier de Meynard,

Dictionnaire g^ographique etc. de la Perse, p. 511, calls

him Abu Sa'd), with his real name : Ahmad bin

Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Isma'il bin Hafs (,_,aij>,

80 distinctly in the following copy ; here is written

,_ja..n;>. or (_,a.,aj>.), bom in Malin near Harat, died in

Shawwal, A. H. 412, in Egypt, on fol. 102''.

286. Abu-alhasan (according to the following copy

and the Nafahat-aluns Abu-alhusain) bin Jahdam Ha-
madani, with his real name 'Ali, disciple of Kaukabi

and Ja'far Khuldt (No. 246), author of a work isr*

jl^^l, in which the life and miracles of the Ghauth-

ala'zam 'Abd-alkadir Jili are alleged to be related (sic!

'Abd-alkadir was born A. h. 470, i. e. 56 years after

the death of his imaginary biographer Abu-alhasan,

see No. 36) ; he died A. h. 414, on fol. 102''.

287. Shaikh Abu 'Abdallah Taki ijU>), with his

real name : Muhammad bin Fadl bin Muhammad
altaki alsijistani alharawi, pupil of Musa bin 'Amran
Jirafti (or according to a marginal note in the Nafahat-

aluns, No. 1412, fol. 15811, Jirufti, Jiraft or Jiruft being

a town in Kirman), died the ist of Safar, A. h. 416, in

Harat, on fol. 103".

288. Shaikh Abu 'Abdallah Dastani, with his real

name : Muhammad bin 'Ali Dastani, and the Lakab
Shaikh-almashayikh, contem]iorary with Abu-alhasan
Kiiarakani (No. 67), died in Eajab, A. h. 417, 59 years

old, on fol. 103^
289. Shaikh Abu Mansur IsfahanJ, died in Bamadan,

A. H. 418, on fol. i03'\

290. Salar-i-Mas'ud Ghazi, according to Shaikh 'Abd-
alhakk Dihlawi one of the great generals of Sultan

Mahmud of Ghazna, fought many battles in India and
was killed there, a. h. 419 ; his grave is visited every
year by many pious people, on fol. 103*.

291. Shaikh Abu 'Alt Siyah, of Marw, was a con-

temporary with Abu-al'abbas Kassab and a friend of

Abu 'All Dakkak (No. 283), died in Marw in Sha'ban,

A. H. 424, on fol. 103^.

292. Shaikh Abu Ishak bin Shahriyar Kazariini,

with his real name Ibrahim, originally of Pars

;

Sliaikh Abu 'Ali Husain bin Muhammad alfiruzabadi

alakkar was his instructor in Sufism ; he had personally

known Abu-alhusain bin Jahdam (No. 286), and died

in Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 426, oil fol. 103''.

293. Shaikh Abu Mansur Muhammad al-Ansart, the

father of the famous Shaikh-alislam Khwajah 'Abdallah

Ansari (No. 300) and pupil of Sharif Hamzah 'Akili as

well as of Abu-almuzafTar TIrmidhi, died in Sha'ban,

A. H. 430, and was buried in Balkh by the side of

Sharif Hamzah 'Akili, on fol. iot,^.

294. Shaikh Abu Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair, the great

ruba'i-writer, with his real name Padl-allali, born in

Mahna in Khurasan ; he was first a pupil of Sliaikh

Abu-alfadl bin Hasan of Sarakhs (who himself had as

teacher Abu Nasr Sariaj, No. 271, the pupil of Abu
Muhammad Murta'ish, No. 227, whose Pir had been
Shaikh Junaid Baghdadi, No. 29), and after the death

of that Shaikh he got his investiture from Shaikh (Abu)
'Abd-alrahman Sullami (No. 284) ; he also studied one

year with Abu-al'abbas Kassab Amuli ; he was born

A. H. 357, and died the 4th of Sha'ban, a. h. 440, 1000
months old (= 83 years and 4 months), on fol. 104*.

295. Shaikh 'Ammu (jJis-, not .».*£, as the follow-

ing copy has), a nickname (paternal uncle) given to

Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Hamzah Siifi, with the

Kunyah Abu Isma'il, by Shaikh Abu-al'abbas Naha-
wandi (No. 145) ; he died in Kajab, A. h. 441, 92 years

old, on fol. 105^.

296. Shaikh Abu 'Abdallah (in tlie following copy

'Abdallah) Ibn Bakiiyah {t~>j^l> ^\), with his real

name : 'Ali bin Muhammad bin 'Abdallah ; he had, in

his youth, personally known Shaikh Abu 'Abdallah bin

Khafif (No. 144) and had friendly intercourse with
Abu-alkasim Kushairi (No. 299), Shaikh Abu Sa'id (No.

294), and Shaikh Abu-al'abbas Nahawandi ; he died

A. H. 442 in Shiraz, on fol. 105".

297. Shaikh Abu-alhasan Kuzi, with his real name:
'Ali bin Mahmud bin Ibrahim (in the following copy

:

'Ali bin Muhammad bin MahmM bin Ibrahim), pupil

of Shaikh Abu-alhasan (more correctly Abu-alhusain)

Husri (No. 266), and friend of 'Abd-alrahman (or Abu
'Abd-alrahman) Sullami; he died in Eamadan, A.H.

451, 85 years old, on fol. 105''.

298. Hadrat Shaikh Pir 'Ali Hujwiii, son of 'Uthman
Ibn 'Ali aljullabi alghaznawi, with the Kunyah Abu-

alhasan, the famous author of the l,jj.s>s^' (_a-i^pupil

of Shaikh Abu-alfadl bin Hasan (or Husain) alkhuttali

(who himself was a pupil of Shaikh Husri, whose teacher

had been Shaikh Shibli) ; he was personallj' acquainted

with Shaikh Abu-alkasim Gurgani, Shaikh Abu Sa'id

bin Abu-alkhair, and Shaikh Abu-alkasim Kushairi, and
followed the Hanafite doctrine ; he spent a consider-

able time in Lahur and found there many disciples

;

he died either A. n. 456 or 464 in Lahur (see the
objection to both these dates in Rieu i. p. 343), on
fol. 105a.

299. Shaikh Abu-alkasim KushairJ, with his real

name : 'Abd-alkarim bin Hawazin alkushairi, one of

the Shaikhs of Khurasan and author of the tlLo.

sJf-jLS and the ci>l|Li,il| 1—aJlkJ^. ....c,!; he was the pupil

and son-in-law of Shaikh Abu 'Ali Dakkak (No. 283),

and spiritual guide of Shaikh Abu 'Ali Farmadi (No.

72), and died in Rabi'-alakhar, a. h. 465, on fol. 106*.

300. Shaikh-alislam Khwajah 'Abdallah Ansari, son
of Abu Mansur Muhammad Ansari (No. 293), with the

Kunyah Abu Isma'il, of Harat; he was a descendant of

Abu Mansur Matt {1^) alan.sari ibn Abu Ayyiib

Ansari, who, in the reign of the Khalif 'Uthman, went
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with Alinaf bin Knis to Khurasan ar.d settled in

Harat, was born in ,Sha'l)an, A. H. 396, and died, 85
years old, a. 11. 481, 9th of Habi'-nlakliar, on fol. 106".

301. Abu-alhasan Najjar, died the 22nd of Dhu-
alhi,jjah, A. h. 481, 84 years old, on fol. io6'\

302. Aba Nasr alharnwi alkhatijabadi (;^jb i^iU),
with his real name : Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Abi
Ja'far, originally of Kirman, died 124 years old, in

Khanjabad, A. h. 500, on fol. 106''.

303. Hujjat-al islam Imam Muhammad bin Mu-
hammad al-Ghazali altiisi, with the Kunyah Abu
Hiimid and the Lakab Zain-aldin, who had as teacher
in Si'ifism Shaikh Abu 'Ali Farmadi (No. 72); he was a
Shafi'itc and authorofmany important works, for instance,

the JjJLJl cjjJ(lj^,.;j.«Ju in 40 volumes, the »jlxJl 'W*'.
the ^\jJi}\ jjt^j^ , the ojLx-- (^L.«^\etc. (in the Nafahat-

aluns there is added the j\y'i\ ijSCt^). He was a

brother of Imam Ahmad Ghazali, was born A. H. 450,
and died, 54 years old, the 14th of Jumada-alakhar,
A. H. 505, in Baghdad, on fol. 107".

304. Abu-al'abbas Hurri, with his real name : Ahmad
bin Ja'far, died a. h. 507 (so correctly in the following
copy; here is written by mistake obM . j.-ojlj), on
fol. 107a. J V

305. Hakim Sana't Ghaznawi, with his real name

:

Abu-almajd Majdud bin Adam, the famous author of the
' Hadikah,' a pupil of Khwajah Yusuf Hamadani (No.

73); his death is fixed here in A.n. 525, and this ta'rikh is

stated to be inscribed on Sana'i's tomb in Ghazna, which
Daril Shukuh, the author of this work, states to have
visited himself, on fol. 107*.

306. Shaikh AbA 'Abdallah Juwaini (^^^, so to

be read instead of
^Jy^,

which is found both in index

and text here, and also in the following copy), with his

real name: Muhammad bin Hummuyah (&j*Ii.), one
of the Shaikhs of Khurasan and friend of Shaikh Abu-
alhasan Busti, died, 90 years old, A. H. 530, on fol. 107b.

307. Hiidrat 'Ain-alkudat of Hamadan, with his real

name: Abii-alfada'irAbdallah bin Muhammad almiyanjt,
a friend of Shaikh Muhammad binHummuyah and Imam
Ahmad Ghazali, author of various Arabic and Persian
works, died a. h. 533, on fol. 1071".

308. Shaikh-alislam Hadrat Shaikh Ahmad-i-Jam,
son of Abu-alhusain, with tiie Kunj'ah Abii Nasr, born
in Namak near Jam, a descendant of that Jarir bin
'Abdallah altajalli to whom the Khalif 'Umar ibn al-
Khattab had given the name Yusuf bin Ummat ; he
had 39 sons and 3 daughters, and 17 of these children
(including the daughters) survived him; the mother
of the emperor Akbar, the great-grandfather of the
author of this work, was also a descendaut of Shaikh
Ahmad-i-Jam; Shaikh Zahir-aldin 'Isa, one of the
Shaikh's sons, reports in his ^Uilj^^ , that his father,

during his lifetime, had brought 600,000 (in the
following copy only 300,000) persons to repentance.
According to a legend, told here in detail, Abii Said
l>iii Abu-alkhair, who died one year before Ahmad-
i-Jam's birth, had a prophetic vision of this coming
great ornament of Sufism, and charged in his last will
his son Abu fahir (to whom he also afterwards
appeared in a dream) to hand to Ahmad-i-Jam, as soon

IND. OFF.

as he was grown up, his (the father's) own garment
(ujfi.) as token of investiture, a commission which was
duly executed. One of the greatest pupils of Ahmad-
i-Jam was Khwajali Maudud Cishti (No. 105). The
Shaikh was bora a. h. 441 and died, 95 years old, a. h.

536, on fol. 107''.

309. Shaikh Abu-al'abbas bin 'Irrlf, with his real
name: Ahmad bin Muhammad alsauhaji ( ~.\ ^^ -II,

so correctly in the following copy and in the Nafahat-
aluns. No. 1412, fol. 250^ where the father's name is

sjselt 'Irlf) alandalusi, died a. h. 536, on fol. io8'>.

310. 'Abd-alsalam bin "Abd-alrahman bin Abi-alrijal
allahmi alashbili (^^^L^i)!, in the following copy

^J^^':i\), with the Kunyah Abu-alhikam (or Abfi-

alhakim, as the following copy has), author of the
^_yi-JJ *U— I Q^-i, died a. h. 536, on fol. io8b

311. Shaikli AbCi-albayan bin Mahfuz alkurashi,
called Ibn-aljawari (alhawari ?),died a.h. 55 i,on fol. 108''.

312. Shaikh 'Abd-alawwal bin "Isa bin Shu'aib
alsaujari alliarawi, with the Kunyah Abu-alwakt, was
in the science of tradition a pupil of Jamal-alislam
Da'iidi and a friend of Khwajah "Abdallah Ansari (No.
300) ; he went from Khurasan to Baghdad, was born
in Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 458, and died in Dhu-alka'dah,
A.H. 553, in Baghdad; 'Abd-alkadir Jilani (No. 36)
read the burial service over his grave, which is close
to that of Kuwaim (No. 143), on fol. 108*'.

313. Shaikh Taj-al'arifin Abu-alwafa, with his real

name, Kakish (ji^^SiS), contemporary with 'Abd-
alkadir Jilani, who visited him, when still young, in
Baghdad^ Taj-al'arifin, who recognised at once in
'Abd-alkadir the future spiritual greatness, demonstrated
it to the audience of his majlis in a rather drastic way.
He got 'Abd-alkadir twice turned out from the majlis,
both times the youth humbly went out and humbly
returned, and the third time the Shaikh embraced him
and showed liini to all people present as a really god-
like man; Taj-al'arifin died, more than 80 years old,
after a. h. 500 (550 ?), in Baghdad, on fol. 1090.

314. Shaikh 'Adi (isxe) bin almusafir alshami (iu

the following copy, alshafi'i) alhakkari {tjj\S^\), friend

of 'Abd-alkadir Jilani, Shaikh Hammad Dabbas(No. 35),
one of the spiritual guides of the former, and'UkailMauiji
(or Maniji, as it is pointed in the Nafahat-aluns, No.
1412, fol. 251b marginal gloss), went from Syria to the
Hakkari hill near Mausil, and built there a cell for
himself, where he died, a. h. 557, on fol. 109b

315. Shaikh Majid Kurdi, pupil of Taj-al'arifin Abu-
alwafa (No. 313), died A.H. 561 (560 in the following
copy), on fol. 1 1 o*.

316. Sayyid Ahmad bin Abd-alhasan alrafa'i, a
descendant of the seventh Imam Mus4 Kaiim (No. 11)
and a direct successor in the spiritual leadei-ship (through
five generations) of Shaikh Shibli (No. 30) ; he was a
Shafi'ite and died the 12th of Jumada-alawwal, a.h.
578, more than 80 j-ears old, on fol. nob.

317. Shaikh Hayat bin Kais alharrani (, 'L» ^lAj

'\j Sjx^, marginal gloss in Nafahat-aluns, No. 14 12,
fol. 253a), died end of Jumada-alakhar, A.h. 581, in
Harran, on fol. iii».

318. Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi almaktul,
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with his real name, Yahya bin Jaish, put to death in

Halab by the orthodox 'Ulamas, a.h. 587, 36 or 37

years old, on fol. iiib. ^
319. Shaikh Jagir (^U-), originally of Kurdistan,

lived in Samirah and died there a. h. 590, on fol. 1 1 1^

320. Shaikh 'Abd-alrahim (in the following copy

•Abd-aliahman) Maghribi, with the Kunyah Abu Mu-
hammad, died A.H. 592, 70 years old, on fol. iii^'.

321. Shaikh Abu 'Ali bin Muslim, of 'Irak, died 90

years old, A. h. 594, on fol. 112*.

322. Shaikh Nizami of Ganjah, the great epic poet,

here called a pupil of Akhi Faraj (in the following copy

again Tarrukh, see No. 146) Zanjani(!), died a.h. 596,

on fol. 1 1 2*.

323. Shaikh Abu 'Abdallah alkurashl (alkuraishl in

the following copy) alhashimi, with his real name,

Muhammad bin Ibrahim, died a.h. 599, on fol. ii2''».

324. Shaikh Ruzbahan Bakli, with the Kunyah Abu
Muhammad bin Abi Nasr, pupil of Siraj-aldin Mahmud
bin khalifah, author of many publications, among others,

of the (in the following copy : y^^js) (j-JI/s
_^?.

~ «''
;

50 years he preached in Shiraz, and died in the middle

of Muharram, A. n. 606, on fol. 112^.

325. Shaikh Abu-alhasan Karduwaih (jjjj^, lived

in Shiraz and died the end of Muharram, a. h. 606, on

fol. 1 1
2b.

326. Shaikh Abu Ishalc Aghrab (i_j^1), with his

real name, Ibraliim bin 'Ali, lived in Bata'ih (^Uu.)

and died there, A. H. 609, on fol. 112''.

327. Ibn Sabbagh, with his real name, 'Ali bin

Hamid alsa'idi, and the Kunyah Abu-alhasan, died the

15th of Sha'ban, A.H. 612, and was buried in one of

the villages of Misr, on fol. 112^'.

328. Shaikh 'Ali bin Idris (so correctly in the index

of this copy and the text of the following one ; the

text here has Uwais) Ya'kubi, with the Kunyah Abu
Muhammad, who had received much instruction from

'Abd-alkadir Jilani ; he was a pupil of Shaikh 'Ali bin

Hai'ati (No. 47), whose teacher Taj-ariirifin Abu-alwafa

(No. 3 1
3) had been; he died the last ofDhu-alka'dah, A.H.

619, in the i-jjiio IjI), (Jacob's hospice), on fol. 113*.

329. Shaikh Yunus bin Yusuf (so in the index and

in the following copy ; the text here has Saif) Shai-

bani, founder of the ii4—^>J tiJlij, died A.H. 619, on

fol. 1
1
3*^.

330. Shaikh Kuraishi, with his real name 'Ali, and

the Kunyah Abu-alhasan, died A.h. 621, on fol. 113^
331. Shaikh Farid-aldin 'Attar, the great mystic

poet, born near Nishapur in Sha'ban, a.h. 513, spent

85 years in Nishapur and was put to death a.h. 627,

114 years old. He was a pupil of Shaikh Majd-aldin

Baghdad!. Of his works mentioned here are : i^SjJ

LJj^l, s-«U ^\, t-.U J ... ; 1, and^^-JaJl (>li-Oi, on fol.

113''.

332. Shaikh Ibn Farid almisri, with his real name,

'Umar bin Farid alhamawi, with the Kunyah Abu-
alhafs and the Lakab Sharaf-aldin ; he was born in Egypt,

spent his life there, and belonged to the Banu Sa'd ; he

wrote the famous mystic kasidah iljUl, and died the

2nd Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 632 (here is written by
mistake j jj Xa-i-i, in the following copy ,_j-.j J.^^.

'
.

',
;

a combination of both j.>j ,^j A ^ .? . .̂ gives the con-ect

year), on fol. 1
1
3^.

333. Shaikh Auhad-aldin Hamid alkirmani, pupil

of Shaikh Kukn-aldin Sanjasi (^\^^), whose teacher

had been Shaikh Kutb-aldin Abhari, the pupil of

Shaikh Abu-alnajib 'Abd-alkahir Suhrawardi (No. 122);

he was a friend of Shaikh Muhyi-aldiu (ibn) 'Arabi (No.

60), and died A. h. 635 (contraryto the common statement,

a.h. 697, see Bodleian Cat, No. 1904,19; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 48, and Rieu ii. p. 61 g'^, and compare the

remark under No. 349 below), on fol. 113^
334. Maulana Shams-aldin Tabrizl, with his real

name : Muhammad bin 'All bin Malakdad, Jalal-aldin

Eumi's spiritual guide ; he was a pupil of Shaikh Abu-

bakr Sallabaf (the basket-maker) Tabrizl, or according to

others : of Shaikh Rukn-aldin Sanjasi (comp. No. 3 3 3 ), or

according to others again : of Baba Kamal Jaudi ; he

died A. h. 645, on fol. 1
1
4".

335. Shaikh Abu-alghaith Jamil Yamani, was origi-

nally a highwayman, but a heavenly voice converted

him ; he first became the pupil of Shaikh Ibn al'akli

(al'akilali in the following copy ; alaflah, which is

probably the correct form, in the Nafahat-aluns, No.

141 2, fol. 267a, 1. 5) alyamani, and afterwards of

Shaikh-i-Kabir 'Ali Alidal (or, as the Nafahat point,

TJhdul) ; he died A. h. 651, on fol. 1 1
4".

336. Shaikh Abu-alhasan Shadhili, with his real

name : 'Ali bin 'Abdallah, of Maghrib, lived in Iskan-

dariyyah ; he died in Makkah, A. h. 654 or 656, on

fol. 114b.

337. Shaikh 'Ali al-Khabbaz (the baker), of 'Irak,

died A.H. 656, on fol. ii4*>.

338. Shaikh 'Abdallah Balyanl (^yVliJ), son of Diya-

aldin Mas'ud bin Muhammad bin 'Ali bin Ahmad bin

'Umar bin Ismail bin Shaikh Abu "Ali Dakkilk, and

honoured by the epithet Kamal Auhad-aldin ; he re-

ceived the investiture from his father, who traced his

own back through four generations to Shaikh Abu-

alnajib Suhrawardi (No. 1 2 2) ; he died the i oth of Muhar-

ram, a.h. 686 (680 in the following copy), on fol. 1141'.

339. Shaikh Yasin almaghribi alaswad, the Hajjam,

or barber, among whose pupils is particularly con-

spicuous Imam Muhyi-aldin Nawawi (or, as the follow-

ing copy reads probably more correctly, Nawawi) ; he

died in Eabi'-alawwal, a.h. 687 (so correctly in the

following copy and in the Nafahat-aluns, No. 141 2,

foL 269^, lin. penult.; here is written by mistake 677),

80 years old, on fol. 115*.

340. Shaikh "Afif-aldin Tilimsani, with his real name:

Sulaiman bin "Ali, died A. H. 690, on fol. 1 15".

341. Shaikh Sa'di Shirazi, the great didactic and

moral poet, with his real name : Muslih bin 'Abdallah,

and the Lakab : Musharrif-aldin (in the following copy

Sharaf-aldiii), died in Shawwal, a.h. 691, in Shiraz,

on fol. 115^.

342. Shaikh Hasan Bulgharl (in the following copy

Bazari), born in Nakhjuwan ; he traces his investiture

through two generations back to Shaikh Abu-alnajib

Suhrawardi, died A.H. 698, 93 years old, on fol. 115b.

343. Shaikh Abu Muhammad (in the following copy:

Shaikh Muhammad) Marjani, with his real name :

'Abdallah bin Muhammad, of Marjan in Maghrib, died

in Tunis, A.h. 699, on fob iis^.
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344. Ibn Mutarraf of Anclalus, with the Kunyah
Abu 'Abdallah, lived a long time in the precincts of

Makkah, and died, over 90 (in the following copy 97)
years old, a. h. 707, on fol. iid".

345. Shaikh Shams-aldin, with his real name : Mu-
hammad bin Ahmad (_ybUi Sufi, a Hanbalite, died

A. H. 711, on fol. 11 6".

346. Shaikh Hammad-aldin (in the following copy

:

'Imad-aldiu), with his real name : Ahmad (or according

to the following copy : Muhammad bin Ahmad) bin

Shaikh-alharamiyj'ah Ibrahim bin "Abd-alrahraan (or

according to tlie following copy: bin 'Abdallah Ibrahim
bin "Abd-alrahman) of Wasit, died, 54 years old, in

A. H. 711, on fol. 1 1 6a.

347. Shaikh Sulairaan Turkman, lived in Damascus,
died A. ii. 714, on fol. 116*.

348. Shaikh Najm-aldin, with his real name

:

'Abdallah bin Ahmad bin Muhammad alisfahani, a

pupil of Abu-al'abbas almursa (^-^1) alshadhili, lived

for some time in the precincts of Makkah, and died

there in Jumada-aliikhar, A. H. 721, 78 years old, on
fol. 1 1 6".

349. Shaikh Auhadl Isfahan!, the author of the j,La.

_»., said to have been a companion of Shaikh Auhad-

aldin Kii-mani (see No. 333); he died A. h. 738 in Tabriz,

on fol. 1 1 6*.

350. Maulana Mahmud (so in the text here and in

the following copy, but the index has Muhammad)
Zahid Murghabi, with the Lakab Jalal-aldin, a pupil

of Maulana Nizam-aldin Harawi in the >j»Uj j^JLc or

exoteric sciences, died in Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 778, and
was buried in Murghab, near Harat, on fol. 1 1 6^.

351. Maulana Zain-aldin Abubakr (Xjbl) Tabyadi,

son of Shaikh 'All bin Shaikh Abubakr bin Shaikh
Ahmad bin Shaikh Muhammadshah bin Shaikh Mahmud
bin Shaikh Suhail Tabyadi (Tabyad is a village near

Jam), likewise a pupil of Nizam-aldln Harawi, and spiri-

tual guide of Khwajah Baha-aldin Nakshband (No. 82);
he died the last of Muharram, a.h. 791 (so correctly in-

stead of the wrong ebj ^jj j .v ,n ib here), on fol. 1 1 6^.

352. Khwajah Hafiz of Shiraz, the great lyrical poet,

with his real name Muhammad, the Lakab Shams-
aldin, and the honorary epithet Lisan-alghaib, the

tongue of the invisible world ; he is said to have been a

pupil of Khwajah Bahii-aldin Nakshband, and died in

Shiraz, A. h. 792, on fol. 116''.

353. Maulana Zahir-aldin Khalwatl, pupil of Shaikh
Saif-aldin KhalwatJ, who died a. h. 793 (in the follow-

ing copy 783), and contemporary with Zain-aldin

Abubakr Tabyadi (No. 351), he died a. h. 800, on fol.

117a.

354. Shaikh Kamil (or Kamal-aldin) Khujandi,
died in Tabriz, A. h. 803, on fol. 117*.

355. Maulana Muhammad Shirin, with the takhallus

Maghribi, pupil of Shaikh Isma'il Sisl, who was a
companion of Shaikh Nur-aldin 'Abd-alrahman of As-
fara'in (No. 131) and a contemporary of Shaikh Kamal
Khujandi; he died a.h. 809, 60 years old, on foL 117^.

356. Shah Kasim-i-Anwar, originally of Adharbaijan,
born and brought up in Tabriz ; he was first a pupil of

Shaikh Sadr-aldin Ardabili, and later on of Shaikh
Sadr-aldin 'Ali Yamani, whose teacher Shaikh Auhad-

aldin Kirmani (No. 333) had been, and also of Khw&jah
Baha-aldin Nakshband, died A. h. 837 in Kharju-d,
near Jam, on fol. 1 1

7''.

357. Shaikh Zain-aldin Khwafl, with the Kunyah
Abubakr, i)upil of Shaikh Nur-aldin 'Abd-alrahman
Kuraishi Misri (who was himself a pupil of Shaikh
Yusuf Kurani, whose Pir had been Shaikh Taj-aldin

Hasan Shamshiri, the pupil of Shaikh Mahmud Isfahani,

whose spiritual guide Shaikh 'Abd-alsamad Nazari had
been under the tuition of Shaikh 'Ali bin Buzghush of

Shiraz, No. 150, the pupil of the Shaikh-alshuyiikh
Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi, No. 148); he died the 2nd
of Shawwal, A. h. 838, on fol. 118*.

358. Hadrat Shaikh (in the following copy Sayyid)
Badi'-aldin, with the Lakab : Shah Madar, a pupil of

Shaikli Muhammad Taifur Shami, died the 17th of
Jumada-alawwiil, A. H. 840, in Makanpur near Kanndj;
his grave is visited every year in that month by an
innumerable crowd of male and female devotees, on
fob 1 1 8b.

359. Maulana Jalal-aldin Burani (or Purani), with
the Kunyah Abu Yazid, friend and disciple of Maulana
Zahir-aldin Khalwati (No. 353), died the loth of Dhu-.
alka'dah, a.h. 862, on fol. 118^.

360. Khwajah Shams-aldin Muhammad alkusu'i

(Kusii is a village near Harat, where he was bom) aljami

(or bin aljami, according to the following copy), a de-

scendant of the Shaikh-alislam Ahmad aljami alnamaki
(No. 308); he was a pupil of Shaikh Zain-aldin Khwafi
(No. 357), and a friend of Shaikh Baha-aldin 'Umar
(Tabriz! is added in the following copy) ; his niajlis

was frequented by famous Shaikhs Uke Maulana Sa'd-

aldin Kashghari (No. 89), Maulana Shams-aldin Mu-
hammad Asad, Maulana Jalal-aldin Burani, and others;

he died the 26th of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 863, in

Harat, on fol. 1
1
9".

361. Maulana Shams-aldin Muhammad Eiiji (Ruj is

a village, nine farsangs from Harat), a pupil of Maulana
Sa'd-aldin Kashghari ; he was bom in the night of the
14th Sha'ban (ej *];J. ^.*-i), A.h. 820, and died the i6th
of Ramadan, A. h. 904 ; his grave is close by that of

Khwajah 'Abdallah Ansari, the Shaikh-alislam, on fol.

119''.

362. Shaikh Sufi 'AI5, of Jam, pupil of Zain-aldin
Khwafi, died A. h. 908, on fol. 120'.

363. Amir Sayyid 'Ali Kiwam, one of the Sa)ryid3

of i^j]j^ or sJL-i near Sirhind, and pupil of Shaikh
Baha-aldin Jauupurl, died in Jaunpur, A. h. 950, on
fol. 120*.

364. Makhdilmi Shaikh Husain Khwarizmi, pupil

of Hadrat Makhdumi-a'zam Shaikh Haji Muhammad
Khabushanl of the Kubrawi order (who was himself a
pupil of Shaikh Shah 'Ali Bidawari, whose Pir, Shaikh

Rashid-aldin Muhammad Asfara'ini, had been under

the tuition of Amir 'Abdallah t5jbLL-«j^., the pupil of

Shaikh Ishak lsJjU», who had received his spiritual

education from Amir Sayyid 'Ali Hamadani); the

Makhdilmi a'zam died A.h. 937 (in the following copy

930), Shaikh Husain Khwarizmi, A. H. 956, in Syria,

on fol. 1 20^.

365. Shaikh 'Ali Muttaki, son of 'Abd-almalik bin

Kadikhan almuttaki alkadu'i alshadhili almadani al-

cishti, one of the great saints of India ; his ancestors

X9
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came from Jaunpur, he liimself was bom in Burhanpur

and was first a pupil of Shah Bajiu Cishti, who lived

in the same town ; after having received the Cishti

investiture from Shah Bajin's son, Shaikli 'Abd-alhakim,

lie went to Multan, and later on to Makkah and Madl-

nah, where he obtiiined from Shaikh Muhammad bin

Muhammad alsakhawi the Kadiri and Shadhili investi-

ture (tlie latter order having been founded by Shaikh

Nur-aldin Abu-alhasan 'All alhusainl alshadhili, No.

336) ; he died in Madinah the 2nd of Jumada-alawwal,

A. H. 975, 90 years old, on fol. 120^.

366. Shaikh Adhan (^;-».>l) of Jaunpilr, son of Shaikh

Baha-aldin, died in Jaunjjur, A. h. 976, more than 100

years old, on fol. 121*.

367. Shaikh Salim Fathpuri, son of Sliaikh Baha-

aldin, born in Dihli, pupil of Khwajah Ibrahim (who

was a descendant of Khwajah Fudail bin 'lyad, see No.

96) of the Cishti order ; the Shaikh himself was a de-

Ecendant of Shaikh Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar, and origi-

nally a soldier by profession ; the emperor Akbar held

him in high esteem, and it was in his house that Ja-

liangir was born (therefore his name Salim). The Shaikh

jivas born A. H. 897, and died the 29th of Kamadan,
A. H. 979 ; he was buried in the principal mosque in

Fathpur, on fol. lai".

368. Shaikh Nizam-aldin of Abnitah (»-:^jl>1, a vil-

lage near Lakhnau), pupil of Shaikh !Ma'ruf Jaunpuri,

whose Pir had been Shaikh Ilahdad, the commentator

of the j.^U and the jjIju* ; he died A. h. 979, on fol.

121I'.

369. Shaikh Da'ud Channidal {^y-ji*- is a village

near Lahur), whose forefathers had come from Arabia

to India ; he was first a pupil of Maulana Isma'il of
p

Ucli {i^\), whose Pir the great poet 'Abd-alrahman

Jarai had been ; he joined the Kadiri order, and died

A. H. 982, on fol. 121''.

370. Shaikh Nizam of Narnaul in India, a pupil of

Shaikh Khanu (»Jli.) Cishti, who lived in Gwaliyar

and died a. h. 940 ; Shaikh Nizam died A. h. 997, on

fol. I2 2^
371. Shaikh Wajih-aldin Gujarati, lived in Ahmad-

abad, and was a disciple of Shaikh Muhammad Ghauth
;

he died the 1st of Safar, a. h. 998; Muhammad Ghauth
died the 15th of Ramadan, A. H. 970, in Akharabad,

80 yeai's old, and was buried in Gwaliyar, on fol. 122".

372. Sayyid Ala-aldin of Audh, put to death, a. H.

998, on fol'. 12 2^1.

373. Khwajah 'Abd-alhakk Jami, a descendant of

the Shaikh-alislam Ahmad- i-Jam ; he lived in Zandajan

(^jUfcjJ;) near Harat, and died A. h. 1005 ; when 'Abd-

allahkhan Uzbeg came from Transoxania, in order to

subdue Khurasan, and entered the Khwaja's majlis in

Zandajan, the latter entreated him to spare tlie holy

men, and predicted to him the conquest of Harat in

nine mouths, nine days, and nine hours, a prediction

which was actually fulfilled ; his disciple. Shaikh Fasih-

aldin, the father of Hadrat Mirak Shaikh (see fol. 124^,

line 2 of this copy), who was Dara Shukuh, the author's

own Pir, died the 22nd of Jlamadiin, A. h. 1019, in

Lalmr, on fol. 12 2''.

374. Shah Abu-alma'ali, of the KSJiri order, pupil

of Shaikh Da'ud Channidal (No. 369), settled in later

years in Lahur; he was born the loth of Dliu-alhijjah,

A. H. 960, and died the i6th of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h.

1024 ; he is the author of a work on the life and
miracles of 'Abd-alkadir Jilani (Jicl ^y^)j entitled

sjjjUJI ii-s^, on fol. 123".

375. Shaikh Muhammad bin Fadl-allah bin Shaikh
Muhammad Sadr, a descendant of the Khalif Abubakr
Siddik ; his ancestors had settled in Jaunpiir, but he

was born at Ahmadabad in Gujarat ; he was first a

pupil of Makhdum Safi Gujarati, performed then his

pilgrimage to Makkah and Madinah, and stayed 12

years in the former town, where he enjoyed the tuition

of Shaikh 'Ali Muttaki (No. 365) ; after his return to

Ahmadabad, he became for a further 1 2 years a disciple

of Shaikh Wajih-aklin Gujarati (No. 371); he belonged

to the Cishti order, and died in Burhanpur, the 2nd of

Bamadau, A. h. 1029, on fol. 123'J.

376. Shaikh Ahmad Kabuli alsirhindi, a descendant

of the Khalif 'Umar, a Hanafite and a Nakshbandi,

being in the latter capacity a pu])il of Khwajah Baki,

whose Pir Maulana Khwajagi jjiXJl (in the following

copy, and on fol. 124'', line 9 of this copy, ..SLJol)

had been under the tuition of his own father, Maulana
Darwish Muhammad. He also got instruction from
Kadiri and Cishti Shaikhs, and died in Sirhiud, A. H.

1034, 63 yeai's old, on fol. 124".

377. Shaikh Balawal, born in a village called j.s^
j^lj (or ^\ iyiry^), in the Panjab, lived in Lahiir

;

he was, in the doctrines of the Kadiri order, a pupil of

Shaikh Shams-aldin, whose Pir had been Shaikh Abu
Ishak, the disciple of Shaikh Da'ud Channidal (No.

369). He died the 28th of Sha'ban, A. h. 1046, 70
years old. The author of this book had enjoyed his

tuition for some time, on fol. 125".

VIII. Female Saints, (a) llie 'prophet's ivives.

378. Hadrat Khadijah Kubra, the first wife of the

prophet, with the Kunyali Umm Hind, daughter of

Khuwailid bin Asad bin Abd-al'uzza bin Kusayy bin

Kilab,_and Fatiinah bint Za'idah bin alasamm, of the

Bani 'Amir bin Luwayy; she was 40 when she married

Muhammad, who was then in his 25th year; she died,

65 years old, the lotli of Ramadan, in the loth year of

Muhammad's prophetic mission (three years before the

Hijrah, A. D. 619), on fol. 125I'.

379. Hadrat 'A'ishah Sadikah, with the Kunyah
Umm Abdallah, Muhammad's third and best beloved

wife after Khadijah, daughter of Abubakr, died the

17th of Eamadan, A. H. 58, 66 years old, and was
buried in the cemetery Albaki' in Madinah ; Abu Hu-
rairah read the prayer over her body, on fol. 125b.

380. Zainab, daughter of Khuzaimah bin Harith bin

'Abdallah bin 'Arar bin 'Abd-Mauaf bin Hiliil bin 'Amir

bin Sa'sa'ah (t k ^ » .p), Muhammad's fifth wife, married

to him in Eamadan, A. h. 3, died the first of Rabi'-

alakhar, A. h. 4 (in Muir's Life of JIahomet, A. h. 4 and

5 respectively are given), on fol. 126I'.

381. Zainab bint Jahsh, with the Kunyah Umm-
alhukm, whose mother Umaimah (in the following

copy Aminah) bint 'Abd-almuttalib was Muhammad's
aunt, the prophet's seventh wife, married to him in

the month Dhil-alka'dah, A. h. 5 ; her original name
was Barrah, and her first husband Zaid, Muhammad's
adopted son ; she died a. h. 20 or 21, on fol. 126b.

382. Saudah, with the Kunyah Umm-alaswad, daughter
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of Habi'ah bin Kais bin 'Abd Shams bin 'Abd .... bin

Nasr bin Miilik bin Haubal bin 'Amir bin Luwayy bin

Glialib alkurasbiy3'ah al'amiriyyah, and ]5iut Kais bin

'Ami-, Muljammad's second wife, whom lie married in

tlie tenth year of his prophetic mission, shortly after

Khadijali's death ; she died at the end of the Khallf

'Umar's reign or (according to a less trustworthy au-

thority) during the reign of Mu'awiyah, on fol. 127".

383. Safiyyah, daughter of Hayy bin Akhtab bin

Sa'batah {ui^->) bin Tukaihih (s-LJii) and Hurrah (so

in the following copy s,j». ; here it is spelt 11^) bin

Samwan (Jij.^.^, in the following copy Jl^-,-.,), a

Jewess, Muhammad's ninth wife ; she died A. 11. 36,

or according to others, A. H. 50 or 52, or even, as some
assert, in Khallf "Umar's reign, on fol. 127'^.

384. Umm Habibah, daughter of Abu Sufj-an, and

Safij'yah bint al'as (in the following copy Abi-al'fis)

bin tJmayyah bin 'Abd-alshams, the aunt of Ihe Khalif

'Uthman. TJmm Habibah was Muhammad's tenth

wife, whom he married in her 35th year in Madinah,

A. H. 7, her dowi-y was 400 gold dinars, or accoi'ding

to others, 4000 silver dirhams ; she died a. h. 42 or

44, on fol. 1271".

385. Hafsaii, daughter of 'Umar the second Khalif,

and Zainab bint Mat'iin bin Habib bin Wahab, Muham-
mad's fourth wife, married to him A. h. 2 or 3 ; she

was born 5 years before Muhammad's prophetic mission,

and died A. h. 45 or 47 (in the following copy a third

alternative, viz. A. H. 41, is given), on fol. 127b.

380. Juwairiyyah, daughter of Harith bin Al)l Darar
(Darari in the following copy) bin Habib bin 'Abld bin

Malik, married to Muhammad as his eighth wife in

Sha'ban, A. H. 5 or 6 ; she died in Madinah, A. H. 55
o'' 56, 65 years old, on fol. 127b.

387. Mainiunah, daughter of Harith bin Huzn bin

Bahr bin al-Hazm, and Hind bint 'Auf bin Zamir bin

al-Harb, married to the prophet as his eleventh wife,

A. H. 7 ; she died, according to the most trustworthy

authorities, a. h. 51, according to others, A. h. 61, 63
or 66, on fol. 128''.

388. Unim Salraah, with her real name : Hind bint

Abi Umayyah, married to the prophet in Shawwal,
a. h. 4, as his sixth wife ; she died the 3rd of Eabi"-

alakhar, A. H. 61 or 59, 84 years old; Abu Hurairah
read the prayer over her body, on fol. 128".

(b) The prophet's da^iyhters.

389. Hadrat Fatimah Zahra, with tlie Kunyah Umm
!Muhamnind, and the Lakabs fahirah, Zakiyah, Eadi-

yah, ilardij'yah, and Batul ; she was the youngest

daughter of the prophet, and married to 'All in Rama-
dan, A. H. 2, after his retui-n from the battle of Badr,

when she was 15 or (more correctly) 18 years old ; she

bore him three sons, Hasan, Husain, and Muhsin, and
three daughters, Zainab, UmmKulthum, and Rukayyah;
JIuhsin and Rukayyah died quite young ; Zainab, who
was married to 'Abdallah Ja'far, and Umm Kulthum,
who was married to the (Khalif) 'Umar, left no children

behind ; Fatimah was born five years before Muham-
mad's prophetic niissiini, and died tiie 3rd of Ramadiin,
A. H. 1 1, six mouths after the prophet's death, 28 years
old, on fol. 128".

390. Hadrat Zainab, the eldest daughter of the

prophet, married to her cousin Abu-al'abbas bin al-

Rabi'; issue: one son, 'All, and one daughter, Iniaraah,

who became 'All's wife after Fatimah 's death ; the sou,

'Ali, died when he had just reached manhood ; Zjiinab

was born before the prophetic mission, and died a.h. 8,

on fol. 128b.

391. Hadrat Rukayyah, Muhammad's second daugh-

ter, born after Zainab, mairied to the (Khalif) 'Uthman,

to whom she bore one son, who died in his second

year; she was born before the prophetic mission, and

died A. H. 2 (so correctly in the following copy : .j

ej^^jl j,jj JU.; here is written by mistake: J^ jJ

eij^jl ^-.^ ft), on fol. i28'>.

392. Hadrat Umm Kultliiim, Muhammad's third

daughter, born after Eukayyah, and before Fatimah ;

her real name ivas Aminah (s-1j>I, in the following copy

Aminah, i;^y«l) ; she was married to 'Uthman after her

sister Rukayyah's death, a. h. 3, and died A. h. 9, on

fol. 129".

(c) Other famous women.

393. Za'idah, a slave-girl of (the Khalif) 'Umar, on

fol. 129a.

394. Shu'wanah (sJl^Jji), a Persian by birth, settled

in Ubullah (four farsangs from Basrah), where her majlis

was frequented by many learned and pious men ; she

was contemporary with Fudail bin 'lyad (No. 96) and
died A.H. 175, on fol. 129''.

395. Hadrat 'Ukairah (j^-Jlc, in the Nafahat-aluns :

'Ufairah) al'abidah, of Basrah, died A. h. i 80, on fol. 1 29''.

390. Hadrat Rabi'a-i-'adawiyyah of Basrah, con-

temporary with Sufyan Thauri (No. 162); she was
the fourth daughter of her father, therefore her name
Rabi'ah ; her pilgi-image to Makkah occupied 1 4 years,

because at every step in the desert she said a full

prayer. She died A.H. 185, on fol. 129*'.

397. Nafiyyah (»Jl«-5, perhaps Nakiyyah?) of Misr;

Imam Shafi'i (No. 23) visited her, and when he died in

Misr, his corpse was taken into her house ; she died

in Ramadan, a.h. 208. Her husband, Ishak bin Ja'far,

wanted to bury her in Madinah, but the people of Misr
insisted on her interment in their own city, on fol. 130''.

398. Fatimah of Nishapur, dwelt for some time in

the holy city of Makkah, and also in Jerusalem; Shaikh
Biiyazid Bistami (No. 66), her contemporary, admired
and praised her very much; she died a.h. 223, on
fol. 131".

399. Tuhfah, originally a slave-girl, whose romantic

rescue through the agency of Shaikh Sari Sakati (No.

28) is here related with all details, on fol. 131".

400. Umm 'Isa, daughter of Ibrahim Harbi, a great

authority in legal matters, died in Rajab (according to

others, in Ramadan), A.H. 328, on fol. 133".

401. Umm Muhammad, the mother of Shaikh 'Abd-

allah (or Abu 'Abdallah) bin Khafif (No. 144), in whose
company she made by sea the pilgrimage to Hijaz, oa
fol. 133**.

402. Ummat-alwahid, with her real name a .. v .u

(in the following copy »,-,;JL^), daughter of Husain bin

Isma'il Hakimi, famous as Kuran-reader, traditionist,

legal authority, etc.; she died in Ramadan, a.h. 377,
more than 90 jears old, on fol. 133".

403. Ummat-alsalam, daughter of Kiidi Abfibakr bin

Kiimil bin Khalaf and disciple of Muhammad bin
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Isma'il icJ^LaJ (in the following copy ^_j5Loj); lier

pupils were Tanukhi, Zahidi, and Abu-al'ali ; she was

born in Rajab, a. h. 318 (the date is omitted here, in

the following copy only sjja appears), and died in

Rajab, A. H. 390, on fol. 133''.

404. Maimuna-i-Wa'izah, daughter of Sliakulah (JjSli,

in the following copy ^J^Li), and mother of 'Abd-

alsaniad, died A. h. 393, on fol. 133''.

405. Khadijah, with the Kutiyah Umm Salmah,

daughter of Miisa bin 'Abdallah, died A. h. 407 (or

according to the following copy, 437, . ^^t X^ X^
cuAa, which is probably the correct reading), on fol.

las'"-

406. Umm Muhammad, the aunt of Shaikh 'Abd-

alkadir Jilani, on fol. 133''.

407. Khadija-i-Wa izah, daughter of Muhammad bin

"Ali bin 'Abdallah and intimate friend of Ibn Sam'un
(No. 277), was bom a. h. 374, died a.h. 460, 86 years

old ; she was buried by the side of Ibn Sam'un, on
fol. 133b.

408. Karimah of Marw, daughter of Ahmad bin

Muhammad bin Abi Hatim, died A. h. 460 or (according

to the following copy) 463, on fol. 134*.

409. Fatinia-i-Wa'izah, daughter of Husain bin Ha-
san bin Fadlawaih (or Fadluyah), died a.h. 521, on
fol. 134^

410. Fatimah, daughter of Nasr bin 'Ata, who during

her whole life had only three times left her house ; she

died A.H. 573, on fol. 134^ The author adds here a

few remarks (taken from Imam 'Abdallah Yafi'i's 0.15

and i^^^^\jji\ ofi)) al^out a pious Egyptian woman, wlio

stood for thirty years in the same place, unmoved by
cold or heat, never sleeping and never taking any food,

and about another woman in Khwarizm, who for twenty-

five years neither slept nor ate ; he also quotes (from

Jami's Nafahat-aluns) a report of Abu Sa'id bin Abu-
alkhair's about a pious old lady in Marw.

411. Bibi Jamal Khatun, daughter of Kadi Sa'in-

data {iJi ^j^\^) and sister of Hadrat Miyan Mir (No.

65), on fol. 134^; she was over 60 years old, and lived in

Siwastan, when this work was composed in A. h. 1049.
No date ; but this copy appears to be older than the

following (dated) one, and is, with very few exceptions,

much more correct in the spelling of names as well as

in the dates.

No. 660, ff. 135, 11. 17 ; Nasta'hk ; size, SJ in. by 6J in.

648
Another copy of the same.

This copy concludes on fol. i2g<>^, and is dated the

1 2th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 1120 (a. d. 1709, February
22), by 'Ala-aldin, known as Lar Muhammad bin 'Ali

Rida. Ff. 130-134 are written by quite a different

hand, and filled with some traditions in Arabic, be-

ginning : j.^ luc .il (j^ L^Lt ^yj ^^.1 |_jJLc Jl5

The proper order of the leaves is : ff. 1-89, 97-105,
90-96, 106-134.

No. 1363, ff. T34, U. 17 (except ff. 130-134, 11. 10); clear Nas-
ta'lik ; size, 8j iu. by jj in.

649
The same.

A vei-y badly written copy, spoiled and damaged in

many places. Dated the 2oth of Rabi'-althani, A. h.

1 1 79 (a. D. 1765, October 6), by Fadl-allah, son of

Ghulam Mahdi (sixth year of Shah 'Alam's reign).

No. 1878, ff. 108, 11. 15-19 ; irregularly written, partly

careless Nasta^lik, partly in Sliikasta ; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

in

650
Fatih-alkulub (v^yUJl Jli).

History of the life and wonderful deeds of the great

Shaikh Mir 'Abdallah ibn Mir Muzaffar alhusaini altir-

midhi (who died A.h. io35=a. d. 1626, according to

the two chronograms on fol. 1 9" : i_>Jij ^j LsW^^j
cjj; jjL»5 and XJjUj. t-oj,, a date also given in Beale's

Oriental Biogr. Dictionary, p. 6'', whereas, according to

another chronogram on the same page, viz. sJUj ^--1

iy,, and the statement on fol. 18^, line 7, see also Rieu i.

p. 1 5 4", his death took place ten years sooner, in a. h. i o 2 5
= A. D. 1 6 1 6), by one of his disciples, divided into twelve

babs, and beginning
:
J-oyJ uW^ j' -^^ "^ ^-^

.iLDl

J
ii-»-.l JLc (jjjb. (^Lljj

Mir 'Abdallah Tirmidhi, with the takhallus Wasfi,

was a clever calligrapher, who got from the emperor
Akbar the honorary epithet of Mushkin Kalam, and a
good poet too, see Rieu, loc. cit., and Bodleian Catal.,

No. 1894.
The last year that appears in this little work, men-

tioned as date of the death of one of the Shaikh's great

pupils, is A.H. 1054 (a.d. 1644, 1645), on fol. 3I''', 1. 15.

This copy was finished the 23rd of Dhu-alka'dah, in

the 20th year (either of Shahjahan, which would be
A.H. io56=A. D. 1646, December 31, or more likely of

'Alamgir, a.h. 1087 = a.d. 1677, January 27). On
fol. lb the work is simply styled: illl ju^ -^ irlj^-

No. 645, ff. 32, U. 17; Nasta'lik ; worm-eaten ; size, 8J in. by
4? in.

651
Rahat-alarwah (^lj;^l '^^**]))-

The life, miracles, and maxims of the great Siific

Shaikh 'Aziz-allah (Ijorn in Lahur, the 3rd of Jumada II,

A.H.i047=A.D.i637,October23,died 3 7 years, 4 months
and 17 days old, the 20th of Shawwal, A. h. 1084= a. d.

1674, January 28), by Hafiz Muhammad Sa'id bin

Hiifiz (see fol. 2% 11. 6 and 7 ; fol. 3*, line 4; and fol. 5",

line 4), who commenced the compilation of this work
in the beginning of Rajab, a.h. 1084 (a.d. 1673, October

12), and finished it after some interval during prince

Muhammad Sultan's campaign against Kabul, A. h. 1 085
=A. D. 1674, 1675 (comp. fol. 4*, 11. 3 and 4, and fol.

253'', 11. 4 and 5). It is divided into the following five

babs:

p J!^i cyiJ

on fol. s''.

e^
u,.
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2. uy^-iVI (_^LJ
J

(jiU-« jj, on fol. i5«,

3. cyLib, _jl

cy^-i^l, on fol. 20*'.

4. ey,-flj:*T eyIjU (^1^ jj, on fol. 52».

5. <^j<>t^\ ei>Uj -Jjlj
J eyUj^iU^j, on fol. 133".

Beginning: jj ic .j» ijjJI sj-^ J— ,1 tSJJl <«i! xj^

ji -oil.

Dated the nth of Jumada I, A. h. 1108 (a. d. 1696,

December 6).

No. 1165, ff. 255, 11. II ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, gf in. by 6 in.

652

Manakib-alhadarat (ejU-iil l^Uj>).

A more modern histoiy of the great Shaikhs of the

Nakshbandi order, especially of Shaikh Ahmad Faruki,

who died in Sirhind, A. h. 1034 or I035=-A. D. 1625 or

1626 (referred to as ^^Lijl i^. ~-~-), Shaikh Muhammad
Sa'id Ma'sum 'Umari, the son of the preceding Shaikh,

who died, according to Beale, Oriental Biogr. Dictionary,

p. 190*', A. H. 1079 = A. D. 1668 (simply styled ^.Xi-°

or Ls>W!' fy'^*-'\
^^^ Shaikh Adam Nakshbandi

(called ijxL^ or ^yL^l i^-^l^). the same who wrote in

A. H. IO35-IO37 (a. D. 1626-1628) the U-JjUil i-oili.,

their contemporaries and disciples. The full title of

the book is: »jJl*j».1 euU-L* j is^-"-*' i_>jLl*, and it is

divided, according to tlie index on ff. 2^ and 3", into a

mukaddimah, three matlabs, eleven bibs, and a kliati-

mah. But unfortunately the MS. is in a hopeless con-

fusion ; many leaves are misplaced, several lacunas are

found besides, and a great number of catchwords being

torn away, it is impossible to restore order. There
are three distinct beginnings in the book, the Jtrst, on

fol. i'': jJI s^LoJl. ^^j-JlLkJI Cpj ill J .li; the second,

on fol. 40": eUL. |.^^*pl c^*"^' cf^^' '^z'
'"' ''^^

JI ^^jJl j^j ; the third, on fol. i Sg^ : (^jJI ill ' >^

Accordingly we have three large divisions, probably
comprising the mukaddimah, the three matlabs, and
the khatimah, respectively.

Mukaddimah (i_- _ - • ^jL5C^ >•- "»^ j ^_, . g . v ,i

uul ();;'' ^ ^.j .V : .*. 5,1 1 1 ... .1 w y.»jLi.« . ujLiJ 1^1 I » Ji
iJjj^ jJJ^ j), on fol. 3^.

Mailab I, in four fasls, on fol. 163", margin : fasl 1.

ji, on fol. 163'';

JL.j».l i_»jl.i-» ji, on

•_^, on fol. 177*; 4. JjLiijj

i_5-i*J. (^JU^I, on fol. 185a,

i-Jii» eyf-ia. c>j|j-« .J, on fol.

I SSI", margin, in nine babs, only eight of which are

found in this copy, viz. thejiir**, on fol. 188^, margin;
the third, on fol. 116% margin; \he fourth, on fol. 11 8";

^-^:— c— '

margin.

Mallah IT. ^L^

i\\& fifth, on fol. 1228, margin; the sixth, on fol. 129",

margin ; the seventh, on fol. 133", margin; the eigluh,

on fol. 140b, margin; and the ninth, on fol. 152'',

margin.

The beginning of the third Maflab (Jl».a.l ^jLj ,j

ijLijI t^UIi j\ i<a-«J.) and of the Khdtimah ((<oJtJ ,j

jJicy^ J e)_jl-. J
uJliUpC cyLkyijL.

J
eyL;^.::^ jl) cannot

be traced anywhere ; but the greater portion of both is

undoubtedly contained in this copy. There appears an
eleventh bab, on fol. 49" : Uia. (j-Sjo JIj^I ^yL-->. jJ

JI ^Jl^b
J,

probably belonging to the third Ma/lab.

On fol. 189'', margin, in the third beginning, there

seems to be given the author's name, viz. Muhammad
Murad bin Habib-allah bin Sa'di, who is probably iden-

tical with the holy Shaikh of Kashmir, Muiiammad
Murad Nakshbandi, who died, according to Rieu i. p.

300'', A. H. II 34 (a. d. 1722); in the first beginning, on
fol. 2^, margin, is stated, that this work is the third

kism of the rx-^J^ JLj.

It was written, according to the colophons on ff. 39^
and 226", in a.h. 1139 and 1140 (a. d. 1726-1728).

No. 1940, fF. 226, centre-columDj 11. 13, and a margin-column,
11. 32-34 ; Nastalik ; many little damages throughout ; size, loj
in. by 6j in.

653
Matlub-altalibin (^;;-^llkJI i_.^ik-).

A detailed biography of the great Shaikh of the

Cishti order, Nizam-aldin Muhammad Auliya, who was
bom in Bada'un, the 27th of Safar, a. h. 636 (a.d. 1238,
October 9), became a pupil of Shaikh Farid-aldin Ganj-
i-shakar, the 15th of Eajab, a.h. 653 (a. d. 1257, July

29), was nominated by him his Kiialifah or spiritual

successor, the 2nd of Eal)i'-alawwal, a. h. 656 (a. d.

1 258, March 9), died the 1 8th of Eabi'-alakhar, a. h. 7 25
(a.d. 1325, April 3), and was buried in Ghiyathpiir,

near Dihli (see fol. 113'', line 11 sq., and compare the

Safinat-alauliya, No. 114), together with a full account
of his deeds and doctrines, of the other gi-eat Shaikhs
of the Cishti order from Farid-aldin upwards, his rela-

tions and disciples, as well as of the pedigree of the

compiler of this work, Muhammad Bulak bin Shaikh
Abu Muhammad Khalidi Dihlawi bin Shaikh 'All Ak-
bar, who was a descendant of the hero of this biography,

and completed this history of the life of his great an-

cestor A.H. iiii=A. D. 1699, 1700 (see the two chro-

nograms |c*UaJ eJUL, and jjLJli {jLt j\ j-i. lUa:^ on

fol. 2*, line 9, and fol. 2b Hue 2). JJizam-aldin Aulij'a

was the spiritual teacher of the two great poets of Dihli,

Amir Khusrau and Amir Hasan.
The work is divided into the following 1 7 matlabs

:

1. Pedigree and birth of Nizam-aldin, account of his

parents, and genealogy of the author of this work

(JUj>-Ij ij'-i-ikl ,jLlsLu J>Jj-«j ^r~~^J

\xjJ\ ^ 'L>\ySi ^^-•^ J Lf) cr^-^r-' cH-^'j Jl>*-'

iUjJl^^l ^^\), on fol. 5*'.^1 jil^ X.^ J\jj\ ^\j

Nizam-aldin's father is called here Khwajali Ahmad
bin Khwajah 'All of Bukhara (died the 5th of Dhu-al-

hijjah, A.H. 64i=A. D. 1244, May 15, five years after

the birth of his son ; his mother was Bibi Zalikha).
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2. Nizani-aldin's earlier education in the exact

sciences (Jw>-!ii;j ir?.'-^' ^JUIi-l ,j-]Jjj j _Lxj jjLj ^j

3. Nizam-aldin's journey from Bada'dn to Dihli, and

theuce to Ajwadhan, in Multan, to become a pupil of

Sliaikh Farid-alUin Ganj-i-shakar in Sufic lore (^^Lj jj

^r J' u" !lL:

1^ .t^ I*

L5j Uu'-M

on fol. 12*^. The death of Farld-aldin Ganj-i-shakar,

the pupil of Khwajah Kiitb-aldin Bakhtiyar Kaki tfshi

and the spiritual guide of Nizam-aldin Auliya, is fixed

in this work, on fol. 124''^, in a.h. 668, the 5th of Mu-
harram (a. d. 1269, September 4), instead of the usual

date, given in all other biographies, see the Saflnat-alau-

liya, No. 113, of. A.H. 664= A. D. 1265, October 17

(comp. also No. 640 above in this Catalogue).

4. Nizam-aldiu's arrival in Ajwadhan, and beginning

of his studies under Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar (^jL-j ,j

(J'j uij}\ i^i\j\y
U^'^^^'J^ J^ irJ^-^' jjUal-, ijX^--,

jSisi^' ^JJ^^\ X>ji ^ o^jJ* ji), on fol. 14".

0. Nizam-aldin's steadiness, devotion, confidence, and

obedience as Farid-aldin's pupil, the Shaikh's tender

affection for him, explanation of the rules and rites of

the Bai'at or initiation, the duties and relations of Fir

and JVlurid, and account of Bibi Fatimah Sam (ijWj jJ

i-).LiJ.l ^^Lki-, iUiil j^ iUi.cl "-i^ i "y^)

*^J

fc^JoU
^.^_s' ^j^^^ J'>*' J^-*^' J LS-Hr* J 'Jj^, Jj-*^

Ju^), on fol. 15*. Bibi Fatimah Sam, a very spiritual

woman, was the adopted sister of Shaikh Farid-aldin,

and his brother Shaikh Najib-aldin Mutawakkil, see

fol. 19".

6. Nizam-aldin's nomination as Khalifah of Farid-

aldin, and explanation of the various kinds of the Khi-

lafat, the origin of the Khirkah or devotee's garment,

the Kulah or cowl, and other matters pertaining thereto

jLaaI |.|t WL.i OkijL^ u^^ u^. j^

joUi 5r-i J i«*^^. CJJ^Ufc i_jL^1 j i^S J
ijJ>. J-«l),

on fol. 29''.

7. Nizam-aldin's setting up a Sufic convent in Ghi-

yathpur, near Dihli, and account of Shaikh Malikyar-i-

Parran and Shaikh Abubakr fusi Haidari (,jLj ,j

1266-1287) and entered there into close friendship

with Shaikh Abubakr fufci Haidari, see fol. 40''.

8. Nizam-aldin's practice of poverty, resignation,

trust in God, worship, ascetism, and spiritual exertions

in his earlier years in Ajwadhan and Dihli [jH ^J^\ .j

j.-yii), on fol.

5o. L)l irS-^ J u]/?, J'-i^^ ^^ Jl^*' J^-*^^ J
isUjU.

^^ X;^ i<^)' °i' ^"^- SV* '^^^'^ renowned Shaikh Nur-

aldin Malikyar-i-Parrau came from Lar to Dihli in the

;'eign of Ghiyath-aldin Balban (a.h. 664-686

=

a. d.

Ju»J ^J»jjj>.\ ,\jj >J^—
J - - r: -

9. Nizam-aldin's offerings and donations, and pi-inces

coming to beg at his door, together with an accouut of

the seven Sultans of Dilili, who %vere his contemporaries

and partly hostile, partly friendly to him ( _ii r-j-^j j^

ijali* --
; J

(_iJLi'°), on fol. 46". The seven Sul-

tans are: 1. Ghiyath-aldin Balban, reigned 21 years,

and died a.h. 686 (a. d. 1287); 2. Mu'izz-aldin Kai-

kubad bin Nasir-aldin, grandson of the former, the

game to whom Amir Khusrau dedicated his ^^jjt^l uj^,
reigned three years, and was killed A.H. 689 (a.d, i 290)

by 3. Jalal-aldin Khilji, one of his Amirs, who became

his successor, reigned six or seven years, and was in his

turn killed in Eamadan, A.h. 695 (a.d. 1296, July),

by 4. 'Ala-aldin, his nephew and son-in-law, who
reigned twenty years, and died the 6th of Shawwal,

A. H. 7 1 5 (a. D. 131 6, January 3 ; the usual date is

A.h. 7i6=a.d. 1316, December 22); 5. Kutb-ahlin, son

of the former, commonly known as Mubarakshah, who
killed his three brothers Khidrkhan, Shadikhan (both

pupils of Shaikh Nizam-aldin), and Shihab-aldinkhan

;

he was, contrary to his predecessors, hostile to the

Shaikh, and was killed after a reign of four years and

four months, A.H. 720=A. D. 1320 (so here distinctly;

the usual date of his death is a.h. 72i=a. d. 132 i), by
Khusraukhan, who usurped the throne for four months,

after which he was slain in his turn by 6. Ghiyath-

aldin Tughluk, the governor of Multan, who became

king, A.H. 720 (again distinctly:
j

j^^j^-iwC tj— ,j

i^A... o . x-aijt JLu ji (ciJtJ »J^ . T i '), the same to

whom Amir Khusrau dedicated his j^ ..»i si ; he was
crushed by the fall of a pavilion in a.h. 725 (a.d.

1325); 7. Muhammad bin Ghiyath-aldin Tughluk (a.h.

7 23-752= A.D. 1 3 25-1 351), in the beginning of whose
reign the Shaikh died.

10. Nizam-aldin's great forbearance with and kind

affection to high and low, his intercourses with Shaikh
Eukn-aldin Abu-alfaih and their mutual humility and

civility (^jUsl-. t5;ljJj j (^^bj^. j |_pLJ j JJi-s.-' ,jLj ,j

aM-— 5 (*-^M )
'^^ ^\ 'i/^ (j-i-^^ 'W? i^^-' »/1^^^

SiiiS^_ L) i<^T^ ^ijjt ^j^\ ^Jiy^), on fol. ^^^. Shaikh

Eukn-aldin Abu-alfath was the son of Shaikh Sadr-

aldin Arif, and grandson of Sliaikh Baha-aldin Zaka-
riyya; he died a.h. 735, the 9th of Jumada-alawwal
(a. d. 1335, January 5), comp. the Safmat-alauliya,

No. 156.
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11. Stories of Nizam- aldin's supernatural powers and

the miracles worked by him, with an explanation of the

various stages of the mystic road, the different kinds of

Wihiyat or saintship, the terms Aktab or ' poles,'

Abdal or ' lieutenants,' the condition of the ' beloved,'

and the like (eyL.J^ i_i-iJ . eyli,^ uybl^j^ uW^- j^

iS «rti 1 J'-M' ) i_)Ut5l t5L4->-.Lol jIJuxj»/^ J
^jLip ^yt-y- r*

jjSj-iju. ^M ^j^f^), on fol. 6 lb.

12. Nizara-aldin's Sama and some of its ceremonies

on fol. 76".
^

13. Nizam-aldin's humility, asceticism, and devotions

in his later years, and account of the prayers, fastings,

and breviaries of himself and other Cishti Pirs (^jW? j-*

ei)|_a.» -«^_^l t£^ljL.C
J
uyLib,

|_^
.n»>

, j Sj
.n 'fc j pJ

* '»

14. Nizam-aldin's last illness, death, and burial (,i

jLiAl rlUli- L-lJ^-^-'U »j (jpUa. ^jLo

J L5^ *-f3; '^J^ '^^ >>'* j')'

on fol. 108*.

15. Account of the prominent Shaikhs of the Cishti

order, its fourteen Khanwadas or families, and its four-

teen branches (^jU-^, jl aU * JJj-»-l JU-»-l jjLo )•»

> t y* A ^IjLjI ^^J j.-i)^' 3

. J^l (in the index sjLjL») jjljjli »^W^ j rs^

jjl (in the index P}j-') pj-> '•^^ 4 y)i on fol. 114b.

The chain of the Cishti Pirs is the usual one, but in an
inverted order, comp. Rieu i. pp. 359 and 360^, viz. 1.

Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar (see above in the third mat-
lab), who had five sons, viz. (a) Shaikh Nasr-aldin, the

father of Maulana Kamal-aldin
; (6) Shaikh Shihab-

aldiu
;

(c) Shaikh Badr-aldin Sulaiman, who occupied

his father's position with the consent of Iiis brothers,

and was succeeded by his famous son, Maulana 'Ala-

aldin; (d) Shaikh Nizam-aldin, the father of Khwajah
Ibrahim, and grandfather of another renowned Shaikh,

Maulana 'Aziz-aldin ; and (e) Shaikh Ya'kub, the father

of Maulana A'azz-aldin {^si\ 'yc]) and Khwajah Kadi;

and three daughters, viz. (a) Bibi Masturah
; (6) Bibi

Sharifah, and (c) Bibi Fiitimah, the wife of Maulana
Badr-aldin Ishak, and mother of Khwajah Muhammad
and Khwajah Musa; 2. Khwajah Kutb-aldin Bakhtiyar
Kaki, son of Khwajah Kamal-aldin Ahmad bin Musa
Ushi (Ush is a village in Transoxania, according to

others in Farghana, see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 112);
3. Khwajah Mu'in-aldin Cishti, see the Safinat-alauliya,

No. no. His death is fixed here in A. h. 632, 6th of

Rajab (a. d. i 235, March 27), that is, before Kutb-aldSn's,
who died a.h. 633, 14th of Eabi'-alawwal (a. d. 1235,
Nov. 27). 4. Khwajah 'Uthman Haruni (Harun is a
village in Khurasan, or according to others in Farghana),
see the Safinat-ahiuliya, No. 109. He died a.h. 607,
6thori6thof Shawwal (a.d. 121 i, March 23 or April 2).

IND. OFF.

6. Khwajah Haji Sharif Zandanl, see the Safinat-alau-

liya, No. 108. He died the 3rd or 6th of Rajab (year

not known, »X»L«j Joj .a ;_rj^J J-i-.). 6. KhwSjah

Kutb-aldin Maudud Cishti, see the Safinat-alauliya,

No. 105. He was the son, pupil, and spiritual successor

of Khwajah Nasir Yusuf (in No. 7, and in Rieu, loc. cit.

:

Abd Yusuf) Cishti, and died the first of Rajab, a.h.

527 (a.d. 1 133, May 8). 7. Khwajah Nasir-uldin Abft

Yusuf Cishti (in the Safinat-alauliya, No. 104, Yusuf),

son of Muhammad Sim'an, nephew, pupil, and spiritual

successor of Khwajah Abu Muhammad Cishti, died A. h.

459, the 4th of Rabi'-alakhar (a. d. 1067, February 22).

8. Khwajah Abu Muhammad (in the Safinat-alauliya,

No. 103, Muhammad) Cishti, whose death is fixed here

in A.H. 414, the first of Rajab (a.d. 1023, September

19). 9. Khwajah Abii Ahmad Cishti (No. 102 in the

Safinat-alauliya), father of the preceding and pupil of

the following Shaikh, born a.h. 260, the 3rd of Jumada-
althani (a.d. 874, March 26), died the loth of Jumada-
althani, A. h. 355 (a.d. 966, June 3). 10. Khwajah Abu
Ishak Shami, afterwards Cishti, pupil and spiritual

successor of the following Shaikh
;

year of his death

unknown (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. loi). 11.

Khwajah Mamshad 'TJlu Dinawart, pupil of the fol-

lowing Shaikh
;

year of his death likewise unknown •

(see the Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 100 and 140, where

a distinction is made between 'Ulu Dinawari and
Mamshad Dinawart, the death of the latter being fixed

in A.H. 299=A.D. 911, 912). 12. Khwajah Hubairah

Basri, pupil of the following Shaikh, year of death again

unknown (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 99). 13. Khwa-
jah Hudliaifah Mar'ashi, pupil of the following Shaikh,

year of death unknown (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 98).

14. Khwajah Ibrahim bin Adham, who got his tuition

and investiture from the following Shaikh ; his death is

fixed here in a.h. 161, the first of Shawwal=A.D. 778,

July 2 (comp. the Safinat-alauliya, No. 97, and the

Majma'-alauliya, third bab, where he is incorrectly

styled Ibrahim Adham). 15. Khwajah Fudail bin "lyad,

pupil of the following Shaikh, he died in Muharram,
A.H. i87=A. D. 803, January (see the Safinat-alauliya,

No. 96). 16. Khwajah 'Abd-alwahid bin Zaid, pupil

of the following Shaikh ; his death is fixed here in A. H.

176, the 27th of Safar=A. D. 792, June 23 (comp. the

Safinat-alauliya, No. 95). 17. Khwajah Hasan Basri,

with the Kunyas Abu Sa'id and Abu Muhammad, died

the first of Eajab, A. h. no (a. d. 728, Oct. 10), 89 years

old (comp. the Safinat-alauliya, No. 19, and the Majma'-

alauliya, second bab). 18. Amir-almu'minin 'All bin

Abi Talib. 19. Muhammad the prophet.

The fourteen families of the Cishti order are : 1. Tlie

Zaidis, beginning with No. 16 in the preceding list of

Cishti Shaikhs. 2. The'Iyadis, beginning with No. 15.

3. The Adhamis, beginning with No. 1 4. 4. The Hu-
bairis, beginning with No. 1 2. 5. The Cishtis, beginning

with No. 1 1 (or 10). 6. 'Ajamis, beginning with Habib-i-

'ajami, pupil of Hasan Basri (see the Safinat-alauliya, No.

161). 7. The Taifuris, beginning with Bayazid Bistaml

(seethe Safinat-alauliya, N0.66, and the Majma'-alauliyd,

fifth bab). 8. The Karkhis, beginning with Ma'ruf

Karkhi (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 2 7, and the Majma'-

alauliya, fourth bab). 9. The Sakatis, beginning with

Sari Sakati (see the Safiuat-alauliyfi, No. 28). 10. The
Y
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Junaidis, beginning with Junaid Baghdad! (see the Sa-

finat-alauliya, No. 29, and the Majma'-alauliya, sixth

bab). 11. The Kazarunis, beginning with Abu Ishak

Kazaruni (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 292). 12. The
Tusis, beginning with 'Ala-aldin TusS, the pupil and

spiritual successor of Shaikh Wajih-aldin Abu Hafs (see

the Safinat-alauliya, No. 147). 13. The Suhrawardis,

beginning with Diya-aldin Abu Niijib Suhrawardi, like-

wise a pupil and successor of "Wajih-aldin Abii Hafs

(see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 122). 14. The Firdausis,

beginning with Najm-aldin Kubra Firdausi (see the Sa-

finat-alauliya, No. 124).

The fourteen branch -families (cjrJ or (^Lftjl^Ufc

C.J, otherwise styled silsilas, i. e. subordinate orders,

see Rieu i. p. 360^1) are : 1. The Kadiris or Ghauthis

(s^jji iJ.jls), beginning with 'Abd-alkadir Jilani (see

the Safinat-alauliya, No. 36, and the Majma'-alau-

liya, eighth bab). 2. The Yasawis, beginning with

Ahmad Yasawi, the pupil and successor of Khwajah
Abii Yiisuf Hamadant (usually called Yusuf Hamadani,

comp. on both the Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 73 and 75, the

Majma'-alauliya, seventh bab, and the Makamat-i-Sayyid

Ata'i, No. 644 in this Catalogue). 3. The Nakshbandis,

beginning with Baha-aldin Nakshband (see the Safi-

nat-alauliya, No. 82). 4. The Niiris, beginning with

Abfi-alhasan NAri (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 201). 5.

The Khidrawis, beginning with Ahmad bin Khidrawaih

(see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 174). 6. The Shattaris

or 'Ishkls (t^i-iS-c tjjSaS), beginning with 'Abdallah

Shattar, the pupil and spiritual successor of Shaikh Mu-
hammad 'Arif. 7. The Husainis or Bukharis (i

'

l :>~3.

ij .Li'.), who trace their line fi"om Sayyid Jalal Makh-

dum-i-Jahaniyan Bukharl (see the Safinat-alauliya, No.

157) back to Imam Husain and 'Ali bin Abi Talib.

8. The Zahidis, beginning with Khwajah Badi'-aldin

(in Rieu, loc. cit., Badr-aldin) Zahid, the pupil and

spiritual successor of Fakhr-aldin Zahid. 9. The An-
saris, beginning with 'Abdallah Ansari (see the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 300). 10. The Safawis, beginning with

Safi-aldin Ishak Ardabili, pupil, son-in-law, and suc-

cessor of Shaikh Zahid Iljrahim Jilani. 11. The 'Ai-

darusis, beginning with Sayyid 'Abdallah 'Aidarusi, the

pupil and successor of Shaikh Abiibakr. 12. The
Kalandaris, beginning with Shaikh Haidar Kalandar

and Shah Husain Balkhi Kalandar ; this order, often

called the Kalandari and Cishti branch (5. My
»".,> -Is) was spread in India by Shah Khidr-i-Rumi,

a pupil of Khwajah Kutb-aldin Bakhtiyar Kakl (No. 2

in the list of Pirs above ; comp. also Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1997). 13. The Uwaisis, who trace their line back

to Uwais Kami (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 18)

;

Nizaml of Ganja was one of the prominent Shaikhs of

this order. 1 4. The Madaris, beginning with Badi'-aldin

Shah Madar, whose life has been described by his pupil

Shaikh Mahmud in his {jij,-e* ^J^ (see the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 358, and Rieu i. p. 361).

16. Nizam-aldin's relations, spiritual successors, down

to the author of this book, and pupUs (JU-a-' jjLo .:>

^^^•r.» ijLiAl ^UtL-), onfol. 144b.

Principal relations: 1. Khwajah Muhammad, pupil

and nepliew of Nizam-aldin, son of his sister Bibi

Jannat. 2. Khwajah Rafi-aldin Harun, son of Khwajah
Muhammad. 3. Khwajah Naf'-aklln Nuh, son of a

younger brother of Rafi'-aldin Harun, who bore like-

wise the name of Khwajah Muhammad. 4. Khwajah
Abiibakr, a son, or son-in-law, as it seems, of Bibi

Jannat, and father of Khwajah 'Azlz-aldln.

The first ten Khalifas or spiritual successors

:

1. Nasir-aldin Muhammad Giragh of Dihli, son of Shaikh

Yahya Audhi (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 116,

and the Siyar-al'arifin, No. 12). 2. Shaikh Shams-
aldin Muhammad bin Yahya. 3. Shaikh Kutb-aldin

Munawwar bin Shaikh Burhan-aldin bin Shaikh Jamal-

aldin Hansawi; his son was Shaikh Nilr-aldin. 4.

Siiaikh Husam (so correct instead of J...>. in the text)

-aldin Multani. 5. Shaikh Fakhr-aldin Zarawi. 6.

Shaikh 'Ala-aldin 'Ali. 7. Shaikh Burhan-aldin Gharib

(see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 1 1 7), died the 1 2th of

Safar, a.h. 732 (a.d. 1331, Nov. 14), at Daulatabad. 8.

Shaikh Wajih-aldin Yiisuf II. 9. Shaikh Shihab-aldin

Imam, died in Dihli. 10. Shaikh Siraj-aldiu 'Uthman,
known as Akhi Siraj. All these ten Khalifas survived

Nizam-aldin by a few years only.

The chain of Khalifas which connects Shaikh Siraj-

aldin with the author of this work, Muhammad Bulak,

is as follows: 11. Shaikh 'Ala-alhakk wa-aldin Ban-

gall, pupil and successor of Akhl Siraj, and son of 'Umar
bin As'ad Lahuri. 12. Shaikh Nur Kutb-i-'alam, son

and successor of the preceding Shaikh. 13. Makhdilm
ShaikhHusam (here again spelt (.L».».)-aldln ofManikpur

(a place in Audh, see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 998).

14. Sayyid Rajl Hamidshah. 15. Shaikh Hasan fahir,

originally of Jaunpdr, came under Sultan Sikandar (i. e.

Sikandar Shah Ludi, A.H. 894-923=A. d. 1489-1517)
to Dihli. 16. Kadikhan Yusuf Nasihl (in oue place

here iy=^L. Masihi). 17. Shah "Abd-al'aziz Kashki

(^Cij), with the honorary epithet of Jamal-alhakk, the

younger son of Shaikh Hasan fahir, and brother of

Shah Diya, came from Jaunpur to Dihli, and lived there

seventy years. 18. Shah Najm-alhakk wa-aldin Ga'in

lodha (LajJ ^^^l».). 19. Shaikh Baha-aldin Shahabadl

(Shahabad is a place near Karnal). 20. Hadrat Shah

Ahmad Asad-allah. 21. Makhdum Shah Khfib-allah

(illl i-J)^). son and successor of the preceding Shaikh,

and Pir and predecessor of Muhammad Bulak, who was
honoured by him with the epithet of Kamal-alhakk

wa-aldin, and appointed his Khallfah, in the 84th year

of Makhdum Shah, and the 50th of his own life.

Principal pupils of Nizam-aldin : 1. Khwajah Abd-
bakr of Mandii. 2. Kadi Muhyi-aldin Kashanl. 3.

Amir Khusrau of Dihli, the great poet who only survived

his master's death by six months, and died the i8th

of Shawwal, a.h. 725 (a.d. 1325, September 27). 4.

Amir Hasan, the poet. 5. Maulana Wajih-aldin Pa'ili

( 'LjL)). 6. Maulana Fakhr-aldin RAzi (or perhaps

Ruzanl). 7. Maulana Faslh-aldin. 8. Maulana Jamal-

aldln. 9. Maulana Jalal-aldln (the last three died

during their master's lifetime). 10. Kiiwajah Mu-
hammad Imam ibn Maulana Badr-aldin Ishak (the

husband of Bibi Fatimah, daughter of Shaikh Farid-aldin
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Ganj-i-sliakar), author of the ,jJLc*' .Ljl in which he

collected the saj'ings of Nizam-aldln. 1 1. Khwajah
Mdsa, brother of the preceding Khwajah. 12. Maulana
'Aziz-aldin Sufi, son of Bibi Masturah, one of Shaikh

Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar's daughters (see about the last

three above, in niatlab 15), and author of the .Li^l iiar",

in which sayings of Nizam-aldin are collected also. 13.

Khwajah Karim-aldin bin Khwajah Kamal-aldin Sa-

markand!, who married the daughter of Khwajah Mu-
hammad (No. 10), the grandson of Farid-aldin Ganj-i-

shakar. 14. Kadi Sharaf-aldin Firuzgahi (^^J^—i).

15. Maulana Baha-aldin Audhi, originally of Multan

;

he lived and died in Dihli. 16. Shaikh Mubarak Guya,

called Amirdad, because he was Amirdad or Mirdad (i.e.

chief-justice) under Sultan'Ala-aldin Khilji(8ee above, in

matlab 9). 17. Khwajah Mu'ayyid-aldin Kurri, who was

originally prefect of stS under Sultan Jalal-aldin (i. e.

Jalal-aldin Khilji, see above, matlab 9). 18. Khwajah
Taj-aldin Dawari. 19. Khwajah Diya-aldin Barani,

intimate friend of Amir Khusrau and Amir Hasan, rose

to a high position under Sultan Muhammad Tughlukshah

(see above, matlab 9), and composed a number of re-

nowned works, for instance, the {jxts* t^LiJ, the eyUlo

jiSt the ij^Jl LiU cujL:^, the obL*^U, and par-

ticularly the jj4Li3._f-j ^j\J (see above, No. 211, in

this Cat., and also No. 569, where the same author's

^,L»X-^. jLikl are noticed). 20. Khwajah Mu'ayyid-

aldin Ansari. 21. Khwajah Shams-aldin, a nephew of

the poet Amir Hasan (by others, but wrongly, called a

nephew of Amir Khusrau). 22. Haji Nizam-aldin Shi-

razi. 23. Khwajah Salar. 24. Maulana Fakhr-aldin

of Mirath (Meei-ut). 25. Maulana Mahmud. 26.

Maulana 'Ala-aldin of Audhipat. 27. Maulana Shihab-

aldin i^Uv.f.v 28. Maulana Hajib-aldiu Multani.

29. Maulana Badr-aldin sJ^. 30. Maulana Rukn-aldin

I ,'-- 31. Khwajah Ahmad Bada'uni. 32. Khwajah
Kutb-aldin Kuhansali. 33. Maulana Najm-aldin Mah-

bub, with the epithet Shakarkhan-i-Thanisari (^JUfc,Vi>

(<^-».<jL4j). 34. Khwajah Shams-aldin Dhari (t5.Laj),

also called Janbi (^,:a.), he wrote a book, containing

sayings of his master (i^«i-c^T iiijUsjiL.). 35. Maulana

Yiisuf Bada'uni. 36. Maulana Kadi lJoLj »-iJ. 37.

Maulana Kiwam-aldiu Yakdana Audhi. 38. Maulana
Burhan-aldin Sawi. 39. Khwajah 'Abd-al'aziz Ban-
garmu'i. 40. Maulana Jamal-aldin Audhi. 41. Shaikh
Nizam-aldin Mu'i (^,-.), frieud of Shaikh Sharaf-aldin

Munyari (died A. h. 782=:a. d. 1380, 1381), who went
for liis sake to Bihar, and settled there. 42. Kadt
'Abd-alkarim i^ljjj, lived and died in Audh. 43. Kadi

Kiwam-aldin (^TjjJ. 44. Makhdum Shaikh Haidar.

45. Sayyid Muhammad (bin Mubarak) Kirmani, the

author of the LJjill^,.-^ (see Rieu iii. p. 976").

17. Pithy sayings and stories of Nizam-aldin, as col-

lected by Amir Hasan, Amir Khusrau, and other pupils

of his (ijLj) ^. O jjljj i::jL>IX» . ii)LJl5 igaJL> (jLj ,i

. . • . i -.1 _r .^ I . . . i t ImIj^HijS X.^ Jji.

juil »-»;jT^j JJ d^.), on fol. 169b

LaJjj
^y ir* V^ J jr-^^rrr"' J

Beginning of the whole work, on fol. i**: « sjil 41)

kjl U..4 '!/ J 41)1 J!Lm ^^..,t>j

A full index of the seventeen matlabs is found on
ff. 2'', 3% 3*", and 5". The i)roper order of the leaves,

which are curiously misplaced, is: ff. 1-3, 5, 4, 6-106,
115-121, 107-114, 122-175. Among the numerous
authorities, constantly referred to in this work, the

most prominent and most frequently occurring ones

are : jj.»!l^' o^a.1, and jl^l jJlji, both containing

sayings and discourses of Nizam-aldin, taken down by
his pupils (the latter by Amir Hasan, see above, and

comp. Rieu iii. p. 973''); i-jjiiJl e*».l, by Farid-aldin

Ganj-i-shakar (ib. p. 974"); I'Tv.r.-v jl^l; ^j^j\jLi\ j.;^

(see Nos. 637-639 in this Cat.) ; LJj^l --->. by Sayyid

Muhammad Kirmani (see above), etc.

This copy was transcribed A. h. IT37 (a. D. 1724,

1725), in Muhammadshah's reign, by Sayyid Mir Mu-

hammad Ganjahi (^Ls^iT), known as (!)i|jJ iLi
^J\/^j.

No. 886, ff. 1 75, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

654
Sawati'-alanwar (,l_jj^l xi>\^).

The most elaborate and detailed work on the great

Shaikhs of the Cishti order that has yet come to light,

by one of the more modern Khalifas or spiritual suc-

cessors of Mu'in-aldin Cishti, Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar,

and other renowned Pirs, Muhammad Akram bin

Shaikh Muhammad 'Ali bin Shaikh Ilahbakhsh alhanafi

albarasawi (uf^J^I), see if. i^, 1. 5 ;

5b n. ig and 16,

etc. ; who commenced this work, chiefly for the spiritual

guidance of his pupil, Sharaf-aldin 'Alikhan bin Shaikh

Baha-aldin bin Ihtishamkhan Bada'uni, A. h. i i 35 (a. d.

1723), at Dihli, and completed it, after seven years'

labour, the 13th of Muharram, a.h. 1142 (a. d. 1729,

August 8), see fol. 6^, line 6 ab infra, sq. The chrono-

gram for the beginning of the work is . :,.»,* v^bj

(=1135), in a ta'rikh, by the above-mentioned Sharaf-

aldin 'Alikhan, see fol. 6b, last line, sq. ; that for the

completion J_,Ui y^. (= 1142), see fol. 7*, 1. 2 sq.

The author's chief authorities were (see fol. 7*, lin.

penult, sq.)

:

^Uil^.

vL̂^y\

Juk]^

'JJ

(by Sayyid Ashraf Jahangtr) ^_^^\ i—ijLkJ

(by Shaikh 'Abd-alrahman Cishti) ^J^Nl

(by Allah Diyah, see Rieu i. p. 358b) i^U^jJll

V
Y 2
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^•'' •-

, - JjjJI 'iLc i^ o«Jl.s* J4» i_)bS"(by Jamal-

aldin Amir-i-Ikbal bin Sabik of Sijiatan, who noted

down all the admonitions and precepts of his Pit 'Ala-

aldaulah Simnani, who died A.h. 736=A.d. 1335, 1336,

comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 1446).

i'\ 5 ; y. (by Abu 'Asim Basri, see fol. 56'',

first line).

iyil^ ftiSJl 1 *_1

(spiritual teachings of Sayyid Muhammad Gisu-

daraz, who died a.h. 825 = a. d. 1422, collected by

Muhammad bin Muhammad Akbar Husaini, see Eieu i.

P- 347^)- ^

(by Shaikh 'Abd-alkuddus of Gangii) ^y^l j\y\

('Abd-alkuddus of Gangii died a.h. 944 or 945=A. D.

1537, 1538, comp. the Safinat-alauliya, No. 118).

^-ijj (_fijUiJ (by Shaikh Eukn-aldin bin 'Abd-al-

kuddus of Gangu).

t . 7 ?. t ) I ,.
•: ?. •» i_>liJ

and others (a work often quoted in this book, but not

mentioned in the list of authorities, is the tJJJ^ r*Wi
Bee further below).

The Sawati'-alanwar are divided into four (_^L^1

(found here respectively on ff. 7^, 45a, 91^, and 358*^),

each subdivided into three ,y, with many smaller

divisions, called jtLL-., >«-«i', and cljui.

The first Iktibds treats of the lives and deeds of

Muhammad, the first four Khalifs, and the twelve

Imams.
The second, third, and fourth Iktibds give detailed

biographies of the whole chain of Cishti Firs, from

Hasan Basri to the author's own father Muhammad 'Ali,

covering a space of more than 1 000 years.

List of the great Cishti Shaikhs in the order of their

spiritual succession (the first seventeen are identical

with those given in the fifteenth matlab of the preceding

work, of course in an inverted order)

:

1. Khwajah Hasan Basri, son of Abu-alhasan YasUr,

with the Kunyas Abu Sa'id and Abu Muhammad, born

A. H. 21 (a. D. 642), died, 89 years old, the ist or 5th

of Rajab, a.h. i 10 (a. d. 728, October 10 or 14), on fol.

45a (No. 17 in the Matlub-altalibin).

2. Khwajah 'Abd-alwahid bin Zaid, died the 27th of

Safar, a.h. 177 (a. d. 793, June 13); the^,-aAl iJ,L;

fixes his death as early as A. h. 128 (!), on fol. 52'' (No.

16 in the Matlub-altalibin).

3. Khwajah Fudail bin "lyad, with the Kunyas Abfl

'All and Abu-alfaid, on fol. e,6^ (No. 15 in the Matlub-

altalibin ; as birth-places are given here : Marw, Bukhara,

Kufah, or Samarkand).

4. Khwajah Ibrahim bin Adham, died the 16th of

Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 161, 162, or 166 (a. d. 778,

February 19, 779, February 8, or 782, December 26),

on fol. 62" (No. 14 in the Matlub-altalibin ; his father's

name is given here as Adham bin Sulaiman bin Mansur

Tamimi).

5. Sayyid Badr-aldin Hudhaifah almar'ashi, contem-

porary with Shakik Balklii and Abu Sulaiman Darani,

exchanged many letters with Yusuf-i-Asbat, on fol.

70b (No. 13 in the Matlub-altalibin; date of death, as

in all other biographies, only the 4th of Shawwal).

6. Shaikh Aniin-aldin Hubairah albasri, died the

8th of Shawwal (no year mentioned), 120 or even 130

years old, on fot. 71^^ (No. 12 in the Matlub-altalibin).

7. Khwajah 'Ulu DSnawari (Dinawar is a place in

Kuhistan, between Hamadan and Baghdad, near Kar-

misin or Kirmisln, ^j.^;...^^, the Arabicised Kirmanshah),

died the 24th of Muharram (no year), on fol. 73* (No.

1 1 in the Matlub-altalibin).

8. Sharif-aldin Abu Ishak Cishti (Cisht is a place in

Khurasan, in the district of Harat ; another Cisht is in

India, near Multan), on fol. 73^ (No. 10 in the Matlub-

altalibin).

9. Abu Ahmad Abdal Cishti, died, 95 years old, a.h.

355 (a. d. 966), on fol. 75» (No. 9 in the Matlub-alta-

libin).

10. Khwajah Abu Muhammad CHshti, son of the

preceding Shaikh, on fol. 761*. His death is fixed here

on the 4th of Rabi'-althani, A. h. 42 1 =A. d. 1030, April

1 1 (No. 8 in the Matlub-altalibin).

11. Khwajah Nasir-aldin Abu Yusuf Cishti, son of

Khwajah Muhammad Sim'an (^^Liu.-,) ibn Sayyid Ibra-

him ibn Sayyid Muhammad ibn Sayyid Husain ibn

Sayyid 'Abdallah, known as 'Ali Akbar, ibn Imam 'Ali

Naki ibn Imdm Muhammad Taki aljawad, etc., on foL

79^ He left two sons : Khwajah Kutb-aldln Maudud,

his Khalifah, and Taj-aldin Abu-a'lfath, and died the

3rd of Rajab, a.h. 459=a. d. 1067, May 20 (No. 7 in

the Matlub-altalibin).

12. Khwajah Kutb-aldin Maudud Cishti, died A.H.

527=A. D. 1 133, on fol. 81* (No. 6 in the Matlub-alta-

libin). His three most prominent Khalifas were : (a)

Haji Sharif Zandani ; (6) Khwajah Ahmad, born A. h.

507, died a.h. 577=a.d. 1113, 1114-1181, ii82(Sa-

finat-alauliya. No. 106), Maudud's son, and brother of

Khwajah 'Abd-al'ali
;

(c) Shah Sanjan, i. e. Rukn-aldin

Mahmud, died a.h. 597 = a. d. 1200, 1201 (Safinat-

alauliya, No. 107).

13. Khwajah Haji Sharif Zandani, died the 3rd of

Rajab (year unknown), on fol. 87'' (No. 5 in the Matlub-

altalibin).
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14. Khwajah 'Uthman Harilni (Hariln is a place in

the disti'ict of Nlshapur or in that of Fargliana), on fol.

88b ^No. 4 in the Matlub-altallbin).

15. Khwajah Mu'in-aldin Cishti Sijzi, son of Khwa-
jah Ghiyath-aldin Hasan ibn Sayyid Ahmad Hasan ibn

Sayyid Tahir ibn Sayyid 'Abd-al'aziz ibn Sayyid Ibra-

him ibn Imam 'Ali Rida ibn Imam Musa K&zim ibn

Imam Ja'far Sadik ibn Imam Muhammad Baliir ibn

Imam Zain-al'aljidin ibn Imam Husain, on fol. 91^ (No.

3 in the Matldb-altalibin). He was born, A.h. 537 (a. d.

1 142, 1 143), in Sijistan, went to India and enjoyed the

tuition and comi)auionship of 'Abd-alkadir Jllaiit and

Najm-aldin Kubra, and died the 6th of Eajab, or ac-

cording to others, the 20th of Dhu-alhijjah, A.h. 632
=A. D. 1235, March 27 or September 5, quite as in the

preceding work. He had two wives, viz. Bibi 'Ismat,

the daughter of Shaikh Wajih-aldin Mashhadi, and

Immat or Ummat-allah (iill LlV), a Rajah's daughter

;

one daughter, Bibi Hafiz Jamal, and three sons, viz.

(a) Shaikh Abu Said^ (6) Shaikh Fath-aldin, (c) Shaikh

Husam-aldin. His two most renowned disciples and

Khalifas were : (a) Kutb-aldin Bakhtiyar, and (6)

Hamid-aldin Sufi alsa'idi alnagilri alsiwali (^JIjJlJl,

Siwal being one of the townships of Nagur), with the

Kunyah Abu Ahmad and the epithet of Sultan-altarikin,

died the nth of Ramadan, a.h. 641 (a. d. 1244, Feb-

ruary 22), or, more correctly, the 29th of Rabi'-alakhar,

A.H. 673=A. D. 1274, Nov. I (see the Safinat-alauliya,

No. in).

16. Khwajah Kutb-aldin Bakhtiyar Kaki Ushi, son

of Khwajah Kamal-aldin bin Ahmad bin Musa Ushi,

on fol. 107'' (No. 2 in the Matlub-altalibin). His chief

disciples were : (a) Shaikh Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar

;

{b) Shaikh Badr-aldin Gliaznawi, who came from Ghazna
to Lahur, and later on to Dilili, whose Khalifah was
Shaikhlmam-aldin Abdal, succeeded by Shaikh Shihab-

aldin 'Ashik, whose Khalifah again was Shaikh 'Imad-

aldin Dihlawi, likewise a pupil of Imam-aldin Abdal,

succeeded in his turn by ShaikJi Taj-aldin Imam
;

(c)

ShS,h Khidr Rumi (see the list of subordinate orders of

the Cishtis, No. 1 2 in the Matlub-altalibin), whose pupil

was Shaiklj Najm-aldin Kalandar; (d) Kadi Hamid-
aldin Naguri (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 149), with

his real name : Muhammad bin 'Ata, who belonged at

the same time to the Suhrawardi order, being a disciple

of Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi, and died the 5th of

Ramadan, A. h. 643 (a. d. 1246, January 24), at Dihli;

his son was Maulana Nasih-aldin.

17. Shaikh Farid-aldin Mas'iid Ajwadhani Ganj-i-

shakar, on fol. I iSb (No. i in the Matlub-altalibin). His
father's name appears here as Shaikh (or Kadi) Jamal-
aldin Sulaiman bin Shaikh Shu'aib bin Shaikh Ahmad II
bin Shaikh Yusuf bin Shaikh Muhammad bin Sliaikh

Shihab-aldin bin Shaikh Ahmad I (known as Farrukh-
shah of Kabul) bin Shaikh Nasir-aldin bin Sultan Mah-
mud bin Shaikh Saman bin Shaikh Mas'ud bin Shaikh
'Abdallah Khwurd bin Wa iz alasghar bin Wa iz alakbar

bin Shaikh Abu-alfath bin Shaikh Ishak bin Shaikh
Ibrahim bin Shaikh Nasii--aldin bin Shaikh 'Abdallah

Kalan ibn Arair-almu'minin 'Umar ibn Alkhattab. His
elder brother was Shaikh A'azz-aldin Muhammad, his

younger brother Shaikh Najlb-aldin Mutawakkil. Hia

death Is fixed here, as usual, on the 5th of Muharram,

A. H. 664 (a. D. 1265, Oct. 17), when he was 95 years

old ; but the immediately following remark, that he

survived by 35 years Kutb-aldin Bakhtiyar Kaki (who

died the 14th of Rabi'-alawwal, a. h. 633), would rather

point to A. H. 668, the date given in the preceding work.

As ta'rikh, however, appears xij ill Jo^ (= 664). Both

order and names of the five sons and three daughters of

Ganj-i-shakar are the same as in tlie Matldb-altalibin,

except that the first is called here (probably more cor-

rectly) Shaikh Nasir-aldin, known as Nasr-allah ; but

according to the ijx>J ^'^—a statement which the

author of this work has apparently adopted—the five

sons were : (a) Shihab-aldin Ganj-i-"ilm, (b) Nizam-

aldin Shahid,. (c) Badr-aldin Sulaiman, {d) Shaikh

Ya'kub, (e) 'Abdallah, who died very young; Shaikh

Nasr-allah was, according to this authority, only a step-

son (i_j<-o.). The proper order of Ganj-i-shakar's three

daughters, according to tlie same authority, is : Bibi

Fatimah, Bibi Sharifah, and Bibi Masturah, who became

the wife of Shaikh 'Umar Sufi Faruiji and the mother

of Shaikh 'Izz-aldin (so on fol. 186", last line, whereas

on fol. 165'', line 7, he is called 'Adud-aldin, and in the

Matlub-altalibin, i6th matlab. No. 12 in the list of pu-

pils: 'Aziz-aldin). Ganj-i-shakar's wife was a daughter

of Sultan Ghiyath-aldin Balbau (see the Maj^lub-altali-

bln, 9th matlab).

Ganj-i-shakar's grandchildren : I. Sons of Shaikh

Shihab-aldin Ganj-i-'ilm : (a) Shaikh Husam-aldin,

[b) Sliaikh 'Abd-al'hamid, (c) Shaikh Mas'iid, (rf) Shaikh

Muhammad, (e) Shaikh 'Alishir, (/) Shaikh Jamshid
II. Sons of Shaikh Nizam-aldin: (a) "Adud-aldin, known
as Shaikh Ibrahim, father of Shaikh Nur-aldin (called

in the Matlub-altalibin : 'Aziz-aldin), the father of

Khwajah 'Adud-aldin, who had again three sons: Khwii-

jah Badr-aldin, Khwajah Rukn-aldin, and Shaikh

Khwajah
; (6) Khwajah 'Ali, the father of Shaikh Salar,

Shaikh Nur-aldin, Shaikh Yahya, and Shaikh Khusrau.

III. Sons and daughters of Shaikh Badr-aldin Sulaiman

;

A. Issue of his wife, Bibi Malkii (_j5CL«), the daughter

of Kadi Abii Muslim : (a) Shaikh Muhammad 'Ala-aldin

Mauj-i-darya, who was for 50, or even 54 years, his

father's Khalifah, and had two sons : Shaikh Mu'izz-

aldin and Shaikh 'Alam-aldin ; the list of lineal descend-

ants of Mauj-i-darya goes down to Shaikh Taj-aldin

Mahmud, who died the 17 th of Safar, a.h. 10 19 (a. d.

1610, May n), 85 years old, a short time after the

death of his son Shaikh Faid-allah (died, 55 years old,

the 25th of Dhd-alhijjah, A. H. 10 18= A. D. 1 6 10, March

21), in whose place he had appointed his grandson,

Shaikh Ibraliim, Faid-allah's son. Shaikh Ibrahim had

four sons: Shaikh Muhammad (died a.h. 1024, the

i8th of Muharram=A. D. 1615, Feb. 17), Shaikh Ilah-

bakhsh, Shaikh Ghulara Muhammad, and Sliaikh Jan
Muhammad; (6) Shaikh Muhammad Shahid ; (c) Shaikh

Mahmud
;

{d) Shaikh Taj-aldin
;

(e) Bibi 'Iffat
; (/)

Bibi Safiyyah
; (g) Bibi Zainab ;

(A) Bibi Kakiyyah,

B. Issue of his wife, Bibi Hajiran: (a) Shaikh Maudud,

(6) Shaikh Ahmad, (c) a daughter, whose name is not

mentioned. IV. Sons and daughter of Shaikh Ya'kub;

(a) Khwajah 'Adud-aldin (called in the Matlub-altaliljin;

A'azz-aldin), (6) Khwajah Kadi, (c) Bibi 'Izzat. V.
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Sons of Shaikh Nasir-aldin or Nasr-allah : (a) Khwajah
Bayazid, (6) Khwajah Ni'mat-allah, (c) Khwajah 'Abd-

allah, (cZ) Khwajah Karim-aldin, (e) Khwajah Ibra-

him, (/) Khwajah 'Abd-alrashid (a Maulana Kamal-
aUlin, who appears as Shaikh Nasir-aldin's son in the

Matliib-altalibin, is not mentioned here at all).

18. Shaikh Najib-aldin Mutawakkil (see above in the

Siyar-al'arifin, No. lo, and the Matlub-altalibin, 5th

matlab), the brother and Khalifah of the preceding

Shaikh, on fol. 189*. He died the 9th of Ramadan,
A. H. 669 (a.d. 1271, April 21), at Dihli, in the reign

of Ghiyath-aldin Balban.

19. Shaikh Jamal-aldin Hansawi, with his real name
Ahmad, died during Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar's lifetime,

on fol. 191". Shaikh Abubakr Tusi Haidari Kalandar
and Shaikh Husam-aldin of Andipat (ci^.JJl) were
among his companions and disciples ; his son was Shaikh
Burlian-aldin, the father of Shaikh Kutb-aldin Munaw-
war (one of Nizam-aldin Auliyas Khalifas, see the

Matlub-altalibin, i6th matlab, No. 3 in the list of

Khalifas).

"

20. Shaikh Badr-aldin Ishak bin 'All bin Ishak, of

Dihli, pu|)il, Khalifah, and son-in-law of Farid-aldin

Ganj-i-shakar (see the Matlub-altalibin, 15th matlab,

No. i), on fol. 194".

21. Shaikh Nizam-alhakk wa-aldin Muhammad bin

Ahmad bin 'All albukhari (see a different statement in

the Safinat-alauliya, No. 1 14, and the Matlub-altalibin),

with the honorary epithets of Sultan-almashayikh and
Nizam-alauliya, on fol. 196'. His paternal as well as

his maternal grandfather, Khwajah 'All and Khwajah
'Arab, came from Bukhara, stayed some time in Lahur,

and settled then in Bada'un ; both were descendants of

the Khalif 'Ali bin Abi 'Talib, their respective genealo-

gies being : (a) Khwajah 'Ali bin Sayyid 'Abdallah bin

Sayyid Husain bin Sayyid 'Ali bin Sayyid Ahmad bin

Sayyid Abi 'Abdallah bin Sayyid 'Ali Asghar bin Sayyid
Ja'far bin Imam 'Ali Hadi bin Imam Muhammad Jawad
bin Imam 'Ali Rida bin Imam Musa Kaiim, etc.

; (6)

Khwajah 'Arab bin Sayyid Abu-almafakhir bin Sayyid
Muhammad Athar, one of the Khalifas of 'Abd-alkadir

Jilani, and son of the same Sayyid Husain bin Sayyid
'Ali, who appears as grandfather of Khwajah 'Ali, above.

22. Shaikh Nasir-aldin Mahmud Ciragh of Dihli, son

of Shaikh Yahya Audhl (see the Safinat-alauliya, No.
116, and the Matlub-altalibin, i6th matlab. No. i in

the list of Khalifas), on fol. 246*. His prominent dis-

ciples and Khalifas were : (a) Sayyid Muhammad Gisd-

daraz bin Sayyid Ydsuf alhasani aldihlawi, born in

Dihli, the 4th of Rajab, a. h. 720=a. d. 1320, August
10 (the usual date is 721, see Rieu i. p. 347), died at

Gulbarga, 105 years old, A. h. 825 (a.d. 1422), in the

reign, as is stated here, of Sultan Firuzshah Ghiy&th-
aldin bin Muhammadshah (more correctly : Ahmad-
khan, see above. No. 449 in this Cat.) bin Shah 'Ala-

aldin Bahmani (who died in Shawwal, a. h. 825 ; Rieu,

loo. cit., fixes Gisudaraz' death on the i6th of Dhu-
alka'dah of that year, soon after the accession of Sultan
Ahmadshah I); his spiritual successor was his grandson,

Mir Sayyid Yad-allah, and among the latter's successors

was the poet Shaikh Rizk-allah, with the takhallus Mush-
takt in his Persian and that of Rajan in his Hindustani

poems, born a.h, 897 (a.d. 1492), died the 20th of

Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 989 (a.d. 1581, April 24), accord-

ing to the ta'rikh -ia. jjl-.?. «, 92 years old. Other

pupils and Khalifas of Gisudaraz were Shaikh Abu-
alfath 'Ala-aldin Kuraishi, the author of a J..»..,5Cs on

syntax and a jju»Li_» on Sufism, and Gisiidaraz' own
son. Shaikh 'Ala-aldin, the father of the renowned

Shaikh Sadr-aldin Hakim. (6) Sayyid Muhammad ibn

Sayyid Ja'far Makkl, author of the lyJUil >sr^ on Sil-

fism, of a —j. ;jLj .i JLu, , of another risalah, styled

uyl^ _jLj, and of the i_>l«j^l -sr*. (on the Ahl-i-Bait);

he lived from the time of Sultan Muhammad Tughluk
(reigned A.H. 725-752= A.D. 1325-1351) to that of

Sultan Bahlul (reigned A.H.854-894=A.D. 1450-1489),
and reached an age of more than 1 00 years

;
(c) Maulana

Khwajagi, the spiritual teacher of Kadi Shiliab-aldin
;

{d) Shaikh Sadr-aldin Hakim (different from the Shaikh
of the same name, mentioned above as one of Gisudaraz'

Khalifas)
;

(e) Kadi 'Abd-almuktadir ibn Kadi Rukn-
aldiu alsharihi alkandi, author of Arabic kasidas and
ghazals, and of a counterpart to the |»s*^' i-s-«i'; (/)
Kadi Mahmud j^jLo.., the spiritual teacher of Khwajah

Ikhtiyar-aldin 'Umar trici, died a.h. 809, the 14th
of Muliarram (a.d. 1406, July i); (g) Kadi Fakhr-aldin

ijjjlsr'; also pupil and Khalifah of Nizam-aldin Auliya

;

(A) Khwajah Khaniln of Gwaliyar (here spelt (<^l^i),

one of the later Khalifas of Nasir-aldin Mahmud, pupil

of Khwajah Husain Nagdri, and Pir of Shaikh Nizam-
aldin Narnauli, whose tuition the great Sultan Akbar
enjoyed

;
(i) Sayyid Jalal-aldin Bukhari, son of Sayyid

Ahmad Kabir, and brother of Sayyid Sadr-aldin Raju
Kattal of Bukhara (died a.h. 827

=

a. d. 1424), with
the epithet of Makhdum-i-Jahaniyan (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 157 ; Siyar-al'arifin, No. 13), pupil of Shaikh Rukn-
aldin Abd-alfath Kuraishi ibn Shaikh Sadr-aldin ibn

Shaikh Baha-aldin Zakariyya Multani, and friend of

Imam Abu 'Abdallah Yafi'i ; his sayings are collected

in the ^J5^ tihi; among his disciples and Khalifas

are mentioned : (a) Shaikh Yusuf Budh of Iric, who
was also a pupil of Ikhtiyar-aldin (see above) and of

Sadr-aldin Raju Kattal, and translated Muhammad
Ghazali's j^joLxJI --L^jl-. into Persian (died a. h. 834
= A. D. 1430, 143 1); another of Jalal-aldin Bukhari's

pupils, whose name is not given, translated into Persian

the j^^-^bpi ;_r^3j >1 .Vi by 'Abdallah Yafi'i (the same
which is described above in No. 643 of this Cat.)

; (/3)

Shaikh Kiwara-aldin, the spiritual guide of Shaikh
Sarang, who was originally one of the Amirs of Sultan
Firuzshah, and founded the city of Sarangpur, but after-

wards renounced the world, performed the pilgrimage,

and was for some time a pupil of Shaikh Yusuf trici ;

(y) Shaikh Siraj-aldin Sukhta
;

(S) Sayyid Burhan-
aldin Kutb-i-'alam, grandson of Jalal-aldin Bukhari
ajid father of Shah-i-manjhan, with the epithet of Shah
'Alam ; he died in Ahmadabad, the 8th of Dhd-alhijjah,

a.h. 857 (a.d. 1453, Dec. 10); Shah 'Alam died a.h.
880 (a.d. 1475, 1476). {j) Shaikh Fath-allah Audhl,
Khalifah of Shaikh Sadr-aldin Hakim (mentioned un-

der d), and spiritual guide of Shaikh Darwish Kasim
Audhi Dihlawi, the author of a risalah, styled \^\i\

^j^SJiU\
;

{k) Shaikh Abd-alfath Jaunpilri, pupil of
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his grandfather Kadi 'Abd-almuktadir (mentioned un-
der e), and author of excellent Arabic kasidas as well as

of Persian poetry, born the 14th of Muharram, a. h. 772
(a. d. 1370, August 8), died the 23rd of Eabl'-alawwal,
A. H. 858 (a. D. 1454, March 23).

23. Shaikh Siraj-aldin 'Uthinan, known as Akhi Siraj,

one of the most renowned successors of Nizam-aldin Au-
liya, on fol. 29il> (see the Iklatlub-altalibin, i6th matlab,
No. lo in the list of Khalifas), whose Epiritual successor
was Shaikh 'Ala-aldin bin As'ad Lahdri Bengali ; the
son, pupil, and Khalifah of the latter was Shah Nur-
aldin Kutb-i-'alam, author of eyL>^:JC, full of deep
thoughts, and father of Shaikh Rif'at-aldln and Shaikh
Anwar. One of the prominent disciples of Shaikh 'Ala-
aldin Bangali was Sayyid Ashraf Jahangir (Simnani,
as we learn from fol. 360*, I. 3, and Rieu i. p. 361'*;

died A. H. 840=A. I). 1436, 1437), who travelled in

company with Sayyid 'Ali Hamadant, and took 'Ala-
aldin as Pir when he came to India ; he was also con-
temporary with Kadi Shihab-aldin Daulatabadi, and a
friend of Shah Madar (who also died a. h. 840, see Rieu,
loo. cit.) ; his discourses were collected in a volume,

which bore the title of
J,y:.\

i_ljLkJ, see the list of

authorities above. A renowned pupil and Khalifah of
Shaikh Niir-aldin Kutb-i-'alara was Shaikh Husam-aldin
of Manikpur (see the Matlub-altalibln, i6th matlab,
Nos. 11-13 in the list of Klialifas), whose sayings and
discourses were collected in the ^^^.UJl (j-j,. Husam-
aldln's chief disciple and Khalifah was Raji Hamidshah,
the father of Eaji Sayyid Nur, and the spiritual guide
of Shaikh Hasan "Tahir of Jaunpur, who wrote the Sufic

work ^^jii^\ _bi., and died in Dihli, the 24th of

Rabi'-alawwal, a. h. 909 (a. d. 1503, September 16).

Hasan Tahir was the friend of Maulana Ilahdad (or as

the name is pointed here distinctly: Allahdad, jlj-jji)

of Jaunpur, the commentator of the »^u and the jjIjj*,

and the Pir of Shaikh Ma'ruf of Jaunpiir, whose pupil was
Shaikh Nizam-aldin ofAmptha (or Ompta in Bangalah,
here spelt both .^JU..! and .o?..l, see fol. 303* last line,

and fol. 303'', 1. 13), who died a'.h. 981 (a.d. 1573, 1574).
Other renowned Khalifas and disciples of Nizam-

aldin Auliya (added here to the chapter on Siraj-aldin

'Uthman) were : (a) Shaikh Kutb-aldin Munawwar bin
Shaikh Burhan-aldin bin Shaikh Jamal-aldin Hansawi,
see No. 19, above. His son was Shaikh Nur-aldin, and
his chief Khalifah Sayyid Taj-aldin Shirsuwar

; (6)
Shaikh Shihab-aldin Imam (see the Matliib-altalibin,

1 6th matlab. No. 9 in the list of Khalifas), whose son
was Shaikh Rukn-aldin. A pupil of the latter was the
poet Mas'ud-i-Bakk (died a. h. 8oo=a. d. 1397, 1398,
comp. Bodleian Catal., No. 856, and A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 486), with his original name Shirkhan, a relative of
Sultan Firiiz of Dibit, author of a diwan and various
§iific works, for instance, the .-Vt -n^v, similar to 'Ain-
alkudat Hamadani's (died a.h. 525=a.d. 1130, 1131,
or 533=A.D. 1 138, 1 139) u:,U..t.i, the j^Ull i^,
which is divided into fourteen (_i-ii^(the fourteenth of

which, on the soul, ^^1 a.L^ ^yLo ^, is quoted
here in full), and others

; (c) Shaikh Husam-aldin Mul-
tani (see the Matlub-altalibin, 16th matlab. No. 4 in the
list of Khalifas), who entered into Nizam-aldln's tuition

together with Maulan& Jamal-aldin Nusratkhanl and
Maulana Sharaf-aldin, and died in Patan (i.e.Pakpatan)
in the same year in which Sultan Muhammad Tughluk
ordered the inhabitants of Dihli to remove to Diwgir
(Deogiri, as it is called in Elphinstone, History of India,

5th ed., p. 408) ;
{d) Shaikh Fakhr-aldin Zarawi (see

the Matlub-altalibin, i6th matlab. No. 5 in the list of

Khalifas) or Zaradi, as it appears to be spelt here, who
visited Sliaikh Mu'in-aldin in Ajinir, and Shaikh Farid-
aldln Ganj-i-shakar in Ajwadhan ; at the time of the re-

moval of the inhabitants of Dihli to Diwgir he went on a
pilgrimage to Makkah, thence to Baghdad, and, finally,

longing for his old home, Dihli, he started on his return
voyage to India; hut his ship was lost, and he perished

with it; (e) Maulana Fakhr-aldin Marwazi (perhaps iden-

tical with No. 5 in the list of Nizam-aldln's pupils, in the
1 6th matlab of the Matlub-altalibin, called there Fakhr-
aldin Ruzi or Rdzani)

; (/) Maulana 'Ala-aldin Naili (so

distinctly pointed), who is called 'Ala-aldin 'Ali, see No. 6
in the above list of Khalifas

; {g) Shaikh Burhan-aldin
Gharib, usually called Burhan-i-Auliya (see above. No.
7 in the list of Khalifas), died a few years after Nizam-
aldin; Qi) Maulana 'Ali Shah Jandar, author of the

i_ajUjl!l i-oili
;

(t) Sayyid Muhammad bin Mubarak
bin Muhammad al-Kirmani, author of the VAyi\ jl^ ;

(j) Maulana Shams-aldin Yahya (called Shams-aldin
Muhammad bin Yahya in the MatMb-altalibin, i6th
matlab. No. 2 in the list of Khalifas)

; (k) Kadi Muhyi-
aldin Kashani (see the above matlab, No. 2 in the list

of pupils), died before Nizam-aldin
;

(l) Maulana Wa-
jih-aldin Yusuf (see the above matlab, No. 8 in the list

of Khalifas, where he is called Yusuf II)
;
(m) Amir

Khusrau, the poet, died the i8th of Shawwal, a. h. 725
(a.d. 1325, September 27); (n) Amir Hasan bin 'Ala-

i-Sanjari Dihlawi, the poet and collector of the jjLi

.jljjJI, or sayings and discourses of Shaikh Nizam-aldin;

(o) Khwajah Shams-aldin, here called a nephew of Amir
Khusrau (but see the Matlub-altalibin, loc. cit.. No. 21
in the list of pupils); ,{p) Khwajah Diya-aldin Barani (ib..

No. 19) ; one of his works, mentioned here, is the i^-, - >
s_«lj, or book of regret, an extract of which is given.

24. Kutb-i-abdal Shaikh 'Ala-aldin "All bin Ahmad
Sabir, pupil of Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar, on fol. 3201*.

The Akhbar-alakhyar (see No. 640 in this Cat.) repre-

sent him as nephew and son-in-law of Farid-aldin, but
that statement is not corroborated by any of the detailed

accounts of that Shaikh's family, both in the present

work and in the Matlub-altalibin. He died before

Nizam-aldin, the 13th of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 690 (a. d,

1 291, March 16),

25. Shaikh Shams-aldin Turk Panipati, the Khalifah
of the preceding Shaikh, on fol. 325". He was the son
of Khwajah Ahmad Buzurg ibn Khwajah 'Abd-almu'-
min, a descendant of Khwajah Ahmad Yasawi (see the

Safinat-alauliya, No. 75), who traced his genealogy

back to Muhammad Hanifah bin 'AH Murtada, and
dwelt for a long time in Turkistan and Transoxania, in

pursuit of Sufic lore, before he came to India and chose

'Ala-aldin 'Ali Sabir as his spiritual guide. He died in

Panipat, the 19th of Sha'ban, but the year of his death

is not known ; he was contemporary with Shaikh Nasir-

aldin MahmM Audhi, whodiedA.H.757 (a.d. i356),Le.
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the great Malimud CiragL of Dihli, who died A. H. 757,

iSthof Ramadan (a. D.I 356, Sept.14), see No. 22, above.

26. Shaikh Jalal-alhakk-wa-aldin Panipati, with his

real name, Muhammad bin Mu'izz-aldin Khwajali Mah-
.mud, the Khalifah of the preceding Shaikh, on fol. 328''.

His father Mahmdd traces his origin back to the Khalif

'Uthman bin 'Affan, by the following chain of ancestors :

Karim-aldin Khwajah Ya'kub (Mahmud's father) bin

Jamil-aldin Khwajah 'tsa bin Majd-aldin Khwajah
-Isma'il bin Sharaf-aldin Khwajah Muhammad bin Badr-

aldln Khwajah Abubakr bin Sadr-aldin Khwajah 'Ali

bin Shams-aldin Khwajah 'Uthman bin Najm-aldin

Khwajah 'Abdallah bin Shihab-aldin Khwajah 'Abd-al-

rahman II bin Zain-aldin Kliwajah 'Abd-al'aziz alsa-

rakhsi bin Fakhr-aldin Khwajah Khalid bin Diya-aldin

Khwajali Walid bin Kutb-aldin Khwajah "Abd-araziz

alkabir bin Rukn-aldin Khw&jah Abd-alrahman alkabir

bin 'Ala-aldSn Khwajah 'Abdallah II bin 'Alam-aldin

Khwajah 'Abd-al'aziz bin Husam-aldin Khwajah 'Abd-

allah Kabir bin Imam-aldin Hadrat Khwajah 'Umar
bin Amir-almu'niinin Imam-almuttakin Habib-alrah-

man Hadrat 'Uthman bin 'Affan. The year of Jalal-

aldin's death is not known ; he was contemporary with

Sultan Mahmud bin Muhammad bin Firuzshah, who
died, after a reign of twenty years and two months, the

5th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 815 (a. d. 141 3, February 6).

His five sons were : (a) Khwajah 'Abd-alkadir, (b)

Khwajah Ibrahim, (c) Khwajah Shibli, (d) Khwajah
Karim-aldin, (e) Khwajah 'Abd-alwahid. Shaikh 'Abd-

alsamad Sunamt (^L:^), one of his principal Kha-

lifas, collected his ei;Uij-aJu>, or sayings.

27. Makhdum Shaikh (or Shah) Ahmad 'Abd-alhakk

of Eadauli, the principal Khalifah of the preceding

Shaikh, on fol. 333". His grandfather, Shaikh Da'ud,

who traced his origin back to the Khalif 'Umar, had

left his native town Balkh during the devastation under

Hulagukhan, and came to India, where he settled, in

Sultan 'Ala-aldln Khilji's reign (a. h. 695-7i5=A. d.

1296-1316), in Radauli, near Audh, and became a

pupil of Shaikh Nasir-aldin Mahmud Ciragh (see No.

22, above). His son was Shaikh 'Umar, who again

had two sons : Shaikh Taki-aldin and Shaikh Ahmad
'Abd-alhakk. The latter chose Jalal-aldin Panipati as

his spiritual guide. He afterwards spent some time in

Sunani, where he lived in the house of an excellent

female devotee, Fatimah ; then went back to Panipat,

and, not finding his master there, to Bada'un, in the

very year when Timur invaded India and fought the

battle of Dihli with Sultan Mahmiid, the grandson of

FiiTizshah, who took refuge in Gujarat (Rabi'-althant,

A. II. 801 = A. D. 1398, December, to 1399, January)
;

from Bada'un Ahmad 'Abd-alhakk betook himself to

Bhakhar, later on again to Panipat, to enjoy once more
Jalal-aldin's tuition, and after his Pir's death to Banga-

lah, where he met with Shaikh NAr Kutb-i-'alam (see

No. 23, above). He finally retni-ned to his native place

Eadauli, and died the isth of Jumada-althani, A. h. 837
(a. d. 1434, January 27), 120 years old (ta'rikh: i_J,Lc

^j^ (jil J.-J: s.,j^\ (ja.). Among his disciples the most

prominent were: («) Shaikh Bakhtiyar; (b) Shaikh

Mukhlis with his two sons, Bahram and Shams-aldin
;

(c) Shaikh Nasir-aldin and his younger brother, Shaikh

Kidwat-aldin, sons of Shaikh Badr-aldin Cishti.

28. Makhdum Shaikh 'Arif, son and Khalifah of the

preceding Shaikh, on fol. 350*. He married Umm
Kulthilm, the daughter of Shaikh Nur-aldin (the Kha-

lifah of Sayyid Musa), and begat two daughters, the

second of whom was married to Shaikh 'Abd-alkuddus,

and one son (the immediately following Shaikh). He
was 50 years head of the order, after the death of his

father, but the exact date of his demise is not given

anywhere.

29. Shaikh Muhammad bin Arif bin Ahmad 'Abd-

alhakk, son and Khalifah of the preceding Shaikh, on

fol. 353''. His son was Shaikh-i-Auliya, known as

Shaikh Budh, the father of Shaikh Pir and Shaikh

Mansur. Mansur's son was Shaikh 'Alam, Shaikh Pir's

son was Shaikh Kutb-aldin, who healed one of Sultan

Akbar's Amirs, Rahmatkhan, who was also his disciple,

from a dangerous illness, by offering twenty years of

his own life for that of the Amir, an offer which God
accepted. Kutb-aldin's son and successor was Shaikh

Hamld, who died the 2nd of Jumada-alawwal, A. H.

1032 (a. D. 1623, March 4), in Jahangir's reign; his

Khalifah was Shaikh 'Abd-alrahman Cishti, the author

of the ,1^511 sK-. (completed a. h. 1065 = A. d. 1655, see

on this work and some of the before-mentioned Shaikhs,

Rieu i. p. 359 sq.), the ^bj 1 and other works.

30. Kutb-al'alam Shaikh 'Abd-alkuddus (oralkaddus)

bin Shaikh Isma'il Gangu'i alhanafi (see the Safinat-alau-

liya, No. 1 18), on fol. 359*. He was the pupil, brother-

in-law, and Khalifah of the preceding Shaikh, but got

besides an investiture from almost all the Khanwadas
or Sufic branches ; bis grandfather was Shaikh Safi-

aldin Hanafi, one of the Khalifas of Sayyid Ashraf

Jahanglr Simnani (see No. 23, above). Shaikh 'Abd-

alkuddus spent thirty-five years in Radauli, left that

place in A.H. 896 (a. d. 1491), in the beginning of the

reign of Sultan Sikandar bin Balilul Ludi (a. h. 894-
923=:A.D. 1489-1517), at the suggestion of'Umarkhan
Kasi, one of the Sultan's Amirs and a pupil of himself,

and went to Shahabad, near Dihli, where he stayed

another thirty-five years. When in a. h. 932 (a. d.

1525, 1526) Babar defeated and killed Sultan Ibrahim

bin Sikandar bin Bahlul Ludi (a. h. 923-93 2= A. d.

1517-1526), and sacked Shahabad, 'Abd-alkuddus be-

took himself to Gangil, where he spent fourteen years

more, and died the 23rd of Jumada-alakhar, A. h. 944
(a. D. 1537, November 27), or according to less trust-

worthy authorities, A. H. 945, 84 years old ; he must
consequently have been born A. h. 860 (a. d. 1456).

Among his numerous sons particularly prominent were

Shaikh Hamid-aldin, born A. h. 886 (a. d. 1481, 1482),

and Rukn-aldin, the author of the ,_^a3 L-Ajlkl, born

A.H. 897, the 5tli of Jumada-alawwal (a. d. 1492,

March g), and father of Shaikh 'Aziz-allah. His

eight principal Khalifas were : {a) Shaikh Jalal-

aldin Thanisari, see below
; (6) Shaikh 'Abd-alghafur

A'zampuri, father of Shaikh Abu Isliak and Sliaikh

Ahmad Siraj-al'arifin
;

(c) Khidrkhan, known as Shaikh

Khan, of Jaunpur ; (d) Shaikh 'Abd-al'aziz of Kairana
;

(e) Shaikh 'Abd-alsattar Saharanpuri (who died A. h. 905
= A. D. 1499, 1500, see Rieu iii. p. 890''); (/) Shaikh

'Abd-alahad, father of Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi
; (g)

Mir Sayyid Eafi'-aldin Akbarabadi
;

(A) Shaikh 'Abd-

alrahman.
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31. Shaikh Jah'il-almillah wa-alclln bin Mahmud
nliaruki althanisarl, the principal pupil and Khalifah

of the preceding Shaikh (see the Safinat-akuliya, No.

119), on fol. 384''. He was originally of Balkh, and

traced, both on father's and motlier's side, his pedigree

back to the second Khalif 'Umar Faruk. He died the

14th or 24th of Dhii-alhijjah, A. H. 989 (a. D. 1582,

January 9 or 19), in the same year in wliich he had

been lionoured in Thanisar by the visit of the emperor

Akbar (who was on the march to the Panjab, to quell

the rebellion of his brother Mirza Muhammad Hakim,
the viceroy of Kabul), the prime-minister Abd-alfadl,

and his brother, the poet Faidi. The chronogram of

his death, however, given here as LJ.I^^j^.m., would

fix the Shaikh's death in A. h. 992; but, says the

author of this work, two or three years more or less in

a ta'rikh is an admissible licence (s^ ji ^5*^1 L5'*^J

jj\ ^
• 'A \ :jL». 0,1) .J JA*! !). As he was ninety-five

years old at the time of his death, he must have been born

A. H. 894 (a. D. 1489). His six principal Khalifas were :

(«) Shaikh Nizam-aldin Thunisari, see below; (h) Shaikh

'Abd-alshakur, his elder brother and father of Shaikh

Niziim-aldin
;

(c) Kadi Salim of Kairana
;

(at) Shaikh

Musa
;

(e) Shaikh 'Isa
; (/) Mir Sayyid Fadil, native

of Tuhi'ma, commonly called Hadrat Mir.

32. Shaikh Nizam-aldin bin "Abd-alshakur alfaruki

althiinisari albalkhi, nephew, son-in-law, and Khalifah

of the preceding Shaikh, on fol. 393'. When towards

the end of a. h. 1014 (a. d. 1606), the first year of

Jahanglr's reign, this emperor's rebellious son, Sultan

Khusrau, fled from Akbarabad and passed through

Thanisar, he called upon Shaikh Nizam-aldin, who
incurred thereby the emperor's displeasure, and had to

leave India. Before going to Ealkh, where he finally

settled and died, the 8th of Eajab, A. H. 1035 or 1036
(a. d. 1626, April 5, or 1627, March 25), he performed

the pilgrimage, and composed during his stay in the

holy cities two commentaries on 'Iraki's Lama'at (comp.

Bodleian Cat., No. 1254), the ^C« euUi ^yJi' and the

^j^ ijyLxi -.^, the former written in Makkah, the

Other works of his are the UL-j,

L>4;'

latter in Madlnah

^yf% ijVt> i.i*JA u^~^. ji » ...5 .-»• and the ^_ftSi}

a commentary on the last two .j.:*. of the Kuran. Amon,

tlie contemporaries of Nizam-aldin, Shaikli Nizam Nar-
nauli is mentioned, with whom the former had frequent

intercourse. Nizam-aldin's two most prominent sons

were Shaikh Muhammad Sa'id, who returned to Thani-

sar, the original home of his family, and 'Abd-alhakk,

who settled in Karnal. Nizam-aldin's fourteen principal

Khalifas were : (a) Shaikh Abu Sa'id Gangu'i, see

below ; (6) Shaikh Husain Bhuhari ((.y^j^j), whose

spiritual successor was Sliaikh Wall Muhammad of

Narnaul
;

(c) Shaikh Payanda of ,»jj , a place not far

from JJ,.^^ (i. e. .v : ay^ Sirhind)
;

{d) Mir Sayyid Ilah-

bakhsh Lahuri, whose principal pupil and successor was

Shaikh Muhammad Mirza
; (e) Shaikh "Abd-alkarim

Lahuri, the author of a Persian commentary on the

fS^ ycwaj; (/) Shaikh Ilahdad Lahuri
; (17) Shaikh

Dust Muhammad Sufi Lahuri
;

{h) Shaikh Mustafa

;

IND. OFF.

(t) Shaikh 'Abd-alfattah ; (j) Shaikh Abd-alrahmau
Kashmiri, who lived in Liihur

; (k) Sayyid Kagim Bur-
haiipuri ; (1) Kadi 'Abd-aihayy, son of Kadi Siilim

of Kairana
;
(m) Shaikh Sildik Burhanpilri

; («) Sliaikh

Fathi, whose successor was Sliaikh Isma'il Akbarabadi.

33. Shaikh Abu Sa'id Gangu'i alhanafi, the Khalifah of

the preceding Shaikh, on fol. 408". He was a grandson
both of 'Abd-alkuddus Gangu'i (No. 30) and of Jaial-

aldin Thanisari (No. 31), his mother being a daughter

of the latter Shaikh. He went after his Pir Nizam-
aldin (No. 32) to Balkh, and afterwards returned to

Gangii. The date of his death is unknown. His five

principal Khalifas were : (a) Sliaikii Muhammad Sadik
Gangu'i, see below

; (6) Shaikh Ibrahim Kdmpuri, one

of whose Khajifas was Pir Muhammad Junaidi
;

(c)

Shaikh Muhibb-allah Sadrpdri, died in Ilahabad the

9th of Eajab, A. H. 1058 (a. d. 1648, July 30); in his

J^l
J
i^»^\, which are quoted here at length, he gives

his discussions on Sufic topics with a great dervish, or

according to other authorities, with prince Dara Shu-
kuh ; his son was Shaikh Taj-aldin

; (d) Shaikh Ibra-

him SaharanpAri
; (e) Shaikh Khwajah Panlpati.

34. Shaikh Muhammad Sadik bin Shaikh Fath-allah

Gangii'i, nephew and Khalifah of the preceding Shaikh,

on fol. 422^ He died the 18th of Muharram, but the

year of iiis death is unknown. His eight principal

Khalifas were : (a) His eldest son. Shaikh Da'ud, tee

below
; (6) His younger son, Shaikh ^Muhammad Gaii-

gil'i
; (c) Shaikli Ibrahim Muradabadi, the father of

Shaikh Abu Sa'id
;
(d) Shaikh 'Abd-alsubhan Saharan-

puri
;

(e) Shaikh 'Abd-aljalil Ilahabadi, author of a

risalah JU-ilj _,oil ^Lj ,j and of an Arabic kasidah
;

his son and Khalifah was Shaikh Ghulam Muhyi-aldin;

(/) Shaikh Jamal
; (</) Shaikh Mubarak

; {h) Shaikh
Yusuf, died in Samanah.

35. Shaikh Da'ud, eldest son, pupil and Khalifah of

the preceding Shaikh, on fol. 435". In a. h. 1068 (a. d.

1658), when 'Alamglr ascended the throne in Shahjahan-
abad Dihli, the Shaikh was calumniated before him,

and consequently summoned to Dihli ; but he was fully

acquitted. He died the 6th of Ramadan (year not
known), but his anniversary is celebrated the 19th of

Sha'ban. His five principal Khalifas were : (a) Shaikh

Saundha, see below
; (6) Shaikh Bulaki (iJ>^) Kaithali

;

(c) Shaikh Gharib-allah bin Sayyid'Abd-alrasul of Kaira-

na, a foster-brother of the author of the i_jlks^l^^-- (see

Rieu i. p. 358''); {d) Shaikh Abu-alma'ali, who lived at

t::4.jl, in the district of Saharanpur
; («) 'Abd-alkadir

of .,:,,.

36. Shaikh Saundha (Ltjjj^) b'n Shaikh 'Abd-al-

mu'min Safiduni (Saflddn is not far from Panipat), the

principal Khalifah of the preceding Shaikh, on fol. 445''.

He lived 96 years, the first part of which he spent in

his Pir, Shaikh Da'dd's company, the second in Bhilhar,

the last in Safidiln, the original home of his family.

In A. H. iiii (a. D. 1699, 1700), he invested the author

of this work, Shaikh Muhammad Akram, with the gar-

ment of the Khalifah, and appointed him his spiritual

successor. His four chief companions and disciples

were : (a) Shaikh Muhammad 'Ali, the father of the

author, see below; (6) Shaikh Pir Muhammad of iJLfJ;
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(c) Sliaikli 'Uthiii4n of JU^(JU^ KarnaH)
;

(d)

Shaikh Muhammad Sadik of Kaithal.

37. Shaikh Ilahbakhsh alhanafi albaiasawi, the grand-

father of the author, on fol. 475^ He was the son of

Shaikh Isnia'il bin Shaikh Baha-aldin bin Shaikh Fatlj-

allah bin Sliaikh Sadr-aldin, who traced his pedigree

back to Abu Hanifah Kufi (Safinat-alauliya, No. 21),

and the Khalifah of Shah Mir Lahuri. His wife was
Bibi Rabi'ah, who bore him three sons : (a) Shaikh
'Abd-alrahim, who died young

;
(b) Shaikh Sharaf-

allah, the father of Shaikh 'Abd-almajid, and Shaikh

'Abd-alkarim
;

(c) Shaikh Muhammad 'Ali, the father

of the author.

38. Shaikh Muhammad 'Alt bin Shaikh Ilahbaklish,

on fol. 478". He was the friend and disciple of Shaikh
Saundha (see above), and married Jan Bibi, the daughter

of Shaikh Muhammad Ishak Ansari, a descendant of

that Abu Ayjub Ansari in whose house in Madinah
the prophet stayed after his flight from !Makkah. He
died A. H. 1 127, the 7th of Jumada-alakhar (a. D. 1715,
June 10), and left two sons: Muhammad Akram, the

author of this book, and Muhammad 'Abdallah.

Beginning
: v^;' t^^ JIj-*-^'

u-i-iiLS ii ,v . ^i

' The copy is not dated, and is probably the author's

autograph. A small portion of fol. i^, and the larger

part of fol. 2, torn away. The proper order of ff. 288-

294 is: 288, 293, 290-292, 289, 294. Bibliotheca

Leydeniana.

No. 2705, fF. 481, 11. 17; Nasta'lik; UlamiQated frontispiece;

size, lof in. by 6j in.
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Eaudat-alauliyS (LJ.i'l *-^j;).

A short compendium or Unmuzaj on the great Saints

of India, especially of the Dakhan, compiled by Ghulam
'All Azad alhusaini alwasiti albalgrami, the author of

the famous tadhkiras JfSJl^L., jhT .-«, »_.Lc tiUi.,

etc. (see further below, No. 682 sq.), in a. h. 1161 (a. d.

1748), see fol. 22", last line but two. It gives biogra-

phical accounts of ten great Shaikhs, the last of whom
is the author himself, and is ajiparently the basis on
which he wi'ote in a. h. 1166 (a. d. 1753) his larger

works on the Shaikhs, learned men, and poets of Balgram
and India in general. The first biography is that of

Shaikh Burhan-aldin Muhammad bin Mahmud bin Nasir,

commonly called Algharib alhansawi ((.^j—JLjJl j_*jJl!1).

Beginning : ,^]jjj ^ sJ'li Oi—Jljl) ^ \

iCiii
J u

' At the end of the short sketch of the author's life

(relating his various travels and his pilgrimage to

!Makkah and Madinah in a. h. ii5o-52 = a.d. 1737—
1 740) a kasidah by the same is added :

^j]r,lf-.l 4Ul J..9 SjftJL.* S~.f
'ij ^"^y- b^-

uW^ j->

Beginning :

bl »-<;., *LJjl tl~Ju-( i;jLo

No. 1814, ff. 1-23', 11. 21; clear Nasta'lik ; size, 9j in. by 5J in.

*^ J^j

d. Persian Poets.

656

Tadhkirat-akhu'ara (l^ji-iJl iii^jj).

The well-known biography of Persian poets by Dau-
latshah bin 'Ala-aldaulah Bakhtishah (according to W.
Pertsch : ihn Bakhtishah) of Samarkand, who completed
this work A;H. 892 (a. d. 1487), and dedicated it to MSr
'All Shir. Hammer's 'Schone Redekiinste Persiens' are

principally based on it. It is divided into a mukaddimah,
seven tabakat, and a khatimah, comp. Notices et Extr.

iv. p. 220 sq., where the full list of biographies is given
;

BodleianCat.jNos. 348-359; Rieui.p.364; W.Pertsch,
Berlin Catal., p. 597 sq.; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 7 sq.

;

Cat. des MSS. et Xyl., p. 308 sq. ; G. Flugel ii. p. 366
sq. ; J. Aumer, p. i ; H. Khalfa ii. p. 262, No. 2819 ;

Dorn, Das asiatische Museum, p. 349, N0.19; Rehatsek,

Mulla Firuz Library, p. 130 sq. ; Rosen, Persian MSS.,

p. 160, etc. On the various articles of this work, trans-

lated into European languages, see W. Pertsch, loc. cit.

A Turkish translation of it, entitled LjciJI ij-^A-., ap-

peared in Constantinople, A. h. 1259. Daulatshah died

A. H. 900 (a. D. 1494, 1495).

This copy, excellently written and comparatively old,

begins, on fol. i^": »-ijjJl jljp s:\.\ jLaLi o lSX^^-s^

added in the i^Lj^p) ijX^aj (read . Oij>.L-j) '"--^l - -
;

other copies) Jl j^LJo ^,1. Mukaddimah, on fol. 11*.

Tabakah I (beginning with Rudagi), on fol. 17^^; II

(beginning with Azraki), on fol. 38'J
; III (beginning

with Nizami), on fol. 64"; IV (beginning with Farid-

aldin 'Attar), on fol. 88* ; V (beginning with 'Imad
Fakih), on fol. 118"; VI (beginning with Sayyid Ni'-

mat-allah of Kuhistan), on fol. 155''' ; VII (beginning

with Amir Shahi), on fol. 197'''. Khatimah (beginning

with Jami), on fol. 223*. In the text itself only the

third tabakah is marked by a special heading ; all the

others have been determined both by the index on if.

ioa_iia and a comparison with the following copies.

Dated the 9th of Rajab, A. h. 960 (a. d. 1553, June
21). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2753, ff. 246, 11. 1 7 ; Naskhi ; size, 8| in. by 6| in.
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Another copy of the same.

Another excellent copy of Daulatshah's tadhkirah,

dated the 15th of Muharram, A. h. 1095 (a.d. 1684,
Jan. 3). Mukaddimah, on fol. lob. fabakah I, on fol.

1 61"; II, on fol. 42"; III, on fol. 71" ; IV, on fol. io2'<;

V, on fol. 136a; VI, on fol. 175''; VII, on fol. 216b

Khatimah, on fol. 2431". AVorm-eaten. The proper order

of the leaves is: ff. 1-151, 154-209, 152, 153, 210-266.

No. 2730, ff. 266, 11. 17; clear and distinct Nasta'lik; size,

93 in. by 5I in.

658
The same.

This copy, considerably older than the preceding

one, is somewhat damaged on the first pages.

Dated the 8th of Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. 1028 (a. d. 1619,
Nov. 16).

No. 2337, ff. 420, U. 15 ; Nastallk ; size, ^ in. by 3= in.
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659
The same.

This copy is likewise injured in many places, espe-

cially in the corners, and worm-eaten. It is dated the

5th of Rabi'-alawwal, iu the 49th year (of "AlaragSr ?

that would be A.H. iii7=A. D. 1705, June 27).

No. 809, ff. 290, U. 1 7 ; careless and rude Nasto'llk ; only the

first twenty-six leaves supplied by another, careful hand, on more

modern paper; size, 8| in. by 4^ in.

660
Tlie same.

An excellent copy, not dated.

Ni). 2539, ff. 65-420, 11. 15 ; very clear and distinct Nasta'llk;

size, loj in. by 7§ in.

661
The same.

No date. The sia^h tabakah begins here, on fol. 201"

(^_,..jU, &xJ»), with Kamal Khujandi ; the usual be-

ginning (viz. with Ni'mat-allah Kuhistani) is found

here on fol. 206'".

No. 401, ff. 304, II. 16; legible, but very incorrect Nasta'llk
;

ff. I and 2 supplied later; size, 9I in. by 5 J in.

662

A defective copy of the same.

This excellent copy, written in the tenth or eleventh

century of the Hijrah, breaks off towards the end of the

xixth tabakah, in the biography of Baba Sauda'i of

Abiward, who flourished under Shahrukh, on fol. 242b

uV LS"-
agree withThe last words

:

_ ^
the preceding copy, fol. 259^, line 4 ab infra. Mukad-

dimah, on fol. 12a. Tabakah I, on fol. iSt; II, on fol.

45'' ; III, on fol. 76" (heading omitted) ; IV, on fol.

108''; V, on fol. 145^; VI, on fol. 191'' (only headed

sji-Jj, and beginning with ^JLl^+S (!), i. e. correctly

:

Ni'mat-allah Kuhistani). The last four pages (fif. 243
and 244), written by another hand, contain (a) the end

of Jami's »XjJ ^jo^ j»
rj"^'

'• ®' *^® u°J-^^ -^^j ^

commentary on Muhyi-aldin Muhammad bin 'Ali al

'Arabi's (died A.H. 638=a.d. 1240, 1241) jjcj-aiJI ;_/jL5,

an extract from the same Arabic author's larger mystical

work, the -SCil ^joyaj (comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 894,

9, and 976, and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 274), and

(6) another small prose-tract on mystical matters,

beginning : i_aj, .?. v > \Lt Jj &Jui ULi.ilj l5Ju. L^Jl

Jl vliil jjtil ji ijji^ li ry-*' ^j-

No. 3206, ff. 244, 11. 1 5 (11. 19 on the last four pages) ; excellent

Nasta'lik ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8f in. by 4I in.

663
A still more defective copy of the same.

This copy is incomplete both at the beginning and
end.

It opens abruptly in the introduction, thus : jj^U*. ..

Jl .v . .?. ^. jjj jjj %sJu^j^. ct.jtfc, corresponding to

the preceding copy (No. 3206), fol. 6", 1. 8, and breaks

off in the beginning of the sixth tabakah with these

words : . . . (jSjjj .J «j Jj:jj^x«I jJ ,1 1*^* '~**'' 3 "—jj-^'

corresponding to fol. 194", 1. 3 ab infra, in the same

copy.

No. 400, ff. 181, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, S§ in. by 4J in.

664
Majalis-alnafa is (,j«jUJl yJL^).

The Caghatai original of Mir 'Ali Shir Nawa'i's bio-

graphy of Persian poets, composed a. h. 896 (a. d. i 49 i ),

comp. Rieu, Turkish Cat., p. 273 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Turkish Cat., p. 313; G. Fliigel, ii. p. 373; Paris

Cat., pp. 297, 331, and 333; J. Aumer, Turkische

Handscliriften, No. 148; Cat. des MSS. et Xyl., No. 553,
etc.; Hammer, Handschriften, pp. 326-330; Wiener
Jahrbiicher, vol. 74, Anzeigeblatt, p. 1 1 sq., etc. ; Bio-

graphy of Nawa'i, and French translation of the seventh

majlis by Bidin, Journal Asiatique, 5® s6rie, tom. xvii.

p. 175 sq.; extracts from the third majlis in Berezin's

Chrestomathie Turque, p. 146 sq. A Persian transla-

tion of this work by Fakhrl of Harat, the author of

the v^Ls*^'^!^ (see Bodleian Cat., No. 362), entitled

s-«U i—fljlkJ and composed about a.h. 927 (a.d. 1521),

is described in Rieu i. p. 366; a later Persian version by
Shah 'Ali is mentioned in Rieu, Turkjsh Cat., p. 274".

Mir 'Ali Shir died in Jumada II, a. h. 906 (a. D. 1501,
beginning of January).

Beginning : jJUl-^j
c)^-*^ V^—-;! f^ ^1 •*-•-» |j^

^ The title appears on fol. 3^, last line. The work is

divided into eight Majlis, viz. :

1. Poets who died in the author's lifetime, but were
never personally known to him, beginning with Kasira-

i-Anwar, on fol. ^^. The heading is omitted.

2. Contemporary poets, who were personally known
to him, but died before the composition of tliis work,

i.e. A.H. 896, on fol. iS^", beginning with Sharaf-aldin

'Ali Yazdi.

3. Contemporary Shaikhs and poets, personally

known to him, and still alive at the time of the com-
position of this work, on fol. 46", last line, beginning

with Jami.

4. Fudala, or men of letters, who composed occa-

sionally verses, on fol. 66'^, first line, beginning with

Pahlawan Muhammad.
5. Noblemen of Khurasan, who excelled in poetical

composition, on fol. 84'', beginning with Daulatshah.

6. Poets and ingenious men of other countries, on
fol. 89I', beginning with Ahmad Hajibeg.

7. Poetry and witticisms of Sultans and princes, on

fol. 97", beginning with Amir Timur Giirgan.

8. Sayings in prose and verse of Nawa'i's patron,

Sultan Husain (reigned A.H. 873-911= a.d. 1469-

1506), on fol. 1 01''.

No. 2507, ff. l-i 10, 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

665

Tuhfa-i-Saml {^L. ti^).

Biographies of Persian poets from the end of the

z 2
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ninth century of the Hijrali to the middle of the tenth,

a kind of continuation to Daulatshah's and Nawa'l's

tadhkiras, by the prince Sam Mirza, son of Shah Isma'il,

who was born a.h. 923 (a. d. 151 7), and put to death

A.H. 984 (a. D. 1576), seeEieui. p. 367 sq.; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Catal., p. 6co sq. ; G. Flugel ii. p. 367 ; A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 12; J. Aumer, p. i ; Krafft, p. 126;

and especially De Sacy in Notices et Extraits, iv. pp.

273-308, where a full list of the biographies has been

jriven, and O. Frank, Morgenliindische Haudschriften

der kgl. Hofbibliothek in Munchen, p. 34 and Anhang.

It was composed a.h. 957 (a. d. 1550), and divided

into seven sahifas, see Eieu and Pertsch, loc. cit. Tliis

copy contains (as far as it is possible to count the

single items, several iiames being omitted) 579 bio-

graphies.

Beginning : ^.J^l _j
JiUl ^li^. - ^'^^^ J^ ij)

No date.

No. 2.170, ff. 153, 11. 15 ; Nastii'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece

;

size, 9| in. by 5 in.

666
Another copy of the same.

This copy, transcribed by Bakl Muhammad Hafiz

Nur of Andakhud, but likewise not dated, is much

shorter than the preceding one, and more like an

abridgment of the original work, containing only 474
biographies.

Beginning tlie same as in the preceding copy.

No. 601, ff. 73, 11. 19 ; clear Nasta'lik; size, 9!^ in. by 61 in.

667

Khulasat-alash'ar wa Zubdat-alafkar (.Ljc^^l i<<>il.i.

The famous tadhkirah of Persian poets by Taki-aldin

Kashi, who was born about A. h. 946 (a. d. 1539, 1540)1

and completed the four volumes which form the main

portion of this work in a.h. 985 (a d. 1577, 1578).

An appendix on contemporary poets he added in

a. h. 993 (a.d. 1585). A revised and amplified edition

he published in a.h. 1016 (a.d. 1607, 1608). An
abridgment of this second edition, in which the

poetical specimens are omitted, is contained in this

copy, and it agrees upon the whole so well with that

in Sprenger's Catal., p. 15 sq., that it will be only

necessary to point out the sligiit differences which

exist between both. That the author was engaged in

the compilation of this second edition already in A. h.

997 (a. d. 1589), we learn from fol. i loo^, I. 12, where

this date appears, preceded by the usual words iS~y[^

' now, that.' Comp. on this important work, Bland, in

Journal of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, ix. p. 126; A.

Sprenger, Catal., pp. 13-46; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 610 sq.
. r- - .

Beginning : t_)Ls.-^' i_jjiS »-J^ «j l:^^ J > »'> j^])^

^^1.0 i_jb|l
Jj-'^^ '-r>]y} r}^^ i c>-^-^-•

^.^^

'The work is divided into a mukaddiniah, four fasls,

four rukiis, the/owrtA of which is wanting in this copy,

and a khatimah, subdivided into twelve fasls. It is

dedicated to Shah Tahmasp (who died a.h. 984= a. d.

1576), see fol. 4*, i. 3; title, on fol. 8**; index, on ff.

9"-i2''; Munajat, on fol. 12^.

Mukaddimah on the utility of such a tadhkirah, on

fol. 13b.

Four fasls on mystical lore: first (jhic jIsJ' ^^}^. jJ

1 7" ; second ((j.:. c v3^L;-<ii uJjjtJ ,j

d\

fol, 27'^; third (Ul^ >J,U^-

Jl Z^.js^ i_*jU.jl Oi-Xsr')) on fol. 31^; fourth (lijl^ ^j

ji ijjXs' >-iy^ ^^ j\ oJ^s."), on fol. seb.

Extracts from 'All's Arabic diwan (.Lx Ml ULjl,l.«k.l^

Jl LJjl sLi cyr-i*), on tol. 73°.

Rukn I (comprising the first and second mujallad of

the whole work), on fol. no". Fifty-four ancient kasl-

dah-writers from the time of Sabuktagin to the eighth

century (the numbers quoted in the following instances

are those in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 15 sq.).

10. The poet's name appears here distinctly as Abu
Mansiir Kataran Ajali cdurmawt (on fol. 192").

1 7. The name is spelt here thus : 'Abd-alwasl' bin

'KhA-aljdmi' (jtjilil) bin 'Umar bin al-Eabi' aljabali

alsult^ni (on fol. 229").

35. Here is distinctly written Shufurwah (on fol.

339^)-
42. Najib-aldin Jarh&dkdnt (on fol. 382'').

This rukn is dated the 21st of Eamadan, a.h. 1038
(a.d. 1629, May 14).

Rukn II (comprising the third mujallad), on fol. 454".

Forty-two ghazal-writers and later kasidah-writers from

the eighth century to the beginning of the ninth ; the

first is Sa'di of Shlraz.

80. 'Izz-aldin KarkM (on fol. 586").

88. Najm-aldin bin Muhammad bin Zangi (on fol.

627").

89. Muzaffar Harawi, died a.h. 782 (both dates of

Sprenger's copy are confounded here; there is first 82

and then 20, written before 700, on fol. 636^').

This rukn is dated the 5th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. H.

1038 (a. d. 1629, June 26).

Kukn III (comprising the fourth mujallnd), on fol.

6911". Forty-nine modern puets of the ninth and a few

of the tenth century.

114. Badr-aldin ShS,sht, died a.h. 854 (here again

appear both dates jiU-iU-S j iJl . » . ..., ou fol. 791*).

130. Amir Yddgdrbeg Saifi (on fol. 862^).

132. Shaikh Watt Kalandar (on fol. 866^).'

139. Sayyid Ashrafj died a.h. 854 (on fol. 875b).

141. Here spelt ijxxs^^^ isl.aj (on fol. 879'').

145. Looks, both in index and text, as Fand't (on

fol. 889").

Thisnikn is dated Muharram, a.h. 1039 (a.d. 1629,

August-September).
Rukn / r (comprising ihe fifth mujallad) is missing.

Besides the poets quoted above, some others have a

different spelling in the text, but in the index those

agree with Sprenger.
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KhAtimah : Contemporary poets, in twelve aals.

beginning, on fol. 890'' : .LTjj^I

?
:>xs.

jXiw \j ikitU (j-ij iS JL.O i|.

1^. L^'^-' J

Ad I, in two fasls : Poets of Kashan. First fasl, on

fol. 899"; second fasl, on fol. 969''.

252. Heie spelt Kiydm-eMLm Muhammad (on fol.

907").

266. ShvjA'-&\di\i\ Gliadanfar (on fol. 936').

272. Mauliina Fadl instead of Afdal (on fol. 945'').

300-301. Between these two one jjoet more is found

in our copy, viz. Mauldnd 'Abdt (so to be read instead of

JXf.c) Sdkint, died A. h. 965= a. d. 1557, 1558 (on fol.

980'').

Asl IT, in two fasls : Poets of IsfahSn. First fasl,

on fol. 981" ; second, on fol. 1015".

303. Hairati is called here Huzni i^jij^, on fol. 987^).

312. Here called Shahaki Zamdnl (of Zaman, in

the district of Isfahan, on fol. 1007'').

313. Aka Malik Ma'r&f {on fol. 1008").

322. Aha Tdlib (on fol. 1016").

339-340. Between both one poet more is found, viz.

Maxddnd Har'imt (^^j^), died A. h. 968=a. d. 1560,

1 56 1 (on fol. I023").

340. Maulana Kasim Zdrt (on fol. 1023").

Asl III : Poets of Kumm and neighbourhood, on
fol. 1029a.

356-357. Between both MaiddnA Mashrabt (on fol.

I037t>).

Asl IV : Poets of Sawa and environs, on fol. 1048b.

367. Called here SAzani (on fol. loso^).

Asl V: Poets of Kazwin, on fol. 1055*.

379. Precedes here 378 (on fol. 1060'').

381. Mirza Sulaimdn (on fol. 1062^).

386-394 are found here in the following order:

391. 392' 386, 388, 389, 393, 390, 387, 394 (on ff.

io66''-io69b) ; between 387 and 394 appears another

poet, not found in Sprenger, viz. Inidm Kultbeg Fusdni
(still alive in the author's time, on fol. io68b).

Asl VI : Poets of Gilan, on fol. lo7l'>.

406. Precedes here 405 (on fol. 1076").

411 is wanting here.

Asl VII : Poets of Tabriz and Adharbaijan, on fol.

io8i'a.

429. Called here Hasanbeg Ajrl (on fol. 1089").

434. Hakim AhA TAlib (on fol. 1093").

436. ^'abtbey ((sIaJ (,*-», on fol. 1094'').

437. Mir Husain Sahwi (on fol. 1099^).

Asl VIII : Poets of Yazd and Kirman, in two fasls,

first, on fol. 1107b; second, on fol. ii2il'.

461. Maulana Husain KAmt (on fol. 1115").

474. Here: MaxiXkak Gkuhdri [ijiX^, on fol. 11 231").

480 is wanting here.

482. BdkhiU instead of Dakhli (on fol. 1136*').

485. Faidi is called here by a strange mistake
Fahmi (on fol. 1137b).

487. Heading is omitted here.

After 489 (Mazharl, on fol. 1157b) a lacuna; the

next poet on fol. 1159* is MauMnA Ndtik, corre-

sponding to Sprenger's Nutki (No. 498). Consequently
the end of the eighth Asl and the beginning of Asl IX,
Poets of Shiraz, are missing here.

508-511, 515-517, 520 and 521. All the headings

are omitted here.

Asl X : Poets of Hamadan and environs (beading
omitted), on fol. 1167b.

523-526. Headings omitted.

527. Aka Baba Darki {^JjXi_ ,jjj^\ on fol. 1 171b).

528-534. Headings omitted. After 534 another

poet, not found in Sprenger, viz. Mlr'AkU (on fol.

1 181").

First a2)pendix (sJLa.il) : Poets of Baghdad (heading

omitted, on fol. 1183a).

538-544. Headings omitted.

Second a2>pendix: Poets of Jarbadkan, on fol. 1189b.

547, 548, and 553. Headings omitted.

Third appendix: Poets of Khwansar, on fol. 1201b.

557. Here called Maulana Tdyhi (^Lt, on fol.

1202").

558 is wanting here.

560. Heading omitted.

561 is wanting here (see fol. 1205*).

566. Zulali appears here in the queer form of ^jilSj

(on fol. 1209'").

Asl XI: Poets of Eai and Astarabad, in two fasls,

first, on fol. 1212*; second, on fol. 1224b.

509 and 576. Headings omitted. In the place of

577 appears here Mauldnd Fahmt (on fol. I2i8»).

578. Here called Musabbibkhdn (ijL» <_ "
-, on

fol. 1218b).

579 and 580. Headings omitted.

587. Heading omitted.

Asl XII : Poets of Khurasan, on fol. 1233b.

610. The takhallus is here Dhawdhl (^^'ji, on fol.

1245a).

612 and 613. Headings omitted.

618 appears here as MaulAnA Kamdl {on fol. I25i<').

620 and 624-626. Headings omitted.

627. The takhallus is here Jduddmt {^\x*, on fol.

I ass'')-.
. .

630 is wanting here.

634-636. Headings omitted.

637. Here correctly : Mir Muhammad Kaskant.
638. Mir 'Alt Kaskanl, brother of the preceding poet

(on fol. 1257b).

641-642. Between both appears another poet, viz.

MaulAnA FA'idl {^^ii, on fol. 1258").

643-648. Headings omitted.

650. The takhallus iiere seems to be Dardt (on fol.

1261").

651. Heading omitted.

651-652. Between both KhwAjah KamAl-aldtn, son

of Hafiz Husain Tabih (on fol. 1261b).

653-654. Headings omitted.

The tadhkirah ends on fol. 1264b. Ff. I265b-i347

contain a list of those contemporary poets who sent

their poetical specimens to the author after the com-
pletion of his work, in alj)}tabetical order. It is un-

doubtedly the same list which Sprenger mentions as

forming an appendix to the second edition (see Catal.,

p. 14), and which W. Pertsch, Berlin Catal., p. 612,

wrongly represents as not having been mentioned by
Sprenger. Pertsch, loc. cit., enumerates the poets iu
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full. It Ijegins, as in Pertsch, with MauldnA AhU-

alhasan of Abtward. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2561, ff. 1-453, No. 2562, fF. 454-901, No. 2563, ff. 902-

1.147, !'• 15 ! ^s"? incorrectly written in Nasta'llk ;
size, loj in.

by 7i in.

668

Khatima-i-Khulasat-alash'ar (^Vjti^l i->^» »-»jU>-).

This is undoubtedly the same copy of the Khatimah

or appendix to Taki Kashi's tadhkirah which, according

to A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 1 5, formerly belonged to Mr.

Hall, of Banaras, and which was copied in the very

year of its completion, viz. A. h. 993, in the month

Jumada-althani (a. D. 1585, June), by 'Abd-alfattah

bin Shams-aldin Muhammad alkashani. It represents

the first and fuller edition of Takl Kashi's work, with

all the poetical extracts, which are not to be found in

the more common abridgment of the second edition.

The first leaf is missing ; a full index on the fly-leaves,

and a second index on the last two pages.

The twelve asls are found here :

1. Poets of Kashan (beginning with Muhtasham), on

fol. 3a.

2. Poets of Isfahan, on fol. 92^
3. Poets of Kumm and neighbourhood, on fol. 144*.

4. Poets of Sawa and environs, on fol. 162".

5. Poets of Kazwin, on fol. 173''.

6. Poets of Gilan, on fol. i8ob.

7. Poets of Tabriz and adjacent districts, on fol. i86b.

8. Poets of Yazd and Kirman, on fol. ig8^.

9. Poets of Shiraz, on fol. 230''.

10. Poets of Hamadan and environs, on fol. 238*.

11. Poets of Rai and neighbouring cities, on fol. 253".

12. Poets of Khurasan, on fol. 259^.

A short conclusion (Jji), on fol. 309*.

No. 3112, ff. 310, 4 coll., each 11. 24; clear Nasta'lik; very

much worm-eaten throughout; size, I2| in. by 7J in.

669

Tadhkira-i-Nasr^badl ((^jUU-aJ s^SjJ).

Biographies of contemporary poets by Muhammad
Taliir Nasrabadi (or Naslrabadi), who began to compile

this work A. h. 1083 (a. d. 1672, 1673), and divided it

into a mukaddimah, five sections (i-Xa), and a kha-

timah. Various copies contain additions up to A. h.

1089 (a. D. 1678), and even to A. h. 1092 (a. d. 1681),

comp. Bodleian Catal., No. 373 ; Kieu i. p. 368; W.
Pertsch, Berlin Catal., p. 616 ; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

pp. 88-108, and Bland, in Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, ix. pp. 137-140.

Mukaddimah: Poetry of kings and princes, on fol. 5".

Section I : Poetry of the Amirs, Khans, and wazirs

of Iran and Hindust4n, on fol. 9'', in three firkas or

classes.

Section II ; Poetry of the Sayyids, Najibs, etc., on
fol. 64a.

Section III : Poetry of wise and learned men, calli-

graphers, fakirs, etc., on fol. 100^, in three firkas.

Section IV: Poetry of professional poets in 'Irak,

Khurasan, Transoxania, and Hindustan, on fol. 142'"

(the heading is forgotten here), in three firkas.

Section V: Poetry of relations of the author himself.

The beginning of this section is not marked. The
author's own biography begins on fol. 320*, last line.

Khdtimah, containing chronograms, logogriphs, rid-

dles, etc., on fol. 328*.

Beginning: Jl eyjl^ jl 5-.U>. JI4J {jy^..^^.

No. 2565, ff. 376, 11. 17; careless Nasta'lik; size, loj in. by

5s in-

670

Kalimat-alshu'ara (1,».?.H i^jU-IS ).

The words of the poets, a tadhkirah of the Persian

poets of India, flourishing in the reigns of Jahangir,

Shahjahan, and 'Alamgir, by Mirza Muhammad Afdal
with the takhallus Sarkhwush, who died at Dihli, a. h.

1 1 27 (a. D. 17 15), according to the Khazana-i-'amirah

(Bodleian Cat., No. 381, 60), or a. h. 1126 (a. d. 1714),
according to the Khulasat-alafkar (Bodleian Cat., No.
39I) 135)) even A. H. 1125 (a. D. 1713) is given as

date of his death, comp. Rieu i. p. 369 ; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 617; Bland, in Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society, ix. p. 168 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 108
sq., where a detailed account of this tadhkirah is given.

The title of the book (see fol. 3^1, 1. 6) is a chronogram,
giving the date of composition as a. h. 1093 (a. d. 1682).
It is arranged alphabetically, and begins (on fol. 3^)

with Mir Ildhi (who died, according to the Khulasat-
alafkar, Bodleian Cat., No. 391, 36, A. h. 1060= a. d.

1650 ; others give the date of his death as a. h. 1057,
1063, or io64=A. D. 1647, 1653, or 1654, see Rieu ii.

p. 687, iii. p. 1091b, and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 436);
the last poet is Mir Yahyd Kdshi (who died A. h. 1074
=A. D. 1663, 1664), on fol. 103''.

Beginning : ^j u^W" }^<!J^j^.^ j o^-oU. ^^^i-

Dated Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 1154 (24th year of Mu-
hammadshah's reign)=:A. d. 1742, January.

No. 2003, ff. 108, U. 12-13 ; written for the greater part in
Shikasta ; size, 6^ in. by 4I in.

671

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy; title on fol.

3M-5-
The first biography, Ilahi of Hamadan, begins on fol.

^ ; the last, Yahya Kashi, on fol. 126'^, last line.

No date. I2th-i3th century of the Hijrah.

No. 3169, ff. 132, 11. 12 ; Nasta'lik; size, 7f in. by 4I in.

672
A fragment of the same.

This fragment of the Kalimat-alshu'ara breaks off on

fol. 36'' in the specimens of a poet with the takhallus

Sayyid, i.e. Mir Sayyid 'Ali (beginning on fol. 36''^fol.

5il> in the preceding copy). The last words, ..... .. >

... 1. J...I...*, correspond to fol. 52'', 1. 4 in the same
copy. Ff. ^1^ and 38" contain (in a different hand-

writing) a few Rekhta ghazals. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2773, ff. 1-38, 11. 16 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.
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613

Mirat-nlkhayal (JLil iX^).

Biographies of renowned Persian poets and poetesses,

by Sliirklian ibn 'Ali Anijadkhan Ludi, who completed

this work in A. ii. 1102 (a. d. 1690, 1691), comp. Bod-
leian Cat., Nos. 374 and 375, where a complete list of

the biographies is given; Rieu i. p. 3691" sq.; W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 618 ; Bland, in Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, ix. pp. 140 and 142 j A. Spren-

ger, Cat., p. 1 15, and J. Auinor, p. 3. Printed Calcutta,

1831, and Bareilly, 1848.

Beginning
:

Jl
\j t^]^ ^^^ j^JiJ e)4;>'. -^-^yj '^'•

The first of the ancient poets is RAdagi, on fol. lo^;

the first of the modern poets JAim, on fol. 48
'

; the

tailhkirah of the poetesses begins on fol. 217*.

Dated the ist of Safar, A.ir. 1147 (the sixteenth year

of Muhamniadshah's reign)= A.D. 1734, July 3.

An index of the whole work is found on the fly-leaves.

No. 2011, ff. 220, 11. 17; unequal Nasta'llk ; size, 9 in. by 6| in.

674
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The tadhkirah

of poetesses is entirely missing here. No date.

Ko. 226, IT. 225, U. 15 ; Shikasta; many damaged leaves have
been carefully mended ; size, 8f in. by 4| in.

675
Hamisha Bahar (.I4J » ^

_- , >>)

Eternal Spring, a tadhkirah of Persian poets who
flourished in India from the time of Jahangir to the

accession of JIuhammadshah (a.h. ii3i=A. d. 1719),
by a Khatri Kishancand Ikhlas, who completed this

work in a.h. 1136 (a. d. 1723, 1724), see fol. 7'', 11.

penult, and ultim. Compare the complete list of poets

iu this tadhkirah in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 1
1
7 sq. ; see

also Rieu iii. j). io86'>.

Beginning, on fol. 5b : jI ,^}j^. ^jij/JJy^ ^\.

The first poet mentioned in this copy is Mir Ilahi

(see above in No. 670), on fol. 8", not, as in Sprenger's

list, Amirkhan Anjam, who follows here as second, on
fol. 9b

; the last is Ahmad Yarkhan Yakta, as in

Sprenger. This copy is dated a.h. 1139 (ninth year

of Muhammadsliah's reign), the 9th of Dhu-alka'dah
(a. D. 1727, June 28), by Muhammad Majid, at Shahja-
hauabad. The remark on the fly-leaf, that it was copied

A.H. 1 23 1 (a. D. 181 6), is consequently wrong; there

are besides seals of former owners, for instance, of Mir
Ghulam, bearing the date A. h. 1222 (a.d. 1807, 1808).

The Hamisha Bahar fills fF. 5-173; the first leaves,

£F. 1-4, and the last, fi'. 1 74-191, contain various speci-

mens of Persian poetry, mostly in oblique or diagonal

lines. On the margin of ff. 5-29 there are additional

verses also.

A former owner of this copy was Mr. Hall (Benares,

1 851); see, besides, the remark of A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 117, note.

No. 3163, ff. 191, 11. :i (in the main portion); Shikasta; size,

9I in. by 5^ in.

676

Tadhkira-i-Nadrat (cy^JJ f,^).

A large fragment of a tadhkirah of ancient and
modern Persian poets, compiled by 'Ali Fitrat'Ata-allah,
with the takhalluB Nadrat, in the nineteenth year of
Muharamadshah's reign, A. H. 1 1 49, 1

1 50 (a. D. 1 7 3 7 ), see

fol. 32*', margin, 11. 1 1-12. It is divided into two ^;^<^,

seven ^^-iU^and one vi^^i^ or s_^U>. ; the former nine

comprising the nine centuries of Persian poetry, from
A.H. 200 to iioo (a. d. 815-1689), the latter dealing
with contemporary poets of the twelfth century. Of
these,ten subdivisions, only five are found in this copy,
viz. Caman I : Poets of the third century, from Rudagi
to "Umarah, on'fol. 33" ; Caman !{: Poets of the fourth

century, from Amir Akaji (or Aghaji) to Abii-alfaiaj

Sijzi, on fol. 33b
; Gulshan I and II (not separated

here): Poets of the fifth and sixth centuries, from'Unsurl
to Jamal-aldin 'Abd-alrazzak of Isfahan, on fol. 34",
margin ; Gulshan III : Poets of the seventh century, on

fol. 61*, beginning with Kamal-aldin Isma'il j|5i»

ijjLtll, and breaking ofi' abruptly in the account of

Jalal-aldin Rumi.

Beginning: O c*—U-. 1. ic»jL« W> e« -^l ^n i i^Ui

d
Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2678, ff. 32-71, 11. 17 in the centre, 11. 34 on the margin

;

Nasta'llk; size, ii| in. by 7|in.

677

Tadhkirat-alahwal (Jl^iH »;5jJ).

The autobiography of Shaikh Muhammad 'Ali Hazin,
who was born in Isfahan, in Kabi'-althani, a.h. 1103
(a. D. 1 69 1, December, to 1692, January), and died in

Banaras, a.h. 1180 (a.d. 1766). He wrote this ac-

count of his life iu A. u. 1154 (a. d. 1741), see fol. 159",

Beginning : ij^, »^:m\ j i_s^^ '^^
J

tX^.s'

The above title is found in Rieu i. p. 372. Other
titles, given to this book, are ^le- ' t-^ ^^ \SS3

^j^j^, in Bodleian Cat., No. 383 ; ^^ i}]y-^ i^J^

^J^, in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 141 ; and j-^ i:i>ilL»

^^j^ fj^, on the fly-leaf of this copy. An English

translation of it was published by F. C. Belfour, London,

1830 ; the Persian text by the same, London, 1831.

Dated the 8th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1227 (a.d.

1 81 2, March 23), at Lucknow, by y«.-Jjj ^_j-i ijJ^

(j«-J^ jiyii _jX,M-L> ^ ijy.^^, who copied it for

t^^jlo {\)y-..t». College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2141, ff. 1-160, 11. 11; large Nasta'llk; size, gj in. by
64 in.

678

Tadhkirat-almu'asirin (^-alxll lA^)-
Biographies of one hundred contemporary poets of
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Persia, by the same Shaikh 'Ali Hazin, compiled in

India, A. h. 1165 (a. d. 1752); comp. Hieu i. p. 372;
W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 621 ; Uland, in Journal of

the Royal Asiatic Society, ix. p. 147 ; Garcin de Tassy,

Mtmoire snr la religion musulmane, p. 112, and A.
Sprenger, Catal., pp. 135-141, where the full list of

biographies is given.

Beginning : J^-^j^, ii];jl i^^ysrr^- J.n. iLl ^J^

Dated by Muhammad Anis (or as he is spelt here

(j»^l) the 29th of the month Sawan, (^JJL-i), in the year

1 2 13 of the Bangali (Fasli) era (a. d. 1806, August 13).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2786, ff. 1-72'', n. IS ; NastrfUk ; size, 8» in. by 6^ in.

679

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. It was tran-

scribed by the same who copied 'Ali Hazln's auto-

biogi-ajjhy (No. 677), and probably in tlie same year,

viz. a. H. 1227 (a. D. 1812).

No. 2141, ff. 161-270, 11. II ; large Nasta'llk; size, 9.} in. by

H in.

680
Majma'-alnafa'is (^j»jUjJI « , <-*)

The second half (^.j jJ^^) of the famous tadhkirah of

Persian poets, completed a.h. 1164 (a.d. 1750, 1751),

by Siraj-aldin 'All Khan ArzCi, who was born a.h.

iioi (a.d. 1690), and died a.h. ii69(a.d. 1756); comp.

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 132 ; Bodleian Catal., No. 380.

This copy, which is no doubt Mr. Hall's (see A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 134, note), begins with the letter

^, and ends with ^j ; the first poet mentioned is

Diya-aldin Farsi. Among the numerous works of Arzu

the most prominent are : iiUl r-\r"' * glossary of

ancient poets ; oolj-a pW. a glossary of modern

poets
;

j^^^LiJl v.,.«;j, a criticism on Shaikh 'Ali

Hazin ; uyli-UI i_*jUc, a glossary of Hindi words

(comp. Rieu ii. p. 501, and ill. pp. 997, 1030, and

1070^), and ^jLl-JJ ,jbLj», a commentary on the

Gulistan (Bodleian Cat., No. 725 ; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

P- 551)-

This copy is one of the oldest we have of Arzd's

work, transcribed from the author's autograph, A. H.

1 166 (19th of Jumada-alawwal, sixth year of Ahmad-
phah's reign)^A. D. 1753, March 24, by Arzii's pupil

Mir 'Arif-allah, known as Imam-aldin ; it came into

Kaikubadjang's library, a.h. 1204, 2nd of Eabi'-alaw-

wal (a.d. 1789, December 20).

No. 3116, ff. 344, U. 17; Nasta'llk, mixed with Shikasta

;

gize, 12 J
in. by 6j in.

681

Muntakhab-i-Majma'-alnafa'is (,_^UJ1 /*<-?* ^^*i^^^).

An abridgment of 'Ali Khan Arzu's tadhkirah

(ii;' u^ 'i^Jj u-'j^^"^), written in the shape of an

album, and likewise identical with the one mentioned

by A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 134, at the end of the note.

Ff. 2"— 14b contain a complete alpliabetical index of

all the poets quoted in this work. On fol. 15* the real

tadiikirah, or rather the anthology (for the biographical

notices are either extremely short or left out altogether),

begins with a ruba'i by Bayazid Bistami. On fol. i'',

a i.::^^y^\j in Rekhta is added.

This copy is dated the i st of Safar, A. h. 1243 (= A. D.

1827, August 24, the twenty-second year of Akbarshah
II, the son of Shah 'Alam and nominal emperor of Dihli,

from A.h, 1221 to I253=A. d. 1806-1837).

No. SII7, ff. 137, 2 coll., in diagonal lines, with an additional

long line between the columns; Nasta'llk, mixed with Sliikastii

;

size, 1 2 in. by 5 j in.

682

Maathir alkiram-i-ta'rikh-i-Balgram (jJ.Lj ^UxJI JL.

The first volume of the great biographical woik on
the famous men of Balgram in Audh and neighbourhood,

and those other eminent Indians who were in some
way or other connected with that district, by ^lir

Ghulam 'Alikhan Husaini Wasiti Balgraini, with the

takhallus Azad, who was born in Balgram, a.h. 1116

(a.d. 1704, 1705), and died towards the end of a.h.

1200 (a.d. 1786, September); comp. on the author,

who has been mentioned above as tlie first editor of

the Maathir-alumara, in No. 622 sq., and again in No.

655, Rieu i. p. 373; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 142, and

Bland, in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, ix.

p. 150; and on the J^l JU, Rieu iii. p. 971, and

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat, pp. 566-569, where a full list of

the biographies in the second fasl of the woi'k (sixt}-

seven in the Berlin copy) is given.

The date of composition is A. H. 11 66 (a.d. 1753),
according to the chronogram el ... <> 8-«l:U». The Maa-
thir-alkiram is divided into two fasls, the first dealing

with the Fukara or Shaikhs and pious men, the second

(beginning on fol. 71b) with the Fudala or learned men

;

there are seventy-seven biographies in the former, and

seventy-two (five more than in the Berlin copy) in the

latter. The author mentions himself in both, sec ff.

65I' and 121".

Beginning : (^x^^^-Jl ^«JJ Jl iJ)^ J_«LsA' -)L«J

7r^UjJI
This copy was sent (according to a note in this MS.)

by the author from Aurangabad, to Mr. Richard

Johnson, at Haidarabad, through ' Lutchmen-narain '

(that is no doubt Lachmi Narayan, the author of the

Lx. JJTa tadhkirah of Persian poets in India, com-

posed A.H. ii8i=A. D. 1767, 1768, and a faithful

Ghulam or servant of Azad, see Rieu iii. p. 977), the

1st of March, 1785 ; 100 rupees were sent in return.

No. 1320, ff. 123, U. 21 ; Nasta'llk; size, 9I in. by 5|in.

683

Sarw-i-Azad (ihl j^)-
The second volume of Mir Ghulam 'Ali Azad's great
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biograpbical work on the famous men of Balgram and

other parts of India, with the special title of Sarw-i-

Azad, likewise composed A. H. 1166, according to the

following three chronograms

:

*Pj^ jr-

cr-*' i\ f^>
J \\ * \

iUT, and jUl jp JLc j^**, see tlie last

page in this copy, and ft'. 3", 11. 6 and 7, and 158I', last

two lines, in the following copy ; compare on this work,

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 143, and Bland, in Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, ix. p. 151. It is divided, like

the first volume, into two fasls : the first comprising

143 biographies of Persian poets; the second (on fol.

loS*"); Mght biographies of llekhta poets. At the end

of the work, on fol. 165 sq., an extract is given from

Mir Ghulani Nabi's (see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 230, first

line sq.) Hindustani ti'eatise, ^,i eLiI, on the forms of

poetry and music, composed a.h. 1154 (a.d. 1741, 1742).

A complete index of all biographies on ff.

;L»wwBeginning, on fol. 5^ : iS ^^^i-t^ jWJ J-»^

•Jl O^y" eiJ^Jj ji j\ \j (»)^l.

In the preface of this {second) volume the author

gives a detailed statement about the composition of

the whole work; he says, that after having completed

A.H. 1148 (a.d. 1735, 1736) his general tadhkirah of

Persian poets, styled l.^.,..) Xi (see A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 142), he resolved upon writing a work on the

literary men of his native town, which he divided

into two volumes, the first to be styled J! f]J>^\
j^'^>

and the second oW 5-- (see fol. 6^, line 1 4 sq.).

No date.

No. 1852, ff. 172, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 9 1 in. by 5^ in.

684

Another, incomplete, copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. First fail, on

Persian poets, on fol. 3" ; the second fad, on Hindustani

poets, is entirely missing here.

Copied a. h. 1265 (a. d. 1849).

No. 3176, ff. 1-158, 11. 1 7; very distinct Nasta'Dk ; size, lo| in.

by 8 in.

685

Khazana-i-'amirah (»;-«lc 5jU.»).

The best known of all the tadiikiras of Mir Ghulam
'All Azad, styled the ' Eoyal Treasury,' and composed

in A.H. 1176 and 1177 (a. d. 1762, 1763). It contains

in alphabetical order 133 of the most renowned ancient

and modern poet.'', comp. Bodleian Catal., No. 381,

where a full list of all the biographies is given ; Eieu i.

p. 373, where the twenty-one authorities are enu-

merated, on which this work is founded ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 143; Bland, in Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, ix. pp. 40-43 ; Elliot, History of India, viii.

p. 188; see also No. 490 in this Cat., where extracts

from the account of the Marattahs (inserted in this

tadhkirah after the tenth biography) are found. A full

index on the fly-leaves.

IND. OIT.

Beginning : Jl ^L-Jl S^\^ x*^ «jL^
\j ^j^.

This copy was transcribed from the author's auto-
graph, by Muhammad Ma'riif bin Muhammad Bulakt,

an inhabitant of Aurangabad, and dated the i6th of
Eajab, a.h. 11 82 (a. d. 1768, Nov. 26).

No. 2979, ff. 351, 11. 17 ; distinct Nasta'Uk; size, pf in. by
i\ in.

686
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy ; an index on
the fly-leaves. The first and the last three pages rather
effaced.

Dated Kabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1193 (a.d. 1779, March,
April).

No. 2736, ff. 185, 11. 27 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, gi in. by 6f in.

687
The same.

Another excellent copy, without a date. Complete
index on ff'. i^-d". Beginning of the tadhkirah in the

middle of fol. 6".

No. 2954, ff. 376, 11. 15; large and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

I If in. by 7 in.

688
The same.

No date. Complete index, on £f. ib-6b. Beginning
of the tadhkirah on fol. 'i^.

No. 2953, ff. 404, U. 15 ; Nasta'Uk, by different hands ; size,

I I i in. by 7 in.

689
The same.

No date. Complete index on the fly-leaves.

No. 1824, ff. 1-367, 11. 21 ; clear Nasta'Uk; size, 9^ in. by

5j in-

690
The same.

No date. An index on the fly-leaves.

No. 1140, ff. 317, 11. 16-21 ; unequal Shikasta; size, 9! in.

by (>\ in.

691

MajmU'a-i-shu'ara (l^K-i Xs-y^^).

Selections from the poems of about 686 Persian

poets, by Siraj-aldin Husaini of Aurangabad, with the

takhallus Siraj, also called L_*-i^^-^ \j^yiP o*" ri>ther

Ljj'^j »_>j?-*-*, which gives as date of completion a.h.

I i69=:A.D. 1756 (see fol. 3*, 1. 7). A biography of the

author and a list of those poets whose dates of death are

mentioned are found in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 148 s-q.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i'' : cjUlS »-^Ujj

»5 c:*_l ,_y4/T ^ uW*. i jy^

A complete index of the poets on ff. 4''-i i"

A a
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Beginning of the selections (in alphabetical order) on

fol. lib with Shafi'a Athar (who died A. h. i i 24= a. d.

1 7 12). Dated the 12th of Muharrain, a. h. 1191 (a. d.

1777, February 20), and written for Mir Diya-aldin

Muhamniadkh&n. This copy is obviously the same
which was formerly in the possession of Mr. Hall, see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 149, note.

No, 3166, ff. 234, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'lik, mixed with

Sliikaiita ; size, 8| in. by 5^ in.

692

A very large universal biography of Persian poets,

with copious extracts, comprising, according to the

index on ff. i^-i'jO', 2200 names, by an anonymous
author, without preface and colophon. This big

volume, which is (to judge from the blank leaves left

between chapters and single names) the first sketch of a

tadhkirah only, must have been compiled between a. h.

1
1 70 and 1180 (a. D. 1 757-1 766), for on fol. 95" the

death of Siraj-aldin 'Alikhan Arzu (see Nos. 680 and
681 above) is fixed in A. h. 1170 (contrary to the usual

statement), and on fol. 663'' Mir Shams-aldln Fakir,

who died, according to A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 394, A. h.

1180 or 1181 (a.d. 1766, 1767), is spoken of as still

alive. Perhaps we have got in this copy tlie very rare

—and as yet never met with

—

j
.h ; ..i iSiiJ, which was

compiled A. h. i 172 or i 178 (a. d. 1758, 1759, or 1764,

1765), by Mir 'Abd-alwahhab Daulatabadi (see A.
Sprenger, Catal., p. 144, No. 11). The arrangement is

alphabetical ; each letter forms a is-ojAo., and each

sJbjLS. is subdivided into three ^ .?. 1 r(ancient, middle,

and modern poets), the last of which comprises again

two ^;;-»J> (viz. poets of Iran and Turan, and poets of

India). The first name on fol. 19b is Shaikh Abu-
alhasan Kharakani. As for the old poets in particular,

the biographical dates are very incorrect; Kharakani's
death, for example, being fixed in A. h. 352 (instead of

A.H. 4 2 5), and Nasir bin Khusrau's even in a.h. 1 19 (! !).

No. 2415, ff. 936, 3 coll., 11. 15 in each ; written by different
hands in Nasta'lik and Shikasta ; size, 12J in. by 8 in.

693
Atashkada (sj^^liJl).

The comparatively oldest copy of Haji Lutf 'Alibeg

Isfahani's famous collection of biographies of Persian
poets, styled Atashkada or the Fire-temple, and compiled
during the years a.h. i i 74-1 1 93 (a. d. i 760-1 779),comp.
Bodleian Cat., Nos. 384-386, where a complete list of
all the biographies is given ; Bland, in Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, vii. p. 345 sq. ; Rieu i. p. 375 ; W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 624 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 161,
etc. The chapter on the ' royal and princely poets

'

has been edited by N. Bland, London, 1844 ; the whole
work has been lithographed at Calcutta, a.h. 1249, ^^'^

at Bombay, a.h. 1277. This copy, by fur older than
those in the Bodleian Library, the British Museum, and
in Beiliu, was made by Jluhanimad Hasan almusawi,
at Shiraz, for Mirza Muhammad, and finished in the

montli .Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1196 (a.d. 1782, April-
May), only three years after the completion of the

original work itself.

Beginning: jj-L-. ^jbj^^Xjfcl IjL^ j Ji ijXIijI 6j^

Complete index of poets on ff. s'^-s''.

First Censer ((Jjl S;-.-*^), the older poets, subdivided

into

—

A flame (»JL«-i), containing royal and princely poets,

on fol. 5b. ^
A first firebrand ( Xi.l) : the poets of Iran, in five

sparks (sjLi): (a) Poets of Adharbaijan and its depen-

dencies, on fol. 14''; (6) Poets of Khurasan, on fol. 29'';

(c) Poets of Tabaristan, Jurjan, Lahijan, Rasht, and
Mazandaran, on fol. 80*

;
{d) Poets of 'Irak-i-'Arab

and 'Irak-i-'Ajam, on fol. 88^
;

(e) Poets of Fars, on

fol. i37».

A second firebrand : the poets of Tuian, in three

.sparks : (a) Poets of Balkh and its dependencies, on fol.

156b;
(6) Poets of Khwarizm, on fol. i62l'; (c) Poets

of Transoxania, on fol. 166^.

A third firebrand : poets of India, in three sparks

:

(a) Poets of the Dakhan, on fol. i8il'; (6) Poets of

Dihll, ib.
;

(c) Poets of Kashmir, on fol. 184", and
a lustre (pj^)) containing poetesses, on fol. 184*.

Second Censer (s-JU «, »''*); modern and contem-

porary poets, subdivided into two rays (tJ^J), viz.

:

(a) The modern poets, on fol. 185''; (6) Khatiniah and
autobiography of the author himself, with extracts

from his own works, on fol. 22 1^.

This copy was brought from Persia, 1801.

No. 2929, ff. 244, 4 coll., 11. 25 ; excellent, but small Nas-
ta'lik, the first two pages splendidly embellished ; illuminated

frontispiece; magnificent eastern binding ; size, ii| in. by 7f in.

694
Another copy of the same.

This copy of the Atashkada was written by the

author's own son, 'All Muhammad alshirazi alburujirdi

\ LVyjt (^j^.^1), in the reign of Fath 'Ali Shah of

Persia, and finished in the month Safar, a.h. 12 15
(a. d. 1800, June, July). Index on fi". 3^-5^.

First Censer (sf^^*), older poets, on fol. 5^. ^
The flame (ilLi), on fol. 5b

; first firebrand {JH'^X),

poets of Iran, in five sparks (s.U.i), on ff. 14* (heading

omitted), 28'', 77", 85", and 133"; second firebrand,

poets of Turan, in three sparks, on if. 152*, 157*'

(margin), and 161* (here must be read > ' llj Sjj/i

instead of 5.-JLS) ; third firebrand, poets of India, in

three sparks, on ff. 175I' (first and second »Ari) and

1771" margin (here again jjJU Sjjri to be read instead

of s-oLS)-

The lustre (i-j^i), poetesses, on fol. 178".

Second Censer : modern and contemporary poets, on

fol. 179*; -S'/wJiimaA (author's autobiography, etc.), on

fol. 21 lb margin.

A geographical index on the fly-leaves at the end of

the MS.

No. 3445, ff. 235, 4 coll., each 11. 17, and a fifth on the mar-
gin, II. 34 ; ne.it, but very small Nasta'lik ; larye illuminated

frontispiece, the first two pages gorgeously embellished ; size,

8i in. by 5J in.
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Lubb-i-Lubab (v>LJ C*^)-

An epitome from the large and well-known tadhWrah

UxJLJI (jiU, by 'All Kulikhan, with the takhallus Walih

(wliich was completed A. H. i i6i = A. d. 1748, comp.

Bodleian Cat, Nos. 377 and 378; Eieu i. p. 371; W.
I'ertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 622 Bq.; Bland, in Journal of

the Royal Asiatic Society, ix. p. 143; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 132, No. 18, etc.), made by Kamar-aldin "Ali

bin Sana-allah alhusaiui ahiasiri for Mr. Richard

Johnson.

This copy is the compiler's autograph, and finished

by him the 12th of Eajab, A. H. 1194 (a. d. 1780, July

1 4), at Luckuow.

Beginning : ilTAj {j\j^ cUiiJl '- . .»
j
jl ^y-^ c^. v , ->

Ji |.^o^ ^:r^^^ '^'^ "^^ ^o--l ^^X
It contains nearly all the same poets, who are

quoted in the ij»b,, but much shorter, with a few

biographical notices and a few specimens of their

))oetry ; but in spite of its being only an abridgment,

it is of some value as the author has made sometimes

interesting additions, which are not found in the larger

work. It is alphabetically arranged, and begins with

Shaikh Abu Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair.

No. 1013, ff. 236, 11. 15 ; Shikasta; size, io| in. by 6f in.

696

Khulasat-alafkar (^ISGiH i^Ui.).

Perhaps the fullest and most valuable copy extant of

Abd Talib ibn Marhiim (in the Bodleian MS. Maghfilr)

Haji Muhammad Begkhan Tabriz! alisfahani's (born

A.H. ii66 = A. D. 1753, died a.h. i22i=a.d. 1806)

important and rare tadhkirah of Persian poets, com-

piled in A.H. 1206 and 1207 (a. d. i 791-1793), comp.

Bodleian Cat., No. 391, where the complete list of 494
poets is given ; Rieu i. p. 378 ; Bland, in Journal of

the Royal Asiatic Society, ix. pp. 153-158; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 163 ; Elliot, History of India, viii. p. 298, etc.;

see also Bodleian Cat., No. 1855, where the author's

travels in Europe during A. H. 1213-1218 (A. D. 1799-

1 803) are described under the title of ^y ij^^ J:.
'

^^^1 j^., and No. 1994, where his diwan is noticed.

This copy was made, as an English letter inserted in

this MS. informs us, by Mr. George Swiiiton, from the

original work, and revised by the author in his own
hand, when in Calcutta, 1804, after his return from

England. Mr. Swinton gives, besides, the following

particulars as to the fate of his copy :
' Having lent it

afterwards to the late Dr. Leydeu, it passed, with his

own books, into the hands of his executors, who sold

tlie Oriental portion of his collection to the Honourable

Court of Directors (i. e. of the East India Company), in

Leadenhall Street. I had quite lost sight of it until

last year, when I accidentally learnt where it was.

The Honourable Court were graciously pleased, on my
application, to restore it to me, and I thus became once

more possessor of a work to which I had attached a

peculiar value for the sake of its author, under whom
I had stuciied Persian in London, previously to my

.i jJL-,

appointment to the Bengal Civil Service. Having now
gratified my desire of having it again, I conceive that I

cannot more apj)ointedly manifest my regard for the

memoiy of its author, as one of the most enlightened

and noble-minded of the natives of India, nor better

evince my grateful sense of the Honourable Court's

liberality in placing the work at my disposal, tlian by
replacing it on the shelves of their Library for the

general benefit of Oriental scholars who, like myself,

are admirers of the Persian Muse.'

This letter is dated '29th August, 1851, 4 Athol

Crescent, Edinburgh.' The MS. was numbered 53 in

the Bibliotheca Leydeniana, and is the same which Mr.

Bland has described in No. xi of his valuable paper

;

the pages containing the description are annexed to

this copy.

Beginning, on fol. i^: ^jj^c:^^ u^^— jj •" : « ^Ji'^

The twenty-eight Hadikas, containing biographies

and poetical specimens of 310 poets, begin, on fol. 8'',

with Abu Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair.

The Jjj or appendix, giving specimens of 159 (in

Elliot 181: 160) other poets, begins on fol. 328''; the

Khiitimah, with twenty-fonr more poets, including the

author himself, on fol. 344^.

The five treatises begin on fol. 366" : 1. JL*^

jiU.1 (on ethics), on fol. 366". 2. ^/--y-» eyL*^

(on music), on fol. 368''. 3. i-jlsj lO/^ (^ J^ ("^

prosody and rhyme), on fol. 37o\ 4. c!>-^ j^ j '

" " "^

ZJo \- »'-^ (on medicine), on fol. 376". 5. yI-^1 c>J

L-iJU.3. J
(universal history, biography, and geography),

on fol. 396".

The fifth and last treatise, the longest of all, is sub-

divided into four babs, viz. : (a) L-ol S^y^ tj-f^ j^

(the ancient prophets)
; (6) 'Uli. *jUj (the Khalifs),

in seven fasls
;

(c) in seven fasls, on the wise men of

Greece and Rome, the companions, etc., of the prophet

(^^^jqU . tJ^-*^)) Shaikhs, 'Ulamas, and poets of Islam
;

\d) the other dynasties of the East, contemporary with

and posterior to the 'Abbaside Khalifs ; although the

historical notices are very short and concise, they

abound in many and very correct chronological dates

;

on fol. 418'', 1. 4 ab infra, for instance, Rudagl's death

is fixed (and no doubt correctly) in a.h. 343 (a.d. 954,

955). 'This abridgment of universal history, which

sometimes appears as a separate work (see Rieu iii.

p. 895, and Bland, loc. cit., p. 47), was compiled a. h.

1208 (a.d. 1793, 1794). Beginning of the Lubb-alsi-

yar wa jahaiinuma : Jkjo \IL\ ^^j-dL^JI C^j 411 J-«ji

^ The chronogram for the commencement of the whole

work, viz, 1206, is .Ixi^l i-oiU» Ls^ ^'*^'

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

A few leaves (ff. 107-no) are unfortunately quite

parched, and consequently almost crumbling to pieces.

No. 2692, ff. 473, U. 23; small, neat, and very distinct Nas-

ta'llk ; size, 1 2 ^ in. by 8j in.

Aa 2
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Anotlier copy of the same.

The list of poets begins on fol. 8'', and concludes on

fol. sao''. The Jj>i or iippendix contains only sixteen

names in this copy as compared with the 159 or 160 of

other copies. The four treatises on etliics, music,

prosody, and medical science are entirely missing here

;

but the fifth, viz. the abridgment of general history, i_J

I , ;^1 0-. . —ll^ in four babs, is found here on ff. saz**-

390-

Beginning as in the preceding copy. No date.

No. 3115, ff. 390, 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nasta'lik; size,

lof iu. by 7jin.

e. Reklita Poets.

J^ \f^

i

698

Tadhkira-i-'Ali Husaini Gardizi (^

A tadhkirah of Rekhta poets, by 'All alhusaini al-

gardizi (see fol. i^, 1. 3 ab infra), compiled in Persian,

A. H. 1 165 (a. D. 1752), at Dihli, conip. A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 178 ; Kieu iii. p. 1071 ; Garcin de Tassy, Lit-

terature Hindouie, etc., 2nd ed. i. p. 523 ; Journal

Asiatique, 5" s6ne, ii. p. 369. It is arranged alpha-

betically, and contains, according to the index on ff'. 70**

and 71'^, ninety-seven biographies. It begins with

Siraj-aldin 'Alikhan Arzu (see above, Nos. 680 and

681), on fol. s*", and ends with 'Abd-alwahhab Yakru,

a pupil of Abru, on fol. 70'', 1. 2.

Beginning : Ou-h— .c-^^il ^^y^^ -U-s'- |j-i^ ts'J^'

This is the oldest of the India Office copies, dated

A. H. ii8o(a. D. 1766, 1767), and belonged formerly

to Mr. J. Edward Hall (Benares, 1851), who lent it to

Dr. A. Sprenger, as we learn from the latter's Catal.,

p. 178, note. On ff. 71'^ and 72 there is added by
another hand the index of some Hindustani medical

work. A few Rekhta baits, on fol. i*.

No. 3168, fF. 1-72, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik, written by two different

hands (the first on ff. 1-31, the second in tlie handwriting of the

culophon and date on ff. 32-71') ; size, 8^ in. by 4J in.

699

Another copy of the same.

This copy, dated by Mu'in-aldin Bhagalpurl the first

of Dlm-alhijjah, A. H. 1216 (a. D. 1802, April 4), be-

longed originally to Tipu's library. Later owners of

it were : Hafiz Ahmad Kabir, Maulawi Kida Hasan-
khan Bahadur, and Mr. J. Edward Hall, who got it

from the latter, the 22nd of October, 1848, at Calcutta.

This is the second of the two copies lent by Mr. Hall

to Dr. A. Sprenger, see the latter's note in his Catal.,

loc. cit. Tlie first biography, that of 'Alikhan Arzu,

begins here on fol. 3^, last line ; the last, that of 'Abd-

alwahhab Yakru, on fol. 79^.' There is no index in

this copy.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

No. 3170, ff. 79, 11. 13 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by jf in.

700
The same.

This copy, which contains, according to the index

on if. 32^^ and 33% 108 poets, was transcribed in

Calcutta by cjljJ^. J^ (xs^' %) SsA, in the year 12 13

of the Bangitli era (=:A. D. 1805, 1806), and begins in

the usual way, on fol. 33I'. The author's name appears

on fol. 34"^ first line; the first biography ('Alikhan

Arzu), on fol. 36'^, 1. i ; the last (Yakru), on fol. ii8b

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2452, ff. 32-119, II. 13 ; distinct Nasta'lik ; size, 8f in. by
61 in.

701

Makhzan-i-Nikat {yjS^ cJ/**)*

The most valuable biography and anthology of the

earlier Kekhta poets, written in Persian by Muhammad
Kiyam-aldin bin 'All, with the takhallus Kaim of

Candpur (see title and author's name here on fol. 2'',

11. 6 and 8), comp. A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 179 (it is

one of the authorities used by Sprenger in his most

valuable alphabetical list of Rekhta poets). The title

is a chronogram, giving as date of composition A. h,

1 168 (a. D. 1754, 1755), comp. also fol. 75a, 11. 3 and 4.

The author died A. H. 1210 or 1207 (a.d. 1795, 1796,

or 1792, 1793), comp. A. Sprenger, loc. cit.

i

Beginning

:

jUii ^^i-^j

It is divided into three tabakas (see fol. 2^, 11. 2 and

3), viz.

:

First (abakah (the older poets, (jl^-x-i \jcJij\ j^jLj ji

^^<ili.;.j<), on fol. 2^, beginning with Sa'di, on fol. 3*,

and ending with Mir Ja'far, with the takhallus Ja'far,

the contemporary of Bidil (see A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 242, 1. 21 sq.), on fol. 13b.

Second (abakah (the poets of the middle period,^j^j

^.)nZy.» tj\jy-s^ (.^, on fol. 14^, beginning with

Shall Mubarak, with the takhallus Abru (A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 196, 1. 5 sq.), on fol. 14^, and ending with the

Afghan Kamtarln (A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 247, 1. 18 sq.),

on fol. 35".

Third tabakah (the modern poets,
j

^Lx-i.1 ^Lj ji

^^_^b-. (j]jjLji, Jljj^l), on fol. 35'>, beginning with

Mir Shams-aldin Fakir (A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 223,

1. 21 sq.), on fol. 36^, and ending with Kiyam-aldin 'All

(bin 'All 1) Kaim, the author of this work.

No date.

No. 3522, ff. 86, 11. 11 ; clear and distinct Nasta'lik ; size,

^-^ in. by 6J-6| in.

702
'lyar-alshu'ara (],j<-iJl .W*).

The touchstone of poets, a veiy extensive, but utterly

uncritical tadhkirah of Rekhta poets, by Khtib Cand

bin Bhawani Cand bin Rai Salamatrai bin "Aja'ib Rai

Kayath, with the takliallus Dhaka (acumen), or, as

Sprenger reads, Dhuka (sun), see fol. 2", 11. 3 and 4, and

fol. 137"^, 1- 9, a native of Dihli, who lived in Sikandara-

bad, and compiled, or at least began to compile, this

tadhkirah in A. H. i2o8=A.D. 1793, 1794. or 1213=
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A. D. 1 798, 1 799 (according to a rather ambiguous chro-

nograii) on fol. 2^, 1. 8), at the request of his teacher Mir
Nasir-aldin Nusir, see fol. 138", 1. 7. The title appears

on fol. 2'^, 1. 3. According to A. Spreuger, Catal., pp.

184 and 185, he must have been engnged in this work
more than thirty years, since a date as late as A. 11.

1247 is found iu it. He died A.H. 1262 (a. D. 1846).

In the preface, on fol. 2", 1. 3 ab infra, he mentions

his previous work, the uj ^j'»JJ.

Beginning : cy,jJ> eUi w O jj— \j iJj)^-^ jLs:^ J^*^

The tadhkirah is arranged alphabetically, beginning

with Aftdh, that is, the emperor Shah 'Alam, on fol. 2''.

The author's own biogra])hy, with copious extracts

from his llekhta poems, begins on fol. 137*.

No date.

No. 3131, ff. 474, 11. 15 ; careless Nastallk, mixed with SM-
kasta ; size, 9I in. by 6 iu.

703

Gulshan-i-Hind (xla ^^^-iii).

A tadlikirah of the most famous llekhta poets,

written in Hindustani by Mirza Lutf, A. h. 12 15 (a. D.

1800, 1801), at the request of Mr. Gilchrist (see fol. 2",

1. 4 ab infra, and fol. 2'', 1. 12).

tj*»iBeginning

:

J^j ,1

I

' The first poet of this alphabetical tadlikirah is Aftdh,

on fol. 4'>- ; the last, Yakrang, on fol. 195*.

No date. On the inner side of the binding is an
entry from A. h. i 265 (a. d. i 849). Comp. A. SiJrenger,

Catal., p. 184.

No. 3126, ff. 196, 11. 17 ; the larger portion is written in Shi-

kasta ; ff. 42-79 and 81-104 ™ large and stiff Nasta'Uk ; fol. 76''

and parts of fol. 133 left blank ; a few pages in diagonal lines

;

size, 1 1 J in. by 6| in.

f. Miscellaneous.

704
Majalis-almu'minin (^ . : ,»li.l yJLs^).

Biographies of famous Shi'ites, from the beginning

of Islam to the rise of the Safawi dynasty, and the

triumph of the Shi'ah faith as the acknowledged state

religion in Persia, a. h. 905 (a. d. 1499), composed
between a. h. 993-1010 (a. d. 1585-1602), by Ntir-

allah bin Sharif alhusaini almar'ashi alshushtari, and
entitled Majalis-almu'minin (see fol. 2^, 11. 6 and last

but one) ; comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 367-370; Kieu i.

P- 337 ; ^V. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 564 sq.; Goldziher,

Beitrage zur Literaturgeschichte der Shi'a und der

fiunnitischen PolemikjWien, 1874; O. Loth, Zeitschrift

der D. M. G., vol. 29, p. 676. Printed in "Taharan,

A. H. 1268.

The work is divided into an introduction (s-s'U) and
twelve sections (yjisr*), viz.

:

»w»-«L»l 8wJi--i< • » « . ill (jLti.* i_aJjLJ
(J.»-5j:^

,J »j:'U

i^JLi-c LJI (on the Shi'ah in general and the Iniamiyyah

or Ithua-'ashariyyah sect in tpecial), on fol. 2^, last line.

lO^I J-oL». |_;]oUfc ^jaL.a.ii.1 (on places connected with

the Shi'ah and the Imams), on fol. 10*,

iS Xij- V^Ua i.jLa

XijS'x^ ciW J-*' '^'^ j^ ("" some Shi'ah tribes), on

fol. 5 lb. '

Aj))\ (on the great Shi'ites among the Ashab or com-

panions of the prophet), on fol. 66".

j^^.-oijli j-ej (oji the Tabi'in or followers of the Ashab),

on fol. 129*.

uU^l J O^.M^ 'Uij ^'Ul J u^ JLs-
J uir-*-

^;^.;o<jJj /«-^ jl (on the great theologians,

commentators, traditionists, leading legists, etc., among
the Tubba' Tabi'in, or the second generation after the

Ashab), on fol. 154*.

.>ri? iS lOJjJs ^Lo ^jLfij-» jl ,. T » r».Jlj^ crV
jJl voJiji ffiUl ~. j» jjlSllLj (on the §u(is ; the heading is

incomplete), on fol. 280^.

J.jl si^. Jj-u, (on the Hakims or philosophers), on fol.

364*^

jjla.lj ijj jl (on the famous Shi'ah kings), on fol.

39 1''-

famous Shi'ah Amirs, generals, etc.), on fol. 464".

fl^J^t^i (.^^ u]jji^j^ (»*» u-V* (on the

great Shi'ah Wazirs and secretaries), on fol. 478^.

Jkjl v_>j1 (on the Arab poets), on fol. 507a.

^^ {j\jjt-i' Si ji (•-ft.»)\)J u-^^ (0° ^^^ Persian

poets), on fol. 545^.

This last Majlis begins with Firdausi (on £F. 545^-

557^), Asadi (on ff. 557''-558'»), etc., and ends with

Lisaul (on ff. 597"-598a).

Beginning, on fol. 1^: ci^Lsr^ , * .-^ i^LiXli uyLs"

Jl jUicl JU-i >."*tf>. jl si Ll5 (j\ji6\jf.

The author, Sayyid Nur-allah, suffered for his Shi'ah

tendencies under the emperor Jah^gir (a. h. 1014-

I037=A.D. 1605-1627), see H. T. Colebrooke, Asiatic

Researches, vol. vii. p. 338.

No date.

No. 1400, ff. 598, 11. 23 ; written in unequal Nasta'Uk, by dif-

ferent hands ; size, I J ^ iu. by 7 iu.
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Tabakat-i-Shahjahani {^V^li, i:^\sJo).

A large collection of succinct biographies of all the

great Sayyids, Shaikhs, Saints, Hakims, 'Ulamas, and

poets, who flourished from the beginning of Timur's

reign down to the reign of the emperor ShS.hjahau,

compiled about A. H. 1046 (a.d. 1636, 1637) by Mu-
hammad Sadik, and dedicated to Shahjahan (a.h. 1037-

io68= A.D. 1627-1658), comp.Rieu iii. p. 1009; Elliot,

History of India, vii. p. 133. It is divided into ten

tabakat (evei-y one containing three babs), viz. :

Tabakah I : Famous men in Timur's reign (a.h. 770-
8o7=A. D. 1369-1405), on fol. 6" (bab II, on fol. 23^;

bab III, on fol. 30*).

Tabakah II : Famous men, who lived under Mirza

Miranshah and died under Sultan Shahrukh (a.h.

8o7-85o=A. D. 1405-1447), on fol. 40" (bab II, on fol.

63^' ; bab III, on fol. 75^').

Tabakah III : Famous men under Sultan Muhammad
bin Mirza Miranshah and Mirza Ulughbeg bin Mirza

Shahrukh (a. H. 85o-853=a.d. 1447-1449), on fol. 85^

(bab II, on fol. 95-'' ; bab III, on fol. 102I1).

Tabakah IV: Famous men, who lived and died

under Sultan Abu Said Gurgan (a.h. 854-873= a. d.

1450-1469), on fol. 109" (bab II, on fol. iiSa; bab III,

on fol. 124^').

Tabakah V : Famous men, who lived and died under

Mirza 'Umar Shaikh Bahadur, son of Sultan Abu Sa'id

Gurgan (a.h. 873-899=a. d. 1469-1494), on fol. 133''

(bab II, on fol. 147" ; bab III, on fol. 156^).

Tabakah VI : Famous men under Sultan Babar (a.h.

900-937 = A.D. 1495-1530), on fol. 161^ (bab II, on

fol. 179b; bab III, on fol. 187a).

Tabakah VII : Famous men under Sultan Humayim
(a. H. 938-963= A.D. i53i-i5.'56), on fol. 192"' (bab II,

on fol. 205^; bab III, on fol. 2i5l>).

Tabakah VIII : Famous men under Sultan Akbar
(a.h. 963-ioi4=A. d. 1556-1605), on fol. 223^ (bab

II, on fol. 261b; bab III, on fol 284b).

Tabakah IX : Famous men under Sultan Jahangir

(a.h. ioi4-i037= A. D. 1605-1627), on fol. 348'>- (bab

II, on fol. 369" ; bab III, on fol. 380").

Tabakah X : Famous men, contemporary with Sultan

Shahjahan, from A.h. I037-I046=A. d. 1627-1636,

1637, on fol. 395» (bab II, on fol. 415b; III, on fol.

424").

After fol. 434 two leaves are missing. Worm-eaten

and slightly injured throughout.

No date.

Beginning : ^ jojljj* ^jliAz^ j ^^L—-> (j-*^ J^l

No. 259, ff. 435, II. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated heading on

fol. l""; size, 7| in. by 44- in.
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The autobiography of a modern Persian, who occu-

pied various positions, in the reign of Fath 'Ali Shah

(a.h. 1212-1250= a.d. 1797-1834), but conceals his

name with the greatest care. He was born the i6th

of Jumada II, A.H. 1 197, at Isfahan (a. D. 1783, May
19), see fol. S'',

11. 4 and 3 ab infra, and began to note

down the events of his life, at the request of some true

friends and companions, in the month Dhu-alhijjah,

a.h. 1239 (a.d. 1824, August), see fol. 2^, 1. 4 sq. He
mentions incidentally his grand-uncle 'Abd-alrahinikhan

(fol. 41b, 1. 6), and three brothers of his, viz. Mirza 'All

Akbar, Mirza 'Ali Rida, and Fath-allahkhan (fol. 42^).

If the last-mentioned brother should be identical with

Fath-allahkhan, s<m of Lutf 'Alikhan, the last reigning

prince of the Zand dynasty (who was defeated, captured,

and murdered in a.h. 1209= a.d. 1795), the anony-

mous author would of course be a son, and probably

the youngest son, of that unfortunate nder also, but

|JU1 ill!

The biography itself is divided into four babs, with

the following headings

:

1. t_>-^ v.i*^lA-p ,j, on fol. 3^ (the author traces his

genealogy back to Haji Kiwam-aldin Shirazi, a con-

temporary of Shah Shuja-i-Muzaffari, A.H. 760-786=
A.D. 1359-1384)-

J,
on fol. 5"

00^/

3. :,LJ1
J ^jl \i \ ,.i diW" 1^1u^

on fol. 25*.

4. >_jLli.cl

E'^
-^^^

jJi^L) s-JjLc

. L»>lj
)

JaL.0 t

^j-^-^K^i J
ii^\j (.Uai Lii j,lX».l,

W-' j' J^ i}]y^^ J-; »a i I

i C?"' iU ^UxJl

On fol. 53'' there is inserted a poetical description

of the earthquake of Shiraz, some years before the com-

position of this autobiography, by Mirza Kucak, of

Shiraz, a famous penman and calligrapher (see Rieu ii.

p.
786b), entitled :jL^ iJpj '-r>'^. j^ '^y]jr''
On if. 61^-139 a historical treatise by the author

himself is added, a concise account of old Persian kingSj^

entitled : Jl^l j
pi^jl *jU)j j\ Uj-asJc*^:, ji JjJO

' sJlA jLj-s- ,U^ |»^ fir^ >JjjA :.) djL», divided into

the customary four tabakat, viz.: 1. Pishdadians, on

fol. 6 lb; 2. iCayauians, on fol. 80b; 3. Ashkanians, on

fol. 93b
; and 4. Sasanians, on fol. loi".

Beginning of the autobiography, on fol. ib
: (j»j

Dated the 29th of Ramadan, a.h. 1253 (a.d. 1837,

Dec. 27), by Abu-alkasim bin 'Abd-ahida, of Kazwin.

No. 3399, olim 16. J. 13, ff. 139, U. 9 ; clear Nasta'lik; size,

6 in. bj 4i in.

IX. Geography, Cosmography, and

Topography.

707
Tarjuma-i-almasalik wa-almamalik (eUL-Al *-*^j^

dJUil j).

The same Persian adaptation of the famous geogra-
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phicnl work by Abu Ishak I1)riiliim bin Muhammad
al-Farisi, better known as al-Istakhri, calk'd bUL~«
(sUU-ll, and probably completed a.h. 340 fA.n. 951,952),
as a revised and enlarjjed edition of Abu Zaid Ahmad
bin Sahl al-Balkbi's (died a.h. 322 = A. d. 934)^^-0

*JUi)l or :>\J\ JlJ^I, which is descrilied in G. FHigel

ii. 424 and 425, and begins : ((_jJo^-«) {jx^jt ih Ju^U

d
i . I jiT jl La.

It is besides identical with the one noticed in H.
Khalfa, v. p. 509, No. 1 1 869. On the very intricate

question of the relationship between Abu Zaid Balkhi's

and Istakhri's respective works and the frequent mix-

ture of both, as well as on the different Persian para-

phrases extant, comp. especially I)e Goeje's splendid

article on the ' Istakhri-Balkhi Frage' in the Zeitschrift

der D. M. G. vol. xxv, pp. 42-58, and Eieu i. p. 416 ;

other versions are noticed in H. Khalfa iv. p. 1 1 2
;

W. Pertsch, p. 61 ; B. Dorn, Das Asiatische Museum,
p. 666 ; Rieu, loo. cit., etc. An abridged Persian trans-

lation is contained in Sir W. Ouseley's 'Oriental Geo-
graphy of Ebn Haukal,' London, 1800 ; a fuller version

in the ^JlJJLJl .ye by Muhammad bin As'ad bin 'Abd-

allah, see Bodleian Cat., No. 396. The title given

to the work on fol. i^, 1. 1 1 in the present copy, is,

just as in Fliigel's : isUU-o j eUl > ,». Unfortunately

our MS. is very defective ; there is a large lacuna of, at

least, fourteen leaves after fol. i'\ comprising the greater

part of the preface and the beginning of the geography
itself, and at the end the copy is incomplete also. On
ff. 2»-3'' a part of the (j-,Vj i^b ,j ^i is found ; on fol.

3'' the i^jJLjt ,bj S':, begins. Tiie copy breaks off on

fol. q^^, in the middle of a chapter, styled : oUl~-»

No. 1026, ff. 95, 11. 17 ; good old Naskhl ; many maps; some
leaves injured ; size, lo^ in. by 6^ in.

708

Suwar-alakalim (_JLs5l| ,«-o).

A geographical compendium, styled both in the

colophon and on fol. i" |^lsill ,.-«, and identical with

that described by Rieu i. p. 420 sq. Tlie compiler,

whose name is not mentioned, was a servant of Amir
Mubaviz-alluikk wa-aldunyah wa-aldin Muhammad (see

fol. 2'', 1. 6), the founder of the Muzaffari dynasty
(blinded by his son Shah Shuja, a.h. 760= a. d. 1359).
According to a passage in one of the British Museum
copies this little book was composed A. H. 748 (a. d.

I347> 1348) ; comp. also Melanges Asiatiques, vols. iv.

p. 54, vi. p. 574, and vii. p. 43.

Beginning : ijjl JLS i^r^W yj *>1 J^

It is divided into two babs

:

\1\ Jil wl r^

Tha first, subdivided into two fa^ls, viz.

:

^-^1j-* i-;"l>-* J cj'"^. U*r* J 4?^ o^J/J"
J

(the ter-

restrial globe, its dimensions, etc.), on fol. 3''.

»-Jl >_.. ... : 1 . (the southern hemisphere, the equator,

etc.), on fol. 12b.

The second is subdivided into seven fasis, each

dealing with one of the seven climates, on ff. 22'', 41",

5I^ 84'S 107", ii3'\ and 117".

Dated the 12th of Safar, a.h. 1220 (a. d. 1805,
May 12).

Bibliotheca.Leydeniana.

No. 2725, ff. 1-130, 11. 13; Naita'ltk; Arabic quotations in

Naskhl ; size, 8| in. by 6J in.

709
Mirat (cyl^).

The first two babs of the earliest Persian adaptation,

as it appears, of the first part of the Arabic cosmo-

graphy of Zakariyya bin Muhammad bin Mahmdd al-

Kazwini (died a.h. 682= a. d. 1283), the well-known

cybjjyil i-r*^]/-^ J
uyUjJLsA' l-^jI^ (Arabic text edited

by Fr.Wiistenfeld, Giittingen, 1848, German translation

by Dr. H. Ethe, first volume, Leipzig, 1 868), in the form

of a mathnawi, by Shaikh Jalal-aldin Hamzah Adhuri
(or Adhari) of Asfara'in (the author's name is left out

in this copy, but appears in the following one), who
flourished in the reign of Shahrukh, and died A. h. 866
(a. D. 1461, 1462, comp. A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 315 sq.,

and Rieu i. p. 43). Its proper title is cJL*, the mirror,

or according to a colophon, on fol. 38", v_*jUc j i_<-)ls*,

wonderful and curious things (in Daulatshah, A. Spren-

ger, Catal., p. 3 1 6, and in the colophon of the present

copy, y_Ji\jil\ i_ajUe*; in Sir Gore Ouseley's Catal., p. 2,

and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 161, oUJLi*' k_*jLx*,

in the latter also L-ijJI c-JLs:*), and it consists of four

distinct babs, viz. : 1. ^j^\ oJUlt ; 2. UjjJI >_»j]/fi ;

3. (Jlc^II v_*jIs'' j 4. LLo. ^«^ k_)Li. Besides Kaz-

wiui's cosmography, which is usually styled here v*^W^
LjjJl, sometimes also ij^i-i^' u^Ls*, other works

have furnished materials for this poem, for instance, a

i:yl»j». ^\^, a cylSj i-»W vbj, and others ; comp.

fol. 5a,
11. i-ii :

eyUJ wftU.^ i_jULj J» mm t.:!}!-*^

^jo Jjix jy. s-i.s' jl i-s^
J
—

Lo.>.l \. >!«>. :iS ^J^yi^ — bJjJl

jjLc ls*^J J-i — v:>->jJ i_r^i/*' iX»!^ -'jy
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uLijJl JU? '(jii^xjj _ om^LXII e^lilt iJ^ j^^l

U-flj ^^ i_>lii ^U. ^U _ ^Js.))\ >_^Ls* i_r-^-i;-t>^^

eD^»li* JL»i ,i Oi^jt^ _ tiyljjjy^ Jlc J.;
.nil C*-~-»

That the author intended his work for instruction

and not for amusement, he cleaily states in several

passages, for instance, on foL 4^, last line :

'-'?.' C«.»KJ.
J

JuC Jjj'-) y-^
on fol. 5", 1.12:

i_>LJl V)' i-> u^ji >>>. ij^— v^ J-°^ ls^. u''^ ca-V"

and on fol. 42^', last line

:

Our copy contains only the first two hdhs, viz.

:

1. u^f^\ o-!IiU>, on ff. il'-38", beginning:

This^i'«< 6rf6 is a kind of introduction or preliminary

discourse on the creation in general, and contains, after

the usual praises of God, Muhammad, etc., and an

account of the reasons the author had for writing this

poem, the following sections

:

^JlLI j (jfjic JLc \^\jj> J--ai5, on fol. 6''.

ejl^jii* j\)^\ jj-^Wj on fol. 7*.

^J^JU oJiii. J-fll ,J UiCa. (jLj, on fol. 8^.

JU i\^} jw^'y LJlcjI ,_j-Lxj ^jj^ and ^^^i-*

jL^oyj' Jjkl jl
(.s-^"^.'

oil fol- 9"-

jJLc .^VJ JSUy UJU,^jl Okir* Jl^l, on fol. I0^

<^J-»j i_;b,l 1^- ^. JU. ij^-s^ and _,j J-s-i*J

L-il oli!lx.»l ^jU, on fol. lob.

b4.a^^ :jU..o e:Jli^, on fol. 13^.

)'

J^-

JLc Lo!^ o
J..5I j^j vo-^;^

J.1,
on fol. 141".

:.ir liCa., on fol. aol*

on fol. ayb.

^j| Jla. e>.r.a>J . i_,«-ijl b (jlil

.T^l ol-avij ^JL-jl JU. oJLUo. jj J...t«j, on fol. 32''.

»iJ UJ.UJJJ ey;-aj>. iS]/>. J*
«-^^l w c:*-u^j jjl ejjlXj».,

on fol. 34''.

^jl (_jij i-JLsr^-
J
JU i_J]^ jUT, on fol. 35a.

2. UJjJl k_.-jVc, on if. 39^-233", beginning:

»Lj uybijO Jj jJ cj-^> — 4JII |»—J »-> A,^^-^ \s:n\

The second bdb, two other copies of which are pre-

sei-ved in the Bodleian Library, see the full description

of them in the Bodleian Cat., Nos. 402 and 403 (where

' That is a mere mistake for bJ->^' ^)/^' comp.fol.sS",!.!::

and likewise ff. 41', 1. 10, and 41'', 1. i.

!LL fX^U J>-i

by a confusion of this second bab with the third, which

has not yet been found anywhere, as title in the colo-

phon is given ^_yLci'l v_*JLc), corresponds upon the

whole to the mukaddimah and the second maMlah of

Kazwini's cosmography (uyLlLi-JI ^), whereas the

Jirst maMlah of that work (eylj^Ul ^) is the subject

of the third bab, the ^J^^\ l-^Ls*- After a praise

of God and Muhammad there follows here an explana-

tion of the terms ^^_jS- and i__-^, after which the

poetical description of all the sublunar things begins,

in about the same order, as in Kazwini's work ; tlie

first section, on fol. 55", deals with the cubU-a- i-*jb^,

or the wonders of the inanimate things, general geo-

graphy, longitude and latitude, mountains, wells, lakes,

seas, islands, minerals, etc. ; the following sections

treat of plants, birds, huge beasts, Ghuls, monkeys,

different sorts of men, and finally of man himself.

Last verse

:

j.!lLJl_j ijLJI
J ^j^^ _ |.Ls^' jl o-ilxi v_J];i ^JJ^

Dated the first of Kabi'-alakharjA.H.ii35 (a.d. 1723,

Januaiy 9).

No. 78, ff. 233, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; clear and distinct Nas-
ta'llk ; size, 9 in. by 4I in.

710

Another copy of the second bdb of the Mirat.

The second bdb of the Mirat, with its proper title,

bJjJl L^Ui (which appears correctly here, on fol. i",

whilst it is in other places incorrectly styled »_^j^
(Jlc^I ,_*jL.s-'' . bojJl, as if the copy included the

third bab also), quite agreeing with ff. 39''-233'' in the

preceding copy. Copied by Sayyid 'Abd-alkarim llaja'i

;

the year is omitted, only the 9th of Dhu-alhijjah is

given. Ff. 6-23 are tnisplaced; their right order is;

6, 15-22, 7-14, and 23.

No. 191, ff. 129, 2 colL, each 11. 21; clear Nasta'llk; size,

9 in. by 5 J in.

711

A defective copy of the same.

The same second bub of the Mirat in a shorter redac-

tion (with omission of various passages and verses) and

iucomi)lete besides in consequence of a lacuna between

ff. 21 and 27, comprising ff. 19a, 1. 8— 21", 1. 5 of the

preceding copy. The proper order of the leaves is

:

ff. I, 2, 26, 16-21, 27-94. Beginning on fol. 26*", the

same as in the preceding copies. An index on ff. i"-2l'.

On the fly-leaf and the back of the binding the copy

is incoiTectly styled bojJl i_^ls*.

Dated the 20th of Kajab, a. h. 1074 (a.d. 1664,

February 17), at Shahjahanabad.

No. 611, ff. i''-2'', 16-21, and 26''-94», 3-4 coll., each 11.

13-21, partly in diagonal lines; careless Nasta'llk ; size, 8J in.

by 4I in.

712

'Ajaib-almakhliikat wa ghara'ib almaujudat (i^^jls*

ayil i-r^lr'i)
.bjli^')..b

The same literal Persian i)rose-translation of the
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first j>art of Kazwini's cosmography which is described

iu G. Fliigel ii. pp. 506-508 (styled there i_*jI^1 *-»-*'))

the Bodleian Cat., Nos. 397 and 398; Rieu ii. p. 462 sq.,

and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 367 sq. ; comp. also H.
Khalfa iv. p. 188; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes,

p. 258 ; Do Sacy, Chrestomathie Arabe, ist ed., iii. p.

414 sq. Beginning the same as in the Arabic original,

and in the copies of Vienna, the British Museum, and

the Bodleian Library, viz. : «Ij,_;JU1 « csU a . V» » H

Jl "uHl eJD^. According to the colophon of the

second Vienna copy this translation was completed in

the month Jumada I, A. h. 890 (a. d. 1485, May, June).

Kazwini's name runs here as in most of the above-

mentioned copies : |J^»xJl Jj-«-s* ^j^. sXs' ^^. ^^rj

^j-jjjill. The dedication to 'Izz-aldin Shahpdr bin

'Uthman, mentioned by Rieu, loc. cit., is found neither

in this nor in the following copy. This Persian version

has been printed in Taharan, a.h. 1264 (a. d. 1848).

No date.

No. 1919, ff. 259, U. 25 ; Nasta'llk, profusely illustrated

throughout ; illumiii&ted frontispiece ; size, 1 1 in. by 6| in.

713

A defective copy of the same.

No date. A lacuna of six leaves after fol. 273, cor-

responding to the preceding copy, fol. 237*, 1. 6 to fol.

243^, 1. 7 (which agrees with the middle of line 2, on
fol. 274"). Parts of ff. 17 and 24 torn away. The last

leaf supplied later. The whole copy is, like the pre-

ceding one, profusely illustrated ; in some places blanks

are left which have not been filled in.

Beginning: X.li.ll '»-^!i\ t^^^' "Sll ,«—>. _/^ '^j

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2543, fF. 291, 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk, pictures throughout ; size,

lojin. by 6| in.
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'Aja'ib-almakhlukat wa ghara'ib-almaujudat (c_oL^

One of the finest specimens of modern Indian calli-

graphy and illuminating art, written at the request of

!Mr. Charles Raikes, Commissioner and Superintendent

of Lahur, under the supervision of Mufti 'Ali-aldin of

Lahdr, by Fadl-aUlin bin Muhammad Bakhsh Sahhaf
of L&hur, and completed the 21st of September, A. d.

1854 (see the title-page, fol. i»). According to a note

by Mr. Raikes himself, fastened to the first fly-leaf, this

Ms. was sent to the Imperial Exhibition at Paris, for

works of art and industry, by the Punjab Committee
at Lahore. The India Office Library received it from
Dr. Royle, July, 1856.

The Persian translation of the first part of Kazwini's
cosmography, contained in this copy, is the more
modernized one, which was made under Abd-ulmuzaffar
Ibrahim 'Adilshah I (see fol. 5*, 1. 6), who reigned from
A.H. 941 to 965 (a. D. 1534-1558), and completed in

IND. OFF.

the beginning of Sha'ban, A. H. 954 (see ff. &>, last

line, and 90, 1. i) = A. d. 1547, second half of Sep-
tember ; it is described in Rieu ii. p. 464''. This

version has been lithographed at Lucknow, a. h. 1283
(a.d. 1866).

Beginning like the Arabic original, on fol. 3'': JLjajJI

~1\ iy.^\ ,_^lj ci,]^.

Beginning of the translator's preface, on fol. 4''

:

A\ sLkz^.) o>J^L» • >.::.: Vi I m ^ji^p <^ *1^-

The name of the author of the Arabic original

appears on fol.^sb, 11. 2 and 3, in this form: jjJjJI jL**

'(uriJi^") u^i^l Jj^\ ^.y*^ c^. ^^^ cH ^fj-
The four mukaddimas appear here on ff. 9* (i_^.** ,

J

e)T Ij^ j),
19b (cyU^i* ^-f,..^ ji), 2 lb (j[yJ-J"y

i_-..j^), and 26°' (lulj^iyil , « » i .i ^J). A complete

index on ff". 2 7='-30'',

Beginning of the main portion of the work on fol. 30'',

corresponding to the Arabic original, p. 1 0, of WOsten-

feld's edition : JI JsCJl ^x. 'U-l^l jJLi. ill xJl.

First makalah, on fol. 31''; second makalah, on fol. 145".

It is profusely illustrated throughout with first-clasa

drawings. The greater part of the margin is covered
partly with short explanatory glosses or tracts closely

related to the text of Kazwini's work,—as for instance

a s-«l3 ^Sj on lucky and unlucky days, on fol. 33b;

iSj^ ey^L^Jfcl, on fol. 35b; t^jTj5^,^i-^, on ff. 36* and
36b; a G»,Liw Is^Ujij^, on fol. 42b; ^^7.....';,i :.^^^, 'Uj,

on fol. 70'' ; i_«b Uj, on fol. 109b; uyLcL- uylL-iil, on

fol. 112", etc.; ij-jX fri"^ \::*ZJlS, on fol. 229b sq.

;

(jj^. ^.^ji, on fol. 293a;
^^Ji^j ^-^s., on fol. 296* sq.;

jlXii J.,ji (borax), on fol. 302*; t^J^ iP^o^!^-*! on

fol. 304a; JJj'jjy^ <^\^ and ^.}\y u^)>^) on fol. 313";

and a great number of other explanations of mineral

and botanical matters ; a botanical glossary, on fol.

378»sq. ; uy]^,jLa. J«l^, on fol. 481"; 'U^^ ^y-
jjl^jjU., on fol. 481b etc.; J^ ^Ij^j ^,.>^*^
and e. « J-^ --jr-^', on fol. 510"*, etc. etc. (talismans iu

great variety being scattered throughout the margin),

—

partly with independent treatises of various kinds, iu

a smaller, but equally neat hand. The larger sections

of these marginal additions are as follows :

1. Ff. 4b-i7a: A treatise on simple drugs Tj sJL^

«jfS-« tfLjjjjl uiiU.jg' oLIlS) in nine fasls (not eight

as is stated in the beginning, since there appears ou

fol. lob a sjjol j^^jJkL^. ^jLj.j.Js t^s :»7->l». .J _4J J-aj

y_^jJ). Fol. lob of this tract must be immediately

followed by fol. 12*, since ff. n* and lib ^x^ mero
repetitions of ff. lo* and lob. Beginning : Jljo UII

sXjIJO JJl j-aj (jylXli ji CIa.., ) ! jJL-, ^jA

• jJLo • LsiJ^*-" .>)*;« ^.5J'-^-• tiW- »--' J^/A-« ty^J^*'

JI (jj'^-jfc- This treatise is followed on ff. I3''-I5*
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by an appendix on the names of all the diseases of

the various parts of the human body, and on ff. 15"-

1 7* by a series of mystic mathnawi-baits, taken for the

greater part from the jl. ^wiiJT

2. Ff. iSh-iga; Two ii_.UU, the first styled t^UU
(jc^-ju (rt^'J ry. A*-»-l ^;^JJ1 >_i^ jLii i^^t. (see the

Matlub-altalibin, i6th matlab, No. 41 in the list of

pupils) ; the second ^Jlc ^^j-^jl^^I j-^*' ^">- LoLJls.

3. Ff. ip'^-ao*" : A story of Niinrud, and some meta-

physical maxims, styled U^la. o1jJL:j«-«.

4. Ff. 2i''-22'': i*X.il J-*^* ta-L^i, beginning:

5. Ff. 48'''-5ib: Two treatises on music, the first

(^tt-w-jj^ Jlc ,j) being an abstract of a work — LLa-«

j)j^\ (probably jj_-Jl —U^i-s, a work on Indian music

by Kadi Husain, composed a. h. io84=a.d. 1673, 1674,

Bee W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 84) ; the second (on fol.

49") simply styled JL*.wj-« ,.s, and beginning : t5j|jq

jl .JI-4J .U5^

6. Ff 73^-7511: Mathnawi-baits (simply styled ^^Joio),

by Shah Fadl Ni'mati, beginning :

followed, on fol. 75"^, by short extracts from Dara

iShukuh's ^j^.s-!-'' ^, .-c-* (the confluence of the two

seas, composed a. h. 1065 = a. d. 1655, see Bodleian

Cat., No. 1 24 1, 13).

7. Ff. 87»-93l'
: JLc oJL-oo. y JU^, a cosmogra-

phical tract, beginning : jS Jlc LU^ s^ 10—Jb Jjb

jLw« ,i jUil sjjLj
.>J^_^.^'

. . .

The metaphysical part of it begins on fol. 90*, with a

—J, Ltli., followed by a tj-ii L»jX«, etc., and con-

cluding with an cj...«L>j c*-«^ (on fol. 92a)
; appended

to it are a short chapter : (_;i,^l iub Uf']y^ (with

leference, as it seems, to a verse of the Kuran, Surah

34, 13), a series of mathnawi-baits, headed j^L^ .j

_), oi-j.a-, and some further lines in prose on the

same subject.

8. Ff. 96^-100^: Short tracts on mystical and re-

ligious matters in general, \\z.jsd &JL-.,
frj/*-*

^-^XiU,

•.35J« C« .?..4 \ s-ejj-s (twice), fi-jj-i J)^l> rrir^-^ jJLoLi.« .i

uil ! ** s i uW-» j'^'
i;;^-*--'];

L?L»ia. c^.5..iin. ^j, ^JUJ ji

jjUjI, u^11-« uWj ^•^. (Surah 82, 11) ^^^^iS^ Ul^L«jJL.,

sj»j uW^ j->i and JU-i J ulr*^ t]^ i^Ai.«.

9. Ff. ioi*-io2»andio3''-io9*: Prayers, invocations,

and Kuran-verses.

10. Ff. I23l'-i26a and 128!^: Two other S-.LJU.

11. Ff. i37a-i4o^: A treatise on the peculiarities

of special months and days.

12. Ff. I43'>-I48^i4i"-I42\andi49''-I54a: Three

night-discourses ( . » ,.i, so to be read instead of . «.•:.

;

the only correct spelling is found on fol. 145*, 1. 3),

properly beginning on fol. I44^ since fol. 143* is merely

a repetition of this ; a treatise on the foreboding pal-

pitation of the limbs, on fol. 145'' ; a tract on physiog-

nomy (kjLj DL-j), on fol. 146*; a longer treatise on

health, abridged from a work of Sayj'id Ismail Husain!

Jurjani (the author of the ^\ .Vj^,Li>. l~^i, see

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1576-1578, died a.h. 53i=a. d.

1 136, 1 137), styled is-^' loia. (on hygiene), in sixteen

babs, viz. K Ija _^JJ .j, on fol. 147''; 2._^.jJ .0

JL-. (^l^-Lai, on fol. 148"; 3.
J

sJUk ^j^ j^sj j^

^^jX-.w«, on fol. 1 481) ; 4. ^JS-^y>^ s-«L>. t»,b j^.Sj .i,

ib.; 5. Wi-_^,sj ji, ib.; 6. >^\j^_s3 ji, on fol. 141"

(the order of the margins is wrong here, although that

of the centre-column is quite correct) ; 7. t_)l^ --JJ.J .0,

on fol. i4i'^; 8. (^jlx^J
J \^\y>- ji, on fol. 142*; 9.^0

ijjS^ • 00^, ib. ; 10. 10
"

.T t' cJ^-a-i—l r^>.JJ ji

^^jjj^ J-4—« t^ljJ (c^) o'l fol. 14 2^'; 11. Here styled

by mistake *^*i vWj t<> conceal the confusion of the

margins: ^j^ ^j^jJ .i , on fol. 149*; 12.^^jji ,.>

jwai, on fol. 149''; 13. Li£\jji^ j^,SJ ji, on fol. 150'';

14. ^l... ci ^ji\^\.i, on fol. iSi"^; 15. ^j\^y^xjji,

on fol. 152"; 16. ^j^jjIL.^ j-^,XS
J t_*-.jwj .Ajl, on fol.

152b; and some mathnawi baits on hygienic matters,

on ff. i52l'-i54", divided into the following sections:

Is »_«Jki^ .J, oL«iLc .0
"jX)

r-' i r^' ulr!^ f^^^ j^.'^ j^> and oJir* _^.JJ .J.

13. Ff. i63'^i87l>: A series of longer and shorter

tracts on various interesting points of Sufism, as (j-i-c,

(jj^, etc., mostly without any heading; the few sections

which bear a distinct title, are :

J...
ijyiy^ vo^-^. ^j-i' ji iJL-,, commentary on a

verse of Jalal-aldin Eumi, on fol. 164'', beginning:

beginning: jjI*^' . jJI . ^.
j .k ,.n <. JjjJj

V"r 'I ' * 1' ^ >. IJ^ Kl cr

l^^J
-9V^ (SWJJ->

ir-
•^x:^. 3 toj^ ^Jl--;, on fol. 1 80a, beginning :

Jlj-uj J :a-, on fol. 181'', and

(jjUaJl iill x^ s-a-lvi. cy;-.<i-»- UL-, (invocations to

God, by the famous Shaikh 'Abdallah Ansari of Harat,

who died A.H. 48i=A. D. 1088, comp. the Safinat-alau-

liya. No. 300), on fol. i85«, beginning: tS ^^.^ ts'

14. Ff. i93'>-i96''': Extracts from Nizami's
^j
—

»

^^_^., beginning with ^j-—^

15. Ff. i96'i-i99a: y^>->k

Ji;

iL> .)
iiJ-)

i sJL-,,

kind of metaphysical tract in form of a vocabulary.

beginning : ^:«..« ejU-^i-a^ ji cj—^1 sJL-, ^^1 JOlJJ.
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IG. Fol. 208": jjU^-ia. iJ;!^, a few chronological

dates about great Shaikhs, beginning with Bayazld

Bistami (died A. h. 261 = a. d. 875) and ending with

Ahmad-i-Jam (died a.h. 536 = a. d. 1141, 1142), see

the Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 66 and 308.

17. Ff. 2 2 7^-2 29b: Extracts from Nizami's .j-jlXLI

ijj^- tjtiJ, beginning with ^^j^yij\ ji jX^S.^ J'^
^.^ • ,jl-«-"T JJ'l cj..iL» jjijlj,^ 5_«jX« ,j L,^» jl

'jji» |»ic jilj-. (sbH» ^Ji^ ciW^- J-

18. Ff. 2398-246": A treatise on the peculiarities of

women (,jljj oI.iU. ^j t^^j), beginning : JoLo

Jl jjl ciJ ,1 ty fJ. ^J^) w o--Jlj, with a special

chapter, entitled : ^^yUaXii, j ^j ijj-li-^ c*j;jt.» ,j

uiilj.l, on fol. 240*" sq.; after this treatise there follow,

on fol. 243'> sq., several traditions and a great number
of charms.

19. Ff. 246l'-248»: An arithmetical tract, styled

j.;r^.S3 As- ssAjj
i_s'»-«->.,

beginning: tSji\xi ' sAcLs

20. Ff. 248a-255a
: A short medical tract, ascribed

to Avicenna (l.j ^.^i.^ ; i^\r^\ ji I: ;» (JLc u iJL-^))

and a number of arithmetical pieces, one of which is

headed (on fol. 249^1): » ,.,j, : a i_iL_* i:yL.jJL., or in-

troduction to astronomical calculations. The rest are

without special headings.

21. Ff. 255*'-266'*: Arts and games, consisting of

—

(a) A kind of game, in which any possible combin-

ation of two letters of the Persian alphabet is explained

by a Persian fard, for instance, l(_p : o—j i_ii .i

isj^ j) L>H>*. on fol- 255^-

(6) Two treatises on archery, the first (on fol. 256"),

styled: ij]\sj\j^ L«JJL« a :.*. ^^Ui*, and beginning

:

^JJ^ iS o—Jl ijl.*i J^ J^ t5lx::->l j-^Ijj JJl

Jl |.jt ; the second (on fol. 258^) : (^)^ utj,

(c) An introduction into geomancy (J^ jL.li-6 .i),

on fol. 259b.

{d) Introduction to card-playing and chess (I-.juL«

t, i> s>>;; and ^ji'^ t^jJLt), on fol. 263''.

(e) Various forms of chirography (Ljii s.\y\ ijUj ji),

on fol. 264*. ^

-a; J ty IH.(/) A tract styled Jl

fol. 265a. ^

22. Ff. 2678-275'': iJ,y LfliU., an abridgment of

a general history in various ta'ifas, from the creation

down to the emperor Bahadurshah, beginning: '^^.jr^^-*

Jl> .1;!
e-^'-^:!'

^yL^ ^il y-i-J^ y.

Jl 4I1I J^-^ jJLsr»^;JLJl^^ L) i_jLC iill cyl^ ill.

The comparatively more detailed portion ends, on fol.

273b, with the seventh taifah, on the descendants of

Cingizkhin ; the remainder consists of mere lists of

the Indian Rajahs, taken from the ^U^-K (so to be

read instead of the wrong spelling ^jU.1., see Nos.

205 and 206 in this Cat.), and of the emperors of Dihli.

As a sort of appendix a list of all the battles is added
(on fol. 275") which Muhammad fought against the

unbelievers; they are sixty- five altogether; twenty-

seven he conducted personally ; in thirty-eight only

his army was engaged.

23. Ff. 403»-404" : Lukm&n's advice to his Eon

(j^ J-ijjM ^^j^-a- u^-^ »-«^J^)) beginning : j1 J^jo

J
j,iLDl ». ,. 1.C xZ-^ A J),.!

J
^jtc eLL« oLL.

^jl « 51 iS Oo,u1 X^-t^iyt JlJL) J '.Tf ^J^l tJ-%1

Jl ^jj i^iA.snr'^ . xij jl »-».. Comp. on this little

tract the Bodleian Cat., No. 1241, 44.

24. Ff. 404"-4io*': Shoi-t stories and traditions,

beginning with a (jjl/^l oolXa., which opens thus

:

Jl Jj.>jJ t ::.M .t.j j,!^ tjLsr^. On fol. 408*, a .j —lij

» > ....•». (jiUfcl, beginning: ijo^l ^./^-.^ '—!>=* J (^>^
Jl fJ-£ J

Ju»j. On fol. 409*, a shoii tract : cyLXi

25. Ff. 4io°-4i7" : A series of JLoJ or good advices,

and other tracts of practical philosoph}', beginning

with U-x.*. ^Laj LILj,, which opens thus : j ,11

.411

On

l-»>^.^ ^Loj sJLmj,,

l-«^..>. iiol ^, J . 7 *. <i cj—j1 »JL-») 1^1 Jlkj

i/J iW^^l
r^'
jj

v:\..

,1.Jl jL-—O Jiolyj , Jjl »J

fol. 4128, a,j^^ J jJlljr' uW-* JJjJL.; on fol. 413*,

LS^J/ JUi; on fol. 415b, IS^ Jy ,_j-i-»J.-

26. Ff. 411^-418^ : jy,^\j^, a, collection of philo-

sophic maxims, in ten fasls, beginning

:

iJLu^
U^'

j.lj Jj-»/^l y^^ "^ UX» Jji J-aJ 5J ^. J .
"

.? «

ji .>.
^27. Ff. 423b-438a 4418-450^ 45ib-453a and
457"-46i'' : Medical prescriptions against aU kinds of

diseases, and tracts of a similar kind.

28. Ff. 462«-464b
: Mystical tracts, on the Kiblah,

on fol. 462a; on the terminology of Sufis (ei>U.iLk.»l_^i

>_j^^ J-»l)) on fol. 462b;
l^jj ASil «L4ijJ>, on fol.

463*; (jP.A eyLs^,

on fol. 464b.

29. Ff. 4730-479";
scriptions.

30. Ff. 526^530", 534''-535*. and 538*. Prescrip-

tion for making the elixir of life (I ,^S <_*-^) and a

series of small tracts on sexual intercourse, usually

J ^, on fol. 464"; .Utt Ju»l tiJyt,

Another series of medical pre-

headed sl> ^y.
31. Ff. 549^-550", 552''-554», 555''-559», 564"-

566*, 570" and 570b, and 572b-574a; A third series

of medical prescriptions.

No. 3243, ff. 588, II. 15 ; very large and distinct Nasta'llk ; four

grandly embellished stars on ff. 1*, 2", sS?"", and 588* ; four fuU-

aijed pictures on ff. 2'', 3", 586'', and 587* ; three splendidly illu-

minated frontispieces on ff. 3'', 4* (the pages themselves adorned
in magnificent colours), and 30'', a smaller one besides, on fol. 27'';

the lines of the title-page (fol. i*) surrounded by broad stripes of

gold ; size, i£j in. by 9^ in.

B b 2
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715

Sair-albilad (jlAJI ^).
A literal Persian translation of the second part of

Kazwini's great cosmographical work, the jiLJi ^Lfl

iL-jJl S _ ^U or geographical section, by Muhammad
Murad bin 'Abd-alrahman, who dedicated it to Nawwab
Musawikhan (with his original name Mir 'All Asghar,

who died A. h. 1054 = a. d. 1644, 1645, see Eieu iii.

p. 991'', where extracts from this work are noticed),

see fol. 10^, 11. I, 3, and 14. It must have been com-

posed between a. h. 1037, the year of Shahjahau's

accession, who is mentioned as reigning sovereign, and

a. H. 1054 (a. d. 1628-1645, see Eieu, loc. cit.).

Beginning, on fol. 9^ : i^--^ j ijXJi ^Lc

The translation begins with the first mukaddimah,

on fol. 10^, corresponding to the Arabic text, ed.Wiis-

tenfeld, p. i*. First Iklim, on fol. 14'' ; second, on fol.

52lJ; third, on fol. 98^'; /oitrt/i, on fol. 188*; fifth, on

fol. 314"; sixth, on fol. 368"; seventh, on fol. 387^.

On ff. ib-8l> an index of the whole work, divided into

two sections, the first of which gives all the geogra-

phical names, the second, beginning on fol. 6-'', lin. penult.,

and incomplete at the end, the names of Imams,

Shaikhs, etc., mentioned in the book. Another com-

plete copy of this translation is in the Bodleian Library,

see Bodleian Cat., No. 400.

No date. The original part of the MS. comprises

ff. 53-372, all the leaves before and after that have

been supplied by the same later hand.

No. 2547, ff. .394, 11. 21 ; large Nasta'llk, by two different hands

;

size, II in. by 6| in.

716

Tuhfat-al'ajaib (^U.^' IJ^)-

An older but greatly abridged Persian translation

or rather adaptation of the same second volume of

Kazwini's cosmography, the i%A\ JJ\, called here ^ » . ...

-JUi^l, and composed by 'Ali Tahiri (Tairi in Rieu iii.

p. io59'>'), ^^- 928 (a. d. 1522), see fol. 2^, 11. 9-11
;

fol. 3*, 1. 9 ; and fol, i^()^, 1. i (in Rieu, loc. cit., a. h.

948).
^ ^

Beginning : L^|;i j t^Ls* iS \, ^^L» Xs:^- X»,»

jJI l.^-;: « ^, {j\^
~ :a

_j
o^-jl ^:iij^ |.l5,l J^ JLc.

The first Iklim begins on fol. 48 ; the second, on fol.

32''; the third, on fol. ZZ'^; the fourth, on fol. 94a;

the fifth, on fol. 144^; the sixth, on fol. i72«; the

seventh, on fol. 187*, last line. A khatimah or epilogue

of the translator is found on fol. 194", last line sq.

Copied in the month Ramadan, a.h. 1056 (a. D. 1646,

October, November), at Multan.

No. 3138, ff. 196, 11. 15 ; very large and distinct Nastalik;

splendid binding in gold and green ; size, 12J in. by 7| in.

717

•Aj4'ib-alak41im (pJUiH ^^)-
A compendium of cosmography by an anonymous

author, written, as Rieu i. p. 417 proves, about a.h.

d

908 or 909 (a. D. 1502, 1503), and dedicated to the

wazir Ghlyath-almillah wa aldunya wa-aldin Habib-

allah (see here, fol. 114", 11. 12 and 13). It is divided

into a mukaddimah, on geometry (50 l/L;-^! ^^Lo ..>

Ot«.j»Jj^ ^jLj A-oLa-«), on fol. 114*, last line; two

mak&las, 1. Measurement and division of the globe

and detailed account of tlie seven climates (o^a.\ .. a .j

vi*.-)!
(j .l T

"

« \j\xi. i^\ J (»^^^ ^;^*^H" j l/^' <. ^j >),

on fol. 1 1 6"-; 2. Measurement of the spheres and stars,

etc. (i^jlx) »_s^l J ^r^\y J e)^' c*-a.L—• v:jj,j<-« ^j

c:<, ...jI t - >i), on fol. 155"; and a khdtimah on the times

of prayers and the Kiblah (eyLis'-* ,j), on fol. 160^.

Beginning : ^*SLXJ1 Ijjjj 'U-Jl ^Ji\ (^jJI ill x»il

Dated by Malik Muhammad ibn Haj!, end of Rajab,

A.H. 1024 (a. D. 1615, August 25).

No. 3033, ff. 113-165, 11. 20; Nasta'llk; size, 10 in. by 5^ in.

718

A compendium of cosmography without title and

author's name. It begins forthwith with the mukad-

dimah, which is subdivided into the following ten fasla

(compare fol. 145", 11. 4 and 5):

1. ,_).J6
J

jji JJic ^jXi> Jjjj j^s^Uj)-! ijLj ji, on

fol. 132^.

2. jjLijl >_*-Jr' J
e)3ui ^JX.I jjjj ^^Lj ji, on fol,

133*- ^
3. eb^ jjJ ^x^ J

«i)iLsl ,J:.^yS^ji, on fol. 134^

4. csU j-^ ^JlX^ . j-oLlc ijXii 1ju-j ^jLo .j, on fol,

135"-

5.^^L;lc ^. 8) jjLj ji, on fol. I35''.

6. jol^^Uc ^i) iS ^\liLS^JL^_j:i, on fol. 136^.

7._^Lu: v::jUlJ» ^^Lj ji, on foL 137b.

8. ^^jb--jl (^jCi^xl.
_j
__^Llc j diUl jXi i^Lo ji

^^^, on fol. I39^

9. -...q. oJi-iia. J i^^jut ^jUj ji, on fol. 140^

10. v^/* J ^ ; "
'. [»—^ ,...•. °'ji, on fol 142^.

After this mukaddimah there follow, on fol, 145*,

twenty asls, viz.

:

I.^^Llc oJLs^^ i:jW>. j^, on fol. I45«,

2. >-g...i.-». (jLj j c)^"^3 j'"*^ cJ-^ '•*-!!-} *

^jLijl, on fol. I49''.

3. jU uXi> Ixo t,*-— jJ, on fol. 152^

4. Jji ijJ-i 1a-j v-^-. uW>. j->. on foL 154a.

5. J\Ju, jJy- u>-^- uWJ. ji. on fol. 155^

6. i_j,j. jjXi JjJ^ ijlo jj, on fol. I57^

7. (t=^) li^Xj yjjjr JJJJ ^jWj ji, on fol, I58«.

J^
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8. (sJl; or ^, Jy>}^j^) ^ e^jj

on fol. isSb,

u'-Hj-s.

9. xs-j yJ^ Ixjj

10. ~Jy>_ ijAi Ij^-o ^
11. (.icLa ,.iJ^ Ij'-O

^jLj jj, on fol. 159''.

i ^^LJ! .J, on fol. 160''.

,— (jLj ^j, on fol. i6i'>.

12. l,jW^ j i-^ t ^ J

fol. I63^

13. (jV-ft-Ml jj ^j U-^
Jl ij ?. ..4. Ijuo, on fol. les''.

14. LjXjUil (c-^ <s)

tr" L5^ ir*^ CyLoiLc ^jUj ..j

?^ ^JJ-i Ijuj .J, on fol. 164'',

15. (plural of niijS) d^Lj d^x^ jjLj ^j, on fol. 166*

lo. ^iji ^j^^ {j<i^ '.^^.

"Dil

ijLj ,0, on fol. 166^.

SLx jJ-V^ LS*^ '^'^ IjJ^I J^-H uWi y

,

ciW^y

j1 jjjui \x>j ijUj jj,

17. sU
on fol. 172".

18. sJjJj ^xi. Ix-J ^jLj ,.», on fol. 176^.

19. ^jJ-ol \j^^. } c^^ J Jj' cJ"*^' >-r*^

20. tU J\^jij\^LJ\j

on fol. ijSb.

No date.

No. 2995, ff. 132-180, 11. 12 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, gf in. by 6J in.

719

Akhbar-i-hasinah dar akhbar-i-Madinah (t ; . «. •» .Li*.!

History and topography of Madinah, a Persian trans-

lation of Samhudi's famous Arabic work lijJl JLoiLi.

i )n^\\ j\i jLib , which extract from his larger work

^. W <i,U ,lj iW*^. 15^' *^) '^^s made by Samhiidi

(died A. H. 911 = A. D. 1505, 1506) himself, a. h. 893
(a. D. 1488), comp. Wustenfeld, Geschichte der Stadt

Medina im Auszuge aus dem Arab, des Samhudi in
' Abhandluugen der Kbnigl. Gesellschaft der Wissen-

schaften zu Gottingen,' vol. ix. histor.-philol. Classe,

pp.i-156; J.Aumer, Arab. Cat., p. 144; H. Khalfa ii. p.

144, No. 2302, and vi. p. 450, No. 14294, etc. Two other

(more or less defective) copies of this rare work (Elliott

362 and Walker 30) are described in Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 138 and 139. The Persian translator's name is

not mentioned anywhere. The work is divided, like the

Arabic original, into eight babs, comp. "Wiener Jahr-

bucher 1835, vol. 70, Anzeigeblatt, p. 88. Au index

on S. 4l>-6b,

fasls.

5jJa ^jb ii^^j, on fol. 6'', in ten

Elliott 362) J <^ > J ^j^j luJL -ij^ ^.}^ :g

(
jU: « US' I . Ju., . i_Jlc iA jJlo {jytJ (adds

:

yb vi*-. t, on fol. 46^', in three fasls.

u4j b- OjJ jl t_OjL.< iJ^^— jW^l !>
fJ-

(•J—
' ) s-^J-^ ^' i_5^ J_j-^ >—»J/-- (.jJ-5 Jji», on fol.

76'', iu three fa^ls.

e^-l (jXiii.0 s-f^l J tfjV J'-*
—

' uy,bfcC ji wU^ vU
-^Ijjl k:^];-^ (Elliott 362 adds : Jl^l uW^. j) a^.
i^jKaUs, on fol. I02'\ in four fasls.

jl (jlju4-i
J

Xa.1 J-ii J »-4J-« ^.Li» ijL-) J c*—1,

on fol. 165'*, in six fasls.

Oi—>.^->.^-« »J iijlijwo
J

(Elliott 362 : (J^i
J u>^ j)

JLi
J

i-JLc 4jll iJ-o J>^.i on fol. 196'', iu two fasls.

ij-° ^ ! ' •'it "-^ ci* ... ^ —
'

* tj L»j.^L«».« jj »:Uj» v^
Cj' J'*

iJ;b_o uyl^ji
J
L»yj^ jj »J Ju«.

J 5-JLc <u)l

^, on fol. 206b, in three fasls.

>^i\ ji ^
"

J -mA|.Lt,Tj (Elliott 362 adds: UU-lj)

JwLil L^^U (_jb: tjJLi-. iJLJJl.* JLa. j JU*1 ^..a*)
j

1^)1^1^111, on fol. 2 1
3*', in two fasls.

beginning: uj^ij^fi J

e bb \. ^.i-S-M ji viJi^

> ^j^\s.M
J ^

Copied in the month Jumada-althani, a. u, 1004
(a. D. 1596, February).

No. 176, ff. 265, 11. 15 ; large Nasta'Uk ; worm-eaten through-
out ; small illuminated frontispiece ; size, 1 1| in. by 6f in.

720

Jadhb-alkulub ila dar-almahbub (.b ^\ v Jlill

Another Persian history and topography of Madinah,
likewise based on Samhudi's researches, but chiefly on
the larger work of the Arabic historian, viz. the *Lj.

^tk.all ,b jLJ».b [5»»J1, which, as is stated here, is

itself already an extract from a still larger, but un-

finished work of Samhudi, entitled Li^JI '1 .n i,\ (cor-

rectly UjJI *UiSl or UjJl *Li3l, see W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 5 1 2, where another complete copy of the Jadhb-
alkulub is described, and H. Khalfa vi. p. 450, No.

14294), and composed A. h. 886 (a. d. 1481), by 'Abd-

alhakk bin Saif-aldin alturk aldihlawi albukhari (the

well-known author of the ^-Ea. i-^U, see above, No. 290;

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 195-198; Kieu i. p. 223, etc.; the

.Liill .Li.1, see above, No. 640, and many other works,

died A. H. 1052= A. D. 1642, 1643), who also made use

of Samhddi's smaller publications, the LijJl i-a^
iU.nl, I .b ibj>.b (see the previous copy), and a jJLu,

on the burning and rebuilding of the mosque in Ma-
dinah. "Abd-alhakk began his Persian adaptation

A. H. 998 (a. D. 1590) in Madinah, and completed it

A. H. looi (a. D. 1593) in Dihli, compare also Elliot,

History of India, vi. p. 176, and Eieu iii. p. 1055*. It

is divided into the following seventeen babs :

1. jjLtJI ..he jjJl) j^l 'U—1 JA*j->i on fol. 6»>.
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II . i — I* ^ —

U

jAni, on fol. ii*",

M\il J. ; ..I cy;-<i^ |,)jJ Ok^Ki ^jjj v:^j Lj ;jL«JI, on

tol. 33", last line.

4. Jl-•^ sjJiJ ^oJi->. eyUjO J^^ |,.Jj ticb cl)l«^l ,i

uyV5lJI, on fol. 39».

5. (->_• jl ^^j-Jl,oPi,1 J, ..,.< i:y,-<L»i ^JJJ_»J i^jjs^ j^

>,b ijJl^j-u. J
iJpi^, on fol. 42b.

'Ji o^ Ji£. j-:^ J,
on fol. 66a.

=-'1 tjL^, on fol. 79a, last line.

-si ill

Jl ^1
^_
^cW<T * .1^1 sjuiLi-. iS iSyr>t on fol- PS**-

10. ^^J-JI ;_fi^l-»
J_J-=-==^ »-^ i-J;^ J^' L?"^-*-^- ^^

^yU J
JJI

jj ^ .?. <. eyf^ajr*!, OH fol. I07*.

11. (JJ;!' i.i 5J 8.^^ juaLi_» 4 i, .5;,» ^oJL•l 15''"'^ j^

Ajl^^.i, <i j^jjL« »j»-i-« t:;X«
J

i 1 h •» « t5Co, on fol. 1 13'^.

12. jAi^ jSi
J Jol-ai ij^J J /*^ ^A^ 5/-!-^ jJJ

Jjl iyJt*-«j ^j t

.

?
. « l5j ;•* (»J ) |'^)^-^:^, on fol. 1 1 6''.

13. J.---U v,j)-ssr* . ^.*.s* SJ Jia.1 J-j^ J-=J

Jl Ou-L.0^1, on fol. 134''.

uWJjJ

_14._, tJ ; 1 -yXl

Jl L«-ol euL.:* eyLJIj on fol. 139"*.

15. Lj^jfcj jl j^j-JLjAI

uy;4) JjL<iijJ

j-^y

eyjUiJ ijA^i ^>j ibi jj

.lowo (> : li.V » 1 ]) S-lJjua Os.«lil

Jl (read i_>bJ) ^Jbj iOs-JLl., on fol. 152*

^16.
J
^biii^^'

^Ib ^^^. ^^ J
,

|,iL!lllj, on fol. 164a.

17. Jl tjaboO Jl^^ iiiil^-a t_>bl . JoLtti^ijJ,

on fol. 178^.

^eginning:
^Jy>. _ ^^^ ^ i^^'jl s^^;3Cii Xw,

Jl
^.

'
..^ ..i ^^t^bjjj tjiaS.

In "W. Pertsch, loc. cit., the title of the work is

:

i-y-i-sr*' jbj ^\ i_jjiiJI c_>Jl».. It has been printed in

Lucknow~H. 1282 (a. D. 1865, 1866) and a. d. 1869.

Dated A. h. 1061 (a. d. 1651).

No. 785, ff. 1-196, 11. 17; careless Nasta'Uk; worm-eaten
thronghout ; size, 9J in. by 5 in.

721

Another copy of the same.

Dated the 19th of Jum&da-althani, A. h. 1149 (a. d.

1736, October 25). Beginning the some as in the pre-

ceding copy. Bab I, on fol. 4''; II, on fol. 8", last line;

III, on fol. 22I'; IV, on fol. 25b; V, on fol. 27b; VJ,
on fol. 38l>; VII, on fol. 49b; VIII, on fol. 49''; IX,
on fol. 51b; X, on fol. sS'' ; XI, on fol. 6i»; XII, on
fol. 62"; XIII, on fol. 71'^ ; XIV, on fol. 73"; XV, on
fol. 80b; XVI, on fol. 87a; XVII, on fol. 95".

No. 797, ff., 105, 11. 22-34; ^^'y careless Nasta'Uk; worm-
eaten ; size, 9I in. by 6^ in.

722
The same.

No date. Bab I, on fol. 8b; II, on fol. 15b
; HI, on

fol. 49"; IV, on fol. 56b; V, on fol. 6ia; VI, on fol.

87b; VII, on fol. 102", last line; VIII, on fol. 113b;

IX, on fol. i2oa; X, on fol. 136"; XI, on fol. 143b;

XII, on fol. 147b; XIII, on fol. i7i»; XIV, on fol.

176b; XV, on fol. 192b; XVI, on fol. 207b, first line

;

XVII, on fol. 226b.

No. 100, ff. 251, U. 13 ; very negligent Nasta'Uk; size, 8| in.

by 4I in.

723

Two short treatises on Makkah, its topography,

peculiarities and spiritual influences, based chiefly on

Kuran verses and traditions ; they are attached to the

first copy of 'Abd-alhakk bin Saif-aldin alturk aldih-

lawi's sj^-jj^' ^b ^_jJl i_jyuiJl <_)J-a- (No. 720 above).

The first is in Persian, and begins on fol. 201a
: x,!!

^iUUI . ijLaJl . ^j . ii :.- » 1 I JLjJl .V. 11 • |j_«JkLxJl iIj, aL

^^..nt-vl wLs-"' J
«J1

J xX-K* Ujul- JJJ J-iil sJj-^ j_jU;

~Ii Jbd iill elJjl ^jIaj.

The second is in Arabic, and begins on fol. aiob;

(_ibS (^^-jt-k^l i-t-s^ j r*^' ij-**P' ^^ r"^
Jl ij^\ ^j^Jl ^_ ^j^.

No. 785, ff. aoi-2ij, 11. 16; careless Nasta'Uk; worm-eaten;

size, 9^ in. by 4J in.

724

Haft Iklim (,»Jl3I c:. » it).

A good and complete copy of Amin Ahmad Razi's

famous geographical and biographical encyclopaedia,

entitled Haft Iklim or the seven climates, and com-
pleted A. H. 1002 (a. D. 1594), according to the chrono-

gram : i^jl_, Ju,a1 ^^j-;i-«T 1—p,..:oT, on fol. 20b, line 6,

comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 416-420; Rieu i. p. 335 sq.;

Sitzungsberichte der bayr. Academie, philosoph.-philol.

Classe, 1873, p. 626.

Beginning, on fol. 19b
:

Jl xJli J^T JjL- ljj>. ^Uj _ JJJO. i,T j_jSSw:J bi^^ ijit.

Iklim I, on fol. 21"; II, on fol. 30b; III, on fol. 54°;

IV, on fol. 203b; V, on fol. 466"; VI, on fol. 503b; VII,

on fol. 548b. A. double index of this work is found on

ff. ib-i8b; the ^r«< short one, comprising only the

names of the countries and cities, is incomplete, and
begins in the middle of the 3rd Iklim, on fol. i" ; the

second larger one, containing the names of all the
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Tenowned men, is cohiplete, and begins on fol. 2». The
last twelve leaves are seriously damaged. This copy
was finished the loth of Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 1086
(a. D. 1675, Aug. 2), at Ahmadabad.

List of tJie countries and towns, ami of tJie Amtrs,
Shaikhs, ' Ulamds, and poets mentioned in each of them.

\ ) FiestIklIm: Zamaji, on fol. 21":
''^

1. Suhail-i-Yamani Khwajah Uwais Kami, a saint

of the prophet's time (Safinat-alauliya, No. 1 8), on fol.

2. Abu "Abdallah Wahab, a companion of 'Abdallah

'Abbas, quoted in the (^xiU i-hU, on fol. 27''.

3. Shaikh Muhammad, quoted in the ^J^)l\ uylaA^,

contemporary with Najib-aldin 'Ali bin Buzghush,
whose Pir was Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi (Safinat-

alauliya, Nos. 148 and 150), in the time of Abubakr,
ruler of Shiraz (i. e. Abubakr bin Sa'd, Atabeg of Fars,

reigned A. h. 623-658 = a. d. 1226-1260), on fol. 27''.

4. Shaikh 'Isa Biniyaz (jLo ^.), quoted in the uyLas*^

^j^X on fol. 28". > - w-

5. Shaikh Abu-alghaith Jamil, originally a highway-
man, on fol. 28''.

6. Shaikh Sa'id Haddad (the blacksmith), on fol. 28*'.

7. Shaikh Ahmad bin al-Ja'd (jjill), contemporary
with Shaikh Sa'id, on fol. 28^.

Bildd-alzanj, on fol. 28'^, last line ; Nubia, on fol. 29";

China, on fol. 29*^; Hardndib, on fol. 30''; Jdbidsd, on
fol. 30b.

7 Second Iklim : Makkdh, on fol. 30^ :

8. Abu Khadim, one of the Tabi'in, on fol. 32".

9. Abu-alwalid 'Abd-almalik bin 'Abd-al'aziz, died

A. H. 105 (probably a. h. 150, as the following copy has,

=A.D. 767), on fol. 32".

10. 'Umar bin 'Uthman alsufi (Safinat-alauliya, No.
202), the spiritual guide of Mansur (more correctly

:

Husain bin Mansur) Hallaj, author of a i^li ^jj(or

rather »-«U ^jJt.ivJ according to the following copy),

on fol. 32^^.
^

11. Abu Talib Muhammad bin 'Ali, author of the

i_)yLiiJI i^y, a work on Sufism (oJbJ» jyUj .j), on

fol. 32''.

12. Amir al'amid Fiikhr-aldin Taj-alafadil Khalid
bin Eafi' (a^ ; in the index on fol. 2* and in the fol-

lowing copy, Rabi' ^t^J), a friend of Anwari's and pro-

t^g6 of 'Ala-aldin, the ruler of the province of Jibal,

quoted by 'Aufl, on fol. 32", last line.

13. Abu-almuzaffar Ibrahim, under the Al-i-Nasir,

i. e. the Ghaznawide dynasty (see A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 3, No. 20), on fol. 33a.

Madtnah, on fol. 33''

:

14. Sa'd bin-al'Ibad, a companion of the prophet,

was killed in the battle against the Ahzab (the con-

federates against Aluhammad), on fol. 34".

15. Abu Ayyub Ansari, in whose house the prophet

stayed, in the first year of the Hijrah, seven months
(comp. the Safinat-alauliya, No. 300), on fol. 34^

1 6. Kais bin Sa'd bin 'Ubadah, one of the four uyUL-

i^jC- yJiij ((jJij is explained here (jr. (^.j ,j u ls~^
juiL-J ijyj> 5Lal) and a faithful companion of the

prophet ; the other three (j«il> i^bL- are 'Abdallah

bin Zubair, Ahnaf bin Kais, and Sharih (j,^) Kadi, on
fol. 34I'.

• c^
17. Jabir bin 'Abdallah al-Sullamt, one ofAll's com-

panions, on fol. 34''.

18. Hassan bin Tliabit, one of the Ansar, and pane-
gyrist of the prophet, on fol. 34''.

19. Abu Muhammad Sa'id bin Muhammad ,_>4-^l
almahrumi (others : almahzumi), one of the seven

lawyers (»»..., tfl+ij) of Madinah, a friend of 'Abdallah

Abbas, 'Abdallah 'Umar, Zaid bin Thabit, and Sa'd

Wakkas; he performed the pilgrimage forty times during
his life, on fol. 34''.

20. Abu 'Abdallah bin Muhammad bin 'Umar bin

Wakid aliislami, author of a jiJl sjbi (• jljJ,! ^ii jj
K^jS- JjJ), on/ol. 35".

21. Muhammad bin Ishak, the first who wrote a

j-::^ i_)L:S7died A. 11. 151 (A. D. 768), on fol. 35"*.

22. Rabi'ah bin 'Abd-alrahm&n (Abu 'Abd-alrahman
in the following copy), on fol. 35*.

Yamdmah, on fol. 35* :

23. Musailamah Kadhdhab (the liar, Muhammad's
rival in the prophetic mission, slain in the battle of

Yamamah, A. h. ii=a. d. 633), on fol. 35".

24 and 25. Hajjaj bin Yusuf Thakafi, the great

champion of the Umayyade Khalifs, especially of 'Abd-
almalik bin Marwan and his son Walid (not Jl^., as

the name is spelt here, on fol.* 37a, first line), who
besieged Makkah A. h. 73 (a. d. 692, 693), and killed

the pretender 'Abdallah bin Zubair ; and 'Abd-alrahman
bin Muhammad Ash'ath, on fol. 35''. Hajjaj's death is

fixed here in Shawwal, A. h. 109, in the 54th year of

his age, under Walid bin 'Abd-almalik (the correct date

is A. H. 95=A. D. 714, June, as Walid died A. h. 96).

26 and 27. The two renowned Arabian poets, Jurair

(here wrongly spelt A)^) bin 'Atiyyah and Farazdak,

on fol. 37». The death of both is fixed here in a.h.

112 {ijj^
'^^jS^ i •^•^ J^ )^)> contrary to the usual

date, viz. a.h. iio=a.d. 728, 729 (comp. De Sacy, Chres-

tomathie Arabe, first ed., tome iii. p. 516 sq.).

Hurmdz, on fol. 38*

:

28. Ra'isNur-aldiu,withthetakhallusNflri,on fol.38l'.

29. Fahmi, on fol. 38b.

The Dakhan, on fol. 39", and its rulers, from Sultan

'Ala-aldin Khilji, a.h. 695-716 (a. d. 1296-13 16), to

A. H. 999 (a. d. 1 591); Ahmadnagar, on fol. 47''; Patan,
on fol. 48a; Daulatdbdd, on fol. 48"; Jilntr, on fol. 48''';

Jitlbdl, on fol. 48*; Tilingdna, with its capital Gulkunda
and its rulers, from Sultan Kuli Kutb-almulk (dietl

A. H. 95o=A. D. 1543, 1544) to !Muhammad Kuli Kutb-
Bhah(A.H. 988-io20=A.D. 1580-1612), on fol. 48*".

Ahmaddbad (capital of Gujarat), on fol. 49''

:

30. Miyan Wajih-aldin, a pupil of Shaikh Muham-
mad Ghauth, on fol. ^o\

S 1 . Maulana Ghauthi, on fol. 50*.

32. Malik Mahmud, on fol. 50«.

33. Sauda i, on fol. 50*.

Kanhdyat (ojUji^ and Sd/rat, on fol. 50''; SAmaiuU,

on fol. 50^.

Ndgdr, on fol. Si'':

34. Shaikh Hamid-aldin, a pupil of Khwajah Khidr
and friend of Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi (Safinat-

alauliya, Nos. 148 and 149), quoted in the LJjill^^_w.»;
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he received his investiture from Khwajah Mu'ln-aldin
Sijzi (who died A. H. 633 =A. d. 1236, Safinat-alauliya,

No. no), on fol. 51b,

35. MauzHn, a descendant of the preceding Shaikh,
on foh 5 lb.

Bangdlah, on fol. ^i^, with its twenty-two tumans
or districts, for instance, Sharifabad, Salimabad, Jannat-
aLad, etc.; also Narangabad, on fol. 52'':

36. Maulana Siraj-aldiu 'Uthman, who received his

investiture from Shaikh Nizam-i-auliya (who died A. H.

725=:A. D. 1325), see the Sawati'-alanwar, No. 23, also

quoted in the LJj!))!^,.*^, on fol. 53a.

">, Orissa (iu-J;ij1), on fol. ZZ^; Kite, on fol. 53''.

( ^ Thibd Iklim : Irdn, on fol. 54" ; 'Ir&h-i-'Arah, on
fol. 54b.

Baghddd, on fol. 55a

:

37. Abii 'Abdallah Ahmad bin Muhammad alshai-

bani (so in the following copy, where it is corrected by
another hand into Hanbal, which is no doubt the right

name, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 24), one of the four

Imams of the Sunnah, on fol. 55b.

38. Ma'rfif Karkhi, born of Christian parents, and
converted to Islam by Imam 'Ali bin Musa alrida,

quoted in the LJjill ijS\S (Safinat-alauliya, No. 27);
he died A. h. 200 (a. d. 815), on fol. 55b.

39. Sari Sakati (so correct in the index ; the text

has wrongly ^Jojo), a pupil of Ma'ruf, and uncle of the

following Shaikh Junaid, the first who preached Siifism

in Baghdad; he died a.h. 253 = a. d. 867 (Safinat-

alauliya, No. 28), on fol. 55b.

40. Shaikh Junaid (Satinat-alauliya, No. 29), quoted
in the LJj^l s^iJ, on fol. 56".

41. Abu-alhiisan Nuri (Safinat-alauliya, No. 201), on
fol. 56a.

42. Abu Sa'id Kharraz, a pupil of Junaid (Safinat-

alauliya, No, 194), quoted in the (j-jiH oLs", on fol.

56b.

43. Shaikh Abu Muhammad bin Ahmad Euwaim
(Safinat-alauliya, No. 143), on fol. 56b.

44. Samnun bin Muhibb (Safinat-alauliya, No. 204),
on fol. 56b.

45. Abu 'Abdallah Kalani (j,'ij), on fol. 56b.

46. Abu Ahmad Kalanisi (^«_i^, comp. Safinat-alau-

liya, No. 204), contemporary with Junaid, on fol. 57'*.

47. Abu 'Abdallah bin al-Jalla, with his real name
Ahmad bin Yahya Jalla (Safinat-alauliya, No. 210),

quoted in the L-Jjill iXi^, on fol. 57"'.

48. Muhammad bin Hasan aljauhari, one of Dhu-al-

Nun Misri's pupils, on fol. 57b.

49. Shaikh Abubakr Kitabi (Safinat-alauliya, No.

223), quoted in the y»j^l cyLsr", spent thirty years in

Makkah, on fol. 57b.

50. Abu-al 'Abb&s bin 'Ata (Safinat-alauliya, No. 212),

a pupil of Junaid, on fol. 57b.

51. Ibrahim Fatik, a companion of Junaid and
pupil of Hallaj, on fol. 58".

52. 'Abbas bin Yusuf Alshakli (,J-^i ^i-iJ ^^SZi^\

<^\^ ^J^SL.^), on fol. 58a. ^
53. Ibrahim bin Thabit, said to be a contemporary

of Sari Sakati (No. 39), which is impossible, comp.

Safinat-alauliyd, No. 263, on fol. 58*.

64. Ja'far bin Muhammad alkhuldi (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 246), on fol. 58a.

55. Abu Zakariyya bin YahyS, bin Mu'ln, a great

traditionist, contemporary with Ahmad Hanbal (No. 37),
on fol. 580.

56. Muhammad bin 'Ali alwazir, on fol. 58b.

57. Abubakr Muhammad bin 'Abdallah, known
under the name of Sairafi, the greatest legal authority

after Shafi'l, on fol. 58b.

58. Abu 'Abd-alkadir bin Tahir (in the following

copy : 'Abd-alkahir bin Zahir), a great Shafi'ite lawyer,

on fol. 58b.

59. Abu-alhasan Muhammad bin AbA-albak&, known
as Ibn-alkhill (jil ^i\\ on fol. 58b.

60. Abu-alhasan Muhammad bin Ahmad, known as

jj . ; .

'
jjjj (so in the following copy and in Elliott 159,

fol. 5", of the Bodleian Library ; in the present copy,

as in most others, the name is greatly corrupted), one
of the prominent Kuran-readers, on fol. 58b.

61. Abu-al 'Abbas Muhammad bin Zuid (others

Yazid, see G. Fliigel, Die grammatischen Schulen der

Araber, p. 92) almubarrad or almubariid, on fol. 58b.

62. Abu-alhasan Muhammad bin fahir, began in his

tenth year to study under Ibn Sirabi (^1—^), on fol.

58b.

63. Abu-alhasan Muhammad bin 'Abdallah Mah-
rumi Salami, in the service of 'Adud-aldaulah (the

Buyide ruler, who died A. h. 372, a.d. 983), on fol. 59*.

64. Abubakr Muhammad (according to the text : bin

Muhammad) bin Bihruz altabib, on fol. 59".

65. Abu-alhasan 'Ali bin Hilal, known as Ibn Baw-
wab (i_jlj|j), died a.h. 413 (a. d. 1022,1023), on fol. 59".

66. Jamal-aldln, known as Yak<lt, on fol. 59".

67. Malik-alkalam Baha-aldin Muhammad bin Mu'-

ayyad, was a long time munshi of Sultan Muhammad
Khwarizmshah (who reigned A.h. 495-521= a.d.

1 102-11 27); his brothers Abu Niisr and Abu-almu-
zaffar were likewise renowned scholars, and so was his

father ; his writings are compared here with Jl».« j)-*^'

jiLaw „j jl and tUJI j^^y^- ^Jy^~' U'*^ ' ^^ '^^'^^

in prison, into which the wazir Shams-aldin ^las'ud had
thrown him, A.H. 545 (a. D.I 1 50, 1151); during his im-

prisonment he wrote a number of fine kasidas, on fol. 59«.

68. Shams-aldin Muhammad bin Mu'aj'yad, known
as Khala (sJli), a relative of Khwajah Nizam-almulk
of fus, lived to the end of Sultan Saujar's reign (a. h.

5ii-552= A.D. 1117-1157), in whose praise he wrote

kasidas, on fol. 60*.

69. Fuduli, a writer both of Persian and Turkish

poetry, on fol. 60b.

Kilfah, on fol. 60b
:

70. Aswad bin Yazid alnahwi ((ji^as-lll, in the follow-

ing copy ijjtjssXIl), on fol. 61".

71. Sharih, one of the Tflbi'in, lived from the time

of the second Khalif to that of the 'Abbasides, and was
seventy-five years Kadi of Kufnh, on fol. 61*.

72. Abu Hashim al-Sufi, the first who was called a

Sufi, and built a convent for Sufis ; he is also the first

who is mentioned in the ^J^y\ i^Xjs'^, on fol. 6i*.

73. Abu 'Umar Sha'bi {^y^), was sent by 'Abd-

almalik bin Marwan (reigned a.h. 65-86 = a. d. 685-

705) aa ambassador to the ruler of Rum, on fol. 6ib.
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74. Abu Yusuf Yii'kul) bin Ibrahim, the fii-st who
was honoured by the title of a Kadi-alkudat and was
kadi of Baghdad under the Khalifs Malidi, Hidl, and
Rashid (a. n. i58-I93=a. d. 775-809); he was a pupil

of Abu Hanifah, on fol. ei^.

75. Abu Muhammad Salman bin Mihran ala'ma

(u»£^l) or ala'mash (^jL^^iY), as the following copy
reads, on fol. 6i'>.

76. Abu 'All Hasan, known as Ibn Ziyad, was
originally a dealer in pearls, on fol. 62",

77. 'Abd-alrahman l)in Hasan, known as Abu-alfaraj

ibn Jauzi ; died a. h. 597 (a. d. 1201), on fol. 62''.

78. Muslira-i-Ma'ad, a Shi'ite, on fol. 62".

79. Abu-alhasan 'All bin Hamzah Kisa'i, one of the

seven readers of the Kuran, a pupil of the preceding

Shaikh, on fol. 62''.

80. Abii Zakariyya Yahya bin Ziyad, known as Al-

Fai-ra (IJUl), author of the j_^Uil ljLX which he

wrote at the request of the 'Abbaside Khalif Ma'mfln

;

he died a.h. 207 (a. d. 822, 823), on fol. 62b.

81. Abu 'Umarah Hamzah bin Habib altamimi, one
of the seven readers of the Kuran, on fol. 62*'.

82. Abu 'Abdallah Sharik, was kadi of Kufah in the

time of ilansur (probably the second "Abbaside Khalif,

who reigned A. H. I36-I58= a.d. 754-775), on fol. 62

K

83. Abu al-Mundhir Hisham bin 'Urwah (sjj-c), a

great traditionist and author of the Sj-vii i^\sS on the

^JL-jl e>J,jt-«, on fol. 62b.

84. Mutanabbi, the great poet, was killed a.h. 354
(a. D. 965), on fol. 621*. A short extract from Ibn
Rashik (Abu 'Ali-alhasan) alkairawani's (died a. h. 456
=A. D. 1063, 1064) iSt^ i_jLS (i. e. ^ji ix»jti\ t_>LiS

jt-iJI jLcI;lj>) is inserted here, giving the account of

Mutanabbi's death.

85. Burhan-alraillah wa aldin Muhammad bin 'Abd-
al'aziz, son of the Shaikh-alislam of Nishapur, and con-
temporary with Malik Tuglianshah bin Mu'ayyad (who
reigned A.H. 568-58i=a.d. 1172-1185, n86), on fol.

63«.

Najaf-i-Ashraf(two farsangs from Kufah), on fol. 63b:

86. Mir Sayyid Muhammad 'Itabl, a friend of Mir
Huduri of Kumni, went to the Dakhan and entered the

service of 'Ali 'Adilshah I (who reigned a.h. 965-988=
A. D. 1 558-1 580); he afterwards attached himself to

Akbar, but forfeited his favour and was imprisoned for

seven years in the fortress of Gwaliyar ; at the present
time (the time of the composition of the Haft Iklim), he
lives with Burhan-almulk at Ahmadnagar, on fol. 63''.

Sarmanrdi, known as Sdmirah, built by Mu'tasim,
the eighth 'Abbaside Khalif (a. h. 2i8-227=a.d. 833-
842), on fol. 65":

87. Khair-alnassaj (-.LIjJI ^^), with his real name
Shaikh Muhammad bin Isma'il, died 120 years old, A. h.

266 (the usual date is a.h. 322=a. d. 934, see Safinat-
alauliya, No. 221), in Kazwin, on fol. 65^,

Madd'in, on fol. 65*>.

BMal, on fol. 66*.

Basrah, on fol. 66''

:

88. Khwajah Hasan Basrl (Safinat-alauliya, No. 19),

quoted in the LJjiH i^ij, on fol. 67a.

89. Habib-i-'Ajami (Safinat-alauliya, No. i6i), a
friend of the preceding Khwajah, on fol. 6^^.

IND. OFF.

90. Malik-i-Dinar (Safinat-alauliya, No. 160), con-

temporary with the two preceding Shaikhs, on fol. 67''.

91. 'Atabah ibn al-'allam (,,iLx)l ^jj}, in the following

copy ibn-algliulam, J!kii\ ^\, see Safinat-alauliya, No.

164), got his investiture from Hasan Basri, on fol. 67''.

92. Rabi'ah al'adawiyyah (Safinat-alauliya, No. 396),
contemporary with Ibrahim Adham and Khwajah
Hasan, on fol. 68".

93. Harith (in the following copy 'Aris) bin Asad
almuhasabi (Safinat-alauliya, No. 176), on fol. 68**.

94. Abu-alhasan Khidri, the only pupil of Sliibli, on
fol. 68b.

95. Abu Sa'id Muhallab bin Abi Sufrah (so correct,

see Fliigel's Grammatische Schulen, p. 89 ; in the fol-

lowing copy the word is spelt yi-o), was under the

Khalif'Abd-almalik bin Marwan (see No. 73) on behalf of

Hajjaj, governor of the two 'Iraks, and later on of Khura-
san ; died a.h. 88 (a. d. 707), near Marw, on fol. 68''.

96. Abu Bakr Muhammad bin Sirin, the great in-

terpreter of dreams {^_jlt^ ^L.1), on fol. 70*.

97. Yahya bin Ya'mur (^ . » 1) ala'dawani alnahwi

{(jj^\ in the text (jys^'), one of the Kuran-readers

of Basrah, a friend of 'Abdallah 'Abbas and 'Abdallah
'Umar, and contemporary of Hajjaj bin Yusuf, on fol. 70''.

98. Abu 'Abdallah Malik bin Anas, born A. H. 95
(a. d. 713, 714), died 80 years old, A. h. 175 (a. d. 791,
according to others a.h. i79=a. d. 795, see Safinat-

alauliya, No. 22), on fol. 71".

99. Khalil bin Ahmad, died A.h. 170 (a.d. 786, 787),
on fol. yil).

100. Abu Faid (instead of J^, as most copies have,

comp. Flugel's Grammatische Schulen, p. 52) Mu'arrij

irjy') ^'"^ 'Amr Sadusi, a pupil of Nasr (read Nadr) bin

Shumail and of Sibawaihi, author of the .ljj^\ i_>L;i^

('y^l in Flugel), the ^^jiJW ,_.j^ LjbS', the v^
JoLiiJl (^^^jkU-a. in Flugel) jJi])^, and the ^j\^\ ^\^;
he died A. h. 195 (a. d. 810, 811), on fol. 71''.

101. lyas bin Mu'awiyah, kadi of Basrah, a great

psychologist and physiologist, died a.h. 121 (a. d. 739),
on fol. 7i'>.

102. Abil Muhammad Yahya bin Mubarak, known
as Yazidi, a great traditionist and philologist, pupil of

Abu 'Umar ('Amr in the following copy) 'Alai the

Kuran-reader of Basrah ; he got his name Yazidi,

because he had taught Yazid bin Mansur, the uncle of

the 'Abbaside Khalif Mahdi ; later on the Khalif Harun-
alrashid appointed him tutor of prince Ma'mun (while

Kisa'i was the tutor of Harun-alrashid's other son

Amin). He is the author of the j-»U-Jl i-»^-^, the i_>LS

.ajXtllj jjoaVl, and the jW:!! i_>L3 (in Flugel, p. 61,

J^-iJI J
(WJI ^jUj ; he was on friendly terms with

Khalil bin Ahmad (No. 9,9), and died A. h. 202 (a. d.

817, 818), on fol. 72a,

103. Abu 'All Muhammad bin Yahya Nahwi, known
as Kutrub (tj^kji), pupil of Sibawaihi and author oL
the (jT^iJl (read .yLit*) LyJ^iIl t_)b^ the (^J^l v^,
the jiUi.iiH v*-^ tlie lijiii-oill i^\:S, the unU.nH \^\jb,

the ilju^ill v^the
(
JLJl in Flugel, p. 66) J.*J1 vl^

the jyL>J^l jtJii. v^-^i iiHd the ,j., ill yl» v^-^J ^^

died A.H. 306 (a.. D. 821, 823), oa £ol. 72".

c c
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104. Abualliasan Nasir( correctly Nadr, see No. too),

bin Shumail almazini (^jUI), a great traditionist,

lawyer, and grammarian, mentioned in the i^\j i:ij^'>

lie died at Marw in the same year as the Imam 'AM Lin

Musa ah-ida (Safinat-alauliya, No. 1 2 ; but Fliigel fixes

his death in a. h. 204=a. d. 820), on fol. 72^.

105. Abubakr Muhammad bin Hasan bin Duraid,

called by many the second Khalil bin Ahmad on

account of his proficiency in grammar and poetry ; he

was first the pupil of Abu Hatim Sijistani in Basrah,

then travelled for nearly twelve years for the sake

of study in 'Irak, Khurasan, Egypt, Syria, and Tars,

and became at last wazir of Fars ; he wrote a Lv
.
. -n »

j.^-oX. in honour of Abdallah bin Mikal for which he

received a present of 1000 dinars, and which has fre-

quently been commentated upon, and the r--*^ v_)lsi

(correctly ij^-^) ; he died at Baghdad A. H. 321 (a. d.

933), the same day as Abu Hashim 'Abd-alsalam

Mu'tazili, on fol. 72''.

106. Abu'Ubaidah Nahwi, contemporary with Musa
bin 'Abd-alrahman Hilal, on fol. 72''.

107. Abu-araiua Muhammad bin al-Kasim, con-

temporary with the Khalif Al-Mutawakkil (a. h. 232-

247=;A. D. 847-861), lost his sight in early youth and

lived forty years in blindness, on fol. 73".

108. Abu Muhammad Kasim bin 'Ali Hariri, the

great author of the cyLeLo.., the /.Lajl |_y» fj^\yi2\ i^^i

[J!>\J^, and the i_jUc^1 i-^, together with a commen-

tary, died A. H. 516 (a. d. 1 122), on fol. 73".

109-118. Abbas bin 'Abd-al'azim, and his contem-

poraries : Mu'ammir bin Eashid alazdi {\jipi\), the tra-

ditionist and author of the /«-•^ v'^^; ^>^ 'Umar

bin 'Ala, one of the seven Kuran-readers ; Abu Nazar

Sa'id bin Abu 'Urwaih al'adawi (ijjjjJl sJj/s y} ^^.)

;

Abu Sa'id al-Kattan (^iLaJI); Abu-aladyan {J^_:>'i\ y))]
Abu-alhasan alsabihi (in the following copy alsubhl), who
lived thirty years in close retirement; Ahmad binWahab;

Abu 'Abdallah Salimi ; and Abu Nasr Muhammad bin

Hasan, who wrote Persian poetry, on fF.
73b and 74".

Vhullah (sjlLi-. Ji^ ts^y (^Ljj sUj» "!Um 5-1->.')i

four farsangs from Basrah, on fol. 74''

:

119. AbuDulaf (j.!)l _:l9. Jb 1-<L) i_iJj) Kasim bin 'Isa

al'ajali,one of the partisans of the Khalif Ma'mun and his

bi-other Mu'tasim, and author of the A^-aJl. iil^JI ^JL:3,

the i-ttuJl
5
(in the following copy — U-IJI) -.^LJl v"^;

and the eUiil i^Ly- t_>Li5 ; Abu Tammam Ta'i wrote

eulogiums on him ; he died A. h. 126 (, ^j,-i..c . o—

<

8jL»? probably a mistake for 226= A. d. 841), on fol. 74'>'.

120. Abu Ya'kub alsusi {^y^\), on fol. 74'^

'Irdk-i-'ajatn : Yazd, on fol. 75* :

121. Khatir-almulk Abu Mansilr, wazir under Sul-

tan Mahmud bin MaUkshah (a.h.485-487=a.d. 1092-

1094), on fol. 75b.

122 and 123. Amir Shams-aldin and his son Amir
Rukn-aldin, under the Moghul Sultans, founders of the

Shamsiyyah and Eukniyyah madrasas and many other

public buildings, on fol. 75''.

124. Sayyid Ghiyath-aldin 'Ali, wazir of Amirshah

Abii Ishak Inju, killed by Amir Muhammad Muzafiar,

a. h. 752 (a. d. 1 351) ; Abu Ishak was the son of Amir
Mahmudshah, who had been governor of Siiiraz under

Sultan Abu Sa'idkhan and had been killed a.h. 736=
A.D. 1336, in Arpakhan's reign, and the younger brother

of Amir Mas'iidshah. Amir Mahmudsliah's pedigree is:

Mal)mudsh3hbinMuhammadbinFadl-allahbin'Abdallah

bin As'ad bin Na^r-allah bin Muhammad bin 'Abdallah

Ansari bin Abu Mansur bin Muhammad bin AM Ma'ad

bin 'All bitt (Abi in the following copy) Muhammad
bin Ahmad bin 'Ali (left out in the following copy) bin

Ja'far bin Mansur bin Matt ; the last-named Matt was

a son of Abu Ayyub Ansari, one of Muhammad's com-

panions (comp. on this Matt Safinat-alauliya, No. 300),

on fol. 75''.

125. Safi-aldin, a favourite of Tughanshah (see about

Tughanshah, No. 85), on fol. ^6\
126. Siraj-aldin, a poet, on fol. 76''.

127. Sayyid Jalal-aldin 'Adud, son of one of the

wazlrs of the Muiaffarides, a poet, on fol. 76''.

128. Maulana Sharaf-aldin "Ali, the author of the

j-oU^iU (completed A.H. 828=a.d. 1425, seeNos. 173-

189 in this Cat.); he also wrote mathnawis, ghazals,

and rubais, on fol. 76^.

129. Kadi Kamal-aldin Mir Husain, wrote a com-

mentary on the diwan of 'Ali bin Abi falib, on fol. 77'*.

130. Amir Nizam-aldin 'Abd-albaki ibu Shah Siifi-

aldln bin Amir Ghiyath-aldin bin Shah Ni'mat-allah

Wall, was prime-minister under Shah Isma'il (A. H.

909-930=A. D. 1503-1524), on fol. 77a.

131. Sayyid Na'im-aldin (called Ni'mat-allah II), the

son ofAmir Nizam-aldin 'Abd-albaki, a favourite of Sliah

fahmasp (a.h. 930-984= a.d. 1524-1576), on fol. 77I'.

132. Amir Giiiyath-aldin Muhammad Mir Miran,

the son of Sayyid Na'im aldin, alive at the time of the

composition of the Haft Iklim, on fol. 7 7^-

133. Shah Ghiyath-aldin 'Abd-al'ali, an offspring of

Amir Tahir-aldin Muhammad Shahid ; he composed

for Shiih Tahmasp's death (a. h. 984) the ingenious

chronogram ^L.1 »Jjlj.i (twelve Imams); j,UI repre-

senting the number 82, and twelve times 82 giving the

required date, on fol. 78".

134. Maulana Sharaf-aldin 'Ali Bafiki, wrote kasidas

in praise of Shah Tahmasp, on fol. 78*.

135. Maulana 'Abdallah, wrote glosses (»_^U>.) on

^U, on fol. 78*.the , jLiu* and the
^J\

)a-^

136. Maulana Muhammad Sharki, a relative of Mau-
lana Sharaf-aldin 'Ali Makhdum, on fol. 78''.

137. Maulana Muhammad, went A.H. 980 (a. D. 1572,

1573) to India, and died there a.h. 988 (a.d. 1580),

on fol. 781'.

138. Kiswati, a poet like most of the following ones,

on fol. 78^
139. Shauki, on fol. 78''.

140. Maulana Muhammad Husain (in the following

copy Mu'miu Hasan), on fol. 79*.

141. Maulana Wahshi, the author of a ^jj^^^j ^^ji,

on fol. 79*.

142. Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin Nakshband, on fol. 79''.

143. Maulana Shams, on fol. 80a.

144. Maulana Agahi, on fol. 80".

1 45. Maulana (or Mir) Muhammad Biikir, on fol. 8o».

146. 'Ishrati, on fol. 8o«.

147. TJlfati, a great mathematician, on fol. Bo*.
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148. Najdi, on fol. So".

149. Maulana Amini, on fol. 8ob.

150. Maulana Zamani, in whose praise Shaikh Mu-
hammad Zargar (the goldsmith) wrote a famous rubai,
on fol. So^

151. Maulana Hasan 'Ali, on fol. 8o'\

152. Muhammad BSkir, on fol. 8ob.

Tabas-i-Kllak [e^LS ^J^), an appendage of Khu-
r&san, on fol. 81" :

153. Shams-aldin Muhammad bin 'Abd-alkarim,
author of a diwan, on fol. 81*.

154. Amir Kanial-aldin Husain, went, in the reign
of Sultan Ya'kub (of the Ak-koyunlu, reigned A.h. 883-
896= A.D. 1478-1491), from Tabas to Adharbaijan and
later on to Harat, where he became prime-minister of
Sultan Husain Mirzea (a. h. 8 73-9 1 1 = a. d. i 469-1 506)

;

he is the author of commentaries on the ^^pJLJl JjLL«

and the jLLJl ^Ls*, on fol. 81^.

AharMh, on fol. Si^:
155. Maulana Abadi ((^Jol, so here, but'Abdi, i^S-kS-,

in the following copy), a poet, on fol. 82".

Fdrs : Ddr-aljird (jJ,b, correctly ^^>-i,

jird), on fol. 82":
^

156. Maulana 'Alamt, a poet, on fol. 82''.

Ij {^\), on f.,1. 82b
:

157. Kadi 'Adud-aldin'Abd-alrahmanbinEukn-aldin,
contemporary and friend of Khwajah Eashid and of his

son Kliwajalj Ghiyath-aldin Muhammad Tarik, author
of the ii_BJ ^j^\ ji i_^La. jj->l^^-a.:ii* -._^, the _,j (_i3]^

j^j Ddr6h-

(.^157 and the ^jLj
j

jiL Joljj; accordinti

to Mustaufi, in his Ta'rikh-i-Guzida, every century of

the Hijrah has produced one great authority on the

Islamitic creed : the_^r«(,'Umar'Abd-araziz; ihesecorul,

Shafi'i ; the third, Abu-al'abbas Ahmad bin Sharih
;

the fourth, Abubakr Tabib bakila'i; the fifth, Mu-
hammad Ghazali the Hujjat-alislam ; the sixth, Imam
Fakhr-aldin Muhammad bin "Umar ; and the seventh,

Maulana 'Adud-aldin, on fol. 82b.

158. 'Arif, a poet, on fol. 83*.

Nairtz, on fol. 83* :

159. Maulanii Ma'ili, a great scholar in arithmetic

and a good poet, under Shah Tahmasp Safawi's reign

and Mirza Ahmad Kufrani'a governorship of Fars, on
fol. 83b.

I^takhr, on fol. 84a

:

160. "Abd-alrahim, a Sufi, on fol. 84b.

Baidd, on fol. 84b
:

161. Husain bin Mansur-al-Hallaj (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 2 1 1), the pupil of 'Umar (or 'Amr, see Safinat-alau-

liya, No. 202) bin 'Uthman Makki ; the great Shaikhs
are divided in their opinions about him ; the majority
reject him, but Ibn'Ata, Abu'Abdallah bin Khaflf, Shibli,

Abu-alkasim Nasrabadi, Abu-al'abbas Sharih, and others

consider his execution unjustifiable ; others again main-
tain, that Husain bin MansurHallaj and MausurHallaj
are two different persons, on fol. 84b.

1 62. Shaikh Abu Ishak Ibrahim bin Shahriyar, who
converted 24,000 Parseea and Jews to Muhammadanism,
on fol. 85b

163. Kadi Nasir-aldin, son of Kadi Imam Badr-aldin
'Umar bin Fakhr-aldin 'Ali, the author of the well-

known commentary on the Kuran ( ,J^1 j JjJ^' j]y^

JjjUl), the (jfy-iiJl iAi, the -oLJll _^, the -^
j^l^l (i. e. J_^il| ^ jrU^l. see Cat. Codd. Lugd.

Bat. iv. p. 32, 11. 7 and 8), the ^Jlk. j Jt)y» (i.e.

^Uiu^l ^U^ ^ ^yill ^1^), the ^^j^ ^L^ (i.e.

j.^1 ^ ^Ijj^l ^U^), the Uj Jj^lj.* jLfl^ (per-

haps a mistake for the uiill J»-«l
ti* c'

see Cat.

Codd. Lugd. Bat. iv, p. 31, 1. 10), the t..,iii\ _^, in

four volumes, the »_.jr^' -^ (a commentary on the

Jj-o^'l ^ji i_/-i^^-^, by Imam Fakhr-aldin Razi, see Cat,

Codd. Lugd. Bat. iv. p, 32, 11. 9 and 10), and the -^
Jj-ajr*; he died a.h. 680 (read 685= a. D. 1286) or 692
(a.d. 1293), on fol. 85b.

Kdzardn, o'n fol. 85b:

164. Khwajah Amin-aldin, one of the wazirs of the
Atabeg Muzaflar-aldin Taklah bin Zangt (a.h. 571-591
= a. D. 1175-1195), on fol. 85b.

165. Shaikh Amin-aldin, who was Shaikh-alislam of
Fars under Shah Shaikh Abu Ishak (who reigned over
Fars A.H. 742-754= A.D. 1341-1353), and is praised
in one of Hafiz' ghazals ; he himself wrote occasionally

poetry, on fol. 85b.

166. Shaikh Sa'id-aldin Muhammad, contemporary
with Amir Muzaffar (who was deposed by his son Sh4h
Shuja' A.H. 760, A.D. 1359) and author of the -^

jl)-^^' i^Li-* and thcjl^l xL^jl^, commonly known as

J^yj\Sjl^, on fol. 86a.

167. Maulana Jalal-aldin Muhammad Dawani, son
of Maulana Sa'd-aldiu As'ad, a famous legal authority
in Dawan, a place near Kazarun ; he got his first

instruction from his fatlier, later on he enjoyed the
tuition of Maulana Majd- (in the following copy
Muljyi-) aldtn Kilshknari, Khwajah Hasan Shah Bak-
kal and Maulana Humam-aldin Gulnari (the author of
a commentary on the aJI^, see No. 163). He wrote

glosses (j^-iU.) to Maulana "Ali Kushji's (died A. h. 879
=A. D. 1474, 1475) J'J/?^ r^ or commentary on

Nasir-aldin Tusi's Tajrid ; Mir Sadr-aldin Muhammad
wrote glosses on the same work and found fault with
Jalal-aldin's explanations ; thereupon the latter wrote
a second collection of glosses, better still than the first,

and refuted his opponent's criticisms ; Sadr-aldin
answered by new glosses, and finally three sets of

glosses were produced in this way, called respectively

:

^jkS, J.JX»., and jla.1, the old, tlie new, and the newer
Other works of Jalal-aldin are .Ijj s^^i. cr-

jij^l '.u-Jy^ ,j JjL^ (the original work by Shaikh

Shihab-aldtn Maktul), t^-^lj i^LJI, |JiU- J^l, Lj-lL*

> «..'i, x^\^a^ s-yiLa., i^jtiLi ,ljj| i.*-il», etc. (he died

A.H. 9o8=A. D. 1502, 1503), on fol. 86'».

Shirdz, on fol. 86b
;

168. Shaikh Abu-alhasan Karduwaih, who did not

leave his house for sixty years, except on Fridays and
high festivals (Safinat-alauliya, No. 325), on fol. 87*.

169. Abu-al'abbas Ahmad bin Yahya, the teacher of

Abu 'Abdallah bin Khaflf, on fol. 87".

170. Bundar bin Husain, pupil of Shibli and like-

wise teacher of Abu 'Abdallah bin Khafif (Safinat-alftu»

liya, No. 250), on fol. 87".

oca
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171. Shaikh 'Abdallah (so here in all copies, contrary

to the previous Abu 'Abdallah) bin Khafif, one of the

great Sufic Shaikhs of Fars (Safinat-alauliya, No. 1 44),

on fol. 87''.

172. Shaikh Mu'min, about whom Khwajah 'Abdallah

Ansari relates a tradition of Isma'il Dabbas, who had
met the Shaikh in Shiraz, on fol. 871".

173. Abu Muhammad bin Abi Nasr albakli, known
as Shaikh Ruzbahan (Safinat-alauliya, No. 324), author

of the ij.J\^ , . ..„ i ), the ,^Xi < ,p.^ uylls*'^

ariA the
.\f^'^\

174. Shaikh Abubakr 'Tamistani (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 234), pupil of Shibli and Ibrahim Dabbagh of

Shiraz, on fol. 88^.

175. Shaikh Najib-aldin 'Alt bin Buzghush (Safinat-

nlauliya, No. 150), a pupil of Shaikh Shihab-aldin

Suhrawardi, on fol. 88''.

176. Zahir-aldin 'Abd-alrahman, son of the preced-

ing Shaikh and likewise pupil of Shihab-aldin Suhra-
wardi ; he is the author of a ^—ijWe- » »-^" (Safinat-

alauliya, No. 151), on fol. 88^.

177. Shaikh Abdallah Bakur (,jMj, here in the text

»Mj), a great traveller; Khwajah 'Abdallah Ansari had
culled from him 30,000 stories and 30,000 traditions,

on fol. 88b.

178. Ibn Muklah, the wazir of the Khalif Alkahir
(a. H. 320-322=A.D. 932-934), whom he helped to

dethrone (first with the assistance of Mu'nis and Balik,

who were however put to death by Alkahir) and to

replace by Muhammad bin Muktadir, who assumed as

Khalif the name of Al-Eadi (a.h. 322-329=a.d. 934-
941) ; he was later on mutilated by Ibn Ratik (usually

called Ibn Ra'ik) and died a.h. 327:= a.d. 939 (compare

on this interesting and adventurous chai-acter, Weil,

Geschichte der islamitischen Volker, Stuttgart, 1866,

pp. 200-214). He was the first to develope the style

of writing, called viJu, out of the old Kufic, on fol. 88^.

1 79. Abil-alfath Mansur bin Dara (or Darasp

as other copies have), originally attached to Abu Ka-
linjar Dailami, afterwards wazir of the Khalif Alka'im-

billah (a.h. 422-467= a. d. 1031-1075), wlio gave him
the honorary title of Amin-aldaulah Majd-alwuzara

;

he was deposed through the jealousy of 'Amid-aldaulah,

the wazir of Tughrulbeg Saljuki, on fol. 89*.

180. Ahmad bin 'Abd-alsamad, was first a high
official of Altuntash, and became, after Ahmad bin
Hasan Maimandi's death, wazir of Sultan Mas'ud I of
Giiazna, who summoned him from Khwarizm ; he is

stated here to have been twenty years wazir of Mas'ud
(which is simply impossible, as Mas'ud I only reigned

from A.H. 42i-432=A. D. 1030-1041) and two years

wazir of Mas'ud's son and successor, Maudud ; he was
at last arrested and poisoned at the instigation of the

Amirs of Sultan Maudud, on fol. 89^.

181. 'Abd-alhamid bin Ahmad bin 'Abd-akamad,
was twenty-two years wazir of Sultan Ibrahim of

Gliazna (a.h. 45i-492=A.d. 1059-1099) and sixteen

years wazir of Ibrahim's son and successor, Mas'ud III

(a.h. 492-508 = a.d. 1099-1114); he was killed in

Sultan Bahramshah bin Mas'ud's reign (a.h. 512-547
= A. D. 1118-1152), on foL 89b.

182. Nasr-allah bin 'Abd-alhamid, son of the pre-

ceding wazir, himself wazir under Sultan Kliusrau
Malik bin Bahramshah (a. h. 555-583 = a.d. 1 160-
II 87), best known by his translation of Kalilah and
Dimnah, on fol. 89^^.

183. Alsahib- alkahir Kiwam-almulk Nizara-aldin

Haibat-allah, wazir under Sultan Ibrahim, on fol. 90!^.

184. Ab{i-alkiyam Muslim bin Mahmud, was in the

service of Malik Nasir (a.h. 698-741= a.d. 1299-

1341) in Egypt; to him the work . .li^^l s^W*
.Ljk^l v_*jl;i was dedicated, on fol. 90".

185. Taj-aldln, who was first wazir of MuzafFar-aldin

Sunkur bin Maudud (the Atabeg of Fars, who became
virtually independent about A.H. 543= A.D. 1148, 1149)
and later on wazir of Sultan Mas'ild Saljuki (a. h. 527-
547=A.D. 1133-1152), on fol. 90a.

186. Khwajah Kiwam (or as the text here reads

Kiyam) -aldin, wazir of Jalal-aldln Shah Shuja' (a. h.

76o-786=A. D. 1359-1384), on fol. 90".

-187. Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin Sayyidi Ahmad, wazir
of Mirza Shahrukh (a. h. 8o7-850=A. d. 1405-1447),
on fol. 90*.

188. Diya-aldin Farsi, who came from Fars to

Khurasan under the first Saljuks, a poet, whose pro-

ductions were collected in a diwan, but did not become
very widely known; he had poetical contests with
many contemporaries, for instance, Shihab-aldin Nami
and Shams-aldin Nami. In one of his poems quoted
here, he sings the praise of Niiam-aldin (who is per-

haps identical with No. 183), on fol. 90"*.

189. Rafi'-aldin Marzuban, who was according to

some authorities a contemporary of Hanzalah Badaghisl
and Abu Salik Gurgani, two of the predecessors of

Rudagi, but belongs more likely to the time of the

Saljuks, on fol. 91^'.

190. Badr-aldin, a poet, on fol. 92*.

191. Shaikh Sharaf-aldin Muslih bin 'Abdallah al-

Sa'di, the great didactic poet, who studied first in the

Nizamiyyah in Baghdad under Abil-alfaraj bin Jauzi

and became afterwards in mystical science the pupil of

Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir Jilani, in whose company he per-

formed the pilgrimage ; in one of his sea-voyages he
travelled with the great Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhra-

wardi ; he died, no years old, a.h. 690 (a.d. 1291),
on fol. 92^.

192. Khwajah Majd-aldin Hamgar, king of poets

under the Atabegs of Fars and intimate friend of

Khwajah Baha-aldin, the Sahib-Diwan and son of the

famous Shams-aldin, on fol. 94b.

193. Farid Farsi, a poet, on fol. 96*.

194. Nasir of Bajjah {il.^-, a place near Ramjird in

Fars), contemporary with Sa'dl, on fol. 96^.

195. Zangi, a relation of the Atabeg MuzafFar-aldia

Zangi (a.h. 557-57 i=A.d. ii 62-1 175), on fol. 96*.

196. Maulaua Kutb-aldin 'Allamah, pupil of Khwa-
jah Nasir-aldiu fusi, lived from the time of Hulagu-
khan (a.h. 654-663= a.d. i 256-1 265) to that of

Sultan Muhammad Khudabanda (a.h. 7o3-7i6=a. d.

1304-1316); works: ,_yaLi ta^ (on astronomy), -^
tjj^\j '^^-?Ij) and ^^jU' ^\sJi^ —^ (the f^vUl -.Lxi.*

is probably Sakkaki's (died A.H. 626^A. d. 1229) en-

cyclopaedical work, and Kutb-aldin was the first to
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write a commentary on it) ; he was a friend of Sa'di,

on fol. 96''.

197. Kutb Muhyi, author of a d!w4n and of uyb^-i^,
on fol. 96^.

198. Fadl-allah Wassaf, author of the »i" o^L"

(this is a glaring mistake, by which Fadl-allah Kazwinl,

the real author of the history in question, see Nos. 534
and 535 in this Cat., has been confounded with Fadl-

allah Sliirazi, the father of the famous historian Wassaf,

comp. Rieu i. p. 162" and ii. p. 81 1^), on fol. 96b.

199. Ihn Nasuh, under Sultan Abu Sa'idkhan (the

Ilkhani ruler, a.h. 7i6-736= a.d. 1316-1335), wrote
occasiennlly poetry, especially rubais, on fol. 97".

200. Khwajah Hafiz, the great lyrical poet, whose
death is fixed here in a.h. 792, although the ta'rikh

quoted immediately after it, viz. (JL.a-« ui)L», clearly

gives the more correct date, a.h. 791 (a. d. 1389), on
fol. 97a.

201. Abu Ishak Hallaj, a poet, on fol. 98»,

202. Sa'd Gul, another poet, on fol. 98''.

203. Amir Sadr-aldin Muhammad,^ died some time
after Sultan Ya'kub (i. e. Ya'kubbeg Ak-koyuidu, who
reigned a.h. 883-896= a.d. 1478-1491); the exact

date of his death is not fixed, but according to the

Majalis-almu'minln it took plane in A.h. 903 (a.d. 1497,

1498); among his writings there are enumerated here :

and X)^ &-:-i'^ (see on the Tajrid No. 167 above), on

fol. 98b.

'

204. Amir Ghiyath-aldin Mansur, son of the pre-

ceding Shaikh, died according to the chronogram of

Maulana 'Ali Hasan Kharras : sJoUJ -i-c (^jl» Jic
Le^., a.h. 949= A. d. 1542, 1543 (the usual date, given

in the Majalis-almu'minin, is A.H. 948). Two honorary

epithets were given to him by the scholars of his time,

viz. Ustad-albashar (the master of men, a title, given

according to a marginal note in the following copy,

fol. 98^, to Khwajah Nasir-aldin Tusi also) and 'Akl-i-

hadi 'ashar (the eleventh reason), on fol. 98^.
~ 205. Maulana Shams-aldin 'Ali Farsi, a great scholar

in the time of Mirza Sultan Abu Sa'id (Abu Sa'id

GurganJ, reigned a.h. 854-873 = A.d. 1450-1469),
professor at the Madrasa-i-Ghiyathiyyah ; after Sultan

Abu Sa'id's death he was engaged in a y>l ^^« i^j^

^jj-tjt j^^ww~j» ,j\ W 1 ... ijj)LiJI (Sultan Hiisain Mirza reigned

A.h. 873-9ii=A. D. 1469-1506), and died in the for-

tress of Shadman, on fol. 98'',

206. Maulana Nizam-aklin Abu Yazid, lived in

Shiraz at the time of Maulana Jalal-aldin Muhammad
Dawani (bom a.h. 830=a.d. 1426, 1427, died a.h.
9o8=A. D. 1502, 1503), and died in Sultan Ya'kub's

reign (see Nos. 167 and 203 in this list), on fol. 98^.

207. Maulana Sharaf-aldin 'All Shiftagi, author of a

^S\j3 JSia^ upbl^.^i), B.jZs' ^/i>, and a jLi.,\

on fol. 99*.

208. Amir Sayyid Asil-aldin 'Abdallah, author of

the jJjJl j-jj (a life of Muhammad, mentioned in H.

Khalfa iii. p. 222, and in Rieu iii. p. io6il'; a mar-
giual note in the following copy mentions besides a
,_5»it.a-. iAj jX^.« by him, which he dedicated to Sultan

"-M' ry^>

Shahrukh, but it is not clear whether that is a separate

work or partly identical with the Durj-aldurar) and

the iiLtt uyKlu; in Sultan Abu Sa'id's time he moved at

the Sultan's request from Shiraz to Harat ; the date of

his death is not given here; it was a.h. 883=a.d.

1478, 1479, see Rieu i. p. 147, on fol. 99".

209. Amir Jamill-aldin (so correctly instead of

Jalal-aldin in the following copy) 'Ata-allah, nephew of

the preceding Shaikh and author of the well-known
history of Muhammad, his family and disciples, styled

(.^L^ill i^,. (see Nos. 145-157 in this Cat.), on fol. 99".

210. Kiiwajah Jamal-aldin Mahmud, a pupil of

Maulana Jalal-aldin Muhammad Dawani (see Nos. 167
and 206 in this list), who after his Pir's death and that

of Mir Sadr-aldin Muhammad (No. 203 in this list)

became the most renowned spiritual teacher of his

time ; among his greatest pupils were Maulana Ahmad
Ardiibili, Maulana 'Abdallah Shushtari, Maulana 'Abd-
alwahid Shushtari, Maulana 'Abdallah Yazdi, Khwajah
Afdal Tarikah (died about a.h. 1000= a.d. 1592, see

Rieu ii. p. 669^), Maulana Ahmad Kurd, Amir Fakhr-

aldin Samaki (^l , ..i, in the following copy V , •?.),

Shah Abu Muhammad Shirazi, Maulana Mirza Jan, and
Amir Fath-allah Shirazi, on fol. 99".

211. Maulana Lisani, the well-known poet, lived the

greater part of his life in Tabriz, and died there A. h.

941 (a.d. 1534, 1535), on fol. 99a.

212. Baba Fighani, an equally famous poet, who
had originally the takhallus of Sakkaki; in Tabriz,

where he had settled for some time, he gained the

favour of Sultan Ya'kub (see No. 203 in this list), and
received from him the honorary title of Baba (i.e. Baba-
i-shu'ara) ; after that Sultan's death he went to Khu-
rasan (Abiward and !Mashhad in particular, see Rieu ii.

p. 651), and died there A.H. 925 (a.d. i5i9),on foL 99''.

213. Maulana Ahli, also a renowned poet; from
Fars he went to Harat, where he composed his famous
artificial kasidah (e. : .n <. Ja^w^) in imitation of one of

Khwajah Salman*s (of Sawah, died A. h. 778 or 779
=A. D. 1376, 1377, see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 807-810),
in honour of Mir 'Alishir (see a detailed description of
this kasidah in Bodleian Cat., No. 807, 8) ; after his

return from Harat he became a favourite of Shall

Isma'il Safawi (a.h. 909-930=a. d. 1504-1524), and

died, according to the chronogram : ^Xa\ ijj Ln-i iLiob,
A.H. 942 (a.d. 1535, 1536), on foL ioi».

214. Maulana Yari, went to Harat in Sultan Husain
Mirza's reign (see No. 205 in this list), where he waa
saved from a disgraceful punishment by the exertions

of Mir 'Alishir, on fol. 102*.

215. Kamal ibn Ghiyath, a poet, on fol. 102".

216. Maulana Mu'inl (in the following copy Mu'in),

a poet of Sultan Husain Mirza's time, on fol. 102".

2 1 7. Maulana Mani, a poet who was in his later years

attached to Shah Isma'il Safawi, but fell a victim to the

jealousy of the other courtiers and was put to death,

on fol. 102*.

218. Malik Kasim Nakkash, calligrapher, illustrator,

and poet, on fol. 102^'.

219. Amir Sayyid Sharif-aldin (so correctly in the

following co))y ; here is written throughout the para-

graph Sharaf instead of Sharif) 'All, a grandson of Mir
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Sharif-aldin 'All Jurjani (the author of the Sarf-i-Mir,

see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1 653-1 656 ; the Risalat-alkubra

fi-almantik, see Rieu ii. p. 812", and other scientific

treatises; died A. h. 8i6=a.d. 1413, 1414)1 ""d there-

fore styled Amir Sayyid Sharif-i-thani ; he wiis twice

prime-minister of Shah Isma'il Safawi, on fol. lozt".

220. Amir Sayyid Sharif Baki, son of the preceding

Amir, was wazir of 'Irak-i-'ajam under Shah Tahmasp
(a. H. 930-984=A. D. 1524-1576), later on Kadi and

prefect of Shiraz; an enmity between him and the

governor of Fars, lijraliimkhan, compelled him to resign

that place and to content himself with the wazirship of

Darabjird ; but his fame increased, he obtained at last

the grandwazirship and took his revenge on Ibrahim-

khan by dismissing him summarily ; soon after he died

and left two sons. Amir Mu'in-aldin Ashraf, known as

Mirza Makhdiim, and Mirza Amir, on fol. 102^^.

221. Mirza Amir or Mirza Mir, the younger son of

the preceding Amir, was in Shah Sultan Muhammad's
(a. H. 985-995 = A. D. 1577-1587) reign, through the

enmity of Mirza Salman, imprisoned in the fortress of

Istakhr, where he died, on fol. 103*.

222. Amir Mu'in-aldln, with the takhallus Ashraf,

the elder son of Amir Sayyid Sharif Baki, became a

great favourite of Shah Isma'il II (a. h. 984-985=
A. D. 1576-1577), but withdrew after Isma'il's death,

for safety's sake, from Kazvvin to Baghdad ; in Hum he

was greatly appreciated, and he died at last as Kadi-

alkiidAt of Makkah, on fol. 103".

223. Amir Muhibb-aldin Hablb-allah, brother ofAmir
Sayyid Sharlf-i-thani (No. 2

1
9 in this list), was for some

time Kadi, prefect, and Shaikh-alislam of Shiraz, and

constructed the ' new place ' (jjJ^ i~*Jj} of Imamzada
Sayyid Amir Ahmad, as well as the maidan, the cara-

vanserai, the baths, shops, and the nakkarakhana (i. e.

the place where the kettle-drums are beaten) connected

therewith, on fol. 103*.

224. Shah "Wajih-aldin Khalil-allah, eldest son of

the preceding Amir, on fol. 103*.

225. Amir Sharaf-aldin Il)rahim, on fol. 103''.

226. Shah Haidar, another brother of Amir Sayyid

Sharlf-i-thanl, was under Shah Tahmasp chief justice

of Khurasan and under Shah Sultan Muhammad some

time Kfi,di-alkudat of Fars, on fol. I03l>.

227. Amir Sultau Ibrahim, on fol. 103^
228. Mir Murtada Sharifi, who studied already in

his fourteenth year the xJlk.« L-i.L» ; he was ap-

pointed chief justice of Khurasan, but resigned this

post later, and went on a pilgrimage to Makkah and

Madinah ; on his way back he went to India, but died

on arriving there ; he left a
f.^"-^

*-5J^ and a diwan

of ghazals, on fol. i03ti.

229. Shah Abu Muhammad, on fol. los^".

230. Maulana
glosses : eylLil

1^

Mirza Jan, author of the following

y^L^, xJUo^ &.^.ii^\-^)

1-,

.Ij, and Jjia^jj, i^^, on fol. 103^.

231. Mir Fath-allah, frequented first the company
of the Sufic recluse Mir Shah Mir, later on he applied

himself to the more exact sciences under Khwajah
Jamal-aldin Mahmild (Mo. 210 in this list), afterwards

he went to the Dakhan and became a great favourite of

the Wall of Bijapur (i.e. 'Adil Shah), after whose death

he came to Akbar's court, rose to high honours there,

and received tlie title of 'Adud-aldaulah ; in A. H. 997
(a.d. 1589) he died (in Kashmir, see Rieu iii. p. 1053'',

where other details are given, and Blochmann, 'A'in-i-

Akbari, p. 33), on fol. 1031'.

232. Mir Takl-aldin Muhammad, alive at the time
of the composition of this book, on fol. 104°-.

233. Hakim 'Imad-aldin Mahmud, a famous phy-
sician, author of a i<^»- <->y>- *si\j ,j tlL-, (on the

China-root), a ^j-^\ {J^]j^ j^ iJLo, (on opium), a »JLu.

^ifjiJjj (on anatomy), and a commentary onsome much

discussed points in Avicenna's Canon (L5-<ij<J iJ Ls^t/^
^jjjUi LiA-a-L.*); see on these and other treatises of 'Imad-

aldin Mahmud, Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1 595-1 597, and Rieu

ii. pp. 474 and 844. He died about A. h. iooo=:A. d.

1592 (no date of death is given here), on fol. 104".

234. Hakim Kamal-aldin, another clever physician,

author of a commentary on the J^ t)L-y by Amir Ghi-

yath-aldin Mansur (No. 204 in tliis list), on fol. 104".

235. Mirza Muhammad Hakim, also a clever phy-

sician, on fol. 104".

236. Kasimbeg, a renowned physician who flourished

from the time of Biirhan Nizamshah (a. H. 91 1-961^
A.D. 1505-1553) to the end of Murtada Nizamshah's

reign (a. H. 972-996= a.d. 1565-1588, see No. 449
in this Cat), on fol. 104^.

237. Shah Mansur, rose to the rank of wazir under

Akbar, but was calumniated and killed by order of

Mirza Muhammad Hakim, who came fiom Kabul to

ubdue Lahur, A.h.989=A.d. 1581 (ta'rikh of his death

^j\j), on fol. 104b.

238. 'Abdibeg, a great Siyak-writer and poet, author

of a Khamsah and a diwan, containing over 10,000

baits, on fol. 104''.

239. Khwajah Shaikh Muhammad, a Siyak-writer

and poet, brother of Khwajagl Lashkarnawis (the pay-

master-general), on fol. 104'^.

240. Khwajagl Sharif, a poet, on fol. 104''.

241. Maulana 'Urfl, the great poet, on fol. 105*.

242. Amir Farighl, a great expert in divination (yij>.),

on fol. 1 071".

243. Mir 'AH Asghar, son of the preceding Amir, a

good physician and mathematician, on fol. 107''.

244. Maulana Darvvish Husain Salik, wrote good

rubais, on fol. lo'j^'.

245. Maulana Kaidi, a poet who came to India and

found favour with Akbar some years before the compo-

sition of this work, on fol. 107^.

246. 'Inayat-allah,in Akbar's favour, calligrapher and

librarian of Humayiin's library, also poet, was still alive

at the time of the composition of this work, on fol. loS*.

247. Maulana Ghairati, poet, still alive, on fol. 108''.

248. Kadri, also a poet, on fol. 108*'.

249. Musallami (so in the following copy, here Mu-
sallamah), on fol. 109".

250. Maktabi, the poet, on fol. 1 09a.

251. Saljifi, on fol. 109*.

252. Asiri, son of the preceding poet, on fol. 109*.

253. Arshad, on fol. 109^
254. Mulhaml, on fol. iog\
255. 'Izadi) on fol. 109^.

C^;j
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256. Dai, on fol. 109''.

257. Fattaha, on fol. 109''.

258. Najatt, on fol. 109''.

259. Hamdami, a schoolmaster and poet, like all the

preceding ones, on fol. 1 09k
260. Partawi, on fol. 109''.

L&r, on fol. 109''

:

261. Ibrahimkhan, the ruler of Lar, son of Muham-
inadbeg (whose brothers were Amir Harun and Amir
Al)u Sa'id) bin Amir 'Ala-almulk bin Mir Jahanshah
bin Kutb-aldin Mubashshir bin JIubariz-aldin Muham-
mad bin 'Ala-aldin wa ahnulk Gurginshah bin Hajl

Saif-aldin Nusrat bin Kalinjar II bin Amir 'Ala-almulk

bin Amir Kutb-aldin Mu'ayyad II bin Amir Kalinjar

bin Amir Kutb-aldin Mu'ayyad Bakui bin Amir Wahab-
aldin Zangi bin Amir Mu'izz-aldin Husain bin Amir
Asad-aldin bin Amir Baha-aldin Abii-alkasimlang bin

Amir Wahab-aldin bin Amir Badr-aldin bin Amir
Sharaf-aldin As'ad bin Amir Jalal-aldin bin Irij. The
last-named Irij, who was converted to Islamism under

'Uraar 'Abd-al'aziz, was the son of Gurgin, son of Lad,

son of Gurgin, son of Tahmurath, son of Kubad, son of

Bahman, son of Ardashir, son of Lad, son of Firuz, son

of Bahram, son of Bahman, son of Narsi, son of Kubad,
son of Lad, son of Gurgin, son of Milad. Amir Kutb-
aldin Mu'ayyad Bakui ascended the throne of Lar A. H.

594 (a. d. 1 1 98), after his father's death, and died A. h.

648 (a. D. 1250, 1 251); he was succeeded by his son

Kalinjar, who died A. H. 680 (a. D. 1281, 1282), after

whom followed Amir Kutb-aldin Mu'ayyad II, who
fell in battle a. h. 699 (a. D. 1299, 1300). Amir 'Ala-

almulk, his successor, died a.h. 731 (a. d. 1330, 1331) ;

Kalinjar II, a.h. 750 (a. d. 1349, 1350); Haji Saif-

aldin Nusrat, A. h. 816 (a. D. 1413, 1414, 87 years old,

as he was born A.h. 729 = a. d. 1329); 'Ala-aldin

wa-almulk Gurginshah, a.h. 823 (a. D. 1420, 74 years

old, as he was born a.h. 749=a. d. 1348, 1349); Mu-
bariz-aldin Muhammad, a.h. 840 (a. d. 1436, 1437, 71
years old, as he was born a.h. 769= a. d. 1367, 1368);
Kutb-aldin Mubashshir, a.h. 859 (a. d. 1455, 62 years

old, as he was born A.h. 797=a.d. 1394, 1395); Mir
Jahanshah, A.h. 883 (a. d. 1478, 1479, 53 years old,

being born a.h. 830= a. d. 1426, 1427); Amir 'Ala-

almulk, a.h. 855 (H); Amir Harun, a.h. 927 (a. d.

1 521); Anushirwan bin AmirAbu Sa'id bin 'Ala-almulk,

the nephew and successor of Amir Hariln, known as

Shah 'Adil, a.h. 948 (a. d. 1541, 1542, J^jj. j Ji-a^j

i.i.«.'..A . , but according to the ta'rikh, J.iLc s-i J-^J jl

J^U. »jL.i i^"' it should be A. H. 940=a.d. 1533, 1534,

unlessjl is to be taken as an integral part of it), who was

followed by his cousin Ibrahimkhan bin Muhanimadbeg
bin 'Ala-almulk, on fol. no''.

262. Maidana Kamal-aldin Husain, on fol. in".

263. Maulana 'Ala-aldin, son of the preceding Mulla,

author of a ii-»-i.L>. on the j^jJl

on fol. ma.
264. Maulana 'Abd-alghafur, author of another

».-il» on the jL —jit (probably the before-mentioned

Jolic »-;-i), on fol. 1 1 1^

265. Maulana Muslih-aldln, author of a i.^.i'L* on

the o.*x.» L)ju» ^j^, ou fol. 1 1 1''.

\^'^yk joLic ry^>

206. Sadr-aldin Muhammad, went to the Dakhan,
where he rose to high dignity and received the honorary
epithet of Afdalkhan ; in his poetry he used the takh-
allus Kalami, on fol. 1 1 1".

267. Shams-aldin Muhammad, brother of the pre-

ceding Sadr-aldin, was for some time Kadi of Tarasht
or Turusht in Bai, and followed, later on, his brother to

the Dakhan ; but before he could reach him, he was
overtaken by death, on fol. in".

268. Muhyi, one of the pupils of the learned Dawani
(who died a.h. 908 = a. d. 1502, 1503, see Nos. 167
and 206 in this list), on fol. in''.

269. Muwiili {^\yk\ who knew the whole diwan of

Hafiz by heart, on fol. 1 1 1^".

270. Harifi, son of Muwali, on fol. nib.
Khdzistdn' ou fol. nib; Ahwdz, on fol. nil"; fSkHih,

on fol. 112"; 'Askar-i-mukarram, on fol. 112"; Bizfdl

(J>j}->)> O" fol- 112"; Shushtar, on fol. 112":

271. Sahl bin 'Abdallah, a leader in Sufism, on fol.

112b.

272. Abu-alwafa, wrote occasionally poetry, on fol.

n2b
273. Mnulanii 'Abdallah, on fol. n2b.
274. Maulana 'Abdallah II, lived for 20 years in

Najaf in pious meditation, on fol. 1 1 2''.

275. MaulanaBegi,lived3oyearsinHarat,onfol. 112''.

276. Eazi, a poet, on fol. 113*.

277. Maulana Muhammad Taki, went to India and
became attached to the Sipahsalar 'Abd-alrahlm Khan-
khanan (a. h. 964-io36=a. d. 1556-1627, see No. 410
in this list); he is still alive, on fol. 113".

278. Nishati, was attached to the Kizilbash Amirs,
on fol. 113'^

279. Niyazi, a well-known poet, on fol. 113''.

280. Najma, anotlier poet, on fol. 113'*,

Kirmdn, on fol. n 3^ :

281. Shah Shuja", who did not sleep for 40 years,

and used to put salt in his eyes, so that they became
like two cups of blood, on fol. 113b.

282. Shaikh Auhad-aldin Hamid, a companion of
Shaikh Muhyi-aldiu bin Al'arabi (died A.H. 638=A. D.

1240), who in his unU^^ and other works has recorded

episodes of Auhad-aldin's life. He is the author of a
mathnawl ^Vj^^l

r.^-^""
^^^ manyruba'is; he died a.h.

697= A.D. 1 298 (Saflnat-alauliya, No. 333), on fol. 1 13b.

283. Imam Shams-aldin Muhammad bin Al-fughan,
author of Sufic works in verse and prose and of a diwan
of ghazals, on fol. 1 1

4''.

Bamm (a town in Kirman), on fol. 11 4^:

284. Tayyan Bammi, a famous poet, on fol. 114''.

285. Afdal-aldin, another poet, whose diwau is not
extant, on fol. 1 15b.

286. Knmal-aldin Khwaju, with his real name Mu-
hammad bin 'Ali, and the Kunyah Abu-al'ata, a pupil

of Shaikh Rukn-aldin 'Ala-aldaulah Simnani (who died
A.H. 736= A.D. 1336) and author of a Khamsah and a
diwan of nearly 10,000 baits, containing kasidas, ghazals,

and ruba'is, on fol. 116".

287. 'Imad Fakili, flourished under the Muzaffarides,

especially under Shah Shuja (who reigned A. H. 760-
786=A.D. 1339-1384); he is highly praised, on account

of his faultless diction, by Shaikh Adhuri in his .aW
jl^ill, on fol. n6b.

"^"^
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288. Khurramshah, on fol. ii^^
289. Kadi Shihab-aldin Mahmud, on fol. 117*.

290. Khwajah Shihab-aldin 'Abdallah albayani, a

protege of Abu-alghazi Sultan Husain Mirza (who
reigned A.h. 873-91 i=a.D. 1469-1506), whose prime-

minister he became ; after the Sultan's death he retired

into a hermit's cell ; Sultan Ibrahim Amini has com-
posed an elegy on him, on fol. 1

1
7^.

291. Shah Jahangir Hashimi, was related on his

father's side to Shah Kasim-i-Anwar (whose descendant

he was in the fourth generation) and on his mother's side

to Shah Ni'mat-allah Nvirbakhsh ; he went to Siud, and

was greatly honoured by the ruler of that country,

Mirza Shah Husain (so here, in other sources Hasan,

comp. Rieu ii. p. 802^), Amir Dlm-alnun Arghun's grand-

son (who died a.h. 962 =a.d. 1555); on his way back he

was, near Kic (or Kij) Mukran, attacked by highwaymen
and killed (a.h. 946 or 948=a. d. 1539, 1540 or 1541,

1542, see Rieu, loc. cit., and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 55,

1. 1); he left a diwan and a mathnawi, styled .Ij5I| .(j.Vi*

(so correctly in the following copy ; here it is called by

mistake ,l^^lj4Jiu«), an imitation of Nizami's Makhzan-

alasrar, on fol. 1 1 8*.

292. Amir Shams-aldin ^Muhammad, wrote ruba'is,

on fol. ii8^

293. Amir Fadli (so in the index here and in the

following copy ; the text of the present copy has Fadili)

Bammi, had about a year before the composition of this

work a bitter controversy with his cousin (see the next

Amir) on this transitory world, which hastened his

death, on fol. ii8l'.

294. Amir Safi, the cousin of the preceding Amir,
on fol. 1 1

9'\

295. Masihi (the name is left out here in the text, but

is given in the index in its correct place), on fol. 1 1
9^.

296. Wahid (in the following copy Wahidi), known
as Mir Uktulu, on fol. 119*.

297. Hafizi, a lapidary and occasional poet, onfol. 119^.

Ststdn, ou fol. 1 1
9^

:

298. Abu 'Abdallah Sijzt, on fol. 120*

299. Khwajah 'Abdallah faki, on fol. 120''.

300. Shaikh Abii-alhasan Bashari (in the following

copy Basi-i), one of the Pirs of Khwajah 'Abdallah

Ansari, on fol. 120*.

301. Khwajah Mu'in-aldin Sijzl (usually called Cishti,

see Safinat-alauliya, No. no; Matlub-altalibin, 1 5th matr

lab. No. 3; and Sawati'-alanwar, No. 15), on fol. 120".

302. Abu-alhaean "All bin Julu al-Farrukhi, the

famous panegyrist of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna ; his

first patron was Mir Abu-almuzafTar Nasir-aldin Ca-
ghani, who was appointed governor of Balkh by Sultan

Mahmud ; the famous tlXiU ij...n'i is quoted here in

full, on fol. i20\

303. Abu-alfaraj, panegyrist of Abu 'Ali Simjur, on

fol. 1 22b.

304. Shams-aldin Muhammad Mubarakshah, quoted

in 'Aufi's tadhkirah (see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 6, No.

93), wrote ruba'is and elegies, on fol. 122b.

305. Imam Shams-aldin Muhammad bin Na8ir(orbin

Nasr, as the following copy reads), who wrote a A*-s*

jjj^r^ ftid a ruba'i in honour of Malik Taj-aldin Elduz,

originally a slave of Sultan Mu'izz-aldin bin Sam (killed

a. H. 602 = A. D. 1206), but later on king of Ghazna
from A.H. 602-61 i=A. D. 1 206-1 2 1 5, on fol. 123".

30G. Farid-aldin Jasus-alaflak 'Ali, the astrologer,

poet, and brother of Nasir-aldiu Sha'rani, the wazir of

Nimruz, on fol. 123*.

307. Ajall-al'alam Nasir-aldin, quoted in 'Aufi's

tadhkirah ; he was sent on an embassy from Sistan to

Sultan Ghiyath-aldin Ghur (who died a.h. 599= a. d.

1203), and greatly honoured by the latter, on fol. 123*.

308. Ajall-aralam Zain alsijzi, on fol. 123''.

309. Badi'-aldin Turku, a good poet (compare A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 6, No. 94), on fol. 123b.

310. Malik Jalal-aldin, one of the kings of Sistan,

on fol. 124^
311. Amir Kamal-aldin, on fol. 124''.

312. Kadi Ahmad, known as Kadi Laghar (the thin

Kadi, in contrast to another Kadi who was very stout),

on fol. 124''.

313. Kadi Basir, brother of the preceding Kadi, be-

came blind in his fourth year, on fol. 124^.

314. 'Asliiki, on fol. 124I'.

Fardh, on fol. 124^:

315. Abu Nasr, the author of the (jL-JLIl i_>^-^! on
fol. 125a.

316. Imam Sharaf-aldin Muhammad bin Muhammad,
a rubai-writer, on ful. 125''.

317. Kadi Barakah (si^j), a composer of riddles

(Ujl..), on fol. 125^
318. Mirza Timur, a young poet, ou fol. I25°'.

319. Bikhudi, on fol. 125*.

Karufahdr, Ddwar, Bust, on fol. 125*':

320. Shaikh Ahmad of Ndkaii (^liyj), a village near

Bust, quoted in the j^aLiiTU-. iJ,u (compare on this

work, Rieu iii. p. loio), on fol. 125b.

321. Sadr-alafadil Abil-alfath Busti, who was first a

munshi of Nuh II bin Mansiir Saraani (who reigned A. h.

365-387 = A. D. 976-997), lived afterwards with the

Amirs of Bust, and became at last a favourite of Nasir-

aldin Sabuktagln, who had conquered Bust ; he wrote

Arabic and Persian poetry (comp. Eth6's ' Rudagi's

Vorlaufer und Zeitgenossen ' in ' Morgenliindische For-

schungen,' p. 55, No. 18), on fol. 125^.

322. Imam-alajall Shams-aldiu, on fol. 126a.

Baihak, on fol. 126'' :

323. Abubakr Ahmad Baihaki, the teacher of Sultan

Mahmdd of Ghazna and author of the -wX ^j^^, on fol.

126".

Maimand (in the south of Kiihistan), on fol. 126a
:

324. Hasan Maimandl, was wazir of Bust under

Nasir-aldin Sabuktagin, ou fol. 126".

325. Ahmad bin Hasan, Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna's

foster-brother, filled a number of the highest state offices

under Mahmud, and was some time wazir of Khurasan

;

also under Sultan Mas'iid bin Mahmud (a.h. 421-432

=A. D. 1030-1041) he occupied for some years the post

of prime-minister, on fol. 126''.

326. 'Abd-alrazzak bin Hasan, wazir under Sultan

Maudud bin Mas'ud of Ghazna (a.h. 432-440= a. d.

1041-1049); after seven years' office he made an ex-

pedition to Sistan, to wrest it from the Saljuivs, and as

meanwhile Sultan Maudud had died and a party of

nobles had raised 'Ali bin Mas'ud to the throne of

Ghazna, "Abd-alrazzak proclaimed 'All's brother 'Abd-
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alrasliid bin Mas'ud, who had hitherto lieen kept in

piison, king, and marclied with him against Gbazna.

'Ali could not withstand his brother's attack, and 'Abd-
aliashid confirmed 'Abd-aliazzalc to the end of his life

in his wazirship, on fol. 126''.

327. Muhammadshah Unsi of Kandahar, on fol. 126''.

328. Khwajah Ha.san, wrote occasionally poetry, on

fol. 126''.

329. Junfinl, a poet, went to 'Irak, but could not get on

with the people there, as he was a great liar, on fol. 126''.

330. Jauhari, on fol. 127".

331. Hashimi, on fol. 127a.

332. 'Abdallah, in Akbar's service, on fol. I2 7^
Ghazna or Ghaznin, on fol. 127" :

333. Ustad-alhukama Majd-aldin Adam al-Sana'i,

the great mystic and didactic poet, pupil of Abu Yusuf
(correctly: Yusuf, see No. 334) Hamadani in Khurasan;

as works of his are mentioned here a diwan of kasidas,

ghazals, and rubais, the siijj*., the jy^\ J-^J, and the

t_.L5,\5; his death is fixed here in a.h. 525 (a.d. 1131),

on fol. 127*.

334. Shaikh Radi-aldin Ali Lala, son of Shaikh
Sa'id, who was a cousin of Shaikh Sana'i ; on his way
to Makkah he made in Khurasan the acquaintance of

Shaikh Yfisuf Hamadani (see the Siifinat-alauliya, No.

73, and the Makaniat-i-Sayyid Ata'i, No. 644 in this

Cat.) ; in Khwarizm he enjoyed the tuition of Shaikh
Najm-aldin Kubra (see the Safiuat-alauliya, No. 124).

He got the investiture from 124 famous Shaikhs, and

on his way to India he had intercourse with Abu-alrida

Eatan, on fol. 130".

335. Alsayyid alajall Sharaf-aldin Hasan bin Nasir

al'alawi, a famous poet under Bahramshah of Ghazna
(a.h. 512-547 =a.d. 1118-1152); when the Sultan

got jealous of the Shaikh's great popularity, the latter

went on a pilgrimage to tlie holy cities ; on his return

he found great favour with Sultan Mas'ud bin Sultan

Muhammad bin Malikshah, the Saljuk ruler (a. h. 529—

547= A.D. 1134-1 152) in Baghdad; he died in Juwain,

after a.h. 545 (A. D. 1150, 1151), as a poem of his with

that date is quoted here (fol. 131*, 1. 10, see the same
mentioned in Bieu iii. p. 1000"), on fol. 130''.

336. Jamal-aldln Muhammad bin Nasir al'alawi, the

elder brother of the preceding poet ; he occupied a high

position at Bahramshah's court and wrote a kasidah in

honour of his sovereign, on fol. 132".

337. Hakim 'Uthman bin Muhammad al-Mukhtarl,

the poet, contemporary with Sana'i, who frequently

mentions him in his kasidas ; he lived most of his time

in Kirman, and was the panegyrist of Arslanshah bin

Kirmanshah, the Saljuk (who reigned A.H. 494—536=
A. D. I loi— 1 142) ; he also composed a kasidah in praise

of Arslan bin Mas'ud III, one of the last Ghaznawides
(a.h. 509-5 1 2= A. D. 11 1

5-1 1 1 8), with which his diwan
opens. Another of his kasidas can be read in six dif-

ferent ways. Besides lyrical poems he has written a

mathnawi, from which quotations are given here (comp.

on Mukhtarl, who died A.h. 544 or 554= a.d. 1149,
1 150, or 1 159, Eieu ii. p. 543), on fol. 132*.

338. Shihah-aklin Shah Abu 'Ali Raja (l.*,, so in

the text of this and the following copy ; the index here

reads Rida, LoX a panegyrist of Sultan Bahramshah
(see above. No. 335), on fol. 134".

IND. OFF.

339. I)iya-aldaulah wa-aldin Muhammad bin Abl
Nasr (j-aj; in the index wrongly Naiar, Jij), on fol.

I34''-

340. Isma'il bin Ibrahim, a poet, on fol. 134''.

341. Abu Hanifah Iskafl, a poet attached to Sultan
Mas'ud bin Mahmud (see No. 325 above), on fol. 134**.

342. Sadid-aldin 'Ali bin 'Umar, one of the pane-
gyrists of the Ghaznawide Sultan Khusraushah bin
Bahramshah (a.h. 547-555=a.d. 1152-1160), on fol.

135"-

343. Abubakr ibn al-Musa'id alkhusrawi, flourished

under the last Ghaznawide Sultan Khusrau Malik bin

Khusraushah (a.h. 555-582 = a. d. 1160-1186); he
used as takhallus, Khusrawi, on fol. 135'*.

344. 'All bin Muhammad al-Fathi, on fol. 135*.

345. Jamal-aldin Nasir, known as Kafirak-i-Ghazniu,

on fol. I35^
346. Maulana Ya'kub Carkhi, one of the companions

of Khwajah Baha-aldin Nakshband and Khwajah 'Ala-

aldin 'Attar and spiritual guide of Nasir-aklin 'Ubaid-

allah (comp. on all four the Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 86,

82, 85, and 87), on fol. 135". Carkh is a village in the

district of Ghazna, and a native of the same place was

—

347. Maulana 'Uthman, known as Maulauazada, on
fol. i35i>.

348. Khwajah Yunus of Sajawand (a place in the

same district), on fol. 135^.

349. Khwajah Ahmad Sajawandt, on fol. 135''.

350. Majd-aldin Ahmad bin Muhammad Sajawandi,

author of the (e>Lxil rj-s^t ^ commentary on the Kuran,

and the .U-j ^l-i-i (a work on traditions, ^jiLx..* jj

^bj:* jj!l_ .Lj>.1) ; he also wrote occasionally poetry, on

fol. 135b.

351. Mir Muhammadkhan, one of Akbar's Atabega,

wrested Kabul from the sway of Mirza Sulaiman the

ruler of Badakhshan ; he composed a Persian and a

Turkish diwan, on fol. 135^.

352. Mirza 'Aziz Kukultash, usually known as Khan
A'zam, son of Shams-aldin Muhammadkhan Anka (who
was the brother of Mir Muhammadkhan, and bore the

same honorary epithet of Khan A'zam), a foster-brother

of Sultan Akbar and one of his best generals, on fol.

136".

353. Maulana Bikasi, a poet, was first in Kabul in

the service of Mirza Muhammad Hakim, but went
afterwards to India, on fol. 1

36a.

354. Maulana Shiri (in the following copy Sairi),

well versed in the art of metre and rhyme, on fol. 136''.

LdMr, on fol. 136b:

355. Fakhr-alzuhhad Muhammad bin 'Abd-almalik,

who had learnt in Arabia the subtilties of the inter-

pretation of the Kuran and the science of tradition, and

in Persia elegant style and rhetorical power, on fol. 1 36^.

356. Afsah-al'ajam Siraj-aldin al-Minhaj (in the fol-

lowing copy, ihn al-Minhaj), on fol. 137".

357. Abu Ja'far 'Umar bin Ishak, a poet, on fol. 1 37».

358. Al'amid alajall Abu-alfaraj bin Mas'ud al-R<inl,

the well-known poet of Sultan Ibrahim of Ghazna
(a.h. 45i-492=A. d. 1059-1098); he was a great

favourite of the wazir Khwajah Muhammad bin Bihruz

bin Ahmad, in whose praise he composed one or more

kasidas; he also praised in his poems the general,

Mansur bin Mahmud bin Ahmad llaimandi, on fol. i^i^.

D u
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359. Abd 'Abdallah Kuzbih bin 'Abdallah al-Nukti,

onfol. 138b.

360. Hamid-aldin Mas'ud bin Sa'd Siyalkutl, a poet,

on fol. 139*.

361. Maulana Shirt, panegyrist of Khan A'zam (No.

352), in whose honour he composed a series of mukat-

ta'at (about 1,000 baits) styled \tyt\ ^jl^-a- ; some main-

tain that Maulana Shiri was a native of Siyalkut, which

was founded by Sultan Mu'izz-aldin bin Sam (see No.

305 above), on fol. 139".

362. Maulana Mahmud, a poet, on fol. 139".

363. Jashni ( : .:. .>), a poet, on fol. 139*.

364. Kadi Sadr-aldin, like the following four be-

longing to the time of the composition of tliis work, on

fol. 139^.

365. Maulana Sa'd-allah (in the following copy Sa'd-

aldln), a great Silfi, on fol.
'\J,<)^.

366. Maulana Jamal-aldin, on fol. 139''.

367. Kadi Sufi, who settled for a long time the

legal disputes of Lahur, on fol. 139''.

368. Maulana Munawwar, on fol. 139^.

NagarkAt (in the Kuhistan or hill country, i. e. the

northern part of the province of Lahur), on fol. 139'';

Sirhind, on fol. 140* :

369. Shaikh Badr-aldin, on fol. 140*.

370. Shaikh Muhammad, Badr-aldin's eldest son,

still alive, on fol. 140".

371. Shaikh Haji Fath-allah, on fol. 140^
372. Shaikh 'Abd-alsaraad, Haji Fath-allah's son,

still alive, on fol. 140*.

373. Maulana Jauhar, on fol. 140''.

374. Maulana Bayazid (these two appear also to

have been contemporaries of the author), on fol. 1 40".

375. Maulana Safa'i, a great calligi-apher and occa-

sional poet, on fol. 140*.

376. Maulana Khaki, wrote a few verses, on fol. 140^,

Hdnsi, on fol. 140'^

:

377. Shaikh Jamal-aldin Khatib, the Khalifah of

Shaikh Farid-aldin Ganj-i-shakar (see No. 19 in the

Sawati'-alanwar and No. 1
1
3 in the Safmat-alauliya),

on fol. 140*'.

378. Shaikh Kutb-aldln Munawwar (a grandson of

the preceding Shaikh, see the Sawati'-alanwar, Noa. 19
and 23, and the Matlub-altalibin, matlab 16, No. 3 of

the first ten Khalifas), the Khalifah of Shaikh Nizam-
aldin Auliya, on fol. 140*'.

379. Maulana Mughith, a well-known poet, on fol.

140b.

Thantsar, on fol. 141"*

:

380. Shaikh Jalal, a great Pir, on fol. 141*.

381. Shaikh Nizam bin Shaikh 'Abd-alshakur (in

the index 'Abdallah alshakur), the Khalifah of the

preceding Shaikh and contemporary with the author of

this work; he wrote many works on Sufism and also

fi . - - °? or commentary on the Kuran, on fol. 141*.

382. Fardl, on fol. 141a.

P&nipat, on fol. \J^\^:

383. Shaikh Sharaf-aldln, known as Abu 'All Kalan-

dar, originally of 'Irak, but rosfe to renown and died in

Panlpat ; he had enjoyed the companionship of Shams
Tabriz and Mulla-i-Rum (i. e. the great Jalal-aldln

Ruml), and lived twenty years in Dihll in religious

austerity, before he appUed himself to deeper Sufic

meditations; he exchanged ruba'Ss with Sultan Mu-
hammad Tughluk (who ascended the throne of Dihll

A. H. 725= A. D. 1325, see the Matlub-altalibin, mat-
lab 9, No. 7), and wrote a famous letter to Sultan
'Ala-aldin Khilji (who died after a reign of twenty
years, a. h. 715 or 7i6=a. d. 1316, see loc.cit, No. 4),
on fol. 141b.

384. Kadirl, a verse-writer, on fol. 142*.

Dihll, on fol. 142a

:

385. Muhammad bin Ahmad bin 'All, known as

Shaikh Nizam-aldiu Auliya, born in Bada un, lived in

Dihli, pupil of Farid-aldln Ganj-i-shakar in Ajwadhan,
etc. (see his full biography in the Matlub-altalibin).

His death is stated here to have taken place the 13th
(in the following co])y the i8th) of Rabi'-alawwal (the

usual date is the i8th of Rabi'-nlakhar, see the Matlub-
altalibin and the Safinat-alauliya, No. 114), A.h. 725
(a. d. 1325, Febr. 27, March 4 or April 3), on fol. 142I'.

386. Maulana Badr-aldln Ishak, pupil, Khalifah, and
son-in-law of Farld aldin Ganj-i-shakar (see the Sawati'-

alanwar, No. 20, and the Matlub-altalibin, 15th matlab.

No. 1), on fol. 143".

387. Maulana Shams-aldin Yahja, a pupil and Kha-
lifah of Nizam-aldin Auliya (see the Sawati'-alanwar,

No. 23, j, and the Matlub-altalibin, i6th matlab. No. 2

in the list of Khalifas), on fol. 143^.

388. Maulana Fakhr-aldin Zaradi (so here distuictly,

see the Sawati'-alanwar, No. 23, d, and the Matlub-
altalibin, 1 6th matlab, No. 5), another Khalifah of

Nizam-aldin Auliya and author of two risalas e>j>.L)l ,i

cU— , on fol. 143''.

389. Maulana 'Ala-aldin Naili, another Khalifah of

Nizam-aldin Auliya,who however never exercisedhisKhi-
lafat and never took any pupils (see the Sawati'-alanwar,

No. 23, f, and the Matluh-altalibin, i6th matlab. No. 6).

He is stated here to have collected at the end of his

life the cyLkjiJu or sayings of Nizam-aldin in the jJlji

jltill (a work that is usually a.scribed to Amir Hasan,

the poet, see the Sawati'-alanwar, No. 23, n, and Eieu
iii. p. 972), on fol. 143''.

390. Maulana Burhan-aldin Gharib, another pupil

and Khalifah of Nizam-aldin, died in Dlwglr (according

to the Matlub-altalibin, 1 6th matlab, No. 7 in the list

of Khalifas, in Daulatabad ; comp. also the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 117, and the Sawati'-alanwar, No. 23, g),

on fol. 143''.

391. Amir Khusrau, the great poet, son of Amir
Lajln of the Hazaras of Balkh, who came to India and
settled in Patyall ; when Amir Khusrau was four years

of age, his father went from Patyali to Dihll, and died

there ; the child's education was then taken in hand by
his uncle (see a different statement in Eieu i. pp. 240
and 241, which is taken from Amir Khusrau's own
account of his life). Amir Khusrau became afterwards

the pupil of Nizam-aldin Auliya, and served seven

kings from Ghiyath-aldin Balban to Sultan Muham-
mad Tughlukshah (comp. the Matlub-altalibin, 9th

matlab). When Sultan Muhammad, Balban's son, was
killed between Lahur and Multan by Tatars and Mo-
ghuls. Amir Khusrau, who had attached himself to

that prince, was taken prisoner and carried off to

Balkh ; but after two years he succeeded in escaping

from Khurasan to Dihli and entered Sultan Balban's
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service, after whose death lie served his six successors

;

he died six months after his Pir Nizam-aldin, A. H. 725
=A. D. 1325 (ta'rikhs of his death: Jiil oj^ aud

JlX. JLi. Jsjis). Mirza Baisunghar bin Mirza Shah-

rukh collected, as is stated by Daulatshah, 120,000
verses of Amir Khusrau, but according to the poet's own
remark in one of his risalas, he had composed between

400,000 and 500,000. His Khamsah contains 18,000

baits, the »
„" p .i. c 4,000, the (^jui-Jl jj^ likewise

4,000, the^^^-j ij again 4,000, the j_«lj (_jijo 3,000.

His four diwans are entitled respectively jJuai\ ii^,

eyU.il k-ij, JL»XJ1 spi, aud 5-liu
»r;-«->. Among his

kasidas are particularly famous the elegy on the death

of Balban's son, prince Muhammad, and the U-oJl sL^,

in Kliakani's style, the latter of which is quoted here
in full, on fol. 143''.

392. Khwajah Hasan, with the epithet Najm-aldin,
the Sa'di of India, as he is styled here, likewise a pupil

of Nizam-aldin ; towards the end of his life he went by
request of Sultan Muhammad Tugliluk to Diwgir,
where he died, on fol. 146".

393. Shaikh Janiali, went in the reign of Sultan
Hu.sain Mirza to Khurasan, and stayed there almost to

the end of his life; when he felt his death approaching,
he returned to Dihli, and was buried there. The ta'rikh

of his death is given here as v ^> jr—^j A. h. 925^
A. D. 1519 (see on the impossibility of this date the
Siyar-al'arifin, No. 637 in this Cat.), on fol. 147^.

394. Maulana 'Ali Ahinad, under Akbar, on fol. 147*.
395. Maulana 'Abd-alhakk, on fol. 147b.

396. Azhari, under Akbar ; the original home of his

family was Mausil, but he was born in Dihli, on fol.

147b.

Agra, on fol. 147'' :

397. Shaikh Abu-alfadl, son of Shaikh Mubarak
Naguri, the famous wazir of Akbar and author of the
Akbarnama, etc., on fol. 148*.

398. Shaikh Abu-alfaid Faidi, the great poet and
brother of Abu-alfadl, king of poets in Akbar's court

and author of the JlSJI .jLj (more correctly according

to the following copy 'IjOl j,!^) on ethics, the xL\jm

j.L^ill, a commentary on the Kuran (in both works no

letters with diacritical points appear), a diwan of 15,000
baits, the epic poem ^J^i j Jj, and an unfinished

Khamsah, on fol. 148^.

399. Wahshi, a poet, on fol. 148''.

400. Sarabi, wrote verses too, on fol. 149*.

Lakhnau, on fol. 149* :

401. Sayyid Shahi, a poet, on fol. 149".

Audh (or as it is distinctly pointed here Awadh),
on fol. 1

50a
:

402. Shaikh Nasir-aldin, called Ciragh-i-Dihl5, the
second (according to others, the first) Khalifah of
Nizam-aldin Auliya (see the Sawati'-alanwar, No. 22,
Matlub-altalibin, i6th matlab, No. i in the list of
Khalifas, and Safinat-alauliya, No. u6), on fol. 150*.

403. Amir Sayyid "Ala-aldin, on fol. 150*.

Kdlpi, on fol. 1 50*

:

404. Shaikh Abu Said, on fol. 150*.

General account of the history of HindiXstdn and the

Muhamraadan rulers of Dihli from Amir N&^ir-aldln
Sabuktagin (died A. h. 387= a. d. 997, after a reign of

20 years) to the emperor Akbar, on ff. 1 50^-1 79».

Other renowned personages belonging to, or connected
with the Moghul dynasty in India are

—

405. Mirza Kamran, the second son of the emperor
Babar, was governor of Kandahar in his father's time,

and got Lahur and Kabul in addition at the accession

of his brotlier Humayun ; his subsequent repeated
revolts, his final punishment by being blinded, aud his

withdrawal to Makkah are related here in full ; he died

in Makkah in Dhu-alhijjah, A. H. 964 (a. d. 1557, Sept.,

Oct.); the proper ta'rikh for his death is .j *5/** »Li

jjL« iSCt ; the other ta'rikh, quoted here, viz. iLijb

ij^ 5-^»^j. ij]^^, would give the wrong date 968 (the

wording of this ta'rikh in the following copy, »Li.jb

j^ vX.. ji tjL«o, is quite impossible) ; Mirza Kara-

ran composed both Persian and Turkish poetry, on fol.

179a.

406. MirzS. Abu-alkasim, the only son of Mirz4
Kamran, used as poet the takhallus Shaukati ; he was
put to death in the fortress of Gwaliyar, a. h. 974 (.j

J-i^ J
oLia J 1 <i i ) ), or more correctly according to

the ta'rikh, ^Li.J j Jj j^j^li jl JJU-J, A. H. 973
(a. D. 1565, 1566), on fol. iSob.

407. Mirza 'Askari, the third son of Babar, was once
pardoned by Humayun for his rebellious behaviour,
but repeated it and was imprisoned ; at last he suc-
ceeded in escaping to Balkh, and went from there on
a pilgrimage to the holy cities (so tiie account here,

differing in several particulars from the usual state-

ment) ; he died in a wadi between Syria and Makkah.
He also wrote occasional poetry, on fol. 180^.

408. Mirza Hindal, the youngest son of Babar, born
A. H. 924 (a. D. 1518), killed A. H. 958 (a. D. 1551)
during a night attack of his brother Mirza Kamran
on Humayun's army ; the ta'rikh of his death is ^y-i*^

(night attack); he also composed verses, on fol. i8ia.

409. Alamir ala'zam Muhammad Bairamkhan, with
the honorary title of Khaukhanan, son of Saif 'Alibeg

bin Yarbeg bin Pir 'Alibeg bin 'Ali Shakarbeg Baharlu
(the Baharlu dynasty in Hamadan, Dinawar, and Kur-
distan was a branch of the Kara-koyunlu Turkmans),
born in Badakhshan, went after his father's death to

Balkh and entered in his i6th year the service of the
emperor Humayun, who after his return to India con-
ferred upon Bairamkhan first the governorship of Kan-
dahar ; he received the title of Khankhanan, and from
Akbar that of Khitabkhan Baba ; in the first five years

of Akbar's reign he was the supreme head of the govern-
ment of India, but in A. H. 967 (a. d. 1560) Akbar,
feeling himself strong enough to exercise his sovereign

power, dispensed with Bairamkhan's services. An at-

tempt at rebellion on Bairamkhan's part was speedily

suppressed, and Bairamkhan had to implore the em-
peror's pardon, which was willingly granted him. He
then set out for the pilgrimage, but was assassinated,

A. H. 968 (a. D. 1561, ta'rikh: ^1^. sl-e* x- j t ',),

near Patan in Gujarat by Mubarak Nuhani (read Lu-
hanl), whose father had been slain by the Moghuls (so

here ; according to the usual statement, by Bairamkhitn

Dd 3
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himself) in battle. Bairamkhan was a good kasidah

and ghazal writer, on fol. i8i''.

410. Alarair alajall Sipahsalar 'Abd-alrahim Mir-

zakban, witli the same honorary epithet of Khankhanan
(see above, No. 277), son of Bairamkhan, at whose death

he was four years old. For the conquest of Gujarat he

received the title of Khitabkhan Khanan and the dig-

nity of a Panjhazar ; he also subdued Sind, and is at

the present moment (i.e. A. H. 1002, the date of this

work) engaged in the conquest of the Dakhan ; in his

poetry he uses the takhallus Rahlm, on fol. 183''.

411 and 412. 'All Kuli Khanzaman and !Muhammad
Sa'id Bahiidurkhan, two brothers, sons of Haidar Sultan

Uzbeg, who was one of Humayun's Amirs. They also

entered Humayun's service and rose by degrees to high

dignities. Under Akbar they became twice rebellious,

and when at last attacked by the emperor, they both

fell in the battle A. h. 974 (a. d. 1567); the two ta'rikhs,

however, for their death, quoted here, give A. H. 975.

VIZ. SJol ur=- j- aud eUi i\ .iljii. Both

occupied themselves with ],oetical compositions, but

Khanzaman, wbo chose Sultan as takhallus, with

greater success than his brother, on fol. 184".

413. Miiza Jani, the last ruler of Tattah in Sind,

who succeeded his grandfather Muhammad Baki (a. h.

993=A. D. 1585, as we learn from W. Morley, p. 73).

Muhammad Baki was the son of Miiza 'Isa, who had
seiztd the reins of government A. h. 962 (a. d. 1555),
when Mirza Shah Husain, of the Arghun dynasty, had
died without a son and successor. Muhammad Baki
had two sous, Mirza Muhammad Salih, wlio was slain,

and Mirza Payanda, who being himself unable to govern,

handed the supreme power over to his son Mirza Jani.

Sind was at last subjugated to Akbar's power by 'Abd-
alrahim Khankhanan, Mirza Jani capitulated (a. h.

1 00 1 =A.D. i592),and became a loj-al servant of Akbar,
who confirmed him as governor of Tattah (see also No.

436 in this Cat.), on fol. 185".

414. Zainkhan Kukultash, a faithful servant of

Akbar, who gave him the governorship of Kabul and
its dependencies ; he was a great connoisseur in Indian
Bags, and a poet also, on fol. 185b.

415. Kilij Muhammadkhan, of the Jani Kurbani
tribe, one of Akbar's Amirs; his ancestors had been
in the service of the Caghatai Sultans, his grandfather

in that of Abu-alghazi Sultan (Husain) Mirza ; he used
ITlfati (according to the following copy Lami'i) as

takhallus in his poetical compositions, on fol. 186*.

416. Khan 'Alam, son of Hamdam Kuka (who was
together with Murad Kuka a foster-brother of Mirza
Kamran, see above. No. 405, and a poet) ; he was in

Akbar's service and made himself conspicuous in the

war against the Afghans, on fol. i86^
417. Thanikhan, another of Akbar's Amirs, on fol.

I set.

418. 'Ishkikhan, held for some time a generalship in

Akbar's army, but was removed from his office, on fol.

i86l>.

419. Sakkai Caghatai, wrote Persian and Turkish
poetry, died on a journey to Sarandib, on fol. 186''.

420. Muhammad Yusuf, was some years in Akbar's
service, wrote some poetry, and died young, a. h. 970
=A. o. 1562, 1563 (ta'rikh : u\ ^Ajt i_ft--^ J^i Is^

^^Ijjic, so correctly in the following copy), on fol.

i86i^.

421. Khwajah Muhammad 'Abd-alrahim (in the fol-

lowing copy Muhammad Kahim) 'Ahdi, was first one
of Akbar's secretaries, afterwards a warrior ; he wrote
besides some poetry, on fol. 187*.

422. Maulaiia Yadgar Halati, a poet of the same
time, on fob 187^

423. Muhammad Husain, son of the preceding poet,

with the takhallus Baka'i ; he became insane, poisoned

his father, and was killed himself, on fol. 187".

Syria, on fol. 187*; Jerusalem (^jjjJiil o:*^.), on fol.

187** ; Damascus
(
j .t »i), on fol. 188''

:

424. Shaikh Abu Sulaiman 'Abd-alrahim Darani
(comp. the Safinat-alauliya, No. 169), styled, ' the sweet

basil of hearts ' (i_^^iaJl ^jLs^), quoted in the LJjiH iXi^,

on fol. iBg\
425. Abu "TJmar (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 220),

on fol. 189".

426. Ibrahim bin Da'ud (see the Safinat-alauliya,

No. 224), on fol. i89'<'.

427. Kafsbiri, on fob i89l>.

428. Shaikh Sulaiman Turkman (see the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 347), on fol. 189^^

429. Shaikh "Ali Kurdi, had many pupils and fol-

lowers and performed many miracles, on fol. 189b.

430. Da'ud bin Ahmad Darani, on fol. 189''.

431. Ahmad bin Abi aljawari (more correctly alha-

warl, see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 172), on fol. iSg^.

432. Abu 'Abdallah Makhul Hudbi, on fol. 189b

433. Muhammad bin Hasan al-Shaibani, cousin of

Farra, was for many years Kadi-alkudat, on fol. 189''.

434. Shams-aldin 'Abdullah, known as Ibn-allassan

(^LUdl ^^,1), on fol. 189b

435. Jalal-aldin Mahmud, the first Khatib of Damas-
cus, was Kadi-alkudat of Syria in the time of Malik

Nasir (the Mamluk-Sultan who died A. H. 74l= A. D.

1341), on fol. 189b.

436. Abu-alkasim 'Ali bin al-Hasau bin 'Asakir,

author of a i^jU in seventy-two volumes, on fol. iSg*".

437. Abu-alma'ali Muhammad bin Abi-alhasan, Kadi
of Damascus, on fol. 189b.

438. 'Ala-aldin 'Ali ibn alharam (read: ibn Abi-

alhazm) alkuraishi, a physician, especially famous

throughout Egypt and Syria, author of the Mujaz or

epitome (with its full title ^ZAzi\ ^ ^jj\jii\ j^y,
edited Calcutta, 1828); he is usually known as Ibn-

alnafis, and died A. h. 687 (a. d. 1288), on fol. 189*'.

439. Abu Nuwas Hasan bin Hani (not Hafi iji^, as

both here and in the following copy is written by
mistake), the famous poet under Harun-alrashid, on

fol. 189b.

Ba'lhak, on fol. 189I':

440. Mu'adhdhin (ui>.«), one of the companions of

Marwan Himar (i. e. Marwan II, with the honorary

title of the ' ass of Mesopotamia '), the last Umayyade
Khalif(who was defeated and slain A. H. I32=a.d. 750);
he was summoned together with 'Abd-alhamid Katib

and Salam Hadi, two other companions of the unfor-

tunate Khalif, before Abu Ja'far Mansur (who ascended

the throne as second 'Abbaside Khalif after the death

of his brother Abu-al'abbas al-Saft'ah, A. h. I36=a. d.
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754), to be sentenced to death, but succeeded in obtuin-

ing Mausur's pardon and favour, on fol. 190".

Ghazza, on fol. i qo^ :

441. Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin IdrJs, known as

Shafi'i, the great h-gal Imam, under Haruu-alrashid,

the Pir of Ahmad bin Hanbal (see on botli the Safinat-

alauliya, Nos. 23 and 24), died A. h. 204 (a. d. 820),

on fol. 1
90''.

Halab, on fol. 191* :

442. Abu-albakaYa'ish (or more correctly Ibn Ya'ish)

bin 'All, with the epithet of Muwakkif-aldin, the gram-

marian, author of the famous commentary on Zaraakh-

shari's Mufassal (lately edited by Jahn) and a commen-

tary on the ^yLi, j...^ i'>, on fol. 191".

Manbij (between Halab and the Euphrates), on fol.

191''

:

443. Abu 'Ubadah Walid bin 'Ubaidah (or according

to othtrs "Ubaid), known as Buhturl (ij^ls^., so in the

following copy), or Bukhturi (ijy^jA, so here, comp. on

this double spelling G. Flugel, Cat., i. p. 436), the

famous Arabic poet, whose death is fixed here in A. h.

286 (a. d. 899); it is said here, that the poets of Arabia

likened his jjoems to a ' golden chain ' (L ijyi^- y*J:>

jJl »j^ 8 .
i

.?. i jj >l...l... > ^jS- ']jj^), ou Ibl. 191".

'Askaldn, on fol. 191^:

444 and 445. AbQ Ya'kub Kliarrat (the turner) and
Shaikh Abu-alkhair, ou fol. 191''.

TarsAs, on fol. 191*^

:

446. Abu 'Ubaidah (or better, according to the fol-

lowing copy, 'Ubaid) bin nlkasira bin Saliim, the first

who commented upon the wonderful things in the tra-

ditions {pjfj._..,i'i \j vioiLa-l i_*jl^), on fol. 191b.

E(jypt {Jllisr), ou fol. 192*; Fusfdt (not LLk.«J, as

the town is spelt both here and in the following co])y),

onfoL 193''; CatVo, on fol. 194"; Alexandria [i^.s^SZ^),

on fol. 194*:

447. Ptolemy (,_f.j. .IW>), the author of the Almagest,

on fol. 194^.

448. Kidwat-al'arifin Shaikh 'All bin 'Abdallah Sha-

dhili, a descendant of the second Imam, Hasan bin 'All,

died in the desert on his pilgrimage to the holy cities

(comp. however the Safinat-alauliya, No. 336), on fol.

194b

Ikhmtm, on fol. 194b
:

449. Dhu-alnAn (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 177),

died A. H. 245 (a. d. 859), on fol. 195*.

450. Abu 'Tilib, on fol. 195b.

'Ahd-alshams {correcUy'Ain-alshams, Heliopolis, with

the famous balsam-tree, see Wiisteni'eld, Jacllt's Reisen,

in Zeitschrift der D. M. G. xviii. p. 467 ; Schefer, Sefer

Nameh, pp. 126 note, 142, and 143 note, in the south

of Fustat, the alleged residence of the Pharao of Egypt
in Joseph's time), on fol. 195b; Hamrd, on fol. 195b;

FaramA (so correctly in the following copy ; here ap-

pears the wrong U,Ui), on fol. 195b
; I'innts (so cor-

rectly instead of ^^--Jj '" this and the following copy),

on fol. 195b
; FayyAm (here and in the following copy

wrongly spelt ,«j4»), on fol. 196*. Prominent men of

Misr are

—

451. Shaikh Kamil 'Umar bin 'All, known as Ibn
Farid, the famous mystical poet, stayed twelve years in

Makkah (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 332), on fol. 196*.

452. Abu 'Ali Katib (see the Safinat-alauliya, No.
69), on fol. 196b.

453. Abu 'Ali Mashtuli (see the Safinat-alauliya, No.

233), on fol. 196b.

454. Shaikh Mu'ammar, originally an Abyssinian
slave, on fol. 196b,

455. Abu Shu'aib al-Makna', performed the pilgrim-

age ou foot seventy times, on fol. 196b.

456. Abu-alhasan of Karafah (comp. the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 229), contemporary with Abu Sulaimau
Nili (or Naili), on fol. 196b

457. Sliaikh Nur-aldin 'Abd-alrahmiin, got his inves-

titure from Shaikh Jamal-aldin Yusuf Kiirani after less

than twenty days' tuition, on fol. 196b.

458. Shaikh Abu-al'abbas of Damanhur (on the way
to Alexandria, see Wiistenfeld, Jaciit's Reisen, loc. cit.,

p. 468), on fol. 196b.

459. Abu 'Abdallah albarki, on fol. 197a.

460. Abu Ja'far Haddad, the pupil of Ibn 'Ata,

called Saghlr-i-Misri, to distinguish him from another
Shaikh of the same name, who is called Kabir-i-Bagh-

dadi, on fol. 197*.

461. Akhi 'Ali, lived a great deal in Rum and Syria,

had many pupils, but never enjoyed a Pir's tuition,

until he heard of 'Ala-aldaulah's fame (see the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 132) ; he then with all his pupils became
a disciple of that Shaikh, on fol. 197*.

462. Nabau 'Abdallah Shaibani (so in the following

copy ; the present one makes two distinct Shaikhs out

of the one, viz. Nabau 'Abdallah and Shaibau), on fol.

197^

463. Abubakr
(
jV5. probably misspelt for jUj Dak-

kak, see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 198), the spiritual

guide of Abubakr Dakkak-i-saghir (so according to the

following copy, on ful. 2
1
7b,

1. 4 ; here this Shaikh is

left out).

464. Abubakr Magharibi (so probably to be read

instead of ic\\^*^ in the text), the spiritual guide of

Sirwani (^Jlj^-;^ 1), on fol. 197".

465. Shaikh 'Imran Thulthi {jAj), on fol. 197'.

466. Abu Ibrahim Isma'il bin Yahya Mazini, a con-

temporary and disciple of Shfifi'i, wrote various works

on Shafi'ite law, especially one .^-x', which is one of

the most difficult books to rend, on fol. 197*.

467. Muhammad bin 'Abdall&h bin 'Abd-alhakim,

another disciple of Shafi'i, and contemporary with the

preceding Shaikh ; he was born a.h. 182 (a.d. 798) and

died, 80 years old, A. h. 262 (a. d. 876), on fol. 197b.

468. Abu Ya'kub Ydsuf bin Yahya al-Busiti or Busiti,

likewise a disciple of Shafi'i, and the greatest legal au-

thority after his master's death, was summoned by the

'Abbaside Khalif Alwathik-billah (a.h. 227-232= a.d.

842-847) to Baghdad, to solemnly declare the Kuran as

jJii* or created, which he refused to do; he was

thereupon put in chains and died in his prison in

Baghdad, a.h. 232 (a.d. 846, 847), on fol. 197b.

469. Abubakr Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Ja'far

Kit&bi (comp. the Safinat-alauliya, No. 223), known as

Ibn Haddad, kadi and professor, among whose works is

particularly renowned the pjy^' i^L^S^ commented upon

by Kaffiil of Marw, Abu Tayyib fabari and Abu 'AIJ SinjI

(see Al-Moschtabih, ed. De Jong, p. rcr), on fol. 197b.
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470. 'Abd-almalik bin Abu-alkasim, known as al-

Masihi, was in the service of Hakim bin Aziz Isma'ili

and wrote thirty works, among which are most promi-

nent a iJjU, containing many strange and wonderful

stories, and filling 13,000 leaves ; a tJ/-^'^ '-rir^^
i^^,

containing 200 leaves ; a L-o^l ua-^> on 1,500 leaves

;

and a sj/udlj s-s'U.U i_jbS"(on sexual intercourse),

on 1,200 leaves; he was born a.h. 366 and died A. h.

423 (a.d. 966, 967-1032), on fol. 198-'. _

471. 'Abd-alrahman alkhaulani {^"^j^), kadi of

Misr, got every year a stipend of 1,000 dinars, and

reacheil the age of 83 years, on fol. 198='.

472. Salim bin Yahya, was also kadi of Misr, died

75 years old, on fol. 198^.

473. Haibat-allah (the present copy seems rather to

read Hibat-allah ijll i-Jk) bin 'All, on fol. 198'*.

474. Kutb-aldin bin Abd-alkarjm (in the following

copy bhi is omitted) bin Abd-alnur, author of the

j.,a^ ^1^ 8,nd a commentary on Bukhari's ^-t:^^, died

A.H. 733 (a.d. 1332, 1333), on fol. 198a.

475. Abu-alhasan (in the following copy, Abu-

alhusain) bin Yahya bin Abi 'Ali, a great calligrapher

and Intha-writer at the court of the Egyptian rulers,

composed also good poetry, on fol. 198".

476. Abu-al'izz (j^l or J'iJl Abu-alghirr) Muzaffar

bin Ibrahim Ghailani (^J^Lj:), a famous blind poet,

died A. H. 623 (a.d. 1226), on fol. 198*.

477. Tuliin, the ancestor of the Tuluuides in Egypt,

on fol. 198''.

478. Ahmad Ibn Tulun, the first of the Tulunides

who was an almost independent governor of Egypt

(died A.H. 27o= A. D. 884), on fol. 198*'.

479. Abu-aljaish, his son, i.e. Khumarawaih (died

end of A.H. 282= A. d. 896), on fol. 198''. After a thort

lemark on this ruler there follows a very brief history

of the Ikhshldis, viz. Muhammad (died 66 years old,

A.H. 334= A. D. 945, 946), his two sons, Abu-alkatim

and Abu-alhasan (died A. h. 354= a. d. 965), and Abu-
almisk Kafur (a.h. 354-356 =a. d. 965-967), to A. h.

361 (a. d. 972), when the Fa^imide dynasty was firmly

established in Egypt.

480. Al-Mu'izz lidinillah, the first of the Fati-

niides who conquered Egypt and established his

residence in Kahirah, A.H. 361 (or, according to Wus-
tenfeld's Geschichte der Fatimiden-Chalifen, p. 119,

A. H. 362 =A. D. 972 or 973) ; he died A. h. 365 (a. d.

976), on fol. 199".

481. Nizar al-'Aziz-billah, son and successor of Al-

Mu'izz, reigned 21 years and died, 42 years old, a.h.

386 (a. d. 996), oil fol. 199''.

482. Al-Hakim biamrillah, son and successor of

Nizar al-'Aziz, reigned 25 years, and was assassinated

A.H. 411 (A.D. 1 021), on fol. 199^.

483. Al-Zahir lidinillah (or rather lii'ziz dinillah),

son and successor of Al-Hakim, reigned 1 6 years, and
died A.H. 427 (A.D. 1036), on fol. 199^.

484. Al-Mustansir-billah, son and successor of the

preceding monarch, ascended the throne in his seventh

year ; Nasir bin Khusrau and Hasan Sabbah are

stated here to have been in his service; his general,

Basasiri, entered Baghdad (a.h. 45o=a. d. 1058), de-

posed (but did not imprison, as is stated here) the

'Abbaside Khalif Alka'im billah, and had for about

a year the Khutbah read in Mustansir's name. Mus-

tansir appointed first his eldest son, Al-Mustafa lidin-

illah Nizar, and later on his youngest (here wrongly

called his second) son, Al-Musta'li-billah Ahmad, as heir

to the throne ;^fter his death (in a.h. 487= a.d. 1094,

end of December) the latter ascended the throne, had

his brother Mustafa killed (or rather immured alive,

see Wustenfeld, loc. cit, p. 273), and reigned 7 years

and 2 months ; he was assassinated by Mustafa's

adherents, a.h. 495 (a. d. iioi), on fol. 200».

485. Al-Aniir biahkam-illah bin al-Musta'li-billah,

succeeded his father, when 5 years old ; in his reign

Hasan Sabbah grew powerful, and in a.h. 5i5_(a.d.

1 121) his murderous devotees assassinated Amir's

commander-in-chief, Malik Afdal (see the proper ver-

sion of this story in "Wustenfeld, loc. cit., p. 289), who

left behind him 600,000 (in Wustenfeld 6,000,000)

gold dinars, 250 i—i.l (read according to Wustenfeld

Ci^jit bushels) of silver diihems, 75,000 atlas-robes,

500 boxes with wearing-apparel, an inkstand set with

jewels, 12,000 dinars in value, besides innumerable

horses, camels, oxen, buffaloes, and milk-goats ; the milk

of which yielded 1,000 dinars per annum. ^
After a

reign of 9 years, a.h. 524 (a.d. 1130), Amir was

assassinated by the same followers of Hasan Sabbah,

on fol. 200",

486. Al-Hafiz lidinillah bin Mustansir-billah (ac-

cording to Wiistenfeld he was a grandson, not a son,

of Mustansir), who got his son Hasan poisoned by a

Jewish physician (this and the other incidents told

here about Al-Hafiz's wazirs are wild distortions

of the real facts, see Wustenfeld, loc. cit., p. 306 and

the previous pages); he reigned 20 years, and died

a.h. 544 (a.d. 1149), on fol. 200^.

487. Al-Zahir (^UaJl , so here and in the following

copy ; correctly, according to Wustenfeld, Al-Zafir,

j\JaJ\) billali, son of Al-Hafiz, had intimate friendship

with Nasr, son of 'Abbas, the wazir of the realm,

but was betrayed by him, and murdered in his, Nasr's,

house after 5 years' reign, A.h. 549 (a.d. 1154). on

fol. 2001".

488. Al-Fa'iz (jjUJI, bo correctly in the following

copy ; here he is called al-Kabid |_^.liJl) binasrill&h,

son of Al-Ziafir, reigned 6 years and a few months, and

died A. H. 555 (a. d. 1160), only 11 years and 6 months

old, on fol. 200^.

489. Al-'Adid lidinillah, here foolishly called a son

of the preceding child, whereas he was (see Wustenfeld,

loc. cit., pp. 310, 321, and 325) a son of Yusuf bin al-

Hafiz, the brother of Al-Zafir, and consequently a cousin

of Al-Fa'iz, the last of the Fatimides, who died A. h. 567
(a.d. 1 1

7 1), on fol. 200''. After a short summary of his

wars and negotiations with theCrusaders, his affairs with

Nur-aldin bin 'Imad-aldin Zangi, Asad-aldin Shirkuh,

etc., his final deposition and the gradual rise of Amir
§alah-aldin Yusuf bin Najm-aldin Ayyilb, a nephew of

Asad-aldin Shirkuh, to independent power in Egypt

(a.h. 58i=A.D. ii85),the continuation of the story is
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interrupted by an enumeration of the three predecessors

of Al-Mu'izz lidinillah (see No. 480 above), who were the

founders of the independent dynasty of the Fatiniides

in Maghrib, otherwise styled 'Alides, or, as here,

Isma'ilis, viz.

:

490. Abu-alkasim Muhammad bin 'Abdallah, called

Mahdi (a mixture of the name of the twelfth Imam
Mahdi, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 16, and the real

name of the first Fatimide ruler who renounced his

allegiance to the 'Abbaside Khalifs, viz. 'Ubaid-allah

al-Mahdl, who is by Shi'ite writers frequently repre-

sented as the resuscitated twelftli Imam) ; his genealogy

is traced back, as usual, to Isma'il, the son of the sixth

Imam Ja'far alsadik (comp. Wustenfeld, loo. cit., p. 14);

according to Siinnite and Maghribi versions, which are

given here too, he was an offspring of 'Abdallah bin

Salim Basri ; according to 'Iraki versions a descend-

ant of 'Abdallah bin Maimun Kaddah (see ib., pp. 5
and 6) ; he established his rule in Maghrib either

A. H. 296 or 299 (297 in Wustenfeld, loc. cit., p. 38=
A. D. 910), reigned 26 years and died A. h. 322 (= A. d.

934, so correctly in the following copy; the present

copy has a wrong 332), 62 years old, on fol. 201*.

491. Al-Ka'im bianirillah Ahmad bin Muhammad
(again a confusion of the son with the father; the

Kunyah of al-Ka'im was Al)il-alkasim and his real

name Muhammad, tee Wustenfeld, loc. cit., p. 70), son

and succes-sor of al-Mahdi; he had to contend against

the sectarian Abu Yazid, who besieged him in the

fortress of Mahdiyah, and died, after a reign of 12

years, a. h. 334 (a.d. 946), on fol. 201°-.

492. Al-Mansilr bikuwwatillah Isma'il, son and suc-

cessor of Al-Ka'im ; he finally conquered and killed

Abu Yazid, and died after a reign of 7 years, A.H. 341
(a.d. 953), 39 years old, on fol. 201''. His son and
successor was Al-Mu'izz lidinillah (see No. 480 above).

493. Salah-aldin (the Saladin of European writers),

the powerful founder of the Ayyilbite dynasty in Egypt
and Syria; he died a.h. 589 (a. d. 1193), on fol. 202*.

494. Malik 'Aziz Abd-alfath Uthman, Salah-aldin's

son and successor, who had been governor of Egypt
during his father's lifetime ; he deprived his brother

Malik Afdal of the governorship of Damascus, but

after his own death, in a.h. 595 (a.d. 1198, November),
Afdal returned and established his rule in Damascus
(this statement again is wrong : Malik Afdal did not

succeed in regaining Damascus, see Weil, Geschichte

der islamitischen Volker, 1866, p. 364), on fol. 202^

495. Malik 'Adil Abubakr, the brother of Salah-

aldin, and uncle of Malik 'Aziz and Malik Afdal (who
first acted as guardian of 'Aziz's minor son Al-Mansiir,

but soon asserted his own independence) ; he drove

Malik Afdal from Damascus (see the previous state-

ment in No. 494) and relegated him to Samosata,

where he stayed until his death in a.h. 622 (a.d.

1225); 'Adil distributed his realm in the following

way : to his eldest son, Malik Kamil, he gave Egypt

;

to his second son, Malik Mu'azzam, Damascus ; to his

third son, Malik Ashraf, Mesopotamia ; and to his

fourth son, Malik Auhad, with the name of Ayyflb,

Khilat (or Akhlat) in Armenia (according to Weil,

loc. cit., p. 365, it was Ashraf, the third son, who
got the government of Khilat^ in addition to Mesopo- I

tamia). 'Adil's death is by a strange confusion fixed

here in a.h. 598 instead of 615 (=A. d. 1218), on fol.

202*.

496. Malik Kami! bin Malik 'Adil, who reigned till

A.H. 635 (a.d. 1238); in A.H. 625 (a.d. 1228) he
annexed Yamau and Hijaz to his Egyptian and S)'rian

dominions, drove his brother Malik Mu'azzam (correctly:

Mu'iizziim's son Da'ud, see Weil, loc. cit., p. 367, since

Mu'azzam had died a year before) from Damascus and
gave it to Malik Ashraf; Mu'azzam's son (in the text

again Mu'azzam) had to be satisfied with the fortresses

of Karak, Shaubak, and Nablus (here ^j-Joli). Malik

Ashraf8 death is fixed here in the same year as that of

his brother Kamil, on fol. 202^.

497. Malik 'Adil II, Kamil's son and successor,

reigned only 'one year in Egypt and was then deposed

and imprisoned by his brother, Malik Salih, on fol. 202''.

498. Malik Salih Ayyub, son of Kamil ; the vicissi-

tudes of his reign are here related in the following way
(there is in this, as well as in the previous accounts,

scarcely any mention of the wars and struggles with
the Crusaders): when he lost his hold on Egypt, he
went to Damascus and summoned his uncle Isma'il

(who had likewise the epithet of Malik Salih) from
Ba'lbak ; the latter obeyed, but having obtained help

from the governor of Hims, he put his nephew to

flight, who betook himself to Karak, but was im-

prisoned there by the governor of that fortress. Mean-
while 'Adil II had escaped from prison, had taken a

second time possession of Egypt, and ofiered Malik Nasir,

the governor ofKarak, 100,000 dinars for the extradition

of Malik Salih. But the former swore allegiance to

Malik Salih, and weut with him to Eyypt, where the

latter succeeded a second time in seizing the reins of

government, and in imprisoning his brother 'Adil for the

remainder of his life. He died a.h. 647 (a.d. 1249),
on f()l. 202''.

499. Malik Mu'azzam, son and successor of Malik
Salih (i.e. Turanshah), who was killed (a.h. 648=a. d.

1250) by the Maniluks or slaves (jjL«^, as they are

called here), on fol. 203''>. W^ith him the dynasty of the

Ayyubites ended, and 'Izz-aldtn Aibak, the Mamluk,
who declared himself Sultan in a.h. 652 (a.d. 1254,
more correctly a.h. 65o=a. d. 1252) and assumed the

title of Malik Mu'izz, founded the dynasty of the

Mamliiks.

FouBTH Iklim. Marw-i-ShaJiijdn, on fol. 203'':

500. Khwajah Basilar Hafi (so called, because he

always walked barefooted, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 171),

on fol. 204*.

501. 'Abdallah (bin) Mubarak, contemporary with

Sufyan Thauri and Fudail bin 'lyad (see Safinat-

alauiiyS., No. 165); he was honoured by the titles of

Amir-i-kalam u balarak (lord of the pen and the sword)

and Imam-alislam, and alternately performed one year

the pilgrimage, engaged in warfare the next, and
applied himself to commercial pursuits the third, on

fol. 204".

502. Fath bin Shakhraf (Safinat-alauliya, No. 189),

here spelt i_j^jc--", on fol. 204*.

503. Shaikh Mansiir bin 'Ammar, on fol. 204".

504. Shaikh Abii 'Ali Siyah (Safinat-alauliya, No.

291), on fol. 204".

Ci)
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505. Shaikh Abu 'All Shab-bui (the tuberose), on

fol. 204'>'.

506. Abu-al'abbas Sayyari (Safinat-alauliya, No.

240), on fol. 2041".

607. Hakim Buzurjmihi', on fol. 204''.

608. Kaffal-i-Marwazi (the locksmith of Marw, i. e.

Abubakr 'Abd-alrahman bin Ahmad bin Abdallah, the

great Shafi'ite lawyer, who is stated here to have been

consulted by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna as to a choice

between the Shafi'ite and the Hanafite legal doctrines,

and died a.h. 419, A. d. 1028, see Barbier de Meynard,
Dictionnaire geogra23hique, etc., pp. 531 and 532), on

fol. 204!'.

509. Muhammad bin Nasr, a lawyer and traditionist,

on fol. 204b.

610. Ibrahim bin Ahmad, a Shafi'ite lawyer, wrote a

commentary on the ..n^-V of Mazani
{fj>}^,

so correct

in the following copy; here the name is spelt (^'-•j

but the^ ^ • k', the standard work on Shafi'ite doctrines,

is comjjosed by Abu Ibrahim Ismail bin Yahya al-

Mazaui, a disciple of Shafi'i, who died A. H. 264, A. D.

878); his full name, according to Barbier de Meynard,
loc. cit., was Abd Ishak Ibrahim bin Ahmad bin Ishak,

and his death is fixed there in A.H. 340 (a. D. 951,

952); comp. also Safinat-alaulij'a, No. 237, where he
is stated to have died a.h. 342 (a. d. 953, 954), on
fol. 204b.

611. "lea. bin Muhammad allughawi. on fol. 204''.

612. Abu Mansur 'Umaiah (in the index of this and
the text of the following copy wrongly 'Ammar, .He

,

see Eth6, Rudagi's VorlUufer und Zeitgenossen, No. 21)
bin Ahmad (according to 'Aufi, bin Muhammad), under
the Samanides and first Ghaznawides, on fol. 2041).

513. Hakim Kisai (see Eth6, Die Lieder des Kisa'i,

Sitzuiigsberichte der Miinchener Akademie, philos.-

philol. Clasee, 1874, pj). 133-148), born the 26tli of

Shawwal, a.h. 341 (a. d. 953, March 16), lived till the

beginning of Mahmild of Ghazna's reign, on fol. 205''.

514. Abu Nazar 'Abd-al'aziz bin Mansur al-'Asjadl,

a panegyrist of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna ; he wrote a
kasidah in honour of the conquest of Siimanat in India

by that ruler, on fol. 2051".

515. Shaikh-al islam Harithi, the second Lukman,
wrote some famous ruba'is, on fol. 206".

616. Fakhr-aldin Mubaraksliah, panegyrist of Malik
Saif-aldin Ghiiri, and his successor Ghiyath-aldin Ghiiri

(a.h. 552, according to others 558-599 = A. d. 1157
or 1 163-1203), on fol. 2o6'\

517. Shams-aldin Muhammad Daka'iki, author of a
diwan, on fol. 206''.

518. Alhakim Mahmud bin 'Ali al-Sama'i (or al-

Samawi, the celestial one), panegyrist of Sultan Sanjar

(a.h. 5ii-552=a.d. 1117-1157), on fol. 2o6\
519. Shihab-aldin Abil-alhasan Talhah, likewise a

panegyrist of Sultan Sanjar, on fol. 207*.

520. Sayyid Abu 'Ali bin al-Husain, a ruba'i of

whom is quoted here, on fol. 2071".

521. Athir-aldin Al-Futiihi, had munazarat or

poetical contests with Adib Sabir (see No. 573 below)

and Anwari, on fol. 207''.

522. Khwajah Husain, who was in intellectual

matters a disciple of Maulana 'Isam-aldin Ibrahim, and
in legal matters of Shaikh Ibn Hajar, the mufti of

'Arabistan and the holy cities of Makkah and Madinah
;

he wrote a famous ta'rikh on the birth of Sultan Salira,

the eldest son of the emperor Akbar (afterwards the

emperor Jahangir), and his brother Shah Murad, on
fol. 208''.

523. Maulana !Mushfiki, was born and died ia Bu-
khara, on fol. 208b.

524. Wasili, on fol. aoSb.

Mahnah, on fol. 209" :

525. Shaikh Abu Sa'id Padl-allah bin Abu-alkhair,

the great ruba'i writer, was a pupil of Abd-alfadl Sa-

rakhsi (see No. 544 below), but got by order of that

Pir his investiture from Shaikh 'Abd-ali'ahman Sullami

(see Safinat-alauliya, No. 294, and Etii6, Die Ruba'is

des Abu Sa'id bin Abulkhair, in Sitzungsberichte der
Miinchener Akademie, philos.-philol. Classe, 1875, PP-
145-168, and 1878, ])p. 38-70), on fol. 209a.

526. Ahmad bin Shadan, the wazir of Sultan Tugh-
rulbeg bin Mika'il Saljuki (the first independent ruler

of that dynasty, died A.H. 455= a. D. 1063), on fol. 2091".

527. As'ad of ilahnah, who, according to Daulatshah,

had one day in the majlis of Sultan Muhammad bin

Malikshah (a. h. 498-51 i=A. D. 1104-H17) a contest

with Imam Muhammad Ghazali (who died A.H. 505^
A. D. mi), on fol. 20911.

528. Auhad-aldin Anwari, the great panegyrist of

Sultan Sanjar ; his death is fixed here in A. h. 580 (or

according to others even 547) ; the proper date is either

A.H. 585 or 587 (a.d. 1 189 or 1 19 1, see Bodleian Cat,
No. 543 sq.), on fol. 210*.

529. Khwajah Mu'ayyad, a descendant of Abu Sa'id

bin Abu-alkhair, on fol. 211^.

530. Shaikh Abu Nasr, likewise a descendant of

Abu Sa'id, on fol. 211".

Abtward, on fol. 211a:

531. Fudail bin 'lyad (Safinat-alauliya, No. 96), on
fol. 211''.

532. Baba Sauda'i, was in the service of Mirza
Shahrukh's son, Mirza Baisunghar (who died a.h. 837
=A. D. 1434), on fol. 211''.

633. Maulana Ahmad, went at an early age to Trans-

oxania and joined the ascetics (^jl.l ,: 1 ^7^) of Bukhara

;

later on he went to the 'Irak and stayed in Kashan,
where he got a professorship ; but when Amir Jamal-
aldin Astarabadi became wazir of that town, he was
deprived of his stipend, and only his death saved him
from the imprisonment which the wazir had resolved

upon, on fol. 211I'.

534. Maulana Abu-alhasan Danishmand, who in his

fourteenth year could explain the commentary of the

SJys? (no doubt the metaphysical work of that title

by Nasir-aldin Tusi, who died a.h. 672= a. d. 1274)

with glosses, and in his twenty-fifth lectured on the

Almagest ; he had also a prodigious memory. Amo$g
his numerous works the most prominent ones are

:

ci>l;.~-». vLi (or pe]-haps L-Li. v_>Luj), ijjui^ <~j^,

e)^^l iiU* '^^^1 glosses on the » T ... , .C. (the work on

logic by Najm-aldin 'Ali bin 'Umar alkazwini al-

Katibl, who died A. H. 693=A. D. 1 294), and the )_ v\ t"

(i.e. (,^15J1j (jJajdl t^.j-*J, another work on logic by

Sa'd-aldin Mas'iid bin 'Umar al-Taftazani, who died
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792= A. D. 1389 or 1390, see No.

^Ifi ^^
541
he

A. H. 791 or

below), a ^.^Ij u:jLJ\ Ui^ and
also wrote poetry, on fol. 212".

535. Maulanii Kunbur! (is^, both in text and
index here; in the following copy he is styled Munyari,
iS^^,^), a poet, attached to 'Abd-almu'min Sultan, tlie

son of the Wali of Turan, "Abdallahkhan (the chief of
the Uzbegs, who died a.h. ioo6=a.d. 1597, '598.
see No. 574 in this Cat), on fol. 212b.

Nasd, on fol. 2 1 2b :

536. Imam Zahir-aldin Nasawi, a poet, on fol. 2 1 2''.

537. Al-K.idi Imam Jfajd-aldin, who greeted the
newly-installed Kadi of Nasa, Kadi Siiams-aldin, with
a famous extempore rubai, on fol. 2

1

2^.

538. Shams-aldin Muhammad Mu'akkad, a ruba'i-
writer, on fol. 2

1
3".

539. Muhammad bin Badi", was under 'Imad-aldin
Zangi (who died A. h. 540 or 54i=a.d. 1145 or 1146)
chief secretary of Nasa, on fol. 2

1
3".

540. Majd-aldin Muhammad albaniri ((^^UJI or bin
albanlri, as the following copy reads), court-poet of
Sultan Sikandar, and author of a mathnawi, entitled
•-.UiLi, on the history of the Khwarizmshiihs, on fol.
213a.

541. Maulana Sa'd-aldin Mas'ud bin 'Umar al-Tafta-
zan! (see No. 534 above), began his authorship in his

sixteenth year with a commentary on the ^J\^j i—>-->,
after which followed the JjQai (a commentary on the
^bill t/'-.i^, completed a.h. 748=a. d. 1347, see

J. Aumer, Arabic Cat., pp. 310 and 311, and the
edition of Constantinople, a.h. 1260), dedicated to
Malik Husain Kurt; he then took his abode in

Khwarizm and wrote the ,y^^J^ j-.ijlx', dedicated to

Janibeg; when Timur conquered Khwarizm, he made
the Maulana his companion; his death is fixed here,
and in the following copy, wrongly in A. h. 752, instead
of 791 or 792 ; he was buried in Sarakhs, on fol. 213".

542. Maulana Sliams-aldin Muhammad, son of the
preceding scholar, on fol. 213b

543. Maulana Kutb-aldin Muhammad, son of Shams-
aldin, filled from the last years of Shahrukh's reign
(who died A.H. 85o=A. d. 1447) to the beginning of
5ueain Mirza's reign (a.h. 873=a.d. 1469) the post of
Shaikh-alislam, on fol. 213I',

Sarakhs, on fol. 2
1
3b

:

544. Shaikh Abu-alfadl, the Pir of Shaikh Abu Sa'id
bin Abd-alkhair (see No. 525 in this list), and the pupil
of Abd Nasr Sarraj (Safinat-alauliya, No. 271), on fol.

213''.

545. Shaikh Lukman, the mad one, contemporary
with Abu Sa'id bin Abd-alkhair (comp. Eth6, Ruba'is
des Abu Sa'id, loc. cit., p. 149), on fol. 213b

546. Khwajah Ahmad Hammadi (mentioned in the

y>»*^ >-a

'

3 and Jami's eyUr*^), on fol. 214*.

547. Sayyid-al-ajallZahir-aldin Taj-alkuttab,author of
works in prose and verse, mentioned by 'Aufi, on fol. 2 1

4''.

548. Alsadr-alajall Taj-aldin, whose diwau is not
extant, on fol. 214a.

549. Ustad Abu-alhasan 'All al-Bihrami, a poet in
Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna's time, and author of the
»-«U t-.... -f̂ on prosody, on fol. 2 1

4b.

IND. OFF.

550. Imam-alajall Fakhr-aldin Muhammad al-Zar-
kh&ni, of wliom two ruba'is are quoted here, on fol. 2 1

4b.

551. Maulana Kutb-aldin, father of Nasir-aldin, on
fol. 215".

Balkh, on fol. 2I5«:

552. Shaikh Abu Ishak Ibrahim bin Adham (or
Ihrahira Adham, Safinat-alauliya, No. 97), got his in-
vestiture from Fudail bin 'lyad (ib., No. 96), on fol.

553. Abu 'All Shaklk, contemporary with the pre-
ceding Shaikh (Safinat-alauliya, No. 167), on fol. 2i6».

554. Hatim-i-asamm, pupil of Abu 'Ali Shakik and
Pir of Ahmad bin Khidrawaih (Safinat-alauliya, No.
173), on fol. 2 1 6".

555. Ahmad bin Khidrawaih (Safinat-alauliya, No.
174), had 1,000 disciples, on fol. 216b

556. Shaikh Abubakr Warrak (Safinat-alauliya, No.
264), on fol. 2 1 6b.

557. Shaikh Baha-aldin Walad, with the epithet
Sultan-al'ulama, grandson of Shah 'Ala-aldin Muham-
mad, the uncle of Sultan Muhammad Khwarizmshah,
and father of the great Jalal-aldin Euml (Safinat-
alauliya, No. 136; see also the Manakib-al'arifin, No.
630 in tliis Cat.); he had in Baghdad a meeting with
Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi; after performing the
pilgrimage he settled fifteen years in Adharbaijan and
Larinda, and afterwards repaired to Kuniyah (Iconium),
where he died, a.h. 628 (a. d. 1231), on fol. 216b.

558. Maulana Jalal-aldin Muhammad, known as
Maulawl al-Eumi, the great mystical poet (Safinat-
alauliya, No. 137), who left his native town Balkh in
his father's company, when he was six years old, and
met on his way to Makkah in Nishapur Farid-aldin
Attar, who presented him with a copy of his mystical
poem j-cU j\^\ ; he enjoyed for nine years the tuition

and friendship of Baha-aldin Walad's pupil Sayyid
Burhan-aldin Tirmidhl, and after his death that of
Shams-aldin Tabriz! ; when the latter had disappeared
(as it is called here) he associated himself with Salah-
aldin Zarkub, and later on with Calabi Husam-aldiii.
He was born a.h. 604, and died a.h. 672 (a. d. 1207-
1273), on fol. 217a. Between this and the following
Shaikh there is inserted here, on ff. 2i9b-22ob, a short
sketch of the history of the Barmakts, beginning
with Ja'far Barmak, who was originally a Parsee, but
embraced the Muhammadan creed, went to Damascus
and rose to the dignity of a wazir under the Umayyade
Khalif Sulaiman (his son Khalid became wazlr of Abii-
al'abbas), and ending with the final extirpation of the
whole race under the Khalif Harun-alrashid, a.h. 187
(A.D. 803).

559. Shaikh Abu 'Ali Ibn Sina (the famous Avi-
cenna), on fol. 220b.

560. Shaikh Abu-alhasan Shahid, the Samanide
poet and contemporary of Eudagl (see Eth6, Rudagi's
Vorliiufer, etc.. No. 5), on fol. 221*.

561. Abu-alkasim Hasan 'Unsurl, the king of poets
at the court of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna ; besides his

kasidas there are mentioned here three of his mathnawis,

(which are no longer extant), on fol. 221b.

562. Alkadi alim4m Hamtd-almillah wa aldiu 'Umar
£ e
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biu MahmAd, well known by liis ei>LiLiU, which have

been praised by the poet Anwari ; he flourished under

Sultan Sanjar, on fol. 223a.

563. Malik-alkuttabRashid-aldin al-Watwat, the well-

known poet and chief secretary ('LiJl
ij'v.-^ v_*^L») of

Atsiz, the Khwarizmshah (who succeeded his father

Kutb-aldinMuhanimadasgovernorofKhwarizm,A.H.52i
=A.D. 1127, became independent a.h. 535= a.d. 1140,

1 141, and died a.h. 55i=a. d. 1156). When Sultan

Sanjar captured the fortress of Hazarasp, he was made
prisoner and condemned to a painful death, but par-

doned through the intercession of Muntakhab-aklin

(in the following copy Muntajab-aldin, which means
practically the same) Badi' Katib, the Sultan's secre-

tary ; after Atsiz' death he served 1 7 years more under
his son and successor II Arslan (a. h. 55i-567=A. D.

1
1
56-1

1
7 2), at whose death he was more than 80 years

old. He died, 98 (in the following copy more correctly

97) years old, a.h. 578 (a. d. 1182), and left besides

his dlwan various prose-works, among them the famous

ws:—^' (jJljuo. on the art of poetry, on fol. 223'', last line.

564. Imam Shams-aldin albakilani, contemporary
with Khwajuh Nizam-almulk, the great wazir of the

Saljuks, on fol. 226^.

565. Siraj-aldin, a poet who lived at the court of the

Khwarizmshahs, on fol. 226".

CUikM and Maimana (near Balkh), on fol. 226'^

:

566. Zahir-aldin Taliir bin Muhammad (better known

as Zahir Faryabi), renowned as poet, astronomer, and
philosopher (therefore called by his contemporaries

l.»xil ,A-fl) ; he was first a panegyrist of the kings of

Mazandaran,^ but attached himself afterwards to the

Atabegs of Adharbaijan, Muhammad bin llduguz, the

so-called Jahanpahlawan (a.h. 568-582= a. d. 1172-
1186), and his brother and successor Kizil Arslan

(a.h. 582-587= A.D. 1186-1191); at last he fled from
the court of the latter and joined that of the Atabeg
Abubakr (i.e. Nusrat-aldln Abubakr, the son of Mu-
hammad bin llduguz). At the end of his life he

retired from the world, and died A. h. 592 (so here and
in the following copy ; the usual and no doubt more
correct date is a.h. 598=a. d. 1201, 1202); he was
buried in the cemetery of Surkhab, in Tabriz, by the

side of Khakani, on fol. 226''.

Andakhvd (between Balkh and Marw), on fol. 228^^:

567. Sayyid Jamal-aldin Barakah (as the following

copy adds), the teacher of Amir Timur Gurgan, on
fol. 228a.

568. Imam-ahijall Iftikhar-ala'immah Mas'ud bin

Muhammad bin 'All, scholar and poet, on fol. 228^.

569. Mahmud bin Mas'ud, son of the preceding

Shaikh, author of Persian and Arabic works, among
which is the ^^1.^1 i-iJj, on fol. 228'''.

Tirmidh, on fol. 228':

570. Shaikh Muhammad 'All Hakim, a great Kuran-
interpreter and traditionist, on fol. 2 281".

571. Abubakr Warrak, was ac(iuainted with the

Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the Gospels, and wrote
verses too, on fol. 228''.

572. Kidwat-alshu'ara Abu-alhasan, a poet, known
by the name of dUsr^ (probably e),. :y^ Manjanik),

on fol. 228''.

573. Shihab-aldin Adib Sabir, one of the most re-

nowned among the earlier poets and favourite of Sultan

Sanjar ; he was drowned in the Oxus by order of

Atsiz, whose murderous design against Sanjar the poet

had communicated to the latter, a.h. 547 (a. d. 1152,
1 153 ; other tadhkiras give as date A.h. 546, and even

540), on fol. 229''.

574. Shah Nasir Khwajah, a poet, went at an early

age to India ; -he was the companion of the Khanzaman
(i.e. 'Ali Kulikhan) in his rebellious attempt against

Akbar (a.h. 974=a.d. 1567, see No. 411 above), was
made prisoner and put to death, on fol. 231".

575. Mir Sayyid 'Ali Musawwir (the painter), was
in the emperor Humayun's service and honoured by
the epithet of Nadir-almulk Humayunshahi ; towards

the end of his life he undertook the pilgrimage to Mak-
kah, and remained there until his death, on fol. 231".

Hiadr-i-Kithistdni (Hisar Shadman in the Atashkada,

Bodleian Cat., col. 287), on fol. 231" :

576. Maulana 'Aishi, who had fiist the takhallus

Mihnati, which he was requested to exchange for 'Aishi,

when he had the honour of being received among the

servants of the Shahinshah (i. e. Akbar), on fol. 231^.

577. Fathi, a poet, on fol. 23i*>.

578. Mails, who wrote riddles (O") and occasion-

ally poetry, on fol. 2311".

Klwtldn, with its capital K-Aldh, on fol. 23 1^:

579. Maulana 'Adili, who wrote the following

ta'rikh on the death of Mirza Sulaiman Badakhshi's

wife: lUi, ijL^ (j.--fjiij. (=A. H. 985, A. D. 1577), on

fol. 231^.

580. Maulana Baki, another poet, on fol. 231''.

Badakhshdn, on fol. 232":

581. "Ali bin Asad, a panegyrist of the kings of Ba-
dakhshan, on fol. 232''.

582. Maulana Shams-aldin Muhammad, born accord-

ing to the .>,.. U »_>_»_*.». in a place called Anjuman
(,j-.-s^')j on fol- 232*'.

583. Mirza Ibi'ahim, the son of Mirza Sulaiman
Badaklishi (see No. 579) and author of a diwan. He
was born a.h. 94i=a. d. 1534, 1535 (ta'rikh: Jj^
jjo Jl-.-.!), and slain a.h. 967=a. d. 1559, 1560 (ta'rikh :

jSj X--.\ ^y^ jf), on fol. 232I'.

584. Muhammad Kasimkhan Mauji, a poet, who grew
up under the protection of the emperor Humayun and

was raised at last to the rank of a Khan, on fol. 23211.

585. Mirza 'Alibeg or Mirza 'Alibeg Akbarshahi,

because the emperor Akbar showed great favour to

him from the moment of his arrival in India, both on

account of his poetical talent and his warlike prowess

;

he was still alive at the time of the composition of this

woik, on fol. 233".

586. Hafiz Khatib, another poet of the same time,

on fol. 233".

587. Maulana Abtari {ij.j^\, so correct in the fol-

lowing copy; the present one reads both in text and
inde.x ij^)> also a poet of Akbar's time, on fol. 233".

588. Maulana Badaklishi, a poet of the same time,

on fol. 233".

589. Maulana Niyazl, likewise under Akbar, whose

kindness he badly rewarded by leaving him and going

to Gujarat, where he joined the rebellious Mirzas (see
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Elpliinstone, History of India, gth ed., p. 504 sq.), after

whose fall he was imprisoned for a long time ; at last

he escaped and stayed in Kabul, where later on he
attached himself first to Mirza Shahrnkh (or better,

ShWinikh Mirzii, tlie son of Mirza Ibrahim, see No.
583, who after being driven out of his kingdom of

Badakhshan which he had wrested from his grand-
father Mirza Sulaiman, see No. 579, in A. h. 983=
*• D. 1575, entered Akbar's service a.h. 993=a. d.

1585, and commanded tlie army sent against Kashmir)
and then to !Mirza Yusufkhan (who completed the

conquest of that country), with whom he went to Kash-
mir ; in consequence of the rebellion of Y4dgar (the

nephew of the former king of Kashmir, Yusufshah, who
in A.H. looo^A. D. 1592 raised a rebellion against

Akbar, but was very soon slain by some of his own
followers), in which he appears to have been implicated,

he was arrested and imprisoned, and in a.h. 1002,
when this work was composed, he was a prisoner still,

on fol. 233*.

590. Nadimi, on fol. 233''.

Kdbul, on fol. 233'>:

591. Abu Hanifah Nu'man bin Thabit, the Imam-i-
a'zam (Safinat-alauliya, No. 21); his father Thabit was
a native of Kabul, but had afterwards settled in Kufah,
where Abu Hanifah was born ; he belonged to the

Tabi'in, was a friend of Imam Ja'far Sadik and the
spiritual guide of Fudail bin 'lyad, Ibrahim Adham,
Da'ud Ta'I, and Bashar Hafi (Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 96,

97, 163, and 171). The dates of his birth and death
as well as the length of his life (viz. A. H. 80 and 150
=A. D. 699-767, and 70 years) are contained in the

following ta'rikh

:

on fol. 234''.

592. Diya-aldin Mahmud, on fol. 235*.

593. Haji Muhammad, poet and prot6g6 of the

emperor Humayun, on fol. 235I'.

594. Maulana 'Alim, under Akbar, on fol. 235''.

595. Wasili, a poet and collector of poetry, on fol.

235''-

596. Ghaguri, was first attached to Muhammad
Hakim Mirza (Akbar's half-brother and governor of

Kabul, died a. h. 993= a. d. 1585), and after his death
went to India and entered Akbar's service, and was
raised to the rank of a |_i,L>j)j; he died before the

completion of this work, and left some poeti-y, on fol.

235''-

597. Mir Amiini, who fell from his horse and died,

A.H. 981 (a.d. i,'573, 1574), in Jaunpur, on fol. 236*.

598. Khwajahzada, of great renown in Transoxania
and Kabul, on fol. 236*.

Kashmir, on fol. 236":

599. Yiisufkhan, who completed the conquest of

Kashmir for Akbar (see No. 589); he was a good
musician and wrote poetry occasionally, on fol. 23 7I'.

600. Maulana Mir'Ali Sairafl, on fol. 237!^.

601. Maulana Muhammad Amin Mustaghnl, a poet,

on fol. 2371".

602. Shaikh Ya'kub, Sufi and poet, on fol. 238*
603. Maulana Mazharl, a good poet, went at an

early age to Iran, but returned later to Kashmir and
entered, after the conquest of his country by Akbar,
tlie service of this great monarch, who raised him to

the rank of Mirbahr, or admiral. At the time of the

composition of this work he had retired with a pension

and lived in his native country, on fol. 238*.

604. Hamidi, a poet, on fol. 238'>.

605. Aujl, another poet, on fol. 238^.

606. Bahiri ((c^b, so in the index of this copy

;

in the text the name has been left out ; in the following

copy it is distinctly spelt Mahiri iJjaW), likewise a
poet, on fol. 238^

607. Maulana Nami, better known as a grammarian
than as a poet, on fol. 239".

Gharjistdn, on fol. 239":

608. Badi'-alzaman 'Abd-alwasi' aljabali, a renowned
poet, who went from his native mountains to Harat,

and afterwards to Ghazna, where he was patronised by
Bahramshah (the Ghaznawide who reigned A. h. 51 2-

547 = A.D. H18-1152); four years later he gained by a
kasidah the favour of Sultan Sanjar, when the latter

came for Bahramshah's support to Ghazna, and went
with him to Marw, on fol. 239".

Ghilr, on fol. 240'^:

609. Fakhr-alsadat wa al'arifm Husain bin Hasan
(or as the following copy reads, Hasan bin Husain,

both wordings being incorrect, the proper designation

is Husain bin 'Alim bin Abi Husain or Hasan, see

Safinat-alauliya, No. 154, and Rieu i. p. 40") al-

Husaini, a great Sufi and poet, who was according

to some a pupil of Shaikh Eukn-aldin bin Shaikh Sadr-

aldin bin Shaikh Baha-aldin Multani (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 156; usually the grandfather himself, Baha-aldin

Zakariyya Multani Safinat-alauliya, No. 152, is men-
tioned as Fakhr-alsadat Husaini's Pir), according to

others of Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi (Safinat-

alauliya, No. 148). He was the author of the Sufic

works : jjj^l jji^ »_«L) ,^, »-'jj^l *-ap, ^;H/^'-~^' ^i'

ijJLs^' Ljfi), f-Si^l r-ji, aud
f,

..jj; -.ji tK-o, and of a

diwan of ghazals ; he died A.H. 717 (a.d. 131 7 ; others

place his death in A.H. 718 or even 719), on fol. 241".

610. Malik Shams-aldin, the first of the Kurt kings

(who are said by some to be descendants of the Gliur-

ides, by others to be related to Sultan Sanjar; by some

again, on the authority of the ^Li5\L-» i^\j (see

Kieu iii. p. 1010), to be the offspring of a certain

jy^r-" <"
J»-^-"

^I'o came from Khata and settled in

Ghur; this dynasty ruled altogether 116 years, and was

represented by eight kings), contemporary with Abaka-

khan (who succeeded his father Hiilagukhan A.H. 663
= A.D. 1265); his death is fixed here, quite at variance

with the usual date (viz. A. h. 676=a. d. 1278), in a.h.

665, and he is stated to have been poisoned, on fol. 242".

611. Malik Shinial-aldln, a descendant of the Kurt
kings, composed some poetry, on fol. 242".

Bddaglua, on fol. 242^:

612. Hantalah (probably correctly Hanzalah, see

Ethe, Eudagi's Vorliiufer und Zeitgenossen, p. 38,

No. i), the only Persian poet under the fahirides, on

fol. 243*.

ABfizdr (nowadays called SahzdrJ^, bo correctly

xe 2
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in the following copy ; the present text has wrongly

j\r!^)' on fol. 243*':

613. Imam Rashid-aldin Muhammad bin MahmAd,
a poet, on fol. 243b.

614. Alajall Majd-aldin ibn Rashid al'azizi, likewise

a poet, on fol. 243''.

615. Alajall Muhadhdhib-aldin Sayyid-alkuttab

Mansur bin 'Ali, a third poet, on fol. 244".

k^iishanj, on fol. 244*:

616. Shaikh Abu-alhasan, on fol. 244a.

617. Shaikh Abu-allaith, on fol. 244*.

618. Mazhar-aldin, a poet, a rubai ofwhom is quoted
here, on-jol. 244".

•,Ifardt,hafo]. 244^:
619. Abu Isma'il 'Abdallah bin Abi-almansfir Mu-

hammad al-Ansari, the Shaikh-alislam(Safinat-alauliya,

No. 300), pupil of Shaikh Abu-alhasan Kharakani
(Safinat-alauliya, No. 67); besides his Persian and
Arabic poetry there are mentioned two renowned

works of his, a Juj j^r-'Jo and the ^^JLJI JjL^, on
fol. 245*.

620. Muhammad Carkhgar (the cutler), one of the

Abdals, on fol. 245^.

621. Shaikh 'Ammu (this nickname was given to

him by Shaikh Abu-al'abbas Nahawandi, see also

Safinat-alauliya, No. 295), on fol 245*^.

622. Khwajah Abu Muhammad (more correctly in

the following copy Abu Ahmad) Abdal, see also

Safinat-alauliya, No. 102), the real founder of the

Cishti order, on fol. 245''.

623. Abu-alwalid Ahmad bin-alraja, many traditions

of whom are reported in al-Bukhari's Sahih, on fol.

624. Abu 'Abdallah Mukhtar (Safinat-alauliya, No.

190), on fol. 245b

625. Ajall-alhakim Sharaf-alzaman Abu-almahasin
Abubakr Azraki, the renowned poet ; he was one of

the confidential friends of the Saljuk ruler of Nishapur,

Shams-aldaulah wa-aldin Tughanshah (the nephew of

Toghrulbeg and Cakarbeg, who associated with a num-
ber of poets of that time, for instance : 'Abdallah

Kurashi, Shuja' Nasawl, Ahmad Badihi, Hakikt,

Nasimi, and others ; this Tughanshah I, the patron of

Azraki, is not to be confounded with Tughanshah II (of

the same house of Saljuk, who lived in the time of

Sultan Sanjar, was for some time ruler of Persia after

Sanjar's death, but was defeated and killed by the

Khwarizmshahs, A. H. 58i=A. d. 1185; this latter

Tughanshah was an early patron of Zahir Faryabi).

Besides his poetry (mostly kasidas in honour of Tughan-
shah), he wrote for the same Sultan a work on sexual

intercourse, s-j^iLi. n-^iJI, on fol. 246^
626. Fakhr-aldin Khalid, an intimate friend of

Sultan Sanjar and a ruba i-writer ; among the ruliais

quoted here there is one, composed A. h. 543

=

a. d. i 148,
when Sanjar after his heavy defeat by Gurkhan, the

Karakhita'l ruler, received in 'Irak ftom Bahramshah,
his nephew, the welcome news of tlie conquest of

Ghazna and the death of the Ghuride Saif-aldin Suri,

on fol. 247''.

627. Abu Mansur 'Abd-alrashid, also a rubai-writer,

on fol. 247''.

628. 'Abd-alrafi' bin al-Fath, a poet, friend and

companion of Muhammad Sam (i.e. Shihab-aldin Mu-
hammad GhurJ, who was killed A. h. 602= A. D. 1206),
on fol. 248".

629. Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin Ablbakr bin

"Uthman al-Imami (generally known by his takhallus

Lnami), under Abakakhan (see No. 610), lived most
of his time in Kirman, and was contemporary with
Majd-i-Hanigar, the king of poets of that time; his

diwan is still extant, on fol. 248i».

630. Maulana Sa'id, a panegyrist of Khwajah 'Izz-

aldin Tahir alfaryumadi (of Faryumad near Sabzwar,
see Rieu ii. p. 752* and foot-note), the wazlr of Khu-
rasan under the Sultans of the Cingizkhani line ; his

diwan is still extant, on fol. 248''.

631. Maulana Kukn-aldin, known as Rukn Sa'in, a
contemporary and companion of Amir Muzaffar (i. e.

Mubariz-aldin Muhammad al-Muzaffar, the founder of

the Muzaft'ari dynasty of Fars) ; and also of Shah
Shuja, his son, who together with his brother Shah
Mahmud deposed and blinded his father in A. h. 760
(a.d. 1359). He was also at some time in the service

of Tugha Timilrkhan, who reigned in Khurasan A. H.

737-753 (a.d. 1336-1352), and had the misfortune

to be imprisoned by him ; his diwan is still extant, on
fol. 248b.

632. Abu-alfadl 'Uthman, of whom one ruba'i is

quoted, on fol. 249^

633. Mas'udi, a poet, on fol. 249b.

634. Maulana Hasanshah, a poet, who was first

attached to Sultan Muhammad bin Mirza Baisunghar
(put to death in A. h. 855= A. d. 1452), on fol. 249I'.

635. Maulana Banna'i, a contemporary of Mir
'Alishir, whose jealousy he had roused by his clever

verses ; when he once addressed a kasidah to him and
got no reward for it, he substituted the name of Sultan

Ahmad Mirza (the son of Abu Sa'id Mirza, after whose
death in A. h. 873:=a. d. 1469, he ascended the throne

of Samarkand) for that of Mir 'Alishir; after which he
betook himself to Tabriz and attached himself to Sultan

Ya'kub (i. e. Ya'kubbeg of the Ak-koyunlu dynasty, who
reigned A.H. 883-896= a.d. 1478-1491). After the

Sultan's death he returned to Harat, but as Mir 'Alishir

was still powerful there, he went to Transoxania and
entered the service of the rulers of that country (i. e.

of Sultan 'All Mirza, the son of the above-mentioned
Ahmad Mirza); he was killed in Samarkand a. h. 918
(a.d. 1 51 2), on fol. 250*.

636. Mlram Siyah, a poet (no indication of the time

in which he flourished being given here, but from No.

1029 in the Bodleian Cat. it becomes evident that he

flourished under Sultan Husaiii Mirza and under Hu-
mayun, and tliat he was moreover a pupil of the fol-

lowing Shaikh "Alishah Abdal), on fol. 25 1^
637. Baba 'Alishah, one of the Abdals of his time,

contemporary with Jarai ; he had been for years so

wholly absorbed in pious meditations, thiit all the stirring

events in Harat and Khurasan from the death of Mirza
Shahrukh (a. h. 850= a. d. 1447) to the accession of

Sultan Husain Mirza (a. h. 873= a. d. 1469) had

passed absolutely unnoticed by him ; he wrote occasion-

ally poetry, on fol. 251".

638. Shaikh Abu-alwahid Farighi, a great Siifi and
occasional poet, on fol. 251''.
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639. Mir Siiyyid Muhammad Jamabaf (the cloth-

weaver), a great rubai-writer; he came to India A. h.

969 (a. d. 1561, 1562), found favour with Akbar and
died A.H. 973 (a. D. 1565, 1566); the ta'rikh on his

death is jj^ _i^ ^\^, j^t, ou fol. 251^.

640. Mir Dauri, was katib-almullc (imperial secre-

tary) under Akbar, and a great calligrapher, on fol.

252a.

641. Saliht, a munshi of Akbar's time, and likewise

a great calligrapher, ou fol. 252".

642. Ghazali aJLjLa. (correctly according to A. Spren-
ger, Catal. p. 45, No. 648 dl. :=> Jiinbak, who died a. h.

967=A. D. 1559, 1560), great in poetical contests and
munaiarat, on fol. 252K

643. Nuri, the grandson of Maulana Hasanshah
(see No. 634), renowned by his jests and pleasantries,

on fol. 2521".

644. Maulana Khatimi, came after long wanderings

to India ; he afterwards resolved upon performing the

pilgi-image, but died on his way to Makkah, on fol.

645. Maulana Fath-allah, contemporary with Mau-
lana Mushfiki (probably Muslifikl Bukhari, who was
born A.H. 945= A. D. 1538, 1539; see A. Sprenger,

Catal. p. 508), with whom he had continual contests, on
fol. 253a.

^ ^

646. MauMna Ant, lived nearly 60 years in Kashmir,
on fol. 253*.

647. Mir Amani, a good poet, who spent most of

his time in Kabul, on fol. 253".

648. Maulana Farki, a poet, who was, like the

following four poets, still alive at the time of the com-
position of this work, on fol. 253*.

649. Maksud Tirgar (the arrow-maker), on fol. 253^.

650. Shadi Ramnial (the soothsayer), on fol. 253''.

651. Zulali, on fol. 253b.

652. jsmi, on fol. 253''.

(^pdklMrzj^etvreen Nishapiir and Harat), with its

dependency Tdbydd, on fol. 253'':

653. Maulana Zain-aldin Altubakr Tabyadi (Saftnat-

alauliya. No. 351), on fol. 2531".

654. Shaikh Saif-aldin Bakharzi, a pupil of Shaikh
Najm-aldin Kubra (Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 127 and 124),

who appointed him afterwards his Khalifah and sent

him to Bukhara; according to some he died A. H. 648
= A. D. 1250 (the usual date of his death is A.H. 657 or

658= A. D. 1259 or 1260); he lived in the time of

Hulagukhan (who became sole master of Persia a. h.

654, and died a.h. 663=a. d. 1256-1265) or in that

of Mangu Ka'an, Hulagu's elder brother (who died

A.H. 654= A. D. 1256), which conies practically to the

fame thing. Mangu Ka an's mother, who was a Chris-

tian, is said to have founded a madrasah in Bukharii

and to have made Saif-aldin governor of that institu-

tion ; a number of verses from his sJl-JjJl cyU-Li are

quoted here, ou fol. 253''.

655. Abu-alkasim 'Ali bin al-Husain (in the follow-

ing copy bin al-Hasan) bin Abi al-Tayyib, was first

secretary to Sultan Eulsn-aldln Toghrulbeg (who died

A.H. 455=A. D. 1063), but afterwards retired from
the world, on fol. 254".

656. Taj-aldin Isma'il, a poet, on fol. 254'>.

Klvwdf, on fol. 254''

:

657. Shah-i-Sanj4n, i.e. Rukn-aldln Mahmfld, a pupil

of Khwajah Maudud Cisliti (Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 107
and 105), a great Sufi and ruba'i-writer, on fol. 255''.

658. Shaikh Zain-almillah wa-aldin, on fol. 256».

659. Amir Kiwam-aidin, on fol. 256*.

660. Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin Pir Ahmad, who was
for 40 years wazir of Mirza Shahrukh, and afterwards

wazir of Mirza 'Ala-aldaulah (Shahrukh's grandson

and successor in Harat A. h. 850=a. d. 1447) and his

brother Sultan Muhammad (who was defeated and put

to death by another of his brothers, Babar, A. H. 855=
A. D. 1452); he died in the reign of Mirza Babar (a. h.

853-86i=A. D. 1449-1457), on fol. 256".

661. Khwajah Majd-aldin Muhammad, son of the

preceding K^iwajah, was first munshi under Sultan

Abu Sa'id Mirza (the son of Sultan Muhammad Mirzi,

reigned a.h. 854-873= a. d. 1450-1469) and after-

wards wazir of Sultan Husain Mirza (Abu Sa'id Mirza's

successor, a.h. 873-9h=a. d. 1469-1506), on fol.

256*- _ ,,
662. Maulana Majd, author of the jJ-il *-^jj) an

imitation of Sa'di's Gulistan, and of a versified adapta-

tion of the iiDl^l..a. by Jar-allah 'Allamah (Zamakh-

shari ?), on fol. 2 56l>.

663. Maulana Muzaffar, under Malik Ghiyath-aldin

Kurt (probably Ghiyath-aldin II, the last of the Kurt
dynasty who reigned over Harat, Ghur, etc., A. H. 771-

783= A. D. 1370-1381, and was defeated and put to

death by Timur) ; after a quarrel with Ghiyath-aldin

he stayed for some time at the court of Shah Shuj&'

the Muzaffaride (a.h. 76o-786=a. d. 1359-1384),
but afterwards returned to Harat ; he was called the

second Khakani on account of his great poetical genius,

but is said to have thrown his diwan into the water
shortly before his death, because no one after him
would be able to estimate his poetry at its full value,

on fol. 256''.

664. Kiwaral, a poet, on fol. 257*.

665. Khwajah Majd-aldin, another poet, on fol. 257*.

666. Kasimi, lived some time in Harat and went
then to Sistan, where he gained the favour of the kings

of that country ; he also fell in there with Maulana
Wall (probably the poet Wall Dasht Bayadi), who
showed him great respect ; he died in Farah, on fol.

257a.

v^dm, on fol. 257I':

667. Shaikh-alislam Ahmad Jami (i.e. Ahmad Na-
makl, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 308), father of Shaikh

£uhur-aldin (in the Safinat-alauliya Zahir-aldin)

'Isa, who in his ^pliU jy>j gives an account of his

father's life. Ahmad Jami left 39 sons and 3 daughters,

and wrote 14 important Sufic works, among which are

particularly renowned: (^JlJj. . ... nJL-,, j^^.»-jLxJl ^J,^\,

j^^^LJl rr\r-^> cyl-*^' j-l:^i-«, s-M-^ j^^-< »od a book

of poetry (.LnJil i_)Li5 ) ; these books are still extant

and enjoy a wide circulation among the Sufis ; all his

other writings have been lost, on fol. 257''.

668. Purbaha, was in his younger years a pupil of

Khwajah Wajih-aldin Tahir Farj'uraadi, and obtained

afterwards the favour of the Sahib-diwan or prime-

minister Khwajah Shams-aldin Muhammad (the same
wazir of Hillagil and Hulagii's successors, to whom
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Sa'di dedicated his ».i.jj>.L> c^Li and who was executed

A. H. 683= A. D. 1284 under Arghunkhan, the son of

Abakakhan and grandson of Hulagukhau, who reigned

from A. H. 683 to 6go=A. D. 1284-1291); he was a

good poet, on fol. 258".

669. Imam-ala.iall Nizam-aldln al-Kitab (al-Kitabi?),

wrote poetry also, on fol. 258^.

670. Maulana Nur-aldin 'Abd-alrahman Jaml, the

last great classical poet of Persia, whose death is fixed

here in a. h. 899 (contrary to the usual date 898=
A. D. 1492; see Safinat-alauliya, No. 90) ; he reached the

age of 8 1 years, which has been expressed by the word

^jJS (synonymous with Aa) in a ta'rikh by Maulana

'Abd-alghafur Lari (Safinat-alauliya, No. 91); he was

a pupil of Shaikh Sa"d-almillah wa aldin Kashghari.

His grandfather Maulana Shams-aldin Muhammad
Dashti had migrated from Dasht, near Isfahan, to Jam,
on fol. 258b.

671. Maulana 'Abdallah Hatifl, the nephew of Jami
and renowned epic poet,who died A.H. 927=: A. D. 1521

(ta'rikh ^^K.cLi. 5.^); extracts are given here from three

of his mathnawis, viz. the ufj^.^ i^Xjyi^, the iojj»

.]ai.», and the ^^j^ . ..-..=v, on fol. 260''.

672; Maulana Dhauki, a poet, on fol. 260*'.

Tiirbat, with its deijendencies Zdwa and Junaid,
on fol. 260'':

673. Shaikh Kutb-aldin Haidar, the founder of the

Haidari order, called the Shah of the Abdal (^j^ljoj sLi)

;

Shah-i-Sanjan (No. 657) wrote a famous rubai about

him ; he died (or, as is stated here, mysteriously dis-

ap])eared) in a. h. 618 (a. d. 1221), on fol. 260^.

674. Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin Abdallah al-

Junaidi, a poet, on fol. 261".

675. Shams-aldin Junaidi, another poet, on fol. 261".

676. Riyadi, one of the famous poets of the time of

Sultan Husain !Mirza, whose exploits he celebrated in

an epic poem ; when Shah Isma'il Safawi conquered

Khurasan, he fixed this event by the highly complimen-

tary ta'rikh, ^^Uj ^yj ^^\ ^Xs. .J-^a. ^^^^^j^\\.\ j^
(=A.H. 918, A.D. 1512); he attached himself to the

latter Shah and commenced an epic poem on liis con-

quests also (comp. Rieu iii. p. 1074, where his death is

fixed in a.h. 92i=a. d. 1515), on fol. 261".

677. Fardi, imitated Hafiz for some time, and became
at last blind ; he also attempted an imitation of the

j\j^% ^j^, on fol. 261b

678. Nawidi, on fol. 261b.

679. Zuhiiri, on fol. 261b

680. Mir Husain KufrJ, a good Shikasta-writer and
poet, on fol. 261b.

681. Maulana Sultan Husain, a clever man and
occasional poet, on fol. 262''.

Maslihad-i-mukaddas (formerly Tds), on fol. 262*:

682. Ahmad bin Masruk, one of the Aktab (Safinat-

alauliya, No. 206, where he is called Ahmad bin Mu-
hammad bin Masruk), on fol. 262*.

683. Abu Nasr Sarraj (Safinat-alauliya, No. 271),
called thel^^l ,j-jjli>, on fol. 262".

684. Ma'shuk Tusi, one of the demented sages

(^j^ls-° i^iLtc jl) who never prayed ; he was contem-

porary with Abu Sa'id (probably Abu Sa'id bin Abu-
alkhair, Safinat alauliya, No. 294), on fol. zez".

685. Shaikh Abubakr bin 'Abdallah al-Nassaj (Sa-

finat-alauliyfi. No. 1 20), one of the companions (respec-

tively pupils) of Abu-alkasim Gurgani (who died a.h.

45o= A. D. 1058, Safinat-alauliya, No. 71), on fol. 262b.

686. Hujjat-alislam Muhammad bin Ahmad (cor-

rectly, bin Muhammad) al-Ghazali (Safinat-alauliya, No.

303), a Shafl'ite,who studied under the Imam-alharamain

Abu-alma'ali Juwaini (died a.h. 478, Rabi'-alakhar=A.D.

1085, August); the great wazir Nizam-almulk appointed

him professor in the s^-*^ L^-V-*; later on he renounced

theworld and gave himself up to divine speculations only.

In Sufic lore he had as teacherAbu'Ali Farmadi (Safinat-

alauliya, No. 72); he made the pilgrimage to Makkah
and Madinah, stayed on his return from the holy places

some time in Damascus and wrote thei-e the two renowned

works, i^jJl ^^Lc *Ui.l and jjl^l j^]yf, went after-

wards to Jerusalem and from thence to Egypt ; on his

return to Tus he founded there a madrasah and a Sufic

convent, and died a.h. 505 (a. d. iiii); he is stated

here to have written 999 works, on fol. 262b.

687. Shaikh Ahmad Ghazali, brother of the pre-

ceding Hujjat-alislam (Safinat-alauliya, No. 121) and

pupil of Abubakr Nassaj (see No. 685) ; he wrote many
risalas, one of which is entitled JiW^, and has suggested

to Shaikh Fakhr-aldin "Iraki (who died A.h. 688=
A.D. 1289; see Safinat-alauliya, No. 153) the main

lines on which he composed his famous culxi, on fol.

262b.

688 and 689. Abu 'Abdallah Targhidi {ij\-.s-y) and

Baba Mahmud "Tusi, two holy men, whose lives are fully

described in the uylsA', on fol. 263^
690. Khwajah Nizam-almulk, the great waztr of the

Saljuk kings Alp Arslan and Malikshah, who was

assassinated by a follower of Hasan Sabbah in Ramadan
a.h. 485 (A.D. 1092, October); the news of his death

reached Malikshah in Baghdad the 24th of Ramadan,

he handed the wazirship over to Khwajah Taj-almulk

and went hunting; but on the 3rd of Shawwal he fell

ill, returned to Baghdad, and died there about the middle

of that mouth (only i8 days after Nizam-almulk's

assassination, as is stated here ; but that is evidently

incorrect ; it may have been only 18 days after !Malik-

shah was informed of the death of his wazir); some

verses of Nizam-almulk are quoted here, on fol. 263".

691. Firdausi, with his real name Abu-alkasim Man-
siir, son of Fakhr-aldln Ahmad, born in Shadab, near

Tus, the immortal autlior of the Shahnama (some par-

ticulars given here with regard to the poet's life, and a

number of sliort lyrical poems quoted here, have been

published in text and translation in Ethe's ' Firdusi als

Lyriker,' Sitzungsberiohte der Munchener Academie,

philos.-philol. Classe, 1873, pp. 628 sq. and 632), on

fol. 2 64tt.

692. Asadi, usually designated as Firdausi's teacher

and as author of the Garshaspnama (but comp. Bodleian

Cat., No. 507), on fol. 265b.

693. Khwajah Mansur (in the index Abu Mansur),

was in the service of the Amir Khudaidad and wrote

occasionally poetry, on fol. 266b.

694. Maulana Sultan "Ali, a gi-eat calligrapher and

occasional poet ; in calligraphy he was the pupil of

Maulana Aihar, whose teacher Ja'far had been, the

disciple of Mir 'Ali Tabrizi, who laid the foundation of
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the Naskh-Ta'lik ; Sultan 'All had many disciples,

among them Maulana 'Ala-aldin, Maulaiia Sultan Mu-
hammad Khandan, Maulana Sultan Muhammad Nur,
Kalandar Katib, and Maulana Zain-aldin Mahmud,
who was the teacher again of Maulana Mir 'All (comp.

on several of these calligraphers Bodleian Cat., Nos.

1896 and 1900; Maulana Sultan 'All died A. h. 919=
A. D. 1513; Maulana Mir 'Ali, usually called Mir 'Alt

al-Katib, died A. H. 95o=a.d. 1543 ; Mir 'Ali Tabriz!,

son of Ilyas, was a contemporary of Kamal Khujandi, who
died A.H. 8o3= A.D. 1400, 1401, and made a fine copy

of three of Khwajii Kirmani's matlmawis in A.H. 798=
A.D. 1396, see Rieu ii. pp. 621*' and 622*), on fol. 267".

695. Maulana 'Abd-alsamad, likewise calligrapher

and poet ; a copy of Jami's diwan is from his pen, on
fol. 267a

696. Mirza Asghar, a poet, on fol. 267".

697. Maulana Mant, a favourite of Abii-alhasan

Mirza, the son of Sultan Husain Mirza Baikara, and a

good poet, on fol. 267".

698. Ashrafkhan Munshi, calligrapher and occasional

poet, on fol. 267''.

699. Ahmad Mirak Salilil, went in his youth to 'Irak

and attached himself afterwards to Shah fahmasp
Safawi (who reigned a.h. 930-984= a. d. 1524-1576);
at last he rose to the dignity of a wazir of his native

province of Mashhad, on fol. 267''.

700. Muhammad Mirak Salihi, brother of Ahmad
Mirak, and a good poet, on fol. 268".

701. Maulana Ghazali, went first to the Dakhan
and became then a companion of 'Ali Kulikhan, the

Khanzaman ; he stayed with him a considerable time

and composed during that period a mathnawi, /«jX) ,_fiij

;

after the Khanzaman had been slain by Akbar's troops

(a.h. 974= a.d. 1567) he became a favourite of Akbar
himself and was raised to the rank of king of poets ; he

died in Ahmadabad, in Gujarat, and was buried there

in a place called Sarkih (the ta'rikh for his death is

:

_ji^ dLi- jLiTj..,j>.1= a. H. 980, A.D. 1572). He was

born, according to Rieu ii. p. 661^, a.h. 936 (a.d. 1529,

1530). His diwan and his mathiiawis contain altogether

70,000 verses, and he wrote besides the following prose-

works: i^^^^Jl. .L-,i, cyUJi vijLsr^, and cyljjVXll cyT^,

on fol. 268a.

702. Maulana Ibn 'All, with the takhallus Wakifl,

was some time governor of the Dakhan, on fol. 269".

703. Shaikli Ruba'i, a good writer in verse and prose,

on fol. 269'>.

704. Mir 'Arabshah, wrote occasionally poetry, on

fol, 269b.

705. Mir Bakir (in the following copy Mir Bakt),

also composer of some poetry, on fol. 269''.

706. Maulana 'Abd-al'ali Najati, a poet, on fol. 269*'.

707. Darwish Nizam, a rubai-writer, on fol. 270".

708. Kasira Arslau, calligrapher, ta'rikh-writer, and

poet, on fol. 270a.

709. Muhammad Hashim Mardumi, a poet, on fol. 2 7 o*.

710. Maulana Muhammad Rida, a poet, on fol. 270".

711. Akdasi, author of a Sakinama and other poetry,

on fol. 2 7o*>.

712. 'Taki Pirzada, author of a famous ruba'i, on

fol. 270b

713. Mtr 'Azm!, who composed acme sweet verses,

on fol. 270*'.

714. Kisbatt, lived most of bis time in Tabriz, and
wrote some pleasant poetry, on fol. 271*.

715. Mir 'Arab, with the takhallus Badihi,on fol. 271*.

716. Ulfati, quite a young poet at the time when
this work was written, on fol. 271".

717. Nadiri, a poet, who came two years before the

composition of this work for a short time to India, but

nobody know^ where he is gone to since, on fol. 271*.

(, NisMpiljY^ia fol. 271":

718. Abil Hafs Haddad (Saftnat-alauliya, No. 184),
on fol. 27 lb.

719. 'Uthman Hiri (correctly Abu 'Uthman Hiri,

see the next line in this and the following copy, and
Safinat-alauliya, No. 205), a great Siifl ; it is said that

there have been four men quite unequalled in mystic

lore, viz. Abu 'Uthman in Nishapur, Junaid in Baghdad,

(No. 40 above), Abu 'Abdallah bin al-Jalla in Syria

(No. 47 above), and 'Abdallah in Rai, on fol. 272".

720. Ilamdun Kassar (Safinat-alauliya, No. 188), on
fol. 272a.

721. Abu 'All Dakkak (Safinat-alauliya, No. 283),

contemporary with Amir 'Ali, the governor of Kirman,
who once asked him for advice, on fol. 272*.

722. Abu-alkasim Nasrabadi, or, as in the text here,

Nasirabadi (Safinat-alauliya, No. 267), on fol. 272*.

723. Ahmad Harb, who enjoyed such a reputation as

a saint, that Yahya bin Ma'adh Razi (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 183) stipulated in his last will, that when he died

his head should be laid on the foot of that great Shaikh,

on fol. 272".

724. Abu Muhammad Murta'ish (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 227), on fol. 2 72l>.

725. Abu Hamzah, contemporary with Junaid, as it

seems, on fol. 272^.

726. Abubakr Farra (Safinat-alauliya, No. 265), on

fol. 272b.

727. Abu 'Umar (in the following copy AbAbakr)

Zanjid, another renowned Shaikh, on fol. 272*'.

728-732. Amir Nishapuri, Khalui Nishapuri, Husain

bin Muhammad al-Sullami, Shaikh Abu 'Alsd-alrahman

Sullaml (Safinat-alauliya, No. 284), and Shaikh Abu
'Alt Thakafi (Safinat-alauliya, No. 226), five other great

saints whose biographies are found in the y»jill v:i>L**-',

on fol. 272''.

733. Shaikh Farid-aldin 'Attar, the great mystic poet,

who got his first tuition, according to the jLLxJI ^_,«JL«*,

from Shaikh Kutb-aldin Haidar (No. 673), to whom he

later on he spentafterwards dedicated his 5..*Li

some time with Shaikh Rukn-'aldin Kaf, then made the

pilgrimage, and became afterwards a pu'pil of Shaikh

Majd-aldin Baghdad!, fiom whom he received his inves-

titure. He was born A. H. 513 (a. d. i i 19) under Sul-

tiln Sanjar and put to death during the general massacre

of the inhabitants of Nishapur by the Moghuls of

Cingizkhan, a.h. 627 (a.d. 1230; another date, given

by some biographers, viz. A. H. 61 9, is evidently incor-

rect), 114 years old. His mathnawis are said to contain

upwards of 1 20,000 baits, his diwan, containing kasidas,

ghazals, and ruba'is, 40,000 baits. Of his mathnawis (he

is reputed here to have written 40 of them) there are

mentioned here: i-«U (f«Jl, »-«^ ;'.r"'>
"^^ "^ ii ^*i
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.o. (in the following copy j-oLi cjJl^j, both

titles being correct, as there are two distinct mathnawls,
' the book of the last will,' and ' the book of union,' by

'Attar, see Bodleian Cat., No. 624,6 and 1 7), s-eU J-Ju.

,

»-«U JlJD , s_«lj )-aV=- (perhaps identical with the jJ>^yf

jpLiiil or^l^il jjU3.,see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 348,

which is, however, not a mathnawi, but a collection of

kasidas and tarji'bands), 5-«Li *u V"^'
*U, S-.U jA^, ii_.U^^I, culjJl ^1^ (otherwise

styled uu'JJl' w»«^ , or more correctly still i^li j^yr >

conip. Kieu ii. p. 57 6^ sq., and W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 780 and foot-note), ,_JLs^' ^^J^ (wrongly

Btyled in the extracts given further below .UT^^^Ja-o),

^.JJl jfiaJu, j-vA) JJ^probably the same poem that is

usually styled j^r-^j Jj or J^j^^-J.., an abstract of

the above-mentioned 5_»Lj .--J»., which relates the love

adventures of Gul and Hurmuz, see A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 352, and Kieu ii. p.
576l>), and i_Jl«JI -y-i (in the

following copy with the silly title of i_Ji53\ ^^)- Ii

the verses quoted from the poet's mathnawis there are

also found extracts from the 1 ..iLJ which is not

mentioned in this list. Of 'Attar's prose-works appear

here the LJj!!>ll s^Sjj and the U-JI cj'y*' (*^^^ latter

probably identical with the alleged mathnawi, -^
^_^^J^\, as A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 348, mentions a prose-

work of 'Attar with the title of li-aJl ^^»1 <-r'j^* ry^)'
on fol. 272^

734. Imam-ala'immah Muhammad bin Yahya, who
was frequently consulted by Sultan Sanjar, on fol. 277".

735. Imam-al'alam Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Mah-

mud ; when Sultan Sanjar marched to Ghazna to

chastise Bahramshah, the latter sent the Imam as

ambassador to him, who succeeded, by some clever

verses, in quieting the anger of Sanjar ; among the

Imam's works are the ^: . «i >jUaJ ^ ,
. ... oT , the (^y {J\j

(a translation oij^^
j J/^)'

^^^ *^® JM^' ii-jr* (a

controversy between sword and pen), on fol. 2 7 7''.

736. Muhammad bin 'Abdallah, known as Ibn al-

mukanna' (aIjIII ^ji\, in the following copy Ibn

almani' «,. iU ^^>Jl), made great travels and wrote many
works, among them a —Lsr*, on fol. 277''.

737. Muslim bin Hajjaj al-Kushairi, the author of

the great collection of traditions, styled ^r-s-«^ (or a-cLU

_;>j.-^'), which rivals in every respect Al-Bukhari's

better-known work of the same title; Muslim died a.h.

26i=A.D. 875; Al-Bukhari a.h. 256=a. d. 870), on

fol. 278".

738. Shaikh Abu Nasr Isma'il bin Hammad al-

Jauhari, the famous lexicographer and author of the

_ls^ or iilll ^'-s^ (ilied a.h. 393=a. d. 1002), on

fol. 278a.

739. Shaikh Ishak bin Eahuyah Hantali (or perhaps

Hanzali ; the present copy also adds Tha'labi to the

name, which properly belongs to the following Shaikh),

who knew 70,000 traditions by heart, on fol. 278*.

740. Abu Ishak Ahmad Tha'labi, here represented

as author both of a Kuran-commentary (the _^. wCi

^Jlxj) and of the L^i^^ u"'"^< *"" *^^ oldest among the

more or less fabulous histories of the prophets (in Nos.

739 and 740 there may possibly be some confusion

between two or three different writers ; for the author

of the U-^i^l ^r -' is in the best copies of that work

distinctly called Ishak bin Ibrahim bin Mansur bin

Khalaf of Nishapur, see No. 590 in this Cat. ; Rieu i.

p. 143; AV. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 978, etc. ; on the

other hand, Beale in the Oriental Biogr. Dictionary,

p. 131", styles him Abu Ishak Ahmad or Abu Ishak

Ibrahim bin Isma'il, and evidently identifies him with

Abu Ishak Tha'labi, as he fixes his death in a.h. 427=
a. D. 1036), on fol. 278".

741. Abu-alma'ali Mas'ud bin Muhammad, author

of the i^iL^I i_>bXonfol. 278^

742. Muhammad bin Musayyab JLj^ill (in the fol-

lowing copy ^L>j^i)l, in the index of the present

copy jiL-cill Ala'yani), on fol. 278^.

743. Muhammad bin Ibrahim Fakih, on fol. 278*.

744. Abu-alhasan 'Ali bin Ahmad, author of an

elementary and an intermediate commentary on the

Kuran, (correctly 'Jol.jj) Lkljj k-—j^^-y-ji, and of an

explanation of the names of God (ibl «L,— 1 f-/-')i
on

fol. 2 7Ba.

745. 'Abd-almalik (i.e. Abu Mansur 'Abd-almalik

bin Muhammad bin Isma'il al-Tha'alibi, who was born

a.h. 35o=a. d. 961, and died a.h. 429=a. d. 1038),

the author of the ^jJI < .
.
•."' , on fol. 278a.

746. Ustad-ala'immah Radi-aldin, a great legal au-

thority and panegyrist of Kilij Tamghajkhan of Turk-
istan, who resided in Samarkand (about a.h. 558= A. d.

1 163, see Rieu iii. p. 1093''); he generally used Banda
as takhallus (in Beale's Oriental Biogr. Dictionary,

p. 224'', his death is fixed in A. h. 598=:A. d. 1202), on

fol. 278a.

747. Malik-alshu'ara Iftikhar-alsadat Amir Mu'izzi,

the court-poet of Sultan Malikshah (a.h. 465-485=
A. D. 1072-1092) and Sultan Sanjar, who conferred

upon him the rank of a king of poets. His father

Burhant had been a court-poet of Alp Arslan (a.h. 455-
465= A. D. 1063-1072). Amir Mu'izzi was introduced

to Malikshah by the Amir 'Ali (i.e. Ali bin Faramurz,

the ruler of Yazd, see Rieu ii. p. 552'', here called the

Sultan's son-in-law ; in reality he was tlie brother-in-

law of Alp Arslan) ; he was killed by a stray arrow

from Sanjar's bow (a. h. 542 =a. d. 1147); his diwan
comprises more than 15,000 baits, on fol. 280".

748. Sayyid-alajall Sadr-aldin, author of the ^\j
jjftLi^_yUJ>. (not j»,Lii^L-« iJ,Lj, as the present copy

wrongly reads), and poet, on fol. 282''.

749. Imam Shams-aldin Muhammad al-Dhati, a poet,

on fol. 282^.

750. Hujjat-alhakk Imam 'Umar Khayyam, the

great astronomer, freethinker, and ruba'i-writer, on

fol. 282^
751. Shahfur, a renowned Insha-writer under Sultan

Jalal-aldin (the Khwarizmshah who reigned from A. h.

6i7=A.D. I22I, or according to Rieu ii. p. 581*,

A. U. 62I=A. S. 1224, to A.H. 628=A. D. 1230, I23I)
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and author of a -work on letter-writing and correspond-

ence, styled jj,^ij»Ll> sJL^, on fol. 283''.

752. Khabbazi (otherwise and probably more cor-

rectly called Khabbaz, see Eth6, Rudagi's Vorlaufer, etc.,

No. 11), baker and poet, under the Samanides, on fol.

283''.

753. Katibi, the well-known poet, was first in the

service of Shahrukh Mirza's son Baisunghar Mirza (who
died A. H. 837=A. D. 1434), but, disappointed there,

went to Shirwan, and remained for some years at the

court of Amir Ibrahim, the ruler of that country;

he fell at last a victim to the plague at Astarabiid

(a.h. 838 or 839=A.D. 1434 or 1435; see a fuller

biographical account in Rieu ii. p. 637, and A. Sprenger,

Catal., pp. 457-458 ; see also on his poetical works
Bodleian Cat., Nos. 867-870), on fol. 283''.

754. Ibn Jalal, wrote poetry occasionally, on fol. 285".

755. Jalal-aldin Tabib, physician and poet under the

Muzafiaris (died A.H. 795=a.d. 1393, see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 855), on fol. 285".

756. Maulana Lutf-allah, a good writer in verse and
prose and a renowned Sufi, on fol. 285*.

757. Saifi, a poet, on fol. 2851".

758. Kunburi, a panegyrist of Mirza Babar (comp.

No. 660), on fol. 285!'.

759. Maulana Amir Husain, contemporary with
Jami, a gi-eat comjjoser of riddles and author of a

Ujl.« 1^1J sJLuj (or as it is usually called ^ sJL..

\Zjtl\, see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1353-1356; Amir
Husain bin ITuhammad alhusaim died A. h. 904= a. d.

1498, 1499); *J^6 fi''st riddle quoted here is on the

name of Muhammad Mu'min Mirza, on fol. 286*.

760. Mirzakhan, wrote poetry occasionally, on fol.

286".

761. Khwajah Husain Thanai (in the text here

wrongly spelt j_^L-u), seems to be identical with the

well-known poet Husain Thana'i, who is called Mash-
hadi in most tadhkiras and died a.h. 996=a. d. 1588
(see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1045-1049) ; he was chiefly

renowned by his kastdas, in one of which, quoted here,

he praises Khwajah or Shah Mansur, who is no doubt
Akbar's wazir Sliah Mar.sur Shirazi (put to death on
account ofalleged correspondence with Akbar's rebellious

brother]\IirzaMuhammadHakim, A.H. 989=A.D. 1581),
on fol. 286".

762. Muhammad Mu'min, a good musician and poet,

on fol. 2871".

763. Mir Muhammad Sharif Wuku'i, a good poet,

went to India and attached himself first to Shihab-aldin

Ahmadkhan and after his death to the Sipahsalar 'Abd-
alrahim Khankhanan (the translator of Babar's memoirs,
see Nos. 216—218 in this Cat.); later on he entered

the service of Akbar, on fol. 287*'.

764. Maulana Naziri, another poet of Akbar's time,

who had come to India and entered, like the preceding
poet, the service of the Khankhanan 'Abd-alrahimkhan

;

he was (probably at the time when this work was writ-

ten) contemplating a pilgi-image to Makkah (which he
carried out, according to later tadhkiras, in a.h. 1012=
A. D. 1603, 1604, see Rieu ii. p. 8l^'^), on fol. 288".

765. Mir Saifi (in the following copy, Mir Safi), was
for years police-superintendent (,_. -^) of Kirman,
on fol. 289''.

IND. OFF.

766. Nlir! (in the foUowinj? copy Nawld!), wrote,

like the preceding Mir Saifi or $afl, poetry occasionally,

on fol. 289''.

767. Danaht, wrote poetry in his native dialect (the

dialect of NSshapur), on fol. 289*'.

Z68^Agahi, another dialectical poet, on fol. 290*.
' Sabzwdr) on fol. 290":

769. Amir Yamiii-aldin fughrS.'!, originally of Tur-
kist4n, settled in Faryumad in Khurasan and became
a friend of Khwajah 'Ala-aldln Muhammad; who was in

the time of Sultan Abu Sa'id (i.e. Sultan Abu Sa'id

Bahadurkhan llkhani, the son and successor of Sultan

Muhammad Khudabanda, who reigned A. h. 716-736^
A. D. 1316-1335) wazir of Faryumad, on fol. 291*.

770. Amir "Mahmud bin Amir Yamin-aldin, com-
monly known as Ibn Yamin, the son of the preceding
Amir and a famous kit'ah-writer (he died a.h. 745=
A. D. 1344, 1345, see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 790-792), on
fol. 29 1».

771. Amir Shahi, a descendant of the minor dynasty

of the Sarbadars, was attached to Mirza Baisunghar, the

son of Mirza Shahrukh (comp. No. 753), and in great

favour with him ; he also received his aucestral estates

back through his patron's kindness ; his diwan, com-
prising 1000 baits, is still extant, on fol. 291*.

772. Amir Sultan Mas'Ad, son of Amir Shams-aldln
'Ali, who was himself a grandson of Amir Shams-aldin
'Ali ainakib alnajaf i alkufi ; his mother was the

granddaughter of Sultan Abu Sa'idkhan's cousin Mirza
JIahmud Khwajah (belonging, like the elder Amir
Shams-aldln, to the Mukhtari order of mystic shaikhs,

who traced their genealogy back to the Imam Zain-
al'abidin) ; Shams-aldin 'Ali II (Mas'ud's father) had
succeeded in making himself master of a vast territory

in Sabzwar,and when' Ubaid-allahkhan, the Uzbeg ruler,

took possession of Harat (a.h. 943, 27th of Safar=A.D.

1536, Aug. 15, see Rieu iii. p. 1089''), and the whole
of Khurasan paid homage to him, Shams-aldin alone

refused to do so; after 'Ubaid-allah's defeat by Shah
Tahmasp in the same year 943, the latter conferred the

title of Sultan upon Shams-aldin and formally assigned

the territory of Sabzwdr to him ; Amir Sultan Mas'M
wrote poetry occasionally, on fol. 291K

773. Amir Muhammad Kaskanl, devoted himself to

a religious life and wrote some poetry, on fol. 292*.

774. Amir Husain Kudsi Karbala i, whose father

had migrated from Karbala to Khurasan and settled

in Sabzw&r ; Amir Husain himself went, towards the

end of his life, to Harat in consequence of a favour

shown to him by the governor of that place, Muham-
madkhan; he wrote some pretty verses, on fol. 292*'.

775. Mir 'Alt 'Arab Fikri, brother of the preceding

Amir ; only a few verses are preserved of him, on
fol. 292^.

776. Nawa'i, nephew of Amir Husain Karbala'i (on

his brother's side) and writer of verses, who went to

India and found favour with Akbar, on fol. 293*.

777. Figari, another nephew of Amir Husain Kar-
bala'i (on his sister's side), also a poet, on fol. 293*.

778. Shuhudi, a poet, on fol. 293*.

779. Muhammad Taki, likewise a poet, on fol. 293*.

780. Kami, was at the time when this work was
composed, in the service of 'Abd-alrahim Khankhanan
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(see Nob. 763 and 764); he wrote poetry too, on fol.

2930.

781. Kam^li Afsah, a good kasidah-writer, on fol.

293b

782. Hajl Kamal, contemporary with Kamall Afsah,

to whom he addressed a ruba'l, on fol. 294*.

783. Natik!, a good writer in verse and prose, on
fol. 294*.

784. Haidari, on fol. 294''.

785. Sayyid Muhammad, on fol. 294*.

<^8fard'in, On fol. 294*:

786. Shaikh Nur-aldin 'Abd-alrahman, contemporary
with and Pir of Shaikh Rukn-aldin 'Ala-aldaulah Sim-
nanl (Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 131 and 132), on fol. 294*.

787. Alsadr alajall 'Imad-aldin llu'ayyad bin Ahmad
Katib, of whom a ruba'l has been preserved, on fol. 294''.

788. Shaikh Adhurl or Adliari, with his real name
Hamzah, son of Khwajah 'All Malik, who was a man
of importance under the Sarbadarians in Asfara'in

(comp. Nos. 709-7 1 1 in this Cat.) ; Adhuri rose to the

rank of a king of poets in the reign of Shahrukh ; when
he afterwards renounced the world and gave himself

up to a religious life, he became first a pupil of Shaikh
Muhyi-aldin Tus! and then of Sayyid Ni'mat-allah Wall,

from whom he received his investiture. He then made
extensive travels, performed the pilgrimage and went
to India, where he stayed some time at the court of

Sultan Ahmadshah Bahmanl (i.e. Shihab-aldin Abu-
alghazi Ahmadshah I, who reigned A. h. 825-838=
A. D. 1422-1435, see No. 449 in this Cat.). After his

return to his native town he hved there thirty years in

seclusion, and died A. H. 866 (a. d. 1461, 1462), eighty

years old (the usual statement is eighty-two years), at

Asfara'in (as the following copy has, or at Asfizar, as is

distinctly written in this). The ta'rikh for his death

is J—J>. ; extracts are given here only from his lyrical

poems, on fol. 294l>.

789. Shaikh 'Izz-aldin Pur-i-Hasan (or Pur-i-Husain
according to the following copy), a saint and occasional

poet, on fol. 296a.

790. 'Izz-aldin Rafi'i, writer of charming verses, on
fol. 296a.

791. Saif-aklin, a poet, on fol. 296*.

792. Amir Humayun, a writer of verse and prose,

on fol. 296*.

1%Z^.^^^ Ahmad Figarl, a poet, on fol. 296".

^^uwain, Mi fol. 296*':

79l. "Muhammad bin Hummuyah (i.e. Shaikh Abu
'Abdallah Juwainl, see Safinat-alauliya No. 306), author

of the Sufic work ^^^.^^LkJl S^L., on fol. 296''.

795. Shaikh Sa'd-aldin Hummu'i (the following copy
has, less con-ectly, Abu Sa'd bin Hummuyah, see Safinat-

alauliya, No. 126), another great Sufic authority, author

of the i-y-jr* ^jbi and the j-lj_,!>'l J-^ ; he also

wrote poetry occasionally, for instance, ruba'ls, some of

which are found in his !_>»,,.«• i_>l:^ on fol. 296''.

796. Abu-aluia'ali, known as Imam-alharamain, in

great favour with Sultan Malikshah Saljuki (comp.
under Muhammad al-Ghazali, No. 686), had contro-

versies continually with Imam Kushairl (Safinat-

alauliya, No. 299), on fol. 296^.

797. Khwajah Shams-aldin Muhammad Sahib-diwan,

to whom Sa'dl's 5.^Lj».L» ljIxS was dedicated, the prime-
minister of Hulagu and his son Abakakhan (who
reigned a.h. 663-68o=a.d. 1265-1282), executed by
order of Arghunkhan for the alleged crime of having
poisoned Abakakhan a.h. 683=a. d. 1284 (comp.
No. 668 above) ; he was an accomplished poet and
wrote some well-known ruba'ls at the death of his
son Baha-aldin Muhammad, on fol. 297".

798. Maulana Mu'in-aldin, a pupil of Shaikh Sa'd-
aldin Hummu'i (so spelt here both in this and the

following copy, see No. 795) and author of the Jii^XS^

,

an imitation of the uLu-jLJ(composed a.h. 735=a. d.

1334. i335i comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1447-1449), on
fol. a974£____^^

KJiaMsMn, an fol. 297I'

:

799. Abu-albarakat Najm-aldln, at whose sugges-
tion Sultan Salah-aldin (the Ayyubite of Egypt, who
died A.H. 589=A. d. i 193, see No. 493 above) founded
a madrasah in the precincts of Shafi'i's tomb (in Misr)
and appointed Najm-aldin professor of the same ; the
latter was buried afterwards in the same tomb, on
fol. 297b

800. Alsadr-alajall Zain-aldin Said, with the hono-
rary epithet of Hatim-alzaman ; he wrote occasionally

ruba'ls, on fol. 297''.

801. Shaikh Hajl Muhammad, who was a disciple

of Mir Sayyid 'All Hamadanl(8afinat-alauliya, No. 135)
in the fourth generation, and had himself thirty-seven

Khalifas, among whom are the most renowned : Shaikh
'Imad-aldln Fadl, Maulana Muhammad Zahid, who
lived a long time in Balkh, Sadr-aldin Harawi, also

in Balkh, Shaikh Nur-aldin Muhammad Khwaf i, and
his grandson Shaikh 'Abd-allatif (or rather Nur-aldin
'Abd-allatif, as the following copy reads) in Khwarizm

;

Shaikh Haji also composed poetry, on fol. 298^.

802. Maulana Nau'l, a poet, who at the time of the

composition of this work was in the service of prince

Dauiyal (the third son of the emperor Akbar), on fol.

298a.

Tarshie, on fol. 298*:

803. Khwajah Mir 'All (in the following copy Shir

'Ali), a poet, who was in the service of Muhammad
Jugi Bahadur, the son of Mirza Shahrukh, in whose
honour he wrote all his verses, on fol. 298b.

804. Ahii, a poet, who got enamoured with prince

Fartdun, the son of Sultan Husain Mirza, on fol. 298''.

805. Maulana Tuti, a kasidah-writer in the reign of

Abu-alkasim Babar, the grandson of Shahrukh (Babar

died A.H. 86i=A. D. 1457, see No. 660); he died,

according to a ta'rikh by Mir 'Alishir

:

A.H. 866 (a. I). 1462), on fol. 2981".

806. Mir Sadr-alislam, a very shrewd and sagacious

man and an occasional poet, on fol. 299"^.

807. N&diri, another poet, on fol. 2 99a.

Jundbdd (also Gunabad and Junabid), on fol. 299*:

808. Mas'ud alnuki, a poet in Sultan Bahram's time,

on fol. 299".

809. Mirza Kasim, i.e. Mirza Muhammad Kasim
Kasimi, the author of a s^LiiLii (the u-^—l' LiLlaLi,

which celebrates the exploits of Shah Ismail Safawi and
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was dedicated to Shah Tahm^sp, see the Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 513-517). a uj^ i J^' * »-'->j^ (not u-\j }S^

as the following copy reads), and a fc^U j^^Li, extracts

from all of which are given here (comp. besides the

Khulasat-alkalam, Bodleian Cat., No. 390, 58), on

fol. 299^
810. Maulana 'Abdi, a good mathnawl-writer, on

fol. 300a.

811. Mir 'Abd-albaki, a good rubai-writer, on fol.

300a.

812. Shitabt, a poet, on fol. 300''.

T-Cm^xi fol. soob

:

813. Maulana Mu'in 'Allamah, founded a madrasah

and a §ufic convent in his native town, on fol. 300''.

814. Maulana Hasan, from whose mathnawi some

baits are quoted here, on fol. 300^.

815. Itlir Hajj, contemporary with Mir "Alishlr, lived

in seclusion for almost forty years ; he left some poetry,

on fol. 301".

816. Maulana Hairati, a poet, who left his native

town and went to 'Irak ; he wrote a famous kasidah

in honour of Shah Tahmasp, on fol. 301*.

817. Muwali, a good physician and occasional poet;

he spent most of his time in Yazd as companion of

Shah Nur-aldin Ni'mat-allah Baki, on fol. 302".

818. Maulana Nithari, a good astronomer, and author

of a mathnawi, styled j^JJj j^ (cypress and pheasant),

as well as of a diwan, on fol. 302*.

819. Hawa'i, wrote rubais, on fol. 302a.

820. Dhauki, another poet, on fol. 302".

821. Afeti, likewise a poet, on fol. 302".

KuhistAni^xi the following copy K&'in, which is the

name of the chief town of Kuhistan), on fol. 302"

:

822. Shams-aldin Muhammad bin Amln-aldin, a re-

nowned Shaikh and Saintwho died in Harat,on fol. 3021*.

823. Nizarl, a Sufi, and according to the^^^-^l i_--s-r»

an Isma'ili who chose his takhallus in honour of

Almustafa lidin-allah Nizar, the eldest son of Almus-

tansir billah Isma'ili, who had originally been designated

heir to the throne, but was afterwards repudiated by

his father, who appointed as his successor hLs younger

son Almusta'li-billah ; thereupon after Almustansir's

death the leraa'ilis split into two factions, one of

which adhered to the Imamship of Nizar, as Nizari

did himself ; he was a poet of considerable power (his

death is fixed in a.h. 720=a.d. 1320, see A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 524), on fol. 302^

824. Kushkki (j_^GCi^, an intimate friend and

panegyrist of Sultan Sanjar, on fol. 303".

825. Ea'is Hasan Salah Blrjandi (Birjand is one of

the boroughs of Kuhistan), wrote poetry occasionally, on

fol. 303^.

826. Maulana Muhammad bin Husam, commonly

known as Ibn Husam, the author of the »-«U j^Ki-

(a mathnawi celebrating the exploits of 'Ali bin Abi

T41ib, in imitation of Firdausi's Shahnama, composed

A.H. 830=A.D. 1427, see Bodleian Cat., No. 512) and

of a diwan, on fol. 303^.

827. Maulana Fasih-aldin Muhammad Nizaml, a

great mathematician and astronomer, author of a

commentary on Jaghmini's (jo^^i on fol. 304*.

828. Maul&nS Jalal-aldin Muhammad Waiz, on fol.

304".

829. Maulana Jamshid, one of the wazirs of Sultan

Husain Mirza, on fol. 304*.

830. Maulana 'Abd-al'ali Birjand!, an astronomer,

who for eighty years drew up the annual calendar, in

order to support his children, on fol. 304"*.

831. Maulana Afdal, one of the great 'Ulam&s of

this time (i.e. the time when this work was compoaed),

on fol. 3p4».

832. Asafi, son of Khwajah Ni'raat-all&h, who was

some time wazlr of Sultan Abd Sa'id (died A. h. 873=
A. I). 1469, see No. 635); Asafi himself was some time

a favourite of Nizam-aldin Mir 'Alishir, and some

other time he was enjoying the companionship of

Badi'-alzaman Mirza (Sultan Husain Mirza's eldest son,

who died a.h. 920 or 92i=A. d. 1514, 1515)- His

death is fixed by a ta'rikh of Amir Sultan Ibrahim

Aminl, viz. (.jJJj_, jj>-.Ti:y^;, in a.h. 923 (a.d. 1517);

he left a dtwin, on fol. 304".

833. Maulana Walt, greatly esteemed in Khurisan

and particularly in Sistan ; he was the author of a

diwan, on fol. 304^.

834. Khusrawi, in the service of prince Salim (Ak-

bar's son, who assumed as emperor the title of Jahangir),

a great expert in archery and a poet, on fol. 305*.

, 835. Baka'i, a poet, on fol. 305^
Bistdm, on fol. 305'':

836. Sultan-al'arifin Shaikh Abu Yazid Taifdr bin

'tsi bin Sarusan (^^L-j^, in the Safinat-alauliya, No.

66, Sarushan), one of the greatest Shaikhs and Saints,

wlio lived thirty years in the Syrian desert sleepless

and starving, and enjoyed the tuition of 1 1 3 Pirs ; the

statement, however, that he also was a disciple of the

Imam Ja'far Sadik, must be a mistake, as the latter

died a.h. 148=a.d. 765 (Safinat-alauliya, No. 10), and

Abd Yazid Bistami A. h. 261 (a. d. 875) ; the second of

the two rubS,'is, quoted here as from this Shaikh's

pen, is identical with one usually ascribed to Abii

Sa'id bin Abd-alkhair (viz. No. 41 in Ethd's Ruba'is

des Abu Sa'id bin Abulkhair, Sitzungsberichte der

bayiischen Academie, philos.-philol. Classe, 1878, p. 44),

on fol. 3051".

837. Shaikh Abu-alhasan Kharakani (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 6 7 ), contemporary with Abu 'Ali ibn Sina ; Kharakan

is a borough in the district of Bistam, on fol. 306''.

838. Shaikh Diya-aldin 'Umar, on fol. 30 7».

CjMmaghdn,^n fol. 30']^:

839. Abu Ja'far, a great SufS, who was met by one

of the saints in Madlnah during the life-time of Shaikh

Abdbakr Kitabi (who died in Makkah A. h. 32 2=a. d.

934, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 223), on fol. 307**.

840. Minucihri, the great panegyrist of Sultan

Mahmud of Ghazna, and his successors, with the nick-

name of Shastgalla (died a.h. 483=a.d. 1090, see

the edition of his diwan with translation, notes, and

introduction by A. de Biberstein Kazimirski, Paris,

1887), on fol. 307b.

V Isfahdn, on fol.. 308'':

841. Salman Farisi (Salman the Persian, see Safinat-

alauliya, No. 17), one of the companions of the prophet,

with his original name Mahiyah bin Badakhshan bin

Adrakhsh {j:^'i\, or as the following copy reads,

Ff 2
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Adhrakhsh or Adliaraksh, ,_ri^i\ ) ; he is stated here,

as in the Safinat, to have reached the age of 250, or,

according to the majority of traditions, even of 350
years, on fol. 309I'.

842. Shaikh 'Ali Suhail, contemporary with the
Khalifs 'Umar and 'Uthman, on fol. 3101".

843. Shaikh Najra-aldin, lived for a long time in the

holy precincts of Makkah, on fol. 310''.

844. Ibrahim bin 'Isa, a saint who could walk
across the water, on fol. 310^.

845 and 846. Abu Gharib and Abu 'Abdallah, two
other saints, the former great in performing miracles,

the latter renowned because for forty years he did not
lift up his head from the ground nor saw the sky, on
fol. 3 1 oil.

847. Abd Muslim Marwazi, the great pioneer of the

'Abbaside cause; Hamzah of Isfahan calls him a
descendant of Hamzah bin 'Ammar, and traces his

pedigree back to Gudarz, the old Iranian king ; others

connect him with the great wazir Buzurjmihr, and
others again with Salit, the son of a concubine of 'Abd-
allah bin 'Abbas. He was born about A. h. 100 (a. D.

718, 719) in Isfahan, but brought up in Kufah, and
had an equal command over Persian and Arabic. From
A.H. 120-128 (a. D. 738-746) he was governor of

Khurasan in Marw, where lie proclaimed the 'Abbasides

as lawful heirs to the Khilafat. He was put to death
A.H. 137 (a.d. 755) by order of the Khalif Al-Mansur,
the second 'Abbaside (who reigned a.h. I36-I58=:A.d.

754-775)> on fol. 3iol'.

848. Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin 'Ali, with the

epithet Jamal-aldin, was first attached to the court of

Sultan Mahmud bin Muhammad bin Malikshah (who
succeeded his father in A.H. 5ii=A. D. 11 18); at

a later period he became wazir of the ruler of Mau.sil,

Atabeg Zangi bin Aksunkar (a post he filled, according
to Rieu ii. p. 560'', from A. h. 54I-558=a.d. 1146-
1163). He accompanied the poet Khakani on his

pilgrimage to Makkah and Madinah, and the latter

dedicated to him as token of gratitude his famous
mathnawi, jj^LnJl iis^ (the date of this journey,

given here as a. h. 466, is of course quite nonsensical).

Jamal-aldin was deposed from his wazirship by the
Atabeg Kutb-aldin Maudud a.h. 558, and died in prison

one year later, a.h. 559 (a.d. 1164), on fol. 31 1*.

849. Abu-alhasan, with the epithet of Jalal-aldin,

son of the preceding wazir, on fol. 311''.

850. Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin Safi-aldin, with
the epithet of 'Imad-aldin Katib, went in early youth
to Baghdad, and after completing his studies he entered
the service of the wazir Yahya bin Hubairah, who
appointed him superintendent (jia[j) of Basrah and
Wasit. After one or two years' employment in this

office he went to Damascus and became munshi of

Sultan Nur-aldln of Syria (who reigned A.H. 541-569
= A. D. 1146-1173); after whose death he stayed in

Mausil and also entered for some time Sultan Salah-
aldin's service. He survived the latter great monarch
of Egypt (who died A.H. 589=:A.i3. 1193). His death,

which is not fixed here, took place a.h. 597 (a.d.

1 201). He is the author of the .i»-aill iJj^ \-A:S^the

y-ajJl jJlj^ i_iLo (y-a-nJl iiJJ/*' j^-^' »J-jp»-i see J. Au-

mer, Arabic Cat., p. 2 10), the ^LiJ I j^l v^^(ahistory

copy jl^Jo ill

(a. D.

of Sultan Salah-aldin in seven volumes), the -°H i_)bi

in two volumes, the JjjJl ^Jic J^ !1 L_>b^, the i_>'Lii^

i/iaiJl (in the following copy 5^00) i^, a history of

the Saljuks, a JJUu, ^j^yJ-^, and a poetical diwan, in

four volumes, on fol. 311''.

851. Laith bin Sa'd alfahmi, a great traditionist and
legal authority, on fol. 312".

852. Abu Salil bin Salman bin Muhammad, known
as Sa'lukl, a great grammarian, born a.h. 296 (a.d.

908, 909), died A.H. 369 (a.d. 979, 980), on fol. 312".

853. Hafiz Abu Na'Im, an authority in traditions

dealing with the Ahl-i-Bait, on fol. 312".

854. Abu 'Abd-a!rahman Nafi', one of the seven
Kuran-readers, died a.h. 169 (a.d. 785, 786), on fol.

312a.

855. Da'ud bin 'Ali al-Tahiri, traditionist, lived in

Baghdad, and had daily 400 disciples in his majlb, on
fol. 312^

856. Abubakr Da'ud, a legal authority and a good

Arabic poet, author of the s^Jl tjbS^ the i_>L:^

J^^l ii,.« Jl J^jJl, the ^Ij^ill i_,bi^ the i^bT

5)1, and the ^ijaiH v_>L:;S' (styled in the following

L5), on fol. 312".

857. Yahya bin 'Abdallah, author of the

^L^i-ol (history of Isfahan), died a.h. 445
io53> 1054), on fol. 3i2l>.

858. Shams-aldin Maljmiid, author of a

i_*^L» ^^.1 (commentary on the t • \T

Jamal-aldin Abu 'Amr 'Uthman bin 'Umar Malikl, who
died A.H. 646=A. D. 1248, 1249), of a jdLk... _^,
a Si^ -y-i (i.e. the |»JXiJl jy^ on the xc|^l jj^
by Nasir-aldin 'Tust, who died a.h. 672= a.d. 1273,

1274), a (^jLi^l -.14J-6 r-/--i 3'id a aJI^ ^^ (i.e.

j]y>'^\ ^\}^ T-j^ (_5»
jUaJill «JLk.«, a commentary on

Nasir-aldin 'Abdallah bin 'Umar Baidawi's (died A. h.

685=A.D. i286)jlyill /«JJ^); he died a.h. 749 (a.d.

1348), see Loth, Arabic MSS., pp. 106 and iii; here

the date of his death is not given, on fol. 3121".

859. Abu-alfaraj 'Ali ibn al-Husain alkurashl, gram-
marian, physician, astronomer, poet, musician, and

traditionist, author of the famous iJLciH (_)L57 which

he collected in the course of fifty years ; he was born

A.H. 284 and died a.h. 356 (a.d. 897-967), on fol.

312^
860. Ahmad bin 'Abdallah, the author of the iJL».

LfJjill and a ^^L^i-el i^J^i died A. h. 436 (a.d. 1044,

1045), on fol. 312''. *-

861. Abu 'Umar Musa bin 'Abd-almalik, was first

in the service of the "Abbasides, went then to the

Maghrib and was greatly honoured by the Amir Tamim
Mu'izz lidinillah. If this Amir is identical with Abu
Tamim Ma'add al-Mu'izz, the Fatimide Sultan who
ruled over Egypt a.h. 341-365 (a-D. 953-975, 976),
the date of Abu 'Umar's death, as given here, viz. a.h.

246, must at least be 100 years later, on fol. 312''.

862. Muhammad bin Mu'ammar alkurashi, on fol.

312b.

863. Hakim Abd Mu'in Nasir bin Khusrau bin
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Harith bin 'Ali bin Husain bin 'AIJ bin Muhammad
bin 'All bin Mus^-alrida (comp. Eth6, Nasir bin

Kliusrau's Leben, Deuken und Dichten, in Travaux de

la 6^ session du Congrfes international des Orientalistes

k Leide, vol. ii. Leyden, 1884) ; the shortest and
probably oldest version of bis fictitious autobiography

is given here in full ; the correct dates of his birth and
death are a. h. 394 (a. d. 1004) and 481 (a. D. 1088),

on fol. 3 1 2^.

864. Abu-alma'alt Nahhas,who succeeded Muhammad
Ghailan in the lord-lieutenancy under Sultan Malikshah,

and rose towards the end of Malikshah's reign (who

died A. H. 485=A. D. 1092) to the rank of a muster-

master or general (^Xs-) of the army of Sultan

Barkiyaruk and Sultan Muhammad, Malikshah's sons

;

when a feud ensued between the two brothers, Abu-
alma'ali fled to Hillah, the governor of which became

his pupil, and left to him the whole political and

financial administration of the country. Througli some

cause Abu-ahua'ali was some time after imprisoned,

but escaped after enduring many hardships and joined

Barkiyaruk again, in whose service he died ; he left

a considerable amount of poetry, on fol. 316''.

865. Sadr-aldin Khujandi, kadi-alkudat of Isfahan,

contemporary with Zahir (Zahir-aldin Faryabi, who died

A. H. 598=A. D. 1202 ?) ; he wrote rubais, on fol. 316''.

866. Jamal-aldin Khujandi, sou of the preceding

poet, on fol. 3 1
7*.

867. Imam-ardlam Sharaf-aldaulah wa-aldin Mu-
hammad Shufurwah, a poet of the time of Sultan Arslan

bin Toghrul Saljuki (who reigned a.h. 556-57 i=a.d.
1161-1176), on fol. 317*.

868. Zahlr-aldin 'Abdallah Shufurwah, first cousin

to the preceding poet, wrote poetry also, on fol. 318*'.

869. Jamal-aldin bin Abd-alrazzak, whose diwan
is still extant ; he was a panegyrist of the Sa idis

(according to Taki Kashi he died a.h. 588=a.d. 1192,

see A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 445 and 446, and Rieu ii.

p. 581"), on fol. 319a.

870. Kamal-aldin Isma'il (with the epithet j5ti.

^L«il, which is left out here), son of the preceding

Jamal-aldin and still more renowned as poet than his

fatlier; a brother of his was Mu'in-aldin 'Abd-alkarim

;

he fell in the general massacre of the people of Isfahan

by the Moghuls under Uktai Ka'an (the usual date

assigned is a.h. 635=a.d. 1237, 1238; here no date

is given), on fol. 321".

871. Eafi'-aklin Mas'ud (or bin Mas'dd) Lunbani,
contemporary with Kainal-aldin Isma'il, on fol. 324''.

872. Eaft'-aldin 'Abd-al'aziz Lunbani, another poet

(whose death is fixed by Taki Kashi in A.H. 603=
a. D. 1206, 1207), on fol. 3251".

873. Farid Ahwal, a panegyrist of the Saidis like

Jamal-aldin bin 'Abd-alrazzak and Kamal-aldin Isma'il,

on fol. 325''.

874. Shaikh Auhadi, who is wrongly called by others

a native of Maragha, pupil of Shaikh Auhad-aldin
Kirmani, author of the famous mathnawi ^ (.L*. , an

imitation of Sana'i's Hadikah, and of a mystic diwan.
He began to flourish under Arghiinkhan (a. h. 683-
690= a. D. 1 284-1 291), and died A.H. 738= A. D.

'337-1338 (the date of death given here on the

authority of Daulatshah, viz. a.h. 697=a.d. 1298, is

that of his teacher Auhad-aldin Rinnan!, with whom
Auhadi has frequently been confounded by Persian

biographers; see Itieu ii. p. 619 ; Bodleian Cat., Nos.

785-789 and 1904, 19; and Safinat-alauliy^, Nos. 333
and 349), on fol. 326*.

875. Kamal-aldin Ziyad, a poet, on fol. 328*.

876. Shams-aldin bin Fakhr-alilin (i.e. Shams-i-

Fakhri), panegyrist of Shah Abft Ish&k of Fars and
'Irak (reigned a.h. 742-754=a. d. 1341-1353) and
author of a Farhaug or Persian dictionary, dedicated

to the same monarch (i.e. the fourth part, c*iJ JLc,

of his encyclopaedical work, ol ^Lii^. II ,-^ ,\ . ji.«

jJLs-*', edited by Salemann, Kasan, 1887, under the

title of ' Sh^ms-i-Fachrli Ispahanensis Lexicon Per-

sicum,' see also Melanges Asiatiques, tome ix. p. 417
sq.), on fol. 328a.

877. Hamza-i-IsfahanS, with the epithet of Shah-

suwar-i-midmar-i-nuktadanl (^IjjjlJo .1 « .j « .U .. 4 .t.

,

the champion horseman of the hippodrome of sagacity),

the author of the famous jJiLi (completed a. h. 350=
A. D. 961, edited by Gottwaldt, Leipzig, 1844), on fol.

3281-.

878. Khwajah Amin-aldin Hasan, contemporary with

Hafiz, who praises him in one of his ghazals, on fol. 328*'.

879. Mirza Yar Ahmad, spent some time in com-
panionship with Amir Najm-aldin Gilani, the wakil

or administrator of the realm, after whose death he was
himself raised to that office by Shah Isma'il Safawi

(a.h. 909-930=a. d. 1503-1524) and honoured with

the epithet of Najm-i-thani (the second Najm); in

a battle against tlie Uzbegs of Transoxania, he was
taken prisoner and put to death by order of 'Ubaid-

allahkhan the 3rd of Eamadan, A.H. 918 (a. D. 151 2,

November 12), on fol. 329".

880-882. Mirza Kamal-aldin Shah Husain, who was
Najm-i-thani's successor in the office of wazir or wakil;

he was assassinated by Mihtar Shah Kuli, and his

body was interred in Karbala ; he left two sons, Mirza
Isma'il, who lived in Isfahan bent upon the pleasures of

the chase, and Mirza Zahir-aldin Ibrahim, a studious

man and a good calligrapher, who occasionally com-
posed good ruba'is, on fol. 329^.

883-885. Mirza Salman (in the following copy spelt

throughout Sulaiman), a good Insha-writer and poet

;

he was first appointed superintendent of public works
under Shah Tahmasp ; under Sultans Isma'il II (a. h.

984-985=A. D. 1576-1577) and Muhammad Khuda-
banda (a. H. 985-995=:A. D. 1577-1587) he rose to the

rank of wazir ; during the invasion of Khur&san, when
on the point of capturing Harat, he was assassinated by
some discontented Amirs ; he left two sons, Mirz&

'Abdallah, who also wrote poetry occasionally, and
Nizam-almulk, on fol. 330^.

886. Saif-aldin Mahmud Raja'i, a good mathema-
tician and astronomer and a clever satirist; among his

pleasantries in verse (vi)LlJL») is an »-.UjI, some baits

of which are quoted here, together with a few verses

of a more serious character, on fol. 331*.

887. Khwajah Afdal-aldin Mulmmmad Tarikah,

studied first in Kashan under the tuition of Maol&na
Abu-alhasan, then went in pursuit of theological as

well as theosophical knowledge to the Arabian 'Irak, to
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Syria and Hij4z, and returned at last to his native

country, where he gained favour with Shah Tahmasp

;

he was twice, under Shah Tahmasp and under Shah Mu-
hammad Khudabanda, appointed wall of the sepulchre

of 'All bin MusA alrida (his death took place about

A. H. iooo=A. D. 1592, see Eieu ii. p. 669b); he was
a good ruba'i-writer, on fol. 331*.

888. Khalifah Asad-allah, on fol. 33 1^.

889. Amir Shuja-aldin Mahmud, a grandson of the

preceding Khalifah ; his father, Khalifah Sayyid 'Alt,

was honoured by Shah Tahmasp with the epithet of

Khalifa-i-Sultani, on fol. 331''.

890. Amir Taki-aldin, known as Mir Shah, went to

the Dakhan and rose to the rank of a peshwa or wakil

under Sultan Ibrahim Kutbshah (a. h. 957-988=a. d.

1 550-1 580) ; when Sultan Muhammad Kuli Kutbshah
(a.h.988-io20=a.d. 1580-1612) ascended the throne

he saw himself compelled to resign his office, and got

leave to perform the pilgrimage, but on the way to the

holy cities he died; he left some poetry, on fol. 332".

891. Amir Shams-aldin, went to Bijapur and obtained

there the honorary title of Sadijahan ; in his poetry he

used the takhallus of Hashimi, on fol. 332".

892. Kadt Nurl, a poet of considerable renown
(according to Eieu ii. p. 669'', a pupil of Khwajah
Afdal-aldln Muhammad Tarikah, No. 887 above); two
of his best kasidas are given here in full, on fol. 332".

893. Zafar-alislam Sa'idi, another poet, on fol. 334".

894. Amir Jalal-aldin Husain Sala'i, a poet, on fol.

334"-

895. Maulana Taki-aldin Majd-alhuzni, a poet, who
died in the Panjab, a little over 50 years old, on fol. 334^.

896. Maulana Damiri, the renowned poet, who first

used Baghban as takhallus, but changed it into Damiri
at the request of Shah Tahmasp Safawi ; he wrote
altogether 100,000 baits, that is 70,000 in the form of

ghazals, 12,000 in that of kasidas, which are all in

praise of the Imams, and the rest in that of mathnawis,
viz. jLoj jU, l^lcj fj^\j, ^\p^^ Ji^_, ^JJ-:^J ^J-^,

s-»U jJlIX-u, and ,Lj>.^l (_,«-j^ (correctly in the follow-

ing copy, jL.»ill dla., see Bodleian Cat., No. 395,
1424). He imitated the diwans of a number of

famous poets, viz. Sa'dl's in his J!llU JX-o, Amir
Khusrau's in his JJ^ i) jj .t

»

», Khwajah Hasan's in

his JLo ^^,—jfc (in the following copy JUilU j^;—^,
in the Bodleian Cat., loc. cit. JU (j-~a.), Shaikh

Kamal's in his JUS (^Lwa-l, Hafiz's in his J^l ^Jy^
(in the Bodleian Cat. misspelt as ^j\yi£), Jaml's in his

JUill jj^*., Baba Fighani's in his JUi. LJX, Shdhi's

in his ^\a.ys^, Bannai's (according to the Bodleian

Cat. Thana'i's) in his JLiUi, Salih's in his JIjl. ..j,

Asafi's in his J^ i-jLa:^, Shahidl's in his JU »--. 1^
,

Humayun's in his JLi a*]^> and Mirza Ashra^aban's

in his JLoj tili, on fol. 335*.

897. Maulana Muhammad Sharif Sannadl, a poet,

on fol. 336^.

898. Amir Ruzbahan Sabrl, poet and musician,
withdrew after a gay life into the Friday mosque of

Isfahan, and spent there his remaining days in constant
reading of the Kur^n, on fol. 3361'.

899. Maulana Shikibt (in the following copy quite

distinctly Maulana 'Isa), came to India and gained

the favour of the Sipahsalar "Abd-alrahim Khankhanan
(see Nos. 216-218 in this Cat.), in whose honour he
wrote a i^U ^L-, for which he received 10,000

rupees ; lengthy quotations are given here from this

poem as well as from his ghazals and ruba'is, on fol. 337*.

900. Aka Shahakl, a poet, on fol. 338b.

901. Shifa'l, likewise a poet, son of Hakim MaulanS,

a clever physician, on fol. 3381'.

902. Maulana BabS,shah Katib, a famous calligrapher,

who received for 1000 baits 3 tomans= 100 rupees; he

also composed original poetry, on fol. 339".

903. Baba Talib, lived about thirty years in Kashmir,
and when that country was conquered by Akbar, he

gained the favour of that great monarch ; he wrote

verses occasionally, on fol. 339*.

904. Abu-alkasim Amri, a poet, was imprisoned and
blinded by order of Shah Tahmasp, whose panegyrist

he had been for thirty years, because he was suspected

of believing in metempsychosis (^Vif), on fol. 339*.

905. Nikt, a poet, on fol. 339^*"
906. Safiya, another poet, on fol. 339''.

907. Ghiyatha, used in his poetry as takhallus

Mansab (^. ^ ; < , according to the following copy,

Munsif, ° - • -)j on fol. 339^.

908. MaulanS, Wafa ; among other specimens of his

poetry portions of a kasidah are quoted here, in which
the description of a horse is given, on fol. 340*.

909. Maulana Dakhli, a poet, on fol. 340*.

910. Da i, son of Maulana Damiri (No. 896), dervish

and verse-writer, on fol. 340*>.

911. Harfi, a nephew of Niki (No. 905); this poet

is left out in the present copy, and the bait quoted of

him in the following copy is assigned here to Dal.

912. Abu 'Ali, the son of Hakim Khabbaz (whether

this Hakim Khabbaz is really identical with Khabbazi,

see No. 752 above, as has been assumed in Eudagi's
' Vorlaufer und Zeitgenossen,' Nos. 11 and 12, appears

very doubtful now, as Khabbazi was a native ofNishapur,

and Abu 'Ali is classed here among the modern poets

of Isfahan), on fol. 340^'.

913. Wafa'l Kur, another modern poet, on fol. 340''.

914. Mir Amani, who had been nearly fifty years an
opium-eater at the time when this work was composed,

without impairing his brain-power, on fol. 340'^

915. Maulana Madhaki, a poet, on fol. 340^.

916. Maulana 'Ali Suratkhan (^J\J^.yo, correctly

Suratkhwan, jjLi\j^, a sort of juggler, who produces

forms of angels and human beings in tlie public square

and tells their fate on the resurrection-day), was
originally a cutler ; some baits he wrote on the death

of his son are quoted here, on fol. 340^.

917. Maulana (or Mir) Nazar Zamani, wrote poetry

occasionally, on fol. 340*".

918. Mir 'AH Najjar (the carpenter), of whom a

ruba'i is quoted, on fol. 341".

919 and 920. Kalaml and Salami, two brothers who
made themselves favourably known by their verses, on

fol. 341".

921. Maulana Badhli, an occasional poet, on fol. 341*.

Natanz (in the province of Isfahan), on fol. 341":

922. Shaikh Nilr-aldin bin 'Abd-alsamad, who was
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in Sufic lore a pupil of Shaikh Najib-aldin 'AH bin

Uuzghush of ShSriiz (who died A. H. 678= A. D. 1279,

1280, Safinat-alauliya, No. 150); among his own
disciples were Shaikh 'Izz-aldin Mahmud and Shaikh

Kamal-aldin 'Abd-alrazzak, both of Kashan (see Nos.

931 and 932 below), on fol. 341*.

923. Khwajah Amirbeg, a son of Shaikh Muhammad

Kajahi Tabrizi (Kajah, -s>, is a village near Tabriz,

see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 655, note i) and a relative

of Amir Zakariyya ; although his father lived in Tabriz,

he himself was born in Natanz ; under Shah Tahmasp
he was for some time wali of the sepulchre of the

Imam All bin Musa alrida (see No. 887 above) and

also wazir of Khurasan, on fol. 341".

924. Mirza Hisabi, a good musician and poet (under

the Safawis, it seems), on fol. 34 1*^.

925. Ashubi, poet and calligrapher, on fol. 342^.

Zawdrah, on fol. 342*:

926. Maulana Muhammad Murshidt, a good meta-

physician, astronomer, and poet, on fol. 342*.

927. Mir Manhi, a clever poet, on fol. 342*.

Ardastdn, on fol. 342":

928. Maulana Muhammad, a good astronomer, mathe-

matician, and geomancer ; he was a contemporary and

friend of Maulana 'Ali Kushji (who died A. h. 879=
A. D. 1474, 1475, 866 Bodleian Cat., No. 1515 sq.) in

the reign of Ulughbeg (who was a&sassinated A. h. 853
=A. D. 1449), on fol. 3421*.

929. Kasimi, a poet, on fol. 343*.

930. Maulana Ghubarl, of whom a rubai is quoted,

on fol. 343*.

Kdshdn, on fol. 343":

931. Shaikh Izz-aldln Mahmud (see No. 922 above),

the author of the >-^j\}^ t..->yj and a commentary on

the ilS[S of Ibn al-Farid (Saflnat-ulauliya, No. 332)

;

he also wrote & j-ajJ^ -y-i or abridged commentary

to the same kasidah, and some rubais, on fol. 343''-

93-2. Shaikh Kamal-aldin 'Abd-alrazzak (see also

No. 922), author of the cylbjU ^ .~ «T (comp. H.

Khalfa ii. p. 175, No. 2358), the eyU!lk-.l ljU5

j4jj-J1 (see G. Flugel iii. p. 371 sq.; the first part of

it has been edited tiy Dr. A. Sprenger, Calcutta, 1845,

under the title, ' Abdur-razzaq's Dictionary of the

technical terms of the Sufies'), the Sm ij>y^ »-/-

(a commentary on the *xil ijoyaj by Ibn 'Arabi, who

died A.H. 638=A.D. 1240, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 60),

the j^jj^LJl JjL;-* T-/i (a commentary on the JjL::*

^ji\jA\ by Khwajah 'Abdallah Ansari, who died

A.H. 481 = A. D. 1088, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 300),

and other works (in G. Fliigel i. p. 463, a -^
iSrS^'^ i^^^ by the same "Abd-alrazzak Kashani,

is described); he was a contemporary of Shaikh

Eukn-aldin 'Ala-aldaulah Simn&ni (who died a.h. 736
=A.D. 1336, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 132), with whom
he had many controversies on Sufic topics ; his death,

the date of which is not mentioned here, took place in

A.H. 730=A.D. 1329, 1330, on fol. 343t>.

933. Nasih-almuluk (the counsellor of kings, in

the following copy i-uU) 'Aziz alhadrat (bihadrat

in this copy) Abu 'lahir Isma'il, was under Sultan

Maliksh&h, governor of Kaslilin, and gave tlie in-

habitants of that province a remission of taxes for four

years, on fol. 344*.

934. Mu'in-aldin Abu Nasr, was originally munsh!
and auditor of Sultan Mahmud bin Muhammad Saljukl

(who succeeded his father Muhammad, the second son

of Malikshah, a.h. 5ii=a. d. 11 18); under Sultan
Sanjar he was first appointed governor of Rai and
afterwards wazir of the realm ; be was finally assassi-

nated by one of the Isma'ilis or followers of Hasan
Sabbah, on fol. 344".

935. Fakhr-aldin Tahir, son of the preceding Mu'ln-

aldln, was wazir of Sultan Alp ArslSn (correctly

Arslanshah) Jjin Toghrul bin Muhammad bin Maliksh&h
(who reigned a.h. 556-57i=a.d. 1161-1176), but
died young, on fol. 344*.

936. Sharaf-aldin Anushirw&n alkh£.lidl, was for

some years wazir of the 'Abbdside Khalif Al-Mustarshid-

billah (a.h. 5I2-529=a.d. 1118-1135); the further

statement we find here, that after the Khalif 's death he

entered the service of Sultan Mahmud bin Muhammad
Saljiiki and was for seven years wazir of that ruler,

cannot be true, as SultSn MahmM died a.h. 525 (a.d.

1
1 3 1 ), four years before the Khalif, comp. also Elfachri,

ed. Ahlwardt, pp. 354-355, where the death of Anfl-

shirwan (or as he is called there, Aniisharw&n bin

Khalid) is fixed in a.h. 532 (a.d. 1138). It is the

same wazir for whom Hariri (died a.h. 516= A.d.

1 1 22) composed his immortal Makamat, on fol. 344".

937. Sadr-alimam alajall alfadil Afdal-aldin Mu-
hammad, the great rubai-writer and author of a number

of Sufic tracts, as JL»xJl p-ilj^ >.-vy5, s-elj -.Is*' ».,

j..«Li ^b)l»., 5_«li \^j^, i*L> Lijl, and others, the cor-

rect date of whose death is a.h. 707= a.d. 1307, 1308 (see

Bodleian Cat., No. 749 ; llieu ii. p. 829'*). It is stated

here in the beginning that Khwajah Nasir-aldln, i.e.

Nasir-aldin 'Tusi (died a.h. 672=a. d. 1273, 1274),

wrote verses in his praise, but, a few lines further on,

the story of Muhammad 'Aufi about a certain Khwajah
Afdal in Sultan Mahmud's time is unscrupulously

referred to the present Afdal-aldin Kashi who lived 300
years later, on fol. 344''.

938. Alsayyid alajall Shams-aldin Muhammad bin

'All, a poet, on fol. 345^.

939. Ra'is-ala'immah Nasir-aldin, likewise a poet,

on fol. 345!'.

940. Akda-alkudat Maulana 'Imad-aldin, was ac-

cording to Maulana Mu'in Juwaini's statement in his

^jb-»j\X3 (composed a.h. 735=a. d. 1334, i335> see

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1447-1449) the confidant of the

famous wazir of Sultan Abu Sa'id, Khwajah Ghiy^th-

aldin Muhammad bin Khwajah Rashid-aldin (who rose

to the rank of wazir a.h. 728=a. d. 1328, and was

put to death a.h. 736=a. d. 1336); he also wrote

poetry, on fol. 346*.

941. Sayyid-alkalam Sayyid Ashraf, a writer in

verse and prose (probably identical with Sayyid Jalal-

aldln Ashraf Kasht, who flourished in the reign of

Hiliagfi's son Abakakhan, a.h. 663-68o=a. d. 1265-

1282, see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 71, 1. 3), on fol. 346*.

942. Afdal-alshu'ara Radi-aldin alkhashshab (the

timber-merchant) ; besides other verses, some baits are
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quoted here •which he composed in praise of Shaikh

'Umar Suhrawardi (who is probably identical with the

well-known Shihab-aldin Suhraward!, whose original

name was 'Umar bin Muhammad and who died A. h.

632=A. D. 1234, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 148), on

fol. 346l>.

943. Shaikh (or Sayyid) Jamal-aldln, contemporary

with Abakakhan and imitator of Sa'di, on fol. 346b.

944. Maulana Kamal-aldin, a writer in verse and

prose, on fol. 347*.

945. Maulani Kamal-aldin Hasan, author of a dlwan

of kasidas and ghazals, mainly in honour of the Amir-

almu'minln 'Ali bin Abi Talib, on fol. 347". ,

946. Maulana Shams-aldin, author of a ^\j^ ^\S
^Li. (Ghazankhan reigned A. H. 694-703=A. d. 1295-

1 304) and of a diwan of kasidas in praise of Khwajah
Baha-aldin Walad (probably Baha-aldin Sultan "Walad,

Jalal-aldin Rumi's son, who died a.h. 7I2=a.d. 1312,

see the Manakib-al'arifin, No. 630 in this Cat., fasl vii,

and Safinat-alauliya, No. 139; Jalal-aldin Eumi's

father, Shaikh Baha-aldin Walad, who might be meant

too, died a.h. 628

=

a. d. 1231), on fol. 347*".

947. Zain-akl!n Fakhta (or Fakhita, the ring-dove),

a poet and author of the i^jill JLaJ , on fol. 347^-

948 and 949. Maulana Ghiyath-aldtn Jamshid and

Maulana Mu'in-aklin, two well-known astronomers

under Mirza Ulughbeg (who was governor of Transo.x-

ania from a.h. 8i2-852=a.d. 1409-1448, and reigned

as independent monarch from A.H. 852-853^A. D.

1449), whom they assisted in compiling his astronomical

tables, the ^\ \>\ ... J^jj^a. jj, comp. Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1 51 5 sq.; Rieu ii. pp.^456 and 869''. Ghiyath-

aldin Jamshid died shortly after A. h. 823 (a. d. 1420),

on fol. 347''.

950. Maulana Muhtasham, the well-known poet (died

A.H. 996=A. D. 1588, see Bodleian Cat., No. 1050, and

Rieu ii. p. 665), on fol. 348*.

951. Mir Muhammad Takt Marwarid, lived in the

Dakhan, a good calligrapher and poet, on fol. 348''.

952. Maulana Diya-aldin, wrote mostly rubais, on

fol. 348b.

953. Eukn-aldin Mas'ud, a poet of the time of Shah

Abbas I (he used, according to the Atashkada, Bod-

leian Cat., col. 282, No. 589, the takhallus Masih,

comp. also Rieu ii. p. 688), on fol. 349*.

954. Mir Haidar Rafiki (so distinctly in this and the

following copy iJ^.->j, but the more correct takhallus

is Eafi'i, ^x.'ij), see Atashkada, in Bodleian Cat., col.

282, No. 571, with the additional title of Mu'amma),
famous by his ta'rikhs and riddles ; there are quoted

here among others a ta'rikh on Shah Isma'il II's

accession and death (the last bait of which runs thus

:

U-^j ^)J jL

words

^j^yjj 51—

^

U
the first three words of the first hemistich giving

A.H. 984, the first three words of the second a.h. 985),

and also a ta'rikh on the completion of Shaikh Faidi's

well-known JsjJL;^ ~ji .- °' or commentary on the

Kuran, which contains no letters with diacritical points,

viz. Sfirah 112, the numerical value of all the words of

which is equal to 1002 (a.h. ioo2=A.d. 1593, I594)-

He is also renowned by the clever way in which he used

to match words of exactly the same numerical value, for

instance, JLe and i^^i, 'world' and 'transitory' (both

= 141); jjLji-ol and ^j}*^, 'Isfahan' and 'writer,' with

reference to the great number of clever authors born
there (both= 227) ; ijj and 5j».«j, ' Yazd ' and 'wife,'

probably on abcount of the beauty of the women of

that town (both=2i); ,jLiO and i-iJj^, ' Kashan' and
' scorpion,' scorpions abounding in that city according

to Yakut (both= 37 2); jjLu and (_r-»J, ' Sawa ' and

'vile' (both=72); ^j*-)^ and 1^^, 'inhabitant of

Sawa ' and ' dog ' (both= 80) ; tj^s^ and jU, ' sweet-

heart' and 'coquetry' (both= 58) ; sLi and .I4S, 'Shah'

and 'conqueror' (both=3o6); ^^_^U^ and sUj uL^a.,

'(Shah) Tahmasp' and 'the world's refuge' (both=

117)) u"^ »^ and t_iV sLt, 'Shah Abbas' and
' Shah of Najaf,' where the tomb of 'Ali, the Shi'ite

sanctuary, is found (both= 439); i_>[jJ>. and c*.a.L

'sleep' and 'rest' (both=6o9); |,-uUJl y^ and eJLL.

^jjjJI |,y ,
' Abu-alkasim ' (probably Shaikh Najm-

aldin Abu-alk&sim of Hillah, the great ecclesiastical

authority amongst the Shi'ites, who died a.h. 676=
A. D. 1277) and 'the king of the judgment-day' (both

= 241); '.L-
-° - andjli, 'drunk' and 'wicked' (both=

500); jLc and (c-oLc, 'refractory' and 'rebellious'

(both=i7i); L£p-I. and ^jU3.jJ;,, 'the dweller in hell'

and 'Satan' (both= 37o), on fol. 349b.

955. Amir Muhammad Hashim, with the takhallus

Sanjar, son of the preceding Mir Haidar and superior

to his father in the sweetness and eloquence of his

poetry; he also wrote occasionally ta'rikhs and riddles,

on fol. 350".

956. Amir Husainl, nephew of the same Mir Haidar

(who is again called here distinctly Kafiki), wrote

likewise poetry, on fol. 350''.

957. Mirza Rafi'-aldin, a poet, on fol. 350b.

958. Maulana Saifur (j^-«-s-->
distinctly here in text

and index ; more correctly in the following copy

Taifur, .jj-i), composed verses at the request of the

Safawi prince. Sultan Mustafa Mirza, on fol. 350b.

959. Dai, the brother of Malik (see No. 999 below),

a poet, on fol. 350b.

960. Maulana Fahmi, likewise a poet, on fol. 350b.

961. Maulana Hatim, wrote some neat verses, on

fol. 350^
962. Shuja, who towards the end of his life wrote

a satire upon the governor of Khurasan and was

obliged to tiike to flight; he went to Isfahan, where

he hid himself for the remainder of his day.s, on fol. 351".

963. Maulana Haidar Dhihni, a poet who lived the

greater part of his life in the Dakhan, on fol. 351b.

964. Eida'i, a poet, on fol. 351b.

965. Adham, of whom a rubai is quoted here, on

fol. 352a.

966. Sharif, a poet, on fol. 352*.

967. Maksud (in the following copy Maksudi), one

of the gossiping writers of Kashan, on fol. 352b.

968. Muhammad Kasim Kisra {ijj—i), a grandson

of Ahli Sliirazi (who died a.h. 942=a. D. 1535, 1536,

see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1027 and 1028), and poet, on

fol. 352"
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969. Hayati, wrote many poems in the dialect of

Kaslian, on fol. 352*".

970. Saui'i, a poet who led a very sad life ; towards

the end of his clays he went to India, hut died in

Lahur hefore he could settle there, on fol. 352''.

Jarh&dMn, on fol. 353'':

971. Najlh-aldin, is stated here to have died under
the (last) Saljuks and to have been a panegyrist of the

Amirs of the fortress of (jL-. (jLi) ? Washak in the

province of Isfahan) ; comp. on him A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 513, and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 710, foot-note,

where he is called a contemporary of Zahir Faryabi
(who died A. h. 598=a. d. 1202, see Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 582-584), on foL 353".

972. Muhammad Yusuf, of whom one ruba'i is quoted,

on fol. 353''.

Kamrah, on fol. 353^:
973. Maulana 'Ali Naki, a poet, on fol. 353*^.

974. Ulfati, brother of 'Ali NakI, wrote also occa-

.sionally poetry, on fol. 354".
Khwdnsdr, on fol. 354":
975. Shah-i-Karam, a poet, on fol. 354^'.

976. Zulali (the famous mathnawi-writer under Sliali

'Abbas, who died A. H. 1025, 1026, or 1031 =a.i>. 1616,

1617, or 1622; see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1081-1084; the

Khulasat-alkalam, No. 32, ib. col. 297 ; the Khulasat-
iilafkar, No. 116, ib. col. 306, etc.); only a few baits

are quoted here, and none of his mathnawis is men-
tioned by name, on fol. 354^.

977. Tilbi'i, of whom some vci'ses composed in the
prime of his youth are quoted here, on fol. 354''.

978. Taatt, a poet, of whom one ruba'i is given, on
fol. 354K

979. Surudi, musician and poet, on fol. 355".

980. Baba Shukhi, excelled in various arts and
handicrafts, was a clever stone-cutter, a good lute-

player, and an occasional poet, on fol. 355".
981. Shah Mur&d, a writer in prose and verse, on

fol. 355a.

982. Taji i^^^, so here in text and index, in the

following copy Naji, u^-lj), a poet, son of Maulana
Hasan, who enjoyed a great reputation and authority

among the people of Kashan in the time of Sultan Mu-
hammad S.afawi (see Nos. 883-885 above), on fol. 355".

983. Tasnifi, a ruba i-writer, on fol. 355''.

FardMn, on fol. 355*>:

984. Jalal-aldin bin Ja'far, a clever poet ; the ex-

tracts quoted are from a mathnawi of his, on fol. 355**.

Tafrish, on fol. 356^:
985. Mir Kudsi, a poet, like the two following ones,

on fol. 356''.

986. Mir 'Abd-alghani, on fol. 356''.

987. Maulana Wajhi, on fol. 357".
liumm, on fol. 357''':

988. Shaikh Nizami, the great epic poet, usually

designated as Nizami of Ganja, since he spent in

the latter town almost his whole life ; the large ex-
tracts given here are mainly taken from his diwan (the

authenticity of which has frequently been disputed, but
see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 618 and 619), on fol. 357*.

989. Hakim Taki-aldin, one of the famous men of
'Irak, wrote some poetry, on fol. 359^'.

990. Khwajah Mas'ud, went under Sul^n Husain
IND. OFF.*

Mirza (a. H. 873-91 1 = a. D. 1469-1506) from his

native place to Harat, and wrote a mathnawi of about

10,000 baits on the exploits of that monarch; he is

also the author of two munazarat or strife-poems :

^^ J y—^, sun and moon, and JLfj i-o, sword and

pen, and of a diwan, on fol. 359''.

991 . Shahidi, was king of poets under Sultan Ya'kub
(i.e. Ya'kubbeg Ak-koyunlu, who reigned a.h. 883-896
=A. D. 1478-1491); after the Sultan's death he had
to flee, as he had made many enemies by his extreme
conceit and the disregard he had shown to the verses

of other poets ; he went to India and settled in

Gujarat, where he died ; his diwan of ghazals comprises

about 4000 l^aits, on fol. 359^'.

992. Gulkhani, the nephew of Shahidi and author

of a diwan, which, however, is not extant ; he was
a contemporary of Sultan Husain Mirza, on fol. 36o«.

993. AVahidi, a poet who went in his later years to

Gilan, and entered the service of the rulers of that

country, on fol. 360*.

994-996. Kiidi 'Ala of Karahrud (Karaj, see

Barbier de Meynard, Dictionnaire gcographique, etc.,

pp. 478 and 488), who occasionally wrote verses, and
liis two sons, the elder of whom was Kadi Jah&n, who
was denounced by calumniators as having fomented
discontent against Sh4h TahmSsp, and consequently

arrested, imprisoned, and taken from Harat to Kazwin

;

he remained a prisoner in one of the fortresses to the

end of his life ; his younger brother, whose name is

not given (lie is merely designated as ^^.i^i .jUj or

^i)l^ 5.>l;is->U>), sought safety in flight and went

to Najaf; from there he sent his famous kasidah,

bewailing man's fate on earth {J^%\ ool^Ji .i), to

the Persian "Irak; this kasidah, of which a con-

siderable number of baits is quoted here, has throughout

the word 'Najaf ' as radif, on fol. 360^.

997. Mir Huduri, son of Mir Sayyid 'Ali Muhtasib
(the police-superintendent), resided about thirty years in

Mashhad in solitary seclusion from the world (in the

reign of Shah "Tahmasp) ; at the time of the accession

of Shah Ibrahim II (a.h. 984=a.d. 1576) he came for

once to the Persian 'Irak and wrote a very clever ta'rikh

on the date of 'Tahmasp's death and the beginning of

his successor's reign, from which sixteen times the

numerical value of 984 can be extracted, viz.

:

W^J 5-« Ju*U

Jjo ^iLaJlj (text incorrectly JS) im>U J-^U—I sLi>

By counting either all the letters in each hemistich, or

only those with diacritical points in any two hemistichs,

or again only those which have no diacritical points in

any two hemistichs, one obtains invariably the same num-
ber 9 8 4 ; other poetical specimens are quoted, on fol. 36 1 ».

998. Amir Ashki, brother of the preceding poet,

was attracted by the fame of Maulana Ghazali (i.e.

Ghazali Mashhadi, who died a.h. 98o=a. d. 1572,
see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1 033-1035) to India, but

never had an interview with him. His poems exceeded

10,000 baits, but Mir Juda'i, to whom he at the time
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years attached to Sultan Husain Mirza, the son of

Bahrain Mirza (Bahram Mirza was the fourth son of

Shah Isma'il I Safawi, and died A. H. 956= A. D. 1549,
see Rieu i. p. 104'', or according to Beale, Oriental

Biogr. Diet., p. 661, a.h. 957=a.d. 1550), on fol. 379*^.

1040. Easliki, a poet who was so far reduced in his

circumstances that at last he had to take the place of

a night-watchman ( g), the most despised of all

occupations, in Tabriz, and was eventually killed there,

on fol. 380^
1041. Khwajah Aka Mir (was wazir under Shah

Tahmasp, according to Taki Kashi) ; one of his rubais

is quoted here, on fol. 380".

1042. 'Abd-alghani, merchant and poet, visited

India, on fol. 380*.

1043. Maliki of Sarkan, a poet (died, according to

Taki Kashi, A.H. ioo4= a.d. 1595, 1596)1 on fol. 380'''.

1044. Kaisari, a poet, on fol. 381".

1045. Shararl, Halaki's nephew, came to India in

the very year when this work was written, spent

a short time at the court, and then became a dervish,

on fol. 381".

1046. Bazmi, on fol. 381".

1047. Haidari, a poet who was for some time attached

to Mir Muhammadkhan Anka (that is, either Shams-
aldiu Muhammad Ankakhan, with the honorary title of

A'zamkh^n, who was assassinated A. h. 969=a. d.

1562, or his brother Mir Muhammadkhan, see Nos. 351
and 352 above), but returned to his native country

after his patron's death and died there, on fol. 381''.

1048. Mashrabi, a poet, on fol. 381*.

1049. Panahl, a clever imitator in poetry, on fol. 381^.

Sai, on fol. 381*, and Tahrdn, on fol. 382t>:

1050. Shaikh-ararifm Abu Zakariyya Yal^ya tin

Ma'adh (i.e. Yahya bin ITa'adh Eazi, see Safinat-

alauliya. No. 183), contemporary with Junaid (Safinat-

alauliya, No. 29) ; he went from Eai to Baikh and
Harat, on fol. 383".

1051. Shahbaz-i- Kaunain (the royal falcon of the

two worlds) Kutb-i-wakt Yusuf bin al- Husain (usually

called Yusuf bin Husain Eazi, see Safinat-alauliya,

No. 208), a pupil of Dhu-alnun (No. 449) and con-

temporary with Abu 'Uthman Hiri (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 205); his death is fixed here in a.h. 258 (a. d.

872) instead of the usual date, a.h. 303 or 304 (a. d.

915-917), on fol. 383^
1052. Shaikh Najm-aldin Daya (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 128), a pupil of Shaikh Majd-aldin Baghdad!

(Safinat-alauliya, No. 125); during the invasion of

the Moghuls he fled from Khwarizm to Eum and spent

some time thei'e in the companionship of Jalal-aldln

Rumi and Shaikh Sadr-aldin Kuniyawi (see No. 1018);

he died a.h. 654 (a.d. 1256) and was buried in Baghdad.

His two chief works on Sufism are jLtII jLo^ (see

Bodleian Cat., No. 1248) and ^KJi.)! ys^. j^—aJ ; he

also composed Persian poetry, on fol. 384*.

1053. Abubakr Bahli {^Xs^A), contemporary with

Shaikh Bundar Sairafi (see above, No. 170, and

Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 250 and 252); two of his rubais

are quoted in the jLIxJI jLo^ (see the preceding

Shaikh), on fol. 384b.

1054. Shaikh Abubakr, on fol. 384b.

1055. Shaikh Abil-alkasim, on fol. 384b

1056. Abu 'Abdallah bin Haddad, on fol. 384b.

1057. 'Abdallah bin 'Abd-alrahman, on fol. 384K
1058. 'Abdallah bin Muhammad Kharraz (the shoe-

maker), who lived many years in Makkah ; he was
a contemporary of Shaikh Yusuf bin Husain Eazi

(No. 1051), on fol. 384b

1059. Shaikh Dhar'ah (5-c,i, in the following copy

i^ji), on fol. 384b.

1060. Abu Muhammad 'Abd-alrahman bin Abi

Hatim Hantali ( \ U ; -.. or rather Hanzali 1 h : - ), who
was born a.h. 240 and died a.h. 327 (a.d. 854-939),
see Barbier de Meynard, Dictionnaire gtogr., pp. 278
and 279, on fol. 384b.

1061. Abu Dhar'ah (in the following copy again •ts-.:,')

'Abdallah ibn 'Abd-alkariiii alkuraishi, on fol. 385'*.

1062. Abu Mas'ud Ahmad bin al-Furat (uyl^ill),

a great traditiouist, died a.h. 258 (a.d. 872), on fol.

385".

1063. sahib Kafi Isma'il bin 'Ibad (or 'Ubad), a man
ofthe sword and pen, was first wazir ofMu'ayyid-aldaulah

bin Eukn-aldaulah Hasan, the Buyide Amir of Rai and

Isfahan (reigned A.h. 366-373=a. d. 976-983), and

after his death of Fakhr-aldaulah ; he died a.h. 385
(a.d. 995) or A.H. 390 (a.d. iooo ; this latter date

however cannot be right, as Fakhr-aldaulah, who died

a.h. 387=a. d. 997, is represented here as having

been present at the death-bed of his wazir) and was

buried in Isfahan ; he wrote clever Arabic verses, on

fol. 385^
1064. Iftikhar-al'ulama almutakallimin Imam Fakhr-

aldin, that is, Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin 'Umar bin

Husain alkuraishi altamimi albakri, born a.h. 543 or

544 (a.d. 1 148, 1 149) in Eai, studied first under his

father, after whose death he repaired to Khwaiizm and

later on to Traiisoxania, continually engaged in learned

disputations; he died in Harat a.h. 606 (a.d. 1209,

1 2 10). Among his numerous works there are mentioned

here : .--^Jl r!^~«^l (properly styled i_*^iJI ^r^l-M

and completed a.h. 6o2=a. d. 1205, 1206, see Loth,

Arabic MSS., p. is^), itli* i_JU", J>^*il *jU-^i sj^
^^^-J^^!lll (with its full title J^l J ^;r^^^' '^^
i^jJl), J.n-c* (probably a mistake for J^-o-s^', or

principles of jurisprudence, see Loth, loc. cit., p. 73*),

jjLa^l
J v;)W-(J' v^iS^ lir^ iJUa-Uji (or, as the

following copy reads, probably more correctly cu».L-«

iZjjJ:^), ajjUj vi.^L_», JjWI L_-^4Jj', JiLJtl ty-!-c,

^'UiJl ^\j.j\, i|;U^' JiUJ.1 ib^i, Jil j^-o^, c^bT
ijojl, |Jlx-«, (jo-sJ^ (in the following copy ^ja-:Js^

Sina's
zr (i.e l,Ui)l

X
GT"'

a commentary on Ibn

^l.Li!ll\, see Loth, loc. cit., p. 133^),-

^^ —^ (correctly in the following copy

I , V il M*** ip-j-i, a commentary on Ibn Sina's work

on physics and metaphysics, 4.,XJJ ^jy^, parts ii and

iii, ib., p. 133''), iil 'U-l ^, J-li^ ^, ^
jjyU i^^^iC etc. (all of these are Arabic works ; the

well-known Persian encyclopaedia by the same author,

j^ill jjUa. ^J j\y'i\ ojlj->., composed A.H. 574=
A.D. 1 1 79, see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1481 and 1482, is
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not mentioned liere). He also wrote occasionally

Persian poetry, especially ruba'is and ki^'as, on fol.

386a

1065. Muhammad bin Zakariyya Razl, the great

physician, and author of the (^.lH vLi, the ijUa

*.«Lii, the i_)Lksill sjLi$7 and the n-' • ijUi (or

(^j - • ' ijUS) which was dedicated to Abu Salih

Mansur bin Ishak, the nephew of Amir Isma'il Samani
(a. H. 279-295= A. D. 892-907), who appointed him
governor of Ilai, when he himself went into the 'Irak

to repulse Muhammad bin Harun, who had taken

possession of Tabaristan. According to others, the work
in question was dedicated to Abu Salih Mansur bin

Nuh bin Nasr bin Isma'il (a suggestion which is scarcely

possible, as this Mansiir ruled A. H. 35o-366=A. d.

961-976, and Muhammad bin Zakariyya died A. H.

311 or 32o=A. D. 923 or 932). Muhammad devoted

himself originallyto musical studies, but exchanged them
afterwards for medical ones, which he pursued chiefly

under the guidance of Hakim Abu-alhasan 'Ali bin Zain

altabari, the author of the 4.»Xil j_^jj^, on fol. 387".

10G6. Abu Bashar Muhammad bin Ahmad bin

Hamniad Ansari Eazi Daulabi (Daulab is a village

in the district of Eai, adjoining "Tahran ; other places

of the same name are found, as is pointed out here

:

(a) in Yaman, usually called ^y^\ oj— ', (b) near

Ta'if, with which the poet 'Abclallah bin 'Umar bin

'Uthmau is connected
;

(c) between Makkah and
Madiuah ; (d) in Ahwaz

;
(e) a quarter of Baghdad),

a great traditionist and writer of ta'rikhs on the birth

and death of renowned scholars; he died A. h. 320
(a. D. 932), on fol. 387I'.

1067. Afdal-almutakaddimln Abu Zaid (in the

index of this and the text of the following copy
Abu Yazid) Muhammad al-'Ada'iri ((.j^Lic ; in the

following copy 'Asa'iri (C^JLaj:) ; or, as others spell the

name (and that is undoubtedly correct, see Atashkada,

No. 452, Bodleian Cat., col. 278), Ghadairi {(jJLas-,

because his father was 0.jjLaJi=jSZj\j, i.e. a potter),

the prince of the poets of 'Irak and panegyrist of

Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna ; he also wrote kasidas and

kit'as in honour of the house of 'Ali, on fol. 388*.

1068. Pindar of Ilai, favourite and panegyrist of

Majd-aldaulah Abu 'Talib bin Fakhr-aldaulah Dailami
(the ruler of Isfahan and Eai, with the name of Eustam,
who succeeded liis father Fakhr-aldaulah Abd-aihasan
'Ali A. H. 387r=A. D. 997, and was deposed by Sultan

Mahmud of Ghazna a. h. 420= a. d. 1029); he also

wrote kasidas in honour of the wazir Sahib Isma'il bin

'Ibad (No. 1063), who had brought him up and shown
him great kindness, on fol. sSS^.

1069. Amlah-alshu'ara 'Imadi alshahriyari, who ac-

cording to some authorities is identical with 'Imadi

Ghaznawi, the only one whom 'Aufi mentions in his

tadhkirab, but of whom he quotes poetical specimens
which in some of the most reliable copies are ascribed

to 'Imadi Sliahriyari (Shahriyar is one of the bulukat
or districts of Eai) ; others maintain that the two
poets were different persons (see about this question

Butkhana, No. 35, Bodleian Cat., col. 200; Eieu ii.

p. 557, and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 439). 'Imadi Shahri-

yari, according to the allusions made in his own
poems, of which about 2000 baits have been preserved,

flourished under Sultan fughral III Saljftki (a. h.

57i-59°='*-i'- 1176-1194), whom he has eulogised

in several kasidas, on fol. 389*.

1070. Imam-alajairAla-aldin Khuwar! (Khuw4r in

situated in the province of Eai), wrote a few verses, on

fol. 391*^.

1071. Malik-alkalam Fadl-allah alkhuwart, con-

temporary with the Khwarizmshah Tukush (a. h.

568-596=A.D. 1172, 1173-1200); he composed occa-

sionally poetry, on fol. 391''.

1072. Mafkhar-alshu'ara Abu-almafakhir, a poet

of the time of Sultan Mas'ud bin Muhammad bin

Malikshali (a.h. 529-547 =A.D. 1134-1152); according

to Barbier de Meynard, Dictionnaire geogr., p. 213, he

also was born in Khnwar, on fol. 392".

1073. Ashraf-alshu'ara Badr-aldin alkiwami Eazi.

a poet of the Saljuks (as 'Aufi states), who derived his

takhallus from Kiwam-aldin 'Tughra i, to whom he was
closely attached ; his poetical compositions are verj"

rare now, on fol. 392".

1074. Mas'ud Eazi, a panegyrist of Sultan Mas'ud

of Ghazna (a.h. 42i-432=a.d. 1030-1040), on fol.

393"-

1075. Dihkhudai Abd-alma'ali, a panegyrist of the

Saljuks, whose diwan is no longer extant, on fol. 393''.

1076. Maulana Kutb-aldin, under Sultan Abii Sa'id

Bahadurkhan llkhani (a. H. 7 1 6-7 36= A. D. 1 3 1 6-1 335),

author of the »
'^ , * ^j^, which he dedicated to the

wazir Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin Muhammad (see No. 940),

the son of Khwajah Eashid (the author of the («-»L»-

j.ljiJl, see No. 17 in this Cat.), on fol. 394''.

1077. Sayyid Muhammad Nurbakhsh, came at an

early age to Eai and settled in a village close by, where

he rose to great influence and obtained many pupils

and adherents, on fol. 394''.

1078. Sayyid Ja'far, eldest son of the preceding

Sayyid, came to Harat under Sultan Husain Mirza,

where the Amirs and other prominent men tried to retain

him by the ofl'er of splendid presents ; but he refused and
went to 'Arabistan, where he spent the remainder of

his life in pious meditations ; he also wrote occasionally

poetry, on fol. 3941*.

1079. Shah Kasim, another son of Muhammad
Nilrbakhsh, went likewise under Sultan Husain Mirza

to Khurai-an and found favour with that monarch ;

after some time he got permission to return to his

native place, where he was greatly honoured by Shah
Isma'il Safawi. He had two sons, Shall Shams-aldin

and Shah Baha-aldaulah, on fol. 394''.

1080. Shah Baha-aldaulah, son of Shah K&sim, went
first to Harat and became a favourite of Sultan Husain

Miiza, after whose death he entered the service of

Shah Isma'il Safawi, on fol. 395".

1081. Shah Kiwam-aldin Muhammad, son of Shah

Shams-aldtn ibn Shah Kasim (No. 1079), ^^'^ ^°^^ **>

great spiritual renown and attracted many disciples,

which by degrees made him haughty and overbearing

;

it was at his instigation that the poet Umidi of Eai

was murdered (this event must have happened shortly
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before Shah Isma'il's death and Tahmasp's accession,

see No. III2 lielow, and also Rieu iii. p. 1091", where

the exact month is given in which the murder was

perpetrated, viz. Eabi' I, A. h. 930=a. d. 1524, Jan. to

Febr.). Immediately after Tahmasp's accession Shah

Kiwam-aldin was brought in chains to Kazwin, the

capital of the Safawi dynasty at that time, and re-

mained a prisoner in one of the fortresses to the end

of his life ; he wrote occasionally poetry, on fol. sgS"-

1082. Shah Safi-aldin Muhammad, brother of Shah

Kiwam-aldin, author of a diwan of about 1000 baits,

on fol. 395''.

1083. Shah Kasim bin Shah Kiwam-aldin, who
settled in Turusht after the calamity that had befallen

his father ; he excelled in epistolography, as an epistle

proves which he sent to Mir Ghiyath-aldin ^Muhammad
the Mir Miran of Yazd, on fol. 396''.

1084. Amir Sayyid Muhammad, son of the preceding

Shah Kasim, a poet, died young, on fol. 3961*.

1 085. Amir Shah Eida, also related to the Nurbakhshi

family, was a great chess-player, and wrote occasionally

poetry, on fol. 396'^.

1086. Fikri, related to the same family, went to the

Dakhan in the time of Shah Tahir (Shah Tahir Husaini

Khwandi, on wliose adventurous life compare Rieu i.

p. 395 ; he died in Ahmadnagar a. h. 952, 953 or 956=
A. D. 1545, 1546 or 1549); he wrote occasionally poetry,

on fol. 396''.

1087. Kadi Muhammad, one of the Sayyids of

Waramin (a little town in the province of Rai), was
afterwards in the service of the Safawi Sultans ; he was
a great ta'rikh-writer and composed at the request of

Shah Tahmasp a clever chronogram on the conversion

of 'tsakhan, the son of Lawand Gurji, to Islamism by

that monarch, A. h. 967 (a. d. 1559, 1560), the date

being expressed by the hemistich xi jjJ ^.. .c

^JX^ \\ ij\ ,\...», on fol. 397*.

1088. Kadi 'Ata-allah, the brother of the preceding

kadi, also renowned by ta'rikhs ; two of the best known
are on the peace concluded between Shah Tahmasp and

the Turks, a.h. 969 (a. d. 1561, 1562), expressed by the

words j->.i. Ji-aJl, and on the removal of the prime-

minister Amir Naki (in the following copy Taki) -aldin

Muhammad Sadr from his post in consequence of illness

or infirmity (oJLc), skilfully worded in this way:

^ jl ^l^i j:ij^ ^j\S J\

oJlc ir" J'c/.Uj!/^

(the oJlc v-Jr» is the weak letter (j, by the removal

of which from the middle of the word •-.^y ,'. the

date A.H. 97o=A. D. 1562, 1563, is obtained), on fol.

1089. Kadi 'Abdallah, eldest son of Kadi Muhammad
(No. 1087), lived some time at Shiraz, but returned

afterwards to his native place and lived there as a very

successful dihkan or landed proprietor ; he was a good
poet and musician, on fol. 397''.

1090. Kadi Sadid, another son of Kadi Muhammad,
on fol. 397''.

1091. Mir Rukn-aldin, a poet, on fol. 397''.

1092. Mir Muhammad Kasim, a poet, who was for

some time a companion of Asafkhan (probably the

same who continued the ^1 i-ij^^'
^^^ ^°^" no-nS

in this Cat), on fol. 398a. C
1093. Kadi 'Ahdi, a ruba'i of whom is quoted here,

on fol. 398b.

1094. Amir 'Inayat-allah, one of the superintendents

or overseers (^y:^) of the sepulchre or holy shrine of

the Imamzada Abd-al'azira, whose father Hasan bin

Zaid bin Imam Hasan (bin 'Ali bin Abd Talib the

fourth Khalif) had first been Amir of Madinah, had

then exercised his sway in Tabaristan for some time

conjointly with his brother Isma'il (usually called Dai
alkabir or Dai alawwal, the great or first missionary),

and finally went to Rai, where he died. 'Inayat-allah

wrote occasionally poetry, on fol. 398'*.

1095. Amir 'Alishah, s<m of the preceding Amir,

wrote likewise verses, on fol. 3981".

1096. Amir Niir-allah, also one of the overseers of

that shrine, and an occasional poet, on fol. 399".

1097. Amir Zahir-aldin Ibraliim, a prominent mem-
ber of the same body of mutawallis or overseers of

'Abd-al'aiim's shrine, used as poet the takhallus Wasfi

(in the following copy Wad'i), on fol. 399*.

1098. Amir Majd-aldin Isma'il, son of the preceding

Amir, used Majdi as takhallus in his poetry, on fol. 399".

1099. Shaikh Shihab-aldin 'Ali, one of the super-

intendents or overseers of the shrine of the Imamzada
Abu-alhasau, one of the descendants of the seventh

Imam Musa Kazim, in Andarman (a village in the dis-

trict of Rai); he wrote occasionally verses, on fol. 399*.

1100. Shaikh Abu-alkasim, son of the preceding

Shaikh, likewise an occasional poet, on fol. 399''.

1101. Aka Ghiyath, son of the preceding Shaikh,

died very young, on fol. 399^.

1102. Kadi Mas'ud, sou of Kadi 'Abdallah, who had

come from Kazwin to Kai and obtained the kadiship of

that district ; after his father's death he succeeded him
in his office ; he is the author of a work on epistolo-

graphy, styled 15^15 jy~-"'^, and also wrote occasionally

poetry ; he had nine renowned sons in fahran, on fol.

1103. Kadibeg, the eldest of Kadi Mas'ud's sons;

whilst in Iran, he was a favourite of Shah Tahmasp

;

afterwards he went to Ahmadnagar in the Dakhan and

rose to the rank of a wakil ; when deposed from his

office he set out on his return journey to his native

place, but only reached Lar, where he died, on fol. 400*.

1104. Amir 'Abd-alkadir, another of Kadi Mas'vid's

sons, was under Shah 'Tahmasp five years kadi of

Tabriz; a.h. 989 (a. d. 1.1581) he was killed in Raj_

(the ta'rikh on his death, however, viz. j.^ J-«4-i si

.jLaJl Xffi., gives a.h. 987=a. d. 1579), on fol. 400".

1105. Amir Mu'izz-aldin Malik, a third son of Kadi

Mas'ud and his successor in office, on fol. 400".

1 1 06. Amir Taj-aldin Hasan, a fourth son of Kadi

Mas'ud, studied first in Siiiraz under Mirza Jan (i.e.

Habib-allah Shiriizi, who died A.h. 994= a. d. 1586),

afterwards in Karbala and Najaf under Maulana Ahmad
Ardabili ; he afterwards returned to his native town ;

he is the author of a j<JLk.e L^U. (glosses on the

.lyill «JL!a-. on logic by Mahmud bin Abiibakr Ur-

mawi, who died a.h. 682= a. d. 1283, 1284, a work
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on wliich also MirzA Jan, Taj-aldin's teacher, has

exercised his ingenuity, see Loth, Arabic MSS., p. MS'')

and of glosses on the Jj^l or dogmas (Jlc j i-^-i-L*

Jj-»1), on fol. 40oi>.

1107. Amir Ja'far, a fifth son of Kadi Mns'ud and
likewise a pupil of Mirza Jan ; he excelled particularly

in the art of divination, called As^, on fol. 400''.

1108. Amir Kadi, a sixth son of Kadi Mas'ud, went
to India and entered Akbar's service ; but as his career

was not prosperous, he left for the Dakhan, where his

eldest brother (No. 1103) occupied for some time a

high position. Unsuccessful even there he returned to

his native country ; he was a clever poet, on fol. 400''.

1109. Amir Zain-al'abidin, a seventh son of Kadi
Mas'ud, wrote likewise now and then poetry, on fol.

401".

1110. Amir Shams-aldin 'Ali, an eighth son of

Kadi Mas'iid, was an occasional poet too, on fol. 401".

1111. Mir Abu Turab, the ninth and youngest son

of Kadi ITas'ud, a clever poet, on fol. 401a.

1112. Mauland Umidi, studied in Shiraz; in a. h.

927 (a. D. 1521) he accompanied Durmishkhan to

Harat, tiie capital of Khurasan, and two years later he
returned to Rai, where he soon after was murdered
(see No. 1081 above) ; the ta'rikh on his death by
Maulana Nami, one of his pupils, as given here.

represents the wrong date 925 : sT cr* (>*^ ^J^j•,1

of Umidl's poems there are still extant seventeen

kasidas, three ghazals, a t_elj lyU-., and some kit'as and
Tubals, on fol. 401^.

1113. Khwajah Muhammad Tahir, Umidl's son, who
also wrote occasionally poetry, on fol. 402''.

1114. Khwajah Muhammad Sharif Hijri (according

to Ilahi a nephew of Umidi, see A. Sprenger, Ca(al.,

p. 87), who went after his father's death to Khurasan
and became wazir of the governor of that country,

Muhammadkhan Sharaf Ughlu Taklil (here designated

as Tatar Sultan Walad Muhammadkhan Sliaraf-aldlii

Ughlu, who was appointed to that post in a. h. 941 =
A. D. 1534, 1535, comp. Rieu i. p. is**); he served in

the same capacity Muhammadkhan's son, and after tlie

latter's death he entered Shah 'Tahmasp's service, first

for seven years as wazir of Yazd, Abarkuh, etc.; and

later on as wazir of Isfahan ; the ta'rikh of his death,

composed by Damiri (of Isfahan), is: ^ io JoJwT

\yjj iU.^ (one to be deducted from the numerical value

of
]yj^ i^, which is 985= A.H. 984, a.d. 1576, 1577)

;

he left a diwan, which the autlior of this book, however,
had not seen ; some specimens are quoted, on fol. 402''.

1115. Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin Muhammad, son of

the preceding wazir and poet, still alive at the time
when this work was composed (he was the father of the

famous Nurjahan, and under the title of I'timad-aldaulah

wazir of the emperor Jahangir), on fol. 403".

1116. Khwajah Muhammad Tahir Wasli, another
son of Muhammad Sharif Hijri, likewise alive at that

time ; he composed some good poetry, on fol. 403**.

1117. Khwajah Mirza Ahmad, brother of Muhammad
Sharif and father of the author of this work, Amin
Ahmad Razi; he was in great favour with Sh&h

Tahraasp and for some years kalantar or prefect of

Rai, on fol. 403''.

1118. Khwajah Khwajagl, another brother of Mu-
hammad Sharif, wrote occasionally poetry, for instance,

a ruba'i in honour of Asadbeg Mustaufi Muhammatl-
khiin Sharaf-aldln Ughlu (no doubt the same governor

of Khurasan mentioned above in No. 1114), on fol. 404".

1119. Khwajah Shapilr, son of Khwajah Khwajagi,

a poet (who had first the takhallus Faribt or Firibi,

according to Taki Kashi Karibi, and was a sister's son

of Umidi, see Bodleian Cat, No. 1072); besides lyrical

poetry he wrote mathnawis, an extract from one of

which, jLkj e».ft.a .j (or, as the same passage is styled

in the Bodleftin MS., oLa^ ^^^i^^j[s^\i), belonging

to an epopee j 1—^ • ^ji_-^, is quoted here ; his death,

which of course is not recorded here, took ))lace about

the same time as that of his protector Asafkhan, i.e. in

or shortly after a. H. 1021 (a.d. 1613); comp. also Etht,

Firdausi's Yiisuf und Zalikha, in ' Verhandlungen des

VII Internationalen Orientalisten-Congresses, Semi-
tische Section,' Vienna, 1888, p. 32, on fol. 404".

1120. Khwajah 'Abd-alrida, a nephew of Muhammad
Sliarif, poet and ta'rikh-writer ; one of his ta'rikhs is

on the death of Shah Kasim (perhaps identical with

No. 1083), expressed by ^U sLl cylij (=a. h. 994,

A.D. 1586), the other on tlie wedding of Mahmudbeg

Nami, represented in this form : ^jli/5^ j)*'^ o^Lc ^\
(=A.H. 992, A.D. 1584), on fol. 405''.

1121. Khwajah Muhammad Rida, son of the pre-

ceding 'Abd-alrida, a poet, who died very young, on fol.

406a.

1122. Khwajah Muhammad Muhsin, nephew of'Abd-
alrida, a poet, on fol. 406".

1123. Khwajah Nizam-almulk, wrote occasionally

poetry, on fol. 406^.

1124. Khwajah Ja'far, a good physician, writer of

riddles and occasional poet, on fol. 406*'.

1 1 25. Maulana Afdal Nami, was attached to Umidi his

whole lifetime and left a diwan of ghazals, on fol. 407".

1126. Khwajah Hidayat-allah Musharraf (or Mush-
rif), a poet, who excelled in writing parodies to

verses of the Shahnama, Laila and ilajndn, and other

poems, on fol. 407a.

1127. Mirza Muhammad (in the following copy
'Ali), with the takhallus Khulki, on fol. 407".

1128. Maulana Fahmi, had poetical contests with

Maulana Sahmi of Bukhara ; one of his kit'as, quoted

here, refers to Mir Bakir of Astarabad, on fol. 407".

1129. Maulana Muhammad Sairi, a cousin of the

preceding poet, on fol. 4071".

1130. Maulana Ghafuri, on fol. 407*'.

1131. Maulana Caci (^_^*^ in the index, |j»-l»- in

the text ; the following copy reads Haji), wrote occa-

sionally poetry, like tlie two preceding Maulauas, 011

fol. 407^.

1132. Mauland Hisabi, composer of well-measured

verses, on fol. 407*'.

Damdwand, on fol. 407*'

:

1133. Amir Ghiyath-aldin Muhammad bin Amir
Yusuf of Shakarab (in the district of Damawand), got

liis first instruction from his uncle Amir Fakhr-aldin,
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later on he studied under Saif-aldin Taftazani ; in

Sultan Husain Mirza's reign he became master in one

of the madrasas (of Harat) ; after that ruler's death he

{fained the favour of Muhammad Khan Shaibani (a. h.

90 6-916= A. D. 1500-1510), and when Shah Isma'il

Safawi conquered Harat, he made him kadi of Khurasan.

Ghiyath-aldin was treacherously arrested by Amirkhan,
the Amir-alumara of Khurasan, and put to death, 56
years old, by his command A.h. 927 = a.d. 152 1 (one

ta'rikh on his death is (sK-y* ^LJX^ J^, another, by

Khwajah Diya-aldin Miram, or, according to the follow-

ing copy, Mir, ^JjX} ^^^.s^-yt . J-;^4-i> 41U, out of which

. must be dropped in order to give the required date)

;

as poet he used the takhallus Khulki ; he is the same
Ghiyath-aldin, at whose request Khwandamir composed
the^,.^..^! >.^*i^--» (comp. Eieu i. p. 98"), on fol. 408^.

11 34. Maulana Sail of Ah (in the district of Dania-

wand), he went in early youth to Hamadan and settled

there for life; with the poet Hairatt (died a.h. 961 =
a.d. 1554) he had continual disputes and a continual

rivalry in poetry, on fol. 408''.

1135. Maulana Saif-almuluk, originally of Dama-
wand, with the takhallus Shuja'i, a good poet and
physician ; in the latter capacity he attended Mir Sayyid
Muhammad Jamabaf (the distinguished Siifi and ruba i-

writer, see No. 639 above), on fol. 409*.

113G. Maulana Kurbi, a poet, ou fol. 409^,

Simndn, on fol. 409*':

1137. Sakkak, a companion of Shaikh Abu-alhasan
Busti, on fol. 4io'\

1138. Shaikh al-'Arif Eukn-almillah wa aldin 'Ala-

aldaulah (Safmat-alauliya, No. 132), the greatest Sufic

saint after Junaid ; he was for some time in the service

of the padishah (i.e. Arghunkhan, who reigned from
A.H. 683 to A.H. 690= A.D. 1284-1291), but soon gave

up all worldly affairs and devoted himself exclusively

to a devotee's life. On his return, a.h. 689 (a.d. 1290),
from the pilgrimage he went back to his native town

;

he died, 70 years old (other authorities give him 77),
A.H. 736 (=A.D. 1336, not, as is wrongly stated here as

well as in the following copy, A.h. 786), on fol. 410".

1139. Abu-albarakat Taki-aldin Ali Dusti, a com-
panion and friend of Ala-aldaulah, on fol. 410''.

1140. Khwajah 'Imad-aldin Mas'ud, was for some
time wazir of Timur, on fol. 410''.

1141. Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin Salar, was president

of the council under Timur, on fol. 410''.

1 142. Khwajah Shams-aldin "Ali, one of Shahrukh's
wazirs, on fol. 4iot>.

1 143. Khwajah Kutb-aldin Ta'us, was for some time

wazir under Mirza Abu-alkasim Babar, the son of Bai-

sunghar (a.h. 853-861=a.d. i 449-1 457), and Sultan

Abu Sa'id (a.h. 854-873= A. D.I 450-1 469), on fol. 410b.

1144. Khwajah Nizam-aldin Bakhtyar, became
wazir in the first years of the reign of Sultan Husain
Mirza (the successor of Abu Sa'id), on fol. 410''.

1145. Najm-aldin, authorof a few vei-ses, on fol. 410''.

1146. Amir Yamani (or Yamini, as the index has),

a poet, on fol. 410b.

1147. Amir Sayyid All, was engaged in writing

a history of the Dakhan at the time when this work
was composed; he also made verses, on fol. 4io'',

1148. Faribi, or Firibi, a poet, on fol. 410^.

Astardbdd, on fol. 410^:

1149. Shams-alma'all Kabus (i.e. Kabfis bin "Washni-

gir, the ruler of Jurjan, a.h. 366-403=a.d. 976-1012),
renowned by his Arabic and Persian writings ; he wrote

Persian verses and had poetical contests with Ustad
Abubakr Khwarizmi ; the best known among his prose-

works is the iiiLJI JLj, on fol. 411*.

1150. Abu Mansur Tba'alibi, contemporary with Kabus
and author of a work, styled eM-ll^.^^, on fol. 411''.

1151. Amir 'Unsur-alma'ali Kaika'us bin Iskandar

bin Kabus (the king of Tabaristan), author of the

famous lutU i^jAi (commenced a.h. 473 or 475=
A.D. 1080-1083, comp. AV. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp.

302 and 303) and of Persian verses, on fol. 411''.

1152. Amir-almu'azzam Nusrat-aldin (in the index

Nasir-aldin) Kabudjama, rose to a high position under
Sultan Tukush (the Khwarizmshah a.h. 568-596=
A. D. II 72-1 200); he was at last denounced to his

sovereign by his rivals and escaped death only by
inducing those who arrested him, by means of rich

gifts, to take bim, before his execution, into the presence,

of the Shah. There he succeeded by a clever impromptu
poem in appeasing his anger, on fol. 412^.

1153. Alamir alkabir Fakhr-aldaulah Mas'ud bin

Nusrat-aldin, son of Kabudjama, wrote Arabic and
Persian poetry, on fol. 413*.

1154. Abu 'Ali Jurjani, who gave a clever inter-

pretation of the word Ji'-, stinginess (the i_>= 5b, the

^=^J]^.--J>, the J= j.>l), on fol. 413".

1155. Shaikh Abd-alkasim Jurjani, on fol. 413".

1156. Sayyid alhukama Sayyid Isma'il (i.e. Zain-

aldin Abu Ibrahim Isma'il bin al-Hasan bin Mu-
hammad bin Ahmad, or bin Ahmad bin Muhammad,
see Bodleian Cat., No. 1576 sq., and Eieu ii. pp. 466
sq. and 475 sq.), the great physician and author of the

^Li^-jj\y>. 5-»J>.j, the o^J^I l_>Uj (or Jl^l i^\jS.\),

here wrongly called an abridgment of the preceding

work, the ^J'i^si ^Jt>. (which is the proper abridgment

of the Sf^i), etc. These works are stated here to

have been dedicated to II Arslan Khwarizmshah
(which is impossible, since that Shah reigned A. h.

55i-567=A. D. 1156-1172, and Sayyid Isma'il died,

according to the best authorities, A. h. 531= a. d. i 136,

1137; the correct name of the Shah, in whose service he

spent most of his time, is undoubtedly Kutb-aldin

Muhammad Khwarizmshah, who reigned A.H. 491-521
= A. D. 1098-1127, and was the father of Atsiz bin

Khwarizmshah, a.h. 521-551 =a.d. ii 27-1 156, for

whom, when still heir-apparent, most of these works
were written), on fol. 413''.

1157. Hakim Balith (vju-Jb, in the following copy

Balit i.:uJb), a poet who is said here to have been

quoted in 'Aufi's tadhkirah (in the only extant copy of

that work in the Sprenger Coll. in Berlin his name,

however, is not found), on fol. 413''.

1158. Abu Dhara'ah, one of the Samanide poets

(Ethe, Rildagi's Vorliiufer, etc., No. 15), on fol. 413''.

1 1 59. Fakhr-aldin As'ad, the author of the epopee

r^iy]; J cr^j (completed between a.h. 434 and 447 =
A.D. 1 042- 105 5, see Bodleian Cat., No. 52 2; Zeitschrift
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der D. M. G. xxiii. p. 375 sq.; edited in the Bibl.

Indica), ou fol. 413*'.

1 1 60. Lami'i, a poet, on fol. 4 1
4''.

1161. Fasihi, the author of the romantic mathnnwi
l.icj jH«lj,court-poetof Kaikaus(No. i i5i),onfol. 414^.

1162. Amir Sayyid Sharif-aldin 'All, was born A. H.

740 (a. D. 1339, 1340) in Taghun (^jjiU>) near Astar-

abad; became in a.h. 779 (a.d. 1377, 1378) acquainted

with Shah Shuja and Wiis appointed ))rofessor in theDar-

alshifa or medical hospital of Shiraz ; he stayed there

about ten years and wrote his Arabic glosses on the JJii-«

(i.e. Sa'd-aldin Taftazani's commentary on Jalal-aldin

Muhammad Kazwini's »-bjil (_,fl.;;.i", completed a.h. 748

=A.D. 1347, 1348, corap. Loth, Arabic MSS., p. 246).

In A.H. 789 (a.d. 1387), when Timur took possession

of Shiraz, Sayyid Sharif-aldln was ordered to Samarkand,

wliere he remained till Timur's death. Then he returned

to Shiraz, where he died a.h. 816 (a.d. 14 13, 14 14), 76
years old. He had frequent scientific disputations with

Sa'd-aldin Taftazani (died a.h. 791 or 792= A. d. 1389
or 1390). In Samarkand he wrote most of his famous

Arabic glosses and commentaries, viz. i_jl^ __;i t>i.L>-,

-Lii* -^, ciL--» e»..Xa. L)}sJt -. Ji ^]y^ (glosses

ou !Muhammad bin Mubarak Shah Bukhari Mirak's

commentary on the ijlju* of Mufaddal biu 'Umar
Abhari, who died a.h. 663= a. d. 1265, see Loth,

Arabic MSS., pp. 136 and 137), o.*^ jyi
ij^]>*

d;^-. ,j--jJI (i. e. the ^J-^\ i-ji^ by Najm-aldin

'Ali bin "Umar Katibi Kazwini, who died a.h. 693
=A. d. 1294, see Loth, ib. p. 139), f-ij-^ o"^1j-*"

(the ^-JpLi is Sa'd-aldin Taftazani's supercommen-

tary on the OTKj, which is itself a commentary,

composed on his ' principles of jurisprudence,' or

^—ijj, by the author himself, 'Ubaid-allah bin Mas'ud

Mahbubi Hanafi, who died a.h. 747=a. d. 1346,

1347, see Loth, ib. p. 79), i_i5^ -^ (commentary

on the (—iJiljVl i_ib^ or system of scholastic thep-

log}', by 'Adud-aldiu Iji, who died a.h. 756=a. d.

1355, see Loth, ib. p. 114), jjLjj-al JJ/^ rj-^ »-s-^'^

(or simply jjjr^' LJiX^, glosses on Shams-aldin Mah-

mud Isfahani's (died a.h. 749= a.d. 1348) commentary

on tlie j-cljiJl Jj^, Nasir-aldin 'Tusi's compendium of

metaphysics and Muhammadan faith,seeLoth,ib.p. 106),

iLji^l »J1^ jj:, l^{a- (glosses on the same Isfahani's

commentary on the jUj^I
f*^'^^'

*"' compendiunv of

scholastic theology by Nasir-aldin 'Abdallah Baidawi,

who died a.h. 685=a. d. 1286, see Loth, ib. p. iii),

ijj\j ijjjJl i_Ja5 Uilj^ *JLk.. r-j^j^. i>-i^^ (Kutb-aldin

Muhammad Razi, see No. 1076 above, died A.H. 766=
A. D. 1364, i365),£,SjJ -^ (commentary ou Nasir-aldin

"Tusi's if^sS, or elements of astronomy, see Loth, ib.

p. 218), ^.:..»i». —^ (a commentary on the ,jo.ir-*, or

compendium of astronomy, byMahmud bin Muhammad
bin 'Umar Cakmini, or CaghminS, resp. Jaghmini,

see Loth, ib. p. 219), v^jlLil —^ ^-^^Ij* (probably

Nasir-aldin TAsi's commentary on Ibu Sina's ti>KU.ill

IND. OFF.

u:)!^. j
ivl lj), ^j \S^y^ *"'' ki^ 1^"!^* (glosses

on the middle commentary of Ilukn-aldin Hasan
Astarabadi, who died a.h. 717 or 7 15= a.d. 13 17 or

1315, on the_j*-J'
j_j»

i-JlS by Ibn Hiljib, who died

a.h. 646=a. d. 1248, 1249, see Loth, ib. p. 258); he

composed there besides a Persian commentary on the

same Kafiyah (i--jli .j ^«,.U), a Persian treatise on

logic (jjW :U |J {jijS^\ ilLwJl, see Rieu ii. p. 812),

and the well-known Persian work ou Arabic inflections,

styled j.^ ^j^ (Rieu ii. p. 522). After his return

to Shiraz he added to this lift of publications the

L,**.l*. ^} iW-»l j.,oSjb' -jJL t--i.la. (glosses on the

commentary, probably 'Adud-aliliu Iji's, on Ibn Hajib's

,.^: :V1 . <i . <*, or principles of jurisprudence, see Loth,

ib. p. 74) and the (^U— (_;*']/» r-i-^ (comraentaiy on

Siraj-aldin Muhammad bin Muhammad bin'Abd-alrashid

alsajawandi's work on tlie right of inheritance, com-

monly styled il».l—Jl |_^LaJl or simply ilfcU^l, see

Loth, ib., p. 60), ou fol. 414^.

1163. Amir Jamal-aldin, prime minister of Shah
"Tahmasp, on fol. 415".

1164. Amir Saif-aldin Muhammad, son of the pre-

ceding Amir, enjoyed likewise great influence in the

majlis of tlie Shah (i.e. 'Tahmasp), on fol. 415".

1165. Amir Amin-aldin Hasan, brother of Amir
Saif-aldin, on fol. 415".

1166. Amir Taki-aldin Muhammad, son of the pre-

ceding Amir, became governor of Astarabad, on fol.

4I5''-

1167. Amir Fakhr-aldin Simaki, was first teacher

in and Shaikh-alislam of Sabzwar, aftei-wards prime-

minister of Shah "Tahmasp ; among his works are

mentioned o^»X». Lljuk tA..^L>. (see on the Jaljua,

No. 1 162), t^l^J J 5-^iU>. (or as this copy originally

had and as the following one distinctly reads : ».»-i.La.

u^i-^j L-iU. J
, glosses on the glosses of Taftazani's

(jiiJLil L-^Jj', see Loth, Arabic MSS., p. 146), and

jj^ r/-" ^. H!--'-a- (comp. No. 1162), on fol. 415*.

1168. Maulana 'Imad-aldin Kari, on fol. 415''.

1169. Maulana Nizam, wrote kasidas in honour of

the house of 'All (must be different from the Maulana
Ni?am, mentioned in the Atashkada, No. 324, Bodleian

Cat., col. 273, as author of a mathnawi, ^j^.iLu ^jl « ;^-,

since his death is fixed there in A.h. 92I=a.d. 1515,
and here is added the distinct statement that Nizam's

daughter, after his death, applied in a kit'ah, quoted

here, to Sultan Husain Mirza, who died a.h. 911=
A. D. 1 506, for a tombstone on her father's grave), on

fol. 4i5»>.

1170. Hilali, of Turkish extraction, but born in

Astarabad; he went in early youth to Harat; when
'LTbaid-allahkhan conquered that city, he gained the

favour of that Uzbeg invader by a kasidah ; but as Mau-
lana Baka'ilang and Maulana Shams-aldin Kuhistani,

who were in 'Ubaid-allahkhan's service, grew envious

of him and calumniated him as a heretic, he was put

to death (a.h. 939=a. d. 1532, 1533, see Bodleian

Cat., No. 1019 sq.), a rash deed, of which the Khan
afterwards greatly repented; of Hilali's works are

h h
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mentioned here only the two niathnawis, i^r^j;'* J
'^

and ijj-^ ) ij^i ^^ '"'®^^ ^^ ^ diwau of ghazals (the

^^JiiGtJl cjIA^ is omitted), on fol. 416'''.

1171. JIaulana Sahabi, settled in Najaf, particularly

renowned as rubai-writer (he died a. h. ioio=a. d.

1601, 1602, see the Khulasat-alafliar, No. 130, Bod-

leian Cat., col. 307, and ib., col. 667), on fol. 416^.

1172. Mir Muhammad Mu'min, a poet, went to the

Dakhaii and rose to high favour at the court of Ibrahim

Kutbshah (who died A. H. 988 = A. D. 1580); at the

time when this work was composed .
he was in the

service of Ibrahim's son and successor, Muhammad
Kuli Kutbshah (a.h. 988-io20=A. d. 1580-1612), on

fol. 417".

1173. Maulana Sultan Muhammad Sidkl, a poet,

lived many years in Kashan, on fol. 417''-

1 1 74. Maulana 'Ali Gul, a poet at the court of the

Sultans of the Dakhan ; he died before the composition

of this work, on fol. 418^.

1175. Maulana Slu'in, with the takhallus of Ladhdhat,

a very subtle writer in prose and verse, on fol. 418".

1176. Muhammad Amin Dhauki, died before the

composition of this work ; one of his baits is quoted

here, on fol. 419''.

1177. Sayyid 'Abd-alhakk, wrote some kit'as, on

fol. 419".

1178. Mir Muradi, a poet (his death is fixed by

Taki Kashl in a.h. 976 or 979=:A.d. 1568, 1569, or

1571, 1572). on fob 419b.

1179. Eaughani, a poet who went to India and died

there, on fol. 419*^.

1180. Maulana Natiki, died on his way back from

India ; two ruba'is of his are quoted here, on fol. 419*'.

1181. Amir Shams-aldiu 'Ali, a poet, on fol. 419b.

1182. Nasim, a rubai of whom is quoted here, on

fol. 420''.

1183. Muhammad Mukim, son of Sayyid Muhammad
Daniyal, was in India at the time when this work was

composed, on fol. 420*.

1184. Kasami or Kismi (according to the index,

Kasinii ; the following copy reads distinctly Kismati),

spent his life in the companionship of Khwajah Husain

Thana'i (of Mashhad, who died A. 11. 996=a.d. 1588,

see Bodleian Cat., No. 1045 sq.), an occasional poet

like the preceding Mukim, on fol. 420''.

^ Taharistdn, on fol. 420*; Mdsandardn, on fol. 42 if^;

Aniul, on fol. 4211":

1185. Siiaikh Abu-al'abbas Kassab, the Shaikh of

Amul and Tabaristan, contemporary with Abu-alfawaris

Kirmanshahi, on fol. 421''.

1186. Shaikh Muhammad Kassab, pupil of the

preceding Shaikh, lived in Damaghan, on fol. 421b.

1187. Abu Ja'far (Muhammad) bin Jarir al-Tabari,

the famous author of the cs^-Jj i.->j^>
the^^-^p ^,--»iJ

(i.e. ^^jii\ Jjjti (_5» Ju^\ A-W. t'le splendid com-

mentary on the Kuran, see Lgth in Zeitschrift der

D. M. G., vol. 35, p! 588 sq.), and other works (died A. H.

3io=A,D. 922), on fol. 421b.

1188. Muhammad bin Mahmud Amuli, author of

a commentary on the eylllS or first book of Ibn Slna's

Kanun ((j»J^ ^^^^A 7'r^i see Loth, Arabic MSS.,

p. 228) in Arabic, and of the ^^y^\ (j-jUj (correctly,

^J^J^J1 (j-jU* ^ u.>^' u-^'-^J). an eucycloptedia of

Muhammadan sciences in Persian, an imitation of

Kutb-aldin Shirazi's (died A.h. 7io=a.d. 1310, 131 1)

_LJ1 sjj (see on the latter llieu ii. p. 434 ; the u-iUj

^JyLaJl were completed between a.h. 736 and 742=
a. D. 1336-1342, see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1483-1491,
and Eieu ii. p. 435 sq.), onfol. 42 1^

1189. Shaikh 'Izz-aldiu Amuli, author of the

a Shi'ite treatise on !Muhammadnn faith and duties,

dedicated to Hasan Nami (in the following copy, ^j^^
J\j c>-«), one of the kings of Mazandaran (see on the

tlL-,, W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 246,

and Eieu i. ]). 35, where no author's name is given), on

fol. 422^
1190. Abd-alfath Amuli, one of whose ruba'is is

quoted here, on fol. 422*.

1191. Maulana Muhammad Sdfi, a poet alive at the

time when this work was composed and a devout

follower of the mystic path, on fol. 422*.

1192. Maulana Kaimi, author of a mathnawi, on

fol. 423".

1193. Eafiki, a poet, on fol. 423'\

Enstamddr, on fol. 423":

1194. Maulana Muhammad, lived in Mashhad, a

great logician, who wrote occasionally poetry, on fol.

423°'-

GUdn, on fol. 423'':

1195. Shaikh Muhyi-aldln 'Abd-alkadir, the founder

of the Kadiri order (Safinat-alauliya, No. 36), born

A.H. 471 (a.d. 1078, 1079), went 18 years old, a.h.

488 (a.d. 1095), to Baghdad (he died a.h. 56i=a. d.

1 1 66), on fol. 423I'.

1196. 'Ain-alzaman Jamal-aldin Kilaki (in the index

and in the Safinat-alauliya, No. 124, Kili), one of the

Khalifiis of Shaikh Najm-aldin KubrS (who died A. h.

6i8=A.D. 1221), on fol. 424".

1197. Khwajah Taj-aldin 'Alishah, was first wazir

under Ulja'itu Sultan (a.h. 703-716 = a.d. 1303-

13 16) conjointly with Khwajah Eashid (the author of

the Jami'-altawarikh, see No. 17 in this Cat.); after

Eashid's assassination under Ulja'itu s successor, Abu
Sa'id, he combined all power in his own hand ; he died

a.h. 723 (a.d. 1323), on fol. 424a.

1198. Khwajah Najra-aldin Mahmiid (i.e. Mahmud
Giiwan bin Shaikh Muhammad Gilani), known as

Khwaja-i-Jahan, a title of honour, bestowed upon

hii8 by Sultan Muhammadshiih of the Bahmani dynasty

in the Dakhan (who reigned a.h. 867-887 =a.d.

1463-1482); he was falsely accused before the Sultan,

who gave orders for his execution (a.h. 886=a. d.

1481). Among his writings a LiJl ^j sJL-, is men-

tioned, by which no doubt the LiJiH^bL. is meant,

a treatise on refined prose-writing, see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1348 (a collection of model letters, styled ^l^
LiJill, by the same author, is described ib., No. 1349)

.'

he used to send presents to renowned Shaikhs of the

'Irak and Khurasan, for instance, to the poet Jami,

who thanked him in a kasidah, on fob 424!^.

1199. Amir Najm-aldin Mas'ud, one of the famous

men of Rasht, who enjoyed afterwards the favour of
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Sh41i Isma'il Safawl and rose to the rank of a wakil,

on fol. 42 5'>.

1200. IJaba Nasibi, a poet who was brought uniler

the notice of Sultan Ya'kub of the Ak-koyunlu dj-nasty

by Baba Fighani of Shiraz (see Nos. 203 and 212);
he died according to A. Sprenger, Catul., p. 510, a. h.

944=A.D. 1537, 1538, on fol. 4250.

1201. Karkiyakhan Ahmad, the king of Gilan, who
was, after a reign of thirty-one years, deposed and
imprisoned by Sliah Talimasp Safawt, A. H. 974 (a. d.

1566); after Shah Muhammad's accession (a. 11. 985=
a. p. 1577) he was released from his twelve years'

imprisonment and reinstated in his kingdom ; but he

proved himself a very bad ruler, and when Shah 'Abbas

after his accession summoned him to his court, he did

not obey, but began secret negotiations with the

Turkish Sultan. Thereupon 'Abbas got infuriated

against him and set out to punish him, but he escaped

in a ship and went towards Shirwan. He finally

abandoned his project of an alliance with the Turks,

and repaired to Najaf and Karbala, where he led

a contemplative life at the time when this work was
composed. During his imprisonment he had exchanged

niba is with Shah Isma'il II Safawi, who had been

confined by his father Tahmasp in the same fortress of

Kahkah as he ; he also wrote ghazals, on fol. 425''.

1202. Shaikhzada, with the takhallus Fidii'i, son of

Shaikh Muhammad Lahiji, the author of a commentary

on thejl ^^^-iJLr(i.e. the ^^wilT—^ ^ \[j^)i\ ^-»jU-«

\\j, commenced A. h. 877 = a. d. 1473); Shaikhzada
was a poet of considerable power (Muhammad Lahiji,

the father, with his full name, Shaikh Shams-aldin

Muhammad bin Yahya Lahiji Nurbakhshi, was a

renowned poet too, with the takhallus of Asirl, see

Rieu ii. p. 650; Shaikhzada died A. h. 927

=

a. d.

152 1), on fol. 426".

1203. Kadi 'Abdallah Yaklnl, belonged on his father's

side to the Nilrbakshi order, and was on his mother's

side a nephew of Shaikh Ahmad Lahiji ; he wrote
some verses, on fol. 426''.

1204. Kadi Yahya, nephew of the preceding Kadi,

Sufi and j)oet, on fol. 426^'.

1205. Maulana Yahyakhan (in the following copy
Yahya Jan), son of Maulana Ahmad fabib, a famous
physician in Shah Isma'il's reign ; he was for a long

time wazlr of Gilan, and died in Kazwin A. H. 967 (a.d.

1559, 1560) ; he wrote occasionally poetry, on fol. 427".

1206. Kadi Shams-aldin, was originally the teacher

of Shah Isma'il and became prime-minister under Shah
Tahmasp, on fol. 427".

1207. Maulana Nizam-aldin Ahmad, a great astro-

nomer, on fol. 427".

1208. Hakim Ni'mat-allah of Dailaman, a clever

physician, had 300 Turkish and Hindi! slaves, on fol.

427".

1209. Bilah (or Pilah) Fakih, was for some years

jwime-minister of Gilan, on fol. 427".

1210. Hakim Sadr-alshari'ah, son of the preceding

Bilah (or Pilah) Fakih, a ])hysician, on fol. 427".

121 1. Maulana Lutf-allah, who spread the knowledge
of philosophy and logic in Gilan, on fol. 427".

1212. Maulana Mahmild, called Sarbarahna (the I

bare-headed), great both in intellectual and technical

sciences, on fol. 427".

1213. Hakim Shams-aldin, was in Akbar's service

and obtained the title of Hakim-almulk (the royal

physician), on fol. 427".

1214 and 1215. Hakim "Ali and Hakim 'Ala-aldin,

two other clever physicians, on fol. 427".

1216. Maulana 'Abd-alwahid, had in Gilan scientific

contests with Maulana Mirza Jan, on fol. 427^.

1217. Nur-aldin Muhammad Firari (in the following

copy Ka^iin), son of Mauliina'Abd-alrazzak, and a good
poet, was for years prime-minister of Gilan, on fol. 427''.

1218. Masih-aldin Hakim Abil-alfath, brother of the

preceding Niir-aldin, was in Akbar's service, on fol. 4 2
7'>.

1219. Ha'kim Humam, another brother of Nur-aldin,

wrote also poetry, on fol. 427".

1220. Hakim Dawa'i, who spent a long time in quiet

devotion in Slakkah ; in the very year when this work
was written he had joined Akbar's court as companion
of Khan A'zam Kukultash ; he wrote occasionally poeti-y,

on fol. 428".

1221. Maulana Hayatt, a poet, who was a protegi of

Masih-aldin Hakim Abii-alfath (No. 12 18) and also

favoured by Akbar, on fol. 428''.

1222. Biiba 'Abdl, a Sufi who after thirty years'

wandering settled down in Kandahar by the side of

Baba Hasan Abdal's grave ; he wrote risaias on prosody

and rhyme and on riddles, and composed occasionally

verses, on fol. 428''.

1223. Halati, calligrapher and occasional poet, on
fol. 429".

1224. Kurbi, a poet, on fol. 429^
1225. 'Akifi, good astronomer and poet, on fol. 429".

1226. Ka'ili, a poet who came to India shortly

before this work was composed, on fol. 429*.

1227. Fida'i, a poet who lived and died in Shiraz,

on fol. 429".

1228. "Inayat Zargar (the goldsmith), a proteg6 of

Kadi Yahya (No. 1204), on fol. 429".

1229. Mir Mahmiid, a poet who came to India a few
years before the composition of this work, but soon

after undertook a new journey and was not heard of

after, on fol. 429k
Kazwin, on fol. 429'':

1230. Shaikh Abubakr ShMan, died A. h. 531 (a.d.

1136, 1137), onfol. 4301).

1231. Shaikh Nur-aldin Muhammad bin Khalid, on
fol. 430b.

1232. Shaikh 'Alak or 'Ilk (ellc), on fol. 430''.

1233. Shaikh Abu 'Ali Abu Baban, was according to

the ! Jljjj 0,15 assassinated by an Isma'ilite in Damascus,

but his body was by pious people carried to Kazwin
and buried there, on fol. 430I'.

1234. Shaikh Sa'd-aldin Katlak-khwajah (uJyi^)
Khalidi, who converted many unbelievers to Islam, on
fol. 430''.

1235. Shaikh Sharaf-aldin Tawil, was highly esteemed

by Abu Sa'id Bahadurkhan (a.h. 7i6-736=A.D.i3i6-

1335), who often visited him, on fol. 431*.

1236. Abii-alhasan Zahid, who fasted thirty years

and died a.h. 345 (a.d. 956, 957), on fol. 431*.

1237. Muhammad bin Zaid (according to Barbier de

H h 2
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Meynard, Diet, geogr., p. 445, bin Yazid, which seems

to have been written first in this copy too, but

afterwards corrected into Zaid) bin Majah, a great

traditionist and Kuran-commentator ; one of his most

reiiowutd works on tradition is the ^^jJL^
(
j^.i-JI i_>L:^

)

',

he was born according to Barbier de Meynard, loc. cit.,

A.H. 209 and died A. h. 273 (a. d. 824-886), on fol.

43 1"-

1238. Shaikh Najm-aldin 'Abd-alghafFar alshafi'l, the

author of the sjj i^jU., the i_)LJ (work on Shafi'ite hiw),

and a commentary on the i_iLJ (with its proper title ijLi

^JL.i!l -^ i vW*^'> ^^^ Loth, Arabic MSS., p. 69)

;

he died A. h. 663=a. d. 1265 (in the following copy

660, according to Loth, loc. cit., A. h. 665=a. d. 1266,

1267), on fol. 431*.

1239. 'Abd-alsalam bin Muhammad, author of a

large commentary on the Kuran {j^J^. . ... a.i) in 300

,jj^; he died A. h. 488 (a. d. 1095), on fol. 431*.

1240. Amin-aldin Ntisir bin 'Aziz-aldin, under Sultan

Mahmud (so in tiie following copy; here, probably by

mistake, Muhammad) bin Sabuktagin, rose to the rank

of a mustauti of 'Irak ; later on he gave this office up,

performed the pilgrimage, and devoted himself to a

religious life, on fol. 431".

1241. Imam-aldin Abu-alkasim 'Abd-alkarim, author

of a -,-p —^ and a —JLo —^ (a larger and a smaller

commentary, viz. on Ghazali's famous work on Shafi'ite

law, 5'j^r"Jl ic» J-'- <i-^\ , the larger one of which in

twelve volumes is entitled U-s^l i_jLlj ^Jx jjjjtll ^,
see Mehren in Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. 27, p. 205),

of the
I'Jj-'*

(a system of Shafi'ite law, see Loth, Arabic

MSS., p. 68), and other works; he is usually called

Eafi'i Kazwini, and died a. h. 623 (a.d. 1226, see Loth

and Mehren, loc. cit.), on fol. 431".

1242. Sadid-aldin, a great sage, connected with the

Marzuban tribe, which has j^roduced many learned

traditionists, on fol. 431*.

1243. Imam Sa'id Babuyah Kafi'i, greatly praised

by Khakaui ; he wrote Persian and Arabic poetry, on

fol. 431".

1244. Maulana Najm-aldin 'Umar Katibi, who was

Ciilled to Maiaglia by Nasir-aldin Tusi, when the latter

was engaged in the ^jj, i.e. the ijJLi^ ^_\ or astro-

nomical tables, constructed by Hulagu's order (see

Bodleian Cat., No. 1513), to assist him in the work;

his own ccmpofcitioiis are the n" - , '-^ dedicated to

Khwajah Shams-aldin Muhanmiad (i. e. Juwaini, see

Nos. 668 and 797 above), the ^^ .x il i . V»., the

i.JuiS, a commentary on Imam Fakhr's ^ja^^, and the

yjUjJl ^La- ; he died, according to Loth, Arabic MSS.,

p. 139 si|. (where he is more correctly styled Najm-aldin

'All bin 'Umar Katibi, comp. also No. 534 above), A. h.

675 (a.d. 1276, 1277); the usual date of his death,

however, is a.h. 693 (a.d. 1294), on fol. 431^.

1245. Iftikhar-aldin Muhammad Bakri, well versed

in Turki, under the Moghuls ; he translated j jlJii

s_i^j into the Moghul tongue (i.e. into Caghatai, see

H. Khalfa V. p. 239) and the »-«U jljii-. into Turkish;

he was first in the service of Uktai Ka'an, and after-

waids in that of Maugu Ka'an (died a.h. 656=a. d.

1258), who had been his pupil; the latter appointed

him governor of the whole of Kazwin, gave to one of

his brothers, Imam-aldin Yahya, the governorship of

the 'Irak-i-'ajam and later on that of the 'Irak-i-'arab

too ; to another brother, 'Iinud-aldin, for some years the

governorship of Mazandaran ; and to a third brother of

his, Rukn-aldin, that of Gurjistan, on fol. 431^.

1246. Malik Radi-aldin Balia, under Abakakhan, who
made him governor of Diyarbakr; he wrote some

rubais, on fol. 43 1*^.

1247. Jamal-aldin Ushak alkutni, died 90 years old,

in the reign of Abakakhan ; he also wrote rubais, on

fol. 432'^

1248. Kadi Nizam-aldin 'Uthman, a poet under

Arghuiikhan, on fol. 432^
1249. Fakhr-aldin Fath-allah Mustaufi, one of the

clerks of Khwajah Eashid-aldin Fadl-allah (the author

of the iJjl^l («-*W> who died A.H. 718= a.d. 1318,

see No. 17 in this Cat.) and of Rashid-aldin's son,

Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin Muhammad (who died a.h.

736=A. d. 1336); he wrote some poetry, on fol. 432".

1250. Hamd-allah Mustaufi, brother of the pre-
s

ceding Fakhr-aldin, the famous author of the -JjU

sjjjy"(see Nos. 19 and 20 in this Cat.), and the

i_JlaJl iijj (see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 406-412); he

also wrote some poetry, on fol. 432".

1251. Siraj-aldin Kumri, a renowned jioet, who was

for some time attached to the rulers of Khurasan and

Transoxania ; after his return to the 'Iriik he became

the favourite of Sultan Abu Sa'idkhan (who died A. H.

736=A.D. 1335); his diwan is still extaut, on fol. 432''.

1252. Baha-aldin, a poet, of whom two rubais are

quoted here, on fol. 433".

1253. 'Imad-aldin, another poet, of whom one ruba'l

is quoted, on fol. 433*.

1254. 'UbaidZakani, the famous writer of pleasantries

in verse and prose (who died a.h. 772=a. d. 1370,

1 37 1, see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 797-800). His first

literary work was, according to Daulatshah, a ^j iJL-,

^jLo Jlc (in the Makhzan-algharaib, No. 1538, Bod-

leian Cat., col. 350, Ji\ju. .ic jj sJL-,), which he

dedicated to Shah Abu Ishak Inju (reigned over Fars

A.h. 742-754=A. d. 1341-1353), but without finding

favour with tliat sovereign ; he is besides the author of

a diwan and of witty sayings in prose (some of which

have been quoted in the Makhzan-algharaib, loc. cit.)

;

his comic epopees are not mentioned here, on fol. 433".

1255. Maulana Majd-aldin Karkhi,apoet,onfol.435^

1256. Darwish Dihaki, a poet, praised by Mir 'Ali-

shir iu his i_;JUJl u-^^, on fol. 435".

1257. Mirza Sharnf Jahan (according to the index of

this copy and Barbier de Meynard, Dictionnaire geogr.

etc., p. 444, foot-note, Ashraf Jahan), son of Kadi Jahan,

a poet under Shah Tahmasp, born a.h. 902, i8th of

Rabi'-alakhar (a.d. 1496, Dec. 24), died in Syria

A.H. 962, 7th of Dhu-alka'dah (a.d. 1555, Sept. 23); his

son was Amir Sadr-aldin Muhammad, a good musician^

on fol. 435*.
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1258. Kiidi Ruh-allah, brother of Kadi Jahan, wrote

gome poetrj', on fol. 435''.

1259. Mirza. Kiwam-aldin Ja'far, with the epithet

of Asafkhan, came in early age to India and i-ose to

important positions in Akbar'a reigu; lie was a re-

nowned verse-writer, on fol. 436".

1260. Aka Mulla, a poet, on fol. 437".

1261. Amir Yahya, author of the iJ^J^l v^ (see

Nos. 101-103 in this Cat.); he died a. h. 962 (a. d.

1555), 77 years old (the date of Yahya's death appears

twice in this article, first in the correct way, viz. 962,
afterwards, probably by a mere mistake, as 972); his

son. Amir Ghiyath-aldin 'All, was still alive at the

time when this work was composed, on fol. 437"^.

1262. Kadi Hasan, a poet under Akbar, likewise

still alive, on fol. 437*^.

1263. 'Azizi, author of a diwan and of some mystic

poems, for instance, J_l . J.r^(rose and wine), t^,

icLiiJl, (jjl.?. »!1 is^ x-', also of a rhymed treatise on

geomancy (J-^ tj>j^ :» tlL-,), on fol. 437*5.

1264. Mir 'Aziz, a poet, who was a friend and for some
time a companion of Mirza Sharaf Jahan (No. 1257), on

fol. 437''.

1265. Kadi Ahmad Ghaffari, the well-known author

of the U ^jU-^ wid the ^\s^\S3 (see Nos. 106-108

and 606-613 in this Cat. respectively). He was
a descendant of Imam Najm-aldin 'Abd-alghaffar, the

author of the Shafi'ite law-book l^.U! (see Bodleian

Cat., No. 337), who died A. h. 663 or 665 (.see No. 1238
above). Ahmad Ghaffari died A. h. 975 (a. d. 1567,
1568), on his return from the Hijilz, on fol. 438*.

1266. Shah Kasim Fahmi, a poet, son of Maulana
'Aziz-aldin Calabt, who himself was a descendant of

Shaikh Nur-aldin Muhammad bin Khalid(8ee No. 1231),
on fol. 438a.

1267. Maulana Adham, wrote a famous kasidah in

praise of one of the Safawi rulers, on fol. 438*'.

1268. Maulana Hilal, author of a satire on the

people of Kumm, on fol. 438^.

1269. Maulana Ismail Bakhshi, a poet, on fol. 438*>.

1270. Mir Muhammad Kar, likewise a poet, on fol.

438''.

1271. Asadbeg, another poet, on fol. 439".

1272. Maulana Murad, of whom a ruba'l, directed

againstMaulanaAhmad Sa'idi, isquotedhere,onfol. 439''.

1273. Sayyid Niir-allah, wrote some poetry, on fol.

439'^-

1274. Khwajagi, a poet, on fol. 439**.

1275. Khidri, of whom one ruba'i is quoted, on fol.

440a.

1276. Furughi 'Attar, a poet, on fol. 440".

1277. Jadhbi, another poet, on fol. 440".

1278. Kaka, a sweet singer of verses, on fol. 440".

1279. Hafiz Sabuni, who exchanged verses in the

dialect of Kazwin with Maksild, another poet of that

town, on fol. 440".

1280. Muhammad Sharif tzadi, a poet, on fol. 440^.

1281. Sag-i-lawand, another poet, on fol. 440K
1282. Nizam Kalagh, wrote some poetry, on fol. 440b.

1283. Maulana Mukarim, an occasional poet, on fol.

440b.

Ahhar, on fol. 440'':

1284. Abdbakr bin Tahir, a Safic Shaikh, con-

temporary with Shibli, died A. h. 330=a. d. 941, 942
(Safinat-alauliya, No. 230), on fol. 44o'>.

1285. Kamal-aldin Abu 'Umar, was for a long time

wazir of the Saljuk Sultans Arslan (a. h. 556-571=
A.D. 1161-1176) and his son fughrul (a, h. 571-590=
A.d. 1176-1194), on fol. 441".

1286. Nizam-aldin bin Sa'd-aldin, wazir of Sultaa

Tukush, the Khwarizmshah (a.h. 568-596=a.d. 1172-
1200), on fol. 441".

1287. Sa'd-aldaulah Yahud (the Jew), wazir of

Arghunkhan (a.h. 683-690=a. d. 1284-1291), on fol.

441*.

1288. AtWr-aldin (i.e. Mufaddal bin "Umar, who died

A.H. 663= a.d. 1264, 1265), author of a i_i-iJol i^bi
on philosophy, a cylLil Jj-ajr* (so in the following

copy ; here vj>\^\ j J^-ai*), a s'joj , and a ajIju* ;

he also wrote Persian poetiy, on fol. 441".

1 289. Rafi'-aldin, author of a translation of Euclid

(,j.,JlJLj1), a treatise on arithmetic (i^L-jk tJL-,) and

Persian poetry; at the end of his life he went to

Kirman and died there; he flourished in the reign of

Ghazaukhan (a. h. 694-703=a. d. 1295-1304), on fol.

441".

1290. Jamal-aldin, a poet, on fol. 441''.

1291. Nargisi, likewise a poet, lived in Harat (ac-

cording to A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 514, he died a. h.

938= A. D. 1532), on fol. 441''.

1292. Tadharwi (or Tadarwl), a nephew of Nargisi

and a good poet, went at an early age to Rum and
lived there for a considerable time ; afterwards he

went to India and found favour first with the Klian-

khanan Bairainkhan (see No. 409 above) and after his

death with Khan A'zam Kukultash (see Nos. 352 and
'1220), to whom he dedicated an epic poem, which was
an imitation of Ibn 'Imad's j-«U 50 ; another epopee of

his, the i—i-u^ .i;;-~»i 'was dedicated to Yusuf Mu-
hammadkhan ; he wrote besides lyrical poetry; the

place of his death was Agra, on fol. 442*.

ZanjAn, on fol. 443"

:

1293. Akhi Fanij, pupil of Shaikh Abu-al'abbas

Nahawandi (see on both the Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 145
and 146); his death is fixed here iii a.h. 557 (the

correct date is no doubt 457 ^A. D. 1065), on fol. 443''.

1294. Khwajah Sadr-aldin Ahmad, son of a kadi of

that town, became prime-minister of Kaikhatun (or

Kaikhatu, as the name is usually written, a son of

Abakakhan, who ascended the throne in a.h. 690=
A.D. 1 29 1 and ruled a little over three years), with
tiie honorary title of Sadrjahan, on fol. 443^.

1295. Kutb-aldin Ahmad, brother of the preceding

Khwajah, was kadi-alkudat under Kaikhatun, on fol.

443^
1296. Kadi Baha-aldin, a ruba'i of whom is quoted

here, on fol. 444".

1 297. Kamal-aldin, wrote a famous kasidah in honour
of Nasir-aldin Tiisi (No. 1007 above), on fol. 444*.

Sanjds (so spelt here just as in the Safinat-alauliya,

No. 333, Kukn-aldin Sanjasi ; in Barbier de Meynard,
Dictiounaire geogr. etc., p. 300, it is called Sajas) and
Suhravoard, on fol. 444*

;
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1298. Shaikh Diya-aldm Abu Najib 'Abd-alkadir

Sulirawardi (see Safinat-alauliya, No. 122, where he is

distinctly called 'Ahd-dlMMr), on fol. 444".

1299. 'Uindat-alsalikin Shaikh Shihab-aldin Abu
Hafs 'Umar bin Muhammad al-Bakri al-Suhrawardi
(Safinat-alaUliya, No. 148), nephew of the preceding

Shaikh and contemporary with Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir

Jilani. He was Shaikh-alshuyukh of Baghdad. The
dates of his birth and death are respectively, Eajab,

A. H. 539 (a. D. 1 145, Jan.), and A. h. 632 (a.d. 1234),
in the reign of theKhalifAl-Mustansir(A.H. 623-640=
A.D. 1226-1242). Among his works are mentioned
here : ^-Jj]y^ (i. e. >—»,UJ,I i_i.l.£, see Loth, Arabic

MSS., p. 172), JLiJl ^, and ^_^1 ^^cl, on fol. 444b.

1300. Shaikh Shihab-aldin almaktul al-Suhrawardi

(Safinat-alauliya, No. 318), who was put to death A. h.

585 (a.d. 1189, in the Safinat-alauliya, loc. cit., A. H.

587=A. D. 1191), 36 or 38 years old. Among his

works are mentioned here: euLsv^i.;^! (on jurispru-

dence), (^Uc^ybJl and JM-^JI cjUi (on Sufism), on fol.

445"-
"

1301. Sbams-aldin Tahir Sanjasi (or Sajasi), a poet,

on fol. 445".
^ TAram (between Kazwin and Gilan), on fol. 445'':

1302. Maulaua 'Ali, with the takhallus Tarami, the

nephew of Maulana Siidik Muhaddith, lived some time
in India and Kabul, then spent nine years in 'Arabistau,

and after his return to India entered the service of the

emperor Humayun; he wrote some poetry, on fol. 445".

1303. Mir D list, likewise with the takhallus Tarami,

was a favourite of Humayun too, on fol. 445''.

Sultdniyyali (in the province of Kazwin), on fol. 445''

:

1304. Shaikh Jamal-aldin Mutahhar 'Ali (;Jlc, in

the following copy Halli ^Xa-), contemporary with Sul-

tan Ulja'itu Muhammad Khudabanda, the son of

Arghunkhan and founder of the city of Sultaniyyah

(reigned A. H. 703-7i6=A.D. 1304-1316), who was
instructed by him in the doctrines of the Imamiyyah
order, on fol. 446^

1305. Shah Tahir, bom in Sultaniyyah, went at an
early age to Kashan, and, to escape the jealousy of Shah
Isnia'il Safawi, escaped from there to India A. h. 923
(a.d. 1517, in Eieu i. p. 395'^, A. H. 926 is given as

date of his flight). He soon became the favourite and
friend of Sultan Burhan Nizamshah of Ahmadnagar
(a.h. 9ii-96i=A.D. 1505-1553, see No. 449 in this

Cat.), whom he won over to the Shi'ah order of the

Imamiyyah ; he was renowned as Insha-writer and
poet, and died (according to Eieu, loc. cit.) at Ahmad-
nagar, a.h. 952, 953 or 956 (a.d. 1545, 1546 or 1549),
on fol. 446''.

Adharhaijdn, on fol. 447° ; Tabriz, on fol. 447^ :

1306. Maulana Shams-aldin Muhammad bin 'All

bin Malikzad (in the following copy Malakzad, in the

Safinat-alauliya, No. 334, Malakd;id), the spiritual

guide of Jalal-aldin Eunii, and pupil of Shaikh Abii-

bakr Sallabaf Tabrizi ; according to others, of Shaikh
Rukn-aldin Sanjasi, who was also the Pir of Shaikh
Auhad-aldin Kirmani (Safinat-alauliya, No. 333); and
according to a third tradition, of Baba Kanial Khu-
jandi (or Jandi, as the Safinat-alauliya calls him more
correctly, loc. cit.). He came a.h. 642 (a.d. 1244,

1245) to Kuniyah (Iconium), whore he met with Jalal-

aldin Kumi ; he died a.h. 645 (a.d. 1247, 1248), on
fol. 448'>.

1307. Shaikh Mahmud Shabistari, the author of the

j\j ^^ifTdied a.h. 720 (a.d. 1320), on fol. 449b.

1308. Shaikh-i-Kajah, Shaikh-alislam of Tabriz
under Sultan Husain (sic ! correctly Shaikh Hasan
Buzurg, the founder of the Ilkani dynasty, who died
A.H. 757 =A. D. 1356) and his son and successor Shaikli

Uwais (a.h. 757-776=A.D. 1356-1374; Sultan Hu-
sain was the son and successor of Uwais) ; the post of

Shaikh-alislam remained in the family of Shaikh Kaj
till the time of Timur, on fol. 450".

• 1309. Shaikh Diya-aldin, a poet, on fol. 450*.

1310. Shaikh Baba Faraj, on fol. 450'>'.

1311. Shaikh Fakih Zahid(in the index Fakihzada),

became blind at the end of his life, on fol. 450".

1312. Shaikh Abu Ishak Ibrahim bin Yahya, on fol.

45ol>.

1313. Shaikh Imam Ja'dah (jjjta.), on fol. 450''.

1314. Amii- SayyidKasim-i-Anwar( Safinat-alauliya,

No. 356), the renowned poet, with his original name
Mu'in-aldin "Ali, of Sarab near Tabriz, got his tuition

from Shaikli Safi-almillah wa aldin Ardabili (so accord-

ing to the Habib-alsiyar) or from Kutb-alauliya Saiir-

aldin Musa ibn Shaikh Safi-aldin (so according to the

Jahanara). In Jami's eDLs" it is stated that he was
afterwards a pupil of Shaikh Sadr-aldin 'Ali Yamani.
He lived under Sultiiu Shahrukh several years in

Harat, but repaired to Samarkand in consequence of

the advice given him by Alirza Baisunghar; ultimately

he returned and settled in Kharjird near Jam, where
he died a.h. 837 (a.d. 1433, 1434),. on fol. 450^.

1315. Hakim alajall Katran bin Mansur Ajali,

another renowned poet, author of the, epic poem i_^
s-oU, which he dedicated to the Amir Muhammad bin

Amir Kumaj, governor of Balkh ; among the lyrical

specimens quoted here, is a kasidah in praise of Kiya
Bu Tahir bin ilarzuban (in Taki Kiishi's tadhkirah, see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 16, No. 10, Katran's death is

fixed in a.h. 485= a. d. 1092), ou fol. 450b.

1316. Amin-aldin Dad, a poet, on fol. 457*.

1317. Khwajah Humam, a contemporary of Sa'di

and imitator of that poet in his ghazals, on fol. 452''.

1318. Iraj, another poet, on fol. 453".

1319. Kutb-aldin 'Atiki, a poet, on fol. 453^.

1320. Jalal-aldin 'Atiki, son of the preceding poet,

was in the great wazir Rashid-aldin's service (see No.

1249 above); he wrote some poetiy, on fol. 453b.

1321. Mauldna Muhammad 'Assar, author of the

epopee (e^iJl-cj -j-t (died a.h. 784=a. d. 1382), on fol.

453^-

1322. Badi'i, a poet, on fol. 454".

1323. Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin, another poet, on fol.

454''-

1324. Malik Mahmiid, son of ilalik Muzaffar-aldin,

a writer of verses, on fol. 454b.

1325. Shams-aldin 'Ubaidi, on fol. 4541".

1326. Khw^ajah 'Ali, a traditionist, on fol. 454''.

1327. Maulana Mu'in-aldin, prime-minister of Mirza

Sultan Abii Sa'id (Gurgani, A. h. 854-873= a. d. 1450-

1469), on fol. 454b.
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1328. Maulana Mir 'Ali, a great calligrapher, on fol.

1329. Maulana Ja'far, a good scribe, on fol. 454**.

1330. Amir 'Abd-alwahhab, was Shaikh-alislam un-

der Su^an Ya'kub (i. e. Ya'kubbcg Ak-koyunlil, a. h.

883-896=A.D. 1478-1491 ; this Amir is left out in

the following copy), on fol. 454*^".

1331. Kadi (in the following copy Amir, by a con-

fusion with the preceding 'Abd-ahvahhab) 'Abd-alrah-

man, was about twenty years kadi-alkudat of Tabriz

under Shah Isma'il Safawi, on fol. 454'*.

1332. Shaikh San'-allah, flourished from the time of

Sultan Ya'kub to that of Shah Isma'il, on fol. 454b.

1333. Maulana 'Abd-alsamad, on fol. 454^.

1334. Maulana ^Mirak Kitabi, well versed in Kuran
interpretation, on fol. 454''.

1335. Sharif, author of a diwan, under Shah Tahraasp;

the chief quotations given here are extracts from a

Eatirical kasidali, written against Ghiyath Kahrah, one

of Tahmasi)'s mustaufis or head-clerks, and another

kasldah, addressed to the same aa an apology for the

fatirical one, on fol. 454''.

1 336. Haidarbeg Anis, likewise under Shah Tahmasp,

who imprisoned him and put him to death as the

allejred accomplice of the rebellious wazir of Tabriz,

Kadi Muhammad Musafiri, who had gained his position

through the influence of Haidarbeg; a few of his verses

have been preserved, on fol. 456"*.

1337. Hasanbeg Shakar Oghhl {^\i\ J^), was on

his father's side a great-grandson of 'Ali Shakar of the

Baharlu tribe, and on his mother's related to Jahanshah,

the Turkman padishah (who was killed in battle A. H.

872=A. n. 1467); lie was a good poet and musician

and used as takhallus Mukimi, on fol. 456".

1338. Kamal-nldiu Calabibeg, went at an early age

to Kazwin, where he enjoyed the companionship of

Khwajah Afdal-aldin Muhammad Tarikah (No. 887
above), and thence to Shiraz, where he became a pupil

of Maulana Mirza Jan (No. 230 above); he was a re-

nowned philosopher and poet, and received the honorary

epithet of "AUarai, on fol. 4561".

1339. Malnimdbeg Fusdni, originally of Shfraz, but

brought up in Tabriz and reckoned among the poets of

that district ; he was besides a good astronomer and
arithmetician, on fol. 457''.

1340. Maulana Muhammad 'Ali, son of Maulana
Ghiyath-allah, who was some time Shaikh-alislam of

Adharbaijan ; after his father's death ^Muhammad
'Ali succeeded to the dignity of Shaikh-alislam ; he

also wrote occasionally poetry, on fol. 458".

1341. Maulana Muhammad Husain, another son of

Maulana Ghiyath-allah ; he was a good calligrapher

and occasional poet, on fol. 458"'.

1342. ilaulanii Nithari, a poet, who wrote a kasidah

in honour of Kadi jMuhammad Musafiri, the governor

of Tabriz (see No. 1336 above); but as he was not

rewarded for it, he wrote a satire against him instead,

and then betook himself to the 'Irak, where he died, on
fol. 458'>'.

1343. Mir 'Abd-albaki, one of the pupils of Maulana
Mirza Jan (No. 230 above) ; when his teacher went to

Tiiran he betook himself to India and entered the

service of 'Abd-alrahim Khankhanan (No. 410 above),

in which he was still at the time of the composition of

this work, on fol. 458''.

1344. Maulana Haidarl, went at an early age to

India and gained the fiivour of Muhammad Kasimkhan
Nishapuri ; when he paid a second visit to India he
wrote a kasidah in honour of A'zamkhan and was
introduced to Akbar through Mir Muhammadkhan
Anka (see No. 352 above) ; he is the author of a diwan
of ghazals and of a matliuawi in imitation of Sa'di's

Bustan, on fol. 458I'.

1345. Samiri, son of the preceding poet, wrote verses

too, on fol. 459".

1346. "Wuku'i, son of a blacksmith, wrote good
poetry, on fol. 459".

1347. Fasihi, another poet, on fol. 459*".

1348. Saburi, son of Karabeg the goldsmith, good
writer in verse and prose, on fol. 459''.

1349. Maulana 'Urfi Kamangar (the bow-maker),
wrote 130 ijasidas in praise of Shah fahmasp, on fol.

459''-

1350. Maulana Lutfi, son of the preceding poet,

wrote verses too ; he went to India and was at the

time when this work was written in attendance on
Zainkhau Kukultash (No. 414 above), on fol. 460*.

1351. Maulana fuba (^jl>), a good poet, on fol.

460".

1352. Khwajah Fani, was an occasional poet, on
fol. 460b.

1353. Hakiri, wrote a few verses, on fol. 460''.

1354. Fakiri, composed some poetry too, on fol. 460'*.

1355. Sahwi, good ualligrapher and occasional poet,

on fol. 4601".

1356. Nazmi, a poet, on fol. 460''.

1357. Ja'fari, an expert ia divination and occasional

poet, on fol. 460^.

1358. Zarfi (in the following cojiy Zarifi), wrote also

some verses, on fol. 460^'.

Ardah'd, on fol.'46ob:

1359. Shaikh Safi-almillah (alhakk in the following

copy) wa aldin Abii-alfath Ishak, a descendant of the

seventh Imam Mtisa Kazim in the twenty-first genera-

tion, and ancestor of the Safawis; his complete genealogy

is as follows : Shaikh Safi-aldin Ishak bin Shaikh Amiu-
aldin Jabra'il bin Shaikh Salih bin Kutb-aldin bin

Salah-aldin Eashid bin Muhammad al-Hafiz bin 'Iwad

bin Firuzshah bin Muhammad bin Sharafshah bin Mu-
hammad bin Hasan bin Muhammad bin Ibrahim bin

Ja'far (Muhammad Ja'far in the following copy) bin

Muhammad bin Isma'il bin Muhammad bin Ahmad
A'rabi bin Abu Muhammad al-Kasim bin Abd-alkasim

Hamzah bin al-Imaui Mdsa-alkaiim ;
yearning for

instruction in Siitism he went, under the plea of meeting

his brother Salah-aldiu Eashid, who lived in Fars, to

Shiraz and settled down in the convent of Shaikh Abu
'Abdallah bin Khafif (Safmat-alauliya, No. 144); he

also enjoyed there the friendship of Sa'di; through

Mir 'Abdallah Farsi he succeeded at last in being re-

ceived among the pupils of Shaikh Zahid Jilani ; at the

request of this Pir (who also gave him his daughter,

Bibi Fatimah, in marriage) he afterwards established

his spiritual authority in Ardabil ; he died A. H. 735,

17th of Dhii-alhijjah (a.d. 1335, J^Mg. 8); his life,
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teachings, and miracles are fully described in the

li-ajl ijJi^ (see Rieu i. pp. 345 and 346), on fol. 461*.

1360. Shaikh Sadr-aldin Musa, son and spiritual

successor of the preceding Shaikh and grandson of

Shaikh Zahid ; most of the reigning princes of his time

had enjoyed his tuition, for instance, Janibegkhan and

his son Turdibegkh^n, Amir Timur Gurgan, etc. ; he

died, according to the Habib-alsiyar (see Rieu i. p. 346),

A.H. 758 (A. D. 1357), on fol. 461b.

1361. Shaikh Khwajah 'AH, son and spiritual suc-

cessor of Shaikh Sadr-aldin Musa, on fol. 462".

1362. Shaikh Ibrahim, son of Shaikh Khwajah 'Ali,

who at the end of his life undertook the pilgrimage to

Hijaz and appointed Ibrahim his deputy; Khwajah
'Ali died on the way back, and Ibrahim became his

Khalifah, on fol. 462*.

1363. Sultan Junaid, Shaikh Ibrahim's son and

spiritual successor, who by his popularity roused the

jealousy and suspicion of Mirza Jahanshah, the ruler

of the two 'Iraks and Adharbaijan (No. 1337 above),

and had to leave Ardabil for Diyarbakr, where he

married Khadijah, the sister of the governor Abu-alnasr

Husanbeg. After some time he was again compelled

to leave Diyarbakr, and on his way to Gurjistan he

got, in Shirwan, into conflict with Khalil-allah (the

Shirwanshah), and was killed by him (a.h. 86o=a.d.

1456, as we learn from other sources), on fol. 462".

1364. Sultan Haidar, son and spiritual successor of

Sultan Junaid and nephew of Amir Hasanbeg ; the

latter, after his victory over Mirza Jahanshah and

Sultan Abu Sa'id (i.e. Abu Said Mirza Gurgani, who
reigned A.H. 854-873 = a. D. 1450-1469), married

his daughter, Halimalibegi Agha, to Sultan Haidar;

the issue of this marriage was tliree sons, one of whom
was Shah Isma'il, the first independent ruler of the

Safawi dynasty; Sultan Haidar fell, like his father, in

a fight with the then Shirwanshah (the son of Khalil-

allah) and his ally. Sultan Ya'kub (see No. 1330 above).

This event took place (according to other sources)

A.H. 893 (a. D. 1488), on fol. 462«.

1365. Sliaikh Abu 2ar'ah (see Barbier de Meynard,

Dictionnaire geogr. etc., p. 22, foot-note), accompanied

Shaikh 'Abdallah Khafif (vliiJ 'Abdallah 6m Khafif ? see

Safinat-alauliya, No. 144) on his pilgrimage to Hijaz,

on fol. 462''.

1366. Maulana Husain, a relation of Sultan Haidar

(No. 1364), at whose suggestion he went for his studies

to Khurasan ; he also wrote poetry occasionally, on fol.

462^.

1367. Maulana Ahmad, on fol. 463*.

1368. Khan Mirza, son of Ma'sumbeg, the wakil of

Shah Tahmasp Safawi; he was a good lawyer and
occasional poet, on fol. 463*.

1369. Nizarl, a good poet, on fol. 463*.

1370. Maulana Ya'kiib, another poet, on fol. 463'.

1371. Warithi, likewise a poet, on fol. 463*'.

1372. Jamt, author of a few verses, on fol. 463I'.

1373. Fardi,wrote also occasionally verses, onfol.463b.

Khalkhdl, on fol. 463'':

1374. Maulana Shaikh Ahmad Fana'l (so probably

correct in the following copy and in Barbier de Meynard,
loc. cit., p. ?i I ; this copy reads, both in text and iude.x.

ijXjJ), Sufi and poet, a grandson of Shaikh Abu Yazid

Khalkhali ; he enjoyed the tuition of Amir Ghiyatli-

aldin-mansur, Maulana Ahmad Abiwardl, Maulana
Siiams-aldin Muhammad Husri, and Maulana Kam.il-

aldin Husain Lari (in the following copy Dari); he died

in Kazwin, A. h. 975 (a. d. 1567, 1568), on fol. 4631'.

1375. Maulana Fadl (in the following copy Afdul),

brother of the preceding Shaikh, likewise Sufi and
poet, on fol. 464".

1376. Maulana Malik Sa'id, a poet, on fol. 464".

1377. Imami, one rubai of whom is quoted here, on

fol. 464*.

] 378. Maulana Husain, author of various glosses

(s.^U».) ; the most important are the glosses on the

(,^1501. (jW :U vHJ^ ^y Taftazaui (who died a.h. 791
or 792= A. D. 1389, 1390, see No. 534), on fol. 464".

Urdiih&d, on fol. 464":

1379. Mirza Kafi, occupied the post of Munshl-
almamalik for years, on fol. 464b.

1380. Khwajah Hatimbeg, a cousin of Mirza Kafi,

was first wazir of Yaktashkhan, the ruler of Kimian
;

after the overthrow of the latter by Shah "Abbas I, he

gained the favour of that monarch and became, after

the dismissal of Mirza Lutfi, wazir of the realm, a post

he still held at the time when this work was composed,

on fol. 464b.

1381. Mirza Sadik, nephew of Mirza Kafi, went after

the completion of his studies to the Dakhan, where he

stayed ten years in middling circumstances till he rose

under Murtada Nizamshah (a.h. 972-996=:A.d. 1565-

1588) to the rank of a wakil or chief administrator of

the realm ; but he soon lost both this position and

his life ; three of his ruba is are quoted here, and one

of Mulla Zuhuri respecting Sadik's fate, ou fol. ^di,"^.

1382. Kadi Muhammad, with the takhallus Nasiri,

a good poet, on fol. 465".

1383. Fikri, also a poet, on fol. 465".

Mardyha, on fol. 465*:

1384. Latif-aldin Zaki, whose family came originally

from !Maragha ; but he himself was born and brought

up in Kashghar and lived as panegyrist at the court of

the ruler of that country, on fol. 465".

Fifth IklJm : Shirwdn, with its principal towns

of BAM, Are (or Arsh), Sharndkhi, and Kabaluh, on

S. 466" and b;

1385. Sultan-alshu'ara Hassan-al'ujam Afdal-aldin

Badil (the substitute, i.e. of the great poet Sana'i)

Khakani, the famous panegyrist; his real name is

given here as Afdal-aldin ibn 'Ali alshirwani ; when he

wanted to retire into solitary life and could not obtiiin

the Khakan's permission to do so, he took flight to

BailaVan, hut was arrested on the road and imprisoned.

After seven months' confinement in prison he was

released through the intercession of the mother of the

Khakan, and now went ou a pilgrimage to Makkah.

This journey he turned to a poetical account in his

^^^Ljjl lij^. His death is fixed here in A. h. 582

(A. D. 1 186), a date which is impossible, as Rieu ii.

p. 559 has conclusively proved ; he probably died

about A.H. 595 (a. D. 1 199). The Khakan, who was

chiefly the object of Khakani's praise (as here stated),

was the Khakau-i-Kabir Minucilir of Shirwan, who
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according to the \j\ i^l^ of Kadi Ahmad Ghaffari

traced liis pedigree back to Anushirwan in tlie following

way: Abu-nlmuzaffar Miiiucihr bin Kasran bin Kawus
bin Shahriyar I»iii Garshasp bin Afridun bin Farainurz
bill Salar bin Zaid bin Jiin bin Marzuban bin Hnnnuz
bin Anushirwan ('Abdallah Baidawi, on the other hand,

in bis ^j'^^l (.UaJ traces the king's genealogy back to

Bahrain Ciibiii, the rebellious general of Hurmuz IV,
who reigned A. d. 578-590). The author inserts here

a short account of the successors of lliiiflcihr, viz.

Farrukhzdd, GnshtAsp, Fardmurz, Farrukhzdil bin

Fantmurz, Kaikubdd, Kdwus (died A. h. 774:= a. d.

1.^72.1373). -?/i2«/t"W(7 (died A.H. 784=a.d. 1382, 1383),
Shaikh Ilrrdhtm bin Sultan Muhammad, the contempo-
rary of Timilr (died A. 11. 820= A. d. 1417), Sulfdn
JilutUl bin ShaikJi IbrdMm (died a.h. 867=; a.d. 1462,

1463, comp. No. 1363 above ; his name Sultan Khalil

is a chronogram for his accession, viz. 820), Farruhh
Yasdr bin Khalil the Shirwanshah (Shirwanshah is

here said to be a chronogram for his accession, which
accordingly would have taken place in a.h. 863=a. d.

1459, apparently four years before his father's death;
he was killed by Shah Isma'il Safawi a.h. 9o6=A. d.

1500, 1 501), Bahrdmbeg bin Farrukh Yasar (died A.h.

907=a.d. i5oi,i5C2),G'A(J3?6e^binFarrukhYasar(died
A.h. 9o8=a. d. 1502, 1503), S/unkh IbrdMm, known
as Shaikh Shdh bin Farrukh Yasar (died A. h. 930=
A.D. 1524), SitVAn KlmlU bin Shaikh Shdh (died

A. H. 942= A. D. 1535, 1536), Shdhrukh bin Sultan
Farrukh bin Shaikh Shah (nephew of Khalil and
last independent ruler of Shirwan, taken prisoner by
Shah Tahmasp A.H. 945= A. d. 1538, 1539, and died

one year after, A.h. 946= a.d. 1539, 1540), on fol. 467".

138G. Afsah-aldin Falaki, a poet who is said by
Hamd-alliih Mustaufi to have been Khakani's teacher,

but, according to Shaikh Adhuri in his .j^ill ^1^,
both Khakani and Falaki were pupils of AbA-arala
Gaiijawi, a statement which seems corroborated by
some allusions in Khakani's elegy on Falaki's death
(a. h. 577=A. D. 1181, 1 182, comp. Atashkada in Bod-
leian Cat., col. 266, No. 133), on fol. 472^.

1387. Sayyid Dhu-alfakar, the great kasidah-writer
(see Bodleian Cat., No. 1333, col. 821, and Atashkada,
ib., col. 266, No. 131; Zeitschrift der D. M. G. xv.

P- 755 sq.) ; some verses from a very elaborate kasidah in

praise of the wazir of Shirwan, Muhammad almastawi

((jfj.i-uU.1 so in this and the following copy; in Atashkada
and Zeitschrift loc. cit. Mastari), are quoted here among
other specimens. Dhu-alfakar went afterwards, as is

stated here, to the 'Irak and became a favourite of
Sultan Muhammad bin Tukush, the Khwarizmshah
(a.h. 596-61 7 =a.d. 1 200-1 2 20), who commissioned
him to celebrate his exploits in an epic poem in the
metre of the Shahnama (comp. on the doubtfulness of
this statement Zeitschrift loc. cit. p. 756) ; the date
of his death, as usually given, was A. h. 689 (a.d. 1290),
on fol. 474b.

1388. 'Izz-aldin, a poet (was according to Atashkada,
loc.cit.,No. i32,contemporarywithKhakani),onfol.475».

1389. Abu fahir, wrote some poetry (this poet is

mentioned in the index, but not in the -text ; the
following copy, however, contains this item).

IND. OFF.

1 390. Sayyid Hasan "Wa'ii, a good calligrapher and
occasional poet, on fol. 476".

1391. Maulana Mas'Od, one of the court-poets of the
Sultan Husaiu Mirza, on fol. 476*.

1392. 'Abdi, of whom a few verses are quoted, on
fol. 476".

1 393. Amir Jalal-aldin, wazir of Amir 'All Padifihali,

on fol. 476".

1 394. Maulana Amir Karaal-aldin Mas'ud, well versed

in logic and author of glosses (»-yiL») on the i..,S^ »• >-2<

j;^.-jJI (a commentary by Shams-aldin Muhammad bin

Mubarak Shah Bukh&ri, commonly called Mirak, on

the j^,-ot!l X«51^ , a work on metaphysics and physics, by
Katibi Kazwini, who died a.h. 693=a.d. 1294, see

above, No. 1244, and Loth, Arabic MSS., p. 139), on
fol. 476^

1395. Maulana Pir Muhammad, in Akbar's service,

on fol. 476".

An-dn, on fol. 476*:
1396. Shaikh Abu-al'abbas, with his real name,

Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Harun alsufl, on fol. 476'',

Tiflts, on fol. 476^; Ganja, on fol. 476'':

1397. Abu-al'ala, was king of poets in Shirwan under
the Shirwansliah-i-Kabir Jaliil-aldin wa aldunya Akh-
tasan or Akhsatan Minucihr (so distinctly both here and
in the following copy, a mixture of two royal personages,

father and son, Akhsatan being the son of Miniicihr,

according to Rieu ii. pp. 559 and 567; but in the
index, ib. iii. p. iies^ the order is reversed and
Minucihr represented as son of Akhsatan ; in the list of
Shirwanshahs above, No. 1385, no Akhsatan appears,
the name of Miudcihr's son and successor being given
as Farrukhzad) ; he married his daughter to Khakani,
on fol. 576*'.

1398. Ibn Khatib, contemporary with Sultan Mah-
mud of Ghazna, exchanged many uyLkLi.. with his

sweetheart Mahistl, on fol. 478".

1399. Mahisti, according to some of Nishapur, ac-

cording to others—and that seems the correct version

—

of Ganja, Ibn Khatib's sweetheart, wrote pleasant verses,

on fol. 478b.

Bailakdn, on fol. 478^:

^ 1400. Mujir-aldin, court-poet of the Atabegs of
Adharbaijan, especially of Kizil Arslan (a.h. 582-587
=A.D. 1186-1191), who, however, roused the poet's

jealousy and anger by bestowing greater favour on
Athir-aldin Akhsikatl and Jamal-aldin Ashhari. Mujir-
aldin thereupon addressed a famous ki^'ah to Kizil
Arslan. He also attached himself for some time to^
Sultan fughrul bin Arslan Saljuki (a.h. 571-590=
A.D. 1176-1194). Later on he was sent to Isfahan as
revenue-collector, where he exchanged bitter satires

with Sharaf-aldin Shufurwah and Jamal-aldin 'Abd-
alrazzak. He was assassinated by an excited mob in

a bath of that town (a.h. 594=a.d. 1 198, see Bodleian
Cat., No. 559). Amir Khusrau in the preface to his

JL»5j| ils. places him as poetical genius above Khakani,
whose pupil he is said to have been, on fol. 479*.

Khwdrizm, on fol. 481":

1401. Shaikh Najra-aldin Kubra, with the Kunyah
Abu-aljauab, and his real name, Ahmad bin 'Umar

ii
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(Safinat-alauHya, No. 124), died A. h. 618 (a. d. 1221);
among liis pupils and disciples are mentioned here

:

Majd-aklin Baghdadi, Sa'd-aldin Hummu'i, Kiimal

Jandi, Rndi-aldin 'All Lala, Saif-aldin Bakliarzi, Najm-
aldin Eazi, Jamal-aldin Kill, and Maulana Baha-aldin

Walad (comp. on these Shaikhs, Safinat-alauliya, Nos.

125-129 and 136) ; a number of rubais by Najm-aldln

Kubra are quoted here, on fol. 482''.

1402. Shaikh Majd-aldin Baghdadi, pupil of the

preceding Shaikh, with the Kunyah Abu Sa'id and his

real name Sharaf bin al-Mu'ayyad ; according to some he

was originally of Baghdad, in so far as Sultan Muhammad
Khwarizmshah (see No. 138 7 above) called by permission

of the Khalif Majd-aldin's father, a clever physician,

from Baghdad to his court. Majd-aldin was first in

the service of the Kurd kings and of the Khwarizmshah,

but later on renounced all worldly appointments and

became a pupil of Najm-aldln Kubra; after fifteen

years he was raised to the dignity of a Shaikh-alshuyukh

of Khwarizm. He was killed during the invasion of

Cingizkhan either A. h. 607 or 616 (a. d. 12 10, 12 11,

on 2
1 9) ; he composed a number of i-uba is, on fol. 483^,

last line.

1403. Shaikh 'Ala-aldin, on fol. 485a.

1404. Nasir-aldin Mahmud bin Muzaffar, a great

Shafi'ite lawyer, to whom Kadi 'Umar bin Sahlan ofSawa

dedicated his work on philosophy and logic, entitled

(g ,

-
'» jLo-s ; he occupied for a considerable time the

post of wazir of Sultan Sanjar; but was eventually

imprisoned and put to death together with his son,

Shams-aldin 'All, in consequence of unfounded charges

against the latter, on fol. 485'^.

1405. Sahib Mahmud Balwaj, left liis native town in

Sultan Muhammad Khwarizmshah's time and attached

himself to Cingizkhan, who employed him on an embassy

to the Khwarizmshah, and afterwards appointed him his

wazir ; after Cingizkhan's death (a.h. 624=a.d. 1227)

Uktai Ka'an confirmed him in his post, and after the con-

quest ofKhata made him governor over that province ; he

held that position until his death in the reign of Mangu
Ka'an (who died a.h. 656= a. d. 1258), on fol. 485b.

1406. Mas'udbeg, son of Mahmud Balwaj, was (in

the name of Caghataikhan, the son of Cingizkhan and

brother of Uktai Ka'an) governor of Transoxania and

Turkistan during the reigns of Uktai Ka'an, Kuyukkhan
and Mangu Ka'an, the first three successors of Cingiz-

khan; when Alghu, the grandson of Caghataikhan,

asserted his authority over those realms, he was ap-

pointed wazir, and continued to be at the head of affairs

Sunder Burakkhan, who sent him A.H. 666 (a. d. 1267,

1268) on an important mission to Abakakhan ; after

Burakkhan had been defeated by Abakakhan, Mas'udbeg

left him and attached himself to Kaidukhan, who, alter

the utter destruction of Bukhara and Mas'udbeg's

madrasah there together with its library by Abakakhan's

ai-my, despatched Mas'udbeg thither to rebuild it, a task

in which he wonderfully succeeded, on fol. 485''.

1407. Iftikhar-alafadil Abii-alkasim Mahmud bin

'Umar Jar-alhih Zamakhshari, the great Arabic scholar,

(Zamakhshar is a village in the distnct of Khwarizm),

who obtained his honorary title of ' neighbour of God

'

through his long residence in Makkah. Principal

works : JJliil i_>LLi (the famous work on Arabic

grammar), ijiXJl (_hL-,1 (on lexicography), ,L> ill a-j,,

jLn'-i'l ijoj^aj, fjaj\ji\ (on legal and religious ordinances),

JoL—U ^j (on jurisprudence), jjj-)-^- cyW>J rr^'
(_j-ii:;—Al (on Arabic proverbs), ll>jjti\ .,1, >jU-x

prosody), jjjJJ f>^'^i jrW^U V-»^l 4-.JJL., ,^1^^

JjLyll, jLjiJI u\j^i, and ujLiXJl (the well-known

commentary on the Kuran, edited by Colonel Nassau
Lees). After his return from Makkah Zamakhshari
went to Baghdad. He was born a.h. 467 (a. d. 1074,

1075, the following copy has 462= A. d. 1069, 1070) and
died A. H. 538 (a. D. 1 1 43, 1 144), on fol. 486''.

1408. Abu-alfath Nasir bin al-Makarim (ooiTectly

bin Abu-almakarim) al-Mutarrizi, a great lawyer, gram-
marian, poet, etc., died a.h. 610 (a. d. 12 13, 12 14) in

Khwarizm, where he was known as the Khalifah of

Zamakhshari ; more than 700 elegies were composed
on his death. Among his works are mentioned here

:

{jj^jo. i.:ijL«LL» ^r^ > '~Jj-'^^ i_>ulS , and i_jju» :1 i^UlS

(the well-known _L-aj>, see Loth, Arabic MSS., p. 252'',

is omitted here), on fol. 487*.

1409. Abubakr Muhammad bin 'Abbas, nephew of

Abu Ja'far bin Jarir al-'Tabari (the great hii-toriau,

comp. Nos. 2-13 in this Cat.); he was himself called

j-JiyJa (originating in Tabaristau), his mother being

a native of that country, whereas his father belonged

to Khwarizm ; he died a.h. 383 (a.d. 993), on fol. 487*.

1410. Imam 'Ala-aldin, a poet, quoted in 'Aufi's

tadlikirah, on fol. 487''.

1411. Khwajah Abu-alwafa (so correctly in the fol-

lowing copy; the present one has Abu-albaka, a reading

which is besides refuted by the immediately following

paragraph), a great Sufi and saint of Khwarizm, died

A.H. 835 (a.d. 1431, 1432); he wrote a number of

rubais, on fol. 487b.

1412. Maulana (Kamal-aldin) Husain, a pupil of

the preceding Khwajah, author of the fj^^^ Xai*

(with its full title, ^..n
5 • ... U i-»^jJ

^_^
(«^^^ J-aill,

composed according to Eieu i. p. 144 and iii. p. 1081*

between a.h. 829 and 834=a.d. 1426-1431) and of

a commentary on the sjIj (by Muhammad bin Sa'id

Busiri, who died a.h. 694, 696, or 697=a.d. 1295,

1297, or 1298, see Loth, Arabic MSS., p. 237^); he

wrote poetry occasionally, and died (according to Kieu,

loc. cit.) A. H. 839 (a.d. 1435, 1436), on fol. 487I'.

1413. Pahlawan Mahmud Buriya, author of the

(jjU.ll jjj (containing stories in verse) and of some

rubais, on fol. 487''.

1414. Husami Karakuli, a poet, on fol. 488a.

1415. Zulali (left out by mistake in the following

copy), was a seller of vinegar in Harat, and wrote

poetry occasionally, on fol. 488*.

Mdward-alnahr {Transoxania), on fol. 488"; Samar-

kand, on fol. 488'':

1416. Abu-alkasim bin Samash, on fol. 488l>.

1417. Abu-alkasim alhakim, a great adherent of

Shaikh Abubakr Warrak (No. 556 above), on fol. 489''.
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1418. Hasbimi Suglidi (tfjj— , so in the following

copy; the present one has, both in text and index,

Sa'di, ijsjl^), a pupil of Abubakr Warrak, on fol. 489''.

1419. Hafiz Abi 'ALdallah bin 'Abd-alrahnian bin

Abu-alfadl Bahrain aldarami (^.«,ljJl), a great tradi-

tiouist, born A. h. 181, died in Samarkand A.H. 275
(a. D. 797-888, 889), on fol. 489b

1420. Shaikh Abu Mansur Maturidl (Maturid is

a place near Samarkand), one of the -,^u LiJl who split

into two sections, the Maturidiyyah, originating with

Abu Mansur, and the Ash'ariyyah (according to A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 574, he was the spiritual guide of

Suzani, see below, Nos. 1427 and 1461), on fol. 489^.

1421. Farid-aldin Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad al-

Eudagi, the earliest classic poet of Persia (see Elh6,

Kudagi der SaTnanidendichter, in ' Gottinger Nach-
lichten,' 1873, pp. 663-742), born blind in Eddag near

Samarkand, panegyrist of Amir Nasr II (so to be read

instead of ^^-j-aj) bin Ahmad bin Isma'il Samanl (who

reigned a.h. 30i-33i=a.d. 913-942); he died A. h.

330 or 343 (a.d. 941, 942 or 954, 955), see Ethd, loc.

cit., p. 673, on fol. 489''.

1422. Zahir- (in the following copy Zaliir-aldin)

alkuttab Muhammad Lin 'Ali al-Katib, author of the

i^U jU J : .•/, the i^\ . .. 11 i^l^l (with a commentary),

and the ^.jiaJl /> »y 15* , • 4V1II >>... (see on these

three works H. Khalfa iii. p. 620, i. p. 368, and

iii. p. 629 respectively; comp. also Eieu ii. p. 748,

where the title of the third work is given as *_»-.,

^^^!1 jt-tj, |J . .
(i
Vi 11) ; he also wrote some poetry,

and flourished in the middle of the sixth century of the

Hijruh, on fol. 492''.

1423. Malik-alkalam 'Umar bin Muhammad alhar-

t&badi (or, as the following copy reads, alharnabadi),

went to Khurasan and settled in Balkh, author of

letters (jjti,) and rubais, on fol. 492''.

1424. Abu Said Ahmad bin Muhammad almanshuri,

a poet of the time of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazua (see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 3, No. 19), on fol. 493".

1425. Sayyid-alshu'ara TJstad Abu Muhammad al-

Eashidi, author of the s-«lj e*JJj (on the art of poetry),

exchanged letters and entered into poetical contests

with Mas'ud bin Sa'd bin Salman (No. 1032 above),

who sent him his diwan as a present; he entered

the service of the Khakan-i-'azim Khidr bin Ibrahim,

at whose court 'Am'ak (of Bukhara, see No. 1474
below) occupied the position of ' king of poets,' and

a number of other poets flourished at that time,

^•iz. Lu'lu, Kah'imi, Najibi, Sipihri (or 'Ali Sipihri,

as he is called further down on fol. 512^, 1. 5 ab

infra, under ' 'Am'ak '), Jauhari, Sa'di, 'Ali Shatranji,

'Ali Tayidi, Yahya Farghani, Bukhari Sagharji, etc.

Besides other kasidas, some in praise of the Khakan
Kadrkhan Abu-alma'ali Jabril bin Ahmad are quoted

here; the Ataslikada (see Bodleian Cat., col. 287,
No. 738), however, calls him a panegyrist of Malikshali,

and mentions a mathnawi of his, U, j i4-«, on fol. 493*.

1426. Nizam-ahlin Ahmad bin 'Ali al'ariidi (usually

known as Nizami 'ariidi), author of mathnawis, of the

^.>1^1 ^-^^ and the jJli. ^L^*., in prose; according

to 'Aufi he was attached to the Saljuk Sultan Tughrul III
bin Arslan (a.h. 57i-590=a. d. 1176-1194); but he
himself in his JU* jW* states that he was forty-five

years in the service of the kings of Ghiir, and praises

especially 'Ala-aldin Abu 'Ali bin Hasan bin Husain,
with the epithet of Jaliansfiz (comp. also Atashkada
in Bodleian Cat., col. 288, No. 745), on fol. 495".

1427. Haniid-aldin al-Jauhari (al-Mustaufi, as is

added in the following copy), who had poetical contests
with Hakim Suzani (died a.h. 569=a.d. 1173, 1174,
see Bodleian Cat., No. 541), on fol. 496'>.

1428. Mu'ayyid-aldin, author of the »-.U ^IJUj, on
fol. 496l>. •

'^"^'

1429. Ajall-alafdal Shih4b-aldin Ahmad bin al-Mu'-
ayyid, son of the preceding poet and a good ka?idah-
wiiter, on fol. 496''.

1430. Ajall-alrauhtarim Baha-aldin al-Kariml, a poet
who spent the later pai-t of his life in Nimruz and
Sijistan, where he was greatly honoured by the ruler

of that country, Malik Shams-aldin, on fol. 497''.

1431. Malik-alkalam Sayyid Hasan Ashrafi, the well-

known poet (died a.h. 595=a.d. 1199, see Atashkada
in Bodleian Cat., col. 287, No. 733), on fol. 498".

1 432. Ajall-alhukama Abu 'Ali Shatranji (see above,

No. 1425, where he is called 'Ali Shatranji), court-poet
of the Khakan, on fol. 500*.

1433. Afsah-alkalam Amir Eiihaui, a poet who was
first in the service of Sultan Bahramshah (a. h. 512-
547 = A. D. 1 1 1 8-1 152), and afterwards in that of Atsiz
the Khwiirizmshah (a.h. 52i-55i=A.d. 1127-1156),
on fol. 500''.

1 434. Maulana Jamal (in the following copy Jamali),

a poet, on fol. 501b.

1435. Kliwajah Karim-aldin, a pupil of Shaikh
Nizam-aldin Auliya (see the Matlub-altalibln, No. 653
in this Cat.), after whose death Sultan Muhammad
Tughluk (a. H. 72'5-752=A. D. 1325-1351) made him
Shaikh-alislam of the realm and bestowed upon him the

honorary title of Anwar-almulk, on fol. 50 1^.

1436. MaulanS. Sadr-aldin Ibrahim, was for some
time prime-minister of Mirza Shahrukh (a. h. 807-
85o=A. D. 1405-1447), on fol. 501b.

1437. Khwajah 'Abd-almalik, wrote glosses on the

ijljui (either Abharl's, who died a. h. 663=a. d. 1264,

1265, or Marghinani's, who died a.h. 593=a.d. 1197),
on fol. 501b.

1438. Maulana Fadil, wrote glosses on the —^
A T M. . ?. H (by which is probably meant the X£\yii\ Aj^

-iJI ilL-Jl —jit jj JL^SW :U, the commentai-y of

Kutb-aldin Eazt Tahtani, who died A.h. 766=a. d.

1364, 1 365, on the famous treatise on logic, styled aJL-^II

*" . .'. 11 by Katibi Kazwiui, see No. 534 above), on

fol. 50il>.

1439. Khwajah Fadl-allah, a second Abu Hanifah
in jurisprudence and a second Ibn Hajib in Arabic
philology, on fol. 501b.

1440. Maulana Kamal-aldin 'Abd-alrazzak, the author

of the famous history of the Timiirides, .; t- r H »^W-
(see Nos. 192-195 in this Cat.), on fol. soib.

I i 2
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1441. Bisati, a panegyrist of Sult.in Klialil bin

Miianshah Gurgan (who died A. H. 8i4= A. D. 141 1),

on fol. 50 1 1^.

1442. Riyadi, a poet (who was drowned a.h. 884=
A.D. 1479, 1480, see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 890 and 891),

on fol. 5oil>.

1443. Jauhar!, an expert in the arts of prosody and

rhyme and author of a poetical version of the jl^

^^\, which he made at the request of Mir 'Alishir, on

fol. 50 lb.

1444. Mir Kuraishi, wrote some poetry, on fol. 502".

1445. Khwajah Haji Muhammad, wrote likewise

some verses, on fol. 502^.

1446. Maulana Abu-alkhair, a great expert in philo-

sophy and medicine and a good poet, went at the end

of Sultan Husain Mirza s reign to Harat and stayed

there till Muhammadkhau Shaibani, the Uzbegkhan,

invaded Khurasan and took Harat (a.h. 9I3=a. b.

1507); he then returned with the Khan to Transoxania

and was greatly honoured by him ; at the time of the

second invasion of Khurasan, Kaskankara Sultan, the

ruler of Balkh, obtained from the Uzbegkhan per-

mission to call Maulana Abu-alkhair to his court, which

he did, on fol. 502^.

1447. Maulana Kasim Kahi, with his real name
Najm-aldin Muhammad, and the Kunyah Abu-alkasim;

in his fifteenth year he became a pupil of "Abd-alrahman

Jami, the great poet and Sufi, and later on attached

himself to Hashimi Kirmani, who had the honorary

name of Shah Jahangir (see No. 291 above); after-

wards, in Akbar's reign, he went to India, stayed

some time in Banaras with Bahadurkhan, the brother

of the Khanzaman^ (see Nos. 411 and 4 1 2 above), and

settled at last in Agra, where lie died, no years old,

a.h. 988, the and of Eabi'-althani (a.d. 1580, May 17),

a date which is ingeniously expressed by Faidi in the

chronogram, ^yl-iJl ^>^.s sU j' ^,^^ (not ^.jj as the

word is wrongly spelt here and in the following copy

;

comp. Eieu iii. p. 1093a, where he is called KabuU and

not Samarkandl); another ta'rikh on his death is by

Maulana Kasim Bukhari, one of Kasim Kahi's pupils :

jj»lS *-.l3 iL. oJ, ; a third by Maulanfi, 'Arifi

:

>^ _-uU sjij. ijU^j > * fourth by Mir Yusuf As-

tarabadi, «_Jj [J'y^, only gives 987. Maulana

Kasim Kahi was a great musician and poet, on fol.

502*
1448. Maulana Sadik Halwai, a descendant of the

great saint Halwai, called the ^^y^^ i-»J^l u—^,
went after the performance of the pilgrimage to India,

and stayed awhile in Lahur ; on his way back to

Samarkand he was detained by Muhammad Hakim
Mirza in Kabul, who gradually handed the whole

management of governmental affairs to him ; after

some years' stay in Kabul Maulana Sadik finally re-

turned to his native town, where he was still at the

time when this work was composed ; he wrote oc-

casionally poetry, on fol. 504".

1449. Badi'i, known as Maulanazada, wrote some

verses, on fol. 504''.

1450. Turdi ruda (oj,^ t^J^J, in the following copy

S.J., (^i. J), whose father belonged to Harat and was

one of the clerks of Sultan Husain Mirza; he himself

went to India and rose to an important position ; he

specially excelled in the composition of ta'rikhs, for

instance, on the capture of Barwaj (^jjji) in Gujarat by

Mirza Yan in a.h. 977 (a.d. 1569, 1570), -jy. ^
jj^p; on tlie death of Lacin Nami in a.h. 976
(a.d. 1568, 1569), jj^, i^j i-i.

^^f^'^j
k-i^, on

fol. 504b.

1451. Figari, a poet who lived from the time of

'Ubaid-allahkhan Uzbeg (a.h. 939-946=a. d. 1532-

1539) to that of 'Abdallahkhan (who succeeded his

father in Samarkand a.h. 990 = A. d. 1582, see No.

574 in this Cut.), on fol. 504''.

1*452. Manzari, a poet who gained the favour of the

Khankhanan Bairanikhan (see No. 409 above), on fol.

5041).

1453. Mir Hashim Muhtarlm, lived in India at the

time of the composition of this work; he knew the

whole Mahabharata by heart, and wrote verses occa-

sionally, on fol. 504b.

1454. Salih Nidii't, a poet who wrote a mathnawl,

styled 5-«L) jjLb. jIiI x^c, in praise of the deeds of

"Abdallahkhan Uzbeg, which, however, did not meet

with particular favour, on fol. 504*'.

Kash (twenty farsangs south of Samarkand), also

called Kulhat-alkhadra and Sarsabz {y^jj^, correctly

Shahr-i-aahz,y^j4^, as the following copy reads, comp.

Vullers, Lexicon, ii. p. 836'^), on fol. 505":

1455. Abu Ishak, on fol. 505*.

1456. Khwajah Abu-albarakah, wrote some poetry,

on fol. 505a.

1457. Khwajah Baha-aldin, son of the preceding

Khwajah, wrote likewise verses, on fol. 505*.

1458. Khwajah Ayyub, another son of Khwajah

Abu-albarakah and a good poet, on fol. 505".

Nasaf (eighteen farsaugs from Samarkand), on fol.

1459. Alsadralimam Sharaf-almillah wa-aldin Husam-

ala'immah Muhammad bin Abibakr, who, on his way to

Makkah, had an interview in Kai with the poet Kliakani

and with "Umar Nukani, the chief Kur.an-reader of that

town; Sharaf-aldin Husam (as he is usually called)

wrote several kit'as and a famous kasidah in praise

of Kilij Tamgliajkhan Ibrahimkhan bin al-Husain of

Turkistan, who resided in Samarkand (about A.H.

558= A. D. 1 1 63, see No. 746 above), on fol. 505^.

1460. Alsayyid alajall Mufti-al'asr Shams-aldin (in

the following copy Shams-alda'i) allmsaini, an occasional

poet, of whom one ruba i is quoted here, on fol. 507".

1461. Taj-alshu'ara Muhammad bin 'All al-Suzani,

the well-known kasidah-wiiter and satirical poet (who

died A.h. 569= a.d. 1173, 1174, see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 541); he chose his takhallus Suzani, because,

wlien studying in Bukhara, he got enamoured with

a young needle-maker (_^j^—) and became himself in

consequence an apprentice of that trade ; besides other

poems there is quoted here in full one of his best

kasidas on the unity of God (x-^y ^.i), on fol. 507".

1462. Hakim Jannati, contemporary with the wazlr

Ala-almulk, wrote some poetry, on fol. sog".
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JiuJiMrd, on fol. 509^:
14G3. Shaikh-ulniuhadJitliln Abil 'Abdullah Mu-

hammad bin Isma'il bin Ibrahim, the great tniditionist

and author of the famous _-»_*^, born A. h. 194 (a. d.

810). died A. H. 256 (a. D. 870, comp. No. 737 above,

and Zeitschrift der D. M. G. iv. p. 5 sq.), on fol. ,'509''.

1464. Abu Khalid Yazid bin Harun, on fol. 509''.

1465. Abubakr Muhammad bin 'Abdallah Audani

( Jj.l), a Sliafi'ite lawyer, died A. H. 385 (a. D. 955) in

Kalabad, one of the quarters of Bukhara (see Safinat-

aliuilij'a, No. 274, where his father is called Ibrahim),

on fol. 509''.

1466. Hiifiz Abu Nasr Ahmad bin Muhammad bin

Has-an, a truditionii-t, belonging to the same quarter of

Bukhara, on fol. 510''.

1467. Jamal-aldin Mahmud bin Ahmad NasSri, was

professor at the i2.y Lo,x« in Damascus, and died

there A. H. 636 (a.d. 1238, 1239), on fol. 510".

1468. Dakiki, the Samanide poet, who began the

poetical composition of the ' Book of Kings ' under

Amir Null II bin Mansur (a. h. 365'-387=a. d. 976-

997) and wrote 1000 baits (comp. Eth6, Rudagi's

Vorlaufer und Zeitgenossen, No. 19), on fol. 510".

1469. Amir Abu-alhafan 'Ali alaghaei, the contem-

porary of Dakiki, equally renowned as a valiant knight

and as a poet (see Ethe, loc. cit.. No. 20), on fol. ,510^.

1470. Alshaikh alajall Sa'd-aldin As'ad bin Shihab,

scholar and poet, on fol. Sio^'.

1471. Alsadr alkabir Burhan-alislam Taj-almillah

wa-aldin 'Uniar bin Mab'ud, a poet who greeted by
a clever ruba i the accession of Aislankhan, the sun of

Sultan Ibrahim (of Ghazna, who reigned A. H. 451—
492= A. D. 1059-1099), to the throne of Samarkand,

aud also wrote an elegy on Ibrahim's death in form of

a string of rubais ; a kasidah in honour ofKilij Arslan

Khakan (by whom the same Arslaukhan, son of Ibra-

him, seems to be meant) is likewise quoted here, on

fol. 511".

1472. Alsadr alajall Nizam-almillah wa aldin Mu-
hammad bin "Umar bin Mas'ijd, son of the preceding

jwet and occasional poet himself, on fol. 511^.

1473. Sultan-al'ulama Sadr-alshari'ah, wrote verses

occasionally, on fol. 5 1 2''.

1474. Alajall Shihab-aldin 'Am'ak, who composed

a niathnawi. Lis-'; , i_a.«.jj, which can be read in two

metres (the statement, given here, tliat 'Am'ak's poem
was the Jirst adaptation of the biblical story in Persian

verse is. of course, wrong, see Etho, Firdausi's Yusuf
und Zalikha, in Verhandlungen des VII internationalen

Orientalisten-Congresses, Semitische Section, pp. 25
and 33, Wien, 1888). According to Aufi, 'Am'ak
belonged to the panegyrists of the Saljuk rulers, but

in Nizami 'Arudi's sJlL. ,L4-» it is stated that he was

king of poets at the court of the Khakan Khidr bin

Ibrahim, the ruler of Tuikistan and Transoxania (see

No. 1425 above). The date of his death, which is not

given here, was A. h. ,(543 or 544= A.d. 1148, 1 149
(see also Butkhana in Bodleian Cat., col. 200, Nq. 41,

and Atashkada, ib. col. 287, No. 723), on fol. 512^.

1475. Amir-i-'amid Kamal-aldin Jamal-alkuttab, an
intimate friend of Sultan Sanjar, on fol. 5 1

5^.

1476. Ma'nawt, one of the old poets (see Ethi,

Ilildagi's Vorlaufer, etc., No. 10), on fol. 5 1,'5''.

1 477. Alajall Sa'd-aldln Sharaf-alhukama Kafi-alnaj4

(Lx-^' here both in text and index ; tlie following copy

reads Bukharl, (jJls^.), a poet of the Khwarizmshahs,
on fol. 515''.

1478. Sa'd-aldin As'ad, another poet, on fol. 6t6».

1479. Hakim Samani (so here -
. -, in the follow-

ing copy Shamani •„» .t.) ala'raj, engaged in many
poetical contests ; he wrote a satirical kit'ah against

Siraj-aldin 'Ai if, on fol. 5 1 6".

1480. Baha'i Bukhari, of whom one ruba'i is quoted
here, on fol. 516".

1481. Jauhari (called in the Atashkada, Bodleian

Cat., col. 286, No. 717, and in Beale's Oriental Biogr.

Diet., p. 136", Jauhari Zargar, the goldsmith), originally

of Bukiiara and contemporary with Athir-aldin Akhsi-

kati (see No. 1528 below) ; he grew up, however, in 'Irak

and composed at the request of Sulaimanshah, the son

of Sultan Muhammad, the son of Sultan Maliksliah

(of the Saljuks of 'Irak, who ascended the throne in

A. H. 547=A.D. 1152), an epic poem styled ij^jIjCk.

1̂
" M . t *

J iv3-l ^f-^1 ; after the death of Sultau

Muhammad (the successor of Malikshah) in A. h.

555 (a.d. 1 1 60) Sulaimanshah ascended the throne,

but only reigned a little over six months; being
very much addicted to pleasure aud wine he re-

nounced the crown and handed it over to Arslanshah
bin Tughnil bin Muhammad bin Malikshah (who
reigned A. h. 556-57i=a.d. 1161-1176); some of

Jauhari's lyrical poems are quoted here, on fol. 516*'.

1482. Sa'd-aldin Mas'ud Daulatyar, a poet, of whom
one ruba'i is quoted, on fol. 517''.

1483. Ilaunaki, a poet (who flourished under the

last Samanides and the first Ghaznawides, comp. Ethe,

Rudagi's Vorlaufer, etc.. No. 17), on fol. 517".

1484. Majd-aldjn Fahmi, a poet, on fol. 517*.

1485. Shakiri, one of the older poets; Hindushah in

his li^jyJ (i.e. il,.x*J' -Lar^J' or vs* r-Ls^, see

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 204 sq., and Rieu ii. p. 515")
quotes a few of his verses, on fol. 5 1

7''.

1486. Khwajah 'Abd-alkhalik Ghujdawani, son of
'Abd-aljamil (see Saflnat-alauliya, No. 76); his father

had come from Rum to Ghujdawan (near Bukhara);
when Khwajah Ydsuf Haraadani (see No. 1016 above)
came to Bukhara, 'Abd-alkhalik enjoyed his tuition.

He had four Khalifas or spiritual successors, viz.

Khwajah Ahmad Sadik, Khwajah Auliyai Kalan,
Khwajah Sulaiman Karmini, and Khwajah 'Arif Riw-
gari (Riwgar is six farsangs from Bukhara, see Safinat-

alauliya, No. 77, where 'Arif is called a pupil of

'Abd-alkhalik instead of merely his fourth Khalifah).

Khwajah 'Arif Riwgari, whose disciple Khwajah Baha-
aldin Nakshband (Safinat-alauliya, No. 82) is here said

to have been, had likewise four Khalifas, one of whom
was Khwajah Mahmud (Saflnat-alauliya, No. 78).
Among the four Khalifas of Khwajah Mahmud one is

again mentioned, viz. Khwajah 'All Ramini (^...»l.,

80 both here and in the following copy; Safinat-

alauliya, No. 79, reads Ramtiui), with the epithet
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of "Azizan, who lived 130 years and was buried in

Khwarizm, on fol. 517".

1487. Khwajah Muhammad Baba-i-Samasi (so cor-

rectly in the following copy, comp. Safinat-alauliya,

No. 80 ; here he is wrongly called, both in text and
index, Baba Huma'i), the Khalifah of 'Azizan, on fol.

518".

1488. Sayyid Amir Kulal, the Khalifah of the

preceding Khwajah (Safrnat-alauliya, No. 81) and spiri-

tual guide ofBaha-aldin Nakshband ; he had been twenty

yeai-a under Baba-i-Samasi's tuition, on fol. 518*.

1489. Khwajah Baha-aldin Nakshband, died a.h.

791 (a. D. 1389); he wrote rubais occasionally, on
fol. 518".

1490. Khwajah 'Ala-aldln 'Attar, one of Khwajah
Baha-aldin's companions (Safinat-alauliya, No. 85), on
fol. 518''.

1491. Khwajah Hasan 'Attar, son of the preceding

'Ala-aldtn, on fol. SiS^.

1492. Khwajah Muhammad Parsa (Safinat-alauliya,

No. 83), another of Baha-aldin's companions and author

of the i_jLkil J-aj (see Kieu ii. pp. 863 and 864, and

"W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 294), on fol. 518^.

1493. Khwajali Abunasr Parsa, son of the preceding

Khwajah (Safinat-alauliya, No. 84), on fol. 518''.

1 494. Sayyid Burlian-aldin Khawandshah,who traced

his pedigree back to Zaid, the son of the fourth

Imam Zain-al'aljidin (Safinat-alauliya, No. 8) ; after

his father's death he went first to Balkh and then to

Harat, where he enjoyed the tuition of many great

Shaikhs, especially of Shaikh Baha-aldin 'Umar ; after

the latter's death he returned to Balkh, where he died

A.H. 871 (a. D. 1466, 1467), and was buried opposite

the tomb of Ahmad bin Khidrawaih (see No. 555
above). He left three sous : (a) Amirkhwand Mu-
hammad (usually called Mirkhwand or Mirkhond), the

author of the \i^\\ i^,. (see Nos. 24-75 ^^ this Cat.),

who died a.h. 903 (a. d. 1498); (b) Sayyid Nizam-
aldin, the prime-minister of Badi'-alzaman Mirza (the

son of Sultan Husain Mirza, see No. 832 above);

(c) Sayyid Ni'mat-allah, on fol. 51 81".

1495. Khwandamir, the maternal grandson of Mir-

khwand (so distinctly stated here twice, 11. 4 and 5 and
1. 12, comp. Eieu i. p. 96'') and author of the v_>w^^j».

.
; .. H (Nos. 79-100 in this Cat.), which he dedicated

to Khwajah Habib-allah Sawaji (comp. Rieu i. p. 98).

He lived in Harat from the time of Sultan Husain
Mirza to the governorship of Durmishkhan, went then

to India, where he spent some years in Humayun's
service, and ended his life in Gujarat (a. h. 941 =a. d.

1534, 1 535). on fol. 519a.

1496. Nasir Bukhliri, author of a diwan (died a.h.

772=A.D. 1370, 1371, see Bodleian Cat., No. 801), on
fol. 519''.

1497. Khwajah 'Ismat, son of Khwajah Mas'ud, who
traced his origin back to Ja'far, the son of 'AH bin Abi
falib; he was a favoui-ite of prince Khalil Sultan (Mi-

ranshah's son, who died a.h. 8i4 = a.d. 1411); when
the intrigues of jealous courtiers separated him from

his patron, he wrote a famous gliazal at the time of

parting, a few verses of which, besides other lyrical

poetry, are quoted here (he died a.h. 829

=

a, d. 1426,

or according to a chronogram in the Makhzan-algha-
raib, A.H. 840 = 1436, 1437, see Bodleian Cat, No.
861, and col. 351, No. 1545), on fol. 519^

1498. Maulana Barandak, a poet and favourite of

Mirza Baikara (slain a.h. 819 = a. d. 141 6), Sultan
Husain Mirza's grandfather (not brother, as he is

strangely called here, he being the son of 'Umar Shaikh
Mirza, and the grandson of Timur, see Atashkada in

Bodleian Cat., col. 286, No. 715), on fol. 520*.

1499. Maulana Khayali, a poet (who died in Ulugh-
beg's reign, a.h. 85o-853= a.d. 1446-1449, tee Bod-
leian Cat., No. 871), on fol. 5201".

1500. Maulana Saifi (i.e. Saifi "Arudi, who died A.H.

909=A. D. 1503, 1504, see Bodleian Cat., No. 984), went
to Harat for study and obtained the favour of Mir "Ali-

shir ; after his return he became tutor of Mirza Baisun-

ghar bin Mirza Sultan Mahmud bin Sultan Abu Sa'id

(who ruled over Samarkand A.H. 90o-9O5=a.d. 1495-
1500), after whose afsassination by Khusraushah he
settled in Bukhara, where he died a few years after, on
fol. 520b.

1501. Wasili, wrote some verses, on fol. 520''.

1502. Khwajah Hashimi, a descendant of Khwajah
'Isniat (No. I497)and grandson of Kliwajah Muhammad
Parsa (No. 1492), a poet in the time of 'Ubaid-allah-

khan Uzbeg (a.h. 939-946=a.d. 1532-1539); he is

not to be confounded with Shah Jaiiangir Hashimi, the

author of the .Uill^^Jo* (see No. 291 above), as has been

done in the Atashkada (Bodleian Cat., col. 287, No. 726,
where Hashimi of Bukhai'a is stated to have written the

Li^l .tVi J, which is clearly a mistake for .15^)1 ,4^,
comp. ib., coL 271, No. 257), on fob 520^'.

1503. Niyazi, a poet who went first to Harat, where
he got acquainted with the clever musician Sliah Mu-
hammad Suma'i {^J\jif^); he repaired afterwaids to

Balkh, which he had to leave on account ofa satire on the

inhabitants of that town who threatened to murder him,

and began now a wandering and restless life, going to

Kulab (the capital of Khatlan, see col. 420 above), where
he fell in love with Mir Haidar "Ali bin Sultan Uwais,

thence to Badakhshan, Kabul, Kandahar, where he failed

to obtain the favour of Muhammad Bairamkhan Khan-
khanan (see No. 409 above), and Sind. There again he

was unable to get an admission to Mirza Shah Husain'a

court, and lived for some time in dire want, till after

Sliah Husain's death his son, Mirza Baki, gave him some
assistance. His desire to approach Sultan Akbar, how-
ever, remained unfulfilled ; and when at last, through

the intercession of Shah Khwajah, the son of Dust Kha-
wand, a summons to appear in the imperial court was
sent to Niyazi, the poet had already breathed his last,

on fol. 520''.

1504. Raunaki, was first attached to Mirza Kamran
(No. 405 above), and afterwards in the service of Mirza

Ibrahim bin Mirza Sulaiman (No. 583 above) in Ba-

dakhshan, where he died a.h. 964 (a. d. 1557); some

verses of a kasidah of his, in honour of Maulana. Mu-
hammad Zahid, are quoted here, on fol. 521''.

1505. Kathirl, of whom one rubai is quoted here, on

fob 521b.

1506. Darwish Maksud Tirgar (the arrow-maker),

a poet, on fol. 52 1^.
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1507. ^Nfaulana 'Alidi Karakul!, wrote some ruM'is,

on I'ol. 521''.

1508. Kahnil (as in the index of this and the text of

the following copy; tlie present text reads Ilahimi),

wrote some poetry too, on fo!. 522*.

Faryhdna, on fol. 522":

1 509. Shaikh Muhammad Sahirl,' one of the Abdals,

on fol. 522".

1510. Shaikh Ahmad Juwalgar (the bag-maker),

a friend of tlie preceding Shaikh, details of whose life

are given in the ,j-jil| uyLs"^, on fol. 522*.

1511. Bab-i-Farghani, a great Shaikh, contemporary

with the author of the t_jy^>A-^' i_J-ij (i.e. Abil-alhasan

'AH bin 'Uthraan bin Abi 'Ali aljullabi alhujwirl, who
died after a. ii. 465=a. d. 1073, pee Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1245), who once visited him, on fol. 522".

1512. Shaikh Sa'd-aldin (Muhammad bin Ahmad,

see H. Kalfa vi. p. 158), author of the jLoJl ^Li..

iUll" Jl, on fol. 522b. C,

1513. "Abdallah bin Muhammad al-'Ubaidi (or, as

H. Khalfa iv. p. 169 calls him, Burhan-aldin 'Ubaid-

allah bin Muhammad "Ubaidali Sharif Farghani,

commonly called 'Ubrl, who died A. h. 743 = A. d.

1343, 1344), a Hanafite and Shafi'ite lawyer, author

of a /S-JM' ^j^ (a commentary on Nasir-aldin 'Abd-

allah bin 'UmarBaidawi's.UaJill xJU»-« 1^ .lyill (*JV^>

Bee Loth, Arabic MSS., p. iio^), a j-U-a-U j-;.i and

a ^U^il
J./.

(i.e. J^^l ^ J\ J^yi ^L^ by

Baidawi, see H. Khalfa vi. p. 217), on fol. 522''.

Andijdn (in the middle of Farghana), on fol. 522^:

1514. Sayyid Sharas-aldiu Muhammad, with the

epithet, Mir Sayyid Sarbarahua (the bare-headed), came

in Sultan Husain Mirza's reign to Harat and occupied

there for twenty years the post of a superintendent

of the tomb or shrine of Shaikh Lukman Paranda.

Finally he was removed from that office in consequence

of a charge of lavish expenditure brought against him.

But through a clever kasidah addressed to Mir 'Alishir

he obtiiined again the post of wazir, which he held for

some time till he retired from the world, on fol. 522^.

1515. Amir Nizam-aldin Kalan Khvvajah, wrote

Bome poetry, on fol. 52 2^.

1516. Sipahi, grandson of Khwajah Kalan (or Kalan-

be^', as he is called here), a poet who died very young,

on fol. 523".

1517. Safa'i, a clever man, who also wrote verses

occasionally, on fol. 523*.

1518. Hijri, an expert in the art of prosody and

rhyme, and occasional poet, on fol. 523*.

1519. Kadi 'Abd-alsami' (a-^*-J1 Ju**), a pupil of

Maulana Ahmad Jand, and a descendant of the author

of the iJ\xA (probably the work of that title on

Hni.afite law, by Burhan-aldin Abu-alhasan 'AH bin

Abubakr bin 'Abd-aljalil Marghinani, whose death is

commonly fixed in A. h. 593= A. d. 1197, see No. 1437
above and comp. H. Khalfa vi. p. 479, No. 14366 ; G.

Fliigel iii. p. 202 ; Loth, Arabic MSS., p. 54 ; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 247; edited Calcutta, A. H. 1234, trans-

lated into English by C. Hamilton, London, 1790,

second edition by S. G. Grady, London, 1870); he was.

at the time when this work was written, in India by
order of the Kadi-alkudat, on fol. 523*.

tjish (south-east of Andijan), on fol. 523":

1520. Kliwajah Kutl>aldin Bakhtyar (see Safinat-

alauliya, No. 112; Ma^lub-altalibin, 15th ma^lab, No. 2,

and Sawati'-alanwar, No. 16), the spiritual successor of

Khwajah Mu'in-aldin Sijzi (No. 301 above), died A. H.

633 (a. I). 1235), on fob 523a.

1521. Baliii-aldin, lived most of his time in India

and was on intimate relations with Sultan Kutb-aldin

Aibak (who reigned in Uihli A. H. 602-607 =A. D.

1206-1210), on fol. 524*.

Maryh'ndn (seven farsangs to the west of Andijan),

on fol. 524*:

1522. Shaikh Zahlr-aldin Abu-al'ala, bom A. H. 511

(a. D. 1 1 17, 1 1 18), died A. H. 573 (a. D. 1177, 1
1 78),

author of a ijlx» on Hanafite law, than which, as

here is stated, no clearer work ever was written (we

suppose this ijlxa is identiciil with the one mentioned

in No. 1 519, and both author's name and date of his

death corrupted through some mistake on the part

of the compiler of the Haft Iklim), on fol. 524".

1523. Malik-alkalam Baha-aldin, a poet concerning

whose lifetime nothing has been ascertained; a long

kasidah of his is quoted here, on fol. 524".

Isfara or Isfarang, the mountainous district nine far-

sangs to the Fouth-west of Marghinan, on fol. 525":

1524. Malik-alkalam Saif-aidiu, a pcet who went in

early youth to Kliwarizm and spent some time in the

sen'ice of the Khwarizmshah ll Arslan (a. h. 551-
567=A.D. 1156-1172); a famous kasidah which he

recited in the majlis of that prince, in imitation of one

of Khakani's by mere change of rhyme, is given here,

in an abridged form, together with other specimens of

his great lyrical power, on fol. 525".

Khujand (five farsangs to the west of Andijan), on foL

526b:

1 525. Shaikh Kama], the well-known poet (Safinat-

alauliya, No. 354), who, according to Jami's Baharistan,

imitated, but at the same time surpassed, Khwajah
Hasan of Dihli (No. 392 above); after performing the

pilgrimage to Makkah he settled in Tabriz, where he

stayed all his life, except four years which he spent at

Sarai in Dasht-i-Kipcak, the capital of the Khan of

Kipeak, Tughtamish, who had taken him with him

after his attack upon Tabriz (a.h. 787=A.d. 1385,

see Eieu ii. p. 632^). After his return from Saiai

Kamal Khujandi enjoyed in Tabriz the favour of Sultan

Husain bin Uwais (this statement must be corrected in

so far as the favour of Sultan Husain, who reigned A. h.

776-784 = A. D. 1 374-1 382, was bestowed upon the

poet he/ore he went to Sarai, whereas at the time of his

return to Tabriz the ruler of that town was Miranshilh

bin Tinmr, who likewise granted him his patronage, see

Kieu, loc. cit.). He had a lively correspondence with

Hafiz of Shiraz, and died a.h. 803 (A. D. 1400, 1401),

on fol. 527a.

1526. 'Ajibi, a poet concerning whose lifetime no-

thing is known, on fol. 527b.

1527. Shihabi Ghazali, another poet, on fol. 528*.

Akhs'Jcat (here wrongly spelt Akhti ,yi.l, and in the

following copy Akhsi ,j-^\ ; another form is Akhsitak
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or AkTisitalc, see W. Pertscli, Berlin Cat., p. 1225, foot-

note, the largest town of Farghana, after Andijau, nine

farsangs from the latter place), on fol. 528''

:

1528. Afdal-almutakaddimin Athlr-aldin, the great

poet, who, attracted by the fame of Khakani, went to

'Irak and attached himself in Hamadan to Sultan Ars-

lan bin Tughrul (a.h. 556-571 =a.d. 1161-1176).

He had many poetical contests with Khakani, but re-

tired at last from the world and settled down to a

solitary life of pious meditation in Khalkal (see above,

col. 479); he died a.h. 6o8 = a.d. 1211, 1212 (see

Bodleian Cat, No. 620), on fol. 528*.

fihdsh (or Cdc, the modern Tashkand, also called Ba-
ndkit), on fol. ^^o^ :

1529. Muhammad bin "All bin Isma'il alkaffal (the

locksmith), derwish, traditionist, poet, and Imam, who
spread the Hanafite law in Transoxania ; Shaikh Abu
Ishak Shirazi gives a detailed account of him in his

L^JiiJl oU-i;; he was born a.h. 291 (a. D. 904), and

died A.H. 330 (a. D. 941, 942), on fol. 530^
1530. Abubakr Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Husain

bin 'Umar, known as al-Mustazhir, with the epithet of

Fakhr-alislam, a Shafi'ite lawyer, studied law first

under 'Abdallah Kazaruni and Abu Mansur Tusi, and

afterwards in Baghdad under Shaikh Abu Ishak, and

Abu Nasr bin Sa (cL?), with whom he read his (Abu

Nasr's) own work on jurisprudence, called J_«LiJl.

After Abu Ishak's death Abubakr became the head of

the Shafi'ite lawyers, and wrote several works on Sha-

fi'ite law, for instance, the LJuJl i-Jia., dedicated to the

'Abbaside Khalif Almustazhir-blUah (a.h. 487-512=
A. D. 1094-1118), and therefore sometimes styled

(t,^la7... «. He was afterwards appointed professor in

the »4-«^ L-yj-« in Baghdad, and died a.h. 507 (a. d.

1113, 1114), 78 years old, since he was born A.H. 429
(A.D. 1037, 1038), on fol. 530I'.

1531. Fakhr-aldin Banakiti (i.e. Abu Sulaiman

Da ud), poet and historian, author of the ^J^Lm i^)^)

which he dedicated to Sultan Abu Sa'idkhan, a.h. 717
=:A. D. 1317 (see No. 18 in this Cat.), on fol. 531".

1532. Badr Shashi (or commonly Badr-i-Cac), the

panegj'rist of Sultan M uhammad bin Tughluk (a.h. 725-
752=A.D. 1325-1351, see Matlub-altalibin, 9th mat-

lab. No. 7), comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 793, on fol. 531".

1533. Khwajah Nasir-aldin 'Ubaid-allah (Safinat-

alauiiya, No. 87), better known as Khwajah Ahrar,

whose detailed biography is found in the ^^^^c cdLs^
cyL-ii (Nos. 633-635 in this Cat.), the greatest Shaikh

of Turkistan and Transoxania, pupil of Maulana Ya'kub
Carkhi (No. 346 above) and Maulana Nizam-aldin

Khamush (Safinat alauliya. No. 88); his death, which

took place in Samarkand, is fixed here (contrary to all

other statements, which give A. H. 895) in a. h. 896
(a. D. 1 491), according to the following chronogram by

Mir "Alishir : ^jJjJ^ ji-i., on fol. 531*.

1534. Kamal Shaikh, contemporary with Khwajah
Ahrar, on fol. 531''.

1535. 'Abd-algliafTar, known as Maulanazada, wrote

poetry occasionally, on fol. 53 1'*.

1536. Kadi Ghadanfar, wrote some poetry too, on
fol. 531^-'

1537. Huznt, a pupil of Kasim Kahl (No. 1447
above), on fol. 531''.

Sixth Iklim: Turkistdn, on fol. 532"; Fdrdb, on
fol. 533*:

1538. Abu Nasr Muhammad bin Muhiimmad al-

turki (i. e. Abu Nasr Farabi, or Alfarabius, the great

philosopher, see "Wiistenfeld, Geschichte der arabischen

Aerzte und Naturforscher, p. 53 sq., and Dieterici,

Alfarabts Philosophische Abhandlungen, Leiden, 1890,

German translation, ib. 1892), spoke originally only

Turki, but learnt the Arabic tongue in Baghdad, whither

he had gone from his native country; he studied there

under Abubashar bin Yuuus, with whom he read

various works of Aristotle ; he was a contemporary

of prince Saif-aldaulah, Mutanabbi's great friend and

patron, who died a.h. 356 (a.d. 966, 967), on fol. 533".

1539. Isma'il bin Hammad al-.Jauhari, the author

of the iilll ^ _Ls^', the famous Arabic dictionary,

died A.h. 393 (a.d. 1002, 1003), comp. Fliigel, Gram-
matische Schulen, p. 253 sq., on fol. 534".

1540. Ishak bin Ibrahim, another Arabic scholar, on

fol. 534".

Jand, on fol. 534":

1541. Baba Kamal, a pupil of Shaikh Najm-aldin

Kubra (see No. 1401 above), on fol. 534''.

1 542. Shaikh Mu'ayyad, a disciple of Sadr-aldin, on

fol. 534«.

Kdshghar, on fol. 534^; Ydrkand, on fol. 534'';

Khotan, on fol. 535*. In this chapter (on ff. 535^-540")

a detailed account of the Amirs of Kashghar is inserted,

who were vassals of the Khans of Jatah or Moghuli-

stan, from the time of Tughluktimiirkhan (a. h. 748-

764= A. D. 1347-1363), according to the i^X»-i, irij^

(comp. on this work Rieu i. p. i64'>sq.,and W. Erskine,

History of India under Baber and Humayun, pp. 38-192,
etc.), beginning with (1543) Amir TMnk, to whom
Tughluktimurkhan entrusted the governorship of Kash-

ghar. Tuluk had four brothers, viz. Mir Bulaji (Ersldne:

Yulaji), Shams-aldin, Kamar-aldin, and Amir Shaikh

Daulat. After Tiiluk's death ( 1 544) jl/(ri?iJ/(J/i was raised

to the governoi'ship, and after him his son (1545) Amtr
Khuddiddd. The latter's uncle, Kanmr-aldln, who had

in vain requested Tughluktimurkhan to appoint him
governor instead of his little nephew, revenged himself

after the Khan's death by killing the latter's children

and usurping himself the Khanship. But one of

Tughluktimur's sous, who was still a baby, Khidr

Khwajah, had, together with his mother, been rescued

by Khudaidad and safely hidden in Badaklishan, and

after Kamar-akliu's death Khudaidad reinstated him
in his father's Khanship. Amir Khudaidad made, at

the end of his life, a pilgrimage to Makkah and Madinah,

and died in the latter town. He was succeeded by his

son (1546) Amtr Muhammadslidh, who lost Kashghar

and Khotan in consequence of the conquest of these

countries byTimur. But Muhammadshah's son (1547),

Mtr Sayyid 'Alt, kept an eye upon these provinces, and

sought an opportunity to regain the governorship. After

three invasions and successful battles against Haji Mu-
hammad Shayista and Pir Muhammad Barlas, the suc-

cessive governors appointed by Mirza Ulughbeg, towhom
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his father, Mirza Shahrukh, had given Transoxania,

Turkistan, and Farghana, he at last made himself master

of Kashghar again, and ruled twenty-four years. His

elder son (1548), Sdtsiz MirzA (in the following copy

distinctly spelt Sansiz Mirza), succeeded him, and reigned

seven years. After his death in A. H. 869 (A. D. 1464,

1465) the younger brother (1549), Muhammad Ilaidar

Mirzd, assumed the government of Kashghar, as the

two sons of Satsiz, Ababakr Mirza and 'Umar Jlirza,

were still too young for such a position, and reigned

twenty-four years. Abdbakr Mirzd (1550), when at-

taining manhood, subdued Yarkand and Khotan, and

at last attacked his uncle Muhammad Haidar Mirza

himself. A long war ensued between these two relatives,

Haidar Mirza being supported by Yunuskhan, the ruler

of MogLulistan,till finally,after many changes of fortune,

Haidar Mirza and Yunuskhan perished, and Abdbakr

Mirzd became sole master of the country. He was in

his turn overthrown by (1 551)Sidtdn Abd Sa'idkhdn,ihe

grandson ofthe before-mentioned Yunuskhan and brother

ofMansurkhan(who, after his fatherAhmadkhan,Yunus-
khan's son, had acceded to the thi'one ofMoghulistau) . Abu
Sa'idkhan, after many vicissitudes, succeeded, in Eajab,

A.H. 920 (a.d. 1514, August, September), in conquering

Yarkhand, the capital of Kashghar ; he died A. h. 939
(a.d. 1532, 1533), and his son [1552),'Abd-alrashtdkMn,

seized the reins of government (the date, given here for

his accession, viz. 950, must be a mistake for 940, as he

succeeded his father immediately). He was twenty-five

years old when he became sovereign ruler, and his reign

lasted nearly thirty-three years (till A.H. 971 = A. D.

1564). He was a clever writer in prose and verse, and
left thirteen sons, viz. : (a) 'Abd-allapfkhdn, who was
killed

; (6) 'Abd-alkarimkhdn, who succeeded his father,

and was still ruler of Kashghar when this work was
written ; he was a great expert in archery and music

;

(c) 'Abd-alrahim Sulldn, who was killed; (d) 'Abd-al-

'aziz, who died sixteen years old; (e) Adhani Sulldn,

known as Sufi Sultan, who was sixteen years deputy-

rulfr of Kashghar during his father's reign and then

died; (f) Muhanmiad Sulldn; {g) Muhammad Bdki

;

(h) Kuraigh Sul(dn, who, being offended by his brother

'Abd-alkarimkhan, went to India and entered the ser-

vice of Akbar ; after some years he died there, and left

five sous, who were all alive at the time when this work
was written; (i) Abil Sa'td Sulldn; ik) 'Abdalldh Sul-

ldn, who likewise went to India, and left two sons

behind him at his death ; (l) Ulds Sulldn; (m) 'Arif
Sulldn; and (n) 'Abd-alrahim Suhdn. Among the

learned men of Kashghar are mentioned here

:

1563. Jamrd-almillah wa-aldin Sa id bin Muhammad,
known as Maulana Jamal-aldin Turkistani, on fol. 540^'.

1654. Tagharbeg bin Muhammad bin Sulaiman, was
first a merchant, but rose soon to the dignity of a wazir
in one of tlie towns of Turkistan ; afterwards he became
wazir of Sultan Sanjar, and was greatly praised by the

poets of that time, for instance, by Amir Mu'izzi (No.

747 above), on fol. 540''.

1565. Maulana Sa'd-aldin (Safinat-alauliya, No. 89),
was first a pupil of Maulana Nizam-aldin Khamush and
afterwards, at the latter's request, took Shaikh Zain-

aldin Khwafi (No. 658 above) as his spiritual guide.

Ou his pilgrimage to ilakkah he enjoyed the compan-
IND. OFF.

iouship of Shah Kasim-i-Anwar (No. 13 1 4 above), Abd
Yazid Purani (sey Saiinat-alauliya, No. 359), Zain-aldin

Khwafi, and Shaikh Baha-aldin 'Umar, on fol. 540b,

1556. Maulana 'Ala-aldln, on fol. 541*.

1557. Mirzi Haidar, the grandson of Muhammad
Haidar Mirza and author of the \jx^j ^\i (see above

under Kashghar), who, by order of Sultan AbA Sa'id-

khan (see No. 155 1 above), carried out a victorious in-

vasion of Kashmir (a.h. 938-939 = a.d. 1531, 1532),
and afterwards, when returning from India, went a
second time to Kashmir and there set himself up for

seven years as independent ruler. He was killed there

A. H. 958 (a. d. 1551), on fol. 541".

1558. Amtt Ahmad Haji, was for a few years gover-

nor of Harat under Sultan Husain Mirza, and also for

some time exercised power in Samarkand ; he wrote
poetry occasionally, on fol. 541*.

Tardz, on fol. 541''; Cigil (J-C1-), on fol. 541'';

KhaUukh, on fol. 541''; Tdtdr, on fol. 541'' (the Tatars

are stated here to trace their origin back to Yafetli

Oghlan, i.e. Turk bin Yafeth, who, after a life of 240
years, left the kingdom to Alanjakhan, after whom fol-

lowed Datibakui, and then Kuk. The latter had two
sons, Tatar and Moghul, between whom the realm was
divided ; Tatar's successors were Baghftkhan, Maliha-

khaa (so in the following copy, the present has jjr**

^jLi.), Ilikhan, Atsizkhan, Urdukhan, Aidukhan, under
whom the Tatars and Moghuls, who had hitherto lived

in friendly intercourse, fell out with one another, and
Sutij or Sunijkhan); ^^a (Russia), on fol. 542*; Bu-
ghrdj, on fol. 543'' ; Kimdk (or Kaimak, also called

Kimas and Kimiyiis, in Kipcak), on fol. 543"; Kliazar,

on fol. 543*; Isfijdb (or Isfanjab, as it seems to be
spelt here, in Turkistan), on fol. 543^; Kusfanfanii/yah

(Constantinople), on fol. 543''.

On ff. 544''-547^, a short account of the 'Uthmani
Sultans from Ertojlirul, the father of 'Uthman I (who
died, 90 years old,' A. h. 687=a.d. 1288), to Sulldn
Muhammad III bin Murdd III (who ascended the

throne in A.H. 1003 = a.d. 1593, a proof that some
parts of the Haft Iklim were written after a.h. 1002,

the usual date of its completion). Rdmiyah (Rome),
left out here in consequence of a small lacuna after fol.

5471" ; Sldashwtn or SIdashwik (^^jJui, j..?.!.',, or even

ijj .':. \ ~>, Schleswig, comp. Kazwinl ed. Wiisteufeld ii.

p. f .I', and G. Jacob, Ein arabischer Berichterstatter

etc., Berlin, 1890, p. 12), on fol. 548" ; Kiriahna or Ki-

rishna (j-i^-iJ or i^-^S, on French or Frankish terri-

tory, Jj i^.j\, where the faces of the people are half

white and half black, perhaps the Orisons?), on fol. 548*;

Zirigardn and Tirsardn (^jLm,—.;. ij]/J» ni two districts

near the Caspian gates, peopled by tall armour-makers,

see Kazwiui ed.Wustenfeld ii. p. rii sq.), on fol. 548".

Skvextii IklIm : Bufghdr, on fol. 548b

;

1559. Khwajah Ahmad, who lived in Ghazna^ and to

whom Sana'i dedicated his s-«U ^_<J;i (a mathnawi of

Sana'i not known otherwise, unless it is identical with

the third mathnawi in No. 3346 of the India Office

Collection, which bears no title there, see further below

Kk
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in this Cat. under ' Sana'i ' in the poetical part), on

fol. 549".

Sakl&h, on fol. 549*

:

1560. Yajuj and Majuj (Gog and Magog), on fol. 549".

Bdtik (a town in Rum), on fol. 549"; Bdtin-alriim

(where a great number of Christians dwell), on fol.

549*^; JdbulkA (at the furthest end of Maghrib), on

fol. 549I'.

No. 49, ff. 550, II. 21; Nasta'lik; illuminated frontispiece on

fol. ip*"; size, 9 in. by 5 J in.

725

Another splendid copy of the Haft Iklim.

This splendid copy is without an index. Beginning

the same as in the preceding copy. Iklim I, on fol.

3"; II, on fol. 14!^; Ill, on fol. 42b; IV, on fol. 224^;

V, on fol. 554a; VI, on fol. 638'^; VII, on fol. 658l>.

Fol. 474 must be inserted between jf. 448 and 449.

Dated, by Shaikh Muhammad Islam of Ahmadabad,
the 2ist of Rabi'-althani, A. h. 1089 (a. d. 1678, June

12). This copy was purchased from the executors of

the Marquis of Hastings.

No. 3143, If. 662, 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nasta'lik; illu-

minated frontispiece ; many marginal additions ; splendid bind-

ing in green and gold ; size, lof in. by 5I in.

726

An incomplete copy of the same.

This copy opens abruptly in the third Iklim with the

words : s-ii, ^^».r>. i^^y^ <.::j^xs?- jlj, corresponding to

fol. 60b 1. 5, in the preceding copy. Ikllra IV, on fol.

131a; V, on fol. 408''; VI, on fol. 480"; VII, on fol.

498b.

Dated A. H. 1093 (a. D. 1682) by 'Abd-alrahman bin

Muhammad Tahir bin Khwajah Ahmad. There ai'e

48 leaves missing in the beginning.

No. 1C53, fF. joi, 11. 25 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 12 in. by 7 in.

727

Intikhab-i-Haft Iklim (^\ 0^4 i^U^').

An abridgment of the Haft Iklim, made by Faid-allah

Ansari Jauupuri, with the takhallus Himmat (see fol.

4b, 1. i), and dedicated to Wajih-aldin 'Alikhan Baha-

dur, who is called the master of the sword and pen

L»), see fol. 4*, 1. i sq. A date of

728

Historical and geographical extracts.

Contents

:

1 . A few extracts from a
,

,

tins compilation, which simply gives the geographical

accounts of the Haft Iklim in a condensed form, omitting

all the biographical details, is not found.

Beginning : Uj^,t» s-i K sJlJUj^I j^Hr*'! ij^.^-^^—

'

Iklim I, on :

ii ^y.i e^

on fol. 5b; II, on fol. iib; III, on fol. 22»;

IV, on fol. 78a; V, on fol. 102"; VI, on fol. 113b; VII,

on fol. 127b.

No date. This rather modern copy belonged for-

merly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 1366, ff. 132, 11. 13; Shikasta; worm-eaten; size, 8J in.

b)-4|in.

(jjj-ojil (not met with hitherto), on £f. 8^-1 5b, 22 and

23, consisting of short accounts of the emperors Akbar,
JaIiS,ngir, Shahjahan, etc.

2. Extracts from the Haft Iklim, beginning with a

*.Jls1 oij» ,J J (a general account of the seven climates,

somewhat like the preceding i_jls^'), on if. ^q^-i^i^,

and concluding with a e>»ft ..i jj lJ^^ rj-s^^ t^-*^
i.\ ^jijs^. 5.>,.l ^^\ (the general account of the Mu-

hammadan rulers of Dihli, which is found on fol. 1 53",

first line sq. in No. 724, col. 406 above), on if. 153*-
176b.

3. Another extract from the «^Uj1 ->* <^^i con-

taining a .Lull (_ij,j<Ji (description of cities), and begin-

ning with Akbarabad, ff. 17 7a- 190b.

An index of these miscellanies is found on ff. 2b-7".

No. 611, ff. a'-is, 22, 23, 99-190, 11. 21 ; careless Nasta'lik
;

size, 8J in. by i,\ in.

729

Bahjat-al'alam (JUJl is*^).

A modem work on general geography, by Hakim
Maharatkhan of Isfahan, styled JlxJl ijc4^. (see fol. 2",

1. 2 and colophon). It is thej^rsi volume (Jjl jJls*)

of a larger work; a second volume, entitled »-Ui^l *^5j'

.and comprising Persian translations of several Arabic

works, for instance, ^_JLs*^' iiJJ^, vW^l i«-*^, and

others, is promised in the preface of this book. The

author lived at the time of the emperor Bahadurshah,

whose death in a. h. t i 2 4 (a. d. i 7 i 2 ) appears as a recent

event, and must have compiled this volume about A. H.

1 1 30 (a. D. 171 8), comp. the short extract from it de-

scribed in Rieu iii. p. 992. The present MS. contains:

1. A general part, dealing with the seven climates, in

an arrangement similar to the Haft Iklim, but without

any biographical notices. Iklim I, on fol. 2b; II, on

fol. 7«; III, on fol. 1
6b; IV, on fol. 51b; V, on fol 87b;

VI, on fol. 93b ; VII, on fol. 102^.

2. A special part, dealing with jiarticular points of

geographical interest in detail. The chief subdivisions

of this part are :

(a) &jj!ai.« J^. jl ^gojLi Si, on fol. 104b, beginning

with a description of the countries of Rum (^j. aUU-«),

taken from the Hasht Bibisht (No. 571 above); followed

by an account of India, according to the fourth volume

of the Akbarnama (see fol. 121*, first line), i.e. the

{£jS\ ^^;-i^t which is usually called the third book (see

Nos. 264-270 above), but which, on account of the

usual division of the first book into two separate parts,

may very well be called the fourth ; miscellaneous notes

on various towns and provinces (see fol. 126b), extracted

from a work styled jj-o^LxJl (j-.»jl, etc.

(6) Jhjj. i_^li*jl ^^.ojLjjSi, on fol. 144b, taken
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chiefly from ^azwini's cyLs^jA' i-JV' (Nos. 712-714
above).

(c) \j,j^ ^jjLi JLa. ,_JLs*jl ^_y<ijt>^,on fol. 151^

{d) J^\ ^Is^jl ^^ni^i, on fol. 156".

(e) j;^-^ i,J;i-« jilj ^, on fol. i59», last line.

Beginning : ^^\jS. oJIj^j ^^». AjOj . . . . Ji) J^il

Dated the 17th of Eajab, a.h. 12 ii (a.d. 1797, Jan.

16). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2409, ff. 171, U. 19; distinct Nasta'lik ; size, 13^ in. by
St in.

730

Hadikat-alakalim (-JU^Il * »-0.».).

A large modem geographical encyclopaedia, with
many historical and literary records, following in the

main the system of the Haft Iklim, but considerably

richer in detail with regard to India in general and to

the more modern periods of Indian history in particular,

compiled by Kadi Murtada Husain, known as AUahyar
'Uthniani Balgraml, who was born a.h. 1132 (a.d.

1720), entered a.h. 1142 (a.d. 1729, 1730), in his

tenth year, the service of Mubariz-almulk, the Subadar
of Gujarat, and was till A. H. 1187 (a.d. 1773, 1774) in

the train of many other distinguished Indian Amirs,
who are enumerated in detail in Kieu iii. pp. 992—994.
In A.H. 1 1 90 (a.d. 1776) he became nuinshi of Capt.

Jonathan Scott, and at his request began to compile

the present work, on the basis of the most renowned
hooks, written on geography and history. The conclu-

sion of the work was written by him a.h. 1202 (a.d.

1787, 1788). A detailed account of its contents is

given in the Bodleian Cat., No. 422 ; comp. also W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 414-417; Elliot, History of

India, viii. pp. 180-183. Lithographed in Lucknow,
1879 and i88i.

Beginning, on fol. !•>:
Jj».. Jc {j\s^ jj^ jLsrt? j.»3.

Iklim I, on fol. 4*; II, on fol. 24*>; III, on fol. i^Z^;
IV, on fol. 4281'; y. on fol. 492^; VI, on fol. 507*;
VII, on fol. 549^ Khatimah (y 'LJj J]>»-0. «» fol- 558".

No date.

No. 2643, ff. 581, II. 22; careless Nasta'lik; size, 15J in. by
9iin.

731

Ahwal-i-'Imarat-i-Mustakirr-alkhilafah(cyl.U-cJI»3.1

«iLil>^).
A topographical and historical account of the princi-

pal public buildings, mausoleums, mosques, and gardens

of Akbarabad, i. e. Agra, especially those built by
Akbar and Shahjahan, compiled, from various sources,

by a pupil of the Agra Government College, Sil Cand

(j : %'; "
'), see fol. 6l>,

1. 4, and colophon, at the request

of Mr. James Stephen Lushington (^.;j-.\ ^J,.utJ>^ j- »

^^JJiL^), comp. ff. 5", 1. 2, and 6", 11. 7 and 8 ; and

Kieu iii. p. 103 1. This gentleman, who was acting

collector and magistrate in Agra, 1825 and 1826, had

issued an appeal to the Government College, to supply
him with such topographical accounts, and he received

besides the present work a smaller treatise on the same

subject, by Manik Cand, headed '^
.j . 1 i

*
J]»»'> see

Rieu iii. p. 958.

];
.^: Aill i:iL«i—Beginning : ji.«_i.,)J» ,y<

Jl 0>— 1 (J>;U» j^ slXj—j.

On fol. 4" a eulogium of the Governor-General of

India.

Among the numerous chapters we mention as the

most interesting ones

:

Fortress of Agra, with a table of iDScriptions, on
fol. 24a.

Mot! Masjid, with illustration, on fol. 30''.

Taj Mahall, with illustration, on fol. 5 1 *• sq.

Letters and firmans of Shahjahan, 'Alamgir, Dira
Shukuh, etc., on fol. 59b sq.

Mausoleum of I'timid-aldaulah, with illustration, on
fol. 104a.

Account of Nur Jahan Begam, on fol. 120".

Akbar's mausoleum at Sikandra, with illustration, on
fol. 193''.

Mosque at Fathpur, with illustration, on fol. 2io'>,

last line sq.

This Kitab-i-'Imarat (o,U-c ^^), as it is styled in

the colophon (another title given to it is jb^^-ol eyiH.»,

see Rieu, loc. cit.), was transcribed from the original

copy of Sil Cand, who was a student at the Madrasah

of Agra, by jtLs ^.^. »., for Mr. James Davidson (, : ....<

j^^jjjj (j<»*^) ; no date. The copy was purchased of

Madden & Co., ist of August, 1843. Special works on

the topography of the Taj Mahall are noticed in Rieu i.

p. 430 and iii. p. 958'' ; Mehren, Cat., p. 47, and W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 520.

No. 2450, ff. 218, 11. 17; Nasta'lik; five excellent full-page

illustrations and a table of inscriptions ; size, 9j in. by 6 in.

732

Masafat-i-Shahrhai Hindustan (tjLft,_4-i ool—

•

^jULa.«,V \ ft).

Tables showing the distance of the different provinces,

districts, and towns of India from one another, accord-

ing to the statistic survey under the Moghul emperors,

especially under Shahjahan (see fol. 4'' sq.). It begins

with a short index of the provinces of Iran. The prin-

cipal portion of this little book, dealing with India

proper, begins on fol. 3^".

This copy was made for Mr. Richard Johnson by Mu-
hammad Bakhsh, A.H. 1194 (a.d. 1780), at Lucknow.

No. 1718, ff. 28 ; Shikasta ; size, 9 in. by 5^ in.

X. Romances and Tales.

733

Tarjumat-alfaraj ba'd-alshiddah (jjo ^_^1 '^-^/

il ,?. II).

A large collection of stories, relating cases of wonder-

ful deliverance from danger, translated by Husain bin

As'ad bin alhusain aldihistani (see fol. 5«) from the

K k 2
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d

Arabic work ii.^1 j il .i. 11 Xxj ^jJ^\, which is here

(on fol. 5'') and in all the other copies wrongly ascribed

to AJ)u-alhasan 'Ali bin Muhammad almadaini (who
died in Baghdad, A. H. 224 or 225=A. d. 839 or 840).

The real author of the Arabic original, often mentioned

in this translation, is Abu 'Ali al-Muhassin, called Kadi
nl-Tanukhi, who died A. h. 384 (a. d. 994), comp. Eieu
ii. p. 752"; "W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 982 ; J. Aumer,

p. 56; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 408 ; G. Flilgel

iii. p. 451, etc. Some of the stories are printed in the

appendix of Chodzko's Persian Grammar, new ed., Paris,

1883. The present translation was made at the request

of 'Izz-aldin Tahir bin Zangi, probably about the middle

or in the second half of the sixtii century of the Hijiah,

at any rate before 'Aufi, who quotes this work in his

eyUlXJJ ^\}j^ (see No. iSoo sq. in this Cat.). A corro-

boration of Abu 'All al-Muhassin's authorship of the

original is found in the list of authorities, given in tlie

preface of the ijJls^' S.L>j, where it is styled -.^ i_i^-^

^jJlsfjj} iljd\ x*J, see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 979.

_Beginning: cyljjj JjicjV* iS ^y,jZj u{^ j A*a.

ill (sii^^iji |.iT.

Index, on ff. 6"- 18''; the thirteen bahs into which
the work is commonly divided are found here : Bab I,

on fol. 19"''; TI, on fol. 31b; III, on fol. 47*; IV, on

fol. 76»>; V, on fol. loia
; VI, on fol. 154b

; VII, on fol.

185a; VIII, on fol. 293a; IX, on fol. 322*; X, on fol.

339'' ; XI, on fol. 350^*; XII, on fol. 371'^ ; XIII, on
fol. 407I'.

Dated by Shaikh Muhammad Fadil at Lahur, the

29th of Eajab, A. h. 1027 (a. d. 1618, July 22).

No. 1664, ff. 473, 11. 15 ; large and distinct Nasta'lik; size,

ll|in. by7in.

734:

Another copy of the same.

Beginning: ^.iTejljJj J^yic ts* si
1; [j'J^ ^*J ^'•^

Jldl;.ljlV
Index, on £f. 5"-i4''.

Bab I, on fol. 14*' ; II, not marked ; III, on fol. 33^;
IV, on fol. 59a

; V, on fol. 81I1
; VI, on fol. 130=1 ; V'll,

on fol. 152"^; VIII, on foL 247"; IX, on fol. 273"; X,

on fol. 290''; XI, on fol. 300^; XII, on fol. 31 gl^; XIII,

on fol. 352^. No date. A great number of headings
in the single hikayas are quite incorrect.

No. 1425, ff. 413, U. 19; clear and distinct Nastalik; size,

lojin. by 5^in.

735
A slightly defective copy of the same.

This copy, which is not dated, lacks one leaf in the

beginning; the first words on fol. i'^, . JJ^-» i^jojs*

Jl sJjJiJ c»,~,:.i.ttJ, correspond to fol. 2", last line in the

following copy (No. 774). Index, on ff. 3^-10''.

Bab I, on fol. 10^; II, on fol. 19a; III, on fol. 26"
;

IV, on fol. 46'' ; V, on fol. 63^; VI, on fol. loo"; VII,

on fol. 119^; VIII, on fol. 190*'; IX, on fol. 209"; X,

on fol. 220b; XI, on fol. 228"; XII, on fol. 242*; XIII,

on fol. 266a.

No. 1857, ff. 309, 11. 24-25 ; Nasklil; size, 9J in. by 5 in.

736
Another still more defective copy of the same.

This copj' is defective at the end, breaking off on fol.

557b with the words: .... L^l^ j j-iz-iJ^L-.^.*^,

corresponding to the preceding copy, fol. 307a, 1. n.
There is besides a large lacuna in the middle of fol.

105'', between 11. 5 and 6, comprising the remaining
part of bab tV, from the twelfth story on to the end, as

well as the beginning of bab V, nearly to the end of the

eighth story (corresponding to ff. 55a, 1. 15-77", 1- 8, in

the preceding copy).

Index, on fol. 6''. Bab I, on fol. 19''; II, on fol. 331";

III, on fol. 53b; IV, on fol. 88b; y, missing; VI, on
fol. 149"; VII, on fol. i86%- VIII, on fol. 326b; IX,
on fol. 361b; X, on fol. 385''; XI, on fol. 400''; XII,
on fol. 427a; XIII, on fol. 473b.

The copy, which is not dated, is somewhat worm-
eaten throughout, but in most places carefully mended.
The last leaves are seriously damaged. Instead of —^
there is everywhere written ^^i, as in the Munich copy

(see J. Aumer, loc. cit.).

No. 774, ff. 557, II. 17; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in. by 5I in.

737

Tarjuma-i-Kitab-alfaraj ba'd-alshiddah.

An apparently different and, as it seems, enlarged

translation, or rather adaptation of the same Arabic

original, designated moreover in the following copy as

'the second half (S->i t_a^ 1) only, and made, according

to the preface, at the request of the Sultan of Sind, Nasir-

aldin Kubacah (a.h. 6o7-625 = a.d. 1210-1228). It

belongs therefore to a somewhat later period than the

preceding version. A translator's name does not appear

anywhere. A conjecture on the fly-leaf of the following

copy suggests as such Muhammad 'Aufi, the author of

the eyUl^ ^\j^ and the ijU!>ll vU (the latter of

which is in fact dedicated to Kubacah's wazir, 'Ain-al-

mulk Husain al-Ash'ari, see Eieu ii. p. 749).

Beginning
: a . .?. ^- (j~j I \j u-^\. " 15*/^ '^ J

"*"**

i^La. .jj t_riy^ ',
here follows a large blank,

after which the preface continues in this way: ^JL»^ .jJ

d^l d^L."
^^J-• ft^\ ^\2j eUU Jicl j^r-* (»^^^ '^^

^^>L..U J
j.!)L-ill c^LJ: ^_s]\ J

LJjJl ^U ^^ j

jLis^Li iill ^J i;jlkL- ^^l-Jl jyM J
djiil Jxcl

^^^ UijJl eDU-.j>* ^\j.^, Xi^\ .iib lijU. iill

Jj t».Li ^\y\ LJuJl.

As to the subdivision into babs, there can be traced

the following ones

:

Bab VI, on fol. 6 lb: ^i O^jA^^^j ji ^.-i-i. v^
'i\i ^Jo'iJ> j/Li^l u'^ (J^ J-^ ) Jjjbil e)^ U>jy

Babs VII and VIII are not found anywhere.

Bab IX, on fol. loi*: si j^:icUj».^^ jj ^ v^.
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B4b X, on fol. 126": jl jjib 'j^
r^^

Bab XI, on fol. 135": ji^^^cU».^i^
'ji,:7»b ij»^ u^ uj/ir"

iJ ,«.«'^^ vU

'Ail

Bab XII, on fol. 149*: JU. ^jLo j.»
(^ti'j-> vU

Bab XIII, on fol. 174^: X ^-.c\, ^

3Ve. sJoU.j 1'j" >*
Bab XIV, on fol. 256a: i^^Ua-^y l»^i)U^ V^.

Bab XV, on fol. 285" : ^.cU^^^j '^^^jjIj ^L>

'jjl &i.i-f7

Bab XVI, on fol. 352b: ^js.\.^^^ ^^ ^jpLi i^b

jl (J?)'-*-H j'i
_5

J-Jl s.V. : .*. ejls-" eij^l.T. .1 i_j1^ ^J O

Bab XVII, on fol. 392^: ^^^icUa.^ ^j -.aJuL* v,b

J^ o.
J

Jjl tjJb (joiUk ijjSiii j\ ^ji^ jUjI jju^. si

JJl aJ « «Mj .^lr^4 JjVT fl..o.

Dated the 22nd of Ramadan, in the year j_»-«^

j;;-^—-•-» J ^;^U-S (? perhajJs misspelt for j_jL.

u-^j O^^y A.H. 985=A.D. 1577, Dec. 3), in ^/^
near Baghdad. A seal of Muhammad Farrukhsiyar
(died A. H. ii3i=A.D. 1719), onfol. i*.

No. 1432, ff. 459, II. 15; Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece;
size, io| in. by 5j in.

738
Another copy of the same translation.

Beginning the same (but without the prefixed praise

of God): "ii Jks\j^..^ \,MJ. dUL. ^^L>^ jSi. The

babs which can be traced here (but all without number
and heading) are : VI, on fol. 53" ; IX, on fol. 8g<^ ; X, on
fol. ma; XI, on fol. 119b; XII, on fol. 13 a"; XIII,
onfol. 153a; XIV, on fol. 223b

; XV, on fol. 254a; XVI,
on fol. 315b. Fol. 21 lb corresponds to fol. 242* in the

preceding copy, and 33oa,first line, to fol. 369a, 1. 5 there.

Fol. 84b is left blank.

Dated the 17th of Ramadan, a.h. 1057 (a. d. 1647,
Oct. 16).

No. 720, ff. 420, 11. 17 ; Nastallk ; size, 8i in. by 4f in.

739
Kissa-i-cahar darwlsh

{^J!^.^Ji X^a-

The ^Persian version of the story of the Sultan of

Rum, Azadlmkhsh, his son Bakhtyar, and the four der-

vishes, popularly ascribed to the greatest Persian poet
of India, Amir Khusrau of Dihli, who died a.h. 725

' Here wrongly styled j^jjb.

(a.d. 1325), comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 443; Rieu ii. p.

762; A. F. Mehren, p. 32 ; Eastwick, translation of the
Bagh-o-Bahar, Hertford, 1852, p. vii.

__B€ginning: ^j\^j]„jjf\ ^j'^\jjj^\ ^\j^\j xmj Q

DAstdn I, story of the first Dei-vish, on fol. 6".

Ddstdn II, story of the second Dervish, on fol. 321".

Ddstdn III, story of the Sultan, on fol. 56b.

Ddsldn IV, story of the tliird Dervish (here called

fj^-i^ U^J;'* ^y niistake), on fol. loob.

Ddstdn V, story of the fourth Dervish, on fol. 120b.

Epilogue or final story ( .-Jvl jjb-.,lj), on fol. 135b.

The book ends on fol. 141* ; the remaining two j)ages

and a half are filled with a detailed colophon, in which
the transcriber, who does not mention his name, gives
a short historical account of the circumstances under
which he made^ this copy, in a.h. i i 88," the sixteenth
year of Shah 'Alam's reign (a.d. 1774, 1775).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2480, ff. 142, 11. 18-19, but the greater number of pages
ai'e written in diagonal lines ; Shikasta ; size, 8 J in. by 3i in.

740
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as usual. Story of the first Dervish, on
fol. 5b; of the second, on fol. 32"; of the Sultdn, on fol.

58b; of the third Dervish, on fol. loob; of ih^fourth, on
fol. 12 1*. The epilogue is not marked by any special

heading.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2813, ff. 139, 11. 15 ; Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta; size,

7| in. by 5} in.

741
The same.

Beginning
: J^ j t^^- U^—^^' »-J^l cJJJl ill A.JJ

;^. ^' ^J^ Kjf^S 1**^' Jir^ L5^ ^j^
Jl Oir^ uUV" i J^^ J^^ i jWi"l u'^jV

Story of the_;?rs< Dervish, on fol. 6", last line ; of the

second, on fol. 39b; of the third, on fol. 138*; of the

fourth, on fol. 167b. The epilogue is not marked.
There seems to be a lacuna after fol. 159.
No date. A former owner was G. Swinton.

No. 2626, ff. 190, 11. 1 2 ; Shikasta ; ff. 1-9 supplied by another
hand in Nasta'Uk ; partly worm-eaten ; size, 8^ in. by 5-j in.

The same. __
Beginning : Jl

No date. ^
,b*l

742

^jilsb. .bifcl U^jV

No. 4"5, ff. 104, 11. 17-21 ; written very unequally, partly in

Nasta'Uk, partly in Shikasta; a little worm-eaten here and there

;

size, 8| in. by 4I in.

743
Tutinama (s-«b ^JoJio).

The older and larger version of the famous ' Tales of

a Parrot,' by Diyai Nakhshabl (or Diya-aldln Nakh-
shabi), containing fifty-two stories, and composed A. h.

730 (a.d. 1330); comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 444-448;
Rieu ii. p. 753 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 985, and
Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. xxi. p. 505 sq. ; J. Aumer,
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pp. 53 and 54 ; Cat. Codcl. Or. Lugd. Bat. i. pp. 355
and 356; Gottinger Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1858, p. 529,
etc. Translated into English by M. Gerrans, London,

1792. On the Turkish version see W. Pertsch, Berlin
Turkish Cat., p. 439.

Beginning:
^ ,j . p v . II i-JUJI^

c>^'-*^' '^J
'^ "^^

^1 cylJLaJl. The usual beginning of most other copies

(but with the omission of the first two words, oL».Li-»

u:jj^a^.) appears here on fol. 2": Jl i.". c ^ i_jUjJ1 J)L
The book concludes on fol. 242''. On fol. 243* the date

is given, viz. 4th of Jumada-alula, in the first year of

'Alamgir's reign (=a.h. 1069, a.d. 1659, Jan. 28). On
ff. 243''-245a a kasidah by Shah Ni'mat Wali-allah (or

more commonly Ni'mat-allah Wall, who died A. H. 834
=A.D. 1 43 1, see Rieu ii. p. 6341*) and some arithmetical

tables are added. Many pages slightly injured.

No. 3496, olim 8. J. 26, ff. 345, 11. 15-19 ; Nasta'Uk ; ff. 1-6,

33-36, 39-42, i8z, 188-245 supplied by various other hands ;

size, 8| in. by 5 1 in.

744
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as usual : Jl j^l, iiy

Dated the 23rd of ShVwwal, a.h. 1137 (a.d. 1725,
July 5). Occasional corrections on the margin. On
the last page there appears the fragment of a letter,

written by Mirza 'Ali Kulibeg, the son of 'Ali-marwan-
khan, to 'Umdat-i-Umarai Rafi'-alshan Nawwab Mu-
hammad Aminkhan (who is probably identical with
Muhammad Aminkhan, son of Mir Jumlab, who died
A.H. 1093=A. D. 1682).

No. 3367, olim 8. J. 38, ff. 363, 11. 15; very unequal Naetallk;
size, 8^ in. by 4* in.

745
The same.

Beginning as in No. 3496 (743 above) : C>j ^ J .Al

Jl JoL^ j^l JJU j^jjiL-4 '^^ .»»» I jj I

J.
This copy,

which is dated the 1 8th of Sha'ban, in the twenty-sixth

year of Shah'Alam's reign (=a.h. 1 198, a.d. 1784, July

7), contains only fifty-one stories (the second and third

not being separated from one another).

No. 1587, ff. 217, 11. 15 ; N.asta'Uk; size, 9^ in. by 5I in.

746
The same.

Beginning : Jl euU-x-Jl (Jj\j
cjj^o^. i^Vs^L:^. It

contains the usual fifty-two stories, and ends on fol.

172*', dated the 27th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1199 (a.d.

1785, Feb. 7). Fol. 173'' contains a *Jy^ t-°), M;^
jLi J\Ji (jL^ .jAi.^., in eleven mathnawi-baits, contain-

ing a chronogram for A. h. 1186 (a. D. 1772, 1773). On
the fly-leaves there is written by another hand a rather

illegible short story of Bikramajit (Vikramaditya).

Presented by Mr. Madly, 23rd August, 1809.

No. 3333, olim 8. J. 25, ff. 173, 11. 17 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in.

by 6J in.

747
The same.

Excellent copy, which begins in this way : X-j>^jliT

~n cybLixJI jj\j ^j.i^. ^\^\^ Jljj il Oils rijL.

Dated by 'Abd-alkarim of Kandahar, the 8th of

Rajab, a.h. 1202 (a.d. 1788, April 14).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2573, ff. 343, 11. 13 ; large and distinct Nastallk ; size,

9 J in. by 5I in.

748
Tlie same.

Beginning : tS »-lc ^y vjUJI ^\\. ej;.as-'- ejU-LiL*

Dated the 25th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1206 (a.d.

1791, Nov. 22).

No. 1565, ff. 218, IL 17; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 9} in. by 51 in.

749
The same.

No date. Many various readings and corrections on
the margin. The right order of ff. 166-174 is: 166,

172, 168, 169, 170, 171, 167, 173, 174. Slightly in-

jured here and there.

No. 3495, olim 8. J. 37, ff. 195, 11. 13-17; NastVllk ; the first

and the last four leaves supplied later ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

i.

Tlie same.

Beginning :

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

750

No. 2533, ff. 171, 11. 31 ; Naskhl, by two different hands, the

older of which comprises ff'. 28-154 *"<i '56-159, undoubtedly a
portion of the original copy, the missing portions of wliich have

been supplied later on. Several pages of the original part, for

instance, ff. 64, 139, etc., are greatly injured; size, 13^ in. by

6^ in.

751
The same.

This copy begins with nine mathnawi-baits, the first

of which runs thus :

On the top of fol. i*^ the usual beginning of this

work is supplied by a different hand, as it seems, viz. :

<-^^J ^J)
iS i-Ii ij (!) CjUIII jj\j ,L^Il.

Ji e*—jl («-* (•-"-ijj^ J

No date. Collated. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2712, ff. 329, 11. 13; clear Nasta'Uk; small iUuminated

frontispiece ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

752
Tutinama.

The later and abridged version of the ' Tales of a

Parrot ' made by Muhammad Kadiri in the 1 7th century

of the Christian era. It has been edited and translated
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into Enfjlish by Gladwin, Calcutta, 1800, and London,

i8oi; German translation by Iken, Stuttgart, 1822;

corap. Bodleian Cut., Nos. 1975 and 2028; Eieu ii.

p. 754 ; J. Aumer, p. 54.

Beginning : lj«o o^i-» . LlS (j«^ w—^ J'
•'^

This abridgment contains, like the British Museum
copy, only thirty-five stories. No date. Modern copy.

College of Fort William, 1825.

On other Persian and Turkish versions (for instance,

the one mentioned in H. Khalfa iv. p. 172), and on the

Hindustani version of Kadiri's abridgment, the ' Tota-

Kahani,' see W. Pertsch, loc. cit. (No. 743 above), and

Bodleian Cat., No. 444.

No. 2331, ff. 77, U. 13-13; Nasta'llk; worm-eaten; 8126, 7|
in. by 5 in.

753
The same.

Another copy of Muhammad Kadiri's abridged ver-

sion of the Tutinama, numbering here thirty-eight

stories, the first being headed j:Jj Is^y" *-^'-^^> ^^®

last ^. . -a-J j.ii.J iojIX.*.

The preface is wanting. It begins at once with the

introductory story, thus: (^1*^^ j\ (C^^^.j &j JJl sj^jl

7' JL. ^U d/ ^y- J^h
' No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2556, ff. 337-403, 11. 13 ; large Nasta'llk; size, 9J in. by

6Jin.

754

A fragment of Kadiri's abridged version.

This copy, slightly differing in wording from the

usual copies of Kadiri's abridgment of Nakhshabi's

'Tutinama, contains only eight jjli-.b, that is the first

eight nights, ending with the story of the prince and

the seven wazSrs (whicli begins here on fol. 66^), comp.

W. Pertsch, Ueber Naehschabl's Papageieubuch, in Zeit-

schrift der D. M. G., vol. xxi. p. 520. In the colophon

the work is styled j_.U (Jy-ls J-^^yJ M^iJ, as if this

redaction was a retranslation into Persian from some

other version, a supposition, however, which is at

variance with the few introductory lines on fol. i6*>,

where it is expressly stated, that this is the eyjLx

^j-Jl.», the plain version, of Muliammad Khudabanda

Kadiri.

Beginning : ^^.^y ^ cjL*—' JJjljJ* c*i-o j LJjl (ji>j

s-iiJ jjLi-.lJ U^? -Ic^.l

Mu'tn-aldin alasfaraini aljuwaini, who composed it

A. H. 735=A.D. 1334, 1335 (see fol. 13a, line i), and
dedicated it to Sultan Abd Sa'id Bahadurkhan (who

reigned A. h. 7i6-736=a. d. i 3 16-1335), comp. fol. 6»;

H. Khalfa vi. 381, No. 13981; Bodleian Cat., Nos.1447-

1449 ; Ilieu ii. p. 754 ; Melanges Asiatiques, iii. p. 732.

It is divided into seven babs (a fihrist is found ou

fol. 19", last line sq.), viz. :

j5Li.l lyli^-* j^i JJ\ v^, on fol. i9*>.

i^jj
i_)L), on fol. 59».

Copied A.H. 1217 (A.D. 1802, 1803) at Seringapatam.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2469, ff. 16-103, 11- 11; large Nasta'llk; size, 8J in. by
6 in.

755
Nigaristan (^^Li-^lxi).

A collection of moral anecdotes in imitation of Sa'di's

Gulistan, treating of matters of practical philosophy

and ethics, interspersed with verses and short tales, by

_;;-- i.,jlj, on fol. 92''.

^ b, on fol. 125".

-i^ i_)L>, on fol. 159''.

i i^b, on fol. 198*.

-liA Lr>b, on fol. 237*.

Beginning : •- , - :1 utilJjl S V t^lJc* ^^Ij:-. ^y^

The first half collated and annotated. Copied A. H.

977 (a. D. 1569, 1570) at Samarkand by Khw&jah
Khwawand bin Khwawand Mirak. The Nigaristan con-

cludes on fol. 277*'. Pol. 278 is filled by another hand

with a satire of Khwajah Abu-albarakah on the Kadi
of Nlshapur.

Beginning : Jl ^ja. j^ j^^ tf)

the firstNo. 56, ff. 278, 11. 17 ; small but distinct Nasta'llk

two pages splendidly illaminated ; size, 9^ in. by 6 in.

756
Another copy of the same.

Beginning: jl ^, - "hi »i Ljlx*^ ^^^\s^

^\ isj^ -iZ^A iojIx) v:'« « ..1.

In the index the usual order of the seven babs is

changed in this way, that the seventh, viz. jjlji .j

tjj»;.», appears as third, the third therefore as fourth,

and so on (see fol. 81"), but in the text the arrangement

agrees with that in the preceding copy : bab I, on fol.

81"
; II (not marked), on fol. 118^; III (not marked),

on fol. 149* ; rV, on fol. 1 78'' ; V (not marked), on fol.

236'>'; VI, on fol. 271"; VII, on fol. 304". No date;

rather modem copy, bought (together with the Baha-

ristan, which forms the first part of this MS.) by Adam
Clarke, for four guineas, 1817, from Mr. Henry George
Keene, who acquired it in 1803.

Received into the library, April 10, 1877.

No. 3183, ff. 63-343, 11. 1 7 ; large and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

lif in. by 6Jin.

757

Anwar-i-Suhaili (I . n ..^ j])^^)-

The Persian translation of Kalilah and Dimnah, by
Husain bin 'AH al-Waiz alkashifi, who died A. h. 910
(a. d. 1505); comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 431-437 ; Rieu
ii. p. 756; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 970 sq.; J.

Aumer, p. 46 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 409 ;

H. Khalfa v. p. 239 ; Zenker i. pp. 83 and 84. Edited

Calcutta, 1804, 1816, 1824, etc.; Hertford (by Ch.
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Stewart), 1805, by J. W. Ouseley, 1851 ; lithographed

A.H. 1270 ; translated into English by E. B. Eastwick,

Hertford, 1854, by A. N. Wollaston, London, 1878.

Parts of the Anwar-i-Subaili have been printed in text

and translation in the Asiatic Journal, vol. v, in Langlfes'

Chrestomathy (see on this very rare publication Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 442, note 2), and in Spiegel's Chres-

tomathia Persica, pp. 23-40. The latter have been

translated into German by H. Eth6 (Morgenliindische

Studien, Leipzig, 1868, pp. 147-166); some miscel-

laneous verses from the Anwar-i-Suhaili have been

published in English translation in A. Rogers' Persian

Anthology, London, 1889, pp. 35-47. The composition

of this modernized version of Nasr-allah bin Muhammad
bin al-Hamid's older Persian translation ofAl-Mukaffa's'

Arabic text (which was made aboutA.H.539=A.D. 1 144,
1 145, see Bodleian Cat., No. 430) was suggested to the

author by Nizam-aldin Amir Shaikh Ahmad al-Suhaili,

who died A. h. 907 or 908 (a. d. 1501-1503). It con-

tains fourteen chapters.

Beginning: nv.Xa. ola. jiUj^l |_jlc ffSZ>.

This copy, which is very much soiled, is dated the 8th
of Shawwal, A. h. 1097 (a. d. 1688, Aug. 28). A few
various readings on the margin.

No. 3458, olim 8. J. 23, ff. 235, U. 21 ; careless Nasta'lJk

;

size, 9I in. by 5 in.

758
Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same. Dated by Muhammad 'Abid,

son of a kadi in the district of Shahjahanabad, who
wrote it for 5--;-V-> ^;J-^.«l irl/ir" ""H' ^'^^ iii4 (bere

called the 47th year of 'Alanigir's reign), the 2nd of

Safar (a.d. 1702, June 28).

No. 342, flf. 290, 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk; size, 12 in. by 7^ in.

759
The same.

Dated the 19th of Sha'ban, a.h. i 139 (here called the

ninth year of Muhammadshah's reign) = a.d. 1727,
April II, by J\jX:^^ ; some pages slightly injured.

No. 3137, ff. 154, 11. 23-24; Nasta'llk; illuminated frontis-

piece; size, 10J in. by 6^ in.

760
The same.

Dated the 7th of Eajab, a.h. n68 (a.d. 1755,
April 19).

No. 3268, olim 9. J. 3, ff. 314, 11. 17; very nnequal Shikasta,
probably written by different hands ; size, 1 2 in. by 7f in.

761
The same.

Dated the 29th of Eajab, a.h. 1202 (a.d. 1788,
May 5).

No. 442, ff. 328, 11. 17-18; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

762
A slightly defective copy of the same.

. The first leaf of this copy is missing; it begins

abruptly thus : Jl uL^jI » xijU-J si, (^Ij . . . , corre-

sponding to No. 3458 (757 above), fol. 2*, 1. 6.

Dated the 27th of Sha'bin, a. h. H03 (a.d. 1692,
May 14), by Muhammad Akram al-Katib.

No. 70, ff. 303, 11. 3o; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

763

A still more defective copy of the same.

It opens abruptly thus: 'jol el ' v i^U. j ,Ui, .>b

Jl ^ ^;LS
J 5^ v:j-iJ

8jJ ,j^\, corresponding to No.

3458 (757 above), fol. 8", 11. 9 and 10; the first twenty
leaves or more are greatly injured and partly destroyed
by worms.

No date ; end of the twelfth century of the Hijrah.

No. 2701, ff. 330, 11. 16 ; very clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

lo|in. by 7-| in.

764

Another defective copy of the same.

No date. A lacuna on fol. i46l>, coiTesponding to

No. 3458 (757 above), fol. 168", 1. 6, to fol. 176* 1.

12. The right order of If. 155-201 is: 155,157,156,
158, 159, 161, 160, 162-184, 193-200, 188, 187, 186,

185, 192, 191, 190, 189, 201.

No. 182, ff. 306, 11.17; Nasta'llk; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 1 1 in. by 6 in.

765

Another very defective copy of the same.
Tliere is a large lacuna after fol. 81, corresponding

to No. 3458 (757 above), fol. 59b, 1. 4 ab infra to fol.

Si'', 1. 9, and a smaller one between the last two leaves;

the end of fol. 379b corresponds to No. 3458, fol. 332'',

1. 1 8, and the third line on fol. 380" to fol. 335^ 1. 6,

in the same copy.

No. 3366, olim 8. J. 24, ff. 380, 11. 16-18; Nasta'llk; size,

8| in. by 4I in.

766

An incomplete copy of the same.

This copy breaks off in the tenth chapter with the

words : . . . oj.»j
ls''!^^

•^i/^j'^Lt, corresponding to the

preceding copy (No. 3366), fol. 305'', 1. 13. To disguise

this incompleteness the transcriber has added: , ^, it ; .

'c^-kI M r^^ loila. elL«jl i-X^^t s-L^Ij i_)1::j ^I lOJ..^.

Occasionally various rcixdings on the margin.

No. 3472, olim 8. J. 22, ff. 273, 11. 19; Nasta'llk; size, 9J in.

by 5| in.

767

'lyar-i-danish (^_;ijU jW*)-
A later modernized Persian version of Kalilah and

Dimnah, inwhich the flowery style of the Anwar-i-Suhaili

has been toned down to a more sober and plain language,

and the two introductory chapters, omitted by Husain
Waiz, have been restored, on the basis of the older

version of Nasr-allah, by Abu-alfadl bin Mubarak, the
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great prime-minister of the emperor Akbar and author

of the Akbarnama (see N6s. 235-270 in this Cat.). Ho
completed this work, which was written at the em-
peror's request, the 15th of Slia'ban, A. h. 996 (a.d.

1588, July 10 = 19 Tirmah-i-ilahi in the year 33 = 22

Tirmah-i-jalali in the year 51 = 14 Adharmah-i-kadimi

in the year 967 or, according to other copies, 957 of

the Yazdajird era=i7 Mah-i-Aspar in the Hindu year

i645=Mali-i-ruml in the year 1899 of the Iskandari

era) ; comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 438-440 ; Rieu ii. p.

756b; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 974 sq. ; J. Aumer,

p. 47; G. Flilgel iii. p. 286; Notices et Extraits, x.

p. 197 sq. (where extracts in text and translation are

given by De Sacy). The Hmdustanl translation of

this version is the jj^l j^i.. The 'lyar-i-danish con-

tains sixteen chapters and a khatimah.

Beginning : \j ^^UJ sj K (^juJ.ljJ>. JjI j ^}j\ i^L-<

All the headings are unfortunately omitted in this

copy, which is the oldest among the dated ones of the

India Office Library, viz. completed the 9th of Eabi'-alaw-

wal, A.H. 1090 (the twenty-second year of 'Alamgir's

reign)=A. D. 1679, April 20. The right order of ff.

37-44 is: 37, 39-43, 38,44.

No. 3506, olim 8. J. 2, ff. 271, 11. 16-19 ; large, unequal Nas-
ta'lik ; size, gj in. by 5j in.

768

Another copy of the same.

This copy is a little spoiled by damp, but upon the

whole good and useful, all the headings are found here

distinctly written.

BabI,onfol.6'': i_>l:o ,.vjb iSiAjjr', ,(i>t..p .bij.j

.> ij, ; II, on fol. 9" : (read t>jj^,) H^jjy^. J^l j-»

y,_^f-Jj; III, on fol. 30b: jjLLi- tj.j^iLJ ij-j^ji

^jLi-s»- (;/**"; IV, on fol. 80^:
J ^^1^15 jj j^lj ]/-* J'*

L^jl '|_*Ls^y- Xi ; V, on fol. 103*': y jV^-* i^]^ j^

^^b.-,.i Oj^ ; VI, on fol. 121'': .bj .li j^x-^jJl ^o

jjLljI \.^ri j\ uiy\j ^^f^\ J
)ji : » w.> ; VII, on fol.

I48b:__^j
J

jj-aJL. uj\i Ca-wJ jl J ijij.Jri-'. ijVjJ ji

jTjj ^^Li.i; VIII, on fol. 160*: .j u^vLl- J^j^
il-T
'3' V-ir^.J i^.-^hi^JJJIm^; IX, on fol. 164a:

^jj

^;;..-iJ (^;I».jl; X, on fol. 171'': s-i-p ji (jj^ j-j.*^ ji

I So*: o^-,l ic^-"-" O'^-P^y^ "-^ ^JL»LiJ y)ju<-i.i-'. .J

Ij o>-»'-i->^; XII, on fol. 1 94!^: mS"ijibbj.j; XIII,

on fol. 20ol>: ,.,xjL. jb •>-> J'J uiHl j->

;

XIV, on fol. 204l>: ^^L^aTj (^Lil^ ^iilj j |_5^. ^j

Ujl^j; XV, on fol. a 16^: j^ULijb ^o^ij-jy, ubj ji
jjLijjJl ja

J ^Jb^J^ ^,bLi-'jl ; XVI, on fol. 221'*: ^.

jUjjjj ;jij^^. ^JJJ..»jLj cjUiJl; Khatimah, on fol.

229''.

Dated the gtb of Dhuralka'dah, A.H. 1152=a.d.
IND. OFF,

1740, Feb. 7 (here called by mistake the twenty-seventh

year of Muhamraadshah's reign, instead of the twenty-
first), by La^if-allah bin Khair-allah 'alawi, at 'Aiim-
abad.

No. 1692, ff. 332, U. 17-18 ; NastaUk ; size, 9J in. by 5J in.

769
The same.

Another very good and distinctly written copy, quite

agreeing in its chapter-headings with the preceding

copy.

Bab I, on fol. 8b; II, on fol. iil>; III, on fol. 45a;

rV, on fol. 116"; V, on fol. 148"; VI, on fol. 171";
VII, on fol. 206b; VIII, on fol. 222*; IX, on fol. 227I';

X, on fol. 238"; XI, on fol. 255a; XII, on fol. 268";

XIII, on fol. 2 75b (the heading of this bab is left blank)

;

Xiy, on fol. 282b
; XV, on fol. 299b ; XVI, on fol. 307»;

Khatimah, on fol. 3 1
7b

No date. The proper order of fT. 297-304 is: 297,

299> 298, 300, 301, 303, 302, 304.

No. 548, ff. 321, 11. 16-17; distinct Nasta'Uk ; illuminatecl

frontispiece ; size, 8^ in. by 5} in.

770
The same.

Another good copy, with distinct chapter-headings.

Bab I, on fol. 7"; II, on fol. 9b; III, on fol. 32a; IV,

on fol. 80b; V, on fol. 102a; VI, on fol. 121b; VII, on
fol. 147b; VIII, on fol. 1

60b; IX, on fol. 164a; X, on
fol. 171b; XI, on fol. 1 8 1*; XII, on fol. 196a,- XIII, on
fol. 202a; XIV, not marked; XV, on fol. 220b; XVI,
on fol. 226b; Khatimah, on fol. 234a.

No date.

No. 1403, ff. 236, 11. 21 ; distinct Nasta'Uk, by several hands

;

illustrations on ff. 22'', 23" and •>, 24'', 28", 30", ss"", 34'', 35'', 36'',

37' and '', 39", 40", lo6>', 107*, 114'', 129", M^i*", 142*, I43»and'',

154* and "•, I.S5*, 157*, I58^ 159', 167' and >>, l68^ 170*, 173'',

173") 174*) ^83^ 194",' 206'', 219'', and 232*; numerous other
blanks left for pictures which have not been filled in ; size, 1

2 1 in.

by 6 1 in.

771
The same.

Beginning: b ^J\JfS \j i^jjjljjk JjI j Jjljl^L^

Jl LjbiLc i_>bjl (read »J^) sji^j c)^ J llXil j\ uUi.

Index, on fol. 9b.

Contents (agreeing upon the whole with those in the

three preceding copies) : Bab I, on fol. loa; II, on fol.

14a
; III, on fol. 50a; IV, on fol. 133b

; V, on fol. 172*

(jjLi—jj b jjjj-> JjJC xS\jjj^); VI, on fol. 203a;

VII, on fol. 247a; VIII, on fol. 266a (headed here less

correctly ,jJS^i_)Ls-i. j ^jLy ^j) ; IX, on fol. 273a (here

^j-tJiti \\ instead of ^j.»^i ;^a. jl); X, on fol. 285b

jjLijl) ; XI, on fol. 299b (in the text the heading of bah

X is repeated here by mistake ; in the index the word-

ing is correct, only c<J-o instead of (c^i-o) ; XII, on

fol^325a(~ii ^^bb ^\^. ji); XIII, on fol. 335a

( Jl ^^A-JL ^^^\ j/-ji) ; XrV, on fol. 344a {'J^.ji^ L 1
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XV, on fol. 365»>; XVI, on fol. 376*.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2055, ff. 394, II. 13 ; large Nasta'Uk ; the older portion of

the copy comprisea ff. 3^378; if. 1-38 and 379-394 ate of a

more recent date ; size, 9 in. by 5 j in.

772
The same.

No date. Kh^timah, on fol. 232a.

No. 1539, ff. 235, II. 21 ; Nasta'Uk, ff. 9-16 supplied by

another hand, U. 20; illuminated frontispiece; size, ii| in. by

773
The same.

No date. Khatimah, on fol. 424*", last line.

No. 1816, ff. 430, 11. 14; large and distinct Nasta'Uk; ff. I-

67, 410-419 and 426-430 supplied by a modern hand ; size, gf iu.

by 5j in.

774
A defective copy of the same.

This copy, which is not dated, opens abruptly thus :

Jl jJl, corresponding to No. 1692 (768 above), fol. 2^

lin. penult. Index, on ff. 7''-8».

Bab I, on fol. 8b; II, on fol. 12b; III, on fol. S3^;

IV, on fol. 147"; V, on fol. 190b (b ^^J-J^ jjl^y
jLi^ji) ; VI, on fol. 225a

; VII, on fol. 275I'
; Vin (be-

ginning wanting, as there are seven leaves entirely torn

away between £f. 295 and 296, comprising fol. 159",

!. 7 to fol. 1620, 1. II in No. 1692 ; half of fol. 294 is

likewise torn away) ; IX, on fol. 300^; X, on fol. 314'',

first line ; XI, on fol. 330b, first line (heading omitted);

XII, on fol. 358b; XIII, on fol. 370"; XIV, on fol.

380a
( Jl ^h '^y.ji); XV, on fol. 404a; XVI, on

fol. 416b (^U^j LT'ir^- U^J-*^ ^-^j^)') Khatimah, on

fol. 432^.

No. 3209, ff. 438, 11. 15; Nasta'Uk; pencil-notes in English

throughout; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

775
A still more defective copy of the same.

This copy opens abniptly, on fol. la, with these

words: Jl jjL> ^jly ,jLi-~-> ^^^ Jaj jjl s.il.ij . . . .,

corresponding to No. 1692 (768 above), fol. la, 1. 6.

Bab I, on fol. 9^; II, on fol. 12^; III, on fol. 44I' (in

this bab there are three lacunas, viz. one after fol. 55,

corresponding to No. 1692, fol. 38'J, 1. 6, to fol. 39a, end

of 1. II ; the second after fol. 56, corresponding to fol.

39b, last line, to fol. 40^, 1. 8 in the same copy;

the third after fol. 58b, corresponding to fol. 42a,

1. 8, to fol. 42'', 1. 3 ab infra in the same copy) ; IV,

on fol. 114**; with the heading of bab V, on fol. 148^:

^jb-iji b
^J:,y, JjJo jJlyy -.s^ ijb (No. 1692, fol.

103b, 1. 3), this copy breaks off. A portion of fol. 74 is

torn away at the bottom.

No. 2732, ff. 148, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, gi in. by 5J in.

776

Another fragmentary copy of the same.

This very incomplete copy is besides in a state of

helpless confusion. So far as we have been able to re-

arrange the leaves, their proper order appears to be

:

£F. 1-8, large blank, 129-136, 121-128, 113-120, 105-'

112, 97-104, 89-92, lacuna, 37-4°! 25-32, 17-24, 9-
16, blank and lacuna, 93-96, 8i-88, 73-80 (between

If. 79 and 80 probably a small blank), 65-72, 57-64,

49-56, 41-48, 33-36. The only headings which ap-

pear are those of the third bab on fol. 97a and of the

fourth on fol. 37a.

No. 1186, ff. 136, 11. 15; Nasta'Uk; the first eight leaves

added by a more recent hand ; size, 8^ in. by 5J in.

777

Another disorderly copy of the same.

This most peculiar copy agrees in the preface and

the first babs, although they are without headings,

entirely with the preceding ones (index on fol. 9a, Jlrst

bab on fol. loa), but further on a great disorder begins,

and the copy differs altogether from the usual ones ; for

instance, there suddenly occurs, on fol. 52b, another

Jlrsthih : |,Uj . i^L.- J^'j' u'J*^ <^^~^^^j^ Jj' v^. >

on fol. 102^, a tJiird bab (conip. bab V iu the usual

copies) : eyX^bt-o Jjljj . ^jbL-.j.i oJiil^ ji j»~-' i-jL)

^JLiJl; on fol. 220^,0, fourth bab: sJaa.iL«jj
f;^-*^

^'-'•

uLi~i\ (comp. bab VI in the usual copies). Then

follows, on fol. 280^, a tenth bab : ^jL^, ji ^i .-.b

:yUl5C« iJJrl". JU-cl 15-?!/-^) ^^ eleventh bab, on fol.

290a:
.>jj» .15 j\ J

,jJl« jlL cyr*' i^J-^cL^ j:i
(•^'ii^ ^

,jJjL» jb (comp. bab XIII in the usual copies) ; a

<M;«?/i!Abab, onfol. 303*: Jl JL>. e>JL«-iij.j -ajjljj sjb;

a thirteenth bab, on fol. 340^' : i_jU:La.l ^j;---, k_)b

ooL^ jjS^ J^j' '^y^ ^jj^(corap. bab XV in

the usual copies) ; a fourteenth bab, on fol. 362b
: ^Jb

(jbij i_>iLajl ftXe- ji —aj.Lj-o.. This chapter is the last

in the copy, which was presented by J. Wombwell, Esq.,

the loth of April, 1804.

No. 1550, ff. 381, 11. 15 ; written by different hands very un-

equally and incorrectly in Nasta'Uk and Shikasta ; size, 9I in. by

6 iu.

778

Lata'if-altawa'if (t-sJI^l (_iJLkl).

Jests and witty stories about the different classes of

mankind, compiled by "Ali bin Husain alwa'iz alkashif 1

(the son of the author of the Anwar-i-Suhaili), better

known as Safi (not Nasafi, as is wrongly written here),

and completed shortly after a.h. 939 (a.d. 1532, 1533),

in Gharjistan, where he had betaken himself after many
hardships and a year's captivity in Harat, at the court

of Nasir-aldaulah wa Zahir-almillah Shah Muhammad,

the Sultan of Gharjistan; comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos.

.454-457 ; Kieu ii. p. 757 sq. ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat,
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l:yLoli»-« jl ic""'-'. y^^ J t±}r* " îLjr'-'' ^jL-J jj

p. 975 sq. Another title, Eometimes given to this

work, is i_eJUaJl >—tjUJ. It is divided into fourteen

babs, viz.

I.

Jl ijls^b . ;,--' (about Muhammad), in eight fasls,

on fol. 3'>.

II. iZ^\ > a . V» 1 cyL)lX»i « i-i-lri' uy'^jl ^^aJO ^i .i

(about the Imams), in twelve lasls, on fol.

IS".

III. ^J^^ i^J/^ 1:^153 J
(2)_jJi-« ti-JaJ uyljlX»^iji

(about kings), in ten fasls, on fol. 33*.

IV. L_>b,l
J \jjj

^-id]jii
J ij4J-*-* J Ir"'

i-JJUsJ jj

yjLjj (about Amirs, favourites, wazlrs, and other high

state dignitaries), in six fasls, on fol. 43''.

jjULijb t^Li.* ..> ^yl;-Jj . (about men of letters, Mun-

shis, courtiers, officers, etc.), in six fasls, on fol. 52''.

VI. t^i*Jy^ J^ J
^*^ ^^ J ^1;^' cJJUaJy

jjLljl Jb-.l . *5Ca. jl (about Bedouins, grammarians,

orators, etc.), in five fasls, on fol. 61*.

VII. vLs-^ J Liij J
iLii

J
Ui* J

^.Li-. i_iJUiJ ji

j^sj (about Shaikhs, 'Ulamas, legal men, etc.), in eight

fasls, on fol. 74''.

J c^ir*- 3
lai (about philosophers,

Ul>.» ,j

0I4 and new, physicians, interpreters of dreams, and

astrologers), in eight fasls, on fol. 85''.

IX.
J

[^Ls' ji J^ i:r^»-t!-^. 3 \r^ i_«jUaJj.5

Csj^i /d\Xi i-ajJ/E j iJjJi-i' XSLua e-~jls* jl (^j"^ ^J

ijLijl (about poets, etc.), in nine fasls, on fol. 97b.

X. ^\j\ J cj'j;-"
jl ij^j^ i_ajUJjj (about male and

female wags), in eleven fasls, on fol. 127^'.

XI. ^^Uuii, J u!;!>V« J O^Wi^- ^^^ J

(about misers, gluttons, and parasites), in five fasls, on

fol. 149I'.

XII.
J a);y 3 cJ^.'j^j u^^j^ 3 ijU-.U> t—ijLkJ ^j

yj\S (about greedy men, thieves, beggars, blind and

deaf men), in eight fasls, on fol. 156*'.

Xin.
J laj^j ^:3^j^y J^'U 3 u^>^ ^-^^ j^

^4i 1^ (about clever children and slaves), in seven

fasls, on fol. i6ob.

XIV. ijLj:!.. j Johf) JL^\ ^WSZ^j ejJUJy

^jSji\j^i 4 eyjij (about silly people, liars, and im-

postors), in seven fasls, on fol. 174''.

Beginning : ^ ^-^1 ,^.\ >
.

, «j uJjUiJ t^Ul jl Xiq

Jl uyLJuo iJl , h-Jlc ^i>LlJ CIaJumw. < LLa l_ttjU»j.

Dated the nth of Sha'ban, A. h. 1191 (a. D. I777,

September 14).

No. 1359, ff. 1-185, 11. 17; clear Nasta'Uk, on fol. 78* a
second hand seems to commence ; size, 8f in. by 4} in.

779
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Bab I, on fol. 3"; II, on fol. i?b; III, on fol. 27*;

IV, on fol. 35b; V, on fol. 43«; VI, on fol. 50";

VII, on fol. 61" (here wrongly styled J-oi instead of

V.L.); VIII, on fol. 71b; IX, on fol. 83b; X, on fol.

ma; XI, on fol. I3il>; XII, on fol. I37*>; XIII, on

fol. Me^; XIV, on fol. 154b. The title given to it in

the colophon is k_«jUaJl i_AjUaJ (see the remark in the

preceding copy) ; the proper title (.jJljJxJ! t_iJ\JiJ

appears on fol. 2'', last line, and fol. 3^ first line.

The first owner of this copy, which is not dated, was
Mirza Muhammad Hasan bin Ghadanfarkhan 'Alamgir-

shahi.

No. 1804, ff. 164, 11. 17 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; small

illuminated frontispiece ; size, io| in. by 6 in.

780

Kissa-i-Hatim Ta'i (^J^ «iU>. tli).

The Persian romance of Hatim Ta'i, the model of

liberality and generosity in the East, beginning, exactly

as No. 451 in the Bodleian Cat. : ^ i^W* ig". u»^^
cyUJli^

ool

j3/^ o' _/ J\j\yt J
»jLi J* J/JjU>(ve

'^.<3j ^
^1 uV

,b-| JUjH J
jUi.t ijbjl^

t^. i> o^ r'^ -^y uW». j-> S * '*K.i^j».

Gomp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 449, 2-451 ; Rieu ii. p.

764 ; J. Aumer, p. 55 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat, p. 991;
A. F. Mehren, p. 33. This romance has been translated

into English by Duncan Forbes, London, 1830; the

Calcutta edition by J. Atkinson, 1818, contains only

an abridgment of it. Other editions, Constantinople,

1840, and Bomba)', A different version of the same

story, made by Husain al-Wa'iz alkashifl, A. h. 891
(a. d. i486), is described in Bodleian Cat., No. 452, and

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 992. This copy is severely

damaged by worms in many places, and not dated.

No. 2472, ff. 160, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

781

Another copy of the same.

The same story of Hatim Ta'i, styled here j^Va. tls

jjb ^^f—^ J (J^. No date.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

No. 750, ff. 119, U. 17 ; large and distinct Nasta'Uk ; worm-
eaten; size, 11^ in. by 7$ in.

782
A short fragment of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copies. On fol. 380*,

the first fasl begins (^;;—» o^JJr-" ci^-j'* Jj' J"^

U'iH e)>' 3 J^^- ^y- y^»Li.>b j^ jl

The last words on fol. 413'' agree practically (of

course the exact wording differs, as in all popular

L 1 2
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romances, considerably in the various copies) with the

beginning of fol. 1 2", in the preceding copy.

Copied in the beginning of the present century.

No. 2383, f. 371-413, U. II ; large Kasta'Uk; size, 8^ in. by

783

Kissa-i-Hatim Ta'i.

A much fuller and greatly enlarged redaction of the

romance of Hatim Ta'i, more than twice as large as the

preceding copies and as all the other editions of this

work, hitherto known. It consists of two different

portions, theJirst of which is styled ^ |»jI»

(see the same additional title in Eieu, loc. cit.), and

begins exactly in the same manner as the preced-

ing copies, besides being nearly the same length as

that, viz. : j jjLi. jj>. K (e,LJj^)^ ^ ^_,»Lji«_> (^L-(

The second part is styled ^Ja JiL» wjLajl cuAa, and

begins on fol. 170*: ^^y^y, ^^ . .<^ . > ^^yj ji ijjj

U' J'

^
No date.

No. 606, ff. 416, 11. 17; large and distinct Naatallk; size.

io| in. by 6f in.

784

Kissa-i-Amir Hamzah (s;-.j>. ^^ tlj).

An incomplete copy of the romance of Amir Hamzah,
the son of 'Abd-almuttalib and uncle of the prophet, in

a version similar, as it seems, to that in the copy of the

Eodleian Library (Bodleian Cat., No. 473), and the

second and third copy of the British iluseum (Rieu ii.

p. 761). It begins thus : Lis Jjo UJl ijj x^\l

^j.;,
: a- i^Jklxil (jSjio (Jj-^ t.il» 1, JLc (jU.L^ o

d
I ^jj\X^y.^^ji.

This copy breaks off at the end of the fifty-eighth

dastan, which deals with the battle of Uhad, and begins

on fol. 159''. The whole work contains, according to

the various copies, from seventy to eighty dastan. On
the possible authorship of Mulla Jalal Balkhi, comp.
Rieu, loc. cit., and Garcin de Tassy, Histoire de la litter.

Hind., 2nd ed., vol. i. p. 236 ; on Turkish versions of

the Hamzanama, Fleischer, Kleinere Schriften, iii. p.

228 ; Bodleian Cat., No. 2108 ; and G. Fliigel ii. p. 29.

Another copy of this romance is noticed in J. Aumer,
p. 55. Lithographed in Luckuow.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2567, ff. 165, 11. 31 ; Naskhi, mixed with Shikasta ; size,

8f in. by 6 in.

785

Portion of an enlarged version of the same.

The incomplete romance, contained in this most in-

correct copy, and styled on fol. i"^, both (!) iy,ji^^^ tlS

and i_>fC^^j-o\ Uls, seems to be an enlarged and greatly

modified redaction of the original Hamzanama, resem-

bling that defective copy of the »^*j>. jj-^ (or as it is

styled with the same mistake in spelling as here:j^«,

suji), which is described in Rieu ii. p. 761 (Add,

24,418). A great number of the first chapters are

apparently missing here ; the portion presei-ved in our

copy contains thirty short ^jU:-,U (on ff. ib, 8b, 12b,

l6\ 19b, 29b 33a 39b, 42b 47a^ g9b, 62b, 65% 68a,

69b, 77b 82b, 91a, 99b 104a, io8a, 113a, 119a, 130a,

136b, 143a, 145I', 163a, 173a, and 184b), every one of

which begins with the phrase (read^^) l?/— P. |4X.I

rjl^Uub. Among the prominent characters that appear

here are, besides Hamzah himself (called (_j^^^ or

i_Pf£ (!) su-tt) and the prophet JIuhammad, 5 jhjkLi

^jL«jJl, etc.

Beginning of this copy, after the standard phrase

which introduces every chapter : uWy ^j--:^ ^'

^j~~- "> jjl j^ ^^' tj^^ i •: ..lA \ f^U^l (read ij»jJ/)

L)b 5J Jjl 5i,«l
'Ji' CjW>

\S}^,

&(read ^j) iSj^ J>. jW*

No date. The »:,-^ jj^ have been printed in seven

vols., Tahran, A. h. 1274.

No. 942, ff. 186, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by i\ in,

786

Kissa-i-Shah-i-mardan 'Ali (^JLc ;j1j^ »Li, LIj).

Another very large, but likewise incomplete, Persian

romance of similar character and similar contents as

the preceding one, and therefore styled, in a note, on

fol. I a, suj. tli; but whether it is merely another

enlarged version of the Hamzanama or rather an inde-

pendent romance, dealing with heroic deeds of the same

period, is difficult to say ; at any i-ate, the chief hero

here is 'Ali bin Abi Talib, Muhammad's son-in-law and

fourth Khaltf, not Hamzah, the projihet's uncle ; every

paragraph begins with the words u ^jL«i j J-*-'* j-* ^'1

and closes with the phrase jx» ^Lc b. On tlie other

hand, several characters appearing.in the preceding copy

of the Hamzanama, are found here too, for instance,

sL^j'J^.aj. In spite of its excessive length, this copy is

by no means complete ; it begins abruptly thus : ,j L«l

<Lj^^\j Uj^A—U^Ja (jijj^y jlj v_jLaJ S ^L*)
J J-**

^\ jj^ ^_,JLS. -X \% i_jL»J cjjp IjLiiloj , and a great

number of leaves are missing at the end ; there is also

a blank between the middle of fol. 6a and that of fol. 7a,

and portions offf.8, 650, and 651 aretornaway. Neither

date nor author's name appears anywhere. The same
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note on fol. i'' which gives to this romance the title of

8J.1-
Lis also states that it was copied A.m. 1083

(a.d. 1672, 1673).

No. 897, fir.664, 11. 17 ; distinct NaBta'Uk ; size, loiiuby 5I in.

787
Darabnama (s-^UjKb).

A slightly incomplete copy of one of the numerous
historical romances or collections of romantic stories,

founded on Persian legends, by Abu Tahir of Tarsus

(or with his full name, Abu Tahir Muhammad bin

Hasan bin 'Ali bin Musa Tartusl or Tarsus!), the fruit-

ful author of prose-epopees in imitation of Firdausi's

Shahnama, comp. Mold, Livre des Rois, i. preface, pp.

74 and 75. Other works of Abu Tahir are the Kahra-
mannama (also called Dastan-i-Kahraman or Hikayat-

i-Kahraraan-i-Katil, see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 993;
and on the Turkish translation of the same, W. Pertsch,

Berlin Turkish Cat., p. 460 sq., and Fleischer, Cat.

Lips., p. 522) and the Kiran-i-Habashl (in Turkish

translation in Bodleian Cat., No. 2101 ; Eieu, Turkish

Cat., p. 219 sq., etc.). Abu Tahir's original version of

the present romance on Darius and Alexander had,

according to the conclusion, on fol. 444", been preserved

in the library of the emperor Akbar and put into its

present form by Kaikubad bin Mihyar, at the request

of another eminent Persian, Nushirwan bin Bahman-
shah. From the brouillon of that compiler, the present

copy was made by 'Abd-alrahman, and finished the 8th

of Jumada-alawwal, A. h. 1026 (a.d. 1617, May 14).

The beginning is missing ; it opens in the middle of the

mj-thical account of Darab's youth, in the usual manner
of all Oriental fairy tales.

The first and several other leaves are greatly injured.

No. 980, ff. 444, 11. 25 on ff. 1-94 with many blanks, 11. 21 on
ff. 95-443 ; written by two different hands in Naskhl ; size, 1

1
J in.

by 7J in.

788
Kissa-i-Saif-almuluk wa Badi'-aljamal (i_a . m UlS

The love-story of prince Saif-almuluk and princess

Badi'-aljamal, a tale from the Arabian nights in Persian

translation or adaptation ; the redaction of the story in

the present copy is the common or second one, agreeing

with No. 461 in the Bodleian Cat., Rieu ii. p. 764
(Egerton 1018), and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 996
(No. 1044), and beginning ;^^ (_,..L.a.; » ,_;ij\.i». • u-^-r^

^J[^Jy^ t-»A ^^\ iy>- /LJL-o P^Vl;^U
J ,L^1 ^JU.1. (Bodl. copy xijji) JJjJ o-fr^^ •^~*^- ^'

Comp. also G. Fliigel ii. p. 27. An Eastern Turkish

version in mathnawi-ljaits, composed A. h. 960 in Rabi'-

alawwal (a. d. 1553, Febr.-March) is preserved in No.

2824, if. 1-85, of this collection.

Dated the 1 9th of Ramadan in the seventeenth year of

Muhammadshah's reign (a.h. 1148= a.d. i736,Febr. 2).

No. 536, ff. 67, 11. 17; Nasta'Uk ; very curious and comical
illustrations on ff. 4% 5*, 14*, 74'', 17*, \-^, 21", aj*", 2^^, 26*,

3I^ 34*> 34'. 36^ 38*. 39^ 4I^ 51'- 52*, 54^.5.'i' (the full page),

59'', 6o» (.igain the full page), 63'', 64" (the full page), efi"" and
67" (one picture, filling the two pages) ; size, 8 in. by 4^ in.

789
Another copy of the same.

The same redaction of the story, as in the preceding

copy.

Beginning : ajjjj (sic !) eUll 1—A--. 1.13 jjU-.UjLcT

No date; the original part of the MS., in bold

Naskhi, is considerably old and much damaged.
Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2497, ff. 1-67, 11. 14-15 ; Naskhl, except ff. 1-5, 11, and
51-67, which have been added by a much more modem hand, on
white paper in Nasta'Uk, 11. i o-i i ; size, 8^ in. by 5 in.

790
The same.

The same redaction again, beginning : j u^ j-^

Jl ,jijb_ ; this modem copy was finished the 8th of

Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1217 (a.d. 1802, September 6),

at Patna. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2383, ff. i-l 26, 11. u ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by 5| in.

791

A shorter redaction of the same stoiy.

This redaction, considerably shorter and differing

much in the wording (comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 462 and

463, and Rieu ii. p. 765), begins: ^jUjilj . .Lj>.l u^)';

Dated the i ith of Piabi'-althanl, A.H. 1 1 20 (a. d. 1 708,

June 30).

No. 1197, ff. 4t''-73, U. 15 ; Shikasta, partly written in

diagonal lines ; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

792

Another short redaction of the same.

Title : ^l;...lf^ JUil ^M j (sict) eJJJ.1

sLiob ;U-4-- J jjsL.
J

(see W. Pertsch, loc. cit.) »j\

Beginning : . jUi-l ^J^)'J ^^ '^ij' p t
'-

^ s-xjljo

(jl : •c" ^jUxjjIjjj (sic I instead of .LSI) .1^1 ,jiUiLi

i si

Dated the 3rd of Rabi'-alawwal (the year is left out).

No. 3083, ff. 10-48, 11. 13 ; Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta ; size,

7l in- by 5i in.

793

Ma'dan-aljawahir (jA\y^ f^Xxj^.

A collection of moral tales and anecdotes in twenty-

two babs and a conclusion, or j.Lui.1, made by Mulla

Tarzi, a.h. io25=a. d. 1616 (see author's name and

ta'rikh,viz. jLijb^^Uj^ m^^j' ^p> «» *«'• 2o6»,

1. 12 sq.), and dedicated to the emp'^ror Jahangir.
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Bab I (uiijLj-i ti>-ji tjL»j. )*

This copy, which is not dated, but contains among the

MSS. of the India Office collection the fullest redaction

of the work, begins : \j (^Ijjl^-a- ^J^Xt^ u^^ u^-*^

Comp. on this collection Bodleian Cat., Nos. 464
and 465 (containing the shorter redaction in seventeen

Iiabs, see No. 795 below) ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p.

983 (also the shorter redaction); J. Aumer, p. 60;
and Rieu iii. p. 1038.

Index, on fol. ii»,

~n ^_j5,Jj j), on fol. lib; II (o4^
J

(jf-i-c jo), on fol.

iV^"; III (ey.Li*" . jjjfc ,j), onfol. 62"'; IV (oJu-oJjj

c**liS
J ^y), on fol. 84a

; V (JiU. JST eJu-iJ ^j

JUL. jj..^j), on fo2_89l'; VI (Jl ^1 ^U^'. uW^ j^)-

on fol. 94*; VII ( JI KS^y\ (^l; » v J jjLj ^j), on fol.

gyl^; VIII (JT Lsr;!-^ j oJUia. j Uj^i), on fol. loi^;

( JI ]/^lj e**45 (jiljU ji), on fol. 130*; XI (^Uj jJ

&jLif^ ^ t_)b .^1)^.^1 <^->-^-^ i^l), on fol. 135b;

XII (c:>JL.I j oJbj olj^ii ji), on fol. 1411; XIII

(o^ uiX> Li^^ jj), onfol. I45t>; XIV

(v—sLoJl
J

oJjj" ji), on fol. iso^; XV ( Jlij^j

t^jbLcj J ^^y:-;^.), on fol. 1 561" ; XVI (Ls^ ^j

sUXIj ^j^ i)'-?j'*
»^' t-tJJJl), on fol. 158"; XVII

(s-ijjjl c_)l^ jjilLx-u j^ jy^^ vi^J' Lpy cJ^- J"*)'

on fol. 179a; X\T:II (ji ^jUL-i j^li-, Jl^l ejW? j-s),

on fol. 1838; XIX (cL»— « Jj^^-- oJUi:* uW^- j'^)' ""^

fol. 187a; XX (_^JJi5 ij\ 4 • B > Ct. ^JLJ j.i), on fol. 190a;

XXI (t^]Pi.^l^ eJ;x.j.>), on fol. 1911'; XXII (y

j^l^iij J,L5L. ^yUj (j---Ji5 ,_^153), on fol. 195*. Con-

clusion (jjLiJl x-j, ^jLn-j . i_r-i^ Jl>=»-' uWi j^^)! on

fol. 205a.

No. 1559, ff. 206, U. 14-17 (fF. 195-204, II. 13 on different

paper) ; Nasta'Uk, by various hands ; size, 9f in. by 5I in.

794
Another copy of the same.

This copy, dated the 4th of Dhil-alka'dah, a. h. 1102

(a. D. 1 69 1, July 30), contains the same twenty-two

babs, but lacks the conclusion or Jv-^l, just as the

first Munich copy (No. 189 in J. Aumer, loc. cit.).

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Index, on fol. 8*,

1. 9 sq.

Ko. 3158, ff. 215, 11. 15; Nastallk; illuminated frontispiece

;

size, li in. by 4J in.

795
A shorter redaction of the same.

Tliis copy contains the text of the Ma'dan-aljawahir

in that shorter form in which it is found in the two
Bodleian copies, the second Munich copy (J. Aumer,
No. 190), and the Berlin copy, viz. in seventeen babs

only, to which are added between the second and third

two other babs, corresponding to the twenty-second and
the third in the preceding copies (beginning here respec-

tively on ff. 63" and 85^'), and the same conclusion as

in No. 793, exhibiting the name of the author, Tarzi,

and the chronogram for a. h. 1025. The seventeen
babs of this copy correspond to those in No. 793, as

follows: Bab I, on fol. 8b=ist; II, on fol. i3i'= 2nd;
III, on fol. 97a=9th; IV, on fol. ii3b=i2th; V, on
fol. ii8a=8th; VI, on fol. i26b=ioth; VII, on fol.

I34a=i4th; VIII,onfol. I38a=4th; IX,on fol.i4ib=
5th; X, on fol. i44l'=7th; XI, on fol. i47l'=6th;

XII, on fol. 1
50''= nth; XIII, on fol. i53a=2ist;

XIV, on fol. i57''=20th; XV, on fol. i6ib=i9th;
XVI, on fol. i64b=i8th; XVII, on fol. i69a=i6th.
Conclusion, on fol. 170b. Entirely missing are con-

sequently babs 13, 15, and 17 of the larger redaction.

No date.

No. 1527, ff. 172, 11. 17 ; Nastallk ; size, 1 1| in. by Sin.

796
Two short stories, on ff. 203-206* and ff. 2o6a-2i6

respectively ; the first alleged to have been taken from

the preceding ..aUII ^jX*^ and beginning: ^jUjlc;! ^o

Ji uj%^
The second, without a heading, opens thus : t/L^b ,j

JI jj^L-J (ooilj ,i 5J 5J-«I ,J Jijo ^U.»,b.

The last pages a little injured.

No. 95, ff. 203-216, 11. 15 ; SLikasta; size, 8 J in. by 4I in.

797

Jami'-alhikayat (uyblXU a-oU.).

A collection of Persian stories, compiled from various

sources in prose, interspersed with verses, by an anony-
mous author. Beginning, on fol. 2^ :

^^ 5-4 UjiiJ^=^ 5^jJ - (.1^- ^^^J^^ s-*^ c5'-

Fol. I contains a useful index. The title of this

collection appears on fol. a^, 1. 6. Both the contents,

and the few dates of composition which are found at

the end of some of these stories, viz. Rajab, a. h. 1028

(a. D. 1 6 1 9, June, July), on fol. 2 1 ^ 1. 3 ab infra ; and 4th

of Sha'ban, A. H. 1025 (a. d. 161 6, Aug. 17), on fol. 41'',

last line (a. n. io46=a.d. 1636, 1637, at the end of

the whole work is probably the date of the copy), show,

clearly enough, that this collection has nothing in

common with 'Aufi's well-known work of a similar

title (see Nos. 600-604 if this Cat.).

The order of leaves, which are misplaced in a rather

bewildering manner, is as follows: ff. 1-172, 217-228,

201-216, 173—200, 229-400.

Contents

:

1. iS ^jiM |»i-;o. ij» (ji^j ,j iS iLiijli cjjl5[», on fol. 2^.

2. j^ijUiifcl^i-i ,jo cyL^ ,J sJ sjljjiLi. oolx*, on

fol. lib.

3. ^>JL>. j.4-i ;1 |»*^-« iJ^j^ ^^^^-^^j 01 fol. 2 lb.

4. jJij t-_g„^ ^jj jr^-i* viJolX* (styled at the end

-Vi*
J j_5^-!^-> .»>»-.-• o^lXifc), on fol. 24b.
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5. ^^^JpJ^ ^^ e« .i. =* c*jl5^,on fol. 41'', last line.

6. eUll Jjr*jl^^_j
J isLUIJc y-^U elL. oolSl, on

fol. 52a.

7. i^ JJ^ ""^.l^^j on fol. 74a (this story corres-

ponds to the ninth in a collection of Persian tales in

the Bodleian Cat., No. 477, col. 438).

jf), on fol. 79*.

9. eJlil x^ ^^ |.Lla ojlXa. (this tale, which is not

marked in the index, is taken from Ahmad bin A'tham

al-Kufi's _jii i_)L3 in the Persian translation, described

in Nos. 131-133 of this Cat.), on fol. 82*.

10. Ow^ 125^ c)'>^J -V!-^' U5;^ '^.^^^j on fol. 84''.

11. ^jljJ;-» • ^j\»:<» i^ *'^'-^-»'i on fol. 97^ (com-

pare Baclier, Karl der Grosse und seine Tochter Emma
in Zeitschrift der D. Morgenl. Geselischaft, vol. 34,

p. 614).

12. ^jL^.* ool^ (at the end: ,jUlst!^. .^.i e>jl5!a.),

on fol. ii4'\

13. sjUaIji. j \jji v:joIx». (in the index : slijlj c*>l5^

j^^ ^i in three jJlj, on ff. 119'', 123'', and 124''.

14. cjyi'- ijl^ji- J cj]^^ ohjiLii cjjIxj^ (in the index :

j'y—> 5-xj v^H" .5^. iLIjG ooUla.), on fol. 125b.

15. ((.1;^^) CiJ/^j )yA/^- ^^^^^> on fol. 141a.

16.
i^j^

sLi^,.::^..!
j u'^^y^ sjh-aLi oolX* (in the

index: Lki. ojI^j sLijb ojIX*), on fol. 146^.

17.

18.

j-jJLi 50U4 jL5Ca.,onfol. 163b

J-»I J » «' =»•_} (^j sLi ijlj-o, VOolXa., on fol. 222*.

19. ^J^y^ (>*^j "^-^l Uj;*^ ooVXa., on fol. 204''.

20.^^j b J lO^^^.jJoj^jL. si sjhjiLl jTooliCa,

jp s^Ll.
i^^j. eJLL., on fol. 209''. (It is in substance

identical with the original of Gozzi's and Schiller's

Turandot, comp. another incomplete copy of the same
story in No. 798; at the end the same moral inferences,

which are given in the following copy.)

21. .-•-i sLiib cjolXa., on fol. 183" (cor-

responding to the eighth story in the above-mentioned
collection, Bodleian Cat., No. 477, col. 438).

22.
q^ J j^ lojlxa., on fol. igsk

23. J.« ->
^j ^ ijji, ooUCa., on fol. 195b.

24. JU-a. c^.-.a.L>
qj ^ sjPs-o ^ij^ e*jl5l-»., on fol. 196".

25. ^\!!>jjy^_j^\ e*-ilX^, on fol. 196a.

J sLijb cjol^jfc, on fol. 196''.26. ^ilL,

27. 5
'ci^JLT"V : ^ oj Ll) j

28. ji-ibi (.5^:Li.j^_ L^Ui.
,,

j^ ^ jlXa.,011 fol. 229I'.

sjUsLijb ijl

b t.fj;yJ JU>. »^ &5 jj;., on fol. 243^.

X^ t_i-ujj
J,

on fol. 2701*.

u' u^
<j sLy-) on fol. 303l>.

31. ei,ibc-- c^j J^^a. ej>*«-i J
on fol. 307". ^

32.^,^ J-»jjb Ij^j sLiob ojlCfc, ou fol. 316".

J J-«— ^yb.:-b

,

33. 1—ib^ ««»•

J
so]^Li ^jLi-,»bojlX*, onfol. 324''.

34.^;-«j j^^,.J^L. jjL-,lj, on fol. 326*.

35. jljjij j4-i. >Lijb vi<ol^, on fol. 332*.

36. j^,-aj u^^- u'-^^'-') *''i *^ol. 333*. (This and

the following eight stories are in substance identical

with the tales of the Bakhtyar-nama, comp. Sir W.
Ouseley's edition of it, London, 1801.)

37. i_JLa. jLlob CajIXL, on fol. 336^.

38. jL» ijA ^biwb, on fol. 339''.

39. ^j^ jLijb v::*j|lX», on fol. 344*.

40. ^jb--^ i\i_ sLijb v:jolx», on fol. 347''.

41. » ,t . a. sLijb ojlXa., on fol. 352''.

42. iljjb y»U.i^l^ j^ e*jl^, on fol. 358".

43. |.Uj_jj1 OjlXa., on fol. 36 1*^.

44. jLs* sLi.>b ojlXa., on fol. 364b.

45. j^b ^-:->j j_jaj:_«j jj-a-i-» oolx», on fol. 367''

(corresponding to the fourth story in the above-

mentioned collection, Bodleian Cat., No. 477, col. 438).

46. JjI*^;^ j »Li.>b oolXa., on fol. 374^ (cor-

responding to the third story in the same).

47. i\sj\ji_yi, JJ^^^..^jl »i ^l3 ool5C», on fol. 379*.

48. jIjoU ta-JiJk
J ^j >-. .t » ojLJCa., on fol. 38o'>.

49. ijj^j^ji J^.l .i/^ ool^, on fol. 384*'.

50. i,\xkij^ji jJjjJl j.-<Lc JL^iijj (^.i/^ OkjLk».,on
fol. 390^.

51. A story without any heading, effaced in many
places, dealing with an incident in 'All's Khilafat, on
fol. 393".

52. ^SJ^e^Ja^J vojlXa., on fol. 395".

The collection ends on fol. 399" ; but the following

pages down to fol. 401" contain an additional story,

written by another hand in diagonal lines and dated
A.H. 1055, the 2nd of Dhu-alka'dah (a. D. 1645, I^^c.

20). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2541, fF. 401, II. 17; Nasta'Uk, written by two principal
hands, the one on fF. 1-173 and 201-228, the other on ff. 174-200,
229-268, and 271-399 ; a third and fourth hand, the latter es-

pecially approaching Shikasta, on tf. 173 and 269-270, 11. 18-20
;

size, 1 1 in. by 6^ in.

798

Another, incomplete, copy of the same story, contained

in No. 20 of the preceding collection, the story of the

daughter of the Faghfur or emperor of China, who puts

certain critical questions to all her lovers, and kills them
if they are not able to give the correct reply. A number
of leaves are missing in the beginning, but the main
portion of the story is complete. At the end a number
of moral inferences are drawn, for instance: 1. j»Lijb->

JoUj JJjbk- 3.

*!/ ^J i ""^^Ji J^^i ij^^^^i

-J^ JJl'u jjS3 ^j^j^ '
^*'''-

No date. Comp. Behmauer, ' Der junge Peraer

und die giiechische Priuzessin' in 'Johannes-Album,'
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Chemnitz, 1857, Prosaisclie Beitrage, pp. 55-70, where

a much older version of the Turandot story is given,

taken, as is stated there, from 'Aufi's original ^l».

oblSlil (or rather cyblSdl A-]^)- No date.

No. 1239, ff. 20, 11. 16 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9 in. by 5i in,

799

Afsanat-alghara'ib (^jJl^iJI e*jL«jl).

Another collection of Persian stories, without preface

or conclusion, similar in character and sometimes in

contents also to those in the 1:^.1;l5Ui >«-«La- in No. 797

(comp., for instance, Nos. 21 and 22 of tliis compilation

Avith Nos. 1 5 and 4 in the preceding one). The above title

is found on the fly-leaf, and there is also the name of

the author quoted, viz. Mulla Tayammuni Rumi (jLo

^*. . ^i^JUi). It contains the following tales :

1. ^-J^iJI ji jjui^-ul tHaj, on fol. i^. 2. A^j Vi .: « La5,

on fol. 38a. 3. ^:J-»-A^. e*jl^ , on fol. 55a. 4. o^lSCa.

._, ^'^ sLiijlj, on fol. 78^\ 5. ,»,l9 ^jUUj oolXa., on

fol. 8 1«. 6. tJ^jT^Kijj oJiUd. , on fol. 85a. 7. c*j15C»

^L—o ij^, on fol. 88^. 8. »-:-«j ooUC*., on fol. 93*.

9. J-iJjy. t^ , on fol. 95a. 1 0. ijUa- s— eujl^ , on

fol. 97" (see a similar story in \V. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 988, No. 2). 11. »Jr^ 0^>-* i^^^-^--* (W. Pertsch,

loc. cit, No. 8), on fol. ids'). 12. ^KL^Vc ooIJC*,

on fol. 112*. 13. j^j.j.,.u sLijL) CjolXj*., on fol. 132*.

14. 5Jt^ i»*.l3ojlX», onfol. 137*'. 15. d^JJoJ^^,
on fol. 151b. 16. 4lllXiX 0015^3., on fol. 152". 17. ojI^
(jii is-,.<f4 L5;^.j-«,onfol. 156". 18. elill (»-Jfl-c e^J^Xjfc,

on fol. 165^ 19. ij^ai sLijLj \:jq[SC>., on fol. 178".

20. J-oj-« u—^j ool^jfc, on fol. 193''. 21. r-^^ tULs,

on fol. 204". 22. JjJl Jj. |.]^ !jlu-i oolX», on

fol. 216I'. 23. (jLc jib ,.> .»jLi-o j^ ooli-a., on fol.

2391'. 24. sLijb sLiyjUfc oolXa., on fol. 247a.

Beginning : jl J^l^xiSCl sXiljo ^^jii\ jJ JJ^ sjt^lj

No date. Fol. 2 a little injured.

No. 810, ff. 264, 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8J in. by 4I in.

800
Mahbub-alkulub (i^yUJl i_y.f.s*).

A collection of moral tales by Barkhwurdar bin

Mahmud Turkman of Farah, with the takhallus Mumtaz,
see fol. i'', 1. 2, and fol. 72", 1. 3. The title appears on
fol. 72*, 1. 6. It is in substance the same work as

noticed in Rieu ii. p. 767 sq., but dififers in so far as it

is considerably smaller in extent and lacks the preface

quoted there. The beginning (which differs from that

in Pieu's copy) is exactly the same as that of the

Berlin copy (noticed by W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 317,

No. 289), viz. : JyL^ jjLj jji* ^j^ (jjyjjlip^ s^4*

The short introduction on ff. i''-2l', in which there

is only mention of tlie author's stay in Harat (fol. 2",

1. 12), refers exclusively to the^«< story of our collec-

tion, which begins on fol. 2b, and bears as title (see

fol. 2", 1. 8) : JjUs ;>«^j t^;-" sL^j -^ oolXa. (given

as general title to the whole collection on the fly-leaf).

The subdivisions consist of vi*jljl». and \J[j , the latter

nine in number (on ff. 22'', 38a, 40b, ^o\ 61", 66'^, 69*,

71'', and 165"); the last bab contains, as in Rieu's copy,

the story of Ra'na and Ziba (Loj . Lie. v_>bS j\ vb).
The author flourished under Minucihrkhan's governor-

ship of Mashhad (a. h. io34-io74=:A.d. 1625-1664),
see Rieu iii. p. 1093*'.

No date. The Mahbub-alkulub has been printed in

Bombay, A. H. 1268. Bibliotheca Leydeuiana.

_
No. 2652, ff. 197, U. 18 ; Nasta'lik, by different hands, mixed

with Sliikasta ; size, 1 2j in. by 7^ in,

801
Kitab-i-Ra'na wa Ziba (Ljj . Lie. i_>bi^).

Another copy of the story of Ra'na and Ziba, the last

part of the preceding Mahb&b-alkulub, beginning : —VJlj

i_s_jLk^ tsjbl .- ° » j iiJlL» ^\ ^ .^. I ) ^^S^j cjLxJoJ

Jl \j
ii^-i ^^_1 ^\y\.

Dated by 'Abdallah the 28th of Jumada-alawwal,
A. H. 1 159 (a. D. 1746, June 18).

No. 1843, ff. 27-136, II. is; Naata'Uk; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

802

Dastan-i-Mahbub-alkulub (i_jjlajl ^J^.^s:* j^b—b).

Another portion of the same Mahbub-alkulub, be-

ginning : o^Ju.« J iji^y (J Jbo ..ibLMiaj u^L> ci^LelU ^J^
^1 .z^^r .i,j ^j o^\s^. 'j^x.

Dated by the same 'Abdallah as the preceding copy,

the last of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1159 (a. d. 1746,

June 20).

No. 1843, ff. i36''-26o, 11. 15 ; Nastallk ; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

803
Three short Persian romances.

1. Kissa-i-Firuzshah (5Li.jjjy.-j LIJ), on fol. i\

different from the sLijj^ c*J.l^ in the Mahbub-

alkulub (No. 800 above), and beginning : jbi.) jybj]^

i.j\ .11 "y hV y J Q ..'
J
J s5 JJl 8>|jl Jiiy^U—l ^J

ISL
Jl iy. sLiijb..

^ This story of the son of the king of Badakhshan is

ascribed on the fly-leaf of the following copy (No. 804)

to 'All Nauruzkhan (who might be identical with

Nauruz 'Alibeg Shamlu, one of the more modem poets

quoted in the Makhzan-alghara'ib, Bodl. Cat., col. 388,

No. 2830, and in the Suhuf-i-Ibrahim in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 663, No. 205).

2. Kissa-i-Husnara (lJ^;^-_» sJLs), on fol. 30^, be-

ginning : i^jjjjbj JiLilji

~!! JLu ^^j s^ ^..

(jbJ

.

•,1 Jjtj
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3. Kisaa-i-Madhumalat (cJUjiX« sJls), on fol. 49*',

beginning
:__;-.

jLtJ o-)iL- ^!jJ
^J))}

vijjt».s'_^l)j^lja.

Jl i^iij i->'-^- This love-story of princess Madhu-

nialat or Madhumalat is stated to have been taken from
a poetical version of the same subject, which may be

either 'Akilkhan Razi's jL.. ^^-e, composed A. h. 1065

(a. D. 1655), see Rieu ii. p. 699", or the j r*)-^ i-^J

oJLyjiJuJi, the Persian version of a Hindu poem, com-

pleted A. H. 1059 (a.d. 1649), see Rieu ii. pp. 'joo'^ and

803X Stories nearly related to this are jj»jJ-« » l5L^..,

see further below, No. 824, and the mathnawi ^.Lojj

y-ajJL^
J,

described in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 929.

The proper order of ff. 1-16 is : 1-9, 12, 10, 11, 14,

I5i 13. and 16.

No. 1421, ff. 79, 11. 17 ; large Nasta'lik; size, 11 in. by 7| in.

804
Kissa-i-Firuzshah (sLijj^ Lli).

Another copy of the same short romance, which forms

the first part of the preceding copy, beginning in the

same way as there. English notes and rubrics, partly

in pencil, partly in ink, on the margin throughout.

Dated the loth of Ramadan, A. h. 1198 (a.d. 1784,
July 28, Bangalah era, 1191), at Calcutta. The first

owner of this copy was C. Macaulay (1785), a later

one Alex. Falconer.

No. 3074, ff. 56, 11. 13 ; Shikasta; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

805
Kissa-i-Mihr u Mali (sL. . ^4^ LlS).

A Persian romance, styled, ' sun and moon,' or the

love-story of prince Mihr, son of Khawarshah and

princess Mali, beginning : ^^^^UJl v>, 4) J^^
|,U jjj |jftLi.jb J-i-« (read ,bi) i^Uj .j iS s:X .»

'•^ij;

See other copies of the same story in the Bodleian

Cat., No. 1 24 1, I, in Rieu ii. p. 765, and in Cat. des

MSS. et Xylographes, p. 410, comp. also Garcin de

Tassy, Histoire de la litt^rature Hindouie etc., 2nd ed.,

ii. p. 550, where several Hindustani mathnawis, written

on the same subject, are noticed.

Dated the 29th of Rajab in the nineteenth year of

(illj u">^-i probably 'Alamgir's reign, which would be
A. H. 1087 =A.D. 1676, Oct. 7).

No. 1533, ff. 73, 11. 15 ; size, io| in. by 5I in.

806
Bahar-i-danish (,_;iJU X^).
A collection of tales, the framework of which is

formed by the story of Jahandar Sultan and Bahrawar
Banu, composed A. h. 1061 (a.d. 1651) by Shaikh
'Inayat-allah Kanbu (see fol. 3'», 1. 8), who died in

Jumada-alawwal, a. h. 1082 (a.d. 1671, September);
see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 466-472, and No. 1976; Rieu ii.

p. 765, and iii. p. 1093b; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp.

999 and 1000; J. Aumer, pp. 54 and 55; A. F. Mehren,
IND. OFF.

p. 32. The collection is preceded by a preface of the

author's younger brother and pupil, Muhammad Salih

Kanbu, the author of the 'Amal-i-Salih (see Nos. 332-
336 in this Cat.). Tlie present copy, although undated,

appears upon the whole the best in the India Office

collection.

Beginning: ti-^^^ H'r^.j u"' ' -r*^
t->l \t;... » i^lii J.s'li

Jl oir'T ij-*" u^- »> J-^j'-*-^ •>-•* i>i^- J u^''>-

The work itself begins on fol. 6^. On complete

editions of the text in Delhi, Lucknow, Bombay, etc.,

comp. Zenker ii. p. 627 ; Bodleian Cat.. No. 1976; and
Rieu, loc. cit. Part of the text has been published in

the ' Selections for the Use of the Students of the Persian

Class,' vol. ii, 'Calcutta, 1809, and in the 'Classical

Selections from some of the most esteemed Persian

Writers,' vol. i, Calcutta, 1828. English translations

by Alexander Dow, London, 1 768, and by Jonathan
Scott, 3 vols., Shrewsbury, 1799; Gferman translation,

by A. Th. Hartmann, Leipzig, 1802. On a French
translation by Lescallier, and the printed text which
is found on the margin of Nizami's Sikandarnama,
Bombay, A. H. 1261, see Zenker ii. p. 631, and W.
Pertsch, loc. cit.

No. 1408, ff. 374, II. 15 ; large and distinct Nasta'lik ; illu-

minated frontispieces on ff. i' and 6''
;
pictures and drawings on

ff. io», 12*, 13", 17", 2I^ 25», 32», 32^ 37«, 40^ 41% 42", 45",

57^ 67", 69^ 72«, 74«,
75b,

76», 79^ 81", 83«, 84", 85^ 87^ 88",

90", 91", gs'', 97", pg'', loi", 104", 104'', 106", no'', in", iij*,

113'', 114", 114'', 117'', 118", 120'', 121", 124'', ize'', 127*, 129*,
129b, i33», 133b, 136", I36^ 139", I39^ I44», 144^, 148", I48^

151". IJS , iS.i" i6i», 161" 166", I65^ 170°, I7o^ l73^151"

174", 178", 182'', 191", igi'', 197", 199", 204", aio'', 211", 215°,

216", 221'', 222", 226", 231'', 232", 244'', 245", 249'', 250*, 357'',

258", 266\ 267", 27i>, 275^ 276% 28o», 382^ 283", 288^ 289*,

292", 2gi^, 296^ 299", 302», 3o8^ 309", 314", 322", 326", 333'>,

.134°> 337*. 357^ 358', i5^\ 359% 36I^ 364^ 37''. and 372';
size, 12 in. by 7f in,

807
Another copy of the same.

This copy of the Bahar-i-danish, the oldest of the

dated ones among the complete copies, is very rudely

written, greatly injured, worm-eaten and dirty. It is

collated. Beginning the same as in the preceding copy.

The work itself opens on fol. 5". Dated the 27 th of

Jumada-althani, a. h. 1145 (a.d. 1732, Dec. 15).

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2054, ff. 310, U. 17; Shikasta, many pages written in

diagonal lines ; size, 9J in. by 5 J in.

808
The same.

Beginning as nsual ; the work itself opens on fol. 4''.

The Arabic paging is wrong from fol. 141 onwards, but

the text is uninterrupted and the copy complete. Dated
at Ahmadnagar Farrukhabad the 26th of Muharram,
A.H. 1182 (a.d. 1768, June 12), in Shah 'Alam's reign.

It belonged formerly to Mr. James Ballantyne. Collated.

No. 3217, ff. 234, 11. 17; Nasta'lik ; size, 9 in. by jf in.

809
The same.

The work itself begins on fol. 8*. Dated by Shaikh
Walt-allah Sadiki Khishti, an inhabitant of JamMptir,

M m
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in ihe district of Shahjahanabad, at Banaras, in the

seraglio of Shaikh Salim, the 2^th of Rajab, A. h.

1 185 (thirteenth year of Shah 'Alam's reign)=A.D.

1771, Nov. 2.

No. 1818, ff. 216, U. 18-22 ; unequal and often careless

Nasta'lik ; size, 9I in. by 5^ in.

810
The same.

This modern, but very good and correct copy is

dated by Muhammad A'zam the 14th of Dhu-alhijjah,

A. H. 1204 (a.d. 1790, Aug. 25). It was made at the

request of Ratanji, son of Bahmanji WariyS {^j^^i^j

No. 576, ff. 289, 11. 15 ; excellent, large, and distinct

Nasta'lik ; size, 1
1
J in. by 6 J in.

811
The same.

The work itself begins on fol. 9''. Dated the first of

Muharram, A.H. 1207 (a.d. 1792, Aug. 19).

No. 1870, ff. 322, 11. 15 ; rude Nasta'lik ; size, 8{- in. by 5J in.

812
The same.

The work itself begins on fol. 7*. No date.

No. 2757, ff. 392, 11. 13; careless Nasta'lik; size, 8j in. by
4iin.

813
The same.

The work itself begins on fol. 11*. No date.

No. 1549, ff. 372, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, gj in. by 5 J in.

814
The same.

The work itself begins on fol. 71" (but without any
special indication). Ff. 169-175 are misplaced; their

right order is : 169, 173, 174, 170-172, 175. No date.

No. 409, ff. 229, 11. 18-19; Nasta'lik; ff. i, 226, and 229
supplied by a later hand ; size, gf in. by 6J in.

815
The same.

No date. Quite modem copy.

No. 3432, dim 8. J. i,ff. 337,11. 16; Shikasta ; ff. i, 2, 41,

334-337, and a few leaves in the middle written by other hands

;

size, 8| in. by 5J in.

816

A defective copy of the same.

This copy is incomplete at the beginning (the whole
preface being left out). The first words, . -,-^ ....

Jl ^^yi.iJj^\ii JUj*. J uy;>-». correspond to No. 3217

(808 in this Cat.), fol. 6^ 1. 9.

Copied in Rajab of the year X169 of the Bangalah
era (fourth year of Shah 'Alam's reign=A.H. 1176,
A.D. 1763, Jan.-Febr.).

No. 2485, ff. 380, U. 13 ; Shikasta ; size, 9J in. by 5J in.

817

A very incomplete copy of the same.

Beginning as usual ; the work itself opens on fol. 7''.

A lacuna after fol. 'j^, corresponding to No. 3217 (808

in this Cat.), fol. 4"^, 1. 3 ab infra, to fol. 9", 1. 7. A
second, much larger, lacuna after fol. 2 iqI", corresponding

to No. 3217, fol. i7i», 1. 5, to fol. 212'', 1. 8.

This copy is dated the i st of Rabi'-alawwal, a. h.

1 122 (a.d. 1 7 10, April 30). Collated.

No. 2072, ff. 230, the main portion of the MS. in careful

Nasta'lik, 11. 17; ff. 1-6 by a more recent hand in careless

Nasta'lik, mixed with Shikasta, 11. 15; ff. 21-26 by a third

hand in pure Shikasta, 11. 17-18 ; size, 9^ in. by 5I in.

818
Bahar-i-dauish-i-manzilm (^.Vi : j |_jijb .L^j).

A poetical paraphrase of the Bahar-i-danish in

mathnawl baits, incomplete at the end, by Hasan 'All

with the takhallus 'Izzat, who lived in the reign of

Tipu Sultan (reigned in Maisilr or Mysore, A. h. i I97-
I2I3=A.D. i783-i799),to whomthis work is dedicated.

Beginning : dU*- ,.» j'j K ^;;^• s-^l fX-^.

c)jLil i-aa.M i-y^i\ 1^ vL^ (^

j

No. 153, ff. 247, 11. 10-19; Shikasta, the first five leaves

supplied by a later hand, as it seems, 11. 9-12; size, iljin. by

7Jin.

819
Kissa-i-Gul u Sanaubar ( j).i-« . JJ L!ls).

The story of Gul and Sanaubar (rose and pine tree) in

Persian prose, beginning : ^.. •>-j\i\ ^J^^Xj j ,Lj.i.\ ^;J^JK

JjJ ^LiijL) ry^j J5^ 3^ ^ J > • ) '^-^'jl

i
^^y*.^f^ tfc.)* * i.< ) sLmi,.

See the same story, but in an apparently shorter

version and with different beginning, noticed in Eieu ii. p.

764^, found in a MS. written in the seventeenth century.

A Hindustani adaptation of the same was published

by Hidayat Ali of Islamabad, 1847, at Calcutta, and

translated into French by Garcin de Tassy, in ' Revue
orientate et americaine,' torn, vii, 1862, pp. 69-130;
another Hindustani translation in verse was made by

Ahmad Ali of Sarawah, comp. Garcin de Tassy,

Histoire de la litter. Hindouie etc., 2nd ed., i. 157, and
ibidem about the Dakhni and Urdd-Baugali translations

of the same story; a third poetical translation into

Hindustani by Nem Cand was published at Calcutta,

1827, and at Lucknow, 1845.

No. 675, ff. 54, U. 13 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by 5! in.

820
Another copy of the same.

This version of the story of Gul and Sanaubar (here

headed as in Rieu's copy : j^.y^-^ L? JJ Lli) begins :

,j (jiLLjuJI jjl jLi. ^^^.JsiL-Jl ijLkJu, j.j xjwJlS

Jl i^^^^tSjt j5Li_. ij-j-^ J.i^s'-

No date. End of the twelfth century of the Hijrah

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2827, ff. i3''-6i'', 11. 11 ; Nasta'lik; size, 7I in. by 3^ in.

'-'V
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821

Kissa-i-Kamrup (i_Jvf-«li Lls).

The same prose version of tlie story of Kamrup and

Kamlata as iu liieu ii. p. 763 sq., where it is ascribed to

the poet Muhammad Kaiim, that is no doubt Mir
Muhammad Kazim Husaini, with the takhallus Karim,

who was in the service of 'Abdallali Kutbshah (reigned

in Haidarabad a.h. 1035-1083 = a. d. 1626-1672,

see No. 465 in this Cat.) ; tee Kieu ii. p. 683, and A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 456. Another copy of the same

story is described in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cut., p. 995.

It has been translated into Englisli by W. Franklin,

under the title of ' The loves of Camarupa and Canialata,'

London, 1793. A poetical version of the same story is

Muhammad Murad's c:..» a jy-^^> composed a.h. 1096

(a. D. 1685), see Eieu ii. p. 697.

Beginning : jjIjU-< mli-ij « ,IjI «_*jUi cib'-^/i "-^

No date. Twelfth century of the Hijrah. Bibliotheca

Leydeniaua.

No. 2774, ff. 103, U. 14 ; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 5^ in.

822

Another copy of the same.

This modern and undated copy of the same version

begins as in the preceding copy. The proper order of

ff. 1-9 is: I, 3-8, 2, 9. This MS. belonged formerly

to John G. Plunkin (?), Bengal, 1806.

No. 3037, ff. 151, U. II (11. 14 on ff. i, 3, and 4) ; Nasta'Uk
;

size, 8| in. by 5I in.

823

Shakaristan {^jlu.w,i-i.).

The sugar-chest, an imitation of Sa'di's Gulistan and

Jami's Baharistan, containing moral stories and anecdotes

frequently mixed with verses, see the title on fol. 6a,
1. 4.

The author is the well-known poet and calligrapher Mir

Muhammad Mu'min, with the takhallus 'Arshi
{^J^j^),

son of Jahangir's famous calligrapher Amir 'Abdullah

Mushkinkalam alhusaini altirmidhi, see fol. 61", 1. 7

;

comp. Kieu i. p. 154, and ii. p. 782a, where the poet's

deatii is fixed in a. h. 1091 (a. d. 1680) ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 335 sq., and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 928.

This work must have been one of the first literary

attempts of 'Arshi, since the date of composition (con-

tained in the title) is A.H. 1031 (a.d. 1622), and his

other poetical works which are mentioned in A. Sprenger

and W. Pertsch, loc. cit. {^j^ JuiLi,, Uj jy4-«, etc.), are

written at a much later period, the latter a.h. 1053

(a.d. 1643, 1644), the former a.h. 1069 (a.d. 1658,

1659). He was, moreover, according to Arzu, jianegyrist

of Shahjahan's eldest son, prince Dara Shukiih.

The book is divided into the following six babs :

1. jLfrj db jjlxi^
J

oljofcl Jl^l c)^^' °" ^°'- 9"-

2. ijj^Jjt 1^/-' J ^jULijb t:^;.;;— ^J, on fol. 22».

jjl, on fol 42K

4. jflia-. JokLi' ijUiU J J^ ^J^*J^s J^-^.ji, on fol. 56".

5. \fij cyUlXa.j sjbl J^,ji, on fol. 61''.

6. fc^'U.
J
i_ojl^

J
t_AjUaJ ^LjjJ, on fol. ^6^>.

The index found on fol. 7" differs a little from the

arrangement in the book itself, in so far as tlie fifth bab

appears there as fourth and is headed : b i^.'C' <^^^^j^

,_r - .^ U vLi (.^^ j' uIH/*' We conclude from this

fact and also from the whole aspect of the copy, that

it is the author's autograph and probably the first

sketch of the work.

Beginning : ^U i—h-ojJ _ Ou-l^jl.^ y. ;_ji-»lJ tSS\ j,Llj

On fol. 6a, 1. 7, the mystical mathnawl lji». j ^U, by

Baha-aldin Muhammad "Amili, with the takhallus

Bahai (who died a.h. io3o=a.d. 1620, 1621), is men-

tioned, comp. on that poem Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1085-

1088.

No. 1757, ff. 82, II. 13; Nasta'Uk; worm-eaten tbroagbout.

and spoiled in many places ; size, 8 iu. by 4f in.

824

Mika u Mandhar ( u»ju-.j VX--.).

The love-story of Mika (or Minkii) and the Kaja

Manuhar, a Persian romance, stated here to have beeu

composed by Madhodas of Gujarat in a.h. 1098 (a. d^
1687), see the chronogram on fol. 5'', 1. 7 : aJ» c1"Aj

Beginning: ^r , ' "^ j' \ ^'JlS"*'^'
v::*—<1u° • "

'

'J' 'J -"Jij—" -' O-
Jl jj..«jLu, ^L-ib |Jl^.j^.

Another copy of the same story in the Bodleian Cat.,

No. 478 ; comp. on some nearly related romances in

prose and verse. No. 803 in this Cat.

Dated the ist of Jumada-althani in the fiftieth year

of 'Alaingir's reign (=A.H. 1118, a.d. 1706, Sept. 10).

No. 1854, ff. 178, 11. 15 ; irregularly written in bad Shikasta;

size, 9} in. by 5 in.

825

Gushayishnama (»-«U ,jijLiJ).

Stories of remarkable escapes, compiled a.h. not
(a.d. 1689, 1690), according to the chronogram on

fol. 5" : g| • -
',

i5U,_;ijLLPUa. juftj, comp. Eieu ii.

p. 767, where a.h. iioo is given as date of com-

position. The present copy differs from that in the

British Museum in two points, firstly it contains seven

gushayish (instead of the six there), and secondly, the

authorship of the book is assigned to two Hindus

(instead of one), viz. Eajkarn (Khwajah Rajkarn iu

Kieu, loc. cit.) and Bakran Khayath.

Beginning : 1. isliLil ijLaJ sJ i:i>?^' j-*^ u' u'-i/*

Jl jiLaij 8Jj-,J i_ri:-* yjii* (j2^ »-^ ^} U-

Dated the 17th of Jumada-althani, a.h. 1184 (a.d.

1770, Oct. 8), by Gauhar 'Ali.

No. 2077, ff. 67, II. 15; Shikasta, almost illegible in many

places ; size, 8^ in. by 6 in.

M m 2
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826

An incomplete story, from a.h. iii8 (a. d. 1706),

related by Aman-allah, the grandson of Shaikh Sa'd-

allah Munshi, and beginning : c*.:.±*" •mW'. " ls*!?^

^1 ^M-. • cuUi-a ij'-^ U*-" j'.'

No. 212, ff. 84'>-86'', 11. i8-:9 ; Shikastn ; size, 9I in. by 6 in.

827

Tuhfat-alhikay^t (cyblUJ ii^').

A short collection of stories, containing seven tales,

and therefore also styled 5-ilJC:iij», by Brahman Hisari,

beginning : Jl ^jys^\ t^*—«:*• ^\ ^.ji.

Dated the 29th of Dhu-alhijjah in the sixth year of

the reign of the emperor Bahadurshah (Kutb-aldin

Muhammad Mii'azzamshah 'Alam Bahadur)=A.H. 1 123

(a. D. 171 2, Febr. 7), at Shahjahanabad.

No. 944, ff. 37,11. 17-22 ; Siiiliaata ; worm-eaten; size, 8| in.

by 5 in-

828
Bakawali (^jIXj).

The story of prince Taj-almuliik, Bakawali and her

rose, translated from Hindustani into Persian by

Shaikh 'Izzat-allah Bangali, who had commenced this

story in or before a.h. 1134 (a.d. 1722) at the request

of a friend of his, Muhammad, and completed it after

the latter's sudden death (tlie first of Dhu-alhijjah, a. h.

1134= A. D. 1722, Sept. 1 2), obeying the earnest entreaty

of some other friends, although he himself, in his first

bitter grief, would have wished to do away with his

work altogether.

Two other copies of this story are described in

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 996, where the fuller title,

J.L5o J ) > -a
, is given, and the author's name

appears as 'Indyat-alldh BangdU. This Persian ver-

sion has again been translated into Hindustani by
Nihal Cand, under the title of jj-i-c i_-u»x<i (' Gooli

Bukawulee,' Hindustani, by Nihal Chund, preface by J.

Gilchrist, Calcutta, 1804, translated into French by
Garcin de Tassy in the 'Revue d'Orient,' 1858), see

W. Pertsch, loc. cit., and Zenker ii. 3920 sq. Another,

still more modern, Hindustani adaptation of the same

story is the |,----j .hiJTthe rose-garden of Nasim, in

verse, composed A. h. 1254 (a. d. 1838), by Pandit Daya
Shankar Nasim, see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 629.

Beginning (different from that in the Berlin copy) :

No date. "Worm-eaten.

No. 1413, ff. 76, 11. 17 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, io| in. by 8 in.

829
Another copy of the same.

The beginning of this copy differs from that in the

preceding one, but agrees in the main with that of the

Berlin copy, viz. tT^j^l j^^jr" A^ o^^i '^^^ ^^^^^j

The author's name appears on fol. 6^, last line ; the

date, A. H. 1 134, on fol. ?:", 1. 9. The colophon is partly

torn away.

No. 2474, ff- 141 , 11. 11; Nasta'Uk, mixed with Shikasta

;

several pages slightly injured ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

830
Two Persian romances, in prose, by anonymous

authors

:

The first, on ff. i*'-49^, without any title, divided

into ten babs and beginning : j\S\ ;jiLsU
j
jLj>.1 u^j])

• cr^^o^/'cr^ iJ^ij c;^'A-s-

uWj. j^ Jj' V^. t j^^ J . V .?. 4. iJ JJl

i€ii> L> j_^. ^Lijb ^jL

i
The second, on ff. so^'-ios'', is styled xl^ i»LL. Laj

(according to the following copy : (cf^-*^ J^j^° eU-o Ll'i

j.^1), the love-story of Malik Muhammad and Giti-afruz,

beginning: sj^jl ^^-

j^ U ^^

No date. The second story greatly damaged by

worms.

No. 1183, ff. 105, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 5I iii.

831

Kissa-i-Malik ^Muhammad u Giti afriiz (dLL» tli

Another copy of the same story which forms the

second part of the preceding collection, beginning in

the same way. Lacunas after ff. i and 80. Dated the

14th of Rajab, a.h. 1151 (a.d. 1738, Oct. 28).

Bibliotbeca Leydeniana.

No. 2629, ff. 81, 11. 1 2-15 ; Shikasta ; worm-eaten throughout

;

size, gf in. by 5^ in.

832

Kissa-i-Giti Ara (U ^^^^ t.<iJ>).

Another Persian romance without any date or author's

name, beginning : e*jlj_, ^^^.^ j^\ ej^b j
^Ui.!

\J^..^j

No. 202, ff. 176, 11. 17; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk, the first

and the last two pages supplied later by another hand in Shikasta,

11. 19-20 ; size, 9I in. by 6| in,

833

Bustau-i-Khayal (JL^* u^-^^'t^'-)'

The^rs< Bahdr or the first two volumes (jla.) of one

of the largest and most famous Persian romances, the

Bustan-i-Khayal or ' garden of imagination,' by Mir

Muhammad T'aki alja'fari alhusaini of Ahmadabiid in

Gujarat, with the takhallus Khayal, who wrote this
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vast collection of tales, in which historical legends are

blended with the adventures of Jinns and Peris, at the

request of his noble patron, Nawwab llashidkhan

Bahadur, wherefore, as is stated in the Berlin copy (W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 993), the work is also sometimes

styled (jx^j u^jLoJ, and died A. h. 1173 (a.d. 1759,

1760); see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 193, and Rieu ii. p.

770 sq. It comprises altogether fifteen volumes (jJL*.),

divided into three Bahar (spring), the second and third

of which have the additional title of a first and second

Gulistan, comp. the detailed description of this bulky

romance in the Bodleian Cat., No. 480 (Caps. Or. D.

9-23, the most complete copy of the work extant, in

which only one of the fifteen volumes ia missing).

This Jirst Bahdr, wliich bears besides the si)ecial title

of Mahdindrna (j-oU (^Jl4j>), was commenced a. h. 1155

(a.d. 1742, 1743), at Shahjahanabad, and serves as a

sort of mukaddimah or introduction to the whole work,

relating the life and adventures of Sultan Abu-alkasim

Muhammad Malidi and the other ancestors and pre-

decessors of Sultan Mu'izz-aldin (i.e. the Khalif Alkd'im

bianirillah, the hero of the second Bahar or first

Gulistan) ; the last or fifteenth volume of the whole

work (the end of the third Bahar or second Gulistan)

was commenced A. h. n 69 and completed in the month
Dhu-alhijjah of the same year (a.d. 1756, September),

at Murshidabad, see Bodleian Cat., loc. cit.

Beginning oi the Jirst volume (No. 1773), on fob t'':

\J^ \1.\^ l4-j Jjlij ^)>-'. *U—il ^ Jj^ t^JJ' 12J;W'

Beginning of the second volume (No. 1774), on fol. i''

:

^jLJjlj.aLijlj
J i.S-H-' J'*-** |»-i\-fi-!l _j->3 jjUaJu- ^J-^ ^j J

uW.j ylllLc eyL^XC
J cr^/» ^jij->- ^j^ V i^"^- J

j\ .Li.1 ^^1 (Bodl. copy correctly tiaj) JiJ '^J^

5j,jT ^^.•.>. j-j^ (Bodl. copy correctly wLii)
f")

d
jji.

Copied A. H. 1202 (a.d. 1787, 1788), as a comparison

with No. 1770 (839 below), which is written by the

same hand, proves.

No. 1773, ff. 295; No. 1774, ff. 183; largeand distinct Nasta'llk,

by the same hajid, U. 19 in each page; size, laf-iJj in. by 8| iu.

834

A short fragment of the same first Bahdr of the

Bdstdn-i-Khaydl.

Part of the first volume of the first Bahar or Mah-
dlnama,only comprising forty-eight pages, and beginning

as in the preceding copy : *L,—Jl ^ Jjij*. (^jJI e);UJ

The author's name appears on ff. 71", last line, and 8",

first line; the title on fol. 12'', 1. 7. The date of tlie

commencement of the work, viz. A. H. 1155, is found

here on fol. 12'', last line but two. The last words,

with which this copy breaks off on fol. 48'', run thus

, ^y^j\ J Mj
'i" 'b J^^i Jj' ^^^ '^r^h'

corresponding to No. 1773, fol. 27"^, 1. 6.

No. 2442, ff. 1-48, IL 17; large and clear Nastalik ; size,

I2jin. by Sin.

d

i

835
Bustan-i-Khayal.

The mukaddimah (or first volume) of the second

Bahdr or first Gulistdn of the Biistan-i-Khayal, that

is the third volume of the whole work. This second

Bahdr, which relates the adventures of Mu'izz-aldin

or Alka'im-biamrillah (see the preceding copy), bears

the special titles of Mu'izandma 8-.\jJju», Kd'imndma

i -I.: ,>>«, or even ^dhibkirdnndma 5-«Ljlyj l-*.:^^..* , and is

sulxiividcd into a mukaddimah and two Gulshan, each

Gulshan containing two Gulzar.

Beginning: iX:^ ^jiA::^jjt ^}i ji tJ fjtj\j^ ujijA

jj-TtSjU. ^1 (Bodl. copy correctly lJ^| rf) yUj j J,J^

Conclusion: &5 I. vijJjL^j LtoX* sj jj*j yL;* ^^^^-.Li-o

sJi-oLu, ^liijfcb Jlo^ ^PjJ jJiib i_»U.»jlS ^^j j\ i^X^

The designation given to this volume in the colophon,

viz. s-«LijX4..« iJiJlS Jl1-» xi> *Ui, is incorrect, since the

Mahdinania comprises only the first two volumes.

No date.

No. 1932, ff. 152, U. 16; clear and distinct Nastaltk; size,

lof in. by 65 in.

836
Bustan-i-KhaySl.

The first Gulshan (in two Gulzar or two volumes) of

the second Bahtr or first Gulistdn, corresponding to the

fourth and fifth volumes of the whole work; see another

copy of tliis first Gulshan together with the mukaddimah
(contained in the preceding copy), in J. Aumer, p. 57
(No. 185). Parts of this second Bahar are also con-

tained in the first British Museum copy (Add. 16,689).

Eeginuing (differing from that in the Bodleian copy)

:

JljUT jpLiLi (jbljT ^^j-ilTj^Lil Jjljua. ^jlj.-lJLi'-

Colophon as in J. Aumer, p. 58 : |ciJ«J Jj' ij^^^

j\ j;i jJL, ^^^, (supply JJI) ^L.-Jjj\ J5\^.
'JW» u'-^-? (^"pp^y ;' ^.)^J^)-

Copied A. H. 1202 (a.d. 1787, 1788), see No. 833
above and No. 839 below.

No. 1771, ff. 319, 11. 19 ; clear and distinct NastalSk, written

by the same hand as Nos. 1773 and 1774 (833 above); size,

Wj in. by 8j in.

837
Bilstan-i-Khayal.

The_^rs< Gulzdr of the second Gulshan of the second

Bahdr or first Gulistdn, corresponding to the sixth

volume of the whole work. Beginning : S\ u (js.^^

l^L^i-Li ^ ; « r». ^ J^ V^}-* Cf^ '^yj (^^^|•> ("^

Copied A. H. 1202 (a.d. 1787, 1788), sec the pre-

ceding copy.

No. 1772, ff. 148, 11. 19 ; clear and distinct Nasta'ltk, by the

same band as Nos. 1773, 1774, and 1771 1^833 and 836 above);

size, t2j in. by 8| in.
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838
BAstan-i-Khayal.

The second Guhdr of the second Gulshan of the second

Bahdr or first Gulistdn, corresponding to the seventh

volume of the whole work. It is incorrectly styled on

fol. I»: !-*liJjt-. ^y^^ jJLa., jl -JjJ jl^J jl ^y;^ jSJi

JLj>. J^^L^yt,, and s^UJjl. ^_^»...,/i ^y^ ^L-JJ; the same

wrong designation of
f.j-s--

^jli-llT is given to this copy

in the colophon. Another copy of the whole second

Gulshan of the second Bahar is noticed in J. Aumer,

p. 58 (No. 186). Beginning :

Copied A.H. ir r(i202?= A. d. 1787, 1788).

No. 1930, ff. 337,11- 16; clear and distinct Naatallk; size,

io|^ in. by 6J in.

839
Bustan-i-Khayal.

The first daflar or jild of the third BaMr or second

Gulistdn of the Bustan-i-Khayal, coiresponding to the

eighth volume of the whole work. This third Bahdr
(the largest of tlie three), which relates the adventures

of Sahib Kiran-i-Akbar Shahzada Mu'izz-aldin, Sahib

Kiran-i-A'zam Shahzada Khurshid Tajbaksh, and

Sahib Kiran-i-Asghar Shahzada Badr-i-munir, bears

the special title of Khurshidndma (s^Uju^-ijji), and is

subdivided into seven books {jjji or J-la.) or eight

volumes, the last two of which (the fourteenth and

fifteenth, together with the Khatimah) are missing in

this collection. This first daftar begins : . X»a ij\:i\

In 1. 6 this heading appears : f,y;r^ ^-v. d^ ^Jl:;—iijlcl

Jl j;;-!?XJ, ^jLi-ib ^^1 (Bodl. copy correctly j^Ljjr*).

Conclusion
;

^j\jJl.a\-^ JV»-' cHj' '^•'- lJ^ '^^ '^ u'

(read .>^) «j^ .^Xo |»Jj: -lij jj jjL-oi ^jl Ju^hLo • Ja.£l

Jl Jui. Ju»ljj>..

Dated the 7th of Muharram, a.h. 1202 (a. d. 1787,
Oct. 19).

No. 1770, ff. 388, 11. 19; clear and distinct Nastallk; size,

I2| in. by 8|in.

840
Bustan-i-Khay&l.

The second daftar or jild of the third Bahdr or second

Gulistdn, corresponding to the ninth volume of the

whole work (o.J jJl». *}—y-« JW» u'-^^-*^ M^-^' f>4J J>^

j^^-»-j jLjj jl). This second book has been supplemented

aiterwarda by an extensive appendix, subdivided into

two shatr ( -k-i>), or as the second British Museum copy

(Add. 24,935) calls them, satar (Ja^), and bearing the

special title of Shdhndma-i-Buzurg {w^\-> t-«Uj»Li.)

;

according to Rieu's copy this appendix is also designated

as jjji Jj-.^ , see the following two copies.

Beginning: . ^.j^. .yic jj.ljjk ^jZAi^^ ^ y»L»-,ujl x«j

Jlj ^.ViTvil i_.^l3 ^J^jr'- ^W-*^ (read cyl^JuJlj) iyLai\

No date.

No. 1933, ff. 367, 11. i6; clear and distinct Nasta'lik ; size,

I of in. by 6J in.

841
Bustan-i-Khayal.

The_;^r«< sJmfr of the preceding second daftar, forming,

as it seems, together with the following copy of the

second shatr, the tenth volume of the whole work. From
a colophon in the Bodleian copy it would appear as if

these two shatr, which now form together with the pre-

ceding copy a single daftar or jild, although two distinct

volumes, were originally meant to appear as third

daftar; in this way some of the conflicting statements

found in the Bodleian copy, the third British Museum
copy (Add. 4939), and our present copies might easily

be reconciled.

Beginning : jljU—< >-> :.

*
l ^jJ^s^Vs- j jw«Lsr* ^Jj>^

A » ,., . (_;£>.l cdIsJls* s-S oo-,l sj-JI (3-lli»- cjj ^ t. i_)L:La.

Jl JJ.UJ ^y Jj.

No date.

No. 159, ff. 338, 11. 16 ; clear and distinct Nasta'lik ; size,

io| in. by 6^ in.

842
Bustan-i-Khayal.

The second shatr of the preceding second daftar,

beginning : lO isJTp. s-*! .: al it i_)L::j jl (,jj j^^ J^'

Jl JM JJ-> LT^- 5^^" -i^J^*-

In the colophon the author makes this statement

(agreeing verbatim with that in the Bodleian copy) :

^ ju •]' \ -^ ^..^wMiuL-A (51-^--* b o\i^ o^y ^y-^

JLj». ijLl-^ i_)Lij ^^j-;-- jL^j Jl |»jjj j-L>. Jl j,jj ^^is-i,

J jjL-P |.1-^Lj

jJU.

j.LiL. ^^j:> jjU pLi ,lJj -j^ ^
Jl ^r^
Copied A.H. 1202 (a. D. 1787, 1788).

No. 1769, ff. 330, 11. 19; clear and distinct Nasta'lik, by the

same hand as Nos. 1 770-1 774 (833, 836, 837, and 839 above);

size, I2|iii. by 8^ in.

843
Bustan-i-Khayal.

The third daftar or jild of the third Bahdr, as it

seems, although both on fol. i'' and at the end it is

designated as second jild (a confusion, probably arising

from a similar mistake as that noted in No. 841), and
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therefore corresponding to the eleventh volume of the

whole work (which is missing in the Bodleian copy).

Beginning: »jp Oi-ilj. .LSI ^^^Li j .L^J>.1 u^jl; L^'

LoJ (j fS\ ^j|U-a-5ji.L« »-aJ> X)fJ)\ ^jl^i»».Lfl \jy^ »-j -iJl

Jl vik^ljjfc^. .

Copied A. H. 1 202 (a.d. 1787, 1788).

No. 1929, if. 205, II. 16; clear and diatinct Nasta'Uk; size,

ia| in. by 6 J in.

844
Bustan-i-Khayal.

The fourth daftar or jild of the third Bahar, cor-

responding to the twelfth volume of the whole work.

Beginning : j5 j^i jjl^ ^ijj ^^-»^ A-«-i< ^;jl~jl jjbj

In 1. 4 the author makes the following statement

:

jjl «J>*J w^-*^ •'^^'i/^ j-^ pj/^ ^ ^^^'^ further down :

Jlj^b i2)^:L.i.^ JUSj |.Uj Jjl jJls. ^ JjUJ^fi:^-^ J
^^jti*

^jJlJji^ Silj.4l-i.^;^l ijJ^i.^a.L> Jl^l_^. J »
••

.?. « JUi J

»jhj»Li. ii Jicl jjl^i.fj>.Lfl J^b ^^^«-«-ft (^^--x J^j jj*'^

Jl 5Jl.«I (»ii-> ii'la !»: J «_• i^fi.i'- -.Li JL.-Ju^^i.

In the colophon he says :

^f^-^
jJl». tS iXilj 41 > . U

JjUjiLi -«-ol ijLjLj^Lfl J]^l _;-> liiJ 5J
(T^-!^^ )W-! j'

Copied A. H. 1202 (a.d. 1787, 1788).

No. 1775, ff. 386, II. 19; large and distinct Nasta'Uk, by the

Bime hand as N08. 1769-1774(833,836, 837, 839, and 842 above);
size, 12^ in. by 8J in.

845
Bustan-i-Khayal.

The fifth daftar or jild of the third Bahdr, corre-

sponding to the thirteenth volume of the whole work.

Beginning: jajlj jL^li ^j^cy,.«ij» (^LJj A<.».jl Jou

Jl ijV^ SJj\Xi,. j\jj .

Colophon :
'JLJ>.

No. 1931, ff. 393, 11. 16; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

lo| in. by 6| in.

846
A large fragment of an anonjTnous Persian romance,

defective both at the beginning and end, with p. large

lacuna (comprising, according to the Arabic paging,

fifty-eight leaves) after fol. 22. On the back of the

binding it is styled ijjl^l ^^}^, hut on the last

page more con-ectly, as it seems, ajlj-Jl /«-^ ri^r^^

the second book of a novel, entitled Majma'-albada'i', or

the collection of wonderful and surprising things. At
the beginning seventeen leaves are missing, as the

Arabic paging shows. The style of this work is about
the same as in the preceding Bustan-i-Khayal, com-
bining heroic legends and fairy tales. The copy is a
correct and tolerably old one.

No. 2453, ff. 340, 11. 21 ; clear Nastaltk ; size, 9} in. by 7j in.

847

Ajib-alkisas (^jo-aill »_,.'«^).

A fairy tale, relating the adventures of an Indian

prince who is designated in many different ways (once,

for instance, JU^ i^JL^yi), and his love affairs with the

princess Badi'-aljamal, entirely different from the uli

JU-i^ (<tJJJ
J e)^l 1—j. (see Nos. 788-792 above).

Beginning: (i^LjU) uj^LjU ^jsr- ^jli-^. uy^j.^

^^.iJj tS o—l
^J^J\ fj^t^ ,_jijLi-..e

The title is distinctly given on fol. 7b, 1. 10. The
story is dedicated to the emperor Shah 'Alam (who
reigned A. H. 11 73-1 221= A. d. i 759-1806), see fol. 3b,

1. I : j^j . oJ.j sLj JLc jLl. The author's name

does not appear anywhere.

Copied at Lucknow during the wazirship of Nawwab
Asaf-aldaulah Bahadur, and finished the 25th of Jumada-
althani, A.H. 1209 (a.d. 1795, Jan. 17). Bibliotheca

Leydeniana.

No. 2462, ff. 152, II. 15 ; Nasta'Uk, rather difficult to read

through the absence of many diacritical points ; size, 9J in. by
64 in.

848
Kissa-i-Malik Muhammad u Shahrbanu (eLL. &Jl3

jjL^^r*-'j J'-*.*').

The romance of prince Malik !Muhammad and Shahr-

binu (according to the Bodleian Cat., No. 482, Sham-
shabanu), which was translated from Hindustani at the

request of the emperor Shah 'Alam, see here fol. 4'' sq.

Accoixling to the Bodleian copy the Persian translator's

name is Munshi Ghayilri ; Lachman Singh, who appears

here on fol. 4b, ig no doubt the author of the original.

According to the same copy the proper title of the

romance is Shu'la-i-dh (iTtiK-i.).

Beginning : ^^^^^ ^j{3 j j^Ij/^

d'
1 kiJU ^jSJ j^j^ ^^

Li, (.^lUo iJL-j1

No. 1481, ff. 1,52, 11. 9 ; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by si in.

849
Kissa-i-Bahramgur u Banui-Hasan (.jX.*!^. Llji

A Persian romance, the love-story of Bahramgilr and

the fair princess, the daughter of the king of the Peris.

Beginning : Xi jjLJ»^ j ,U I ^jiLsLi j ,Ui.l ^J^)ll
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A shorter version of the same story is noticed in W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 989, No. 12, in the first line.

Dated the 8th of Jumada-altlianl, a. h. 1198 (a. d.

1784, April 29).

No. 780, ff. 50, 11. 17; large and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

8| in. by sj in.

850

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. No date.

No. 1009, S. 58, U. 1 7 ; large and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, gj^ in.

by 6 in.

851

The same.

A much shorter version of the same story, beginning

:

j-i-i> ji jfJX-i ^j\-^ ji 6-J Jwil iijS OoU) rji'-
'*' j^^

~n ^ u.

Dated the 9th of Eamadan, A.H. 1184 (a.d. 1770,
December 27). Bibliotheca Leydeniana,

No. 2808, ff. 72-93, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk, mixed occasionally with

Shikasta ; size, 8f in. by 6| in.

852
Two Persian tales.

1. Story of Sultan Mahmud, who rambles in disguise

through the streets of his capital (.a.»-c* ^jLkL- Lis

sLiib ijyjs), on fol. 1^, beginning : jy. JjLc sLijb

2. The story of prince Juwanbakht (lOJ:'.^;!*.* Lis

sLIjLj), on fol. 14^ beginning: ^j^i^^ . .1

«

m\ fj'!i^\i

No date. Presented by Jn. Kneller, Esq., April 15,

1804.

No. 1723, ff. 112, U. II ; distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, 8 J in. by

i\ in.

853

The story of the king and the seven viziers, who,

under penalty of death, are ordered to state the hidden

meaning of certain trees with miraculous fruit, be-

ginning : Jj.--. \j ijb^.> CS^^-i- ;> W JJl SJ^jToolXa.

ly'

—

ij u' uVj' i
\ • tj..

*
iyj (j»b^ I *u.ji yi 'y^

sj^T ^jLi»,j^ (add ^jUaJu, or sLijU) (^j.. ,.v . .f, ^x.

Jl C«...,. ..
') *jl»-« W J.JJLBJ Ijjj J^^--_;J.

cj' J'>*''

No. 1627, ff. io6''-ii2'', 11. 13-14; careless Nasta'Uk; the last

leaf written by another hand in Naskhi, 11. 33 ; size, 9 in. by 4J in.

854

The story of Solomon and the Griffin, a Persian

romance in prose, by an anonymous author, beginning :

t
•

.•..,.:. I sjbjb JiJ—^, |_j^ j.^Llll 5-Jlc jjL».Jl-. tjjj^

Jl Jojy>. -

Numerous illustrations, almost on every page. No
date.

No. 1255, ff. 26, 11. 19 ; large and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

1 8^ in. by io| in.

855

Kissa-i-Parwarti u Narwarti (iJjjy j l/iJ/?/
'' "*)

The story of Narwarti and Parwarti, a Persian

romance by Lala Ranjit, beginning : -tli ^_,.,L»1 IjlJ.Ijl*

Jl 5-iib jy^ ^y° ^ ^.r"^- •^W^ J ij^y^*

No date. Purchased at Haidarabad.

No. 1369, ff. 42, II. 19; Shikasta ; size, 8^ in. by 6 in.

856

A short fragment of a story of an Indian Rajah

(^yU^». jl j,U &5) in Calicut (ejj^Tsl^), at the time of

the prophet Muhammad, beginning : ojU.

J-»^ jJ jj 41)1 J^--^ J «%•

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2566, ff. 92-95, II. 8 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 6| in.

857

Hikayat-i-duzd u kadi (,e^lj j jjj e>olXj>.).

The humorous story of the thief and the judge, edited

at Tahran, 1845; comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 490 and

491 ; Rieu ii. p. 773'' ; W. Pertsch, p. 26, and Berlin

Cat., p. 1 1 7 (No. 6), Beginning : ^jbj^ Jol sj^ooly

No date.

No. 1741, ff. i-io, 11. 13-16 ; Shikasta ; size, 8} in. by 5I in.

858

Kissa-i-Tamim AnsarJ ((^Lajl _^ Lis).

The story of Hadrat Tamim Ansari, who lived under

the Khalif 'Umar, beginning : cyUJli^ .^^ ^1 Cxw,-jJ«.jO
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In the following copy it is ascribed to 'Ali Muham-
mad. Copied for Mr. Richard Johnson, by Muhammad
Kafi'.

No. 910, <f. 33, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

859

Collection of tales and historical sketches.

This copy contains :

A. A main part on ff. i*-7o*, consisting of

—

1. Ff. i''-i6": Kissa-i-Tamim Ansari, identical with

that in the preceding copy, but styled on the fly-leaf

i^[jj.^, or 'story of a woman soliciting justice of the

Khalif 'Umar,' by 'Ali Muhammad. Keginning, on

i": ,.) . .: «Cll ,-H>' cjj< ,J iS jJl sj,,l^^^ .jJl

\1^ j^

fol. I": ^^^.^r^'jW

2. Ff. 1 7"-63'" : Bakhtyanmma, in a similar redaction

as No. 475, 3, in the Bodleian Cat. (col. 436), but

divided into ten babs, like the enlarged version, No.

476, I, in the same Cat. It was edited by Sir W.
Ouseley, text and translation, London, 1 801. Beginning,

on fol. 17": jlJjb L^lsS ^jA sJjljo . . . . 4JJ A*Ji

1 uLaLijL)

J iSjS I fT . Kj. ^^.L>^ .J

1^ J 1^
^jUU, U jol

J! 5j51i 4 Jac j jIj b jy. »Lljb _«* _,bj ^j ii

.

3. Ff. 64"-70''> : Fathnama, that is, Sultan Muham-
mad Ill's campaign against Hungary in A. h. 1005

(a.d. 1596, 1597), identical with the ' Fathnama-i-

Khunkar-i-Rum' in No. 572 above. It is translated

from Turkish, see the title here : e^j^-<L». 5_«buar^
»-»^t/^

Jl V Jj^- ^ <:i) J^y^ &L^ 5L1J ^iojb).
i
Beginning: j i^JLJl j jJlj_c ^^ 5lyaJ il ^ J' . v

As date (probably of composition) appears at the end

A. H. 1012 (a.d. 1603, 1604).

B. An appendix, by two different hands, on ff. 71*-

79", consisting of

—

^
4. Ff. 7i''-77a: Account of the district of ^^^^

tjdgir, that is, Oodagherry in Telingana.

5. Ff. 780-79'' : A short account of Dhundia Wagh,

or as he is called here, Dhunduji Wagh (^Jl, ^^sJyAi),

the famous freebooter of Mysore, who was at last subju-

gated and killed by the English in 1800, see Beale,

Oriental Biogr. Diet., p. 81.

No. 3063, ff. 79, U. 13 (on ff. 71-77, 11. 9-10); written by
three different hands, the greater part in Na^ikhl, mixed with

Shikasta ; size, 8 in. by 5| in.

IND. OFF.

^ crir*' i w^

B. POETRY.

I. Epic, Lyric, and Didactic Poetry.

Poets who died between a. h. 400 and 500.

1. Firdausi and Imitators (Nos. 860-801).

a. Copies of the Shdhiidma with tlie older pre/ace.

860
Shahnama (5_«b-4Li.).

Firdausi's great epic poem, ' the book of kings,'

in four books, preceded by the older preface, anterior

to the so-called Baisunghari recension, and designated

by Mold (i. p. xv) as 'preface No. II;' see Rieu ii.

P- 534'' ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 732 sq.; Bodleian

Cat., No. 497; Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 169; J. Aumer,

p. 6 (where it is wrongly ascribed to Baisunghar), etc.

This preface has been translated by M. de Wallenbourg

in his ' Notice sur le Shahname,' Vienna, 18 10, and

begins here, on fol. i^ :

^J\
o Ujljii >.« ,.>j,jI

First book
(
Jjl jJl».) of the poem, on fol. 6'>, beginning:

and going down to Bahram's death.

Second book (|^jJ J^); o" fol. iSi*", beginning :

and concluding with Isfandiyar's message of victory to

his father Gushtasp.

Third book {^y^ jJt*)i on fol. 290^, beginning :

and ending with the accession of Nushirwan.

Fourth book (|^L^.» jJLa.), on fol. 407^, beginning

exactly as the second book and comprising the rest of

the poem.

Firdausi (Abu-alkasim Hasan or Mansur) was born

about A.H. 321 or 322 (a.d. 933 or 934) in Shadab,

near "Tds, completed the Shahnama, according to the

usual statement, a. h. 400 (a. d. 1009, loio), according

to a rare epilogue, found only in one copy of the British

Museum (Rieu. ii. p. 535*) and in No. 878 below, already

A.H. 389 (a. d. 999), and according to some verses in

the same copy of the British Museum, even as early as

A.H. 384 (a.d. 994), and died a. h. 411 (a.d. 1020;
other dates of liis death are A.H. 4i6^a. d. 1025, and
A.H. 421= A.D. 1030); comp. on the poet's biography

and special incidents of his life, besides the Catalogues

mentioned above, W. Pertsch, p. 68 ; G. Fliigel i. p.

492 sq. ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 405 sq. ; Ouseley,

Biogr. Notices, pp. 54-99 ; Ethe, Firdusi als Lyriker,

in Sitzungsberichte der bayr. Academie, philos.-philol.

Classe, 1872, pp. 275-304, and 1873, pp. 623--653 ; *A
Sketch of the Life and Writings of Ferdusi,' London,

1876; and Ethe, Die hofische und romantische Poesie

der Perser, Hamburg, 1887, p. 25 sq. Best te.\t

editions by Turner Macan, in 4 vols., Calcutta, 1829 (of

the earlier Calcutta edition of 181 1, by Lumsden, only

N n
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one volumehas appeared), reproduced in the lithogra])lied

eastern texts of Bombay, 1849 and 1856, Cawnpore, 1874,
Tahran, A. H. 1245 and 1267, etc.; J. Mohl (\vitli a

complete prose translation in French), Paris, 1838-

1878; and J. A.Vullers, Leyden, 1877-1884. Parts of

the poem have been published in J. Atkinson's Soohrab,

a poem (Persian and English), Calcutta, 18 14; VuUers,

Chrestomathia Shahnamiana, Bonn, 1833 ; H.S.Jarrett,

Selections from the Shah Namah, Calcutta, 1880; I.

Pizzi, Antologia Firdusiiina, second edition, Leipzig,

1891 ; in various Persian Chrestomathies, for instance,

Spiegel (Leipzig, 1846), Pizzi (Manuale della lingua

Persiana, Leipzig, 1883, and Chrestomathie Persane,

Turin, 1889), and others, and in Salemann und Shu-
kovski, Persische Grammatik, Berlin, 1889; compare
also Zenker, No. 526 sq., and ii. 489 sq. Chief trans-

lations by Champion (the first eight books), 1788; St.

Weston, Episodes from the Shah Nameh, 1815 ; J.

Gorres, Das Heldenbuch von Iran, 2 vols., Berlin, 1820;
Starkenfels, Key-Kawus in Masenderan, Vienna, 1841

;

Er. V. Schack, Heldensagen, third edition, 3 vols.,

Stuttgart, 1877 ; J. Mohl, Le livre des rois, traduit et

commente, public par Mme. Mohl, Paris, 1876-1878;
H. Zimmern, The Epic of Kings, London, 1882 ; S.

Kobiuson, Persian Poetry for English Readers, 1883

(pp. 5—102) ; I. Pizzi, II libro dei re, poema epico, in

8 vols., Turin, 1886-1 888 (the only complete transla-

tion in verse that exists of Firdausi's epopee in any
European language, except the Turkish version of Sharif,

see Rieu, p. 1 52 sq.) ; Fr. Riickert, Firdosi's Konigsliuch,

aus dem Nachlass herausgegeben von E. A. Bayer, Sage
i-xiii, Berlin, 1890; and ' Rostem und Suhrab' im
Nibelungenmass, ein Fragment mitgeteilt von E. Bayer
in ' Zeitschrift fiir vergl. Litteraturgeschichte, etc.,'

Berlin, 1891, pp. 322-342. On the question of the

origin of certain parts of the poem, see Ntildeke's

'Persische Studien II,' Sitzungsberichte der kais. Acad,
der Wissenschaften in "Wien, 1892, vol. 126.

The present copy was transcribed by Muhammad
Hafiz Cishti. Book I is dated A. h. 1007, first of

Ramadan (a. D. 1599, March 28); Book II, a.h. 1007,
tlie 18th of ShavFwal (a. d. 1599, May 14); Book III

has no date; Book IV is dated A.h. 1008, the i6th of

Eajab (a. d. 1600, Febr. i). Fol. 421 (frf according

to the Arabic paging) is left blank. Many small

blanks besides.

No. 2118, ff. 522, 4 coll., each 11. 25; small, but very ne.it

and clear Nasta'llk ; splendid illuininations on the first two pages
of each book; size, Ijf in. by 10^ in.

861
Another copy of the same.

Contents

:

The older preface on fol. i^", beginning as in the

preceding copy.

Genealogical index of all the Persian kings, quoted
by Firdausi, on fol. 7".

Another genealogical index in verse ( .jV- - - e*--^
»_i>Lij»Li), on fol. 9".

Alphabetical index of the Pahlawi (and other un-
common) words, used by Firdausi in his epopee, on
fol. 10^

The poem itself is divided into two halves, viz.

:

First liolf, on fol. 12'', beginning: ^jU>. jj.lj.i». |,Lu>

Second half, on fol. 3 1 8'', beginning with Gushtasp's

reign : Jl cj^ ^,,j^\j^ ib V ^_^V-:Ju5y>..

The first half is dated by Hafiz Ahmad bin Muham-
mad the 23rd of Ramadan, a.h. 1009 (a. d. 1601,

March 28); the second is not dated.

No. 118, ff. 596, 4 coll., each 11. 25; Nasta'llk; vignettes on

ff. I*, 12", and 318*; illuminated frontispieces on ff. i'', 12'', and
SIS'" ;

pictures on ff. 338", 365", and 430''. Part of ff. 58", 79",

102'', and 180'' left blank; many headings and single verses

missing or injured ; ff. 487 and 556 supplied by a more modern
hand; size, 13! in. by 9I in.

862

Another copy of the first half of the poem.

This copy, with the older preface on fol. l'', contains

only the first half respectively the first two books of

the Shahnama ; Book I begins on fol. 8'', Book II on

fol. 163^; the first goes down to Afrasiyab's hearing

of the flight of the Iranians ; the second to Arjasp's

death by the hand of Isfaudiyar. All the rest of tlie

poem is wanting. No date. The copyist was Mu-

hammad Fadil, known as l5jJj-J J-r;j}/— ' ,5^ Vsti\. A
few various readings on the margin.

No. 3267, olim 11. J. 6, ff. 325, 4 coll., each 11. 25; good
and clear Nasta'llk ; size, 1 if in. by 6f in.

b. Copies of the Shdhndma icith the Bdisunghari

preface.

863
Shahnama.
The Baisunghari preface (dated a.h. 829=a.d. 1426,

see on the rather fictitious character of the same, and
the whole question of the so-called Baisunghari recension,

the excellent remarks of M. James Darmesteter in the

Revue Critique,' October 20, 1890, pp. 215 and 216),

on ff. j^-13'^, beginning: JlJL^ sJ »j ^jl i^-i"' ^Li:l»1

Jl JU5^ JjiU At the end: Lty^ji\ i_a.L_ijJl e>JIj

'(^:,,.;Lo.

This preface is designated by Mohl as ' preface No. I,'

and is printed with a few omissions in Macau's Intro-

duction to the Shahnama, pp. 11 -61

Beginning of the poem, on fol. 13*' : ^jLa. jojljii ^Lj

The Shahnama is divided into two parts, the second

of which begins with Luhrasp's reign (headed : i^Lii

8-.U i.^*—]^), on fol. 270'' : oi^^ Qi ... .". :
'. i_~-];4J ^

jlj . This splendid copy was made by Hasan bin
i
Muhammad Ahsan and finished at Shiraz the i8th of

Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 967 (a. b. 1560, August 10) ; it was
given as a present to Kasimbeg the 1 st of Dhu-alhijjah,
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A. H. 971 (a. d. 1564, July 11), according to a note on
fol. 1".

Xo. 133, ff. 538, 4 coll., each 11. 35 ; excellent Nasta'llk ;

ff. l'' and 2" gorgeously illuminated in gold and blue arabewjues,

mixed with a variety of other colours ; similar illuminations and
an excellent frontispiece on ff. 370'' and 371"; all the headings
throughout neatly embellished ; well-executed pictures on ff. 5",

I6^ 32", 54*, 76'', 96', 113'', I27^ ijo"", 184'', 20,^", 227\ 250*,

270!', 371", 304», 33i\ 349>', 372\ 389", 418'', 44 5^ 483*, and
519" ; size, 14^ in. by 8|in.

864
The same.

The Baisunghari preface begins here as in the pre-

ceding copy, and is concluded by a short chronological

index and list of kings.

Beginning of the poem, on fol. 1 2''. It is divided into

four books; Book I ends with Rustam's return from

Turkistan and Afrasiyab's flight ; Book II, beginning

on fol. 2001*, with Gushtasp's accession ; Book III,

beginning on fol. 31,51', goes down to the accession of

Niishirwan ; and Book IV, beginning on fol. 461b, com-

prises the rest. Dated by Majd-aldin bin Ibrahim

Hafiz, A. H. 1012, the 29th of Muharram (a. d. 1603,

July 9).

No. 3340, olim 11. .T. 7, ff. 586, 4 coll., each 11. 25; small

Nasta'llk; illuminated frontispieces on ff. i*" and IJ*"; adorned

headings on ff. 200'' and 31,5''. Small pictures on ff. 15", ij*", 17",

19", 2\^, 42", 48'', 50", .';5",'65'', 73'', 77'', 92^ io6'>, I2o^ 134",

149", I,s6", 158'', 164" i8o'', 190", 198', 300", 212'', 214", 243^
354', 267\ 279°, 280'', 296^ 297", 3I5^ 325^ 333", 332^ 333^
334^ 337% 353". 35.^". 358^ 37°°. 37'". 377". 385'. 388", 393".

395^ 399^ 4'0", 418", 420^ 422", 424", 425^ 429% 435", 439^
46o\ 489", 494^ 5i6», .:i34^ .S52^ 561", 563", 57^^ S76^ 583«,

aud 585'' ; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

865
The same.

The Baisunghari preface, on fol. i*. Beginning of the

poem, on fol. 1 o^. It is divided into four books, which

agree in tlieir contents entirely with those in the pre-

ceding copj', except that Books II and III (beginning

on fol. 144'') are not separated hei'e. Book IV begins

on fol. 338b. Small blanks on many pages, apparently

left for the insertion of headings or pictures. Book I

(Jjl a1j»-) is dated A. h. i i i i, the i6th of Safar (called

here the 44th year of 'Alamgir's reign)= A. D. 1699,

August 13 ; Book IV, the 8th of Dhu-alhijjah, in the

same yeur=A. d. 1700, May 27, by Muhammad Hisari.

The first two leaves are supplied by another hand,

perhaps by Warren Hastings, whose name appears at

the top of the preface.

No. 3259, olim n. J. 5, ff. 437, 4 coll., each 11. s.i, and a
fifth on the nuirgin, 11. 40; Nasta'Uk ; size, 1 1| in. by 7jin.

866
The same.

The Baisunghari preface, on fol. i^. Beginning of the

poem, on fol. 15^. No subdivision into books. This

copy was made for J. H. Peile, Esq., of the Madras

Civil Service (^Ll* iHj ,.iUj ^^..^U. J-^-j j:!—^), at

Seringapatan (jj,JLil ^•- ; Ul... ..j ^Jjiojj^), and is

dated a. h. 1220, the 26th of Muharram (a. d. 1805,

April 26). It was presented by Mr. Peile to the Library

on the 1 9th of September, 1 8 1 8.

No. 32.5.5, olim II. J. 3, ff. 543, 4 coll., each U. 31 ; large

and clear Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispieces on ff. I** and 1
5°

;

size, I4j in. by 8J in.

867
The same.

An extremely splendid and magnificent copy of the

Shahnama, in two volumes, with a beautiful eastern

binding ; written by liidayat-allah of Shiraz, but not

dated.

The Baisunghari preface begins here, on fol. 2*', thus :

^^jjf" jU-iI JaJ Jo»l i_i.o ji ij\

The full text of the satire against Sultan Mahmfid is

found here on fol. 9** sq.

Beginning of the first volume, on fol. 1
3h

; of the

second volume, on fol. 344'', with Luhrasp's accession

:

d
I ^U ' jj c>.~ : 'W J^-
Nos. 741 and 742, ff. 668, 4 coll., each 11. 35; excellent

Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispieces on ff. 2'', I3^ an I 344'' ; the

whole copy luxuriously embellished throughout ; full-size pictures

onff. i^, 2", 40', 94'', 140'', i85\ 3I5», 232", 252^326^ 355', 385'',

412'', and 539''; size, 16 in. by 10 in.

868
The same.

The Baisunghari preface, beginning here with the

same verses as in No. 704 of W. Pertsch's Berlin Cat.

(P- 735)
'

^ ^
'

This beautiful copy is divided into two halves, the first

of which begins on fol. 10'', the second on fol. 332'', with

the accession of Luhiasp. No date.

No. 1256, ff. 622, 4 coll., each 11. 25; excellent Nastallk;
illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of the preface and of

both halves of the poem ; the first four pages luxuriously em-
bellished, on the first two a long inscription as heading of the

whole work
;
pictures on ff. 13*, 29*, 42'', 52\ 57'', 70'', 79*, 102'',

I2o^ I38^ 150'', l7,s^ i86% i89», l96^ 207", 22o^ 233^ 276^
32I^ 361', 384'', 42I^46o'•, 496'',529*, 553*, and 580" ; size, I7in.

by loj in.

869

A slightly defective copy of the same.

The Baisunghari preface breaks off on fol. 10'', in

consequence of a lacuna after fol. 10, through wliich

also the beginning of the poem is missing. The last

words of the preface correspond to No. 3259 (865

in this Cat.), fol. 8^, 1. 5, middle ; the first words of

the poem, on fol. 1 1», elljujLj jj-i ^j ^j^^ ^_^ > to fol.

10'', 1. 7, on the margin of the same copy. The poem
is divided into fotir hooks; Book II begins, on fol. 201*',

with the story of Bizhan
(^J^.) ; Book HI, on fol. 3iol>,

with Luhrasp's accession; Book IV, on fol. 470'', with

the reign of Nushirwan. All the larger headings are

N n 2
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left blank throughout ; some smaller blanks besides.

Ff. 586-589 are turned upside down. This defective

copy, somewhat injured in the beginning too, was
finished in the month Dhd-alhijjah, A.h. 987 (a.d. 1580,

January-February).

No. 841, tf. 596, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; Na«ta'llk j the first two
pages embelliahed ; size, I if in. by 7| in,

870
Another more defective and incomplete copy of the

same.

A large lacuna in the Baisun<;hari preface after fol. 2,

corresponding to fol. 3", 1. 12—fol. lol", 1. 9 in No. 3255
(866 in this Cat.) ; at the end of the preface the genea-

logical list of kings in inathnawi-baits (see No. 861

above). Beginning of the poem, on fol. 5". It consists

here of three bdbs only, and goes down to the death of

Faramurz, the son of Rustam ; all the rest of the poem
is wanting. Bookll begins, on fol. 3 14b, with Gushtasp's

accession ; Book III, on fol. 368^", with the story of

Faramurz. No date.

No. 3263, olim u. J. 2, flF. 456, 4 coll., each 11. 25-31 ;

Nasta'lik ; illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each book

;

pictures (some of which are full-sized'! on ff. 47''. 76"-, Sg*", 113",

I3o^ 149'', I55«, I96^ 2i2», 2I6^ 241^ 25.5^ 288'', 318*, 322'',

326^ 330>', 334", 343'', 353", 356^ and 398"; size, is|in. by
10^ in.

871

Dibaca-i-Shahnama (s-cLLaLi ta.Ljj).

Another copy of the Baisunghari preface, beginning :

jJI JUi J-»l J^J o 5J jr ^j-x^ T-^-:^, and ending

with the short chronological list of the Pishdadian,

Kayanian, Ashkanian, and Sasanian kings of Persia.

No date.

No. 3056, ff. 44-66, 11. II ; Nasta'lik ; size, S\ in. by 6f in.

0. Copies of tJie Shdhndma with another preface.

872
Sh^hnama.
This copy has the same preface as Add. 27,302 in

the British Museum (Rieu ii. p. 536^) and No. 497 in

the Bodleian Cat., which begins tims : ,AjL:l-. • > ,-^

>JI vo—1 cJ^*^ J-* j^ ij\si>. o J»} tc \j i^ljLi. j^ , and

contains a legendary biography of Firdausi, with a
short genealogical account at the end. Tlie poem is,

as in many of the preceding copies, divided into four
books. Book I, on fol. 9^; II, on fol. 192''; III, on fol.

223b; IV, on fol. 452*>. The first book goes down to

Rustam's slaying the diw Akwan (see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 500), the second to Kuhram's falling into the hand
of Isfandiyar, and the thiixl to the beginning of Niisiiir-

wan's reign ; the fourth comprises the rest. Many
headings are left blank. Ff. i and 8 are supplied by
another hand. This copy was finished in Ramadan,
A.H. 991 (a.d. 1583, September-October).

No. 453, ff. 576, 4 coll. (except the last two pages which have
only two), each U. 25 ; small Nasta'lik ; illuminated frontispiece

at the beginning of each book ; size, 9 in. by 55 in.

873
The same.

The same preface as in the preceding copy

:

Jl U>ljj> * ,^Li.«> J , with the short genealogical

account at the end. The first 6 J lines of this i)reface

are repeated on ff. 6^ and 7*.

Beginning of the poem, on fol. 7''. No subdivision

into books ;" the copy is slightly injured in several

places, especially towards the end.

Dated by Adina of Bukhara, a.h. 1008, the loth of

Sha'ban (a. d. 1600, February 25), at Samarkand.

No. 301, ff. 375, 4 coll., each 11. 35 ; excellent Nasta'lik;

vignettes 011 ff. i' and 6'; illuminated frontispieces on ff. 1^ and
7*"; ff. 6'' and 7" splendidly embellished; pictures on ff. 51'',

52'', 68*, 73*, gi"", 97», 100", 103'', 122", 135'', 136'', 142", legS
18^^, 186", 192% 223", 229", 237'', 247°, 269i>, 28I^ 297*, 349",

and 370'' ; size, 14J in. by 9 in.

874
Tiie same.

The same preface. Beginning of the poem on fol. 6'',

No subdivision into books. !Many pages are rather

effaced, others slightly injured at the inner corners.

The date cannot be deciphered either ; the copyist's

name was Haidar Kuli of Harat.

No. 3265, olim 11. J. i, ff. 610, 4 coll., each II. 25;
Naista'llk ; the first two pages splendidly adorned ; an illuminated

frontispiece besides on fol. 6''; large pictures on ff. 9'', 15'', 24'',

29^34^65^ 74^77^84^97^Io6^ 116', 129^13S^ i.^9», 179*,

i88\ 198", 201", 213"', 238'', 32s*, 340", sei", 374", 386', 391",

454°. 4.i9'. 4fi4^ 48°'. 523^ .S35', 564'. 573^ 5'^2^ 602". 6o6^
and 609" ; size, 14J- in. by 9 in.

d. Copies of tlie Shdhndma willwut any preface.

875
Shahnama.
This copy, which is dated by Ya'kilb bin Ishak a.h.

1009, loth of Rabi'-alawwal (a.d. 1600. September 19),

is divided into two halves, the first beginning on fol. i'',

the second on fol. 270^, with Luhrasp's accession:

Jl jlj lo-i'^ '-« ~ '•->. k_^-Jr«-! ,j_j^-

No. 315, ff. 510, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; clear and distinct

Nasta'lik; rich illuminations on ff. i", i*", and 2", and an illu-

minated irontispiece besides at the beginning of the second half

;

size, I3|in. by 8f in.

876
The same.

A beautiful copy, without any subdivision, dated

A.H. 1012, 1st of Ramadan (a.d. 1604, February 2).

No. 966, ff. 523, 4 coll., each 11. 25; clear N.asta'llk;

splendid frontispieces and other illuminations on ff. i"* and 2*;

pictures on ff. 4^ 8", I4^ 18", 26", 33^ 44°, 45", ,H4^ 56% 57*,

62", 63", 64\ 66', 68', 71", 74", 77^ 79", 88», 97", iio», II3^

I27^ I45», 147", I57^ ^69^ I7I^ 177", i8o«, I86^ 189", I97^
200'', 212'', 216", 229", 232'', 243'', 254*, 269*, 275*, 277', 279*,

297', ioT. .^'4', i^^\ 323^ 335". 358'. 360'', 37"^ 378^ 389".

403^ 408", 428^ 453'', 475", and 505*; size, 14J in. by 9} in.
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877
The same.

Another good copy of the Shahnarna, with excellent

and numerous marginal notes and various readings,

which give quite an exceptional value to it. It is

divided into two daftars, the second of which begins,

on fol. 271^, after Bahrani's death, with the struggle

between Rustam and Kamus

:

comp. No. 860 above.

The first daftar was finished a.h. 1053, last of Mu-
harram (a.d. 1643, April 20); the second, the 25th of

Eabi'-alakhar in the same year (a. d. 1643, J"ly iS)-

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2564, ff. 434, 4 coll., each II. 25 ; Nasta'ltk, mixed with
Shikasta; illuminated frontispiece on fol. 271''; fol. 136 partly

effaced ; size, 1
1
J in. by 7 1 in.

878
The same.

This copy, which is not dated, is likewise divided into

two halves, the first on ff. i''-305'^, the second beginning,

on fol. 3071", with Gushtasp's accession

:

Fol. 306 is left blank ; there seem also to be small

lacunas after if. 241, 243, 586, and 587, as the catch-

words do not agree with the beginning of the first line

in the next pages.

This copy contains the very rare epilogue, quoted in

Rieu ii. p. 535" (see No. 860 above), and beginning here

:

bJTp. ^jli-ub (Rieu (jf,.^-,!) i^yy>\ Jui j-»

in which as date of completion for the Shahnama A. h.

389 (a.d. 999) is given: (read b) \S iXsji-t, JL. ^
This copy was transcribed by MahdJ 'Ali Kashmiri

;

it may belong to the tenth centuiy of the Hijrah.

No. 2593, ff. 602, 4 coll., each 11. 23 ; small, but clear

Nasta'lik, the first two pages splendidly illuminated ; a portion

of the text at the top of the last two leaves torn away ; size, 9A in

.

by si in.

879
The same.

Tills copy is likewise divided into tvio hrilvea, the

.second of which begins, on fol. 292'>', with Luhrasp's

accession :

^1 :>Li. ^• -V yr
see N0S.863, 867-869, and 875 above. All the headings

throughout are left blank. No date. Bound together

with this MS. is a letter of W. Jones to Richard Johnson,

to whom this copy once belonged and who had lent it

to Mr. Jones.

No. 165, ff. 626, 4 coll., each 11. 21; clear Nasta'lik; illu-

niiniited frontispiece ; the first two pages richly adorned ; size,

iijin. by 7! in.

880
The same.

Good copy, slightly injui-ed in several places. No
subdivision ; no date.

No. 3254, olim 11. J. 4, fl'. 371, 4 coll., each 11. 25; the

first two passes luxuriously a^lorned
;
pictures on ff. 29'', 37'', 40'',

7^'', 89^ q8\ no", Il6^ 130", l38^ I45^J5o'', leS'', 172*, 176',

182'', 187'', i92», 198% l99^ 202", 205*, 2Il^ 2I6^ 2i8«, 225*,

230'', 23i«, 233'', 243^ 253'', 255\ 260'', 270'', 27a* 274*, 28l«,

284", 288", 392», 294«, 29S», 30o», 317*, 324^ 341*, 343*, 347'',

and 359*'; size, lajin. by tjin.

881

An incomplete copy of tlie same.

This copy breaks off in the story of Khusrau Piirwiz
;

the last verse : ^

corresponds to fol. 576^, first line, in No. 118 (861 in

this Cat.). Many small injuries throughout.

No. 119, ff. 554, 4 coll., each 11. 25; Nasta'lik; a Ti|;nette

on fol. I* ; ff. i' and 2« luxuriously illuminated ; at the beginning
and end of the M.S. two large pictures; size, 13I in. by 8j in.

e. AhriikjTnents of tlie Slidhndma and other works

relating to the poem.

882

Intlkhab-i-Shahiuima (i-.L:jkLi (_>Li^').

A kind of abridgment of the Shahnama, with the

above title given to it in the colophon on fol. 207* ; it

or ' selec-may perhaps be identical with the

tions from the Shahnama,' made by the poet Khwajah
Mas'ud bin Sa'd bin Salman, who died a. h. 525
(a.d. 1 131), see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 406, and No.
908 in this Cat.; but this copy is unfortunately iu

such an extremely bad stjite, defective at the beginning,

with a very large lacuna after fol. 8, and so severely

injured throughout, that it is impossible to give any
more detailed account of its chanicter or purpose.

There is scarcely one leaf undamaged, whole portions

of many pages are torn away (particularly in the begin-

ning), and where catch-words are found, they seldom

agree with the initial verse of the following page. On
fol. 207", where the title occurs, the copy apparently

concludes and is dated by Asad-allah, a.h. 945, month
of Rabi'-alawwal (a.d. 1538, August); but on ff. 207''

and 208" again some extracts from the Shahnama are

found, and on the latter page, written by another hand,

is another colophon, dated a. h. 966, 1 8th of Jumada-
alawwal (a. d. 1559, February 26).

No. 2454, ff. 208, 4 coll., e:ich II. 28; Nasta'lik; ff. 33 and
208 written by other hands ; size, io| in. by 6j in.

883

Muntakhab-i-Shahnama (^.^LiALi ^_>a" ''*).

This is the oldest copy iu the India Office Collection

of the well-known extracts from the Shahnama, com-
piled with a connecting narrative in prose by Tawak-
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kulbeg bin Tulakbeg (according to one copy in the

Britisli Museum, Tuwakkul Muhammad bin Tulak

Muhammad al-Husaini), an officer of the prince Dara

Shukuh, at the request of the governor of Ghazna,

Shamshirkhan, comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 504 ; Rieu ii.

P- 539 sq. ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 740 ; A. F.

Mehren, p. 540 ; Mohl, Le livre des rois, vol. i, preface,

p. Ixxix, etc. Unfortunately this copy is very illegible

in many places, as a great number of different hands

have been engaged in transcribing the MS.

Beginning : e:j,<i-»^ iqljI 4 : « 1 t^LJ j ooIa-j

'^r^^
j.l4il dl;jljl

The date of composition, viz. a. h. 1063 (26th year

of Shahjahan's reign= A. d. 1653), appears here on fol.

1^,1. 3 ab infra; the name of the author on fol. 2", 1. 2,

and that of the governor, Shamshirkhan, on fol. 2», 1. 5.

As title is given here, besides the n-tL^aLi t.^^^^,

both on fol. 21", 1. 6, and in the colophon, s-oLjiU. t^\^

(see Rieu, loc. cit.). The usual title, (^L^lXJ^ <r>j^

^U>,..?. . .ti, is not found in this copy. At the end of

Ardashir's reign, on ff. i68*-i7ib, the usual additions,

list of the Sasanian kings, biography of FirdausS, and

the satire against Sultan Mahmud. Dated the 25th of

Safarinthe 46th year of 'Alamgir'sreign (= a.h. 1114,

A.D. 1702, July 21). Bibliotheca Leydeniana; a former

owner was Robert Watherston.

This work was translated into English by J. Atkinson,

in 'The Shahnamah of Firdausi,' London, 1832. An
abridged translation of the same in rekhta verse, styled

•y^y" LtLutXJ^, was made by Mulcand Munshi of

Lakhnau, who lived in Dihli, and dedicated his work
to tlie Sultan of Dihli, Shah Abu Nasr Akbarshah (i. e.

Akbar II, who reigned a.h. 122I-i253=a.d. 1806-

1837), A. H. 1225 (a. B. 1 8 10), according to the chrono-

gram ^^ ulj^_J> tls (in a copy of this book in No.

3128 of the India Office Collection, fol. 6'>, 11. 7 and 8,

and fol. 35 1^ 11. 5 and 6, comp. Garciu de Tassy, Histoire

de la litt^rature Hindouie etc., 2nd ed., ii. p. 586 sq.,

and A. Spreuger, Catal., p. 627, where the wrong date,

1220, is given; printed Calcutta, 1846; lithogiaphed

at Dihli and Kanpur, A. h. 1268, also at Lakhnau).

No. 2755, fF. 171, 11. 14-21 ; written by at least half-a-dozen

hands in various styles of careless Nasta'llk and Shikaata ; size,

9i '1- by 6i in-

884

Another copy of the same.

This copy, the colophon of which styles the work

^U^ ; .?. . .'. i-ijy, is dated the 3rd of Rajab in the

first year of the reign of Rafi'-aljalalat (pi-obably meant
for Rafi'-aldarajat, who reigned about three months
between Farrukhsiyar and Muhammadshah, a. h. 1131
=A. D. 1719, May 22), by Sayyid Nur Muhammad.
Beginning as in the preceding copy. The extracts end
on fol. 215'' and are followed on the remaining pages

by the usual additions.

No. 1578, ft'. 219, II. 19 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8-| in, by 4I in.

885
The same.

Beginning as usual. The title, j-«L;^Li >_*jr^-^, ap-

pears on fol. 2", 1. 9, but at the top of fol. i" and in the

colophon the book is designated as i_>^»r^-^ i_jLJ tSJ

5_«LL4Li or simply i_>L.l JIJ. The extracts end on fol.

267'', followed by the usual additions. Dated by
Muti'-allah Cishti alrashidi aljaunpiiri, A. H. 11 70, 9th

of Shawwal (a. d. 1757, June 27). From the library

of Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2361, ff. 274, II. 15 ; Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta ; worm-
eaten throughout; size, 7jin. by 4jin.

886
The same.

Beginning :

Jl j,l4il i!iJKjljl ,_/iJ^ e*^^j j^^l^.;>^lj l^^;-«J•

The date of composition is here (on fol. i^, 1. 8)

wrongly given as a.h. 1061 instead of 1063, although

it is distinctly stated that it was the 26th year of

Shahjahan's reign. The title, ^Ij^ >.t » H (^LiiJj i>j^,

appears on fol. 3", first line. Copied in the fifth year

of Shah 'Alum's reign (= A.H. ii77,a.i). 1763, 1764).

No. 175, ff. 296, 11. 16; large and distinct Nasta'lik; illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 1 1 ° in. by 6| in.

887
The same.

Beginning : mj,.n-> w. oj\ a : ; 1 ijU.? . ^.l»J\JL<J Jl*j»

j\ (jSJ^La. jV"-^ SJ^-^ 5-J 1) ^J-^y^^ '-r'-^^i l.5^r^

Dated the 5th of Jumada-althani, a.h. 1186 (a. d.

1 772, September 3) ; the right order of if. 283-286 is :

283, 285, 284, and 286.

No. 66, ff. 304, 11. 13; Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by 5} in.

888
The same.

Another very modern copy, transcribed (according to

a note on the fly-leaf at the end of the MS.) by Hasan
JIuhammad in the present century. The extracts end

on fol. 195", followed by the usual additions. This

copy was sent to the Imperial Exhibition at Paris for

works of art and industry by the Punjab Committee at

Lahore ; it was received into the Library from Dr.

Royle, July 1856.

No. 3227, ff. 198, 11. 17; splendid Nasta'llk; many blanks left,

probably for the insertion of illustrations ; size, 1 1 in. by 6j in.

889
The same.

The beginning of this copy differs in the first four

and a half lines from the usual text : ^JiJ.Lo j o*^^--^

Jl, but from the fifth line onwards it agrees verbatim

with that of the preceding copies : ij:*Jblj i^X-'^ iS . . . .

•Jl J5lj>.l< •- 1 * -^ »Lo., corresponding to fol. 2", 1. 7 sq.
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in No. 175 (886 in this Cat.). Author's name and date

of composition are missing in this preface, but the

governor's name, Shiimshirlthan, and the title, ^.j^

^Ufc^^wJL^ tjLLxJj, appear here on ff. i'>, last line, 2",

first line, and 2*', last line. No date. Tlie copy was

transcribed by Hafiz Yar Muhammad and Hafiz Mu-
hammad Muriid.

No. 117, ff. 302, II. 13 ; Nasta'lik, all the margius throughout

embellished with gold arabesques ; size, %\ in. by 4^ in.

890

A defective copy of the same.

Some leaves are missing at the beginning of this

copy; the first words, on fol. i", ^|— 9I j .Ujj j ^Sjy,

Jl Xtoi, correspond to No. 175 (886 in this Cat.), fol.

3*, 1. 10 second hemistich. No date. On the fly-leaf

the incorrect title, ^^..^iji t_a ; ,n ' 5...1J j. . g*, is given

to this work.

No. 92, ff. 198, II. 14-20 ; written very unequally and some-

times almost illegibly by different hands in various kinds of

Nasta'lik and Shikasta; size, 9 in. by 5 in.

891

.Usr^Ganinama dar hall-i-lughat-i-Shahnama ( .j 5_«\

A special dictionary for Firdausl's Shahniima, com-
piled at the request of Rida Kulibeg, with tlie epithet

Niknamkhan (see fol. 3=^, II. 8 and 9), by 'Ali almakki

Ibn Taifur albistami (see fol. 3^, 1. 10), and completed

the 7th of Jumada-althanl, A. h. 1079 (a. D. 1668,

November 12). It is arranged alphabetically accord-

ing to the finl and second letters, and begins on fol.

9» with jLil. All introduction orjlcl precedes the

dictionary, and is subdivided into the following three

paragraphs (^jv-^)

:

uW-. y

Sj\, on fol. 4*'.

2. v1a«.,i

3

on fol. 7a.

Beginning (as in Firdausl's poem)

<^h uMi

J , on fol. s*".

J^j

;>.

j.jXj J t-J:.jJ.j| y/- o/- j/^ J c;W -^j'- .lj->

This copy was made a short time after the com-
jdetion of the work in the same year, 1079, by Ibn
Rahmat-allah alhusaini Ibrahim, and finished the 14th

of Shawwal (a. d. 1669, March 17). It belonged for-

merly to Robert Ireland, Fort William in Bengal

(1781). There is another entry on the fly-leaf: the

1 6th June, 1773, Calcutta, and the book is called there

»^l.L»Li oajlj , and ' A definition of many hard phrases

made use of in the Shahnama.'

No. 1798, ff. 205, 11. 15 ; Shikasta; illuminated frontispiece ;

size, llj in. by 6| in.

892

Fihrist-i-Shahnama (j_.L:j»Li. eu-u^).

A curious composition in form of a kasidah, with the

same rhyme in 1 running through the whole l)ook, giving

a versified index of the contents of tlie .Shahnama, com-

piled by Sliirin Parand (jJ^^ tj^j^) 'or '^'^ ^^^ °^ *»

better recollection of the principal incidents in Firdaiisi's

masterpiece.

It opens with a ruba i, beginning thus

:

i >.IJlJ] (..aLljkLjL)
o"-

This copy is defective, going down only to the end

of Kaikliusrau's reign.

Copied A. H. 1166 (a. D. 1753), according to a note

on fol. !'.

No. 1990, ff. 22, 2 coll., each 11. 12 ; Naatallk, much damaged

and many lines almoiit effaced ; size, 8 j in. by 45- in.

f. Imitations of the SMhndma.

893

Garshaspnama (j..*lJi_>^LiJ).

The exploits of Garshasp, ])rince of Sistan and ancestor

of the chief hero of Firdausl's poem, Rustam, the oldest

epopee composed in imitation of the Shahnama, and

generally ascribed to the poet Asadi, Firdausl's teacher;

but since all the copies of this rather rare raathnawi

give unanimously as date of completion a. h. 458 (a. d.

1066), see here fol. 284*, 1. 16, and old Asadi died in

the reign of Sultan Mas'iidbin Mahmud(A.H. 421-432=
A.D. 1 030- 1 040), i.e. at least twenty-six or twenty-seven

years before the composition of the Garshaspnama, the

latter must needs be the work of a later author, who most

likely was 'Ali bin Ahmad al-Asadi al-fusi, with the two

Kunyas Abii-alhasan .and. Abu-almansiir, the son of the

older Asadi ; see on this intricate question Dr. Ethe,

'Ueber persischeTenzonen,' in 'Abhandlungen des fiinften

Intemationalen Orientalisten-Congresses zu Berlin,

1881 ;' Zweiter Theil, erste Hiilfte, p. 64 sq., and the

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 507 and 508 ; conip. also Rieu iii.

p. 1088*'; Mohl's preface to the ' Livre des rois,' and

Turner Macan's edition of the Shahnama, vol. iv, ap-

pendix, pp. 2 109-2
1 33, where a portion of the text

of the Garshaspnama is published. Besides the two
Bodleian copies and the Paris copy there are also

recently four new ones added to the collection of the

British Museum (Or. 2780, 2878, 2926, and 2976).

Beginning of the poem :

'J t;^'

According to the last verse but one it contains 9000
baits (see the same statement in Elliott 141 of the

Bodleian Library, whereas Elliott 140 of the same
collection gives 10,000). Copied A. h. 1003 (a.d. 1594,

'595)- This copy is in a very precarious state; many
leaves are extremely injured and damaged by worms

;

there are besides many small blanks and omissions.

Some leaves are misplaced, but as most of the catch-
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words are missing, we can set right only S. 168-177,

the proper order of which is: 168, 176, i7o~i75> 1^9)

and 177.

No. 276, ff. 285, 2 coll., each 11. 19 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by

4j in.

894

Jahangirnama (5_«lJ^-JCil4».).

Another of the older imitations of the Shahnama, by

au anonymous author, celebrating the life and adventures

of Kustani's sou Jahangir, who, like his unfoitunate

brother Suhrab, engages in a fight with his father,

without knowing him, until at lust father and sou

recognise each other. Beginning :

On fol. lb the poem is styled : . -Cu ^.^ {jliM.lj jLcT

5.^L1j3>Lw 5J &.«li f^j cH-

Very probably it is found like the Garshaspnama, the

Samnama and others, interpolated in some copies of the

Shahnama. Dated A. h. 1112, 29th of Dhu-alhijjah

(a.d. 1701, June 6), at Akbarabad.

No. 628, ff. 166, 2 coll., each 11. 16-32, written very un-

equally in different kinds of Shikasta ; size, 9 in. by ji in.

895
Futuh-alsalatin {^j^)L^\ ^yj)-

A poetical history of the rulers of India from the rise

of the Ghaznawide dynasty to a. h. 750 (a.d. 1349,

1350), the date of this composition (see fol. 333^ 1. 8),

by 'Isarai (^i^s-), see fol. 2il>, 1. 3 ab infra ; fol. 25*,

1. 7 ; fol. 331'', 1. 13 and the colophon. This imitation

of Firdausi's Shahnama, whicli is styled ^^^L-JI ^y^
(see fol. 331'^, 1. 4) and is mentioned by the author of

the Tabakat-i-Akl)ari as one of his authorities (compare

Eieu i. p. 220), was dedicated by the poet, who is

probably identical with Khwajah 'Abd Malik 'Isami,

mentioned by A. Spreuger, Catal., p. 81, to 'Ala-aldun-

yah wa aldin Abu al-Muzaffar Bahmanshah Sultan (see

fol. i8» sq.), that is, 'Ala-aldin Hasun, the first Bah-
manl king of the Dakhan, who, according to the state-

ment here, assumed sovereignty in A.h. 7 48= a.d. 1347
(see fol. 299^, but compare No. 449 in this Cat.).

A complete index of the contents is given on ff. 1-13.

Beginning of the poem, on fol. 14'':

uU^Tjli s-olj IjcjI x:_Li

A short account of the old Persian kings, on fol. 27a.

Rise of Islam and story of Muhammad, on fol. 28^.

Rise of the Ghaznawide dynasty, on fol. 29^.

General account of Indian rulers, on fol. 30".

Beginning of the main portion of the poem with the
birth of Sultan Mahmud of Gliazna, on fol. 31".

Death of Mahmud and reign of his successors, on
foL 46* sq.

History of the house of Ghur, on fol. 58* sq.; followed
in a more detailed manner by that of the Slave kings,

the house of Khilji, and the house of Tughluk.
Beginning of 'Ala-aldin Hasan Bahmani's reign, on

fol. 299".

Many pages are spoiled by worms ; half of fol. 267 is

torn away, half of fol. 327 left blank, and parts of

verses occasionally omitted. No date. Tenth century
of the Hijrah. This copy belonged formerly to Charl.

Boddam (Calcutta, May ist).

No. 3089, ff. 333, 2 coll., each 11. 19; small but distinct

Natita'llk ; size, 7^ in. by 4I in.

896
Khawarnama (s_»Li,.U>.).

The exploits of 'Ali and his companions, a mathnawi
composed in imitation of the Shahnama by Muhammad
bin Husam-aldin of Khusaf in Kuhistan, usually called

Ibn Husam, with the epithet of ^LS iV-j-M '^^^ second

Firdausi,' a. h. 830 (a. d. 1427), see fol. 183", 1. 8. It

is generally styled 5_«Lj,.U>., but the poet himself calls

it here (fol. 183", 1. 9) iu.LvJK)U>.. According to the

colophon it is also sometimes designated by the simple

title s-«UALi ; compare Bodleian Cat., No. 512 ; Rieu ii,

p. 642 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 432 ; G. Fliigel ii. p. 450,
and Haft Iklim, No. 826 (col. 437 in this Cat). Tlie

poet died a.h. 875 (a.d. 1470) according to Taki
Kashi (other, less correct, dates are A. h. 892, see H.
Khalfa iii. p. 129, and 893, see Habib-alsiyar, vol. iii.

Juz 3, p. 336). The introduction, found in the Bodleian

copy, is missing in all the copies of this collection.

Beginning of the poem :

Dated a.h. 965, month of Jumada-alawwal (a.d.

1 558, February-March), by Mahmud bin'Abd-alrahmau.

Worm-eaten in many places. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

A translation of this epopee in Dakhni verses was made
by a poet with the takhallus Eustami, who excelled

both in Persian and Dakhni ])oetry, for Khadijah Sultan

Shahrbanu, the sister of Sultan 'Abdallah Kutbsh&h
(who ascended the throne of Gulkundah a.h. 1035^
A. D. 1626, see No. 464 in this Cat.), the wife of Abu
Mansur Sultan Muhammad 'Adilshah bin Ibrahimshah
(who reigned a.h. 1037-1067, a.d. 1627-1656, see

Nos. 454 and 455 in this Cat.), and the mother of

Maiisiir Bakhtiyar (a coi)y of this translation with
gorgeous illustrations is preserved in No. 834 of the

India Office Collection).

No. 2557, ff. 184, 4 centre-coll., each 11. 20 (except ff. i and
2, with U. 25 in a page), and from fol. 3' on a fifth column on the
margin, 11. 44 ; Nasta'lik, by three different hands ; size, io| in.

by OJin.

897
Another copy of the same.

This most magnificent copy of the Khawarnama is

about 200 years old (undated) and illustrated with 156
gorgeous pictures, most of them nearly full-sized, in

the richest variety of colours.

Beginning as usual

:

(^Ixi. j.Lj -i_j ^jijij ^^^
One leaf is missing between ff. 206 and 207 (the lacuna

corresponding to fol. 104", margin-column, 1. i2 ab
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infra, to fol. 104'', margin-column, 1. 5 in the preceding

copy). On one of the fly-leaves at the end of the MS.
a Persian note, written by 'Ali Ibrahlmkhan in 1789,
gives the title and author's name of this poem, fixes

correctly his death in a. h. 875, in the reign of Shaikh
'Umar Mirza ibn Amir Timiir, and alleges two pecu-

liar reasons why it was styled «_«Ljj.L», viz. (i) be-

cause (jKjLifc is a place in Khurasan, and the author,

Ibn Husam, lived in Khurasan, namely in Kuhistan

;

(2) because ij\))^ means ' east and west ' (ij^ . j * -),

and the wonderful exploits of the hero of this poem are

said to have taken place in the west {\.,jJt^) ! He further

states, that this poem is especially renowned in Isfahan

and Khurasan, although the stories related are devoid

of historical truth, that it contains 23,735 haifs and

157 illustrations on 362 folios. He adds, that it must
have been copied for a king or Amir. An English

translation of this Persian note by H. T. Prinsep, Esq.,

is affixed to a fly-leaf in the beginning of the MS.
Another English note, but by a different hand and
without signature, is stuck to one of the fly-leaves at

the end, and runs thus :

' I am not skilful in ascertaining the age and value

of a Persian manuscript, but I should think, as well

from the handwriting as from the pictures, that this co])y

was made in the north of India, and not in Persia, and
that the artists were natives of India who have taken

old Persian paintings for their models. I should there-

lore place this MS. in the third or fourth rank as a

mere work of art. But it appears, from the little that

I have had time to look into, to be very correct, and
the handwriting is very distinct, which give it ad-

ditional value : and I have no doubt but it was made
with great care and a vast expense. I know nothing

of the character of the work ; for this is the first copy
I have ever met with : nor have I found any reference to

the author in otiier works. He has used the measure
and seems to have copied the style of FirdusI in his

celebrnted Shah-Numah, but I am not sufficiently ac-

quailited with the two works to make any further

comparison.'

No. 3443, ff. 361, 4 coll., each U. 19; large and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; each column is separated from the other by a large

gold stripe; splendid frontispieces on ff. i"" and 35''; ff. i*", 2*,

35^ and 36' richly illuminated
;
pictures on tf. 4', 7', 8", 1 2*, 13*,

14'', ic,\ i;"", 19*, 23', 26°, 28", 29", 30^ 32^ 35*, 37*, 39* 4i»,

43*. 46". 47^ 49*. 51'. .'i2^ 54^ 57^ .59''. 62*, 6^\ 66* 69^ 73",

7.S*. 77". 79^ 81*, 82^ 84*, 85^ sy, 89', 9o^ 93*, 94^ 96^ 99*,
102', 104'', Io7^ no», US'", US'", ii8«, lai', 123'', ij;", 128'',

I3o^ I32^ 136*, 138*, 140'', 142*, 14.;*, 146'', I47^ 150*, 152'',

'54''. iS^*", 159", i6i», 163% I64^ 166"", 168", 170', ^72^ I74^
176", 178", 180*, 184'', 187", I90», 192'', J94^ 198'', 301'', 204*,

206", 208", 210*, 312', 21S», 316'', 219*, 223'', 326'', 338*, 330*,

^3I^ 233^ 236^ 2.^7^ 24< 243*. 345*, 347', 349*, 351s 253^
253\ 254*1 2.s8*, 261", 263*, 264*, 367*, 370*, 273'', 375*, 379',

383", 385'', 287'>, 288'', 290', 293'', 396*, 398'', 301'!, 304", 306',

309', 3I3^ 3I3^ 3I6^ 3l8^ 32I^ 334«, 327*, 330", 331', 332^
3.H". 336^ 339*. 34i*. 346". 348*. 35i*. 358*. 359", and 361*;
solid eastern binding; size, I3|in. by lof in.

898
A defective copy of the same.

Beginning as usual. No date. This copy is in a

Very bad state, worm-eaten and damaged in many
IND. OFF.

places ; there are besides several lacunas and misplaced
leaves, for instance, the proper order of ff. 183-202 is

:

183, 196, 197, 195, 201, 194, 200, 198, 199, 202 ;the
intervening leavts 184-193 are not quite consecutive,

185-192 and 184 and 193 respectively belong together,

but between both these series there are lacunas.

No. 658, ff. 536, 3 coll., 11. 16-33; written very unequally
by different hands in various styles of Nasta'Uk ; size, 8 j in. by

4i in.

899
A short fragment of the same.

Part of the episode of Gulandam's deliverance, from
the Khawarnania, agreeing in substance, but not in

wording, with fol. 118 sq. in No. 2557 (896 in this Cat.).

It contains only six leaves and is incomplete at the end.

Heading: ^Ijjl JJ ^JJu _Cli ,^^ 'XjjjJ.,.-*. ^\

'1; o^\ _
Beginning: Jl jL« 0}-t-^ « e.. a t •

'. J'-^-oj* >?••

Last verse

:

^ ^
jlJ-«UjX»» >«! "

. (_r^J/^ ~ jjij U'ijry U^>*-i-"t/^-

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2486, ff. 195-aoo, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size,

8| in. by 4I in.

900
Hamla-i-Haidari ((^x-jfc JJu*-).

Another imitation of the Shahnama, in the form of a

poetical biography of Muhammad and 'Ali, a kind of

rhymed paraphrase of Mu'in-almiskin's it,,. : II p-j^-«-»

(Nos. 138-144 in this Cat.), by Muhammad liafi'khan,

with the takhallus Badhil, who died a.h. 1123 (a. D.

171 1), but left the work unfinished, which was com-
pleted twelve years p,fter, a.h. 1135 (a. d. 1723), by
Najaf, who added an older poem on the same subject,

by Sayyid Abu Talib of Isfahan, to the end of Badhil's

epopee, see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 390 (Khulasat-alkal&m,

Nos. 9 and 10), 518 and 519; Rieu ii. p. 704; A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 368 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p.

533, and Mohl, preface to the 'Livre des rois,' p. Ixxvii

note. It must not be confounded with another quite

modern epopee of the same title, (jfjJ^-s^
'^ •", ^^d in

the same metre, composed by Mulla Bamiin'Ali Kirmini,

with the takhallus Eaji, a.h. 1220 (a. d. 1805), and
lithographed in Bombay, a. h. 1264, etc. ; see Rieu, loc.

cit. ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 540, and W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 534. According to the last-named Catal., the

original work of Badhil was concluded in a.h. 1119
(a. D. 1707, 1708), after fifty years' labour. It has

been lithographed in Lucknow, a. h. 1267.

The poem is divided here into two parts, the Jirst

beginning, on fol. i*":

the second, on fol. 147''

:

o o
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The first heading in the second part is : ^W* ci^^^^'-*

This copy is larger than Ouseley 357 in the Bodleian

Library (Bodleian Cat., loc. cit.), the last chapter of

that copy being found here on fol. 283'^. Copied by

Muhammad A'zam bin Muhammad Sadik. No date.

No. 139, ff. 346, 4 coll., each 11. 20 ; excellent Nasta'Uk
;

illuminated frontispieces on ff. i'' and 147'' ; size, 12 in. by •ji
in.

901
Shahinshahnama (i^LLaLi-jLiLi).

One of the most modern imitations of the Shahnama
in honour of the exploits of Fath 'Ali Shah, king of

Persia (a. h. i2I2-iz50=a. d. 1797-1834), by the poet

laureate Fath 'Ali Khan Kashi, with the takhallus §aba
(who died, according to Eieu iii. p. 1082'", and Schefer,

Ambassade au Kharezm, a.h. I238=a.d. 1822, 1823),

see Bodl. Cat., No. 520 ; G. Flugel i. p. 603 ; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 957 ; Fundgruben des Orients, vi, Heft
iv. p. 34 1 sq. ; and Wiener Jahrbucher, Anzeigeblatt,

vol. 6, p. 29 sq.; vol. 7, pp. 273 and 281 ; vol. 9, p. i

sq. ; vol. 17, p. 32 sq. ; vol. 18, p. 44 sq. ; and vol. 70,

p. 71.

Introduction by the author, on ff. i*>-9b, beginning :

LS^ ^-^3 ^y^ J" j\ L5^- ly*-*^ <Sf-^. ciJ* v::*--**

Beginning of the epopee, on fol. 10''

:

This most superb and splendidly executed copy was
made by order of Fath 'Ali Shah himself, and finished

by the transcriber, Mahdi alhusaini alfarahanl, the

Katib of the royal residence, the first of Kajab, A. h.

1225 (a. D. 1 810, August 2). Received from Comm.
of Corresp., 28th March, 1816.

No. 3442, -ff. 451, 4 coll., each 11. 20; excellent Nasta'Uk;
gorgeous frontispieces on ff. i'', 10'', and ii*"; ff. i'', 2", lo*", and
II" magnificently illuminated ; smaller illuminations on ff. 313',

314", and the last two pages; very fine pictures on ff. 28", 32*,

37', 44^ 56", 64'', 78^ SS", 97^ 102% no*, iii% na", 113' 114",

II5^ 1I6^ I3o^ I45^ I6o^ 153I', ^66^ 201% 2I2^ 2l8^ 235",

3.^9". 245". 263°, 280', 3I7^ 339«, 343\ 354", 382', 387^ i%<)\
and 396'' ; splendid eastern binding with flowers ; size, 1 5| in. by
i.)\ in.

2. Poets contemporary with and subsequent

to Firdausi.

902
Dlwan-i-Farrukhi (^_Jj ^jJ^j).
The very rare diwan of the court-poet of Sultan

Mahmiid of Ghazna, Ustad Abu-alhasan 'Ali bin Julii'

(or Kulu') Farrukhi, a native of Sistan, whose death is

fixed by Taki Kashi in a.h. 470 (a. d. 1077, 1078) ;

see A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 3, No. 22, and 15, No. 3

;

compare besides Atashkada, No. 198 (Bodleian Cat., col.

269, where a work on poetry and rhetorical art, )jl ,~-,v

ii^l, is ascribed to him) ; Khulasat-alafkar, No. 207
(ib., col. 309, where he is called a pupil of 'Uusuri, the

y^

king of poets at Sultan Mahmud's court) ; Makhzan-
alghara'ib, No. 1839 (ib., col. 358); Haft Iklim, No. 302
(col. 399 in this Cat.), and Bodleian Cat, col. 823.

But a much earlier and^as it seems—more correct

date for his demise is given in Rida Kulikhan's very

reliable work, the Ls-^J"' (*-*^' ^°^" '• P- 4-39' ^i^- ^- ^•

429 (a. D. 1037, 1038); see also Schefer, Chrestomathie

Persane, vol. ii. pp. 242-246, and pp. rfv-ror, where a

few select poems in Persian text ai-e given. There are

two other complete copies of this diwan in the Britisli

Museum (Or. 2945 and 3246). The present copy is

unfortunately much damaged, whole portions of the

first thirteen leaves having been torn away. The diwan
consists chiefly of kasldas and tarji'bands, with a few

kit'as and ruba is at the end.

Beginning: Jl sUj jU.«U x-j: o> .,;

4

' r^j

•

The second hemistich of this initial bait is partly

destroyed.

The second kasidah, on fol. 2*, alludes to Sultan

Mahmud's conquest of Kanniij, viz.

:

jl-iir* .V t
-g* ^^j> »>. : : 1 lyJ^J

^I2i -als ^y*^ CjJjJ
ii>-*-^

^1 j^yjl ^jij^. o
No date.

No. 1841, ff. 200, 2 coll., each U. 22-23; Nasta'Uk; size,

S J in. by 5 in.

903
Diwan-i-Nasir-i-Khusrau (ji;—* r^ ^Jl^J*)•

The diwan or rather one of the diwans of Abd Mu'in

Nasir bin Khusrau, with the takhallus Hujjat, who
was born in Kubadiyan near Balkh, a. h. 394, Dhu-
alka'dah (a. d. 1004, August-September), and died in

Yumgan a.h. 481 (a. d. 1088); see on the life and
works of this truly wonderful man, whose real character

has so long been shrouded in mystery, and whose very

identity with the author of the Safarnama has been

hotly disputed until a very recent date, especially

Fagnan, Note sur Nafir ibn Khosrou (Journal Asiatique,

vii s6rie, tome 13, 1879, pp. 164-168); Rieu i. pp.

379-381, and iii. p. 1086''; Schefer, Sefer Nameh,
Paris, 1 88 1, Introduction; and Ethe, Nasir bin Khus-
raus Leben, Denken und Dichten (compare Haft Iklim,

No. 863, col. 441 in this Cat.), and Die mystische, didak-

tische und lyrische Poesie, etc. der Perser, Hamburg,
1 888, pp. 1 3-1 9. Copies of this diwan are described in

A. Spreuger, Catal., p. 428 ; G. Flugel i. p. 496, and W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 741; there are also two copies

lately added to the British Museum Collection (Or. 2845
and 3323); large extracts are found in the Butkhana
(Bodleian Cat., No. 366, ff. 36^-66b), and a peculiar

tasmi|, in the Daka'ik-alash'ar (ib.. No. 1333, col. 802);

a lithographed edition appeared in Tabriz, a.h. 1280.

Selections from Nasir's diwan, with Gennan metrical

translation, have been edited by Ethe in the Gottinger

Nachrichten, 1882, pp. 124-152, and in the Zeitschrift

der D. M. G., vol. 36, pp. 478-508 ; one poem of his

has also been published by W. Shukowskij in Sapisski,

iv. pp. 386-393, 1890. Other works of the poet are:
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(1) the Eushanainiima, see below, No. 904; (2) the

Sa'Sdatn/ima (edited by Fagnan in tlie ZeitBclirift, vol.

34, pp. 643-674 ; compare also Dr. Teufel's critical

remarks on it, ib., vol. 36, pp. 106-114); (3) the

Safarn4ma (edited with French translation and valuable

notes by Sthefer, Paris, 1881 ; see also A. R. Fuller in

the Journal of the Roy. Asiat. Society, 1872, pp. 142-

1 64 ; and Guy Le Strange, Nasir-i-Khusrau, Diary of

a Journey through Syria and Palestine, London, Palest.

Pilgrims' Text Soc, 1888); (4) the Zad-alrausafirin (here

styled in the very short biographical introduction jU

il- \l), which is in the private collection of M. Schefer

(comp. his Chrestomathie Persane, vol. i, Paris, 1883,

J). 182); (5 and 6) the ^^JJ1 !j>-j i_>bS^ and the i^V;S

^JLsP^^ J~Ji (ib., p. Ill), neither of which seems to

be extant now.

Beginning of the present copy, on fol. 97*"

:

This diwan, which forms the sixth and last part of a

very old and precious collection of Persian diwans,

formerly belonging to Shah Isma'il Safawi and bearing

his seal in many places (see W. Morley, p. 7, note i),

was copied A. h. 714 in Dhu-alka'dah=A. d. 1315,
February, by 'Abd-almu'min al'alawi-alkashi (the other

five diwans are those of Amir Mn'izzi, Athir-aldin

Akhsikati, Adib Sabir, Nizam-aldin Mahmud Karaar

Isfahan!, and Shams-aldin Mahmud al-Tabasl). It is

unfortunately greatly damaged in many places and

particularly towards the end.

No. 132, ff. 97-1 12,6 coll., each U. 40 ; written in a very

peculiar and Btriking style of Nasklil ; small illuinin.ited frontis-

piece on fol. 97'', and a vignette on fol. 97* ; miniature paintings

of a rather funny character throughout ; size, 1 6| in. by 11 in.

904

Eiishana'itiama (8-«L5^jL:-i.j,).

The oldest didactic mathnawi of the Persians, 'the

book of enlightenment,' by the same Nasir bin Khusrau

;

it has been edited with German metrical translation and
an introduction by Ethe in the Zeitschrlft der D. M. G.,

vol. 33, 1879, pp. 645-665, and vol. 34, 1880, pp.
428-464 and 617-642 (compare Dr. Teufel's critical

remarks on it, ib., vol. 36, pp. 96-106) ; the other four

copies of this poem are in Gotha (W. Pertsch, p. 13),

Lej-den (Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 107), and
Palis (No. 781, A. du suppl., and in the private col-

lection of M. Schefer) ; as date of composition appears
in the Gotha codex, a. h. 420 (a. d. 1029), in the other

three a.h. 343 (a. d. 954, 955), and in the present copy
on fol. 57I',

1. 7, A.H. 323 (a. D. 935); the correct date

seems to be a.h. 440 or 441 (a. d. 1048-1050), see

Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. 34, p. 638, note 5.

Beginning

:

corresponding to v. 163 in Ethe's edition (the 162 verses

of the introduction are wanting here as in all copies

except that of Gotha). Dated A. h. 1061 (a.d. 1651).

No. 1430, ff. .^6''-S4'', 2 coll., each 11. 12; Urge and clear

Nasta'lik ; size, io| in. by C in.

905
Diwan-i-Abu-alfaraj Runi (^Jj. r-/^^' y^ u!)^'*)'

Lyrical poems by Abu-alfaraj bin Mas'ud al-Riini,

who was born in Lahur (see the Haft Iklim, No. 358),

and flourished in the reigns of Sultan Ibrahim of

Ghazna (a.h. 45I-492=a. d. 1059-1099) and his sou

and successor Sultan Mas'ud III (a.h. 492-5o8=A. D.

1099-11 14), to both of whom he addressed panegyrics.

He is not to bS confounded with an older poet, Abfi-

alfaraj Sijzi, who was attached to the court of the Amir
Abu 'All Simjur, the governor of Khurasan under the

Samanides (see Haft Iklini, No. 303), and whose pupil

'Unsurl was. The usual dates, assigned to Abii-alfaraj

Runt's death, viz. a.h. 482 or 489 (a. d. 1089 or 1096),

cannot be authentic, as the poet styles Sultan Mas'ud

III, the reigning sovereign in various kasldas ; compare
Bodleian Cat., Nos. 366 (Butkhiina, No. i), 523, and

1333 (col. 823) ; Rieu ii. p. 547, and A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 308. This diwan, which is incomplete at the end,

contains chiefly kasidas, with a few ghazals, kit'as, and
rubais.

Beginning

:

e*ij» (in other copies vliiT) »Li>ib ^_^ j , oJjj j^ts"

The copy breaks off on fol. 429''; fi'. 43o'>-432

contain a short extract from Sa'di's Bustan, written by
another hand. Dated by 'Abd-alrakib the 24th of

Shawwal, A.H. 1069 (a.d. 1659, J'^'y iS)-

No. 328, fiF. 37S-432, 2 coll., each 11. 18; clear Nasta'lik;

size, lOj in. by 5^ in.

toeU who died between a.h. 500 and 600.

906
Ruba'iyyat-i-'Umar Khayyam {XLja. j^s- eyLIcb .).

The quatrains of the famous astronomer, mathema-
tician, and freethinker, Maulana Abu-alfath 'TJmar bin

Ibrahim al-Khayyam (or al-Khayyaml), whose death is

generally fixed in A. h. 517 (a. d. i 123), see the fullest

account of his life and the tendencies of his poetry in

Whinfield's Introduction to his edition of 'The Quatrains

of Omar Khayyam,' and C. J. Pickering, ' Uraar of

Nishapur,' in the National Review, 1890, December;
corap. also Meinsma, Omar Chajjam van Nishapoer
etc. in De Gids, 1891, iii. pp. 504-535. Other
copies are found in the Bodleian Library (Bodleiaa

Cat., Nos. 524 and 525), the British Museum (Rieu ii.

p. 546), in Gotha (W. Pertsch, p. 25),Berlin (\V. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 86), Vienna (G.Flugel i.p. 496), Calcutta,

(Asiatic Society, No. 1548), Paris (two MSS.), and
Cambridge; see also A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 464; Garcin

de Tassy in Journal Asiatique, 5® s^rie, vol. ix. p. 548,
etc. Eastern editions : Calcutta, a. h. 1252 (a.d. 1836);
Tahran, a.h. 1278 (a.d. 186 1, 1862), and Lucknow, 1878
and 1 883 ; also a fragmentary edition (containing sixty-

002
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two riiba'is) by H. Blochmann. European editions by
J. B. Nicolas (a reprint of the Tahran text with French

translation), Paris, 1867; by E. H. Whinfield (with

English metrical translation), London, 1883 ; and by

the Oriental Faculty of the University of St. Petersburg,

1888 (lithographed after a copy made a. h. 1285 by
Mir Husain in Tabriz). English translations (without

the text) by E. Fitzgerald, London, 1859, 1868, 1872,

1879, and 1890; E. H. Whinfield, London, 1882 ; J.

Leslie Garner, Milwaukee, 1888; McCarthy (selections

in prose), London, 1889 ; also some selections in verse

in the appendix to the ' Dialogue of the Gulshan-i-Raz,'

London, 1887. German translations in verse by A. F.

(Schack, Stuttgart, 1878, and by Bodenstedt, Breslau,

1881.

The present copy begins with a short biographical

.Ul;
.^

"J f"^J-*^ Ijjj^UX
notice of the poet : UXil isLLo ^^y^.

,j W ... <« L«jJ) Ojli ,j '»-»-Lc 4jjl

Beginning of the first ruba i (the same as the initial

poem in Bodl. 367)

:

'-• ' . 1
. , .1 * r^ \^*t SJL»4.Mi &,_k.^kMi (^1

(=No. 488 in Whinfield's edition).

The third ruba'i is identical with the initial one in

Kieu's first copy

;

(=No. I in Whinfield).

This modern copy, dated i8ii, contains 512 ruba'is

in alpliabetical order, except the first.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2420, ff. 212-364, 5 ruba'is in a page; distinct Nasta'Uk
;

size, 9^ in. by 6 in.

907
Another copy of the same.

The same short biographical notice as in the pre-

ceding copy ; beginning of the ruba'is on fol. 159", also

the same. No date. This copy contains 362 ruba'is in

alphabetical order, except the first.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2486, ff. 158-194, 5 ruba'is in a page; Nasta'llk ; size,

^ in. by 5 in.

908

ul>J->Diwan-i-Mas'ud-i-Sa'd-i-Salman (xx^ i,

cJ^
«

' ")•_

A slightly defective copy of the lyrical poems of

Sa'd-aldaulah Mas'ud bin Sa'd bin Salman, who was
born in Hamadan, according to 'Aufi and the Haft
Iklim (No. 1032, col. 454 in this Cat.), where a bait

of his in corroboration of this statement is quoted.

Rieu, on the other hand (ii. p. 548), cites two other

baits to show that his native place was Ghaziia. He
died probably a.h. 525 (a. d. 1131), according to others

A. H. 515 (a. B. 1 121). Besides his Persian diwan be
wrote two others, an Arabic and a Hindustani one,

compare Bodleian Cat., No. 526 ; Butkhana, No. 4
(ib., col. 197), and Daka'ik-alash'ar (ib., col. 822); A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 485, and Journal of the Asiat. Soc.

of Bengal, vol. xxii, p. 442sq.; see also Journal Asiatique,

56 strie, vol. ii (1853), P- 35^ sq., and J. Aumer, p. 8.

Contents

:

Kasidas, kit'as, and ghazals, all mixed together, de-
fective in the beginning.

The first bait, on fol. !", runs thus :

jw5 (^X> Jsli. «>-*J >."*».)1 %ij.

Ruba'is, on fol. 245^, beginning:

\Ju, ijyJ^

1)^ o;r^-

alii ^L. ^J_^

That this is really Mas'ud's dlwan and not Khakani's,
as is wrongly stated on the fly-leaf, is proved by the
frequent occurrence of the taldiallus, for instance, on
fol. 9b,

1. 6; fol. 76b,
1. 11; fol. ii7b,i.8; fol. 195M. ,,

etc. Some pages are a little injured. No date.

No. 1424, ff. 282, 2 coll., each II. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 11^ in.

by 6| in.

909
Diwan-i-Azraki (^y nl [j\y,^)-

Lyrical poems by Abu-almahasin Abubakr Zain-aldin

Azraki, the panegyrist of the Saljuk prince Tughan-
shah I, see Haft Iklim, No. 625 (col. 423 in this Cat.)

;

Khazana-i-'amirah, No. 2 (Bodleian Cat., col. 256);
Atashkada, No. 286 (ib., col. 272), where he is called

a pupil of 'Abdallah Ansari ; Khulasat-alafkar, No. 9
(ib., col. 303); and Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 23 (ib., col.

317). He died A.H. 527 (a. d. 1132, 1133). Other
copies are described in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 366, and
W, Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 742. The earliest poetical

version of the 8_«U jb.Ai-- in Pei-sian is ascribed to

Azraki, comp. Rieu ii. p. 749", and W. Pertsch, loc. cit.

The present copy of Azraki's diwau contains:

Kasidas, on fol. 1 7
7b, beginning :

JIj^ lir--i-jT A-iyJ jyi it.:iii j^;-?^

Ruba'is, on fol. 2 1 2b margin, beginning :

v3J^ 5J-i ^jj^f^^-j^-i b y ^J\J (^1

c:* a 4 'i Ok-.lp ttUi »-»• H» j-> jJ jJt\ii

No date.

No. 609, ff. 1 77''- 2 14'', 2 centre-coll., each 11. 15, and a
third on the margin, 11. 24-28 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontis-

piece ; the first two pages splendidly adorned ; size, 9J in. by

si in.

910
Diwan-i-Ahmad Namaki ((X«lJ X»a\ jj)jj|j).

The lyrical poems of the great Shaikh-alislam Abu
Nasr Ahmad bin Abu-alhasan (or, according to others,

Abu-alhusain) Namaki Jami, usually called Ahmad-i-
Jam, with the epithet of Zhandapil (Ju.»_)sJJj), who
was bom in Namak, a village near Jam, a. h. 441 (a.d.

1049, 1050), and died A. H. 536 (a. d. 1141, 1 142), see

the Safinat-alauliya, No. 308, and the Haft Iklim, No.

667 ; compare besides Rieu ii. p. 551 ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p.323; Nafahat-aluns, pp.405-417; Muntakhal)-

alash'ar, No. 16 (Bodleian Cat., col. 241); Atashkada,
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No. 155 (ib., col. 267); Khulasat-alafkar, No. 3 (ib.,

col. 302), and Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 3 (ib., col. 317)

;

the third poetical specimen, quoted in the last-named

tadhkiiah, is found in this copy on fol. 24'', last line.

Contents

;

Ghazals and a few ka.stdas, arranged alphabetically,

except the first, on fol. i^, beginning

:

Two short niathnawis (of forty-five and eighty-nine

baits respectively), on fol. 99", the^r«< celebrating the

Kalandar or wandering monk, and having as first word

in each hemistich the woid

the second, on fol. 10 1», begins ;

», begins thus

:

jU-4 b oT^ tfjjji.

JbU /* y si ^^ i_rJU-»-

The rubais, found in Rieu's and Sprenger's copies,

are wanting here. No date. Ff. 54-63 are misplaced,

their right order being : 54, 61, 62, 55-60, 63.

No. 329, ff. 104, 2 coll., each U. 13; large Naata'lik ; illu-

minated fronti.-piece ; size, 1 1 in. by 6|- in.

911

Diwan-i-Adib Sabir
(
yiLj v_^.jl ijiyi^)-

Lyrical poems by Jalal-aldin (as he is called here

instead of the usual Shihab-aldin) Ahmad bin Isma'il

Adib (or Sharaf-aladibba) Sabir of Tirmidh, the panegy-

rist of Sultan Sanjar (a.h. 5 11-55 2= a. d. 1117-1157),

who was drowned in the Oxus by order of Atsiz the

Khwarizmshah (a.h. 52I-55I=a.d. 1127-1156). The
date of his death is, according to Taki Kashi(A.Spreuger,

Catal.,p. 16, No. 11), A. H. 540 (a.d. 1145, 1146); other

tadhkiras fix it in a.h. 544 or 546, see the Atashkada,

No. 728 (Bodleian Cat., col. 287); Butkhana, No. 8 (ib.,

col. 197); Khulasat-alafkar, No. 10 (ib., col. 303) ; and

Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 1291 (ib., col. 344); the Haft

Iklini, No. 573, give a.h. 547 (a.d. 1152, 1153), com-

pare Rieu ii. p. 552; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 313-315,
and W. Pei-tseh, Berlin Cat., p. 709 and foot-note, in

which, as the most probable date of the poet's death,

.\.H. 538 (a.d. 1 143, 1 144) is suggested according to

Price, Chronological Retrospect, ii. p. 391.

This diwan contains kasidas, kit'as, and rubais, and
begins on fol. 48^ :

It forms the third part of the old collection of six

Persian diwans (see No. 903 above), and is dated end

of Muharram, A.H. 714 (a.d. 1314, May 16), by 'Abd-

alniu'min al'alawi alkashi.

No. 132, ff. 48-75, 6 coll., each II. 40; striking old Naskhtj
snmll illuininateii frontispiece on fol. 48"*, and a vignette on fol.

48*; funny miniature paintings throughout; size, \^\ in. by

912

Diwin-i-Mu'izzi (i^jju ^)l_j.)i).

The complete lyrical poems of Amir Abu 'Abdallah,

or Abubakr Mu'izzi, the panegyrist of Sultan Malikshah

and king of poets at Sanjar's court. His original name
was Muhammad bin 'Alid-almalik, and his father, 'Ahd-

almalik Burhani, had been a court-poet of Alp Arslan

Saljuki, Malikshah's father and predecessor (a.h. 455-
465=A.D. 1063-1072); three places compete for the

honour of being his native town, viz. Nishapur (see

Butkhana, No. 9, in Bodleian Cat., col. 198 ; Khazana-

i-'amirah, ib.,col.259; Makhzan-alghara'ib,No.2247, ib.,

col. 370; Khusbgu's Safinah, Haft Iklim, No. 747, and

the short biogiiphical notice prefixed to the following

copy), Nasa(in Daulatshah and the tadiikirali described

in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 479, No. 132), and Samar-

kand (in Tak J Kashl, see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 1 6,No. 1 2,

and Atashkada, No. 744 in Bodleian Cat., col. 287). He
was killed by a stray arrow from Sanjar's bow, a.h.

542 (a.d. 1 147, 1 1 48). Other copies of his diwan are

described in Rieu ii. p. 552''; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp.

501 and 502, and G. Flilgel i. p. 497 ; comp. also the

Khulasat-alafkar, No. 240 (Bodleian Cat., col. 310), and

the Dakaik-alash'ar (ib., col. 822).

This diwan consists chiefly of kasidas, intermixed with

some tarkibbauds, a few kit'as, ghazals, and rubais.

Beginning

:

_ -
^

- I-?;

—

'J

jjb fj ^i. »% U rir^ J^ba ij^\\ ^;/;J »^

An additional series of ruba is,on fol. 367", beginning :

Dated the ist of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1046 (a.d. 1637,

April 26).

No. 360, ff. 379, 2 coll.. e.ioh 11. 21; distinct Nasta"lik ;

much worm-eaten and dam:iged in the first half, which contains

many various readings and marginal glosses ; illuminated frontis-

piece; size, I of in. by 6 in.

913

A very old, but much shorter copy of tlie same.

Tins copy, which forms the first part of the six old

Persian diwans (see Nos. 903 and 911 above), and is

written a.h. 713 or 714 (a.d. 1313, 1314), contains

only a select number of Mu'izzi's poems, chiefly kasidas,

with a few kit'as and ruba'ia at the end. Beginning

the same as in the preceding copy. A short bio-

graphical notice at the top of fol. i b.

No. 132, ff. I -1 8, 6 coll., e.ich 11. 40; Naskht ; small illu-

minated frontispiece on fol. i', a vignette on fol. I*; miniature

paintings throughout ; size, 15I in. by 1 1 in.

Sanft'i (Nos. 914-928).

914

Seoefn mathnawis by Sana!.

This is the fullest collection, as yet met with, of the

mystical and didactic mathnawis of Hakim Sanai of

Ghazna, with his full name, Abu-almajd Majdiid bin
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Adam Sana'i, who probably died A. h. 545 (a. d. 1150),

the date given by Taki KaBhi and the Atashkada (the

latter stating, that Sana'i wrote an elegy on the death

of Amir Mu'izzi, who died A. h. 542=a. d. 1147, 1148,

comp. Bodleian Cat., col. 287, No. 744) ; how to

reconcile this date with Muhammad bin 'Ali al-Raffa's

and Jami's statement, that the poet died in A. h. 525
(a. D. 1 131), is not clear, but as the second mathnawi

of this collection was composed a.h. 528 (a. d. 1134),

and as many good copies of the 8-Jj>a give A. h. 534 or

535 (a. D. 1 1 39-1 141) as the date of composition for

that mathnawi, there seems to be very good evidence

for the correctness of the view taken by the two above-

mentioned tadhkiras. Another, still later date for the

poet's death, is given by Daulatshah and H. Khalfa in

his chronological tables, viz. a.h. 576 (a. d. 1180, 1 181);

compare on these conflicting statements, and on the life

and works of Sana'i in general, Bodleian Cat., Nos.

528-537; Rieu ii. p. 549 sq. ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 747 sq. ; Ouseley, Biogr. Notices, p. 184 ; H.

Khalfa iii. p. 40; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 557 sq. ; G.

Fliigel i. p. 498 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 326 ;

J. Aumer, p. 9 ; Haft Iklim, No. 333, etc.

The seven mathnawis contained in this collection are

:

1. Hadikat-alhakikah wa Shari'at-altarikah (iiujo.

iijJaJl ijqJ^ • ji^iil), usually called Hadikah, in ten

babs (a detailed statement about the contents of which

is given in the Bodleian Cat. and in W. Pertsch, loc.cit.).

As date of composition appears generally a.h. 525 (a.d.

1131) ; other copies give a.h. 534 or 535, see above
;

another title of this mathnawi is Kitab-alfakhri, or

alkitab-alfakhri, also Fakhrinama, see W. Pertsch, loc.

cit. Beginning of Bab I, on fol. i^ :

^V ^jy- Jiy- ^iJ^ ^'^

Bab II, on fol. 541- ; III, on fol. 65a
; IV and V, not

marked ; VI, on fol. 143b
; VII, on fol. 168* ; VUI, on

fol. 189"; IX, not marked; X, on fol. 264^

2. "Tarik-altahkik (ji->_iLs^' <Sir^)'
composed a.h.

528 (a.d. 1 134), see No. 926 below. It begins on

fol. 278b
:

3. Another mathnawi, without title, which may be

the Gharibnama {i^\.i^ji.), mentioned on col. 498, 1. 4

ab infra. It begins on fol. 302^

:

4. Sair-aVubbad ila alma'ad (jUAl ^\ i\ljJi\j^^,

also styled j_^l j^jlS^ see No. 927 below (both titles

therefore designatingowe mathnawi only, see A. Sprenger,

Catal, p. 558). It begius, on fol. 326^ :

^Ijl ,L; .l;l -ii»

Portions of this mathnawi are also found in Elliott 108

of the Bodleian Library (Bodleian Cat., No. 537, fol.

282b sq.).

5. Karnama (s_*Lj,LS), here without a title, but

identified by comparison with Nos. 916 and 927 below.

It begins, on fol. 347*":

5_«U jj ^^S^\ A^U _ 5_«U>.^. >v : . .t. ii ) (_jl dLsr?j

6. 'Isliknama (ii_.LiijLc), beginning, on fol. 360^ :

f 1 '-

7. 'Aklnama (s-tUiac), here without a title, but iden-

tified by comparison with No. 915 below. According

to No. 927 below it has the additional title of jLjI ^jLil-. .

It begins, on fol. 377b
:

IjLa. ijaij njLi^ jl i:Lt ... n iS^\

No date. The first nine leaves supplied later.

No. 3346, olim 13. J. 24, ff. 392, 2 coll., each U. 19; small

Nastallk ; illnminatetl frontispiece at the beginning of each of

the last six mathnawis ; size, 6| in. by i\ in.

915

Another defective copy of three mathnawis by Sana'i.

Contents

:

1. Hadikah, with the preface of the poet himself.

Beginning of this preface (in which the poet's name

appears on fol. 2^, 11. 17 and 18 : JjXs* iS ^j^ tjjjj

\ |JLi-, ^iT), on fol. i^ : o o— 1 ^^•^•^ o^'-^ u'W—

It is styled in the colophon icjL^^— *^;^^^ "J-i^ t-AiJ*

.

Beginning of Book I of the mathnawi itself, on fol.

lib; Ji j^^ ^jjj {j\ ; Book II, on fol. 67''; III, on

fol. 12 2*"; IV, on fol. 13211; V, on fol. 136b (between

ff. 141b and 142* one single bait is missing, indicated

by the catchword : Jl ^^. j^^JLJtjjJ^, corresponding to

No. 248 1 (9 1 8 in this Cat.), fol. 146^1.7); VI,onff.i47-

151 and 296-31 lb (the leaves are misplaced and there

is a considerable lacuna between £f. 151 and 296, corre-

sponding to No. 2481, fol. 177a,
1. 6-fol. i88b, 1. i);

VII, on ff.31 ib-315 and i52-i55b (likewise incomplete,

the lacuna between ff. 315 and 152 comprising fol.

214% 1. ii-fol. 215b, 1. 2 in No. 2481); VIII, on fol.

155b
; IX, on fol. 159b

; X, on fol. 187a. On fol. 294*

there is added (by another hand in Shikasta) the famous

fatwd of the Klialif's court at Baghdad, vindicating

Sana'i's orthodoxy (see Bodleian Cat., No. 528, col.

464), and beginning : ii^JLJI
^

^^^^LxJI C^ 4i) X.^U

,b*l (jr-^^-y o^' J Jl lUila. J^
lJI _»* ,i u.» jJ *^- Marginal glosses on the first

seventy-seven leaves; on fol. i* the author's name is

misspelt as jc^^-

2. 'Ishknama, beginning, on fol. 332b; Jl a^ j-t-c.

3. Aklnama,beginniug,onfol.348b: Jl ^^5L.. Ixijl.

This part was transcribed at the end of Muharram, a.h.

1061 (a. D. 1651, Jan. 23); in the colophon of the
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preface of tlie Hadiknh appears as date the 2nd of

Muharram, a.h. 1054 (which seems, however, a mere

alteration of the original 1061). Ff. 316-331 do not

belong to any of these three mathnawis of Sana'i,

but contain a portion of tlie Bagh-i-Iram (^.1 cb), also

called Bahram and Bihruz (jj^. j (*]r*^)> ^'Y Maulana.

KamS,l-aldin Bann&'i, with the taklialluj Hali, who died

A.H. 918 (a. D. 1 51 2, 1 51 3), see Bodleian Cat., No. 987;
A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 372; Rieu i. p. 351^.

No. 1991, ff. 362, 2 coll., each 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk ; small illu-

minated froutii-pieces on ful. I * and 1 1 >> ; size, 9I in. by 4I in.

916

A very defective copy of three mathnawis by San&'t.

This very old copy of portions of three of Sana'i's

mathnawis is unfortunately not only gieatly injured,

but also in hopeless confusion as to the proper order of

leaves, most of the catchwords being missing.

Contents

:

1. Hadikah, beginning, on fol. 77^, with a fihrist of

the ten babs (i_>Ujil| o-~y+.», comp. W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 748, where it is given in full), thus :

This fihrist consists of ten baits and is immediately

followed by the usual initial bait of Book I of the poem

:

Jl ..J jjj.j (^1. This mathnawt breaks off on fol.

93'', but a number of leaves in the other portions of

the MS. seem also to belong to it.

2. Sair-al'ubbad ila-alma'ad or Kunuz-alrumuz, on fF.

108"-! 16* the only complete one, as it seems, of the

three poems contained in this copy. Beginning : Lj>y-«

3. Karnama, beginning, on fol. 11 6b; i_jl bLs^j

Jl \ : . / ^\ The conclusion of this mathnawi is found

on fol. 76"- (Jl t-oU.O xi f.Ui), but whether it is

complete, and how many of the other leaves really

belong to it, is absolutely impossible to say. Copied

in the month Jumada II, a.h. 637 (a. d. 1240, Jan.),

by Fadl-allah bin Muhammad bin 'Umar bin 'Uthman
alsufi.

No. 1444, ff. 33-76^ 77''-93^ and loS'-is;'', 4 coll., each 11.

25 ;
g(xxl old Naskhl ; size, 9I in. by 6 in.

917
A defective copy of two mathnawis by Sana'i.

Contents :

1. Sair-al'ubbad ila-alma'ad (here styled j-;r-^ L!Ly

jLIjlII), beginning, on fol. 2^ : Jl Jj^. (j\ W»,-«.

2. Hadikah, incomplete and much curtailed ; Book I,

on fol. 30", beginning : Jl
.j,
j ^Jt.i (jl ; Book II, on

fol. 93b; III, on fol. 107", last line (the chapter not

being numbered); IV, on fol. 157''; V, on fol. 166^';

VI, on fol. i98l>. The sixth bab agrees with No. 2481

(918 in this Cat.) as far as fol. 202b
1. 6 (= fol. 175",

last line but two in that copy) ; but from thence there

is no further agreement. Bab VII, on fol. 241", ig

entirely different from the corresponding 7th in No.

2481; after fol. 249 a very large lacuna; fol. 250"

opens in Bab X with the bait

;

tH/^ J^ jj jl 1^ isb _ ju^Lj 1^ Jil-c _)J

but the exact words are not found in No. 2481 ; the

agreement begins again on fol. 255b, first line (= fol.

383", first line, in No. 2481). The usual date of A.H.

525 appears here in the last bait

:

^^ .^^ ^,.j ..>-^. J

Copied by Kiwam bin Muhammad of Shiraz ; no

date appears. , On fol. i" a|)pear.s the same wrong
spelling of Sana'i's name (^Lj) as in No. 915 above.

No. 825, fF. 362, 3 coll., each 11. 14; Nnsta'llk ; two luxuriously

illuminated title-pages 011 ff. i'' and 2* ; illuminated frontispieces

on ff. 2'' and 30° ; ff. 2'', 3", 29'', and 30' splendidly adorned

;

size, 8 in. by 5 in.

918
Hadikah (iJhsa.).

Another excellent and complete copy of Sana'i's

Hadikah, written at Isfahan, a.h. 1027 (a. D. 161 8).

Beginning as usual.

Biib I, on fol. !*> ; II, on fol. 73^ ; III, on fol. 1391)

;

IV, on fol. 152a; V, on fol. 158"; VI, on fol. 171*;

Vn, on fol. 208b
; VIII, on fol. 220a

; IX, on fol. 225''

;

X, on fol. 260b.

Occasionally short glosses on the margin.

No. 2481, ff. 395, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'ltk ; the last four

pages written by another hand ; size, 9 J in. by 5^ in.

919

Another complete copy of the Hadikah,

This copy was finished the 26th of Shawwal, A. h.

1077 (not i.AA, as is written at the end, since the

transcriber distinctlysays in words : ^^^.^jl.^-.. ^ a_j— Jj—

t_iJI .)=:A. D. 1667, April 21. Beginning as usual.

Bab I, on fol. i^; II, on fol. 56*; III, on fol. ioo»;

IV, on fol. 120"; V, on fol. 145b; VI, on fol. I54*>;

VII, on fol. 1 66a; VIII, on fol. 183b (here called by

mistake jj..jLu vb instead of ^J-t\J Lrjb); IX, on foh

190b
; X, on fol. 203a. Date of composition, A. h. 525.

Damaged by worms in many pages. College of Fort

William, 1825.

No. 2235, ff. 270, 2 coll., each 11. 19 ; Nasta'ltk, by two different

hands, the first on ff. 1-152, the second on ff.153-270; illuminated

frontispiece; size, I2| in. by 7 in.

920
The same.

No date. Beginning as usual.

Bab I, on fol. jb
; II, on fol. 62" ; III, on fol. 73a

;

IV, 'on fol. 128b; V, on fol. 138b; VI, on fol. 167b
j

VII, on fol. 196a
; VIII, on fol. 223b ; IX, not marked

;

X, on fol. 301b (this last bab is extremely short in this

copy).

No. 1224, ff. 315, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 7J in. by 4} in.
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921
A defective copy of the same.

This copy is defective both at the beginning and
end, and is besides in quite a hopeless state of confusion

as to the proper order of the leaves. They are mis-

placed or niisbound, and as most of the catchwords are

missing, it is not possible to set them right. The
copy begins in the middle of a prose preface, which
winds up with a fihiist of the ten babs, and appears to

be that ofMuhammad bin'Ali al-Raffa (alias Muhammad
bin 'All Eakkam, see Rieu ii. p. 550''), on fol. i*. On

fol. 3* begins Sanai's own preface : Jl uSjLl-. . u-L*—,

but in an abridged form. The mathnawi itself begins

on fol. 6^; on fol. 37b appears the beginning of Bab
VIII, on fol. 50a that of Bab IX, on fol. 86b that of

Bab X, on fol. 193* that of Bab V, on fol. 246^ that of

Bab VI, on fol. 250" that of Bab VII, and on fol. 270b

that of Bab II. No other headings are to be found.

Slight injuries here and there.

No. 3418, olim 13. J. 22, fF. 300, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; N.-vsta'Uk ;

small illuininated frontispiece on fol. 6^
; size, 6| in. by 44 in.

922
Another defective copy of the same.

This copy is in the same hopeless confusion as the

preceding one, is defective at the end, and injured in

many places. On fol. 11* margin begins Bab IX, ou

fol. 24" Bab X, on fol. 51^ Bab II, on fol. 58* margin
Bab III, and on fol. 86b margin Bab VIII ; all the

other headings are missing.

No. 3342, olim 13. J. 23, if. 136, 2 coll., each 11. 15, and a
third on the margin, 11. 28 ; email Nasta'Uk ; size, 7^ in. by 3 J in.

923
Sharh-i-Hadikah {aJjXa- rj^).

The revised and collated edition of Sana'i's Hadikah
with a commentary and marginal glosses by 'Abd-allatif

biu'Abdallah al-'Abbasi.who is best known byhis revised
and annotated edition of Jalal-aldin Rumi's mathnawi
(see Nos. 1088-1090 in this Cat.), his commentaries

on the same poem, entitled uj.:jA,\ (_jJLk) and jiL*

ijj^iW (see Nos. iioi and 1102 in this Cat.), and a

special glossary (see Nos. 1091-1097 in this Cat.); he
died A. H. 1048 or 1049 (a. d. 1638, i639)inShahjahan's
reign. The present copy, which is the author's autograph

(comp. fol. !» : Jl ii\ x^
^J>,

i_s.J»i!l x^ si^—
_} »)/»)>

was finished by him the 20th of Jumada-alawwal, a. h.

1044 (a. D. 1634, Nov. 11), and represents an abridge-

ment from a larger commentary of his, the i—ajlkl

(jJljJJ, from which also the glosses are taken (marked

by kl). According to the dibaca he began the larger

work A. H. 1040 and completed it a.h. 1042 (a. d.

1630-1633), supported by his friend Mir 'Imad-aldin

Mahmud al-Hamadani, with the takhallus Ilahi, the

author of the well-known tadhkirah of Persian poets,

the _iJ JLi-Jjj. (see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 66 sq.).

Sprenger's remarks in the note on p. 558 of his Catal.,

that 'Abd-allatif borrowed the copy, described there,

in A.H. i035= A.D. 1625, 1626, transcribed, collated,

and annotated it, can only refer therefore to the very
beginning of the author's critical labours on Sana'i's

text, from which afterwards the two exegetical works
in question sprung.

Contents :

Sanai's preface, on fol. ib, beginning : . ^J^-y^

jJI ,_^L::--, introduced by a few lines from "Abd-

allatif's pen, on fol. I* : x^ i_...a.Lo o e*--l »-»-W-?.J ^^)

Editor's preface, styled uyL^I »-^ j .
---j^ s^Wi.s

(the meaning of which is explained on fol. 11": ta-Ljj

pljJJ ._iJLU G^ o-* >̂ .' t »• 5-J-*^ Jl S-J —

.

I jij^ cyLol —Jii i^..^ ^ju^y,), on fol. 11'',

beginning : j\jVs is^, j-i^ u'-^trs^ ) .

«

»
\ ^^\sJ\j j

^1 8J jjL»j )j V ... <i

J (_5»-** L5**^ J ^>^ (sUu.

Short account of Ilahi's share in this work and two

ta'rikhs on the date of its completion by the same Ilahi,

on fol. 1
3b, beginning : . U W.^1 cb ty^ "J-;:^ U>T

Beginning of Bab I of the Hadikah, on fol. 1
7b

;

•Jl ^Jy,i ij\, again introduced by a few lines from the

editor's pen, on fol. 17*, in which he enumerates his

authorities, viz. the Kamus, the Surah, and other

famous Arabic and Persian dictionaries, grammars, etc.

|J^
c>^1j^ j)' '^^^ ^^^^ words of the commentary

itself run thus

;

Bab II, on fol. 112''; III, on fol. 213*; IV, on fol.

234b; V, on fol. 241"; VI, on fol. 256"; VII, on fol.

298"; VIII, on fol. 310a; IX, on fol. 316"; X, on

fol. 348*. The date of composition is given here as

A-H. 535:
'

^.'^r^.

yij"»- («i-*l jj^

) u-,1111

but the margin gives the various readings ^U. j v3o--o

and ^jj J
\:ia—.>.

The fatwd, on fol. 472b, beginning as usual, intro-

duced by the editor in this manner (comp. Bodleian

Cat., No. 528) : eUL. Ja.cl ^^IkL,^ O o^-l j_jLai ^\

Jl 0^1 iS^yJ i^\.

No. 344, ff. 474, 11. 19 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; illu-

minated frontispieces on if. i'', n*", and 1
7'' ; size, io| in. by 6 iu.

jUyj iiil.

924
Another copy of the same.

The prefaces, both of the poet and his editor, the

account of Ilahi's share, the short introductions, and the
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fatwiv are wanting in this copy, which begins at once

with the initial bait of Bab I of the Hadikah ; beginning

of the commentary as in tlie preceding copy. It is rich

in original glosses and notes, which make this copy

especially valuable. The first gloss is : ^jl5JL- ^j..i

Bab II, on fob 6ol'; III, on fob i26»; IV, on fob

140"; V, on fob 143**; VI, on fob 153"; VII, on fob
177b; VIII, on fob 185"; IX, on fob i88'>; X, on

fob 207*. The date of composition is again A. h. 535,
but (as a various reading) there is written '•• \ above

the word j--,. On fob i'' the poet is again called by

mistake ^^jLlJ.

This copy was made in Mubamniadshah's reign, at

the request of Mir Mu'rain Gliulam-i-Hasan wa Husain

(^ ; .. »• . ^ ... -». ^\s.
^^-•J--• y-^-«)i by Shaikh Jamal

Muhammad Kuraishi alhiishiml. The year is omitted,

only the 22nd of Eabi'-alawwal is given as date.

No. 898, ff. 276, lb 19 (the verses in 4 coll.) ; Nastallk ; size,

lof in. bj- Gin.

925

Intikhab-i-Hadika-i-Hakim Sana'i (ti->Aj> Lp>Lir^'

Extracts from Sana'i's Hadikah, made by Farid-aldin

'Attar (who died A. h. 62 7=a. d. 1230), and arranged

under certain headings, as: J»--J1 ojo .J, on fob 174*;

A-j^jJl ^, on fob 174''; lijA\ ^y, ib.
; J^'^ J,

on fob 175b;
:>\ ;-- ».^1 i, on fob 176"; iiJjfcjJI ^^, on

fob 176b; JujCil
J

i^jJiJl
J,,

on fob 178*; ajUjJV |j»,

on fob 179'^; ajIjl^JI jJ, on fob 179''; i_j)^l ^, on fob

180"; i^ J |JlxJ1 J, on fob I Sob; ^j^l
i^ J,

on fob 184"; 5jL.ill ij~ij jJ, ib. ; jTf .WH ^J,Jo j-i,

on fob 184b; ..Jiill ^, on fob 185b; ^V^y\ ^, on

fob 1861
;
^jJi^\ ^, on fob 187''; jyiJi\ ^, on fob

189"; ^p_^\ u:^U^ j_ji, on fob 190*; jjuiLs^' y,
on fob 190''; jLobJl ^, on fob 191*, etc. etc. Other

copies of the same extracts in Bodleian Cat., No. 536 ;

A. Sprenger, Catab, p. 353 ; G. Fliigel i. p. 501 ; W.
Pertach, Berlin Cat., p. 750; and Cat. des MSS. et

Xylographes, p. 328.

No date. Beginning: j^^l A.C Ij.ik^xi j A«j>.

No. 2832, ff. 173-203; written in diagonal lines, Nastallk;
size, 7 in. by 4I in.

926

Tarik-altahkik (i^^JU:^' jj^).
Another complete copy of Sana'i's mathnawi farlk-

altahkik, beginning as in No. 3346 (914 above), fob

2 78''. On the lust page appears the date of composition,

A. H. 528 :

IND. OFF.

JUi oJb _ji3 Jflj ^j^ :,y.

Dated the 15th of Jumada-althanl, A. h. 1061 (a. n.

1 65 1, June 5).

No. 1430, ff. issh-iSS', 2 coll., each 11. n-13; Urge Na«ta'llk;

size, lof in. by 5| in.

927

Ash'iu--i-Sana'i (^Ijl-. ,l«-i<l).

A large collection of Saiia'i's poetical works, but

arranged in a somewhat confusing manner.

Contents :

A prose preface (ls-Loj), which is ai)parently that

of Muhammad bin 'AH al-EaiTa (or bin 'AH Eakkam,

see above in No. 921), as the beginning is the usual

one of that preface, viz. : JU-iH i^VLii^-j.^^^ <iil J^^

JIJL.:^! ^ ,JLd\yi^l(Rieu ^\1^.) ci.Cl*'-. (.^JlJI

i^JLioJl Jl ^ ^^UiiiyUijJl
J ; but at

the end of this preface, on lob 7», the following state-

ment appears, tliat this collection of Sana'i's poetical

works is entitled : jpUil ^j jiljil v^i ''"^ consists

of ten kisms, viz.

ly (^j jj U-*.',)^ i W*^ ;* Jj' I*'

illl cy^.

*)) jJie^jJjl
(>J^^

'-Cij^\j

r^'H*

^y !,::« j^
jlIfiL,

?
J 1*^ *

' ' ' ft
I*-"'

*

'jh^jiJI ^ djl-Jl
J

iSij^l
J

XftjJl J jLiI

In the collection itself these sejiarate kisras are not

forthcoming, except the _^r8<, ninth, and tenth. The^«<
(in prose) begins, on fob 7*', 1. i : caWI iXjTjl ^_;Jwo

Then follows a large series of kasidas, kit'as, ghazals,

and ruba'is, mixed together without any order, on fob

23*>, beginning:

^ 5l Jl il wb _ sj/i J». *ill J^-i JJ

At the end of this series is written : (sic!) i^LiSJl o>-Zj

J\ jjUiJ iJ jplj-iJ ; and it is dated the 17 th of Safar,

A. H. 1000 and (the second number is missing). On
fob 244» there is found a kasidah in honour of Shaikh

Abu-almafakhir Muhammad bin MansAr ; on fob 245"

a new series of kasidas begins, the first bait of which

runs thus: Jl I . .« _.jl --._^. e*-I-4 i^Ij jjLjj ij\,

followed by kit'as, on fob 283b and a string of ghazals
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in alphabetical order, except the first six, on fol. 295".

Beginning of the first alphabetical ghazal, on fol. 296* :

The ninth kism begins on fol. 365a and contains, quite

in agreement with the above index, the mystical math-

nawl \yj^\ jy^, otherwise styled jUIl ^_j!l jUjJI y->-»

(see No. 914 above).

The tenth kism begins on fol. 380" and contains the

second matlmawi mentioned in the index, the i-oli,l^

(see Nos. 914 and 916 above), the heading of which

runs here thus : iJu. jl j-jLjlw 5-a.]y>> rS s-tLvli jLcT

ul)W ) u'-^^'^ io.-cL»^. jljL-^ (read ^j^yjLi) ij^j^.

At the end of the copy, on ff. 393''-4ii, a third

mathuawi is found, viz. the ^^Ldjic (see Nos. 914 and

915 above), introduced by a short preface in prose,

beginning: Jl t . »> ,Jlxj V?»^ ill X.JJ; this math-

nawi is, according to the index and the colophon on fol.

41 1^ also styled jbl ^U—.
No. 2722, ft'. 411, 2 coll., each 11. 15-24 ; written by different

hands in various forms of Nasta'Uk; some of the last pages

injured ; size, gf in. by 6-6f in.

928
Diwan-i-Sanai ((JLl-< \j^yi^)-

A small collection of the lyrical jioems of Sana'i (for

copies of the complete diwau see Bodleian Cat., No.

537, and Eieu ii. p. 551^), containing chiefly kasidas,

interspersed with a few ghazals and kit'as. Beginning:

^^LjLut ,1

Ff. 9-13 are misplaced ; the right order is 9, 12, 10,

II, 13 ; there seems besides to be a lacuna after fol. 23''.

No date.

No. 609, ff. 1-48", 2 coll., each 11. 15, and a third on the

margin, 11. 28 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontisj>iece ; the first two
pages splendidly adorned ; a drawing on fol. I' and a picture on
ibl. 48° ; size, 9I in. by 52 in.

929

Two malhnawis by Mu'ayyid alnasafi.

Two old mystical mathnawis in the very form and
style of the minor didactic poems of Sana'i, by a poet

called Mu'ayyid alnasafi (who is no doubt identical

with Mu'ayyid-aldin Samarkand!, see Haft Iklim, No.

1428, col. 486 in this Cat., and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 659, No. 305), apparently a contemporary or disciple

of the author of the Hadikah, whom he closely imitated.

1. L-aJl jjl L^l (»^y-->, on if. 24^1-321', beginning:

2. j_.Li ^J^^l4J, on ff. 94^-107'', beginning:

The title of this second mathnawi appears at the

bottom of fol. 32b, and again at the end of the poem,
on fol. 107'', 1. 13; the name of the poet, on fol. 32'',

1. 4, and in the title itself. The Pahlawannama is

divided into fourteen short makalas, dealing witii various

ethical and mystical topics, and a khatimah.

Copied in Jumada I, a.h. 637 (a. d. 1239, Dec), by
the same scribe who wrote No. 916 above, Fadl-allah

bin Muham^iad bin 'Umar bin 'Uthman aLsufi.

No. 1444, ff. 24-32 and 94-107, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; good old

Naskhl ; many pages greatly injured ; size, 9I in. by 6 in.

dl>^-=

930

Diwan-i-Hadrat Ghauth-althakalain (i;

Lyrical poems of the great founder of the Kadiri order.

Shah Muhyi-aklin Sayj'id 'Abd-alkadir aljili, with the

honorary epithet of Ghauth-althakalain or Ghauth
ala'zam, who was born in Kamadan, a.h. 470 or 471
(a. D. 1078 or 1079), and died in Rabi' II, a.h. 561
(a. D. XI 66, Febr.), see Safmat-alauliya, No. 36. They
are in alphabetical order and begin :

I V| . '>:>'Jr> 1—
'.

ijli. j.y v'_/^^

'. J^./
,\

Copied from a MS. of Nawwab Bihruzkhan. No
date. Presented by Sir Barry Close, 14th May, 181 3.

No. 1430, ff. 1-35, 2 coll., each 11. 12; Nasta'llk; collated;

size, 9I in. by 5I in.

931

Diwan-i-Hasau Ghaznawi ((jfjjj* ry^ u'j^'*)'

The lyrical poems of the great panegyrist of Bahram-
shah of Ghazna (who I'eigned a.h. 5 12-547= A. d. 1118-

II 52), Sayyid Ashraf-aldin Hasan bin Nasir 'aluwi (so

his name is given in 'Aufi and Taki Kashi, see A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 5, No. 72, and p. 16, No. 18, comp.

also Eieu iii. p. 999*'; in the preface of this copy, on

fol. 2», 1. 4, he is called Abu al'ali Hasan bin Muhammad
alhusainl; in the Haft liilim. No. 335, col. 401 in this

Cat., and the Khulasat-alafkar, Bodleian Cat., col. 305,

No. 76, Sharaf-aldin Hasan bin Nasir 'alawi). He died

in Juwain, a.h. 565 (a.d. 1169, 1170), see A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 16; Butkhana,in Bodleian Cat., col. 198, No. 13;

and Atashkada, ib., col. 270, No. 231 ; comp. also No.

933 below.

A prose preface, beginning, on fol. i^ ill xjl

Tarji's, tarkibbands, kasidas, ghazals, and kit'as, all

mixed together without any order, on fol. 4''', beginning :

^. 1 0\^ ... JL (^ J-*-" lH' J («->'-• c>^' y;iL. ,.,j1

oLi ,.yi\

It agrees with the first quotation in the Makhzan-
alghara'ib, No. 562 (Elliott Coll. 395, fol. 92^), see

Bodleian Cat., col. 327.
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BuM'is, on fol. i63l>, beginning :

This copy, although not dated, has been put before

the following two as being comparatively the fullest.

No. 236, ff. 187, 2 coll., each 11. 14; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 9^ in. by 5^ in.

932
Another copy of the same diw&n.

No prose preface. The copy contains, like the pre-

ceding one, tarji's, tarkibbands, kasldas, ghazals, and

kit'as without any order, and a series of ruba'is at the

end, on ff. 2 74''-294. Beginning the same as in the

preceding copy.

Dated the 24th of Shawwal, A. h. 1069 (a. d. 1659,

July 1 5), by 'Abd-alrakib.

No. 328, ff. 150-394, 2 coll., each 11. 18 ; clear Nasta'Uk ; size,

10^ in. by 52 in.

933
The same.

This copy of Hasan Ghaznawi's dtwan begins with a

prose preface, which is entirely different from that in

No. 931. It begins, on fol. 2451": ^Jijjiij i_»Lojl

}•

On fol. 248'! margin, the date of Hasan's death is

correctly fi.xed in a. h. 565. Beginning of the diwan
itself, on fol. 249*", the same as in the preceding copies.

No date.

No. 609, ff. 245''-304, 2 coll., each II. 13-15, and a third on
the margin, 11. 24-28 ; Nasta'Uk ; two illuminated frontispieces

on ff. 245'' and 249'' ; the first two pages both of preface and
diwun splendidly adorned; size, 9j in. by 5j in.

934
Diwan-i-Zahir-aldin Shufurwah [^xi\ , .. 4k J^j-^i

According to the short prose preface, on fol. i^

:

^yl^i^l Sjj^ j^, jJI ^^-..^Jj ^yS\ J-iJl c._,U JU ^L.1

e*^"
J »:>'y- r^J^i^ cr- (^y

^1 > •: a) Jpi-L (_^_o, .1, this copy contains the

extremely rare diwan—not met with in any other col-

lection—of Zahir-aldin 'Abdallah Shufurwah of Isfahan,

who was a cousin of the better-known Sharaf-aldin

Muhammad Fadl-allah or 'Abd-almu'min Shufurwah
(see Haft Iklim, Nos. 867 and 868, col. 441 in this

Cat.; Atashkada, Nos. 391 and 406, Bodleian Cat.,

cols. 276 and 277; and A. Sprenger, Catal. p. 1 7, No. 35),
and, like him, a panegyrist of Sultan Arslan bin "Tughrul

Saljuki (a.h. 556-57 1 =A.D. 1 161-1 176) and of his son

and successor, Sultan Tughrul III (a.h. 57i-590=:A.d.
1
1
76-1 194); comp. also the Makhzan-alghara'ib, No.

1492 in Bodleian Cat., col. 349, where he is praised as

an expert in law, tradition, and Kuran-interpretation,

and where some poetical extracts are given, which,

however, cannot be traced in this copy. The diwan
consists of kasidas, intermixed with a few ghazaU,

kit'as, and four ruba'is.

Beginning of the dtw&n, on fol. i"":

No date.

No. 240, if. 1-88, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk; worm-eaten ;

size, 8} in. by 4I in.

Anwaii (Nos. 936-949).

935

Diwan-i-Anwarl (uf,^' c;!??*)•

The complete lyrical poems of Auhad-aldin 'All

Anwari, commonly called the greatest kasidah-writer

of Persia, who was the panegyrist of Sultan Sanjar, and
died probably a.h. 585 or 587 (a. D. 1189 or 1 191);
the Haft Iklim (see above, coL 416, No. 528) fix his

death in a.h. 580 (a. d. 1184); all the earlier dates

given in tadhkiras, as for instance 540 or 547, are

absolutely impossible ; comp. on this question and on
Anwari's life and poetical achievements in general,

Rieu ii. p. 554 sq. ; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 543-558,
and 1980; W. Pertsch, p. 83, and Berlin Cat., p. 743 sq.

;

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 331 sq. ; G. Flugel i. p. 502 :

Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 319; J. Aumer, p. 10;

Krafft, p. 62; Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 170; and the

Russian monograph of V. Joukowski or Shukovski, St.

Petersburg, 1883 (see also W. Pertsch in the ' Litera-

turblatt fiir orientalische Philolcgie,' ii. pp. 10-18).

The poet was born in Mahnah, in the Dasht-i-Khawaran,

near Abiward, and therefore used as first takhallus

Khawari. His diwan has been printed, resp. litho-

graphed in Tabriz, a.h. 1260 and 1266; in Lucknow,
1880.

Contents :

A short preface, in prose, on fol. i**, beginning:

Jl jJjL.. ^^-d
yi

Kasidas and tarji'bands in alphabetical order, except

the first, on fol. 2''.

Beginning of the initial poem :

oj,y jir ^p
UJ J5C1j j^

b.Beginning of the first alphabetical poem, on fol

Kit'as, arranged alphabetically, on fol. i88>',

beginning

:

%) j3 jXi b o—o \j alii — ^JJyi (Jj;j\ iS~iJjX.e bl

Ghazals, also in alphabetical ordei", on fol. 271*,

beginning

:

\j ^jjl ijUj eUy ^j\ - \j jjji ^\ |.JjJlj j^i j\

p p 2
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y
j/^-

Short satirical mathnawis (sometimes called cyLlljj*

or, as in the following copy, yc^ ,j u^Mjj.:-!^), on fol.

323a, beginning:
^ ^

l^ij 1,1a. IliL^ Jjb iXJl _ l^Jj-P ^\j j^ IJl-j.

Ruba is, in alphabetical order, on fol. 327a, beginning:

-J i/jUj y^ >?* til

Anwari's diwan ends on fol. 352^, and is dated by
Mu'izz-aldin Hasani, the 7 th of Muharram, a.h. 1061

(a. d. 1650, Dec. 31). On ff. 353-359 there is written

by another hand a series of anonymous mathnawi-baits,

beginning abruptly

:

Some of the last pages are damaged ; large water-

sjiots throughout the whole copy.

No. 2677, ff. 359, 2 coll., each 11. 19; Nasta'Uk ; ff. 216 and

353-359 supplied by other hands; size, ii| in. by 7 in.

936
Another copy of the same diwan.

Contents :

Kasidas etc. in alphabetical order, except the first

;

beginning of the initial poem, on fol. i^": Jl sJ (C,jLiU.

Beginning of the fii-st alphabetical kasidah, on fol. 2'^

:

Kit'as, on fol. 2 1
5'', arranged alphabetically, beginning,

on fol. 2 1 s** : Jl UjS.^ Ul

.

Short satirical mathnawis, beginning, on fol. 296* :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning, on fol. 300'^

:

d

1 ^JO>J Ji'j
The same satirical mathnawis, repeated on ff. 351^-

355''-

Ruba'is, in alphabetical order, beginning, on fol. 355'^

:

No date. Numerous glosses and various readings on

the margin and between the lines.

No. 1530, ff. 381, 2 coll., each 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, lo| in.

by 6^ in.

937
The same.

Contents

:

Kasidas and tarji'bands, without any order, on fol. i^,

beginning as in the two preceding copies.

Kit'as, with the short satirical mathnawis at the end,

beginning, on fol. 1 56* :

corresponding to fol. 228" in the preceding copy.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning, on fol.238a:

Ruba'is, on fol. 277'', without any order, beginning:

JwbI J>|jjl i^r*^ oiS »j ^l

J-«l (jjUT tLjJ ei^J s5 ^1.

corresponding to fol. 361% last line but two, in the pre-

ceding copy.

No date. This copy was presented by J. Wombwell,
Esq., loth April, 1804.

No. 440, ff. 302, 2 coll., each 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 8f in. by 4I in.

938
The same.

Another complete copy of the same diwan (styled on

fol. I": ijjy\ eyLlli), without a date. It contains

kasidas, kit'as, ghazals, and ruba'is, all mixed together

without any order. Beginning as usual : Jl »j (j.jji_c.

No. 391, ff. 331, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'Uk ; the first two
pages splendidly illuminated; size, io| in. by 6 in.

939
A slightly defective copy of the same.

This copy is the oldest in the India Office Collection,

dated Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 987 (a.d. 1579, May), by
Nizam Fadl-allah, but unfortunately somewhat defective

in the middle.

It contains :

A short laudatory introduction in prose, on fol. i'',

beginning : 8 juiLi-n jl &i rs*|/ ti***^
j ^y^ >-^^•=^ 1^^

Afirst collection of kasidas, ghazals, kit'as, tarji'bands,

etc., all mixed without any alphabetical order, beginning,

on fol. 2" : Jl 5-5 i^^jJLb.

A secoiid collection, equally mixed and unalphabetical,

beginning abruj)tly with the last four baits of a poem
with the radif s-ii-ljjl, which cannot be traced in the

other copies, on fol. 69'' (the lacuna after fol. 68 com-

prises, according to the Arabic paging, one leaf only).

Ruba'is, beginning, on fol. 211" : sjL^i \jJ i^ ij\

Worm-eaten; occasional notes on the margin.

No. 3515, ff. 233, 2 coll., each 11. 15; large, excellent Nasta'Uk

;

splendid binding in red and gold ; size, 9J in. by 6^ in.

940
Another more defective copy of the same.

Contents

:

Kasidas and tarji'bands, jf?rsi collection, in alphabetical

order, except the first, on fol. i^: J| 5.3 |C|I.ii.*.

Beginning of the first alphabetical kasidah, on fol. 3'*

:

W> J j^ ciW^ u' a''^J '^i^ J^-
corresponding to fol. S'' in No. 1530 (936 above).

Kasidas etc., second collection, interspersed with
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ghazals, likewise in alphabetical order, but only be-

ginning in the letter ., on t'ol. 180":

corresponding to fol. 78", first line, in No. 1530. This

is owing to a lacuna after fol. 179. The last kasldah,

which begins, on fol. 179'', jjULij sJ;J ij\ corresponds

to fol. 195'' in No. 1530, and breaks off with the 13th

bait (=No. 1530, fol. 196", 1. 10).

Kit'as, with a few ghazals, concluded by the short

satirical matlmawis, on fol. 237", beginning :

l|Jj j^ jljj »j^ — oX-j /iJllj iji-o csUi (^1

corresponding tothefoui'th kit'ah in No. 1530, fol. 216''.

Fol. 179 injured. No date. College of Fort William,

1825.

No. 2258, fF. 358, 3 coll., each 11. 15-16; Nasta'ltk, by at least

four different hands ; size, 8^ in. by 4J in.

941
A third defective copy of the same.

Contents

:

Ka.sldas etc., without any order, on fol. i*", beginning

as usual.

Ghazals, arranged alphabetically, beginning, on fol.

134b.

I

Kit'as, in alphabetical order, beginning, on fol. 184" :

Tliis part is incomplete at the end ; the last kit'ah

on fol. 1921", which breaks oflf with the second bait, is

found in No. 1530, fol. 247'', 11. 3 and 2 ab infra.

There are besides lacunas after ff. 189 and 191. The

kit'ah Jl ij^... * «j,, beginning on fol. 189'', corre-

sponds to No. 1530, fol. 230", the kit'as on foL 190* to

if. 243'' and 237'' respectively in the same copy (so that

the end of letter cy, the whole letters «> r-' ^""^ T'
and the beginning of the letter j are missing). The

last kit'ah, on fol. 191^, ^1 (jjJ.Ui* ij\, is found on

fol. 243* in No. 1530, the first kit'ah, on fol. 192", on

fol. 245b,
1. 5, in the same copy.

Small blanks on ff. 69^ and 73''. Tiie proper order

of ff. 38-43 is : 38, 40, 39, 42, 41, and 43.

Various readings and many additions on the margin.

A great number of pages worm-eaten.

. No. 1006, ff. 192, 2 coll., each 11. 21 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 10 in,

by 5^ in.

942
A fourth defective copy of the same.

This copy is in a very unsatisfactory state, worm-
eaten throughout, more es])ecially in the first half, and
damaged besides in many places, whole parts of the

first leaves being torn away or effaced. It is defective

at the end.

Contents

:

The same short prose preface as in No. 2677 (935

above); beginning: Jl ti Li.i.^:L^. The poet's name

is given here, oil fol. 2", 1. 6, as 'Ali bin Ma],imud bin

Ishak al-Anwari.

Kasidas, without any order, on fol. 2'*, beginning as

usual.

Kit'as, in alphabetical order, beginning, on fol. 185I'

:

Jl [jjX^ bl.

Ghazals, on fol. 258l>, beginning :

I
I jjLJ

ls* ^3 ^y- y ^^J
corresponding to fol. 319*" in No. 1530 (936 above).

A few more kit'as and kasidas, on ff. 287''-289''.

Satirical matlmawis, beginning, on fol. 289" : IjJ

'^One ghazal aild a few kit'as on fol. 293* followed by

rubais which break off on fol. 298''. The last rubai,

cy.j dL* jl, corresponds to No. 1530, fol. 369", 1. 3

ab infra.

Many various readings and interesting glosses on the

margin.

No. 3520, olim 31 13*, ff. 298, 2 coll., each 11. 19; Nasta'lik
;

size, loin, by 5f in.

943
A part of Anwari's diwau.

This copy contains only :

Kasidas etc., without alphabetical order, beginning

on fol. lb as usual.

Kit'as, iuteispersed with a few kasidas, ghazals, and

rubii'is (nineteen ruba'is and one fard at the end), on

fol. 1 8 2*', beginning:

No date. Many various readings and glosses on the

margin.

No. 2690, ff. 283, 3 coll., each 11. 17; large Nasta'lik, by
different hands as it seems ; the first eight and the last tliree

leaves supplied by a modern hand ; size, ic J in. by i\ in.

944
Kasaid-i-Auwarl (cJ;*Jl jJLaj).

Anwari's kasidas in alphabetical order, except the

first and the third ; beginning of the initial kasidah aa

usual. The second corresponds to No. 1530, fol. 6", the

third to fol. 194'', first line, and the fourth (or second

alphabetical poem), beginning Jl o>-».j; ijU JjuclJ t5'>

to fol. 4^, first line, in the same copy. Rich marginal

glosses and notes.

Dated the first of Dhil-alka'dah, a. h. 1094 (a. D.

1683, Oct. 22), in the castle of Sulapur, by Nadirbeg,

son of 'Abdallalibeg ibn 'Ibad-allahbeg, a descendant of

Ahrar (i.e. Shaikh 'Ubaid-allah, see No. 633 in this

Cut.) and inhabitant of Andijan.

No. 1926, ff. 226, 2 coll., each U. 17; Nasta'lik, size, 10 in.

by 6 in.

945
Another copy of the same.

The same kasidas, arranged alphabetically, beginning
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as usual. The second (or first alphabetical) kasidah, on

fol. 2", beginning : Jl
\j ^^^ db o^ULo s^.;—> L-a,

is the second in the preceding copy too. Rich marginal

notes.

Copied A. H. II20 (a. D. 1708, 1709), in Bahadur-
shah's reign, by 'Abd-alkhalik Gharib.

No. 514, ff. 239, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'llk; size, 8^ in.

by 5^ in.

946
Intikhab-i-dlwan-i-Auwari (<jjjjl

u'>^-*
^'-*^ )•

Extracts from Anwari's diwau, tontisting of kasldas,

ghazals, and kit'as, without any order. The initial

poem is the same as the second in the preceding two

copies: Jl iu^> Lt-o.

No date.

No. 609, ff. 48''-8i*, 2 coll., each U. 15, and a third on the

margin, U. 24-28 ; Nasta'llk; illuminated irontispiece, the first

two pages richly adorned ; two pictures on ff. 80'' and 81* ; size,

9i in. by 5^ in.

947

Sharh-i-diwan-i-Anwari {(Jjy\ ijWl-^ rj-^^'

Explanation of the difficult verses in Anwari's diwan,

especially his kasidas, by Muhammad bin Da'iid bin

Muhammad bin Mahmiid 'Alawi Shadiyabadi, who
flourished in tlie reigu of Nasir-aldin Khilji, the ruler

of Malwah (a.h. 9o6-9i6=a. d. 1500-1510), see Rieu
ii. p. 556". He also wrote a commentary on Khakani's

poems, see Nos. 968-970 below. Begiimiiig : ^. i^U-i

I

^ji'
-Sj^j ']j^° j^ (.J-«

f-^
tiU- J^.

The first verse, explained, on fol. 2", is the initial

bait usually found in copies of Anwari's kasidas

:

Jl lij {^jJL«.

Dated the 24th of Muharram, A. h. 1056 (a. d. 1646,
Marcii 12), by Aminkhan ibn Shaikh "Abdallah of

Shahpur.

No. 1126, ff. 1-88, 11. 16-19; Nastallk, mixed withShikasta;
size, 9I in. by 5^ in.

948
Sharh-i-diwan-i-Anwari (i^jil ^j\y_:> rj^)-
Another commentary on Anwari's kasidas and kit'as,

by Abu-alhasan Farahani (or as his contemporary
Nasrabadi in his tadhkirah, composed between a.h.

1083 and 1092 =A.D. 1672-1681, see No. 669 in this

Cat., calls him, Mir Abu-alhasHn, a Husaini Sayyid of

Farahan), see Bodleian Cat, No. 557 ; Rieu ii. p. 55611

;

A.Sprenger,Catal.,pp. 332 and 333 ; MelangesAsiatiques,
iv. p. 54.

The commentary on the kasidas begins, on fol. i** :

i

^' L5*y i^i) j' ^o-w—
The first kasidah commented upon is the second (or

first alphabetical one) of the usual copies

:

L^l>.

The kasidas conclude, on fol. 66", with the colophon :

ijjy\ uIh-* rj"^ '^'^ f>^!
8.nd are followed by the

commentary on the kit'as (}_>1 jl i^,»jl injLxLi.* -. _i

^yLftl^ ^j
ii), beginning with this verse :

r}j ])
<^j^-^ ^\j jj |,lj (^1

CJ/^ LT^'-* J lM^ <.f^ y i\jj.

^ Dated the 19th of Ramadan, in the 19th year of

"Alamgir's reign (=A. h. 1087, A. d. 1676, Nov. 25).

On fol. I" this copy is designated as —^ ^^ jTill .lil

No. 1910, ff. 91, 11. 18-19 ; Shikasta ; size, 9 in. by 5} in.

949
The first part of the same commentary.
Abii-alljasan Farahani's commentary on Anwari's

kasidas, beginning as in the preceding copy. No date.

No. 212, ff. 1-83, 11. 20; careless Nastallk; size, gj in. by

5z in-

KMkanl (Nos. 950-970).

950

Kulliyyat-i-Khakani (^ULi. caCii ).

The complete poetical works of Afdal-aldin Badil

Ibrahim bin 'Ali Najjar Khakiini of Siiirwan, who had
originally the takhallus of Haka'iki, which he exchanged

at the suggestion of his spiritual guide Abu al'al^

Ganjawi for Khakani in honour of the Khakan-i-Kabir
Miniicihr and his son Akhsatan or Akhtasan, comp. on
somepointsof difficulty connected with these Haftlklim,
Nos. 1385 and 1397, cols. 480 and 482 in this Cat.

Khakani died probably A.h. 595 (a. D. 1 199); another

possible date is a.h. 590 (a. d. 1194), but quite im-

possible is A.H. 582 (a. d. 1 186) ; see on Khakani's life

and poetry especially Khanykov, Memoire sur Khacani,

in Journal Asiatiquo, 6™® serie, vol. iv. p. 137 sq. (1864),
and vol. v. p. 296 sq. (1865), and Salemann's introduc-

tion to his Russian edition of Khakani's ruba'is, St.

Petersburg, 1875; comp. besides Bodleian Cat., Nos.

560-581 ; Rieu ii. p. 558 sq. ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 768 sq. ; A. Spreuger, Catal., p. 461 ; G. Flu<;el i. p.

508 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 329 ; Ouseley,

Biograph. Notices, p. 157; Melanges Asiatiques, iii.

p. 114 sq., etc. Khakani's poetical works have been

lithographed in Lucknow, 1879.

This copy of the Kulliyyat contains

:

1. Tuhfat-al'irakain (^^j^sLxJI iia.'), the famous

mathnawi in which the poet describes his pilgrimage

from Shirwan to Makkah and Madinah and his way
back, with special reference to the two 'Iraks, i.e.

'Irak-i-'ajam and 'Irak-i-'arab, beginning with a prose

preface, on fol. i*> : i-_li vJUa:? ^1 *.a.i£l Ltj.^

Beginning of the mathnawi itself, on fol. 4"

:

elli- tj-^ ) y-r^ tia- ^yj _ dLux ijlf^UaJ j^^jU

The contents of this mathnawi have been given in
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detail by Khanykov in his Mdmoire (quoted above),

jjp. 173-179; see also Wiener, Jahrbucber, vol. 64,

Anzeigeblatt, pp. 16-18. It has been lithographed in

Agra, 1855, and in Lucknow, 1876 ; extracts from it

have also been printed in Lahore, 1867.

2. Diwan (jjl^j), containing itusidas, tarji'bands,

kit'as, and ghazals, all mixed togetlier without any order,

on fol. 91'', beginning: ^^ j c.-. . .1 tri^^-jO ^^ Jj

A second, anonymous, mathnawi, noticed in the

Kulliyyat-i-Khakaui, Bodleian Cat, No. 560, is not

found in this copy.

Dated the 13th of Safar, a.h. 1007 (a. d. 1598, Sept.

15)-

No. 1767, ff. 407, 2 coll., each 11. 19; Nasta'Uk; illuminated

frontispieces on ff. i''and 91''; size, 11^ in. by 6J in.

951

Intikhab-i-KuUiyyat-i-Khakani (nyljULi uLi-^^-''

Extracts from Khakanl's diwan (^IsUfc (jLjj v^i^ ),

consisting of kasidas, ghazals, and ruba'is (the latter

on ff. ii2l'-ii7»), followed by the Tuhfat-al'irakain

(on ff. 117'' margin-176). Beginning of the kasidas :

J| i^lki (ji}^. J--) oJlft i_ijLftj \j^, corresponding

to fol. 138* in No. 2552 (967 below). Beginning of

the mathnawi as usual.

Dated the i2thof Jumada II, a.h. 1038 (a.d. 1629,

Febr. 6), by Muhammad Shafi' of Isfahan.

No. 609, ff. Si*"-!;?*, 2 coll., each 11. 15, and a third on the

margin, 11. 34-28 ; Nasta'ltk ; illuminated frontispiece, the first

two pages richly embellished ; a picture on fol. 177"; size, 9I in.

by 5J in.

952
Tuhfat-al'irakain (j^j^LnJl its').

Another copy of the mathnawi 'Tuhfat-al'irakain,'

with the preface in prose on fol. i^ ; beginning of the

poem itself on fol. 6''.

Many short marginal glosses. No date.

No. 262, ff. 93, 2 coll., each 11. 19; small Nasta'Uk; illu-

minated frontispieces on ff. 1'' and 6''
; size, 8| in. by i\ in.

953
Another copy of the same.

Prose preface, on fol. i^ ; beginning of the mathnawi,

on fol. 9**.

The whole copy is filled with valuable glosses, both

interlinear and marginal, but unfortunately a number
of the latter are half cut or torn away. As date appears

only the 1 5th of Shawwal, but no year. Bibliotheca

Leydeniana.

No. 2615, ff. 191, 2 coll., each 11. 9 ; Nasta'Uk ; worm-eaten;

a part of the margin cut or torn away almost throughout ; size,

9 in. by 5 in.

954
A slightly defective copy of the same.

This copy begins abruptly in the prose preface, on

fol. I", with the words : ^^^V~^ ji ^jU— I ^J

JI o.b ijLiiT corresponding to No. 262 (952 above),

fol. 2*, 1. 3 ab infra {one leaf missing). Beginning of

the mathnawi, on fol. 3*.

At the end on fol. 77" a short epilogue in prose,

giving an account of the six makalas into which the

poem IB divided,—viz. : 1. _ijJl (jJL*^
j
^^XiJI ij—jV^

(here beginning on fol. 3"). 2. JjijJI jr'/*-*
(^lere on

fol. 61'). 3.

JL^ i\J\ U-1

J^'.

j1j.jL>

~J\ jljjill (here on fol. 23*). 4. j ij^\ ^^,1 ^
jUj5I1 ij]^

J
.sVjjill :,j\y, JU^, J

.>5U1 '35^ J
iJtjjJi'

(here on fol. 33"). 5. Jl Jj--;-ll i-iJJ-* i_i-«j
j_j»

(^jL^il ijl Jl ijx^\ ijjjujj (_^i-~J ^j (in the epilogue

ijx^\ ^\ ijx^\ i-4A-«) (here on fol. 42''). 6. i_i-<>j ^
Ji jiUI '^yt vL«-' J J-jJtl

)
^1-iJl (here on fol.53»),—

aud the number of baits in each.

Dated, as it seems, a.h. 1078 (a.d. 1667, 1668).

The copy is greatly injured in many places, but as

carefully mended as possible. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2791, ff. 77, 2 coll., each 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 8| in.

by si in.

955

The same, without the preface.

No preface. Beginning of the mathnawi as usual.

Various readings and short glosses on the margin.

An entry of a former owner on fol. i*. Dated the 1 4th

of Muharram, a.h. 1058 (a. D. 1648, Febr. 9).

No. 1058, ff. 97, 2 coll., each U. 17; careless Nasta'ltk; size,

8| in. by 4I in.

956
The same.

No preface. Dated the 24th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h.

1099 (a.d. 1688, Jan. 28).

No. 278, ff. 127, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'Uk; size, 7^ in.

by 3J in.

957
The same.

No preface. Dated, on fol. 191'', A.h. 1134 (a.d.

1721, 1722).

Fol. 192 is left blank. Fol. 193 is filled with an

anonymous kasidah, beginning

:

e)b. jT

Khakanl's mathnawi is accompanied with a great

number of interesting and valuable notes and glosses,

both marginal and interlinear.

No. 1195, ff. 8i''-i93, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; size, S-J in. by x\ in.
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958
The same.

No preface ; no date. Many various readings,

glosses, and additions, both marginal and interlinear.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2186, ff. 112, 2 coll., each U. 15; Shikasta; size, 8| in.

by 6 in.

959
The same.

No preface ; no date. Numerous marginal glosses.

No. 280, ff. 105, 2 coll., each 11. is, ; the last three pages
supplied by another hand, 11. 17; worm-eaten; Nasta'Uk ; size,

7} in. by 4^ in.

960
Sharh-i-Tuhfat-al'irakain (^^.Jl.jjl iis^ ^-i-i).

A commentary on the Tuhfat-ariiakain, composed
by Shaikh 'Abd-alsalam, a. h. 1057, in the 20th year
of Shahjahan's reign= A. d. 1647 (see ff.

3b,
1. 7, and

4^ 11. 10-13), comp. A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 463, and
Bodleian Cat., No. 581.

Beginning of the preface (different from that in

Sprenger) : \j JiA^ ^J^ j u^\^^ ,^lS'if ^jx^r=^

The first verse of the mathnawl, commented upon,

is the usual initial bait : Jl ^LTtki *.*jL., on fol. 6«.

Another commentary on the same mathiiawi, by
Ghulam Muhammad, is noticed in Bodleian Cat., No.
580.

This copy was finished the 17th of Dhu-alka'dah,
A.H. 1059 (A.D. 1649, Nov. 22), only two years after

the completion of the commentary.

No. 642, ff. 159, 11. 17; irregular Nasta'Uk, by two different
hands, as it seems ; size, 9 in. by 4I in.

961
Diwan-i-Khakani (^UU- uUjj).

Another copy of Khakani's IjTical poems, dated the
7th of Rabi'-alakhar, A. h. 1004 (a.d. 1595, Dec. 10).
It contains kasidas, tarji'bands, kit'as, and ghazals, all

mixed together without any alphabetical order ; from
fol. 321'' down to the end there are only ghazals.

_Begiiiniug: J^^ ^ ^ ^ e.>~...>.W^^ ^ Jj

No. 1264, ff. 372, 2 ooU., each 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; the first two
pages richly illuminated ; size, 1 1^ in. by 6| in.

962
Another copy of the same diwan.
This copy is dated a. h. ioo6, the loth of Safar

(a.d. 1597, Sept. 22), and contains:

Kasidas, interspersed with some ghazals and kit'as,

on fol. i^. Beginning as usual.

Tarji'bands, on fol. 219b, beginning:

^ ^^Iki-, Jila. ^\s. l^jU-yJ .^•1 ^UaJuu

The right order of ff. 263-270 is: 263, 265, 266,
264, 269, 267, 268, and 270. Occasional notes on the
margin.

The title (_5iLsl-i. i^LlJiX on fol. i", is incorrect,

as the copy only contains the diwiin.

No. 589, ff. 270, 2 coll., each 11. 19; Nasta'Uk ; size, lojin.
by sl in.

963
The same.

Contents

:

Kasidas, on fol. ib, beginning as usual.

Tarji'band.s and niarathi (elegies), on fol. 220''.

Beginning: Jl o... . :.:.t.ir,.> ^ ^^^jdf ^h j Jj ^j\.

The first elegy, on fol. 225a, begins thus

:

JKit'as, on fol. 273a, beginning : ^yL— S^ yUj
^Jy>.

No date. Many glosses on the margin of the first

40-50 leaves.

This copy was presented to Mr. Richard Johnson,
1778; a Persian note by a former owner, on fol. i*,

contains the date a. h. 1183 (a.d. 1769, 1770).

No. 1263, ff. 284, 2 coll., each 11. 18-19; Nasta'Uk; size,

llj in. by 6| in.

964
The same.

A very large and rich copy, not dated.

Contents

:

Kasidas, tarji'bands, elegies, kit'as, mystical ghazals,

etc., all mixed together without any order, ou fol. i^.

Beginning as usual. At the end of this jiart, on fol.

367a, there is the following colophon: jJLa-iJl e*Ij

JjJ.1
J ur'iP'' i ulr*^' A-^iljt-..

J u^P' i->\-^
_j

(!) ^\^-^\ J,

Love-ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 367",
beginning

:

2r* ^_5::—JW-<l A^aj .1 jj-i.£ s-ip

Bubals, on fol. 442", beginning: ^X x>, ^>. ^^1

Occasionally short glosses on the margin.

No. 2460, ff. 460, 2 coll., each 11. 19 ; very clear and distinct
Nasta'Uk; illuminated frontispiece; .size, io|: in. by 5I in.

965
The same.

This copy contains chiefly kasidas, without alpha-
betical order, interspersed with occasional ghazals,
kit'as, and rubais. No date. Eleventh or twelfth
century of the Hijrah.

No. 3284, olim 19. J. 3, ff. 248, 2 coll., each 11. 19; clear and
distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, ii| in. by 6| in.

^ jV^V'^jJ>»-"jW*JS
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966
The same.

This copy, dated the i6th of Rabi'-alawwal, A. h.
iioi (the 33rd year of Alamgir's reign=A.D. 1689,
Dec. 28), contains only kasidas and tarji'bands.

Numerous marginal glosses. Fol. 148 supplied by
another hand.

No. 2850, fr. 1-249, a coll., each 11. i8 ; largo Nastallk ; size,

1 3J in. by 7 in.

967

A very large, but defective copy of the same.

This copy (which is incorrectly styled, on fol. i",

Kulliyyat-i-Khakaul) contains kasidas, tarji'bands,

ghazals, and kit'as, all mixed together, without any
order. Beginning as usual. On fol. 406" a series of

ruba is begins with the same bait as in No. 2460 (964

above) : Jl ^^^ x> ^^ ^J^\

.

This part is incomplete at the end ; it breaks off on
fol. 415**; the last rubai corresponds to the fourth in

No. 2460, fol. 450*.

On the fly-leaves, at the end, there are written some

lines in Arabic, beginning : » . .1 c 4III ^-L. (%J1 Jl5

e Jl

No. 2552, ff. 415, 2 coll., eaoh 11. 19; N.nsta'llk; illuminated
frontispiece ; some embellislunents on the first two pages ; size,

Iof in. by 6J in.

968

Sharh-i-Diwan-i-Khakani ( J(jU> ijUji r-/^)-

A commentary on the difficult verses in the kasidas

and other minor poems of Khakani (eyLol ^<j») ».y^

^UaJLu • U^ixAJI J-^l {j]ii^ i\l.i» .Lx^lj JoLoi tl^..t

<

j^s*^' J 1-JfxJl <r^l ^jJl fJJLa. j-ajJl ijL.*^ J^«.?..ll

^yUU. |.U b <-3jyj<J.l Jls. j^ ijUitf jy-J.i-11 J-iil,

as the inscription in the following copy has it), by
the same Muhammad bin Da'ud bin Muhammad bin

Mahmud 'Alawi Shadiyabadi, who wrote a commentary
on Anwari's diwan, see No. 947 above ; other copies of

the same in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 572 and 573; Eieu ii.

p. 561, and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 462.

Beginning of the preface : (j-Lj ^. (j-Lf—^l.j ^aU^

The first verse, explained, is the usual Initial one

:

Jl e«.M,^;.l.»j .-^ j^ J J, on fol. 90b, bottom. A
small blank on fol. asS**.

Dated (by the second hand) in Dhu-alka'dah, A. h.

995 (a. D. 1587, October). Other commentaries on

Khakani's diwan are described in Rieu ii. 562 (by

"Alawi Lahiji in Jahangir's time) ; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 770, and G. Fliigel i. p. 509 (by 'Abd-alwahhab

bin Mahmud al-Hasani al-Husainl al-Ma'muri, with the

takhallus Ghana'!, who flouiished about A. H. 1090=
A. D. 1679, and whose commentary seems to have the

IND. OFF.

special title of s-.U oJTjt*) ; and A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 463 {\ji\ -yi, by Kabul Muhammad, the author of

the Haft Kulzum).

No. 1126, fi". 90-263, written by two hands, the first in
Naskhl, on ff. go''-! 70" middle, 25-30 diagonal lines in a page

;

the second in Nasta'llk, on ff. 170* middle-263, larger in the
beginning and getting smaller and smaller towards the end, 24-32
diagonal lines in a page ; size, 9J in. by 5 J in.

969
A defective copy of the same.

Beginning, on fol. s^, the same as in the preceding
copy. It breaks off on fol. 419''; the last words agree
with fol. 251^, 1. 7 ab infra, in the preceding copy.

Instead of Ihe correct Shadiyabadi the present copy
has (^jbjLi. On ff. 1-4 some fragments of a Persian
dictionary are found, explaining principally Arabic
words generally used by the Persians. The margin of

the first eighty-three leaves is covered with notes and
glosses. Some of the first and a great number of the

last pages are a little worm-eaten.

No. 1010, ff. 419, 11. 15 ; large, but careless Nasta'llk ; size,

9j in- by 5i in.

970
A fragment of the same.

Beginning as usual. The author's name appears

here in the short form of us^Lc jjlj jJlU:*. It breaks

off, on fol. 73l>, with the bait: ,jSj| ,j .ijj Joo si ^uJ^
Jl sU JiLjJ, corresponding to fol. 92", 11. 4 and 5

in the preceding copy.

No. 450, ff. 1-73, U. 17 ; clear Naeta'Uk; size, 8f in. by 4I in.

971

Diwan-i-Zahir Faryabi {^}o\ij.;^ o])^-^)-

Lyrical poems, by Zahir-aldin Abu-alfadl Tiihir bin

Muhammad of Faryab, in the province of Balkh, who
died A.H. 598 (a. D. I20I, 1202), see Haft Iklim, No.

566 (col. 419 in this Cat.), and comp. on his life and

poems, Eieu ii. p. 563 ; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 582-584

;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 720 and 773 sq. ; A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 579 ; Ouseley, Biograph. Notices,

p. 154 etc.; Krafft, p. 62; C. J. Tornberg, p. 102;

Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 205.

Contents

:

Kasidas and tarkibbands, on fol. i'', beginning :

Jij^ '^V" 1*''^^ 1*"*^
T'^

'J-^r**

corresponding to the initial kastdah in the first Berlin

and the third Bodleian copy.

At the end some kit'as and ruba is, the latter in-

complete, breaking off, on fol. i lo^, iu the middle of a

quatrain.

Printed at Calcutta, A. h. 1245.

No. 2031, ff. no, 2 coll., e.-ich 11. 15 ; Nastallk; size, 8J in.

by 4| in.
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Nizami (Nos. 972-1027).

972

Khamsa-i-Nizami [^\}aj t^,,..»J>.).

The Khamsah, or complete five epic poems, the so-

called 'five treasures' {^J"-^,) of Jamal-aldln Abd

Muhammad Ilyas bin Yusuf bin Mu'ayyad Nizam-aldin,

with the takhalliis Nizamt, of Ganja, who was born

A.H. 535 (a. D. 1140, 1141), and died probably A. h.

598 or 599 (a.d. 1202, 1203) ; later dates of his death

are a.h. 602 (a.d. 1205, 1206), 606 (a.d. 1209, 12 10),

and after 607 (a.d. 1210, 1211); see Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 585-619 and 1981 ; Eieu ii. p. 564 sq. and (as

to A.H. 607) p. 569" ;
W. Pertsch, p. 67, and Berlin Cat.,

p. 751 sq. ; Sir Gore Ouseley, Notices of Persian Poets,

p. 43; A. Sprenger,Catal., p. 519 sq. ; G. Fliigeli.p. 503;
Hosen, Persian MSS., pp. 1 71-173 and 203; A. F.

Mehren. p. 34; Cat. Codd. Orient. Lugd. ii. p. 109;

C. J. Tornberg, p. 94; J. Aumer, p. 10 etc. On
Niiami's life and works comp. "W. Bacher, Nizami's

Leben und Werke, Leipzig, 187 1 ; English translation,

London, 1873 (reprinted in S. Eobinson's 'Persian

Poetry for English Readers,' 1883, pp. 103-244), and

Eth6, Die hofische und romantische Poesie der Perser,

Hamburg, 1887, pp. 39-42. The Khamsah has been

lithographed in Bombay, 1834 and 1838 ; Tahran, a.h.

1 261; edited at Tabriz, 1845; comp. on these and
other editions Zenker ii. 508-510; Triibner's Eecord,

Nos. 66, 67, p. 99 ; Zeitschrift der D.M.G. vi. p. 405, etc.

Contents

:

1. Makhzan-alasrar ( .l^M ^ji*), composed probably

a.h. 572 or 573 (a.d. 1176-1178), see E,ieu, loc. cit.

Wrong dates, ascribed to this poem in various copies,

are a.h. 552 (a.d. 1157), see No. 990 below in this

Cat., and Bodleian Cat., No. 585; a.h. 559 (a.d. 1164),

see below, Nos. 977, 983, and 994, and Rieu ii. p. 565'';

and A. H. 582 (a. d. 1 186), see Rieu ii. p. 573". • It was
dedicated to Sultan Bahramshah, contains 20 makalas,

and begins, on fol. i^ :

Edited by N. Bland, London, 1844 (with Daulatshah's

and Lutf 'Alibeg's biographies of the poet prefixed)

;

lithographed Lucknow, 1869, 1872, and with a com-
mentary 1881 ; Cawnpore, 1869; a Turkish commen-
tary on the same by Sham'i (who died about A. h. 1009
or loio, A.D. 1600-1602).

2. Khusrau u Shirin {^~^ . ,j ... '-J), composed a.h.

576 (a.d. 1 180, 1 181), and containing eulogies on

Sultan Sa'ld Tughrul bin Arslan (wlio ascended the

throne a.h. 573=a.d. 1177, 1178), the Atabeg Abu
Ja'far Muhammad, and his brother and successor, Kizil

Arslan (a.h. 582-587= A.D. 1186-1191). It begins,

on fol. 36*>: ^

(jL»JL> ^j-tfi^ 5,' 1 .Lk)
J; i^

Lithographed at Lahore, a.h. 1288 (a.d. 1871); see

besides Hammer's Scbirin, Leipzig, 1809.

3. Laila u Majnun (jj^j.^ . ,JlJ), composed A. h.

584 (a.d. I i88),and dedicated to Sultan Abd-almuzaffar

Shirwanshali. It begins, on fol. 126b
:

•,UT ,U ^\

'^ y r^ ly-

Edited Lucknow, 1870 (see Triibner's Record, No. 65,

p. 81) and 1888. Translated into English by J.

Atkinson, 1836.

4. Haft Paikar (^^j o> b a), composed A.h. 593
(a.d. 1 1 97), and dedicated, as it seems, to the Atabeg
Nur-aldin Arslan (who ascended the throne of Mausil

A.H. 589=A. D. 1 193). It begins, on fol. 193*^:

y j' u^ •>><-» cjj^ <--^
'

This poem is sometimes styled jjJ f.U-4-J. a-oJ, see

Bodleian Cat., No. 585. Lithographed Bombay, 1849 '<

Lucknow, 1873 ; comp. also F. v. Erdmann, 'Behram-
gur und die russische Fiirstentochter,' Kasan, 1844.

5*. The first part of the Iskandarnama, here styled

Ikbalnama-i-Sikandari ((^xix-, LtLJLsl) ; the usual

titles are (<,jj.5l-< tjXxi^ or i^ L«lj ,jjlX», (but see

on the conflicting statements respecting the proper titles

of the first and the second part, Rieu ii. pp. 568 and

569 ; Fleischer in Zeitschrift der D. M. G. vii. p. 412,

Anmerkung ; Bodleian Cat., col. 489, and A. F.

Mehren, p. 35 note. It was probably composed a.h.

597 (a.d. 1200, 1201), and dedicated to Nusrat-aldin,

the successor of the Atabeg Kizil Arslan (who died

A.H.587=A.D. 1191). It begins, on fol. 267b
:

ci« •>! Jt |_iljJk x>\ Oi..<ij..^ Va>\

Part of the text was printed 1 8 1 o, Calcutta, in ' Selec-

tions for the Use of the Students of the Persian Class,'

vol. iv, 2nd ed. 1828; also a. H. 1269 ; an edition with

a selection from the best commentaries by Badr Ali

and Mir Husaiu Ali appeared in Calcutta, 181 2, re-

printed 1825 ; lithographed editions besides in Bombay,

A.H. 1277 and 1292, and Lucknow, a.h. 1266, 1282,

with glosses, 1879 and 1888; another edition (with

the commentary of Muhammad Ghufran), Lahore, 1889.

Extracts in German translation by Fr. Riickert in

' Frauentaschenbuch,' Niii-nberg, 1824; English trans-

lation by H. W. Clarke, London, 1881 ; comp. also F.

V. Erdmann, De Expeditione Russorum Berdaam versus,

Kasan, 1826-1832; Charmoy, Expedition d'Alexandre

centre les Russes, St. Petersburg, 1829; F. Spiegel,

Die Alexandersage etc., Leipzig, 1851, pp. 33-50 ; and

Eth6, Alexanders Zug zum Lebensquell in ' Sitzungs-

berichte der bayrischen Academie, histor.-philol.

Classe,' 1 87 1, pp. 343-405-

5^. The second part of the Iskandarnama, here styled

Sharafnama (s-.LLi^) ; the usual titles are t.«Uj^

{j.X^Si^, {jjXsSL^ i-«UUjl, or (jj^- tAjjS.S^\ (see

above in 5"). It was dedicated to Malik 'Izz-aldin

Mas'ud, and begins, on fol. 369^ :

xAS^ \^S\ J^L- Ix^ j.L>)
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Edited by A. Sprenger, Calcutta, 1852 and 1869;
lithographed, Bombay, a.h. 1277 (a. d. i860), and
Lucknow, 1879 ; comp. also W. Backer, Nizaml's Leben
und Werke, pp. 101-171.

Good old copy, collated and dated the 21 at of

Mnharram, a.h. 894 (a. d. 1488, Dec. 25), by Miiulana

Hajl Muhammad aldurustaki albadakhshi. Fol. 261''

is left blank.

No. 402, ff. 422, 4 coll., each 11. 17; small Nastallk ; illuminated

frontispiece at the begiTining of each mathnawl ; some small

miniature paintings, for the greater part effaced, on ff. 49", 50*,

164'', 183'', and 203'' ; size, 9 in. by Jj in.

973

Another copy of the same.

Contents

:

1. Makhzan-alasrar, onfol. I*". 2. Khnsrau u Shirin,

on fol. ^2^ (date of composition, A. h. 576, on fol. 119",

lin. penult.). 3. Laila u Majnun, on fol. 122^. 4. Haft
Paikar, on fol. 180^. 5". Ihejlrst part of the Iskan-

darnama, styled ij.xiX^ L«LJLj1, on fol. 241^1. 5^\ The

second part of the Iskandarnama, styled (jjX^SL^ LoL-iJi

,

on fol. 324*'.

Dated in the month Rabi'-althant, a.h. 975=a.d.

1567, October (on fol. 241* there is written by mistake

Jl ^ ; , T. A-!-" t : ,! instead of Jl ^^ ^ « . » • ;j- , ^)

Some small lacunas at the beginning of several pages.

Ff. 39-42 are misplaced, the right order of the leaves

is : 39, 41, 40, 42. On fol. 369'^, 1. 2, the same rhymed

epilogue on Nizami's death appears, which has been

noticed in Rieu ii. pp. 564'* and 565" ; it is styled

^liaj Xnjj ^ji^lx'', and states that the poet's life

extended to 63 years and six months.

No. 141, ff. 370, 4 coll., each II. 20 ; Nasta'llk ; an illuminated

frontispiece at the beginning of each mathnawi; illuminated

lieadings throughout the copy ; the first two pages luxuriously

eiiibellished ; miniature paintings on ff. 4'', 15", 32", 42', 49", 57*,

62'', 76^ 105', 162'', 171*, aii», 214*, 317", 321'', 227*, and 2'ji*';

size, 12^ in. by 7^ in.

974
The same.

Contents

:

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. i''. 2. Shirin u Khusrau

(so here j. ... ^ j ^-^), on fol. 37!'. 3. Laila u

Majnun, on fol. 133**. 4. Haft Paikar, on fol. 201^'.

5". The Jirst part of the Iskandarnama, styled LtULil

ijjS.:X^, on fol. 276b. 5b. The second part of the

Iskandarnama, styled ij.xSi^ L«UiJ>. and also L«LJ-i.

Dated the 22nd of Rabi'-althani, a.h. 1014 (a. d.

1605, Sept. 6). On fol. i" the following note appears :

' Khumseh Nezami given to R. J. by Mir aboo ali Khan,
brother to Capun ali Kb.'

No. 777, ff.428, 4 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; an illuminated
frontispiece at the beginning of each mathnawl ; miniature paint-

ings on ff. i8», 55*, 89", 239», 236'', 240", 244*, 248'', 255", and
260'' ; »ize, 9S in. by 6j in.

975
The same.

Contents :

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. ib. 2. Haft Paikar, on

fol. 24b. 3. Khusrau u Shirin, on fol. 73b. 4. Laila

u Majnun, on fol. 142b. 5''. The first part of the

Iskandarnama, styled fj.x^S^ L«LjJLj1, on fol. 184b.

5b. The second part of the Iskandarnama, styled here

i_«UaJ L^ t..LJLJ>l, on fol. 250b. A few lines on fol.

269* are left blank. This copy, worm-eaten in many
places, was finislied in Rajab, a.h. 1054 (a. d. 1644,

September), by Muhammad Rida.

No. 1667, ff. 285, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; small Nasta'llk ; an
illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each mathnawl, the

first two page* of each are besides splendidly adorned; size, \o\ in.

by S '"

976
The same.

Contents :

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. ib. 2. Khusrau u Shirin,

on fol. 37b. 3. Laila u Majniin, on fol. 141b. 4. Haft

Paikar, on fol. 212b. 5*. 'The first part of the Iskan-

darnama ((«,jjX-<I t*LJLJ>l), on fol. 293b. 5b. The

second part of the Iskandarnama ((^ajX-.i\ L«ljj^),

on fol. 400b. The copy concludes on fol. 454b, and
on ff. 455-468 some parts of the last mathnawi are

repeated, but not in any coherent form ; for instance,

fol. 456b,
1. II, corresponds to fol. 433", 1. 3, but the

preceding portions in both parts are quite different.

On fol. 453^ 1. 5, there appears the |»-;X».
^:y^J,

i.e.

the L5<UaJ j^-^i ,_ji-els^', see above in No. 973. No
date. But on fol. !"• there is the seal of a former

owner, rather effaced, dated a.h. 1070 (a. d. 1659,

1660), and another of Shah Mivkhan (dated A. h. i 147,

A. D. 1734, 1735). In August, 1782, this MS. came
into the possession of Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 387, ff. 468, 4 centre-coll., each 11. 17; beautiful Nastn'ltk
;

an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each mathnawl,
the first two pages luxuriously adorned ; a vignette on fol. i» ;

miniature paintings on ff. 4°, 17", 47'', 55*, (>\^, 64", 65'', 70*, 71'',

83", 93', 9S^ I02^ 104", 124", 132*, 167'', 182", 201'', 225'', 227",

233*. 235''. 237^ 244°, 252», 359^ 264^ 267*, 279*, 284»', 306'',

311'. 3i8», 334*, 337^ 346^ 364'', 372^ 374», 3S6», 396", 422'',

438", 442'', 456", 466", and 468° ; size, 10^ in. by 6^ in.

977
The same.

Contents

:

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. ib. The wrong date of

A.H. 559 appears here on fol. 29b, 1. 4: sjj sl-s^ j J'-a-i^.•

2, Khusrau u Shirin, on fol. 30b. 3. Laila u Majnun,

on fol. 125b. The date, A. h. 584, appears on fol. 130b,

1. II. 4. Haft Paikar, on fol. 185b The date, a.h. 593,
appears on fol. 257b, 1. 5. 5*. The _;?r*< part of the

Iskandarnama, styled here j-oLlKw or (jtj i^\jjX:S^

(see fol. 344b and fol. 345* in the colophon), on fol.

258b. The date, A.h. 597, appears on fol. 345b, 1. 10.

5b. The second part of the Iskandarnama, styled here

»-«LiJLj1 or {Sj^- ij-'^jXsSi^, on fol. 345b.

Q q 2
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This excellent copy, dated A. H. io72= a..d. 1661, 1662
(see fol. 257^), was received into the Library March 29,

1878.

_No. 3191, ff. 390, 4 coll., each 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk; an illu-

minated frontispiece at the beginning of each mathnaw!
;
pictures

on ff. 46°, 53», 56", 57I', 63^ 74^ 83", 84", 89^ ^09^ 114", ii8»,

ll9^ 147% I53», I58'', 195% 197", igS\ 203°, 205", 207*, 213",

216", 217'', 2ig», 220°, 221'' (damaged), 222'', 225'', 226*, 229",
229b jjjb^ 234», 238^ 240", 240^ 244«, 245", 245% 249^ 276",

289^, 292", 297', 301", 303", 321'", 323", and 341''; size, loj in.

by 6| in.

978
The same.

This copy, which is not dated, contains the mathnawis
in the following order

;

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. i^". 2. Laila u Majnun,
on fol. 39K 3. Khusrau u Shirin, on fol. 108b. 4^
The7?''s*part ofthe Iskandarnama, on fol. 207^. 41". The
second part of the Iskandamama, on fol. 322''. 5. Haft
Paikar, on fol. 383^. Good copy, with two small

lacunas after ff. 438 and 462.

No. 2445, ff. 465, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 14, and a third on
the margin, 11. 32 ; Nasta'Uk; small illuminated frontispiece on
fol. i""; no headings at the beginning of the other mathnawis;
size, 10 in. by 6 1 in.

979
Nizami's Khamsah without the second part of the

Iskandamama.
Contents

:

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. i^, 2. Laila u Majniin,

on fol. 28^ 3. Khusrau u Shirin, on fol. 8iK 4. Haft
Paikar, on fol. 156''. 5. The first part of the Iskan-

damama, on fol. 212''. Good copy, dated A. h. 1049
(a. D. 1639, 1640), by Abu-alhasan ibn Zain-aldin

Muhammad of Zindanau (a village near Bukhara), and
presented to the Library by Lieut.-Col. W. Kirkpatrick,

30 May, 1864.

No. 1651, ff. 291, 4 coll., each II. 21 ; excellent Nasta'Uk ; an
illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each mathuawi ; size,

ll|in. by 7J In.

980
Another copy of the same.

Contents

:

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. il>. 2. Khusrau u Shirin,

on fol. 45''. 3. Laila u Majnun, on fol. 164''. 4. Haft
Paikar, on fol. 247''. 5. The first part of the Iskan-

damama, on fol. 342^. This copy was presented by
prince Dara Shukuh to Muhammad Mukim of Tabriz,

with the takhallus Jauhari, the 12th of Eamadan, A.n.

1061 (a. D. 1651, August 29).

No. 1491, ff. 467, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 14, and a third on
the margin, 11. 28 ; small Nasta'Uk ; the first two pages of each
matlmawi splendidly illuminated ; size, 71 in. by 4I in.

981
The same.

Contents

:

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. lb. 2. Khusrau u Shirin,

on fol. 36b. 3. Laila u Majnun, on fol. 135b. 4. Haft
Paikar, on fol. 205*. 5. The first part of the Iskan-

damama, on fol. 266b. Ff. 114 and 115 are left blank,

and there seems to be a lacuna after fol. 113; small
blanks also on ff. 204'' and 366b. No date.

No. 142, ff. 367, 4 coll., each U. 17 ; Nasta'Uk ; the original
leaves are put into a modern margin ; an illuminated frontispiece
at the beginning of each mathnawl; ff. i' and 2» splendidly
adorned; vignettes on ff. 1°, 36», I35», 265"=, and 266"; size,

I2|in. by gj in.

982
Khulasa-i-!l^hamsa-i-Nizami ((jaUoj » - .=- LoiU.).

Extracts from Nizami's five mathnawis, by an anony-

mous compiler, divided into the folloiving thirty-five

chapters, viz. : 1. x^^y ^j; 2.^ oau ji] 3. jx^ji
;

sLijL) ; 11. oJjj o^i-flji ; 12. eJjj i_>Ls^b Is:^ ',0 ;

13. ^jL>»lj ^S£.ji ; 14. U-j ^^ji ; 16.^^ j JiSj.>;

le.^^.jjj i^l^y; 17. j^j-s-tjUTii; 18. jfli-j *-»y-j.>;

19. o^b,j o^LL. y ; 20. jiU.1 ^LjJil y ; 21. ^i

;1^
^^lJu»Lk3; 22.

^
24. .sjjjk ^JJJvU-iy; 25

j\) i;;-'-''-*-*'-'"-' J
''^- ij-*^^yi^^ (*"^V*' ^^* "y'j'-*^]'*;

J t|/*j y ; 26. ,i

ua\j x^\j ^ ^j-:^^; 27. ^_*^ ^-i-«jj; 28. p^ji

;

29. jji,y» ^Lw«^ oJ^J-c jj ; 30. jjuiLik «.:-• .j; 31..

i

j^jjJoj oJ!juj>; 32. LJj d;jjj; 33.^1^. oolXji ^^ ;

34, (probably
J,\jj,) ^\y, ji; 35. ^J\sJ^:, j JLi..! ji.

Beginning of the preface in prose : jjJ.LxJI Ci. <U) x»il

c>Jji i^Vs:^' jj^ Jutj LII ,j,.T.->l sJTj xls^ Jus ii^LttJlj

>JI v:j.^—^V J
^*^lj e*:iX^

'^^;lj
•

This redaction of the extracts evidently agrees

with the second Berlin redaction, see \V. Pertscb,

Berlin Cat., p. 767 ; No. 599 in the Bodleian Cat.

;

and Rieu ii. p. 575b. The division, given above, is tiiat

quoted in the preface ; in the text itself there is inserted

after chapter 1 1, as 1 2th, a new one, viz. o^JiJ^ .j (see

the same modification in the third Berlin redaction),

and, on the other hand, chapter 31 is left out entirely.

Copies of the larger redaction in thirty-seven chapters

are described in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 766 ; Bod-
leian Cat., Nos. 597 and 598; and Eieu ii. p. 575".

Copied A. H. 982 (a. D. 1574, 1575), by Mu'izz-aldin

Muhammad alhusaini. On the fly-leaf a short account

of Niziimi's Khamsah in French.

No. 1129, ff. 47, 2 coll., each 11. II ; Nasta'Uk; illuminated

throughout in a splendid manner; well-ornamented frontispiece;

a picture on fol. 29" ; size, 9^ in. by 6 in.

983
Four mathnawis by Nizami.

This copy contains

:

1. The first part of the Iskandamama, on fol. ib;

the date of completion, a. h. 597, on fol. 118", 1. 7.

2. Haft Paikar, on fol. 119b; the date of completion,

A.H. 593, 14th of Bamadan, on fol. 208b, 11. ii and 12.

3. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. 209b ; the wrong date, A.H.

559, 24tli of Rabi'-alawwal, on fol. 248b, 11, 10-12 in

the margin-column, 4. Khusrau u Shirin, on fol. 249b;
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the date of completion, a.h. 576, on fol. 356*, 1. 7 in

the margin-column. Dated a.h. 1024 (a.d. 1615), see

ff. 1 1 8a, zoS^, and 248l>. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2631, fF. 360, 2 centre-coU., each 11. 15, and a third on
the margin, U. 28 ; small, but clear Nasta'Uk ; splendid illu-

minated frontispieces on ff. i'', lig*", 209'', and 249''; the first

two pages of each mathnawt neatly embellished with borders in

gold and other colours ; excellent eastern binding with flowers on
gold ground; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

984
Another set of four mathnawis by Nizami.

This excellent, but undated copy contains

:

1. llakhzan-alasrar, on fol. ib. 2. Khusrau u Shirin,

on fol. 411". 3. Laila u Majnun, on fol. 145'', beginning

(differently from the usual copies) : ^J-^y> »J ,.13 u\

4. Haft Paikar, on fol. zza^

No. 1168, ff. 307, 4 coll., each 11. 15 ; beautiful Nasta'Uk
;

an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each mathnawl

;

miniature paintings on ff. 20", 21'', 24', 32", ^6*", sg"", 52', 57°,

59^ 64\ 68», 70", 71",
77i>, So", 88», 95^ 96», ioi», I07^ iii",

"3*. 127'. ^S9^ 170''. 199". 209", 237", 238*, 344"', 373'', 278",
285'', and 291'' ; size, 9I in. by 6j in.

985
Three mathnawis by Nizami.

This copy contains

:

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. i*>. 2. The first part of

the Iskandarnama (here simply styled s-oLi.jujjd,), on
fol. 33'\ 3. The second part of the Iskandarnama
(here styled y^lsj^), on fol. izs*".

Dated the first of Safar,A.H.955(A.D. 1548, March 1 2),

by sL?. »jS ^. Jlll i_)LS (jc'j^'- An entry from A. h.

1020 (a.d. 1611, 1612) on the last page beneath the
colophon.

No._ 2079, ff. :75, 4 coll., each 11. 18; small but distinct
Nasta'Uk ; an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each
mathnawl ; collated throughout ; two very poor pictures on ff.

52° and 66''; size, 8| in. by 6f in.

986
Another set of three mathnawis by Nizami.
This copy contains

:

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. iK 2. Laila u Majniln,
on fol. 30b. 3. Khusrau u Shirin, on fol. 80b ; this last

mathnawi is by mistake headed ^^-^ , v--^ v^
^/—^ j^r*^) but that it is Nizami's, and not Amir
Khusrau's poem of the same name, we learn from the
beginning

:

i^LiXj j^y (readjj) (^^j ljJjljJ>.

Copied A. H. 976, tlie first mathnawi in the month
Dhu-alhijjnh (a.d. 1569, May-June), the second in the
month Dhu-alka'dah (a.d. 1569, April-May), the third
in the month Eabi'-althani (a.d. 1568, September-
October), by Muhammad bin 'Ala-aldin.

No. 174, ff. 149, 4 coll., each 11. 21; small, but distinct
Nasta Ilk

;
most headings left blank ; an illuminated frontispiece

at the beginning of each mathnawl ; the first two pages most
splendidly adorned; size, nf in. by 7 in.

987
A third set of three mathnawis by Nizami.

This copy contains

:

1. Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. i^. 2. Haft Paikar, on

fol. 8ib. 3. Khusrau u Shirin, on fol. 255I'. This

copy is styled ^c-Uaj eyL^i JJ\
jJl*. .

Dated A. 11. 1200, the first mathnawi the 19th of

Rabi'-alawwal (a.d. 1786, January 20), the second in

Rabi'-althanl (a.d. 1786, February), the third the 25th

of Jumada-alawwal (a.d. 1786, March 26), by Mu-
hammad Muhsin-aldin Munshi ; it belonged formerly

to Mr. Ch. Boddam (Calcutta, April 22, 1785). Ff. 79,

80, and 250-254 are left blank.

No. 2994, ff. 470, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'Uk; size, 10 in.

by 6^ in. .

988
An incomplete copy of two mathnawis by Nizami.

1. Laila u Majnun, on fol. lb. 2. Khusrau u Shirin,

on fol. 55b. The first mathnawl is dated a.h. 92

(=1092, A.D. 1681), the second is incomplete at the

end; its last bait corresponds to No. 141 (973 in this

Cat.), fol. 119b, 1. 12.

No. 768, ff. 125, 4 coll., each 11. 21 ; small, but clear and
distinct Nasta'Uk ; an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning
of either mathnawl ; the original leaves are put into a modem
niai^n ; size, loj in. by 6^ in.

989
Makhzan-alasrar.

Another extremely old and valuable copy of Nizami's

j\j^y\ uyi:', written by Fadl-allah bin Muhammad bin

'Umar bin 'Uthman bin Muhammad bin Ahmad bin-

alhusain bin Harun alsilfi (see Nos. 916 and 929
above), and finished in the month Rabi'-alakhar, A. h.

637 (a.d. 1239, November) ; it is unfortunately injured

and effaced in many places. Beginning

:

This old copy (iontains twenty-one niakalas (instead

of the usual twenty), with the following headings : I, on

fol. 8*, j^i Jpj'* W-i^ i
|,iTc:*i.^ .i (this makalah

is in the usual copies simply styled ^w^-. cyjii-, see

No. 141 (973 in this Cat.), fol. iib, 1. 3 ab infra, or

j^y ^}Xh., see No. 387 (976 in this Cat.), fol. 13-'',

and No. 48 (996 below in this Cat.), fol. 23b)
; II, on

fol- 9^ Jj^ eJiiUr* jj (this is the first makalah in

the usual copies, but with the heading of the previous

makalah, and so on in all the following makalas) ; III,

on fol. 10", (jij.iUjl
J

JLc Cii\j^j3 ; IV, on fol. ii*.

ji; V, on fol. 12*, |j*j1 j.x*^j

jl i_»lsi.l
J ; VI, on fol. 1 2b i:yljja.^jU:Lcl ji ; VII,

on fol. 13", J^^ iU».yi. j^jTo^^^i ; VIII, on fol.

I4^ Ji* Jjj^. 3 J^j^j^j^; IX, on fol. 14b,

\j-j^ J c?)Wj-> oUjji.. .i ; X, on fol. is", j^j^^

tj\ oUiU J ^jL^l^T^U ; XI, on fol. 16*, oXt_. jJ

^\ isj^^ji J Jj-:-; XII, on fol. i6b ^^1 ^-^j >•»

|.U..; XIII, on fol. 17", ^JU cioUCl ^j ; XIV, on fol.
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18", iiicjl (clx-j t-i. ,j ; XV, on fol. 18'', k_ij>^ji

jl J->-aij J ^_j.j| ; XVI, on fol. 19b, u^^ i»)»)L».^^.JJ^j ;

XVII, on fol. 20a, xi^ J
^jh^ji ; XVIII, on fol. 26^,

XX, on fol. 22a, J>i>~ • ^1 •' c*-il^lijj; XXI (not

numbered in the text), on fol. 23^ i_)Lo Jaj ^_^jj j:>

(this is the 20th makalah in the usual copies); Khatimah,

on fol. 24".

On fol. I a the concluding verses of another mathnawl,

written by the same copyist in the same year a.h. 637.

Strange to say, this oldest copy of the Makhzan-alasrar

contains no date of composition.

No. 1444, fF. 1-24, 4C0II., each U. 25 ; good old Naskhl; size,

9I in. by 6J in.

990
The same.

This copy is dated middle of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 976
(a.d. 1569, beginning of June), by Muhammad Tahir of

Bukhara; it contains the usual twenty raakalas. In
the last verse but one of this copy there appears as

date of composition a.h. 552.

No. 1368, margin-col., ff. 1-104, 11. 22 ; Nasta'Uk.

991
The same.

Dated a.h. 989 (a.d. 1581), by Mahmud bin Ahmad
Zahidi; twenty makalas; interlinear glosses and various

readings occasionally.

No. 418, ff. 1-97, 2 coll., each 11. 12; Nasta'lik; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 9j in. by 5 J in.

992
The same.

This copy, which is dated a.h. 1017 (a.d. 1608,

1609), by Ghulam Muhammad Fadil ibn Fadil Bada-

khshi, abounds in marginal and interlinear glosses and
explanations to such an extent that the text in many
places becomes almost unreadable on account of the

bewildering amount of notes. It contains the usual

twenty makalas, and begins (with a transposition of the

hemistichs in the initial bait) :

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2265, ff. 77, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'lik,- size, SJ in.

by i\ in.

993
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy : Jl ji.Jii c*-**.

Dated the 5th of Eabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1079 (a.d. 1668,

August 13), by Muhammad Kasim, son of Hatimbeg,

at fcihahjahanabad ; twenty makalas.

No. 1976, ff. I-S7^ 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, SJ in.

by 6 in.

994
The same.

Beginning as in the two preceding copies : e<... A

"^Thia copy, which is dated the 13th of Sha'ban, a.h.

1 134 (a. d. 1722, May 29), and excels in rich marginal
and interlinear glosses and annotations, some of which
are of considerable length and value, contains, like No.

1444 (989 in this Cat.), twenty-one makalas, that is to

say, the usual twenty and an additional one, beginning
in the last makalah, on fol. 77** (corresponding to No.

1444, fol. 23I',
1. 13), and reckoned as the twenty-first.

The wrong date of A. H. 559, 24th of Eabi'-alawwal,

appears here on fol. 78'>, 11. 6 and 7.

No. 1195, ff. 1-79, 2 coll., each U. 15; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; size, 8f in. by 4J in.

995
The same.

Beginning as in the three preceding copies : 'i- - tt

Many marginal and interlinear glosses.

Dated the 18th of Safar, a.h. 1150 (19th year of

Muhammadshah's reign, =a.d. 1737, June 17), by
Ghafurbeg. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2420, ff. 368-445, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nast.-i'llk; size,

io|in. by 5| in.

996

A defective copy of the same.

This copy lacks the introduction, it begins at once

with the iijL».L-» thus ;

5 J.-! Ij-oJ yij : ». a (read 5.,^*) -4 (j\

5Xi ULj «j Jl

Of the twenty makalas only eighteen are found in

this copy ; in the midst of the eighteenth (according to

No. 1444, 989 in this Cat., the nineteenth) it breaks

off; the last bait corresponds to fol. 21b, 1, 7 ab infra

in No. 1444. There is besides a lacuna between ff. 46 and

4 7, corresponding to No. 1444, fol. is", 1. 15-fol. 15b 1. 4

(in consequence of which the end of the eighth, respec-

tively ninth, makalah and the beginning of the ninth,

respectively tenth, are missing). Some pages are filled

with marginal and interlinear glosses.

No. 48, ff. 68, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8 in. by

997

Another still more defective copy of the same.

This copy is very defective and besides in extreme

confusion; the proper order of the leaves is : ff. 38-93
(lacuna), 1-30 (lacuna), 37, 31-36. The first bait on

fol. 38" corresponds to No. 1444 (989 in this Cat.),

fol. 4", 1. 12, the last bait on fol. 36b to fol. 23b
1. 9 in

the same copy. The lacuna after fol. 93 comprises

ff. 13'', 1. 17-14''', 1. 12 in No. 1444, that after fol.

30, ff. 19^, 1. 8-22", 1. 4 ab infra in the same copy.

Makalah I (according to the usual copies i^y^li.

^.i or »—-, see No. 989 above), on fol. 63b
; II (I in

the usual copies), on fol. 69a
; III (respectively II),

on fol. 74"; IV (resp. Ill), on fol. 79'' ; V (resp. IV), on

fol. 83*>; VI (resp. V), on fol. 86b; yil (resp. VI), on
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fol. 90b; VIII (resp.VII), on fol. 2''; IX (lesp. VIII),

on fol. 5"; X (resp, IX), on fol. 7b; XI (resp. X), on
fol. lib; XII (resp. XI), on fol. 15b; XIII (resp. XII),

on fol. 191 ; XIV (resp. XIII), on fol. 23*; XV (resp.

XIV), on fol. 27" ; XXI (resp. XX), on fol. 34'>.

Entirely wanting, besides portions of the introduc-

tion, are XVI-XIX (XV-XVIII resp.), and portions of

VII (resp. VI), XV and XX (XIV and XIX) together

with the conclusion.

Interlinear and marginal glosses throughout the

greater part of the copy. Worm-eaten and severely

injured in many places.

No. 953, ff. 93, 2 coll., each 11. 9 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 7J in. by

4i in-

998

Sharh-i-Makhzan-alasrar (^L-ill ci/i* »^).
A detailed commentary on the iK—i'l ur*^' compiled

by Muhammad bin Kiwam bin Eustam bin Ahmad bin

Mahmud albalkhi, commonly called Bakra'i dJjXj , so

here on fol. i*, last line but two, and A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 521), or according to Eieu ii. p. 573b, Karkhi, a.h.

1 09 1 (a.d. 1680), according to the chronogram quoted
in A. Sprenger, loc. cit. But Rieu's copy, which bears

a note of purchase from A. h. 1089 (a. d. 1678), proves
that somewhat older redactions of this commentary
must have been in existence.

Beginning (rather different from that in Sprenger

and Rieu) : jl Jtj^ ^^^ oooLuj |V^=«pl i^^^P' ^^ f>-^.

k_ .
. .

This copy is defective at the end, and breaks off in

the middle of the sbj^ j JUj jjli-,b , which begins on

fol. 204"'.

No. 1962, ff. 210,11.

size, 8J in. by 4I in.

15; clear Nastallk ; a little worm-eaten

;

without a

999
Khusrau u Shirin.

Another copy of Nizamt's rAj^ j , . .-

^

,

date.

Beginning: Jl (^LlC j^Jy y IjJjlj^.

No. 789, ff. 73, 4 coll., each 11. 21; small, but distinct
Nasta'lik

; illuminated frontispiece
;
pictures on ff. 15'', 23'', 27",

30", 41", 44<>, and 67* ; size, 9! in. by 6 in.

1000
Laila u Majndn.

Another excellent copy of Nizami's ^y^ « ls'^'
beautifully written andornamented, dated Kabi'-alawwal,
A.H. 965 (a.d. 1557, December, to 1558, January), by
Muhammad Bakir ibn Mulla Mir 'Ali.

Beginning: jijUT^^
air*^- ^ ^^ <^'-

A few lines, on ff. 36b and 37a a little effaced.

No. 381, ff. 50, 4 coll., each 11. 20; Nasta'llk; illuminated
frontispiece; illuminated headings throughout ; the first ten
pages neatly embellished ; five very fine pictures, superior to the
usual illustrations, on ff. 7*, 23', 34^ 42", and 48" ; size, i : in.
by 6| in.

1001
The same.

This copy was finished the 19th of Rajab, in the 49th

year of— (probably 'Alamgir's reign,= A. h. i i i 7, a. d.

i705,November 6),by'Abd-alrahim for Ghulam Husain,

known as Wali Muhammad. On several pages a few
hemistichs and single words are omitted.

No. 1057, ff. 159, a coll., each 11. 13; Nastft'Uk; size, S^in.

by 4J in.

1002
The same.

Another excellent, but undated, copy of Laila and
Majnfln.

No. 45, ff. 56, 4 coll., each 11. 20 ; clear and distinct Nasta'lik ;

illuminated frogtispiece ; splendidly adorned headings throughout

;

size, 1 1| in. by 7^ in.

1003
The same.

Another, very modern, copy of LaUa and Majnun,
dated the 26th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1222 (a.d. j8o8,
February 24), by Munsh! Mihr Khadib. The poem
concludes on fol. 162", and is followed by some baits

from the pen of the transcriber himself, as it seems.

On ff. 163-166 baits of another mathnawi, not belonging

to Laila and Majnun, are written, beginning:

s^
ri/^.j^
^ijJi^.

" |»^

uy? -Hi/*

No. 1504, ff. i66, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk; size, I2|in.
by 7i in.

1004
Haft Paikar.

Another copy of Nizami's ^,X»j CaAa, dated A.h. 998
(a.d. 1590), but worm-eaten and injured in many
places (some carefully mended). All the headings are

left blank.

Beginning: J\ y j\ \J^y- ^y: »JJ.-> uW* t^'-

Bibliotheca Leydeniana. This copy belonged fonnerly

to Mr. Robert Wutherston.

No. 2747, ff. 73, 4 coll., each 11.

Nasta'llk ; size, 9{ in. by sf in.

1 7 ; small, but distinct

1005
The same.

Dated A. H. 1195 (a.d. 1781).

No. 610, ff. 61, 4 coll., each 11. 20-21 ; small, but clear

Nasta'lik ; size, 9J in. by 6 in.

1006
The same.

Good modem copy, not dated ; it was written by
Muhammad 'Ali of Isfahan, with the takhallus Fana.

No. 130, ff. 166, 2 coll., each U. 15; large and distinct

Nastallk ; size, 1 2^ in. by 7| in.

1007
Tlie_^rs< part of the Iskandamama.
Another copy of ihe first part of Nizami'a j-.U.jjjdl

,
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distinctly styled in the concluding chapter, on fol. 222^,

i-.Lj^. Collated and annotated throughout.

Beginning: Jl c*-J^ ^JLijU ^Uj*. IjIj^j*-

Dated the 6th of Ramadan, A. h. 1017 (a.d. 1608,

December 14). A former owner of this copy was

Jaswant Eao. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2708, fF. 223, 2 coll., each 11. 15; large and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece ; the first two pages richly

adorned ; size, loj in. by 6f in.

1008
The same.

An older, but slightly defective, copy of the same, in

which the first nine baits of the poem are wanting ; it

opens with the tenth bait : Jl j,5o-o Jj ^ji^- yy^y^
The episode of Alexander's march to the fountain of

life (eyLj"- 8
' -)i having been omitted in the text, is

added by another hand in bad Shikasta on the margin.

The poem is here styled t^Jj L«Li,x::^. Occasionally

various readings on the margin. Dated the 7th of

Kabi'-alakhar, a.h. 994 (a.d. 1586, March 28), by

Salih Muhammad bin Shah Muhammad.

No. 3430, olim 1 3. J. i, ff. 2 1 7, 2 coll., each 11. 1 5 ; Nasta'llk

;

size, 8 in. by 4I in.

1009
The same.

Dated the nth of Jumada-althani, a.h. 1053 (a.d.

1643, August 27). The proper order of fF. 133-223 is:

133-138, 145. 150, 141-143. 139. 144, i46-i49> 151.

140, I52-I59> 168-175, 160-167, 176-183, 192-199,

184-191, 200-206, 208, 207, 209, 210, 212, 211,

213-223.

No. 13, ff. 223, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; large and clear Nasta'llk
;

a few ornaments on the first two pages ; smaller and larger

pictures, very roughly drawn, on ff. 27*, 28'', 30'', si"", 33^ 35^
36", 39^ 40'', 46*, 46^ 49^ 5.^^ 54". 73'. 74*. 77'. it, 78^ 85^
88«, 94", 94^ 95", 95^ 96°, 96^ 97", 97S 101", IOI^ I02», io3»,

III", 1:5'', 122", 124'', 142'', 143", I5I^ i6i», i66», leS'', 175",

1 7.';'. '82', 182*, 190'', 191", 201*, 204", 213*, 2^6^ and 217"
;

size, 13 1 in. by 8| in.

1010
The same.

This copy was written in the reign of Muhammadshah
(a.h. ii3I-ii6i=a.d. 1719-1748). On the first

twenty-seven leaves numerous interlinear and marginal

glosses and notes.

No. 3424, olim 7. J. 22, ff. 215, 11. 17 (on ff. 1-H2), II. 15

(on ff. 113-215) ; Nasta'llk, by different hands; size, 8J in. by

h\ in.

1011
The same.

Dated the 27th of Muharram, A. h. 1187 (a.d. 1773,
April 20), by Ramadani Katib, who wrote this copy for

Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 40, ff. 84, 4 coll., each 11. 21 ; clear and distinct N.asta'Uk;

illuminated frontispiece ; the first two pages richly embellished
;

size, ii| in. by ()\ in.

1012
The same.

Not dated. As title appears
(j;Jj

LeljjjLjL^. Worm-
eaten throughout to such an extent that many leaves

are almost crumbling to pieces. Occasionally marginal

and interlinear glosses.

No. 2776, ff. 231, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8J in.

by 6J in.

1013
The same.

A modern copy of the same, not dated.

No. 3468, olim?. J. 23, ff. 317, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; Nasta'llk,

ff. 209-254 supplied by another hand ; small illmninated frontis-

piece ; size, Sf in. by 6 in.

1014
The same.

Another modern copy without a date. The date of

composition, a.h. 597, appears on fol. 320'', 1. i.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2625, ff. 320, 2 coll., each U. 1 1 ; Nasta'llk; size, 8| in.

by i\ in.

1015
The same.

A third modern copy without a date. Marginal

glosses on some pages.

No. 325, ff. 234, 2 coll., each 11. 15; large and distinct

Nasta'llk; size, I2| in. by 1\'vx.

1016

A defective copy of the same.

This copy, defective at the beginning, opens with the

following bait

:

corresponding to fol. 296b 1. 4 ab infra in No. 387 (976

in this Cat.). As date is only given the 15th (without

the name of tiie month) of the 13th year (of perhaps

"Alamgir's reign,=A. H. 1081, a.d. 1670, 1671).

No. 3477, olim 13. J. 2, ff. 223, 2 coll., each 11. 15; very un-

equal Nasta'llk; size, 10 in. by jf in.

1017

Another still more defective copy of the same.

The proper order of if. 151-162 is: 151, 162,

152-157, lacuna, comprising fol. 366b, last line, to

fol. 382b, 1. II, in No. 387 (976 in this Cat.), 158-161.

Tlie last bait on fol. i6ib, with which this copy breaks

off, corresponds to fol. 384b, 1. 7, in No. 387. The

titles given here to this first part of the Iskandarnama

are («,jLixl, LoUJLil and t^jj s-«U,XiX«,.

No. 264, ff. 162, 2 coll., each II. 15-16, the first four leaves

supplied by a more modern hand ; Nasta'llk ; size, 7| in.

by 4 in.
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1018

Sharh-i-Sikaiularnanm (ii-.li.A.:^l-i j-v-")-

An auoiiymous Persian commentary on the Jlrst part

of Nizarai's Iskandarnania, different not only from that

of the Calcutta edition, but also from all those described

in Kieu ii. pp. Szol* and 859'' ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

pp. 762-765, and A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 522 and 523.
It begins, without preface, at once with the initial

bait of the poem :

No date.

No. 1890, fT. 104, II. 17 ; distinct Nasta'ltk ; size, io| in. by 6 in.

1019

An incomplete copy of the same.

After the initial bait the commentary begins at once

with these words : . .Lx-il cj^51L.«-o ^jL4Li.iL) j

It breaks off with the words : iS j,-XJ euLijJI

.... s-i^Xj , corresponding to fol. 89*, 1. 3 ab infra in

the preceding copy.

No. 699, ff. 150, U. 15 ; careless Nasta'lik ; size, SJin. by 4^ in.

1020
Shaib-i-abyat-i-Iskandavnama (iJjjX:SL.\ i^UjI ^/^).

Another anonymous commentary on the difficult

verses of the_^;-.v< part of the Iskandarnama, likewise

without any ])reface. The first words after the initial

bait of the poem are : Oil-,! (jij<-« jJj UIj^ (^Ijj i_iJl

No date. In the first half of the copy many marginal
additions, glosses, etc.

No. 15S9, flf'. 99, 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; size, g\ in. by 4f in.

1021

Farhang-i-Sikandarnama-i-barri (L.b,ja^l.j ci^Afj

A special glossary to the Jlrst part of the Iskandar-
nama, with Persian interlinear explanation. It consists

of two series of words, both arranged alphabetically

according to the first letter ; the first series begins on

fol. lb with o..^.^ (jj^l (cjLiT ^jXiL. ojLj ^l^j Aj),

the second, on fol. 23", with iil (t/lxi.) ; see a similar

but shorter glossary in the Bodleian Cat., No. 1982

(s_«L5jji-:5v— ji-JiS ). It ends on fol. 29'', and is followed

on ff. 30'''-32 by a short glossary of the Pahlawi words

which occur in Firdausi's Shahnania (i^^Ull sJoljj

iSV^ L5"J-L^- u"^^ 1^^* >>.' '-'V' f'-'^'
•*'-^'

vL»jj. JJl Jjjjl (^;l4-> a^'A-i. s-^LjiLi. ,j s^Jlc 41)1 i-«-="i

e*_jL)l), likewise in alphabetical order. Many of these

ISD. OFF.

Bo-ealled Pahlawi words are simply Arabic ones, see,

for instance, the first three : (j-j,j1 {j *':.', i*^)!

L-jl
{^j\j , » « ,. >),j^i^

J u-W (>—»}/«-•)> etc- A small

portion of the first page is torn away.

No. 1893, ff. 32, U. i6-i8 ; Nasta'lik ; size, io| in. by 6 in.

1022
The second part of the Iskandarnama.
Another copy of the second part of Nizdrai's

«-«lj,Jui^v-il , dated the 25th of Sha'ban, a. H. 1016
(a. d. 1607, December 15).

Beginning : J I jjjj j,T ^jb^IxSjA 0^.
No. 397, ff. 58, i centre-coll., each 11. 17, and a third on the

margin, 11. 28 ; Nasta'lik ; a little worm-eaten and injured ; size,

8J in- l>y 42 in-

1023
The same.

Dated the i6th of Muharram, A. h. 1117 (a.d. 1705,
May 10), by Sayyid Wali-allah. It is styled in the

cohiphon: ij.xjS^ i^[jJjS,.

No. 1847, ff. 123, 2 coll., each U. 15 ; Nasta'lik; size, 8 in.

by si in.

1024
The same.

Dated the 4th of Safar, A. h. 1223 (a.d. 1808,
April i), by Muhammad 'Ali of Isfahan.

No. 155, ff. 124, 3 coll., each 11. 15; large and distinct
Nasta'lik ; size, 1 2j in. by 7^ in.

1025
The same.

No date. Many various readings, both marginal and
interlinear. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2262, ff. 134-240, 2 coll., each 11. 15-21 ; irregular Naskhl,
size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1026
The same.

This copy is likewise not dated. It is spoiled by water
in many places ; interlinear and marginal notes and
various readings. The transcriber's name is Khakini-
shinkhan ibn Ni'matkhan.

No. 3469, olim 7. J. 24, ff. 145, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; very
careless Nasta'lik, sometimes quite like Shika.-ita ; size, 7f in.

by ii in.

1027
A defective copy of the same.

This copy, which is styled in the colophon both

ijjs'- i^^JjSSx^ and j.-.U_i^, was finished the 1,5th

of Safar, A. h. 1139 (eighth year of Muhammadshah's
reign,= a.d. 1726, Oct. 12), at Ahmadabad. Ff. io9'>

and no, as well as a large ])oi-tion of ff. 109'* and 1 1 1
»,

are left blank, and tliere is a lacuna, corresponding to

fol. 448b,
1. i-fol. 449b,

1. 5, in No. 387 (976 in this

Cat.).

No. 399. ff. 12;, 2 coll., each 11. 15; distinct Nasta'lik;
size, 9I in. by 4^ in.

B r
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Poets who died between a.h. 600 and 700.

1028

Diwan-i-Kamar {j^ \J^y>.^)-

Lyrical poems by Nizam-aldin Mahmud Kamar of

Isfah&a, who was a panegyrist of the Al-i-Khujandi,

the governors and kadis of Isfahan. Of these famous

Al-i-Khujandl the Haft Iklim, Nos. 865 and 866 (see

col. 441 above in this Cut.), mentions the two most

prominent men, viz. Sadr-aldin Khujandi, who was

contemporary with Zahir-aldin Faryabi (see No. 971

above), and his son Jamal-aldin Khujandi; the poet

must therefore have flourished towards the end of the

sixth and the beginning of the seventh century of the

Hijrah. The collection contains kasidas, kit'as, and

rubais, beginning, on fol. 76^ :

JiUl ji t5l.iJ> x^y Jil^ J\y J^
This diwan forms the fourth part of the old collection

of six Persian diwans (see Nos. 903, 911, and 913
above), written a.h. 713 or 714 (a.d. 13 13, 131 4), by

'Abd-almu'min al'alawi alkashi.

No. 132, ff. 76-87, 6 coll., each 11. 40; striking old Naskhl

;

small illuminated frontispiece on fol. 76'', and a vignette on fol.

76"; funny miniature paintings throughout; size, isjin.by Ilin.

1029

Diwan-i-Athir Akhsikati {^jS^.^. 't.\ j^\ ^j]^j).

Lyrical poems by Athir-aldin, a native of Akhsikat

or, as the name is written here distinctly, Akhsikath

(e*5C-J>-l), the largest town of Farghana after Andijan,

see Haft Iklim, No. 1528 (col. 495 above); Butkhana,

No. 14 in Bodleian Cat., col. 198 ; Atashkada, No. 712,

ib., col. 268 ; Khulasat-alafkar, No. 25, ib., col. 303 ;

Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 10, ib., col. 317, etc. He
came from Akhsikat or Akhsikath (also spelt Akhsitak

or Akhsitak) to Khurasan, and later on to the Persian

'Irak, where he lived as panegyrist of Sultan Arslan

binTughrul(A.H. 556-57i=a.d. 1161-1176); he after-

wards retired to Khalkal in Adharbaijan and died A.H.

608 (a.d. 1211, 1212); comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 620;
Kieu ii. p. 563 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 345 ; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 26, No. i, and p. 29, No. 13.

The collection contains kasidas mixed with kit'as and

some rubais at the end.

-JLoL^ -j» ];JU-=>-

Beginning, on fol. 19

This diwan forms the second part of the old collection

of six Persian diwans (see Nos. 903, 911, 913, and 1028

above), written A.H. 713 and 714 (a.d. 1313, 131 4),

by 'Abd-almu'min al'alawi alkashi.

No. 132, ff. 19-47, 6 coll., each 11. 40 ; striking old Naskhi

;

small illuminated frontispiece on fol. 19'', and a vignette on fol.

19" ; miniature paintings throughout; size, 15I in. by n in.

1030
Diwan-i-Shams Tabasl ((_5—-Jo

Lyrical poems, chiefly kasidas, by the Kadi Shams-

aldin Mahmild (according to the Haft Iklim, No. 153,

col. 389 in this Cat., ^Muhammad bin 'Abd-alkarim)

of 'Tabas (i.e. Tabas-i-Kilak in Khurasan, see Haft

Iklim, loc. cit., and W. Peitsch, Berlin Cat., in the

geographical index, p. 1247) or Tabs (as the name is

spelt in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 17, No. 43; see also

Bodleian Cat., No. 621, and Butkhana, No. 97, ib.,

col. 202). According to the Atashkada, No. 150 (col.

267 in the Bodleian Cat.), he was a pupil of Kadi

Mansiir of Farghana, and lived and died in Harat.

According to the short biographical notice, prefixed to

this diwan, he came to Bukhara in the time of Eadi-

aldin of Nishapilr (died A. H. 598=A. d. i 202, see Haft

Iklim, No. 746, col. 432 in this Cat., and A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 16, No. 26), and was a younger contemporary

of Khakanl (see Nos. 950-970 in this Cat.). His

death is fixed in A.h. 626 (a.d. 1228, 1229).

Beginning, on fol. 88l>

:

This diwan forms the fifth part of the old collection

of six Persian diwans (see Nos. 903, 911, 913, 1028,

and 1029 above), and is dated Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. 713
(a.d. 1 31 4, Feb.-March), by 'Abd-almu'min al'alawi

alkashi.

No. 132, ff. 88-96, 6 coll., each 11. 40 ; striking old Naskhl

;

small illuminated frontispiece on fol. 88'', and a vignette on fol.

88* ; miniature paintings throughout ; size, 15I in. by 1 1 in.

Farid-aldin 'Attftr (Nos. 1031-1054).

1031

Kulliyyat-i-Farid-aldin'Attar(jLL£j^.jJljiJ^ejlll5).

The fullest collection extant in the India Office

Library of poetical works by the great Sufic poet Abil

Hamid (according to the Atashkada, No. 279, Bodleian

Cat., col. 272, and the Khulasat-alkalam, No. 50, ib.,

col. 299, Abu 'Talib) Muhammad bin Abibakr Ibrahim

Farid-aldin 'Attar, who was born in Sliadiyakh, near

Nishapur, A.H. 513 (a.d. 1119), and put to death

during the invasion of the Moghuls, a.h. 627 (a.d. i 230),

114 lunar years old. Wrong dates of his death are

given in the Butkhana, No. 21 (Bodleian Cat., col. 199),

viz. A. H. 619 or even 607, and in the Khulasat-alafkar,

No. 174 (Bodleian Cat., col. 308), viz. a.h. 622 (with

the additional statement that he was then 109 years

old) ; comp. on the poet's life and his complete works,

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 622-636 ; Eieui. p. 344, and ii.pp.

576-580; Ouseley, Biogr. Notices, p. 236; A. Sprenger,

Catal., pp. 346-358 ; Ethe, Die mystische, didactische

und lyrische Poesie etc. der Perser, Hamburg, 1888, pp.

22-26, etc.; see also Haft Iklim, No. 733 (col. 430 in

this Cat.), and Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 1521 (Bodleian

' The two words (jfj-** *^, which were destroyed by worms in

the present copy, have been supplied from the Bodleian copy,

Elliott 86.
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Cat., col. 350). The KuUIyyat have been lithographed

in Lucknow, 1872.

Contents

:

1. Ushturniima (s-«lj^iil), or the book of the camel,

a niathnawi on mystic lore (see Bodleian Cat., No. 622,

15, etc.; Rieu ii. pp. 5781" and 579"; Cat. Codd. Or.

Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 1 14 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 352 ; and

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 717), on fol. i*', beginning:

j^ ^ju..i y Ui-i ^\^ _ ji^j ii ;^. j.u^. lJu^i

2. Khusrau u Gul (Jj^ J/—^)' ''° abridgment of

'Attar's ir-^< or love-adventures of Gul and

Hurmuz (also styled J-v* i lPj ^^^ Bodleian Cat., No.

625, 3, and Haft Iklira, No. 733, col. 431, 11. 14-18 in

this Cat., where the titlej-^ j JwT seems rather applied

to the present abridgment; comp., on the i^J» V'"
itself, A. Sprenger, loc. cit. ; Bodleian Cat., No. 622, 6,

etc.; and Ilieu ii. p. 576b), on fol. 27b, beginning :

3. Bulbulnama (s-»lj J-J^.), or the book of the

nightingale, describing the love of the nightingale to

the rose (see Bodleian Cat., No. 622, 8, etc.; and A.
Sprenger, Catal., p. 355), on fol. 100'', beginning:

^J^ uW= J-> j\, j\^ _y>. ^
J. (» • lP;'-^' j""

4. Pandnama (i^LijL.L)), or the book of advice (see

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 622, 10, etc., and 632 ; Ilieu ii.

pp. 579'' sq., 790', and Sos^*; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

pp. 72, 91, 107, 728, and 774 sq. ; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

P- 355; ^- i'liigel i. p. 511 and iii. p. 415; Eosen,

Persian MSS., p. 202, etc.), on fol. 105b, beginning:

KSL) (jlxi. jA xs^- .v.-i.

I^U». : .,?. t, .lb ^jUjJ iS^\

Edited by Hindley, London, 1809 ; by de Sacy, with

French translation and choice notes, Paris, 1819

;

German translation by G. H. F. Nesselmann. On the

older Eastern editions of this work in Calcutta, Lahore,

Bulak, etc., see Zenker, No. 574 sq. ; ii. 486 ; it has

been besides lithographed in Lucknow, A. h. 1264; in

Constantinople (with extracts from the commentary of

Isma'il Hakki), a. h. 1267; newest editions, Lahore,

1S87 and 1888, Bombay, 1887, and Cawnpore, 1888.

Extracts in Gladwin's Persian Moonshee (new edition

by W. Carmichael Smyth, London, 1840). Two
Turkish translations, the latter with commentary, of

the Pandnama are described in Eieu, Turk. Cat., pp.
154'' and •> ; G. Flugel iii. ])p. 415 and 416, etc.; the

one composed A. H. 964= A. d. 1557, and ascribed by
Fliigel to Amri (who died a.h. 988= A. d. 1580), the

other by Shara'i (who died about a.h. 1009 or loio
= A. D. 1600-1602), entitled i.«Lj cdjLi.-.. A third, in

verse like the first, is noticed in Kieu ii. p. 580. A
Latin translation by Salomon Negri, ib., loc. cit.

5. Mantik-altair (yJJl jJsjl.), or the speeches of

birds (see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 622, 13, etc., and 628-
631; Eieu ii. pp. 576a, 578", 8I6^ and 870''; W.

Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 73 and 777 sq.; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 354; and G. Flugel i. pp. 509 and 511), on fol.

113'', beginning: _
y^k o^A cjW c^_[

IpUfc ^jU->l J Xji-ij:'. jjLa. fcXJl

Edited by Garcin de Tassy, Paris, 1857; translated

into French, 1863; lithographed, Bombay, a.h. 1280,

and Lucknow, a.h. 1288. According to No. 904
(1043 below in this Cat.), the poem was composed
a.h. 583 (a. D. 1 187). Two Hindustani translations

of the Mantik-altair are preserved in Nos. 2375 and

2817 (the latter in Dakhni verses) of the India Office

Collection. A Turkish commentary on the same was
composed by Sham'i (see the preceding Pandnama).

6. Haft Wadi ((^jl« Oiij»), or the seven valleys, i. e.

the seven stages on the mystical road (see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 622, 9, etc.; and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 357), on
fol. 146'', beginning:

1^ ^j^i^ jb e^^iU^
7. Bisamama (5-.Lk_^.), or the headless book, a short

theosophical mathnawi (see Bodleian Cat., No. 622, 17,

etc.; and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 349), on fol. I52l>,

beginning

:

8. Kanz-alasrar (.U-.i'l
J-^j ), or the treasury of

mysteries, otherwise styled Kanz-albahr (j^ r^)t

see Bodleian Cat., No. 623, 20, and No. 624, ro, and
Containing a translation and interpretation of famous*

Kuran-verses, interspersed with stories, on fol. 155'',

beginning

:

This mathnawi is identical with the ' Kent Kuuz
Mokhfia ' mentioned in Stewart's Cat., since the first

"^ w "^ w
heading runs thus : JL, j s-JLc 4JII ,Ju> 4i)l J^, JU

Jl L^Lisr" \yS cji^IS . According to the last hemistich,

1^1 j,L»i xi. 5J :>y J..-1-i-i ,j iS , which appears with

exactly the same wording in the Bodleian copies just

mentioned, this poem would have been composed in

A.H. 699; but since such a date is impossible, we
suggest, either to read j-a-x-^, for x-c^i^ (which would
give A.H. 599= A. D. 1202, 1203), or better still, to

substitute sjjUj for jj jjj (i.e. a.h. 6i9=a. d. 1222).

9. Diwan (^jUjj), or lyrical poems, consisting of

kasidas, kit'as, ghazals, and rubais, without alphabetical

order (see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 348 ; and Bodleian

Cat., No. 636), on fol. 172*', beginning:

A special copy of the kasidah .l^.^l ii* is described in

G. Fliigel iii. p. 447.

10. Waslatnama (»-.U ^Jl^j), or the book of union

(see Bodleian Cat., No. 622, 7, etc.; Kieu ii. p. 579";

and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 355), on fol. 228'', beginning:

jL^'j.j ^)j i^r-ij c:^jj» J-'^ — j^^J> f*^ Jjl Ij^.l

Bra
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11. Miftah-alfutuh i^j^^ ^l^:i-»)i or the key of

victories (mentioned in Stewart's Cat., p. 6o, and in

Ouseley's Notices of Persian Poets), on fol.

beginning

:

242"

/ o*- O^
C J^^ jXC

sLl>

Other copies of this rare mathnawi are only found in

the following two collections and in the Bodleian

Jiibrary (Bodleian Cat., No. 622, 19; No. 623, 10;

No. 624, 7 ; and No. 627, 3).

12. Asrarnama (s_«U,J^l), or the book of mysteries

(see Bodleian Cat., No. 622, 14, etc.; Rieu ii. pp. 576*

and 578I'; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 358; G. I'liigel i.

J). 510; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 332; W.
Pertsch, p. 86 (No. 52), and Berlin Cat., p. 717), on

fol. 257'', beginning :

ilj oi" jy yIjLa. iXil JlU

jy-JJ j_5i'jl.ii- j^ \j ^f\,

It is divided here into nineteen makalas (not twenty,

as in Sprenger's copy, loc. cit., nor twenty-five, as the

heading of the last chapter might suggest); the last two
makalas, on if. 283" and 284*, are respectively called

the 24th and 25th, but that is a mere clerical error,

since the immediately preceding one is correctly styled

the 17th; the ^U-* LlLiL. therefore, on fol.

283", is the i8th, j^i^ ij;_.liJl, as No. 1096 (1033

below in this Cat.) correctly has on fol. 221"; and

the ^,j=^. i.::-^~-o t)Ls-6, on fol. 284*, is the 19th (^jjjj).

The last fiity-seven baits of this mathnawi are repeated

on fol. 242" above (on the page immediately preceding

the beginning of the ^ v^' ^\ssi^), corresponding to

fol. 285", 1. i2-fol. 285b 1. 13.

13. Kanz-alhaka'ik
(
jfoLiil Lii ), or the treasury of

verities (see Bodleian Cat., No. 622, 18, etc.; and A.
Sprenger, Catal., p. 356), on fol. 285'', beginning with

the same initial bait as the preceding »-«lj,L.»il : tXJ\ ^Lo

Jl jIj ^^j ,y UU.. The title occurs on fol. 286'', 1. 26 :

14. Ilahinama (5_.Li ^c^\), or the divine book (see

Bodleian Cat., No. 622, 1 1, etc.; Rieu ii. pp. 576", 578^,
and 87o'>; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 357; Stewart's Cat.,

p. 61 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. iii), on fol. 298b,

beginning :

1 5. Musibatnama (s-«Li (ju.,.^^...), or the book of afflic-

tion (see Bodleian Cat., No. 622, 12, etc.; Kieu ii. pp.

.576^ 578b, and Sie^; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 349; W.
Pertsch, p. 85 (No. 51), and Berlin Cat., pp. 10 1 and 781

;

(J. Fliigel i. p. 510; in C. J. Tornberg, p. 100, it is called

».«U c».4ij , and in one Bodleian copy, Bodleian Cat.,

623, 1 7, also t:yljL.^U JJlc), on fol. 3,51^, beginning with
the tame initial bait as the j^jl, c>.jj» (No. 6 above) ;

J^Hj Jf e)b. ijU- jl db .v.->

16. Lisan-alghaib (^_>>.i.ll J\ !), or the tongue of

mystery (mentioned in Stewart's Cat., p. 60, and in

Ouseley's Notices of Persian Poets), ou fol. 419^,
beginning :

Other copies of this rare mathnawi are only found in

No. 1096 (10^3 in this Cat.) and in the Bodleian

Library (Bodleian Cat, No. 622, 4; No. 623, 6 ; No.

624, 13 ; No. 625, 20; and No. 626, 2).

1 7. Jawahir-aldhat (i^ljJl Jkl^), also styled .Jauliar-

aldhat (cyljjl jjtyJ), and—most correctly—Jauhar-i-

Dhat (i^li i-4v», comp. W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p.

780, note i), or the essence of existence (see Bodleian

Cat., No. 622, 3, etc.; Rieu ii. pp. 576'' and 577"; W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., loc. cit.; G. Fliigel i. p. 513; A.
Sprengei', Catal., p. 351). It is also styled s-oUj^Ua.

,

see Rieu, loc. cit., and No. 1048 below, but comp. the

remark in Haft Iklim, No. 733 (col. 431, 11. 5-8 in this

Cat.). The present copy contains only the first of the

three daftars, of which the mathnawi consists, comj). fur-

ther below, Nos. 1046-1048. Beginning, on fol. 467^;

JU &5CiT ^Lu

18. Mazhar-araja'ib(t_.oLs*^'^4Ja.«),or the exhibition

of curiosities (see Bodleian Cat., No. 622, 5, etc.; Rieu

''• P- 579 > -^^ Sprenger, Catal., p. 353 ; comp. also

W. Pei-tsch, Berlin Cat., p. 154, No. 7, where frat;-

ments of the same mathnawi seem to appear under the

title of U-.j^l ,^V>«), on fol. 564^, beginning:

This copy is tolerably old, but not dated.

No. 559, ff. 626, 4 coll., each II. 29; Nasta'lik; an illuminateil

frontispiece at tlie l>eginniug of each part ; size, I2| in. by 8j iu.

1032

Another but smaller copy of the same Kulliyyat.

This collection of Farid-aldin 'Attar's poetical works

contains

:

1. Pandnama, on fol. i^. 2. Ilahinama, on fol. loK

3. Wasiyyatnama (n^ii o4.«>)), or the book of precepts,

on fol. 69'', beginning :

-Uuil \j Uj\f

.5U ^j^\jjy C

This very rare mathnawi, which is probably identical

with the Ausatnama in Stewart's Cat., p. 60, is only

found here and in two Bodleian copies (Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 622, 16, and 624, 6). 4. Haft Wadi, on fol. 76*'.

5. Bulbulnama, on fol. 83''. 6. Mantik-altair, on fol.

88l>. 7. Kanz-alhaka'ik, on fol. 14 1^) ; the title appears

on fol. 142b, lin. penult. 8. Khusrau u Gul, on fol.

155^. 9. Miftah-alfutuh, on foh 239b. 10. Musibat-

nama, on fol. 256b. 11. Diwan, on fol. 332b, beginning :

Jl br-Sj ^"U-a si'^_5oJU. ^jLsrf-. 12. Mukhtarnama
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(».^U jL:;-*^), or the selected book, a series of ruba'is,

divided into fifty babs, with a preface in prose (see

llieu ii. pp. 576*" and 5^^^) It is sometimes simply

styled eyLIcU,, see Bodleian Cat., Nob. 622, 21 ; 623, 21,

etc. Beginning of the preface, on fol. 3921": ,_f.L.-.j x»-»

ji ^j^ y jl ^.Aji] j\y^\ iS \yiX>^\xi>.. Beginning

ot the first ruba'i in the first chapter {x^^jj ji JJl v^.

,1 eijli-o. i^ls^), on fol. 393*)

:

J'V

/^. >H» j' Ir^ y :/^c5l

}\ji\j\ ij-Xi* (ready) jl ^jJ^»

This copy is dated a.h. 1025 (a. D. 1616), by Hasan

iluhammad bin llaji Muhammad 'abbiisi.

No. 3.50, ff. 44g, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; Nasta'lik ; an illumin.ated

frontispiece at tiie beginning of eacli part ; size, 12 in. by 7} in.

1033

A defective copy of the same Kulliyyat.

This collection contains

:

1. Musibatnama, on fol. i**. 2. Jawahir-aldhat,^r«<

daftar, on fol. 79^. 3. Asrarnama, on fol. 190'', in-

complete at the end; it breaks off on fol. 221'', the last

bait corresponding to fol. 284*, first line, in No. 559
(103 1 in this Cat.); therefore only eighteen makalas

are marked here. 4. Miftah-alfutuh, on fol. 222''.

5. Pandnama, on fol. 240''. 6. Gul u Khusrau, ou fol.

250*'. 7. Bisarnama, on fol. 335''. 8. Bulbulniima,

on fol. 3381*. 9. Kanz-alasrar, on fol. 344'', slightly

defective at the end ; it breaks off on fol. 363**, the

last bait corresponding to fol. 172", 1. 19, in No. 559
(103 1 in this Cat.). 10. Khiyatnaraa (»_.Li tLjk), or

the book of tiansition (see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 356),

on fol. 3651", beginning :

ib ^L V i5jl „ljD

ib mUj. j^ ,; jJiilj

This very rare niathnawi, which is not even complete

here, is only found once more in a European collection

(see Bodleian Cat., No. 624, 16). 11. Lisan-alghaib,

on fol. 373'', incomplete at the end too; it breaks off

on fol. 408'', the last bait corresponding to fol. 46i'',l. 23,

in No. 559 ; the proper order of leaves is : ff. 373-404,
409,405-408. 12. Ushturnama, on fol. 4io'\ 13. Man-

surnama (t^lj.. ^ : »), or the book of Mansur (mentioned

in Stewart's Cat., p. 60, and in Ouseley's Notices of

Persian Poets), on fol. 438^, beginning :

JLy.

"y-

W
The only other copy of this mathnawi extant is in the

Bodleian Library (Bodleian Cat., N0.623, 15). 14. Was-
latnama, on fol. 442!'. 15. Haft Wadi, on fol. 458i>.

16. Kanz-alhaka'ik, on fol. 465^^'.

No date. An index on the fly-leaf. This copy is

severely injuretl and damaged in many places.

No. 1096. ff. 47S, 4 coll., each 11. 25; N.istalik ; an illu-

minated frontispiece and other embellishments at the beginning
uf each part ; size, 14I in. by 8 iii.

1034
Six mathnawJs by Farid-aldin 'Attar.

This splendid old copy, written by Muhammad Hajl

bin Baba Haji between A.H. 807 and 812 (a.d. 1405-

14 10), contains :

1. Ushturnama or Shuturnama (j_.Li,:;^), on fol. i*".

2. Asrarnama, on fol. lie**. This part is dated the

20th of Rajab, a.h. 807 (a.d. 1405, January 22).

3". lliihinama, on fol. 196'', beginning here:

d^l o^i-» }^_y f^.

(itJU. (jOJ jl (.jT j^ la-o ii

Dated the 20th of llamadan, a.h. 807 (a.d. 1405,

March 22).

4. Bulbulnama, on fol. 279*', beginning (without the

usual hamd) : ^ ^

3*". Khutba-i-Ilahinama (is-.U ^\ LJai), the usual

introduction to the llaliinama, left out in 3«, on fol. 283*',

beginning (with a slight modification in the second

heraittich, see liieu ii. p. 576") :

^j^jb cjjLx-* f^J^ — Cir J^^ 1)
'-•^ (j«J'

5. Musibatnama, on fol. 289^.

6. Waslatnama, on fol. 386^'. This part is dated the

first of Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. 812 (a.d. 1410, March 7).

This MS. appears to be the first part or first volume

only of a complete collection or iiyliLS of Farid-aldin

'Attar's works, as the index on ff. 1" and i^ (margin-

column) indicates. A more detailed, although not

complete, index of the contents of this MS. is found

on one of the fly-leaves. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2684, ff. 406, 2 centre-coll., each U. 29, and a margin-

column, 11. 24-26 ; splendid Naskhl; size, loj in. by 6| in.

1035
Three niathnawis by Farid-aldin 'Attar.

This copy contains

:

1. Mantik-altair, on fol. i^'.

2. Jawahir-aldhat or Jauhar-i-dhat, first daftar on

fol. 64'', in a very defective and abridged form, the first

page is left blank, and the mathnawi begins on fol. 65"

with this bait

:

•\ jlj/^jj \ji\S

corresponding to fol. 9", 1. 3, in No. 2039 (1046 in this

Cat., the fullest copy of the poem) ; the second chapter

on the same page, beginning : Jl Lij . ^J^. ij\ ill,

corresponds to fol. 16^', 1. 3 ab infra in the same copy

;

the last but two baits to fol. idob, ]. lo; the last two
baits of the present copy are not found in No. 2039.
On fol. 64", and in the colophon at the end, the poem
is wrongly styled i-.l;y:-il.

3. Gul u Khusrau, on fol. 173^.

No date. Very good and correct copy.

No. 736, ff. 1-269, 4 coll., each U. 21 ; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each
mathnawi; size, 15^ in. by 9^111.
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1036
Two mathnawis by Farid-aldin 'Attar.

This copy contains

:

1. Mantik-altair, on ff. 3''-226''.

2. Bisarnama, on S. 22'j'^-2^()^, beginning:

Ij^ cr- ^y^ cT (^ cr-

y i o^j" i r^J" ^j^
The initial bait of this poem in No. 559 (1031 in this

Cut.), fol. isa*", and in A. Spren^er's first copy, Catal.,

p. 349, is here the third ; whereas the beginning of

Sprenger's second copy appears liere as second bait.

On ff. i^-s" there is a short account of some Pirs of

the Kadiri sect in Multan, headed s_«Li lOJJJ-c JJiJ, and

written by Muhammad Ghauth ibn Sayyid Isma'il ibn

Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir ibn Shaikh Musa Hasani alhusaini

algilani, who states that his grandfather 'Abd-alkadir,

who died the 17th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1087 (a.d.

1677, February 20), invested him (after the premature

death of his father), a.h. 1082 (a.d. 1671, 1672), with

the 5JJ»..

This copy is dated by Niir-allah in the Silbah of

Khandis, the 17th of Slia'ban, a.h. iio5= A.d. 1694,

April 13 (here called the 38th year of 'Alamgir's reign,

whereas it is more correctly the 37tb, 'Alaragir having

declared himself emperor of Dihli in Dhd-alka'dah of

A.h. io68=A. d. 1658, August). Presented by J. H.
Peile, Esq., and received the 19th September, 181 8;
transferred to Civil College, 9 August, 1 8

1 9 (Haileybury).

No. 3384, olim 19. J. 12, ff. 239, 2 coll., each 11. 10; large

and excellent Nasta'ltk, written on brown paper, sprinkled with

gold ; marbled mari.'in throughout, except on the last six leaves ;

illuminated frontispiece on fol. s"" ; size, 9 in. by } in.

1037
Pandnama.
Another copy of Farid-aldin 'Attar's Pandnama, with

the usual beginning. It is not dated, but on fol. !" a

seal of Mirkhan Rida 'Alt is found, with the date A. H.

1 172 (a.d. 1758, 1759). College of Fort William.

No. 2319, ff. 30, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8^ in.

by 5I in.

1038
The same.

Dated the i8th of Shawwal, A.H. 1191 (a.d. 1777,
Kovember 1 9), by Ghulam 'All bin Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir

bin Shaikh Ahmad l)in Abd Muhammad bin Muhammad
Husain. On the margin of ff. 1^-21^ a short extract

from Baha-aldin 'Amili's (died A. H. I030=A. D. 1620,

1621) M-a-
) ci^' (s^^ Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1085-1088 ;

Kieu ii. p. 679 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 368, etc.).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2760, ff. 1-3S, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; careless Nasta'Uk,

mixed with Shikast.-i; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

1039
The same.

Dated the 4th of Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. 1209 (a.d.

1795, May 23).

No. 1345, ff. 11"- 43", 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nastalik ; size,

7 1 in. by 4I in.

1040
The same.

No date ; only the 20th of Safar in the sixth year (of

whose reign, is not stated) appears in the colophon.

No. 242, ff. i4''-49'', 2 coll., each U. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in.

by 5 in.

1041
The same. ^

No date. Beginning : ^1 Ipb i^ljJ*. ul xs^- J.*j>..

At the top of the first and at the end of the last

page this poem is wrongly ascribed to Jalal-aldin

Eumi.

No. 3508, olim 7. J. 6, ff. ijs^'-iSg, 2 coll., each II. 13;
Nasta'Uk ; size, 7I in. by 4I in.

1042
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy ; no date. On
the margin a Turkish paraphrase of the initial bait

:

No. 3510, ff. 1-40, 2 coll., each U. 11; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; size, 5I in. by 3J in.

1043
Mantik-altair.

Another copy of Farid-aldin 'Attar's Mantik-altair,

in which the composition of this mathnawi is fi.xed in

A.H. 583 (a.d. 1 187), see the last verse but one, and

No. 1 03 1, 5 above in this Cat. Beginning as usual.

As date appears only the 8th of Eabi'-althani, without

a year. Copied at Haidarabad at the request of Mir
'Ala-aldin.

No. 904, ff. 1 76, 2 coll., each 11.
1 5 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk

;

size, 9J in. by 5 J in.

1044
The same.

No date. Copied by Muhammad Salih ibn Haji

Sultan Husain Gilani.

No. 916, ff. 1 22, 2 coll., each 11. 18-19 ; Nasta'Uk ; illnminated

frontispiec;e ; the first two pages splendidly adorned ; size, 9 in.

by 4I in.

1045
The same.

Excellent copy, not dated.

No. 901, ff. 169, 2 coU., each 11. 15: very clear and distinct

Niista'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 9J- in. by 5 in.

1046
Jawahir-aldhat.

The only complete copy, as yet known, of Farid-

aldin 'Attar's Jawahir-aldhat or Jauhar-i-Dhat (tee

above, No. 1031, 17), in three daftars.

First daftar, on fol. i^, beginning: ^-.j*^^ s5jl j.Uj
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Second daftar, on fol. lea*", beginning :

T'/tiVi daftar, on fol. 335'', beginning

:

This third and last daftar bears also the special title of

Hailajnama (i-«L) p-X?*). which is chiefly devoted to the

divine mysteries revealed by the famous martyr of Sufic

lore, Mansur Hallaj (or rather Husain bin Mansur

Hallaj, who was put to death a.h. 309=a.d. 922, see

the Safinat-alauliya, No. 211); another complete copy

of this extremely rare poem is contained in No. 1048

below ; a defective copy of the same is described in

Rieu ii. p. 577*; it is printed in the Lucknow edition

of the Kulliyyat, pp. 583-770.
Dated A.H. 1139 (a.d. 1726, 1727), by Hi'iji Mu-

hammad Hayat, of Banaras; it belonged formerly to

the College of Fort William (1825).

No. 2039, ff. 455, 4 coll., each 11. 19 i,ff. 1 78-2 1 1 contain only

2 coll.) ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 10^ in. by 6 in.

1047
Another copy of the second daftar of the Jawahir-

aldhat.

This copy begins : J\ jy jj j\x>j ^j <jjl ^J^ •

Dated the loth of Shawwal, a.h. 1021 (a.d. 1612,

December 4).

No. Ill, fol. 1 1 3, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; small, but clear Nasta'ltk ;

illuminated frontispiece; the last pages a little injured; size,

8 in. by 4I in.

1048

Another copy of the Hailajnama, or third daftar of

the Jawahir-aldliat. Beginning : ^ J^j^ i*^-^

On fol. si^i there appears as another title for this

daftar, or rather for the whole of the Jauhar-i-Dhat,

just as in Rieu's copy of the first daftar, 5_»Li^l^, see

above. No. 1031, 17 ( ,. o„: « .1^1 >;:<. a w«U -al^a.).

Dated the 2nd of Sal'ar, a.h. 902 (a.d. 1496, Oct. 10).

No. 776, ff. .^42, 2 coll., each 11. 12; large and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 9I in. by 6 in.

1049
Eisarnama.

Another copy of Farid-aldin 'Attar's Bisarnaiiia,

beginning: J| jjL^jk .j _i^jjjl j.jjlj j^,see above,

No. 1031, 7. No date.

No. 695, ff. 12-22, 2 coll., each 11. 13; large and distinct

Nasta'ltk ; size, 6^ in. by 4^ in.

1050
Haft Wadi.

Another very defective copy of Farid-aldin 'Attar's

HaftWadi (see above, No. 1031, 6), beginning: dLj A*.»

Jl J^b jjl (»)L> (jL». jl . It is in a hopeless confusion,

all the verses being mixed together; it is moreover
incomplete at the end, and has two lacunas after ff. 2

and 4. The last bait on fol. 2^ corresponds to fol.

147a, 1. II, in No. 559 (1031 in this Cat), the first

bait on fol. 3" to fol. 149'', 1. 8, in the same copy.

The last bait on fol. 4'' corresponds to fol. 150", 1. 11,

the first on fol. 5'* to f<il. 148'', I. 7, in No. 559. Fol.

^^, 1. 10, i3=fol. I48^ 1. 19 ; fol. 6'', 1. 3 ab infra=fol.

147", 1. 18, and the last bait on fol. io'^=fol. 149", 1. 17,
in the same copy. The last leaf (fol. 11) contains three

ghazals with the takiiallus 'All.

No. 1921, ff. II, 2 coll., each 11. 19; clear '"'d distinct

Nasta'Uk ; size, 10^ in. by 6 in.

1051

Tadhkirat-alauliya (U.ill SlSjj).

The fullest copy extant of Farid-aldin 'Attar's famous
biographies of eminent Siific Shaikhs, containing both the

firstanAthesecond part of the work (Jjl jJi».and ^.0 jJ^):

corap. Bodleian Cat., No. 622, i and 2, No. 624, i and 2,

and No. 625, 9 and 10; Kieu i. p. 344 ; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp. 548-551 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Batav.

iii. p. 1 7 (where a list of the seventy-two Shaikhs of the

first part is given) ; Rehatsek, Catalogue raisonn^, p. 1 90,

No. 28; H. Khalfa ii. jj. 258, and Melanges Asiatiques v.

p. 251. Abridgments of the same work have been
noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 551 (by 'Abd-

alwahid Balgrami), and in A. F. Mehren, p. 8 ; a

poetical version by 'Allaf or Hafiz-i-'Allaf, composed
A.H. 821 (a.d. 14 18), has been described in detail in

Rosen, Persian MSS., pp. 210-215. The text of the

LJ.ill iSlyj has been lithographed in Lahore, 1889 and

1 89 1. On some extracts in German translation, comp.
W. Pertsch, loc. cit.

The first part (on ff. 1-279) comprises; after the

introduction and the index (on fol. 5), the following

seventy-two Shaikhs, to whose biogiaphies there is

sometimes added on the margin by another hand the

date of death (which, however, is in many cases wrong,
or at least doubtful) : 1. Ja'far Sadik, on fol. 5*".

2. Uwais Kami, on fol. 9^ (his death is fixed here in

A.H. 30=A.D. 650, 651, see the more correct date or

dates in Safinat-alauliya, No. 18). 3. Hasan Basri, on
fol. 14* (his death fixed here in A.H. i40^a.d. 757, 758,
see the correct date a.h. iio= a.d. 728, 729, Safinat-

alauliya, No. 19). 4. Malik-i-Dinar, on fol. 23'' (his

death fi.\ed here in a.h. i50=a.d. 767; correct date

a.h. I37= A. d. 754, 755, Safinat-alauliya, No. 160).

5. Muhammad Wasi', on fol. 27'' (died A.H. i6o=A.D.

776, 777)- 6. Habib-i-'Ajami, on fol. 28* (his death

fixed here in A.H. I25=A.D. 743; correct date A. h. 156
= A.D. 773, Safinat-alauliya, No. 161). 7. Abu Hazim

(here jyU. as it seems) Makki, on fol. 31^' (his death

fixed in a.h. i5o= a.d. 767). 8. 'Atabah bin Ghulam,
on fol. 32" (his death fixed in the same year, correct

date a.h. 160 or i67=A.D. 776, 777 or 783, 784, Safinat-

alauliya, No. 164). 9. Rabi'a-i-'adawiyyah, on fol. 33".

10. Shaikh Fudail bin 'lyad, on fol. 42" (died a.h. 187
=A.D. 803). 11. Ibrahim Adham, on fol. 48^ (his death

fixed here in a.h. 200= a.d. 815, 816 ; more correct

dates are a.h. 162, 161, or i6o=A.D. 778, 779, or 776,
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777, Safinat-alauliya, No. 97). 12. Bashar Hafi, on fol.

58l» (died a.h. 227=a.d. 841). 13. Dhu-alnun Misri,

on fol. 63'' (died a.h. 245=a.d. 859, 860). 14. Bayazid

Bistami, on fol. 74a (died a. h. 261 =a.d.875). 15. 'Abd-

allali Mubarak, on fol. 99" (in Safinat-alauliya, No. 165,

bin Mubarak ; instead of tlie more correct date of his

death, viz. a.h. i8i=a.d. 797, 798, there appears here

A.H. 200=A.D. 815, 816). 16. Sufyan Thauri, on fol.

1 04'' (his death is fixed here in a.h. 205= a. d. 820, 821

;

the usual dates are a.h. 161 or i62 = a.d. 778, 779, see

Safinat-alauliya, No. 162). 17. Shakik Balkhi, on fol.

109" (his death is fixed here in A.H. 225= A. D. 840 ; the

Safinat-alauliya, No. 167, gives A.H. i94=a.d. 809,810).

1 8. Imam Abu Hanifah Kufi, on fol. 1 1 2'' (for whose

death the preposterous date a. h. 205 is given, see the

correct statement in the Safinat-alauliya, No. 21).

1 9. Imam Shafi'i, on fol. 1 1 6'' (his death is fixed here

in a.h. 209=a. d. 824, 825, instead of the usual date

204, Rajab=A. D. 820, January, see Safinat-alauliya,

No. 23). 20. Imam Ahmad Hanbal, on fol. 1 19b (died

according to the statement here A.H. 250= A. D. 864,

according to the Safinat-alauliya, No. 24, a.h. 241 =
A. D. 855). 21. Da'M Ta'i, on fol. I23»' (the date of

his death, as given here, viz. A.h. 200, is wrong; it

was A. H. 162 or i65=A.l). 778, 779, or 781, 782, see

Safinat-alauliya, No. 163). 22. Harith Muhafabi, on

fol. I26'' (died A.H. 243= A. D. 857, 858). 23. Abu
Sulaiman Darani, on fol. 128''. 24. Muhammad Simak,

on fol. 133*. 25. Muhammad bin Aslam al-Tusi, on fol.

133''. 26. Ahmad bin Harb, onfol. i3,'5'». 27. Hatim-
i-asamm, onfol. 137". 28. Suhail bin'Abdallah, on fol.

142" (his death is fixed here in a.h. 273=a.d. 886, 887,

whereas the Safinat-alauliya, No. 193, where Sahl is

read instead of Suhail, just as in Rosen's poetical version,

quoted above, gives a.h. 283=a.d. 896). 29. Ma'ruf

Karkhi,onfol.i52''(diedA.H.200= A.D. 815). 30. Shaikh
Sari Sakati, on fol. iss^* (his death is fixed here in a.h.

257=A. D. 871 ; the Safinat-alauliya, No. 28, gives a.h.

253, and in one copy 250= a.d. 867 or 864). 31. Fath

Mausili, on fol. 161*. 32. Ahmad alhawari (t^'vU so

to be read instead of ij,]}^ in the text ; the date of

death, a.h. 203, is evidently a mere mistake for 230=
A.D. 844, 845, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 172, where,

however, the Shaikh is distinctly called Ahmad bin

Abi-alhawari), on fol. 162*. 33. Ahmad Khidrawaih,

or rather bin Khidrawaih Balkhi, on fol. 163* (died

A.H. 240= A.D. 854, 855). 34. Abu Turab Nakhshabi,

on fol. 167a (died a.h. 24g= A.D. 859). 35. Yahya bin

Ma'adh Razi, on fol. 169b (died a.h. 258=a.d. 872).

36. Shah Shuja Kirmani, on fol. 177*' (his death is

fixed here in a.h. 295=a.d. 907, 9o8,comp.the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 187). 37. Yusuf bin al-Husain, on fol.

179b (died A.H. 304=A.D. 916, 917). 38. Abu Hafs
Haddad, on fol. 183''. 39. Hamdun Kassar, on fol.

189". 40. Mansur 'Ammar, on fol. 1 90^. 41. Ahmad
bin 'Asim al-antaki, on fol. 192^ (his death is fixed

here in a.h. 240= a.d. 854, 855). 42. 'Abdallah bin

Hakik, on fol. 194". 43. Shaikh Junaid Baghdad!, on
fol. 195* (died A.H. 297=A.D. 910). 44. "Amr bin

'Uthman Makki, on fol. 214" (his death is fixed here in

A.H. 271= A.D. 884, 885; the usual date is A.H. 296 or

297= A.D. 908-910, see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 202).

45. Abu Sa'id Kharraz (Rosen: Khazzaz), on fol. 215''

(died according to this copy A. h. 2 7 7= a. d. 890, 891; the
Safinat-alauliya, No. 194, fixes his death in A.H. 286, 285
or 287= A.D. 898-900). 46. Abu-alhusain Nuri, on
fol. 2i9'>' (died a.h. 297= a.d. 909, 910, as is stated

here, or a.h. 295=a.d. 907, 908, according to the

Safinat-alauliya, No. 201). 47. Abu 'Uthman Hiri, on
fol. 225='(diedA.H.298=A.D. 910). 48. Abu Muhammad
Ruwaim, on fol. 230" (died a.h. 303=a.d. 915, 916).
49. Ibn 'Ata, on fol. 23il> (i.e. Abu-al 'abbas bin

'Ata, who died, according to the Safinat-alauliya,

No. 212, A.H. 309 = A.D. 922; here his death is

fixed in a.h. 307=a.d. 919, 920). 50. Abu 'Abdallah

bin al-Jalla, on fol. 236'' (with the silly date of a.h.

205 or 250 for his death ; he died a.h. 3o6= a.d. 918,

919, see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 210). 51. Ilirahim

bin Da'ud Rakki, on fol. 237a(died a.h. 327=a.d. 938,

939; the Safinat-alauliya, No. 224, gives a.h. 326).

52. Yusuf-i-Asbat, on fol. 237^ 53. Abu Ishak
(correctly, according to the following copy and the

Safinat-alauliya, No. 228, Abd Ya'kub Ishak) Nah-
rajuri, on fol. 239* (died A.H. 330=A. d. 941, 942).
54. Samnun Muhibb (or bin Muhibb), on fol. 241" (the

correct date of his death is A.H. 298=a.d. 910, 911 ;

see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 204 ; here he is wrongly
stated to have died a.h. 270). 55. Abu Muhammad
Murta'ish, on fol. 242^ (died a.h. 328= A.d. 939, 940).
56. Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin Fadl, on fol. 244*
(his death is fixed here in A.H. 309=a.d. 921, 922 ;

more coirectly in the Safinat-alauliya, No. 217, in

A.H. 3I9= a.d. 931). 57. Abu-alhusain Fuslianji, on
fol. 245". 58. Muhammad bin 'All alhakim altirmidhi,

on fol. 246^ (he died, according to the statement here,

A.H. 26o= A.D. 873, 874; according to the Safinat-

aliiuliyii. No. 182, a.h. 255= a.d. 869). 59. Abubakr
Warrak, on fol. 251". 60. 'Abdallah Manazil, on fol.

253I' (see the Safinat-alauliya, No. 231, where his death

is fixed in a.h. 33i=:A.d. 942, 943; here he is stated

to have died a.h. 330). 61. 'All bin Sahl Isfahan!, on

fol. 255''' (his death is fixed here in A.H. 27o= a.d. 883,

884). 62. Khair-i-nassaj, on fol. 256'' (his death is

fixed here in A.H. 305=a.d. 917, 918; the correct date

is that given in the Safinat-alauliya, No. 221, viz. a.h.

322= A.D. 934). 63. Abu-alkhair Akta', on fol. 257"
(died, according to the statement here, A.H. 340^A.u.

951, 952; according to the Safinat-alauliya, No. 241,

A.H. 343=A.D. 954, 955). 64. Abu Hamzah Khuias-aiii,

on ful. 258" (died A.H. 290= A.D. 903). 65. Shaikh-

alshuyukh Ahmad Masruk {bin Muhammad bin Masruk
in the Safinat-alauliya, No. 206), on fol. 259* (died A.H.

300= A.D. 912, 913, or A.H. 299, as the Safinah states).

66. 'Abdallah Raughadi [ijxi^., as in Rosen, Pertian

MSS., p. 215; in W. Pert sch, Berlin Cat., pp. 548-550,

he is always called Rau'adi, ijxs-j.), on fol. 260" (his

death is fixed in a.h. 290=a.d. 903). 67. 'Abdallah

Maghribi (in the Safinat-alauliya, No. 191, Abd 'Abd-

allah Maghribi), on fol. 26 1'' (his death is fixed here
' in A.H. 299=A.D. 911, 912; the Safinah gives a.h.

279=A.D. 892, 893). 68. Abu 'All Jurjani, on fol. 262''.

69. Abubakr Kattaiii (so here .jS , comp. the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 223), onfol. 263''' (died A.H. 322= A.D. 934).

70. Shaikh-i-Kabir Abu 'Abdallah (Muhammad) Khafif
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(or bin Khafif, as the Safinat-alauliya, No. 144, reads),

on fol. 266'^ (died a.h. 37i=a.i). 981, 982). 71. Abu
Muhammad Jurairi, on fol. 271" (died a. 11. 3Ii=a.d.

923, 924, or. as the Safinat-alauliya, No. 215, states,

A.H. 312). 72. Husaiu bin Maiisur Hallaj, 011 fol. 2721"

(the wrong date of a.h. 280 is given here for his death
;

the correct one is a.h. 309= a.d. 922, see the Safinat-

aliiulija. No. 211).

This,fust part concludes on fol. 279^ and is followed,

after a short remark : c)1H}* Jl^=*' {J^J^j^

JIj-' Jc:^. \j^ uV-Ll, Jjjl
r^j'j

"

k-zjl ji \^r^ JV*' Hry-'' -^ i-JLJUyj ij])-i}^ j'

jo \^\si, by a second part or tort of appendix, con-

taining twenty-five additional biographies, viz. : 73. Abu-
alhasan Kharakani, on fol. 280". 74. Mamshad or Mim-
shad Diiiawari, on fol. 283*^. 75. Ibrahim Khawwas, on

fol. 284b. 76. Abubakr Shibli, on fol. 287". 77. Abu
Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair, on fol. 2901*. 78. Abil-arabbas

Kassab, on fol. 295". 79. Abu 'Ali Dakkak, on fol.

296*. 80. Abu Nasr Sarraj, on fol. 299''. 81. Abu-
alfadl Hasan, on fol. 300''. 82. Abd-alkasim Nasrabadi,

on fol. 3001". 83. Abu Hamzah Baghdadi, on fol. 302".

84. Abubakr Tamistani, on fol. 303''. 85. Ibrahim

Shaibani, on fol. 303b. 86. Abu 'Amr (so here, ^^

;

in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 550, 1. 14, Abu *Umar)
Najid, on fol. 304''. 87. Abu-alhusain (in the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 229, and in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 549, 1. 4 ab infra, Abu-alhasan) 'Ali alsii'igh, on fol.

305". 88. Abubakr VVasiti, on fol. 305'^. 89. Abu
Ja'far Khuldi, on fol. 308''. 90. Abu 'All Rudbari,

on fol. 309". 91. Abu-alhusain Hnsiri ((_Cf^_aj»., in

the Safinat-alauliya, No. 266, Hasri ijtC,-a.3- ;

in W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 549, 1. 3 ab infra, and p. 550,

1. 16, Khadiri ^.j^^ii.), on fol. 310". 92. Abu Ishak

Shahriyari Kazaruni, on fol. 311". 93. Abu-al'abbas

Sayyari, on fol. 311''. 94. Abu-al'abbas Nahawandi,
on fol. 312a. 95. Abd 'Ali Thakafi, on fol. 3i2'>.

96 Abubakr Saidalani, on foL 313''. 97. Imam Mu-
hammad Bakir, on fol. 313''.

Beginning of the whole work : J-iib jLil ill x^JJ

Ji 'U«JI uJU^I uJ^b ^\1\\ 'U-jJl cl^U

Dated the 25tli of Jumada-althani, A.H. 1091 (a.d.

1680, July 23). Fol. 313 badly injured. Many anno-

tations and additions on the margin, by the same hand,

as it seems, which copied the appendix.

No. 1299, ff. 314, 11. 17-27; Nasta'llk ; ff. 37-46 and 280-314
(the whole of the appendix or second part) supplied by other

hands, the latter part in a sort of Shikasta ; size, loj in. by ^3 ju.

1052
Another copy of the same.

Another very old, but undated copy of the frst part

of the Tadhkirat-alauliya, worm-eaten and injured in

many places. It contains the biographies of seventy

Shaikhs only (agreeing with the preceding copy, except

where a discrepancy i.s clearly indicated in the following

list). Nos. 63 and 66 of the preceding copy are mifsing

here. 1. On fol. 8^'; 2. on fol. 13a; 3. on fol. 20*;

JND. OFF.

4. on fol. 32"; 5. on fol. 371"; 6. on fol. 38*>; 7. on
fol. 42'' ; 8. on fol. 43''; 9. on fol. 45" ; 10. on fol. 52";

11. on fol. 56a; 12. on fol. 68''; 13. on fol. 75" ; 14. on

fol. 90"; 15. on fol. 123''; 16. on fol. isol"; 17. on

fol. 136'', Khwajah 'Ali Shakik (in the index, on fol. 7",

Abii 'Ali Shakik); 18. on fol".
140'J; 19. on fol. 145'';

20. on fol. isoi"; 21. on fol. 154"; 22. on fol. 158";

23. on fob i6ia; 24. on foL 164a; 25. on fob i64l>;

26. on fol. 166'); 27. on fol. 169"; 28. Khwajah Suhail

bin 'Abdalliih Tustari (in the index, Kliwiijah Sahl bin

'Abdallah), on fol. 172''; 29. on fol. I79l>; 30. on fol.

182''; 31. on fol. i87«; 32. on fob 188"; 33. on fol.

189''; 34. on fol. 192I'; 35. on fol. 195"; 36. on fol.

200"; 37. on fol. 202"; 38. Khwajah Hafs ^iU. (?),

but correctly in the index, Abii Hafs Haddad, on fol.

207" ; 39. Khwajah Hamid Kassar (correctly in the

index, Hamdun Kiissar), on fol. 2091" ; 40. on fol. 2 lo^

;

41. on fol. 212*; 42. on fol. 213"; 43. on fol. 213'';

44. Khwajah 'Umar bin 'Uthman (both in text and
index), on fol. 221" ; 45. on fol. 2231"; 46. on fol. 225'';

47. Khwajah 'Uthman Hirt (both in text and index), on
fol. 230''; 48.= 50 in the preceding copy, Khwajah
'Abdallah bin Jalla, on fol. 235"; 49.= 48 in the pre-

ceding co])y, on ful. 236''; 50.= 49 in the preceding

copy, Ibn 'Attar (in the index), on fol. 2371^; 51. on
fol. 241"; 52. on fol. 242"; 53. Ya'kub Ishak alnah-

rajuri (correctly in the index, Abu Ya'kub Ishak), on
fol. 244"; 54. on fol. 245''; 55. on fol. 2480; 56. in

the index Fudail appears instead of Fadl, on fol. 249'';

57. on fol. 250''; 58. on fol. 251b; 59. on fol. 255'^
60. Khwajah 'Abdallah Mubarak (both in text and
index), on fol. 256^; 61. 'Ali Isfahan! (in the index,

Abu 'Ali Sahl Isfahaui), on fol. 2581' ; 62. on fol. 259" ;

63. = 64 in the preceding coi)y, on fol. 260''. 64.= 65 in

the preceding copy, Khwajah Ahmad Ma'n'if (in the

index correctly, Masrilk), ou fol. 262"; 65.= 67 in the

preceding copy, 'Abdallah Ahmad al-Maghiibi, on fol.

262''; 66.= 68 in the preceding cojsy, on fol. 263'';

67.= 69 in the preceding copy, on fol. 264'' ; 68.= 70 in

the preceding copy, 'Abdallah Khafif (in the index cor-

rectly, Abd 'Abdiillah), on fol. 266''; 69.= 71 in the

preceding copy, Abu Muhammad Hariri ((jjj-a.), in

the index, Muhammad Hariri, on fol. 269''; 70.= 72 in

the preceding copy. In the index a 71st bab (dealing

with Abu Muhammad Ja'far bin Muhammad) is an-

nounced, viz. : jjju>. xt^ jj\ jj'i iJ 1^ jbjL» v^.

jJILs.-*
ijj,

but in the text there is no trace whatever of

this biography.

Beginning : JI J-Aib il^U C>j ill s^ . Copied

by Sayyid Nur Muhammad bin Sayyid 'Abd-allatif

Husaini. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 205", fF. 2 7 1 , 11. 1 5 ; Naskhl
;
partly collated ; size, 8J in.

l>y 5 J in.

1053
The same.

This copy of the first part of the Tadhkirat-alauliya

comprises, according to the index on ff. 5''-6'', seventy-

three biographies ; but in the text itself the number of

biographical accounts amounts to seventy oidy. and
even of these four are entirely missing. There are

s s
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consequently wanting here Nos. 18-20, 45, "ji, and 72

of No. 1051 above. 1. On fol. 6^
; 2. on fol. io>> ; 3. on

fol. 1
6b; 4. on fol. 28ii; 5. on fol. 23"; 6. on fol. 34*;

7. on fol. 381^; 8. on fol. ^g^ ; 9. on fol. 41"; 10. on

fol. 52b; 11. on fol. 6i«; 12. on fol. ^6''; 13. on fol.

82a; 14. on fol. 94»; 15. on fol. iisb; 16. on fol.

i20»; 17. Abu "AH Shakik (as in the index of the

pi-eceding copy), on fol. 124"; 18-20. missing, although

the catch-words are all right; 21. on fol. 129"; 22. on

tbl. 132"; 23. on fol. 134a; 24. on fol. 137^; 25. on

fol. 138'^ ; 26. Muhammad bin Harb(in the index cor-

rectly, Ahmad bin Harb), on fol. 139^ ; 27. on fol. 140*";

28. Ismail bin 'Abdallah Sirri, on fol. 144*; 29. on

fol. 154"; 30. on fol 156b; 31. on fol. 161^; 32. on

fol. 162b; 33. on fol. 163b; 34. on fol. 167"; 35. on fol.

169b; 36. on fol. 176"; 37. on fol. 178*; 38. on fol.

i8ib; 39. on fob 185b; 40. on fol. 187a; 41. on fol.

188b; 42. on fol. 190«; 43. on fol. 190b; 44. on fob

207"; 45. missing; 46. Abu-alhusain Thauri (in the

index correctly, NuH), on fol. 210b; 47. 'Uthman
(instead of Abu 'Uthman) Hiri, on fol. 212*; 48. on

fol. 214"; 49. Ibii 'Attar, both in text and index, on

fol. 215b; 50. on fol. 219" ; 51. on fol. 220''; 52. on

fol. 220b; 53. Abii Ya'kub bin Ishak, on fol. 222";

54. on fol. 223b; 55. on fol. 225''; 56. on fol. 226''';

57. on fol. 226b, last line; 58. on fol. 227b; 59. on

fol. 232"; 60. on fob 234a; 61. on fol. 235a; 62. Abu-

alkhairN'afsaj,onfol.235b; 63. on fol. 236b; 64.= 66 in

N0.1051 above; 65.=64 in the same copy, on fol. 238";

66.= 65 in the same copy, on fol. 239a
; 67. 'Abdallah

Ahmad Magliribi, as in No. 65 of the preceding copy,

on fol. 239b; 68. on fol 240b; 69. on fol. 241a; 70. on

fol. 243"
Beginning as in the two preceding copies. No date.

No.l271,ff. 248,11. 17; irregular Nasta'llk, written by ditferent

hands ; size, ic| in. by 6| in.

1054

A fragment of the same.

This incomplete copy breaks off in the biography of

Shaikh Junaid Baghdad! (No. 43 in the preceding

copies), which begins on fol. 152" and forms here the

forty-first biography.

Beginning as usual.

No. 992, ff. 1-168'', 11. 19 ; large and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

1 oj in. by 6f in.

1055

Diwan-i-Kamal Isma'il (J-jt.,— 1 JUj uIj^'^)-

The lyrical poems of Kamal-aldin Isma'il bin Jamal-

aldin Muhammad bin 'Abd-alrazzak of Isfahan, who was

a pupil of Suhrawardi, panegyrist of the Sa id family,

and is usually called ^Uil jSi. He was tortured to

death by the Moghuls, A.H. 635 (a.d. 1237, 1238);

comp. Haft Iklim, No. 870, col. 441 in this Cat.;

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 638-643; Rieu ii. p. 581; W.
Petisch, Berlin Cat., p. 783; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 454 ; see also Butkhana, No. 23 in Bodleian Cat.,

col. 199, and Atashkada, No. 416, ib., col. 297. This

diwan consists of the following parts :

1. Kasidas and tarkibbands, on fol. ib, with a short

matlmawi and two kit'as at the end. Beginning of the

first kasidah

:

5j;J>.ljJl ^Joj \j I^jLj jj S^ '^

1,ZJ>^Sj\ ^yU-fjJ \j ,J^. OJU cypi

Beginning of the mathnawi, on fol. 209* :

.JLJ o-^j 'Uj^.UJ ,i _ j.i5q oLj I;

2. A large series of kit'as, intermixed with a few

ghazals, on fol. 213b. Beginning :

3. Ghazals, without any order, on fol. 3 19b beginning:

i
1 sJJ; jj jLa ijUk 5 J-J L^l-

^\4. Ruba'is, on fol. 359b, beginning : »j,jl y _,

Dated by Sultan 'Ali of Mashhad, A.H. 905 (a.d.

1499, 1500).

No. 1023, ff. 412, 2 coll., each 11. 17; beautiful and clear

Nasta'Uk ; an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each

part, a vignette on fol. I*, all the headings throughout in gold ;

size, 10 in. by 6| in.

1056

Another copy of the same.

Contents

:

Kasidas, tarkibbands and a few kit'as, beginning, on

fol. lb; ~ii 5-ui*ljJl cjM) \ ^^- y ^'-*-" ^^'

A short mathnawi, kit'as, and a few ghazals ; the

mathnawi, on fol. 228b, is the same as in the preceding

copy ; the first kit'ah begins (on fol. 232b)
: S ^j^^ bl

Ruba'is, on fol. 325a, beginning as in the pi-eceding

copy.

Dated by Habib-alliih, the son of the Kadi Barkhwur-

dar, the 27th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 1036 (a.d. 1627,

Aug. 9). Some various readings and marginal additions.

No. 2455, ff. 393, 2 coll., each U. 17; Nasta'Uk; ff. 1 and

95-98 later supplied ; size, 10 in. by 6| in.

1057

A slightly defective copy of the same.

Contents

:

Kasidas, tarkibbands, marathi, etc., on fol. ib, begin-

ning : Jl I^jLj y ejU-a 1^1.

Kit'as, intermixed with a few ghazals and kasidas,

on fol. 21 lb, beginning :

At the end of this part (on fol. 314''), the same

mathnawi as in the two precedhig copies.

Ghazals, without any order, on fol. 318b, beginning :

Ruba'is, on fol. 368b beginning : sjLfrJ \y ^S^ i^'

~n jj.jJ^U--, corresponding to the third ruba'i ou
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ibl. 407a in No. 1023 (1055 in tliis Cat.); this part is

incomplete at the end, it breaks off with the first bait

of a rubai, corresponding; to fol. 401", last line, in

No. 1023. The initial rubai of the two preceding

copies is found here on fol. 3701", first line.

No. 510, ff. 406, 2 coll., e.ich 11. 19 : an Uluminated frontispiece

at the beginning of each p:irt ; Nasta'Uk ; the firat pages injured

;

aize, 8 in. by 3J in.

1058

Diwan-i-Athlr Auniani {^L>j'\j-J\ J^y.^)-

The lyiical poems of Athir-aldin 'Abdallah of Auman
(near Hamadan), who flourished under Hulagukhan,

and was a younger contemporary of Kanial-aldin Isnia'il

of Isfahan, with whom he contended in poetry and ex-

changed poetical epistles; comp. Haft Iklim, No. 1035,

col. 454 above in this Cat. ; Atashkada, No. 596

(Bodleian Cat, col. 283) ; Butkhana, No. 25 (ib., col.

199); Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 14 (ib., col. 317); A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 17, No. 51. According to the

Atashkada he died a.h. 656 (a. d. 1258), according to

Taki Kashi a.h. 665 (a.d. 1266, 1267). This diwan

consists chiefly of kasidas and kit'as, intermixed with

some tarkibbands, ghazals, and ruba is.

Beginning

:

Dated the 24th of Shawwal, A.h. 1069 (a.d. 1659,

July 15), by 'Abd-alrakib.

No. 328, ff. 295-377, 2 coll., each 11. 18 ; clear Niistii'lik ; size,

10} in. by 5j in.

1059

Diwan-i-Saif-i-Isfarang (»«0^^1 i—i-— tj]}i^)-

The lyrical poems of Saif-aldin A' raj of Isfara or

Isfarang, nine farsangs south of JIarghiiian in Transox-

ania, see Haft Iklim, No. 1524, col. 494 above in this

Cat. But the dates given there about his lifetime fall

about a hundred years short of the correct ones ; the

same remark applies to the short preface in this copy,

where his death is fixed in a.h. 558 or even 552 (!), and

the Khulasat-alafkar, No. 126 (Bodleian Cat., coll. 306

and 307), where he is stated to have died A.H. 583 (!);

according to the most trustworthy sources he was born

A.H. 581 (a.d. 1185, 1186) and died a.h. 666 (a.d.

1267, 1268); see Atashkada, No. 711 (Bodleian Cat.,

col. 286), and Taki Kashi, No. 37 (A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 1 7). The Butkhana, No. 43 (Bodleian Cat., col. 200),

also' fixes his death at a similar period, viz. in a.h.

652 or 660 (a.d. 1254 or 1262) ; other copies of this

diwan are described in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 644 and 645 ;

Rieu ii. p. 581 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 561 ;
W.

Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 782 ; Cat. dee MSS. et Xylo-

graphes, p. 330 ; J. Auraer, p. 9.

This diwan contains

:

Ka.sidas, in alphabetical order, except the first

;

beginning of the initial poem, on fol. i"*:^. jj

ol uLlT ^jXo eOi

^1 cr-j!r-' cr-5r»j'
,1 jUe* iji.

Tarji'bands, on fol. 151'', beginning:

Mukattaat, on fol. 174", beginning: ^\ csUil ^j

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 2 1 2", beginning

:

Ilubais, on fol. 240*, beginning :

\ ulr^.-^ <J^y j-^j ^^j

Tliis copy, which is dated in the preface a.h. 1026

(a.d. 16
1 7), is in a very bad state; many pages are

severely injured, especially ff. 1-40 and 210-254. A
short preface in prose on fol. i".

No. 573, fr. 254, 2 coll., each 11. 19 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ;

illuminated frontispiece on fol. i""; size, iij-in. by 6^ in.

Jalftl-aldin Rtim! (Nos. 1060-1115).

1060
Mathnawi {ijy±*\

An excellent old copy of the renowned mathnawi or

Mathnawi-i-ma'nawi (the spiritual mathnawi) by Mau-

lana Jalal-aldin Muhammad bin Muhammad Baha-aldin

bin Husain albalkhi, best known as Jalal-aldin Rilmi,

who was bom in Balkh, A.h. 604 (a.d. 1207), and

died in Iconium, a.h. 672 (a.d. 1273); comp. on this

work and the bio;^raphy of the poet, Ilieu ii. p. 584 sq.;

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 646-675 ; W. Pertsch, ^o. 42, i a,

and Berlin Cat., p. 783 sq.; G. Flugel i. p. 514 sq
;

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 489 sq. ; Eosen, Persian MSS.,

pp. 1 73 and 174 ; J. Aumer, pp. 14-16; Ouseley, Biogr.

Notices, p. 1 1 2 i-q., etc. ; comp. also the Manakib-ararifin

(No. 630 in this Cat.); Saflnat-alauliya, No. 137 (ib.,

col. 289) ; Haft Iklim, No. 558 (ib., col. 418), and Ethe,

Die mystische, ditlactische und lyrische Poesie etc. der

Perser, Hamburg, 1888, pp. 26-31. The mathnawi

has been printed (respectively lithographed) in Bombay,

A.H. 1262, 1266, 1273, 1280, 1294, and A.D. 1890 ;
in

Lucknow, A.H. 1282; in Tabriz, a.h. 1264 ; iii Bulak,

with the Turkish commentary of Ismail Ankirawi,

A.H. 1251 and 1268; in Constantinople, a.h. 1289;

in Tahrin, a.h. 1299 (the best of all, by Muhammad
Tahir Mustaufi). Portions of this poem have been

translated into German in Tholuck's Bluthensammlung

morgenlUnd. Mystik, p. 53 sq.; and by G. Rosen,

'Mesnewi oder Doppelverse etc.,' Leipzig, 1849; into

English (the first book only) by J. W. Redliouse,

Loudon, 1 88 1 (Trubner's Oriental Series) ; extracts are

also found in S. Robinson's ' Persian Poetry for English

Readers,' 1883, pp. 367-382. An abridged English

translation of the whole work, an excellent specimen

of sound scholarship, has been published by E. H.

Whinfield, ' Masnavi i ma'navi,' London, 1887 (Trub-

ner's Oriental Series).

The present copy is dated the 5th of Dhu-alhijjah,

A.H. 834 (a.d. 1431, Aug. 14), see the colophon:

^j^l p ^' jn c^jJ^ ^y^\ ^y^\ -^ ^
s s 2
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C:'j
\ ^Ll.

,.-U
<Ull

^J-'i-
,iJl

'<J^*" ijL»jl.»jj ^^j-jjdjj, aiitl contains :

Preface of Daftar I, on fdl. i'', beginning: —^.

^jJ\ J^^t j^j t5j-Li.U ujliT Ijui ^J^\ cr*^J^' *'^'

Daftar I, on fol. 2*', beginning

:

xix.^ ij>jl5Li Lj-oIjljj.
jj

Preface of Daftar II, on fol. 42*, beginning: jjLj

^.Vjk tl.^^jS\ 5-S |,jj jJls L) ci* » ^.->' ji LS"^

Daftar II, on fol. 42^, beginning:

f 1

Preface of Daftar III, on fol. 7
7'', beginning : AjJ

Daftar III, on fol. 77'', beginning:

,b Jwi e*.i-.l s.)yii.> (read ^--.1) j^^.--- j^l

Preface of Daftar IV, on fol. 124", beginning: j^xJoJl

i^^ J-J ^Ldl Ja.lj A^.y-' cr-*' Li-" (^'IP'

Daftar IV, on fol. 124'', beginning:

Preface of Daftar V, on fol. 1631, beginning : jjui£j

Daftar V, on fol. 163'', beginning :

vi.» ... . y'' jy u fj^.s]\ J^-.^ 8-i.

Preface of Daftar VI, on fol. 206*, beginning: ^^1

i.S (j^»jo«-» ^yL>-(i. (^.jLix (^L»^i jl Ot.ui j» .

*
. ii JJus*

Jl di-i> cyi'LJ*- J
ej.4->-i

J («^ ^L;-a-«-

Daftar VI, on fol. 206^, beginning:

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No.2709,ff. 252,4coll.,eachll. 29; clear and distinct Na«ta'Ilk;

a large vignette on fol. 2", the whole of fol. j"" luxuriously illumi-

nated; fine illuminated frontispieces besides on ff. 42*", 77'', 124'',

163'', and 306''; size, 10J in. by 7 in.

1061

Another copy of the same.

Another beautiful old copy of the mathnawi with the

same prose-jjrefaces, except at the beginning of the

fourih L'aftar, which opens at once witli the initial

bait: Jl j^il *L^ i^l. Daftar I, on fol. 1^; II, on

fol. 75^'; III, on fol. 142^; IV, on fol. 231'' ; V, on

fol. 302I); VI, on fol. 382^ The right older of ff. i-

20 is: I, 3-8, 19, 9-18, 20. Copied a. h. 871 (a. u.

1466, 1467).

No. 1695, ff. 470, 2 centre-coll, each 11. 17, and a third

on the margin, 11. 28 ; excellent Nasta'lik ; an illuminated frontis.

piece at tile beginniuij of each daftar; the first two pages

splendidly ndurued; ornaments throughout; size, io{ in. by

6J in.

1062
The same.

A third excellent old copy, dated A. h. 910 (a, d.

1504, 1505)-

Contents :

Fihrist of Daftar I (ijy:i* JJI ^j Ow;^), on

fol. i'', beginning: ^^\ A ^j-^ (J—'^5 s^ijU vj^jIXs-

'j^_^l |_jlj Jjjljjkjl ^U-JC»J.s:= ^jXi^AlJi '^J^
sLijU ^^jyj 'j_jl.> b sLijb tuUX* (j-^ijj Oi—ily>.^j

Preface of Daftar I, on fol. 3^', beginning: v_>liXJI lju»

Daftar I, on fol. 7^ : Jl ^y
jl _,J-iJ.

.

Fihrist of Daftar II, on fol. 791), beginning: JiU

Preface of Daftar II, on fol. 81 1', beginning: ^^jLo

Jl ^jj sis' ^^\j^\j o.»^jl j^-iJM.

Daftar II, on fol. 831^: ji i^yi^ ^^j ^yl*.

Fihrist of Daftar III, on fol. 147^ beginning: tl5

Jl J^\j c>.:=fi^ d;5 J
^^l^-! J-o ^\^;^.

Preface of Daftar III, on fol. 150^ beginning: Sji-

Daftar III, on fol. 151^ : Jl ^^jJl ^.L-.* jH ''l^ (J^-

Fihrist of Daftar IV, on fol. 237b, beginning : j^Ui

Jl euirjp pb jj ,_,«-«j:jl ii (J-ib; Jl ciolXj^.

Preface of Daftar IV, on fol. 239'', beginning : x^
Jl Sjw^ja. Jj>. 4J1.

Daftar IV, on fol. 241b
: ji jJJ «U..^ i^l.

Fihrist of Daftar V, on fol. 309b, beginning : j^r—Hi

"ji (Surah 2, 262)^^Jljl j^ ixj,! Xi* ajT.

Preface of Daftar V, on fol. 31 1^ beginning : iX^^^

i
1 v_>,liiJl _-jLi.«,
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Daftar V, on fol. 313'' : Jl ^.J^\

Fihnst of Daftar VI, on fol. 393'', beginning : JVj^

Jl \j Sj--i^ «U-^li ^^X^^ 'I; litclj JjL-.

Preface of Daftar VI, on fol. 395", beginning: ^^.l

Jl csU^jjl j,-i-i jJLf*.

Daftar VI, on fol. 397'': ji ^l,L—» JJ cyLjJfc 15'

.

No. 1803, fF. 4S2, 4 coll., each 11. 17 ; distinct Nasta'lik; an

illuminated frontispiece at the beginnini; of each daftar ; the first

two pagea of each richly adorned ; size, loj iu. by 7 in.

1063
The same.

This copy contains

:

A general prose-introduction, intermixed with math-

nawi-baits, on the purport of the mathnawi, beginning,

on fol. i'':

u

the prose-preface)

:

Preface of Daftar II, on fol. 84* : jl ^^i^. ^jWi j^

Daftar I, on fol. g^> (without

d'ci' •^^ ^[ >.L5 cj^^Xa.

Daftar II, on fol. 84b
: Jl uy^ ^\ Jij

Preface of Daftar III, on fol. 151": ijjl ^

,JiJl.

^1 ut)^' ^'•

Daftar III, on fol. 151^: ji jil 'L-o u\.

Preface of Daftar IV, on fol. 238^ : Jl ^\ji\ ^
Daftar IV, on fol. 238b : Jl ^yjJl ^.L^ jil «U-i cffl

.

Preface of Daftar VI (which, as a note on the top

remarks, is by mistake inserted here), on fol. 309^ : xLs*

(so deliberately changed from the correct fr-i^} ^r^i

Jl iJ>J)-« ijy-^ i^La^ijl.

Daftar V, on fol. 309'' : Jl ^j vS ^jjl ^l—a. s-i.

Preface of Daftar V (here wrongly inserted instead

of the sixth), on fol. 389* ; 50 J-^b i\S\j A-^iUj

Jl OuiJ^.

Daftar VI, on fol. 3891": Jl ^.L-a. Jj t:yj.^a. u\.

The copy ends on fol. 474**, and is dated i6th of

iSha'ban, A. h. 1005 (a.d. 1597, April 4). A later

note states, that it was bought at Burlianpur, in Rajab,

A.H. 1018 (a. D. 1609, October), and the purchaser

appears to have added the prose-prefaces, since at the

end of the preface of Daftar VI (before the beginning

of Daftar V) the date a. h. 1019, 24th of Dhu-alka'dah

(a. D. i6n, February 7), is given, and at the end of the

preface of Daftar V (before Daftar VI), A. H. 102 1 (a.u.

1612, 1613). On fol. 475 about two pages of the end
of Daftar VI, which are greatly injured, are repeated,

probably by the Fame purchaser, with the same two

dates 1005 and 1018. Collated and annotated through-

out.

Bibliotheca Leydeniaiia.

No. 2875, *f. 475, 2 centre-coll, each 11. 15, and a third on

the margin, 11. 30 ; small Naste'Uk ; size, 74 in. by 4i in.

1064
The same.

The preface of Daftar V is wanting in this copy ; all

the other prefaces agree with those in the preceding

copies.

Daftar I, on fol. i^; II, on fol. 42'^ III, on fol. 82";

IV, on fol. 133='; V, on fol. 174^; VI, on fob 220a.

Daftar III is dated the 19th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h.

1029 (a.d. 1620, Nov. 15); Daftar VI, the 27th of

Muharram, A. h. 1030 (a. d. 1620, Dec. 22), by 'Abd-

alw^vhid ibn Kadi 'Abd-alwahhab alsari, in the city of

Burhanpur. According to the colophon at the end

of Daftar III, the first daftar of the mathnawi contains

3995 baits, the second 3895, the third 4755, the fourtli

3800, the fifth 4318, the sixth 5193; that makes

together 25,956, but the total sum indicated in this

colophon is 26,016, or 26,060, and that given in the

colophon of Daftar VI, 26,242. The right number we

should suppose to be 26,016, produced by reading 3860

for ,1y}^instead of 3800 (cj-a-ij a .n • ?• » jUa

A^" •> t) for the fourth daft^ir.

M.iny pages are severely damaged ; a great number

of them is quite brown with damp. Numerous glosses

and additions on the margin.

No. 1386, ff. 1-269, 4 coll., each II. as-S^ ; careless NastaTik ;

written by different hands on different paper; size, 13 in. by

71 "'

1065

The same.

All the daftars have the usual prose-prefaces, the

preface of the first, on fol. i**, breaks off at the end of

the first page.

Daftar I, on fol. 2^; IT, on fol. 48^ ; III, on fol. 90'';

IV, on fol. 1451^; V, fol. 195° VI, on fol. 243''

(the preface of the last begins here : Uic ^^ij C'j

Ji ,.J^ jie).

This copy was transcribed by Muhammad Tahir ibu

Kadi Muhammad'All in the citadel of s_.\jLiy (belonging

to Sultan Muhammad "Adilshah); the first daftar was

finished the 12th of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 1066 (a.d. 1656,

Sept, i); the second, the 13th of Dhii-alhijjah in the

same year (a.d. 1656, Oct. 2); the third, the I2th of

Muharram, a. h. 1067 (a. d. 1656, Oct. 31); the fourth,

the 7th of Safar in the same year (a. d. 1656, Nov. 25)

;

the fifth, the 8th of Rabi'-alawwal (a. d. 1656, Dec. 25)

;

and the sixth, the 6th of .Tumiida-alawwal (a.d. 1657,

Feb. 20). Occasionally various readings and short

glosses on the margin.

No.8270,olim 11. J. 8, fT. agS, 4 coll., each II. 15; N.-istallk ;

a large illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each daftar ;

size, 13J in. by 8| in.
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1066
The same.

All the usual prefaces are found here, as well as

numerous marginal glosses and a few various readings.

Preface of Daftar I, on fol. i\
Daftar I, on fol. 2^.

Preface of Daftar II, on fol. 46*.

Daftar II, on fol. 461".

Preface of Daftar III, on fol. 86^
Daftar III, on fol. 86i<.

Preface of Daftar IV, on fol. 138".

Daftar IV, on fol. 1381).

Preface of Daftar V, on fol. 180*, beginning as in No.

Daftar V, on fol. i8ob.

Preface of Daftar VI, on fol. 228".

Daftar VI, on fol. 2 2 8l>.

A short epilogue in prose, on fol. 282* beginning

:

Dated Shawwal, A. h. 1069 (a. d. 1659, June-July).

No. 3321, olim 17. J. 3, ff. 282, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; Nasta'Uk ;

size, 9^ in. by jf in.

1067
The same.

This copy consists of two different parts ; the Jlrst

three daftars are written by Nusratklian at Shahja-

hanabad (the first two in the ninth, the third in the

twelfth year of iHj ij-ji»-, which, if 'Alamgir's reign

is meant, would be a. h. 1076, 1077 and 1079, 1080

respectively= A. d. 1666 and 1669); the last three daftars

by Diya-allah ibn Sayyid Khan Muhammad Husaini

Balgrami, A. h. 1079 (a. d. 1668, 1669); numerous

marginal glosses and various readings. The copy con-

cludes, on fol. 432", with the introduction of "Abd-allatif

bin 'Abdallah al-'Abbasi (see below, Nos. 1 088-1 090), to

DaftarVI: Jl ejlj_^:iij> ti^U tjs^j\ o^-^.iJi^j ^^1,

and we may conclude from this, that the second half of

the copy was transcribed from one of the well-known

editions of the niathnawi, compiled by 'Abd-allatif.

The prefaces of the first and the third daftar are want-

ing ; the other four are complete.

Daftar I, on fol. i^ ; II, on fol. -je^ ; III, on fol. 14-]^
;

IV, on fol. 222I'; V, on fol. 283I'; VI, on fob 355b.

No. 3327, olim it. J. 14, ff. 432, 2 centre-coll, and i margin-

col, (ff. 1-2 2 1, 11. 17 in the centre, and II. 30-32 in the margin,

written in very careless and irregular Naeta'llk ; size, 9 in. by

4I in. ; ff. 222-432, 11. 19 in the centre, 11. 38 in the margin,

written in very small,but distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 9^ in. by 5^ in.).

1068
The same.

Good copy, with all the prose-prdaces, finished on a

Sunday (j^^l ^.^ ^) in Safar, a.h. 1085 (a. d. 1674,

Hay-June).

Daftar I, on fol. i^; II, on fol. 75''; III, on fob I42'>;

IV, on fob 227b; V, on fol. 295''; VI, on fol. 373^

No. 2451, ff. 4,!;9, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 17, and a third on

the margin, 11. 32 ; sm.iU, but clear Nasta'llk ; an illuminivted

frontispiece at the beginning of each daftar ; size, 9-J in. by 5 in.

1069
The same.

All the prefaces are wanting in this copj'.

Daftar I, on fol. jh
; II, on fol. 49l>

; III, on fol. 92^
;

IV, on fob 148a; V, on fol. 191^; VI, on fob 24 il'.

Dated the 25th of Rajab, a.h. 1098 (a. i). 1687,

June 6), by Muzaffar-aldin Husain. Purchased at

Haidarabad, 1774.

No. 160, ff. 399, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; small Nasta'llk ; .an

illuminated heading at the beginning of each daftar ; size, io| in.

by 64 in.

1070
The same.

In this copy, which isdated the 23rd of Dhu-alhijjah,

in the 38th year of "Alamgir's reign (=a. h. 1105,

A. D. 1694, Aug. 15), by Muhammad Kasim, the _^r»<

and second daftars have no special heading at all ; from

the third onwards every daftar is preceded by a Jihriat

(see No. 1062 above). Daftar III, on fol. 122"'; IV,

on fob 191^; V, on fol. 254^ ; VI, on fol. 326l>. There

are no prefaces in this copy.

No. 2052, ff. 407, 4 coll., with very irregular lines (16-18);

Nasta'llk ; many small damages throughout ; size, 9J in. by 5^ in.

1071
The same.

All the usual prefaces are found here ; on ff. 1-7*

a detailed essay on Jalal-aldin Rumi's life and works is

given, beginning : *^ ^jL-jLj». eUu sLijLj &j c«...Ij » : »

sLi-^y* JlI-s* ^^jjJl JiU. ^U O sLi^jlji.. JuIsE* ^^JJ\

Jl \L^\i ijy^i JjJ

.

Preface of Daftar I, on fol. 7*.

Daftar I, on fol. 81'.

Preface of Daftar II, on fol. 52'>.

Daftar II, on fol. 53".

Preface of Daftar III, on fol. 93*.

Daftar III, on fol. 93''.

Preface of Daftar IV, on fol. 145''.

Daftar IV, on fol. 146".

Preface of Daftar V, on fol. 189*.

Daftar V, on fob i89>'.

Preface of Daftar VI, on fol. 239^.

Daftar VI, on fol. 240*.

Some leaves are injured and supplied by the first

owner of this copy (dated the 39th year, probably of

'Alamgir's reign=A. h. 1107, A. d. 1695, 1696), who
added at the end some verses for his son.

No. 2550, ff. 295, 4 coll. (on fol. S*" only 2}, each 11. 25 ;

Nasta'llk ; size, io| in. by 6^ in.

1072
The same.

An excellent copy, dated the i6th of Safar, a.h. 1 122

(a. D. 1 7 10, April 16), by Muhammad Sharif, at

Aurangabad.

Daftar I (without preface), on fol. i'^.
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Daftar II, on fol. 5i*>. Preface, on fol. 51* : 4)1 |»-»j

Daftar III, on fol. 97". Preface, on fol. 96*': jXil

Jl JLiu ill iya-.

Daftar IV, on fol. iSS**. Preface, on fol. 155":

~ " " "
"

Preface, on fol. 202'' : ^..>

>pl illjj (.-^Ji
er»-

i

Daftar V, on fol. 203".

vJI ^jyiJI ^-oli*.

Daftar VI, on fol. 256". Preface, on the same page :

^1 ij»:iA ij[ji,jsji j\ . .?. .'.< six*.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2,524, ff. ,^12, 4 coll., each 11. 23; large and distinct

Nasta'llk ; an illuminated frontispiece at the b^inaing of each
daftar; size, i6| in. by lo^ in.

1073
The same.

This copy, which is collated and dated the 23rd of

Jumada-alawwal, a. h. 1130 (a.d. 1718, April 24), by
'Abdallah, contains :

A Persian paraphrase and explanation of the (Arabic)

preface of the first daftar, on fol. i**, beginning

:

n. ~ i

j
: T « (j^ ;

•
« (j^^jotJil (j^jjLiil i^lii 1^1 (_jLy Vxa

Jl [J-«l A .n»<i iS >^. ... ^ 1 iyl-«-» (^^--J. ^1 <.:>-!—Jj .

Daftar I, on fol. 3'^ ; II, on fol. 68b ; ni, on fol. 1 19b

;

IV, on fol. 190b; V, on fol. 248b; VI, on fol. 311b.

The prefaces are complete and agree in wording with

those in the preceding copy, except that of Daftar V,

which begins (as in Nos. 1063 and 1066 above): X*j1jj

Ji ).::. ... w . '•
^jf*-* ootvi six-Jib sLJIj.

No. 3312, olim 17. .T. 2, ff. 381, 4 coll., each II. 19 ; Nasta'llk
;

an illuminated frontispiece on fol. 1 '' and at the beginning of each
daftar ; size, I0|^ in. by 6^ in.

1074
The same.

The order of the six daftars, which, witli the excep-

tion of the first, are preceded by the usual prefaces, is

here as follows :

Daftar I (without preface), on fol. ib; II, on fol. 41"
;

V, on fol. 72b; VI, on fol. 114b; III, on fol. 152";
IV, on fol. 1

94a.

No date, but an entry from a. h. 1185 (a.d. 1771,
1772), appears on fol. i". College of Fort William,

1825.

No. 2035, ff 227, 4 coll., each 11. 25; small, liut clear Nasta'llk;
an illuminate<l frontispiece at the beginning of each daftar ; size,

12 J in. by Sj in.

1075
The same.

All the prefaces are complete in this copy.

Daftar I, on fol. ib
; II, on fol. 51b

; III, on fol 96b

;

IV, on fol. 152b (beginning of the preface : ja il t .|l

Jl »iJL» jji* (.iUUl
J

ijJLJl
J %x*^, see No. 1062

above) ; V, on fol. 198b
; VI, on fol. 250b.

No date. Occasionally various readings and additions

on the margin.

No. 9, ff 308, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; Naata'lik ; each daftar and
each preface headed by an illuminated frontispiece ; the first two
pages of eacli daftar richly ornamented ; size, 14^ in. by 8 J in.

1076
The same.

Excellent copy, not dated, partly supplied with

vowels; various readings on the margin. All the prefaces

complete. Daftar I, on fol. ib
; II, on fol. 56b ; III, on

fol. io6b; IV, on fol. 173b; V, on fol. 225b; VI, on

fol. 280b. •

No. 1253, if. 346, 4 coll., each 11. 21 ; large and distinct Naa-
ta'lik ; size, 19 in. by 13 in.

1077
The same.

All the prefaces complete ; no date, since the greater

part of the colophon is torn away. Various readings

and glosses on the margin. Daftar I, on fol. ib
; II, on

fol. 89b; III, on fol. 169b; IV, on fol. 273b; V, on

fol. 357b; VI, on fol. 452b.

No. 1427, ff. 537, 2 centre-coll., each U. 13, and a third on

the margin, 11. 28 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 10^ in. by 6 in.

1078
The same.

The preface of the first daftar is wanting ; all the

others are complete.

Daftar I, on fol. ib ; II, on fol. 70'' ; III, on fol. 1 32"

;

IV, on fol. 213a; V, on fol. 276"; Vt, on fol. 349".

On the first 134 leaves a great number of marginal

and interlinear glosses as well as of various readings

are found. Aa date is given the 1 6th of Safar only,

but no year.

No. 3311, olim 17. J. i, ft 429, 4 coll., each U. 17 ; Nasta'ltk ;

size, lof in. by 5| in.

1079
The same.

The prefaces of the first and the fifth daftar are missing

in this copy.

Daftar I, on fol. ib
; II, on fol. 83b ; III, on fol. 156b

;

IV, on fol. 251b
; V, on fol. 325b

; VI, on fol. 406b.

No date. The transcriber of the last part of this

MS. was Muhammad Husain bin Farid-aldin at Islim-

abad. No date.

No. 1831, ff 495, 2 centre-coll., each II. 15, and a third on
the margin, 11. 26-30 ; written on different paper by dift'erent

hands, at least four or five, partly in Nasta'llk, partly in Naskht

;

size, 9I in. by 6| in.

1080
The last three daftars of the niathnawi.

This copy contains :

Daftar IV, on fol. ib; V, on fol. 136b; VI, on

fol. 264b
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The preface of the fifth daftar is wanting ; the other

two are complete.

At the end of the fourth daftar the transcriber's

name is given as ^fuhammad Sa'idkhan Nakslibandi

;

at the end of the fiftli a date appears, viz. the loth of

Muharram, A. h. 1143 (a. d. 1730, July 26).

Numerous annotations on the margin, especially in

the last two daftars ; between the fourth and fiftli as

well as between the fifth and sixth two leaves are left

blank.

No. 3260, olim 11. J. 10, ff. 403, 2 coll. each 11. 16-19;

irregular Nasta'llk, partly Shikasta ; size, 1 2 in. by S in.

1081

A defective copy of the last two daftars of the

mathnawi.
Daftar V, on fol. i^ ; VI, on fol. loi"; the sixth

daftar is incomplete at tlie end ; the last bait appearing

here corresponds to fol. 439'', centre-coll., 1. 12 in

No. 1695 (1061 in this Cat.). The two prefaces are

complete. On the first 104 leaves there are occasionally

various readings and other additions.

No date.

No. 1993, ff. 158, 2 coll., each II. 23; an additional third

column, containing six l>aits, is found on the margin of tl'. 105-15S;

Naskhl ; the paper dirty and worm-eaten ; siz-, S| in. by jj in.

1082

Another copy of the^rs< daftar of the mathnawi.

Beautiful copy, finished the 24th of Sha'baii, A. h. i i 47
(a.d. 1 735, January 19),by Khakpai khalk-illah Mihr'Ali

( l£^4^ ijll ^jli. (^LSLi.). Beginning of the preface,

on fol. i"* : Jl i_>L::S ^^l (^.iadl ijy^\ i_)^-^l '•Aa-

Beginning of the poetr)', on fol. 6'': Jl ^jl «-i^J.

.

Annotations, written in red ink, on the margin.

No. 3306, olim 11. J. 12, if. 167, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; large

and very distinct Nasta'llk, written on stiff brown paper ; illu-

minated frontispieces on ff. 1'' and 6*" ; the first p.iges of the
preface as well as of the poetry beautifully adorned ; each colutnn

in the whole MS. framed by gold-stripes ; size, lo^ in. by 5I in.

1083
Another copy of the second daftar of the mathnawi.

Written by the same Mihr'Ali (finished ist of Rabi'-

alawwal, a. h. ii48= a.d. 1735, July 22), and adorned
in the same manner as the preceding copy.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i^ : ^i^l <i\ __o

ji 14:^5^..

Beginning of the poetrj', on fol. 2^ : ijyJL^ ^\ ^J^-^

d'
No. 3307, olim n. J. 13, ff. 143, 3 coll., each II. 15, large

and distinct Nasta'llk, written on stiff brown pa|)er ; ilhiniinated

frontispieces on ff. i"" and 2'' ; the Kist page of the preface and
the first two of the poetry beautifully adorned ; size, io| in. by

1084
Another copy of the third daftar of the mathnawi.

Prefticc, on fol. i^, beginning : Jl i.\ j^-;4>. j,xjj.

Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 2''
: (j.U *L-_^ ij\

Copiid A. H. 1 1 30 (a. B. 1 7 18). Various readings

and glosses on the margin.

No. 1984, ff. 166, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 7J in. by 42 in.

1085
Another copy of the fourth daftar of the mathnawi.

Preface, on fol. i^, beginning: ,j~^\
^J^ ^\Ji\ ^j-^^

Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 2'' : j-.U 'L-<j \j,\

^ J'y ^-^^ r^"-*-
Numerous various readings and glosses on the margin.

One half of fol. 131 is cut off.

No date.

No. 2088, ff. 131, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'llk ; size, 7| in.

by 4^ in.

1086

Lubb-i-Lubab (i-jUJ iSJ)-

Extracts from the Selections of Jiilal-aldin Rumi's

mathnawi, arranged by Husain bin 'Ali albaihaki alka-

shifi (see this name on fol. 3*, 1. 10), that is Wa'iz

Kashifi (see Nos. 158-161 antl 757-767 in this Cat.),

who died A. h. 910 (a.d. 1504); conip. Bodleian Cat,

Nos. 661 and 662 ; W. Pertscli, Berlin Cat., pp. 796

and 797, and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 491. It has a

preface in prose.

Beginning of the preface : ^yk\ A*\j» j^ Jj' ^j^

i
cdJVÛc

r->^ J
iLj-i j.jj '-^^

J'

The beginning, quoted by Pertsch and Sprenger, is

Lk) |»JAiJ jl Jux.>found here on fol. 2 'LlS

I

Beginning of the selections, on fol. 3'', last line

:

The full title of the work occurs on fol. 3*, last line :

uys^ ^jl**-' vi-s— — uj-i-*^ sjLJ JJ ^\ Aj

that is to say: the title of Husain al-Waiz alkashifis

original telections whs ijj-i-x^ s->Wl> from which these

shorter extracts (ZJ) were made. Two other ^Jlir=''

(_jjjJU are noticed in Rieu ii. p. 592^; and W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp. 795 and 796.

Collated throughout. This copy was finislied by Gim'i

Eiii for his own use, the 2nd of Dhu-alka'dah, in the

9th year of Muhammadshah's reign (=1140, a.d. 1728,

June 10). Two entries of former owners fnim A. h.

1181 (a.d. 1767, 1768), and 1195 (a.d. 1781), on

fol. I* and the fly-leaf.

No. 254, ff. 1-374, 11. 15 ; careless Nasta'llk; size, SJ in. by

4i in.
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1087
Jawahir-i-maulawl u la'41i-i-matlinawl (ufyJ^ j^^yt

A shorter selection of extracts from Jalal-aldin Ruml's

matlmawi, made at the request of some S(ific friends,

by Maulana Abubakr alshashi (|_jiLiJl^^y.l U5I^), see

fol. i\ 1. 4, and divided into 63 babs. The title appears

on fol. 2", 1. 7 (that given on fol. i*, viz.^^ii-* ^jLJ JU

fi) '^y^jy ^j"" ' ^^ incorrect). Most of the headings

ot the 63 babs are left blank ; the few which are marked

are :

1. cU-. J ^J ciWj.y JJ' vU. on fol- 2*. beginning

with the initial bait of the mathnawi

:

JlJ;X^ OoIXJL> L^tjua.
Jj

2. La-
J ujJ-o-S ) ^jy> uWj.j->i on fol. 3l>

; 5. Ju*j yjLo^i. on

fol. 6b; 10. U;j ^;^. J^j \J^.j^, on fol. 12*; 11. y
,_^jji/o^x.j l*-iy ,jLj,onfol.i3»; 12. ^.U* ,jLj.jJ

^ ((•>')> oil fol- '4**; and 13. A^jo Uj ^.IX. ijLjjJ,

on fol. 15a.

Beginning of the short prose-preface : Ju»j>. ill J.«-il

Dated the 1 9th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. io87(a.d. 1677,

Feb. 22).

No. 8348, olim 19. J. 6, ff.96, 2 coll., each 11. n ; Nasta'Uk; size,

6 1 in. by i\ in.

1088

Nuskha-i-nasikha-i-mathnawiyyat-i-sakimah («-i"**-'

The revised edition of the mathnawi, with introduc-

tions, indices, paraphrases, and annotations, by 'Abd-

allatif bin 'Abdallah al-*Abbasi (who died a.h. 1048 or

I049=A. D. 1638, 1639), the author of the revised and

collated edition of Saua'i's Hadikah, with commentary

and glosses, described in Nos. 923 and 924 of this

Cat. He collated the mathnawi with more than eighty

copies during the years A. h. 1024-1032 (a.d. 1615-

1623), prefixed a special introduction and a detailed

index to each of the six daftars, added on the margin a

Persian paraphrase of the original Arabic prefaces of

the first, the third, and the fourth daftar, and a large

humber of various readings and glosses, and completed

his critical task A. h. 1032 (a.d. 1623); see more
detailed remarks both on the editor and his work in

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 663-665, and Rieu ii. p. 589.
Contents

:

The editor's introduction to Daftar I, on fol. i**,

beginning : oJli.* j w..-;*-. udIjjJJl^ ii-'U \jcr^ ^1

' This word ia spoiled in the text ; there seems to have originally

been written Jju , which has later been corrected.

JND. OFF.

JL» jtji-a-. ^UiJ W »-.-;i jr^ E.V
^1 jUu^jl^iiT^j.

Index to Daftar I, on fol. 7''.

An elaborate heading to the whole work, on fol. 9'',

beginning: jl il^j^ljlyiHj il-OuiJl^y-iH »jj».

The original Arabic preface of Daftar I (with the

Persian paraphrase on the margin), on fol. i o*.

Daftar I, on fol. lob.

Index to Daftar II, on fol. 63a.

Preface of Daftar II, on fol. 65".

Daftar II, on fol. 65^'.

Index to Daftar III, on fol. 112*'.

The original Arabic preface of Daftar III (with the

Persian paraphrase on the margin), on fol. iiS*".

Daftar III, on fol. 11 6b.

Index to Daftar IV, on fol. 177*.

The original Arabic preface of Daftar IV (with the

Persian paraphrase on the margin), on fol. 179".

Daftar IV, on fol. 179^
Index to Daftar V, on fol. 228".

Preface of Daftar V, on fol. 231".

Daftar V, on fol. 23 iK
Index to Daftar VI, on fol. 287*.

The editor's introduction to Daftar VI, on fol. 288<',

beginning : i:yljjjJU La^U ti~^ jl

XjX ^^.l._iJJJl ju^^ v^cH'

d
Preface of Daftar VI, on fol. 289b.

Daftar VI, on fol. 289b.

Copied in the twenty-first year of—probably 'Alam-

gir's reign (=a.h. 1089, a.d. 1678).

No. 1954, ff. 1-351, 4 coll., each 11. 23; small, but distinct

Nasta'Uk ; an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each

daftar ; a small illuminated heading at the top of each preface

;

size, loj in. by 7 in.

1089

Another copy of the^r«« three daftars of the Nuskha-

i-nasikhah.

Contents

:

Index to Daftar I, on fol. i**.

The same elaborate heading as on fol. 9b in the pre-

ceding copy, on fol. 4b.

The original Arabic preface of Daftar I (with the

Persian paraphrase on the margin), on fol. 5b.

A short account of the reasons why the mathnaw! is

divided into six daftars (wanting in the preceding

copy), taken from 'Abd-allatifs commentary t-AjlW I

(jfjixil (see below. No. noi), and beginning, on fol. y» :

^^b jIs* ^J^ ji \xa, y slarA* \j ^\:6 ^\j::ii ^Jii

The editor's introduction to Daftar I, on fol. 8",

beginning, as in the preceding copy, fol. ib : ti—^ ^
i

Daftar I, on fol. 27b,

T Ii
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The editor's introduction to Daftar II (wanting in

the preceding copy), beginning, on fol. 1 65b :

^J-^

Index to Daftar II, on ff. 166^ and i68a.

Preface of Daftar II, on fol. 167^; beginning quite

different from that in the other copies, viz. jjljo x*j Lll

Daftar II, on fol. i68^

Index to Daftar III, on fol. ayS^

The editor's introduction to Daftar III (taken from

the Uj '.itW u-ajUaJ, wanting in the preceding copy),

on fol. aSil", beginning: i.\y;^\ (jL^-jlJU ^jljo Iflv.Ka.

Daftar III, on fol. 282b.

The same large number of glosses, explanations, and
additions on the margin, as in the preceding copy.

Copied by Shaikh 'Abd-allatif of Banaras (not

identical with the editor), A. h. io6o=a. d. 1650 (so

correctly in spite of a strange (jLlJU between the words

jj-i-.j i_iJl , since there is an entry by Capt. Dow from

1764, Nov. 20, on the fly-leaf).

No. 8326, olim 1 1 . J. 1 1 , ff. 406, 2 coll., each 11.
1 7 ; Nasta'Uk

;

size, 9I in. by 6 in.

1090

Another copy of the last three daflars of the Nuskha-
i-nasikhah.

Contents

:

The editor's introduction to Daftar IV (taken from

the (jjjLxil (_ijliJ, wanting in No. 1088 above), on

fol. s-i-'lj ti-^jl
cr^-

1°, beginni

Index to Daftar IV, on fol. 2''.

Persian paraphrase of the original Arabic preface of

Daftar IV, on fol. 5*, beginning :^ ^jiAj^^ u-L^— «-.j»

The original Arabic preface of Daftar IV, on fol. 7*',

beginning here : ^1 *iLUlj iA2}\, tj,.> j^ 41I juJJ.

Daftar IV, on fol. 8*.

The editor's introduction to Daftar V (wanting in

No. 1088 above), on fol. 67*>, beginning exactly like

the preceding introduction, and in fact like all the

other introductions supplied by 'Abd-allatif.

Index to Daftar V, on fol. 68^.

Preface of Daftar V, on fol. 73*'.

Daftar V, on fol. 74*.

The editor's introduction to Daftar VI, on fol. 144^
(identical with that in No. 1088 above).

Index to Daftar VI, on fol. 145''.

Preface of Daftar VI, on fol. 148b.

Daftar VI, on fol. 148b.

The same large number of glosses, various readings,

and additions on the margin as in No. io88 above.

A date of transcription appears at the end of the fourth

daftar, viz. the ist of Safar in the sixth year of the

^yjUu* u'y-^ (probably the sixth year of 'Alamgir's

reign=A. H. 1074, A. d. 1663, Sept. 4).

No. 8271, olim 11. J. 9, ff. 225, 4 coll., each 11. 19; Naata'Uk;
size, 13I in. by 7^ in.

1091

Lata'if-allughat (ci^LiJJI i_aJUJ).

A special glossary to the mathnawi, compiled by the

same 'Abd-allatif bin 'Abdallah al-'Abbasi, who pre-

pared it for his intended revised edition of the text (as

exhibited in tlie three preceding copies), from the

Kamus (see Bodleian Cat., No. 1674), the Surah (ib.,

Nos. 1 645-1 649), the Kanz-allughat (ib.. No. 1670),

the Farhang-i-Jahangirl, by Mir Jamal-aldin Husain
Inju (ib., Nos. 1 734-1 746), the Kashf-allughat, by
'Abd-alrahim bin Ahmad Sur (ib., Nos. 1 721-17 24), the

Madar-alafadil, by Shaikh Ilahdad Faidi Sirhindi (ib.,

Nos. 1727 and 1728), the Mu'ayyid-alfudala, by Shaikh
Muhammad bin Lad (ib., No. 1720), and a great number
of other dictionaries, etc. It is arranged alphabetically

in this way, that the Jirst letter constitutes the bab
and the last the fasl. In most copies of this work

there is stated above every word in red ink, whether it

is Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Syriac, etc.; c signifies

Arabic (|jfc) ; >_j Persian (^-^U) ; cy Turkish (^i^)

;

u^ Syriac (^\j^) ; (_ic common to Arabic and Persian

(10.^1 e^ : ?. J 15-0^) L^j^ ^^-^ " 5-Jj ) ; t—>J' common

to Turkish and Persian (^<-)^) iSj^ tjL-« s-i ^JaJii

juiU e)."." «); !J common to Persian and Hindustani

(ca W 1
•; -c-* {jXiJtf ^yM i^W^ w ij^)'> ^^^ '^

common to Arabic and Hindustani {i^j^ tjL«-« sjs'I

c*-l (J—!-u.L.« (jx:^j). Other copies of this glossary are

described in Eieu ii. p. 590b, and W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., pp. 230 and 231.

Beginning

:

Jl tjyj^.

The first word explained in this glossary is

Collated and annotated throughout. Dated by 1

ijjjtijs^ «-.-». ^\ ij\. in Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 1051

(a. D. 1642, March). The Lata'if-allughat (which have

been lithographed under the title of t^^JLi-. liiXftJ in

Lucknow, 1877) end on fol. 182b. The remaining

seventy leaves of this MS. contain diff'erent prose-pieces

and larger fragments, viz. extracts from Persian dic-

tionaries, on if. i84b-227 ; letters and notes, on fF. 228*-

233; a lexicographical fragment, on fol. 234'' sq.; a

collection of Persian poetry witli extracts from Hafiz,

Amir Khusrau, Shapur (of Rai or fahran, died about

A.H. i02i=A.D. 1612, 1613, see Bodleian Cat., Nos.

1072 and 1073), Jami, Shifa'i, Anwari, etc., on ff. 240*-

252.

No. 1033, ff. 352, 11. 21; Naata'lik; size, 9 J in. by 5^ in.

kUJI
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1092
Another copy of the same glossary.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Dated the 25th
of Bamadan, in the 2iBt year of 'Alamgir's reign, A. h.

1089 (a. D. 1678, Nov. 10), by the same hand which
wrote No. 1088 above.

No. 1954, ff. 352-449, 11. 33; small, but distinct Naata'Uk;
illuminated frontispiece ; size, io| in. by 7 in.

1093
The same.

Dated the 2nd of Safar, a. h. 1109 (a. d. 1697,
Aug. 20), by Muhammad 'All.

No. 2062, fr. 2J2, 11. 16 ; clear Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, gj in. by 4I in.

1094
The same.

Dated the 27th of Kamadan, a.h. 1135 (a. d. 1723,
July i). Ff. i86b and 187'' are left blank by mistake.

On the fly-leaves a fragment in Arabic : ^J i^bJI ljUJI

No. 2070, fr. 426, 11. 12 ; large Nasta'llk, written by diflferent
hands ; size, 9 in. by 5 in.

1095
The same.

This very good and correct copy is not dated.

No. 1326, ff. 175, 11. 17; written by two different hands in
Nasta'llk, the first on ff. 1-77, the second on «. 78-175; size,

95- in. by 6| in.

1096
This copy, likewise not dated, was written by Sayyid

Jamal-aldin, in the service of Sayyid Kamal-aldin
Bukhari. Large water-spots on the last leaves.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2032, ff. 102, 11. 25-29 ; small Naskht and Shikasta mixed

;

size, 9f in. by 7 J in.

1097
The same.

No date. Many pages badly injured.

No. 1698, ff. 267, 11. 17 ; NastaTlk ; size, gj in. by sj in.

1098
Jawahir-alasrar wa Zawahir-alanwar (,l--ill ^\^

The first half of one of the oldest commentaries,
perhaps the oldest of all, on the mathnawi in form of
a detailed analysis of the poem, by Maulana Kamal-
aldin Husain bin Hasan of Khwarizm, who died a. h. 840
(a.u. 1436, 1437) or 845 (a.d. 1441, 1442); the first
date IS given in IJ. Khalfa v. p. 375, the second ib.,

vi. p. 90; comp. on this work, Bodleian Cat., Nos.

666 and 667 ; Rieu ii. p. 588 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

pp. 793 and 794, and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 493. The
author had previously compiled a collection of dis-

courses on the mathnawi, entitled jj-.. ^ jpUAl \y^
jUjUjJI. The present copy, which, like all the copies

extant, comprises the first three daftara only, contains

neither author's name nor date ; it only gives the title

on fol. 6", 11. 7 and 8, and the name of the prince, to

whom the commentary was dedicated, Nasir-aldin

AbA-almanakib Ibrahim Sultan, the ruler of Khwarizm,
on fol. 5^, 1. 13. From other copies we learn that the

second daftar was commenced a.h. 834 (a.d. 1430,
143 1); the author's spiritual guide was Khwajah Abu-
alwafa, who died a.h. 835 (a.d. 1431, 1432), see Rieu,

loc. cit. There is also wanting in this copy the pre-

liminary distourse in ten makalas, the headings of

which in Persian are given in the Bodleian Cat., loc.

cit., and the contents in English by Rieu.

Beginning, on fol. 1^ : ijto (^UJj ooUj Xs^. j,,-*,

• Introduction (t,jLi5Jl uj-jlj ^,,.o ^J vJjJ.^l *^^),
on fol. 4*" ; containing besides a chapter on the division

of men according to their more or less advanced Sufic

stage.

Daftar I, on fol. 8a; II, on fol. 180"; III, on fol.

319b, No date.

No. 2058, ff. 481, 11. 19; irregular Nasta'llk; size, 8| in. by
4I in-

1099

Hashiya-i-Dai (j_jcb L^iU.).

Another old commentary on the mathnawi, also

styled simply ijyji^ ^^ or (j?jJl1* L^iU. i^L::^(the

book of glosses to the mathnawi), at the end of the first

three daftars (on ff. 72", 92a and 114* respectively),
compiled by Nizam-aldin Mahmud bin al-Hasan al-

husaini of Shiraz, with the takhallus Da'i, who, accord-
ing to the statement in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 387, was
born A.H. 815 (a.d. 14 12), but according to the more
correct wording of the phrase in question in Bodleian
Cat., No. 883, A.H. 810 (a.d. 1407, 1408), and collected
his diwan a.h. 865 (a.d. 1460, 1461), when he was

55 years old (^^ »Lx^, as is distinctly written there).

Other copies of this commentary are noticed in

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 494 ; Hammer, Handschriften,
No. 126 (where the contents are given), and W. Pertsch,
Berlin Cat., p. 792 (a number of fragments only);
lithographed at Lucknow, a.h. 1282.

Beginning: jJU* ^^"01 ^\lii\ jJLJl Jlc J- j:^!!

Jl j_jcU jjj jl si ufj-lJL. 0,|^_/> (jfj^Lx-..

Daftar I, on fol. ib
; II, on fol. 72* ; III, on fol. 92*

;

IV, on fol. 114a; V, on fol. 152"; VI, on fol. 198a.

Dated the 12th of Sha'ban, a.h. ii28=a. d. 1716,

Aug. I (so correctly ^Sys^ 7777111 ; in the additional

words tJ^I tfys* o^.::u»j o-oj^j^^Xj there is omitted

T t a
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by mistake Jl-*. after .h^Xj), by Jan Muhammad, the

son of 'Abd-alfattah Gujarati B'ljapuri (the learned ex-

pounder of the mathnawi, who died A. h. io90=a. d.

1679, see Rieu iii. p. 1090*), who transcribed the first

two daftars from a copy made by one of the most

intimate pupils of his father, 'Abd-alfattah, Mir Mu-
hammad Shah.

No. 734, ff. 281, 11. 25 ; excellent Naita'Uk ; size, 16J in. by

1100
Another, but incomplete copy of the same.

This copy contains th.e firstfive daftars only; Daftar

VI is entirely missing. A complete index of the con-

tents of these five daftars, on ff. 1-22.

Beginning, on fol. 23'' ; iijJJDij (^^-ALxJl C^. ill X.JJ

i r^J
Daftar I, on fol. 24"; II, on fol. 181^; III, on fol.

229*; IV, on fol. 28i*>; V, on fol. 343*'. This copy is

collated, but not dated.

No. 663, ff. 424, 11. 15 ; irregular Nasta'Uk; large water-spots

on the first leaves ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

aJUJ

1101

Lata'if-alma'nawi min hakaik-almathnawi (t

A commentary on the mathnawi, by 'Abd-allatif bin

"Abdallah al-'Abbasi, the compiler of the critical edition

of the poem, styled ji-U tx^ (see Nos. 1088-1090 in

this Cat.), and of the special glossary to the same, the

uyljiill t_iJU»J (Nos. 1091-1097 above). It is dedi-

cated to the emperor Shahjahan, and explains difficult

Persian verses, Arabic phrases, quotations from the

Kuran, etc. ; comp. Rieu ii. p. 590 ; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 494 ; and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 794 and 795.

Lithographed at Lucknow, 1866 ; at Cawnpore, 1876.

Beginning : »-»^yJij i^J^ iix.i^ iiyL-ol 1^^^^ r/^

The original Arabic preface of Daftar I, on fol. 4».

Daftar I, on fol. 6* ; II, on fol. 50^ ; III, on fol. 88";

IV, on fol. 135^; V, on fol. 164I'; VI, on fol. 199^
Dated the 4th of Jum^da-althant, A. h. 1080 (a. d.

1669, Oct. 30). The first owner of the copy was Shaikh

Muhammad Amjad, a descendant of Shaikh Hamld
Zain-aldin alja'fari alzainabi. Occasionally glosses and

additions on the margin.

No. 382, ff. 227, 11. 19; Nasta'Uk; size, lof in. by 7 in.

1102

Mirat-almatlmawi ((.jjJLiil '^j^)-

Fragment of another commentary on the mathnawi,

by the same 'Abd-allatif, comprising the fourth, fifth,

and part of the sixth daftar of the poem. Title and

author's name appear in the preface to Daftar VI, on

if. 55-56. The copy begins with the initial words of

the original Arabic preface of Daftar IV, together with

a Persian paraphrase : («^^lj i^LUlj sX»a. jja. ill x^

Daftar V, on fol. 31a
; VI, on fol. 56^ •

The arrangement of this commentary is quite the

same as in the preceding work, to which the author

often refers and from which he gives many quotations.

Here, as there, Arabic sentences, traditions, verses of

the Kuran, and difficult Persian baits are translated or

explained.

No. 1960, ff. 64, 11. 1 1 ; Nasta'Uk, written by two different

hands (the second from fol. 49 to fol. 64); size, lo-ioj in. by

1103

Miftah-alma'ani (^Ull —Li-.).

Another complete commentary on the mathnawi,

styled J\^\ jJjU- (see fol. 2b, 1. 6), by Sayyid 'Abd-

alfattah alhusaini al'askari (see fol. 2*, 1. lo). According

to A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 492, this commentary was

collected by the author's pupil Hidayat-allah, A. h. 1049

(a. D. 1639, 1640); another work of the same 'Abd-

alfattah alhusaini al'askari is the ^j-:X-. ji or selections

from the mathnawi in systematical arrangement with

explanations, see ib.

Beginning : c*--j».1 {s\ .a ' 5

,

\ ii V ^Jli u^jUl-. j a.»^

^ Daftar I, on fol. 2!' ; II, on fol. 571" ; III, on fol. .95"

;

IV, on fol. 130a; V, on fol. 166*; VI, on fol. 209''.

The second and the fourth daftar are dated at Shah-

jahanabad, the 21st of Muharram, A. h. 1065 (or rather

1067, as we think, the probably being a closed or

contracted v in consequence of hasty writing), and the

26th of Safar, a. h. 1067 respectively (=A. d. 1656,

Nov. 9 and Dec. 14). The copy is greatly injured

throughout ; in most pages parts of the inner corner

are entirely torn away.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2633, ff. 251, U. 17; careless Nasta'Uk ; size, 8^ in. by

5l in-

1104

Sharh-i-mathnawi, by Nur-allah {<̂ ..: ^ ) (j?j-!-i-« rr^

A commentary on the mathnawi, by Shah Mir Mu-

hammad Nur-allah Ahrari (see fol. 2% 1. i), also called

Akbarabadi (see Rieu ii. p. 592), who, if he is identical

with the Mir Nur-allah, mentioned, in Rieu ii. p. 604,

as the master of 'Abd-alrasul alkurashi, who submitted

to him his commentary on the Bustan, composed A. h.

1073 (a. D. 1662, 1663), must have been a younger

contemporary of 'Abd-allatif, the editor and com-

mentator of the same mathnawi, whom he often quotes

and corrects. Other copies of this work are noticed
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in Rieu, loc. cit. ; Bodleian Cat., No. 669, and A.

Sprenger, Catal., pp. 495 and 496. Beginning: i\ x»il

cr^
JJ.

Daftar I, on fol. 2^.

This daftar is incomplete, it breaks off on fol. 67''

in consequence of a lacuna.

Beginning of Daftar U, on fol. 68^': Oij:*- jjUj Ui

^1 J5; "r^.
Ul

Beginning of Daftar III, on fol. 119

I«>- cH'

(V^ ul; j^j

Jl Cj^«,l jU> OJuC eyLcl^. j\la < Jji lOJ.^.

Beginning of Daftar IV, on fol. 171": 'jLi ^1^^^;^^

Beginning of Daftar V, on fol. 207^ : j^xll J ,..> s-i

,..Xj ..a^ 'c*-.l ^jcH .i-i jliT >_JLl> _ iIa-.! j,^ . tj ij

Jl o^-<l ^.j^w-Lls ljL^S : » » ) l**^ »-»lj • i_)Lij Jtl.

Beginning of Daftar VI, on fol. 240** : ^jLi. ^^Uo xi.

J^ 'Jil b jJiLcl |.U Jui. ^^^ l5^_ J^j
Jl Cjw-l ,Jt.a-» ^ ; V %•'".

The second daftar is dated the 26th of Ramadan,
A. H. 1 1

58 (a. D. 1745, Oct. 22); the rest is without a

date. All the introductions to the text, written in red

on the first 144 leaves, are entirely omitted from fol. 145
down to the end.

No. 723, ff. 282, 11. 15-20 ; written by many different hands,
partly in Naeta'Uk, partly in Shikasta; size, 8 in. by 4^-4! in.

1105

Mukashafat-i-Ridawi (ijy^j eyU.il5C«).

Complete commentary on the mathnawi, compiled by
Muhammad Rida in a.h. 1084 (a. d. 1673, 1674, see

fol. 2", 11. 5, 9, and 14) ; comp. A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 495.

Beginning of the preface of Daftar I : .Uj— ijs.,^ »j

The initial bait of the mathnaw! appears on fol. 2*,

introduced like all the baits of the text by the word
^jZ^. This daftar is dated the and of Safar, a. h. 1165
(a. D. 1 75 1, Dec. 21).

Daftar II, on fol. 141'', dated the 21st of the same
month (a. D. 1752, Jan. 9).

Daftar III, on fol. 186^ dated the 14th of Rabi'-

alawwal in the same year (a. d. 1752, Jan. 31).

Daftar IV, on fol. 224b; V, on fol. 248b; VI, on
fol. 272''.

The last daftar is dated the 19th of Rabi'-althani,

A.H. 1165 (a. D. 1752, March 6).

No. 2000, ff. 299, 11. 17; small, but clear NastaUk ; size,

8} in. by 4I in.

iioe

Tashih-i-mathnawl {ijjj.1^ ^.j*-^).

A critical and explanatory commentary on the

mathnawi, imperfect at the end. The compiler was

Muhanmiad Hashim, called Faidau (^jLi-j), the son of

Muhammad Kazim alhasani alhusaini ainajaf! (who may
be identical with Muhammdd Kazim, the author of the

«_.lj^^XlkU, see Nos. 347-357 in this Cat.), and the

date of composition is a.h. ii22= .v. d. i 710, 171 i

(the title being a chronogram).

Beginning : j^ JUS^ u'^\ j^rJ^ [»-4*-" u'^^^

The explanation of verses and phrases in the mathnawi
begins with the preface of Daftar I, on fol. 2''.

No date.

No. 2012, ff. 240, U. 15 ; Nasta'ltk, written by three or four

different hands ; size, 9^ in. by 5j in.

1107

Makhzan-alasrar ( ,U— ill
uir**)-

Part of the commentary on the mathnawi by Shah
"Wall Muhammad ibn Shaikh Ruhm-allah of Akbara-

bad, which was compiled, as it seems, between A.h. i 140
and 1 151 (a. D. 1 727-1738); comp.W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., pp. 791 and 792, and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 495.
The present copy contains theJifth Daftar of the math-

nawi only, beginning

:

(>» > » > j^ (Jj c^J-i^ jU

There are lacunas after fol. 84 (comprising two leaves),

after fol. 85 (comprising four leaves), after fol. 86 (com-

prising again two leaves), and after fol. 88 (comprising

six leaves). The commentary begins on fol. 5b; ff. 18-4*

contain a detailed index of this daftar. A complete copy

of this commentary seems not to be extant ; the Berlin

copy contains the sixth daftar only ; the various copies

noticed in A. Sprenger, loc. cit., the Jlrst, second, and
sixth.

No date.

No. 1673, ff. iji, 11. 19; Nagta'llk ; size, 10 in. by s| in.

1108

Sharh-i-mathnawi, by Na'im (1—tt.iAj cSVii-* -yi

A defective copy of the commentary on the mathnawi,

by Mir Muhammad Na'im, beginning abruptly in the

middle of Daftar I : ^jo^s^ iS t,jU-.l ooLc. _—3 ^\ jj«j

Jl JJlS OJ,-.j JjJ ^J laia. <j\ji_.

The first bait commented upon runs thus

:

JjJ • 0»il (J^ 3^i Ca-<1 (jh» ..V ^ Tf
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Daftnr II, on fol. 29* ; III is missing ; IV, on £01.44*'
>

V, on fol. 65a; VI, on fol. 91^
No date. The colophon states that tlie author com-

piled this commentary, which merely explains certain

difficult verses and does not at all aim at a full and

exhaustive treatment of the subject, for the sake of

Sufls (ljJ» i\j ijLJUj). A few various readings on the

margin.

No. 1202, flF. 1 13, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

1109

Diwan-i-Shaihs-i-Tabriz {j-lj^ ^_r^«-i< [j]y?)-

An excellent and very rich collection of the minor or

lyrical poems of Jalal-aldin Eumi, usually styled J^y.^i

UjjJ ij- 1 * , since the poet uses as takhallus in his

ghazals the name of his spiritual guide, Shams-aldin of

Tabriz (whose death is commonly fixed in A. h. 645=
A. D. 1247, 1248), but of course known also as uJ^J

^j, Li^ or ^jj i;;JjJl J^ uIj^'^ '
'•'^li^r copies of

the whole or of extracts of this diwan are described in

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 673-675 ; Eieu ii. p. 593 sq. ; W.
Pertsch, p. 69, and Berlin Cat., pp. 798 and 799; A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 497; G. Flugel i. p. 522 sq. ; Cat.

Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 113 ; J. Aumer, p. 16 ; Cat.

des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 214; Krafft, p. 65 etc.

The whole diwan has been lithographed in Lucknow,

1879; one of the Tarji'at has been printed in Tahran,

A. H. 1274. Select poems have been edited, with

metrical Germantranslation, byVincenz von Rosenzweig,

in ' Auswahl aus den Diwanen des griissten niystischen

Dichters Persiens, Mewlana Dschelaleddin Eumi,'

Vienna, 1838 ; others have been poetically reproduced

in German by Eiickert etc.

Contents :

Preface in prose, by the anonymous editor of this

collection, who compiled it in Eabi'-alawwal, a.h. 817
(a. D. 1414, May, June), comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 673 ;

beginning :
^•., .n. \\ elL?. «.n,<*lj tj\jJ 4 jy^y •^•^-^

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 6^, beginning

:

U jjtjjj ^ ^jlj-ii*. L« ijlfcj ff-^ »^ (MS. ij\)

LoaJ WJ*-*-
f*-*-^ L?' *-* ^^jW-i-* \Jp^ Uj^jM

Tarji'at, on fol. 482*, beginning:

A few kit'as at the end of this part.

Kuba'is and some fards, on fol. 494'*. beginning

:

Oi--,ij {S}j^ jLi£ ^.^Sj> ji

e*--^ (j^Ui
I;

sjLi JjU ^_j

No date. This MS. was purchased at Haidarabad,

the 25th of June, 1784, for forty rupees.

No. 203, ff. 505, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 17, and a third on the

margin, 11. 34 ; Nasta'Uk; two illuminated frontispieces on ff. I*"

and 6' ; size, 9I in. by 5 in. ,

1110

Another copy of the same.

Another excellent, but smaller collection of the same

poems (with a few insignificant blanks), containing :

Ghazals, on fol. i*>, arranged alphabetically, except

the first.

Beginning of the initial poem :

.J;ill ooti »Jl;Jj cslll ij) xji

Beginning of the first alphabetical ghazal, on fol. 2* :

La^^^-oJij ^\ Jxs- ji »J...?. iJJl i^ Jj {J\

One tarji'band, on fol. 242'', followed by rubais in

alphabetical arrangement, on fol. 245''. Beginning of

the first ruba'l : ^
U^Lu L. e*—

J)
;jLiJj Sj\ — {^jjijJSJii t_>lj JjJ oL; j'

No date.

No. 3888, olim 19. J. 9, ff. 257, 2 coll., each 11. 21 ; excellent

Nasta'lik ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 9 in. by 5^ in.

1111
The same.

A very old and large, but unfortunately somewhat

confused and extremely defective copy of Jalal-aldin

Eumi's diwan, consisting of several sections, each of

which is arranged alphabetically.

First sectimi, ghazals intermixed with Tarji'at, on

fol. 5^, beginning, like the preceding copy, with the

unalphabetical poem : Jl (^jJl ijJ X^Ji.

The second ghazal (the first alphabetical one) begins :

^1 L._;y (^Lo ^> ^jjf
Li..>U {j\ \j:*ii) jU.

A few other ghazals in the middle and also the last

one are unalphabetical ; two lacunas after ff. 26 and 32,

the former breaking off with the fifth bait of a ghazal

in iiy, beginning: Jl o—. sjLi^j
f^--^-:^j j^-' ^°^'

responding to No. 203 (1109 in this Cat.), fol. 81", last

line ; the latter with the second bait of a ghazal in .j,

beginning: Jl .ib Laj \j CJis,
j c^j'

corresponding to

No. 203, fol. 100'', margin, 1. 6 ab infra.

Second section, of similar contents, on fol. 210^,

beginning : Jl U-e ^J^ U jji-i^ b \jj Jab ji Jji*.

Lacunas after ff. 266 (26 7* filled with a horoscope),

298, 328, and 366 ; the first breaking off with the

second bait of a ghazal in i, beginning : jUj\j ji

~J\ s^r -J.- 'vj'^i corresponding to No. 203, fol. 124*

margin, 1. 19; after the second all ghazals in j and a

number of those in ; are missing ; the first complete

ghazal, on fol. 299* begins : ^xi ^j JuJLa.jj ^L-
t^ L«i., corresponding to No. 203, fol. 200* margin,

1. I ; the third breaking off with the fourth bait of a

ghazal in ^, beginning: Jl ^.--^b i\^ jja. jj^ J-»'j''

corresponding to No. 203, fol. 261^, 1. 5, whilst fol. 329'*
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opens with a poem in ^ : oj>.1;j k,j/l» (.J;-* y uirTj i^'

Jl ^ ; the fourth breaking off in a ghazal in {j,

beginning : ji tjjy. ^S/j Jj j ^jU._^ l^L J^ vTyC
which cannot be traced in No. 203, nor in any of the

other copies.

Third section, of ghazals, on fol. 373*, beginning with

a poem in 0: Jl J^^ »^ eUi x^jy^^J (jt. j vi i^l,

after wliich at once ghazals in . follow. A large lacuna

after fol. 387 (fol. 388 filled with scribbling), which
breaks off _with the second bait of a ghazal in ., be-

ginning : Jl ^^ i.fJr4-* i-i^J-* ls' ) which cannot be

traced in the other copies ; fol. ^Sg'^ begins in the middle

of a ghazal in u. On fol. 407* sq. a series of ruba is

;

at the end some poems without alphabetical order,

again with lacunas after ff. 419 and 424.

Ff. 1-5* contain a story in prose (ool5C».) not con-

nected with the diwan at all. At the end of the first

section appears the date A. h. 825 (a. d. 1422), and the

name of the transcriber of that part of the MS., Mu-
hammad 'Adil Kasimkhan, of Harat. On fol. i* among
other entries the date A. h. 1022 (a. d. 1613).

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2232, ff. 425, ] coll., Bometimes three and four, varying
between 1 1 and 25 lines in a page ; written partly in Nasta'llk,

partly in Shikasta, by a great number of different bands ; size,

1
1
1 in. by 7 in.

1112
The same.

This copy, very large and in good condition, but

undated, contains only ghazals in alphabetical order,

beginning

:

corresponding to No. 203 (1109 in this Cat.), fol. 44",

1. 3 (where the second hemistich of this initial bait is

found in the second bait) ; the diwan concludes on
fol. 425, and is followed on fol. 426" by a kasidah,

headed : P^-jJ i^^-*^ \\ 10 .i i« , and beginning :

jjj j^^ iy uW^ ^y^, '^jy ^

Copied at Barili at the request of Muhammadkhan
Bahadur, by Acintshah of Lahur ((^^il sLi. e* :».>).

No. 258, ff. 426, 2 coll., each U. 11; excellent Nasta'llk

;

8 in. by 5^ in.

1113
The same.

Another collection of Jalal-aldin Kumi's ghazals in

alphabetical order, defective at the end, and forming the

second halfoi the complete diwan of the poet ; it begins

with poems rhyming in ^ and breaks off in a poem
rhyming in ij. According to the Arabic paging the

missing first Imlf of this diwan must have contained

406 leaves (this copy beginning with fol. i* . v).

Beginning of the first ghazal in
f,

:

This copy is a little worm-eaten and slightly injured

in many places. Occasionally various readings on the
margin.

No. 580, ff. 276, 2 coll., each 11. 19; Nasta'llk; size, 13 in.

by 6J in.

1114
The same.

Another defective copy of ghazals in alphabetical

order, beginnipg

:

L^b »J|)U >;:«.«-' c \j ij^JJ (jUiLL {j\

corresponding to No. 203 (1109 in this Cat.), fol. 18*

margin, 1. 3, and No. 2232 (iiii in this Cat.), fol. 'j^,

1. 4 ab infra (in both these copies there is in the second

hemistich LiL*. ,j substituted for (O-v* j^) J
the initial

poem of No. 203 (1109 in this Cat.) is found here on
fol. 4^. Lacunas after ff. 191 (ff. 192-194 left blank)

and 196. On fol. i* a seal of Abu Sa'id Ahmad, with

the date A. H. 1096 (a.d. 1685).

No. 2478, ff. 196, 3 centre-coll., each 11. 23, and a third on
the margin, 11. 48 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece ; many
pages a little worm-eaten ; size, gj in. by 6 in.

1115
The same.

A smaller collection of ghazals in alphabetical order,

defective at the beginning ; it opens in the middle of a

ghazal rhyming in 1, on fol. 271''. The second (i.e. the

first complete one) begins in 1. 5 of the same page :

Jl \. JjJLlc ij^ j^\ jjijj .i LjL-, corresponding to

No. 203 (i 109 in this Cat.), fol. 23* margin, 1.
1
7. Some

rubais at the end. A few additions on the margin.

This copy is written by the same hand as No. 1064 above,

i.e. about a. h. 1029 and 1030 (a. d. 1620, 1621).

No. 1386, ff. 271-335, 4 coll., each 11. 27-36; careless Nas-
ta'llk ; size, 13 in. by 'j\ in.

1116

Diwan-i-'L-aki (^yj;.c tj]y.^)-

A collection of lyrical poems by Fakhr-aldin Ibrahim

bin Shahriyar 'Iraki, of Hamadan, who died A. h. 686
or 688 (a.d. i 287-1 289), or, according to Daulatshah

and Taki Kashi, a.h. 709 (a.d. 1309), without any
alphabetical order, comprising :

Kasidas, tarji'bands, and ghazals, with a few ruba'is

and fards at the end. Beginning of the first kasidah

(the initial bait of which is evidently omitted), on fol. i^

:
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comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 680; Rieu ii. p. 593 sq.;

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 440 sq.; and Rosen, Persian

MSS., pp. 203-205. A small collection of ghazals is

noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 700 (No. 32).

The initial poem of the Bodleian, British Museum,
and Oudh copies is not found in this collection.

No date. The MS. may be 200 years old.

No. 2788, ff. 88, 3 coll., each 11. 15; clear and distinct Nas-
ta'llk J Bize, 8g- in. by 5 in.

Sa'di (Nos. 1117-1185).

1117

Kulliyyat-i-Sa'di [isx*^ ^^^^)-
The oldest copy extant (transcribed directly from

the author's autograph : i__».LkJ1 * H ki. ^^ JjS

,

LgJ u.- H , see fol. 310") of the complete works of the

greatest didactic poet of Persia, Sa'di, whose original

name seems to have been Musharrif-aldin bin Muslih-

aldin (so it appears in the colophon of the |^U» of

the present copy, fol. 310*: (^AjiJUI Ji-o-« jjJ i-jjli-.;

others call him Sharaf-aldin Muslih bin 'Abdallah ; see,

for instance. Haft Iklim, No. 191, col. 392, in this Cat.)

of Shiraz, who was probably born about a. h. 580
(A.D. 1 184), and died at the age of no lunar years,

A.H. 690 (a. D. 1291); a slightly later date of his

death, viz. A. h. 691 (a. d. 1292), is given by Daulat-
shah, Jami, the Butkhana (Bodleian Cat., col. 199,
No. 29), the Mirat-alkhayal (ib., col. 208, No. 27), the

Atashkadah, in one of the Bodleian copies (ib., col. 284,
No. 656), the Khulasat-alkalam (ib., coll. 297 and 298,
No. 34), the Khulasat-alafkar (ib., col. 306, No. 121),

etc.; comp. on his life and works, Bodleian Cat., Nos.

681-748 ; Eieu ii. p. 595 sq.; W. Pertsch, p. 88 sq.,

and Berlin Cat., pp. 800-826 ; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 545 sq.; G. Flugel i. p. 527 sq.; Cat. des MSS. et

Xylographes, p. 337 sq. ; Rosen, Persian MSS., pp. 175-
202; J. Aumer, p. 16 sq. ; Ouseley, Biogr. Notices,

p. 5 sq.; Wiener Jahrbiicher, vol. 64, Anzeigeblatt,

p. 5 sq.; and especially Cholmogorov, in the 'Gelehrte
Denkschriften derKasanerUniversitat,' 1865, p. 525 sq.,

and 1867 (reprinted Kasan, 1867), and Dr. W. Bacher,
Sa'di-Studien, in Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. 30, pp.
81-106, and Sa'di's Aphorismen und Sinngedichte,

Strassburg, 1879 (with Fleischer's critical remarks in

Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. 34, pp. 389-402) ; comp.
also F. Nfeve, Le poete Sadi, Louvain, 1881, and Ethe,

Die mystische, didaktische und lyrische Poesie etc. der
Perser, Hamburg, 1888, pp. 31-37; editions of the

Kulliyyat (printed or lithographed), Calcutta, 1791-
i795> by Mr. J. H. Harington, 2 vols.; Bombay, A. h.

1226, 1267, 1280 etc.; Dihli, a.h. 1269; Cawnpore,
A.H. 1280; Lucknow, A.H. 1287; Tabriz, a.h. 1257
and 1264; Tahran, a.h. 1263 and 1268, etc. The
present copy, which is dated the first of Eajab, A. h.

728 (a. D. 1328, May 12), and is consequently fifty-

nine years older than the oldest hitherto known (viz.

No. 361 in the Imperial Library of St. Petersburg),

is unfortunately defective in several places, and con-
tains only the following items :

1. An Arabic kasldah, rhyming in ^, on fol. i*";

the beginning is wanting, as the first leaf is almost
entirely torn away ; the first complete bait, on fol. 2",

runs thus

:

2. The second risalah, containing the five homilies,

in five majlis, beginning, on fol. 2''>, with the first majlis

thus : {s]y' - ii u' ! c« a,.,5,> 5^ ^^Ij^iio ^^\ jl cjo-—J>.

Jl JiU. *jU>. ^JS^ jjTj t^jJjjie jiliJ. The second

majlis, on fol. 4" ; the third, on fol. 6'' ; the fourth, on
fol. 8*; the fifth, on fol. lob; the usual introductoi-y

kasidah of other copies (see, for instance, No. 1121
in this Cat., fol. ^^ margin-column) is omitted here; it

opens at once with the prose-text. The third and the

fourth majlis have been edited with translation and
commentary by M. Guedemann, Breslau, 1858; the
fifth has been translated by J. Ross, Bombay Transac-

tions, i. pp. 146-158.

3. Bustan (^jii^y), on fol. 1 5'', beginning : ^Lij

Jl ^j_^ jjU. Ajjljjv. Ff. 102*' and 103" are left

blank, but the text seems to be uninterrupted. This

mathnawi is styled here (as, for instance, in one of the
Vienna copies, G. Flugel i. p. 530 ; in Ouseley Add. 39
of the Bodleian Library, Bodleian Cat., col. 527, and in

the next copy here, comp. Rosen, Persian MSS., pp.
183 and 185, and Bacher, Sa'di-Studien, p. 86, note 5),
both in the heading and the colophon, s_«U (JXjl^.

Among the numerous text-editions (printed or litho-

graphed) may be mentioned: Calcutta, 1810 and 1828,

also 1870 (selections entitled ^.b : j JliLc), etc.; Cawn-
pore, 1832, 1856 (with commentary, reprinted 1879),
i868, 1887, and 1888 (partly with a farhang or
glossary); Lucknow, a.h. 1262, 1263, 1265, 1279, and
1869; Hooghly, A. H. 1264; Lahore, 1863 and 1879;
Dihli, 1882; Tabriz, a.h. 1285; see also Zenker i.

520 sq.; ii. 467 sq. Best critical edition, with Persian

commentary, by K. H. Graf, Vienna, 1850; another,

photographed from a MS. prepared under the super-

intendence of J. T. Platts, annotated and edited by
A. Rogers, London, 1 89 1. Translations: into G'ermaw,

by K. H. Graf, Jena, 1850; by Schlechta-Wssehrd,

Vienna, 1852; and by Fr. Riickert, Leipzig, 1882;
into i'Venc/t, by Barbier de Meynard, Paris, 1880; into

English, by H. Wilberforce Clarke, London, 1879, and
by G. S. Davie, M.D., styled: 'The Garden of Frag-
rance,' London, 1882 ; selections in English (styled

'Flowers from the Bdstdn '), Calcutta, 1877, and in

S. Robinson's ' Persian Poetry for English Readers,'

1883. A Turkish translation has been printed in

Constantinople in 2 vols., a.h. 1288 (1871). The
Bustan was completed by Sa'di, a.h. 655 (a.d. 1257).

4. Gulistan (ij\z..AS), on fol. 105!', beginning : e»^
Jl i^» ... "j^ ^-!^y ^J:•::JC^ tS J.»j J!c |^Ijl». Among

the innumerable text-editions, whicli, especially in India,

follow each other incessantly, may be pointed out

:

Calcutta, 1806 (Persian and English, by Fr. Gladwin,
2 vols.; reprinted, London, 1809), 1828, and 1851 (by

A. Sprenger, one of the best editions), also i86i
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(school-edition); Bombay, A. n. 1249 (with illustra-

tions) and 1844; Lucknow, A. H. 1264, 1284 (several

editions, some witli Urdfi translation), 1297 (with

marginal notes), and 1882 ; Lahore, 1870; Dihli, 1870;
Cawnpore, 1887; Tabriz, about 1821 ; Bulak, a.h.

1249 ^"'^ 1 281; Cairo, a.h. 1261; Constantinople,

1876 ; best European editions, by E. B. Eastwick (with
vocabulary), Hertford, 1850; by Johnson (also with

vocabulai-y), Hertford, 1863, and by J. T. Platts,

London, 1874; conip. also Zenker i. 520 sq. and ii.

467 sq. Translations : into French, by A. du Ryer,

1634; byd'Alegre, 1704; by Gaudin, 1789; by Semelet
(Le Parterre de Fleurs), Paris, 1828 (lithographed), and
by C. Defremery, Paris, 1858 : into Latin, by Gentius
(Rosarium Politicum etc.), 1651, second ed., 1655:
into German, by Adam Olearius (Persiauischer Rosen-
thal), Schlesswig, 1654, new edition, 1660 etc. ; by B.

Dorn (Drei Lustgiinge aus Sa'di's Rosenhaiu), Ham-
burg, 1827; by Ph. Wolir, Stuttgart, 1841; and by
K. H. Graf, Leipzig, 1846: into English, by Fr.

Gladwin, Calcutta, 1806 (see above under 'editions'),

and London, 1833 ; by Dumoulin, 1807; by James Ross,

London, 1823, new ed., 1890 ; by E. B. Eastwick, Hert-
ford, 1852, new ed., London, 1880; by J. T. Platts,

London, 1873 ; and an English version, privately printed
by the Kama Shastra Society, Benares, 1888 ; select

portions also in S. Robinson's ' Persian Poetry for

English Readers,' 1883 : into Russian, by S. Nasarianz,

Moscow, 1857 : into Polish, by Otwinowski, edited by
Janicki, Warsaw, 1879 : into Arabic, Bulak, a.h. 1263:
into Turkish, Constantinople, 1874 (with Persian text)

and 1876 (three different versions), also with Sudl's

translation and commentary, a.h. 1286 and 1293 : into

IlindAstdni, by Mir Shir 'All Afsus, made under the

direction of Dr. John Gilchrist, and entitled, ' The Rose
Garden of Hindoostan,' Calcutta, 1802 ; and by Nizam-
aldin, Poena, 1855: into Hindi, by Mihr Chand D^s,
Dihli, 1889, etc. etc. The Gulistan was completed by
Sa'di, a.h. 656 (a. D. 1258).

5. "rayyibat (ii)LJll>), or pleasant ghazals, incomplete

at the beginning; they open abruptly, on fol. 157", in

the middle of a poem rhyming in {j, thus :

(corresponding to No. 1121 in this Cat., fol. 310",

1. 8). Fourteen of these ghazals have been edited and
translated by K. H. Graf in Zeitschrift der D. M. G.,

vol. 13, pp. 445-467.

6. Bada'i' («j|ja), or ornate ghazals, on fol. 224'',

beginning : Jl J^ ^^LJl C^ ii xji. Ten of these

ghazals have been edited and translated by K. H. Graf
in Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. 15, pp. 541-554.

7. Khawatim (^oLi), or signets, i.e. precious ghazals,

on fol. 275b, beginning: y ^j^T-Xi ».» Ljl tj, b

Jl iS/j^ (corresponding to the initial bait of the

same part in No. 782 of the Berlin Cat., p. 805, and
to the beginning of the fifty-seventh or last ghazal of

No. 45 in Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 195, note 5; in the

Calcutta edition this poem is wanting). Seven of these

IND. OFF.

ghazals have been edited and translated by K. H, Graf
in Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. 15, pp. 554-564.

8. Kasaid-i-farsiyyah (t T ..^Li JljLoJ), or Persian

kasidas, on fol. 310'', beginning:

Nineteen of these kasidas have been edited and trans-

lated by K. H. Graf in Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. 9,

pp. 92-135, and vol. 12, pp. 82-116.

9. Maratlii
(^J\;*),

or elegies, on fol. 3321", beginning:

^j.*-^yj (other copies JPy.) ^J^. c)>* v^-^J-i cf* jp'-*-''

^ « : jvyAl j-i*^ ^ <i .ir

:

... * (sUU <y^yjj^.

(corresponding to the initial bait of the same part in

No. 682 in the Bodleian Cat., col. 529, and No. 783 in

the Berlin Cat., p. 807; see No. 11 21 in this Cat.,

fol. 194'', 1. I sq.). Some select elegies have been

edited and published by K. H. Graf in Zeitschrift der

D. M. G., vol. 15, pp. 564-576; the first half of this

initial poem is found there on p. 572 sq. There is a

lacuna after fol. 332, and the continuation of this part

is found on ff. 337 and 338", so that the whole col-

lection here consists of two defective poems and one

complete poem only, viz. the elegy on the death of

Amir "Izz-aldin Ahmad; but on ff. 335'' and 336* a

second complete elegy is found which has by mistake

been included in the .zA "I' -, see further below, viz.

the farewell to Ramadan {^K^a^.j^ cljj jj), comp.

Graf, loc. cit., p. 574, where it is given in full text and
translation.

10. Mulamma'at (^yUJIX^), or poems with alternate

Arabic and Persian verses, on ff. 338'', 333, and 334",

beginning, on fol. 338'' : Jl JUuJl jJb ,^...4111 ijyA ^\^

(coiTesponding to the Calcutta ed., fol. ror, see Bodleian

Cat., col. 529, No. 15).
w

11. Muthallathat (cjUii-.), or one poem in three

languages (Arabic, Persian, and Turkish), which usually

forms the last part of the preceding collection, the

euLiiXl-* (see Bacher, Sa'di-Studien, p. 88), on ff. 334**-

335^ beginning : (other copies ^^) Is^' uJ^Jl ^J-^

?^''\.. ...
12. Kasa'id-i-'arabiyyah (s-Tj^ aJLoj), or Arabic

kasidas, on ff. 336'' and 339"-345b, beginning, on

fol.' 336^-: Ji (c?^') ^j^ it ^\sX\ (!)^ o.^.-.-

(Calcutta edition, fol. r.o). Between this and the fol-

lowing part there is inserted a Persian ghazal, rhyming

in J, on fol. 346*, headed: ^\ f^y^\ j uyU.Ldl ^_»

j_^Uj 4JII, and beginning: tj .: ?. -H ^;;-^-!-»• (^JJjIaj*

Jl o,b . This ghazal is found in the Calcutta edition

(fol. rr^^') and in that of Cawnpore (p. 72) among the

ejU.^J», whereas in No. 782 of the Berlin Cat., p. 805,

it is the initial poem of the »jjJ> oLlhc or early ghazals

(which are entirely wanting in the present copy).

u u
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^j»^), or refrain poems, on fol. 346'',

Is xJL> ir 15I

I *^j»^ in No. 683 in the

13. Tarji'at(i

beginning

:

(corresponding to the J^

Bodleian Cat., col. 530, No. 14). The usual beginning

of this part, Jl_y >_i!; ^\, is found here, on fol. 349*,

1. 9. There is a lacuna after the last page, fol. 351''.

14. Mukatta'at (ijyUliJL.), or ghazals, without the

initial bait, on fol. 352'', beginning:

o>« ^JtM CaSL

(corresponding to the initial bait of the same part in

Elliott 220, fol. 399", Bodleian Cat., col. 534, No. 19;

and in No. 782 of the Berlin Cat., p. 805).

15. Majlis-i-Hazl (J^ u-^)' <" ^'^ jocose meeting,

a parody on the homilies in the second risdlah (see No. 2

in tliis copy), and sometimes called the seventh risdlah

(see, for instance, Bodleian Cat., col. 530, No. 7 ; comp.

Bacher, Sa'di-Studien, p. 86) ; in some copies this part

is styled eyllhj* (see, for instance, Bodleian Cat., col.

528, No. 18), in others it is added to the following

part, No. 16 (so in the Calcutta edition, ff. I'vo-f*.).

It is divided into three special sittings djJLs*), the first

beginning here, on fol. 356^ (quite differently from all

other copies), thus: iLJj eJLjUl Jjta. i^JJI <ijj x^
Jl %iy\a i^i-j. The second ^jAs^ begins, on fol. 357'',

with exactly the same words ; the third has no special

heading.

1 6. Mutayabat (uaUjUa-*)- or jests, also called v^aLt-^,

or obscene poems (see Bacher, Sa'di-Studien, p. 93), on

fol. 360**, beginning with a short preface in prose:

bbS" J ..ftji^l
°J.

eJ^I «L4l ,>io ^^\ i5A*^l JU

1 /V;>—" {j^J^^ (J^j^' iS' ^^^ ^'*^*' P°^°^ begins:

17. Rubaiyyat (cyCj;b.), or quati-ains, on fol. 366'',

beginning: Jl (jL^a- u4>» i/-~^ ^^ ^^- (*-!h-
'^^^

usual initial poem Jl ijj.Jjl »u-cL». -a is not found in

this collection at all, which is, moreover, without alpha-

betical arrangement.

18. Mufradat (eyljj-.), or detached distichs, on fol.

3 7 3^, beginning: Jl |_/^ vi*1a\ . t5U>. .0 yi elolyX-ij.

A few of the rubaiyyat and mufradat have been

edited and translated by K. H. Graf in Zeitschrift der

D.M.G., vol. 18, pp. 570-572. The Mufradat (or Far-

diyyat) have been edited by Latouche (Zenker ii. 484).

There are wanting in this oldest copy of the Kulliy-

yat of Sa'di : 1. Risalas i and 3-6 ; 2. the early ghazals

((^.Jj cyllJic), see above. No. 12; 3. the famous

epigrammatic poems, dedicated to the Sahib-diwan

(»JL^L») ; and 4. the comic pieces in prose (ejlSCf^-*).

The name of the copyist is Abubakr bin 'All bin

Muhammad; the date, as stated above, A. h. 728, first

of Rajab ; a former owner was Sir Harford Jones, who
presented this copy to the Library, and whose seal and
signature (as Mr. Harford Jones, ^j.^ i^i^j-.^t,), with

the date, a.h. 1202 (a.d. 1787, 1788), appear on

fol. 373*-

No. 876, ff. 377, 11. 34 ; excellent old Naskhl ; nnal! illuminated

headings at the beginning of each part ; size, loj in. by 6 in.

1118

Another copy of the same.

This copy of Sa'di's KulliyyM, the next in age to the

preceding one, contains

:

1. The preface of 'All bin Ahmad bin Abubakr
Bisutun (or even bin Bisutun, see Rieu ii. p. 596*', and

G. Flugel i. pp. 529 and 530), who collected and ar-

rarged Sa'di's works between A. h. 726 and 734 (a.d.

1326-1334), comp. Bacher, Sa'di-Studien, pp. 82 and

83, and Rosen's remarks about it, Persian MSS.,

p. 175 sq. It begins, on fol. !*>: (_5j^..ol.. jj^U^i*. ^Xi.

Jl jJjjj "^^'^
li

1 ^nd has been translated into English

by J. H. Harington, in his Introduction to the Calcutta

edition of the Kulliyyat, pp. 24-26.

2. Eight risalas, tlie ^rs< of which is wrongly styled

here jjlxs^i u-J^^ iJ (a title belonging properly to

the second), and is simply identical with the usual first

risalah 8..».l^j jJiJ ,j (comp. the following copies, and

see Bacher, loc. cit., p. 84), beginning, on fol. 3'':

Jl CJoLfrJ ^ (jijLi-.
J
ojli |j (j-l—- ; the second (in

five u-I^, on ff. 6^, 8^, 1 1^, 13", and 15^) contains, as

in the preceding copy, the five homilies, and begins

with the introductory kasidah (which is left out there):

Jl ^jjJl
^J^

>^»•>J' (i^ tfj^' '^ •^*^ ' ^^^ third is the

usual one, (jl^i i_>i.»Lo sJLuj or uIjjj i_»j>.Lo Jl^ ,0,

beginning, on fol. 21'': Jl uy,-^.. jX-J ^^L^ t».l^;

it has been translated into English by Harington,

Introduction, pp. 14-17, and into German by Graf,

Lustgarten, ii. pp. 136-142 ; i\\e fourth (also the usual

one), (j-ixj J.ijc^j, begins, on fol. 23'': \Xa. i\j eJJL-

Jl islU 5-ljb. ; the^^dA (likewise the usual one), jLa ? •" '
,j

d^l, begins, on fol. 25I'
: jJ!llil u>~-* ^/^l ^ xji-

Jl iS^t ; the text has been edited by Latouche (Zenker

ii. 484), and by Barb (Vienna, 1856); the sixth, on

fol. 32'', is styled here Ubl cijUiL. tlL-^, is identical

with the first story of the usual sixth risalah, Sa'di's

interview with Sultan Abaka, and begins : iji » ... ^-i

Jl iyji j-jlc ^\ i**;; it has been translated into

English by Harington, Introduction, pp. 17-19, and

into German by Graf, Lustgarten, ii. pp. 142-146 ; the

seventh, on fol. 33*', is styled c .i-.^ o^jr^!'^ jj 5JL-,

ijjsA (in the colophon simply JLaJ), is identical with

the second story (in some copies the third story) of the

usual sixth risalah, the «jL53l ' or yUXjl tilw.,

Sa'di's advice to Ankiyanu, the Moghul governor of
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Fars, A.H. 667-670 (a. D. 1 268-1 272), and begins:

Tii «iJjA Ji J.»l* jr*^ " ^ (•>'^ ' *^° eighth, on

fol. 35^ ia styled ^iw sj\jJ ji >JL-,, is identical with

the ^j^ cH'.jJ' ij-«-i> a)Li» v^j-jIX*, or Sa'di's anecdote

relating to Malik Shams-aldin, the chief revenue-col-

lector or lord-lieutenant of Fars since A. h. 676 (a. d.

1277), and begins: ,^y^ J.>^ «sU-» e^-^^Xa. u^; j'*

Jl jjJjJl (J-
1 * ; it has been translated into English by

Earington, Introduction, pp. 19-21, and into German
by Graf, Lustgarten, ii. pp. 146-148.

3. Gulistan, on fol. 36''.

4. Bustan (here styled again «-«L5 (^ji.*-,.), on

fol. 1 071".

5. Arabic kasidas, on fol. 207*'.

6. Persian kasidas, on fol. 214'', preceded by a

o-^<aJ, on fol. 213''; beginning as in the preceding

copy.

7. Marathl, on fol. 242*', preceded by a o--^, on

fol. 242" ; they begin here -j^ M^ f*r* ^ vs—Xi. J.j

~n ^J^,b (Calcutta ed., fol. rfo).

8. Mulamma'at, on fol. 247b, preceded by a Ou-^,
on fol. 347*; they begin: ji

(j[j; j l5^. iJ^ ur* y

9. Tarji'at, on fol. 249*>, beginning: ^\ y ^-iij u\
(see the preceding copy, fol. 349*)- ^

10. Tayyibat, on fol. 262^, preceded by a o--;.4i, on

fol. 256b; they begin: Jl Uli ijA |.Ijj jiii JJl

(Calcutta ed., fol. nf). ^
11. Bada'i', on fol. 366b, preceded by a e*-^, on

fol. 363^; beginning as in the preceding copy.

12. Khawatim, on fol. 412'', preceded by a o.*-^,

on fol. 410b; they begin : yjj>. ^jbU ^. x.^* j u-W-"
~1\ (Calcutta ed., fol. !•

I e).

13. Ghazaliyyat-i-kadim {^_sS ^\^js), or early

chazals (wanting in the preceding copy), on fol. 430'',

preceded by a \:l>^j^, onj'ol. 429''; they begin; u\

ji o—J LfW* !•> J'* *^ji'/^ J^.
(Calcutta ed., fol. fr.).

14. Sahibiyyah (i-I-^^)) or epigrammatic poems

(wanting in the preceding copy), on fol. 437^, beginning

with the prose-introduction : Jl s.<jo ^Js- 41I x^
(Calcutta ed., fol. fr>^). Initial bait of the first poem

:

""J ij^^js. sXs^ oJL-,

In other copies this poem is found among the Mukat-
ta'at, see, for instance. No. 1121 in this Cat., fol. 345*,

first line. These poems have been edited and trans-

lated into German by Bacher in ' Sa'di's Aphorismen

und Sinngedichte,' Strassburg, 1879.

15. Khabithat (cyLt,.**), or obscene poems, identical

with the Mutayabat of the preceding copy (as they are

styled here too at the end of the part), and beginning

with the same lines in prose, on fol. 462^. Initial bait

LJj/. Jj^ J}^ (cor-of the first poem : Jl

responding to the seventh poem in the preceding copy,

fol. 363^, and the initial poem in Nos. 681 and 747 of

the Bodleian Cat.).

16. Hazliyyit (cyLlJj_»), i.e. the mock homilies,

called in the preceding copy Ji* xjAs*, in three ,j«l**,

on ff. 472'', 476'', and 478^. Beginning of the first:

ji yLksJLJl ^j^\ (Calcutta ed., ff. i»vo-i«a.).

17. Mudhikat (uyli^Lc^), or comic pieces in prose,

on fol. 480b, beginning : Jl j^Jl^ |_j^-iijl ,joJ^

(Calcutta ed., fol. i'ai).

18. Rubi'iyyat, on fol. 482'', beginning: -icL* ^^

Jl \j y^ xi^ aj;Ail.

19. Fardiyyat (uyljj^), or Mufradat, on fol. 494'',

beginning : Jl iU». % ; W > oL» j.iLc vjj (corresponding

to fol. 374*, 1. 7, in the preceding copy).

This copy, in which the Mukatta'at are wanting, is

dated end of Muharram, a.h. 819 (a.d. 1416,March 30),

by Firdzbakht bin Isfahanshah.

No. 287, ff. 499, 3 coll., each II. ai ; small Nasta'Uk ; a small

illuminated heading at the beginning of each part ; larger illumi-

nations on ff. 23*, 314', 242', 247', and 499''; size, l\ iu. by

4z in.

1U9
The same.

Contents

:

1. The collector's preface, slightly defective at the

beginning, on fol. i^.

2. Six risalas; the_/Jr«<, on fol. 3* (v.a\^A j^jil S)
;

the second, in five ij-JLs', on ff. 7», 9", 12'', i^\ and
17b; the third, on fol. 23" (ijl^i <_,-vLo tlL-,), begin-

ning here : Jl i^art-- }^-^ u'-V' v-r**^ »-^V» ! the

fourth, on fol. 24^ (j-i-Cj Jic^j); the fifth, on fol. 26^

(djiil JLa. t!'"' .j) ; the sixth, on fol. 34b, is styled here

jj5Lj Jj^;, and comprises the three stories, referring to

Abakakhan, Ankiyanu, and Malik Shams-aldin, which

form risalas 6-8 in the preceding copy. The second

story, on fol. 35b, is headed here xuj usr:^^ ; the

third begins on fol. 37b.

3. Gulistan, on fol. 38b.

4. Bustan, on fol. nob.
5. Persian kasidas, on fol. 205*, beginning as in tlie

two preceding copies.

6. Marath!, on fol. 232b, beginning as in the pre-

ceding copy.

7. Mulamma'at, on fol. 237*, also beginning as in

the preceding copy.

8. Tayyibat, on fol. 247b, beginning : Jl^iij JJl.

9. Bada'i', on fol. 340", beginning as usual.

10. Khawatim, on fol. 381", beginning as in the pre-

ceding copy.

11. Early ghazals, on fol. 396b, beginning: J^

12. Sahibiyyah, on fol. 403b ;
prose-introduction and

initial bait the same as in the preceding copy. ^
13. Mukatta'at, on fol. 424a, beginning: Ja^ jTjJ

u u 2
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Jl^r-^ J ,j^ ^.j^ lW j' (corresponding to fol. 355a,

1. 4, in No. 1 1 1 7 in this Cat.).

14. Ruba'iyyat, on fol. 429'', beginning: jJI ^

:

cLj jj>.

15. Fardiyyat, on fol. 439*^, beginning: |,iLc y.4

The Arabic kasldas, the Tarji'at, the Hazliyyat or

mock homilies, and the Mudhikat are entirely wanting
in this copy, which is besides slightly injured and
effaced in many places. It is dated the 26th of Jumada-
lalthani, a.h. 951 (a. d. 1544, September 14).

No. 877, ff. 444, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 17, and a third on
the margin, U. 12 ; small, but distinct Nasta'lik ; an illuminated
heading at the beginning of each part ; size, gj in. by 6| in.

1120

The same.

Contents

:

1. The collector's preface, on fol. 2^.

2. The usual six risalas ; the Jlrst, on fol. 4* ; the

second, in five ij-i*^, on ff. 7*, last line, g^, 12*, 13''

margin, and 16*, last line; the third (here wrongly

styled y«-..U>. (jJLsr*), on fol. 21* beginning : ^yKj) t,*^L>

J\ ^,Uj t».l_ji. ; the fourth (here wrongly styled u-ls*

«jjpi), on fol. 22^ ; it is headed J-ixJl \:lJu» ^, and a

few lines further down jh-i-Cj Jic »—aJ/«J !•», and begins

in the usual way: Jl i\j aJJl-.; the_^/<A, on fol. 24";

the sixth, containing the three stories, on fol. 31* (the

second story jjLXjI »-X» ,j is here designated as tlL-^

and the third ,.pjJl e)iL» llLu. as (j-is:*

cJUl).

3. Gulistan, on ff. 34^'-37t' and 71"-! 15*.

4. Bustan, on ff. ii5b-i7i'>, 48»-7o'', and i72'>-i75a

(the leaves from 47-172 being misplaced).

5. Arabic kasidas, on fol. 175*'.

6. Persian kasidas, on fol. 183b.

7. Tarji'at, on fol. 208" margin, beginning : \. ^\^ji
Jl >^ ^ 'fjjt. j3j^ jl J J. This initial bait is found

in the immediately following copy, at the beginning of

the Marathi, and in No. 683 of the Bodleian Cat.,

col. 530, No. 13, at that of the ^yj^j eyU^^a.^, a com-

bination of refrain-poems and elegies which seems to be
implied here too.

8. Ghazaliyyat (ci>LlJj_c), comprising the four

branches, separated in all the preceding copies, viz.

the Tayyibat, the early ghazals, the Bada'i', and the

Khawatim, on fol. 223b, beginning: jjjl ^Llj jjijj Jjl

Jl. Exactly the same combination of the minor lyrical

poems of Sa'di is found in the following copy. No. 1 1 2 1

.

These collected ghazals have been specially edited

(together with the ^jijlj jUj)> Calcutta, about 1784,
and 181 1.

9. Sahibiyyah, on fol. 372^, beginning with the

usual prose-introduction, thus: JJLoJ ^JLc Jll „t , U

10. Mulamma'at and Mathnawiyyat (^^.1 '<.
; • ^)^ on

fol. 384b, begiiniing

:

(TTlr' d^^ ya 1,

i

Short pieces in mathnawi-form at the end of the Siihi-

biyyah are also noticed in Rieu's first copy, on fol.

322 sq., and in Nos, 682 and 692 of the Bodleian Cat.,

coll. 529 and 539.

11. Mukatta'at, on fol. 389'% beginning, as in the

preceding copy: Jl Jjii jl iij^ \^y-
12. Khabithat, or obscene poems, on fol. 391", begin-

ning: Jl (jixj (read ^_^^\ t^Xx-Ul) ^^y>\ Ja<JUl Jli.

13. Hazliyyat (here wrongly styled Mudhikat and
Hazliyyat, since the Mudhikat appear immediately after

as a special item), i. e. the three mock homilies, on

ff. 399*, 401I', and 403% beginning : (read ^^^illl) ^^jJl

jii^Lk-^l.

14. Mudhikat, on fol. 404^, beginning: jl tgoJc-'

15. Kubaiyyat, on fol. 405b, beginning: .-i-a. (^1

jJI Oi—-* »i, corresponding to the last but three

in No. I II 7 iu this Cat., fol. 373*, and to the

initial rubai in No. 688 in the Bodleian Cat., col. 536,
No. II.

16. Fardiyyat, on fol. 411*, beginning : Jl J!ki cj...

Copied A.H. 1034 (a. D. 1624, 1625), by Mahmud
the scribe of Shiraz.

No. 843, ff. 414, 2 centre-coU., each 11. 19, and a third on the

margin, 11. 13; clear and distinct Nasta'lik ; luxurious illumina-

tions throughout, the most splendid ones on ff. 3^ 3', 34'', 35*,

II5^ ii6«, I75^ 176% i83\ i84«, 223^ 224^ 372^ 373«, 405'',

and 406'; pictures on fl*i'', 2", 20'', 42'', 48'', 57*, 68^ 86», 117*,

HQ^, I5I^ i6o», 23a»,246», 291", 322*, 339', 392>, 413'', and 414*;

size, 13 in. by 7| in.

1121
The same.

Contents

:

1. The collector's preface, on fol. i**, beginning as

usual. There is an index, on fol. 2^, according to

which this collection is to be divided into seven risalas

and sixteen kitabs, the latter consisting of (i) (^Jol-,

»-.Ij;(2)jjI;:-Jl57(3) ^j^ J'j'-^; (4) v^Liii-.j viijUXJi-.;

(5)ij^LjX)U3; {&) J\^ ^jSj J\^] (7)j-i>.«-*^-;

(8)ei.Lll.; (9)aj1x); {10) ^\y^; (11) ^^jJ ci.llJ|i;

(12) ^.IfjkLfl; (13) cyUJaJL.; (14) i:yLoUa.*j ^yLi-^,•

(I5) i^l^b, ; (16) ii>loJ-«. The preliminary words of

this index (comp. on the various modifications of the text,

Eosen, Persian MSS., pp. 176-180) run here iu a very

short and inconsistent way, thus, on fol. 2* margin: ^^lx)

jjpLij sJLj^ (^.1. . 's.ttVj c*JJ»^. Ok-f 1 J ,»
~

?. * ijl^JJ jyjl »J

V-i^ cH"^ LT-J '~-*~'' V>^jU->-J '•:^-~'-f. -'. i-S—" uIH'*

'jui iiV^ !^J tj^jL^.. In the copy itself no trace
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of this division is found, beyond the seven risalas, the

Gulistan, and Bustan.

2. Seven risalas, i.e. the usual six and the ijJLs^

JjA, or the first of the three mock homilies counted as

seventh ; Jirst risalah, on fol. 2^ marjiin ; second (here

must be read ^ji UL-| instead of Jjl tlL^), in five

majlis, on ff. ^^, 7» margin, lo", ii", and 13"; third,

on fol. 17" margin; fourth, on fol. 18'' ((_f-i-*j J^ )•»>

or as it is styled in the index : ^Jsfijj j-i-C) Jic j^

Ji.c J (J-i-^) i fifih, on fol. 20" ; sixth, containing in

this copy the second stori/ only,jJL5jl e^^t'"' .j, on

fol. 26"; seventh, on fol. 27a margin, beginning (as in

No. 683 in the Bodleian Cat., col. 530, No. 7) : ^._:.^

Jl |_H;^I) t—a.f,

.~ ! 1 k_*».L» sA^ji.

3. Gulistan, on fol. 30^
4. Bustan, or Sa'dinama, on fol. 86'', beginning

:

5. Diwan (jj^j), consisting of:

a. Kasidas, the first of which is an Arabic one,

beginning, on fol. 167b: Jl ^J^ ^J^:)^'^ C'j *il J^.
The second, or first Persian one, begins in tlie usual

way ; jJI c*X.«« ,juL«^« S^J^.

h. Marathi, on fol. 191'', beginning like the Tarji'at

in the preceding copy : Jl \:L,^iy>.yj^j\ Jj jpLo^.

c. Tarji'at, on fol. 200», beginning: Jl y i_iJj [j\.

d. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, comprising the

Tayyibat, Bada'i', Khawatim, and early ghazals, exactly

as No. 8 in the preceding copy, on fol. 2o6'» margin.

Beginning: Jl l^lAi. jjbb ^, Ju».»j u-L^— (which is

usually the initial bait of the Khawatim, see No. iiiS
in this Cat., fol. 412'').

«. Mukatta'at, in alphabetical order, on fol. 338'',

beginning

:

__

\Juk jjj ^. . ^ ; 41 i_jol JaI (ji-o w

This poem is included in some copies in the Sahiblyyah,

see, for instance. No. 694 in the Bodleian Cat., col. 540,
and W. Pertsch, p. 97, No. 70. The initial kit'ah of

No. II 17 in this Cat., is found here on fol. 340",
1. 3 sq.

/. Rubais (not separated by a special heading from

the Mukatta'at), beginning apparently, on fol. 348''

margin, with a quatrain in the metre of _j.» (^^jJLiU.o

cPj-" cA;^^)" v^.J^ (>•-•...
;jijjlx^) 1.:^—1 (^jjjljj*

Jl ]/Jl4». (see the saine initial rubai further down

in No. 1127 in this Cat.); the first rubai, in the

orthodox metre, begins, on fol. 349", as in No. 687 of

the Bodleian Cat., col. 535, No. 23: y \^x>, jLIc

Jl Lo XJ^.;^! (read according to metre e^-^Xx)).

g. Mutayabat or Khabithiit (here incorrectly styled

cl/^'j Ji+" ij»)'
0" fol- 356* margin ; beginning of the

prose-preface: jI ,j^^ ^^\ ^^s.*Z^\ JU. The first

poem is identical with that in No. 1117 in this Cat.:

Jl u^^ ^y- lP>*"

h. Short raathnawis (see No. 1120 in this Cat.,

in the part of the Mulamma'at and the remark there-

upon), here styled Naaa ih ( JLoj), or admonitions, and

beginning, on fol. 360* margin :

jjj [XisijjjJiXii ji^ «J _ iy Li tl .., < .jJl t^r^H

There are wanting in this copy the Arabic kasidas,

except the one at the beginning of No. 5, the Mulam-
ma'at, the Sahiblyyah, the Hazliyyat, the Mufradat, and

the Mudhikat. It is dated the 20th of Ramadan, A. 11.

1039 (a. D. 1630, May 3), by Hasan Muhammad ibn

Shir Muhammad ibn Muhammad Jiw ibn Yusuf. The
copy was formerly in the possession of Sayyid Kutbi-
khan, who bought it for twenty-five rupees.

No. 178, ff. 364, 3 centre-coll., each 11. 14, and a third on the
margin, 11. 13; Nasta'llk; illuminated frontispieces on ff. l*", 3o^
SS'', and 167''; eize, 11 in. bj CJ-in.

1122
Tlie same.

Another splendid copy of Sa'dl's Kulliyyat, very

carefully written, and tolerably old, but not dated.

Contents

:

1. The collector's preface, on fol. 2^.

2. Six risalas of the usual contents
; first, on fol. 4^;

second, in five u-ls*, on ff. 8", 16^, 14", 15'', and 19";

third, on fol. 25" ;
fourth, on fol. 261"; fifth, on fol. 29a;

sioetli, containing the three stories (i^LlX^), viz. the

UbI eyLi^ tlLu,, on fol. 38*; the jjLXil io».><i'', on

fob 39"; and the ^^jJl u-.^ eJUu ioolX», on fol. 41".

3. Gulistan, on fol. 42".

4. Bustan, on fol. 128''.

5. Arabic kasidas, on fol. 26o'>, preceded by a ^rr -j 4 '•,

on fol. 259b; beginning : Jli^ (_>^Wj 15^ iSy^'^ e^L.

Jl (corresponding to fol. 342'', last line, in No. 11 17

in this Cat.).

6. Persian kasidas, on fol. 272'', preceded by a

o.--^; beginning: Jl jj..L-u. -Xi.

7. Marathi, on fol. 311*", beginning: Jl r--^'- Jj.

8. Mulamma'at, on fol. 317^, beginning:
^Jy». y

9. Tarji'at, on fol. 324'*, beginning: Jl y (_iJ: (^1.

10. Tayyibat, on fol. 339'', preceded by a Ot^^^,

on fol. 333a; beginning: Jl j.l-4 ^j JJI.

11. Bada'r, on fol. 4641", preceded by a • -)*, on
fol. 461a ; beginning : Jl j;;-ALJI yj aIi Jl.«JJ.

12. Khawatim, or as they are called here more fully,

Ghazallyyat-1-Khawatim (—jLi cuLIJ^), on fol. 523*

preceded by a e*-^», on'fol. 522*; beginning: (j-L-i

13. Early ghazals, on fol. 544*, preceded by a o-j^^i,

on fol. 543»; beginning: J\ y_^ Jo ^^1.
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14. Sahibiyyah, beginning, on fol. 554®, with the

usual short prose-introduction; the first poem begins

here thus

:

(see the same initial bait in Nos. 68 1 and 683 of the

Bodleian Cat., coll. 528 and 530).

15. Mukatta'at, on fol. 586", beginning: jjl yj

16. Khabithat, on fol. 589'', beginning with the usual

prose-preface ; the first initial poem begins thus : ^1^
Jl Oi-lb tfj^J. J-> f.-^

(identical with the beginning

in No. 1 1 18 in this Cat., fol. 462b).

On fol. 6oo« there are added (as part of the Khabi-

that) the Hazliyyat, beginning : (read |^^,«jJJI) ^jjJJI

~Ji ^IW..;.II.

17. Euba'iyyat, on fol. 606*, beginning: ~is.\^ jjt

18. Mufradat, on fol. 617'', beginning: iJb jJj

Jl ^i ^ ^iilil (read «Jl> yXa JSj) (corresponding to

fol. 374*, last line, in No. 1117 in this Cat.).

The Mudhikat are wanting in this copy. An index

on the fly-leaves.

No. 407, ff. 623, 2 centre-coU., each U. 17; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; the first four pages luxuriously ornamented ; splendidly

illuminated frontispieces or smaller headings at the beginning of

each part; size, 9^ in. by 5I in.

1123
The same.

Another excellent copy, splendidly illustrated, with-

out a date ; unfortunately this copy is injured and
spoilt in many places.

Contents

:

A. Centre-column :

1. The collector's preface, on fol. 3^.

2. The usual six risalas (J-JL-, i_)Li3 ); Jirst, on

fol. 8^ ; second, in five ijJLe* (ul^iH (j-ls* ,j), on fol.

iSb; third, on fol. 64b; fourth, on fol. 68®; Jifih, on

fol. 73*; sixth (without a heading), in three risalat or

stories, in the same order as in the preceding copy, on

ff. 95», 97b, last line, and 102''.

3. Gulistan, on fol. 104*^.

4. Hazliyyat (here wrongly styled Mudhikat, see

No. 1 1 20 in this Cat., fol. 399°- sq.), beginning, on fol.

296b: 7 ^Lk^l (^1) ^1.
B. Margin-columns :

5. Bustan, on fol. 41", beginning : ^yla. Jiijijjk Asj

6. Arabic kasidas, on fol. 96^, beginning, as usual

:

7. Persian kasidas, on fol. 104b, beginning: S^
Jl ^^L^j

.

8. Marathl, on fol. i^i^, beginning: Jl 1.S...SJ:, Jj.

9. Mulamma'at, on fol. 135^, beginning: ^^^ yS

10. Tarji'at, on fol. I39l>, beginning : jly (_ih i^l.

11- Tayyibat, on fol. 145b, begbning: ^_^J Jjl.

12. Bada'i', on fol. 221b, beginning: Jl iZj. ij x*JJ.

^13. Khawatim, on fol. 256^, beginning: ,^,1 ,
,-

14. Early ghazals, on fol. 268b beginning: .b 15!

15. Sahibiyyah, on fol. 273**, beginning: ii a,11

^1 ^^ >.
16. Mukatta'at, on fol. 292^, beginning : ^jl yS

jJI lijij).

17. Mutayabat (or Khabithat), on fol. 294'', begin-

ning: Jl (^jjtUl JU.

18. Rubaiyyat, on fol. 303b, beginning: .icL. -a

19. Fardiyyat, on fol. 313'', beginning : Jl ^SLc Jj...

The real Mudhikat are wanting in this copy, which

was transcribed by Muhammad bin Kiwam of Shiraz.

No. 1391, fF. 316, I centre-col., 11. 10, 2 margin-coll., each

11. 24 ; Nasta'llk ; four large pictures, surrounded by gilt frames,

on ff. i"", 2", sis'", and 316", smaller pictures on ff. 21'', 32", 27'',

47*. 53^ 6I^ 62«, 72^ 95°, i^?,\ 149«, i68», 175'', I83^ 184s
215", 219", 237'', 251", 306'!, and 307" ; ff. 2'', 3', 3'', and 4* illumi-

nated in the most luxurious manner, and the finest Eastern
workmanship ; other almost equally splendid illuminations

throughout ;
particularly grand frontispieces, on ff. 96'', 104'',

131'', I35^ 139'', 145', 22ii', 256^ 268>', 273'', 292'', 294'', 296',

303^ and sis'"; size, 13^ in. by 8| in.

1124
The same.

Another exquisitely written and most splendidly

ornamented copy, likewise without a date.

Contents

:

1 . Six risalas, in the following curious arrangement

:

the_^rs< coiTesponds to the second of the usual copies,

i. e. the 1,
-- x'— ij~^W* °^ ^^® homilies, on ff. 4I', 6®, 9^,

I ob, last line, and 1 3^ beginning : ^\ ji* (^JJl <u) xj

;

the second is identical with the usual third, styled here

t_>l^j ul>i-* s--»b<. jjUj jJ, en fol. i8b margin; the

third is the usual fourth (therefore correctly called here

(,.14*. s-lU-,), styled j-i-cj A^j^^ ^^ ^°'" ^°*' the/oMrt/i

(called correctly »s-^- sJLly) corresponds to the usual

fifth, styled e)_ji- c*s.^ ^o, on fol. 21^ margin; the

fifth to the second story of the usual sixth (therefore

called herejjbXil i»U-« Oca. ti'
" ' '

^^ ^ji t!L-^), begin-

ning : Jl Jib; j^,—J- »J J^ i^jJ"** > *^® sixth to the

third story of the same (called here _j^ j:> (T^'^
V!L^j

yCjb ^^jJl u«-.-i eLU), beginning : e*.*j5la. ^Uj ji

"ji JjU (slL.. There are consequently missing the
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collector's preface, the usual^rei risalah t^\^iy^iS ji,

and the Jirst story, \3\j\ ii,U5L. tlL-,, of the usual sixth

risalah.

2. Gulistan, on fol. 34*'.

3. Bustan, on fol. 96''.

4. Arabic kasidas, on fol. 166''.

5. Persian kasidas, on fol. 173''.

6. Marathi, on fol. igy"*.

7. Mulamraa'at, on fol. 201''.

8. Tarji'at, on fol. 205b.

9. Tayyibat, on fol, 211''. All these parts begin as

in the preceding copy.

10. Bada'i", on fol. 288'', beginning: ^jSj\^\ »i i^l

Jl LiLiJj.j JU: (corresponding to No. H17 in this

Cat., fol. 254a, first line).

, 11. Khawatira, on fol. 322''.

12. Early ghazals, on fol. 335''. Beginning of both

parts as usual.

13. Sahibiyyah, on fol. 342^, with the usual prose-

preface. The initial poem is the same as in Nos. 1 1 18

and 1 1 19 in this Cat., viz. ^1 cJL^ »ii ijt^-

14. Mukatta'at, on fol.^357'', beginning: ^jl yJ

15. Mutayabat (or Khabithat), on fol. 359* margin,

beginning: Jl (^j.jtJUl JlS.

The Eubaiyyat, Mufradat, and Mudhikat are want-

ing here.

No. 332, flf. 366, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 19, and a third on the

margin, 11. 14 ; small, but clear Nasta'Uk ; the whole copy beauti-

fully embellished throughout ; illuminated frontispieces, with

luxurious ornaments on the same and the following page, on if. 4'',

34'', 96^ I66^ I73^ 211'', 288^ 322'', 33S^ and 342''; very

carefully drawn pictures on S. i*" (Sa'dl's likeness), 2*', 3', 4", l8»,

66^ IOO^ l30^ I8I^ 209*, 228^ 233^ 250», 285*, 3io>',359'', 363",

364^ 365'. and 366*; size, io| in. by 6J in.

1125
The same.

Contents

:

1. The collector's preface, on fol. i''.

2. Five risalas, i.e. risalas 2-6 of the usual copies

(the_^r«<, i^LfjijjjiS .i, is wanting here, just as in the

preceding copy); the first {secoTid risalah), in five ^_,«is^,

onff.s*, 7", 10*, ii^,and 14a; the second (</wV(i risalah),

on fol. 18'' ; the third {fourth risalah), on fol. 19b (here

entitled: j^jJl ^--.-i Ij!1^ JlL-, ;I, and beginning:

^-«jlfl :.r> ijxiuu ^fjii j\ {jyJiaj jvfJjJI (jM « i*i UjIj-« JW--

Jl |j.i s^ ellL.) ; the fourth (fifth risalah), on fol. 2i'i;

the fifth {sixth risalah), containing the three stories, on
foL 2^^.

A fihrist of the following sixteen parts (or books) of

this copy, on fol. ^0^.

3. Gulistan, on fol. 3i».

4. Bustan, on fol. 89*'.

5. Arabic kasidas, on fol. 154*.

6. Persian kasidas, on fol. 160*.

7. Marathi, on fol. 184*'.

8. Mulamma'at, on fol. 189b, beginning here: U-iSj

Jl ~ij i^j^Ui fkSSii (corresponding to the initial bait

in No. 782 of the Berlin Cat., Pertsch, p. 805, and
No. 683 of the Bodleian Cat., col. 530).

9. Tarji'at, on fol. 194*, beginning here : jLii» j^ ijl

J| sZa^jA \z>^\j (corresponding to the initial bait in

No. 1 1
1
7 in this Cat.).

10. Tayyibat, on fol. 200*'.

11. Bada'i', on fol. 279K
12. Khawatim, on fol. 332", beginning here: »L. jJ

^1 l^.lij jLiXil^. jj^.

13. Early ghazals, on fol. 351'', beginning here: o jj

Jl I. (jiJjJ* jb (^.. |»:l.-j jL> ^ jj (corresponding to

No. H2I in this Cat., fol. 2o8» margin).

14. S&hibiyyah, on fol. 367'', with the usual prose-

preface ; the first poem begins here : ^i^j u».^jj !_>, L>

Jl jJlj ij^ji^ J
(see the same initial bait in No. 692

of the Bodleian Cat., col. 539). ^
15. Mukatta'at, on fol. 3 7 81^, beginning: x^yJ

Jl IjJlX-..

16. Khabithat (or Mutayabat), on fol. 386*, begin-

ning with the usual prose-lines ; the inituil bait of the

first poem corresponds to that in Nos. 11 18 and
1 122 in this Cat. On the margin of ff. 386l'-389t'

there are added the Hazliyyat, styled : ^ iiLJl y«JLaA'

V-
17. Eubaiyyat, on fol. 395''.

18. Mufradat, on fol. 406".

The Mudhikat are wanting in this copy. One leaf

at the end seems to be missing. No date. The right

order of fF. 400-4x0 is : 400, 409, 402, 403, 407, 404—
406, 401, 408, and 410.

No. 775, ff. 410, 2 coll., each 11. 21 (on ff. Sg^-iss*, 3 coll.)

;

Naskhl, many pages injured ; an illuminated heading at the be-
ginning of nearly every part ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

1126
The same.

A great number of leaves In this copy, especially in

the beginning and towards the end, are so firmly glued
together, that it is impossible to separate them without
tearing them to pieces. The contents, so far as they
can be ascertained, are as follows :

A. Centre-colv/mns

:

1. The collector's preface, on fol. 2'*.

2. Seven risalas, as it seems ; the first, the beginning

of which can be quoted, is the third of the usual copies,

on fol. 48l> (i^ljji W.AJ.LO v>l^ ji fj-^r" tlL-y) ; the

fourth, (j-i^j Jij; ,j, begins (without a heading) on

fol. 52a; the. fifth (laJjllI iart^ j:> 1^, JJLy), on fol.

56I'
; the sixth, containing the second story only of the

three, viz. the _jjU5ol oj.: '" * (just as No. 1 1 2 1 in

this Cat.), begins on fol. 77* with the simple heading

xiLtji.^ i_j-i ; the seventh is the third story (eli* tiU,

^jjl ^. ,,,:,) of the usual sixth risalali, beginning, on

fol. 8i»: Tii eUu c:,^yC» ^L^y.
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3. Gulistan, on fol. 83*^.

4. Tayyibat, on fol. 230''. ..

5. Hazliyyat, on fol. 428b (first heading: y»AV-'

J>JL> Jpl).

6. Rubaiyyat and Fardiyyat, on fol. 445^ begin-

ning: Jl eJjj-^' ^\^jJt.

B. Margin-column:
7. Persian kasidas, on fol. 2*'.

8. Marathi, on fol. 45^
9. ilulanima'at, on fol. ^^.
10. Tarjiat, on fol. 65". All four parts begin in

the usual way.

11. Biistan, on fol. 78'', beginning: ^jU. Aj^ljii. j,Uj

12. Badai', on fol. 281'', beginning as in No. 11 24

in this Cat.: ~1\ J )̂SS\ S'u\.

13. Khawatim, on fol. 370*'.

14. Early ghazals, on fol. 401'^.

15. Sahibiyyah, on fol. 412'', beginning with the

initial poem of Nos. iii8 and 11 19 in this Cat.:

d^^^
ciaJLm•j r* C^!^^-

' An index on the fly-leaf. There are wanting in this

copy thejirst stoi-y of the sixth risalah, the Arabic kasidas,

theKhabithat, Mukatta'at, and Mudhikat. No date.

No. 1260, ff. 472, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 10, and a third on the

margin, 11. 20 ; Nasta'llk ; splendid ornaments thronghout the

copy; beautifully illuminated frontispieces on ff. 83'', 23o''> 37°''>

401'', 413'', and 428''; size, Uj in. by 6| in.

1127
The same.

This collection is different from all the preceding

ones, since a considerable number of the usual items

are entirely missing, and- some altogether new parts

have been introduced.

The copy contains

:

1. Bustan, on fol. i^", beginning: uU. ^Ixil^j^ |.Lj

d
^^ji

2. Gulistan, on fol. 74''.

3. Dtwan, consisting of:

a. Per.sian kasidas, on fol. isi**, beginning: JJl

b. Tarji'at, on fol. 153* margin, beginning:

(con-esponding to the second poem in No. 1 1
1 7 in this

Cat., fol. 346b).

c. Gbazals, in alphabetical order, on fol, 158b, com-

prising, as ti>e same part in Nos. 1 1 20 and 1 1 2 1 in this

Cat. does, the Tayyibat, Badai', Khawatim, and early

ghazals; the initial ghazal is the second in No. ii2i,

fol. 207":

d. Mukatta'at, on fol. 278", beginning likewise as in

No. II21: J\yjfxi, ^^ysr'.

e. Rubais, on fol. 285'', beginning, as in No. ii2i :

(in No. 1121 LiLj-a.) LiLftj rtJjj c« ~ ;
xijl J^j-.

Uj]/^

ji, on fol. 307^

4. The second risAlah, in five u-is^, on fol. 2^'^,

beginning : Jl iyfy>\ ji* i^JJ' *!) X^.
5. Another risalah, on fol. 304b, which contains, like

the usual third risdlah, a story not by Sa'di himself,

but referring to the poet's intercourse with renowned
pei-sonages (see Bacher's remark in his ' Sa'di-Studien,'

p. 85), but different in wording from the third in the

preceding copies ; it begins : o^fijft
^^^-^J^

jjx' Jj ij\

jjJC»-« ^jLbjlH. i.»j»-pi 5-JlC

6. The fifth risdlah, dyLVl

beginning here : Jlc ijLl]\ J
Jl J^iil 4JII J_j--,.

7. Pandnama (j-.LiXij), or book of counsels, also

called, from the word with which it begins, Karima

(L^ i) or Kitab-i-Karima ; beginning, on fol. 313^:

1^ ^.^tS^^^ ,;..«& iS _ U JU. ji_ i^Lljs^. Ujp

The authorship of Sa'di with regard to this didactic

mathnawi, which is apparently composed after the

model of Farld-aldin 'Attar's Pandnama, has been much
disputed ; it is not included in Bisutun's (or Ibn Bisu-

tun's) edition ; on the other hand, as Rieu ii. p. 865b

has shown, it has been ascribed to Sa'di as early as

A. H. 842 (a. D. 1438, 1439), and it is found in the

Calcutta edition (fol. r . . sq.) ; other text-editions

(printed or lithographed) : in Gladwin's Persian Moon-

shee (with English translation), i8oi; revised edition,

by W. C. Smyth, 1840 ; see also Rousseau, Flowers of

Persian Literature, London, 1801, and the Persian

Reader, vol. i, Calcutta, 1835, pp. 78-97 ; Persian and

Hindustani, ib., 1829 ; Persian, with Latin translation,

byGeitlin, Helsingfors, 1835; Calcutta, a.h. 1242 and

i27o(with Rekhta translation); in the ' Persian Primer,'

Lucknow.A.H. 1263, 1264, etc.; Lahore, 1887; Bombay,

1887; Agra, 1887; Cawnpore, 1888, etc. An older

English translation, Calcutta, 1788. French transla-

tion, by Garcin de Tassy, in his ' Exposition de la foi

musulmane,' Paris, 1822, and in the same author's

'Allegories, recits po^tiques et chants populaires,' 2nd

ed., Paris, 1876, pp. 197-200. A metrical German
translation of select passages of the Pandnama is found

in the notes to K. H. Graf, Rosengarten, Leipzig, 1846,

pp. 239, 244, 253, 260, 281, 293, and 297-298 ; comp.

besides Zenker i. 418 sq. and 1468, ii. 480 sq.

;

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 688. 12 and 748 ; Rieu ii. p. 865*>;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 803 and 825 ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 549.

8. Short mathnawis, on fol. 317^, beginning:

JUi. J j^j
jl ^13 ijjy-J iXil

9. Khabithat (or Mutayabat), here wrongly styled

Hazliyyat, on fol. 324b beginning with the usual prose-

preface : Jl i^j^^ (jx*Zi\ JlS.

No date. There are wanting in this copy the usual

risalas, except the second and the fifth ; the Marathi,
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Mufradat, HazHyyiit, Sahibiyyah, Mulamma'at, Mndhi-
kat, and the Arabic knsidus.

No. 143, if. 330, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 17, and a third on the
margin, 11. a6 ; Nasta'Uk ; illnminated frontisjiieces and small
headings on ff. i'', 74'', 131'', 2^^^, 304'', ^1},^ and 317"; size,

11^ in. by 7 in.

1128

A defective copy of tlie same.

This excellent but defective copy contains

:

1. Arabic kasidas {^jxi\ joLaiJl v^); on fol. i^*,

beginning a.s usual ; they break off on fol. S^ in conse-

quence of a lacuna after that page, in a poem rhyming
in I, which corresponds to the kasidah, on fol, 345", in

No. 1 1 17 in this Cat., beginning: Jl JU-U csJJu b.

The last bait here is the last on fol, 345" in that

copy.

2. Some ghazals, on ff, 9 and 10, defective both at

the beginning and end ; the first bait

:

(j\j. Xj^b •^4/*-* " Uj

corresponds to No, 11 21 in this Cat., fol. 230*, 1. 4,

and belongs in fact to the usual initial poem of the

'early ghazals' (which begins: Jl pJu .b i^l); it

would seem, therefore, as if these two leaves were
part of a fuller collection of the -jjj yyllhi, but,

strange to say, these very ' early ghazals ' follow further

down, on fol. 1 45** sq., in an absolutely complete form
with no visible lacuna, into which these stray leaves

might fit,

3. Mulamma'at and Muthallathat, on ff. i43''-i44'>

and II''-I3^ beginning as in No, 1125 in this Cat,,

fol. 189b: ~Ji j.jJC UiSj,

4. Tarji'at (or Murabba'at, as they are called at the

end), on fol. 13'', beginning: Jl y t_iJ; ^\.

5. Tayyibat, in alphabetical order, on fol. 19*', begin-

ning : Jl^^iij Jjl. There is a lacuna after fol, 27;

the last bait on fol. 27'' corresponds to No. 1121 in

this Cat., fol. 2 2i», 1. 3 ab infra, the first complete
poem, on fol. 28'' to fol, 220*', last line, in the same
copy. Ff. 50 and 51 are turned upside down, and
must be read from 51b backward to 50".

6. Bada'i', likewise in alphabetical order, on fol, 83'',

beginning : Jl (^^UJl cS, ill xJJ (see No, 1 1
1
7 in

this Cat.). There is a lacuna after fol. 84; the last

bait on fol. 84'' corresponds to No. 11 17, fol. 247", 1. 5
ab infra, and the first complete poem, on fol. 85* to

fol. 263", 1. 17 in the same copy. There is a second
lacuna after fol. 92 ; the last bait on fol. 92* corresponds
to No. 1 121 in this Cat., fol. 286b last line but one
(in No. 1 117 it cannot be traced); the first com-
plete poem, on fol. 93a to No. 1 1

1 7, fol. 253", 1. 14 (this

again cannot be traced in No. 1121).

7, Khawatim, on fol. 96b, beginning: Jl

8. Sahibiyyah, on fol. loSb with the usual prose-
IND. OFF,

preface, beginning here thus : jpiUi ,_, -v^ 1^^' ^\

Jl juju ill x^ «jLa.j, The first poem begins here

(as in llosen, Persian MSS., p. 196): L^jJI (Jl* U
J! jli* Jjj.

9. Mukatta'at, on fol. 123b, beginning: J_al jS
Jl Ok-»j^ iSy^. »-»/* is^y*^'

'^''^ initial poem of

No. 1 1 17, Jl bjuLM J>-4«J, is found here, on fol. 130".

10. Kliabithat, on fol. 131b, beginning with the usual

prose-preface. The initial poem begins

:

Jl JU-i jibjj S {js- ,; i> yT

(corresponding to No. 1 1 1 7 in this Cat., fol. 362"), They
break off on fol, 134b in consequence of a lacuna.

11, Kit'as, short mathnawis, ruba'is, and fards, all

mixed together, on ff. i35''-i42b; the kit'as probably
belong either to the Sahibiyyah or the Mukatta'at (Nos.

8 and 9).

12. Early ghazals, on fol. 145b, beginning:
^J\y>.

Li

Jl
\j
j^,Xi Uy^^ ^^1 vi<....'̂ >i j^ (corresponding to

No. 1 121 in this Cat., fol. 209" margin, 1. 6 ab infra,

where, however, ^\j\y^ b is read instead of ^yW b)

;

the second poem here begins like the Khawatim in

No, 1 1 25 in this Cat., fol, 332", but in a metrically

more correct form : Jl lylij j.
^
jl x:Sj\a ^j^ iL,jf^

13. The end of the Bustan, on fol. 179*, beginning:

Jl y^^\ iySj LT^l) («b jXi. It comprises the last

twenty-nine or thirty verses of the ninth and the whole
tenth biib, corresponding to Graf's ed., p. 429, 1. 5 to

p. 444, 1. 5.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2762, ff. 1 82, 11. 23 ; ctoellent Naata'lik ; small illuminated
headings on ff. 1^, 13", ig"", 83'', 96'', 108'', I'23^ isi', 143", and
145''; all the columns framed with gilt edges; size, gf in. by
6| in.

1129

Another still more defective copy of the same.
This very old copy is unfortunately veiy incomplete,

and only contains

:

1. Gulistan, on fol. ib.

2, Tayyibat, on fol. 47'', beginning as usual : Jjl

3. Khabithat, on fol. 153b, beginning with the usual

prose-preface. The initial poem is the same as in the

preceding copy,

4. Sahibiyyah, on fol, 162*, beginning with theJlfth
risalah of the usual copies, which, exactly as in the

Gotha copy (W, Pertsch, No. 70, see Bacher's remark
on it in his ' Sa'dl-Studien,' p. 95), has been prefixed

here to the Sahibiyyah ; the first words of this risalah

are identical with those of the same treatise in No. 1127

in this Cat,, viz, Jl x*^ ^ ^J
\jAj ^^IbiJ Hn s^.

The first initial poem of the proper Sahibiyyah, viz.

Jl jJLi^jlja LJjJl jju» U, appears on fol, 169* and is the
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same as in the immediately preceding copy, on fol. 108''.

The proper order of leaves in this part is : ff. 162-174,

183-190, 175-182, 191-193, 195-197; fol. 194, which

clearly belongs to the same part, cannot be properly

located; there are clearly mixed up here with the

Sahibiyyah, as in many other copies, including some of

the preceding ones, portions of the Mukatta'at, Fardiy-

yat, short mathnawls, and at the end also fragments

of the Tarji'at. A lacuna after fol. 197.

5. The latter half of the Bustan, beginning abruptly

on fol. 198^ The first bait here corresponds to p. 297,

1. 6, in Graf's edition, that is about the middle of the

Jifth bab ; the sixth begins here on fol. 200» ; the

seventh, on fol. 204''; the eighth, on fol. 213*; the

ninth, on fol. 2
1
9" ; the tenth, on fol. 2 2 5* ; this last bal)^

breaks off, on fol. 227'', with the bait: jT i^^^ &-iJ

~n \. v^ijiJ, corresponding to p. 443, last line in Grafs

edition, so that the last six verses of the latter are wanting

here; on fol. 228", one fragmentary and one complete

ghazal by Sa'di are added ; fol. 228'' contains in a very

bad handwriting two ghazals by ^j^^ji (sic ! perhaps

i^.j^ f) ; but they are partly injured, and partly quite

illegible.

The really very old character of the copy is evident

from the use of j instead of .> almost always at the end

of words, as j,ljj, J;L-« '^}-^''i^ '^^.^ J^^-ij, i^l> j->l.

jU, iljJo, iliio, i,LJ, iyji (together with j^ in the

same poem, on fol. 104'' etc.).

No date.

No. 465, ff. 2 28, 2 coll., each U. 23 ; good old NaskW ; vignettes

on ff. I", 47*, 153*, and 162''; small illuminated, but rather

effaced headings, on ff. i"-, 47'', I53^ and 162"; size, 9J in. by

6iin.

1130

A small fragment of the same.

This fragment comprises only a part of the collector's

preface and a defective set of the usual risalas, viz.

Eisutun's (or Ihn Blsutun's) preface, beginning as

usual, on fol. !*>; but already on the margin of the

next page, fol. 2", the copyist has suddenly jumped

from this preface into the middle of the first risdlah,

»j»Ljj j;iJ ,0 ; 11. 8 and 9 belong likewise to the preface;

but the words in 1. 14, Jl Jj->. ijl-~il u"-*^ J-' ">

are part of the first risalah, corresponding to No. 1 1 2

1

in this Cat., fol. 3* margin, 1. 13. A second jump

from the middle of the first risdlah into that of the

sec<md (the five ^_yAx') is made on fol. 5* margin;

1. 2 also belongs to the first risdlah, corresponding to

No. 1 1 2 1, fol. 5* margin, lin. penult.; 1. 3 already forms

part of the first majlis of the second risdlah, correspond-

ing to No. 1 1 2 1 , fol. 6b, 1. 9. The second majlis begins

on fol. 6", the third on fol. B^ margin, the fourth on

fol. lo* margin, the fifth on fol. 13*; the third risdlah,

on fol. iSb margin ; the fourth, on fol. 20*; the fifth,

on fol. 21''; the sixth, comprising the /r«< story only

the

seventh, comprising the third story of the usual sixth

risalah, ^^_J^\ ^j--^ (sU-« vi*jV^, on fol. 32* ; towards

the end of this story the copy breaks off, the last words
corresponding to No. 1126 in this Cat., fol. 82*>, 1. 6.

No. 1725, ff. 32, centre-col., 11. 12 ; margin-col., 11. 26; sm.ill

Nasta'Uk ; illuminated fiontispiece; the first two pages splendidly

adorned ; small illuminations throughout ; a picture on fol. iS»

size, 9J in. by 5j in.

1131

Diwan-i-Sa'di (i^Jlx-u y;l^.>)-

Sa'di's minor poems, arranged in a way which differs

from all the other collections of the same title, both in

the preceding copies (see Nos. 1121 and 1127) and in

those of other libraries (see, for instance, Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 692-697, and Eieu ii. p. 6oil>). It contains

merely the usual parts of a common diwan, i. e. kasidas

(on ff. il'-44'»), taiji'bands (on ff. 44"-48"), and ghaiials

in alphabetical order, with a few mathnawi-baits at the

end (on ff. 48"-232).

The so-called kasidas practically agree with the

Tayyibat of other copies, beginning in the usual way :

Jl Lib iji\ j.liJ^j Jjl.

The tarji'bands begin : Jl j^j-Jj ^IXi u\ y Juj^^j

(corresponding to the initial bait in No. 11 27 in this

Cat.).

The ghazals open with the rhyme-letter v_), and

begin

:

^
e*-J^ ^i j> c*-i ;i^w uyn^ ^j

No date.

No. 59, ff. 232, 2 coll., each II. 15 ; Nasta'ltk ; illuminated

frontispiece, the margin sprinkled with Tarious colours; size,

9l in- by 54 in-

1132

Intikhab-i-diwan-i-Sa'di ((^J-«— ^^yi vj'wi^').

Short extracts from Sa'di's minor poems, consisting

of kasidas and ghazals, with a few Itit'as and ruba is at

the end.
^ ^

Beginning : Lj1x» c^i-* j iju«.x-i j u-^?— j
y-X-i

(the usual beginning of the i-l-^U jJLaj, see the

preceding copies).

No date.

No. 609, ff. 2i5''-244, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 15, and a third

on the margin, 11. 24-28 ; Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece

;

the first two pages richly ornamented ; a drawing on fol. 244''

;

size, 9I in. by 5^ in.

1133

Three works of Sa'dt.

This splendid copy, illuminated throughout in the

most gorgeous style, contains :

—

a. In the centre-column of ff. i^-i 44b, Sa'di's Gulistdn,

slightly imperfect at the end (a few lines of the con-

clusion being missing in consequence of a lacuna after

fol. 144). Bab I, on fol. I2» ; II, on fol. 44I'
;
III, on

fol. 69"; IV, on fol. 97"; V, on fol. 10 1"; VI, on

fol. ii7»; VII, on fol. 122»; VIII, on fol. 129b.
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:\ ij^^^ _
j^j jj^ ^u, ^^ J jjj

poem, which is usually styled i-.j

b. In the margin- column of ff. i''-i44*', Ba,'di'a Blletdn

(at the end fifteen verges missing according to Graf's

edition, in consequence of the same lacuna). Bab I, on

fol. 8"; II, onfol. 4ia; III, on fol. 58^ ; IV, on fol. 71b;

V, on fol. 891', last line; VI, on fol. 97a; VII, on
fol. losb; VIII, on fol. iigt"; IX, on fol. 129b; X, on

fol. 141a.

c. In the centre-column of ff. i45*-i55", Sa'dl's

Pandndma, defective at the beginning (owing to the

before-mentioned lacuna). There are five baits wanting

;

the first that appears here corresponds to the last on
fol. il" in the following copy.

On the margin of ff. i45*-i55* there is found the

well-known religious mathnawi on the duties of a

JIuslim, styled jp^ ^Li or jt* Jj> tJL-. (as it is called

here), likewise defective at the beginning; the first

bait, which is the eighth in the usual copies (for

instance, No. 1345 of the India Office Collection,

fol. 56*"), runs thus :

corap. on this

jJlUI, Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1767 and 1768. The date

of composition, viz. 693 of the Rihlat, or A. h. 703
(a.d. 1303), is contained in the last verse.

The whole MS., written throughout by the same
hand, was transcribed at the request of Nawwab 'Abd-

almuhsinkhan, son of Nawwab 'Abd-alnabikhan, by
Mihr 'All, son of Muhammad Ibrahim, and finished the

12th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1165 (a.d. 1752, Jan. 29).

On fol. I* is a seal of John Henry Peile, J^ iSy^ J^

,

with the date a.h. 1220 (a.d. 1805), and a statement

in English, ' that this MS. was the gift of Mr. Sanders,

181 1, that it was presented by J. H. Peile, Esq. (of

tlie Madras Civil Service), and received 19th September,

18 1 8, transferred to Civil College (i.e. Haileybury),

9 Aug., 1819.'

No. 8299, ff. 155, 11. II, and an additional margin-col., 11. 30;
large and distinct Nasta'ltk; splendid frontispiece on fol. i*", every

page, from first to last, adorned with gold borders round each line

of the centre-column, and three comer-vignettes in various colours

and designs; size, lof in. by 6^ in.

1134
Pandnama.
Another copy of Sa'di's Pandnama, beginning :

ljj» ,t : >S -»^1 *i->-» »j — L« JL». J (^LiJ:*^. Wjyj

comp. Nos. 1 127 and 1133 in this Cat.

Dated the 14th of Shawwal, a.h. 1209 (a.d. 1795,
May 4).

No. 1345, ff. i-io*", 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'Uk ; size, 7 J in.

by 4| in.

The same.

Beginning

:

1135

\jA juui (!) {j^^ f^
—ft iS

Quite modem copy, dated the i6th of Rajab (without

any year), by a scribe with the name of Muhammad.

No. 8083, ff. 1-9, U. 14 ; Nasta'ltk ; size, 7I in. by 5! in.

1136
Bustan.

Another copy of Sa'di's Bustan, not dated, but old,

probably belonging to the end of the tenth century of

the Hijrah.

Beginning: Jl j^^T j^U. Jjjljii An,.

Bab I, on folrs^ ; II, on fol. 40^ ; III, on fol. 58"

;

IV, on fol. 70b; V, on fol. 88"; VI, on fol. 95"; VII,

on fol. loi"; VIII, on fol. iisb; IX, on fol. i24i>; X,

on fol. 131''.

No. 3485, olim 20. J. 10, ff. 135, 2 coll., each 11. 15; very neat

and distinct Nasta'ltk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8^ in. by

5i in-

1137
The same.*

Dated A.H. 1019 (a.d. 1610, 1611).

No. 286, margin-col., ff. 1-116, 11. 36-38 ; Nasta'Uk ; illumi-

nated frontispiece.

1138
The same.

Tliis copy was written by Kamal ; one half of the

date is torn away, but what is left, viz. fr, seems to

indicate A. H. 1043 (a.d. 1633, 1634).

No. 472, ff. 150, 2 coll., each 11. 14; excellent Nastaltk
;

illuminations on the first two pages; size, 8| in. by s,^ in.

1139 .

The same.

Beginning, the usual one : Jl rj-bi^ ^jW J^j'j^ f^-'

but the various reading of .jjoL^jj. for jJ.Ijl^ (as in

fact many copies read) has been suggested on the

margin. The last bait of Graf's edition is here the

last but two ; the additional two baits are :

' j.iLUl fcJLc xlll«* J.*^. - Jx* >.t..t» v:>JjJj ^ J^'

Copied A.H. 1081 (a.d. 1670, 1671) by 'Abd-alrasul

ibn Maulana 'Ali. Collated. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

On the fly-leaf at the back the following note : ' The
Bostan of Sadi ; Palgatacherri, Aug., 1805 ; J. Leyden.'

No. 2713, ff. 150, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9^ in.

by 5ff in.

1140
The same.

Another excellent copy, written A.h. 1082 (a.d.

1671, 1672) by Muzaffar Husain alhusaini ; the poem
begins on fol. 2^. Instead of the usual ten babs tiiis

copy contains eleven, the ninth bab having been split

into two, the second headed on fol. 169b: »Jblc^ ^j

No. 154, ff. 179, 2 coll., each 11. 12; very large and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; the margin sprinkled with various colours ; two large

pictures on ff. i' and 2'; illuminated frontispiece on fol. 2'';

size, 12} in. by 7J in.

X X 2
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1141
Tlie same.

THs copy is dated the zist of Dhu-alhijjah, A.H.

1 156 (a. D. 1744, Feb. 5), the 26th year of Muham-
madshah's reign, by Ruh-alliih ibn Shaikh Zind ibn

Shaikh Muhibb 'All Malik. A few various readings

and annotations on the margin.

No. 1561, ff. 134, 2 coll., each 11. 15-17; Nasta'Uk ; size,

9| in. by gf in.

1142
The same.

A most splendid copy, written at the request of

Nawwab Ahmadkhan Bahadur bin Ghadanfar-aldaulah

Bahadur by Ram Pirshad, and iinished at Shahjahana-

bad the 14th of Rabi'-althanl, A.H. 11 71 (a. d. 1757,

Dec. 26).

No. 1779, ff. 58, 4 coll., each 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nas-

tjv'lik ; large illuminated frontispiece ; very fine and carefully

executed illustrations on ff. z", 3", 3^ 5», 8», 2i», 27", 47^ 50%
54", 57^ and 58'; size, I2f in. by 8^ in.

1143
The same.

Beginning : Jl ^jj^\ uW j'>^W^ (•'--? •

Dated the 19th of Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. 1197 (a. d.

1783, Oct. i6)=3rd of the month ^^^T, of the year 11 90

of the Bangali era, by the J^ ^ys^ of Bahila (JL^^.),

in the Parganah of Amirpur Balanda (sjjJl) jyii^j^).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana. Occasional notes in English

on the margin.

No. 2743, ff. 130, 2 coll., each 11. 17; clear Nasta'Uk; size,

g| in. by 6^ in.

1144
The same.

A modern copy, dated the 7th of January, 1804.

Beginning : ^Jl ,\JJl^a. Xn,

.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2317, ff. 168, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 7| in.

by bi in-

1145
The same.

Splendid copy, without a date. On the first and the

last page of this MS. there is an index of—as it

seems—Farid-aldin 'Attar's Pandnama and Husaini's

Kanz-alrumuz.

No. 1288, ff. 50, 4 coll., each 11. 23 ; Nasta'lik ; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, lof in. by 6 in.

1146
The same.

Another copy without a date. Many marginal and

interlinear glosses, for the greater part written in red

ink. The Bustan concludes on fol. 137*; a few lines

in prose are added by the transcriber on fol. 138*.

Fol. 1 2 must be read after fol. 1 3.

No. 390, ff. 138, 2 coll., each 11. 15-16; Nasta'Uk; size, loin.

by 6| in.

1147
The same.

Good copy, not dated.

No. 209, margin-col. on ff. i''-i48*', 11. 26, and an additional

centre-col. on ff. I36''-I49', 11. 11; clear Nasta'lik; illumina-

tions on ff. i"" and 2"; size, gf in. by 5I in.

1148

Extracts from the Bustan.

Select verses from Sa'di's Bustan, beginning with the

usual initial bait : Jl ^PiJl ^J^ AJjlj^ -to.

Similar extracts were made by Shah Kasim-i-Anwar
(died A.H. 837=A. D. 1433, 1434), see Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 743 and 744. As title to these extracts is given,

on fol. I''
: ijX3u^ o)^-^^y. j' '•S)}^-

Copied in Shawwal, A.H. 959 (a. D. 1552, Sept.-

October).

No. 268, ff. 24, 2 coll., each 11. 1 1 ; excellent Nasta'lik ; beau-

tiful UluminationB on the first two pages ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

1149

A fragment of the Bustan.

Beginning : Jl .IajL^o. ^Lj ; it breaks off, on fol. 38'',

in the seccJnd half of Bab I, with the bait

:

»"-cJ, j^ J\sji uVtoj.^^ s-iiw;—Jo XiA u^J^' '^^^

corresponding to p. 118, last bait, in Grafs edition.

This MS. belonged formerly to Sir Barry Close, Bart.

No. 1340, ff. i-sS^ 2 coll., each 11. 1 1-15 ; large, nnequal Nas-

ta'lik; size, giin. by 5 J in.

1150

Sharh-i-Bustan (jjli—j ^^).
'AM-alwasi' Hansawi's commentary on the Bustan,

beginning, on fol. 411) : ULkil .1 I :
—

') jjl_ Uj-iljJ il Uj,

jr Jlc, Uil^
J

Li, eUj^^j ellfj ^^ J-oj

kUll
r*^

;> ^^liljj is*". >-_5,ix-» AJjX*-. J 1 wU-'.

comp.Jl 5-S uj ... iLt X—.1^1 x-^i (jitx-. dpjj

;

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 552. 'Abd-alwasi' of Hansi (see

above, col. 403) is also the author of the eijUiJI i_*j1^,

an alphabetical glossary of Hindi words with Persian

explanation, improved and re-edited by Siraj-aldin 'AH

Arzu, and of a Persian Grammar, printed 1851 in

Cawnpore, comp. Rieu iii. pp. 1030* and 1096^.

The text of the Bustan (introduction) begins, on

fol. 42'': ^_ji\ ^J\J:f JijMi^ -L-j; Book I, on fol. 6i»;

II, on fol. loeiJ; III, on fol. 130*; IV, on fol. 149";

V, on fol. 171a; VI, on fol. 182a; VII, on fol. 188^;

Vin, on fol. 206I'
; IX, on fol. 2i6»; X, on fol. 218".

Fol. ^o^ is left blank, but there is no lacuna.

Not all verses, but only the difficult ones, are ex-

plained by the commentator.

This copy was finished after a careful collation by

Muhammad Nasir, the son of Sayyid Lutf-allah, who
was also an inhabitant of Hansi, the 8th of Safar, a. h.
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1 1 40 (a. D. 1727, Sept. 25). On fol. 220 a fragment

in Hindustani : ijx:-^ lM?- JW*-
No. 530, fF. 41-220, U. Ti ; large and distinct Nastallk; the

first two pages sprinkled with gold ; size, 8^ in. by 4J in.

1151

Kalid-i-Bustan {uV:^.

A short glossary to Sa'di's Bustan, arranged alpha-

betically, except the five first words ; beginning : 3^
\ ^:».> i\jS\ JJLm jys- i\^i JJL» L^JvikL* AjL» Aj

The whole letter I from sl»jl to the beginning of the

letter i_> quite agrees with the short glossary to Hafiz'

diwan, contained on ff. 38-48 of this same MS., see the

second liiU. t^\j-^ J-s-1j further down in this Cat.

under ' Hafiz
;

' but all the rest from i_» down to the

end of ij is different from that. It concludes on
fol. 97^', and is dated the T2th of Dhu-alka'dah, in the

first year of Jahandarshah's reign (=a. 11. 1124, A. d.

i7i2,Dec. 11). As this little glossary follows inthesame

IIS. immediately upon the ^jl ; .. 1 f^liAj, by Uwais bin

'Ala-aldin Adam (see Nos. 11 76-1 179 in this Cat.), it

may be due to the same author, who flourished about
A. H. 900 (a. D. 1494, 1495).

This xJii is followed, on ff'. 98-106^, by another

short glossaiy, likewise to the Bustan, arranged, without

alphabetical order, according to the single chapters

of Sa'di's poem ; but there are quoted only eight

chapters ; the last two seem to be missing. Beginning

:

Jl Ojjjt^j (MS. inc) .xc lAyi- -^t the end a fragment

of a i_>lj r^-ou.

Copied A. H. 1148 (a. D. 1735, 1736).

No. 1840, ff. 91-107, 11. 13 ; clear Nasta'Uk; size, 8f in. by
6 in.

1152

Sharh-i-BAstan {^J^.l^y r/-')-

A very short commentary on Sa'di's Biistan, in which
only the difficult verses and phrases are explained, by
an anonymous author, who, however, judging from the

immediately following commentary on the Gulistan in

this same MS. (see No. 1180 in this Cat.), seems
identical with Muhammad 'Abd-alrasul bin Shihab-
aldin, who wrote both his small explanatory works on
Bustan and Gulistan in the same year, viz. a. h. 1073
(a. D. 1662, 1663), see Rieu ii. p. 604; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 552, etc.

The present copy begins, without any introduction,

at once with the initial Ijait of the poem : .IajL^j^ ^Lj

\\ c»-<l ^i""*^ ,L5;^, .-ijt*> ^;jL4a.

.1

X'^j'^ij ^ clir^'uW-

Jl |,-X» (jJjJl vW--

Bab I begins on fol. 231*,

No date.

No. 212, ff. 225-254, 11. 20; Nasta'Uk ; size, gj in. by 6 in.

1153
Gulistan.

Another copy of Sa'di's Gulistan, not dated, but old

and especially valuable, as, according to the statement

in the colophon, it has been copied from and collated

with the poet's autograph.

No. 1598, ff. 92, 11. 14-15; ff. I, 2, 32, and 56 supplied by a
modem hand ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 5 in.

1154
The same.

This copy, rich in marginal and interlinear glosses,

was transcribed from a good old copy of A. h. 805
(a. D. 1402, 1403) at.Lakhnau, A. h. 1183, and finished

the 24th of llabi'-althani in that year (a. d. 1769,

Aug. 27). It ends on fol. 90", and is followed on the

same and the following page by the transcriber's report

about the source of his copy.

No. 820, ff. 1-90, 11. 16; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1155
The same.

This copy was transcribed from one of Miyan Muham-
mad Salih, which through several intermediate tran-

6crij)ts traced its origin back to an autograjih of the

poet himself, by Muhammad Murid bin ^luhammad
Eashid, for his son Rashid Muhammad, in the first

or tenth year of Shah 'Alam's reign (a. h. 1173 or

ii82=A. D. 1760 or 1768, 1769). On ff. ib-ab a full

index of the Gulistan, supplied by another hand ; the

work itself begins on fol. 3I'.

No. 235, ff. 135, 11. II ; clear Nastalik ; illuminated frontis-

piece on fol.
s"" ; size, 9 in. by 5I in.

1156
The same.

Dated the 15th of Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 10
1 9 (a.d.

1 6 10, Aug. 5).

_No. 286, centre-col., ff. 119, 11. 15; distinct Nasta'Uk; iUu-
mioated frontispiece ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1157
The same.

This copy, rather uncouth and dirty, but provided
with numerous interlinear paraphrases in Hindustani,
is dated the loth of Ramadan, a. h. 1138 (a.d. 1726,
May 1 2). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2736, ff. 113, U. 14; written in a very peculiar style of
Nasta'Uk, mixed with Shikasta, by several hands, as it seems ; size,

9i in. by 5J in.

1158
The same.

Dated the 5th of Rabi'-alawwal, in the thirteenth

year of Muhammadshah's reign (=A. h. 1144, A.D.

1 73 1, Sept. 7).

No. 1481, ff. I-I47'>, U. 13; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 6} in. by
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1159
The same.

Dated the 4th of Sha'ban, A.h. ifv (that is 1 ify =
1 147, A. D. 1734, Dec. 30).

No. 1553, ff. 97, U. 14 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. ty 6 in.

1160
The same.

This copy, with numerous marginal and interlinear

fjlosses and explanations, was written by Muhammad
AVasili Ghazi in the reign of the emperor Ahmadshah

(a.h. ii6i-ii67= a. d. 1748-1754).

The proper order of ff. 72-77 is : 72, 74, 73, 76, 75,

77-

No. 1689, ff. 105, II. 13 ; Nastallk ; illuminated frontispiece ;

size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1161
The same.

Copied A.H. 1 185 (a. D. 1771, 1772). Occasionally

some interlinear glosses. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2808, ff. 1-71, U. 14 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 6} in.

1162
The same.

A beautifully written copy, interleaved throughout

;

dated by Sayyid 'Aziz-allah alhusaini Zanjani Kadiri

the 2ist of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1196 (a. D. 1782,

May 4). Fol. 37 must be read before fol. 36.

No. 1541, ff. 136, 11. II; large and distinct Nasta'Uk; illii-

niinated frontispiece; pictures on ff. 13'', 34*, 56'', 71 ^ 78', 94'',

98*, and I ox' ; size, io| in. by 6| in.

1163
Tiie same.

This copy, which is not dated, was written by Mu-
hammad Yahya bin Muhammad 'Umar, and formerly

belonged to the Marquess of Hastings, to whom it was

given by his most esteemed and learned friend, Antonio

Viegi'a, 1786 (a.h. 1200, 1201), according to a note

on the fly-leaf.

The right order of ff. 68-73 's: 68, 72, 70, 71, 69,

73-

No. 3159, ff. 227, U. II ; large, but unequ.1l Nasta'Uk ; the first

two leaves supplied later, U. 1 3 ; splendid binding in red and gold

;

size, 8 in. by 4^ in.

1164
The same.

This copy is dated by Bimcand, who calls himself

a iJ\yi^ oJIxc -j5L«, a servant or ofiScial of the civil

court, the 14th of Safar, a.h. 1208 = 8th of the

month Asin,.in the year 1200 of the Bangali era=A. d.

I 793, Sept. 21. It was presented by W. B. Smith, Esq.,

March 30, 18 16.

No. 3481, ff. 143, 11. 7 ; very clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

7J in. by 5{ in.

1165
The same.

This copy is dated by Ahsan-allah, in the month

Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1213 (a. d. 1799, May), in the time

of Nawwab Mu'in-aldaulah Dilirjang Bahadur, the son

of Nawwab Mubarak-aldaulah Bahadur (the latter

probably identical with Mir Ja'far 'Alikhan, the Naw-
wab or Nazim of Bangalah's youngest son, who succeeded

his brother Saif-aldaulah, March, 1770, and died at

Murshidabad,^ September, 1793). College of Fort

William, 1825.

No. 2210, ff. 114, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 8iin. by 5 J in.

1166
The same.

Another copy of the Gulistan, not dated, but stated to

have been purchased byJ.H. Feile,Esq.,at Mysore, 1800,

and presented by him the 19th Sept., 1818 ; transferred

to Civil College, Aug. 9, 18 19. This copy is difficult

to read in many parts ; there are some various read-

ings on the margin, and occasional remarks, written in

pencil (by Mr. Peile), as well as corrections of the text.

No. 3338, olim 30. J. 6, ff. 1-146, U. 9 ; Shikasta ; size, SJ in.

by 6 in.

1167

This copy is dated the 7th of Muharram, a. h. 12 19
(a. D. 1804, April 18).

No. 1340, ff. sg^-^S, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, gi in. by 5^ in.

1168
The same.

Another excellent copy, not dated.

No. 209, centre-col., ff. I''-I35^ 11. 11 ; clear Nasta'Uk; illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 9S in. by 5 J in.

1169
The same.

^

Good copy, not dated.

No. 3110, ff. 92, U. 13 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, 8i in.

by 6 in.

1170
The same.

Another copy with a few interlinear glosses, not

dated. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2488, ff. 108, U. IS ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

1171
The same.

Good modern copy, not dated.

No. 1554, ff. 151, 11. 11; large and clear Nasta'Uk; illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 8| in. by 5^ in.

1172
The same.

No date.

No. 1378, ff. 110, U. J5-17; Nasta'Uk, written by at least

three different bands; size, 8^ in. by 4J in.
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1173
The same.

Another copywith occasional interlinear and marginal

Persian paraphrases of Arabic words and quotations.

No date. Modern transcript. Bibliotheca Ley-

deniana.

No. 2731, ff. 1-99, U. i8 ; Naakht ; size, lo in. by j| in.

1174
The same.

The first thirty-two leaves with marginal and inter-

linear English paraphrases. The copy was written by

Khwajah Ghafur; but as date, only the 2nd of Rajab is

given, without a year.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2797, ff. 96, U. 13-14 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 5?- in.

1175

A defective copy of the same.

This copy lacks the introduction, and begins at once

with Bab I, on fol. i^ : ^-.1^, S ^s. y |jftLi.olj

j"I iy^ji e^.Lil ijj.^. Bab II, on fol. 24"; III, on

fol. 35b
; IV, on fol. 47b; V, on fol. 50"; VI, on fol.

55»; VII (not marked by a heading), on fol. 58*>, first

iine; VIII, on fol. 62".

No date.

No. 2720, ff. 1-68, 11. 9-10; Shikasta; size, 9I in. by 5J in.

1176

Miftah-i-Gulistan (,jl : ... U —bXi).

Short commentary on and glossary to Sa'di's Gulistan,

composed by Uwais bin 'Ala-aldin, known as Adam,
a pupil of Khwajah Abil-alfaid Abu-alfadl Amir-aldin

Shah Ni'mat-allah Muhammad bin Muhammad al-

Hasani, and dedicated to the Bahmanl Sultan of the

Dakhan,Mahmud8hah bin Muhamraadshah(who reigned

A. H. 887-924=A. D. 1482-1518, see above, No. 449).
According to the last words in No. 3338 (11 79 in this

Cat.), the work was completed by the author on the

day .^Le, i.e. the loth of Muharram, A. h. 900 (a. D.

1494, Oct. 11). It is divided into two kisms, the_^r«<

Icism being a glossary, arranged alphabetically, of the

difficult words ((jLo .J eyLxAiA.. i—i.^jl ^"L-^^ Jjl fr—^

oiLil), the last letter constituting the bab, the first the

fasl or subdivision ; the second kism containing an ex-

planation of the difficult phrases, verses of the Kuran,
traditions and sayings of Shaikhs, Arabic baits and
invocations of God, etc., which occur in the Gulistan

Oi.mkI).

Beginning: i^'Uj ijj>. pili^-Uiil sil, ij=>-^^ ^^

First kism, on fol. 6^; second kism, on fol. 57''.

The copy ends on fol. 69l>, and is dated the 6th of

Sha'ban, a.h. 1052 (a.d. 1642, Oct. 30). On ff. 7i*»-

75* there are written by another band some fragments

of theological tracts in Arabic, on Muhammad, the

Kuran, etc.

No. 104, ff. 75, U. 13 ; Naskhl ; size, 7 J in. by 4] in.

1177

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy
; Jii-st kism, on

fol. s**; secoTul kism, on fol. 49*'. Copied a.h. 1070

(a.d. 1659, 1660).

No. 103, ff. 56, 11. 12-13; carelesBly written in a mixture of

Nasta'llk and Sliikasta; size,7| in. by 4] in.

,\-^\i —Vxiut i_>l:;S

1178

The same.

This copy begins : ijxx^ uiij^n-^ (jV...»/ ».u

Ji j^ p^^LlijI i^\j (sic
!)
^^i:^^ ^^ 'iJjlr^'

First kigin, on fol. 55''; second kism, on fol. 83**.

On fol. 51" another title is given to this work, viz.

^lr...lf",\ .iC Dated the 24th of Jumada-alawwal,

A.H. 1148 (a.d. 1735, Oct. 12).

No. 1840, ff. 51-90, 11. T3 ; large and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

8f in. by 6 in.

1179

The same.

Tiiis copy, written rather incorrectly and not dated,

begins: Jl jji J^tS —LlijI sJ ^\li j^ i^Li.

First kism, on fol. 151^; second kism, on fol. 192",

last line. The date a.h. 900, loth of Muharram,
appeal's on fol. 203", 11. 5 and 6.

Purchased by J. H. Peile, Esq., at Mysore, i8oo;
received at the Library Sept. 19, 1818 ; transferred to

Civil College, Aug. 9, 1819.

No. 3338, olim 30., J. 6, ff. 147-203, 11. 13; NastVlSk ; size,

8 1 in. by 6 in,

1180

Sharh-i-Gulistan (^jLl-JlJ _y-i).

Another short commentary on the Gulistan, by Mu-
hammad 'Abd-alrasill (or, as he is called here, by a

confusion with his brother 'Abdallah, 'Abdallah alrasiil)

bin Shihab-almillat (Shihab-aldin) bin Shaikh 'Abd-

allah bin Shaikh Tahir bin Shaikh Hasan alkuraishi

(or alkurashi) alhashimi, who began this work after

having completed his commentary on the Bustan (see

No. 1 152 in this Cat.) in a.h. 1073 (a.d. 1662, 1663);
comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 724 ; Kieu ii. p. 604 and

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 550. It was printed in Lucknow,
A.H. 1264.

Beginning: Ac Ac O \j ^,.. lc ^Lji ^y. i^L—

_JL»j Lls^ jl 0--I iJf^ (Siirah 2, v. 29) lJs 'U-.i'l

Every bab of the Gulistan comprises in this com-

mentary five explanatory parts, viz. 1. verses of the
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Kuran {^\ cybT); 2. ti-aditions of tlie Prophet,

sayings of the Shaikhs, and Arabic proverbs (e*JjL»l

y^ JIjl.1j ijUi-. jyij iJj^); 3. Arabic verses

{tZ^jA XjLi>\); 4. Persian verses (sJ-;;^ eyWiO; 5.

difficult Arabic and Persian words and phrases, in alpha-

betical order {<->}/> ^-^_y *^^r'. H^j^) *-^i;*
uyUJ).

Occasional notes and additions on the margin.

Dated the 2nd of Ramadan, in the seventeenth year

of 'Alamgir's reign (=a.h. 1085, a.d. 1674, Nov. 30).

No. 212, ff. 255-284, 11. 20; Nasta'llk; size, 9 J in. by 6 in.

1181

Sharh-i-Gulistiin {^J^—u-.^).
Another commentary on the Gulistan, by Muhammad

Nur-allah Ahrari, see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 550, begin-

ning, on fol. 24^': \j bjj jjljj iS ^j tc^ljii.^ ioJ-«

The author's name appears on fol. 25", 1. 8. It is the

same Nur-allah Ahrari who wrote a commentary on

the mathnawi (see No. 1 104 in this Cat.).

This copy is incomplete, one leaf seems to be missing

at the end ; it breaks off in the eighth chapter (which

begins on fol. 96*) ; the last words of the text are

:

. . . v:>-.l .lX*j--^^ :1 tLijb {or rather: ^J]/.j\ sLijb

^jl,\X»i— jtij, see No. 2797 (1174 in this Cat.), fol. 95'',

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2787, ff. 24-103, 11. 15 ; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

1182

Farhang-i-GuHstan (^Jli«JL) isJlL^fj).

A short Persian paraphrase of the difficult Arabic

and Persian verses, the sentences of the Kuran, tra-

ditions of the Prophet, sayings of other great Shaikhs,

and a great many single words, especially of Arabic

origin, which occur in Sa'di's Gulistan, composed by

Junaid bin 'Abdallah, and beginning : .Ji* <ul ju»iJ

It is divided into three kisms

:

d

w^j ijj-fj

^\^ >:yUJ

The third kism begins on fol. 158*.

The Persian paraphrase is an interlinear one, and
written in much smaller characters than the original

words and phrases. Finished the 15th of Rajab, in the

fourteenth year of Muhamraadshah's reign (=a.h.
1145, A. D. 1733, Jan. i).

Ko. 1481, ff. I49''-I7i, 11. 18 ; Nasla'Uk ; size, 6| in. by 3I in.

1183^
Farhang-i-Gulistan (^^1 v \'ii^ljtji).

Another small glossary of the Gulistan, with the

same title, chiefly explaining Arabic words by an inter-

linear Persian paraphrase ; it is divided into two
portions, the first of which is arranged alphabetically

according to the last letter, viz. t^«.«J^. olj^i.. cylii

i_i)y3., on fol. I a, beginning with Lo^ (= i^jjjL-ii.) ; the

second is headed sjjiu^ ii>LiJ, on fol. iS^*, beginning

with c*j.Ij1 (=«jy).
No compiler's name appears. Dated, as it seems, the

9th of Safar (1 the word is entirely misspelt here), in the

first year of Ahmadshah's reign (=A.H. 1162, a.d. 1749,
Jan. 29). A seal, however, of the first owner, Ghulam
Muhyi-aldin Eafi, bears the earlier date A. h. 1155
(a.d. 1742, 1743), on fol. 18'', another of the same is

found at the end of the copy.

No. 1605, ff. 21 ; careless Nasta'lik ; size, •j\ in. by 4I in.

1184

Tarjuma-i-Ash'ar-i-Gulistan djU^JiS^.U-iil Cj^j).

A Persian translation of all the Arabic verses and
sentences which occur in Sa'di's Gulistan, by an anony-

mous author, beginning: j^\.^ tS :>yr*^\ iil x»ii

This paraphrase is divided into five fasls, the first of

which comprises the verses of the Kuran (i^jLjl^ t-jliT^i

s.^^); the second, the traditions (|»Jac vi<Jjl.»l .j);

the third, the sayings of the Shaikhs ( oLt,* JjS .i) ;

the fourth, all the rest- of the Arabic verses ( ,1x^1 iJ

CLijs) ; and the fifth, whole Arabic phrases and sentencei

(liiUL; eyLJiSij cyLiJ ,j). The third and fifth of these fasls

are entirely missing in this copy. The first begins on fol.

250'', the second on fol. 252»', and the fourth on fol. 253^.

No. 2650, ff. 250-257, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk; size, I2| in. by 7 in.

1185
Risala-i-duwum dar majlis-i-panjgana ( .j j..j tJLu,

Another copy of the second risdlah or prose-treatise

of Sa'di, containing the five homilies, see above. No.

1 1 17, 2 sq.

It is divided into five majlis, and begins, on fol. 93*:

Jl J5U. i^SU. ^j-Sl JT \.Z^j]a.

Dated at Lakhnau the 24th of Rabi'-althani, A. h.

1 1 83 (a.d. 1769, Aug. 27), see No. 11 54 in this Cat.

No. 820, ff. 93*-! 14, U. 16 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 85 in. by 4I in.

Poe(s who died lelween a. h. 700 and 800.

Amir Khusrau (Nos. 1186-1222).

1186
Kulliyyat-i-Amir Khusrau (.-^ -..1 iiyClT).

Tlie oldest collection of poetical works, by the greatest

Persian poet of India, Yamin-aldin Abu-alhasau Amir
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Khusrau, son of Lajin (who afterwards assumed the

title of Amir Saif-aldin Mahmfld Shamsi), born a.h.

651 (a. D. 1253) in Patyali or Patiyalt, died in Dihlt

A.H. 725, either the i8th of Shawwal, as the MatMb-
altalibin states (see No. 3 in the list of Nizam-aldin

Auliyas pupils, col. 324 in thisCat.)=A.D. 1325, Sept.

27, or the 29th of Dhu-alka'dah=A. d. 1325, Nov. 6, as

Rieu and Sprenger assert ; comp. on his life and works

Eieu i. pp. 240—242, and ii. p. 609 sq. ; Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 753-799 ; W. Pertsch, p. 74 (No. 43, 6), and

Berlin Cat., p. 831 sq. ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 465 sq.

;

Ouseley, Biogr. Notices, pp. 148-163; Elliot, History

of India, iii. pp. 524-566 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylo-

graphes, pp. 350-352 ; G. Flugel i. p. 542 ; J. Aumer,

pp. 21 and 22 ; comp. also Haft Iklim, No. 391 (coll.

404 and 405 in this Cat.);^Butkhana, No. 30 (Bodleian

Cat., coll. 199 and 200); Atashkada, No. 754 (ib., col.

288); and Khulasat-alkalam, No. 23 (ib., col. 297).

This collection, which was written A. h. 866 and 867
(a.d. 1462), contains the following parts :

A. Centre-columns.

1. Dlbaca (s-a-Ljj), or prose-preface to the third

dlwan, containing notices on the earlier Persian litera-

ture, and a detailed account of the poet's life and works,

beginning, on fol. i^ : iUl j«lt\ (other copies i)!) ^1

JUXJI Ci- jdLk* ^ (other copies i;»J') H^-*-"

aMoju nS c< ...

;

C f::jf* Ji*a, t».Lji jl ^jLiJ) JL»i jj!c Jl

2. Ghurrat-alkamal (JUWl sjlc), or the poems of

maturity, the third of Amir Khusrau's diwans (and the

only one which is found complete in this copy) ; accord-

ing to Rieu (ii. p. 610") it contains the poems written

between a.h. 685 and 693 (a.d. i 286-1 294), but

according to No. 754 in the Bodleian Cat. it was not

completed before a.h. 702 (a.d. 1302, 1303), and the

latter date seems more correct, as this diwan contains,

among others, kasidas in honour of 'Ala-aldin Muham-
madshah Khilji, who reigned from A.H. 695 to 715
or 716 (a.d. 1296-1316).

Beginning, on fol. 45''

:

The various distichs of this initial poem, which is

not found in other copies (except No. 2073, 1192 in

this Cat.) in its complete form, serve as introduction

to each of the following poems, and represent the various

links of the chain or 'silsilah' which binds the separate

kasidas, etc., together (see Rieu ii. p. 609, and Bodleian

Cat., col. 554). The first two baits appear as heading

of the second kasidah, on fol. 48*, which, in most other

copies, is the first, beginning

:

The third bait introduces the third kasidah, on fol.

54"; the fourth bait the fourth kasidah, on fol. 60"; and

IND. OFF.

so forth. This diwan consists of kasidas (ff. 45''-i35''),

tarji'bands (ff. i36''-i45l*), beginning as in No. 754 of

the Bodleian Cat. : Jl yJ^ tjjL* L>. Jj ij\, and

mukatta'at (£F. i46'>-i64l'), beginning likewise as in

the Bodleian copy : Jl Jic j\ ^j^ S i^S^'S jt>,.

Other copies in Rieu ii. pp. 6iol>, 613'', and 614*;
Bodleian Cat., Nos. 754 and 755, and A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 468.

3. Ghazaliyyat (eyllhi), a collection of minor lyrical

poems, gathered, as is usual in copies of Amir Khusrau's

works, from all the four older diwans of the poet (see

similar collections in Rieu, W. Pertsch, Bodleian Cat.,

G. Flugel, etc., loc. cit.), introduced by a kasidah, begin-

ning, on fol. 164'' : Jl jj-dUtll iS, 41) ij^J^ i^b J^*»'

This is the initial poem of the second dlwan (i^-Ji k-.j)

;

see the following copy and A. Sprenger, p. 468; and of

the general
^j

'^y^ \:}]y.^ i" ^°- "93 below, in

Rieu ii. p. 614*', and Bodleian Cat., Nos. 758 and 759.

From fol. 175'' onwards they are arranged in alpha-

betical order ; beginning of the first alphabetical

ghazal: Jl 1^L» ij\yt. jiia, ^jij, ^^1 ^ c*ilX-ij.

4. Rubaiyyat (cyllcl^), on fol. 477'', beginning :

This is the initial bait of the ruba is of the fourth

diwan (s-IaJ »-~^.) in No. 756 of the Bodleian Cat. and

of the general selection from Khusrau's diwans in No.

759 of the same.

5. Kiran-i-Sa'dain {^Sjl^ u]/)' usually called

Kiran-alsa'dain (^^.tir...!! uj/>), the conjunction of the

two lucky planets, i. e. the meeting of Sultan Mu'izz-

aldin Kaikubad of Dihli (who reigned from a.h. 686 to

689=A.D. 1287-1290, see col. 320 in this Cat.), with

his father, Sultan Nasir-aldin BughrS,khan of Bangalah,

in A.H. 688 (a.d. 1289), at Dihli ; it was completed in

the month of Ramadan, in the same year (a.d. 1289,

Sept., October); comp. Rieu ii. pp. 611'' and 612"; Bod-

leian Cat., Nos. 773-775 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 470

;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 838 and 839 ; Elliot,

History of India, iii. pp. 524-534 (where extracts

in English translation are given), and Cowell's account

of the poem in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, i860, vol. 29, pp. 225-239. The mathnawi

has been lithographed in Lucknow, a.h. 1259 and

1 261 (the latter edition compiled by Maulawi Kudrat

Ahmad and accompanied with glosses). Three com-

mentaries of the same are described in A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 471, one by Nur-alhakk, styled ^j^\ jy (see

another copy in Rieu ii. p. 61 7'*), and composed a.h.

1014 (a.d. 1605, i6o6); another by 'Abd-alrasul

Kasim, and a third by an anonymous writer.

Beginning of the mathnawi, on fol. 506''

:

^^
X y

\s
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Tliis is th6 third Taait in most copies where two
initial verses in a different metre are prefixed to the

poem (beginning : jjjljj>. {j^yiJ " riy ?^
Jl ^Jl4J>.). From fol. 506 to fol. 514* this poem is

only written in the centre-columns, like the preceding

parts, but from fol. 514'' to the end (on fol. 520) also

on the margin.

B. Margin-column.

6. Matla'-alanwar ( i^^l /^^^)> o'" the rising of the

lights, a mystical mathnawi in imitation of Nizami's

Makhzan-alasrar, being the _^rs< part of Amir Khusrau's

Khamsah, and beginning, on fol. i^ :

This poem was composed a.h. 698 (a.d. 1298, 1299),

and dedicated, like the second, third, and fifth part of

the Khamsah, to 'Ala-aldin Muhammadshah (see above

under No. 2).

7. Shirin u Khusrau (j^^"^ ) lirtrt--'))
"'" the loves

of Khusrau and Shirin, completed in the beginning of

Rajab of the same year, a.h. 698 (a.d. 1299, 4th of

April); it was written in imitation of Nizami's Khusrau
u Shirin and forms the second part of Amir Khusrau's

Khamsah.
Beginning, on fol. 91^:

8. Majnun u Laila (.Ji-J 5 ^^y:^\ or the loves of

Laila and Majnun, an imitation of Nizami's Laila

u Majnun, forming the third part of Amir Khusrau's
Khamsah. It was composed, like the two preceding
poems, in a. h. 698, and begins, on fol. 203''

:

This poem has been printed in Calcutta 1811, i8i8,

and a.h. 1244 (a.d. 1828, 1829), in LucknowA.H. 1286
(a.d. 1869); it is also published in Lumsden's Persian

Selections (Calcutta, 1828); Zenker (ii. 550) cites besides

an edition of 1848, without any specification of place.

9. Hasht Bihisht (c .;. ( > e. .*. a), or the eight para-

dises, containing the love-adventures of Bahramgur in

imitation of Nizami's Haft Paikar. It forms in some
copies the fourth part of Amir Khusrau's Khamsah, in

others i\\Bjlfth, and was composed a.h. 701 (a.d. 1301,

1302).

Beginning, on fol. 2^4^ :

jjjfcj jlJ^D Jj»^ ^Jiii — iy>^
cJ^'r*' 'J^'-*^ iJ^

10. A'ina-i-Iskandarl (t5,xiX-il »-^oT), or the mirror

of Alexander, composed a.h. 699 (a.d. 1299, 1300) in

imitation of Nizami's Iskandarnama, and forming the

fifth (or more commonly the fourth) part of Amir
Khusrau's Khamsah.

Beginning, on fol. 359^

:

Other copies of this Khamsah (besides the five described

below in Nos. 1 196-1200) are noticed in Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 766-771; Rieu ii. pp. 611 (Nos. VII-XI) and

615 sq.; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 834-838; A.

Sprenger, Catal., pp. 468-470, etc.

11. Miftah-alfutuh {.^y^\ r^-^^-*-*)) °^ the key of vic-

tories, a mathnawi in praise of the first campaigns of

Sultan Jalal-aldin Firuzshah, from his accession in

a.h. 689 to his return to Dihli in Jumada II, a.h.

690 (a.d. 1290 to June 1291), completed immediately

after the latter event ; this poem was originally in-

cluded in the third diwan (JUXJI sJc), see Eieu ii.

pp. 611* and 6i4»; Bodleian Cat., No. 754 (where it is

styled j-«Li ^), and No. 1190 below in this Cat.

Beginning, on fol. 478'':

j^^ ^if^^ ^^ y- o^

An account of this poem is given in Elliot, History

of India, iii. pp. 536-544. The margins are left blank

on ff. 285*', 3781), 379!!, and 463l>-472a. There are two
dates, viz. ist of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 866 (a.d. 1462,

Aug. 27), on fol. 91^ margin, at the end of the jiik-o

jl^lll, and 8th of Safar, a.h. 867 (a.d. 1462, Nov. 2),

on fol. 359" margin, at the end of the >:•«?, t; e*..t. a.

No. 61, ff. 520, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 21, and a third on the

margin, 11. 38 ; excellent Nasta'ltk ; illuminated headings at the

beginning of each part ; size, 9I in. by 6 in.

1187

Another copy of the same.

This copy of Amir Khusrau's Kulliyyat is much
younger than the preceding one, but considerably richer

in contents. It consists of the following parts :

A. Centre-columns.

1. Tuhfat-alsighar (jx^\ li-^), or the poems of

youth, the first of Amir Khusrau's diwans, which was
completed about a.h. 670 or 671 (a.d. 1272), with

a preface in prose.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i'': JJl jl iS ijx*j>-

Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 4''

:

i

It consists of kasidas, kit'as (beginning on fol. 48^),

and a short mathnawi, which begins on fol. ^d° : ^
<J' iS]> »/*J ts' 15* > other copies are described in

Rieu ii. pp. 609'' and 613a, and A. Sprenger, p. 467.

2. Wasat-alhayat (cyUil Ii-m), or poems of middle

life, the second of Amir Khusrau's diwans, which was
completed about a.h. 685 (a.d. 1286), with a preface

in prose.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. 55!* : jj il J-iiJ

JlJO cyljJl *LLJ ik«.lj 1}"U».J VijLK*-aJI ,j^ cyJtMi

Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 63l>
: o j^\. jL.».a.

Jl ^^^lnJl Zjj 4)] ^jLj) ; see the preceding copy, No. 3.
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This diwan consists of ka^idas, tarkibbands (beginning

on fol. 123*'), and kit'as (on fol. 139^). Blanks on fol.

83. Other copies are described in Eieu ii. pp. 610"

and 613"; Bodleian Cat., No. 753, and A. Sprenger,

Catal., pp. 467 and 468.

3. Ghurrat-alkamal (JU5Jl s^), or the poems of

maturity, the tJdrd oi Amir Khusrau's diwans, see Nos. i

and 2 in the preceding copy ; the preface begins here thus,

on fol. 145'' : (read X,-a.) x»3.1 t^^.^i jl (j'^—^' J^ V^

Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 194'' : yjtj {y» V) >.»

Jl \j i^^^JC—• i2)l», agreeing with the second kasidah

of this diwan in the preceding copy. It contains kasidas,

tarkibbands (on fol. 292* sq.), and kit'as (on fol. 302"

eq.). A blank on fol. 1 49".

4. Bakiyya-i-nakiyyah {tlij i^J".). or the poems of

old age, the fourth of Amir Khusrau's diwans, com-

pleted A. H. 718 (a. d. 131 8), with a preface in prose.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. 317*': Visa, sj (jx*^

, Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 328*

:

i\ \ijS x>IS iciJ"-" j^ A ^ cl^j

This diwan (which is called in A. Sprenger, Catal.,

ilij, and in Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes vbS
. s4*J.) contains kasidas, tarkibbands (on fol. 377*

sq.), short mathnawis (on fol. 385'' sq.), kit'as (on fol.

390* sq.), and a very extensive collection of ghazals,

followed by a series of niba'is. The ghazals (which

have here the special heading of vlaj tlij) are arranged

alphabetically, except the first twelve poems, and begin,

on fol. 407''

:

Ju-, ^ JUS y-i'i \j Ji*y O^A-» Li

This initial poem is the first ghazal of the JUXJl j]JLc

or third diwan in Nos. 754 and 755 of the Bodleian

Cat., and of the various selections from Khusrau's

diwans and ghazals in Nos. 760 and 763-765 of the

same ; it appears likewise as beginning in the general

collections, described in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp.

714, 831, and 832, and in J. Aumer, p. 21. The

ruba'is begin, on fol. 824^ : Jl -pl j^S^sJ.\xj> c« «. 'b,

likewise agreeing with the initial quatrain in the third

diwan in Nos. 754 and 755 of the Bodleian Cat., and
in the general collection. No. 758, of the same. Blanks
on ff. 323, 341, 489^', 611, and 629; a lacuna besides

after fol. 781. Other copies of this diwan are described

in Rieu ii. pp. 610^ and 613"; Bodleian Cat., No.

756; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 468; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 833, and Cat. des MSS. et Xylogiaphes, p. 351.
These four diwans have been printed, Lucknow, 1874.

The Jifth diwan, styled JU^l ^iU-J. and containing

poems of the last years of Amir Khusrau's life (see

Rieu ii. p. 613'', and Bodleian Cat., No. 757), is not

found in the India Office Collections.

B. Margin-column.

5. Matla'-alanwar
(
j'^i'l .fclVi.,*), on fol. i^, begin-

ning:

see No. 6 in the preceding copy. Fol. 83 is left blank.

6. Khusrau u Shiriu (^^^j^ j jj
i.), on fol. 97I',

beginning as in No. 7 of the preceding copy. Fol. 149
left blank.

7. Laila u Majnun {^jy^ j ,J^)> o** fol. 217",

beginning as in No. 8 of the preceding copy.

8. Hasht Bihisht (^. .?. j > ci. .? a), on fol. 292*, be-

ginning as in' No. 9 of the preceding copy.

9. A'tna-i-Iskandari {(j.j.^SiJi ti-J\), on fol. 391*,

beginning as in No. 10 of the preceding copy. The
greater part of fol. 489*" is left blank, but there seems

to be no interruption in the text.

10. Kiran-alsa'dain ( .yt....!! ^jUJi), on fol. 526^,

beginning as in No. 5 of the preceding copy.

11. Nuskha-i-Khidrkhani (^\j^j^\. ^i^), i-e.

Kissa-i-Khidrkhan u Duwalrani
(j

^^Liy-a-i. i
'•

jJUjo), or as the author himself styles it: Duwalrani

Khidrkhan {^j\j>.j^a}f
Ls'li^i^)'

^^^ Rieu ii. p. 6i2*>, the

love-story of Khidrkhan, son of Sultan 'Ala-aldin

Muhammadshah Khilji (reigned a.h. 695-715 or 716
=A.D. 1296-1316, see No. 2 in the preceding copy),

with Duwalrani, the daughter of the Rajah of Gujarat,

completed a.h. 715, 6th of Dhu-alka'dah (a.d. 1316,

Feb. i). It is often merely called JU>^<i^ JJls, L,jUi

iU>-<v», or even ^\ja^^'t., and also bears the title of

'Ishkiyyah (t"ii.t. c), see below. No. 1216. Beginning,

on fol. 623"

:

AJjlii- ftljL) iuXj fu

Ff. 629 (partly), 646a-653b, and 678'-7oia are lefl

blank. Comp. on this poem Rieu ii. pp. 612, 617, and

618; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 777-779; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 470; J. Aumer, p. 22; Cat. des MSS. et

Xylographes, p. 351 ; Elliot, History of India, iii.

pp. 544-557, where extracts are given in English

translation ; Elphinstoue, History of India, 5th ed.,

p. 395, and E. Thomas, Pathan Kings, p. 176.

12. Nuh Sipihr (y^^-" sj), or the nine spheres,

another mathnawi wliich gives a poetical description of

the court of Kutb-aldin Mubarakshah Khilji (who was
killed A.H. 720 or 72i=a.d. 1320 or 1321, see col.

320 in this Cat.), and of certain events of his reign.

It was completed end of Jumada II, a.h. 718 (a.d.

1 31 8, Aug. 28), comp. Rieu ii. p. 612''; Bodleian Cat.,

No. 776, and Elliot's History of India, iii. p. 557,
where an analysis of the poem is given. Beginning, on

fol. 701b:

jb »-«b J— yj »iS UjJfc

.>LiJ ijijt.* {Ji^ji jjuij^. ii

It breaks off on fol. 781'' in consequence of a lacuna.

13. Miftah-alfutuh, incomplete at the beginning, in

T y 2
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consequence of the same lacuna ; the first bait which

appears here, on fol. 782^ :

corresponds to the first distich on fol. 483" margin in

the preceding copy.

14. A series of short mathnawis, containing poetical

descriptions of various kinds ; thejirst, on fol. 798", is

jL» iS c > }-> 8-«Li ..%-i\headed

:

"i^jlH y- cH'

u^.
J ijSjU |.\ t,if J» (supplied from

No. 2073, 1 192 in this Cat.), and begins:

corresponding to the first mathnawi in the third diwan

of the Bodleian Cat., No. 754, fol. 216*; the second, on

fol. 805'', is headed : jp sJU*.j^ so -<iS lsL^::^. ^\
^yU» ijj Uir^- i J^' ^•^ }j^ >^>-?J=)' Other headings

onff. 8o6^ 8iib, 812a, 813a (bis), 813b 814b 815a,

815'', and 817b; the last of these mathnawis con-

cludes on fol. 825a
; the remaining leaves are left

blank.

This copy is dated the 2nd of Kabi'-alawwal,

A.H. 1008 (a.d. 1599, Sept. 22). A fihrist on the

fly-leaf.

No. 412, ff. 845, 2 centre-coll., each U. 19, and a third on
the margin of ff. 1-825, '1- 3^ > dear and distinct Nasta'llk

;

illuminated frontispiece ; size, 9I in. by jf in.

1188
The same.

This copy of Amir Khusrau's Kulliyyat is much
older than the preceding one, but defective both at the

beginning and end.

Contents

:

A. Centre-columns.

1. Tuhfat-alsighar, theirs* diwan, defective at the
beginning; it opens abruptly in the middle of a

kasidah: Jl ^is- s^ «jLj iy^^ji ^zjS] corre-

sponding to No. 356 (i 190 in this Cat), fol. 5a margin,

last bait, and consists of kasidas, tarkilibands, mukat-
ta'at (on fol. 44b sq.), and the same mathnawi as in the

preceding copy, beginning, on fol. 46^ : j^ cs' i^a u*

2. Wasat-alhayat, the second diwan, with the prose-

preface. Beginning of the preface, on fol. 51^ (different

from that in the preceding copy): ^jU». ^jU^ jl t^tjx^a.

i'!;•

Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 60* : j ^1.

Jl ^Jbj. This diwan consists of kasidas, tarkibbands,

tarji's, and kit'as (on fol, 136'' sq.).

3. Kitab-alkamal (JU^l v>^)> tbat is the third

diwan, usually styled Ghurrat-alkamal, with the prose

preface. Beginning of the preface, on fol. 142^^: stc

Jl Jl.»j>. ta-Lojjl (_sJl-Jl JLX
Beginning of the poetry, as in the preceding copy

on fol. 193b: Jl 1. ^Ŝ ^» (sJUfc VAj »-». It consists

of kasidas, tarkibbands, and kit'as (on fol. 282*').

4. Bakiyya-i-Nakiyyah, the fourth diwan, with the

prose-preface. Beginning of the preface, on fol. 296 ^ ;

Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 3061": .j j w uU;

i It consists of kasidas, tarkibbands, and

kit'as (on fol. 385a).

5. Ghazaliyyat and rubaiyyat, a very large collec-

tion, gathered from all four diwans, but incomplete at

the end. The ghazals are arranged alphabetically,

except the first twelve. Beginning of the initial,

ghazal, on fol. 40 2^ : Jl L. JLj»j is\ corresponding

to the first ghazal of the fourth diwan in the preceding

copy and that of the third diwan in No. 356 below

(1190 in this Cat.), in Nos. 754 and 755 of the Bod-
leian Cat., etc., see the full references in No. 4 of the

preceding copy.

Beginning of the first alphabetical ghazal, on fol.

405^

:

.

l^Lo
J.

ib oJ<.> »j ijj 1j fji\ o.~. lLjl

IW^J> ^jJ^Li^y u<f ji si

agreeing with the first in a smaller selection from
Amir Khusrau's ghazals in No. 763 of the Bodleian

Cat.

Beginning of the rubais, on fol. 874^ : '•- m »

Jl jjjljui, see No. 4 in the preceding copy ; they

break off on fol. 87 7^ with a quatrain, beginning

:

eA*>il ^^iij^ jj ^j*^i JJ &Jai^

corresponding to No. 356 (i 190 in this Cat.), fol. 405b

1-3-

B. Margin-column.

6. Matla'-alanwar, defective at the beginning; the

first verse on fol. i* is not found in No. 51 (i 186 in this

Cat.), but the second, Jl jy\ xi>^^ ^.i..a. isL«j^,

corresponds to fol. 6'' margin, first line, in that copy.

7. Khusrau u Shirin, on fol. 94I'.

8. Majniin u Laila, on fol. 214b.

9. Hasht Bihisht, on fol. 2741".

10. Iskandarnama (»^\jjXsSij), i.e. A'ina-i-Iskan-

dari, on fol. 388b.

11. Kiran-alsa'dain, on fol. 516b.

12. Kitab-i-Khidrkhani (^^U>.^^.ii. i-jlii), i.e. Khidr-

khan u Duwalrani, on fol. 623b.

13. Nuh Sipihr, on fol. 702b.

14. Fath-alfutiih (rvii31 ^), i.e. Miftah-alfutuh, on
fol. 827b (^ C

15. The same series of short mathnawis as in No. 14
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of the preceding copy, the first of which, on fol. 848*,

has the same heading and beginning as there.

This copy is dated a.h. 933 (a.d. 1526, 1527); the

right order of fF. 82-88 is : 82, 87, 83-86, 88 ; that of

ff. 224-370: 224, 361-369, 352-360, 256-263, 248-

255, 241-247, 233-240,225-232, 264-351, 370; and
that of ff. 413-418: 413, 416, 417, 414, 415, 418.

Nos. 1950 and 1951, fint vol. ff. 1-401, secorul vol. ff. 403-
877, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 19, and a third on the margin of

ff. 1-875', U- 3^ ;
good Nasta'Uk ; an illuminated heading at

the beginning of each part, except the first, the sixth, and the
last ; size, 9^ in. by 6f in.

1189

Amir Khusrau's four diwans.

Another copy of the four diwans of Amir Khusrau,

viz.

:

1. Tuhfat-alsighar, the _/irs< diwan; beginning of the

prose-preface, on fol. i^, as in No. 412 (1187 in this

Cat.) : Jl Jjl jl iS ijx*^ . Beginning of the poetry,

on fol. 8" margin : Jl J».j tc (^Ijj..

It consists here of kasidas, ghazals, and kit'as ; the

same mathnawi as in the two preceding copies, begin-

The right order

uing, on fol. 48'^ margin : Jl (^K

and a series of rubais (on fol. ^i^ sq.).

of ff. 1-9 is : 1-3, 8, 4-7, 9.

2. Wasat-alhayat, the second diwan ; beginning of

the prose-preface, on fol. 63'' : Jl vi^^ia^ Jj iiJl J-<iiJ.

Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 68'^ margin : jl joLi

Jl IJrtJ i^l-iJ (^1 i_r^ (•UCiA.

It consists here of kasidas, kit'as, ghazals (on fol.

125" sq.), and two series of rubais (on ff. 158^'- 164^

margin, and i82a-i88a margin).

3. Ghurrat-alkamal, the third diwan, without the

prose-preface. Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 189*^:

Jl e)L» jfAj s^.

It consists here of kasidas, short mathnawls, kit'as,

ghazals, and ruba is (on fol. 292* margin).

4. Bakiyya-i-Nakiyyah, the fourth diwan; the prose-

preface here is the usual one of the third diwan, begin-

ning, on fol. 305^ : Jl «.1W« ^ j^\ jdi.1 <il. Be-

ginning of the poetry, on fol. 337^^

:

^^ cT A-!-^ U^j i\

^-^jT* aJiUI AjUJa ^y^

Aa a comparison with No. 756 of the Bodleian Cat.

and Eieu ii. p. 613* shows, this is the introductory

distich or verse of the ' Silsilah,' see above. No. 1 186, 2.

This diwan consists of kasidas, ghazals, a series of

short mathnawis, kit'as, and rubais (on fol. 476").

Both the margin and the inner side of the pages are

injured in many places. Two dates appear, viz. i6th

of Shawwal, A.h. ioii (a.d. 1603, March 29), at the

end of the first diwan, and 24th of Rabi'-alakhar, A.h.

1012 (a.d. 1603, October i), at that of the third ; the

transcriber's name was Madart, son of Hajl Shahin of

Dihli (^^^-^A^^l i^f^Ji' ^^ jJj (Jf)lj»-« i-»j\^l J-^|JI

ijjUi ^^Li ijfcU.).

No. 338, ff. 481, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 17, and a third on
the margin, 11. 26 ; clear Nasta'lik ; illuminated frontispieces on
ff. 1', 63^ 306>', and 337" ; size, loj in. by 6J in.

1190

Another copy of the same four diwans.

Contents

:

1. Tuhfat-alsighar, the first diwan, preceded by the

usual prose-preface of the second, beginning, on fol. i**:

Jl uyLs^^' »ju» ea;ii-j jj Aill j-ajj. Beginning of

the poetry, on fol. 4'' : Jl Jj*. j tc (^Ia*.

The first poem has the following introductory quat-

rain (or first instalment of the ' Silsilah ')

:

O Mj .SI Jjjlj^ |,Lu
^J\ A-:r>jJ

The diwan consists here of kasidas, kit'as, the usual

short mathnawi (beginning, on fol. 33* : tfl jd» ^c*

Jl {j\j Jf-i), ghazals (which begin, on fol. 35'' margin :

Jl eyjjJl tijij^ i^^ v^sil u\), and ruba'is (on fol.

52^ margin).

2. Bakiyya-i-nakiyyah, the fourth diwan, without

a preface. It consists of kasidas and ghazals, begins, on

fol. 65^', Jl ^ciJ«-» !•> _/> »J l;J^; , and is incomplete at

the end, in consequence of a lacuna after fol. 91.

3. Wasat-alhayat, the second diwan, defective at the

beginning, in consequence of the same lacuna ; it opens

on fol. 92* in the middle of the same prose-preface,

which in No. 1950 (i 188 in this Cat.) is prefixed to the

second diwan, and which differs entirely from the usual

one; the first words, j»ii*" j.4p^L>lj|* ^^j^;'*. ^jl-j-»

Jl vT uj/., correspond to No. 1950, fol. ^3^, 1. 4 ab

infra. Fol. 95 must be placed before fol. 94. Begin-

ning of the poetry, on fol. 94^' : Jl ^J^J yi J>\. x*».

This diwan consists here of kasidas, ghazals, kit'as,

short mathnawis (the first of which begins, on fol. 142'':

Jl j^jW i_r^]^ tiU.A uj»-), a second large collec-

tion of ghazals (beginning, on fol. 151^ margin; ij\

Jl 11 ,<» sUj ^jjL^jj, see Bodleian Cat, top of coL

554), and ruba'is (beginning, on fol. 223^: ^_^^ j«jL»

Jl o.i'b J •:.»» elL. tS, see Bodleian Cat., loc. cit.).

4. Ghurrat-alkamal, the third diwan ; beginning of

the preface, on fol. 232^ : Jl xJiL* ^ j^\ *lig\ 41I.
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Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 264": dl» »;*) s^

This kasidah is preceded by the same two initial

baits of the ' Sllsilah ' as in No. 1186, 2 : i^bil j^y*

^1 i^jj- This diwan consists here of kasidas, tarkib-

band?, kit'as, mathnawls (the first of which, on fol.

343", is tlie ^y^\ ^Ui.», see Nos. 1186, 11; 1187,

13; and 1 1 88, 14; the second, on fol. 355^ agrees with

the first short mathnawi in No, 1 187, 14), ghazals (the

first of which, on fol. 369b margin, begins : JLj-J u\

Jl ijj^ L., see the remarks in Nos. 1187, 4, and

1 188, 5), and ruba'is (beginning, on fol. 403* : eu^b
Jl jLJjljki, see ibidem).

No date; but a seal from a.h. 1167 and an entry

from A.H. 1168 (a. D. 1753-1755) are found on fol. i».

The title given to this copy, .^,u»J». --^1 eyLu^is in-

correct, as it only contains the four dlwans.

No. 356, ff. 418, 2 centre-coll., each U. 17, and a third on

the margin, 11. 36 ; Nasta'Uk ; an illuminated frontispiece at the

beginning of the first, second, and third dlwan ; size, 10^ in. by
6|in.

1191

Wasat-alhayS,t (c^Uil k-.j).

Another copy of Amir Khusrau's second dlwan, con-

taining :

Kasidas, on fol. i'', beginning: Jl ^j{i\jj J>\. ju«^.

Tarji'at, on fol. 62''; kit'as, on fol. 80k A lacuna

after fol. 85.

Short mathnawis, on fol. 86»; the first begins: ^y>.

Jl j^jUj {J^\) lsUj». See No. 3 in the preceding

copy.

Ghazals, without alphabetical order, beginning : ij\

Jl s-»Ji sLj ^jjUjX), agreeing with the initial poem

of the second collection of ghazals in No. 3 of the pre-

ceding copy.

Eubais, on fol. 228^, beginning: Jl iXL« X>[^, see

ibidem. ^
No date. Worm-eaten. The last page injured.

No. 1457, ff. 242, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in.

by st in.

1192

Ghurrat-alkamal (JUiJl iji).

Another copy of Amtr Khusrau's third diwan, with

the usual prose-preface, on fol. i^, beginning : JL»S^ t^

^1 ^LJl.

There is a large lacuna between ff. 31 and 32, which
comprises, according to the Arabic paging, eight leaves,

and corresponds to ff. 28", first line, to 34*, 1. 5 ab
infra, middle, in No. 51 (1186 in this Cat.).

Beginning of the poetry, on fol. 44^, with the same
chain-kasidah as No. 5 1 : .j J'-*^"^ ct^3j V^' ijy
Jl JiLil, written throughout in red ink. All the follow-

ing kasidas have, as in No. 51, as headings the various

distichs of this poem ; the second kasidah is identical

with the second in that copy, and so forth. The diwan
consists of kasidas, tarkibbands (on fol. 153^), kit'as (on

fol. 166^', with a large lacuna after fol. 168, comprising

six leaves and corresponding to fi". 147'', lin. penult., to

154", 1. 5 in No. 51), and short mathnawis, tlie first of

which, on fol. i8ib, is the ^y^^ fLii-», see Nos.

ii86, 11; 1187, 13; 1188, 14; and 1190, 4; the

second and third, on ff. 203'' and 211'' respectively, are

identical with the first two mathnawis in No. 1187, 14.

No date.

No. 2073, ff. 225, 2 coll., each U. 17; distinct Nasta'lik;

size, SJin. by 5| in.

1193
Diwan-i-Amir Khusrau ( .^ ^ =v j^ ij]yi^)-

A large selection of ghazals, with some kit'as and
fards at the end, made from all the four diwans, as in

Eieu ii. pp. 610^, 614'', and 6i5»; Bodleian Cat., Nos.

758-765 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 831 and 832 ;

G. Fliigel i. p. 542 ; J. Aumer, p. 21 (Nos. 63 and 64),

etc. It begins, on fol. i^, with the same kasidah as

the Ghazaliyyat in No. 1 186, 3 : Jl ^^b; j ^1, ' »•-
;

then follow a few ghazals without alphabetical order,

and on fol. 80'' the alphabetical order begins.

First alphabetical ghazal

:

corresponding to the first alphabetical poem in No. 759
of the Bodleian Cat.

No date. The proper order of the leaves is: i, 2,

75-82, 3-74, 83-164, 166, 165, 168, 167, 169-526,

529, 528, 527, 530-619; a few pages injured.

No. 512, 3 centre-coll, ff. 619, 11. 12; Nasta'lik; the first

two pages richly illuminated ; size, 7J in. by 5J in.

1194
The same.

A similar, but much smaller collection of ghazals,

kit'as, and ruba'is, from the four diwans of Amir
Khusrau, beginning, as in Nos. 1187, 4 ; 1 188, 5 ; and

1190,4: Jl x^j ^JLh>- >Jy oj/. ^ JW*) t?'-

From fol. z^ onwards the ghazals are arranged alpha-

betically. Beginning of the first alphabetical poem :

|J >-;' ^j"-

Ijjv jIaJjj

corresponding to the first alphabetical ghazal in No.

762 of the Bodleian Cat. This cojjy was transcriljed

near Akbarabad by Munshi ,jijlXii ^i^iio e*JJj->Ji

for Mr. Eobert Watherston, and finished the loth of

Shawwal, A. h. i 204 (a. d. i 790, 23rd of June). It came
into Mr. Watherston's possession the 30th of July, 1 790.

BibUotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2470, ff. 91, 3 coll., each 11. 15-19 ; the last bait of each

ghazal usually written in red ink ; large and distinct Nasta'lik
;

size, 9J in. by 6J in.

1195

Kasida-i-Am!r Khusrau (^^ ... =». -^1 tj.ini).

Amir Khusrau's great kasidah ou the subject of
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Firdausl's Shahnama (^ ijjhii ir^ j^w.

^-..j;j L«LL4Li (jjiiJLifc), introduced and concluded

by a rubai.

Heading :^ilj ^J^^4^^^^_iJLi^ ijLjLjLLi*. jyl A^,.

Beginning of the kasidah :

No date.

No. 183, if. 31, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; lara;e and distinct Nasta'Ilk;

size, iij in. by 6| in.

1196

Khamsa-i-Amtr Khusrau (^^^.,^^^^^^1 » .. ,^)

Another copy of the five mathnawis which Amir
Khusrau wrote in imitation of Nizami's Kbamsah

:

1. Matla'-alanwar, on fol. i''.

2. Shirin u Khusrau, on fol. 42^.

3. Laila u Majnun, on fol. 94^.

4. A'ina-i-Iskandari (or as it is here styled at the

beginning, in analogy to Nizami's poem : LibjJ..

c?,J.J.^l), on fol. 126b

5. Hasht Bihisht, on fol. iSib.

Dated the last of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 980 (a.d. 1573,

April 3), by »L:. .^ .S ^, iill i_il3^

No. 345, ff. 223, 4 coll., each II. 21; Nasta'Ilk ; an illumi-

nated frontispiece at the beginning of each mathnanrl ; the
first two pages luzariously adorned ; size, 1 1 j in. by 7^ in.

1197

Another copy of the same.

Contents

:

1. Matla'-alanwar, on fol. i''; the conclusion of this

mathnawi is found on ff. 383—387, the leaves being

misplaced.

2. Shlrtn u Khusrau, on fol. 611".

3. Laila u Majnun, on fol. 1401*.

4. Hasht Bihisht, on fol. 212''.

5. A'ina-i-Iskandarl, on fol. 304^; this poem con-

cludes on fol. 38 2h margin.

A short account of Amir Khusrau's life in English

on the fly-leaf. This copy is dated by 'Abd-alda'if

Sayyid Kasim ibn Sayyid Jalal, the ist of Muharram,
A.H. 1004 (a.d. 1595, ^*P*- ^)- Many headings are

omitted.

No. 2381, ff. 387, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 19, and a third on
the margin of ff. 1-138 and 304-387, U. 16; Nasta'Ilk; size,

7» in- by 4i in.

1198
The same.

Contents

:

1. Matla'-alanwar, on fol. i**.

2. Shirin u Khusrau, on fol. 67^.

3. Laila u Majnun, on fol. 146^.

4. A'ina-i-Iskandari, on fol. 198^.

5. Hasht Bihisht, on fol. 284''.

Copied A. H. 1081 (a.d. 1670, 1671) by Taki bin

Mahmud Kadirl (the name of the scribe appears only at

the end of the fourth mathnawi). Large waterspots

throughout.

No. 3336, olim 7. J. i, ff. 347, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 13, and
a third on the margin, 11. a8 ; small Nasbi'Uk ; size, \o\ in. by
6 in.

1199
The same.

Contents

:

1. Matla'-alanwar, on fol. i^*.

2. Laila u Majnun, on fol. 48''.

3. Shirin u Khusrau, on fol. 84*'.

4. A'ina-i-Iskandari, on fol. 142'^.

5. Hasht Bihisht, on fol. 202^.

A few pages a little injured, especially the last one.

No date.

No. 8436, olim 7. J. 2, ff. 248, 4 coll., each U. ig ; clear and
distinct Nasta'Ilk ; an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning

of each mathnawi ; size, il| by 6| in.

1200
The same.

Contents

:

1. Matla'-alanwar, on fol. 2''.

2. Shirin u Khusrau, on fol. 90*.

3. Laila u Majnun, on fol. 206*.

4. Hasht Bihisiht, on fol. 281*.

5. A'ina-i-Iskandart, on fol. 380''.

The last mathnawi concludes on fol. 454'', and on

ff. 455-468 some parts of the same are repeated ; but

these parts are not coherent (comp. No. 976 in this

Cat.). No date.

No. 887, margin-col., ff. 468, 11. 34 ; beautiful Nastallk ; a
small illuminated heading at the beginning of each mathnawi.

1201
Matla'-alanwar.

Another copy of the firgl part of Amir Khiisran'»

Khamsah, dated the 12th of Shawwal, a. h. 989 (a.d.

1581, Nov. 9), by Mahmdd bin Ahmad Zahidi. A few

various readings on the margin.

No. 418, ff. 98-343, a coll., each 11. la; Nasta'lik ; illumi-

nated frontispiece ; size, 9^ in. by 5 1 in.

1202
Another copy of the sanle.

This copy is dated the 14th of Dhfi-alka'dah, A. h.

1169 (a.d. 1756, Aug. 10); it was written for Amir
Siraj-aldin.

No. 279, ff. 99, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nastallk; size, ?{ in. by
4 in.

1203
Shirin u Khusrau.
Another copy of the second (in No. 1199 above the

third) part of Amir Khusrau's Khamsah, not dated.

An entry on fol. i^ margin (and also at the end) gives

A. H. 1 1 24 (a.d. 1712) as the year in which this copy

was bought at 'Abbasabad by 'Abdallah ibn Hajt

Maksud. More recent owners of the same were

Edward Galley and Sir Barry Close, the latter of whom
presented it to the Library.

No. 1946, ff. 149, a coll., each 11. 14 ; very clear and distinct

Nasta'Ilk ; several blanks left for pictures ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.
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1204
Laila u Majnun.

Another excellent copy of the third (in No. 1199
above the second) part of Amir Khusrau's Khamsah,
dated by Sultan 'All almashhadi the first of Safar, A. H.

912 (a.d. 1506, June 23). The right order of ff. 89-94
is : 89, 91, 90, 93, 92, 94.

No. 888, ff. Ill, 2 coll., each 11. 12; very large and dis-

tinct Nasta'Uk ; the first two pages splendidly illuminated ; the

margin throughout speckled with gold ; size, lof in. by 7 >n.

1205

Hasht Bihisht and A'ina-i-Iskandarl.

Another copy of the fourth and Jifih parts of Amir
Khusrau's Khamsah, without a date.

1. Hasht Bihisht, on fol. 270b

2. A'ina-i-Iskandarl (here simply styled jj.ji5Cul

i-«li), on fol. 306^'.

All the chapter-headings are left blank.

No. 736, ff. 270-353, 4 coll., each 11. 25; distinct Nastallk

;

an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of either mathnawl

;

size, 15J in. by 9^ in.

1206

Another copy of the Hasht Bihisht.

This copy is dated the 9th of Muharram, a.h. 1030
(a.d. 1620, Dec. 4).

No. 64, ff. 1-39, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 17, and a third on the
margin, 11. 34 ; small Nastaltk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size,

8| in. by 4J in.

1207
The same.

This copy, many leaves of which are worm-eaten or

otherwise damaged, was finished the 8th of Rabi'-alaw-

wal, A. H. 1 102 (a.d. 1690, Dec. 10). The first three

pages have been supplied by another hand.

No. 96, ff. 141 , 2 coll., each 11. 12-13; Nasta'Uk ; size, 6| in.

by 4| in.

1208
Kiran-alsa'dain.

Another copy of Amir Khusrau's mathnawi, 'the

conjunction of the two lucky planets,' dated, as it seems
(the colophon is a little injured), Sha'ban, A.h. 907
(a.d. 1502, February).

It begins with the introductory ruba i (see the remark
in No. u86, 5)

:

^^XA f^i^ '^""^yj ***^ j^ J^-

'^\jS

after which the initial bait of all the preceding copies,

viz. Jl JlJjIjls. j.ti, follows. College of Fort

William, 1825,

No. 2252, ff. 138, 3 coll., each IL 14 ; distinct Nastallk ; size,

S| in. by 5| in.

1209
Another copy of the same.

Good copy, dated the 17th of Eajab, A. h. 1072 (a. d.

1662, March 8), and beginning with the game intro-

ductory ruba'i as the preceding copy.

No. 1633, ff. 155, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nastallk ; illuminated
frontispiece ; size, 7f in. by 4f in.

1210
The same.

Beginning as in the two preceding copies. It is

dated at Shahjahanabad the 27th of Safar, in the 28th

year of 'Alamgir's reign (which is called by mistake

A.H. 1099, instead of I096=a. d. 1685, Febr. 2).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2840, ff. 117, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'Uk; size, &J in.

by 3l in.

1211
The same.

Dated the loth of Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. 1135 (fourth

year of Muhammadshah's reign)

=

a. d. 1723, Aug. 12,

at Aurangabad. Beginning the same as in the three

preceding copies. This copy belonged formerly to

Sir Barry Close (with the date 14th March, 1813).

Collated.

No. 3380, olim 19. J. 5, ff. 118, 2 coU., each II. 17 ; Nasta'Uk
;

size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

1212
The same.

This copy, although not dated, is extremely valuable

on account of the endless number of elaborate glosses

and annotations, both marginal and interlinear, that it

contains. Beginning as in the four preceding copies.

No. 1334, ff. 147, 2 coll., each U. 13 (on ff. 1-106), U. 15 (on

ff. 107-147); Shikasta; size, 9J in. by 5I in.

1213
The same.

No date. Collated and annotated ; but unfortu-

nately there is a lacuna of two leaves after fol. 7. The
mathnawi ends on fol. ii6b; the last two leaves are

filled with a detailed pedigree of all the Shi'ite Imams,
descendants of 'Ali. Beginning as in all the preceding

copies.

A seal from A. h. 1183 (a.d. 1769, 1770), on fol. i".

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2396, ff. 118, 2 coU., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 9^ in.

by 5j in-

1214
The same.

A very bad copy, without a date. Beginning as in

all the preceding copies. Many various readings, both

marginal and interlinear. College of Fort William,

1825.

No. 2262, ff. 1-133, 2 coU., each 11. 15 ; Shikasta ; size, 8^ in.

by 5 in-

1215

Khidrkhan u Duwalrani.

Another copy of Amir Khusrau's love-story of Khidr-

khan and Duwalrani, beginning as in No. 11 87, 11.

No date. Eleventh century of the Hijrah. The proper
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order of the leaves is : £f. 1-52, 56-95 (lacuna of one

leaf), 96-102, 53-55, 103-162.

Bibliotheca Leydeniaua.

No. 2796, ff. 163, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; some of the first leaves

slightly injured ; ff. 158-162 added by a later hand; Nasta'ltk;

size, 8f in. by 4I in.

1216

Another copy of the same.

This copy, which is dated the 8th of Dhu-alhijjah,

A. H. rf . (i.e. 1 220= A. D. 1806, Feb. 27), bears the title

of .--J«.^^y.i iZi.te. (see No. 1187, 11).

No. 188, ff. 128, 2 coll., each 11. 18; Nasta'Uk; size, pin.
by 5 in.

1217

A fragment of the same.

This fragment of Amir Khusrau's Kissa-i-Khidr-

khani (as it is styled here) comprises less than one

third of the whole poem ; it begins with the following

heading (corresponding to No. 2796, 1215 in this Cat.,

fol. 25«): j>+»* ^^j_,^ gr- > U'^j ^
'^^j.Jl

J
LjjJI.

First bait (not found in No. 2796):

Last two headings (on ff. 72a and 76^) : ^jXi^ ^p

y^jy- pL>t.i. c)j» J lSJ-^ j^i^ u^/*-•

jU

'^jiliil
,^f^j

^y. ^

•\jX^,, and o-)V5^ (=No. 2796, ff. 48*

and 57a).

The initial bait of the latter is

:

The final bait of the fragment (not found in No.

2796) is:

'[J-y- u^ iJ-^ (»;' u-j'V .r

No date. Eleventh and twelfth centuries. Bibliotheca

Leydeniana.

No. 2511*, ff. .^2*-78», 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; small, but distinct

Na.sta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 5|^in.

1218
Nuh Sipihr.

Another copy of Amir Khusrau's mathnawi, 'the

nine spheres,' introduced by a so-called chain-distich :

jUijS jL*jyj (_ji.LXJ yXj Jjl

jlXiT ,_jijL^-oj

Beginning of the mathnawi itself as usual : ^ l^ljui.

llsD. OFF.

The date of composition, viz. a. h. 718 (see No. 1 187,
1 3 above), appears here on the last page

:

No date. Two seals of former owners from A. h.

1179 and 1180 (a.d. 1765-1767), on fol. i".

No. 386, ff. 132, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; clear Nasta'Uk ; size,

io\ in. by s| in.

1219

Easa'il-ali'jaz (jl^iH J^^;)-
Amir Khusrau's famous work on epistolography and

elegant prose*writing, with numerous specimens both

of official documents and of the author's own letters,

entitled jl^ill J->^; o'" i^Jr**^ J^ ' ^""^ completed

according to the statement in Itieu ii. p. 527, A. h.

719 (a. D. 1 3 1 9) ; an earlier date, at least for the com-
pletion of the second risalah, is given in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 1006, viz. A. h. 716, 7th of Shawwal
(a.d. 1 3 16, Dec. 23) ; see besides these two references,

No. 1337 of the Bodleian Cat., and Elliot, History of

India, iii. p. 566. It consists of a preface, an intro-

duction (ii.a.Ljj), and five risalas, each of which is sub-

divided into several khatts («i), harfs (i—i^), etc.

Contents :

Preface, on fol. i**, beginning: ill J^aiJ \^\:S^\ ljj»

Introduction, on fol. io«, last line (v^ La-LjJ

First risdlah, in ten khatts (c^lj^l
|_j» JljiH iJL-^l

tj.ki. 8,JLc ^_Xs Jt ••
-'.? eyLSfll j), on fol. 1 5".

Second risdlah, in nine khatts {^ JL-jLJl iJLupi

kjJs-i. i* ) ijLc J^i-iJ u:)\jj:SA.\ ^ uJJjjX\), on

fol. 53^ In the Berlin copy (W. Pertsch, loc. cit.)

this risalah has ten khatts, like the first.

Third risdlah, in two khatts (^ ijJLiJI jJU^l

on fol. 149^'.

Fourth risdlah, in five khatts (^^ i

fol. r82l>.

Fifth risdlah, in six khatts (^
t^ iiL, Jlc J^JuiJ vJliil ^ tP.l^-Jl)- on fol.

277''. Numerous marginal glosses and additions,

written by the same hand as the text. The headings,

given here, are taken from the following copy. Dated

Shawwal, A.H. 1084 (a.d. 1674, January-February),

by Sayyid Ja'far ibn Sayyid Tahir Kadiri. The first

risalah of thejU^iH JjU; has been lithographed in

Lucknow, 1865;' the whole work, under the title of

j,-.ui. \\^\ in the same place, 1876.

No. 570, ff. 324, 11. 21; careless Nasta'Uk; illuminated

frontispieces at the beginning and at the top of the last four

risalas; size, t2j in. by 6J in.

z z

xjIjlJI), on

,Ul i!L-^l
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1220

Another copy of the same.

Preface, on fol. i^ beginning as in the preceding copy.

Introduction, on fol. 16".

First risalah, on fol. zs^; second, on fol. 88^; third,

on fol. ass^ ; fourth, on fol. 309b
; ffth, on fol. 449b.

Many valuable glosses, various readings, and other

additions on the margin. No date. The proper order

of ff- 337-341 is: 337, 339, 340, 338. 341-

No. 1024, ff. 531, 11. 15-17 ; irregular Nasta'llk, written by

different hands
;' illuminated frontiBpieces at the beginning and

at the top of the last four risalas ; size, 9I in. by 5| in.

1221

Insha-i-Amir Khusrau (j_f«j»_,-^l 'LiJl).

Letters on Sufic topics, mystic love, Persian and

Indian music, and similar subjects, written in a very

flowery prose style, intermixed with numerous verses,

by Amir Khusrau, forming a sequel to the preceding

work on epistolography, thejLs^^l Jo'--,.

The first letter is headed (on fol. 2*) : ,^jS. j c-.-js*

jj-iju.j jniLc JU. J~^\ J
»Jwi J^li .»y> &J «-»L)

Occasional short interlinear glosses. The copy

appears to be incomplete at the end. The first owner

was Muhammad Darwish.

No. 1766, ff. 83, U. 15; Nasta'llk ; size, S^ in. by 5I in.

1222

A biography of Amir Khusrau, with specimens from

his diwans (La.Lx-il u" • j/—» r^ J1)^0) beginning

:

Jl o\i\ H) t-r^-' ZT"-

No date.

No. 3337, olim 14. J. 13, ff. 33-43, 11. 17; clear and distinct

Nasta'llk ; size, gf in. by 5I in.

1223

Diwan-i-Hasan Dihlawi (t^^i cr~* o]yV)-
Lyrical poems by Amir Najm-aldln Hasan Sanjari

of Dihli, the friend of Amir Khusrau, and, like him,

a pupil of Nizam-aldin Auliya ; he was called the Sa'di

of India (see Haft Iklim, No. 392, col. 405 in this Cat.),

and probably died a.h. 727 (a.d. 1327); later dates of

his death are a.h. 738 (a.d. 1337, 1338), see Khulasat-

alafkar. No. 73 (Bodleian Cat., col. 305), and a.h. 745
(a.d. 1344, 1345) according to Taki Kashl ; the date

given in the Mirat-alkhayal, No. 31 (Bodleian Cat.,

col. 208), viz. A.H. 707 (a.d. 1307, 1308), is due to

a mistake, as the poet began in this year the memoirs

of Nizam-aldin Auliya, styled i\jil\ jJlji, which he

completed a.h. 720 (a. d. 1320); comp. Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 780-783; Rieu ii. p. 618; W. Pertsch, p. 73,

and Berlin Cat., p. 841; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 18,

No. 70, and p. 418; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes,

P- 356; J- Aumer, p. 22, etc. According to the pre-

face in prose, on fol. i'' sq., in this copy, the author

collected the poems of this diwan in his sixty-third year,

A. H. 7 1 5, and completed it the 20th of Dhu-alka'dah of

that year (a. d. 1 3 1 6, Feb. 1 5), see fol. 2'', 1. 3. He tells

us moreover, that he began composing poetry already in

his thirteenth year, and continued it for fifty years,

writing works both in prose and verse. He was con-

sequently bora A.H. 652 (a. d. 1254).

Contents

:

Preface in prose, on fol. i^" (the heading prefixed to

it, (JSju^ jjLoS v'-^ seems to refer to the poet's

epithet of the Indian Sa'di).

Kasidas, on fol. 2^, beginning :

From the sixth kasidah onwards (on fol. 8«, last line)

the arrangement is alphabetical.

Ghazals, on fol. 57'', beginning :

The alphabetical order begins, on fol. 60*', with the

thirteenth ghazal, the same which is quoted in Bodleian

Cat., No. 783; A. Sprenger, and W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat. : Jl
],

sU »J)jl _/>. J/- jj/^ y. ts'-

At the end a few kit'as. Some of these ghazals have

been edited byBland in his ' Century of Persian Ghazals,'

pp. O-A.

Ruba'is, on fol. 228*.

Copied A. H. 943 (a.d. 1536, 1537), according to the

colophon on fol. 230*. Another date appears on fol.

227*, viz. 903 (sJU-jt-J . cJ%ji »-i--), no doubt a mis-

take for 943 (sjUji—J
J o^r^J' 3 lijib"). College of

Fort William, 1825.

No. 2174, ff. 230, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; very clear and distinct

Nastaitk ; illuminated frontispiece on fol. i' ; a smaller illumin-

ated heading on fol. 57*; pictures on ff. 22", 34^ 62*, 133',

149'', and igo* ; size, 9 in. by 6^ in.

1224

Another copy of the same.

This copy, which is injured and greatly effaced in

many places, contains no kasidas, but has instead

a series of short mathnawis which are not found in

the preceding copy.

Contents :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first, which

begins, on fol. i^*:

The second (or first alphabetical) ghazal is identical

with the initial ghazal in No. 782 of the Bodleian Cat.,

viz. : Jl ^f k» ,_,iXj Cjj Lj •

Ruba'is, on fol. 65b; the third niba'i agrees with the

initial one in No. 780 of the Bodleian Cat. : y J-ii i^l

iJl \t. ibU i^*^ iii".

Mathnawiyyat, on fol. 71''; the first, in honour of

Sultan 'Ala-aldin Khilji, begins : i^b^j ^jya^j^i,^ L-j
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Jl ^.c (see Rieu, loc cit., and No. 783 of the

Bodleian Cat.) ; another mathnaw!, in honour of

Shaikh Nizam-aldln Auliya, noticed in No. 780 of the

Bodleian Cat., is found here on fol. S51, and begins :

Jl jjyj »AJj iLijb Ajj.

No date. Tenth century of the Hijrah. This copy
was bought at Lucknow and formerly belonged to

Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 3314, olim 19. J. 8, fF. 86, 4 coll., two in the centre, each
11. 35, and two on each side in diagonal lines, 11. i8 ; Nasta'Uk ;

a small illuminated frontispiece, slightly injured; size, lo^ in.

by 61 in.

1225
The same.

This copy, a few pages of which are injured, contains

only

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first two,

with some kit'as, rubais, and a short mathnawi at the

end. Beginning of the initial ghazal, on fol. 2'', corre-

sponding to No. 2174, 1223 in this Cat., fol. 57*'

:

The right order of S. 1-83 is: i, 2, 75-82, 3-74,

83 ; and of £f. 164-169 : 164, 166, 165, 168, 167, 169.

No date.

No. 512, margin-col., ff. 1-216*, 11. 34-26; small Nasta'Uk;
illuminated heading on fol. 2''.

1226
The same.

Another undated copy, containing

:

Ghazals in alphabetical order, except the first three.

Beginning of the initial ghazal, on fol. i*" :

The second ghazal corresponds to the initial one in

tlie preceding copy.

Beginning of the first alphabetical ghazal, on fol. 2''

:

\. »JL) jJljI. -3, U, J^^J^
The first alphabetical ghazal of No. 2174(1223 in this

Cat.) is found here on fol. 5*, but with some modifica-

tions in the first hemistich, viz. : ^^1.. j^ jLi j (^1

Euba'is, on fol. 157*'.

Colophon : j^^-.^. .i--,-'^ i_j
u'y-->

No. 1639, ff. 161, 2 coll., each 11. 12-13; Nasta'Uk ; illumin-
ated frontispiece ; large waterspots throughout ; size, 7| in. by
sin.

1227
The same.

No date. Contents.:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first two ;

the initial ghazal, on fol. i^, agrees with that in No.

512(1225 in this Cat.): Jl »L—j Ji.;..>^ sJljI^ ^ u\.

The first alphabetical gliazal, on fol. 2^, begins:

Ruba'is, on fol. 270*.

No. 16S7, ft'. 275, 2 coll., each 11. 9-10 ; Nastalik ; size, 7} in.

by 5i in.

1228

Jam-i-Jam {^ *W)-
The cup of Jamshid, a mathnawi in imitation of

Sana i's Hadiliah (see Nos. 914-925 in this Cat.), by
Rukn-aldin Auhadl Maraghi Isfahani (so according to

the majority of authorities, i.e. a native of Maragha
near Tabriz and resident of IsfahSn ; corap. Butkhana,
No. 31, Bodleian Cat., col. 20 r; Atashkada, No. 136,
ib., col. 266 ; Khulasat-alkalam, No. 4, ib., col. 295 ;

Khulasat-alafkar, No. 29, ib., col. 303 ; Makhzan-
algharaib, No. 32, ib., col. 317; only in the Haft
Iklim, No. 874, coll. 441 and 442 in this Cat., it is

distinctly stated that he ought to be designated Isfahani,

and not Maraghi, and that view is followed in the

Safinat-alauliya, No. 349, col. 309 in this Cat.), who
died in Maragha, a.h. 738 (a.d. 1337, 1338); comp.
Bodleian Cat., Nos. 785-789; Rieu ii. p. 619; W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat, pp. 713 and 839-841; A. Sprenger,

Catal., pp. 362, 363; G. Flugel i. p. 543; Hammer in

Wiener Jahrbucher, vol. 65, Anzeigeblatt, p. 67

;

H. Khalfa ii. p. 498, No. 3856, etc. Auhadi was a
pupil of Shaikh Auhad-aldin KLrmani (who died a.h.

697 = a.d. 1298), with whom he is often confounded.

Besides the present mathnawi, he composed a diwaii

(copies of which are described in Eieu ii. p. 619";
W. Pertsch, p. 72, etc.; see also H. Khalfa iii. p. 264)
and a »-.\j ji (see Rieu, loc. cit., and H. Khalfa iii.

p. 239). The Jam'i-Jam was composed A. h. 733 (a. d.

1332, 1333), see here, fol. 137'', 1. 3 (in one copy of the
British Mus. Or. 333 there appears as date a.h.

732), and divided into three daurs, viz.

(jiij^l, on fol. 21"; j^4<.a. tjXju, o4A-5 y ^y jy
'<

in two babs, (a) Loo JaI J^\ju>ji, on fol. 34l>
; (6) ji

isj^T Jj»l (jiU-., on fol. 79b; jU-. ^i ^i ^^^-, ^y
ca^l Jl^l J (jjil-», on fol. 1 2 lb.

Beginning

:

JlS JJ (read yil) j^il ^\ yt (read ji) JlS

Jl^i. Ub s^ J ^^
On fol. 8^ the praise of Sultan Abd Sa'id Bahadur-

kh&n, the reigning sovereign (a.h. 716-736= a.d.

1316-1335), begins, and on fol. 14* the dedication of
the poem to the wazir Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin Muham-
mad bin Rashid.

Dated by Mir Najm-aldin alhusaini, who transcribed

this excellent copy for his friend Mir Siraj-aldin, the
23rd of Rabi'-althanl, A. H. 1 169 (a. d. 1756, Jan. 26).

z z 3
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College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2223, fF. 138, 2 coll., each U. 17 ; small, but very distinct

Nasta'Uk ; size, 7I in. by 4 in.

1229

Another copy of the same.

Beginning: J I Jl5 jji *_.5) aiJ1_ja Jj.

Daur I, on fol. 29a; II, on fol. 47b; III (^^ jJ

No date.

No. 1222, ff. 195, 2 coll., each 11. 12 ; large Nasta'Uk; size,

7 in. by 4J in.

1230
Diwan-i-Ibn Yamin (^;^^!-»J ^\ ij\y.:i)-

An incomplete copy of the poetical works of Amir
Fakhr-aldin Maljmud bin Amir Yamin-aldin Muhammad
Mustaufi of Faryumad (three days' journey from Sabz-

war), commonly known as Ibn Yamin, who died in

Faryumad, a.h. 745 (a.d. 1344, 1345) ; see Haft Iklim,

No. 770 (col. 434 in this Cat.); Bodleian Cat., Nos.

790-792; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 433, 434; G. Fliigel

i- P- 545; Rieu ii. p. 825^; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 86, etc. ; and Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 358.

The statement made in the last-named Catalogue, that

the poet (according to the preface of his diwan) wrote or

collected his poems in a.h. 756 (a.d. 1355) is probably

due to some kind of error, as according to one of

Sprenger's copies already in a.h. 753 (a.d. 1352) one

of the poet's friends compiled a preface to the collected

diwan.

The present collection contains :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i'', beginning,

ljj». ^Ijlj ff^^L^ IjlOjI (the second hemistich is torn away),

agreeing with the beginning of No. 791 in the Bodleian

Cat. ; the second bait of this initial ghazal, viz.

corresponds to the beginning of No. 790 in the Bodleian

Cat., and of the second copy in Sprenger's Catal.,

p. 434,1- 12.

One tarji'band, on fol. 91^, beginning (as in No. 790
of the Bodleian Cat.)

:

Bodleian Cat,

second, on fol.

,
and seems to contain six majlis; the

III", is headed:

^Ki; x>\J )J CilU jy.

cyU (j5o j^ i^iy ys^ JLc jj

A few ruba'is, one mukhammas, and some fards, on
fol. 94''

J
beginning of the first poem :

Three mystical mathnawis, theirs* of which begins,

on fol. 99^

:

^J\y^y Uj^ (read xS) jj^ li |.jLil jl i_r^

corresponding to the first mathuawi in No. 791 of the

j1 ..U

from which it is evident that its title isj«^l o-i-s*

(which also appears in the last bait on fol. 124''); the

third, on fol. 124" (like the first without any heading),

begins with the initial bait of the preceding section

(on fol. 94b), viz. Ji ^yb ^f;!^^ \J ^.^,
this mathnawi breaks off on fol. 125b; there are besides

two lacunas, one after fol. 2 and the other after fol. 51,

and some leaves are severely injured.

No. 466, ff. 125, partly 3 coll., the first and third 11. 10,

the middle in diagonal lines, 11. 6 ; and partly 2 coll., each 11. 13

;

irregular Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 5^ in.

1231

Another copy of the same.

This collection of Ibn Yamin's poems, stj'led .Ix-il

.;; ,; ^}, and considerably smaller than the preceding

one, contains principally the famous Kit'as of the poet

(which have been translated into German by Sclilechta-

Wssehrd, 'Ibn Jemin's Bruchstucke,' Vienna, 1852;
new ed., Stuttgart, 1879), preceded by a few short

mathnawis.

Beginning of the first mathnawi, on fol. i^

:

Beginning of the first kit'ah, on fol. 7^ :

J^rr" '•ir':^- '^^. A^ j^ — f^-r^ ^j^ oy^ \r° ls*^'

No date.

No. 277, ff. 49, 2 coll., each 11. 12; Nasta'Uk; Uluminated
frontispiece ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

1232

Diwan-i-Badr-i-Cac (^U. ^jj (j|^j).

The lyrical poems of Badr-aldin (or according to

Khwashgu, Fakhr-aldin) Muhammad of Cac or Shash

(the modern Tashkand, also called Banakit), usually

called Badr-i-Cac, the full moon of Cac, who was the

panegyrist of Sultan Muhammad bin Tughluk (a.h.

725-752 = A.D. 1325-1351), and died after a. h. 746
(a.d. 1345, 1346); see Haft Iklim, No. 1532 (col.

495 in this Cat.) ; Bodleian Cat., No. 793 ; Kieu iii.

pp. 1031b, 1032'', 1046a; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 367 ;

Elliot, History of India, iii. pp. 567-573 (where some
of his poems are translated). Besides his lyrical poems,

he composed a s-.Lij»Lli in honour of the exploits of his

patron, completed a.h. 745 (a.d. 1344, 1345), see

Eieu iii. p. 1032"; the same date occurs in his diwan.

see A. Sprenger, loc. cit. ; the last date that can be

traced in his kasidas is a.h. 746, see Eieu iii.

p. 1046*.

The diwan contains chiefly kasidiis, with a few ghazals,

kit'as, and ruba'is at the end ; beginning :
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•1 1-^*1 j/J^-
'il J'i j' U^\ ,y^\

According to A. Spreiiger, Catal., p. 368, the whole

diwan has appeared in a lithographed edition, with

glosses and a vocabulary, Lucknow, A. h. 1261; the

kasidas have besides been lithographed in Cawnpore,

A. H. 1 26 1, and (with a commentary) in Eampur, A. h.

1289.

No date. Some marginal glosses on the first pages.

No. 90, ff. 96, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Naata'Uk ; size, 8J in.

by 5 in.

1233

Another copy of the same.

A smaller collection of the kasidas of Badr-i-Cac,

without any ruba'is ; the special value of this copy lies

in the numerous marginal and interlinear glosses which

elucidate the text. Beginning as in the preceding

copy.

Dated the 26th of Muharram, A.n. 1077 (ninth year

of 'Alamgir's reign) = A. d. 1666, July 29, at Patna,

by Muhammad Sharif, who made this copy for the

Nawwab Laslikarkhan.

No. 2697, ff. 57, 2 ooU., each 11. 17; Nasta'llk ; size, 11 in.

by 6| in.

1234

Humai u Humayiin (^j^U-» j (^U-»).

One of the famous mathnawis of Kamal-aldin Abu-
al'ata Mahmud bin 'Ali Murshidi, usually called Khwaju
Kirmani (or Bammi, see Haft Iklim, No. 286, col. 398
in this Cat., where his name is given as Muhammad
instead of Mahmud), who was born a. h. 679, the 5th

of Shawwal (a.d. 1281, Jan. 28), and died probably

A. H. 753 (a. d. 1352) ; the usual date of his death, viz.

745, is impossible, see Rieu ii. pp. 621'' and 623'^ On
the poet's life and works, comp. Erdmann in Zeitschrift

der D. M. G. ii. pp. 205-217; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 794-
796 ; Rieu ii. p. 620 sq. ; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 471-

473 ; W. Pertsch, pp. 6 and 70; G. Fliigel i. pp. 544,

545 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 357 ; Schefer,

Chrestomathie Persane, vol. ii, Paris, 1885, pp. 251,

252. This mathnawi was composed in Baghdad, and

completed A. H. 732 (a.d. 1331, 1332). Beginning:

No date.

No. 77, ff. 149, 2 coll., each 11. 15-16; unequal Nasta'llk,

occasionally mixed with Shikasta ; size, 9 in. by 5 j in.

1235
Samnama (i.^L..4L<).

This strange matbnawt, which is styled on fol. i*

»_«Lj»Li. (afterwards changed into i.«U (•^)i and in the

colophon s.j>\j_.L.., a full account of which has been

given by Spiegel in Zeitschrift der D. M. G. iii. pp.
245-261, is like the poem of the same title and contents,

described in Rieu ii. pp. 543, 544 (where, however, the

beginning differs, comp. also ib. iii. p. 1089''), merely

a close imitation or rather reproduction of KhwajA
Kirmani's (JjjUj* j (^Uj» in the preceding copy, in

which, simply for the ])urpo8e of deceiving the reatler,

the names of Humai, Humayun, etc., have been changed

into Sam, son of Narinian, Paridukht, etc. ; comp. also

Khulasat-alkalam, No. 24 in Bodleian Cat. (col. 297).

With the real Samnama this work has nothing what-

ever to do. Beginning the same as in the preceding

copy :

0.M..1
J

ilb JJjljJk |.Ll>

Ml* I., fe &.^ jJb Jm. LT^ ^j\ S
Dated the first of Eabi'-alawwal, a. h. 1085 (a.d.

1674, June 5).

No. 190, ff. KfS, 2 coll., eacli 11. 17; inelegant and careless

Nasta'llk ; size, 9 in. by sf in.

1236

Sindbadnama (j_«Ujbj..;-.-).

The extremely rare poetical version of the book of

Sindbad, which closely agrees with the Greek Sintipas

(see 'Essai sur les fables indiennes,' by Loiseleur de

Longchamps, pp. 93-137) and the prose-version of

Baha-aldin Muhammad (see Rieu ii. p. 748 sq.), and

has been fully described by F. Falcontr in the Asiatic

Journal, vols. 35, p. 169 sq., and 36, pp. 4 sq. and 99 sq.

The present copy is undoubtedly the same which

Falconer describes so minutely, and has on the second

fly-leaf the following entry :

'Purchased at an old bookstall for £1, June 1857,

by me.' Edwin Greenwood.
' It is called Sindibad Namah. It is a collection of

exceedingly interesting tales. An analysis, accompanied

with extracts, appeared in the Asiatic Journal, vols.

35 and 36, 1841. Neither the East India House
nor the British Museum possess a copy. I am told

this is the only copy in Europe, therefore it is very

valuable.'

To rectify Mr. Gi;eenwood's statement, H. H. "Wilson

has added, March 1859, to the above remarks the

following of his own, proving that this copy originally

belonged to the India House, and must have been

stolen from there and sold

:

' A curious fiction—the MS. belongs to the Library

of the East India House, as is evident from Mr. Fal-

coner's description.'

Mr. W. A. Clouston, who has based his ' Book of

Sindibad from the Persian and Arabic, with introduction,

notes, and appendix' (privately printed, 1884), to

a great extent on this copy, and given a description of

it in the Introduction, p. xi sq., has added on the

first fly-leaf, April 1884, a list of the lacunas and the

misplaced leaves in this MS., according to the original

Araliic paging. This Persian version was composed

A. H. 776 (a. d. 1374, 1375), see fol. 8^, 1. 5 (i-iiA^. y>.

(jiui. ibLift •ijjjl)j S'Ud begins, on fol. 2''

:

No date.

Lacunas after ff. 16, 26, 41, 44, 56, 61, 85, and 155.

No. 8124, ff. 166, 2 coll., each 11. 16; clear and distinct

Nasta'llk; illuminated frontispiece on fol. 2'; tf. 2*' and 3*
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luxuriously adorned ; excellent pictures (some of full size) on

ff. i'', 3", ii*, IS*", I4\ iS"", 20^ ai', 23", 2i^, 28", 29'', 31*, 33^
34^ 35*. 36^ 4o\ 43*, 45*. 47^ 48'. 48N 6°". 54^ 57^ 60", 64\
68*. 69*. 73*. 74^ 76". 76'. 78'. 8o*, 82*, 85', S?"-, 9l^ 94', 97*,

99% 102*, 106", io8», I09^ II4^ I^6^ 119', i3o*, 131'', 133'',

125», 126«, I28^ I29^ 132*, l34^ I35^ 137*, 138', ^38^ 142",

I43^ l49^ 15I^ 154*, 158*, 163', and 165"; size, 9f in. by
6^ in.

1237

Diwan-i-Salman (^^Ul--» ul>^'*)"

The fullest copy in the India Office Collection of the

lyrical poems of Khwajah Jamal-aldin Muhammad
Salman of Sawa, the son of Khwajah 'Ala-aldin Mu-
hammad, see Haft Iklim, No. 1008 (col. 452 in this

Cat.). He was born about A. h. 690 (a. d. 1291),

enjoyed the favour of the tlkani rulers, Amir Shaikh

Hasan Buzurg (a. h. 736-757 =a.d. i 335-1 356) and

his son, Shaikh Uwais (a.h. 757-776 = A. d. 1356-

1374), and died a.h. 778 or 779 (a. d. 1376 or 1377);
see Erdmann in Zeitschrift der D. M. C xv. pp. 758-

772; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 807-810; Kieu ii. p. 624 sq.;

Ouseley, Biogr. Notices, p. 117; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

P- 555; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 842, 843 ; Schefer,

Chiestomathie Persane, vol. i, Paris, 1883, pp. 114, 115.

Some select poems are published in Bland's ' Century

of Persian Ghazals,' No. 4, and in Erdmann's article in

the Zeitschrift, loc. cit. ; the kasidah, edited there on

pp. 760-762, has been metrically translated into German
by K. H. Graf, in 'Festgruss an die Mitglieder der

Philologen und Orientalisten-Versammlung in Meissen,'

1863.

Contents

:

Kasldas, tarji'bands, and kit'as, mixed together with-

out any alphabetical arrangement, on fol. i'', beginning :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 201^, beginning:

Mukatta'at (including some kasidas and ghazals), on

fol. 302I', beginning : Jl ^-S sJiiiT J5\IjL)^^;.^jlc taJLa..

Euba'is, on fol. 330*>, beginning: ^\jf Ok-.«i i^\

No date. A great number of leaves severely damaged,
and consequently some poems destroyed. Ff. 304 and

305 left blank.

No. 2778, ff. 335, a coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk; small illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 8 in. by 4J in.

1238

A somewhat smaller copy of the same.

Contents

:

Kasidas, tarji'bands, kit'as, and ghazals, all mixed

together, on fol. i^, beginning : Jl {j\jjt.:t O Ji^.

Ruba'is, on fol. 220^, beginning: i^.i ^^j^ljj^li u\

Jl J-»jj ij» »'•, corresponding to the beginning of this

part, in No. 807 of the Bodleian Cat.

On £f. 23ol'-244l' a complete index of the poems
contained in this copy, styled (somewhat insufficiently)

Fol. 180 and a part of fol. 182'' left blank. Various

readings and additions are occasionally found on the

margin.

No date.

No. 1041, |f. 244, 2 coll., each 11. 19; Nasta'lik, written by
three different hands (as it seems), viz. ff. 1-56 by the first,

ff. 57-229 by the second, and ff. 330-244 by the third; size,

9i in. by 5 in.

1239
The same.

This copy is again smaller than the preceding one,

but is the only one which has an exact date, viz. 4th of

Rajab, a.h. 1023 (a. d. 1614, August 10); the tran-

scriber's name is Harun 'Abd-alsalam.

Contents

:

Kasidas, tarji'bands, tarktbbands, and kit'as, for the

greater part (ff. 10"- 1141") in alphabetical order, on

fol. I**; beginning as in the preceding copies.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 1 46**, beginning

:

Jl JoLiX> jS 1;^;—a. S\.

A few ruba'is and fards at the end, on ff. 222-225.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2236, £F. 225, 2 coll., each 11. 15-16 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 1 1 in.

by 6 in.

1240
The same.

This splendid copy contains

:

Kasidas and tarkibbands, on fol. 2*", beginning:

Jl L?l_jA ji ji Jj^

.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 127'', beginning

:

Tarji'at, on fol. 203b, beginning

:

Marathi, on fol. 207^', beginning : ^1 ^^ jl (j-j

Mukatta'at, on fol. 217*, beginning:

I^J^ C« ,t. t > jl 15b 8.*^ _ >.!<.,» ^.> iS tsuo jjk-fl 1jj!»

Ruba'is, on fol. 241'', beginning: o,.> ^\.\sJj\S (j\

Fards, on fol. 254^, beginning

b ,,* &5T

:l/y* k^JJij L)ljJ»

^1 tr"-- o'

No date.

No. 407, margin-column, ff. 1-361'', 11. 44; small, bnt clear

and distinct Nasta'lik ; illuminated headings at the beginning

of each poem, and other ornaments throughout.

1241
The same.

This copy, which appears to have been made from

one of the earliest collections of Salman's poems, but

has unfortunately a lacuna after fol. 11, begins with
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a long artificial kasidah (cjJLo-» ij^^-aS), on fol. i**, of

the Bame manner of tausliih as those poems of Ahli

Shirazi, described at length in the Catalogue of the Bod-

leian Library, coll. 652, 653. The chief subtlety is, that

all the words of two and two, or three and three baits,

written in red ink, form together a new distich, usually

a mathnawi-bait, and every bait of this kind represents

a different metre and a different tropical figure ; for

instance, from the first two baits of the kasidah :

there springs this mathuawi-bait in the metre of —14

JLi ,t''j and representing j ill

,lj ..iLuJlJ ei)li.a

C^'.1:

OOjjj l^yi^ t5]^

.> jbjLa. eyL^a. vi*J^ "-i^*^ LJ|>^

Besides, (i) all the initial letters of the baits give

a kit'ah of three distichs, containing a dedication to

the Wazir Ghiyath-aldin Muhammad; (2) from the

jjLa., i.e. specially-selected letters, of the words in all

the first hemistichs springs a kit'ah of eight distichs,

in which no aZ?/appears
; (3) from the_^JL» of the words

in all the second hemistichs springs another kit'ah of

seven distichs, in which no diacritical point appears

;

and (4) by another arrangement of select letters, a ghazal

of five distichs is formed. Comparing this kasidah of

Salman's with the above-mentioned three kasidas of

Ahli Shirazi, it is evident that the latter based his

poems on that of his predecessor to such an extent that

it may almost be called a plagiarism.

The other contents of the diwan are :

Kasidas, tarji'bands, and kit'as, without any order,

beginning abruptly, on fol. 1 2*, in the middle of a poem
(one leaf being left blank) ; the initial poem of the

following copy (No. 2458), viz. Jl (j. ^..5 ,
c .j k-j^j^> '^

found here on fol. 30*. Ghazals, ILkewise without any

order, on fol. 202'', beginning:

,1j ,.jU. JlJj ji Jj y U
cr" Ji uW i ^J

J^J^ 1,

Rubais, on fol. 266'', beginning: Jl ^jl.ljJ .li ^J\.

Some words and whole lines are occasionally left

blank, on ff.
19a, iplJ, 84", and 268''-274«.

No date. A seal from a. d. 1799 on the last page.

No. 8213, ff. 274, a coll., each 11. 19 ; Nasto'llkj illuminated

frontiapiece on fol. i**; size, 9^ in. by 6 in.

1242
The same.

All the parts of this copy, which is likewise defective,

begin with poems, different from the initial ones in the

preceding copies, viz.

:

Kasidas, tarji's, and tarkibbands, without any order,

on fol. i^, beginning :

J-" c/y
jl_^ ^jLjj i^Ls-'. e*ibjjj£

see Erdmann in Zeitschrift, xv. p. 763. A lacuna

after fol. 109. ^
Kit.'as, on fol. 170'', beginning: ,^yt ip^Ulj ij\

?"^'-
. .

' ^
Rubais, on fol. 194'', beginning: viLt j\S y)j UU.

Jl Ok-jl (JH—i L) ^i y
No date. Slight injuries here and there.

No. 2458, if. 198, 2 coll., each 11. If; Nasta'lik; lize, 9J in.

by 5I in.

1243

Two mathnawis by Salman of Sawa.

1. Khwurshid u Jamshid (.v ;.?. «rfc « x-^^y^) or

Jamshid u Khwurshid (j^j-i.^fc . j ., .;.
.

.».), the love-

story of the prince of China and the princess of

Rum, completed in Jumada II, A. h. 763 (a. d. 1362,

April), at the request of Sultan Uwais. Beginning,

on fol. 261''

:

tSLiJo llr-»' i-i.».a>>lJ ,J — (^LiJo jlXU 5JfJ y^Jl

Extracts from this mathnawi are given in the Khu-
lasat-alkalam, No. 35 (Bodleian Cat., col. 298).

2. Firaknama (»-.L;j]^), the book of separation, com-

pleted A. H. 761 (a. D. 1360); beginning, on fol. 369'^:

(S)l» »/sJ j' *J {J^Sif |«l-i->

No date.

No. 407, margin-column, ff. a6i''-396*, 11. 44; clear Naata'Uk

;

ornaments throughout.

1244
Mihr u Mushtarl {tjjU:^ j j^)-
A good and tolerably old copy of the romantic math-

nawi ' Sun and Jupiter,' by Maulana Shams-aldin Mu-
hammad 'Assar of Tabriz, who died A. h. 784 (a.d. 1382,

1383); the poem was completed the loth of Shawwal,

A. H. 778 (a.d. 1377, Febr. 20); comp. expressly

Fleischer's excellent treatise on the lifetime of the

poet, and the date of the composition of this work, in

Zeitschrift der D. M. G. xv. pp. 389-396 ; Rieu ii.

pp. 626 sq. and 817 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 843-
845and 1066; Bodleian Cat., Nos.8ii-8i4;A.Sprenger,

Catal., p. 311 ; G. Flugel i. p. 547 ; Cat. des MSS. et

Xylographes, p. 359; J. C. Toruberg, p. iii; Peiper,

Comment, de Mihri et Musht. amoribus, Berlin, 1839,

and Stimmen aus dem Morgenlande, Hirschberg, 1850,

pp. 266, 449 ; Ouseley, Biogr. Notices, pp. 201-226
;

H. Khalfa vi. p. 277, No. 13471; Haft Iklim, No. 132

1

(col. 476 in this Cat.); Khulasat-alkalam, No. 45
(Bodleian Cat., col. 298), etc. A Turkish translation

of this poem is noticed in the Paris Cat., No. 313, I,

and in J. Aumer, Tilrkische Handschriften, No. 178,

Beginning

:

J^^LC j^jli. ^J^ '-» . ft (J—

•

U ^
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Dated the 27th of^ Dlm-alka'dah, A. h. 969 (a. d.

1562, July 29), by Akajan ibn Haji Amir Husaiu,

known as Arash Oghlu Arashi, of Arash, a town in

Shirwan.

No. 107, ff. 313, 2 coll., each 11. 12; distinct Nasta'llk

;

illuminated frontispiece, the first two pages ornamented ; size,

7J: in. by 4J in.

1245

Another extremely defective copy of the same.

The leaves of this copy, which is dated the last of

Eajab, A.H. 1021 (a. D. 1612, Sept. 26), are in a most

bewildering confusion, and there are nine lacunas of

considerable contents. A careful comparison with the

preceding copy shows that the proper order of the

leaves is as follows :

I, lacuna (= fol. I'J, 1. 3 ab infra, to fol. g^, l.in. penult,

in No. 1244), 38, 30-36, lacuna (= fol. 21", first line,

to fol. 2ib, 1. 4 in No. 1244), 87-90, lacuna (=:fol. 26'',

I. 4, to fol. 27'', lin. penult, in No. 1244), 42-58, lacuna

(=fol. 47», 1. 3 ab infra, to fol. 49^^, 1. 7 in No. 1244),

59-61, lacuna (=fol. 52*', last line, to fol. 54*", 1. 3 ab
infra in No. 1244), 62, 63, 70-86, 91-147, lacuna

(=:fol. 146*, I. 5, to fol. 146b, 1. 3 ab infra in No. 1244),

39-41, ii-i6, lacuna of four baits (=fol. 157*", lin.

jienult., to fol. 158'', 1. 2 in No. 1244), 17-29, lacuna

(=fol. 175^ 1. 3 ab infra, to fol. 184", 1. 5 in No. 1244),
2-10, 67-69, 64-66, 37, lacuna (= fol. 206'', 1. 7, to

fol. 2071", 1. 6 in No. 1244), 148-152. On the other

hand, this defective copy contains in several chapters

a series of baits not found in the preceding copy; for

instance, between 11. 6 and 7, on fol. 46^ in No. 1244,
tliere are wanting forty-five verses (=fol. 57*, 1. i, to

fol. 58*, last line in tlie present copy), and between
II. I and 2 of fol. 141'' in No. 1244 there are wanting
twenty-three baits (=fol. 142", 1. 4 ab infra, to fol.

1431', 1. 7 in the present copy).

Several pages of this copy are besides a little effaced

or otherwise injured.

No. 1238, ff. 152, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated
frontispiece ; the first page riclily adorned ; three miniature
paintings on ff. 3", 19", and 1 1 1" ; size, 8 in. by 4I in.

Haflz (Nos. 1246-1274).

1246
Diwan-i-Hafiz (liiU* i^jWjj).

The collected works of the greatest lyrical poet of

Persia, Shams-aldin Muhammad Hiifiz of Shiraz, who
died, according to the best authorities, and the date

engraved on the poet's tombstone, A. h. 791 (a. d. 1389);
see Haft Iklim, No. 200, col. 393 above ; a less

trustworthy date is a. h. 792, an absolutely wrong one

A. H. 794, found in Daulatshah. On the life and works

of Hafiz, comp. De Sacy, in Notices et Extraits, iv.

p. 238 sq. (a tianslation of Daulatshah's article on the

poet's life, which has also been edited, respectively

translated by Wilken, in his Chrestomathia Persica,

Leipzig, 1805, and in VuUers, Vitae Poetarum Persi-

corum); Ouseley,Biogr. Notices, pp. 23-42; Defr6mery,

in Journal Asiat. xi. 1858, pp. 406-425; Eieu ii.

p. 627 sq.; S. Pobinson, Persian Poetry, 1883, p. 385 sq.;

Wilberforce Clarke in the preface to his translation of

Hafiz (see further below), vol. i. preface, p. xxiii. sq.

;

Quarterly Review, 1892, Jan., pp. 33-62 sq. ; other

copies are described in Eieu, loc. cit. ; Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 815-853 ; "W. Pertsch, p. 75, and Berlin Cat., p.

845 sq. ; G. Flugel i. p. 551 sq. ; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 415; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 362; Cat.

Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 118 ; Rosen, Persian MSS.,

pp. 205-209; A. F. Meliren, p. 38; J. Aumer, p. 23,

etc. Principal text-editions : Calcutta, Fort William,

1 79 1 (by Abu 'Talibkhan), reprinted 1 82 6 ; by H. Brock- .

haus (with the Turkish Commentary of Sudi to the

first eighty odes), Leipzig, 1854-1856 ; by Eosenzweig

(text and German metrical translation), 3 vols., Vienna,

1856-1864; Calcutta, 1858 (with commentary by

Path 'All); by Major H. S. Jarrett, Calcutta, 1881;

Odes of Hafiz, with explanatory notes by Pistanji

Kuvarji Taskar, Bombay (Education Society's Press),

1887; Persian text, with two Turkish commentaries

(the second by Sudi), Constantinople, 1870; Persian

commentary, by Maulana Sayyid Muhammad Sadik'Ali,

Lucknow, 1876 and 1886. Lithographed editions:

Calcutta, 1826; Bombay, 1828, i84i,aud 1883, besides

A.H. 1267 and 1277; Cawnpore, 1831; Bulak, A.H.

1250, 1256, and 1281; Constantinople, A.H. 1257

(1841); Tabriz, A.H. 1257 and 1274; 'Tahran, A.H.

1258; Mashhad, A.H. 1262; Dihli, A.H. 1269, a.d. 1884

and 1888; Lucknow, A.H. 1283, 1285, A.d. 1876, 1879,

and 1883; Lahore, 1888. Complete translations of

the whole diwan by Hammer, Tubingen, 181 2 (in

German prose); Eosenzweig (in German verse), see

above ; and H. Wilberforce Clarke (in English prose,

with copious notes and an exhaustive commentary),

2 vols., London, 1891.

Select poems have been translated : into Latin, by

Meninski, Vienna, 1680 (the first ode); T. Hyde,

Oxford, 1767 (the first ode); Revisky in ' Specimina

Poeseos Persicae,' Vienna, 1771 (the first sixteen odea);

into German, by Wahl, in ' Neue Arabische Anthologie,'

Leipzig, 1791, pp. 46-74; Daumer, Hamburg, 1846,

Niirnberg, 1852 (free adaptations of Hafiz' ghazals)

;

Nesselmann, Berlin, 1865; Bodenstedt, Berlin, 1877;

into French, by W. Jones, Works, vol. 5, London, 1 799

;

into English, by J. Richardson (sixteen odes after

Revisky), London, 1774, revised by S. Rouss-eau, 1802;

J. Nott, 1787 ; W. Jones in Asiatic Researches, vol. 3,

1792, and in his 'Works,' vols. 2 and 4, London, 1797

and 1799; W. Ouseley, in 'Persian Miscellanies,'

London, 1795, and 'Oriental Collections,' vols. 1-3,

Loudon, 1 797-1 800; J. Hindley, 1800; S. Robinson,

A Century of Ghazals in Prose, London, 1873 ; Persian

Poetry, 1883 (see above); H. Bicknell, Selections,

London, 1875; E. H. Palmer, Song of the Eeed etc.,

London, 1876; W. H. Lowe, Cambridge, 1878; E. P.

Evans, in 'Atlantic Monthly,' 1884. An unknown

ode by Hafiz has been published by H. Blochmann,

in Journal Asiat. Society of Bengal, vol. 46, p. 237,

Calcutta, 1877; the 5_.Li ^yU has appeared in English

translation, in 'New Asiatic Miscellany,' vol. i. p. 327,

Calcutta, 1789, and (together with a few odes) by

Gulchin in Asiatic Journal, vOl. 4, pp. 113, 2i5> ^^^
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550; a poem of Hafiz in German translation by Ettckert

lias been published by E. Bayer in Magazin fUr die

Litt. des Inn- und Auslandes, Berlin, 1890, pp. 293-

295; comp. also Zenker i. 559 sq. and ii. 517 sq.;

and the preface to Wilberforce Clarke's translation,

pp. xviii-xx.

The present copy contains :

The preface of Muhammad Gulandam, who was

a friend of Hafiz, and collected after the poet's death

his scattered works, on fol. i*", beginning : . Ixrf j-^a.

Kasidas, on fol. 6'', beginning

:

(= p. 395 in the Lucknow edition of A. h. 1285; Bee

also No. 840 in the Berlin Cat.).

The second kasidah corresponds to Brockhaus, No.

692: Jl jj^J Uj^i j.

One tarji'band (entitled S...L5 ^yL-), on fol. 14^,

beginning: Jl (jftU tsV* 'rir' {J^> ^^ Bodleian

Cat., No. 818.

One mukhammas, corresponding to Brockhaus, No.

693, and Rosenzweig iii. p. 534, on fol. iS*", beginning:

A short mathnawi of ten baits, on fol. 19'', beginning:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 20^, beginning

with the usual bait : Jl ^LUI LjjI b ill

.

Mukatta'at, on fol. 175'^, beginning: ^^oi^ iJU Jo

Jl t5j vW-l J
(Brockhaus, No. 574).

Mathnawis, the first of which, on fol. iSo*", styled

»-«U ^yl^, begins : Jl ^ i^jl ^yl— Uj) comp. Bodleian

Cat., No. 816. The second, on fol. 183", begins:

Jl li-.ijM, see ibidem (printed in Wahl's Arabische

Anthologie ii. 38; in the Lucknow edition of 1285,

p. 347 sq., it is styled, like the previous one, »_.U ^U-;
in Eoseuzweig's edition iii. p. 500, it forms part of the

s_.U ^J^ ',
comp. W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 850,

note 5). The third, on fol. 184", corresponds to Brock-

haus, No. 685, beginning : Jl uj^T t^l ill.

Euba'is, on fol. i85l>, beginning: ^^ ^^f** >r
Jl (j5j-i Ji ^^1 JjLlil.

Dated the 20th of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1004 (a. d.

1596, Jan. 21). The copy belonged formerly to Sir

Barry Close.

No. 1836, ff. 19J, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated
frontispieces on if. I'and 20''; ff. i*", 2", 20'', and 21" splendidly

adorned; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

1247
Another copy of the same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i'', beginning:

Jl U5I U ill.

^ IND. OFF.

One tarkibband and one mukhammas (the latter =
Brockhaus, No. 693), on fol. i86».

Mathnawis, on fol. 189"; the first beginning: {j\ ill

J! (jjyj (Brockhaus, No. 685).

Mukatta'&t, on fol. 194*', beginning:

A short mathnawi often baits, on fol. 202'', beginning:

JiTJji

j^. %X)\i

see fol. 19^ in the preceding copy.

Euba'is, on fol. 203*, beginning: ti^ Jl

Jl c:.BfJl^ {^pjt^) jXa. (Brockhaus, No. 633).

Dated by Muhammad Husain in the month Eamadan,
of the 23rd year (of whose reign is not stated ; it must

be either^Shahjahan's, A. H. 1059 = A. d. 1649, Sept.-

Oct., or'Alamglr's, A.H. io9i=A. d. 1680, Sept.-Oct.).

No. 2387, ff. 210, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'llk, by three

different hands, the oldest on ff. 7-27, 68-79, ^4> ^5> ""^ 9'>"

210, the middle one on ff. 60-67, 80-83, """i 86-89, the youngest

on ff. 1-6 and 28-£9 ; size, 8 J in. by 5 in.

1248
The same.

This copy contains only :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i'^, beginning

as usual.

A few kit'as, on fol. 160".

One mathnawi ((Jjm\ tj\ ill = Brockhaus, No. 685),

on fol. 162^
A few ruba'ts, on fol. 163*.

Dated the 2nd of Muharram, a.h. 1084 (a. D. 1673,

April 19), by 'Abd-alnabi Kadiri ibn Shaikh Husain,

a friend of the Imam Miyanjan Muhammad ibn Shaikh

Miranji. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2764, ff. 164, a coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'llk; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 9i in. by 52 in.

1249
The same.

Contents :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i*", beginning

as usual.

The same short mathnawi of ten baits, as in Nos.

1246 and 1247 above, beginning, on fol. 186*: Oj^
Jl uU*-j'> J^l-

Mukatta'at, on fol. 186^, beginning: Jl j.^ jL^.

Euba'is, on fol. 194*, beginning:

see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., No. 849, p. 488.

This copy was presented to Major Eobert MacKenzie
by William Shep. Greene, 1 709.

No. 80, ff. 198, 2 coll., each 11. la ; excellent Nasta'llk ; illumi-

nated frontispiece ; ornaments throughout ; size, 8| in. by i\ in.

3A
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1250
The same.

Contents :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i*", beginning

as usual.

A few mathnawi-baits and a series of kit'as, the

latter beginning, on fol. 233'' : =JI ^^\-*j x^ i—aJl.

Ruba'is, on fol. 239b, beginning : yjL-« c**^ i_<wi-ol

Jl jj^ (Brockhaus, No. 626).

Dated by Hidayat-allah at Multan the 5th of Sha'ban,

A. H. 1 147 (a. D. 1734, Dec. 31). College of Fort

William, 1825.

No. 2305, ff. 245, 2 coll., each 11. 9 ; large Nasta'llk, written

on paper sprinkled with gold j illuminated frontispiece ; the first

two pages adorned with gold arabesques ; size, 9J in. by 5I in.

1251
The same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning

as usual.

A few kasidas, mathnawis, and tarkibbands, on fol.

141'', beginning as in No. 1246 : Jl lil^^^j^ ^])}^-

A mukhammas, on fol. 153*, beginning as in Nos.

1246 and 1247 : Jl ^jl-» ij\ jj jnij; ji.

Mukatta'at and ruba'is, on fol. 154*, beginning:

Jl c:. ... . > ^-j» »j Ljo >_• <i
•

« ijyf" \]^ iJ^-

Dated the 17th of Sha'ban, A. H. 1184 (a. d. 1770,
Dec. 6), by 'Aiim-aldin.

No. 8356, olim 7. J. 10, S. 162, 2 coll., each 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk,

the first page supplied later by another hand; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

1252
The same.

Contents :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i'', beginning

as usual.

Three kit'as, the first of which, on fol. 154% begins;

Jl ^^i jj s-i.. Ji (see No. 1246).

One tarji'band, on fol. 155*, beginning: jLo jib ij\

1 iJj\a " .!..> (see Bodleian Cat., No. 816).

A mukhammas, on fol. 157*, last line, beginning as

in Nos. 1246, 1247, and 1251.

Mathnawis, on fol. i58*>, the first beginning: {j\ ill

Ruba'is and fards, on fol. i68», beginning: ^\S

Jl lajL» ; the second (which in many copies heads

this part) corresponds to Brockhaus, No. 617, c5^
Jl Ja-ulSJ.

Colophon on fol. 175*, giving the date of the copy

as the fii-st of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 1198 (a.d. 1784,

Oct. 16), and the name of the transcriber as Ghulam

Ali bin Muhammad j^^jj;!. On fol. 175^^ (the last

^

d

page) the beginning of a kasidah : JjJ ^Ll»jj .i

No. 3509, ff. 175, 2 coll., each 11. 16; small Nasta'llk; illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 4j in. by 3 in.

1253
The same.

Contents :
^

Muhammad Gulandam's preface, on fol. i**, beginning:

One kasidah, on fol. 6^, beginning : *->jJ L-^-S

Jl t5Jjyj.i..

One mathnawi, on fol. 8" (Brockhaus, No. 685,

Jl i5jj»l ij\ ill); one mukhammas, on fol. 10* (Brock-

haus, No. 693, Jl j-ij: ji) ; and a second mathnawi,

on fol. II*, Jl ijjiij^ (see No. 1246 above).

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 16^.

Some kit'as, on ff. 170^-179''.

A second kasidah, on fol. 179^ (Brockhaus, No. 692).

A tarji'band, on fol. 180^, beginning as in No. 1246:

Ruba'is, on fol. 182^, beginning: Jl tx^^j iS^j^

(see No. 1252).

Two small lacunas, on ff. 90'' and 139'''. Copied

A. H. 1 212 (a.d. 1797, 1798), in Isfahan, by 'Ali Rida,

known as Mirza Baba of Shiraz, at the request of Ja'far

'Alikhan Bahadur.

No. 172, ff. 188, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; large and distinct Nasta'-

llk; illuminated frontispieces on ff. i'' and 16"; if. I*, 2", 16",

and 17' richly adorned; size, i:J in. by 6J in.

1254
The same.

Contents

:

Muhammad Gulandam's preface, on fol. i''.

Two kasidas, on fol. 61^ (with some lines left partly

or wholly blank); beginning of the first, Jl ^^^
(see the preceding copy) ; the second, on fol. 8*, begins

:

"ji .L^il :,^ xj^jj\j\ iS iSjXJU (corresponding to

the beginning of the Calcutta edition of 179 1).

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. g^.

Kit'as, on fol. 195", beginning : Jl s-i.. J.J.

The same tarji'band as in No. 1252, but beginning

here, on fol. 205": Jl (^lAi-yjj _^. jb u\.

The usual mukhammas, on fol. 207'^.

Five short mathnawis, on fol. 209* ; the first begins

:

the second, on fol. 210^ is the usual one: ts' i"

Ruba'is, on fol. 2I9^ beginning: Jl ts^j ij^j^-

A few verses from the 8-«b J»b-, on fol. 227^.
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No date. Presented by Lieut. -Col. W. Kirkpatrick,

May, 1804.

No. 28C3, ff. 228, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; very large and distinct

Nasta'llk; a gorgeously illuminated frontispieue on fol. Q**;

ff. g' and io» richly adorned ; splendid Eastern binding, outside

with flowers, inside with two large pictures, unfortunately
severely injured on both sides ; size, 13! in. by 8J in.

1255
The same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. !*>.

Mathnawis, kit'as, and ruba'ls, onfol. 248*', beginning:

The usual mukhammas, on fol. 2598.

No date. Presented by J. H. Peile, Esq., Sept. 19,

18 18; transferred to Civil College, Aug. 9, 1819.

No. 8467, olim 7. J. 13, ff. 271, 2 coll., each 11. 11; large

Nasta'Uk, by a modem hand; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

1256

The same.

Contents

:

Muhammad Gulandam's preface, on fol. i*".

Kasidas and tarkibbands, on fol. 5*>, beginning:

Jl tjUii (A-t^JJ (corresponding to the second kasidah

in No. i246=Brockhaus, No. 692).

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 14^.

The usual mukhammas, on fol. 203".

Kit'as, mathnawis, and rubais, on fol. 204^, begin-

ning : Jl fcjL. Jo; the first mathnawi, on fol. 2i6»,

Jl »;< j^ ; the first rubat, on fol. 223% is^

Jl 8xu:5j.

No date. Some pages slightly injured, almost all

soiled by water and partly effaced.

No. 8464, olim 7. J. 8, ff. 228, 2 coU., each 11. 14 ; Nasta'Uk
;

illuminated frontispieces on ff. i"", c,^, and 14'' ; rather effaced

pictures on ff. 53", 95^ 147*, and 197'; small ornaments
throughout ; size, 8^ in. by 4^ in.

1257
The same.

Contents

:

Muhammad Gulandam's preface, on fol. il>.

Kasidas, on fol. 5a, beginning: Jl ^^\y:j iJ/^^j-

Three mathnawis, on foL 10''; the first beginning:

Jl ts^Tcji ill-

Some tarkibbands and the usual mukhammas, on
fol. 17a.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 20b.

Kit'as, on fol. i94*>, beginning as in No. 1250:

Jl ^JL«J Jl4* k_K-ol.

Rubais, on fol. 204'', beginning as in No. 1250:

Jl C*^j u,.wi-.l.

No date. Some pages injured; Tsrious readings and
additions on the margin.

No. 678, ff. I -2 10, 2 coll., each U. 15; Nasta'Uk, the first

two pages illuminated ; size, 8|^ in. by 5^ in.

1258
The same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i*".

Tarkibbands, a few mathnawis (the first beginning

:

Jl iSyS is\ ^1), and the usual mukhammas, on fol.

1 831. _
Kit'as, on fol. 193*, beginning: Jl «jl.. Jj.

RubS,'is, on fol. 201'^, beginning as in No. 1249:

No date.

No. 1704, ff. 209, 2 coll., each 11. 14; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

1259
The same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 1*.

A few mathnawis, on fol. 204'', the first begins

:

Jl <jfA\ u\ y\; the second, a »_»L> fjH-, begins, on

fol. 206a, as the first mathnawi in No. 1246 : ^L. Lj

ij' u'-

Parts of ff. 207'* and 208 are left blank.

Kit'as, on fol. 209*, beginning: Jl dU i^J J «JL»j

(=Brockhaus, No. 580). ^
A few ruba'ls, on fol. 212*, followed on fol. 214* by

a short account of Hafiz. On ff. 2150—217'' a tract

on the various metres of epic poems, illustrated by
those of Sana'l, Nizaml, Khusrau, etc. (see a similar

tract at the beginning of the autograph of Jami's

Kulliyyat in Rosen, Persian MSS., pp. 216-218).
On fol. 2 1 8a some scattered poetry. Bibliotheca

Leydeniana.

No. 2826, ff. 218, a coU., each U. 13; Nasta'Uk; size, 6| in.

by 4j in.

1260
The same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. !*>.

'

Kit'as, ruba'ls, and fards, on fol. 186^, beginning:

J I ^J^ fj' J^)j J I »J (.5I (corresponding to the first

kit'ah in No. 66 of Rosen's Cat.).

No date. Occasionally various readings on the mar-
gin ; some pages slightly injured at the comers.

No. 3466, olim 7. J. 12, ff. 201, 2 coll., each U. 15 ; NasU'Uk;
size, 8f in. by 4J in.

1261
The same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on foL i^.

3 A 2
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A few mathnawis, on foL 164'' ; the first beginning :

Kit'as and ruba'is, on fol. 163", beginning: JI uLa Jo.

Ff. 158-165 are misplaced, their proper order is:

158, 164, 160-163, 159) 165.

No date.

No. 3344, olim 7. J. 14, ff. 168, 2 coll., each 11. 14; small,

but clear Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece, the first two pages

neatly adorned ; size, 6^ in. by 3J in.

1262
The same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on ff. 172-178 of No.

3358, and ff. 1-181" of No. 3357. At the end, on fol.

18 il* sq., a few mathnawis, beginning : Jl %jjiij^.

No date. ^
The first seven leaves have by mistake been bound

at the end of No. 3358, instead of being put at the

top of No. 3357.

No. 8358, olim 7. J. 15, ff. 171-178, and No. 3357, olim 7.

J. II, ff. i8j, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; clear Nasta'llk; illuminated

frontispiece; size, 8f in. by 4I in.

1263
A defective copy of the same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^.

Kit'as and ta'rlkhs, on fol. 205*, beginning: j : ...

»

Three mathnawis, on fol. 211*; the first begins

:

Jl {Jja\ 1^1 ill; the second, on fol. 212'': Jl j_li» —u;

the third, on fol. 21 31": Jl ^^y, (^l5 ji JyJL. ^Jix^;

it breaks off on fol. 2 1
4^.
^

On the last fly-leaf the following remark: From
Exhibition of 185 1.

No. 3511, ff. 314, 2 coll., each 11. 12; clear and distinct

Nasta'lik ; illuminated frontispiece on fol. i*"; neat arabesques
with flowers at the end, and sometimes even in the middle, of
each ghazal, etc. ; additional illuminations in gold, green, and
other colours on ff. 33'', 25% 44'', 47'', 52'', and 65*; some pages
injured

;
pictures on ff. s', 4'', 6», S', ii», 13*, 14*, i?*", 24*, 25'',

29°. 30', 33^ 40^ 45*. 48*. 49N SI*. S3', 6i\ 65^ 68^ 76', 85b,

87^ 89', loi", 103*, no*. III'', 114", 119*, 121*, 124*, 127'', 129'',

136", i39», i4i», i44», i54«, 161', I63^ 168', 171*, 176', 180',

184', 188'', 191'', I93^ 194'', and 203''; size, 7^ in. by 4J in.

1264

Another defective copy of the same.

Contents

:

Muhammad Gulandam's preface, on fol. i''.

Kasidas, on fol. 4^, beginning : L~^ iS ^^ »j . . ..,

jf-J' ^jL». I—a-h Uj-> (corresponding to the initial

kasidah in Bodleian Cat, No. 826, and Rosen, No. 66).

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 9^.

Kit'as, mathnawis, and a few ruba'is, on fol. 151^,

beginning : Jl |»jl*fi J.4I ,j-w ; this part is incomplete

and breaks off on fol. 162''. Some pages slightly

injured.

No. 3465, olim 7. J. 9, ff. 162, a coll., each 11. 16 ; Nastallk

;

size, 7J in. by 4 in.

1265

A third defective copy of the same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in "alphabetical order, on fol. i^*. There is

a lacuna of three leaves after fol. 2.

Four unalphabetical ghazals, on ff. I5it'-I53*.

The usual mukhammas, on fol. 153*.

Mathnawis, kit'as, and ruba'is, on fol. 154*, beginning:

ji ijjJ is\ ill."

Ff. 24 and 25 are misplaced and must be inserted

after fol. 117.

No date. A few various readings and additions on

the margin.

No. 8358, olim 7. J. 15, ff. 1-171, 2 coll., each 11. 16; Nas-
talik ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8J in. by 4J in.

1266
Extracts from the same diwan.

Contents

:

Muhammad Gulandam's preface, on fol. 400''.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 402*>.

Kit'as, on fol. 492*, beginning : ^^jj -ily^ji j

Ji jiU.1 (=Brockhaus, No. 583).

Ruba'is, on fol. 494*, with a few fards at the end,

beginning: Jl ix:^ U^-
No. 407, margin-column, ff. 40o''-496*, 11. 44; dear Nasta'llk;

ornaments throughout.

1267

The ghazals of IJafiz.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning as usual.

Dated by Shaikh Abu Turab, living in Diwpur in

the Pargana of JXij, the ist of Dhii-alhijjah, A. H.

1213 (1206 of the Bangali era=A. D. 1799, May 6).

No. 2398, ff. 205, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'llk; size 8| in.

by 6i in.

1268

Another copy of the same ghazals.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order.

No date. This copy is extremely worm-eaten.

No. 8513, ff. 189, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; Nasta'llk; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 7| in. by 3I in.

1269

Sharh-i-Diw4n-i-Hafiz (lijL* ul^.> rr**)*

A Persian commentary on the ghazals of Hafiz, by

an anonymous writer, compiled A. h. 1026 (see fol.

248^, 1. 7) = A. D. 1617. It is the same commentary

which is noticed by A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 416, 1. 20,

beginning : t^l ^J>Vi jlTT
_j
Uh . . . ^yL^l UjI 1j i^l
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1 ,1^ L^jl lj>j '•^^ k J
Cx^l » « i :) >-^/^ ^' ^ \.:s-j

*ilr^ ^v j\.

The explanations given are very elaborate and of a

decided §iific character.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2490, ff. 249, U. 17; Nasta'Uk; worm-eaten in several

places ; size, Sg in. by 5J in.

1270

Kashf-alastar 'an wujuhi mushkilati alash'ar (v_4jtJ

Another commentary on Hafiz' diwan, by Muhammad
Afdal of Ilahabad, who flourished under Shahjahan,

forming the seventh risalah out of eighteen (not

sixteen as Sprenger asserts), dealing with the interpre-

tation of Persian poetry, except the mathnawl and the

hadikah. The immediately preceding sixth risalah

was a commentary on Nizami's Sharafnama or Iskan-

damama, as we learn from the very heading of this

copy, on fol. i^ : ^xiX-j jj-4-J

Beginning

:

The title appears on fol. 2^, and in the same page

begins the introduction (s-sli-o) to the commentary.

The commentary itself opens, on fol. 2 1'^ (r/-' j^ pjr^

ALljtM*« ^J^ & » )t^

..U-.
v^-'

i *-.-» ,JtfLjl), with the verse : j^ c:«.... >

The work is especially interesting, on account of its

long extracts from older and contemporary writers,

particularly on mystical matters; comp. A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 415. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2482, ff. 153, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk; size, 8' in. by 6 in.

1271

Khulasat-albahr fi iltikat-aldnrar
{^J

^xt^^ i-oiU.

jjS^\ UUJI).

Part of a third detailed commentary on Hafiz diwan,

composed by 'Abdallah, known as 'Ubaid-allah, with

the epithet Khaltfah Hayy bin 'Abd-alhakk (known as

'Abd-alkadir alkhwishl alcishti). The author states in

the preface, that he had already compiled, before this

work, another commentary on the difficult passages of

Hafiz' diwan, styled i-,j^l j^-, that he was for a time

attached to the Shaikh Maulana "Abd-alrashid (known

as Muhammad Rashld) Yuwanji, and afterwards in the

service of Shaikh Pir Muhammad of Lakhnau, and

that he then resolved upon writing a larger and fuller

exegetical work on Hafiz. But this copy contains

only a small portion of the poet's diwan; it com-

prises only the ghazals as far as the rhyme-letter \1>,

all the rest is missing, perhaps never completed by the

author.

Beginning : iy» 'LJjl w j^jjj'x* ,jijli«. j ^^L->

The ghazals of Hiifiz are not only, as is usual in

diwans, arranged according to the last rhyme-letter,

but there are also subdivisions according to the Jirgt

letter of the first bait of each ghazal, which are called

bdbs. The larger divisions according to the rhyme-

letter are styled kitdb.

The right order of fif. 79-113 is: 79, 87, 88, 81-86,

80, 89-104, 112, 106-iir, 105, 113.

No. 1029, ff. 256, 11. 19 ; careless Nastallk ; size, 9I in. by

1272

Kalid-i-diwan-i-Hafiz (!aiL> c;|)-?.J i-t^)-

Explanation of the difficult words and phrases in

Hafiz' diwan, arranged alphabetically, and preceded by

an introduction («-«Xi.«) on the mystical terms which

frequently occur in the poems of Hafiz, for instance,

(jjLc, (j-iiLc, (jj
,' . .

_ etc. The author's name does

not occur; as title appears, on fol. i*: loil* i^\}» J-jJj

and lajL» u^llA^i.

Begiiming of the preface, on fol. i''

:

.b l;**<^ ic^ t^v. a • Jut.) I^ljj

1 ,.|Uail» J\y_i

Beginning of the alphabetical key (xJlJ) or glossary,

on fol. lo* : (clrt-i. loiU. s-a-l^ji ^j'^J uyUJ jUT

ji ZjJTZib.

No date. Copied by Fakhr-aldin.

No. 1840, ff. 1-21,11. 13; very careless Nastallk ; size, 8j in.

by 6 in.

1273

Another key to Hafiz' diwan.

This little work is, like the preceding one, entitled

at the beginning iaiL» ».»-Ui J->." , and in the colophon,

on fol. 38*, klila. ^Jl^i uiif-ojt. i^ljt^. It also consists

of two parts, for although the colophon appears already

at the end of the first part, there cannot be any doubt

that the following alphabetical glossary belongs, as

second part, to the same work. The author's name
seems to be Nur Muhammad (see fol. 21^ : ^.Jia. j^
jJlar* ivj), who may be identical with Mir Muhammad
Nur-allah Ahrari, the commentator of the mathnawl
(see No. 1104 above). The first part contains, like

the mukaddimah of the preceding JuJ5, an explanation

of mystical terms and phrases in twenty short babs,

beginning, on fol. 21'': ^j^\ cy,-<i.» -. {j\sj j Jl«.»

The second part, an alphabetical glossary for the

difficult and rare words, especially the Arabic ones,

which are found in Hafiz' poems, begins, on fol. 38**

:

No date. Copied by the same Fakhr-aldin.

No. 1840, ff. ai-48, 11. 13; very careless Nasta'llk; size,

8i in. by 6 in.
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1274

A third key to Hafiz' diwan.

This glossary to Hafiz' diwan is arranged alphabeti-

cally according to the first letter, and begins, without

any introduction, immediately with the explanation of

the word i_>j-il=Lc»i. jj-i., after which follows «jL.jl

= s.:Li,jj 'LjjoUCa., and so on. No title occurs any-

where.

No date. Some pages badly injured.

No. 678, ff. 211-235, U. 15 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 8Jin. by 5I in.

1275

Diwan-i-Jalal (Jib^ (j]^.>).

Lyrical poems by Sayyid Jalal-aldin of Yazd, the son

of Sayyid 'Adud-aldin, who was a wazlr of Muhammad
Muzaffar; according to Taki Kashl (see A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 18, No. 71) he died a. h. 793 (a. d. 1391);
comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 854; Butkhana, No. 32, ib.,

col. 200; Atashkada, No. 623, ib., col. 283; Makhzan-
alghara'ib, No. 490, ib., col. 326 ; Eieu ii. p. 869'^.

Contents

:

A preface in prose, on fol. 496*, beginning : Jh\ |,-~>

d
1 (j«Lj3 J j-»

ijj.

Kasidas, on fol. 499*, beginning :

XiSji sjjjsj i'Pj LL-o U-o

Ghazals, on fol. 509^, beginning

:

Kit'as, on fol. 566*, beginning : .sUo ,Jjj IjJjljLi.

Euba is, on fol. 568% beginning : -t^ : (.lU^jX* ij\

Good copy, not dated.

No. 407, margin-column, S. 496»-i;7i'', 11. 44; illuminated

throughout ; clear and distinct Nasta'lik.

1276

Tuhfa-i-Nas^'ih (JL^ isJ).

A didactic poem, in form of a kasidah, on all the

various topics of ethics and practical philosophy, some-

what on the lines of Nasir bin Khusrau's Eushana'inama
• (see No. 904 in this Cat.), by Yusuf Gada (Yusuf the

dervish) or according to the colophon of the following

copy, Muhammad Yusuf, who intended these admoni-

tions for his son Abii-alfath. The poet's spiritual

teacher was Shaikh Mahmud (or, with his fuller desig-

nation according to the following copy. Shaikh Nasir-

aldin Mahmud), whom he celebrates, on fol. 2" : >^
^J\Ji w->.\.nll \j*-^ ij^/*i (.Vi**- The poem is divided

into forty-five b4bs, and comprises in this copy 786
baits ((jiij iViJLA S-nii), in the following one 781

(ebj iLiia x-aAa,). As date of composition, there

appears both here and in the following copy, a. h. 795

(^jjj :>y .x^ajm,), the loth of Eabi' II = A. D. 1393,

February 23, whereas the St. Petersburg MS. (see

Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 440, compare also

Eehatsek, Qatalogue raisonne, p. 129, No. 11) con-

tains as date, a. h. 752 (a. d. 1351); it is hard to say

which of the two is the correct one ; if the Shaikh

Nasir-aldin Mahmud is really identical with the great

Shaikh of the Cishti order, Nasir-aldin Mahmud Ciragh

of Dilili (who died A. h. 757 = A. D. 1356, see Safinat-

alauliya. No. 116, col. 287 in this Cat., and Sawati'-

alanwar, No. 22, col. 331 above), a.h. 752 has decidedly

the better chance. An incomplete copy of this poem
is also noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 124, 125

;

it is mentioned besides in H. Khalfa ii. p. 242, No.

2684. A lithographed edition of it has appeared in

Bombay, A.H. 1283. Beginning:

On the margin a great number of Kuran verses and
traditions are quoted as references for the text.

Dated Jumada-alawwal, A.H. 11 73 (a. d. 1759, Dec,
to 1760, Jan.), by Nur-aldtn Ali alhusaint.

College of Fort "William, 1825.

No. 2194, ff. 29, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; careless Nasta'Uk ; size,

8| in. by 4I in.

1277

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The author's

name appears on fol. 2b, 1. 3, and in the colophon;

the title, on fol. 2^, 1. 8.

No date. The proper order of £F. 31-39 is : 31, 38,

32-37, 39. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2342, ff. 39, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; Nasta'lik; size, 8| in.

by 4i in.

Poets who died hetween a. h. 800 and 900.

1278

Diwan-i-Kamal Khujandt ((jjj:^ J^^ ij'ji^)-

The lyrical poems of Shaikh Kamal-aldin Mas'ud of

Khujand in Transoxania, who died in Tabriz, according

to the best authorities, A. h. 803 (a. d. 1400, 1401), see

Haft Iklim, No. 1525 (col. 494 in this Cat.). Other,

less trustworthy, dates of his death are a.h. 792 (a. d.

1390), according to Daulatshah, the Safinah, the Atash-

kada (see Bodleian Cat., col. 209, No. 41), etc., a.h.

793 (a. D. 1391), see Eosen, Persian MSS., p. 119 and

note 2 ib., and a.h. 808 (a.d. 1405, 1406), see Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 857, 858; Eieu ii. p. 632; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat, p. 855; G. Flugel i. p. 557; J. Aumer,

p. 27; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 454 ; Fleischer, Dresden

Cat., p. 7; J. C. Tornberg, p. 103; Ouseley, Biogr.

Notices, p. 192 ; Bland, Century of Ghazals, No. 3, etc.
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Contents

:

One kasidah, on fol. i*", beginning

:

JU:l» i5ljj>. eUll eLU ^s^ H
Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 2'', beginning:

bjj 1^^ cJir* r**i>^ ^T*^ »

:

'
' ^j^

The initial ghazal of Sprenger's copy in Cat. Oudh
is found here, on fol. 11^.

Kit'as, rubais, and a few fards, on fol. 231*.

Beginning of the ki|;'a8 :

0J:--JJ JSj] JUi ^yl^J yj.

Beginning of the ruba is, on fol. 235''

:

,jjsf^ .>Ls-iJ .»Uj (J-« c^f^ Ij

Dated A.H. 971 (a.d. 1563, 1564), at Marw, by Mu-
hammad Husain bin Ghiyath-aldin'All Jami. On several

pages one or two hemistichs are omitted.

No. 906, ff. 237, 2 coll., each U. 14; Nasta'Uk, the first two
pages richly illuminated ; size, ^^ in. by 6 in.

1279

Another copy of the same.

This copy of Kamal's diwan contains

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i'', beginning:

This initial ghazal is found in the preceding copy,

on fol. 12", but there is written jLLxJl \^\ instead of

Kit'as, on fol. 206^, and

Rubais, on fol. 2 1 2*, both beginning as in the pre-

ceding copy.

Dated the i6th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1085 (a.d.

1674, June 20), by Shaikh Kali.

No. 925, ff. 214, 2 coll., each 11. 15; clear Nasta'Uk; size,

9 '1- by si in-

1280
An extract from the same diwan.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 5 7 2*, beginning:

1^ Jj\ ij^ U^J^ u""*^
jIaa. olaLw eUiyj

Rubais, on fol. 622% beginning: tayJIj^ .-« {j\

The initial ruba'i of No. 1278 is here the fourth.

No. 407, margin-column, ff. 572-623, 11. 44; clear Naata'llk;

ornamented throughout.

1281

Diwan-i-Maghribi ((cir«-» u!^^'*)*

The lyrical poems of Mulla Muhammad Siiirin Magh-
ribi of Na'in, in the province of Isfahan, who was a
friend of Kamal Khujandi, and died at Tabriz, A. h.

809 (a.d. 1406, 1407); comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 859;
Rieu ii. p. 633 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 719, 720,
and 856 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 476 ; Ouseley, Biogr,

Notices, p. 106. His diwan has been printed in Persia,

A.H. 1280.

Contents

:

A preface in prose, on fol. i^*, beginning : ill A«JJ

^ji\
J J-iiiJl j»-41 ^. i:}ySJ\ iJ>^B. 'Liol i^jJt

Ji >_».«U.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first, pre-

ceded by a short mathnawi (dedicated to Shahrukh).

Beginning of the mathnawi, on fol. 2''

:

;^ _,
(jSUy.

_,
ui^UL

Beginning of the first (unalphabetical) poem, the

first three baits of which are written in Arabic, on

fol. e dijj '^J^ \J^J (J "=iA^-

Beginning of the first alphabetical poem, on fol. 3'>

:

Ijuo
"jr^

Tarji'at and ruba'is, on fol. 7 4", beginning

:

,j ^\yj

jUl 4/y-^- J^ 3
jyi _ j\^\ jp JJJ.J jbil

At the endofthe diwan,onfol.92*>,there are some prose-

lines, beginning : JI ^y^j ijLijl >_J|Ljt-.
j

^^Lc w IrJj.

Dated the roth of Shawwal, a.h. 1151 (a. d. 1739,
Jan. 21), by Ghulam Muhyi-aldinkhan of Gilan. Some
mathnawi-baits on the fly-leaves.

No. 230, ff. 1-92, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Shikaata; size, 8|m.
by sin.

1282

Another copy of the same.

This copy, which is somewhat older than the pre-

ceding one, contains only ghazals in alphabetical order,

except the first, with a few mathnawi-baits and ruba'is

at the end. Beginning both of the initial (unalpha-

betical) and the first alphabetical ghazal the same as

in the preceding copy. Occasionally various readings

on the margin. Dated by Gisurai, the 7th of Rabi'-

alawwal, A.h. 1 139 (eighth year of Muhammadshah's
reign)=A. D. 1726, Nov. 2.

No. 254,5.277-382, 2 coll., each II. 12-15; careless Nastallk

;

size, 8| in. by 4J in.

1283
An incomplete copy of the same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning:
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The first alphabetical poem of the preceding copy is

here the second (on fol. 2*).

Eubais, incomplete at the end, on fol. 61'', beginning:

oU* ^^ y^-ij uWc ii-iJ 15^

U^ -y^ l«lj ji %XL IjuO

The last ruba'i corresponds to fol. 91^, last two lines,

in No. 1281.

No. 1086, ff. 63, 3 coll., each 11. 16 ; distinct Kasta'llk ; size,

7j in. by 4J in.

1284

Khamsa-i-Jamali3^ah (vIJU^ » t^)

Five mathnawis, in imitation of the five famous
poems of Nizam!, composed by a poet with the takhal-

lus Jamdli, who is not mentioned anywhere (his fuller

title given in the frontispiece of the first poem is

»jX,j>.5I1 «4JU4^ if-tsfc). He flourished at the end of

Timur's reign, and under his first Buccessors. The
five poems of this khamsah are

:

1. jLiill Uls', in twenty makalas, an imitation of

the Makhzan-alasrar, on fol. i'', beginning

:

2. ^Lxjj^^^, an imitation of Khusrau and Shirin,

on fol. 2g^, beginning:

Composed A. h. 805 (a. d. 1402, 1403), see fol. 851*,

1- 14-

3. <^y~s*^ Lj}j^' ^^ imitation of Laila and Majnun,

on fol. 86^, beginning

:

Composed a.h. 814 (a.d. 1411, 1412), see fol. 1328,

I. 20.

4. i^))l c*i4, an imitation of the Haft Paikar, on

fol. 132^ beginning:

j3 ti ; •?
' _^ i!iJiLjl (-_ii-< _ jj tx)^\ i\»y jj^.fc ljI

Composed a.h. 820 (a.d. 14 17), see fol. 17 81", last

line but one.

5. Another mathnawi, incomplete at the end ; the

title of this last poem cannot be made out, as no
headings are found, and the only place in which the

author himself enumerates his mathnawis, viz. fol. 134",

II. 10, ir, occurs already in the beginning of the c*i4

i^,)\ , that is in the fourth poem. Beginning of this

mathnawi, on fol. lyg'':

No doubt it is an imitation of the Iskandarnama.

Many leaves are a little injured ; the last page is very

severely damaged. The second mathnawi is dated the

8th of Bamadan, a.h. 869 (a.d. 1465, May 4), the
third in the month Muharram, a.h. 870 (a.d. 1465,
Aug.-Sept.). We learn from the colophons of both, that
this copy was made in Baghdad.

No. 138, ff. 210, 4 coll., each U. 25 ; Nasta'Uk ; illuminated
frontispiece at the beginning of each poem

;
pictures on ff. 14",

24*, 75*, IOl^ 125'', and 205*; size, 12| in. by 7J in.

1285

Dlwan-i-Kasim-i-Anwar (j]y^ |»-'Ij ^j^yi^)-

The lyrical poems of Sayyid Mu'in-aldin 'Ali Kasim-
i-Anwar, with the two takhalluses Kasim and Kasimi,

bom in Sarab, near Tabriz, A. h. 757 (a. d. 1356), died

at Kharjird, near Jam, a.h. 837 (a.d. 1433, 1434);
see Haft Iklim, No. 1314, col. 476 above, and comp.
Bodleian Cat., Nos. 862-866 ; Eieu ii. p. 635 sq.

;

W. Pertsch, p. loi, and Berlin Cat., p. 860 sq.

;

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 532 ; G. Flugel i. pp. 558, 559;
J. Aumer, p. 28 ; Bland, Century of Persian Ghazals,

No. 6 ; etc.

Contents

:

^
Daulatshah's account of Kasim's life and works ( ij

j\jj\ (»--.L5 xl—)) on fol. i^, beginning : ij\->j:> jJ

Jl e>.5.aa.. Daulatshah is the only biographer who,

with his usual inaccuracy, fixes the poet's death in

a.h. 835 (a.d. 1431, 1432).

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first two,

on fol. 9^. Beginning of the initial ghazal

:

^\i^y^ lij\ ix^.

Beginning of the first alphabetical ghazal, on fol. 10^:

Tarji'bands, kit'as, short mathnawis, and ruba'is, on

fol. 209^, beginning

:

(see No. 863 in the Bodleian Cat.).

This copy is dated the 4th of Jumada-althani, A. h.

1028 (a.d. 1619, May 19), by "Abd-allatif al-'Abbasi

(the learned editor and commentator of Sana'i's Hadikah
and Jalal-aldin Rumi's mathnawi, see above, Nos. 923,

924, 1088-1091, iioi, 1102), who wrote it for Mirza

Muhammad Ashraf.

No. 495, ff. 237, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; Nastallk ; two small

pictures, the first rather effaced, on ff. iS'' and 39*; blanks on

ff. 140'' and 200" ; size, 6| in. by 3j in.

1286

Another copy of the same.

This copy seems to be older than the preceding one,

but is not dated; it is injured in many places, and has the
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first sixty-two leaves in this most bewildering order

:

ff. 1-20, 29, 22, 23, 30, 21, 24, 25, 47-53, 54, 32-38,
27, 28, 26, 55-60, 39-46, 31, 61, 62.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first two,

on fol. I*. Beginning, both of the initial and of the

first alphabeticiil gliazal, the same as in the preceding

copy. At the end of the ghazals, on fol. 163'', four

ruba'ls.

One tarji'band, ghazals, kit'as, short mathna^is and
ruba'is, all mixed together, beginning, on fol. 164'':

Jl Jh1.£ u\ ill (see the preceding copy, fol. 209'').

The last mathnawi, on fol. 178*, begins:

(identical with the yl^^J^j^^ ^^^^\ Jjulj ^JLo , in

No. 862 of the Bodleian Cat.).

No. 2831, ff. 179, 2 coll., each 11. 21 ; small Nastallk; size,

6J in. by 4 in.

1287
The same.

This copy is not dated ; but a seal, bearing the date
A. H. 1 174 (a. D. 1760, 1 761), appears on fol. i".

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first two,
on fol. i^; beginning the same as in the preceding
copies.

One tarji'band, kit'as, short mathnawis and ruba'is,

on fol. 189b beginning: Jl jtJLs u\ Lo.

No. 489, ff. 199, 3 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'llk; size, 8J in.

by 5i in.

1288
The same.

This copy, which has some lacunas after ff. 37, 38,
and 39, contains

:

Ghuzals, in alphabetical order, except the first two,
on fol. lb, with a few ruba'is at the end.

No date. This MS. came into the library of Khan-
fiahib Hablb-allah Khansahib Bahadur, a.h. 1213 (a.d.

1798, 1799).

No. 2577, ff. 160, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'llk; the 6rst pi^e
supplied later; size, 8|in. by 5^ in.

1289
The same.

This very defective copy contains :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first (which
begins in the usual way), on fol. ik Between if. i

and 2 a lacuna ; the abrupt beginning of fol. 2* : J..alj

Jl jjLijjL) j^^^ ^Jt..»jl, corresponds to No. 2831

(1286 in this Cat.), fol. 8b,
1. 3. The next complete

ghazal on the same page corresponds to fol. 4'', 1. i, in
the same copy. This part breaks off, on fol. 169b,

with the fourth bait of a gliazal rhyming in ij; the
last verse corresponds to fol. 146*, 1. 7, in No. 2831.

Kit'as, one tarji'band, and short mathnawis, on fol.

170", defective both at the beginning and end; the first

bait occurring belongs to a kit'ah, corresponding to fol.

169b,
1. 9, in No. 2831; the first complete kit'ah on the

same page to fol. 172b, 1. 4 ab infra, in the same copy.

This part breaks off in a short mathnawi, on fol. 179b.

The right order of fi". 33-42 is: 33, 41, 35-40, 34,

42 ; and of flf. 73-82 : 73, 80, 81, 76-79, 74, 75. 82-

A little worm-eaten here and there.

No. 8459, olim 13. J. 15, ff. 179, i coll., each 11. 15 ; careless

Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1290

Kulliyyat-i-Katibi {^\S'^^Cl^.
Complete poetical works of Shams-aldin Muhammad

bin 'Abdallali Katibi, who was born in Tarshiz, studied

in Nishapur, and died at Astarabad A. h. 838 or 839
(a.d. 1434-1436), see Haft IJtlim, No. 753, col. 433 in

this Cat.; and comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 867-870;
Kieu ii. pp. 637-639 ; W. Pertsch, p. 76, and Berlin

Cat., p. 862 ; A. Sprengcr, Catal., p. 457 ; G. Flilgel i.

p. 561; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 119; Cat. des

MSS. et Xylographes, p. 366; J. C. Tornberg, p. 104;

H. Khalfa iii. p. 302, No. 5625 ; Ouseley, Biogr.

Notices, p. 188 sq. ; Bland, Century of Persian Ghazals,

No. 5 ; etc.

Contents

:

Ghazals, arranged alphabetically, on fol. i\ begin-

ning: ^ .

Kit'as, on fol. 83b, beginning

:

Euba'is, and some fards, on fol. 90", beginning

:

y Jl ^\j\xxxj yj..^j>. jj-Ufc (jl

yjl ^J\V^y y\ hj^u^

This part is dated by the copyist Ni'mat-allali bin

'Inayat-allah the 14th of Eabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1007
(a.d. 1598, Oct. 15).

First mathnawi, the Gulshan-i-Abrar ( ,L)1 , ^ \ < ),

or ' Rose-garden of the Pure,' an imitation of Nizami's

Makhzan-alasrar, incomplete at the beginning, on fol.

100*. The first bait found here runs thus :

jjLXil J :«> jj». ij:«»WI w^Xa.

j,jAjl J : «.,u J UjI-^* 5j jA
This is the 214th bait of the poem, corresponding to

fol. 193a,
1. 15, in No. 223 (1292 in this Cat.).

Second mathnawi, entitled Si Nama (5-.LJ ^), or the
' Thirty Epistles,' on fol. i i6b, beginning

:

*Li; ^U
ilT

Copied the 19th of Muharram, a.h. 1007 (a.d. 1598,
Aug. 22).

Third mathnawi (or risalah, as it is styled in the
colophon), on fol. 152b, entitled Dilrubai ((^l?Jj), or
' the Charmer,' an allegorical poem, beginning

:

'[i U -!Hr_
IKD. OFF.

W60I, CUi^; 1^ ^^j ^J
3 B
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Fourth mathnawi, entitled Majma'-albahrain ((«-»^

i^-sr^"), or 'Combination of the two seas or metres,

also styled N&zir u Manzdr (,^Ja-i^
j j^^)t on fol.

1 66^, beginning:

Fifth mathnawi, entitled Dah bab (i_>L) sj), or the

'Ten Chapters,' on fol. 198b beginning:

This mathnawi is identical with the Tajnlsat (i^\ ... . : y

)

of W. Pertsoh, pp. 76, 77 (comp. A. Sprenger, CataL,

p. 458)-

Kasidas, interspersed with tarji'bands, musaddasat,

etc., on fol. 23il>, beginning:

(jlit J • Ji..,.ii .0 1 iillf? ji \jS JoJ.^Uk. (J

The initial kasidah of No. 867 of the Bodleian Cat.,

of the British Museum copies, Sprenger's copy, etc., is

here the second, on fol. 232''. Ff. 22-38 are misplaced,

the right order is: 21, 24-30, 22, 23, 32-37, 31, 38.

No. 52, fF. 31 2, 2 coll., each 11. 19 ; clear and distinct Nasta'lik

;

illuminated frontispieces on ff. i'', 116'', ipz'', \6()^, igS"", and
231"; ff. I^ 2", lie"*, 117*, 152", 153*, 166", 167", I98^ 199°,

231'', and 232' richly adorned; size, 8Jin. by 4J in.

1291

Another copy of the same.

Contents

:

Kasidas, intermixed with tarji'bands, on fol. i^",

beginning as in all the usual copies : ^1 . . ^. ^j| J-Jt^l

(the second poem in the preceding copy, on fol. 232'').

Ghazals, arranged alphabetically, on fol. yS**, begin-

ning as in the preceding copy.

Kit'as, on fol. 179a, beginning: Jl i^]y- ^ J-> ij^

(see Nos. 867 and 868 of the Bodleian Cat.).

Rubais and riddles, on fol. 186'', beginning: ij\

The five mathnawis in the following order

:

1. Gulshan-i-Abrar (=i in the preceding copy), on

fol. 190'', beginning:

2. Dah bab (= 5 in the preceding copy), on fol. 2 1 1^".

3. Majma'-albahrain (= 4 in the preceding copy),

with a preface in prose, on fol. 249'', beginning: Jxm

This copy is dated the 15th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. H.

1087 (a.d. 1677, Feb. i8).

No. 272, ff. 345, 2 coll., each 11. 17; excellent Nasta'lik ;

illuminated frontispieces on ff. I^ 78^ 190'', 211'', 249^ 285'',

and 330'' ; illuminated headings besides throughout ; the first

two pages richly adorned ; a vignette on foL 1° ; size, 8g in.

by 4J in.

1292
The same.

Contents

:

Kasidas, intermixed with tarji'bands, on fol. i*",

beginning as in the preceding copy.

Ghazals, arranged alphabetically, on fol. 84^, begin-

ning as in the two preceding copies.

Rubais, on fol. 180*, beginning: •J^"^ .sUb

Jl A^\ jtL-« cy,-aj> jl; the poem itself begins on

fol. 251a.

4. Si Nama (= 2 in the preceding copy), on fol.

285b.

5. Dilrubai (= 3 in the preceding copy), on fol.

Four mathnawis (the Dilrubai is wanting in this

copy) in the following order

:

1. Gulshan-i-Abrar, on foL 187''.

2. Majma'-albahrain, with the prose-preface, on fol.

210^; beginning of the poem on fol. 212*.

3. Dah bab, on fol. 243''.

4. SI Nama, on fol. 278b

No date.

No. 223, ff. 316, 2 coll., each U. 20; beautiful Nasta'lik;

illuminated headings, with Kafic inscriptions, on ff. l'', 84^ 187'',

210'', 243'', and 27S''; size, 8| in. by 4J in.

1293

Diwan-i-Shahi {^jt\Ji' ^]y.^\

Lyrical poems of Aka Malik bin Jamal-aldin Amir

Shahi of Sabzwar in Khurasan, belonging to the princely

family of the Sarbadars, who died in Astarabdd, A. h.

857 (a.d. 1453), see Haft Iklim, No. 771, col. 434 in

this Cat., and comp. Bodleian Cat, Nos. 875-881;

Eieu ii. p. 640; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 864;

A. Sprenger, Catal, p. 563 ; G. Plugel i. p. 562 sq.; Cat.

Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 119 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylo-

graphes, p. 366 ; Eosen, Persian MSS., pp. 205, 209, and

210; J. C. Tornberg, p. 105 ; Ouseley, Biogr. Notices,

pp. 139-143 ; H. Khalfa iii. p. 286, No. 5480.

This copy contains

:

A niurabba', on fol. 2^, beginning : tS Jj^lxi- J>^
J\ Ijcqiji.

Gliazals, in alphabetical order, except the first (which

rhymes inj and begins: JJjLMj ^jlj-ij t-^-^r-'jj—'. vj; W>

corresponding to fol. 27b in the following copy); the

second, i.e. the first alpliabetical ghazal, on fol. 3b, is

the usual one: o^-i^ b oJsJ. j.U sj:-^. ^jiij tf'

At the end a few rubais.

Ff. 27-42 are misplaced; their right order is: 27,

39. 40, 28-38, 41, 42.

Dated a.h. 929 (a.d. 1522, 1523).

No. 3386, olim 13. J. 18, ff. 43,2 coll., each 11. 14; N.ista'Uk;

two pictures on ff. i''and 2"
; illuminated frontispiece on fol. 2''

;

small gilt headings throughout ; size, 8 in. by 4I in.
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1294
Another copy of the same.

Ghazals, iu alphabetical order, beginning like the

second poem in the preceding copy ; a few ruba'is at

the end.

Dated A. h. 970 (a. d. 1562, 1563).

No. 3479, olim 13. J. 19, fF. 50, a coll., each 11. 12; clear and
distinct Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece; size, 8§ in. by 4jin.

1295
The same.

This copy contains only ghazals, in alphabetical order

(beginning, on fol. 2", as in the preceding copy), with a

short prose-introduction, on fol. i'': Jj\ ».iiJ ^^uTp.

Dated in Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 1017 (a.d. 1609, March-
April).

No. 3.514, olim 2049, ff. 30, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nastallk

;

size, 9I in. by 5^ in.

1296
The same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning as usual.

A few kit'as and ruba'is at the end.

No date.

No. 2707, ff. 53, 2 coll., each 11. 9-10; distinct Nastallk

;

illuminated {rontispiece ; all the margins sprinkled with gold

;

size, 10 in. by 6J in.

1297

A defective copy of the same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning as usual

;

thei'e are two lacunas, one of two leaves after fol. 37
(in the rhyme-letter »), and the other of one leaf at the

end after fol. 43 (in the rhyme-letter ij). The last

bait appearing is :

A great number of leaves are besides more or less injured.

Copied by Cand Muhammad bin Maulana Jamal
Muhammad Nausari, a.h. io3o('?)= a.d. 162 i. College

of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2108, ff. 1-43, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 7J in.

by 4I in.

1298
Sitta-i-DS,'i {^^\.i tU).

Six niathnawis, by Nizam-aldin Mahmud bin al-

Hasan al-Husaitii of Shiraz, with the takhallus Da'i,

who was born a.h. 810 (a.d. 1407, 1408), and collected

his complete poetical works for the first time in a. h.

865 (a.d. 1460, 1461), see above. No. 1099, where his

commentary on the mathnawi is described and the

different dates of his birth are duly weighed ; comp.
also No. 883 in the Bodleian Cat., where the contents

of his KuUiyyat are given in full; Rieu ii. p. 791'', and

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 387. This copy contains only

his mathnawls, viz.

:

1. Kitab-i-Mashahid (jukLi-» v^^i or 'Book of

Assemblies,' on fol. 2^, beginning

:

Composed a.h. 836 (a.d. 1432, 1433).

2. Kitab-i-Ganj-i-rawan (,^1.^ ^iJ^i^La ), or ' Book

of the Soul's Treasure,' in ten makalas, on fol. 29*',

beginning

X>\ iS ,.,.v...A^

Composed a.h. 841 (a.d. 1437, 1438).'

3. Kitab-i-Gihil Sabah (j-W^ J4» i^^'), or

of the Forty Mornings,' on fol. 63^, beginning

:

Book

H &=- c^. c;-*^

Composed A. 11. 843 (a.d. 1439, 1440).

4. Kitab-i-Gar Gaman (j;;.^ \j>- m^-=^)i or ' Book
of the Four Meadows,' on fol. 97t>, beginning :

Composed a.h. 842 (a.d. 1438, 1439).

5. Kitab-i-Gashma-i-ZLndagani(^LJxij '*'•:; v^-^>
or ' Book of the Fountain of Life,' on iol. 1

39b, beginning

:

Ulj^i. Ujii \jj> us f
?. i .̂ tS — bljJfc ijj'^j" K (j^^^~"

Composed a.h. 856 (a.d. 1452).

6. Kitab-i-'Ishknama ( 8.^1 : 5 .?. c v^-^)) or ' Book of

Love,' on fol. 174'', beginning:

Composed a.h. 856 (a.d. 1452).

To these six niathnawis there is added, on fi". 247''

sq., a seventh mathnawi without any title, a kind of

Sakinama, dealing with the various topics of Sufism,

beginning, on fol. 247*'

:

It ends on fol. 284^, and is followed by a series of

Tarjl'dt, beginning :

A short preface in prose, on fol. i**, opens the Sittah.

No date. An entry, dated a.h. 1059 (a.d. 1649),
on the fly-leaf.

No. 1887, ff. 299, 2 coll., each 11. 12 ; Nasta'Uk ; illuminated

frontispiece at the beginning of each mathnawi ; size, 8^ in. by
4jin.

1299
Diwan-i-Riyadi (lyoWi \j\yi^)-

The 13'rical poems of Maulana Riyadi of Samarkand,
who was drowned a.h. 884 (a.d. 1479, 1480), comp.
Bodleian Cat., Nos. 890 and 891 ; Rieu iii. p. 1074 ;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 894 ; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 20, No. 140; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 311.

3 B 2
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The diwan contains only ghazals, in alphabetical order,

beginning

:

^

l;>J ^ ^ ^JJ^- J^.^
No. 895, fF. 23, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; Nasta'lik ; an illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 9J in. by 5I in.

Jaml (Nos. 1300-1389).

1300

KulHyydtri-Jami {(-«L». ui>\liy).

A very old, but somewhat defective, copy of the

complete poetical works of Nur-aldin 'Abd-alrahman
Jami, usually styled the last great classical poet of

Persia, who was born in Kharjird near Jam the 23rd
of Sha'ban, a.h. 817 (a. D. 1414, Nov. 7), and died at

Harat the i8th of Muharram, a.h. 898 (a. d. 1492,
Nov. 9) ; see on his life and works, Rosenzweig, Biogra-
phische Notizen liber Mewlana Abdurrahman Dschami,
etc., 1840; Jourdain, Biogr. Universelle, vol. xi. p. 431

;

De Sacy in Notices et Extraits, vol. xii. p. 287 ; Journal
Asiatique, vi. p. 257, and 5™6 s6rie, xvii. p. 301 ;

Ouseley, Biogr. Notices, pp. 131-138 ; W. Nassau Lees,

A Biographical Sketch of the mystic philosopher and
poet Jami (being the preface to his ' Lives of the

Mystics'), Calcutta, 1859; E. Fitzgerald, Notice of

Jami's life, in his English translation of ' Salaman and
Absal,' London, 1879 ; S. Robinson, Persian Poetry for

English Readers, 1883, p. 51 1 sq.; Rosen, Persian MSS.,

pp. 215-261 (where a most elaborate account of the

precious autograph of the poet's Kulliyyat is given, and
many old errors have for ever been removed); Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 894-976 ; Rieu i. p. 17, aud ii.pp. 643-650;
W. Pertsch, p. 102, and Berlin Cat., pp. 867-883 ;

A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 447-451; Cat. des MSS. et

Xylographes, p. 369 sq. ; G. Flugel i. pp. 564-575 ;

J. Aumer, pp. 30-33, etc. Nearly all ci^llections of

Persian MSS. contain a certain number of Jami's works
(see besides on the printed literature, Zenker ii. pp. 38
and 39).

The present copy, which was written only twenty-
five years after tlie poet's death, contains :

A. First portion.

I. Two centre-columns on ff. 1-463.

1. The first c?iw,'<5w (otherwise styled i^LjlII is'Li,

' The Beginning of Youth ; ' the title Jjl ^\yi i_jbi^i8

here wrongly prefixed to the second part, on fol. 65*>),

in two parts, viz.

:

a. Kasidas, tarji'at, marathi, and short mathnawis,
preceded by the usual i)reface, which is defective at the

beginning, the first leaf being missing ; the first words

on fol. !»: Jl iia-L, >i-,j>. sjjx^j^. j^U.\JL- sJ . . . .

,

con-espond to Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 228, 1. 4, and
No. 2628 (1301 in this Cat.), fol. i^, last line; the

date of composition, A.H. 884 = a.d. 1479, 1480

(^;-4-J »jU eU jL^J i_Jx^
'^XfJ^-^' ^I'P^^''^ ''^'^ on

fol. 3*', 1. 6. Immediately after that the kasidas and

tarji'bands begin on fol. ^^, 1. 8, the first being headed :

,_^Iijj jJL«J JJjIXa.

iS^ u»\^ j»j»j 01.

^ ; the first bait : ,jl-o jjU

j-i; the mathnawis begin,

on fol. 6i»:

** ' ! ) '- " '-' i.*'"*^ (>-

h. Ghazals, kit'as, and ruba'is, beginning, on fol. 65'',

with the same six unalpliabetical poems as in Rosen,
loc. cit., p. 234 ; first bait

:

^ ^ -U-.1 ^\ _ ^J\\ ^J!A ill ^
The first alphabetical ghazal begins, on fol. 67*^:

The proper order of IT. 1-141 is : 1-38, 61-140, 39-60,
141. After ff. 206 and 239 there are lacunas; the
first comprises some poems in jj , all in . , and a con-

siderable number in s (the last bait, on fol. 2o6l',

corresponds to fol. 254'', 1. 10, in the following copy;
and the first, on fol. 207a, to fol. 273a, first line, in the
same copy) ; the second comprises all the baits of the
last ghazal in ,j, except the first two, and six kit'as

(corresponding to fol. 307", 1. 13-fol. 308", liu. penult,
in the following copy); the first kit'ah that appears

here begins: Jl jT^^^i dl* ^ ^^ o^^jo (^I^

(= fol. 308a, last line, in the same copy); the ruba'is,

on fol. 243", begin as in Rosen, p. 238 : LJ -ic il eULs*—

Jl U ill. This first diwan is dated by the transcriber

(whose name. Sultan Muhammad, of Harat, appears
on fol. 463I') the 3rd of Ramadan, a.h. 923 (a.d. 1517,
Sept. 19). Printed Constantinople, a.h. 1284. Other
copies of this diwan are noticed in Bodleian Cat.,

No. 894, 22 ; No. 895, 24 ; No. 896, 9 and 10; and
Nos. 947-954 ; Rieu ii. p. 643 ; W. Pertsch, pp. 102
and 103, and Berlin Cat., Nos. 867-870 ; A. Sprenger,
Catal., p. 448, No. i ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes,

No. 422, ff. 407*>-57ob, centre; A. P. Mehren, p. 41

;

J. C. Tornberg, p. 106 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii.

p. 120; Krafft, p. 68; G. Flugel i. pp. 570 and 571,
Nos. 595 and 596 ; J. Aumer, p. 30, etc.

2. The second diwdn (iJ^ alyi^ v^-^ otherwise

styled JOjlII SIl-Ij, 'The Middle of the Chain'), con-

taining :

A preface in prose, on fol. 252*^, beginning : .Sll . .-

«

Ji ^/J\ ^^\ x^ ^\ ^ 1^1 ^^1, see

Rosen, p. 239. The date of composition, A. H. 894 =
A.D. 1489 (contained in the ta'rlkh nr .1[; .-.) appears

here on fol. 253", lin. penult., whereas the wrong date,

A. h. 884, which has caused so many mistakes, appears
in the same page, 1. 6 ; see on the question of this

date, Rosen, p. 256.

Kasidas, on fol. 253^ (with one tarkibband, on fol.

260*), beginning as in Rosen, p. 240, with a kasidah,

J-.—1 J!c ijJl> S-^jj (j ; initial bait : y>. li-^^r^ ^,i
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d

Three unalphabetical ghazals, on fol. 269", beginning

:

1 J^lj »J1 4)1 Ull.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 269'': iji

^\ Uj ^i^^jAi jjljj --^LijJTsee Kosen, p. 241.

At the end the same muBamraa^; as in Rosen, p. 244 :

Jl il dU— , on fol. 375*, last line.

Muka^ta'at, on fol. SYS*", beginning: j ^jk^ ls*^
Jl («3jj _j» jy. Jj tijT.

Ruba'is, on fol. 379'' : ^ Uj j -.. . ~ » j^ L« li

? ^-^^"

Other copies of this diwan are described in Bodleian

Cat.. No. 894, 36; No. 896, 11; and No. 955; A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 448, No. 2 ; Cat. des MSS. et

Xylographes, No. 422, ff. 407''-537b, margin, etc.

;

wrong dates of composition are given in Bodleian Cat.

and Sprenger, viz. a. h. 884; in Dorn, p. 372, viz. 885

;

in Ki-atft, viz. 889, etc.

3. The third diwdn (viJU
^J\y.:> v^^ otherwise styled

iy^ 4-,Jl», ' The Conclusion of Life '), containing

:

A short preface, on fol. 383'*, beginning

:

The date of composition, A. h. 896= a. d. 1490, 1491

(ijL»jL»j , j^.jji..-J , &£.«., 5~:^ ))-4-^ j^)' appears here

in 1. 9 of the same page.

The three introductory poems, noted in Rosen, p. 246,

viz. J.,.->..;11 |J, uyUj-L;..., and (^Jl e^Jii jJ (the last

without a title here), followed by kasidas, on fol.

383", last line; first bait: ^jx^ ^^ \^>. .;-.T iS3\

Jl l/'x.T jl.

One tarkibband (on the death of Khwajah 'Ubaid-

allah) on fol. 392'', and two ta'rikhat, see Rosen,

p. 247.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 395*, preceded
by the same two short pieces described in Rosen, viz.

a.jzi\ ^ (on fol. 394''), and the praise of the prophet.

Beginning of the initial ghazal

:

j^.^y. ^ y^ Ui'
Ji

Mukatta'at, on fol. 458*, beginning

;

Jl \jJS L^L*. ^L)jl, see Rosen, p. 251.

Ruba'is, on fol. 4601", beginning : j^ »^Jj' J}-i^->"

Jl jJJ O—J Jj rS'.

The two mathnawi-baits ( Jl si, .j Oi—-J), and the

last two baits of the cjI^^J" ( Jl ^vl i--i.L» j),

described in Rosen, pp. 251 and 252, followed by one

bait more, viz. Jl o-^.^^i j^l^* ^^1 i^^^^
are found here on fol. 463".

This part is dated by the same Sulfan Muhammad of
Harat (see fol. 252^ in this MS.), the last of Muharram,
A.H. 924 (a.d. 1518, Feb. 11).

Other copies of the third diwan are described in

Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 37, and No. 896, 12; Cat.

des MSS. et Xylographes, No. 422, £f. 327*'-4o6'',

margin ; Melanges Asiatiques, vi. p. 104 ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 448, 3 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 870, No.

873, etc. Selections from the various diwaus have

been translated into German by Rosenzweig, Biogr.

Notizen, etc., nebst Proben aus seiuen Diwanen (per-

sisch und deutsch), Vienna, 1840; Riickert, in Zeit-

schrilt fiir die Kuude des Morgenlandes, v. p. 281 sq.,

and vi. p. 189 sq. ; and in Zeitschrift der l5. M. G. it.

p. 26 sq., iv. p. 44 sq., v. p. 308 sq., vi. p. 491 sq.,

xxiv. p. 563 sq., XXV. p. 95 sq., xxvi. p. 461 sq., and
xxix. p. 191 sq. ; Wickerhauter, Leipzig, 1855, and
Vienna, 1858; Schlechta-Wssehrd (see Zenker ii. 496).

II. Margin-column, on ff. ib-438'^.

4. Tuhfat-alahrar (.l^iH Ijis^), 'The Gift to the

Free,' a religious mathnawl, completed A. h. 886 (a. d.

1 481); it begins abruptly in the prose-preface, on
fol. I" (the first page missing); the mathnawi itself

opens, on fol. i"^

:

It comprises ff. ib-381' and 6i'^68l' (see above on the

order of ff. 1-141). Edited by F. Falconer, London,

1848; printed, Lucknow, 1869; extracts in German
translation are found in Tholuck's 'Bliithensammlung,'

p. 297 sq. ; see Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 6; No. 895,

19 ; No. 896, 3 ; No. 897, 3; No. 898, 3 ; No. 899, 3;
No. 900, i; No. 901, 3; and Nos. 933-939; Rieu ii.

pp. 645, No. 7, and 646-648 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 449,
No. 3 ; Rosen, Persian MSS., pp. 221, 259, and 260;
W. Peiisch, p. 74, No. 44, and Berlin Cat., No. 876, 5 ;

No. 877, i; and Nos. 883-884*; G. Flugel i. pp. 563,
No. 3, and 566, No. i ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes,

pp. 374 and 375 ; J. Aunier, p. 31, etc.

5. Subhat-alabrar (,l;-i.i'l i-sr!-"), ' The Rosary of the

Righteous,' another religious mathnawi, with a prose-

preface, on fol. 69I': j..:.*^ .iii. j5 ^ys^. j5 <i3l illl

Jl ^^ijSji, vi».^l* 5.S-*j^ ; the mathnawi itself opens,

on fol. 70*

:

^L^5ll (Jl^l) Jl^il 1^1
It comprises ff. 69l'-i4ob and 39"-6o''. Printed, Cal-

cutta, 181 1 and 1848, lithographed, ib. 1818 ; it is also

included in vol. 6 of the ' Persian Selections,' and vol. 2

of the 'Classic Selections;' see Bodleian Cat., No.

894,7; No. 895, 20; No. 896, 4; No. 897, 4; No.

898, 4; No. 899, 4; No. 900, 2; No. 901, 2; and
Nos. 940-946 ; Rieu ii. pp. 644, No. 2, and 646-648;
A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 450, No. 4 ; W. Pertsch, p. 104,
No. 79, and Berlin Cat., No. 876, 3; No. 877, 2 ; and
Nos. 885-887 ; Rosen, p. 222 ; G. Flugel i. pp. 564, 4,

565, 2, and 568 ; J. Aumer, p. 31, etc.

6. Yusuf u Zalikha (LirH: . 4_ft.^j), a romantic

mathnawi, completed A. h. 888 (a. d. 1483), and begin-

ning, on fol. 60b

:

tsU-o J^ij^ »-»j); j' kJ'^" i-S^-^^-^ •^^I ^^f** 154J'

It comprises ff. 60^ and i4ia-248». Two lacunas after
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ff. 206 and 239 (see above in the Jlrst dlwan) ; the first

comprises p. loi, 1. 13, to p. 124, 1. 5 ab infra in Rosen-

zweig's edition; the second, p. 170, 1. 4 ab infra, top. 172,

1. 8 in the same. Edited with Grerman translation by
Eosenzweig,Vienna, 1824; English translations by Ralph

T. H. Griffith, London, 1881, and by A. Rogers, London,

1892; the introductory part of the poem translated into

German by H. Barb, ' Die Schonheit,' Vienna, without

date. Printed, Calcutta, 1809, A.H. 1244 and 1265; litho-

graphed, ib. 1818; Bombay, 1829 and i860; Lucknow
(with notes), a.h. 1262 and 1879; in Persia, a.h. 1279;
in Tabriz, A. H. 1284, etc. ; it is also included in vol. i of

the 'Persian Selections,' and vol. i of the 'Classic Selec-

tions;' see Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 8; No. 895, 21; No.

896,5; No. 897, 5; No. 898, 5; No. 899, 7 ; No. 900,

5; No. 901, I ; No. 902, 2 ; and Nos. 903-923; Rieu
ii. pp. 645, No. 3, 646, 648, and 649 ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 450, No. 5 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., No. 876,

4, and Nos. 888-893 ; G. Flugel i. pp. 565, 5 ; 566, 3 ;

and 568; J. Aumer, pp. 31 and 32, etc.

7. Laila u Majnun (^J^_Ls^ , icM)- another romantic

mathnawi, composed A.H. 889 (a. D. 1484), and beginning,

on fol. 248'':

Translated into French by Ch^zy, Paris, 1805 ; into

German by Hartmann, Leipzig, 1807; see Bodleian

Cat., No. 894, 10 ; No. 895, 22 ; No. 896, 6 ; No. 897,
6 ; No. 898, 6 ; No. 899, 5 ; No. 900, 4 ; and No. 924 ;

Rieu ii. pp. 645, No. 4, and 646 ; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 450, No. 6; Rosen, p. 223; G. Flugel i. pp. 565,
6, and 567, 4; J. Aumer, p. 31, etc.

8. Sikandarnama (t-«U,A :k^), more correctly styled

:

(TjjjLX-i tAi^jif, 'The Wisdom-book of Alexander,' an

ethical mathnawi, beginning, on fol. 366^

j\j j_jjftLljb ^jU^ J^-*-»- — -l-- i>" JUT^i
see Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 13 ; No. 895, 23 ; No. 896,

7 ; No. 897, 7 ; No. 898, 7 ; No. 899, 7 ; No. 900, 3;
and No. 925; Rieu ii. pp. 645, No. 5, and 646;
A. Sprengei-, Catal., p. 451, No. 7 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., No. 894 ; Rosen, p. 224 ; G. Flugel i. pp. 565, 7,

and 567, 5 ; J. Auniei-, p. 31, etc.

B. Second porl.ion, containing three centre-columns

and one margin-column together, on ff. 464-555 :

9. Silsilat-aldhahab (^^^jJI iLJu-), 'The Golden
Chain,' a religious mathnawi, composed A.h. 890 (a.d.

1485), and beginning, on fol. 464b
:

It is divided into three books or daftars ; the Jirst, on
fol. 464b; tlie second, on fol. 509''; the third, on fol. 528".

The contents of this poem are given in Wiener Jahr-

biicher, torn. 66, Anzeigeblatt, p. 20 sq.; see Bodleian

Cat., No. 894, I ; No. 895, 17 ; No. 896, i ; No. 897,
I ; No. 898, I ; No. 899, i ; No. 902, i ; and Nos. 926-

932 ; Rieu, pp. 644, No. i, 646, and 647 ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 449, No. I ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., No. 876,
I, and Nos. 878-882; Rosen, pp. 218-220; G.

Flugel i. pp. 565, No. I, and 569; J. Aumer, p. 30.

This part is dated end of Sha'ban, A.H. 925 (a.d. 1519,
Aug. 26).

10. Salaman u Absal (JLolj u^^)> »" allegorical

mathnawi, beginning, on fol. 541^:

Edited by F. Falconer, London, 1850 ; translated by
the same, London, 1856; another English translation

by E. Fitzgerald, London, 1879 ; conip. also Garcin de
Tassy, in Journal Asiat., 1850, ii. p. 539 sq. ; see

Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 5 ; No. 895, 18; No. 896, 2
;

No. 897, 2 ; No. 898, 2 ; No. 899, 2 ; No. 901, 4 ; and
No. 902, 3; Rieu ii. pp. 645, No. 6, 646, and 647;
A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 449, No. 2 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., No. 876, 6; Rosen, p. 220; G. Flugel i. p. 565,
2, etc.

No. 800, ff. 555, 2 centre-coll, on ff. 1-463, 3 centre-coll, on
ff. 464''-555, each 11. 19; an additional margin-column on ff. I-
438'' and 464''-554*', 11. 34 ; Nasta'Uk ; illuminated headings at
the beginning of each part ; size, gf in. by 6 in.

1301
JkmVB Jlrst diwdn.

Another copy of Jarm'sJlrgt dtw^n, arranged exactly

as in the preceding Kulliyyat, and containing

:

Preface in prose, on fol. i ^, beginning :

Kasidas, tarji'at, marathi, and short mathnawis, on

fol. 5b beginning: JIji ijiLo. ,.,1;; the mathnawis

begin, on fol. 54* : Jl iS l?1j

Ghazals, the first six unalphabetical, on fol. 59*)

;

beginning both of the initial and the first alphabetical

ghazal as in the preceding copy. At the end the same

musammat : Jl sU ^^1 ill, as noticed in Rosen, p. 238.

Mukatta'at, on fol. 3071", beginning:

•^T ^rr "^V-i o^.)^
il.»

see Rosen, p. 238.

Rubais, on fol. 312*, beginning : Jl Ac il eULsTt-*".

This very fine and old copy is not dated ; it belonged

formerly to Mr. Edw. Galley
(
jjV|jil). Bibliotheca

Leydeniana.

No. 2628, ft'. 323, 2 coll., each 11. 17; illuminated frontispieces

on ff. I*", s*",
and 59'' ; the first two pages with gold stripes ; all the

headings in gilt letters ; neat and clear Nasta'llk ; good eastern
binding ; size, 9^ in. by 5I in.

1302

A defective copy of the same.

This copy of 3kan'&first diwan, in two parts, like the

one in No. 1300, but with this peculiar arrangement,

that the second part (the ghazals, mukatta'at, and
rubais) precedes the first.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, defective at the
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beginning; the copy opens abi'uptly with this final

bait : Jl ^y^ (.J^ cilLi xi \jSj ^J^ ^j^ Jl,

corresponding to fol. 641", lin. penult., in the preceding

copy. Between ff. 221 and 222 seven blank leaves are

inserted, but as a comparison with the preceding copy

shows, there is no lacuna. At the end the musamma^

:

Mukatta'at, on fol. 232'', beginning: Jl
^j . .?. ; < %.

Rubais, on fol. 237", beginning : jJI JLc il (sloLs^^.

The usual prose-preface of the first diwan, on

fol. 249I', beginning:

Kasidas, tarji'at, marathi, short mathnawis, etc., on

fol. 253a, beginning: J I ^_;i-o J^y

No date. Presented by J. H. Peile, Esq., and re-

ceived Sept. 19, 1818; transferred to Civil College,

Aug. 9, 1 8 19.

No. 3359, olim 7. J. 19, ff. 299, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'Uk ;

illuminated frontispiece on fol. 249'' ; size, 9^^ in. by 5I in.

1303
The _/?rs< part of Skxaisfirst dtiodn.

Contents

:

Prose-preface, on fol. i'', beginning as usual.

Kasidas, etc., on fol. 5^, beginning : Jl ,_,i.-J
^J\j.

No date. ^

No. 3360, olim 7. J. 21, fF. 56, a coll., each 11. 15; large

and clear Nasta Ilk ; illuminated frontiiii>iece ; size, 9^ in. by

1304
A defective copy of the a&mBfirst part.

The proper order of leaves in this copy is : ff. 16-39,

2-15, 40-50-

Fol. 1 6"' opens at the end of a kasidah, corresponding

to No. 2628 (1301 in this Cat.), fol. 'j^, 1. 10 ; the first

complete kasidah on the same page begins : J-^».j ieJjIj

ji »_L»U jl = No. 2628, fol. 7^ lin. penult; the

mathnawis begin, on fol. 461": Jl u\x^ AiJ, (=No. 2628,

fol. 54"), and go down to the end. The copy comprises

therefore fol. 7b, 1. i o to fol. 58^ of No. 2628. The first

leaf (fol. i^), written by a more modem hand, contains

a repetition of the first nine baits of akasidah,beginniug:

Jl jjj j\ j^ tsl , corresponding to fol. 39*, 1. 8 sq. in

this copy and to No. 2628, fol. 31^, 1. 10 sq.

No date.

No. 884, flF. 50, 2 coll., each 11. 17; distinct Nasta'Uk;
illuminated frontii<piece ; size, 10 in. by 6f in.

1305
The second part of 3a,mi'sfirst diwdn.
Contents

:

Unalphabetical ghazala, on fol. i\ beginning: —»j

^1 ^'^\ :h\.

Alphabetical ghazals, on fol. 3'', beginning : ^y-. U
Jl Ijj ; at the end the usual niusammat;.

Mukatta'at, on fol. 236'', beginning : Jl ^..f,. ;,« %.

Euba'is, on fol. 238'', beginning : Jl il alJL***".

Dated ist of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 932 (a. d. 1526,

Sept. 8), by Lutf-allah bin Hasan Ma'ad alhusaiiii.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2153, ff. 247, 2 coll., each 11. 17; distinct Nasta'llk

;

illuminated firontispiece ; size, ^f in. by 5 1 in.

1306
The same second part.

Contents

:

Unalphabetical ghazals, on fol. i**.

Alphabetical ghazals, on fol. 3'' ; at the end the

usual musammat.
Mukatta'at, on fol. 271''.

Euba'is, on fol. 276^. All the beginnings as usual.

The last six leaves seriously injured.

Dated the 15th of Eajab, A. H. 988 (a. D. 1580,

Aug. 26).

No. 3281, olim 7. J. 18, ff. 289, 2 coll., each II. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ;

small iUuminated frontispiece ; size, 10 in. by 5I in.

1307
An earlier collection of Jami's minor poems, after-

wards embodied in thefirst diwdn.

This copy, which is unfortunately defective, is of

quite an exceptional value, as it was written ten years

before the final redaction of the first diwdn, dated, on
fol. 219^, the loth of Sha'ban, a. h. 874 (a. d. 1470,

Feb. 12), by Darwtsh 'All, known as VVaisi (,JLc ;_rt5;J

^-jjj i-Jj^jtll), and must contain therefore that

earlier collection of lyrical poems which Jami, when
about fifty years old, dedicated to Sultan Abd Sa'id,

and which he afterwards included in both parts of his

first diwan; the .usual preface: Jl ^j^"^ (jj^,jjyj-.,

is wanting here (see the following two copies), but the

contents quite agree with those in the best copies of

this earlier collection in Rieu ii. pp. 644 and 646 ;

Bodleian Cat., No. 947 (there incorrectly represented

as first dtwdn); G. Fliigel i. pp. 570-572; Cat. des

MSS. et Xylographes, p. 379 (No. 439), etc. ; see about

this collection, Eosen, p. 257.
Contents

:

The usual initial ghazal of the second jMirt of the

first diwan, on fol. i ^ :

iv«^» ^«lc 'L*^l Jac-\ _ «->^Ol c^'^P' i*"*^-

the second poem corresponds to the usual second one
;

the third is headed : Jl ,c--» ooti ,-», and begins

:

Jl jj ii)U ij\, agreeing with fol. 192", 1. 10, in No.

2628 (1301 in this Cat.); with the sixth bait of this

poem the copy breaks off, on fol. 2'^ in consequence

of a lacuna between ff. 2 and 3 ; on fol. 3", 1. 2, appears

the tarji'band : Jl Oi »» ^;;-^*-• *L« , corresponding to

fol. 36^, 1. 7 ab infra, in No. 2628; the next following
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poem, on fol. 6", is a kasidah, Jl c*-.jJ U Jjy-^> j^>

agreeing with fol. 2 3'\ 1. ii, iu the same copy; these

poems therefore were afterwards included in the Jirst

]>art of the first diwan.

The nsual alphabetical ghazals of the second part

begin here, on fol. 7*': J! (jUUj>. Ijj j^ l>.

Another set of tarji'at and marathl (later included

iu the first part), on fol. 202", beginning : sjIj (•J'*"^

^ »jij tJWi. ; corresponding to fol. 41"', 1. 3 ab infra,

in No. 2628 ; on fol. 209* the usual musammat of the

second part : Jl »l-» ls' ^' •

Mukatta'at, on fol. 213b; the first is not a proper

kit'ah, but a short ghazal ; the second is the initial

kit'ah of the first diwan : Jl ^..J. : ji
^Ij.

Ruba is, on fol. 2 1 6*^, beginning : Ji iiyyXJu ^ U

1 5X-J ^, corresponding to fol. 321^, 1. 4, in No.
i'
2628.

On £f. I", 22o'>, and 220*' there are written by the

same hand some abrupt pieces in prose and verse,

probably belonging to Janii also.

No. 1624, ff. 230, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'Uk; size, 8 in.

by 4^ in.

1308

Another copy of the earlier collection.

This copy contains about the same miscellaneous

poems as the preceding one (ghazals, tarji'at, kit'as,

rubais, etc.), and—in addition to them—the earlier

preface with the dedication to Abu Sa'id, on fol. 226^':

u-j' U-^
jl

cJ^lr- (J>) J>c ^ ^s''^ oi/^ijr'

d
Jls^ »-sJl9j

The usual initial ghazal (as in the preceding copy),

on fol. 229a
; the first alphabetical ghazal, on fol. 238",

begins here : Jl \j dli-iJi jL-J*, >Pj^ iSij^^ i*'*-^'

corresponding to fol. 71^, 1. i, in No. 2628.

The right order of ff. 526-530 is: 526, 529, 528,

527> 53°-

No date.

No. 512, margin-column, ff. 226''-6i9, 11. 26; Nasta'Uk;

illuminated heading on fol. 226''.

1309
The same.

The second or larger half of this copy represents the

same earlier collection, but in a shorter form ; it begins,

on fol. 55", with the same prose-preface as the preceding

copy : Jl ijb];- Jji »^ t/*^ cH/'cy;^'' ^"•l con-

tains ghazals, tarji'at, kit'as, rubais, etc.

The usual initial ghazal, on fol. 57*>, 1. 10; the

alphabetical ghazals, on ff.
62'>-j74a.

The first fifty-four leaves of this copy contain mis-

cellaneous pieces in verse and prose, partly taken from

Jami's Bahdristdn (see further below, Nos. 1383-1386),

as is stated in several places. The whole seventh

raudah of that work is found on ff. 33", 1. 3 ab infra, to

Jl i^^ijr-'). This miscellaneous portion begins with

a kasidah of Sa'di, on fol. i^.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2471, ff. 180, 11. 13-15; Nasta'Uk, in a large, uncouth

handwriting ; size, 9 in. by 4J in.

1310
Similar selections from both parts of thefirst dlwdn.

Contents

:

Three unalphabetical ghazals, on fol. jb, beginning

:

Jl 5]^ wii ^Jj^^ cr° U*-**^' corresponding to the

second ghazal in No. 2628 (1301 in this Cat.), fol. 60*.

Gliazals, iu alphabetical order, beginning, on fol. 3-'':

Jl l,L. jji. JUjf i^Ujlj^P »-!jJo., corresponding to

fol. 67'', 1. 10, in No. 2628.

One tarji'band, on fol. 140I', beginning: JjU ^•i^'^

Jl oj; »jL^, see No. 1624 (1307 in this Cat.),

lol. 202*.

A few kit'as and ruba is, on fol. 1
48'' (turned upside

down), beginning : J\ ^

.

,?. : * ilj.

Some leaves are misplaced, viz. fol. 73 must be

inserted between ff. 144 and 148.

On the margin of ff. 10"-16* appears a ^i^.:^' v>^'

,jU-JC» J^ jl ; on that of ff. 561^-80^ a series of

'Umar bin Khayydm's rubais (see above, Nos. 906 and

907); on that of ff. 8ia-86a a ^ jjUJl ,y^^
jjUjJl J».l {js.^ lijLc^, in four fasis; and on that of

ff. 98"- 103* a tract on the interpretation of dreams

No date.

No. 3504, olim 7. J. 17, ff. 149, 2 coll., each 11. 14; Nasta'Uk ;

size, 7| in. by 4^ iu.

1311
The same.

This copy contains

:

Ghazals, in two series, both arranged in alphabetical

order, except the first four ghazals of the first series.

Beginning of the initial poem of the first series, on

fol. i^: "ji e)b U cjlo-ojijj eyii (jl, see No. 1624

(1307 in this Cat.), fol. 2b, and No. 2628 (1301 in this

Cat.), fol. I92^ 1. 10; the first alphabetical ghazal is

the usual one : Jl \X) j^ b.

The second series begins, on fol. 120^: j^ o>.*£ {j\

Jl Lj^UjLli, corresponding to No. 2628, fol. 67", 1. i.

One tarji'band, followed by a few kit'as, ruba'is, etc.;

beginning of the tarji'band, on fol. 135!^ : y u^^, 15I

Tji ^,. jjla. |»-i-*, corresponding to fol. 44'', 1. 6, in

No. 2628; beginning of the ruba'is, on fol. 139*:

~J\ uL,jS3^ ^j^ b, see No. 1624 (1307 in this Cat.),

fol. 2l6».

d
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No date. The right order of the leaves is : ff. 1-47,

53-57. 48. 58-95- 49-52. 96-145-

No. 1613, ff. 145, 2 coll., each U. 14 ; Naeta'Uk ; illnminated

frontispiece ; size, 7^ iu. by 4^ in.

1312

Shorter selections from the_^r«i dtwdn.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning

:

Jl aUU* IJJ ^ Vi. _
Tarji'at, on fol. 90", beginning : Jl jjL; ^Xx^.

Dated by Shaikh Ghulam Nasir-aldin ibn Shaikh

Muhammad Salah Balgramj, the 13th of Muharram, in

the third year of Shah 'Alam's reign {=a.h. 1176,

A.D. 1762, Aug. 4).

No. 875, ff. 1-93, i coll., each II. 17; careless Nasta'Uk ; size,

loi ill. by 6J in.

1313

A defective copy of the same.

Ghazals, kasidas, tarji'at, short mathnawis, and a few

rubais, beginning with the usual initial ghazal of the

second part ; there is a lacuna after fol. 2 ; fol. 2'' ends

with the sixth bait of the third unalphabetical ghazal

(corresponding to No. 2628, fol. 60'', 1. 3 ab infra), and

fol. 3* begins with the fourth bait of the fifth alphabetical

ghazal (=No. 2628, fol. 62'', 1. 3 ab infra). Some
leaves are misplaced, viz. fol. 17 must be followed by

23, and fol. 23 by 19-21. Sometimes a line or two
are omitted.

No date. Copied by Sultan 'All of Mashhad (who died

A. H. 9I9=A. D. 1513, see Bodleian Cat., No. 1896).

No. 1701, ff. 51, 2 coll., each 11. 17; clear Nasta'llk ; illu-

minated frontispiece ; another highly embellished ornament at

the end of the last page ; a little worm-eaten throughout ; size,

10 in. by 5J in.

1314
Jami's second dtwdn.

Another copy of Jami's second diwan, arranged

exactly in the same way as in No. 1300, fol. 252^ sq.

Preface in prose, on fol. ib, beginning :

Ji ^j3\ ^ai j^ ^/.l _ ^1 ^,^1 iLl 1^.

d

Kasidas, etc., on fol. 2^, beginning : ya. io-.t^ ^,i

Three unalphabetical ghazals, on fol. 19^, beginning :

Alphabetical ghazals, on fol. 20*, beginning : {j^

^\ ^- v .tijjT At the end the usual musammat.
~" Mukatta'&t and ruba'is, on fol. 115", beginning:

No date.

No. 3425, olim 7. J. 20, ff. 1-122, 2 coll., each 11. 18 ; Nasta'Uk;
illuminated frontispieces on ff. i'' and 19'' ; size, 9 in. by 5j in.

1315

A defective copy of the same second dtwdn.
This diwan is wrongly styled on the fly-leaf |_y.U. ^J\y_i

IND. OFF.

^»-^ jJL., as if it was the third diwan ; this mistake is

simply duo to the first page (fol. i'') actually containing

the beginning of the prose-preface of the third diwan :

j^.jji (Oy-oJ Ou-~olki. 4^ _ f^\ ^^^\ ii\ ^.
but this preface breaks off at the end of the same page

(corresponding to fol. 1 231", 1. 4 ab infra in the following'

copy), in consequence of a lacuna after fol. i, and all

the rest of the MS. contains the second dtwdn, at least

from fol. 2^, last line onwards, where a kasidah begins :

Tii jjkLi JT •" -.r;,
corresponding to fol. 12b, 1. 4, in

the preceding copy ; fol. 2* opens in the middle of

a kasidah, having xib as i—iJJ,, which cannot be

traced in other copies. The kasidas (with one tarkibband)

are continued as far as fol. 9^", 1. 3 (ending exactly in

the same way as the preceding copy) ; and on fol. 9*",

1. 5, the first of the three unalphabetical ghazals begins

:

"ii ^\ \J\.

^The alphabetical ghnzals begin, on fol. lo*: (ji

Jl , . :^\r~ At the end the usual musammat.

Mukattaat and rubais, on fol. 128*, beginning:

~J\ ^i- i<*^ > ^'^^ ^^^^ *>f ^^^- 3 *"^ ^^® whole of

fol. 138* are supplied by a later hand.

No date.

No. 8471, olim 7. J. 16, ff. 138, 3 coll., cachll. 17; Nastellk;

illuminated frontispiece ; size, 9^ in. by 5f in.

1316
Jami's third dtwdn.

Another, but rather incomplete, copy of Jami's third

diwan, arranged exactly in the same way as in No.

1300, fol. 383'' sq.

Preface in prose, on fol. 123'', beginning:

-jjj^^i^J >::» ... ; lUaj. «J^ _ (»--^_pl c^*^' [*^

The three introductory poems, on fol. 1 2 30, the first

beginning: Jl La-». ^ .
, -. i iS3\, after which the kasi-

das follow. The tarkibband, and the two ta'rikhat,

noticed in the above copy, appear here on S. 129*' and
131a respectively.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, preceded by the same
two pieces as in No. 1 300 ; beginning of the initial

ghazal, on fol. i32»': Jl jni.* «Li J>-«l .j.

The ghazals end on fol. 196*; of the mukatta'at,

wliich begin on the same page in the usual way, only

five are found, the copy breaking off on fol. 196^;

besides, the last six leaves are so seriously damaged,

that whole portions of the text are torn away.

No. 3425, olim 7. J. 20, ff. 123-196, 2 coll., each 11. 18;

Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 9 in. by 5} in.

1317

Haft Aurang (e^«l >.:>»>).

Another excellent, but undated copy of the seven

mathnawis of Jami, with the usual prose-preface, quoted

in full in Rosen, pp. 2 1 6-2 1 8, and beginning, on fol. i^:

Jl jiJUu>..^A,jLcliy^}J^JX^c^^ JJut-^j^l
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The mathnawis are arranged in the following order:

1

.

Silsilat-aldhahab, first book, on fol. 3^" ; second

book, on fol. 89^; third book, on fol. 124^.

2. Salami u Absal, on fol. 149''.

3. Tuhfat-alahrar, on fol. 17 5"^.

4. Subhat-alabrar, on fol. 213'' margin.

5. Yusuf u Zaliklia, on fol. 277''.

6. LailA u Majnun, on fol. 363^.

7. Khiradnama-i-Sikandari, on fol. 445''.

The right order of ff. 439-443 is: 439, 441, 440,

442, 443; fol. 412 is turned upside down.

Complete copies of the Haft Aurang are described

in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 897-899 ; Eieu ii. pp. 645 and

646; A. Sprenger, Catal, pp. 449-451; G. Fliigel i.

p. 564 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 368 ; J. C.

Tornberg, p. 107, etc.

No. 3141, ff. 496, 2 coll., each II. 12, and a third on the

margin, 11. 24 (on a few pages also a fourth column on the

margin) ; beautiful Nasta'llk ; the first two p.-vges luxuriously

adorned ; an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each

mathnawl, and also at the beginning of each book of the first

poem ; size, 10^ in. by 7 in.

1318

Another copy of the same.

Another good, but modern copy of the seoen math-
nawis of Jami, beginning witli the same prose-preface

as the preceding one, on fol. i^.

1. Silsilat-aldhahab, _y?r«< book, on fol. 3"; second, on

fol. 56b; third, on fol. Si^.

2. Salaman u Absal, on fol. 97''.

3-7. The five principal mathnawis of Jarat, usually

called Jami's Khamsah ((f«^- 1 - ,'~-), or Jami's Panj

Ganj (|^•^ ^jlT^^), with a short general preface, on

fol. 1 1
4h, beginning :

^l I .*> (^ij^ sJlJ

e
see Eosen, p. 220; Eieu ii. pp. 645'', 646*; G. FlUgel

i. p. 566, etc. In Bodleian Cat., Nos. 896, 901, etc.,

and in Eieu ii. p. 645'', No. 7, it is prefixed to the

Tuhfat-alahrar.

3. Tuhfat-alahrar, with a short prose-preface, on fol.

115a, beginning: Jl ^^jUjv Jjia. ^\. lj,-«U>., see Eieu

ii. p. 647!^; Eosen, p. 259, and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 877. Beginning of the poem itself, on fol. 115^.

4. Subhat-alabrar, with the prose-preface, on fol.

139b.

5. Yusuf u Zalikha, on fol. 181''.

6. Laila u Majnun, on fol. 236'^.

7. Khiradnama-i-Sikandari, on fol. 288''.

Some pages a little injured, especially the last one.

This copy was made for Sir Barry Close, 18 10, by
Munshi Mir Ibn 'Ali, at Haidarabad.

No. 1317, ff. 319, 4 coll., each 11. 21; Nasta'Iik ; an illumi-

nated frontispiece at the beginning of each mathnawl, and also

at that of the general preface of the Khamsah ; the first two
pages richly adorned; fine pictures on ff. 5, 39, 42, 60, 66, 74,
108, 135, 144, 150, 167, 202, 225, 230, 244, 256, 281, 285, 290,
and 309; headings are wanting ou ff. 2 7''-29''; size, 9 s in.

by 6J in.

1319
Silsilat-aldhahab.

Another copy of the first mathnawi of the Haft
Aurang, dated A. h. 977 (a. d. 1569, 1570), by Muham-
mad Husaiu ibn Khwajah Saif-aldin Ali. First book,

on fol. i^; second, on fol. 121''; third, on fol. 172''

(this last one beginning here as in A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 449, and Eosen, p. 219 : {j\ c:. ... ' i^ »-J i}i^ > .^

Ji JJ, instead of .iSj, as other copies read, for instance.

No. 1322 below).

No. 193, ff. 207, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'Iik; an illuminated

frontispiece at the beginning of each book ; the first two pages
richly adorned ; size, gf in. by sj in.

1320
The same.

This cojjy, which is dated a.h. 1051 (a.d. 1641,

1642), has no subdivision into three books; all the

headings besides are left blank.

No. 1945, ff. 69''-i8o, 3 centre-coll., each 11. 17 ; careless and
unequal Nasta'Iik ; worm-eaten ; size, 9j in. by 5j in.

1321
The same.

Contents

:

The prose-preface, prefixed to the Haft Aurang in

No. 131 7 above, beginning, on fol. i'': Ciji li^j*.

jJl J-JLa.. This preface is written by a hand different

from that which copied the poem itself, and is dated the

loth of Eamadan, A. u. 11 44 (a.d. 1732, March 7).

First book, on fol. 4*; second, on fol. 96^'; third, on

fol. 135''. No date at the end. The right order of

ff. 81-89 is: 81, 88, 82-87, 89. Various readings

and additions on the margin.

No. 8429, olim 13. J. 3, ff. 161, 2 coll., each IL 22; careless

Nasta'Iik ; ff. 1-3 supplied by a later hand ; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

1322
The same.

First book, on fol. i^; second, on fol. 84^, preceded here

by a special short preface in prose, on fol. 82'', beginning

:

^\ ^^S"^ u^*-^ uW^'-5 J u^j-"^ J u^^ ;
third,

ou fol. 118* margin.

No date. An astronomical table on the first fly-leaf

at the end of the copy.

No. 231, ff. i+i, 2 coll., each 11. I|!-i4, and a third on the

margin, 11. 24 ; Niista'llk, ff. 74'' and 93-98 supplied by a more
modern hand ; size, S| iti. by 4^ in.

1323
The same.

First book, on fol. i^"; according to the colophon

this part of the mathnawi was composed already in

A.H. 880 (a.d. 1475, 1476); second book, on fol. 138'';

the colophon here gives the usual date of composition,

viz. A.H. 890; third book, on fol. 1961".

No date. Many annotations on the margin through-

out.

No. 421, ff. 235, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'Iik ; an illuminated

frontispiece at the beginning of each book ; size, 9^ in. by 5 J in.
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1324
The same.

A very good and correct copy, undated.
First book, on fol. i^^ ; second, on fol. 56^" ; third, on

fol. 8 lb.

No. 366, ff. 9S, 4 coll, each 11. 19; Nastanik; the first two
pages splendidly iidorned in gold and other colours; illuminated
frontispieces at the beginning of the second and third books

;

fiye miniature paintings on ff. fi^, 40'', 70'', 75', and Sg""; size,

io| in. by 6i in.

1325
The same.

Contents

:

The same prose-preface of the Haft Aurang as in

No. 1321 above, on fol. i^.

First book, on fol. 3'>; second, on fol. 125b; third,

on fol. i76l>.

No date. Some of the first and last leaves injured

by the worms.

No. 8369, olim 13. J. 4, ff. 211, 2 coll., each 11. 17; good and
clear Nasta'llk; ff. 209 and 210 turned upside down; an illumi-
nated frontispiece at the beginning of the preface and of the
second and third books ; size, S^ in. by 5j in.

1326
Tlie same.

First book, on fol. ib; second, on fol. 136b; third, on
fol. 193b.

No date. Some pages injured. Many marginal and
interlinear glosses.

No. 8368, olim 13. J. 6, ff. 232, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; clear Nas-
tallk ; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

1327
The same.

First book, on £F. ib-i58b centre-columns; second
and third books (not separated here), on flF. ib-i3ib
margin-column.

No date. Copied by Muhyl-aldin 'Abdallah. College
of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2268, ff. 158, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 13, and a third on
the margin of ff. 1-131, 11. 20-24; Naata'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

1328
Salaman u Absal.

Another copy of the second mathnaw! of the Haft
Aurang, written a. h. 1030 (a.d. 1620, 1621).

No. 64, ff. 4o''-6i, 2 centre-coll., each II. 17, and a margin-
column, 11, 28 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 4J in.

1329
The same.

No date. Copied by Muhammad Salah; a great
number of the first and some of the last leaves badly
injured.

No. 352, ff. 44, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; Nastalik; illuminated
frontispiece ; margin of various colours, sometimes with drawings,
arabesques, etc. ; size, ii| in. by 7 in.

1330
Tuhfat-alahrar.

Another copy of the third mathnawi of the Haft
Aurang, with the short prose-preface, beginning

:

Jl ^Li» Jjia. (^ 1jl*1» (see No. 131 8 above), on

fol. I^ Beginning of the poem itself, on fol. 2b. The
title, given to this book on the fly-leaf, viz. .Lj ill st.Va»

(by Amir Khusrau), is a glaring mistake.

Dated by Muhammad Tahir of Bukhara, a.h. 978
(A.D. 1570, 1571).

No. 1368, ff. I-7S, 3 centre-coll., each 11. 1 2 ; distinct Nasta'llk
;

illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8 in, by 4I in.

1331
The same.

Beautiful copy, dated the 2nd of Ramadan, a.h. 989
(a.d. 1581, Sept. 30).

Prose-preface, on fol. ib ; beginning of the poem, on
fol. 3b.

No. 140, ff. 79, 2 coll., each 11. 12; Nasta'llk, written on
paper of different colours, the margins of which are ornamented
with arabesques, etc. ; two miniature paintings on ff. 1'' and 2"

;

illuminated frontispiece on fol. 2''; size, 12J in. by 7I in.

1332
The same.

Another copy, with the prose-preface, dated the

27th of Shawwal, a.h. 989 (a.d. 1581, Nov. 24), by
Mahmud bin Ahmad Zahidi.

No. 418, ff. 244-321, 2 coll., eachll. 12; Nasta'llk; illuminated
frontispiece ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

1333
The same.

Dated Eabi'-althant, a.h. 1078 (a.d. 1667, Sept.-
Oct.), in Shahjahanabad.

No. 1976, ff. 59''-i22, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nastalik ; size,

8f in. by 5 in.

1334
The same.

Dated by Muhammad Salman in Jumada-althani,
A.H. 1186 (a.d. 1772, September).

Preface, on fol. ib; beginning of the poem, on
fol. 2b.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2053, ff. 1-70, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9 in.

by si in.

1335
The same.

No preface. In the colophon appears as date—no
doubt of the composition of the poem—the month
Ramadan, A. h. 886 (a. d. 1481, Oct.-Nov.). The first

page and several of the last pages are slightly injured

;

parts of some baits are torn away.

No. 3421, ff. 23, 4 coll., each 11. 21 ; small, but clear and
distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 10 in. by 6f in.

3 C 2
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1336
The same.

Preface, on fol. i** ; the poem itself, on fol. 2^'.

No date.

No. 1188, ff. 72, 3 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'lik ; illuminated

frontispiece on fol. 2'' ; size, gj in. by 5f in.

1337
The same.

No date. Preface, on fol. i'' ; the poem, on fol. 2^.

No. 1461, ff. 61, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'lik; illuminated

frontispiece ; waterspots throughout ; size, gj in. by 6| in.

1338
Subhat-alabrar.

Another copy of the fourth mathnawi of the Haft

Auraug, with the short prose-preface, on fol. i^",

beginning: Jl jjl ilil.

Beginning of the poem itself, on fol. 2^'.

Dated month Sha'ban, a.h. 975 (a. D. 1568, Febr.),

l)y Eukn-aldin bin Muhammad Shams-aldin. College

of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2254, ff. 143, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 11; Nasta'lik; illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 9^ in. by jj in.

1339
The same.

No date. Preface, on fol. i'^; beginning of the

poem, on fol. 2".

No. 710, ff. 120, 2 coll., ench 11. 13; clear Nasta'lik; illu-

minated frontispiece, rather effaced ; size, 8j in. by 5J in.

1340
The same.

No date. Preface, on fol. i^; beginning of the poem,
on fol. 2K Collated.

No. 709, ff. 91, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'lik; size, 8j in.

by 4I in.

1341
The same.

No date. Preface, on fol. i^* ; beginning of the poem,
on fol. 2<^. A few various readings and additions on
the margin.

No. 8460, olira 13. J. 5, ff. 81, 2 coll., each 11. 19; small
Nasta'lik ; a little worm-eaten ; size, SJ in. by 4I in.

1342
Yusuf u Zalikha.

Another very good and correct copy of the Jlfth

mathnawi of tlie Haft Aurang, dated the 24th of

Eajab, a.h. 1007 (a. d. 1599, Feb. 20).

No. 737, ff- 150, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; very large and distinct

Nasta'lik ; a vignette on fol. i' ; large pictures on ff. i"", 9'', 46",

57'', 61', gi", and 102''; illuminations throughout ; almost all the

margins adorned with arabesques; size, 14^ in. by 9^ in.

1343
The same.

Dated the 23rd of Eajab, a.h. 1138 (a. d. 1726, March

27), by Sliaikh Muhammad ibn Pir Muhammad Sufi.

No. 2254, margin-coll., ff. 2''-i4i'', 11. 30; Nasta'lik.

1344
The same.

Copied by Muhammad alkiwam of Shiraz, without

a date. But on fol. i^ there appears a seal of Mir Abu
'Alikhan Bahadur, bearing the date a.h. 1174 (a. D.

1760, 1761).

No. 8426, olim 7. J. 3, ff. 175, 2 coll., each 11. 12-13; clear

Nasta'lik ; the first two pages luxuriously illuminated in ultra-

marine, gold, and other colours
;
pictures on ff. j?"", 62', 73'', 1 1

7'',

and 147''; size, 8| in. by j;} in.

1345
The same.

Dated the 1 2th of MuhaiTam in the 4th year of the

reign of ^^_si\ yj-c ^JU ^J\^ w--^a.Lo (perhaps Shah

'Alam, that would be a.h. ii77=A.d. 1763, July 23).

Various readings on the margin.

No. 624, ff. 142, 2 coll., each 11. 13-16 ; written very unequally

by different hands, partly in careless Nasta'lik, partly in Shikasta

;

size, g in. by 5I in.

1346
The same.

Dated the 15th of Sha'ban, a.h. 1185 (a.d. 1771,

Nov. 23), by Muhammad Eamadani. A little worm-
eaten.

No. 3463, olira 7. J. 5, ff. 123, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'lik ;

size, Sf in. by 4J in.

1347
The same.

Dated the 17th of Eajab, a.h. 1209 (a.d. 1795,
Febr. 7), by Muhammad 'Ali, at Farrukhabad.

No. 729, ff. 137, 2 coll., 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 7J in. by 4I in.

1348
The same.

This copy was purchased by J. H. Peile, March, 1 8 1 7,

presented Sept. 19, i8i8, and transferred to Civil

College, Aug. 9, 1819.

No date. At the end a few baits from the pen of

the transcriber. On the eight fly-leaves miscellaneous

verses, excerpted from various diwans.

No. 3508, olim 7. J. 6, ff. 1-140, 2 coll., each 11. 15; careless

Nasta'lik ; occasionally various readings on the margin ; size,

7l in- by 4I '"•

1349
The same.

Another, tolerably old and good copy, undated. It is

a little injured and effaced in several places. College

of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2321, ff. 122, 2 coll., each 11. 17; clear Nasta'lik
;
pictures

on ft'. 19% 34^ 44", 46'', 5S*,63\ 79'', 83*, 97', and I04i>
; on other

pages blanks are left, to be filled in with pictures afterwards

;

size, 8| in. by 5 in.

1350
The same.

Good and correct copy, not dated.

No. 907, ff. 161, 2 coll., each 11. 13; distinct NaHallk
;

illuminated frontispiece ; a few other illuminations ; most of the

he.idings written in gold, the text also sprinkled with gold;

size, 9 in. by 6 in.
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1351
The same.

. No date. Collated throughout.

No. 350", olim 7. J. 4, ff. ijg, 2 coll., each 11. 15; large

Nasta'ltk ; the last two leaves supplied later on modem paper ;

size, 9I in. by sf in.

1352
The same.

No date. The first thirteen verses supplied by
a later hand, on ff. i and 2. Tlie original MS. begins

on fol. 3". Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2492, ff. 123, 3 coll., each 11. 17-18; Nasta'Uk, mixed
with Shikasta ; size, 8f in. by 6 in.

1353
The same.

Modern transcript without date, by Ghulain 'Ali

;

on fol. I'' the following note: ^j^ . J'-^-^ J-ol tbLiuj

..,;-» j.iLc Aj'i\ jij>,\ |.Ui4lj X}ijf ^^^ (*^'

No. 3470, olim 7. J. 7, ff. ic,6, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk;
size, 9^ in. by 6| in.

1354
The same.

A rather uncouth and soiled copy, tlie original

portion of which, on brown paper, begins on fol. 8'^,

and ends on fol. 136''. Ff. 1-7, 137-141, and fol. 64
are supplied by later hands on white paper. Collated.

On ff. 1-7 a number of interlinear paraphrases.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2719, ff. 141, U. 15 (in the original part); large Nas-
ta'Uk ; size, 95-9! in. by 5I in.

1355

A defective copy of the same.

Another very uncouth copy, soiled and injured in

many places, with a lacuna of one leaf after fol. 1 34,
comprising exactly p. 144 of Rosenzweig's edition.

Occasionally various readings on the margin.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2832, ff. 1-173, 3 coll., each 11. 12; Nasta'Uk, ff. 1-3
and 1 71-172 added by other hands, the last three pages in

Shikasta ; size, 7 in. by 4^ in.

1356

A Pushtu translation of the same.

This Pushtu translation of Janii's YAsuf and Zalikba
begins

:

Large extracts from this translation are given in

Dorn, Chrestomathy of the Pushtu or Afghan language,

ff. ivf-rAr, corresponding with fol. 11^, 1. 4, to fol. 45,
last line ; fol. 46^ first line, to ful. 64'', 1. 3 ; fol. 68"^,

1. 6, to fol. 70, 1. 6 ; fol. 88, last line, to fol. 107'', 1. 5;

and fol. 157, 1. 4, to fol. 159'', 1. 3; comp. also the

preface, ibidem, p. xi.

No date.

No. 2818, ff. 169, 3 coll., each 11. 10-13; Nasta'Uk; aize,

8| in. by 5^ in.

1357

A collection of Jitmi's prose-works.

This large and beautifully written collection is

introduced by a few preliminary lines, on ff. 2'' and 3*,

beginning : Jj ^JtsifJut cylxi tn-il ^\ji iS {jx» *-

Jl ^j\

:

; ,:. ) nJiijj^andi contains :

1. v_)b5Jl Lx'\j ijyj^j.^i't, a commentary on the

first Surah of the Kuran, on fol. 31", beginning : |»—j

Jl ^j~i^X3^\ u-^^^' cr*' ^^^ ^- ^''"g«l i"- P- 375.

No. 8.

2. 1^1J a. ^y^ t^ylaSj, ItyJ. A paraphrase in

Persian verses, of forty sayings of Muhammad, on fol.

10", beginning: ^JJls' jjbjl^ .i" ^_j^ ^^j^-^^-s-

Jl
ijjj.

It was composed A. h. 886 (a. d. 1481),

see Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 20; No. 895, 14; and

Rieu i. p. 17, and ii. p. 828, No. i.

3. "^.a. cILkL^ t!L^, on the rites of the pilgrimage,

on fol. 1 2", beginning : o.-vJl i*jtXJl Jjta. i^jjl ii a. jJ

Jl J/il. Composed A.H. 877 (a.d. 1472, 1473);

fcee Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 26; No. 895, 16; and W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 166, No. 21.

i. jJa.\j j^ tlL^ (or i,_i.UJI jjjJl), usually called

i-li^-flJl k_,.jkX« (j^Jla^ jJ jJLu., on the definition of

Stifism, on fol. 23^^, beginning: ,«-j01 rr*^'?^ 'ill' ^

;

Jl jJlJJ s-JIIj i_J^ LfJJl '«il J » M i-ajJl M J ; see

Bodleian Cat., No.' 894, 25; No. 895, 15; G. Fliigel iii.

p. 409 ; H. Khalfa iii. p. 207, No. 4952.

5. JjjyJl
(_5» JL.-), with its full title : ij^^y tlL-,

j^^yJl i_*tt-lj eDLJI. (j-^ii-i-'^ ,J ,
proof for and definition

of the absolute, on fc>l. 30^, beginning : L. tj\ ijj>.^l

Jl liiLLaLil ^1 t-.l » <i iLi ; see Bodleian Cat., No.

894, 24.

6. »j--Jl Ju»U-i. i_>Lsj, the evidence of Muhammad's

divine mission, on fol. 31*', beginning: ^^'}\ ill . .

»

Jl iLj, Jw-ujl usi\ jjl .V. JJ
|,.,H^' • It is divided into

a j_«Xi.** seven ^5\ , and a i^li. , and coiuijosed A. h.

885 (a.d. 1480), see H. Khalfa iv. p. 82, No. 7689 ; Bod-
leian Cat., No. 894, 4 ; No. 895, 2 ; Nos. 967 and 968 ;

Kieu i. p. 146 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 40, No. 13;
p. 90, No. 3, and p. 529 sq. ; Cat. des MSS. et Xj'lo-

graphes, p. 370, No. 422, i; J. Aumer, pp. 101-103;
Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iv. p. 299 sq. ; -TurkiBh

translation by Larai'i, G. Fliigel iii. p. 126.

7. LtJ>-ly»- i^jj iJiA ^^ ' °" *^*® mystic road, on

fol. 118'', beginning: Jl ,1 i_«Jo .jl^. i^' ^jJ l^jj^-
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This tract is styled in Bodleian Cat., No. 895, 26 :

^^ kJLi ,j tJUu,, rules for devotion; and in W.Pertsch,

Berlin Cat, p. 1052, No. 4: t.jj : .,?,5i Isojo j:>; see also

Eieu ii. pp. 863", No. xii, and 876*, No. vi.

8. ,j-j^l cyLsA^ i_)L::57the famous Sufic biographies,

on fol. 119'', beginning: 5-) j f-'^'p' i:r*^-r'
''''' (*-~^-

ji jUji c^jii jy j^:^ i^jJi ii xJi ^*.

This work contains here 612 biographies; beginning

with Abu Hashim alsufi, and ending with an anony-

mous Persian lady (i-L-^li sl^l). Composed A. h. 883

(a. D. 1478), see De Sacy, Notices et Extraits, xii. pp.

287-436 ; Wiener Jahrbiicher, torn. 84, Anzeigeblatt,

p. 40 ; Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 3 ; No. 895, 3 ; and

Nos. 957-961; Eieu i. p. 349; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 40, No. 14; p. 89, No. 2; and p. 558 sq.

;

Fleischer, Dresden Cat., p. 408 ; H. Khalfa vi. p. 367,

No. 13922. Turkish translation by Lami'i, printed in

Constantinople ; another by Mir Alishir Nawa'i. see

Eieu, Turkish Cat., p. 274^. Edited by Nassau Lees,

Calcutta, 1859.

9. JLil ^jDyej -^, on fol. 278''. A commentary

on Ibn al-'Arabi's (died a.h. 638 = A.d. 1240, 1241)

mystic work, the SJ\ ^yii, see G. Fliigel iii. p. 333

sq., where also several commentaries are described, and

H. Khalfa iv. p. 424, No. 9073; beginning: il ^-«j

~ii (jtf^-aj ^jay.aJt^_. Composed A.H. 896 (a.d. 1 491).

10. ^joj.^ a .11 vji-«J rr^ ij u*j-*^' •*-"' * '=°™"

mentary on the ,j«j-fliJI ,jiij, the extract which Ibn

al-'Arabi himself made from his ^S^ {j°_y^j *"^ ^''^•

337b beginning: (^jj\ jjl J.*il |«>=y31 ij^^^ *Hl (.—J.

~J^ j.t tj}^ L?ji ^j^ JU-o J-'^- Composed a.h. 863

(a.d. 1458, 1459), see H. Khalfa vi. p. 380, No. 13968;

Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 9; No. 895, 4; and No. 976;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 274, No. i.

11. [c^J/^ cyLxJ. -;-i. c-jL:^ commentary on the

euLaJ. of 'Iraki (see above. No. 11 16), usually styled

euU.iH iJLil, on fol. 448'', beginning: ,_5^ cuLxi ij^

~ii ^jjJI jjj. Composed A.h. 886 (a.d. 1481), see

H. Khalfa v. p. 335 ; Bodleian Cat., No. 894, ii; No.

895, 5 ; and No. 966 ; Eieu ii. p. 594^; Cat. des MSS.

et Xylographes, p. 371, No. 8; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 282 sq.

12. ^;)\4*^) r/^ t!L-|, Jami's commentarj\ on some

of his own ruba'is, on fol. 485b, beginning: tJi) 11*^^

Jl ij-J^ t . Ll 1 jjt; see Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 15;

No. 895, 11; Eieu ii. pp. 827a and 834"; Cat. des

MSS. et Xylographes, p. 373, No. 28; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 452 ; W. Pertsch, Berlip Cat., p. 280, No. i.

13. (jy~iut ry^s^_ rr^'> commentary on the first

two baits of Jalal-aldin Eumi's mathnawi, on fol. 496^,

beginning : ^\ ^\ iJt ^ jj>. U j ^\j j^ (J^i^ ',
see

Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 17; No. 895, 8; Eieu ii.

p. 863a, No. xiii ; W. Pertscli, Berlin Cat., p. 43, No. 40,

and p. 1052, No. I ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 1 12 ;

Journal Asiat. 1868, i. p. 477. It is also styled ^
14. L<,L) 5-o-ly». ijLij^, extracts from the ^_^Ujl

sJl-Jj of Kliwajah Muhammad Parsa al-Bukhari (died

A.H. 822= A.D. 1 419), also styled il-iXiiJl LJLUl, on

fol. 498'', beginning : ^JiJ^i—j JLi* ,jijLiJjl Smj

"Til f f='; see Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 23 ; No. 895,

13; and No. 1266; Rieu ii. p. 863"*, No. xi; W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 1052, No. 2.

15. JJ tlLj,, system of Sufic doctrines, on fol. 501b,

beginning: ^Llj (5.aj>.l il ^«»~:;!l . J.<j<^jJJ Luij Cj^

Jl eI-Jlc; see Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 16; No. 895, 12;

and Nos. 971-975; Eieu i. p. 44; Cat. des MSS. et

Xylographes, p. 252, No. 256; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 282, No. 3, and p. 284 ; Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 292;

J. Aumer, j). 21; H. Khalfa v. p. 344, No. 11 234.

16. 8; .
, •--

It r 1 ;.
- sJu<-oj rr-'' commentary on 'Umar

Ibn al-Farid's (died A. h. 632 = a.d. 1235) 'wine-

kasidah,' on fol. 508'', beginning : J-^*j>. ^j-« sJLs^-**

~J\ ,_pJ. Composed a.h. 875 (a.d. 1470, 1471);

it is usually styled ^])i, see Bodleian Cat., No. 894,

12 ; No. 895, 6 ; Eieu ii. p. 8o8^ No. ii, and p. 828'',

No. iv; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 282; Cat. Codd.

Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 72 ; H. Khalfa iv. p. 537.

1 7. s-l^jU t^JLj s Ju»-ai _j-i , commentary on 'Umar

Ibn al-Farid's kasidah, rhyming in i^, on fol. 523b,

beginning: Jl eaLijli cyLs*^ iS i^jojl^i. iHj. Its

proper title is j.i Jaj , see Bodleian Cat., No. 894,

14; No. 895, 7; compare on Ibn al-Farid's kasidah,

H. Khalfa ii. p. 85; Loth, Arabic MSS., pp. 199 and

236; G. Fliigel i. p. 461 sq.

18.
c-C.

commentary on a tradition of the

prophet, delivered by Abu Dharr al-'ukaili, also styled

Uy^ vi*JA» r/^' o*^ f°^- 53°^, beginning: db (j\

~n jSlo j Vj!.~->^ jla.j ; see Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 19;

No. 895, 10; Eieu ii. p. 862^, No. viii.

19. .^--Jk^-^1 o^ rj-^' commentary on a verse

of Amir Khusrau Dihlawi (see above, Nos. 1186-1221),

on fol. 531b, beginning: Jl «^ O, il ^^ U; see

Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 18; No. 895, 9; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 166, No. 8.

20. »-P-JUj tlUi,, on the formula 'there is no God

but Allah,' on fol. 532^, beginning : ^^ ^1 ^^Ala ^j^

ji (jjLJl. It is also styled i\ 'S\ Jl il tlU,, see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 448, 1. i.

21. .
1 ' ;

-J
,j^- - i—jf-a, on Arabic inflexions, on

fol. 533^ beginning : Jl JLAi\ ^-i^.

22. f^ Ljli j,^, an Arabic commentary on the

i^li'of Ibn-alhajib (died A.H. 646=A.D. 1248, 1249),
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usually styled iljL-iJI jjl^l, on fol. 52^^, beginning :

Jl il^ jJLc sjJuaJl
J

v'ljjj x^ji. Composed A. H.

897 (a. D. 1492), see Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 2; and
No. 970; G. riUgel i. p. 167 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylo-
graphes, p. 158, No. 64; printed Calcutta, i8i8,
Constantinople, 1820; lithographed, Lucknow, as __i

,_5«L». jU, 1887; the glosses of Muharram Efendi to

the first part of this commentary, entitled ^Zs^^ i^\:S

j^U. i--iU>. ^, were printed, Constantinople, a.h.

1226 (a.d. 1811); a ^_y«^- ^ »-_;-i. i--i.L». also appeared,

Lucknow, 1879 and 1880. "Abd-alghafur al-Lari's (see

below in No. 1362) glosses to Jami's commentary are

noticed in G. Flugel i. p. 21, and H. Khaifa v. p. 10.

The first treatise is dated a. h. 960 (a. d. 1553); the

third, Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 968 (a. d. 1560, Nov.-Dec.)

;

the sixth, the last of Muharram, a.h. 979 (a.d. 157 i,

June 24) ; the eighth, the 14th of Rajab, A. h. 980 (a.d.

1572, Nov. 20); the fourteenth, the 7th of Eabi'-

alawwal, A. H. 968 (i perhaps 986 '!).

No. 842, ff. 613, 11. 37; beautiful Nasta Ilk ; two splendid
vignettes with the titles of all the treatises on S. i''an(l 2"; ff. 2''

and 3" most brilliantly illuminated ; illuminated headings at the
beginning of each treatise ; excellent eastern binding ; size,

14 in. by 9 in.

1358
Three prose-treatises by Jami.

This copy contains

:

1. On fol. 791): Jju^ rv^J-* LS*^ *^>'r° ^IP
sJ-ojU &J,.»i», the same commentary on Ibu al-Farid's

' wino-kasidah ' as in No. 16 of the preceding copy.

2. On fol. 122b
: ^jAj>. (J^^^ f^^y*^

^^^ -No- '5 in

the preceding copy. Beginning: Jl eLJLc 'LjJ i^<^\ ^
3. On fol. 141b: ^U. ^j^y, ^\ls.\ij _^, see

No. 1 2 in the preceding copy.

Dated the 22nd of Jumada-althanl, a.h. 1176 (a.d.

1763, Jan. 8).

No. 1234, ff. 79-175, 11. 18 ; Naskhl ; size, 8 in. by 4f in.

1359
Nafahat-aluns.

Another very excellent and useful copy of Jami's

famous ' biographies of Sufis' (see No. 8 in the collec-

tion of Jauii's prose works, No. 1357 above), with
valuable marginal glosses and a complete index in

alphabetical order, on ff. 443''-453*. "This is not the

oldest, but the richest copy in the India Office Collec-

tion, the number of biographies here amounting to 620.

It is not dated, but on fol. i* there are entries from
A.H. 1162 (a.d. 1749), a.h. 1183 (a.d. 1769, 1770),
and a. h. i 196 (a. d. 1782). Beginning as usual.

No. 2082, ff. 453, 11. 15 ; splendid Na.sta'llk, small but very
distinct; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8^ in. by 5 in.

1360
The same.

A third very full and complete copy, containing, like

the one in No. 1357 above, 612 biographies (578 men

and 34 women), with copious marginal glosses and
additions. There is inserted between the fly-leave.s

a double index, the first following the order of the

biographies in the text, the second arranged alpha-

betically like that in the preceding copy.

No date.

No. 3118, ff. 419, 11. 15 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; worm-
eaten throughout ; size, loj in. by 5| in.

1361
The same.

A fourth excellent copy, containing 611 biographies,

according to the detailed index on ff. ib-9b, with very

large additions and highly useful notes and explana-

tions on the margin. Beginning of tlie text on fol. lo^^.

Dated in Jumada-althani, a.h. 1023 (a.d. 1614, -July-

August), by Khwajah Tahir bin Khwajah Darwish
alhisari.

No. 1412, ff. 298, U. 21 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; the
last pages a little damaged by worms ; illuminated frontispiece

;

size, loj in. by 7 in.

1362
The same.

A filth excellent copy of the Nafahat-nluns, older

than the preceding ones, but without a full index, dated

Eabi'-althani, a.h. 990 (a.d. 1582, April-May), collated

by the same hand which wrote the text, and annotated

according to a note at the end of the MS. by another

hand in a.h. 1042 (a.d. 1632, 1633). These notes,

which cover the margin to a great extent, are taken

from the ij,^
(j^l>* °^ *^® u-J^' cylaA»^ i-JXj,

that is the commentary compiled by 'Abd-alghafur al-

Lari, Jami's disciple, who died a.h. 912 (a.d. 1506,

1507), see Bodleian Cat, No. 960; Eieu i. p. 350 sq.

Ff. I ''-31' contain the fragment of an index to the

Nafahat-aluns, only going as far as fol. 104" (1 • 1).

No. 3097, ff. 566, II. 15; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; illu-

minated frontispiece ; feize, 7I in. by 4I in.

1363
The same.

A sixth excellent and well written copy, also con-

taining 611 biographies, but no index at all.

Not dated. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2160, ff. 400, U. 18 ; clear and distinct Nasta'lik ; illu-

minated frontLipiece ; size, gf in. by 5 2 in.

1364
The same.

This copy contains, according to the index on ff". 1-16,

like No. 1360 above, 612 biographies (not 645, as is

stated by mistake at the end of the index), but the

last page is missing, and several leaves are slightly

injured, others rather efiiaced. Beginning of the text,

on fol. \i^.
No date. Collated.

No. 1880, ff. 334, 11. 19; Naskhl; ff. 1-16, 33-43, 144-1481
"id 333 supplied by other hands in Nasta'lik and Shikasta,

11. 16-19
i *'^*i 8 in. by 5^ in.
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1365
Tlie same.

This otherwise excellent and annotated copy is

much smaller than the preceding ones, and contains

only 597 liiogiapliies ; many marginal glosses and

additions ; all the Arabic quotations are translated

into Persian.

Dated a. h. 1065 (a.d. 1654, 1655). Some leaves

are misplaced ; the right order of ff. 123-126 is : 123,

125, 124, 126; and of ff. 130-135: 130, 134^ I34»,

132, 133. I3I^ i3i*> 135-

No. 394, ff. 286, U. 25 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 1 1| in. by 6J in.

1366
The same.

This copy is the oldest of all, dated the 8th of Eabi'-

althiini, a. h. 987 (a.d. 1579, June 4), but it contains

only 549 biographies, and has no index; besides on

ff. 46-50 all the names are omitted. Partly collated.

On ff. I" and i*' a double i-epetition of the first twelve

or thirteen lines of the preface, which begins on

fol. 2''.

No. 946, ff. 406, 11. 17-18; Nasta'ltk ; irregularly written

by different liauds ; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

1367

A very defective copy of the same.

An incomplete copy of the Nafahat, which breaks off

on fol. 355^' at the end of the biography of sI^^JlS

JiJL- t^r- (a female disciple of Sari Sakati), coiTe-

sponding to No. 1412 (1361 in this Cat.), fol. 292", 1. 3

ab infra. There are besides a great number of lacunas,

usually marked by blank leaves, viz. fol. 267 (comprising

ff. 210*, 1. I to2IO^ 1. 14 in No. I4i2),ff. 270 and 271

(comprising ff. 2

1

2'^, last line, to 2 1 3*, 1. 1 3 in the same

copy), fol. 280 (comprising ff. 219", 1. 13, to 220'', 1. 3 in

the same copy), ff. 284 and 285 (comprising ff. 222I',

last line, to 2 24b, 1. 4 in the same copy), after fol. 301

(without a blank leaf, comprising ff. 238*, 1. 6 ab infra,

to 240^^1. 7 ab infra in the same copy), after fol. 307

(likewise without a blank leaf, comprising ff. 245", lin.

penult, to 246*, 1. 7 in the same copy), and fol. 354 (the

largest of all lacunas, comprising ff. 277'', 1. 7, to 291^,

]. 7 in No. 1412). Ff. 326-328 must besides be inserted

after fol. 288. Pai-ts of several pages are torn away,

others are injured by worms.

No. 1597, ff. 355,11.17; Nastallk; ff. i, 3-6, 88,160, 161,

168, 210, 244, and 245 supplied by a later hand; size, 8j in.

by 4I in.

1368
Lawa'ih.

Another copy of Jami's Lawa'ih (see Nos. 15 and

2 in Nos. 1357 and 1358 above respectively), with its

full title: j^U-. j wJ,U-. ^jl^. ji J\^, beginning :

Jl eUic 'LjJ ^^ il.

^ Dated a.h. 978 (a.d. 1570, 1571), by Muhammad
Tahir of Bukhara.

No. 1368, ff. 76''-io5'', U. 12 ; distinct Nasta'Uk ; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 8 in. by 4I in.

1369

The same.

Dated 9th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. iiii (a.d. 1700,

May 28), by Abcl-aha'uf; many marginal annotations

and interlinear glosses.

No. 652, ff. 23, 11. 13; Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 9 in. by 4I in.

1370

The same.

Dated the 8th of Muharram, a.h. 1167 (a.d. 1753,

Nov. 5), by Siraj-aldin Shaikh Wali-allah 'Abbasi.

No. 1994, ff. 1-58", U. II ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 7| in. by 3^ in.

1371

The same.

No date. Some marginal glosses on the first page.

No. 2354, ff. 1-50, U. 10 ; Naskhl ; size, 6 in. by 4 in.

1372

A commentary on the Lawa'ih.

A short Persian commentaiy on the principal topics

of Jami's Jl^, styled J^Jl t^^-" ij^"^. uW^ ^J ^^^-^^i

by Muhammad bin Shaikh Muhammad Fadl-allah, and

beginning : ^^jAl A^jJl Jji'j Xkj
j

ill x».il

It is collated. After the conclusion, on fol. 106^,

a short appendix in Arabic follows, probably by the same

scholar, dealing with the same topics, and beginning

:

Ji v_i^l i-.^ jL* il9>Jl ^^1 }xa jyl. It is

written by the same hand as the commentary itself.

Another, considerably extensive, commentary on the

J\y, with the title J\y^\ i^l, by 'Abd-almalik ibn

'Abd-alghafur alansari, is noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., pp. 284 and 285.

No. 1994, ff. sg^-i 10, 11. 11; clear Nasta'Uk ; size, 7| in.

by 3i in-

1373

Glosses on the Lawa'ih.

Glosses on the same Lawa'ih ( Jl^ tj-iU.), beginning:

ju jjf jy uii
^^"^ ^.

As author is named, on fol. i^ and also on the back

of the binding, Mulla 'Imad ; in the work itself no

name is mentioned.

No. 704, ff. 1-43, 11. 17 (diagonal lines); Nasta'Uk; size, 6J in.

i

by i,\ in.
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1374
Sliawilhid-alnubuwwat.

Anotlier copy of the i»^\ ju»l«-i<, or evidences of

Muhammad's diviue mission, see No. 6 in the large

collection of Jaml's prose-works (No. 1357 above);

beginning : ^JJJXX^ j ^^jj^^l-... iL^ J--,\ (jjJI ii J-*J1

Jl. The headings of the i^lJLt, the seven ^j , and the

jU». are as follows ;

J.U, on fol. 4*.

IjLo ji i^lLm

J iJJi, jjtUi , on fol. 6a.

SX^ AJU Cjl.

, on fol. 16".

U JJj-jl i**' cjL-J j-> J'- uC>

, on fol. 32".

1
»^

T

(jjj »Ui .Uj u-

I, on fol. 46^, in two kisms.

uW>j->
e^-^ ^j

,.jT oJ^ilj i^T ,.,Lo

»^' ^Lp.

V^ J
xiL>J i^v^-iL.* ^ Jl^L>

Juib 4Jul waUs luUj jl jju , on fol. 90", in two kisms.

0^1 5A-.I j^^+JflJ. (.4-i^ 4Jll
j_j^

(.Uic iiJl
J,

on fol.

1 00''.

0.^1 IJ.^ -tUa iJ^ 4)1 -.jt-fc) >-^wi«-o tiLJs U ^j.:;jqlj,

on fol. 167".

\xe\ v^ybjic .J 5_».jL>., on fol. 179".

Nodate. Anentry from A. H. 1031 (a.d. 1621, 1622),

on fol. I".

No. 1154, if. 183, U. 17; clear Nasta'ltk; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 9I in. by 5^ in.

1375
Ashi"at-allama'at.

Another copy of Jami's commentary on 'Iraki's

uiA w \, see No. 11 in the collection of Jami's prose-

works (No. 1357 above), beginning: jj euLxi ^
Jl |,Ai!l .yi . It is styled here ^zAxX t^U>.

.

No date.

No. 704, ff. 44-141, U. 17 (diagonal lines); Naata'lik; size,

6| in. by 44 in.

1376

Risala-i-tarik-i-tawajjuh-i-khwajaha.

Another copy of the tract on the ' mystic road,' or

the ' rules for devotion,' here styled s-jL.. .j JL-.

^i i^\y\j, see No. 7 in the collection of Jami's prose-

works (No. 1 357 above). Beginning : oJ.j I : -^ j^

J\J L_a5o yy. (^1. On ff. 71", 75!), and 76a-78",

some prayers and traditions of renowned Sufic Shaikhs

IKD. OFF.

are added by the transcril)er, Abu Talib alhusaini, who
copied this treatise, A. H. 1 173 (a.d. 1759, 1760).

No. 1234, ff. 71-78*, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; lize, 8 in. by 4I in.

1377
Sharh-i-rabaiyyat.

Another copy of Jami's commentary on Bome of liis

own rubais, see No. 12 in the collection of Jami's

prose-works (No. 1357 above). It begins : iJil \x*^

Dated the 4th of Sha'ban, A. h. 968 (a.d. 1561,

April 20).

No. 1093, ff. 4I<-83^ U. 15 ; distinct Nastallk; size, si >
by 3j in.

1378

Hilyat-alhulal (Jill id*).
The fourth and largest treatise on riddles, also styled

LZj" ,.» ij^ tlLu, , extracted from the workjpill JJl».

of Sharaf-aldin al-Yazdi(who diedA.H.858=A.D. 1454),
by Jami {not included in No. 1357 above), beginning

(with the same words as No. 14 in the collection of

his prose-works)

:

d1 ju E=* (jijLi^ _ JLl» (jijLiijI Jljo

See Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 32 ; No. 895, 28 ; No. 896,

13; and No. 1345; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 81,

No. 2, and p. 131, No. i ; H. Khalfa iii. p. 108; v.

p. 638 ; ii. p. 1 08 ; J. Aumer, p. 44, Nos. 1 34 and

135; i > Gr. Fliigel iii. p. 542, No. 3 ; Cat. des MSS. et

Xylographes, p. 372, No. 19. This copy is by the

author's oum hand, with numerous marginal additions,

and dated a. h. 856^a.d. 1452 (i.e. two years before

Sharaf-aldin Yazdi s death), see the colophon and also

the remark on fol. i"-: ijjK^ ey,-xa- c-» . ; .a T DL-, |^1

No. 3212, ff. 51, 11. 13; neat and small N.-«ta'llk ; small illu-

minated frontispiece ;'size, 4^ in. by 6^ in.

1379

Muntakhab-i-Hilyat-alhulal (jlil ilL. t>>i==^).

An extract from Jami's largest treatise on riddles,

styled J-Lil LAa. »_)U$7inade (before a.h. 879=a.d.

1474, 1475) by the poet himself, comp. J. Aumer,

pp. 44 and 45 ; H. Khalfa v. p. 683, No. 12429.

Beginning

:

Dated the 28th of Eamadan, A.h. 1133 (a.d. 1721,
July 23).

No. 1474, ff. 76-100, 11. 14; Nasta'ltk; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 65 in. by 3f in.

1380
Risala-i-'arud (ij^jyC Vi\^J).

Jami's well-known treatise on prosody and mefre
(likewise iiot included in No. 1357 alxjve), usually

3D
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called (jf3/»J' u* *^^)' beginning : ^Sj^M ji\^ u-W-*

~n c>-- ]j
laliUl^y *J;- uyVS^ iTl^ ; see Bodleian

Cat., No. 894, 33; No. 895, 33; No. 896, 17; and

No. 969; G. Flugel iii. p. 543, No. 6; W. Peitsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 186, No. 4.

Dated the 14th of Safar, a. h. 1073 (a. d. 1662,

Sept. 28), by Ibn Sayyid Abdallah bin Sayyid Pir

Muhammad.

No. 1968, ff. 18, 11.
1 7 ; distinct Nasta'lik ; size, 8^ in. by 5 in.

1381

"Aka'id-i-Jami (,_5«Lb- JjUx.).

A short theosophical mathuawi by Jami, an exposi-

tion of the Muhammadan creed, also styled 5_.U jU:lc1
,

beginning

:

1, iJ^SJi ,.vjl

d'
Jj^ (»;«—

J.
'J

»-—
' Ij-i

see Rieu ii. p. 827", No. viii. It is not found in the

usual collections of Jami's prose-works.

Dated the 8th of Dhd-alhijjah, a.h. i 143 (a. d. i 731,

June 14).

No. 1621, ff. II, a coll., each 11. 13; careless Nasta'lik; size,

"2 >n- by 4J in.

1382

Another copy of the same.

Dated the 5th of Shawwal, A.H. 1209 (a. D. 1795,

April 25).

No. 1345, ff. 45''-55*, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'lik; size,

72 in- by 4* in-

1383

Baharistan (jjli-j^L^j).

Jami's spring-gai-den, in eight raudas, a collection of

moral anecdotes in prose and verse, in imitation of

Sa'di's Gulistan, with an anthology of Persian poets in

the seventh raudah (see a copy of it in No. 1309 above),

composed a.h. 892 (a. d. 1487), and beginning :

Another title of it is : ^l^.^l iJuJ
j
^U.»ill i-ij^ ; the

diite of composition (>_...:, it,j S ^ji) appears on fol. 74*',

first line ; corap. on this work, Bodleian Cat., No. 894,

27; No. 895, 27; No. 896, 19 ; and Nos. 962-964;

Rieu ii. p. 755; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 882, 883,

and 885; G. Flugel i. p. 574, and iii. p. 542 ; J. Aumer,

p. 52; Rosen, Persian MSS., pp. 260, 261, and 293;

and Granyeret de Lagrange, in Journal Asiat., torn, vi

(1825), pp. 257-267. Parts of it have been published

in the ' Wiener Authologie,' in Wilken's ' Chresto-

inathie,' p. 172 sq., and in Spiegel's ' Chrestomathia

Persica,' Leipzig, 1846, pp. 1-23; extracts in German

translation are iound in Tholuek's ' Bluthensammlung,'

p. 301 sq. ; the full Persian text, with German trans-

lation, by Schlechta-AVsfehrd, appeared, 1846, in

Vienna; a literal English translation of the whole

d

work was published by the Kama Shastra Society,

Benares, 1887; an English version of the sixth

raudah, under the title, 'Persian Wit and Humour,'

by C. E. Wilson (see Triibner's Record, Nos. 187-190,

p. 68^'). Eastern editions : Luckuow (without date) ;

Constantinople, A.h. 1252 (with the Turkish commen-

tary of Shakir Efendi) and A.H. 1295. Tlie Turkish

commentary of Sham'i on the Baharistan has been

noticed in Rieu ii. p. 755^ and Turkish Cat., p. 159;

W. Pertsch, "p. 107, and Berlin Cat., p. 883 ; G. Flugel

i. p. 574, and J. Aumer, p. 52 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd.

Bat. i. p. 357. .

The present copy is dated a.h. 1007 (as it seems)=
A.D. 1598, 1599. At the end, on ff. 74'>-75'^ a kasidah

is added, beginning : (ji^jJ^ eU-« jj' jl j^- ij^s^ U^

No, 1474, ff. 1-75, 11- 15; Nasta'lik ; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 61 in. by 3f in.

1384

Anolher copy of the same.

Dated the 26th of Jumada-althant, a.h. io8r (a. d.

1670, Nov. 10), at Akbarabad, by Muhammad Amiu

alhusaini of Kandahar. Bibliotheca Leydeuiana.

No. 2486, ff. 1-91, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

1385
The same.

Dated in the month Shawwal, a.h. 1098 (a. d. 1687,

Aug.-Sept.), by Muhammad Husain bin Mihr 'Ali.

No. 74, ff. 92, 11. 14 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8f in. by 4J in.

1386
The same.

A modern, undated copy, excellently written, which

was originally in the possession of Mr. Henry George

Keene (1803), and bought of him (together with

Juwaini's Nigaristan, bound touether with this MS.,

see No. 756 above), for four guineas, by Mr. Adam

Clarke, 18 17. It was received into the library, April

-61, 11. 17; large and distinct Nasta'lik ;
size,

10, 1877.

No. 3183, ff.

1 1| in. by 6J in.

1387

Ruka'at-i-Jami (^y^ v^jUj;).

Jami's standard-letters and specimens of refined

prose-writings, beginning : Lio i_fiJLs-" 'LiJ\ j\ .X*j

ji v^LjQl 5J-£ Jlc J^l liJJl ^ ci^-i-jc^ J ;
see

Bodleian Cat., No. 894, 35 ;
No. 895, 35 ; No. 896, 20 ;

and No. 965 ; G. Flugel i. pp. 264 and 265, and 111.

p. 542 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 371, No. 7.

These letters have been edited in the ' Selections for the

Use of the Students of the Persian Class,' vol. vi,

Calcutta, 181 1. This collection also bears the title of

_U. i..,lf ' •'
,
^la. 'LiJl, and sometimes JJL- Jl u\yii-

i_s*"r
"—

'

' ij •
. i I, f

Tlie present copy, which contains a great number ot

interlinear glosses and paraphrases, is dated the 12th

of Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. 1039 (a.d. 1630, June 23).

No. 1691, ff. 1 21, 11. 1 1 ; Nasta'lik ;
size, 81 in. by 4J- in.
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1388

A slightly defective copy of the same.

This copy begins abruptly with the last words of the

introduction : Ju—j ^^SJ iS joLi jj( ub . . .

Jl^U. _>, coirespoiiding to fol. 2", 1. 4 iu the pre-

ceding copy.

Dated the 24th of Jumada-alawwal in the 48th year
of "Alamgir's reign (=a.h. 1116, a.d. 1704, Sept. 24),

by 'Abd-alnabi ibn Shaikli Ibrahim bin Muhamtnad
Murad. Some pages slightly injured.

No. 497, ff. 85, 11. 14-15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8 in. by 5|in.

1389

A still more defective copy of the same.

This copy is defective both at the beginning and end;
it opens abruptly, just five words before the beginning

of the preceding copy : sjIj ^^'-^ j J^ sjp jt*a. . . .

^1 Xjt\, and breaks ofiP on fol. 82^'. The e.xact words,

with which this copy ends, cannot be traced iu the two
preceding copies, as the arrangement of letters differs

in some points, but fol. 82", 1. 8, con-esponds to fol. 78",

1. 3 in the preceding copy. Many pages are slightly

injured. The proper order of the leaves is : ff. 1-15,
17-20, 16, 2i-8z ; there are besides lacunas after

ff. 6 and 15. Bibliotheca Leydeniaiia.

No. 2484, ff. 1-82, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 8| in. by 4J in.

PoeU who died between a.h. 900 and 1000.

1390

Bagh-i-Iram
{^J,

cb).

The garden of Irara, or the story of Baliram and
Bihruz, an epic poem by Maidana Kamal-aldin Bannai
of Harat, who was killed in the massacre of Shah Ipma'il

at Samarkand, a.h. 918 (a.d. 1512, 1513); comp. on
the poet's life and works Bodleian Cat., No. 987

;

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 372; A. F. Mehren, p. 41;
Notices et Extraits iv. p. 289; see also Haft Iklim,
No. 635 (col. 424 in this Cat.) ; Safinah, No. 35 (col.

213 in the Bodleian Cat.); Ataslikada, No. 291 (ib.

<="•• 2 73)> etc. The poem is usually styledjj^ j ^1^
(see also Eieu i. p. 351'^); but the genuine title appears
here, on fol. 33a,

1. 6 :

r) ^j^ ^ o^i) »^' - ^} ^. JWi j'r^
(the word JLjj being an apparent misspelling for ii\^,
as the Bodleian copy has); in his lyrical poems Banna'i
used Hali as takhallus (see Atashkada and Sprenger,
loo. cit.). Beginning of the poem, on fol. i'':

(an initial bait which has been closely imitated by

Hilali in his IjJ ^ iLi, see further below, Nos. 1426-
1429); on fol. 18, the author is called by mistake

Thana'l instead of Banna'i. The right order of ff. 262-

265 is: 262, 264, 263, 265.

No. 273, ff. 369, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'Uk; collated

throughout ; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

1391

A fragment of the same.

This fragment of the (,.1 cb, which is by mistake

inserted in a copy of three mathnawis by Sana'i (see

No. 915 alwve), comprises fol. 93'', 1. 6, to fol. 1 1 6", 1. 2

of the preceding copy.

First bait

:

Last bait

:

UJ^ Jjj — Ij^ L^Xi. Llii Ls*
J.y»

How the mistake of this insertion came about is

easily explained. On fol. i^ of the present MS. the

name of Sana'i appears as Thana'l, and as the same
error is sometimes committed with regard to the author

of the ^1 cb (see the preceding copy), the transcriber

of this copy must have assumed that all the various

extracts collected iu this volume belonged to one and
the same poet.

Dated a.h. 1061 (a.d. 1651).

No. 1991, ff. 316-331", 2 coll., each 11. 19 ; Nastii'Uk ; size,

9i in. by 4^ in.

1392

Ghazaliyyat-i-Fighani {^\^ eyllhi).

Ghazals by Baba Fighani of Shiraz, who had origin-

ally the taklialluR of Sakkaki, and died in Khurasan
A.H. 922 or 925 (a.d. 1516 or 1519); the former
date is found in the Lubb-altawarikh, the latter

in Sam Mirza (se;e Notices et Extraits iv. p. 305),
the Haft Iklim, No. 212 (col. 394 in this Cat.),

the Butkhana, No. 38 (col. 200 in the Bodleian Cat.),

etc.; comp. also Bodleian Cat., Nos. 992-994; Eieu
ii. p. 651; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 886 and 887;
A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 21, No. 176, and pp. 403-494;
Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 384 ; Cat. Codd. Or.
Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 122; J. Aumer, p. 34 ; Bland, Century
of Persian Ghazals, No. 9. Wrong dates of his death
are a.h. 911 (a.d. 1505, 1506) in Safinah, No. 3 (col.

212 in the Bodleian Cat.), and a.h. 915 (a.d. 1509,
1510) in the Klmlasat-alafkar, No. 198 (ib. col. 309).
He was a court-poet of Sultan Ya'kiib; compare on his

poetical style and the great number of imitators he
found, the Maklizan-alghara'ib, No. 1869 (col. 359 in

the Bodleian Cat.). The ghazals are arranged alpha-

betically and begin :

Dated A.H. 1051 (a.d. 1641, 1642).

No. 1945, morgin-colaiim, ff. i29*'-i64', U. 32-36; careleu
Nasta'Uk.

3 d 2
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1393

Diwan-i-Asafi (lyA-al u^j-i^y)-

The lyrical poems of Khwajah Asafi, the son of

ilukim-aldiu Ni'inat-allah of Kuhistaii, who was a

pupil of Jaml, friend of Mir 'Alishir, and flourished

under Sultan Husain Mirza ; he died, according to the

best authorities, a.h. 923 (a.d. 1517), at Harat, see

Haft Iklini, No. 832 (col. 438 in this Cat.), and Safinah,

No. 34 (col. 213 in the Bodleian Cat.); other dates of

his death are A.H. 920 (a.d. 1514), see Atashkada,

No. 289 (col. 272 in the Bodleian Cat.), and a.h. 928
(a.d. 1522), see the Khulasat-alafkar, No. 22 (ib. col.

303), and the Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 61 (ib. col. 318);

conip. also Bodleian Cat., Nos. 990 and 991; Eieu ii.

p. 651 sq. ; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 20, 71, and 310;
G. Fliigel i. p. 577 ; W. Pertsch, p. 74, and Berlin Cat.,

pp. 893 and 894 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographcs,

p. 385; A. F. Mehren p. 41; J. Aumer, p. 34. This

copy contains chiefly ghazals in alphabetical order, with

a few kit'as and lubais at the end; and although

undated, it must take precedence over the following

copies, as it is larger than those and has a number of

various readings and glosses on the margin. Beginning

of the first ghazal :

V,
J>\^j J.> UjJ- .sLTjL-

bJ ^-uk ij\j;jj^ i

No. 3381, olim 13. J. 11, ft'. 86, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'lik;

size, 8| in. by 5| in.

1394
Another copy of the same.

This collection of Asafi's lyrical poems is somewhat
smaller than the preceding one, and not so well written;

it is dated the i6th of Jumada-althani, a.h. 1157 (the

26th year of Muhammadshah's reign) = a. D. 1744,
July 27, at Shahjahanabad. Beginning the same as in

the preceding copy.

No. 2093, ff. 263-318, 2 coll., each 11. 10-I4, and besides one
or two diagonal lines in every page, each containing two baits;

Shikasta; size, 8 J in. by sin.

1395
The same.

This copy, not dated, contains, like the two preceding
ones, at the end of the ghazals a few kit'as, but only
one ruba i ; the remaining ruba is are missing. Begin-
ning as usual. A very large number of glosses on the
margin of the first fifty-two leaves.

No. 8374, olim 13. J. 10, ff. 78, 2 coll., each 11. 15; lai^e
Nasta'lik ; size, 8| by 6 in.

1396
The same.

This copy contains the ghazals only, with the usual
beginning. A few various readings and short glosses

on the margin of the first leaves.

No date.

No. 8461, olim 13. J. 12, ff. 75, 2 coll., each 11. 10-18, written
in une()ual Nasta'Uk by at least three different hands ; size,

;| in. hy 4f in.

1397
The same.

A shorter collection of Asafi's ghazals, dated a.h.

1051 (a.d. 1641, 1642). Beginning as usual.

No. 1945, margin-column, ff. i8i»-2o6'', II. 28-36, and 3
centre-columns on ff. 204'' and 205", each U. 1 7 ; careless Nas-
ta'lik ; size, 9j in. by 5^ in.

Hatifi (Nos. 1398-1418).

1398

Laila u Majnun (j^j-is* j ^J-^)^
The loves of Laila and Mnjnun, an ejiic poem by

Maulana 'Abdallah Hatil'i of Jam, Jami's nephew, who
died A.H. 927 (a.d. 1521), according to the ta'rikhs

jl
H
* ^Li and uLcLi j-l, quoted in the Makhzan-

alghara'ib, No. 3036 (col. 393 in the Bodleian Library),

which may serve as corrective for the slight eiror in

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 87, 11. 22 and 23. This math-

nawi is the first of his projected Khamsah, of which,

however, only four poems are extant, viz. the present

one, the s-oU ni :.' (Nos. 1410-1416 below), the i.::.jji

W : « and ..„». . rp-ri^ (oi" ryirtr-' j Vr-^) ' ^^^ Haft

Iklim, No. 671 (col. 427 in this Cat.); Safinah, No. 45
(col. 213 in the Bodleian Cat.); Atashkada, No. 158
(ib. col. 267); Khulasat-alkalam, No. 76 (ib. col. 301),

etc. ; comp. on Hatifi and his poems, Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 996-1016 ; Kieu ii. p. 652 sq. ; W. Pertsch, p. 107,

and Berlin Cat., pp. 888-893; ^- Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 421 sq. ; Ouseley, Biogr. Notices, p. 143; G. Fliigel

i. pp. 581 and 582 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii.

p. 121, etc. This poem was edited by Sir W. Jones,

Calcutta, 1788; lithographed, Luckuow, a.h. 1279
(a. d. 1862).

Beginning

:

Dated the i6th of Rabi'-althani, a.h. 1078 (a.d.

1667, Oct. 5).

No. 1446, ff. 69, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 9} in. by

1399
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Dated by Sayyid Faid-allah ibii Sayyid 'Itab-allah

ibn Saj'yid 'Azmat-allah Nahrwaiii (^1.^) the 13th

of Dhu-alhijjah. a.h. 1108 (a.d. 1697, July 3).

This copy belonged formerly to Sir Barry Close.

No. 1465, ff. 2i''-io2, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'lik; size,

6f in. by 4j in.

1400
The same.

This very good copy was finished the 25th of Rama-
dan in the forty-eighth year of 'Alamgir's reign (a. h.

iii6= A. D. 1705, Jan. 21).

No. 1066, ff. 79, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in.

by 5i in.
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1401
The same.

Dated the znd of Dliu-alka'dah, A. H. 1193 (a. d.

1779, Nov. 11).

No. 3083, ff. 49-118, 2 01)11., each II. 15 ; Nastn'llk; size, 7I in.

by 5f in.

1402
The same.

Modern copy, dated the 6th of Muharram, A. h. 1 210
(a.d. 1795, July 23).

No. 1722, fF. 82, 2 coll., each 11. 13; large Nasta'ltk ; size,

8fin.by4jin.

1403
The same.

Another modern copy, dated by Munshi Muhammad
Hanif the 21st of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1221 (a.d. 1807,
Feb. 28, or March i), ami acquired by Sir Barry Close,

the 14th of May, 1813. The poem, which begins on fol.sh

in the usual way, is here preceded by a prose-preface on

Hatifi's life and works, beginning, on fol. i^ : ^mVa 5L«

^Ji\

^'^ i

(.iC-olj

No. 1076, ff. 102, 2 coll., each 11. 11; large Nasta'lik ; two
illuminated frontispieces on ff. 1 '' and 5' ;

gilt ornaments on ff, i ^
a", 5'', and 6"; size, 8|in. by 6|in.

1404
The same.

A third modern copy, written by the same Munshi
Muhammad Hanif, and dated the 22nd of Sha'ban,

A.H. 1222 (correctly 1223, as the Christian date

1808, Oct. 15, proves). The poem, which begins on
fol. 7^, is preceded, (a) on fol. i^ sq., by a part of

the usual preface of Jami's i^2,.l Oki* (see Nos. 13 17
and 1 3 18 in this Cat.), on the metres of his seven

mathnawis, beginning here : jyl*- ^ «-^ll Ji-^ <-?)-!)-•

b^Jjl

CDl.fi.^lj-« jl u'

words quoted here correspond to p. 216, last line, and

p. 217, first line, in Rosen, Persian MSS. ; the end of the

text, in the present copy, to p. 21 7, 1. 3 ab infra in the

same Cat.). (6) On fol. 2^ sq., by the same prose-

preface as in the preceding copy, beginning : .JJLa jL»

No. 561, ff. 91, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; large and distinct Nas-
ta'lik; splendid eastern binding; size, I2|in. by 7|in.

1405
The same.

Another copy of Hatifi's Laila u Majnun, without

a date (only the 15th of Sha'ban is mentioned in the

colophon).

No. 1173, ff. 79, 2 coll., each 11. 13; large Nasta'lik; size,

84 in. by 4I in.

1406
The same.

No date. Sir BaiTy Close acquired this copy the
14th of May, 1813.

No. 1061, ff. 97, 2 coll., each 11. 11; Nasta'lik, apparently
written by two different hands, a careful one, and a more care-
less one ; size, 7f in. by 4 in.

1407
The same.

No date (only the 24th of Safar is mentioned in the

colophon).

Quite modern copy.

No. 2752, ff. 55, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 9 in.

by 6 in.

1408
A defective copy of the same.

There are two lacunas in this copy, the first after

fol. I, comprising fol. 2% 1. 4, to fol. 3*, I. 2 in No. 561
(1404 in this Cat.); the second after fol. 7, comprising
fol. 1 4'', 1. 4, to fol. i5t>, 1. 1 in the same copy; there are

besides four baits missing at the end; the last verse

here corresponds to fol. 90'', 1. 4 ab infra in No. 561.

No. 2843, ff. 84, 2 coll., each 11. 12 ; Nasta'lik; size, sj in.

by 3^ in.

1409
A fragment of the same.

This fragment, beginning with the usual initial bait,

comprises fol. i^to fol. 9", last line; fol. 9b, last line, to

fol. loa, 1. 8; fol. 9b
1. I, to fol. 9l>, lin. penult.; fol. lo",

1. 9, to fol. 34*, lin. penult. ; and fol. 341*, 1. 6, to fol. 37'>,

1. 8, in No. 561 (1404 in this Cat.). It was copied in

orafter A. H. 1103 (a.d. 1691, 1692).

No. 3106, margin-column, ff. 1-28'', 9-13 baits in a page;
Shikasta.

1410

Timurnama (i..cbjj.«-o).

Hatifi's famous mathnawi on the warlike exploits of

Tiinilr, an imitation of Nizami's Iskandarnama, styled

s-tU,^.^' (or rather, to suit the metre, i^ijj^), also

sometimes ijjy—i^ LsU^ili (see Haft Iklim, No. &71},

or ^b : ^ LeUjJj (see Zeitschrift der D. M. G. xiii.

p. 340, No. 252, and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 891,

No. 908 and note 2), or simply s-.Lj^ (see H. Khalfa

iv. p. 176, No. 8017, and fol. i" in the present copy,

probably on account of the verse in the khatimah of the

poem itself, fol. US'", I.9, cj.j ^j «::ib L«Uj.b, where

the »_«ljfii, however, clearly refers to Sharaf-aldin "Ali

Yazdi's well-known history of that title, Nos. 173-187
in this Cat.), or even, with an allusion to Nizami's

poem, -^.^ , ^' i^\jijXiiL^\ (bo in the Eaudat-alsafa, see

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 892, note 2) ; see, besides the

general references given above in No. 1398, H. Khalfa

ii. p. 489, No. 3820; and iv. p. 176, No. 8017; Cat.

des MSS. et Xylographea, p. 381 ; and J. Aumer, p. 34 ;

the Hamburg collection also contains several excellent
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copies of this mathnawi ; and there is one copy in the
Library of the D. M. G. (Pers. 23). Lithographed in

Lucknow, 1869, under the title of j^aJU L.ljj!k.

Beginning :

This oldest copy of all extant was finished in the

very year of Hatifi's death, viz. A. h. 927, the 15th of

Shawwal(A. D. 1521, Sept. 18), by Kamal Nishapuri
Nurbakhshi. Bibliotheca Leydeniaiia.

No. 2668, ff. 117, 2 coll., each 11. 13; excellent Nasta'llk
;

illuminated frontiBpiece ; size, 9^ in. by 5J in.

1411

Another copy of the same.

Beginning :

Dated A. h. 999 (a. d. 1590, 1591) by 'Arab Muham-
mad bin Muhammad tarsiini alsamarkandi.

No. 233, ff. 133, 2 coll., each 11. 15; excellent Nasta'llk;
illuminated frontispiece, the first two pages splendidly adorned;
size, 9 in. by 5j in.

1412
The same.

This copy is dated at Ahmadabad the 18th of Sha'ban

A.H. io27(irL-« ^\ jlj^l sU ,_5~^-i I A ^^jh jj\j^,

i.e. the 13th solaryear of Jahangir's reign)= A.D. 1618,
Aug. 10. Woim-eaten. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2838, ff. 150, 2 coll., each 11. 16; small, but distinct
Nasta'llk ; size, 7| in. by 4^ in.

1413
The same.

Another, extremely injured, copy of the same, dated
in the colophon (which, however, is written by another
hand) the first of Kabi'-alawwal, a. h. 1038 (a.d. 1628,
Oct. 29). Many pages are torn, others less damaged

;

blanks on ff. 58^, I58l>, and i6ib.

No. 2766, ff. 167, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9 in.

by si in.

1414
The same.

No date ; the last pages injured.

No. 234, ff. 144, 2 coll., each 11. 12; Nasta'llk; illnminated
frontispiece ; size, 9 in. by 5^ in.

1415
The same.

No date. The transcriber was Muhammad alkiwam
alkatib of Shiraz. The first page is rather injured.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2140, margin-column, ff. 2''-i95i', 11. 18 (9 baits) ; clear
and distinct Nasta'llk.

1416
The same.

This copy, undated like the two preceding ones,

lacks some baits at the end ; a comparison, moreover,

\yith No. 2568 (14 10 in this Cat.) shows, that the last

sixteen verses appearing here, are quite different from
those in that copy ; the last bait, that is the same in
both copies, is

li-*-^ (^^—^ U^J ]
"•'

. — l;J-4 u^i |»-^^-«-> ij}—
on fol. 185a

1. 6 in the present copy, and on fol. 116^,
1. 6 in No. 2568.

College of Port William, 1825.

^
No_. 2293, ff. 185, 2 coll., each 11. 11; clear and distinct

Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8 in. by 4^ in.

1417

Futuh-alharamain (^-^^U ».»ii).

A poetical description of the two holy cities, Makkah
and Madiiiah, and of the observances during the pil-

grimage, by Muhyi Lari, one of the pupils of the learned
Dawani (who died a.h. 908 = a.d. 1502, 1503, see

Haft Iklim, No. 167, col. 390 in this Cat.). A. Sprenger,
Catal., p. 451, ascribes this poem wrongly to Jami (see

on the origin of this mistake Kieu ii. p. 655), and the
same has been done on fol. i" of No. 887 (1420 in

this Cat.). According to the Vienna copy (G. Fliigel

ii. p. 122) it was composed a.h. 911 (a.d. 1505, 1506);
the poet died a.h. 933 (a.d. 1526, 1527); see Haft
Iklim, No. 268 (col. 398 in this Cat.), and H. Khalfa
iv. p. 385, No. 8922 ; comp. also for further details on
Muhyi and his work, Eieu ii. p. 655 ; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp. 260 and 261; Wiener Jahrbucher,
vol. 71, Anzeigeblatt, p. 49, and Schefer, Sefer Nameh,
Paris, 1881, Introd., pp. 57 and 58. It has been litho-

graphed at Lucknow, a.h. 1292.

Beginning

:

The author's name, Muhyi, appears on fol. 3'J,
1. 2.

In an entry, on fol. i", this poem is incorrectly styled

lil (»L-L:-«. It is dated the loth of Sha'ban, A.H.

1006 (a.d. 1598, March 18), at Makkah, by Imam Kuli
Kandarl (Kunduzi 1) bin Daulatkudam ; it was bought
of Sayyid Husain at Milapur the i ith of Eabi'-alawwal,

A.H. ii87(a.d. 1773, June2). College of Fort William,

1825.

No. 2344, ff. 41, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nas.ta'llk, ff. 1-4
supplied by a more modern hand on white paper ; many leaves

of the oilier part greatly injured, half of fol. 5 being torn away
besides; illustrations on ff. 20'', 22*, 23°, 24', 24'', 26*, 26'', 27'',

28", 31", 32», 34», 36^ 39«
by 4f in.

Sg*", 40'', and 41*; size, 7! in.

1418

Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy ; the

poem concludes on fol. 56^, and is followed,on flF. 57''-7 3*',

by the same anonymous prose-treatise on the holy

places of Makkah, which is noticed in No. 426 of the

Bodleian Cat., beginning here : J--4 ill (s)jJjl fj\xi

jjL.il jj W ... » JJLa. LJiJ (jjI li ei>L.L5Jl. euULnJUl ix»

^jS- ^Jltj ijjl U-^ t « Vl» « J5C ^ya. plji ^jLj jJ
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,Lij %S' ri^ \1LA\ , ui-Uill

T^J
Jl sJGIaj cj^ jl J-J L!I!l. Both the poem and the

prose-treatise are written A.n. 1070 (a. d. 1659, 1660)

by Nur Muhammad, the author of a kiL>.
»-»-J^

Jt-1>

(see No. 1273 in this Cat.), who may be himself perliaps

the compiler of the latter.

No. 208, ff. 1-73, n. 13 (a coll. on ff. 1-56); Nasta'llk

;

iliuininated frontispiece; illustrations on ff. 24", 24'', 27*, 27'',

.^i*, .^2*, a", 33'> 38'. 39^ 42^ 48^ S"*. hi°;> .S3^ hi", and .';.'>'';

fol. 54*' left blaul<: ; many pages damped with wet ; size, 9^ in.

by 5^ in.

1419
The same.

This very clear and distinct copy is dated the loth

of Jumada-althani, A. H. 1185 (A. D. 1771, Sept. 20).

Beginning as in the preceding copies. College of

Fort William, 1825.

No. 2251, ff. 36, 2 coll., each 11. 13; distinct Nasta'llk;

illuminated frontispiece; illustrations on ft. 1 1*", 13", is"", 14'', 15'',

l6^ I7^ 18", 2o^ 22% 23'', 24^ 27'', 3o\ 33", 34", 35", and sj"";

size, bjin. by 5I in.

1420
The same.

This copy is wrongly styled, on fol. i" J^J^ zf^
-Uj. >_» ,. : ill T (see No. 1 4 1 7 above) ; but on fol. i

''

the proper statement appears, UiL.. ^-^Ji »-*ii i_>U3

^^^. The beginning is different here from that in

the preceding copies, the first bait runs thus :

y ejb^J IJoj ^^S^
J ij^^y (^ilT iifi e)W»- J-^ I.?'

(corresponding to the initial bait in the Berlin copy,

and to the twenty-second verse in the preceding copy,

No. 2251, fol. 2'', 1. i). The author's name appears

here, on ff. 4", 1. 12, 43", 1. 4, and 54", 1. 3.

No date.

No. 887, ff. fS, 2 coll., each II. 14; clear Nasta'llk; illustra-

tions on ff. 14*, 25'', 27», 27", 32", 36^ 38", 39*, 46^ 49*, 51*, 51',

5'*. 52^ 54^ a"*! 55* i
size, 9I in. by sJ in.

1421

Nazm-aldurar ( uJJl

A didactic mathnawi, illustrating, like Sana'i's Hadi-
kah, Sa'di's Bustan, and similar poems, various moral
and religious maxims, interspersed with short tales, by

a poet with the name of Muwali (see, for instance, fol.

47^ 1. 10, fol. 48a, lin. penult., fol. 122", 1. 6, etc.).

According to the ta'rikh at the end, on fol. 123", 'r- *

'

^\j ^r.
.
^ 11 ^_ra-j, it was composed a.h. 936 (a. d.

'5291 1530); it is dedicated to Shah Tahmasp, see ful.

48'', 1. 8, and fol. 122b,
1. 2. The author is probably

identical with Muwali Tuni, who died, according to

Taki Kaslii (A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 45, No. 649), a.h.

949 or 959 (a. D. 1542, 1543, or 1552); the same poet

is mentioned in Haft Iklim, No. 817 (col. 437 in this

Cat). Another Muwali, viz. Muwali Lari, a great

admirer of Hafiz, is quoted Haft Iklim, No. 269 (col.

398 in this Cat); Safinah, No. 31 (col. 213 in the
liodlcian Cat.), and Atuslikada, No. 693 (ib. col. 285,
where he is said to have been called Khurasankhan)

;

a third Muwali or rather Muwwali, a Turkman under
Shah 'Abbas II, is quoted ia W. Pertsch, Turkish Cat.,

No. 168, and Berliu Cat., p. 701 (No. 41).

This copy, the only one hitherto known, is unfortu-

nately deffctive both in the beginning and in the

middle. It ojjens abruptly with this bait

:

i\yy ^yi-~4J. (J^^ i^y^ ~ ''i^ i ^-if— •JJ)\^

(there seems to be one page missing).

A lacuna of two leaves, besides, after fol. 90.

The title of the work appears on fol. 47'J,
1. 1

1

•,1 L^l^,.w)l ..U ,,::^W

O^

Dated by Cand Muhammad bin Jamal Muhammad
Nausari, the 22nd of Juniada-alawwal, a.h. 1030 (?)

(a. D. 1 62 1, April 14), cump. No. 1297 in this Cat

No. 2108, ff. 46-123, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'llk; size,

"i in- by 4i »n-

1422

Mirat-alhaka ik (jpUil iU-.).

The mirror of truth, another short didactic poem in

the form of a kasidah, by the same Muwali, beginning

:

^Ll. ^ pLo |.j^ljj4l
\j ,jj^

The title occurs in the last bait but one, on fol. 128*:

lySjl ... •^
1 jj«^ 5 K/^j

Dated by the same transcriber, on the same day in

the same year, as the preceding ..jjl Jaj , and concluded

by a few baits I'rom the copyist's pen.

No. 2108, ff. I23''-I38», U. 13; Nasta'llk; size, 7^ in. by 4I in.

HilftU (Nos. 1423-1431).

1423

Diwan-i-Hilali (JiLa ij])^.-^)-

Lyrical poems of Maulana Badr-aldin Hilali of Asta-

rabad, who was put to death by order of 'Abdallahkhau

(so in the Atashkada and Sprenger, correctly 'Ubaid-

allahkhan) Uzbeg at Harat, A.H. 939 (a.d. 1532, 1533);
this date is given by the poet's intimate friend Sam
Mirza, and in the Ataslikada, No. 81 (col. 265 in the

Bodleian Cat), comp. also Haft Iklim, No. 1 1 70 (col.

466 in this Cat). Almost all the other tadhkiras

fix Hilali's death in A.H. 936 (a.d. 1529, 1530);
see, for instance, Safinah, No. 60 (col. 213 in the

Bodleian Cat); Khazana-i-'amirah, No. 131 (ib. col.

260); Khulasat-alkalam, No. 77 (ib. col. 301), etc.;

and comp. Kosen, Persian MSS., p. 126, 1. 4 ab infra.

Other copies are described in Boilleian Cat, Nos. 1019-
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102 1 ; Ilieu ii, \i. 656; A. Rprengor, Catal., p. 426;
W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 147, No. 3, and 701, No. 38 ;

0. Flilf^el i. i)p. 563, 578, and 579 ; J. Aunier, p. 35.

Litlio^mplied, Lucknow, A.ii. 1263 und 1281; Cawn-
pore, A. H. 1281.

llili'ili'w diw&n consiBts of ^haxalM, arranfjed alpha-

bi'tically, and a fow kit'aH and rubii'iB at tho end.

ISeginning of the glm/.alH, on fol. i'':

Poftinning of the ki^'as, on fol. 91''

:

No date.

No. 1198, AT. 94, i ooll., each II. 13; Niwta'll^; lize, 8j in.

l>y 4i '"•

1424
Another copy of the saino.

This copy, considei'Hlily smaller than the preccdinp;

one, alxo containH alplialii'tiual gha/.als, with a few ki^'an

and rnlm'iH at the end ; the latter, however, are incom-

plete, lieginning the same : Jl \xa. j%J ij\.

No date. ^

No. 1 082, ff. 61), 3 coll., each II. 1 3 ; Nn»t(i'llk, tho firat ]>»({<•"

Kiipplii'd later; hI/.c, i^J in. by 4I in.

1425
The sanio.

This copy, still sniallor than the preceding one, is

deri'ctive at tho beginning. It opens with the following

ghu/al, rhyuiiiig in I

:

U ijj\xi^ji *JaJ U*^. JljS ^j^

Tho second glio/al corresponds to fol. 3", 1. 3 ab infra

in the preceding copy.

After tlie alphabelienl ghazals there fonow,onfl'.io7"-

1 10", three kit'as and a series of rubu'ls. Bibliothocu

l<eydeniaini.

No. 2834, W. 51-110, 9 coll., each 11. ill NaNU'U^ ; slxe,

61 in. by 4 in.

1426

Shfdi u Gada {\jS j .U).

King and beggar, also styled ^j^j j »Li, king and

dervish, a mystical mathnawS by the same Hil&ll,

beginning

:

Jj.».J-» y* J-»l yi iyfj is\

]t has been translated into Gorman verse by II. Eth6
(Morgenliindischu Studien, Leipzig, 1870, pp. 197-
282); see also Eth6, ' Ueber persische Tcuizonen,' in

'Abhandhingen dcs filnften internationalen Orienta-

listen-Congresses,' IWrlin, 1882, vol. ii. i)p. 130-135.
Other coj)ies arc described in liodleian Cat., Nus. 1022-

1025 ; IJieu ii. p. 656 ; \V. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 36,

No. I ; 711, No. 6, and 895; a fragment of the same

poem, ib. p. 2, No. 6; A. 8i)renger, Catal., p. 427;
Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 122; Cat. des MSS.
et Xylographes, p. 389; .J. Aunier, j). 35.

This eo])y is dated tho 20th of Muharram, a.h. 1036
(a.d. 1626, Oct. 11); some extracts from Persian

poets on the fly-leaves.

No. 2<)!I2, if. ,<;3, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nniita'llk ; a little wonn-
eaton ; aizo, ;] in. by 4J in.

1427

Another copy of the same.

Beginning

:

According to tho colophon in the matn of this copy

J

see No. 743 in this Cat.), the copy was made in

uni&dil I, A.H. 1069 (a.d. 1659, Jan., Feb.).

No. 8496, oliin 8. J. a6, margin-column, ff. i99''-339'', 11. 3a.

The same.

No date.

Beginning

:

1428

No. 1071), (T. 44, 2 coll., each 11. 13-16, with nn occuNional

margin-column on aeveral pages ; Nanta'ltk, written l>y ditl'ervnt

liiiniTH, tlio lirut lunvcB in a very caruluwi wayj site, 7^ in.

by 4 iu.

1429

A slightly defective copy of the same.

This copy whicli, according to a noto on fol. i", was

finished the 4tli of Muharram, a.ii. 1148 (a.d. 173,'),

May 27), is a little incomplete at the end; the last

bait appearing hero corresponds to fol. ^2^, 1, 10, in

No. 2092 (1426 in this Cat.).

No. 1191, ff. 46, a coll., each II. 13-18; Xastn'llV, writtvti

by two iliflerunt hnniU (on IT. 1-2 1 uml 29-46 reepeotivoly)

;

hIzu, Kj in. Iiy 4II in.

1430
Sifiit-ul'Ashiktn (^^^-Ji-lUll ^\Jl^).

Another mathnawi of ethical contents, styled 'the

(|ualities of lovers,' by the same Hiliili ; as the date of

a cojiy of this poem, noticed in A. Sprenger, fatal.,

p. 427, proves, it inuHt have been composed before

A.H. 913 (a.d. I,'',07, 1508); conii). besides, Hodleian

Cat., No. 1026 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., ]ip. 64, N0.9, c,

and 895; O. Pliigel i. p. ,r,8o ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylo-

graphes, p. 390.
Beginning : ^

\j\^S^_ t^^fc jl (jji IjJjljJk

Dated by Zain-aldin 'AH, the i.ijtli of liainadiln,

A.H. 977 (a.d. 1570, Feb. 21). Fol. 40 is lett blank.

No. 231), IT. 55, 3 I'oll., oaoli II. la; cluar and lUntiMct N»«-
ta'h|( i

illuminated fioutiKjiivoo ; size, H| in. by 4^ in.
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1431

Anotlipr copy of the piiino.

liegiiiniiif; iis in tho preceding copy. No (late. As

^\jj,i, in tlic colophontitle nppears, on fol.

No. 1220, ff. jf), 1 coll., eiioli 11. 1 1 ; diBtlnot Nwta'llk ; nho,

(ij in. by 4i| in.

1432
Kulliyyilt-i-Ahli Shlrfizl {ijj\j^ JUl ^lyl^lT).

An cxtronifly vnlunlile MS., tlie <m<iiiml copy of tlio

poetical \v«ri<s <>(' Mmiirinn Alili of Sliira/, wlio died in

his native town, A. H. (;42 (a. u. I.T.^.T, i,'"),!')), written

l)y the poet hiniwlf for iiin patron Sultan Imna'il !;>afawi,

A. H. 920 (a. d. 1514), see the colophon : ^^-JUJl t^i Jui

't//** i-J^'« (*--' J c'ir'^ ^-"^
L^'

"'"' " '"''^'""' ""^ ^^

the same contents on the margin. Ahli Siiiriizl must not

lie confounded witii Aidi Tunini, a pujjil of Jaini, who
died A. II. i)02 (A.I). 1496, 1497), **"" Salinaii, No. 4
(col. 212 in the Hodleian Cat.), or Ahli Khun'isaiii, who
died A. 11. (),H (a. 1). 1537. i.')2K), See A. Sprenger,

Catal., pp.,ii9 and 320, or .\ldi of Iran, who llouriisiuid

under Taliimusp, see Safinah, No. 75 (col. 214 in tho

Xodleinn Cat.). On Ahli Shini/.i and copies of his

])oein8 coin)>. liodleian Cat., Nos. 1027 and 1028, ami
col. 769; iiieu ii. p. 637 aq.; A. S])renger, Catal.,

p. .320 K(|. ; 0. FKlgol i. ])p. .585-587 ; Cat. de» MSS.
et Xylographea, p. 391 ; W. Pertsch, Uerlin Cat., j). 57
(No. 2); island, Century of Peinian Chazals, No. 7;
and Erdmiinn inZeitsclirii'tder l).M.(i.xv.))p. 775-785;
nee also llnft Ikliin, No, 213 (c<d. 394 in this Cat.),

and Ataslii<ada, No. 644 (col. 284 in tho liodleian

Cut.), the only tadhkiraii which gives a wrong date

for the poet's death, viz. a. 11. 933 (a.d. 1526, 1527).

The present autograph contains :

I. Centre-cnlumim

:

1. Kasa'id-i-inasnd' (c^jjLa-4 jJLaJi), three highly

nrtilicial kasidas in honour of Mir^'Alishir, Sulfan
Isma'il Safawl, and Sult.rin Ya'i5(\h Ak-koynnlft (wiio

liied a.ii. 896= A. 1). 1491), or rather, as Itieu states,

Ya'kuli's laother, Yilsnfshaii, respectively; they are

very close imitations of the artificial kasidah of Salman
of Sawa, dcNcril)e<l in <letail in No. 1241 aliove ; see

for a full explaniition of the manner of taushih, ])rae-

tised ill llies(^ lliree kasidas, liodleian Cat., coll. 652
and 653. Each of the three kasidus is preceded hy
a dilmea in jirose.

lieginning of the first dihaea, on fol. 3'': ii\ ,»^

u-W^ J* iS"^ i cJir*^ •^ j^ iJXtA '(*<r*pl cJ-»*JP'

Heginning of the first kasidah (Jjl »J-h^ cj ; ,« *).

on fol. 6'': ^

in the Bodleian copieB) cu—.U? ^;;^ ri J , : |»«*-i

.lii cLl^ (again e—1,5

Beginning of the second diWic'a (the third in the

IND. OFF.

Bodleian copies), on fol. 19": ^L.» ^, yjXy^
j

?.
ijj^ k»Ljj

J
ici\iy^y 1

'J^ ^1^ ^'u.
Beginning of the second knsidaii (^U t > - ^ ' rj • « '

.

the third in the Bodleian copies), on fol. ai»:

.Lfj j\j -;^^.
'

> >j:*J)5 ^jJAj ij\yk

jLiJi el J. « J, . . r*i Oijt^
L/"*/^ Lj'J^

Heginning of the thinl dibiii/a (tiio second in the

Bodleian copies), on fol. 35'' : ^^-l^-. j xrn^- S.,^j\ X«j,

.JiU9
J 'J

jLkJii \zA^f \j vJjA ijitjU^ jjk (jmLjLsj

^1 ^i^^.
Beginning of tho thii-d ka^tduli (^U ij sm'i ay. m »

,

the second in -^he Bodleian copies), on fol. 36''

:

jb y^JLC -5 ) OOji CaI». {j\jJk

,bJ al A « i'f.»-' '^j'* v^'t^J (^Ijul

2. Kn^idas and tarji'bands, without any order, be-

ginning, on fol. 50'':

3. Hakinama (».-.Li jJiV-.), a series of ruhiVis, with

a diliaea in prose ; beginning of tiie dibaen, on fol. 187'':

Beginning of tlie S&kinaina itself, on fol. iSS'*

:

4. Uisfila-i-mukat^a'at (u:jLiJai.« ^^;)> ^ series of

ki^'as and ta'rikhflt, beginning, on fol. 303**

:

ijjL. J.I0 |^\ j4*-* 'AJJ ^

5. Bubfi'iyyfit-i-ganjifa {di^^ vi)C*lj,), anotlier

scries of nibiVis, written i'or a jiack of cards, with

a dibA^a in prose ; beginning of the diba^'iv, on fol. 239'':

i

Jl kU.1 jl Jkj J iy, jjilx>*.L» o-^** jj c«-»J

Til iyi. »jU 1.,<->J;J' t—ilw JUi _^J lijf^ |,^

Beginning of tho first rubii'i, on fol. 33ii>

:

^\^ Odij \Z*Jtj (S)li. (_54- ^;- (jl

II. Margin-columnii:

6. Sihr-i-hahil
(
J^ .A*^)'

'"' '"wful sorcery, liie

wonderful niathnawi whicli has a double rhyme, and
can be read in two difl'iMcnt metres, a clever cond)ina-

tionof tho two artifices, |)ractised scjmrately in KUtibi's

j;^jf*^' A«^ and i^b 10 or u:j\ ... ;

;

•s' (see above,

Nos. 1290-1292); it contains tiin love-story of j)rinc(!

Jam and princess Uul, and has a short dibaca in prose.
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Beginning of the dibaca, on fol. 4'': ijXs.' U

Beginning of the mathnawi, on fol. 5" :

At the end, on fol. 17'', a ghazal.

7. Sham' u Parwana (sJ'j/,
j ^*^)' °^ candle and

moth, another mathnawi, composed A. h. 894 (a. d.

1489), and dedicated to Sultan Ya'kub Ak-koyunlu

;

it begins, on fol. 17^:

8. Short poems, partly in the form of kasidas, partly

in that of mathnawis ; the first, on fol. 40^ is styled

^J^L,J^ 5-»--^ w^> S'ld begins

:

j\ Lijj
"^J

b ij^.U-a u\

9. A series of riddles, on the names of Muhammad
and the twelve Imams (5^-* IjojI A^\ sJjljJ ^^.
xIj.-* j), on fol. 44^'.

Beginning

:

u'j v*^ J-»J u' ^y- u^y^ uV^ v'

1 0. Kitab-i-ghazaliyyat (eyl'lJp sjI^, the book of

ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning, on fol. 50''

:

U ijbj I o k::.)l.fi.<tf

L. j^LaJ J.J jjbj

11. Rubaiyyat (ul>l^*^,), a third series of rubais,

beginning, on fol. 257^:

L.

This copy was purchased for 300 rupees.

No. 550, ff. 277, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 8-10, and 2 margin-

coU., each 11. 24 ; Na.stalik ; this copy is throughout illuminated

and adorned in the most magnificent manner; splendid vignettes

in gold, red, blue, and other colours, on if. I^ 2", ^, and 4';

two large pictures on ff. 2'' and 3* ; the first 4 centre-columns

written on gilt ground ; all the other pages highly embellished

with beautiful margin-corners, ornamental headings, mini.-vture

paintings, etc. ; rich Eastern binding with pictures on the inner

sides ; size, 14 in. by 9J in.

1433

Another copy of the same.

This copy of Ahli's Kulliyyat contains

:

1. Sihr-i-ljalal, beginning on fol. 2»; it is preceded,

on fol. lb, by the usual dibaca, the first words of which

run here thus: ^,xi j jjJuk*U i^Uj j Xsr^. J « »•

li.

d
\\ jljl^ ij

2. Sham' u Parwana, on fol. 1 21'.

3. Kasidas and tarji'bands, on fol. 3il>, beginning

as on fol. sob in the preceding copy.

4. Mukatta'iit, on fol. Bi^, beginning as on fol. 203''

in the preceding copy.

5. Ghazaliyyat, in alphabetical order, on fol. 91'',

beginning as on fol. 50'' margin in the preceding copy;

a mukhamnias, on fol. 160".

6. Eubaiyyat-i-Sakinania (s^U ^\^ o>LIcIjj), on

fol. 278'', preceded by tlie usual dibaca, on fol. 277''

margin ; beginning of both the same as in the preceding

copy.

7. Ruba'iyyat-i-ganjifa, on fol. 284", preceded by the

usual dibaca, on fol. 283^ margin.

8. Riddles (ei^ULiu.), on fol. 314*, beginning as usual.

9. Kasaid-i-masnu', the same three highly artificial

kasidas as in the preceding copy, but in the order of

the Bodleian copies, i. e. the second kasidah here cor-

responds to the third in No. 1432, and vice versa.

First dibaca, on fol. 317'', beginning : Ij* jl (jJ-»^

First kasidah, on fol. 3i8l\

Second dibaca, on fol. 332b, beginning : lsr:>. x».a.

Second kasidah, on fol. 333^ beginning:
d

Second kasidah, 1

^ j^ /^^ ^ "^Z-
Third dibaca, on fol. 348^ beginning : ^

Third kasidah, on fol. 349^ beginning: i^^-ij/lsl^

Jl jl^i ib |.-^ o-)jS.

Nos. 8 and 1 1 of the preceding copy are wantmg

here.

Dated Sha'ban, .\.h. 1049 (.4.. d. 1639, Nov.-Dec),

by Sa'id bin Fakhr-aldin Ahmad of Shiraz.

No. 865, ff. 363, 1 coll., each 11. 21, and a third on the margin,

U. 12; Nasta'lik ; illuminated frontispieces on ff. i'', \2'°, 3l^

Qi', and 317'; rich ornaments and arabesques in gold on ff. i".

2», I2^ 13', 3I^ 32% 9l^ 92°, 3I7^ antl SiS"; "i^e, io| in.

by 6 in.

1434

Mathnawi-i-Ahli ((J-»l Lfj-^-^)-

A didactic mathnawi on good morals and a life of

humility and devotion to God, by a poet witli the name

of Ahli (see this takhallus twice, on fol. 48^ 1. 4, and

fol. 58", 1. 2) ; but whether Alili Shirazi, Ahli Khura-

sani, Ahli Turani, or Ahli Irani is the author, it is

impossible to decide, since no date is given in the poeiu

nor any allusions made to contemporary personages,

comp. A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 323.

Beginning

:

Dated a.h. iooo (a. d. 1591, 1592).

No. 2360, ff. 43-58, 2 coll., each 11. 12-13 ; Nasta'lik ;
illumi-

nated frontispiece, some pages a little injured; size, 7 in.

by 4 in-

1435

Diwan-i-Hairati {^Jj-i~- <j^y>.^)-

Ghazals by Maulana Muhammad Taki-aldin Hairati

of Tun, who flourished under Shah fahmasp, and died
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in Kashan, A. H. 961 (a. D. 1554), corap. Haft Iklim,

No. 816 (col. 437 in tin's Cat.), and Khiizana-i-'amirah,

No. 30 (col. 256 in the Bodleian Cat.) ; only the

Atashkada, No. 148, and the Safinah, No. 253 (ib. col.

267 and coll. 219 and 220), fix the poet's death at

later dates, viz. A. h. 970 (a. d. 1562, 1563) and a. h.

989 (a. D. 1581), during a journey to Kashmir in

Akbar's reign, respectively. The Muntakhab-alash'ar,

No. 166 (ib. col. 243), makes the poet a native of

Trausoxania, and tlie Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 572 (ib.

col. 327), fixes distinctly Bukhara as his birthplace;

the A'in-i-Akbari (English translation by Blochmann,
Calcutta, 1873, vol. i. p. 187) calls him Samarkandi,
but see the foot-note on the same page ; other tadhkiras,

for instance, Ilahi's ^ »-iJJ^ (A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 75), style him Hairati ]\Iarwi. For other copies

see Bodleian Cat., No. 103 1; Hieu ii. p. 874, and
A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 424. The ghazals in this copy
are arranged alphabetically, but only go down to the

letter c.

Beginning

:

Lb (^IXifc
^^7 «

->^ JlJO S^j^ lla.
Jj.

No date. XI-XII century of the Hijrah. Biblio-

theca Leydeniana.

No. 2511*, ff. 1-32, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; small, but distinct

Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, Sf in. by 5J in.

1436

Diwan-i-Sakka (IJL.
ul>J-*)-

The lyrical poems of Darwish Bahram Sakka of

Bukhara (also called Caghata'i on account of his

Turkish extraction), who died on his way to Sarandib
or Ceylon, A.H. 962 (a.d. 1554, i5o5)) see A. Sprenger,

Catal., pp. 59, II. 18-21; 78, 11. 4-6; 559 and 560;
comp. also Safinah, No. 221 (col. 218 in the Bodleian

Cat.), and "W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 645, No. 157.
Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first three

;

beginning of the initial ghazal, on fol. !*> (as in No.

365 of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, see A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 560)

:

Beginning of the first alphabetical ghazal, on fol. 2^':

JIusaddasat, mukhammasat, kit'as, a series of ruba is,

arranged alphabetically, and fards, on fol. 104", begin-

ning : JI piLUl j\i j^j Jjkl^ cyl i^jj (^1 ^iLUl

.

Tarji'bands, kasidas, and mathnawis, on fol. 167''.

The last thirty leaves are damaged at the bottom

;

the right order of ff. 88-145 is: 88, 105-144, 89-103,
104, 145. There appear two dates, on fol. 167b and
iit the end, viz. 19th of Rabi'-althani, a. h. 1058 (a.d.

1648, May 13), and 2ud of Jumada-althani in the

same year (a.d. 1648, June 24); the name of the

copyist is Shaikh Mansiir, who transcribed this MS. at

Bardawan (t)lj.»/>).

No. 1822, ff. 221, 2 coll., each 11. 18-19; Naata'llk ; size,

94 ">• ''y 52 in-

.>.

1437

Khamsa-i-Kasimi ( » ..,L»

The five epic poems of Mirza Muhammad Kasini

alhusaini of Gunabad (or Junabid) in Khurasan, with

the takhallus Kasinii, who flourished under Shah
Tahma.sp (a. h. 930-984=a. d. 1524-1576); the date

of his death is not absolutely fixed ; as he is spoken of

as still alive in the Nafa'is-almaathir (compiled between
A.H. 973 and 979 = A.D. 1565-1571, 1572, see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 52), he cannot have died before

A.H. 979, comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 513-517; Hieu
ii. pp. 660 and 661; G. Fliigel i. pp. 602 and 603;
A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 44, 83, and 534-535 ; Cat. des

MSS. et Xylographes, pp. 387 and 388; Dorn, Das
Asiatische Museum, p. 375 ; Mohl, Le Livre des Rois,

vol. i. preface, p. Ixxvii, note; Notices et Extraits iv.

p. 297 ; H. Khalfa iv. p. 13, No. 7409 ; see also Haft
Iklim, No. 809 (coll. 436 and 437 in this Cat.)^; Safinah,

No. 80 (col. 214 in the Bodleian Cat.); Atashkada,

No. 163 (ib. col. 268); Khulasat-alkalam, No. 58 (ib.

col. 300), and Khulasat-alafkar, No. 216 (ib. col. 309).
This copy contains

:

A short preface in prose, by the author himself,

beginning, on fol. 1^ : Oj.j j j_y^l

iJlj i-Ac 41)1 ^Lo (c*^-^ CjJL^

Ihijl.**** •

^J-^^ J'- IJ-H?» 1^.

J'

,LJ

I
\ x>\

US* ".>^-

The^w mathnawis in the following order

:

1. Shahnama or Shahiiama (s-^LjiLi or t-«l : ^ .«), also

styled ii-.lj J.JJL,—.! ; J > » , ...I CL-aL^ (so in No. 515 of

the Bodleian Cat.) ; s_«L) al ,t. :aLi. (so in Taki Kashi,

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 44, No. 609, and in No. 514 of

the Bodleian Cat.) ; i.*U jLiJlALi (so in Ilahi, ib.

p. 83). It contains a poetical history of Shah Isma'il

Safawi, and was completed A.H. 940 (a.d. 1533, 1534),
see Rieu ii. p. 661".

Beginning, on fol. ^ :

Jfi ^ljj». ^Jys^ jjjijjfc

The continuation or second daftar of this epopee,

containing the poetical history of the greater part of

Shah Tahmasp's reign, seems to be really extant only

in one copy of the British Museum Collection (see Rieu
ii.p. 661''). According to Ilahi, loc. cit., both parts of

this epopee, together with the it-.U fjJ^ (No. 5 below),

formed one great historical mathnawi in three i^US.

2. Laila u Majnun {ijy^ j J-^)' l^eginning, on

fol. 58b

:

• o -

3. Gui u Caugan (^^-^j>. j iJy)' o'" ' ^^^ ^"1' '*'"^

the bat,' also styled Karnaraa (»-«lJ,li), beginning, on

fol. 921" •

J^ iS t-«li ,.yi\

J^ i' r
Ul.

3E2
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4. Khusrau u Sliirin (^j.^-1 j Jr-*)' coini)osed

A. H. 950 (a. D. 1543, 1544), beginning, on fol. 106'':

5. Sliahrukhiiania (ii_.lj ^jjt,\j^), a poetical liistory

of Sultan Shahrukh (a. h. 8o7-85o=A. D. 1405-1447),
composed in the same year, a. h. 950, but after the

preceding mathnawi, since both that and Laila and
Majnun are mentioned as previous poetical achieve-

ments by the author in the preface of this work.
Beginning, on fol. 146^ :

No date.

No. 888, ff. 202, 4 coll., e.icli 11. 21 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated

frontiapiece at the beginning of the preface and of each mathnawi

;

miniature paintings on ff. 6'', 16", 18'', 19", 22'', 25*, 28% 29'',

M^ 3.i^ 37-% 38". 4°'. 42% 43", 5'", 65^ 68», 7i«, 73b, 76\ yti",

79", Si", 98", 109", lis'', la/, I3I^ I33^ I35^ I4o^ 159", 162",
164b 166", i68% I69^ 173", 175", i77«, I78^ i86», 193', I94^
and 197" ; size, 9J in. by 6| in.

1438

Another copy of Kasimi's Shahnama.
No date ; some pages injured ; beginning as in the

l)receding copy. The transcriber was Muhammad
alkiwam of Shiraz. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2140, ff. 216, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 9, with a third on
the margin of ff. 196-216, 11. 18; the first two pages richly

illuminated, but rather effaced, like the text of the first baits;

clear and distinct Niista'lik ; size, gf in. by 6J in.

1439
Diwan-i-Eaha'i {^J^ a]}i-^)-

The lyrical poems of Shaikh Sa'd-aldin Eaha'i of

Khwaf (or, as the Muutakhab-alash'ar, No. 258, col. 245
in the Bodleian Cat., states, of Harat), a descendant of

the famous saint Zain-aldin Khwafi (who died in the

beginning of Shawwal, A.H. 838=a.d. 1435, last of

April, see Blochmann,A'in-i-Akbari, English translation,

vol. i.p. 592 and note; another Zain-aldin Khwafi was
the oldest translator of Babar's memoirs, and died

A.H. 940=A. D. 1533, 1534, see No. 215 in this Cat.);

he came to India under Akbar and spent his life in the

emperor's service ; he was still alive A. 11. 983 (a. d.

i57.5i 1576)1 fis the chronogram at the end of this copy

J, <=* -'

Jl dU- ijl=- i.:^j — ^jjs^ j5\ jjl ^Uil JL.

(the end of the second hemistich is injured) proves

;

consequently the date of his death, as given in the

Nafa'is-almaathir and in Bada'uni (A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 49, 1. 3 ab infra, and p. 58, 1. 7 ah infra), must needs

be wrong ; comp. on this poet, Bodleian Cat., No. 1037
(a much fuller collection of poetical works by Eaha'i)

;

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 545 ; Safinah, No. 398 (col. 225
in the Bodleian Cat., where he is said to have written

an imitation of Nizami's Khamsah) ; Atashkada, No. 173

(ib. col. 268), and Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 833 (ib. col.

333); see also Blochmann, A'in-i-Akbari, vol. i. p. 592.
This copy, in which the proper order of leaves is as

follows: ff.1,113-119.2,4, 6, 5, 3,7-17,25, 19-24, 18,

26-112, 120, contains:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order (except a few poems
on the first pages), on fol. i^, beginning :

Tarji'at, on fol. 861", beginning: Jl j3 iy^. ^j\.

Kit'as and rubais, on fol. 9 7", beginning : b u ^4

No date. Slight injuries in several pages.

No. 467, ff. 120, U. 15; Nastalik ; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 94 in. by jf in.

1440
Diwan-i-Hijrt Eazi {ijj\. (j/s^

ul^?-*)-

Lyrical poems of Khwajah Muhammad Sharif
(according to the Makhzan-alghara'ib, Yusuf) Hijri of

Rai, who was first wazir of Khurasan, later on under
Shah 'Tahmasp, of Yazd and Abarkiih, and finally of

Isfahan ; he was a nephew of the poet Umidi (see Haft
Iklim, Nos. H12 and 11 14, col. 461 in this Cat.), and
the father both of Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin Muhammad
(better known as I'tiiuad-aldaulah, wazir of the enipei'or

Jahangir and father of Jahiingir's wife, Nurjahan) and
of the poet Muhammad fahir Wiisli (ib. Nos. 1115 and
1116). Hijri died a.h. 984 (a.d. 1576, 1577), comp.
besides the Haft lidim, loc. cit., Taki Kashi, is'o. 573
(A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 42); Nafa'is-almaathir (ib. p. 5 5,

1. 3) ; Ilahi (ib. p. 87, 1. 8 ab infra); Safinah, No. 190
(col. 217 in the Bodleian Cat.); Makhzan-alghara'ib,

No. 3051 (ib. col. 394), and Eieu i. p. 335''. According

to the Atashkada, No. 46 1 (col. 2 79 in the Bodleian Cat.),

the poet died a.h. 982 (a.d. 1574, 1575) in Yazd.

This diwan contains :

Haftband {^:.\ cuiA) in praise of 'All, an imitation

of the Haftband of JIulla Hasan Kashi (sea on this

poem, likewise in praise of 'All, in seven stanzas,

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 457), beginning, on fol. ib;

^ . ,i i>A,\ *-«l ijWjl jtlii.* L_jui!

I'yThis peculiar kind of tarji' is followed, on fol. 4'

other tarji'bands, kasidas, and kit'as.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning, on fol. 1 8''

:

Ruba is and fiirds, beginning, on fol. 56''

:

U ,1

*i5ji5 y-^ *^ "

i r^ y J-
t.'I^.^JumJ &.V -"j'y

Dated the 24th of Shawwal, A. h. 1069 (a.d. 1659,
July 15), by 'Abd-alrakib.

No. 828, ff. 7-60, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

lOj in. by 5J in.
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1441

Diwau-i-Hijri {{j/x*
ci'^-*)-

The lyrical poems of luiother poet, with the same
takhallus, Hijri, who was, as the contents of this diwan
prove, one of the court-poets of the emperor Aki)ar,

and is proliahly identical with the Khwajah Hijri,

mentioned hy Bada'uni (A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 65,
11. 5 and 4 ab infra) as a descendant of Shaikh
Ahraad-i-Jam Namaki(see the Safinat-alauliya, N0.308,
col. 305 in this Cat.), comp. also Makhzan-alghara ib,

No. 3047 (col. 394 in the Bodleian Cat.), and Safinah,
No. 189 (ib. col. 217), where he is called Hijri of
Fargliilna, and stated to have been in Ak bar's service.

This diwan contains

:

Kasidas and tarkibbiinds, mostly in honour of the
emperor Akbar, beginning, ou fol. i^ :

; ^^Ao^j i dU J-l

This first poem is introduced by a ruba i, beginning :

(sUu
c;^'

Similar headings in form of ruba'is and even of
kit'as are given to most of the poems. At the end of

this part is a ta'rikh for the death of the emperor

Humayun: ^S^ j^Ub i_j|U i-ijb ^^j •. * ah
963 (a.d. 1556).

Ghazals, without any order, beginning, ou fol. 2g^ :

Mukatta'at and ruba'is, beginning, on fol. 34* (not
on fol. 34b, where the heading is placed by mistake)

:

Ub ^-jji j,jLiL. djU-. _ sj, Ij jJ^. j;b^
J l^

No date ; among the many entries and notes on fol. i",

the oldest ap])ears to be A. h. 1015, 19th of Jumada-
alawwal=A. D. 1606, Sept. 22. This copy belonged
formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

_No. 791, ff. 40, 2 coll., each 11. 17; clear and distinct Nas-
ta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 9^ in. by 6 in.

1442

Diwan-i-Huduri {^J.,.^a^ ul^?-^)-

A large collection of ghazals, by Mir 'Aziz-allah

Huduri of Kumm, the eou of Mir Sayyid 'All Muhtasib,
in alphabetical order. The poet flourished under Shah
Tahmasp and Shah Ismail II, spent thirty years of his

life in Maslihad, and was a brother of Mir Shikib,
comp. Haft Iklim, No. 997 (col. 450 in this Cat.),

Safinah, No. 259 (col. 220 in the Bodleian Cat.),

Atashkada, No. 481 (ib. col. 279), and Makhzan-
alghara'ib, No. 596 (ib. col. 328) ; see also A. Sprenger,
Catal., p. 30, No. 348. The date of his death is not
known ; at any rate it must have taken place after

A.H. 984 (a.d. 1576, 1577).

Beginning

:

!,
^bj ^i^iTji* ^bj ^.r 0^1/

No date. Much worm-eaten and injured.

No. 669, ff. 242, 2 coll., each 11. 15-19; written very unequuUy,
partly in Niieta'Uk, partly in Shiliasta; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

1443

Diwan-i-Kashifi (^^-ili
u'^^-*)-

The lyrical poems of Maulana Kashifi of Badakh-
shan, who came to India in Akbar's reign, see Makhzan-
alghara ib, 1^0. 2177 (col. 368 in the Bodleian Cat.),

and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 655, No. 54. They
consist of ghazals only, arranged in alphabetical order-.

Beginning: Jl IjJ ^^^.^^.^^ xA ^ (»A ^Jo yt ^.
No date. ^
No. 687, fF. 93, 2 coll., each U. 9-15; written partly in

careless Nasta'llk, partly in Sliikasta ; fi. 50 and 58 left blank
;

size, 7j in. by 4I in.

1444
Kulliyyat-i-Wahshl {^_^.^^ '^^^^)-

The complete poetical works of Mulla Wahshi Eafiki,

who was born in Bafik in Kirman, but spent his life in
Yazd and died there A.H. 991 or 992 (a.d. 1583 or
1584), comp. Safinah, No. 198 (col. 217 in the

Bodleian Cat.), Atashkada, No. 256 (ib. col. 271),
Khulasat-alkalam, No. 74 (ib. col. 301), and Taki
Kashi, No. 453 (p. 35 in A. Sprenger, Catal.). Other
copies of Wahshi's complete works are described in
Bieu ii. p. 663 sq. ; G. Fliigel i. pp. 576 and 577;
A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 586 and 587.

This copy of the Kulliyyat, in which, however, o««
short mathnawi, the ^^. xLi. (edited by W. Nassau
Lees, Calcutta, 1861), is wanting, contains :

1. Nazir u Ma'nzur (j^i-u
j
yi*b), a love-story in

mathnawi-baits, composed a.h. 966 (a.d. 1558, 1559J,
on fol. lb, beginning :

^^^.^-jj

See H. Khalfa vi. p. 291, No. 1352 1 ; the v_,US^ ^ Ij

^jJoJU
J
yUb is quoted Eieu ii. p. 664*, and also noticed

in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 723, No. 4.

2. Farhad u Shirin {^_j^ j ^'^y), incon-ectly

styled j^y^ J ir-^ i"* ^- l^ha'fa iii. P- 138, and in

G. Fliigel, loc. cit., another mathnawi, ou fol. 541',

beginning

:

comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1039-1042, 1209, 4, and col.

769 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 65, No. 6; p. 98, No. 2

;

p. 71 1, No. 3, and p. 898. Lithographed, Calcutta, a.h.

1249, Bombay, a.h. 1265, and "Tahran, a.h. 1270.

3. Tarji'-i-Sakinama (s-^b ^iL- ji_;,jk_;), ou fol. qS^,

followed by a musaddas and a murabba'. Other copies
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of .this musaddas are found in Bodleian Cat., No. 1043,

and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 697, No. 14.

4. Kusidas, tarkibbands, kit'as, and clironogranis,

on fol. 106'', beginning, as in Eieu's first copy: lO^j^l,

Jl j_Jii. LiLLj; oj^Li. ^Job y\ (in Sprenger's copy

loJj-c is substituted for eijjJLi..) ; some kasidas of

Wahshi are also found in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 723, No. 5, and p. 724, No. 13.

5. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 1691", begin-

ning as in Sprenger (but with a considerable modifica-

tion in the wording) : c^j. ijji*-

1I L.
tr" y ^ \ ^\

"jy

6. Bubals, on fol. 24ol>.

Dated A. h. 1091 (a.d. 1680).

No. 451, ff. 241;, 2 coll., each 11. 18; NasU'Uk ; size, 85 in.

by 4f in.

1445
Another copy of Wahshi's Farhad u Shirln.

Beginning the same as in tlie preceding copy.

Dated A. h. ioio, 23rd of Kabi'-althani (a.d. 1601,

Oct. 21), on fol. 27'*; some Arabic prayers, on ff. i"

and 2 81"; some Persian verses, on fol. 27*^.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2338, ff. 28, 2 coll., each 11. 17, and an additional margin-

column on ff. l8''-27'', 11. 24-26; Nasta'llk; size, 8Jin. by 4|in.

1446
Diwan-i-Mushfiki ( ca.t. .1. ^jUjo).

The fir»t dlwdn of Mulla Mushfiki of Bukhara, who
went twice to India under Akbar, but returned again

to Bukhara where he died, comp. Blochmann, A'in-i-

Akbari, English translation, vol. i. p. 583. He was
l)oru A. H. 945 (a.d. 1538, 1539), and died A. h. 994
(a.d. 1586); his family was of Marw ; see also

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 64, 11. i and 2 ; Safinah, No.

310 (col. 221 in the Bodleian Cat.), and Makhzau-
algharaib. No. 2374 (ib. col. 375).

This Jlrst collection of his lyrical poems was made,

according to the ta'rlkh at the end (ojb (•L«-'')) A. H.

973 (a.d. 1565, 1566), and contains chiefly ghazals in

alphabetical order, with a few kit'as, a muthallath, and
a short series of ruba is at the end. Beginning

:

A copy of the second dtwAn of Mushfiki, collected

A.H.983 (a.d. 1575, 1576), is described in the Bodleian

Cat., No. 1044; and in A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 508
and 509.

No date.

No. 914, ff. 79, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; clear Nasta'llk; illumi-

nated frontispiece ; a few other illuminations on the first two
pages ; size, gf in. by J J in.

1447
Diwan-i-Muhtasham (^,:, •• v* ij^y.^\

A defective copy of the complete lyrical poems of

Maulana Muhtasham Kashi, the teacher and friend of

Taki-aldin Kashi, the author of the famous tadhkirah

;

he floui'ished under the Shahs Tahmasp, Isma'il II,

and Muhammad Khudabanda, and died A. h. 996 (a. d.

1588), see Rieu ii. pp. 665 and 666; G. Flugel i.

p. 591; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 23 and 500 ; Bodleian

Cat., N08. 1050 and 1239. 45; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 35, No. 13 (where a ^Xi on the accession of Shah

Isma'il II is noticed), pp. loi, No. 12, and 543 (a iljjjt

on the death of Hasan and Husain), p. 723, No. 8

(Kasidas), and p. 724, No. 10 (another »44r*)'' ^^^ ?•
Khalfa iii. p. 312, No. 5655. The Khulasat-alafkar,

No. 250 (col. 311 in the Bodleian Cat.), fixes the poet's

death wrongly in a.h. iooo (a.d. 1591, 1592).

This copy contains

:

Kasidas, on fol. i*, beginning:

lj._ifi> J '.\\ X^ y^ uV*" 7"^***
PiJ^ ,

*.g'>

Grh&z&is,first series, in alphabetical order, on fol. 43'',

beginning

:

^

This series breaks off in the letter j., on fol. 87'', in

consequence of a large lacuna after fol. 87; the last

bait appearing here, corresponds to fol. 1 1
4^*, 1. 4 ab

infra, margin-column, in the following copy, being

there the last bait but one of the ghazal in question.

Ghazals, second series, likewise in alphabetical order,

on fol. 88", beginning: Jl ^ ,j ij v_»il> c-^->Ju) -ilLa Ls

.

This second series breaks off' in the letter :>, on fol.

116'', in consequence of another large lacuna.

Risala-i-Jalaliyyah (5.IJ!>La. tlL-^), on fol. 1I7^ defec-

tive at the beginning ; comp. on this series of sixty-fo\ir

ghazals with a preface in prose and aesthetic remarks

at the head of each, Bodleian Cat., No. 1050, and

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 500. The remark in the latter

work, that this series was composed A. H. 997, must be

an error, as the poet died a.h. 996. The first ghazal

here begins : Jl ,jb : ."-via, s-oii i^l ^j-^ ji ij^y.-

No date. The copy was received into the Library

Oct. 29, 1838, presented by Mr. Hawkins.

No. 2601, ff. 139, 2 coll., e.ach 11. 14; clear Nasta'llk; size,

<jl in. by 6| in.

1448

Ghazalij7at-i-Muhtasliam (^jLi:^* vJ^ji).

Another copy of Muhtasham's ghazals, in alphabetical

order, beginning in the same way as t\ie first series in

the preceding copy : Jl _^ ^U jJtjJ tfl

.

Dated the 27th of Safar, a.h. 1051 (a.d. 1641,

June 7).

No. 1945, margin-column, ff. 70"-! 29', 11. 32-36; careless

Nasta'llk.

1449
Diwan-i-Thana'l (|_^LJ ^jlyjj).

The lyrical poems of Khwajah Husain Thana'i of
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Mashhad, who came to India under Akbar, was the
teacher and friend of Faidi, and died in the same j-ear

as Muhtashara, viz. a.h. 996 (a. d. 1588), see Bodleian
Cat., Nos. 1045-1049 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 43,

57, 120, and 578 ; Blochmaiin, A'in-i-Akbaii, p. 563,
note 2 (where, however, the wrong date, a.h. iooo, is

given for the ])oet'8 death), and W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., pp. 57, No. 4; 722, No. 2, and 899-900; see

also Safinah, No. 271 (col. 220 in the Bodleian Cat.);

Atashkada, No. 204 (ib. col. 269); Khuliisat-alkalam,

No. 16 (ib. col. 296), and KhuUsat-alafkar, No. 59 (ib.

col. 304).

This copy contains :

Kasidas, in alphabetical order, on fol. lol", beginning :

(in other copies U».) La. (^5^ s^jlc ^.1^j Jjj sL»i

Ghazals, likewise in alphabetical order, on fol. 105'',

beginning

:

Kit'as, with a few rubais at the end, on fol. 123",
beginning :

1,
l»-J _j

J-^1 y u\j.^ (jliwjJ ji

sJU u ^^A) Jj Xij\jt

On ff. 1-6 there is written by another hand a story
of "Uraar bin Mas'ud, the wazir of the Khalif Ma'mun
(a.h. i98-2i8=A.ii. 813-833), told by himself, and
not connected with this diwau at all. Beginning of

cH'^=the story : pjj

No date.

No. 206, ff. 1-130, 2 coll., each 11. 11-14; tlie first six leaves
written in Shikasta am!z, the rest in Nasta'l'.k by another hand

;

ff. 7-9 are left blank ; size, 9J in. by 5I in.

1450
Another copy of Thana'i's diwan.

Contents

:

Kasidas, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning
as in the preceding copy.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, interspersed with
a few rubais, kit'as, and fards, on fol. 83'<, likewise

beginning as in the preceding copy.

Kit'as, in alphabetical order, on fol. 102'', beginning:

Bubals, in two alphabetical collections, the second
of which begins, on fol. n6», with an inserted fard,

rhyming in i. Beginning of the initial ruba i of the
first collection, on fol. 106" :

>./V ir> aj^ J/* »JJ.-> u jL)'j"

No date. The takhallus is always omitted in the
ghazals here, and the diwan is wrongly ascribed to
^JLl«., on fol. iK

No. 2185, ff. I ig, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; careless Nasta'lik ; size,

94 in. by 5 in.

'ITrft (Nos. 1451-1463).

1451

Kulliyyat-i-'Urfi (^y: o>LIL<).

Complete poetical works of Maulana Sayyid (or

Sayyidi) Muhammad, tiie son of Khwajah Zain-aldin

'All bin Jamal-aldin (fo in the Safinah; according to

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 902, last line, his father's

name was simply Khwajah Bahiwi) of Shiraz, with the

takhallus 'Urfi, who came to India A. h. 994 (a. d.

1586), and died at Lahur in Shawwal, a.h. 999 (a. U.

1591, July, August), not 1002, as Taki Kashi wrongly
asserts (see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 37, No. 494); comp.
Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1051-1054, and No. 1991; Rieu
ii. jip. 667 -sq., 738h (where a special tarji', styled

j\j i^^'i^Aj, is noticed), and 845''; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., pp. 901-905; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 112, 113,

528, and 529 ; G. Flugel i. p. 592 sq. ; J. C. Tornbeig,

p. 1 10 ; Rosen, Persian MSS., pp. 261-263 ; J. Aumer,
p. 36 ; and Blochmann, A'in-i-Akbari, vol. i. pp. 569-
57 1 ; see also Safinah, No. 273 (col. 220 in the Bodleian
Cat.); Atashkada, No. 662 (ib. col. 284); H. Khalfa
iii. p. 295, No. 5556; iv. pp. 253 and 254, No. 8297,
and vi. p. 596, Nos. 14802-14804 ; Notices et Extraits,

iv. p. 272 ; etc.

This copy contains :

1.' Kasidas, on fol. i^, beginning (as in the British

Museum, Bodleian, and Berlin copies)

:

The second kasidah, on fol. 2'', Jl ^ JLil, is tlie

initial poem of the following two copies and of that in

A. Sprenger's Catal.

Special collections of these kasidas are noticed in

W. Pertsch, p. 65, No. 11; p. 696, No. 3, and p. 714,
No. I in 686 ; one particular kasidah, styled ,_,-L»^

ij-U^, is mentioned, ib. p. 74, No. 3, and p. 79, No. 3.

Persian commentaries on 'Urfi's kasidas by Munir,

Mirza Jan (the latter styled uyliClH r-Li.*, and com-

pleted A.H. io73=A. D. 1662, 1663), Kutb-aldin (a.h.

II0I=A.D. 1689, 1690), and Raju 'ulwi (styled t..U,LCi

^^.£5-J,a.h. iiii=a.d. 1699, 1700), are described in

No. 1054 of the Bodleian Cat.; in Rieu ii. p. 668^';

and in A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 529 and 530 respec-

tively ; five different Turkish commentaries on certain

kasidas and mukatta'at in G. Flugel i. pp. 594 and
595. The kasidas have been printed in Calcutta, A. h.

1254 (a. D. 1839), with a commentary by Ahmad ibii

'Abd-alrahim (also noticed in A. Sprenger, Catal.,

P- 53°) j and (with some mukatta'at and tarji's) in

Lucknow, without a date ; a ^jjS. joLai -y.i and a

j_jj^ ul^?•^
also appeared in Lucknow, i88o ; an English

translation of selected kasidas of 'Urfi was published
in Calcutta, 1887.

2. Gliazals,inalphabetical order, on fol. ss'', beginning:

L« jLxjI (other copies Ll^--<) -Wi 0;-X) !«-»;-• tijt*

L« ,L:-<j sJijj jjLij J Jj fcjL-.
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comp. A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 529, 1. 3, and Nos. 1052
and 1053 in the Bodleian Cat.; other collections of

'Urfi's ghazals are noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 62, No. 3. b ; and p. 701, No. 40.

3. Kit'as, on fol. 151'', beginning: sJLoI ,.» tS (j\

Jl tJj.} «, ii~«-o \)^j^ (•'•

The usual initial poem of this part Jl ^^\J Jj iJ^

is found here, on fol. 152", 1. 4 ab infra.

4. Rubais, on fol. x6o'', beginning :

see No. 1052 in the Bodleian Cat.

5. Majma'-alabkar (.Uo^l j> . v°), a mathnawi in

imitation of Nizami's Makhzan-alasrar (but not with

tlie same title, as is wrongly stated in A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 529), on fol. 176b, beginning:

f.^j^-j r"-

see H.Khalfav. p. 389, No. 11416; Krafft, p.69; and an

additional copy in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 64, No. 8.c.

6. Farhad u Shirin {^.^-^ j -5^/*). or, as it is styled

in the colophon of the following copy : Khusrau u

Shirin, ^^ ^--i
j 5/—=>> another mathnawi, on fol. 2

1
51",

beginning

:

^

./_, ^ o^ J^

Both the prose-preface and the Sakinama (see the

following copies) are wanting in this collection.

Dated by Shaikh Muhammad Sa'id of Bukhara,

A.H. 1021 (a.d. i6i2, 1613); at the end of this copy

there appears the same chronogram, which is noticed

in G. Flugel i. p. 593, in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 529,
and in Rosen, p. 263, viz.

:

U\\^i ^S/^^ eulSG (other copies s-j^) _.^i ^\

(^Ij^^ (other copies ^y.) ^fj JJi^ cu-iJ
ijj.».

(other copies oJU) e*iJ ,j£jir!^lj ,^sji j^Jo »xj*^

which gives as date for the completion of this collection,

A.H. 996 (a.d. 1588), not 986, as Sjjrenger erroneously

states, nor 995, as Flfigel asserts, nor 997 or 998, as

the transcriber of this copy and the copyist of No. 85
in Rosen's MSS. add. The number of the kasidas is

expressed in this ta'rikh by the units, viz. i, 6, 4, 6, i,

I, and 7= 26 ; the number of the ghazals by the tens,

viz. 30, 10, 50, 70, 80, 10, 10, and 10 = 270; the

number of the ruba is and kit'as by the hundreds, viz.

200, 300, and 200 = 700 (i.e. 380 ruba'is and 320
kit'as). The further remark of the transcriber of this

copy, that this ta'rikh also gives the date of the poet's

death, is wrong ; the proper chronograms for his

decease, viz. 999, ai-e ^;-i-Jl .jU--l (see A. Sprenger,

Cat., p. 112, last line) and (^Jj:, i^j>, uJ'^.^ ^^jS-

((juoted in Bada'uni, see Rieu ii. p. 667'').

No. 1484, ff. 227, 3 coll., the firat and third 11. 13, the middle
one 11. II ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispieces on ff. \^, ss"*,

176''; and 215'; size, 7 in. by 4|in.

1452

Another copy of the same Kulliyyat.

This copy contains

:

1. A prose-preface, usually styled ,_;~.*AJ tj-^ sJL-.^

(see "W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat, p. 901, and Rosen, Persian

MSS., p. 261), on fol. i'', beginning : vojLjjjI S i^x.»j>-

jLii j\ s jLi.

This preface is found in No. 1053 of the Bodleian

Cat. too.

2. Majma'-alabkar, on fol. 7'', beginning as in the

preceding copy.

3. Khusrau u Shirin, or rather Farhad u Shirin, on

fol. 5o'>, likewise beginning as in the preceding copy.

4. Kasidas, on fol. 64'', beginning : yS~^ -J JW»'

Jl \, fr^A i_)b,l , see the remark in the preceding copy.

5. Kit'as, on fol. 134'', beginning, as most copies do

(see the preceding- copy)

:

6. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first

two ; beginning of the initial ghazal, on fol. 144^'

:

Beginning of the first alpliabetical ghazal the same as

in the preceding copy.

7. Ruba'is, on fol. 208''.

Dated the 3rd of Jumada-alawwal, A.H. 1066 (a, d.

1656, Feb. 28).

No. 2783, ff. 226, 2 coll., each 11. 16; Nasta'lik ; illuminated

frontispieces on ff. i'', 7'', 50'', 64'', and 144* ; size, 7| in. by 4f in.

1453

A defective copy of the same Kulliyyat.

Contents

:

1. Kasidas, on fol. i'', beginning: Jl ^^ JU^I-

2. Kit'as, on fol. 64b, beginning : Jl ^^ynXj Jj ^sl.

3. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 73'',

beginning : Jl ^j^ &J-s* ; there is a lacuna after

fol. 106; the last bait, on fol. 106^, corresponds to

fol. 78b first column, IL 7 and 8, in No. 1484 (1451

in this Cat.) ; the first ghazal, on fol. 107^ is found in

No. 1484 on the same page, third column, first line;

the second, on fol. 79b, middle-column, 1. 5.

4. Ruba'is, on fol. 177", beginning as in No. 1484.

5. Majma'-alabkar, on fol. 193^ beginning as usual

;

it is slightly defective at the end, in consequence of a

lacuna after fol. 238 ; the last bait, that appears here,

corresponds to No. 1484, fol. 2I4^ third column, 11. 9

and lo.

6. Sakinama (s-tLi-JL,), on fol. 239a, beginning:

This mathnawi, not found in the other copies of 'Urfi's

works in the India Office Collection, is noticed in W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 65, first line, and p. 901, No. 4 ;

in Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 262, No. 5 ; and in No. 1052

of the Bodleian Cat.
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7. Farhdd u Shlrln, on fol. 241'', beginning as usual.

No date ; the first thirty-seven leaves partly collated

;

many baits slightly damaged both at the beginning

and end.

No. 1746, ff. 355. 2 coll., each II. 15 ; Nasta'llk j illuminated

frontiiipieces on ff. i'', 73'', and igs"" ; size, 8| in. by 4^ in.

1454
Diwan-i-'Urfi {^jh^ uIH'^)-

'Urfl's lyrical poems, viz. :

1. Kasldas, on fol. 1^, beginning: Jl j.j c.\s^ (jl.

2. GhazaLs, in alphabetical order, except the first

two, on fol. 90^', beginning: Jl eUi »j ^^1.

At the end (on fol. 210 sq.) some kit'as.

3. Eubais, on fol. 218'', beginning : Jl ,e-jj yi ^•

Dated the 6th of Sha'ban, a. h.,1098 (a. d. 1687,

June 17), by Aman-allah Suhrawardi, at Patna. The
right order of if. 72-81 is: 72, 80, 74-79, 73, 81.

No. 162, ff. 235, 2 coll., each 11. 15; large Nasta'Uk ; size,

lo| in. by 6J in,

1455

A slightly defective copy of the same diwan.

Contents

:

1. Kasldas. with a few kit'as at the end, on fol. i*",

beginning: Jl ^^ JLsl.

2. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 70*,

beginning

:

Lx*^' vIa ... «l,.a silj ii..«_a J o. -.JL»..g ijS

VsrV o^~-«Ua. sihl ^ijjt Jjitt.

corresponding to No. 1428 (1451 in this Cat.), fol. 56*',

first column, first line.

3. Rubais, on fol. 12 8^, beginning : Jl .. p 1 i_>, b ;

this part is defective at the end; the last ruba'i, ap-

pearing here and beginning: Jl ^^ tr^ >-?'> ^^

found in No. 1484, on fol. 165", middle column, 1. 5.

No. 105, ff. 141, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk, the first

[<ages greatly injured ; size, 6^ in. by 3| in.

1456
Another very defective copy of the same.

Contents

:

1. Kasidas, on fol. 1", beginning : Jl j,.> cb-. {j\.

A large lacuna of six leaves after fol. 9 ; the last

bait, on fol. 9^, corresponds to fol. 9", lin. penult, in

the preceding copy ; the first bait, on fol. i o", to fol. 1 4*^,

1. 5 in the same.

2. Kit'as, on fol. 38* (Arabic paging I'l'), beginning

:

Jl ^yt\j Jj ^s\.

3. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 44** {=o-)>

beginning: Jl -a^ tLsf.

Two large lacunas, of ten leaves each, after ff. 57 (ir)

and 104 (ir.); the last bait of fol. 57^^ corresponds to

IND. OFF,

fol. 81*, 1. 10 in the preceding copy; the first complete

ghazal, on fol. 58*, to fol. 79*', middle column, 1. 5 in

No. 1484(1451 in this Cat.); the last bait, on fol. 104'',

is found on fol. 1 1 6b, 1. 5 in the preceding copy; the

first complete ghazal, on fol. 105", corresponds to

fol. 126'', 1. 4 in the same.

4. Rubais, on fol. 106* (ifr), beginning : ly. L
Jl ^^.
Dated a. h. 1137 (a. d. 1724, 1725), in Muham-

madsliah's reign. A part of the last leaf is torn away

;

a few various readings on the margin.

No. 2399, ff. 108, partly 3, partly 3 and even 4 coll., 11. 14-17 ;

careless and irregular Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 6f in.

1457
'Urfl's kasidas.

Beginning: Jl ^Ijb ^j j^j cb-» tjl.

Dated the 9th of Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1073 (a. d.

1662, Oct. 22). Collated throughout.

No. 3042, ff. 71, 3 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'Uk ; the Erst page
supplied by another hand ; size, 10 in. by 5^ ui.

1458
Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy ; a few
kit'as at the end.

Dated the 6th of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1085 (called

the eighteenth year of "Alamglr's reign, correctly the

8eventeenth)=A. D. 1674, August 8.

No. 3372, olim 13. J. 7, ff. 83, 2 coll., each 11. 17; written
very unequally by different hands in careless Naista'Uk and
Shikasta ; size, 9^ in. by 5 in.

1459
The same.

Beginning as usual; some tarji'bands and kit'as in

addition to the kasidas.

Dated the 1 8th of Ramadan, in the seventh year of

Muhammadshah's reign (=a.h. 1138, a.d. 1726,
May 20), at Ahmadabad. Various readings and additions

on the margin.

No. 683, ff. 25-114, 2 coll., each U. 16-19; Shiktista; size,

8J in. by 4f in.

1460
The same.

Beginning as usual, the kasidas are interspersed with

a few kit'as.

No date. Some pages injured by damp.

No. 3371, olim 13. J. 8, ff. 1-97, 2 coU., each 11. IJ; written
unequally, partly in careless Nasta'Uk, partly in Shikasta; size,

94 in. by 4f in.

1461
The same.

A smaller collection of kasidas only, with four

rubais at the end. Beginning as usual.

No date.

No. 1364, ff. 1-49, a coll., each 11. 15; careless Nasta'Uk;
size, 8| in. by J^\ in,

3F
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1462
'Urfi's ghazals and niba'is.

Ghazals, on fol. i^, beginning: Jl ,.-»;-• ti**.

Rubi'is, on fol. 155^, beginning: Jl (--ii l^ b.

The copy is extremely worm-eaten throughout.

No date.

No. 8514, ff. 177, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; aize, 7| in.

by 4I in.

1463
'Urft's Majma'-alabkar.

Another copy of 'Urfi's mathnawi Majma'-alabkar,

see above, Nos. 1 451-1453. Beginning the same as

there. This copy is in a very bad state, severely

damaged throughout by damp.

No. 3371, olim 13. J. 8, ff. 97'-! 56, 2 coll., each 11. 13;
careless Nasta'Uk ; size, 9^ in. by 4I in.

Poe(s who died heticeen a. H. 1000 ayid 11 00.

Faidl (Nos. 1464-1479).

1464
Diwan-i-Faidi (,c-i-i uUj.s)-

A very large copy of the lyrical poems of Shaikh
Abu-alfaid with the double takhallus of Faidi and
Fayyadl, the eldest son of Shaikh Mubarak of Nagur
(who died a.h. iooi, the 17th of Dlm-alka'dah = a. d.

1593, Aug. 15), and brother of Akbar's prime-minister

Abu-alfadl, the author of the Akbarnama, the A'in-i-

Akbari, the Mukatabat-i-'allami, the Rnka'at-i-Shaikh

Abu-alfadl, the 'lyar-i-danish etc. (see above, Nos.

235-287 and 767-777), who died a.h. ioii (a. d.

1602). Shaikh Faidi was born A. h. 954 (a. d. 1547)
in Agi-a, and died the loth of Safar, a.h. 1004 (a. d.

"595! Oct. 15), comp. on the poet's life and works
Blochniann, A'in-i-Akbari, pp. 490 sq. and 548 sq.

;

Rieu ii. pp. 450 and 670 sq.; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1057-
1062 and 1992; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 62, 127,
and 401-402 ; Ouseley, Biographical Notices, pp. 171-
175; Elliot, Bibliographical Index, i. p. 255; Haft
Iklim, No. 398 (col. 405 in this Cat.) ; Saftnah, No. 317
(col. 221 in the Bodleian Cat.), etc.; copies of his

diwan are noticed besides in J. Aumer, p. 37 ; W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 906; Rosen, Persian MSS.,
p. 263 (a short selection), etc.

Contents :

A preface in prose, by the author himself, on fol. i^,

beginning :

Jl |»jjj> -Jl1» c*-.|, ^Ji ^
This verse is identical with the initial bait of Faidi's

mathnawi, .Ijjl jS^ (written in imitation of Nizami's

J\jJf. ij_}i*, A.H. 993=A. D. 1585), which is not found

in the India Office Collection.

Kasidas, tarji's, and marathis, without any order, on
fol. ^, beginning

:

U£ll ijjj ttl : - •> JajJ\ ijjj ctKjJ

A series of unfinished kasidas (|,U-Jli jJLvs) begins

on fol. 87a. • r

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 1

1

2^, beginning

:

A few poetical pieces, without any diacritical points

(iiejJisWj^\ .Ijuiill), on fol. 274a, beginning:

Kit'as, chronograms, and a few ruba'is, on fol. 275*,

beginning: Jl i....jJL. ii—-" t.::.irW,...

Mathnawi-baits, fards, and riddles, on fol. 297",

beginning : Jl LiJ^^^^j:- i_jlXl. j JiS i^l ill —>j

.

Among these is found, on fol. 302*> sq., the v^jUJI!-*.*

|,U »j
J jy , or riddles on the ninety-nine names of

God, noticed in J. Aumer, loc. cit.

Rubais, on fol. Sio", beginning:

On several pages some of the first hemistichs of

verses are missing; fol. 291I' is entirely left blank.

No date.

No. 8155, ff. 335, 2 coll., each 11. 15; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; splendid binding in red and gold ; size, 8| in. by 5 J in.

1465
Another copy of the same- diwan.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i'', beginning:

\j ij\j3 k_.w£-«l
ijj

jL- s :.b. i_jJa-«

corresponding to the third ghazal in the preceding

copy (fol. 113*). At the end of the ghazals, the last of

which is unalphabetical and rhymes in 1, there are

found one kasidah and two short mathnawis. Beginning
of the first mathnawi, on fol. 100* :

Kit'as, on fol. 106", beginning:

r»]y>- isLL- ij-jl »J ill

^_j.a-^ jjLiJi ^,4/ eULS jl

At the end, one ghazal.

Rubais, on fol. iii^, beginning:

Jjy\j ^^ .>;!)

This ruba'i is found on fol. 322''^ 11. 3 and 4 in the

preceding copy.
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Kasidas, and a few tarji's, on fol. 119", beginning

:

|»^i '!!--=; S*^ V^;' iA**^

At the end one rubai.

The last pages from fol. 158" down to the end
contain mere repetitions of former parts of the copy,

viz. the rubais (ff. iiin-118''), the kit'as (ff. lob"-
I iqI"), and the second matfanawt (fol. 105).
No date.

No. 952, S. 171, 3 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'llk; size, 8 in.

by 5 in.

1466
A slightly defective copy of the same.

Contents

:

Kasidas, mixed with tarji's and short mathnawis, on

fol. i*>, beginning: Jl ^^^1 ^j\ b.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 37'', beginning:

Kit'as, on fol. 132", beginning: sxa ^ LtU b
Jl JJfc eyLsiJUl; coiTCsponding to fol. 275", 1. 8 sq.,

in No. 3155 (1464 in this Cat.).

Kubais, on fol. 141'', beginning : Jl j>,\j^\ .ill.

This part, although larger than in the preceding

copies, is incomplete at the end ; the last rubai, of

which the first bait is found here, on fol. iSgb, corre-

sponds to the last rubai in No. 3155, but as the order

of the poems is not the same in both copies, it is

impossible to say whether only one page, or a number
of pages, are missing at the end.

Some blanks on ff. 9* and 97^.

No. 185, ff. 189, 3 coll., each 11. 15; excellent Nasta'llk;

two illuminated frontispieces on ff. i"" and 37'; size, 9^ in.

by 5| in.

1467
Faidi's kasidas.

A selection of Faidi's kasidas and tarji's, beginning,

on fol. 1^: jij^i 2i^ b.

This small copy is a little worm-eaten throughout

;

the second leaf is badly injured.

No date.

No. 689, ff. 49, 2 coll., each U. 15 ; clear Nasta'llk ; illumi-

nated frontispiece ; size, 75 in. by 5 in.

1468

Nal u Daman (^o-»J 5 J->).

Faidi's famous mathnawi, Nal and Daman, a free

Persian adaptation of the episode of Nala and Daraayanti

in the Indian Mahabharata, and composed A. H. 1003=
A. D. 1594, 1595 (corap. Blochmann, A'iu-i-Akbari,

p. 106, note 4 etc.). Beginning :

Lithographed, Calcutta, 1831, and Lucknow, A. h.

I 263 ; a part of it is printed in Spiegel's Chrestomathia

Persica, Leipzig, 1846, pp. 131-150. Copies of this

mathnawi are also noticed in W. Pertsch, fierlin Cat.,

p. 905 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 402 ; J. Aumer, p. 38 ;

A. F. Mehren, p. 42, etc. This copy is dated the first

of Sha'ban, a. h. 1069 (a. d. 1659, April 24); the last

pages a little injured.

No. 269, ff. 143, 3 coll., each 11. 15; ff. i and 3 supplied by
a more modem hand ; Nasta'llk ; size, 7 j in. by 4 in.

1469

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as usual. Marginal and interlinear glosses

throughout. Dated by 'Abd-alrahim ibn Maulawi
Shaikh-i-'allam Muhammad the 5th of Ramadan, a.h.

1 1 18 (here called the fifty-first year of 'Alamgir's reign)

= a. D. 1 706, Dec. II. It was copied for Ghulam Husain,

commonly called Wall Muhammad (ip j^joLi j^L)

xii 8jj^ jir^ J'.X.**
^J) ^-JfC ;.^ C^l)-

No. 1059, ff. I4I, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in.

by 5 in.

1470
The same.

Excellent copy, dated the last of Eajab, A.h. 1188
(a.d. 1774, Oct. 6).

No. 266, ff. 142, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8 in. by

5i in-

1471
. The same.

Modern copy, dated the 25th of Jumada-althani,

A.H. 1210 (Fasli era 1203) = a.d. 1796, Jan. 6. An
entry, dated Calcutta, March, 1 806, on the fly-leaf at

the back. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2724, ff. 149, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nastallk; illustrations

on ff. lo^ 48'', 65*, 70'', 73'', 82'', 93^ 96*, 97*, 109*, 113'', 114",

135", 128'', 131", and 136''; size, 9f in. by 5J in.

1472
The same.

Another modern copy, dated the 5th of Rajab, A. h.

I2IO (a.d. 1796, Jan. 15), at Seringapatam ; it was
written for Tipu Sultan. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2501, ff. 190, 3 coll., each U. 11 (on fol. i8o», 11. 13;
on ff. i8o'>-i9o'', 11. 12); Nasta'llk, mixed with Shikasta ; size,

7^ in. by 5f iu.

1473
The same.

Another copy, not dated. The poem concludes on

fol. 126*; ff. I26b-i2 7b contain some short stories, the

first of which is written by the same scribe as the

mathnawi, viz. by Lala Camau La'li, and begins

:

i
No. 189, ff. 127, 3 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'llk, written half

on white, half on brown paper; size, 9J in. by 5 J in.

3 F 2
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1474
The same.

No date. The first thirty-eight leaves collated.

No. 263, ff. ISO, 2 coll., each 11. 15-16; ff. i, 2, 8-16, and
128-130 supplied by another hand; Nasta'llk ; size, 7j ™. l>y

4 in.

1475
The same.

A well-written copy, without date.

No. 1894, ff. 143, 2 coll., each 11. 15; clear and distinct

Nastallk ; size, 9^ in. by 5I in.

1476
The same.

No date.

No. 1848, ff. 143, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; small, but clear Nas-
ta'llk; illuminated frontispiece ; all the pages throughout sprinkled

with gold ; size, 9 in. by 5j in.

1477
The same.

No date. Occasional glosses, both marginal and

interlinear.

No. 936, ff. 131, 2 coll., each 11. 16 ; Nasta'llk ; many leaves

severely injured by the worms ; size, 8|- in. by 54 in.

1478
The same.

Modern copy, without a date. The right order of

ff. 7-14 is : 7, 10, 9, 8, 13, 12, II, 14 ; and of S. 182-

187: 182, 184, 183, 186, 185, 187.

No. 448, ff. 225, 2 coll., each 11. 9; large Nasta'llk; size,

8J in. by 5J in.

1479
Latifa-i-Fayyadi (^go^ iJi^SiT).

The correspondence of Faidi, collected by Nur-aldin

Muhammad, the son of Hakim 'Ain-almulk and nephew
of the poet (see fol. 2,^, 1. 13 sq.), a.h. 1035 (a.d.

1625, i6z6), see Eieu ii. p. 792, iii. p. 984, etc.;

Elliot, History of India, vi. pp. 147-149. It is styled

here simply ^,^.,. » 'Lijl ; the proper title, as given

above, is a chronogram for the date of the collection.

Hakim 'Ain-almulk of Shirjiz, the father of the collector,

died the 27th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1003 (a.d. 1595,

Sept. 2), see his biography in Blochmann, A'in-i-Akbari,

pp. 480 and 481; he had married a sister of Faidi and
Abu-alfadl.

The work is divided into five chapters, called » g.Vtl,

viz.

:

1. Letters addressed to the Emperor Akbar ((__fOjl^

jLijU^^ LjXIIj i^Iil), on fol. 7b.

2. Letters addressed to 'Ulamas and Sufic Shaikhs

.UiJLJl O^H"); on fol. 51''.

3. Letters addressed to contemporary physicians

(ijui "j_y»JLS _^ljt* *L,5Ck'. iS cyLojU*), on fol. 93''.

4. Letters addressed to Amirs, Khans, etc. ('2;-»U

J/3\ jj-Jj^
J

^Uii), on fol. ii6».

5. Letters addressed to his father, brothers, and other

relatives (sXi. ^^JiS i_j;U>1 j uIj^'j jlj-y/^- -^l^- " i^^;)'
on fol. 129'-; the last letters are all addressed to his

brother AM-alfadl. Another brother of his was Abu-

alkhair. The five latifas are i)receded by Faidi's preface

to his diwan (see No. 1464 above), beginning here with

the initial bait of the first kasidah : \j j)4^\ 1Jj\
L»

Ji Uil Jx>.l.

The three mantukas and the khatimah which, accord-

ing to Faidi's own statement, were to follow after the

five latifas, are wanting in this copy, just as in Rieu's.

Dated the 22nd of Shawwal, in the fourth year of

"Alamgir's reign (=A. H. 1072, a.d. 1662, June 10).

No. 1064, ff. 136, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 7J in. by 4! in.

1480
Eubaiyyat-i-Sahabi {^j.^-^^ uyllcb^,).

654 rubais (besides some additional ones on the

margin) by Maulana Sahabi of Astarabad (according to

Taki Aubadi of Shushtar), usually called Najafi, because

he had settled in Najaf, who died a.h. ioio (a. d. 1601,

1602); comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 1063 ; Kieu ii. p. 672 ;

A. Sjjrenger, Catal., pp. 42 (No. 587) and 552, 553 ;

see also Haft Iklim, No. 1171 (col. 467 in this Cat.);

Khulasat-alafkar, No. 130 (col. 307 in the Bodleian

Cat.), and W. Fertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 925 and 926
(where, by a mistake, the patron of the poet is called

Shah 'Abbas II, instead of 'Abbas I or the Great).

In A. Sprenger, loc. cit., the collection of Sahabi'a

rubais is styled iS;-^-*^ (JJ^-i*-

The quatrains are arranged alphabetically, and begin

:

The initial ruba'i of Sprenger's and Eieu's copies is

not found in this selection. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2486, ff. 92-157*, five ruba'la in a page; Nasta'llk; size,

8^ in. by 5 in.

1481

Diwan-i-Wali
{^J^ ul)-!->)-

The lyrical poems of Wall, who is, according to the

Makhzan-algharaib (No. 2947, col. 390, last line, in the

Bodleian Cat.), whicli quotes several of the ghazals

found in this and the following copy (for instance, that

on fol. 98'', 1. 5 sq.; fol. 69", lin. penult., in the following

copy), identical with Maulana Wali of Dasht-i-bayad

(in Khurasan, or as the Safinah states. No. 356, col.

223 in the Bodleian Cat., in Kuhistan), who was con-

temporary with Husain Thana'i of Mashhad (see Nos.

1449 and 1450 in this Cat.) and Maili of Harat (who

died about a.h. iooo = a.d. 1591, 1592, see Rieu ii.

p. 666, and Blochmann, A'iu-i-Aklbari, pp. 57 1 and 572),

flourished in the reigns of Shah Tahmasp and Shah

'Abbas the Great, and was killed, according to the

Safinah, loc. cit., a.h. 1012 (a.d. 1603, 1604); see

another copy of his diwan in A. Sprenger, Catal.,
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p. 589 ; comp. also Muntakhab-alash'ar, No. 705 (col.

254 in the Bodleian Cat.).

Contents

:

Kasidas and kit'as, without any order, intermixed

with a few ghazals, on fol. i^*, beginning:

Ghazals and ruba is, in alphabetical order, on fol. g*]^,

beginning

:

^\S^:, jjijj jj ,j yjj X>_yj

A great number of lines throughout the copy are

rather effaced. No date, as the colophon is torn away

;

but on fol. I* there are several seals, one of which

bears the date A. h. 1077 (a. d. 1666, 1667).

No. 2795, ff. 151, 2 coll., each 11. 12-13; Nasta'llk ; many pages

spoiled by water ; the last leaves greatly injured ; size, 7| in.

by 4| in.

1482

Another copy of the same.

Contents :

Kasidas, on fol. i*, beginning;

1, uWj

) uW
It corresponds to the second kasidah in the preceding

cojiy.

Ghazals and ruba is, in alphabetical order, on fol.

68", beginning as in the preceding copy.

Short mathnawis, and a few additional ghazals, on

fol. ioi» sq. ; where also the margin is filled with

])oetry.

At the end this diwan is wrongly ascribed to Nasir

'All (who died a. h. iio8=a. d. 1696, 1697).

On fol. i'^ the poet is called several times Wali

Mashrab or Mushrib (i_>^f-ij> ,_jlj).

Dated the 17th of Juniada-althani, a.h. 1177 (a. d.

1763, Dec. 23), by Mulla Sayyid Hari at Peshawar.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2318, ff. 105, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Naata'Uk; size, Sin.

by 4i in.

1483
Diwan-i-'Iyani (jc^W* uV?-*)-

The lyrical poems of Darwlsh 'lyani, the son of

Maulana Rafiki, comp. the Makhzan-alghara'ib, No.

1643 (col. 353 in the Bodleian Cat.). He flourished

in the begiiming of the eleventh century of the Hijrah.

The first ghazal, quoted in the Makhzan, is found here

on fol. 39« : J| ^^ ^^U. b ^ jS^ li.

In the supplement to Taki Kashi's tadhkirah (see

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 614 and 615), two poets

with the takhallus 'lyani are mentioned, one of whom
is styled 'lyani Jarbadkani.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i*, beginning:

b^ ^jUb !j;y. ijJ^J-*j' i^'

La C>'« J s^ t-r^5 r/^ b>-> Jk-*»j ^JJ^^^i*^

Kit'as and rubfi'is, on fol. 142", beginning: ^J:jo

A mathnawi,

beginning

:

.. A

J
.ifol

sort of «_.L-JiLn, on fol.

^ <s\ W>^^ 1 6 : 1 (^

j^

This poem was composed a.h.

1604), according to the last bait

:

IOI2 (a. D.

l6ia,

1603,

No date.

.:y^ JL, jl JJ JJILijJ

8..X—mJ I

V-
.J^

No.
by4ii

106, ff. 167, 2 coll., each 11. 14; Nasta'llk ; size, 7 in.

1484
Diwan-i-Nasir Hamadanl (^\x»Jb j-;^ uIh-*)'

LjTical poems by Kliwajah Nasir-aldin of Haniadan,

the son of Khwajah Mahmiid ibii Khwajah Hasanbeg,

with the takhallus Nasir or Naslra. He went to India

in Akbar's reign and met in a.h. 1015 (a. d. 1606,

1607) Taki Auhadt in Shiraz, see A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 512; Rieu iii. p. 1093'', 1. 3 sq. ; Atashkada, No.

616 (col. 283 in the Bodleian Cat.), and Makhzan-
alghara'ib, No. 2797 (lb. col. 387). The exact date of

his death is not known.
Contents :

A short preface in prose, on fol.

,_jii^U-« ,U eb
3 J^j^

beginning

:

jLaj

tsUUJ

Kasidas, on fol. 2'', beginning

:

Kit'as and tarkibbands, on fol. 12^'. ^
Ghazals, on fol. 161", beginning: Job-Xj jk-'j 'J^

ji l^L. oif.

At the end, ruba'is and a few mathnawl-baits.

No date.

No. 1999, ff. 34, 2 coll., each U. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 7 J in. by

3j in.

1485
Kulliyyat-i-Nau'i (, .J^jj cylllT).

Complete poetical works of Mulla Muhammad Rida
Nau'i of Khabushan (near Mashhad in Khurasan), who
was, about A. h. 1002 (a. d. 1593, 1594), in the service

of prince Daniyal (see Haft Iklim, No. 802, col. 436
in this Cat.), and died in Burhanpur, a.h. 1019 (a. d.

1610, 161 1); comp. Blochmann, A'in-i-Akbari, p. 606;
Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1064-1066, and col. 769 ; Rieu ii.

p. 674; Ouseley, Biographical Notices, pp. 161-166;
A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 114 and 516, 517; W. Pertsch,
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p. 696, No. 4, and p. 907 sq. ; J. Aumer, p. 4 ; see also

Safinah, No. 391 (col. 224 in the Bodleian Cat.), and

Khulasat-alafkar, No. 279 (ib. col. 312).

Contents

:

KasidaSjtarjS's, and tarkibbands, on fol. 1^, beginning:

^jt (^b \j j^ t : J.T i_J J . 5..?. c i^ib S

The initial kasidah, quoted by Sprenger, viz. c*.—.*'^

Jl ^Lk —>-fl , is found here on fol. 4^ ; most of the

kasidas are in praise of the emjieror Akbar.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 36^, beginning:

^ u];J'> bb _jj |,U i.liij

Ruba'is, on fol. 91'', beginning;

,1 ,';ujl ^4^. >4 ^^^

Sakinama (j_«LlJ(L-), in praise of the Khankhanan,

on fol. gS^, beginning :

Suz u Gudaz
(
j'jJj

J^-")'
*• ®- Burning and Melting,

the famous story of a Hindu princess who ascended the

funeral pile with her deceaseil husband, on fol. iio^,

beginning

:

^

This mathnawi is printed at the end of the fii-st

volume of the Akbarnama, Lucknow, A. H. 1284.

No date.

No. 2751, ff. 1-131, 2 coll., each 11. 15; distinct Nasta'Uk

;

size, 9f in. by 6^ in.

1486
Tawarikh-i-Kutbshah (sLl-Jjj iiiV)-

A poem, celebrating the exploits of the Kutbshahs,
composed at the request of and dedicated to ]\l uhammad
Kuli Kutbshah, who died A. h. 1020 (a. d. 1612).

The author, who conceals his name, was engaged in

this work for ten years, see fol. 135*", 1. 4 ab infra.

It is subdivided into four maksad, viz.

:

1. elL. ^x^ 1a-o j ^\ .?. . \i 'i L.lj i.

^^
lijUl

sLi-fiiJi jls ijLkL-., on fol. 15''.

2. iLi-Jsj )jl Wl ..i elL. lo-ikLm^j .0 , on fol. 50''.

3. sLi. k_rfJji *-j»lp.l v::. : Wl „, ^^ .i, on fol. 108*.

JiJ ^ xt-s:" ^jLkL- . . . c^jijJL,^^ .J,4. sL

fol. 127

Beginning :

No date.

No. 2646, ff. 137, 4 coll., each 11. 19; clear and distinct
Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 15I in. by io\ in.

1487
Diwan-i-Asaf (i—a-el ^j^y^)-

A defective copy of the lyrical compositions of a poet,

who, according to a number of chronograms on fol. 67**,

and the names of the distinguished persons mentioned

there, must have flourished under Shah 'Abbas the

Great in the beginning of the eleventh century of the

Hijrah. His ghazals, all consisting of a very short

number of baits, contain no takhallus ; but from the

frequent appearance of i_aol and U-«l in the beginning

of baits, on fol. 66'', 11. 5, 9, and 12, and fol. 67^, 1. 10,

we conclude, that he styled himself Asaf, but he is

decidedly not identical with Asaf Kummi, or Nizam-

aldin Asafjah, with the takhallus Asaf, both of whom
belong to a much later period and lived at the court of

the Moghul emperors iu India (see the other Diwan-i-

Asaf, further down). The dates appearing on

fol. 67I' are : A. H. 1008 {^x^y>. ij;\Xj>), on the laying

out of a garden by Aka Khidr; A. H. 1012 (i5ljJ>. Jp-»

j^S), on tlie building of a mosque by the same ; A. h.

1018 (sljJ ^j\^\ sJjjJI jUjlcI j\ i_a . >.), on the death

of Sliah 'Abbas' famous wazir i'timad-aldaulah IJatim-

beg (otherwise fixed in A.H. 1019, see Rieu i. p. 185b);

and A.H. 1019 (l?J—i. f,\x^ ,J^ ^j ._ .:, ''U>.), on the

appointment of Hatinibeg's son Talibkhan (otherwise

called Abu Talibkhan, see Kieu i. p. 187"), as his

father's successor; au earlier date, viz. A.H. 1005

(j^ I.,;,..) ^ - .?. •»), on the death of Amir Nur-aldiji

Muhammad Tabataba'i, appears, on fol. 68*, 1. 3.

This diwau contains :

Kasidas, kit'as, and tarkibbands, with the before-

mentioned chronogi'ams at the end, on fol. 57", begin-

ning abruptly in the middle of a poem.
Ghazals, in alphabetical order, intermixed with and

followed by ruba'is and fards, on fol. 68^, beginning

:

]) (^]r- cr**" o^ u4i y- ^- yj 1-?'

No date.
,

No. 284, ff. 57-95, i coll., each 11. 15; very careless Nas-
ta'Uk ; size, 7| in. by 4 in.

1488
Diwan-i-Sanjar {jsr-^ ij^y.^)-

Complete poetical works of Mir Muhammad Hashira,

with the takhallus Sanjar, the son of Mir Eafi'-aklin

Haidar Mu'amma'i of Kashan, with the takhallus

Eafi'i (the great riddle-writer, who died A.H. 1032=
A.D. 1622, 1623, see Safinah, No. 394 in Bodleian Cat.,

col. 224). Sanjar came to India A. H. 1000 (a. d. 1591,

1592), where the emperor Akbar bestowed upon him
the takhallus Faraghi (used by him in some ghazals)

;

after being impritoued by Akbar and finally released,

lie went to Ibrahim 'Adilshah's court m Bijapur and
died there, a.h. 1021 (a. d. 16 12, 16 13); comp. Bloch-

mann, A'in-i-Akbari, p. 595; Rieu ii. p. 675*; W.
I'ertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 909 ; A. Sprenger, Catal.,

pp. 123 and 571; see also Safinah, No. 366 (col. 223
in the Bodleian Cat.) ; Khazaua-i-'amirah, No. 58 (ib..
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col. 257), and Afashkada, No. 574 (ib. col. 282).

Sanjar's brother, Mir Ma'sum (who died A. h. 1052 =
A.D. 1642, 1643), was likewise a good poet, see Safioah,

loc. cit., No. 395.
Contents

:

Kasidas (in honour of Akbar, Sultan Khusrau bin

Jahangirshah etc.) and kit'as, on fol. i**, beginning

:

I ^...a al * *il'J^ by >^»>a- cs'

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 44'', beginning :

At the end of this part some ruba is.

A mathnawi, witliout any title (probably a »-«Ll-jLu),

on fol. 125'', beginning:

This last part is much injured.

Dated A. H. 1041 (a. d. 1631, 1632).

No. 1088, ff. 143, 3 coll., each II. :6 ; Nastanik ; illuminated
frontispieces on ff. I^ 44'', and 125''; size, 7jin. by 4 in.

1489

Diwan-i-Nazlri ((^.bs
^jV--*)-

The lyrical poems of Mulla Muhammad Husain
Naziri of Nishapur, a pupil of Mahshari of Khwandsar
in Gujarat (see Safinah, No. 362, col. 223 in the

Bodleian Cat.). He lived some time in Kashan, where
lie had poetical contests with contemporary poets, and
went then to India, where he entered the service of

the Khankhanaii. In a. h. 1012 (a. d. 1603, 1604) he
performed the pilgrimage to Makkah, and afterwards

went to Gujarat. He died in Ahmadabad, a. h. 102 i

(a. D. 1612, 1613), according to two ta'rikhs, viz. LJy.

»1 (»^ ^jl—a. OJ;, quoted in the Makhzan-alghara'ib,

No. 2738 (col. 385 in the Bodleian Cat.; the date

A.H. 1022, as given in Blochmann, A'in-i-Akbari, p. 580
note, arises from the incorrect reading of the chrono-

gram as ^1 Ljj jl, which is against the metre r-r^)t

and oiM-1 Ls^ j,L) t^\i jij^, by Daghistani (see Bloch-

mann, loc. cit.) ; the Khazana-i-'amirah also fixes his

death in a. h. 1021 (No. 124, col. 259, in the Bodleian
Cat.). Other, incorrect, dates given are A.H. 1019
(in the Tabakat-i-Shahjahani = A. d. 16 10, 16 11) and
A.H. 1023 (a. D. 1614), see Safinah, No. 552 (col. 229
in the Bodleian Cat.), and Ouseley, Biographical Notices,

p. 252. The Hamlsha Bahar (A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 130) assigns the poet's death, quite wrongly, to

the beginning of Shahjahan's reign. Other copies of
Naziri's diwan are described in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1074
and 1075; Rieu ii. pp. 8171'and 818* ; A. Sprenger,
Catal., pp. 515, 516; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 701,
No. 37, and p. 908 ; comp. also Haft Iklim, No. 764 (col.

433 in this Cat.) ; Atashkada (No. 284, col. 272 in the

Bodleian Cat.); and A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 65 and
114. Naziri's brother, Maulina Sharaf of Nishapur,

was a famous musician in the service of the Khan-
khaiian, see Blochmann, p. 613, note 3.

This diwan contains

:

Kasidas and taiji'bands, without any order, begin-

ning, on fol. I*":

i.

•yy

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 1 1
4*", with

some ruba'is at the end (on fol. 276'* sq.). Beginning

of the initial ghazal

:

1^1 .y» iy^^ j[ e4^ L. \^

^ »j. uji/. ^j_y-~' j /- ji^ y. ij^yy.

Beginning of the initial ruba'l : e*-.! i^jLi.* 1

I e*-<jjj i^(correctly jJljI as in No. 3341);!

Dated at Haidarabad the 8th of Jumada-alakhar,
A.H. 1062 (a. D. 1652, May 17).

Ko. 85, ff. 286, 2 coll., each II. 17-18; carelesa Nasta'Itk;
size, 9 in. by 5^ in.

1490
Another, very defective, copy of Naziri's diwan.

Contents

:

Kasidas and tarji'bands, on fol. i^, beginning as in

the preceding copy. This part breaks off already, on
fol. 54b, in consequence of a very large lacuna, in

a kasidah in praise of 'Ali ; the last bait appearing

here corresponds to fol. "i", 1. 9 in the preceding copy.

Ghazals, on fol. 55", defective at the beginning, in

consequence of the same lacuna ; they begin here with

the last hemistich of a poem, rhyming in ^, viz.

:

U^!>v J J^. ];
LilVv ^y"

corresponding to fol. 206", 1. 3 ab infra in the preceding

copy.

Rub&'is, on fol. 127^, last line, beginning : v:«.» .S JT

Jl ^jb o, corresponding to the second ruba i in the

preceding copy.

This part too is incomplete at the end, and breaks

off on fol. I37''-

No. 296, ff. 48-137, 2 coll., each II. 17 ; Naata'lik ; size, 8 in.

by 4 in.

1491

Naziri's ghazals and ruba'is.

The ghazals, arranged alphabetically, begin, on

fol. lb, with the usual initial bait: Jl cj^^.^ L« bl.

Ruba'is, on fol. 1 50*', beginning :

<^^ U.^ jLCj jye y j\ (^1

This is the fifth rubai in No. 85 (1489 in this Cat.),

and the first in No. 1074 of the Bodleian Cat.

No date.

No. 474, ff. 156, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; clear and distinct Nas-
ta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by 4I in.
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1492
Another, slightly defective, copy of the same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning
as usual.

Rubais, on fol. 190^, beginning: i^jL-« v:>-.«j jl

^'
"--'•

This part is incomplete at the end ; the last ruba'l,

on fol. 192*', JI^L.^ ^y (sb, corresponds to fol. 278a)

last two lines in No. 85 (1489 in this Cat.). Ff. 91b

and 92* are left blank; some slight injuries here and
there.

No. 3341, olim 13. J. 20, ff. 192, 2 coll., each U. 14-15;
careless Nasta'llk; size, 7|^in. by 4 in.

1493
Dtwan-i-Wasli (jL.aj

J\y_:,).

The poems of Agha (Mirza or Khwajah) Muhammad
Tahir Wasli of Eai, the son of Khwajah Muhammad
Sharif Hijri (see above. No. 1440), and elder brother
of Mirza Ghiyathbeg I'timad-aldaulah, the wazir of

Jahangir and father of the famous Nur Jahan Begam.
Gliiyathbeg died in Rabi' I, a. h. 1031 (a. d. 1622,

Jan.-Feb.), see Blochmann, A'in-i-Akbari, p. 509. The
exact date of Wash's death is not known, see Haft
Iklim, No. ni6 (col. 461 in this Cat); Safinah, No.
191 (col. 217 in the Bodleian Cat.), and Makhzan-
alghara'ib, No. 2971 (ib., col. 391).

This collection contains

:

Ghazals, rubais, and fards, in alphabetical order, on
fol. 61'', beginning :

Tarji'at and some ruba is, on fol. Sal", beginning

:

A mathnawi, styled sjjejj c^i-a^j, 'on the game of

cards,' on fol. 911", beginning:

^ jV^- J\^ cjrr

Kastdas, kit'as, a few ruba'is, and one fard, on fol.

95", beginning:

Ji jjLiJ ^jSyl jS^^y XASJ

Another mathnawi, entitled y>-:A j ir—^t 'the love-

story of Khusrau and Shirin,' on fol. loi'', beginning:

This poem is incomplete in consequence of a lacuna
after fol. 108.

Another series of kasidas, tarji's, kit'as, ghazals, and
ruba'is, beginning abruptly (in consequence of the same
lacuna), on fol. 109'', in the middle of a kasidah,

rhyming in ij.

Dated by 'Abd-alrakib, the 24th of Shawwal, a.h.

1069 (a.d. 1659, July 15).

No. 328, ff. 61-149, 2 coll., each 11. 15-18 ; distinct Nasta'llk ;

size, lo| in. by 5j in.

Zuiaii (Nos. 1494-1498).

1494

Sab' Sayyarah (»,l.l-. («-*—)•

The seven mathuawis of Hakim Zulali of Khwansar
in 'Irak, who flourished under Shah 'Abbas I and died

soon after the completion of the best known among
his epopees, the jbl . j., c' (No. 2 in this collection),

which was finished a.h. 1024 (a.d. 161 5), but left

unarranged, that is to say, eitlier in the same year

1024, or in A.H. 1025 (a. d. i6i6), see the remarks in

Tahir Nasiabadi's tadhkirah (A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 91),
where, however, the wrong date of a.h. 1020 (a.d.

1611, 1612) is given for the completion of that

mathnawi. The earlier date of Zulali's death, given

in the Safinah, No. 382 (col. 224 in the Bodleian

Cat.), as well as in the Khulasat-alkalam, No. 32
(ib., col. 297), viz. A.H. 1016, is an evident mistake
for 1026 (a.d. 1617); likewise wrong is the later

date, A.H. 1031 (a.d. 1622), which is found in the

Khulasat-alafkar, No. 116 (ib., col. 306); the Haft
Iklim, which was completed a.h. 1002 (a.d. 1593,

1594), mentions Zulali in No. 976 (col. 449 in this

Cat.), but, of course, without any reference to his

mathnawis which were not yet written at that time.

Comp. on Zulali and his mathnawis Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1081-1084; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 592 and

593; and Rieu ii. pp. 677 sq. According to the

Atashkada, No. 436 (col. 277 in the Bodleian Cat.),

Shaikh 'Abd-alhusain of Kamiah put Zulali's works
in order, and MullaTughrEl of Mashliad wrote a preface

to them (see below in No. 1497). The seven mathnawis,

which are also styled s,L1m. sjt-— , Sjll— e*i4, c>i»

L_)j-i.l, or, as here (and in No. 1497 too), v-«L) Sr^vil

^^j ^_».. : .ni, are arranged in the following order in

this copy :

1. Sulaimannama (is.^U jjU_Jl»,), also styled Sulaiman

u Balitis (,_,«_-il)
J ^ ««^^), the story of king

Solomon and the queen of Sheba, on fol. i^, beginning :

Of the author's prose-preface to this mathnawi only

a portion is left, on fol. i", beginning: :,\y^

Jl (_yJ^ i2);W-») corresponding to No. 253 (1496 in

this Cat.), fol. 4 81), 1. 5 ab infra.

2. Mahmud wa Ayaz (jUI j jj . f'), the story of

Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna and his beloved slave

Ayaz, preceded on fol. 20'' by a preface, which combines
the general iJ».Ljj of the seven mathnawis with
the special short pi-eamble, belonging to this poem
exclusively (as a comparison with No. 1496 in this

Cat. and with No. 1081 in the Bodleian Cat. proves,

comp. also Rieu ii. p. 677''), beginning: cy.jJ jjjj
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Tlie special i)reface (not separated from the otlier)

begins on fol. 21'', 1. 11, the mathnawi itself on

fol. 22^:

This mathnawi was commenced in A. h. iooi (a. d.

1592) 1593) and completed a.h. 1024 (a.d. 1615),

see the chronogram in Eieu and Sprenger, loc. cit.

The poet was therefore engaged in it for twenty-three

years, not merely for thirteen, as the Safinah and the

Khulasat-alkalara assert (see above). It was edited

Lucknow, a.h. 1290 (a.d. 1874). A defective copy

of the same is also noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 910.

3. Shu'la-i-Dldar ( .IJlJJ &l«-i<), ' the flame of vision,'

a mystical and didactic mathnawi in forty-nine almJ^

or flames, preceded, on fol. 174'', by a preface,

818

beginning : j^ jj ,.vj1
.1 JiA Jls^

Beginning of the mathnawi, on

•Ixjui jst ,\xi^ i l.T i, _ »_«U jji _-< -.Is «1 |,U

fol. l^5^:

4. Maikhana (sJLs;!-*), ' the wine-tavern,' in forty

—Jj or cups, preceded, on fol. 194'', by a preface,

beginning : Jl »jU-j ^_y^l JjT ^\ ^yl^^jjjl ii xJJ

Beginning of the mathnawi, on fol. 196'^

:

5. Husn-i-Gulusuz {\j^j\5 ^^...rt ), ' the sweetest

beauty,' in forty-one ijL>. or efi"ulgences, preceded, on

fol. 218*, by a preface, beginning: »jT ^^_j\ sJLi JUj

Jl e*-y4J jjLi. ji jjj-^ 5J<JUa-«. Beginning of the

mathnawi, on fol. 219b
;

ojj J!^ o>—
1 «rt^*^ JaJ — (•^^' cr^/" *''' c^

The initial bait in No. io8i of the Bodleian Cat., viz.

:

is found here on fol. 2201", 1. 5 ab infra.

6. Adhar u Samandar {jS : . ... j .if), ' fire and sala-

mander,' preceded, on fol. 243'', by a preface, beginning :

Jl iSj\jSj\jf. ,J yi\ j^-Jj sjj ^j\ si . Beginning of

the mathnawi, on fol. 245''

:

(_r-*,U

7. Dharra u Khwurshid {s^jy> j s^i), ' moth and

sun,' preceded, on fol. 260b by a preface, beginning :

^1 j^ v:>^^
J. b r"-

.T
c^J'

1 ijjl *Li L..

Beginning of the mathnawi, on fol. 261'':

^^jy C:fy^j^ b V,i — J.}. La. M..4VJLJ .>^ ^ i V***!_;—•

The initial bait in No. 1081 of the Bodleian Cat.

(quoted in Sprenger, loc. cit., too), viz.

.) i^b ojj {j]y^ ~ J5/*
'-''-»-' j/* ^^

i'
(•'J

IND. OFF.

is found here, on fol. 261'', Hn. penult., as the twelfth

verse of the poem. In the same copy of the Bodleian

Cat. an eighth mathnawi, without title, is noticed.

No date.

No. 403, fF. 371, J coll., each U. 21 ; Nasta'Uk; size, $>} in.

by si in.

1495

Another copy of Zulali's seven mathnawis.

All the prefaces are wanting in this copy, which is

dated a.h. 1155 (a.d. 1742, 1743) by Kasim bin

'Aziz-allah of Jarbadkan.

The seven mathnawis are here arranged in the

following order

:

1. Mahmud wa Ayaz, on ff. il'-io6'', centre-columns.

2. Husn-i-Gulusuz, on fol. i'' sq., margin-column.

3. Dharra u Khwurshid, on fol. 31I' sq., margin-

column.

4. Adhar u Samandar, on fol. 45** sq., margin-column.

5. Shu'la-i-Didar, on fol. si"" sq., margin-column.

6. Sulaimannama, on fol. 62'^ sq., margin-column.

7. Maikhana, on ff. 97"-io6'', margin-column, and

fi'. 1071-113, both centre-columns and margin-column.

The beginnings are the same as in the preceding copy.

No. 1909, ff. 113, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 23, and a margiu-

col., 11. 20 ; small, but clear Nasta'llk ; size, io| in. by 5 in.

1496
The same, without the Maikhana.

Contents

:

The general preface or j.a.L^j by the author, beginning,

on foL I", as in No. 1494, fol. 20'' sq. : i^.jj jjxiS

Jl 1. t^jUi . (j«JL.» KsiAt'.jt j)yaS j'y the special preface

to Mahmud wa Ayaz begins on fol. i^ middle.

The six mathnawis, with their prefaces, contained in

this copy, are in the following order (all of them iu

a somewhat short and abridged form) :

1. Mahmud wa Ayaz, on fol. 2".

2. Shu'la-i-Didar, on fol. 37*" (headed >,jj ti-^).

3. Husn-i-Gulusuz, on fol. 40** (headed *-;— tlL-.),

beginning here as in No. 1081 of the Bodleian Cat.,

see above, No. 1494, 5. The usual beginning is here

the thirteenth bait, with this modification, however, iu

the second hemistich : --^1> j.^ « •! t^ — - jjki

.

4. Adhar u Sam.andar, on fol. 441" (headed |.,U^ tlL-.).

5. Dharra u Khwui-shid, on fol. 47'' (headed tlL-.

^.s^), beginning, as in No. idlSi of the Bodleian Cat.

:

Jl j^ji iLii \jj> ir j' f^'
comp. above, No. 1494, 7,

where this bait is the twelfth of the mathnawi.

6. Sulaimannama, on fol. 49* (headed <?. A iJb-i),

beginning as usual, but with this slight modification

in the second hemistich : i^jUJjj^ eJb ^L»JL. jw«l o.
Instead of the seventh mathnawi of Zulali, the Maikhana,

this copy contains Wahshi Bafiki's I3_^IZ^ jL»^,
beginning, on fol. 50^, as in Nos. 1444 and 1445 above,

viz. : Jl \jjs\ (jiil tj h-;^ ^\ ; but this work of

"Wahshi'a is nevertheless designated here as ...lA* L1L«,.

3G '
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No date. The right order of ff. 2-10 is: 2, 6, 4, 5,

8, 9. 7. 3. and 10.

No. 253, ff. 59, s-7 coll., with a great variety in the number
of lines from i6 to'22 ; they are partly written in diagonal lines

;

bad Sliilcasta ; size, 8f in. by 6^ in.

1497
Mahindd wa Ayaz (^U'j ^j-^^)-

Another copy of Zulali's most renowned mathnawi,

much fuller than all the preceding ones and moreover

containing Mulla Tughra's preface to the poet's works,

which begins, on fol. 1^ Ifii t-«U>- j^ \j »-ilJ>.
cH.'

^J-^J 1>;^- i_ji.cljol

^ On Mulla Tughril of Mashhad, who died somewhat

liefore a. h. 1078 (a. d. 1667), see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1389, and the various collections of his poetical and

prcse works further below in this Cat., Nos. 1 586-1.(591.
Beginning of the mathnawi itself, on fol. 131' :

This copy is dated the 27th of Rabi'-althani, A. h.

1092 (a. D. 1681, May 16), at Ibrahimabad, usually

called Sodharah (s^jj--), in the district of Lahur.

Collated. It belonged formerly to Mr. Eichard

.Johnson, A. H. 11 94 (a. D. 1780).

No. 238, ff. 223, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; two illuminated

frontispieces on ff. I *> and I s"" ; the first two pages richly adorned

;

size, SJ in. by 4^ in.

1498
Another copy of the same.

A much shorter and abridged copy of Zulali's

!Miihmud wa Ayaz, without a date. Beginning as

usual.

No. 206, ff. 1 31-194, 2 coll., e.ich 11. 12; Nasta'lik ; size,

9I in. by 5^ in.

1499
Kulliyyat-i-^lalik Kummi (fjl^ elL. lullK).

The poetical works of Malik Kummi, who went
about A. H. 987 (a. D. 1579) to the Dakhan, where he

lived nearly forty years, first in Ahmadnagar, later on
in Bijap&r in f he service of Ibrahim 'Adilshah II (a. h.

988-io37=A. D. 1580-1627), and died a.h. 1024 or

1025 (a. D. 1615 or 1616), according to some two
months, according to others one year before his son-in-

law, the poet Zuhuri (see No. 1500 sq.); a few tadhkiras

even state, that both poets died in the same affray,

a.h. 1025. The latter date is, as far as Malik Kummi
is concerned, corroborated by the following chronogram :

jjj ^j-^^ J-a' >-" jK comp. A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 125,

151, and 481 ; Safinah, No. 560 (col. 229 in the

Bodleian Cat.) ; Khulasat-alafkar, No. 262 (ib.,col. 311);
Beale, Oriental Biogr. Dictionary, p. 168''; see also

Rieu ii. p. 678, and iii. p. 1091". A son of Malik
Kummi, Maulana 'Abd-alklialik Samandar, who
excelled as poet also, died, according to the Safinah,

^o- 565 (col. 229 in the Bodleian Cat.), a.h. 1029
(a. D. 1620); according to the Maklizan-alghara'ib,

'- ^jyj^^i^

No. 1089 (ib., col. 338), already a.h. 1016 (a. d. 1607,
1608), nine years before liis father.

This collection of the poetical works of Malik Kummi
contains

:

1. A mathnawi, on fol. 9ol>, different from both the
mathnawis, noticed in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 482 ; it

liegins

:

^kl*i-Lu ^jio» I4JJ ,J ii.XJl -ljL>

>.:>J>.Lu j^j.»j»,j sUs-i-i \j - : ,n

Fol. i03l> is left blank.

2. Kasidas, on fol. 121'', beginning as in Sprenger:

3. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 178I',

beginning

:

L« ^^lJJJ 5.a.Loj 5-3^ C>jLj 1^1

4. Kit'as and rubais, on fol. 325", beginning :

No date.

No. 240, ff. 90-342, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'lll:; the first

two and the last four leaves supplied by a later Iiand ; worm-
eaten tliroughout ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

Zuhtirl (Ifos. 1500-1514).

1500
Kulliyyat-i-Zuhuri {^.y^ii e^llJj)-

A large (but by no means complete) collection of

the poetical and prose-works of Maulana Nilr-aldin

iluhammad Zuhuri of Tarshiz, or rather of Khujand
near Tarsliiz, in Khurasan, who went in early life to

Yazd and betook himself a.h. 988 (a. d. 1580) to the

Dakhan, where he, like Malik Kummi, first settled iii

Ahmadnagar, and afterwards in Bijapur. He married
Malik Kummi's daughter and died, according to most
tadhkiras, a.h. 1025 (a. d. 1616), see the preceding

copy of Malik Kummi's Kulliyyat; only Beale, Oriental

Biographical Dictionary, p. 286I', gives the later date,

A.H. 1026 (a.d. 1617), and the Khulasat-alkalam,

No. 44 (col. 298 in the Bodleian Cat.), fixes his death

in a.h. 1025 or 1027 (a.d. 1618); see besides Safinah,

No. 559 (col. 229 in the Bodleian Cat.); Khazana-i-

'amirah, No. 75 (ib., col. 258); Khulasat-alafkar, No. 167
(il).,* col. 308); Makhzan-algliara'ib, No. 1503 (ib.,

col. 349), and A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 44, 112, 125, and
151 ; other copies of Zuhilri's works are described in

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1076-1080; Rieu ii. pp. 678 and

679, 741 and 742, etc.; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 580;
Bosen, Persian MSS., p. 264 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

pp. 909 and 910, etc. 'Abd-alrazzak Surati's notice of

the poet, under the title of i^.j+W kuUIi-« (written

A.H. I2I2=A. D. 1797, 1798), has been lithographed in

Cawnpore, 1873.

The present collection contains :

1. A prose-treatise of the same character as Zuhuri's

well-known prefaces to the Nauras,the Gulzar-i-Ibrahim,

and the Khwan-i-Khalil, but difterent from these three

and from all the other treatises hitherto known as com-
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posed by the same author, in spite of the frequent

mention of the ^,^\^\ .\jlS^ see fol. i*", 11. 4 and 5 : lUij

jL^J Jj f,^jj\;
fol. 2», 1. 4 ab infra: |»-u»L>l j'j-'^. "r"'

jU, and fol. 4'', last line: |_ji-.lj —j,j^.\ jl^pJxi O
(the genuine preface to the ..aLjl .IdT follows in No. 4

of the present copy). Beginning, on fol. i'' :

This treatise, in ornate prose, interspersed with verses,

seems like the three, mentioned above, written in

homage of Ibrahim 'Adilshah II (see No. 1499).

2. Manba'-alanhar (j^J^l z'"-*-^)) * mathnawi, which

is ascribed in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 482, to Malik

Kummi, and appears there in the KulHyyat of that

poet ; but the Khulasat-alkalam (see above) gives

extracts from this poem under Zuhuri, see Elliott Coll.,

No. 1 84 in the Bodleian Library, ff. 4o''-44''. Beginning,

on fol. S^

:

The title (not mentioned in the Khulasat-alkalam)

appears in the last bait
: A^^ uW-W'- j^' t*"^"*

* ^^

is divided into eighteen uJ , with numerous subdivisions.

As a strange coincidence it may be noted, that on

fol. ii», 1. II, the same bait is used which appears in

Zulali's jy^jij^ .•>. , see No. 1494, fol. 220^ 1. 5 ab

infra, and No. 1496, fol. 40'', viz.:

3. Tarkibbands, tarji's, and kasidas, intermixed with

some kit'as and ghazals, and concluded (on fol. 130'' sq.)

by various strings of ruba is. Beginning, on fol. 66''

:

ojLiJ ,j ^fi>- jj jj ^._ ojLi.r y j-AS o>-~.3.-^

This initial poem has the following heading
cy-

4. Preface to the —jl^l ,hlJ7in ornate prose, mixed

with verses, beginning, as in all other copies of this

prose-treatise, on fol. 138'': ejj'^r^. ^^^^ c^*^ lsV^

^jj jL—») iJ |»-!-*V-' j1/^ '^ o.
.
-
.jW) jlv.»U

Jl ijLoJli). It is in praise of Ibrahim 'Adilshah II,

and concludes with the following bait

:

5. Another series of tarkibbands, tarji's, and kasidas,

l»eginning, on fol. 146''

:

u»jt muo i_<Jj c:»« c.

^J..-:^ _ a-^Jt ^j\j\j3j\ ij^ »Xi. u\

The initial ka.sidah of No. 1076 of the Bodleian

Cat., and of No. 931 in the Berlin Collection cannot

be traced in either series of tarkibbands and kasidas
;

nor is the long turji'band found liere, which appears in

the same copy of the Bodleian Library, fol. 24'' sq.

6. Ghazaliyyat (eyllhi), beginning, on fol. 224'>:

The usual initial ghazal, viz. xti^y*- (or iXil) jXjI

Jl OuSiU (see No. 1505), is not found in this copy;

all ghazals, however, exhibit the takhallus (C»4J».

7. Another very large collection of rubais, divided

into twenty-two sections, beginning, on fol. 236''

:

There are also some additional rubais on the margin
of ff. 244»-246b.

This copy is not dated, but is decidedly one of the

oldest we possess, since there are, on fol. i*, several

seals of the emperor Shahjahan, to whose library this

MS. belonged, with the dates a.h. 1045 and 1046
(A.D. 1635-1637).

No. 327, ff. 284, 2 coll., each 11. 18; distinct Nastallk;
illuminated frontispieceB on ff. i"",

s*",
and isS*"; size, lof in. by

1501
Ash'ar-i-Zuhuri i^ij.y^ \ - '!)

A collection of poetical works only by Zuhuri, con-

taining :

1. Tarkibbands and tarji's, on fol. i^, beginning :

L4JU. ^jL-. ^j _ji jb t?j _ Uj^} j^ _yj jJ j,U tfl

see No. 1076 in the Bodleian Cat.

2. Saktnama (u-^U i/L-x), the famous mathnawi which

Zuhuri dedicated to Burhan Nizamshah II of Ahmad-
nagar (who reigned A. H. 999—lOOg^A. d. 1591-1595),
on fol. 130b, beginning:

\S\j ^Ll» 5J G^ _ KjL) .^JJl j-»j» LftLij

It has been lithographed in Lucknow, 1849. Special

copies of this mathnawi are mentioned in the Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 1078 and 1079, and col. 766 ; Kieu ii.

pp. 678'' and 679"; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 64,

No. 10 a, and p. 697, No. 11.

3. Kasidas, mixed with some kit'as and arranged

alphabetically, on fol. 275b, beginning:

corresponding to fol. 21I', first line, in the following

copy.

This copy, in which Zuhuri's ghazals and rubais are

entirely wanting, is dated by Darwish Ibn Muhammad
Salih the 20th of Jumada-alawwal, A.H. 11 16 (a. D.

1704, Sept. 20), in Kashmir.

A (Jj}^ u!y.-^
'^^^ lithographed at Lucknow, 1879.

No. 768, ff. 505, 2 coll., each 11. 16, and a loose leaf without

a catchword, evidently belonging to the Saklnama ; Nasta'llk
;

an ill uminated froutinpiece at the beginning of each put ; size,

10^ in. by 6 in.

3 G 2
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1502

Dlwan-i-Zuhuri (i^^^ {j]y>-^)-

A collection of Zuhuri's lyrical poems, which, how-

ever, consists of tarkibbands, tarji's, and kasidas only,

in four distinct sections, viz.

:

1. On fol. i^, beginning as in the preceding copy:

A\ L^jbj^^^. y |.U 1^1.

2. On fol. iid^*, beginning :

•I c^!^ '^^ f^^J^ - O-:,*^^- 3 a^j
corresponding to fol. 202'' in No. 1500.

3. On fol. 1^5^, beginning:

i_rJU^. J-o^ J
(>i-e tr--»

-5^' Jj^—-•

4. On fol. 261^, beginning:

^j . M. "1

j^ ». « )L»-) v:«... «iiL« ^ui

This last section or series contains exclusively tar-

kibbands.

Collated. On fol. i^ there is given as date of this

copy the ist of Eabi'-althani, A. h. 107 i (third year of

'Alaniglr's reign)=r a. d. 1660, Dec. 4. It belonged

formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 380, fF. 277, 2 coll., each 11. 19; Nasta'Uk ; size, io| in.

by 5i in.

1503
The same.

This very large collection of Zuhuri's lyrical poems
contains, in contrast to the preceding copy, only ghazals

and ruba is.

Beginning of the ghazals, on fol. i^ :

1, ^ U^'j O''^ (JT*

Beginning of the ruba'is, on fol. 332" :

Copied by 'Ibad-allah bin Sayyid Lutf-allah alhusaini

ahnadani for Mir Muhammad Husain alhasani, and
dated the 2 5th of Jumada-alula in the forty-first year

of—(probably 'Alamgir's reign=A. h. 1109, a. d. 1697,
Dec. 9).

No. 196, ff. 418, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik : size, 9I in.

by 4^ in.

1504
The same.

This collection, much smaller than the two preceding

ones, contains :

1. Tarkibbands and tarji's, with one large kasidah

at the end, on fol. 95*, beginning

:

iJ)^.-^

^jb'i-i*

2. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. iis'^, be-

ginning :

\±^ .•tttjjM rj^>-^ LiH«£

U JlS ^l^ iJLsXj ».. »J ^^ 'y-

Copied probably A. h. 1176 (a. D. 1762), as the first

part of the MS. (Jami's diwan, see No. 13 12 above) is

dated that year.

No. 875, fr. 95-188, 2 coll., each 11. 17; careless Nasta'lik;

size, 10^ in. by 5^ in.

1505

An incomplete copy of Zulmii's ghazals.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, breaking off, on fol.

184b, in the rhyme-letter o. Beginning of the initial

poem

:

L» ,.iU ilj JutlaJk iS^\

L» uljj-i ^xXk-« LjLiil (jii-oj » 7 .*. >

The initial ghazal of the preceding copy is found

here on fol. 13^, 1. 5; that of No. 196 (1503 in this

Cat.) on fol. 5», 1. 7, beginning here : Jl ^j^^^ |j-«l ^.
A seal of A. H. 1 188 (a. d. 1774, 1775) on the fly-leaf.

No. 3300, if. 184, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'lik; size, 10^ in.

by si »"•

1506

Sakinama-i-Zuhuri {{j.y^ t^\ : ;<l»»).

Another copy of Zuhuri's Sakinama, beginning, as in

No. 1 501 :

\S\3 fAie li 13^ _ USb jjjI i-tj, LaLJ

Dated the ic*^ J^-^* (i-e. the loth of Dhu-alhijjah),

A. H. 1057 (a. D. 1648, Jan. 6), at Bandar Saraklhir

(^4! (»),Lu jXij), in Bangalah.

No. 3502, olim 19. J. 2, ff. 115, 2 coll., each 11. 19-21 ; careless

Nasta'lik, mixed with Shikasta; size, 7| in. by 2j ia.

1507
The same.

A modern copy of the fame, beginning, with a slight

modification in the first hemistich :

No date.

No. 616, ff. 210, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; larjje Nasta'Uk; siza,

9i '°- by si in-

1508

A slightly defective copy of the same.

Ten verses are wanting in the beginning ; the initial

bait of this copy :

corresponds to the eleventh verse in the usual copies

(see fol. 2"', 1. 3 in the preceding copy).
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Dated the loth of Shawwal, a.h. 1079 (a.d. 1669,
March 13).

No. 97, ff. 154, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'llkj size, Jl in.
by 4 in.

1509
A collection of six prose-treatises by ^uhurl.
This collection contains :

1. Preface to the Nauras (u^jyj L>.Loj), on fol. i^,

beginning: ^jLo.^]^ ^_^^^_ si'jU tjSj^i^ ^jh\^ jj^
Jl Jj| jjJkL. ^J^; J ^J^ J^- The Nauras was,

according to Rieu ii. p. 741b, a treatise on Indian
music, composed by Ibrahim 'Adilshali II himself, to

whom this and the following two prefaces were dedi-
cated

; but comp. Rieu iii. p. 1091*, where a Kitilb-i-

Nauras is mentioned as the joint work of Malik
Kumnii and Zuhuri.

2. Preface to the Gulzar-i-Ibrahira ( .hiy' ^.Uji
on fol. 12b, beginning: ^^^ ^^^^^ ^Ji.

Jl jl^j x.^ uyjipu., comp. No. 1500, 4 above.

^ 3. Preface to the Khwan-i-Khalil
(
JJU» ^\y>. ^.Lj j),

on fol. 23'', beginning :

These three treatises have been lithographed at Lucknow,
A.H. 1264; at Cawnpore, A.H. 1269 and a.d. 1873;
English translation, Calcutta, 1887 ; special copies of
the same are noticed in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1076, 1080,

and 1241, 33, 36, and 37; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

pp. 15, No. 12
; 33, Nos. I and 5 ; 1006, No. i.

4. Ruka'at or Panj ruk'ah
(

love-letters, here styled

beginning: ^-S^j ^y^^ U^j^ \yi~s- c*j.j

Jl |^^j,_-wi. i_..l lao. Edited, with commentaries,

Cawnpore, a.h. 1280; special copies of this treatise

are noticed in Rieu ii. p. 742, No. V; Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1080, 4; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 1007, No. 3.

5. Fivaknama (s-^LjUi), or the farewell-letter, on

Uj, or sjtS, _.-a), five

on fol. 46*,

fol. 50^', beginning

:

ri^^- ijj ijji ^1 ^jl

6. Katkhuda'i-i-Husnu'Ishk(,jHl£j ^-^ 'i\xsP),

or the marriage of Beauty and Love, on fol. 54'',

beginning : jl.U

i |\>.M> A more prominent treatise of

jij y w 1, eJjj ^^js. Lf^

Zuhuri's, the ,ljb (lithographed, with commentary,

Dilili, A.H. 1265, and Lucknow, A. h. 1282), is entirely

missing in tlie India Office Collections.

This copy is dated the 24th of Ramadan, A.H. 1183
(a.d. 1770, Jan. 21), by Sayyid Kiisim.

No. 639, ff. 58, U. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9I in. by i,\ in.

1510
The same six prose-treatises.

This copy, a bundle of loose leaves, consists of two

unconnected parts, unequal in size, the first on fi". 1-26,
the second on ff. 27-31.

Contents :

1

.

Preface to the Gulzar-i-Ibrahim (withouta heading),
on fol. !*>.

2. Preface to the Nauras, on fol. 6*, 1. 2. Both
treatises are written by Fadil Muhammad and dated
the 23rd of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1084 (a.d. 1674, March
31); the first two leaves, however, apparently belong
to another hand which appears again on ff. 14*— 19",

while Fiidil's pen is visible on ff. 20-26 ; ff. 11-13 and
27-32 belong to a third and a fourth hand.

3. Firaknama, on fol. ii* (without a heading).

4. Katkhuda'i-i-Husn u 'Ishk, on fol. 14'' (again
without a heading).

5. Tabassum-i-shuhada or Panj ruk'ah, on fol. 17*
(again without a heading).

6. Preface to the Khwan-i-Khalil, on fol. 20b. This
treatise is slightly incomplete and breaks off on fol. 26b.

On ff. 27"-32 the preface to the Nauras is repeated.

No. 1020, ff. 32, mostly in diagonal lines, in various styles of
Nasta'llk, by four different hands ; size of ff. 1-26, 9^ in. by
5| in. ; of ff. 27-32, 8J in. by 4I in.

1511

Three prose-treatises by Zuhuri.

1. Preface to the Nauras (^ili ^ (!) (AjJ £»Lo.>

ijjy^ L)!l)l^), on fol. 7b.

2. Preface to the Gulzar-i-Ibrahim ( .1JU^ t»Ljj
^]^.l), on fol. i6«.

-^

3. Preface to the Khwan-i-Khalil (4JII \ ia-Loj

J-^ ^J\y>. ^-^r""}'^ c>-^^')' ""^ ^*'^* 24"-

Beginning of all three as usual. Numerous marginal
and interlinear annotations, various readings and
glosses. Dated the first of Muharram, a.h. 1137
(sixth year of Muhammadshah's reign, a.d. 1724,
Sept. 20).

No. 1083, ff. 7-44,11. 14-15; written very unequally and
inelegantly, partly in Nasta'llk, partly in Shikasta ; size, 8| in.

by i% in.

1512

The same three prose-treatises.

1. Preface to the Nauras (u-;>J »-»-Wj-i)) on fol. 131b.

2. Preface to the Gulzar-i-lbrahim (here styled tlL...

j^-^J^l^hiT), on fol. 142b.

3. Preface to the Khwan-i-Khalil (JJii. ^j\y^ tlU,),
on fol. 155b.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2484, ff. 131-180, 11. 13; small, but distinct Nasta'lik

;

size, 71 in. by i\ in.

1513

Two prose-treatises by Zuhuri.

L Preface to the Gulzar-i-Ibrahim, on ff. ib-9b;

dated by Abu-alfath Bahii-aldin Muhammad bin Sayyid
Muhammad Husaini albukhari the 5th of Jumada-
althani, a.h. 1104 (a.d. 1693, Feb. 11), at Patna.

2. Preface to the Nauras (here styled u-jjj ^-Wj'*

^\y\ ^^, on ff. iob-i8b; as far as fol. 17b it is
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written by the same hand as the first treatise, but fol.

1 8 is added in another liandwriting.

No. 1973, S. i-i8, II. 17; Nasta'llk ; size, 7|in. by 3|in.

1514
Tlie same two treatises.

1. Preface to the Gulzar-i-Ibrahim, iu the centre-

columns of ff. 19-27.

2. Preface to the Nauras, on the margin of ff.

20»-25b.

No date. The copyist was 'AH Muhammad.

No. 1973, fF. 19-27; Nasta'llk, written in diagonal lines;

»ize, 8f in. by 4J in.

1515

Diwan-i-Muhammad Sharif {i_aj_^ ,.vlg* u'h-*)'

The lyrical poems of Muhammad Sharif Kashi, with

the takhallus Sharif, bom according to the Safinah,

No. 579 (col. 230 in the Bodleian Cat.), in Badkan in

Kashan, went to India A. h. 994 (a. h. 1586), after

staying some time in Sistan and Harat during the

siege by 'Abdallahkhan Uzbeg, joined the Khankhanan's

service in Sind, or as the Atashkada, No. 579 (col. 282

in the Bodleian Cat.), asserts, that of the Kutbshalis,

and settled afterwards in Gulkundah, where he died in

Jahangir's reign, see besides the Safinah, A. S])renger,

Catal., pp. 26, 124, and 567. He was still alive in

A. H. 1026 (a. D. 1617), as the date of this copy, which

is the poet's autograph, proves. Whether he be identical

with the author of the^,-wJ.l -.1^ i_)L5 (the book of

the shining lamp, a collection of moral anecdotes in

imitation of Sa'di's Gulistan), styled Ibn Shams-aldin

Muhammad Sharif, see Bodleian Cat., No. 1241, 9, and

llieu ii. 861'', is impossible to say; in case he should

be, he could not have died before the middle of A. h.

1030, as the date of composition of the ^^.^1 —1^
seems to be the end of Rabi'-alawwal of that year (a. d.

1621, Feb.).

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning

(as in Sprenger's copy)

:

Euba'is, on fol. 215'', beginning:

itb j_5—Jo
\j

^^.S^s^ jf

^J w^ ^/
Kasidas, with a few kit'as at the end, on fol. 234I',

beginning

:

UirT^ b^j'- tJ^
(Sprenger ^jL^) ^JL-iJl ^

jLo.* i^^-i_jl jtt

A sliort mathnawi, on fol. 329a, beginning :

Tarji'bands, on fol. 332b beginning:

Another short mathnawi, on fol. 367", beghining:

This copy is the poet's autograph, finished the 26th

of Safar, A. H. 1026 (a. D. 161 7, March 5), according

to a note on fol. i".

A. Sprenger's copy, by a strange coincidence, is

dated the same year. The mathnawi of .^ i-^-i j ir—=*•

noticed in thfe latter, is not found in the present copy.

No. 211, ff. 373, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated

frontispieces on ff. \° and 234'' ; size, 9I in. by 5 j in.

1516

Khwurshid u Mali (jL. j s^jy>^.

A mystical mathnawi, entitled 5'-* j Jl^^»J>. (j:. :;*

or sU . x^jya- LIj, 'sun and moon,' composed, accord-

ing to the colophon, (jcljj 1 ij-i J.^.'C* a .kU , jJblS

^° ' . , by a poet of the same name, as the autlior of

the preceding diwan, viz. Muhammad Sharif Bada'i

Nasafi, who, however, seems to introduce occasionally

in this poem the name l<•^ as a sort of takhallus,

viz. fol. 1 2"

:

^jLiJ^. *jLiJ^^ j^Ulj^.

fohsi":
'

and fol. 78a

:

J._^L> A«^^.«o <«>^^^H

fol. 32a

:

Beginning

:

No date. The copyist's name was Muhammadbeg
Shamlu ; the copy belonged formerly to Shah Muhyi-

aldin. A prose-romance, dealing with a similar subject

and styled sL* • j4r' s-^j ^^^ been noticed above in

No. 805.

No. 241, ff. 132, 11. 12 ; illuminated frontispiece; little orna-

ments throughout ; every bait lias alternately at the beginning;

or end a flower ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

1517

Nan u Halwa (l^ia. j Ju).
' Bread and Sweetmeat,' a poem on ascetic life, meant

for a sort of introduction to Jalal-aldin Ruini's math-

nawi, by Shaikh Baha-aldin Muhammad 'Amili, the

son of Mir Sayyid Husain bin 'Abd-alsamad of Jabal

'Amil in Syria, with the takhallus Baha'i : he was

born A. H. 953 (a.d. 1546, 1547), went in early youth

to Isfahan and flourished in the reign of Shah 'Abbas

the Great ; he died, according to the best authorities,
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the i2th of Sliawwal, a. h. 1030 (a. d. 1621, Aug. 30);
only 111 one copy of his work on Shi'ite law, the Jami*-i-
'abbasi (in Add. 23,578 of the British Museum), in a
preface to the sixth bab, a.h. 1031 (12th of Shawwal)
IS given as the date of liis death ; he was buried at
-Mashhad by order of Shiih 'Abbas. See on liis life

and works Kieu i. pp. 25 and 26; Khulasat-alkaliira,
No. 12 (col. 296 in the Bodleian Cat.), where the
following works of the author on Shi'ite law and
tradition, mathematics, and astronomy are enumerated :

^L> ^u., ^y^\ LJU^, ^^^^.^^i j^, .^-
d)lU^l, and t^L-JJ i^iU. ; besides the present mathnawi,
another mystical mathnawi,^^ j^ or 'milk and
sugar,' and the JjSCiS^ a large collection of Analects

;

Safmah, No. 572 (col. 230 in the Bodleian Cat.), where
to the works just mentioned are added a c^l -Lu..
and a ^^^1 j_^,i^ ; Atashkada, No. 360 (ib., col. 275)

;

Khulasat-alafkar, No. 43 (ib., col. 304) ; A. Sprenger,
Catal., pp. 368 and 369 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes,
]). 238; and Malcolm, History of Persia, i. p. 558.
Other copies of \^ j ^\j> are described iu Bodleian
Cat., Nos. 1085-1088, No. 1239, 29, and col. 768;
Kieu 11. p. 679; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 368; W.
Pertsch, Turkish Cat., No. 3, 5 ; Berlin Cat., pp. 1 16, i

;

668 and 698, 18; and fragments of the same, ib., pp.
30, I and 2 ; and 726, 2 ; J. Aumer, p. 4, etc. The
mathnawi was lithographed iu Constantinople, A. h.
1268 and 1282. Copies of thejS^

^ ^^ are noticed
in Kieu ii. p. 831a, No. xxix ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,
p. 699, 21; J. Aumer, p. 4. It has likewise been
lithographed in Constantinople, a.h. 1282.

The mathnawi is preceded by a few lines in prose
be_giuning: .yjDij JUil Jlc JLd JIll j^ j^ Q

Beginning of the poem itself, on the same page :

This cojiy is dated by Muhammad Kasim Kalami,
the 14th of Shawwill, a.h. 1116 (a. d. 1705, Pebr. 9).
It belonged formerly to the College of Fort William.

No. 2343, tr. 1-13, 2 coll., each 11. 15; careless Nasta'Uk; size,
in. by 4 ^ in. . j

1518
Another copy of the same.
This copy, although much older than the precedin<T

one, is badly injured, the first bait of every page being
torn away. Beginning both of preface and poem the
usual one.

Dated A. H. 1077 (A.D. 1666, 1667) by Muhammad
Kazim bin Muhammad Husaln Talib.

^
Na 694, ff. i-i4«, 3 coll., each 11. 14; Nasta'llk; size, 6^ in.

The same.

No date.

1519

No. 3508, olim 7. J. 6, ff. t4:«--i52i> 2 coll., each 11. 15;careless Nasta'llk; size, 78 in. by 4| ill.
*'

jLu (SJ^La.

sLljb u'^ILa

,Li

1520
A slightly defective copy of the same.

_Beginning of the preface: . JUil .1* ii x«.il

The last eight baits of the poem are missing here.
No date.

No. 1626, ff. 1 8-2 7, 2 coll., each 11.
1 7 ; Nasta'llk ; me, gl in.

by 5| m.
• ^2

1521
Diwan-i-Ghiyath (CjUc yl^o).

Lyrical poems by Mauliina Ghiydth-aldin, who ac-
cording to the contents of his diwan flourished both
under Shah Tahmasp and Shah 'Abbas the Great (a.h.
996-i038=A.D. 1588-1629); both these sovereigns are
frequently praised in his poems, for instance, fol. lor'
1.5:

fol. ma, last line:

fol. 125a,
1. 2 :

etc. He cannot be identical with Ghiyath or Ghiyatha-i-
Halwa i of Shiraz, who died under Shah Safi (a.h. 1038-
io52=:A.D. 1629-1642), as the contents of his diwan
entirely differ from ours, see Rieu ii. p. 682b, and
A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 412; but he may very well
be the same as Khwajah Ghiyath Nakshband of Yazd
who IS mentioned in the Safinah, N0.590 (col. 231 in
the Bodleian Cat.), as a poet of "Abbas' reign. Another
poet of the same period and the same name, viz.
Khwajah Ghiyath-aldin of Tabriz, is mentioned in the
Safmah, No. 538 (col. 228 in the Bodleian Cat.). This
diwan consists of ghazals, kasidas, a few short math-
nawis, kit'as, and • ruba is, all mixed together without
any order, and beginning: ^[^ b ^^^^» ^j^
^1 fjS (the second hemistich is unfortunately damaged

by worms).

No date.

No. 267, ff. 89-128, 2 coll., each U. 15; Nasta'llk; a little
worm-eaten ; size, 8f in. by 4} in.

1522
Diwan-i-Eadi (^^ ^\y_j).

Poetical works of Mirza Radi of Artiman (near
Hamadau, or according to others, near Nishapur), who
flourished, like the preceding poet, under Shah 'Abbas
the Great, see Safinah, No. 724 (col. 236 in the
Bodleian Cat.); Khulasat-alkalam, No. 30 (ib., col.

297); Khulasat-alafLar, No. ii4(ib., col. 306); Makh-
zan-alghar4'ib. No. 858 (ib., col. 333), and A. Sprenger,
Catal., p. 538. He was the father of Mirza Ibrahim
Adham, who was put to death in a.h. 1060 (a. d.
1650), comp. Khulasat-alafkar, No. 38 (col. 303 in the
Bodleian Cat.), and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 313.

This diwan contains

:
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Kit'as, kasidas, and a short mathnawi, on fol. 1

4

beginning

:

^
y Ij ij^iiJ »j,j Jj-i xdj j^^J^

-J ;:?; 't/v c;^-' u-i ^^

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 19^, beginning:

At the end of this part some tarji'bands.

A sakinama (s-U ^yU), on fol. 53^ beginning:

Jl i::)! siLii^ tjU: ) ,_^l.

Another copy of this sakinama is noticed in W.

Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 696, 7.

Euba is, on fol. 58b, beginning : tyl j^ u-M'^ j^

This copy is dated the 22nd of Jumada-alawwal,

A.H. 1077 (a. D. 1666, Nov. 20).

No. 694, ff. i4'=-66», 2 coll., each 11. 14; clear Nasta'Uk

;

size, 6| in. by 4 in.

1523

Diwan-i-Abu Turabbeg (i<il-j]^ yi\ ijl^i).

Lyrical poems by Mirza Abu Turabbeg of Anjudan,

who likewise flourished under Shah 'Abbas, see Safinah,

No. 607 (col. 231 in the Bodleian Cat.); he appears to

be identical with the poet of the same name and birth-

place, the son of Mirza 'Alikhan, mentioned in the

Muatakhab-alash'ar, No. 479 (ib., col. 249), and the

Atashkada, No. 497 (ib., col. 280), where it is stated,

that his first takhallus was Kami, his later one Firkati,

that he flourished in Kashaa (therefore often styled

Kashi), and was wazir of Maksudbeg.

This collection contains

:

Kasidas, kitas, and tarkibbands, beginning, on fol.

67^': ^ ' e

)-^. i)iH, -^j/ " ^^^—t)-*^ (-«) "^

Ghazals, rubais, and fards, in alphabetical order,

with another short series of ruba is at the end, begin-

ning, on fol. 85^ :

Three chronograms, on fol. 85a and ^, giving the

dates A.H. 1005, 1008, and 1012 (a. d. 1596, 1597;

1599, 1600; and 1603, 1604).

This copy is dated the 27th of Eajab, a.h. 1077

(a. D. 1667, Jan. 23), by Muhammad Kazim bin Mu-
hammad Husain Talib.

No. 694, ff. 67-113, 2 coll., each 11. 14; Nasta'Uk; sUe,

6^ in. by 4 in.

Taiib Amull (Nos, 1524-1529).

1524

Diwan-i-Talib (^U. ^^\yi.i).

The lyrical poems of Muhammad falib (in the colo-

phon of the present copy faliba) of Amul in Mazaudaran,

who came to India in the beginning of Jahangir's reign,

and rose to the rank of king of poets under that

emperor; he went to Fathpur a.h. 1029 (a. d. 1620),

and died, according to the best authorities, A. h. 1035
(a. D. 1625, 1626), corap. Safinah, No. 595 (col. 231 in

the Bodleian Cat.) ; Muntakhab-alash'ar, No. 384 (ib.,

col. 247); Atashkada, No. 347 (ib., col. 274); Makhzan-

algharaib. No. 1448 (ib., col. 348); Bodleian Cat., Nos.

1090-1092; Rieu ii. p. 679; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp.

125 and 575; "W. Pertsch, p. 23, and Berlin Cat.,

p. 913; J. Aumer, p. 38; King's College Library,

Cambridge, No. 172; see also Ouseley, Biogr. Notices,

pp. 176-179. Two later dates of his death, viz. a.h.

1036 (a.d. 1626, 1627) and 1040 (a.d. 1630, 1631)

are given, the former iu the Khulasat-alafkar, No. 163

(col. 308 in the Bodleian Cat.), the Diwan-i-iluntakhab

of Siraj (see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 151), and the

Shahid-i-sadik (see Eieu iii. p. 1091"); the latter in

the Khazana-i-'amirah, No. 73 (col. 258 in the Bodleian

Cat.), and the "Tabakat-i-Shahjahani, see also A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 90 (where 'fahir Nasrabadi calls

him king of poets under Shahjahan). He was a cousin

of Hakim Kukna or Eukn-aldin Mas'ud Masih (who

died, according to the best authorities, A.H. io66= A.D.

165.5! 1656, see Nos. 1572 and 1573 in this Cat.).

Contents

:

Kasidas in praise of Jahangir, on fol. i^, beginning:

•,Lo. il ij^\ ij=. ^JJio, j^j 1r,.

iUl

jU..a Ul

Kit'as, on fol. 79", beginning :

Tarkibbands, on fol. 100", beginning:

Mathnawiyyat, on fol. 1 1
9*, beginning (as in Aumer's

copy):

The mathnawi, noticed in Rieu iii. p. looi^, on

a hunting excursion of Jahangir, is not found in this

collection ; another mathnawi by Talib Amuli is men-

tioned ib. ii. p. 738^

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 125^, beginning:

\j
,jijbj j»Jlj-^»J J-sr^ ^ ii-::5o UjU

Euba'is, on fol. 2521), beginning:

jjljj; i-J--jJ (j«JJ

jjUE-lj ^-*-) ]iIXj jjoj ,0

No date. The colophon runs thus: ^yi_:> ojlj |.Uj1

No. 858, ff. 295, 2 coll., each 11. 17; written by different

hands, partly in careful, partly in careless Nasta'Uk; size,

iijin. by 6|in.
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1525

A slightly defective coi)y of the same dSwan.

Contents

:

Kas'idas, on fol. i^, beginning as in the preceding

Kit'as, on fol. 79'', with the same beginning.

Tarkibbands, on fol. 98', with the same l)eginning.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. ii6'\ begin-

ning (comp. No. 1091 of the Bodleian Cat.):

U

Rubais, on fol. 270^^, beginning:

yj

No. 1090 of the Bodleian Cat. reads more correctly

at the end of the second hemistich ^.
This part is incomplete at the end ; the last ruha'i

corresponds to fol. 275", 1. 4 ab inlra in the preceding

copy.

No. 539, ff. 384, 2 coll., each U. 19; Nasta'Uk ; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 7I iu. by 4\ in.

1526
Another defective copy of the same.

Contents

:

Kasidas, on fol. i^, beginning as usual.

Kit'as, on fol. 88^, beginning as in the two preceding

copies.

Tarkibbands, on fol. 109^, beginning: Jl ».;l).. ij\.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i ^o^, begin-

ning, as in the preceding copy : ^Jl xiS IL.

.

A lacuna after fol. 296, comprising fol. 261'', 1. 8, to

fol. 262'^, 1. 4 in the preceding copy, and fol. 2411", 1. 1 1,

to fol. 242I',
1. 10 in No. 1524.

Rubais, on fol. 306'', beginning as in the preceding
copy.

This part is incomplete at the end (just as in the

preceding copy) ; the last niba i corresponds to fol.

283*, 11. I and 2 in No. 1524.

No. 108, ff. 329, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'Uk ; small and
rather eS'aced frontispiece ; some pages at the beginning and
end damaged ; size, 7| in. by 4 in.

1527
Talib Amuli's ghazals.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning, on fol. i^":

^1 xsr^ ^ ijS^ U-jL), see No. 1524.
*" The last page, containing the last three baits of the

last ghazal iu ij, is supplied by another hand.
No date.

The right order of ff. 56-60 is: 56, 58, 57, 59. 60.

Special copies of Talib's ghazals are noticed in VV.

Pertsch, Berlin Gat., p. 62, ii. 2''; and p. 701, No. 34.

No. 3374, olim 13. J. 10, ff. 121, 2 coll., each 11. 18; clear and
distinct Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontiepiece ; the first two pages
riclily adorned ; si?e, 9} in. by 5 j in.

IND. OFF.

1528

The same ghazals.

Beginning as in Nos. 1524 and 1527.

No. 1159, margin-column on ff. 349''-458, II. 2?-j6 (11-13
baits) ; strange Nasta'Uk, ditficult to read in many places.

1529

Talib AmuU's rubais.

A large series of ruba'is, which originally formed the

last part of a general collection of Talib's poetical

works, as is evident from fol. 1% where the last baits

of a ghazal are found, witii the colophon cyl^JuJI oJIo.

Beginning of the rubais as in Nos. 1525 and 1526

:

Dated the ist of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1047 (a. D.

1637, Sept. 21).

No. 1865, ff. 53, 2 coll., each 11. 18; N-istft'lik ; illuminated
frniitispiece ; the first two pages richly adorned ; size, 9^ in. by

1530
Diwan-i-Mu'min

{(^J-« cjl^p).

The lyrical poems of Jlir Muhammad Mu'niin of

Astarabad, who was at Kashan in a. h. 987 (a.d. 1579),
and afterwards went to India ; in the Daklian he

entered the service first of Ibrahim Kutbshah, after-

wards that of iluhammad Kuli Kutbshah ; he still

flourished under Sultan Muhammad Kutbshah (who
reigned A.H. 1020-1035 = A. D. 1612-1626), and
appears to have survived him, as there are elegies on
this ruler in the present copy ; comp. on this poet

Safinah, No. 187 (col. 217 in the Bodleian Cat.);

Atashkada, No. 322 (ib., col. 273) ; Huft Iklini,

No. 1172 (col. 467 in this Cat.); and A. Spreuger,

Catal., pp. 42 and 506.

Contents :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, with a few ruba'is at

the end, on fol. i^, beginning : ^jJJ ji jl JS\jj ^JJJ>.

ji \jj^ ^i^ 0^1.

Marathi or elegies, principally 011 Muhammad
Kutbshah, on fol. 131*', beginning:

Xel ^jUjJo^^ J %} i^b.J jb

Kasidas in honour ofMuhammad Kuli Kutbshah, etc.,

on fol. 139^, beginning:

This copy is dated the 22nd of Jumada-alawwal,
A.H. 1143 (A.D. 1730. l*ec. 3).

No. 113, ff. 175, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; Nasta'Uk ; a little worm-
eaten, some corners of tlie first pages injured ; occasionally a few
additions on the margin ; size, 7I in. by 4^ in.

1531

Diwan-i-Shifa i (^Lai ij\y.^)-

A part of the complete poetical works of Hakim
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Sharaf-aldin Hasan Shifa'i of Isfahan, who was the

chief physician of Shah 'Abbas the Great, and died,

according to most tadhkiras, A. h. 1037, the 5th of

Ramadan (a. D. 1628, May 9), see Safinah, No. 596
(col. 231 in the Bodleian Cat.); Atashkada, No. 392
(ib., col. 276); Khulasat-alkalam, No. 38 (ib., col. 298);

Khulasat-alafkar, No. 147 (ib., col. 307); Makhzan-

alghara'ib, No. 1189 (ib., col. 341); Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1093; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 913-915; A.

Sprenger, Catal., pp. 150 and 570 ; G. Flugel i. p. 600 ;

see also Eieu ii. p. 822 (where ^he is called Hakim
Timur Shifa'i), and Bloohraami, A'in-i-Akbari, p. 543,

No. 86. Tahir Nasrabadi fixes his death in a.h. 1038

(a. D. 1628, 1629), or even in a.h. 1027 (a. d. 1618),

see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 90.

Contents

:

1. A mathnawi in imitation of Khakani's i i k'

^^\jjA\ (see Nos. 950-960 in this Cat.), styled here,

on fol. i", jV^I jiik.0 ; it is mentioned in the

llakhzan-algharaib, loc. cit. Beginning, ou fol. i^^

:

2. Another mathnawi, identical with the ^JlJ.X«j

\::^JLMt., or the salt-box of verity, on fol. 1 21", beginning:

3. Miscellaneous poems, mostly of a satirical character,

consisting, as it appears, of tarkibbands (according to

W. Pertsch, loc. cit., ghazals, but there is clearly

between every two ghazals a refrain-bait), with a few

kit'as and rubais at the end, beginning, on fol. 69''

:

cjj, W^^ u^r -^-^ 1^ •^-^ 'Sj^^,

This bait is quoted in Vullers, Lexicon Persicura, i.

p. 59ot>, as beginning of a satire on the wazir Muhammad

Mu'min, and again ii. p. 1463'', under J ili. In Eieu

ii. p. 822, another satire of Shifa'i, the xxj sju-j, is

noticed.

Dated the ist of Shawwal, A.h. 1088 (a. D. 1677,

Nov. 27). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2784, S. 98, 2 coll., each 11. 14; Nasta'Uk; size, 8 in. by

42 in-

1532

Extracts from three mathuawis of Shifa'i.

This copy contains :

a. Extracts from the ejXJLa. ^JlJLX«j (styled here

:

ijLjJJ ^^Ijil^ <^\:S' ,.^,J:r^), beginning, on fol. i^:

see No. 2 in the preceding copy.

b. Extracts from another mathnawi (without a head-

ing), which, to judge both from the metre and the

contents, must be identical with the o?t*
j ^* , or

love and affection (see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 914,

No. 2, and A. Sprenger, Catal., loc. cit.). Beginning,

on fol. 1 6a

:

o^JofJ^. (readj^j) Jj iXil ^.to

The usual initial bait of the poem is not found here

;

it was composed A.h. 1021 (a.d. 1612, 1613).

c. Extracts from the mathnawi ,\x^ >X>i, the watch-

ful eye, or, as Sprenger calls itjljjxo tx>i , the sightless

eye (likewise without a heading) ; beginning, on fol.

56*, 1. 4 ab infra, the same as in the Bodleian, Berlin,

and Oudh copies

:

It was composed A. H. 990 (a.d. 1582).

At the end, on fol. 87'', all the three different extracts

are (wilfully or by ignorance) represented as parts of

the same c:>JL-.ia. ^jljX^ , in spite of the various metres

employed ; the copy was -transcribed at Tattah by

^luhammad Fayyad Bakri ; as date appears the i ith of

Safar only, see the Persian text of the colophon :

j^ JwO sJiJ 5jJa ,j ^JU^ jjlj.X«J jJl^
r'^^J'^- *-ij^

Jicl ill J
Cjjb j,L»jl '^jy° C£/^. U^^ •^*-^ j-::^

No. 267, ff. T-87^ 3 coll., each 11. 15; diatinot Nastii'Uk;

a little worm-eaten ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1533
Ghazals of Shifa'i.

An extensive collection of ghazals by Shifa'i, ar-

ranged aliihabetically and beginning, on fol. 3') (like

the Bodleian copy and that of the Moty Mahall, men-

tioned in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 570)

:

(the other copies f:».K^) iS.^, Jic X^ l.s5_^ Oi-jj

The copy concludes with four mathnawi-baits.

No date. The proper order of the leaves, which are

misplaced in a rather bewildering way, is : ff. 3-25, 32-

48,26-28,1,2,29-31,49-112,117,118, 113, 115,116,

114, 119-206.

No. 224, ff. 206, 2 coll., each II. 15; careless Nasta'Uk ; size,

9 in. by 5 in.

1534
Dlwan-i-Nizam (..Uij jjl^p).

The lyrical poems of Mirza Nizam Dast-i-Ghaib, of

Shiraz, one of Shah 'Abbas' poets, who died, only thirty

years old, a.h. 1039 (a.d. 1629, 1630); see Safinah,

No. 606 (col. 231 in the Bodleian Cat.); Muntakhab-

alash'ar. No. 671 (ib., col. 253); Atashkada, No. 683

(ib., col. 285); A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 92 and 518;

Ilieu iii. p. 109 ii". An earlier date of his death, viz.

A.H. 1029 (a.d. 1620), is given in the Khulasat-alafkar,

No. 281 (col. 312 in the Bodleian Cat.) ; see also W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 58, No. 6. On fol. 129" this

diwan is wrongly ascribed to Nizam-almulk, the famous

wazir of Alp Arslan and Malikshah.

Contents

:

Kasidas, on fol. 129'', beginning:

-.1 ^»

iXiy,

A knsidah in praise of the prophet A
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wliich is not found in this collection, is noticed twice

inW.Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 31, No. 8, and p. 3 2, No. 19.

Gliazals, on fol. 138*, beginning (as in Sprenger's

copy):

\^lki J^j^ L> _^{Sprenger ^_^-:^J=') t/i--" JjJ

Kubaiyyat, on fol. 164'', beginning :

A sakinama (m>Ij ^j^), on fol. 170", beginning

:

.1 S-3 ^ .J ^ "• > \^ju ''
... K^

The same sakinama is noticed in liodleian Cat., col.

741, No. 7, 2, and in the Berlin Cat, p. 58, No. 6.

Tarji'bands, on fol. 175'', beginning:

c*-^l4J. eUj j;l JiL, ^ i^ ^^^ j^T

This part is defective at the end ; there is also

a lacuna after fol. 183 ; besides the last leaf is written

by a different hand in Shikasta.

No. 267, fF. 129-184, a coll., each 11. 15; Kasta'llk; size,

8f in. by 4^ in.

1535
Kulliyyat-i-Bakirkhan (^^Uk^b ujdl^.
Works in prose and verse by Bakirkhan, with his

full name : Mirza Jluhammad Bakir Najm-i-thani (the

second star), who went to India during Jahangir's reign

(a.h. ioi4-i037= A.D. 1605-1627), and flourished in

that emperor's time, see Makhzan-algharaib, No. 307
(col. 322 in the Bodleian Cat.) ; he is probably identical

with the Bakirkhan, with the takhallus Bakir, called

in the Safinah, No. 703 (col. 235 in the Bodleian Cat.),

one of Jahangir's and Shahjahan's Amirs. The exact

date of his death is not known. Another poet of the

name of Maulana Muhammad Bakir, of Kashan, who
died in the Dakhan, a.h. 1034 (a. d. 1624, 1625), is

mentioned in the Safinah, No. 585 (ib., col. 230)

;

a third Mir Muhammad Bakir with the takhallus

Ishrak, renowned by a number of Arabic works and
a Persian diwan, lived in Astarabad and died A. h.

1040 (a.d. 1630, 1631), see the same Safinah, No. 623
(col. 232 in the Bodleian Cat.) ; a fourth and much
younger Maulana Muhammad Bakir died a.h. 1081
(a. D. 1670, 1671), see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 104.

Contents

:

1. Mau'izah-i-.Jahangiri ((.j^^L^ tlie^), the ex-

hortation of Jahangir, an essay on political and ethical

wisdom and on the duties of princes and sulyects, com-
posed A.H. 1021 (a.d. 1612, 1613), the word ^kcj^
forming the chi-onogram ; it is divided into a mukad-
dimah (jj^\.^ ^Li ^Uj ^\^ *-.l^i lL\>y .:,), on

fol. ^78^and twobabs : (i) ^jUUjb e^-s^Jy; {2) ji

^J>JLJ.li^• c:*A.'
.
" '

, on ff. 280b and 299^ respectively.

The first bab contains six, the second four fasls.

d

Beginning of this prose-treatise on fol. 276b
: i^L—

2. Diwan (^^Ijjj), comprising :

(a) Kasidas, on fol. 3 1 'i^,
beginning :

b. ^1* * ^^ Jl ^j-« lA^ c:.* «»>Jf\ . Mil

(6) Ghazals, on fol. 319*'.

(c) Kit'as, ruba'is, fards and a few riddles, on fol. 335"^.

3. Explanation of a mystical kit'ali or riddle which

the author himself had composed on a journey to Dilili,

in consequence of a vision of the fifth Imam in his

dream, on fol. 341'', beginning: ^Uaj ni jXL.

^'-J^ J3\
jl Jj^J J^Cj yJJ r^-

4. Insha («bijl), containing letters, notes, khutbas

and other pieces of a flowery and refined prose-style,

on_fol. 347^ beginning: ^^bl^ Jji t^^'iS ^jS^yjy>

Jl j.jL»5 j^i^ uijVv ir*-rj J*^- o^ •

Dated a.h. 1063 (a.d. 1653).

No. 1330, ff. 276-366, 11. 17 ; Naata'Uk ; size, 10 in. by 5 1 in.

1536

Kulliyyat-i-Atafihi (,_5^T eyLilS).

Poetical works by Muhammad Hakim Arain or

Amina (so in the colophons on ff. 235" and 285"), witli

the takhallus Atashi, who was a court-poet of the

Sultan of Bijapur, Muhammad 'Adilshah bin Ibrahim
'Adilshah (a.h. 1036 or 1 03 7-1 06 7 = A. d. 1626 or

1627-1656); none of the tadhkiras seems to mention
this particular poet, unless he is identical with Amina
of Farahan, who flourished in Shah 'Abbas' reign, see

Safinah, No. 674 (col. 234 in the Bodleian Cat.).

Another Muhammad Amin or Amina, but with the

takhallus Khazin, is mentioned there in No. 738 (ib.,

col. 236).

Contents :

1. Kasidas and kit'as, on fol. i^, beginning : o ^j^_

sL-.. (.i-»J= 5-*^ iJ^^j' '^' S^vcr"! of these poems

were composed in praise of Nawwab Mustafakhan

;

fol. 33^ is left blank.

2. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 45'', beginning

:

I^Li ^^ ^ij^ ^^ ^jya. Jy^
3. Ruba'is, on fol. 10 1».

The whole diwan was completed (whether by the

poet himself, as we are inclined to assume, or by the

transcriber of this copy Shaikh Muhammad Sadiki,

the wording of the colophon leaves entirely uncertain)

the loth of Safar, a.h. 1034 (a.d. 1624, Nov. 22).

4. A mathnawi, entitled 'Adilnama (s...LJjU), and
praising the exploits of Sultan Muhammad 'Adilshah

bin Ibrahim 'Adilshah, on fol. IDS'*. The beginning

is apparently missing ; the first bait which occurs here

runs thus

:

3 H 2

»t». jjLJ jj elL* \jy^ sjI jJj
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This part is dated the 20th of Eajab, A. H. 1042 (a. d.

1633, Jan. 31).

5. A second mathnawt, entitled Ma'dan-alafkar

(,155^11 uJ.j«-.), the mine of thoughts, see fol. 233I', last

line in the fourth column and colophon, beginning, on

fol. 205''

:

Dated the 14th of Sha'ban, A. h. 1043 (a. d. 1634,

Febr. 13).

6. A third mathnawi, entitled Nuh Sipihr (^^-t-*-. sj),

the nine spheres, see fol. 240a, 1. 16 in the fourth

column and colophon, beginning, on fol. 236^:

<uil J, ... \ sj> _:^-^ U ' \\

Dated in the month Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 1034 (a. d.

1625, Aug.-Sept.). Occasional additions occur at the

end of the single portions, written by a different hand.

Many slight damages by worms throughout tlie copy.

. No. 1685, ff. 285, 4 coll., each 11. 20; Nasta'llk; illuminated

frontispieces on fF. i'', ^c,^, 205'', and 236'' ; an illuminated heading
on fol. loi"; size, 9 J in, by 6^ in.

1537

Diwan-i-Fasihi (^jt:?-^-* ^jl^a).

Lyrical poems, by Mirza Fasihi Ansari of Harat,

who was a contemporai'y of Hakim Shifa'i (see Nos.

1531-1533 above), and the spiritual guide of Jalal Asir

(see Nos. 1541-1551), Nazim of Harat (see Nos. 1593-
1598), and Darwish Walih. He was first in the service

of Hasankhan Shamlu, and afterwards patronized by

Shah "Abbas the Great. He died a.h. 1046 (a. d.

1636, 1637), and left about 6,000 verses; compare on
this poet A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 91, 151, and 390;
Safinah, No. 665 (col. 233 in the Bodleian Cat.)

;

Atashkada, No. 300 (ib., col. 273), and Khulasat-alafkiir,

No. 209 (ib., col. 309).

Contents

:

Kasidas, on fol. 132^, beginning:

Kit'as, on fol. 165b, beginning:

Ijjyil ^jo^ i_*iJ u-J/J ^ji>- p'jjl |_r»ii

One ghazal, on fol. 183^'.

Tarkibbands, on foL 184*, beginning:

P
ji &JLxJ;> i^f^ iS J^

^JiU->.
-i^. 3'•J'^r^-T- ^>=- ^J" j^

A mathnawi, on fol. 201'^, beginning:

::a ... !1 (jjji. (_prC ^\ — c>-~j»U\L> ;

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 2 1 1^", beginning:

4jJl ^jLs-'-'

\j e«.:q- jL. J'^^j^, Jj-» ^} U)}j Ul^i.

(See a different wording of this initial bait in A.

Spreuger, Catal., p. 390.)

Rubais, on fol. 262'', defective at the end, beginning :

No date.

No. 2751, ff. 133-368, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'llk; size,

9^ in. by 64 in.

1538

Diwan-i-Eida (L;, uUj.i).

The lyrical poems of a poet with the takhallus Rida,

who is probably identical with Mirza Muhammad Kida
of Juwain near Kazwin, one of the ofticials of Shah
'Abbas tlie Great, tee Safinah, No. 670 (col. 234 in the
Bodleian Cat.), where a chronogram for a.h. 1028
(a. D. 16

1 9) is quoted. Our copy contains two chrono-

grams, for A.H. 1039 (a. D. 1629, 1630), and a.h. 1046
(a. D. 1636, 1637), on £f. 113'' and ii6». According
to the Maklizau-algharaib, No. 878 (col. 334 in the

Bodleian Cat.), he was wazir of Adharbaijan under
Shah 'Abbas.

Contents

:

Kasidas, in alphabetical order, on fol. ib, beginning :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 21'', beginning

;

\^ L^ Li-^ J\^ jLiX Jjljl

ir I^jSj^ L, \j\5^\

^"9*^Kit'as and ta'rikhs, on fol. 112b, beginning ;

Kuba'is, in alphabetical order, on fol. 116'', beginning :

^No date.

No. 1568, ff. 204, 2 coll., each 11. 17; N;ista'llk ; a little worm-
eaten ; size, 9^ in. by ^^ in.

1539

Khusiau u Shirin (^^,^ . Jj"^)-
A mathnawi, in imitation of Nizami's poem of the

same name, by liilh-alamin (see fol. 61', 1. 5, and fol. 7'',

1. 5), i. e. Mir Muhammad Arain Shahrastani, a Sajyid
of Isfahan, with the honorary title of Mir Jumlah, who
went A.H. loio (a. D. 1601, 1602) to the Daklian, rose

to the highest dignity under Sultan Muhammad Kuli
Kutbshah of Gulkunda(who reigned A.h. 988-1020=
A. D. 1 580-161 2), entered afterwards the service of the

emperor Jahangir and died a.h. 1047 (a. d. 1637,
1638), see Rieu ii. pp. 675 and 676, and Safinah,

No. 704 (col. 235 in the Bodleian Cat.). According to

the latter authority he went twice to India, and in tlie
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interval between both sojourns be occupied an important

position at the court of Shah 'Abltas too. The present

work, which is preceded by a prose-preface on ff. i^'-^",

is dedicated to his patron Muhammad Kuli Kutbshah,

and forms tlie firgt poem of Ruh-alarain's Khamaah.

Beginning of tlie preface, on fol. i** : c*—Jj »" .. > ij\

i
OOjJJ.

Beginning of the mathnawi, on fol. S**

:

No date.

t^Li^ ,U^ ^^y^ ^\
dl»')

No. 205, ff. 317, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; distinct Nasta'llk ; illu-

minated frontispieces on ff. i"" and S"* ; size, 9I in. by 5J in.

1540
Laila u Majnun {^J|y^ j t^W^)-

Anotlier mathnawi by the same Ruh-alamin, the

loves of Laihi and Majnun, likewise an imitation of one

of Nizarai's masterpieces, and dedicated to the same

Muhammad Kuli Kutbshah ; it forms the third poem
of the author's Khamsah (the second being styled -« W<i,

see Rieu, loc. cit.) ; tlie poet's name appears here on

fol. 4^ 1. 8 ; fol. 28a, 1. 5 ; fol. ss^i, 1. 7, and fol. 189"

in the colophon. It is preceded by a preface in prose

and verse, beginning, on fol. i** :

jj s-jj-uj (sUi ic-*"-* *—" — J^ ^^j ^ (••^ *^'

Beginning of the mathnawi, on fol. 6^ :

The fourth poem of the Khamsah, the *i.i^4 ^jU—<!

or p-ji-jJ' eUJ. is described in Rieu, loc. cit., it was

composed A. h. io2I (a. d. 161 2); iX\e fifth is not

mentioned anywhere; but the diwan, styled jU
^J.

: ... 1 ^
is noticed in Rieu.

No date.

No. 690, ff. 189, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; clear and distinct

Nasta'Iik ; illuiiiiiiateJ frontispieces on ff. l"" and 6'' ; size, 7| in.

by 4^ in.

Jalftl Aslr (Nos. 1541-1551).

1541

Diwan-i-Asir (--—1 oIj^-^)'

The poems of Mii-za Jalal Aslr bin Mirza Mu'min of

Isfahan, wlio was an intimate friend of Shah 'Abbas

and a great drunkard; most of liis verses he wrote in

a state of intoxication. He never went to India, and
died, according to the best authorities, A. H. 1049 (A. D.

1639, 1640), comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1096-1100;
Rieu ii. p. 681 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 149 and 342,

343. The Mirat-al'alani and the Hamisha Bahar (see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 117) fix his death in A. h. 1040

(a. d. 1630, 1 631), which is obviously wrong, see Rieu,

loc. cit. A much later date, viz. a.h. 1069 (a. d. 1658,

1659), is given in "W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 915, on

the authority of the j,^\y\ t—a<° (No. 663 in the Berlin

Cat.), which seems a mere mistake for 1049 ; see also

Khulasat-alafkar, No. 24 (col. 303 in the Bodleian

Cat.). A condemnation of the low tone and the vulgar

jokes in Asir's poems, as well as in those of Zulali (see

Nos. 1494-1498), Shaukat of Bukhara, and Mir Najat,

by the author of the ^^^jt-Ul i_;iL),, is quoted Rieu ii.

pp. 821** and 822". Asir's works were published in

Lucknow, 1880.

Contents :

Kasidas and tarji'bands, on fol. i^, beginning :

Lib Jj oJLj*. ^. ...t ijU is\

A few mathnawis, on ff. 65»-74a, beginning

:

WJ-^ M) •y cr^ ^y-

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, intermixed with a few
rubais, on fol. 75", beginning:

U : > ..) _jj JW* jW*. j' cH'-" 1.5'

l^t.a,, (in Rieu and Sprenger c*»li) '•^js *^i^}'j' J' ^^
At the end of this part a mukhammas, beginning:

Jl \j i^\f^:^ »J^.i ijLij J.JA :..,
^ j57

Kuba Is, on fol. 396'', beginning

:

No date.

No. 416, ff. 405, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; large and distinct

Naata'llk ; size, 9^ in. by 5^ in.

1542

Another copy of the same diwan.

This copy contains

:

Kasidas and tarji'bands, on fol. i'', beginning, as in

the preceding copy. At the end the same mathnawis
(on fol. 43" sq.).

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, intermixed with some

rubais and fards, on fol. 51^, beginning as in the pre-

ceding copy. The same mukhammas on fol. 288'*.

Rubais, on fol. 2891", beginning as in the preceding

copy.

No date. Various readings on the margin. The
proper order of ff. 104-H4 is: 104, 112, 106-111,

105, 113, 114.

No. 405, ff. 296, 2 coll., each 11. 20; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in.

by 4| in.

1543
The same.

Three kasidas, on fol. i^, the first of which begins :

Ui^Llil jiLu \jS f,j), ^s\yt

.Lil y.'^J^^ ,15G :,
t?J
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corresponding to fol. io», lin. penult, in the following

copy.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, intermixed with a few

rubais, kit'as, and tarji'bands, on fol, 6*, beginning

:

On fol. 7* there are repeated by mistake the last

thirteen baits of the first kasidah (comp. fol. 2'').

Eubais, on fol. 269a, beginning :

No date.

No. 55, ff. 2^3, 3 coll., each 11. 15-17 ; Nasta'Uk, by two

different hands, the first of which (on ff. l^'-iSi') is rather

careless ; size, 8| In. by 6 in.

1544

A defective copy of the same.

Kasidas, etc., in alphabetical order, 011 fol. i'',

beginning: Jl ^. . ...T lib ij\.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, intermixed with some

ruba'is and fards, on fol. (>(!^, beginning : jl ^jjiAS^ ^s\

^Between ff. 73 and 74 there is a lacuna, comprising

fol. 55a, 1. 6, to fol. 70% 1. I in No. 405 (1542 in this

Cat.).

Euba'is, partly alphabetical, on fol. 446*, beginning :

No date.

No. 2172, ff. 455, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk, written on

paper of different colour ; a little woi-m-eaten ; size, 8| in. by
4|iii.

1545

Selections from the same diwan.

This copy contains kasidas, ghazals, kit'as, and some

short mathnawis, all mixed together without any order,

beginning: Jl ^;-. .. ? sib ij\.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2266, ff. 1-69, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; careless Nasta'llk;

size, 8| in. by 4!^ in.

1546

Similar, but defective selections.

Contents

:

Ghazals, ruba is, kit'as, and some longer kasidah-like

poems, without alphabetical order, on fol. i", beginning

:

A few short mathnawis, on fol. 85*, the first of

which begins : ^

There is a lacuna between ff. 85 and 86.

Ruba'is, on fol. 87I'.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2781, ff. 89, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Shikasta, by different

hands ; size, 9 in. by jf in.

1547

Kasa'id-i-Asir.

A defective copy of Jalal Asir's kasidas, in

alphabetical order, beginning, on fol. 142*: tib 15I

There is a large lacuna after fol. 165 (comprising

chiefly letters ^j. to J); the last verse on fol. 1(3^

corresponds to No. 2172 (1544 in this Cat.), fol. 23l>,

1. 2 ; the first on fol. i66» to fol. 40", I. 3 in the same

copy. A blank also on fol. 147''.

Dated A. H. II 24 (a. D. 1 7 12), by the same transcriber

who copied the (C^^U iiyLolj (see No. 345 in this

Cat.).

No. 212, ff. 142-192, 3 coll., each 11. 13-19; Shikasta, by

different hands, as it seems ; size, 9j in. by 6 in.

1548
Ghazaliyyat-i-Asir.

The ghazals of Jalal Asir, in alphabetical order,

interspersed with a few ruba is and fards, beginning, on

fol. i'': ~n ,jJi^S\s\.

The usual mukhammas, and a short series of ruba'is,

on fol. 1 8 8-'.

Dated the 23rd of Dhii-alhijjah, in the twenty-fourth

year of (probably 'Alamgir's reign, a. h. io9I=a. d.

1 68 1, Jan. 14). Marginal additions and a lew various

readings on the first twenty-eight leaves.

No. 3376, olim 13. J. 30, ff. 193, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'llk ;

size, S| in. by 4^ in.

1549

The same.

Ghazals, interspersed with and concluded by ruba'is,

in alphabetical order, beginning as usual.

The same mukhammas, on fol. 178*).

This collection of ghazals is styled, on fol. i", the

third book of Asir's diwan (j^ ^jl^J j.^^-- .iJ^)

;

that is to say, the whole diwan was originally divided

into three books, comprising the kasidas, the math-

nawis and tarji'bands, and the ghazals (including the

ruba'is) respectively.

Dated by Mu'izz-aldin bin Nizam-aldin the 25th of

Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 1133 (a. d. 1721, Sept. 17).

No. 406, ff. 180, 2, coll., each 11. 18 ; Nasta'llk; size, 9J in.

by si in.

1550

The same.

A smaller collection of Jalal Asir's ghazals, in

alphabetical order, intermixed with a few ruba is and

concluded by the usual mukhammas, on fol. 147*, last

line, and another series of ruba'is. Beginning as in

the preceding copies.

No date.

No. 8375, olim 13. J. 39, ff. 156, 3 coll., each 11. 16-17;

Nasta'llk ; size, 8 J in. by a,\ in.
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1551
The same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, concluded by ruba'ls.

No date ; fol. 6i i^ left blank in the centre.

No. 1159, ff. 589-636, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 13, with a third

column on the outer margin, on fF. 589-611 ; 3-4 centre-coll.,

differing much in the number of lines, partly with one, partly

with two margin-coll., on ff. 612-636 ; irregular Nasta'Uk, by
different hands; size, 9I in. by 5| in.

Kudfii (H"os. 1552-1557).

1552

Kulliyj'at-i-Kudsi ((j-<Jj cdLIu).

A collection of e])ical and lyrical poems by Hajt
Muhammad Jan Kudsi of Mashhad, who went to

India in the fifth year of Shahjahan's reign, A. H. 1041,

1042 (a. D. 1631, 1632), and was greatly favoured by
that monarch. The Kalimat-alshu'ara (A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 113), the Khulasat-alkalam, No. 57 (col. 299
in the Bodleian Cat.), and the Khulasat-alafkar, No. 214
(ib., col. 309), assert that he rose to the dignity of

a king of poets at Siiahjahan's court, but this is denied

by the author of the 'Amal-i-Salih (see above, Nos. 332-
336), who says, that he was forestalled by Abu Talib

Kalim (see further below, Nos. 1563-1570). He died,

according to the best authorities, a. h. 1056 (a. d.

1646), either in Lahur, as is stated in Safinah, No. 728
(col. 236 in the Bodleian Cat.), and in the Khazana-
i-'amirah, No. 96 (ib., col. 258), or in Kashmir.
Other, less trustworthy, dates of his death are A.h. 1055
(a. D. 1645), in the Khulasat-alafkar, and after a. h.

1069 (a.d. 1659) in the Mirat-alkhayal, No. 69 (col. 209
in the Bodleian Cat., the latter date being quite im-

possible, as Abu Talib Kalim, who died a.h. 1061 or

1062 =a. b. 1651, 1652, wrote an elegy on Kudsi's

death, see below, No. 1569); compare besides Bodleian

Cut., Nos. 1102-iin; Rieu ii. p. 684I' sq., and iii.

p. looi'i; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 917 and 918;
A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 90, 128, 151, and 536.

Contents

:

A. Epic poetry

:

1. Preface in prose or encomium of Kudsi, by Jalal-

aldin Muhammad Tabataba'i, who came from Isfahan

to India in a.h. 1044 (a.d. 1634, 1635), and became
a court-chronicler of Shahjahan, see Rieu i. p. 258. He
finished this preface in Agra, the i ith of Rabi'-alawwal,

A.H. 1048 (a. u. 1638, July 23). Beginning, on fol. i*" :

2. 2iafarnama - i - Shahjahan - i - Padishah ( L«U^.flJ>

sLijU ^jLji^Li.), or simply Zafarnama-i-Shahjahani

(^Lfri^Li L.L3^ik), a mathnawi iu honour of the

exploits of the emperor Shahjahan, comprising about

8,000 baits, beginning, on fol. ^•.

j^^j^ly ^\.

This mathnawi was left unfinislied by the author;

according to the Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 2067 (col. 365

in the Bodleian Cat.), Abft Talib Kalim completed it,

but see llieu ii. p. 686.

3. A second mathnawi, apparently a t..*U ^L< , on
fol. i47'>, beginning:

4. A third mathnawi, in praise of Kashmir, entitled,

according to other copies : jxJj j-*--^ i—^H" )>

(comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 1 1 04), beginning, on fol. 190'':

It ends on fol. 206'' and was completed a. h. 1044
(a.d. 1634, »635), according to the chronogram: jj^
ij\J ^y> s'JI..>U. The portion from fol. 202* margin to

205'' centre appears as a separate poem in the Bodleian

Cat., No. 1 105, beginning : j^^l Jj pL) ^^\ ill (JUJ,

but a comparison with this copy as well as with

No. 1 1 02 in the Bodleian Cat., fol. 8^ sq., shows that

it is only a continuation of tbp i\^K , '\ . i'.-'

Some mathnawi-baits at the end of this poem, on
fol. 206^", in praise of a princely mansion in the same
metre, are probably also an appendix to the poem on
Kashmir.

5. A fourth mathnawi, on human frailty, entitled,

according to the Bodleian Cat., No. 1107, ff. 1-5%
jeiLiUj I—ck.^ ..a, beginning, on fol. 207":

6. A fifth mathnawi, on fol. 208^ margin, beginning

:

The same is found in the Bodleian Cat., No. 1102,

fol. 45*' sq., and N6. H07, fol. 2 1^ sq. ; a portion of it,

viz. if. 2 1 o»-2 1
3*, is repeated in the lyrical poetry, on

fol. 301b sq., beginning: Jl ^JiU jjXi, \y^j>, (jijo.

B. Lyric poetry :

7. Another preface, in prose, as introduction to the

diwan, beginning, on fol. 214b, with two baits, the first

of which runs thus :

_^ U ilj yk >-i^J^ il -yo ill Jl i> (^ J*.

The prose-text commences thus : ^^ i^-WiJ w ls^^"

This preface is dated a.h. 11 17 (a.d. 1705, 1706).

8. Kasidas, in alphabetical order, beginning, on
fol. 2 1 8a:

9. Tarkibbauds, beginning, on fol. 2']']^: tj- Jo ij\

Jl vi»-.l .L4J Jj\ iS jLi (jfj-i..

On ff. 30i''-3o6b the above-mentioned portion of

the fifth mathnawi is repeated.
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10. Gbazals, in alphabetical order, with a series of

rubais at the end, beginning, on fol. 3078- : ^ ii .?. c j^U

d
Jl L. ^J ... ; « o j^Li »iU .

No date.

No. 929, ff. 354, 2 coll., each 11. 17, and a third column on the

margin of ff. 26''-2i2'', 11. 24; Nasta'Uk; small illuminationa

throughout ; size, 9I in. by 6f in.

1553

. Another copy of Kudsi's Kulliyyat.

Another collection of Kudsi's poems, in a rather con-

fused and fragmentary state, containing :

1. Jalal-aldin Muhammad Tabataba'i's preface,

beginning, on fol. i'' : (^UliSI fS-^- sj ^J;Jl iJ-*^

On fol. 7*, 1. 4, appear the author's name and the

date, A. H. 1048, nth of Rabi'-alawwal.

2. Detached fragments of the ^L^^r^Ui. t^{jJilp,

beginning, on fol. 8^, with the same bait as in Rieu ii.

p. 685, and No. 1 106 of the Bodleian Cat.

:

The first fragment begins with the eleventh year of

Shahjahan's reign (y-jia. |»jij)Ij JLx ^jL:l-,1j jUil).

3. Kasidas, upon the whole in alphabetical order,

with this exception only, that the rhyme-letter .i is

placed between J and j_ji and that at the end after ij

another poem in . appears. Beginning, on fol. 87*^:

ceding copy, fol. 2 1 8''.

At the end, on fol. 173, a few mathnawi-baits which

probably belong to the i^lj^fik

.

4. A large coherent portion of the 5-«Li,Ab , on ff. 174^

and i77'^279l', beginning, as in the preceding cojiy :

i'
'y j^ljj

^J''^^^^
X^^-.

On ff. 270" margin-2 7ob margin, the same chapter

is found as on ff. 8''-io'', 1. 6.

5. The 5-.li ^L« or second matbnawi, on ff. 280*^
286I', 175, 1 76, and 287a-296l', beginning, on fol. 280" :

'^
6. The matlmawi in praise of Kashmir or the third

mathnawi of No. 929, on fol. 297I', beginning: -Ld

4
..LiLijlj sLijL)

.

Another matlmawi, identical with the fifth of the

preceding copy, beginning, on fol. 2'^'^: j^, ^JaXij

Jl Jl : a ijLi.L»j.

First heading, on fol. 313*^: (Jj^j A>^
^J\

ejol5^

a . ,t. >;—^. (J^j^ r^^ ^J^ J' <£i U"*"!^ J '>^^^

Second heading, on fol. 314*' : 'y'-^ iJ^} v:jjLxi. .0.

Beginning : Jl ]y-^\ u^j.» (see ff. 210" and 301'' sq.

in the preceding copy).

T/h«Z heading, on fol. 315^: j^ JU. ^ji, ji.

Fourth heading, on fol. 316" margin: ^ • "> , j

8. Kasidas in honour of Shahjahan, 'Ali, etc., and
Tarji'bands, among which an elegy on the death of the

poet's son (on fol. 335''), see No. 1557 below, Rieu ii.

p. 685, fol. 411 sq. in Or. 351 and No. vii in Or. 323.
Beginning, on fol. 318" (as in No. 1 109 of the Bodleian
Cat.)

:

9. Another portion of the !_.ljjik, probably a con-

tinuation of No. 4, on fol. 361". Beginning: ^ys. Jj

i
{j-" a^;•

No date. A seal from a.h. 1155 (a. d. 1742, 1743)
on fol. i".

On fol. 87" the following note : jJtar* ^>.

'^mij u .luiJl i-Ae- i^\ c:* > B j: o

^ la. jJLai

.vj (jU.

^j^j^ t^jb.
Jl,U:iU^U.>^.

The proper order of the leaves is as follows : ff. i-i 74,

177-286, 175, 176, 287-365. Fol. I greatly injured.

No. 2744, ff. 365, 2 coll., each 11. 15, and a third on the
margin of ff. 174-365, II. 30-38; Naata'llk, by many different

hands, mixed now and then with Shikajsta ; size, 9^ in. by 6i in.

1554

Extracts from Kudsi's mathnawis.

This ,_^^s.l°-« contains extracts from Kudsi's mathnawi

in praise of Kashmir (see Nos. 1552, 4, and 1553, 6), on

fol.il'jbeginning: Jl j^LaLlolj (readsLijLj) |j»Li,jLj Asj;

from the Zafarnama-i-8hahjahani ; and probably also from

the Sakiuama, which is written in the same metre as

the Zafarnama.

Tiie Zafarnama begins, on fol. g% as No. 2 in the

preceding cojsy

:

Dated, on fol. 27^ the 14th of Rajab, a.h. 1093
(a. D. 1682, July 19), by Abu Muhammad bin Sayyid

Muhammad.
On ff. 27^-29" a kasidah and a ghazal of Muhammad

Rida ibn Mulla Fauj-allah and two rubais of Mulla

Fauj-allah are added, written A.h. 1118 (a. d. 1706,

1707), by Shams-aldin Muhammad Lari.

No. 1312, if. 29, 3 coll. in diagonal lines, U. 12-16 ; Shikast.i
;

size, 9f in. by 5I in.

1555

Diwan-i-Kudsi (i^Xi ^Jl^J.l)

Kudsi's lyrical poems, containing :

Kasidas, on fol. i^, beginning:
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corresponding to fol. 224'' in No. 1552. Tliey are

strictly alphabetical as far as fol. 72b
; then begins

a new series with the rhyme-letter t^

.

Tarklbbands and elegies, on fol. 89*, beginning:

Ghazals, in aljahabetical order, with a series of ruba'is

at the end, on fol. 122^, beginning :

corresponding to fol. 308* in No. 1552.

No date.

No. 915, ff. 219, 3 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'Uk; size, gf in.

by si in.

1556

A defective copy of the same.

Contents

:

Kasidas, on fol. i^ in alphabetical order, beginning:

^1 ^^ C^ U^ O^
Tliis part breaks off, on fol. 46^, with the last bait of

a kasidah, rhyming in s ; the beginning of this kasldah,

on fol. 46", corresponds to fol. 2 70^ 1. 9 in No. 1552,

where it forms the fifteenth verse of it, but by a slight

modification in the first hemistich it has been made
here to resemble a proper initial bait ; the last verse,

on fol. 46b, agrees with fol. 270'', 11. 11 and 12 in

No. 1552 ; fol. 47 contains the fragment of another

kasldah, rhyming in . , corresponding to fol. 251'', 1. 4 to

fol. 2521", first line in the same copy.

Tarji'bands, on fol. 48*, beginning abruptly (in con-^

sequence of another lacuna after fol. 47) : cjo jj ^,:Ju

Jl (jt^Uia. dJ u\ iS tjL>y>., agreeing with fol. 277*',

1. 13 in No. 1552. There is again a lacuna in this

part, viz. after fol. 51, which comprises fol. 296^, 1. 12,

to fol. 298a, 1. I in No. 1552.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 55", beginning:

Jl ^ ii .'. c sjIj.

Short mathnawis, on fol. 94* ; the second, on fol. 97b,

ia ., 'C. iy.x-,- on ff. losb, 106'', 1 08a, io8*>, and

109* there are mathnawis on certain gardens and its

palaces (see Rieu ii. p. 686*), viz. ,_,ti^- jt^ pb,

^J:^ ^JA^ cb, tj\j\ ijLt^ pb, _-w—i cb., and cb

Ruba'is, on fol. 109*, beginning : >^ ...a » j x^aj J-i.s?S

Jl ^jJ:, ,b, corresponding to fol. 351*, 1. 12 in No. 1552.

Dated a. h. 1142 (a. d. 1729, 1730), by Muhammad
Salah bin Mulla 'Abdallah Katib, in the service of

Bakibeg bin Haji Ataligh (i_JlJl). Bibliotheca

Leydeniana.

No. 2836, ff. 112, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'Uk; size, 6f in.

by 3| in.

1557

Ghazals and ruba'is by Kudsi.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 137*, beginning:

IND. OFF.

Jl l^bb s^ j^-J^^y^j ^ij\y>i J.> , corresponding

to fol. 311b, 1. 4, in No. 1552.

Ruba'is, on ff. 200*^ margin-2io*>.

A long elegy on the death of his son, Muhammad
Bakir (i_a.«.l..aji (j-JJ jjU*. xl-sf (__aii». ^L> X.jr* ^y*
, U ... ^ Xi), on fol. 294*. The ghazals and ruba'is are

dated A.H. 1153 (a.d. 1740, 1741)-

No. 891, ff. 137-210, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 11, and a third

on the margin, 11. 24 ; Nasta'Uk ; and ff. 294-300, 3 centre-

coll., each 11. II, and a margin-column, U. 26; Shikasta

;

size, 9| in. by 5^ in.

1558

Kulliyyat-i-.3alim ((»<Jl-, iiyllli).

The poetical works of Muhammad Kuli Salim of

Tahran (called Durushti or furushti, see W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp. 31 and 919), who came from Iran to

India under Shahjahan, entered the service of the

Subahd&r of Bangalah, Islam Khan, and died A. H. 1057

(a.d. 1647), see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1112-1114;

Rieu ii. p. 738»; A.Sprenger, Catal.,pp. 90, iii, 123,

and 556; Safinah, No. 731 (col. 236 in the Bodleian

Cat.); Khulasat-alkalam, No. 36 (ib., col. 298), and

Khulasat-alafkiir, No. 136 (ib., col. 307).

Contents

:

1. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i**,

beginning :

ljj». iJiJJLo OoLu jH'i-C {j]/'.

2. Ruba'iyyat, on fol. 222*, beginning :

3. A short story, in prose, entitled ' Complaint of

the mouse and request of the cat' {i^j^ >o^

u J^(^LeAi-<lj ), on fol. 231^, beginning: j»JL.

iXi ji

^ ni^ oij" "h- .5L,.

After this there follow a number of short mathnawis,

viz.

4. Kharr-i-dalal (Jilj^), the ass of coquetry, or, as

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 668, ff. i8band 62^, suggests

to read: Kharr-i-dallal (J5j^), the broker's ass, on

fol. 233*>, beginning

:

No heading or title appears here, but as parts of this

mathnawS are quoted in the Khulasat-alafkar, loc. cit.,

there can be no doubt about the designation given

to it. It consists of two parts, i\\efirst of which occurs

in No. 1 112 of the Bodleian Cat., fol. 19", and bears

the title: ^ll> -SU. oj^jl J-aJ (a story of Hatim

fa i's liberality) ; the second in the same copy, fol. 23**,

is headed J^ i—iJ/J" jJ (description of the ass) ; the

former begins in the Bodleian copy with the second

bait of our own, viz. ^1 ^/j*l I L-jl ^yj- In

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. ^"556, the same mathnawi is

3^
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designated as a ' mathnawl in praise of Shahjahan, on

•the expedition against Asham;' that seems to be an

error, as the poem, dealing with Islamkhan's victories

over the people of Kuc and Ashara, a. h. 1051-1052

(a. D. 1641-1643), which bears, according to the

Khulasat-alkalam, the title of ^^li^iL-l 1^^, and is

described in Rieu iii. p. 1032", is written in quite a

different metre. The second part begins here on fol. 237*.

5. Kada u kadr (.jji , LiJ), on predestination, on

fol. 240**, beginning:

comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1 113 and 11 14, and 1241,

47 (coll. 765-767); Rieu ii. p. 796b, No. VIII ; W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 31, No. 11

; p. 67, 11. 9-12 ;

p. 668, ff. 65a and 9 1* and p. 697, No. 1 2 ; J. Aumer, p. 4.

6. Ta'rif-i-bahar (.I4J t_aj^), description of spring,

on fol. 250*, beginning :

A mathnawi, by Salim, with the same beginning, is

designated in the Bodleian Cat., col. 767, as a ' descrip-

tion of the mountain of Kashmir' (.., .?,S iS i_aj^ ..>),

and may therefore be identical with at least a part of

thepoem^^>.»-ii i_aj jii, quoted in the Khulasat-alkalam,

loo. cit. According to Tahir Nasrabadl's tadhkirah

(A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 90, 11. 3 and 2 ab infra), this

mathnawl was originally a description of Lahijan (both

Safinah and the Khulasat-alkalam mention a special

.l^y ._Bv-;)_ the heading of which the author changed

into a description of Kashmir when he came to India.

7. Hikayat (o^VJd.), on fol. 265^, beginning : ^a.. : i>

A\ A .:, Oj
(J')^'{;i !-W») see the same in Bodleian Cat.,

col. 766.

8. Dar muhit-i-sal (Jl— k-;.** .i), on fol. 267"',

beginning

:

Jl dat.'. »
uj- S. JW* Jj JjU Jui fj^j .

9. Another short mathnawi (headed ^.. i_j_;;-o^

!^ j), on fol. 285b beginning : ^JVy:>\^_ ^_^ yj ^j j_jj

Jl, see Bodleian Cat., No. 11 14. It is not impossible

that Nos. 7-9 are merely parts of the .jJ , Lis

of No. 5, as this mathnawi in A. Sprenger's copy
comprises 134 pages, each U. 13; even No. 6 may
belong to it, the metre in all these detached pieces

being the same.

10. Fi-alhajw (j^:*^'
,_5»),

a satire, on fol. 288'>,

beginning: Jl (jiJji i^jlc i_i^ j ^1 s-.l», comp.

Bodleian Cat., col. 768 d.

11. Kasidas, on fol. 295'', beginning :

QiJL.Xjl jL^A ti^i\ iyit O tL> ^a.

A poem in praise of Shah 'Abbas is found on

fol. 316"* (,_^LI!c jLl ^_L-.,y).

12. Mukatta'at, on fol. 344*, beginning:

Ijljij jjUoLmus ^.-W

Extracts from Salim's diwan are mentioned in W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 31, No. 10; nibais by the

same, ib., p. 57, No. 5. Four short mathnawis, not

found in the present collection, are noticed in the

Bodleian Cat., col. 767, 11. 6-8, and col. 768.

No date.

No. 371, ff. 353, 2 coll., each 11. 15; large and distinct

Nasta'llk ; size, lOj in. by 6 in.

1559

Diwan-i-Hindu (jXia uV^-*)-

Lyrical poems by Hindu, who is probably identical

with the author of an epic poem ^;y-^ j ij^' corn-

posed in Shahjalian's reign, before A. h. 1055 (a. d.

1645, 1646), and described in the Bodleian Cat., No.

1 1 01. He seems also to have written a mathnawi,

i^f^ • V*^ > ^^^ ^^- ^° biographical notices of this

poet can be found in the tadlikiras. This diwan con-

tains :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning :

Rubais and fards, on fol. 79", beginning : ji-ij: i^l

I \:Lk ,., ; i> mL»jl 5jL»^ yS

.

No date. A seal of Jalal ibn Shaikh 'Abd-alwahhab

with the year a.h. 1118 (a. d. 1706, 1707), on fol. i«.

No. 1172, ff. 88, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; careless Nasta'llk; size,

8| in. by 4I in.

d

1560
Diwan-i-Fitrat (o^xi ^j]y_-i)-

Lyrical poems, by Wisbeg Fitrat, who was, according

to his own statement in two chronograms, on fol. 1
99a,

born A.H. 1007 (a. D. 1598, 1599), and can scarcely be

identical with a better-known poet of the same takhal-

lus, Mir Mu'izz-aldin Muhammad Fitrat (who died

A.H. iio6=A. D. 1694, 1695; see Bodleian Cat., No.

1993 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 408, etc.), although there

is written on fol. i* v^^ij^ij yu> ^j\y_^. The present

writer must have flourished at the court of Shah 'Abbas

the Great in his early years, and afterwards gone to

India, as there are chronograms on Shah 'Abbas, Sultan

Muhammad 'Adilshah of Bijapiir, the death of the em-
peror Jahangir, etc. His first son, Sanjarbeg, was born

A.H. 1025 (a. D. 1616), and went to India a.h. 1046

(a. D. 1636, 1637); his brother Muhammadbeg was

born A.H. 1023 (a. D. 1614); his brother Karimbeg

A.H. 1030 (a.d. 1621); another of his sons a.h. 1044
(a. D. 1634, 1635); his first grandson (Sanjarbeg's

son) likewise a.h. 1044; his brother Hamzabeg died

A.H. 1033 (a.d. 1623, 1624); his brother Hashimbeg
A. H. 1041 (a.d. 1631, 1632), and his father a.h. 1040

(a.d. 1630, 1631). He composed a great number of

chronograms, which begin with A.H. 1022 (a.d. 1613)

and go down to A.H. 1059 (a.d. 1649). Beyond that
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(late no ta'rikhs are found, and we may consequently

assume that the poet died soon after.

Contents

:

^
Kasidas, on fol. i*", beginning : oi-i^U JJ (jli^ ^j

^'>^- ^•
A mathnawi, entitled JLi. j vl^ m^> 'sleep

and vision,' on fol. i-;^, beginning:

Another short encomiastic mathnawi (^J ^j^^-i^

_jJkl), on fol. sS'^, beginning:

Lilj jl *jUi ^JU^ JLi". _ ij\jjj jy uW^ ^•^ (•^-*

One tarkibband, on fol. 62*, beginning: x--c --L-o

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 66^', beginning

:

1' : ^

Mukatta'at and ta'rikhat, on fol. 193^, beginning :

Eubaiyyat, on fol. 218*", beginning : jj»j -cj i_j. L>

Jl ^jL, (^..

No date.

No. 2.55, ft'. 258, 3 coll., each 11. 15; on a few pages an addi-

tional margin-column; the last 28 leaves more or less injured;

Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by j^ in.

1561

Diwan-i-Muhammad (jI-c* jjI^j).

Lyrical poems, exclusively ghazals, by a poet called

Muhammad Miskin or Miskin Muhammad, also the

second Muhammad (see the title given to this collec-

tion on fol. 39a
: |»jjj (read xis') (jj..,^ ^j\jii), not

mentioned in any tadhkirah. But besides Muhammad
there appears also in some poems (see, for instance,

ff- 39^ 1- I
; 43^ 1- 12; 51b, 1. II

;
52a, 11, 4 and 10;

55b,
1. 14 ; 103", 1. II ; 129", 1. 15, etc.) the takhallus

'Alxll, and it is possible that this diwan is due to

the same 'Abdi who composed, a. h. 1051 (a. d. 1641,

1642), the iJUXj t »fJ, or poetical paraphrase of Yafi'i's

^Uil i^*L>., or legends of the Kadiri saints, particu-

larly 'Abd-alkadir Jilani; see above, No. 643, and A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 307. The religious character of

these lyrics well agrees with such a supposition. Be-

ginning, on fol. 39"

:

\) u^' J-*' '•*'^- cH'^ !/• ijij'

The arrangement is alphabetical.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2760, ff. 39-131, 2 coll., each U. 19-20; careless Nasta'llk ;

size, 8 J in. by si in.

1562

Manba'- alkhairat (uyLjil A-^i*).

A mathnawi, celebrating the life and miracles of the

great Sufic Shaikh Muhyi-alhakk wa-aldin Abu Muham-
mad'Abd-alkadir JJlanl, see the title on fol. 201", 1. 3, and
compare Safinat-alauliya, No. 36 (col. 278 in this Cat.),

composed by Shaikh Sulaiman al-kurdi alkadiri alkhu-

rasini allahurl alahmadabadi, the spiritual successor of

Sl)aikh 'Abd-alhakk bin Saif-aldin alturk aldihlawi

albukhari (who died A. h. 1052= a. d. 1642, 1643, see

above, Nos. 290, 640, and 720). Beginning:

'^-fr—

•»j*j ^]r'j
: JoU-M ^V

The copy was collated throughout by a great-grand-

son of the author, Muhammad Kida bin Maulana Ghu-
1am bin Maulana Ahmad bin Maulana Sulaiman (see

fol. I*, fol. 2 2^ margin, etc.), with the poet's own copy
and annotated in a.-h. ii 59-1 160 (a. d. 1746, 1747).
The copy itself, worm-eaten here and there, bears no
date.

No. 1028, ff. 94, 2 coll., each 11. 19; Nasta'llk ; size, gj in.

by 53 in.

Kalim (Nos. 1563-1570).

1563

Diwan-i-Kalim (_JiS ^^Ijjj).

The dSwan of Mirza Abu Talib Kalim of Hamadan,
who lived for some time in Kashan, went to India in

the beginning of Jahangir's reign, attached himself to

Ruh-alamtn (see above. No. 1539), whom he accompanied

A. H. 1028 (a. D. 1619) to 'Irak, returned two years

after to India, rose at Shahjahan's court to the dignity

of a king of poets (see above. No. 1552), and died,

according to the oldest authorities, the Fadishahnama,

and the Mirat-alkhayal, No. 71 (col. 209 in the

Bodleian Cat.), a. h. 1062 (a. d. 1652), in Kashmir.
Most of the other and more modern tadhkiras fix his

death in a.h. 1061 (a.d. 1651), for instance, Kalimat-

alshu'ara (A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 1
1 3) ; Safinah, No. 747

(col. 237 in the Bodleian Cat.); Khazana-i-'amirah,

No. loi (ib., col. 259); Khulasat-alafkar, No. 223
(ib., col. 310), and Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 2189 (ib,,

col. 369), where a chronogram on the poet's death by
Mulla Tahir Ghanl is quoted, viz. j^ji, iy. ^y.*.j> j«i»

(fi^j^ (see the same in the Hamisha Bahar, A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 128), and where, besides, the curious state-

ment is made, that he succeeded Kudsi as king of poets

at Shahjahan's court ; see also the Atashkada, No. 588
(col. 282 in the Bodleian Cat.), and Khulasat-alkalam,

No. 60 (ib., col. 300), where a full list of his mathnawis

is given. Other copies of his diwan are described in

the Bodleian Cat., Nos. Iii6-ii2i; Rieu ii. p. 686 sq.;

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 453 (comp. also pp. 90 and

151); and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 920 and 921.

Kalim's diwan, also mentioned in H. Khalfa iii. p. 304,
No. 5636, has been lithographed in Lucknow, 1878.

3 I 2
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Contents

:

1. Kasidas and kit'as, on fol. i», beginning :

2. A series of short mathnawis, on fol. 97^, of the

same description and headings as those noticed in the

Khulasat-alkalam, loc. cit.,and in Nos. 11 16 and 11 17

of the Bodleian Cat. The headings, which are filled

in here, are as follows : sjLa . . . . j t-jj^aj ^j t5j-i-i-»

^LijL) tiUr^.i, on fol. ^gb; jbf -SI tiLi^ji sjbi,

OQ fol. 80"; 5;-j*j i\^jS\ *-ttJ;J"i on fol- 81"; *-M/*^

^^J^j^\
^JlkL.. J-j v^^, on fol. 87a; and oa-o j.»

^;fj ks?, on fol. 91*; the remaining headings are left

blank.

3. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 12 Si",

beginning :

4. Ruba is, on fol. 348*, beginning : j^ O Xi.>. ^
^ No date.

No. 469, ff. 360, 2 coll., each 11. 12; very careless and
unequal Nasta'Uk, written, as it seems, by different hands ; size,

9 in- by 5? in-

1564
Another copy of the second half of Kalim's dlwan.

This copy, dated the 9th of Sha'ban, a. h. 1148 (the

eighteenth year of Muhammadshah's reign, as it is

called here, but more correctly the seventeenth, since

Muhammadshah was not crowned emperor before the

month Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. ii3i)=a.d. 1735, Dec. 25,

contains the ghazals (on ff". i''-i92b) and ruba'is (on

ff. i92l'-202'') only.

Beginning of both sections the same as in the pre-

ceding copy. On fol. I* the last ten baits of Kalim's

short mathnawis are found, a clear proof that this copy

is the second half of a complete diwan of the poet.

No. 8500, olim 19. J. 19, ff. 202, 2 coll., each U. 1 5 ; Nasta'Uk

;

.size. Sin. by 54 in.

1565

Kalim's ghazals and ruba'is.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i o*>, beginning

:

Ruba'is, on fol. 1 69*', beginning : tSjjt ^^ jj jl^ jl

JI ,v -; «l jLTT, corresponding to the second rubai in

No. 469 (1563 in this Cat.), where, however, (j»5 is

read instead of S.
Fol. 98a is left blank.

No date.

No. 1159, margin-column, ff. 10-173, 14 baits in a page,

written in a strange style of Nasta'Uk.

1566

A defective copy of the same.

This copy is incomplete both at the beginning and

end, and commences in the middle of the rhyme-letter

1 with the last bait of a gliazal, corresponding to

fol. 130", last line in No. 1563.

The ghazals, arranged alphabetically, end on fol. 172'',

and are followed by one kit'ah and a series of ruba'is,

beginning : Jl j^ ^S^Xia-yk, the second is the initial

ruba i of the preceding copy. This part breaks off on

fol. 180^ with the first bait of a rub^'i, corresponding

to fol. 3581", lin. penult, in No. 1563. There are besides

two lacunas, one after fol. 5 and the other after fol. 178.

The last bait on fol. ^ corresponds to fol. 140*, 1. 7 in

No. 1563, the first on fol. 6^ to fol. i35l>, 1. 8 in the

same copy; the last bait on fol. 178'' is identical with

fol. 356b, lin. penult, there, and the first bait on fol. 179*

with fol. 350^ 1. 4.

No. 511, ff. 180, 2 coll., each 11. 15-17; unequal Nasta'Uk;

slight injuries in several pages ; size, 8 in. by \\ in.

1567

A selection from Kalim's ghazals.

The ghazals are arranged alphabetically and begin

in the usual way : Jl
^J—-^. »^^ Jj-J. •

DatedA.H. ii38(a.d. 1725, 1726), at Shahjahanabad.

A similar selection of Kalim's ghazals is noticed in

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 702, No. 43.

No. 725, ff. 90-135, 2 coll., each 11. 12, and a third on the

margin of ff. ioo''-io8'', and lll"-I34^ 11. 14-38; distinct

Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

1568

A fragment of Kalim's ghazals.

The ghazals, arranged alphabetically, break off already

in the middle of the rhyme-letter ^. Beginning as

usual.

No. 114, ff. 1-16, 2 coll., each U. 17-18; Nasta'Uk; size,

8| in. by 4^ in.

1569

A short fragment of Kalim's diwan.

This fragment contains a few kasidas, and an elegy

on the death of the poet Kudsi (see above. No. 1552),

headed

:

y- _fl : .n) Jl (c-*"^ (J .

^U>, on fol. 134''.

No date.

No. 891, ff. 129-136, 2 centre-coU., each 11. 11, and a third

column on the margin, 11. 26 ; Shikasta ; size, gf in. by 5 J in.

1570

Two mathnawis by Kalim.

Both these mathnawis celebrate the exploits of the

emperor Shahjahan and are very likely parts of one

and the same epic poem, viz. the s-oLLaLijLj (as it is

styled on fol. i*), also called j-.L:j»Li or »-«LAl .:.,:aLi/,

the imperial book, see Khulasat-alafkar, loc. cit.

;
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A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 454, and Eieu ii. p. 687* ; comp.

also J. Aumer, p. 96. 'Hhejirst begins, on fol. i''

:

the second, with the special heading, as it seems, of

yLj^U JLjI (see fol. 11 8b,
1. 7), begins, on fol. 105b :

The poet's takhallus Kalim appears several times, for

instance, on fol. 1 04", margin-column, 1. 1 5 : i_aW ^^jU

^^Ai j,.b Xj.Il ; and on fol. 113'', 1. 4 : J' i->^ «-=-)' f-i^>-

According to the colophon, on fol. 104*: h_. ki Jjj

»7.tijj i^fc o—Jp O frt-Lj (sic ! for l_JLW j-)J) l^11>

Jl^ 5jj.»j Jojjj, this copy appears to have been made

from the poet's autograph ; the first seven leaves seem

to be supplied by another hand.

No. 367, ff. 300, 2 centre-ooU., each II. 12, and a third

column on the margin, 11. 26 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 10 in. by 5J in.

1571

Diwan-i-Araanl (,JL«I ^^\y_i).

Lyrical poems by Amani, who cannot be identical

with the poet Aman-allah Amani, since the latter died

A. H. 1044 or I046=A. D. 1634-1637 (see Bodleian

Cat., No. 1095; Eieu ii. p. 509, and A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 330), and the former, the author of the present

diwau, composed, according to his own statement, in

a chronogram, on fol. 75b a. h. 1047 (a. d. 1637, 1638),

a work on medicine (vlJ» |JlC ,i i_>L3 ); there are

besides chronograms for a. h. 1049 (a. d. 1639, 1640),

1055 (a. d. 1645), 1057 (a. d. 1647), 1060 (a. d. 1650),

and 1 06 1 (a. D. 1 651). 1 06 1 seems to be the last date

mentioned in his ta'rikhs, and one may conjecture from

that, that he died a year or two after. He appears to

have been a native of Mazandaran.

Contents of the diwan :

Kasidas in praise of the twelve Imams, of 'Abdallah

Kutbshah (a. h. 1035-1083 = a. d. 1626-1672), of

Mirza Habib-allah Sadr, Mirza Kadi, Amir Tiinur of

Mazandaran, etc., intermixed with tarji's, tarkibbands,

kit'as and ta'riklis, on fol. i^.

The first hemistich of the initial poem is missing

;

the second runs thus : K i»)U». jJ\ . j\x^ \. ~j^ yjj

~n yx..

The second kasidah, on fol. 2^, begins :

^J ^J
(a certain reminiscence of the first of Ahli Shirazi's

artificial kasidas is obvious here, see above, No. 1432).

A short mathnawi(ei>L».LL« .i),on fol. 79b, beginning:

Another larger mathnawi, a sakinama (w>Ll>jL.),

on fol. 80'', beginning :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order,onfol. 1 1 2^, beginning

:

Rubi'is, on fol. 238'', beginning :

Dated, at Haidarabad, A. h. 1070 (a. d. 1659, 1660);

the first leaves a little injured and worm-eaten.

No. 2694, ff. 419, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'llk ; illuminated

frontispieces on ff. i'', 112'', and 238'' ; size, 11^ in. by 6^ in.

1572

Dlwan-i-Masih (^-^-«-» ijUj^).

Lyrical poems byHakimRukn-aldln Mas'ud,commonly
called Hakim Rukna, with the takhallus Masih, a native

of Kashan, who was first in Shah 'Abbas' service, but

feeling offended by him went to India and found great

favour with Jahangir as well as with Shahjahan, whose

court-poet he became ; at the advanced age of 105 lunar

years he returned to Iran and died there, according to

most tadhkiras, a. h. 1066 (a. d. 1656), see A. Sprenger,

Catal., pp. 90 and 151; Khazaua-i-'amirah, No. 112

(col. 259 in the Bodleian Cat.) ; Khulasat-alafkar,

No. 259 (ib., col. 311); and Makhzan-alghara'ib, No.

2426 (ib., col. 376); comp. besides Atashkada, No. 589
(ib., col. 282); Rieu ii. pp. 603", 688, and 689; and
Bodleian Cat., No. 11 15. The Mirat-al'alam fixes his

death in A. H. 1057 (a. d. 1647) ; the Khulasat-alkalam,

No. 68 (col. 301 in the Bodleian Cat.), as late as a. h.

1070 (a. D. 1659, 1660); in Beale's Oriental Biogr.

Dictionary, p. 226*, A. h. 1056 (a. d. 1646) is given

as an alternative for 1066. Besides his lyrical poems
he composed a mathnawi ,jJ. Lis, see Bodleian Cat.,

loc. cit., Khulasat-alkalam, loc. cit., and W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 34, No. 10, and four others, among them

a b-i— J Jj, see Rieu ii. p. 688^ sq. Taki Kashi

(see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 24, No. 254) mentions also

from his pen an Arabic work on medicine, entitled

_!^1 ikjLo. The poet Sa'ib (see below, Nos. 1606-

1623) was his pupil.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, with some

kit'as at the end (on S. 1 42^-1 49h). Beginning of tlie

initial ghazal

:

Ruba'is, on fol. 149b, beginning:

\xi il ^^JLsjj-^ (n~»J
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Kasidas, on fol. 163", beginning :

0.,* Kjl o jj _c L_>L«.» 1^1

C<..,t Xjl jA yi Je- J^' L?J

According to a colophon at the end of the ruba'ls

this copy was finished at Shahjahanabad, the 4th of

Rajab, A. H. 11 55 (here incorrectly styled the twenty-

fifth year of Muhammadshah's reign, instead of the

twenty-fourth)= A. D. 1742, Sept. 4. Which of the ten

diwans which Masih is said to have composed the

present represents, or whether it is a mere selection

from several or all of them, cannot be stated.

No. 2093, fF. 1-174, 2 coll., each 11. 14; Nasta'Uk ; size,

8| in. by 5 in.

1573

A defective copy of the same.

This copy of Masih's diwan is incomplete both at the

beginning and end ; it only contains ghazals in alpha-

betical order, agreeing upon the whole with those in

the preceding copy. It opens, on fol. 3* (where another

hand has added - . ... » ^j1v).j), with the last bait of

a ghazal rhyming in 1, viz. .y-a-^ (•' » * « "• f^j y>>

Jl -....<» (j\ OoiJ7and corresponding to fol. 3*, 1. 10

in the preceding copy ; it breaks off in the second

ghazal rhyming in (j (=fol. 137*, 1. 3 in the preceding

copy). There are, consequently, wanting in this copy

some ghazals in I and ij, the kit'as, ruba is, and kasidas.

On the other hand the number of ghazals is apparently

larger than in the preceding copy.

Ff. 1-22 are misplaced ; their proper order is : 3, i,

2, 4-15. 17. 16, 18, 19, 21, 20, 22.

No. 3379, dim 19. J. 4, ff. 152, 2 coll., each 11. 13-17;
small, but clear Nasta'lik ; siise, 8^ in. by 4f in.

1574
Diwan-i-Brahman (jj.»^ ij]yj)-

Lyrical poems by Caudarbhan Brahman of Patyala

or Lahur, who flourished under Shahjahan, was munshi
to this emperor as well as to prince Dara Shukuh, and
died, according to the Mirat-i-Jahannumd (see No. 126
above), A.H. 1068 (a.d. 1657, 1658) ; other authorities,

for instance, the Mirat-alkhayal, No. 78 (col. 209 in the

Bodleian Cat.), fix his death in a. h. 1073 (a.d. 1662,

1663); comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1123, 1385, and

1386; Eieu i. p. 397 sq. ; ii. p. 838''; iii. p. 1087";
A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. no, 119, and 376; Makhzan-
alghara'ib. No. 404 (col. 324 in the Bodleian Cat.).

Besides his diwan he wrote various collections of letters

and refined prose-writings, for instance, the ,«-. X.^

(a description of Shahjahan's court and memoir of his

own life), the ^j-t-itr>. ejLi-i^ or |J-».a/> udUS., the

&i-,jjL5r»-.U,l5T ';;yi "*', >^=^' iis^,
lijj^^ («^r*. etc.,

see Bodleian Cat. and Eieu, loc. cit.

This diwan contains

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i '', beginning

:

Ruba is, on fol. 55*, beginning :

(^j^(read L-Ui) LiU^ j^ JLs*. _^ IL.

correctly in the Bodleian copy:) lj,jj tjiu JJ^U>.jl

t^ifJ (4c> iA'J ) kP

The original diwan closes on fol. 58^ and is dated the

19th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1143 (a. d. 1731, June 25)

;

on ff. 59-67 a supplementary collection of ghazals by

the same poet is added, rhyming in ea, j,j, ^, ^j,j,

s, and ij. No ghazals rhyming in . and s are found

in the principal part of the diwan.

No. 1189, ff. 67, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; careless Nasta'lik, mixed
with Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1575

Another copy of the same diwan.

Beginning as in tlie preceding copy. Brahman's
diwan comprises ff. i6*'-8ol', the first two pages of

which (except the last line of fol. 1 6'J) are repeated by
another hand on fol. 90 (which is turned upside down)

:

The remaining leaves of this MS. contain :

1. On ff. i*-i5'' a collection of lyrical poetry, com-
prising: (a) poems, by Mir Muhammad MajdhAh of

Tabriz (who collected his diwan in a.h. io63=a. d.

1653, and died a.h. 1093= A.d. 1682, see A. Sprenger,

Catal., pp. 479 and 480, and Eieu ii. pp. 696, 697),
on fol. 1^ sq.; (6) mathnawi-baits, by Mulla Zuh4rt
(see above, Nos. 1500-1514), on fol. ii^; (c) a A?^.

by Mulla Wahshi (see above, Nos. 1444 and^ i445)i on

fol. I il>
;
(d) miscellaneous verses, some by Adhuri (see

above, Nos. 709-711), on fol. 13b.

2. On ff. 8i''-86b the allegorical story of Husn u Dil

(Jj . rr~^)> '"' ' heauty and heart,' which is, however,

different from the well-known romance of the same
title by Fattdhi (who died a.h. 852=a. d. 1448, comp.

Bodleian Cat., No. 1343). It begins: ^jijU-. j u-W-"

^U. .:> tjs^' ^^ jjo \2 . . . . \j

.<:ji S.0 ijj \Sj^ (.*J
u'*-' (J/-,u ^ij^

jl t^Wcj J^ uL^^. Jj)

^jy

3. On ff.
87i>-89'' and 9i''-95'^ poetical and other

miscellanies, comprising : (a) mathnawi-baits, by iVt'-

matkMn'Ah{\vho died a.h. 1121 or 1122= a.d. 1709-

171 1, see below, Nos. 1659-1671), etc., on fol. 87";

(6) a short tradition, in prose, on fol. 89* ; (c) a

eulogy on the twelve Imams ((.L.1 sJjljJ i_«.a.;-<i), on

fol. 91"; {d) ghazals, by Kassdb (contemporary with

Sa'ib), Shdkir (still alive in a.h. 1136), and some

Rekhta poetry, on fol. 93a sq.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2596, ff. 95, 2 coll., each 11. 12-13 °^ ^- 16-80 and

87-90, 11. 20 on fl'. Si-86, the remainder in diagonal lines by
various hands in careless Nasta'Uk and Shikasta ; size, 9I in. by
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1576

Diwan-i-Saidi (t5X^-» uj^j)-
Lyrical poems, by Mir Sayyid 'AH Saidi, of Tahran,

who came to India from Isfahan, a. h. 1064 (a. d. 1654),

in Shahjahan's reign, and died A. H. 1069 (a. D. 1658,

1659), see Kieu ii. p. 689^ ; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 99,

112, 125, and 383; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 702,

No. 47 ; Khulasat-alafkar, No. 156 (col. 307 in the

Bodleian Cat.), and Makhzan-algharaib, No. 1381 (ib.,

col. 346).

Contents

:

Kasidas, without any order, on fol. i'^, beginning :

Short mathnawls, on fol. i g^, beginning :

csLo jj jL.aLm« y-'** I I, ^.^

Ghazals, intermixed with rubais and a few kit'as, in

alphabetical order, on fol. 25^, beginning : jl >X>o xi.

d
I UJL* y (.>»•

Dated, by AyyAb, a.h. 1077 (a.d. 1666, 1667).

No. 528, if. 100, 2 coll., each 11. 15; clear Nasta'Uk; size,

7 1 in. by 4|in.

1577

Another copy of the same.

This copy is divided into two parts ; the first on

ff. 1-24 contains kasidas, ghazals, and rubais, all mixed
together without any order, beginning, on fol. i'':

the second, on S. 25-73, contains only ghazals, in

alphabetical order, with a few rubais at the end,

beginning, on fol. 25*', as in the preceding copy

:

This copy, which is somewhat injured here and there,

is dated A.H. 1087 (a.d. 1676, 1677).

No. 1089, ff. 73, 2 coll., each 11. 23 ; Shikasta ; size, 6| in.

by 3i in.

1578
The same.

Kasidas, on fol. !*>, beginning, as in No. 1576:

Short mathnawis, on fol. 20"', likewise beginning
as in No. 1576.

Three kit'as at the end of this part.

Ghazals, rubais, and fards, in alphabetical order, on
fol. 26*>, beginning as in the two preceding copies.

No date.

No. 1607, ff. 109, 2 coll., each 11. 14; small Nasta'Uk;
size, 7J in. by 4 in.

1579

Ashubnama-i-Hindustan (^U^jJjla L«L) t->^l).

Ashubnama-i-Hindiistan, or simply Ashub-i-Hin-

ddstan, a historical mathnawi from the time of the

civil wars under Shahjahan and the struggle of his

sons for the empire, A. h. 1067-1069 (a. d. 1657-1659),
by an eye-witness of all the events related in this poem,

Bihishti, who was a panegyrist of Sultan Muradbakhsh,

and completed this mathnawt before the death of his

patron, which took place in a.h. 1071 (a.d. 1660,

1 661). Beginning:

r^J
Ijii. JjJ>_ _ Ixijl 1. ^1^ 3^

Another complete copy of the same is desciibed in

Eieu ii. pp. 689 and 690, an incomplete one in No.

1 1 24 of the Bodleian Cat.

Some hemistichs are missing on fol. 93".

Dated the last of Eajab, a.h. 1182 (a.d. 1768,

Dec. 10).

No. 265, ff. 93, 2 coll., each 11. 14; Shikasta; size, 8| in. by

5l in-

1580

Mathnawiyyat-i-Mulla Shah (sLi jL. ijylojjJL.).

A large number of religious or Sufio mathnawis, com-

posed by Mulla Shah Muhammad bin 'Abd Muhammad
(called in Rieu ii. pp. 690, 691, Mulla Shah, originally

Muhammadshah, with the epithet Lisan-allah, son of

Mulla 'Idi), a great Indian Sufi and spiritual guide of

prince Dara Shukuh, born in Arksa(L«iijl, in Rieu, loc.

cit., Ark), near Rustak (jLl-j) in Badakhshau, comp. the

prose-preface of the last poem in this copy, on fol. 334*",

where the author enumerates all his works, and states

the exact number of baits and the metre of each of

them. He went to India a.h. 1023 (a.d. 16 14), and
took as his spiritual guide the great saint of Lahur,

Mir Muhammad Miyan Mir, or Miyanjiv, who died

A. H. 1045, 7th of Rabi'-alawwal (A. d. 1635, Aug. 21),

see Safinat-alaulij'a, No. 65 (col. 282 in this Cat.). He
afterwards settled in a monastery in Kashmir, and died

there, or in Lahur, a.h. 1072 (a.d. 1661, 1662). He
initiated Dara Sliukuh to the Kadiri order in A. h. 1049
(a.d. 1639, 1640), and the former has given a full

account of his Pir's life in the special work i. : .\^
LJjill (not Safinat-alauliya, as is by mistake printed in

Rieu ii. p. 691*), see ib. i. pp. 357 and 358. This copy
is of unique value, as it contains a complete collection

of Mulla Shali's mathnawis, not found anywhere else
;

on the other hand, the kasidas, ghazals, rubaiyyat,

and sharh-i-rubaiyyat, referred to in the above-men-
tioned preface, on fol. 335*, are entirely wanting here.

Copies of these lyrical poems are found in the British

Museum (Rieu ii. p. 690 sq.) and in the Berlin Library
(W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 921 and 922); comp.
besides on the author Mirat-alkhayal, No. 77 (col. 209
in the Bodleian Cat.), and Makhzan-alghara'ib, No.
1248 (ib., col. 342). Some of these mathnawis were
composed a.h. 1055 (a.d. 1645); they are arranged

here in the following order :

1. Risala-i-walwalah (tJ^j tlL^), the treatise on
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lamentation, on fol. i'', in the metre of Khakani's Tuh-

fat-al'irakain (see above, Nos. 950-960), containing

1 506 baits, and beginning :

2. Risala-i-hush (^jJt t!L^), the treatise on reason,

on fol. 2 2*', beginning

:

•,1 Jol tj^

3. Ris41a-i-ta'rtfat-i-khanaha u baghat u manazil-i-

Kashmir (. . . .?.S JjLi^ j uyLffU j l^jU* i:yUj_^ »-!^l).

description of the houses, gardens, and caravansaries of

Kashmir, on fol. 51b, with a few lines in prose as intro-

duction. Beginning of the poem

:

S :>• 15°-*) ^V* s-J'-» (•--^.

J ,; 1 1 Ok^l >.,» .f«} til^ ('-'^^

Both Nos. 2 and 3 are in the metre of Jami's Subhat-

alabrar (see above, No. 1300, 5 sq.), and contain to-

gether 2,862 baits.

4. Risala-i-Nisbat (c*.?—J iJ^.), the treatise on

relationship, on fol. 62'', in the metre of Sana'i's Hadi-

kah (see above, No. 914 sq.), containing, together with

No. 8 below, which is in the same metre, 10,374 baits,

and beginning

:

5. Risala-i-Murshid (j.-!^ tlL-,), the treatise on the

spiritual guide, on fol. 139'', in different metres, con-

taining 678 baits, and beginning:

J-1 ^\j 5li

-Ljjli J-ol J.-<»1
ji jl cy'i

6. Yusuf u Zalikha (Li^ j (_a-yj), on fol. 151^,

beginning

:

7. Risala-i-diwana (s-iUjj »-lL-<,), treatise on the

ecstatic, on fol. 216'', beginning:

Both Nos. 6 and 7 are in the metre of Nizami's

Khusrau u Shirin (see above. No. 972, 2 sq.), and have

together 5,727 baits.

8. Eisala-i-shahiyyah (t^JkLi. tlL-,), the royal treatise,

on fol. 226'', beginning :

1/ cjW y J !)'•» y tsj

Comp. No. 4 ; this mathnawi was composed a. h.

1055.

9. Risala-i-hamd u-na't u mankabat (ju»» DL-.

v:>-JLi.. J
c^jtJj), treatise on the praise of God, the enco-

mium of the prophet, and the eulogium of the Imams,
on fol. 284b, in the metre of Firdausi's Shahuama (see

above, No. 860 sq.), containing 3,654 baits, and begin-

ning

:

It was likewise composed A. h. 1055, and is preceded

by a short preface in prose, beginning : Ci. <oJ lju«ja.

10. Risala-i-bismillah (<!j)l ^ ... > UL.,), treatise on

the initial formula, ' In the name of God,' on fol. 335",

in the metre of Nizami's Makhzan-alasrar (see above,

No. 972, I sq.), containing 3,012 baits, and beginning:

. a"... « Xst t_j).•Jj
J ^ J*^

It is preceded, on fol. 334**, by a preface in prose,

which begins
:

Jl£j **^' c^*^' ^'^
r~^- J^ cA -^'^^

The mathnawi itself is divided into five different

parts, viz. : (a) *-^»pl ,j^-^\ ^^ ^-~->. 9j-*^ '~^j^j^

JUjkl j;j^., on fol. 335" (100 baits); (6) ujj^ ..>

J.;-aj.ij I—Jy* (sb^, on fol. 336* (2,200 baits)
;

(c) ,.»

eijjiik i_ajju, on fol. 364* (300 baits); (d) (__ij j«i .j

c< i^^, on fol. 367'', last line (312 baits)
;

(e) 5-«jU>.,

on fol. 372* (100 baits). This poem was completed

A. H. 1057, or rather, in the first seven days of A. h.

1058 (a. d. 1647-1648, beginning of Febr.). This copy

seems to be the great Shaikh's autograph. Mulla Shah

also wrote prose-works, viz. a ^^p^Lx-o i^l^jt-i tS'sj

,

see H. Khalfa ii. p. 263, No. 2820 ; Bland in Journal of

Royal Asiat. Soc. ix. p. 167; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 922, 1. 3, and au unfinished commentary on the

Kuran, see Makhzan-alghara'ib, loc. cit.

No. 578, fF. 373, 4 coll., each 11. 20; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; a little worm-eaten throughout ; as title-page a very

good full-size picture, representing Mulia Shah and his Plr Miyan
Mir, done bv Misktn Muhammad ; illuminated frontispieces on

ff. I^ 22'', 6>, isg', 151'', 226^ 284^ and 334^; size, io| in.

by 61 in.

1581

Diwan-i-Hadi (i^jLa ul>^'*)"

Lyrical poems, by Hadi, who is probably identicid

with Mirza Hadi, son of Mirza Rafi' Sadr Shahrastaui,

who went, towards the end of his life, to India and

gained the favour of Sultan or prince Muradbakhsh

(who died a.h. 107 1, see No. 1579 above), comp.Safmah,

No. 801 (col. 238 in the Bodleian Cat. ; another Mirza

Hadi, who flouiished about the same time, was the son

of Mirza Mu'in-aldin Muhammad Farsi and acted as

wazir of Kirman under Shah Sulaiman Safawi of Persia

(a.h. io77-iio5=A. d. 1666-1694), see Muntakhab-

alash'ar, No. 736 (col. 254 in the Bodleian Cat.).
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According to a note, on fol. i*, this copy seems to have
been written by Mulla 'Abd-alrasiil in or before A. h.

1073 {^- D. 1662, 1663).

Contents

:

Kasidas, on fol. i'', beginning:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. is^", beginning:

j^Lij^ l^W-* (*-*^ JjL»J ^JiLaJ; ^^
No. 1889, ff. 363, 2 coll., each U. 16, and a third on the margin,

11. 30; sometimes even a fourth column, liliewise on the margin

;

small, but clear Nasta'Uk ; size, 1 1 in. by 6^ in.

1582
Padmawat (uy)L«jj).

The story of Padmawat (or Padam) and Batan S§n
(or simply Eatan or Rat), also frequently styled Rat
Padam (^Jo

^J),
founded on the older Hindi story of

the same title which Malik Muhammad Ja'isi composed
in Bhakha, a.h. 947 (a. d. 1540, 1541), and put into

Persian verse by Mulla 'Abd-alshakiir iJazmi (with his

real name, according to the colophon of one Bodleian
copy, Walker 86, Shaikh Shukr-allah) of Karj or

Karaj in Gujarat, who was born a.h. iooi (a.d. 1592,

1593)1 fti'l died, according to Rieu iii. p. 1036'', a.h.

1073 (a. D. 1662, 1663), at Agra. He composed this

mathnawi in a.h. 1028 (a.d. 1619), and dedicated it

to the emperor Jahangir, see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 11 25
and 1 1 26; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 91 1 ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 376. On the Hindi original comp. Garcin
de Tassy, Histoire etc. ii., pp. 66-69, and Th6od. Pavie
in Journal Asiatique, 1856, pp. 1-47, 89-130, and 315-
343; copies of the same are contained iu Ouseley 196
of the Bodleian Library (No. 2352 in the Bodleian

Cat.), and in Nos. 1018, 1819, 1975, 2138, 2459, and
3130 of the India Office Collection; it has been edited

atLucknow, 1844 and 1865; a Hindustani translation

by Diya-aldln 'Ibrat of Dilili, completed by Ghulam
'All Mashhadi 'Ishrat, appeared in Lucknow, 1858;
another version in a dialect, half Bhakha, half Hindu-
stani, by Mir 'Abd-aljalil Balgrami, is mentioned in

Rieu, loc. cit.; a Pushtu translation by Ibrahim has
been noticed in Zeitschrift der D. M. G. vol. xvi.

p. 789. Other Persian versions are: one by Husain of

Ghazna, mentioned in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 911;
another by 'Akilkhan Razi (see further below), and
a third by Husam-aldin, who completed his mathnawi,
styled y^i-JSj

u-"^, A. H. 1071 (a.d. 1660, 1661), under
'Alamglr, to whom it is dedicated, see W. Pertsch,
Berlin Cat., p. 929.

Beginning of Bazmi's mathnawi

:

\^\ij y 1—i-oy. jxiU jj _ \4jU. _yJ ,_/AJ y ^U ^_s\

The author's name appears on fol. i3'>, 1. 10, and on
fol. 1 13", 1. 4 ; but the last two verses, containing the
date of composition, are missing here.

This copy was finished the 23rd of Shawwal, a.h.
1 194 (a.d. 1780, Oct. 22), at'Azimabad, i.e. Patna.

No. 8010, ff. 115, 3 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nast.VUk, mixed occa-
tionally with Shikasta; size, 9I in. by 6 in.

IND. OFF.

1583
Another copy of the Fame.

Beginning as in the pi-eceding copy. The date

appears here on fol. 96'', last line. This copy was
finished the 27th of Sha'ban, a.h. 1195 (a.d. 1781,
August 18).

No. 2682, ff. 07, 3 coll., each 11. 9-16; very unequal Nasta'llk;
size, 8 1 in. by 4Jin.

1584
Diwin-i-Ashna (U-tT J]y_i).

A collection of lyrical poems by Ashna, i. e. Muham-
mad Taliir ^nayatkhan bin Zafarkhan bin Khwajah
Abu-alhasan, who died a.h. 1077 (a.d. 1666, 1667),
the author of a iiistory of Shahjahaii to the close of the

thirtieth year of his reign, styled j..Lil4s*Li. or ^j,Ji,L.,

see No. 331 in this Cat., and Rieu i. p. 261, and iii.

p. 1083''; W. Morley, p. 123; Elliot, History of India,

vii. p. 73 sq. ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 339, and Khula-
sat-alkalani. No. 3 (col. 295 in the Bodleian Cat.).

His father Zafarkhan, with the takhallus Ahsan, was
likewise a renowned poet (see below, in No. 1601).
The present collection of Ashna's poems was already

made during the author's lifetime, probably by
himself, as it is dated the ist of Shawwal, a.h. 1060
(a.d. 1650, Sept. 27), and consequently there are after

every part several leaves left blank for future additions

;

the same occurs after every ihyme-letter in the ghazals

and ruba'is.

Contents

:

1. Kasidas, on fol. i^, beginning:

J^-i-Vj J J.. ; 1 i_J \jjt (_fO-j jl s-**^

agreeing with the beginning of the Moty Mahall copy
in A. Sprenger, p. 340.

2. Mukatta'at, on fol. 30b, beginning

:

3. Marthiyyat or elegies, in form of tarkibbands, on
fol. 35^); the first, on the death of the ^Ujili-. jU
|,iLUl x^ (in the following copy, on fol. sgX headed

iljp \z^Jiii), begins :

I jijJ^I ^yl^*. jjoli elli ij\

txiXi\ ^jL^T -,1 I .1,1 >iU,

4. Fards, (a) jilii-. j^ caUjl, on fol. 39''
; (6) cyLol

Aik.*^^ ^ji, ou fol. 41*'.

5. Mathnawis, on fol. 43*>, beginning with a »-«Li-J>L,

:

The mathnawi in praise of Kashmir, quoted in

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 340, and beginning : x»l .Lp.

JI^,-jJ (_ft5o^L«, 51J, is found here on fol. ^^.
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6. Another series of sbort mathnawis, on fol. 6i^,
beginning

:

Li-il ;1 . ; .i..) tjlx-j »-» — IjJ* si. (jlj;-* )5>^' J

7. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 7i'>, be-

ginning :

8. Short ghazals and i-ubais, mixed without any

order, on fol. 156'', beginning: ijj^ \. JJb jnt-c ij\y

9. Eubais, in alphabetical order, on fol. i6ib, be-

ginning :

L-, JLi J
J^b slip xJLl>

No. 1982, ff. 1 79, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; distinct Na.sta'Uk ; size,

9z '»• by 5i in-

1585

Another copy of the same.

This copy, which contains many additions on the

margin and also coiTections in red ink, has no date,

but seems, like the previous one, made in the author's

lifetime, as there are many pages left blank for further

insertion ; in a note on fol. i* occurs the date A. h.

1094 (a. d. 1683).

Contents

:

1. A preface in prose by Mir Muhammad Bakir
'alawi of Shiraz, who may be identical with one of the

poets of the name Bakir mentioned in No. 1535 above,

on fol. il*, beginning: x,j>.^^^ ^^ju»Lt J^*^ \J^^J

2. Kastdas, incomplete at the end and followed by
a tarji'band, likewise incomplete, on fol. 4^^, beginning

:

! ^ t^J; lJr>, JUa.^

agreeing with the initial kasidah in Sprenger's first

copy ; it is not found in the preceding copy ; in fact

only a small number of kasidas are identical in both,

for instance, fol. •f^ here corresponds to fol. 5^ in the

preceding copy, fol. 10* here to fol. 6^ there, etc.

3. Mukatta'at, on fol. 33b, beginning:

4. Tarji'band-i-Sakinama (ik.*U ^JU, J.,L>jt*.3yj), on

fol. 37l>, beginning : X^\ O sj^ tj^-i-i ».>L> j^l

5. Marthiyyali or elegy on the death of the Imiim

Husain bin 'Ali, on fol. 39^, beginning : Jl e*--,^ u^^.

See the preceding copy, No. 3, on fol. 351".

6. Sakinama (s-^Li ^Lo), on fol. 431", beginning

U j-j Oji ji.

>X9 l_>bil Jlj; _ r"-^ 't']/^ 'JJ3 f-y^

The initial bait here is the third in the same sakinama,

on fol. 43'' in the preceding copy, except that there

^_^^\ is substituted for i—s-ojj in the first hemistich.

7. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 68'', begin-

ning as in the preceding copy.

8. Incomplete ghazals (f,L»ilj (^L^Jji), on fol. 137'',

a collection similar to that in No. 8 of the preceding

copy, but greatly difl'ering in contents ; here again

only a few pieces are identical in both copies (for

instance, fol. 141^ 1. 5, here corresponds to fol. i^&>.

1. 4) ; beginning : Jl \j ^^ Jj»l ^y^-
9. Matla'iyyat (vijU|jtiii-«), on fol. 152'', beginning:

ib.

10. Fardiyyat, on fol. 155^, beginning: Jji-

;

Jl jj».*.lj-ifc jl L« ^j.^0L» ^«iLi-i».

11. Rubaiyyat, on fol. \^'S°, in alphabetical order,

beginning, as in the preceding copy, with the slight

modification of L-

second hemistich.

e^^i for L-, sJU at the end of the

Ko. 187, ff. 167, 2 coll., each II. 17;
by 6 in.

Nasta'Uk ; size, gi in.

Mulia q?ughra (Nos. 1586-1591).

1586

Kulliyyat-i-Tughra (j^ii, ei^l^lJ).

A collection of works in verse and prose by Mulla
Tughra of Maslihad, who went to India towards the

end of Jahangir's reign, was, under Shalijahan, appointed

munshi to prince Muradbakhsh, in whose honour he

wrote several of his refined prose-treatises, and spent

the last years of his life in seclusion in Kashmir, where

he died somewhat before a.h. 1078 (a. d. 1667);
comp. on his life and prose-works (his poetical works
seem to be extant only in the present copy, besides the

extracts given in the tadhkiras mentioned below),

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1389 and 1390; Rieu ii. pp. 742-

744, 850^, and 875b; W. Pertsch, p. 24; Khulasat-

alkalam. No. 43 (col. 298 in the Bodleian Cat.) ; Khu-
lasat-alafkar. No. 161 (ib., col. 308), and Makhzan-
algharaib. No. 1470 (ib., col. 348).

Contents :

1. Sakinama (s-tU (^l—), ^ very long and extensive

mathnawi, in imitation of Zuhuri's (see above, Nos.

1501 and 1506-1508), on fol. i^", beginning :

I»JLJ ijajlij J-f.-.
jjl

2. Ta'rif-i-Kashmir (.. .,.:,S i_»j^jii), another math-

nawi, in imitation of Zulali (see above, Nos. 1494-
1498), containing a poetical description of Kashmir
and evidently composed during his stay in that country

towards the end of his life, on fol. 96'', beginning

:

Ij e)!-* 5AX_^ .>«.?. r.j ,1 >!.. , Va.

1, i!i):iiii Lu (jLil^^ J
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The titles of both these mathnawis do not appear
liere, but a coraisarison with the extracts and additional

remarks in the Khulasat-alkalam (see above) has

supplied them.

3. Mukatta'at, including fards, short mathnawis,
mukhammasat, a few ghazals, etc., on fol. I42l', be-

ginning :

4. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, e.\cept the first,

on fol. 174^ ; beginning of the initial poem

:

,g)l v
,
w uLi., L» ijUjj !a.» jj ^ *

;,
1

'

Beginning of the first alphabetical ghazal

:

,U Li-

5. Eubaiyyat, on fol. 300'', beginning :

liJO sJ l
''

4> {_^,a-i^ ^ X
'

.
'

)

^.>J U

I

*

C. A rich collection of refined prose-writings in

a very flowery style, which often entirely obliterates

the real purpose of the treatise, on fol. 311*^; it consists

of the following twenty-four risalas (eighteen of these,

together with Tughras letters and a commentary,
have been printed at Cawnpore, 187 1, under the title

of Lii> JjLj,) :

I. Firdausiyyah (uL^^^), 'the paradisaical,' a de-

scription of Kashmir (Rieu ii. p. 742, No. II; Bodleian

Cat., No. i; Cawnpore edition. No. i), on fol. 31 1^,

beginning: i^Uj . . . i_)Ls.-" lPj-*^'. s-j^ ^ i-JJ^ iJ ij\

Jl ^; .ii (^Ljjljj \j su— cj-i.Xjl ^L«j .L^j.

II. Taj-almadS'ih ( JjJkl j-Li), 'the crown of eulogies,'

in praise of prince Muradbakhsh (Rieu, No. XI ; Cawn-

pore edition. No. 10), on fol. 317'', beginning : i^]y>-

(^Lij ^iXjLj Jls
^J^j ^y^ . . . sjj;, J\ji ,.^j i-s-^

III. Ilhamiyyah (i^^O' ' inspiration ' (Rieu, No.

VII ; Cawnpore edition. No. 2), a Sufic treatise, on fol.

321a, beginning : . . . e*—Xj> J-a.» ^ s-.-* CjJCs-' JJJ ,.5

^ IV. Mirat-alfutuh {—yJti\ sU*), ' the mirror of vic-

tories,' in praise of the conquest of Balkh and Badakh-
shan by prince Muradbakhsh during the years a. h.

1055-1057 (a. D. 1645-1647) (Rieu, No. VI; Bodleian

Cat, No. 2; Cawnpore edition. No. 4), on fol. 325",

beginning: Jl (jijli— oJjJ ;1^,j^ cJ^-^'-^-' u]j^^
V. Tajalliyyat (eaLHs^), 'manifestations,' another

description of Kashmir, with a eulogy upon Mir Husain
Sabzwari (Rieu, No. IX ; Bodleian Cat., No. 3 ; Cawn-
pore edition, No. 13), on fol. 328", beginning:

Jl jy ^^ u!;-* J-" ^y-

VI. Kanz-alma'anJ
{^J>^^

jiS), 'the treasure of

ideas,' a eulogy on Shah Shuja (Rieu, No. X ; Cawn-
pore edition. No. 6), on fol. 331*, beginning: y«JUj

VII. Murtafi'at (voIxjJh'), 'exalted matters,' a de-

scription of a darbar at Juhangir's court (Rieu, No. V
;

Bodleian Cat., No. 6 ; Cawnpore edition. No. 7), on

fol^. 332b, beginning: JJu j j1 ^JiVsu, lO X.TjUjj.i

Jl J.ji.

VIII. Majma'-alghara'ib (^]^1 ^^^)< ' collection

of wonders,' a description of the lake Kamam (Rieu,

No. IV ; Bodleian Cat., No. 8 ; Cawnpore edition.

No. 8), on fol. 334^ beginning : (Rieu fr^y) J—Jjj ua.

^\ ^U\ 'iy

IX. Mushabahat-i-rabi'i (^ji_»j. i^L^l .t .«),
' com-

parisons drawn from the spring, etc.,' also styled

(jxjjo cyLp.Li-* , 'wonderful comparisons' (Rieu, No.

XII ; Bodleian Cat., No. 4 ; Cawnpore edition. No. 9),

on fol. 335", beginning : ijxui, eJl; L^^ si^ Joi JT —«j.*

X. Ahang-i-Bulbul (J-Jb i»j1j»I ),
' the melody of the

nightingale,' otherwise styledJush-i-Bulbul
(J-Jb i_rj-»-),

' the ebullition of the nightingale,' and also .Ljlji ^^Ujj

eJKii", ' preface to the standard of perceijtion,' in praise

of Hafiz' diwan (Rieu, No. I ; Bodleian Cat., No. 9 ;

Cawnpore edition, No. 5), on fol. 336*^, beginning:

Jl (Rii JU), .iU "Vc^^J^J.
XI. Tahkikat (eyLiL-JLs^ ), 'verifications or poetical

applications of the names of the planets' (Rieu, No. Ill;

Bodleian Cat., No. 7 ; Cawnpore edition. No. 3), on
fol. 337b, beginning: ij^j^\j *—V* >:>-"' ^* i_H j'

~n alii.

XII. Ta'dad-alnawadir ( .jipjl iljjo), ' the enumera-

tion of strange things,' a description of eight stages on
the road to Kashmir (Rieu, No. XXII ; Cawnpore

edition, No. 11), on fol. 338^, beginning: ^j--^ tr^

^

Jl j,xii^^-ioj jjLa.

XIII. Cashma-i-Faid {^jo-^ f. .?.-»),. 'the source of

overflow,' addresses to the monarch, with a description

of Muhammad's ascension to heaven (Rieu, No. XXlX ;

Cawnpore edition. No. 17), on fol. 339'', beginning:

Jl s^\^jA ji (jlilj^y.

XIV. Julusiyyah (it."..jjlr>), ' eulogy on the accession,'

viz. of the emperor 'Alamgir (Rieu, No. XXIV ; Cawn-

pore edition, No. 16), on fol. 351'', beginning: ij\

Jl X>y*<i jj-LiJ AJUj.

XV. Wajdiyyah (wji.*..), 'the loveable object,' also

styled ^jU. wJu>.., ' the loveable object of the soul,' i.e.

metaphors drawn from music (Rieu, No. XXXI), on

fol. 356'>, beginning : sjj)L» J..»j«. jj^. ^^ . .t ; b

Jl iyXi J.U...
<- 3x2
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XVI. Thamara-1-Tibbi {Jil> t^), 'the medical fruit,'

i.e. metaphors tlrawn from the medical art (Rieu,

No. XXX), on fol. 363*, beginning : jl jS^, y ^ji (jl

""XVII. Namuna-i-Insha (LiJl tSj^), 'a model of

tomposition,' in praise of 'Alamgtr (Kieu, No. XXXII),

onfol. 369*, beginning: Jl jJjIj >, ; . » ..ib)
^y^j (•;

:.«;-•

XVIII. Anwar-alraasliarik (
j^LiAl jlyl), 'the lights

of the East,' i. e. the joys of the spring (Rieu, No. XIX ;

Cawnpore edition. No. 12), on fol. 371*, beginning:

XIX. Parikhana (»jLi^.), ' the house of the fairy,'

in praise of Shah 'Abbas II of Persia (Rieu, No. XXV),

on fol. 375I': loi! . . . |.Li s-».j ^ %^ ^jj^ iji ^\j 1^1

^\ jljil ^\3 ijJ^j^ JUL. ^;jL-jjJ s-xi" &i
(.s^-

XX. Kalimat-alhakk (Jil iUi), 'the word of truth,'

i.e. a complaint against the king and the king's son for

their want of liberality (Rieu, No. XVIII), on fol. 379",

beginning : jJluXjI toljj Uj (^ju i^j^jUl-, ,j jj>- ^\/)^

XXI. Ashubnama (s-elj i_>^l ), ' the book of tumult,'

a praise of the seven mathnawis of Zulali (Rieu, No.

XXI; Cawnpore edition. No. 15), on fol. 38o^ begin-

ning: iji^ljjl ijlJU. jl ^,+5.«. ^jkjj ejWil l^ ^j^\j jS^
Jl i

"
...

\ ^y^% i^\'0,

XXII. Mi'raj-alfasahat (ia.LajJl jr'jx-"),
' the ascent

of eloquence,' a eulogy on Sayyid Bahadurkhan (Rieu,

No. XXVIII), on fol. 385'>, beginning: ^^ J*j'
Jl 1^1^ ^^1 ijs*^.

XXIII. Ruka'at (eiiL«j\), ' letters,' beginning with

the 'Ibratnama (&-.U u:j^), ' the book of warning,' or

(as it is called in Rieu) i^\j.

.

.: c ,
' the book of amber-

gris,' setting forth the plagiaries of Nasira-i-Hamadani

from Zulali (Rieu, Nos. XVI and XVII ; Bodleian Cat.,

No. 10 ; Cawnpore edition, pp. 193-270), on fol. 386^,

beginning : ^J>\j .7 . 1 < j^l^ ^^^^ iL-Ji tS ^yJ^-* >»

. Jl iji/.*^ . The 'Ibratnama was written for Mukima,

i.e. Mukim Kashi (sxi U-;Jl.»^^ ts*^' °^ ** ^'^ ^^®

following copies jj^ijj U-^i^) ; the heading in Rieu's

copy appears to imply that it was written fcy Mukima.

XXIV. Tadhkirat-alahibba {\l^)i\ s^jj), ' memorial

of the lovers,' otherwise called ,LJ>.ill iS'sj, 'memorial

of the good,' or LJuiH ipjJ ,
' memorial of the godly,'

a eulogy on twelve contemporary Shaikhs and other

renowned men, living in Kashmir (Rieu, No. VIII

;

Cawnpore edition. No. 14), on fol. 411*, beginning:

1587

Munsha'at-i-Mulla Tughra {\jii> iL u^LiJL..).

An extensive collection of Tughra's refined prose-

writings, containing the following eighteen treatises :

I. il^tiji, on fol. lb (I in the preceding copy).

II. Jljdl pAj, on fol. 251' (II in the preceding copy),

beginning: Jl ^^IXij ^ ^jj ^.
III. s4-«UJ'i °^ ^°^- 4^* 0-^^ *" *^® preceding copy).

IV. J-Ju. ijSjj«., on fol. 56^ (X in the preceding copy).

V. ijilxU y^, on fol. 61* (VI in the preceding copy).

VI. »-)^' i:X-.,onfol.67»(IVin the preceding copy).

VII. vijLILs^, on fol. 79'' (V in the preceding copy).

VIII. iiyUij^ , on fol. 88'' (VII in the preceding copy).

IX. jjl^Jl iljjo, on fol. 95" (XII in the preceding

copy).

X. Ls«JX!. luUjLi^, on fol. 99*' (IX in the preceding

copy).

XI. Khamsa-i-dururiyyah {t^,j^ > .. . v ), ' the need-

ful quintet,' or as it is called in Rieu, No. XIII, L—«-»
t-ajLi

,
' the defective quintet,' an attack directed upon

five persons in the court of Gulkundah {not found in

the preceding copy), on fol. 104'', beginning

;

^^J
Jl^

c)'^'* J
c' »-ty'

XII. I'lamiyyah (s4-«iLcl), ' notification,' addressed to

VQlclkhdn, son of Akakhan, identical with the e:jL_.

^Jl-JJl , or ' mirror of blemishes,' in Rieu, No. XIV,

where it is described as a satire on Pdlcikhdn, an AmSr
of the court of Gulkundah (not found in the preceding

copy), on fol. I07^ beginning: Lb oJj i.*j»
^J^y:

XIII. Isharatiyyah (j^Lil), ' insinuation,' likewise

addressed to YAlcikhdn, here distinctly called Tabriz!

(not found in Rieu or the preceding copy), on fol. i ii»,

beginning : jij ^Jlc (j-llll j-*-" ^ij*'" " '^^.'-'^ ci>*

Ji c^l ^J-i ^y..
XIV. ,_J]^I >«-..?•, on fol. 114a (VIII in the pre-

ceding copy), beginning : marginal emenda-) |»—J»J >^

Jl c:**-.. jl (tion a-jjJ.

XV. lijLiLJ^, on fol. 1 1 8" (XI in the preceding copy).

XVI. C^y\ ijis, on fol. 1 22a (XXIV in the pre-

ceding copy).

XVII. s-U ej^, on fol. 126b (XXIII in the pre-

ceding copy).

XVIII. Another 5Ji5^ or letter, on fol. 129'', beginning:

Jl ^J^ ^jUJ
^ No date

.,b
> tf J^ J-'-

No. 321, ff. 41 2, 4 coll. in the poetical parts, each 11. 25 ; clear

and distinct Nasta'lik; ornamental binding ; size, 14^ in. by 10 in.

lU jy i_>U-1 ^bj ^yt 'ij"

(corresponding to fol. 387*, 1. 16 in the preceding copy).

This copy, a very modern one, is dated a. h. 1264,

Samvat 1904 (=A. d. 1848), by Fakir Nadhar Mu-
hammad jjAJJu (see the colophon at the end and

fol. 126a), and was sent to the Imperial Exhibition at

Paris for works of art and industry by the Punjab
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Committee at Lahore. It was received into tbe Library
from Dr. Royle, July, 1856.

No. 8224, ff. 1 51, 11. 1 1 ; splendid, large, and distinct Nasta'Uk

;

beautifully illuminated frontispieces at the beginning of each of
the eighteen treatises ; every page besides is framed with stripes

of various colours and embellished with small ornaments between
the lines; size, 15 in. by 8| in.

1588
Another copy of the same.

This copy, styled J^aL. 'LiJl , contains the following

sixteen treatises, some of which appear in a rather

curtailed form

:

L il^^ijj, on fol. i''.

IL iijlllx', on fol. 11".

in. .iljDI jIxkj, on fol. 15*.

IV. ^yJl «^, on fol. 17ft.

V. cyLxiJ^, on fol. 19*.

VL ll-ill i^-, on fol. 2 lb.

VII. ^n . \j eul4jLi_., on fol. 23a.

VIII. _^1 cyT^, on fol. 25b.

IX. JIjAI j^U.onfol. 30b

X. Jl*\\ y^, on fol. 37a.

XI. eijlijiV, on fol. 39*>,

XII. J-^. (jij*-' °" ^^^- '''''

Xm. C^U)\, on fol. 42b.

XIV. Risalah dar hajwiyyat-i-ba'di az mardum-i-

Dakhan {^^^^ fir'j' ls"^^ ^^.y^ j^ »J^;)i 'satires,'

the first of whichjOn fol.48b is designated as Jjl s-«L5 and

styled ».^lj ».'» (see No. XI in the preceding copy),

but beginning here as the (_*jLiJ\ .». . y*, viz.: %^
Jl A~J«J ; this treatise also includes parts ofthe »Jl.»5Lcl

or i_jj-?*" iuU.« (here styled vj-oJI i_LilS, on fol. 49'',

1. 10), and of the »iJ,Li.l (Nos. XII and XIII of the pre-

ceding copy).

XV. j_^Ldt j\y>\, on fol. 51*.

XVI. cyLxJ. or letters, beginning with one addressed

to Sultan Shuja* (as in No. XVII of Rieu), on fol. 58a
;

the letter to Muhammad Mukim, quoted in Rieu,

No. XVI, is found here on fol. 59b
; the one quoted in

No. XVIII of the preceding copy, on fol. 61''.

Dated the first of Ramadan, A. h. 1148 (a. d. 1736,
January 15).

No. 1983, ff. 70, 11. 14-19; Shilcasta; parts of pages written
in diagonal lines; size, 9} in. by j| in.

1589
The same.

This copy contains the following fourteen treatises :

I. JjAI —U, on fol. 17*, beginning: Jl JLS ^5, ^ -..

II. ^v^aJI >_*j|/.«, identical with the »-^^' iJ;-* in

the preceding copies, on fol. 27b

III. jKj^S y^, on fol. ^dK

IV. .Li_i.^l iS'xS, on fol. 40* (identical with the

lliill i^SjJ or LJuill s^Sjo, see XXIV in No. 1 586 above).

VL

J'\ji!^ (**^jOnfol.43b,beginning: Jl ju-jy .^
..M -Ml I ' \ r 1 ir / .i
el>;o5» U-«-» i».L-jj, on fol. 46* (otherwise

J-Jj (ji^ or JJb i^IaT, see X in No. 1 586).

Vn. yipi jlxxJ, on fol. 48b

Vin. cylllV, on fol. 52».

IX. ^yt-Oj vijL^jLi-., on fol. 58".

X. isjUiJ^, on fol. 62*.

XL ijylijiV, on fol. 66b.

XII. J^mi ^yi\, on fol. 69b beginning : i
_. '-

XIII. cyUS,, beginning with the »-.U '^j^, on fol.

8ib(8eeXXminNo. 1586).

XIV. iI-,jj^,onfol. 104a, beginning: Jl ,LiJ cS^iJ.

A few detached prose-pieces, without any value, on
ff. 122-124.

Dated, on fol. 121", the 22nd of Dhu-alhijjah, a.
1 1 65 of the Fasli era(A. H. 1

1 7 1 = a.d. 1 758, August 27).

No. 3078, ff.17-124, 11.15-17; Shikasta; size, 7i in. by 3J in.

1590
The same.

This copy contains, on ff. ib_64b ten of Tughra's
refined prose-treatises, viz.

:

I. uyUiJ^ , on fol. lb. Copied the i ith of Ramadan,
A. H. 1092 (a.d. 1681, Sept. 24).

II. ^\^\ j^, fol. 5a. Copied the 12th of

Ramadan in the same year (a.d. 1681, September 25).

HI. i_5«-?.-VJ vi>L4jLi-., on fol. 9b.

Vi. y\y il on fol. 12a.

fol. 22b, beginning:

V. cylijiaH, on fol. 14b.

VL v:yi;V", on fol. 17b.

VII. ^1^1 ^, on

VIII. -ilL^^^ijS, on fol. 25b, beginning : Jl .L4J (^LJ.

IX. eJljjill jLou. vj>\^j,, on fol. 35b, followed by

X. eyLnJ..

The remaining portion of this MS. (ff. 65b-98) con-
tains miscellanies in prose and verse, viz. :

1. i_<JiLdl ,j-.»-i. »J. ; .

«'
>, by Mtisawikhan (i.e. Mir

Mu'izz-aldin Muhammad Musawikhan), who had first

the takhallus of Fitrat, who was born a.h. 1050 (a. d.

1640, 1641), and died in India a.h. 1106 (a.d. 1694,
1695), see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 408.

2. A tract on marriage (—Uo), on fol. 68b.

3. Poetical extracts, on fol. 69b.

4. A mukhammas by Mulla Had! (see No. 1581
above), on fol. 71b followed by ruba'is, fards, and short

poems by other poets, for instance, Jami, Amir Khusrau,
Saifi, etc.

5. A kasidah by Sa'di, on fol. 75*.

6. A letter of Maulana Zuhilri of Tarshiz to Faidi (see

Nos. 146484. and 1500 sq.), on fol. 76b, followed by other
indifferent prose-pieces, both in Persian and Arabic.
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7. A Persian treatise on the soul (-j.) by Abu 'Ali

Ibn Sina (Avicenna), on fol. Szb, beginning: ,_^L*-»i

see on this work Bodleian Cat., No. 1422, II, and com-

pare Landauer, Die Psycliologie des Ibn Sina in

Zeitschrift der D. M. G. xxix. p. 335 sq. Copied the

12th of Muharram, a.h. 1093 (a.d. 1682, January 21).

8. Again poetical extracts, on fol. 88*.

9. Beginning of an s-oLi i^W, or book of friends,

a sort of almanack or birthday book, in which, under

each day of every month, the names of certain Shaikhs

are marked, on fol. 921" ; but only the first Eabi' and

part of the second are found here ; all the rest is left

blank.

No. 1902, ff. 98 ; written in vrHous styles of Nastallk, mostly

in diagonal lines, except ft'. 41-64, 11. 21, very neatly executed,

and ff. 68'' and 69", II. 12-14 ! **'''®> 9l 'i*- '^y Sii"-

1591

Another copy of Tughra's Mirat-alfutuh.

Mulla Tughra's »-^^l eyl,-« (see IV in No. 1586),

beginning : Jl ^jb...,.» ,jI;Ij sXj.

No date. A seal of Eida 'Alikhan shows the year

A.H. 1172 (a.d. 1758, 1759).

No. 2095, ff. 1-7, 11. 18-20; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 4J in.

1592

Kissa-i-Muhammad Hanif (i-a . :>. xHs^ tUf).

A Persian romance on the warlike exploits of Mu-
hammad Hautf (or as he is invariably called here, to

suit the metre, !Muhammad Hanfiyah, see, for instance,

fol. 3», 1. 7 ; fol. 5a 1". I ; fol. lo^, 1. 3 ; fol. 16^, 1. i, etc.),

the third son of 'Ali (comp. fol. 5*, 1. i : i., i.i.:

,j.^j=. SJjji), by Muhammad "Ashik (see the poet's name

on fol. 137^, 1. 5), who is probably identical with Shaikh

Nur-aldin Muhammad 'Ashik, the author of tlie math-

nawi i_jJ» . jji^, comjoosed a.h. 1079 (a.d. 1668,

1669), see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 339, and comp. W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 923. At the end of this poem
the great Shaikh Zain-al'abidin, properly called Shaikh
Sadr-aldin, is praised (see fol. 137^, 1. 9 sq.), and we
may perhaps identify this Shaikh witii the well-known

ilulla Sadr-aldin Muhammad bin Ibrahim Shirazi,

commonly called Mulla Sadra, who died a.h. 1050
(a.d. 1640, 1641), see Eieu ii. jd. 829''. This Persian

romance, which is undoubtedly the original and proto-

type of a mathnawi in Dakhni verses styled u-sLKik or

s-oLLxlLa. or cj,;,. : a. ,.v » -g* LoLiXjLst., composed A. h. 1095
(a. d. 1 684), by a poet with the takhallus Latif and the

e])ithet Miftah-al'ashikin, who, in a note on fol. i" of

No. 3036 of the India Office Collection, has been iden-

tified with Ghulam 'All, and dedicated his poem to

Abii-alhasan Kutbshah who, succeeding 'Abdallah

Kutbshah, ascended the throne of Gulkundah in

Haidarabad, A. H. 1083 (a.d. 1672), and was taken

j)risoner by 'Alamgir, a. h. 1098 (a. d. 1687). A shorter

redaction of the same Dakhni version is preserved in

No. 2721 of the India Office Collection.

Beginning of 'Ashik's mathnawi, on fol. i''

:

ijlf^ J u>?- ,1^ iSu>^

It is slightly defective, owing to a lacuna on fol. 134''

(fol. 135 is entirely left blank) and a few missing vei-ses

at the end.

Modern tijinscript of the present century, without

any date.

No. 3167, ff. 139, 2 coll., each U. 13; Nasta'ltk ; size, 8| in.

by 6^ in.

1593

Yusuf u Zalikha (Li^': . uj-ujj).

Yusuf and Zalikha, a mathnawi by Mulla Naiim of

Harat, who was a court-poet and favourite of 'Abbas

Kulikhan Shanilu, the Beglerbeg of Harat, at whose

request he composed this mathnawi, which is to a great

extent based on Firdausi's mathnawi of the same name
;

he even mentions Firdausi's name on fol. 19*, 1. 7. He
commenced the poem in a.h. 1058 (a.d. 1648), and

completed it a.h. 1072 (a.d. 1661, 1662); he died

A.H. 1081 (a.d. 1670, 1671), see Bodleian Cat., No.

1 130 ; Eieu ii. p. 692 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 29,

721, and 927; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 151 and 515;
Atashkada, No. 305 (Bodleian Cat., col. 273), and
Khulasat-alkalam, No. 71 (ib., col. 301). It has been

printed at Lucknow, a.h. 1286.

Beginning :

No date. Many pages worm-eaten and severely

damaged at the corners.

No. 184, ff. 165, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'ltk; size, gj in.

by 4i-
in.

1594

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copj'.

No date. Ff. I93"'^i95'' are left blank.

No. 1159, margin-column, ff. i79''-348, 11. 28-40; (14-20

baits), written by different hands in irregular Nasta'lik, which
sometimes resembles Shikasta.

1595

A slightly defective copy of the same.

One leaf is missing at the beginning of this copy.

The first bait, appearing here, corresponds to No. 184

(1593 above), fol. 3^, 1. 8.

Dated A. h. i 103, Eajab (a. d. 1692, March-April).

No. 3106, ff. 1-Ij6, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Shikasta, in most
cases without any diacritical points and consequently very

diflSoult to read ; size, 6j in. by 3I in.

1596

A fragment of the same.

Tliis copy goes down to the third dream of Zalikha,
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ill which she saw Yiisuf. The last bait corresponds to

No. 184 (1593 above), fol. 40'', 1. 5.

No date. Modem transcript.

No. 8891, olim 14. J. 19, ff. 1-53, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; Nasta'llk
;

size, 7{ in. by 4I in.

1597

Ghazaliyyat-i-Nitzim {|^lj ciyllhi).

Ghazals, by the same Naiim of Harat, arranged
alphabetically and concluded by ruba'is.

Beginning, on fol. 460''

:

ojjl »T

No date. Another copy of Naiim's diwan is noticed

in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 515.

No. 11.59, margin-column, ff.46o''-6 11'', 11. 20-24; written in

a Btrauge Nasta'llk, often diiScult to decipher, diacritical points
frequently missing.

1598

Kasa id-i-Nazim {Jo\-> JoLaJi).

A collection of kasidas by the same, beginning, on
fol. 558b

:

It breaks off on fol. 588''.

No date.

No. 1159, ff. 558''-588'', 2 centre-coll., each 11. 11 ; written in

the same style as the ghazak in No. 1597 ; size, 9I in. by 5j in.

1599

Diwan-i-Fani (.jU ^jUjj).

Lyrical poems of Shaikh Muhsin Fani, of Kashmir,
pupil of Mulla Sarfi of Kashmir and teacher of Tahir
Ghani (who died A. h. io79=a. d. 1668, 1669), and
Haji Aslam Salira. He was greatly honoured by the

emperor Shahjahan, was in friendly connexion with
the prince Dara Shukuh, and died in Kashmir, to which
he retired in the latter part of his life, a.h. 1081 (A. D.

1670, 1671), or according to others a.h. 1082 (a. d.

1671, 1672), comp. Rieu ii. p. 692^ and iii. p. 10361';

Makhzan-algharaib, No. 1979 (Bodleian Cat., col. 362).
The first ghazal, quoted in that tadhkirah, is found
here on fol. aid", margin, beginning :

This diwan contains ghazals, in alphabetical order, on
fol. 214I', and ruba'is, on fol. 278b; beginning of the

latter

:

>k-iib (Jl»J (jp* cyli 5-»Jk Jlc

No date. Another copy of Muhsin Fani's diwan is

described in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 393.

No. 891, ff. 214-287, 2 centre-coll., each II. 11, and a third
column on the margin, 11. 24 ; Shikasta, a few leaves written in

Nasta'llk ; size, 9l in. by 5^ in.

1600
Masdar-alathar ( ,L5^I ,J-a-«).

A mathnawi by the same Muhammad Muhsin Fani,

written in imitation of Nizarai's Makhzan-alasrar, and
completed a.h. 1067 (a. d. 1656, 1657); see the

chronogram in the last verse of the poem :

It is dedicated to the emperor Shahjahan, see fol. 7 8'',

1. 9, and fol. 98a, 1. 6 sq.

Beginning of the prose-preface, on fol. 77*': j_^L---

Beginning /)f the mathnawi, on fol. Si^

:

No date.

i'.li _ r^^P' o*^' '*''' r-^-

College of Fort William, 1825.

44, 2 coll., each U. 13; Nasta'llk; size, gin.No. 2053, ff. 77
by 5i in.

1601
Diwan-i-Ahsan (jj-~a.l ^j^yj>)-

The lyrical poems of Zafarkhau Mirza Ahsan-allali,

with the takhallus Ahsan, the father of the poet Ashna
(see above, Nos. 1584 and 1585), and one of the great

Amirs of Jahangir and Shahjahan ; concerning his life

comp. Rieu ii. pp. 6871" and 688*. According to the

date given there, he died before his son Ashna in

A.H. 1073 (a. D. 1662, 1663), but according to Siraj

his death took place after that of his son in a.h. 108

r

or 1083 (a. r. 1670-1672), see A. Sprenger, Catal.,

pp. 109, 149, and 325; and Muntakhab-alash'ar, No. 49
(Bodleian Cat., col. 241). He began his poetical career

in A.H. 1032 (a.d. 1623), and the present diwan, which
is dated the 21st of Sha'ban, a.h. 1039 (a.d. 1630,
April 5), must therefore contain his earliest poems.

Contents

:

A detailed preface, in prose, beginning, on fol. i''

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 9b beginning :

L* si (_j^.
ji (j^ii- cjW-'^ cry^ ^jy^-

Ruba'is, likewise in alphabetical order, on fol. n6b
beginning

:

l/lj^IJJk .>»>! ij~^

L. L)

Ujl

No. 890, ff. 122, 2 coll., each U. 17; Nasta'llk; size, 94 in.

by 4I in.

1602
Diwan-i-Kaisar (,a;< ,jUj.>).

Lyrical poems of a poet with the takhallus Kaisar,

who flourished in the second half of the eleventh

century of the Hijrah, as a chronogram for A.H. 1071
(a. d. i66o, 1661), ^jl :» i^j—> voj. jjL^ >_>Ji3, proves,

and is, therefore, no doubt identical with Kaisar Shamlu,
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who was in the service of Hasankhan Shamlu, the

governor of Harat, and had literary controversies with

the poet Mulla Shukuh!, of Hamadan (see A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 91, 1. 13), under Shah 'Abbas. He was con-

temporary with Tahir Nasrabadi (see A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 94, last two lines), who completed his tadh-

kirah a. h. 1083 (a. d. 1672, 1673), but added some

biographies later. Kaisar is stated there to have mostly

resided at Harat, wherefore he is often called Harawi

;

see also Safinah, No. 660 (Bodleian Cat., col. 233).

This diwan contains

:

Gliazals, in alphabetical order, with one tarkibband

and a few ruba'ls at the end.

Beginning of the initial ghazal, on fol. i''

:

j^ (Jh~J J ^ dj^ji

Datedthe9thof Dhu-alhijjah, A.H. 1154 (a.d. 1742,

February 15).

No. 985, if. 32, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Kasta'llk ; size, 8^ in. by

4s in.

1603

Kulliyyat-i-Eafi' i^>-^j i^Cii ).

Complete poetical works of Mirza Hasanbeg Rafi'

of Mashhad, who came to India under Shahjahan, and

lived at the court of that emperor as his and his son

Dara Shukuh's panegyrist, comp. Makhzan-algharaib,

No. 841 (Bodleian Cat., col. 333); he was still alive in

A.H. 1083 (a. D. 1672, 1673), but had died at Dihli,

when Sarkhwush wrote his tadhkirah, a. h. 1093 (a. d.

1682), see A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 92 and iii.

This copy contains :

1. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning, on

fol. I*; but the first bait is a little injured, and we can

only quote the second hemistich of it, which runs thus

:

2. Eubais, on fol. 251'', beginning:

3. Short mathnawis

:

o. jl-i.1L) ^jl4.s*Li, i.Ju^x3 ji, on fol. 258^'.

b. vi>l,U-c lOJ-o ,j, on fol. 264".

e. ,_;<— 1 fjiAi^, on fol. 266^.

d. i^\ oj;j-., on fol. 268b.

/. ^jl^y^Li i__sjfjij, on fol. 272*.

g. jcf-~* i—SLijju, on fol. 276*.

h. jj>S i—L^jtj, on fol. 277b.

i. ^ji <.JojxS, on fol. 278*.
_

k. ILcj ^joli l_Ajjo , on fol. 279^.

I. f^r» c*** v_Aj>>tj, on fol. 280*.

TO. (.14I.» (_jj,jt5, on fol. 281'.

n. cu

No date.

»J,JLJ on fol. 2821*.

jjJ, on fol. 283*.

No. 471, ff. 283, 2 coll., each 11. 15-16; unequal Nasta'llk;

size, 8^ in, by 5 in.

1604
Diwan-i-Asaf (i_i-ol ^JlyJ.J)•

An incomplete copy of the lyrical poems of Asaf, i. e.

Muhammad Kuli Asaf or Asafa of Kumm, who came

to India under Shahjahan ; he was still alive in a. h.

1083, but had died in A.H. 1093, see A. Sprenger, Catal.,

pp. 97 and 109, and Beale's Oriental Biogr. Dictionary,

p. 541"; see also No. 1487 above. This diwan is

arranged alphabetically, consists of kasidas and ghazals,

but goes down only to the letter j ; it breaks off at

the end of a ghazal rhyming in j.b . There are besides

small lacunas after ff. 9 and 1 1 . Beginning

:

\j sUi. Jsjc tJLi 8i JL) S-^^ —(-0

No. 3373, olim 13. J. 9, ff. 504, 11. 11-30 ; written very un-

equally by different hands, partly in careful and distinct Nasta'llk,

partly in very carele.'is Nasta'llk and even Shikasta ; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 8|^ in. by 4J in.

1605
Diwan-i-Nadim (^^Jo (jUjj).

The fragment of a diwan by Nadim, who seems to be

identical with Nadim of Kashmir, who was still alive

in A.H. 1083 (a.d. 1672, 1673), see the Makhzan-
algharaib, No. 2908 (Bodleian Cat., col. 389), and A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 107. A later poet of the same
takhallus is Mirza Zaki Nadim of Isfahan, who was

a contemporary of Sultan Husain Safawi, and after-

wards entered into Nadirshah's service. The present

copy contains only a part of the ghazals, arranged

alphabetically and going from the rhyme-letter 1 to the

middle of j . Beginning :

i j^ C^ ^iA »-y—
• |«-»' ^i^

No. 114, ff. 17-42, 1 coll., each 11. 17-19; Nasta'llk; size,

8Jin. by 42 in.

Sft'ib (Nos. 1606-1623).

1606
KuUiyyat-i-Sa'ib (i_,jLo eyUUS ).

A complete collection of Sa'ib's poetical works, copied

under his own superintendence, as we learn from the

vignette on fol. i* : . i^^ j^ ^ Jj' j' »-*J^ u'>?-*

Mirz^ Muhammad 'Ali Sa'ib of Isfahan, who is usually

called the greatest among the modern Persian poets,

was born about a. h. 1012 (a.d. 1603), went at an

early age to Kabul, where he became the favourite of

the governor Zafarkhan, betook himself afterwards to

Shahjahan's court and returned, after some stay in

Kashmir, to his native country, where Shah 'Abbas II

(A.H. 1052-1077 = A.D. 1642-1 666) made him 'king of
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poets.' He died, accordinj? to a chronogram of Waiz,
A.H. 1088 (a. D. 1677, 1678), comp. Rieu ii. p. 693 sq.;

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1131-1137; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 930 sq. ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 384 sq.

;

other dates of his death are A. h. 1080 (a. d. 1669,

1670), see Khulasat-alafkar, No. 157 (Bodleian Cat.,

col. 307), and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 151; A. h. 1081

(A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 112); A. H. 1087 (a. D. 1676,
see H. Khalfa iii. p. 290, No. 5506); or even A. h.

1089 (a. D. 1678, as in the Mirat-al'alam) ; see besides

Ouseley, Biogr. Notices, p. 227; Cat. des MSS. et

Xylographes, p. 398 ; G. Fliigel i. p. 597 ; J. Aumer,
p. 38; J. C. Tornberg, p. 110; some of his poems
have been translated into German by Tholuck, Bltl-

thensamralung, p. 288 sq. The diwan has been litho-

graphed in Lucknow, A.H. 1292 ; a small selection from
the same, Lucknow, A. h. 1264 and a. d. 1871.

This valuable MS. contains the following parts:

1. Kasidas, on fol. i^, beginning:

ri-^ ij^'i-ij-' O^lji |jj,.«-i£ i\j.^ (_jl

agreeing with the initial bait of the^-;-p Lo^ , see A.

Sprengei', loc. cit. ; and Rieu ii. p. 694".

2. A mathnawi, styled
»-"-vj iJy~^y <"^ fol- 's'^i

beginning

:

Composed A.H. 1079 (a. d. 1668, 1669), and dedicated

to Shah Sulaiman (originally called Saf! Mirza), the

successor of 'Abbas II. The same is noticed in Rieuii.

p. 694".

3. Persian ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 16I',

beginning

:

4. A series of Turkish (i.e. Caghatai) ghazals

jy ^llijsi), on fol. 477^

5. Mutafarrikat, on fol. 479'', beginning : eu;-«».

6. Unfinished ghazals, in alphabetical order ((jV^js-

i—ajj,
^Jj\J^

j,L»jLi), on fol. 48il>, beginning: ,j Lj'->>^

Many additions on the margin.

No. 560, ff. 488, 4 coll., each 11. 37 ; small Nasta'llk; illu-

minated frontispieces on ff. I*", i6'>, 447', 479'', and 481''; size,

!3|in. by8Jin.

1607
Dlwan-i-Sa'ib (i_JU ^JjJj).

A. very large collection of the lyrical poems of Sa'ib,

being similar to the^.^;-i L»^ , or ' large selection,' as

in Sprenger's copy, loc. cit. (see the preceding copy).

It contains ghazals, intermixed with kasidas, in alpha-

betical order, beginning, on fol. 1^: Jl ill _-.j jL» ijJ\.

At the end, on ff. 6i2''-62i'', a series of so-called

IND. OFF.

(J>

ruba'is (which have, however, not the usual ruba'i-

metre), beginning

:

Dated the last of Dhu-alka'dah, A.H. 11 48 (a. d.

1736, April 12); according to a note on the last page
this collection contains 32,000 baits.

No. 748, ff. 621, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 14, and a morgin-col.,

11. 24 ; clear and distinct Na.sta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece

;

size, I2f in. by 7 J in.

1608
The same.

This collection is similar to the j.^Juo JL-eiUfc, or

'smaller selection' (seeW. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p.930Bq.),

and contains :

Fards, on fol. i\ beginning, as the Mutafarrikat in

No. 1606: Jl oJiii cyUjl u:j^ ,•».

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first, on
fol. 6''. Beginning of the initial poem :

bS^ jLj«IuM
i ir« lM/^J^

i

»j >lx«j Jj • sU I jjLa. L;.«j f^-^

Beginning of the first alphabetical ghazal, on fol. 7" :

L4--aJ_6 ijji_ j^—jLa. 8j«.»j 15*) • ^^ the end of this

part a mukhaniraas.

Mutafarrikat, on fol. 344l',containing ruba'is, fards, and
short ghazals, likewise in aljjhabetical order, beginning

:

Copied by Muhammad Shakir in the fifth year of the

reign (of whom is not stated). The right order of

ff- 359-366 is : 359, 361, 360, 362, 363, 365, 364, 366.

No. 724, ff. 387, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 8| ii>. by 4j in.

1609
The same.

Contents

:

A few kasidas, on fol. i^*, beginning: sjL- 1j»--J {j\

Jl i_iJj^. They break ofi' on fol. s*", and fi'. 6-1 o»

are left blank.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, except the first, on
fol. 10''. Beginning of the initial poem : jl i_)j b

Beginning of the first alphabetical ghazal, on fol. 11":

Jl I.L0 tj\:: ... .0 IjjLJ ^^\ jjj ,i bljJ>. ; see No. i6o6

above, where this poem heads the unfinished ghazals.

At the end, on fol. 558", a ruba'i. Ff. 81-83, 315**.
388b, and a part of fol. 80^ are left blank.

No date. On fol. i" a note from A. h. 1193 (a. d.

1779)-

No. 1159, ff. 1-558, 3 coll., each 11. 14-16 on ff. 1-5 ; 2 coll.,

each 11. II on ff. 10-558 ; written in the same strange Nasta'llk

as Nos. 1594, 1597, and 1598 above ; small illuminated frontis-

piece on fol. lo"" ; size, 9I in. by 5J in.

3*
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1610
The same.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i*", beginning:

Euba'is, intermixed with a few short ghazals and

fards, on fol. 353*, beginning: Jl iJfy. ^^y j^r^-

No date. ^

No. 3498, olim 13. J. 27, ff. 364, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ;
Nasta'Uk;

size, 8| in. by i\ in.

1611

An incomplete copy of the same.

This collection, which contains ghazals in alphabetical

order, interspersed with a few kasidas, tarkibbands, and

ruba is, opens abruptly in the middle of the rhyme-letter

J with a ghazal, beginning : y ^J^y^ j/-* s-^jI Lpj

"jl jjl. It corresponds to No. 1 606 above, fol. 167*, 1. 7.

^ Many pages are severely damaged at the inner side
;

a great number of small blanks besides, both in the

centre and the margin. The right order of if. 1-29 is :

1-22, 28, 24-27, 23, 29.

No date.

No. 847, ff. 339, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 21, and a third column

on the inner margin, 11. 40 ; sometimes additional verses on the

outer margin ; Shikaata ; size, 1 1| in. by 6 in.

1612
Sa'ib's ghazals.

A complete copy of all the ghazals of Sa'ib, in alpha-

betical order, the fullest collection extant. Beginning

:

No date. The margin of the first two pages is

covered with some mathnawi-baits, apparently by Sa'ib

too, beginning
:
JljJ, uV- <^^j^ V iJ*^'"

College of Fort William, 1825. Special selections of

Sa'ib's ghazals are noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 62, ii, 3* and p. 702, No. 44.

No. 2117, ff. 657,40011., each 11. 29; good and clear Nasta'Uk ;

size, 19 in. by 10 in.

1613

A shorter collection of the same ghazals.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. At the end six

ruba'is. This copy, injured in many places, was finished

on Sunday the 9th of Ramadan, in the fourth year of ?

(the name of the ruler is omitted).

No. 2750, ff. 256, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'Uk; size, 8J in.

by 4| in.

1614

Selections from the same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, ou fol. \°, beginning :

L»,hb ,j 5jl:;jl "—^ ls''^^-" J Jj

Corresponding to No. 1606 above, fol. 17", 1. 5.

Dated the 15th of Ramadan, a.h. 1138 (a. d. 1726,
May 17), at Shahjalianabad.

On the margin of ff'. 2^-<f- some ghazals ofJAn Kudst

(see above, Nos. 1552-1557) are written, beginning:

i\i, and on the

margin of ff. 10^-151' a few ghazals and ruba'is of

Wd'iz, probably Muhammad liafi' Waiz of Kazwin,

who was still alive a.h. 1093 (a. d. 1682), see Eieu ii.

p. 698" ; they begin : sJ^— y xS ijLfr^. ijL- !^ J.>

Jl 1. iiiJji- »l . One ghazal and two ruba'is of Sail)

himself are added on the margin of ff. 18", iS*", and 22''.

No. 725, ff. 1-89, 2 coll., each 11. 12 ; very distinct Nasta'Uk
;

illuminated frontispiece; the first two pages written on gilt

ground; ff. 1-26 on red paper, the rest on white one; size,

8| in. by 4I-5 in.

1615

A fragment of the same.

Extracts from S4'ib's ghazals, breaking off in the

rhyme-letter ^j

.

No. 488, ff. 33, 3 coll., each 11. 14-20 ; very careless Nasta'Uk ;

size, 9I in. by 5I in.

1616

^\_i.0 l^tP̂>=Ghazalij^at-i-Sa ib ba radif-i-alif (Ls

i_iJI (_ijj,).

An incomplete collection of those ghazals of Sa'ib

which rhyme in 1, beginning: Jl iill _-j jL. >J jj\.

There are two lacunas, one on fol. 9 which is left

entirely blank, and the other on fol. 17''. Fol. 97 is

severely damaged.

Worm-eaten.

No. 822, ff. 98, 2 coU., each 11. 14-16; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in.

by 4iin.

1617

Ghazaliyyat-i-Sa ib ba radif-i-dal (L> i_^L« cyl^JjJ:

The richest collection extant of those ghazals of

Sa'ib which rhyme in j , beginning

:

jjiji^bi ^jUr^-i jHi-c t^L^* j;i

jj;j;5 Ixiil csUjd \j Axia ijj\

No date. Not only the centre of the copy is filled,

but in many places the margin is covered too, and

a great number of smaller or larger leaves, containing

likewise ghazals of Sa'ib rhyming in j , are inserted

between the original leaves.

No. 388, ff. 244, 2 coll., each U. 21 ; Nasta'Uk, by at least

two different hands ; size, loj in. by 5J in.

1618

"Wajib-alhifz-i-Mirza Sa'ib (i_<jU<» ^^ iiaii v^'j)-
Wajib-alhifz, a selection from Sa'ib's diwan, made,

according to Spreuger, Catal., p. 386, by Darwish
'Amila of Balkh, who paid a visit to Sa'ib at Isfahan

and obtained his diwan. It contains ghazals, ruba'is,

single baits, etc., brought together according to the

subjects of which they treat, under many different, but
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alphabetically arranged, topics, beginning with the

letter I and ending with i^. The title, sometimes given

to this selection (as for instance in the following copy),

viz. JU^* i^j/^i applies to another selection, describing

the beauty of the human figure and its various parts,

see Rieu ii. p. 694'', and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 386.

Here follows a complete list of the heads of all those

babs

:

1. \: &jU J |,j|, on fol. i^; »_^JT, on fol. 3''; t :.il

jSjSL, j, on fol. iSb; j^l, on fol. 24b; Ljf,

on fol. 27''; jJbl, on fol. 30»; , j|, on fol. 34*;

A : » ... J Ol-iJoI, on fol. 34''.

2. (_> and C_5 : jl^j, on fol. 37''; b^y, on fol. 38*;

jij JJb, on fol. 43l>
; ^J)^ J^., on fol. 47* ;

|,UL>
J t,-.'~), on fol. 49*; (jlXwo, on fol. ^i^;

Jj, on fol. 52^; luL-ro J »JWj> on fol. 53";

^jjj, on fol. 54" ;
^jijJLij, on fol. 55* ; &—jJ, on

fol. 56*; ^;j^(_fiLj , on fol. 60^; (C^, onfol.6il>.

3. tiy : e)lj", on fol. 63''; tj^, on foiesb; ^^1^ ^
^Lj,

on fol. 67b
; JLi^, on fol. 68*; jyS, on fol. 69";

jXs*, on fol. 70a
; ^J\S)J^, on fol. 70* ; JLo,

on fol. 77a; ^;-;^, on fol. 85b.

4. ->. and ->. : ^jjl.?.. > ^j-^^, on fol. 86''; j,--r- , on

fol. 87a; sliO
J ijUPj ^^t^, on fol. 88'' and fol.

96" ;
|.U., on fol. 97» ; ,jya., on fol. 97'' ; uy^

J^y ij<A, oil fol. 99''; i^y\i J
cl^, on

fol. 100"; *-iJ J "-'IrJj i J'J'-*-' "'1 fo'- loi'';

,Uj»., on fol. 102".

5. ^: bjj
J sjLjfc, on fol. 102''; L*, on fol. 108*;

i_j)L«jfc, on fol. 108''.

6. -i. : yij-, on fol. no*; ^^i^li., on fol. 113'';

bil
J

jL-ji,^, on fol. 120*; ^, on fol. 124'';

^J^\i\ J ^, on fol. 125''; lU.

fol. 126''; j^l^.onfol. 127''; i_)l^,onfol. 129a;

ki., on fol. 131a; Jli., on fol. 150a; ^^ iiU.,

on fol. 154a; yl^, on fol. 154''.

7. o: b,.>, on fol. isst"; >_J
^ ^^j, on fol. 157";

J, Ok-j, on fol. 164a; ^j^^j, on fol. 164a;

jb^ijon fol. 164I'; ^^lj^j,on fol. 165''; jjj clj,

on fol. 165''; JiSJi, on fol. 167''; ..?.». j Jj,

on fol. 169a; ^_»^ |^l.>, on fol. 170''; j,j, on

fol. 173a.

8.^ : JU-, J
jjUJ^, on fol. 174*; ^y j sjJ^, on

fol. 175a; ^ij^^, on fol. 176''; «_~i
J J5;,

on fol. i77a;^l^j l-^^j, on fol. 177''.

^- y jy^J' *'° ^°^- Iv8^>r^j. on fol- 179";
c^iy,

on fol. iSia; i_jj;, on fol. i8il>.

10. ;_^: J-^, on fol. 193''; ^JJy^, on fol. 200a; ^^^
j\jJ^

J,
on fol. 203''; j.,^, on fol. 205a; JiL,

11

IjJjy-fij
J,

on fol. 208''; j^, on fol. 210'';

ijr*^ J jr-'i on fol. 2i6a
; \-.'-Jj , j^, on fol.

217a; jiJ™.,,on fol. 219''; ^jii !_<....,», on fol. 2 24'';

vU-.-,, on fol. 227''; !.«-•, on fol. 228* ;^Li,

on fol. 229".

(^: iJjX!^, on fol. 229''; j>^ ,j^, on fol. 231'';

^^j-^Li
J jL^-i, on fol. 231''; t;jl ;~i . > }y^,

on fol. 233''; uljy^
J *^, on fol. 235* ; i^L-^

i5^j, on fol. 244a ; s^.y^
J

-:;i., on fol. 246'';

i : ul t^) on fol. 249''.

12.

13.

14.

15.

(_»<3 : ,B-t-», on fol. 250a; Jxi-o, on fol. 260'';

^^jJL-ff'", on fol. 261a
; sJLi-1.1 J ,Ju«, on fol. 261''.

(^jj)'. L^'yL) J
>-jjt-J, on fol. 2611".

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

L: ^^}^, on fol. 262a; ki.
J i^^i*! on fol. 264'';

jjl^j
J J-il», on fol. 266a; ^yLi^. y-j;. J Jjkt

jjIj; »ju-j JaJj j, on fol. 269''; ^1^^ ^ Jji,

on fol. 270''.

c : jjj:, on fol. 272"; «_.Ui, on fol. 273a; LaS.,

on foT. 273'' ; ^_ySl^ j ejj.X :c, on fol. 275';

^^-jj;.c,onfol. 276a; L«_Lc,onfol. 277a; ,_>,Lc . .IJlc

J-"^ J,
on fol. 277''; i^^, on fol. 281'';

,j^j.ac, on fol. 285a.

£ : iji>)} o.^;*, on fol. 287a; s.ar-'^, on fol. 287a.

(__j : » liii ;) ij-^ '^y^i oij^ 3 -^^z*)
on fol. 292'';

e)^/:j, on fol. 297a; ,ji.^, on fol. 298".

(_j : Uj 5-Lj j jJuji, on fol. 300a; x-iS ^ JAJ, on

fol. 300''
; jjjjU, on fol. 302a

; ^J.Ja, on fol. 303'';

As, on fol. 306''; siiU, on fol. 308a; Uy 15

^ o-.Uj, on fol. 308''; jj^ J
o^U J (.y^,

on fol. 310''.

.jTand 1^: U^j sli, on fol. 316*; jyi\^, on

fol.3i7a;^L.^j eLXonfol.3i7b; v-jjkj 5^
s!^on fol. 319''; Uc, JiTon fol. 320''; i^^
U^-^J' on fol. 321''; .^l^.^on fol. 323";

Lr>L^ on fol. 324a; (sLil
J
jj^on fol. 326'';

^ J Jjfon fol. 327''; JMS', on fol. 338*;

jjl^j^lS", on fol. 338'' ; ^JU^ j IjJ^U
j

^^ji^-iS^ on

fol. 339aj^fc^, on fol. 340'' ; ^yTon fol. 344" ;

r^' it/-
""^ *°1- 353*; v'^on fol. 355'';

.»b j;i7 on fol. 357a.

(J- (_5U,onfol. 359'';^^^jL*'j ^,onfol.36o'>;

Jil, on fol. 366a.

I*

: tjU-d-, J j^, on fol. 373''; ^^^ J j^, on

foL 378''; ^b J j^--.-!-, on fol. 379''; J j^L.

vSj j ^,J , on fol. 383* ; J-Jlm, {jyt , on fol.

386^; vj/^, on fol. 388a; ^^UlX., on fol.

391''; ^\.^y>, on fol. 392a; ^jL^l 3.., on

3L 2
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fol. 392^; x^ 5-., on fol. 393"; u^ ijj-'y

on fol. 393b; ^jLiaU, on fol.395''; jblj Jj***,

on fol. 399''.

22. ^^: i_>ljj, on fol. 339''; J;i L.U, on fol. 400b;

JUil L.U, on fol. 401I'; 8jUr4
J
^yiU, on

fol.404«; ^:^, on fol. 404"; (^, on fol. 405b;

J^^ J
Jiij, on fol. 408I'; ,j^, on fol. 410*.

23. v. ^jlyi^-'j Uik,onfol. 411a; J5U, on fol. 414b;

sJU, on fol. 416b.

24. (^ : U^
J

k-i-jJ, on fol. 418^

Beginning : s.L*^ K Lr^>^ iV^ '-^' e:*—Jo j^

^ jL-i. Upon this work, or rather the selection from

it, see No. 1620 below, is founded the lithographed

edition of selections from Saib, entitled ^jl^J ^jLar^'

i_^Lo, and published in Lucknow, 1264.

No date.

No. 696, ff. 425, 2 coll., each 11. 13; clear Nasta'llk; illn-

minated frontispiece; size, 7j in. by 4I in.

1619

Another copy of the same.

Another copy of the same selections in the same

order and under the same heads, introduced by a preface,

which Mir Muhammad Murad composed, in order to

say a few words about Sa'ib's excellency and to give an

index of the whole work. It is wrongly styled here

(fol. lb, 1. 4) JU-U >J^-«> comp. the remark in the

preceding copy.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i'' : &5 1^ s^^-^i*
^J.^

:,l5jju»j ^jUU-fl ^jULlj ^^^) ij]j->} u])'^iri i^-'-

Beginning of the selections the same as in the pre-

ceding copy : Jl s5jI c^-^Ij ^j}^-

Slightly injured here and there.

No. 274, ff. 461, 2 coll., each II. 15; Nasta'llk; small illu-

minated firontispiece ; size, 8f in. by 4j in.

1620
Ash'ar-i-muntakhabah (ii.<j:^^—* jLx.il).

A selection from the selections, which are styled

liiJJ i_*j»-l5, arranged exactly in the same way, but

containing less and shorter extracts. From this extract

was probably made the edition of the u^jJ.^ t_>Li^'

uj*jUo, comp. above in No. 161 8.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy.

No date.

No. 260, ff. 149, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'llk ; size, 8^ in.

by 5 in-

1621

Short extracts from Sa'ib's diwan.

A short selection of ghazals, kit'as, and ruba'is from

Sa'ib's diwan, beginning : oa-U. XA,\y»- jfi» jS ^_j~5

Dated the 19th of Safar, a.h. 1095 (a. d. 1684,

February 6), at Bahar, by a uaukar of Shaikh 'Inayat-

allah, the comptroller of the jagirs of prince Wala-

giihar Shah 'Alam (afterwards emperor Bahadurshah).

No. 3234, ff. 1-12,4 coll- in diagonal lines; written in careless

Nasta'llk; size, 9I in. by 5|in.

1622
Sa'ib's kasidas.

A few kasidas by Saib, beginning, on fol. 288'*;

^\3 K jpb J\u}^
No. 891, ff. 288-293, 2 centre-coll., etvch 11. 11-1.3, and a third

on the margin, 11. 26 ; Shikasta ; size, 9f in. by 5^ in.

1623

Miscellanies in prose and verse.

The main portion of the MS. (ff. 2 1-36) is filled with

extracts from the diwan of Sa'ib, made by Muhammad
fahir Nasrabadi, the author of the famous tadhkirah

(see No. 669 above), and entitled v_^L> i:j|^.J vli^ •

These extracts were made by the compiler after the

completion of his extracts from the Shahnama, styled

&_.LLALi i_)Ur^' , and begin : J:.jji, i_>b,l tj\j y,

Ff. 22-27 are turned upside down and must be read

from fol. 27b backward.

The remainder of the MS. contains :

1. Scattered pieces of poetry from the diwans of

Nasir 'Ali, Rafi', Faidi, and Shaikh Taj-aldin, on ff. 4''-

ga^' i2b-i4b and I5b-i6a. An Arabic kasidah by

Farazdak (died a.h. iio=a.d. 728), in praise of the

legitimate successor to the prophetic office (j-5j/» i'^-^^

i^"^ Cij\y -ju. ji), is found on fol. i jb.

2. Small prose-pieces, chiefly traditions of the

prophet, 'All, and other saints, some theological tracts

in Arabic, on fol. 6b
; another tract, styled iJajLoJl

ijj.jjJl, on fol. 7b; one in Hindustani, on fol. 10"^; the

story of Solomon and the birds, in Persian, on fol. lob;

again an Arabic treatise,^^^:*-^' oJj cj^l ^j, dated

Eajab, a.h. i 103 (a. d. 1692, March-April), on fol. 1
7b,

and a letter by Sa'ib (l^U ];_^
txij), on fol. 2o\

The extracts from Sa'ib's diwan are dated, on fol. 36*,

the 19th of Eabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1095 (a. d. 1684,

March 6), at Surat, by Abu Muhammad bin Muhammad
fahir alkutbl.

No. 1911, ff. 36, 3 coll., each 11. 22, on ff. 21-36 ;
Nasta'llk, by

different hands ; size, gf in. by 5f in.

Poets who died letween a.h. iioo and 1200.

1624

Diwan-i-Sabik (jp.U, ijl^j)-

Lyrical poems of Haji Faridun or Aka Faridun

Husain, with the takhallus Sabik, who went to India

under 'Alamgir and was still alive inLahur a.h. 1103

(a. D. 1691, 1692), as a short postscript of the poet

himself, on fol. 209b, is dated Jumada-alula of that
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year. Sabik is mentioned in A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 123, 1. 8 ab infra; in the Suhuf-i-Ibrahim, see

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 644, No. 92 ; and in the

Makhzan-algharaib, No. 1048 (col. 337 in the Bodleian

Cat.). This very rare diwan, which is moreover the

poet's autograi)h, written in the twenty-eighth year of

'Alamgir's reign (a. h. io96=a. d. 1685), is found in

no other collection described hitherto, and contains :

Kasidas, tarkibbands, and kit'as, on fol. 1^, beginning :

>o^«uL« > •: .* > *^ 1-'^ iS j\j\ ji c.....)oLl.«

Some leaves are left blank at the end of this part,

for future insertions.

Ghaznls, in alphabetical order (also with some partly

or wholly blank leaves for additions), on fol. 61^,

beginning

:

^ J'b '^j^ IJ^J^ -i-^/s-* <^-i-="j uj^

Eubais, on fol. 203'', beginning

:

v^. .... . Ic M A^ ^ jij^ ^^ \>\ .„

iQ ... ; 1 c sLi. L« v ... a iy>. l« * ,.>

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2829, ff. 209, 2 coll., each U. 15; Nasta'Uk; small illu-

minated frontispieces, on ff. i"" and 61'' ; size, 6| in. by 3^ in.

1625

Diwan-i-Kirami (i5»y u]?^'^)-

The lyrical poems of Kirami (Girami in A. Sprenger,

pp. 128 and 412, and in Rieu ii. p. 714*, and iii.

p. 1092"; Karami in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., Index,

p. 1 1 7 21", or Kurrami, ib., p. i i Sgb), whose autograph

this copy seems to be, since there are many blanks left

between the single poems, jjrobably with the intention

of filling them up afterwards with poems of the same
rhyme-letter ; according to the chronogram in the last

verse on the last page, joi.^i.1, it was finished A. h.

1105 (a. D. 1693, 1694). The poet must therefore

have flourished towards the beginning of the twelfth

century of the Hijrah, and may be identical with Mirza

'Abd-alrahman Kirami, the son of Amanatkhan (who

was in 'Alamgir's service) ; see the Hanusha Bahar in

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 128; Makhzan-alghara'ib, No.
2200 (col. 369 in the Bodleian Cat.), and W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 655, No. 38. Another well-known
poet, with the same takhallus, is the Kaslimirian poet

Mirza Kirami, son of Mirza 'Abd-alghanibeg Kabdl
and brother of Mirza Arjumand Azad (the father died

A. H. ii39= A. D. 1726, 1727; Mirza Kirami himself

A. H. 1155 = A. D. 1742, comp. Rieu, loc. cit.;

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 128, where it is stated that he

was a young man in A. h. i 136= a. d. 1723, 1724 ; and
Makhzan-algliara'ib, No. 2198). Besides these two
there are mentioned in the various tadhkiras : Hasanbeg
Kirami Shanilu, who was a high official under Jahangir,

see Khulasat-alafkar, No. 434 (col. 314 in the Bodleian

Cat.); Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 2126 (ib., col. 367);
and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 655, No. 37 ; Kasimbeg

Kirami, see Makhzan-algharaib, No. 2204 (ib., col.

369) ; Maulana Kirami of Tabriz, see Makhzan-algha-

ra'ib, No. 2188, and W. Pertsch, loc. cit., No. 40;
Allahwirdibeg Kirami, see W. Pertsch, ib.. No. 39

;

Mulla Kirami Kashi, ib.. No. 36 ; and a Mir/a Kirami,

without any further designation, ib., No. 41. This

copy contains

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning

:

i
Mukhammasat, on fol. 309", beginning

:

d
I jui XftljJ>. ^J^jut j^^ iSy^. jj /^^

Eubais and fards, on fol. 3 1
7", beginning :

Tarkibbands, kit'as, kasidas, and short mathnawis, on

fol. 380".

No. 8S2, ff. 404, 2 coll., each 11. 9 ; large and distinct Nasta'lik,

illuminated frontispiece; size, 10 in. by 5| in.

*

1626

Another copy of the same diwan.

This copy, not dated, contains :

Giiazals, in alphabetical order, intermixed with

ruba'is and fards, on fol. !*>, beginning as in the pre-

ceding copy. Here too blanks are left at the end of

several rhyme-letters.

Mukhammasat and ruba'is, on fol. 242''.

No. 1820, ff. 265, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; Nasta'Uk, mixed with

Shikasta ; waterspots ; size, 92 in. by 6| in.

1627

Dlwan-i-'Isa (^....c ,jljjj).

Lyrical poems by 'Isa, who flourished under Shiih

Sulaiman Safawi of Persia (a. h. io77-iio5=a. d.

1 666-1 694), as several of his kasidas are in praise of

that monarch; he therefore cannot be identical with

an older poet, Kadi Masih-aldln 'Isa of Sawa, who
flourished under Sultan Ya'kub, and was killed a.h.

898=A. D. 1493 (see Muntakhab-alash'ar, No. 436,

Bodleian Cat., col. 248 ; Atiislikada, No. 473, ib., col.

279, and Makhzan-algharaib, No. 1596, ib., col. 352).

This diwan contains :

A short preface in prose, on fol. i^, beginning :

&j ^ji* i.«l s-fi^, ;jl ji uVv^' i*"*^^-^ t^^-** ^ t '''jy^

Ii ,iXii

Kasidas (several in honour of Shah Sulaiman), kit'as,

and short mathnawis, on fol. 3*^, beginning

:

jI joif^

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, followed by ruba'is

and fards, beginning, on fol. 65b :

No date.

No. 507, ff. 124, 2 coll., each 11. 16 ; clear Nasta'lik
;

( in. by 4^ in.
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Shaukat (Nos. 1828-1633).

1628

Diw4,n-i-Shankat (oJj-i ^]yJ.^)-

Lyrical and epical jioems by Maulana (Khwajah or

Mulla) Muhammad Ishak (or Abu Isliak), or—according

to others—Muhammad Ibrahim, with the takhallus

Shaukat of Bukhara, who went, A. H. io88 (A. d. 1677),

to Harat, later on to Mashhad, and finally settled in

Isfahan, where he died, A. H. 1107 (a. D. 1595, 1596)-

He collected his diwan in A. h. 1093 (a. d. 1682) ; comp.

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1145 and 1146; Khulasat-alafkar,

No. 151 (ib., col. 307); Rieu ii. p. 698; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 934 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 568 ; Krafft,

p. 69, etc. The statement of the Muntakhab-alash'ar,

No. 330 (col. 246 in the Bodleian Cat.), that he was

a native of Isfahan, went to India and was killed by

a young Hindu, is obviously wrong. Equally wrong

are the data of liis life both in G. Flugel i. pp. 588 and

589, where he is, on the authority of H. Khalfa vi.

p. 575, No. 14708, represented as a contemporary of

Shah Isma'il II, and in the Hamisha Bahar (A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 124), where he is said to have been probably

alive as late as a.h. 1136 (a. d. 1720, 1721). A Turkish

commentary on Shaukat's diwan is noticed in G. Fliigel

i. p. 590.

Contents

:

A large mystical mathnawi, without any special

heading, on fol. 2^, beginning:

The first page of this poem is repeated on fol. i^

;

ff. 168 and 169 are misplaced, and must, as belonging

to the lyrical portion of this MS., be inserted between

ff. 187 and 188.

Ghazals, intermixed with rubais and fards, all in

alphabetical order, on fol. 1 86^, beginning

:

Dated the 2nd of Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. i i 38 (a. d. i 726,

Aug. i).

No. 708, fF. 346, 2 coll., each 11. 12-14; witten by at least

three different hands on dilFerent paper in partly careful, partly

careless Nasta'lik ; many pages greatly injured ; size, 8J in. by

6|in.

1629

Another copy of the same.

This very badly-written copy contains, as first part,

instead of the mathnawi, the kasidas of Shaukat, which

are entirely wanting in the preceding copy ; but,

imfortunately, they are defective at the beginning and

open abruptly thus

:

A number of these kasidas are in praise of Mirza

Sa'd-aldln Muhammadkhan, the governor of Khurasan

(see a prominent specimen of them in No. 1146 of the

Bodleian Cat.), others celebrate the Imam Rida.

On fol. iS'' begins the collection of ghazals, rubais,

and fards, in alphabetical order, with the same bait as

in the preceding copy: Jl [j^. Wjj..

Some kit'as and ruba is at the end.

Ff. 2 15''-2 20'» are a repetition of fol. 207*, first line,

to fol. 211'', 1. 12.

No date.

No. 911, ff. 220, z coll., each 11. 17-19; written by many
different hands in various styles of Nasta'lik ; size, 9J in. by

1630
Shaukat's ghazals.

This copy of Shaukat's lyrical poems contains the

ghazals, intermixed with rubais and fards, arranged

alphabetically in two series.

First series, on ff. ii>-i30i, beginning as usually:

This series goes from the rhyme-letter 1 to t5.

Second series, on ff. i3ol'-i58b, beginning with

a ruba'i :

e
This series is separated from the first by four

rubais, which stand outside the alphabetical system,

and goes down from the rhyme-letter I to ^ only.

Dated the 3rd of Ramadan, a.h. hi' (1140? or

1104 ?= A. D. 1728, April 13, or 1693, May 8 ), by IJafiz

Muhammad Salih, son of Hafiz Abu-alkhair. Calcutta,

March, 1806.

No. 2388, ff. 158, 2 coll., each 11. 11; Nasta'lik; size, 8^ in.

by 4f in.

1631
The same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, intermixed with some

rubais and fards; beginning, on fol. i'', the same as in

the preceding copies, but thus (substituting ^^1 for

bljjk, as in the first copy of the British Museum) : ^\

i "J-

Seven unalphabetical rubais at the end. No date.

This splendid co|iy has at the end several leaves, which

are ornamented, but left blank for the insertion of

further poems.

No. 3513, ff. no, 2 coll., each 11. 12; excellent Nasta'lik;

illuminated frontispiece ; each ghazal framed in by gold stripes

and arabesques on the first thirty-two leaves
;
gorgeous Illu-

minations on the margin of the first twenty-three leaves ; all

pages besides powdered with gold ; size, io| in. by 6f in.

1632
The same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning as usually

:

Jl lajj, bljj..

No date.

No. 3343, olim 13. J. 31, ff. in, 3 coll., each 11. 13 ; careless

Nasta'lik ; size, 7| in. by 3| in.
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1633
An incomplete copy of the same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, with the usual begin-

ning, on fol. 94^, which, however, break off already in

the first rhyme-letter I, on fol. 113''. The last bait,

appearing here, is the beginning of a new ghazal,

Jl Oi-*^ 1—aJj JJrt-») and corresponds to fol. 30'', 1. 2

in No. 2388 {1630 in this Cat.).

No. 95, ff. 94''-ii3'', 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; very bad Sliikasta;

size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

1634
Mathnawis by 'Akilkhan Razi.

Two romantic stories in verse by Mir 'Askari 'Akil-

khan Razl, who was in high favour with the emperor
'Alamgir, and died as governor of the province of

Dihli in Eabi" II, A. h. 1108 (a. d. 1696, Nov.); comp.

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1148 and 1149; Rieu ii. p. 699;
A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 123 and 543; W. Pertscli,

Berlin Cat., p. 935 ; Khulasat-alkalam, No. 29 (col. 297
in the Bodleian Cat.) ; Ouseley, Notices of Persian

Poets, p. 167 sq. Besides the three mathnawis, con-

tained in the India Office Collection, he also composed

the jJLxJl ii)U-iJ, tlie ijifSXlc tAijJiii, also styled

i^j.^X\\£ cyLnjl), a history of the first five years of

'Alamglr's reign (see Nos. 345 and 346 above), and

a diwan, which is described both in the Bodleian Cat.

and in A. Sprenger, loc. cit. The present copy contains

:

1

.

Ff. 1-80 : Sham' u Parwana (sjUh j (*-^)' Candle

and Moth, that is the Indian love-story of Ratan Sen
(or Ratan) and Padmawat (or Padam), composed A. h.

1069 (a. D. 1658, 1659), see fol. 80a,
1. 2 : ey^** JLu

-4J
J

vju-a-ii. .\jA . The title appears in the heading

of fol. I* and on fol. 79", lin. penult. It is based on an
older Hindi story (see fol. 80a, 1. 5), which had already

been treated in Persian by Bazmi, A. H. 1028 (a. d.

1619), see Nos. 1582 and 1583 above.

Beginning

:

A Persian prose-version of the same story, founded

ou this poem of Razi, viz. i_^^- ^ j, by Lachmi-Ram,

is noticed in Rieu ii. p. 768^. Another prose-version

is described in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 998.

Ff. 81-87 contain smaller poetical pieces, ta'rikhs,

ruba'is, and tarji'bands, probably by tlie same author,

and an epilogue in prose by the transcriber, Mir 'Ali

Muhammad Akbar, who dated this copy the 25th of

Dhu-alhijjah, A. H. 1 1 48 (eighteenth year of Muhammad-
shah's reign) = A. D. 1736, May 7, in a place near

Seringapatan.

2. Ff. 88-170": Mihr u Mah (sL. j^r»-«)i Sun and

Moon, that is the Indian love-story of prince Manohar

and princess Madhumalat, composed A. h. 1065 (a. d.

1655), see fol. 170", lin. penult. : 0-0-i jJj^Sii i:i>/fj

o^-ul ^ij J , and last line : t».Ljj ^^l Mi^"^ .1^

r*-
In the Khatimah this poem is styled j-^t^

fol. 168", 1. 7, and j.^U »£, fol. 170", lin. penult. It

is, like the preceding mathnawi, based on an older

Hindi story by Shaikh Jamman or Manjhan, which
was first translated into Persian verse A. h. 1059 (a. d.

1649), ^ee Rieu ii. pp. 700" and 803^, and three years

after the second Persian adaptation by 'Akilkhan Razi,

turned into Dakhni verses by Miyan Nusrati A. h.

1068 (a. d. 1657, 1658), under the title of j-i^x ij-i-lX'

copies of which are found ^n the India Office Collection,

Nos. 1434, 2486, and 2621 ; in the Bodleian Library,

No. 2320 of the ('at., etc. Comp. A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 630, and Garcin de Tansy, Histoire de la Litter.

Hindouie, etc. i. p. 388 ; ii. pp. 485 and 486 ; on prose-

versions of the same story, see above, No. 803, 3.

Beginning
:

,

t.^^
1,

.3 ii ijJ:>. -C ljj*b

^ V_»-) jjU.j1 ^ * C
j

Lithographed, Lucknow, 1846.

Ff. 1 70^ and 171* contain eight ruba'is ; ff. 1 7 ib and
172"' an epilogue of the transcriber, who is identical

with that of the first mathnawi, viz. Mir 'Ali Akbar,
and dated this poem the 26th of Dhii-alka'dab, a. h.

1148 (a. D. 1736, April 8), at ^^\j^. (Banawasse, as

the place is called on the last fly-leaf).

No. 3082, ff. 172, 2 coll., each II. 13; Nasta'Uk ; curious
drawings on ff. 28'', 5o^ 52'', 64'', 65". 65'', 75^ 79% 8I^ lOi'',

and 142'
; blanks left for illustrations on ff. 41*, II2», and 114'';

ff. 49, 70, 140, and 157 are left entirely blank ; fol. 1 12'' is greatly
injured ; size, 8J in. by 4J in.

1635
Sham' u Parwana ('tJ^jJ « » » '

)

Another copy of the first mathnawi in the preceding

collection, beginning : jj\^^.^ jlj. sJJjLi {j\.

On fol. I* and on the fly-leaf this title is given to it

:

^^J |.Jo LaJ. The date of composition appears here

on fol. 94a,
1. 4 ; the correct title, »J'«/J j », '. on

fol.93M.7.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2515, ff. 1-95, mostly in diagonal lines, except ff. i, 5,

and 91-95 which have been added later, 11. 10-15; Shikasta;
size, 7I in. by 4^ in.

1636
Mihr u mah (jL. j^^-.).

Another copy of the second mathnawi in No. 1634,

beginning, with a slight modification :

"""
1,

d' sH
J ii iji>- ^.XJ IjJljij

Dated the 29th of Rajab, in the second year of

Farruklisiyar's reign(=A. h. 1126, a. d. 17 14, Aug. 10),

by Mir Muhammad Ishak, son of Mir Muhammad
Hasan of Ahmadnagar, in the service of Shah Mu-
hammad Muhsiu.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2198, ff. 68, 2 coll., each U. 15; small Nasta'Uk; size,

8f in. by 4I in.
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1637

Another copy of the same.

Beginning, as in the preceding copy : »ij Ijjjlj^i*.

Jl j..i.. As title is given to this poem on the first

fly-leaf : ^AjJLji . (or cjJUjiJl^) oJL«Ju*.

No date. The transcriber was Ni'mat-allah.

No. 618, ff. 59, 3 coll., each U. 17-18, written in a mixture of

Nasta'Uk and Shikasta, but quite legible ; size, 9J in. by 5^ in.

1638
Murakka' («j^Jl).

Patchwork or scrap-book, a mystical mathnawi on

the chief points of Siifism, illustrated by short tales,

somewhat in the style of Jalal-aldin Rumi's mathnawi,

by the same 'Akilkhan Razi, beginning

:

Pertsch j.UxJI J;) ^.UiJl J ^yJ^l jUDl \^\

(Sprenger ^bil ^y

Pertsch and) ^j->0 isyj>. ^j^ (read ^j—1)
jy-i^'

j.1^1 (Sprenger ^jJSJ\

Sarkhwush in his tadhkirah LxJLll cyLJii (see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. in) says: 'it may be con-

sidered as a poetical version of the ^^j^ ?r'>-*'''
^*^*

to what book does that title apply 1

No date. The transcriber was Mir Ibrahim Husain
alhusaini.

No. 486, ff. 156, 2 coll., each 11. 13; slightly injured and
worm-eaten here and there ; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

Nftsir 'AH (Nos. 1639-1648).

1639

Diwan-i-Nasir 'All (jJlc ,-aLi ^J^JJ)

The lyrical poems of Shaikh (or Shah) Nasir 'Ali of

Sirhind, who died at Dihli the 6th of Ramadan, A. H.

1 108 (a. d. 1697, March 29) ; comp. Rieu ii. p. 699 sq.
;

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1150-1152; W. Pertsch, p. 80;
and Berlin Cat., p. 936; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 113,

126, 151, 201, and 329 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii.

p. 107 ; see also Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 167 (No. 109) ;

Muntakhab-alash'ar, No. 458 (col. 249 in the Bodleian

Cat.); Khulasat-alkalam, No. 47 (ib., col. 298); Khu-
lasat-alafkar, No. 178 (ib., col. 308), and Makhzau-
alghara'ib. No. 1743 (ib., col. 355). All tadhkiras

agree about the date A. H. 1108, but a strange contra-

diction appears in the chronogram, composed by
Sarkhwush, the friend of the poet and the collector of

his diwan : loJ, i^-*^ jJl»->. (Jlc sT, which gives A. h.

1 109, see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 113, and the Khulasat-

alkalam, loc. cit. This copy, the fullest in the India

Office Collection, contains

:

Ghazals, rubais, and fards, all mixed together in

alphabetical order, with interlinear and marginal glosses,

on fol. l^, beginning :

Jl L^Jj «y^y ^J\^ i,b jSL

At the end of this part another series of ruba Is (ou

ff- QS^-PQ**)-

Kasidas, on fol. lOO", beginning:

Jl JL».» jJum jy»3 L?lj-» iS.—> o>.»ljj

The poet's name appears as takhallus several times,

for instance, on fol. 106'', 1. 8. The diwan has been

lithographed in Luckuow, 1844, A. h. 1263 and 1281.

Copied by Khwajah 'Azira in the twenty-ninth year

of Muhammadshah's reign (=A. h. 1160, A. D. 1747);
the larger portion of the diwan, i. e. to the end of the

rubais, was finished the 19th of Muharram in that

year (1747, Jan. 31).

No. 1078, ff. no, 2 coll., each 11. 14; careless Nagtallk; size,

8 in. by 5^ in.

1640

Another copy of the same diwan.

The same diwan, without the kasidas, chiefly con-

sisting of ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^,

beginning as in the preceding copy. The ghazals

conclude on fol. 73" and are dated the 25th of Safar,

A. H. 1 1 32 (the first year of Muhammadshah's reign)

= A. D. 1720, Jan. 7, at Shahjalianabad, during the

governorship of Nawwab Najm-aldin 'Alikhan Bahadur.

The remaining leaves contain :

Fol. 73'': nine mathnawi-baits by the ijjjji- *-s5la.

(i.e. Hakim Sana'l of Ghazna, see above, ISo. 914 sq.),

beginning

:

^1 JVk ^,^ji iy.

Ff. 74''-78'' : a mathnawi which has no heading, but is

clearly identical with the Sarapai ((jbL-*) or ' descrip-

tion of the human figure,' by Mir Sayyid 'Ali Mihrl

'Arab, who flourished under Sultan Husain of Persia

(a. H. iio5-ii35=A. D. 1694-1722), and died about

A. H. II 30 (a. D. 1718); comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 1 1 68
;

Rieu ii. pp. 796* and 8501"; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 680 (No. 671, fol. 43^) and p. 696, No. 9 ; Khulasat-

alkalam, No. 67 (Bodleian Cat., col. 301) ; and Khulasat-

alafkar. No. 249 (ib., col. 311). Beginning:

Jl ^zJ^Jlf rHrt-"" '^S^ *-^ <£^

Fol. 78b
: some lines in prose, beginning : ;1 Jlxj

Jl jL»J ootS . jo t-jy-iu jL^J

No. 95, ff. 1-78, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; on ff. 74'-78* diagonal

lines ; Shikasta ; various readings and .idditions on the margin ;

the first pages greatly injured ; size, 8^^ in. by 4I in.

1641
The same.

Ghazals, rubais, and fards, mixed together in al])ha-

betical order, beginning as usual. This diwan concludes

on fol. 109* and is dated the 21st of Muharram, a. h.

1 143 (the thirteenth year of Muhammadshah's reign,

correctly the twelfth, as his accession to the throne

took place in Dhu-alka'dah of A. h. ii3i)=A. d. 1730,

Aug. 6. The remaining leaves contain :

Ff. 109b and 1 10* : a kasidah by Anwari (see above,

Nos. 935-949). beginning

:
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Ff. iio''-ii3a: a mukhamraas by Shah Radi Fatih,

i. e. Mir Radi Fatih of Gilan, a contemporary of 'AH
Hazin (see above, Nog. 677-679), mentioned in the

Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 1971 (col. 361 in the Bodleian

Cat.), beginning

:

^'

Fol. 113*: a mukhamnias by Khanjahan Bahadur
(perhaps Kukultashkhan, who died A. h. iio9=a. d.

1697, 1698, see Rieu i. p. 62) ; beginning :

Fol. 113'': a mustazild by Fatih, see above.

Ff. 1 1
4*- 118'': letters, addressed to Mansurkhan,

Mun'imkhan, Muhammad Yusufkhan, Mir Muhammad
Husain, and others.

No. 1364, ff. 49''-II8^ U. 9-17 ; written by different hands,

partly in Nasta'llk, partly in Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1642
The same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, interspersed with

some ruba is and fards, and concluded by a shoil; series

of ruba is, beginning as usual.

This very badly-written copy was finished in

Muharram, A.H. 1157 (a.d. 1744, Feb.-March). It

belonged formerly to the College of Fort William.

No. 2192, ff. 76, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Shikasta; size, 8| in. by
6 in.

1643
The same.

Ghazals and ruba is, in alphabetical order, beginning

as usual, on fol. !•>. No date.

No. 3478, olim 13. J. 17, ff. 86, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; written

by three different hands, partly in careful, partly in very careless

Nasta'llk ; the first hand goes from fol. i to fol. 48, the second
from fol. 49 to fol. 62, the third from fol. 63 to fol. 86 ; size, 8^ in.

by 4j in.

1644
The same.

Ghazals, interspersed with fards, in alphabetical

order, beginning, on fol. i*", as usual.

No date. Collated.

No. 3494, olim 13. J. 21, ff. 61, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk
;

slig£tly injured by worms; size, 9^ in. by 4f in.

1645
A defective copy of the same.

This copy opens abruptly at the end of a ghazal,

rhyming in Ur4', with this bait:

corresponding to fol. iz"*, 1. 10 in No. 3478 (No. 1643
in this Cat.) ; the first complete ghazal on the same
first page (fol. 76") agrees with that which begins

on fol. 7'', 1. 8 in the same copy. The last bait on
fol. 121'', the second of a ghazal, rhyming in u. cor-

iND. orr.

responds to fol. 84*, 1. 3 there. The ghazals are

arranged alphabetically and interspersed with ruba'is

and fards.

No. 8461, olim 13. J. 12, ff. 76-121, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nas-
ta'llk ; size, 7^ in. by 4} in.

1646
Mathnawis by Nasir 'Ali.

A number of mathnawis by the same Nasir 'Ali, the

Jirst of which, on ff. il^-sz*, is the same religious poem
which appears in most copies of Nasir 'All's poetical

works (see Eieu, Sprenger, Pertsch, and Bodleian Cat.,

loc. cit.), and begins :

Jij jJ^- i^^^^ <^^j-*) -tr* »y ^s*^^

A special copy of this mathnawi is noticed in

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 697, No. 15.

On ff. .53''-io5 a large number of smaller mathnawis
are added, no doubt by the same Nasir 'Ali, the first

of which begins :

The others are partly Sakinamas, partly encomiums
of the Kalandari monks, all of mystical import. The
mathnawi on Kashmir, noticed in Rieu ii. p. 700", is not

found among them.

. No date.

No. 213, ff. 105, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nastallk; all the head-
ings (invariably in verses and sometimes very long) written in

red ink ; size, 9j in. by 5f in.

1647
Another copy of Nasir 'All's religious mathnawi.

Another copy of the Jirst and longest mathnawi of

the preceding collection, beginning :

Ji^1 iSij:> \y ^\
No date. Various readings on the margin.

No. 2004, ff. 62, 4 coll., in diagonal lines, the first and third

containing five baits each, the second and fourth two baits

;

Shikasta ; size, 6 in. by 5 in.

1648
An incomplete copy of the same.

Beginning as usual. It goes down to fol. 33'', 1. 3
ab infra in No. 213 (1646 in this Cat.) ; the headings

on ff. 2()^, 267b, 269'", and 274" are left blank. This

copy ends on fol. 278* and is dated A.H. 1 103 (a.d.

1691, 1692). On ff.
278l'-283'' another short math-

nawi, in the same metre, is added, probably by the

same Nasir 'Ali (but not found in No. 213), beginning

:

ii^ J-y sjLjy*. j\ <sji) ^J

No. 3106, ff. 246''-283'', 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Shikasta ; worm-
eaten and damaged in many places ; size, 6; in. by 3^ in.

1649

Nairang-i-'Ishk (jni-c li^j^).

The love-story of Shahid and 'Aziz, a romantic

3 M
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mathnawt by Shaikh Muhammad Akram, with the

takhallus Ghanimat, of Ganjah in the Panjab, a pupil

of Mir Muhammad Zamau Rasikh of Lahur (who died

A.H. iio7:=A. D. 1695, 1696, see a description of his

mathnawi in No. 1147 of the Bodleian Cat.) and
a favourite of the emperor 'Alamgir. It was completed

A.H. 1096 (a. D. 1685) and begins :

The poet died about A.H. iiio (a. d. 1698, 1699).

His diwan is described in Rieu ii. p. 700^; see also ib.

iii. p. 1034^. Other copies of this poem are noticed in

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1 1 53-1 155, and A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 410; comjj. also A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 113 and

127, Khulasat-alkalam, No. 51 (col. 299 in the Bod-
leian Cat.), and Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 181 5 (ib.,

col. 357). It was lithographed in Lucknow about

A.H. 1263, with glosses by Muhammad Salih and
others. This copy is dated A.H. 1152 (a. d. 1739,

1740).

No. 490, ff. 33-79, 2 coll., each U. 1 7 ; Shikasta ; size, 8| in.

by 4I in.

1650
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. It is styled

here simply e*«.»:Lc (^:^«. Dated the nth of Eajab

in the twenty-ninth year of Muhammadshah's reign

(=a. H. 1 160, A. D. 1747, July 19).

No. 2266, ff. 7i''-i24, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; written by different

hands, partly in Nasta'llk, partly in Shikasta ; size, Sf in. by 4I in.

1651
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copies. As heading

before the preface appears here : iL_i., iJj^^A »J^^

^/* J^ U^jy^ J-^ ciH* j' ^y^ (i-i-c Ir^ ijj^

No date. Twelfth century of the Hijrah. As copyist

is mentioned, on fol. 55* (by a third hand, it seems),

Ghulam Muhammad. A note, affixed to the fly-leaf by
C. Raikes, Commissioner and Superintendent, states that

this, ' like Heer and Eauja, is a love-story. Ghuneemut
died recently (sic !) at Goojerat and is the author of

a Deewan or collection of odes. Sent to the Imperial

Exhibition at Paris for works of art and industry by
the Punjab Committee at Lahore.' It was received

from Dr. Royle, July, 1856.

No. 3230, ff. 55, 2 coll., each 11. 14 (on ff. 1-30), 11. 15 (on
ff. 31-54) ; Nasta'llk, by two different hands; size, io|^ in. by

1652

A short anonymous mathnawi, apparently a (JL-

»_«lj and probably by the same Ghanimat ; it is written

by the same hand as the ij.t.c v^j-^i in No. 1649 and

immediately after it. Beginning :

End
^>

1 ^Ui
J

\ ^U J .1 J.U5

As a kind o( colophon appear the words : ^j^ t"-^

No. 490, ff. yg'-SS", 2 coll., each 11. 17; Shikasta; size, 8J in.

by 4j in.

1653

Dlwan-i-Tahir "Wahid (j.-^^ jJbMa u^jJi).

The largest collection extant of the IjTical poems of

'Imad-aldaulah Mirza Muhammad Tahir Wahid of

Kazwin, who was a friend of Sa'ib (see above, Nos.

1606-1623) and historiographer of Shah 'Abbas II of

Persia (a. h. io52-io77=a. d. 1642-1666), whose life

from his birth to the fifteenth or sixteenth year of his

reign he wrote in the ^\1 (j-Llc sLi i-^L? (see above,

Nos. 555-557). He died, according to the Khulasat-

alafkar. No. 298 (col. 312 in the Bodleian Cat.), A.H.

IIIO (a. D. 1698, 1699); Siraj gives the earlier date,

A.H. 1 108 (a. D. 1696, 1697), see A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 151, and the Zinat-alniajalis the later date, A.H.

1 118 or 1 119 (a. D. 1706, 1707); comp. Eieu i. p. 189;
comp. besides A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 130 and 137;
Atashkada, No. 549 (col. 281 in the Bodleian Cat.);

Khulasat-alkalam, No. 73 (ib., col. 301), where extracts

from tliree different mathnawis of his are given, and
Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 2976 (ib., col,. 391).

This copy contains :

Ghazals, inteiinixed with tarkSbbands, kit'as, and

ruba'is, arranged in alphabetical order, with a few

unalphabetical mukatta'at at the end. Beginning, on

fol. lb;

The proper order of if. 560-572 is: 560, 569-571,

561-568, 572. No date.

No. 41, ff. 586, 2 coll., each 11. 18-19; written by different

hands, partly in Nasta'lik, partly in Shikasta; size, ii| in. by

6| in.

1654

Another co])y of the same diwan.

A much smaller collection of Tahir Wahid's lyrical

poems, containing

:

A few kasidas, on fol. i'', beginning

:

Ghazals, ruba'is, and fards, mixed together in alpha-

betical order, on fol. 5'', beginning as in the preceding

copy.

Dated the 3rd of Shawwal in the twenty-third year
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154, A.D. 174I,of Muhammadshah's reign (=A.h.

Dec. 12).

No. 891, ff. 1-128, 2 centre-coll., each II. II, and a third

column on the margin, 11. 24-26; Naata'llk; size, gf in. by

1655

Selections from the same diwan.

These selections from Tahir Wahid's lyrical poems

consist of rubais and gliazals, mixed together in alpha-

betical order, and beginning

:

1jl<j jj-i (jLiUj.
r^.^jr>^ 5^j^ ^y^ ^J

This is the first rubai, quoted in the Makhzan-

alghara'ib, loc. cit., see No. 1653.

No date.

No. 519, ff. 1-55, 2 coll., each 11. 13; careleas Naata'llk, very

like Shikasta ; size, 8J in. by 4I in.

1656

Ghazaliyyat-i-Athar {ji\ ^\Zi)s).

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, with some ruba'ls

and fards at the end, by Shafi'a Athar of Shiraz, who
spent the chief part of his life in Isfahan and died at

Lar A. H. 1 113 (a. D. 1 701, 1702), according to the

chronogram Ji\j JLx-. ^jUr=^ j' p'-='j ii^>
quoted in

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 344 ; a later date, viz. A. H.

1124 (a.d. 1712, 1713), is given in the v'i^^^^ (jl^J

of Siraj, ib., p. 149 ; comp. also ib., p. 1 17. As he was

blind from early boyhood, he never visited India.

His diwan was collected A. h. 1106 (a.d. 1694, 1695).

Copies of his complete lyrical poems are described in

the Bodleian Cat., No. 11 56; Rieu ii. p. 79il», and

A. Sprenger, p. 344 ; comp. also Atashkada, No. 645
(col. 284 in the Bodleian Cat.), and Khulasat-alafkar,

No. 19 (ib., col. 303), where he is called a panegyrist

of Shah Sulaiman Safawi.

Beginning of the ghazals, on fol. i*

:

No date.

No. 477, ff. 73, 2 coll., each II. 15; Shikasta; size, 8f in.

by 5| in.

1657

Two anonymous mathnawis.

1. The_^rs<, on fi". 1^-53", is styled, on fol. i*, ^jLJ

^jjjjK^ J
, but its real title appears to be Mihr u "Wafa

(Lsj • ^4-4) ; it is dedicated to the emperor 'Alamgir, see

fol. 3"; and in the preface, on fol. 'j^ sq., the anonymous

author mentions all the former great poets from Eudagi

down to his own time, and bestows a special praise

upon each of them. Beginning :

ilo e bU— _ î j)H j'-» »-^ J-
IjOjlj

2. The second, on ff. ^^^-112, is styled, on £F. i» and

902

but this seems to be incorrect54*. i/"^ J c^ir*-'

too ; on fol. 59^, 1. 2, the real title appears,
^^^f^^ ^-»^

in the following bait

:

il

cr* ut,ijj ,j ^J^^ '^^ o>iJ

^J*^ o^y
.U

Beginning, on fol. 54^^

:

The author of both mathnawis is probably the same

;

the only poet of 'Alamgir's time, to whom a mathnawi,

U. . j^jt , is ascribed, is 'Arif of Lahur, see Makhzan-

alghara'ib, No. 1672 (col. 354 in the Bodleian Cat.).

No. 112, ff. 150, 2 coll., each 11. 14-17 ; written by different

hands in different kinds of careful and careless Nasta'llk ; size,

8t in. by 4I in.

1658

Dtwan-i-Rasa (Ly {J]y.i)-

The lyrical poems of Mirza Izadbakhsh Easa, who
flourished under 'Alamgir and died, according to the

chronogram quoted both in the Hamisha Bah&r

(A. Sprenger, Catal, p. 123) and the Makhzan-algha-

ra ib, No. 893 (col. 334 in the Bodleian Cat.) : lui, L-.

ij^^- ^Jl4^ jl, A.H. 1119 (a.d. 1707, 1708); the

\jxUi\ (ji-Lj,, however, say, that he died in 'Alamgir's

reign, see Eieu iii. pp. 985^ and 986*, where another

work of Rasa, the jljjJl u^W)! * collection of letters and

refined prose-writing, is described. He was a descen-

dant of Jahangir's wazir, Asafkhan Ja'far Kazwini, and

lived under 'Alamgir in Akbarabad. The diwan begins,

on fol. 40^', with kasidas, the initial bait of which runs

thus: Jl \j
^yS iLyi' y >j>-.ji J.> »jp tj\. The

kasidas conclude on fol. 48'', and are followed on

ff. 49l'-iool' by a series of ghazals, ruba'is, and fards,

in alphabetical order, with a short mathnawi at the

end ; this series begins : Ll-o \xs^- ij\j<-iiy^ Jj^

On ff. 4''-38* an anonymous mystical mathnawi is

written by another hand in Shikasta, beginning : ^^1

Jl ijijr'. _»jiuT sTj, and dated a. h. 1147 (a.d. 1734,

1735). All the remainder of the MS., £F. 1-4^ 38**-

40", 481", 49*, ioi«-io4, and the margin throughout

are filled by a third hand which is much smaller than

the other two, with a poetical anthology,- S. 39^^ and

40* also contain some prose-extracts. Many leaves

are greatly damaged by worms.

No. 868, ff. 104, 11. 15; three different handwritings; Shi-

kasta on ff. 4''-38* ; larger and smaller Naata'llk in the remaining

parts of the copy ; size, 8| in. by 5{; in.

Ni'matkhan 'Ali (Nos. 1659-1671).

1659

Kulliyyat-i-Ni'matkhan 'Ali
(
Jlc ^U=-»^ eylli^.

The complete works in prose and verse of Mirza
3K 2
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Nftr-aldln Muhammad, who sprung from a Persian

family of Shiraz, received in A. h. 1104 (a. D. 1692,

1693) from 'Alamgir the honorary title of Ni'matkhan,

and later on that of Mukarrabkhan, and was honoured

by Bahadurkhan with the epithet of Dauishmandkhan ;

in his poetical works, which- are chiefly remarkable for

their sharp wit and their great satirical power, he uses

as takhallus 'Ali. The usual date of his death given

in most tadhkiras is a.h. 1121 (a.d. 1709, 1710);

only in the Ta'rikh-i-Caghatai and the Ta'rikh-i-Mu-

hammadl (see Eieu ii. p. 703*, and iii. p. 1049^), a.h.

1122, first of Kabi' II, is given (= A. D. 1710, May 30);

comp. also A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 127, 151, and 328;

Khulasat-alafkar, No. 176 (col. 308 in tlie Bodleian

Cat.); and Makhzan-alghar^'ib, No. 1675 (ib., col. 354).

Contents

:

1. An abridged version of the Bahadurshahnama

(i.*b sLijjLjj) or history of the first two years of the

emperor Bahadurshah's reign, see above, Nos. 385-387 ;

beginning

:

Collated A.H. 1 136 (a.d. 1723, 1724).

2. Waka'i'-i-Haidarabad (iUTjA-^a. (*->^j) of) with

its fuller title, Waki'at-i-Haidarabad u Gulkundah

{iS^Slf ^ jbj,x--a. i::j\ju1j), also styled frequently

Waka'i'-i-Ni'matkhan 'Ali {^J^a ^jli o..» «i (*-s^))j

a satirical chronicle of the siege of Haidarabad, in

seven sections, describing the Waki'at or events from

the I4tli to the i6th of the month Kajab, and from the

19th to the 22ud of the month Sha'ban in a.h. 1097,

the thirtieth— or rather twenty-ninth— year of

'Alamgir's reign = a.d. 1686, June, July (in Kieu's

copy I3th-i5th Kajab and 17th, i8th, 25th, and 29th

Sha'ban), beginning, on fol. 69b
: (j-Jj—o s-j (^J

Jl U^j (JA-o tlLa ,j _^-o i—illS; other copies of the

samearefoundinBodleianCat., No. 1157,5, No. 1 159, i,

and No. 1160; Eieu i. p. 268, ii. pp. 745^ 796", and

850^, iii. p. 1049'^; W. Pertseh, Berlin Cat., p. 492;
see also Elliot, History of India, vii. p. 200. Litho-

gi-aphed in India A.H. i248(together with jj-i^ . ij—»>
see No. 4 in this copy), and printed in Lucknow A. h.

1259 (with marginal notes by Maulawi Makbul Ahmad).
A more modern lithographed edition appeared in

Kanpor, 1870.

This part likewise collated, a. h. i 136.

3. Ruka'at-i-Ni'matkhan
(^^U."

* ^ ' ^jUlS.), letters

and other elegant prose-writings, on fol. 125'', be-

ginning : -^ (<;b (^LiUj u\^_ ^Rp .Uo jj SJlSj

Other copies of these ejbtJ, or tmlji. .:ji are noticed in

Bodleian Cat., No. 1157, 7, No. 1159, 2 and 3; single

letters are mentioned in Eieu ii. pp. 738'', No. 6, 796%
No. IV, and 796*^, No. X; additional satirical pieces,

for instance, the L,Sia~ *s* tlL^, ib., p. 744**, No. I,

and p. 85ol> ; the <^jiii\ e>^l,, ib., p. 796* No. I.

On fol. 135'' a Uil s^U-o is found.

4. Husn u 'Ishk (j-ii j j;^—-a.),
' beauty and love,'

an allegorical story in prose and verse, also called

(jjLc
5 i^y-^ LsPli.« or (j-ii

J i:;—
=*• "iJ^'^-^^'

'^^^

wedding of beauty and love,' on fol. 144^, beginning :

jb; ,j i_jiJl jb^l x-^-ii »»

Other copies of this story in Bodleian Cat., No.

1157, 6, No. 1159, 3 ; Eieu ii. pp. 703b, 796^ No. Ill,

and 850b; extracts from the same, ib., p. 738'';

W. Pertseh, Berlin Cat., p. 681. Edited at Lucknow,

1842 and 1873; with commentary at Dihli, 1844.

Collated in the same year as Nos. i and 2 of this

copy.

5. Kasldas, kit'as, satires, chronograms, etc. (j JoLoj

j\ b»j-s* J
UiSJtkS), on fol. 156b,^Li^^**^

beginning with a poem in honour of 'Alamgir

:

ij:. ^ oLj (jijS jj (JIjJ JaJ Labi

A short »-«b jjLj, on fol. 180'^; other copies of these

poems in Bodleian Cat, No. 1157, 3, and No. 1158
(fol. 158* sq.); the ghazals, rubais, and prose-preface

appearing there in Nos. 1157,1, and 11 58 (if. i3iisq. and
168" sq.), as well as in British Museum copies, Eieu ii.

pp. 702b and 703", and in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 328,

are entirely wanting in the present copy. This diwan is

entitled in A. Sprenger, loc. cit., e.«..»> ^y Vi>- ; but that

is probably a mistake, since this title properly belongs

to a prose-work of .Ni'matkhan 'Ali on cookery, not

included in his Kulliyyat ; comp. W. Pertseh, Berlin

Cat., p. 343.

6. A large mathnawi, on ethical and moral matters,

with mystic tendency, interspersed with short tales and
anecdotes, on fol. 185b, beginning:

c* " 'jh' CI* " ft s->}.ft &j ij«i Jyj^

(read c*j<y-4 • U^j^ jb) o-j«-» (^biUj s.aLt.

See the same mathnawi in Bodleian Cat., No.
1 157, 4, and No. 1161 ; Eieu ii. pp. 703", and 796^,

No. XII; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 329. This last part

was written by another hand and at an earlier period

than the preceding ones, and according to a note on

fol. rSs", jJLc ti—^.
^j
U." «'*-'

(J>-i-^, probably by

the author himself.

No. 83, if. 313, 11. 17; 2 coll.. In tlie poetical parts; Nas-
ta'llk, by two different hands ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1660

A smaller collection of Ni'matkhan 'Ali's works.

This copy contains

:

1. A prose-treatise, intermixed with verses by the

author himself and with numerous passages of the

Kurau, not found in the preceding copy, on fol. i^,

beginning: »5 cul^yi v'-^'jirj j' rj^^ (Jjba -^^

2. The prose-preface of the diwan, identical with

that iu Nos. 1157 and 1158 of the Bodleian Cat., and
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A. Sprenger's copy, loc. cit., on fol. n*, beginning : .L-c

Jl ^^ J 0^ ^ .Xaj.

3. Diwau (^JUJJ), consisting of kasidas, ghazals,

kit'as, ruba'is, fards, and a great number of short

mathnawis, mostly in alphabetical order, on fol. 18";

beginning (as Rieu's first copy, Sprenger's copy, and
No. 1 158 of the Bodleian Cat.) :

^b-^ '^ij "^ ':>—4/.' u' -^ J^ O^j^

4. Waka'i'-i-Haidarabad, on fol. 222*, beginning:

No date.

No. 3145, ff. 253, U. 21; Nasta'Uk; splendid binding in

green and gold ; size, lo| in. by 6 in.

1661

A collection of Ni'matkban 'All's smaller works in

prose.

This copy contains

:

1. Waka'i'-i-Haidarabad, on fol. i^.

2. The prose-preface of the diwan, on fol. 34a,

beginning as iii No. 2 of the preceding copy.

3. Another prose-tract, identical with the ,.«* sJL..

L»Xa. or ' satire on physicians ' (see Kieu ii. p. 744**

and the remark to No. 1659, 3 above), on fol. 41",

beginning: Jl i^UjJl^Ujl jlllsill ^ ^-SL..

4. Husn u 'Ishk, on fol. 43*', beginning as in No.

1659, 4.

5. A third prose-tract, identical with the letter,

quoted in Rieu ii. p. 796* No. IV, on fol. 52", be-

ginning: Jl jjLL-oji J\j^ ij-^ j.-^-

Dated the 9th of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1191 (a. d.

1777, June 15). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2465, ff. 54, 11. 21 ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 5| in.

1662

Another collection of the same kind.

This copy contains

:

1. A prose-tract, styled ^\^, I.»Ujj, on fol. i",

beginning: Jl \j jJL-^j ijil j^La:^-.

2. Waka'i'-i-Haidarabad, on fol. g^.

3. The same prose-tract, as No. 5 in the preceding

copy, on fol. 67b beginning here : (j\j^ uT^y.^a3. -J^i.

Jl ijli-yO.

4. The ' satire on physicians,' on fol. 70'', beginning

as No. 3 in the preceding copy : jl j^^ll Jlc *J^
^1 t5'IXiJl jlj.

5. Husn u 'Ishk, on fol. 73''. No date.

No. 1835, ff. 83, 11. 13-20; written by different hands in

various atylei of Nasta'Uk and Sbikasta ; size, 9I in. by 6 in.

1663
Another copy of the Waka'i'-i-Haidarabad.

Beginning as usual. Dated the 14th of Shawwal,
A.H. 1135 (a.d. 1723, July 18).

No. 683, ff. 1 15-166, U. 17 ; .Sbikasta ; size, 8| in. by 4! in.

1664
The same.

Dated the, 15th of Rajab in the twenty-first year of

Muhammadshah's reign (=A. h. 1152, a.d. 1739,
Oct.' 18).

No. 284, ff. 1-56, 11. 13; careless Nasta'Uk; size, 7I in. by
4 in.

1665
The same.

In this copy there are marked the following days

:

Rajab 13-15, Shawwal 14 and 20-22. It concludes

on fol. 62b; S. 63*-69'' contain some cylxJi,, one of

which bears the date a.h. iioo (a.d. 1689), on fol.

641", 1. 9, and a portion of Husn u 'Ishk, beginning,

on fol. 67''', 1. 3 ab infra: Jl xi, j ' f vioxa..

No colophon, but at the bottom of the last page
a seal of Mir Shanis-aldin 'Alikhan Walajahi is found,

with the date a.h. 1190 (a. d. 1776).

No. 2101, ff. 6g, 11. 13; Sbikasta, by two different hands; size,

8| in. by 5 in.

The same

Beginning : jbl.

1666

.Le j:i\ xsu,iy^lS' |.Ul *jUj

=,j ^.ij^ ^j\.Jl ^jj-. o (_j*.>

The days, marked here, are Rajab 13-15, Sha'ban

14 (on fol. 56a), 19 (on fol. 61*), 21 (on fol. 67^), 22
(on fol. 731"), and 23.

Dated the 7th of Safar, a.h. 1207 (a.d. 1792, Sept.

24). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2556, ff. 39-91, U. 12-14; Sbikasta; size, 9^ in. by 6| in.

1667
The same.

Modern copy, not dated. Only the first five days
are marked here, but in the following strange way

:

14th of Rajab (on fol. 1^), 15th (on fol. 7"), 19th (on
fol. 14"), 14th of Sha'han (on fol. I7'>), and 15th of
Rajab again (on foL 231"); the other headings are
missing.

No. 3057, ff. 1-56, U. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 5 J in.

1668
The same.

Quite modern copy, not dated.

No. 3056, ff. 1-43, U. 1 1 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 8J in. by 61 in.
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1669
Another copy of Husn u 'Ishk.

Beginning as usual. No date.

No. 490, ff. 89-95, 20-37 diagonal lines in the page ; Shikasta

;

size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1670
Another copy of the abridged Bahadurshahnama.

The same abridgement of the Bahadurshahnama, as

in No. 1659, I) beginning in the same way

:

In the colophon it is styled n^LLftLijLs.

No date.

No. 950, ff. 74, 11. 13; large imd distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

7| in. by 4^ in.

1671

A single kit'ah by the same Ni'matkhan "Ali, con-

taining a satirical attack upon Kamgarkhan, the son

of Ja'farkhan, at the occasion of his marriage, accom-

panied by a detailed Persian commentary by an un-

known author. The latter begins: ^_j\3 tjik5 —yi

d
.T.

JUu .joii^ ^U v^» » ..^Ur*

Beginning of 'All's satire :

loJp-o jJLc jjli. jXjj .b Jui ljJ».J,S

O^j i ^f^:j i Pi i tn^ ij^ i JUXJb

Dated A. H. 1 191 (a. d. 1777).

No. 1359, ff. 188-196, 11. 17 ; distinct Nasta'Uk; size, 8| in.

by 4^ in.

1672

Diwan-i-Khalis (,jaJU>- uSr'-')-

Lyrical poems by Mirza Sayyid Husain, with the

takhallus Khalis, who went under 'Alamgir from Persia

to India, obtained the title of Imtiyazkhan, and was
under Bahadurshah raised to the rank of a master of

the horse (jcaLijib ,jJ>.l >-^ ; on his way back to

Persia he was killed, a. h. 1122 (a. d. 17 10, 1711);

the chronogram of his death is ^jlifcjbvij>l 5I 5I, see

Khulasat-alkalam, No. 25 (col. 297 in the Bodleian

Cat.); and A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. ill, 121, 141, and

150; other copies of his diwan are noticed in

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 460, and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

pp. 937 and 938 ; some of his ghazals, ib., p. 700,

No. 27. This (liwan consists of ghazals, intermixed

with kastdas, kit'as, ruba'is, and fards, all in alpha-

betical order, beginning, on fol. 136b:

L^iftjLc (tiii ^ ... \ J-^5 oy^ xijb ^jbL^

L^jljji jJls. Jb ji jl jjjI j\jji^ ji iS

(Tliis initial bait agrees, as Sprenger has noticed,

verbatim with that of Atharkhan bin Amir Nizam-
aldin Radawi's diwan, see ib., p. 345.) The mathnawis

of Khalis (see A. Sprenger, loc. cit., and W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 698, No. 17) are not found in this or

the following copy.

Dated A. H. 1138 (a. D. 1725, 1726) at Shahjahan-

abad.

No. 725, ff. 136-202, 2 coll., each 11. I2, and a third on the

margin of ff. i38''-i6i», 162", i63»-i74'', 176" and ^ i78"-i8o»,

I8o''-I87^ iga^-igs^and 195" and'', differing in lines from 2 to 32;

ff. 136-187 on white, the rest on red paper; distinct Nasta'Uk;

illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8f in. by 4^ in.

1673
Another copy of the same diwan.

This copy contains the same ghazals, kasidas, kit'as,

ruba'is, and fards mixed together in alphabetical order

as the preceding one. Beginning the same : ijbL»

i
Dated the gth of Muharram in the tenth year of the

first karn of Muhammadshah's reign, that is, A. H. 1141

(a. D. 1728, Aug. 11), at Shahjahanabad.

No. 1671, ff. 151, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Shikasta, nearly iUegible

in many places ; size, 10 in. by 5I in.

1674
Intikhab-i-Kulliyyat-i-Wadih (^Ij i::,!!!^ ljU^').

Large selections from the complete poetical works of

Mir Mubarak-allah, with the takhallus Wadih, and the

honorary title of Iradatkhan, which was originally

borne by his father Mir Ishak 'Iradatkhan (who died

as Nazim of Oude A. h. io68=a. d. 1657, 1658), and

bestowed upon the poet by the emperor "Alamgir, a.h.

1 108 (a. D. 1696, 1697). He died in Farrukhsiyar's

reign, a.h. 1128 (a. d. 1716), see Rieu iii. p. 938;
A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 130, 151, 160, and 583;
Makhzau-alghara ib, No. 2990 (col. 392 in the Bodleian

Cat.). In poetry he was a pupil of Mir Muhammad
Zaman Rasikh (see above. No. 1649), and wrote besides

his poetical works a volume of historical memoirs,

covering the period from 'Alamgir's death, a.h. 1118

(a. D. 1707), to Farrukhsiyar's entrance into Dihli, in

Muharram, A.h. 1125 (a. D. 17 13, Febr.), styled J::X.

j^^UUl, and completed A. h. 11 26 (a. d. 17 14), see

Rieu, loc. cit. (it appeared in a condensed translation

by Jonathan Scott, London, 1780; comp. also Elliot,

History of India, vii. pp. 534-544). The statement

in the preface, on fol. 2", that Zamau Rasikh made this

selection in a.h. 1098 (a.d. 1687) refers not to the

present collection, but to the much smaller extracts in

the following copy, to which the preface originally

belonged and from where it has been transferred into

this. That such is the case, is evident from the inclu-

sion of the Sakinama (on fol. 106''' sq.), which was

completed A.h. 1107 (a.d. 1695, 1696). Sprenger's

statement, that among Wadih's ruba'is is a chronogram

for A. H. 1134 (a. d. 1721, 1722), must be due to a mis-

take, as all tadhkiras agree about his death having

taken place under Parrukhsiyar, and the ta'rikh in

question, as it is woi-ded on fol. 584 of his Catal., gives

the impossible date of 1 183 (!)

Contents

:

,

1. Preface, on fol. i'', beginning: ^^'iVS i_*.»L»

Jl Ujjj-»j^ s5 c*-<l JW^ JuiLi.

^'j
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-.1 -//
2. Kasklas, on fol. 2^, beginning

3. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, intermixed with

niba'is, on fol. zo*", beginning

:

4. Another short collection of ghazals and rubais,

in alphabetical order, with a short preface in prose, on

fol. 94", beginning : cuir" ^jjX—• «j, &5\jtjLo J..*^

Beginning of the initial poem, on fol. 95"

:

The last two parts fill in Sprenger's copy more than

twice the number of leaves.

5. Sakinama (i-«LL-JLu), with preface, completed

A. H. 1 107 (a. d. 1695, 1696) ; beginning of the preface,

on fol. io6»: l^j UX-. i-olxo i_A-^JJ^i ^Jic Uj^-i

Beginning of the poetry, on fol. iii" :

jJI Xiji\ 12JIJ 5J "
• « A;— .4 ;

6. Six other mathnawis of mystic tendency, preceded

by a preface, which begins, on fol. 114": Jl .> c:. ...i.tc

If the remark of the Hamisha Bahar, that Wadih
wrote a matbnawi in six daftars, should apply to this

poem, then the six, enumerated here, would form one

mathnawi, viz. thejL ti-o I ; but the difference of metre

especially between the Jirst, second, and third speaks

against this assumption ; at any rate, the first, being

longer than the five following ones together, seems to

be a separate and independent poem.

First mathnawi, on fol. 121", styled A'ina-i-raz

(jl. t~JT), ' the miiTor of secrecy,' commenced A. h.

1075 (a.d. 1664, 1665), and completed A. h. 1078

(a. D. 1667, 1668); it begins:

Second mathnawi, on fol. 169'', beginning:

d
Jl X^^i / Ls" ^yi- " LS^^jV

Third, on M. 184b
:

Jl ^ilLjv i^j}>.j^ Jtikt 4^1

Fourth, on fol. 195* :

Jl »-»A ^j y iPir^j <^'

Fifth, on fol. 199a:

Jl j^JJ ^iO jjl^_J La^

Sixth, on fol. 20ib:

Jl J^l 4JII _^ Jj
No date.

'-

No. 558, ff. 202, II. 15; Na»t»llk; size, 13J in. by 7 in.

Intikhab-i-Dlwan-i-Wadih (^Ij jjWj-^

1675

Extracts from the lyrical poems of Wadih, made
A. H. 1098 (a. d. 1687) by his teacher and friend Zaman
Rasikh ; comp. fol. 2" in the preface, and the remark

thereupon in the preceding copy. Easikh states besides,

tl)at he carried these extracts always with him as

a token of his friendly feelings towards the author.

Contents

:

The same preface, noticed in the preceding copy, on

fol. I '', beginning : Jl ^JilUJ i_-o.Lo *^S'

Ghazals, rubais, and fards, in alphalietical order,

beginning : A^ajL< sjii-L^ (sic ! for jjU;) ^J^j liLiJ*- i^l

ji (read J^Uk) ]^UU,.

This copy is dated A. h. 1152 (a.d. 1739, 1740).

No. 490, ff. 1-31, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Shikasta; size, 8} in.

by 4I in.

Bidil (Nos. 1676-1686).

1676

Diwan-i-Bidil (Jxo ^y^i).

The lyrical poems of Mirza 'Abd-alkadir Bidil, the

greatest of the Persian poets in India during the last

century, who was born at Akbarabad A. H. 1054 (a. d.

1644), and died at Dihli the 4th of S«far, A. h. 1133
(a.d. 1720, Dec. 5), see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1169 and
1 1 70, and the Khulasat-alkalam, No. 11 (ib., col. 296)

;

Rieu ii. pp. 706 and 707 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 119,

213, and 378-380; W.Pertsch, p. 80, and Berlin Cat.,

pp. 938-941 ; Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 167. Only
Garcin de Tassy, in his Histoire de la litter. Hindouie
etc. i. p. 312 sq. (see also W. Pertscb, p. 80), fixes his

death, four years later, in A. H. 1137 (a. d. 1724, 1725).
Besides his lyrical poems he composed several math-

nawis, viz. the Jicl l>-.sr* (see below, Nos. 1682 and

1683); the ey,-j». -~.1I> (Nos. 1684 and 1685); the

\c^jiuij^ (No. 1686) ; the e*i-JLa. e*-iXU'(A. Spren-

ger, Catal., p. 380); the jjlj^ (Rieu ii. p. 707a);

a mystical poem without title, dealing with love, the

lover, and the beloved, in the metre J.*. (W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 940) ; and smaller poems of the same

kind (see ib., p. 698, No. 20) ; also several important

prose-works, for instance, the \je\^_ or anthology of

Persian poetry (Rieu ii. p. 737^ sq.), the uylij or subtle

thoughts (ib., p. 745''), the oljtS, or private letters

(W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat, p. 147, No. 2 ; see also Rieu ii.

p. 8ii«, and iii. pp. ioo6'> and loes^), and the .l^a.

..o :c (A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 119, 1. 9). The present

copy contains, according to the colophon, the «jJJ> (jUjj

JXjj Lfjir*, the old or first diwan of the poet, with

the following subdivisions

:

Preface in prose, on fol. i^, beginning : ^^X^.• X»j>-

Jl V> ... Ŝ jS^ i^iyi^y^ iS*"~^
(_^Lijl iiji si.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 4'', beginning

:
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\J^ Jj j» ij'j'-i-* t " ° ''1 (j*^

A few kasidas, on fol. 336^, beginning:

Rubais, in alphabetical order, on fol. 3 43'',beginning

:

1, ,^U^ihJ ,\j^ uilfr^

This copy was made by Khwajah Babar Kalandar

Kadirl in Shahjahanabad, at the request of Mirza Sa'id,

and finished the 15th of Dhii-alka'dah, A. h. i 106 (a. d.

1695, June 27), twenty-seven years before the poet's

death. Some pages injured ; fol. 206^ almost entirely

effaced. This diwan, together with the i:al$J, cyL".,

and ^.-aJLc ,Lft^, has been lithographed, A. h. 1287, at

Lucknow, under the title Jj^-j uyLlo.

No. 3480, olim 13. J. 26, ff. 358, 2 coll., each 11. 16 ; clear

and distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 9J in. by 5 in.

1677

A less complete copy of the same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, with an incomplete

series of ruba is at the end.

Beginning of the ghazals, on fol. i^, as in the pre-

ceding copy : Jl jjLiil ^j,Ju

.

Beginning of the rubais, on fol. 251^:

Jl \ ji 8-iJJJl Cj> ^j^ 5JU cs'

corresponding to the second ruba'i in the preceding

copy (on fol. 343''). This part breaks off on fol. 264I';

the last ruba'i corresponds to fol. 357^, last line there.

No. 480, ff. 264, 2 coll., each U. 17; small Nasta'llk; size,

8| in. by 4f in.

1678
Diwan-i-Bidil (Jx*j u'*^'^)-

Another collection of Miiza Bidil's lyrical poems,

containing :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning,

as in Sprenger's copy and in the first of the Berlin

collection

:

Ruba'ia, likewise in alphabetical order, on fol. iga^*.

Dated by Ghulam Muhyl-aldin ibn Muhammad
'Abdallah ibn Muhammad Wajih-aldin the 7th of Dhu-
alhijjah, a.h. 1192 (a. d. 1778, Dec. 27).

No. 355, ff. 210, 2 coll., each IL 19; careless Nasta'llk, mixed
with Shikasta, the first leaves greatly injured ; size, 1 1 in. by
6^ in.

1679
The same.

A third collection of Bidil's lyrical poems, a kind of

abridgement, in which the ghazals are much shorter

than in the preceding ones and often mere fragments

of the original poems, beginning

:

Rubais, in alphabetical order, on fol. 149'*,beginning

:

corresponding to the second in the preceding copy, and

the sixth in No. 1677. At the end the fragment of

a kasidah.

Dated the 6th of Eajab in the thirteenth year of

Muhammadshah'sreign=A.H. 1144 (a.d. 1732, Jan. 4).

No. 3387, olijn 13. J. 25, ff. 163, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk
;

size, 8 in. by 4j in.

1680

Short extracts from Bidil's dlwan.

A small collection of ghazals and rubais, the former

arranged alphabetically. Beginning of the ghazals, on

fol. lb

:

_
^\6 ^

Aj\

Eubais, on fol. 27^. No date. On fol. 31^ the

seal of a former owner, Kasim 'All Mirkhan, with the

date, A.H. 1 191 (a.d. 1777). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2897, ff. 1-31, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk, mixed with

Shikasta ; size, gl in. by 5 in.

1681

Rubaiyyat-i-Bidil (Jju--> llJLlc^;)•

One of the most complete collections of Bidil's ruba is

extant, containing nearly 3,500 epigrams in a strictly

alphabetical order. Beginning :

Dated the 1 7th of Muharram, A. h. i i 26 (a. d. 1714,

Febr. 2), by Muhammad Warith bin Muhammad Bakir

alsadiki.

No. 574, ff. 288, six ruba'is in every page ; clear and distinct

Naskhl ; size, 1 2^ in. by 6f in.

1682

Muhit-i-a'zam ( Ja-cl ia-^).

The great ocean, a mystical mathnawl or rather

a kind of sakinama, interwoven with short tales, by

Bidil, beginning

:

«Ju9 S l5C«jj ,j iS ^jol (j-»

(^ «_i/^j 'Lij ^- ^y- <^

The title is a chronogram for A. H. 1078 (a. d. 1667,

1668), see the prose-preface of the following copy

(fol. 33b, 1. 5 : JiXj^ \J^^. ^U-Jl JL-). Dated the

19th of Shawwal, A.H. 1161 (a.d. 1748, Oct. 12).

No. 410, ff. 204, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, loj in.

by 6f in.

1683

Another copy of the same.

This copy, which is much smaller than the preceding

one, contains the same prose-preface as Sprenger's,

beginning, on fol. 32^: liLi;?-" iS |V^' ''-^ *''*-*•

Beginning of the mathnawi, on fol. 33b, the same as

in the preceding copy.
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I

Dated the 26th of Safar, A. h. 1191 (a. D. 1777,
April 5), by Muhammad Ja'far Rifat!.

No. 2397, fF. 32-74, 3 centre-columns, each II. 15, and
a margin-column, 11. 38 ; Nasta'llk, mixed with Shikasta ; size,

9t in. by 5 in.

1684
Tilism-i-haiiat (uy^-^a. *—it).
The magic of amazement, an allegorical mathnawi

by Bidil (styled on the fly-leaf i::^,-^* ^Vij), composed

according to Sprenger, Catal., p. 379, a. h. i 125 (a. d.

1713), and beginning:

-jl LU,l^J.i i/cTj.Lj.

,1 ^U U^ -i^S y_

No date; but on ff. i** and 105" there are seals of

Kasim 'All Mirkhan, with the date A. H. 1191 (a. d.

1777), see above, No. 1680.

No. 2395, ff. 105, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; clumsy Nasta'llk, often
qnite like Shikasta ; size, 8 in. by 4I in.

1685
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. No date.

No. 787, tf. 52, partly 4, partly 3 coll., each U. 16-18;
Shikasta; size, 10 in. by 5I in.

1686

Tur-i-ma'rifat (e*j,jt* jA>).

The mount of knowledge, another mystical mathnawi
by Bidil (see title and autiior's name on fol. 85", 11. 8

and ii), beginning:

Dated the 2nd of Rabi'-alawwal, A. n. 1191 (a. d.

1777, April 10), by Muhammad Ja'far Rifatl.

No. 2397, ff. 75-85, 2 centre-columns, each 11. 15, and
a margin-column, 11. 28 ; Nasta'llk, mixed with Shikasta ; size,

9i '» by 5 in.

1687

Diwan-i-Mukhlis Kashi {^Ji.'S'^jAs:^ ulrJ-^)-

Lyrical poems by Mirza Muhammad Mukhlis or

Mukhlisa of Kashan, who went to Isfahan under
Sultan Husain Mirza Safawl (a. H. 1105—II35= A. D.

1694-1722), and died there at the age of sixty; he
never visited India ; see Rieu ii. p. 709", iii. p. 1091''

;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 699, No. 24 ; A. Sprenger,
Catal., pp. 128 and 138; Makhzan-alghara'ib, No.

2583 (Bodleian Cat, col. 380). Why Rieu, in the

Index of his Cat. iii. p. 1171^, fixes his death as late

as A. H. 1150 (a. D. 1737, 1738), is not clear, since

Hazin mentions him in his tadhkirah among the

earliest of his contemporaries, and there is no evidence
even that he actually lived to the end of Sultan
Husain's reign, that is to say, to A. h. i 135.

This diwan consists of ghazals only, arranged alpha-

betically, and beginning, on fol. c^ii^ (in the same way
as Rieu's and Pertsch's copies) :

IND. OFF.

\^
l^L

No date.

No. 519, ff. 56-143, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8^ in.

by 4| in.

1688
Diwan-i-Ghairat (cy^-i uUjj).

Lyrical poems of Ghairat, a poet who must have
flourished in the beginning of Muhammadshah's reign,

as he mentions this emperor twice, on ff. 146'', 1. 6,

and 147", 1. I, and there are besides the dates A. h.

1135 and 1134 (a.d. 1722, 1723 and 1721, 1722)
given in the ta'rikhat, on fi'.

146I' and 147*. There
are mentioned in the various tadhkiras three poets

with this takhallns, all of whom might be identical

with this one, viz. Mulla Muhammad Ghairat of

Kashmir, Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 1823 (Bodleian Cat.,

col. 357); Muhammad 'Akil Ghairat, Safinah, No. 558
(ib., col. 229), and Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 1827 (ib.,

col. 358) ; and Mulla Ghairat of Hamadan, Muntakhab-
alash'ar, No. 460 (ib., col. 249).

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i'', beginning :

The first twenty-three leaves are more or less

seriously injured, and many verses entirely destroyed.

Some mukhammasat and ruba'is, on fol. 126'*.

Kasidas, kit'as, and ta'rikhat, on fol. 134*", beginning

:

Rich marginal additions by another hand.

Now and then blank spaces are left for the insertion

of further poems ; it is prob^ible, therefore, that this

copy is the poet's autograph.

No. 815, ff. 150, 2 coll., each II. 13; Nasta'llk; size, 8| in.

by 4| in.

1689
Diwan-i-Kasim Diwana (sJUjo «—1» c*'^-*)-

The earliest collection, it seems, of the lyrical poems
of Mulla Muhammad Kasim Diwana of Mashhad, who
was a pupil of Saib (Nos. 1 606-1 623 above) and a

contemporary of Sarkhwush, the author of the Kalimat-

alshu'ara (see Nos. 670-672) ; he was still alive in

A.H. 1136 (a.d. 1723, 1724), comp. Rieu ii. p. 707'';

A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 113, 1 28 and 534, andW. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 699, No. 26 (where a few of his ghazals

are noticed). This collection, which contains ghazals

and ruba'is in alphabetical order, with a few fards and
ruba'is at the end, was written in a.h. hoi (a. d. 1689,

1690), probably by the poet himself.

Beginning

:

1 jL:il iX«.)

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2820, ff. 109, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nastallk; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

3N
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1690
Another copy of the same diw&n.

Ghazals and rubais in alphabetical order, with a

tarkibband and a short mathnawi at the end. Be-

ginning: Jl L. .IS ^j j_^liiT Ov^jl oUil »X—>

This copy is not dated, but as the handwriting agrees

with that of Nazim's Yusuf and Zalikha (see No. 1595

above), it must be written about the same time, viz. in

or shortly after a.h. 1103 (a. d. 1692).

No. 3106, ff. i58''-343», 2 coll., each 11. 17; Shikasta; size,

6J in. by 3J in.

1691
The same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, interspersed with

rubais, beginning as in No. 1689. At the end, on

S. Ii8b-i24, additional ruba'is and a mathnawi;

beginning of the rubais : j\ f^^j j -* ''^ »^W t^'

Many interlinear and marginal glosses, together

with various readings.

No date. The proper order of ff. 45-54 is : 45, 52,

46-51, 53> 54-

No. 8417, olimi3. J. i6,ff. 124, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Naetallk;

size, 7i by 4J in.

1692
The same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, with some ruba is and

fards at the end.

Beginning

:

No date.

No. 212, ff. 193-224, 2 coll. on the first three pages, each

11. 12-15; 4 coll. on all the remaining pages, each 11. 18;

Shikasta ; size, 9-9J in. by 6 in.

1693
The same.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, intermixed with

rubais and fards, beginning, on fol. i**: jl jUil t^x.^^

^'

At the end a series of ruba'is.

On the margin of this copy and on the last leaves

(fF. 92-97) there is found, written by another hand
in Nasta'lik, an anthology of Persian poetry, con-

taining extracts from the diwans of the following

poets: Sd'ib (died a.h. 1088), on fol. !*>; Sa'iddi

Kassdb (contemporary with Sa ib), on fT. 6^ and 48''

;

Kapldnheg (under Jahangir, author of a mathnawi
j!jU-oy sU), ou ff. 8b, 24b, 6ia, 68a, yoa, 72b 76b,

85b, 87% 92", 93b, 95b and 96b; Bdntb Myd (died

A.H. 1 1 18), on ff. 1 1* and 49"; Wahshati ofKhurdadn,
ou ff. lib, gib^ and 49" ; Amji (died A. h. 923), on fol.

1 2" ; Muhammad Riddi Mushtdh of Tabriz, on ff. 1
3b

and 85b; Ahd Tdlib Kalim (died a.h. 1062), on ff. 17b

and 96"; Nazirt ofNtshapdr (died a.h. 1021), on ff.2i»

and 58b; Kdsim Kdht (died A.h. 988), on fol. 23b.

Nishdnt (died a.h. 1025), 'Adihhdh, Shamst Badakh-
sht, Sddikbeg Halwd'i, Mulla MuMmA Ihsdn, on fol.

24a; Ydri Nirili, on fol. 25b; ShafVdi Athar (died

A.H. Ill 3), on ff.
25b, 73^", 76b, and 77" ; Muhsin 7'a'thtr

(contemporary with Hazin), on fol. 32b,- Navndi, on

fol. 46a
; Fidd't, Sand't (died probably A. h. 545)

;

Fadli, ShaikJi Rubd't, Imdmt of ArdabU, Mir Jafar,
on fol. 46b; Abd ScCtd bin Abd-alkhair (died a.h.

440), on ff.
4^a^ 6gb^ ^oa, and 96b;

'Ald-aMaulah of
Simndn (died a.h. 736), Abil-alMsim 'Abd-alkarim,

RashU Watwdt (died a.h. 578), on fol. 47"; Mdhird
Nasrdbddl, on ff. 47a and 62b; Mirza Muhammad
'Alt Afsar Kdsht, on ff.

47b and 62b
; Igtighnd,

Mulla Shikibt (died A.h. 1023), on fol. 47b; Ghani of

Kashmir (died a.h. 1079), on ff. 47b 48a, 64b 65b

and 97a; Mirza Kdzim Munsht, on fol. 47b; Mu-
hamm,ad JAn Kudd (died A.H. 1056), on ff. 47 b, 58b,

86a, 8^b ()ob, 92'', 92b, and 94*; Ashnd (died A.H.

1077), on fol. 47b; Sarwari (died A.H. 1050), Sdlik,

(died A.H. 1080), on fol. 48a; Siraj-aldin 'Altkhdn

ArzH (died A.H. 1169), on ff. 48a and 59a; Hakim
AbAbakr, Yahyd Ldhijt (under Shahjahan), on fol. 48a

;

Yunus (probably Mir Yunus of Abhar, under Jahangir),

Yakini Ldhijt (uncle of Yahya Lahiji), ' Urft (died

A.H. 999), YHsufkhdn, Slidh Sanjdn, Ydrl Shtrdzi

(contempoiary with Mir 'Alishir), Shahtdi (died A. h.

957), Kdlibl MAzatardah, on fol. 48b
; Muriim Jauhan,

Ydr Muhammad Rakkta, Nasim Hindi, on fol. 49a

;

Shah 'Ahd-allattf of Shahabad, on fol. 49b; Mir

Mahmdd TasalH of Tabriz, on ff. 56* and 62b; Zib-

alnisd Begam {'Alamgir's daughter, died A. H. 1 11 4),

on ff.
56b and 71b; Shaukat (died a.h. 1107), on fol.

57a; Ndsir 'All (died a.h. iio8), on fol. 57b; Mirza

'Abd-alkddir Bidil (died a.h. 1133), on ff.
58a, 62b,

66a, 68", 70a, 71a, and 72b; Muhammad Sdlih KanbH
(died after a.h. 1074), Faidi (died a.h. 1004), on fol.

58a
; Mtr Ma'sdm (Haidar Rafi'i's sou), on ff. 58* and

63b; Sarkhwush (died a.h. 1126), on fol. 58*; Bikhud,

on fol. 58b; Muhammad RafJ Wd'iz (died a.h. 1105),

on ff.
58b, 60b, and 94b

; Abrd, on ff.
58b and 59b

;

Tasltm (under 'Alaragir), on fol. 59a
; Maulawi Farhat,

Saldbatkhdn Sayyid, Imtiydz (under 'Alamgir), on fol.

59b; 'All 'InAyatkhdn Jdmi', on fol. 60a; Mirza

Fasiht (died A.H. 1046), Sairi Ghaffdrt, on fol. 62b;

Shaikh 'Abd-alriddi Mattn (died A.H. 1175), Muntr

of Ldhu/r (died a. h. 1054), Maa'dd Kdsht, Mirza Kutb-

aldin Md'il (died a.h. 1108), Muhammad Riddi

Mushfikl (of Kumm), Muhtrndi Maksdd (contemporary

with Shaikh Baha-aldin "Amili), on fol. 63a; Mulla

Mufrid, Masth, on fol. 63b; Nizdm Dast-i-Ghaib (died

A.H. 1039). ou ff. 63b and 65a (a kasidali) ; Hakim
Thand't (died a.h. 996), on fol. 65b; Shaikh 'Alt

Nakt (died A.h. 1031), Zuhdrt (died a.h. 1025), SMh
Muhammad Shtrdzi, Mirza Malik Mashrikt (died after

A. h. 1050), on fol. 66a
; Tdlib Amult (died a. h. 1035),

on fol. 66b; 'Umar Khayydm (died A.H. 517), on

ff.
68b and 97a; Shaikh Abd 'Alt Ibn Sind (died

A.H. 428), on fol. 69b; Khwajah Fadil, 'Alamshaikh,

Wahshi (died A. h. 991), on fol. 70a ; ShApdr (died about

A. H. 1020), on ff. 70b and 72a
; Mirza Adham (died a. h.

1060), on fol. 70b; Ulfat, Ilayd (about a.h. 1124),

Bind, on fol. 71b; Burhdn Abarkd't, on fol. 72b; Mu-
hammad Sami^ Niydzt, on fol. 74b; Agah (about a.h.
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1 135), on fol. ']6^; Hakim Shifi't (died A. h. 1037),

on ff. 76», 8i\ and 82*; Mir Bdkir Wattr, Zamdndi
Zarkash, Jdniheg 'Izzati, on fol. 79* ; Malik Kumtni
(died A. H. 1024 or 1025), on ff. 79", 80^, %i^, 82", and
gob; Nvfrat-alldhkhdn Nithdr {under MuhamniadBhah),

on fol. 8ol'; Mirza Tdhir Wahid (see No. 1653), on

ff. 8ia and 82»; Wdhib, Wahshat, on fol. 81^; Mur-
tadd Kulikhdn (died a. h. 1074), Mirza Jdnjdndn
Mazhar (died a. h. i i 95), Muhammad Shaft' Wdrid,

Mir Muhammadkhdn Kaldn Ghaznawt, Jihdlis of
Shirdz, Mirzd Muhammad 'Alt Jam, on fol. 82^;

Sayyid Ghuldm 'Alt Azdd (died A. h. 1200), Band
'Alikhdn, on fol. 83*; Fdtimah, SMh Yaktn, Ishdkkhdn,

Shaikh Muhammad 'AH Haztn (died a.h. 1180), on

fol. 83l>; Safi-aldin Rdzi, Shaikh Rilzbahdn (died

A.H. 606), Munsif of Tahrdn, on fol. 84"; Maulana
Muhsinheg Eashkt of Hamadan (died after a.h. 988),

on fol. 84I'
; Rukn-aldm Kv/nvmi, Rdi Manohar Rdjah,

'Abdallah Abd-alhasan Rddagi (died probably A. h.

343), on fol. 85a ; R4ht of Hamadan, Zamrt of IsfahAn,

on fol. 85b; Mirza Sa'd-aldin Rdkim, Rafi'd, Mir
Muhammad Zamdn Rdsikh (died a.h. 1107), on fol.

86b; Sayyid Murtadd of Shirdz, on fol. 87"; Ghiydtli-

aldin, on fol. gi^; Haidar KaMct (in the beginning of

Shah Tahmasp's reign), on fol. 92l>; YHsufl Tabtb

(died about a.h. 950), on fol. 93b; Hakim Tufailt,

Muhammad Tdhir 'Attdr, Tdhir J^ummi, Tdhir

Dakhani, on fol. 96" ; 'Isd Shirdzi, MuUd Jaldlt,

Amdni Mahdhatkhdn, on fol. 97*, etc.

Ko. 656, if. 97, 2 ceutre-coU., each U. 1 7 ; Shikasta ; size, i\ in.

by 4| in.

1694
Diwan-i-Nusrat (cy .-oj uUjj).

Ghazalf by Dilawarkhan, with the takliallus Nusrat,

who died A.H. 1139 (a.d. 1726, 1727), see A. Sprenger,

Catal., pp. 151 and 525. They are arranged alpha-

betically and begin (differently from Sprenger's copy) :

This copy, not dated, is probably the poet's first

brouillon.

No. 331,iF.i09, 2 and Bometimes 3 coll., each U. 1 2 ; Shikasta;

size, 1 1 in. by 5I in.

1695
Diwan-i-Munshi {^£, : » ^jUjj).

Lyrical poems by Jaswant Rai Munslii, who made
a fair copy of his diwan in a.h. 1124 (a.d. 171 2), and
is probably identical with the author of the popular

epopee j^. .7. .. , which was completed a.h. 1140
(a.d. 1727, 1728), see A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 507
and 508. This copy contains ghazals, in alphabetical

order, mixed with a few ruba is, and at the end another

series of rubais together with portions of a Sakinama.

Its rather unfinished state makes it probable, that it is

an autograph of the poet himself.

Beginning of the ghazals, on fol. i^ :

LiiJLu, ooLij i_)Ls*" :1 ,j J {j;\

The initial gliazal of Sprenger's copy is here the

third (on fol. 3»), beginning thus

:

No date.

No. 1454, ff. 71, 3 coll., each 11. ii; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; size, gj in. by 4J in.

1696
Jilwa-i-Dhat (eylj »v^-)-

A very large mathnawi on the adventures of Krishna,

interspersed with many ghazals and ruba'is, and founded
on Sanskrit sources, by a poet with the takhallus

Amanat (e*jL.l), see this name in all the last baits of

the ghazals and besides on fol. 1 3*, lin. penult. It was
composed a.h. 1145 (a.d. 1732, 1733), the title being

a chronogram, comp. fol. 17**, 1. 12.

Beginning

:

O^.^) U^^ ^UIa &XJ|
f•'-^

o>--<l ijLjJ (•ir* '^'^ j' uW _y^

This copy was finished the first of Ramadan, A. h.

1
1 76 (a.d. 1763, March 16), at Farrukhabad. The

proper order of ff. 218-235 is: 218, 227-234, 219-
226, 235.

No. 270, ff. 499, 3 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'Uk; size, 6| in.

by 3i in.

1697

Bahram u Gulandam {J\s :l> .
f]j^)-

The love-story of prince Bahram and Gulandam, a

romantic mathnawi which seems to be identical with

Amin's epopee of the same title, noticed in Rieu ii.

p.
877b. It opens here with seven admonitions (j>-:j),

on fol. I a, thus : Jl^' uj^r* iJ_ftll^yr-..

The story itself begins, on fol. 4*, with the following

chapter : ^U^J »-> (JU-o ^^l4J». , _Vi ij-^j »Li. ^^jL^-ijr^.

Rieu's copy is dated A.H. 1147 (a.d. 1734, 1735),
the present one the i8th of Jumada-althani, A.H. 1224
(a.d. 1809, July 31). A version of the same story in

Pushtu verses by a poet with the takhallus Fayyad is

preserved in No. 3249 of the India GfiBce Collection.

It is written in stanzas of unequal length, each of

which is a ghazal, somewhat like Baikhan's ,JlJj ^j^jje*,

see Z. D. M. G. xvi. p. 789 ; another version in the

Guran dialect of Eastern Kurdistan is described in

Rieu ii. p. 734 ; a third in Dakhnl verses by Tab'i is

noticed in A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 639 and 643 ; the

last-mentioned was composed a.h. 1081 (a.d. 1670,

1671).

No. 2097, ff. 113, 3 coll., each 11. 12; large and distinct

Nasta'Uk; size, 8| in. by 5^ in.

1698
Thamarat-alfu'ad wa nattjat-alwadad (j\^-«Jl 8^_»J

jIj^I Lss^ j).

Collected works in prose and verse treating of love

and lovers, and consisting of little mathnawis, poetical

3 \ 2
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and prose storieB, ghazals, rubais, etc., all of the elegiac

kind, as the author composed them three years after

a great misfortune, a ij\ji or ^j];^ (a parting), that

seems to have been the loss of his beloved one, which

befell him in A. h. 1143 (a. d. 1730, 1731), in a.h.

1146 (a.d. 1733, 1734), and finished this, his own

autograph, the 22nd of Eajab, a.h. 1147 (a.d. 1734,

Dec. 18). The author's name is, according to the

preface (see fol. !*>, lin. penult., and foh 2», 1. i),

Muhammad Kasim, with the takhallus Zardfat (ojl^),

but this seems to have been an afterthought of the

poet, since in all the lyrical poems of this work the

takhallus is either K&sim or Saddk&t (c:*ilj-«), see, for

instance, fol. 92^ 1. 2, fol. 173*, 11. 3 and 8, fol. 173^,

11. 3 and 9, etc., and in all places where oiU.b appears,

it is evidently corrected out of an original cjJilj-o, signs

of scratching being clearly visible.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i*> : (^JJl j3j J-»JJ

Jl l_)jlbU JL^J i_*-^-< ^;->-<iJl —-a
J.

The first poetical piece is a c**j j >i-»-», on fol. 3*,

beginning

:

The second, a uyU-lj-. , on fol. 3^, beginning :

^.: "^^"J ^^ LT^'

.Lki-<i >j\s:^

The principal part of this collection ends with the

colophon, on fol. 187", giving the above-mentioned

date, A.H. 1147, 22nd of Rajab; but on ff. i88'^-2i2''

a longer mathnawi follows by the same author, and

composed, as he says on fol. 189", 1. 8, six years after

his heavy loss, i.e. a.h. 1149 (a.d. 1736, 1737). or

two years after the completion of the main part of this

work.

Beginning

:

Ok—j\^ jSi (ji-eLi iXJl |«LiJ

'^Vy^.^ jjijLJjL.
LS-'

L^

It is copied, like the preceding portion, by the

author's own hand.

Another copy of this work is described in Eieu ii.

p. 710^, where it is represented as a coherent math-

nawi with inserted extracts from Arabic and Persian

works and consisting of two daftars, completed respec-

tively A.H. 1146 and 1149 (see above); the appendix

mentioned there, as describing a happy meeting of the

poet with his beloved in a.h. 1156 (a.d. 1743), is not

found in this copy, which seems somewhat different

from Rieu's and does decidedly not represent a coherent

mathnawi, as, apart from the inserted pieces in prose

and verse, even the original parts differ both in metre

and in poetical character, lyrical poetry being mixed
up with the epical to a great extent.

No. 261, S. 212, U. 12; two illuminatecl frontispieces on ff.

l'> and IBS'* ; small illuminations throughout; N.i8ta'llk ; size,

8| in. by 5f in.

1699

Kulliyyat-i-Nadrat (i:y;J^J uyLiK )•

Complete lyrical poems of Nadrat, who is, no doubt,

identical with 'Ali Fitrat 'Ata-allah, with the takhallus

Nadrat, the author of a tadhkirah described in No. 676
above, and completed a.h. 1149, 1150 (a.d. 1737).

This copy contains : ghazals, mukhammasat, and fards,

all arranged together in alphabetical order, beginning,

on fol. I*"

:

No date.

No. 257, ff. 157, 2 coll., each 11. 15; legible Shikasta ; size,

7J in. by 5 in.

1700
Kulliyyat-i-Diwan (^]1^.j i^[llS).

Complete works in prose and verse by a hitherto

unknown author, Zain-al'abidin Biradar (see fol. 114'',

1. 9), with the takhallus Diwan, who flourished, according

to the two dates which are found in this copy, viz.

A.H. 1145 (a.d. 1732, 1733), on fol. 468^, first line,

and A.H. 1 1 50 (a.d. 1737, 1738), on fol. 297", last line,

about the middle of the twelfth century of the Hijrah.

Contents :

A. Complete index, on ff. i*'-2a.

B. Treatises in prose, on various theosophical,

scientific, and literary topics, the explanation of the

Kuran and traditions, etc.

:

1. Cj^^l J « si i.y^ .. ... 1 5j:^UJ1 cuLaj-iJ sJLu,

i"!! f~\ ^^Jlc cj4jt.«Ls-'. , a treatise on the first surah

of the Kuran, on fol. 3^, beginning : tuLoj^ u'-'.^ i_r»^

2. s.^LaJl uJuij^ »JL», L-iLa., glosses to the pre-

ceding treatise, by the author himself, on fol. 35b,

>Xa. * :»< Jji., on fol. 92^.

4. &!?j*l>l5 j\^\ jl^kl, on fol. 96^.

5. sj v-iJ;-« ,1,— ^1 iZ.i. DL-,, on fol. 99^.

6. »4-t-»J^ ili\jS\ t)L-^,onfol. 1 1
6b.

" ' • . Jjjfcj iJ\:> tir~> , on fol. 1 2 2^.

beginning : Ji\ \j ouj

3. 1 .J; « ii 4 » (jfj-f-i 'i*-

^^ 4^ on fol. 130''.

i_>biT (_^jp j-JLs^, on fol. 136b

^jj J^j^ ijy^ Jjl e*-J jy^ ti-^, on fol. 140b.

11. Uj]^ laiU. ^\y_:> Jj'l Jji^ ti--',onfol. 147b.

9.

10.

12. ijyy iS}
"

•* .U>1
GC*

on fol. 154b.

13. ,^vi»Jl JlL -.^ vLx^ a commentary on the

treatise on logic, by Kadi Muhibb-allah bin 'Ahd-

alshakurBahari, who died A.H. 11 19 (a.d. 1707, 1708),

see Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 153 sq., on fol. 176b; this

part was completed A. h. 1150.

14. Jj^. \jj^ i\y:.—. j^, on fol. 298b.

15. 5^Li ^j j^Ij, ^^Jji-. J», on fol. 301b.
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16. ,^'ijiiJ\ t^*^ («J, jy^ tyUj, a commentary

on the sinuated quadrant of the astrolabe, on fol. 304^.

17. cyLS^ j.LCljk JJ

fol. 314b
ir* J >r^v ^'^^ J Ji;-

on

18. j^ili-. 3, tJL-^, on fol. 32o'\

19. wb b
cr^^.

;Ldi i«,\, on fol. 346^.

r

20. ^_5M= c>j^ jj ti-^, on fol. 349''.

21. ijyiJ:^ o-J 5— yJ» (^ij" J*, on fol. 356b.

22. j~^ 3^ j.jJJ J
^jJ^ cf-i**, on *'o'- 359''-

23. jl^^J^H j-J/DL-,, a key to the Sundar

Singar, an erotic poem in Hindi, by Sundar Mahakawi,

dedicated to tlie emperor Shahjah^n, 1632, see

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 2353 and 2354 (a third copy is

preserved in No. 1974, ff. 1-35'' of the India Office

Library), and Garcin de Tassy, Histoire de la Litter.

Hindouie, etc. iii. p. 177, on fol. 362''.

24. JLiT^jLi:^ J^y^ l^^-^ J*, on fol. 375^

25. -U. jjj jjJ ^jlj.-. Jo., on fol. 379''.

26. Srt-Cj j-^ J^^ )jr' o^*l>* i^W^.'

on fol. 382^^.

27. J^yi cS^ir-' o" ^°^- 4i5^-

28. J^yii cr~=" *"^ *'*'• '^'9*'-

29. ,_r-«-^ vij;-->-3. ^-H^'^ i:i>W4' j' _/*4 jlr**'. C-'^
(Wali-allah Shams, a poet of the Dakhan under 'Alam-

gir, who wrote a diwan in the dialect of his native

country), on fol. 424b.

30. %j\3 eyU^.ail
J ,y^\ jyx^i, on fol. 428b.

31. Jiy_i (^LiJl LjUX on fol. 431^.

-r-
.bT,

33. ^iCJI »-Jl£ |.L.I (j^y^, on fol. 468b.

This part was completed A. h. 1145.

34. ,_jH^ cyLol J^T, on fol. 473b,

35. »jj, hjj, on fol. 477^-

36. ,5^-4^ t.v ..n< !_*-—, on fol. 483b.

C. Poetry:

37. Diwan-i-Dtwan (^IjJJ
uIh-^)'

*^^ lyrical poems

of Diwan, on fol. 487b, consisting of ghazals, in

alphabetical order, with a longer poem at the end.

Beginning with the same bait as the prose-treatise,

No. 2

:

^ w --

No date. The copy seems to be Diwan's autograph.

No. 221, fF. 520, 11. 19 ;
good Shikaata; an illuminated heading

at the beginning of eiioh of the thirty-seven parts ; size, 9^ in.

by 5i in-

1701
Diwan-i-Thabit (c*jlJ ^;Uji).

Lyrical poems by Mir Muhammad Afdal (or Afdal-

aldin Muhammad), with the takhallus Thabit, who was
born at Dihli and died there the 1 3th of Rabi' I, a. h.

1 151 (a. D. 1738, July i); .see Rieu ii. p. 709*";

A. Sprenger, CJatal., pp. 154 and 578.

Contents

:

Three short mathnawis in honour of God, the prophet,

and 'All. Beginning of the first (ijj^X^\ j x^j-y ji

JJ ^^T \y L. Jl^ _ iJ j_j«L-
]f
Ji \jJy\Xa.

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, preceded by a kasidah

in honour of "Ali and followed by some mathnawi-baits.

Beginning of the kasidah, on fol. 151''

:

Beginning of the first ghazal, on fol. 152* :

^J^ !>* r
,u u o.

u JsXJl_^jy.y y:>jsfA.
Dated the 24th of Shawwal in the 30th year of

Muhamniadshah's reign (= A.H. ii6o,a.d.I747, Oct. 29).

This full diwan, of which this copy only represents

a small portion, was collected by Thabit's disciple

Band-i-'AIi. Thabit's son, Mir Muhammad 'Aiim

Thabat, who died a. h. 1161 (a. D. 1748), is likewise

renowned as poet, see A. Sprenger, loo. cit.

No. 114, fF. 149-163, 2 coll., each 11. 19-20; very careless

Nasta'llk ; size, 8j in. by 4J in.

1702
Dlwan-i-Raja (U.1, yj]^.-^)-

Lyrical poems by a poet with the takhallus Raja

(La.!.) or Rajah (i».K), who is not mentioned in any

tadhkirah. Copies of his ghazals are noticed in

Bodleian Cat., No. 1 1 79, and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 539.
According to the date of the present copy he must
have flourished in' or before the middle of the twelfth

century of the Hijrah.

Contents

:

Ghazals, without alphabetical arrangement, inter-

mixed with a few kit'as and mathnawi-baits, beginning

as in the Bodleian and Sprenger's copies : ^^ *^^)j

Dated a. h. 1158 (a.d. 1745). At the end of the

diwan there is added by another hand a short fragment

of a curious Persian prose-treatise in two babs, viz.

,1^^J^' J J^ ^i ^ji J y-^ cH^—j''by ^y l>

No. 1625, fT. 1-17, 3 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9^ in.

by 65 in.

1703

Diw&n-i-Ummid (xJII a]}i'^)-

Lyrical poems of Kizilbashkh^, whose original

name was Mirza Muhammad Rida, with the takhallus

Ummid, a native of Hamadan and p. pupil of Mirza
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Tahir Wahid (see Nos. 1653-1655 above) and of Mir

Najat (the lyrical poet and author of the famous

mathnawi on wrestling, ^.'~i Jj^ wlio died A. h. 1 1 26^
A.D. 1714; see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1162-1165). He
came to India under Bahadurshah and died in Dihli,

A. H. 1 159, 9th of Jumada I (a. d. i 746, May 30). He
left besides his Persian dlwan a few Rekhta verses ; see

Eieu ii. p. 711^; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 149, 153,

300, and 581 ; comp. also Atashkada, No. 776 (Bodleian

Cat., col. 289), and Khulasat-alafltar, No. 39 (ib., col.

304), where an earlier date for his death is given, viz.

A.H. 1155.

This copy contains only ghazals, in alphabetical

order, beginning :

LajIjI
J.^;--*

wXjJLo uJ\ sJli jl i-Aj» ls'

The initial ghazal, quoted in Sprenger's copy, is

here the second. The kastdas, kit'as, mukhammasat,
mufradat and rubais are entirely wanting here. On
fol. I" and at the end this dlwan is wrongly ascribed

to Talib Amull (see Nos. 1524-1529 above). No date.

This copy belonged formerly to the College of Fort

William.

No. 2346, ff. 1-27, 2 coll., each 11. 15-20; Shikasta; size,

7i in. by sfin.

1704
Diwan-i-Sami (j_y«L-

ul?^-^)-

Lyrical poems by a poet with the takhallus Sami,

identical with Khwajah 'Abdallah Sami, who was in the

service of A'zamshah and died under Muhammadshah
(reigned A. h. 1 131-1 161 =A.d. 1719-1748) in Lahur

;

see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 156. An elder Shaikh

Sami Jaza'iri of Mashhad came to India in Akbar's

reign, see Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. looi (Bodleian

Cat., col. 336); a Lutf 'Alibeg Sami is mentioned,

ib., No. 1085 (Bodleian Cat., col. 338).

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning

:

Tarji'bands, mukhammasat, kit'as, and a few ruba'is,

on fol. 133", beginning : J| -jU-jJ b nS ^jlx». Jj (5I.

A mathnawi, on fol. 146" :

The copy ends, on fol. 1 481", without a date ; on
fol. 149^ the first seven baits of another mathnawi are

written (whether belonging to the same poet or not, is

impossible to say), beginning :

Many additions by other hands on the margin ; on
ff. 128-132 one top-corner has been cut off and part

of the text destroyed.

No. 2838, ff. 149, 2 coll., each 11. 9; Bmall, but clear

Nasta'Uk ; small illuminated frontispiece ; size, 5] in. by 3^ in.

1705

Diwan-i-Rahlm (*--»•; cil^-*)-

A collection of ghazals by a poet with the takhallus

Rahira, who is probably identical with Muhammad
Eahimkhan Kara'ili, the sou of Shah Wirdi, the ruler

of Kara'il, with the takhallus Eahim, who was first at

the court of Nadirshah (a. h. i I48-ii6o= a. d. 1736-

1747), and later on in the service of Muhammadshah,
see Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 904 (Bodleian Cat.,

coL 334); A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 156; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 642, No. 148. There are mentioned

besides in the last-named work three other poets with

the same nom de plume, viz. Nawwab 'Abd-alrahim

Khankhanan (No. 146), Mirza Rahim (No. 147), and

Mir Kahim Farrash (No. 149).

The ghazals are arranged alphabetically, but only

extend as far as the letter j ; between ff. 104 and 105
there is moreover a lacuna.

Beginning

:

U^J ^j^yi-

JUjji^

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2728, ff. :o5, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk, the last

two pages in diagonal lines by a different band in Shikasta ;

size, 8 1 in. by 4^ in.

1706

Muntakhab-i-diwan-i-Mu'jiz {ys*^ J]y-^ ^r*^'^'"^)-

Selections from the lyrical poems of IMuhammad
Nizam (or as he is called here in the colophon : Mirza

Jalal Miyan Nizamkhan) with the takhallus Mu'jiz,

who was an Afghan of Kabul and died at Dihli A. h.

1 162 (a. D.I 749); see A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 129,

159, and 506; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 943, where

a copy of his complete works is described, written

A. H. 1205 (a. D. 1790, 1791) by his pupil Ghulam
Murtada Sururi, who was still alive in A. h. 1 2n (a. h.

1796, 1797), in Lucknow, and excelled also as poet,

see his diwan, ib., pp. 948-950, and A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 573. This selection contains chiefly ghazals,

in alphabetical order, intermixed with a few ruba'is

and fards (on ff. ib-287b), some mukhammasat (on

ff. 287^-2901'), and a full series of rubais at the end

(on ff. 29ob-309).

Beginning of the ghazals (as in Sprenger's and

Pertsch's copies)

:

H : . » ... (jCjI ,i tJuil. sJ^ cU t)^

Two hemistichs omitted on fol. 79*.

Copied at the request of Miyan Rahimkhan, the son

of Rahmatkhan, and dated the 2nd of Dhu-alka'dah,

A. H. 1 163, the third year of the emperor Ahmadshah's

reign (=a. d. 1750, Oct. 3), one year after the poet's

death.

No. 207, ff. 309, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

9^ in. by 5^ in.
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1707

Diwan-i-Mukhlis djolj:* J^j^.^)-

Lyrical poems by Kai Anand Ram Mukhlis, a Khatri

of Dihli, son of Rajah Mardi Ram, a Khatri of Lahur

;

he was a pupil of Bidil (see Nos. 167 6-1686 above),

was appointed wakil of the Nawwab I'timad-aldaulah

Kamar-aldinkhan Bahadur, A. h. 113 2 (a. d. 1720) in

Muhammadshah's reign, and died a. h. i i 64 (a. d.

1 751), in the fourth year of Ahmad shah's reign. His

house in Dihli was frequented by many poets and

learned men. He left besides his Persian diwan some

Eekhta poetry, a collection of letters, edited A. h. i 149
(a. D. 1736, 1737), a history of the war of Nadirshah

with Muhammadshah (see Elliot, History of India, viii.

p. 76), and a dictionary of poetical phrases and

proverbial sentences, entitled _.iLk.^ill ejK-», and

composed A. h. 1158 (a.d. 1745); comp. Rieu iii.

p. 997; see besides A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 159 and

262 ; and Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 2683 (Bodleian

Cat., col. 383). This copy contains :

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 1 75*, beginning:

\j
j»jLj SJ J-Jj jy^ ^j J l_.l |_j*Jl

Rubais, on foL 255^, beginning:

-* V/J» (Jj-i ^^y^ unJ-i*

This copy was written in the poet's lifetime and

dated the lothof Eabi'-althani, a.h. 1157 (twenty-sixth

year of Muhammadshah's reign=A. d. 1744, May 23).

No. 2098, ff. 175-260, 2 coll., each U. 14; Nasta'Uk; size,

8| in. by 5 in.

1708
Diwan-i-Walih (Jlj ^\y>_:>).

The lyrical poems of Nawwab 'Alikulikhan Daghistani

Shamkhall, with the takhallus Walih, who was bom
A. H. 1 1 24 (a. D. 1712), in Isfahan, as son of Muhammad
'Alikhan ; the rising power of Nadirshah drove him
from Persia and he fled to India, where he arrived

A.H. 1147 (a.d. 1734, 1735), and entered Muham-
madshah's service; here he composed in a.h. 1149 (a.d.

1736, 1737) a mystical mathnawi Ij^+Jl ^ or the

'star of guidance,' followed by another of romantic

character, the s-.U \j^ (see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 589),

and in a.h. h6i (a.d. 1748) his famous tadhkirah

V -
,

• I I i_^b| (see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 377, 378 ; Rieu i.

p. 371 sq.; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 132; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 622 sq. ; Bland in Journal As. Soc, ix.

pp. 143-147, etc.). He died in Dihli a.h. 1169, ist

of Rajab (a.d. 1756, April i); see on his life Rieu,

loc. cit. and iii. p. 1086"; Khulasat-alafkar, No. 301

(Bodleian Cat., col. 312), and Makhzan-alghara'ib,

No. 3018 (ib., col. 393). His diwan, a much larger

copy of which is described in Bodleian Cat., No. 1182,

was completed A.H. 1157 (a.d. 1744, 1745); his love-

adventures with his cousin Khadijah Sultan have been

treated in a mathnawi by Fakir (see No. 1 7 1 1 below).

This copy contains

:

Kasidas, without any order, beginning (as in the

Bodleian copy)

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, beginning (likewise as

i» the Bodleian copy), on fol. 57* :

L* ^Ij.^ (_r-»J<->. isL^ ^A «J^

The first ghazal, quoted in the Makhzan-alghara'ib, is

found here oij fol. 58".

Kit'as and a few mathnawi-baits at the end,

beginning, on fol. 99" :

This too agrees with the initial kit'ah in the Bodleian

copy.

No date.

No. 114, ff. 44-101, 1 coll., each 11. 17; careless Nasta'Uk; size,

8| in. by 4^ in.

1709
Diwan-i-Shabid (,.v.^ t, t^jUj.^).

The large diwan of a modern poet with the takhallus

Sliahid, who is probably identical with Mii-za Muham-
mad Bakir Shahid, who was still alive in a.h. 1169
(a.d. 1756), see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 150, last line.

Another Shahid of Kashmir is mentioned in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 684, 1. 21.

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning :

\.^5j]ai »J.jL« i:iij-^^
jl?^"*

^ i^- ..t .i i— a
«>.J

Kit'as, tarkibbands, kasidas, short mathnawis, and
rubais, on fol. 370''; beginning of the kit'as :

xiU
j;;

The first mathnawi, on fol. 446*, begins:

This copy is defective at the end, and besides greatly

damaged in the last pages ; it was purchased at

Haidarabad.

No. 256, if. 456, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; small, bat clear Nasta'Uk
;

size, 8^ in. by 5 in,

1710

KuUiyyat-i-Fakir (^^..Jti cyCJj).

The poetical works of Mir Shams-aldin Fakir "Abbasi,

who was bom at Shahjahanabad A. H. 1 1 1,"; (A. D. 1 703>

1704), and perished a.h. 1180, according to one

tadhkirah only A.h. 1181 (a.d. 1766, 1767), by ship-

wreck while on his pilgrimage to Makkah, see A.

Sprenger, Catal, pp. 158, 223, and 394-396 ; Khazana-

i-'amirali, No. 95 (Bodleian Cat., col. 25b} ; Khulasat-
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alkalam. No. 52 (ib., col. 299) ; Khulasat-alafkar,

No. 202 (ib., col. 309) ; and Makhzan-alghiii-a'ib, No.

1993 (ib., col. 362). Besides the works contained in

these so-called ui^V^, Fakir wrote two mathuawis,

viz. the ijlkJu, J
Jlj (see the following copy) and the

^a^^ (j--»-i>, the noon-sun, in praise of the Imams,

also styled ^j^^' sJjU^ '^]>?" (see A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 395) ; various prose-treatises on prosody„

rhetorical art, etc., for instance, the i^)/*i\ jJ* tA*-*^'j

i-jliJl
J,

on metres and rhyme, in a s-»li-«, two ^^j, and

a j^li., and the ^J^.xJ\ i-oXi-, on tropical figures, in

a s^lL.,two J-ai, and a &.^"U. (see W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 623), and some Rekhta verses. According to

A. Sprenger, loc. cit., and the Makhzan-alghara'ib, he

u?ed originally the takhallus Maftun.

Contents :

I. Diwan, consisting of

1. Kasidas, tarji's, and tarkibbands, on fol. i^",

beginning :

2. Kit'as and chronograms, on fol. 46b, beginning :

3. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 54'',

beginning

:

__,

4. Rubais, on fol. 155^, beginning

UJ jjl» LL^^.

.yijjl j^l

II. Mathnawis, viz.:

5. Durr-i-maknun {^j^^^ j^), the hidden pearl, or

the story of the daughter of the Kaisar of Rum, sXj-.

or (j»jli- (_»--»/ > ^^^ t^e Imam Hasan 'Askari, composed

A.H. 1 1 69 (a. D. 1755, 1756), beginning, on fol. 167^^:

In A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 396, this mathnawi is called

fjx^ 1.L.I jJ»-«, the birth and miracles ofImam Mahdi.

6. Tuhfat-alshabab (c_>L-iJl ia.s^), the present of

youth, on fol. 281^, beginning:

composed A.H. 1163 (a. d. 1750).

7. Mathnawi dar waki'a-i-jansuz-i-Karbala ((jfjJLJL.

!ibXj>—jW "^'j )•*)' *^® heart-burning calamity of

Karbala, on fol. zSe^, beginning

:

jjli^ji o>..<i.. pb xi' ij^ — ^JUJ^ ^J

8. Mathnawi darta'rif-i-daulatkhana-i-Nawwab Amlr-

alumara Sadatkhan Bahadur (tiLar^jj t_ij^^j Uj^^
.iV^_ ^jLi^'jU j^ill j^ v'p). description of the

(V^ '^J' ;^-

palace of the Nawwab Sadatkhan Bahadur, on fol. 289'*,

beginning

:

jlj^ liXJ ^*Je. "^Jj^vf^

9. Taswir-i-mahabbat (oJLsr*^. .« 1), the image of

love, or the story of Ramcand the son of the Betel-

seller, on fol.^294'', beginning :

r^
Lmi &JLxJj ji ixij

l»jUJ. (ji-Sl

Composed a.h. 1156 (a. d. 1743), the title being

a chronogram.

Dated the 22nd of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1184 (a. n.

1 77 1, April 8), by Muhammad Husain Ghuri.

No. 468, ff. 323, 2 coll., each 11. 15; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; size, 8 j in. by 4J in.

1711

Walih u Sultan (^IkL-. j Jlj).

The stoiy of the love of the poet AValih (see above,

No. 1 708) with his cousin Khadijah Sultan or Khadijah

Begam, daughter of Hasan 'Alikhan, by the same

Sliams-aldin Fakir, composed a.h. 1160 (a. d. 1747)'

see fol. 107", 11. 11-13, where two chronograms are

given, viz. x.^ : < JaJ and ^^ij" ijai*^ •

Beginning

:

uW tS3^ Jlj t^l

^^Lki- ^JJi jj j4J jj

No date.

No. 392, ff. Ill, 3 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, lof in.

by 5i in.

1712

Diwan-i-Hazin dji^ ul^5^)•

A collection of poetical works by Shaikh Muhammad

"Ali Jilani Hazin, the well-known author of the i^^

JL».5I1 (his autobiography) and the ^jj^lxi\ i^sS (or

biographies of contemporary poets), written A. h. 1154

(a.d. 1741) and 1165 (a.d. 1752) respectively; see

Nos. 677-679 above. He wrote four diwans, the last

of which he completed a. h. 1 155 (a. d. 1 742), and died

in Banaras the 13th of Jumada, I, a.h. 1180 (a.d.

1766, Oct. 17).

Contents of this collection

:

A short preface in prose, on fol. i^, beginning: 00

1

US"o.il eUic 'IjlJ ^^ ^ jUuI vy y
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Qhazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 2'', beginning

(as in the Bodleian, Berlin, and Sprenger'e copies)

:

Kubats, on fol. 201":

Mukatta'at, on fol. 218'', interspersed with a few

kasidas. the first of which (on ff. 226*'-227*') was com-

posed, according to the last bait, a.h. 1132, the 7th of

Shawwal (a.h. 1720, Aug. 12).

Mathnawis, on fol. 230*; the Jirst is entitled ^;^-«-»•

^j^^j , and begins :

It breaks off on fol. 236'', 1. 2, but is continued on

ff. 243''-Z45*; the second is called ^^w^XiLxJI iS'sS and

begins on fol. 236*", 1. 4

:

ijL-»jl i»)_ii p c>.JlSj ^X^y, l^J J^
This breaks off on fol. 240*, 1. 4, but a short chapter

on fol. 2421", 1. g to fol. 243"^, 1. 3, simply styled (.fj.il->

,

seems to belong to the same poem, as it is written in

the same metre ; the third is a short extract from the

eybUi., beginning, on fol. 240*, 1. 6 :

and ending on ff. 242^, 1. 3.

No date. Complete copies of Hazin's poetical works

(^La. cijCJli) are described in Bodleian Cat., No. 11 84,

and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 425 ; copies of his diwan

in Rieu ii. pp. 7 1
5-7 1 7 ; a copy of his seven mathnawis

1;^in Bodleian Cat., No. 1185; extracts from the i^bl

are noticed in AV. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 696, No. 6,

some of his kasidas, ib., p. 695, No. i. Hazin's poetical

works, with the addition of his autobiography and his

tadhkirah, have been lithographed under the title of

rti>- k^W"i i'l Lucknow, a.h. 1293. Among other

prose-treatises of the same Hazin are to be mentioned

the »_«Ll»iJ sJL-,. on farriery, the o*)*^ 1^ jJ^.

jjL-JJ or ^jXj-o iS'sS on zoology, the ^jhjl jJ jJL-,

ij^ . jLljj j -a.j . JUi* on the weight of coins

and on legal measures in Khurasan (all three described

in Rieu ii. p. 483) ; an enumeration of the warlike

expeditions of Persian kings against India down to

Ahmadshah Abdali (W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 54,

No. 11); and the Jti*
, ^J\A cyLuJil. , see further below

in No. 17 14.

No. 903, ff. 345, 2 coll., each 11. 17; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in. by

5* in.

IHD. OFF.

1713

Ghazaliyyat-i-Hazin {^^^ cyO^)-
A large collection of ghazals only, in alphabetical

order, by Hazin, beginning, on fol. 9'' (as in the pre-

ceding copy) : Jl {j\^ji jjJ ,J . They were transcribed

in the very year of Hazin's death, a.h. 1180. On
ff. i''-8'' another hand has written in diagonal lines

a series of kasidas and kiti'as by the same Hazin,

beginning, on fol. i**:

This additional part is dated in the month Shawwal,

A. H. 1 172 (A. D. 1759, June). Another complete copy

of Hazin's ghazals is described in W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 945 ; a large series of them, ib., p. 699, No. 23.

The present copy belonged originally to Mr. Richard

Johnson.

No. 569, ff. 321, 2 coll., each 11. 17; irregular Nasta'Uk;

the first eight leaves written by another band in diagonal lines

;

size, 11^ in. by 5f in.

1714

Waki'at-i-tran u Hind (xJjt j ^\^\ euLxilj).

Short historical memoirs by the same Hazin (eee

fol. 2^, 11. I and 2), who relates in them all the re-

markable events in Persia and India from a.h. 1134
to 1154 (a. D. 1722-1741), beginning with the
' calamities of Isfahan and the prevalence of the Afghan

power ' (s-iisLil t^iL^ji-^l . jjU^Xiol ejUjLa-). They open

thus : ^'^1 jJL-Jj oL^jtJ ic-Lc ^^X-iJj s-^Jp x^J^

This copy is dated the 17th of Muharram, A.h. 1183
(a. D. 1769, May 23), by Shaikh Karimbakhsh.

No. 1306, ff. 60, 11. 1 1 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 6 in.

1715

Najibnama (s-.lj ^,*-^).

A poetical history of the life and exploits of the

famous Rohillu chief Najib-aldaulah or Najibkhan, who
was nominated by Ahmadshah Durrani A. h. i i 70
(a. D. 1756, 1757) Amir-aluniara, and retained the

absolute mastership of Dihli until his death in A. H.

1 185 (a. D. 1771), comp. Rieu i. p. 306, where a special

history of Najibkhan is noticed, and Beale, Orient.

Biogr. Diet., p. 202 (in the latter his death is wrongly
fixed in Rajab, a.h. ii84=October, 1770). This

mathnawi was composed by Muhyt-aldin, son of Abd-
alhasan (see, for instance, fol. 138''), with the takhallus

Dhauki (see fol. 133", 1. 4, fol. 139b, 1. 5, fol. 1841',

1. 2, etc.), the same who wrote kasidas in praise of the

principal Shaikhs of the Kadiri order under the title

of ^LiJll Jljw. (see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 389), and

was himself a zealous champion of the said order, as

the last hemistich of this mathnawi proves :

' ^ji Jj ji, S-.U
^J^\

|»ii. -a

The date of composition does not appear.

3 o
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According to the last verses the poem contains 1,400

baits, and was written in seven days ; the poet was at

that time thirty-five years old.

Dated the 25th of Safar, A. h. 12 13 (a. d. 1798,

Aug. 8). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2725, ff. 131-199, 3 coll., each 11. 1 1 ; NastaHlk ; size,

8| in. by 6J in.

1716

Anwarnama (s-oU.jJl).

A mathnawi, celebrating the exploits of Nawwab
Anwarkhan (or Anwar-aldinkhan), the ruler of the

Carnatic, who died A. h. ii6z (a. d. 1749), by Mir
Muhammad Isma'ilkhan, with the takhallus Abjadi, who
had been tutor of Anwarkhan's son and successor,

Nawwab Muhammad 'All 'Umdat-almulk (a. H. 1163-
i2io=A. D. 1 750-1 795), and who dedicated this work
to him, for which he received 6,700 rupees, and was,

A.H. 1189 (a.d. 1775, 1776), appointed king of poets
;

comp. No. 501 above, where the ^U-ill. eJjjJ is de-

scribed, a special history of the Carnatic, based on this

Anwarnama, with a eulogium of Abjadi, by Muiishl

Burhan (or Burhankhan) bin Hasan, who completed

the mukaddimah and the first daftar A. h. 1200 (a. d.

1786). This mathnawi was composed in A. h. 1174
(a.d. 1760, 1761), see fol. 276", last verse; other

copies of the same are noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., pp. 944 and 945, and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 308.

Abjadt wrote besides a Persian diwan, containing

ghazals and ruba'is (see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 307),

and a Rekhta dtwan, likewise containing ghazals and

ruba'is, with a few kit'as at the end (preserved in

No. 2512 of the India Office Collection, dated A. h.

1 192, 15th of Muharram=A. D. 1778, Febr. 13).

This mathnawi begins

:

Ij-o L« »j>.: .:j jl icJjJ — V) uW^
The story itself begins, on fol. 10'', with this heading :

Various readings and occasional glosses of particular

interest on the margin.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2710, ff. 276,20011., 11. 15; Nasta'Uk; size, 9J in. by 5J in.

1717

La'l u Gauhar (^ajJ j Jj^)-

The love-story of La'l and Gauhar (ruby and pearl),

a mathnawi based upon older sources and completed

A.H. 1 192 (a.d. 1778), by Hasan 'Ali 'Izzat, who was

commissioned to write this poem by Nawwab Fath

'Alikhan Bahadur, better known as Tipu Sultan (who

succeeded his father Haidar 'Alikhan in the govern-

ment of Maisur, A. H. II97=A. D. 1782).

Beginning, on fol. 8^ :

e*A3\ (5jj _.iir(read^l;JiXj) ^}j^.

It concludes on fol. 69a
; the date appears in the

last verse but two

:

A version of the same story and with the same title

(j.ft»3 . JjtJ sJli) in Dakhni verses is preserved in

No. 2495, ff. 83''-97l' of the India Office Library.

On ff. 1-5* there are written by another hand some

mystical tracts, beginning: \^y- ^ aJ t)L-, ^\ hXjIj-j

d r^ib- j^ jULaLa jLiil J»^ ^ 8.* .*** J ^\J^.

Ff. 6 and 7 are left blank. At the end there are

some more blank leaves, but on the last two leaves the

first twenty-nine verses of the mathnawi are repeated.

No. 464, ff. 69, 2 centre-columns, each U. 9, and a margin-

column, 11. 16 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 6J in.

1718

Dlwan-i-Wafa (Uj ul_jJ.i).

Lyrical poems of Mirza Sharaf-aldin 'Ali alhusaini

of Kumm, with the takhallus Wafa (see fol. 2^, last

Hue, and fol. 3", first line), who was, according to the

Makhzau-alghara'ib, No. 301 1 (Bodleian Cat., col. 393),

a descendant of Mirza Muhammad Hashim Husaini

Kummi from father's side, and ofMaulana 'Abd-alrazzak

Fayyad from mother's side. According to Hairat's

LxJLll vJf^i^ (A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 160), he was

originally in the service of Nadirsliah, but went in

A.H. 1 162 (a.d. 1749) to India and lived at Dihli in

Walih's house. The Makhzan-alghara ib, on the other

hand, asserts that he reached Dihli still in Muhammad-
shah's reign, and the Atashkada, No. 842 (Bodleian

Cat., col. 292), says, he remained about thirty years in

India and returned to Persia in a. h. 1183 (a.d. 1769,

1770); if the latter remark is correct, he must have

gone to Dihli about A. H. 1 152, 1153 (a. d. 1739, 1740).

According to the same Atashkada he made, after his

return to Persia, the pilgi'image to Makkah, and died

A. H. 1 194 (a. d. 1780). Another copy of his diwan is

described in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 584.

This copy contains

:

A preface in prose, on fol. i'^', beginning: ^Ji-^.

Kasidas, in honour of the prophet, 'Ali, and the

Imims, some also in praise of 'Ali Kulikhan Bahadur,

LcWalih, the poet (see above and No. 1708), beginning,

on fol. 8b: J^j J^ j\ ^^->i"W^- o^ yT^ >^U^

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 36^, beginning

:

Ruba'is, with some tarji'at at the end, on fol. ^(i°,

beginning

:

'J \jt (J^jU sXJJ jjj-a o |«-^jL«
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Incomplete at the end ; the mathnawi -.jla : « jSp

,

found in Sprenger's copy, is wanting here.

No. 954, ff. 114, 2 coll., each 11. 9 ; Nasta'llk; size, 7^ in. by

5' in-

1719

Tlpflnama (ii_.ljj.^).

A mathnawi, composed in honour of the warlike

exploits of Tipu Sultan (see No. 1717 above), by
Ghulam Hasan, who (according to Garciu do Tassy,

Histoire de la Littej*. Hindouie etc., i. p. 543) is iden-

tical with Hasan 'Alikhan of Kirman. He wrote this

poem at Tipu's request, and finished it the 25th of

Ramadan, a.h. 1198 (a. d. 1784, Aug. 12), see the last

lines at the end. It is divided into forty-nine chapters,

called ^JU-..b. The above title appears here on

fol. 118", 1. 3, fol. 119^, 1. 2, fol. 120'', 1. 3 ab infra,

and fol. 2o6», 1. 4 ab infra: Aj ^^\ c*-..! s-.lj 5.5-0 iS

J (t
?. <i . The heading of the forty-ninth or last dastan

gives the title as uLkL- j^ ^Lu j-oLi sJi (the same

in No. 1721 below) ; on fol. 119*, 1. 2 ab infra appears

as designation : ^^IkLu sLi.ilj —.b .Ij^Li L«L5 -si

The mathnawi is commonly styled _ii

«L«U . Beginning

:

J ^^UJl
riy^-

J ^
Dated the 1 4th of Dhd-alka'dah, A. h. i 2 2 i (a. d.

1807, Jan. 23). A similar, but less extensive math-
nawi in Eekhta verses, celebrating the exploits of

Tipu Sultan and composed by the same Ghulam Hasan
in twenty-three dastan, is preserved in No. 2499 of

the India Office Collection. Garcin de Tassy, loc. cit.,

seems only to have known this Hindustani version, but
not the longer and more important Persian one.

No. 3057, ff. J 1 3-206, 2 coll., each 11. 15; large Nasta'llk;
size, 8| ill. by 5I in.

1720

Another copy of the same.

The title 5-«lj j.^ appears here on fol. 7*, 1. 7,

fol. 8", 1. 10, fol. 9^, lin. penult., etc. Beginning as

in the preceding copy. No date. Bibliotheca Ley-
deniana.

No. 2509, ff. 108, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk; size, 8J in.

by sJ in.

1721
The same.

Beginning as usual. No date. The copyist was
Mirza Muhammad Isma'il. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2551, ff. 97, 2 coll., each 11. 13-14; Nasta'llk ; size, gf in.

by 6f in.

1722

Diw^n-i-Azad {:>\^ ij]y.^)-

Lyrical poems by Mir Ghulam^ "AH Husainl Wasiti
Balgrami, with the takhallus Azad, who has been

mentioned aheady as the first editor of the ]^5I1 ^U
and as author of the LJjiH *-*};> ^^^

f*]/^'
jj^., the

jhl .--, and the 5,^Lc tihi. (see alx)ve, Nos. 622 sq.,

655, and 682-690); he died towards the end of A. u.

1200 (a. D. 1786, September).

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i*", beginning :

\. ^JVi^ya. i^ 4JII |»~o Jl* j\ Jj>

\j JU^ isJjU jjixl i\j^ aO**~*

A few ruba'is and ta'rikhat, on fol. 94'' sq.

No date. This copy is probably Azad's autograph,

but another hand has supplied a few pages and also

a great number of additional ghazals on the margin.

Another copy of this diwan in A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 364. A detailed biography with a fuU list of Azad's

Persian works is noticed in Rieu iii. p. 978" (the

ji-i^Jl ^jilp, mentioned there, is preserved in a copy of

the Berlin Library, see W. Pevtsch, Berlin Cat., p. looi

;

it was composed a.h. 1177 (a. d. 1763, 1764).

No. 1738, ff. 97, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

Poets who died between a.h. 1200 and 1300.

1723

Diwan-i-Minnat (oJL. ^\yii)-

The minor poems of Mir Kamar-aldin, with the

takhallus Minnat, who was born at Dihli about A. h.

1 159 (a. D. 1746), went to Lucknow a.h. 1191 (a.d.

1777), was taken by Mr. Richard Johnson to Calcutta

and introduced to the Governor-General Warren
Hastings, who bestowed upon him the title of a ' king

of poets,' and died a.h. 1207 (or according to others

i2o8=A. D. 1792-1794), comp. A. Sprenger, Catal.,

pp. 171, 258, 259, and 498.
Contents :

Kasidas, on fol. i^, beginning :

A mathnawi, on fol. 65*, beginning :

Ghazals (with some mukhammasat and kit'as at the

end), on fol. 78^, arranged in alphabetical order,

beginning: Jl \^\ys. <ujl _-.o^,j^ ^j^jj ^^'

The initial poem of Sprenger's copy is missing here.

No date. The copyist was Mir Wilayat.

No. 54, ff. 190, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Shikasta amlz, written on

brown paper, except the last twenty-one leaves ; excellent frontis-

pieces on ff. i" and 78''; ff. i'', 2', 78'', and 79" luxuriously

iUuminated with beautiful pictures on the margin in gold and
other colours ; all the pages and columns framed with gilt stripes

;

ff. 63'', 64, 77, and 78* are left blank ; size, 9I in. by 5| in.

302

I
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1724

Kissa-i-Hir u Ranjha (U^_; ) j-^ tlLs).

CATALOGUE OF PERSIAN MSS. 936

^^1, story of the Dihkan, who wanted

The story of two Panjabi lovers, Hir and Ranjha (or

Ranjhan), a romantic mathnawi by the same Minnat,

composed a. h. i 195 (a. d. 1781), see the chronogram :

^c-'^ . j.^ J ' c JJls, and dedicated to Mr. R.

Johnson.

Beginning

:

i^U^ jUj jLj JL j^. _ i^L:X> j\j —wit lijjlAi

The oldest poetical version of this tale (the original of

which was composed in Hindi by Damodar) in Persian

is by Afarin (who died at Lahur a.h. i i54= a.d. 1741)1

written about a.h. 1143 (a. d. 1730, 1731), and some-

times styledjLo jjU, see Rieu ii. p. 710 ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 317. A Hindustani adaptation of the same

by Makbul has been translated by Garcin de Tassy,

Revue de I'Orient, 1857. Another Persian version, in

prose and verse, was made a.h. 1157 (a. d. i744)> ^y
Mansaram Munshi, see Rieu ii. p. 770^.

No. 1318, ff. 27-65, 11. 15 ; large and clear Nasta'Uk ; size,

9f in. by 5f in.

1725

Mathnawi-i-Kajkulah (j^ ^ (_sjjJL.).

The «eco»irf volume
(i^.j

.iij) of a mystical mathnawi

in imitation of Jalal-aldin's famous mathnawi, containing

stories of a theosophical and Sufic tendency, by Anand-

ghana (^^^^JXljI, 'cloud of happiness,'=^j^^l, see

fol. ^d'^, 1. 12), with the takhallus Khwush ((ji^,

see ib., 1. 11), who completed this second volume in

the month of Safar, A. h. 1209 (a. d. 1794, September).

The mathnawi bears the title of Kajkulah or Kajkulah,

'the fop who wears his cap awry' (a designation often

given to the mystic 'lover of God,' the advanced Sufi),

see ff.
30a,

1. 9 ; 43^, 1. 12
;

49'', 1. 1 1 ;
56", 11. 5, 16,

and 18, etc.; and was to contain seven volumes, see

fol. 56", 1. 9 ; the forthcoming third volume is announced

in the last bait of this copy.

This copy contains the following stories :

1. sLi j/JLs J J.U L^ ci)^..^ a. s-ls, disputation

between Diya-alhakk and FaiTukhshah, on fol. i'',

beginning :

2. ^Ji\ JJ
iLiijU .j,_:lX_»< jljCa., the story of

Alexander Dhu-alkarnain, and the four advices he gave

to his sons and wazirs in his last hour, on fol. 27*,

beginning

:

3. sLi,jU jLi. (sUU ojliC*., the story of

the darwish Nanakshah and the Padishah, on fol. 30*,

beginning :

to kill another one and instead of that killed his own
son, on fol. 33^, beginning: jJ^

ij'-^J-' *-S' J^^-^-^.

5.
,

5->*-« cy^-ta. « |<,<i.» j->j i-aj, the story of the

old Egyptiaii and Moses, on fol. 35a, beginning

:

^J:^, the story of prince Dara Shukuh and the darwish

Shah Lai, to whom the former puts three questions,

on fol. 42'', beginning

:

i.j' 7 >«i«J S ftt s^'mJO ->13^ ^}

^T*i/*y. ir" (sUj Ji\^V o"-

t^C^ Uj
c)^ C^

»-i. eb ojj

Prose-treatises, containing a debate of prince Dara

Shukuh with Baba La'l (J-xJ), on questions of Hindu

theosophy, are described in Bodleian Cat., col. 758,

No. 14; Rieu ii. p. 84 1** (where the Hindu sage is

called La'ldas, ^^^JJLxJ), and iii. p. 1034" (where he

is called, as here, Baba Lai) ; similar disputations of

the prince are noticed iu W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 45, No. 50 (where the Shaikh Muhibb-allah Alla-

habadi is interviewed), and p. 1028, No. 2.

7. ic>|/c'j (afterwards ^_5~-j^) ^^y^ vij^-ia- i-i^jVxa.,

the story of Moses (or rather of Jesus, as he is called

in all the following headings) and the Bedouin and his

wife, on fol. 43^, beginning : ji J^^^^j^ ts' ^.y^^.

^J^. ipS^ At the end the story is called j^ tis

8. j-^i-^^ tjU-J^ J
^-o ^UJL-i ooVX*, the story

of old Solomon (the wood-merchant, ^J-jji jyi-» ,
as he

is called) and Solomon the prophet (king Solomon),

on fol. 49^, beginning

:

A certain laxity in the metrical treatment, omission

of Idafas, etc., is conspicuous throughout the poem.

This copy was transcribed by Bholanath in the very

year of composition, A.h. 1209, and finished the i6th

of Rabl'-alawwal (a. D. 1794, Oct. 11). A large

picture on fol. i*".

No. 2914, ff. 56, 4 coll., each 11. 23 ; Nasta'Uk; size, laj in.

by 9J in.

1726

Bakhtyarnama (»-.UjLjLir>.).

A very modern adaptation of the famous Bakht-

yarnama, see No. 859, 2 above, and Bodleian Cat.,

No. 475, 3 (col. 436), in Persian vei-se, made A. H. 12 10

(see fol. 142a, 1. 2)=A. D. 1795, 1796, by Kadkhuda

Marzuban (see the last verse but one of the poem).

Beginning

:
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Copied in the same year (undoubtedly the author's

own copy), in the month Sha'ban, see the colophon on

fol. 142".

Ff. i43»-i54" contain another Persian poem, by

the same poet, and composed as well as copied in the

same year 12 10, styled: ik_a.l»J>. . x^"—< »-»-V» *-^

Ajjii . . Beginning

:

iji j.Uj ^^
J\^ u'

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2668, ff. 154, 2 coll., each 11. 18-30; Nastallk ; Blze,

I af in. by 7I in.

1727

Diwan-i-Aftab {v_>L::Jl yj]y,^)-

The lyrical poems of the emperor Shah *Alam (reigned

A.H. ii73-i22i=A.D. 1759-1806), with the takhallus

Aftab ; see Bodleian Cat., No. 1 195 ; Rieu ii. p. 720;

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 318 ; J. Aumer, p. 40, etc. He
is also known as a Hindustani poet, see Garcin de

Tassy, Histoire de la Litter. Hindouie etc., i. p. 137,

and A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 597, where besides his

Rekhta diwan a Rekhta mathnawi from his pen is also

noticed, entitled |_,.,jJl |^>!*-^ . and containing the story

of the king of China, Muzaffarshah.

This dlwan contains only ghazals, in alphabetical

order, beginning (as inthe usual copies of Aftab's poems)

:

No date. Quite modern copy.

No. 210, ff. 69, 2 coll., each 11. 13; very distinct Nasta'lik;

size, 9 in. by 6J in.

1728
Bahima (U-jjn^).

A poem on ethical and religious questions, in the

form of a series of mukhammas^t, a vademecum of

practical wisdom, by Muhibb-alhakk, who completed

it on the JiiJI x^ or festival of the breaking of the

fast, i.e. the ist of Shawwal, a. h. 1233 (a. d. 1818,

Aug. 4), see fol. 22^, last mukhammas (styled 0.L3

Beginning

:

A:^).

&^

Dated, on fol. 23a, the 20th of Safar, A. h. 1240 (a. d.

1824, Oct. 14). On fol. 23b there is added by the

same Muhibb-alhakk a kasidah in honour of Mr. Jenkins

{^J„S>^^J::...^, in which, apart from the chief rhyme,

running through the whole poem, inside each bait

a special and always varying rhyme is found in three

repetitions, viz. in the middle of the first hemistich, at

the end of the first hemistich, and in the middle of the

second hemistich. Beginning

:

U- ij^ .J .n * _ \s^ t—aWl )b *

j'a r^y-y ^ -r^ ^-y ^^

No. 2844, ff. 33, 11. 15 (5 mukhammasat) in a page ; Nasta'lik

;

size, 14 in. by io| in.

1729

Kulliyyat-i-Sh&'ik (jpU <J^).
Complete poetical works of Mir Ghulam Husain,

with the takhallus Sha'ik, the son of Sayyid Fath 'Ali

alradawi alj^lisi, who flourished under Ghazi-aldin

Haidar, the -eldest son of Nawwab Sa'adat 'Alikhan of

Oudh (Ghazi-aldin Haidar succeeded his father as

ruler of Oudh a. h. i229=a.d. 1814, and died A. h.

I243=A. D. 1827, after a reign of thirteen years);

another copy of these poems, styled (jpLi. tj'y.^y
is

described in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 569.

Contents

:

Kasidas, on fol. i*, beginning

:

They are chiefly in praise of God, Muhammad, and

the Imams.
A mathnawi, containing stories based on legends

and traditions of the prophet and Imams, on fol. 1 7'',

beginning

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 351*, beginning :

jyb y j-^Jt -,.i,Xi

Ruba'is, on fol. 99*, the first two not in the usual

ruba'i-metre ; beginning of the initial quatrain : j,j

i.
Beginning of the first ruba'i in the usual metre (the

s):^. (jD^— cH'

Kit'as and chronograms, on fol. 103^, beginning:

The ta'rtkh on Mirza Jan Tapish's death, quoted in

Sprenger, is found here on fol. 107* : x»\ i-j^—Xj i^V*

^ij\ ^;^ (read jL.) ^L.=a.h. i22o(a.d.i8o5, 1806).

Tapish of Dihli was a well-known Rekhta poet who

composed, among other works, a Li-?^ j *—i-^ ii

Hindustani, see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 297.

The last ta'rikh is on the death of Sayyid Hasan-

bakhsh, which took place the loth of Muharram, A.H.

1236 (a. D. 1820, Oct. 18). The collection winds up

witli a poetical prayer (h » 1 II jJ— JLs'U) for Husain,

the martyr of KarbalL

No. 2944, ff. 113, 3 coll., each 11. la; large Nastallk; mze,

10 in. by 7 in.
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1730

Diw4n-i-Khakan (^JL5L» ^\jii).

The poems of Fath 'Ali Shah of Persia (reigned

A.H. I2i2-I250=A.D. 1797-1834), who used Khakan
as Lis takhallus; compare Bodleian Cat., No. 1201;
Rieu ii. p. 721; J. Aumer, p. 41 ; Rosen, Persian MSS.,

p. 269; Cat. des MSS. et Xylogi-aphes, p. 403, etc.

This most magnificent copy, gorgeously illuminated

throughout, received its final redaction a. h. 1227
(a. d. 1 81 2), in the presence of the royal author himself,

in Tahran, see the following Persian note on fol. i":

>. it <i 1
J)

^ * jJ Uy^ 1 1* ! v t-:~^ j_p.Lk-« Uj ..,-c

'lO^b ^<r^ u\ri^-

Contents

:

Dibaca, on fol. ib, beginning : jsjjo |J|>*^' (M->

This introduction, as well as the shorter prefaces,

prefixed to the various portions of the diwan, and the

khatimah were written by the minister aud court-poet

of Fath "All Shah, Mirza Abd-alwahhab, with the

takhallus Nashat, whose odes are preserved in the

Bodleian Libraiy, see Bodleian Cat., No. 1200, and in

the British Museum, see Rieu ii. p. 722. A note at

the end of this MS. also confirms Nashat's authorship

of these prose-portions.

Kasidas, on fol. 7", beginning

:

Preface to the ghazals, on fol. 1 4^, beginning : *.

(J^JJ** ^^W*.^ ^ •^r*"

^1 !; J^ or
Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 1 6* beginning

Tarkibbands with a dibaca in three lines, on foL ^^.
Fards, kit'as, and other minor poems, again with four

introductory lines in prose, on fol. 88^.

Ruba'is (with two lines as introduction), on fol. 95''.

Marathi or elegies (likewise prefaced by two lines

in prose), on fol. gi^.

Short mathnawis (with three lines in prose), on
loob; among them a s_«U ^yL-, on fol. 102*,fol.

beginning

:

Khatimah, on fol. 107b. This copy was received from
Comm. Corresp., 28th March, 1816.

No. 2148, ff. no, 3 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'Uk ; most
artistically executed frontispieces in rich colours on ff. i"", 14'',

and 16*; ff. I*", 2", and 14''- 16' splendidly embellished; minor
illuminations throughout at the beginning of each single poem,
of the same liigh and refined style of art ; magnificent Eastern
binding of exquisite taste ; size, 9^ in. by 52 in.

1731

Gham n 'Ishrat (cy,-iJi
j ^).

A mathnawi by Amir Cand of Amritsur (the author's

name is given in an English note by Mr. Ch. Raikes

attached to the fly-leaf, see below), lamenting the death

of Maharajah Ranjit Singh, the Sikh ruler of the

Panjab, the 27th of June, 1839, and rejoicing in the

accession of liis son, Kharaj Singh, together with a

eulogium on prince Nunihal Singh, Kharaj Singh's son,

see ff. 5*, 7", and 8^. The title of the poem appears

on fol. 9", 1. 3

:

-i^-^J (»* (^^- LS**~*'

It must have been composed soon after Ranjit Singh's

death, in 1839 or 1840 (a. h. 1255, 1256), as both

Kharaj Singh and Nunihfil Singh died in November
of that year.

Beginning

:

According to the note, mentioned above, by Mr. Ch.
Raikes, Commissioner and Superintendent of Lahur,
this MS. was sent ' to the Imperial Exhibition at Paris

for works of art and industry, by the Punjab Committee
at Lahore.' The MS. was received from Dr. Royle,

July, 1856.

No. 3518, ff. 10, 2 coll., each 11. 13; large Nasta'llk; size,

9j in. by 6^ in.

1732

Diwan-i-Shauk (j»-i
ul)^-')*

The lyrical poems of AUahjuya, (Lj^-a- ij]l), with the

takhallus of Shauk, who died, according to the prose-

preface(fol. 2l',ll. 1-3), a. h. 1263, 1 3th of Dhu-alhijjah

(a. D. 1847, Nov. 22), near Gujarat.

Contents

:

Prose-preface, on fol. i^", a eulogium of the poet by
his son, beginning

:

(or according to a various reading on the margin in

the second hemistich : Jl ij.^_ j^ i\ ^jiJj tS).

Kasidas, ghazals, ruba'is mixed, in alphabetical order,

beginning, on fol. 5^ :

UJu^j j.jioJi J ^\ ^uji u-ji b ill

L^JlXjl^ sJu^ joL»j jjb-l j|^ /•i
Short mathnawis at the end (ff. 65^, last line-791',

last line). Copied by Ghulam Muhammad, a. h. 1270,

(a. D. 1854). The copy was sent to the Imperial

Exhibition at Paris for works of art and industry, by
the Punjab Committee at Lahore. It was received

into the library from Dr. Royle, July, 1856. The
diwan of an elder poet, with the takhallus Shauk, is

noticed in Bodleian Cat., No. 1183.

No. 8232, ff. 80, 3 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'llk ; size, lo^ in.

by 5I in.
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Siiyyid Saif-aWin

1733

Majmu'a - i - tasnifat - i -A khund

Kashmiri ((^.IJl i_X^ jJL, jj,

The complete poetical and prose works of a modern

Kashmirian poet, Mir Saif-aldin Akhunil, with the

takhallns Saif (fol. n», 1. 2), who lived at the time of

writing this collection (i. e. A. h. i27o=a. d. 1854, see

ff. 10'', 78*, etc.), in Ludiyana (sJbjjJ), in the province

of Dihli, one of the principal stations of the British

territory on the north-western frontier. The poems
are partly in Persian, partly in the modern Kashmirian
dialect, considerably mixed witii Persian.

Contents

:

1. |,jLu L_i^y.» jj.*, J
ajLl.o L) t->.<3L.«> udLilIu, on

fol.il', a number of twenty-three highly artificial Persian

kit'as setting forth the hidden meaning and the secret

qualities of the letters in the words ^iL- (kit'as 1-19),

i-l.^^ (kit'as 20 and 21), Leo (kit'ah 22), and ^^1
(kit'ah 23), with a detailed commentary on the margin
and numerous interlinear paraphrases and glosses. It

is concluded by a short epilogue in prose (on fol. 1 1"),

in which the author states that he composed the first

eleven kit'as during a severe fever, and the last twelve

as a token of gratitude for his recovery. Beginning
of the first kit'ah :

;1 ib- jX-

j.5Le1 Ji)^. j.i'jl (ji^^ill ij^\y>-

Written by the author himself in the month Shawwal,
A. H. 1270 (July, 1854), see fol. lol^.

(_fLi-« ^Jc. ^ cy*-^ jzT"'
on fol. 12'', a Persian

poetical commentary on an intricate riddle, beginning

:

It is in form of a lengthy kasidah with the radif jy.,

just as the baits of the riddle (^jb-.^-^) itself, which
begins, on fol. 1 3* (distinguished by red ink)

:

The riddle is in form of a kit'ah ; the metre is the

same in both, viz. u-a.. iJ>- . A Persian prose-com-

mentary on the margin and interlinear paraphrases as

in the first part.

jjj 8jL.i iLii.L-, |._jj>yj> sLi (sLill, on fol. i7*>, most

artificial Persian pieces in prose and poetry, in tvoo

distinct sections, iha first of which (on ff. 17^-25") is

headed in the index (on the fly-leaves) thus : uul.Lx

uMH '^J»^ ^
PJ P I .ft tC« T I .ff jj

;•*
r-^

iS"*^- f*^-*-^'
hyxijt o» ».:..<» ^.5 >;^*-^^ y »-«-• i^j^ } yj'j^

^i s-kiij |.l-»J, i.e. all the letters employed are jjx*

(stripped), that is to say, have no diacritical points

whatever, except the last two baits (on fol. 25*), in

which only letters with diacritical points are used ; the

second section (ff. 25''-29i') is headed in the index:

1 5 i-ij^ L5*^ 'j'*^ (*-'*-^-^ r»

r,\

J^- J^^^' J H^' Lf^- 'J^'-'

t ::.»ij ;,) —4J jj jj ijl jl Jl.x-) -^^jiLijk 1—'3.

J. yi '.• * 1.^.^. |«^-^ LS*''^
(«'-»jJl J-^-» U JJ JjU S-^ tww \j^^ >

i. e. the whole section consists of one lengthy kasidah

with numerous subdivisions, each of which exhibits

a special kind of Xif^ and J-»-ff»i, that is to say, some

of the first contain only words with unconnected letters

(sjjii-i >_ij^), partly vyiih, partly withcmi diacritical

points ; the following divisions give then gradually

words with two, three, and more connected letters up
to ten, and the last piece (on fol. 291*) contains ex-

clusively connected letters, so that each hemistich

appears as one unseparated word, having a strong re-

semblance to' long Sanskrit composita. The whole part

was composed for Shuja'-almulk, king of Afghanistan,

who died a.h. 1258 (a. d. 1842), see Kieu iii. p. 905''.

Beginning of the first prose-piece, on fol. 17'' : il ,v.ll

^Jl ilj J 51 aa.. il J.JD1 ^j^ji\ isLUl j.^!)ll j^yi
Jl_jj*. Commentary on the margin and interlinear

paraphrases.

4. LjJlc j joLoJi, kasldas and ghazals of the most

subtle description, in Persian, on fol. 30^. The first

is addressed to the same Shuja'-almulk, and begins

:

cUiil uUj'> |*11i-» cC.i.^ljJk. .V > -fc

c1Jl.ij1 . Lijl

Commentary and paraphrases as before.

isJlijJ uIHt* }> ^'^ ^°'- 4^*' poetical epistles, con-

gratulations, etc., composed for certain festive occasions

in the form of kit'as ; the first is headed

^^Xu. u\y. X^ , and begins :

-^4J

jL*il1^ L/^J^

ej;

Occasional explanations and glosses.

lab'C* igtXi b *S (.j^^f^-iJ ^J^P• bIjj:i o*'j

kslj^, on fol. ss^, a mathnawl, ' Wamik and 'Adhra,'

in the modem Kashmirian dialect, which is considerably

mixed with Persian. Saif-aldin composed it, according

to the colophon (on fol. 78"), in his youth, when
still living in Kashmir, and completed this transcript

in LMiyana the nth of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1270 (a. d.

1854, Sept. 4). He says, with the common conceit of

all East«rn poets, that this mathnawi is the finest poem
ever written in the idiom of Kashmir. Beginning:

^ 5 ?. c (^lx»-i, i^^Xj IjJjljJfc

(.Ji-i-C (^l;J-c ti-«lj u'-tr^

7. |t| ; . .t S ^^L^ JuX^S, on fol. 79^ grammatical

tables, paradigms, and glossary of the modem Kashmirian

dialect, beginning : i^\ A rf^^ U^-^^j^ j-xi^- x.^

An index of the whole collection on the fly-leaves.

The copy was received from Dr. Royle, July, 1856.

d
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Saif-aldin states himself at the end of the work in

Kashmirian, that he wrote it at the request of the

Deputy Commissioner.

No. 3226, ff. 93, II. 11-13, '^^ ^i^^ ^^ leaves in diagonal

lines ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, ic J in. by 6 in.

Poefs whose lifetime cannot be fixed, and anonymous

poems. (Nos. 1 734-1 738.)

1734

Ghazaliyyat-i-Nasim (^ . .. 1 yyUpji).

Ghazals, by a poet with the takhallus Nastm, who
cannot be identified. The following poets with this

takhallus are mentioned in the various tadhkiras

:

1. Maulana Nasim of Astarabad (Haft Iklim, No.

1182; Makhzan-alghara ib, No. 2773, Bodleian Cat,,

col. 386 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 662, No. 130)

;

he must have lived about A. h. iooo (a. d. 1592).

2. Sayyid Ghulam-i-Nabi, a descendant of Sayyid

Muhyi-aldln 'Abd-alkadir Jilani (Makhzan-alghara'ib,

No. 2919, Bodleian Cat., col. 390; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 662, No. 132).

3. Buwakbeg ("W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 662,

No. 131).

4. Sayyid Nasim of Shtraz (ib., p. 662, No. 133).

5. Nasim-i-Rammal (ib., p. 662, No. 134).

6. Mirza Ahmad Nasim (ib., p. 672, No. 98).

7. Mirza Ghulam 'Ali of Amrohah (A. Sprenger,

CataL.p. 160, 1. 9), lived before A. H. ii74(a.d. 1760,

1761).

At the end of the ghazals, on fol. 89^, a kasidah in

honour of the late poet Jami [^jj^^ ~x» ,j sx^oj

i,jfct)l t-Afi Lf*W (s-*j'^^^)' ^^'^ some mathnawi-baits

on fol. 92*. On ff. 93^ and 94"' short fragments of two

prose-treatises are found, the first of which, styled

(sMll ^LoJ ,
' advices to kings,' is divided into forty

babs, each of which contains four good advices, and

is identical with the jjj lo^ ii'
" ' ji djlil ii^ tlLi.

(sLL. C' ... 1 J , described in the Bodleian Cat., col. 765,

No. 45. Beginning: III ... . ^^^-J^U.!! ilj, ii s,^

A lacuna between ff. 93 and 94.

No. 95, ff. 79-94, i coll., each II. 15 ;
quite illegible Shjkasta;

size, 8^ in. by 4iin.

1735

Dlwan-i-Nabi {^j^i [j]y>-i)-

The lyrical poems of a poet with the takhallus Nab'i,

who is not mentioned anywhere. They exclusively

consist of ghazals, and very short ones too, so that any
historical date or biographical intimation is quite out

of question. The copy is defective at the beginning,

opening in the middle of a ghazal rhyming in 1

.

The arrangement throughout is strictly alphabetical.

No date whatever. According to the Arabic paging
there are missing twenty-four leaves altogether in the

beginning.

No. 1472, ff. 404, 1 coll., each 11. 1 1 ; very nncouth and often

almost unintelligible Nasta'Uk, mixed with Shikasta; many small

;
size, yj in. by 4J in.

1736

Diwan-i-Fa'ih (^Li ci^y.^)-

The diwan of a Persian poet with the takhallus

Fa'ih, who is not mentioned in any tadhkirah. It

consists merely of ghazals, in alphabetical order, and

is incomplete at the end, breaking oif in the midst

of the letter e). Beginning : i-J sj <_jT Jj (jijl) (ciJ'

Many pages are severely injured; a great number
of baits besides are crossed out. Some additional

ghazals are found on the margin of the first eight

leaves.

Tiie last bait, which occurs here on fol. 175'',

runs thus

:

The proper order of £F. 40-47 is: 40, 45, 46,

41-44, 47-

No. 282, ff. 175, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8^ in.

by 4I in.

1737

Mustafa-nama (j_.U «W.n *).

A very long and curious mathnawl, a rhymed

Muhammadan history from Muhammad down to the

first Sultans of the Ghaznawide and Saljuk dynasties,

together with biographies of famous Saints and Shaikhs,

by an anonymous author.

Beginning :

—,\s::j\ \ i.^U ^n ^A ^-ij

This copy is apparently the first rough sketch of the

poet, as not only many blanks are found, but also

a great number of unfinished single verses, of which

often only the first word is written. Moreover the

arrangement of the whole poem is rather confused ; in

the last part, for instance, after the history of the

Khalifs, the Samanide, Ghaznawide, and Saljuk rulei-s

the author gives us a detailed story of Moses. It

breaks off in the beginning of an incomplete bait, the

initial word of which is ^y^-

No. 735, ff. 485, 4 coll., each 11. 31 ; clear Nasta'Uk ; the

first two pages richly illuminated ; size, 14J in. by 9 in.

1738

Marthiyyaha-i-Husain (^.... -» ijutilijjt).

A collection of elegies on the martyrdom and death

of the Imam Husain, 'Ali's son, no doubt belonging to
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that class of ta'ziyas, usually sung in the first ten days

of Muharram, by an anonymous compiler. The first

elegy begins

:

^':lz}\ ^\ ,\ii\

,\ii\

The original collection ends on fol. 94" (xi. (.UJ

Jl «jtJL» iiKr—-* '^'j "•" (j^'-^r»)> but on ff. 96 and

97 some more are added; comp. E. Polak, Persien, i.

p. 341 ; H.Eth6, Morgenliindische Studien, pp. 174-194

;

Bodleian Cat., No. 1 2 1 8 ; Gobineau, Les Eeligions at les

Philosophies dans I'Asie centrale, chap. 1 3 sq. ; Chodzko,

Tli^atre Persan, 1875 and 1878; Sir Lewis Pelly and

A. N. Wollaston, The Miracle Play of Hasan and

Husain, 2 vols., London, 1879.

No. 1051, ff. 97, diagonal lines in 4 coll., usually 16 baitg in

each page; Nasta'lik; si^, j} in. by 4i^in.

Persian Anthologies and Albums of Persian

Poetry (Nos. 1739-1757).

1739

Khulasa-i-Lata'if-alkhayal (JLjH (_ajUaJ LaiLi.).

The revised and shorter edition of Muhammad
Salih's anthology of Persian poets, arranged in form of

an alphabetical diwan, each specimen being headed by

the name of the author (completed A. h. iio4=a. d.

1692. 1693, see the chronogram on fol. i6l', last line),

by Muhammad Nasir, with the takhallus Nusrat, who
A. H. 1 157 (a. D. 1744) added to the original work
a preface and two detailed indices, the first containing

a list of the real names of the poets, quoted in the

anthology, the second a list of their takhalluses, both

in alphabetical order. A large fragment of Muhammad
Salih's original work, the JLJJ u-ajUJ, is noticed in

Bodleian Cat., No. 1143; comp. also Bland, in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, ix. p. 168.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i^: xJj^jl {j\

Beginning of thefirst index, on fol. 5* ; of the second,

on fol. 11".

Another short introduction, on fol. is**.

Beginning of the JLJJ t-aJlkJ , on fol. 16*'

:

JUS J-ftl jjU-Jiy ijj o — JU ^ i^lsS ^j ljJ!a.

The whole anthology is divided into thirty-one «ia.,

copied (according to the notes on the margin) by
different persons, as Madinabeg, Fakir Muhammad, etc.,

but in a tolerably equal handwriting. A large lacuna

after fol. 119.

No. 320, ff. 237, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; careless Nasta'lik,

sometimes resembling Shikasta ; size, 14I in. by 10^ in.

1740
Another copy of the preface, indices, and introduction

of the same.

Preface, on fol. i«, beginning as in the preceding

nO). OFF.

copy. The indices begin on fol. la*). The copy con-

cludes with the initial baits of the ujJUaJ and the

chronogram for A. h. 1104.

No. 2539, ff. 1-63, U. 13; Nasta'lik; size, loj in. by 7f in.

1741

Majmua-i-ash'ar (^Vji.i.1 isy^jc*).

A large collection of poetical extracts, consisting of

ghazals, selections from matbnawls, kasidas, kifas,

rubais, mukhammasat, riddles, etc., incomplete at

the end.

Contents

:

1. GhazalSj-in alphabetical order, on ff. ib-i88*>,

beginning

:

The chief poets, from whose diwans extracts are

given, are: Sd'ib (died a.h. io88), on ff. i^, 7b, 10^

14", 20* etc.; Ndsir 'All (died a.h. 1108), on fol. 3*;

Ilimmat (perhaps Khwajah Muhammad Mirza Himmat,

under Shah 'Abbas II), on fol. 6" ; Sanjar Kdsh'i (died

A.H. 1021), and Fighdnt (died A.H. 922 or 925), on

fol. 7a
; GJiani (of Kashmir, died a. h. 1079), on ff. 81",

ig^etc.; ,5A(}pi2r(diedaboutA.H. 1020), and.S'<:J6i^ (under

'Alamgir), on fol. ii^; Adham (Ibrahim Adham, died

A.H. 1060), on fol. 12*; KMlis (died a.h. 1122), on

ff. 13a, is^, etc. ; Tamarind, on fol. i(>^; Istighnd, on

fol. 17a
; Jdmt (died a.h. 898), and TdUb Atnuli (died

A.H. 1035 or 1036), on fol. 18*; Badi (i.e. Kadi

Artimanl, under Shiih 'Abbas I), on fol. 18^; Fitrat

(died A.H. 1 106), on ff. 19*', 20b, etc. ; Jam (Muhammad
Sharif Jam of Mashhad, or Mir 'Abd-alkarim Jam,

both under Jahangir), on fol. 1 9'' ; Shaukat (died a. h.

1 107), on fol. 21*; Hd/iz (died A.H. 791), on fol.

180", etc. etc. A large lacuna after fol. 65.

2. Mathnawi-baits (for instance, from Firdausi),

tarkibbands, mukhammasat, and other specimens of

poetry, on ff. i88''-200*, beginning:

3. Riddles (Ll*..), on ff. 200^-204'', beginning:

4. Another series of ghazals, kit'as, mathnawi-baits,

etc., in alphabetical order, on ff. 2o6t'-242'', concluded

by rub&'is, on ff. 242*-248*, beginning :

5. Selections from NiidmVs Khamsah (see above,

No. 972 sq.), on ff. 249^-298^, beginning :

«jui> Ul^_yjjl >—«.««» is)l»

6. Mirat-aljamal
(JU4^ »!;-•), ' the mirror of beauty,'

containing poetical descriptions (uaUj^) of the human

3'
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form and its charms (see a similar work by Sa'ib,

No. 1618, col. 885 above), on ff. 299''-3io^, beginning:

u*'̂ L^' p;''^ uUj j^ c^H-j ^y
sUj j^i jyljj ^^ iS ^j>^ _f-j£

7. Some kasidas and short mathnawis, on if. 311''-

323b beginning: Jljl^^ iXl^jl Jxi.y^Jas.j -^ji-
A lacuna after fol. 313.

8. Another series of short mathnawis, defective at

the end, on ff. 324^-327.

No. 38, ff. 327, 2 coll., each II. 19; Naeta'Uk ; size, io| in.

by 6^ in.

1742
Poetical extracts.

A collection of Persian poetry by different poets, the

most prominent of whom are : Sd'ib (died a. h. 1088),

on fol. lb, beginning : _L; jyj <jjl .^\ Juj. sJ jS\

Jl \4JljjL£, see No. 1606, 3 above; Kdsim Dlwd/na

(still alive A. H. 1136), on fol. 57* ; Mirza'Abd-alkadir

Btdil (died A. h. 1133), on ff. 77* and 97" (the first

series of specimens is dated A. h. ii74=a. d. 1760,

1 761) ; Ndsir 'Alt (died A. h. i 108), on fol. 108* ; Filrat

(died A.H. 1 106), on fol. 124*; Shmikat (died A. h. i 107),

on fol. 146''' (this part is dated A. h. ii73=A. d. 1759,

1760); Hildll (died A.H. 939), on fol. i6ob; Kalim
(died A.H. 1062), on fol. 174*; Shaikh Muhammad
'Ali Haztn (died A.H. 1180), on fol. 185"; Saidt (Mir

Saidi of Tahran, died a. h. 1069), on fol. 193'', etc.

The fly-leaves and a part of the margins are also filled

with poetical specimens.

No. 3481, dim 13. J. 28, ff. 240, written partly in Nasta'Uk
(on ff. 1-56 and 174-181, 2 coll., each 11. 15), partly in Shikasta

;

Hize, 9 in. by 5I in.

1743
Tuhfat-i-shu'ara (Ua-i. CaA**).

An anthology of Persian poetry, incomplete both at

the beginning and end, with lacunas after the first and
the second leaf. It contains :

1. Some anonymous kasidas, ghazals, and ruba'is,

on fol. I", beginning:

Jul jj ^jljJIijb (Jjljl ^--r^ y^
J-ji yJ \j]y- j^^ u^ij^ J'j^

2. Ghazals and ruba'is, by Maulana WahsM (died

A.H. 991 or 992), on fol. 7*.

3. Ghazals and ruba'is, by Bdbd Fighdni of Sbiraz

(died A.H. 922 or 925), on fol. 26b.

4. A tarkibband and ghazals, by Shaikh 'Ali Nakt
(of Kamarah, died between A.H. 1012 and 1031), on

fol. 45''.

5. One ruba'i, by AM-alfaraj RUnt (died after

A. H. 492, see No. 905 above), and one ghazal, by HaMm
Azraki (of Harat, died A. h. 527), on fol. 52".

6. One kasidah, by Kamdl Isma'tl Isfahdnt the

i^LjiII j^ (died a. h. 635), on fol. 52b.

7. Kasidas and ghazals, by Mirza Kuli Maili (of

Harat, went to India A. h. 979 or 983), on fol. 55*. I

8. Ghazals and ruba'is, by Mir 'Ahd-alghani (of

Hamad4n, about A.H. 1000), on fol. 59a.

9. Poems, by Mas4d of Isfdhdn (son of Aka Zaman
Zarkash, lived in great distress at the time of Nasrabadi,

A.H. 1 083-1092), on fol. 60b

10. Ghazals, by Shifd't (died a. h. 1037), on fol- 62b.

11. Gliazals, by Khwajah Husain Thand'i (died

A. H. 996), on fol. 64b.

12. A kasidah, by Shah Muhammad Mdldmdl, on
fol. 72».

13. A few ruba'is and one fard, by Mirza Nizdm-
almulk, on fol. 74b.

14. Extracts from Jdmts i_-^»jjl ,<,1..,. l... (see above.

No. 1300, 9 sq.), on fol. 75a; with a few other little

poems by the same.

1 5. A kasidah, \s^KamM I»ma'il Isfahdnt (see No. 6),

on fol. 76b.

16. A mathnawl, by Maulana Jismt (under Akbar),

on fol. 78b.

17. Another ruba'i, by Abil-alfaraj Rilnt (see No. 5),

on fol. 8ib: and a kasidah and a ghazal, by 'Imddt

of Ghazna (died after a. h. 582), on fol. 82*.

18. Kasidas and ghazals, by Azrakt and Shifd't

(see Nos. 5 and 10), fol. 84b.

19. A sakinama, by Partawt (of Shiraz, about

A.H. 1000), on fol. 92''.

20. Two kasidas and one ghazal, by Mai'dd bin Sad
bin Salman (died A. H. 525), on fol. 94b.

2 1

.

Kubii'is, by Hakim Sand'i (died probably A.H. 545)
and Mtr Mu'izzi (died A. H. 542), on fol. 97a.

22. Ghazals and ruba'is, by Shifd't (see Nos. 10

and 18) and Mtr Sabrt (i.e. Amir Ruzbahan Sabri

of Isfahan, who was a contemjiorary of Taki Kasiii and

still alive A. h. 993), on fol. 100^.

23. Ghazals, by Shaikh Adhurt (died A. H. 866),

Naut (died a. h. 1019), and Mtr Sabri again, on

fol. 102*.

24. Two ruba'is, by Auhadt (died a. h. 738), and

a tarkibband, by Shifd't (see Nos. 10, 18, and 22), on

fol. 104b.

25. Ghazals and rulja'is, by Shukrt, Rdshani of

Hamaddn (under Alibar), Mashhadi, Nastht (died

A.H. 944), Sa'dt (died a. h. 690), Astr (i.e. Jalal Asir,

died A.H. 1049), and Shaikh Ahd Said bin Abd-alhhair

(died A.H. 440), on fol. 107b.

26. Extracts from Amir Khusrau's , jU>., (see

col. 694, No. II in this Cat.), on fol. 109b.

27. Poetry, by Kamdl Sabzwdrt (about A.H. 1000),

Sadiki of Abarkuh, and Maulana Muhammad SUfi

(stiU alive a.h. 1038), on fol. nob.

28. Kuba'is and ghazals, by Mtr Mughtth (i. e. Mir

Mughith-aldin Mahwi of Hamadan, who died A.H. 1016)

and Nawwab Sanjar Mirzd (under Shahjahan), on fol.

II 2«.

29. Poetical specimens, by Maulana 'Arshi (about

A.H. 1000), Sa'dt (see No. 25), Antsi (died A.H.

10 1 4), Kddt N4rt (died A.H. 1000), Mauldnd Diyd-

aldin Kdsht (contemporai-y with Taki Kashi), Amtr

Khusrau (died a.h. 725), Karami, Akd 'fsd (perhaps

identical with Kadi 'Isa of Sawa, who died a. h. 896),
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Kadi (of Artiman, under SMh 'Abbas the Great),

Muhammad ISdlih, Bitshani (see No. 25), Anwari (died

A. H. 585 or 587), and a short anonymous mathuawi, on

fol. 114*'.

30. A ruba i of KamM Isnia'tl (teee Nos. 6 and 1 5)

extracts fi-om aLi^; ^ i_iwjj, by Mahmildbeg FusAnt

(of Tabriz, under Jahangir and Shahjahan), and other

poetry by the same, on fol. 1 1 9^.

No. 960, ff. 123, 2 coll., each 11. ij ; Nastu'llk ; size, ^\ in.

by 4| in.

1744
Majmd'a-i-mushtamil bacandabwab dar fann-i-ash'ar

Fragment of a collection of specimens of the different

branches of poetry, by various authors, arranged ac-

cording to the topics of which they treat, in a great

number of chapters, for instance: _ jJ^ju ijM •^^tr^yj^

41)1 ^
^ This copy contains only a portion of the whole, com-

prising kasidas, ghazals, kit'as, and rubals, chiefly by

SaiiA't, JSdzant (died A. h. 569), Sa'dt, Khdkdni (died

A. H. 595), Amir Khusrau, Ni'zdmt (died A. h. 598 or

599), Irdki (died A. h. 686 or 688), etc.

Beginning : JLjJll |.^?^1 — |j«.-OI <Ull |»~J 'j^'

J\ ijJjwU jjj,J J JjJ^l lJj) *LiJ
J X,j»j\ Juo '^^L-j>.5ll

.

A lacuna after fol. 428. Many small blanks.

No. 992, ff. 33i''-46o'', U. 25 ; clear Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in.

by 6f in.

1745
Bayad ((_;i>Lj).

A similar album of Persian lyrics, arranged in forty

chapters according to the topics of which they treat,

by an anonymous compiler.

Beginning of the preface, in prose, on fol. i^:

Jl _.J sjj.LXj iS ]..

Index of the forty chapters, on ff. 2i^-4^.

Beginning of the first poem of the first chapter

(j-^jl!l j) : Jl
^Jl^.^ sj-i ^'^.y>y^ '-^ <^'-

The second chapter, on fol. 9", is headed : -A-. ^J

ijJiJl ; the third, on fol. 12", ijy^\ vi*jjU.l (,» ; the

fourth, on fol. 13*, JLoUl . Ws.\^\ ^J, and so on.

The collection ends on fol. 91^. Ff. 92-108 are

filled with very roughly written extracts, both in prose

and verse, by different hands.

No date.

No. 2087, ff. 108, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; Nastallk, on ff. 1-91

;

Shikasta, by various hands, often illegible, on ff. 92-108 ; size,

85 in. by 4I in.

1746
Persian anthology.

Contents

:

Kasidas, on fol. 73^ ; tarkibbands, on fol. 83^ ; a
kasidah in honour of 'Alt, on fol. 8g^ ; another series

of kasidas, kit'as, tarkibbands, and mukhammas&t, on
fol. 91* ; a collection of ghazals, arranged alphabetically,

on ff. i04''-i52l>; rubais, on fol. 153" sq. A Ij

L;(SUlJ VJlSl. ijilS ^jLSw« ; « T ' I

—

Li-lH ji Jol p ii)^

%i^\Jsfji\^, »j>-];U-« Ow.Jjr? w A, on if. i56»-i58''.

The poems collected here are mostly by modern
poets of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, among
them some by Hatif, that is Sayyid Ahmad of Isfahan,

who died A. h. 1198 (a. d. 1784, see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1 1 88). The chief portion of this collection was
written A. h. i i8o=a.d. 1766, 1767 (see fol. 98*, 1. 5).

Beginning of the first kasidah, on fol. 73''

:

j^Ul jXi. tS;CL. oJU*
^J^~ •Ji

On fol. 73" a 5-Jaj» in prose. The margin of many
pages is covered with additional poetry.

No. 3168, ff. 73-158, 2 coll., each 11. 15 (a few pages with
oblique lines); Nasta'llk ; ff. 156-158 and a few pages here and
there added by other hands ; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

1747

Ash'ar-i-mutafarrikah (sjjii.. .Ln-il).

A collection of Persian poems, chiefly extracts from
lyrical and didactical works, and rubais, by various

old and modern poets. The authors represented in

this 'Safinah' are the following ones (compare the
index on the fly-leaf)

:

Shaikh Abii-alhasan Kharakani (died A. h. 425), on
fol. lb.

Shaikh Abu Sa'id bin Abu-alkhair (died A. h. 440),
on fol. \^.

Khwajah 'Abdallah Ansari (died A.h. 481), on fol. 2b.

Hakim Sana'i (died probably a. h. 545), on fol. 3*.

Shaikh Saif-aldin Bakharzl (died a. h. 658), on
fol. 12b.

Shaikh Majd-aldin Baghdadi (died A. h. 607 or 616),
on fol. 1 2^.

Shaikh Sa'd-aldin Hummu'i (died a.h. 650), on
fol. I2l>.

Shaikh Farid-aldin 'Attar (died a.h. 627), on fol. 12''.

Jalal-aldiii Rumi (died a. h. 672), on fol. 23s.

Shaikh Ahmad-i-Jam (died A. h. 536), on fol. 34".

Shaikh Abu Sa'id Buzghush (the father of Shaikh
Najib-aldin 'Ali of Shiraz, who died a.h. 678), on
fol. 34''-

Shaikh Abu-alkasini, the son of Yasin (according to

the Khulasat-alafkar, No. 4, col. 302 in the Bodleian

Cat., an elder contemporary of Abu Sa'id bin Abu-
alkhair), on fol. 34^.

Shaikh Abd-alfadl of Mahnah, on fol. 34*>.

Khwajah Abii Sa'id of Mahnah, ib.

Khwajah Abu-alnasr of Mahnah, ib.

Khwajah Abu-alkasim of Mahnah, ib.

Shah Ni'mat-allah Wall (died A. H. 834), ib.

Shaikh Fakhr-aldin 'Iraki (died a.h. 686 or 688),
on fol. 36b.

Shaikh Abu Hamid Auhad-aldin Kirmani (died A. h.

697), on fol. 37 b.

3 p 2
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Shaikh Auhadi Maraghi (died a.h. 738), on fol. 38*.

Sayyid Nasir bin Khusrau 'Alawi (died a.h. 481),

on fol. 41'* (twenty-five verses from his extremely rare

»-.ljjjljt-., edited by M. Fagnan, Z. D. M. G., vol. 34,

pp. 643-674).
Shaikh Najm-aldin Daya Razi (died a. h. 654), on

fol. 42".

Baba Afdal-aldin Kashi (died A. h. 707), on fol. 42"

(a rich collection of his ruba is and also a rare tarji'band).

Shah Kasim-i-Anwar (died a.h. 837), on fol. 4^t>.

Shaikh Najm-aldin Kubra (died A. h. 6 1 8), on fol. 46''.

Shaikh Abu 'Ali Dakkdk (died A. h. 405 or 406), on

fol. 46^
Mir Sayyid 'Ali Hamadani (died A.h. 786), ib.

Pir Jamal Ardastant, on fol. 47".

Shaikh 'Ala-aldaulah Simnani (died a.h. 736), ib.

Shaikh 'Izz-aldin Mahmud Kashani (contemporary

with the following Shaikh Kamal-aldin), ib.

Shaikh Kamal-aldin 'Abd-alrazzak (died A. h. 730),
on fol. 4'}^.

Shaikh Auhad-aldin 'Abdallah bin Diya-aldin

Mas'ud Balyani (died A. h. 680 or 686), on fol. 47b.

Shaikh Abu Zarbuzjani, ib.

Shaikh Kutb-aldin Abu-alfadl, ib.

Shaikh Najm-aldin Zarkub, ib.

Shaikh Muhammad Lahiji Asiri Nurbakhshi (died

after A.H. 910), ib.

Baba Kamal Jandi (pupil and companion of Shaikh

Najm-aldin Kubra, who died a.h. 618), ib.

Shaikh Radi-aldin 'Ali Lala, ib.

Shaikh Ahmad Ghazali (died a.h. 517), ib.

'Ain-alkudat Hamadani (died A. h. 533), on fol. 48^
Shaikh Mahmud Shabistari, author of the jl, . ^ I

'

(died a.h. 720), on fol. 48».

Shaikh Maghrib! (died a.h. 807 or 809), on fol. 48*>.

Shaikh Muslih-aldin Sa'di (died a.h. 690), on fol. 48''.

Khwajah Hafiz (died a.h. 791), on fol. 54".

Maulana Sahabi of Astarabad (died a.h. loio), on
fol. 60a.

Amir Husaini Sadat (i. e. Fakhr-al-Sadat, died A. h.

718), on fol. 68a.

Shaikh "Imad-aldln Fadl-allah, on fol. 68\
Shah Da'i Shirazi, pupil of Shah Ni'mat-all&h (died

after a.h. 865), on fol. 68^.

Shaikh Ruzbahan Sufi (probably identical with
Ruzbahan Shirazi, who died A. h. 606), on fol. 68''.

Imam Nurbakhsh (i. e. Sayyid Muhammad, the

founder of the Nurbakhshi order, died A.h. 869), on
fol. estj.

Shaikh Kamal Khujandl (died A. H. 803), ib.

Amir Khusrau of Dihli (died a.h. 725), on fol. 70*.

Amir Hasan of Dihli (died A. h. 727), on fol. 84b.

No date.

No. 1265, ff. 85, 4 coll., each U. 25 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, iif in.

by 6j in.

1748
Ruba'iyyat.

A collection of ruba'iyyat by different Persian poets.

Unfortunately no author's name is added to the single

pieces, but a great number at least of the first portion

of these ruba'is belong to the famous Shaikh Ahd Sa'td

bin AJA-alkhair (died A. h. 440, 4th of Sha'ban,

A. D. 1049, January 12), as a comparison with those
published by Dr. Eth6 in the ' Sitzungsberichte der
Kiinigl. Bayr. Akad. der Wissenschaften, 1875, Phil.-

histor. Classe, pp. 145-168' shows; No. 2 of that

collection, for instance, is found here on fol. 2", 11. 4 and

5 ; No. 3, on fol. 3^ 11. 6 and 7 ; No. 1 2, ib., 11. 8 and 9 ;

No. 5, on fol. 4a,
11. I and 2, etc. Later on appear

ruba'is by JOmX (died A. H. 898), 'Urfi (died a. h. 999),
Sd'ib (died a.h. 1088), &c. Beginning of the initial

ruba'l

:

jLj J-al 5-«-» yj j,L^ JOjU

No date.

No. 1231, ff. 76, 4^ ruba'is on each page ; careless Nasta'Uk
;

size, 7i in. by 4J in.

1749
Persian anthology.

A collection of Persian poems, (a) ghazals, ruba'is,

etc., by : Muhtasham KdsM (died A. h. 996 ; see Nos.

1447 and 1448 above), on fol. ib; Sharaf-i-JaMn of

Kazwin (flourished under Shah Tahmasp and died

a.h. 968), on fol. lib; PighAnt of Shiraz (died a.h.

922 or 925), on fol. 1 6*; Sharif of Tabriz (pupil of

Lisani), on fol. 17''; Lisdni of Shiraz (died A. h. 941),
on fol. 24'' ; Wisdli (Muhammad Amin, died A. h. 967),
on fol. 27"*; (6) ruba'is only by: Ilabib-alldh of Shiraz,

on fol. 2 7*" ; Amir Muhammad Hdshim (was in Lahur
A.H. 969); Mulla j4Ai (died A.H. 927); Hvddri (died

after a.h. 984, see No. 1442 above), ib., etc.
;

(c) math-
nawi-baits by Nizdmt, etc., on fol. 29b; (rf) ruba'is

again by : Kdtibt (died A. h. 838 or 839) ; Ghazdli (of

Mashhad, died A. h. 980), ib., etc.
; (e) ghazals again

by Fighdnt (second collection), ib. ; a lacuna after

fol. 15. Many pages injured.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2678, ff. 1-31, 4-5 coll., in diagonal lines, with additional

straight lines running between them ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 1
1
1 in.

by 7i in.

1750

Abyat-i-shu'ara (lyj«-i. eyLol).

Another, very short, anthology of Persian verses,

taken for the greater part from the diwans of modern
poets, without any special arrangement. Prominent
contributors are Sd'ib (died a.h. 1088), Wdlih (died

A.H. 1 1 69, see No. 1708 above), Shaukat (died a.h.

1 107), Bidil (died a.h. 1133), etc. It opens with

a bait by Salali-aldinkhan, with the takhallus Saldh.

No date.

No. 1740, ff. 13, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1751

A collection of short extracts, chiefly ruba'is and

fards, from the poems of old and modern Persian

authors, collected in form of an album, as it seems, by

prince Jahandarshah, or with his full title, Mirza

Juwanbakht Jahandarshah, the eldest son of Shah

'Alam, who died in Banaras the 24th of Sha'ban, a.h.
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1 202 (a. d. 1 788, May 30) ; see a sketch of his life in

Francklin's History of Shah Aulum, pp. 154-162, and

comp. Rieu iii. pp. 946 and 1084. On the fly-leaf is

written i^\j j^-i^
u^\^-^ <

' Poems by the prince

.Tahandarshah,' but that these are not the prince's own
verses, but extracts, made by him from others, we see

from the headings of the single pieces, beginning with

extracts from GhazdU ofMasJOiad (died A. 11. 980) thus :

From fol. 17 down to the end the headings are wanting*

but sometimes a takhallus occurs, for instance, Sa'dl

and others, and proves these poems likewise to be from

the diwans of other poets.

Copied in the month Ramadan, A. H. 1198 (a. d.

1784, July-August), by Hafiz Muhammad Wfisi'

Khan.

No. 57, ff. 97, 3 coll., each containing five baits ; clear Nasta'Uk

;

size, 9 in. by 4!^ in.

1752

Poems by prince Jahandarshah.

A collection of Persian and Hindustani poems,
ghazals, rubais, and mathnawi-baits, by the same

prince Jahandarshah, entitled on the fly-leaf: (_;«Lj

jjlj Jui^ ^y^s-. This title seems to be written by

mere mistake on the fly-leaf of this MS., as it properly

belongs to the preceding album, whereas the title given

to that collection, ' Poems by the prince Jahandar-
shah,' refers to this copy. That this collection contains

the prince's own poetry, is proved by the takhallus

Jdhdnddr, which very often occurs.

Contents

:

Persian lyrical poems, on fol. i^, beginning

:

Hindustani lyrical poems, on fol. 9^, beginning

:

A Hindustani mathnawi, on fol. 62a, headed: ij -)' ' -

'JUil ^b tli, JiSJl^ oj^ ^^1^ \jj^ JU sjI^,

and beginning

:

This mathnawi concludes on fol. 71a and is followed

on £F. 73«-86'' by another Hindustani mathnawi, or

rather a collection of mathnawi-baits, by the emperor
Shah 'Alam, as the following heading seems to imply

:

Copied by Muhammad 'All of Mashhad.

No. 58, £F. 86, 8 baits on every page ; clejir Nasta'Uk

;

size, 9 in. by 4J in. ; in outward appearance both MSS., Nos. 57
and 58, are quite alike.

1753

A short, bat very curious collection of Sufic poetry,

beginning witli a series of short poems in honour of

God, Muhammad, the Tabi'in, etc., arranged in the

following manner: each part or hymn opens with

a certain number of short raathnawls (each comprising

two baits), arranged alphabetically according to the

end-rhyme; after that follows a jlij-. li^ii-* which

falls out of the alphabetical order (also comprising two

baits), and then an equal number of strophes, each of

which contains just as many hemistichs as there are

mathnawis belonging to that particular hymn ; for

instance, the first hymn on the unity of God consists

of three mathnawis, rhyming in I, i_), and cy respec-

tively, of an intermediate ^j^Lk.• tjj-UL., and three

muthallathat ; the second hymn on the Prophet

contains four mathnawis, rhyming in il>, p., --, and ^,

and of four murabba'at, separated from the mathnawis

again by the jfllu (j^
:
' « , as is the case in all the

following hymns ; the third hymn has five mathnawis,

rhyming in j, J; i>J> and ^, and five mukhammasat;

the fourth has six mathnawis, rhyming in (ji
,
^jo

, i_;«

,

L , ki , and c , and six musaddasat ; the fifth has seven

mathnawis, rhyming in d, i__>, ^, is), J, ^, and
jj,

and seven musabba'at; the sixth (and last) has three

mathnawis, rhyming in ., s, and (^, but no correspond-

ing strophes. This series of hymns is followed by
a variety of other poems on spiritual and pantheistic

matters, ghazals, mathnawis, ruba'is, kij;'as, and one

kasidah.

Beginning : ill ^\ ^^..VLn.ll i^ <ul Jt»-il

No date. Collated.

No. 1900, flf. 1 7, 2 coll., each 11. 19 ; clear Nastallk ; size, 9} in.

by sj in.

1754

Ash'ar-i-mutafarrikah {lipLi^ Jj^JA).

A rough sketch of an anthology of Persian lyric

poetry, written by different hands, without any value.

Even some Eekhta poetry occurs sometimes. A series

of ruba'is by 'Umar KhayyAtn (died a. h, 517) begins

on fol. 6b.

No. 538, ff. 87, varying much in the number of columns as

well as of lines ; written by different hands in Na.sta'ltk and
Shikasta ; many pages left blank, or only partly filled ; size,

8J in. by 5J in.

1755

Another rough album of Persian poetry, beginning

with an incomplete copy of the famous little mathnawi

jljjj
ij-. by Nau'i (died A. H. 1019; see above. No.

1 485), the first hemistich of which runs here thus

:
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Jl li ^XiU
\j ^\ 1 ;^- (j^Jl- The remaining portion

of this MS. contains extracts from the diwans of well-

known lyrical poets, viz. AM (died a. h. 927), Kalim
(Abu Talib, died A. H. 1062), N&sir 'Alt (died a. h.

1 108), FvdMi (of Baghdad, died a. h. 970), Mir

Siy&dat (Jalal-aldin, flourished about A. h. 1081), Jal&l

Aslr (died a. h. 1049), Mulla Munir of Lahftr (died

A. H. 1054), etc.

No. 902, ff. 64, 3 or 2 coll. in a page ; written by different

hands in Nasta'llk and ShiliaBta ; many leaves left blank,

others partly filled ; injured and effaced in many places ;

illuminated frontispiece, partly damaged ; size, gf in. by 5I in.

1756

An album of Persian poetry, without any value,

containing indifferent specimens of Persian ghazals

and rubais, bound together without any order. Sd'ih

(died A. H. 1088) is the most conspicuous among the

contributors.

No. 1319, ff. 121 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9I in. by 4I in.

1757

Nakl-i-bayad (^_;tfLo Jjj)-
Another kind of album with selections from Persian

poets, beginning :

'"
' - "i^j-tl -4-»-j

'^^J^j
'•^^>~*^j

There are many lacunas between the single leaves.

The principal portion breaks off on fol. 30''. Ff. 31"—

39", also filled with poetical quotations, are of much
smaller size and written by another hand, apparently

bound together with the first part by mere chance.

No. 1085, ff. 39, 2 coll. on ff. 1-30, varying much in the

number of lines
; 3 and 4 columns (partly in ditigonal lines)

on ff. 31-39 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8 in. by 4I in. on ff. 1-30; 7 in.

by 4^ in. on ff. 31-39.

Miscellaneous Poetry in Persian, Hindustani,

Dakhni, and Turkish, and Extracts in

Verse and Prose (Nos. 1758-1772).

1758

An album of Persian and Rekhta poetry, containing

different collections in alphabetical arrangement, the

proper order of the leaves being this ; ff. 1-31, 88-150,
32-87, 151-229.

First series, on ff. i''-3i and 88-105 • Persian
ghazals and mukhamraasat by various poets, beginning,

on fol. i*>:

J2J\ ^\suo 'U-il O^xUI _ Jl^ill J^l UlJJ Sjl

Second series, on ff. io6b-i5o^ and 32*-87'' : Persian

rubais, arranged alphabetically, ydthout any author's

name, beginning, on fol. 106''

:

r*-^j

\ji tj^
j.

"—
' ' j^r'O^ J-a- ij'J

ri^- L5»* t/> uri

Third series, on ff. I5il'-i94'': Eekhta kasidas,

ghazals, mukhammasat, etc.

Fourth series, on ff. i95a-229 : Persian miscellaneous

poems, rubais by Hishmat (Muhammad 'All, pupil of

'Abd-alghanibeg Kabul, who died a. h. 1139, was over

thirty years in A. h. i i 36), Bidil (died A. h. i i 33), etc.

;

fards, kit'as, ta'rikhat, ghazals, mathnawi-baits, etc., on

fol. 203b sq., by N&sir bin Khusrau (died A. h. 481);
Kizilbashkhan" Ummtd (died a. h. 1159), Shaikh

Hazm (died A. H. 11 80), Sd'ib (died a. h. 1088), f/dfiz

(died A. H. 791), Mukhlis KdsM (see No. 1687 above),

Fitrat (died A. H. 11 06), Shaikh Nizdmi, Lutf'AUheg
"Sdmi, and other minor poets.

Many pages left blank for later insertion of poems in

their proper alphabetical place.

No date.

No. 1488, ff. 229, U. 9-13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 7| in. by 4j in.

1759

Short mathnawis in Hindiistani, Dakhni,and Persian.

1. Bahlul-i-Sadik (jjLo JJujj), in Eekhta verses,

on fol. i'', beginning : jjU; i_^^L> ^^j-^ jj. eb L-.

•LieyLsj),
i"'

2. Wafatnama-i-Paighambar (

,

' the story of the prophet's death,' in Dakhni verses, on

fol. 8b, beginning : Jl ^jt cb v_.--s^ ^Jii _y^^ y.

3. 'Isa u Kallah (sJi , ... .c), in Persian verses, on

fol. 22'', beginning: Jl Ijl^. _^XaJj tJJ_5; ^J^^^•

Attached to this mathuawi and written by the same

hand is a Persian story in prose, the story of Sulfdn

Sanjar (died A. h. 552= a. d. i 157), on ff. 25l'-27,

beginning: Jicill ^jllslUl j^L.^^^^-" jjUiL- ool5Ca.

i\lsl. ^jUiL- ,^.1 ^111 yf^ tjUzJL, JLdI ^jUlil
_j

Jl i-Jlc 4)1 Lt^j .

No. 1050, ff. 37, U. 10 (on ff. 1-7) in Shikasta ; 11. 13 (on
tf. 8-21) in Nasta'llk ; 11. 15 (on tf. 22-27), ^^^ '" Nasta'llk, by
another hand ; size, 7^ in. by 4I in.

1760
Miscellanies.

1. On ff. 205-234*: a short mathnawi in Dakhni
verses, entitled s_._s:^ ^1 ULs , and beginning : ^1.
Jl (ji jjLp^jjj ^j-^i ijj-;r^ • Copied at Patna.

2. On ff. 234^-2371': a few kasidas and kit'as,

partly in Persian, partly in Hindustani ; the first is

styled Jacill lijji chU-Lij. (in honour of 'Abd-alkadir

Gilanl, who died A. h. 56i=a.d. 1166), the second

—X« (in honour of Muhammad), both in Persian; the

third is in Hindustani, without any heading ; the

fourth, in honoirr of the prophet (4JII J*--,), again in

Persian ; the fifth, again in honour of 'Abd-alkadir,

and the sixth, headed -xLo c^^-La. »-Jw«, are both in

Hindustani.

No. 2832, ff. 205-237, the first part in 2 coll., each II. 11; the
second in diagonal lines; Nasta'llk ; size, 6 |in. by 4I in.
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1761

Miscellaneous Persian and Turkish poetry.

This MS., the leaves of which are misplaced to an
almost bewildering extent, contains :

1. On ff. 1-8, 95, 9-17, 23-52, 93, 94, 96-143:
a Turkish adaptation and amplification of ShabistarS's

Guhhan-i-rdz, by a Turkish poet Shirazi ( ,
' \t^. .I-C"

{jj^j^ t^-=^
j]j),

incomplete at the end and with

probable lacunas between the various fragmentary
pieces, beginning

:

i^» ;
"

'

u*-*^ Lr-"J '-^•^j' ij-JJ

2. On ff. 144-173 and 19-22 : the Persian original

of the GulsJian-i-rdz, with the omission of the first

thirteen verses, beginning, on fol. 144* : jji. . (jl^a.

Jl xi> ^^Xj Ls-^' ^^1 , corresponding to ver. 1 4 in

Whinfield's edition, London, Triibner, 1880. On the

Gulshan-i-raz (composed A. H. 7i7= a. D. 1317), by
Miihmud Shabistari (died A. h. 720=a. d. 1320), see

Bodleian Cat., No. 1260, and further down under
' Sufism' in this Cat.

3. On ff. 18 and 53-86b
: a large fragment (end

of the second daftar) of Farid-aldln 'Attar's Jawdhir-

aldhdt (i::,(^i\ jjt\yf.)^cormp. fol. 86», 1. 9 : .LLc ^jy^
^\ >^lj iJj-^j^ |_si«JTsee No. 1031, 17 ; No. 1033, 2

;

No. 1035, 2 ; and Nos. 1046 and 1047 ahove.

4. Ff 86b and 87" : a few Persian kit'as and
ruba'is.

5. Ff. 87»>-92band i74«-i83a : Nasir bin Khusrau's

R4shand'tndma (»_«U ^LLi.,), beginning

:

Jj jy

J^ e)b (!) t5,l5T/(sic
!)

comp. No. 904 above.

6. Ff. 183^-184^: a Turkish tarkibband.
The whole copy is written by a scribe who was

apparently ignorant of Persian, as the spelling in the
few lines quoted above proves. The simple Idafat he
expresses, for instance, almost always by a full ^5.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2559, ff. 184, 3 coll., each U. 15; Turkish hand; size,

8J in. by 6 in.

1762
Miscellanies.

This MS., written by many different hands, contains
a great number of complete and incomplete treatises,

detached prose-pieces and fragments of poetry, all con-
fusedly mixed together. The principal portions of this

copy are as follows

:

1. Extracts from the Shahnama (see No. 860 sq.

above), beginning : Jl jy,. ^ ^^\^ jJijljJ>. ^Lj .

2. A i_.L3 ^L», by SidM (i.e. Sultan Muhammad
Sidki of Astarabad, a panegyrist of Shah Tahmasp,
died A. H. 952), on fol. lo*, beginning :

.IjdIj

3. Qhazals, by Sidkt and ' Urfi (died a. h. 999), on

fol. 13a.

4." Fragment of an Insha, by Ghiyath-aldtn bin

Humam, commonly called Khwandamir, that is the

famous author of the .Li. 5)1 i-e^, the^.*JUI ^^^..--^a., etc.

(see Nos. 76-100 above), on fol. i8», beginning: i^l

5. Short extracts from Nizdmt's mathnawis (see

Nos. 972-1027 above), ghazals by Hdfli (see Nos.

1246-1274 above), a letter by Nasird of Hamadan
(who was met by Taki Auhadi in Shiraz, A. h. 1015=
A. D. 1606, i6o7, see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 512, and
Eieu iii. p.' 1093'') to the Wazir of Isfahan, and various

poetical specimens, especially mukhammasat, on fol. 24**.

6. Poems by Jaldl-aldtn K4mt{mt Nos. 1 060-1 115
above), Maulana DakMi (came from 'Irak to India

under Akbar), Ildfiz, Khdkdnt (see Nos. 950-970
above), etc., on fol. 4i'<.

7. Extracts from Jaldl-aldtn B'dmi'a mathnawJ, on
fol. 50a.

8. A prose-piece, beginning : .a.ir.p. ^L«l ;l o....;..^

Jl 0—Jjj t_jiLjj jjLjjj, and ghazals by different

Persian poets, on fol. 51''.

9. A poetical description of Kashmir, by Jdn Kudsi

(see Nos. 155 2-1 557 above), ^-»,J

_/^^-»-ii i_ij^ ,j , on fol. 62", beginning : j^
-1I

. - 1 •'C'lttiK i»)Ufc. Both from the initial bait and

the metre it is evident that this poem is different from

the usual mathnawi in praise of Kashmir, see No.

1552. 4-

1 0. Ghazals, byMaulana Hashrt, Shaikh Abd-alkdsim,
Hakim Ruknd (died A. H. 1066), Amir Khusrau (died

A. H. 725), Abu Talib Kaltm (died a. h. 1062), Makshari
(teacher of Mulla Naziri of Nishapur, who died a. h.

1 02 1, see No. 1489 above). Shaikh Bit 'Alt, Akdasi of

Mashhad (died A. h. 1003), etc., a lijXji xo jj JjJU

f,-:r^y~a. j^% tjiy. i]y j' ' *°'J * ^^^ kit'as and ruba'is,

on fol. 64a.

11. A short story (v:jo15C»), a few verses, a prescrip-

tion jb 55J v::. fw , and a . , « «
.

; t.«U (|jJLi*) J JL»*,

on fol. 67*.

12. Another collection of Persian, poems by Sa'dt

(died A. H. 690), Shdh Kdaim, AMI (of Shiraz, died

A. H. 942), Wahshi (died A. H. 991 or 992), Amtr
Khusrau, etc., on fol. 70".

13. |»-s^j>. (_,»-JU3Lk«u.l iijLi_i..jl, inverse, beginning:

^\ j.^^^^ x:^:>^ 15! jjljj; followed by ghazals of

' Urfl, Slidht (died A. H. 857), etc., and a series of fards,

on fol. 73a.

14. Poems by Kdsim (probably K&sim-i-Anwar,

who died a.h. 837), extracts from Jdtni's ,,^j^\ ^^ - !
, „

(composed a.h. 890, see No. 1300, 9 above), ghazals
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by KdtiM (died a. h. 838 or 839), KamAl (KhujandS,

died A.H. 803), etc., and a Turkish poem by Aydzt

(t;£iWi^). on fol. 83a.

15. Selections from the ULl\Jai\ i_ijUaJ, by 'All

bin Husain alwaiz (see Nos. 778 and 779 above),

arranged in a somewhat puzzling manner. There
appears a fifth fasl on the first page, fol. 88*,

^L) xl^ J-t\ (_^Ujl jj^jl ^jojoSij^; a sixth on

fol. 88", iJ.jLa.ijia. ^L«l i Q.; Vl I uyLxJ ^,n n > S'i ,J
J

a seventh on fol. 89", ^Ll tSt,,:... ^J^JLi\ \\ tX^ SI .^

JoLxJl ly-y-* ; then follows a second on fol. 89b j

ci^W-*^- J (j]/^|^ o«...~i J^jui) I sJLkJ ; after that

a ninth on fol. 90", \j^ tsjii.* i_ajUaJ .j ; and an

eighth on the same page, i->\js\ji, li^j t—iJUiJ .j ; again

O'
i^JJJa seventh occurs on fol. 921", L;

jkjjSii ; a third on fol. 93a vi>Ui5^jl ^y^^]^ ,J

^- ii
—-a. |,L«1 i-i-ij-i' ; again an eighth on fol. 93*', .i

i
"

. a j euLi,
^J J-

L
J Lj/-c i-J > t )J ; ; again

a seventh on fol. 94", ,jULi.jb ^LJ—
.

, ijji^jj^ y;
and again a second on fol. 94b '^L.jCl. jjly , t_«jUaJ .0

16. The three prose-treatises by Zuhik-t (see No.

1509 sq. above), viz. (a) Preface to the (j-^i^, beginning

:

Jl i;jU,—. i<jj-', on fol. 96a
; (6) Preface to the

I»^2h1jiJ>1X beginning: Jl ^^^.^ |_^.^, on fol. 98a;

(c) Preface to the J-li. ^|^, beginning : THyjl i^l,

on fol. loi''. ^
17. Ghazals, by Sd'ih (died A. h. 1088), Kdsim-i-

Anwdr, etc., on fol. 104".

18. Story of Buzurjmihr and Aristotle (!), on fol.

115^ beginning : ^gjjj ^j xj\ sj^jT . . . . il J. . H

jJl |,-5.-»^,4.,jk|jjj s_s.]^j^- JjLc ^jljj—-i.»j . It is a tract,

similar to, if not identical with the . ^ , ~-
, • ; Lolj^ik,

published by Schefer in his Chrest. Persane i. pp. 1-1,

comp. also Bodleian Cat., col. 765, No. 43. Dated at

Daulatabad the 3rd of Muharram, a. H. 1175 (a. d.

1761, Aug. 4).

19. Poems by Shah Ntmat-dlldh Walt (died A. h.

834), on fol. 120".

20. sJjJjL) Ls-'U jLi^l, on fol. 121^-, beginning:

21. Bread and sweetmeat (l^la- j ,jlj), the well-

known mathnawl by Baha-aldin Muhammad 'Arailt

(died A.H. 1030), on fol. I22''', beginning: (_jl Lj*.-.

Jl (^ ^Jl::->.J J-Jlj. see Nos. 1517-1520 above.

22. A story, beginning : (^^jU tj\j>. ^Jo ^^.t. ij^.>

Jl X*-u,, on fol. 125a.

23. An ethical treatise in foi^y babs, entitled its'

(^^-JoiLUl, on fol. 126*, beginning : LIl *i) a ,il

Jl cjJoiL*^
J ^^Lc; Jj' Jjlj-aLxlj jpULijU : . ».

.

It is identical with the isijiW iiV tlL-., described in

Bodleian Cat., col. 765, No. 45.

24. An astronomical treatise in verse by Khwajah

Nasir of Tus (c:^! ^^. (.Ij^y sL. tS'^T ^^-...'iby ),

on fol. 128a; Naslr-aldin of Tus, the great philosopher

and astronomer, died a.h. 672 (a. d. 1273, 1274).

25. A treatise on pearls, jewels, and precious stones.

on fol. 129b, beginning : ^1^ oj^j" ,j sjUjI

J-
In twenty-

one babs (not twenty, as the fihrist states),

26. Another treatise, styled: tJL* ^jLo ,j a ;-- » . IS

on fol. 136*.

27. Metaphysical and pschological tracts in various

fusul ; the first fasl is styled :

i:yjl-.C
J I»)1,j1 jyaj C^^jj. Ci>,Jjt* .V • ^ « T .i

on fol. 138a.

28. A treatise on the horse, said to have been trans-

lated from Aristotle, in thirty babs (pUJl o>j,ji.« ,j

Jl j^LjLoI), on fol. 142^ followed by miscellaneous

verses, a prose-fragment, and ruba'is.

29. Fragment of the Jirst volume of Mirkhwand's

universal history, on fol. 150°. Title : UJDl i^j. o,L;

L_JiH v_j^
^J,

see Nos. 24-75 in this Cat. '-

30. uybl . L,^\ JaU-i- ,J , a large treatise on the

hidden science and magic influence of special verses

and phrases of the Kuran, translated from Arabic

sources by 'Abd-al'ali bin Husain, a.h. 926 (a. d. 1520),

on fol. 213I', beginning : ^jLc ^\^\ Jpl t/JJI ill xJJ

Jl J^jj i^^LxU i^j^^J iX^

31. Durr-almajalis ((jJLs^' jj),a collection of legends

relating to the Patriarchs, Prophets, Muhammad, 'All,

and various Saints, by Saif al-Zafar Naubahari, in thirty-

three chapters, on fol. 293'', beginning: jl O (js^ja-

Jl ^^Ljj yi u^l ooL^it ; comp. Eieu i. p. 44 ; J. Aumer,

pT 58 ; Gr. Fliigel iii. p. 444 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd.

Bat. i. p. 359 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 980, etc.

32. A poem by Haidar (i. e. Haidar Kuluc or

Kulicapaz, died a.h. 959), and various prose-fragments,

among which an incomplete treatise on similar topics

as No. 30, styled and

beginning on fol. 357'': i_r^ ufi^ <Sjij u ci— 1 ojIj^

Jl x»T 5-Jlc ilJl i-.

The right order of the leaves of this treatise is

:

fol. 357^ SSi^-SSS*";

On the fly-leaves in the beginning of the MS. there

are also some scattered prose-fragments.

No. 1521, fF. 3? 7 ; written in many different styles of Nastallk

;

size, I2|in. by 7' in.
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1763

A large collection of raiscellaneous works in prose

and vei'se.

This collection of treatises, loosely bound together,

contains :

1

.

An anonymous treatise in prose, not even specified

in the index on the fly-leaf, beginning, on fol. i":

J\ u-^Li-lj^ ; 11. 25; written in careless Nasta'lik and

Shikasta.

2. Another short anonymous treatise, likewise not

marked in the index, beginning, on fol. 9^ : i;^ j l_)I

j^^^ixjiji^ . ,., ) 5j o d- .
.

•
.
jU.-"

i;;-»-*
i^Llj j;;-***' uv-:^--)^-'.

Jl Jii> ; 11. 12-13; rude handwriting in careless

Nasta'lik.

3. ^jUl-ij, according to the index, by !Muhyi-aldin

(5hulam,with the takhallus A7tMs/t</tZ, comprising letters,

notes, short stones, etc., beginning, on fol. 14": o»1j

JLc (^U-»l ^jS.)ji.')l oJLJi»- jjljU-i.1 ^

'

..J. » 5_S (kJL;^.«

^1 ^LkLu A.-> J lAi^J ' ^1- 21-24; careless Nasta'lik

and Shikasta, veiy much resembling the handwriting

of No. I.

4. jLw»,
J Li. ij:~^ , a treatise on the style of writing,

called Naskhu Ta'lik and their reppective character,

by Majnun bin Mahraud alrafiki (see fol. 38*, 1. 6),

beginning, on fol. 361*: i_>JO SV (^jU:.-.! ,_;-L^ j ju»j>.

^\ Aj\\
J ^y !fl_jL>.

J i^y^^- *-L»
_j rp- Another

copy of the same is noticed in Bodleian Cat., No. 1369,
and Rieu ii. p. 531''; Majnun was the takhallus of the

great penman and Nasta'lik-writer, Mir 'Ali-alkatib

of Mashhad, who lived at the court of 'Abdallahkhiin

Uzbeg in Bukhara, and died about a. h. 950 (a.d. 1543,

1544). He wrote besides a kii ^j in verse and

a ^j>-JLx-3
5

^^'^
f'-^i

^-JL--,, likewise in mathnawi-

baits, both on the same topics, see Bodleian Cat., loc.

cit.,and No. 1370 ; Eieu, loc. cit., and p. 632*; see also

iii. p. 1089 ; 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik.

5. ^Lc -oli J^::.., the same religious mathnaw!, by

Nasir 'Ali of Sirhind (who died A. h. 1108), which is

found in Nos. 1646-1648 above, beginning, on fol. 50* :

Jl jj. ijjLs^- ij^y sji (c-t-"; usually seventeen baits

iu a page ; clear, but small Nasta'lik.

6. Some scattered pieces in prose, on ff. 7i''-75'',

written in Shikasta.

7. , _i.*—jfc ii\ i^L.! *LiJl, a collection of letters

by Aman-allah Husaiui, on fol. 76^', beginning

Jl c*-<LtJ jj) jl li^Jrf^ tf'-i-J'- Aman-allah Husaini,

with the epithets of Khanazadkhan Firuzjang and later

on of Khanzaman, was the son of Mahabatkhan Zama-
nabeg and greatly distinguished himself under Jahaiigir

and Shahjahan; he died a.h. 1044 or 1046 (a.d. 1634-

1637), and left besides a diwan, in which he uses Amani
as takhallus (a copy Is defcribed in the Bodleian Cat.,

IND. OFF.

No. lopS, see also A. Sprenger, Catat., p. 330) and
a general history, an Arabic and Persian dictionarj',

styled ijiJb ^,-aj.c j\^ (see Rieu ii. pp. 509. and 510);

a Jjljbb -iT on Indian agriculture (ib. p. 489''), an

—iLxJl "I on purgatives (ib., p. 794", No. Ill), and the

same Liol (ib., p. 877*, No. II), of which a considerable

portion is found here ; the I ,?. \\ (or cyLxj.) has been

printed in Calcutta, and lithographed in Lucknow,
A.H. 1269, see also W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 129,

No. 14, and a complete copy further down in this Cat.;

11. 13, large rude Nasta'lik, sometimes jjlain Shikasta.

It comprises fF. 76^-99^ and 1 19*^139*, dated the lotli

of Shawwil, A.H. 1075 (a.d. 1665, April 26), at

Lahur, and Written by Sayyid 'Abd-allatif.

8. Two other prose-tracts, one treating of rhetorics

and tropical figures, inserted into the two halves of the

preceding work, on ff. ioo"-ii8", very rudely written

in Shikasta.

9. JicI k-jr* iij.iJL^ (the great ocean), by 'Abd-

alkadir Bidil (died a.h. 1133), in eight ,jj, only six

of which are found in this incomplete copy, beginning

with a preface in prose, on fol. 141*': ,^^1 'LiJ ,>.•».

Jl lyJL—Jl c^-ft-^j. tjlsn^ s-i . The tirst ,.i begins

iL\-«tj ,j iS *jjl seeon fol. 143^: Jl |,JlJ> tu^^ji i_> j,jo\ (j-y^,

two other copies of the same in Nos. 1682 and 1683
above; 2 columns, each 11. 17; Shikasta. The last

leaves extremely damaged. The two pages before it

are filled with a /r^^^ ,JJ> sX-x" s-xj,, that is, the

prose-story of the ' Complaint of the mouse and request

of the cat,' noticed above in the complete works of

Snlim (who died a.h. 1057), No. 1558, 3 ; it begins :

Jl ^4/ X- •^A-* .L,.

10. Scattered pieces in prose and verse.

11. A fragment of Shaikh Muhammad Murad's

writings, incomplete at the beginning, on fol. i88a.

12. (»Uj sZs^ Jjvi>^^., beginning, on fol. 2i6'i:

Jl ^j-J jjU (sLLo ^Llj ^j^j->. Aî
{J-i^ ^^^^-^ \sjA.

Other treatises with the same title Jj^ij ^-s.-^- , by Mir

Sayyid 'Ali Mihri (under Shah Sultan Husain, A. H,

1 105-1 1 35), and byMuhammad Kasim bin 'Abd-alkadir

Tiini, are noticed in Rieu ii. p. 796",No.YII, and p.833^.

No. IV (the latter in praise of Muhammad and 'Ah),

see also W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 119, No. 13, and

175, No. 3.

13. Another fragment of only two pages (fol. 218),

taken from Zuhuri's .hb Li-... (see above, No. 1509, 6 ;

and Rieu ii. p. 742*, No. IV). All three pieces, 11-13,

written by the same hand in Shikasta, 11. 20-21.

14. Mirza Muhammad Taki Munshi's description of

Banaras, etc., csLlj (^b.j . u^X^. «—oj^, beginning, on

fol. 219": uU.CLi iS iS'^-*^ ij^ sZ-s^ ];v^J^ "^Wj*

'j\jSi\ 'Lij.

15. The same Muhammad Taki's contest between
' mirror and target ' (ijLlJ j »-i-oT j^L-.), on fol. 237a.

16. Naubawa (sjU^), a collection of letters and notes,

3Q
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by Abu-albarakat Munir of Lahur (died a. h. 1054),

compiled a.h. 1051 (a. d. 1641, 1642), beginning ou

fol. 240": jJI ,jijl»^ _jXi iO-sr>- ;1 i_*jr^-^ ^^1.

17. Zuhuri's preface to the u^.y (see No. i6 in the

preceding copy), on fol. 264^, and some other treatises

without any heading, the last dated a.h. 1104 (a. D.

1692, 1693). This tract and the preceding ones are

all written in the same style of Shikasta, 11. 20-21.

18. jjliA.\j\y\, by Tughra (see No. 1586, XVIII,

above), incom])lete at the beginning, on fol. 291''; H-iS;

careless Nasta'lik.

19. 'Li-jl ^ J'!'
5-!!—;;, beginning, on fol. 299^:

jj^j^ t^L^JLi-' JlijJJ — j'iK »-^^ u^J'* 1^' ^'

11. 13 ; Nasta'lik.

20. Letters, notes, and other fragmentary prose-

pieces, on fol. 3068 sq. (sjjii^ cyLjtS, j Wj-ki.).

21. , JLa-i ^ :^- (jV?.-* » :
^ '^

, i.e. Mirza Jalal-

aldin Muhammad Tabataba'i's preface to the diwan of

Shifa'l (died A. H. 1037); the same Tabataba'i wrote a

preface to Kudsi's diwan (see above, Nos. 1531-1533
and Nos. 1552-1557), on fol. 312", and other scattered

prose-pieces; 11. 21-25; careless Nasta'lik and Shikasta.

No. 483, S. 345 ; written by many different hands in the most

various styles of Nasta'lik and Shikasta ; size, 8^ in. by 53 in.

1764

Poetical miscellanies and fragments.

A collection of lyrical and epical poems, mostly

fragmentary, bound together with a defective copy of

a prose-story, for the greater part in a very precarious

state.

Contents

:

1. Ghazals, by SMht (died a.h. 857), ffdjtz, Asafl

(died a. h. 923), Jdmt, etc., forming a sort of anthology,

on ff. il'-5oa, usually four baits in a page.

2. Fragment of the diwan of Sd'ib, containing

ghazals, in alphabetical order, on if. 5 1 •'-66'^ beginning :

Jl iill J. '. Xm iJiS\, and breaking off already in the

first rhyme-letter 1 (comp. above. No. 1606, 3 etc.);

2 columns, each 11. 15.

3. Fragment, defective both at the beginning and

end, of an allegorical mathnawi, Jj ^ ^^v—o>- (beauty

and heart, see, for instance, fol. 71''), by a poet with

the takhallus Sairafl (i. e. Maulana Salah-aldiu of Sawa,

who came to India under Akbar and still flourished

under Jahangir, to whom this poem is dedicated, see

fol. 69b), on if. 67'"-iiib; 2 columns, each 11. 15.

4. A large portion of the mystical mathnawi i\j

^j^L-il (provision for travellers), by the great Sufic

poet and writer Mir Fakhr-alsadat Husaini (i. e.

Husain bin 'Alim bin Abi-alhasan alhusaini), who died

after a.h. 720 (a. d. 1320), see complete copies of the

same in Nos. 1 832-1 834 below. It begins, on fol. 112^:

Jl ^ :-.»r^»->jt
cJO'^'ir'

tjljanf^ "creaks off on fol. isi^.

.5. A fragment, defective both at beginning and end,

of the ub^j\^{see fol. 156*) or 5-.U,lS', an Indian story

of the exploits and adventures of Wala Akhtar, the

prince of Hurmuz, composed A. H. 1050 (a. d. 1640,

1641) in Jauupur by the same Abfi-albarakat Munir
of Lahur (who has been mentioned in No. 16 of the

preceding copy), and dedicated to the emperor Shah-

jahan, ou if. i52''-i96b, U. 15.

No. 281,ff. 196, written by different hands in different styles

of Nasta'lik; small illuminated frontispiece on fol. i''; size,

71 in. by 4 in.

1765
Miscellanies.

A large collection of Persian compositions in prose

and verse, containing

:

1. An incomplete copy of Jami's Lawd'ik (see No.

1357. 15; No. 1358, 2; and Nos. 1368-1373 above),

on ff. i''-i3'', defective at the beginning and injured

moreover on fol. i.

2. A story from Muhammad's life, on ff. 14*- 16'',

beginning : ii*jj..». sJjL^-a- ls'^J i*^ 0A4 jU—l

Dated the 28th of Dhu-alka'dah, A.H. 1066 (a. D.

1656, Sept. 17).

3. Grammatical fragments, on ff. 1 7''-26»,for instance

:

uir^" J^.j^

'j/» ^;^-*' a^ j^ iJ-°^ ' u

J-oi ; y^ j:> J-aJ ; Ui.1

isjULcjl
;

jW> y J-j

;

|.ilj I—iJl ejWj. J
etc.

4. , -— AJ t*lj J-JJ (the scourge-book of Imam

Husain), a lamentation over Husain's martyrdom, on

fol. 26b,

5. Short Persian commentary on Suras 73 (sjj—

J^jll) and 74 {jA\ .>-), on ff. 2 7'^35b.

6. A poetical Persian paraphrase of verses and

phrases of the Kuran, on ff.
36b-52l>, 8ia-82b, and

89»-90*'.

7. Nizami's Makhzan-alasrdr (see No. 972 sq. above),

on ff. 53»-75^

8. Fragment of a Persian commentary on the initial

kasidah of Khdkdnts diwan (see No. 950 sq. above),

beginning: Jl e*—! _Jju ^^ ^^ Jj, on ff. 75''

and 76'!. ^
9. Some other kasidas of the same KJidkdnt, on

ff.
76l'-78l^.

10. A short mystical mathnawi, entitled: ^_/-^C;J

LjJiiJl (identical with the cjjiiUi i-y^r* '" ^os. 1840

and 1 84 1 below), on fi". 79»-8ob, in ten fasls, beginning :

11. Extracts from Persian diwans, on ff. 88l'-83^

(the order of leaves is inverted).

12. A ghazal of Shaikh Auhadt Kirmdnt, correctly

Auhad-aldin Kirmdnt (died a.h. 697 = a.d. 1298), the
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Bpiritual guide of Auhadt Mardght, who died A.H.

738 (a.d. 1337, 1338), on fol. 9i».

13. Mathnawi-fragments, on ff. 9i''-i24''; the larger

portion is filled by the .LJill jj^' of Khwajah Hdghim

of Tattah, correctly Mir HdsJnmt of Kirman, surnamed

Shah Jahaiigir, who completed this Sufic mathnawi in

Tattah, A. h. 940 (a.d. 1533, 1534), and was slain

during his pilgrimage, a.h. 948 (a.d. 1541, 1542), see

further down in this Cat. CopiedA.H. io65(a.d. 1655).

1 4. Shabistari's Gulshan-i-rdz (see No. 1761,2 above),

on ff. i25''-i36* (fol. 131* does not belong to it).

15. sjiSj, a note, on fol. 136^.

16. Various kasidas, a short mathnawi-fragment,

and a ghazal, on ff. I37"-I5i''.

17. A mathnawt on the seven days of the week,

styled: ^S '^J}j
'-•LJo-cL-,, on ff. I52''-l53^

beginning

:

jij J^ y^- oW--- jU ip
18. Various poetical fragments, a ii-«Li -.l^jt.«(on the

ascension of Muhammad), in form of a kasidah, by

Muhtasham, who died A. H. 996 (see Nos. 1447 and 1448

above), a uy^-aj* t..Uv:yljj, etc., on ff. i54''-i64''.

No. 1415, ff. 164; written by diflferent hands, mo.stly in careless

Nasta'Uk, with a great variety in the number of lines ; size,

n^in. by sJin.

1766
Scattered selections from Persian works in verse and

prose, put together without any order. The copy
begins with extracts from the poems of Shaikh 'Altdr

(died A.H. 627, see Nos. 1031-1054 above), Mirza
Kdsim, Maulana 'Abdi (an 'Abdi of Baku died a. h. 965;
an 'Abdi of Nishapur was the uncle of Shah Mahinud
Zarin-kalam, a third was 'Abdi of Abarkuh under Shah
Tahmasp, a fourth 'Abdi of Gunabad, a protege of

l)riuce Ibrahim Mirza Jahi Safawl and author of

a matlmawi .LaLj. jjtjS]a, fifth lived in India under

Shahjalian, about A.H. 1051), etc.; Hakim Jauhart
(probably Jauhari Zargar, the contemporary of Athir-

aldin Akhsikati, who died A.H. 608, see Haft Iklim,

No. 1481, col. 490 above), is found on fol. 9"; then

follow again 'Attdr, H&fiz, etc.; several kasidas and
ruba'is ; extracts irom Jdvil, Shaikh RAzbahdn Siifl (on

fol. 30", see No. 1747, fifth Shaikh ab infra), Shdh
fShujd', Mirza Radi Aritmdni (see No. 1522 above).

Shaikh Auhadt (died A.H. 738), /TuZi Saltm (died a.h.

1057, see No. 1558 above), Abii Turdbbeg (under Shah
'Abbas I, see No. 1528 above), Hijdbt, Shaikh AbA-
alMsim (on fol. 33''), Thand'i (died A. h. 996), Sd'ib,

KMkdnt, a i:yl».ljL. by Amir Khusrau (died a.h. 725,
on fol. 36b), etc.; a 5-.U-^L-., by Akdaai (of Mashhad,
died A.H. 1003, on fol. 41''), another by Hakim
Partawt (of Shiraz, about a.h. iooo, on fol. 43''),

a third by Mashrah (on fol. 48*) ; poems by Asadi of
Tds (died between a. h. 421 and 432, see No. 893 above,

on fol. ^4^), etc., hy Niidm ofA siardbdd {died x.h. 921,
on fol. ei**, etc.), by Salmdn (of Sawa, died a.h. 778
or 779, see Nos. 1237-1243 above, on fol. 641"); a

mathnawi on Muhammad's ascension to heaven, —Ln.. .j

(on fol. 76^ sq.); short pieces in prose (on fol. 98'>),

intermixed with poetry, by Auhadt, etc.; a fourth

»-.Ll^L., by Hakim '.4.<<lt(on fol. 104*); prose-extracts

from a book, entitled J^-^ jiLa-l (on fol. io6») ;
poems

by Niidml (on fol. 109'') ;
prose-stories, etc. (on fol.

110" sq.); (jiUi J.>> ^i ji (on fol. 123'' sq., see

on Fudail bin 'lyad the Safinat-alauliya, No. 96,

(on;Ui ^1"'
' - -col. 284 in this Cat.); ^- .^.^ v"-"j ^-^ :.--• j->

fol. 135'' sq.) ; extracts from a book on traditions, and
other scattered prose-pieces (on fol. 139* sq.).

No. 900, ff. 1 76 ; written in Nasta'Uk by different liands
;
preat

variety in the pumber of columns and lines in a page ; size, 9{ in.

by 5|in-

1767
Bayad ((_fiLj).

An album of Persian poetry and prose, containing

miscellaneous pieces in a very confused order, many
leaves being turned upside down. The principal

contents are

:

1. A kifah by 'Ali Ftaztn (died a.h. 1180, see Nos.

1 7i2-i7i4above), reproaching Kashmir (cjJ!j.ji,i sjfckS

.,.?..')), on fol. I", and other miscellaneous lyric poems.

2. Mir Najdt's -^iS JJ (a mathnawi on wrestling,

composed a.h. iii2=a. d. 1700, 1701 ; Mir 'Abd-al'iil

Najat died about a.h. ii26=a.d. 1714, see Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 1162-1165; Rieu ii. p. 821 ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 51 2 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 697, No. 10
;

lithographed at Lucknow(with commentary),A.H.i258),

on fol. 7''. ^
3. Mulld Nau't'e^sSj jj— (see No. 1485 above),

on fol. i8».

4. A kasidah, by Ilijrt (see^ Nos. 1440 and 1441
above), in homage of Nawwab Asaf-aldaulah Bahadur,
on fol. igb.

5. A tarji'band.a mukhammas, and a short mathnawi,
by Mir Zain-al'dbidtn (see No. 20 below), on fol. 24I'.

6. L^/J
J \^j^ yiLL., a dispute between cold and

heat, in prose, on fol. 30".

7. Poems, by Mihrt (died about a.h. 1130), on
fol. ssb.

8. Rubaiyyat.

9. On the tobacco-pipe {S\.^ u^^ '-^1*^)1 ^^

prose, on fol. 42 b.

10. Several mukhammasat and other miscellaneous

poems, on ff. 48b and 63".

11. Admonitions, by 'Abdalldh AnsArt (x^c j'LaJ

(C|Lajl *ill), the great mystic Shaikh, who died a.h. 481

(a.d. 1088), see No. 1778 sq. below, in prose, on fol. 68^
12. A few poems, by Haztn, on fol. 71*.

13. Ghazals, by Sluiukat (died a.h. 1107, see Nos.

'1628-1633), Mihrt, etc., on fol. 79*.

14. Historical incidents from Nadirsliah's time,

beginning with a. h. i 149 (a. d. 1736), on foi. 8o».

15. A kasidah by iV(l<jA((j^l>lj 5ji--aJi),and other poetry,
on fol. 84".

10. .La. ,Jo I >La., a prose-piece by ' Ubaid Zdkdnt

(died a.h. 772), on fol. 89", and another .l». .j ,U.,
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liUowido in piono, hj MimlilnA Munl^iki (of lUikliHrll,

ilicd A, H. <;im)i <>i> I'"!' ^V^-

17. MiNcclliiiiiMiuN \\uwm ill pi'OHo tuiil vome.

18. .Xi
J
LU, H inatliiiawl mi iii'i'dontiiiiilioii, by

MirzA TAhir, on fol, 117''.

II). A Kni^ililali, liy Mir/,A frt/uV, on fol. 1 k;''.

20. KiiiKidaH, li.v \\\y Xttin-atAbid'in,yi\i\\ tiiii tukiialliiti

llijrt, on fol. 1,1,1''.

21. jXi
f
l^ , II ncooiul matiinnwl of lliu laino tillo,

by /fi'jrt, on fol, 14,3''.

22. A nIioi'I. iiial.linawt .J^JI j Lu, by Mul.ianimad

Sulhn (coo No. iri.'i**. C>
aliovi'), on fol. i.jK''.

23. A foiii'Ui nmlliiiiiwi .J.JI
J

VaU, by linkiiii ItuhnA

(hoo No. ij;73 abovii), on fol. iRo''; a fifth iiiatliiuiwl

of tlio MiiiiKi tillo, by Aniti'licK VVlllili, in (|iioli'd in tlio

lloillcian Cai., rol. 7f)H, r.

2"l. A iiiiilliimwl, l>y Mlliri, cnlidud (jcUl,— (di--

Ki'i'iplion of tliii liniiiiiii il)(iiri', hco jliiillciaii ('at.,

No, 1 1 68), on fol. If,;]!'.

2n. KaHtdiiH, i'iiIiA'In, and fardw, on fol, lO.}''.

It niixlit liavo boon iKiltcr to ]iaKo tlin M.S. from tlii'

liiK'lt, n» iiioHt of llio |)oi'iiiN arc niniiiii{;( in tliaf way.

'PlKiicfoi'o in tiMiiif' liiix ropy tlio rcadiT iniiNt, rt<iid

liiu'iiwiii'd. A Nliort, index of tlic nioro )iioMiiii('iil

|iii'(M'H of tliiH alliiiiii ill roiiiiil Ivviou, butli on If. id",''

and 1(16''.

Ni>, 454, IV. 100; willli'ii in Nimlit'lIU niid HlilKiwln ; hUc,

tfj
lii.l'y 4ll In-

1768
MiNcolliinit'H.

'I'liiN MH,, wi'iHoii like Nonii> of llio lu'ccpdinn ouch,

by a very nido and iiioxjirricnccd Imiid, ooiitniiiH :

1. A Nliot'toolloctionof letici'Mby t\'l'ni(it-iilli1li,t\. .lew,

(>ntitlcd c«><i> 'LLil, on fol. il>, bcK>niiiiiK: <ilj x>ll

Jl ^\j^\ ^ «lll 0>,»*> llt^lJtl i\J^i I JJL)

2. Mnl,iini\dii/lnia (i_«b iy^jn*), a collection of |li;Iiii/mIh

(from liv(\ to Hcvcn liailH), liy an iiiiIiikiwii aiillior,

iiiriiiiKcd ill till- fiirm of a divviin, no llint for incry

riiymc-lelfcr tliiTc ii|i|)(vmih oiii^ kIih/hI, mid foiiiiinn

a compielc iHiciii, tii'aliii(< of (lie wcll-hnowii nloiy of

Miil,imt^d and Aya/, (tlic lic^l-kiiowii |ioclical vciNioii of

>vliicli ia tho niatlinawl of flio Manio titlo, by /iililli,

KtM" No. I4(>4iii aliovii)
; in tlic coiicluiliiiK vci'mo of ciidi

Ntiiii'/.a ' Mai,iiiit'i(l,' or ' Mal^iiiCid 11 Aya/' ii|i|i(<arN m a

kind of taklialliif HeKinning. on fol. 13":.^ ilj ^J\

3. iSViiJ'n alli'Kcd »-.LSjLij (hoc No. 1127, 7 above),

bPKiniiiiiK, on fol. a8» : Ti i/LtjE^ Uj;J.

•I. A Jlckiiltt iiiiitlinnwl, on fol. 39*. At tlic end of

No, 3 i* writtoii : c*«.l ^y^kL«l jp ^jm ji v^ [j^}-

Nn. nnn, ir. 48, t m\\., moIi 11. c^; nulo HlilknaU ; lino, 7j In.

by 5j ill.

1769
Anotbor copy of tlio Mul.iiiiildiifmia.

'I'bc naiivo culloction uf ghiunli, forming tlic story of

Mal/niAd and Ayfu, an in No. 2 of tbo procodtng copy,

l!(<);iiiiiiiiK the Hiini<\

No date.

No. 10K8, tr. 76-84, 1 ooll., sMh 11. i{! NMtA'lt^; iIm,
H] III. by ti !"•

1770
MiHuellanicR.

1. ul) »Li J^lUi J-.U JC» JJU.onfol. lb, bpniniiiiiK;

2, (jjXir*- i~*^xu^, on fol. 4I',
ill iiiatlinawt-bailH,

beginning :

Iliiiliolliecii lieyduniaiiA.

No. v!ilM4, II'. 11, II. loiiii ir. i-j ; J coll., moll II. 1; (III (1'..|~|j;

.ShikanUi ; »im, X in. by in.

1771
Majmrt'ah (»j>^**r*).

A very niicoiilli eidlcetion of inathiiawiH, lyriciil

|ioeti'y, and proHe-troiitiHim, uoiiNiHtiiiK of:

1. An nnonyiiionH mathnawt, on fol. i'', beginning:

,.>J, ^*- (aVv ') •^•i^ ;•* b u"-*-^

2, A MOond ttnunymouii niatbnuwl, on fol. 5I',

beginning:

,tf»\ ift
'' »l jJ^X.«M Jl jtJ

[I
iW

^ili ^^ ^\i jia^j\

.1. A tliird nnonynioiiN niatlinawi, on fol. 19",

biigiiiniiig:

J^^j- fV »^^ <>"

I . A fourth niatlinawl, ntyh^l j\Xtr>. c»^ (TiUck alert),

on fol. :*ii'', lif'Miuiiii;'- ^11 s.f;l\ ^.«..* b ^^lCVjIw (jt--.

6. K.T, I'liiN, 1 h'., nil liil.,).T' (witiioiil iiutliom' niniics);

pooniK by liuMrt (hod Noh. 1500-1514 above), on

fol. 44b Hi|. H(!twc(>n IT. loft and icy one Iciil is

wanting aecording to tlio Arabic paging.

(i. A proHi'-tract on ai'tdicry
(j {S^X>\j^ ^J^ ^i

i^^jJU.S ), on fol. i,p«.

7. Homo otlior pooticnl i«|)eeinionN, on fol. 1.34*.

8. (j«W ^Jlc ijli. e<*jLl vijlfcujijil^ , extraelM from

the Hiitirical elironio.le of the Miege of Jiiiidiirriliiid in

A.H, 1097 (a. n. l6.S(i), liy Ni'malklwiii 'Ali, hoc above.

No. 1659, a. They begin hero with tlio iRlh of Hajab.

0. Homo poetry again, on fol. 138''. Ff. 144'' and

145 are lell blank.

10. I'lielical HpcciniciiH by Wahid (probably TAliir

Wal.iiil ' Nvi i()f,,{-i(i,r,5 abovo), MumitikliAn, etc.

Hclwoii II 1,1 and i,r,4 two leuvoii aro wanting no-

cording to the Arabic paging.



ono roirriiY. OTO

11, Loltow nnd roflnoil proso-wntingn, on fol. 1.154" '<

one >« hwuUul vT v^v* !/«^' "" "*'• 'R^'S IHJrlmpH

by NiiftM (if lliin\ml(iii, who livoil iilioiit A. 11. 101(5

(a,]). 1606); tuuttlioi', on I'ol. i()j'', hy^ >,^.(|J ,«i >-»lt.j^

^jtr-.^ J-.-**; « Uiiitl, on fol. i67'«,^l u'j-J-* i*^-*

^,,(1) >_*.1L1», (in intrixliiotion to Ahii 1'^lib Kiiltm'»

(Itwuii, whii'li In ii«t. foiiiul in tlin ilHiiiil o(i|ii(>N of liiii

worku, t<i>«> iiliovc, NoH. i56,5-ir,70 ; it in proimlily duo

to tlio Hiinu" Jiildl-aliltn Afuhnmimul TiiMfiiliil'l, who

wroto tiip (iilim'ii to Kinlni'n diwiin, wliich in uImo found

lioro on fol. ! (19'' w|., mid unot.lu<i' to liiivt of iShifd't (hoo

No. 1763, ai). Ff. 177 «nd 178 luti Uifl biimk.

12. Son\o poetry luid proNi' |ii.,.
, without licadinni",

on fol. 1 7 1)".

1;). MirMt-iilfiili'lh {^::id\ vi..l_,..*), the well-known

jiroHo-tiTiitiso of Mulhi Tui/hril {nw iibovii, No. 1586,

IV), on fol. 184'', licf(inninK: Til ^jUft- m];U ti^.

Ni>. '2880, ft i<)i ; wrll.li>n liy iiiioiy illll'rroiit li.tiiiU In nidu

NuMtii'ltk uiul HliikiulU, (iMilly III iliiiKi'i'Ht lltioi ; alio, 6j hi,

l>y i\ liw

1772

A (i<n'ti]i-l)ii(ik or rough iilltinn of I'rrHiiin poetry

without any value ; li few proHO-Hpooinuum uru niixod

np with till) vorMcN.

Nil. 10:11, ir. 6<;; uHruUiwly wrlUnii In Nulik'ttlp i ilw, 6 III,

liy 3i III.

II. ?0K1SM in I'llO.MHi AND VtCllHK.

1773

KiiHhfalmal.ijfil) (v>»»>^' UijS).

'I'ho iildi^Ht HyHttMiiiit-ital work on tlm thdorctical tind

piaiitidiil doclriiKiH of HriliKiii in i'd'Hiiui, with a (/'I'ld

uinount of JiiMtoriual ami hiiiKri4'ln''al inaloiial, ntylcd

V>»^) ^-* ' V or with itN fuller title, v>^><'><^^ ^JJi

lyjiill v^^j^i 'Kxphination of the veiled (or hidden)

thiliKH for nun of luMirt (i.e. for f^ill'l").' "'"1 eoiiipoHed

by AlilValhiiHin 'Mi bin 'llllinn'in bin 'All (in the

Vienna, Kodleimi, and jleiliii eopiiH, bin Abl 'All; in

Hieu'doopy, Abl'Aii) iil-.lnllabi iil llu.iwlit(llu< leading,

ul-MiinjiIri, in the Vienna eopy, In a mere e.orniptioii of

the hiHt word), noinetiineH Kiiiiiily eulied iil-(lhay.nawt

(Kiiiee .liillab and lliijwlr ant NiibiirliN of (Iha/.na), who

in (be heiidiiiK of the Vienna eopy iH ileHiHmited iiH a

eonteinpomiy oithe fiiiiinim SAlle Hhiiikh ami poet Abft

Ha'iil bill AbiViilkliiiir (died \. 11. .(^o, ,(tli of Hliii'ban -

A. 1), 1041), .liiniiary la), whiUt in the »."Jlx^' DL*)

(hoo the lollowiiiK copy, fol. jH.('' mp) ho in <'alled Abu

Hii'ld'n own brother. Aceordinj{ to the L^l^^l ^\>j

(huo lUeu iii. p. 07^"). '"" 'l'""' *•"• Ifi'^ •"' ^^M <*• "

1064 or i07J,Heo the Halliiivt-nhiuliyil, No. 298,0(0.304

ill thin Cat.); iicr-ordiiig to A/dd'n Jy^i i.'/^ ^]J^^^^*

(hv6 No. 61J, fol. 4i» in tliiH Cat,), a.m. 4^1,'', (a. 11.

107,3); but HH Uieii liiiH jiroved, the date of liiM deatli

niUMt lie Noinewliat later htill, Miner HItaikh Abu-alkl'lHiui

Kuiiiaiii, wlio in iiienliolied by tho uutliur among thoHe

who hhd (mMcd nwny beforK the oonipoiiition of tlii*

work, (lied in the very yi>ar 4(15, in tho iiioiilli Habi'-

uiiikluvr, Meo Saflnat-iihiuliyA, No. ayy (ool. 304 in tlii*

Cftt.). Othor oopioR of tho yt^^Il i^iifif nro deicrilM<d

in Hieii i. p. 343 ; (). 1<'I(I)(«I iii. p. 440 m|. ; lludleinn

Cat., No. IJ45; VV

, l<l(lt((<l III. p. 440 M|. ; lUxllemn

. I'ertNcli, lUiriiii Cat., p. 4H7 ;

l(0N(>ii, I ni'Nian iNlnrs., p, i>gi ; hpo ivIno 1,1. iMialtav,

|i. Ji.r,, No. 10,7,13, and Notie(«H iit KxtmitH, xii. p. 360.

Other workN of th(< xanie author, inentioiKul incidentally

in the prexeiit book, are the ^IJl (rU-^i ''1*^ v,))iJ' i-*^<

niul ^l«jJI J.*^ uiW^' (couip. Ktmeii, loo. ott.) ; bo alio

wrote n (liwAii. AeoordiiiK to hin own Htatemonf in

the pnifaee, he eoiiipoxed IIun work in uiiNWer to Mime
(pieMtioiiH addrenned to him by Alii\ Hii'ld id-lll\|wtrl.

lIcKinniuff ; U^l ^ U ^j !«*, aUjJ ^ \jJ^\j^

AJUIj kipCL ^1^ Jl.^^^ UuTa^l 4)1 Jujl 'fjJIi^

On fol. 3", hiHt liui< but on« mp, tho nutlior cxplniiiN

tho title of liiH work tlnm ;---vl^ c^^'y* *^ f^'^W^

i

^
\> ^i^j* ^^^*^ s.^ j^\ »VT_^ xil< jJ»U

ji.^bJ jLl^Jjl 3^ •,«.* li^ljq
J

c*.>«l \iy^ ^

It In divided, liki< all the foihiwing eoplen, into forty

lialiN (whei'(<im the Vienna and Itudleiaii oopioN eoiitaiii

Hixty-fiiiir, aiiiong which are eeiinted Ni<veial fanU and

tho eleven KiiHlii'it iiotiuod in Uiu following ttvblo ol

uoiitviitii), vim. :

—

I. ^1 ui.MI(j») vU.oiif"!.?".

a.^i(^) v>^i«>"i f"'- 'n''.

8. fc_»J.*Ul {^) vW. ixi '"I. ">''•

'1. cuUJ^l u-^1 {J) vU, on fol. 37^.'

(5. >^'yil\\y Jiil\ J i^iUkl J v^l "II Tol. 3ft".

7. M^-*^' cr* r^"' J v^ .
oil f"l. 4.»''.

H. 0^1 Jj»l ^ ,.4^1 /i J v^i «•» fol. 47''.

I). iUTJI (or v^---*') J-»l J^^ J v^ .
*lift« l».

lliJl J,*! ^* ^\Ji i^».
on fol. 54''.

10. jj,^HM^' cr* ^^'^J^ Jf vU. "» M. 66«.

II. ^ji^\li\^ ^ ^\/i J vl-l. «'" i«>i. 6o».

la. ^Ji\sX\ ^ ,r«Ayi^ J v\^. "II »'"' ««3>'.

la. ^ ^4;.ttjdl ^ CihUl JWjyii J vl-«

j^ljju^ll ^\ ^^^Lfcikill, on fol. iao«.

14. |^4-t-»'J^ ("•• y) o' r-*V J.;-* u* ^^- ""

fol. laa*'. At the end of thiN liAli theiu uru four

difl'erent KunIiIn (vV^ oLtiji ut, 4)1 Ujmj^ J,
on fol, iHH"; and, x^y^\ ^, on fol. 195''; 3rd,

jyU«ill y», on fol. aoii'; 4tli, ij[^\ J, on fol, 204''.

18. 1^ jl*3j Uj hyi\ ^ v^i "•• '"'• »07". 5th

Kiinhf, IjJLiJl Jt, on fol. an".
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16. I4J jixij L.
J ilx*' v_iL>, on fol. 214!'. 6th

Kashf, ijyp\ ^, on fol. 22 1^

17. U^'
J ij^ vb, on fol. 223b. 7tli Kashf,

j,LJlll
|_^,

on fol. 225'', last line.

18. u (>ijt:4 L.
J
c^ (_>Li, on fol. 229*. 8th Kashf,

lii jJ, on fol. 230^.

19. iXftl*^' vU. 01 fol. 2331'. 9th Kashf, ^^^ ^
l^jjjl «-., on fol. 236*.

20. L4.) jLt.iJ. L.
J i-ij?!^' ^ i_,b, on fol. 238^

21. i-f.*^' ^ *4J.1jT ujL), on fol. 240*.

22. L.\j)i\ ^^ L^^ ^'-i^e? ^^•' °° ^°^- 243"-

23. yiJUl |j» |»4J.lj|
ijj

k_ib, on fol. 245^.

24. jS'ill ^ i^JjT ^y v^J, on fol. 247a.

25. (^m ^ (.^J.IjT ^ i_)b, on fol. 248b.

26.^;-iil j^^iJUl ^y r»4-^ ty V^i on fol. 249I'.

27. eyjXUl
J

^ilxJl j^ |.-4J.bl |j9 i_>b, on fol. 252".

28. iS^l
J Jlj—Jl (^ j.4J.bT ^y i_jb , on fol. 254b.

29. jOfilll J -JjjJ^l (_/
|,4J.bTjj9 i_)b, on fol. 256b.

30. loth Kashf, Lj-Jbi.. ^^jli>.j |,41dUJ1 ,jLo ,j9,on

fol. 261*; nth Kashf, pU-Ul ^y, on fol. 277b

31. sj (jLtiJ b.
J cb».IUI j^ i_jb,on fol. 278b.

32. . » ,; . II cU— |J v^^. ) on fol. 282b.

33. ^jli^l
J i:yy,ill pU- jji vb, on fol. 283b.

34. cbjlll j.:^ ^y vLi.on fol. 285".

35. cU-Hl
^J

*4iibi.l ^ i_)b, on fol. 287b

36. cL_«Jl li-'J^ ,J »4.oL« ^ (_ib., on fol. 288b.

37. i_jjl^_.
J

J_a.ljJI
J

JjJy-il
J J^j-''

is' vU) on

fol. 292b.

38. 5j iJ-'-*^ '-^
J u"^' 1/ v'-^j on fol. 294b.

39. ^jjil ^ i_,b, on fol. 295".

40. Is missing here in consequence of a small lacuna
after fol. 295 (extending to two pages, from fol. 279b,

1. 1 1, to fol. 280b,
1. 7 in the following copy), and may be

supplied from the other copies : cL,JUl tjbT^ i_)b

.

Some leaves are slightly injured. Occasionally various
readings, notes, and additions on the margin. An
index on ff. 297b and 2980'. Copied by Junaid of
Sirhind and finished the 21st of Shawwal, A. H. 1019
(a. D. 161 r, Jan. 6).

No. 980, ff. 398, 11. 19; NaBta'lik ; a picture, representing
probably the author's portrait, at the top of the MS. ; size, 7J in.
by 4i in.

1774
Another copy of the same.

This copy is badly injured on the first page, one
half of which is torn away, and slightly damaged
on some others. Ff. 2 and 3 do not belong to this

work, the continuation of fol. ib being on fol. 4K
Ff. 256-265 are misplaced, the right order of the

leaves is this: 256, 264, 258-263, 257, 265. Beginning
the same as in the preceding copy.

The babs are found here :

—

1. on fol. 9"; 2. on fol. 14b; 3. on fol. 21*; 4. on
fol. 29a; 5. on fol. 370,• 6. on fol. 39b; 7. on fol. 44*;
8. on fol. 48a; 9. on fol. 54b; 10. on fol. 56"; 11. on
fol. S9b; 12. on fol. io8b; 13. on fol. 114b; 14. on
fol. 1 1 6b; the first four Kashfs appear here on ff. 178",
185a, 190b, and 193b; 15. on fol. 195b; 5th Kashf,

on fol. 199b; 16. on fol. 203b; 6th Kashf, on fol. 209a

;

17. on fol. 2iob; 7th Kashf, on fol. 213*; 18. on fol.

216"; 8th Kashf, on fol. 217b; 19. on fol. 220"; 9th
Kashf, on ful. 222b

; 20. on fol. 224b
; 21. on fol. 226b

;

22. on fol. 229a; 23. on fol. 231^; 24. on fol. 232b;

25. on fol. 234a; 26. on fol. 235a; 27. on fol. 237b;

28. on fol. 239b; 29. on fol. 242a
; 30. loth Kashf,

on fgl. 246b; nth Kashf, on fol. 261b; 31. on fol.

263a; 32. on fol. 266b; 33. on fol. 267b; 34. on fol.

269b; 35. on fol. 272a; 36. on fol. 272b; 37. on
fol. 276b; 38. on fol. 278b; 39. on fol. 279a; 40. on
fol. 250a.

This work concludes on fol. 281b and is followed by
two short treatises on the same mystical doctrine, the

first of which is complete, fills S. 283b-289b, and is

entitled OIjjI tlb-.,, composed by Ya'kub bin 'Uthman
bin Mahmud bin Mahmud alghaznawi (later J>-J^ and

(jjyZJV), who very often refers to 'AH bin 'Uthman's

Kashf-almahjub and tells us that he was Abu Sa'id bin

Abu-alkhair's brother and very often in the majlis of

Sultan Mahmud. This treatise begins : ljjJI 4) > . ^

^^^.-JsbjXi) ^J^ W-lj^ 1 trip} " « '. WJJJ' *l » ." II ^jJj

Ji 'bJj^l
_,

'b^ill
J

(sic
!) J.-^! b ^jill ^j ,.

The same Ya'kub bin 'Uthman alghaznawi (later

=>yil) is noticed as author of a tabulated list of

renowned Shaikhs (J^l ^\ .?..U 'U—I) in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 4, No. 8. ^
The second treatise is anonymous and incomplete,

beginning: j_^ ^^ ^^^Li iiJui ^-^ " j' ''-•^ •^-^

j s.^-.. Ju!^i— 120, ^jts.-*-* ijy^- lin-^Jfc yl 5 J.ljj

.

It fills ff. 29ob-295b, continues on fol. 3 and then on
fol. 2, where it breaks off with the words : ic^b (jik.«

. . . . ls»^ U^- The first treatise is dated the 24th of

Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 1095, that is the twenty-seventh

year of 'Alamgir's reign (=A. D. 1684, May 9).

No. 1274, ff. 295, 11. 17 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

loj in. by 6| in.

1775
Tlie same.

This copy is not dated ; it is a little worm-eaten and
slightly injured on fol. 196a. There is a lacuna after

fol. 218, corresponding to No. 930 (1773 in this Cat.),

fol. 206, 1. 13, to fol. 214b, 1. 12. A great number of

headings are left out.

Bab 1. on fol. 8a; 2. on fol. il*; 3. on fol. 19a;

4. on fol. 30a; 5. on fol. 41a; 6. on fol. 43b; 7. on
fol. 50a ; 8. on fol. 55a, last line ; 9. on fol. 63b

; 10. on
fol. 65b; 11. on fol. 70b; 12. on fol. 132a, last line;

13. on fol. 138a; 14. on fol. 140b
; Kashf i, on fol. 202b;

e
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Kaslif 2, on fol. 208* ; Kashf 3, on fol. 214* ; Kashf 4,

on fol. 217''; 15. on fol. 207* (Kashf 5 missing in con-

sequence of the lacuna); 16. on fol. 219*; Kashf 6, on

fol. 2241^; 17. on fol. 226* ; Kashf 7, on fol. 228*';

18. on fol. 231a; Kashf 8, on fol. 2321'; 19. on fol.

235a
; Kashf 9, on fol. 237''; 20. on fol. 239'^ ; 21. on

fol. 241"; 22. on fol. 243b; 23. on fol. 245''; 24. on

fol. 247"; 25. on fol. 248^; 26. on fol. 249*; 27. on

fol. 251b; 28. on fol. 254a; 29. on fol. 256* ; 30. Kashf

lo, on fol. 261*; Kashf 11, on fol. 282*; 31. on fol.

283a; 32. on fol. 288a; 33. on fol. 290a; 34. on

fol. 293"; 35. on fol. 296^; 36. on fol. 297b; 37. on

fol. 302'' ; 38. on fol. 305a
; 39. on fol. 306a

; 40. on

fol. 307a.

No. 714, if. 308, 11. 14 ; unequally written in Nasta'lik

;

size, 8 in. by 4^ in.

1776
The same.

This copy is slightly defective at the end, and has,

moreover, a lacuna after fol. 94, comprising two pages

and corresponding to No. 1274 (1774 in this Cat.),

fol. 138a, last line, to fol. 139'', last line but two.

No date. The proper order of ff. 94-97 is : 94, 96, 95,

and 97 ; offf. 182-189: 182,184,189, 185,186,187,

188, and 183. Ff. 138 and 139 are turned upside

down. The text is effaced and injured in many places.

Beginning : Jl sjjXL. ij-^]y. tJ'^j'^ < «.*> ....

corresponding to the fourth word of line 3, on fol. i**,

in No. 1274.

Bab 1. on fol. 6a; 2. on fol. 8^
; 3. on fol. 13b;

4. on fol. 19b; 5. on fol. 25a; 6. on fol. 26b; 7. on

fol. 30a; 8. on fol. 32b; 9. on fol. 36b; 10. on fol.

38a; 11. on fol. 40b; 12. on fol. 73b; 13. on fol. 77b;

14. on fol. 79'; Kashf i, on fol. 121b; Kashf 2, on

fol. 126b; Kashf 3, on fol. 130a; Kashf 4, on fol, 132*;

15. on fol. 133b; Kashf 5, on fol. 136a; 16. on fol.

139a; Kashf 6, on fol. 143a; 17. on fol. 144a;

Kashf 7, on fol. 145b; 18. on fol. 147b; Kashf 8, on

fol. 148b; 19. on fol. 150b; Kashf 9, on fol. 152a;

20. on fol. 153b; 21. on fol. 155"; 22. on fol. 156b
;

23. on fol. 158a; 24. on fol. 159b; 25. on fol. i6ob;

26. on fol. i6ia; 27. on fol. 162b; 28. on fol. 164a;

29. on fol. 165b
; 30. Kashf 10, on fol. i68a

; Kashf 11,

on fol. 178b; 31. on fol. 179a; 32. on fol. i8ia;

33. on fol. 182a; 34. on fol. 184b; 35. on fol. 185a;

36. on fol. 185b; 37. on fol. 188a; 38. on fol. 183a;

39. on fol. 183b. In the beginning of tl)is bab, on

fol. 183b, the copy breaks off; the last words, occurring

here, correspond to fol. 279b,
1. 10, in No. 1274.

A few marginal additions on the first three pages.

No. 2941, ff. 189, 11. 19 ; good old Naata'Uk ; small illuminated

frontispiece; wonn-eaten ; size, 10^ in. by 6;Jin.

1777
The same.

A very incomplete copy of the same, which breaks

off already in the 8th Kashf (i8th bab); its last

words correspond to fol. 232b,
1. 2, in No. 930 (1773

in this Cat). Beginning as usual. Only the first

eleven babs are marked by proper headings, on ff.
5b,

9a, 14a, 19b, 25a, 26b, 29b, 32b, 36b, 37b, and 40b

respectively ; all the other headings are missing.

No. 869, ff. 154, 11. 21 ; written by two different hands, partly

in Nasta'lik, partly in bhikasta ; size, io| in. by 6 in.

1778

Anls-almuridin u shams-almajMis (^^Jj^l i_r^'
,j«JLs*' ;j».^ j).

The story of Yusuf and Zalikha in Persian prose,

told by the Shaikh-alislam Khwajah Abu Isma'il

'Abdallah Muhammad al-Ansari of Harat (who was npo(.y\j
born A. H. 396 in the month of Sha'bSn=A. d. 1006, . '

May; and died the 9th of Eabl'-alakhar, a. h. 481= ^^'^^

A. D. 1088, July 2), for the benefit of his friends and
disciples, in order to give them sound moral lessons

and higher mystical instruction. The book is divided

into fourteen Majlis, and interwoven with many verses

of the Kuran, traditions, and sayings of other renowned
Shaikhs. _

Beginning : ^ ^yLJill jjjj.j cJjI i^JJl 4I) x.il

^J^^l >^.^^ ^^'-' >—ajlWl) s<La.cl ,j.i..>l • (^-y^ O '" *^

Comp. on the author Safinat-alauliya, No. 300 (col.

304 in this Cat.). Other works by the same renowned

Sufi are the i:yL>.L:_« or »JL-. , and the OkA^ -" ' or juU

Jij »j«.ljj», see the two following copies; the J)L;-«

i^p^UUl, originally written in Arabic (see G. Flugel iii.

p. 321 sq. ; O. Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 165, where two
Arabic commentaries on the same are described

;

H. Khalf'a vi. p. 129; a Persian translation, entitled

JjL:^ /X-'W-) will be noticed further down in this

Cat.); the ^jL3^.».»jj (see. on this and the preceding

work Haft Iklim, No. 619, col. 423 in this Cat.); the

»_.U ^\ (see G. Flugel iii. p. 412, No. i, and W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 33, No. 2); the ^^^^UJl oj^

(see lUeu ii. p. -VsSb) ; the j-.U \jJy or \jj[ ^\jS

(ib. ii. p. 774b)
; the L^l iJ-**, also styled iix* tlLu,

>j:. ... 1
J

xiJ J o>.^ -g "' ..> i»)jlil, containing forty sec-

tions, each with four good advices (see G.Fliigel i. p. 609,

and iii. p. 412 ; H. Khalfa ii. p. 243, No. 2690, and

compare with them Bodleian Cat., col. 765) ; another

set of JLaJ or 'good advices' (Bodleian Cat., col. 764,

and No. 1767, 11 in this Cat.); a treatise on mystical

questions, addressed by the heart
(Jj) to the soul (j;;L».),

see G.Fliigel iii. p. 412, No. 2, etc. Ansari also edited

an enlarged version of the iJli»JaJl v:y\XJ» , or, as Safinat-

alauliya, No. 284 (col. 303 in this Cat.), calls it, ci>U-J»

!jLi-«, by Shaikh Abu 'Abd-alrahm^u (according to

others merely 'Abd-alrahman) Muhammad bin Husain

bin Muhammad bin Musa Sullaml al-Nishapilri, who
died A.H. 412, in the month of Sha'ban (a. D. 1021,

Nov.-Dec. ; see also Eieu i. p.
349a, and H. Khajfa vi.

p. 129), a work, on which Jami's ,_;-Jill eyLx*^ (see

Nos. 1357, 8, and 1359-1367 above) are chiefly based.

For further works of Ansari, see the preface to the

edition of his lyrical poems, by Shukovski, St.

Petersburg, 1895.
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Tlie present story of Yusuf and Zaliklia is dated the

25th of Dhii-alhijjah, a. h. 1013 (a. d. 1605, May 14),

at Burhanpur, by Mahmud bin Muhammad of Lucknow.

No. 1458, ff. 173, U. 15-23; Nasta'Uk, by many different

hands ; worm-eaten ; size, 9I in. by 5J in.

1779

Munajat-i-'Abdallah Ansari {(jLaj\ ^\ x^£ (.:i>U.Li.«).

Pious invocations to God and exhortations to Sufis,

by the same 'Abdallah Ansari, in prose mixed with

verses, and beginning

:

It is commonly styled (jjLaJ\ ii)!

see Rieu i. p. 35"* ; G. Flugel iii. p. 497 ; Cat. ties

MSS. et Xylographes, p. 254 ; different from the

present cula-Li-* seems to be a tract of the same title,

noticed in W. Pertsch, No. 9, 15; Berlin Cat., p. 3,

No. 4; and Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iv. p. 349;
comp. also H. Khalfa vi. p. 129; and Notices et

Extraits, xii. p. 352. A Turkish paraphrase of, and

commentary on a similar work of Ansari (' advice to

Dervishes') by Nauras, completed a. h. 1172 (a. d.

1758, 17.59), is described in G. Flugel iii. p. 486.

The present copy of the Munajat is dated the 9th of

Muhavram, a.h. 1161 (a. d. 1748, Jan. 10), by Muham-
mad MaMi, the son of^ Haji Abd-alhadi. College of

Fort William, 1825.

No. 2339, ff. 10, 11. 17; small, but distinct Nasta'Uk; illu-

minated frontispiece ; bizb, 8| in. by 4I in.

1780
Pand-i-Khwajah Nizam (j,UaJ ij>-\ji- x:j>).

Another treatise by "Abdallah Ansari, usually styled

Okj:^*^, and containing short admonitions and practical

advices on ethical matters, given to the great Wazir
Kliwajah Nizsm-almulk of Tus(see Haft liilim, No. 690,

col. 428 in this Cat.), and beginning: i_,jis i\yA y^.

"^j 5J iS J-&
(.Uaj Li aS JuijL«

"" The same treatise, but with a slightly different

beginning, is noticed in G. Flugel iii. pp. 445, 493,
and 505 ; the title given to it in the last of the three

Vienna copies is i^Li jjij or !_.lj lo-s-^*^.

Dated the nth of Kabi'-alakhar, a.h. 1049 (a. d.

1639, Aug. 11).

No. 1330, ff. 1-9, 11. 6 ; very large Nasta'Uk ; size, 10 in. by

5 s
in-

1781
Kimiya-i-Sa'adat (lljjI.«— ij\ ,« « ?. »

).

The famous ethico-mystical work on the religious

and moral duties of a true believer, by the great Shaikh

Zain-aklin Abu Hamiil Muhammad bin Muhammad al-

Ghazali of Tus, with the epithet of Hujjat-alislam, who
was born a.h. 450 (a. d. 1058), and died the 14th of

Jumada-alakhar, A. H. 505 (a. D. nil, Dec. 18) ; comp.

on tiie author and his various works, Safinat-alauliya,

No. 303 (col. 305 in this Cat.) ; Haft Iklim, No. 686

(ib., col. 428); Schefer, Chrestomathie Persane, ii.

p. 2 1 2 sq. ; and especially R. Gosche, Ghazzalis Leben
und Werke, in 'Abhandlungen der Berliner Akademie,'

1858, p. 239 sq. ; see also Schmolders, Essai sur les

ecoles philosophiques chez les Arabes ; Munk, Melanges
de philosophie, p. 336, etc. Other copies of the same
work are described in Rieu i. p- 37 ; Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1429 and 1430 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 288
and 289; J. Aumer, pp. 61 and 62 ; A. F. Mehren,

p. 5 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 256 ; Fleischer,

Cat. Dresd., Nos. 4 and 255 ; see also H. Khalfa v.

p. 285, No. 10,998. It has been printed in Calcutta,

without a date, and lithographed in Lucknow, a.h. 1 279
and 1282, and in Bombay, 1883. A Turkish transla-

tion of the same appeared in Constantinople, A. h. 1 260,

and was rendered into English under the title of
' Alchemy of happiness, bj' Mohammed al-Ghazzali, the

Mohammedan Philofopher,' by H. A. Homes, Albany,

N. Y., 1873. The Kimiya-i-Sa'adat is a popular abridge-

ment of the author's own Arabic work on a larger scale,

the j^Ul |.jlc 'L-ja-l (printed in Cairo, A. H. 1278 ; in

Lucknow, A.H. 1281 ; in Bulaq, A. h. 1306; comp. H.
Khalfa i. p. 180 sq. ; Hitzigin Z. D. M. G. vii. pp. 172-

186; Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 166; Arabic Cat. of the Brit.

Mus., p. 386; G. Fliigel iii. p. 91 sq.).

The work is divided into a preface and four books

i^jjj), each of which comprises ten chapters
(
J-al). The

preface itself is subdivided into four chapters d^ljjLc).

Beginning of the preface, on fol. \^ : (j-U— j j^-^

11^] ir
i^ •j\^m\ JS)^ .iJuKj oSV

i
^^Li^jil),'Unwan I, on self-knowledge ((_(i.Jj.i

on fol. ^.

'Unwan II, on the knowledge of God(4ill ^^-^i-U.- Jj'),

on fol. 1 5".

'TInwan III, on the knowledge of the present world

(Ljj e^ifjtj. ,j), on fol. 23*.

'Unwan IV, on the knowledge of the future world

[s^j^ c^ifjt* ji), on fol. 26".

Rukn I (here called, as in the larger Arabic work,

Jjl >tjj). on religious worship (cyjL^CjJJl), on fol. 39'',

beginning

:

cJ>^ o-y<-.ji ^;J_JJ*_ h j-"-

^Rukn II (again called ^yj >tJ,), rules for intercourse

with one's fellow-men (i^^l*-. i-j1.5I), on fol. 88^.

Rukn III (again ^y^ jt^'), the cutting off of

obstacles in the road of faith (j^,.i sK iiyUi* ^jjjy^jijl,

usually called, as in the Arabic original, i^jI^Jl^.., per-

nicious influences from which the soul must be freed),

on fol. 179".

Rukn IV (here called correctly fX^ e^^'°'^
qualities

that lead to salvation (i^iL^sr^ ,Jjl), on fol. 299*.

Many marginal glosses and annotations. Dated by

Shams-aldin bin Hasan aljilani, the first of Eabi'-

althaut, A. H. 905 (a. D. 1499, ^ov. 5).

No. 424, ff. 441, 11. 25 ; elig;lit illuminations at the beginning,

and at the Iiead of the first three rukns ; cle.ir Naskhi in the

greater part of the MS. ; size, 10 in. by 6j in.
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1782

Another copy of the same.

Another good copy, with many various readings,

glosses, and annotations on the margin, dated the

2 3rdof Jumada-alakhar, A.H. io2o(a.d. i6ii,Sept. 2),

by Muhammad Yusuf bin Mir Ya'kub of Kashmir.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

'Unwau I, on fol. 4" ; II, on fol. 1 7« ; III, on fol. 26b

;

IV, on fol. 3ol>.

Rukn I, on fol. 46''; II, on fol. 100''; III, on fol.

206^; IV, on fol. SSI**.

Ko. 1414, ff. 479, U. 19 ; clear and distinct Nasta'lik

;

illuminated frontispiece ; size, loj in. by 6^ in.

1783
The same.

'Unwan I, on fol. 2^ ; II, on fol. 9*, last line ; III,

on fol. 14a; IV, on fol. 16".

Euku I (here lieaded tubLc ,j instead of uyiLj: .j),

on fol. 24''; II (here headed ^^Ji jl. eyiL>Lx.« ,j), on

fol. 53"; III (^^j i\j eyLic uiru^-j^)' ""^ f*^!-

107a; IV, on fol. 166".

No date ; but among the many entries on the fly-

leaves there is found one from A. h. 1081 (a. D. 1670,

1671). College of Fort William, 1832.

No. 2013, ff. 233, 11. 32; splendid Naskhl; size, I2f in.

l)y 6| in.

1784
The same. ^
Beginning : j ^y\j,U:-u jj..»> ijl)V» ij"W-^ ) S^

"Unwan I, on fol. 4* ; II, on fol. 1 8* {j^ j^^Ui^j)

;

III, on fol. 28" (no heading) ; IV, on fol. 32^
Rukn I, on fol. 47'' ; II, on fol. gg^; III, on fol. 199*";

IV, on fol. 3 1
9''. Beginning of the first Rukn here :

d'A c)l>-^ vl*ir»-«J1.

Dated the 24th of Jumada-alawwal, A. h. 1086 (a. D.

1675, Aug. 16). College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2121, ff. 452, U. 23 ; Nasta'llk ; iUuminate<l frontispieces

on ff. l"*, gg"", igg"", and 319'' ; size, I2| in. by 6} in.

1785
The same.

_^

Beginning : jjL»-.l (^Lft,U-- iXxj ^j\j\;i (j-lj-* j S-i'

Jl ijUi^j i^ J ^Jl^b (^Li^
J.

'Unwan I, on fol. 3" ; II, on fol. 12*' ; III, on fol. 18"
;

IV, on fol. zob.

Rukn I (eyULx .j), on fol. 29^; II (i^^Lk-o ,i), on

fol. 64b; HI
(
^j i\ uyLic cjAJfJ jJ^')) on fol. i24l';

IV (^-f*^^ j-i !), on fol. 196a. Marginal notes and

additions on the first six leaves.

Dated the 27th of Jumada-alawwal, A.H. 1087 (a. d.

1676, Aug. 7), by Mulla Muhammad 'Ali, who wrote it

for his three sons, Hasan 'Ali, Kajab 'Ali, and 'Abd-al'ali.

No. 2856, ff. 276, U. 21 ; irregular Naskhl; size, 13I in. by

7 J
in.

IND. OFF.

1786
The same.

'Unwan I, on fol. 4* ; II, on fol. i )^ ; III, on fol. 27"

;

IV, on fol. 30b.

Rukn I, on fol. 45''; II, on fol. 100'' ; III, on foL

195''; IV, on fol. 293*". Title of the third rukn:

Dated by Ibn Shah Isma'il Cishti, the loth of Safar,

A.H. 1096 (a. D. 1685, Jan. 16).

No. 1277, ff. 395, 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; illu-

minated frontispiece at the beginning of the preface and uf each

rukn ; size, 1 1 in. by 6| in.

1787
The same.*

'Unwan I, on fol. 5" in No. 3149 ; II, on fol. 24";

III, on fol. 37a; IV, on fol. 42''.

Rukn I, on fol. 69b; II, on fol. 147b
; III, on fol. l''

in No. 3150; IV, on fol. 168^.

The first volume and the greater part of the second

are written by Muhammad Salih ; the first rukn, the

last twenty-five leaves of which are supplied by another

hand, is dated at Banaras, a.h. ii73(a.d. 1759, 1760).

No. 3149, ff. 295 ; No. SL-iO, ff. 363, 11. 15 ; clear Nasta'llk;

ff. 43-68 in the first volume, and ff. 288-363 in the second, are

added by two different hands ; splendid binding in green and gold

;

size, 9I in. by 5^ in.

1788
Tlie same.

'Unwan I, on fol. 3b ; II, on fol. 1 4" ; III, on fol. 2 1»
;

IV, on fol. 23^.

Rukn I, on fol. 36IJ
; II, on fol. 78^ ; III, on fol. 1 80''

;

IV, on fol. 2931".

No date.

No. 547, ff. 407, 11. 25-27; written for the greater part in

Nasta'llk; size, 8 iu. by ^f in.

1789
The same.

'Unwan I, on fol. 4" ; II, on fol. 13* ; III, on fol. 20"
;

IV, on fol. 22''.

Rukn I, on fol. 32^ margin ; II, on fol. 73b
; III, on

fol. 16^^ ; IV, on fol. 272I'.

No date.

No. 1081, ff. 392, 11. 20-21; a margin-column besides on
several pages ; small Nasta'llk; little injuries here and there;

the tirst two pages and the second, third, and fourth rukn richly

illuminated ; size, 7^ in, by 4^ in.

1790
A defective copy of the same.

"Unwan I, on fol. 4^ ; II, on fol. 22* ; III, not marked

;

IV, on fol. 39b.

Rukn I, on fol. 67a; II, on fol. 131* ; III, on fol.

270b. This rukn is quite incomplete, containing only

the first three J-o) ; another portion of the same third

rukn, comprising a part of the sixth
J.j.1,

and the whole

of the seventh and eighth, is found on ff. 492-572.
Rnku IV, on fol. 315'', breaking ofif in the tenth J-bI,

3B
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on fol. 490". It is very strange, that in spite of these

lacunas all the catch-words agree wonderfully. The

copy is besides a little worm-eaten.

No. 1913, ff. 5 7a, 11. 1 7 ; clear Nasta'llk ; size, 9J in. by 6f in.

1791

Intikhab-i-Kimiya-i-Sa'adat(eyjljt-. ^^l. » .S^ i_)li~'').

Extracts from the preface of the Kimiya-i-Sa'adat,

made by Khwajah Afdal-aldin Kashi (who died A. h.

707= A. D. 1307, 1308, see further below, No. 18 12).

Beginning: cjjljt.ua (^l-;.».»i jl ,5^0 ^jJjJI J-<iJl s-^M*

\j ^J^ lOJ;**
^J
UlU U

^:
joL«j

iiS jU^I r^UT

Unwan I, on fol. 287''; II, on fol. 290"; III, on

fol. 291^; IV, on fol. 292^ margin-column.

Dated the nth of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1180 (a. d.

1766, Aug. 17), by Abu Talib alhusainl. Ou fol. 293'',

an additional saying of Afdal Kashi, on the three

necessary duties of Sufis.

No. 1234, fF. 387"-293, 11. 14, and another column on the

margin, 11. 26 ; Naskhl, mixed with Sliikasta ; size, 8 in. by 4! in.

1792

Eisala-i-Ghazali (iJUi t!L-y).

The mystical treatise, contained in this copy, is, as

a comparison with AV. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 42,

No. 30, shows (see also Rodiger in Z. D. M. G. xvi. p.

221), a Persian paraphrase of the same Muhammad al-

Ghazali's famous treatise, jJJl L^l (edited and trans-

lated by Hammer-Purgstall, Vienna, 1838 ; comp. also

G. Piugel iii. p. 274, where two Arabic commentaries

on the same, by Hasan bin Abdallah, composed A. h.

756= A. D. 1355, and by Khadiml respectively, are

noticed), but slightly differing in wording from the

Berlin copy which bears the heading, A^\ L_a-JL.aJ La^
laljJL, (^ji

^J^j-^
.vt-c^ (' the quintessence of Ghazali's

compositions on the science of the mystic road').

Beginning : jl ^jC hSjIjj Jjo UHl <IIj J^U

cH j^{^ ^\
x;x^ i1.A iSj>\ jI Jjo Jh j W (read xHx" ^^ J^.3^*)

^ J.

«_»li JxS _Lc cjj yA jl U . lc ^^1 ii i^ljj uj^^

J-&U .A.Xj^ m^ M •

Among the numerous Arabic works of Ghazali, the

more prominent (apiirt from the jJyJI l^jl and the

^>li\ ^jlc 'L^l) are : ^ ^sW j J^-llI ^ JJ-dl

Jl^ill (edited and translated by A. Schmtilders in

• Essai sur les ecoles philosophiques chez les Arabes et

uotamment sur la doctrine dAlgiizzali,' Paris, 1859);

ii,i>.liJl sTjJI t_jl:0 (edited and translated by L. Gautier,

Geneva, 1878); j^jol*.!! --Li-iL.^ (see a Persian transla-

tion of it further down in this Cat., and a Turkish one by

Nihani in G. Fliigel iii. p. 463) ; ii.«5UJI ojl^i (with

the criticism of Khwajazada, who died A. H. 893^
A. D. 1488, noticed in G. Fliigel ii. p. 597, and H. Khalfa

ii. p. 466, No. 3764) ; ill 'U-ul _^ |_j»
,_yi-.ill ju-oiU

,: ^ U (G. Fliigel iii. p. 326, and H. Khalfa vi. p. 90,

No. 12,790); k-;.--jil (H. Khalfa vi. p. 437);^W
iXiJl (H. Khalfa ii. p. 646) ; Jj^^ (Schefer, Chresto-

mathe Persane, ii. loc. cit. above)
; JjjLiJi

'-J*^ - >' °'

(quoted in Safinat-alauliya, No. 303) ; .WiiH spCi-*

(quoted in the Nafahat-aluns) ; a commentary on the

1 2th Siirah (uX-jj ijy), see O. Loth, Arabic Cat.,

p. 24 ; -.I,Jl^-..^1 and ijlx^Jl ijlj.-> (mentioned by

Gautier) ; Arabic letters etc. Among the Persian

works of Ghazali are especially noteworthy (besides the

lijjUt-, 'W*-^) : djiXI Aj..'-^ - ' or dj-t—il ^^-4^1 sj^
eUill Xj. '* '" ' |J, with an Arabic translation, noticed in

G. Fliigel iii. p. 272 ; J. Aumer, p. 268; O. Loth,

Arabic Cat., p. 168; H. Khalfa ii. p. 177, and vi.

p. 352, etc.; io.-»X>. .Ijjl (Bodleian Cat., No. 1246,

and Rieu ii. p. 830^, No. xx); a Persian letter, addressed

to !Mu'ayyid-almulk,the son of the great Nizam-almulk
(Schefer, Chrestomathie Persane, ii. p. r . 1); and several

works, some of which are of doubtful authenticity, viz.

j--^ ("-•W- ^^ L/yJ/il' *-^ji (Gf. Fliigel iii. p. 449)

;

i^S^ (*^'-4 (••'-. P- 450); jW-^l J-^(ih., p. 451);

«L-.jill Ijjj i_!U.S and jl^ill^^jT^. ija-j.; (ib., p. 454).

The present copy is dated the nth of Safar, a. h.

1083 (a. D. 1672, June 8), by 'Abd-alrahman, the son

of 'Abd-alkadir 'abbasi.

No. 1214, ff. i-i 7'', 11. 1 7 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 7I in. by 4|^ in.

1793

Tamhidat-i-'Ain-alkudat (ejLiiJl j^^-x cljU ; t «.')•

A woi'k on the Sdfic doctrine, compiled by Abii-

alfiida'il (accdrding to Rieu i. p. 411'', Abu-alma'ali)

'Abdallah bin Muhammad al-Miyanaji, with the honor-

ary epithet of'Ain-alkudat of Hamadan, who was a pupil

of Shaikh Ahmad Ghazali (the brother of Muhammad
Ghazali, died A. H. 517 = A. D. 11 23, 1 124), and put to

death, a.h. 533 (a.d. 1138, 1139), by order of Sultan

Sai)jar'svizier,Kiwam-aldin Abu-alkasim Darguzini.see

Safinat-alauliya(No.307,col.305inthisCat.);HaftIklim,

No. 1017 (ib., col. 452); Makhzan-algharaib, No. 1523
(Bodleian Cat., col. 350). H. Khalfa iii. pp. 459 and

536, places his death in a.h. 525 (a. d. 1131); comp.

also the Arabic Cat. of the British Museum, p. 454*^',

and Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 249.

It is divided into ten chapters or J-ol,and begins, on

fol. 1>, thus: ^jl 1^ ^•>. f^

y e:4->"

*Llj
J

IsriA

~ii v:>-,l.

From this subdivision into ten Jj.j.1 , and the wording

of the ten headings, always beginning J-al x^-^, it

is evident, that the Tamhidat are identical with the

Zubdat-alhaka'ik fi kashf-aldakaik (^J jyUil iijj;

(jjUjJl *_i-i3), described in No. 1247 of the Bodleian
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Cat. and G. Fliigel iii. pp. 413 and 414, where also

a Turkish translation of the work is noticed (which,

however, gives to the original the title i_s.iSj ^pUJij-ii'

juLjjJI) ; on the diiferent wording of the preface, see

H. Klialfii iii. p. 536, No. 6810, where besides the work
is stated to have been divided into one hundred sections.

An extract from the same is noticed besides in the

Bodleian Cat., col. 750, 1. i. The Tamhidat of 'Ain-

alkudat served as basis for a mystic work of the same
title by the poet Mas'iid-i-Bak (put to death a. h. 800=
A. D. 1397, 1398), see Rieu ii. p. 632^ Another
Persian work of the great Shaikh is the extensive

collection of letters, addressed to his Sufic friends, and
described in Bieu i, pp. 411 and 412. He also wrote
occasionally Persian poetry. The margin of this copy
is filled throughout with valuable glosses and explana-

tions.

No date.

No. 1827, ff. 170, 11. 14; very clear and distinct Nasta'lik;

illuminated frontispiece ; the first two pages splendidly adorned
with gold ; sprinkled with silver throughout ; size, 10^ in. by

Sf in.

1794
Another copy of the same.

No date. Written by a certain Muhammad.

No. 445, ff. 92, 11. 2 3 ; small, but clear Nasta'llk; size, g^ in.

by 4j in.

1795

Miftah-i-fut<ih-a]ghaib (,_^_^1 ^j:xi ,U;i-«).

The Arabic text of the famous work u.~h^I r-y^ (also

sometimes called i_..irH eyU»^), i.e. the ethical maxims

and sayings of the great founder of the Kadiri order.

Shaikh Abu Muhammad Muhyi-aldin Sayyid aljilani

alhasani alhusaini,with the honorary epithets of Ghauth-
ala'zam and Gliauth althakalain (who was born A. H.

470, or according to the majority of authorities, A. h.

471, the 1st of Eamadan=A.D. 1078, March 18, or

1079, March 7, and died A. h. 561, the 9th, 17th, or

i8th of Rabi'-alakhar=A. D. 1166, Feb. 12, 20, or 21),

on the mystical doctrine, accompanied with an elaborate

Persian commentary, as in the Berlin copy, Sprenger,

No. 830 ; see on the author especially Safinat-alauliya,

No. 36 (col. 278 in this Cat.) ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 276, and further down in No. 1799. Tliese rules of

mystical asceticism were collected, put in proper order,

and handed down by the author's second son, Sharaf-

aldin Abu Muhammad 'Abd-alrahman 'Isa (comp.
Safinat-alauliya, No. 38), who—according to the state-

ment in the immediately following i_/-Jl)1 -.yiii '>':,'—
finished the original copy of his father's maxims the

15th of Safar, A. h. 555 (a. d. 1160, Feb. 25), during
the lifetime of his father. The Persian commentator,
who does not mention his name, composed his work,
which he styled >_*-JtJI ~yzi -Ui.. or the key to the

V.*-jJl ry^, A.H. 1023 (a. d. 1614), see the last page,

11. 5 and 6, where as chronogram of completion the

words ^yi -.Lii.* are given.

The Miftah begins with a short Arabic preface, on

fol. I*", in which the collector and redactor of these

maxims, viz. Sharaf-aldin 'Isa, 'Abd-alkadir's son, is

introduced to the reader : ljj>-.l v_*-j<J' ^yi ijUti IJl*

J.L.1 J..13CJ1 ._},UJI |.L.M1 i^ll J.^jill i..i*llUilj^j

v_j^ill J.^1 ..^.J^l vU-ill i^
J v^-^^1 v-W-^

,ii| -Uill

(j~^ cr^'

I »jj,

S'-^C5^,

*U>. • Li-C lLe.1 •

yy cHJJ'

^^LJiJljj_^.^l_j jl^l ^j^ 'UixJl Jl^ j.iUill ^ji.

Then follows the real beginning of the (_->-j<J1 r>^
(fol. 2", 1. 3) in two versions (according to the various

MSS. the author of the Persian commentary used), viz.

:

y\ ^jJLJI ^^Jiill 0^1 i..ixJl |.L.ill =^1 c^jJlj J^

i£»
iix^j IjX.«I

J »j 4jll I ; »i.i ^^L^-il jAii\ x^ J-Z^

i^jJIj JU >-JUl ,_,ijo ^j ^j^ ,j-^T s^!lll
J
'UjUI

'i^yM

>\jLl\ j4- ^^.Ul ^^^ Ci:)ll ^U\ J^p.1 S^y)\ ^Uill

j_jL4I ill Ju^ 1^. JU ^.1 ^. yUJl xt^ y\

aUI.

The second version is that of the copy of the

Arabic original in the India Office Librai-y (0. Loth,

Arabic Cat, p. r68), see also Cat. Codd. Or. Lutjil.

Bat. iv. p. 317; and § 31, No. 410, in the llefaiy-

yah of Leipzig ;
' comp. H. Khalfa iv. p. 386. The

Persian commentary begins tlius (fol. 2", 11. 8 and 9)

:

1^1Xi. jjk e>—.1 OijLS I 4 .?. ;l :...M 8_«-4 i^j^lxJl Jjj All X«3l

lyjXl...
J ISIL. JLc 'Cj—L4.ILC 8_»J» .IJS.J J S Jj>. JJ* ];

jL-Jl jl jl '^<e»_) u-"j cr^

J

^
The i_~o"Jl ^yxi are divided into seventy-six makalas

(a full index of which is given on the first two fly-

leaves).

This copy was transcribed by Muhammad Kasim
bin Muhyi-aldin bin Zain-aldin, the 26th of Shawwal
(the year is omitted). College of Fort William,

A. D. 1825. Among the other Arabic works of 'Abd-^

alkadir Jilani, there are to be mentioned the k_>L:S

^--.-Jlljl A-.-L-C (see O. Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 168^,

and Safinat-alauliya, loc. cit.) ; a collection of sermons

(O. Loth, p. 1 69") ; a collection of short essays on

Sufism (ib., p. 170); the t—t . : VI ^jy'^ ^ i-Jb^-iJI i-j>-,

a breviary or collection of prayers for private u.'se

(G.Flugeliii. p. 275); a single Arabic prayer (J. Aumor,

p. 9, No. 50); au Arabic poem (W. Pertsch, Berlin

3 ij 2
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d

Cat, p. 944, 11. 2-4); an Arabic treatise without

a special heading, partly with interlinear Persian

paraphrase (Bodleian Cat., col. 755, No. 1239, fol.

389!^ sq.); the treatise called i^ys-, on the chief

topics of Sufism (see further down in No. 1797). etc.

Among Ills Persian works the most noteworthy are

the cyb»:jC or twenty-five epistles (Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1335), a ei.U.\ju in Persian verse (W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 1 10, No. 8), etc. A genealogical notice

of the Shaikh is found, ib., p. 40, No. 10.

Fol. 337^ in the present copy is left blank.

No. 2300, ff. 405, U. 15; the Arabic text in Naslihl ; the

Persian commentary in Naata'llk ; the end of fol. 402'', the whole

of fF. 403 and 404 and the greater part of fol. 405" in diagonal

lines ; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

1796

Tarjuma-i-Putuh-alghaib (»_^w^iJl ^-y^j i-^a^y).

A literal Persian translation of the same work of

"Abd-alkadir Jilanl, made from Sharaf-aldin "Isas

original copy of A. h. 555 (see the remark in the pre-

ceding copy), by an anonymous author.

Beginning : eyU-u j^. J-«..i~.« v*^H^' rj^ i_jUo

^.JaSj ^.JJLBI CjyS- i^j^a^ e^jl^JLc v:i,ilLa-»
J

cyljl ^j"'^

A portion of ff. 136* and 137'', and the whole of

ff. 136b and 137'' are left blank. Copied a.h. 1095

(a. D. 1684). Another copy of the same Persian trans-

lation is noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 276.

It has been printed in Lucknow, 1 880.

No. 626, ff. 80-241, 11. 9 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 4I in.

1797

Sharh-i-ghauthiyyah (s-lSji ry-')-

A Persian paraphrase of and commentary on the

j-LVc, a treatise on the chief points of Sufism, ac-

cording to the Kadiri order, by the same 'Abd-alkadir

Jilani, made by a disciple of the great Shaikh,

Wall bin Mulukshah alsadiki alkadiri, and beginning :

The Ja*^\ liJii u:^-<ij> tlL.1, itself, or rather the

commentary with a Persian paraphrase of all the Arabic

phrases, begins thus : eU-J cJls Jo^i'l Cjj-c b
^J JU

Dated the 14th of Sha'ban, a. h. 1147 (a. d. 1735,

.Jan. 9), at the request of Burhan Kliansahib, by

J^Iuhammad the scribe. Another mystical work o|'

the same Wali bin Mulukshah, the ^^Xx]\ Jij. -.^'"'

(likewise without date of composition), is noticed in

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 298.

No. 1404, ff. 75, 11. II ; excellent Nasta'ltk, large and dis-

tinct ; the lines of the first two pages are framed in with gilt

borders ; size, 12^^ in. by 7| in.

d

1798

Another copy of the same.

No date. Beginning, on fol. i^ : ijVii
j

The treatise itself opens on fol. 3''. The translator's

name appears here in the less correct form of Muluk-

shah Sadik Kadiri, see ff. ib, 2'^, 1. i, and 3b, U. 3-5.

No. 751, ff. 64, 11. 13-14; written by several hands in

different styles of Nasta'lik ; size, loj in. by 5f in.

1799

Manakib-i-Ghauthiyyah {t^ji- i_»5L;u).

Another treatise on the doctrines and spiritual

teachings of the founder of the Kadiri order, by Muham-
mad Sadik Shihabi Sa'di Kadiri (see fol. 2», 11. 5 and 6),

a pupil of Sayyid Abd-alkadir bin Sayyid 'Abd-aljalil

alhasani alhusaini Gharib-allah, at Ahmadabad (see

fol. ^o; 11. I and 2). It contains a mukaddimah (on

fol. 5*), fifty short chapters, styled i-JU*, a khatimah

{j\j^'!)\ ijLD 'Ul iljLS^J), on fol. 7415, and an appendix

or J-ol) (»-«j/» J 4r^' LS*)'
°" ^°^- ^^^' 8''^^"^' *''*^

great Shaikh's pedigree in the paternal and the maternal

line, which both lead up to All bin Abu Talib, together

with an interesting and valuable account of the more

renowned among his children (forty-nine altogether),

on fol. 83*. According to the chronograms, on fol. 5",

11. 4 and 5, Shaikh Muhyi-aldin Abd-alkadir aljilani

was born A. H. 470 {ijJ:~£ , whereas most other biographers

fix his birth in a.h. 471), and died ninety-one years

old (J*^), A. H. 561 ((>i-c J-»^). His full name runs

thus : Ghauth-ala'zam Muhyi-aldin Abfi Muhammad
Sayyid Abd-alkadir alhasani alhusaini aljilani ihn

Sayyid Abu Salih Zain-aldin Safi-aldin Muhammad
ibn al-Sayyid Musa Jangi Diist Nur-aldin Abdallah bin

'Abdallah aljili bin Yahya alzahid 6m Muhammad bin

Da'ud bin Musa althani 6m Abdallah althani bin Musii

aljaun bin 'Abdallah almahd bin al-Hasan almuthanna

bin al-Hasan bin 'All ibn Abi Talib ; the most famous

among his sons (see Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 37-46,

cols. 279 and 280 in this Cat.) are: 1. Shaikh Saif-

aldin Abu 'Abdallah Sayyid 'Abd-alwahhab, born in

Sha'ban of A. h. 52 1 (a. d. i i 2 7, Aug.-Sept., the Safinat-

alauliya gives A.H. 512, Sha'ba,n= A. D. 11 18, Nov.-

Dec), died at Baghdad, A.h. 593= A. d. 1197 (j-^Ob

to be read here instead of j.-<i-iJi , unless 1 is a mistake

for ., as the Safmat-alauliya places his death in A. h.

603, 25th of Sha'ban= A. D. 1207, March 27), seventy-

one years old. 2. Shaikh Sharif (Safinat-alauliya:

Sliaraf)-aldin Sayyid 'Isa, author of the^l^iH^l^, the

same for whom his father prepared the t-^-^ill ^y^ , died

A.H. 573 (a.d. 1 1 77, 1
1 78), twelve years after his father,

and twenty years before 'Abd-alwahhab. 3. Shaikh

Shams-aldin Sayyid 'Abd-al'aziz, died A. h. 558 (A. n.

1163), three years before his father. 4. Shaikh Siraj-

aldin Abd-alfarah Sayyid 'Abd-aljabbar, died the 1 9tli

of Sha'ban, A. H. 573 (a. d. i 178, Feb. 10), twelve years

after his father, and twenty before his brother 'Abd-

alwahhab. 5. Shaikh Taj-aldin Abu Bakr Sayyid

'Abd-alrazzak, born a.h. 528 (a.d. 1133, 1134), died
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in Baghdad tlie 6th of Shawwal, A. H. 603 (a.d. 1207,

May 6), forty-two years after his father (consequently

the date given here for his death, viz. A. 11. 623, s .n Z i.,

t_Ma . e--- ..'. J , which is the same in the Safinat-alauliya

too=A.D. 1226, Sept. 30, has, it seems, to be changed

into s-« J i .0 :. i. !). 6. Shaikh Abu Ishak Sayyid

Ibrahim, died in Baghdad the 5th of Dhu-alka'dah,

A.H. 600 (in Safinat-alauliya, the 25th of Dhu-alka'dah

= A.D. 1204, .Julys or 25),thirty-nine years (not thirty-

one, as here is written, unless the date 600 must be

changed into 592) after his father. 7. Shaikh Abu-

alfadl Sayyid JIuharamad, died at Baghdad in the same

year 600 (with the same additional remark,' thirty-nine

yearsafter his father; ' in one copy of the Safinat-alauliya,

A.H. 603 is given as date of his death = a.d. 1207).

8. Shaikh Abu 'Abd-alrahmaii Sayyid 'Abdallah, born

A.H. 508 (a. d. 1 1 14, 1 1 15), died in Baghdad the 27th

of Safar, A.H. 587 (a. l). H91, March 26), twenty-six

years (not twenty-eight, as here is written) after his

father. 9. Shaikh Abu Zakariyya Sayyid Yahya,born

the 6th of Eabi'-alawwal, A.H. 555 (a. d. i i 60, March 1 6 ;

the Safinat-alauliyii gives A.H. 550= a.d. 1155,

May 10), died A.H. 600, thirty-nine years after his

father. 10. Shaikh Diya-aldiu Abu-alnasr Musa, born

thelast of Eabi'-alawwal, A.H. 539 (a.d. 1 144, Sept. 30),

died at Damascus the ist of Jumada-alakhar, A. H. 618

(a.d. 1 22 1, July 23), fifty-seven years after his father;

other sons, found by the author in some other books,

are: 11. Sayyid Yusuf, born and died in Bagiidad.

12. Sayyid Salih, died in the same town. 13. Saj-yid

'Abd-alghaffar. 14. Sayyid Habib-allah. 15. Sayyid

Zahid. 16. Hadrat Mansiir, one of the njt-j^ ijlk-l.

17. Sayj-id "Abd-alkhalik. 18. Sayyid 'Alid-alra'uf

;

and 19. Sayyid Majd-aldin, author of the i-lic i^ULi*,

according to some the last son of the great Shaikh.

The author quotes among his authorities especially

the .K-uill Ix^- (by Nur-aldin Alju-alhasan 'All bin

Yusuf Lakhmi, who wrote about A. h. 66o=a.d. 1262,

see O. Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 200) and the iUXj (by

Imam Yafi'i, who died A.H. 768, the 20th or 21st of

.Tumada-alakhar= A. D. 1367, Feb. 21, corap. Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 332 and 333, and Nos. 642 and 643 in this

Cat., where it has the fuller title of^Uil i.^^ ; see

also the Safinat-alauliya, No. 62); he cannot therefore

have lived before the end of the eighth century of the

Hijrah.

Beginning : Jl "Jj-i\ u^iUI^ Jjta. (^jjl .S xj

.

The incomplete date in the colophon is the 26th of

Sha'ban in the seventh year(ofwhose reign, is not stated).

A work similar to this, a kind of defence of 'Abd-

alkiidir's doctrines, under tlie title of j.j.jUJl ^j^li*, by

Shanis-aldin bin Wali-allah, is noticed in Kieu ii. p. 874,
No. VIII. College of Fort William, 1809.

No. 2356, ff. 86, U. 11; Nasta'llk ; worm-eaten ; size, jj in,

by ii in.

1800
A history of the life and miracles of the some great

Shaikli 'Abd-alkadir Jilani, without a special title, intro-

duced by a mukaddimaii, of a more general purport,

discussing the mystical meaning of words like ooilj,

(, jLs~*,etc., and other Sufic topics. The biography

of the Shaikh does not begin before fol. 48''. Tlie author

of this work is not mentioned anywhere ; it is dedicated

to Shah Shuja Bahadur (of the Muzaffari dynasty in

Shiraz, who reigned from A.H. 760 to A.H. 786= A. D.

1359-1384, see fol. 2I'), and begins: Lj
^

,JL^\ ^ a-lS^e^-.jCr'. i^ii\^ S-°r

Jl i^hyxfj-* »-f^»af ji \j

Dated in the middle of Rabi'-alawwal, A.H. 10,52

(a.d. 1642, middle of June).

No. 661, ff. 214, 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; many marginal and inter-

linear corrections and explanations; small injuries on many
leaves ; size, ;J in. by 5 in.

1801

Nasa'im-i-ghauthiyyah (s^Jj^ |^'-*-J)-

Another, but shorter, biography of Shaikh 'Alxl-

alkadir Jilani, likewise by an anonymous author. No
date of composition appears. The book is divided into

eleven j,..>^—J , and gives a description of the life and

wonderful deeds of the great Shaikh. Beginning

:

^ alSCjL. J^ ji L> - J--i-. ool U e);!!! aUL. U

^1 ^^-
Copied by 'Abd-almuhyi(!)-aldin ibn Aka Ghiyath-

aldin. No date.

No. 638, if. 95, 11. 17 ; Naskhl ; size, 9^ in. by g^ in.

1802
Nasa'ini-alkadiriyyah (w.jLaJl »)L-j).

An abridgement of the preceding biography, divided

likewise into eleven . . ... i , which are, of course, very

short here. No author's name appears.

Beginning : ^ ^\ju JiJll e)J'Jt—1 JLcl

ji sj,jUJ1 *jI—J HJ

sLlxJl |.L.l Ujill ^^LkU

.b,ill

—'H.r^

ljy«-o uyf-oa. i_)U,jil (_Ji ijj • ir » i_jUaJ!^l k_J»i U^l
j

Dated the loth of Jumada-althaui, A..H. 1154 (a.d.

1741, Aug. 23). College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2285, ff. 1-31, 11. II ; Nasta'Uk ; size, gin. by 4I in.

1803
Tuhfat-alkadiriyyah (50.JUJI iXs').

A third biography of the same Shaikh, with an

exposition of his doctrines, chiefly based on the isrW

Jij^))\ (see No. 1 799 above), the JkUil 4-»iU>. (see ib.),

and the (j«^ill w-\^.a^, by a disciple of the Kadiri

order, Abii-alma'ali Muhammad, with the takhallus

Muslim! (see fol. 2'', 1. 9, and fol. 31^, 1. 2). It begins:

^jj^pi c;-*^' ^^ r"^-
'~*^

(•ir
>—*^j j^- LxaJ j,i-jL»

Jl J!iSjt^jS.jjJi ^ j3 ju,^ i,jl , and is divided, into

the following twenty-one babs

:

1. ui>j^*^'\ ciijilj ji, on fol. 3''.
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5,

6

7,

8. .

9. I

10.

jf^-^\ (•Jp

. uy,^ jJ , on fol. 8^.

(jiLjt^ J u"W )-5 > on fol. 9''.

jU (jli. ^J on fol. 12'^.

^jU\ j_5-t^^ i_»iij^.i, on fol. 20^

u:jj.a^''\ sx»Lsr* . o-j-l-!!-- j.>, on fol. 21".

u:jj^-s>'\ eujL^y, on fol. 23'^'.

.s^T pi*- ,J, on fol. 24".

>_j^ ^j, on fol. 25".

jy, on fol. 33a.
ii-

^•...^^b

11. Jjl jjj^ iy- ^\y-\ i^T^J, on fol. 34K

12. jjl sjifslft ^JJ 8i^;_,Ji.s- x^.ji, on fol. 38a.

13. jjjjj j^L si^Jy j^j ^;;.:-».5^J, on fol. 39^

14. Jl^ljl j^^U^^ ^
j^ J j^.!».j jl ,_/-;.) ej^-i.i'^ I, on fol. 40^,

ijLJjl jL-Jfcl jj

15. cd^*"^ J c^-^ J'^y- cr^^^ J->.

on fol. 44*.

1 6. 1^-^ • -^ I o^jJiL- jj , on fol. 48^.

1 7. ^jJl^X IcLCj (jJls^ y , on fol. 57b

18. i^^.-c^l LT-i^-^ i->i on fol. 621".

19. u^^iVI cijUj ..5, on fol. 64".

20.

21.

t-lJj-O-̂ \ on fol. 66a.

^<is^l ji)j1 ii ,j, on fol. 66''.

Dated the 7tli of Ramadan, a. h. 1137 (a. d. 1725,

May 20).

Ko. 1305, ff. 70, 11. 13; large and distinct Nasta'Uk ;
illu-

minated frontispiece ; the first two pages splendidly adorned

;

size, 9I in. by 5j in.

1804
Mirsad-al'ibM min alniabda ila-alma'ad (jLjJI jLo^

A large woik on Sufism, treating of the soul's laiji.^

or pilgrimage from the present to the future life, by

Shaikh Abu Bakr Abdallah bin Muhammad biu

Sh/iliawar ( ..LftLi. , or Shahawar, .jjiLi , as in the follow-

ing copy, and those of the British Mus. ; or Shahadur,

•ilALi., as in the Bodleian and Vienna copies and in

H. Khalfa ; or even Shamur, _,^Li , as in G. Flugel iii.

p. 453) alasadi alrazi (see fol. api^, 1. 11), commonly

known as Najm-aldin Daya, who was a disciple both of

Najm-aldin Kubra (died A. h. 618, the loth of Jumada-

alawwal = A. D. 1221, July 2) and of Majd-aldin

Baghdad! (died A. h. 607 or 6i6= A. I). 1210, 121 1, or

1219, 1220, see Safinat-alauliya, Nos. 124 and 125),

and died A. h. 654 (a. d. 1256). This work was com-

pleted the istof Rajab, A. H. 62o(a. D. 1223, July 31),

see fol. 291'', 11. 12 and 13, under the auspices (^j^yL>_

j^Lj .) of Sultau Kaikubad of Rum (who reigned from

A.H. 610 or 6i6= A.d. 1213 or 1219, to A. h. 634 or

636=a.d. 1236, 1237, or 1238, 1239), at Siwas

{ijjj.;^, see in the same page, 1. 13), and begins:

It is divided into live bab? and forty fasls. see
d

Bodleian Cat., No. 1 248 ; Rieu i. p. 38, and Supplement,
p.io; G. Fliigel iii. pp. 41 7 and 453, where details of the

author's life and works are given, comp. also Safinat-

alauliya, No. 128 (col. 288 in this Cat.) ; Haft Iklim,

No. 1052 (ib., col. 455); H. Khalfa V. p. 495, No. 11,805,

and Notices et Extraits, xii. p. 416, col. 2.

Bab I. cjUS^ tij|.Lj.i ,j , in three fasls, on fol. 5*.

jjLj ji , in five fasls, on

uWj. jJi

_ in five fasls

fol. 15b

Bab III. jjli. (jiLjtx

fol. 50a.

Bab IV. UiLil
J
\s^

fasls, on fol. 177".

Bab V. i_aiiir* cjjl^ dvLu uU->. 1 J

,

u-j^

in twenty fasls, on

in four.iljt.6
tj'-r:-

eight

fasls, on fol. 2 1
4b.

Najm-aldin Daya wrote besides this work several

others, for instance, jji 1*^.1
5

(jjliiJJ j.-*- or jr^ ^,.;^_jj

^pUil (in the Safinat-alauliya, loc. cit., wrongly styled

^jjLsjLlI «^- --°"), a mystic commentary on the first

Surah of the Kuran (see H. Khalfa ii. p. 1 7, No. 1656)

;

i^jlii\ frU-"! thirty-three questions addressed to

Muhammad and answered by him (G. Flugel iii. p. 453);

Jlj-.l i_jLs:^'j |,->t-U\ sjl),! d^i-<; djlil ey;-»a-; iia.-'

t^^-f-Ji ; and dJll iAs:^ (see ib.). A Turkish transla-

tion of the present jLoJl ^^j^, entitled ^XiX\ jLi,l

i\\\ Jl, was made by Kasim bin Mahmud of Kara

Hisar, under Sultan Murad II (a. h. 824-855=a. d.

1421-1451).
This copy is dated the 12th of Rabi'-althani, a. h.

906 (a. d. 1 500, Nov. 5), by Majd-aldin 'All. Entries

of former owners on fol. i^, one from A. h. 1074, the

28th of Safar=A. D. 1663, Oct. i (Ishak Husaini),

another from a.h. 1144, 25th of Rajab= A. d. 1732,

Jan. 23 (Muhammad Rida ibn Maulana Ghulam Mu-
hammad All); older ones, viz. from a.h. 933 and 938
(a. D. 1527 and 1531, 1532), on the fly-leaf at the end.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2336, ff. 293, U. 14; Nasta'Uk; the Arabic quotations

in Naskht ; size, 6| in. by 4j in.

1805

Another copy of the same.

Beginning, on fol. B^ : JiyL^-II . ^^^^LJI tli. ill xJi

^'"^i

The author's name, together with the date of compo-

sition, appears on fol. 234'', 11. 1-3.

Bab I, on fol. lib; n, on fol. 23b; III, on fol. 55'^;

IV, on fol. 154=' ; V, on fol. i8o«'. Collated. No date.

The transcriber's name is given, on fol. 8*, as Taki-

aldin Muhammad al-shushtari, who bought the original

copy, from which he made the present one, in Kashmir ;

among the various entries of former owners on the

same page there is one, stating, that tiiis copy was

bought the 9th of Shawwal, a.h. 1025 (a. d. 1616,

Oct. 20).

On ff. 1-7 there is written by another hand in
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Naskhi the whole of Surah 36 of the Kuran {^J^ hy^),
followed by a few detached verses from other Suras,
beginning with Surah 3, v. i.

No. 1963, ff. 235, 11. 17 (on ff. gO-ajsi") ; Naata'llk (except on
ff. 1-7) ; a little worm-eaten and water-atamed ; size, gi in. by
5i'n.

1806
Rayan-altanzil (JjllIII ^JLJ).

A treatise on Sufisin, being a kind of -.^-i or com-

mentary on the JjjjiJI ^\^, by the well-known mystic

Shaikh and writer 'Aziz bin Muhammad alnasafi (here

spelt ^jL-aliW) albukhari, who died a.h. 661 (A.D.1263),

at Abarkuli, see Hieu iii. p. Jogg'^. Other works of

the same author are the^yi iijjt... ^ J-'ljCll ^JL-Jl,

the famous collection of twenty-one mystic risalas, see

G. Fliigel iii. pp. 430-438 ; the jpLiil i.,.b.?.^ an
epitome of the 400 volumes of Shaikh Sa'd-aldin

Hummu'i (Najra-aldin Kubra's pupil, who died a.h.
650, the loth of Dhu-alhijjah=A. D. 1253, Feb. ii;
comp. Safinat-alauliya, No. 126, col. 288 in this Cat.),

see Bodleian Cat., No. 1249; and the ^-<ij\ A-aJi.., see

ib.,No. 1250; Rieu ii. p. 8341* ; W. Pertsch, No. 6, 1 1

;

Berlin Cat., p. 1053 (No. 6); Palmer, Cat. of Trinity

Coll., Cambridge, p. 70 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. v.

pp. 42 and 43, etc. ; translated into Turkish by Ibrahim
bin 'Abdallah, see G. Fliigel iii. pp. 457 and 489,
No. 3; and W. Pertsch, Berlin Turkish Cat., p. 159;
and forming the basis of E. H. Palmer's ' Oriental
Mysticism,' Cambridge, 1867.

Like the original work, the present commentary
(probably by 'Aziz alnasafi himself) is divided into

twenty J^l ; but our copy is incomplete at the end
and has besides several lacunas. Tlie remainder of an
index appears on fol. 6*. The proper order of the
leaves is: ff. 6, 2-5, 7-80, lacuna, 81-86, lacuna, 1,

87-90, lacuna, 91.

The headings of the twenty J_«l are as follows :

1. (^Ixi. e*ijt.« ,j, on fol. 2*.

3. (»Uj> CJj^x-» ,j, on fol. 43'>.

4. ^jL-Jl e>i,jt-« ,j, on fol. 45a.

^' Jj J t5^ c*ir«.^ ji, on fol. 53".

H.J-^ .L. ,j, on

ji, on fol. sS^.

.J , on fol. 60".

:j.-9^jt-. jO, on fol. 63b.

on fol. 650.

^jL~j>.l
J ^^1 J,

on fol. 77b.

12.
fj\ ^Ji ^ ^]/^ 3 ejjL-c oJr" jj, on fol. 78'i.

13. ijTjji:^! J ^Ir'i "^^Lx-. o^...y , on fol. 78^

These two J-»l appear only with their headings here,

and the author's explanation of this strange fact is,

that ' his brother will write them hereafter.'

14. ijl ,jlS,l
J
lijLi , i«J}i-» jj, on fol. 78'*.

.J, on fol. 83".

16. "Which ought to contain, according to the index,

Jl iJb c*i,jt-« ji , is missing in tlie text ; there only

appear, on fol. 85", a second ijvhc ^JL^> lO (»*•>P^ J-"''

and, on fol. 86», another c^.^c* jjLp ..» J^l.

17. (jfjjj oJ,ji.« ,j, on fol. i'^.

18. Lj.
j ^-^ ij^^ ojfjtj ji, on fol. 87''.

19. .x5 ^ LiS oj^jt-. ji, on fol. 88".

20. Not found in the text; it was to contain, ac-

cording to the index : sj;^ jjJjI .iv'ii* nXiT ljUo ,j

in its stead a second *aj;«j J-oI appears on

fol. 90'', without any heading. On fol. 91'' the treatise

breaks off.

Beginning : c*— 1 J/'xi. j^ e*jU ^. (j-Lj— « J

No. 2001, ff. 91, 11. :5 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8{ in. by 5J in.

1807
E.isala-i-aghaz u anjSm {(X*'' j )^\ L)L^).

A treatise on resurrection and future life from
the Sufic standpoint, by the great philosopher ami
astronomer Nasir-aldin Muhammad bin Muhammad
bin al-Hasan al-'Tusi, who was born in fus, A. h. 597,
the nth of Jumada-alawwal (a. d. 1201, Feb. 17), and
died in Baghdad, a.h. 672, the i8th of Dhii-alhiijah

(a. D. 1274, June 25); comp. on his life Haft Iltlim,

No. 1007 (col. 451 in this Cat., where his biography is

given underthe section 'Sawa,'sincehisfamilyoriginally

belonged to that town); Eieu ii. p. 441 sq. ; Habib-
ussiyar iii. Juz i, p. 60 ; Bodleian Cat., No. 1435 sij.

;

A. Jourdain in Magasin encyclopedique, 1809, t. vi.

p. 87 sq. He wrote besides his strictly scientific works
a number of shorter Sufic tracts, of which the present

and the two following ones are the most prominent.

An extensive list of his literary compositions is given

in the Majslis-almu'miniu (No. 704 in this Cat.).

This risalah is divided into twenty fasls, the headings

of which are given in Bodleian Cat., No. 1422, vi (col.

863); see also Eieu ii. p. 830"', No. XVI. It is also

frequently styled s,xiJ.
v-'

I;;) J. a i\ Jjt> Ld.Jj il Lo,'J^ ^-^ " '—JBeginning : , a j
J! abjJ ^ LJ.

Copied in the month Jumada I, A. h. i i 76 (a. d,

1762, Nov.-Dec), at^-5Gj.*.

No. 1234, ff. I77''-I98*, U. 18 ; Naskhi ; size, 8 in. by 4! in.

1808
Eisala-i-jabr u ikhtiyar (

.' tIL.,).

Another mystical treatise by the same Nasir-aldiu

'Tusi, on necessity or compulsion and free will in

human destinies.

Beginning : i_>L»_wiH i_*JL__. » sjL^^I Cij il x»Ji
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It is divided into the following ten short chapters

^yi jA, on fol. 226a.

on fol. 227".

3. ^Uii.1 jyi^ L5^-*-»^
cy^Lil J J-lcj vW-lyij-^.

on fol. 227b.

jjjtj, on fol. 229*.

JU*' JJ/i', on fol. 229b.

xlLj, on fol. 231''.

iyJi ^\ J i^j jl, on fol. 232^.

8. JUjI _,jX.<. o ;.»S j i^-^y J
'^_;JJ j' "^*^- y

(•V j' c^W^^': on fol. 233IJ.

9. ~ii e*-<l e-^L-. ^^_1 J^U s-s^Ty , on fol. 235".

10. b JjLi (jlbu(^b^. j_jijt^ ^^.b jiUsl jXiT^j

jjLlj, on fol. 236b.

Dated by Abu Talib alhusaini the 14th of Jumada-

alula, A. H. 1 1 84 (a. D. 1770, Sept. 5). Another copy

of the same treatise in Kieu ii. p. 830'', No. XXI.

No. 1234, ff. 2a5''-237', 11. 16 ; Naskhl, mixed with Shika.sta ;

size, 8 in. by 4|- in.

1809

Ausaf-alashraf (i—ij^-i^l —sLajl).

A third mystical treatise of the same Nasir-aldin

Tusi, being a very concise and clear e.xposition of the

nature and different stages of the Sufic road (e)yu.<),

which is also called among Sufis, Jl«J (_Jij jj Oi^^i
' the movement for acquiring perfection,' and of spiritual

life in general. It was composed, as is stated in the

jjreface, after the completion of the author's chief

philosophical work, the {S/-^ <S^^ (^®® further down

under ' Philosophy '), at the request of the great Wazir

Shams-alhakk wa-aldin Muhammad Sahib bin Baha-

aldin Muhammad al-Juwaini (to whom Sa'di dedicated

his 4^.».a.Lo \J^, see above, No. 11 18, 14 sq., and

Haft Iklim, No. 797, col. 435 and 436 in this Cat.).

The title appears on fol. 3'", last line ; see H. Khalfa i.

p. 494, No. 1487. Other copies of the same treatise

are noticed in Eieu ii. p. 829b, No. XIII ; Fleischer,

Cat. Dresden, No. 348 ; W. Pertsch, Berliu Cat., p. 35,

No. 15, and p. 274, No. 3.

The book is divided into six babs, each of which,

witli the exception of the last, contains six fasls.

BAh I. o^ ji

.

Fasl 1. ^jUjJ j3, on fol. 4*. 2. ey'

3. o^j ,J , on fol. 7a. 4. (JJl-o ji

fol. 8\ 5. eJUl ji , on fol. 9I'.

fol. io».

LJ j^, on fol. 6\

.or jl-aJ ;^). on

6. u-^-1 J'^
on

Fasl 1. sj^' .J, on fol. 11'^'. 2. J^ ^j, on fol. 16".

3. Jii ,j, on fol. i7«. 4. c>-ib^ ,i, on fol. iS",

5. ^-^JL• . »_^-iLa.-* ,J, On fol. 19^. C. \jyu li, on

fol. 2 lb.

B&h III. eJJL- ^\y^i JU^L_JJ=y ciiyL- ^j^j^.
Fasl 1. ey^i ,J , on fol. 22^. 2. ^Joy, on fol.24''.

5. j..^ ji , on fol. 31". 6.j^ ji , on fol. 32''.

Bdb / r. b iyi, \l>Aa. djL- ^J-^ »J
Jl^*' ^^ j^

Fasl 1. v^yjljly ,on fob 34a. 2. J^ji, on fol. 35I'.

3. o.!*-* .i, on fol. 36*. 4. oJ,jtji jj, on fol. 38*.

5. j^^-ij j.i, on fol. 39a. 6. jjj5l-. y , on foL 4ol>.

Bdb r. jy. jb-
1^ jj-^j jjki &5^UJU_^y.

Fasl 1. ^^- ^i , on fol. 41*. 2. b^ jJ, on fol. 43».

3. -Ju-j j.i, on fol. 45a. 4. x^:^j3ji, on fol. 45^.

5. jLs*' ,j, on fol. 46b 6. u:jX:>.jji , on fob 47".

Bdb VI. Uiy,onfol. 47b.

Beginning : iXil *_/-;—J sj j/J^J^
J-'.

L/-b;i-->j (^l»-<

No date. Copied by Sayyid piya-allah, who may
be identical witli Sayyid Diya-allah Balgrami, who
died A. H. 1 103 (a. D. 1691, 1692).

No. 1736, if. 48, 11. 9, Shiliasta; the Arabic quotations in

Naslihl ; worm-eaten ; size, 7^ in. by 4j in.

1810

Another copy of the same.

The six babs are found here as follows

:

1. (juS^ Ax.)^ ji, on fol. 208b.

2. AJ]j-« («-l"
J (J-'V' ^^' j-*> °° ^°^- 211*.

3. JUS i_jLl.y dji— J ^f^^-
JJ, on fol. 215a.

4. .ij-i ojb>. I*)*!— (j;bL« &5 ^'^1 ^^ ji, on

fol. 219".

5. j^ jL- )^ J^-aj Juil ii j^jjI^JU. _^ ji , on

fol. 2 2 2*.

6. bJ ..J, on fol. 224b.

Beginning : l_'-^—J iJ \) ly'j^ jb ,_,.,b;JLo ^r'^-f-'

Jl •_•. -- - ' .1 o..ii,;iia. _^ c.Wi\ iji
\j J-Sc ^.-5-a i5oT.

Copied by Abu Talib alhusaini, A. h. i i 84 (a. d.

1770, 1771).

No. 1234, ff. 207-224", 11. 16 ; Naskht, mixed with Shikasta
;

size, 8 in. by 4^ in.

1811

Sharh-i-Kasida-i-Taiyya-i-Faridiyyah (jJ^^^-aJ ^j^

The large Persian commentary on the Ta'iyyah (or

kasidah, rhyming iu ey), the famous mystic poem of

Umar Ibn-alfarid (who died A.H. 632, the 2nd of
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Jiiraada-alawwal = A. D. 1235, Jan. 23, see Saflnat-

alauliya, No. 332, cols. 307 and 308 in this Cat.

;

G. Flugel i. p. 461 sq. ; edited by Hamraer-Purgstall,

Vienna, 1854; Ibn Farid's whole diwan, edited with

two coramentariea, Marseille, 1855; lithographed Bairdt,

A. H. 1267; another lithographed ed., A. h. 1280; with

commentaries, Cairo, A. h. 1289, etc.), by Shaikh Sa'id-

aldin al-Farghani, who died about A. n. 700 (a. d. i 300,

1301), see H. Khalfa ii. 86, etc. He received the

investiture (iS^ii) from Shaikh Niijib-aldln 'Ali bin

Buzghush (died A. H. 678=A.D. 1279, 1280, in Shiraz,

see Safinat-alauliya, No. 150), who himself had received

it from Shaikh Shihab-aldin Suhrawardi (died A. h.

632, ist of Muharram= A. D. 1234, Sept. 26, see

Safinat-alauliya, No. 148). After Najib-aldin's death

he joined the Shaikh Sadr-aldin Muhammad bin Isliak

bin Muhammad al-Kuniyawi (who died A. h. 672 =
A. D. 1273, 1274, see Rieu ii. p. 594"). The last-named

Shaikh is eulogized on fol. 4*, as being still alive, and
consequently this commentary must have been written

before A. h. 672. From the Nafahiit-aluns (see No. 1361
in this Cat., fol. 263b sq.), from which also the above

statements are taken, we learn further, that Sa'id-aldin

Farghani, the oldest interpreter of the Ta'iyyah, wrote

two commentaries on this subject, the first in Persian,

the second in Arabic. The first is contained in our
copy ; the second is found in the India Office Library

too (B. 133), see O. Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 2361", No. 814.

Beginning of this work, on fol. 1^
: LdSjJ eUlc LuT

The real commentarj' is preceded by an extensive

Mukaddimah or Sufic Prolegomena in four asls (J-el),

viz.

:

1. On fol. 5^: •»>+-- j JLs^L^lcI j c^U-s j uyli ^^ .

j

2. On ioX.ii^-.jy^
^ ^y |JU ^^lxJ• j^jj-o ijLj^j

3. On fol. 1$^: \j jl ^^\j^ j c^—-*-'
^^ ^-i^j^ j^

4. On fol. 22": Jl^l
J ^1^1 J J^^\ lljUJ rj^ J^

Beginning of the commentary itself, on fol. 38b with

the initial bait of the Ta'iyyah : ia.1. CJ^ 1",-^
^c^-^^-^

No date. Worm-eaten and greatly damaged through-
out. An entry from A. h. 1018 (a. d. 1609, 1610) on
fol. 320b.

No. 2542, _ff. 320, 11. 19; Naata'Uk (the Arabic versea of
Ibn al-farid in Naskhl, written in red ink) ; size, 1 o| in.

by sl in.

1812

Two treatises by Afdal Kashi.
Afdal-aldin Muhammad Kashi, the great rubai-writer

(see a collection of his quatrains in Bodleian Cat.,

No. 749, and Eieu ii. p. 739a, No. 4), who ranks in

IMD. OFF.

the line of Sufic epigrams with Abu Sa'id bin Abu-
alkhair and 'Umar bin Khayyam, died a. h. 707 (a. d.

13071 1308), see Haft Iklim, No. 937 (col. 446 in this

Cat.); Atashkada, No. 553 (Bodleian Cat., col. 281);
Khulasat-alafkar, No. 6 (ib., col. 302, last line)

;

Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 27 (lb., col. 317, where he

is called an uncle of Nasir-aldin Tusi); Taki Kashi,

see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 17, No. 54. Of his numerous
ethical and metaphysical treatises of a more or less

mystic tendency (see Bodleian Cat., No. 1445, and
Rieu ii. p. 829 sq.), the present copy contains :

1. A Persian translation and analysis of Aristotle's

ntpi 1/^x^5 f"" treatise on the soul, entitled Kitab-i-nafs

(y^jj V^-^). in three makalas, on ff. 2^, 5b and 14"-

respectively, beginning, on fol. lb; JjLjjLi.jr? jyl |,Lj

Jl ^J.^ t_jLi5 jj jp.

Other copies of the same are noticed (without the

translator's name) in Bodleian Cat., No. 1422, viii

(where a fuller description and the necessary references

are given), and Rieu ii. p. 834b, No. XXIII ; see also

further below in No. 1921, 4.

2. A treatise on accidental matters {^jijs), in

contrast to the essential ones (^^5), entitled 'Arad-

nama (s-.U ^joji), and divided into four {ji>j^, viz.

1. (.L-a-l u^r*^! o^i fol- 23b. 2. .jSs: :> lO^. oh

fol. 32a. 3. Lji-Jb i^jS-, on fol. 36*. 4. ^j-e-

jjLTxiJU, on fol. 47b. It begins, on fol. 21^, thus:

i
1 ,.jU». »J} ei)^^j tiJ^ i ^y^ 'jij^- '^y-»^-

Another copy of tlie same is contained in No. 1921,

13 (see further below).

On fol. 23b, ]. 4, another mystical treatise of Afdal-

aldin Kashi is mentioned, viz. the JLXII t;'-*^' ^^l^'c'i

was originally written in Arabic, but then translated

by the author himself into Persian under the title of

JL»XJ1 rj'-^ '-*^y> '^^ eight sections (called |_^LlJ

or^j), see further down in Nos. 1921, 2, and 1922, 14;

comp. also Eieu ii. p. 830b, No. XIX, and H. Khalia

V. p. 469.

No date.

No. 1284, ff. 1-54, II. 22; small Nasta'lik ; size, 8 in.

by 4| in.

1813

Jawidannama (i-«lj ^jlo.La.).

The book of eternity or the beginning and end of

being, another half metaphysical, half mystical treatise

by the same Afdal-aldin Kashi, in four babs, viz.

:

1. JlS (jj^. ^j^ -U-J> ^^j^ii-Uiy, on fol. 240»,

in five fasls.

l J jyj> ^^^jiL:^ .i , on fol. 242a, in eleven fasls.

. jj, on fol. 255b, in ten fasls.

Li .J, on fol. 266*, in ten fasls.

2.

3. }fj\i\

4. ,15" ^1^'

It begins, on fol. 239b, thus : »j L.jl o»—jI i-«lj j^i

Another copy of the same »-«lj tjUjl*. is noticed in
i
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Kieu ii. p. 831*, No. XXV, see also H. Kbalfa ii. p. 582,

and No. 1922, 8 below.

Dated by Abu Talib alhnsaini at Murshidabad the

i6th of Eajab, A. h. 1180 (a. d. 1766, Dec. 18).

Treatises of similar contents by Afdal K&shl (to be de-

scribed further down) are : j-.U (•W^ Si i on consciousness

and cognition, Eieu ii. p. 830'', No. XXIII, and Bodleian

Cat., No. 1445, III; 866 H. Khalfa iii. p. 515, and

Nos. 1921, 6, and 1922, 15 below; t>];-j j
jL- tlL-,

^^LftLi., on the rights and duties of royalty, Bodleian

Cat., No. 1445, II, and No. 1921, 5 below; a Persian

paraphrase of the thirteen fasls of the essay on the

human soul by Hermes Trismegistus, see Nos. 1921,

14, and 1922, 16 below, and a number of smaller

treatises and tracts without a special title, see No.

1 92 1 below.

No. 1234, ff.
239i'-274'',

11. 16 ; Naskhi, mixed with Shikasta;

size, 8 in. by 44 in.

1814

Gulshan-i-raz (jL ^ .;. 1 f).

Another complete copy of the Gulshan-i-raz, or the

rose-garden of mystery, the famous Sufic mathnawi,

composed in answer to a number of theosophical and

metaphysical questions of Mir Fakhr-alsadat Husaini

(see No. 1764, 4 above, and No. 1821 sq. below), a.h.

717 (a. D. 13 1 7), by Shaikh Mahmud Shabistari or

Cabistari (of Shabistar or Cabistar, a village near

Tabriz), who died A.H. 720 (a. D. 1320), compare
Nos. 1 761, 2, and 1765, 14 above. Other copies of the

same are noticed in Rieu ii. p. 608 ; Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1260; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 827-829 and

873 (No. 2); A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 477 ; G. Fliigel

iii. pp. 425 and 426, etc. ; see also H. Khalfa v. p. 233,
No. 10839. Edited, with German translation, by
Hammer -Purgstall, ' Eosenflor des Geheimnisses,'

Pesth, 1838 (rather incorrect); with English transla-

tion, valuable notes, and an interesting comparison

between Oriental and European mysticism, by E. H.
Whinfield, 'The Mystic Eose-Garden,' London, 1880.

Lithographed Bombay, a. h. i 280. Extracts in German
translation are found in Tholuck's ' Bliithensammlung,'

1825, p. 192 sq. ; an anonymous English translation of

the most important parts of the poem, entitled ' The
Dialogue of the Gulshan-i-Raz,' appeared in London
(Triibner), 1887. A large portion of a Turkish adapta-

tion of the poem is noticed in No. 1761, i above.

Besides this versified handbook of Sufism Alahmud
Shabistari wrote three prose-treatises on the same

subject, viz. j^^LxJI yj U^jl^ ^ i:^^^' ij^ (W. Pertsch,

No. 6, ff. 1-27 ; Bodleian Cat., No. 1298, 6 ; Eieu ii.

p. 828^; Melanges Asiat. v. p. 229; H. Khalfa iii.

p. 79, No. 4565); s_.Lj iii^jLx-^ (Eieu ii. p. 871''; H.
Khalfa iii. p. 598), and juiLi tlL-,.

Beginning

:

No date.
^

No. 110, ff. 252-298, 2 coll., each U. 11 ; clear and dis-

tinct Nasta'Uk; illuminated heading on fol. 252''; size, 6J in.

by 3j in.

1815

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. No date.

No. 114, ff. i02-:48, 2 coll., each 11. 8-12; Nasta'Uk ; size,

8i in. by 4^ in.

1816

Mafatih-ali'jaz fi sharh-i-Gulshan-i-raz (jls'^i'l ,^U*

The fullest and best of all the Persian commentaries

(Jamt inspected twenty-eight of them) on the Gulshan-i-

raz, by Muhammad bin Yahya bin 'Ali aljilani al-laliiji

al-Nurbakhshi, with the takliallus Aslri, wlio commenced
this work on the 19th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 877 (a. d.

1473, ^^y 1 7)> s's all copies state except that in Leyden,

which gives a.h. 879 (a. d. 1475, April 26) instead.

He probably died a.h. 912 (a. d. 1506, 1507).

Other copies of this commentary are noticed in W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 829 ; G. Fliigel iii. pp. 426 and

427; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 478 ; J. Aumer, p. 20;
Cat. of the Library of Eaghib Pasha, Constantinople,

A.H. 1285, No. 690 ; and Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii.

P- "7; .
-, ,

Beginning: Jx) ^j-Iill ^-i-j J-.LU1 JiLcill aU—

U

Jl ^j^ji^ j!>^^ (•J>j>J1 uiiLJik ;)-^' ^y^j-^'

The commentator's name appears on fol. 2", that of

the poet at the end on fol. 415* as Maulana Sa'd-aldin

Mahmild Cabistari (anotlier honorary title of the poet

seems to have been Najm-aldin, and his father's name
'Abd-alkarim bin Yahya).

Dated a. h. 1095 (a. d. 1684).

No. 1342, ff. 415, 11. 17; very clear and correct Nasta'ISk

;

illuminated frontispiece ; each page surrounded by a small gilt

frame ; size, 9| in. by 5^ in.

1817

Another copy of the same.

This copy, not dated, is collated throughout, but

slightly damaged in many leaves. Beginning as in

the preceding copy.

No. 1845, ff. 458, 11. 19; small, but clear Nasta'lik ; illu-

minated, but rather effaced frontispiece ; size, 84 in. by 5 in.

1818

A slightly incomplete copy of the same.

A few leaves are missing at the end of this copy;

the last verse, explained here on fol. 397^, last line but

one, is

:

(Whinfield, v. 987), and the last words occuiring here,

viz. : ^y- ;'

—

''-j ji -ij^ j jl^ ^jy^ ^j^j^,,

correspond to fol. 409", 1. 7 in No. 18 16 above.

No. 485, ff. 397, 11. 17-19; clear Nasta'ltk; small illuminated

frontispiece; size, 8^ in. by 5 in.
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1819
A very incomplete copy of the same.

Tliis copy goes down to the following verse only

:

is)Ukjl
J ^J|Jl ji jj,

(sliUl

LT"

;1 j.JlXj
I
jij-Li »j

(Whinfield, v. 361), corresponding to fol. 183", 1. 8 in

No. 1 8 16 above. Slight injuries on the first three
pages.

No. 919, ff. 162, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; dze, 8| in. by 5J in.

1820
Sharh-i-Gulshan-i-raz (jl. .

* 1^r-, *)

The text of the poem with a short commentary on all

the difficult verses in it, by an anonymous author,

beginning with the usual initial verse. First words of

the commentary : e) .. jL-jl j^jjjl i^Li; uWj
^1 c>--.^Lx^ ^:

Slightly injured in several places. Dated by Mu-
hammad Baki the i6th of Safar, a.h. 1094 (a. d. 1683,
Feb. 14). A similar, but defective, commentary is de-

fccribed in J. Aumer, p. 19 ; two short explanatory
treatises on the Gulslian-i-raz are noticed in the

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1261 and 1262; an exposition of

one verse only is found in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 20, No. 8.

No. 941, ff. 119, 11. 17-19; careless Naata'ltk; size, gin.
by 5| in.

1821

Nuzhat-alarwS,h {A^p\ iajj).

The delight of souls, a Sufic work in prose and verse

on the csJ^Jl-, or the spiritual path of the heavenly pilgrim,

completed a.h. 711 (a. d. 131 i, 13 12), by Mir Fakhr-
alsadat Husaini, with his full name : Rukn-aldin Husain
bin 'Alim bin Abi-alhasan (or alhusain) al-Husaini of

Ghur, who was, according to some authorities, a pupil

of Shaikh Eukn-aldin Abil-alfath (died a.h. 735, 9th
of Jumada-alawwal=A. D. 1335, Jan. 5), the son of

Shaikh Sadr-aldin Muhammad (died a.h. 684, 23rd
of Dhu-alhijiah=A. D. 1286, Feb. 19) and grandson
of Shaikh Baha-aldin Zakariyya Multanl (died a.h.

666, 7th of Safar= A. D. 1267, Oct. 28); according to

others a pupil of Baha-aldin himself, see Saflnat-

alauliya, Nos. 152 and 154-156 (coll. 290 and 291 in

this Cat.), and Haft Iklim, No. 609 (ib., col. 422). He
was born a.h. 671 (a. d. 1272, 1273), according to the

remark at the beginning of the last fasl, where he states

that he was forty years old when he completed this

work, i. e. in A. H. 711; he lived first in llultan, later

on in Harat, was a friend of Shaikh 'Iraki (see No. 1 1 16
in this Cat.) and of Shaikh Auhad Kirmani (died a.h.

697=A.D. 1298, ib., No. 1228), and died, according to

Jami's Nafahat-aluns (compare Notices et Extraits, xii.

p. 420, col. 2), a.h. 718 (a.d. 1 318), a date also found in

the Khulasat-alkalam, No. 20 (col. 296 in the Bodleian
Cat.), and other tadhkiras ; the Haft Iklim give a.h. 7 1

7

(a.d. 1317) as year of his death; also a.h. 719 (a.d.

13 1 9) is mentioned by some authorities. But all these

statements must needs be wrong, since another work

of the same author, ^^^UAl i\\ (see Nos. 1832-1834
below), was composed either a. h. 720 (a.d. 1320), so

in Nos. no and 650 of the India Office, or A. h. 729
(a. d. 1329), so in No. 1090 of the India Office, and in

the copy described in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 430. Tlie

earliest date of his death therefore is a.h. 720 or 721 ;

compare on the author and his .-Vjji'l i-4p Atashkada,

No. 237 (col. 270 in the Bodleian Cat.), Makhzan-
alghara'ib. No. 565 (ib., col. 327) ; Rieu i. p. 40, and
ii. p. 608; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1255 and 1256;
W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 292-294; Krafft, p. 190;
G. Flugel iii. p. 418; A. F. Mehren, p. 7; Cat. des

MSS. et Xyl., p. 437 etc.; see H. Khalfa vi. p. 321,
No. 13661. Among the numerous commentaries on
this work on*e of the most detailed is j-'j;^" *-»p ^j^
by 'Abd-alwahid Ibrahim alhusaini albalgrami, which
was completed a.h. 985 (a.d. 1577, 1578), see N0.1257
of the Bodleian Cat.

The Nuzhat-alarwah is divided into the following

twenty-eight fasls

:

1. ^\ eiyL- 'Ij.-^ ^i, on fol. 64" (Vienna copy:

2. e)_jl-i e*i,jt.« ,i

,

3. (liULu k:i;LaLL4 ,J,

on fol. 66^

on fol. 70* (Vienna copy

;

djJuu u:jL«U.<).

4. csUL, e*i-**J ji , on fol. 71b

5. o.al=>. .jj .J, on fol. 73^.

6. eyXfcj ^,Lo jj, on fol. 75a.

7. csUL, Jl>^ jJ, on fol. 76'' (Vienna copy: ,j

dji— Aj^).

8. c*iJr!o sAclS .i, on fol. 79a, last line.

9. L*iJ JUS'jj, on fol. 82a.

10. ey^lii jUTy, on fol. 831).

11. cyilU. <—jU.zi.1 ji, on fol. 86* (Vienna copy;

cyilL* 1—jiL:i».l jjUj ,j).

12. Jj ^jLj .j, on fol. 91*.

13. J.^ Lj-aJ jO, on fol. 92''.

14. Jh^Lc ta.Lji .j, on fol. 95''.

15. (jpi-c jpLia. .J, on fol. 99a (Vienna copy : .i

16. j-ii eyXay ,j, on fol. loa^ (Vienna copy:

17. yj,^ ^jLjj ,j, on fol. 105b.

18. (_,,»ij LJjli* jj, on fol. 1
08a.

19. ey^Lx..* uW* )>> on fol. no'' (Vienna copy:

20. iU^l
J 1^ .:,, on fol. 114a (Vienna copy: ,.»

Oy^j i^r"^-^ v^j-joLlj).

21. ijujoLi.* « e*-f.s^ ,j, on fol. 1171".

22. (jpL^ ^^^

cyjli d^-^j).

23. ^.1... )
J

_(-» ,j, on fol. 123''.

24. (jiU-. i.JuiS ji, on fol. 127'' (Vienna copy: ji

dfji-" ^J^ i-i-ii).

3 s 2

d;j ji, on fol. 120'' (Vienna copy;
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25. jLiil J
iLi|^ ji, on fol. 137*.

26. O^t J-4I ey,Lil ji, on fol. 140*.

27. (JJ^ ^1 ^.^Wj j->i oil fol- ^4^'' (Vienna copy:

28. iJL;^ f^ji, on fol. 151*.

, Beginning, on fol. 55" : J^Jlc ^^L>J1 Cj ^ J—i^

vlTj jJU* J^-y t/* c^^'-^Ij
»>^'j cr^* iKu? J^

The usual initial bait of other copies, viz.^a. ,jti*i^

"~)i jl.T |.JJJ cT^JSJ '
foll"''*'^ * little further down. This

copy, which is dated the 5th of Jumada II, a. h. 1061

(a. d. 1651, May 26), is particularly valuable on account

of its marginal and interlinear glosses and additions.

No. 1430, ff. 55-153, 11. 13; Nasta'Uk; size, loj in. by

5i in-

1822

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The twenty-

eight iasls are found here as follows

:

1. onfol. I4*>; 2. onfol. i6b; 3. on fol. 20a; 4. on

fol. 21^; 5. on fol. 23"; 6. on fol. 24b; 7. on fol. 26";

8. on fol. 28a; 9. on fol. 31*; 10. onfol.32'1; 11. on

fol. 34b; 12. on fol. 38*; 13. on fol. 39b; 14. on fol.

42*; 15. on fol. 45*; 16. on fol. 48", here styled as in

the Vienna copy (j-i-c cy/^(j>. ^j ; 17. on fol. 51'';

18. onfol. 53a; 19. onfol.55b; 20. on fol. 58b; 21. on

fol. 62-''; 22. on fol. 64I', here styled j^ij: ^.^Aia ji

;

23. on fol. 67* ; 24. on fol. 70b ; 25. on fol. 78^'; 26. on

fol. Si'^; 27. on fol. 86l>, here styled Jjk\ ooLjJ ^i

cjJb^ ; 28. on fol. 90b.

The Nuzhat-alarwah concludes on fol. 92'' and is

dated by 'Abd-allatif bin Shaikh Ahmad the ist of

Muharram, A. h. 1062 (A. d. 1651, Deo. 14). On
ff. 1-6 there are written by other hands two religious

tracts, the one in Arabic, the other in Persian, and on

if. 93^-95 a third one, likewise in Persian, all three

without any value, the third is dated A. h. i i 2 i (a, d.

1709).

No. 1304, ff. 95, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in. by 5I in.

1823
The same.

Fasl 1. on fol. 7^; 2. on fol. 9*; 3. on fol. 12b;

4. on fol. 14a; 5. on fol. 15b, here styled ooljj ,i

oJiii-; 6. on fol. 1 6b; 7. on fol. 17b; 8. on fol. 20*;

9. on fol. 22''; 10. onfol.23a; 11. onlol.251; 12. on

fol. 28b; 13. on fol. 29b; 14. on fol. 32^; 15. on fol.

34b, here styled jj-i-c ,jLj ,j; 16. on fol. 37'', styled

as in the preceding copy ; 17. on fol. 39b; 18. on fol.

41b; 19. on fol. 44b; 20. on fol.
47b; 21. on fol. 50";

22. on fol. 52", styled as in the preceding copy; 23. on

fol. 54a; 24. on fol. 57"; 25. on fol. 63b; 26. on fol.

66*; 27. on fol. 71", styled as in No. 1430(1821 in

this Cat); 28. on fol. 75*.

Dated at Haidarabad the 4th of Jumadii I, a.h. i 079
(a. d. 1668, Oct. 10). College of Fort William, 1809.

No. 2255, ff. 77, 11. 15 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

9J in. by 5J in.

1824
The eame.

Fasl 1. on fol. 9b; 2. on fol. ii*; 3. on fol. 15a;

4. on fol. 1 6b; 5. on fol. 18*; 6. on fol. 19b; 7. on

fol. 20b ; 8. on fol. 23"; 9. on fol. 25b
; 10. on fol. 26b

;

11. on fol. 28b
; 12. on fol. 32b; 13. on fol. 34*; 14. on

fol. 36"; 15. on fol. 39b; 16. on fol. 42b, here styled

48a; 19. on fol. 50b; 20. on fol. 53a; 21. on fol. 56b;

22. on fol. 59a; 23. on fol. 61*, here styled ^^.^.j

ji^U -.L.I J ; 24. on fol. 64b; 25. on fol. 72b, here

styled ojljui j jLi.l ,i ; 26. on fol. 75a, here styled

^p^ Jjil .ilijl ^jCj jJ ; 27. on fol. So*, styled jj

(jj^ JaI e^l^j ; 28. on fol. 83b,

This copy was transcribed for Mr. Richard Johnson

by Ifadat-allah at Calcutta, and finished the 29th of

Rabi'-althani, a.h. 1187 (a.d. 1773, July 20).

No. 1031, ff. 85, 11. 13; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

9l in. by sJ in.

1825
The same.

Beginning here : Jl jl.T ^Xii ij^%j y^ ^^th • \ •

Fasl 1. on fol. 8b; 2. on fol. ii*; 3. on fol. 15b;

4. on fol. 17a
; 5. on fol. 19a, here styled ijjJili. ,i ;

6. on fol. 20b; 7. on fol. 22a; 8. on fol. 25a, here

styled jpj^ txs\i.i ; 9. on fol. 28b; 10. on fol. 29b;

11. on fol. 32b; 12. on fol. 38a; 13. on fol. 39b;

14. on fol. 43a
; 15. on fol. 46b

; 16. on fol. 50a, here

styled csUL- e:^^-.* jj ; 17. on fol. 54a, here styled

^j,Jl> e*ifji.« jjUj.^'^ ) 18. on fol. 56b ; 19. on fol. 58b ;

20. on fol. 62a; 21. on fol. 67a; 22. on fol. 70b here

styled j^ii. dp ^j ; 23. on fol. 73b, here styled ^j

^J^i^ (JJ^-i ; 24. on fol. 78b, here styled cj.jUj .j

,jj^ Jjkl; 25. on fol. 88b; 26. on fol. 91b; 27. on

fol. 98b, here styled as in No. 1304 (1822 in this

Cat.); 28. on fol. 103b

Dated (in the more modern part) the 26th of Shawwal,

A.H. 1 197 (a.d. 1783, Sept. 24). Bibliotheca Ley-

deniana.

No. 2837, ff. 107, U. 13; ff. 41-46 and 103-107 supplied later

by two different bauds, the latter portion, U. 11-12 ; size, 6J in.

by 3f in.

1826
The same.

Fasl 1. on fol. 12a; 2. on fol. 15*; 3. on fol. 20b,

here styled as in the Vienna copy d^i—> i:;)L.U.« ,j
;

4. on fol. 23a; 5. on fol. 25b; 6. on fol. 27b, last line;

7. on fol. 29b, lin. penult.; 8. on fol. 33b, last line;

9. on fol. 38a; 10. on fol. 39b, last line; 11. on fol.

43b; 12. on fol. 50a; 13. on fol. 52"; 14. on fol. 56b;

15. on fol. 6ib; 16. on fol. 66", here styled as in the

Vienna copy and in Nos. 1304 and 2255 (1822 and

1823 in this Cat.) y-i.* uj^-^^j; 17. ou fol. 70b,
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lin. penult. ; 18. on fol. 75", first line; 19. on fol. vSiJ,

here styled jSi> y ^^ uyiLLx...^j ; 20. on fol. 83^
;

21. on fol. 89* ; 22. on fol. 93*, last line, here styled

jjii, i^ J
(j-i-c (_Jdj .J ; 23. on fol. 96^, lin. penult.

;

24. on fol. 102a, last line; 25. on fol. n.^*"; 26. on
fol. I20^ first line; 27. on fol. 128% here styled

o^_^ J.a1 OjLjJ i^jLj iJ ; 28. on fol. 134''.

Beginning: ^\ JU. Js jji* ,^UJ1 C^ 41 J-^.

Collated throughout, with occasional additions on
the margin. No date.

No. 110, ff. 1-137, U. II ; clear and distinct N&sta'Uk ; small
illuminated frontispiece ; size, 6j in. by 3j in.

1827
The same.

This copy, which is not dated, contains twenty-nine

fasls instead of the usual twenty-eight, the twenty-

seventh having been split into two fasls with a special

heading for the second one, viz.

:

1. on fol. 12'', last line ; 2. on fol. 15b; 3. on fol. 21'';

4. on fol. 24"; 5. on fol. 26^; 6. on fol. 28''; 7. on

fol. 30'' ; 8. on fol. 34a, lin. penult. ; 9. on fol. 38*, lin.

penult. ; 10. on fol. 40a, lines i and 2 ; 11. on fol. 43b
;

12. on fol. 50a, lines i and 2; 13. on fol. 51I', here

styled Jj e^i-Jla. .i ; 14. on fol. 56"' ; 15. on fol. 60'',

here styled (j-i-c ^^jUa. jjW? !» ! 16. on fol. 65* here

styled as in the preceding copy ; 1 7. on fol. 69^', last

line ; 18. on fol. 73a
; 19. on fol. 76b

; 20. on fol. 81*

here styled j\ 4 •: >.! j Xa. ^,Lj .i ; 21. on fol. 85*',

lin. penult.; 22. on fol. 89'' ; 23. on fol. 92^, last line
;

24. on fol. 97b, here styled as in the Vienna copy

djJLi j^Ij" >—».?. ) ,.> ; 25. on fol, 109* lines i and 2

;

26. on fol. ii2*>; 27. on fol. 120*, here styled as in

Nos. 1304 and 2837 (1822 and 1825 in tliis Cat.);

28. not found in the other copies, on fol. 123a, styled

aKJ
J

Li, J.J, corresponding to fol. 131^, 1. 8 in the pre-

ceding copy ; 29.= 28 in the other copies, on fol. 126*.

' Numerous marginal andinterlinear glosses throughout
the whole copy.

No. 821, ff. 130, 11. 9 ; Nasta'llk; size, SJ in. by 4I in.

1828
The same.

This copy, although older than some of the preceding
ones, is very badly written and not of much practical

use ; the first leaves are greatly injured besides.

Dated month of Rabi'-alakhar, a.h. i i 18 (a.d. 1706,
July-August).

No. 677, ff. 1-66, 11. 16-18 ; Shikasta; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

1829
Tarab-almajalis (,jJLx*' t-jJj).

The emotion of (mystic) assemblies, another elaborate

Sufic work on metapliysical and ethical matters, by the
same Mir Fakhr-alsadat Husaini, unfortunately a very
defective copy. It is divided into the following five

kisms :

\,j^ J jsii yUo ^j, in eight fasls, on fol. 7".

2. j,oT o^j v_sL-ol ^j, iu twelve fasls, on fol. 32",

3. i,:yS^yj^ »..->. j3_ ^L>^l I

—

)Jit
J vi»l .<ii .i, in

fourteen fasls, on fol. 66''. There is a lacuna after

fol. 81, through which the fifth fasl is entirely missing.

The sixth fasl is found (by a misplacement of the leaves)

on fol. 141I'.

4. > J, ;«•> Ji^l ^jLj jJ , in nine fasls, on fol. 1 1 8".

Part of the eighth fasl and the whole of the ninth are

missing in consequence of a lacuna after fol. 139.

5. » « ; «j i_iLojl ^^Lo...J, in twelve fasls ; only the

beginning of the second fasl is found on fol. 140*', all

the rest is missing. The copy breaks off on fol. 140*'.

The remaining leaves belong (partly or entirely) to the

third kism. An index on fi'. 5"-7*.

Beginning: »J1^ 'Icj J5L». J». Ljlji* _, LJ j J«>.

Jl dUfc »Ji xS ,_5»J^ (jl.

No date. An entry from a.h. 1074 (a.d. 1663, 1664)
on the fly-leaf.

No. 1237, ff. 146, 11. 11; distinct Nasta'llk; size, 7' in.

by 4| in.

1830
Kanz-alrumuz (j^-Ol

J-^j)-

The treasure of mysteries, a third mystical work in

form of a mathnawi on the religious duties of Islam

from a Sufic standpoint, on spiritual lore, etc., by Mir
Fakhr-alsadat Husaini, see Bodleian Cat., No. 1258;
Rieu ii. p. 8451"; A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 431 ; Krafft,

p. 66 ; W. Peiisch, p. 12 ; H. Khalfa v. p. 254, etc.

Beginning

:

^
(Ok-jl Jo.j i/Jv* \ -.•«.. IfljU

Ou«<l^;ioi jJJjJ M^- J-?Jl>

Dated the 21st of Eajab, a.h. 1124 (which must be
a clerical error for 1123= a.d. 1711, Sept. 4, since

the scribe adds, that the date corresponds to the

fifth year of Bahadurshah's reign ; now, the emperor
Bahadur ascended the throne in Eabi'-alawwal, A. h.

iii9=A. D. 1707, June, and died in Muharram, a.h.
H24=A. D. 1712, Feb.; in Kajab, a.h. 1124, he
was therefore no longer alive).

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2306, ff. 32, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 9 in.

by 5J in.

1831

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. No date.

On fol. 142* it is wrongly styled 'j , -^ ijj ;.: *

.

No. 110, ff. 143-183, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; clear and distinct

Nasta'lik ; small illuminated heading on foL 142'' ; size, 6^ in.

by 3z in-

1832

Zad-almusafirin ( j.il- VI M.
The provision for travellers (on the mystic road),

another Sufic mathnawi by Mir Fakhr-alsadat Husaini,
in imitation of Sana'i's Hadikah (see Nos. 914-927
above), in eight makalas, viz.

:

1. jj*. l_Jl1» Xjt\js* ji, on fol. i88».

2. (jLfJl i_JrA ^_j»,
on fol. 195*.
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3. sJuLx^
J

iliA ,j, on fol. 205'>.

4. e*Jb/l» (sUL, e*i-« .J, on fol. 2o8».

5. j\ 1-/-S];-*
J (i-i-c ^jLj _^j , on fol. 2

1
5^

6. jl i—jLkJl
J ,j«jj oJH" ji, on fol. 224'', first

line.

8. jj^ J j^ JLfc j;jLj .j, on fol. 242'*.

Beginning

:

J.,;,; a 4') b JjX) iXiUI _ J,
:
" a ; sj s-.^ j^l jl ^J/J i^l

The date appears here on fol. 251*, in the last bait

but one, in this form :

=A.H. 720, see the remark in No. 1821 above. Other

copies of this poem are noticed in Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1259; Eieu ii. p. 608; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp.

430 and 431 ; W. Pertsch, p. 10 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Liigd.

Bat. ii. p. 116 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylogr., pp. 356 and

438 ; see also H. Khalfa iii. p. 528, No. 6774.
No date.

Ko. 110, ff. 184-251, 2 coll., each U. 11 ; Nasta'Iik; small

illuminikted heading on fol. 184'' ; size, 6^ in. by 3 j in.

1833

Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy. The

date appears here in this form : Xi c:« ~. . 1 « x.aJub ,i

vi>j^j again= A. H. 720.

No date.

No. 650, ff. 56, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'Iik; size, 8j in.

by 4l in.

1834
The same.

Here the date of composition is distinctlyas inthecopy

of Sprenger's Oudh Catal., viz.: sJ . o. ... ^_ . .v.na-a .j

cy^s*;=A.H. 729.

No date.

Other works of the same Fakhr-alsadat Husainl are

:

::— ]e\j^ (all three mentioned'^ iS"' z}^J^^ VJ''

(Rieu ii.in the Haft Iklim, No. 609) ; and 8_.lJ

p. 774b).

No. 1090, ff. 1-49, 2 coll., each II. 15; large and distinct

Nasta'Iik ; illuminated frontispiece, the first two pages richly

adorned ; size, 6| in. by 3| in.

1835

Mukatabat-i-Shaikh 'Abd-alrazzak Kaslil ba Shaikh

'Ala-aldaulah Simnani (j<i>o (jlTJJI

,il : » ... nJjjJl *iLc ^.-J;. b).
e^

Correspondence on several points of mystic theosophy,

as for instance, the J.--=^ , etc., between Shaikh Kamal-

aldin 'Abd-alrazzak of Kashan (who was a pupil of

Shaikh Nur-aldin bin 'Abd-alsamad Natanzi and died

A.H. 730=A. D. 1329, 1330, see Haft Iklim, No. 932,
col. 445 in this Cat., where a list of his most prominent

Arabic works is given, compare also Rieu ii. p. 832^,

No. VI, where a Persian paraphrase of his eyU».iUs-«l

ilsjJiLl] is noticed, G. Fliigel iii. p. 371, and i. p. 463

;

0. Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 164" ; H. Khalfa i. p. 325, etc.)

and Shaikh Eukn-aldin 'Ala-aldaulah of Sininan (who
died the 22nd of Eajab, a. h. 736=a. d. 1336, March 6,

see Safinat-alauliya, No. 132, coll. 288 and 289 in this

Cat., and Haft Iklim, No. 1138, ib., col. 463). It con-

sists of two letters only, tlie first containing 'Abd-

alrazzak's questions, the second 'Ala-aldaulah's answer.

Beginning
: 5_^ ^^ ii]IP' •^'^ o^-*^' J^-»^ i^

Dated by Abu 'Talib alhusaini at Murshidabad the

25th of Eabi'-alawwal, A.H. n8o (a.d. 1766, Aug. 31).

No. 1234, ff. 3II''-3I6^11. 16; Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta;

size, 8 in. by 4^ in.

1836

Shama'il-i-Ankiya u Dala'il-i-Atkiya (LiJl JJUl

An exhaustive dogmatic work on the principles and
traditions of Sufism, compiled on the basis of some
hundred Arabic and Persian treatises, by Eukn (or

Eukn-aldin) 'Imad (see fol. 2^, 1. 5), who was a pupil

of Shaikh Burhan-aldin Gharib of the Cishti order,

Nizam-aldin Auliya's (died the i8th of Eabi'-alakhar,

A. H. 725= A.D. 1325, April 3) third disciple, who died

at Daulatabad the 12th of Safar, A.H. 732 (a.d. 1331,

Nov. 14), compare Safinat-alauliya, No. 117 (col.

287 in this Cat); Matlub-altalibin, No. 16, seventh in

the list of Khalifas (ib., col. 324), and Sawa(;i'-alanwar,

No. 23, g in the list of Khalifas and disciples (ib.,

col. 334). Rukn 'Imad wrote it at the special request

of the Shaikh, when the latter had finished his work on

similar topics, the ;_^Ujill i_,«JUj, see fol. 2b,
11. 4 and 5,

and fol. 4b,
1. 2. It is divided into four

ninety-one ij^, The four kisms are
r^ and

1. euLtLiLB i>
i>- J UJ i_,_jIs* ^jLJUj i_JUa-»

) cj'-^"^/*
'^'•*'

^^ ^jASi, on fol. 6*.

Ai^ e*ij J JU. J
-U.. ^ibt^ a^- 'Wj'. on fol. 119".

uWj.j->

jl)l
J Xi\ «

,JJ Lai

j< J Jj' uW>.

^ \

!L,

fol. 244^*

Jl.lli

J
jji\ v^J/i LilkJ •, ony

jUj: j^jSistV^^jSi^_ jb ,i ^->:ij^i^

Beginning

;

'ba..al

CaIc, on fol. 253a.

Jl 'bj-al . 'bJij' JjU-i J
|»--i J.JJL. X*-^, LlJ

J.

Partly collated. Many small injuries throughout

the copy.

No date. Complete index on the fly-leaves.

No. 1322, ff. 258, 11. 17 ; Naskhl, the last page supplied by
another hand ; size, 92 in. by 6 in.
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1837

Misbah-alhidayat u miftah-alkifayat (ijlx^Jl ^

Acompendium of Sufic maxims, theories, and doctrines,

together with general ethical principles
(
Jj-ol

j
^yU^^i

being an abridged adaptation of the famous Arabic

work u_>,Lxll <—i)U* > in sixty-three chapters, by Shaikh

Shihab-aldin Abu Hafs 'Uraar bin Muhammad bin

'Abdallah al-Bakrl al-Suhrawardi, who was born in

Eajab, a.h. 539 (a. d. 1145, Jan.), and died in

Baghdad the ist of Muharram, A. h. 632 (A. D. 1234,

Sept. 26), see Safinat-alauliya, No. 148 (col. 290 in

this Cat.), G. Fliigel iii. p. 329 sq.; O. Loth, Arabic

Cat., p. 172 sq. ; H. Khalfa iv. p. 275, No. 8401, etc.

(the i_j,Lxil >-Ji|>c were printed in Bulaq, in the

margins of Ghazali's j^jJl ^.^Lc 'Ua-I , in four volumes,

see No. 1781 above, a.h. 1306). The Persian transla-

tion of another work of Suhrawardi's, JLaXll i—«-i^, is

noticed in Rieu ii. p. 853*, see also H. Khalfa iii. p. 465 ;

on the life of the great Sliaikh compare Ibn Khallikan

in De Slane's translation, ii. pp. 382-384. The author

of this Persian adaptation of the i_j,Lxil >—^'>* '^

'Izz-aldin Mahmud bin 'All al-Kashani (see fol. 3*, 1. 9),

who died according to H. Khalfa, loc. cit., a.h. 735
(a.d. 1334, 1335). see Haft Iklira, No. 931 (col. 445
in this Cat.). He wished at first to give, in compliance

with the requests of many friends, a full translation of

Suhrawardi's work, but soon abandoned that idea, as

involving too great a labour, and contented himself

with writing thiSj-aJis', in which he embodied all the

principal points and doctrines of the Arabic original.

Several portions of this translation, another copy of

which is noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 290, are

quoted verbally in Jami's Nafahat-aluns, viz. the ist fasl

of the 3rd bab, the loth fasl of the same, and parts of

the 2nd fasl of the ist bab, see Notices et Extraits, xii.

pp. 322-352 and 377-391. Other Persian translations

or adaptations of the v_j,Uil ^-ijj^ are those of Zahir-

aldin 'Abd-alrahman bin Najib-aldin 'Ali bin Buzghush

al-Shirazi, who died in Ramadan, A. h. 7 1 6 (a. d. i 3 i 6,

Nov.-Dec), see a copy of it in W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 89, and compare Safinat-alauliya, No. 151

(col. 290 in this Cat.), and Haft Iklim, No. 176 (ib.,

col. 391); of Junaid bin Fadl-allah, the grandson of

the preceding Zahir-aldin 'Abd-alrahman, a copy of

which is described in E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

pp. 87-89 ; and of an anonymous author, seeW. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 291.

The Misbah-alhidayat is divided into fen books, each

book subdivided into ten fasls (Index on ft'. 4''-5'') :

jULiiel ^^Uj ji

,

on fol. s*".Book I. i-^j^

II. jjjic ^yCo ji, on fol. 20*.

i,\jt* ,.> , on fol. 3 2».

ji, on fol. 61*.

Ill

IV. J^j^

VI. v'jly.onfoL 83'>.

VII. JU*l^,onfol. 1 1
8a.

d

VIII. j)bJ ijUj ji, on fol. 141''.

IX. oL»Ll. ,j, on fol. 152*.

X. vLi^^ J J'>»'y. on fol- '67a.

Beginning : ^je\i»\ uyL«^ j (JA-o «i>ljJi iS ijx*»

jy-^ uW '^.•* a' •

No date. College of Fort William.

No. 2281, ff. 179, 11. 19; diBtinct Nasta'ltkj aize, 8J In.

by 4f in.

1838

Silk-i-Suluk (d^L, eU-,).

A comprehensive work on the various points of the

Sufic doctri,ne and the science of the mystic road, in

151 short chapters, styled csLL-.and composed by Diya-

aldin Nakhshabi, the author of the older and larger

version of the famous Tutinama (see Nos. 743-751 in

this Cat.), who died A. h. 751 (a.d. 1350, 1351).

Beginning : ^W«« ^LJj' »-lj i' j' f^^ijj^S' *^iJ-^-*^

Ji y ^jU^\ ^\j ,s^\j. (j) i^J.

The first chapter begins, on fol. ^^ with an exposition

of the technical terms of Sufism. The work (which is

styled both i»)Jlu isUu, and dU-U' osU—) is mentioned

as one of the authorities of the ijL^i •.Lii* of Muham-

mad Mujir (bin ?) Wajih-aldin (written about a.h. 770
=A.D. 1368, 1369), see Rieu i. pp. 40 and 41.

This copy is dated the 1 2th of Muharram, A. H. 1 1 .159

(the 28th year of Muhammadshah's reign=A. D. 1746,

Feb. 4).

No. 651, ff. 132, 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8J in. by 4J in.

1839

Another copy of the same.

Beginning: ^u^ 'Wj' rl?^'
j' ^'j.>V^j' tJJ'**

iji >

!; us"-^^ -./•

The author's name appears on fol. 2^, I. 7, the title

on fol. 2*', 1. 6, and fol. 3'', 1. 3 ab infra. This copy,

which is not dated, is collated throughout, and contains

some very valuable marginal glosses.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 21.''i5, ff. 128, 11. 15 ; Nastaltk; the Anbic quotations in

Naskhl ; size, 10^ in. by 5I in.

1840
Marghub-alkulub (v,jjiiL!l i_j^i^).

A mathnawi on the elements of asceticism and mysti-

cism, composed a.h. 757 (a.d. 1356) and divided into

ten fasls, compare G. Flugel i. p. 526 ; Rieu ii. p. 874^,

and No. 1765, 10 above, where it is styled >_^-^C;J

i_>jl«Jl. It is commonly ascribed to Shams-aldin

Tabriz!, the spiritual guide of Jalal-aldin Rilmi (see

Flugel, loc. cit., the heading of the present copy and
the preface to the immediately following one), but as

Shams-aldin died a.h. 645 (a.d. 1247, 1248), i.e. 112

lunar years before the composition of this poem, the

statement is absurd. H. Khalfa v. p. 495, No. 1 1809,

only quotes the title. The date, a.h. 757, is found

both in the copy of the British Mus. and in the two
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Ind. Office copies (here on fol. 76'', 1. 2) ; but the

author's name, Shams, which Eieu found in the hist

verse of his copy, ia missing both here and in the

following copy. Only nine fasls are marked in the

present MS., but a comparison with the following copy

shows, that the heading of the 6th has been omitted at

the top of fol. 75a.

Beginning of the poem, on fol. 7 1* :

Fasl 1. tJij3 l,jLi ji, on fol. 71''; 2. -.^ c_)\j ji, on

fol. 72a; 3._j-^j i_jb ji, on fol. 72''; 4. Ljj d/y ,

on fol. 73^; 5. x^^=-jj t_)U P> on fol. 74*, last line!

6. (not marked here, see the following copy) on fol.

75», first line; 7. eUL- j-i.* ljL> ,j, on fol. 75*;

8. jjJSjt..j jpi-lc tjL) jj, on fol. 751"; 9. Li c_>Ij. ji,

on fol. 75b; 10. eLl.-,^L>^ mU j->. on fol- 76"- A
copy of the loth fasl is noticed in "VV. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 4, No. 10; a complete one in No. 1924, i below.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2053, ff. 71-76, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; Naata'Uk ; size, 9 in.

by si in.

1841

Another copy of the same.

This copy of the ijjlsJl vj-V° '^ provided (a) with

a preface in prose, identical with that in the Vienna

copy
; (6) with a kind of commentary to each verse,

consisting of traditions (eujj^), quotations from the

Kuran ( JUj »J»j)j etc., illustrating the meaning of the

text. It should therefore rather be styled (as a note on

the fly-leaf implies): kj^uJl ^j-iy^ ^j^- The date

of composition is found here on fol. 20*', last line,

together with the title.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i**: C^ ill s^
i}j^j Ju: |.:L11\ j i^l J i^r^iUJ i-5UJlj j^UJl

Jl LfHrfJ (J"-*-*" W^-^' J cH-*^' U—.-i.

Beginning of the poem, on fol. 2*, 1. 2 :

Fasl 1. sjjj jjUjy, on fol. 6'> ; 2. ^^ ^jLo _,j, on

fol. 8»; 3. ^j jjUj jJ, on fol. lol^; 4. d^' ^jUj y
Lj.>, on fol. I3^ first line ; 5. J^^ tjW^.jJ , on fol. i6»;

6. o>i,j<-« i;jL-j. jJ , on fol. 1
7a

; 7. j-ii; jjLj ^i

o-*x* J,
on fol. iS^; 8. j^-ij" ^

jj-i'^ mW? ^j, on

fol. 19a
; 9. Uj J

Lij ijLj jJ, on fol. 19'^ ; 10. jjLo

y

jSL^ o^lsl, on fol. 20*.

Dated the 29th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1115 (i i«?)

= A. D. 1703, Aug. 12. A seal of 'Abd-alwahhab

Khan Bahadur, with the date 1174 (a. d. 1760, 1761),

on fol. I*.

No. 938, ff. 21, 11. 9; Shik»8ta; size, 8f in. by 4I in.

1842

Safwat-alsafi {,c«-aJl t^-i-a).

The life, wonderful deeds, and miracles of the great

Sufic Shaikh Safi-aldin Ishak al-Musawi, the ancestor

of the Safawis, who died a.h. 735 (a. d. 1334, 1335),

see fol. 278^. This work, which is usually— and

probably more correctly—styled U^l ijJu>, was com-

posed by Darwish Tawakkuli (or Tawakkul) bin Isma'il

bin Hajl of Ardabil, commonly known as Ibn Bazzaz

(not Bazzar, as H. Khalfa iv. p. 105, calls him), whose

father and uncle were disciples of the great Shaikh, see

the description of a revised edition of the same biography

by a certain Abu-alfath al-Husaini in Rieu i. pp. 345
and 346. Rieu assigns, from internal evidence, the

composition of this work to about A. h. 750 (a. d. 1349,

1350) ; the present copy is stated at the end to be the

autograph of the author Ibn Bazzaz, and dated in the

month of Sha'ban, a. h. 759 (a. d. 1358, July-August)

;

that could easily be reconciled with the fact of Sadr-

aldin Musa, Safl-aldin's son and successor, who died

A. H. 758 (a. d. 1357), being spoken of in this work as

still living, on the assumption, that the bulk of it was

written a few years before the final date of completion.

The biography is divided into twelve babs, and begins:

^jUi\ J
^j{ij^\ jl^L. sJLJjil JV (^JJ' -^ -^^

In Rieu's revised edition it contains an additional

preface and khatimah, and the beginning consequently

differs from that just given ; another copy is described

in the Cat. des MSS. et Xyl., p. 289.

No. 1098, if. 342, 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 13 J in. by 8| in.

1843
Maktubat-i-Ahmad bin Yahya Munyari (cyU^^ix!»

A first collection of 100 letters on the mystical

doctrine or the chief topics of Sufism, by the great

Shaikh Sharaf-aldin Ahmad bin Yahya Munyari, who

was born in Munyar, a village in Bihar, and died in

Bihar A.H. 782 (a. d. 1380, 1381), see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1263, where his discourses on Sufism, entitled

^Lxil ijJjt-o, and composed between a.h. 749 and 751

(a. D. 1348-1350), are described, and Rieu ii. p. 492*'.

This first collection was made as early as a.h. 747 (a.d.

1346, 1347), by Zain Badr 'Arabi (^^^^ ^jo j^j), a

disciple of the Shaikh, and contains letters addressed

to the latter's pupil and friend Kadi Shams-aldin, the

governor of the township of Jusa (,^jJl \j—^ 1^^
t jJU.). They deal with the following topics ;

1. i^jlbo tJ,\j Xs»y

^^L,^ai ^if; 4. jj.y JJJ^
^^s^ 0.-1JU1 ; 7. ua^y ji ; o. ^j ^J ; a. v::*JJ'j ;J

10. o^j^y ; 11. ijJ-.Ty( jJUj j ^jUj><» Jl)-»ly

12. }y\ y : 13. 14.

15. J_^jj-»; 16. vjj^ J eUL-jj; 17. y
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eUL- slCkic; 18. Ju^ijj^ jlXklc^i; 19. u^^-»
^^b jjJt\^; 20. Uj\^. L-Jl J-ii^j; 21.

22. ^^- J^l ^j ; 23. OwiJ^o i-Jit y ; 24. jS) y

-^;y

iA; 25.
'J^ i

26.

i» ; 27. Jv-o vi*jijL:-« .j ; 28.
^Jj

* ' * i—»-*J/J
J-"

jUj b. ; 29. cyjUi. ji ; 30.^i
ti^'-**'- "^J^ J^

'

31.

35.

p

;

jj , u^.jv.,^^.., 33. 5jj;y; 34. ijijy;

1» jj ; 36. lojlii ^. UJ;^-' c)'*-'b-* J ^^
J'^

37. cyjLxjj; 38. ^i^ ^x^_ ji\ 39. y
^0 t^W*^- uir i./j^; ^0- *-«^ Uj ji

;
41. y

jjb^ ^jUjI ; 42. j^LjI ja^ ^ ; 43. ^kJ~ jS^ ji ;

44. jji. i»Li jj ; 45. \:j.ijjut ji ; 46. e*.Isr*y ; 47.^j

49. jj.!iLc ; 48. ^5-i.c j o^^^ (»^ j->

;

ujJUj; 50. jj>i tjJJo jj ; 51. 41)1 ^^jll jfj^ y
52. o, J oif^J ; 53. H/^J »ru

;-, 55.Jl jjljjr? ; 54. Jlj^ u^j^
j^jJI .ju.<> ; 56. Jjy-« &-jj -• Jp )J ; 57. 5-^J^ Jjl ,.>

_^Xjj iJjLjtj Jj;-«; 58. |^LJL_« Jl^ljj; 59. j^l^o

iiju».,jfc; 60. yXA5 ,j ; 61. jo _aJi j jj^ ,j ; 62. ^j

64. (jfjij ji; 65. jjl^ ji; 66. i_*—3 .j ; 67. ^jU-J li

i»Lj ; 68. jbu* ,j ; 69. ^]l (!^ j l^L-uI (JJj«j ).>

;

70. aJU» j^l '

,j ; 71. 8_aJU» ^jji\ j->;

72. jiL»l ijJ^ 1/*^^ ;* ' ^^* t5J)-5-i-* Jj'-^ (*-*^

n. j^ j^ ji 78. U.^
J >-^>*

J-*
; 79.

jWij->; 82. l^y;
80.y
83.yJj ; 81. (_,«jj >.::«».»

jj-jj lo-ob, ; 84. (j«AJ lo—L-.« • vijJijkLx* jj ; 85. ,j

(j-ij i^Us* ; 86. j^ii-Lj iy>. b ^ ; 87. ^^\ ey^Ui^.j

cdUI.4-^ ^JJu-.^ o (_jLcj . ; 88. ey^f-ia. «j b;jj eJLoi ,,

.. II . on

» « « t». Uj iJ UD^ » ft
» OoLo jb«-3 • v.l«_>bt-» ,J90.

91 u'W'j'*

;

92. o-!)Uji; 93. cU.y; 94. oJ;cy

95. uJii>jl ijJ-i. lji». S^ji ; 96. »i4.».y ; 97. i^^j

98. j.^y J
juCj ji ; 99. ^y jj ; 100. i^.t^\jfi y .

Every letter begins thus : jjljj ^^X)I tj-*-i- i->y..

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i^: ^jbb ^ (j-b--

j_jl^j iS ^jLJ.ljjfc eJb tai. <i-fc 1^ uV/* L/*^^-^'^ J

Jl J\-»A. »ju»Li-« jljjb 1JU.1.C

No date.

No. 413, fF. 313, U. >7 on ff. i-io, 11. 19-30 on ff. 11-313;
Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in. by 5^ in,

IHD. orp.

1844
Maktubat-i-Ahniad bin Yahya Munyart.

A second collection of 151 letters of the same Sharaf-

aldin Ahmad bin Yahya Munyari on similar Sufie points

as the preceding one, and addressed to a great number
of Shaikhs, made by the same Zain Badr 'Arabi twenty-

two years after the first, i.e. A. H. 769 (a. d. 1367, 1368),

see fol. 3I', II. 2 and 3.

Beginning : L. 1—i .t kj ^jbiJil i-jJj i^jJl 4I Ju».U

j\^'^\ J M^ J
lib j^.JJr^ ojji jlr-^' cr* jy^-

Jl ^^..jUl j_j^ j^ |»4—Uj1 uyli^. j^liia.
_)

.

Part of the original copy has been torn away in

a great numlier of leaves, and another hand has supplied

the missing words or whole lines, but not always quite

correctly, as a comparison with the following excellent

copy shows ; for instance, on the very first page it is

stated that the previous collection contained loi letters

of Kadi Shams-aldin (instead of 100, written to Shams-

aldin, ^^jJl i\3

^J^,SJ\ (_;«.« i> (j^lj [•—b

•r>y^ |,Xj instead of

^yiS^ jk-o). Besides, the

headings of the last eleven letters and portions of some

of the preceding ones are omitted, and have been filled

in here from the following copy (except that of the

last, which is not found there).

These letters deal with the following topics :

1. ^j^Jo Ly^-* i 1^-^ »') i-^ >
oil f*'!' 8*

2. J. . (the following copy adds (jXi>) JLc t_JJ» .j

^jju--iJ Jfj^-ajr', on fol. Il^

3. cyjy Ij-^ji J
o^J ij«y^ J*)

on fol- IS*"-

4. 5b-f.. ,jj.-yii jb
J

ib Jj^ ji , on fol. 1 78.

5. jrtijtj ^JiJi^ o-fi) J
bJj e)/ jJ, on fol. 20".

6. in the following) ^J^ xals:* « (.^;-J ^ ifJ'^/-* i^^

(copy yjJ;S sJu»\jf* J (^jj^ ,.>, on fol. 23", first line.

7. (jjLi-. |J\. ji j^j b 1, .jy* J J^
(in the following copy ^JSJi) ^jip, on fol. 25a, first line.

8. in the follow-) J-».. ic- juJ.ljusr'. ^;i. fjb . «-HJ !>

(ingcopy ^bu JJjljJk iSj--i, on fol. 28*.

^\jyi>i, on fol. 31^, last line.

10. Ji" oJIJ^ J
bj.» o^j.-* y , on fol. 34''.

11. oJLfy, on fol. 37a

12. 4)1 Jl J^j^j,onfol. 39^.

13. Uj^-*^) <Jj)^ uyiJij ji J ^1 .i, on fol. 42*.

1 4. JjL^^^ t-** JJ. JJ/-« c-kiUsl ^j , on fol. 46».

15. ^,!llj-ii JL» oJIx* J t;jl;V„ oJ-ejJ> on fol. 49*.

16. u,JJ» JA-^ J jy* u-^' J-*'
o"! fol* 55*

1 7. in the following copy LJjl) bJ.l j b^olJ^ ,i

1 J..* ^l5Lfcl ijb^ ,J (W^^ J > on fol. 58'', first line.

18. in the following copy) ii ^j^-^i j ^yi—jajj

3 T
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19. ^\j, )^\ii ^,y, on fol. 62I'.

20. ttUJ CA-f.*^ ui/^ >^><-s-^ J l^y- o*^j-*'
on fol. 64".

21. J^^j J
(jSjy jj, on fol. 65^

22. in the following copy ii-«A-»j .j) »-PrJ j »-*-»-^j-*

(jjj Lji ji, on fol. S'j^

23. JOfii J
JJ;^ j^ . on fol. 69«.

24. jjj^. »AJ^
J jjj^ijfLo y, on fol. 71^

25. Lifj ^jA-.l |_/i-o
J

ib Jjii jj, on fol. 73*>.

26. in the following) u^j^ ij^^j^ j i:y.sLc laKj .i

(^j^Uaj (copy uX».i^j, on fol. 74''.

27. in the following) ijJ.IjjJljJ^jL*.} J
jjj^ij-aj ^i

(copy jti*^ jUj j ^j ji, on fol. 76*.

28. in the) i::jjLk£ . o^LL ,i (jX»Jij5 ij^i^l i".^\,i

following copy eyjl** j v:>_clkj u.>j.«J v:j.^1-«-:i-».1 ,j)

^ r * • * ^ j^29. in the following) s^ jL»J j ^^J|

(copy^j uyjiL;
J
Xx^jUj jj ij*^ uV*^ o.»

.

>
.

.: c ^.>,

on fol. 79b.

30. .-^i 'Ijjl dr? J
JJ;-« OJTS-^jj, on fol. 80".

31. (jbj)jU
J I-f^> CJ>-«J^.i^- \j Xijjt f» ,_jiJLc JLjjI ,i

in the following copy JL^l jW J"^) ^-J^ J^ c)-?>»^

(ijljji^-Lj y^Lx^ K JJ..* ,jajU.c, on fol. 81", first line.

32. i_ijUij
J

jl^jb tyJj-»J 0^1^ ,.>, on fol. Sl^.

33. jl omitted inthe following) J I (_f.i^ j j^a. i_Jl1> .i

jii. jLjj jl (j^i J
(copy, on fol. 82''.

34. c. U5:..il ,j jjj..<-ijS
J vi^^La ^Ic ,J , on fol. 841".

35. in the following copy LJii ii ,j) i_*.^ t »AS .j

^jj^ yjj ii*jjj». dyj J
(jj.ii5 s-^lt, on fol. Bsl", last line.

36. ^\ jl t,x-Lj J^ J ^^j ^iT ^j:,^ x^ y
in the following copy

j
j^j^l^^j

U'^^*-' ^ i>T j^^

(j^jJT Li ii^", on fol. 86b.

37. ,j«jj *U-!-^«->. cJJ^ ("-1^ j'i, on fol. 87a.

38. JU LiJJjl jjjy (»L5
J JU. c>jj Ji-i ..>

fol. 88".

on

39, iy>. ^j^\ J jU. *—J)i>- ,.> , on fol. 88^.

40 (Letter 45 in the following copy). . ^j li .j

(jpLu ^x». ;l >—S-i>-, on fol. 90*.

41 (Letter 46 in the following copy, headed «-» i-»

Jl i .. ,. .n U Xic). s^W J-«-s' J
Ok--*.^! juic .J , on

fol. 92'', first line. •

42 (Letter 40 in the following copy, headed cjj^jt.. .j

Jic). c*!* jl Jji.c '-?;j'* J '^J^
iiij^f-ajfc v::»j^jL.« ,j , on

fol. 95a.

43 (Letter 41 in the following copy). ^_f.iJs ,i, on

fol. 97a.

44 (Letter 42 in the following copy), ^jj^^i^.j .^

jjjlj^ ijLi-yi l_i, on fol. 99b.

45 (Letter 43 in the following copy). cyUiL. d^j ,J

jjkUoj, on fol. 102a.

46 (Letter 44 in the following copy, headed dfj .j

sJb ....). sJl ^1

:

T •: ,»1 j jL». isJ^j ..1, on fol. 103''.

47. |.lc i_*11j jJ j (^,i^j-iJ»U , (^j. ; .t. 'ti *^ .i

in the following) (jljj* u^-^J-4 »->. u-^^* '^^*^1) 3

copy (j^ i^j^ : £. vlj
J

(^jjjLiJfc Ok...)L]o ^^^i-jlj .j

(oi^i^- ijJuoL^ v:ua.1, j ic4-» |JLc (_jLi> ,j, on fol. 104b.

48. (in the following copy^lio) .lS\j j^xi. ^^i-i^ .i

in the following copy) .He jjjijj* ;l j^^i-ib Jl-^1 .

(jJjIajJ., on fol. 1 06b.

49. JJLc l^^yu^ J J;' r^ J-*'
°" f"^- '°^*

50. jl (sic
!)
Jicl jjxl Jjjjt.. J

ljj> jXs^ 'L-s, j.»

(in the following copy simply Ixi |,5Cs^. Li. .j) jp».,

on fol. 109''.

51. in the) ^^-Jaj
^y. Jjjljj» ^SC>.ji^>iij '^| jJ

(following copy^^j ^ jojljJ>.^jJijq, on fol. 110^.

52. in the following) v:ueL:5 ji j
jl . 7 ,t,l j vjjJlx^ ..»

(copy simply jL^Li.! j c>lar» ^.i, on fol. 112*.

53. jjl e*-»J-o
J

I—jJ i^lij^ .J , on fol. 1
1
3''.

54. e>^Ls^. ijjfi »Jl-l-«.j j ua,)^ .jj j cu^Uj ,i

(in the following copy cj..a.La. v_iUS .), on fol. 1 1
5^.

55. ib Jjj^. Lflj
J

Ixi. Sis^. j^^ J , on fol. 1 1 6".

56. (_j»jj jdS ,.> , on fol. 1 20*.

57. in the following copy .j) ljj». jAiij

(Joi jJjLjt) jjiiij ^jib Lo,, on fol. 122a.

58. cjiu ijjp J^ J
Lis J-i-i xJiJij e»JiJij» ,j

in the following copy simply cjJ^X.* ,j) l-a, « o^.
(LaS Ji-JUj, on fol. 122*', last line.

59. \:J'iy> j^\ J o>-^^ i.5>^-» jJ, on fol. 123''.

60. in the following) Li, ^ i—^ i-> j (!) 'Ij^l ,i

(copy Lay
J

*—»>* ;* 3
''^\

,j, on fol. 124''.

61. (jL~>l ry~-^^ »Lxj , J-<iij ^jLJjuJLJ -> (jjp jlS .J

in the following copy J-aJ-) ^)j^ ,13 .j) Jxx jl

(Jajo jj, on fol. 126''.

^JJb Li,
J
J

62. j^H LriH* '^?J^'* J'- CJ-i^j' J LS"

in the following copy (jJ,y ^jl » l .. «
j

,ji

(oji ij^j^., on fol. 127^

^)

63. (jj-j-l|^
ij' -^-^^ j^ _) U-^iiiJ (J-—-^ J'^ 1

I

v1a-J U tlJ^Xa.
J..j>. J

J ,

fol. 128"'.

64. fjJU* tfLsH! jJ

on fol. 129''.

65. (in the following copy v:jJl4 xJl> ,j) jjJl) v:>i.4 ji

jJjljLi, ^.JlL. j, on fol. 131*.

66. ^iXw \\^ 5 .LiiJ Jl .J
'.

'

.M > 4_-^ 5 j]/^** cJ*^*"^^^*!?^- J"^

in the following copy j'xij c)-^^) c^^4;'^ J ^'•'^J j'

>J J
(^.:Ljb,i ., on fol. 132'', first line.

67. in the) ^jSx^. i^^^i-s . ijW^ Jjj'Ai c*.»>-», ,J

(following copy ^JLjXiJ s-,-4, on fol. 134*.
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(the last word left out in the following copy), on fol.

135^, first line. ^
^

, 69. jjii.
'j>^i/y^ i <J^J^ iJ^Jij^' °^ f°'- 'Sfi**-

70. jJjlJJ". |X» tLU- jj Jj-c (i>^^ J (^Jy" J'*

J* J Jc, on fol. isyb.

71. ij\Jilj^ oJIl* J tjljr* oJLey, on fol. laSb.

(in the following copy tjL5jjLj »j>), on fol. 140".

73. in the following) ^^1 wJU j ijU^ i_jL>ji ^i

(copy Jf i:yj;-sjli J
(jU-, on fol. 141^ first line.

74. in the following) xJu. cxILa j c*ls^ J^j'*
(copy e*.,-* JxA>_ j, on fol. 143b, first line.

75. v^Ja^ 'Lit::-.! j Vi>-r^^ j'^) on fol. 145".

76. cJLc Jjic jl iJi}^_^) ^y=- '^j'^^ ijj^ ij. j^

(in the following copy oJicj\ JJLc Jj^^), on fol. 146",

last line.

77. in the following copy) Jl ^JZ^\i j ^JL~jl JL, ^j

(jr i;;^:-JU U
J,

on fol. i48«,

78.
Jj-.

oJfjL* cyLJl J
Uj.» ij^ j^' °^ ^°'- '49*>

last line.

79. ijU^.> J cJ^J'* j^- O^J*^ '—^ J u-y^ j^

in the following copy i-iiJ
j i;,U-.ji ^. jjj^^ ji)

{Jii^i
J^, ijjj.^, on fol. 151*. ^ ^

80. JljLj »^T ^;;ii5^L>
J
c*i3^joU &*^ cr-^''

o.j57on fol. 152*.

81. in the) JU: AJjlx* b ^jJLs j ^il ^yj J-^ j'*

(following copy shorter : Jjjljj*. L) e>la^ j, on fol.

1 54'', first line.

82. c*-! jL" Jl«j JJjlAi. |.lCl
J JUil »^Ty

sji-. b (in the following copy ^J^. Jbt.^) i_s^. u'j'

Jj\. o^\,onfol. 156a.

83. ^^^.\ J--» J
tJi d;jy , on fol. 157^

84. Jj\ ijXi (!s)b J eJ^. j»-~ijy , on fol. i^g^,

first line.

85. yfl;* eJ-»j/ i^" J '^^ «m5L> jjj/o-^cj ^.>

i:i)v4.i. ., on fol. 162*.

86. ^_j^ic j^_p^o--ji J
bJi ,;r-^b iiT^^i j'i) on

fol. 164", first line.

87. ^j^}>. e)^ J Jh* t^y, on fol. 165^

88. j/ ^Uj-J
J ^JU^ eJIJ-. jJ, on fol. i66\

89. the following) ^^b b ey,—* j
j^b Jjli ji

(copy has ojb and lojb b, on fol. 167''.

90. ^j^^ J t;-^ •i'lr' J <i^- '];>)*• ""^ ^°^- "^^S

first line.

91. in the following copy j) i-*^;-*^ j ^r*^-^ j-*

(v_**j»JJ, on fol. 170*. ^
92. o^U cJ-Sj/^ J

ijLJlib^i jj.>/' iSjS^^ j^

J,}-
,r^\^

, on fol. 171''.

93. ^l^jjjii (in the following copy |j^b,.>ji) C»ib_;i

•.1 ^1-
,

- . \::,Jlj> jy^ ., on fol. i^z^, first line.

94. .b c*j.ljj J t^Jj/* j'S) on fol. 174'', first line.

95. (in the following copy .Uaiil .) i_iL«jl j Jj.* .4

p^i]i..,on fol. 1751).

96. t;..i!,.i oJ..I^J
J «^y JU^y , on fol. 176''.

97. jh» jl i;r-y>- (jf,b J cJ Jjbljl vyj" s-^ ^-^

(in the following copy jjTjl) JT jj ^^bu, on fol. 177''.

98.
\j

y^-Js' '^ 4'-*' ^-iijby.onfol. l^gK

99. ^jju.T,ji-J jhli-! J
^;;.i-'l^ jj^ j-5. on fol. I8o^

first line.

1 00. cyj^ iy*-*>r>. ^^-^J ^]r" lK;-^"j-> '
"ii f'^l-

' ^
'"•

101. eyU^ljC JlcjI tt-i ijLo jj, on ful. iSi^.

102. c-£ cLul
J JL. j^^b 8J--ijJ y, on fol. 182''.

103. (in the following copy ij^y*^) ^ij> 1—i—u ^j

lu-j—j AJJ ji
J tJir v:>-«ljj j> on fol. 185''.

104. Ji j\ u-tiy^^- i u^Vy- uir^ »'^^' y
(the last five words lett out in tlie following copy), on

fol. 188a.

105. (in the following copy ^^xt, JyLi-.^) ^jx^i^ji

;ib 5)1 fyi^'iy Jj^ 5), on fol. 189".

106.Jjoj i_sJ;W»J ^-^ (ij-JiJ ji, on fol. 190".

107. ^Jibjtj i.i.i.jj JU. i:u-»ljj
J

&ii,^;.,-c L_ilb^j

^xlj, on fol. 191*.

108.
^J}-!^.

sJJJ^i—J (J^b sj}j:-».b J^Li.! Jjj^ji

^^j, on fol. 192*.

109. ^y J J^^y. ) 1.5%^-^ -5 l/-"^ >)•>'

in the following copy simply ^xijJ yi) yaJLk'^^
{^y^, on fol. 193".

110. oJL»ia.j \:L^Jey c*J«J/^
'lij'*'

on fol. 194*".

lll._^j t/i^-f*^ i>* J^ o^ljj J
(—iJlU ^J, on

fol. 195^

112. jli-jl^ ;W^'j' U^y. ;J-> J U^^' u*i^"j-*

(in the following copy jJui.^ jjJ>.), on fol. 197a,

first line.

113. ^_i (^jbijo 5jU jy"_yJ. s*^.;-* J''
•
on fol. 1 9 7'>.

114. ^^ (in the following copy J-Li _,i) J-yiii ;^

^Jbti <illl duli, on fol. 198''.

115. jt-i-c ^^ J Jic j^ ji , on fol. 199I', first line.

116. (in the following copy vIa-k*) e*!** k-At ^i

k_j^.t.s* y^ J,
on fol. 20 1", first line.

1 1 7. in the following) e:iLj» v:> . . : c j i^^ jU»" .^1 ji

(copy »j-^ U'tr»-^ e.. . .. : c j, on fol. 201''.

118.^^j ^j)-^. ^Uily, on fol. 202''.

119. the following copy) ^^^i »lj ji Ai*..U::— I ^i

(adds^^j
LS*;^-*^-'

°" ^°^" ^°3'^' ^""^^ ^'"®"

120. in the follow-) J».j^ J\j^
Jj^xi^. e*-iJjby

ing copy jJ.U =» ,j »i > .i .IxaUj sAJj ^^^iJU jb ji

(^IJ^^T, on fol. 205a.

121. in the following) Jbu ij\xi^- ,jii.b J--»l ^.>

copy ,l5j^T jJjljj* cy,-<i* ^0 jJia,^ s.uj Xi-«1 j.>)

Jji jJ.LotJ, on fol. 206*.

3 T 2
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122. (in the following copy ,j«LJj («-l^ jj) j—^j ^^j^
•ajj ^Lfjo, on fol. 207*.

123. in the following) ^^Ll^ \:ijJi^ • cjW.' ^-^ j^

(copy^Xjj ^.U.Kj o-*IJJ « i:y,-«»j». li, on fol. 208*'.

124. Joljj sJulJ U Ls^ljl ^jJ..»jljf3 iLlwj-« jl v_iji .i,

on fol. 210*, last line.

125. \ ;
'. cl • ^ii v.:>_»ji-« • Lai j rs^ J-^ j^

(in the following copy LjlcI oJ^X* « Lai j y^ J-^ j'^))

on fol. 2 1 lb, first line.

126. eyljta^ sJu-a. J , l»Ui • dlL* J -iJ J-ii .J,

on fol. 2 1 2».

127. in the following) ^j-i-ilj A-yol . Jl» ,ji4j5j ..j

J^ ji eij-ia. jl (copy without ^;^:-i<U, on fol. 213''.

128. (in the following copy jl. i_*il> .j) >_JJ» »^ i->

jl»i.Jtj (j»jj jtlS 4, on fol. 2i4*>.

129. lisLJ J
(in the following copy i^) Lii oJJx«jJ

LJj, on fol. 216".

130. .Xj.* jJjLjo \. J w"... J ^ ^_;«-^' OjbjO ji

(these last two words are left out in the following copy),

on fol. 217*, first line.

131.^^11fl-« Li?^ vi*Jjla.l i_)lj4». ..^, on fol. 218*.

132. Xiyt j\^'ii ••
...1

J
jLi^l .J, on fol. 2 2ot>.

133. ^i\ ^yj 'ibj\
J
JU jjjljj> «J^L-J (jij'ij on

fol. 2 21^

134. ^}^Ve (in the following copy^Si ,j) oi-o .i

JJ-l-C ., on fol. 2 2 2*1.

135. ^jijf^j J-X.** J
{jiy. iJuU. ji, on fol. 223^.

136. in the) ^jlj^-a^^ Oij..o , ^^Ia-o^ • cyJ'-a.j jJ

(following copy ^^IjXj... i^jJua ^^Lo , v:yjo.j .j, on

fol. 2241".

137. in the following copy ..s) .1 ii-:Ji . sj*j ,.>

Ale cy^..<Lar^ (i.^ j .Uii^l, on fol. 2 26^.

138. jjjl ^y |.ljUl J.,-^ _^ ^_5J^ ..^ y
^GiU

J
(in the following copy JLJJI ly), on fol. 228^

139. jpa. lO-fc*, sJoLiuJ ij^ Oi . .n » j> J , on fol. 2 29''.

140. csUL^-t c^j jl isULj jjX-_ilj,J ,1jwo ji, on

fol. 230'', last line.

141.^^J iJjLjtJ ,rtJ-»J. s-a;^ J Wj'i lalr* )*) on

fol. 232*', first line.

142. 4ill (^»— I* v^jj J 41)1 yJiL ,j, on fol. 233''.

143. ey;.*! J-^ J
Ul£ O.^^:^ U'lJ^ vl^i, ^J, on

fol. 235''.

144. ^^Lke-i J
(j«-ii^. ^^jJ^Vf^J j ^^jUUi—^ i-jLcjl^i,

on fol. 236^.

145. j:,)^ J U^ii^j^, on foL 237b.

146. ^_^l.l....) ^^^ J i^j^wxj il L. e)yj ji, on fol. 238a.

147. Jj o.i^
J

A-»1jJ ,j, on fol. 238**, last line.

148.^^ji jJ^Ljjo^^Xi jj^!-e J
jJjJj ,J, on fol. 240*.

149. Joj i£)U*J j->-^ y. on fol. 242*.

150. c*Ij ,_r»yLi. J Jj t.«^; ,i, on fol. 242^.

151. on fol. 244"; the chief topic is li

o.. uyj1 U -1 a]?j\-

crH->v-« JJ

The Sufic Shaikhs to whom these letters are addressed,

are hesides the same Kadi Shams-aldin of Jusa, who
was the recipient of the whole first collection :

Shaikh 'Umar of the township of (Ji^l.

Kadi Zahid Muhammad.
Maulana (or Kadi) Kamal-aldin Santusi.

MaulanS Sadr-aldin.

Malik (or Khwajah) Khidr.

Malik Shams-aldin Shammu.
Khwajagi.
Kadi-almulk Mahmud, Malik Mahmud, and Maulana

Mahmud (who are prohably identical).

Maulana 'Umar of »»jlXiJ

.

Khwajah (or Shaikh) Sulaiman.

Maulana Hamid-aldin (and Hamid-aldin Naguri).

Shaikh 'Umar Zafarabadi Diwana, and his brother

Muhammad Diwana.
Maulana (Imam or Shaikh) Muzaffar.

Malik Mufarrih.

Shaikh Maghribi. .

Maulana Kiwam-aldin ^SS
Maulana B&yazid (or Abu Yazid).

Nasir-aldin.

Eafikhan (^jli^j "i).

Malik Mu'izz-aldin.

Khwajah Ahmad.
Some letters are written to the author's own sons,

viz. Kadi Husam-aldin, Kutb-aldln, 'Abd-almalik, and
Fakhr-aldin ; one to his mother (5 jJlj , No. 1 49) ; three

are answers to letters received from Shams-aldin

Burhan Haddadi, Imam Iftikhar of Basrah, and

Khwajah Muhadhdhib ; two are addressed to Sultan

Firdzshah of Dihli (a. H. 752-790=A. D. 1351-1388),
and to Dawar Malik, the son-in-law of Sultan Muham-
madshah of Dihli (a. H. 725-752 =a.d. 1325-1351)

respectively, the former at the request of Khwajah 'Al)id

Zafarabadi. In a number of cases the names are left

blank in this copy and have been supplied from the

following one. Without any special address in both

copies areNos. 28, 60-62, 64-70, 73-90, 92,93, 100, 102,

105-111, 117, 118, 121, 125, 129, 133,141, 143.148,

150, and 151. Index on ff. 3^-7'',

This copy is dated the 4th of Ramadan, A. h. 974
(a.d. 1567, March 15), by 'Abd-alhadi, son of 'Abdallah.

No. 393, ff. 345, 11. 17; Nasklil ; worm-eaten and greatly

injured in many leaves, where another hand has repaired the

damage, but sometimes in a somewhat incorrect way ; size,

I of in. by 6 1 in.

1845

Another copy of the same seccmd collection.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The 1 50 letters

(the 151st is wanting here) are found respectively :

1. on fol. 9"; 2. on fol. 13"; 3. on fol. 16^; 4. on

fol. 20^; 5. on fol. 24a ; 6. on fol. 27* ; 7. on fol. 29''

;

8. onfoL33*'; 9. on fol. 37b; 10. onfoL4ia; 11. on

foL 44^; 12. on fol. 46b; 13. on fol 50b; 14. on

fol. 55a; 15. on fol. 58a; 16. on fol. 63*; 17. on

fol. 67a; 18. on fol 69"; 19, on fol. 72"; 20. on
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fol. 74a; 21. on fol. 76a; 22. on fol. 78"; 23. on

fol. Sol-; 24. on fol. 83"; 25. on fol. Ss^; 2G. on fol. 86^;

27. on fol. 89a ; 28. on fol. 91''; 29. on fol. 92''; 30. on

fol. 93I'
; 31. on fol. 94b; 32. on fol. 951^; 33. on

fol. 96b; 34. on fol. 98^; 35. on fol. loo''; 36. on

fol. loolj; 37. on fol. loi^; 38. on fol. 102*; 39. on

fol. io2*>; 40.= 42 in the preceding copy, on fol. 104'';

41.= 43 in the preceding copy, on fol. 107"; 42.= 44 in

the preceding copy, on fol. no*; 43.=45 in the pre-

ceding copy, on fol. 113"; 44.= 46 in the preceding

copy, on fol. 114*; 45.= 40 in the preceding copy, on

fol. 116" ; 46.= 41 in the preceding copy, on fol. 1 18^

47. on fol. 122*; 48. on fol. 124''; 49. on fol. 126"

5.0. on fol. 127b
J

51. on fol. 129"; 52. on fol. 130b

53. on fol. 1328; 54. on fol. 133''; 55. on fol. 134''

56. on fol. 139a; 57. on fol. 14 1^; 58. on fol. 142a

59. on fol. 143'); 60. on fol. 144I'; 61. on foL 146''

62. oufol. 147b; 63. on fol. 148b; 64. on fol. 150*

65. on fol. 151b, last line; 66. on fol. 153b; 67. on

fol. 155a; 68. on fol. 157a; 69. on fol. 158b; 70. on

fol. 159b; 71. on fol. i6ob; 72. on fol. 162b; 73. on

fol. 164a; 74. on fol. 1
66b; 75. on fol. i68b; 76. on

fol. 170a; 77. on fol. 172a; 78. on fol. 173a, last line;

79. ou fol. 175b; 80. on fol. 177a; 81. on fol. 179b;

82. on fol. i8ib; 83. on fol. 183b; 84. on fol. 185b;

85. on fol. 189a; 86. on fol. 191a
; 87. on fol. 193a;

88. on fol. 194a; 89. on fol. 195a; 90. on fol. 196b;

91. on fol. i98«; 92. on fol. 199b; 93. on fol. 200b;

94. on fol. 203a; 95. on fol. 204b; 96. on fol. 206"
;

97. on fol. 207a; 98. on fol. 209*; 99. on fol. 210^;

100. on fol. 21 ob, last line; 101. on fol. 21 ib
; 102. on

fol. 212b; 103. on fol. 2i6a; 104. on fol. 219a

105. on fol. 220a; 106. on fol. 221*; 107. on fol.
222a

108. on fol. 223a; 109. on fol. 224b; 110. on fol. 226a

111. on fol. 227a; 112. on fol. 228b; 113. on fol. 229b

114. on fol. 230b; 115. on fol. 231b; 116. on fol. 233a

117. on fol. 234a; 118. on fol. 234b; 119. on fol. 235b

120. on fol. 237b; 121. on fol. 239a; 122. on fol. 240*

123. onfol. 242a; 124. on fol. 244a; 125. on fol. 245a

126. on fol. 246a; 127. on fol. 247a; 128. onfol. 249a

129. onfol. 250b; 130. onfol. 251b; 131. on fol. 252b

132. onfol. 255a; 133. onfol, 256a; 134. onfol. 257b

135. on fol. 258b; 136. on fol. 260a; 137. on fol. 262a

138. on fol. 263b; 139. on fol. 265b; 140. on fol. 267a

141. on fol. 268b; 142. on fol. 270"; 143. on fol. 272a

144. on fol. 273b; 145. on fol. 274b; 146. on fol. 275a

147. on fol. 276a; 148. on fol. 277b; 149. on fol. 280a

150. on fol. 280b. Index on ff. 48-93.

This copy was fini^ed in the library of Khankhanan
Mifzakhan, the son of the Khankhanan Muhammad
Bairamkhan at Ahmadabad in Gujarat, by a certain

Burhan, the 4th of Kajab, a.h. 995 (a.d. 1587, June 10).

No. 2277, ff. JS2, 11. 17; very clear nnd distinct Nasta'Uk ;

illuminated frontispiece; size, 71 in. by 4|in.

1846
Maktubat-i-Ahmad bin Yahya Munyari.
An incomplete copy of a t/iird collection of letters of

the same Sharaf-aldin Ahmad bin Ynhya Munyari, on
Sufic topics of the same character as in the two pre-

ceding collections. It is defective both at the beginning

and end, and has moreover a lacuna of one leaf between

ff. 6 and 7, and another of five leaves between ff. 258 and
259. Eight leaves are raisf*ing in the beginning. It

opens abruptly at the end of the 3rd letter and breaks

off in the beginning of the 125th. The letters, all with
full addresses, and somewhat lengthy headings, are

found here : 4. on fol. i* ; 5. on fol. ib
; 6. on fol. 2b;

7. on fol. 3a; 8. ou fol. 3b; 9. on fol. 4"; 10. ou
fol. 4b; 11. on fol. 5a; 12. onfol. 6a; 13 and 14. missing

on account of the first lacuna ; 1 5. on fol. 7b
; 16. on

fol. 8a
; 17. on fol. 9b

; 18. on fol. 23b ; 19 and 20. on
fol. 24b; 21. on fol. 25a; 22. on fol. 26a; 23. on
fol. 28a; 24. on fol. 33a; 25. on fol. 38b; 26. on
fol. 39a; 27. on fol. 42b, last line; 28. on fol. 44b;

29. on fol. 46b ; 30. onfol. 47a; 31. on fol. 48a; 32. on
fol. 50b; 33: on fol. 53a; 34. onfol. 56a; 35. on fol. 57a;

36. on fol. 57b; 37 and 38. on fol. 59a
; 39. on fol. 60*

;

40. on fol. 6ia; 41. on fol. 6ib; 42. on fol. 68*;

43. on fol. 68b ; 44. on fol. 69a ; 45. on fol. 73a
; 46. on

fol. 73b; 47. on fol. 74b; 48. on fol. 75b, last line;

49. on fol. 78a; 50. on fol. 79a
; 51. on fol. 80a

;

52. left out altogether; 53. on fol. 8ia; 54. on fol. 82";

55. on fol. 85a ; 56. on fol. 85b ; 57. on fol. 86'' ; 58. on
fol. 87b; 59. on fol. 89a; 60. on fol. 92a; 61. on
fol. 92b; 62. on fol. 95a, last lines; 63. on fol. 96b;

64. on fol. 97a; 65. on fol. 98b; 66. on fol. 102b, last

lines; 67. on fol. 103b; 68. on fol. 105a, last line;

69. on fol. 107a; 70. on fol. 109a; 71. on fol. 109b;

72. on fol. iioa; 73. on fol. 112*; 74. on fol. 113a;

75. on fol. ii6a; 76. on fol. ii8b; 77. on fol. 122b;

78. on fol. 125a, last lines; 79. on fol. 129b; 80. on
fol. 130a; 81. on fol. 137b; 82. on fol. 140b; 83. on
fol. 141b; 84. onfol. 142b; 85. onfol. 143a; 86. on
fol. 143b; 87. onfol. 144b; 88. on fol. 146a; 89. on
fol. 147a, last line; 90. on fol. 156a; 91. on fol. i6ia;

92. onfol. 163b; 93. on fol. 167a; 94. on fol. i68b;

95. on fol. 172a; 96. on fol. 176b; 97. on fol. 179a,

first line; 98. onfol. i8ia; 99. onfol. i8ib; 100. on
fol. 182a; 101. on fol. 183b; 102. onfol. 203b; 103.oa
fol. 204a; 104. onfol. 205a; 105. onfol. 206'; 106. on
fol. 207a; 107. on fol. 208a; 108. on fol. 209b; 109 and
110. on fol. 2 loa; 111. on fol. 213a; 112. on fol. 214b;

113. onfol. 2i6a; 114. onfol. 216b; 115. on fol. 218b
;

116. onfol. 226b; 117 and 118. onfol.227b; 119. on
fol. 228b; 120. onfol. 237b; 121. onfol. 240a; 122. on
fol. 245b; 123. onfol. 247a; 124. missing on account
of the second lacuna; 125. on fol. 259b Letter 8i is

not numbered, in consequence of which 82 appears as
8 1 in the heading and so on ; but it is quite possible,

that, as there is no letter 52 marked, 53 ought to be
correctly styled 52 and so forth, in which case the later

numbers, as given in the headings, would after all be
correct. Letters 11 9-1 2 3 have no heading at all (a

blank space being left for them, but not filled in).

From fol. 247 to the end the tops of all leaves are more
or less damaged, and whole lines torn away.
A considerable number of these letters are addressed

to Khwajah Muhammad Sa'id and Khwajah Muliammad
Ma'sum (see ff. 68b, 73b, j^h^ 82a, 95a, 96b, 98b 113a,

ii6», 122b, 125a, 129b, 130a, 137b, 141b ,42b, 143b,

147a, 168b, 172a 206a, 208a, 2ioa,and 213a), who are

both called aij^^xk', i. e. sons of Makhdum. The best

known Makhdum among the Sufic Shaikhs is Makhdum-
i-Jahaniyan, i. e. Sayyid Julal-aldiu Bukhai'i, who died
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end of A. H. 785 (a.d. 1384), see Safinat-alauliya,No. 157
(col. 291 in this Cat.); Siyar-ararifin, No. 13 (ib.,

col. 264); Sawati'-alauwar, No. 22, i. (ib., col. 332);
Bodleian Cat., No. 1263; and Eieu i. p. 354''; but the

names of his sons were according to the Safiiiat-alanliya,

loc. cit., Sayyid Ahmad Kabir, Sayyid Baha-aldin, and

Sayyid Muhammad (a fourth Nasir-aldin Mahmud is

mentioned in Safmat-alauliya, No. 158). and these are

entirely at variance with the two names above. It is

therefore possible, that they were two other sons of

the author himself (comp. No. 1844), as the latter

is styled in Nos. 1848 and 1849 below likewise

Makhdum, viz. : ^^^->j-«lil j
^^,.«-l—U (.^J-i* and (.jAi^

Jl ^j]l i_j^ u^^ ' '''"'^ *^'^ word is, besides, generally

used as honorary title for a spiritual master or guide.

The other Shaikhs are

:

Mir Muhammad Nu'man and his son, Mir 'Abd-

alrahman.

Shaikh Badi'-alzaraan.

Mir Muhibb-allah.

Maulana Muhammad Sa'in.

Mir Shams-aldin 'All Khalkhall ; MuUa Shams.

Maulanfi Ahmad Dini.

Miyan Shaikh Aman-allah.

Mulla Maksud 'Ali Tabrizi.

Khwajah Ibrahim Kubadkhani ; Mulla Ibrahim.

]\Iulla Muhammad Murad |c»-iJ

•

Mulla 'Ali ^j^.
Khwajah Muhammad Hashim « .t.S.

Mulla Tahir and Mulla Tahir Khadim (both perhaps

identical).

Darwish Khadim.
Maulana Muhammad Tahir (in one place pointed

Zahir) Badakhshi.

Mulla Salih Turk.

Maulana Salih
^J'^j^-

Khwajah Salah-aldin Ahrari.

Mulla Badr-aldin.

Mirza Minucihr.

Maulana Muhammad Sadik of Kashmir.

Khwajah (or Mir) Husain-aklin Ahmad and his two
sons, Khwajah Muhammad 'Abdallah (or as it is several

times corrected, 'Ubaid-allah) and Khwajah Jamal-

aldin Husain.

Maulana Sultan Sirhindi.

Kadi Nasr-allah.

Mulla Shir Muhammad of Lahur {ijjy>>j'^ as it is

spelt here).

Khanjahan.

Mamrezkhan Afghan.

Maulana Hamidi.

Khwajah. Sharaf-aldin Husain.

Mir Mansiir.

Maulana Sighar Muhammad Eumi.
Muhammad Mukim Kusuri.

Kadi Musa of Shuwain and his son, Maulana Ishak.

Haiiz 'Abd-alghafur.

Kadi Isma'il of Faridabad ; Kadi Aslam.

Sufi Kurban-i-jadid.

Haji 'Abd-allatif Khwarizmi.
Mir Mu'min of Balkh.

Shaikh NAr-alhakk ; Shaikh Hamid Ahmadi.

Shaikh Hasan ^S/>.', Shaikh Nur Muhammad cSjl-j-).

Khwajah Muhammad Ashraf ; Khwajah Abu-
almakarim.

No. 3483, olim 14. J. 16, ff. 259, 11. tj ; Naata'lik ; size,

9i in- by 5 in.

1847
Maktubat-i-Ahmad bin Yahya MunyarJ.

A fourth collection of letters of the same Shaikh
Ahmad bin Yahya Munyari, containing selections from

a correspondence of twenty-five years between him and
the Imam Muzaifar (the same to whom some letters

are addressed in the second collection) on mystical

topics. It is very short, and consists of twenty-eight

letters only.

Beginning: .... |j . »; « U i^JiUJI
j j^.>J.L«JI Cj, ill .> » J

1^ ...« . ) jjj^^. iS i_j»i,-« >_>.•; V-..0 j_L» ,.vjl Jljsj L«l

Jl ^^_jiJl
J Jil uj^-i ^.

Copied A. H. 1162 (a.d. 1749).

No. 623, ff. 40, 11. 13; Nasta'Iik ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

1848

A letter, designated in the heading as ui^-Jit. i^yiSLt

Uyiy^ Lfr;-^ Lss^ ' which seems to indicate that it is

from the pen of Shaikh Ahmad Munyari's father, in

answer to some questions addressed to him by his son,

cH'

cyJ-« )J 5J

see the initial words

:

_}^ i.:^5)i ^
o- J-Jtl j^;'r-

jjpJl s]JL-, ,_^iJi Uji^ ^^^sJ (^^.) x,-».l
^:H*-"J <>^

e:. ,.il t V '.yi I

'jIj^ j-* i.^J'-* J^l sj».«J vV*- ij^-^' 1

No date ; modern transcript. College of Fort

William, 1825.

No. 2130, ff. 1-4, 11. 18-21; Naakhl, mixed with Shikasta;

size, 8J in. by 5^ in.

1849
Two mystical treatises, a large*and a very small pne,

the latter of which is stj'led ^jLj*^.
^

^j.SJLZi\ jLi,l

^^.LxJl and composed by the same Ahmad bin Yahya

Muuyari ; whether the first is likewise from his pen, is

impossible to state, as no indication whatever is given

as to its authorship, but it is highly probable.

Beginning of the first risalah, on fol. 299b
: sJI il alll

Jl cyLJiic ;l »-i vi*—1 oLsl^JI j\ sj .v :i>. t-^.

A bait of Jalal-aldin Eumi ( Pi-o j^3.Jl (_,»-«-t<) is

quoted on fol. 308^.

Beginning of the second risalah, on fol. 417*: li^j
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^^ u*-*^ ^i^-^ lO^}^ ci'-*'^. i cr^!-^^^' -i^j^

u-J^ t^r^^ (js^ (cH) •*-^' cr?'^' '-^ J^ ^^

Jl <JiJ^ C-; ' J^-i* v5 J>-i)^- •'il-* J ^J-

No. 110, ff. 399-421, U. II ; Nasta'Uk; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 6^ in. by 3^ in.

1850
Mastdrat (uyljj:L»,w»).

Discourses and spiritual teachings of Sayyid 'Ali

Hamadani bin Sayyid Shihab-aklin Hamadani, a direct

descendant of the prophet (see his full pedigree here

on fol. 348", 1. I sq., and in No. 1269 of the Bodleian

Cat.), who is stated here to have gone to Kashmir,
A.H. 74i=A.D. 1340, 1341 (see fol. 347^ lin. penult.,

and fol. 347'', 1. 2 sq.), and have built there the famous

convent, (Jj" jlijLik, which is visited from far and

wide (the usual date assigned to this expedition to

Kashmir is A.H. 781 or 782= A. D. 1379 or 1380, see

Eieu ii. p. 447, etc.). He died a. h. 786 (see fol. 422",

first line), the 6th of Dhii-alhijjah= a. d. 1385, Jan. 19 ;

corap. on this Shaikh Haft Iklim, No. 1019 (col. 453
in this Cat.), No. 1870, 36 further down, and Rieu, loc.

cit. The present discourses were taken down from the

master's lips by one of his disciples ; the treatise fonns

therefore a kind of memoir of the great Siific saint.

Beginning : j ^^1 uyilUT io,JJl) 5X,-sr>. iijl J^^^
^l,.y.

No date. Other Persian works by the same 'Ali

Hamadani are : the mystical treatise, ^^LiJll S-oili*

(Bodleian Cat. No. 1269, there stated to have been
composed A. H. 787, which is probably a mistake for

778= A. D. 1376, 1377); the famous work on political

ethics, laljJdl s^-^i (see Rieu ii. p. 447 ; Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1451-1453; G. Flugel iii. p. 284; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 7, No. 5, and p. 321 sq.)
;

j_,«j-aUI J*,
a commentary on the r^^ LfT^ (^^"^ ^"^ '357' 9

above, and Rieu ii. p. 836'', No. XX) ; iXsS^ sj , ten

rules of contemplative life (ib., p. 829", No. XI, and

G. Flugel iii." p. 420) ; cuLa-iLk^ill iJL-,, a treatise

on Sufic terminology (W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 275,

No. 4); Jjljiill mjUl-., a commentary on Ibn al-Farid's

(see No. 1811 above) wine-kasidah (see No. 1922, 12

below);ei>L».L:.»(ib.,iii. p.413); ijL^l As- ^J, on physi-

ognomy (Bodleian Cat., No. 1241, 28); shorter mystical

tracts (see Rieu ii. p. 836^ ; W. Pertsch, No. 9, 7 ;

Berlin Cat., pp. 235, 5; and 379, 2; Fleischer, Cat.

Dresd., No. 198, 20, etc.); letters (Rieu ii. p. 835'',

No. IV); ghazals (ib., p. 825*, No. Ill, and p. 835*>,

No. VIII), etc. A panegyrical biography of 'Ali

Hamadani in Persian is noticed in W. Peitsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 18, 8. On Arabic works of the same, see

Arabic Cat. of the Brit. Mus., p. 406 sq. ; Loth, Arabic

Cat, pp. 94 and 195 ; Eieu, Supplement, p. 12 ; Haft
Iklim, No. 1019, etc.

No. 2486, ff. 346-442, U. II; Nftsta'Uk; the first three

pages snpplied b> a later liand ; size, 6^ in. b; 4^ in.

1851

Anis-altalibin & wa'dat-alsalikin
(^

,^^-j-JlL)1 y-^l

The discourses, spiritual teachings, and miraculous

deeds of Khwajah Baha-aldin Nakshband, with his real

narae,Muhammad binMuhammad al-Bukhari.the founder

of the Nakshbandi order (born, according to the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 82, col. 283 in this Cat., in Muliarram,
A. H. 7i8=A. D. 13 1 8, March, see also Raudat-alsalikin,

No. 4, ib., col. 260 ; ib., col. 263 ; and Haft Iklim,

No. 1489, ib., col. 491 ; Rieu fixes his birth in a. h.

728= A. D. 1327, 1328), by Salah bin Mubamk albu-

khari, who entered the service of Khwajah 'Ala-aldin

'Attar (died a. h. 802, 20th of Rajab=A. d. 1400,
March 17) A. h. 785 (a. d. 1383), and was by his inter-

cession favoured with the patronage of the great Shaikh
(see fol. 2b, 1. 13 sq.). After Nakshband's death, the

3rd of Rabi'-alawwal, A.H. 791 (see fol. 3", 1. 15, and
comp. the Safinat-alauliya, loc. cit., where he is stated

to have reached the age of 73 years, a corroboration

of the date 718 for his birth)= A. D. 1389, March 2, he

began to compile this work, which is also styled i:yL«lX«

J
•

i
.

*
. » .

') &.a.l^», comp. the fly-leaf, fol. I*, and the

colophon, and contains four kisms, viz. :

1. ooilj
J ^Jj

(_ij^ .J, on fol. 4''.

2. 4111 i^JJ La tjf\y^ CJj^oJa. JU.»I v:Uj1jiJ ^fi> ji

|,4.».y iill J^j W*-]>-» »-l ... \ ^ ^'i J "-"-J;)
on fol. 8».

uW5j->

zr" J ^i> 411I iwJj L.

LJLU b ,.jLi->l ti«l»-« oJlfi-^

^'r>

)

eA-.l, on fol. 23^.

4. jl iS CfjLST
J-
Jl^l J eyVi^+k

J u^\^\J^y\^ jiiji

—lj_«l |,-l>iLj JLsr* ji !^_«u illl ,j..J-s L. ta-Ui uij,, ^ ».

o— 1 5X.Tj^.4Jaj c>J^j Js'., on fol. 45'^.

Beginning : tJUaJL. Jj^ J^ljJ.. uy^

Jl i^j^\ J t/^j' Jw.1l«* O sJL..jfcl "Ls- _}.

Another copy of the same work is described in

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 10, No. 23. A treatise of

similar contents and similar title ('Ljj s-a-U-i- tiyUU.*

^^jJl, styled in Krufft.p.i i3,ajj : ..?. 5^.1) il—AiJI iJL-,),

by Khwajah Muhammad Parsa, another pupil of

Baha-aldin Nakshband (who died A. h. 822, the 24th

of Dhu-alhijjah=A.D. 1420, Jan. ii, see Nos. 1855 and

1923, 3 below, and comp. No. 1357, 14 above), is

noticed in Rieu ii. p. 862", No. II, see ib., iii. p. 1095.

Copied at Lahur for the library of Khwajah Mu-
hammad Maghfur, son of Khwajah Ghiyatli-aldin

Muhammad, by Ahmad Husainl Kanuji, a. h. 1008 (a.u.

1599, 1600). Collated a. h. 1013 (a. D. 1604, 1605).

College of Fort William, 1809.

No. 22,56, ff. 123, 11. 19; Nasta'Iik, mixed with ShikasU;
illuminated frontispiece; size, 9I in. by j| i-i.
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1852

Raudat-almuliibbin (^jJ!L^' *-*»ji)-

A mystical mathnawi, containing ten Sufic love-

letters, and therefore styled in the copies of the British

ihiseura and the Berlin Library (see Ilieu, Supplement,

p. 217, anl W. Pertich, Berlin Cat., pp. 715 and 716,

!No.687,3) 5-«Li SJ, by Ibn'Imad.acontemporaryof Hafiz,

who WHS born in Khurasan and lived in Shii'az, where

he died A. h. 800 (a. d. 1397, 1398). It was composed

A..S. 794 (a.d. 1392), see fol. 38^^, 11. 6 and 8. The above

title, ,j-<Jls*' *-fV)'
the garden of lovers, which is also

found in the Bodleian copy (Bodleian Cat., No. 1265),

is no doubt the correct one, as it is distinctly given at

the end of the poem itself ; the other, 5-«Li si or the ten

letters, although coiTectly describing the contents of

the poem, seems to rest on a confusion of this mathnawi
with the 5-«U sj of Khwajah 'Imad-aldin Fakih, with
the takhalhis 'Iniad, who died A. H. 773 or 793 (a. d.

1371, 1372 or 1391, see Bodleian Cat., No. 803, and
A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 438) and who was very likely

the father of our Ibn 'Imad (see similar suggestions in

"W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., loc. cit.).

Beginning

:

blWJl ^^y^XiJij - Wlr^Ji (jJLl- J-Jl

Copied by Mir 'Imad alhusaini at Harat ; the date

is effaced. Another work of Ibn 'Imad is entitled

L.jji jjie, see W. Pertsch, loc. cit.

No. 1571, ff. 39, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; clear Nasta'llk ; illu-

minated frontispiece and all headings written on oilt ground

;

beautiful ornaments throughout ; all the margins sprinkled with
gold ; two pictures on ff. 9' and 36'' ; size, 9j in. by 6 in.

1853
Another, more modern copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Dated Eajab, a. h. 1158 (a.d. 1745, Aug.), by
'Abdallah. The first page is seriously damaged.

No. 1843, ff. 1-26, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'lik; size,

81 in. by 5 in.

1854
Mirat-al'arifln (^^.LxJl uyU-*).

A very clear exposition of the principles and doctrines

of Sufism in fourteen Kashfs, each followed by a

Nuktah, preceded by a Mukaddimah, and concluded by
a Khatimah.

Beginning: Jl njj^-o ^ ^jf ^^ (^jJI ijj aJ.
Mukaddimah, on fol. 2^, first line : JLc i^jLLi,! ^
Kaalif I, on fol. 4* : J)-»-»J' "-^^^ (jW*. le*-

Nuklah, on fol. 1 6^ : *UJ1 j 'LuJl eul^Lil ^
Kashf II, on fol. 1%^ : Xi^y^\ il<Jj>. jjLo ^J.

Nuktah, on fol. 29^: ^\^'i\ j ^' cyl^Lil ^.
Kashf III, on fol. 34'' : Ai^jii] is

Nuktali,, on fol. 47* : ,v-iil .

Kashf IV, on fol. 51'': ilsr' iiUia.

Nuktah, on foL 6^^ : JCDI
j y^^ v^jl^Lil ^

uW^ J-
\)^\ J.

"^^J*^ uW> ij»-

u'^. LS*-

' J (ip' ^J,Lil

Kashf V, on fol. 68b
; g^Ji

Nuklah, on fol. 81b
; J!je^i ^^^

Kashf VI, on fol. 84a
: ,^Ji]\

Nuktah, on fol. 97'' : aj^jHI j Ji^il i^jlLi.! ^
Kashf VII, on fol. 99" : iLajJI ii--ia. jjLj ^.

Nuktah, on fol. 109a
: Jj JJI j i_j_;.Ul eulLil ^

Kashf VIII, on fol. liib; ^iCjl U.Ji^ Jl^_ ^.
Nuktah, on fol. 121I': t'^ i—i-iJ uiil.Li.1 ^

Kashf IX, on fol. 124^: ijjJl

Nuktah, on fol. 136'' : a h » . il

Kashf X, on fol. 140'': sjjJUl J,

Nuktah, on fol. 151^

Kashf XI, on fol. 153^: wKill A5.ii». ^JL-) i.

Nuktah, on fol. 164b : laJ^JJUl j iJ.lAI uy1,Lil ^.
Kashf XII, on fol. 166^: ij^Jl ii^ia. ^JLo i.

Nuktah, on fol. 178^: J^yU ejl^Lil j^yi.

Kashf XIII, on fol. 181*: pUlJI ii-i.» jjLo ^y.

Nuktah, on fol. 191^.- J-a^l j J.jkl^l i^jl^Lil
|_^

Kashf XIV, on iol. 194*: —jjpi ii-i.* jjLj ^j.

Nuktah, on fol. 207*: jLadl j *lxAl cylLil jJ.

Khdtimah, on fol. 208^.

The author has taken great care to conceal his name,
styling himself simply ijiJjjJ ^^^ but in his own

ghazals, with which the book is interspersed, he betrays

it in the takhallus, viz. Mas'ud (see fol. 65b, last line

but one ; fol. 81'', 1. 4 ab infra ; fol. 97^ 1. i ; fol. 109*,

1. 5 ab infra; fol. 136b, 1. 8; fol. 151^ 1. 3; fol. 164b,

1. 8; fob 178b,
1. 4; fol. 191b, 1. 5; fol. 202a,

1. 3;
fol. 207*, 1. 4 ab infra; and fol. 209b, 1. 3 ab infra),

and more distinctly : MasHd-i-Bak (only once, on
fol. I2ia, 1. i). Khwajah Mas'M-i-Bak (of Bak in the

district of Bukhara), with his original name Ahmad bin

Muhammad Nakhshabi Shirkhan (see col. 333 in this

Cat., and compare with it No. 856 in the Bodleian

Cat.), was a relation of Sultan Firuz of Dihli and ac-

cording to the Makhzan-alghara'ib (No. 2306, col. 373
in the Bodleian Cat.), originally an independent ruler

of Bukhara, till he turned a derwish of the Cishti order

under the spiritual guidance of Shaikh Eukn-aldin, the

son of Shaikh Shihab-aldin Imam (the latter being

one of the renowned disciples and Khalifas of Niziim-

aldiu Auliya), or, as tiie Makhzan-alghara'ib states (loc.

cit.), of Shaikh Nasir-aklin Mahmud Ciragh of Dihli

(who was likewise a distinguished pupil of Nizam-aldin

Aulij'a and died the i8th of Eaniadan, a.h. 757= A.d.

1356, Sept. 14, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 116, col. 287
in this Cat.). He was put to death A. H. 800 (a. d.

1397, 1398). In the present work, the 14th Kashf of

which is quoted in full in the Sawati'-alanwar (No. 654
of this Cat.), he often quotes as authority the Cishti

Shaikh Shibli, the son of Shaikh Jalal-aldin Panipatl

(who died a.h. 765=a. d. 1363, 1364, see Piieu i.

p.
358b). Other works of Mas'ud-i-Bak are JLoUl "A

;

,^.lt
, i^i (an imitation of 'Ain-alkudat's work of the

same title, see Nos. 1793 and 1794 iu this Cat.); and
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the diwan of lyrical poems, styled ^j.^J^\jyj (see Rieu ii.

p. 63 2) or ^)j--j<JI .y (according to Ilahi, see A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 84) or even ^J^\ jy (as the Makhzan-
alghara'ib denotes it).

This copy is dated a.h. 1085 (a.d. 1674, 1675), by

Muhammad Kabir bin Shaikh Ahmad.
College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2307, ff. 310, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8f in. by 5 in.

1855

Fasl-alkhitab (^Lkil J--j).

An encyclopaedia of Sufic lore, containing extracts

from the works of the greatest Persian and Arabic

mystics, by Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Mahraud
alhafizl albukhari, commonlyknown as Khwajah Muham-
mad Piirsa, who died a.h. 822 (a. d. 1420). According

to H. Khalfa iv. p. 422, No. 9058, the full title of this

work is ei>J^LsA' ^ i^Ua-'il J<i <; according to

G. Flugel iii. p. 421, LjL.a.ill J-o^ i_>lkil j-aj, comp.

also Rieu ii. p. 863'', and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 294. The interesting documents on mysticism,

contained therein, are fully described by Flugel, loc. cit.

Beginning : |w.>^Ij t-.TAx^j ^Jic &iil> JljJl JIl x^ii

Khwajah Muhammad Parsa is besides the author of

the t^^ u"^^' *'8° styled ijjjujLilll iZ^xi}\ iJU-,,

containing the sayings of Shaikh Baha-aldin Nakshband
(who died A.H. 79i=A.D. 1389, see No. 1851 above,

and comp. Nos. 1920, i ; 1923, 2, 3 and 9 below), which

were collected by him and from which an extract was

01'>= uLi.i-' or

uW^.j

and Bod-

tJL.^,

made by Jami in his L-o^

Ju^jjJl (see col. 764, No. 14, in this Cat,

leian Cat., No. 1266); and of the

see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 78, No. 3; comp. also

No. 1923, 6 below.

This copy is dated the 5th of Jumada-alakhar, a. h.

909 (a. d. 1 503, Nov. 25), by Khwajah Muhammad bin

Malik Muhammad Suft alandigani (^yLfxJiM, i.e.

^La-jjill, of Andijan). Collated, with occasional

marginal glosses and additions.

No. 627, ff. 243, 11. 25 ; Naakhl ; size, 94 in. by s| in.

1856
Khatimah (it^li).

An elaborate work on the whole doctrine of Sufism,

principally based on Kuran verses and traditions, by

Sayyid Muhammad bin Sayyid Yusuf Husaini, commonly
known as Muhammad Husaini Gisudaraz, the ' long-

locked one,' the greatest disciple and Khalifah of Shaikh

Nasir-aldin Mahmiid Ciragh of the Cishti order (see

No. 1854 above). He was born at Dihli according to

the Sawati'-alanwar, No. 22 a (col. 331 in this Cat.),

the 4th of Eajab, a.h. 720 (a.d. 1320, Aug. 10, whereas

the date usually given is A. h. 721), and died A. h. 825,

the i6th of Dhu-alka'dtth (a.d. 1422, Nov. i), at the

age of 105 lunar years, comp. Rieu i. p. 347'', where a

copy of his discourses, collected under the title /*-*W^
IMD. OFF.

(J5ol by his disciple Muhammad bin Muhammad Akbar

Husaini, is described and details about his life are

given.

Beginning

:

Title and author's name appear on fol. 203*. Oa
the same page the work ends, dated the 21st of Dhil-

alka'dah, a.h. 1067 (a.d. 1657, Aug. 31), and is

followed on ff. 203^-205" by a short epilogue on the

unity of God, beginning : ^^Ui j jjl*-*-* J.* ilai\ 511 ii\ ^

•Jl e»-,l tJjXx^.
J c)>?^- 1/-~* u' 3 lT'-^J'

v::*-J;Wc.

Occasional* notes and glosses on the margin; some

pages a little worm-eaten.

No. 516, ff. 205, U. 15 ; Nasta'lik; illnminated frontispieces

on ff. i"" and 203'' ; size, Jj in. by 4j in.

1857

Another copy of the same.

Beginning : Jy i^jjlL* uiibLc j »^ « v ... < ^y^j jl

This copy, which is not dated, contains a rich collec-

tion of valuable margin-glosses, both grammatical and
exegetical.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2221, ff. 177, U. 14 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 7| in. by 4|in.

1858
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

No date. A large number of marginal and interlinear

glosses, some of considerable value, throughout the whole

work, mostly written in red ink. The Khatimah ends on
fol. 137'', and is followed by another short mystical

treatise of the same author, Gisudaraz, styled Wujud-

al'ashikin (jj.;JLiljLH .J^j), on ff. I37l'-i44l', beginning

:

SIa j (jlW j ji\s^ (j) .>ji»«) (jijLi-.
J

j-si-*. ij-U-i

Jl fjjjjii (j.» tV > •*] jjk |_^L>.L^.

Ff. 145-160 are filled by another hand with some
Hindustani poetry in mathnawi-form, and several prose-

treatises, partly in Hindustani too, partly in Persian,

dealing mostly with the same topics of the Muhammadan
creed from a Sufic standpoint, as the Khatimah, for

instance, »w^., _)i, jjl,^ j.., etc.

No. 1163, ff. 160, 11. 15 ; large Nasta'lik; the Arabic quota>

tioDS in Naslchl ; size, 9!^ in. by 6J in.

1859

"Wujfld-arashikin (^^,.»ii.L«Jt :>%
^J)•

Another copy of tiie same short mystical treatise

which is found on ff. i37''-i44'' of the preceding copy.

30
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d

Beginning: ^ (jll" ,iV5 ~* jjt-j (_r^^-:^ j wW-*

No date.

No. 695, ff. 1-11,11. 13; large and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

6| in. by 4^ in.

1860
The same.

Beginning : (j I W j ,.>lS^ Jj«-J. (jij^^^-" j u"W^. *'-»^

No date. College of Fort "William.

No. 2355, ff. 1-9, 11. 11; Shikasta ; size, 5I in. by 3J in.

1861

Asmar-alasrar {j\j^'!i\ .L—1).

Another Sufic work of tlie great Shaikh Gisudaraz,

containing chiefly, like the Khatimah, mystical inter-

pretations of Kuran verses and traditions. The title

appears on fol. 1^, 1. 5. The first
,
, or ' night-dis-

course ' begins on fol. 3*.

Beginning of the preface : il^Dl j J-^U1 jfJl* <ul X«-il

This work ends on fol. zasb, and is followed on

ff. 224''-253'' by another mystical treatise of similar

contents by the same Gisudaraz, entitled Istikamat-

alshari'at bitariki' 1haklkat (ii^JiiJ jPrlu. i-*->j^ ' i.oUi-,1 )

,

and composed, according to fol. 224", 11. 2 and i ab infra,

A. H. 792 (a. d. 1390). It begins : jJlc ^Isr^' il A-^
ji ^_;ilii ^ ^,J^\ ^^\ J ^^\.
The same treatise is noticed in the Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1267, I.

All the Arabic words and phrases are explained by
an interlinear Persian paraphrase. The same is the

case with another short tract, in Arabic, on ff. 253''-

254^, giving the contents of Muhammad's pretended

conversation with God during his ascension to heaven,

and beginning : Jl ill ^JLo ^^^^1 Jls

.

. No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2167, ff. 254, 11. .17 (from fol. 224 on 11. 15); Naskhl;
size, 9J iu. by j in.

1862
Istikamat-alshari'at bitariki'lhakikat (ijtjJiJl i-oLii-,!

Another copy of the same treatise which is found on
if. 2 24»-253'' of the preceding copy, beginning in the

game way.

The date A. h. 792 appears on fol. ib, 1. 3 ab infra,

the title on fol. 3^, 11. i and 2.

No date. Seals of A. h. 1122 and 1129 (a. d. 1710
and 1 7 17), on fol. i».

No. 2090, ff. 32, 11. 13; clear Nasta'Uk; worm-eaten; size,

7} in. by 4I in.

1863
Tarjuma-i-Adab-almuridin {^SjjiS i_>bl t.y).

A Persian translation and detailed exposition of the

Arabic work on the leading doctrines of Sufism, by
Abu-alnajib Diya-aldin Abd-alkahir al-Suhrawardi (see

title of the original and author's name on fol. 6", 11. 7
and 9), who was the uncle of the famous Shihab-aldin

'Umar al-Suhrawardi, the founder of the Suhrawardi

order, and died a. h. 563, the 12th of Jumada-alakhar

(a. D.I 168, March 24), see Safinat-alauliya, No. 122

(col. 287 in this Cat.), and Haft Ikllm, No. 1298 (ib.,

col. 475). The translator and commentator is Shaikh

Muhammad Husaini Gisudaraz, the author of the four

preceding works, who states, on fol. 7", 1. 3 sq., that he

had already two or three times translated this work from

the Arabic, and that now for the fourth and last time

he undertook the task, together with a commentary.

The date of translation appears to be A. h. 813 (a, d.

1 4 10), curiously spelt here thus, sx-— j J'-a-^A

Beginning of the Arabic preface, on fol. s** : ill J-.-il

Beginning of the Persian introduction, on fol. 7*:

.1) !-- jJjKjJ—-^. v_*iii.l ^ : • • > 1—B--<J sZ^ Xx^ ll\

Jl jl.^-b *A
J Jjjiaij _ft c*-,l sjp i-*^j^

]f
v^ tji^

Beginning of the Arabic text, on fol. 7^ : ^Jlc lyt«j«.l

~J\ ix>-ji\ ^ Aa.lj J\j^ ijll |]|,1.

Copied by Haidarbeg, without a date. College of

Fort William, 1825.

No. 2130, ff. 5-272, 11. 15; Nasta'llk, the Arabic text in

Naskhl ; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

1864

Eisala-i-Mir Sayyid Sharif (1—«J;-i< J.-i-u j^^^ sJL-,).

The reply of Sayyid Zain-aldin 'Alt, usually styled

Sayyid Sharif of SliSraz, to several questions of mystical

theology, addressed to him by Iskandar bin 'Umar

Shaikh of Isfahan, a.h. 825 (a. d. 1422). The questions

deal with man's creation, the connection between mind

and body, future reward and punishment, the angels,

paradise, hell, the ^.S: 1.1 Ul^, Muhammad's ascension

.4ilJc4l

to heaven, and similar topics.

Beginning : ^r-!:-^ j y—»»

jijij^ tj.

^ Dated the 26th of Eajab, a.h. 1180 (a. d. 1766,

Dec. 28), by Abu Talib alhusaiui, at Murshidabad.

No. 1234, ff. 2 75''-285^ U. 16 ; Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta;

size, 8 in. by 4I in.

1865

Tarjuma-i-Minhaj-al'abidin (j^JoLaJl jrU-^ *-»-'^)-

A Persian translation of Muhammad bin Muhammad
al-Ghazali's (see above, Nos. 1781-1792) Arabic work

on mystical philosophy and speculation, entitled the
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' Highway of the true servants of God' (comp. H.Khalfa
vi. p. 210, No. 13, 243 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Batav. iv.

P- 315 'i
No. 1792 above, etc.), made by Shaikh Yusuf

Budh of Iric (who died A. H. 834=a.d. 1430, 1431),
a disciple and Khalifah of the great Shaikh Jalal-aldin

Maklidilm-i-Jahaniyan of Bukhara (died the loth of

Dhu-alliijjah, a. h. 785=a. d. 1384, Febr. 3), and a
disciple also of Khwajah Ikhtiyar-aldln 'Umar of Iric

(died the 14th of Muharram, A. h. 809

=

a. d. 1406,
July i) and of Sayyid Sudr-aldin Rajd Kattal of Bukhara,
Jalal-aldin's younger brother (died A. h. 827 = a. d.

1424), corap. col. 332 in this Cat.; Safinat-alauliya,

No. 157 (ib., col. 291), and Rieu iii. p. 1079". It is

divided into seven s-^ix, viz.

:

1. |jLfi !.>, on fol. 6'', last line.

2. sjjj ,j, on fol. I3».

3. (jjl)£ IJ , on fol. 2©a.

4. 1^1^ ,j, on fol. 71''.

5. c**]^, .J, on fol. 93b,

on fol. 106*.

,j, on fol. I22».

6. j^^yy
7. jjs-m «

Beginning

^1 eu-l fr^jj^ji^ i c*-.l ^J ^]y»- J

Dated at Aurangabad in Rabi'-althanl, A. h. 1093
(here called by mistake the 28th year of 'Alamgir's

reign, which would really be A. h. io96)=a. d. 1682,

April-May. Ff. 48, 70, and 98* are considerably

damaged.
College of Fort "William, 1825.

No. 2152, £F. 136, 11. 15 J Nasta'Uk ; size, 10 in. by jj in.

1866
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The seven

i-JLc are found here: 1. on fol. 6^; 2. on fol. 12^;

3. on fol. 1 8b; 4. on fol. 74I'; 5. on fol. 98'' ; 6. on
fol. 1121"; 7. on fol. 132*. Collated throughout. No
date.

No. 608,i, ff. 149, 11. 15 ; distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in. by jj^in.

1867
Bahr-alma'ant (ijiUll js^-)-

Thirty-six letters on Sufism, compiled by Muhammad
l)in Nasir-aldin Ja'far almakki alhusaini, a disciple and
Khalifah of Gisudaraz (see Nos. 1856-1863 above) and
member of the Cishti order, who lived from the time of

Sultan Muhammad Tughluk (diedA.H. 752=a.d.I35i)
to that of Sultan Bahlul (who began to reign a. h. 854=
A. D. 1450) and reached the age of over 100 years (see

col. 332, 1. 7 sq. in this Cat.), at the request of his

spiritual brother Malik Mahmud and addressed as an
heirloom of mystic traditions to this future successor

of his in the spiritual leadership, during the years A. h.

824-825 (a. D. 1421-1422).

Beginning : i)yj\ ^J-y tj^^ l;^^^' ^ (J'j^ U*

Jl JolX.a. ijiJji ILJ^AJb j^.»j^ \J>^ j^'

The thirty-six letters (cyb^iC) deal with the follow-

ing topics

:

1. i^jUj^II ^y, on fol. 2'', dated the loth of Safar,

a. H. 824 (a. D. 142 1, Febr. 14).

2. 8^1 ^, on fol. 5a, dated the 5th of Eabi*-

alawwal, a, h. 824 (a. d. 1421, March 10).

3. liJj
(r>-^'j i>^' t/' ""^ ^^^- ^' <lat6d the

1 8th of the same month (March 23).

4. iydl |_j»,
on fol. 13*, dated the 13th of Rabi'-

alakhar, A. h. 824 (a. d. 1421, April 17).

5 and 6. -,.^1 ^^Lo ^i, on ff. i7'> and 21'', dated

respectively the 7 th and the 5th (read the 15th) of

Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 824 (a. d. 1421, May 10 and 18).

7-10. jHiJ; uLjy, on ff. 27", 32b, 38", and 44",

dated respectively the 4th of Jumada-alakhar, the 27th

of Sha'ban, the 9th and 23rd of Ramadan, A. H. 824
(a. D. 142 1, June 6, Aug. 27, Sept. 7 and 21).

11. jjL.Jill SjJi jj, on fol. 49a, dated in the! same
month.

12. XaLUI ^, on fol. 55b, dated the 4th of Shawwal,

A. H. 824 (a. D. 1421, Oct. 2).

13-16. k:ylx»LiIl ^jLo ^, on ff. 61^, 68a, .^sb and

85", dated respectively the nth, the 22nd, the 28th,

and the last of Shawwal, A. h. 824 (a. d. 1421, Oct.

9, 20, 26, and 27).

17. y^iMlj i_JILJ1 ^jLj ^y, on fol. 93*, dated

the 3rdof Dhu-alka'dah, A. H. 824 (a. D. 1421, Oct. 30).

18 and 19.^,aSJ1 ^,Lj ^J, on ff. loo^ and I07'>,

dated respectively the 7th and the 9th of Dhu-alka'dah,

A. H. 824 (a, D. 1421, Nov. 3 and 5).

20. JT^bJI )j^\ ^jLj ^y, on fol. 115a, dated the

1 2th of the same month (Nov. 8).

21-24.^1^^11 ^jLj ^, on ff. i2ob i26'>, 131a and
137a, dated respectively the 19th and 27th of Dhu-
alka'dah and the ist and 2nd of Dhu-alhijjah, A. H. 824
(a. D. 1421, Nov. 15, 23, 27, and 28).

25. (read ^,xiJl)^,xlJl ^^Lj ^J, on fol. 146a, dated

the 7th of the same month (Dec. 3).

26. Jj-ojJI ^ya\ jjLj ^, on fol. 150b, dated the

1 2th of the same month (Dec. 8).

27. v,<J:*^'j u-aDI ij,ju. ^, on fol. 155a, dated

the 20th of the same month (Dec. 16).

28. ^,^,^1111^1^1 ^jLj i, on fol. i6ia, dated the

23rd of the same month (Dec. 19).

29. 'Ujillj 'Uv5ll e^ilU. J
A*yi J, on fol. 166^,

dated the 26th of the same month (Dec. 22). On
fol. 173'', first line, there is added to this letter a short

30. bjpl ^, on fol. 173'', middle, dated the 2nd of

Muharram, A. H. 825 (a. D. 1421, Dec. 27).

31. jLoll^l^l ^y, on fol. 177b dated the 5th of

the same mouth (Dec. 30).

32. yj^j j^^ c)^. t/' °° ^°^- ^^4*' "^^^^ t^®

nth of the same month (a.d. 1422, Jan. 5).

3 U 2
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33. j^ijJl
^J

(see letters 7-10), on fol. 187'', dated

the 14th of the same month (a. d. 1422, Jan. 8).

34-36. "Without headings, on ff. 191b, 195b, and

203", dated respectively the i8th, 24th, and 27th of

Muharram, A.H. 825(Jan. 12, i8,and 21). On fol. I38»

begins an enumeration of 380 Shaikhs whose personal

acquaintance the author made, and by whose teachings

he profited. At the end the list of famous Imams and

Shaikhs is given, through whom the mystic tradition

came down from Muhammad to the author of this book

(the various mistakes in the names and certain omissions

can be rectified by comparison with the following two

copies and the full list given in the Sawati'-alanwar,

coll. 327-329 in this Cat.), viz.: 'Alt; — Khwajah

Hasan Basri ; — Fudail bin 'lyad ; — Khwajah Ibra-

him Adham ;— Khwajah Hubairah Basrl ;— Khwajah

'Ulu Dlnawari ; — Khwajah Ahmad Farasnafa (t)

;

— Khwajah Nasir Abu Muhammad ;— Khwajah Nasir-

aldin Abu Yusuf Cishti ; — Khwajah Maudud Cishti

;

— Khwajah Haji Sharaf Zandani ; — Khwajah Mu'in-

aldin Hasan Sijzi ; — Kutb-aldin Bakhtyar Ushi
;— Farid-aldin Shakarganj ;

— Khwajah Nizam-aldin

;

and — Kutb-i-Aktab Shaikh Nasir-aldin Mahmud(i.e.

Ciragh of Dihli, see No. 1854 above), from whom the

author received it.

A mun&jat (quiet prayer to God), on fol. 209b.

Dated the 19th of Ramadan, A. h. 1055 (a. d. 1645,

Nov. 8). An entry from Mir Maksud, who finished the

reading of this MS. the 25th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1121

(a. D. 1 7 10, Febr. 25), is also found on the last page.

No. 1545, ff. 210, 11. 17 ; very clear and distinct Nasta'hk;

worm-eaten ; annotated ; size, 10^ in. b; 5j in.

1868
Another copy of the Bahr-alma'ani.

Beginning the same. The thirty-six letters are

found here as follows :

1. On fol. 3", dated (by mistake) the loth of Safar,

A. H. 829 (instead of 824).

2. On fol. 8".

3. On fol. i8\
4. On fol. 25b.

5. On fol. 34b. As date is given the month only,

Jumada-alawwal.

6. On fol. 42", dated here (more correctly) the 15th

of Jumada-alawwal.

7. On fol. 53b.

8. On fol. 63b

9. On fol. 73a.

10. On fol. 8 1
a.

11. On fol. 87b, dated the last of Eamadan, A. h. 824

(a. D. 1 42 1, Sept. 28).

12. On fol. 96a.

13. On fol. 104b.

14. On fol. 113".

15. On fol. 127b.

16. On fol. 134b.

1 7. On fol. 1
45a, dated here the 6th of Dhfl-alka'dah,

A.H. 824 (but that is a mistake, since it was not a Friday,

as is stated).

18. On fol. 155a, dated here the 4th of Dhu-alka'dah

(a. D. 142 1, Oct. 31).

19. On fol. 163b.

20. On fol. 174a.

21. On fol. i8ib.

22. On fol.i88b, dated here the 24th of Dhu-alka'dah

(a Monday, as is stated, but that is again wrong).

23. On fol. 194a.

24. On fol. 20 lb.

25. Headed: ^^SClil i^jLo ^,on{6l. ziob.

26. Headed: Jj--pl ^J,
on fol. 215b.

27. On fol. 220a (wrong date here).

28. On fol. 226a.

29. Headed: 'Up\{\)j "L^ill (!)cyilLilj J^j J,
on fol. 231b. On fol. 237b, last line, is added the

j)-DI b J-iii (so here, misspelt for ^^^2A\j, as in the

following copy).

30. On fol. 238a.

31. On fol. 242a.

32. On fol. 248a.

33. Here headed : j\^'i\ ^, on fol. 251b, dated here

(by mistake undoubtedly) the 14th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h.'

825.

34. Headed : i.^LiIl jjLo, on fol. 256a.

35. Headed: ialiiij Jjl^\ ^J^. ^y, on fol. 261*.

36. Headed: i_)U^l ^y j\f^\ j jni-nJi jjLp. ^y, on

fol. 268a.

The tradition-list differs here considerably from that

in the preceding copy and agrees more strictly with the

standard one of the C'ishti order ; after Hubairah Basri

the line of Shaikhs is as follows : Ibrahim Ishak bin

'Ulft Dhinawari ((^^i) ; — Abu Ishak Cishti (bin)

Ahmad Farashnafa (sjU-i^i) Cisht! ; — Abu Muham-
mad Cishti ; — Nasir-aldin Yusuf Cishti ;

— Nasir-

aldin Muhammad Cisliti ; — Maudud Cishti ; — Haji

Sharif Zandant ; — 'Uthman Hariini
; _— Mu'in-aldin

Hasan Sijzi ; — Kutb-aldin Bakhtyar Ushi ; — Farid-

aldin Ajwadhani ; — Nizam-aldin Auliya and Kutb-i-

'alam Nasir-aldin Mahmud.
Dated the 7th of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1065 (a. d.

1655, March 15), by 'Abd-al'ali bin 'Abd-almalik.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2332, ff. 1-276, 11. 13 on ff. 1-194, U. 14-17 on ff- I95-

276; Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta ; size, 7| in. by 4I in.

1869

A collection of Sufic works.

This extremely valuable copy contains (besides some

poetry at the end) the following larger and smaller

treatises on mystic topics :

I. Bahr-alma'ani (^yLril ^•), a third copy of Mu-

hammad bin Ja'far almakki alhusaini's thirty-six letters

on Sufisni, beginning, on fol. la: ^^^...fXjl O^ (jj^j\.x» ^

The letters are found here as follows :

1. On fol. I a.

2. On fol. 2a.

3. On fol. 4a.

4. On fol. 5a.

5. On fol. 6b, headed : ^plj yJiill uW> (/•
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6. On fol. 8", headed : UjI ^\ ^^ ; the date is

correctly here the 15th.

7. On fol. io», first lines, headed like the three

following letters, jt-iuJl ^y.
8. On fol. I lb.

^

9. On fol. \^.
10. On fol. \^.
11. On fol. 17*, dated, as in the preceding copy, the

last of Ramadan.
12. On fol! 19a.

13. On fol. 21", here styled eylxaLSJl jjLo
^J.

14. On fol. 23", with an original eylxaLiAl in the

heading, which, however, has been corrected into

15. On fol. 26a, last line, with an uncorrected

u:>bftl.-U ^JLJ ^j in the heading.

16. On fol. 28b, again cyljukLilt.

1 7. On foL 30b, wi-ongly dated, as in the preceding

copy, the 6th of Dhu-alka'dah.

18. On fol. 33", dated here the 4th of Dhu-alka'dah.

19. On fol. 35a.

20. On fol. 37a.

21. On fol. 39b

22. On fol. 41*, wrongly dated, as in the preceding

copy, the 24th of Dhu-alka'dah.

23. On fol. 42'', here simply styled .L-.5I1 (J.
24. On fol. 44b, againj^^\ ^.
25. On fol. ^f>,JJLl\ jjLj J.
26. On fol. 49a, here simply styled J^i" ^j.

27. On fol. 51a, styled k_^j:*J' j y-jDl lijx^ ^^Lo (y,
dated heretheiothof Dhu-alhijjah (instead of the 20th).

28. On fol. 53a.

29. On fol. 55a, first line (the same wrong eyiHHj as

in the preceding copy) ; the ^jjXlb. j-aj, on fol. 57a.

30. On fol. 57a, lin. penult.

31. On fol. 58b.

32. On fol. 60b,

33. On fol. 62a, jly— ill ^j ; the wrong date as in

the preceding copy.

34. On fol. 63a, i^^Liil ijLj J.
35. On fol. 64b, iiuiJJj Jjill ^JUJ ^^».

36. On fol. 67a,^ ^ ^ 'j'r-' J tf-i-jJI cjLo ^j
v^USJ\ ; this letter is not dated here.

The tradition-list runs here thus : 'Alt ; — Khwajah
Hasan Basri ; — Khwajah 'Abdallah alwahid bin Zaid

(correctly 'Abd-alwahid bin Zaid) ;
— Fudail bin 'lyad

;— Khwajah Ibrahim Adham ; — Khwajah Hudhaifali

Mar'ashl ; — Hubairah Basri ; — Abu Ibrahim bin

'Ulu Dlnawari (the son instead of the father) ; — Abu
Ishak al-Shami ; — Khwajah Ahmad Farashnakah
(ij\jj:._,i)C'i8hti (usually styledAbuAhmad Abdal Cishti)

;

— Khwajah Nasih-aldin Yusuf Oishti (correctly Nasir-

aldin Abu Yusuf) ; — Khwajah Kutb-aldin Maudud
Cishti; — Khwajah Haji Sharif Zandani ; — 'Uthman
HarAni ; -;;- Mu'in-aldin Hasan alsijzi ; — Kutb-aldin

Bakhtyar Ushi ; — Farid-aldiu Shakarganj Ajwadhani;
— Nizam-aldin Auliya ; — Kutb-i-'alara yhaikh Nasir-

aldin Mahmud.
Copied in Naskhi by 'Abd-alimam alsadiki alhusaini

and dated the aand of Sha'ban, A. h. 1056 (a. d. 1646,

Oct. 3).

II. MahabbatnSma (t-.l ;;!!«*), compiled from the

utterances of the great Shaikh Makbul-alhadrat Yad-

allah, the grandson, pupil, and Khalifah of Shaikh

Gisudaraz (see above, Nos. 1856-1863, and the Sawati'-

alanwar, col. 331, 11. 5 and 4, in this Cat.), during a

series of discussions on the various stages of the mystic

doctrine and of Sufic lore, held in the majlis of the

Shaikh from the 3rd of Rajabto the 22nd of Shawwal,
A. H. 843 (a. D. 1439, Dec. 10, to 1440, March 27), by
his pupil Mahmud Fadl-allah Husaini.

Beginning, on fol. 71b
; (sic 1) jL.i:i.l i3i^\ il) Ju».il

«_J,^ jJLc ^i\ j^^\i iJilJJ »-JlJiJ ^^Lx* 1j ii^jiil

j\y^ iX^ (jJLfcl . t.::jL>l • (sic !) »;"«* ' ^x*-» »JL5 J-«^ j

Written, by the same hand as the preceding work, in

Naskhi, and dated the 27th of Shawwal, a.h. 1059
(=A. D. 1649, Nov. 3; but 1059 is very likely a

mistake for 1056, see the dates of the following

treatises).

III. 'Ishknama (s-»U (jj, c), a treatise on similar

topics, by an anonymous author, who bases his theories

on the mystical interpretation of Kuran verses and
may therefore be identical with the famous Gisudaraz,

to whom Nos. V and VI of this collection are due.

Beginning, on fol. 138a
: j^^^ y».»XH ^^e^ 4) J.»U

Written, by the same hand as the two preceding

treatises, in Naskht (except the last portion of fol. 140b

and the whole of fol. 141a which are supplied by
another hand in Nasta'lik), and dated the 4th of Jumada-
alula, A.H. 1057 (a. n. 1647, June 7).

IV. Ghayat-alimkan fi dirayat-almakan (^^\5l«ill ijlc

j^lSJkl Li\.i ^), a treatise on the knowledge of God

and His qualities («_5Li-o 4 (JLxi <all i-i^jt^ ^j), by

Shaikh Mahmud ^y:^\ , called Durr-i-yatim, ' the

unique pearl,' who, according to a note on the top of

fol. 179b, was a pupil of Shaikh Shams-aldin Muham-
mad bin 'Abd-almalik Dailami and embodied his

master's jpLi» in a treatise, styled jJ ^\!k^))\ ijLc

.,L.'
!P'

but whether this is identical with the

present one, God alone knows !

d

Beginning, on fol. 179'b : ^p >T il t5JJl ^ Jm^I

'^ j;' h
To the middle of fol. 183b this treatise is written by

the same hand, as the three jn-eceding ones, in Naskhi

;

the remaining portion and also the first three lines of

the beginning are copied by another hand in Nasta'lik ;

dated the 22nd of Sha'ban, A.h. 1057 (a. D. 1647,

Sept. 22).

V. Hadaik-aluns {^_yJ>)}\ fjJ\Xa.), a short mystical

tract by the great Gisudaraz (see above, Nos. 1856-
1863 and 1867), compiled in a.h. 825 (A. D. 1422)
shortly before his death, when he was 105 lunar years old.

It is divided into ten »-iuj-»

.

Beginning, on fol. 191b
; ^ It...) (^LlS . xx^- x».»

^1 J^^ uJJr-t.ii.
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Written in Nasta'lik, mixed witli Shikasta, and dated

the 1st of Sha'ban, A. H. 1065 (a. D. 1655, June 6).

VI. Khatimah (j-^U.), a fourth copy of Gisudaraz'a

work on tlie Sufic doctrine (see Nos.i 856-1 858 above),

beginning, on fol. 199^ : j-oii-L .U,

jXj, julJiLo j^j (_j>
yLijl

(j*i>^ 3 |*i)^

Jl !_>;-• t!U> jO ; a fifth copy is noticed in No. 1920,

12 below.

Written in Nasta'lik by Mahdi alhusaini, the son of

Mir Muhammad Yusuf of Mazandaran, and dated the

20th of Siia'ban, A. H. 1097 (a. D. 1686, July 12 ; but

probably 1097 is a mistake for 1067).

VII. Khawarikat (eyUjly*), an account of the life

and deeds of Shaikh Gisudaraz, his descendants and

spiritual successors, compiled A. h. 981 (A. D. I573i

J 574), and beginning : IJIl . . . . ^^^-JkUl Cjj il J~^

~n jlj^^ J^lj jW^ ij^^ uii^\jS eyUii ^\ XxJ.

.

No date. Written by the same hand as the following

tract, in splendid Naskhi ; the transcriber's name is

Ahmad bin Ibrahim.

VIII. Eisala-i-aJak wa anfus (^^-jjl j ^J\i\ tlLu,), a

very short tract by Khwajah Mu'in-aldin Sijzi, the

famous Cishti Pir, who was born A. h. 537 (a. d. 1142,

1 143), and died, according to the Safinat-alauliya, No.

no (col. 286 in this Cat.), A. h. 633 (A. D. 1236),

according to the Matlub-altalibin, No. 15, 3, and the

Sawati'-alanwiir, No. 15, a. h. 632 (a. d. 1235, see ib.,

coll. 321 and 329), on fol. 272*.

At the end of this copy, on ff. 275^-283'', various

pieces of poetry are added, viz. (i) a short mathnawi,

styled Ganj-i-Ja'fari ((jJjLa. ^jJ^), composed A. H. 1055

(A.D. 1645), and beginning: j^ ^M^ '^ij ^J^ is^
Jl rj-^ji' ^^) Gthazals, by Amjad, on fol. 279^^.

(3) Rubais, on fol. 282*. (4) Some kasidas, on fol.

282''. At the end a ghazal by Imdmi (perhaps Imami
of Harat, who died A. h. 674 or 686=A. d. 1275, 1276,

or 1287, see A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 439 and 440).

All written in Nasta'lik, mixed with Shikasta.

No date.

No. 1754, ff. 283, 11. 20-24 i ^'^^j II '"• ^y 7l "*•

1870
Majalis-aVuslishak (jl l^W (jjlx*).

The assemblies of lovers, a work on Sufic biography

by Sultan Hueain Mirza ibn Sultan Mansur ibn

Baikara Mirza ibn 'Umar Shaikh Mirza ibn Timur,

who reigned from a. h. 873 to 911 (a. d. 1469-

1506); it was commenced in a.h. 908 and completed

A. H. 909 (a. D. 1502-1504), see the last bait on

fol. 193'^. According to a statement in Babar'a

memoirs the real author was Kamal-aldin Husain
Karizgahi, see Rieu iii. p. 1085*"; the same Kamal-
aldin Husain is mentioned in the Haft Iklim, No. 154
(col. 389 in this Cat.), where he is stated to have been

a native of Tabas-i-Kilak, an appendage of Khurasan,

as Sultan Husain's prime minister and author of a com-

mentary on the jLijtJl jj«JLs^. Other copies of this

work, which is written in ornamental prose, intermixed

with verses, are described in G. Fliigel iii. p. 427 ;

Rieu i. p. 351; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1271-1273;
W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 561 and 562; full lists

of the biographies (seventy-six in most copies, according

to some seventy-seven) are given in Fliigel's and Rieu's

Catalogues and also in Ouseley's Notices of Persian

Poets, pp. 247-251 ; comp. besides, Wiener Jahrbiicher,

vol. 84, Anzeigeblatt, p. 38 ; and H. Khalfa v. p. 380,
No. 11,381.

The leaves of the present copy are misplaced ; their

proper order is: i94''-i98*', i*-i93* ; there are counted

seventy-sfeven majlis here, but in consequence of lacunas

after ff. 80, 88, and 106 the end of majlis 30, 37, and

48 and the beginning of majlis 31, 38, and 49 are

missing. The biographies are as follows :

1. On fol. 16"^ (Imam Ja'far Sadik, died a.h. 151=
A. D. 768, but comp. Safinat-alauliya, No. 10).

2. On fol. 17" (Shaikh Dhu-alnun, died A. H. 161=
A.D. 777, 778)-

3. On fol. 1
91" (Sultan Ibrahim Adham, died A. h. 162'

=A.D. 778, 779).

4. On fol. 24" (Sultan Bayazid Bistami, died a.h.

26i=A.D. 875).

5. On fol. 30* (Husain bin Mansur Hallaj, died A.H.

309, 4th of Dhu-alka'dah =a.d.922, March 6; the Safi-

nat-alauliya, No. 2 1 1 ,
gives the 2 5th ofDhu-alka'dah ).

6. On fol. 34* (Shaikh Abu-alhasan Kharakani, died

A.H. 425=A.D. 1034).

7. On fol. 34*', last line (Shaikh Abu Sa'id bin Abu-
alkhair, died A. h. 440=a. d. 1049, seventy-three years

old ; the usual statement is eighty-three years and
four months).

8. On fol. 36'', first line (Khwajah 'Abdallah Ansari,

born A.H. 395=A. D. 1005, comp. Safinat-alauliya,

No. 300, and No. 1778 in this Cat, where a.h. 396 is

given, died a.h. 481 = a. d. 1088).

9. On fol. 41" (Ahmad Ghazali, died a.h. 517=
A.D. 1123).

10. On fol. 43» (Hakim Sana'i, whose death is fixed

here in the same wrong way as usually in a.h. 525
immediately after the completion of the Hadikah, comp,

above. No. 914 sq. in this Cat.).

11. On fol. 45* ('Ain-alkudat, no date of death given

in tliia copy, but see above. No. 1793 in this Cat.).

12. On fol. 46'' (Zhandapil Ahmad-i-Jam, died a.h.

536=A.D. 1141, 1142).

13. On fol. 48'' (Shaikh Auhad-aldin KirmanS, died

A. h. 536 ; on the absurdity of this date as well as of

that of the following Shaikh, his pupil Auhadi, see

No. 1228 in this Cat.).

14. On fol. 49^' (Shaikh Auhadi, died A. h. 554).

15. On fol. 50b (Shihab-aldin Maktul, author of the

<_jlviiH JUSCk, died A.H. 576=A.D. 1180, 1181).

16. On fol. 51" (Shaikh Sa'd-aldin Hummu'i, i.e.

Muhammad bin Mu'ayyad bin Abi Nasr bin alhasan

bin almahmud, died a.h. 605, theiothof Dhii-alhijjah=
A.D. 1209, June 15 ; the correct date is a.h. 650).

1 7. On fol. 5 21" (Shaikh Ruzbahan, died in Muharram,
A.H. 606= A.D. 1209, July).

18. On fol. 53b (Shaikh Najm-aldin Baghdad?,

correctly Majd-aldin Baghdad!, pupil of the following

Shaikh Najm-aldin Kubra, died a.h. 6o7=a.d. 1210,

1211).
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19. On fol. SS" (Shaikh Najm-aldin Rubra, died

A.H. 6l8=A.D. I22l).

20. On fol. 58* (Shaikh-i-San'an ; Rieu reads

Shaikh-i-Saghau ; no date of death is given).

_ 21. On fol. 63'' (Sultan-al'arifin Khwajah Hasan
'Arif, no date of death).

22. On fol. ee"! (Shaikh Farid-aldin 'Attar, died A. H.

627=A. D. 1230).

23. On fol. 67b (Shaikh Ibn Farid, died the 8th of

Jumada-alawwal, A. h. 632=a. d. 1235, Jan. 29, see

above, No. 1 8 1 1 , where the 2nd of that month is given).

24. On fol. 68b (Shaikh Muhyi-aklin A'rabi, in

the Vienna copy : 'Arabi, i. e. coixectly Muhyi-aldin

Muhammad bin 'All Ihn 'Arabt, the author of the

^Lt cyUfcj^, the Jk^ (joj-oi, and many other re-

nowned works, who died a. h. 638=a. d. 1240, 1241,

as Rieu's copy correctly has ; the dates given for his

birth and death in the present copy are absolutely im-

possible, viz. A. H. 660 and 698).

25. On fol. ^ob, last line (Shams-i-Tabriz, died A. h.

645=A.D. 1247, 1248).

26. On fol. 73" (Shaikh Najm-aldin Razi, a friend of

Najm-aldin Kubra, died a. h. 6,^4= a. d. 1256).

27. On fol. 74b (Shaikh Saif-aldin Bakharzi, died

A.H. 658= A. D. 1260).

28. On fol. t6^ ('Aziz Nasafi, no date of death, but

see No. 1806 in this Cat.).

29. On fol. 77* (Maulana Jalal-aldin Rumi, born the

6th of Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 604= a. d. 1207, Sept. 30,

died the 5th of Jumada-alakhar, A.H. 672=A. d. 1273,

Dec. 17).

30. On fol. 78b (Shaikh Fakhr-aldin 'Iraki, no date

on account of the lacuna after fol. 80, but see No. 1 1 16

in this Cat.).

31. (Sa'di of Shlraz, died A.H. 691 in Shawwal=A.D.
1292, Sept.-Oct., beginning missing).

32. (Here wrongly called ^Xjj ,_j-. (jJLs*), on fol. Bi^

(Amir Sayyid Husaini, stated here to have died a. h.

750=A. D. 1349, but compare No. 1821 in this Cat.).

33. On fol. 82b (Shaikh Mahmud Shabistari, died

A.H. 720=A. D. 1320).

34. On fol. 84" (Amir Khusrau of DihlJ, died A. h.

725=A.D. 1325).

35. On fol. 85b (Sultan Husain Aflati, died A. h. 770
^A. D. 1368, 1369 ; in Rieu's copy, A.H. 777 is given

as date of his death).

36. On fol. 87b (Amir Sayyid 'AIS Hamadani, died

the 6th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. H. 786= A. d. 1385, Jan. 19).

37. On fol. 88i> (Khwajah Baha-aldin Nakshband,
no date in consequence of the lacuna after fol. 88).

38. (Pahlawan Mahmud Puryar, author of the isS

jjpLoil and other works, died a. h. 722

=

a. d. 1322,

beginning missing).

39. On fol. 90I1 (Maulana Lutf-allah of Nishapiir,

died A.H. 786=A. D. 1384).

40. On fol. 91b (Hafiz of Shiraz, no date of death

given here, in Rieu's copy it is a.h. 792=a.d. 1390,
but see No. 1246 in this Cat.).

41. On fol. g^^ (Maulana Sa'd-aldin Taftazant ; his

death is wrongly fixed here in a. H. 712 instead of

A.H. 791 or 792=a.d. 1389 or 1390).

42. On fol. 94b (Mir Sayyid Sharif, but Sharif is left

out here by oversight, died a.h. 797= a. d. 1394, 1395,

a date which is at variance with the best authorities,

who fix his death in a. h. 8i6=a.d. 1413, 1414, see

Haft Iklini, No. 1162, col. 465 in this Cat.).

43. On fol.96b(MaulanairuhammadShirinMaghribi,

died, sixty years old, a.h. 707, correctly 807= A.D. 1404,

1405, or rather a.h. 809 = a. d. 1406, 1407, see

No. 1 28 1 in this Cat.).

44. On fol. 96b (Khujandt, i.e. Kamal Khujand!,

died A. H. 807, Rieu's copy gives A. h. 808 ; on the more
correct date see No. 1278 in this Cat).

45. On fol. 97"; last line (Amir Makhtum, died A. H.

83o=A. D. 1426, 1427 ; Rieu gives as date of death

A.H. 833='A.D. 1429, 1430).

46. On fol. 1 00b (Khwajah Abu-alwafa, died A.H.

835=A.D. 1431, 1432).

47. On fol. loib (Kasim-alanwar, died A.H. 837=
A.D. 1433, 1434).

48. On fol. 105" (Amir Sayyid 'Imad-aldin Nasimi,

no date of death in consequence of the lacuna after

fol. 106 ; in Rieu's copy it is fixed in a. h. 837).

49. (Husain Khwarizrai, died a.h. 839= a. d. 1435,

1436, beginning missing).

50. On fol. 107b (Maulana Sharaf-aldin 'All of Yazd,

died A.H. 858=A.D. 1454).

51. On fol. 1 08b first line (Sayyid Hakimi, died

A.H. 88i=A.D. 1476, 1477).
52. On fol. 109a (Shaikhzada Zafar, called in the

Vienna copy : Shaikhzada 'Uraar, in Rieu's Dadah
'Umar, died a.h. 890= a. d. 1485).

53. On fol. 109b (Maulana Muhammad Tabadkani,

died A.H. 891=A.D. i486).

54. On fol. I n* (Khwajah 'Ubaid-allah, died a.h.

895=A. D. 1490).

55. On fol. 1131 (Maulana 'Abd-alrahman Jami, died

A.h. 898=a. d. 1492).

56. On fol. ii6b (Sulaiman and Bilkis).

57. On fol. 12.2" (Iskauder Dhu-alkarnain).

58. On fol. 127b (Farhad and Shirin).

59. On fol. I348' (Majnun and Laila).

60. On fol. 1
40a (Khusraushah ibn Kaisar Shahzada).

61. On fol. 145'' (Sultan Mahmud bin Sabuktagin,

died A. h. 402, correctly 422 or rather 421= A.D. 1030).

62. On fol. 149a (Abu-alfath Sultan Jalal-aldin

Malikshah, died the loth of Shawwal, a.h. 485=a. d.

1092, Nov. 13).

63. On fol. 153* (Sult4n Muhammad bin Malikshah,

born in Sha'ban, a.h. 474=a. d. 1082, Jan., ascended

the throne in a.h. 498=a. d. 1104, 1105, reigned

thirteen years and died in his thirty-seventh year, a.h.

5ii=A.D. H17, iii8).

64. Onfol. i56'»(Ab(i-almuzafi'arAmirIsma'ilKilaki,

died A.H. 5i9=A. D. 11 25).

65. On fol. 159b (Sultan Mas'ud bin Sultan Mu-
hammad bin Sultan Malikshah Saljukl, died the ist of

Rajab, A.H. 547=A. D. 1152, Oct. 2).

66. On fol. 162* (Sultan Sanjar bin Malikshah Alp

Arslani, born a.h. 479= A.D. 1086, 1087, died, seventy^

two years old, a.h. 551, correctly 552=a. d. 1157,

after a reign of sixty-one, read forty-one, years).

67. On fol. 1
66ft, last line (Abii-alfath Ibrahim

Sultan, died A.H. 8oo=A.D. 1397, 1398).
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68. On fol. 168" (Sultan Batar bin Baisungbar, died

A. H. 86i=A. D. 1457).
69. On fol. 169'J (Sultan Plr Budagh bin Jabanshah

Padishah, no date of death mentioned in this copy ; in

Ivieu A. H. 800 is given).

70. On fol. i7ol> (Sultan Ya'kub Ak-koyunlu, bis

birth is fixed here in A. h. 872= a.d. 1467, 1468, his

accession in A. h. 886, contrary to the usual date 883=
A. D. 1478; be died A. h. 896= a. d. 1491, in his

twenty-fourth year),

71. On fol. i72'> (Abu Najib Khazari, under Alp
Arslan and Malikshah).

72. On fol. 1 7
41" (name omitted; according to Bieu's

copy it is Asma'i).

73. On fol. 1771' (Shaikh Adhuri).

74. On fol. 178b (Amir 'Alishir Nawai, died A.H.
9o6= A. D. 1500, 1501).

75. On fol. 181* (name omitted, according to Eieu's

copy it is Sayyid Badr, who stayed in the reign ofJahan-
shab Mirza for some time in 'Irak).

76. On fol. 123a (Amir Kamal-aldin Husain alfana'i,

not mentioned in Eieu's copy, born a. H. 874=A. d.

.1469, 1470 in Harat).

77. On fol. 185I' (the author himself).

Introduction on mystical love, illustrated by the story

last line.of Yusuf and Zaiikba, on fol. 197^,

Beginning, on fol. 194*': JU-»-

d
cioJl . » i_;L:;Lil

y^^ J Oij^^ ^_Jcl^U^
iS ^JljJi.c ^J\A \z,>

'--J
...

)

Lithographed in Luckuow (without date).

This copy was finished by Hafiz "Abdallah in Mubar-
ram, A. h. 973 (a. d. 1565, August).

No. 1303, flF. 198, 11. :7; unequal Nasta'llk ; ff. 89-95
supplied by another hand ; size, 9^ in. by 5^ in.

1871

Another copy of the same.

This copy, although splendid in its rich illuminations,

pictures and other wonderful embellishments, is in

a hopeless confusion and disorder, so far as the proper
arrangement of the leaves is concerned. There are

besides numerous lacunas, so skilfully concealed by an
intentional forging of the catchwords, that only a very
careful reader can detect them. The biographies, com-
plete or defective, which appear in this copy, are as

follows :

Majlis 1 (not marked). On fol. 17a,
1. 5. 2. On fol.

38'' (the date of Dhu-alnun's death is given here by
mistake as a. h. 861 instead of 161). 3. On fol. 23*.

4. On fol. 29'', last line. 5. On fol. 36*. 6. On fol. 41b.

7. On fol. 43b (here the correct age of Abu Sa'id bin

Abu-alkbair appears, viz. eighty-three years). 8. On
fol. 45^. 9. On fol. 52^ (wrong date of Ahmad Ghazali's

death, A. H. 527 instead of 517). 10. On fol. 56* (date

of death omitted). 11. On fol. 581* (the date of Ain-
alkudat's death is correctly given here as a. h. 533 =
A.'d.'ii38, 1139). 12. On fol. 61". 13. On fol. 64a.

14. On fol. 65b, last line. 15. On fol. 67a (Shibab-

aldin Maktul is here called: Baha-aldin Maktul).

16. On fol. 68a, first line. 17. On fol. 69b. is'. On
fol. 7 lb (here correctly Majd-aldin Baghdad!). 19. On

fol. 73b, firet line. 23. On fol. n6b 25 (here with
the wrong number 26). On fol. i20». 26 (wrongly
numbered 27). On fol. 124a. 27 (wrongly numbered
28). On fol. 126a (Saif-aldin Bakharzi appears here

as Saif-aldin Baghurzi, i^jj^b). 29 (wrongly numbered

30). On fol. 1 1 2a. 30. On fol. 1 14b. 32. On fol. 85b

first line. 33. On fol. 86b. 35. On fol. 92* (Husain

Aflati, called here Husain Akhlati, ^^^1 ; the date

of his death, however, is given correctly as a. h. 777
=A. D. 1375, 1376). 36. On fol. 94b (the date of 'All

Hamadani's death is given here as a. h. 788 = A. d.

1386). 37. On fol. 96a, last line (the date of Baha-
aldin Nakshband's death given here by mistake aa
A.H. 771 instead of the correct 79I=a.d. 1389).
38. On fol. 97a. 39. On fol. 88a. 40. On fol. 89b.

41. On fol. 109b. 46. On fol. 77a (here wrongly
numbered 36). 47. On fol. 79a, first line. 49. On
fol. loob. 52. On fol. 163a (Shaikhzada Zafar is

called here as in the Vienna copy, Shaikhzada 'Umar).
53. On fol. 164b 54. On fol. 1

68b. 55. On fol. 171b

57. On fol. 182a. 59. On fol. i88b. 60. On fol. 132a.

61. On fol. 140b (date of Sultan Mahmud's death
given here as A. h. 422). 62. On fol. 146b. 63. On
fol. 151b. 64. On fol. 156a. 65 (wrongly numbered
again 64). On fol. 158b. 66 (wrongly numbered 65).
On fol. i6ob. 68 (wrongly numbered 67). On fol.

103a. 70 (wrongly numbered 69). On fol. 196a,

74. On fol. 198a, first line; besides portions of 22 on
fol. 115 and of 31 on ff. 83 and 84. Lacunas are
found after ff. 73b (last words correspond to fol. 55b,

first line in the preceding copy ; fol. 74a, first line is=:

fol. 56a,
1. 9 there)

;
75b (last line corresponds to

fol. 57a,
1. 4 ab infra in the preceding copy; fol. 76*,

first line is=fol. 99b, 1. 10 there) ;
80b (last line=

fol. 103a, first line in the preceding copy); 82b; 87b

(last line=fol. 83b,
1. 9 iu the preceding copy ; fol. 88*,

first line= fol. 90b, 1. 4 there) ;
89b (last line= fol. 91b,

1. 1 1 in the preceding copy)
;
91b (beginning of fol. 92*

corresjjonds to fol. 85b,
1. 9 in the preceding copy)

;

98b (last line=fol. 89a,
1. 6 in the preceding copy);

102b (fol. 103a, first line=fol. i68a, 1. 7 in the pre-
ceding copy); 104b (last line=fol. 169b,

1. 4 ab infra

in the preceding copy); 107b (fol. 108*, first liue=
fol. 92a, lin. penult, in the preceding copy) ; nob (last

line=fol. 94a,
1. 4 ab infra in the preceding copy);

nib (foi_ ii2a^ first line= fol. 77*^ 1. 3 in the preceding
copy); 114b (last line=fol. 78b, lin. penult, in the

preceding copy; fol. iig", first line=fol. 66b ], ^
there) ;

117b (last line= fol. 68b, 1. 9 in the preceding
copy; fol. ii8a, first liue=fol. 69b, 1. 2 there); 126b

(last line=fol. 74b, last line in the preceding copy) ;

128b; 129b (fol. 130a, first line=fol. 138b,
1. 8 in the

preceding copy) ;
162b (last line=fol. 164a,

1. 3 ab infi-a

in the preceding copy; fol. 163a, first line=l'ol. 109a,

first line there); 175b (last line= fol. 11 6a, 1. 6 in the
preceding copy; fol. 176a, first line= fol. 11 6b, 1. 10
there); 184b (last line=fol. 123b, lin. penult, in the

preceding copy; fol. 185a, first line=fol. 128a,
1. 3

there) ;
194b (last line=fol. 138a,

1. 1 1 in the preceding

copy ; fol. 195a, first line=fol. 170a,
1. 5 there) ;

196b

(last line= fol. 171*, 1. 4 ab infra in the preceding

copy); 197b (fol. it)8a, fii-st line=fol. 178*, 1. 3 aS
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infra in the preceding copy) ; 198'' (last line=fol. 1 79*,

1. 6 in the preceding copy).

No date. Beginning as in the preceding copy. This

MS. belonged formerly to Sultan Ibrahim 'Adilshah,

whose name appears on fol. i".

No. 1138, ff. 303, 11. 12 ; splendid Nasta'llk; the whole MS.
luxuriously ornamented ; ff. I*" and 3* models of richly em-
bellished title-pages ; a highly illuminated frontispiece on fol. a""

;

all pages sprinkled with gold; many margins filled with excellent

drawings of animals, flowers, arabesques, etc. ; pictures on ff. 1 1*,

17", 3o», 26", 29*, 33", 40^ 43* 44«, 4»', S4", 57'. 61", 65'. 74''.

77^ 8I^ 84\ 9i», g2\ 98", too*, 104*, los"", io8», lis", 121*,

I25«, lagi-, I33^ I37^ I44^ I47\ 153*, ^65^ I59«, I6l^ I63^
165", 167', 174'', 178*, iSe^ 189*, 192'', igs"", i97'>, aoo», and
203'' ; size, 10^ in. by 6J in.

1872

Risalah dar suliik u 'ishk (jni-c j (»)JL. .i sJL,,).

A short anonymous treatise on mystical lore,

beginning with some Arabic-Turkish verses :

I^JujJl ^Uj1-« (jl ». n I.I (JMijJI ,L>1 jj

Jl IjLiJil^Pol i ii..^ C c:<, ii.«.ii.:fc si. ts)LlL»

It is intermixed with pieces of poetry, love-tales, etc.,

and the chief work quoted is the jLLxJl ,jJLsr* (see

the two preceding copies) ; in consequence of that it is

also styled jjliiU oblSCa. on the fly-leaf.

No date.

No. 765, ff. 42, II. II ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk;
illuminated frontispiece ; small pictures almost on every leaf
from ff. 6 to 30 ; size, io| in. by 5J in.

1873

Maktubat-i-'Abd-alkuddus {u^^xiil ^ _r is,L)y:5C).

One hundred and eighty-nine letters on all the
various branches of the mystical doctrine, addressed
to a great number of Shaikhs, the materials of which
the editor, Khidr Badhan ((^xi) bin Rukn of Jaunpur,
commonlycalled Miyankh^n bin Ikwam-almulk, collected

from the mouth of his spiritual guide, the great Shaikh
of the Cishti order, 'Abd-alkuddus (or alkaddus) bin
Shaikh Ismail alhanafl of Gangu near Dihli, who was
born A. H. 860 (a. D. 1456), and died a. h. 944 or 945
(a. D. 1537 or 1538), comp. Safinat-alauliya, No. 118
(col. 287 in this Cat.); Sawati'-alanwar, No. 30 (ib.,

col. 336), and Eicu ii. p. 830, No. XV. The editor, who
is no doubt identical with "Abd-alkuddus' third Khalifah,
called in the Sawati'-alanwar, loc. cit., Khidrkhan,
known as Shaikh Khan, of JaunpAr, gave in honour

of his Plr the title of ^^jliJI x^ izj\j,y:SC to this

collection (see fol. 3'', H. 13 and 16-17).

Beginning : yU,U '\^i iS'\^\jJ^^ Isr^. a*.*

The collection ends on fol. 2i7''>. Another, but
defective, copy of the same is noticed in No. 1275 of
the Bodleian Cat. On ff". 2i8''-22o'' a short tract on
the fourteen families of the Cishti order (see col. 321
in this Cat.), styled ^jUriSLi-. lil^U «j,l.i* DL.„ is

added. ^ ^^ ^

IND. OFF.

No date. Many interlinear and marginal glosses.

No. 773, ff. aao, U. 19-21, written by four or even five

different hands, partly in Naskhl, partly in varioua atyles of
Nasta'llk; worm-eaten ; size, 10^ in. by 1\ in.

1874

Mazhar-alathar (^UN'^jl^t)

A mystical mathnawt in imitation of Nizamt's
Makhzan-alasrar (No. 972 sq. in this Cat.) by Mir
Hashim! Kirmani, usually called Shah Jahingir, who
died A. H. 948 (a. d. 1541, 1542), comp. Rieu ii. p. 802'';

Bodleian Cat., No. 1276; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 55
and 420; Saflnah, No. 118 (col. 215 in the Bodleian

Cat.); Atashkada, No. 257 (ib., col. 271 ; see a con-

fusion between Hashimi Kirmani and Hashinit Bukhari
in the same tadhkirah. No. 726, col. 287) ; Haft Iklim,

No. 291 (col. 399 in this Cat.; comp. No. 1502, ib.,

col. 492), where in one copy the wrong title ,K-,ill jJi-.

is given to this poem ; H. Khalfa v. p. 606, etc. It

was composed a. h. 940 (a. d. 1533, 1534) at Tattah,

see fol. 84**, 1. 10 :

•sJ^ 1^ \j^y ^ ^y J* J
J-4J

eJLi. -.J ^^1 c*iL> Uj ,_,iij

In the Bodleian copy only the date is given as A. h.

909, Jl iJ
J J .n 1 1

Beginning

:

Dated in Gujarat the 3rd of Ramadan, A. h. 1015
(a. d. 1607, Jan. 2).

No. 1071, ff. 85, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Shikasta ; size, 8f in. by
4|in.

1875
Javahir-i-Khamsah (s ,

.^^ -aL*.).

The Persian version of the large dogmatical work
on Siifism in Arabic by Shaikh Muhammad Ghauth,
that is Abu-almu'ayj'ad Muhammad bin Khatlr-aldin

bin Latif bin Mu'in-aldin Kattal bin Khatir-aldin bin

Bayazidbin Khwajah Farid-aldin "Attar, a pupil of

Shaikh Zuhur (Zuhur-aldin) Haji Hudur ; he was born
A. H. 906 (a. D. 1500, 1501), spent thirteen years in

solitary meditation in Kuhistan, began the first sketch

of this work in his twenty-second year, came after many
vicissitudes to Gujarat, completed the revised and
enlarged edition of his work, the Persian paraphrase of

which is contained in this copy, in his fiftieth year,

A. H. 956 (a. D. 1549), and died probably a. h. 970
(a. D. 1562, 1563), comp. the detailed description of

the Arabic original (JU~..il j^O^ in O. Loth, Arabic

Cat., p. 185 sq, ; and H. Khalfa ii. p. 643 ; iii. p. 52.

The work is divided into the following five jj»^

:

1. (jT (JJ;1> J
jjljjLc vajL* ,j, on fol. 4".

2. jjT jjfL J J'^j Xftj ji, on fol. 43l>.

3. ijT kj|^ J ir^j (.Ui* 'U— I lijy^j J...C J
J , on

fol. 69'' (in the index the heading runs thus : v:i.«£j ..j

3X
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4. j\\i.i> u;*aX« uW. !•> > oil fol. 205'' (in the index :

5. Jil iJ,j JU-il jjW> jJ, on fol. 263a (in the

index : J\ ^Ja j ^jlilsr* j^ j Jil il^).

Beginning: Jj jJlj J t?JJI J-*-'^l J-^^ll -Si J'-^

Dated the 8th of Safar, A. h. 1 1 73 (a.d. 1759, Oct. i),

by Muhammad Wasilbeg Kadiri. Many valuable glosses

and explanations in Persian, both marginal and inter-

linear. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2124, ft'. 1-273, U. 15 ; Naskbl in all Arabic quotations,

large Nasta'llk in the remaining portions ; size, 1 2j in. by 8| in.

1876

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Jauhar 1. on fol. 3^; 2, on fol. 3i'>; 3. on fol. 75a

(heading as in the index of the preceding copy) ; 4. on

fol. 280* (heading : ^iJLi tj,J^j c)4;^ J'-i^' sj^'^^j^

jr (jP;J» j) ; 5. on fol. 3521" (heading as in the index

of the preceding copy). Ff. 263-270 turned upside

down. The work ends on fol. 366'' and is followed by

a long invocation to God, partly in prose, partly in

verse, beginning : Jl UpC* j^L- l^l5S,j_^ U!U>.

.

An immense number of interlinear and marginal

glosses and annotations, especially in the older portion

of the MS., from fol. 31'' to the end.

No date.

No. 1487, ff. 368 ; Naskbl, on ff. Si^-seS, M 9; Nasta'Uk,

on ff. 2-30, 11. 17 ; size, io| in. by 7 in.

1877

Jaddat-al'ashikin (^^.a.t.laJl jjl».).

The highway of lovers, a work on the mystical

doctrine, especially on the life, deeds, and miracles of

the great and highly renowned Sufic Shaikh Kutb-

aldin Husain (who might perhaps be identical with

Shaikh Husain Khwarizml, mentioned in the Safinat-

alauliya, No. 364, col. 310 in this Cat., as having died

A. H. 956=A. D. 1549), compiled for the sake of the

friends and followers of that Shaikh (the Husainis) by

a pupil of the same, A. h. 973 (a. d. 1565, 1566), comp.

the last line in the last page, where the words e*iU *L,jI

appear to be a chronogram. The author's name is

concealed; the title occurs twice, on fol. 3^, 1. 13, and

fol. 4'', 1. 4. The compiler founded his book on a larger

work of a similar kind, the j^j-^lkJl ^lii.*, written

likewise by a friend and confidant of Shaikh Husain,

Maulana Kamal-aldin Mahmud Anjudani, a. h. 949
(a.d. 1542, 1543), made first an extract from it,

enlarged by many new and valuable details which he

had seen in the Shaikh's own presence and heard from

his own mouth, and then again a shoi'ter abridgement

of that extract, which forms now the jj^J-iLxJl sSU..

It is divided into thirteen babs and many fasls. The
first leaf is missing; the copy, which is dated a. h. 989
(a.d. 1 581), begins abraptly in the preface thus:

jJm0 • u:;i.3«jk.«-o (...0jL> « .LJ15

i/.
iU ,jj

jtir- i y-

It is worm-eaten throughout and injured almost on

every leaf.

No. 640, ff. 119, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk; size, 9I in. by ffin.

1878

Sirat-almustakim (^.5-.^\.l tL^).

Philosophical and psychological questions and apho-

risms of a thoroughly Sufic tendency, compiled A. h.

981= A.D. 1573, 1574 (the title is a chronogram), by
Khub Muhammad (jishti (see fol. 2^, 11. 4 and 9, and
fol. 3", 11. 3 and 4). o

Beginning : 1J ilj IL- lAi-U il sJ cyj-^ ^
ij*- u'

'1 4I1I yT i^ J4J>- ^> |»^ u^j (Surah 2, 256)

Copied A. H. 1095 (a.d. 1684).

No. 626, ff. 1-79, U. 9 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9J in. by 4I in.

d

1879

Hifz-i-maratib (i_*j1;-» loia.).

Another Sufic work by the same Khub Muhammad
Cishti, a kind of cosmography, giving a description of

the different stages in the visible and invisible world

from a mystical standpoint, and dealing with theosophy,

metaphysics, astronomy, natural science, physiology, etc.,

compiled A. h. ioo9=a. d. 1600, 1601 (see fol. 2^).

Beginning, on fol. i^ : .1 »j
1^

jjlj u\^ (
jlW .« ju«.»

The first two lines and a half on fol. 2^ are a mere

repetition of the first line of fol. i'' and some other

words occurring on fol. 2° in 1. 9 and the last line.

The work concludes on fol. 76*, and is dated the 23rd

of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 1014 (a.d. 1606, May i).

Ff 76l'-i25 contain a mere jumble of scattered

fragments in prose and verse.

No. 1055, ff. 125 ; Nasta'llk, on ff. 1-76*, 11. 22 ; size, 9J in.

by 4I in.

1880
Anis-alghuraba (lj;-iJl (j—jjl).

A treatise on Sufism (v—JjI-a-5 ^j), interspersed with

numerous quotations from the Kuran and Sunnah, and

many poetical specimens, beginning : ^ LlJ j x.^

The author styles himself in the text modestly thus,

-iXxt^- ,»ic 1^^, 'the wounded, helpless dog,' without

giving his name ; but in the colophon he is called 'Abd-

alsamad, and is probably identical with the author of the

Lj^ill .Lj.1 and editor of the (_5*J-c t^\^\Si^ (see above,

Nos. 641 and 271-286), 'Abd-alsamad bin Afdal Mu-
hammad, who composed the former work A. h. 1014

(a. d. 1605, 1 606), and was engaged in the latter from

A. H. loii to 1015 (a.d. 1602-1606, 1607).

No. 2103, ff. 1-54, 11. 12-19; written by different bands in

various styles of Nastallk ; size, 7 in. by 4I in.
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1881

Maktfibat-i-'Abdallah Kutb (uJaS 4)1 a^ cybyjC).
Two hundred and fifty-one letters of mystic tendency

on various topics of religion and philosophy, addressed

by 'Abdallah Kutb bin Muhyl to his spiritual brethren,

for instance, Afdal-aldin Muhammad, Mushir-aldin 'Isa,

'Im&d-aldin Muhammad, Shaikh Muhammad, Ghiyath-

aldin Muhammad, 'Iraad-aldin Ja'far, Shams-aldin Abu
Sa'id, Eukn-aldin Hasan, Muhammad Isma'il, Maulana
KarSm-aldin Muhammad and others. If the first-

named Afdal-aldln Muhammad should be identical with

the father of 'Abd-alsamad (see the preceding copy),

Afdal Muhammad, a Shaikh of the Kadiri order, who
died A.H. ioo3=A.D. 1594, 1595 (see Rieu iii. p. 1087"),

we would have a certain basis for fixing the time, in

which the author of these letters lived, and the Sufio

order, to which he belonged. In the letters themselves

there is not the slightest date or hint about 'Abdall&h

Kutb's life.

Only a few of these letters have special headings, viz,

:

1. Onfol. 2a, u..;l»?Jl j_5-kV5 ijj^\ Ljblil v>i^-
2. On fol. 4a dJpJl i^jziC.

3. On foL 7b
^.\h:,.\\J^\ yy:S^.

4. On fol. 9«, USCil Jju Lr>ySC.

5. On fol. I !«
^J,^11 j^^LX^ .

6. On fol. 1 2*, K^AiS.\\ ^Xi j-JLiDl j i,.^,.H i^ySit

.

24. On fol. 29*, last line, s^\ _^ i^j:SL».

25. On fol. 30a, t^jijil Ji.. i->jsSC

.

26. On fol. 31a, [iJ-^ ^ySL.
27. On fol. 32a,jl«ii.ill jji ^ySC.
157. On fol. 164a, .... JlZj\ jXijl ji s^ySijk

(rest illegible).

158. Onfol. i66a, ^KJS ji Aix-.J, cjj^.
161. Onjol. 171b, iyj» ^^^^\^. J.^.T ^y^

162. Onfol. 172b o.jt^ eyj.

166. On fol. i78» jAi. e»jju» ^:»« j^Lo ,j

jJ,^ ^Jji j,jT <lj)l.

All the rest are simply styled vj^jC or have no
inscription whatever.

Beginning of the preface (entirely in Arabic), on

fol. lb : ,^ill ^\y>.y\ J\ ,j^ ^, ,_Ju iil Jut£ ^^
U\

t^*** 4>ll j^/i- (^-4+)^')

^1 Uily.1 ^
No date. An entry on fol. la is dated from A. h.

1203, 17th of Jumada-alawwal (a. d. 1789, Febr. 13).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2558, ff. 278, 11.19; Nastallk; illuminated frontispiece ;

size, 1 1 in. by 6 in.

1882

Durr-almajalis (jj«Jls*' ^j).

The same collection of legends relating to the

Patriarchs, Prophets, Muhammad, 'Ali, and various

saints, with a decided Silfic tendency, which has been

noticed in No. 1762, 31 above. It was composed in

thirty-three chapters by Saif-al-Zafar Naubah&ri (or

Saif-aldin i^afar Naubahar!, as in the Leyden copy

;

in the Munich MS. he is called Saif-al-Zafar ibn al-

Burhan ; mere corruptions of the name are Saif

Bflnahari or Saif Butahari, as in the Berlin copy, op

Butahari, as in No. 1887 below; in the present copy

he is styled Saif ^afar Bahari. In the colophon of

No. 1886 below he appears as Sayyid Jalal-aldin).

Instead of the correct title ,j,Jl.s^' jj there appears in

No. 1884 below L..o^l JL., the ladder of prophets.

The present copy, although not dated, is put first, as

giving the jnost correct headings in a clear handwriting

of the thirty-three babs or chapters, viz.

:

1. Til ^i\ jZ^ i_r-4/l lO-l « <;» ..>, on fol. 12b.

»U1»^\j^\ jZ^ cyj',U- oJu -*>>•*'2.^1^
onfol. 22b.

3. Jl J..*.) !_,

;

w -' j^^ 0.1
.,
<ii yi , on fol. 29b

4. J1^,-.<jLo ^yjtji^ ^^^a i ji, on fol. 32».

5. 2^
6. Jl ^JLiJl Jj«*-*jj J ^J,.^

ji^ clg^i* jj, on

J ijUJu- y^^-• e. l..
.
.<i ,» ji, on fol. 37b.

fol. 43''.

y i ^S* \^_r.
%M >. ) '1

*'
' - - ^ ,^

Jl ^jUjI, on fol. 50a.

Jl ,;jLijl, on fol. 60a.

9. JI^..».«.o d_,L-. jjljjj jjjj:. -j,^^^, on fol. 65a.

10. Jl ^^»k.a.. jI-p* JU t=.l^ ,j..U.lJljJ, on

fol. 67b^

11. Oi_»LwS |j»-)L» J (JLc jj-;jL«p,l ^^wf.»l ojLx.^ jj

j^ i*l>U, on fol. 70b.

12. ji Ja^ ij^L. ojlXa., on fol. 73b.

13. Jl .,»,».,> i—Lmio (cjU* v::«.l.;«<ii .», on fol. 77*-

14. Jl juJj jJU. ^i*l(,,.ni^.>, on fol. 82b.

15. Jl »_y5 (^l5l uLijljj J^J J^. >V.I;«<>^,

on fol. 89a.

16. jjL»iJ ».».ljj>. \:i^$ Oi.a.1 '"'
, v::..l...<i» ,j, on

fol. 95a_^

17. Jl ^^^--j b ^j-^j\ OJ ^;JJ,Jl jjUjl,onfol.99a.

18. ~J\ ^i\ *«J»1/1 u*^'^ e»jVC>., on fol. i03».

19. 'jl ilft-c^ ^^j
j_ji-' j^-. oolSCa., on fol. 107".

20. J^Jii. ^\/>\ J^-^jH <J']y <^. j/) on foJ- 1 13"-

21. ^^^A^, ji^j^ <sk^ tf'V* "^
cf^y-'*

<:->4^-^ j^

jl J jjjT, on fol. 1 1
7b.

22. i^y-aj ^^<..-> v*.!^ i^jjijl oolxjkj.*, on fol. 120*.

23. J o«-«LJi (^Ij^i j-S JjJ;-* (jl W . ^ otjlX.* ,j

juU cg^.>^.,w.) oJII, on fol. 123'".

3x2

I
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24. pi ^J^Ji^ U ;>i^-~^ jLijb ooliCfcjj, on

fol. I27».

25. j.Lxa. «-o, »J>-1^ ool^jj, on fol. 130a.

26. ji (jf,y* ijLi- s^!;^ c:o.lX»y, on fol. 135a.

27. tSj^ ly—* »^1^ eAjlSCo. jj , on fol. 138^.

28. ji U|--/. i^ ool^ j.>, on fol. 143a.

29. ji tjLi^ eJ;Lt-« sL. cJL---ii J.S, on fol. 148".

30. JT oJu-a J
s-oi^tjU. ool^ ^i, on fol. 155a.

31. ^j.«—j>. J j;.r~^ c/^^^"^' >r^' J-^^^ e*jlAj».jj,

on fol. i6ia.

32. Jl yJi y} x-j«— _j-).l ylkL, ooUC ^j , on

fol. i78^_

33. J! t.::..?. t> Jj»1 c>L-aJ, on fol. 182*.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. 9^: ji 'S lSJw»j>

For other copies see No. 1762, 31 above; the con-

tents are given in Persian in G. Fliigel, loc. cit., in

German in J. Aunier, loc. cit., and in English in

Rehatsek, p. 224, No. 26 ; see also Hammer in Wiener

Jahrbucher 84, Anzeigeblatt, p. 37. A poetical para-

phrase of the Durr-almajalis in Dakhni verses is

preserved in No. 2489 in the India Office.

The first eight leaves contain a fragment of a

PERSIAN MSS. 1048

1, ,.i:)'j^. kiyJjJJ U'theological tract, beginning : {jy_ \j ^
Jl SJ1-.T jjL^o.

No. 8490, olim 14. J. 7, ff. 187, 11. 15; clear NaBta'llk;

size, 9^ in. by 5^^ in.

1883
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Index, on

ff. 3''-4b.

Bab 1. on fol. 4^ ; 2. on fol. 14^; 3. on fol. 20b;

4. on fol. 23a; 5. on fol. 28*; 6. on fol. 33*; 7. on

fol. 39a
; 8 (ji ^^^jSLj ol.>> ji). on foL 48*

;

9 (~n ^JXi. ^j^ o.l...a» y). on fol. 52* ; 10. on

fol. 541- ; 11. on fol. 57a; 12 (^^ Ij,L. e-jVSL- ji

jJlar* .l>c-«jj>.). on fol. 60a
; 1 3 (yju^ji ij^]yi- s-*^ j^

joio jjjXjfc JLtijljJ>. (^Li. ..> 8J ijUJLo •)• on fol. 62*>

;

14 (xJ. (^. jJU. c:<.L.^.< . liolXa. ji). on fol. 67*;

15 {^js. j^Uljl ^LijU
J ji>. J J5U oJu-sjy).

on fol. 74a
; 16 {^jiS C^J^-*"' ,0 vioVXa. j cJL-aj ji

—iXa. ^jU-il i*]^)- on fol. 79a; 17 (u'tJ^uWy
f^.j^^ b (j::--^ <-^)- on fol. 82a; 18 (Jl oolXa-^j).

on fol. 851-; 19 ( ji ojUC* y). on fol. 881'; 20 (^j

ijj —jjkl^.l .jj &i (jij/J vi-J j^l cikjlXjfc). on fol. 93a

;

21. on fol, peb; 22. on fol. 98"; 23. on fol. 160^;

24 ((j^^l .? ,. •> »LijU o>jl^ ,.j). on fol. 103a; 25. on

fol. 105a; 26. on fol. 109a; 27. on fol. iija; 28. on

fol. ii4l>; 29. on fol. Ii8a; 30. on fol. 123b; 31 (^j

^Jf.^n. J ij"'-:'- o--!~^j^^
7-*-*' J^-»-*)-

on fol. 128a;

32. on fol. 139b; 33. on fol. 143a.

Copied in Ramadan, A. h. iioi (a. d. 1690, June,

July), and presented to Khwajah 'Abd-alkarlm by his

brothers Khwajah Isma'il and Khwajah Sharif.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2464, ff. 147, 11. 1 5-1 7 ; Nasta'Uk ; slightly worm-eaten ;

size, 8| in. by 4^ in.

1884
The same.

This copy begins (without a preface or index) at

once with Bab 1. on fol. 4^ ; 2. on fol. 19^'; 3. on

fol. 30a
; 4. on fol. 331", last line ; 5. on fol. 43* ; 6. on

fol. 52a ; 7. on fol. 63a
; 8. on fol. 79b

; 9. on fol. 89^

10. on fol. 94a; 11. on fol. 99a; 12. on fol. 104a

13. on fol. iio^; 14. on fol. 120b; 15. on fol. 133a

16. on fol. 143a; 17. on fol. 150^; 18. on fol. i6oa

19. on fol. i66a; 20. on fol. 175a; 21. on fol. 182"

22. on fol. 185b
; 23. on fol. 190b; 24. on fol. 195I'

25. on fol. 199b; 26. on fol. 207a; 27. on fol. 211a

28. on fol. 217b; 29. on fol. 224b; 30. on fol. 235b

31. on fol. 244a; 32. on fol. 271a; 33. on fol. 277a.

Dated the 4th of Dhd-alhijjah in the thirty-seventh

year of 'Alamgir's reign (a. h. iio4 = A. d. 1693,
Aug. 6), at Calcutta.

No. 833, ff. 285, 11. 10 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 7jin. by 4I in.

1885
The same.

Index, on ff.
2a-3a (the headings of babs 16-22 are

misplaced).

Bab 1. on fol. 3b; 2. on fol. loa; 3. on fol. 13b;

4. on fol. 15a; 5. on fol. 18b; 6. on fol. 22b; 7. on

fol. 27a
; 8. on fol. 34a

; 9. on fol. 37b
; 10. on fol. 39a

;

11. on fol. 4ia; 12. on fol. 43a; 13. on fol. 45^ (;>

(^Ijuik. t^Ua. jl. ji 5J |j\:a Iff <, »"i»J ) (J V^ V V « > ji *

Jl Jul jjjj iiy^ {J^)> 14- ^^ f°l- 49** J ^^- ^^

fol. 54b (^\J\j\ ^_54Ujb
J JiU J Jib oJu^^.>); 16.

on fol. 58a; 17. on fol. 60a; 18. on fol. 62a; 19. on

fol. 64a; 20. on fol. 68a; 2I. on fol. 71a; 22. on

fol. 72b; 23. on fol. 74b; 24. on fol. 77a; 25. on

fol. 79a
; 26. on fol. 83a ; 27. on fol. 85a

; 28. on fol.

88a
; 29. on fol. 91b

; 30. on fol. 96a ; 31. on fol. loob ;

32. on fol. 113b, last line ; 33. on fol. ii6b.

No date. An entry from a. h. 11 25 (a. d. 171 3) on

the last page. College of Fort William, 1809.

No. 2162, ff. 121, U. 19; Naskhl; size, 9} in. by 6in.

1886
The same.

Bab 1. on fol. 3b; 2. on fol. 12b; 3. on fol. i8b;

4. on fol. 20b; 5. on fol. 25a; 6. on fol. 30*; 7. on

fol. 36b; 8. on fol. 46a; 9. on fol. 51a; 10. on fol.

53a; 11. on fol. 55b; 12. on fol. 58b; 13. on fol. 61*

(styled in the index, ^^b^ll. i—a--^ u^l>^ oolX^ ji ;

in the text, JL. Jiysf ojI^u.. jj) ; 14. on fol. 65a;

15. on fol. 71a; 16. on fol. 76a; 17.on fol. 80a; 18. on
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fol. 85"; 19. on fol. 88a; 20. on fol. 92I'; 21. on fol.

96b, last line {. : ^ » t::< ,«.> =>. u ig^j^ oolX— .j

.i/'j^U-JL.); 22. on fol. 98*; 23. on fol. loob;

24. on fol. losb; 25. on fol. los'*; 26. on fol. 109'';

27. on fol. 1 1 lb; 28. on fol. 115a; 29. on fol. 119*;
30. on fol. 124a; 31. on fol. 128b; 32. on fol. 140'';

33. on fol. 143b.

Copied for Mr. E. Johnson by Ifadat-allah Sadiki,

No. 2009, ff. 147, 11. 15; Nasta'llk ; size, 9J in. by 5I in.

1887
The same.

Another modern copy, beginning as usual. Index,

on £F. ab-Sb.

Bab 1. on fol. 9b; 2. on fol. 44a; 3. on fol. 69a;

4. on fol. 74b; 5. on fol. 86b; 6. on fol. 99b; 7. on
fol. 119a; 8. on fol. 146a; 9. on fol. 153b; 10. on
fol. 159b; 11. on fol. 164b; 12. on fol. 174a; 13. on
fol. 183a; 14. on fol. 196a; 15. on fol. 212b; 16. on
fol. 224b; 17. on fol. 232b; 18. on fol. 241b; 19. on
fol. 248a; 20. on fol. 264a; 21. on fol. 273b; 22. on
fol. 279b; 23. on fol. 292*; 24. on fol. 301b; 25. on
fol. 307b; 26. on fol. 318a; 27. on fol. 324a (corre-

sponding to the 28th in the other copies) ; 28. on fol.

329b (corresponding to the 29th in the other copies);

29. on fol. 343b (corresponding to the 32nd in the

other copies) ; 30. on fol. 354b (corresponding to the

3 1 st in the other copies) ; 3 1 . on fol. 411a (corresponding

to the 27th in the other copies) ; 32. on fol. 423b (corre-

sponding to the 30th in the other copies) ; 33. on
fol. 435".

No. 1601, ff. 451, 11. 8 ; very large Nastallk ; ff. 25-56 in

a still larger handwriting; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

1888
The same.

This copy, older than the preceding ones, has no
headings at all. The work ends on fol. 149b, and is

dated the 12th of Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1085 (a. D.

1674, June 16). On £F. i5oa-i53a the fragment of

a mathnawi, beginning

:

jUj jl Juo (correctly ^^) ^^..^j.. c*-jLc

No. S385, olim 14. J. 9, ff. 153, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size,

SI in. by 5J in.

1889
The same.

There are no headings in this copy either; it is,

moreover, slightly defective, as it breaks off a little

before the end of the 33rd or last bab. The text

besides differs very often fi'om that in the preceding

copies.

Last words : . .
.

^L^l ebjp ^ 1^ •-
-. '• . xuL^j ^ n

" *.
° ;

.

No. 3457, olim 14. J. 8, ff. 120, 11. 13-15 ; very unequally
written, partly in careless Nasta'llk, partly in Shikasta; size,

9i Jn- by 5I in.

1880
Miscellanies, chiefly of a legendary character.

1. Ff. 68a—102a. Two fragmentary pieces of a work
on the lives and sayings of great Siific Shaikhs : (a) au

account of Husain bin Mansur Hallaj (died A. h. 309),
imperfect at the beginning

;
(b) an account of Sultan

Ibrahim Adham of Balkh (died A. h. 162), on fol. 83b,

beginning : '^,^\jji\y^ \sJiS(\) ,jL-Jl ^J (_ij,jiiJl i^it

Jl j_ji^. -A.jl |»-H»]/.' fj\iA^j^. The whole bears,

on fol. 68a, the heading : 'i^j^ \^p ^ya\ ji JL-,.

2. Two short fragmentary pieces, each filling one

page, the first of which deals with the sili**' or carpet

for prayers, on fol. 102b.

3. An account of Antichrist, on ff. I03b-ii2b, in

three parts: (a) his birth {^j^ J^"> ^^y* ^'^^ on

fol. 103b;
(6) his forthcoming (a,:«IH j.Jlc _.()yi.^i),

on fol. 1 06b; (c) the appearance of Gog and Magog

(_»jfcL.
J p->»W u-^ '-^ y")' ''° ^°^- ^^i**-

4. Fragments of the Durr-almajUlis (,jJLs^'
Jj),

see

the preceding copies, on ff. ii3a-i44b. It begins

abruptly in the 6th bab, dealing with Jesus ; the 7th

::« 1 . «i i S) begins on fol. 11 6b, first

the 8th ( Jl ,jo
J

,jU Jj» jJ ^JJ^_^X-j jj), on

fol. 127a; the 9th ( ,.,j . > d,U-« yjljJj ijXi> ^^xfji),
' ' iJl y

( Jl L».
i « * ; > 1C*J

line

on fol. 132b; the loth [xHx* _JLc t»]y^ o-'

jJLkra-.), on fol. 135b; the 28th (II-»;J ^^ oolx».ji),

on fol. 138b; the 1 3th (^^Lji* <—i-^ c)^l>^ >^^^^^ )»)»

on fol. 141a. This part breaks off on fol. 144b.

5. Some letters and traditions on ff. 145 and 146.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2497, ff. 68-112, II. 12-18 in Naskhi ; ff. 113-146,
U. 12-14 i^l Shikasta, by different hands ; size, 8 J in. by 5 in.

1891

Maktubat-i-Ahmad Fariiki Nakshbandi (eaLijixi*

The Jlrst volume of the letters of the Nakshbandi
Shaikh Ahmad Farilkl, who died a.h. 1034 or 1035
(a. D. 1625 or 1626) in Sirhind (see above. No. 652, in

the eaU-iil i_^Li^, and Rieu iii. p.
1058a, fol. 16), com-

prising 313 treatises in form of letters, addressed to a

great number of persons, on theosophical and mystical

matters, especially on the doctrines of the Nakshbandi
order; they were collected a.h. I025=A. d. 161 6 (see

the heading on fol. jb
: ^1 A^\ ^Xj ij^l .j loij

v_pbi), by Yar Muhammad aljadid albadakhshi alta-

lak&ni, and begin : a, ).«,•> U i^jU^I ^^^1x11 C^j ill x»Ji

Jl (.iLUl
J
jjUDl

J l<^ji _) WJi ^T*^ '-^J m1» .«; » lfc

The first letter, on fol. ib, is headed : .i Jjl <^j:S^jt

l;l*.,J l_jL£-Xol J

Jl sJtijJ iyx. ^j^.yj^^ SJ 4JII J-»'j' o"^'
This jijSj-ji, -«j or spiritual guide of the author is

Shaikh Muhammad albaki alnakshbandi alahrarl, iden-

tical with the Khwajah Baki mentioned as one of the

Nakshbandi Shaikhs in the Sailuat-alauliya, No. 93

p 3 jy^ J Jj,b jAV

'1 tXi>
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(col. 284 in this Cat.), and Rieuiii.p. 1058b, fol. 29,who
died A.H. IOI2 (a.d. 1603, 1604).

This collection ends on fol. 365* and is followed on

S. 365''-367b (in the same handwriting) by a Khatimah,

headed in the following way : ni l4:Li.lj s-i^ iu.jU».

and comprising three letters by Muhammad Sadik ; as

he is called the eldest son of Makhdum, he might have

been Ahmad Faruki's own son (see on Makhdum the

remark in the middle of No. 1846 above), but that would

be at variance with the statement in No. 652, where

the Shaikh's son (and we must naturally assume, his

only or at least his eldest son) is called Muhammad
Sa'id Ma'sum. It is therefore more likely that he was

the son of the latter (usually styled ^jxi* in the

Manakib-alhadarat) and Ahmad Faruki's grandson.

This copy is dated the 29th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h.

1 188 (a. D. 1775, March 2), by Muhammad Kasim bin

Miran Muhyi-aldin. Collated in the month Eabl'-

althani, a. h. 1189 (a.d. 1775, June).

On fol. I* a wrong title is given to this collection, viz.

d^L- ji (^;.. |c-j=^- cyb^^o^ (see above, Nos. 1843-

1847).

No.l037,ff. 367, U. 15-16 ; Nasta'llk ; size, gjin. by 5| in.

1892

Khulasat-alma'arif (i_i,L«il i-oMi.).

A work on Sufism according to the doctrines of the

Nakshbandi order, by Adam bin Sayyid Isma'il bin

Sayyid Buhwa (llv.) ''•n Sayyid Haji Ytlsuf bin

Sayyid Ya'kub bm Sayyid Husain bin Sayyid Daulat

bin Sayyid 'Ukbail (Jllic) bin Sayyid Sa'di bin Sayyid

Kalandar, who traces his pedigree back to Sayyid

Ibrahim, the younger brother of the Imam 'All Ilida

and son of the Imam Musa Kazim. He was at first

pupil of Shaikh Khidr Bahlulpur in Multan, afterwards

of Shaikh Ahmad alfariikl alnakshbandi alsirhindi

alkabuli (see the preceding copy) in Sirhind, and got

from him the investiture, comp. No. 652 above. In

A.H. 1035 (a.d. 1625, 1626), when he planned a pil-

grimage to the holy cities, he began to compile from

many sources (among others Jami's yj^ll ejls*^ and

the cyLJJ j^^jfC i:yLs^, See Nos. 633-635 above), and

from his own personal experiences, this work, as a

spiritual preparation for himself and a benefit for other

mystical aspirants; He intended to divide the book

into two kisms, the^rs< kism subdivided into two babs,

and theirs* hdb into two fasls, viz.

:

e*£Ua. J oJL, JaI t;I^tjL-).y J5< J^ , on fol. 5*.

OJ5JJ Jjkl j\ »LiJl
J
_)Lo ^j |.jj J-<ii, on fol. 30b.

The second bab of the first kism is subdivided into

three fasls, viz.

:

^Ul
J

L^liLll djL- --_;-i- ^ Jjl J-oLJ, on fol. 90".

j.LiL.
J JOI ^jUJ , JU J

^jJ (Jic Ujj^ 'iJ^'^^

JJl\.\ jjLJ
J,

on fol. 132*.

,j»W!i ^Js. J
^yi5ill uJ,L«-. ^ j.j-^ J-J,on fol. 164a.

(In this fasl there are included a great number of the

cul^^iX* of Khwajah 'Ubaid-allah Ahrar, who died

A.H. 895= A.D. 1490, see the Majalis-al'ushshdk, No. 54
in No. 1870 above, and referred to in this book simply
as ^yLiJl cy;-ia., see No. 633 above, where in all the

chapter-headings the same expression is used.) The
first kism ends on fol. 184*' with a long kasidah, and
the compiled of this book states that he completed it

A.H. 1037 (a.d. 1627, 1628); he declares at the same
time, that he Bas made up his mind not to add a second
kism for various reasons, and thus the work concludes

with the end of this first and only kism.

The full title of the book is ^ i_i,L«il iLo\k. i_)bS

jJUjJI jL^l, as it appears at the end on fol. i86''-, and

this copy is probably the compiler's autograph, who
mentions himself once more in the last lines as Sayyid

Adam al^anafi alnakshbandi. It is collated throughout.

No. 1584, ff. 186, 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk ; a little injured here and
there; size, 8| in. by 6Jin.

1893
Ruka'S.t-i-Husain {^^... -

t. cyLnS,).

Ninety-eight short notes on Sufic questions, collected

and chiefly written by Aman-allah Husaini, with the

takhallus Amanl, who died a.h. 1046 (a.d. 1636, 1637),

see the same in No. 1763, 7 above, and comp. Rieu ii.

p. 877^ No. ii, and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 129, 14.

In A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 330, his death is fixed in

A. H. 1044 (a. d. 1634, 1635). His diwan is noticed in

the Bodleian Cat., No. 1095, and in Sprenger, loc. cit.

The letters are addressed to a great number of Shaikhs,

for instance, Mirza JalaJ-aldin Husain of NishapAr,

Khwajah Zahlr-aldin, Abu-alkasim Sirhindi Kidizada,

Shaikh Husain Lahiirl, Shaikh Bayazid, Mirza Mah-

mudbeg Mustaufi, 'Abd-alshakur, Maulana Jamal

Muhammad Burhanpuri, Maulana Thana't, Mirza

Nizam-aldin, Sayyid Murtada, Muhammad Fadl-all4h,

Darwish 'Abdallah, Darwish Baba Salim, etc. Be-

ginning, as in No. 1763, 7 : uy^U w j^ljJ>.^lj x**

TJI *b^t5Lijl Juicy Uj ^_j>
ey^hJ.

^ No date.

No. 1213, ff. 39, 11. 15 ; distinct Nasta'llk ; size, yjin. by 4iin.

1894

Risala-i-Makatib dar 'ilm-i-suluk {ji i_*-jI^ tJL^

djL- Ac).

Forty short treatises on the principal topics of Sufic

theosophy, in form of letters, by 'Abd-alhakk bin Saif-

aldin alturk aldihlawi albukhari, the prolific author of

historical, geographical, biographical, exegetical, and

other works (see above, Nos. 290, 640, 720, etc.), who

died A.H. 1052 (a. D.J642, 1643), or, according to the

Jj^, ij.L; ^]jS^\jiL> (see above, No. 682, and comp.

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 567, No. 17), a.h. 1053

(a.d. 1643, 1644).

Beginning : JLj: ijLa ^ eM-c 'LlJ ^_y->^l ^ ^\
~n aUJl ^_5clUl alio.

^ It must have been composed before a.h. 1025, as this

copy was finished in the month Jum&da-althani of that

year (a. d. 1616, June, July). The foUowing statement
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is added at the end : JiL/pl ^ ^jyLi,'!i\ iJL/pl c*iJ

Jjj j,^ i-JiJI jl^ OA«*' >s^ e)-s2*^' 3 i-v-Ul

ijjiAxi\ , according to which the present forty treatises

are only a selection from a total of sixty-seven.

Interlinear glosses on the first few pages.

No. 1075, if. 111,11. 19-31 ; Kaata'lik ; many pages damaged
by worms ; size, 9 in. by 5J in.

1895
Two Sufic treatises.

1. Ma'kulat-i-auliya-i-allah (ii\ *LJ.l caiLiiw), on

fol. I**, containing sayings and biographical notices of

great Sufic Shaikhs, beginning : ^^i. 'Ij-jJl ^\ ^,
Jl jjLc m . No author's name is mentioned here.

2. Makamat-i-mahmudiyyah (» y. , -f* ejUlX.) or

Mirat-i-tayyibah (s-^lt ejl^), on fol. 113'', a work on

the Nakshbandi order, its doctrines and its chief Siiaikhs,

especially Khwajah Khawand Mahmud, who died a.h.

1052 (a. D. 1642, 1643), by Abu Piya Mahammad
Mu'ln-aldtn, his disciple.

Beginning, on fol. 11 3^: . . . . ^ i^^i. t^jJl 4I xji
Jl ooU LjLol i^x^ (one word is damaged).

This treatise is divided into nine babs.

Between Nos. i and 2 there is a short tract without

title (on ff. Ii2a-ii3a), beginning: s:.^a \jS S\ ^\'y^

Jjl jjl Asut ^W* j^. vl>^ J^' (•'-»-• i-^ >l«n- tS

The general title given to the whole MS. is i-oiU.

jpUil, but on what authority is not stated, it appears
nowhere in the text.

No. 2010, ff. 297, 11. 14 ; written partly in Nasta'Uk, partly in

Shikasta ; worm-eaten and injured throughout ; size, 8J in.

by si in.

1896
Thamarat-alhayat ((jyLjJ uyL»j).

The fruits of life, a series of essential questions on
philosophical and ethical topics of mystical tendency,

which were collected from the mouth of the great

Shaikh of the Shattari (or Shuttari) order, Burhan-aldin
bin Kabir Muhammad bin "AH ajsadik algujarati, usually

called Burhan-aldin Burhanpuri and sumamed Raz-i-

ilahi (the divine mystery), who died A.H. 1083 (a. d.

1672, 1673), see Eieu iii. p. 1091b by his pupil 'Ali

'Askari (commonly Mtr 'Askari) bin Muhammad Taki
bin Muhammad Kasim alkhwafi, better known as

'Akilkhan Razi (who died a. h. i io8=a. d. 1696, comp.
Nos. 1 634-1 638 above), see here fol. i^, 1. 4; fol. 3",

U. 9 and 10; and fol. 2^, 1. 13. The collection was
made, according to the chronogram, isLi ^ eyUil i:yL»j

L^jj (i.e. 1591 minus 538), a.h. 1053 (a. d, 1643,
1644). The Shaikh himself is referred to (as Khwajah
Ahrar in No. 1892 above) as ^Llol vi>j.ij>.; the Shaikh's

own spiritual guide Shaikh 'Isa bin Kasim of Sirhind,
called 'Ain-al'urafa, with the Kunyah Abfi-albarakat, as

' The first j^ , on fol. 3b runs thus : U.^ AJ^yj-i.^
Jl e«» ) (ji--» t v .M. j i_)il ^S.

The second »^ on the same page begins : xij»^ Ju-«

Jl AJLi i_Jl1» \j l--1W< Ja i_JU9 JfJ^o ^ ji

.

Beginning of the work : ^s^\ i\ ^lil
j

^Jiil t.-^

^jlj ^il\ ^\ sX^ Jj, |.iLDl
J .yui

, jy\

Copied by Fath-allah for Shah Nur-allah and finished

the 29th of Jumada-althaui, a.h. 1134 (a.d. 1722,
April 16).

No. 535, ff. 63, 11. 15 ; Naata'Uk ; size, 6* in. by 4fin.

1897
Dimisbk-i-Khayal (JLi. j ? ..a).

The Damascus of fancy, a compendium of SMsm,
compiled by Balkrishn Brahman Hisari (^^-.^M i^jS^\j
UjLoa), a.h. io85=a. d. 1674, 1675 (see author's

name on fol. i^, 1. 3, and the date on fol. 2'', 1. 2). He
chose this peculiar title, because the work, he says, is

as agreeable and healthy in its spiritual aspect as the
water and air of Damascus in Syria, and contains as
great a variety of matter as a large town (see fol. 2*).

It is written in a flowery prose-style, mixed with verses,

partly by the author himself, partly taken from standard
Sufic writers, and numerous anecdotes (for instance, on
the great Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir Jllani, fol. 6* sq.; Ibrahim
Adham, fol. 10" sq. ; Bayazid Bistam!, fol. 12^ sq.).

His chief authority seems to be a certain Shams-aldin,
probably a Sufic Pir, identical with the author of the
jjjoUJI i^Lsr* quoted in Rieu ii. p. 874, who died a.h.

io83=A.D. 1672, 1673 (see fol. 85% 1. 7).

Beginning

:

^

y^lT^T JV^fi. jl tj,Ui

This copy seems to be the author's own first sketch.

A blank on fol. i». Many English notes on the margin,
probably by J. H. Peile, Esq., who presented the copy
to the library 19th Sept., 181 8.

_
No. 8482, dim 20. J. 11, ff. 104, U. 15-16; unequal Nastaltk,

mixed with Shikasta ; size, 9^ in. by 5f in.

1898
Zad-alsalik (eULUl i\j).

A Sufic tract on the real nature of man's progress on
the mystic road to God, by Muhammad bin Murtada,
usually called Muhsin Kashi, who wrote, according to
Rieu ii. p. 830a, comp. ib., p. 845a, and iii. p. I095»,
seventy-six tracts on mystical matters, among them the

sJj-ix-» i:yL»Ii,the ijjyj v:yUJi3, and the ojU*)! ^
'ij',^"

well as an extensive diwan, in which he uses Faid as
takhallus; was called a.h. 1067 (a.d. 1656, 1657) by
Shah 'Abbas II from Kashan to Isfahan, and was still

alive in a.h. 1105 (a.d. 1693, 1694).

Beginning: Jjtj k_,\^ jj^^^^-jJ^. JIl jt^
0-^1 »JL-,

^Ji\ S ^, xis' USA y^Jia ^JS^\^

^1 Jji\y.j\ J^^ JlJ.-, vij*y tsULUl j1i\y. ^j^y,.
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jlill ^UUlj
J,,

Dated by Abu Talib bin Hasan alhusaini at

Mui-shidabad, the 21st of Eajab, A. h. 1174 (a. d.

1 761, Feb. 26).

No. 1234, ff. 64''-7i», 11. 15 ; Nastallk ; size, 8 in. by 4f in.

1899
Risalat-alhuduth wa-alkadam (^JjJl j Cjjxil ilL-^).

Another treatise on several points of mystical philo-

sophy by the same Muhsin Kashl in .4 raftic, beginning:

Some of the chief topics explained and discussed are :

jXiA\ OjjJi, (yUjLll OjJJ,
J

iliUpl, etc.

Dated by the same Abu Talib alhusaini at Murshid-

abad, the 27th of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. h8o (a. d. 1766,

Sept. 2).

No. 1234, ff. 295''-304'', II. 16; Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta

;

size, 8 in. by 4I in.

1900
Lawami' ( jt.«lJ).

An explanation of the phraseology and the doctrines

of Sufism, in a great number of short chapters, called

»jt^5l, by Amir (or Shah according to fol. i*) 'Ali Akbar
bin Muhammad, see fol. 88", 1. 7. It was written in

Kashmir and completed in the month of Ramadan,
A.H. 1107 (a. D. 1696, April), see fol. 88>', 1. 2, and fol.

89*, 1. 1. The title appears in the last line of fol. 88'>.

^Beginning: (s.*--^ ?) «.4*.j ,j-J J.~^ j^ u*-*"*^

No date. Entries from A. h. 1161, 1162, and 1164
(a. D. 1748, 1749, and 1751), on fol. i*.

No. 1464, ff. 89, 11. 9 ; Shikasta, the Arabic quotations in

NaskM ; illuminated throughout, the first and the last two
pages especially rich in gold, blue, and other colours; illuminated
frontispiece ; size, gj in. by 5f in.

1901
Gulzar-i-asrar-alsufiyyah (sJlij-^l iL-' lU^J)-

An exposition and historical survey of the Sufic

doctrine from the standpoint of the Nakshbandi order,

by Moghul (Ji-*, the only name the author uses, see

fol. lb last line, JA.. jjqj J5 jjj^^^l jo^X^^), com-

posed, according to some ta'rikhat given at the end of

the colophon (by Miyan Shaikh Kutb-aldin bin Miyan
Shaikh Muhammad Bakir), a. h. 1124 (a. d. 17 12).

It begins : eyljj^y-. .>^j O i^Jjj>.j (jLlS j .v .>. xnj

JL»i l^\jL^ iX^.~.s^-
i)^j ^r^- ^Jt^S j' !;

t^\ \x^\ij5i. a .nv « , and is divided into four babs, viz.

j,Uic, on fol. 5».

iSy~*^ J ij'^i on fol. 24''.

u:jLitSlij J »-^ir^ i kiyjll^l ^^Ŵ> ji

J| 5j;^. y— *LJjl ^-<r—^ j' »-^ J : 1 '., on fol. 59*',

last line.

'
• JH ^. • • •

•

CJ^'

cH' i;)!;Lj J

The chief parts of this work were suggested and
supplied to the author by his spiritual teacher Shah
Nizam-aldin

; and the doctrines, words, and miraculous

deeds of him as well as of Nizam's own Shaikh Sa'di of
Lahur (who was again a pupil of Shaikh Adam, see

No. 1892 above, whose Pir Ahmad Sirhindi, i.e. Ahmad
Faruki, see No. 1891 above, had been), and many other

spiritual heroes of the Sufic discipline are fully set

forth in the fourth bab.

This copy was made one year after the book's com-
pletion, a. H. 1 125 (a. D. 1 7 13), by Muhammad Hanif
bin Muhammad Amin al-Husaini.

No. 1853, ff. 421, 11. 15 ; very distinct Nasta'Uk ; illuminated
frontispiece ; size, 9|in. by 5 J in.

1902

Hidayat-i-rabbant (^y^l ijli*).

A second volume (ojj^ii>) to the Hidayat-i-rabbanl,

or the divine guidance with regard to the foundation of

the eternal imperial power (^jUjUj. e.. ; \t \.,„ jLjj .:,),

or the outer and inner Sultanship, the first volume of

which was revealed by heavenly grace to Fakir 'Abd-
alhadi ibn Hakim 'Abd-alkarim Hanafl, the servant or

disciple of the great founder of the Kadiri order, Shaikh
Muhyi-aldin Sa)fyid 'Abd-alkadir aljilani, who died

A. H. 56i=A. D. 1 166 (see above, No. 1795 sq.), as

stated on fol. ih. This second volume or supplement

was compiled in the reign of Muhammad Ahmadshah,
i. e. the emperor Ahmadshah (whose full name was
Mujahid-aldin Muhammad Abu Nasr Ahmadshah
Bahadur), during the years A. h. 1166 and 1167 (a. D.

1753) 1754)' see ff. 13a and ^i^), by Badr-aldin Mu-
hammad Kadiri, comp. ff.

4I' and 13^, and begins:

jl o>— 1 i^jj^^i »-»Uj.> ^j-^y • • J^j J^ ij^ ^^ J^

Xj-. (^XJI (_5--^ (.ly-la. ililC' tjU— I |,.>l-i-'. ^Ls-^-"

This little work on the higher mystical lodge and
its principal leaders contains four firmans and a khati-

mah, after which some other Sufic tracts on similar

topics follow.

No date.

No. 688, ff. 58, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by 5 J in.

d
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1903
Risalah dar tajarrud-i-nafs (^j,J6 oj!*^' .i JLi.).

A short Sufic treatife by Shaikh Muhammad Lahiji

Jilani Hazin, called 'Ali, bin Abl Talib bin 'Abdallah

bin 'All alzahidi, who died a.h. ii8o (a. d. 1766), see

above, No. 1712 sq. It begins : Jlj.j ^ luX) Ji^ ^

No date, but the handwriting points to Abu Talib

l)in Hasan alhusainl, the transcriber of the following

fopy, as well as of Nos. 1898 and 1899, between a.h.

1
1 74 and 1 1 80 (a. D. 1761 and 1766).

No. 1234, ff. .^35''-333*, U. 19 ; Naskhl, mixed with ShikasU

;

size, 8 in. by 4I in.

1904

^L5* J>^' V^Shajarat-altiir fi sharhi-ayati-alnur
(^ . ,^i»Ji »j

An Arabic explanation of the mystical sense of the

famous .^1 ajT (SArah 24, 35), by the same Shaikh

Muhammad 'Ali Hazin, who penned it A.h. 1140 (a.d.

1727, 1728) in Mashhad. Beginning: .^1)1.^ L) elA^-aH

It ends on fol. ^oi^, and is followed on fol. 309 by

a short interpretation of the words of the x.;^y, viz.

4111 5l sJl il, by the same author, styled —jj^ ^ ill iilw.

4j!l J..^^ i~i\, and completed A.H. 1 139 (a.d. 1726, 1727)

at Ardabil.

Dated by Abu faUb bin Hasan alhusaini the 28th of

Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1180 (a.d. 1766, Sept. 3).

No. 1234, ff. 305''-309»', U. 16 ; Nashkl, mixed with Shikasta ;

size. 8 in. by 4^ in.

1905

Nafais-alanfas ((_,..Lij5ll (j-jlij).

A treatise on mystical philosophy and the doctrines

of Siifism in a very subtle and refined style, composed
A.H. 1 180 (a.d. 1766, 1767), by Muhammad Kasim
bin 'Abd-alkadir, comp. fol. I50», 11. 5-7, and fol. 1^0^,

II. 2 and 3. It is divided into the following twelve

cliapters

:

1. j^..l.gj' J.4I r-^ i ^;r^y J-»' r'^" j^' °" ^"'- '9*-

2. |jj»J sJjj \j ^'^J i_r—• J ^^
•; %.lj-j 8-)^ s-Jv-i P

:il-., on fol. 31^.

.1. Ja\ i_rJ.l^^ J ^;;--^-• ^;;J.> ^j-.^ J-!-«^-

.^, on fol. 43".

-i^J.^^

-Lojil jj

5. Lie t_*jLi-» J Ljj i_JLt.» .J, on fol. 64a.

B. J.Is' J i^JL-j- J J5^- jjkj^ji, on fol. 78".

7.
'"•

' ' " ' ' ' "^'

8.

clli. cljJk jl c^L^i-l .J , on fol. 871"

'J cj4;

on fol. 92^.

9. ^\^\ JL^. H^
on fol. 97".

10. jyL» j.^ J
d^yJl

J J-a-!*!!, on fol. 113a.

IND. OFF

t5^L.:Lcl ^j\

.aU n" .! J v::j^
J'_J-*' J Jl>^' J-*

fol. 123".

Beginning : uiij^^ja. Zlc ^^1 (_h^-S-- u^^—'j u"W^ i,^^^-^

Many interlinear glosses and jjaraphrases ; also some
marginal annotations. Written by Shaikh Muhammad
(probably the author himself).

No. 802, ff. 153, U. 9; Nasta'llk ; size, 8{ in. by 5I in.

1906

Risfilah dar tasawwuf (i_J^-ai ,j sJL-j.).

A short mathnawi, containing questions and answers

on mystical contemplation and speculation, composed
by Sayyid Darwlsh Muhammad Kadirl, a.h. 1210=
A.D. 1795, 1796 (see fol. 17b, last bait), and dedicate<l

to Tippu Sultan.

Beginning

:

^
^jUf£ jU l|j^• i^\ ^L^

No. 214, ff. 17, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; large Nasta'ltk ; size,

9|in. by 6 in.

Treatises of uncertain date and Stifle

Collections.

1907

Istilah-i-Mutasawwifin (^.»jt-ai.. -.51A»-»I).

A short tract on Sufic terminology, based on the

cula.^ Vi jA or technical phraseology of 'Abd-alrahman
Kashi (perhaps a mistake for 'Abd-alrazzak Kashi, the

famous author of the Arabic i^jJUl i^jUk^Lk^l , see

G. Flugel iii. p. 371), Kasira-i-Anwar (see Nos. 1285-
1289), and other eminent Sufic writers, by an anony-

mous compiler.

Beginning: (jJLjl.* nj vi V i^jJjljJ*. i_hU— j .v.t».

Jl j^Ua. jLL
J
J-l5L^ ijW'' UUJI jya CJ..S:' ,J I, •

Copied by Ghiyathai Muhammad Badr-aldin. No
date.

No. 1623, ff. 47"-5i*, 11. 25-26; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by

1908

Khul4sat-alarwah (^-Ijii" i-a^).

Short questions and answers on theosophical matters,

by Diya-almillah wa aldin Sunami. Beginning : j.^
. . . JLill 'Ly.0 L)!^ '—^-^=^ t—8-,>ji^ iXij Jlj^C^ ... All

jjb J iLjJLj ^LS »-lji^l i-a^ \j i_)L::S j^lj Jy-^ u^.
Ji .iUil O-^J vV*- i JV^'
Every question begins X-:—^, ]/J t^l ; the first deals

with the meaning of |jL»jI.

No. 1615, ff. 6, 11. 13 ; NasLi'llk ; size, 8 in. by 4f in.

3 ^
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1909
Sullam-alsamawat {u^\j . 1 II Ju-).

Fragment of a work, styled ' the heavenly ladder,' on

general theosophical matters, together with biographical

accounts of prophets, saints, and prominent Sufic Shaikhs.

It is divided into seven ^jS^, but the present copy

contains only two of them, viz. the fourth and the sixth.

On fol. i'': yjL^ i^L»5L>.jl ^ji.^^ ^iji f»;W» r^-*

This part is subdivided into two sJua., theirs* con-

taining biographies of famous and wise men of the time

before Muhammad, beginning with Adam, on fol. 3^,

and ending with Solon and Alexander ; the second

enumerates great Shaikhs of the post-Muhammadan
time, beginning with Abu Nasr Farabi and Ibn Sina,

on fol. 20b, and ending with Maulana Jalal-aldin Mu-
hammad, i.e. the great Jalal-aldin £u:iii.

Beginning of this *vS;-«) on fol. i*": ti ^^^.S^ ^Uj

^
On fol. 42b

: J
^j-sr^ o-in-^- J^ /

This part is divided into ten short

thus : > 1 . r». ',1 lo^^l

•,1

JV

r>v

LWi. , and begins

\ .... ill
J' ^-^' r~^ Cijr* cri

.Uri.^0 r^ ]a^'\yt • XJ\jJ

L^j ofNo date. If the i^Ji^.,^ j -JL. (sic !), the

which is found in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 57,

No. 3, should be identical with the present fragment,

which, of course, is impossible to guarantee, the author

would be Shaikh Abu-alkasira Kazaruiii, who enjoyed

some poetical renown during the reign of Shah 'Abbas I

(a.h. 996-io38=a.d. 1588-1629), see Rieu, supple-

ment, pp. 77b and 78*, 1. 5.

No. 1623, ff. 1-46, 11. 24-26 ; Naskhl ; size, 8| in. by 4^ in.

1910

MaktAbat-i-Shah Muzaffar (Ja^ sLi cul-J^iSC.*).

A collection of treatises on various points both of

the mystical doctrine and of general ethics and practical

philosophy, in form of about 180 letters, composed

by a certain Shah Muiaflfar Shams, and beginning

:

i±_(^j^ cr*
^ u.^^1 \jj j_jj e*-.jj 1^1

^1 ^j^ ^J^i ^^yjlS'_^j^ J^..
The proper order of ff. 147-153 is : 147, 152, 148-

i5i> '53- -^ complete index of all letters on the

fly-leaves.

The copy is dated a.h. 1045 (a. d. 1635, 1636);
Mr. Richard Johnson acquired it in 1778.

No. 1540, ff. 1-164, U. 17-21; writtenby many different hands,

an far as fol. 1 1
7* in Naskhl, the remainder in Nasta'llk ; size,

10^ in. by 6 in.

1911

Nuzhat-al'ashikin {^j..;JiiAjA\ Ijtjj).

A short tract on mystical love, by 'All ibn Hajj.

Beginning : ».:... tS I, ij\Sx^\ ^J^.^-^ . ' , -^

Another copy of the same is noticed in the Bodleian

Cat., No. 1302, a.

No. 18, tf. 257*-259*, U. 31 ; careless Nasta'llk ; size, I2|in.

by 6| in.

1912
Waridat (eijlj.lj).

Sufic aphoiisms on the different topics of the mystic

doctrine, each of which is given in form of one or two
ruba'is, explained and commented upon in prose. The
author is Khwajah Mir Daid. I have counted ninety-

one j.l. in the whole treatise, but as there are seven

blank pages between ff. 61 and 65, the whole number
probably was 100. An incomplete index (only com-
prising warid 1-52, 65 and 66) is found on ff. i»-2b.

Beginning of the treatise, on fol. j}' ' f»-*i.»ll 'Ul J'-»JJ

Jxj jjlll ^1^ Jj\ ^ ^ piCJlj ii^lj 1^1

^1)"^8... I c ji ealijl iSl iS 5-lJ: ill

No date.

No. 681, fl'. 67, II. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9J in. by 5I in.

1913

Risala-i-Shattariyyah (jj,lL-i tlL-,).

A treatise on certain hidden points of Sufism, par-

ticularly on devotion (_^i), for the use of intending

travellers on the mystic road, by a dervish of the

Kadiri order, Baha-aldin bin Ibrahim alansari alkadiri

alhusaini, beginning : Ix^ jo^X.^ .... ij s» U

i
1 jjLijjjj.

It is divided into the following four fasls :

1. djJu- >.::.;B.\ on fol. !*>.

on fol.

t?;l^lj O ; » .

^ij
J1~«

12^ (see onjji ^ lx*j mj1/-« i j^^ cJLs-, on fol

these phenomena Fleischer's article in Z. D. M. G. 16,

pp. 235-241, ' Ueber die farbigen Lichterscheinungen

der Sufis')

,j O t4. ji i}> (j^J-L* J ^^U J ^^ iJjiz^
J
1^1 J^.ji

^.^ jik. jL-jyJ Ji, on fol. 14I'.

Dated the 13th of Sha'ban, a.h. 1117 (a. d. 1705,

Nov. 30), by Najm-aldin Hasan ibn Maulawi Muham-
mad Husain, at Gulbargah. College of Fort William,

1825.'

No. 2257, ff. 20, 11. 17; Nasta'llk; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

1914

Kashf-almuhakkikin (^^..aaaA' i._a ?.>)

A short treatise on the general topics of Sufism,

interspersed with poetry (for instance, a mathnawi on
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ff. 95» and 95*, and a long kastdah on ff. ioo''-ioi'»),

and concluded by three mathnawis (on ff. 106*, last

line, 107'', laBt line, and 109", 1. 2) and one kasidah (on

fol. 107a, middle). .

Beginning : (^Uj »pL». J-«^J ijL-^l tS j^^-Jl A-»*

^ Beginning of thejlrst mathnawi, on fol. 1 06*, last line :

ty^ Lii \j J^jj. i_;^ — tf/^ (J
>«.» ig^ >_» ,t, S jj^

No author's name is given.

Dated the 1 9th of Shawwal, a. h. 1 i 5 i (here styled

the 21st year of Muhammadshah's reign, correctly the

20th, since the emperor was not crowned before the

month Dhu-<alka'dali, A. h. ii3i)=a.d. 1739, Jan. 30,
by Ghulam Muhyi-aldin.

No. 230, ff. 93-110, II. 15; careless Nasta'llk, bordering on
Shikastn; size, 8|in. by 5 in.

1915

Another treatise on mystical matters, without title

or_author's name, beginning : d-i^iL- u^^n. ^S (_jj«.L»

^' ^^' gr-
_

It deals chiefly with the topics of jL 7 1^\ (yearning

for the Godhead) and the jL^i-. (or Sufic lover, yearning

for God).

Copied by the same Ghulam Muhyi-aldin and pro-

bably in or about the same year as the preceding

treatise. As date appears only the 1 7th of Rajab.

No. 230, ff. 131-144, 11. 16-17; careless Nasta'Uk, with a
more decided tendency to Shikasta than in the preceding treatise ;

size, 8| in. by 5 in.

1916

DastAr-aramal (J-^jJI ,y:L-.j).

A short Siific tract by Mahniud Bahri (see fol. 33",
1. 2), gathered from the lips of renowned Shaikhs and
noted down for the benefit of his friends and co-travellers

on the mystic road, beginning : » , .,1 ji jfll? - ,1».

4,i»-
|j
u ^\jij^j}

College of
d
Dated A. h. 1154 (a. d. 1741, 1742).

Fort William, 1825.

No. 2285, ff. 33-39, 11. 1 1 ; Nastallk ; size, 9 in. by 4I in.

1917

Risala-i-fana'iyyah (».IjLj DL-,).

A still shorter tract on the last and highest stage of

the mystic road, the Ui
(
Jj-o. . Li ^L« jjLj ,j tlL-,

iill ^1), by Muhammad bin Abu Said, beginning

:

J c*—1 sJi-i..^1 ^jy^j^. <z>~^. V

Dated the 26th of Rajab, a.h. 1180 (a. d. 1766,
Dec. 28), by Abu Talib alhusnini at Murshidabad.

No. 1234, ff. 3T9«-32i«, 11. 16 ; Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta

;

size, 8 in. by 4I in.

1918
Nafas-i-rahmani (^U^. ,_,«Jb).

A treatise on the mystic road and other topics con-

nected with Sufism, by Shaikh Mflsa, bin Shaikh Da'iid

(see fol. 2*, 1. 5), written for the benefit of his friends

and spiritual brothera at the suggestion of the great

Shaikh Sultan Sayyid 'Abd-alrahnian alhusainl alka-

diri (see fol. 2^, 1. 5 sq.) and entitled ipUj*, (j~ij (see

fol. 3a, 1. 2).

The treatise itself begins, on fol. 3*, 1. 5 : cyli jXjIjj

Jl
\j ^j^.^ ej' ) '^^^ lA*" ^^^"^ ^'^ ^-' "•.»•

i;r*
•

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i'^: ^. %^ iji~»^

vJI o» ~..u.aL:» ij\y.> jj-f^Jsjltt. (Siirah 17, 46) »x,jf^.

No date appears.

Many Persian glosses, both marginal and interlinear.

Dated by Muhammad Diya-allah bin Sa'id the 15th
of Sha'ban, a.h. 1185 (a. d. 1771, Nov. 23).

No. 2353, ff. 33, U. II ; Shikasta; size, 5|in. by 3 J in.

1919
Collection of mystical treatises.

1. Ff. i''-i8a, sayings of the great Shaikh Baha-aldin

albukhari Nakshbaiid (who died A. h. 791= a. d. 1389,
see Nos. 1851 and 1855 above), collected by Ya'kub bin

'Uthman bin almahmud alghaznawi alcarkhl (who died

A.H. 838=A. D. 1434, 1435, see Kieu iii. p. 1078", and
comp. Safinat-alauliya, No. 86, col. 284 in this Cat.),

that is the Risala-i-uusiyyah (sJL~jl llL^), see Rieu iii.

pp. losSb, fol. 37, and 1078", or as it is styled here,

on fol. I a, Malfuz-i-Baha-aldiu (j^jJI "^L^j Uj-aJL.),

beginning : J| l.l
J ^j\ ^x^-.^ JJt (jJ Ll;

Other copies of the same are noticed in Nos. 1920,

4, and 1923, 10 below.

2. Ff. i8''-2i''; commentary on Abu Sa'id bin Abu-
alkhair's (died a.h. 440= a. d. 1049) famous ruba'i :

J I jj i_i-o jylJj J,UaJL> \jy^, beginning : (^lli i^ .v.U

Another copy of the same commentary is noticed in

Rieu ii. p. 862 (No. IV) ; see also W. Pertsch, Berlin
Cat., p. 47, 6, and Bodleian Cat., col. 802, Nos. 22 and 27.

3. Ff. 2 1*-89'', another longer treatise on the various

stages (ejL«ljl.«) of the mystic road, styled in the

colophon Risala - i -niaimuna - i - niutabarrika - i - sharifah

(sjj^ tyJLi.* tjj».j Ul—j) and beginning: Ijj.ljLi.

ealo-o v-«.. "i ljo.^.
J ijijXijk ijijlj \^, ; 1 \iji-i »-X_jT cijtxJ

Jl iiyjj-^c
J uyjLjj; (j\i.K^^' ^-a!L.. From some

incidental remarks we conclude that this treatise

is due to 'Ala-aldln Muhammad Bukhari 'Attar,

the principal disciple of Baha-aldin Nakshband, who
died A.H. 8o2=A. D. 1400 (see Safinat-alauliya, No.
85, col. 284 in this Cat., and Rieu ii. p. 862*'), or at
least taken from his sayings, comp. fol. 21'', 1. 3 ab
infra, etc. This part of the copy is dated the 12th of
Shawwal in the 24th year of Muhammadshah's reign,

A.H. ri55=A. D. 1742, Dec. 10.

3 T 2
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4. Ff. 9o''-i7o^, sayings and traditions of great

Siific Shaikhs, especially of Khwajah 'Ala-aldin Ghujda-

wani, Maulana Badr-aldia Kharakani, Khwajah 'Abd-

alkh&lik Ghujdawani (who died a.h. 575= a. d. 1179,

1 180, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 76, col. 283 in this

Cat., and Rieu ii. p. 862"), and others, quoted in cor-

roboration of various points of tlie mystic creed by

'Ubaid-allah, that is Khwajah Ahrar (see No. 1892

above), beginning: .j jL-J u'-*-? J-'l)' j-* i^^j-^/h^

Jl jjj Ij- - -
.

°' ^^l ^j^^.- This treatise is in-

complete and breaks off on fol. 170''.

5. Ff. I7i''-4i9, another very extensive treatise on

the mystic creed, according to the colophon the J)L:-»

^ JLDI or ' Stations of the Travellers to God,' by

Khwajah 'Abdallah Ans&ri, who died a.h. 481 (a. D.

1088). But this well-known work of the famous

Shaikh-alislam was written in Arabic, not in Persian,

and consequently the present work can only be

IV translation or rather an elaborate paraphrase of

the original, which is therefore styled more appro-

priately, on fol. 171'', J; Li-* ^U.,see No. 1778 above.

Beginning : ^^LijL xc ^ jcj^j j \j
j_y^l xxt^- x*^

Bibliotheca Leydeiiiana.

No. 2771, ff. 419, U. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8Jin. by 5f in.

1920

Another collection of similar contents.

The twelve mystical treatises, found in this copy, are

as follows

:

1. Ff. il>-3ia, Eisala-i-mansiibah (>-jj , : « iJL-,),

identical with the Eisala-i-kudsiyyah (sJLxJJ &JL-*,). in

No. 1923, 3 below, or the Aufas-i-kudsiyyah d^jLiil

vl-.JJ>), see No. 1855 above, l)y Muhammad bin Mu-
hammad alhafizi albukhari, known as Khwajah Muham-
mad Parsa, who died A. h. 822= A. D. 1420 (see above,

loc. cit.). Jaml's extracts from this treatise have been

noticed in No. 1357, 14 above. Beginning: (^LJ j Ji.,^

Other copies of this treatise are noticed in No. 1923,

3 below ; Bodleian Cat., No. 1266, and llieu ii. p. 862''.

Dated the nth of Sha'ban, a.h. 1054 (a. d. 1644, Oct. 13).

2. Ff. 31^ and 32* on the times of prayer (i^ls,!

3. Ff. 32^-50^ Risala-i-sharh-i-rubaiyyat (tlL-,

i::,\JlcL>, j-v-i), J ami's commentary on his own ruba'is,

see above, Nos. 1357, 12, and 1358, 3. Beginning as

there. Dated the 9th of Sbawwal, a.h. 1054 (a. d.

1644, Dec. 9).

4. Ff. 5ob-6o», Risala-i-unsiyyah (>;,. 1I tlL-,), the

same treatise by Ya'kub bin 'Uthman alcarkhi, wiiich

is described in No. i of the preceding copy. Beginning

here : Ji KU-- ^ ^^\ pA-f-» y-» '^^ j J-«->- • Dated

the 14th of Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. 1054 (a. d. 1645,
Jan. 12).

5. Ff. 60b and 61", Kalimat-i-kudsiyyah (i::jUJu5

j), by Khwajah 'Ala-aldin 'Attar, see No. 3 in the

preceding copy.

6. Ff. 6il'-62^, a short treatise on mystical love,

addressed to Khwajah Hasan al-'Attar and headed :

^ a. »J».UJ- ,Lj».ill Sjj_j. 3 A/J^l iijJ>-» CIJ; .<i T^ iJL«(,

7. Ff. 63»-92'', Sufic utterances, heard from the lips

of Mir 'Abd-alawwal, the son-in-law of Khwajah 'Ubaid-

allah Ahrar (jL.lj Jj^l J>-^-c .«...» u:j, ^ ~- ci>Lc»_^__.

j]^l t-a-U^ ^.nrJ), beginning (with exactly the same

words as Jami'a Arabic commentary on Ibn-alhajib's

s-wi\i^ see above. No. 1357, 22) : jjJlUIj tlJ^ j^^il

Jl ijLijl ci>,-i-»- is^-P 15^ • According to a note on

the fly-leaf (taken from the eyL*-il rj-^^ LiyL**",, see

Nos. 633-635 above), Mir 'Abd-alawwal came from

Nishapur to Transoxania, became a pupil and later on

the son-in-law of Khwajah Ahrar (see No. 1892 above),

and died in the beginning of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 905
(a. d. 1500, end of June). Dated the last of Dhii-alka'-

dah, A.H. 1054 (a.d. 1645, Jan. 28).

8. Ff. 92l'-96l', a mystical treatise by Husain bin

Ahmad Ghani altabrizi, containing explanations of a

great number of Sufic terms, and beginning : ijj Jl^
Jl \. (jJ^J" [.-JLc »J e*—Jlj JljL^ S JlJjV»-« ....

A larger treatise by the same author on metaphorical

expressions of Sufis, entitled u*L-.l ^L»J, is noticed in

W. Pertsch, 5, I. 11 ; see also the Berlin Cat., p. 272,

and a Turkish translation of the same, styled ^Lii..

^yill ^L-o-.
J

^l^.^l, in W. Pertsch, Berlin TuAish

Cat., p. 158. Dated the ist of Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. 1054
(a. d. 1645, Jan. 29).

9. Fol. 97, a short mystical mathnawi on the^i (see

No. 19 13 above), by Shah Burhan-aldin bin Shah Mn-

barra in five babs, viz. : (i) |_L».^i uWi j-*> (^))-*

i^ /"i uWj. ; (3) i^); y^j uWj y ; (4) cjWj. j^

ijj^ jSi ; (5) ^jLi^ S':, ^L>_> ,j. Dated the i8th of

Muharram, a.h. 1055 (a.d. 1645, March 16).

10. Ff. 99^-288'', another very large anonymous

treatise on Sufism and Sufic terms, beginning : ii] xj
Jl *L-i^l vi)LlaL. c/^' t/JJl. Dated the last of

Eabl'-althani, A.H. 1055 (a.d. 1645, June 24).

11. Ff. 289''-292'', Ma'rifat-almadhahib (jLi^n..

^^.jiljj.1), or ' knowledge of creeds,' a short tract in seven

fasls by Mahmud 'Tahir Ghazali, known as Nizam, a

professor in the .J^ »--,X» , beginning : ill Jt^il

~l\jj^\
J
^^U1 j^lxil^lLll iy^y Dated the

2nd of Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 1055 (a.d. 1645, June 26).

12. Ff. 292*'-342«, Khatimah (5.^'ii>.), a fifth copy of

Gisudaraz's work on the Sufic doctrine, see Nos. 1856—

1858 and 1869, vi above. Beginning :
>". ... » *)-»; j'

Jl u»p\j> lijbLc .. Dated the 7th of Jumada-althani.

a.h. 1055 (not 1005, as is written here by mistake)=
A.D. 1645, July 31.
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The transcriber of tlie whole ^IS. was Ibn Sayyid

Muhammad, at Surat. Occasional additions on tlie

margin.

No. 1178, ff. 342, 11. 15, on ff. 1-31, 11. 23-33. on ff- 32-34' J

Nasta'llk ; size, gj, in. by 4I in.

1921

A third collection of psychological and metaphysical

treatises with mystic tendency, chiefly by Afdal-aldin

Kash!.

This collection contains

:

1

.

Mrtjmua-i-nikat-i-Arastudar 'ilm-i-hikmat(J.cj.,je^

e:„_»5L». JLc .j via.-.,! eylSG), otherwise styled Tarjuma-i-

makala-i-Arastatalis ((j^lHk-,1 ii\JL. t*^), beginning,

on fol. l'' : i_,-.JU»jJa-<,l ijLj,J tj{j\i ^jy>- 5J XijJ ^j-fr--^

Jl ^ (jMj ^^y=~ J
JjJjJ. Another copy of this

treatise, which is alleged to be the Persian translation

of one composed by Aristotle in the form of a dialogue

with his pupils immediately before his death, on the

c:».»5C>. J-ii, or 'praestantia philosophiae,' is found in

the Bodleian Cat., No. 1422, ix.

2. Risala-i-Madarij-alkamal (JL»5J1 j:-j'a-» tJL-,),

more correctly : Tarjuma-i-Madarij-alkamal (» . nyJ

JL»5ol jr;'-^-*)'
since the JUXll j-jlj-* or 'grades of

perfection ' were originally written in Arabic, by

Afdal-aldin Kashi (see No. 18 1 2 above) ; it is divided

into eight jj, and begins, on fol. 18**: sj iJ^-^ f^-'^.

3. A treatise on the soul, without a title, beginning,

on fol. 46* : ^Ij-j.* ij->j-«J 5 iJWj wy^ ls*^' wy^ 5Juj>.

Jl jjl ljk.». s_»-» (•Jr« (j^j^ J-

4. Kitab-i-nafs (^j-ij i_jI::S ), a treatise on the soul,

that is the same Pei'sian translation of Aristotle's nepi

^vxrji, by Afdal-aldin Kashi, which is noticed in No.

181 2, I above, and is found besides in the Bodleian

Cat., No. 1422, viii, and in Rieu ii. p.
834b; it is

divided into three makalas, and begins, on fol. 51^:

J i.^jS jU (jr^^Uj. W .P.1 u^»-i {J^^i '*-?^' l5^"*^

,j«jj oiJ 5_XJ\ J vo^wj. (_p,\j:jj (^Ixul u-^ i_>L3

~ji o. ....>

5. Kifala-i-saz u piraya-i-shahan (ijU->J jj^ tlLu,

^jLaLi.), a treatise on the rights and duties of royalty,

likewise by Afdal-aldin Kashi (see No. 181 3 above and
Bodleian Cat., No. 1445, ii) : it is divided into three

jUiX and begins, on fol. 86'': ^_ji ^jT^Li jl .UuijUl

~)i J^^yt J j\^j^ ^V' ^
6. Rahanjaninama (i-.lj fX^ s,), or as it is styled

here, A^ 'ty. ^1 « j^. tlL-., by the same Afdal-

aldin Kashi (see above, loc. cit.), beginning, on fol. 102*":

Jl tl 4 :

:

J
J

s4Jj
J xj J-ftl J-»iJ il. It is divided,

like the pieceding treatise, into three IsJ f, viz.:

r^ J ^•,it c:« « « : A , »jjL» jl jjilj ,^4JT. Other

copies of this treatise ' on consciousness and cognition

'

are found in the Bodleian Cat., No. 1445, iii, and

Rieu ii. p. 83ol>, No. XXIII.
7-10. Four short tracts on metaphysical matters,

the last two of which, at any rate, are due to x\.fdal-

aldin Kashi, as a comparison with No. 1445, iv and v,

in the Bodleian Cat., proves; the first, on fol. iiv'",

begins : LjL-j1 j»-i. ^j-^j i-^j^ *~^i^ i->-Jl j jji-ft,-!

J! lo .. : . )1 Uj jl si; the second, on fol. ii8»: loil

Jl ^y. CjiA *^ t^-* '^^*^. ^ ffj^ u.^ \ ^^i=-y '>

the third, on fol. 119*: _j (jr. ^c^^*-* w 15^^ c«...
g*

Jl laAJ j^ ric ^L«-» »-fcA (it deals with the meaning

of the terms y^j^ and o~.j», 'res' and 'est'); the

fourth, on fol. 121b
: jj .• ... » ijujj-i. (j-JJ « jj^c JJ

Jl jb |^LLi..U jljjl
^ u^Jl ^^ij I.:L«uy

J

.

11. Risala-i-MabS.di-i-maujiidat ((_jjLf.-. iJl—K,

cyljjjfc}-.), ' de principiis rerum creatarura,' again by

Afdal-aldin Kashi, as is shown in No. 1445, vi, of the

Bodleian Cat,; it contains five fasls and begins, on fol.

J! jjuJ^U.

12. A number of short maxims and sentences, all

headed w^iLT^^; the first, on fol. 134", begins thus :

Jl ejjj--^ v:>u_4 jXjLl*. JUjI »-^j sA-iiU.

13. Risala-i-'arad {i^j^ lJi\^J), a treatise on acci-

dental matters, identical with Afdal-aldin Kasiii's

'Aradnama (i-.li ;_;i'j^), dcs-cribed in No. 181 2, 2 above,

beginning, on fol. 139*': ptjj « Jj-». 'Jjj-M IjJijIJl^

14. Risala-i-Yanbu'-alhayat (»j^ cj-, : > iJL-^), 'the

fountain of life,' that is the Persian translation of

Hermes Trismegistus' essay on the human soul, in

thirteen fasls, made by Afdal-aldin Kashi, see No. 181

3

above and No. 16 in the immediately following copy,

where it is styled, ,j^y\ j-aj 5.JU-. l^->-y Beginning

:

i l . fw jl Jjl J-<ri t«J>.,J' ,.w- « « ivl ..v" 1.4^1 ,.1 . .
" W 11Ty o- ;

« « ivl i^^J^liJl
i;^---.

Comp. the editions of Fleischer, Leipzig, 1870, and
Bardenhewer, Bonn, 1873.

Occasionally marginal glosses and additions.

Dated A. h. 1068 (a. d. 1657, 1658), by Ahmad bin

Muhammad al-Musawi.

No. 706, flF. 319, 11. 16 ; Nasta'ltk ; uize, 8 in. by 4^ in.

1922

A fourth collection of treatises on different mystical,

philosophical, and rhetorical topics, partly in Persian,

partly in Arabic.

Contents :

1. Persian: Risalah dar tahkik-i-ma'na-i-kalima-i-
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tauhid (s-^r^y tj^ (V*-* J-!^j^ '^^j)> by Maulana

Jalal-aldin Muhammad bin As'ad Dawani (orDawwani),

the author of the famous treatise on ethics, the J^l
j_j!5U. or jiU.i)l ^j\^ j_j»

jj^ill A-y , who was bom

in Dawan or Dawwan near Kazarun, A. h. 830 (a. d.

1427), and died a.h. 908 (a. d. 1502, 1503); see Haft

Iklim, No. 167 (col. 390 in this Cat.); Rieu ii. p.

442'', etc. Beginning, on fol. i^: ^j\j\ |,Jj JUj>- i_)UljI

Jl (^]^ o^*ilJ ,ji*»Ui. v5 c*-.-JLj«!i^- It is divided

into two pli-., viz.: (i)
f^^*-^j

JLc iJUj>.L-. ^o ; (2)^^

l^j»4-i jhSlia. i_a.?..S ; and a i^li.. Other copies of

this little treatise on the formula of unity ill Si sJl S are

found in G. Fliigel iii. p. 408, and in the Bodleian

Cat., No. 1298, I (incomplete); in the latter it is styled

(jl.j JiLj. jL. t^JLl^j. Other Persian tracts by the

same author are : a commentary on a ghazal of Hafiz,

see Eieu ii. p. 828I', No. Ill, and W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 19, last line sq. ; and a commentary on his own
mystic rubais, see Kieu ii. p. 834*, No. XI, and

Bodleian Cat., No. 1298, 3. On some of the most

important Arabic works of Dawani, see Haft Iklim,

loc. cit.; G. Fliigel i. p. 19; iii. pp. 216, 6; 217, 10;

219, 16; 221,21; 509, 21; 525,40; etc.; 0. Loth,

Arabic Cat., pp. io8'> sq., 117'' sq., lai'^, 147I' sq.,

^59^ etc.; the Arabic Cat. of the Brit. Mus., etc. This

copy is dated a. h. 1059 (a. d. 1649).

2. Arabic: An anonymous tract on the same formula,

on fol. 7'>, with the heading

;

(>" (jk?i*' ij ^^j

3. Arabic: A third Jw^^jj i-Jli Jk-ii*' (V ^^^i I'y

Imam Fakhr-aldin Eazi, who died A. h. 606 (a.d. i 209,

1 2 10), see Haft Iklim, No. 1064 (col. 456 in this Cat.).

Beginning, on fol. 8*: <1^1A\ j^Ul j iiVly^ ^.U^ll Jl3

Jl A...^. ly^j ^^ -3jI si Jl S iJ5C> iJiLill.

4. Arabic : Misbah-alshari'at (j-m i^-iJl —L^-a-»), by

'AbdalUh Ja'far bin Muhammad alsadik (no doubt

meant for the sixth Imam Ja'far bin Muhammad, with

the usual Kunyah of Abu 'Abdallah and the Lakab
Sadik, who died a.h. I48= a. d. 765, see Safinat-

ahiuliya, No. 10, col. 276 in this Cat.), in 100 short

chapters, beginning, on fol. g^ : ij^lj .p (^jJl 411 J..^

Jl lip.
_}
i^, c^^lj^l (j-l» J V^j-i. cr^^'-

5. Arabic: Eisalat Kalimat-altasawwuf (i.J6 ilL-,

i_jt-aHl), by Shaikh Shihab-aldin almakbul, beginning,

on fol. 24'': eU (.-4-Lll 4lll J^-y xXs^ J
4Jll .>J-»-^'— .... ..... „..

..^^_^,_

d ij. U.S.v 11. ,15i SIJ «<v<-

6. Arabic: Eisalat fi makhafat-almaut ( j iJLo,

Ojil iiLi*), by an anonymous author, beginning, on

fol. 30b
c^* ^_^^ jjLoSl Jj.-^- L. Jicl .̂,ir

Jl i:lU ^Jic ^yii 11* JS J eyy.1.

7. Arabic: Alrisalat alsharifat (iW;-Ul iJLJpl), by

Abd 'All Ahmad bin Muhammad Miskawaih, commonly

called Ibn Miskawaih, who died a.h. 421 (a.d. 1030),

see Bodleian Cat., col. 858, where he is mentioned as

the original collector of the moral precepts of ancient

Eages, better known in its Persian translation as

iJs. ijljj.ljv (comp. on it besides Rieu ii. p. 441*;

Notices et Extraits, x. p. 95 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd.
Bat. iv. p. 191 ; H. Khalfa i. p. 213, and ii. p. 581 ;

Arabic Cat. of the Brit. Mus. p. 627", etc.); ib., col.

873, No. XXIII, where an Arabic translation of Plato's

' De legibus ' is by one version ascribed to him ; ib.,

col. 882 (No. 1435), where his ,j..ui:Jl iX^la or i_^j 4

;

(jSi-ill , the basis of Nasir-aldin Tusi's i^^lj ^jSj>.l , is

mentioned (comp. Eieu ii. p. 441 ; Arabic Cat. of the

Brit. Mus. p. 745I'
; H. Khalfa v. p. 112; Z. D. M. G.

xiii. p. 540, etc.) ; Wiistenfeld, Geschichte der arabi-

schen Aerzte, p. 64, etc. It begins, on fol. 31'': J^

Ji ^.SLSCJU s'Ub ill JLUl sT^^.JJkW jL>.Sl ySl, and

is divided into three questions (sJlL-^), each of which

contains ten fasls, viz. : (i) xjLJl oLol ^J, on fol. 32*
;

(2) l^Jl^l
J ^J.Jc3\ ^^, on fol. 35^; (3) ^\^'li\ ^,

on fol. 44". Dated a.h. 1059 (a.d. 1649).

8. Persian : Jawidannama (»_.L5 ^Jb.La.), another

copy of Afdal-aldin Kashi's famous book of eternity, see

above, No. 1813. Beginning, on fol. 49*: Cjj iii A^Ji

"ii cx~j1 «-.Lj ^J^ siOljj i;^*iL«Jl. The four

babs are found here on ff. 49", 50*, 54^, and 58''.

9. Arabic : Eisalat fi 'ilm-alnafs (^j;..iDl Jlc^ ilL-,),

a treatise on the soul, by Idris bin Husam-aldin albid-

lisS, the author of the c:*..i.4J cujLa (see No. 571 above).

who died A. h. 926 (A. D. 1520). It begins, on fol. 62* :

^1 jj »-> ^j-J L. iJiJl J JUil VJ ^iij L. J-a.1 |T,1

Jl »,^. sjli ^Jls' ^ X*^ JIj ts':>, and is divided

into a mukaddimah, six maksads, and a khatiraah, viz.

:

On fol. 62^: j_,«uiUl ijjju» iJj^j (c* i-«AiVl.

On fol. 63" : u-JlSJ1 iLkU tj...;.-^" J J^5ii

'

On fol. 67!^: U,j^ J
(j-J-Jl ^\j^ ^j ^^\ J-o^l

W^ i-

On fol. 69b
: x.,JiJ S ^^-.^IJI ,r;i ^i viJllJl J—1. A\

On fol. 7315: iJiSLc ool^u-jlll
|]||1 J> Aj|pl A.^1

On fol. 75« : ^-UD' .,U
(J*

0-*Ul il.

On fol. 79*: ^y^\ Jl^l J^. ^j |_^LUl s.ni\\

iJijUil Juo.

On fol Sib: C-yi J iuilil.

10. Persian: Eisala-i-!jaz-alhikmat (jLs-i' L1L-,

OCil), ' the epitome of philosophy,' ascribed in the index

to Shaikh Abu 'All Ibn Sina (Avicenna), who died

A. h. 428 (a.d. 1037). Beginning, on fol. 83'' : ill x^
Jlc ji iS'vi^-J^.aJLir* j^l tXiljui .... ^^^LkJI C>j

Jl 0>— 1 5Xi ij^r-r^ J ;J-!?->-*
»-«-^-^-

11. Arabic: A short anonymous treatise, styled

JuJl iliJ J, on fol. 85a.

12. Persian: Sharh-alkasidat-alkhamriyyatalfaridiy-

yat (i_l-»;L«JI ij^ iJ.^;..aiJl _^), a Persian com-
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mentary on the wiue-kasidah of 'Umar Ibn-alfarid, who
died A. H. 632= A. D. 1235 (see No. 181 1 above), by
'Ali biu Shiliab of Hamadaii, who died a.h. 786 (a. d.

1385). Beginning, on fol. 85'': Jl^l «Ll5 j 'Le\ x^

J\ l+JLa- (Jvl>. The proper title of tliis commentary

is (jljiill ij.Li-., Bee No. 1850 above, and G. Flugel

iii. p. 419; on the original Arabic kasidah, comp. ib.,

p. 464 (where a Turkish commentary by Shaikh iBma'il

al-Maulawi al-Ankirawi, who died a.h. 1041 or 1042=
A. D. 1631—1633, is noticed).

13. Arabic: Eaudat-alnazir (^lIJl i«i^), a mystical

treatise by an anonymous author, beginning, on fol.

92a:
iTl jLiJpl -r*^-^ es^ ^^j-i ^ i^JJ' ^ J-^

Jl lujlju^j. Dated a.h. 1059 (a. d. 1649).

14. Persian: Tarjuma-i-madarij-alkamal (i . tf^S

JL»^1 ^j\xj), another copy of Afdal-aldin Kashi's well-

known treatise, see No. 1921, 2 above. Beginning, on

fol. 97'', the same as there; the chapters are called here

(jijLiJT Dated a.h. 1059.

15. Persian: Rahanjamuama (»^U Ji^' j.), another

copy of the treatise on consciousness and cognition by
Afdal-aldin Kashi, see No. 1921, 6 above. Beginning,

on fol. 106^, the same as there. The three .liij are

headed here: (i) ujiju^ . iji ijjfj jl iji\i ^-^J^l ,j

(3)^ J ij4^i '^^^^
J

sjJLijl jjjIj ^s^^j^-
Dated in the same year, a.h. 1059, at Haidarabad.

16. Persian: Tarjuma-i-sizduh fasl-i-Idris (i , »-;

,j«j .jl J-aj 5jj-»— ), another copy of the Persian trans-

lation of Hermes Trismegistus' (.-JDl (j»j,j1 jJj !)

essay on the human soul, see No. 192 1, 14 above.

Beginning, on fol. 112^: tiU— »-L,j»- jl Jjl J-oJ »-»j^

17. Arabic: A short tract without a title by Yusuf
bin Barakah, beginning, on fol. 123'' ; i_.^ ^

al^. i^UjJI jLi:.
d

18. Arabic: An anonymous treatise on 'the basis

of knowledge,' Risalat fi tahkik maudu-anim (iJL-,

JLxJI 9-y^y li-^^i-*' ic»). beginning, on fol. 124I':

19. Persian, : Lata'if-altauhid fi ghara'ib-altafrid

(jo^iDI L^Ui (c» Jl. a.jU\ ;_g)lkl), a short Sufic

treatise by Shaikh Sa'd-aldiu Muhammad Hummu'i,
who died a.h. 650= a. d. 1253 (see above. No. 1806,

and comp. Rieu ii. p. 755"; iii. p. 1095"), beginning,

on fol. 129*: oo«j1 jJL-^ ^^\ Jljo j .... ii .v.U

Another copy of this treatise is found in No. 1298, 21

of the Bodleian Catalogue.

20. Arabic: A short treatise without a title by
Shaikh Najm-aldin Kubra, the spiritual guide of Sa'd-

aldin Hummu'i, who died a.h. 618 (a.d. 1221), see

the Safiuat-alauliya, No. 124 (col. 288 in this Cat.).

Beginning, on fol. 130*: (j-LiJl .>Jus-> ajII ^Jl j^ t- H

Jl jp^LJI "^"i eUj
J

(jjiLil. Sufic treatises in Persian

by the same Shaikh are k_>b^l iJL», see Rieu ii. p. 836«,

No. XI
; J.U vJUaJ 4i^ W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 42, No. 27, etc. Among his Arabic works the ^Ui
J^Lil ^Ui < JL»-r *^ particularly noteworthy, see

G. Flilgel iii. p. 332 ; H. Khalfa iv. p. 466, No. 9207;
Notices et Extraits, xii. pp. 356 and 416, etc.

21. Arabic : An anonymous treatise on Sufism :

Risalat marmuzat fi-altasawwuf (-—jt^xUl ^j ijyj* *-l^;)•

beginning, on fol. 131* : vi^LtjLL^ . i*.

JL^V^

Jl i-jU.

22. Arabic: Sharh Sharh-alzaura ('Ljll -.yi ;;/^),

a supercommentary on the Arabic treatise iiilXJl 'KjtJl

jUil ^ 'IxJil JU-a-l (>jL»-i i;^, by Kamal biu Mu-

hammad bin Fakhr bin 'All of Lar, compiled a.h. 918

(a.d. 1 51 2). Beginning, on fol. 136*': jjt ^J, .> ,U

^ ..t». ijVl~S i^jLi.*- Jl /*»yJ Jj. J>-«Ia Jj u^-~*^. *>*-**

Jl J^Ls*'. Dated at Haidarabad, a.h. 1059. After

fol. 153 a lacuna of four leaves.

23. Persian : A metaphysical tract on the categories

of beings, styled here ,5*^ a)^ !•» JL-^ , but more

correctly, according to Rieu ii. p. 833^, last line :

Risala-i-aksam-i-maujudat (^^j^j^ j.L«Jl sJL-,), by

the great Nasir-aldin Tusi, see above, Nos. 1807-18 10.

It begins here, on fol. leib : iXil jjUiL- \j^y Jli

jri CjJ u\yJVl\ J
JUJ^pb ill 5 .V H! * ) ^yJjJl

J
ilil ^;-«-ilJ

jj jl LJLc abJUJ ^Jl -U-Jl . n:jU_jjy-« 1.1. 1 .Jjl

Jl VI*— 1 iJjiT

24. Persian : Risala dar istilahat-i-sufiyyah (jJLy

sJli*^ cyLa-^ii^l .j), a short treatise on Sufic ter-

minology, by Shaikh Mahmud of Shiraz (see Haft Iklim,

No. 210, col. 394 in this Cat.), in twelve fasls, beginning,

on fol. 169*: iJ lO^I. JLc jjjljJ*. i^L»S ^j t^l^-.

^1 i>^jVv j' C^^J H^ •Ir^j ^^ (^"^ c*!*^.

25. Arabic : A short piece from the eighth makalah
of Muhyi-aldin aljilani's uyL*.^ (or i_<^-jjJl r-j^), see

above, No. 1795, on fol. 171*.

26. Arabic : Risalat fi tafsil-alnash'atain wa tahsil-

alsa'adataiu (J-i-.a.sr' j i^^-ol-iiJI J . .n c > ^^ iJL^

^ ^ ;vt . I. ») by Shaikh Abu-alkasim al-Ragbib of

Isfahan, who died a.h. 502 (a.d. 1108, 1109). It

begins, on fol. 172'': jj-j: jjJ-ULi J—^I LfJJ' 'i J'-»J^

Jl jJiJU: U-»j nj U-)-c,
J

iX.^ iJL-J ^Jx- tl : . Ic J,

and is divided into thirty-three chapters (not thirty-

four, as the text has, since the eighteenth is erroneously

numbered the nineteenth and so down to the last).

An extract from this treatise is noticed in O. Loth,

Arabic Cat., p. 238b (No. 824); comp. H. Khalfa ii.

p. 383, where the word J.ot) is replaced by^ ....«> . Two
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•of the most important works of Raghib Isfahani are

described in G. Fliigel i. p. 341 sq., and iii. p. 271 sq.,

viz. tlie «UiJI
J

'\
j - A

»

^\jj\j£' J
'bjill uyl^Ls:' and

tlie ixj^l
r;^^^ lt" ^^i*^ '

"''^^^'^ ^'^ enumerated

in tlie Bodleian Cat., No. 1450, where a Persian trans-

lation of the ijtj.i , entitled ijOjjJIj^ ^j^ ijoj^l j^-iS,

is described (see another copy of the same in Rieu,

supplement, pp. 105 and 106).

27. Persian : Sharh-i-khutbat-albayan (i-Jai. _._^

ijLfJI), with its full title : J-JjU ^J
jjL»j^^I i-e^

^jL^l i_Jii.,by Muhammad bin Mahmud Dihdar, with

the takhallus Fani, who died a.h. ioi6 (a. d. 1607,

1608), see Rieu ii. p. 816^, iii. p. i094*>; and A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 393. It begins, on fol. 194**:

^L_a.ill t?i ^jlliwl ^ji_vJl s-J^ ijL-jill jdi ij\i\ iii a*il

^1 ^Jl^ ij y*' ^y. jj LfJJ'- Dated a.h. 1059. A
number of mystical treatises by the same author are

described in G. Flugel iii. pp. 455-457 ; Rieu ii. p. 816,

and Bodleian Cat., No. 1298, 7-13 and 15.

28. Arabic : A commentary on Ibn Sina's kasidah

on the union of body and soul, usually called jjw>-ajJI

iljL-jtJl, by Sadid alsimnani, beginning, on fol. 233*:

^^yii 'Lui tsJJi }^\ jij^\ J^^ ^^^ "Ui i-*^

Jl illimJl. On this kasidah, which has found many

commentators, comp. H, Khalfa iv. p. 543, No. 9480.

The title, appearing here, is simply ^^ !j--o-» -^i

Li-— ^. jjtc j\ i^j—^j ', another commentary on the

same by Mulla "Abd-alwajid (or alwahid) bin Muham-
mad is noticed in G. Flugel i. p. 446. On the life and

the various psychological works of Ibn Sina, comp. the

introduction to Landauer's ' Psychologie des Ibn Sina,'

in Z. D. M. G. 29, p. 335 sq.

29. Persian: Sliort extracts from Shaikh 'Abdallah

Muhammad al-Ansari's (see No. 1778 above) various

treatises, as &^U 15-*-" > s-«Li
,J;—

'1, -JLoJ, and other

writings in prose and verse, beginning, on fol. 241'' :

Jl JLiJ . s_.lj Sj^\ . s-«b . It is incorrectly styled :

^.LoJill ijjl J^*£ »-»-'j-=- i^W'-^-* '
since the real ejL».U-«

or pious invocations are an independent little work, see

No. 1779 above.

30. Persian: Matali'-albayan ((jL^Jl x^\]aj,), 'the

starting-points of exposition,' a treatise on that part of

rhetoric which is designated as ^jL^l JLc (see A. T.

Mehren, Die Rhetorik der Araber, 1853, P- 20 sq.), by

a certain Tahir bin "Alt, beginning, on fol. 24415

:

J s-niJ 'IjIJu* ^-iJlB J X^;^ i w-i-^^ '^^' •—*^

~n \
"- -^

\ ^\^j (^Uy5o J^^ 5J u-JJ^- Some

miscellaneous bits of writing, without any value, on

iF. 250* and 252" ; an index of the thirty treatises,

contained in this copy, on fol. 251".

No. 583, ff. 252, written for the greater part in diagonal lines

in Nasta'Uk, the last pages by other hands in Shikasta; only

ff. 172-239 are in straight lines, 20 in a page ; many little in-

juries throughout; size, lij in. by 7^ in.

1923
A Jifth collection of mystical treatises, traditions,

prayers, tales, etc., by eminent Sufic Shaikhs. This

collection, which is incomplete at the end, contains :

1
.
(jJUl ji-^ '-=?1)^ uW? '"^l)* W*-)*^ Wl>-^ ^^

^j\jX3f^. A biographical account of the great Saint

Khwajah 'Abd-alkhalik of Ghujdawan (near Bukhara),
who was a ])upjl of Khwajah Yusuf of Hamadan, and
died A.H. 575 (a. B. 1 179, 1180), see Safinat-alauliya,

No. 76 (col. 283 in this Cat.); Haft Iklim, No. i486
(ib., col. 490); Rieu ii. p. 862°-, etc. Beginning, on

fol_. lb: J jU^^^b ^k; J J
jili,5)l J^ ^ J

d
This

account appears to be different from a similar one,

noticed in Rieu, loc. cit.; the chief work of 'Abd-

alkhalik is a book of precepts, styled s-.b CU.I.0J or

bLo. , see ib., and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 295

(No. 260).

jbiji v_)Ls:^' 4. Short notices

on the Nakshbandl order and especially on Baha-aldin

Nakshband (died a.h. 791 = a. d. 1389, see above,

No. 1 851) and his companions, beginning on fol. i6b.

3. Lu.b .i t.-g* 5J>-1» l^s 9 LILu. , i. e. the

S'lljJl j_) ,j.ib—

.

sayings of Shaikh Baha-aldin Nakshband, collected by

Khwajah Muhammad Parsa, who died a.h. 822 (a. d.

1420), see N08. 1855 and 1920, i above, and entitled

Ajju^jLijJl il-jjJl iJLo^ or itl-,jj y.,Ujl. Begin-

ning, on fol. 17I':
J

^^X-i
J

1 4
" •

.« /J. iS^'-^ J

Jl si 5;ij Jjk \j
^bijb I^J.AS>. sj

For other copies of the same treatise and Jami's extracts

from it, comp. No. 1920, i above ; Krafft, p. 113 ; and

col. 764, No. 14 above.

4. An Arabic tradition of Ibu Mas'ud, jjjt_«^ ^\ ^
s_Lc *i)l ^j, beginning, on fol. 51^: ^Jl Jo^ «U. JU

Ji ill d^j.
5. Short extract from the writings of 'Ubaid-allah

{^\ j-^x !-!»-]jJ«- ^_5*^. ji'^-^ ^j-^^ —^j^ li=- er* J^)'

i.e. Khwajah Ahrar, who died a.h. 895 (a. d. 1490),

see above, Nos. 1892 and 1920, 7, on fol. 55*.

6. Short extract from the writings of Khwajah Parsa

(U,b 5^1^ ^j^i^ ^^ i^),
see No. 3 in this copy,

on fol. 55". ^
7. A tract, styled Ji Jl *-<.U. L.JJ-. , on fol. 55b.

8. A remark by Shaikh Ahmad Anjam (j.5L.ill ^^
Jl ^:i^^\^^ j!IIT), on fol. 56a.

9. Short report on Baha-aldin Nakshband (see

Nos. 2 and 3 in this copy), taken from thej^.*^ (*"*^

{j..^ K_».a. jl J-5-i), and beginning, on fol. 56"

:

^. ^^ ^ *
\ ^^^jJL>^

^1 ^>JI 'L4...
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10. |_y*^ M>J-»J Ljil»-» u:i,^>. LI—jl t)!.-^, tlie

Sufic tract Unsiyyah, by Maulana Ya'kub CarkhJ,

one of Baha-aldin Nakshband's famous pupils, who died

A.H. 838 (a. D. 1434, 1435), see No. 1919, i above.

.1 (^LjBeginning, on fol. 56^: j j_^i cJ

jfe" >;^- - -.
^11. A short tract, beginning, on fol. Tj^ : tj ^ - , -X

12. Short extract from the writings of Shaikh Rukn-
aldin 'Ala-aldaulah Simnani, who died A. h. 736 (a. d.

1336), see above, No . 1835 (^ ^ylxJUl ^^^ [•^cT*
^\ :. .:.» JjlJ I 'iU ^^.XJIj ilil), on fol. 79a.

13. <(ill Ju;-^c sjtljjfc v:::>_A-» jJjjJI. DL-., another

treatise by Khwajah Ahrar (see No. 5 in this copy),

beginning, on fol. 79^: wb^Xj »-j1aj. J-»^1 <iIi xJJ
J! 5jL»--.1 j JjljLaJ Jk.a.L!l.

14. ijjjLiJl ijjl j..^
5-»-l>^ ciy-ia- elAZGir JJUu,, the

genuine Munajat of Shaikh'Abdallah Ansari, see No. 1779
above, beginning, on fol. 88b

; ^y I^JilA-o iiyJjJj i^l

d
tX«l ^J^\i

•VJ

15. A second cjU-L:-* &JL-^ by the same, on fol. 97*

16. A third cyU.U-., on fol. ioi».

;^
X>\ya. , ten Musabba's, to be recited before sunrise and

sunset; beginning of the first, on fol. 104'': Jj. ^J^\J

d
.\ ^\3\ ^y. Jj^'1.

18. An anecdote of Shaikh Abu-alhasan Kharakant,
who died A.H. 425 (a. D. 1033), see Safinat-alauliya,

No. 67, col. 282 in this Cat.
(tr

\\ JLi

JI ^j'^y>^
(J

... ^ j->l), on fol. no".

19. An anecdote of 'Ala-aldaulah Simnani, see No. 1

2

in this copy (j^Ul ^j ^-.-i ua,-i»jl ••- - Ij 5 • -

JI ^yL;--. JjjJI '^), on fol. no''.

20. Risala-i-Sharifah (tJojJa tlL-,), a Sufic tract by

an anonymous author, beginning, on fol. nib ; ^ > ,11

JJ t5ljLi. o^jj tjl ^jljj .... j;;-JtLiJI V;'.

21. Another tract with the same title

beginning, on fol. 117": Jl jjL» i_JU. tjl ^jIaj.

22. A third one with the same title, beginning, on

fol. i2it': ji ^L-jill jic 15JJI -i J-J.

23. A short treatise without heading, beginning, on

fol. 130b:

Ji U^.
24.

. jLxJl ^^ o. ~, i». jJS iS J : ..^ jJT

U iL. ci Jl^ til-"), Jaml's Lawa'ih, see

above, Nos. 1357, 15; 1358, 2 ; 1368-1373; beginning,

on fol. 131b: Jj t-tXaULc 'LJ |_y-i^l il eULs^-.

25. (_y.»lJ> x!ix* [j^j^ u:i^M^ jl JLi,, a treatise by
Maulana Muhammad Kadi, the disciple and Khalifah

niD. OFF.

of Khwajah Ahrar, and author of the ^^^Juli\

(see H. Khalfa iii. p. 607), who died A.H. 921 (a. D.

I5i5)> see Rieu i. p. 167'', and ii. p. 859'' (where an

account of his life is noticed). Beginning, on fol. 154'' :

This treatise is followed by some prayers (Lcj orjUj)
and short extracts, for instance, from the i^lii' r-l-^^J-*

(on S. 163'' and 164*), which was written about A.H.

770 (a. D. 1368, 1369), see No. 1838 above, etc.

26. A prayer (cyl*.l.» jC). on fol. i66».

27. Short extract from the Insha of Maulana Shams-

aldln Muhammad Asad ( ,

;"
II ,j.. , ' {j^L^ «LiJ| ^

X-.I J I-g*)i on fol. 167a.

^28. A cala-U^ , beginning, on fol. 167": ^^ JJl (^

29. A second eliCLZ., beginning, on fol. i68»:

Ji \iy^ \x^\ lx»l".

30. Anecdote from the book 'Unwan-aldin (jl J.ij

i^jJI ijlj-i* vba )i beginning, on fol. i68'> : cy,-ia.

Jl s :>• « "^^^Vj \j^ j^. yj »-^|y*-

31. Anecdote of Shaikh Abu-alhasan Kharakani

{(jjb^ jj-..Jl_yj| i^ ey,..ia.jl vc« .. Ij 5 ,: ,*), see No. 18

in this copy, on fol. 169*.

32. A prayer for a female pilgrim by Ma'ruf Karkhl

(i»-^
iJ^J^ "-^J/"" cflC'»)> who died A. h. 200 (a. d.

815), see Safinat-alauliya, No. 27, and Haft Iklim,

No. 38, coll. 277 and 383 in this Cat., on fol. 169K

33. A tradition of the Imam Abu Hanifah of Kufah,
who died A.H. 150 (a. d. 767), see Safinat-alauliya,

No. 21, col. 2 77 in this Cat. (Jicl -'-•'jl C..-.U)

i_j»ji > » .:•». _jjl |,JJi.. x^s^), on fol. 169^.

34. An anonymous treatise, beginning, on fol. 170'' :

^1^ uIjoU. u-jj S ^/jJ\ aUI (»)jji-,1 ..jlju

Jl j^ljwX^ iji^ J'-i-c; on 'Abd-alkhalik Ghiijdawani,

see No. i in this copy.

35. Useful remarks, culled from Jami's works {^j^

l_y.U». jjU-a^JJI Jl-^ Uilj^ i:y,-<i-a. jS\ji), on fol. I72'>,

followed by some invocations (Lcj).

36. A tradition of the Imam Ja'far Sadik, who died
A.H. 148 (a. D. 765), see Safinat-alauliya, No. 10,

.L.1 •,l
col. 276 in this Cat. (

Jl jiL*), on fol. 174b,

37. jyAii\ A^ Xj'iy. owjJi. iJLX'DU,, the Risala-

i-takmilah, by Shaikh 'Abd-alghafur Lari, Jami's disciple,

who died A.H. 912 (a.d.i5o6, i5o7),see above, No. 1362;
that is the biographical account of Jami, copies of which
are described in Rieu i. p. 351*; Bodleian Cat., No.

958 (comp. also ib., No. 960) ; and W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 560. Beginning, on fol. 184b
: ^^^i^^^ il\ ^ ;

41 ll*j».
J

jji^^ll i^'xi, liiji '^ji*' •••
"' M _j

(•-!-*pl

Ji JU5 _, d>-.
^ 3 z
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38. ^ •Jl ,JJ o^k iJ^J'

^UJfc ^o—U «jl, ' how to find the ,jJ v_*-i> or night of

predestination' (see Surah 97), according to Abii-

alhasan Kharakani, see above, Nos. 18 and 31, on fol.

206^.

39. A story (cjol5C>.), dealing with an episode in

Muhammad's life, incomplete at the end. Beginning,

on fol. 207'' : ^iCjl »_JlC J)--) i:y;-a.» ^Ji.;^J jcJ) 'rrjJ

lOJJ x.!. The story breaks off on fol. 230^. The
d
last two leaves are filled, by another liand, with mis-

cellaneous writing, partly illegible, consisting of prayers,

traditions, etc. A number of leaves are misplaced

;

the right order offf. I2i-I24is: 121, 123, 122, 124;
and of ff. 174-216: 174, 184, 177-183, 175, 176,

185-198, 208-215, 199-207, 216.

Slight injuries on many pages. Worm-eaten. No
date.

No. 716. ff. 232, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik; size, 8^ in. by 5^ in.

1924
A sioeth collection of mystical treatises.

Contents

:

1. Marghub-alkulub (t_)jljiJl cj^^), another copy

of the famous niathnawl on ascetic and mystical science,

which was composed A. h. 757 (a. D. 1356), see above,

No. 1765, 10, and Nos. 1840 and 1841. Beginning on

fol. I*.

2. A letter of Khwajah Mu'in-aldin Sijzi Cishti (see

No. i869,Vniabove)to KhwajahKutb-aldinBakhtiyar,
his great disciple and Khalifah (who died in the same
year 633= A. d. 1235, seeSafinat-alauliya.No. 11 2, etc.).

Beginning, on fol. 8'': j^^-jt-. «-»-'y«- Li>;-.<L»

^a.ly»
J'^1^'-

"^^ i'^^y i^J^' l_JaJ "-^V^ "^

3. Risala-i-shuhudiyyah (itjjj4^ tJLo.), a mystical

tract by Shaikh Sadik Muhammad Fath-allah alhanafi

alcishti. Beginning, on fol. id": Ijj (^jJI ill xJJ

j_^lL)1j ^311^ ^p\ j^ , tjo. L. JS" ^ Jl^

4 and 5. Two anonymous mystical tracts on ff. 24*

and 30a respectively, the first of which begins : s-53ljj;

6. Part of a Sharh-i-maratib-i-sirr (Z^ ^^U-* rv—')>

on fol. 32'', beginning : j^ s-i iy^ S-^ "Vj"^"^ ClA--iftl .i»-».*Al j-A

7. A mystical tract, defective at the beginning, on

fol. 50" ; it opens abruptly thus : il^ c*-.j.i. j-o .

8. Risala-i-tafsir-i-sura-i-wa'ltini («,^ i-;?-^ &JL,,

j^^,*^!.), a Persian commentary on the ninety-fifth

Surah, by Jalal Muhammad Thanisan, the son of Kadi
Mahmfid, who died a. h. 989, I)hu-alhijjah (a.d. 1582,
Jan.), see Saflnat-alauliya, No. 119, and Sawati'-

alanwar. No. 31, coll. 287 and 337 in this Cat.

Beginning, on fol. 55'" : ^^-^i^j-- jylc^ urH/-"j c>^^j

9. Sharh-i-amantu billahi (<u)b

mentary on the words 4llb

I »-f-^), a com-

(I believe in God=
Pers. ,Jlj.i^. ,1 ijL»j1), by Shaikh Burhan of

on fol. 66a
: ^ '^ j^JJ

Jpl y. ^,^.^Ji:UU i^-UJlj ^^LJl
Bnrhanpiir. ^ Beginning,

10. Risala-i-shaukiyyah (»-A3.-i Ulw.), a treatise,

JaU>. J
"Lc s_v> ^^Lj ,j , by Shaikh Abu-alma'ali.

Beginning, on fol. 75^: >-• %y^:^ 'LJ . jjlj Jl**.

11. A Persian translation of a part of the Arabic

work Risalat-majma'-albahrain (^j~x^^ .« .c* aJL-,),

by Rnkn-aldin bin 'Abd-alkuddus (or alkaddus) alhanafi

alcishti (who was born A. h. 897= A.d. 1492, see

Sawati'-alanwar, No. 30, col. 336, 11. 13 and 12 al)

infra, in this Cat.), treating of the J^Li-* j J^j »>>'>

_j^.e jr ,(-«-• J Jip- Beginning, on fol. 86^ : j,.,^ Sju

^
,1 c^i'UT'ei.Lpy

1 2. A short extract from the commentary of Nizam-
aldin Thanisari (tlie nephew, son-in-law, and Khaliiah

of Jalal Thanisari, see above, and comp. Sawati'-

alanwar, No. 32, col. 337 in this Cat., where his death

is fixed in A. h. 1035 or I036=A. d. 1626 or 1627), on

Imam Ahmad Ghazali's (died A. H. 5i7 = a.d. 1123)

^jlj-o tlL-.,, entitled Bahr-altasawwuf {'—i'Lal}\jx'-),

on fol. 98". It consists only of two pages, and gives

a few explanations of the fifty-seventh fasl of that work,

13. A few tracts, the first of which, on fol. 99",

begins thus : ^jX\ J^\ji\ J^\ J-liCJl ^-JiJl JU

Jl («,-5Jl ^^jJI ^. On Shaikh Najm-aldin Kubra.

see No. 1922, 20 above.

1 4. Nur-alhuda (i.^J..4Jl ,y), a treatise, j;jIJL». ^j[^,i

JT e>-IlftL« « (Jic- , by 'Abd-alkuddiis (or alkaddus) bin

Ismail bin Safi alhanafi (see above, No. 1873). Begin-

ning, on fol. 107": j^^jljj*. t^\j ij\i j^ j..* ^..^ X».>.

Jl ijLiJ »X5U-». \s^ ... - '1

15. A short fragment : iw,jls Ijoje y iy,^ j..T Jj-i,

from Dara Shukuh's (see No. 647 above) Risala-i-

hakk-numa (L-i ^ tll-y), on fol. 114".

16. KuiTat-ala'yun {^^^J^% sjj), another mystical

treatise by 'Abd-alkuddus bin Isma'il bin Safi alhanafi

(comp. No. 14). Beginning, on fol. 115*: ^Ju:>\:l^ ^ i..r>^—

Jl ji_»jlj-5 jjJk (alb iy>:^j t ^ * \i^^^y^y »^ J/i'-*^ r*'
""

17. A short treatise in Turkish, on fol. 161''.

18. Two other anonymous tracts in Persian, on ff.

163'' and 167".

19. A mystical treatise without title by one of

Muhammad Ghazali's (see above, No. 1781) pupils.
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Beginning, on fol. i6c)^ : ijJLUIj jj-JiLnJl Cj. 411 x^U

^j s-XJlX)

,iL-ill

"-b-j J^ c^^'j
^1^ u'

Jl »^j^ -5)1 i^jj j_^l^ jj;^.

20. dji- jJ c:*^<!-»^ t^j . jl J>:'>- t.lS, by Miyan

Dust Muhammad (who may be identical with Shaikh

Dust Muhammad Sufi Lahuri, a Khalifah of Nizam-
aldin bin 'Abd-alshakur alcishti, see Sawati'-alanwar,

No. 32, col. 337 in this Cat.). Beginning, on fol. 177"

:

(i.uj^ji^ ?) (sLlJ^ju* ,j.iJ ^^-jjLxJl i_J»i5 jyj ij'xi\ ill Ju«-il

21. A letter (i^^.i5l.) on mystical subjects by Mu'in-

aldin, addressed (like No. 2) to Khwajah Kutb-aldin of

Dihli. Beginning, on fol. 185'': J »1 jl, , » Oi—jj

yj olll dJui^l ^jUj ^^JJI w-1" »^]y>-
fj^]/. u^

Jl c*jlju» i^LkJo;.

22. Grammatical fragments in Persian, on if. 184*,

193", and 1931", without beginning or end.

23. Part of a treatise, styled Anwar-i-hikmat (lUil

c« »x->), by the Imam Muhammad Ghazali (see above,

No. 1792). Beginning, on fol. 194*: {jjJ\ 4l a-^

e>?^ ^^ o^ji
^.
" ^X. -w

yj-

: » «') .L»jL>.

Jb i_j)liJI ^.^jLo-i jlj

Other copies of this treatise are

noticed in the Bodleian Cat., No. 1246, and Eieu ii.

p. 830b, No. XX.

24. |.Li.
J ^.^-o^i (jLj ,j |J--xi, on morning and

evening devotion, on fol. 20 1».

25. Some miscellaneous poetry and prose (mostly

letters), on ff. 2o6l'-24ib. It begins with ghazals by

Thdkib (,_J>U), that is Husain Tliakib, the paternal

uncle of Mir Muhammad Zaman Kasikh (who died a. h.

iio7= A. D. 1695, 1696).

26. A tract in Arabic, on fol. 242^.

27. A treatise on the fourteen sjLjL» , the various

families or spiritual orders (see col. 322 in this Cat.).

Beginning, on fol. 257b
: (.j^-aj j^^—»- s-*-'^ ciyao.

lyJA.* J »JJ>J«-0. Ca—J O 5
ii

. ii a. 8J Jjl 5Jj-<fi »_:..£ ill ^.tf.

28. Some other tracts and scattered poetry ; the first

tract begins, on fol. 265*, thus: lX-» :l sj »^Li c»^«
li--»r* J lS*^ '"•^ o~ljl Ojj jxi jjLo fS^ • |,la.«<

Jl j-tlj cj4-»j LS^ir • '^'"^ ^* ''° "ioibt one of the

versions of the alleged ' last will ' of Muhammad, see,

for instance, Rieu ii. p. 851*, II; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 143, No. 2, etc. The second is styled ^j^
ijLiiLc, beginning on fol. 268* (mostly mathnawi-baits);

at the end some lyrical poems by Taufl (probably

Maulana Taufi of Tabriz, who is quoted in the Makhzan-
alghara'ib, No. 1456, col. 348 in the Bodleian Cat.).

No. 449, ff. J75, written by many different hands ; size, 8| in.

by si in.

1. jiLtl uWi j->

1925

A seventh collection of ^ufic treatises, partly in

Persian, partly in Hindustani. •

in Persian, by Mu-
hammad 'Abd-alhakk, a disciple of Muhammad Nasir-

aldin Shams-alhakk, on fF. i84»-i98". Beginning:

ji yj'j ^ jj:i t^JJl *il J-JJ-

2. Some questions and answers on mystical topics,

in HindHstdni, on ff. 198b and 199*.

3. tf^i-j i5-il ui>^ jjLjo ji JL-^, by an anony-

mous author, in Peman, on ff. 199^-206" Beginning:

Jl rt—l ic^^ j-i'^^v^ '^~^- Lll . . . . i) Jk-»iJ

.

.-vj"!! cyj-'J ULu., in Persian, on ff. 2o6''-2o8«.

J-;^a-y lO ^^j-J JJ^ (jl ^JlJ^> . . . . aL A<JJ

5. i.t»ji.Jl uyj^ »JL-y, in Persian, on ff. 2o8*-209''.

Beginning : Jl ^jji^ _,iU> ej^-io.^ (jUj j x.^

.

Beffiniiing :

6.
i/^ 'l^j'

'il c:,li iJL-,

»l^«j
o>ijJo «, in Persian, on ff. 209''-2i3'J

jL> ,j :a.mii .iftjkL^ ^.)1^.^ * Jlj-- UL-^

I , in llindAst&ni, on ff. 21 4"

__7. c

^1 X^_^ e:._^.J
J |.i

2 I 6*.

8. sjl^li (ljy».?) ljj.i. j-^ .L4JJ. L1L-, (these four

chief Pirs are 'Ali, Hasan Basri, Habib-'ajami, and
'Abd-alwahid), or rather jjUjLi. sjA^^.. JJLu. (the

fourteen spiritual orders, see No. 27 in the preceding

copy), according to the last words of the tract, again

.lv»Li< »J)-v* '-t'^y-^' ^^ Hindilstdni, on ff. 2i6''-220''.

Should the royal or princely command in Nos. 6-8 and
in Nos. 10 and 11 below refer to the prince Dara
Shukuli %

9. »_*ajJl1 yy^ tlLu. , according to the Imam Ja'far

Sadik, in Persian, on ff. 2 2o''-2 24b. Beginning : > ,t-

10. 41)1

J,-,!
jy^ iJL-y, again jl^Li i^j-'ji t_.T>.j»».,

in HindAst&nt, on ff. 225^-227".

11. Another treatise, by the same order, on similar

topics in questions and answers, without any title, in

BindHstdnt, on ff. 227''-23i*.

12. A third treatise of the same character, styled

iSj-t^ J tg;— v'v* } JW— I ill Hinddstdrtt, on ff. 23 1^-

232'>.

1 3. A similar tract, without title, with a few questions

and answers at the end, in JlindAstdni, on ff. 233''-253».

1 4. Hindilstdni verses and another series of questions

and answers, in the same language, on ff. 253b-257'».

15. J^j«-jJl ^_-JL.«, in Persian, by Muhammad Nur-

aldin alkhalifah, of Shiraz (the nephew of Abu-alfadl,

editor of his uncle's private correspondence, the letters

of the poet Faidi, etc., see above, Nos. 287 and 1479)1
on the terminology of Sufis (ey«-^ j J«j vUi') in

the doctrine of the J>-^ayJ, in two defective portions,

3 z 2
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on ff. 257''-266'' and 182^-183''. Beginning: 41) X«Ji

ji t^j^iii i)i ill Ji ii ,^jji.

Other fragments, as well as questions and answers

on Sufic topics, mostly in Hinddstdnt, on fol. 18 r and

the margin of fF. 181-183, i99*'-232l', and 257l'-266*'.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2484, fF. 1 8 1-266, 11. 12-16; written in Shikasta by various

bands ; size, 8| in. by 4! in.

1926

Two treatises on S&fism.

1. A short anonymous tract on the mystic road

{^J,
«jj J Jj>. (JJ^ J tsJyL-), written for the author's

friends and those who would come after him. Beginning,

on fol. 277I': yioy\ jX»3r^
J [•-^=t?' c^^^' '"'^ r~^-

l^-JLcLi JjU mi ... . tJyuj |JLc iijJuLllj |;;-«---i.l (J-il ijt\

2. ^^ «..;.!U»-H j_<Ji v_>LiS, advices of a Pir (designated

here in a vague manner as J-eli ^^j (ib, to whom the

would-be disciples, the ^^LJll. , make pilgrimages from

distant countries, to listen to his spiritual counsel) to

his Murid, in form of questions and answers on theo-

sophic topics, compiled, according to the colophon, by

Bayazid bin 'Abdallali Kadi al-ansari, and beginning,

on fol. 283a
: ^JL-o c^jUC*. .... ^^^-..lUJl i^. 4I1 ,v ,U

J ^y

^No date. College of Fort "William, 1825.

No. 2332, ff. 277-300, II. 15; NasU'llk ; size, 7f in. by 4|in.

1927

Miscellanies relating to the SMc doctrine.

Ff. 1-4* : a Sufic tract, in size much smaller than

the main portion of the MS. and only by chance bound

up with it, 8 in. by 4| in., beginning : ^VLi^U. ^j

L,jljr°' ii jJUj sJl-^^ (jij'j
J *-4-» <-^>^)' •i^ /*-^^ J

Ff. 5^-6" : another tract of similar contents, be-

ginning : Jl i«J1jj jJjIjLik j,L:j -JiS IaxjI. On the

margin of fol. 5* a short treatise on the i_*^l) -Jv^-j

and the s^X*^ ^y^i'

Fol. 61" : a tract on the ten peculiar qualities of the

dog ((i^ CAJLti. sj).

Fol. 7^ : on the four qualities which entered into

Adam at his creation, viz, Jj-e ' reason,' ^^ ' bash-

fulness,'y^ ' love,' and^_f.^ ' patience ;
' the first has

its seat in the head, the second in the eye, the third in

the heart, and the fourth in the belly.

Ff. 9l'-29l>: a Sufic treatise, styled L»j ^J-^ |.U.,

with commentary. The treatise is divided into the

following two s Jb :

Ij
J ooJu»l ji Jjl j^lj

'j;l ^;;-,-OU
J J^ J jyj J i^ } ^ i

Sli ^ ^\ii b

The same treatise is noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 43, No. 37, and pp. 1055, 1056, where in

agreement with the Dresden copy (Fleischer, Dresden

Cat., No. 220, 6) the author is called Muhammad bin

'Izz-aldin Yusuf (or 'Adil bin Yusuf), known as Mu-
hammad Shirin, i. e. Maghribi, who died A. h. 809 (a. d.

1406, 1407, see Saflnat-alauliya, No. 355, col. 309 in

this Cat.) ; H. Khalfa ii. p. 499, No. 3857, gives, how-

ever, as author's name Mir Ghiyath-aldin Mansur bin

Mir Sadr-aldin of Shiraz, who died A. h. 948 or 949
(a. d. 1541-1543, see Haft Iklim, No. 204, col. 393 in

this Cat.). Other copies of the same treatise, without

author's name, in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1291, 4, and

1298, 18 ; Rieu ii. p. 866'*, No. V. The commentator

is Wajih-aldin 'Alawi.

Beginning : iS ^li ij^j^ J'-*^. j^~^ ) "xs^- s^j>.

Many marginal glosses.

Ff 30^-31* : a tradition of Muhammad and a tract

on the creation of Adam.
Ff. 31^-33'^: on the funeral prayer (jjLilb. jUj).

Ff. 34 and 35*: some mystic tables and circles.

Ff 35''-45'' : sayings and traditions of great Shaikhs,

for instance, Ibrahim-alkhawwas (No. 199 in Safinat-

alauliya), Ibn 'Arab! (ib.. No. 60), Jalal-aldin Rumi,

etc. ; inserted in these is (on fol. 38^) a treatise on

ablution ((JiU».j llx ^j jjLo j^)-

Ff 45^-48" : on the meaning of Jj _L» according

to different interpretations.

Ff. 48''-5ot> : some fragments of Sufic letters, taken

from an anonymous collection in three volumes (jJu».),

viz. the 173rd of the ist vol. iidLJI j ^X> jjLjjJ ; the

49th of the 3rd vol. cJ-iJ v:yLJl ^j ; the nth of the

ist vol. and the 286th of the ist vol.

The last leaves are filled with miscellaneous writing,

among which deserves to be noticed only a short ex-

planation of technical Sufic terms, used by Hafiz

(ujjl^ SaiU- ^y- o^y-^ JJi-a-. kUJl), on ff. ^^^^

and 54". The first word is ,_ji^-

No. 1329, ff. 56 ; written by various hands in Nasta'llk ; size

(offf. 5-56),9|in. by 6in.

III. Translations yaoM Sanskrit, Hindi,

AND OTHER InDIAN VERNACULARS.

1928

Tarjuma-i-Mahabharat (i^.L^jLj.* ».».». J).

The Persian translation of the Mahabharata, made at

the emperor Akbar's request under the auspices of

his great prime-minister Abu-alfadl bin Mubarak, the

author of the t_.Ll_tM and ijjS\ ^^^ \ (see Nob. 235-270

above), the (s-«Xc uyLjlC and ^..aJ^\ y>\ ^-<-i. i:yl-«-5,

(see Nos. 271-287 above), the ^Ij^Lj: (see Nos. 767-
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777 above), an abridged version of the j-»lj (J»*i> (see

Rieu ii. p. 754*), etc. The order for the translation

was given by the emperor, who afterwards bestowed

upon the work the title »-»L^; or ' book of wars,' in

A. H. 990 (a. D. 1582), and four scholars were engaged
in the task, viz. the famous historian 'Abd-alkadir

Bada'uni, author of the iij]y^\ ^-/•J='^^ (see Nos. 233

and 234 above), and collaborator in the ^Jtl\ ^J^ (see

Nos. 1 1 o-i 18 above); Ibn'Abd-allatifalhusaini, known
as Nakibkhan ; Muhammad Sultan Thanisari ; and
Mulla Shiri. The exact share each of these scholars

had in the work of the translation is difficult to define,

as 80 many conflicting statements are given, both in the

various copies, and by Bada'uni himself, see a detailed

discussion on these points in the Bodleian Cat., No. 1 306

;

Rieu i. p. 57, and Eth6, Neupersische Litteratur in

' Grundriss der iranischen Philologie,' vol. ii. p. 352
(Strassburg, 1896-1897); compare also M. Schulz,
' Aperfu d'un m^moire sur la traduction du Mahabharata,
faite par I'ordre de I'empereur Akbar,' in Journal

Asiatique, t. vii. p. no. At any rate, Abu-alfadl

wrote his very important introduction to the whole
work in A. H. 995 (a. D. 1587); his brother, the poet

Faidi (see Nos. 1464-1479 above), turned, two years

.later, some parts of it into ornamental and highly

embellished prose (completing the first Parva A. H.

997, 1st of Kabi'-alawwal=A. D. 1589, January 18,

see No. 1945 below). Later translations are those by
prince Dara Shukuh, and by Haji Eabi 'Anjab (who
flourished about A. h. ii57=a. d. 1744, see Rieu ii.

p. 711*). The headings of the eighteen Parvas in their

Persian form, together with the original Sanskrit titles,

are given in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 1025 and
1026 ; in the present copy most Parvas are styled " i,

a few^rjj

.

Chief editions of the Sanskrit original are those of

Calcutta, in four vols., 1 834-1 839 ; by Protap Chandra
in four vols., ib., 1883-1887; and of Bombay, 1863
(saka 1785). French translation of the first eight

Parvas in ten vols, by H. Fauche, Paris, 1863-1870;
English translations by Pratapa Chandra Ray, Calcutta,

1 893-1 896 (still in progress), and by M. N. Dutt
(Parts I-VIII), ib., 1896. On the different redactions

of the Mahabharata, see especially Lassen, Ind. Alter-

thumsk., 2nd ed., i. 1004, and ii. 494.
The_/?r«< volume (No. 1641) contains:

Abu-alfadl's preface, on fol. i^, beginning : jji* ij;\

^1 c^--.^ ^- J^jl pJUjlj-..

Parva I (this title is wrongly prefixed to the preface

on fol. i^), on fol. 18*', beginning: ,l-J>.l
u\-?«].

Parva II (styled !^), on fol. i32*>.

Parva III (styled^j), on fol. 180^.

The gecand volume (No. 1642) contains:

Parva IV (styled J^), on fol. i^, dated the nth (or

15th]) of Sha'ban, A. h. 1187 (here wrongly called the

thirteenth year of Shah 'Alam's reign, instead of the

fifteenth)= A. D. 1773, Oct. 28 or Nov. i.

Parva V, on fol. 38'>.

Parva VI (styled^j), on fol. 134'', dated the 22nd

of Jumada-alawwal, a. h. 1 185 (here called the twelfth

year of Shah 'Alam's reign, instead of the thirteenth)

=A. D. 1 77 1, Sept. 2.

Parva VII (styled JJi), on fol. 366^
The third volume (No. 1643) contains:

Parva VIII, on fol. i^
Parva IX, on fol. 461".

Parva X, on fol. 76^'.

Parva XI, on fol. 82b.

Pai-va XII, in two fasls, on ff. 92l> and 194''; dated

the 7th of Rajab, A. h. 1184 (a. D. 1770, Oct. 27).

All the Parvas in this as well as in the fourth volume
are styled '^.

The fmirlh volume (No. 151 2) contains:

Parva XIII, on fol. i^, dated the 14th of Jumada-
alawwal, A. H. 1 1 84 (correctly called the twelfth year

of Shah 'Alam's reign)=A. D. 1770, Sept. 5.

Parva XIV, on fol. i6o*', dated the 13th of Safar in

the same year=A. d. 1770, June 8.

Parva XV, on fol. 334*'.

Parva XVI, on fol. 380'', dated the nth of Sha'ban,

A. H. 1 185 (here correctly called the thirteenth year of

Shah 'Alam's reign)=A. d. 1771, Nov. 19.

Parva XVII appears here twice as heading, viz. on
fol. 400b (styled ^^Lb. Z^, see a similar title in

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 1026, viz. tj^ c)^''*)'
*"*^

on fol. 408'' (styled correctly jjLl.-^L4-« !\i, the Sanskrit

Mahaprasthana-parvan) ; as the usual frontispiece is

prefixed to the second only, the first is probably a mere
appendix to Parva XVI ; it is dated the 9th of Sha'ban,

A.H. 1184 (a.d. 1770, Nov. 28).

Parva XVIII, on fol. 4i5i>.

English remarks in pencil, setting forth the contents

of various portions, are occasionally found on the margin.

No. 1641, ff. 392, 11. T9 ; size, 11 j in. by 7|in. No. 1642,
ff. 426, 11. 19; 8126, 1 1 Jin. by 7i in. No. 1643, ff. 467, 11. 19;
size, ii|in. by 7f in. No. 1512, ff. 431, 11. 19 ; size, ii| in. by
7 in. ; illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of each Parva

;

the main portion of all the four volumes is written by the same
hand in good Na.sta'llk ; but many smaller portions are supplied

by other hands, partly even in careless Naskb!, somewhat re-

sembling Shikasta.

1929
Another copy of the same.

An excellent copy of the same translation of the

Mahabharata, with many marginal notes in pencil by
Sir Charles Wilkins (1836). It contains, on fP. it-8b,

the same complete index to the eighteen Parvas, com-

piled in the thiiiy-first year of 'Alamgir's reign, i.e.

A. H. 1099 (a.d. 1688), by a Kayath in the service of

Nawwab Shayistakhan, Basant Rae, son of Kasiram
bin Raemal, which is noticed in Rieu i. p. 58".

Abu-alfadl's preface begins on fol. 9''. All the

Parvas are called ^.
Parva I, on fol. i8b

; II, on fol. 83*; III, on foL
103b

J
IV, on fol. 153*; V, on fol. 169*'; VI, on

fol. 206*>; VII, on fol. 233'' ; VIII, on fol. 269*; IX,

on fol. 299"; X, on fol. 314**; XI, on fol. 317''; XII
(here divided into three fasls), first fasl on fol. 325'^,

second on fol. 367'', third on fol. 385b
; XIII, on fol.

539b; XIV, on fol. 617b; XV, on fol. 689b; XVI, on
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fol. 706b; XVII, on fol. 71 1«; XVIII, on fol. 712b.

A part of fol. 54" and the whole of ff. 168, 323 iind

324, 374", 460, and 538 are left blank. One omitted

passage is added on a fly-leaf (by Sir Charles Wilkins);

in all the other cases the text is uninterrupted.

This MS. was written hy Shaikh Bab-alliiii (a wakil

of the East India Company), Faid-allah Muiishi anil

others, and finished the 12th of Juniada-althani, A. H.

1 188 (the sixteenth year of Shah 'Alam's reign) — A. u.

1774, August 20. The year 1007, which appears at

the end of several Parvas, is probably the date of the

original copy from which the present one was tran-

scribed. It belonged formerly to Sir Charles Wilkinp.

No. 2517, ff. 714, 11. 27 ; large Nasta'llk, by different hands
;

size, l6| in. by loj in.

fol. 190b
; IV, on fol. 351b ; V, on fol. 383b. Preface,

Parva II, and Parva IV are written by the same hand
in A. H. 1119 (a. v. 1 707) ; the other Parvas by another
hand in a. h. i 139 and 1 140 (the second being dated the
i4tli of Kabi'-alawwal, a.h. iii9= a.d. 1707, June 15;
the fourth, end of -Kajab in the same year, a. D. 1707,
end of October ; the fiist, the 9th of Eajab, a.h. i i 39,
the ninth (read the eighth) year of Muhammadshah'.'i
reign = A.D. 1727, March 2; the third, the 17th of

Dhii-iilka'dah in the same year=A.D. 1727, July 6;
the fifth, the 5th of Shawwal, a.h. 1140, the tenth

(read the ninth) year of the same reign= A. d. 1728,
May 15)-

No. 1984, ff. 556, 11. 1 7 ; Nasta'Iik, by two hands ; size, io| in.

by 6| in.

1930
The same. f

Another complete copy of the same translation, begin-

ning, on fol. lb, with Abu-alfadl's preface.

Parva I, on fol. 7b
; II, on fol. 53b

; HI, on fol. 65b
;

IV, on fol. 102b; V, on fol. iiib; VI, on fol. 155b:

VII, on fol. 1 68b; VIII,onfol. i86b; IX, on fol. 201b
;

X, on fol. 212b (here wrongly numbered XII) ; XI, on
fol. 214b; XII i^again divided into three fasls), _;4VsC

fa si on fol. 2 1 8b; second fasl on fol. 242b, third fiisl on
fol. 253b; XIII, on fol. 333b; XIV, on fol. 353b; XV,
oil fol. 378b; XVI, on fol. 388b; XVII, on fol. 395b;

XVIII, on fol. 393b (the latter precedes the former
in this copy). All the Parvas, except the second, are

j

(as in the preceding copies) styled ^.
No date. The copyist is Muhammad Amlnheg.

j

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

_
No. 2521, ff. 396, 11. 29 ; clear Nasta'Iik ; illuminated frontis-

piece at the beginning of each Parva ; a picture on fol. 7*
; j

worm-eaten; size, 19I in. by I2j in.

1931

Another copy of the Jtrst seven Parvas.
Abu-alfadl's preface, on fol. i" (in a rather incom-

plete or abiidged form).

Parval, on fol. 5"; Il.onfol. loi*; III, on fol. 121b;
IV, on fol. 181"; V, on fol. 1971 ; VI, on fol. 229";
VII, on fol. 273". The first six Parvas are copied in
the sixteenth year of Muhammadshah's reign (a.h.
II47= A.D. 1734, 1735), the first being dated the
19th of Shawwal, the second the 23rd of the same
month, the third the 17th of Dhii-alka'dah, the fiith

the 15th of Dhu-alhijjah, the sixth the 27th of the
same month (the fourth being without a special date)

;

the seventh Parva is written by another hand in the
twenty-fourth year of Muhammadshah's reign (a.h.
1 155 = A. D. 1742). Worm-eaten throughout.

No. 762, ff. 384, 11. 26 ; Shikasta, by two hands ; size, io4 in
by si in.

1932
Another copy of {he firstJive Par\as.
Abu-alfadl's preface, on fol. ib.

Parva I, on fol. 26b; II, on fol. 150b; III, on

1933

Another copy of \he first four Parvas.

Abu-alfadl's preface, on fol. ib (here styled, as is

frequently done, JJI '^ j\J\).

Parva I, on fol. 22"
; II (in the amplified poetical

)>ar!iphiase of the poet P'aidi, see above. No. 1928, and
comp. Nos. 1945-1947 below), on fol. 204a, beginning:

III, on fol. 243a; IV, on fol. 375".

The copy was written in a.h. 1150, called some-
times the nineteenth and sometimes the twentieth year
of Muhammadshah's reign, the first being dated the 7th
of Palii'-althani (a. d. 1737, August 4); the second,
the 19th of Rabi'-alawwal (a. d. 1737, July 17); the
third, the nth of Rabi'-althani (a. D. 1737, August 8);
the fourth in Eabi'-alawwal (a. D. 1737, July).

No. 2893, ff. 400, 11. 17; written partly in careless Nasta'Iik,
partly in Shikasta ; size, 11 J in. by 6| in.

1934
A defective copy of the same.
'J'he translation in this copy is so far diflferent from

the pieceding ones, as it is fuller and keeps more
closi-ly to the original text ; this is proved by a coni-
parifon of the beginning of the fourth Parva both with
that in other copies of the India Office Collections and
in the copies of this Parva in the British Museum, Add.
'6.87.3. 'ind iu Cambridge, Add. 1095 (E. G. Browne,
p. 97), where the same initial words are quoted which
are fouiid here on fol. 286b.

Abu-alfadl's preface, on fol. ib.

Parva f, on fol. lib IJn. penult.

Parva II (in the usual translation), on fol. 102b,

beginning: jjl jj^c:*j1j_, ^j^j^ iJlj ^\ J^jJ\ ^^'ujI^

Parva III, on fol. 127b.

Piirva IV, on fol. 286b,
1. 6

slightly incomplete at the end.

No. ,'551, ff. 323, 11. 21-31 ; written by many different hands in
the most various styles of Nasta'Iik ; size, 15 in. by 9" in.

ab infra ; this Parva is
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1985

Another defective copy of the Jirst three Parvas.

Abu-alfadl's preface, on fol. i^.

Parva I, on fol. t^^ ; II, on fol. 157"; III. on fol.

i93'\ The thii'd Parva is incomplete at the end.

Fol. 213 is left blank, but the text is uninterrupted.

The Becond Parva is dated the 24th of Ramadan, in

the fifth year of Farrukhsiyar's reign= A. h. i i 29 (a.d.

1717, Sept. i).

No. 326, ff. 275, 11. 17 ; clear snd distinct Nasta'tlk, written
throughout by the same hand ; no headings ; size, 1 2^ in. by SJ in.

1936
A still more defective copy of the same.

Abu-alfadl's preface, on fol. ib.

Parva I, on fol. 17", beginning: ^JS^ j.^ jjs-r«-^^ i.j»l.

Jl Jib ia.1^ j^. ^^^1 j^. ij-«-»->.' ^. 'C- 4 >• . Parva II,

on fol. 170b
; Parva III, on fol. 209* ; this Parva breaks

oflP already, on fol. 235"; a part of fol. 199'' and the

whole four pages from fol. 200" to fol. 201'* are left

blank.

No date.

No. 974, if. 235, U. 17 ; irregular Nasta'llk, by sevtriil hands,

as it seemsj size, 13I in. by 9J in.

1937
Another copy of the first two Parvas.

Abu-alfadl's preface begins here with \\ JJI !^j jLcl

x:jjJ uj^^ jI Ljl iS i^X^>\ ^ J, i_)Ua , which is the

proper heading of the first Parva; but immediately
after these words the usual initial bait of the prefa^-e

commences: Jl JLc .h.* -attt ij\.

Parva I (sj^j. jI Jjl sj^), on fol. 21'', dated, ou

fol. 12711, by Cikat Rai, the 9th of Shawwal, in the

thirtieth year of 'Alaragir's reif;n= A. h. 1098 (a.d.

1687, Aug. 18). Parva II ( _)jj ^jUT), on fol. 128''

:

it goes in the centre down to the end of the last page
(fol. 154'') and then continues on the margin, lunning
backwards as far as the margin of fol. I43'S where tlie

second Pai-va ends.

No. 979, «. 154, 11. 31 in clear Nasta'lSk on ff. 1-150", II. 19
in Shikasta by another hand on ff. i5o''-i54'' and on the margin
of ff. I54''-143* ; size, 13 in. by 6| in.

1938
The same.

Abu-alfadl's preface is incomplete here at the

beginning ; the first words, on fol. 2", corres|)oiid to

fol. 7", 1. 7 ab infra, in No. 326 (1935 above) ; several

leaves are missing before it ; on fol. i^" the twd initial

baits of the preface are supplied.

Parva I (Jjl ^^), on fol. 22b
; II, on fol. 2 4."5'' : the

Jieginning of both as usual.

No date.

No. 770, ff. 315, II. 15 on ff. i-244>', 11. 17 on flf. a45'' 3JJ ;

three different handwritings, the first a large .nnd clear Nastji'ISk,

on ff. 1-241'' ; the second on the margins of ff. ISO*"- ijo'' and

2ii^-'H2^ as well as on ff. 242*-242'', rather careless and in-

elegant ; the third on ff. 245''-3i5 ; size, loj in. by frj in.

1989

Another copy of the third and fourth Parvas.

I Parva III, on fol. !*>, dated the 7tli of Dhii-alhijjaii,

A.H. 1082 (a. d. 1672, April 5). Parva IV, on fol. 256''

(here styled (.lU^ Z>i, and beginning
j

^Li.1
\J^-i\

Jl viy.L^jLj-* v^Li jl Jj-iA lsU—<l ,jL»-f^A), dated the

j
24th of Shawwal in the same year 1082, as it seems

;

it is called here the fifteenth year of 'Alaragir's reign,

I

instead of the correct fourteenth (= A.d. 1672, Febr. 23).
' This copy is worm-eaten and injured in many places.

No. 643, ff. 299 ; written unequally by two different hands,

aa it appears, in careless Niista'llk; 11. 15 on ff. 1-255, !' '7
on ff. 256-299 ; size, 9^ in. by 6 in.

1940
I Another copy of seven Parvas from the fifth to the

eleventh.

Parva (styled throughout ^) V, on fol. 21" ; VI, on

fol. 71b; VII, on fol. io6b; VIII, on fol. I46l>; IX,

on fol. 180*); X, on fol. 201*; XI, on fol. 205". On
ff. 1-20 Parva VII appears for a second time in quite

a different translation, which has led Col. Poller, who
gave this copy to Mr. Richard Johnson, to describe it

as the fourth Parva, on the fly-leaf; but the correct

statement appears twice in Persian, both on the fly-

leaf and at the top of fol. i": i_j^ sjj.j ^C-~-« f,:^Juh ^.
A Persian entry on the fly-leaf is dated the 6th of

Sha'ban, A. 11. 1 196 (a.d. 1782, July 17). Lacunas
after ff. 67 and 181.

No. 20, ff. 211, written by two different hands, the first

a very rude, careless, and incorrect Nasta'llk, sometimes quite

illegible, on ff. 1-179, H. 24-27 ; the second a careful and clear

Nasta'llk, on ff. 180-21 1, 11. 21 ; size, T2j in. by 7J in.

1941

Another copy of six Parvas, from the sixth to tlie

eleventh.

Parva VI, on fol. 37b, beginning: J_ftl .Ui.1 ^jLjjI;

Jl ,v :"«^_,l^^fXjj.5o .jj^, . Parva VII, on fol. ioi*>;

j
VIII, on fol. 197b

; IX, on fol. 2771) ; X, on fol. 325I1

;

XI, on fol. 332b.

The seventh Parva is dated month of Sha'ban. A. H.

1077 (a. D. 1667, Febr.); all the others are undated.

No. 614, ff. 37-341, written by different hands, partly in

Niista'llk, partly in Shikasta (so the last two Parvasl, 11. 17 on

, ff. 37-100, 11. 15 on ff. 101-324, 11. 14-16 on ff. 325-341; size,

i

9j in. by 5J in.

1942

Another copy of six Parvas, comprising the twelfth,

thirteenth, and fifteenth to eighteenth.

Parva XII, on fol. ib, beginning : jl
f'-^^j'i^ cr*

.L.i.1 ijbjii x:~iS~.^ sjj cjjL.. yl tS ey^L^jL^-. i^LS

I

TTl nS'jJl ijjjT ^j-^'-^ ^jLl-jjuJ-A . Parva XIII, on

fol. 259", incomplete at the end, probably in conse-

I

quence of a lacuna after fol. 301 ; XV, on fol. 302";
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XVI, on fol. 343» ; XVTI, on fol. 354* ; XYHI, on

fol. 364a.

No date.

No. 804, ff. 385, 11. 16-28 ; very irregular and inelegant

Nasta'Uk, written by diflferent hand8 ; size, uj in. by 7Ti"-

1943
Another copy of the last six Parvas, from the

thirteenth to the eighteenth.

Parva XIII (called '^, like all the following ones),

on fol. I"; XIV, on fol. 135*; on fol. 206**, last line

there appears again a fourteenth Parva (exactly as in

Wilson 422 of the Bodleian Library): ^j^L^.*. i_j;J

Jl t ' 'S :.' (sLiLu UjT i^, probably due to another

translator (the Bodleian copy just cited reads tsULi. for

eUL-i ; in the following copy this name is given as

(sb'L- to the thirteenth); XV, on fol. 297a; XVI, on

fol. 333a; XVII, on fol. 345»; XVIII, on fol. 349*'.

This copy is written in the same style and by tlie same

hand (or hands) as No. 1933 above, viz. A. h. 1150

(which is called, as there, sometimes the nineteenth,

sometimes the twentieth year of Muhammadshah's
reign) ; the fourteenth being dated the 3rd of Jumada-

alawwal=A. D. 1737, Aug. 29 ; the fifteenth the 21st

of Rabi'-althani=A. D. 1737, Aug. 18; the sixteenth

in Safar=A.D. 1737, June; the seventeenth the 25th

of Safar=A. D. 1737, June 24; the eighteenth the

27th of Safar=A. D. 1737, June 26.

No. 2926, ff. 352, 11. 17; written partly in careless Nasta'Uk,

partly in Shikasta ; size, 1
1 J in. by 6f in.

1944
The same.

This copy is of great interest, as in its concluding

words it is distinctly stated, that Ibn 'Abd-allatif

alhusaini, called NaklbkhSn, was the translator, who
completed his task in one year and a half (see the dis-

cussion on this point in No. 1928 above). The

translation, moreover, agrees almost verbatim with

that in the preceding copy.

Parva XIII (called ,^3), on fol. i^, beginning

:

ji sj\ sj-jjT (_>bi ^^.1 jUi.1 ijl>^\) JlJlj^X.-^. Parva

XIV, on fol. 193b; XV, on fol. 308^; XVI, on fol.

372l>
; XVII, on fol. 396b

; XVIII, on fol. 404b.

The proper order of £F. 1-9 is : 1,2, 5-8, 3, 4, 9.

No. 1702, ff. 411, 11. 15 on ff. 1-168 and 308-411, which are

written by the same hand in large Nasta'Uk ; 11. 16-24 on ff.

169-307, written by two or more hands, partly in very careless

Nasta'Uk, partly in Shikasta ; size, 9I in. by sj in.

1945

The^r«< two Parvas in Faidi's. poetical paraphrase.

Part of the ornamental and highly embellished

version of the Mahabharata by the poet Faidi (see

above, Nos. 1928 and 1933), who completed the _^r««

Parva (according to fol. 171" in the following copy) the

ist of Eabl'-alawwal, a.h. 997 (a.d. 1589, Jan. 18).

Parva I, on fol. i^ beginning :

Parva II, on fol. 188^, beginning :

No date. The right order of ff. 232-235 is: 232,

234, 233, 235. The last pages are damaged. Parts of

the same flowery translation by Faidi are noticed in

the Bodleian Cat., Nos. 13 13 and 13 14.

No. 761, ff. 235, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk; size, lof in. by 6|in.

1946
Another, slightly defective, copy of the same two

Parvas in Faidi's version.

Parva I, on fol. i^, beginning as in the preceding

copy. Parva II, beginning abruptly, on fol. 172* :

which corresponds to fol. 189b, 1. 5 in the preceding

copy, so that the thirty-nine initial baits and one line

and a half of prose in the beginning of the second

Parva are missing here (the preceding copy reads more-

over : ^j^^_\ for ^_^ t^l).

Dated the ist of Ramadan, A. H. 1 142 (eleventh year

of Muhammadshah's reign)=A. d. 1730, March 20;

either by mistake or by intentional fraud the original

title of the work has been obliterated and »ju.> j 5.W"

has been put in its place, both on the top of fol. ib and

in the colophon.

No. 8014, ff. 215, II. 17 ; written by various hands, partly in

Nasta'Uk, partly in Shikasta ; size, 9J in. by 5 J in.

1947

A partly abridged translation of Parvas I-VT, IX-XI,

and XIV-XVIII.
Various translations seem to have been combined in

this copy; Parva I, on fol. ib, begins with a short

summary of the eighteen Parvas of the Mahabharata,

after which, on fol. 3b, 1. 8 ab infra, the real story

commences with these words : i^j'^^j
^L-i.1 ^l>,\j

i

The initial words on fol. ib are : vi JJl sjjijl

'^ ^\i\j^-

Parva 11, on fol. 73b, is in Faidi's version (who is

mentioned as translator in the last line of this Parva,

on fol. 94b), and completely agrees with that in the

two preceding copies. Parva III, on fol. 95b
; IV, on

fol. iS7b; V, on fol. 171b; VI, on fol. 179b; VII and

VIII wanting; IX, on fol. 203b; X, on fol. 206b; XI,

on fol. 209b; XII and XIII wanting; XIV, on fol.

215b; XV, on fol. 287b; XVI, on fol. 302a; XVII, on

fol. 308b; XVIII, on fol. 310b. At the end of the

last Parva Nakibkhan is stated to have made this

translation (see No. 1944 above).

Ff. 72, 156, 175-178, 201, 202, and 214 are left:

blank.

No. 886, ff. 312, U. 21 ; Shikasta ; size, 12J in. by 8 in.
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1948

An abstract of the Mahabharata in Persian, without

an author's name ; as title appears at the end only

»_.U ^jjjJu, ' the cursed book,' and as transcriber, who

may at the same time be the compiler, Karamat-allah,

who made this copy in the year 1234 of the Bnngali

era=A. H. 1242 (a. D. 1826, 1827).

Beginning : JT^J ^_yL»j tS ^jiaj t<Jj ^\j ^^1-.

Jl ci^^jy^ 5j .L
,
. .~ ) XJ\ jju^—•Li

ij*
.yi li

:

"

... » (jL^

.

This copy was presented by Mr. Hawkins and re-

ceived into the Library October 29, 1838.

No. 2637, ff. 63, 11. II ; written very unequally iu careless

Nastaltk and Tarious styles of Shikasta ; size, 7J in. by 5J in.

1949

Bhagavadgita {\s^i^S^).

A Persian translation of the ' Song of tlie Most

High,' i. e. the discourse between Krishna and Arjuna

on Divine matter, which was interpolated as an episode

in the sixth Parva of the Mahabharata (the Bhlshma-

Parvan, or as the Persian translators style it, i_jj |»5^^^4J.

or vjr} |»4^^.)> identical with that in Add. 7676 of the

British !Museum (Rieu i. p. 59) and probably also with

that in Munich. In the British Mus. copy it is wrongly

ascribed to Abu-alfadl ; the real translator was, as a

note on fol. i* in the present copy proves, prince Dara
Shukuh (see No. 647 above). It is divided into

eighteen Adhyayas (on ff. i^, ^o-, ii^ i4bj iga 21*,

24b, 27^ 29b, 32b, 35I', 40^ 42b, 45I', 48^ 49*'^^ 5I^

and 53b), and begins, on fol. !*>
: ^..j-jI ^y,. : ^(jj^

'Ljijljlil ' (see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 1028, note 3)

in Rieu's copy : ny^j) owJ^j»j 'Aj jLtXj ^j-*^j\ Jj'

dI o^U^ ji ^ j.j^ ^J^jSis -V-
On fol. I'' the contents are described as 'the battle

between Arjun and Jurjodun
;

' it was originally in

the possession of Mr. Richard Johnson, who received

it in July, 1778.

No date. On the Sanskrit original of the Bhaga-

vadgita and its philosophic import, especially with

regard to the Sankhya system, comp. the editions of

Schlegel, Bonn, 1823 (second ed. by Lassen, ib., 1846);
Garrett, Bangalore, 1846; F. C. 'Thompson, Hertford,

1855 ; the text with commentaries, Bombay, 1861, and
Calcutta, 1870; the translations of C. Wilkins, 1785,
and Calcutta, 1845; J- C. Thompson, Hertford, 1855 ;

E. Burnouf, Paris, 1861, 2nd ed., 1895 ; M. F. Loriuser

(Die Bhagavad Gita iibersetzt und erlautert), 1869;
E. Arnold, Boston, 1885; H. Bower, Madras, 1889;
H. Chintamon, Commentary on the Text of the

Bhagavad-Gita, 1874; and Ph. Colinet, La Theodicee

de la Bhagavadgita, Paris, 1885; see also Barth, Re-
ligions of India, London, 1882, p. 191.

No. 1358, ff. 59, 11.
1 4 ; careless Nnsta'llk, mixed with Shikasta

;

size, 8:J
in. by 5I in.

IND. OFF.

1950
The fame.

Another Persian translation of the Bhagavadgita, by

a anonymous author, beginning : O Ls-J vsyX^j jLcT

tt),l u4ij> o^J,1 b

_O^J iy^^-rr* buJ (^j

The subdivision into eighteen Adhyayas is not found,

nor does the translation agree with that in Add. 5651

of the British Museum (ascribed with some appearance

of probability to Abu-alfadl), see Rieu i. p. 59, nor

with No. 13^2 of the Bodleian Cat. Other versions of

the same book are : 1 . the Gttd Sunbodant (translated

from the Sanskrit commentary Subodhani), see No. 132

1

of the Bodleian Cat. ; 2. the Mirdt-alhakd'ik,v/ithyiuBlim

comments, by 'Abd-alrahraan Cishti, Shaikh Hamid's

pupil and Khalifah and author of the^l^iH ey]^, which

was completed a.h. 1065 (a. d. 1655), see col. 336,

No. 29 above, and Rieu iii. p.
1034b; 3. a copy in the

Library of King's College, Cambridge, No. 1 4 ; etc.

This copy is dated in Muharram, a.h. 1083 (a. d.

1672, May).

No. 614, ff. 1-36, II. 12-17; Shikasta; size, 9| in. by 5J in.

1951

Haribansa Purana (jjl^ ^J„JJ^).

A Persian prose-translation of the Harivaiisa, which

forms an appendix (^JUa L^U., see "W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 1026) or even a nineteenth Pai-va (so iu an

abridged form in MS. Wilson, 422, fol. 344b gq. Jq the

1 orBodleian Library, where it is styled ^Ji G^
i_jj fTj^'i Acarya Parva, see the same title in No.

1955 below) to some copies of the Mahabharata, and

deals in the form of an epopee with the history of

the family of Krishna, beginning: ,J.».^^ l^\jS j\£\
',

,. .« cjL^ ^^\ sXjljo '(Vyasa) u-U-*. >...,». :^T ;1 |jLj

The Sanskrit original has been edited at Calcutta,

1839 ; French translation by A. Langlois, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1835-1836 ; see also the Asiatic Journal, Febr.,

1828. A translator's name does not appear.

Dated the 15th of Rabi'-alawwal, a. h. 1136 (sixth,

correctly fifth year of Muhanimadshah's reign)=A. d.

1723, Dec. 13, at Shahjahauabad by Kishancand, son

of Raracand (.i.:,y*l, jj. > -^'""
) of Ahmadabad.

No. 1777, ff. 186,

SJin.
7 ; unequal Nasta'ltk ; size, 1 2f in. by

1952

Sri Bhagavat (eujil^j (.?/—)•

A Persian translation of the tenth Skandha of the

Bhdgavata Purdna or the legend of Krishna's life,

identical with that in the two imperfect copies of the

British Museum, Rieu i. p. 60, and the equally defec-

tive one in Berlin, W. Peitsch, Berlin Cat., p. 1027.

The only small divergence is, that the present copy

4 A
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contains besides the usual ninety Adhyaj'as a ninety-first

one or j^Li. (on fol. 225*'). Beginning, on fol. i^:

^J J,UT

Jl »X:^i-ii. Other copies of the same translation, as

it seems, are noticed in No. 13 16 of the Bodleian Cat.

(from the middle of the thirty-sixth Adhyaya to the

end), and in J. Aumer, p. 140, No. 351, if. 92-319 ;

a version in two volumes is found in the Libraiy of

King's College, Cambridge, No. 62. A much older

translation of the ninth and tenth Skandhas, dated in

the eighth century of the Hijrah,is noticed in J. Aumer,

p. 140, No. 350. The Bhagavata Purana has been

edited, with French translation, by Burnouf, vols, i-iii,

Paris, 1840-1847 ; vol. iv, by M. Hauvette-Besnault, ib.,

1880; Indian editions, Calcutta, 1827-30; and Bombay,

1839, i860, and 1871 ; comp. also M.Williams, Indian

Wisdom, 3rd ed., London, 1876, p. 496. Among the

various Hindustani versions of the tenth Skandha there

is a poetical one printed in Lucknow, 1863 ; another,

in strophes of nine verses, made in the Hindu year

i744=A. D. 1687, is preserved in two copies of the

India Office Collection, Nos. 1851 (dated A. h. 1129=
A.D. 1717) and 1043; comp. on these versions Garcin

de Tassy, Histoire de la litt6r. hindouie, etc., i. p. 330.

The present copy is not dated.

No. 452, ff. 229, 11. 13-17; written partly in careless Nasta'lik,

partly in Shikasta ; size, !>| in. by 5^ in.

1953
The same.

Another translation in a more ornamental and em-
bellished style, ascribed on the fly-leaf and on fol. i*

to the poet Faidi (see No. 1928 above), and divided

into the usual ninety Adhyayas.

Beginning, on fol. i^ : j tS uL^—jX:^ jL-J>-l
a^-i))

l)\ Ok^Syj sjfcK iS jjl nJiJijyj vr*-)! (jLiJ 4JII f-i^ u}jH'

Dated the 22nd of Eabi'-alawwal, in the year 11 81

of the Bangali era=A. h. 1188 (a. d. 1774, June 2).

There are short summaries in English written occa-

sionally on the margin, partly in pencil, partly in ink,

by Eichard Johnson, who acquired this copy in 1778.

No. 1544, ff. 158, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, io| in. by 7f in.

1954
Sri Bhagavat (ejjjLp. tfr")'

An abridged translation of the whole BMgavata
Purdna in twelve Skandhas, by an anonymous author.

It begins at once with the Jirst Skandha, on fol. i*^:

Jl isijl^A jLfro- JJJ^ 1a-o, ^]J^
Second Skandha, on fol. 16*; third, on fol. 2 21";

fourth, on fol. 34b
; fifth, on fol. 46b ; sixth, on fol. 53^

;

seventh, on fol. 60b; eighth, on fol. 71*; ninth, on fol.

88b; tenth, on iol. 1 01^ ; «^ei;en<A, on fol. 136^; twelfth,

on fol. 1651).

Dated the nth of April, 1783 (1190 of the Bangali

era)=A. h. 1197, ^th of Jumaila I.

Many marginal notes in English by the former

owner of the copy. Sir Chailes Wilkins. A complete

translation of the twelve Skandhas of the Bhagavata

Purana, by Bhaut Lai Amanat Rai, has been printed in

Cawnpore, 1870. On the basis of these twelve Skandhas

Sur or Surdas (born 1528, lived under Akbar) wrote in

Hindi his collection of popular songs, especially religious

hymns, entitled Sur Sagar (^jL. jyJ), of which the

India Office Collection contains two copies, No. 16

(conipleteanddatedA.H. II 91-1 I96=A.D.I 777-1 782)

and No. 2078 (fragmentary) ; comp. Garcin de Tassy,

Histoire de la littdr. hindouie, etc., iii. p. 179 sq.

No. 3235, ff. 169, 11. 16 ; Nasta'lik ; size, gf in. by 7| in.

1955

Abridged prose-translations of Sanskrit works in

Persian, divided, according to the index on ff. 1^-3*^

and the preface on ff. ^^ and 4*, into two babs and

a khatimah, and compiled at the request of the emperor

Akbar (see ff. 4* and los*", last line), A. h. ion (a. d.

3 602, 1 6o3)by Tahir Muhammad bin rmad(jl^)-aldin-

bakhsh (or akiin Sabzwari, see fol. 491", 1. 6) bin Sultan

'All Shirazi.

B&b I: Extract from the Bhdgavatu Purdna (see

the preceding copies), dealing in nine fasls with the

nine Avataras (see Barth, Religions of India, p. 1 70),

on ff. 48-4 9".

Bdb II : An abridged paraphrase of the Mahdhhd-
rata, in eighteen Parvas, on ff. 49^-106", see another

copy of the same in Rieu iii. p. 1043'', ^°- ^^' where

the composition of this paraphrase is fixed in A. h.

ion (a. D. 1602, 1603).

Khdtimah : An abridged translation of the Acarya

Parva (lj^j r^W) ^^ Haribansa (Harivansa) Purana,

on ff. io6*-ji8b, see No. 1951 above.

Dated the 29th of Muharram in the sixth year of

the reign of 'Alamgir II (a.h. ii73=a.d. 1759,

Sept. 22, Samvat 18 16).

No. 753, ff. 118, 11. 19-23; written, unequally, partly in

careless Nasta'lik, partly in Shikasta ; size, 1 1 in. by 61 in.

1956

Tarjuma-i-Maliabishnu Purana(j^|j^^jJLijL4Ji t«j»|^).

A Persian translation of the Vishnu-Purana or

dialogues between Parasara and Maitreya, beginning :

It is identical with the Persian version of thirty-one

select stories from the Vishnu-Purana, noticed in the

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1318 and 1319. The Sanskrit

original was translated into English by H. H. Wilson,

1840, 2nd ed. by F. E. Hall, 1864-1877 ; see also

Barth, Religions of India, pp. 187 and 188. An
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edition of the Vishnu-Purana, with commentaries,

appeared in Bombay, 1890.

This copy, which is not dated, belonged formerly to

Mr. Richai'd Johnson, who added notes in pencil on

the margin.

No. 1844, ff. 171, 11. II ; NaBta'Uk ; size, 9) in. by 5} in.

1957

Bishnu Parana (ijW ;;;-^.)-

A very similar translation of the same Vishnu-Purana,

beginning : 15^:1^ u\ J^S jLcl ^^"1^5

ji|.i^

d
U-i lU y^- *-*>!

An ^jVj^ ^^. j,jj ^1 appears on fol. 39a. There

are altogether nineteen stories only marked by distinct

headings.

Dated by Sayyid Muhammad 'Ali the 20th of May,

1805(1 I A 0). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2612, ff. 119, U. 13 ; Naata'llk ; size, 8Jin. by 6Jin.

1958

Shiva Purana {^\;J j^).
The same Persian translation of the Slva-Purana or

rather S'iva-Upapurana (see Wilson, Vishnupurana,

first edition, 1840, p. Ivi), which is noticed in W. Pertsch,

BerliuCat.,p. 1028, No. I, and begins: t5UJj 1*^- ji.»o.

It is divided like the Sanskrit original, as the trans-

lator says on fol. 2^, 11. 7 and 8, into seventy-four

Adhyayas (usually there are seventy-five in it, conip.

Aufrecht, Cat. of the Sanskrit MSS. in the Bodleian

Library, p. 64 ; see also A.Weber, Berlin Cat., p. 347 ;

and Barth, Religions of India, p. 262). The author of

this translation is Kishan Singh (in the Berlin cojjy

wrongly spelt sXL^ r^.)> with the takhallus Nashat,

son of Eai Pran Nath, a Khatri of the Mangal tribe

and inhabitant of Siyalkut, who also wrote a Persian

version of the Pancakro^i, and the short narrative in

ornate prose, styled LiJiH t_AJ;-c, and dated a. h.

1 157 (a. D. 1744), see Eieu ii. p. 795^. The Sanskrit

words are added in Devanagari characters on the

margin, together with many English annotations and

paraphrases, written in pencil by the former owner of

the copy, as it seems, Mr. Richard Johnson. This

must be a very early work of Kishan Singh, since it is

dated the 9th of Dhfi-alka'dah, 1096 (probably of the

Fasli era=A. H. iioo=A. D. 1689, Aug. 25).

No. 760, ff. 180, 11. 13 ; NaBta'Uk
;
pictures on ff. 22^ 27',

4l^ 71", 82^ III', I3i», 140', 149*, I55\ 173*, and 175';

spaces are left blank for pictures on several other pages ; size,

I of in. by 6|in.

1959

Bahr-alnajat (oLs*" j^)-
A Persian translation in five volumes of the topo-

graphical and legendary description of Banaras, entitled

Ka^t-Khanda (juLp ij-lJ , Ka^i being the ancient name

of Baniras) or the province of Baniras, taken from

the Skanda Purana (^^jW »Jk.:5l-l), comp. Aufrecht,

Cat. of the Sanskrit MSS. in the Bodleian Libr.,p. epsq.;

Garcin de Tassy, Histoire de la litter, hindouie, etc.,

iii. 103 ; the Catalogue des manuscrits sanscrits de la

bibliothfeque imp6riale, par A. Hamilton et L. Langlds,

pp. 33-36 ; and Barth, Religions of India, p. 278 (text

and note 2). The Persian translator was Anandkhan

(^j-tJjLjLjl), with the takhallus Khwash (^jiji), and he

composed tliis Persian paraphrase, which he styled

<^\i^^ yx^., at the request of Mister Jonathan ^iki

t^ia.C?), see No. 1962 below. He kept the old division

of the Ka^i-Khanda in 100 Adhyayas, as he states in the

preface, No. 668, fol. 21", and arranged his five volumes

so that each of them contained twenty ; but, in the

progress of his work, as the real contents of the five

volumes prove, he did not stick to his first intention,

he did not even preserve the roo Adhyayas. For the

first volume contains twenty-four ; the second, fifteen ;

the third, fourth, and fifth each nominally twenty,

but virtually only nineteen, as the last section of

every one consists of a mere heading and nothing

else.

Beginning of the first vol. (No. 668) : Si^ .Ua )jJk

Beginning of the second vol. (No. 669) : .li* .h*

"J^ iL.\^^
J L/**^^ (Jl ^ u-iV-rikJlM • jJS^Mit

Jl
\j i;jLjL4^ j ^jl4» ^\ J.L.J.

Beginning of the third vol. (No. 670) : p^ .\ya> .h*

Beginning of the /oMrt/t voi. (No. 671): ,_^w .»..) y«w

Beginning of the_^yi!A vol. (No. 672), defective, as the

first page is missing ; it opens abruptly thus : j ^ji

^\ (jj^ jj JU-=- (.^W,-^^ [J^^ jJjlj
^J•^!^^ ^JlX^.

The first volume is dated the i ith of Eabi'-althani,

A. H. 1207 (Hindu era i849)=A. d. 1792, Nov. 26;
the second, the loth of Rajah of the same year=A. d.

1793, Febr. 21 ; the third, the 19th of Shawwal of the

same year=:A. d. 1793, May 30; the fourth, the 29th

of Dhu-alhijjah of the same year= A. d. 1793, Aug. 7 ;

and thefifth, the 7th of Sha'ban, a.h. i 2o8=a.d. 1794.

March 10. The transcriber was ^U "Hj^,. Thirty-

five Adhyayas of the original Sanskrit work have also

been translated into Hindustani by Jaya Narayan

Gho^ala and published at Calcutta in three volumes.

No. 668, ff. 194 ; No. 669, ff. 206 ; No. 670, ff. 199 ; No. 671,

ff. 198 ; No. 672, tf. 189 ; 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; a little worm-eaten

here and there ; a picture at the beginning of the third and the

fourth volumes ; size, 9-9! in. by 5 j in.

4 A 2
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1960
Kshetra Mahatmya (|»jL4-» r*4*)'

Another Persian adaptation of portions of the same
Skanda Parana (see fol. 202*, 1. 8 : (j^Jw rl)'-*^ '-Cr"

^J\jy, jjjL^l), in forty-five Adhyayas, dealing with the

^i^^, Sanskrit kshetra, i.e. the sacred districts or holy

localities, probably in Orissa (see on these Mahatmyas,
Anfrecht, Cat. of the Sanskrit MSS. in the Bodleian
Libr., p. 69 sq., and Earth, Religions of India, p. 278,
note 2), by Karan Singh, a Khatri, who was a native
of the Panjab and lived in Shahjahanabad.

Beginning: ^j^ ey^jl^,^^^ ^^^...^ JJl ul^^\

This copy is the translator's autograph and dated
the 7th of the month Pus (the ninth solar month, Dec-
January), in the year 121 1 (of the Fasli era, a.h. 1218
= A. D. 1803, 1804). The Sanskrit original of the
Skanda Purana (or parts of it) was edited by Gerson
da Cunha, Bombay, 1877.

No. 3088, ff. 1 19-302, U. 9; Nasta'lik ; size, l\ in. by 5» in.

1961
'Ain-alzuhflr (.^^JaJI ^;v*^).

A Persian translation of the Brahmavaivarta Purana
or description of all the si)iritual advantages of Baiiaras,

made from the Sanskrit by the same Kishau Singh, with
the takhallus Nashat (see fol. ^, 1. 9 and last page),
who rendered in Persian the Slva-Purana (see above.
No. 1958), in the year of the Hindu era, 1794 (a. d.

1737)- It is, like the original, divided into twenty-six
Adhyayas. After two introductory baits, the first of

which runs thus: Jl ^jljjyjj^^^ Aj sA^ ^,
the book itself begins : ^jij^ ^^j tLLL. ij\y>\ i_^j

All the Hindu words and expressions are marked on
the margin in Devauagari characters. Many English
notes and paraphrases, written in pencil, are probably
due to Mr. Richard Johnson, to whom this copy
formerly belonged. The copy is dated the 9th of Dlm-
alka'dah, A. H. 1 1 96 (a.d. 1782, Oct. 16), and seems to be
copied from the original itself. On the Brahmavaivarta
Purana, comp. Aufrecht, Cat. of the Sanskrit MSS. in

the Bodleian Libr., p. 24 sq. ; Earth, Religions of India,

pp. 187, 236, and 262 ; H. H. Wilson, Select Works,
vol. iii. A sj)ecimen of the Sanskrit text with Latin
translation was edited by Stenzler, Berlin, 1829.

No. 759, ff. 231, 11. 12-13; large and distinct Nasta'llk
;

pictures on ff. l"", 16', 36*, 50°, 56", 76'', 1 20" (unfinislied, only
sketched), :26'' (inserted between ff. 126 and 127), 129'', 134*,
I59^ 165', 183* (the last two only sketched), I94», 203° (only
sketched), and 211* ; size, io| in. by 6| in.

1962

Gaya Mahatmya (^JLfr.* \-S).

A Persian adaptation of the Gaya Mahatmya, or de-
scription of the holy sanctuary at Gaya in Bihar (see

Earth, Eeligions of India, p. 280, note 2), and the rites

connected therewith, taken from the Vayu Purana, by
the same Anandkhan, with the takhallus Khwash, who
translated the Kasi-Khanda (see No. 1959 above), at

the request of the same Mister Jonathan t<^:^ r^JiCj

1848 of the Hindi! era (Samvat) = A. d. 1791 (a.h.

1206), and copied the 15th of Rabi'-alawwal, the same
year (a.d. 1791, Nov. 12).

It is divided into eight Adhyayas and begins, on

fol. i^:^ji, i^\}^
ly. JV^jLo J J^}jA J\)jjit

I
ill 5j.J-i.ir'. eyLs'j 'u^.
The Sanskrit original of the Vayu Purana has been

edited in the Eibl. Ind., Calcutta, 18 79-1 888.

No. 1864, ff. 56, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, gf in. by 6J in.

1963

Tarjuma-i-Ramayana (^^Ul. t*j>-o).

A Persian prose-translation of Valraiki's Ramayana,
the second great national epopee of the Hindus,
which differs from the first, the Mahabharata, by its

less ancient origin and the more homogeneous and
artistic way in which it has been conceived, dealing

with the great cycle of Rama, see Earth, Religions of

India, pp. 175 sq. and 187. This version is identical

with Or. 1248 in the British Museum (Rieui.p. 551") and
No. XXXIII in the University Library of Cambridge
(E. G. Browne, p. 93), and probably due to 'Abd-alkadir
Bada'uni, who completed his translation a. h. 999
(a.d. 1591). Beginning: ,_yii* ^UiJ i_)U,l yU-i

^

ji SJj\yir^ ^^.^ \J\.

This copy, which belonged formerly to Mr. Richard
Johnson, is dated the 24th of Ramadan, A. h. 1122
(fourth year of Bahadurshah's reign = a.d. 1 7 1 o, Nov. 1

6

= Samvat 1766, more coiTCctly 1767).

The Sanskrit original of the Ramayana has been
edited, with an English prose-translation and notes

(books I and II), by "W. Carey and J. Marshman,
Serampore, 1806-1810; with a Latin translation (stili

more incomplete) by Schlegel, three vols., Bonn, 1829-
1846; with an Italian translation by G. Gorresio, eleven

vols., Paris, 1 843-1 867 ; in the Banaras recension, seven
vols, in three, in Bombay, 1864 (lithographed) ; a French
translation by H. Fauche appeared in nine vols., 1854-
1858 ; an English one in verse by Ralph T. H. Griffith,

in five vols., Benares, 1870-1874, in one volume, ib.,

1895 ; other editions, Calcutta, 1859 and 1869-1872;
Bombay, 1859 and 1893; the firs-t book, with notes,

by P. Peterson, Bombay, 1879; comp. on the poem
also Weber, Ueber das Ramayana, Berlin, 1870
(Abhandlungen der Berliner Akademie) ; H. Jacolji,

Das Ramayana, Bonn, 1873 ; Baumgartner, Das Rama-
yana und die Rama-Literatur der Inder, Freiburg,

1894, etc.

No. 1979, ff. 324, II. 16-17; written in unequal Nasta'llk,

mixed with Shikasta ; size, 8 J in. by 6 in.
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1964
Another translation of the same.

An abridged prose-translation of the Ramayana, by
Candraman Kayath bin Sri Ram, made in 'Alamgir's
reign, a.h. 1097 (a. D. 1686), see fol. 2\ II. 2-6, and
fol. 135R, and comp. Rieu i. p. 56*; another copy of
this version is found in the Mackenzie Collection, ii.

p. 144. It is introduced by eight niathnawl-baits,
beginning, on fol. 1^:

Of the seven Kandas, into which the Ramayana is

divided (called here^^j), these are marked

:

Daftar III, on fol. 26b (jJlS^^^l, here wrongly spelt

Jj^i;^); IV, on fol. 38b (here styled jJlS^L^xlT);
V, on fol. 47b (jolS^AJ--); VI, on fol. 73b (here called

AilTlXj); VII, on fol. iio''(jJl^^jl); the seventh

Kanda ends on fol. 135a, and is dated the^ nth of
Dhii-alka'dah, a. h. 1107 (the fortieth year of 'Alamgir's
reign= A. D. 1696, June i2= Samvat 1753). On ft'.

136a sq. two additional pieces are added, translated by
the same Candraman from Sanskrit, the first, on
if. i36<'-i69b, a sort of appendix to the Ramayana,
likewise ascribed to the authorship of Valmiki and
dated the 25th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1107 (a. d. 1696,
.July 26); the second, on ff. i7ob-i9ib, a legend of
Krishna, and due, as stated at the end, to Vyasa, i. e

taken from the Mahabharata, beginning
J^.i\

^Jl i:L^j^^j, it is dated the 3rd of Dhu-alhijjah

in the same year (a. d. 1696, July 4).

On fol. la a Persian note ascribes the translation of
the Ramayana, contained in this copy, wrongly to the
poet Faidi. There are two otlier prose-translations of
this epopee extant, one in Munich (J. Aumer, p. 140,
^o- 349)1 t^'e Adhyatma Ramayana or the Ramayana
excerpted, and one in the British Museum (Rieu i.

p. 56"), a Persian paraphrase of Tulsidas' Ramayana
(a free imitation of the original Sanskrit poem in
Hindi) by Debidas Kayath.

No. 2898, ff. 191,11. 17; careless Nasta'llk, written tlirou;;h-
"Ut by the same hand; many blanks left for pictures; size,
1 2J in. by 6f in.

1965

Mathnawi-i-Ramayana (^jUi. {jyJi^).

An abridged translation of the Ramayana, in 5,900
raathnawi-baits, by Ghirdardas of the KJyath tribe,

who dedicated his poem to the emperor Jahangir and
completed it, according to fol. 205b, II. 9 and 10, A.h.
1033 (a. D. 1623, i624= Samvat 1681; the British
Museum copy, Rieu i. p. 56b, gives a. h. 1036, which
is clearly a mistake, as it does not agree with the year
of the Hindu era, which is there the same as here).

Beginning

:

\j ijlX^ J ^J^ J Jj,l Jojo

Copied in the fifth year of Muhammadshah's reign

(a.h. 1136), the 15th of Safar (a.d. 1723, Nov. 14).

No. SOS, ff. 305, 2 coll., each U. 12-15 '< Shikasta; size, 8} in.

by si in.

1966
Another copy of the same.

The same poetical translation of Qhirdardas, begin-
ning as in the preceding copy.

No date.

No. 1694, ff. 199, 2 coll., each U. 15-16 ; written for the
greater part in unequal Shikasta, only a few pages are in
Nasta'llk; Bize,^9jin. by jf in.

1967

Rama u Sita (I.-: . ,., , A).

Another abridged poetical translation ofthe Ramayana,
styled here the story of Rama and Sita, by Shaikh Sa'd-
allah Masih (see this takhallus, for instance, on fol. 2*,

1. 13 ; fol. 6a,
1. 14 ; fol. yb I.13 ; fol. 8b, 1. 7, etc.) or

Masiha Kairanawi Panipati, see Safinah, No. 688
(Bodleian Cat., col. 234); Bodleian Cat., No. 1315;
and Rieu iii. p. 1078b. The author, who is not to be
confounded with Hakim Rukna Masih of Kashan, to

whom this poem has been wrongly ascribed, both in
No. 1572 above, and in Rieu ii. p. 689*, was the
adopted son of Mukarrabkhan (who died A. H. 1056=
A.D. 1646) and flourished, like Ghirdardas, under
Jahangir, whom he praises in this poem (see fol. 8b

jLijLj jS:i\.^js, ^jUaJL- -Xj^ ^j) as well as his spiritual

Pir Shaikh Mir Muhammad Abu-albaka ; among
the introductory chapters there is also a laudation

of Hindustan (jjLL-^jjLi* ^-i-ijju jj), on fol. lob; the

story itself opens on fol. 13b (Lu^j
^1^

^^Li-aljjLcT).

Beginning

:

Dated the 25th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1186 (a.d.

1773, March 19).

each II. 20 ; clear Nasta'llk ; size.No. 1367, ff. 163, 2 coll

8J in, by 4^ in.

1968
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The takhallus
Masih appears on fol. 3b, 1. 2 ; fol. 7b, 1. 5 ; fol. lo*,

1. 3 ab infra; fol. 12*, 1. 6, etc.; the form Masiha on
fol. 9», 1. 4 ab infra ; once also the form Masihi on
fol. 12a,

1. 7. The praise of Muhammad Abu-albaka
is found here on fol. 9*, that of the emperor Jahangir
on fol. lob, the description of Hindustan on fol. 13*;
beginning of the story of Rama and Sita on fol. i6b.

Dated the 22nd of Muharram, a.h. 1207 = a.d. 1792,
Sept. 9, by Alkadir Riishanshaht for i_,j».Lo

^
j--' %:. >

It is called in the colophon ^^L.L ^j^y^ (the proper

title for a poetical version of the Ramayana in Hindi,
copies of which are preserved in No. 1749 of the
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India Office Collection, and in MS. Hertford College 39
of the Bodleian Library, see Bodleian Cat., No. 2350,

where other Hindi versions are mentioned).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2763, ff. 189, 2 coll., each 11. 15; large Naata'llk; size,

9J in. by 6 in.

1969
The same.

Beginning as usual. The panegyrics on the Shaikh

and the emperor are found here on ff. 1 2* and 1 2,^.

Dated the 5th of September, 1 803.

No. 2635, ff. 257, 2 coll., each 11. II; large and dJBtinct

Naata'llk ; size, SJ in. by 5I in.

1970
Ramayana {^^V).
Another, very large, poetical translation of the Rama-

yana, by an anonymous author and not found, as it

seems, in any other collection.

Beginning :

o^aIW |.|V_tMLJ>.Ml

a^ u

It is headed, on fol. i^": ljLoJ jpLi» i_>lxi jLcl

J^j

"cHJr" o^}-V
No date. This copy belonged formerly to Mr. Richard

Johnson.

No. 1768, ff. 498, 4 coll., each II. 21-27; written very un-

equally in Nasta'lik ; some lacunas, as it seems, now and then

;

size, I2|- in. by 8 J in.

1971

Tarjuma-i-Jogbashisht (okJlJ:.L) i<^^ L^jsyj).

The same Persian version, by an unknown translator,

of Valmiki's Sanskrit work Yogavasishtha on Hindu
gnosticism, taken from the abridged version of the

Kashmirian Pandit Anandan (or as he is here constantly

called Bahandan, ^^jij^), which is described in Bodleian

Cat., No. 1328, and Rieu i. p. 61*. It is divided into

the following six Prakaranas {ij^j\) '

1. Vairagyaprakaranam {^Pj^^ eJK-o); 2. Mumu-

kshuvyavaharaprakaranam {[jSj^ s-j-s*-*) ; 3. Utpatti-

prakaranam (^j,.^^ c:. . il) ; 4. Sthitiprakaranam

(lioH ^-»4""'0> 5. Upasamaprakaranam (ioXj j».t.i>);

6. Nirvanaprakaranam {^jSj^ u^r^)' comp. fol. 5^.

In the text itself these divisions are called (_jLi

(whereas in the subdivisions or Sargas, i»5C-, the

word ^^Sa is used), but not all of them are distinctly

marked ; I, on fol. 5^; II, on fol. 39^; III, on fol. 50'';

IV, not marked; V, on fol. 104*; VI seems to begin

on fol. 140*.

Beginning : tjLsri— ^^ oU uyjLa.j^i l^Xi* ^JLu-*;J.

Comp. on the Yogavasishtha, Aufrecht, Cat. of the

Sanskrit MSS. in the Bodleian Libr., p. 353; A. Weber,
Berlin Cat., 1853, pp. 187-194; Indische Studien i.

p. 468. An English translation of the Sanskrit original

of Valmtki has been published in Calcutta since 1891.

The translation concludes on fol. 222'' and is dated

the 17th of Sha'ban, a. h. 1177 (a. D. 1764, Febr. 20).

On ff. 223 and 224 a complete index of the work is

given, beginning with the same statement, as in Rieu's

copy, that the original of Valmiki comprised 32,000

Slokas and that Bahandan (see above) Pandit reduced

them to 6,000. On ff. 225-232 another translation

from Sanskrit is given in a different handwriting, a

short Indian tale, entitled Mauhaj-alhaka'ik (^^j-:-*

(jpUJJ), by 'Abdallah, beginning : ,iLs i^y^-ajr". ejU>.U_«

No. 806, ff. 232, 11. 15-16 ; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 6J in.

1972

Another translation of the same.

Another Persian version of the Yogavasishtha, made
under the auspices of prince Dara Shukuh, a.h. 1066

(a. D. 1656), see fol. I*, last line, and beginning:

j*-^ (_r-^ - r^*"" -J '-'^ _) u->

This translation, although closely agreeing in its

opening words with those of Add. 5637 in the Brit.

Mus. (Rieu i. p. 6ib), is quite different from that, since

the latter was made at the request of Akbar in a. h.

1006 (a. D. 1597, 1598). Another abridged Persian

version is quoted in tlie preface of the present copy, on

fol. i^ 1. 7, as i_)b5^ ^\ t_.-i^^^-* i»-*yi, by Shaikh

Silf
i ; that is evidently the .K-^l J-a. ^j jIjJjI or lis'

(j.Jls», by Sufi Sharif Kubjahani, based on the Yoga-

vasishthasaras (comp. Weber, Berlin Cat., p. 186), and

divided into ten cliapters, called .ji» , see Rieu iii.

p. 1034^ No. X, and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 1022,

No. 4.

Other copies of Dara Shukuh's version, which is

divided into the sailie six Prakaranas as the preceding

translation (see fol. 3"), are noticed in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat.,p. 102 1 ; E.G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., p. 96,

No. II; Dr. Forbes' Cat., p. 61 ; Bibl. Sprengeriana,

No. 1661 ; and Catalogue of King's College, Cambridge,

No. 28.

The present copy is dated the 15th of Dhd-alhijjah,

in the twenty-fourth year of Muhammadshah's reign

(a.h. ii54=A. d. 1742, Febr. 21).

No. 1185, ff. 115, 11. 17; Shikasta; ff. 33-31 and no supplied

by a more recent hand ; size, 8j in. by jf in.

1973
The same.

This excellent copy of Dara Shukuh's version, begin-

ning like the preceding one, was, according to fol. i".
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made under the superintendence of Mooteeram Pandit

and dated the 3rd of Ramadan, a.h. 1196 (a. d. 1782,

Aug. 12) ; the collation was finished the 15th of the

same month. It belonged formerly to Mr. Richard

Johnson.

No. 1859, ff. 213, 11. II ; excellent Nasta'Uk; size, 9 in.

by 5J in.

1974
The same.

A third very good copy of the same version, without

a date.

No. 1355, ff. 33-147, 11. 16-18 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 5I in.

1975

Sharik-alma'rifat (ii;-xll Ji^)-

A treatise on the Vedanta philosophy, based on

Sanskrit sources, for instance, the Yogavasishtha, the

Bhagavata Purana and others, by the poet Faidi, see

another copy of the same in E. G. Browne, Cambridge

Cat., p. 95.

Beginning: ^'jl^l ,_.w_sJ.
\j J^jS- uJU= ^^} cJ>?-

d
It is divided into twelve cyUl, viz.:

1. i^fc J.** JU «7 ...1

J jjj ijji^^fjii_ uJJj ji, on

fol. 2\

2. iS jji-i-« cjl u^i f^^ i^^jV "** iSJi\ ;jL»j ,i

ij\i 10 »lb JuijL. i^it^Lajy k-j:*, on fol. 4*'.

3. 1^^—jl »_JU o^-aL. jjLo .J, on fol. 5".

4. i»J^ e)Jl— (dJL-) (^lJk:^l ,j Sir* *^' tj^. j^

:>yi, iJyXj>., on fol. 6^.

5. ^J^jLi«» oiT.aiL. . i^jli ^JL»J .J , on fol. 7*".

6. iiaU c:*i;jt.« ^JLJ ji, on fol. 10^.

7. l»5^ J\ . » : .u\ J (S)L) eyli

fol. 15a. ' '

jjl t.;.^L, i—jj-aj-., on fol. 1 6b.

9. i>:>-i.lju»l>J J » ?. 1 Jjl ^j^ ,.^Li> i.^1 jjLj ,j

^^L) e*Ij»L.^. (Browne: Jjl^) JjI^ jjy J^JLi-^ -.j

(Browne: ojLj) ».iib cxtl, on fol. 19".

'i uWj y. on

10. . J-«-» , (jJLxJ "Li-j (^ ^ .r. »L-i» j\ ^^
- wji) jj

joT J-»U. JUS jjf^ U Jt La. •
"

"', on fol. 21".

11. fcxjl jlj c*-il Jjti .>..?...,« ^li «-s'l fcXJl ^jLj ^i

O jjl* J »A-«I 'j'-^ J-" j'j -^y. J-*^ Lr^-** •^.>^ c>^

J>. ^ JlcU, on fol. 2 2^.

12. JUXj »£Jl ^ij_ij» J»-«-i" JjLc iXil ^jLj ,J

jujL« ^»j ijttjli )^/* J J^-r;-!-*! on fol. 25*.

No date.

No. 1855, ff. 1-38, U. 18 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 5I in.

1976

SiiT-i-Akbar (jjyi JL,).

The collection of Upanishads or Upnakhats (o t'^~A)

which was compiled and translated from Sanskrit by

prince Dara Shukuh with the help of some Pandits

of Banai-as, and finished, according to fol. 2*, 1. 17, the

29th of Ramadan, a.h. 1067 (two years ^before the

prince was killed by his bigoted brother 'Alamglr on

the plea of heresy in a.h. io69=a. d. i659)=a. d.

1657, July II. Compare the more detailed statement

on DarS, Shukuh and his translation in Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1329-1331, and Rieu i. p. 54, where it is styled,

just as in No. 1978 below, .l^i^lJJ!-.; see also Max
MuUer, Histoi-y of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 325
sq. ; Weber, History of Indian Literature, p. 153 sq., and

Indische Studien, i. p. 253 ; Barth, Religions of India,

p. 65 sq., etc. Extracts from this translation are

noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 1022, 2 ; another

copy in the Library of King's College, Cambridge,

No. 217. The work has been translated into Latin

by Anquetil Duperron, Argentorati, i8oi.

This copy consists of two parts, the first beginning

with the preface, on fol. I**: ijU tSaij iS Jli Ju».»

The second part begins on fol. 102*' with the OujXijl

(sLiSy. The proper title jS\ Zm appears here on

fol. 2b, 1. 9.

Dated by Hidayat-allah, A. h. 11 96 (a. n. 1782).

No. 26, ff. 181, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 13 in. by 9 in.

1977

Another copy of the same.

No date. Beginning as in the preceding copy. It

belonged formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson, who obtained

it in 1782.

No. 1783, ff. 358, 11. 1 3 ; written by at least three different

hands in Nasta'Uk and Shikasta; ff. 1-25 and 313-358 are in

the sanie handwriting ; sizs, 9j in. by 4^ in.

1978
The same.

No date. The proper title appears on fol. 187*, 1. 8 ;

but the other title .l^ill JJl. (see No. 1976 above) is

found on fol. 2^, 1. 10. Ff. 187*-! 90*' contain an

index and a kind of glossary (as in Rieu ii. p. 841'',

No. I), styled respectively o^^ :>1 Oi--^ and jjLjJ

.u-wJ'l w*i cyVju . A lacuna after fol. 140.

No. 12, ff. 190, 11. 17; written very unequally in Shikasta;

size, 13J in. by 7J in.

1979

No date. The proper title appears here on fol. 3",

1. II ; an index of the Upanishads on ff. 4^-5* ; the

first Upnakhat begins on fol. 5*.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2785, ff. j86, U. 20; careless Nasta'Uk, mixed with

Shikasta ; size, 8} in. by 5i in.
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1980
The same.

Splendid copy, not dated ; a full-sized portrait in

front of the first leaf.

No. 1518, ff. 331, U. 13 ; very large and clear Nasta'Uk ; large
illuminated frontispiece ; size, 12 in. by 6| in.

1981
The same.

No date. All Sanskrit words marked on the margin
in Devanagari characters.

No. 872, ff. 398, 11. 15-17; written by many dififerent hands
in various styles of Shikasta and Nasta'lik ; size, 10 in. by 6} in.

1982
A slightly defective copy of the same.
The preface is missing here ; the initial words agree

with fol. 3b,
1. 4 in No. 1733 (1977 in this Cat.).

9th of Safar, a. h. 1183 (a. d. 1769,Dated the

June 14).

No. 1721, ff. 439, 11. 15 ; written by different hands, partly
in Shikasta, partly in Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 6 in.

1983

Mufarrih-alkulub (sj^laJl r-"r^)-

The Persian translation of the Hitopadesa fi'om the

Sanskrit original, made by Taj-aldin Mufti (as he is

called here ; other versions of his name are : Taj-i-

Ma'ali, as in the immediately following copy ; Taj-i-

Mufti almaliki, as in No. 1985; Taj-alghani, as in the

Bodleian copy ; Taj-aldin bin Mu'iu-aklin Maliki, as in

the Brit. Mus. and Cambridge copies ; and Taj-aldin

Mufti almaliki, as in J. Aumer, p. 47) for Malik Nasir-
aldin (a ruler of uncertain date, identified by some as

Nasir-aldin Humayun, the emperor, who ascended the

throne of Dihli, A. h. 937=a. d. 1530; by others, like

De Sacy, as a prince of Akbar's time).

Beginning: LjjLo ^ 1

?I i\i jl ^.

This copy contains the complete four stories : Jlrst,

on fol. 3"; second, on fol. 41''; third, on fol. ^8^;

fourth, on fol. iio^. As date is only given the 17th of

Sha'ban, without a year.

Other copies of the Mufarrih-alkulub are described in

Eieu ii. p. 757b
; Bodleian Cat., No. 1320; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 1033 ; J. Aumer, p. 47 ; A. F. Mehren,

p. 29 ; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 404 and 406.

The fullest account of the work has been given by
De Sacy in Notices et Extraits, vol. x. pp. 226-264.

Lithographed edition, Lucknow, 1869; a Hindustani

version, entitled s : » jUi.1 , appeared in Calcutta, 1 803

;

comp. Garcin de Tassy, Histoire de la littdr. hindouie,

etc., 2nd ed., pp. 188 and 609. Complete editions of

the original Sanskrit text appeared Serampore, 1 804 ;

Calcutta, 1830 and 1871; Hertford (by Fr. Johnson),

1847,2nd ed. 1864; English translation by Fr. Johnson,

Hertford, 1848 and 1864; German translations by
Max Milller, Leipzig, 1844 ; by J. Schoenberg, Vienna,

1884, etc.

The present copy was presented by J. H. Peile, Esq.,

19th Sept., 1 81 8; transferred to (Madras) Civil College,

9th Aug., 1819.

No. 8350, oliin 9. J. 4, ff. 123, 1. 11; large Nasta'Uk, fol. 77
supplied by another hand on different paper ; size, 6J in. by 4I in.

1984
Another complete copy of the same.

No date ; the wording differs in some parts con-

siderably from that in the preceding as well as the

following copy.

Beginning : %S\j ^^^LijLj cy^-^La.^ u"^ ^- u-W-

The translator is called here, on fol. 2'', 1. 3, Taj-i-

Ma'ali (JLx-* j-U) ; the Jlrst story begins on fol. 6"

;

the second, on fol. 42b; the third, on fol. 78'^; the

fourth, on fol. 122a. Fol. 39" is left blank, but the

text is uninterrupted.

No. 1835, ff. 143, II. 13-17; written by different hands in

large, but very unequal and often incorrect Nasta'Uk; size,

9? in. by 5J in.

1985
The same.

This copy is arranged in a very strange way ; the

first story begins on fol. 4b
; the second (without a

heading), on fol. 30b
; the third (here wrongly styled

j^j OjlXa.), on fol. 53"; the fourth, on fol. 14" (inserted

between the first and the second). The author's name
runs here (on fol. 2*, 1. 4) : Taj-i-Mufti almaliki.

Beginning : 1. ^jaX^ eji^^. j^ (jjL^ijj ^J-^--l «

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2204, fit. 93, II. 15 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 7J in. by 4I in.

1986

An abridgement of the same.

This copy, written very incorrectly, contains, as it

appears, the usual four stories, but in a much shorter

version than the preceding copies. They begin re-

spectively on if. 4% 198', 30^, and 40b. Title and

translator's name are found on fol. 2", 11. 7 and 8 ; the

latter is given here in the barbarous form bU* j^^ (!)

Beginning of the short preface, on fol. ib; j,,.>.

^USSJ si «-» Jl 5J 1) 15*'--' e^Jfoi-a. j-^ |_fjLjL>.) uu\-^-^ J

Jl jIj JU K^lr^ \j-^- Lr4>^-

Dated by Sayyid Makhdum alhusaini, son of Sayyid

Shah Hasan, a descendant of the Kutb-alaktab Sayyid

Muhammad Husaini Gisudaraz, in Shawwal, A. h. 1221

(a. D. 1806, Dec.-i8o7, Jan.).

Bibliotheca liCydeuiana.

No. 2590, ff. 49, 11. 15; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9^ in. by 6Jin.
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1987

Katha Sarit Sagara ( JL. uy^ U-^)-

Fragment of an abridged Persian prose-translation of

Somadeva's famous collection of stories, called Katha
Sarit Sagara (edited by H. Brockhaus, Books I-V^ in

Nagari characters, with Gennan translation, Leipzig,

1839 ; Books VI-XVIII, Sanskrit text only, in Roman
characters, ib., 1862-1866; complete German transla-

tion by the same, 2 vols., ib., 1843; complete English

translation by C. H. Tawney, Calcutta, 1880-1887),
defective both at the beginning and end, with smaller

lacunas in the text itself. The translator, whose name
does not appear directly, is according to many indica-

tions very likely the poet Faidi.

This fragment begins in the second Tarauga {'i^S)

or Maiij (_j-. , as the strict Persian term is) of the fii'st

Nahr ( -4J ), and goes down to the beginning of the

ninth (or tenth ?) Nahr.

The eight Tarangas of Nahr I begin here : 3rd, on

fol. zb, first line
;

4th, on fol. 5" ; 5th, on fol. S^ (here

is to be read -s^ _»-<. instead of ^y-^— Try)'' ^^^' °^

fol. 13*
;

7th, on fol. 16'' (according to a pencil note at

the bottom, ' the middle of this Tereng wanting,'

there must be a lacuna after fol. 16, although the

catchword is correct) ; 8th, on fol. 1
7*.

Nahr II, in six Tarangas or Mauj : ist, on fol. 18*

;

2nd, on fol. 20^ (some lines wanting between ff. 23 and

24) ;
3rd, on fol. 24b

;
4th, on fol. 26''

;
5th, on

fol. 30'' ; 6th, on fol. 35*.

Nahr III, in six Mauj: ist, on fol. 36''; 2nd, on
fol. 391' ;

3rd, on fol. 42*, 1. 6 ab infra
;

4th, on fol. 45''

;

5th, on fol. 49" ; 6th, 011 fol. 51".

Nahr IV, in three Mauj (without headings) : 1st, on
fol. 57b; 2nd, on fol. 6ia, 1. 8; 3rd, on fol. 66», 1. 4.

Nahr V, in three Mauj: ist, on fol. 68*; 2nd, on
fol. 72»; 3rd, on fol. 77".

Nahr VI, in eiyht Mauj : ist, on fol. 83* ; 2nd, on
fol. 86*

;
3rd is not marked

;
4th, on fol. 93''

;
5th,

ou fol. g6^; 6th, on fol. 98"; 7th, on fol. 102"; 8th,

on fol. 108*.

Nahr VII, in nine Mauj : ist, on fol. 114*'; 2nd, on

fol. ii8«; 3rd-5th not marked; 6th, on fol. 131'';

7th, on fol. 134*; 8th, on fol. iss**; the 9th is not

marked.

Nahr VIII, in seven Mauj: ist, on fol. 144*', lin.

penult, (no heading); between this and fol. 164" there

are no further headings ; on fol. 164* appears a 2nd

Mauj, but of the 9th Nahr (-jj^jl) ; therefore all the

following Mauj belong, we suppose, to Nahr IX
;

3rd,

on fol. 170" ; 4th, on fol. 173*; 5th not marked; 6th,

on fol. 177^; 7th, on fol. 182".

On fol. 186* a new Nahr begins, again called ^^^ ,

which seems to be a mistake lor _»j^ , Nahr X. No
further subdivisions are found.

The title Katha Sarit Sagara, and the author's name,

Somadeva, the Pandit, or the Kashmirian Braiiman,

appear at the end of almost every Mauj, compare, for

instance, fol. 5'^, 11. 14 and 15, fol. 9^, 11. 6 and 5 ab

infra, etc. On the tirst thirty leaves the Sanskrit

IND. OFF.

names are added in Devanagari characters on the

margin ; there are also frequent pencil notes, stating

the contents of the different chapters, no doubt by

Mr. Richard Johnson, the former owner of this copy,

which has been transcribed from one in Col. Martin's

possession.

No. 2410, ff. 189; clear and distinct Na.fta'Itk; very fine

drawings on ff. 2'', 4'', 7*, II", i8\ 19'', 2l^ 33«, 25'', 27*, 28'',

30". 3J^ 34\ 37^ 4I^ 44". 47*. 54*. 56*, si*. 65*. 68^ 72^ 74*,

7.5*. 76". 7»*. 79". 8I^ 83^ 86^ 90', 93*, 97^ 100", 104", los"",

I06% 109'', HI", 114", 116'', 1X9", 123", 125'', 133", 135", 136",

I37^ I38^ h^\ "4,1^ m\ '48^ is^*. 156", 158". i^i*; ^65^
I69^ 171*, 173", 178*, 180'', 183", 184s 188", and 189"; size,

I4f in. by 9 in.

1988

Singhasan Battisi (|j«_^ ^j-^Ljili-.).

A copy of the Persian translation of the Sinhasana-

dvatrinsati (or Sinhasanadvatrinsatika), the thirty-two

stories of the throne, also called Vikramacaritram or

the stories of king Vikramaditya (in its Persian form

Bikarmajit, wherefore the title o>--;_a.L^^-XJ L!li is

given to this collection in various copies), and the

thirty-two statues
(
Jj^j, Sanskrit puttali), which was

made in the emperor Jahangir's reign, a. h. 1049 (a. d.

1 6 10), by an author, whose name is spelt in different

ways, viz. here (see fol. 3^, last 4 lines) Bhariumal

(J-*-^ j^.l J-. ijjU->.>
or Bharamal, J-.^U-!, as it is

written on the fly-leaf) ; in the first Berlin copy

:

Bharamal (J . > -vil r^\ J-* »iU->.) J
according to Ilieu ii.

p. 763*, and No. 1990 (fol. 4", 1. 6) below, Bharimal

bin Rajiiial Khatri. It begins, on fol. i*: ijV:-! t

-';U3 ^..

The introductory story commences on fol. 6^ after

an elaborate index of the thirty-two jJjvJ which are

found here respectively on ff. 19^, 23b, 25*, 26^, 28^,
30a, 31b, 38b, 40^ 41", 49*. 5o^ 52*, 52^ 55^ 56*,
6ia, 63a, 64b, 66b, 67», 68b, 7o«, 71b, 72% 74b, 75a,

76", 77», 78a, 79b and 82*.

Another copy of this version, which in the main
agrees with the French translation of Baron Lescallier,

New York, 1817, is described in W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., pp. 1034 and 1035. On the Sanskrit original

comp. Aufrecht, Cat. of Sanskrit MSS. in the Bodleian

Library, p. 152, and Sanskrit MSS. of Trinity College,

p. II ; R. Roth in Journal As., 1845, ii. pp. 278-305 ;

and A.Weber, Indische Studien, XV, pp. 185-453 ; on
the Hindustani versions, Bodleian Cat., No. 1324 ; and
Garcin de Tassy, Histoire de la litter, hindouie, etc.,

2nd ed., ii. p. 233, iii. pp. 90 and 178. The two
oldest Persian versions of the Singhasan Battisi are

one by 'Abd-alkiidir Bada'uni, made at the request of

Akbar with the help of a learned Brahman, a. h. 982=
A. D. 1574, 1575), entitled \yi\ ij^, revised edition,

by the same, A. h. 1003= a. d. 1594, 1595 (see Munta-
khab-altawarikh, vol. i. p. 67, and Elliot, History of

India, vol. v. p. 513); and another by Caturbhujdas

bin Mihrcaud Kayat, likewise composed under

4 B
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Akbar and entitled iu*Lij»Li- (see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1324).

The present copy was finibhed at Lucknow the 29th

of Eabi'-althani, in thetwenty-fiistyear of Shah 'Alam's

reign, A. h. 1194 (a. D. 1780, May 4).

No. 1250, ff. 86, 11. 13-16; careless Nasta'llk, mixed with

Sliikaata; size, 8| in. hy 4|in.

1989

Kishan Bilas (;_>-ib ^j^).
Another translation of the same Singhasan Battisi,

by Kishandas ibn Mulukcand Tamboli (the seller of

betel-leaf), a native of Lahur and attendant {^'^)
upon the Nawwab Jar-allah Aniir-alumara, who wrote

it in the reign of the same emperor Jahangir, in which

the precediug version was composed, and gave it the

title i^5b ^^-iS (Krishna-vilasa), see fol. l», last line,

and fol. i'', 1. 3 sq. to fol. 2K 1. i. Rieu ii. p. 763^,

where the author is called Kishandas Basdev, assigns

its composition to 'Alamgir's reign and asserts, more-

over, that Ibn Harkarn's or rather Bisbarai's version

(compiled a. h. 1061, io62=A. d. 1651, 1652, see the

immediately following copy) is quoted in it, in fact,

that the ij-^. ryi^ is merely a revised version of the

former. From these conflicting statements it is evident,

that the present copy is the first sketch of Kishandas'

translation, made in Jahaugir's reign, whilst the Brit.

Mus. copy contains a later revised and (to judge from

the number of folios) enlarged version of the same.

This is corroborated by the difference in the initial

words, which run here thus : ijji\3 -.0 (j2j^ •:», JLc JLc

^1 i^j (jiil ii I iJj^ iji. The thirty-two statues

or images are called here (as in the Berlin copy,

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat,, pp. 1035 and 1036) s-otJ, the

first of which begins on fol. 7*.

No date. The whole copy is written very incorrectly

and sometimes almost illegibly.

No. 1710, ff. 80, 11. 12-13; Shikasta; size, 7^ in. by 4jin.

1990
A third translation of the same.

The version of the Singhasan Battisi, known as that

of Ibn Harkarn, or, as the British Mus. copy, Rieu ii.

P- 763", gives the name, Bisbarai bin Uarigarbdas

Kayath, a kind of combination of the two older

versions of Caturbhujdas and Bharimal bin Eajmsd (so

distinctly written here in full agreement with Rieu's

spelling, on fol. 4", 1. 6, see No. 1988 above), which

was made under the emperor Shahjahan (see fol. 3*, 1. 5).

Beginning : sL5\L> ij\^ , JL»:U eLL» _•, --^j - J.>.-v

An index of the thirty-two
^J^y^ , on fol. 5^ sq.

The introductory story commences on fol. B** : («^

iJr" o^J^- *-JW "^ *--*jV-} w*-!^ A ,.
"

. ; \\j • j_;jL4-«

The thirty-two iJ-Jjj are found here respectively on

ff. 49", 64a, 67*, 72!», 78*>, 82^, 86*, 92", 96^ l03^

107'S iieb, 120'', 124", 133% 139b, 144a 1541', 157a,

last line, l62'>', i68a, 174°, 176I', 179^ 186'', 190*,

193", 197", 201^, 205b, 209'', and 212''.

On the last fly-leaf before the beginning of the text

the first lines of the index are repeated. Many pages

injured. This copy, which is not dated, belonged

forraerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 1229, ff. 317, 11. 10-12; Shikasta; size, 7|in. by 4|in.

1991

A defective copy of the same.

The preface is wanting here; it begins immediately

with the introductory story (corresponding to fol. 8**,

1. 3 in the preceding copy): ^_yLo^b j_^.j\h(h. iJ^ Ujjj

t " ... .t. ') liyJ ijL-i 0>—•Vii— 1 t.5^ ^-5 U^^Wj H-^ rJ.

Jl JjJjJ , and goes down to the end of the twenty-fifth

The wording of this copy, although following in

the main that of Ibn Harkarn's, differs from it in

many passages and is especially much fuller. It may
therefore belong to another version of the Singhasan

Battisi. There exist, besides the translations already

accounted for, the following four :

1. One by Cand ibn Madhuram, see A. P. Mehren,

P- 29- ^
2. Another, by an anonymous author, styled J>

^JL^j^, see Rieu i. p. 230^.

3. A third, likewise anonymous, see E. G. Browne,

Cambridge Cat., p. 398.

4. A very modern one, by Sayyid Imdad All and

Siw Sahai Kayath, made in 1845 for Mr. Edward Olive

Bayley, see Rieu iii. p. 1006I'.

On fol. I* the present copy is styled lo-^l^^xj tlLs

(see No. 1988 above); it belonged formerly to Sir

Charles Wilkins.

No. 2873, ff. 96, 11. 12-17; careless Nasta'lik, mixed with

Shikasta; worm-eaten throughout; size, 8J in. by 6 J in.

1992

A fragment of the same.

A fiagnient of Ibn Harkarn's or Bisbarai's version,

fully agreeing with it in wording, and going from the

introductory story to the second half of the sixth jJ^.,

comprising ff. 8^, 1. 3-85, 1. 5 ab infra in No. 1990

above; the sixth .jLJyj begins on fol. 113b, 1. 5 ab

infra (= fol. S^"- in JSo. 1990).

Bililiotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2484, ff. S3-114, 11. 13-14; Shikasta; size, 7 in. by 4 in.

1993

A collection of stories without title and author's

name, apparently belonging to one or the other Persian

versions of the Singhasan Battisi (as various allusions

in the text prove).

The_^rs< story with which the copy opens is headed

:
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^jaSjS ^s\x:A c*jIX» , and begins thus : ij^cJ-^^-*

The second story, ou fol. 7* is headed : t_<Jj iojl5Ca.

All the following i^LjlXa. have no special heading,

except one on fol. 26i>: Jbj^ i_jLajl ooL5C>..

Written apparently for Mr. Mackenzie by Anandrao
Munshi, and dated the 8th of Febr., 1806 (=i9th of
Dhu-alka'dah, A. H. 1220).

No. 3011, ff. 81, 11. 10-13; Shikagta; size, pf in. by 6|in.

1994
Hindu tales.

A large, but still incomplete collection of moral tales,

translated into Persian partly from Sanskrit, partly

from Hindi or Hindustani. No author or translator

is mentioned. On the margin of the first four stories

(5-8) and of the thirty-fiist, the original Sanskrit

forms of the proper names, occurring in the Persian

translation, are added in Devanagari characters. The
whole work is profusely illustrated with very fine

drawings, superior in workmanship to most of the

usual pictures in Persian MSS. The collection begins

with the_^/<A story (|».s-^ o^Usl.).

Contents

:

5. (Sanghramasura) jyt ^.J^-Cl-, ^V ^jUj ji , on

fol. lb.

6. *Jij^ lyl «J jl j,5Li. . (Dhanvantari) j^LJj : aj JJlS

xiXi, ULS
^\—si »y tsLa. ji j ijj jXi, ^UL>Tjl 'S iy,

'ijjt jZJyiAi S JjjXj sj;i jL—J i^jS, on fol. 8b.

7. j-r-i^ Jj Lis, on fol. r4b.

8. (Somasarma) L^ ^^ &^1^ Jjkj, on fol. 2-^^.

9. e)^ '" J^J '^''^^^~^]j 'j-'^j^ Syfhj^ tZj

'(jjjjj^, on fol. 27b

10.

'•»'» jU ^
fol. 34b.

11- >,

J 5J ,.

'\^\j J^.^,

12. j'-AJ. u-»j'

j^Lo JIIj i:i)jj^j L!^j, on fol. 38b.

»j Lis, on fol. 40b.J u
-JT-r"

13. M-«: lr»l .., (^'j-' 'O^^r^^j'^}; '^^ "^l)
*-"

'jj-> u?Jj-) jjL-ijCw, on fol. 70b.

14. -Jl 5j».l^ ^jLo ji , on fol. 72b.

15.

16.

P. (X 5, on fol. 77b.

, on fol. 83b.
uU-i^-i

on fol. 90b.

(in other places e*^) oioS^18. yL. 1$

on fol. 93b.
\j 1.5—^^ ijy vy- J

.>U; Jb Li 'y

jjjj sxi. (.?/—', Ill' ^ »- 1 . : S j.a.1,
J

jij.)^^ Ij (ji,_j^

'jijj;S Jl^c, on fol. loib.

21. .^JOi^j j^j-;;.-, eL». s-a.1. ^jLo ,i, on fol. 104I'.

22. (Lioj^j) Lijj j4-i. |^L» |j.;j—< aL». !.».]i ^l-J i.>r

on fol. 1
1
9b.

23. Ai eJjJj jj.l ta.1. ^jLo ,j , on fol. 121b.

.1. (jLj ,j, on fol. 126b.24. ij^jjjjl 8.j^i,

25.
U-'i)'

>J,X>I i..a.

35. •xiu* 1
fl

*
! ..> r)-^'^ c:j>-.«irf '^-^'j c* >LX,^, on

1. jjLj .j (another story of the same

Rajah), on fol. 130b.

26. c*A^" j^lj jr'/^. ^"^j u^.j^> on fol- las'"-

27. sjjl Jlj {«^i^ji i^L ^jLo,J, on fol. 137b.

28. s—oil ^Ij _^J i_j^ (or jLij ) jjLp uj.1. ^jUj jJ

(or s-.^jjl, perhaps 5—j^jI), on fol. 141b.

29. eLL. ^Ij (or ^jL. s^j') ^Lj-iJl .^1^ ojUC
j^^.»».l, on fol. 147b.

30. i:yj5JL-« ^^iU. ^JlX) (jLj j>, on fol. 151b.

31. (Purasara) _il_^ . »jj (Vyasa) (j-Lo ojLx.»,

on fol. 157b.

32 and 33 are wanting.

34. 1^1 J
jLT jjj^^,_^ JoLoj o-i;jt-. .i jjLi-,U

AJub ,jl.i»i^ on fol. 1 66b. _A.t the end of this story

the beginning of the twenty-sixth is repeated, filling

eight lines.

fol. 169b.

36. ,jl > aiji i^\. ^jLj .J, on fol. 172b.

37. (jXi^iC^ Uf.\j jjLj jj, on fol. 176b.

38. uljJ;J ^Ij (or XiM ^,:i».) XiS^fia- 5j».I_, uLo _^j,

on fol. 188b. ^
39. cj.-»l ^,81.;.) I4JJJI (JXj _^ J.J «JlXa>jLj (^LjjLi-iIa

(jj^l
J tj?).!!J-> cy.j'-ji-. .J -.be, on fol. 203b.

40. JaLc uyJ-pL,._J J,JLi. r)-«-*;-> eJLiLa. cjijLJC*,

on fol. 208b.

No date.

No. 1679, ff. 222, II. 19; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; illus-

trations on ff. 5", Io^ 16*, 17*, 22'', 32', 36', sg"", 41*, 45' and '',

52^ 58*, 66'',69^ 73i>, 78', 84', 88", 89', 920, 9S», 98", 103*,

106*, 112'', 114'', I23^ l25^ I37', 129'', i36\ I43^ 145*, 152',

'."ifi*. 173') 177"*. 185'', 190", 191", 206", and 220''; size, iij in.

by 6f in.

1995

Gulz4r-i-Hal
(
JU JijiS).

A Persian translation of the Sanskrit drama Prabodha

Candrodaya (eliU ijiXs^
'^J\H, ' explained in Persian,

on fol. 3», 11. 9 and lo, by o.j,jc-«^*S C;il>, ' the rise

of the moon of knowledge'), which was composed by
Kishandas Bhat (see fol. 3b, 11. 2 and 7, i.e. Krishnadusa

4 B 2
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,U u4r'- cSJ^-^) liut from Swami

Misra), compare the edition of the original, by Brock-
haus, 2 parts, Leipzig, 1 835-1845, the translations of

J. Taylor (English), London, 181 2 ; Goldstucker
(German), Konigsberg, 1832, and Hirzel (German),
Zurich, 1846; and A.Weber, Ueber die Magavyakti
des Krishnadasa Mifra, Berlin, 1879. This Persian

version was made by Banwali, with the takhallus Wali
(see fol. 3a, 11. I and 2) or Wall Kam (see the colophon),

who is identical with Banwali Das, a munshi of prince

D3,ra Shukuh and author of the ^Jj'-a-K (see Nos. 205

and 206 above, and comp. Eieu ii. p. 855*, No. Ill,

and iii. p. 916''), in a. h. 1073 (^^l. 3^ 1. 3 ab infra:

JLj c.. ... .

'
1 b »j^-y-j .h45o)=:A.D.i662,i663. Accord-

ing to the preface in the British Museum copy (Rieu iii.

p.
1043a, No. Ill), which appears to be much fuller than

that in the present copy, Banwali did not translate this

drama directly from Sanskrit (as is stated here distinctly

on fol. 3a,
11. 5 and 6 : ^^bj jl ^:^_ ^f

Nand Das' Bhak'ha version, with the assistance of
Bhawanidas.

Beginning (the preface opens with twenty-two
mathnawi-baits), on fol. i^

:

It is divided into six ^j*=^^ on ff. 3^ iga^ g^b^ ^^b^

55*, and 72^' respectively. Banwali seems also to be

the author of the X ^^ tjj.ii^ , noticed in A. Sprenger,
Catal., p. 589.

Dated the nth of Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. 1166 (called

here the fifth year of Ahmadshah's reign, whereas it was
in reality the sixth)

=

a. d. 1753, Oct. 9, at Banaras.

No. 1591, £f. 98, 11. 13 ; Shikasta; size, 8f in. by 5 in.

1996
Another copy of the same.

This copy of the Gulzar-i-Hal is not dated. Beginning
as in the preceding copy. The six ^^^^ are found here

on ff. 3a, 14a, 25a, 32b, 41a, and 53a respectively.

No. 1182, ff. 72, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9 in. by 5I in.

1997
Tarjuma-i-Barahi (|ca1^U &-.^ J).

The Persian translation of a great Sanskrit work on
astronomy, by Barahamir (^,-i.^jkl^b), i.e. Varahamihira,
son of Adityadasa, the renowned Indian astronomer,
no doubt the Brihatsamhita (as the full title is given

here, on fol. 9", 1. 7, as l
-

.ft
5^ : ,., ^Jt\}S), see Aufrecht,

Cat. of Sanskrit MSS. in the Bodleian Librai-y, p. 3 28 sq.;

A. Weber, Berlin Cat., pp. 238-254; and History of
Indian Literature, pp. 259-261 ; comp. also Alberuni's
India, edited by Sachau, London, 1887, preface, p. 20,
where it is stated that Alberuni translated this very
book into Arabic. Other works by the same Vara-
hainihiiu are the Brihajjataka, the Svalpajataka, etc.
This translation was made at the request of Sultan Fii-uz-

Bhah (reigned a.h. 752-79o=a. d. 1351-1388), by

o-*4;j/^ ^)y'

'Abd-al 'azSz Shams Baha-i-nuri ((jr,y 'I4J ?), the author

of the ^j^j^^ .j^lj, see fol. 2b, 11. 5 and 4 ab infra,

who seems therefore identical with the well-known
historian, Shams-i-Siraj 'Afif (whose

are noticed above in Nos. 212 and 213)!

This work begins, on fol. 2^ : jCi. «^1. y-L- .

Jl jl^j j^U-. ^y^^ ^y. {SijyJ^. The Sanskrit original,

which has been edited by Kern in the Bibl. Indica,

1864-1865, and translated into English by the same in

the Journal of the Eoy. As. Soc., vol. iv, 1870 sq., con-
tained, as stated on fol. 3", 1. 9, 104 babs, but of these the
translator left out eight, namely the forty-first, forty-

second, forty-sixth, forty-seventh, fifty-fourth, filty-

sixth, fifty-seventh, and fifty-eighth on account of
idolatrous matter contained in them (designated here

as^iS ). A full index of the remaining ninety-six babs
is given on ff. 3''-9a. In the beginning of the 104th
bab the copy breaks off.

No. 1262, ff. 313, 11. 19 ; large and peculiar Nasta'ilk ; size,

I If in. by 6| in.

1998
Lilawati (^j^).
The Persian tiunslation of Bhaskara Acarya's ( jClp

^_,L».l) famous Sanskrit work on arithmetic and geometry

(c>^Lm..-« j v^—-=» (^ j-^)' which the poet Faidi made at

the request of Akbar, a.h. 995

=

a. d. 1587(360 fol. 2'',

lin. penult., and fol. 2b
1. 1 1 sq.), beginning :

The Sanskrit text was published in Calcutta, 1832 and
1846 (Baptist Mission Press); the Persian text, ib. 1828.
English translations by John Taylor, Bombay, 1816,
and by E. H. Colebrooke, London, 181 7. On Bhas-
kara and his scientific works comp. E. Strachey, Early
History of Algebra, in the Asiatic Researches, xii.

PP- 159-185, and Observations on the Mathematical
Science of the Hindoos, with extracts from Persian
transliterations of the Leelawuttee and Beej Gunnit,
Calcutta, 1805; see also Colebrooke, Miscellaneous
Essays, vol. ii. pp. 419-450; H. Brockhaus, Ueber die
Algebra des Bhaskara, in Berichte der Kiin. Sachs. Ges.
der Wissenschaften, vol. iv. pp. 1-45, Leipzig, 1852;
and A. Weber, History of Indian Literature, pp. 261 and
262. Other copies of the Persian Lilawati are described .

in Rieu ii. pp. 449 and 450, and W. Peitsch, Berlin
Cat., p. 1031. The present copy, which contains many
valuable additions and explanations on the margin, is

dated at Shahjahanabad, the 8th of Muharram, a. h.

1015 (a. D. 1606, May 16).

No. 1411, ff. 83, 11. :s; large Nasta'llk; size, 11 in. by 6] in.

1999

Another copy of the same.

Beginning tiie same as in the preceding copy. It

.

is collated and occasionally annotated by a former owner,

'
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Sir Charles Wilklns, LL.D., F.R.S., who has added
a few remarks on the fly-leaf. Dated the 28th of

IJajab, A. H. 1191 (nineteenth year of Shah 'Alam's

reign)= A. D. 1777, Sept. 1.

No. 2872, ff. 42, 11. 11-17; written very unequally in a mixed
style of bad Nasta'lik and Shikasta; size, pin. by 5}^ in.

2000
The same.

This copy is dated the 20th of Sha'ban, A. h. 1193
(a. D. 1779, Sept. 2).

No. 740, ff. 72, 11. 12; large and distinct Nasta'Uk ; illu-

minated frontispiece; size, 15 j in. by 9 in,

2001
Bija Ganita (c*jJ^^).

The Persian translation of the Sanskrit treatise on
algebra and mensuration, styled Vijaganita, by the same
Bhaskara Acarya ; the author of the Persian version is

'Ati-allah Rashidi bin Ahmad Nadir, who made it A. h.

1044 (a. d. 1634, 1635), the eighth year of Sliahjahan's

reign, to whom it is dedicated, see the names of author
and translator and the date of composition on fol. i»,

1. 3 ab infra sq. It is divided into a mukaddimah and
five makalas.

Mukaddimah in six babs, viz. : 1. JL. c-jjt.. ,j

j^.i y on fol. lb; 2.jJL^ji, on fol. 2"; 3. c^i^.^ y
Jiji\, on fol. 2^; 4. j'xU 1^\ oJ;j>-.^.j, on fol. 4'>

;

5- Jj+** t5->J-c j^^r*^' ji, on fol. io»; 6. S*^ ji

Ji
Jjr* ; , on fol. 1

3''.

Makalah I, on fol. 19'': jjuxj Jj+s^ Jjljijy.

Makalah II, on fol. 28^ : ^j^-^ 1»-;^— vJ iJ

Makalah III, on fol. 35b
; ^y^ J^^W jCiT J^. j:>

Makalah IV, not marked.

Makalah V, on fol. 44a
: ^.U.^ *• » JjLo .j.

Beginning

:

^

Other copies of the same work are described in

Rieu ii. p. 450'', and J. Aumer, p. 136. For editions
and translations of the Vijaganita, see Zenker ii. p. 340;
the newest edition is that published in Benares, 1889;
older English translations, by Colebrooke, 181 7, and by
Strachey, 18 18. An English note on the inner side of
the binding at the back of the copy informs us, that
this MS. (which isnot dated) was presentedby Sir Edward
Strachey of Sutton Court, Somerset. The copy was
prepared for the late Mr. Edward Strachey, when
studying the algebra of the Hindus.

No. 3248, fif. 45, 11. 18-30; Naste'llk ; size, 154 in. by 9|in.

2002
Bahr-alhayat (iLil^.).

The Persian translation of the old Sanskrit work
Amrtakunda (j^e^^l) or cyUil ^_^, ' the cistern

of life,' containing the religious and philosophical

doctrines of the Brahmans, made by Muhammad of

Gwaliyar, at the request of his master Husain of

Gwaliyar bin Muhammad Sarini Husaini. Long before

his time an old Brahman of Kamrup, with the name of

Kauama, who at the time when Sult;an 'Ala-aldin in-

vaded Bengal had become a Muslim, had made an

Arabic translation of the same work in thirty babs.

This Persian paraphi-ase is divided into the following

ten babs

:

1. y.;JuB JLc ojpxj ,j, on fol. 7».

II. j-^i-» |»JLc tiyl—jL; ,j, on fol. 8".

ill. liy^i' t CUjljl n e«i-; PA ^ Jo IJl* Oi..» it.

on fol. 20''.'

IV. jjl CA,li»i
J

c>i,ju« J
iZj~J<.jj ji , on fol

^.'.

^'

on fol. 30"*.

VI. v:JiiUE-

i (••» ^yjo*- Sj^j,

^j^ JT, on fol. 35b.

VII. ^r J
^ToJuuj^.^yij^j,

(O^JjJ eyU^JlaJ, on fol. 431".

VIII. (^ eyUlc

IX. o^^ij
"^y^J,i , on fol. 6 5".

on fol. 68l>.

X. jLx.. ^ 'IXf^ cylolXa. ji, not marked in the text.

Beginning : u^^-A-j^ j^-a..»r*Lj t^L:J j (0^^-* •> » »•

Comp. Herbelot (Paris ed., 1697), p. 114. No date.

No. 432, ff. 82, 11, 12 ; large Nasta'ltk ; size, gj in. by 5I in.

2003
Tarjuma-i-Shastra (^,jL«,Li ttj^J).

A Persian translation of the Puranartha Prakasa

(,_^l5^ jj|UI,^,'or as it is styled here, u-^^ li^LiW,

see fol. 52'', 1. 7) or Puranartha Pi-akasa Shastra

{yi^Lij ij^^Jj-i, i^JJ>\jyi^, see fol. 4^ 1. 5), a Hindu

chronology and cosmogony by the Chief Pandit

Radhakanta Tarkavakyas (? ^j^\S^ >o,;Slajl., see

fol. 4", 1. 5 ; fol. 52^, last line; and fol. 54b, last line).

Both the Sanskrit original and the Persian version (the

latter by Zurawar Singh, sXl.» .jlij;) were made at

the request of the Governor-General of India, Warren

Hastings (^^. •.., a, J^jLa. ^j^\ and the latter styled

y-:u-,Li X . y^, see fol. 4", 1. 4 sq. ; fol. 52*, 1. 8 sq.

;

and fol. 53*, 1. 4 sq. The Sanskrit original was com-

pleted, according to fol. 52*>, lin. penult., in the year

1706 of the S'aka era (=a. d. 1784). Beginning:

-rJLX-.. ^Uyj jLizcl jx-e jl \j (paramesvara) ij.^ .? . «^
(^^-ijj (correctly L-a j as in Rieu's copy) L^^j uij,. <\\ iS

Jl 1/jUj>. jjwi jljj-fcj y^ _j
. It is divided into six

babs and a khatimah, viz.

:

Bab I, on fol. 4'' : »jU) .U-i iljju .j

.

Bab II, on fol. I !*>
: (brahma-nirupana) j^Jj/i M-V. r>
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Bab III, onfol. 12":

Bab IV, on fol. 15b
;

^^LmjL^ jA ci>'g.*fis

?!; ^)y j^-

Bab V, on fol. 17a
: 5^ ^ Ljj c*-i^ )i-

Bab VI, on fol. 37": i_ii_ i^U^^'j jjJ-

Khatimah, on fol. 52*.

All the Sanskrit words in the text are marked on

the margin in Devanagari characters. Dated the 7th

of the month Asarb (yL,l= June-July), in the year

1 194 of the Bangali era=A. d 1786; other copies of

this Persian version are noticed in Rieu i. p. 63 ; and

E.G.Browne, Cambridge Cut., p. 94. The Sanskrit text,

in Bangali characters, is preserved in Or. 11 24 of the

British Museum ; an English translation of the Persian

version, ib., in Add. 5657, if. 163-194.

No. H84, ff. 34, II. n ; Nasta'ltk ; size, 9 in. by 6| in.

2004
Another copy of the same.

Begimiing the same as in the preceding copy. No
date. The Sanskrit title, the name of author and
translator, and the pi'oper title of the translation itself

appear here on ff. 4", 1. 8 sq.
;

4b, 11. 5 and 6 ; and
66'', 11. 4-7. The six babs are found here on ff. 5",

l'^, 14'', 18'', 20*', and 44*' respectively ; the khatimah
on fol. 65". The date of the composition of the

Sanskrit original, viz. 1706 of the S^aka era, is found

on fol. 66a.

Ko. 458, fF. 69, II. 9 ; large Nastallk; size, 9I in. by 5J in.

2005
A little tract, likewise translated for the Governor-

General, Warren Hastings, 1783 (see ff. i'' and 15^),
from Sanskrit sources by 'All Ibrahimkhan, dealing with
the Hindu trials by ordeal. On the binding it is styled

(.—J is^ "^'* "^^Z^' ^^'^ ^^ translator remarks at

the end : loiJ —15 v^iU loAl ^4*^ uyJC-JU- loil ^Ijj

Beginning :^,.s-,Ll (Dharma) ^^^ j:> si *Jj ,j^
-Li

^
(Mitakshara) L^^Ll..jXjj . (sic !) voJ i_<Jo

(^ jiiU. i\y>.j.^ e*—.1 ^^ J; <ia ) 5J. La,: .il::.

(_aJJ »i X)\ . ! > ijT t,j»yj ijUj^ LiiXj. ^^li. ^^y>\

^Ji^^ Jjl e*-.l jtJ^ 5J
1^

|»Ij j e*—! ^ j^xj

,_ji5l \jS{ iS i^T —J
J.JJ

s^^VL^y,^ iy l^T ji

Ll^i^ is)jjl lyjT %S vT J,—J IJII ju-Ljp^Ll^S^

This tract has been translated into English in the
Asiatic Researches, vol. i, Calcutta, 1788, pp. 389-404,
and entitled :

' On the trial by ordeal among the Hindus,
by 'All Ibrahimkhan, chief magistrate at Benares, com-
municated by Warren Hastings, Esq.'

No. 518, ff. 18, II. 8; large and clear Nasta'Iik ; size, 8 in.

by 5 J-
in.

2006
Amwaj-i-khubi (^j^ rl^^')'

A Persian paraphrase of and commentary on the

Hindi work on Muhammadan theology and science,

styled i^ijJ <^v>- (the beautiful wave), and written

originally in Hindi verses from sayings and traditions

of Shaikh Kamal Muhammad, a. h. 984 (see fol. 7",

11. i3-i5)=A. D. 1576, 1577; the commentary was

composed a.h. 999 (a.d. 1590, 1591). It begins with a

\^y»- uL»-« t 8 ; :..rt ; ^jjt [nS^jJ Vj.^ i_>UJ c:» " •

j i
'' -

The Hindi work itself with the paraphrase and

commentary commences on fol. 8", first line : v_)Lo jLcl

].«.-. ,0 U L»j -y-i &-«-ayJ U l^jJ '^J^

_j,Lii.«.Jl ^iLllI j_Jlc »jj

This copy is dated the 28th of Rabi'-althani, a. h.

1078 (a.d. 1667, Oct. 17), by Hasan Aka.

No. 460, ff. 179, U. 17; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2007
Another copy of the same.

This copy is much older than the preceding one,

being dated A.h. 1016, tlie 2nd of Safar (a.d. 1607,

May 29), but it is less satisfactory and somewhat con-

fused in its arrangement. It begins with the same

c>—.w^i, but the wording is after the first line identical

with the beginning of the Hindi work itself (on fol. 8"

there), viz. : ooLk». Xjo LUl
'
J^ ^ 7 ...l <.i<-cl;J »A . ^I'i

L) isJijfj '^y^ vLii jUI k_iLii irij^ ij^jXe J . : «

>

Jl i^.y>- rr^y^ c*»-L»—^* »j L»j —^ i.^^j3.

The work itself commences here on fol. 130* ; but

the Hindi verses do not form part of the text, they are

added separately on the margin. Moreover, the dates

both of the original Hindi mathnawi and of the Persian

paraphrase and commentaiy differ from those in the

preceding copy; they are a.h. 986 (a.d. 1578, 1579)
and 1000 (a.d. 1591, 1592) resjjectively.

No. 1055, ff. I26''-2I2, II. 22-33; Nasta'Iik; size, 9j in.

by 4I in.

Appendix : Treatises on Indian Music and other

Arts of the Hindtis.

2008

Ghunyat-almunyat (

The richness of desire, a treatise on Indian music,

compiled by an anonymous author in the reign of Sultan

Abu-almuzaffar Firuzshah (that is Firuz-aldin Tughluk,

who reigned a.h. 752-790=a. d. 1351-1388), a.h.

776 (a.d. 1374, 1375), at the request of his learned

patron, the governor of Gujarat, Amir Shams-aldaulah

wa-aldin Ibrahim Hasan Aburaja (L>.J»j1), who a short

time before had induced him to translate from Arabic
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into Persian the ^,U-ill oJ^,jt^ ^ u^]P' >H/ "^^ °"

Persian music. This treatise, based ou Indian sources,

is divided into two kisms, four babs, and eighteen fasls.

Kism I, in two babs: 1. jj^ o^i^jt* jj, on fol. 4'',

in four fasls. 2.j^j^ c^i^^ji-. j^,ou fol. 42l>, in two

fasls.

Kism II, in two babs : 1. ,joi, ^jL^ ^j, on fol. 54^,

in four fasls. 2. Lr>l«*' j jj^ u"J^ v'-^' j ^'^ j^

eight fasls.

Some illustrations on ff. 44-51. No date. The first

leaf of this copy is missing ; it begins abruptly in the

preface thus : jjL»| j x^ ^jlj_^-i^l ^^-iJ oja t?ljlj

. , ~-JH ji.*.)l:o upM' ,jvX*I S • ' »j»-
J

c>-i.A-« jAJiX-il

No. 1863, ff. 92, 11. 13 ; Naskhi ; size, 9J in. by 5J in.

2009
Tarjunia-i-Parijataka (i»JjUk,b t-^j^).

The Persian translation of a Sanskrit work on Indian

music, styled Parijataka (belonging to the Parijataor tree

of paradise), by Jj^l, made from the original by Mirza

Keshan Damir, and beginning : 0)^_yl j iy^ y\ jj^
)S o—j)Uj (read ixo jV^jS) jJjL-^U x»j». s-^^ ^j^

Eushan Damir, with the takhallus Damir, was a

great musician who lived in the time of 'Alamgir, see

fol. 2* 11. 10 and II, and comp. Makhzau-alghara'ib,

No. 1434 (col. 347 in the Bodleian Cat.). This copy,

which is not dated, came into the possession of

Mr. Bichard Johnson, A. h. 1194 (a. d. 1780).

No. 808, ff. 189, 11. 12; Nastiv'llk; large water-spots; size,

8| in. by 5J In.

2010
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy, with the emen-

dation of »x^jL- .li^as noted there. As date appears

the 29th of Jumada-althani only. The names of the

author and translator (the former, as it appeal's, in the

form of Jj^»l) are found on fol. i^, 1. 9, and fol. 2^, 1. 5

respectively ; the latter also appears in the colophon,

where the fuller title of the work (see the same in the

colophon of the preceding copy) is given as \^{jS i—^jS

(>]l5U>.,U.

No. 644, ff. 184, U. 15 ; large Nasta'Uk; size, 9I in. by 5J in.

2011

Tuhfat-alhind (aj^JI Ul^).

A rather rare work on the fine arts and sciences of

the Hindus, composed by Mirza Muhammad ibn Fakhr-

aldin Muhammad, in the reign of 'Alamgir, at the request

of Kukultashkhan for the emperor's son, prince Mu-
hammad Mu'izz-aldin Jaliandarshah, see fol. l'', 11. 2

and 6, and fol. 2*, 1. 3 ab iufia, in a mukaddimah, seven

babs, and a khatimah ; comp. llieu i. p. 62 ; Bodleian

Cat., No. 1763; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., i)p. 83 and

1019-1020; Cat. of King's College, Cambridge, No. 2
1
7

.

Beginning : LII ijlJUl> ^^^^LxJI v; ^ •^•*^

br^ li-r*. ijbju* jjb JJi/c
Mukaddimah, on fol. 2*' : The Hindu system of

writing (JLc j iJjuJla tli-*^ '—'V* ^^ " * U^- j^

i^LSfjt J
enljyi.* j\ Ify-^ ^—'3/^ Jlx^l ^'i

J
ki.

Bab I, on fol. 35" : Prosody of the Hindus (.Ic ji

y, J.«.a-iL.. AJLA Jji\ ^J,^jS. jJLc |_5Uo (Piiigala) JlXij

Bab II, on fol. 92^5 : Ehyme-systera of the Hindus

(J^x^ j^ >1 'j,\y |.U ^^:L^.(Tuk)X' ^y
Bab III, on fol. loi": Hindu tropes and figures of

speech djlo j «jJo As- ^. ».; (Alankara)jl3CUl J^

y

Bab IV, on fol. w^: Hindu love and lovers {^ j^

^JLo J ^y.":. r .»
J ^J^^ (_s^

(S'ringararasa) i_,jylxl-.

Bab V, on fol. 122^: Hindu music (c. ..C;..'; JLc ^j

J.
" .?* 5^ J

XiA Juki ^/--^ (J-c t/J^ (Sangita)

Bab VI, on fol. \f>^: Sexual intercourse (*ic ^.>

ixj (Kok)'d^

u4i '-^ U'i/^
uyy-lU-. j).

Bab VTI, on fol. iSi* : Physiognomy (|JLc ,j

-J» i:i>L«iLc 5.y sJL*^ iJi-c i_s--»-i
(Samudrika) isbjA.«lI<

This bab is incomplete at the end in consequence of

a lacuna after fol. 189, which comprises the conclusion

of bab VII and the beginning of the khdtimah ou Hindft

terminology
(
J_»l oLjLlS j 10

L

a.'

"

" •* j cyLil y':> y
XIa). This khatimah is arranged alphabetically, so

that the first letter forms the bdb and the last the fasl;

it begins abruptly on fol. 190" with the fasl J of the

bdb\.

Dated the 7th of Eajab, a.h. i 194 (a.d. 1780, July 9).

No. 1269, ff. 278, 11. 17; Nasta'lik, by different hands;
illuuiiaated frontispiece ; size, i ij in. by 6; in.

2012

Another copy of the Jifih bab of the Tuhfat-alhind

(jlJi^JI ijL^ JcH vU)-

The Jtfth chapter of the same work, dealing with

Indian music and beginning : Ca-Xjl-< J^jJ (»-?*^ v^
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No date. This Jlfih chapter of the Tuhfat-alhind
forms the basis of Sir W. Jones' remarks on Indian
Music in the Asiatic Researches, vol. iii. p. 325 sq.

The author is called by him (just as by D. Forbes in

his Cat., p. 10, No. 30) Mirzakhan instead of Mirza
Muhammad ; in the first Berlin copy (No. 34 of

W. Pertsch's Cat.) the name appears as Mirza Jan.

No. 1861, ff. 126, U. II ; Nasta'llk, by two different hands,
the second of which begins on fol. 38" ; size, 9f in. by 5^ in.

2013
Fragments of the Tuhfat-alhind.

This copy consists of two portions, written by different

hands, viz.

:

1. Ff. ib-45'>, containing preface and mukaddimdh

;

the latter begins on fol. 3^^. Beginning of the preface

as in No. 201 1 above.

2. Ff. 46»-98a, the first part of the khdtimah, going
down to the end of the bab i_< . Beginning : ..> s_»jLi.

i2xij>, ei>lxJ u Cj ... tU J^U-> 'x:-a> Jjil CJjJ Jlc

The abrupt beginning of No. 201 1, viz. fasl J of bab I

,

is found here on fol. 58*^.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 3407, ff. 98, 11. 16 in the first, lU 13 in the second portion
;

Nasta'llk, by two different hands ; worm-eaten ; size, 8| in.

by 5 1 in.

2014
Fragmentary remarks on Indian Rags and Eaginis,

based on the fifth chapter of the Tuhfat-alhind ; it

comprises the larger part of the third fasl, and the
whole fourth, fifth, and sixth fads, opening with the

second j-jjii of the third fasl on fol. i^, 1. 1 : (^L^itJ ,j

^J^y^ t,*—.*^ sJlXliJi in six cjj. The fourth fasl

begins on fol. 9>> : o*-. i\^ ,..^,...^. y^ ^j^^ J ^^
(Kulnah mutt, according to the English transliteration

on the margin) ; the fifth fasl on fol. i \^; the sixth on

fol. 14a: o^ ^jj^, ,_.--.«>. . . . ^j ^ (sft, uLo jj
(Bhert mutt, on the margin).

No. 1907, ff. 17, U. II ; clear Nasta'llk ; size, lo| in. by 6 in.

2015

Raghai-hindt ((^xij* (^L^iT).

A collection of 1000 Dhurpads (x.iyt:> , see Garcin de
Tassy, Histoire de la litt6r. hindouie, etc. ii. preface,

p. viii), i.e. songs in Hind! or Braj by the famous
Bakshawa, who was born in Gwaliyar, became attached
to the court of Rajah Man Singh (who died about a.h.
924=A.D. 1518), went after the capture of that town
by Sikandar Ludi (reigned a.h. 894-923=a. d. 1489-
1517) to Kalinjar, where he joined the Zamindar of
that place, and was afterwards called by Bahadur Shah

(a.h. 932-943 = A. D. 1526-1537) to Gujarat, where
he remained. On account of the superiority of his

compositions to those of all other musicians, the
emperor Shahjahan (a.h. 1037-1068 = a. d. 1628-
1658) ordered all the genuine Dhurpads of this great
master to be collected, and out of all thus brought
together, 1000 were again selected as the most authentic
and original ones ; therefore this collection was styled

u^j (_r-»— . or |^^ ...4.«, or even
,_^^

^ .. : ^ ..i (Sahas ras,

Sahasra ras, or Sahansar ras, a thousand sentiments)
;

XijJti j\ut (a thousand Dhurpads); and also sometimes

^L,.5lj (a chaplet of musical modes), see here on fol. i",

and Ibl. 6", 11. 10 and 1 1 in the following copy ; it was
arranged in four Rags and forty-six Raginis, and
introduced by a Persian preface, which begins thus, on
fol. il": eyljJb J-w« V jLjJ yjLs^ L^Sjut (j-«-o-i fjy-

Compare for a fuller description of this work. No.
1846 in the Bodleian Cat. The present copy is dated
the 29th of Ramadan, a.h. 1066 (the thirtieth year of

Shahjahan's reign) = a. D. 16.56, July 21, by 'Abd-
alrahman at Ahmadabad. It was written for Mirza
Abu-alkasim, and came ultimately into the possession

of Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 1808, ff. 197, U. 10 ; large and distinct Nasta'llk ; illu-

minated frontispiece; size, ii| in. by fiin.

2016
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. No date ; the

transcriber was, according to a note on the fly-leaves,

Mirza Muhammad 'Ali.

No. 1116, ff. 1 31 , 11. 1 2 ; but there are left blank (for drawings
to be filled in) ff. 7", 10'', 11'', 13'', iS", 20', 23'', 26*, 29'', 31",

33^ .H*". 37^ 39% 4o^ 42^ 44^ 46", 47^ 5'^ 53". 54'. .ss', 58^
62», 64", 66*, (,&; 69^ 71", 74^ 75', 79«, 8o^ 82", 84", se"-, 92",

97'i99S loi", io2», 103'', las'", ii6», 119'', I2o^ 122^ 128', 129',

a portion of 130*, 130', and 131 ; large and very distinct Nasta'llk,

written on ground of different colours. The name uL4.s*Lii
throughout in gold ; splendid frontispiece ; the first two pages
luxuriously illuminated ; size, 13;^ iu. by 8f in.

2017
Rag darpan ((v^JjJ ^\))-

The mirror of the Rags or musical modes and

melodies of the Hindus, with its full title > ».ayi tlLu.

ryi)^ la ji 154^5-?, I ^ Persian translation of an old

Sanskrit book on Indian music, by Fakir-allah, comp.

Garcin de Tassy, Histoire de la litter, hindouie, etc.,

sec. ed., i. p. 15 ; iii. p. 412, etc. ; and Sir W. Ouseley,

Anecdotes of Indian Music, in ' Oriental Collections,'

i. p. 75. The original Sanskrit work, which is styled

here Jj»jji5CjL« (Ouseley calls it ' Muncuttuhul '), was

made at the request of Rajah Man Singh (see the pre-

ceding work in No. 2015), the ruler of Gwaliyar, and
a.h. 1073 (a. d. 1662, 1663) struck the eyes of Fakir-

allah, who resolved upon translating it into his native

Persian tongue. He undertook this work, but cannot

have completed it before a.h. 1076 (a. d, 1665, 1666),
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see this date in the tenth or last chapter of the work,

which contains a list of fifty celebrated contemporarieF,

musicians, players, singers, etc., on fol. 45a, 1. 10,

I .vi Li— ii'jU. Li; also on fol. 45^, 1. 9 ; fol. 48", 1. i;

and in the Khatimah, where the author says, that this

treatise was finished 1 v . 1 Li-, j , which is clearly

a mistake for 1 .vi. There must be read likewise

instead of the wrong i.at and i.af on fol. 45", 1. 1;

fol. 48", last line; and fol. 48'', 1. 4 1 .vi. The same
year 1076 appears on fol. ^i^, 1. 8, where it is called

tlie eighth year of 'Alamgir's reign, and on fol. 53'',

last line, and fol. 54", 1. i : 1 .vi t:.., iS ^jli-^
cHj'^'

The work is divided into the following ten chapters

(sjb), a short index of which is given on fol. 2*, 1. 5 sq.

:

jb , on fol. 2^.

L4JI, ^^ji-Jb v_ib .J ^jj v_>b, on fol. 4".

I JoLj (-.8.;^), on fol. 15*

jJxiJ j_^, on fol. i6^.

on fol. 25^

>Xi-H3 S.JJ-S.C ^j" — ib

fol. 34a.

on fol. 39*.

L« i;;b^ 1.5 »J LaJojLu J LaJi-ljjj i_)b ,j ^j i_>l

s: -
..m » J

JJJjJ, on fol. 41''.

Beginning: 1^ uj,Lfjj^T^ t^'

UjV

3b,.

jb, on fol. 32'>.

,j ,viij» s->b> on

b, on fol. 36'".

iS j:
tr-

Dated the last of Jumada-althanl, a. H. 11 96 (a. d.

1782, June 11).

Another copy of this interesting work is fully

described in No. 1847 of the Bodleian Cat.

No. 1937, ff. 55, U. II; large and distinct Naata'lik ; size,

9jin. bysfin.

2018

Risala-i-Ragmala {"Sljij DL-,).

Another tract on the Rags and Raginis of India,

by ,_^b ^jM^ , compiled in the month Muharram, A. h.

1188 (Bangali era, 1181) = a. d. 1774, March-April,

and beginning: j ii,Uij (^La^^^'T, ^ i^ ^JUJ _,j

Jl XiA Jj»l viyUU...

Dated the 25th of Rabi'-althani, a. h. 1193 (Bangali
era, ii86) = A. d. 1779, May 12.

IKD. OFF.

On the fly-leaf at the end, another short fragment

dealing with the same subject.

No. 1739, ff. 14, 11. 16-17 ; Shikaeta; size, 8|in. by jjin.

2019

A small collection of Indian Rags and Ragints in

the llekhta, Biaj, and Panjabi idioms, with one or two

in Persian ; it begins with a song in Braj i«^. .j

(j.j; ^1. At the end, on fol. 31, a special little tract,

styled ^^ J^\j ji Jy.
No. 1906, ff. 31, 11. II (on fol. 31,11. 17); Nasta'llk; size,

I02in. by 6J in.

2020
Another collection of Indian Rags and RSginls,

chiefly in Rekhta, incomplete both at the beginning

and end. According to the Arabic paging, there are

wanting in the beginning twenty-five leaves. It is

styled on the fly-leaf ijssa lsW^ > •

No. 3377, olim 14. J. 15, ff. 72, 11. 10; written for the greater
part in diagonal lines ; Shlkasta ; size, 8| iu. by 6 in.

2021
Kanz-almflsiki (^i-, Jil li5 ).

The repertory of music, a collection of Rags and
Raginis and their respective Dohras (couplets or dis-

tichs) in Hindi, mixed with some Persian verses and
preceded by a Persian introduction, on fol. z^, beginning:

It is dedicated to Mu'azzazkhan ; no date or author's

name. The preface is styled > I > ,.b.". la.Lj_>.>

JLi.. Ff. il" and 2* form a part of the text. Ff.
4b-5b contain an index of the Dohras, ff. 6^-8* an
index of the Rags and Raginis. The text itself begins
on fol. 9^. Many intervening leaves are left blank,

some are filled in some parts only, an evident proof
that this copy is a mere brouillon or first sketch of

a more complete and exhaustive work. It is worm-
eaten throughout. Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2365, ff. 130, 11. 13 ; written by different hands in
Na«ta'l!k and Shikaata ; size, 7I in. by 4I in.

2022
Shams-alaswat (eyL-oill ^j- , *•)

A treatise on Indian music, compiled according to

the chronogram on fol. 7'', 1. 10, and fol. 8», 1. i (t^U.

it i'i
), A. H. 1109 (a. D. 1697, 1698), in the reign of

'Alamgir. It is divided into the following six babs :

AiJjj (^Lukj), on fol. 10% in fourteen fasls.

x^_}J (i. e. (^LajI isjt,), on fol. 20», in two fasls.

3-y y- tjJ

4 c
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x^j/'tiLjkil ^^jSji^ \jS\ tS JT t,l^>^ J i:^, on fol.

25'', in seven fasls.

4. (Here wrongly styled the ninth fasl) J«,.ai i ^/^ j^

jL^jj(t^L-»jl , on fol. 30*.

5. (Here simply styled j-aj) bL:->iJ j^^-fj]^ r/^ ^'"^

6. (Here called the tenth fasl) Jljj.1 j
jL. eyVni^^j

juJL^J^tsLjijl jb LjT u JT, on fol. 32b.

Beginning : ^^.^^^ x.-* jl o . T,Wg 1*^ Jj' J>^

Dated the 4th of Sha'ban, A. h. 1196 (a. d. 1782,

July 15).

No. 1746, ff. 33, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8 in. by 4iiu.

2023

Usul-alnaghamat (i:i>L»jt.Ill Jj-ol).

A compendium of Indian music, written at the

request of Mr. Richard Johnson (see fol. 6°, 1. 5) by an

anonymous author. According to the index on fol. 7"

this book was to comprise five Jj-ol , viz.: \.j^ ^JLJ ,j

(i.e. Lh»j1 cslj^^jrj) Luioli. 4. U^jI .U ^^Uj jJ.

5. Luiil jLi ijL^. ,j, but only the first J-ol is found

here complete, in sixteen fasls, beginning on fol. 7",

last line ; all the rest is wanting.

Beginning : ijUij, » : _. ..» i^jji*-- w ls*^j^ j-^^' •*-*?

No date.

No. 2083, ff. 35, 11. 8 ; Nasta'Uk, large and distinct on ff. 1-6

only, very careless and often resembling Shikasta on ff. 7-35

;

size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2024
Mufarrih-alkulub (i_jyliUI »-Jij>).

A work on the music of jSlysore and its diiferent

tunes and melodies, commenced under the direction of

Tipu Sultan (a. h. 1197-1213 = a. d. 1783-1799) in

the first year of his reign, A. h. 1197 (comp. fol. 4",

1. I ; fol. 4'', lin. penult., and fol. 7''), by Hasan 'Alt of

the Dakhan, with the takhallus 'Izzat, and completed,

according to the chronogram at the end, A. H. 1199
(a. D. 1785); comp. also Garcin de Tassy, Histoire de

la litterat. hindouie, etc., i. p. 188. It is interspersed

with specimens of Persian and Rekhta poetry and

begins

:

^.>Lujl4.&. i_jl-xil
U.5-? 5J jjoLa

The title i^jjlill »-J^ appears on fol. lo^, 1. 7.

Index on fol. ig.

The work is divided into the following mukaddimah,
six babs, and a khatiraah, viz.

:

Jl^^ (jU-o J -il^j , on fol. 1 6".

k*A^Ui

(the iiMte melody) ^Ja^\ 1

UL.C

fol. 1 8a.

5.
)
(the yellow melody) jjj>l

uW>. jJ Jjl M^
UJ,-»1

J'

cjW.j'i |.j.> s->^

j'' ^y^.-, ^b
Jl ^ wLvs^J t^Li-l^l J ijl jjji-JL.u, on fol. 411".

^ (the red tnelody) * -

Jl L^J^-i J L4J5..0I, on fol. 64*.

the jasper or emerald) Xsy^

Jl Lj-Jr^ ) Lj-U-fll
J

(melody, on fol. 91''.

144^ J
(the rose melody) ^.^ L»jiJ ,jL.j ,j »sr^} i_jL>

Jl sJUwt-ii (^L»)^
J,

on fol. 120*.

ClW'.J'^ p^^

Jj-c J-i uW^. jJ 'li

the marvel of Peru) (c-l-^ s-^-iJ ,jWj ,j f.-.i-i- sjb

Jl L^Jj-ifll
J

(or 'abbasi, melody, on fol. 42l>.

Jl 5JLJli_i uij j' r;^' on fol. 171''.'

At the end there ai"e three additional ghazals, two
of which contain the chronogram (mentioned above) for

the completion of the work. No date.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2809, ff. 185, 11.9; Nastalik, occasion.ally mixed with
Sliikasta (ff. 36-40, 60-63, 87-90, 115-118, i3S-i4i,and 167-170
are by another hand entirely in Shikasta) ; size, 7 J in. by 5I in.

2025
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 141"; Bab I, on fol. 17" ; II, on
fol. 42a; III, on fol. 67"; IV, on fol. 96"; V, on
fol. 124^; VI, on fol. 149b; Khatimah, on fol. 179^.

The work ends on fol. 194''. Ff 195-197 and the fly-

leaf in the beginning are filled, partly by the same,

partly by another hand, with additional Eekhta poetry.

No date.

No. 1235, ff. 197, U. 9; careless Nasta'Uk; ff. 35-38, 61-63,

90-92, and 143-145 supplied by another band ; size, 8^ in.

by 5| in.

2026
The same.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 13b; Bab I, on fol. 16"; II, on
fol. 42a; HI, on fol. 67''; IV, on fol. 96*; V, on
fol. 126b; VI, on fol. isil); Khatimah, on fol. 182a.

No date.

No. 2189, ff. 198, 11. 9-10 ; Shikasta ; ff. 35-38, 61-63, 87-89,
118-120, 145-147, 175-177, and 196 supplied by another hand

;

size, 7j in. by 5|in.

2027
The same.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 16''; Bab I, on fol. 19a
; II, on

fol. 42'b; III, on fol. 69a; IV, on fol. 98b; V, on fol.

129a
; VI, on fol. 155a; Khatimah, on fol. i86b.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2273, ff. 201,11.9; Sh-kasta; ff. 38-41, 62-65, 90-9^
120-122, 148-150, and 180-182 supplied by another hand,
11. 9-17 ; size, 8|in. by 5 J in.
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2028
The same.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 14''; Bab I, on fol. 17"; II, on

fol. 43" ; III, on fol. 69* ; IV, on fol. 99b
; V, on fol.

130''; VI, on fol. 155"; Khatimah, on fol. 187".

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2278, ff. 202, 11. 9; Shikaeta; ff. 35-38, 62-65, 90-93.
122-124, '49-'.'5'> ^xd 180-182 supplied by another h.anil, 11. 7-

15 ; size, 8 iu. by 5^ in.

2029

A sliorter redaction of the same.

The same Mufarrih-alkulub, but in an abridged form.

Beginning as in the larger redaction.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 13*; Bab I, on fol. 16''; II, on

fol. ao"*, first line; III, on fol. 23"; IV, on fol. 27*;

V, on fol. 31"; VI, on fol. 34"; Khatimah, on fol. 37b

No date.

No. 2203, ff. 49, 11. 9 ; very careless Nasta'Uk, sometimes
quite like Shikasta ; size, 7J in. by 6| in.

2030
Two other copies of the same shorter redaction.

This MS. contains tlie shorter redaction of the Mu-
farrih-alkulub twice, exactly in the same form.

TheJirst copy goes from fol. i^" to fol. 49^, the second

from fol. 50^ to fol. 99''.

First copy: Mukaddimah, on fol. 13''; Bab I, on

fol. 16^; II, on fol. 20'»; III, on fol. 23!'; IV, on

fol. 2"]^ ; V, on fol. 31^; VI, on fol. 34'^; Khatimah,
on fol. 38a.

Second copy : Mukaddimah, on fol. 63" ; Bab I, on
fol. 65i>; II, on fol'. 69^; III, on fol. 73"; IV, on

fol. 77a; V, on fol. 8ia; VI, on fol. 84a; Khatimah,

on fol. 8^\
No date.

No. 2190, ff. 99,11. 9; Shikasta; size, 'ilia, by sjin.

2031
The same.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 15^ ; Bab I, on fol. 17'' ; II, on

fol. 2i'a; III, on fol. 25"; IV, on fol. 28* ; V, on fol.

31''. Thesixtli bab and the Khatimah are not marked.

No date. The copyist was Sayyid 'Ali Rida. At
the end Tipu Sultan's own signature.

No. 1688, ff. 38, U. I J ; Shikasta ; size, 7^ in. by 4J in.

2032

A collection of odes in Rekhta, composed for TipA
Sultan's band, and apparently taken from the Mufarrih-

alkulub. It consists, like the original work, of six

sections, dealing with the same six melodies, the wiiite,

yellow, etc., which have been noticed in No. 2024 above,

ihe JlrSt, on fol. i^; the second, on fol. 8»
; the third,

on fol. i5l>; the fowrth, on fol. 251*; the fifth, on
fol. 35^; the sixth, on fol. 42''. Each section consists

of sixteen Rekhta ghazals, and one introductory Persian

one, which explains the melody used.

J »t?
jliHeading of the first section :

Beginning of the introductory Persian ghazal : t

This copy belonged formerly to Sir J. Kennaway.

No. 8395, olim 19. ,T. 10; ff. 52, j coU., each U. n-
Shikasta; size, 8|in. by 5|in>

2033
Tracts oif Indian music.

1. Ilham-altarab (i_j,.Vt !1 ^L^JI), the inspiration of

hilarity, on fol. i'', a general compendium of music,

beginning: cslx^ ,_^j Jj^ {j^^ f)j^^ i-jj/i tf]jj ^-o,

Ul \jj\j^ jSyS iS J ;. -> ^ «.:.J lj\jJ Jl>5.

2. Manfa'at-altalibin (^...lUoJI o,«i:^), the profit of

students, on fol. 33'', in four babs, viz. : (a) i^l. ,AA J

U^^-=-^ LT-^ J iT" J' °" ^°^- 34"^ (&) i/l, uW> ji

^^,-^_yJ\^^ J. : ..

;j
^ •c' si 'l^^r^j J , ou fol. 34" ;

(c) l^^j
J i^\j ^}-!:^cJo ji, on fol. 34I'

; {d) J^_ ji

L4-w_rr
J ^\j LiLiJkl , on fol. 36''. This treatise was

copied in a village near Shahjahauabad, from a MS. in

the library of Miyan Muhammad Zahid Hakim.

3. Some Rags and Raginis in Hindi verses, on fol. 39*.

The first is (jjjL* ^J^ji. f^ v^\j-

4. A list of names of Rags and Raginis in Persian

verses, and another incomplete one in prose, on fol. 41*.

Fol. I is greatly damaged.

No. 1245, ff. 42, 11. 23-24; careless Nastallk, mixed with

Shikasta, the last leaves, ff. 39-42, written by another hand

;

size, 8^ in. by 5 J in.

IV. Ornate Prose, InshAs, Epistles and Collec-

tions OF Official Letters, Poetics, Rhetoric

AND Riddles.

2034

Juz'iyyat u Kulliyyat (eyLlIS j uuLIj^).

A detailed description in prose and verse of the

outer and inner human body as the noblest work of

God, and an explanation of all its single parts and
matters connected therewith, in their highest spiritual

aspect, by Diya-aldin Nakhshabi, the famous author of

the Tutinama (see Nos. 743-751 above), the Silk-i-

Suluk (see Nos. 1838 and 1839 above), and other

works, who died a.h. 751 (a.d. 1350, 1351). It bears

three titles, viz. uJCJ^ j eyl-oia., as given in the

heading, see fol. 5", 1. 12, and fol. 8'', 11. 7 and 8;

j^\ ^j^y,\j>, pee fol. 8'', 1. II ; and i^jAj J.^, from

its division into forty chapters. The author's name is

quoted several times, for instance, on fol. 5*, 1. 11;

fol. 8a, 1. 2; fol. io«, 1. 2 ; fol. 187a,
1. 6; and in the

colophon. The work is divided into forty (j^U, each

402
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giving the ^^L.* or excellent qualities of a special

part of the human body, viz. : 1. ij%-», hair, on fol. 9'';

2. j-«, head, on fol. 15b; 3. cUj, brain, on fol. 19^;

4- ^Ui-o, forehead, on fol. 23'*; 5. j^l, eyebrow, on

fol. 27a; 6. isLL, eyelid, on fol. 31*; 7. st.., eyelash,

on fol. 35"; 8. ..:.?>, eye, on fol. 37^; 9. eLil, tear,

on fol. 44** J 10. j_^(j, nose, on fol. 50''; 11. j.L-Jk,,

cheek, on fol. 54" ; 12. ^J.jS^e&r, on fol. 58b ; 13. (_iJ),

tress, on fol. 64^; 14. ki., down on the face, beard,

on fol. 68»; 15. ,_J, lip, on fol. 71^; 16. ,jLftj, mouth,

on fol. 74b; 17. ijljjo, teeth, on fol. 78^; 18. Jiij,

tongue, on fol. 84" ; 19. ^\, chin, on fol. 88» ; 20. t^j,,

face, on fol. 91^; 21. JU>., mole or artificial spot on

the face, on fol. 95a
; 22. ^JT throat, on fol. 98a

; 23.

uj^iTneck, on fol. 107*'; 24. 0^^, back, on fol. no'';

25. '', bones, on fol. 114''; 26. .jb , arm, on fol.

ii8»; 27. \^, vein, on fol. 122"; 28. ^jy-, blood.jon

fol. 129b; 29. vi/^j, hand, on fol. 134"; 30. .i--
* Cu

finger, on fol. 138*; 31. i^.i-U, nail, on fol. 142''; 32.

^j-.,, breast, on fol. 146'' ; 33. J.>, heart, on fol. 151";

34. —jy, soul, on fol. 158*; SS-^^Lj-j, side, on fol. 164^;

36. 3^, belly, on fol. 168^; 37. j^, waist or loins,

on fol. 173*; Z^. y\j, knee, on fol. 175^; 39. jL,,

leg, on fol. 179^; 40. i^U, foot, on fol. 183".

Beginning: v_>Ij,1 l/'Cj VL^ ^\ «La-».ljl si (^J^*j>.

ji 1--.U
J.

An index is found on ff. 8^-9^. Dated the 19th of

Shawwal in the forty-first year (of Akbar's reign ? that

would beA.H. ioo3= A.D. 1595, June 27); fol. 62 is

greatly injured. Another copy of this highly interesting

work, which must have been composed between A. h.

717 and 721 (a. D. 1317-1321), is noticed in Eieu ii.

p. 740 ; but the beginning is different there.

No. 905, ff. 188, 11. 15; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

9J in. by 4J in.

2035

Anls-arushshak (jlJLxJl u—^il).

The friend of the lovers, an explanation of all the

metaphors, used by Persian poets, in the description of

all the charms of female beauty, with numerous quota-
tions from older ghazal-writers, by Hasan bin Muham-
mad al-Sharaf or rather Sharaf-aldin, generally called

al-Rami (see fol. 4*, 11. 3 and 2 ab infra), who dedicated

this work to Shaikh Uwais of the Ilkani dynasty (who
reigned A. h. 757-776 = A. D. 1356-1375), see fol. 2",

last line. Consequently the date assigned hy H. Khalfa
i. p. 487, No. 1414, to the composition of this work,
viz. A. H. 826, is absolutely wrong, and so is the still

later date, a. h. 878, Ramadan, given by the same
H. Khalfa iii. p. 21, No. 4433, to another work of

Hasan al-Eami's, the juljJJ jpUo. (wrongly styled

sometimes jpU.il iJijijL>. or jpL«.il (jpIjlj* , a commentary

on Kashid-aldin Watwat's_y.s—'' jplj^a. , comp. Bodleian

Cat, No. 1340; Eieu, Supplement, p. 268^, No. V;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 85, No. i; Rosen, Persian

MSS., p. 282, No. 4; Kraift, p. 21, No. 68; see also

the Jtjljo )ijLi^,in E. G.Browne, CambridgeCat.,p.274,

No. III). Other copies of the jLLxJI ^j~-S\ are

described in Bodleian Cat., No. 1339 (where it is

styled |^^_;^i-iUt!l
^J>....

M) ; Eieu ii. p. 814, No. XI,

and Supplement, p. 268; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 85, 2; G. Fliigel i. p. 414; J. Aumer, p. 122,

No. 8 (in the latter two the wrong date of H. Khalfa

is repeated without any comment) ; E. G. Browne,

Cambridge Cat., p. 273, No. II; and Wiener Jahr-

bucher, vol. 83, Anzeigeblatt, p. 23. It has been

translated and annotated by CI. Huart, Anis-erochchSq,

Traite des termes figures relatifs & la beaute, pai-

Cheref-eddin Eflmi, in ' Bibliothfeque de I'^cole des

hautes etudes,' fasc. 25, Paris, 1875.

Beginning: .>«^] o.,5,l'». As..y» li K 15*^^ ^)

d
I xsJ, L> LiLjMJfc (in the Bodleian copy the

initial words are different).

This treatise is divided into the following nineteen

babs, with an arrangement very similar to that in the

.J , hair, on fol. 4*"

;

eyebrow, on fol. 9* ; 4. .~»- oj-o ,0 , eye, on fol. 1 1»
;

5. sl.« \::j.iuaji, eyelash, on fol. 12''; 6.
j_,

ij:>j-.<>jJ, face,

on fol. 14a; 7. Iii. oa..»jj, down, on fol. 16*; 8. ^j

Jli. oJLo, mole, on fol. 19*; 9. >_J c*i-» ji, lip, on

10. J\Xi.
CJ'.

.i, teeth, on fol. 23*; 11.fol. 2I«

ijLfca e*i.^ jO, mouth, on fol. 24b; 12. jjlj'-i'j e*-»-»jj,

chin, on fol. 26*; 13. ^^j^oa-ny , neck, on fol. 27*"

;

14. J ^r- ° ' .J, breast, on fol. 28*; 15. xcLo oj-ojJ,

fore-arm, on fol. 29" ; 16. o^-iXjl e^i-o ^j, finger, on

fol. 30a; 17. is o.A-»jj, figure, on fol. 31*; 18. ^j

jLy. oiJ-» , waist, on fol. 33» ; 19. jL- c:*i-» j^, leg

on fol. 34*.

Dated a.h. iooo (a. d. 1592); the copy belonged

formerly to Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2360, ff. 1-42, 11. 14; small, but clear NaBta'Uk; illu-

minated frontispiece; size, 7 in. by 410.

2036

Jawahir-alasrar ( lU—i" j^\y^)-

Gems of mysteries, a work on Muhammadan rhetoric

both in theological and poetical works, and the esoteric

meaning of traditions and sayings of holy and wise

men, composed by Ali (probably Abu Ali) Hamzah bin

'Ali bin Malik bin Hasan altusi, originally of Marw,

later of Asfara in, commonly styled Shaikh Adhuri or

Adhari (the author of the Mirat, see Nos. 709-711

above; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 402 and 403 ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 316; W. Pei-tsch, Berlin Cat., p. 161, etc.;

of a diwan, see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 3 1 5, and Bodleian

Cat., No. 884 ; and other works, who died a.h. 866=
A. D. 1461, 1462), A.H. 840 (a. D. 1436, 1437), after

his return from a journey to Arabia, see fol. 4^, last

line ; and fol. 5*, first line. It is an abridgement from
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tlie same author's larger work on the same topic, en-

titled .U«,il| _Lii_^, see fol. 4", 11. ii and 12, which he

composed on his return from Syria, a. h. 830 (a. d.

1427).

It begins, on fol. i** : i_jj |»-^»]PI cr*-=v^' ^'
i«-~^-

^1 1^
jjL-Jl^,-_^ Jlc L.Sj; Jic lsIb.lc v5 \., and

is divided into the following four babs

:

^Lxi ii\ |.iLS _jljj jl^l v::*J;ju4 ji Jjl c_jb (or

according to the index on fol. 6^ sq. : il>-»l

^jLi jl cLjUIn 5 < i_jj»j>., 'On the mysteries of the

detached letters in the Kuran'), on fol. io».

jLu
J,

' On the mysteries of traditions of the prophet,'

on fol. 1
7I', in nine "L^

.

41)1 .-.U< (i f.
1 '^ "*i" uI^^ <j.' " * (•-'^ jj/^' j'^ pj-^-

^.;j«.»jj.l, 'On the mysteries of sayings of the Shaikhs,' in

prose and verse, on fol. 56'', in two fasls ( JLi ..> J.l J..a.»

-bi .J |.jj J-aj, the first in twelve ^^-i, the second in

thirty-five ZJ).

\jjLii SS JlXi.1 jjLj .j 1^14.0. i_>lj ,
' On the figures

of poetical speech,' on fol. 193'', in ten fasls (,j J.l J-ai

JujLaJ (jLo )J (.jJ J-aJ M i " * XiLai JLx^l ijWj.

JLSCil (jLj jj i**^^
j-=j i^jA^ '^^j^ Jl^l uWlj'*

jljr.W.ii.j|.-::JJk J-oJ l^^JLl.. JlSCil ijLo y

Dated in the month Safar, A. h. 1014 (a. d. 1605,

June, July), by Jalal-aldin bin Hasan alhusaini.

With refei'ence to the fourth and most important

chapter Daulatshah has bestowed great praise on this

work, and A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 316 and 317, where

the same book is noticed, has endorsed Daulatshah's

remarks by saying that it is ' a most useful book for

understanding Persian poetry.' Two other copies of the

Jawahir-alasrar, with details of Adhuri's life, are de-

scribed in llieu i. p. 43, and in the Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1269.

No. 27, ff. as6, U. 17 ; Naskhl ; size, 9S in. by 6^ in.

2037
Shabistan-i-Khayal (JUi. ^jLu-«--i).

The dormitory of fancy, also styled (as here on the

fly-leaf and in the colophon) eylXi ,.|l •.•... ..ti, or with

a fuller title : i:iiLiJ jj\j: Ljj ^^ 'the

dormitory of subtle thoughts and the rose-garden of

idioms,' that well-known curious composition in prose

and verse, chiefly in the form of puns, by Yahya Sibak of

Nishapur, usually styled Fattahi (other takhalluses of his

are Khumari and AsrarS), who died a.h. 852 (a. d. 1448),

comp. Fleischer, Cat. Lips., p. 399; G. Flttgel i. p. 587 ;

Rieu ii. p. 741 ; Bodl. Cat., No. 1344; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 986; A. F. Mehren, p. 31; Wiener .Jahrbucher,

vol. 64, Anzeigeblatt, p. 18. This work was com-
posed A. H. 843 (a. d. 1439, 1440), after the completion

of the famous allegorical romance Jj . jj—.-» (see

R. Dvorak's edition and translation in ' Sitzungsberichte

der Wiener Akademie,' vol. 118, No. IV, Vienna, 1889,

and H. Ethe, Neupersische Litteratur in ' Grundriss

der iranischen Philologie,' vol. ii. p. 334 sq., 1 896-1 897).
The first chapter of Fattahi's Shabistan-i-Khayal has

been edited with Turkish commentary, German trans-

lation, and copious notes by H. Eth6, Leipzig, 1868.

Beginning : c>—-ob ,j ^ji.».>. ^^^-» .,.?.> u J^Ijl* Ju»^

j^/jus':

It is divided into eight babs and a khatimah, the

contents of which have been stated by Fleischer, Cat.

Lips., loc. cit.

Many marginal notes and additions, also interlinear

paraphrases. Dated the 1 9th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h.

1090 (a. d. 1680, Jan. 21), by Nadirbeg.

No.l8,ff. 14-81,11. ij; clear Nasta'Uk; size, Ujin. by 6| in.

2038
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The title given

on the fly-leaf to the work is : jLc .j cylXi ij\s^~.^

Bab I, on fol. 15I)
; II, on fol. 2 7"'; III, on fol. 33" ;

IV, on fol. 40»; V, on fol. 451) ; VI, on fol. 57* ; VII,

on fol. 661) ; VIII, on fol. 90* ; Khatimah, on fol. 98*.

Many interlinear and marginal glosses, together with

Persian paraphrases of Arabic terms.

Dated the i6th of Safar, a.h. 1143 (a. D. 1730,

Aug. 31).

No. 2086, ff. 98, 11. 11; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

7«-7jin. by 4f in.

2039

_^, appears on fol. i*.

The same.

The title, cylSCi ^jLi-

No date.

A few various readings and glosses on the first pages.

The right order of fl". 7-18 is : 7, 16, 17, 8-1.5, 18.

No. 2209, ff. 71, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk; siie, 8| in. by 5 in.

2040
Sharh-i-Shabistan-i-Khayal (JL^i u^-— .^.
A detailed Persian commentary on Fattahi's Sha-

bistan-i-Khayal (here again called tiylxj ^^L:

—

^),

composed by Haji Muhammad Bahram ibn Akhund
Mulla Zada, known as Mulla Zada-i-Mulla Ghiyath-

aldin, and dedicated to Abu-almuzafi"ar Sayyid "Abd-

al'aziz Bahadurkhan.

It begins: U ut)^' U5/* cTI^ "^ \ l>^ j-*^- x^»-

1 Ji,,T ^,a. ,.> jjbjli ,^. iLt\S uJjJJ t^W^^—J-'. •
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The text of the preface of the Shabistan begins on

fol. 3** ; the first bab, on fol. i oob ; the second, on

fol. 1 461'; the third, on fol. 170*; the fourth, on fol.

194^; i\\t fifth, on fol. 217*'; the sixth, on fol. 271'';

the seventh, on fol. 307^; the eighth, on fol. 392'^

No date. A better known commentary is the Turkish

one by Sururi, see G. Fliigel i. p. 588.

No. 484, ff. 432, 11. 16-17 > Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 4I in.

2041

Insha-i-Mu'in alzamajt {fjf'^^ ^j-t-*-- 'Li-j')-

A work on letter-writing, also called Tarassul
(J--^)

or Tarassuli (jj^/jj see Eieu i. p. 2o6»), with full

specimens of notes, orders, issues, etc., composed at

Harat, A. h. 873 (a. d. 1468, 1469), by Mu'in-alzamaji

alasfizarl alharawi, the conteraporaiy and friend of

Jami (to whom a letter on fol. 96b is addressed), and

author of the history and topography of Harat, styled

i^llil eyLojj, and written A. h. 897 (a.d. 1492, see

No. 570 above), at the request of Shah Sultan Husain
Mirza. It is divided into a mukaddimah, four manshas,

and a khatnnah, see fol. 8*" sq.

:

ji. J»
"

.t.* ^J^j/il !_*->-» ^^ H-CUs-* ^;;-^-^-9 J
J1-I..I

J

jlX-« i_)l^ .J ,«j-f~< *l .i; ,:..«

'
J-ai s—. yj J« : ?... i_*J^

,j i-«JJL.«

.Ujl

i.fJl.S.'' ul.l « V ..il i :>l;Li:

t-jji-.'
J i_j_ji^ Uh!/^.

yllil1^ \̂X>\

'J-^ jOy.
J-, pi k 7 ... ;« )tjl : .ff

jLSTujJUaJ 5Jj^ il^j
^
^LSj j^^Lxj^

l̂j k^l^

^1> ^lAJj

The mukaddimah begins on fol. g^ ; the first mansha
on fol. 15'', first line, and the khatimah on fol. 169b

Beginning of the preface : y _jj

_o^ljj>J> j.Lj 8-.U ts^U _^.J i^l^lXj^ ^_54J1 x^ —jif-
iljijk |»J^^. oJl—j, » :.',s.

Compare on this Insha, H. Eth6, Neupersische
Litteratur, etc., p. 339. This unique copy is dated the
first of MuhaiTam, A. h. 1081 (a, d. 1670, May 21).
On the fly-leaf this work is wrongly styled ' Insha-i-
Asafi,' and said to be composed by Muhammad Safl,
son of Sultan Muhammad Mashhadi.

No. 2982, ff. 174, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 6J in.

2042
Manazir-alinsha (Luill JiU-.).

A work on epistolography and elegant prose-com-
position, with special reference to rhetoric, prosody,

and tropical figures, by the Khwaja-i-Jahan 'Imad-aldin

Mahmud bin Shaikh Muhammad Gilani, usually known
as Khwajah Mahmud Gawan, the famous wazir of

Sultan Muhammadshah Bahmaui (reigned A. H. 867-
887 = A. D. 1 463-1 482), who was beheaded A. h. 886
(a.d. 1 481) in his seventy-eighth, or according to

others, in his eighty-seventh year of life ; comp. on this

work the full description given in G. Fliigel i. pp. 237-
240; Rieu ii. p. 528; Bodleian Cat., No. 1348; and
H. Ethe, Neupersische Litteratur, p. 339 ; see also

H. Khalfa v. p. 138; and Wiener Jahrbiicher, vol. 62,

Anzeigeblatt, p. 16 sq. It begins: k—^i Liiill ijju--. b

Jl j.Jatllj Jj^y J-^ jJillj |J^1 ^j^ W J i^ji\jjj

.

The title appears on fol. 4», lin. penult. The work
is divided into a mukaddimah, two makamas, and
a khatimah.

The mukaddimah (. 'LiJ^I Jlc ilaU ^jL^. ^

contains eight fasls, viz. : 1. *LiJill .ic il*^
is*

2.
J ^^\ ^^^ J5_XjIc , i^yayt ., on fol. 4''.

t ... 5', on fol. 8b. 3. ia-LiiJlj l£.\J\ ^JLJ ^j, on fol.

13a. 4.jU^'j iJ^ uWj. iJ,on fol.
1
7a. 5. I . .-'.Ill ^

sJlS^I
J,

on fol. 19". 6. L4^L_!l
J

i|l
»

•: ...yi ^J, on

fol. 29a 7. jLJCiI ,.,Lo ^' on fol. 32"

i;^Uillj 'U.ill5>.;Jlj ^jilJIj u^>Ul, on fol. 33».

The first makdmah (J.al ^p^ ^JLc ^U5ol . ..^55

'LiJill -Al ^VJSJ\ tJllyw
J

divided into four manzar, viz.: 1.

'LiJill) is sub-

^J, on fol.

'LiJiH, on fol. 52a. 3. sj^

"
.. . 1 1 i-JLXJl kjL.i ^
-^^' j.^1 U^ ^y

Lyii_u
J \,y:-^ 'iLiAll, on fol. 54b. 4. 4.1ftL« ^JLJ ^^

»J»j^
J

i^L-Jil , ,?. : U , on fol. 76b.

The second makdmah, here styled i-JLSJl ilLail (^

^jfljo |JI), is subdivided into five manzur, viz.: 1. j

j.L-J:^1 ^jLj, on fol. 80a 2. X^lj JS^ijlS^I ^l^, ^y
L^.L-., on fol. 8ia. 3.

J cJ^^b jr=^' ^Ir" uW^. t/
ijiSpij i-ij^lj Jlillj ijJ-jtDlj i*-L4l]lj ; ».ll i_)L:j| on

5.^fol. 99". 4. v_y.:JCli.l loj]^ ^jLo jcS.on fol. 105b.

J.L1!̂'J ^
fol. 109a.

The khdtimah (siu.]^ j "liiJ

on fol. 1 1 ob.

J.U
j]r^:

on

»L« ^^Lo |J) begins

Dated A.H. 1161 (a.d. 1748) by 'Adilbeg.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2179, ff. 116, 11. 17 ; Nasta'Uk, tlie Arabic phrases and
quotations in Naskhi ; size, 9^ in. by 5J in.
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^

2043
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy ; all the headings

too are the same.

Mukaddimah in eight fasls, on ff. 7", 13*, 21*, 28*,

31''. 49*". 55". and 57".

First makdmah in four manzar, on ff. 60'', 92*', 97a,

and 137*.

Second makdmah in five manzar, on ff. 143^, 145*")

176", 187", and 193''.

Khdtimah, on fol. 196*.

No date. Many marginal glosses and explanations,

especially in the beginning.

No. 18/8, ff. 1-206, 11. 15 ; Nitekbl; eke, 8^ in. by 4jin.

2044
Eiyad-alinsha (LiJbll i_,i'b;).

The gardens of letter-writing, a collection of eminent

and exemplary letters, by the same Khwaja-i-Jahan,

llahmud Gawan, who wrote the LiJiH^L-e (see fol.

9b, 1. 8), beginning : *LiJillj cljj.ill X)Ia-o \Ly ^jj> b

Other copies of the same collection are described in

G. Flugel i. pp. 261-264; Rieu iii. p. 983; Cat. des

MSS. et Xylographes, p. 416; Krafft, p. 26; Bodleian

Cat., No. 1349.

Many valuable marginal glosses throughout. Dated

the 5th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 1120 (a. d. 1709, Feb.

1 5), at Ahmadabad.

No. 1750, ff. 353, 11. II (on ff. i-io), 11. 13 (on ff. 11-352)

;

Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 4I in.

2045
A defective copy of the same.

This copy is splendidly written, but has two large

lacunas, one of seven leaves after fol. 28, and another

of four leaves after fol. 31. Beginning the same as in

the preceding copy. Partly collated.

No date. On fol. i" there are entries of former

owners, viz. Abu Hamid bin Shaikh Mahmud, known
as Shaikh Hamid Katib ; Muhammad Taki bin Muham-
mad Shaft' algilani ; etc.

No. 1316, ff. 130, 11. 17; Naskhl ; size, 9J in. by 5} in.

2046
'Arud-i-Saifi

(i5«-^-> o^j/^)-
The famous treatise on metrical science and the art

of rhyming, by Maulana Saifi of Bukhara, also called

'Arudi, who stayed for some time in Hai at under Sultan

Husain Mirza, and died after A. H. 905, probably a.h.

909 (a.d. 1503, 1504). It was composed a.h. 896 (a.d.

1490, 1 491), and is styled ^X^;^ ^^.s-, s-^ilj i^^y^,

and even .Lti^l ijlj-»-»j from one of the first phrases in

the preface, comp. Rieu ii. p. 5251"; and W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 1 16, No. 5 ; p. 131 ; p. 142, No. 6 ; and

p. 187; see also H. Khalfa iii. p. 419, where it is

entitled (_;f;/*J' (V i^^j ; and Cat. of King's College,

«

Cambridge, No. 207. Beginning: Jjta. (^jJI 411 t.il

The preface treats of the different opinions on the

much discussed question, who was the first composer
of Persian poetry, whether Bahranigur, Abii Hafs
Sughdi, or Kudagi 1

Published in Cawnpore, 1855; in Calcutta, 1865;
best edition by H. Blochmann,text only, Calcutta, 1867,
with Englis*li translation, ' Prosody of the Persians,' ib.,

1872.

The present copy is dated in the year 1192 of the

Bangali era (a.d. 1784). A little worm-eaten; some
remarks in English are written in pencil on the margin.

No. 2463, ff. 1-73, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in. by 6^ in.

2047
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Dated the 6th

of Shawwal, a.h. 12 10 (a. D. 1796, April 14) by
Muhammad Muslim.

No. 1634, ff. 76, 11. 1 1 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

l\ iu. by 4I in.

2048
The same.

No date.

No. 87, ff. 43, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by %\ in.

2049
Mu'amma-i-Husain (^;.«n. ^UU-*)-

The well-known treatise on riddles and logogriphs

by Husain (or Mir Husain) bin Muhammad alhusaini

alshirazi alnishapuri (died a.h. 904, the 9th of Dhu-al-

ka'dah = a.d. 1499, June 18, see the following copy,

fol. 257a, 11. 9-1 1), who lived at the court of Sultiiu

Husain Mirza of Harat and composed this work at the

request of the great Mir "Alishir, see Rieu ii. p. 650",

and Supplement, pp. 126" and 127*"; Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1353-1355; W. Pertsch, p. 1 16, and Berlin Cat.,

p. 81, No. 3; J. Aumer, p. 43; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd.
Bat. i. p. 360; H. Khalfa v. p. 638, No. 12431 ; see

also Riickert in Wiener Jahrbiicher, vol. 44, p. 89 sq.;

and Garcin de Tassy in Journal Asiatique, 1847, vol.

"^^
P- 357- The various titles given to this treatise

are, besides the one quoted here, LJjJil ^ ilL^ ; Jl-.,

)^'' "

'

J''
U^

\ »»< iJLv, ; cilL*.*-*-* ; and ^ . ... t. j.^ wLm,

Beginning, on fol. 114'':

This copy is incomplete at the end, and breaks off on

fol. 135b with the words jl ^joj ij^ -«j^,—jl JajJI*
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. . . Jwi^. On fol. 136 some concluding lines (pro-

bably of another treatise) are found, dated the 22nd of

Dhu-alhijjah, A. H. 11 30 (the seventh year of Farrukh-

siyar's reign)

=

a. d. 17 18, Nov. 16.

No. 95, ff. II4''-I36', 11. 15; written by different hands,

partly in Nasta'Uk, partly in Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2050
Sharh-i-Mu'ammayyat (ei^ltTi zr--)•
A commentary on the preceding treatise of Husain

bin Muhammad alhusaini or Mir Husain alnishapuri,

who is called here Amir Kamal-aldin Husain, compiled

by an enthusiastic pupil of his, Sadik Kukni 'Ashik (so

correctly according to the Bodleian and British Museum
copies, whereas he is called here Sadik Rukn 'Ashik,

see fol. 101'', 1. 7); comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 1356, and

Rieu, Supplement, p. 126", No. V. The date of com-

position is contained in the chronogram at the end,

which runs correctly thus, y^*J4 ^J^j ^^= A. h. 916

(a.d. 1510, 1511), whilst here again, on fol. 257", 11. 4

and 3 ab infra, ^, appears instead of ^O. (against the

metre of the verse, see Rieu, loc. cit.).

Beginning the same as in the original treatise : ^Ljj

Jl l_--Xj j I—«..Jl5 jl iXJi.

But before the commentator commences the inter-

pretation of his master's work, he gives a very valuable

addition to the original text itself, viz. Mir Husain's

enigmatic verses on the ninety-nine beautiful names of

God, with short explanations ; the first of these is ill

,

the second j;;-»^l j the third |*-J>y^' 1
the fourth eUil

,

the fifth ^j^jsiW , etc. On fol. 115'' the mukaddimah
begins which contains the description of riddles, as

given by Maulana Sharaf-aldln 'AH Yazdi, the author

of the Zafarnama (see Nos. 173-189 above), in his

J *W » Jio. i_,j:^^^-* (an extract from his own larger

work j'JIi.* jia., see Rieu, Supplement, p. 126'', and

Bodleian Cat., No. 1345), and by Jami in his three

treatises on the same subject, designated here as the

larger (,-u^5Jl), i.e. the jijJ JUla. (likewise an extract

from the j]Jii_. Jli, see No. 1378 above, and Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 894, 32, and 895, 28), the middle (W Ij ; VI

,

see ib., Nos. 894, 31, and 895, 29), and the smaller one

{jfi^W, ib., Nos. 894, 30, and 895, 30). After that, on

fol. 1 1 6b, the commentary itself begins, with these

words of the text : ^r^^r* ijf.j ^. j3 ^:>... ; j3S^^Jjjut

Jl L»jl
J
jjkj (JJylaj 'U— I jl ^_j.— 1 ji. XiL> Jb

.

Marginal glosses and additions ; small blanks on

ff. 254»', 254b, and 255". No date. Besides the present

commentary of Sadik Rukni there exist four others,

one by Diya-aldin al-Urdubadi, with the takhallus

Shafiki ; another by 'Abd-alwahhab al-Sabunl ; a third

by Jamt (which, however, is not found in any copy of

his prose-works) ; and a fourth by the well-known

Turkish scholar Sururi, see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 884, and H. Eth6, Neupersische Litteratur, p. 345.

No. 1474, ff. 101-357, U- '4-'5; Nasta'Uk; size, 6| in.

by 3f '"».

tlLx. in

2051

A small collection of riddles, styled

the index on the fly-leaf, and beginning

:

^Ij i_JL1j LZjw ,.i 1^1 ^jljj

On the last .page, fol. i ib, there appears the follow

ing chronogram

:

,L5-r-^ iy- Ojir" ''^'^
'"^^J - V*^ j^U:JI ^^\ ^j\J, jjj

giving aa date A. h. 918 (a. d. 1512, 1513).

Many additions on the margin.

No. 18, ff. i-ii, 11. 17; Nasta'Uk; size, I2jin. by 7 in.

2052
Risalah dar 'ilm-i-kawafi {ij\^ J^s- ,j JL»,).

A treatise on the art of rhyming, by Amir Burhan-
aldin 'Ata-allah bin Mahmud alhusaini, being an extract

from the jiAiij. or last chapter of his own larger work,

jt-ii (T^ ,j jijU-jiJl J-;.»^, and styled with its full

title ^1^ fXs- XsSy .j Jl. t!Lu> ; see another copy

of the same in Rieu, Supplement, p. 125, No. III.

The author, 'Ata-allah, died at Mashhad a.h. 929 (a. d.

1523). It is divided into nine chapters or i—'jr^

{i~^\j <—')/* .JXxj , as the author adds), the headings

of which are as follows

:

on fol. 2b.

S
correctly 5.-jIs i_jj^, as) «.^U jU«T ,j ^.j •—i.

^ij^ J ^ij
jLj . (in the following copy

ijj—ijjl (_/!^, , on fol. 4"' (in this chapter there is a very

interesting discussion on the difference between the

J^4^ (^Ij
J

(^b and the <—Sj^^j" cs'j j i^W)-

>.:: ••
;<. jl Jju jj

,

fol. I lb.

j>., on fol. 14*.uW? j^ fV^-H"

-SLojl j^l .L^icL) s-»il3 i_>UJl, on fol. 19a.

d^J .L^iib s-jLs cl

fol. 22a.
tyjl ijLj jJ r

!>y^ CJ " j^ |»--^ on fol. 24*.

.:> (so to be read instead of ^.-i-i. <—5»») ^ ••?• a l_J^

i_ajj,
J ^r-^^ (j-^.S-g*

J
J *4J *—Jr»i on fol. 30b.

Beginning : ,j»^^^L) sj 1, ^j^jLa i^L^ jj y-L»

This treatise ends on fol. 34", and is dated the loth

of Jumada-althani, a.h. 968 (a.d. 1561, Feb. 26).

On ff. 35"—40b a short anonymous Sufic tract is added,

beginning : J-Jli* ij-LJ ic-VIi j^ ^jXJ^ ,lj ij^, Ls

I
Jl jJJ jJ .jl j.U^

No. 1093, ff. 1-40, 11. 12; Nasta'Uk; worm-eaten; size, 5^ in.

by 3f in.
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2053
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Harf I, ou

fol. 2b
; II, on fol. 3>| ; III, on fol. lo* ; IV, on fol. 1 2"

;

V, on fol. 1 6b; VI, on fol. i8b; VII, on fol. 20";

VIII, on fol. 24"; IX, on fol. 26".

The treatise concludes ou fol. 29" and is dated the

4th of Jumada-althani, A. h. 1140 (a.d. 1728, Jan. 17),

in the reign of Muhammadshah, by Muhammad Nasir,

son of Sayyid Lutf-allah.

On ff. 30* and 3i» (fol. 30b is left blank) there are

written 'ten maxims' (i^-i^ uy!lLL«), alleged to be due

to Nizam-almulk, the famous wazir, and beginning :

The handwriting (except in the last two lines) is the

same as in the main treatise.

No. 530, ff. 1-31, 11. II ; large and distinct Nasta'lik; size,

%\ in. by 4I in.

2054
The same.

Harf I, on fol. 2^
; II, on fol.

s*" ; III, on fol. 7'';

IV,' on fol. 9b; V,on fol. 12b; VI, on fol. 14a; VII, on

fol. 15b; VIII, on fol. iSa; IX, on fol. i9».

No date.

Ko. 1074, if. 1-2 1, 11. 13 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 9 in. by S^in.

2055

Nama-i-naml (^U iL«\j).

A hitherto entirely unknown work by the famous

historian Khwandamir (Ghiyath-aldin bin Humam-
aldin), the grandson of Mirkhwand and author of the

Habib-alsiyar, Khulasat-alakhbar, Dastur-alwuzara and
other works (see Nos. 76-100 above, Bodleian Cat.,

No. 87, etc.), on the art of Insha, or letter-writing, in

all its branches. The author's name is distinctly stated

on fol. I*, 11. 7 and 8, the title, jj^U L.L), or the

' famous book,' on fol. 2», 1. 3, and from a further

remark on fol. i", 1. 12, we learn, that Khwandamir
had passed his forty-sixth year when he began the

compilation of this treatise, that is about a. h. 926
(a.d. 1520). The latest dates appearing in the work
itself are a.h. 928 (see fol. 195*) and 929 (so to be

read instead of the foolish \\t on ff. 291b and 292b),

so that the composition of this Insha falls between
a.h. 926 and 930 (a.d. 1520 and 1524); conip.

H. Eth6, Neupersische Litteratur, p. 340. It is of

great historical value, since the majority of letters,

notes, etc., which are given as specimens of the various

branches of epistolography, are not fictitious compila-

tions, but authentic documents of renowned men of

Khwandamir's own time. This copy, the only one as

yet discovered (see a short fragment of it noticed in

No. 1762, 4 above), is unfortunately defective, both

at the beginning and in the middle. It opens abruptly

in the preface, on fol. i*, with these words : U JLc . . .

IND. OFF.

•Lib

I
r-> c^

The book is subdivided into one ^jlj-i*, nine^^^Ji-,, and

Unwdn in two loiJ, viz.: 1. .y^ c<-j1jl->. ^JLJ .j

^j^'^S^ (^Ijcjj^i . e>-iL:3 c..w.:.j», on fol. 2" (Origin

and development of epistolography). 2. i_^y ^JL»J ji

-.«") . j>J J^-«
J)-'"--' |»*-» ' ) J

on fol. 6* (Index of the

contents of the nine Satrs and the conclusion).

Satr I : cyULjli jl ' ^\s\ i.ii«li,) u i^\jtjS^ i\y\ ,J

^ • ly \jKj , in seven loiJ , on fol. 7* (Letters to Sultans,

Amirs, Wazirs, and other high court-officials).

Satr II : w 4)1 ^^ Ulr>. '^j'^-i'l i_.<-JL^ ji/^ j^

'iUJl
f*i^ W]/.

'^

in fourteen b.a I, on fol. 53"

(Letters to Shaikhs, 'Ulamas, Kadis, and other ecclesias-

tical and legal dignitaries). Of this Satr only the first

seven loiJ are found, in consequence of alarge lacuna after

fol. 63, which comprises the second half of Satr II, the

whole of Satr III (treating of the ' k-^l » 5 , L»), and the

first half of Satr IV (treating of the *^.il ti-I»). On
fol. 64* begins the eighth lail of Satr IV.

Satr V: tLj.1 j t_>La?*' sicl ^]yT 3 v'-'*^ vU )*

in four ki), on fol. 73* (Letters to friends, relations,

parents, children, etc.).

Satr VI : \ 4 <U v::. . t.^ i .sLjI .j , in three ki) , on

fol. 93b (Letters of congratulation).

Satr VII : L^U loopu .>]^' o, in three W), on

fol. 105" (Letters of condolence).

Satr VIII : ts^'ljjLt ^jl f ?. : »j ijpc^ (^Laouts^ jKjI ,j^

in three loiJ (so we conclude from the analogy of the

previous and the following Satrs, the headings being

for the greater part omitted here), on fol. i2ob

(Miscellaneous writings).

Satr IX : —-iL-« j^ ji, in three lail, on fol. 144b

(Diplomas, firmans, orders, etc.).

Conclusion (-., vi), in two liiJ : 1. t^VleXj, jL)l .j

on fol. 205b (Rubais and kit'as, used in the introduc-

tions of letters, all by Khwandamir himself). 2. jlpjl iJ

J i)J-o J (^J/-*' J ^j-^^^ j' > : » •. y-^ Ls'^'
J-ft-Jo

*' «' c
J

•jLi^ » cybLu jl o» ...1 ^:oIjlS 1 j-il »JL«J»

.U:-' uLoi , '^Lii

J :. .. .J i;:j,Lt-« ^J\JyJ.^~Jt J (Letters to Dihk&ns, merchants,

geometricians, clever artists, etc.).

j\J t ..t..,.-i (••^i-* J jb^. (I^'ters to artificers, artisans, and

tradesmen).

4D
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xJLSj
^J]}-^ } m)\.I.>« *, on fol. 2I5» (Eiddles and

chronograms, partly also by the author).

Dated in Shahjahan's reign, in the month Rabi'-

althani, A. h. 1065 (a. D. 1655, Febr.-March), at

Burhanpur.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2711, if. 218, 11. 17-19 (the last five pages in diagonal

line«) ; Naskht ; size, log in. by 5I in.

2056

Insha-i-Shah Tahir (w»U> sLi *Li_il).

A treatise on epistolography, with specimens, com-
posed A. H. 938 (a. D. 1 53 1, 1532), see fol. Sal", 1. 22,

by Shah Tahir, called Dakhani, who is no doubt iden-

tical with Shah Tahir alhusaini of the Khandi Sayyids,

who came to India A. h. 926 (a. d. 1520) and went
A. H. 928 (a. d. 1522), at Burhan Nizamshah's request,

to Ahmadnagar in the Dakhan, where he resided, with

the exception of various political missions he undertook
at his master's commands, till his death in A. h. 952
(a. D. 1545, 1546), or, according to Firishta, in A. H.

956 (a.d. 1549) ; see a detailed biography of the author

in Rieu i. p. 395, where a larger collection of his letters

under the title of Vli> sLi 'UljI is described.

The full title, given to this small treatise, is : .j •j^-..

^lU. »Li •y ij-"'
Lijl »Jlc xcl,j> '.Iyj' Ls-^-

i^j-^ J^' " *ijl isJJol
u'-*^-

"ir^ } J'
,JJ jIc,

r-"

^.

Beginning

:

^1 c:<.wl t-JI <_><

^ No date.

No. 18, ff. 82-92, 11. 31 ; careless Nasta'lik ; size, 12J in.

by 6| in.

2057
Bada'i'-alins.ha (Lijlill xJIjj).

A work on epistolary art, with forms of letters for

all possible emergencies, comprising i:yLx->5jJ and l^jI ..la^,

and compiled by Maulana Yusufi, a munshi of the
emperor Humayiln and identical with the famous
physician Yusuf bin Muhammad of Harat, the author
of many medical treatises (comp. Rieu ii. p. 475'' and iii.

p. 1089^*), A.H. 940 (a. d. 1 533, 1534; the numerical value

of the letters of Lij!^l jtSljo, taken twice, see fol. 2»,

1.2: tj^j 00--^ laLi^LJ^ V|jl (.Li j.a. Ĵ^^
^UjI JL_j JuO ), for the benefit of his son Rafi'-aldin

Husain, and other scholars of this art. The first heading

(on fol. 20) is : jjL.^^ j^^-jl JLcl U.A^_ ^"^
;

the next (on fol. 3") : jl JlcI tjL-J. ijlj*. ^j ,^^
'^ '••' ly ^j^\^ ; and bo on, every letter being accom-

panied by a corresponding answer.

_Beginning:^ ^-Uj-* ^j-j; j ^^ j* J^y^ o^

Numerous interlinear and marginal glosses through-
out the copy, mostly explanatory of Arabic expressions
and technical terms in the Persian text.

Other copies of this work are described in Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 1364-1367; Rieu ii. p. 529*; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp. 135 and 1014; E. G. Browne, Cambridge
Cat., p. 275. The treatise was printed in Dihll, 1843,
under the title ^j^y. *L:Jl.

Dated the 29th of Jumada-alawwal, A. h. 1078 (a. d.

1667, Nov. 16), by Sayyid Muhammad bin Sayyid

"Abd-alghani. "

No. 1372, ff. 129, 11. 13; Naskhl; size, 7j in. by 4J in.

2058
Another copy of the tame.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. It concludes on
fol. 123", and is dated the 19th of Jumada-alula, A. h.

1098 (a. d. 1687, April 2), in the mosque of Ahsanabad.
On fol. 124 there is added a little tract, styled .j

No. 18, fF. 95-134, 11. 31; careless Nasta'lik ; size, 12^ in.

by 6J in.

2059
The same.

This copy, rather badly written, abounds in inter-

linear paraphrases of the text, giving for each Arabic

word the corresponding Persian term. Beginning as

usual. The first heading on fol. i^.

Dated the 12th of Eabi'-althani, A. h. 1181 (a Mon-
day)= A. D. 1767, Sept. 7. College of Port William.

1825.

No. 2173, ff. 1-121, 11. 13-14 ; Sliikasta; size, 8J in. by 6in.

2060
A slightly incomplete copy of the same.

This copy breaks off on fol. 102'' with the words :

JLk^ j^-

Interlinear and marginal explanations of Arabic

words and phrases as far as fol. 74 ; the headings are

filled in only as far as fol. 33. As title appears here

on fol. I" fJ^y 'Lul (see No. 2057 above).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2382, if. 102, 11. 13 ; careless Nasta'lik ; size, 7| in.

by 4I in.

2061
Insha-i-Miram Siyah (sL;.-.

f^j.^
'\~iJ\).

The correspondence of Mirani Siyah of Kazwin, who
lived from the time of Sult;an Husain Baikara to that

of Humayfin, and was still alive in A. h. 957 (a.d.

1550); in his lyrical poems (two of his diwans are

extant, one described in the Bodleian Cat., No. 1029,

the other in Eieu, Supplement, p. 221'', No. II) he used

occasionally as takhallu.s Pir. His letters are addressed

to Sul|;an Husain, Babar, Humayun, Shah Isma'U

Safawi, Husain Waiz alkashifi, and contemporaries

of these well-known men.
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iijljl JuXJBeginning: S
\j

(_j4Lijlj 'Uj

Dated the 12th of Muliarrara, a.h. 1107 (a.d. 1695,
Aug. 23).

No. 1972, ff. 48, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik; size, SJin. by 4^ in.

2062
Another copy of the same.

The beginning here differs in two particular points

from that in the preceding copy, viz. : (_jLiJl jl jjo

-U.I b- J-,1 -,1 ^\J^l jl si
1^ j^LijL) (^LJ

J (ji.*^ omitted)

Dated by Muhammad (bin) Ibrahim of Lahur the
28th of Ramadan, a.h. 1144 (a.d. 1732, March 25).

No. 1748, ff. 53, 11. 15 ; Naste'Uk ; size, %\ in. by 4^ in.

2063
Cuhar Bagh (cl> ^l+a.).

A Rmall portion of the Insha or Maktubat (styled

cL) .Lt-a. or tlie four gardens) of Hakim or Mir Masih-

aldin Abu-alfath of Gilan, the patron of the poet "Urfi

(died A.H. 999 = A.D. 1591, see No. 1451 sq. above),

comp. Rieu ii. p. 667* and iii. p. 1090*' ; and "W.

Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 902 and 903, where a letter

of 'Urfi to Abu-alfath is noticed. According to the

Makhzan-alghara'ib, No. 66 (Bodleian Cat., col. 318),
he was a son of Maulana 'Abd-alrazzak, whom the

same 'Urfi praises in his poems. Abu-alfath died,

according to the best authorities, a.h. 997 (a.d. 1589),
but at the end of some letters in this small collection

there appears, besides a.h. 992 (on fol. s*"), 996 (on

flf. "f- and 10"), and 997 (on fol. 20''), also the date

A.H. 999 (on fol. 15*)! There is even (on fol. 22")

a date 1 .av (1087 ?), which must either be a mistake,

or a later addition. The letters are addressed to

different Shaikhs, for instance, Shaik Huraam, Mir
Sadr Jahan, Asafklian Ja'far, and others.

Beginning : . Jj^.sr^-' ^^ ;^ ^jt. 1,L».jj cb \ ^-^

Jl JljU. j jjlj i53L;j». JUj.

No. 1971, ff. 39, U. 13 ; Shikasta ; size, 8f in. by \\ in.

2064
Munsha'at-alnamakin ( . .y.\ "^1) yyU-i-I.*).

A large Insha or detailed work on letter-writing in

all its private and official forms, together with an
elaborate treatise on the proper composition of prayers

and invocations for all emergencies, illustrated through-

out by numerous specimens, compiled by Abu-alkasim-

khan, called alnamakin (' the witty ') alhusaini, and
dedicated to the emperor Akbar, in the forty-fourth

year of whose reign (a.h. ioo6) on the 23rd of Sha'ban

(a.d. 1598, March 31) the book was completed. It is

divided into eight babs and a khatiniah.

Bab I : t_^l5C. 'Ij.:^) ^^ j e*jU5 e»j«j:-.<> \s\^^\ ^j

^L«J iill 'L»-,b, on fol. 2*>, in two fasls.

Bab II

:

oJljuC ^^jIs^Lm .1.

M
^j^.'f

t—ftjLU M>»-l J t;^^> on fol. 3'', in

fifteen fasls.

Bab III : J jjj^ J JU..O V^i\ jij^ ji

-olX..
J

i_AjLs-», on fol. 79'', in thirteen fasls.

After fol. 88 one leaf is missing.

Bab IV: (s-ol^ j ill}\y^) [jaS\f£- _j-^ ,i, on fol.

293'', in two fasls.

BabV: eHJJIjj

Ljj (jhJL«-iJ C
J

il^\jj> ^j.£jl, on fol. 312", in three fasls.

ij'U:-:

>^,1y J ^'>-' J !>-' J

Bab VI: tjjU.;

330'', in two fasls.

J^ iile' on fol.

Bab

1
VII : {Ppo

)
^Lxj J eulx—.»j J i^ jlLJi jjj-.aJ jj

two fasls.

,%^ J j,l5o cf"*' , on fol. 354», in

Bab VIII : or according to the index) (X^j\ uLo ,j

ejLolk*
J

i-JJ-JO
J
ejUiUkl JmJ i_ijL«* (on fol. 2'' ^1 5

1

(jiilitii.* « (Xs"'", on fol. 382* in three fasls.

Khatiniah : i_.^*-. « ^l tl... » (^Lij Jj\ ...« ij :.t ' jO

Jl L_j»-^j ' >»~i t^jl «, on fol. 389", in nine ftisls.

Beginning : I ,-:\\ e:*j>.l_aj (jL-jlju li Uj^S^ ^jiJiV^y,

J^-^J i_)L—xjl sIj ,.,^,

Ji J.-^^

This copy is • dated by Ibn Muriyah 'Utlinian the

14th of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1012 (a.d. 1603, Oct.

20). It was collated several times with the author's

own copy, at first by Kadi Ja'far and Maulana Isma'il

Mufti in the same year 1012, the 17th of Jumadii-

althani (a.d. 1603, Nov. 22).

No. 1535, ff. 413, 11. 23 ; Naskht ; small illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 10^ in. by 7 in.

2065
Zubdat-alinsha (LiJill ijqj).

Forms of letters, for the instruction of young people

in the art of epistolography, by an anouynioua author,

beginning : jI ^.1^1 j JiUJ ji ^.U Jjl ^.U.. ^Ij ^T.

The first letter is headed iLijlj cy-i^- j-«Lj, the

second (jLiJ uyiL*-, jjL^, the third ib—l uy,-iK*. &-.U,

the fourth jf5Li oLs'- jLx....ii i_jU

the sixth u' v^
., the fifth

and so on.

-t/*

The date of the c6mpilation is found on fol. 2'', 1. 4

in the following 0.IJ : ^.^XiL^ ^;^iJ' irJ »^ •'^i*\

=A. H. 1027 (a.d. 1618), in the reign of Jahangir.

4 D 2
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The last four short notes at the end are dated too,

the second and fourth A. H. 1026 and 1024 (a. d. 1617

and 16 15) respectively, the first and third however

A. H. 1056 and 1066 (a. D. 1646 and 1656), which is

either a mistake of the copyist, or due to a later

addition. The title of the book appears twice, on fol.

2'>, lin. penult., and fol. 2^, 1. 2. An Insha of the same

title is mentioned in J. Aumer, p. 125.

No. 1903, ff. 1 2, 11. 1 7 ; distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2066

Three Inshas by Nur Muhammad.
1. On fol. 46b

: Insha-i-tiirab-alsabban (uj^ 'Liol

(jCXJl), forms of letters, collected bvNur-aldin Muham-
mad, the nephew of Abu-alfadl , Akbar's prime-minister,

and of his brother, the poet Faidi, comp. Nob. 287 and

1479 above, where the correspondence of both, as

edited by him, is noticed, comp. also his iy^ji^
>-r^ir-*

in No. 1925, 15. The present collection was made
A. H. 1037 (a. D. 1627) in Jahangir's reign.

Ju*U l^LJi
j
n'V »-• l^Uj .,).«>. ;1 jouJBeginning

:

^ 2. On fol. 60* : Insha-i-'Iyar-i-danish (.Lji «LiJl

i_;ijb), another larger collection of the same kind, by

the same Nur-aldin Muhammad, beginning : jl j.jo

Copied in the year 1191 of the Bangali era (a. d.

1783)-

3. On fol. 192^: Insha ya Euka'at-i-Abu-alfadl

(
J-iiJl y\ cjLkj, L) LljI) ; another copy of Abu-alfadl's

private letters to his friends, collected by Nur-aldin

Muhammad, and beginning : ej^wLa. ij\^ . x»j>. jl Xjo

~n (!) i:yUU».JI ^^Ij jJjlAi.

Copied in the year n 90 of the Bangali era (a. d.

1782) ; another copy of the same is No. 287 above.

A similar collection of letters and short prose-com-
positions by Nur-aldin Muhammad is noticed in Eieu ii.

P- 843'-

No. 1966,ff.46-8i and 192-219,11. 10-13; unequal Shikasta
;

some interlinear glosses ; size, 9^ in. by 6^ in.

2067
Letters.

A very interesting and highly important collection
of letters and historical documents of famous men,
especially from and to Shah Tahmasp (a.h. 930-984=
a. D. 1 524-1 576), and Shah 'Abbas the Great (a.h.
996-1038 = A.D. 1588-1629), as well as of other
eminent persons, for the greater part contemporaries
of these Persian monarchs, intermixed with other
elaborate tracts and elegant prose-writings. There are
contained in it, for instance, letters from SMh Tahmdsp
to Sultan Sulaimdn of Rum (i.e. the Turkish emperor
Sulaiman I, a.h. 926-974 = A. D. 1520-1566), and
replies of the latter on ff. ib 9^1, 63b, and 147*; from
'Abd-almuminkMn bin 'AbdalldiJchdn Uzbeg (died

A.H. ioo6= A.D. 1598) to SMh'Abbds, and replies of

the latter, on if. 24^ 29a, 33a, ^5^, and 39b
; from Shdh

'Abbds to the emperor Akbar of India, on fol. 41'';

from Sultan Sallm of India (i. e. Jahangir) to SMh
'Abbds, and from 'Abbds to Saltni, on ff. 5411^ 56", sS*".

61*, 76a, 85a, 88a, gob, 94a, 131a, 133b, 134b, 136a

(the first a letter of condolence to Salim upon Akbar's
death, the second a letter of congi-atulation upon
Siilim's accession), 141b, etc.; from SMh 'Abbds to

prince Khurram (i. e. Shahjalian), and replies of the
latter, on ff. 71a, 74b, and 88b; from Sultan Mustafd
of Hum (i.e. the Turkish emperor Mustafa I, a.h. 1026
and io3i-i032=A. D. 1617 and 1622-1623) to S^^<-

'Abbds, and reply of the latter, on fol. So*; from Shdh
'Abbds to Sultan MuhammadkhAn ibn Sultan Murad-
khan of RAm (i. e. the Turkish emperor Muhammad
III, A.H. 1003-101 2 = A. D. 1595-1604); to Sultan
Ahmadkhdn, Muhammadkhan's son (i. e. the Turkish
emperor Ahmad I, A.H. ioi2-io26= a.d. 1604-1617),
and replies of these as well as letters of Sultan Ibrdhim
of Rum (i. e. the Turkish emperor Ibrahim I, a. h.

i049-io58=A. D. 1640-1648), etc., on ff. 109b, 115b,

121", 124b 127b, 138a, 173b 229a, 233a, 242a 244a,

248b, 262b, 280a, etc.; from the Rdmis (^jL-.,.) to

Shdh 'Abbds, on fol. 104"; from Shdh 'Abbds to the

grand-vezir SiydwAsh Pdshd (a.h. 990-1000 = a. d.

1582-1592), on fol. 241b and to 'Abdalldhkhdn of

Turan (a.h. 99o-ioo5=a.d. 1582-1597), on fol. 265a;

reply to a letter of the emperor Akbar, written in

Shah 'Abbas' name by I'tirndd-aldaulah, on fol. 269*;
a letter from the same I'tirndd-aldaulah to the grand-
vezir, on fol. 258b; three firmans of the emperor Akbar,
on ff. 290", 293b, and 375b; a letter of Timilr to

Yilderim Bdyazid, padishah of Rum (i. e. the Turkish
emperor Bayazid I, a.h. 79I-8o4=a. d. 1389-1402),
on fol. 83b

; from the Khdnkhdndn to Mauldnd ' Urfi
of Shlraz (see No. 2063 above), and reply of the latter,

on fol. io6a; from the same 'Urfi to Shaikh Faid
Fayydd (or Faidi Fayyadi, the well-known Indian poet,

see No. 1464 above), on fol. io8b; another letter of

(or to) the same Shaikh, with some other treatises, on
fol. 215b; a letter of Mirzd Fastht of Harat (died a.h.

1046 = A. D. 1636, 1637, see No. 1537 above), on fol.

153a; letters from Mauldnd Akd Husain of Khwansar
to Mirzd AbA-alfutAh, and to Mtr Dhil-alfakdr, on
ff' I55^ 157^ 158**, iS9^; and some treatises on wine,

spring, etc., by the same Akd Husain, on ff. i6iaj
170b, etc.; a document of the grand-vezir Mustafd
Pdshd (a.h. io48-io53=a. d. 1638-1643), on fol.

176b; letters of Masddbeg; of Mauldnd Mumffar
Husain Kdsht; oi Mir Muhammad Husain ; oi Hakim
Tufaili Ldhiji and others, on ff. 287b, 363a, 376", 377a,

etc. ; dibaca to Hakim Tufaili s diwan, on fol. 296a

;

some dibacas or elegant prose-writings by Mauldnd
Zuhdri of Tarshiz (see above. No. 1500 sq.), on fol.

179b; Fathndma-i-Sijistdn by Khwajah Sultdn Mu-
hammad, on fol. 281a; Fathndma-i-Sind by Mauldnd
'Abdalldh Marwdrid (with the takhallus Bayani, died

A.h. 922 = A. D. 1516), and a great number of other

prose-tracts and Inshas (for the greater part without
headings), on fol. 298a sq.; Fathndma-i-KandaMr by

Mirzd Muhammad Kdzim, on fol. 220"; Fathndma-i-
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KwndaM/r by Mirzd Muhammad Tdhir (i.e. Tahir

Wahid, Bee above, No. 555 sq.), on fol. 223*; a letter

to the prefecture of the Christian cemetery in Harat,

written at the request of Sultan Husain Mirza by Mir
'Alishir, on fol. 380''; a letter of the 'Ulanias of Trans-

oxania to the 'Ulanias of Mashhad, written at the

request of 'Abdallahkhan Uzbeg, and reply of the

'Ulamas, on fol. 384*, etc.

Heading and beginning of the first letter, on fol. i**:

)j\ \> \ .• > (i.e. A.H. 930-931) (j-jia- Jjl ji ,^y^U^

A :Vil..i J5Uj jJii* (»4-Ul 'tJLiiyi ^.j. JSj3jit. ^\».;Xm

A large prose-treatise with Arabic introduction, on

fol. 397*, beginning: J^\) i—ikUl ^ iHlj ii xji

Ji iJiJIj ^}r^^, u^^^'j -^^^J

This collection is styled (incorrectly, as is evident

from the above-given contents) 5_.U ,_ -^ , ^^ i^\^

on fol. I*, and ,_ -^
»
a^^ sLi. t^bo at the end (on fol.

431). No date. A seal from a. h. 1089 (a. d. 1678)
at the end. A number of similar letters is included

in Add. 7688 of the British Museum, see Eieu i.

p. 390.

No. 379, if. 1-431, 11. 15 ; large Nasta'lik ; worm-eaten

;

size, io| in. by 6| in.

2068
Maktfibat (eyU^iSC).

Another large collection of forms of letters and
answers thereto, showing the proper way of writing to

all classes of society, intermixed with many historical

specimens, similar to some in the preceding copy, for

instance, a letter of Shah 'Abbas to Abd-almu'minkhan,
on fol. 11''; of Muhammadkhan, governor of Balkh
and Badakhshan, to prince Salim (afterwards the

emperor Jahangir), on fol. 45''; of 'Abd-almu'minkhan

to Sliah 'Abbas, on fol. 63"; answer of the Shah ; letters

of Shah Tahmasp, on ff. 99", 102'', etc.; of Nawwab
Imam Kulikhan to Nawwab Shah Salim Hindi, on

fol. 320^; of Mirza Badi'-alzaman to Rahman Kuli
Sultan, on fol. 343'', and many others. There is no

apparent arrangement, and fragments of several Inshas,

all incomplete and defective, seem to be put together

in this copy. The Jirst collection is styled : i^iLi.

U, and begins, on fol. 3'' : (^jjj._s-*U

In the greater part of this MS. even the margin is

filled with Maktubat.

No. 1763, ff. 350, 11. 19-24 ; written very unequally in careless

Nasta'lik and .Shikasta ; size, 8^ in. by 4I in.

2069
Insha-i-Harkarn {j^^jA 'LijI).

Models of correspondence, composed by Harkam, son

of Mathuradas Kanbu Multani, a munshi of I'tibar-

khan in Jahanglr's reign, between A.H. 1034 and 1040
(a. d. 1625-1631), as it seems ; comp. Rieu ii. p. 530 ;

Bodleian Cat., No. 1384; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

pp. 124 and 129 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. i. p. 175 ;

A. F. Mehren, p. 124; J. Aumer, p. 124 (with the

headings of the seven babs given in full) ; E. G. Browne,
Cambridge Cat., p. 280. Edited with English translation

by F. Balfour, ' The Forms of Herkern,' Calcutta, 1 781

;

new ed. i8gi ; lithographed in Lahur, 1869 and 1871.

Beginning

:

(read tJ^) cS^l-. . x** jl Jljo

Bab I, on fol. i9l>; II, on fol. 23^; III, on fol. 28";

IV, on fol. sob ; V, on fol. 32') ; VI, on fol. 42* ; VII, on
fol. 44a.

Dated in the year 1192 of the Bangal! era (a. d.

1784). Some interlinear glosses.

No. 1966, ff. 19-45, 11. 13 ; Shikasta ; size, 9|in. by 6|in.

2070
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Bab I, on fol. 3*; II, on fol. 13b; III, on fol. 25";

IV, on fol. 34a; V, on fol. 52a; VI, on fol. Ssb; VII,

on fol. 90*'.

Dated by Sayyid Mahmud bin Sayyid Baha-aldin at

Bahriij, the 24th of Dlm-alhijjah, a. h. 1207 (a. d.

1793, Aug. 2).

No. 2857, ff. 94, U. 9 ; large and distinct Nasta'l ik ; size, 8^ in.

by si '1.

2071
The same.

Bab I, on fol. 32»; II, on fol. 36*; III, on fol. 42";

IV, on fol. 46'' ; V, on fol. 56* ; VI, on fol. 70b (no

heading); VII, on fol. 72b or 73a (no heading).

This very good copy is not dated.

No. 1837, ff. 31-75, II. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 9I in. by 6J in.

2072
The same.

Beginning : JIjl;l.« .jyl ey,-aj>. _» (^LJ . j...j«. ;1 xjo

Bab I, on fol. 39* (fol. 39b is filled with a few verses

and the initial words of a \JcS by Muhammad Burhan-

aldin Ansari) ; II, on fol. 43b; III, on fol. 48* (according

to a later heading, written at the top of the u^L». »JU_^

JI • ! Ul "
II X7^^_,l ; originally the beginning of this

bab was fixed on fol. 49*) ; IV, on fol. 50b
; V, on

fol. 6i»; VI, on fol. 73a; VII, on fol. 75a.

No date. The greater part of the colophon is blotted

out.

No. 2394, ff. 38-76, 11. 12-13; Shikast*. the first two pages
written by another hand ; size, 8} in. by 5J in.
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2073
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy (except ^^ before

Bab I, on fol. 2^; II, on fol. 7a; III, on fol. i^"^;

IV, on fol. 1 8a; V, on fol. 30*; VI and VII, not
marked.

No date. This copy is collated with the printed
edition, and contains a few letters more than that.

No. 3498, olim 8. J. 10, ff. 43, 11. 13 ; Nastallk ; size, SJ in.

by 6 in.

2074
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Bab I, on fol. 2l>; IV, on fol. 28b; all the other
babs not marked.

No date.

No. 8433, olim 8. J. n, ff. 65,11. 11 (onff. 1-48), 11. 13-14 (on
ff. 49-65) ; large Nasta'lik, written by different hands ; size,

7 Jin.
by 4j in.

2075
A slightly defective copy of the same.

One or two pages are missing at the end. Beginning
as in No. 2072.

Bab I, on fol. 2^ ; II, on fol. 6a; III, on fol. ii^;

IV, on fol. \t^; V, on fol. 22b; VI, on fol. 36";
VII, not marked, but seems to begin, according to the
heading i^-i; j v^z^i, on fol. 38''.

No. 685, ff. 41, 11. 13 ; Nastalik ; size, 8{ in. by jiin.

2076
A more defective copy of the same.

Beginning is wanting, and so are all the chaiiter-

headings. The first words, on fol. 2'', are : , »i>. ,j, ,
t^g

It is wrongly styled ^^^Lkll jLi,l, on fol. 2", and
in the colophon. As date appears the 27 th of Jumada-
alakhar only.

On ff. I* and '^, a fragment of the Nisab-alsibyan

(^jL»_^l i_jLoj), the famous metrical Arahic-Persian

dictionary for young people, by Abu Nasr Farahi
Mas'ud bin Hasan (about a. h. 617 = a.d. 1220, see

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1638-1640), is found, viz. the ninth

kit'ah, and the beginning of the tenth : ii-lLxJl ijJiiJI

No. 1602, ff. 38, 11. 10 ; NastVllk, very much damaged and
effaced ; large water-spots ; size, 7^ in. by 6j in.

2077
Insha-i-Khanazadkhan (jjU>.jhjLi. «LiJl).

A work on letter-writing with models, selected from
the author's own correspondence, by Aman-allahHusaini,
with the epithets of Khanazadkhan Firuzjang, and
later on of Khanzaman, and the poetical takhallus of

Amani, who died a.h. 1044 or 1046 (a.d. 1634, 1635,
or 1636, 1637), see Nos. 1763, 7, and 1893 above,

where his short notes on Sufic questions, the cyUi.

,
or, as they are also called, the ijjjl ^^Ul 'LiJi

w, are described. There is apparently a cer-

tain confusion between these two collections of the
same writer, the shorter one of distinctly Sfific import,
and the larger one of a purely epistolary character,
which is preserved in the present copy and bears the
above title at the end, while on fol. i» it ia styled

uUj,, whether the 41)1 ^»\ ., which

i

have been printed in Calcutta, and lithographed in
Lucknow A.H. 1269, contain the former or the latter

of these compositions, is impossible to say without an
inspection of the Eastern editions themselve.s.

The present work is divided into four fasls, viz.

:

1. o._«jLx_. ^^\jjt .:,, letters to superiors and
equals.

2. uiiLtS, ,j, familiar letters.

3. ij.i'Wa. iJ) glosses and notes.

4. <::j\3Jl-;^ .J , miscellaneous writings.

All the headings are left blank throughout. The
first leaf is missing; the copy begins abruptly in the

preface thus
: jjia. ..5 ,jl Ay^ jWJ g^ .-.

'*
i t j^^^W*-

No date. The margin of the fiist six leaves, and
some fly-leaves at the end are covered with scattered

poetry, ruba is, etc.

No. 1070, ff. 105, 11. 13-14; large Nasta'lik; size, 8J in.

by 5 1 in.

2078
Insha-i-Munir {,:,'' 'LiJl).

Letters, notes, and other writings of a refined

prose-style, by Abu-albarakat Munir, the son of

Mulla 'Abd-almajid of Multan, usually called Munir
of Lahur, who collected them a.h. 1050 (a.d.

1640, 1 641), see fol. lb 11. 5 and 6, and died the

7th of Eajab, A.H. 1054 (a.d. 1644, Sept. 9), comp.
A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 129, 11. 3-5; Beale, Oriental

Biogr. Dictionarj-, p. 196; H. Ethe, Neupersische Lit-

teratur, p. 341. He also wrote a preface to his friend

Muhammad Salih Kanbu'i's letters, known as i^jr** .I4J,

see Nos. 2090-2092 below, and Eieu i. pp. 263 and

398. Another title of this collection, or at least of

that portion of it which contains Saif Khan's letters

(see below), appears to be ^,b--,lXi or ->j-. ^[s^XXJ , see

Rieu iii. pp. 1035I' and 1048a No. II, 3.

Beginning : jj^j jl ,_,^ j JLc j Ja. jjjI j..** jI

JlC j Jl— ) J-fic 4111 (J-o (jJa..a-« J»V* ^j-Jl-^I

This collection contains

:

1. Forty-five letters and fourteen ruka'at, which
Munir composed in the name of Saif Khan (i. e. Saif

Klian Mirza Safi, who died as governor of Bengal,

A.H. I049=A. D. 1639, 1640), beginning on fol. 2a.

J.jtj
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2. Thirty-eight other notes by Munir, beginning on

fol. 56l>.

3. Three Munaiarat or poetical contests in prose,

mixed with verse

:

(o) ^-»Uj: *->Ji I^isL^ (the contest of the four

elements), on fol. 69".

(6) JlS j i-J iJi\j^ (the contest of sword and pen),

on fol. Tj^.

(c) u^ J j« JfJoLj (the contest of day and night),

on fol. 87b.

4. Another prose-piece, entitled : ioJw» . Lj ,0 r}-^

j^ -a£ cj^-i-s^ ^.^^Lo, on fol. pib.

5. An elegy in prose, entitled: i—ij^ sZx* -jL. .j,

on fol. 104".

Dated the ist of Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 12 .. (ir..),

the last two figures are blotted out.

No. 426, ff. 112, 11. 13; large and distinct Nasta'lik ; size,

9i in- ^7 Si "»•

2079
Naubawa (»}L>«j).

Another collection of letters and notes, comprising

also some of Saifkhan's, compiled by the same Abu-
albarakat Munir, one year after the completion of the

preceding Lijl or jjLiLwjLxi , A. h. 1051 (a. D. 1641,

1642), at Jaunpur, see title and date on fol. 2^, 11. 1—5.

It begins, on fol. i^: jSij e^^.i-'. jl ^^.-i^^-^-* ^1
Liil ;3lX«j 5JJIJ — jji-«Ls''jXJ jLcl j^ i\jtj\ _ ^Ji.«^.j

iUi.! jl :\ j > Jijb»j _ |_^LjI

d ^ c^^-T <^V
After a s-a-Loj, called Jl^^o-jj, follows the same

i..
Jj,

s^L..., as in the preceding collection, fol. %']^.

A second part with a special ,.-^01 er*^' *''' * \

begins on fol. 65^. Both on fol. i* and in the colophon

it is incorrectly styled j . ; ^i «LiJl ; see another copy of

the same in No. 1763, 16 above.

Dated the end of Rabi'-alawwal, a. h. iiio (or

iioi ?=A. D. 1698, Oct. 6, or 1690, Jan. n).

No. 537, ff. 95, 11. 12-13 ; the first twenty-two leaves, written
on whiter and more modern paper, seem to have been supplied
later; Nasta'lik ; a little injured here and there; size, 8J in.

by 4^ in.

2080
A shorter copy of the same.

Beginning: Jl (_jij,L»^ jSCo

The title is found here on fol. i*", 1. 3, and 1. 5 ab
infra ; the date on fol. i^, 1. 8.

Dated the 6th of Safar, A. h. 1107 (a. d. 1695,
Sept. 16).

No. 2091, ff. 1-36, 13-14 diagonal linee in a page; Shikasta;
size, l\ in. by 4 in.

2081
Another short copy of the same.

Beginning (with the omission of the usual initial

words) : iJ^-^-J^J iJ^-*-» (j I
•

; ?. > ;J-»^ C?]r-' Ij*** ^j j^-

Ji jJUj.

The \.^ J jj, S/liLi* appears here on fol. 167''. The

sjb^ ends on fol. 189*, and is dated by Shaikh Baha-

aldin the 27th of Muharram, a. h. 1122 (a.d. 1710,

March 28). On ff. i89''-i9ol' there is written by
another hand a letter of Mir Mui-tada Sahib to Ghulam
Murtadakhan, and dated the 22nd of Rabi'-althani,

A. H. 1 146 (fifteenth year of Muhammadshah's reign=
A.D. i733,*Oct. 2).

No. 450, ff. 164-190, II. 15; careless Nastaltk ; size, 8| in.

by 4I in.

2082
A very defective copy of the same.

Beginning : »Xj c.» »=-' »_/.-»" • * (read ^^\) (^1

Jl ^_/-.^^.

The x-oyj ts-Loj begins here on fol. 9* last line,

the ^^^ . j«. LtL-. on fol. 13**. The copy breaks off

with the words : . . . . 1.1*— 1 loXj tJ l^«lb v^ is*W-'

•

No. 2095, ff. 8- 23, 11. 14 ; large Nasta'lik ; size, 9 in. by 4I in.

2083
Karistan (^jU-,jU).

Karistan or Karnama (»-.U.Ij ), an Indian story of

the exploits and adventures of Walii Akhtar (^ii.1 iH.),

the prince of Hurmuz, composed in a very flowery style,

interspersed with verses, by the same Munir at Jaunpur,
A. H. 1050 (a.d. 1640, 1641), and dedicated to the

emperor Shahjahan.

Beginning: uu—l^tj];—
];

^Li^b ^jjIU^ ,_;-L—

Dated the 6th of Muharram, A. h. 1107 (a.d. 1695,
Aug. 17).

No. 2091, ff. 37-148, 13-14 diagonal lines in a page; Shikasta;
size, 7I in. by 4 in.

2084
Another copy of the same.

Beginning : lO c*--,ljU-.
]_,

^^jaLi-jb ^jfi^jj,^\s^

Jl (jijb^ 5Jb^-»l J
c>-;-*J

u^aLiib.
^ Dated by Shaikh Baha-aldin the 18th of Rabi'-alaw-

wal, A. H. 1 1 22 (a.d. 1 7 10, May 17). Many marginal
explanations.

No. 450, ff. 75-162, 11. 15 ; very careless Nasta'lik ; size, 8J in.

by 4J in.

2085
The same. ^ ^
Beginning : O iO-w,ljlu- U j_jaLiob ^^^bjJ^jtjbu.

The date of composition, a. h. 1050, appears here on
fol. 111% 1. 3 ; the dedication to Shahjahan, on fol. 6*,
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1. 5 sq. ; as title appears on the top of fol. i** : ^^b-x.O

yfi^; on fol. 9*, 1. 6 »-.lj,0; and on fol. 9*, 1. 8 the

fuller heading : jSj>.\ ill. sLi ^jLi-,b

.

Dated by Sadanand (jjljI xJ) the 23rd of Shawwal,
A. H. 1 142 (eleventh year of Muhammadshah's reign

=

A. D. 1730, May 1 1). Occasionally notes on the margin.

No. 3347, olim 19. J. 7, fiF. iii, 11. 11 ; Nasta'ltk ; size, 7 J in.

by 4 in.

2086
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

No date.

No. 8078, ff. 125-224, 11. 15; Shikasta, by different hands,
mixed now and then with some more careful Nasta^llk ; size,

7}in. bysjin.

2087
The same.

Beginning : Jl
\j
^\jji[i^ (sic !) ^^^J^UjJ'^jIjU-..

As date appears the 5th of Jumada-alawwal only

;

the rest of the colophon is illegible. The fly-leaves in

the beginning are filled with fragments of Rekhta
poetry, those at the end with a letter («j«j,) and the

fragment of a mystical treatise in questions and answers,

each question beginning : y ic Jlj-»>

.

This copy belonged formerly to Mtr Ghulam Ahmad-
khan. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2806, ff. no, 11. 13; Nasta'llk; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 71 in. by 4^ in.

2088
Majma'-alsana'i' (^jLuUl » ,-^)

A work on tropical figures in Persian poetry, with
numerous specimens selected from the best older and
more modem poets, by Nizam-aldin Ahmad bin Muham-
mad Salih alsiddiki alhusaini (in one British Museum
copy, Eieu iii. p. 999^ alcishti), completed a.h. io6o
(a. D. 1650), see the chronogram :

J-,1 jU j.i s5 5-.lj j\
J' '^ jy " '-"^ cr!

comp. Rieu ii. p. 814b, No. XIII.

It begins : |.5L,ill
^J\

\J>\xit j UJLc _»jl j^jJl iai x^
Jl |.L3tJill cyUJo ^ ^^-« J,

and is divided into four

fasls and a khatimah, viz. :

p^^..~.«)y JJI J-oJ, on fol. 3".

JiiJ ^Ijj ^jLj, ji |.jj J^ , on fol. 1
7a.

j_j--,Ij (.s^jt-i eylJ^jj (V^^ J-iii,onfol. 105a.

J.lj «_.<—U.« i fjJX> HJ UlaJljl (c-iJ'J u^. J-*
V*jU>.

Jl (in the following copy jj.lj j_i*-<L:-.). This khati-

mah is not marked here and seems to be missing.

Dated the 5th of Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. 1199 (a.h.

1785, Sept. 10).

No. 65, ff. 112, written by four different hands, the first and
last of which (ff. 1-87 and 1 05-1 12) a careless Nasta'llk, 11. 13,
the second and third (ff. 88-104) a more careful one, 11. 13-17 ;

size, 8 J in. by 5f in.

2089
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The author's

name appears on fol. 2*, first line ; the chronogi'am on
fol. 2^ 11. 7 and 8 ; and the title on foL 2^, 1. 9.

Fasl I, on fol. 3*, last line; II, on fol. 16* ; III, 011

fol. 52*>; IV, «n fol. 84*. In this fourth fasl the copy
breaks off on fol. 91^. The khatimah is consequently

missing here too. Ff. 92^ and 93'' contain in another

handwriting a ^^; . a^, '^RP *^h ^Iv?-
This copy belonged formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 3505, olim 9. J. 6, ff. 93, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk, ff. 92'' and
93* in Shikasta; size, 8| in. by 4^ in.

2090
Bahar-i-sakhun {,jj^ lU-i)"

A collection of letters and other refined prose-

writings by Muhammad Salih Kanbu'i of Lahur, the

author of the 'Anial-i-SMih or detailed history of

Shahjahan (completed a.h. 1070 = a. d. 1659, 1660,

see Nos. 332-336 above), and the preface to his elder

brother Shaikh 'Inayat-allah Kanbu'i's Bahdr-i-ddnish

(composed a. H. 1061 = a. d. 1651, see Nos. 806-817
above). The introduction to this collection, which
contains official and private letters, the former written

in the names of Shahjahan, 'Alamgir and other royal

and princely personages, as well as descriptions of

Shahjahanabad, Agra, Kashmir, and other localities in

ornate prose, and is subdivided into four , ,--, was

written by his friend Maulaiia Abu-albarakat Munir,
see above. No. 2078. The date of completion is given

in the two British Museum copies (see Bieu i. p. 398)
as A.H. 1074 (a. D. 1663, 1664); but in the present

as well as the following copy it is distinctly stated,

that the work was finished by the author the 1 6th of

Shawwal, A.H. 1065 (a.d. 1655, Aug. 19), the twenty-

ninth year of Shahjahan's reign, in Shahjahanabad;

we have therefore here an earlier redaction of Muham-
mad Salih's letters.

Beginning : ^LiiJ pl^ aS u-L-.^ 1, fj^vi\ ,j.s^ jjjI

This copy is collated, but not dated. As the tran-

scriber calls himself Shaikh Muhammad, it is not

unlikely that he is identical with the author himself.

Fol. 191 must be placed before fol. 190.

No. 1396, ff. 2 2 7, 11. 19; careless Nasta'llk, sometimes approach-

ing Shikasta ; size, ll| in. by 6^ in.

2091

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The same date

of completion, viz. a.h. 1065, i6th of Shawwal. The
copy itself is not dated.

No. 18, ff. 162-356, 11. 31 ; careless Nasta'llk; size, i2|^iD.

by 6J in.
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2092
The same.

A more modern, but excellent copy of the same,

dated a. h. 1198 (a.d. 1784). A complete index of

contents on ff. 1-4" ; the collection itself begins on
fol. 4^'.

No. 3154, ff. 259, 11. 15; beautiful Naata'llk ; size, 8| in.

by 7J in.

2093
Cahar Caman-i-Brahman {^j.^^ t/-*^ jW*)-
A description of Shahjahan's court, with its splen-

dours and festivals, and of the principal cities of his

realm, beginning with Shahjahanabad, followed by
a memoir of the author's own life, by Candarbhan
Brahman of Patyala or Lahur, who was one of the

most famous munshis of the emperor as well as of

j)rince Dara Shukuh, see the description of his diwan
in Nos. 1074 and 1075 above, and an account of the

contents of the present work in Eieu ii. p. 838l>; comp.
also A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 376. It is written in

highly embellished prose, intermixed with numerous
poetical specimens and letters, and divided into four

^j.,j>. (like the immediately preceding ^jsr' J^j of

Muhammad Salih), wherefore it is styled jj-^* jU-a.,

^j-tja-X.^, or ^j.»j». .^4^ «Lij!.

Beginning : ,^ljLi
j i^j/^- j-'.

JIL^ J ^
begins on fol. 95''The fourth

_
This copy was written for the Governor-General of

India, Warren Hastings, and finished the ninth of
Rabi'-althani, 1 186 of the Fasli era = A. h. i 193 (a. d.

1779, April 26).

No. 920, ff. 116, U. 13;
size, 8J in. by 6J in.

Nasta'llk ; worm-eaten throughout

;

2094
Munsha'at-i-Brahman {^^^ i^LLi-ju).

A collection of letters, addressed to Shahjahan, to

"Wazirs, Amirs, and other distinguished persons, by
the same Candarbhan Brahman. In the preface he
enumerates many earlier works of his, viz. his J^y_i,

tlis O-*^ J-*^ (^^® ^^^^ preceding copy), jj:^jJL5^ IJls^

j\y\, s-.U,l^ Lk-^1 iisJ, ]^1 A..S', etc.; the title

^j.^jtjji_ cidU .?. ; .j appears on fol. 2", 1. 10.

^Beginning : ^x^ ^^,.,^. ^^1 ^\^ J^ys. ;1 ^y>.

It is apparently divided into several kisms, but only

the first is marked by a heading, on fol. 2*: "jJTIZi

,U, ^jU-T jLyj (i5) (^UoJ;.\j-i^ ^j^. y^
»-''

oib JL-,1.

The collection ends on fol. 48", and is followed, on
ff.

48a-62l', by another shorter collection of letters and
notes from the same period, and probably by the same
Candarbhan Brahman, styled in a vague way ujU]

IND. OFF.

and beginning : JSljt ^^_^i ^^ j.*a ^^^ ^^ j->j/J

Other copies of these Munsha'at are described in

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1385 and 1386 (the latter styled

jjl4J,x;.3. eyLxi,) ; Rieu i. p. 397 sq. (with a full

biographical account of the author) ; and W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 1017. The beginning of the main
portion of this MS. agrees with that in the first

Bodleian copy, but is different from that in Rieu,

loc. cit.

No date.

No. 1395, ff. 62, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk, some pages seem to have
been supplied by another hand; worm-eaten; size, ii; in.

by 7J in.

2095
Khass-alinsha (LtJill u2L»).
Forms of letters for various occasions and on various

topics, collected in 'Alamgir's reign, a. h. 1074 (a. u.

1663, 1664; the title forms the chronogram). The
whole book is intermixed with verses, and exhibits

throughout the highest style of refined prose-writing.

The compiler's takhallus is, accoi'ding to No. 2120, 18

below, Mulla Jami'i. On fol. 62" it is stated, that here

ends the first volume (Jj'l^^.xsj) of the collection; but

the following pages belong undoubtedly to the same
Insha. An index of the contents on ff. i^'-a''.

Beginning, on fol. 3* :

Dated the 17th of Ramadan, in the first year of
Jahandarshah's reign (a.h. 1124= A.d. 1712, Oct. 18).

No. 1858, ff. 67, 11. 19-21 ; Shikasta ; size, 9 in. by 4jin.

2096
Another copy of the same.

This copy is slightly incomplete at the end. No
index. Beginning as in the preceding copy.

No. 1187, ff. 105, 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8^ in. by 4J in.

2097
Jami'-alkawanin (^^1^1 /*-'^)'

Specimens of letters to illustrate the various branches
of epistolography, composed a.h. 1085 (a.d. 1674;
the chronogram is JjLiJ i^^^) by Khalifah Shili

Muhammad of Kannuj, and styled both ^^1^1 ji_.U.

and ii^a. *LiJl (the former appears here in the colophon,

the latter in the text). It contains four fasls, the first,

on fol. 3*'; the second, on fol. 31^; the third, in two
kisms, on fol. 44b

; the fourth, on fol. 48* ; and a khati-
mah, on fol. 52l>.

Beginning : ^0 si \j (^jj>.l

d
J U-J

Other copies are described in Bodleian Cat., Nos.

1391-1394 (with a complete index of the headings);
Rieu i. p. 414 (with biographical remarks); J. Aumer,

4 E
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p. 123 (likewise with headings); Cat. Codd. Orient.

Lugd. Bat. i. p. 176; A. F. Mehren, p. 27; "W. Pertscli,

Berlin Cat., pp. 72, i; 126, 8; 146, i (No. 79);
1008, 2 ; E. G. Browne, Cambr. Cat., pp. 283 and

284. The work has been printed as &a-Jj». i^LiJl

in Calcutta, 1834; and lithographed in Lucknow, 1846,

and in Cawnpore, A. h. 1280.

This copy is dated the nth of Jumada-alakhar, a.h.

1
1 77 (a. D. 1763, Dec. 17).

No. 1967, ff. 54, 11. 13-17; Nasta'llk, mixed with Shikaata;

size, 8| in. by 5 in.

2098
Another copy of the same.

Beginning : Jl ,_»jlS »J K ijX>\^ tji^WJ j ijijbL-,

.

Dated the 27th of October, 1773 (11 80 of the Ban-
gali era= A.H. 1187).

No. 1765, S. 64, 11. 13; Nasta'llk; size, 8| in. by 5^ in.

2099
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Fasl I, on fol. 122^', II, HI, and IV not marked.

Dated 1 1 90 of the Bangali era=A. h. 1197 (a. d.

1783). A few interlinear glosses.

No. 1966, ff. 129-191, 11. 10-12; unequal Shikasta; size,

9|in. by 6Jin.

2100
The same.

Beginning: ^Jl \j ijxa.\ (jijLJ j (jijLi^.

Fasl I, on fol. 47"; II, on fol. 61" ; III, on fol. 68*;

IV, on fol. 71'' ; khatimah, on fol. "j^K

Dated the 9th of Rabi'-alawwal, in the third year (of

whose reign, is not stated).

No. 1083, ff. 45-75, 11. 1 2-1 5 ; Shikasta ; size, 8J in. by 5J in.

2101
The same.

Beginning: Jl \j (^x>.l^ u^^ } ijljli-..

The chronogram J-;L<ii Lsij^jc' appears here on

fol. 3I',
1. 4. The work concludes on fol. ^g^, and is

dated the 15th of Safar, A. h. 12 15 (a. d. 1800, July 8).

Bound together with it on ff. 61-66 and 70-86 are

several other letters, notes, traditions, and historical

specimens, written by different hands, and without any
value whatever.

No. 2980, ff. 1-59, 11. 12; large Nasta'llk; size, 9I in. by
7j in. Ff. 61-66, turned upside down ; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by
5I in. Ff. 70-86, U. 14-16 ; Nasta'llk, by different hands ; size,

9| in. by 71 in.

The same.

Beginning

:

2102

No divisions marked ; no title or author's name any-

where.

No date.

The copy belonged formerly to Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2538, ff. 41, U. 13-15 ; Shikasta ; size, lof in. by 6| in.

2103
A defective copy of the same.

Fasl I, on fol. 1671^; II, on fol. 21 61', last line; III, on
fol. 194"; IV, on fol. 199''; khatimah, on fol. 221k
The leaves are misplaced in a rather perplexing manner

;

their proper order is: ff. 164-179, 182 (lacuna, com-

prising parts of the twelfth and thirteenth i^jzSLt),

180, 183 (here *j»jpL) must be read instead of ^jjb),

184, 181 (lacuna, comprising parts of the sixteenth and

seventeenth t^y^S^), 185, 210-217, 202-209, 186-201,

218-224. Many pages injured.

No date. BibUotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2556, ff. 164-224, 11. 11; large Nasta'llk; size, 9I in.

by 62 in.

2104
A still more defective copy of the same.

Fasl I, on fol. 3", breaks off in the twenty-fifth

i^yS^ ; II, beginning missing in consequence of a large

lacuna after fol. 18 ; fol. 19* begins in the middle of the

twenty-fifth s-ij,, so that the first twenty-four are

wanting; III, on fol. 26'' ; IV, on fol. 30^; the beginning

of the khatimah is not marked.

As date appears the 29th of Sha'ban only, without

a year. The transcriber was Muhammad Burhan-aldiu

Ansari.

BibUotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2394, ff. 1-37, 11. 9-15 ; written by various hands, partly

in a peculiar kind of Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta, partly in pure

Shikasta ; size, 8J in. by 5J in.

2105

A fragment of the same.

The fourth fasl of the ^^\jli\ (X-«Uj. : ,j cM^ J-^-'

Mj ^ ..UII M
Ji 5.i-ib.

^This fasl ends on fol. 138"; ff. I38b_i49a are filled

with another fragment of a similar character, containing

forms of notes and letters, and beginning : .j xl=. iJo\JiJi\

Jl 1^ Mjj (jl« •: ; » 5-Jl (_j^>_o L_<-ils^- 5J »-»Li jj.. i_aj,ju.

No. 2173, ff. 132-149, 11. 15 ; the last pages partly in diagonal

lines ; Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

2106

Husn u Dil {^ j ^^y-^)-

Beauty and heart, an allegorical romance in ornate

prose, undoubtedly based on the older story of the same
name by Fattahi of Nishajiur (who died A.h. 852:=
A. D. 1448, see No. 2037 above, and comp. Bodleian

Cat., No. 1343; Rieu ii. p. 741; W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 34, 8 etc.), and composed, according to the

chronogram, jjlJo c.b, on fol. 45I',
11. 9 and 10, a. h.

1095 (a.d. 1684), in the reign of 'Alamgir, to whom it

is dedicated. The author is called, on fol. 2*', 1. 9,

Khwajah Muhammad, but in the colophon with the

fuller name Khwajah Muhammad Bidil. Whether he
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can be identified with the well-known poet 'Abd-alkadir

Kidil (died a. h. ii33=a.d. 1720, see No. 1676 above

and Nos. 211 5-2 1
1
7 below) is doubtful ; the date

of composition and the dedication to 'Alamgir would
favour such a supposition, but on tlie other hand no
biographical account of BIdil mentions a story of the

above title, and the poet is never called Muhammad.
Beginning of the story, which is interspersed with

many poetical specimens : j^j^ j ^ j •*-«-» t^- j^y

Copied ill Bahailurshah's reign (a. h. 1119-1124=
A.D. 1707-1712); as date appears the 7th of Rajab

only, without a year.

No. 1628, tf. 46, U. 13; Nasta'llk; size, 8|in. by 6 in.

2107
Insha (Lul).

An anonymous treatise on epistolography, beginning

:

Dated the 4th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. iioo (a. d.

1689, Aug. 20), by Alfaruki alcishti.

No. 18, if. 126-160,11. 31; Nasta'lik ; size, 12 J in. by 6| in.

2108
Shauk-angiz (u-Vil ijj^).

Forms of letters to parents, relations, friends, superiors,

together with answers from the same, interspersed with

many kasidas and otlier pieces of poetry, by an anony-

mous author, who praises in the introduction his spiritual

guide, Shaikh 'Abd-alsubhan (see fol. 3^, 11. i and 2).

The title appears on fol. 5", 1. 7.

Beginning: juiJli' iS ^^,j (jUj i-jjUjj cjbl jl Jjo

Dated the i6th of Dhu-alhijjah in the thirty-eighth

year of ill., i.e. 'Alamgir = A. h. 1105 (a. o. 1694,

Aug. 8).

No. 1896, ff. 66, 11. 1 1 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8^ in. by 4J in.

2109
Khulasat-almakatib (i.^»^l5>il i^^Li.).

A rich collection of specimens of refined prose-style

intermixed with verses, on all possible topics, by Sujan

Singh or Sujan Rai Munshi of Patyala, the author of

the ^ ,LD1 i^iU*. or general history of India (completed

A. H. iio7= A. D. 1695), see Nos. 302-364 above. It

was apparently compiled as a guide for the author's

sons, see fol.

From an English note affixed to the fly-leaf we learn,

that this 'esteemed collection of letters is looked upon

as. a model of epistolary style by the learned of the

d

3^, lin. penult, sq., and begins: c,

Punjab ; ' and besides that it was ' sent to the Imperial

Exliibition at Paris for works of art and industry by
the Punjab Committee at Lahore.' The note is signed

by ' C. Raikes, Commissioner and Superintendent ;

'

and the MS. was received from Dr. Royle, July, 1856.

The headings of the innumerable short epistles and
tracts contained in this collection are left blank, but

on the first sixty or seventy leaves they are supplied

in a very small and often scarcely legible handwriting

on the margin, together with many various readings

and glosses. But the greater portion of the MS. is un-

provided with either. Fol. 65 is left blank.

No date. Modern handwriting. The copyist was
Nadhar Muhammad.

No. 3233, ff. ^279, 11. 15; very distinct and fine Nasta'lik;

size, 10 in. by 5|in.

2110

Karnama-i-waki'ah (s-iJil) LeLi.o).

A collection of firmans, letters, and other specimens

of a highly refined style in prose and verse, together

with a great number of chronograms (i^lii^lj), elegies

(i:^Llj^), etc., composed by IlindU, who calls himself,

on fol. i96>'», 1. 5, the author and transcriber of this

copy {i.i...s^ ijjl ;_il-a-e
J ^1^), and dated the 24th of

Sha'ban, A. h. 1116 (the forty-ninth year of 'Alamgir's

reign, more correctly the forty-eighth) = A. d. 1704,

Dec. 22. It ends on fol. 277b and is followed by a few

other specimens in prose and verse by the same Hindu,

whose original name is given here as jc^^-i-* J

»

«

•

y •

Beginning, on fol. 193*': «i (>!Li. J-»->- ij\j^ j\ Juo

d
No. 2007, ff. 193-279, IL 15; very unequal Shikasta; size,

9^ in. by 5 in.

2111

Insha-i-Faidbakhsh (,jiLi-J. ^^jo^ 'Liji).

A collection of letters, as introduction to the study

of epistolography, compiled by Shir 'Ali, usually styled

Shir Hamlah, who resided atjyy^-jr^ in Lahur and

was the disciple of Haji Muhammad Yusuf Nakshbandi,

in the fifty-first year of 'Alamgir's reign, a. h. i i i 8 (in

the text is written by mistake x^a^ ^ j}/^- *''^'y)—

A.D. 1706, 1707, and beginning: |jJkL«JI Cij ^ A^
Jl jXjjiir^. jjLjLi. {_yjij I.: ; ) 5JJJ l,jL~jl t-xjijj ....

Copied in 1 190 of the Bangali era (a. h. i I97=a.b.

1 783), by Kutb-aldin. Some letters at the end bearing

the dates 1 180 and 1 190 must have been added by the

copyist.

No. 1966, ff. 82-128, 11. 11; unequal Shikasta; size, 9J in.

by 6^ in.

2112

Two treatises on Persian metres.

1. Risala-i-jamiyah dar 'arud (^ji^jSij^ »-»-'W »-'^;)>

on ff. ib-is'*, in Persian, beginning : J^j^jUi^jlj ^J»V*-.

-Ijial
J

^}j.J\ -Ijjjl l_*.^- el^l^l^ «^ iS^ iS

d'
3<^J'JS).

4 £ 2
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2. Risalat Abu 'Abdallali Andalusi (iill X^y\ ilL-,

i_j~Jjol), on S. isli-iS, in Arabic; a short tract on

metres by Abu "Abdallah Muhammad Abu-aljaish-

alansar alandalusi, beginning : AWl • JLxj ill ,v .-^l

Jk- J J^ -"l' iJ^J-;r^^ JIj • . • . 84^ jjl-C JLol J
5--ic

Both tracts are copied in the same year, A. h. 1128
(a. D. 1 7 16), by the same scribe, 'Abd-alwahid ibn

'Abd-almu'min.

No. 1212, ff. 18, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk; size, 6| in. by 4^ in.

2113

Muntakhab-i-wala (ill. i_^w3r^^^).

Models of poetical epistles in forty chapters (called

jjl^JLc), compiled from other Inshas and poetical works

by 'Ali Akbar bin Muhammad Aniin Bakharzt, called

Akabirkhan, a.h. 1130 (the title is a chronogram)=
A.D. 1718.

Beginning: ^xjUa j__a. ^_)l W j. >-. i_)Lx5^ i_>li^*

Jl i_)Liil Ov.-^. sUi iS jjj xiljj.

^ No date.

No. 5i9, ff. 172-278, U. II (mostly in 2 coll.); Nasta'llk;
size, S^ in. by 5 in.

2114

Insha-i-Zarbakhsh (i^jijr*; «LiJl).

Collection of official letters, firmans, notes, and similar

documents, written in the emperor 'Alamgir's reign
and dealing with affairs in Bengal and Bihar especially.

The collector is Sayyid Muhammad Diyai Hakkani, and
the date of the collection A. n. 11 30 (a. d. 171 8), see

fol. 3"-, last line, and fol. 3b, 11, 14-16. It is divided
into two kisms ; the_^rs< contains imperial and princely

correspondence (^^IWl... 1 jjUsi-. i_jLki»), on fol. 4a; the

second, firmans, decrees, orders, and other royal issues

A^t-o,£.
J blJKjiUw ^)UiJ •-^•* ftL-Mf fil ,Si 1 iUti

lJ-!^-'i/-»

d

Jl euUwVJv).

Beginning : iS ^^^.Sia. (read *Uj) «Lu», 'Luljl jjo

1 v_*-»S ^^ i;)'-^
5J 1; l_)L.f.-<l . (jijO JLc jjJI.

Copied A.H. 1172 (a. d. 1758, 1759). A few inter-

linear glosses, especially on the first pages.

No. 1837, ff. 1-30, U. 15-16; Shikasta; size, 9|in. by 6Jin.

2115

Cahar 'Unsur (j.n:c X^)-
One of the refined prose-writings, interspersed with

numerous specimens of poetry, of Mirza 'Abd-alkadir
Bidil, whose lyrical and epical works have been described
in Nos. 1676-1688 above, and who died a.h. 1133
(a. D. 1720). The present work is styled j^aj.^ .Ljr»

or the four elements, and begins, on.fol. il> ; ^Jb; IjJ.lAi.

First ' Unmr : ^\..^,^jf^ JLiL. tlxJ:. Jlx.:Lil jus^.'

JL»5 J Jwoj i_jL,l o^-j-ar^, on fol. 4*, beginning : > -5-

(^LcjLoj e»— I (jUjI LsA* isjl^Li -s-»^ ti)U-l^ j^l j^

This

Jl O'-'J 0«.;JJ»- mjl ; » »

1

<^-T^ Jt"-^ cH' V-^LH

Second ' Unmr : , .j 1^ ; - JLc .I4J *
'^

(.yix-* Jj]^ f^Lii u^H^» f^>^—
-J

J
on fol. 63''

Third ' Unsur : j iv^-^-* ^r^J)-« u
j^ti eyCi-p ^jUukJls:^ iJjLjI, on fol. 121'^.

"Unsur is dated the 22nd of Kamadan, a.h. 1160 (the

thirtieth or rather twenty-ninth year of Muhammad-
shah's reign)=A. D. 1747, Sept. 27.

Fourth 'Unsur : ^l.ij i^j j i_*jl^ LL-j iV'-^ ;U*
i_*j|^ i_^jjij 5~ol, on fol. 154''. This 'Unsur is dated

the 1st of Dhu-alka'dah in the same year 11 60 (a. d.

1747, Nov. 4).

On fol. 197'' sq. an appendix to this work appears as

Jlfth "Unsur, styled ojyt^ jji> (exactly as the short

mathnawi by Bidil, noticed above in No. 1686), and
dated by another transcriber the ist of Dhd-alhijjali,

a.h. 1 1 63 (a. D. 1750, Nov. i), at Ahmadabad. The

y..a.is.jLij>. are included in the Ja-j> cyOS^ lithographed

A.H. 1287 at Lucknow.

No. 1849, ff. 250, 11. 17 ; written by different hands in various
styles of difficult Shikasta, partly in diagonal lines ; size of the
fii-3t four "Unsurs, 9J in. by 4^^ in. ; of the fifth, 8| in. by 4j in.

2116

Munsha'at-i-Bidil (Jj^ ijLLi.ju).

The correspondence of the same "Abd-alkadir Bidil,

containing chiefly letters addressed to Shukr-allahkhan
and his two sons, "Akilkhan and Shakirkhiin, beginning:

Jl jLcl ISjSL^ ,j .

No date. Other copies of the same or parts of the

same are described in Eieu ii. p. 8ii»; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 147, No. 2; and E. G. Browne, Cam-
bridge Cat., p. 284. These letters are also included in

the <:JCL}S mentioned above ; their usual title is

Jju^. ejLxJ, or simply Jju^. *LiJl. The copy is

collated.

No. 1687, ff. 103, 11. 12 ; Shikasta ; size, 9I in. by 5! in.

2117

A fragment of the same Munsha'at.

The proper order of the leaves is : ff. 86 (first words,

on fol. 86"'
: Jl ,j,j jl ji ^Icj o.—j , corresponding to

fol. 6*, 1. 4 ab infra in the preceding copy), lacuna (the

last words of fol. 86l>=foI. 8^, 1. 5 in the preceding

copy), 87 (first words here: > 7 ..^ . > tS ,jsr^ sjj...=

fol. n*. last line there), 84, 85, lacuna (last words of

fol. 85a=fol. leb, 1. 5 ab infra there), 81-83 (fi^'st

words, on fol. Si": s-iiLS ^jijjjl=fol. 26* 1. 6, middle

there), 68-80, 67 (at the end of fol. 67'' the fragment
breaks off, last words here=fol. 51a, Hn. penult, there).

No, 2420, ff. 67»-87',ll. 15-19 ; Nasta'llk ; occasional glosses
on the margin ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.
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2118

Miscellaneous letters and other specimens of refined

prose-writing.

This incomplete collection contains :

1. A long series of letters, like all the other letters

in this collection from the period of Akbar's reign to

that of 'Alamgir, for instance, a letter of Mahabatkhan
to the Khankhanan and answer (on foL 72"), to I'timad-

aldaulah, etc. ; a letter of Shaikh 'Abd-alrahraaii (on

fol. 73'^), of Nawwab Sa'd-allahkhan to Shaikh 'Abd-
almu'min (ib.), of 'Umdat-almulk "Wazirkhan (ib.), etc.

2. Ta'rif-i-Mathura (l^^;^ i—aj^), a description of

Mathura (in the province of Agra on the river Jumna),
by Harbans Munshi (

•• - y«jLj,jSi), on fol. 75a,

3. Tausif-i-dar-alkhilafat Shalijahanabad (. » . ,rj
"

jUI jjl^s^Lii ijiUi j\i), description of Shalijahanabad

(Dihli), by Haji Khair-allah Dlwan, Sarkarof llustam-

khan, on fol. 75^', last line. Copied A. H. 1 134, the 28th
of Sha'ban (a.d. 1722, June 13), at Shahjahaniibad.

4. Another series of letters, for instance, to Mukhlis-
khan, Nawwab Fadilkhan (on fol. 77'^), to Nawwab
Ja'farkhan (on fol. 79'' sq.), to Bakhshi-almulk Mu-
hammad Aminkhan (on fol. 83" sq.), to Shah Safikhan
(on fol. 86a), to'Abidkhan (on fol. Seb), to Iftik'harkhan

(on fol. 89b), to Asadkhan (ib.) ; a letter of Shaikh
Farid Shakarganj (on fol. 92*).

5. Extractfrom the Janii'-alkawanin (^-oljiJl /«-«La.),

by Miyan Shaikh Muhammad (so is the name given
here), that is Khalifah Shah Muhammad of Kannuj,
composed A. h. 1085, see Nos. 2097-2105 above (on

fol. g2^); a s^U j|^ (ib.). Letters to Nawwab Ja'far-

khan (on fol. 931"). Letters to friends, to a son, etc. (on

fol. 94b); a S-)jjjo (ib.).

6. A third series of letters, for instance, of Mahabat-
khan to 'Alamgir (on fol. 96a), of Eustamkhan (on

fol. 97a), of Kasimkhan (on fol. 97^). A lacuna after

fol. 97. Letters of Abu-alfadl (on fol. 98* sq.), for

instance, to Sultan Salim (on fol. 99*), to Akbar (on
fol. 102"), to prince Daniyal (on fol. 104''), etc. Letters

of Munshi Candarbhan Brahman of Fatyala, see Nos.

2093 and 2094 above (on fol. 107" sq.). A letter to
Ja'farkhan (on fol. 109a). Dated on fol. iis^, a. H.

1134 (a.d. 1722).

7. Eisala-i-naz u niyaz
(
jLJ

j
jlj iil^.), correspon-

dence between lover and beloved in poetical prose,

intermixed with verses, by !Majnun Kafiki, and dedi-

cated to Abu-almuzafFar Husain Bahadurkhan (on

fol. 114") in thirteen babs, viz.

:

(8) ^.1. .\e. kit.
J j.J'ijt*

(.J
JJiyS^ ji yhilft jLo

V>»-

(j-iLc jLj

(j-iLc jLo

J-

(^J-W

(10) ^Jy.i..3Ut LUjl a '•
II Jl J C

(il) Jj-i.x-.jU J iLLf^\j.

(12) vl
(13) j:, ^j^,

Beginning:

iU^L^I jh-iLc jLo

(j-iLc jLo

• j"^*-* )* (J-— >-c jW^

'-Dated the 20th of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 1132 (a. u.

1720, Sept. 23).

8. A fourth series of letters of Mirak Mu'in (on fol.

119*), of Maulana Nau'i to 'Isabeg of Hamadan (on
fol. 119I'), of Hakim Hashidi to Mirza Ibrahim (ib.),

of Nasira of Hamadan to Mirza Eafi' Kabir (ib.), of

Kasimkhan to Mulla 'Abd-allatif Sultan and MuUa
Mahabbat 'Ali (ib. and fol. 120*), of Maulana 'Ali

Naki Kadi of Shiraz to Kadi Kir, and answer of the
latter (on fol. 120"), of Kadi Mir Husain to Mulla
Jalal-aklin Muhammad Dawani (on fol. 120'J), of Mirza
Fasih to Nawwab I'timad-aldaulah of India on behalf
of his pupil Darwish Husain, with the takhallus Walih,
and answer of the Nawwab (on ff. 120b and i2i«), of

Mirza Ruzbahan to Hakim Nizam-aldin Ahmad and
answer of the latter (on fol. 121'').

9. Extracts from the Euka'at-i-Insha-i-Munir (t:i>LxJi,

^,^JL. 'Lul) or Munir's Insha (on ff. I22a-i28b), in-

complete. On Maulana Munir of Lahur, the author of

the^^-jLj. 'Liol, collected A. h. 1050, and the sTL^jJ,

collected A. H. 1051, comp. Nos. 2078-2082 above.

No. 2678, ff. 72-128 ; written in diagonal lines, in Shikasta
;

size, n|in. by 7J in.

2119
Dastur-alnazm (|»JaUl .j- ')

A tract on Persian prosody and metres, compiled by
Muhammad Miisawi Walih (see fol. 2", last line) a. h.
1140 (a.d. 1727, 1728), and styled ^JiUl .ys^^ (see
fol. 2b, last line). _

" ^-^
_Beginning: JLy j ^J-^J J^

-^ ^ju^^ ^^^^-^^ />.

It is divided into a mukaddimah (t/.yjL.i-' c>-a-« ,j

Jl vL-^l ii^Ja ^jLo j), on fol. 3a, two fanns (JJl ^
fjf V^ jU-:.! ^^L-l

J
jjljjlj J^. M>-5 J ^\y uW^y

Jl ^\iSjA ^JljJl , U^. olip ^jLo j:>), on ff. 5b

and 8b respectively, and a khatimah (j^b .^.ar? jjLo .0),

on fol. 25a. Copied a. h. 1164 (a.d. 1751).
Another copy of this little tract, where the name of

the author is given in the fuller form of Sayyid Mu-
hammad bin Muhammad Biikir Musawi Walih and the
contents are stated to consist of a mukaddimah, three

hdbs (instead of two fanns), and a khatimah, is noticed
in Rieu ii. p. 859*, No. III.

No. 779, ff. 27, U. 15; Urge Nasta'Uk ; size gjin. by 5] in.
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2120
Daka'ik-aliiisha (Li-iil| jpUj).

A conipeiidiura of rhetoric, prosody, and the whole
art of refined writing in prose and verse, compiled A. h.

1 145 (see fol. 2b, 1. 5)= A.p. 1732, 1733, by Kanjhurdas,

son of Raujit Eai Kayath {tj\) \:L>-f^j jJ. (_^lj,j-4^,

i^}S) of Jaunpur, and styled Li-i^l ,jJl-i\i (comp.

fol. 2^, last line, and fol. 3^, 1. I z). It is based upon
the following authorities :

.^usCii .. ; »J , by Abu-albarakat of Nishapur.

2. LiJill u^U^, by Mahmud bin Shaikh Muham-
mad Gihini (see above, Nos. 2044 and 2045).

3. LiJill (Sj'a-j (see above, Nos. 2057-2060).

4-8. i^L«. , by Khusrau (see above, No. 1219 sq.),

Jami (see above, Nos. 1 387-1 389), Aman-allah Husaini
(see above. No. 2077), 'Abd-alvvasi' aljabali (died A. h.

555)1 and Kasim Kahi (died A. H. 988).

9-1 1. uJ±ju.L^, by MullaTughra (see above, No. 1586,

XXIII; 1587, XVII and XVIII; I588,XVI; and 1589,
X), Zuhuri (see above, Nos. 1509, 4, and 15 10, 5), and
Nasirai of Hamadan (about A. h. ioi5=a. d. 1606).

12. ^^i-'.Lp, by Shaikh Muhammad Salih.the author

of the (^iL^-s^Lii iJ,lj', i- e. the JLo J_»£ (see above,

Nos. 2090-2092). '-

13-16. i^i i .t : j> ,. by Candarbhan Brahman (see

above, Nos. 2093 and 2094), Mulla Abu-albarakat

Munir of Lahur (see above, Nos. 2078-2082), Mirza
Mu'izz Fitrat (died a. h. 1106) and Mirza Muhammad
Khalil (about a.h. iioo, see Rieu ii. j).

826b, No. VI).

17. ,_jijlj .Ijlf^by Nawazishkhan.

18. Lioill iJ^Li., by Mulla Jami'i (see above,

Nos. 2095 and 2096).

1 9. eulxSj , by Mulla Muhammad Muhsin Dhu-alkadr
and others.

Beginning: (read JliCiL^) Jl W v 1, uLjJ ^ j.i].

jLxji ^jljuiLi. 5J o. ^JoLa i\Sjh X.

The work is divided into a mukaddimah, eight

dakikas and a khatimah

:

Mukaddimah : ^,\ ^.L-jI j L.iJl ^j\-^, ,.> , on fol. 4*.

Dakikah I, on fol. 7^, in three fasls, viz. : 1. ,.|Lj ,^

3

3I ^\^\

iS"M r*-^'

c/- i r

_S.^ i\SS.\ jjLjJ ,i

cjW). J->-

Dakikah II, on fol. ii", in ten fasls, viz. : 1. ^jLj ,i

4. »-US"

UUJl. 9. *, J:. t—iJ^jt-J i.jl-s-> )i.

10.

Dakikah III, on fol. 44^', iu two fasls, viz.: l.y

J. 2.^ |,il5",r^r^- • ^^=^j.»-

Dakikah IV, on fol. 64I', in two fasls, viz. : 1. .j

Dakikah V, on fol. 68«, in two fasls, viz.: 1. ^^Lj ,.>

pM |^"li ^;;—=• 2. |.^ (j^^ lT-^ uW^. y-
Dakikah VI, on fol. 106'', in two fasls, viz. : 1. ..»

^_jk^iL. jucly" jjLo . 2. i^j-JC j.^1^ ^jL~.) jj .

Dakikah VII, on fol. 112*, in three fasls, viz.: 1. .0

(^jJUJ ^^.sr-' kjloT^jLo. 2. S^^Ll. i_>bT,J. 3. ^j^ ji

iS^y i_>bl

.

Dakikah VIII, on fol. 116*: yyUU^j L::.UiLk^1 ^j.

This last chapter is said to contain twenty-three fasls

alphabetically arranged according to the second letter

of the words, but only the first five sJu*. (arranged

according to the first letter) of the first ^y^^i are found

here ; all the rest is missing. Probably the author had
not yet finished the whole work when this copy was
made, only one year after the date of the composition,

in A.H. ii46,thei7thofShawwal (a. D. 1734, March 23),
by Shaikh Mihtab 'Uthmani,an inhabitant of 'Azimabad.

Other copies of the l-i..i^l (JjLSj are described in the

Bodleian Cat., No. 1403 (likewise unfinished), and in

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 1013 (which from the analysis

given seems to be complete).

No. 1556, ff. 1 20, 11. 15 ; Nastii'llk ; size, 9J in. by 5 J in.

2121
The same.

Another, but defective copy of the Daka'ik-alinsha,

and very incorrect besides, as the spelling of the

title : Lijill ^IJo (sic !) on fol. ^, 1. 7, and on fol. i*

proves. Both the careless handwriting and the absence

of many headings make it rather difficult to decide how
much is missing. According to the index, on ff. 4"—
5'J, the work contains in this copy only seven dakikas,

and of these tliere can be traced only the first five.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 5'^.

Dakikah I, in three fasls, on fol. 8".

Dakikah II, in eight fasls, on fol. 12". These eight

corresijond to the ten of the preceding copy in the

following way : 1 = 1-3 there ; heading : jjL^ ^j
2= 4. 3= 5,

7= 9. 8= 10.

Dakikah III, in two fasls, on fol. 39^.

Dakikah IV, in two fasls, on fol. 58!'.

Dakikah V, in two fasls, on fol. 62".

The second fasl of Dakikah V begins on fol. 63=^.

There are no further headings to be found, except on

fol. 78^, liu. penult.: t£;j»jj v_)Ul jj ^y-!r^ J-^
this were a mere mistake for {j^y lj^I, we should

If

have here the third fasl of the seventh Dakikah, but

in that case the second fasl of the fifth, the whole

sixth, and the first two fasls of the seventh Dakikah

would comprise an infinitely smaller number of pages

than in the preceding copy.
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Lx.i-0 (jLlJ
, y'^

No date. Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2574, ff. 80, 11. 13-14; Shikasta; size, gjin. by 7|in.

2122

Majma'-alinsha (Lij5)l » «f^)i

A vast collection of refined prose-wi'itings, inter-

mixed with verses, chiefly letters, compiled by Mu-
hammad Amin-i-Banl Isra'il (see fol. i^*, 1. 5), who was
first in the service of Kai Dakhni Ram (fol. i^, 1. 6),

afterwards in that of Eai Budhcand (fol. i^, 1. 9, but

wrongly spelt herejjLs-'jjinsteadof the correct j. : f^Jo

,

which appears in other places), a vassal of Nizam-almulk

AsaQah of the Dakhan, who died A. H. 1161 (a. D.

1748). According to the only other copy extant, viz.

Rieu iii. p. 1067'', this collection was made at the

request of Eai Budhcand A. H. 1 146 (a. d. 1733, 1734),
the chronogram being jySj^ ^\.j>. ] s-^ isU-.; but

the present copy has left out jl and reads (fol. ib, H. 6

and 5 ab infra) ^yLjL.^ljj>. j..-^ (sU.», (the last word
incorrectly spelt here ,^iJL.«), which would give as

date A. H. 1 138 (a. D. 1725, 1726).

Beginning: Lijl JI4J i^Uj (read_j-ij) ^jjij ^l .:. : ^

Jl j)^ LUl u\jj (correctly tsLiJl alone) ^sL^I-

It is divided into the following thirty fasls (the

headings of which are given here according to the

wording of the index on fol. 2")

:

1. x--»j jilS S-^j3 J'-s^*^ j-^i "" fol- z".

2. lldI^jJI >_/-^^ v^^ i::jLa.L:-«, on fol

penult.

3. ooJj, i^Ls^' o^

5b, lin.

fol. 9^
oJL^

4. i_;<iLj u)^-i.c ji , on fol. I I'J, lin. penult.

5. *)U-i ^Loj
fj'^j,

on fol. 15*.

6. j^JaiL- ^-^Ui , tjJii-, on fol. 24"'.

7. c:. . : (j-i |.—'U.* *iJ^ jJ) on fol. 34*.

8. j_^ 'LJ^J^
Ijlkc^^Xljj, on fol. 45*^,1. 3 ab infra.

9. (ji,Li-, (jijljJ7on fol. 58*, first line.

10. i.Cjj;jL.« t^L-il (jLcjii.,! .J , on fol. 66".

11. JjL-,_^ j J--, Jj-oj (j-L^, on fol. 75".

12. (JLa-x^I jjIjJL. ijLo .j, on fol. goli.

13. ^j-t-S" t^La-l i_Jl1> l_>yi-.l, on fol. lOI".

ujj-j^ t^W*' v*l^ ^1j^' o" fol. 107^', last line.

i_JLl3 L?H*J, on fol. i09».

v.i->-^^ 5-»^jJ) on fol. III"'.

l^^Ja^ iyL-,Lij ^Ic, on fol. 1 12'', lin. penult.

I—ijLi.-° 1^^;^ >^-4^^. on fol. ii8».

19. i-jjLsr-^ ^yi-j^Li sjJli i_jlj.a., on fol. 124b, last line.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

20.

21.

i^La.1 m'^ J Jl>^ J-*'
""^ fol- '3'*-

>-H»-' !>, on fol. 133I'.

1166

J, on fol. 138a, last Hue22. blj^
J

u-i.sr' Jl--,-^.

but two.

23. tiDjLi cyjLx, on fol. 142''.

24. oopo' |.jl^, on fol. i45».

25. JJjjl^ ;;;-i" ^-'^,l »j.Ci, on fol. 154I'.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

t_fljLU -> i_«jLa^, on fol. 159''.

euLloL:.* J, on fol. 163*.

xjL-tf^ -"j'jJ.! on fol. 171''.

bUai (^Ujt:L«gl, on fol. 173'^

(^L>k*i
J c5j!^-i*^^j, on fol. 175".

A large percentage of the letters are written by the
compiler himself in the names of Eai Dakhni Eim, Eai
Budhcand, Fadl-allahkhan (the son of Siyadatkhan,
died A. H. io88= a. D. 1677, 1678), and especially of
Sa'adat-allahkhan (the governor of the Carnatic, who
died A. H. ii45=A. D. 1732, 1733). There are also a
number of letters written by the author's grandfather

(jj:*' Ijk), Shaikh Muhammad Ashraf. The chief con-

tributors besides are : 'Abdullah Ansari, Ghauth-ala'zam,
i. e. Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir Jilani, the poets Sa'di and
Jami, Abu-alfadl, the prime-minister of Akbar, Amir
Khusrau of Dihli, MuUa Tughra of Mashhad, Mir
Husaini Sadat, Muhammad Eafl' Waiz, Mu'in-aldin
Jami'i, Munir of Lahur, Shaikh Abu-albarakat, Naiim
of Harat, the poets Sa'ib, 'Urfi, and Faidi, Bidil, Tahir
Wahid, Muhammad Kazim, Nasir 'Ali, Mu'izz Fitrat

called Musawikhan, Muhammad Said I'jaz, Mulla Sa'd-

aldin, Ni'matkh&n *Ali, Tahir Ghani Kashmiri, Aman-
allah Husaini, Mir Nizam-aldin, known as Mir Junun,
a naukar of Nawwab Zain-aldinkhan, Khalifah Shah
Muhammad, Nasira, Muhammad 'Adil Wahdat, Ghalib-

khan, Kizilbashkhan, Nawwab 'Akilkhan, Hidayat-

allahkhan, Lutf-allahkhan, Shukr-allahkhan, etc. The
official documents and firmans in the sixth fasl include

orders and notes by Akbar, Shahjahan, 'Alamglr, Mu-
hammadshah, Shah 'Abbas I, Shah 'Abbas II, etc.

Among the congratulatory letters in the seventh fasl

there appear : one on the accession of 'Alamgir by
Shaikh Mu'in-aldin, one on the conquest of -the Dakhan,
two on the wedding of Nawwab Mubarizkhan by
Sa'iidat-ailahkhan and by Dakhni Ram, also letters by
Akbar, etc. The Munaiarat in the twenty-seventh
fasl consist of the following specimens

:

jb jJ»-tJ b Jlc ,_JUo sJsLl*

—oL;l* 1^1^ sJjbi-*

i**l^ • A-^ sJdLi.*

J.i.c J lOui-*. sJjLl^

The last three are by Munir of Lahur, comp. above,

No. 2078, where two of them are found. A J,»!l ^y fy

by Abu-alfadl and other elegant prose-writings by the

same are found in the fifth fasl, on fol. 1 8^ sq.

The copy is not dated.

No. 2Sft4, ff. 177, U. 23 ; Shikasta; size, ii| in. by 7jin.
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2123

A collection of letters, notes, short orders, etc.,

written by lUjah Earn Kunt in the reign of Muham-
madshah and partly in his name. The latest date

which appears in this collection is the twenty-first year

of Muhammadshah's reign= A. h. 1152, A. d. 1739 (for

instance, on S. 90'J, 93", 93^ etc.) ; other dates, often

returning, are the sixth year of the same reign=:A. h.

1 137, A. D. 1724, 1725 (on fol. 70a), the fifteenth year

=A.H. 1 1 46, A. D. 1733, 1734 (on fol. 57a), the seven-

teenth=A.H. 1148, A. d. 1735, 1736 (on fol. 22^, last

line), the eighteenth= A. h. 1149, a.d. 1736, 1737 (on

fol. 27"), etc.

Beginning of the Jirst note, on fol. i^ : c*-ib s-o^

No date. Fol. 'j^^ left blank. This copy belonged

formerly to Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2535, ff. 94, 11. 9-10 ; large Shikasta ; size, :o| in. by 6f in.

2124

Euka'at-i-Khatim-alkalam {J^SJ\ jU>. i:dL».s^).

Specimens of letters for manifold occasions in life,

compiled by Maulana Mir Kamal-aldin Muhammad,
who died the 7th of Rabi' I, a.h. 1132 (a.d. 1720,

Jan. 18), see fol. 2* last line, fol. 2^, last line, fol. 3'>',

first line sq., and fol. 70", and edited by one of his

disciples, Lachiram, the son of Hardas (|_^U_ft), see

fol. 3a,
1. 10, A.H. 1 155 (a.d. 1742, 1743), comp. the

chronogram on fol. 8b, 11. 4 and 3 ab infra, J_«lj xJ^l^j

v:j>J,j tijfjij. This collection is divided into nine

fasls, see fol. 4*, 11. 8 and 9, but of these only the

fourth -is indicated by a heading on fol. 103*. This

copy is besides incomplete at the end.

Beginning, on fol. i'' : i^UJ j i^>* J'*-^*- j' -^^

No. 2758, ff. 160, 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 4J in.

2125

Dastur-al'amal ( J-»jc)1 .^s^i).

The writer's manual (jJ1ji_jL_j>. j ^Ĵ : ...y ,j), a

treatise on the divisions of time, on numerals, weights,

measures, but chiefly on the numeral notation, called

Siyak, together with a great number of models and

specimens of official accounts, an extract from a larger

work, styled »_oLi jU— , by Anand Ram, the recipe-

writer (o-Jj^ 8-i*^) of Kurra (rjj), in the Subah of

Allahabad, who is undoubtedly identical with Anand
Ram, son of Rajah Mardi Ram, who died A.h. 1164

(a.d. 1751), and is the author of the — ^Lk-e!^! cJi/-», of

a Persian diwan, Hindustani poems, a collection of

letters and a history of the war between Muhammad-
sliah and Nadirshah, see Rieu iii. p. 997 ; A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 262 ; Beale, Orient. Biogr. Dictionary, p. 195,

etc. His takhallus was Mukhlis and his spiritual guide

and teacher Mirza Bidil, whom he quotes frequently in

this treatise, see, for instance, ff. 22*, 29a, 34b, etc.

Most of the official accounts given as specimens are

dated a.h. 1142 (a.d. 1729, 1730), the twelfth, or

rather eleventh, year of Muhammadshah's reign, see,

for instance, ff. 133b, 136'', 146*', etc. (some also A. h.

ii37=A. D. 1724, 1725, see fi'. 135" and 144''). The

last chapter, on fol. 170*, is headed: Jj-o^l (_,i--9 r-j^.

Beginning : . &jLi.L«. 5-«lJ ijl---< v^^j' v^-*^^

5 jJb. i^^ u^.f'
"^"^ (.IjXoJl (W^-? ^) 5-^4^. ^^'-Vi

Jl Jlc ,j i\->\ 5JI sjj-o 1—sLi-o )^Jw» i^/-* j/J ij^y*"

The first subject treated is 'sjUj» j^ i^L^-tli tj^-^.-

The contents are partly in tabulated form, as in

a very similar, but shorter manual, described by Rieu
in his Cat. ii. p. 804.

No date.

This copy belonged originally to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 2932, ff. 176, 11. 13 ; clear Nasta'llk ; size, io| in. by 6^ in.

2126
Two Inshas.

1. Khulasat-almunsha'at (c:jLi..i-i.U i^\^), on ff. i^-

31", specimens and formulas of letters for all relations

and conditions in life.

Beginning : Jl ^L^^ jjl 1.5'jl t5^^ j-^

It contains the following subdivisions :

(a) ^j^'X^ b ^jJi>\.^, on fol. 2b.

(6) l^L) \j^\ , on fol. 8a.

(c) ^s^aj>, jJ-ff, on fol. 9b.

(d) (X^). J-J/*^ l^^- jij^' *"' ^'*^- "°'-

(e) sLiiJl ly-i-sLj, on fol. i2».

(g) iLii
J

LJijq, on fol. 15*.

(/i) prs^-', on fol. 17 b.

(t) ijLiL»j , on fol. 17b.

^ (jX^jt..

WlV- , on fol. iB*.

'rpL),oufol. 1 8b.(1) ]i\l^
J

{m) jjj£- ^jb^jjj, on fol. 19b.

Dated the 20th of Eamadan, a.h. 1165 (a.d. 1752,

Aug. i).

2. Insha-i-Ni'mati (^J.*J^ *LiJl), by Ni'mat-allah,

a Jew, identical with the e>-»jtj *Li-il, noticed in

No. 1768, I above, on ff. 32b-4ob, and beginning:

^^-> illl 10 » «i sU-i--! ^. sL^ 5J._:-j . . . 4jl .> . U

Anotlier copy of this small collection which contains

formulas of letters to parents, children, relations, friends,

etc., is noticed in "W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 1009,

No. 4. Written by the same hand as the former

treatise.

No. 119", ff. 1-40,11.13; large Shikasta ; size, 9 in. by 4^ in.
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2127
Inshas.

Two small collections of letters, the first on ff. i''-4bj

the second on ff. 5l'-20*.

TheJirst bears the vague title of Majmu'at-almusaw-
wadat (uul^s^^l ic^.*^'), and contains letters from
A.H. 1156, 1162 and 1166 (a.d. 1743, 1749 and 1753).
The first begins : ju^s* ....;. j-Jj^ "^jj^ o^Jl^st!

Jl u^Lli. The last is written by Balia-aldin bin

Sayyid JIuhamniad Ashraf.

The second contains chiefly letters on Sufic topics,

headed : ,j-ll!l Ji£ j U-JuC aIjI J..-LJ j^ isUJ

.

No date.

No. 1970, flF. 20, U. 21 ; careless Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 5^ in.

2128
Dastur-alinsha (Lij^l .y:^^).

Letters, dealing with transactions in Bengal during
the years a. h. 1151-1170 (a.d. 1738-1757), compiled
by Munshi Shaikh Yar Muhammad Kalandar for his

patron Fida'ikhan, i.e. Sayyid GhuMm Husainkhan,
and beginning: ^.—^j^i

^j^ j ^.^y^^ Jx;.ij^Tt^Lj

Jl jiaj jJlj ^j^ ixii ^^ iS.

This collection was printed in Calcutta a. h. 1240.
Another copy of the same is noticed in Rieu iii.

p. 103 1", No. IV.
As date appears the 9th of Safar, a. h. n (1201 or

i2io?=A. D. 1786, Dec. I, or 1795, Aug. 25).

No. 2984, ff. 156, 11. 16-17; Shikasta; size, 9I in. by 6^ in.

2129
Car Caman-i-Faid {^ji^ rj-*^ ;'-=*•)•

A collection of letters from Firuzjang and Muham-
mad Fadil to Nizam-almulk Asafjah of the Dakhan,
who died a. h. h6i (a.d. 1748), as well as from the
collector himself, the Munshi of the late Nawwab
Firuzjang, Asafjah's son (usually called Ghazl-aldin-

khanll, who died a.h. ii65=a.d. 1752), to Firuzjang,
Muhammad Mir with the epithet Arshadkhan, etc.,

see fol. lb, 11. 2-4. It is divided into four
^J^'>f,

the

first on fol. 2", the second on fol. 65", the third on
fol. 93*, the fourth on fol. iss''.

The whole copy is written in the worst style of

Shikasta and almost illegible in many places. This

edition was made in the reign of Shah 'Alam (a.h.
Ii73-I22I=A.D. 1759-1806) at Shahjahanabad and
copied there by Muhammad Akbar.

Beginning : jjAx* U :,jy ^ x^JUl jjjl xa.\ j.n. Xxj

No. 2006, if. 201,11. 16; Shikasto; many pages written in

diagonal lines ; size, 9j in. by 5 in.

2130
Takmilat-alfarsi (^-..UJl iLjCs).

A treatise on prosody, metres and rhyme, composed
by Kutb Ali. a pupil of Sayyid Ghulam 'Umari
alhusaini alkadiri, and divided into seven babs.

IND. OFF.

Beginning: oou ^ iU j Ja. ij\xJ>. ,v..».'r' jl ^J^^

Jl Jl j_jLc
J

»-JLc 41)1 (JL. ^Ji]a^» jJis* L^l^j^.
This treatise was finished a.h. 1175 (a.d. 1761,

1762); the copy is dated the 17th of Muharram, a.h.

1185 (a.d. 1771, May 2), at Barlli.

No. 419, ff. 67, 11. 16 ; Shikasta ; size, 9I in. by 6i in.

2131

Majmu'a-i-Khututha (L^Jj^iii. isj.^^).

A collection of official letters, similar te those de-

scribed in Rieu i. pp. 407b and 408", addressed to the

governor of Bengal (Mr. Vansittart) by the Nazims of

Bengal and other native princes, chiefly Mir Kasim
"Alikhan, Mir Muhammad Ja'farkhan, Shitab Rae, the

wazir Shuja-aldaulah, Mirza Irickhan, the Padishah

(i. e. Shah 'Alam), etc., with occasional answers of the

governor, together with orders of the council The
letters bear no date, but belong evidently to the same
period as those described in Rieu, loc. cit., viz. A. h.

1173-1178 (a.d. 1760-1764).

eginning

:

^M/4-

'No date,

No. 1925, ff. 74, 11. 15 ; many leaves are left blank on one
side ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in. by 6J in.

2132

Insha-i-majmu'-alkawa'id {x^\jJi.i\ f^t-f' 'Liil).

A very large collection of chiefly historical and
official letteis from the time of the emperor Shah
'Alam (who ascended the throne the 4th of Jumada I,

A.H. ii73= A.D. 1759, 25th of December, and died the
7th of Ramadap, a.h. 1221 = a.d. 1806, 19th of

November), compiled by Ram Narayan (Rama Nara-
yana), see fol. 2'^, liii. penult., no doubt the same writer
who is mentioned in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 146,
No. 2, as author of a treatise on arithmetic in seven
fasls (composed a.h. ii86=a. d. 1772, 1773). The
present collection was completed a.h. 1190 (chrono-
gram i_ij^, see fol. 6», 1. 5 ab infra)= a.d. 1776,
and entitled j^lyJI pj-»^ *Llj1, see fol. 5b,

1. 3 ab

infra, not jjj^l /f-*^, as is stated on a piece of paper

pasted to the fly-leaf. It is divided into four fasls, see

the index, on fol. 5b Hn. penult, to fol. 6^, 1. 9. viz.

:

J jjj issp —^Lol (index jjUL:..ul
•J')

(^jt^i—J^ JLc ^j^L^i , on fol. 6b, containing specimens

of general letters, both familiar and official, from the
earliest years of the compiler, together with a treatise

on computation or keej)ing accounts. This treatise,

^^Jj-i—jjj (S^-j^i, begins on fol. 79b and contains three

babs, viz. : (a) ^Lij i^j^yjL-o j jy^-^^ c>W->. j^ > o"

fol. 79b (J) Li-jJj ^ -. ... )b .j) cybL,.j». JJ
•• ..o ji

index i^Lil ».), on fol. 84a. (c) i:aUj.»_:Li, -., jy:~~>^

(index i^Ls^^^^ __^ ^^^^-mjIj Ji^_ ^j), on fol. 10 1".

4 F
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J^ J

Jl u-JU»^ i_5-iJ>J. J
•5^;l^-•, on fol. 146", comprising

letters of congratulation (jLS^L-.) and condolence

(OJjju, see fol. i8i't> eq.), by Shahamatjang Bahadur,

Nawwab Husain Kulikhan Bahadur, Nawwab Husain

AUahdiukhau Babidur, Nawwab Jasaratkhan Bahadur,

etc., beginning with one by Shahamatjang to Mahabat-

jang (i. e. AUahwirdikhan, the usurper of the govern-

ment of Bengal, who died the 9th of Eajab, a. h. i 169

= A. D. 1756, April loth); ou fol. 154^ an interesting

document is preserved, a letter of Nawwab Jasarat-

khan to Nawwab Siraj-aldaulah (the successor of

Mahabatjang in the government of Bengal) congratu-

lating him on his capture of Calcutta (20th of June,

1756).
^

3. "-Jr^jl [>yiii^
J

,_yJl^c^. J .
"
-.-' j.^-t— J--=J

^JL;.i-'. ..jl^J itXi— e^Xji s-a-l; j j^^. s-xj^Lj-o i»-J^l4-«

jl
J ,iU->. iS^ eij^l 8-a.l^

J
isjla. ^kx jJ^J. U^^^H;

J .jLfrj 8.V: ...1 a J ii-^];U-» >-:>-«J-i^. u-Jl ^Li^ i.^.]^ •—ijo

~J\ ey^*-M-<> - -
'.

, on fol. 189*, containing letters of

similar contents by the Maharajah Mahasingh Bahadur

(a Sikh Rajah of Lahore and father of Maharajah Ranjit

Singh, died 1792) and the Rajah Himmatsingh Bahadur

(who died 1814) to Sayyid Muhammad Ridakhan

IBahadur Muzaffarjang (the Na'ib Nizamat of Bengal,

who was chosen by the English in 1765 to act as

minister to the Nawwab Najra-aldaulah and died A. H.

i2o6=A. D. 1 791, 1792), and to Rajah Amritsingh,

also letters by the said Rajah to the Maharajah Maha-

singh Bahadur, etc.

oii fol. 360a, containing ordinances of the diwan,

warrants, writs, government decrees, and other ofiBcial

documents.

A great number of dates appear, especially in the

third fasl, viz. : 11 60 of the Bangali era, on fol. 148IJ;

1 1 73 of the same era, on fol. 285b; 1175 and 11 76 of

the same, on fol. 304»' ; the first year of Shah 'Alam's

reign,3rdofMuharram=A.H.ii74(A.D. i76o,Aug. 15),

ou ff. 359^ and 360=1; 28th of Muharram=A. d. 1760,

Sept. 9, on fol. 360a; 19th of Rabi' II=a.d. 1760,

Nov. 28, on fol. 190*; the seventh year of the same

reign, 25th of Shawwal=A.H. 1179 (a. d. 1766, April 6),

on fol. 349''; the ni7i,th year, 6th of Safar= A.H. 1182

(a. D. 1768, June 22), on fol. 329a; the tenth year,

i6th of Muharram=A.H. 1183 (a. d. 1769, May 22),

on fol. ssg* (twice); 5th of Ramadan=A. h. 1182

(a. D. 1769, Jan. 13), on fol. 323*; 12th of Ramadan=
A.D. 1769, Jan. 20, on fol. 322^; the eleventh year,

6thof Muharram=A.H. 1184 (a.d. 1770, May 2), on fol.

356a; gth of Safar=A.D. 1770, June 4, on fol. 32 il";

13th of Jumada II= A. h. 1183 (a.d. 1769, Oct. 14),

on fob 3501"; 29th of Jumada 1I= A. D. 1769, Oct. 30,

on fol. 223b; 24th of Rajab=A.D. 1769, Nov. 23, on

fol. 332b; Yth of Shawwal=A.D. 1770, Feb. 3, on

fol. 327^; the twelfth year, 5th of Dhu-alka'dah=A. h.

1 184 (a.d. 1 77 1, Feb. 20), on fol. 328^1; the fifteenth

year, 22nd of Muharram = A. H. ii88 (a.d. 1774,

April 4), on fol. 292a.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i^ : ij-L^-. j~^ ^
'

'
' ijJ.

INo date.

No. 1448, ff. 383, 11. 15-16 ; a number of the last pages written

in diagonal lines; Sliikasta ; size, 9I in. by %\ in.

2133

Alkabnama-i-kadim (^jj 5-.\J i_>llJl).

A list of titles and forms of addresses for the time of

Haidar "Alikhan of Mysore (who died in the beginning

of Muharram, A. H. 1197= A.D. 1782, Dec, see No.

5 1 6 sq. above), by Muhammad A'zam and Kaiim "All

iluushi. Many leaves are left entirely blank. Ou
fol. 25 a new series of titles and names begins,

arranged in alphabetical order, but only portions of

the letters I ft, p, J, J, j.,
and ^ are filled in.

No. 2104, ff. 44; Shikasta; size, 75- in. by 3|in.

2134

Insha-i-matlub (i_)_j.UiJi «LiJl).

Forms of letters for students of the art of episto-

lography, by Shaikh Mubarak Farshi {^j^ eJ^W- i^)i

beginning : c^.l j\ jj»_> jL5lxJ;jT^;-jCi is\i\ jl J-J<->

Some interlinear glosses. Dated 1 1
9 1 of the Bangah

era (a.d. 1783).

No. 1966, ff. i-:8, U. lo-ii ; unequal Shikasta; size, gf in.

by 61 in.

2135

Ghazalan-alhind (jui-frJI u^)-
A book on rhetorical figures and special forms of

the Persian poetry of India, togetlier with a discussion

on the manners, customs and secret practices of Indian

women, on Indian love and matters connected there-

with, by Mir Ghulam 'xllikhan Husaini WasitiBalgrami,

with the takhallus Azad, the author of the ^ji^\ ^L.

^J^.
o,U and j]jTj_^ (see above, Nos. 682-684), the

U.) Jo'(ib.), the 5^U lii^ (see above, Nos. 685-

690), the \^p\ l^jj (No. 655 above), etc., and the first

editor of the ]^!i>l_^'U (see above, Nos. 622-626), who

died towards the end of A. h. 1200 (a.d. 1786, Sept.).

He compiled in A. h. 1177 (a.d. 1763, 1764, chrono-

gram : Jl>^\ i^s-^ ir^^ jV) an Arabic work

on India and Indian matters in all their aspects under

the title of ijUi-xi^-ll j^'^J uhv^' ^^=^ (^"^^ °- *™8-

ment of it noticed in Rieu iii. p.
1022b, No. II), di-

vided into the following four x.ai^,viz.: 1. ^l:L-,jX:Ayj
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,1
-

. y :./> jjLo .J, on fol. 49^.

J-

\ , the mysteries

^^jt :j> 5-u ijLo ji, on fol. 5o».

j-^IXjIj (Sanskrit : nayikhahlieda). At the request

of two of his friends, 'Abd-alkadir Wihrban of

Aurangab&d and Laelimi Narayan, with the takhallus

Shafik of the same place (the author of the {j\ j : « ; a *

jjL:;-u.x.ijk , the i sJCi (j . . : i , the ^l : i 11 tL-j, the

^y-ol JU, tlie two tadhkiras Llc, Jjand ^jLor^ f.l-->

a description of Haidarabad, and other works, see

above, Nos. 426, 447, 448, and 468), he translated in

A. H. 1 178 (a. D. 1764, 1765) the last two x.ai-. of

his original Arabic work into Persian, and styled this

l)araphra8e of the latter half of his ' coral rosary

'

jui^JI u'hi, which is a chronogram for 11 78.

It is divided into two makalas, viz.

:

1 . AjU-a ^jLj ji , on rhetorical figures and other

artifices of poetry, richly illustrated by examples taken
from Persian writers both of Persia and India, in

four fasls

:

(a) (JJ.J-A jsiL-o u^lr'^ a^- j^' °" ^°^' ^^''•

(6) i_iJ^ t£,.:Lsr* jJLl.^ jjLwj ,j, on fol. 38*.

(C) mj.tt4^ h-^r^^ ii

2. j..»4jLXjiU ^jLo ,i, i.e.
j^

of women, their doings, love-affairs, social and sexual
intercourse, etc., likewise in four fasls, viz.

:

(a) jjbxiJi iâ ' -' uijLSj ? ir » ^JLo ji, on fol. 52''.

(6) i_aJj-. tqya." ••• * i:^[j)j .t. r « ^jLj^.s, on fol. 61''.

(c) ijiLl.c *L.^1 ^jUj ^j, on fol. 621".

{d) jLi.c (jLj ,j, on fol. 63*.

At the end a biographical account of the author.

__Beginning: i^ ^jULa ^_^L:Lw ^iiy^ylj—.s* jJ\y^
Jl oi]^ jl

-iJ^j \) Hr^ 5j.53pj>..

No date. Another copy of the same work, which,
however, seems incomplete, is noticed in W. Pertsch,
Berlin Cat., pp. 100 1 and 1002.

No. 1814, flF.
23t'-68'',

11. 21 ; clear Nasta'llk; size, 9J in. by
Sjin.

InsMs and other Trose-writingi of uncertain date.

2136
Haft Dabitah (sJajLo cj^Ia).

The seven rules for proper letter-writing, also styled

LiJill kjlj-i (see another copy of the same with tliis

title in Rieu ii. p. 530^), by Sayyid 'Ali Nnkikhan bin
Sayyid Hishmat 'Ali, a resident of the town of Sandi
((jjJi'L-, in Oude). The seven regulations deal with
the following points

:

LjjL.0 eyjlij, on fol. jb.

II. vW-l jl csb >» ,U.ixb >_^-l^ X
fol. 2'\

..a i i'

J
J , on

fol. 4

III. »_»jL» , »--*jl , (_)UJI t,<Si.. , vjUJI ,j, on

ii;liij3 (jijo, on fol. 6b.

5-Jl (,j».ix* i^ . k=fc c>jUj j«-«, on fol. 9*.

VI. 8-»JI (_>».^:X.» e>.»-.j »j Jl-j«-jl (_^«> «,'

JjT ka. jjL-. ,J 8J J-i-.
J

, on fol. 1 1".

VII. JjXa. jjlji J S-^^^
J

sJUJ

J,
on fol. 13''.

'y

Beginning : jLjtJl jsua.\ X3%SLf^ ^^.;.». . . . . <»il Jl^

^1 j^L» ^/.i j^jLc J.:-,.

On ff. 16 and 17 several tables are added. Copied
by Sayyid 'Abu-alkhairkhSn Bahadur,

No date.

No. 1948, ff. 17, U. II ; large Nasta'llk ; size, 8J in. by 5| in.

2137
Another copy of the same.

Dabitah I, on fol. 2*; II, on fol. 2»>; III, on fol. 3'';

IV, on fol. 5» ; V, on fol. 6^ ; VI, on fol. 8* (here is

written kliJI instead of JLxil , both in text and index,

but in the latter there is marked on the margin as

various reading JLxil) ; VII, on fol. 91*,

Tables, on ff. iia-14. No date.

No. 1655, ff. 14,11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9J in. by 6 in.

2138

Dastur-i-Shigarf (uj,xi. .yi^Mi).

Introduction into the art of composition, dealing

especially with syntactical matters and rhetorical figures

and illustrated by numerous specimens of the higher or

refined style of writing in prose and poetry. The
author's name (which is not given here) appears in the

British Museum copy (Rieu iii. p. 1043'', No. V) as

Bhupat Rai ; when he lived is not known, but he must

be later than Zuhurt (who died A. h. io25=a. d. 1616,
see above, No. 1500 sq.), since he quotes that poet and
prose-writer on fol. 771', 11. 5; the title appears on
the same page, 11. 8 and 10.

Beginning

:

J^y.> J-«T OJU-fl Jjkl ^. y jl ij\

The first paragraph is styled
^_^.?.

:

» cu.;L»U ^jLj.

On fol. 2* the author divides the Persian language into

seven groups or dialects, four of which, he says, are

now abandoned or obsolete (d^/:-.), viz.
^Jy\j, \Sy^,

iJ^jJi, and t^Xx.«, and three still current ( Ul v -
,)^ viz.

(jfjO , (/j-U-j . and ^^->^''-> . {jji is explained thus : ^Jo\

j;;U-.l (.jW* t^^ |.-Lxi
J |.jl J-a1 ; c5>J^. thus

:

|.L- j^i ^^ t^ Lj e—j^ i^ yL^^ ijLi.^

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2487, ff. 78, II. 13 ; Shikasta ; size, 8|in. by 6 in.

4^2

u^i
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2139

Another copy of the same.

No date. Beginning as in the preceding copy.

No. 1955, ff. 30, 11. 24 ; Nasta'Uk, mixed with Shikasta

;

wonn-eaten throughout and injured besides in several places;

size, II in. by 6^ in.

2140
Two treatises on Persian metrical art.

1. Ff. aib-si": a treatise on the rhyme, extracted

from the book ^^' (read^L:t^1)jUiill_^lj<-. ^ ^.s-"^'

(one of the older standard works on Persian metres,

i-h)Tne and poetical figures, by Shams-i-Kais, composed
shortly after a. h. 628=a. d. 1231, see Rieu, Supple-

ment, p. 123b sq.), and divided into a mukaddimah,
three babs, and a khatimah :

8.^U 1—»5^ Jj' i^L). on fol. 22''.

iSjj (.L-Jl ji j.jj i_)b, on fol. 25^.

1^])^ Jj.).^
fj-s-"" ^J^.i 0° f°^- 2^''-

jJ^s i->y-^ i^i», on fol. 29^.

Beginning: ^jLaj si K ^^JS^ (•P'-^
Jl-oLs*^!^

2. Ff 3il'-4o: Minhaj-al'arud {^jj^\ -.Lj-i-s), a

treatise on Persian metres, beginning: ijl]\ ill Ju.^11

Jl (^Ji4-x.«.l
J (JJlXjI.

No date.

No. 1074, ff. 21-40, 11. 13 ; distinct Nasta'Uk; size, gin.
by 5b ia.

2141

Insha-i-Tayammunt ( :!^o (_fLijl).

Forms of notes and letters, compiled by an anony-

mous author, with the takhallus Tayammuni of Isfahan

(see the colophon : 'jL^i-ol : . . 1 '^Lijl i_jL:ixJl oJI!i),

and beginning.: j _ JjUl 5^«lj \j^ ^^ ^x> \^^^

Jl sJi-Jj ^^l^pK* ^jj^ '...la v il jJjj-«ill JS ii_»5C^..

It begins with letters from kings to Sultans (dJL<. jl

^j-Jo^ Li), on fol. i'', lin. penult.

Collated. Occasionally marginal and interlinear

glosses.

No date.

No. 1047, ff. 60, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2142

Tuhfat-alsultaniyyah (s-liLklUl iis').

An Insha or collection of specimens of letters and
notes in refined prose-style, compiled by Hasan ibn

Gul Muhammad and divided into three babs, viz.

:

1. Ji ^jJio\^^ ^j^\m uyb»::5L« ji.

2. |.l£> |.l5C.ly.

3. s-^.c^ v:yLol>_« ,j.

Beginning: Jl _jJ s Jo,1x3 iS \j\jlf Xi^, «-«U JJl.

Incomplete at the end. All headings left blank in

the second half of the copy.

No. 1065, ff. 55, 11. 1 1 ; careless Nasta'Uk, mixed with Shikasta

;

size, 7I in. by 4I in.

2143
Inshas.

Two collections of letters, notes, etc. (i^Lai, j L>j W =>),

the first on ff. I36b-i74, the second on ff. i77-202b

(ff. 175 and 176 are left blank).

Beginning of the first : a a •.'^ji %S JLa b ciKL..* ,j

cioJ-a
J i^"^ 1$-^ c*"*^ J^ isJjW* 5/^ JL— ^j >" =>

Jl 5ju^ljp^|jJ;.j_, (jU—l |j-»^ •

Beginning of the second : 5 Li. (^1j

y Uli,i5--*-» j'^i^,
5-iXJ ,jl /«-^-^ ^-^.

Jl ij\
-; ....l) ^l4J » ,

..
•:

.

.
. ,» a ijiJl.5 ^jL::.-j^. j-f-..^^ JJjl^.

No. 95, ff. i36''-202'', II. 11-15; written by different hand?,
partly in Shikasta, partly in Nasta'Uk ; many additions on the
margin ; size, 8.^ in. by 4I in.

2144

Munsha'at-i-'Abd-alrazzak djlfJJl s^ ,^.l ?>-)
Specimens of refined prose-composition, by a certain

'Abd-alrazzak, beginning with a preface, which he had

written as introduction to his own poems (si ii.»UjJ

No. 18, ff. 262-267, 11. 31 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, I2|in. by 6J in.

2145
Insha.

Fi-agment of a treatise on letter-writing, with

specimens showing the proper form, address, title, etc.,

of letters to persons in different ranks and stations in

life. It begins abruptly : (read ,1jX)) ,1jXj ^5iLi.)

J! D»J^ ebJp ^/^-jX^. W*^ J
•

The first leaf is missing. Copied by Daud.
No date.

No. 1216, ff. 23, U. 15 ; Naskhi ; size, 7| in. by 4 in.

2146
Two short tracts on matters connected with letter-

writing :

1. Alkabat (uyULaJl), instructions, how to address in

proper form relatives, friends, learned men, etc., on

ff. 122^-125''.

2. Sharh-i-tamassukat (oLX 1 . i ^j-^), forms of

promissory notes, receipts, and similar documents, on

ff. 1 2
5^-1 26a.

No. 2173, ff. I22''-I26», U. 15; Shikasta; size, 8| in. by 6 in.
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2147
Darb-almatlial (Jjdl sJr-o).

A short tract on some proverbial sayings, beginning :

Jl
•i;j'^. li^J^r^ jJL) jjfc _jj|.

No. 18, if. 259''-26i'', 11. 31 ; csireless Nasta'llk ; size, 13J in.

by 6| in.

2148
Miscellanies.

1. Ff. 1-8 : fragment of an anonymous collection

of letters and specimens of refined prose, among them
a description of chess ( J^Js-i. i—flj^jti ,j), on fol. i''.

2. Ff. p'-io'' : a short grammatical treatise in form
of a kasidah, on the grammatical functions of the J-jLc
or regent ; it is divided into two kisms, the first being

called gl , ^ the second (c-'W^ j the present copy

contains only the first which consists of thirteen c»j

,

each in form of a quatrain or a fard. Beginning :
^

3. Ff. iia-i6'': fragment of a second collection of

4. Ff. 225»-232'':

Ruka'at-i-shauk
(Jv^

on fol. 228'', taken from the jjl

5. Ff. 233"-240'»

pieces.

No. 8078, ff. 1-16 and 225-240, U. 13-18, partly in diagonal
lines ; Shikaata, by various hand^ ; size, 7J in. by 3J in.

letters on Sufic matters, styled

Lxj,) ; among them a a-oLj ^Jy:, ,

other letters and detached prose-

C. THE SCIENCES,

MENTAL, MORAL AND PHYSICAL.

I. Philosophy : Logic, Psychology, Ethics,

Politics, Natural Philosophy, Compendia of

Sciences, and ENCYCLOP.a;DiAs.

^,.
2149

Dar tahkik-i-mahiyyat-i-nafs (vOi
" aLd

^j

This treatise on the essence of the soul is the Persian
paraphrase of the Arabic original of 'Abu 'All Ibn
Sina (Avicenna, who died A. h. 428 =a. d. 1037), made
by the author himself at the request of 'Ala-aldaulah,

the Amir of Isfahan, see Bodleian Cat., No. 1422, II,

where it appears under the title of ,_,»jlll ilL^ >-*^,
and Rieu ii. p.

439a, No. VI, where it is described as

a shorter Persian version of Ibn Sina's oUil c_>LS or

jLkA.! ^^ i!L-| ; comp. on the Arabic original, H. Khalfa

iii. p. 442 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iii.p. 326, No. 3 ;

M. Steiuschneider, Al-Farabi, St. Petersburg, 1869,
p. 36, note, etc.

On the various psychological works of Ibn Sina, see

also Z.D.M.G., vol. 29, p. 335 sq. ; and No. 1922,
28 above.

The headings of the sixteen babs are as follows :

1. ij,J6 I-a. ^jLj ,j, on fol. 2", last line.

2. ^_yJ6 ijl^Jy ijLp. jJ , on fol. 3''.

3. u~ij jl ^^.ijljjj uJjJ JLxil 1 »iL:L»l <_.-;--> ji , on

fol. 6'', last line.

iy, Jl-jIj -. ) jjJU—jk oJLj^;--* ^J-::jb,J, on fol. 7",

last line.

ijj OJlj^ J ^ (oJb ?), on fol. 8'

u' jy^ J Cl"*-^- U"-^ '—

^

>i <r* * B *j i*j^^ 1^

.
..
- i".

Jl oJUiL-,! ^1 ji-ib :*-...» O c*5j , on fol. 9».

7. • ijtLiyJ^ ciJiJk-J f*^r^ tj"*-*^-^
eiji-o U'L^ C* .."j.^ jJ

Jl ijAJ jl jl tjXi ^ii:... I,, on fol. io».

8. ^JJu) kijjjua. b ,j»ij i^^s^ _-.a:'^ ,j, on fol. 11''.

9. cJ'^/*-'. ij*"-"-' U'ir* " J i_r- «bb ^. u'-t/'
L»,J jJ j !.>

...Jo , on fol. 1 2^.u •' ^
10. j>j|j ly-^. u-^j' u"^ JL»^I cUi.*! jjLj jj

.

on fol. 13*.

11. oJfl Jua. (c'b-ij ((^l^j^?) L4JI J.XJl^j^J

o>—.Ajfclj u«AJ , on fol. 1 3^.

12. Oi^.a-p j (|J^ "^ index) (.^Pa-i JJic ^JL--J ^J

Jjtij 1:^53 jl jl ijJ-«T c)j_;-fJ. , on fol. 1 4».

13. Jl^l « (correctly v:yj-« in index) vJ'y^ ,jUj ,j

>l»i>., on fol. 15*.

14. J^b ^.k.^^
(•'^r' u^-*^ U^ j'^ ^ LS^ Ls ,.>

(Bodleian copy Jlc) Jlc ^_y> i—s-i jl, on fol. 16".

15. —^ J Jij5 oJ,Li.« ijJljjl i;^^ ^j»ij Jl» oJilj ,j

i^jUi J i^ibt-* i—iL-ol, on fol. 17''.

1 6. Jj-<ii ^^l (»::i. ^j , on fol. 1
9''.

Beginning : -^ ^^j^Xbdl J-iil cy^-i* ... ill J.«Ji

Jl 41)1 i-».a., U-;— ^^. ^JlC »j1 .

^ No date.

No. 1175, if. 19, 11. 15 ; large N.ista'Uk ; Bize, 9I in. by 5I iu.

2150
Sharh-i-risala-i-hairat u risala-i-tair (&JL»^ -.^

A Persian commentarj'on two philosophical treatises

of allegorical tendency by the same Ibn Sina, viz.

:

1. Sharh-i-risala-i-hairat (u LIL-
-J ^z-i), on

IF. il^-iob, beginning: J-a. « j.c I, jijI (_;ijbu< . (j-L^-.

Jl 'bf-Jl tJu.».^ lijUls^ • ji.,.> cj-^jl j'jU— s5»jLi.»..

The treatise itself is in Persian.

2. Sharh-i-risala-i-tair (-»!> llLu. _^), on fF. ii^-

47^, beginning : iX^\:>S^jAA 1^-. uLi-.,jj ^^U^Jl c^fii

^U ^1 ,j«-J, i---i *^L.l jl ^;-Jo eJL-, ^^j/T -y-i^
The treatise itself is in Arabic.
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According to the two copies of the same little work in

Bodleian Cat., No. 1422, I, and Rieu ii. p. 439^ this

commentary is due to 'Umar bin Sahlan, who flourished

in the reign of Sultun Sanjar (a.h. 5ii-552=A. d.

1117-1157); comp. on him, Eieu iii. p. 1087^'; H.

Khalfa ii. p. 108; iii. pp. 412 and 418; Cat. Codd.

Or. Lugd. Bat. iii. p. 392, No. 10, etc.

No date.

No. 1215, ff. 47, U. 19; NaaU'llk; a small illumination on

fol. I ^ ; size, 7I in. by 3^ in.

2151

Zafamama (u-oLKsJi).

Tlie same version of the ' book of victory,' or short

collection of ethical and political maxims, which Ibn

Sina is stated in H. Khalfa iv. p. 175, No. 8015, to

have translated from Pahlawi into Persian at the request

of the Samanide prince Niih bin Mansur (a. h. 366-

387 = A. D. 976-997), and which, according to the

usual version, contains questions put by king Nushirwan

to his wise vizier Buzurjmihr, together with the

answers of the latter, as in No. 1762, 18 above, i.e.

the questions are put here by Buzurjmihr himself, and

the answers given by Aristotle ((_,».JLHJj-«,1) !

Beginning : jj.jT sivJljj .... j^^LxJl C)j jh x.-iJ

The colophon runs thus : i—8 ,.. : .,./i ' lj^ J^
i*^"*^

Modern copy, not dated. For copies of the common
version see Bodleian Cat., No. 1241, 43; No. 1476, 6

;

and No. 2019 (where it is styled^^lkil ^^) ', Rieu i.

p. 52, No. VII; and G. Fltigel iii. pp. 493 and 494.

It is edited in Schefer's Chrestomathie Persane, I(i 883),

pp. 1-1, and 3-5.

No. 2173, ff. I26''-I3i, 11. 15 ; Shikasta ; size, 8J in. by 6 in.

2152

A defective copy of the same.

The text differs slightly from that in the preceding

copy, but is in substance the same, ascribing the debate

to Buzurjmihr and Aristotle, as there.

Beginning : jjl tJ,)! t-kjljj . . . j^^^ljtJl ^S. ill j, , ^i

Jj^This copy breaks off with the words : (,\jo j ......j

. . . 8, .? . . It ij^ ji 8-J lOk— 1 i-iLi., corresponding to

fol. 128**, 1. 10 in the preceding copy.

No. 2053, ff. 144-146, 11. 13 ; Nastalik; size, 9 in. by 5^ in.

2153

Kabusnama (5-»U ,w^.U).

The original Persian Kabusnama, on ethical precepts

and rules of conduct for a prince, which was composed

by Kaikaus bin Iskandar bin Kabus bin Washmgir,

i

A.H. 475 (a. D. 1082, 1083), for his son Gilanshah
;

some Turkish translations give, by mistake, a.h. 473
as date of composition.

Beginning : 7-«-» iJ^ SjJuaJl
j

j^j.JiljiJl lj, il] .v»

v

1^1 8.V : :> ft t y JjjJ ij^a. '^j.^.T , ->.l isjl
J jJl«* liJil*

^ji_ .jjl:^1 ^^; ^ja^SiS ^^UII ^,-^ijlc j.^ ^f-^\
t_)La

It contains forty-four chapters, the first (^^^ii-LLi .j

^Ljo j d,L(_5 jjjI) beginning on fol. 5", the last

fol. i86'>.

No date.

Other copies of the Persian original are found in

Rieu, Supplement, p. 10,5 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 302 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iv. p. 207. Eastern

text editions, Teheran, a.h. 1275 and 1285, the latter

by Eida Kulikhan ; French translation on the basis of

the former by A. Querry, Paris, 1885.

For the two Turkish versions by Marjumak Ahmad
bin Ilyas (completed the 23rd of Sha'ban, A. h. 835 =
A. D. 1432, April 25, for Sultan Murad II), and Nazmi-

zada Murtada (who re-wrote the preceding translation

in a more modern style for Hasanpasha, the governor

of Baghdad, a.h. iii7=a. d. 1705, 1706), comp. Rieu,

Turkish Cat.
,
pp. n 6 and 117; Bodleian Cat., No. 2

1 90

;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Turkish Cat., pp. 276 and 277 ;

Krafft, p. 186, No. 486 ; J. Aumer, Turkish Cat.,

No. 59, etc.

German translation, chiefly based on these two .

Turkish versions, by Diez, ' Das Buch des Kabus,'

Berlin, 181 1; extracts from Marjumak's translation

are also found in Wickerhauser's Clirestomathy, pp.

262-265; see also H. Ethe, Neupersische Litteratur,

pp. 347 and 349.

No. 79, ff. 184, 11. 12; clear Nasta'llk; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2154

Kitab-i-siyasat u siyar-almuluk {j^~^ j o—L-u \J^
I2)jlil).

The famous work on politics and the maxims of

good administration and government by the renowned

vizier of the Saljilk rulers Alp Arslan and Malikshah,

Nizam-almulk, with his real name, Abu 'Ali al-Hasan

bin "All, who was born A. h. 408 (A. D. 1017, 10 18) and

assassinated by the Batinis on his journey to Baghdad,

A.H. 485 (a. D. 1092). For a detailed account of the

origin of tliis work see the description of the Bodleian

copies in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1424 and 1425, and Rieu

ii. p|). 444-446, and iii. p. 994'' ; comp. also W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 320; Melanges Asiatiques v. p. 236,

and vi. p. 114, etc. H. Khalfa iii. pp. 638 and 639,

gives A.H. 469 (a. D. 1076, 1077) as date of composition;

in the Bodleian and British Museum copies, a. h. 484
(a. D. 1091) is distinctly mentioned as the year in

which Nizam-almulk's work was produced, in conse-

quence of a competition with other state dignitaries •
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like Sharaf-alraulk, Taj-almulk, Majd-almulk, etc., to

do justice to Malikshah's demand for a standard treatise

on the best metliods of governing the Saljuk empire.

The present copy simply states, that NizJim-ahnulk

originally composed his book extempore in thirty-nine

chapters, to which he added afterwards eleven more

on account of the distress which the enemies of the

empire caused him ; when he was about to start on his

last fatal journey in A. h. 485, see fol. i^', 1. 4 sq., he

confided his work to his private secretary and librarian,

Muhammad, for copying it out neatly. The latter,

however, did not publish it, as he himself states in

the preface, ' till now, when justice and religion have

gained strength through the long life of the lord of

the world,' that is till after the accession of Malikshah's

second son Ghiyath-aldin Muhammad, who began to

reign after the death of his brother and rival Barki-

yanik, A. h. 498 (A. d. 1104, 1105). The whole work
has been edited (text and French translation) by

Ch. Schefer, 'Traite de Gouvernement, etc.,' Paris,

1893, in the 'Publications de I'Ecole dcs Langues

orieutales vivantes,' eerie III, vol. viii.

Beginning: eUil ^UaJ O vjj— 1 J-^i sls^-i i-A^
^J^\

Then follows a fihrist of the whole work, and on

fol. 3* the Jlrst of the fifty chapters (the headings of

which are given in full in Rieu, loc. cit. ; the Berlin

copy has fifty-six chupters ; in Fliigel's edition of

H. Khalfa the number thirty is substituted for the

thirty-nine of the original sketch of the author).

rb.

beginning : Jl JLc jjjljj*. _a ' i J^iJ L^i/J^ ;»-''

Dated the 21st of Rabi'-althani, A. h. 1198 (a. d.

1784, March 14).

No. 648, ff. 130, 11. 15 ; distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by

2155

Akhlak-i-Nasiri (ijj^\-i J^l).
The famous work on ethics or practical philosophy

by the great philosopher and astronomer Nasir-aldin

Muhammad bin Muhammad bin al-Hasau al-Tusi (born

A.H. 597= A.D. 1201, diedA.H. 672 = a.d. 1274), who
has been mentioned already as author of various Sfific

treatises in Nos. 1 807-1 810 above, and of a meta-

physical tract in No. 1922, 23 (col. 1070 in this Cat.);

see also Haft Ikllm, No. 1007 (col. 451 above). It is

based on the Arabic work y«_i.XJI ij ^V or ^.^I's-jS

,jiU».ill,by Abu 'Ali Ahmad bin Muhammad Miskawaih,

commonly called Ibn Miskawaih (who died a. h. 421 =
A. V. 1030), see above. No. 1922, 7 (coll. 1067 and 1068-

in this Cat.), and Bodleian Cat., No. 14 17, and written

at the request of Nasir-aldin bin 'Abd-aliahim bin Abi
!Mansiir Muhtasham (governor of Kiihistan under the

Isma'ili ruler 'Ala-aldin Muhammad), after whom the

work is named. It was completed, according to a

statement in the modern edition of this work, described

further down in No. 2172, A. h 633 (a. d. 1235, 1236).

There exist two prefaces to this work, an earlier oue,

in which it is dedicated to Nasir-aldin of Kuhistan with

eulogies pronounced on him and his sovereign (only

found in one of the Brit. Mus. copies, see Rieu ii.

p.
856b and in the Cambridge copy. Add. 308), and a

later one, which is found exclusively in the usual copies,

where he withdraws his former praises of those infidel

rulers and orders the former preface to be cancelled.

Beginning of the usual (second) preface, on fol.

(^Jdl lsUL« vijjc i:y;-<L» Jpil J^-fr>. -J^ j la^- A**

The complete fihrist or index of the work is found on

fol. II* sq. (half of fol. lo" from the words J.<iai ,^1

in 1. 8, and the whole of fol. i ob are a mere repetition

of fol. II, only a few lines between x:il, on fol. io»,

1. 8, and the-beginniug of fol. 1 1* being omitted). The
three makalas, into which the book is divided, are

found here as follows :

Makdlah I (j^l v_.*jj-^ .j, ' on the cultivation of

character') begins on fol. 13''', and contains tv}0 kisms
;

first kism subdivided into seven fasls, on ff. 13a, 14'^,

20", 22*, 2"}^, 30b, and 39b
; the second into ten fasls,

on ff. 57b, 6ib, 63a, 66», 70b, 74b 8ib 96b, ioi», and
HI*.

Makdlah II (JjLi-* j-^jJJ li, 'on family and house-

hold management') begins on fol. I4I^ and contains

five fasls, on ff. 141*, I45^ 150*, 155^, and 171".

Makdlah III (^^J-» v:j—L-u .j
,

' on the management

of cities and states') begins on fol. 174'% and contains

eight fasls, on ff. 174*, 183b, 202b 221'', 233*, 239*,

251*, and 256b.

Dated the 7th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 1041 (a. d. 1632,

June 25); for other copies see Bodleian Cat., Nos.

1435-1443; Rieu ii. pp. 441 sq. and 856b; Supple-

ment, p. 107; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 49, No. 71,

and p. 304 sq. ; Fleischer, Dresden Cat., No. 343;
E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 205-207 ; Rosen,

Persian MSS., p. 290; Rehatsek, Catalogue raisonne,

p. 216, No. 3, etc. Editions: Bombay, a.h. 1267;
Calcutta, A.H. 1269; Lucknow, a.h. 1286; Lahore,

A. D. 1865 ; comp. also H. Khalfa i. pp. 205 and 287 ;

E. Frissell in ' Bombay Transactions,' i. pp. 1 7-40 ;

Schier, Specimen editionis libri, (<^Li jfiLi.! , Dresden,

184 1 ; A. Sprenger in Z. D. M.G., xiii. pp. 539 and

540; H. Ethe, Neupersische Litteratur, pp. 348 and

349. An anonymous Peisian commentary on this

work is noticed in the Bodleian Cat., No. 1443 ;

another, quite modern one, by Kabul Ahmad is

mentioned by Sprenger.

No. 3349, olini 8. J. 21, ff. 359, 11. 17; Nasta'llk, ff. i-io
and 67-74 supplied later by another hand; size, 6J in. by 3^ in.

2156

Another copy of the same.

This copy is forty years older than the preceding

one, being dated the second of Rajab, a.h. iooi (a. d.

1593, April 4), but it is a rather unsatisfactory one,

as it has been much spoiled by water and is besides

injured here and there. The gi-eater number of the

headings are not marked; between ff. 27 and 28 the

last fly-leaf must be inserted, which by mistake has

been put at the end, but it mutt be read from the

reverse side backwards.
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MaMlah I, on fol. g^ ; II, on fol. 90^; III, on

fol. io6a (the headings of the last two are forgotten).

Occasionally various readings and short additions

on the margin. The transcriber and first owner of

this copy was Sayyid Najib, the son of Saj^id Faid-

allah.

No. 3428, olim 8. J. 19, ff. 149, U. r6 (except the first few

leaves, IL 12-16); Nasta'Uk ; size, 8|in. by 4f in.

2157
The same.

This copy, only five years later than the pre-

ceding one, being dated the 15th of Ramadan, a. h.

1006 (A. D. 1598, April 21), is likewise utterly deficient

in headings ; only MaMlah I, which begins on fol. 49^
is marked. The leaves besides are strangely misplaced

;

their right order is: ff. 1-5, 48-95, 7-47, 96-132, 6,

133. It belonged to Sir Barry Close (date, 14th May,

1813).

No. 3434, olim 8. J. 18, ff. 133, 11. 20; small Nasta'Uk;

illuminated frontispiece ; size, 7| in. by i^\ in.

2158
The same.

This copy is dated the 25th of Dhu-alhijjah in the

thirty-fourth year of 'Alamgir's reign (=a.h. iioi,a. d.

1690, Sept. 29).

MaMlah I, on fol. 7'J; //,on fol. 92^ ; III, on fol. 1 1
5I'.

Collated throughout, with many marginal notes,

written in red ink.

No. 3363, olim 8. J. 16, ff. 167, 11. 17; Nasta'Uk ; size, SJ in.

by sin-

2159
The same.

Dated the 20th of Rabi'-alawwal in the forty-fourth

year of 'Alamgir's reign (=A.H. iii2,A.D.i7oo,Sept.4).

The fihrist or index, on ff. ']^-i'^.

MaMlah I, on fol. 8b, last line
; first kism, on fol. 9^

;

second kism, on fol. 39b.

MaMlah II, on fol. 96b
; the five fasls are found

here on ff. 96b, 99a, 102^, 106-^, and ii6b.

MaMlah III, on fol. ii8b ; the eight fasls, on

ff. n8b, 125% 137b 149b, i57b^i62a, 170b, and 174^
Many valuable marginal glosses and notes.

No. 786, ff. 176, 11. 15; Nasta'Uk; size, 9^ in. by sJin.

2160
The same.

^

Dated in 'Alamgir's reign, the 23rd of Dhu-alka'dah,

but the year is omitted.

MaMlah I, on fol. 6b; II, on fol. 80*; III, on

fol. 99b. Tlie first fourteen pages and a few later on

are collated.

No. 1167, ff. 149, 11. 17 ; Nasta'Uk; ff. 133-149 written by

another hand, U. 14 ; a little worm-eaten ; size, gf in. by 5I in.

2161
The same.

Dated in the month of Muharram, a. h. 1127 (a. d.

1 7 15, January), by 'Abd-alda'if Muhammad Eahim of

Bukhara.

MaMlah I, on fol. 5b
; first kism in seven fasls, on

ff- 7"! 7^. 11*1 fii'st line, 12^, 14b, 16*, and 21"; second

kism, in ten fasls, on ff. 30'', last line, 32b, 33b^ gga^

36''. 39". 43% 51% 53''> and 59''-

MaMlah II, in five fasls, on ff. 75b, 78*, 80b, 83a,

last line, and 91".

MaMlah III, in eight fasls, on ff. 92b, 97b^ 107b,

117a, 123b, 126b, 133a, and 136".

No. 823, ff. 1-137, 11. 19; Nasta'Uk; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 8^ in. by 5 in.

2162
The same.

Dated by Mir Muhammad Yusuf Ansarl at Haidara-

bad in Muhammadshah's reign, the 2 1 st oflElabi'-alawwal,

A. H. 1 151 (a.d. 1738, July 9).

MaMlah I, on fol. lob
; first kism, in seven fasls, on

ff. lob, lib, 1 6b, 1 8b, 22b, 25% and 320; second kism

(here styled by mistake j,ji J-ai), in ten fasls, on ff. 43b,

47*, 47^ 49^ 51", 54% 68b (^ j^ instead of ^..li^),

70b
( -,::.*. a, i_jL) instead of ^ •: .t. a J-ai), and 80* (the

ninth fasl between fol. 70b and fol. 80* is not marked).

MaMlah II, in five fasls, on ff. 100=', 103'', loe",

no", and 11 8b.

MaMlah III, in eight fasls, on ff. 121a, i2 7'\ 138b,

149b, 156b, 1 60b, 170b, and 174^.

The last thirty leaves are greatly damaged. College

of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2127, ff. 175, 11. 16-18; written very unequally in

Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 5} in.

2163
The same.

Dated the 27th of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 1177 (a.d.

1764, May 28).

Makdlah I, on fol. 4b; //, on fol. 54^; ///, on

fol. 66a.

Collated. Marginal additions, and interlinear paira-

phrases (in red ink) of the more difficult words and

passages in the text. Besides, on the 6rst twenty-one

or twenty-two pages English translations (iu pencil) of

some words on the margin.

No. 3253, olim 9. J. 1; ff. 95, U. 21; clear and distinct

Nast.i'Uk; size, I if in. by 7|in.

2164
The same.

Good copy, written by Ahmad of Sabzwar, without

date.

Makdlah I, on fol. 5b, margin ; //, on fol. 66*, last

line ; ///, on fol. 82*.

No. 885, ff. 124, centre-col., II. I3, and margin-col., 11. 28;

Nasta'Uk ; iUuminated frontispiece; size, 9 1 in. by 5 j in.

2165
The same.

The date is torn away.

Makdlah I, on fol. 6b; II, on fol. 80a; III, on

fol. 98b.
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The first and still more the last leaf damaged by

worms.

No. 8364 , olim 8. J. i y, ff. 145, 11. 1 7 ; small, but clear Nasta'llk

;

ize, 8| ill. by 4} in.

2166
The same.

No date. Several pages slightly injured.

Makdlah 7, on fol. 12b; //, on fol. 167*; ///, on

fol. 209*. A few various readings on the margin.

No. 3345, olim S.J. 20, ff. 299, 11. 15; Nasta'llk; size, 7I in.

by 3I in.

2167
The same.

No date.

Makdlah I, on fol. 8^; II, on fol. 94''; III, on

fol. Il6a.

No. 81, ff. 170, II. 15 ; Nasta'llk; ff. 1-8, 25, 169, and 170
leem to be written by a more recent hand ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2168
The same.

Excellent copy, collated throughout ; no date.

Makdlah I, first kism, in seven fasls, on ff. 9", 10*,

15*, 16^, 20^, 23* and 30"; second kism, in ten fasls,

on if. 42'', last line, 46", 47a, 49-"', S^^ 55^ 61*, 72'',

76*, and 84''.

Makdlah II, in five fasls, on S. 106^, 109'', 113*,
117b, and 129a.

Makdlah III, in eight fasls, on S. l^i^, 138'', 151'',

164", i72l>, 176!', lin. penult., 185*, and 189''. The
leaves from i to 81 are misplaced; their right order

is: ff. 1-72, 74, 75, 80, 76, 77, 73, 78, 79, 81.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2297, ff. 191, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9 in. by j" in.

2169
The same.

No date. All the headings are omitted.

No. 2981, ff. 234, 11. 13; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

9J in. by 6| in.

2170
A defective copy of the same.

This copy is defective at the beginning, one leaf

missing according to the Arabic paging. It opens^

abruptly in the preface thus : s^l ^^ -j'p\ Jl;j j 5.^

Jl jjtii (2)uj, corresponding to fol. i^, lin. penult, in

No. 2168 above. Another lacuna between ff. 250 and
251, corresponding to fol. 1521', 1. 4, to fol. i^^\ 1. 9
in the same copy.

Makdlah I, first kism, in seven fasls, on fi". 13", 14'',

23*> 25^ 32b, 36l>, and 48l>
; secmid kism, in ten fasls,

on ff. 70^ 75b, 77b, 81", 86b, gii.^ looh ugb^ ,24b

and 137b.

Makdlah II, in five fasls, on ff. 173b, 179a, 184b
191b, and 2iia.

IND. OFF.

Makdlah III, in eight fasls, on ff. 214'', 226b, 249*,
269a, 283b 290b, 305a, and 312a.

Dated the 5th of Kabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1113 (a. d.

1701, Aug. 10), at Lahur. Worm-eaten. Collated and

annotated throughout.

No. 2968, ff. 315, 11. II ; large and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

SJin. by sjin.

2171

Another defective copy of the same.

There is a lacuna between ff. 313 and 314, com-

prising the greater portion of the seventh and the

eighth fast of the third makdlah, and corresponding to

fol. 144b, l.*7, to fol. 148b,
1. 9 in No. 2160 above.

No date.

No. 1160, ff. 315, 11. 1 1 ; very large and distinct Nasta'llk;

ff. 300-305 supplied by another hand ; illuminated frontispiece

;

ff. l'' and 2* neatly adorned; size, 10^ in. by sjin.

2172

A modern edition of the same work.

A modern revised and annotated edition of the

i<,-oLi iJ^U»-l, made by 'Abd-alrahman bin 'Abd-alkarini

'Abbasi Burhanpuri, who had already in A. h. 1085

(a. D. 1674, 1675) compiled an alphabetical glossary

to the same work, styled j^U>.ill —Li* (see Rieu ii.

p. 836b, II), in the twenty-ninth and thirtieth years

of 'Alamgir's reign, and completed the 6th of Jumada-
althani, a. H. 1098 (a. D. 1687, April 19). It is full of

very interesting marginal notes, Persian paraphrases

of occurring Arabic phrases, etc., and introduced by

a preface of the editor on ff. ib-2b^ styled^^,^ si^s-Ja-i.

sjLijJ ^j-iXl.-., and beginning: *-^ka. x*Lar* tfij-^x-*

Jl Oo-1^ jJj" jTjl ^L..ii».. At the end a khatimah

and a short essay on the life and works of the author

of the i5;-oL5 tjf^'> °^ ff- i78b-i8oa. In the preface

the date of composition, A. h. 633 (see No. 2155 above)

appears.

No date.

Makdlah I, on fol. loa; II, on fol. 98*; ///, on
fol. 1

20b.

No. 917, ff. 180,11. 17; clear Nastallk ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

2173

Danishnama-i-Jahan (i^^U^^ LtU-iJlj).

A work on the different branches of physical science,

i. e. natural histoiy, meteorology, mineralogy, botany,

physiology, psychology, and anatomy, by Ghiyath-aldin

'All bin Amiran (so here on ff. 2", 11. 7 and 8), or, according

to Rieu's copy, bin 'All iiiran, or, as W. Pertsch gives

his name in the Berlin Cat., bin 'All 'Amran, alhusaini

alisfahanJ, whose life-time is not known, but who, from
internal evidence, cannot have lived later than the

seventh or eighth century of the Hijrah, comp. Rieu ii.

pp. 439 and 440; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 372
and 373 ; and Bodleian Cat., No. 1456 (in the latter

two a more detailed index is given). It is divided

here into eleven fasls (the usual copies only number

4 G
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^y-jo^L^c viJLs-^^' J^. j^ Ji* J-"^

ten, , as the index here states too), twenty asls, four

natijas, and one khatimah.

J^ on fol. 3I',

i<i <i : w 1 (<^.n ;c, on fol. 10'^

l^jlS'j ijjU-. jJlc J^.ji JJI ls^=^, on fol. 32''.

LlcI ,rir^ j-^ &-«-JLi»-, on fol. 94''.

Beginning : iS o>—.^J_;-« ;^L»-»
5 u^^-^^--' ^SIt"

This copy is dated by Ghulam Ahmad the 21st of

Bamadan, a.h. 1077 (a. d. 1667, March 17).

No. 619, S. 121, 11. 17 ; Shikasta ; size, 9 in. by 5| in.

2174

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in tlie preceding copy. It concludes

on fol. 71"', and is dated the 7th of Eabi'-althani, A. H.

1 153 (the twenty-third, more correctly the twenty-

second year of Muhammadshah's reign)= A. d. 1740,

July 2, at Shahjahanabad. On ff. 'ji^-']40' there is an

extract, written by the same hand, from one of the

Persian versions of the ejL5*-Ls^ i_/oLs* (see Nos. 712-

714 above) : j Jls^-jJl^ li—= j J^^ j ui;^ uW». j^

jiLjJl r>-^. o^L—. J rj-^-^J 15} 1
ou>-L,~-«- The last

three pages (£F. 74'^-75'') are filled with rubais by

Mas'Ud-i-Bak (see. No. 1854 above), in alphabetical

order, beginning : Jl Ixi. .L^lj ^jy«* Jj^-c ls'-

No. 653, ff. 75, 11. 31-25 ; written very unequally and badly
in Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

2175

Saha'if-i-Shaikh Sadr-aldin Hakim dar 'ilm-i-akhlak

Sixty tracts on ethical and religious questions by
Shaikh Sadr-aldin Hakim, the pupil and Khalifah of

Shaikh Nasir-aldin Mahmud Ciragh of Dihli (who died

the i8th of Bamadan, a.h. 757=a. d. 1356, Sept. 14,

see Safinat-alauliya, No. 116, col. 287 above, and
Sawati'-alanwar, No. 22, col. 331 above), according to

a note on fol. i". Sadr-aldin Hakim is mentioned in

col. 332 above under d. There is neither preface nor

introduction. The collection begins at once with the

first Sahifah jk^* «L»j .j , followed on fol. 3a by the

second Lie *Jlx.« .j, and on fol. 5* by the third

etc.

Beginning of the first Sahifah

:

JUfil jh^" \ »*Uj 41)1 |.lol ^^JJI

The fifty-fourth gahifah is left blank (see fol. 172*).

No date.

No. 168, ff. 196, 11. 15-17, written by many different hands
in Nasta'ilk on different paper; size, lof in. by 6iu.

2176

Dhakhirat-almuluk (eMAl 5rt-»i).

A work on ethics and politics, composed by Mir

Sayyid 'All bin Shihab of Hamadan, who died the

6th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 786 (a. n. 1385, Jan. 19),

comp. No. 1850 above, where details of his life and

works are given ; Majalis-almu'minin, No. 36 (col.

1037 in this Cat.); and H. Khalfa iii. p. 329, No. 5792.

Other copies of this work are described in Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 1451-1453; Eieu ii. p. 447; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 17, No. 5, and pp. 321-323 ; G. Flugel

iii. p. 284 ; Fleischer, Dresden Cat., No. 5 ; Bosen,

Persian MSS., p. 291 ; C. J. Tornberg, p. 290; Cat.

Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iv. p. 320; etc.

Beginning : ey. r' y- J J

\. {^yjJii e)LL« iJa.» jj\-X_«. (jiLx-» i_)L5.«.l li I, , r^-l-.

i
It is divided into the following ten babs :

Ji J jus" p;y J ^^\ ^13C>1
J
kjy:. ^^ JJI v^

(on faith), on fol. 2".

e*JJ»-^J; (ivi» ji "ITTTjCi (on the duties of worship),

on fol. 9''.

Jl jli. ^;;-~J».
J

jiLi-l ^}^ ;» ^y^T-" ^jU (on noble

character), on fol. 22^.

(on the rights and duties of parents, children, etc.),

on fol. 2 "j^.

.ikL .

J O^^J j.VXa.1 ji

Jl c>~»5C>. ULi . ULc. (on the laws of state), on

fol. 36^.

lJjL> jW-*»' 5
(^*-i~«—

'

^y-^ j^
l*-"^

l-»l i-jU-J

Jl ^\ i\ (on spiritual government), on fol. 47*.

obedience), on fol. 55".

y r^ b (on

.L-Jl JL u^J. j^ ^
Jl ^^l (on gratitude), on fol. ee^.

(supply,.*^fromthefollowingcopy)c:JL-ii^j -4J i_)b

Tji JT e-°:.°-^ o-a-o J
(on forbearance), on fol. So''.

Jl ,*-->Uj c. 1 ; .^
»
J i-.».^ c J

..Aj e<.j»J..j ji (»j» J i_>L>

(on pride, hatred, humility, etc.), on fol. 92^.

Many marginal and interlinear glosses.

Copied a. H. 1037 (a. D. 1627, 1628).

The second half of the last page is filled with a cyla.bL.«

,

beginning: ji xls^ J^ i^ J -^-^ ij~^ J-* f^'-

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2169, ff. 106, 11. 33 ; small and close, but clear Nasta'ltk

;

size, 9f in. by 5^ in.
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J 3 CA-^Ja Lw J (.i^Ci
J,),

on

2177

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Bab I (J! JSC^\ j UJ^ ^jU) ji), on fol. 2b.

Bab II ( Jl oJjj-jX (.y-ia. i->\i\ ,j), on fol. 16^.

Bab III, on fol. 43l>.

BabIV(Jl jjljlj i»jjj -jjjj ^:H^'J jy^y). «»
fol. 53«. _C

Bab V ( Jl ^::>'

fol. 72a. ^
Bab VI, on fol. 95*.

B&b VII ( Jl ^j^
II lb. C
Bab VIIlO^LJljOJt

on fol. iss^. ^
Bab IX ( Jl ijl 0. a . 5 a. j

j_X_i
, ^.^.^ c* I ; <i » ,i),

on fol. i63l'5-

Bab X (ji tj,>.ii j^^oJUJl-. jj), on fol. 188*.

The copy ends on fol. 214'' and is dated the nth of

the month of «Ja_cl ^j^ (Shaikh 'Abd-alkadir Jilani),

i.e. Rabi'-alakhar (see col. 278, last line, and col. 279,
first line, above), a.h. 1135 (a. d. 1723, Jan. 19) ; the

last page of this MS. (2 1 5") contains a few mathnawi-
baits, beginning

:

Oj-o I. : . ) txii \j L»iil

No. 1130, ff. 215, 11. 17 ; large Nasta'Uk ; the Arabic quota-

tions in Naskh! ; size, 10^ in. by 5| in.

«l
>->)^J oW^ )•>)> on fol.

2178

A slightly defective copy of the same.

This copy, which, according to a note on fol. i«, was
finished the ist of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1047 (a.d. 1638,

April 16), at Patna, and presented to the son of 'A'ishah

Banu Begam by Sayyid 'Abdallah, usually called 'Abd-

allalikhan Bahadur FiruzjangHashimiKuraishi Husainl

Nakshbandi, is greatly damaged both by worms and

damp, and is moreover slightly incomplete at the end

;

about half a page is missing ; the last words correspond

to fol. 214*, 1. 10, middle, in the preceding copy.

Beginning as usual. Bab I, on fol. 3*; II, on

fol. 20a
; III, on fol. 52a

; IV, on fol. 63b ; V, on fol. 86b;

VT, on fol. 1 14a ; VII, on fol. 135" ; VIII, on fol. i66»;

IX, on fol. 199b ; X, on fol. 226b.

No. 1823, ff. 157, U. ig ; splendid Naskhl ; size, 9I in. by
5jin.

2179

A very defective copy of the same.

This copy contains only the greater part of the Jirst

bab, the end of the sixth, and the last four complete, in

consequence of an immense lacuna of sixty-two leaves

(according to the Arabic paging) between ff. 173 and

174, corresponding to fol. 14a,
1. 3, to fol. nob, j. 12,

middle, in No. 2177 above.

Beginning as usual. Bab I, on fol. 1 66" ; VII, on

fol. 174b; VIII, on fol. 189a; IX, on fol. 205b; X, on

fol. 2 21*.

Dated the nth of Dhfi-alhijjah, a.h. 1045 (a.d.

1636, May 17), by 'Uthman, who copied it for Malik

Miyan Shaikli Junaid, son (the jjl^ in the colophon is

probably misspelt for jJj , as some little strokes through

the Alif seem to indicate) of Miyan Shaikh Habib-allah.

No. 1540, ff. 165-337, U. 21 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in. by 6 in.

2180
AlrisMat-alkubra fi-almantik ( J (jc,_»5CJl iJ\-Jp\

ji^l).
•• or ^

The larger treatise on logic by Mir Sayyid Sharif-

aldin 'Ali Jurjani, who was bom a.h. 740 (a.d. 1339,

1340) in Taghun near Astarabad and died a.h. 816

(a. d. 1413, 1414), see his life and works in Haft Iklim,

No. 1162 (col. 465 in this Cat.), and Eieu ii. p. 522;
comp. also H. Khalfa iii. pp. 416 and 446, and Sprenger

in Z. D. M. G., vol. 32, p. 9. Other copies of this treatise,

which is styled here simply jfW :U ^Ic ^, are noticed

in Bodleian Cat., No. 1455, and Kieu ii. p. 812.

Printed in the Majmua-i-mantik, Lucknow, 1819, pp.

10-50. A defective and anonymous commentary on it

is described in Rieu ii. p. 440", see ib. iii. p. 1088*.

Beginning : O iS\ji c:« -. ; ipi K i^-^\ s_X_iljo J-oJ

A lacuna after fol. 12.

Dated by Muhammad 'Askar ibn Haji Muhammad
Kashani, the 19th of Dhu-ulhijjah, a.h. 1175 (a.d.

1762, July 11).

No. 1901, ff. 14, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8 J in. by ji in.

2181

Alrisalat-alsughra fi-almantik ( A c?i « !a 11 iJL-.lil

J.kJ.1).
"^

^
The smaller treatise on logic by the same Mir Sajyid

Sharif-aldln, here simply styled j|W : « Jlc ,j cS/«-o.

Beginning : jl ^JU* JT Jol ji ^^i ,0 s-»rA s-kiljo

Jl j^Uj> .I.n) Lil juib «Xa..

Dated the 18th of Muharram, A. h. 1211 (a.d. 1796,
July 24).

No. 290, ff. 34-38, U. 1 1 ; Nastallk ; size, 8 in. by 5I in.

2182

Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same ; no date. The author's name
appears in the colophon as Maulana Sayyid Sharif.

No. 1988, ff. 9, U. II ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, gjin. by 5J in.

2183

Lawami'-alishrak fl makdrim-alakhlak (jLiiH Ji~*]^

The well-known work on ethics by Jal&l-aldin Mu-
hammad bin As'ad alsiddiki aldawani or aldawwaui,

402
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who was born A. H. 830 (a. D. 1427), and died a. h. 908
(a. D. 1502, 1503), see Haft Iklim, No. 167 (col. 390
in this Cat.), and No. 1922, i above; Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1298, I, and 1457-1459; Kieu ii. p. 442 sq.

;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 307 ; J. Aumer, p. 62
;

A. F. Mehren, p. 6 ; H. Khalfa i. p. 202, No. 275, and
V. p. 340, No. 1 12 10; etc. It is often simply styled

jJiU. ji^.»l . Edited in ' Selections for the Use of the

Students of the Persian Class,' vol. v, Calcutta, 1809,

and in ' Classic Selections,' vol. ii ; lithographed in the

Nawal Kishor press, a. h. 1283 and 1296 ; extracts by
Munshi Kamar-aldinkhan have been lithographed at

Akbarabad, 1 839. English translation by W. F. Thomp-
son, London, 1839 (in the Oriental Translation Fund).

The work is dedicated to Hasanbeg Bahadur, an Ak-
koj'uulu Sultan of 'Irak, who reigned A. H. 872-882
(a.d. 1467-1477).

Like the Akhlak-i-Nasiri, on which it is based, the

present work is divided into three chapters (jji^il), viz.:

1. (J^ifcl ^^j. 4 ' j.a , on fol. 23", subdivided into

ten ujti.

2. ^}y^j^,SJ ji , on fol. 96'', subdivided into six j..xi

.

3. i^LiJb ^^j J ijXt j^.Sj ji , on fol. 1 1 8% sub-

divided into seven s-jtl.

Beginning : ^JlW.l^ ^.tkc^l k-*^'j (•LiJ f.^ ^\::ji3\

Jl jjjl jjlj ^*L> 8.5 .jj-u.

"" This splendid copy was finished the 3rd of Safar,

A. H. 896 (a.d. 1490, Sept. i6), by Ibn Mahmud bin

Isma'il bin 'Ali Fath-allah alhafiz alhanafi and verified

by the autograph of the author himself; it was further

collated with the original A. h. 962 (a. d. 1555) by Ibn
Mansur Ahmad.

No. 8516, fF. 179, 11. 15 ; small, but clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; occasiunal corrections on the uiiugin ; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 6| in. by 3I in.

2184
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as iu the preceding copy. No chapter-

headings marked.

Dated the 17th of Safar, a.h. 1036 (a.d. 1626, Nov. 7),

by 'Abd-alrasul in Hajipur.

No.1392, ff.68''-i25,ll. 21 ; distinct Nasta'lik , by two different

hands (tlie second begins on ful. 104°) ; size, 12 j in. by 8^ in.

2185
The same.

Chapter I, on fol. 19''; II, on fol. 86^; III, on
fol. 107^ first line. This copy was finished by 'Ala-

aldiu, who transcribed it from that of Mirza Muhammad
Amir Harawi, the 2nd of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1076
(a. D. 1665, Nov. 10). Many pages are slightly damaged;
a few glosses and various readings here and there.

No. 441, ff. 165, 11. 15; Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2186
The same.

This copy is dated by Muhammad Sahim, A. h. i i 28
(a.d. 1 7 16).

No. 823, ff. 170-268, 11. 19 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8 J in. by 5 in.

2187
A very incomplete copy of the same.

This copy breaks off in the sixth lam'ah of the second
chapter, which is headed, on fol. 145I', 1. 6 : 10—U-. .j

J.
JJ» ; the last words . . . l»ji-^ t^,_^ tS3\ bj ij^ jjl^

correspond to fol. 104'', 1. 5 in No. 2185 above. Mar-
ginal glosses.

No. 102, ff. 145, 11. 13 ; Nasta'lik; size, 6f in. by 4|in.

2188
Akhlak-i-Muhsint

{
^•- -

^-^ j!li.l).

A work on ethics by the well-known author of the

Raudat-alshuhadA (see Nos. 1 58-1 61 above), the

Anwdr-i-Suhaili (Nos. 757-766 above), the Luhdh-i-

ma'nawt and Luhh-i-Luhdb (No. 1086 above), the

Makhzan-alinshd (Rieu ii. p. 528), the Sahtfa-i-SMM
(Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1357 and 1358), commentaries on
the Kuran (see further down), and other works, Husain
bin 'Ali alwa'iz alkashifi, who died A. H. 910 (a. d. 1505).

Its title is differently given by the author himself; in

the preface (see fol. 4'^, 1. 2) he styles it |J_;>jl—.s*' J^l

,

and at the end •. ... -c* Jj^l . The latter is undoubtedly

the correct one, as it represents a chronogram for the

completion of the work itself, viz. A. h. 900 (a.d. 1495).

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 308, thinks that in the

ta'rikh, ,: .... g* J^h ij^y^ *-* i-ii^i ^^^ words

: ... t.-* ij^i^l) should be taken as indicating the date,

which would give A. h. 907 ; but that is scarcely

possible, since the prince Abu-almuhsin, the son of

Sultan Husain Mirza, to whom the woi-k is dedicated

and after whom it is named, rebelled against his father

in A.H. 904 (a.d. 1498, 1499); and although he was
pardoned in A.H. 906 (a.d. 1500, 1501), Husain
alkashifi would have been very imprudent to heap on

him such eulogies, as he does, in the preface, one year

after that event. For other copies of the ^.i ... sr° jiL*.!

see (besides the Berlin copy, just mentioned) Eieu ii.

p. 443 ; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1460-1462; A. F. Mehren,

p. 6 ; J. Aumer, p. 63 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes,

p. 257 ; Krafft, p. 183 ; Rosen, Persian MSS., p. 291 ;

E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 207 and 208, etc.

It has been printed (with the exception of the last

three chapters) in the ' Selections for the Use of the

Students of the Persian Class,' vol. i, Calcutta, 1809 ;

and in the 'Classic Selections,' vol. i. Other editions:

Hertford, 1823 and 1850; Calcutta, 1850; Lucknow,

1862 and 1889; Constantinople (between 1877 and

1879); Cawnpore, 1888, etc. English translation by

H. G. Keene, Hertford, 1851 ; comp. also G. de Tassy,

Notice du trait6 persan sur les vertus de Hussein Vaez,

Paris, 1837 (Journ. Asiat. iv. pp. 61-81). A Turkish

translation under the title of |^^-JjLiJl (j«-!Jl was made

by 'Azral (i. e. Pir Muhammad bin Pir Ahmad bin

Khalil of Brussa), a.h. 974 (a.d. 1566, 1567), see

G. Flugel iii. p. 308 ; Fleischer, Leipzig Cat., p. 488 sq.;

Krafft, p. 187; W. Pertsch, No. 93, and Berlin Turkish

Cat., pp. 169 and 170; extracts from this version in

German translation were published by E. Peiper,

Breslau, 1848, 'Das Kapitel von der Freigebigkeit, etc'
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Beginning : j ts.J^ uyjj: jiLi,il| ^

It is divided into the following forty chapters

^ 1. uyiLx ji , on fol. 6».

2. ^^1 ^J , on fol. eb,

3. «lcj jj , on fol. 7^,

i.jijlj^, on fol. 8\

B.y^f^ ,j, on fol. lo''.

6. ^; ..» ) on fol. III".

7. Ji^ jj , on fol. 1 2».

8. *Ua.y, on fol. 13a.

9. c*Ac j.» , on fol. 1 6*.
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i_)bT ,J, on fol. i6l>.

J!Jlc .J, on fol. i8».

•J. j,j£ ^j, on fol. 20».

3. Xj.*. J !!L». ,.>, on fol. 20''.

4. ijyLj .J, on fol. 23*.

5. c*Jlj^ ,.i, on fol. 24''.

^c jj, on fol. 36''.

|jL»y, on fol. 38b

(Jj; J (i-^ ^•>> <"i fol. 41*.

Oi-«j>y-«
J Okii-i ji, on fol. 43*".

on fol. 46b.

6

7.

8.

9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

J
ej'jLs^ ji , on fol. 50*.

vijjbj J lOJUl ,j, on fol. 64*.

24. a^ J Uj ji, on fol. 67b.

25. Jji.^ ,j , ou fol. 7 lb.

26. lo-U-U. p.LjLi>.l^j, on fol. 73''.

27. JJ^L- J ijb'y, on fol. 75a.

28. eKjjLt-. y , on fol. 78*

29. ,_5.iJXJl jj.> J jya. ji, on fol. 82''.

30. cuiLs^ y , on fol. 84b.

31. ijaj-»i ,.i, on fol. 93*.

32. e^U-a jj , on fol. 98*.

33. jcA^JI ) Vi.a « ' !.> , on fol. loib,

34. OL^Li .i, on fol. 109*.

35. i]/->l ^jl >"> ,j, on fol. 114".

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

ojj AissA ji, on fol. 115b.

jIc, ,j, on fol.^jr 120*.

,j, on fol. 131*.

j\^\ ^JjJ, on fol. 135"

..jLiol tjUl J |.-i-a- J -Ai. vr>-^^.>,on fol. 150b.

Dated by 'Abd-alkarira the 3rd of Rabi'-alawwal,

A. H. 990 (a. D. 1582, March 28).

No. 3362, olim 8. J. 13, ff. 179, 11. 17 ; large Nasta'ltk ; size,

8 J in. by 4I in.

2189
Another copy of the same.

Beginning : sJT j .... s^iJDIj j^Ul sjl

This copy is greatly damaged in many places.

especially on the first leaves ; it is worm-eaten too.

The proper order of ff. i-ii is: 1-5, 7-10, 6, 11.

The title ^. :..»:* j5Li.l appears on fol. 4*, 1. 5.

Index on fol. 5" ; fol. 3 is supplied by another

hand.

Dated by Ahmad bin Shaikh Muhammad Sadikl the

nth of Shawwal, A. H. 1067 (a. D. 1657, July 23).

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2183, ff. 1 54, 11. 1 7 ; Nasta Ilk ; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

2190
The same.

Excellentr copy, dated the 24th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h.

1092 (a. D. 1681, April 13), by Muhammad Kuli bin

Muhammad Salih of Nishapur. It ends on fol. 142b

and is followed by a short fragment of a treatise on

archery (jj^j>.ljjl -jj).

No. 3332, olim 8. J. 15, ff. 143, 11. 17; Nasta'Uk ; size,

loj in." by 5J in,

2191
The same.

Beginning : Jl j^ill JLc sLljL; ^j^a^ (!)^.

Collated. The proper order of leaves is : flf. 14-93,

95-171, 94. The copy is complete in spite of a

Persian note on the fly-leaf, that about a chapter is

wanting at the end (a statement, evidently caused by

the undetected confusion in the order of the leaves).

Dated the 14th of Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. 1096, the

twenty-ninth year of 'Alamgir's reign(=A. d. 1685,

Oct. 12). Haileybury MS.

No. 8234, ff. 14-171, 11. 15; written in very different styles

of penmanship, partly in Nasta'lik mixed with Shikasta, partly

in Naskhl ; size, 9I in. by j| in.

2192
The same.

Beginning as usual. Index of the forty chapters on
ff.

6»-7i
; first chapter on fol. 7b.

Dated Ramadan in the third (or rather more likely,

thirtieth) year, probably of 'Alamgir's reign, since on
fol. 2iob similar dates, in a more complete form, appear,

viz. the forty-fourth and the forty-eighth year of the

same reign=A. h. 1071 or 1098 (a. d. 1661, May, or

1687, July, August). The work ends on fol. 208b;

fol. 209 contains entries of former readers, and fol. 210

a list of drugs for dyeing the nails and hair (sjjjI

i_>Li»). This MS. was purchased from the executors

of the Marquess of Hastings.

No. 3146, ff. 210, 11. 15 ; but in moat pages a certain part 13

written in diagonal lines ; Shikasta ; size, I0;{ in. by 5J in.

2193
The same.

Dated the nth of Shawwal, a.h. ni8 (a. D. 1707,
Jan. 16). It is slightly injured in several places.

No. 1885, ff. 202, 11. 13 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; small

illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8J in. by 4} in.
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2194
The same.

Dated the nth of Safar, A. h. 1192 (a. d. 1778,
March 1 1 ; not, as incorrectly stated in the colophon,

April lo).

No. 2891, ff. 79, 11. 17-22 ; Naata'llk; size, I2|in. by 7I in.

2195
The same.

Dated in the month Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1208 (a. d.

1793, Oct., Nov.), by Himmat'Ali tj^^^y», at a place

called jjkSjLi*. Collated.

No. 1698, fl; 170, 11. 15; unequal Nasta'lik; size, gf in. by
6 in.

2196
The same.

As date appears the 1 2th of Safar only, without a year.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2500, ff. 247, 11. 14; Nasta'lik, the first three pages
supplied by a more modem hand ; size, 8 in. by 4^ in.

2197
The same.

No date. Every page (except ff. ii» 75''-io7»,

199'', and 200^) contains a small coloured portrait.

No. 1097, ff. 200, 11. 13; large and distinct Nasta'lik;
illuminated frontispiece; size, 13I in. by 8| in.

2198
The same.

No date. The name of the copyist is 'Abd-alkadir

ibn Mulla Ahmad Akhund of Gilan, who wrote at ,L»..

No. 8331, olim 8. J. 12, ff. 135, 11. i>j unequal and in many
parts very careless Nasta'lik, mixed with Shikasta; size, 10 in.

by 5J in.

2199
The same.

No date. The copyist is Tamyiz-aldin. It has been
collated by a European hand, and there are on the
margins occasional translations into English, written
in pencil.

No. 3497, olim 9. J. 5, ff. 292, 11. 13; large Nasta'lik ; size,

9| in. by 6| in.

2200
The same.

No date. This copy appears to have been written by
the same hand as the preceding one. On the first

leaves many marginal and interlinear English trans-

lations in pencil. At the end is written in pencil too,

'Lindsay finished this book Oct. 29, 1817—J. Grant,
April 29, 1 82 1.'

No. 8492, olim 8. J. 14, ff. 287, 11. 13 ; large Nasta'lik
;

ff. 16 and 17 are supplied later by a European hand ; size, 9 in.
by 6| in.

2201
Lauh-i-mahfuz (k^ix*

r_3^)-

A Persian paraphrase and exposition by Jabra'il,

alhusaini, known as Hakim-almulk, of the various

Arabic commentaries on the first nama^ (U , ') of the

second part of Ibn Sina's (see Nos. 2149 and 2150
above) famous work on logic, physics, and metaphysics,

entitled eijl^^j-j-iJUlj iial^LiiH, chiefly the following

three, viz. : (i) that of Naslr-aldin Tusi (see No. 2155
above), composed a. h. 644 (a. d. 1246, 1247), and

styled i:y]^U.ill -^or uyl^Liill ud^Lx ? » Jo., designated

here in a note on fol. i" as 1^)1.4^ ; (2) that of Mu-
hammad bin "Urnar Fakhr-aldin Razi (born A. h. 544=
A. D. 1150, died A. H. 6o6:=A. D. 1210), comp. on this

and the preceding commentary, O. Loth, Arabic Cat.,

pp. 133 and 134; and Haft Iklim, Nos. 1007 and
1064 (coll. 451 and 456 in this Cat.), see also ib..

No. 1 152 (where glosses to Tusi's commentary by
Sharif Jurjani are mentioned), and O. Loth, p. i34*>.

No. 482, where an Arabic supercommentary on the

same, styled iiyU^laA', by Kutb-aldin Muhammad bin

Muhammad Razi or Tahtani (died A. h. 766=a. d.

1364, 1365), is described ; and (3) that of Abu-alkasim
Samarkand!, i.e. Abu-alkasim bin Abi Bakr Laithi,

who flourished about the end of the ninth century of

the Hijrah, see O. Loth, p. 249b.

The second part of Ibn Sina's work treats of physics

and metaphysics (the first deals with logic) and consists

of ten anmat (LL»jl) ; only the first of these appears in

this Persian commentary, see fol. 7^' : ytys^ .:, JJl ki->

L-jvl, and begins on the same page thus: iXiljj j-^JiJI

The preface, on foL i^", begins: .Ijjl u ^jljU.-. . > ,-^

j^jli-o iJjLff <-*-^ 5-s'Lj
lOJ-»- \j

U'«^l ) LJ^' ,_;i-oiLiil

jS-^-^ IjuJ^ *lj-.o' -^' ,n,\ I, jj»jl —\.jJli\ jjjjlij J ^Lu

The title, )ajXs:' _jj, appears on fol. 41", 11. 6 and

5 ab infra ; the author's name on fol. 4b, last line.

The general arrangement of this commentary is :

first the Arabic text, then the Persian paraphrase, and
finally the commentary ; but there are many other

discussions inserted, sometimes in the form of question

and answer (JC— and (_>L.».), dealing, among other

topics, with the difference in the views of Tusl and
Razi.

The copy is dated a. h. 1035 (a. D. 1625, 1626).

Collated and annotated.

No. 462, ff. 193, 11. 17; small, but clear Nasta'lik; the
Arabic quotations in Naskhl ; size, 9J in. by 5 J in.

2202

Kunuz-alrumAz (j^-Ol jy^)-
A short tract of ethical import, by an anonymous

author (who must, however, have composed it before

A.H. 944=A.D. 1537, 1538, the date of the Bodleian

^

d
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copy), containing ten sections, each enumerating ten

things (j-^ »i, as each section is headed) which serve

a useful purpose either in mental or physical matters.

The^rs< section gives ten prescriptions for preserving

one's memory (j.b »lXi I. !ai»).

Beginning: ^1 Jjo LIl . . . . sJLiil ^le- ill x»iJ

ing to the different schools, by Hasan bin 'Abd-alrazzak,

in three babs, viz.

:

Other copies of this tract are described in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp. 44 and 316 ; Bodleian Cat., No. 1467 ;

Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iv. p. 223, etc.; see also

Z. D. M. G., vol. 16, p. 222. Between the sixth and the

eighth sections the seventh is not marked.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2781, ff. ioa''-io6*, 11. 1 1 ; Naskhl ; size, 10 in. by Sf in.

2203

Akhlak-i-Hakimi {^^.^ J^').
A work on ethics and politics, compiled by Hasan

'AH almunshi alkhakani (see fol. 6", 1. i), or as he is

called at the end of the work, Hasan 'Ali bin Ashraf

Tajawuz-allah, a.h. 987-988 (a. d. 1579, 1580), in

Kabul, where tlie author had been retained during the

war of Shah Muhammad Hakim, the son of the emperor

Humayun, to whom the woi-k is dedicated, against

Badakhshan.

It is divided into the following fourteen makalas

:

1. jfii. ^J-^^
ji, on fol. 7".

2. oJi^ JJu: ji, on fol. i6\

3. J^-jO,on fol. 23*>.

4. r'^ ji, on fol. 28*, last line.

5. oJlj-c <.>, on fol. 34».

6. CajjIs-* ji , on fol. 50^, last line.

7. nj.Li^ ji , on fol. (>i^.

8. ij^^^ J OkJfi ,.>, on fol. 82*.

9. 10—>U— ji, on fol. 94''.

10. yi£. ji, on fol. 99^.

11. iv* jJj on fol. 106''.

12. Mf J
Uj,J, on fol. Ill*,

13. ey,j-i.-.« ,j , on fol. 117^.

14. iJ^Jts^ jJljj .J, on fpl. 12 2*.

Beginning, on fol. i'' : ^^.j i,j>, alijJ ^^ IjJil Li,

jj^ \::j~-i~>j »J JLiL^ jjb^j jjt\y>. '\x-i'j Uw.1 ^^ LJ

This copy is apparently the compiler's autograph.

No. 1684, ff. 144, 11. 15 ; clear Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, gf in. by 6| in.

2204

A'ina-i-Hikmat (e:>.»X». LdX).

A discussion on the principles of philosophy and

the exact meaning and import of the term L^SZ^ accord-

1.
J c« « K -v i—Aj^jti ...Ltjl jj"r/i,.

j_ijjj' J oJL-ii ^^Lj, on fol. 335t>.

2. chj t .
(t

: )1 L^-iT >-. vj iS Xi-^ JJL-i-« -Si ,j

Jl XilS, on fol. 342'>.

3. eylJuo .L.»l O. . > J-al jl «J .L»i>.l ic-'iJ'J ^J j^

jxi. oolj^ (tW^ "Jill, on fol. 350b.

Beginning : ijlj^ v^i*. ij->L<-» j jLk*^ (j-L-< j x..»

No date.

Another* larger work by the same author, of ethical

contents, entitled ^j^VH\ JUj»., in a copy dated a.h.

loio, 5th of Ramadan (a. d. i6o2,Febr. 27), is described

by "W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 315 and 316.

No. 1234, ff. 334''-35i'', IL 19; Naskhl; size, Sin. by 4} in.

2205

Mau'iza-i-Jahangiri ((.f^-Xil^a. tJaxj-.).

The same essay on political and ethical wisdom, com-

piled A.H. i02i=A. D. 161 2, 1 613 (see the chronogram,

on fol. 62"^, sJicj-.), by Muhammad Bakir Najm-i-

thani, with the title of Bakirkhan, which has been

noticed in the KulIiyyat-i-Bakirkhan, No. 1535 above.

It is divided into two bdbs, the Jirat dealing with the

duties of princes and rulers, the second with those of

the subjects and men in general.

Bab I. ^jL»Li.5Lj cv^^ ,j , in a mukaddimah and

six fusul, on fol. 4''

:

Fasl 1. cjw-U— J cJlxc^j, on fol. 8\

Fasl 2. Jl» j o^Ls^ j cdjUj-" ji , on fol. 1 1*.

Fasl 3. _^.xS
J vij^j-t-j. ,J, on fol. 16*.

Fasl 4. jjLi-^j jl ^JJJ_»j jl_fia.l ji, on fol. 20".

Fasl 5. |_j*U
J ijifi e--*!-- c'^*^^' oir^ S*^ j^

^i\X3 i\j fjjLx' ji
\j

j,LXj _),
on fol. 23a.

Fasl 6. ^jV^p^ o^-j,ijj, in two kisms, (a) o-j^^j

2;jL^5L. jjLftLijLj, on fol. 26"; (6) o-^J^-a. i->IjT^.>

dji.», on fol. 35*'.

Bab II. ^\j,j J\y>-\ J J^
fusul

:

Fasl 1. jjl^b cJaJLir*j o^-j.U-.y, on fol. 41*.

Fasl 2. ^Jiy^ C>JaJ ^.^JlIi .J
lS*"*!^ ^.^A"!-*^' C- «J « iJ ;

on fol. 49".

Fasl 3. oJj* ] o^Li J ^JJb (_j«Jl i^Uiib L-J;^.

on foi. 55a.

Fasl 4. ^^1 tjU^i-lj ^%SSf"^ j^, on fol. 57»-

Beginning : o.»^.s^ li 1, j_»-^X» y.» uijLi-< j u^W-"

This work concludes on fol. 62* and is dated the

loth of Eabi'-althani, A. H. 1028 (a. d. 1619, March 27),

by 'Abdallah Shihabi. The rest of the leaves are filled

by another philosophical tract by the same Muhammad

'VJ ,i, in four
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Bakir, dedicated to Jahanglr and beginning with a

eulogium of the deceased Akbar ; it is a kind of general

introduction, styled 8_.jX« at the end, and begins on

fol. 62''
: ^LJ> i_>Ls.-^' ) j-^-Jl-* J^-"' mU;' i^l^!^ ^'

This part is copied by the same transcriber in the

same year 1028 ; on the last two pages, ff. 7 1^" and 72*,

a short kasidah is found in praise of the poet 'Itabi,

that is Sayyid Muhammad Najafi 'Itabi, who was im-

prisoned for a long time by Akbar in Gwaliyar, comp.

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 126. It begins thus : ^y.L::* (^1

3. Jla. ^\yi ji,

4. Jjx

No. 1666, ff. 72, 11. 11; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; illu-

minated frontispiece ; the first two pages richly adorned ; size,

I oJ in. by 62 in.

2206
Siraj-almunir (...: U »rlr")'

A collection of moral anecdotes, illustrating the

ethical aspect of prominent virtues and vices, in imita-

tion of Sa'di's Grulistan, completed at the end of the

month Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1030 (a. d. 1621, Febr. 22),

by Ibn Shams-aldin Muhammad Sharif (*jjl iL^ JJl

I—ij;-i. xis' ^^,1II (j-.^ ,^.1 u_i-4*JJ' eUil), with the

takhallus of Kashif, see Bodleian Cat., No. 1241, 9;
Eieu ii. p. Sdib, and Supplement, pp. 266, II, and
269a, I; Melanges Asiatiques ii. p. 58, and iv. p. 498.

It is divided into twenty sjii, viz.

:

1. i_).il kiLi ..J, on fol. 4''.

2. L^ mUj jj, on fol. 7b

on fol. 10''.

. ,i , on fol. 1 3*.

5. ^^L-..j«.l x.«Lk* ji, on fol. 15a.

6. j^-^ cDj^La. ,j, on fol. 18*.

7. jj-i-c oojjuc ,i, on fol. 21*.

8. e*!ls*
^s*-'^ ;*' o'^ ^^- 24''-

9. uyjLi— j.jlX.» ;J , on fol. '2 7a.

10. oJiLs-' ^^yA.s^ ji, on fol. 29^.

11. Ca-.^^ oLcK-« .j, on fol. 34».

12. .bjl ey;|;.« ,.>, on fol. 37*.

1 3. ^yAj^ JLj ji , on fol. 40*'.

14. iji-wcLiJi cijjic .J, on fol. 42''.

15. »!» oJi ^J (in the text wrongly x^
J'* !•>).

on fol. 45''.

1 6. ey^.::i 5 .^ j.» , on fol. 46^".

n.j^xj ij-.^ .i , on foL 481".

18. Jik o>-oLi .i , on fol. 50^
19. kcjua. o.!!ii< ji, on fol. 53''.

20. A--j>. o^iL. ji, on fol. 55^

Beginning: L«-L». si

^
No date.

A later work by the same author is the .l^j j c)lr*'

likewise a collection of moral tales and anecdotes based

on the ixlJ\ Jjo -^i (see Nos. 733-738 above), com-

posed between A.H. 1060 and 1063 (a. D. 1650-1653),
see Rieu, Supplement, p. 250.

No. 721, ff. 59, 11. 15 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

71 in. by 4I in. -

2207

Akhlak-i-Jahangiri ((j\ - v^l ^ t^ ^_J^I).

A large ethical work, dealing with all the various

branches of moral and political philosophy, compiled

by Nur-aldin Muhammad Kadi Khakani, the son of

Shaikh Mu'in-aldin (who cannot very well be identical

with Nur-aldin Muhammad, the nephew of Abu-alfadl,

Bee above, No. 2066, as his father was 'Ain-almulk, the

famous physician of Shiraz), see fol. 3'', 1. 8, and fol. 951*,

1. 3, and dedicated to the emperor Jahangir ; see ib.,

1. 7. According to the preface (fol. 3^, 1. 13) the title

is a chronogram for the completion of this work, viz.

A.H. 1031 (a. D. 1622); but at the end the author

states himself, that he finished it already in Dhii-

alka'dah, a. h. 1029 (a. d. 1620, October). Consequently
the preface must have been written two years after the

composition of the main work. It is divided into the

following twenty-two makalas

:

4111 'Uy u^ J o-~* J

Uic
r^'

=^jj' ^; i
i_)llc jl

1. JL
fol. 4a.

2. *ill *-4-.

3. (J-a. Vl

fol. 6 6a.

4. i5^1» JlJ c:» iS !>
J

5.
J

ZSji (read

oJj .t. =»., on fol. i6i».

6. CtZa. pLC ijl-j J.J, on fol. 177",

7. jSyy, on fol. 1 88a.

S. jX^ tj^^j^, on fol. 200^.

on fol.

>y a

;>, on

52".

,i, on

,i, on fol. 139a.

9. J^- ,U-'y, 214"

(here is to be read *4J sJU-c instead of

10. J!>h J ^1 ^sy t^l^l Jl^^l J
JS^ ji (index JJJUj), on fol. 264

on fol.

)•

on fol.11.

12,

13

14

15. lyXJj^o -•

fol. 359".

16. i^vcLx-" jr
jlj" iJ, on fol. 372b,

l^y, on loj. 302a.

i^^jLsr"
J e*--^ jj , on fol. 3 1

6a.

i^^^ji_o Joly ,j, on fol. 323''.

on fol. 333a.SJjJ ^^U-e ji

^^l>i*J•>,

17.

18.

CU*-**>V ^'"^ )<^ ;
on fol. 384''.

^Lij-o J I.SJ.-4.C JJ !.:>-«J-« « J^^ « Uj I

on fol. 393a.

fol. 413''.

DJ^*jc*y

,

J ^;.LLiTo^l̂ c"

20. u^/* J e^
(jfjJlj J-4I ti)UL5C.»

J,
on fol. 428'', last line.
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21. uyLjLk-. ji, on fol. 434".

22. ^1^ jjLi .J (index u^UjAru .j), on fol. 455*.

Beginning

:

^J^ ^. ij:i . 4] JlUI

^1 Jjil ;_;ijU .)^J *-;^^ cl^'i iJuU.

Dated the 5th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 1047 (a.d. 1638,
March 21), by Mihr 'All, son of Murad 'Ali Daulat-

shahl ; the copy was made for Maulan^ Pir Muhammad.

No. 1547, ff. 526, 11. 21 ; clear Nasta'llk, ff. i and 8 supplied

by another hand ; illuminated frontispiece ; size, 10^ in. by 6^ in.

2208
Rahat-alkulub (s^^iJI e*j>.l).

A work, partly of ethical, partly of theological and
paraenetical contents, composed by Mubarak Faid-

allah and divided into twenty babs (see the index)

:

1. c^^LJ
Jj.

^jLo ,j , on fol. 2''.

2. lO^L-Jj t_)IJL£
J »_j^ .J, on fol. 9^.

. ,j, on fol. 15*.3. ^y
4. e*-iH

5. ,iL« . .Jo

i, on fol. 21".

ji, on fol. 24b.

6. L), ijjb J ijJi»-» oW^. P; on fol. 28b.

7. »j5j , jjj, , jL«J V-. 1 . .n < jj, on fol. 291".

8. ^jtVL^
J ^^

10. ijl^ ijJJy*

u-^^* U'^ A^> on fol. 32a.

o,l,../i» ..>, on fol. 33*.

J , on fol. 35a.

»
_,j , on fol. 36''.

12. jjj^J ykj-i J^, on fol. 39I'.

13. cjjj jl ^jjy (*-^' °° ^°'' 4*''"

14. Ok*.^ jl ^jj;5 ji.L.0, on fol. 43».

15.^-(-S
J L^*-x* J x-^a. jl ^JJ^ ,x_L..6, on fol. 44''

(this chapter ia entirely repeated on ff. 49^-5 1'', the

reason being that on fol. 49'' another, more modern
hand begins ; the original handwriting breaking off

on fol. 48b).

16. jfJi b ^jjji »X-J c»
i
, ^ ^ ,J, on fol. 51".

17. ijJj^ yj3 ., .f . V oJ^-ii ,J, on fol. 52" (in the

text there is a slightly different arrangement of the

chapters, viz.: 15 is headed only j....j>. jl ^^i^ x.j^ .a ;

18. oolXa.
J
ojKT^ .J, on fol. ss^.

1 9. s-.js-' jjj t*..ij ,j (in the text : .jj ^j^ j,jl;

J _>), on fol. 61*.

20. ^ji^ 50^ Oijjic ,j, on fol. 65".

Beginning: i^^Ull ^y, j
^^.^IW 411

Dated the 4th of Dhil-alka'dah, a. h. 1043 (a. d.

1634, May 2), by Ahmad ibn Shaikh Bihkahari ibn

Shaikh 'Abd-alghafur Kutb-i-'alam Shar'i. Other

copies of the same work are described in the Bodleian

IND. OFF.

Cat., No. 1787 ; and in Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iv.

PP- 335 and 33^; the latter is dated a. h. 1037 (a. u.

1627, 1628).

No. 641, flf. 1-65, 11. 13 (on the first forty-eight leaves), 11. 17
(on ff. 49-65); written by two different hands; size, 7| in.

by 4i in.

2209
Jami'-altamthll (J ; * 1" H A^W)-
A large collection of Persian proverbs, the first ever

made, amplified and illustrated by short tales, anecdotes,

verses, etc., and entitled Jami'-altamthil, see fol. 8", 1. 3.

It is arranged alphabetically, according to the first

letter of each proverb, in twenty-eight fa.sls, and com-
piled by Muhammad 'Ali Hablrudl (lSJ., J-j>, so dis-

tinctly written here as in the two Berlin copies) or rather

Jabalrudi (t5J)_, J-!-»-> *s the Brit. Mus. copy has),

A. H. 1054 (a. D. 1644, 1645). The author happened
to come in that year to Haidarabad in the reign of

Sultan 'Abdallah Kutbshah, and to get admission into

the majlis of the Shaikh-alislam Muhammad alkhatun
(see fol. 2'', last line), where a discussion arose about
the proverbs of the Turks, Arabs, and Persians, and
Muhammad 'Ali resolved at once to do with regard to

Persian proverbs the same that had been done already
for the Arabic and Turkish ones, for the latter in Shah
"Abbas Safawi's reign. Other copies of the same col-

lection of Persian proverbs are noticed in Rieu ii. p. 773

;

Melanges Asiatiques, v. p. 522 ; Rehatsek, Cat. raisonne,

p. 223, No. 22 ; and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat, p. 325.
According to the last-mentioned Cat. this work is

a large amplification of a similar, but very short collec-

tion by the same author, the JLi-eiH « t-f°, made by

him five years before in a. h. 1049 (a. d. 1639, 1640)
and having the same beginning as the present work,

see ib., p. 324. The J.*.i.«..lll x-.Lo. (or, as W. Pertsch

prefers to style it, J-JU^I >«-«U.) has been printed in

Teheran, A. h. 1278.

Beginning : ^JLu ^y> X«-o jjijiLu-, j la.
^^^ u-W-"

eyLil^ ^^^y\ J-^l <*jl
_)

(^Li-Xjj (^L^L) 5-i i^Mi \j

d No date.

No. 1463, ff. 376, 11. 12 ; N.asta'llk (a second hand seems to

have written ff. 341-376) ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2210

Intikhab-i-Shayistakhiini ((c^b* i :.-
... ;l.^ t_>Li^').

The Persian paraphrase of a curious book of wise

sayings, comprising ethical and political wisdom, by
Abu 'All Ahmad bin Muhammad Miskawaih, the author

of the iijL^iJl ijLa or ^j,Jili\ s,!^ on which Nasir-aldin

Tusi based his etliical work (<^lj J^l, see ff. 5* and

S*", and No. 2155 above. The author of the Arabic

original adapted his work, which is styled in the older

Persian version, made by Taki-aldin Muhammad bin

Shaikh Muhammad al-Arrajani al-Tustari in Jahangir's

reign, see Rieu ii. pp. 440'' and 441*, Jp. ^jljojU.,

from an old venerable tract pretended to have been

4 H
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written by the old Persian king Hushang to his son as

liist will, and said to have been discovered by the Khalif

Ma'mun (who died a. h. 2i8=a. d. 833), see fol. 6" sq.

He first heard of its existence when reading Abu

'ITthman Hafiz's -^ill iJLk::-.!, and succeeded after

much searching in obtaining a copy in the house of a

Persian gentleman. He then ami)lified and enlarged

it by many more modern quotations, and gave it to the

world in an Arabic garb. It was translated a second

time into Persian by Ibn Haji Shams-aldin Muhammad

Husain Hakim, A. h. io65=a. d. 1655 (see fol. 2^

1! 10), who again added many new materials; and this

latpr Persian paraphrase we liave before us in the present

copy. The old tract by Hushang, quoted here as the

original source of the present work, is apparently the

same which is found in No. 141 7 of the Bodleian Cat.

and entitled there jyz^:, j i*^ ^^y^, since its intro-

ductory story, relating the discovery to which the

Khalif Ma'mun was led by the wise Dhauban or

Dliaiipan, almost verbally agrees with that given here

on fol. 6-' sq.

The book, as far as it appears here in Persian para-

phrase, opens with a preface by the translator, on

lol. 2». The translation of the original Arabic work

Ijegins, on fol. 5!^, last line, with a chapter on the earlier

Persian version : j-i. ^^1jujjLa. i_jLij (jJ-i '•i-^J j^

Then follow

:

Sayings of Hushang, on fol. 8*.

Sayings of Buzuijmihr, on fol. 1 5^^.

Sayings of Adharbad, on fol. 22*, and again on

fol. 42 a.

Sayings of Kaikubad, on fol. 23".

Admonitions of Nushirwan, on fol. 25^^.

Sayings of Jamshid, on fol. 39b; of Bahman bin

Isfaudiyar, on fol. 40^^ ; of Barzuya, on fol. 43*. After

that an ethical treatise begins, headed !aJ|^ j v_>bl

^^ULijb , on fol. 50b, accompanied by a short chronicle

of all the old Persian kings. This chapter is followed by

:

Sayings of Arabian Sages and Kings, on fol. 59*.

Sentences and miracles of Muhammad and several

Imams, on fol. 63".

Sayings of the Sufis, on fol. "jS^.

Last will of Lukuian, on fol. 85^ ; of Pythagoras, on

fol. 87".

Admonitions of Socrates, on fol. 87*"; of Plato

addressed to Aristotle, on fol. 91*; of Aristotle to

Alexander, on fol. 93°'.

Sayings of Indian Saints, on fol. 1 1 8", etc.

Beginning of the preface : jUj,j^. ^JlA:^^ jjj\^\y^

Dated the 21st of Jumada-althani in the 7th year

of Farrukhshah's (correctly, Farrukhsiyar's) reign (prob-

ably meant for A. H. ii30=a.d. 1718, May 22, since

he reigned, properly speaking; only six years and

three months and was in Jumada-althani of A. h. i i 3 i

already deposed and blinded). Compare on this work

also H. Eth(S, Neupersische Litteratur, p. 346.

No. 1731, ff. 124, U, 15; clear Nasta'llk; size, 8J in. by

4.f in-

2211

Ris41a-i-Muhammad Sa'id (j-^jt-> i-*s' sJL-y).

A treatise on ethics and practical philosophy, with

many extracts from standard works and numerous

quotations from the sayings of old and modern saints,

shaikhs, and learned men, principally from those of 'Ali,

composed by Hafiz Muhammad Sa'id bin Hafiz Karam-

allah ibn Hafii Salman Mahmud ibn Hafiz Ain-aldin,

A. H. 1 102 (a. D. 1690, 1691), and dedicated to the

emperor 'Alamgir, see fol. i*, 1. 10 and fol. i^. It is

divided into a mukaddimah, five babs, and a few con-

cluding words which serve as khiitimah.
-7- - . ^ . « - . .

—

^

siU; J^l ^) , on fol. 5b

jL), on

j^Ij, on fol. 24^

Ike
J J-oi JJjlj^ J ^J J\y., on fol. 29a.

fol. SS"^-

^^^liTjXj cyj5C- xi\y, on fol. 39b.

^k:S'J sjpii^ i_iJLk] J
^\S^

J ^\^j^ 1^- i^Lj

Jsi ^^..onfoLsS".

Beginning : jl \sS ij—
1^

^x>_jj)\ eyy-<ij

This copy is dated the 26th of Ramadan, in the

twenty-seventh year of Muhammadshah's reign (=a.h.

1 158, A. D. 1745, Oct. 22). On the fly-leaf there are

written by another hand a few extracts from the diwan

of Maulana Nawidl or Nuwidt (l?Jj^) of Isfahan, who

wrote a diwan of ghazals, comprising nearly 7,000 verses,

with his own hand A. h. 1155 (correctly according to

A. Sprenger, CataL, p. 526, a.h. io55=a.d. 1645).

No. 818, ff. 80, 11. 18-19 ; some pages are written in diagonal

lines; Shikasta; size, 8f in. by 4^ in.

.r tj.>~^^

2212

Wajib-alhifz (iaiU ^^Ij).

A philosophical mathnawi, treating of the various

subjects of law, morals, theosophy, rlietoric, traditions,

religious teaching, mystical doctrine, etc., in sixty-three

short makalas, composed A.H. 1105 (see fol. 11'', last

three lines)=A. D. 1693, 1694, and dedicated to the

emperor 'Alamgir. The author is not distinctly named,

but from a note on the fly-leaf and the last bait of the

praise of God (fol._^2», 1. 3) :

^^ ijii. jl Uj ^\ JiUj

it might perhaps be conjectured that it was 'Akilkhan

E4zi, the well-known poet, who died a.h. 1108 (a. d.
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1696), see No. 1634 above, alfcliough his usual takhalluB

was Razi, not 'Akil.

Beginning

:

I; uUj. o'^j- ^S jLI ^--^ jj

\j ^Jb; Lip _o ijix*!! sj

Occasionally some marginal glosses. Very worm-
eaten in many places. Dated the 14th of Jumada-
alawwal, A. h. 1130 (a. d. 17 18, April 15). Ou the

fly-leaf there is a second title given to this matlinawi,

viz. Majma'-albayan (^jLJI a.»^).

No. 186, if. 134, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; clear Nasta'llk ; size,

9i in- by si in.

2213

Abwab-aljinan (i^jLlU vV.')-

The first volume or bab of the famous collection of

ethical and paraenetic orations, styled the ' doors of

paradise,' by Mirza Muhammad Rafi' Waiz of Kazwln,
who died shortly after a. h. 1105 (a. d. 1694) and left

a diwan (see Bodleian Cat., No. 1 1 44, and Rieu ii.

p. 698*); comp. G. Fliigel iii. p. 293 ; Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1472-1474; Rieu ii. p. 826, and Supplement,

p. 109; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 312 and 313;
J. Aumer, p. 61 ; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cut.,

pp. 59-62. The whole work was to comprise eight

babs, but only two are extant (see the Bodleian Cat.,

loc. cit. Mr. Browne in his remarks on p. 60 has

overlooked the contents of that copy), and the present

MS. contains only one, viz. the first bdh.

Beginning: j^^j ^Ij^lS' jjj^.-, S J>l.i^ air*-!

Jl JjJ Jolji i:uKjUr*.

The author's name appears on fol. 7", 1. 4, the title

on fol. 8* 1. 10.

The first volume is divided into a mukaddimah and
three fads.

The mukaddimah contains three i_jLk.«, viz.

:

^j:^, on fol. 8a.

2. job cujLc, (jI ,j iS ^.^ j
^^iij loi. v^UTjj

j^ , on fol. n".

saJU j !aJ5^ p-W^^-*' ij^-<^. J^

jUT
J

!a-Cj ^jj. j
:l

jLcj, on fol. 14".

On fol. 1
7" the first bdb itself begins, headed : ji^i ,i

^\ »1... «, subdivided into three fads, viz.:

1. Jl Ljj kS.-"- iJ-rr»-^ )>. ou fol- I7^ i° three kisms.

2. Jl s.lli (^WJJ ^^^^^^. ^f^ y ' on fol. 22*".

3. J| L*.ii
'-r~-^

,_/.x_i . (J)..l> ]\ lilj^Jk jSj jj, on

fol. 37^. In this fasl there are at first enumerated

the same seven qualities (euLa-a) which Fliigel ([uotes,

in the following order : ZS^, Ji-*- , j.—^ . JJi^, /«-»^>

lOJcw J
b,, JJi, |Jjij.jL;

J
|.-i-i-; and then follow

the same fourteen |_j~is-* as in all other copies. In

the Cambridge Cat. all the headings are quoted ; here

only those are given, which are either not found

in Fliigel's copy (viz. 4-6) or differ in wording from
them

:

1. On fol. 38''.

2. On fol. 53".

3. On foh 67". ^

Jl jb«Jfc_, s.>L. (jb^^.)i., on fol. 76*.

5. Jl jjjjj.*^. lo-jj* J ^j^ J Jjl uyj-t-i iJ, on

fol. 107^.

6. Jl jjU jjj. J t^bJ k::j^4-i ,j.S^^^ .i , on fol. 1 23'''.

7. On fol. I so''.

8. On fol. 167I'.

9. On fol. 199", in two fasls : (a)o
on fol. 199^; (6) t^^js*

i W^-10.

-J 4;
x. ,j , on fol. 2 1 2".

"i ,j , also in two fasls, on

Jlj^

fol. 2291".

11. On fol. 259^
12. On fol. 287l>.

13. jb« I 9jba-« Ijbo « (jL.*..^! % A ^ ^y^

fol. 3i4'>.

14. Aii \sJu> \::jJls~t ,j, on fol. 353*.

No date. This first bdb of the ;jbLil ^jUjI has been

printed at Tabriz about a. h. 1240, and lithographed at

Teheran A. h. 1274, and at Lucknow i868.

No. 1681, ff. 377, 11. 16; neat and clear Nasta'llk; size,

lo| in. by 6 iu.

2214

Three treatises on logic and metaphysics.

I. The_^r»< is divided into ten short chapters, viz. :

1. lc**^ I-* c*'v.s!0 cDjbii • u^ ft' juo ci>oLx«» jj, on

fol. 139*.

2. eb Jl |.LSL>.1 . cL:::-*! . ijLSL.) , (_*j^j^i ,j,

on fol. 140".

3. w^ • .b^i^l * g » > CUjbll « JJLe » ^jb-wl ^J J jj ,

on fol. 141".

4. :>j
.?.

') jjL.o .jl !_./._;—• Jv-J t^*jy-* b' (_*-?-.> S.XJI ,i,

on fol. 142".

5. iJL*». Jfj^^, JJ n ) eubjlijl ob— 1 vOwj-i-O .J,

on fol. 142b.

Jwibj, on fol. 144*.

7. jbjLi.b sjs^l ijL^ j_^j i_5''—J' J^'j '^y^^J^
jjj jl, on fol. 145''.

8. Jbol jjj^ e> la ;S j uyjl^l
J '^•^j' \Ji>~^- ji

jj^jl (J)L^;:l».I, on fol. 146".

9. >^.l W.Ji ^^J,J O0--I C*3.b-« j^l J-oba. s-s^T _,J

_ .-^ (j-<5-x-) j!a. J , on fol. 1
48a.

10. JUi (^b y. ,_5iJ>-. ^^bjU:ii.l J^l j-XJl^i

jjbio b Job:-, on fol. 149''.

Beginning, on fol. 138b
: ^_»!L—• j L_>b^^l Cjj <uJ x^

jf^

jUjaJl ^ ()
I * J

.;1^J^\yjiii _ij_.
J

..b.^ii|J:4—• J
Jl,^^b

II. The second consists only of three leaves and is

ascribed to "Abd-alkabir ; it begins, on fol. 150":

4 H 2
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III. The <Airi begins, on fol. 152^: J^ :)\y\
^^f^\

Jl AJjljjk.

Copied by Muhammad Eahim, A. h. 1 1 2 7 (a. d. i 7 i 5).

No. 823, ff. 138-168, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

2215

Haft Kishwar {jyiS OlAa).

A book on ethics and politics in the form of short tales

and anecdotes, dealing with the early kings of Persia

and other renowned men, all illustrating different

points of moral philosophy, see a reference to this work
in Rieu iii. p. 1039", I. No author's name is to be

found anywhere. The book is divided into a mukad-
dimah, which consists of seven manzils (not marked in

the text), seven kishwars (so called after the seven

climates of the world), and six masdfats (that is, the

six distances between the seven climates), inserted

respectively after the first six kishwars. The following

table of contents is drawn from the inde.x on if. 5^-6"

(the same index is written on fol. i^').

Mukaddimdh, on fol. 6*, margin.

^_*1-L> J-4I ^^}^^, s-^j;-*
_5

^^\ cui-fl ji (»ji l)/~*

Kishwar I, on fol. 78^ (oJju«-o j iJjjj-i '•-*-^j j^

Masafat I, on fol. g^^ iirij^ j J^^.
];
uULijL) 5^ 1 ^.i

J-Jj^. J_;-~-i» ijJui. jLijb
J |«J^ (sUUj i^j^Jj^).

Kishwar II, on fol. 1 1
4**

(

LS~— J
(jl jiL> lc*^' 5 jIJuI « XJj.-i iU,.i\j

e^^
L; , Uic

Masafat II, on fol. 118*, margin (c*J^ iLc c

Kishwar III, on fol. 122'* (jjl-J j e*—L.-. j li-f.-i ,j

Iff-'
5-JsJ>.

J
X-i |,ljl

Masafat III, on fol. lagti (L4JU--.I ^;|Jul. Ixo

J
pJLc v_^l^ , ,_*JU*^

jL}.ui1 i_A.;JJ^ . ^aJLiijA ^aLijb

Kishwar IV, on fol. 133** (j U^Li. ^^,jLJilxftLkj ^i

jib ^l—l J <iill

'J (^^'>r? ^jl W\ ..I i^^^b

jyiS
^J\).

Masafat IV, on fol. 136'', margin djU) o>-J^

Kishwar V, on fol. 149* (i-J;'-' J ;>^ J '-*-' ^^. j^

J^).

Masafat V, on fol. 153'' (i_.._3.Lo u\ .. ~. ; .* 1

Kishwar VI, on fol. 1.56'J (L_a--fll ^J^ } \jjj

Masafat VI, on fol. 172", margin (euill»— ijW-i ,.j

c>-A \ . <i (_g^iJLXJb ^iCJl ihA-*^ J-ir'^ " '*^f**

K-j. " ,*..X-Jl a . : .
' ) v'j-^ ^^^ « ; I .«! « Jjjl Jjb u^ ai v^

J^ i_j^-aj).

Kishwar VII, on fol. 173'', margin (j^ALijb ^^Xj

^jXi Ij-o J ^_^U»
i^'U. Jl^l).

- f-

Beginning of the preface (for the greater part in

mathnawi-baits), on fol. 2^ : ,_jijLi-) , u"^— j j.,»a.

jJLs jUl julX^A ""^"^ J'^ " 1) LS*"'^ LS*^;-^'*- ij-Wr*-^

Dated the 20th of Sha'b&n, A. h. 1141 (a.d. 1729,

March 2
1 ), by Mihr 'All.

No. 1532, fF. 194, II. 15, and an additional margin-coll., II. 12 ;

large and distinct Nasta'Uk ; small illuminated frontispiece ;

size, io|- in. by 5 J in.

2216

Minhaj-alsalatin (^j^\l]\ —L^j-t).

A collection of anecdotes, moral tales, and traditions

of the prophets, saints, old and modern rulers, illus-

trating the duties of royalty and the mutual relation

between rulers and subjects. It begins with a eulogium

of Sultan Abu-almuzaffar Jahanshah bin Mubashshir (?),

and is divided into five babs, viz.

:

^ J
e^Va. kil'Jr-r

3. j^^iLo y. j.ib-,\ JaI j LjLc, jjia. ji

4. y^' jiUxj-c t,*a^^-»-> US' jjki uy, j.>

iJaJL ..b J .i^,iUiH
_j
^U>ill J.

A khatimah begins on fol. iigl*.

Beginning of the preface
: _ ^^r^-j^^ c*"*-^' ^^

i*~^

J_>.--.u jjlj juils' ellL-_t jjlxlLu jo t5^ J )'-«-» (j-j^oj

Jl ^j)Xy.ji Alll.

Copied by Ghiyathai Muhammad Badr-aldin.

No date.

No. 1623, ff. 52-135, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 85 in. by 4^ in.
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2217

Wasiyyat-i-Lukman (^jL»iJ c*^j).

One hundred wise sayings and admonitions (xij Jlj>

fr^^ cjUjl)), pretended to have been left as the last

will by the famous Lukman to his son.

It begins : j^ i^ j^j ^y\ Xkj Ll^l . . . <I) Ju»il

Jl O SJj.^ ^ SJ;i lO ; -gj K-

' This little tract is identical with the jjU-«J L«Ijx;j

f-S^a., noticed in tlie Bodleian Cat., No. 1241, 44 (col.

765).

No. 1627, ff. i*-4'', 11. 12 ; rough Naskht, mixed with

Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 4I iti.

Compendia of Science and Encyclopeedias.

2218

Danishnama-i-'ala'i (,J^.c t^iLi (_ji-)b).

An incomjjlete copy of the first tliree sections of

Ibn Sina's (see Nos. 2 149-2 152 above) famous com-
pendium of philosopliical sciences, styled properly

^iLc L«lj ^jb (also iJ^ cj.-»X^, as in the British

Mus. copy, or ,^^JI ^\^, see H. Khalfa v. p. 1 1 8,

No. 10319, or K-oU ^jiJb, ib., iii. p. 184), but appearing

here under the more general designation of i^lij j J_j-ol

5...1*5L». »...«=<. /.jlc. This work was dedicated to

(correctly ^Lj|j_,JL,j), i.e. 'Ala-aldaulah Abu Ja'far Mu-

hammad bin Dushmanziyar Ibn Kakawaih, who ruled

over Isfahan A. h. 398-433 (a. D. 1007-1041), and in

whose service Ibn Sina was during the ]ast years of

his life. It was edited after his death by his disciple,

'Abd-alwahid bin Muhammad Juzjani, who added to

the extant tliree sections on logic, metaph3'sics, and
physics, which Ibn Sina had completed himself, and
which alone are preserved in the present copy, from
other treatises of the great philosopher on geometry,

arithmetic, music, and astronomy, two more sections

on mathematical science and on music; comp. Kieu ii.

pp. 433 and 434, and Supplement, p. 115*, No. Ill

;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 114.

Beginning: ^iJxjyjT jujj!xJ>._^j> ,_^l :: », j ^^L-—

.

First section : Logic (^fki.. JLc), on fol. 2*.

Second section : Metaphysics (^^Jl As- or, as it is

styled in the text itself, ^^Llji^l), on fol. 44k

Third section: Physics (^ytl^ JU), on fol. i2 2l>.

This section breaks off on fol. 167^; fol. 168* has no
connexion with it and is supplied by another hand.

The first section is dated A. h. 1064 (a. d. 1654).

No. 478, ff. 168, U. 14; Naskhl ; size, %\ in, by 4J in.

2219

Duirat-altaj {,r^\ »Ji)-

A vast encyclopaedia of sciences by Ku^b-aldin

Mahmud bin Mas'ud bin al-Muslih alshirazi, the greatest

pupil of Nasir-aldin Tiisi (see No. 2155 above), who was
born in Shiraz, A. h. 634 (a. d. 1236, 1237), and '^^^ 'i

Tabriz, A. u. 710 (a. D. 13 10, 1311); see Haft Iklim,

No. 196 (col. 392 in this Cat.), where some of his

Arabic works are mentioned, and on the present work,

G. Flugel i. pp. 35-37 ; Eieu ii. pp. 434 and 435

;

and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 340 (where a short

fragment of the same, dealing with music, is noticed)
;

comp. also.H. Khalfa iii. p. 201, No. 4926 ; Wiener
Jahrbiicher, vol. 88, Anzeigeblatt, pp. 17-21; and

Melanges Asiatiques ii. p. 57. The full title of this

work is K-LijJl spuJ -llil Ci, on which comp. Rieu,

loc. cit. The present copy, dated the i6th of Eabi'-

alawwal, A. h. 1075 (a. d. 1664, Oct. 7), is particularly

valuable, as it has been carel'ully collated throughout

with an old and trustworthy MS., A. h. 1191 (from

the 25th of Shawwal to the nth of Dhu-alhijjah^

A. D. 1777, Nov. 26 to 1778, Jan. 10), in Akbarabad.

The collator has made many valuable additions to his

copy from that older authority, partly on the margin,

partly by inserting whole supplementary pages, for

instiince, ff. 474-476, which give another and fuller

reading of the preceding and following pages and do

not originally belong to the present copy at all.

Beginning : -LLi* . i.:j._«uL^ ^.>^|1 , ; » -A j-i. s-rTr-''

Jl (_jCJu^.» vi»jLe ^, ^p (__fiJUJ.

It is divided into a 8.^1* , five ».l»»., and a 5_»jU»..

Fdtihah or introduction in three chapters (J-aJ), on

the ailvautages of knowledge, the real purport of all

sciences, and their division.

JJI J-a-J, on fol. 5a, subdivided into three J-ol : (i) ,.»

(jiLW^l jJlc JLc 0. L .<i » tj^. j (2) V3.1
.
• .rij ijL^j jj

1^'; {3) ^^:^^ C^Lwii ijLo ;>•

Jlc e*i.^<i-»-
J
J |.jj J-oJ, on fol. lo*, likewise sub-

divided into three j-ol.

on fol. 11'', also in three J-ol

Between this and the beginning of the first Jumlah
a complete and detailed index of the whole work is

inserted on ff. i9''-2 7*'.

First Jumlah, on logic ((j W i ji), in seven makalas,

on fol. 271".

Second Jumlah, on first philosophy, i. e. philosophy

proper ( U ti—Ji ,j), in two branches (^^), each of

which is subdivided into seven makalas.

\j voUj4i- tL»j>. -• sJ^Lc jy»^ ji Jjl ,^-»> on fol. 63".

q,l.;^Lcl
J (Jij.»j u^j/il J.I-—5ly |.jJ ^, on fol. 74b.

Third Jumlah, on the lowest science, that is natural

science (c:*-ul ^^^-^ fX^ w J-a— ' fX^- jj), in two Z^-i,

each again subdivided into seven makalas.

.

r> r »J jJ !»*-" v.^-«J,
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.U',yL.
J 'jr ji Jjl ^j, on

fol. 88a.

Fourth Jumlah, on the middle science, that is

mathematics (o— 1 lc-o^; |JLc s5 k--jl j^Lc ,j), in four

"ji (dealing with Euclid, Almagest, arithmetic, and

music respectively), the first of which contains fifteen

makiilas, the second thirteen, the third four, the fourtli

a mukaildimah and five niakalas.

on fol. 1 1 8''.

.il L^L:^;! J,Lj; rS h^

i/^-t *•'• " \ Ja.-^.s:
'^

i^j^*̂ / fj

J5' c>-''

J ^, on fol. 194''.

fol. 265^

^ r^ o-^'--^ cr°-^^>-' 1^ ;» c;U-» cr»'
<*"

/V/iA Jumlah, on the highest science, that is meta-

physics (o—l ^1 jj-c s^ JLcl (J-cy), in two i^^J,

each suhdivided into seven makalas.

J^'^iji J^~*~^ C^^ j" u^ j^^J ^j^'^j^ j;> ^'
on fol. 309"^.

jl CajLlc
J J-xj o^i-p J

jl, on fol. siSk

Jihdtiniah, on theology, ethics and politics, and

iSufism (. j.lj (ji-xj eijUUjtJ liJ ^jl p))J
5 ivHI-' J>-*°' )*

J..a. slj dj-L- oJla-^j |Jl»£ e*_»Xj.jj), in four

poles (^.Jaj), the first of which is subdivided into forty

1 1 f ... < or questions, the second into two sA-cU or bases,

the third into four 5j..cli, the fourth into two i_^b or

ciiapters.

^.^ Jj^l ji JjrZIE, on fol. 335a.

ij\i jfJuu ^_i pj;-"- ''-^' ;*
ir)-^

v-^-l", on fol. 4181".

U-aJX^J ,.> CIa^. &i |_yL»X 1JJ^^J>

Jj-

ji
l-t^-

v_JlS

L^ j' jUil, onfoL 468i\

<J.a. si, t»)jJL. ,j ^yii o.~jIj. ji ;jl, on fol. 5071".

No. 1402, ff. 526, 11. 27 ; Naskbl ; size, 12J in. by 6| in.

2220
Another copy of the same.

Dated the 19th of Sha'ban, a.h. 1177 (a. d. 1764,

Feb. 22). Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Fdtihah: first fasl, on fol. 6"; second, on fol. 13a;

third, on fol. i
s"'.

First Jumlah, on fol. 25^ ; second : first fann, on

fol. 81'', first line ; second, on fol. 95^' ; third : first fann,

on fol. HI"; second, on fol. 130"; fourth: first fann,

on fol. 147b; second, on fol. 249''; third, on fol. 318'';

fourth, on fol. 335"; fifth: first- faun, on foL 387'^;

second, on fol. 397^.

KMtimah : first kutb, on fol. 416^; second, on

fol. 507b; third, on fol. 565"; fourth, on fol. 618^.

No. 9S2, fF. 647, 11. 27; Naskhi; illuniiuated frontispiece;

size, 1
1 1 in. by 6f in.

u'-^. ;>

2221

Nafa'is-alfunun (^^^jLill (j-jLaj).

The famous encyclopsedia of science, with its full

title : uj-^1 ij«ujLc ^j ,jy^\ ;j«JUj , composed by

Muhammad bin Mahmud al-Amuli between a.h. 735
and 742 (a. D. 1335-1342, according to the various

dates given in the book itself), in imitation of the

Durrat-altaj (see the preceding work),comp. Haft Iklim,

No. 1 188 (coll. 467 and 468 in this Cat.); H. Khalfa
iv. p. 500, and vi. p. 364, No. 13906; Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1483-1491 ; Eieu ii. pp. 435-438 ; G. Fliigel i.

pp. 38-42 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 148, 7; pp. 164-

167; and p. 352, 2; Wiener Jahrbiicher, vol. 61,

Auzeigeblatt, pp. 2-10 ; Melanges Asiatiques iii. p. 734,
and v. p. 261 ; Rehatsek, Cat. raisonne, p. 58, No. 44.
The author dedicated it to the Amir Jamal-aldiu Shaikh
Abu Ishak bin Mahmudshah (who ruled over Fars and
'Irak, A. H. 742-754= A. D. 1 341-1353), and died after

A.H. 753 (a. D. 1352). According to H. Khalfa, loc.

cit., the noWj^rs< kism, dealing with islamitic sciences,

was originally the second, but put at the top of the

whole on account of its more intrinsic value. Detailed

descriptions of this work are given both in Fliigel and
Hieu, and also in the Bodleian Cat.

Beginning, on fol. i'': l^jl j jHz, . Lj .

Mukaddimah, in three fa'idas, viz. . v_j--

J,,!*
vi<l ; nii, on fol. 3* ; \^~'t.\

J.^^.,-.-
j ^%JtC (t-tr—^ j^ 1

on fol. 4*; and LjLi c_»-J J ,j , on fol. 4b. An inde.x,

on S. 4l'-5l>.

FiEST KISM, modern sciences, i. e. islamitic sciences

( J»U ^Jl* ,j), in four makalas, containing eighty-five

sciences in thirty-six fauns or sections.

First makdlah, literary sciences (^..il ^i^ }^)' '"

fifteen fanns, on ff. 5*1, last line, 8^, 14a, 17", ipa^ 2 2«,

25", 27'', lin. penult., 32'', 1. 3 ab infra, 36'', 39^ 41'',

49a, 55a, and 60'', beginning with the art of writing

and ending with that of account-keeping.

Second makdlah, legal sciences {^^j^ ^j^ ;•>), i"

nine fanns (No. 1483 in the Bodleian Cat. counts ten,

by contracting the first and second, i. e. J^ As- and

, ..it Jlc , into one, but inserting two new ones, viz.

one styled _,Li>l As, the other ^L-l As., so that the

total of fanns in the first kism amounts there to thirty-

seven), on ff. 65'', 71'', 79a, 84a, last line, 891^, 98*,

103'', 106^', and 1
13a, beginning with scholastic theology

and ending with forms of prayers and their times of

recitation.

Third makdlah, Siific sciences (^}y j i—iJL-u' As- ji

A), in five fanns (the first hei'e called by mistake

^), on ff.
119a, 128a, 135a, 139", and 143a beginning

with the mystic road and ending with moral perfection.

Fourth makdlah, conversational sciences ((.j-l-c

^JAs:'), in seven fanns, on ff. 147a, 156a (second and

third fann combined), 177^ 182^ 186", and 193",

beginning with the art of conversation and ending

with the science of riddles.
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Second kism, ancient science8(JjU |,»lc jj.aheadiiig

left out in the present copy), in five makalas, containing

seventy-five sciences, in tliirty-four fanns (correctly

thirty-thi'ee ; the mistake here and also in the following

copy has arisen from the statement in the beginning of

the fourth makalali, respectively in the heading of the

second kism, that it is divided into ten fanns, whereas

in the text itself both here and in the next copy only

the usual nine are marked).

First maMlah, practical philosophy (cj^X.*. ,j, so

styled here rather incorrectly, instead of \ ,g ^i • A -)i

in three fanns, on fF. 198", 206*, and 210*, beginning

with ethics and ending with the management of cities

and states.

Second makdlah, speculative philosophy (Jj-ol ,j

t^Pij 0'.«5Ca.), in four fanns, on ff. 216*, 222", 227"',

and 232*, beginning with logic and ending with physics.

Third maMlah, mathematics ((s-sLi. Jj-ol ,.>), in four

fanns, on ff. 237b, 2431", 247'', and 253*, beginning with
geometry and ending with music.

Fourth maMlah, branches ofphysics (^jt^Jj ptj-i jj),

in nine fanns (not ten, as the heading states by mistake),

on ff. 26 1
a, 271a (this second fann, usually devoted to

alchemy, U.^ Ji*, but styled here s-^j^ ^yU _,j, and

subdivided into a mukaddimah and five fusls, includes

the third fann, on magic, L^*-.^, too, as the fourth

fasl on fol. 277a proves), 284b (here called the third

fann, on the inteqjretation of dreams, but in all other
copies correctly marked &a fourth), 294a (here correctly

styled fifth fann, on physiognomy; a fourth therefore

is not marked here at all), 296''', 300*', 3091', and 31 {•',

beginning with medicine and ending with the holding
of the breath and similar tricks.

Fifth makdlah, branches of mathematics (c. j .i

i_5^b_,), in thirteen fanns, on ff. 312'', 318a,
1. 3 ab infra,

321'' (read ^.^^ ^ instead of ^^, ^, as here is

written bymistaKe), 322^ 325i',lin. penult., 326'', 328b

33i°> 334", 338'', 346'', 347'', last line, and 351".

A short index, injured both at the beginning and
end, is found on the fly-leaf.

This copy, which is a little worm-eaten here and
there, is dated month Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. 1037 (a. d.

1628, August), by Wall alhusaini.

No. 1099, S. 356, II. 29 ; clear Nasta'lik ; illuminated frontis-
piece ; size, 144 in. by 8| in.

2222
Another copy of the same, with some omissions.

A complete and detailed index, on ff. ib-S".

Beginning, on fol. 9b
: L^jll.. ^ ^^S^ ) ^ ) J^**

Mukaddimah, in three fa'idas, on ff. 128, i3«, and 14a.

FlEST KISM, in four makalas, viz.

:

First maMlah, in fifteen fanns, on ff. 16'', first line,
20a 28a, 32", lin. penult., 35", 39'), 44a, ^-jh^ g^b (,oh^

63b, 67'>, 78--', 87>>, first line, and 95".

Second maMlah,m nine fanns, on ff. 103b 112*, 1. 3
ab infra, 123", 130'', 138^, 151", second line, 158^, i6ia,

first line, and 166*.

Third maMlah, in five fanns, on ff. i84'>, first line,
197a, 206'', 212'', and 218*.

Fourth maMlah, in seven fanns, on ff. 224*, lin.

penult, 236*' (second and third fann combined), 2661".

273^ 1. 3 ab infra, 277'', and 287''.

Second ^ism, in five makalas, viz.

:

First maMlah, iu three fanns, on ff. 294b, 305", and
310b.

Second maMlah, in four fanns, on fol. 320", 329",

337", and 345".

Third maMlah, in four fanns, on ff. 351b, 360",
365b, and 374", second line.

Fourth maMlfih, in nine fanns, of which, however,
the second and third are entirely missing (just as in the
first Brit. ^lus. copy, see Itieu ii. p. 437"), on ff'.

385b,

401", 416", 418b, 4251, 437b, last line, and 441".

Fifth maMlah, in thirteen fanns, on ff. 442b, 450b,

455", 456', 461b, 463*, 465b 469b, 474^., 481a, last

line, 493b, 495", and 501b second line.

No date ; worm-eaten throughout.

No. 743, fF. 509, 11. 25 ; distinct Nasta'lik ; size, 1
1 J in.

by 7 in.

2223
A defective copy of the same.

This copy is incomplete both at the beginning and
end and defective in the second makalah of the first

kism; the first words Jl ^y^» o-jl^j correspond

to No. 2221 above, fol. 2",1. 20; the last in the thirteenth

fann of the last makalah of the second kism to fol. 354b,

1. 8 in the same copy; the lacuna between ff. 177 and
1 78 comprises fol. 89b, 1. 7 ab infra to fol. 90", 1. 6
ab infra in No. 2221.

MuMJdimah, in three faidas, on ff.
2b, first line, 4b,

and 6''. The index on ff. e^-Sb.

First kism, in four makalas, viz.

:

First makdlah, in fifteen fanns, on ff. 9a,
1
4a, last line,

25'', 32*, 3<'^ 42", 48", 53", 63", 7I^ 76", 8i», 96b

io8'', and H9''.

Second makdlah, in nine fanns, on ff. 129", 141b,

156", 1
66b, ijn penult., k)^'^ {sixth fann, the beginning

of the fifth not being marked in consequence of the
lacuna, noted above), 205*, 212*, 1. 3 ab infra, and
226".

Third maMlah, in five fanns, on ff. 238", 257", 271'',

1. 3 ab infra, 280b, and 289b.

Fourth makdlah, in seven fanns, on ff. 299", 319*
(second and third fann combined, as usually), 368b,

second line, 380", 387b, and 404b.

Second kism; in five makalas, viz. :

First makdl-ah, in three fauns, on ff.
416b, 433b,

and 442b.

Second makdlah, in four fanns, on ff. 456b 470",
483a, and 495b

Third makdlah, in four fanns, on ff. 508", 519b, 527b,

and 540b

Fourth makdlah, in nine fanns (not ten, as here
again is stated by mistake), on ff. 559", 582b (second
and third fann combined), 583b, 607*, 61 lb, 62i'>, last

line, 640b, and 645b.
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Fifth maMIah, in thirteen fanns, on ff. 648*, 660^,

667'' (to be styled ---u |^i instead of ojj ^), 668'',

676'', 679^, second line, 682l>, 687b, 694^, 704*, 720'',

722'', and 730''.

Worm-eaten throughout; especially the first pages

greatly damaged.

No. 991, ff. 735, 11. 25; Naskhl; size, io| in. by 51 in.

2224

Extracts from the same.

Detached portions ofthe Nafa'is-alfunun, put together

in a perplexing manner, without any system or order.

It begins abruptly on fol. i"; the first heading appears

on fol. I*", ^ij^ t3^»l liT-'W. j^ (called i_)b), followed

on fol. 5", last line, by another (called ^.j ijU), styled

^1 i^yo ^j iiyLoilx ^^j\ ,c«=-«->. ^rir'i^ )* ; these two

sections correspond to the first and second bab in the

fifth faun of Makalah IV in Kism n=fol. 294'', 1. 3 to

fol. 296", 1. 10 in No. 2221 above. After these are put

the following sections : ^jLol ,j, on fol. 7b=fol. 311*

in No. 2221 (fasl 5 of the eighth fann of Makalah IV
in Kism II)

; ^j c^ j^' "^ ^°^- ^"j '^"'' r^j r^J^' '"^

fol. 9''=fr. 3ii''-3i2b in the same copy (fasls i and

2 of the ninth fann of the same Makalah IV);

Ji-s..^ L«L». .LSI («Ji^ jJ, on fol. 10''= fol. 3 10" in No. 2221

(fasl 3 of tlie eighth fann of Makalah IV) ; o^lili ,j
,

on fol. ril'=fol. 310'' in the same copy (fasl 4 of the

same faun)
; J~s^\ j-*l)-^ J^l)^ J-^ ' ^^ ^°^' ^'^=

ff. 306"-3O9'i in the same copy (bab 4 of the seventh

faun of Makalah IV in Kism II) ; i^Ul^-j. iJiUi ,J

,

on fol. 2i"=ff. 300^-304'', ib. (bab i of the same

seventh fann) ; ij^^- i.uLjlj^^ jl «i »,) ij^\y>- ,j , on

fol. 32''=ff. 3O5l'-306'', ib. (bab 3 of the same fann);

J^ljifc C'jjJ' iZ^ ]^\ nJ Sfk-o ,J , on fol.34t'=fi'.309''-

310* (fasl I of the eighth fann of Makalah IV in

Kism II); (jj^lSli ^Lc^ Jl^lj.s,onfoI. 37n=fol. 310*,

ib. (fasl 2 of the same eighth fann) ; i^ Uic .wJ^ ,J

•*~^lr* ^/*-^ t^jV. ]A' °" ^°'- 37''=ff- 304^-3°5''i ib.

(bab 2 of the seventh fann of Makalah IV in Kism II)

;

|.iL!l]l |,4-ic "L-ol^^^-jkLi-. (Prophets, from Adam to

Muhammad, whose biography begins on fol. 60°), on

fol. 4ia;^, . T o i.:y,-<!L.». jl i_;i.o sJ jiLaLijlj ej-ij-ia.

sjo. (ante-islamitic kings from Gayumarth to Yazdajird,

the last Sasanian, with an apjiendix styled i.v^-' '~>^

{^j3 J (jL^i. djl^. is^Lil _,i), on fol. 63a ;^^ y ^Jb

Jl (^UJLi. J|^l (the first four Khalifs, tKeUmmayyades

and 'Abbasides), on fol. 77" ; and ^j-i>^ -j.ljj .i i_>Li

(the dynasties, contemporary with and subsequent to

the 'Abbasides, down to the author's time, i. e. a. h.

736, in seven taifas, viz.: Saffiirides, Samanides,
Dailamis, Ghaznawides, Saljukides, Khwarizmshahis,
and Cingizkhan, with successors to the death of Abu

Sa'id), on fol. 86'''; these four historical sections cor-

respond to the full five babs of the second and third

fann of Makalah IV in Kism I= ff. i56»-i77'' in

No. 2221; pjyj J J^-*j (i>'^^^~^j' "^^ " t_)L»jl ji

ji ^\j\ Jjkl, on fol. i03a=fr. i82''-i86a, ib. (fifth

fann of the same Makalah IV in Kism I) ; Jlc ,j

Uiji, on fol. ii2''=fF. 55*-6o'', ib. (fourteenth fann of

Makalah I in Ki.sm I) ; ..;.;.«.» Jlc ,.>, on fol. 126''=

ff'. 284''-294a, ib. (fourth fann of Makalah IV in Kism II,

styled in No. 2221 by mistake the third, see above).

No date.

No. 2084, ff. 154, 11. 17 ; clear, but often very incorrect,

NasU'Uk ; worm-eaten ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2225

Mujmal-alhikmat (iL^il J «-y^).

A philosophical encyclopaedia in form of a Persian

translation of an Arabic abridgement of the famous

liJI ^J^Ja. . Li-llJI jjlj-i>.l J^^i ' usually styled Ikhwdn-

alsafd, entitled iL,XJi J.«.-c-*, corap. G. Fliigel i. p. 42 ;

Bodleian Cat., No. 1492, and "VV. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

pp. 1 58-1 6 1 ; see also H. Khalfa v. p. 486, No. 1 1468,
and on thewritiugsof the 'brethren of purity,'Z.D.M.G.,

vol. 1 3, p. I sq. This translation was made by a man of

Khurasan and dedicated to Sultan Timur (reigned A. h.

77i-8o7= A. D. 1370-1405), on fol. 2*, 1. 7, and is

divided into four sections (^...'4), each containing several

abridged risalas (isJLu, L»^U>.). The whole was to com-

prise fifty-one risalas, but only forty-one are found,

the last of which is subdivided into ten fasls, which,

added to the forty-one risalas, represent indeed fifty-one

chapters.

The first section, in fourteen abridged risalas, com-
prises the mathematical and logical sciences, on fol. 2*

;

the second, the natural sciences in sixteen abridged

risalas, on fol. 24"; the third, astronomy, psychology,

and similar sciences, in ten abridged risalas, on fol. 45",

last line ; the fourth, the science of the different

religious creeds and sects in one risala, subdivided into

ten fasls, on fol. 60b.

Beginning: ,_^-»l, sJ) l,_jj,_a., i.::* ; ... , ,_,X^^

^'

K-^Ja_-^«

. yt J

_5
u^i-

.1

^^J^\-
Copied A. H. 1036 (this year is taken from the second

part of this MS., containing the Akhlak-i-Jalali (see

No. 2184 above); here only the day of the month is

given, 6th of Rabi' I=A. d. 1626, Nov. 25).

No. 1392, ff. 1-67", 11. 20; distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, I2|in.

by 8^ in.

2226

Shahid-i-sadik djjLo J.-»Lt).

A vast encyclopaedia of sciences, particularly of

religious, philosophical, political, ethical, and cosmo-
graphical matters, ba^ed on the Kuran, the traditions,

sayings of wise men, stories and legends, with numerous
poetical compositions, and commenced A. h. 1054 (a. d.

1644) by Muhammad Sadik bin Muhammad Salih
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Isfahan! Azadani, the author of the historical work,

jjLa ^-^-e (see Bodleian Cat., No. 102 ; Eieu iii. p.

889 ; Elliot, History of India, vi. p. 453), who was

born A.H. 1018 (a. D. 1609, 1610) in Surat, see a full

biography of the author in Rieu ii. p. 775, another copy

in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 167. In liis poetical

compositions he uses as takhallus Sadiki. This work

is divided into five babs and a khatimab, with an

immense number of subdivisions.

Beginning, on fol. i'' : (^Jc:.Ji.1 »j_.j ^^ ^ J-J

Ji^\ > ^jli !.» Jl* Si^\.

A detailed index on S. 2

1 iJI,

b-'^b.

ujc* ( J
(read cuLilw j) vi)\4-«>- j cyL:—»• j (.^1 j

jjj (^.--Ijl.
^J->,^->,,

on fol. 7*>, last line, in 107 fasls.

.UT ; W 1 .., -b^j^
rJ^

a 5, on fol. 117^, in seventy-seven fasls.

^\j e*— 1, on fol. 196'', in eighty fasls.

^
jjj jpil, on fol. 348b in seventy-five fasls.

c)'-M

Ui , U) , ^;jL.j
J
|JU

on fol. 432b, in ninety-six fasls.

Ff. 485-488 are left blank, and there is consequently

a lacuna of eight pages, which were to complete the

fifty-first fasl on the seven climates and on longitude

and latitude.

U-«,l \x^ ji s-«jU>., on fol. 561*, in alphabetical

order.

This copy is dated the nth of Muharram, in the

forty-ninth year of 'Alamgir's reign= A. h. 11 17 (a. d.

1705, May 5). The entry of a former owner in Shah-
jahanabad (on fol. l») gives the full name of the author,

mentions also his other work, the jjL» -.«<, and states

that this copy was obtained by the kindness of Mirza
Mahdi Mu'tamadkhan in A. h, 1155 (a. d. 1742).

No. 1537, ff. 622, U. 17; irregular and unequal Nastallk;
worm-eaten ; size, io| in. by 65 in.

2227

A very incomplete copy of the same.

Tliis copy contains only the first two bdbs complete,

and the third to the middle of the seventy-fifth (here

wrongly styled seventy-fourth) fasl {^\ a. Jlc jj) ; the

last words liere correspond to fol. 292% lin. penult, in

the preceding copy.

Beginning as there. Index, on ff. 2"-6'', first line.

IND. OFF.

Bdb /, on fol. 6b, first line ; //, on fol. Sil" ; ///, on
fol. i44».

Ko. 1281, ff. 316, U. 31 ; Nasta'Uk; size, lo} in. by 6|in.

2228

Hadika-i-hadik-i-ganjina-i-Sadik (ijil* i a ;J.^

The first half of a curious kind of encyclopaedia with

the most puzzling mixture of heterogeneous matters,

compiled by Shakirkhan bin Sadik, i. e. Shakirkhan bin

Amir Shapis-aldaulah Lu^f-allahkhan Bahadur Sadik,

the author of a history of the reigns of Muhammadshah
and his successors (see Kieu i. pp. 279 and 280), A. h.

1 1 74 (a. D. 1760, 1 761), and dedicated to the memory
of his father (who was born A. h. io77=a. d. 1666,

1667, and died A.H. ii65=A. d. 1752, eighty-eight

years old, see fol. 7* ; Rieu, however, iii. p.
1084b,

fixes his death in A. h. h66=a. d. 1753). The author

himself, as he informs us on fol. 53*, was born A.H.

1128 (a.d. 1716). According to the index on ff. 1^-4^

the work contains twelve ^^LLj* , each of which is sub-

divided into numerous ^o-»-* and tS~i}->. • Unfortunately

there is a great confusion in the headings of the various

subdivisions in the text (all added in red ink on the

margin by another hand) ; but a comparison with the

index proves, that we have in this copy only one half
of the whole work, the_^rs< six ,jbLj»..

The work begins with a general cosmography, creation

of the world and all sublunar and superlunar matters.

After that comes an anatomical sketch, then an historical

one, preceded by an account of the author himself (on

fol. 53")! and dealing with the Persian kings (on

fol. 60"), the stories of the prophets from Adam to Mu-
hammad, etc. (on fol. 8i'»). Next comes the history

of N&dirshdh and an account of the house of Tlmilr, a
tract on archery in verse and a very elaborate treatise

on love and sexual intercourse (on fol. 187b). The
second half of this MS. is filled with discussions on
Muhammadan tTieology, the rites and observances of

Islam (on fol. 214"), dogmatic history and the prominent
points of Muslim doctrines. The last part deals with

SUfism and breaks off in the discussion on the jjLll ^j,J6.

Beginning, on fol. 5b: ^^Uj^-Jul, JjU ^^L-^x**
Jl ^JihjSyM j\

\j
jJL-jj (j-l^j H.>L).

Numerous additions and glosses on the margin. The
second half of this work was to contain, according to

the index, biographical accounts of great Imams and
mystic Shaikhs, stories, tracts on poetry and prose, on
trade, medical science, veterinary surgery, etc.

No. 1781. ff. S45, 11. 18; large and distinct Nasto'llk ; size,

llj in. by 7|in.

2229
Khazan u Bahar ( .143 . ^JUi).

Autumn and spring, a short general compendium of

sciences, compiled by Mir 'Iwad alridwi, who was in

the service of Mirza Muhammad 'Alibeg of Kirman at

Lah&r (see fol. 2,^, 1. i sq. ; the title of the book occurs

41
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on fol. 3", 1. 7). No date of composition is mentioned
anywhere. It is divided into an introduction, four
chapters (JU-.), and a conclusion.

Introduction, on fol. 3^' : account of the creation and

the created beings (ivs-j • e^i-w^-i -^i^y iS^\

cUJ Ul

First chapter, on fol. 9b, on medical science ( JLc ,0

Second chapter, on astronomy, etc. (. cyLo» Jlc .j

Third chapter, on the art of government, the duties

of a wazir, on epistolograpliy, etc. ((jyJjj j lS/^.-» r^ J'^

Fourth chapter, on poetical composition, with a few
specimens of poetry, for instance, a rubai, extemporized

by 'Unsuri, on fol. 41^ ((^jiLi *!Laj j As- .j).

Conclusion, on fol. 41'', several stories, traditions,

a short account of the author's life, some kasidas and
ghazals, composed by himself, etc. ( . euljU , -j -

'. ,j

jJl lijLpjx
J
jJLaj according to the index, or ^..nn .j

Jl sA-^-i, t_;fl-5U ^Li-^- 5J eiiLIJli , JoLoJ
J ,1 <i". 't.\

according to the heading itself). This part is imperfect

at the end, some leaves being wanting. It breaks off on
fol. 47l>.

No. 296, ff. 1-47, 11. 16 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8 in. by 4 in.

2230
Tarjuma-i-Kashf-alzunun 'an asami alkutub wa-alfu-

nun (j^^^iiJl
J

>_^j:XJ1 ,5*^-"' ij^ )j. :hll 1 c.t.) L.j>. j).

An abridged Persian translation of Haji Khalifah's

(or, as he is commonly called in a contracted form, Haji
Khalfa's) famous bibliographical lexicon (see Fliigel's

edition of the Arabic text with Latin translation, in

seven volumes, Leipzig, 1 835-1854), made at the

request of Mr. John Herbert Hariugton {yiipjjt ^^La.

^jJixSjla, see fol. 642^, 1. 10), by Karim-aldin Mu-
hammad bin al'Allam bin 'Abd-alsalam (see ib., 1. 5),

who began this paraphrase in Eajab, A. h. 1220 (a. d.

1805, Sept.-Oct.). The statement, that he completed

it in Safar of the same year ( i^^J^ JL. \\ Jlj> sUj),

must needs be an oversight, since it is nonsensical

;

either the following year 1221 is intended, or the mouth
Safar must be substituted for the previous Eajab and
vice versa.

Beginning: i_jLk!l .Ijjl jy-i_»-« -aLk ii (jjoj ^j,-:^)

. ; fi_fl -C ^ in. .1
'i'

The lexicon itself, after the long introductory chap-

ters, begius with the letter 1 on fol. 83".

Bibliotheca Leydeuiana.

' No. 2702, ff. 643, U. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 10 in. by 6| in.

II. Mathematics : Astronomy, Asteology,

Chronology, Arithmetic, Geometry, Magic
Art, Fortune-telling, and Interpretation of

Dreams.

2231

Sharh-i-farsi-i-Thamarah dar nujum ([V*yLs -^

A Persian paraphrase and exposition of the Arabic
version of Ptolemy's astrological work Liber Fructus
(ita/TO-o'r), commonly styled Sharh-i-Thamara-i-Batlamyus

(t_y..>> l .V;-^ 8j_»j rr^)< ^1 ^^ well-known philosopher

and astronomer Nasir-aldin Muhammad bin Muhammad
bin al-Hasan al-'Tusi, who died a. h. 672 (a. d. 1274),
see above, Nos. 1807-1810; 1929, 23; and 2155 sq.

H. Khalfa ii. p. 496, No. 3848, gives the full title of

the Arabic version as f,ys^ J^^ ^J S/-»2JI, and in" the

Bodleian Cat., No. 1510, the present Persian paraphrase

is styled ij.Jl}\ j^-Ju ; comp. also Eieu iii. p. io88*;

Steinschneider, Cat. Codd. Hebraeorum Lugd. Bat.,

p. 368 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iii. pp. 145 and 146 ;

Wenrich, de auctorum Graec. etc., p. 231. It was made
(aljout A.H. 660= A. U.I 26 2) for Baha-aldin Muhammad,
son of the famous Sahib Diwan Shams-aldln Muhammad
Juwaini (who was executed a. h. 683=a. d. 1284).

Beginning : sJLj jjM^ sjiJUIj j^^j^LDI X»j>. <u1 j,U

|.L.iHj ^l,\\ ^j\\ j.jAi* XiJS'^^^j^ sJT

d
.lixill.

It contains 102 ii_»Jli in Arabic, each followed by a

paraphrase or ii-«-»-J ; the Arabic original of each i-^u,

besides being given in the text, is usually repeated at

the top of the respective page.

Dated 7th of Safar, A.H. 1017 (a. D. 1608, May 23).

No. 1922, ff. 34, 11. 21 ; Naskhl; size, io|iii. by 6|in.

2232
Zij-i-Khakani (^^UU. ^j).

The first or original edition of the chronological

and astronomical tables of Sultan Ulughbeg bin Shah-

rukh bin Timur Gurgan (who was governor of Trans-

oxania from a.h. 812 to 852= a.d. 1409-1448, and
ruler of Harat from a.h. 852 to853=A.D. 1448-1449),
with a detailed description, compiled under his super-

intendence by Jamshid bin Mas'ud bin Muhammad
altabib alkashi, called Giiiyath or Ghiyath-aldin (see

fol. i^, 1. 9). They are frequently styled eLo «J1 j;

(see ff. 2*, 1. 5, and 3", 1. 4), and were completed, ac-

cording to the last line of the last page, as early as

A.H. 816 (a. D. 1413, 1414). This original edition,

which is not found in any other collection, is divided

into six makalas, viz. :

I.
J n

' -« i-ijU-J o>i,jt-* ,.J , on fol. 6^, subdivided

into a mukaddimah and four babs.

II.
J ^^^ J i}-^ 3 J^ J C^^ i *- 0>Jf*-i
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III. JI ^Vj (-'S'* J Jj^y "-i^y ^^y ^^^'^/^^j^i

on fol. 75^
IV. »

,j {
' . "—J c*ijt-« jj (oraccording to the wording

in the text itself, »,
.
4 .t. * l>^Jai>. j /V~-»^L->. —l^^jr^^'^j),

on fol. 167*'.

V. sjl-ii* i:yL.yur-. jl »Jli> e*i;J«-* y, OH fol. 183*.

VI. ji ^^\ i^^-^-i J »-^o'>?^ J*-^' 'j^. y

.

on fol. 198^

Each of the last five makalas comprises a mukad-
dimah and two babs. Ff. 144b 145a I46''-I48^ 150''-

153a, and 2og'^ are left blank.

Beginning : I, (^L» eu, .n -> (_j-Lj ^, u'^-" j J «•»

Dated a. h. 905 (a. d. 1499, 1500).

No. 430, ff. 213, U. 23 ; small, unequal Nasta'Uk ; size, 10 in.

by 7 in.

2233

Zij-i-jadid-i-Sultani (^LkL* xjJj*. ^\).

The usual edition of Sultan Ulughbeg's tables, i. e,

the second and revised one, compiled by the Sultan

with the assistance of Salah-almillat wa-aldin Musa
with the epithet Kadizada-i-Eumi.andMaulanaGliiyath

almillat wa aldin Jamshid (the comjiiler of the original

edition), and after the death of both of them, by co-

operation with the—afterwards famous—arithmetician,

geometrician, and astronomer, 'Ali bin Muhammad
Kushji (who died A. h. 879=a. d. 1474, 1475, in Con-
stantinople, see further below, Nos. 2240-2245).

This edition is divided into four makalas, viz.

:

I. ir4j\y o^i;-x-« ,J, on fol. 2^, subdivided into

a mukaddimah and seven babs, with small scattered

tables.

II. jJ.
-5 "^i -r*. ^a , ^\s.\ OkJ>jt^ ,^ir'-'y

j.b fj\Xi, on fol. 19^, subdivided into twenty-two babs

;

tables found on ff. 32"— 124"^.

III. J^ ji (j^—-i' ^^y J tj'^j'-:^-^ lA}j *—

'

^J\
»^\j3 J i^j^ J.

on fol. 124'', subdivided into

thirteen babs ; tables on ff. i37''-230».

IV. i^jjE* JU.cl ^yb ji, on fol. 231'', subdivided into

two babs ; tables ou ff. 235''-24i'' and 242'>-26i*.

Beginning: Joi*. « ia-jv? '1-.-U1 , J J-«j*- cffj^l e)iLj

Jl J-JJl Jjta. (J.iJ\ jJt . lrt-i-« U-»S J ^|^-' I t *.<•

The title given to this work, on fol. i", is : j; i_>Ui

i^^jy •^A*' ^i

*

" *-y isW^ A1' b/<^ j
on fol. i'' in

the immediately following copy it is simply styled (as

the older edition too, see above) ajuj iJl _jj, and at the

top of fol. lb in the same more fully ^S^-^. >«J1 «->)

r-^tc^ ij : it is also sometimes called ^^
^iTjJ'and j_yjlj^J i^LkLu ^j. The proper title,

^j;, is confirmed by Barjandi (or>Bir-

jindi), see below, Nos. 2237-2239; the tables were
compiled between a. H.823 and 841 (a.d. 1420-1438).

Other copies of the same are described in the Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 1515-1518 ; Rieu ii. p. 456 sq. ; and
W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 358 sq. The work was
edited by S^dillot, Paris, 1847 ; French translation by
the same, ib., 1853. Older editions of detached portions

of the Zij-i-jadid-i-Sultani are ' Epochae celebriores ex

traditione TJlug Beigi,' by John Greaves (Graviup),

London, 1650, reprinted in Hudson's 'Geographi Graeci

minores,' vol. 3 ; and ' Tabulae longitudinis et latitu-

dinis stellarum ex observatione Ulugh Begi,' by

Thomas Hyde, Oxford, 1665, reprinted in Hyde's ' Syn-

tagma dissertationum,' vol. i ; comp. also H. Khalfa

iii. p. 559, No. 6939. Other references are given in

Rieu and Pertsch, loc. cit.

This copy is dated, on fol. 261", end of Dhu-alhijjah,

A. H. 1072 (a.d. 1662, Aug. 15), by Mulla Shahi ibn

Amirkhan. On £f. 261*' and 262" a short treatise in

Arabic is added, on astronomical and chronological

matters, by Alliasan bin Musa al^abari almuhasib,

copied by Zain-al'abidin bin Muhammad 'All alriyadi.

On ff.
263I' and 264* two additional tables.

Many marginal glosses and interlinear explanations

and additions to the text.

No.878,ff. 264,11. 17; Nasta'Uk; size, I o in. by 6| in.

2234
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Makalah I, on
fol. z"-; II, on fol. 15a; III, on fol. 117''; IV, on

fol. 199''. There are tables at the end of the second

makalah, on ff. 26l'-ii7*, at the end of the third, on

ff. I30*'-I99l>, and on ff.
204''-207a, 2o8*'-2ii", and

214^-216*.

No date.

No. 893, ff. 216, 11. 21 ; irregular Nasta'ltk, mixed with

Shikaata; worm-eaten; many waterspots; size, 9 J in. by 6\ in.

2235
A slightly defective copy of the same.

The leaves of this copy are misplaced in an almost

bewildering way, their proper order seems to be

:

ff. 1-78, 1 10-140, 79-100, 141-144, 101-109, 145-
174. Ff. 1-78 contain only tables; the text begins

abruptly on fol., iio^, the first words correspond to

fol. I '', 1. 5 ab infra in the preceding copy. There is

besides a lacuna between fiP. 144 and loi, comprising

parts of the fourth and the eighth bab and the whole

of babs 5-7 of the third makalah, and corresponding

to fol. 119'', 1. 4 ab infra, middle, to fol. 121", 1. 8 in

the preceding copy.

Makalah I, on fol. nob; n, on fol. 88«; III, on

fol. 141"; IV, on fol. 145". No date. On fol. i* this

work is wrongly styled .yLsU* ^j). No date.

No. 431, ff. 174, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 9I in. by 6\ in.

2236
The same.

This copy contains only the tables without text,

except half a page (on fol. 198"), which is filled with

the beginning of the fourth makalah. Ff. 93, loib,

105", 198b, and 199" are left entirely blank.

No. 429, ff. 206; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9|in. by 6|in.

412
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2237

Sharh-i-Zlj-i-jadid-i-Sultani (^UoLu XiX^ ^\ f/^)-

A commentary on the preceding work, by Nizam-

aldin 'Abd-al'ali bin Muhammad bin Husain al-Bar-

jandi (or Birjindi), composed A. H.929 (a.d. 1523), which

embodies the whole text of the Zij, without the tables.

Beginning : (c*^ t^i^ j' Ir*^ (j'^-" 1 X»-» j_;-LLa.\

^ Makalah I, on fol. 2^
; II, on fol. 52* ; III, on fol.

146*; IV, on fol. 274^
Dated, at Kabul, A. h. iioi (a.d. 1689, 1690).

Other copies of the same are noticed in the Bodleian

Cat, No. 1520; Rieu ii. p. 457'', and Melanges Asia-

tiques v. p. 252. Two older commentaries on the

Zij-i-jadid-i-Sultani are the L»Jl!l JL, or the heavenly

ladder, by 'Ali bin Muhammad Kushjl (see No. 2233
above), comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 151 9, and Rieu,

Supplement, p. 11 it'; and the ^r*.*'^ [^ J-^' jy-^^

J.jLil, by Mahmud bin Muhammad bin Kadizada-i-

Rumi, usually called Miram, which was completed the

12th of Rajab, a.h. 904 (a.d. 1499, Febr. 23), see

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 360.

No. 1838, ff. 303, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 9|in. by 6\ in.

2238
Another copy of the same.

This copy, slightly injured here and there, is dated

the first^of Rabi'-althanl, a.h. 1114 (the forty-sixth

year of 'Alamgir's reign)=A. D. 1702, Aug. 25.

Makalah I, on fol. 2» ; II, on fol. 39* ; III, on

fol. 105b; IV, on fol. 198a.

No. 1439, ff. 218, 11. 35 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 10^ in. by 6| in.

2239
The same.

No date.

Makalah I, on fol. 3a
; II, on fol. 68^ ; III, on fol.

I94l> ; IV, on fol. 3548,

No. 439, ff. 388, II. 19 (on ff. 35i''-353*, U. 9-10) ; Nasta'Uk;
»ize, 9I in. by 5^ in.

2240
Kisalat fl-alhai'at (Xi.^.U ^ ilL,,.).

The famous astronomical treatise of 'AH Kushji, with
his full name, 'Ala-aldln 'Ali bin Muhammad al-Kushji,

the collaborator in the Zij-i-jadid-i-Sultani(see No. 2233
above), who died a.h. 879 (a.d. 1474, 1475).

Beginning : ^J^y^jill]\ x.jfc ;;r=^^-«Jl C>j Ui J.«U

uU:-'
J JT

It is divided into a mukaddimah, two makalas, and
a khatimah, viz.

:

Mukaddimah: geometrical and physical preliminaries,

in two kisms: (i) j^U udIT,.1^:^.1 jLu i^T ,i, on

fol. I*
; (2) ij\i i:yLI**J>j jLo ^s^Ty , on fol. i^

MakAlah I: on the heavenly bodies (Jl^l cJ^-^ J-*

tjfjie fiWl), on fol. 2", in six babs, the last of which is

subdivided into four fasls.

Makdlah II : on the division of the globe and the

influence of the planets on it
(j ^j-^j cyL--* uL-> ,i

(_,—«'. \jy\ x>\ ^p sjfi^l ^L-J
J
(^LsL) ijl > " ^

vijIjJLc cLjjI i-jiLuil), on fol. 14", in eleven babs.

Khdtimah : distances and sizes of the various planets

{Jj^\ .>Uj1 oj^j" jj), on fol. 26*'.

Other copies of this treatise, which was composed
for Sult;an Muhammad II (a. h. 855-886=a. d. 1451-
1481), are described in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1534-1538
(where it is styled »jL-a f^^J^ sJL-^) ; Rieu ii. p. 458

;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 351 ; Krafft, p. 139
(No. 346); J. Aumer, p. 137 (No. 346); Cat. des

MSS. et Xylographes, p. 303 ; A. ¥. Mehren, p. 9

;

comp. also H. Khalfa iii. p. 458, No. 6427. An en-

larged Arabic version of the same is the ilx~"^' iJL-,

,

see H. Khalfa iv. p. 379, No. 8900, and Wopcke in

Journ. Asiat., 1862, i. p. 120 sq. Turkish versions

are the if, . a H i^%>. by Katibi RumJ (died a. h. 970=
A.D. 1562), made a.h. 956 (a.d. 1549), see Bodleian

Cat., No. 2212 ; Rieu, Turkish Cat., p. 120 sq. ;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Turkish Cat., p. 1 89, etc. ; and

the UJUl ey^;-«> by Mulla Parwiz (who died a. h. 987

=A. d. 1579, 1580), see W. Pertsch, p. 24. There are

also two Persian commentaries extant, one by Muslih-

aldin Muhammad al-Lari al-Ansari (who died a.h.

979=A. D. 1571, 1572), see G. Flugel ii. p. 489; the

other by Shiih Mir, i. e. Hibat-aJlah alhasaui alhusaini,

see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 352.

This copy is dated tlie 7th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h.

1174 (a.d. 1761, June 10); it came into Lieutenant

Wm. Hamilton's possession tlie 29th of September, 1800,

and was transmitted from him (then Captain Hamilton),

at Ahmadnagar, 1804.

No. 8071, ff. IJ, U. 15 ; careless Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in,

by 7J in.

2241

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

No date.

Mukaddimah, in two kisms, on ff. i'> and 4\
Makdlah I, on fol. 5*; //, on fol. 34",

Khdtimah (styled on the margin *)->-< tlLi*), on

fol. 57*'-

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2184, ff. 59, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; the latter half of the MS.
slightly damaged by worms ; size, 9 in. by 4 in.

2242

Risalah dar 'ilm-i-hisab (i_jL«j>. Jlc ji sJL-,).

A treatise on arithmetic and geometry by the same

'Ali bin Muhammad Kushji, divided into three ma-

kalas, viz.

:

I. On Indian arithmetic (ajla J.a1 i_)L~» ji), on

fol. i^, in a mukaddimah and two babs.
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II. On astronomical calculations (»->:^ JaI v'-~» i->)>

on fol. 21", in a mukaddimah and six babs.

III. On geometrical measurement (okj».L—• .j), on

fol, 33", in a mukaddimah and tliree babs.

Beginning : ^^\ juo Lll .... ^ . U ,« 11 v; *ll J » ^

Jl »Jli« 4-. yJ J-i ...• Lp>
r^.

j1 ju,.

'As date is given the 23rd of Jumada II only, with-

out a year ; the copy is collated and annotated through-

out. Other copies of the same are described in the

}3odleian Cat, Nos. 1528-1533 (where the contents

are given in detail), and in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 151, No. 6 (without the name of the author).

No. 1092, ff. 37, IL 19; Nasta'Uk, by two different hands;
worm-eaten ; size, 6^ in. by 4 in.

2243
Another copy of the same.

Beginning slightly different from that in the preceding

copy : 1^1 sXiljo Jut) [1\ .... ^^^_J.\.jtJl ilij Ih j.-.Ji

Jl iJli* i-< o ex-<1 J « V .?. « i^\sS

.

Makalah I, on fol. i^"; II, on fol. 17*^; III, on

fol. 28*. On the top of fol. i^* the wrong title fr^jii tlL-,

is given to this treatise.

No date. Numerous marginal additions.

No. 2066, ff. 32, U. 19 ; distinct Nasta'Uk; size, 9;^ in. by 5^ in.

2244
The same.

Beginning as in No. 2242 above.

No date.

Makalah I, on fol. 1*; II, on fol. 15^; III, on

fol. 23I'.

No. 702, ff. 37, 11. 15-16; Shikasta, by two different hands, the

first on S. 1-7 ; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

2245
A defective copy of the same.

This copy is in a hopeless confusion ; there are fre-

quent lacunas, and the leaves are mixed together in

Buch a way that it is impossible to find out their proper

order.

Makalah I, on fol. !*> ; II, on fol. 31*; III is not

found at all.

Beginning as usual.

No. 1343, ff. 37, 11. 16 ; Nagta'Uk ; size, 7| in. by 3I in.

2246
Eisalah dar ma'rifat-i-takwim («jyJ5oJ;-«-« ,j iJL-,).

A treatise on the computation or construction of

almanacks, by the same Nizam-aldin 'Abd-arall bin

Muhammad al-Barjandi (or Birjiudi), who wrote the

Sharh-i-Zij-i-jadid-i-Sultani (see above. No. 2237); it

is divided into twenty babs and was compiled a.h. 883,

in the month of Jumada-alawwal=A. d. 1478, August.

According to the Munich copy, J. Aumer, p. 138, No. 5,

the title of this treatise would be i^jij J-* (but this is

probably due to a confusion with Muhammad bin

Faiisi's treatise of similar name and contents, see

further below, Nos. 2248 and 2249); the Bodleian

copies, Nos. 1539 and 1540 of the Bodleian Cat., style

it |»J»-ij o>J,ji-« ,0 j-aJLir* ; comp. on Barjandt (or Bir-

jind!) and his various works, especially Rieu ii. p. 453'',

where the present treatise is mentioned too ; another

tract on the distance and sizes of planets quoted there

is no doubt identical with the o. i .,» J-IL-,, described

in No. 1 54 1 of the Bodleian Cat.

Beginning : (.-o-ijci eLijiyiJ j j»-s*pl c?"*^' l*""^

jj Jjl i_jb t,jL> Ok-.

Dated the 12th of Rabi'-alawwal, A.h. 1106 (A. D.

1694, Oct. 31). It was lithographed a.h. 1276 at

Tabriz (?).

No. 1780, ff. I02''-II4», 11. 20; large and distinct Nasta'Uk ;

marginal glosses ; size, 1 2f in. by 7^ in.

2247
Nuskhah dar 'ilm-i-hai'at (o^i^A |»l-c i-> »-i~^).

A Persian commentary on the preceding treatise,

as the contents se«m to indicate, by Muzaffar the

astronomer, who lived in the reign of Shah 'Abbas I

(a.h. 996-i038=A.D. 1588-1629), to whom this work
is dedicated.

Beginning: 01.-.^-, \j [j^ [ij j ^^, ^, j/jj j x»»
Jl oly' j' c« « :.n eLu iS.

The date of the copy is the same as that of the pre-

ceding one.

No. 1780, ff. i-ioi, 11. 20; large and distinct Nastallk; size,

I2|in. by 7^ in.

2248
Muntakhab-i-hall-i-takwim (/.-H^ J^ i_f

^~'
' *)

Extract from another treatise on the construction of

almanacks, styled |»J><iJ J», by Abu-alhusain (in the

following copy Abu-alkhair) Muhammad bin Farisi,

in a mukaddimah, one makalah, and a khatimah.

Beginning : (c-ii* Lci j ijJL» . LlJ
_j

j.»j>. \\ Jj»j

j^ S j^^ J^ jl o ... ; l.ljr^' jJL-, j^l iS o.. ; i

Another copy of the same extract is noticed in

J. Aumer, p. 138, No. 7.

No date.

No. 666, ff. 59, U. 12 ; Naskhl ; size, 8 j in. by 4J in.

2249
Another copy of the same.

The author of the treatise is called here Abu-alkhair

Muhammad bin Farisi.

Beginning : Jl Lcj j uyl^Lo j UJ _j
ljJ» j.».» jl Juu.

Dated the 12th of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1106 (a. D.

1694, Oct. 31), see Nos. 2246 and 2247 above.

No. 1780, ff. Ii4''-I30, 11. 20; large and distinct Nasta'Uk

;

size, ijf in. by 7j in.
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2250

Risala-I-takwini (^{vaj JJLu.).

A third, very short, treatise on the same subject,

styled |»JjAJ t)L<, (in the colophon and at the top of

fol. I*") or o^ oJfji-. jij^-.sf (on fol. \^, 1. z), by

Muhammad Siraj.

Beginning : . uc Ljjj.Ijl^ u-W' .y. l^^-j-" J^-*J

' It is divided into three kisms, viz.

:

1. <_Jly J _..^. jj, on fol. i^,

2. Jjl sJLi^ Jj-*^ )•* »^
f^;'

cuifj" jJ ,
on fol. 211.

3.

(.

e^.
Uj yl,jl ^^ j^ s^l

)^. ?), on fol. 5».

Dated the 13th of Ramadan, A. h. 1019 (? .n)=
A. D. 1610, Nov. 29.

No. 2065, ff. 5, 11. 17-19 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 9I in. by 4I in.

2251

Tarjuraa-i-Khulasat-alhisab (i_jLJi JLa^ L».»y3).

A Persian paraphrase of and commentary on Baha-

nldin Muhammad bin Hnsain 'Amili's (died A. h. 1030
= A. D. 162

1
) famous Arabic work on arithmetic, styled

k_)L>Ji l^\i> . On the Arabic original, see Loth, Arabic

Cat., p. 220** sq. ; Arabic Cat. of the British Museum,

p. 622b; Cat. des MSS. et Xyl., p. 230; J. Aumer,

p. 138, No. 6 ; H. Khalfa iii. p. 168, etc. ; on the author,

Baha-aldin 'Aniili, with the takhallus Baha'i,Nos. 1517-
1520 above. To the various works of this prolific

writer and poet, enumerated there (the wrong title

c.1i]\ -.Li*, given in the Safinah, see col. 829, 1. 16

above, must be corrected into -.5UJ1 »-bi.«, a collection

of prayers, which was translated into Persian by
Jamal-aldin Muhammad bin Husain Khwansari, who
died A. H. ii25= A. D. 17 13, see Rieu, Supplement,

pp. 4'' and 254"'; the ^j.;^^,..JiJi\ J-i and j^j-^jJI Jy-i-«

quoted there, col. 829, 11. 11 and 17, seem to be mis-

spelt for |_;m-,-U1 Jj:i~», see G. Flugel iii. p. 510, 1. 4 ;

the d^i'l ^r^h on astronomy, with a Persian com-

mentary under the title of ialK.>^l
>=i/"> ^^ Sadr-aldin

Muhammad ibn al-Sadik alhusaini, is noticed in Loth,

Arabic Cat., p. 2981" ; Arabic Cat. of the Brit. Mus.,

p. 244 ; and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 76, last three

lines; on the J^^-iJ or J^XsP, see Loth, Arabic Cat.,

p. 241" sq., and G. Flugel i. p. 409 sq. ; the tlL-,

k_>il^k^l, col. 829, 1. II, is probably identical with the

Persian treatise on the Astrolabe noticed in Bodleian

Cat., No. 1508), may further be added: ^^»J^1 bj^^'
^i::^\ Wipi, ^^1 J41, Jj--^1 J »"JoJ)l, v^.J^l

j.s^' |J, all quoted in G. Flugel iii. p. 510, 11. 4 and 5;

j\y'^\ jl^-, see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 59, note i;

two Arabic letters to Mirza Ibrahim, the first inter-

spersed with Persian verses, ib., p. 99, No. 2 ; and

two Arabic riddles, one on i^jjLS, the other on i^lS^

d

see Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 298", No. V. The present

work contains

:

An index, on S. i* and i\ beginning : JUj j wIj v.
i_jb 5j . i^lsL^ csb J o—1 <—*^r° sjl—^l iu»iL» "w^lj

The Arabic" text with Persian paraphrase and expo-
sition, in a mukaddimah, ten babs, and a khatimah,
prefaced by a short Persian introduction, which, how-
ever, does not give any translator's name, and beginning,

en fol. 2* : j ajlSCj ,jI (^Ln.».l (jiXe- ^^ S (^.v.-t.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 2^, last line.

Bab I (_Ls:^' t_)l ... r>. ^, Persian:

jj>_c), in six fasls, on fol. lo*.

Bab II (.y.SS\ t_jLw3. ^,9, Persian:

jt-o), in three mukaJdimas and six fasls, on fol. 45a

Bab III (e:;^!,-^^' ^J^^'^ J' Persian: ^1

vJ^^^ >->-c), on fol. 6 lb.

Bab IV (^j-JLkil ,_.--^-'. ^'iyiJ-'^ r'j^ J), on
fol. 65". ^ • ^ yj

BabV(yjC<JbJ^Jbc:.!^j.4J-'^l^Hi=^'^),onfol.67b

Bab VI (i-a-L-il ^), in a mukaddimah and three

fasls, on fol. 69".

Bab VII (read ia-L-ll) cyLa-LJil (read fu~xi) jt-Jj U-i

Jl i^Ji\ ^U |j-«), in three fasls, on fol. 84b.

^ -D-l, ITTTT /v 1 I -\l 11 .. 1 . M . Al I 121

uUj. j->

u^y

^r^^ j^

Bab VIII (iJuUil J
jJi JJ^k) ^'ij^^ j^V

in two fasls, on fol. 90''.

.x~-"
J)'

Bab IX (iiAJ ^}y i ('•) *-»^/i-!' xsi\y> ^j), in twelve

kaidas, on fol. 106''.

Bab X (iibjr* J^^. ajJa::-* JjL-^ ^), on fol. 11 il>.

Khatimah, on fol. 129*.

This copy was made by order of Khwajah Muham-
mad Mahfuzkhan for the perusal of Nawwab Abd-al-

wahhabkiian Bahadur, by Muhammad Ghiyath-aldin,

an inhabitant of Zuhurabad in the district of Ghazipur,

an appendage of tlie Subah of Allahabad, and finished

by him in Arcot (cjl^l) the 27th of Rajab, a.h. 1107

(a. d. 1696, March 2). It is rather incorrectly written,

especially in the Arabic part. Many headings of sub-

divisions are left blank. The Khulasat-alhisab has

been edited, Arabic and Persian with commentary,

Calcutta, 181 2, and Constantinople, a.h. 1268. Arabic

text with German translation by Nesselmann, Berlin,

1843. French translation by Aristide Marre in ' Nou-
velles annales de mathematiques par Terquem e Gerono,'

1846, vol. V. p. 263 sq. ; new edition, Rome, 1864.

Arabic commentaries on the same are— among

others^'Ismat-allah's i_>L~Ji i«>iLi. ^lyl (a.h. 1086),

printed at Calcutta, 1829; Lutf-allah's, Haji Husaih

Yazdi's, and Shams-aldin 'Ali Husaini Khalkhali's, see

0. Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 221.

No. 816, ff. 132, 11. 15 (on ff. J-8, 11. 9) ; Nasta'lik, by two

different hands, a large one on ff. 1-8, a smaller one on ff. 9-133

;

the Arabic text in Naskhl ; size, 8f in. by 4I in.
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2252
Faid-alwahhab fi sharh-i-Kliulasat-alhisab (i,r - «

Part of anotlier Persian paraphrase and explanation

of the Khulasat-alhisab, together with the Arabic text,

made by Nizam-aldin Ahmad bin Muhammad 'Abdalhih

alshahid (see ff. 2», 11. 4-5; 2^, 11. 2 and 7) at tlie

request of 'Abd-alwahhabkhan (probably the same for

whose perui-al the preceding copy was written, A. H.

iio7=A. D. 1696). This copy contains only the mu-
haddimah, on fol. 9*, and the first two babs of the

original, on ff. 14^ and 54''. With the heading of the

third bab, cyilj4.s*' J\jJi^ ^, on fol. 82*, this copy

breaks off.

Beginning : ixs- c.\y>\ . |.L-3l O 'xsi^- .v.-v . LjJ

^
No. 684, ff. 82, 11. 14; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8? in. by 4jip.

2253

»iU>Muntakhab - i - Khulasat - alhisab ( i

An abridged Persian translation of the same Khulasat-

alhisab, made at the request of Mjr Sayyid Muhammad
Sa'id ibn Mir Muhammad Yahya, by Lu^f-allah Mu-
handis (the astronomer), the son of Ustad Ahmad
Mi'mar Lahuri (the architect of Lahur), A. h. 1092
(A. D. 1 68 1, the chronogram being contained in the

word i_<^-"
"

• *), see another copy of the -same translation

in the following copy. No. 5, and in Eieu ii. p. 451°'.

Beginning: Jlj^XL. Xjo CI ... . ^^j^IjJI Cj, <II) Ju«.il

(jfj^il .\«T< ,V.-vl jLl-<1 ^\ yujij.4^ <ii)l L_aJaJ -^
pi J iill^.

No date.

' No. 1711, ff. 40, U. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

2254
A collection of astronomical, astrological, and arith-

metical treatises.

Contents

:

1. An astronomical tract, styled: Risala-i-sifasl dar

'ilm-i-nujilm i.»y^ Ji-c ,j J ^.'t ^^ tJLu,), in thirty

fasls, defective at the beginning, on fol. i*. It is

alleged to be by Khwajah Nasir-aldin Tiisi (see No. 2231
above), but this statement is probably due to a confusion

of this treatise with the well-known J..aj ^^ UL-., of

the same author in No. 3 of the present copy, as no
astronomical or astrological work of this title and with
the same subdivision into thirty fasls is known as

having teen written by the author in question. Dated
the 8th of Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 1004 (a. D. 1596,
Jan. 9), by Baha-aldin alhusaini.

2. Eisalah dar ma'rifat-i-Astarlab (o^j^x-* .j sJL-..

\^'ija^\), that is Nasir-aldin Tusi's famous treatise on

the Astrolabe, known as i_)b c:^w«»-o (or tlL-,) <~J^, on

account of the twenty babs, into wliich it is divided

;

it begins on fol. 34'' with an introduction, setting forth

the meaning, etc. of the term Astrolabe o^-^U jjUj

^ 'i^y
ĵUjjj v:uiJL) ijiLij-el o ; the treatise

tself begins on fol.381': J-iiJI li U A^'3\ Jh-V eUi-l

A\^y^\
tr-^j" . L:i'i.i/iiij.

Dated the 2iBt of Muharram, A. H. 108 1 (a. D. 1670,

June 10). Other copies of the same are noticed in

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1 503-1 505 ; Rieu ii. p. 453*, and
Supplement, p. 1 1 1, II ; Cat. des MSS. et Xyl., pp. 112

and 306 ; W. Pertsch, No. 38 ; Berlin Cat., p. 69
(No. 22, i); A. F. Mehren, p. 9; corap. also H. Khalfa ii.

p. 83, No. 2027.

3. Mukhtasar dar ma'rifat-i-takwim(vi*i,jt.« .j -aiir*

fr>y^), that js Nasir-aldin Tusi's well-known treatise on

the computation of almanacks, known as (or tlL-.) i^Lu.)

J-aj ^-, on account of the thirty fasls, into which it is

divided, and completed a.h. 658 (a.d. i 260). Beginning,

on fol. 52b
: ^^1 x«j L!Il . . . . ^^^.JlLxJI <lij ii j.Ji

Jl J-ai (j»'j-> J « " " « ;»-ij^ <^j^-» j^ >-
Ij^"

- '^ -

Dated the 3rd of Safar, a.h. 1081 (a.d. 1670, June 22).

Other copies of the same are described in Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 151 1 and 1512; Rieu ii. p. 432^; G. Fliigel ii.

p. 490 (i); Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat., iii. p. 148, etc.

;

comp. also H. Khalfa iii. p. 642, No. 7352. On an

Arabic version of the same, see Arabic Cat. of the Brit.

Mus.. p. 188. A Persian commentary by Badr-altabari

is noticed in G. Flugel ii. p. 490 (2) ; an anonymous
one in Eieu, loc. cit. ; see also No. i in the following

copy.

4. Madkhal-i-manzum dar 'ilm-i-nuj6m (,j^? - J->-J^

f.ys' |»I-c .j), a versified treatise on astrology in math-

nawi-baits, on fol. 63*", beginning:

JlJl53 Ijl^jI (jij. ^Uj L; jjl^ bl ^js!-' Uli ij^

An author's name does not appear (it might be Mubarak,
comp. H. Khalfa v. p. 472). Other copies of this treatise

are described in Bodleian Cat., No. 1549, and Rieu ii.

pp. 80 1
a, IV, and Sill", III.

5. Muntakhab -i- Khulasat-alhisab (i-oiU*. i_A.ir^-^

u->L-.il), the same abridged Persian paraphrase of Baha-

aldin "Amili's Arabic work on arithmetic, as in the

preceding copy, by Lutf-allah Muhandis, here styled

simply x_,LiP-~^ or L_iL-..iI ^.^.JiP-'-^, on fol. 71b. Be-

ginning the same as there. Dated the 3rd of Sha'ban,

A.H. 1 145 (a.d. 1733, Jan. 19), by Abu-alkhair at

Akbarabad.

6. Some arithmetical tables, on fF. iio*'-ii6*>.

7. Siraj-alistikhraj (—Lir^^^l p-U—), an astronomical

treatise by Farid, the astronomer of Dihli, that is

Mulla Farid-aldiu Mas'ud bin Hafiz Ibrahim, the author

of the astronomical tables of Shahjahan, styled ^-jj

^l4^*Li (see Rieu ii.p. 459 sq. ; and iii. p. 1088''), on

fol. 118''. It is divided into a mukaddimah, nine babs,

and a khatimah, and begins : si iy^ V ^j_,_. ju.*-&

^\ 5-a-^J eulKli* viiiLayi |,lS,l ,J (jil jJuli uy.Jj ^J^X:.^,

Farid-aldin compiled this treatise A. H. 1006 (a.d.

I597> 1598), and died a.h. 1039 (a.d. 1629); see

another copy in Bodleian Cat., No. 1556. Dated the

22nd of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1169 (a.d. 1755, Dec. 26).
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8. Eisalah dar 'ilm-i-hisab (vL«j>. ,JLe ,j 5JL<,),'A11

tin Muhammad Kiislijl's famous treatise on arithmetic,

on fol. 150'', see above, Nos. 2242-2245. Beginning

as usual. Dated in Eabi'-alakhar, A. h. 1169 (a. d.

1756, Jan.), at Akbarabad ; the copyist is for the

greater part the same as that of the preceding treatise.

No. 476, ff. 173, 11. 17-23, written by many different hands
in Naelthl, Nasta'llk, and even Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

2255

Two astronomical treatises.

1. Ff. 1-99I'
: a defective copy of a commentary on

Nasir-aldin Tusi's »J^-5-S cui^t-e ,J -.aii* or^ ejUa

J.^aj , see No. 3 in the preceding co])y. It seems to be

styled Hall-altakwim dar 'ilm-i-nujum (.:> |»4^«2JI Jj».

^jx^ J^), and begins abruptly thus : u^Ui pU-^l ....

Jl jLiLi ^j^ )aZjj ^^^.^ S^j\y.^ J J..»jk Jjb. The

original text is written in red ink, the commentary in

black. "Whether the latter is identical with one of the

two commentaries, quoted in the preceding copy, is

impossible to say, as the initial words are missing.

Dated in Dhu-alka'dah, a. H. 878 (a. d. 1474, March-
April).

2. Ff i02lJ-i4ol>: Miftah-i-bist bab (t
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Ljb), the same commentary on Nasir-aldin Tusi's

treatise on the Astrolabe in twenty babs (see No. 2 in

the preceding copy), as that described in Bodleian
Cat., No. 1506, by an anonymous author, beginning :

Jl jb Liypi LiLijl Jic )
^jL-Jl. The Bodleian copy

is dated A. h. 856 (a.d. 1452), which may be the author's

autograph ; the present copy is dated in Muharram,
A. H. 879 (a.d. 1474, May-June). Two other com-
mentaries are known, one by Nizam-aldin bin Habib-
allah Husaini, composed A. h. 873 (a.d. 1468, 1469),
mentioned by H. Khalfa, the other by 'Abd-al'ali bin
Muhammad bin Husain al-Barjandi or Birjindi (see

above. No. 2237 sq.), completed a.h. 890 (a.d. 1485),
see Rieu ii. p. 453^, and Supplement, p. iii. No. V.

No. 965, ff. 1-140, 11. 2 1 ; small Naskhl ; size, 6| in. by 3f in.

2256
Persian and Arabic tracts on astrology and astronomy.
Contents :

1. Risala-i-Astarlab (i._)^ipa^l UL«j), or Mukhtasar
dar san'at-i-As^arlab (c-iT In J c«» ;.j. .j ...-.ir-')^ a

treatise on the preparation and working of the Astrolabe,
in twenty short chapters. It is entirely different from
Nasir-aldin Tusi's i_)L) c^a....^ and identical with the

treatise described in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 346, i,

which is very likely due to Khidrshah Efendi, comp.
Cat. desMSS. etXyl.,No.3i7, 3. Beginning, on fol. ib;

i_y!L-i. ^j^.W -.1 V
"
. t;

, o ji c«.. ' |.o" ,
!g* ^^y jljo \1\

i:yL.li.4 jj JJI (_,b (_.L) v:i. .M .. 1 ^. J.;A* ^,y-^ j

Jl x^ i—i « i^n-i (i»^ " jjjil^ ciyt" I'f'ted middle

of Jumada-alawwal, A. h. 1056, collated the 23rd of the
same month (=A. d. 1646, end of June and July 7).

2. Some astronomical tables and figures, on ff. 9-12.

3. Eisalah dar 'ilm-i-hikmat (cj^^iCa. Jic .j sJLu,), a

compendium of the elements of astronomy by Abu-
alhasan Kushyar bin Layyan aljabalt. This treatise is

identical with the J^^l J-*jc* of the same author,

described in Bodleian Cat., No. 1543, but whilst the

latter is in Persian, the present little work is in Arabic.

Beginning, on fol. 13^; LJl .... ,^UJ| Cjj 4JI j^
Jl JCJ ^.J^j^ ^y} jjll bX)l J^..

It is divided into the game four makalas as the

Persian version, viz.

:

I. J^ill J J-i-jAl ^, on fol. 1 31*, in twenty-two
babs.

II. JV»i\ jy,\ Jl£ jCil ^, on fol. 17b in twelve
babs.

III. \i:.f.:^ Jjj.sr'J jJl^l Js:^ J, on fol. 22b,

in twenty-one babs.

IV. e.l,L^illJ^j(onfol.i3b:e:,l^Uii.^lJ^^),

on fol. 28", in three babs.

Dated the i8th of Shawwal, a.h. 1061 (a.d. 1651,
Oct. 4), by Muhammad bin Hasanbeg Munajjim.

No. 1514, ff. 29 ; written by different hands, partly in Nas-
ta'lik, partly in Naskhl; size, 13^ in. by 7|in.

2257
Lubab dar danistan-i-Astarlab

(

Another anonymous treatise on the Astrolabe in

forty short chapters, beginning : jJL«, ^^1 Jujo LIl

Jl i_>^Ll»-ol ,0"-. "lb ji 1—'LJl) is«—-• o • ;l

.

The_^r«t chapter opens thus: ij'ks- 'i_iliJI .j Jjl ^jb

The second begins, on fol. 212b : ^. -. jS .j ,j ,^L>

The last (fortieth) chapter begins, on fol. 244b
:

Jl iji
-tJ-tJ^ V^IP"*-"' j^ UJ' U^r^ ts?^ liojib.

No date.

No. 1873, ff. 208-249'', 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8|in. by 4} in.

2258
Another treatise of astrological and astronomical

contents.

No title or author's name appears anywhere.

It begins abruptly: j ']>-*' cH' *^^ j-^-

Jl (jb-» jj »J iJjLS* &XLt...4.

It is divided into the following twenty short chapters

and a khatimah :

1. «_>i]^j Ljbjl p^l |;^.x-~jb ^j, on fol. 255".
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2. JJi jl P^^jlj f^'j' 3^ oJ,ji-.jj, on fol. 256".

3. K^S L) i^lsJ\ cLAj 1 jl *JL1. ^i-^b ,j, on

fol. 256b. '- -

4. (_*_1 jl ^ Jj; j' »-^-°'-• cyLcLu iO.J,jt_* .J, on

fol. 257I'.

G. eaLcL-i j\ «JUo , aJUs j\ {^LcV.^ 10 >..«-< .J , on

fol. 259b

ILt ,j , on fol. 260''.7. JU J^^' (*J

8. cij^-s-JI Ajj—J .J, on fol. 261b.

9.
Jj^

viijLcL-. jl X-iLj i
~
. *iA,y ^-ar*! oJjt-* ,i, on

fol. 262l>.

10. i_)l::il j7;Jj ^—S\y ^y^^ \:L^ftut ,j, on fol. 263*.

11. 'IjjLwl ki. .J _j-> JtJUt.. \zjJj-xjtji, on fol. 263b.

12. «JLk.« :1 _|i^ '1:^1 c:,.K»^ .j, on fol. 266*.

13. tpjLrjl J.-.* c*J;jt-« ,.», on fol. 266''.

14. ^_;^JJJo j jJb ;_,^;^ lojjt-. .j, on fol. 267".

15. il^ c « .. I

J ,I_4J;JI I—o .ni kj>. c*-»^jt-* jO, on

fol. 269*.

16.y..a£ jy^j\^ VO.JJ eui;.«-« jO, on fol. 270".

17. JjyJ J^ ^-f-fl p>J^ (;;-^:—j'j !», on fol- 270b.

18. O
^j-^J jj j^ji^L--. Lj iJj^ Lr°/^ ^jS.M^\j ji

^^. JjLa. -..jL. ^JL*-• J
jl io-a.L«,.-« |jLy« ^xJLo, on

fol. 271a.

19. _/-^. tJ-*^ lOi^l-e Jij, on fol. 271b.

on fol. 272''.

Khatimah : sJLlcI jy IjJ j tjJji-jl (."^[Pa— ' ijL*^' ,j

i_ji[Pi-»l *Lij:l ,, on fol. 273b, last line.

No date.

No. 1873, ff. 25ii'-277, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk; size, 8f in. by 4J in.

2259
Bada'i'-i-funun {^J%J^j >ejlx>).

Fragment of a treatise on arithmetic, cliiefly based
on the Lilawati (see above, Nos. 1998-2000), as a kind
of commentary to that work, by Dharnia Narayan ibn

Kalyanmal Kayath (sjqlT^y J^LlT^^J ^\y, ^yt^),

A.H. 1074 (a. D. 1663, 1664), and dedicated to the

emperor 'Alamgir. It is imperfect in the beginning
(some portions of the preface being missing) and breaks
off in the fourth bab, whereas according to the index
on fol. 170b it was to contain nine babs. The headings
of the first four babs are :

_ , .
ji Jjl i^b , on fol. 1

70b.

(?) jjljT
,_j..

jli', on fol. 174''.

fol. 194b. t^

(jjL— As-

jb, on

y TJlU^ Sjb, on fol. 195b.

No. 2420, ff. 169-199, 11. 13; Shikaeta; size, 8} in. by 5J in.

IND. OFF.

2260
Tarjuma-i-tahrir-i-Uklidus (,_^xJjl j «' ' i- ')

A Persian translation of the elements of Euclid,

made from the Arabic version of Khwajah Nasir-aldin

Tusi (see fol. 2*, 1. 2, and comp. Nos. 2231, 2254, and

2255 above), by Khair-allahkhan bin Lutf-allah, tlie

astronomer (see No. 2253 above), in Muhammadshah's
reign, A. h. 1144 (see fol. i^, 11. 3 and last)=A. d. 1731,

1732 ; comp., on the Arabic original, J. Aumer,
Arabic Cat., p. 374; Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 214^3(1.;

J. C. Gartz, De interpretibus et explanatoribus Euclidis

arabicis, Halae, 1823 ; Nasir-aldin's Arabic translation

is printed, XJonstantiuople, 1801. It is divided into

fifteen makalas, with altogether 478 (not 468) figures.

Makalah I, on fol. 2", with forty-eight figures ; II, on
fol. 48b, with fourteen figures ; III, on fol. 59b, with
thirty-six figures ; IV, on fol. 83", with sixteen figures

;

V, on fol. 93b, with twenty-five figures ; VI, on fol. 105b,

with thirty-three figures ; VII, on fol. 125", with thirty-

nine figure.s; VIII, on fol. 136b, with twenty-seven
figures; IX, on fol. 146"', with thirty-eight figures;

X, on fol. 160b, with 109 figures; XI, on fol. 227b,

with forty-one figures; XII, on fol. 254", with fifteen

figures; XIII, on fol. 278*, with twenty-one figures;

XIV, on fol. 301", with ten figures; XV, on fol. 309*,
with six figures.

d

Beginning : IxujI
'ij

1 s b^ \JJ>. J^ J^s—ti

Dated the ist of Ilajab, A.H. 1194 (a.d. 1780, July 3).

According to a note on the fly-leaf this copy was pre-

pared for Mr. Richard Johnson, at Lucknuw, by Rajah
Nandarani Pandit.

No. 1791, ff. 31 1, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece

;

the first two pages splendidly adorned; size, Ti^ in. by 6|iu.

2261

Khazanat-al'ilm (JuJl ijlji.).

A curious, but very interesting and valuable work on
arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy, composed A. h.

1229 (a.d. 1814), by Kaiihji {^ys^\^), at 'Azimabad,

with a great number ofEnglish explanations of technical

terms in Persian, made by the author himself, who
must have been well acquainted with the English lan-

guage and Bcieuce.

Beginning. ^llx, JJc£

S Jj— ];J'->-U

^-^J~* J-^ (^X-».a»

It is dedicated to Mr. Francis (_,«_:iL4 (Hawkins ?),

and divided into a mukaddimah, ten babs, and a
khatimah. The English explanations and translations

are written both in English and Persian characters,

for instance, (jja.:.*= logic, elL^il
; _^j^^= substance,

ij-^ij..^)^, etc. Full lists of such scientific expres-
sions in both languages are inserted here and there
between the leaves on si)ecial tables. Some of the
more interesting ones are quoted here

:

^b, JLc mathematics.

j^jjLft JLc geometry.

c:*i-j» ^Ic astronomy.

4 K
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i^L«.j». Jjs ainthmetic.

LjLo Jlc optics.

i—slS quality.

^1 situation.

^L« duration.

iiLil relation.

(»LL. habit.

JjLi action.

JUjjl passion.

S quantity.

ijj odd.

_.; even.

K.»j» addition,

jtjjj subtraction.

i_j-o multiplication.

(_'« I
- - multiplicand.

i.<j !_>• >jj-« multiplier.

(_j^ J-e^ product.

:• • , « division.

(,^-Ji^ dividend.

j_Jlc (y—JL. divisor.

"• , - s !-• .Li. quotient.

I

jj.'* . ,1a. _1^jr^' evolution of the square root.

uyULo... Jj\ jtl^ r'/*^^' evolution in general.

j..> fraction.

«j ,1 direct proportion.

1 t^JiS inverse proportion.

? "H Jlj>4l alternate proportion.

if^JDI ^./^S compound proportion.

*
-I, '-'^ i divided proportion.

mixed proportion,

bymultiplicatiou proportion,

by division proportion.

J , W : ...^ oblong.

;^Lj ^'

j :
* rhomboid,

trapezium.

.;J'

p:)L;:>ii' multilateral figureorpolygon.

^J^js^ pentagon equilateral and
equiangular.

(j.,i_ hexagon equilateral.

jiIL.-. heptagon equilateral.

^"Lt- octagon equilateral.

J Jb circle.

p.ji centre.

sJU \i-tr^ circumference.

Jai (_a^ semidiameter.

lliA t-ja~ segment.

j_^»5 segment of circumference.

I'j ijcks segment of circle,

semicircle.

y''

V Ij I a.<i)

«JU elks sector of a circle.

A 4 'J
1^ •^ ' ixJoj similar segment.

L.-ar* cone.

jvUU ..1 cylinder.

8^ globe or sphere.

sp ^ ° n "' semisphere.

" ijS^-Jai pole.

^_^L»-« touch.

fr'.^ solid.

4_Jls* i)jh solid angle.

,lar* axis.

ij.lpl »jlS kj/i* right-angled cone.

i-jjlpl ijkJjL.. ^j/«* obtuse-angled cone.

,_*jiX.. cube.

(i>liii.o xcUj ixj,! ji tetrahedron.

tuUh.j xcljj 4-jjUj ji octahedron.

,L«JILir* JljLj . .t c jjijl ji dodecahedron.

eyLiLu j..cljJ> rYir^^ ji icosahedron.

c^l ajo.I xcl»J> il-. ji parallelopipedon.

J
^ • - triangular prism.

._i^ extremities.

.« kifc straight line.

.0 ki. circular line.

^;.jr^ ki. curved line.

jtLo side.

JiS diameter,

altitude.^J
^Jtw superficies,

Ik-, plane superficies.

t^..

Jk-, circular superficies.

::-» k» parallel line.

j<jL.:l.« W ... parallelogram.

d.^
""

"•' Aj.h rectilineal angle.

^ - U 'U ^Ju^... ijjh plane rectilineal angle.

i.»jU i-jjlj right angle.

i^ji-Ujt 4j,k obtuse angle.

jjL». ijjh acute angle.

ciLoill ... «.r. ... « rectilineal figure.

cl^ill (^jL-

..bL.. trilateral figure or triangle.

.liji threesided or equilateral

triangle.

ciLoill i_ai::.sr* \tA^ scalene triangle.

ijjltll L»jL5 cjuLLs right-angled triangle.

Aj.lpl ia^^ij-o i.i»ii.* obtuse-angled triangle.

ciLol i«j,l ji quadrilateral figure.

JLJ_. square.

^,4-»-» rhombus,

joij^ i-j—J arithmetical proportion.

- t • ct ^ ' geometrical proportion, etc.

Ff. 207-218 contain a very detailed index of the

whole work.
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This copy was made by Sliadi La'l ibn Fath Singh of

Shahjahaiiabad at the request of the author himself,

shortly after the work's completion, A. H. 1 2 30 (a. D.

1815), at 'Azimabad.

Ko. 8185, ff. 318, U. 19 ; Naeta'Uk ; size, I2| in. by 9 in.

2262

Jul

Takwim-i-'Abdallah ibn Hasan 'All (ijjl X^c
i«-ij-*-^

c^^.l)

A calendar with many astronomical and chronological

tables, compiled a. h. 1182 (a. d. 1768, 1769), by
'Abdallah ibn Hasan 'Ali, who dedicated it to Nawwab
Sanisam-aldaulah Bahadur Hizabrjang Miyan Ghulam-
shahkhan.

?
It begins : o>—Ij, K ^^«-j.iJ

\-t^:-:-* ^ i^LJ . x,^

J^-ai JUl) .1 jjtlU i^jXi jX-^^ w •

On fol. 2» 1. 17, there is a reference to the JoXa. ^
^LkLu, the revised edition of Ulughbeg's tables (see

above, Nos. 2233-2236).

No. 436, flF. 28, 11. ao ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 8 in.

2263
A Persian almanack for a. h. 1198 (not 1158, as by

a foolish mistake is written at the top of fol. i* and
printed on the back of the binding) = A.D. 1784.

Beginning : t^^^jl, v^^-i yl " ILc i_jLjI J-Jj-a^ cl)-*

It was received, according to a remark on fol. 14'',

from 'his Majesty Shah Alum, March 9. 84' (1784).
Purchased from the executors of the Marquess of

Hastings.

Ko. 3136, ff. 14 (containing twenty-five tables); Nasta'ltk
;

size, II j in. by 7^ in.

2264
Falnama-i-Ja'far Sadik (^jjLo lijta- t..LdU).

The falnama, ascribed to the famous Imam Ja'far

Sadik, containing the answers which certain verses of

the Kuran give to questions of various kinds.

_Beginning : ^j\ {SHrah 48, i) L^!. Q^ eU L-s^ III

On falnamas in general, compare G. Fliigel in

' Sitzungsberichte der K. Sachs. Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften,' xiii. (1861), p. 24 sq. ; another

copy of the present little work, in which the preface,

here missing, appears in full, is noticed in Eieu ii.

p. 8oo'>, No. I.

No. 8240, ff. 1-20, 11. 13; careless Naeta'Ilk ; the initial words
supplied by another hand on foL.i'' ; size, 8-J in. by 5I in.

2265
A short fragment of another falnama, without be-

ginning or end, giving detailed explanations of the

meaning of various passages and their predictions with
regard to the future.

1238

The first words run thus : ,JLcl i!ii\ Jii\ 'Lul Jo1: ^1 ")

..I^L)

^.W3..

No. 2420, ff. 88«-93'', 11. 12 ; Natkhl; size, SJ in. by 5I in.

2266

Kawa id-alhidayat (ijujIj^I JlcLj).

A large and detailed work on geomancy (on fol. i*,

styled therefore J-Ol cujIjla), compiled on the basis

of fifty other works by Hidayat-allah, A. h. iooi (a. u.

1592, 1593), and dedicated to the emperor Akbar (see

£F. 5«, 1. 6 ; 6% 1. 9, and last line; and 6b, 1. 7). In the

preface he mentions besides other books on the same

subject the (j-^llJl o^Wji ^7 Auhad-aldin 'Abdallah,

usually called 'Abdallah Auliya, the -<^i*~-' i^\sj, by

Kadi 'Abd-alrahman Jinni (jJla-), the \y^\ r-^-t-"-* >

by the same, etc. This book is divided into a niukad-

dimah and four Jihats (ci^^^-a.), viz.

:

Jj._,
)al\ji, jj J Jl ^pii J_ai ^l^ ji, .. -»: . '< »-«Xa-

,

on fol. I3*>.

»Jii.i tj^^-j s JJilS ,0 i^jJ J-tti) on fol- 15*"

ou

JliCil jjjj J J..^ eyj^ J-«^y (•>!!— J-°J' on fol. 18*.

fol. 22a. ^ ' '

_j| » V a ) J.*pl JU-i &i ^^^^-- s JlcIj jj Jjl

sluij jji ., on fol. 27*.

Ji ^\ sjJLTjVpl ^1,^, ou fol. 56b.

J-^1 ^ji-n \ji\ S {^-j/i ') r'^P- i/'-^. (•J-^" *-

j^jI slii^ on fol. 1 08b.

1 iSsS, on fol. 135b.

^1 yjj A*yy pyL4*

U" v" i ^/X-2>Beginning :
1^ ^j^^ j^ u-W^^.

Many tables. No date.

No. 701, ff. 307, 11. 13; large and distinct Nasta'ltk; size,

8|in. by 5 J in.

2267

Anwar-alraml (J-*pl iV')*
Another elaborate work on geomancy, with many

tables, compiled by Hani Shirwani (see author's name
and title on ff. ib, ]. 9, and 2», 1. 12), who states in the

preface that he wrote before this larger treatise a shorter

one on the same subject and called it i-o^. The
present work is divided into a mukaddimah, two ma-

kalas, and a khatimah, and begins : ,JLe ^^ Alii elsj)

Jl -kHjiu^ ^ csli-ojl « t-JJo.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 2b, in three faidas, (1) Jjl JjJLj

4 K 2
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»L« uWj. j-5 ; (2) uLo ^j
i^jjj

»jjU

First makalah, on fol. 7a, in twenty-one fasls, j,l5l».l ,j

"^ j^l tXjLc (the theoretical part of georaancy).

Second makahih, on fol. 51", in twelve fasls, ASia.\ j^

J^i 1^1 ipi-vc (the practical part of geomaucy).

Khatimah, on fol. loi*, ij^sc^ Jil—• ,j.

This work ends on fol. 122'' and is dated A. H. 1182

(a.d. 1768, 1769). Attached to it, on ff. 123-140, is

a shorter anonymous treatise on the same subject,

beginning: Jl Jlls ^^^-5-^ j.L.1 ei^^-ia. Jyji.

Ff. 40^, 80'', and the greater part of ff. 40* and 92^

are left blank.

No. 817, ff. 140, 11. 15-24; written by different hands in

Shikasta and sometimes in Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by 4^ in.

2268
Surkhab-alraml {J-Ol k_>U»._-i).

A third detailed work on geomancy, by an anony-
mous author, with many tables and other figures.

Beginning : J-^ eyfji iX*J, J*j^l jS^ j J.^ Ju»j..

This work is based on forty years' experience, see

fol. 2^, 1. 2. Ff. 102-104 and a large portion of

fol. 1 01'' are entirely left blank.

No date.

No. 719, ff. 168, 11. 13 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8J in. by 6 in.

2269
Tanjim i^,^).
A treatise on Indian astrology and magic craft, by an

anonymous author; there is no special title or date
appearing anywhere.

Beginning : jS^
\j
jSiXijA ^ JJjljJ>.^ UJ j j.-*

Jl
\j j^j, J JJ (jJU. (_^L.o.

J

.

The whole copy is in a very precarious state, greatly
damaged by worms throughout.

No. 502, ff. 91, 11. 15 ; Naskhl ; size, 7| in. by 5 in.

2270

Burhan-alkifayat (ijU5ol jjLaj).

A detailed and extensive work on the mysterious
influence and effect of the stars on human de.stiny,

compiled by 'Ali bin Muhammad alsharif albakri.

__Beginning: Jb-.^ JLc ^^iil ^ i^jJl ;ii j^U

Whether this work is identical with the uUo i_i^-=^

ijU^l, quoted in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 364. 1. i,

as one of the authorities of the -^^1 ^15C>.1 , seems

doubtful; but if so, it would be one of the oldest
Persian works on astrological matters extant, belonging
to tlie seventh century of the Hijrah. The arrangement
of the subdivisions is somewhat confused ; babs, fasls,

wajhs, etc. appear indiscriminately ; but the following

fourteen babs are the most conspicuous and distinct

sections

:

1. A preliminary bab (without special heading), in

thirteen fasls, on fol. 2«
; the first fasl deals with the

Jl JijI e>-ijj iS sJli-w^ ,jJl ^^ ::..» iSji oJ;jt^.

^
2. j^_j^ ^jJ^jT ^JJ^. j:> tjU , on fol. 1 2''.

3. Li_ftJl «sJl^ sjU, on fol, 19*, in twenty-five fasls,

including the chapter : Jjl ...U j^ t-j . xJLkJI j^^-JI

,

on fol. 30''.

4. *JIIjJ1 ^ [y^l ?rr^')°^ f"'- 44^ ii* eleven fasls.

5. ji HJ L.
J

(«JUai ^ cJlill ^^\, on fol. 52I',

in eight fasls.

6. Jl «JUiJ! ^ (*^^' fT/^'' ^"^ ^°^' 5^"' '" sixteen

fasls.

eLki.1
cr* w^iil ^j^\, on fol. 671", in fifteen fasls.

8. «Jliiil ^* ^i\^\ ^^\, on fol. 75a, in twenty-

seven fasls.

9. jtJl W W ^jjt jijLUI ^^^ , on fol. 90*, in ninety-

five fasls.

10. >iJlIiJl ^ (;/*L^' ?r/^^ o'l fo'- 137*1 iji nine

fasls.

11. jiJUaJI j^ jt^lUl ^j^\ on fol. 142b, in twenty-

seven fasls.

12. «JLlaJI ^ J:Xx}\ ^j-^\, on fol. iss"", in twenty-

three fasls.

13. «JliJI ^ j^i-e. i^jLil ^^1, on fol. 177", in

eight fasls.

14. >«JlIiJl ^j^j-i-e- ^LIII
r/-^'' °" ^*'^- ^^3*' "'

fourteen fasls.

This copy is dated A. h. 1089 (a.d. 1678). Between

ff. 21 and 22 there is inserted a fragment of another

treatise on similar topics, styled Miftah-alnujum (_Lu..o

^»_s-*-''), in nine babs, the first of which is headed

_. J ^jLj ,j , the second l_*j1^j ^j^. j^ > etc. In the

middle of the fifth bab this fragment, consisting of

eight leaves, 11. 17-18, written in careless Nasta'lik

(size, 9f in. by 6 in.), breaks off.

No. 1281, ff. 193, 11. 21; Naskht; illuminated frontispiece;

size, 10* in. by 6^ in.

2271

Miftah-alda'awat (culjjjijl -.Liij).

A very defective copy of Wajih-aldin's ' Key of invo-

cations and conjurations,' a book dealing with all kinds

of hidden sciences, magic art, exorcisms, interpreta-

tion of dreams, fortune-telling, etc., commenced by the

author the 15th of Eajab, A. h. 1006 (see fol. 2")^
A.D. 1598, Febr. 21. This copy is imperfect in the

beginning, middle, and end
; part of the preface is

missing.

The mukaddimah ((.U j t^js-i Ji..ejLcl ^Lo ,j

jl jjjLfrJ) is found on fol. 2^; iYie first makdlah (J^ ,j

Jl ijfja- J
jjli ki>jj;j) begins on fol. 3^ and breaks off
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on fol. 5^' ; the second makdlah {Joi\ j JLi-il j^jLj ji

A\ uyLcL- J ^y^ Ac j) is ent'rely missing; the third

makdlah {\Za1> JlC « «rt* . mL^^ (^ i
yltj* .»T ,>)

begins abruptly on fol. 6" and fills the whole re'niainJer

of the copy, but even this is incomplete at the end, and
two additional lacunas are found after ff. 93 and 109;

the kh&timah (j.jUi ^e^-*^. 5 ^e"'^---'^ f<^ j ls"^ r^ J"*

Jl (,;>J^ * j\) is again entirely wanting.

No. 1008, ff. 1 70, 11. 1 7 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in. by 5J in.

2272

Piya-al'uyun {^y^\ 'L-i).

A treatise on the magic power and influence of certain

passages and letters in the Kuran, as well as on the

mystic peculiarities of Muhammad's seal of proi^hetic

mission (eyvlj ^4-•), by Abu-almafiikhir Nizam-aldin

Muhammad Hadi alhusaini alsawafi, styled Shah Mir/a,

with the epithet of Mirza Mahdikhan Safawi (see fol. i*^).

The title appears on fol. i^, 1. i, and fol. 2*, 1. 5 ab

infra. According to the Bodleian copy (Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1563) the treatise was composed at Haidaiabad,

A. H. 1 1 14 (a. D. 1702, 1703). It is illustrated by

many figures and representations of talismans, and
divided into a fatihah and two manzars

:

MATHEMATICS, ETC. 1242

4. On ff. 22*'-32*, beginning: (j-

No date.

'Ui-^l jjr-J
fol.^1 ^_5iW^

Jl ^» V?w « (jijjij
J

5-*jX_» JLx-il J .V . . ». ijL5;J J,

0& fol. 6".

ill s-ii-Lu Jaj .^Vi : « 'i Jj/Ji (jgj <i V*, on fol. 31*.

Beginning : ^ .,:». Jj».j eyl^L* j jus^ j..*^*

^»h '.I^qi i.Ui j.> ^ ^ ^ , ^, . .
j4bl jl jji j-a SJ sjuijl )i ejLjLj^ • jjj

i-T-" ^-^
(•J-* ^

V; : Jl

»^A) (jljiJL-ijLj ji»l ) (^Xa.1 S^^ .,V5X;

J
Jjo

.^^

Jl l/Ju,-*.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2161, ff. 33, 11. 16-31 ; large Nasta'Uk;

hi in-

size, 9I in, by

2273
Dar 'ilm-aljafr (^^iAl Jlc .j).

Four short treatises on the peculiar form of fortune-

telling, called ^ia. (i.e. divination from the entrails of

a lamb or the membrane of a camel), and on making
amulets, charms, etc., the first two in Arabic, the last

two in Persian, all four anonymous.

1. On ff. i^-i2», beginning: JLjCU 'LjI Lj 1j«....I

2. On ff. i3''-i6b, beginning : si-^j .... ill a . ,U

J| L4J <);.?."« i.ljL>..JI !^,i» ^|-« i-liG, ii.A.ljJ J.<-C.

3. On ff. i7*'-2 2'', beginning: ^_^lj^. Lj
j

SjUil ,j »_.ii.«

No. 1080, ff. 32, 11. 15 on ff. 1-16, II. 17-19 on ff. 17-32;
written by two different hnniU in Nasta'Uk, the second of which
is very careless and often approaching Shikasta ; size, 7j in.

by 4^ in.

2274
Khafi3'a-i-jafr-i-jarai' («_.la.^Aa. L«jU».).

Another treatise on the tame subject, ascribed, as is

usual with these occult sciences, to the Imam Ja'far

..jU. i_>LS 'Ijojl

jjj.*^ i_.Li j^lj

Sadik ; it begins thus : x-»L».

i.Q»fv awaI e:j, -n v^ ci* *" \m »m i «

Jl JjjL..

No date.

No. 1998, ff. 37, 11. 13 ; Nastallk ; size, 8| in. by sjin.

2275

Jawaml'-i-Ibn Sirin (^wy- ^j\ «-«1vb.).

One of the oldest Persian works on the intei"preta-

tion of dreams, in fifty-nine babs, by Siraj-aklin

Muhammad bin Sirin, comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 1570
(where this book and its probable author are discussed)

;

A. F. Mehren, p. 45, No. 113 (where it is incorrectly

styled ... ,.»i i_)Ui-), and Fleisclier, Dresden Cat., p. 5,

No. 30, and p. 13, No. 92. The title given to this

work on the fly-leaf, the back of the binding, and at

the top of fol. !«, viz. jjLkLu t.elj ..„,«;, is entirely

wrong, see No. 2277 below,

the authorities both in the

It is quoted as one of

tl!l J..«l> and the ^^w.ol;

ijUai-. L«U (see the two immediately following copies).

The present copy is defective at the beginning ; it

opens abruptly thus : iilJUl bjtll JUi il\ Jj-^ b . . . .

Ff. 25'' and 26* do not belong to this work, they are

filled by another hand with bits of Bekhta poetry.

Fol. 124b (the last page) must be inserted between
ff. 123b and 124". It concludes on fol. 124* and is

dated by 'Abd-alkarim bin Nasir of Daulatabad, a. h.

897 (so at least the date seems to be ; all diacritical

points are omitted) =: a. d. 1492. Many of the first

and last leaves are severely injured and portions torn

away.

No. 1360, ff. 124, 11.

8 in. by 5I in.

1 3 ; Naskhl and Shikaata mixed ; size,

2276

Kamil-alta'bir (^...,''-ll J^l^.

Another standard work on the interpretation of

dreams, compiled by Shaikh Abu-alfadl Husain bin

Ibrahimbin Muhammad of Tiflis, and dedicated by him
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to the Padishah of Rum, Sultan Abu-alfath 'Izz-aldin

Kilij Arslan bin Mas'ud (who reigned A. h. 569-588=
A. D. 1173-1192), see Bodleian Cat., No. 1571, 3 ; and

Bland's paper on the Science of Ta'bir, Journ. of the

Royal As. Soc. xvi. pp. 124 and 155.

Beginning : o^jUi j x*^ j x».\j iS UjIjJ*^ w^-t^

The work is based on the following authorities

:

JLjb Jj^l tjlir(Bodleian Cat., No. 1571, 4).

jiL«^,Axa. ...;,.. 5' LjUa (ib., No. 6).

^r^^ ^. J.«-g* A^]>*- i-j^(see the preceding

copy).

^JL« i^ «-<fjsl-jl ,j-::-~j vjLlS^ (Bodleian Cat., No.

I57i>7)-

j_^^^.U. .ill,! ^^^(ib.. No. 8).

ot-
..^^(ib.. No. 9).

bjpi^(ib., No. 10).

b^Jpl ^l^V^ 6t<5.

It is divided into the following sixteen fasls :

1. i_>^«J>. ^\;.j> ,.,-.'tX:jij ,.),onfol.

2.

.,1^ ^-^

.1^ (jU^

I .J, on 101. 4".

^\i ji, on fol. s"

CJJ J
,j,,Jl5 u^ jIj j.» , on fol. 6^.

5. Si)j-») <o—<1, i^l«.» OiJr«-» !.». on fol. 8*.

6^ ^y. J^
ij-i^, on fol. 9a,

10. J\^^ J_^.

W^.J>^ u^^ •LaJ ib ,i

,j, on fol. 10*.

jU ,.5, on fol. 11°

i^y>]ji t-> i5>.]^ !•>, on fol. I \^.

J\y>. ^;JJ.^j-^.J, on fol. 12''.

11. \ iiLii.! J
eyVji.b iJyJo JU»jl «J LjjUj* lojjjw ji

on

on

cybu*, on fol. 12^,

12. ^\j^ Jj/U Ac
fol. i4».

\%. JLaut J JjLo (^^i-ib bXi i_>il ,J , on fol. 1
5'

14. ji_iiL> cj_i J.,: !> jl >.^^JLJ s-AJl >jui;ju« .0

fol. 15I'. ^
15. J . .. iri j5 i_)l^ JJb-.x jl ^.^ »

)

^j :L.M,
')b ,j

io i_jJlL«, on fol. 16''.

16.
J

^jlXiJj^
J LS^'-*-' J *2J,Wj LS^JiJk u"^-* J-*

,jj.,.ir.), on fol. 17*. Attached to this last fasl is

the largest and most important portion of the whole
book, an aljihdbetical list of all the things which can

be seen in dreams, with a detailed explanation of their

meaning; this glossary begins with the letter I, on
fol. 23'', and goes down to the end, on fol. 285.

Dated a.h. 934 (a.d. 1527, 1528) by Ibn Abu Ishak.

Worm-eaten ; some of the last leaves severely injured.

No. 1003, ff. 285, 11. 17; illuminated frontispiece; Naskhl;
size, 9j in. by gj in.

2277

Ta'bSrnama-i-Sultant (^JlWl». I^Vij-^-m).

This work appears to be in substance identical with

the well-known royal book on the interpretation of

dreams, the Ta'birnama-i-Sultani, by Kadi Isma'il bin

Nizam-almulk (compiled A.h. 763 = a. d. 1361-62,
comp. H. Khalfa ii. p. 311, No. 3067). It is like

that in alphabetical order and begins with the same

word, ^bbl, on fol. 14", 1. I, as the Bodleian copy

(Bodleian Cat., No. 1571). But all that precedes this

alphabetical dictionary here is different from that copy.

Instead of a preface and an introduction in two fasls

(each fasl subdivided into ten nuktas) which are found

there, we have here no preface whatever, nor any
mention of the author, and the introduction simply

consists of ten nuktas, the headings of which agree

only in the last two with the ninth and tenth nuktah

of the second fasl in the Bodleian copy.

Beginning : ^-vjjti ,i v::... .ibj Jju. Col .... <»i) >v tU

Oi-Mjl ^.VlC -j1 sJ Jij\ !.i^b >_-^i-o l*Xj>. *L»lc tS 5-»b

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2037, ff. 352, 11. 17; large and clear Nasta'llk; size,

loj in. by 6 in.

2278
Khwabnama (luob i_iUi».).

A treatise on the interpretation of dreams, ascribed

to the Imam Ja'far Sadik, in thirty-seven very short

babs, beginning : ijLi ^\ &i Jljo \Ji\ ....*!) x»ll

Jl ijjbo^jjL^ ^L»l ;l >—lU^ , «"»» jj.

It ends on fol. 211I'; fol. 212 contains the first two

LJU, beginning: -p^ j *J^j«-« t.«bJl»pages of a

J^
i,\ .-f^ ^^^'Jl Xijl^^i--. H^J «"'

I*;-"

No. 8083, ff. 203-212, 11. 14 ; Naskhl, mixed with Sbikasta;
size, 7| in. by 5I in.

2279
Miscellanies.

1. Ta'birnama (t-*lj-^-.otj), a treatise on the inter-

pretation of dreams, in niathnawi-baits, with a short

preface in prose ; the first bait runs thus :

J-

Jobjjj [3 yiJ^ Job V^jJ

2. Risala-i-tibb (ij!»i> tlLu,), a short medical treatise

in prose with little edifying stories, on fol. 217*, be-

ginning: ^_5^-!-^i> J.5U Ji^^y oJj jj JJl sjjjl O'i^

No. 1997, ff. 207-221,11. 13-15; careless Nasta'llk, mixed with

Sbikasta ; size, 8|^ in. by 6 in.
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III. Medicink.

2280

Dhakliira-i-Kliwarizmshahi (^Vj:^.\y>. if^'i).

Tlie first volume of the ' Treasure of the Kliwarizm-

shah,' that is the oldest thesaurus of the whole medical

science in Persian, composed by Zain-aldin Abu Ibrahim

Isma'il bin al-Husain (more correctly, according to

other copies, bin al-Hasan) bin Muhammad bin Ahmad
(or, as most other copies read, bin Ahmad bin Mu-
hammad) alliusaini aljurjani, who entered the service

of the first Khwarizmshah (or rather governor of

Khwarizm under the Saljuki Sultan Saiijar), styled

here Arslan Takin Yamiu-almuluk wa alsalatin Abu-
alfath Muhammad bin Yamin-almuluk (according to

other copies : Yamin-almulk or Yamin-aldin, that is

Nushtigin) Mu'in, with the honorary epithet Kutb-aldin

(ruled A.H. 491-521 = A. D. 1098-1127), A.H. 504
(a. D. mo, iiii), and dedicated this work to his

sovereign. He died a. h. 531 or535(A.D. 1136, 1137,

or 1 140, 1 141), comp. IT. Khalfa i. p. 368; iii. pp. 162

and 330 ; vi. p. 507 ; Yakut's Mu'jam ii. p. 55 ; Cat.

Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 295 ; Wusteufeld, Arabische

Aerzte, p. 95, No. 165; Leclerc, Histoire de la m^decine

Arabe, ii. p. 18, etc. The fullest description of the

work and details about the author and his royal patron

are given in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1 576-1 578, and Rieu ii.

pp.466'' and 467; other copiesare noticed inW. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp.574-576; and E.G. Browne, Cambridge

Cat., p. 21 1 ; fragments of it in the Bibl. Italiana xlvii.

p. 10, No. 158, and De Jong, Cat. Codd. Or. Bibl.

Acad. Regiae, p. 228, note 2. The contents of the

ninth kitab are given in detail by Krafft, p. 147 ; see

also H. Eth6, Neupersische Literatur, p. 367 ; Turkish

translation byAbu-alfadl Muhammad binldris aldaftari,

who died a. h. 982 (a. d. 1574, 1575).

The whole work was originally divided into nine

hakhslis or kitdbs, but afterwards the author added

a tatimmah or tenth kitdb on the Materia Medica or

simple and compound medicaments, usually styled

^^jbUS i-J^^, see Bodleian Cat., loc. cit., where in

tlie first copy, Fraser 200 and 201, the reasons are

given, why this last kitab was added at a later time.

A striking proof of the difference between the first or

original and the second or enlarged recension of the

work is given here on fol. 2'', in the beginning of the

general index, where immediately after the statement,

that it comprises nine kitabs only, the full ten kitabs

are enumerated without further remark.

The present copy contains only the first half of the

work, viz. the first _^»e kitdbs :

I. Definition of medicine and structure of the human

body (jjl v^Ajtij; <. . ^^Jo As- "x». ^j-.'t.\:.'^ ,xil Jjl i_>LiJ

fol. s^

Ui^u ji>!
yt eyj-»i ^ij jb

U^i 'U^
iljjl), in six \ziS, on

II. Health and disease of the human body ((.jj ijLiS

jl Uj,U.-J JU. J V1.JIJ^ ^^y
.jLmmI C5>^ »^ J l>>«' J

^>ii^.r
Jl jjU^jJ *L4».L. ^ l^Jaii

J
L^jjL.), in nine JcjS]

£ fol. 8 lb.

III. Preservation of health (jjLo ji-j\ -j-i?—

<

3 y j^'^ i j^j'

r']/^ 3 .UJ,

y>o Jj ) 1 ^ : c. ^^jL.i.lj jl>J

• ijyi.— 4 10J_^ -^.Jj J lJj\X^, J
1->I^

Jl ^^ijy>. J^—. t^Uj^lj 3 ij->y^ij), Jii seven jbifT

on fol. 163b.

IV. Diagnosis of diseases, etc. (,jLj^ .JJl fvW? ^bS
,^ ' ^1 ^

Jl j^. Jok^jJ.. uj^ t^U-jJ jLa. j-s'T), in four^LiJl

ou fol. 333\

V. Fevers and their cure (ijJ li ^jLj jJ^I |»-«*^ ij^^

vW-' J JJ;^' u-y ci^ J vj^ pi)-'' J
l-4-.l-Jl

J i_^'

8-1, fv jjT e>J.Lx-. j), in six^L:LflJ7on fol. 369l>.

Beginning : juL- ^Jlc i^LlJIj j^^LiJl x,^ <uJ x^
(jjj.. ' I . ; I .., ) Jl. . jjj^UjJi ^... r Vai l ji . ^^.jL-<fii

Jl JLc Jjvl sLi
f^j^y>-

Jjjixi* cJpusj J JlJlj .

No date.

No. 995, ff. 446, 11. 21; inelegant Nastallk ; small illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 1 1 in. by 6| in.

2281

A fragment of the sarae first volume of the Dhakhira-

i-Khwarizmshahi.

This copy only goes down towards the end of the

fifteenth bab of the fifth Guftar of the second kitdb;

the first kitab begins on fol. 3b; the second on fol. 601".

The author's name is given here on fol. 2", 11. 2 and 3,

in this strange form : Isma'il bin Ahmad bin al-Husaiu

bin ul-Husaiiii bin Muhammad aljurjani.

No. 131, ff. 96, 11. 26; written by three different hands, the
first (on tf. i-i8», 1. 5) in Naskhl; the second (on ff. 18*, 1. 5-
24'', last line), and the third (ou if. 25-96) in Nasta'llk ; siise,

i3|in.by 7jin.

2282

Dhakhira-i-Khwarizmshahi (^Li-»^l^ J^^j).

The second volume of the same ' Treasure of the

Khwarizmshah,' in the first or original recension, com-
prising the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth kitdbs of

the whole work.

YI. Diseases of the limbs and their cure (*-S-i. i_jb^

ijLfi \jj^j\ L^,L-o ~\sijX>\), in twenty-one .LiiJ7on

fol. 2^. A detailed index of this kitab ia found on

ff. lb and 2".
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"VII. Tumours, ulcers, scabs, etc., and their cure

( ^\ <^ja. J .yb J ^j^ ^j *:lb.4 (_)Liy, in seven jJlX.

(more correctly, as in all the other kitabs, ,Liij), on

fol. 520".

VIII. Preservation of the external parts of the body

1 (.^ c^'^Lk 'J^'^ji0- J J,J^1 L^

J
(^L) U), in three .LiiJ^ on fol. 589^.

IX. Poisons and antidotes (^.> ,JJl ^ 4 > i_jLi5

ualj!^..;-* xjb-.
J ((.Li- ^) *jU— ), on fol. 609". This

ninth kildh contains in the present copy six sJli*, i.e.

W\efive which correspond to the five .Llrj in the first

Bodleian copy (Fraser 200 and 201) and the five sJUl.

in the second (Laud. Or. 155), and a sixth which deals

with the various medical uses of the different limbs of

animals (eyljl^-^». jXiLi* Jijj».l), in alphabetical order,

beginning with i;jL«jl, on fol. 62 1**. This supplement

forms in Fraser 200 and 201 the first portion of the

tatimmah or tenth kitdh, in Laud. Or. 155 on the other

band, just as in the Berlin copy, it is inserted between

the ninth and the tenth kitab. Like the latter (the

second) Bodleian copy, the fifth ijla^ or .IiAj of the

ninth kitab comprises here seven babs only, whereas in

Fraser 200 and 201 it is subdivided into eleven; The
author's statement about the reasons of the delay in

the completion of his work (see above in No. 2280), and
the whole tenth kitdh, are naturally missing here, as

they did not exist in the original recension.

Dated by Muhammad Salih the 7th of Safar in the

twenty-sixth year (of whose reign, is not stated).

No. 996, ff. 628, written by five different hands in Tarious
styles of Naskhl and Sbikasta ; Ihe first on ff. 1-72, 11. 27 ; the
second on ff. 73-264, 466-468, and 520-628, 11. 17; the third
on ff. 265^318, U. 16; the fourth on ff. 319-465, 469-4S0, and
483-502, 11 16 ; the fifth (Shikasta) on fl. 481, 482, and 503-
519, 11. 17-19; illuminated frontispieces on fi". i''and 42''; a great
niunber of leaves damaged at the top and carefully mended
afterwards ; size, 10 in. by 6^ in.

2283
An incomplete copy of the same second volume of the

Dhakhira-i-Khwarizmshahi.

This copy, belonging to the second or enlarged
recension, is not only full of blanks and lacunas and
damaged in many places, especially on the last pages,

but exhibits the most extraordinary heedlessness in the

arrangement of leaves ; they are misplaced to such an
extent as almost to baffle any endeavour to set

them right again. The proper order, so far as it is

]iossible to find out, appears to be this : ff. 239", 32-38,
159-164, 9-31, 98-105, 1-8, 85-97, 77, 78-84,43,
44.39-42, 45. 46, 117-122,47-76. 123-158, 111-116,
106-110, 165-238.

Kitdb VI {in twenty-one .liif) begins on fol. 239*;
there are lacunas after ff. 8, 97, 77, and 76; the missing
portions are : the end of Guftar 2 (irom the third bab
of the seventh juz'), the whole of Guftars 3 and 4 and
the beginning of Guftar 5 (to the middle of the second
bi'ib of the third juz') ; the end of Guftar 7 and be-
ginning of Guftar 8 (to the middle of the second bab)

;

the end of Guftar 17 (from the second bab) and the

beginning of Guftar 1 8 (to the eleventh bab of the first

juz').

Kztdb VII, on fol. 114''; there are lacunas after

ff. 116 and 107 ; the missing portions are : the sixth

bab of the first juz' of Guftar i, the end of Guftar i

(from the fourth bab of the third juz') and the greater

part of Guftar 2.

Kitdb VIII, on fol. i8ob.

Kitdb IX, on fol. 187'!. Both complete.

The fifth Guftar of the ninth kitab has here, since

the copy represents the second or enlarged recension,

eleven babs just as the first Bodleian copy. After tliat

follows the same supplementary chapter, as in the pre-^

ceding copy, styled euLil^.;^ 'Li^cl x-sLu .jjl Xiiu,

beginning on fol. 199'' with ^L_jl.

On fol. 202'i the Kitdb X on simple drugs and com-

pound medicaments begins, styled ^jblJ v_)Li , in two

.LLiT, viz.

:

1. i)\ iijiut {jVitAi i^\j ^jj.i jLj jj^l, in thirty-

eight babs.

2. >_-J;-« "L^Jj.sr*-*
^

^5;l.i uir •^^•J
j-ij', ill thirty-

one babs, on fol. 222".

The explanation of the delay in the completion of

the work, although promised by the author to be given

at the end (see fol. 198^), is again missing here.

Dated by Nizam-aldin Sa'd-almulk al-'Attar in the

month of Dhu-alhijjah, a. h. 989 (a. d. 1582, Jan.).

No. 1644, ff. 1-239, !'• 3' > Naskhl ; size, 14J in. by gf in.

2284
Kitab-i-Karabadin (^iUlJ i-jLo).

Another complete copy of the tenth kitab or tatimmah

of the ^Li^ ,1^ */^'^ , on simple drugs and compound
medicaments.

It begins (exactly as in the preceding copy, on

fol. 202"): J;-^j (*-*-^' '^ v-«--g' o c.... lb AjLo

First Guftar, in thirty-eight babs, on fol. i"; second

Guftar, in thirty-one babs, on fol. 53^.

No date. A fragment of the same in Bodleian Cat.,

No. 2378.

No. 1661, ff. 145, 11. 23 ; Nastallk, written by two different

hands, the second of which, beginning on fol. 89, is much more
distinct and regular than the first ; size, 12^ in. by 6J in.

2285
Karabadin - i - Dhakhira - i - Khwarizmshahi (^jl_i KJi

Another treatise on drugs and medicaments, compiled

according to the title from the same, ' Treasure of the

Khwaiizmshah,' but not identical with that, as it is

divided into five makalas and a khatimah.

It begins with the theriac (jjb J), or rather the special

kind of it, called -^ d^.j^'t at the end there is an

appendix on the c_. -i' c5l>L>- or egg-jiudding, on
fol. 87a. C r ^

Dated in the re'gn of Ahmadshah (a.h. 1161-1x67=
A.D. 1748-1754).

No. 1997, ff. i3*-94', II. 15 ; careless Nasta'UV;, mixed with
Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.
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2286
Aghrad-altibb (J!i!l ^_^^l).

The aims and objects of medicine, anotlier vast and

elaborate tliesauius of medical science, by the author of

the |jkLl-.j,l^i. tj-^^, compiled partly on the basis of

that work, but enriched and enlarged in many directions.

The author, whose name is given here as Isma'il bin al-

Husain alhusaini Jurjani. wiote it at the request of

the vizier of Abu-almuzaffar Atsiz bin Khwarizmshah

(the son of Isnia'il's earlier patron, who succeeded his

father in a.h. 52i=A.d. 1127, and nded till a. h. 551
= A. D. 1 156), Majd-aldin Abu Muhammad Sahib bin

Muhammad albukhari, and divided it into two distinct

parts.

Tlie^rs< part, or Jjl |_,ijr>.,is an abridgement of the

Dhakhira-i-Khwarizmshahi and is subdivided into two

volumes (j>l».).

The first jJLa. contains the following fifteen .Li.aj:

1. Definition of medicine (. ,ZA> !L». ^J^J^ ^^^. iJ

Jl
^J\

iQiri :» . cyiyt), on fol. lol", in nineteen babs.

2. The simple members of the body (^ v '>.[. : i> .j

J3l

-J *l4^lx)l), on fol. iSt", in seven babs.

3. The compound members of the body ( ..I't.'

\^y 'Lj-bIjjI), on fol. 26'', in seventeen babs.

4. Exposition of the bodily powers (LiirJi ^-U ,j),

on fol. 39"-, in five babs. '-'

5. Health and disease of the body (^^j-iLi-LLi. .:>

on fol. 43'', in five babs.

6. The pulse {^^a^ .i), on fol. 47'', in twenty babs.

7. Breathing (^jjj ^j j-^O' o*^ '^^^- ^'°' "' "^ ^^''•

8. The urine (s,-..^ ,jjl), on fol. 61'', in twenty babs.

9. Symptoms of health and disease, as contained in

the sediment (jl jL_-j j e«.w..v ;.i JU. ^^^Lj!, ^Jol

Jjj JU^l), on fol. 73\ in seven babs.

10. Sweat {^JJS. J]^l ^ : =>l;..'.. ji), on fol. 75'', in

five babs.

11. Spitting (tiAJj Jl^l^j), on fol. 761", in five babs.

12. The diagnosis (^j sX^JLa-l i^U—1 ^j-:.<\.:i. jSJ\

Jl Xi\ JiJX) j,j;-. ^jj), on fol. 77b in sixteen babs.

13. Birth and death {^^iy> ^ ^J:^j Jlj.a-1 j ^JU-I ji),

on fol. 85", in six babs.

14. The arguments drawn from the known and
visible state of a jjatient (wjj^l i^jOj ^y), on fol. 88»,

in three juz' (three, four, and six babs respectively).

15. The crisis (^^l^'. jjJl),"on fol. 102b, in eight babs.

The^r«< volume ends on fol. 1 1
4".

The second jJU (^jj jJl».) contains the following

three .LujT

1. Preservation of health (is^Jl j^^^ ^.JJ ,j), on
fol. 1 148', in sixteen babs.

2. The simple medicaments (j sj^j.* JjjjI ^JJ^JLJ .jjl

Jl eb yk), on fol. 137a, in three bakhsh : (a) nutritious

diug8(^yllft 'Uj^bjjJl); (6) animal drugs ('Uj^lj^jol

IND. OFF.

^\y^; (c) vegetable and mineral drugs ('Ujjljjjjl

3. Or, as it is called here, the eighteenth (from the

beginning of the whole i_;ii^-)> compound medicamentH

(^^jUI^ iJ^l), on fol. I7I^ in twenty babs.

The second volume ends on fol. 213'', and is dated

the 15th of Sha'ban, a.h. 1139 (eighth year of Mji-

hammadshah's reign)=A.D. 1727, April 7, at Shahja-

hanabad.

On fol. 214'' begins the second part or ^yi

(sometimes styled j.^-^— cjJLL.), which deals with tlie

special diseases of all the various parts of the human

body. It is divided into the following twenty-six .biJ:

1. Diseases of the head [j^ 'V^\^.-> jJ^')> "u

fol. 214^', in six juz' (four, seven, five, four, eight, and

eight babs respectively).

2. Diseases of the eye (*-ij>- 'L^j-U—J ,juil), on

fol. 249", in eight babs. ^
3. Diseases of the ear ( Jl ^Jl^jLi j ij:>j^ ^\y^\ .SJX),

on fol. 263*, in seven babs.^'

4. Bleeding of the nose, sneezing, rheum, etc. (.Jol

Jl JSj
J

i ». V» c ,L.-~J.
J (ci-j ^jyt- ;j.x*l), on fol. 268»,

in five babs.

5. Diseases of the teeth ('Lfrj.l ,.\ • j^Ijoj JL».1 ,Jlj1

ij\), on fol. 275*, in three ju;^' (seven, six, and seven

babs respectively).

6. Diseases of the windpipe and throat, quinsy, etc.

( Jl jUi J
j^U

J
t;.i-^ 'l4J,U^. ^\j^\ jXi\), oil

fol. 284'', in five bilbs.

7. Diseases of the breathing-organs ( 'l^j.U,..; .jJl

cJ-*j (••> LfU^I)' °" fo'- 288b, in seven babs.

8. Diseases of the heart (Jj Jl^l .Jol), on fol. 301*,

in six babs.

9. Diseases of the stomach and oesophagus (JLa.! ,jJl

[jjj» J tXaut), on fol. 305'', in twenty-two babs

10. Diseases of the liver (Ljj.L,^ i J^ J'

Jl j^iLc j), on fol. 323a, in eight babs.

11. Diseases of the spleen (jsLl« 'l4J,l«-o ,jjl), on
fol. 331'', in three babs.

12. Consequences^of liver and spleen diseases (.xil

Jl ^j-t^ jj-tr" J y^^ (4;U-^J jl iS LjjjU-o), on fol.

333'', in two juz' (two and five babs respectively).

13. Dysentery, diarrhoea, etc.
(
^i-" J JLi.-.! clyl .jjl

Jl rt^ j), on fol. 339*, in eight babs.

14. Diseases of the posteriors (jotiL.* 'L^JjU-J .JjI),

on fol. 347**, in five babs.

15. Worms in the bowels (nJ v«3^. j i.y- ^J^p,Jal

juO jJjj jjj. jjjl), on fol. 351'', in two babs.

16. Pains in the belly and the navel (. ^Xi i.i .si\

i—jLi ^jXi^cH), on fol. 353^ in three babs.

1 7. Diseases of the kidney and bladder
(
JWl jXi\

u' tiW^U-J J ijb-.
J «J;-5li on fol. 357*, in sixteen

babs.

18. Special diseases of men {fjoy^aj^ ^S L4J1.U-J. ,Jol

J^if*J e*-<l), on fol. 366", in eight babs.

4 L

I^JJI
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1 9. Special diseases ofwomen (jjaj-oi* iS\^J.^^.ji^\

^jlijj o>—1), on fol. 371", in six babs.

20. Pains in the back and the hypochondrium, hump

on the back, etc. ( Jl tJJ'* j »^-^v^4J j v::*-ij j,^ j-^^)'

on fol. 378b, in six babs.

21. Fevers (0L.C0. ^Xil), on fol. 383^ in fourteen

l)abs.

22. Tumours, wounds, and ulcers (j I4-.LJ ^AJl

UfjLj . l^.?.!.), on fol. 395'', in twelve babs.

23. Special wounds ((jij I ^^jj:ij-. j L^-iJ, cl^l ^xil

L4^1r»- }), on fol. 403'^, in six babs.

24. Preservation of the external parts of the body

(t^b \3j^ 3I ^jA\ii l^ySi J J-^Jj^)^ ^^ fol- 407".

in three babs.

25. Poisons and antidotes (U^ _.iLcjj),on fol.4ioa,

in seven babs.

26. Bodily injuries, dislocations of limbs, etc. (^JJl

Jl (^jlj,
J kSj^, read t^jlj _,.> j (.j^^xil, i.e.^J sJii—

t5jlj .J
J L?;^. comp. No. 2302, 13 below), on fol. 416'',

in four babs.

This part is dated the 17th of Shawwal, a.h. 1140

(ninth year of Muhammadshah's reign) = A. d. 1728,

May 27.

A full index on £F. 1-8. »

Beginning of the whole work, on fol. g** : ,Jlc o-Ujj

Jlc ^lll)j syuUlj j^bcJl C'j ^ J-^^j sJ^j *il'

^ In the preface, on fol. io», 1. 8, the author mentions

another work of his, written before the \ji>\jSi\, viz. a

^-oi-i* or shorter manual of medicine, styled ^j^ , i. e.

^^c Jls. (composed a.h. 506-507 = a. d. 1113, see

Kieu ii. p. 475'').

Xo. 1778, ff. 418,11. 19 ; large and distinct Nasta'Uk J collated;

occasional marginal glosses ; size, 1
2 1 in. by 8

J^
in.

2287

A defective copy of the same.

This copy contains

:

(a) On ff. is-soa a portion of the J^l ^JJsr'., viz.

from the middle of the preface down to the end of the

ninth bab of the sixth Guftar of the first volume or

jJia. (called here \.Jdy). The first words of the preface,

. . . . y-ls*
J ji=^^ J U^^* J (X»^- cjj-^' correspond

to fol. 10'', 1. 8 in the preceding copy; it goes down to

fol. lob, 1. 8 there, and is followed, on ff. ii>, 11. 13 to 8'',

I. 5 ab infra, by the same complete index, which is

found in the preceding copy, ou if. ili-Sb. The end

of the ninth bab of the sixth GuftSr, with which this

portion breaks off, corresponds to fol. 57", 1. 4 ab infra

in the preceding copy. There are accordingly wanting

here the first part of the preface, the remainder of the

first jiia. from the tenth bab of the sixth Guftar down
to the end, and the whole second juLej. . Ff. 5o'J-54''

are left blank.

(6) On £f. 54''-232^ the whole ^jj sj^-, in twenty-

six Guftars, is found, viz. : 1. on fol. 54''; 2. on fol. 84''

;

3. on fol. <)(i^ ; 4. on fol. loi", here styled ,aJI

jjL-o i^Ljj.U-jj ; 5. on fol. 106'', ,jLaj j ^-J J'>»-' i>iJ'

U^ (^UJ;U-h j u'jj.> j e^^) J ; 6. on fol, 114''; 7. on

fol. 118*, here wrongly styled ^ - o.a v:jJLL4; 8. on

fol. 128'^, here wrongly styled ^,-i-i. ^.:^ instead of

j.:..,tjt .biX; 9. on fol. 132''; 10. on fol. 148*; 11. ou

fol. iSS**; 12. on fol. 157'' in two kisms (instead of

juz' as in the preceding copy) ; 13. on fol. 162''; 14. ou

fol. legb; 15. on fol. 173"; 16. on fol. 175*; 17. on

fol. 177b; 18. on fol. \%^; 19. on fol. 189'^; 20. on

fol. 196'^, here subdivided into seven babs (against six

in the preceding copy) ; 21. on fol. 201*, L4-0 sj^l jJ'-Jl;

22. on fol. 2 1 lb; 23. on fol. 219a; 24. on fol. 222'';

25. on fol. 225b; 26. on fol. 230^

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2228, ff. 232, 11. 21 ; Nasta'llk ; many pages greatly

injured, but most of the damaged passages are carefully mended
and restored by a later hand, except on fol. I»; size, 11^ in.

by 6 1 in.

2288

Kitab-i-tibb (JLL cjl^).

A compendium of medical science, compiled according

to the preface, which begins : >—» . :,.n :i ij^ i^\jS

Jl |»-Xa., by Yusuf Shihabi for Sultan Bahramshah,

who ascended the throne of Ghazna a.h. 512 (a. d.

1118) and died a.h. 547 (a. D. 1152; the epithet

,\ .-^^ in the above text must necessarily belong to

^^LkJL., as no Ahmad Bahramshah exists), chiefly on

the basis of the ancient Greeks. It consists of two
sections, not separated from one another, the first com-

prising twenty-eight fasls, the second thirteen ; the

former deals with general anatomical, physiological, and

medical matters, the latter with the different kinds of

fever (i_<Ji) exclusively. The first fasl of the first section

begins on fol. 2I', that of the second on fol. 61*.

Dated a.h. 1019, the 2gth of Safar (a. D. 1610,

May 23).

No. 1336, ff. 154, 11. 15 ; clear Nasta'llk ; the first three pages

supplied later in a very rude handwriting ; size, 9|in. by 5I in.

2289
Ikhtiyarat-i-badi'i ((j«JJj i:uljU:iJ>-l).

The original edition of the Matei-ia Medica by 'Ali

bin al-Husain al-Ansart, commonly called Haji Zain-

aldin 'Attar, who was bom a.h, 730 (a. d. 1330) and

died A.H. 806 (a. D. 1403, 1404). He compiled tiiis

work A.H, 770 (a. D. 1368, 1369) on the basis of his

own previous composition, the ^^'^'^ —Lii-. (completed

three j-ears before, viz. a.h. 767, 14th of Dhu-alka'dah

= A. D. 1366, July 23, see the only two copies extant

in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1579 and 1580), by omitting

entirely the second of the three risalas, into which the

Miftah was divided, but increasing the twelve babs of
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the tliird to sixteen, and stylinj; the two divisions left

the Jirst and tlie secoiul makAlah respectively. Other

copies of tlie same uyKl*ii-l are described in Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 1581-1584 ; Kieu ii. p. 469; E. G. Browne,
Cambridge Cat., p. 212 ; Cat. Codd. Or. lAipd. Bat. ii.

pp. 277 and 278 ; De Jonp, Cat. Codd. Or. Bibl. Acad,
liegiae, p. 227 ; and A. F. Mehren, p. 13 ; comp. also

K. Selif^maun, Uebcr drei seltene Persische Hand-
schriften, p. 24 ; and H. Khalfa i. p. 197, No. 266.

Contents :

A complete index of the first maMlah, giving the
Arabic equivalents for all the Persian technical terms
of simple drugs, on fol. i^.

Beginning of the work itself, on fol. 14b
: ju«j». .»lju.l

i\XJ>\JJ\

First maMlah. on simple drugs, in alphabetical order,

beginning with the letter 1, on fol. 17*.

&con(/mrti(JZaA,on compound medicaments, beginning
on fol. 32 6l>

: c*— 1 ^.ji eJU.. ^jA s^ljj .... ill ^.
J! cyLp^ ji i^J-> i^ljW:^' v'^jl ; this makalah,

as stated above, contains sixteen babs, the first of

which (cuUk^l ^) begins on fol. 329''.

Tliis copy, the oldest extant, was made A. h. 805
(a. D. 1402, 1403), by Husain bin 'Ali bin Husain bin
'All bin Muhan)mad bin Hasan bin .Mahniud bin Ahmad
bin Fadl-allah bin Mas'ud bin Kutb-alauliya Abu Mu-
hammad "Alxlallah Ansari, a descendant of the great
sufic Shaikh 'Abdallah Ansari, who died A. h. 481 (a. d.

1088), see above, Nos. 1778-1780, and evidently the

ECU of the author himself.

No. 8499, olim 9. J. 8, fF. 359, 11. 19; Ririall Naskhl, mixed
with Shikasta, often without any diacritical points ; many payes
slightly injured ; size, Sf in. by 5 in.

2290
Another copy of the same.
Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Dated a. h. 873 (a. d. 1468, 1469).
First maMlah, on fol. 3*; second, on fol. 462''; on

the last two leaves there are some glosses added

No. 8S0, ff. Jj6, 11. 14 ; Naskhl, by two hands, the second of
which begins on iol. 392* ; size, 9' in. by 6|iu.

2291
The same.

Beginning on fol. 12'' as usual; ff. i^-iibare filled

with a complete alphabetical index of the simple drugs
of ih& first maMlah, identical with that in No. 2289

above, and beginning : S i^\::S ^jj\ >_6JL« t ;< 1 ,
• ^

The names of the drugs are likewise given both in

Arabic and Persian.

First maMlah, on fol. 14'*, dated the 27 th of Dhu-

alhijjah, A. h. 10 12 (a. d. 1604, May 27); second, on
fol. 254'', dated the last of the same moutii (May 29).

Ff. 1-3 2a and 255'>-2 72a are damaged either in the

middle or at the corners of eveiy page.

No. 798, ff. 272, 11. 25 ; small Nasta'Ilk ; size, 9|in. by Gin.

The same.

Beginning: ^

J
Iir ,.

.;
(read

2292

JJ JiLxJlj ^^lUJl >j ill xji

iii-Il eJLLl^ bjubl.^

First maMlah (without a special heading), on fol. 3",

beginning with the i_iJill i_>b'; second, on fol. 290''.

Dated by Darwish Muhammad, the 22nd of Eabi'-
alawwal, a. h. 1090 (a.d. 1679, May 3), at Aurangiibad.
The copy is injured by large cuts, by worms and other-

wise, but in the majoiity of cases these damages have
been carefully repaired, phrases, that had become
illegible, being supplied on the margin. Towards the
end some parts at the top of leaves are torn away, uo
reparation being made in this case.

No. 2900, ff. 338, 11. 19 ; large Nasto'Uk; size, I2| in. by yjin.

2293
The same.

An index of thefirst maMlah on ff. 1-25 ; the work
itself begins on fol. 26^; J| jlj^l . ic ^. > ,^ jlj.^1.

First maMlah, on fol. 29", dated on fol. 4691', by
Mir Muhammad Nawaz, the night of the 19th of Dhu-
alhijjah, in the first year of Ahniadshah's reign (=a. h.
1 161, A. D. 1748, Dec. 10) ; second, on fol. 470", styled

here by a confusiffn with the j^'Uii ^Li^ (see No. 2289

above, and comp. also No. 2295, 8 below), the second

risdlah {;S^ ^\jil ^l-iiUjl c*-l ^^i ill^j ^\ jJoljo

J;J
|•-^*i^= y")j but that it is in fact the second

maMlah of the (_y«-JXJ iiyl^Uii.! , and not the third

risdlah (as it ought to have been styled) of the older
work, is evident from its contents ; there are the usual
sixteen babs, and not merely the twelve of the -Ui..

;

moreover, on fol. 276'', 1. 10, the proper title, and on
fol. 27", 1. 8, the proper date of composition, viz. A. h.

770, appear. This second makalah is not dated.

Numerous marginal and interlinear glosses; slight

injuries here and there. Haileybury MS.

No. 8365, ff. 535, 11. 16-17 ; unequal Nasta'l!^, on paper of
various colours ; size, 8| in. by 5^ in.

2294
Another copy of the first maMlah of the same work.

Beginning as usual. No date. The copy is much'
spoiled by worms and written rather carelessly and
unequally. College of-Fort William, 1825.

No._ 2242, ff. 502, 11. 15; Nasta'Ilk, n-ixed with Shikasta,
by various hands; size, lojin. by 5 J in.

4 L 2
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2295

Kitab dar 'ilm-i-|ibb {sZJo |J^ j-s M^)-
A collection of shorter and longer treatises on medical

science and the Materia Medica, comprising the follow-

ing little books :

1. An anonymous treatise on headache, etc., be-

ginning, on fol. lb : ^iLUlj i^Llllj j^UJl C-j 'Ul J^
clj-e cljJLll j_j» JjO

J ^j K ». ->l tS\
J

xUst* iij-^ ^J^

2. Another anonymous treatise on gout, etc., be-

gimiiug, on fol. 69* : j sJLiiJ UIaa ^;^ j_^ «ijl J-»-il

-n '^Uji.

3. A short tract on finding out the degree of heat

and cold, moisture and dryness
{'^J^j-

Ij

e*-y^ J
'.:l^j2bj j w^jJjyJ j), on fol. 79'

4. An essay, styled Dar tadb'ir-i-habala u maulud

(jAw.j JL.».^-->jiJ'j.i), 'how to treat pregnant women

iind a new-born child,' on fol. 80", beginning : jiCilju)

5. An essay as continuation to the preceding one,

.styled Fasl fi mudawat amradi-alatfal {f\^\x* ^J*
J-<»i

JliL^l (_;iL.«l), ' on the medical treatment of children's

diseases,' on fol. 82''. This little essay is written in

Arabic.

6. A short tract by Abubakr Muhammad bin

Zakariyya almutatabbib, on fol. 85*, also in Arabic.

7. A short tract on laxatives (JLj^l^), on fol. 90*.

8. The second makAlah of the Ikhtiyarat-i-badi'l

(^oJj euKL^ii-l), see No. 2289 sq. above, wrongly

^ij j^ J^ y " ml jj

fctyled the third ris&lah of the ^^'pl ^ '-::-«-•) Bee a

similar confusion between the two works in No. 2293

above, on fol. 91*, beginning : >.« 1 LIl ill j. U

.i iiS Si iS j-jUj* ^\zJlm jl (^j.^— tlLo, ^^1 ii.Xj1jj

Jl i^Lii . The sixteen babs are headed as follows

:

(i) v:i.U;j;!iAl ^, on fol. 91a;
(2) ^

fol. 96'", last line
; (3) ejLi,lj-il ^

(4) c:>5Ub^il\ j^, on fol. 1 1 8a; (5) ci^ll^l ^y, on

fol. 119b
; (6) j.>^ill ^, on fol. 122*; (7) ejU^jJJl ^,

on fol. 127''; (8) ^\j^JilA\ ^, on foL 128b;
(9) j,

^JJ_^il, on fol. 131a;
(10) (_^yill ^y, on fol. 135b;

(11) cyUjyljill ^, on fol. 143a; (12) i.;yUL^l ^,

».LjtJ.l |J, on

on fol. I III"

;

fol 144''; (13) not marked; (14) oU^jJUl ^,

on

on

fol. 146''; (15) ^yUiill J. on fol. 147a;
(16) J

i:yL»Af\l, on fol. 148*. Dated A. h. 1092 (a. d. 1681).

9 and 10. Two anonymous tracts on medical science,

on ff. 149a and 152*:
^J^^:=r i^. u-^-*^^ (iir^>

' ^°^

to drink china-root/ and ,V-^? v«-^ ;>^

' on the origin of china-root,' the latter of which is in-

complete at the end and severely damaged on the last

three pages.

No. 620, ff. 157, n. 15-17; Naskhi; size, gin. by 6g in.

2296

Two works on medicine.

1. Tashrih-bi-altaswir(pj-a!^b ^j^Aj), better known

as ij.ya.Xjt ^-iJ, a treatise on the anatomy of the

human body, with illustrations, by Mansur bin Mu-
hammad bin Ahmad bin Yusuf bin Fakih Ilyas, dedi-

cated to Amiizada Pir Muhammad Bahadurkhan (see

fol. lb), who may either be Mirza Pir Muhammad,
Timur's grandson, who was murdered A. h. 809 (a. d.

1407), or Mirza Pir Muhammad bin 'Umar Shaikh,

another of Timur's grandsons, who reigned over Fars

A. H. 796-812 (a. D. 1 394-1 409), see Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1586 and 2419; Eieu ii. pp. 467b and 468a. Litho-

graphed at Delhi, A. h. 1264. It comprises a mukad-

dimuh, \ ^cl i_i.j;jtjjj (the various organs of the body),

on fol. 2* ; five makdlas, viz. : I. j,Ufl-xJl ^ (bones),

on fol. 3" ; II. k_*-ajtJl ^ (nerves), on fol. 5a
; III. ^

eu^LijJI (muscles), on fol. 6^; IV. iijyi^ ^J
(veins), ou

fol. 7'' ; V. ^..^>\jlS\ jj (arteries), on fol. 9" ; and a

kliAtimah, i-SjW 'Licill^i ^y (complex organs), on

fol. 9b. Beginning:

U~j1 c^jJl^ .i iS

u- i^'

i
The author is the same who wrote the better known

sjXaUff* tjUi (see the immediately following copies).

Full-sizeil anatomical illustrations are found between

tf. 2 and 3. 8 and 9, 9 and 10, 11 and 12. Dated the

14th of Sha'ban, a.h. 1083 (a. d. 1672, Dec. 5), by

Muhammad Akmal bin Kamal-aldin Afdal. Collated

A. H. 1089 (a. d. 1678).

2. Takwim-alabdan bimudawat-alanirad(jjljjill »>j-ftj

^^\jj>y\ iUjt^j), a kind of medical calendar, by Yahya

bin 'isa bin 'All bin Jazzar (jlja. ?), on ff. 14-61, be-

ginning: |j.v t
'% jSJ (^JJI

J ijj^^ (Jf-^ ij'xi\ ii X»iJ

Jl JlH, • Lr«>*' i-
Dieted the 23rd of Safar, A.H.

1088 (a. D. 1677, April 27), by Kamal Akmal bin

Kamal Afdal bin Kamal Muhammad alwa'iz. Like-

wise collated.

No. 1379, ff. 61, 11. 30 and more; N.ieta'llk, mixed with

Shikaata ; smaller portions in Naskhi ; size, 16 in. by 9I in.

2297

Kifaya-i-mujahidiyyah (tjjuils* ^^-")-

A work on the whole medical science, compiled by

the same Mansur bin Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Yusuf

bin Fakih (or as he is called here, Fakih-alnas) Ilyas

(see fol. 3a,
1. 4), who wrote the jj.j .n : * ^r-^ (see the

preceding copy), and divided into two fanns, the first

comprising theoretical and practical medicine, the

second the description of simple and compound medi-

caments. It is dedicated to Sul^au Zain-al'abidiu of
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Kashmir (a. it. 826-877 = a.d. 1423-1472), not to

'Ala-aldiii Muhammad Kliilji, as Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd.

Batav. iii. p. 276 asserts, comp. p.
3I',

1. 7 ; Bodleian

Cut, No. 1587 ; and Rieu ii. p. 470. It is sometimes

styled fj.ya.:^ »J.^ (as on the fly-leaf of this copy, and

on fol. 1" in tlie following copy, also in the lithographed

edition, Lucknow, a. h. 1290).

The first fann is subdivided into two sections (|«-«-»),

(Jjiaj ylS ji J5I |.
—»•

The first ^^i (on theoretical medicine) contains a

mukaddimah (on fol. 7") and four chapters (»JUL») viz. :

1. c*.sr^ iJjL« v_>Lf_l ,0 (substantial elements of

health), on fol. 8^ in four babs.

\ ji (apparent elements of

health), on fol. 19b in two babs.

3. vi*i* (J^^ LjLf-ul .J (efBcient elements of health),

on fol. 23"^, in a mukaddimah and two bilbs.

4. cyL.^
J l/''/^' i JW' j^ (conditions, accidents,

and symptoms of the body), on fol. 35^, in two babs.

The second ~J (on practical medicine) contains five

chapters (5JLs_4), viz.

:

1.
ijj ^iLc

J oJr* ioAa.
J
J (preservation of health

and general treatment), on fol. 49", in two babs.

2. ijl —Ui
J

jj-i. [joXs- ILo-cl u (c^l/^' )> (diseases

of the various limbs or organs of the body, i.e. local

diseases, and their treatment), on fid. 68'' in twenty babs.

3. ci;U-^». jj (fevers), on fol. 164", in three babs.

4. jj^ ciLijLa. \. ^jX^ j-ftLk o i_fiU-«l ,J (external

diseases of the body), on fol. 178", in seven babs,

^i
J

Jjb^,-*} i^ Ji\y^ J cLiUl v-*i /^J'
^jl j^ (animal poisons and their antidotes), on fol. 197^,

in four babs.

The second fann is subdivided into two chapters

(Jli.):

1. sjjilj sj^fi* o.jl ijajLiSi.i (simple drugs and

aliments), on fol. 210*, in seven babs.

^y »_jjj| ,j (compound

medicaments and their ingredients), on fol. 220*, in

twenty babs.

Beginning: oJili ^j O I ^U>.^ ,_^L— j^,^ll

^jl—il ^|jk ^j jl jjl—a.1
J ^ ii

||
i^Lijlj^ ^_^LJLJ

Worm-eaten throughout ; the last leaf damaged
besides.

Dated the 7th of Rajab, A. h. 1176 (fourth year of

Shah 'Alara's reign) = A. d. 1763, Jan. 22, by Shihab-

aldin, living in Gauharpur. The first owner was
Munshi Muhammad. The copy belonged afterwards

to Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2368, ff. j6i, U. 17 ; N.ista'llk; size, 8| in. by jf in.

2298
Another copy of the same.

Beginning : v:>iii». .j sJ I. 15"^^ r* u-'-r-' j j^^
(jUj JL)L>iiy.> m\ C««Xv (JJ^.) CJV^\J

Author's name, on fol. 2** : Mansur bin Muhammad
bin Ahmad bin Yusuf bin Ilyas.

First fann, in two ^--Ji ; kism I, in a mukaddimah
(on fol. 4'') and four makalus, on fl". 5*", 13a, 15*, and

23"; kism II, in five makalas, on ff. 31'', 44'', 121",

131'', and 146".

Second fcmn, in two makalas, on ff. 155* and 162''.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

Ko. 2230, ff. 194, 11. 15 ; Naata'Uk on ff. 1-135*, Shikasta on
ff- '35''-ii/4i 8'^". i2ii"- by 7J in.

2299

A slightly incomplete copy of the same.

This copy, which, although undated, is considerably

older than the two preceding ones, Ijas two lacunas,

one of two leaves after fol. 3 (corresponding to fol. 4b,

1. 7—fol. 7a, 1. 9 in No. 2297 above), and another of one

leaf after fol. 150 (corresi)onding to fol. 188*, first line-

fol. 189", 1. 5 in the same copy).

Beginning

:

1,

First fann : kism I, in a mukaddimah (the heading

of which is miss-ing owing to the first lacuna) and four

makalas, on ff'. 4*', 13'', 16", and 25*; kism II, in five

makalas, on ff. 35'', 50*, 131*, 143", and 158* (the last

headed here

;

^1 ^j j>^; :,LiV'r^ 0)^j>A^y)-
Second fann, in two makalas, on ff'. 169" and 177''

(the latter headed : JT \-^Ji loXo-Pj vSyt LjjjI .j).

Seals and notes of former owners on fol. i", from
A. H. ii65=A. D. 1752 ('Abd-alwahhabkhaii Bahadur;,

and A. H. ii68= A.D. 1754, 1755 (Damad Muhammad
Husain).

No. 1206, ff. 211,11. 17; siriall, but very clear Nasta'llk

;

illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

2300
Another defective copy of the same.

This copy opens abruptly with the last words of the

preface and the first words of the Jihrist or index, on
fol. 2* (fol. I must be placed after fol. 3), corresponding

to fol. 4", last line, and fol. 4*^, first line, in No. 2297.
First fann: kism I, in a mukaddimah (missing here

on account of a lacuna after fol. i) and four makalas
(the first of which is lacking the first three babs ou
account of the same lacuna, comprising ff'. 78-10'' iu

No. 2297), on ff. 13'' (second), 16* (third), and 27*

(fourth) ; kism II, in five makalas, on ff. 38*, 56'', 145'',

158'', and 175«.
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Second fann, in two makalas, on £f. 187" and 197".

In tlie middle of tlie twentieth or last bab of the second

nuilu'ihih tliis copy breaks off.

No. 801, ff. 228, 11. 19 ; very careless and inelegant Nastallk
;

the tir«t three leaves in another handwriting, U. 15 ; size, 8f in.

by 6f in.

2301

A still more defective copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

First farm : kism I, in a mukaddimah (on fol. 3I',

last line) and four makalas, on ff. 4^^, 1 3" (here headed

by mistake c:< v^ '^j}j^ i_jLj— 1 ^j instead of i_>L—1 ^j

Oiii^ Jj;^), I5^ and 23a; kisra II, in five makalas,

on ff. 33", 46a, ii8^ 127a, and 140*. In the Jirst hdb

of the fifth viakdlah the copy breaks off on fol. I43*>,

1. 5, and continues immediately (in the same line, by

some gross oversight, caused no doubt by some similar

words) in the second hdb of the second makAlah of the

second fann, so that there are missing : part of the first

Mb and the remaining three babs of the fifth makdlah

of the second kism of the _^rs< fann; the whole _;?r«<

makdlah of the second fann, the first bdb of the second

makdlah, and a few lines of the second bdb of the same

(= 39i pages of No. 2297, from fol. 202!', 1. 5 ab infra,

to fol. 2 2 2*, 1. 4). The iJJjkU^ iAJtS ends on fol. i66b,

and is written by several persons, viz. : 'All Eida, his

brothers Ghulam Husain and Zain-al'abidin, and some

other friends and relatives. A date is not given.

The remainder of the MS. (ff. 167-282, of which

fl'. 171-177, 220-223, and 275-278 are left entirely

blank) contains several fragments of other medical

treatises, for instance, on fol. 167" tj^ ux^'^ di^/^'

etc.; on fol. 178* eJjA^ s-**^) etc.; on fol. 224* a

long tract on the different diseases and pains in the

various parts of the human body, beginning with head-

ache, etc. On fol. 279a a short mathnawi in Hindustani.

No. 1207, ff. 282, 11. 12-16 ; written by many different hands,

chiefly in various styles of very uncouth and often very incorrect

Shikasta ; size, S| in. by 5J in.

2302

Zubdat-i-kawanin-al'ilaj (^!^1 t>^]y ^•^J)-

A compendium of therapeutics, based on older

standard works and especially (as a comparison with

No. 2286 above shows) on the second ^^J^- of the

Aghrad-altibb, by Muhammad 'Ala-aldin (not biri "Ala-

aldin, as he is called on the margin of fol. 57a) bin

Hibat-allah Sabzwari, called Ghiyath-altabib (or almu-

tatiibbib, as here loc. cit.), see Rieu ii. pp. 477 and

478, where this treatise is styled i^\^\ (^U-Lx-. jj JL-j^

^jjj, and Bodleian Cat., No. 1588, where a little tract

on rheumatics (J-eli-. A-»j ^J »-!^,) is noticed. The

present work deals with the special diseases of all the

various parts of the human body and suggests the

necessary cures for each. According to fol. 57", 1. 3,

it was completed in Kabi' I, A. h. 871 (a. d. 1466, Oct.,

Nov.). . .

Beginning, on fol. i^: i^^L-JiH jiJ>. u'xi\ 41 JuJJ

Index on ff.' i''-2^,

fourteen babs

:

The book contains the following

1.

2.

^r** u^lr"

[•-~-^ L/'ir*

.J (head), on fol. 2^, in fifteen fasls.

i]^l ,j (eye), on fol. 7", in fifteen fa.sls.

This bab breaks off on fol. 7'' in the middle of the

fifth fasl ; owing to a lacuna between fol. 7 and fol. 8,

the remainder of the second bab and the beginning of

the third {^j^. j {J'jfi^\r'^ jJ , ear and nose, in nine

fasls) are missing.

4. (jJls. . ^JL4J o^U-"' j^ (mouth and throat), on

fol. 9**, in fifteen fasls.

5. ,_JlJi
J "'j } y

u^^r* j^

^}^ .Jj^\ sJutjj.. .

uiK-.l .i (chest, lungs, and

heart), on fol. 13'', in nine fasls.

6. j^.*-. Jj^ J 8 Jiju. ij^ir"' J^
(stomach, liver, and

spleen), on fol. ifih, in fifteen fasls.

7. jjtt., , lit. [^\j^\ ji (bowels and posteriors), on

fol. 23a, in twelve fasls.

8. t^L».i 'Li^lj jLfl^ J
5Jb-«

J 8j

(in the index J-Li 'La-cl) (kidney, bladder, peritoneum;

and organs of generation), on fol. 3ol>, in twelve fasls.

9. ijUjj o— I u'y-'^^ S.S ^]^1 y (special diseases

of women), on fol. 35", in six fasls.

10. J-aU-. % jA^ pWj^ j'^ (pains in the back and

joints), on fol. 37a, in three fasls.

11. J\^- L?Ujjj; J W:^ j=> (fevers and the days of

the crisis), on fol. 39% in nine fasls.

12. jj^ ^i).^U e*-yj.^Ui^j !^1 ^
jyi^. ) f*]j}'^ j^

(tumours, ulcers, and outward diseases of the skin),

on fol. 45", in eighteen fasls.

13. i^^li-^j- J iS^ J tS^'j j-> t-^"^^ i
^.j-^ji

o^^U-a. « ^/-J. <—9l;-l»l jL_i J
Llc\ (bodily injuries

and wounds of various description), on fol. solJ, in

six fasls.

14. ^^.Xj j
^jX-.-. j 5JU. jl ^Xil^j j;i_j.A

iA>>'*

bjj ^y^^ «jjj cL— J UjT^jJoj-f (protection against

reptiles and wild beasts, their stinging and biting, as

well as against poisons and the plague), ou fol. 54", in

six fasls. A fragment of the first five babs of this work

(without a title) is noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 10, No. 22.

No date. The copy is collated and annotated.

No. 2064, ff. 1-57", 11. 21; Nasta'llk; size, gjin. by s|in.

2303

Tuhfa-i-Khanl
{J\j>.

Jis^').

A general and comprehensive work on medicine,

compiled by Mahmud bin ^Muhammad "Abdallah bin

'Abdallah bin Mahmiid Nur-allah, who came a.h. 902

(A. D. 1496, 1497) to Shiraz and studied there medical

science under ISIaulana Jalal-almillat wa-aldin Muham-

mad, Mahmud Nur-allah, and others for three years.

Then he i)egan to compile this book, which he dedi-

cated to Sultan Said Bahadurkhan (identical, as it

seems, with Sultan Sa'idkhau, the grandson of Yuuus-

klian of the Caghatai line, who afterwards in A-H.
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920=A. D. 1514 became ruler of Kasliglinr and reigned

there till his death in A. ir. 939=A. d. 1532. 1533, see

Ivieu i. p. 165*), and divided into forwr bdbs and one

fad, viz.

:

cr* cHj' J^ J 1.5*^ (j*-^ u^ j^ Jj' ^^- (°"

theoretical and practical medicine in general).

(jl -. ')\ (^LlcL) j.i.:Li* Lr^lr*' uW-? )* (•i-> vU ("^

the diseases of the various organs of the body).

Bpecial diseases of men and women).

{jyojLi^ (jaLo^Li.1 nS j_«Lc oflr* u*-*^- J-*

j.ljj (jyas- ^jy^ (on general diseases),
r^^

,u

. ejUlw^a- (on some simple and compound

medicaments, the qualities of certain animals and the

injuries they can inflict).

The first bdb begins on fol. 2*' ; all the other headings

are wanting. On fol. i6i'J a second part of the work

begins, apparently with the fourth bab. The fad is

missing altogether. The copy is, according to fol. i",

11. 4 and 5: ^y^=* i-cLi*.!! J_JiJ^«ij>. :i\y^ ^\ ^V
41)1 jyi xt-e" ^, iii\ J^^ ^^. ijil X^ xtss' j^ , the

first rough sketch or 'brouillon' of the work by the

author himself, anil we may conjecture that some

unknown reasons prevented him from finishing his

task.

Beginning

:

Ff. 159-164 greatly injured by worms.

No. 1166, £F. 251, U. 13 ; Sliikasta; size, gjin. by sjin.

2304

J&mi'-alfawaid (jJUJJI >i-»^).

Prescriptions and remedies for all diseases of the

human body from the head downwards, beginning with

clju-ff or headache, by the physician Yusuf bin Mu-

hammad of Harat, with the takhallus Yusufl, the same

who, as muushi of the emperor Humayun (a. h. 937-
963=A.D. 1530-1556), compiled in a.h. 940 (a. d.

1533, 1534) the well-known work on epistolary art,

styled Lijill ajIjlJ (see Nos. 2057-2060 above). The

present treatise is a kind of commentary or rather

a supplement and amplification to a larger book by

the same author, the 4^1 ^\s, a versified hand-

book of therapeutics, see fol. 2", last line ; comp. Bodleian

Cat., No. 1591 ; llieu ii. p. 475, and iii. p. 1089"; and

see also Fleischer, Cat. Lips., p. 511 ; Kraift, p. 148;

Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iii. pp. 279 and 280
;

lUlanges Asiatiques v. p. 26 1 ; and H. Khalfa ii. p. 564.

The principal part of this treatise ends on fol. 97", and

as date of composition is given here a. h. 910 (sjj j..^ j
'

))

= A.D. 1504, 1505, whereas the Bodleian copy has a.h.

9I7=a.d. 1511, 1512 (both in the reign of Sultan

Babar, A. H. 899-937= A. d. 1494-1530). On ff. 97^-
102* a short appendix is given, styled sJoli.

Beginning : o^V* ^y^. w K (c«-s^ JjJl«* Ii x»»
Ji C*cU-fl J...li J.

Other medical works of Yueufi are enumerated in

Rieu, loc. cit.

No. 1375, ff. 102, 11. 12 ; Naata'Uk, by two different hands
(the first on ff. 1-40) ; size, 7 J in. by 4^ in.

2305
Ma'dan-alshifa-i-Sikaudarshaht ('Li—iJl ujj. « *

A standard work on medicine, compiled from Indian

sources, a.h. 918 (a. d. 1512, 1513), by Bhuwah bin

Khawasskhan (^^li^vi. ^ »jv4J.), wid dedicated to

Abu-almuzaffar Sikandarsliah bin Bahlulshah (who
reigned a.h. 894-923= A. D. 1489-1517), see Bodleian

Cat., No. 1592 ; Rieu ii. pp. 471 and 472; E.G.Browne,
Cambridge Cat., pp. 212 and 213; A. F. Mehren, p. i o.

No. XXI; Dietz, Analecta Medica, p. 1 7 1 ; and Dr. Haas
in Z. D. M. G., vol. 30, pp. 630-642, where some

extracts are published in text and German translation.

The work is commonly known as (^jjlx-o JI.J0.

It is divided into a mukaddimah (J^.k J^ (—bj^ju .j

JjU-. j i_j^ .) on fol. 6*' ; and three babs, viz.

:

1. rr^-t v:yL.!li-» ji (introduction to therapeutics).

yiy (Sutraon fol. 8^, styled in Sanskrit ^j

Sthan), in thirty-two fasls.

2. J( 'LicI -^j-i^
) ij'—Jl cjJili. ji (anatomy of

the human body), on fol. 72^, in Sanskrit, ^^, jijL^

(correctly ^^ - -I lajj.L.,, Sarirak Sthan), in nine fasls.

3. ^jl t^L^^ • ,^\j^\ ejL«iLc ijLo a (diagnosis

and cure of diseases), on fol. 93^, in Sanskrit, . ^jl.xJ

^jl4-:L-,l L..v\j». (Nidan u Cikitsa Sthan), in eighty-

seven fiisls.

Beginning, on ful. s^" : vi^^iCa:^- sj 1

J jb ;1 I, Ui
J ;••". .iL^^ibLa sJl^LS

KjljJ*
J-^ S-t^:

.JJb

Jl ,_5>^^ cyW* »^L. 'l^^l
J

jLs^.' (sjL.) tiUfc.

A complete index of the whole work is added by a
more modern hand on ff. i''—4*^, and by the same hand
are written the last three pages of the copy, which is

dated a.h. 1090 (a. d. 1679), in Lahur (in the reign

of 'Alaragir).

No. 871, ff. 382, 11. 25 ; Nasta'Uk; illuminated frontispiece on
foh j*"; size, loin, by 6 J in.

2306
Jliftah-alsuriir-i-'Adilshahi (^LJjLc jjy-Ul —lii..).

A book on se.Nual intercourse, the peculiarities and
properties of women, the various drugs and nourish-

ments to increase procreative power, etc., written for

Taj-aldaulah wa-alsaltanah wa-aldunya wa-ald_in Abu-
almujiihid 'Adilshah, that is no doubt Yusuf 'Adilshali

(who died a.h. 925=a. d. 1519), in or shortly after

A.H. 922 (a. D. 1516), see lol. 2'', 11. 6 and penult., and
fol. 3*', 11. penult, and ultima, bj- Mahmud Ayaz. It is

divided into a mukaddimah on fol. 4" ; three makalas
on ff. 9", 20*^, and 52^; and a khfttimah ou fol. 62".
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Beginning: J^^ ji-i- tSJJ' X^l :>jii\ aJ J-*^^

^1 piLUlj »jlUI_j ^^-^'l
^;;-»jJ j_si-

"' Dated the 8tli of Ramadan in the twentieth year (of?

perhaps Muhammadshah's reign, which would be A. h.

1151 =A. D. 1738, Deo. 20). An entry from i6th Dec,

1787, by a former owner, Robert Watherston.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2473, ff. 65, 11. 13 ; Nastallk ; size, 8 in. by 5I in.

2307
Dastur-al'ilaj (^^*->Jl jy^^)-

A very large and detailed work on therapeutics, com-

posed by Sultan 'All Tabib of Khurasan (see fol. i'',

1. 13), who began to write this work, after forty years

of medical studies and practice, A. h. 933 (a. d. 1,^26,

1527), in the leign of his master and patron, the Uzbeg

Sultan Abu-almansur Kiickunjikhan (who reigned in

Samarkand A. h. 916-936 = a. d. 1510-1530), at the

request of Abu-almuzaffar Mahmudshah Sultan whom
lie attended in a serious illness (see these details, on

fol. 70'', 1. 6 sq.). It was originally divided into two

makalas, to which, some years latei', the author added

an introduction or mukaddimah, in wliich the work was

dedicated to Abu-almansur Kuckunjikhan's son and

successor, the Uzbeg Sultan Abu Sa'id Bahadurkhan

(a.h. 936-939= a. d. 1.530-1533), see fol. 2», 1. 3 ab

infra. For further information see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1593; Rieu ii. p. 473; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

pp. 580 and 581 ; Cat. Cudd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iii. p. 277
(where the Uzbeg Sultan Abu Sa'id has been confounded

with Abu Sa'id Ilkhani, who reigned more than 200

years before, viz. a.h. 716-736 = a. d. 1316-133,5);
Paris Cat., p. 285, No. 153. Lithographed at Dihli,

without date.

Contents :

Mukaddimah, on lu'giene, the definition of medical

science, health and disease, etc. ( . o.s^ !ai». ^j[^, .J

Jl (j?jU-o. J J^j-i-^ JJyl J C^ != u^.)' Iwginniug,

on fol

^\
. I*> : |.-Xa. si ]j Jj>. J J!c {j\jJ>- UJ J X*^jJi\j^

LT-J j:>iU
'J iS*-!^J '^

.

. .

U-i>, and divided into sixteen babs, on ff. 2^;

S-'. .» . OKl4^ i8b, 22^, 31b, 34a, first line, 36", 42*, 42'', 48'^,

50*. 5I^ 5I^ 54^ 56», and 64b.

First mak&lah, on diseases of the various limbs and

organs of the body, i. e. local diseases (sJl-iir* |ji>l^l jj

^Jlxj^ .,>iiri), beginning, on fol. 7o« : jjijL—
^

(j-L-j

Jl J^l i^JJI ~i^ ^y. ts-^ S
\j i_s«^Jlc ^j.Jl^ , and

divided into twenty-five babs, on ff. 'ji\ 106"% 124I',

129^', last line, 133", 134*, 137% 138'^, 143*'', first line,

147b, 158I1, 162^ 163b, 177a, 182'', 185a, 19013, 20713,

212", 218", 226a, 236a, 249l>, 251", and 252".

Second makdlah, on general diseases ( r^ u^lr*^ i^

j-ixj
i;;^^"),

on fol. 264a,
1. 6, divided into eight babs,

onff. 264a, 292^,31 jb 320'', 324'', 326"% 3 2 9!), and 333".

Dated by Sayyid Khalil a.h. 1044, 2nd of Sha'ban

(a. d. 1635, Jan. 21).

No. 870, ff. 343, 11. 19-35; written irregularly in Nasta'llk;

worm-eaten here and there ; size, io| in. by 6 in.

2308
Another copy of the same.

This copy contains only the original part of the

work, i. e. the first and the second mak&lah, without

the later mukaddimah. Tlie date of composition, viz.

A.H. 933, appears here on fol. 2*, 1. ,5. Beginning the

same as on fob 70^ in the preceding copy.

First makdlah, on fol. 2"
; second, on fol. 198".

Dated the 26th of Rabi'-althani, a.h. 1123 (a. d.

1711, June 13), by Ghadanfar Husainkhan, commonly
palled Muhammad Hasan Saljuk.

No. 1517, ff. 276, II. 21 ; clear Nasta'llk ; illuminatetl frontis-

piece ; size, I2f in. by 7 in.

2309
An incomplete copy of the first makdlah of the

Dastur-al'ilaj.

Beginning as usual. The date of composition, A. h.

933) iippears here on fol. il>, 1. 13.

This copy breaks off in the third nau' of the twelfth

fasl of ball 22 (on the diseases of the womb) with the

words: ^ j ^J
« *-**! ^)^^ '^-'jy-^ uu^--oJ^-C

.... ^jlaJ , corresponding to fol. 245I', 11. 3 and 4, in

No. 2307 above. The twenty-second bah begins on

fol. 254".

No date. This copy belonged to Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2358, ff. 267, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by sjin.

2310

Tibb-i-Shifa'i
(
JUi Z.^).

A complete pharmacopoeia, arranged in alphabetical

order according to the first letter of the words, styled

in the following two copies respectively ^jjbUi ti~^

JLii |»<;5La. i_8 !Lj i_j3 i_)b ji and jlii ^jUlJ

(in Rieu simply j^jbKi), by Mnzaffar bin Muhammad
alhusaini alshifa'i, who was a native of Kashan and

died A.H. 963 (a. D. 1556), see A. Sprenger, Catal.,

p. 22, No. 236. Other copies of this work are noticed

in Bodleian Cat., No. 1594 ; Rieu ii. p. 474 ; J. Aumer,

p. 135 ; A. F. Mehren, p. 15 ; and De Jong, Cat. Codd.

Or. Acad. Reg., p. 232. Translated into Latin under

the title 'Pharmacupoeia Persica,' by Father Ange de

St. Joseph of Toulouse, Paris, 1681.

Beginning : ^Xs- sJlJUl. —jiLil, ^JjJl JIl s ^M

Numerous additions and amplifications on the margin.

Fracfments of medical and other treatises on the fly-

leaves and at the end, beginning with a few extracts

from the jjh.l tlL-i, , or treatise on weights and measures,

by Mir Muhammad Mu'min of Astarabad (a good Arabic

scholar and Persian poet, who was in Kashan A.H.

987 = a. D. 1579, see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 42,

No. 583).

No date.

No. 1208, ff. 2 '3, 11. 12; Nasta'llk; very plain frontispiece;

size, 8f in. by 5I in.
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2311

A sligbtly defective copy of the same.

Beginning on fol. 9'' as in the preceding copy.

Pf. ib-8'' are a repetition (in a different handwriting)

of ff. g**-! 6'', last line. The original copy breaks off in

the letter ^ on fol. 179b. Ff. 180-184, beginning

with the ijjUl i-Aj, , are added by other hands. The

title, Jl ^jbLS ti"^, given to the work here on

fol. 9», has been noticed in the preceding copy.

The present copy belonged formerly to Sir Charles

Wilkius.

No. 2367, fF. 184, 11. 12-15 '" large and clear Nasta'Uk on

ff. 9-179; 11. 15 in smaller Nasta'Uk on tf. 1-8; 11. 17-18 in

careless Nasta'Uk and 81iikaata on ff. 180-184; size, gjin.

bysiin.

2312

A more defective copy of the same.

Beginning as usual. It is styled on the fly-leaf

jiUi ^^jb]^, see No. 2310 above. This copy is

gi-eatly damaged both by worms and water, so that

many pages are entirely spoiled and rendered useless.

There is besides a large lacuna after fol. 45, comprising

seventeen leaves according to the Arabic paging. The

work ends on fol. 95*', and is dated A. h. 1119 (a. D.

1707, 1708), by Muhammad Nazar altabib. The re-

mainder of the copy, as well as the fly-leaf and fol. i",

is filled with smaller treatises on drugs, medical pre-

scriptions, etc., in different handwriting.

No. 1949, ff. 109, 11. 18 ; very careless Nasta'Uk ; size, 9^ in.

by 5 in.

sJLw,

2313

y^-» tJL^RisMa-i-cub-i-cini khwardan (^

A treatise on the china-root, identical with the

^.^jj» ^ DLk,, noticed in Bodleian Cat., No. 1597,

by Hakim 'Imad-aldin Mahmud bin Mas'iid bin

Mahmud Tabib of Shiraz, who flourished about the

close of the reign of Shah Tahmasp (died A. h. 984=
A. D. 1576),- see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1595 and 1596
(where three other treatises by the same author are

described, viz. one on poison and antidotes, one on

some compound medicaments, and one on tested cures),

and lUeu ii. p. 474". Other copies of the same treatise

are noticed in Kieu ii. p. 844b
; A. F. Mehren,

p.. 44; and Fleischer, Cat. Lips., p. 513; comp. also

H. Khalfa iii. p. 386.

Beginning \ JL. j1 JoO III All JlJJ

1 sJUL.
J

(supply^^-aii*)

No date.

No. 957, ff. 24, 11. 1 1 ; small, but clear Nasta'Uk ; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 7^ in. by 4J in.

IKD. OFF.

i

2314
Risala-i-yanbu' fi 'ilm-altibb (Jlc ^ Pj^>^

A large treatise on medical science, identical with

the manual of the same title described in Kieu ii.

p. 474^ No. I, and ascribed there to the same 'Imad-

aldin Mahnuid bin Mas'ud, who wrote the treatise on

the china-root, in the preceding copy. In our copy,

however, the author appears to be called Sharaf-aldin

Hasan.

It begins, without a preface, thus : C^j Hi X^
^^1 0^-<l '.-S^ ^oT iXi\Xi Jao Q . . . . j;;-*-lLiJl

I J : ijX^y« <Jii>U.

It is divided into nineteen fasls, the Jlrat of which

cwitains preliminary notices La J.** j 1*5^ ojlXa.^o

^jL—
fJ

(ji^ ,juLia.l J
jjT |,L-Jil

J
^lj-«

J tjJJ jl ^Jy
"ji l.iU.1 J ki;L.5U j), on fol. lb

; the following fifteen

[second, on fol. 5b etc.) treat of the diseases of special

parts of the body, beginning with the head (_^) ; the

seventeenth and eighteenth discuss tumours and fevers,

and the nineteenth gives a detailed statement of ali-

ments, drinks, simple and compound medicaments.

Many headings are left blank. Slarginal glosses and

additions on the first leaves.

No date.

No. 964, ff. 187, 11. 17 ; Nastalik ; size, yj in. by 4f in.

2315
Shifa-almarad {{^ji)^\ *la-l).

A treatise on medical science and practical cures in

mathnawi-baits, composed by Shihab-aldin bin 'Abd-

alkarim (see the full name in the following copies),

whose medical teacher was a physician of Kabul, named
Muhammad, sec fol. 89^ 1. 11. It is divided into 160

shoit babs, see fol. 3* 1. 6 (in No. 2317, 3 below 161 or

162 babs), and finished, according to the last bait, A. h.

990 (a. D. 1582).

Beginning

:

U^J^jJ/i -^-^J^- - uhj ^^ "^y j^ci-^.-:^-^

This copy is dated by Mir Najm-aldin alhusaini the

22nd of Shawwal, A. h. 1171 (a.d. 1758, June 29).

No. 951, ff. 91, 2 coU., eacli 11. 17 ; small, but distinct

Nasta'Uk; size, 7|in. by 4 in.

2316
Another copy of the same.

A very defective copy of the Shifa-almarad. All the

leaves of this MS. are mutilated at the bottom—that

is to say, worms have eaten away sometimes smaller,

sometimes larger portions of them ; not a single page

is intact.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Dated the 27th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 1165 (a.d.

1752, Nov. 5), at jyjb^ if^, by Ghulam Muhammad

bin Haklmkhan Yusuf.

No. 1828, ff. 83, 2 coll., each 11. 17 (at least in the original

form) ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 10 in. by si in. (in the intact form).

4 M
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2317
Medical treatises.

1. On fol. i'': an alphabetical vocabulary of simple

drugs, i^\iyi^ enLiJ ijV^, ,i J!A> fuS^LiiJ ; beginning,

without any preface, at once with the JliJill i-jb thus :

^1 J-l^ ir \Z]

'2. On ff. 4i''-43 : recipes for various diseases, etc.

It begins with an Jl »b eyp> jr^-

3. On fol. 45'' : the same ShifS-almarad, ij^l 'Lii

,

which is contained in the two preceding copies, by

Shihab-aldin bin 'Abd-alkarim (see the title on fol. 47I',

1. 3). It is here divided into 162 (according to the

index, on ff. 49'' sq., 161) babs and begins : ^^^.f^s^,^

Jl ^j\jj ».j.Li. dy ^.
The first and the third treatise are written by the

same scribe, Shaikli 'Iwad bin 'Umar bin Hazib ; the

latter is dated the 6th of Eabi'-althanl, a. h. i 133 (a. d.

1 72 1, Febr. 4).

4. On ff. 1 54'^-! 60 : some other recipes of various

kinds.

No. 1735, ff. 160, 11. 13; careless Nasta'Uk, mixed with
Shikasta ; ff. 41-43 and 154-160 written by various other hands;

size, 8 in. by 4j in.

2318

Dastur-alatibba (Ci>il| .yi^:^).

A compendium of medicine according to the Indian

system, by Muhammad Kasim Hindiishah of Astarabad,

commonly called Firishta, the author of the well-known

general history of India, ^».<-ikljjJ ^^JilSor iJLi^ i-^j^

(see above, Nos. 291-302), who died after A. h. 1033

(a. d. 1624). It is styled \1^'^\ jjs^i (see fol. 2^, 1. 12)

or Lc^-ls ejl,l.;^xi>.l (both titles denoting the same work),

comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 1601 ; Rieu, Supplement,

pp. 113 and 114 (see also Rieu i. p. 2 2 si", and iii.

P- 1055"); ^- Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 580; A. F.

Mehren, p. ii* ; and H. Khalfa iii. p. 225, No. 5059.

Beginning, on fol. i^ : ^X». y %S \jj\s^y.t xsiA ,x.r>

It is divided into a mukaddimali, three makalas, and

a khatimah, viz.

:

or according to the) ^j\ J u-J J^-ol jj

general index, on fol. 2<^ : L^l j ^JXi u^J,! ^pi ,j

ij^ ,),
' on the constituent parts of the bodj', its

humours,' etc., on fol. 2^, first line, in nine fa'idas.

according to the index :) aJut w^il ^j ,.> Jjl LllX«

iiyu, tjlcl
J

iijj.il J^l^" j^)>
' on simple drugs and

aliments,' on fol. 21*, in alphabetical order.

according to the index :) ei>LS^ ji j,jJ LlLi-o

t .
(^

' ^ tyLS^ ,j), 'on compoand medicaments,' on

fol. 73*, in fifteen babs.

according to the) i^^\ euliUt-s ji
f.j-;:--'

^-!l-»-«

index : JUj?-1 iJj/aJ JJ^ viyLi-L*.. ^j),
' on the treat-

ment of diseases,' on fol. 133*, in 160 fasls.

«_) , e*..—5 J
sL* cljjl (index ^r^) ^Jl-^> ji ii-.iUfc

(index jja^!«^ «_>, (!JL!L«-o) jjjX_j, 'on tastes and

savours (sweet, sour, bitter, etc.) and the classification

of land according to water,' on fol. 222*.

Written at the request of Munshi Muhammad Hayat,

and dated by Sliihab-aldin of Gauharpur (see No. 2297
above), in the month of Ramadan, A. h. 1174 (a. d.

1 761, April-May). A former owner of this copy was
Sir Charles Wilkins, who made occasionally some valu-

able remarks in pencil on the mai-gin. There is also an

English translation of the introductory words of the

book by the same on a loose sheet of paper.

On fol. I'' a tract on the china-root (sjj-» v-?^'

No. 2364, ff. 224, 11. 17 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8J in. by 5 J in.

2319
Another copy of the same.

Beginning : elUi->yl L« »^ A J/j'J^ >-« xs^- x^».

Jl. The title appears here on fol. i^, 1. 15.

^Mukaddimali, on fol. i^, last line; first makdlak, on

fol. io'>; second makdlah, on fol. 37''; third makdlah,

on fol. 58", lin. penult, (not marked by a special heading

here ; that of the fifteentli bab of the second makalah

is likewise missing) ; k/tdtimah, on fol. 95".

No date.

No. 1025, ff. 1-96, II. 25 ; Nasta'lik, ff. 23-26 supplied by
other hands; size, 9I in. by 5fin.

2320
The same.

Beginning : Jl *Xj>. yj aS \^\s^^ X^^

.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 2^ (headed here : c< "»<>..>

jjju) ^^15\l . Jy-ol) ; fi'rat makdlah, on fol. iS^; second

makdlah, on fol. 73''; third makdlah, on fol. 117'';

khdtimah, on fol. 196''.

No date.

No. 2063, ff. 198, 11. 13-20; Shikasta, written partly in

diagonal lines ; size, 9 in. by 6| in.

2321
A defective copy of the same.

This copy, rather incorrectly written, begins thus

:

Jl (»jLJLu.l L« S~^ y> iS \j (j\sJ>' j^ ij.i~»^.

Mukaddimali, on fol. 2% last line ; first makdlah, on

fol. 20*; second makdlah, on fol. 73*; third makdlah,

on fol. 115'' (instead of L_>b c>.»a j J-o there must be

read J.^ o^^a-i, j j-o, as the immediately following

index exhibits the correct number of 160 fasls). In

the 1 20th fasl of this makalah the copy breaks off

( = fol. 199*', 1. 6 in No. 2318 above), so that the last

forty fasls and the khatimah are missing.

No. 1862, ff. 164, 11. 14 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, gf in. by 6 J in.

2322

Another defective copy of the same.

A copy, well written, but incomplete, formed by

Nos. 1923 and 1935 together. It begins in No. 1923,
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fol. I", in tlie second fad of the second fd'idah of the

mukaddimah with the r^.t 1 ; first words :

^1 x^^^/i^ Jiiy «iU* .... correspond-

ing to fol. 9'', 1. 13, in No. 2318 above.

First makdlah iu No. 1923, ff. 28'>-55'^, and No. 1935,
ff. 183-267.

Second makdlah in No. 193S, ff. 268-407.

Third makdlah in No. 1935, ff. 1-183, breaking off

in the 146th fusl (= fol. 209^' in No. 2318 above).

KMtimah in No. 1923, fol. 64. Ff. 56-63 of 1923
belong to another work, apparently a commentary on

the Kunin, which by mistake has been bound together

with'this MS.
There are consequently missing in this copy the

preface and a considerable portion of the mukaddimah,
as well as the last fourteen fasls of the third makalah.

No. 1923, ff. 64; No. 1935, ff. 407, 11. 11 ; distinct and very
neat Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in. by 6f in.

d

2323

Another copy of thejlrst makdlah of the same work.

Beginning here : ^_g^^\^ cyl^L.xa.1 JlJ> j\ JJI DU-«

' ^'r i o^!>^ ^y j^'

It ti-eats of simple drugs and aliments in alphabetical

order. The last eleven leaves are greatly damaged,
whole parts of them being torn or cut away.

Dated by Ahmad bin Muhammad of Rai, the 6th of

Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1151 (a. d. 1738, June 24).

No. 1630, ff.49»-i30, 11. 15; very crude and careless Nasta'Uk

;

size, 8 J in. by 5J in.

2324

Two fragments of medical works.

1. Ff. 1^-741); t]\t&'Ame first makdlah of the uyKLjJkl

Ij or Ci^l . " ,.0 , beginning as in the preceding

copy. Dated the 21st of Eajab, a. h. i 153 (a. d. 1740,
Oct. 12).

2. Ff. 74l'-8o: the fourth and the fifth fasl of the

second hook of the sixth bakhsh of the Sihhat-alamrad

{^\fJi\ oi^) or the ' true state of diseases,' a medical

work not noticed as yet in any collection.

This fragment begins, on fol. 74'' : »5 e*—jT v;-, v-^

Jl cjj^jt* , and deals with general physiological and

anatomical matters. Other short medical pieces of a

similar kind on the fly-leaves.

No. 697, ff. 80, U. 15-16; careless Nasta'Uk and Shikasta;
size, 8f in. by 5I in.

2325

Alfaz-i-adwiyah (s.Jj.il UUJl).

A description of drugs, by Nur-aldin Muhammad
'Abdallah bin Hakim 'Ain-almulk of Shiraz, the well-

known editor of the private letters of his uncles Abu-
alfadl and Faidi (see above, Nos. 287 and 1479) and
author of several lushas (see No. 2066 above), as well

as of a treatise on the terminology of Sufis, styled

jjjyJI i_-JL« (see No. 1925, 15 above), composed a. }i.

1038 (a. D. 1628, 1629), according to the numerical

value of the title, and dedicated to the emperor Shah-
jahan (see fol. 127*', 1. 4, and II. 4 and 3 ab infra, and
fol. I28», lin. penult).

It is divided into a mukaddimah in four fa'idas, on
fol. 1 28'' ; a natljah or alphabetical dictionary of drugs,

on fol. 133*, arranged according to the first and second

letters of each word, the first constituting the *-JJi,

the second tlie ,j.<j^.>.jlj ; and a klidtimah on the six most

useful medicaments, hitherto rarely noticed (5Jj.s1 tjL-> iJ

1.1*—l^^-i«j LtjJi sJ.lj.:;-^ (_/j3 ..J j5 ahojlU .;*» J^-»),

on fol. 229".

Beginning : tjL« O >v ..!l.l) 4111 (ja^iH ?) Aj..! ill ja

^' ttUl ilj.i »JliJUjl (ji-Jj^sV.

The abbreviations used are (according to fol. 129",

1. 6 sq.) as follows : W=«..jlj (temperament) ; _= ey.L»

(heat); t_>= i.ijjjj (cold); ,=e«j»i5. (moisture)
; (^=

o>--j-;j (dryness) ; a... = JJuIjl* (temperate)
;
^j= eyis

(energy)
; jt = .Lzi* (selected, competent, free agent)

;

(ji = e*.?^ (draught)
; ^ja = Jua^ (sound, healthy,

corrective, antidote)
; J = Jjo (substitute), etc. The

terms are taken from the Greek, Arabic, Latin, Spanish

(ij-JjJl), Hebrew, Syriac, Berber, Turkish, Persian,

and Hindi (or Sanskrit) languages. Many marginal
glosses and additions in the first half of the copy.

Dated by iluhammadshah at Akbarnagar in the

mouth of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. i i 16 (the forty-ninth year

of 'Alamgir's reign) = A. D. 1705, April. The copy
belonged formerly to Sir Charles Wilkins.

Two other copies of this work are described in

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1603 and 1604 ; it has been litho-

graphed in Delhi and Madras, A. h. 1265. Another
medical work by the same is a dictionary of Arabic
and Persian technical terms in medicine, entitled

lltill i_^\ W..."4, and completed A. h. 1050 (a. d. 1640,
1 641), see \V. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 587 and 588.

No. 2368, ff. 125-240, U. 21 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8|in. by 4 J in.

2326
Another copy of the same.

Beginning, on fol. 21b
: Lb si Jl*-2J1 ill Xa.\ ill j*

Title, dedication, and date of completion on ff. 24",

1. 10, and 25", 11. n and 12.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 25*>; nattjah, on fol. 31'';

khdtimah, on fol. 158K

Dated the 9th of Kabl'-alawwal, a. h. 1171 (a. d.

1757, Nov. 21). Ff. 1-18 are filled by the same hand
with another medical treatiseinmathnawi-baits,entitled:

JUs Jlc .i 5-^jJajL« tlL-,, and beginning, on foL i" :

Jl ^ Jl^)^ c«-~-J[j jl »J jjL»iLcjl; ff. 19 and

20 are left blank.

No. 812, ff. 160, U. 13-18 ; Shikasta ; size, 8|in. by 6| in.

4 M 2
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2327
An incomplete copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 4a; nattjah, on fol. 8^, first line.

The khdtimah is missing here.

No date.

No. 1928, ff. no, U. 25 ; Nasta'llk, by two bands, the second

of which appears to begin on fol. 55' ; size, loj in. by (>\ in.

2328
Tuhfat-almu'minin [^j^^i^\ Uls^).

The famous work on the Materia Medica, compiled

on the basis of the Arabic book tJ^a. l-.» ; « W II *-»o ^ Li

,

also styled (^jljuij a.«U. (see H. Khalfa v. p. 353,

No. 11,278, and the Arabic Cat. of the Brit. Mus.,

p. 632), and many other Arabic and Indian medical

treatises, by Muhammad Mu'min Husaini, the son of

Mir Muhammad Zaman Tanakabuni (of Tanakabun in

the district of Amul, see Z. D. M. G., vol. 21, p. 242)

Dailanii, cliiefiy for the purpose of correcting the many
errors and inaccuracies in the j_jljJj ui>U . " 'vl (see

Nos. 2289-2294 above), under Shah Sulaiman Safawi

(a. H. 1077-1 105 = A. D. 1666-1694), to whom it is

dedicated. For fuller information see Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1605-1608; Rieu ii. p. 477 sq. ; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp. 584-587 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd.

Bat. iii. p. 280; J. Aumer, pp. 134 and 135;
A. F. Mehren, p. 13. The work is divided into two

parts, the first containing five tashkhisat, the second

the dasturat in three kisms, of which, however, the

third is wanting in all cojiies extant.

Contents

:

First part

:

Jl ijl j_»l t-iij i.:jjf-ii jJJ
J (_;!oLi>. . i^Lo (reason

of the different opinions of physicians respecting the

nature, peculiarities, and quantity of doses), on fol. 3''.

tjji-cl

i

»J^-i-o lOjjl yLi-o Si ji

s-jS^
J

sj^i-o (quantities of simple drugs, and of

simple and compound aliments), on fol. 6'', in alphabetical

arrangement.

Jl s-Jf^ , !i^* 5->lil J 5jX» (nature and peculiarities

of simple drugs and of simple and compound aliments),

on fol. 12^, likewise in alphabetical arrangement.

1^^*— u\j\x^ ji (or sjt-j.y j.^U^ L/^^^
of poisons), on fol. 362'^, in five fasls.

^jh^l ,j ^.sH ^yt^jr-^ (weights), on fol.

Second part :

tijji^ t)^i\^, (.Iji-il (jhJbii-« tJ ^JU^l u^. j^ Jjl |»—

J

(application of simple drugs), on fol. 374*, in five tariks.

(treatment

37I''-

&-jjiL> -IjJ- JUsA ijLo j^ l_yiLJ p--3

Jl i—Sj^ (application of compound medicaments), on

fol. 411* in twenty-four babs.

The third kism (on the treatment of diseases) is

wanting, as stated above ; it is mentioned in the general

index at the beginning of the whole work, but not in

the second index, prefixed here to the beginning of the

fourth tashkhis.

Beginning : ^J^Ji!li\ ._*-5^ Ljj ij-jJ-5 b l-j-Ul csULi^-'

The work has been lithographed in Delhi, A.H. 1 266, in

Isfahan, A.H. 1274; another edition appeared in Teheran,

without date. It has been translated into Arabic, see

H. Khalfa ii. p. 546. This copy consists of various

parts, written at different periods ; the oldest part is

ff. 49-105, 114-357, and 363-531 ; more modern is

the handwriting of ff. 1-48, 106-113, and 39 1-4 11
;

quite new are ft'. 358-362 and 532-533, and this part

is dated, on fol. 532l>, at Patna, the 20th of Eajab,

A.H. 1223 (a. D. 1808, Sept. 11); the oldest part of

the MS. is partly effaced and damaged by water, but

carefully mended throughout. The last two pages and
a half are filled with another little tract, styled

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2246, ff. 533, 11. 21-25; Nasta'lik, by different hands;
size, 9^ in. by 5 in.

2329
Another copy of the same.

This copy contains the same five tashkhisat and the

two kisms of the dasturat as the preceding one, but is

slightly defective at the end, breaking off in the twenty-

fourth or last bab, on fol. 495'^ (fol. 496" supplied by
a different hand). At the end of the third tashkliis

a colophon appears, stating, that it was finis-hed the

22nd of Safar, A. u. ii39(a. d. 1726, Oct. 19).

Beginning as in the preceding copj'.

Contents

:

First part

:

Tashkhis I, on fol. 3* ; II, on fol. 5^ ; III, on fol. 1 1"

;

IV, on fol. '358b; V, on fol. 366^
Second part

:

Kism I, on fol. 368* ; II, on fol. 396*.

No. 837, ff. 496, IL 19 ; careless Nasta'lik, often like Shikasta

;

size, ill^in. by 8 in.

2330
Another copy of the first part of the Tuhfat-

almu'minin.

Beginning : (!) >_-^ L; j u^jA-5 b ^-4^^' eLil*-!-^

.Ijjl LJ |«-»-il
'^J ; : «jS\ Lsus^ i_>bi ^jjl ^U u-j-iDI

Jl (sbi,Jt-o.

Tashkhis I, on fol. 3a ; II, on fol. 6a
; III, on fol. i ib

;

IV, on fol. 420^; V, on fol. 431*.

No date. The copyist's name is Mir Ghulam Muhyi-
aklln (see fol. 430*). A lacuna, comprising two leaves,

afterfol. 142. Collated. Collegeof Fort William, 1825.

No. 2226, ff. 433, 11. ig ; Nasta'lik ; size, 1 1 1 in. by 6| in.
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2331

An incomplete copy of the second part of the Tuhfat-

almu'minin.

Kism I, on fol. il>; II, on fol. 28''; only twenty
babs of the lattei* are found here ; the copy ends on
fol. 181" with the last words of the twentieth bab, and
is dated by Muhammad Husain bin Muhammad Amin
of Mashbad the 19th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. i 129 (a. d.

1717, Oct. 25). The last three pages (if. 181'' and 182)

are filled with a few fragments of other medical works,

for instance, ^,L^ jLJ~o.-nJL. t-i"-^, by Mirza Abu-

alkasim Hakim of Shiraz
;
prescriptions by Hakim

'Inayat-allah, etc.

No. 664, tf.:-i82, 11.15; unequal NagUi'llk, by different hands

;

size, 9 in. by 5 in.

2332
The Jirst half or first three Tashkhtsdt of the same

work.

Tashkhis I, on fol. 3" ; II, on fol. 6" ; III, on fol. 1 1\
It ends on fol. 431^' and is dated the 15th of Dhu-

alka'dah, A. H. 1 169 (a. D. 1756, Aug. 11). Ff 432"-

435" are a mere repetition of ff. i85''-i88l', 1. 2.

No. 1416, ff. 435, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; size, io| in. by 5 J in.

2333
Another copy of the same.

Tashkhis I, on fol. 3a
; II, on fol. 6* ; III, on fol. 1 1".

No date.

No. 1524, ff. 284, II. 17-31 ; unequal Nasta'llk, beginning in

rather large size and becoming gradually smaller and smaller

;

size, 12J in. by 8|in.

2334
An incomplete copy of the same.

Tashkhis I, on fol. 2^ ; II, on fol. 5b
; III, on fol. i 0>;

this third tashkhis breaks off on fol. 240^ in the middle
of the letter ^j^.

No. 636, ff. 340, 11. 31 ; Nasta'llk ; size, lo in. by sJ in.

2335

The second half or last two tasUhtadt, and first two
kisms of the same work.

Tashkhis IV, on fol. 2''; V, on fol. 12'^; kism I, on
fol. 15b; II, on fol. 51a. An index of this part on
ff. I* and it". The work ends on fol. 186", and the

remaining three pages contain a few other medical
fragments.

No date. Bibliotheoa Leydeniana.

No. 2696, ff. 187, 11. 18 ; Nasta'llk ; size, lojin. by 6| in.

2336
Two treatises by Muhammad Hashim.

1. 'Ain-alhayat {iyJl ij-^\ 'the fountain of life,'

another and larger treatise on china-root ((ji-j* ^y>-,
see above. No. 2313), its qualities and sanitary uses, as

well as on other beverages of a similar kind, divided

into a mukaddimah and two makalas, and beginning,

on fol. 184'' : jjLfc jjj_^ ^^j ijj ...
; c ^^Ujl ^jj^ 15-'^-'

A\ o, ,., . g 11^ (j\^j^ s^^L? (J^j-^ \j-i- Similar

treatises are noticed in Rieu ii. p. 844l>, No. VI, by
Nur-allah 'Ala, composed A. h. 944 (a.d. 1537, 1538);
ib. ii. p. 844*, No. II, and Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1598
and 1599, by Kadi bin Kashif-aklln Muhammad Yazdi,

who wrote in the last years of Shah 'Abbas' reign, and
died A. u. 1075 (a.d. 1664, 1665).

2. Tuhfat-i-Sulaimani (^L,_Jl«, Ulx>), a treatise on

zedoary, the bezoar-stoue, and niummia or mummy
(^Lj-«j^ . y^'^^ J ;'j''^)' ^^^ their respective qualities,

divided into three babs, and beginning, on fol. 249'':

Jl o>.»^^. Other tracts on tlie bezoar-stone are

noticed in Rieu ii. p. 844'', Nos. VII and VIII.

Both treatises are composed by Muhammad Hashim
bin Muhammad fahir, the physician of "Tihran, and
both are dedicated to Shah Sulaiman Safawi, see

No. 2328 above. Aa date of composition for the

second the following chronogram appears on fol. 252*'

:

i_jL«.j>. JJuC |j\ . ^^
1 1 'jiy 1^15 '\j S\ iS ijl > .1 ..) LsLx'

o>--l |.Uj1 ^.\J jj^ , which seems to give A. h. 1079

(a.d. 1668, 1669).

Dated the 21st of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h. 1129 (a.d.

1717, Oct. 27).

No. 664, ff. 184-282, 11. 17; clear Nasta'llk; size, 9 in.

by 5 in.

2337

Riyad-i-'Alamgiri (ij^-Ssie- i_;ilj,).

Materia Medica, by Muhammad Rida of Shiraz, dedi-

cated to the emperor 'Alamgir. It is divided into two

parts : ^^\ i^i^j, beginning on fol. 2^', and j.ol5 ij«b,,

beginning on fol. 78b. The_^r«<, which deals in four

^j^A (on ff. 5", 30*^, 44a, and 54'') with general sanitary

matters and the chief principles and regulations for

the preservation of health, was commenced A. h. io8o
(a.d. 1669, 1670), and completed a. h. 1090 (a.d.

1679); the second, which treats in twelve Joj-o (the

details of wliich are given in the following copy) of the

diseases of all the different parts of the human body,

was completed a. h. 1096 (a. d. 1685). The chronogram
of the first is |.:^, that of the second tl :

."'^

Beginning of the preface oiihe first part (J.I ;_;i'b,)

:

\i\ J J.JU. iiybb O SJLi Ja.

ij^yci J Lr^Jr'' J;» T--

Beginning of the second part (4-0U ijcU) : il l+Ul

Copied by Jahankhan, son of Ibrahimkhan. The
date is effaced.

No. 1832, ff. 307, 11. 18 ; Nastallk ; small illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 10 in. by 6J in.
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2338
The second ])art of the same work.
This part comprises all the compound medicaments

for the diseases of tlio different parts of the human
body. It is divided into the following twelve JaJ-.

:

J , on fol. 2^.1. HJjjl

2. Ji^
on fol. 4''.

^J^ ejLwo.:

^\ \^^j^jJb K^].^Jl^
cJ jj' c;-

JU ,.i,

3. v_.-^-J^ JU^ijL-ol ji , on fol. 5^.

4. ^^.>~Sfj JL»Xi.-jl lijULcL.. .J, on fol. 6\

6. -,1 ,1"! ,-.i_c ,i

on fol

-j->w .J, on fol. 8".

(^Lo_cl (head and neck),

t^Li*! jl ^jj ^'^-'^ j-H-J

(chest), on fol. 198''.

(stomach), on fol. 264b

(liack), on fol. 492".

(^LlcI jl
(V*"^

j-o-c Hlj-^' ^i-^

10. i:i;!>T

J^U£JI (genitals), on fol. 495'

(^l-<Lcl jl |»^^- •-<LC^--)JJ ,J

11. ,.,ljuJ
c^^^.

t5Licljl {^:JiJt)j. ^-^^.-^ )»

"r^'

(hands), on fol. 510^,

(feet), ou fol. 517".

_Beginning: il j ^ybpl J^^y c^
Jl e^iiOl ^^,,** ^y U ^^j.,^.

The date of composition is contained in the following

chronogram, on fol. 548" :

ij~^'y fj'*
t>^) j' lP »—

J^. ,.Uj1 ^jUf sLujLi.

(a. h. 1096).

No date of transcription; a complete index on the
fly-leaves.

No. 1349, ff. 548, U. 1 1 ; large Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2339

Tibb-i-Akbarl (^^1 Jli,).

A Persian translation and amplification of the Arabic

work on the treatment of diseases, styled i_jL.j^l _^
lijLoilj!

J, or more correctly vjyUibJlj k_>U-.aill ^}}-^,
composed by Nafis bin 'Iwad Kirmani, a. h. 827 (a. d.

1424), and dedicated to Mirza Ulughbeg (see O. Loth,
Arabic Cat., p. 229^ and Arabic Cat. of tiie British

Museum, p. 224). Tlie ei>L.XjJlj tjL^^l themselves

were compiled by Najib-aldin Abu Hamid Muhammad
bin 'All Samarkandl, who died a.s. 619 (a. d. 1222),
see Gotha, Arabic Cat., No. 1954 sq. The present
translation, for which there were also consulted and
excerpted other Arabic and Persian standard works on

o (see

No. 2280 sq. above) and the &J3j.j»Ls^ tjLi5^(see
No. 2297 sq. above), was made by Muhammad Akbar,
commonly known as Muhammad Arzani, the son of
Mir Haji Muhammad Alukim, a.h. 1112 (a. d. 1700,
1701), and dedicated to the emperor 'Alamgir. The
title, as given here, is ^J^\ J!.i> ; in W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., pp. 576-578, ^,_J[ JJ» ; in Kieu ii. p. 478b sq.,

j^"^] JlJa ; comp. also Fleischer, Dresden Cat., No. 345.
Other medical works of the same Muhammad Akbar
or Muhammad Arzani are : the ,_JtJI ^jlu-o or u\it-»

Cl^ (see Bodleian Cat., No. 1612 ; Eieu ii. p. 479'';

edited at Calcutta, 1836, at Cawnpore, 1874, and at

Lucknow, without a date) ; the iSjS\ u:j\jZs' (see

below, Nos. 2342 and 2343); the cj^iaJl -"^
(printed at Lucknow, fourth edition, 1883) ; the J^

bjLjd; and the i5,jL5 ^jbl:;-'

medicine, among the latter the ^ Vjh'

^_y^J!Jl ; the ^_;i\^'i\

(completed a. h. i i3o=a. d. 17 18, see below, No. 2344).

Beginning of the Tibb-i-Akbari : K<i^^\^^i r^.^
i:dLo^-...s* t^\ji\ Li-oT iS \j ^J-iJX (jiJb Liili lU-.

It is divided into twenty-seven babs and a khatimah,
viz. :

I. cUo j^^.w i^2r°l j:> (diseases of the head and brain),

OH fol. 2''.

II. —i^ u^lr'\ ji (diseases of the eye), on fol. 46''.

III. ^JijT^\^\ ji (diseases of the ear), on fol. 95''.

IV. j_^;-a ^ji>\^\ji (diseases of the nose), on fol. 103".

V. iJ'-Jbi J ^J^J i^\^\ji (diseases of the tongue and

mouth), on fol. io8b.

VI. t_J t^\jj>\ ji (diseases of the lips), not marked
here.

VII. s-l)
J
^L—l ^Ji,\JJ^Ji (diseases of the teeth and

gums), on fol. 1 1 s^.

VIII. iJj >
!

.nS J ^S/'> i ^U-i J iS^ (>ir*' J^
(diseases of the throat, oesophagus, and windpipe), ou
fol. 122''.

chest), on fol. 135".

(diseases of the lungs and

X. u-»l5 i_fil^ljj (diseases of the heart), on fol. 157''.

XI. (^jo ^\jj.\ .J (diseases of the female breast), on
1.

167I'.

(_fol^l ji (diseases of the stomach), onXn. sj

fol. 170^

XIII. jj'^ ij^ ^-^ \u^]j^\ji (diseases of the liver),

on fol. 206''.

XIV.j^;_f-, j_j^«j JLsJ' ^\^\ J ^JlJ^ JjU.^) ji

(jaundice, and diseases of the spleen), on fol. 220".

XV. LaJj;
u,

! '
.1

''Ln-ol \^\fJ\ ji (diseases of the

bowels), on fol. 227a.

XVI. joti-» (__^L«1 ,jJl (diseases of the posteriors),

on fol. 241*'.
^

XVII. iijS (_y:Ljo s-JlS i^\fj>\ jA (diseases of the

kidneys), on fol. 246".
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{^\jjt\ ,j (diseases of the bladder), on

S^\r^ j^ (special

XVIII. ^
fol. 253b

X.IX. vi* ..il lygft rfi^ ^jo^.,»j>

diseases of men), on fol. 262".

XX. jL«
J tj^ J ijU-o i_,i']^^l .J (diseases of the

peritoneum and the tender parts of the abdomen), on

fol. 275a.

XXI. j^l

(special diseases of women, affecting the womb), on

fol. 278a.

XXII. xjI J^J^ ' sUisl ) I.::. .*. 1 ,j vS ij^]i-ol jJ

(diseases of the back and side), on fol. 297».

XXIIL Lj-tJ ^^;,k; enLJ^ ,j (fevers), on fol 307*.

XXIV. JljI jjjj ^Lb ^jj..) _;J 5J ^^i> J
|.l^jl ji

(tumours, ulcers, etc., which appear externally ou the

human body), on fol. 344''.

XXV. ^u (jJLxj
J..0

^ijo . «jt.ij iS jjl L^j (ji'L.*! jjiji

(diseases connected with the hair), on fol. 36 7^.

XXVI. L^-Li-Li ,c^-«J i-^jU»l u^lr*' J"*
(<liseases of

the nails), on fol. 371*.

XXVII. i^j i ::. « (_,«L_ol .j (various other diseases,

including chapters on wounds and sores, eyL>.L-».

,

poisons, (y-»— , etc.), on fol. 372".

Khdiimah in two babs, on compound medicaments

{i^VSyx i-i,^^\), and the technical terms used in medical

science (eulsJJa-a-*), on fol. 402*. It is in the form

of an index, pointing out the places in the book where
they can be found.

Ff. 29b and 30'"' are greatly damaged. Printed
editions of the Tibb-i-Akbari appeared in Calcutta,

1830; in Delhi, a.h. 1265; in Bombay, a.h. 1264,

1275, and 1279; in Lucknow, a.h. 1289; there is

also a Persian edition, Teheran, a.h. 1275.

This copy is dated by Mir Muhammad Sadik a. h.

1 109 (read iii9=A. d. 1707, 1708).

No. 2017, ff. 404, 11. 25 ; Nasta'Uk; size, I2| in. by 7I in.

2340
Another copy of the same.

The kliAtimah is missing in this copy. An index of

the whole work on ff. i''-3l'. Beginning, as iu tlie

preceding copy, on fol. 4'J.

Bab I, on fol. 5l>; II, on fol. 66a; ni, on fol. 112*;
IV, on fol. 120''; V, on fol. 127a; VI, on fol. 133'';

VII, on fol. 138b; VIII, on fol. 143b; IX, on fol. 158b;

X, on fol. 187b; XI, on fol. 200"; XII, ou fol. 203b;

XIII, on fol. 249b; XIV, on fol. 260b; XV, on fol.

267"; XVI, on fol. 294a; XVII, on fol. 299b; XVIII,
on fol. 308"; XIX, on fol. 317b; XX, on fol. 331b;

XXI, on fol. 335"; XXII, on fol. 357a; XXIII, on
fol. 367b; XXIV, on fol. 411b; XXV, on fol. 44i»;
XXVI, on fol. 445b (heading omitted) ; XXVII, on fol.

446b (heading likewise omitted).

No date. Fol. 343 greatly damaged.

No. 968, ff. 483, U. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; a very ugly frontispiece;
size, 13J in. by 7^ in.

2341

Khair-altajarib (i_j,ls^'_^^).

The best oftests, or tested cures,a short abridgement

—

with the omission of certain chapters, and the addition

of some new matter—of the preceding {Sj^\ >Z^, in

twenty-two babs (according to other copies, see W.
Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 579 ; A. F. Mehren, Nos. 27, 2,

and 28, etc., twenty-four), viz.:

I. Diseases of the /teati, on fol. 102b.

II. Diseases of the eye, on fol. 1 1 2».

III. Diseases of the ear, on fol. iisb.

IV. Diseases of the nose, on fol. 1 1
7".

V. Diseases of the lips, teeth, tongue, mouth, and
throat, on fol. 118* (corresponding to babs V-VIII in

the Tibb-i-Akbari).

VI (here wrongly styled —iJL. J-ai). Diseases of the

chest, on fol. 121* (=bab IX in the Til)b-i-Akbari).

VII. On diseases of the lieart, on fol. 124* (=bab X
in the Tibb-i-Akbari ; bab XI there is not accounted

for here).

VIII. Diseases of the stomach, on fol, 1 25* (=bab XII
in the Tibb-i-Akbari).

I.X. Diseases of the bowels, on fol. 128b (=bab XV
in the Tibb-i-Akbari).

X. Diseases of the liver and the S2>leen, on fol. 131*

(corresponding to babs XIII and XIV in the Tibb-i-

Akbari).

XI. Diseases of the kidney and the bladder, on fol.

132* (corresponding to babs XVII and XVIII in the

Tibb-i-Akbari).

XII. Diseases of the testicles and the yard, on
fol. 133b (=bab XIX, 'special diseases of men,' in the

Tibb-i-Akbari).

XIII. Diseases of the womb, on fol. I36*(=bab XXI
in the Tibb-i-Akbari).

XIV. Diseases of the posteriors, on fol. 138" (= bab
XVI in the Tibb-i-Akbari; bab XX there is not

accounted for here).

XV. Diseases of thejoints (ijl o.-«^j J-oU-« p^j')'
on fol. 139b. ^

XVI. Tumours, etc. (J.j-.Uj j f\)i^)>
o" ^"1. 141b.

XVII. Diseases of the skin, (jla. ^\^\), on fol. 145b

(these last three correspond together to babs XXII
and XXIV in the Tibb-i-Akbari).

XVIII. Wounds, ou fol. 147b (corresponding to the
chapter ou i:i,U.];.a. in bab X.K VII in the Tibb-i-Akbari).

XIX. Fevers, on fol. 148b (=bib XXIII in the

Tibb-i-Akbari).

XX. Various otlter diseases, on fol. 151b (=bab
XXVII, first part, in the Tibb-i-Akbari).

XXI. Poisons, on fol. 152* (corresponding to the

chapter on j.^.—. in bab XXVII in the Tibb-i-Akbari).

XXII. Laxatives {^^i-y*. J^.. o ^,Lo ,j), on fol. 153b;

consequently babs XXVand XXVI in the Tibb-i-Akbari
are not accounted for here.

The remaining two chapters (XXIII and XXIV) of the

other copies, mentioned above, viz. : i->^i\ eyUX-. .0

and iSr^i Siia. j *Ls-iJI !_,».•>. j«_»Lj-« ,j , are missing

here ; but see as to the first of the two No. 2345
below.
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There is no preface in this copy which begins

immediately with the^^ (.folr*^ j^ Jj* ^^ •

By mistake the last two lines and a half of fol. 1 1
7''

are repeated on fol. 118", and the four lines of fol. 118",

from the middle of line 3 to the middle of line 7, on

fol. 121*.

No. 1025, ff. i02-:6o, 11. 25 ; Naata'Uk ; the first eight leaves

supplied by a more recent hand ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2342

Mujarrabat-i-Akbari {i^jS\ uyiyj!**).

Another work of the same Muhammad Akbar, called

Muhammad Arzan!, on compound medicaments, contain-

ing a number of recipes for the diseases of the various

parts of the body, divided into a raukaddimah and

a great number of babs, which again are subdivided

into fasls.

Beginning : ^::...U t^Lll Jl U!jo» t5ju.ll 4JJ x»iJ

ji J,JU-* Jlc ijiUlj.

Other copies of the same are described in Eieu ii.

p. 480", and A. F. Mehren, p. 11. It has been printed

in Bombay A. H. 1276, and in Lucknow A. h. 1280.

No date.

No. 1025, ff. 164-222, 11. 19-23; Nasta'Uk, a portion of

ff. 164'' and 184'', the whole of ff. 165"-! 73", and the whole

of ff. 220-322 supplied by other hands ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2343
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The title given

to it here is : Tajribat-i-Muhammad Akbar (ejL>^

^^1 jCs*).

No date.

No. 1997, ff. 96-206, 11. 15 ; careless Nasta'Uk, mixed with

Shikasta ; size, 8f in. by 6 in.

2344

Karabadin-i-Kadiri (t5,jU j^jbl^).

A third, rather elaborate, work by the same Muham-
mad Akbar, called Muhammad Arzani, dealing, like the

preceding one, with compound medicaments for all the

various parts and limbs of the human body, and com-

posed between a. h. 1 1 26-1 130 (a. D. 1714-1718). It

is divided here into twenty-two babs (in Rieu ii.

p. 4801* and ^ into twenty-three), and begins, without

preface, at once on fol. i^ with 'j^ IjjjI _jJ JJI l_)1j

vJI ^i-o (i. e. J4J t5/il) J-»iA^ • '^^^^ word Kadiri in

the title points to the fact that the author was a

disciple of Sayyid Abd-alkadir of Gilan, i. e. a member
of the Kadiri order of Sufis. Tliis work has been

printed in Bombay A. h. 1277, and in Delhi A. h. 1286.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2014, ff. 164, 11. 33; Nasta'Uk; size, I2in. by Sin.

2345
Medical treatises.

Contents

:

1. Ff. 1-65" : another copy of the well-known phar-

macopoeia, styled (Jlj-i ^^jbl^ or ^Ui C^ , comp.

Nos. 2310-231 2 above. It begins, without a preface,

at once with the i-_6Jill i_)b

.

2. Ff. 67^-131'': another copy of the i_>,ls^' _»J>.

,

the abridgement of the Tibb-i-Akbari, see No. 2341
above. It contains here twenty-three babs, the first

twenty-two of which agree with those in No. 2341,

viz.: I, on fol. 67I'; II, on fol. 74"; III, on fol.' 78*;

IV, on fol. 79''; V, on fol. 80=' ; VI, on fol. 83b; VII,

on fol. 87a; VIII, on fol. 88a; ix, on fol. gil'; X, on

fol. 94"; XI, on fol. 95b; XII, on fol. 97b; XIII,

on fol. 100"; XIV, on fol. 102*; XV, on fol. 104*;

XVI, on fol. 1 06b; XVII, on fol. 112^; XVIII, on fol.

114a; XIX, on fol. 115b; XX, on fol. 119b; XXI, on

fol. 120"; XXII, on fol. 122a. The additional bab

XXIII (euLi/-" y> vU) deals with compound medica-

ments, and begins on fol. 123a.

3. Ff. I32a-i33b: a complete index of the babs and

fasls in the preceding treatise.

4. Ff. 134^-152*: another small treatise on com-

pound medicaments, without any title, beginning with

the fr;^i >-r^ ^^^ P^^'' called iipa).

The whole MS. was written by Din Muhammad, an

inhabitant of Shahjahanabad ; a date does not appear.

No. 1431, ff. 152, 11. 21 ; distinct Nasta'Uk; collated and

annotated throughout; size, io| in. by 7J in.

2346

Khulasat-almujarrabat (objls^' JLaiU»-).

The quintessence of prescriptions, a work on com-

pound medicaments, similar in character to the Mujar-

rabat-i-Akbari (see Nos. 2342 and 2343 above), which

is quoted several times, see, for instance, fol. 53", 1. 5 ;

fol. 148b,
1. 2, etc., and the Karabadin-i-KJidiri (see

No. 2344 above), but chiefly dealing with those en

vogue in India, and supplemented by chapters on soups

and beverages, on veterinary science, on dyes, and on the

fabrication of marble paper, by an anonymous author.

Beginning: Jl *-<i.:a;l ^^ ^jS u'si\ 4I1 x»il.

It is divided into a mukaddimah, twenty-two babs,

and a kliatimah, viz.

:

Mukaddimah, on fol. z'^: weights and measures,

current among Indian physicians (yS J^j^ ijW-> jJ

CU-<1 frj/^ •*-"* J^'^ J^ i
Cju-,llijl lW .n<i ).

Iiidex of the twenty-two babs and the khatimah, on

fol. 3a.

BAh I, on fol. 3b, first line: on argajah, in Hindi

argaja, a perfume compounded of several scented in-

gredients, etc. {^\ JLi-»l ^ i-»5^1 ^i j:>)-

Bdb IT, on fol. 9b
: on electuaries {^j.^\ju>^i j^).

Bdb III, on fol. 34a, first line : on stimulants {ji
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Bdb IV, on fol. 36'': on digestive stomachics (.o

Bdb V, on fol. 39", second line : on powders ( ,j

Bdb VI, on fol. 401^, last line : on medicaments to

increase the power of virility (»b uJy ^^.-.-jiLJ^j y).

Bdb VIJ, on fol. 49'' : on remedies for gonorrhoea

((s)h^ ti-lx-« ,0).

Bdb VIII, on fol. 51^ : on hypochondria, etc. (.j

.Bdft /A', on fol. 52'', last line : on special drugs for

women (c*.~.jUjj ^yji.s::' iS s-j.jI .j).

Bdb X, on fol. 6o^': on strong soups ((»«ill 'L« 5i ,j).

Bdb XI, on fol. 66*"
: on beverages (s-^r-'' !•>)•

£(16 A'//, on fol. 86* : on tea and coffee (^jLo ,.>

iSdi XIII, on fol. 87" : on toothpowder (^.^j ,i

£<16 A'/r, on fol. 89" : on drugs which help diges-

tion (AJLir? 5.»...iL» iS jjjjl _^i ji).

Bdh XV, on fol. 94^: on remedies for coughs and

asthma (,_j-.i.Dl ,j->-<» • tif^ ti-L«-. ,j).

Bdh XVI, on fol. 96* : on remedies for the stomach

Bdb XVII, on fol. 96l>, last two lines: on diseases

of the eye («-i-»
u^J/-*' >.>)•

.Bdt XVIII, on fol. loi* : on diseases of the ear Li

.Bdi XIX, on fol. 103I'
: on the treatment of horses

Bdb XX, on fol. 114'', last line: on the various

dyes of cloth (s-a-jLj tsU-^ i-^)-

Bdh XXI, on fol. 135'': on the fabrication of

variegated or marble paper (cf/il Xcli j^^^ii-L- ,0).

Bdb XXII, on fol. 1381", last line : on ointments

Xhdtimah : on miscellaneous prescriptions (.j

cijlsts.::-.), not marked in the text, unless it is repre-

sented by the appendix on ff. 1731'-! 80^, which begins

with the ' philosophers' electuary ' (»j—^ ^^y^).
On fol. 180'' the date of this copy, which was tran-

scribed from Shaikh Ahmad Katib's, appears, viz. A. h.

1 180 (a.d. 1766, 1767). Some additional prescriptions

by a different hand, on fol. 181.

Bibliotheca Leydeuiana.

No. 2814, ff. 181, U. II ; clear Nasta'Uk, the List leaf in

Shikaata ; size, 7I in. by 5 in.

2347
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. It ends on
fol. ii3».

The remaining portion of the MS., ff. ii3l'-i93b.

is filled with a number of smaller pieces, and extracts

IND. Ol'F.

from other medical works, Iieginning with a poem on

medicine in mathnawi-baits, which opens thus : ^Cj

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

Mo. 2246, ff. 193, 11. 14; carelega Naata'ltk, mixed with
Shikasta ; size, g} in. by 6| in.

2348

Kitab-i-'amali az Khulasat-altajarib (jl ^X»^ i^U^

Another very similar, but incomplete, work on
practical nledicine, or tested cures and remedies for

diseases of the various parts of the human body from
the head downwards, by Muhammad Husain Nur-
bakhshi. It is apparently divided into twenty-eight

babs, the last of which, on fol. 27 ii, deals with the

technical terms commonly used among physicians, and
the acknowledged weights and measures for medical

purposes. But very few of these babs are marked in

the text. The beginning is missing—the work opens

in thejlrst bdb, on diseases of the head and brain, head-

ache, etc. The last two leaves are supplied by a more
modern hand. Many little injuries throughout, partly

repaired by later hands too.

No date.

No. 1276, ff. 276, 11. 21 ; Shikasta; size, 10} in. by 6Jin.

2349

Khulasat-i-kawantn-al'ilaj (p-^^' c/^i?^
i-a^*)-

' The quintessence of the canons of medical treatment,'

or ' abstract of the work --iUJl ^^>-^i'^» ' (so the title is

given on one of the fly-leaves in the somewhat incorrect

form of p-^LnJl (!) j^l^l i.oiU., and ascribed on

another fly-leaf to Hakim 'Ali Rida), a work of the

same character as the preceding ones, i. e. a collection

of prescriptions for the cure of the various diseases of

the body. It is incomplete at the beginning, and opens

in the^r«< bdb, on diseases of the head, with O ctii

xiLi \ji^ JI4— I (an infusion which acts as aperient to

the bile). The whole is divided into seventeen babs,
viz.

:

Bab II (diseases of the eye), on fol. 16*, first line.

III (diseases of the ear), on fol. 21b.

IV (diseases of the nose), on fol. 23''.

V (diseases of the mouth and throat), on fol. 24''.

VI (here by mistake called again -a:^- i~Aj , diseases

of the windpipe, etc.), on fol. 32».

VII (diseases of the stomach), on fol. 40''.

VIII (diseases of the liver, spleen, etc.), on fol. 49*.

IX (diseases of the bowels), on fol. 56".

X (diseases of the kidneys, bladder, peritoneum, and
procreative organs), on fol. 71*.

XI (diseases of the female breast), on fol. 82''.

XII (diseases of the womb), on fol. 83", lin. penult.

XIII (pains in the back and joints), on fol. 87*.

XIV (fevers), on fol. 90*.

4»
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XV (tumours, ulcers, and diseases of the skin), on

fol. i03».

XVI (treatment of blows, falls, etc.), on fol. ii7».

XVII (how to. drive reptiles from one's abode, anti-

dotes for poisons, etc.), on fol. 121".

Tliis work ends on fol. 127"; on fol. laS" a short

addition is made by another hand on cures for astlima,

coughs, etc. ; see a much shorter treatise of similar title

in No. 2302 above.

No date.

No. 2819, ff. 138, 11. 13; careless Nasta'lik ; size, 7| in.

by 4| in.

2350

Takwlm-aladwiyah (&_Jj.>5I\ i»J*ii).

A sort of calendar of medicaments for the various

diseases, arranged in this way, that each page is

divided into four principal columns, each containing

the name of one disease ; these principal columns are

again subdivided into smaller compartments, the re-

spective headings of which are: Wjj, ,^ 1—sj^jo,

JT pyi, tjT^L^l, ^;T_.lj^, ijTviyjp, etc. A similar

kind of medical calendar, entitled ijlx>ill (riy^t has

been noticed above in No. 2296, 2.

Dated A. h. 1143 (a. d. 1730, 1731), by Kamar-
aldin bin Muhammad. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2231, ff. 73; Nasta'lik; groatly damaged, but carefully

mended or later supplied in many places; size, 13 in. by 7 in.

2351

'Aja'ib-alittifak dar shinakhtan-i-taryak (v_^Ls*

li^z cr^^ ;> liUi5)l).

A medical treatise on the origin, use, and valuable

qualities of theriac, the bezoar-stone, pissasphalt, and

other antidotes against poison in general, with a pre-

liminary discussion on the value and development of

medical science, compiled by Muhammad Radi-aldin

ibn Kashif-al(]in at the time when prince Muhammad
A'zanishah, 'Alamgir's son (killed in his contest with

his brother, the emperor Bahadurshah, a. h. i i i 9

=

a. d.

1707), resided in Gujarat. The treatise is divided into

a mukaddimah, three maksads, and a khatimah.

on fol. 2^.

vI1>\...:",m1 cuLjj-ai, on fol. 6^

tjW? j'i ;><!.*«*

,

jI .j Ji'

jJtUi JJijLo C^Wj/i

sxii, on fol. II*'.
r^.

ii i^\ a^.j^ rj^

koUlijL) jjc" uW>.ji

J ^}J.u
p^

L>^H jy^ J.

I'ol. 14", last line (this portion, the largest of all, is

subdivided into three fasls).

'LjCil jJlj (Galenus), on fol. 46*.

Beginning : ,j2jill jl VJl^-. jjijli-. j i^W* ^. u»^-'

No date. Other treatises of a similar kind are

noticed in Nos. 2301, fol. 167", and 2336, 2 above;

and in Rieu, Supplement, p. w'^'^.

No. 1830, ff. 68, 11. 19 ; Nasta'lik; size, 10 in. by 5J in.

2352
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Mukaddimah,
on fol. 3" ; first maksad, on fol. 9* ; second, on fol. 1 8" ;

third, on fol. 23*; the beginning of the khatimah is not

marked in the text.

No date. The copyist was Bin Mir 'Isa.

No. 727, ff. 138, 11. 13-14; Nasta'lik; size, 8|in. by 4f in.

2353
Ta'lim-i-'ilaj (j-^ (»^?^)-

A work on tlie whole medical science by Abu-alzafar

Husam, called Zafaryarkhan, commenced on the day of

Muhamraadsiiah's accession to the throne (as year is

given here a. h. 1132 =a. d. 1719, 1720, see fol. i**,

1. 8, and the chronogram, on fol. 2», 1. 2, c. «-i». v^T)
and completed in the sixth year of that monarch's

reign (a. d. 1724, 1725).

Beginning: jju--i^ Juo U^l . . . . ^^^LxJl Cjj a!) J. »U

Jl jjL^ J Ki'^j
»-a.^-U». c» : W 1 »j T^r-"

It is divided into four (,^Jl«j , viz.

:

^L-.l iLiiLi-Lx-. ji JJI ^...Lg.) (treatment of the

various diseases of the human body), on fol. 17", in

twenty-two ^,Lo.

5 Ot-ig** !«»•>. i_iI>.m) jl ^.^ r > -<lJ Jj jj i^J-i ^ . i V

)

l,Ll.tl jjl oJ^ju »J i^_^i\ jiS\ ^'^ ji
J t^^ cyLiLx-.

jjj ^jil (hygiene and general knowledge of medicaments

necessary for the physician), on fol. 451*, in five ijU->.

5jp»-. jjjjl ^^ ji
(r>-=^ r^^ (simple drugs), on

fol. 535", in two ^JLi->, the first in alphabetical order.

Jl s-j.^ tjjil^ijj rV^-H" 1*^^^ (compound medi-

caments), on fol. 634*, in two J^., the first again in

alphabetical order.

No date. A very detailed index of the whole work

and all its subdivisions on ff'. 3^—16*'. On the first two

fly-leaves a list of the ^jj^-sr*. (jLajj^, or days of the

crisis, beginning : ^Ij ^ u!r^- Jj; oij^ (^iP^vJJD

Jl juiLJ ctLo ij^ J\ J
jj.i..

No. 994, ff. 724, 11. 15; unequal Nasta'lik; size, lof in.

by 5i '1-

2354
Minhaj-alraubtadi'in {^j-^.v " --W ^W^:-»)-

A compendium of the Materia Medica, compiled by

Ibrahim alhusaini, in forty-two short babs and a

khatimah.
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Beginning

:

jU-,^1

^1^ Cj^ lil uyL»5ljLj S.

H!yl|

On fol. 248^^ a short appendix is added, styled

111 sUi r'^ uj-*^' J-*-".cr?-
.

This copy is dated the 20th of Jumada-althani,

A. H. 1 147 (a.d. 1734, Nov. 17), by Muhammad 'Ali

hiu Nasr-allah. The proper order of ff. 1-6 is i, 2,

4, 3. 6, 5-

No. 1752, ff. i-348, II. 17-18; Nasta'Uk, by different hands;

size, 9 in. by 5^ in.

2355

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. The author's

name appears on fol. il", 1. 17, and last line. Marginal

glosses and additions.

Dated by Muhammad Eida altabih alshirazi in the

month Dhu-alka'dah, a.h. i 194 (a. d. 1780, November).

No. 1144, ff. 138, 11. 33; Nasta'Uk; size, 10 in. by 5I in.

2356

KanAnca dar 'ilm-i-tibb (J^i JLc ,j sjc^jlji).

Another, very short compendium of the Materia

Medica, by an anonjmous author.

Beginning
: j ijLciH >_:-•. |»-^^' c^*^tP' i*~^-

correctly) U_^l 'Ijj J5J jtii. i^JJl 4JJ Ji-Ji '^y^^\

(according to the following copy LU-4JI • 'IjjJl ib jXJ

It contains two makalas, thej?r«< of which treats of

simple drugs (uyliJL.), the second of compound medi-

caments (cyLfJS^), each subdivided into five babs.

First mahdlah, on fol. 57". Bab I, ^JJ-^a. ji (piUs),

on fol. 57'' ; II, ^..i-^,
i ij^ 3 '^^-^ i ^ J^

(meat,

fish, milk, and eggs), on fol. 58^; III, iS\jj ji (fruit),

on fol. 6o» ; IV, J^. ,^ (herbs), on fol. 61b; V, jj

fj„.:^jAj\ cyUji-* (simple substances or drugs of any

kind), on fol. 63a, in alphabetical order.

Second maMlah, on fol. 71*. Bab I, . SJ^I ,.>

uy\.»^.J^ (beverages and boiled things), on fol. 71";

II, ^^y^^Vx^ .J (electuaries), on fol. 73'' ; III, ^_;ol/»l ,.»

. (lozenges and pills), on fol. 75'' ; IV, .j

(clysters), on fol. 77*; V,
j

(»-ftj;-» j cJ^->'

^

i,-_» u\jtjj\j (ointments, Balves, and remedies for the

eye), on fol. 77".

No date.

No. 2064, ff 57*-79', 11. ai ; Nastanik; size, gjin. by sfin.

2357

A slightly defective copy of the same.

Beginning: LU.4JI j 'IjUl ;b J5J jii. (^jJl 4] ji-JJ

First makdlah, on fol. i», in five babs : I, on fol, i*

;

II, on fol. 2'' ; III, on fol. 4" ; IV, J^y (in the text

headed incorrectly (^U* J-«-*)'
o" f°^' 6*

J V, on

fol. 8».

Second makdlah, on fol. i6», in five babs: I, on

fol. 16^; II, on fol. 19I'; III, ytf]^l
J

i_)^_^jj,on

fol. 21''. In the middle of this bab the copy breaks

off ; IV and V are consequently missing here.

No. 2096, ff. 23, 11. 7; Nasta'Uk; a little worm-eaten; size,

9 '"• by 5I in.

2358

Kanun-i-Sikandari (ij.s^Si^ ciV^)'
Description of the various diseases of the body, and

all its special parts and limbs from the head downward,

with the methods of curing them, by Hakim Sikandar

bin Hakim Ismail the Greek of Constantinople, who
came to India and wrote this work, a.h. h6o (towards

the end of Muhammadshah's reign = a.d. 1747), at

Arkat (cjl^l). Another copy, slightly defective at the

beginning, is noticed in the Bodleian Cat., No. 161 3.

Beginning of the main portion of this Kanun, on

fol. 8b
: J ojlj Jly JUXi iS^jJiU. Ja. jji-5C»

^_j4j

Jl o,.»lV? Ljj >.::«,» l.'fc o^-^a^.

It is preceded by a detailed index, on ff. i*'-2l', and

a preliminary chapter on the urine
(Jy.), beginning, on

fol .iUijl

\ J-JL.1 .l,jl

r* 1 jJLai ij\ l5 J_jJ

Ji vi»-,l J.JLa.1 t\j j\ ^J^ lS ^/J/* J IJJ-P-

On fol. 3» there is the seal of 'Abd-alwahhabkhan

Bahadur Nasrjang, for whom this work appears to have

been compiled (comp. fol. io»), with the date a.h. 1174
(a.d. 1760, 1 761).

No. 1801, ff. 376, U. 31 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

lo^in. by 6 in.

2359

Eisalah dar 'ilm-i-tibb (\1A) JLc ji Jl—
.^).

A compendium of medical science, and detailed

description of medicaments, compiled from famous works

and treatises on these subjects, by Uwais allatifi of

Ardabil (see fol. 2", 11. 10 and n : .j 1^.... > ! JL-, ^^1

ijj—,1 J^i-i-« i^^^y i ? o^.ul 1-4-Ac .v . • w « ij-~*^ k-^ jl),

and divided into four makalas, viz.

;

1. c*Jr" liia. jJl^ ^^\ ijWj. j^ (some of the

benefits of the preservation of health).

2. tijiht tjjjl ^^^-sJ ji (simple drugs).

3. ijij^ Jjj.il ^Jl-J ji (diet during an illness).

Xjuk ft ^::A^Ju^ Jl &1 > w" jLp ».» loL-Jir^o^-j^

UrtfC J sJri'l 1 eyLjl-nJ
J

(well tested and current

compound medicaments, as, for instance, stimulants,

electuaries, theriacs, beverages, etc.).

Beginning : iX^S iiy^JJu. iS
\j ^^'^ (j«^— j

~ii ^\liJ^\ iijU:^- U)jl jSj\j\ I,JL,J1 J^\.^ 4 N 2
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It concludes on fol. 158'', and is dated the 9th of

Dhu-allii,ijah, A. H. 1182 (a. D. 1769, April 16); the

copy was made at the rucpiest of Hakim Muhammadbeg
Sahib, in ^Vl^jJ. The last two leaves are filled

with a kind of supplement to the preceding com-

pendium.

No. 496, ff. 160, II. 17; uneqiially written, for the greater

part in Shikasta ; size, 7 j iu. by 4J in.

2360

Bisalah dar 'ilm-i-tibb (JU? JlC .i sJL»y).

Another practical and popular compendium of medical

science, bearing the same general title as the preceding

one, and denoting the cures of the different diseases,

together with a full account of simple and compound
medicaments, etc. ; it is compiled byan anonymous author

in nine babs : 1. in twelve fasls, on fol. 7^ ; 2. in fifteen

fasls, on fol. 1 5^ ; 3. in twenty-one fasls, on fol. 20''

;

4. iu twenty-one fasls, on fol. 27*'; 5. in twenty-seven

fiusls, on fol. 38" ; 6. in thirty fasls, on fol. 55^ ; 7. in

fifteen fasls, on fol. 66" ; 8. in twelve fasls, on fol. 70"

;

9. in fifteen fasls, on fol. 80''. In the thirteenth fasl of

the last bab the treatise breaks off on fol. 98''. The
last four leaves, 99-102, contain (in the same hand-

writing) the fragment of a glossary of scientific terms.

Index on ff. 2% last line, to 7''.

Beginning : ^_»j.L«Jl ujJLiJl 'Ll-, ij'xi\ *il x » U

No. 1261, ff. 102, 11. 12-13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, ii| in. by 7J in.
d

2361

Majma'-aljawami' u dhakhair-altarakib (itxljil /t-^x*

A large work on medical science, primarily a Materia

Medica, arranged in form of a dictionary, in alphabetical

order according to the first and second letters, compiled

A. H. 1185 (a.d. 1771, i772)bylbn alsayyid almarhum
iluhnmraad Hadi al'ukaili al'alawi alkhurasani alshiriizi

(known as Hakim ilidiammad Hadikhan) Muhammad
Husain. Among his prominent sources was a book

of his gi-and-uncle's Muhammad Hashim, known as

Hakim Mu'tamad-almuluk 'Alawikhan bin Hakim Mu-

hammad Hadi al-'alawi, styled ^\^ (*-*W > ^^^ many

other authorities, among which his father, corap. S. 24^

and 71b. To the real book, that is the dictionary, a

preliminary discourse in twenty fasls, on general

medical matters, is prefixed, viz.

:

1. iP>liJ ji J
Ijj J ^xs ji, on fol. 25''.

o..l!iLil ji ^ (jyiJI v_-J^ J^. ji, on fol. 27b.

i^u\ |,L-j1 j f~\y> jjLj ,j, on fol. 29a.

7. I4JI tuU.j.>
y

on fol. 39».

^JLJ .J, on fol. sS".

1^.

8. ii>lj;-l.^>jLa-« -.Lir^^' jJ;i» ^JLJ .j,on fol. 40^.

9. !i^j^ J
sjyJ-* s-jjol ;_;i>-«-' jL-»_cl ^jL^ ji, on

fol. 40b.
^

10. i^j^ t>jj\ ^U-cl ci>X.« J e)];jl ^JL*J ^JLJ ^j, on

fol. 41*.

hjjjI ij^!y>- 3 1 on fol. 42".

12. l.^T kia.
J

sjjil JJ»1 taj^ ij^.j^ , on fol. 42".

13. e)

fol. 43>'.

14.
J Mj-i-J ) u^-:r*^ J 5-J)-^' W-*^. Ji]/*' {j^. j^

I4JT jl^ J j^,S^ J J^. O" fol- 43'^-

15. ip>)>=»• 5 S'irS-* H!)-^' Ij**-'. J""-*' CUi^Jt.^ ^jL^jJ

l4iT, on fol. 45!^.

16. euLs-Mt-ol ^Juo, ^^LJ ji, on fol. 47* (in alpha-

betical order).

17. ^\y>\ JjJ-a. ^JLp. ji, on fol. 49'' (also alpha-

betically arranged).

^•J) tjl
J cJ-^J^^ (.L*-!' s->lil ci'-s-'- J-* >

o^

18. , jLjj J
^li.w» J..«j15<-« j

^Vjjl ijLo ji

i-<-JJi>, on fol. 67".

K
ii ' * -^ jy\ u^»^. uW^j->>19. ^\l*..,,]n

J ^_^.
on fol. 60*^.

20. jJlj
J

i_iJj-« j.j>.L. jJlj Jli. ZA> .>U-.l ijLj jO

~n J.-B.L. , on fol. 7 1^. On the same fol. 7 1^ the diction-

ary begins with the word .bll.

A dhail or khiitimah is added at the end of it, on

fol. 622''
(|_|^ y *jL;U J Jfl)^ J

JjJJua. tjjjl ijLj ji

I4JT JUjcl-,!), partly based on a treatise of Ahmad bin

Lu^f-allah Maulawi Efendi Calabi, originally translated

from a European language into Turkish, afterwards

from Turkish into Arabic.

No date.

A detailed dmMe index (the second arranged accord-

ing to the different medicaments for diseases of all parts

and limbs of the human body) fills ff. il'-23l'._^

Beginning of the work, on fol. 24b
: ij'sl\ ill x^

No. 1279, ff. 630, U. 37 ; smaU Naskhl ; eize, io| in. by 7| in.

2362

Makhzan-aladwiyah u tadlikira-i-aula-alnuha {fjj^-'

^\ jji J/Si J
^yiii).

Another work of similar contents and similar length

by the same author, dealing exclusively with simple

and compound medicaments. It was compiled after the

completion of the preceding book, that is after A. H.

1185 (a.d. 1771, 1772)1 and is divided into two

makalas.

Beginning of the first makdlah on simple drugs

{iiJu, WjjI), on fol. lb; jJ^jJ^Ut^^l uxJ\ 41) J^

It contains a mukaddimali iu fourteen fajls, almost
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equal in its contents to tliat of the preceding work, on

ft'. 7'^-32'', the dictionary in alphahetical order, on
ft'. 32''-3i3", and a khatimah euuinerating the medi-

caments, discussed in the dictiimary, with their Arahic,

Greek, Syriac, Persian, Turkish, and Indian appella-

tions (sjliir* ejLi) • |-.l«.b i.Sx^ 5J. jl jljuxJ ^Lj )J

on£F. 3i3ft-358a.

Second makdlaJi, on if. 362l'-6o2'', on compound

medicaments, beginning: Lijju» . » .. a : i Ui^ (^jJl ii ' ,^

Jl t^l j^ Uljt^
J sx.^.. This part contains also

a mukaddimah in five fasls, on fF. 362l>-366*, and the

dictiouary, in alphabetical order, on ff. 366''-6o2''.

Each niakalah is preceded by a detailed index, the

Jlrst on ff. il'-6'», the second on ff. 36o''-36i«. The
second makdlah has alt-o the sjjecial title ^jbLS

.

Dated A. h. 1193 (a. d. 1779), by Muhammad Sarai'

of Dihli.

No. 1398, ff. 602, 11. 39 ; small Naskhl ; size, ii| in. by 7| in.

2363
!Mu'a.lajat-i-Iskandariy}'ah (jjjJlJlX-.,! eyli-Lw).

A genera] pharmacopoeia or Materia Medica, arranged
in the form of a dictionary, but without any strict

alphabetical order. According to a note on fol. g* it

wius written A. h. 1194 (a.d. 1780), by Dilirjang

Bahadur. No preface nor date appears in the l)ook

itself. It begins on fol. 9*' at once with the letter

<_flJI. A detailed index on ff. il'-8*.

No. 1352, ff. 318, 11. 19 ; Nasta'lik ; size, gf in. by 5J in.

2364
A short medicinal glossary.

This glossary consists of tivo different parts ; the

Jirst, on ff. iii-ii^, explains in Persian all the Persian

and Indian words which denote the different diseases,

and is styled, therefore : ^-^XJl> ^_^L•1 tfU-«Lj '»Tj'
ij.XJ^ j; the second, on ff. ii''-35, is arranged in

alphabetical order and gives an explanation of all

Arabic, Greek, Persian, and Indian words occurring in

the Materia Medica, entitled : ,cJ^ wjjI cyLiJ »,-^'

No author's name appears anywhere.
No date.

No. 88, ff. 35, 11. 14 ; large Nasta'lik ; size, 9J in. by 5 in.

2365
Tuhfa-i-Muhammadi {ijxtx* tis:').

Materia Medica, by Mirza Muhammad NasJr of

Turkish extraction (therefore styled .Li-il Jji_,_a.l),

compiled for Tiptl Sultan (ruler of Mysore, a. h. i I97-
I2I3=A. d. 1783-1799), to whom it is dedicated,

comp. fol. 3», 1. 9 and last but one. It is divided into

two ^ja.;Je^, which bear the strongest resemblance to

the first two ^Ja.f-sr^^ in the Tulifat-almu'minin (see

above, Nos. 2328-2335), even b their respective

headings, viz.

:

'3J^ J Hj.>l

ari L^jjj
J ^^^^)> {o° the difference of

opinion among physicians as to the nature, peculiarities,

and quantity of doses, the way to take them, and the

various grades and faculties, etc.).

t.>;.a^ u.iSi-\ iijijt ujjI

is
J ^JS ijLi-«j iliS Jlxil jjLj . i^yt y

jj « " ly'i-* I—«-
.-;

I L? j^.» iS 15)^ J
(on the qualities

of simple drugs and simple and compound aliments,

etc., as well as on the names and terms mentioned in

this work), see ff. 3'' and 4". There are several sub-

divisions in both, all arranged in alphabetical order.

Beginning : j u^J^^i uyl^H_ZJI jlaui t5Jjl ii s . U

No date. The copy is the author's autograph, but
ff. 242''-3i9a are written by other hands.

No. 873, ff. 745, 11. 19 ; inelegant Nasta'lik ; size, loj in.

by 6| in.

2366

Eisala-i-ma'kul u mashrub ( , -j .
^ - , J>^^ »JL-.).

An epsay on eating and drinking, in verse, compiled

for Tipu Sultan, A. h. 1204= a.d. 1789, 1790 (see the

chronogram, on fol. 2'', 1. 2, sLi ,_,i^ jl), by a certain

Yusufl, see another copy of the same in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat, p. 592, No. 3. The main portion of the

whole consists of mathnawi-baits, but the last part (on

ff. 9a-I2"), entitled o s^ !a-i>.^j ^yUaJL, 'iX^^ (on

the preservation of health), is, as the title shows, in

the form of a kasidah.

\J^j

Beginning

:

j.«l[l JJl ji (Pertsch i»)

|.lJo (Pertsch tijjL^) jjL-,

Written by 'Abd-alkadir.

No. 1604, ff. 12, 6-7 baits in the page; Nasta'lik; size, 7| in.

by 4i in.

2367

Another copy of the same.

Beginning (with the reading of Pertsch in the second
hemistich)

:

The kasidah begins on fol. io«. Written, like the

preceding copy, by 'Abd-alkadir.

No. 1614, ff. 13, usnally six baits in the page; Nastalik

;

size,
J fin. by 4I in.
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2368
The same.

The kasidah begins here on fol. 13*.

No date.

No. 1485, ff. 19, fire baits in the older part (ff. 5-16), four baits

in the more recent addition (ff. 1-4 and 17-19); Naata'Uk, by
two hands ; size, 7 in. by 4^ in.

2369
The same.

The date (viz. 1 204) appears here on fol. 2'', last line

(the additional remark, that the chronogram means

j)\^ • e. ' J j^ ,^ J
.h4Xj, i.e. 1224, is entirely

wrong). The kasidah (e*-ar* lajj^ .j) begins on fol. 13",

but the present copy does not conclude with that;

there follow, on fol. 1 7", two long kit'as, the first pur-

porting to be a letter addressed by some individual to

Avicenna {i-::-ijjJ> I: ...i ^Xe- 5^ o g-*), the second

Avicenna's answer (i_jljJLl), on fol. 1 8».

Beginning of the former : cJl. ^Lki J-<slil j^lXoljLi.

The copyist calls himself Mirza Muhammad Nasir
Afshar (who is evidently identical with the author of

the ijxi^-* tix' in No. 2365 above.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2810, ft. 19, 11. 10 ; Naskhl on ff. 4-19, Nasta'Ilk on ff. 1-3
(on different paper) ; size, 7| in. by 4I in.

2370

Nuskhah dar 'ilm-i-tibb (JUi Jlc .j n-i--^).

Fragment of a medical work, dealing with the diseases

of the various parts and limbs of the human body and
their respective cures. The order of tiie leaves is:

ff. 1-6, 33-43, lacuna, 14-31, lacuna, 32, 7-13. Be-
ginning is also missing. The end is found on fol. 1 1^

(treating of the various colours of the urine). On ff. 1 1»-

13** there is added the same versified treatise on eating

and drinking (i_,j^,j^ j J^^-* tlL-,) as in the four

preceding copies, beginning: ji j.ilS',^! Jj'l^jjjj.yi^.

No author's name is to be found. The first pages
deal with the diseases of the head.

No. 1969, ff. 43, U. 17 ; Nasta'Ilk; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

2371

Kanun dar 'ilm-i-tibb {\Z^ |»ic ,i cJ>-^^)-

A complete Pharmacopoeia, compiled in Persian
from Arabic, Persian, English, and French sources,

apparently by an Englishman, whose name in Persian

garb runs thus : ^j^^ o-^J^ U^ (John 1).

He says in the initial words of the preface, that this

work' is called in English ^^ ^_^j i_r-'^l i-^->^ J>\

{jjzli (that is ' a complete English dispensatory
'), see

the beginning, on fol. l*"

^1

bT^.i ^u

LT*^ r^'

It is divided, as we learn from these introductory

words, into two kisms : the first kiwi contains two
kitabs and treats of the preparation of medicaments,
their peculiarities, composition, etc., and their vegetable

and mineral substances, viz.

:

,.jjb .c- \^ L«,W5 j;i ^'^

:br
The second hinm contains five babs and treats of the

preparation of vegetable and mineral medicaments, of

the various kinds of salts and other matters, finally

also of the preparation of such drugs as druggists are

not selling ready made, viz.

;

uyljUj UJjol Ij}-^ uW*. J-* Jp '^^. •

l4X,J |.U«J1 ^jJ^^ J^ J^ f^-i^
^^'

JllJJjL* &J)jl U'H^J iW* j^ i*>^^ V^.-

London and) ^^jj>^X-i\ j ^i : ! dLL_ sju^LS ^jJ^ j-*

Edinburgh) Jl.

Most of the technical terms occurring in this work
show plainly their English origin.

No date.

No. 1619, ff. 606, 11. II ; Shikasta; size, I if -1 2^ in. by 8J in,

2372

Mufradat dar 'ilra-i-tibb (1JIJ9 JLc .j ejlj,A.o).

A Persian natural history, with special reference to

its bearing upon medical art and medicinal use, trans-

lated from European works, and illustrated throughout

by excellent etchings from the vegetable and animal
kingdoms. It contains three chief parts : the first deals

with Botany, the second with Zoology, the third with
Mineralogy.

Botany is subdivided into the following eight books

(vbT):

1. Jj\ II4J eiA-l f^j^ oir-^-
JJ^ sjj-»j ffS^ Si (the seed), on fol. i".

2. ^^T ijLiJjj^ J L*i-^. u°])^ j^'^ j^ ("le root),

uljjj sS^u^Tji

on fol. 121".

3. ciAJi^j (^Ljjj^ u^]>* )* (tlie wood or stem), on

fol. 3 lb.

4. uLij.,i ij\ ^: .^j-a ijol^i _^i ,J (the bark), on

fol. 39I'. ^
5. ,1s:-'' KS^-iSy, \jB\y->.jViji (the foliage), on fol. 43*.

6.^.^ J ^ J "-^^^J lP uWj. )•> (the bud, blossom,

seed, and fruit), on fol. 50^.

7. \j^^ yii ,0 (various kinds of fruits), on fol. 55K

8. c^ir jr. » .n ySi ,j (various kinds of gums), on

fol. ^3\
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Zoology comprises only one hook (although called

UjlJ^j j |.jUj j ijL-Jl jl cyljlj-jj^^i ^j (animals,

i.e. men, beasts, and birds), on fol. 97".

Mineralogy is subdivided into the following five

books

:

1. uuLljJji-. jjLj ,i (minerals), on fol. 127I'.

2. ualjlj ji (metals), on fol. 1 45".

Jl jl ^^j^ (various kinds of earth or chiy), on fol. 156''.

Jl jjI ,<•»-> (stones), on fol. i6i».

5. j,^.c . Jj j;^.::jU .J (finding or discernment of

earth or clay, and other things), on fol. 165*.

Each book (t^Lii ) is again subdivided into sections,

called uyjv-o> and each ey,*-* begins with the French

and English equivalents for the word or matter in

question.

No date.

No. 1516, ff. 166, II. 17 ; easy Shikasta ; size, 1 2J in. by 7| in.

2373

Two fragments of medical treatises.

1. On ff. ih-ii6:

An incomplete dictionary of technical terms relating

to niedicid science, styled 'Unsur-i-caharum dar lughat

.LiJjj
CJU^u mustalahat-i-tibb (10

L

a.
' " ^ *

,

iSJ»), in alphabetical order, in which the l,jU is formed

by the heat letter of the words, and the J-^ by the first.

It begins with Lj^jJjI, which is explained as a title of

one of the medical works of tLib (Hippocrates). It

comprises Arabic, Greek, Turkish, and other names
of drugs and medicaments, botanical and anatomical

terms, the various kinds of diseases, and prescriptions

for their treatment, etc. Everywhere the Persian and
Hindustani equivalents are given. It breaks off on

fol. 1 1
6a with the 'L». J_aj of the \-j\S (_)Li . To every

word its proper spelling and pointing is added in full.

2. On ff. ii7»-i24:

An incomplete Pharmacopoeia, in two makalas ; the

first makalah (simple drugs) contains seven babs, viz. :

1. t->^j\ aJLJs ,j (natural qualities of drugs), on fol. 117";

cMj2. lijb^IIl*. ji (pills), on fol. ii9»; 3

(various kinds of meat and milk), on fol. 119''; 4. »^Li .j

(fruit), on fol. I20»; 5. J^. ^ (herbs), on fol. 121";

6. Jj.y ji> (spices), on fol. i2 2'>; 7. Jl ^j-i-a^-ij

(odoriferous plants, etc.), 6n fol. 122*.

The ««con(^ makalah(compound medicaments)contains

eight babs, but of these only the fii-st is found here, viz.

:

J^^5 U^'j ^ ^y O^- 3 *-'-3^^ '~r'-S;'> <^A:^j^i,

on fol, I2 2l>. The copy breaks off with the heading of

the second bab (LjiLjJi).

Beginning: \jj^\3 ^^aj ^i ijljl ^sj^ jJ* o' ^j^'^

No author's name, no date. Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2366, ff. 1-114; Na«ta'llk, written in diagonal linea,

about twenty-six in a page ; size, 8| in. by 4} in.

2374
A medicinal treatise on the various kinds of resins

and similar exudations, beginning with ' mastic or

liquorice': -a sJLJ . e*—l ij>/-c o-iJ (./-j-UI J-.«l

Jl jH-^' •

No date.

No. 1752, fF. 249-260, II. 18; Naskhl; size, gin. by jjin.

IV. Lexicography and Grammar.

1. Arabic-Fersian.

a. Vocabularies and Dictionaries.

2375

Nisab-alsibyan (^jl. , oil k_>Laj).

The well-known metrical Arabic-Persian vocabulary
by Abu Nasr Farahi (of the town of Farah in Sijistan),

wliose full name is given in G. Fliigel i. p. 112, on the

statement of H. Khalfa vi. p. 346, No. 13801 (coiiip. ib.

Ji- P- 559)) as Abu Nasr Mas'ud bin Abibakr bin Husain
bin Ja'far al-Farahi, whereas in Fleischer, Cat. Lips.,

P- 333. he is called Badr-aldin (Muhammad Badr-aldin
in H. Blochmann, Contributions, p. 7, and in Bodleian
Cat., No. 1640) Abd Nasr (Abu Nasri iu W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 215) al-Raji (because he was buried in

Raj) al-Farahi ; in the first Bodleian copy, Bodleian
Cat, No. 1636, Abu Nasr Farahi Mas'ud bin Hasan bin
Husain aladabi ; and in No. 2381 below, Abu Nasr
Muhammad al-Farahi. It is the most popular school-

book in the East, especially in India ; for other copies,

besides those quoted already, see Bodleian Cat., Nos.

1637-1639; Rieu ii. pp. 504 and 506; J. Aumer,
p. 112 ; "W. Pertiich, p. 5 (No. Ill, 2), and Berlin Cat.,

p. 214 ; comp. also ib. p. 41, No. 22 ; p. 71, No. i ; and

P- i53> No. I ; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 236,

254, and 256. It has been edited at Calcutta, 1819,
and in Persia, a. h. 1 268. The author flourished about
a.h. 617 (a.d. 1220).

Beginning, as in the British Museum copies, the

Munich copy, the first Berlin, and the second Bodleian

copy : Xfij.
J

jxjLa. x~.a. ,j*]/Jj^ y\ J^^S^^^^^

Marginal and interlinear Persian glosses throughout.

Dated the 9th of Shawwal, a.h. 1075 (a.d. 1665,
April 25).

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2309, ff. 1-36, U. 9 ; Naskhl ; size, 8 in, by 5 in.
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2376
Anotlier copy of the same.

Beginning: Jl sjjJ^j.:-*-.

No date. ^ '

No. 937, ff. 29, U. IS ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by 4I in.

2377
The same.

Beginning, on fol. i", in the fuller way in which

many copies open, viz. : JLJUJIj ^^^UJI 1^ ill Ju.iJ

The beginning of the two preceding copies is found

here on fol. ib, 1. 5.

Dated the 4th of Ramadan, A. h. 1202 (a. d. 1788,

June 8).

No. 2802, ff. 38, 11. 13 ; Naslihl ; size, SJ in. by 5 in.

2378
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy ; the other

beginning xjjJ ^ « :^ is added here on the margin

of fol. 41b.

No date.

It belonged formerly to Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2537, ff. 41-84, 11. 8 ; Naskhl; size, loj in. by 6| in.

2379

Beginning: Jl j^;-siL«Jl >l>j ^ X»JS.

No date. ^

The same.

No. 3508, olim 7. J. 6, ff. i9i''-232, 11. 13; Nasta'lik; size,

y| in. by 4J in.

The same.

Beginning the same.

No date.

2380

No. 457, ff. 51, 11. 13; very careless Nasta'lik, sometimes quite

like Shikasta ; size, 9J in. by 5^ in.

2381
The same.

Beginning the same. Persian interlinear glosses on

the first two pages. Various readings on the margin.

The ^)l ... Ta H ^JLaj ends on fol. 68" and is followed by

a mathnawi on legal prayer, ablution, and fasting,

styled here s-ii ,j ,j^ , and beginning

:

the initial words and the name of the author, given as

Sharaf-aldin Bukhari, prove its identity with the well-

known s^lUJI l^Sjut, also called sA,s L«li-a,5JuJI ^1j^

(bo in the India Office copy of Ikhtiyar bin Ghiyath-

aldin's commentary on it, see further below in section V:

Theology and Law), or simply ^^ Aj, composed in the

year 693 of the Rihlat, i.e. A. H. 703 = A. u. 1303,
comp. Bodleian Cat., No. 1767 ; G. Flugel i. p. 512 ;

Rieu i. p. 23*; "VV. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 254 ; and
A. F. Mehren, p. 6, No. VII (where the wrong date

393 of the Rihlat is given). It was copied by Kalb
Muhyl-aldin. The fragment of another mathnawi of

similar purport is found on ff. 76''-77'*, bfginniug :

Jl (;^L»J1 V; J'*-*
i^J^-'

No. 76, ff. 77, 11.6 (on ff 1-68), 11. 15-16 (on ff. 68-75), U- "
(on ff. 76 and 77); Nasta'Uk, by different hands; size, 9I in.

by 6j in.

2382

Sharh-i-Nisab-alsibyan (^jL-^l i_)LaJ »-^)-

A Persian commentary on the preceding work by

Nizam bin Kamal bin Jamal bin Husam alharawi,

usually called Ibn Husam (see fol. 96^, line 9), btgiu-

ning : y-lj\ 5j->.» (_jjL».1 sj V (^j'J j-« {j-\-^ j-j. ij^^-*

Jl jLjJ c*jyt-i> « Ac J. It is incomplete at the

eiid ; the last bait, explained by the commentator, is :

~J\ J>.T t^- ^1 A-<jj (corresponding to fol. 82^, first

line, in No. 2378 above).

Other copies of this commentary are noticed in Bod-

leian Cat., No. 1640, and in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat,

p. 215. In another commentary (Bodleian Cat., No.

1 641) the author of the present work is called Kamal-

aldin bin almarhum bin Husam alharawi, comp. also

H. Khalfa vi. p. 346, No. 13801. A part of fol. 116*

and the whole of fol. 1 1 6*' are left blank.

No. 4'JO, ff. 96-204, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2383
Sharh-i-Nisab-alsibyan (^^L;!!^!l LjLaJ rr-')-

Another commentary on the same work by Muham-
mad bin Fasih bin Muhammad, known as Karim Dasht-

i-Bayadi Kdhistani, who lived in the time of the

emperor Akbar (see H. Blochmann, Contributions,

p. 7), beginning : (_;-L-/ j
_yVi, j jjJ.** Li ij\^ j s^^

i

^. ^j^ .jj

other commentaries on the same book are those by

'All bin 'Umar bin 'Ali alnajjar (Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1641); by Muhammad bin Jalal bin Sulaiman

Kuhistani (ib., No. 1643) ; by Muhammad Sa'd

(W. Pei-tsch, Berlin Cat., p. 216, No. i) ; by Yiisuf bin

Mani' (H. Blochmann, Contributions, p. 7); and various

anonymous ones (one noticed in Bodleian Cat., No. 1642

;

and in E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 237 and

238; another in Bodleian Cat., No. 1644). The present

commentary ends on fol. 108^ and is dated the 15th of

Jumada-alaWwal, A. h. 1193 (A. D. 1779, May 31).

On ff. I09''-II2'' another versified Arabic- Persian

vocabulary, in Ibrm of a kasldah, is added, exijlaining

the meaning of those Arabic words which can be spelt

with the three different vowels a, i, and u, and styled
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ISfuthallatli-allnghAt (cyU-UI

tlialliith (cJLi. v_j^-^)-

Beginning

:

CjUc ,'c-)^15-'^ u>T -ij

.) or Nisab-i-mu-

r^^
From these initial words it is evident that the versi-

fied vocabuhiry, styled (c^-J-M <—>^-^ in Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1650, I, is identical with the Muthallath.

The first triad of Arabic words explained in Persian

is

:

„ j#

,.,1. Pi
Comp. W. Pertsch, Gotha Arabic Cat., No. 408 sq.,

and Berlin Cat., p. 216, No. 3 (where a commentary
on this work by Muhammad Sa'd, the commentator
of the (jL-JD1 L_>LaJ , is noticed).

No. 521, ff. 113, U. 15; NasU'lik; illuminated irontispiece

;

size, 8 in. by 4J in.

2384

Muthallath-allughat (eyUJJl cJLl.).

Another copy of the same vocabulary in form of

a kasidah, beginning as in the preceding copy.

No date. At the end and on fol. i» seals of a former
owner, Iktidarkhan, with the date A. h. 1179 (a. d.

1765, 1766). College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2345, ff. 14, II. 7 ; distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, 7 J in. by 4J in.

2385
The same.

Beginning as usual. Many interlinear and marginal
paraphrases. Very worm-eaten.

No date. The copy belonged formerly to Sir Charles

Wilkins. At the end the title kiJjLo i_>L^ is given
to this book, as in W. Pertsch, loc. cit.

No. 2587, ff. 85-90, 11. 10; careless Nastalik, mixed with
Shikasta; size, io|in. by 6|in.

2386
Nisab-i-badi' (»jjo i_>Lij).

Another metrical Arabic-Persian vocabulary, in form
of kit'as in various metres, a kind of primer for children

in which, among other curiosities, the various meanings
of such words are given as have the same form or sound
in Arabic and Persian.

Beginning

:

j*^— I—J>-» }
A 'U ' y^-" J /+-" ^/-o-»

Dated A. H. 1 122 (a. d. 17 10, 1711).

No. 1174, ff. 7, 3 coll., each 11. 14; Nasta'Uk; size, 8f in.

by 4i in.

2387
A commentary on the same woi-k.

This commentary is due, according to the colophon,

to Mulla Sa'd 'Azimfibadi, who is no ddubt identical

with Muhammad Sa'd, who wrote commentaries on the

IND. OFP.

^ 1 ujLoj and the C».l.*.« vLaJ, see No. 2383
above. The same commentary, but with a different

beginning, is noticed inW. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 216,

No. 2.

Beginning here, on fol. i*" : J-oj j ,-^1 ojLj! ^j^jo

^'

After an introductory part, beginning : ^jill ijtkiJl

LU ^lUlj Jlllll u-,,J-s.^£JI J, on fol. lb 1. 4, the

initial kit'ah of the original work is found on fol. 2^,

I. 2, Jl .4-i. .-a-« , with a full exposition of its

meaning.

Dated by'Abd-alsamad 'Ali Muhammad the nth of

Safar, A. h. 1164 (here called the fourth year of the

emperor Ahmadshah's reign, more correctly the third,

since his accession to the throne took place on the

27th of Eabi' II, A. H. 1 161, at the death of his father

Muhammadshah) = A. d. 1751, Jan. 9.

This copy belonged formerly to Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2537, ff. 1-40, 11. 15; Nastallk, mixed with Shikasta;

size, 10^ in. by 6| in.

2388

Alsurah min al-Sih4h (_Lar^' ^^ -\^Jli\).

The well-known abridgement of Jauhari's famous
Arabic dictionary, the Sihah (or Sahah, as others

pi-onounce it , by Abu-alfadl Muhammad bin 'Umar
bin Khalid, commonly known as Jamal-alkurashi, with

the Persian equivalents added to the Arabic words.

It was completed the i6th of Safar, A. h. 681 (a. d.

1282, May 26), in Kashghar, see Bodleian Cat., Nos.

1645 sq. Other copies of the same are described in

Kieu ii. p. 507 ; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 239
and 240 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. i. p. 69 ; O. Loth,
Arabic Cat., pp. 282-283 (comprising eight other

copies of the India Office Collection), etc. It has been
edited in Calcutta, 1812-1815, in two volumes, and in

Lucknow, a. h. 1289 ; comp. also H. Khalfa iv. p. 102,

and the Arabic Cat. of the British Museum, pp. 227
and 467. The last letter constitutes the v_>b, the first

the j-aj, as in the original.

Beginning: »]^ ^^t^- w ^^J^\ i^j- iJ\^f^JLii\ JU

All the words explained are repeated in red ink on
the margin. The proper order of ff. 10-21 is: lo, 13,

II, 12, 14-17, 19, 20, 18, 21.

This splendid copy is dated in the month of Dhd-
alka'dah, A. h. 1013 (a. d. 1605, March-April).

No. 3427, olim 9. J. 13, ff. 437, II. 31; excellent Naakhl;
size, 10^ in. by 6^ in.

2389
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Collated.

No date. Seals of a former owner with the date

A.H. 1182 (a. D. 1768, 1769), on ff. !« and ib; other
entries from A.H. 1192 (a. d. 1778) and 11 98 (a. d.

1784) on the margin of fol. ik

No. 8279, ff. 480, II. 35 ; amaU Naskhl, by different hands
small illuminated frontispiece ;- size, 9I in. by 5^ in.

4 o
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2390
The same.

Beginning as usual ; tlie author's name and the date

of composition, A. h. 68 i, appear in the subscription on
the last page. Fol. 435 must be put immediately after

fol. 433 ; foL 434 is incoherent both with the preceding

and the following page.

No. 3316, ff. 436, written by at least six different hands, for

the greater part in Naskhl ; the oldest on fol. 436, II. 2 3 ; the
newest on fol. i, 11. 17, supplied by a comparatively late hand;
a third on ff. 2-104, ^1- 26-27; a fourth on tf. 133-136, 11. 27-28

;

a fifth on ff. 137-386, 11. 25; a sixth, or rather a mixture of

various hands, as it seems, on ff. 105-122 and 387-435, 11. 15-27;
greatly damaged in many places ; size, 9I in. by 5^ in.

2391

Nisab-i-'akidat-aljawahir {jJt\^ ihjJl-JLc i_)Laj).

A metrical Arabic-Persian vocabulary in the form of

the j;jL^->JL!l i_>LiJ (see Nos. 2375-2381 above), divided

into fifty kit'as, undoubtedly identical with the .>j-ic

.^Ijil, noticed in Eieu ii. p. Soyb, and written, accord-

ing to the account given in the preface of that copy,

between A. h. 816-824 (a. d. 1413-1421) for Mirza

Ulughbeg Calabi, the son of the 'Uthmani Sultan Mu-
hammad I, by an author who styles himself Rashid-

aldin "Watwati ; and also with the f^ljii JJLc in the

Bodleian Cat., No. 1676, which is wrongly ascribed

there, on fol. i'', to a certain Murtad Moghul bin 'Ali

Muhammadkhan. The present copy lacks the intro-

duction (just as the Bodleian copy) and begins forthwith

with the first kit'ah, viz. : jLcl i^\j j — L::Lil . Ixxji

J! ,0 (the same with which the Bodleian copy opens).

Some marginal glosses and additions.

No date.

No. 1072, ff. 49, 11. 13 ; Nasta'ltk, written on paper of various

colours ; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

2392

Kanz-allughat (ejLilll j-^)-

The Arabic-Persian dictionary by Muhammad bin

'Abd-alkhalik bin Ma'ruf, dedicated to Kargiya Sultan

Muhammad bin Giya bin Nasir Giya of Gilan, who
reigned A. h. 851-883 (a. d. 1447-1478, 1479), ^^^

his son and heir, Kargiya Mirza Ali, who was killed

A. H. 911 (a. D. 1505, 1506), see Eieu ii. pp. 507 and

508, and Supplement, p. 120*; Bodleian Cat., No. 1670;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 219 and 220, see also ib.,

p. 12, No. 33, and p. 102, No. 6 ; E. G. Browne, Cam-
bridge Cat., pp. 240 and 241 ; Cat. des MSS. et Xylo-

graphes, p. 202; J. Aumer, p. 109; Paris Cat., Nos.

1248 and 1249, etc. ; comp. also H. Khalfa v. p. 256,

No. 10924 ; Arabic Cat. of the British Mus., Nos. 1019,

1382, and 1383, and Supplement, No. 878, etc. It was

lithographed in Persia, A. h. 1283.

Beginning, on fol. i^ : . J. . > cyLiJ j^-O ^al^_a.

^JSii^ u^«^>. %\S\> (sic ! instead of^lij) *LjJ ,jijli«.

The title appears on fol. 3^ 1. 12; the dictionary

itself begins on fol. 5a, 1. 5, with the t^b i—aJ^l i_>Li

i_aJ^I jt.« (_aJil|. It is arranged alphabetically accord-

ing to the Jtrst and the last letter of the words ; each

chapter begins with the Arabic infinitives.

Dated A. H. 1034 (a. d. 1624, 1625).

No. 1869, ffK46i, 11. 19; Naskhl; worm-eaten throughout|
size, 8J in. by 5-| in.

2393

Another copy of the same.

Beginning : slTb ,LiJ (jijLi«> . x.^^ lijLiJj^jj-j^I^jj.

The dictionary ends on fol. 507^, and is dated the

27th of Jumada-althanl, in the thirty-eighth year of

(probably) 'Alamgir's reign = A. h. 1106 (a. d. 1695,

Feb. 12), by an inhabitant of the Pargana of Shahjahan-

pur, Abd-alshakur. Ff. 508'' and 509* are filled with

some medical prescriptions. A seal of Tipu Sultan

on fol. lb.

No. 1682, ff. 509, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; size, io| in. by 6J in.

2394
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

No date. College of Fort "William, 1825.

No. 2056, ff. 360, II. 20; splendid Naskhi; illuminated

frontispiece ; the first two pages richly embellished ; size, gf in.

by 6 in.

2395
The same.

This copy is fearfully damaged, and consequently

very defective. The pages are worm-eaten and effaced

in the greater part of the MS., and occasionally whole

pieces are torn away, especially in the first thirty

leaves.

Beginning of this copy (identical with that in the

Bodleian copy, the Berlin copies, the second and third

Munich copies, and the third Cambridge copy) :

j"

No date.

d
I J,jL-.jI _»Li.ol ^J^J) iS.

No. I860, ff. 317, 11. 23-25; written by different hands,

partly in Nasta'llk, partly in Naskhl ; size, gf in. by 6 in.

2396

A fragment of the same.

This copy of the Kanz-allughat has no preface at all,

and begins at once with the Arabic infinitives of the

eighth conjugation (first word \j^l= ;jjpjlcl, corre-

sponding to fol. 9^ 1. 3 ab infra in No. 2393 above);

it breaks off already in the letter^ ; the last ten pages
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have DO headings; all the Arabic words are missing,

the space, originally left for them, not being filled in ;

in the other parts of the book they are marked by red

ink. Several pages slightly injured.

No date; ou fol. i^ a seal, dated A. h. 1134 (a. d.

1721, 1722).

No. 2576, ff. 112, U. 23-25; Naskhl; size, gjln. by 5|in.

2397

Tarjumat-alkamus (,_,^UJI l^j^).

A Persian paraphrase and detailed explanation of the

introduction (i^Loj) and the first h&h (su-a i-jb) of

the famous Arabic dictionary Alkamus almuhit {^j^j^iii\

k-j^') of Imam Majd-aldin Abil Tahir Muhammad bin

Ya'kub Firuzabadi Shirazi (who died A. H. 8i7= A. l).

1 4 14, 1 41 5), compiled by Maulana 'Abd-alrahman bin

Hasan (so distinctly, not Husain, as in Stewart's Cat., see

a few lines further down), who, according to the ta'rikh

of his death, given on fol. i*, viz. -i->.L) jLi-il, died

A. H. 1028 (a. D. 1619), see a reference to this transla-

tion in Eieu ii. p. 511* (where, however, the slightly

incorrect date, a. h. 1027, is given, a mistake in

Stewart's Cat., p. 134, from which the notice is taken).

The full title of this copy is jl ,ja^U &J»'Wi-> '-^^^

sU^Jl i-_j;j».^l Ls i_>bi Jjl, see fol. i\

It begins, without any preface, immediately with the

initial words of the Arabic original : « ; . > 4JI X»Ji

.yi, j^ x.Ls*J ^U .LxLJI ^H ^ij^^^ . ,-

Ajob A-.j>. {S:>\y. J
iiJ 2^ ^yj ^jyi. ^JiiS t5Jl^l

The first bab begins on fol. 23", and goes down to

the end of the copy. Occasionally marginal additions

and glosses.

No date ; but on the margin of the last page the

following remark of a former reader is added : c*jtij

f^yi ^ jjLflJl S^ ij-) (V)—-»l .V « g* 8-^1 A-* ••U.iJl

(a.H. ii6z, 17th of Jumada I)= a.d. 1749, May 5,

a Monday.

The Arabic Kamus was printed in two volumes, 1817,

at Calcutta. A later Persian translation by Muhammad
Habib-allahwascompleted A.H. ii49(a. D. 1736, 1737),
see Bodleian Cat., No. 1674, and Rieu ii. p. 511.

Ko. 1014, ff. 98, 11.
1 7 ; Nastallk ; mze, 9^ in. by 5^ in.

2398
Muntakhab-allughat-i-Shahjahani (uaLilJl \,jJ^' '

"

The most popular Arabic-Persian dictionary in India,

compiled from the Kamus (see the preceding copy), the

Sihah and Surah (see Nos. 2388-2390 above), by 'Abd-

alrashid bin 'Abd-alghafur albusaini almadani altatawi,

the author of the first critical Persian dictionary, the

ijXi^j ii^J^Aji (see further below), who was still alive

in A.H. 1069 (a. D. 1658, 1659), in the reign of the

emperor Shahjahan, to whom it is dedicated, a.h. 1046

(a.d. 1636, 1637), according to the chronogram, v^^j^^

Jjjj ^. , found at the end of some copies (see author's

name and title of the book on ff. 6*, 1. i, and 6*>, 1. 6).

It is sometimes styled Rashidi "Arabl, to distinguish it

from the author's Rashidi Parsi, i.e. the Farhang-i-

Rashidi, see Rieu ii. p. 501*, and H. Blochmann, Con-

tributions, bottom of p. 20.

Beginning of the preface: ,^Iil eUL* u'W-' j (_r^^-^^

The dictionary itself, which is arranged alphabetically

in this way, that the first letter constitutes the bab,

and the last the fasl, begins on fol. 7".

Other copies are described in Bodleian Cat., Nos.

1672 and 11573; Eieu ii. p. 510; "VV. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 200, No. 2 ; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

p. 242; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. v, p. 150. A re-

daction of this work, arranged in the usual alphabetical

form of European lexicons, was published by J. H.

Taylor, Calcutta, 18 16; other printed editions appeared

ib. 1808 and 1836; Lucknow, 1835, 1845, and a.h.

1286; lithographed at Bombay, 1862.

This copy is dated the 22nd of Jumada-althani,

A.H. 1 103 (a.d. 1692, March 11).

No. 46, ff. 416, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9J in. by 4I in.

2399
Another copy of the same.

Beginning of the preface, as in the preceding copy,

on fol. lb
; beginning of the dictionary on fol. 3b.

Dated in the month of Shawwal, A.h. 1117 (a.d.

1 706, Jan.-Feb.).

No. 358, ff. 334, II. 19-21 ; written very irreguLirly by many
different hands in Nasta'Uk and Shikaata; size, io| in. by

55 in.

2400
The same.

Beginning of the preface as usual ; beginning of the

dictionary on fol. 4*.

Dated the 4th of Jumada-althani, A. h. i i 30 (a. d.

1718, May 5), by Muhammad Zahir Fida'l, who copied

it for Hafiiz Ahmad bin Hafiz Muhammad of Balgram.

No. 3304, olim lo. J. 14, ff. 203, 11. 27; small, but clear,

Nasta'Uk; size, ii in. by 7 in.

2401
The same.

Beginning of the preface as usual ; author's name
on fol. 5», 1. 9; title of the book on fol. 5^ 1. 11 ;

beginning of the dictionary on fol. 6". The chronogram,

Jjij |_yj v'-i^'^, on fol. 3308. Many pages spoiled

or effaced.

Dated the 8th of Muharram, A. h. i i 55 (here called

the twenty-fifth year of Muhammadshah's reign, more

correctly the twenty-fourth) = A.d. 1742, March 15,

at Murshidabad; it was copied for Nawwab Maha-

batjang.

Presented to the Library by Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2874, ff. 330, 11. 18-19; Nasta'Uk, in a very unequal

handwriting, mixed with Shikasta ; size, Q^ in. by 6J in.

402
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2402
Tlie same.

The preface is wanting here ; it begins at once wilh

the dictionary, on fol. i^: \_i ~. il ^jiS jLc\ Ij, ; i\

Dated the 7th of Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1161 (a. d.

1748, March 7), by Muhammad 'Abdallah, son of

Shaikh 'Abd-alghiyath.

Collated and annotated.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2030, ff. 510, 11. 15-18; Nasta'lik ; woim-eaten ; size,

9l '1- by 5 1 in-

2403
The same.

Beginning of the preface here : aUL* ,jijli-. . (j-Lj-<

Beginning of the dictionary on fol. 41".

Copied in the third or fourth year of the reign of the

emperor 'Alamgir II (= a.h. 1170, a.d. 1756, 1757),

in the month of Eabi'-alawwal = a. d. 1756, Nov.-Dec.

No. 3437, olim 10. J. 13, fF. 258, 11. 21-24; carelessly written,

partly in Naskhl, partly iu Nasta'llk. ; size, 8| in, by 5| in.

2404

Khazinat-allughat (eyUlll SjujLi.).

The treasury of words and phrases (,jL^ ^ji

ejLXlU ifill CDU.'

"

'"'
•'), an Arabic-PerBian glossary,

which includes, besides the Arabic words, also some

Syriac and Greek ones, current in Persian speech, by

an anonymous author, and without any date of com-

position. The copy is, moreover, incomplete, and breaks

off at the end of bab 8, fasl i. The Jlrst letter con-

stitutes the bab, the last the fasl.

Beginning |^^. fjJL^ j
^^Xli j j^ljl^ (jLiJ ^ J.**

On fol. !» a seal with the date A. h. 1 183 (a. d. 1769,

1770).

No. 527, ff. 154, 11. 13; inelegant and very small Nasta'llk,

resembling Shikasta ; size, 7I in. by 43 in.

2405

Kitab-i-abwab-allughat (eDlilll i^\y\ ^'^)-

Contributions to an Arabic-Persian dictionary, be-

ginning with the letter ^ and going down to ^J.

This copy, which is dated the ist of Muharram, a. h.

1 1 85 (the twelfth year of Shah 'Alain's reign) = A. D.

1 77 1, April 16, comprises 511 leaves altogether, many
entirely blank, another part only filled with the Arabic

words, arranged chiefly according to the first and last

letters, and a small part again with full explanations

in Persian. The title appears on the last page. The

owner of the copy was Mr. Eichard Johnson (j,Ui^^.:u>.-o

No. Hi, ff. gli ; Nastallk ; size, 14J in. by Si in.

b. Grammars.

2406
Sarf-i-Mir {^ »-j/-»)-

The well-known treatise on Arabic inflexion by Mir
Sayyid Sharif Jurjani, who was born a. u. 740 (a. d.

1339! 1340) f^nd died a.h. 816 (a. d. 1413, 1414),

divided into the usual three sections : noun (-,—1), verb

(J-xi), and particle (^j^), and commonly styled i__K..b

j.^, or according to H. Khalfa ii. p. 304, No. 3038,

i_Bj^i.Jl A^JUl ^.Joy^, comp. Bodleian Cat.,Nos. 1653-

1656; Kieu ii. p. 522*; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp.
180, 181, and 186, No. i; E. G. Browne, Cambridge
Cat., p. 262, No. V; Notices et Extraits x. pp. 4-12,
etc. Pi'inted in a collection of grammatical treatises,

in Calcutta, 1805; lithographed in Lucknow, 1844,
and A. H. 1288 ; see also Zenker ii. No. 147 sq.

Beginning : d^jl uljo .... |»^^»pl ^j^^^ Alll (.—

>

£^ cij^ J*j J ^ J ^) ci)-?-
I'-''

^^r* J J-*-*

Dated the 9th of Jumada 11, A.h. 1115 (a. D. 1 703,
Oct. 20). Occasional glosses on the margin.

No. 1221, ff. 73, 11. 9 ; Naskhl; size, 6| in. by
4;J-

in.

2407
Another copy of the same.

Beginning : S ^^ju ijjl dJol s^Jlx) . . . . ijj J^^il

The title appears in the colophon and on fol. i^.

No date. On fol. i" an entry of a former owner,

dated tlie 14th of Jumada II, a.h. 1185 (a. D. 1771,
Sept. 24).

College of Fort "William, 1825.

No. 2299, ff. 35, 11. 12-14, written by different hands in various

styles of Nasta'llk, Naskhl, and even Shikasta; size, 8| in.

by 6 in.

2408
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. This copy was
made for Major Mackenzie by Sayyid Himmat 'AH
Talib-al'ilm, and is dated the 25th of June, 1793
(= a.h. 1207, 15th of Dhu-alka'dah).

No. 1564, tf. 58, 11. 8 ; large Nasta'llk ; size, gf in. by 6J in.

2409
The same.

Beginning: ^^ i_s'^'
^'^ dJ-j' o'"^- . ^ J-Ji

' No dateI'NO aate.

No. 290, ff. 1-33, 11. 9 ; Naskhl ; size, 8 ia. by 5I in.
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2410
Another, but shorter tract on Arabic inflexion, very

similar to, but not identical with the preceding i__i^

j.^. It begins: ti^j^^ljJI
^J i^JLxJ 4)1 e)J>-i^l u'jJ

Occasionally interlinear Persian paraphrases of Arabic
words.

As date appears the 14th of Muharram only.

No. 86, ff. 1-12, U. 21 ; Naskhl ; size, 9 in. by 6 in.

2411

Majmu ah ft 'ilm-alsarf (o,. J^ II JLc ^ u^y^).
Four Per.iian treatises on Arabic grammar, dealing

for the greater part with the verbs

:

1. Mizan-alsarf (i_j^l j^l)--«), on the conjugation

of the regular Arabic verb, on ff. 1-2 1, beginning:

'^
JUil IL^u 1 SJjJ t

Jl JU>. J.
Other copies are noticed in Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1669 and 2007 (where it is styled (jlu.* %sr^

i~i,-o i^Lc .j), and Ricu ii. p. 523'' ; conip. also

No. 2414 below. This little tract is edited in the

collection of grammatical treatises, Calcutta, 1805;
lithographed at the Muhammadl press, A. h. 1258.

Dated the 17th of March, 1793 (a.h. 1207, 4th of

Sha'ban).

2. Nuskha-i-munsha'ibah (».,t,,.', :.» is*^), a treatise

on the various classes of Arabic verbs and their derived

conjugations, on ff. 25''-59l', beginning: . . . . ii) ,> ,H

iJ^^a^i^ Jljtil tl-^». sJT j^^jJl (j» ij^ ^^ I^Xx^\ jjlx>

y^ .i-1

Other copies in Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 1664, 2, 1666, and 1667 ; Rieu ii. p. 524*

No. II; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., p. 261, No. II

(there styled ^^ « .'. ; j> Lie—'). It is included, like the

pjrecediug treatise, in the above-mentioned collection.

3. Panj Ganj (^l) ^ij), or Panj Ganj f i 'ilmi-alsarf

(uJ-SJI Jlc ^ -ij «r^.)) also styled Tasrif min "ilmi-

alsarf (uJyJDl —Lc ^^ i_Bj^_oJ), or simply Tasrif

(i—sj^), an elementary Arabic grammar, on ff. 61*'-

116 , beginning : sJ (^iul
j

^JL-jill jfii. U jJLc ii) .v.JJ

Jl j^LJJl . According to the preface, it ought to

contain Jive bdbs, each subdivided into five fasls ; but

of ihefirst bdh and its five fasls (i-Jf-fl ij}~^ ^^jjikL^ ,j

•U-ul J JUil) only a short index is given here, as the

author has fully treated the subject of this bab, viz. the

conjugation of the regular verb, iu the opening chapter
of another work of his, styled .jLoji ; and of the second

bdh (JLxjl >_j^ J 'U^l J JLiLjl ^jA^\ ^^i-U-i jj
Jl 'U--lj) only /owr fasls are found, just as in No. 1 661

of the Bodleian Cat., and in No. 2419 further below;

comp. also Bodleian Cat., No. 1660; Rieu ii. p. 523*;
and E. Q. Browne, Cambridge Cat, p. 261, No. III.

The four fasls of the second bdb deal with the classes of

verbs; the verbs with Hamzah ; the verbs with a weak
letter ; and the reduplicate verhs ; i\\efifthfusl, missing

here, deals with the rules of the pennutatiou of letters.

It is printed in the collection of grammatical treatises,

pp. 38-112, and lithographed at Lucknow, 1844.
Dated the ist of April, 1793 (a.h. 1207, i9tb of

Sha'ban).

4. Zubdat-alsarf (i_»,JUl iXJij) or Zubdat fi 'ilmi-

alsarf (k_j;JUl Jlc ^ »j.j:) or simply Zubdat (sJ^^),

see also No. 2420 below, a treatise on the inflexion of

the sound as well as the irregular verbs (in the same
order as in the second bdb of the preceding treatise)

and the laws of pel-mutation applying thereto, on ff. 1 1
6''—

135) beginning : ey^jijAI 1—ij;<i.llL) i_jj_»jAl 4) j.*JJ

lU^ &S j^lUl
^j ^Jl*3 4)1 laUlc jjljj .... j_f5iaHb

_».«* i.l*-Mjl iJij^jX.^ j.\ ^JLX , ;• J 'L»^l , %jj,n •; » JLxil

Jl t—icLa,.
J J.iJt-« J Jj-M-" J

• Tlie author of this

treatise is Zahir bin Mahmftd bin Mas'ud al'alawi

;

other copies in Bodleian Cat, No. 1657; Rieu ii.

p. 524», No. V; and E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

p. 261, No. IV. Edited in the Calcutta collection, on
pp. 113-122. Dated the 25th of May, 1793 (a.h.

1207, 14th of Shawwal).
The transcriber of the whole Majmu ah is Sayyid

Himmat 'AH of Mungir.

No. 1240, ff. 13s, 11. 9 ; large Nasta'Uk ; additions and anno-
tations ou the margin ; size, 6^ in. by 4 in.

2412
Another copy of the same Majmu'ah.

1. Mizan-alsarf, on ff. i-iS*.

2. Nuskha-i-munsha'ibah, here styled Kitab-almun-

sha'ibah (t , » .t...L\.l <J^), on ff. i8l'-34a, beginning (in

a slightly different way from the preceding copy)

:

S_ ^^JlJJl j_5» ^\ju 4)1 |») JOI-.1 sJ^ljJ .... 4) J.^

^1./^ 'j i d' ib* )j jj J ijj <i". » JLxil »JL».a..

3. Panj Ganj, on ff. 34'>-7ol'.

4. Zubdat-alsarf, on ff. 7il'-8o».

As date appears only the month Phagun (i^iLjj, the

I ith of the Hindu year = Febr.-March). A former
owner was Mr. A. Hamilton.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2.')71, ff. 80, U. 8 ; largo Nasta'Uk ; the Arabic phrases in
Naskhl ; size, 8J in. by 6f'in.

2413
Three t>"e?itises on Arabic accidence.

1. Panj Ganj, on fol. i'^; second bdb on fol. 2^*. In

this copy only the^r«< three fasls are found. Dated the
3n:l of Muharram, A.H. 1137 (a.d. 1724, Sept. 22), by
Shaikh Aluhammad Ya'kub, son of Shaikh Muhammad
Rustam, an inhabitant of Shahjahanabad.

2. Sarf-i-Mir (see Nos. 2406-2409 above), on fol. 2^\
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Beginning as in No. 2409. Dated, by the game scribe,

the 8th of Safar, A. h. 1137 (a. d. 1724, Oct. 27).

Half of fol. 84 is torn away.

3. Zubdat-alsarf, on fol. 87I'. Beginning here : J.^
I—i ,.,

«

li\ JLS (read jJi) !Ji Ju«j V1\ (j-JkUJl iZ>j ii

(read j , i b) c5H-^ iJj-^^ >4j <<ill i-*-a.j ^^1 ls^IP'
Jl jj.-c*. Written by the same scribe, but without

a date.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2510, S. 107, 11. 11-12 ; Naskhl ; size, 8J in. by 4I in.

2414
Another, but incomplete copy of the Mlzan-alsarf.

Beginning as in Nos. 2411, i, and 2412, i above.

It is styled here, on fol. 153", ^jU--* ts^, and ascribed

to Sa'di of Shiraz ((.jJ>-s^ i?.L.^I i-^i •rj -^ -^ i—i«:.,aT

(^Lj-i. ijXx^) ; its first owner was Wahid Husain,

sou of Sayyid Tufail 'All. This fragment contains

only thirteen pages.

No. 2420, ff. 153-160, 11. 7-8; large Nastalik; size, 8J in.

by 4^ in.

2415

Mizan fi 'ilmi-alsarf (»_5-^l JlC ^j fj]y^).

Another treatise on the conjugation of the regular

Arabic verb, that is, paradigms of all its tenses and
moods, both in the affirmative and negative forms,

with a Persian introduction and detailed Persian para-

phrases, styled almost exactly as the preceding little

work, but evidently different from it ; see other copies

in Bodleian Cat., No. 1664, i ; Rieu ii. p. 524'' (in

both without any title, but styled in the latter by
Erskine J-^Jl ;y:—.») ; and E. G. Browne, Cambridge

Cat., p. 261, I (where the colophon gives the above

title, just as No. 2417 below). In the present copy,

on the top of fol. i^, it is called i—iJUl ^J cilrA'-

Beginning : ^^
jjljj '^^;,»>-wl 5-)Ls-"j sJTj xt^ *h^j L?^ »^i-^lj

LS*-" X. i o-
;U.Ai*— 1 5iy^l4»^.

No date.

No. 1196, ff. 25, the lines greatly varying in number (U. 9 on
ff. I ''-3'') ; Naskhi, the first three leaves added by a later hand;
size, 8f in. by 4jin.

2416
Another copy of the same.

Beginning : ^j ^\jlj iill dAJt-.l ^jljq . . . . i) J-Ji

No date.

At the end of the copy the following remarks are

added
:
jl J^ Lt ^^ jlj i^. J^jj-t J-*' j^ u]r^!-*

jji J-*l ji jJ xii uly-s-» JJi^ Jjj Lj ijjl
J

,^—X-«

jj jl Jjju^l ^4J (read ,j«.j.^Xj) ,jij_si>Xj >—Jr» j.i .sjJ

'jL.iJ!» jjj^5'(read ^Lcjl) ^Lcl -ijj jJ SJi^ ^^ii^ I, JJI.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2193, ff. 22, varying in number of lines (U. 14 on ff. : and
2) ; Naskhl

;
^ize, 8 in. by J J in.

2417
The same.

Beginning, on fol. 1 7''
: e)J. « Jt u'^M ....*!) J..U

jJl (c^L« Oi.-<l jjjj.

The proper order of the leaves is 17^-24, i-i6».

No date.

No. 1838, ffi 24, 11. 7 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

2418

Another copy of the Nuskha-i-munsha'ibah.

Beginning here (comp, Nos. 2411, 2, and 2412, 2

above) with a curious specimen ofa high-flown rhetorical

preamble : Js-" j
^.^ill j^ L^jiS i_jJJLo (jli\ <uj Jl^

t}^j ^ '^iLUlj syUDlj 'j.L«-^1j JJ^l cr* '-^'•Ml

|.L41 JT ^_5le
_j

j.l^j J^ xcl^ j^j t^jJI jI^
djjt—

1
iS^\j^,

V^^'j ij^-^'
i—^^/*" (•'5^ rJ^' 8-*-*^ J

No date.

No. 1194, ff. 2 1, U. 1 1 ; Naskhi ; size, S| in. by 4I in.

2419

Another copy of the Panj Ganj.

Beginning as in Nos. 24 1 1, 3; 2412,3; and 2413, i

above ; second hdh on fol. 3''. It ends, like most copies,

with the fourth fasl.

No date.

No. 1602, ff. 64, IL 7 ; large Nasta'lik, ; size, 7 in. by 42 in.

2420
Another copy of the Zubdat-alsarf.

Beginning here, similar to that in No. 2413, 3 above

(comp. alsoNos. 2411, 4, and 2412, 4): i—i^^l <u] x^Al

Vl\ .... (jt^Ji^b vii^jt-dlj (read t_ajp,aHb) i_aj^..aiH

^jjJii\ &J, *-,-», (_g!l
^J>'P^

i—i-ji-Jjl J~ff£ JlS jJj Jao

labji-,! t;tjj .... (jfjic jjj<—.
^J->

ij-^ ^j-^.j-^

Jl ii)l.

As title appears on fol. i» »_};-o Jlc ,i sJo; ; on

the fly-leaf ijjj »-^ (which is the proper title of the

commentary, noted in the next but one copy).

No date. A seal, dated a. h. 1 1 76 (a. D. 1762,1763),

on fol. I*. College of Fort Wilham, 1825.

No. 2301, ff. 7, U. 13; Nasta'llk; size. Sin. by 4|in.
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2421
The Bame.

Beginning as usual. This copy is written very in-

correctly.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2515, ff. X36-I33, 11. 10-12 ; large Nasta'ilk; dze, 7|in.

by4fm.

2422
Sharh-i-Zubdat {iJ^j »-^).

A treatise on Arabic inflexion, in the form of a Persian

commentary, by Muhammad Darwish, on a grammatical

work, styled i—oj^-alll ix>j, which seems to be identical

with the Zubdat-alsarf above.

Beginning: s^LsJIj ^^U^/pij ^^jJJ!)ljj> i^jJl ^ x»il

Ji ijU-'j iJT Jlc j ^T^l (read 8.Jlc) Jl£ Jjil ^^ JLc.

Dated by Shaikh Ghulam Muhyi-aldin, the 13th of

Eabi' (here written
|_yj , !) -alawwal, A. h. 1189 (a. d.

1775, May 14), at the request of Nawwab Khanjahan-
khan Bahadur.

No. 275, ff. SS, 11. 11; Nasta'ilk ; size, 8f in. by 4I in.

2423
Fusul-i-Akbari {ij^-S\ J^-aj).

Another treatise on Arabic inflexion, in Persian, by
Sayyid 'Ali Akbar (who died a.h. io9I=a. d. i68o),

comp. Eieu ii. p. 522l>
; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

p. 262, No. VI, and p. 264, No. I (in the latter copy
the author's name is given as al-'Ali alkabir, and on

fol. I'' of the same as Kadi Muhammad Akbar of

Lakhnau) ; and Cat. Berol., No. 1069.

Beginning : iS
^J^~*^

*lll csUic ^^Ijj .... ill J..U

Many interlinear Persian paraphrases and marginal
glosses.

Dated by Himmat 'Ali, the same who transcribed

No. 24 1 1 above, the i8th of April, 1793 (a.h. 1207,
Eamadan 7). An index on the fly-leaf. This treatise

has been lithographed in the Nawal Kishor press.

No. 1551, ff. 74, 11. 8 ; large Nasta'ilk ; size, 9I in. by 6| in.

2424
Kawanin-alsarf (i_j,Jl!l ^^^LS).

The rules of Arabic declension and conjugation, a
sort of primer in the form of questions and answers,

compiled by an anonymous author for his nephew 'Ata

(i. e. 'Ata-allah) bin Zarif Muhammad (see fol. ib U. 6

and 7), and beginning : illl dJ^jt—l s5j1jj .... 41 t.U

JI ii\j ji\^, (jjj^. 0^1 jU- ilj jj il jjl k^.
No date. Other copies are noticed in Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1662, 4 ; and in Rieu ii. p. 523''. It has been
printed in Calcutta, a.h. 1244, under the title, 'A
Grammar in Questions and Answers by 'AtA-allah.'

No. 1049, ff. 67, 11. 13 ; large Nastallk ; size, 7i in. by 4I in.

2425
Dastur-i-mubtada (Ijij...* j^Lma).

A grammatical treatise on the regular and irregular

Arabic verbs in two babs, treating of the triliteral

and quadriliteral forms respectively. The above title

is given to this little work by Erskine in Rieu ii.

p. 525*, No. II ; tiie present copy bears, on fol. i", the

heading JjX*. v'-^; the same name appears on fol. i* in

the next but one copy ; the immediately following copy
styles it JLxjl i_3^.

Beginning : ^ixj ijll dXn— 1 s_S1jIjj! .... ill J...U

O^j1111

J sjjj jj^ JLxjl (»!»>») J-*A- iXjlxj jjT

JiCj JUil

Dated by Shaikh Ghulam MuhyJ-aldin, the same
who copied No. 2422 above, at the request of Nawwab
.... khan (the letters between are effaced, but can be
supplied from the same copy, just mentioned, viz.

Khanjahdnkhiln) Bahadur, the 21st of Safar, A. h. 1189
(a.d. 1775, April 23).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2592, ff. 70, 11. ti ; Nasta'ilk, the Arabic passages in

Naskhl ; size, 8| in. by 4f in.

2426
Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy.

No date.

Occasional glosses, both marginal and interlinear.

No. 1067, ff. 56, 11. 14-16 ; Naskhl, the last two leaves
added by another hand (11. 17-18) ; size, 8f in. by 4I in.

2427
The same.

Begirming as usual. Glosses and corrections of the

text, which is sometimes rather incorrect, on the margin.
College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2 196, ff. 46, 11.
1 7 ; Naskht and careless Nasta'ilk mixed

;

size, 8 in. by j^ in.

2428

j}-^'.).Dastur-almubtadl {ij,

A treatise on the permutation of letters in Arabic
irregular verbs, beginning with the mutation, assimila-

tion,and softening of the Hamzah (>—i.^j-ar' . (Xci\j JiLcl

»^<jk), see, on the meaning of the last term, W . Wright,

Arabic Grammar, third edition, 1896, i. p. 18 D, com-
piled by Safi bin Nasir especially for his son. Shaikh
Abu-almakarim Isma'il (see fol. 2*^), in the form of

questions and answers.

Beginning : i_ili^ j Jl>^^' >-jJ
.n 1 i^JJI 41 x»Ji

lij^j JLc j^lUIj ,y^\ JUj J JixJl ,_i.".<^
J JUb'ill

J! j^jJl xb\jS tj-w-1 is'xi\ xis*.

Other copies in Rieu ii.p. 524i,No.VI; andW. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 38, No. 13 (a fragment only).

No date. On fol. i» a seal of 'Abd-alrazzakkhan,
with the date a.h. 1187 (a. d. 1773, 1774).

No. 292, ff. 65, 11. II ; large Nasta'ilk ; pize, 7iin. by 4|iii.
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2429

Short tracts on Arabic inflexion.

This copy contains :

1. A tract, styled As- ^ sXs- i_>L:> ^ Jjill Jj.ll

i—j^lUl, beginning, on fol. 135'': ^jlxj . . . . 4JI x*ii

jJI 1^ . eJij: . It deals chiefly with the permutation

of the letters 1 , . , and 1^ in nouns and verbs, and is

subdivided into numerous xic. Evidently the same
tract is noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 185,

No. 113.

2. A passage (cy^L*) from Safl bin Nasir's jy^—'i

(^x:uil (see the preceding copy), on fol. 141''.

3. Another tract on Arabic inflexion, beginning with

the second Mam on the noun (|»-.l), but dealing in the

main portion with the verb and its conjugation.

Beginning, on fol. 143'': _«J( |»-j>C!1 c>-*"^' '^^ f^-

^ •
" — "^

Jjj'' f^ f^ y^ 1*^ CI*-"' j.jj.

Many marginal glosses and additions.

No date.

No. 2756, ff. 135-157, 11- 10-15 ! chiefly Naskhl ; size, 9^ in.

by 6| in.

2430
Risala-i-takhflf-i-Hamzah u i'lal u idgham (L-IL.^

j.Uil
J JbLcl J

tj^ji c-8 . a .:c^).

A treatise, very similar in contents to the iC^J
(^jjlJ.1 (see No. 2428 above), on the softening of the

Hamzah, the permutation of the weak letters and the

assimilation of certain other letters in Arabic words,

but considerably shorter and evidently different from

that.

Beginning: jL-^^^^jl^Ti ijvj*- Jotj L!Jl . . . . i) j .U

J| J, :
-

... a ^]}jl^. ^j^ viyLJii jl *U--1 J JLkjI.

No date. A seal of Jan Hunari pil
(
J-o iJj-^-a uW)

with the date A. h. 1220 (a. d. 1805, 1806), on fol. 2».

This copy was presented by J.H.Peile,Esq., and received

Sept. 19, 1 8 1 8, transferred to Civil Coll., Aug. 9, 18 19.

No. 3416, olim 9. J. II, ff. 26, 11. 10; Nasta'lik ; size, 8Jin.
by 5| in.

2431

Hidayat-alsarf (^^.^1 ajIxa).

A grammatical compendium on Arabic inflexion (^J

<_jJaJl JLi), compiled from the following sources: (jU-?*

(i. e. i_j^,JDl ei'rt-'i see above, No. 24 11, i sq.), s_fjtJi-;-«

(see above. No. 2411, 2 sq.),^^-...^ \-Jj^ (Nos. 2406-

2409 and 2413, 2 above), _:lj ^jlj (No. 2 411, 3 sq.),

j^Ue"; . (jt^-t (probably a clerical error for (PLs^ {Jy~ ,

the treatise on Arabic accidence, styled L?t«Jl v^^or
(jjJ.«Jl i_ij,-aj, by 'Izz-aldin 'Abd-alwahhab Zanjani,

who died about a. h. 655=a. d. 1257, seeG. Fliigel i.

p. 179; Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 265; Arabic Cat. of the

Brit. Mus., p. 233, and Supplement, p. 612
;
published

in Rome, 1610, and in Constantinople, A. h. 1233),

s'Jlj; (i. e. i_j^l 'ix>j, see No. 2411, 4 sq.), i^Ai-Il ,jji-<j

(by Safl bin Nasir, see No. 2428 above), ^-^Is tkjLo,

-.L.ill _L^, .jLoil j-L) (by Ja'farak, who died a. h.

544= A.D. 1149, 1150, see Bodleian Cat., No. 1635),

etc. The title appears on fol. 4^, 1. 8. The author

designates himself in this vague way : i_b.; «..<> sXij

jUi jUj,,^ jji-kt y^x^\ ^^\y>^ (Ji* (jUal-. .LfiLiJ.

Beginning, on fol. ^ : Jj^la- |«^^'j ^y^ L?J ^ .v.U

It is divided into a mukaddimah, seven fasls, and a

khatimah, comprising altogether thirty-eight asls.

.'1 - - -.g'"-' . , on fol. 4*, in four asls.

.. ,y^ -.-.'5 (jjwi^jt-o ,j Jjl J-oj (verba firma), on

fol. 13", in six asls.

g gl ^ ^
(• "^ Okjj-B-o jj |.jj J-a.9 (verba mediae

geminatae), on fol. 34*, in four asls.

J. , a
^ io^» J .J fy:r-^ J-ai (verba harazata), on

fol. 40", in four asls.

JLl* oJvJt-« ji fvU-^ J-=-» (verba primae radicalis

. et ij), on fol. 50'', in three asls.

i_jja.l \^L^j3Ui .J ^jsrH J-ai (verba mediae radicalis

J
et (^), on fol. 55', in four asls.

i - ,;;. -. ^y^s (verba tertiae radicalisu5b

J
et ef), on fol. 67'', in three asls.

.i f,sJut j-aj (verba dupliciter im-

perfecta), on fol. 76*, in four asls.

. . .T <ii . C*-f.-»J J vV-?^ L/'Ij-* ^ii*^;-*-* )* 5-«iUN

six asls.

Index on ff. i'»-2''.

Dated the 24th of Eamadan, A. h. 1208 (a. d. 1794,

April 25), by 'Abbas 'All; collated with the original

by 'Abd-alrazzak in jyp^S (Cawnpore). This copy

belonged formerly (according to a Persian note on

fol. 3'') to Major Mackenzie [(jjjS^ ^sir^).

No. 1563, ff. 92, U. 11 ; large Nasta'lik; size, gjin. by 6 in.

2432

A short mathnawi, explaining puzzling moods and

forms of the Arabic verl) and showing how they inus-t

be rightly used, compiled for Mr. Hichard Johnson in

Warren Hastings' time.

Beginning

:

Li.jr'. ^jLa. , ijW^ Lj'>i-» (.5'

No date.

No. 1617, ff. 8, 11. 8 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 6J in. by 4 in.
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c. Commentaries on Grammatical Works.

2433
Sharh-i-Mi'at 'amil (J^U ijL. _^).
An anonymous commentary or general exposition of

the contents of the well-known little Arabic treatise on

the lOo grammatical regents, styled J_.l^l iJL. or

ijUl J-«|yjtJl or simply (j-ar^' ^) J.*l^l, by Jurjani

(here called 'AM-alraliman Jurjani, correctly Abubakr
'Abd-alkahir bin 'Abd-alrahinan Jurjani, who died

A. H. 471 or 472 =A, D. 1078, 1079), which was trans-

lated into Persian verse under the title of J-«Lc ij\_«

;

comp. on the Arabic original and its various com-
mentaries in Arabic, G. Flugel i. p. 149 sq. j Loth,

Arabic Cat., p. 273" sq.; J. Aumer, Arabic Cat.,

pp. 316 sq. and 337 sq. ; editions by Erpenius, 1617 ;

by Baillie, Calcutta, 1802 ; and by Lockett, ib., 1814 ;

on the Persian versification, Loth, loc. cit., pp. 273''

and 274*; Bodleian Cat., No. 1658; E. G. Browne,
Cambridge Cat., p. 263, No. II ; and J. Aumer, p. 52,

No. II (where it is ascribed to Mulla Jaml) ; a Turkish
versification of Jurjani's J-^W is noticed in G. Fliigel i.

p. 152.

The present commentary, which is entirely different

from the j-s^' sXJj, noticed in No. 1659 of the

Bodleian Cat., begins on fol. 52*: ^J J_.Lj«J1 <3) X*li

i

c*-.l ^y j^. j^

At the top of the first page it is styled ^J^^ rr-' •

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

Ko. 2787, ff. 152-164, a 15; Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta;
size, 8| in. by 6 in.

2434
Sharifiyyah Sharh-i-Kafiyah (s-~iu -^ s.^s-i).

A detailed Persian commentary on the famous Arabic

grammar, jjr^' ^J JLjlxll, of Jamal-aldin AbA 'Amr

'Uthman bin 'Umar bin Abibakr bin Yunus, called

Ibn al-Hajib (who died A. h. 646=a. d. 1248, 1249,
comp. H. Khalfa v. p. 6, No. 9707 ; G. Flugel i.

p. 162 sq. ; Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 253'' sq.; No. 1357,
22 above, etc.; published at Eome, 1646; edited by
Baillie, Calcutta, 1803; printed at Bulalj:, A. h. 1255,
etc.). According to a statement on fol. i* this com-
mentary was compiled by Mir Sayyid Sharif Jurjani,

the author of the^,.-^. i-j,.^ (see Nos. 2406-2409,

and 2413, 2 above), who died A. h. 816 (a. d. 1413,

1414), but in the work itself no author's name appears,

nor any title.

It begins at once with the initial words of the

Arabic original : Jl ijjji j_jU-iJ i_^J loll LIASJ \

which are commented upon in this way : ..> »Jj '

^jb^ j^:)Lk-ij. ^) tr*^j ,^^ CSb OJJ J-el

i^SL^ «J (_si*-» LSJ/J. jl J-i-b jXi tjLjJ «J JoiJ

IND. OFF.

It is corrected and collated throughout, and contains,

besides various readings, a number of additional glosses

and notes.

No date. The copyist was Ghulam Muhammad
jjL). Various seals on fol. i* and on the last page,

among them one bearing the name of Muhammad
Hafiz-aldin and the date A. u. 11 76 (a. d. 1762, 1763).

A paraphrase of the i-Jli, in Persian verse, styled

cyj^ or Jaj ,j ig"!^ ^^) is noticed in Bodleian

Cat., No. 1662, 6. A Turkish commentary on the
Kafiyah is noticed in G. Flugel i. p. 1 70.

No. 408, ff. 165, 11. 17 ; Nasta'Uk ; the Arabic text in Naskhl,
written in red ink ; size, gj in. by 5} in.

2435
Sharh-i-Shafiyah (t*iLw ^i-i).

A large Persian commentary on Ibn al-Hajib's treatise

on etymology and orthography, styled ^ . i\ "
II a supple-

ment to the same author's Kafiyah (comp. H. Khalfa iv.

p. I sq. ; Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 263* sq., etc.; printed

in Calcutta, 1805; at Lucknow, with notes, a. h. 1266,

etc.). This commentary was composed by Muhammad
Hadi bin Muhammad Salih of Mazandaian, who
flourished about A. H. 1088 (a. D. 1677, 1678), see

Rieu, Supplement, p. 253*>, last three lines. It was
made at the request of Nawwabkhan bin Khan bin
Khan Husain 'Alikhan.

Beginning : ^_jic ^^LUIj iyjJIj ^;-Jklj>Jl Cjj ii J.»U

Dated the 5th of Sha'ban, A. h. 1145 (a. d. 1733,
Jan. 21). Another Persian commentary on the Shafiyah,

by Muhammad bin Sa'd, with the takhallus Ghalib, is

noticed in Rieu, Supplement, p. 120*'.

No. 36, ff. 378, 11. 23 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, gl in. by 6| in.

2436
Sharh-i-Alfiyyah (I'all j-^-i).

A Persian commentary on thefamous Arabic grammar
in verse, styled JLliJiH or jjs^' ^J i-a^ , of Jamal-

aldin Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin 'Abdallah al-'Ta i,

known as Ibn Malik (who died a. h. 672=a. d. 1273,
1274, comp. H. Khalfa i. p. 407 sq. ; Loth, Arabic
Cat, p. 265 sq., etc.; printed at Bulak, A. h. 1253, and
at Lucknow, a. h. 1263 ; edited by De Sacy (Oriental

Translation Fund), 1833, and, with Ibn "Akil's com-
mentary, by F. Dieterici, Leipzig, 1851 ; German
translation by the same, Berlin, 1852). The Persian

commentator calls himself Muhammad Ali bin JIaulana

Aka Babai Sirkani (see fol. !*>, 11. 9 and 10), of whose
lifetime nothing is stated.

Beginning : LjLo jS\ . Ji j Jju LSI .... 4J) x^
O \Z. ; > sXj-i^ 1*^"^ vW ^-^5LJ X^ J^/**" V^-*^

Jl ^y^ (jjLuI.

The Arabic te.\t of Ibn Malik's work begins, on fol.i'',

last line : Jl jjll ^^j^ i»».| csUL. ^>\ yt j,;.ar* JU.^ 4P
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Tlie commentary begins, on fol. 2", 1. 2 : c*i-) t^-*^.

^1 i^^l:;^ • A «> <^i* ... kjL« >-»-> s^ .v
«^ •

No date. A Persian commentary on the same
Alfiyyah by Sultan Muhammad bin 'Ali of Kashan, but

with a different beginning, is noticed in E. G. Browne,

Cambridge Cat., p. 257.

No. 204, ff. 149, 11. 1 7 ; the Arabic text in Naskhl, the Persian

commentary in Nasta'lik ; size, 9f in. by 5^ in,

2. Turkish-Persian.

2437
A vocabulary of Turki or Oriental Turkish, explained

in Persian by Fadl-allahkhan, the cousin of Saifkhan

(i.e. Saif-aldin Mahmud Fakir-allah, a descendant of

one of Timur's Amirs, the Amir Caku, died as governor

of Ilahabad, A. H. 1095 = A. d. 1684), comp. Eieu ii.

p. 511'', where another copy of this work is described.

The author wrote it by order of the emperor 'Alamgir

for the Shahzada.

Beginning: Jl (^ ^ ^jS- ^-ail slTyk iljl ^JLx+".

It is divided into an introduction and three babs.

Introduction, on fol. 2», on Turki suffixes; first bdb,

on fol. "j^, verbs in alphabetical order, according to

the first letters ( .jLo-. ^jLo. ji); second bdb, on fol. 25",

nouns in alphabetical order, according to the first and

last letters (x.L». =U-.l^j); third bdb, on fol. I05^

miscellaneous words, as numerals, limbs of the body,

names of animals, Turkish tribes, pronouns, particles,

etc. (cyli^li::-. ,j). This vocabulaiy was printed, at

Sir W. Ouseley's desire,, in a somewhat re-arrauged

and amplified form, by 'Abd-alrahim, at Calcutta,

A. H. 1240.

No date. Twelfth century of the Hijrah.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No., 2503, ff. 160, 11. 15 on ff. 1-33, U. 13 on ff. 34-160;
Nasta'llk ; size, 7f in. by 5 in.

2438
An abridgement of the same.

The same Turki vocabulary as in the preceding copy,

beginning in the same way too, but much shorter ; in

fact it contains about one-third only of the fuller

redaction ; the nouns (the second bdb according to

the preceding copy) begin here already on fol. 11!'; the

miscellaneous words (the third bdb there) occupy only

the last five pages, whereas in the fuller redaction they

till fifty-five folios. In fact, in point of extent it closely

resembles the British Museum copy, which likewise

comprises only fifty-two leaves.

Dated a. h. 1208 (a. d. 1793, 1794), by 'Iwad "Ali,

at Calcutta.

No. 2498, ff. 41 , 11. 17; easy and legible Shikasta ; size, 9 in.

by 6f in.

2439

Ma'ruf-allughat (ej^-iUl <—jj^.«).

The second part (^ 5) of a Turkish-Persian glossary,

entitled, according to the initial words, Farhang-i-azfari

It is arranged in this way that the first letter con-

stitutes the bab and the last the fasl ; in every fasl first

the verbs and then the nouns are enumerated. No
author's name or date appears. On the back of the

binding it is simply styled ^jS cyliJ

.

Beginning: ,JII—il c5/^' vid^^J ,^ ij^^' |»—<iJl 'aj*

Ji JUiill.

This copy was presented by J. H. Peile, Esq., and
received Sept. 19, 1818; transferred to Civil Coll.,

Aug. 9, 1 819.

No. 3370, oUm 10. J. 15, ff. 136, 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk, rather

careless and sometimes resembling Shikasta ; size, 8| in, by 5^ in.

2440
A shorter Turkish-Persian glossary, arranged exactly

in the same way as the anonymous vocabulary noticed

in Bodleian Cat., No. 1685 (which, however, is much
larger), that is to say, in two parts (there called 5-»i;-«),

the first of which, beginning on fol. 3*', comprises the

v^jj^ bliJl, i.e. the compound or derived verbs, and

the second, beginning on fol. 40'', the »j;j-o bLsJl

,

i. e. the simple roots of verbs and nouns, both parts

being in alphabetical order, according to the first letter

of the words. It is styled on the title-page L«lj ,jJ^I

^\j, and in the colophon ^Sj^ &-*—
' ; its compiler was

Mir Sayyid Husain, who flourished under the emperor

'Alamgir.

Beginning: xjjj cyjlj^^ uW^ u«^»jWJ ^y. M^-*)

~n eyUyui* ^U- jl \^^ ^Joj J
Lib JjJ. \J>V^\.

The Turkish numerals from i to 1000 are enumerated

at the end on ff. 451- and b.

Dated by Sayyid Saif-allah the 6th of Eajab in the

thirty-eighth year of "Alamglr's reign

=

a. h. i 106 (a. d.

1695, Febr. 20).

No. 947, ff. 45, 11. 9 ; Nastallk ; size, 8f in. by 6J in.

2441

Eisalab dar lughat-i-turki {^y vIa^J j^ sJL-,).

A Turkish vocabulary, with Persian interlinear para-

phrase, arranged according to subjects in twenty-six

short fasls, for instance, thej^r«<, ljLlcI (^L-l jjL-j jA

^L-Jl, on fol. 1^ ; the second, ^jL~Jl ^Li»>0i ijW-! j"^

.iL«jl

j ^xjjJCj iS, on fol. 3» ; the third,

LS-- -^. J^.J^. on fol. s*",
and so on. The

twentyfirst fasl contains pronouns and miscellaneous

phrases, the twenty-second the numerals, the twenty-

fifth words which are spelt alike, but have dififerent

meanings according to their different vowels, as JjJi

(kul, kol, kavl) or ejjl (ut, ot, evet), the twenty-sixth

those letters of the Arabic alphabet which are not

found in genuine Turkish words.

No date.

No. 1471, ff. 19, 11. 7 ; Nasta'llk ; the Persian paraphrase in

red ink ; size, 6J in. by 4I in.
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8. niiidtista.iit-Fer8ian and Fersian-Hindtist&nl.

2442
Lughat-i-tuhfat-alhind (x^JI Uls' OjlI).

A complete dictionary of Hiudustanl, respectively

Hindi words, explained in Persian, and arranged

alphabetically in the usual manner of oriental lexicons,

viz. according to the first letter in the bab, and accord-

ing to the last letter in the fasl. Eveiy page consists

of three columns, theJlrst on the right gives the Hindi
words in Devanagari characters, the second the same
in Arabic letters, and the third the Persian explanation

;

up to folio 13a transcription in Roman characters and
an English tran^ation are added. The short pi-eface,

on fol. I*, begins : o >:i. .. \h J^Lo >>:> J-4I Jlc ji

» . iii

d
^j' -»Jr» >-r*J^.

The dictionary itself begins on fol. 2^. The reverse

side of every leaf is left blank (except the first thirteen

leaves) for the English translation.

No. 585, ff. 335, 11. 1 2 ; large Nastallk ; dze, I3|m.by6|iii.

2443
A Persian vocabulary, with an interlinear Hindustani

paraphrase, arranged alphabetically according to the

first letter. Every bab is subdivided into several fasls,

each of which begins with the full table of an irregular

Persian verb, after which a string of nouns and
adjectives follows, for instance, the first fasl of bab i

opens with ^JJ.-•^ = Hindustani Li I, followed by sJ^I =
LjI, etc.; the second fasl begins in the same way with

(jijjl; the third with ^^.^Jk^l, and so on.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2420, ff. 365-338, U. 14-16 on ff. 265-278 and 327'>-338,

11. 12 on ff. 379-327*; Naskhl, by varioos hands; size, 8|in.

by 6 in.

2444
Tlie same.

Beginning with jjju..l=Ul. One leaf is torn away
between ff. 98 and 99.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2556, ff. 96-163, 11. 12-14 ; written by different hands in

various styles of Nasta'Uk and Sbikasta ; size, 8| in. by 6| in.

^ 2445
Amadn^ma (i..aUx.<l).

A shoi-ter vocabulary, Persian and Hindustani, of

the same character as the preceding little work and
likewise arranged according to the first letter. It

contains chiefly verbs and verbal forms, and begins

with ijXol (therefore the above title).

No date. Other copies of the same vocabulary are

noticed in Rieu ii. p. 5i6'>, where it is styled ^jSjA v^^
and E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., p. 250.

No. 819, ff, 12-37, U* 16; Shikasta; size, 7j in. by 5|tn.

2446
b^).Kitab-i-amukhtan

(

A similar vocabulary of the tenses and moods of the

Persian irregular verbs in alphabetical order, with an
interlinear Hindustani paraphrase. It begins with

^jS^j^=. Hindustani Ll4^.<^; then follows ^jJ1jb^=

LJl., etc.

Dated in Eabi'-althani, A. h. 1204 (a. d. 1789,
December-1790, Jan.), by one of the servants of Mirza

Imambeg.

No. 2188, ff. 24, 11. 17 ; Naste'llk ; size, 8J in. by 6^ in.

2447
Matbu'-alsibyan (^,L-Jlll cj , W ji).

A short rhymed glossary, in mathnawi-form, explain-

ing familiar Persian and Arabic words in Hindustani,

a primer for children after the model of the t^LoJ

(j'l .. 1^ II, j»-JJ.-> v^-^> "J^d similar Arabic-Persian

compilations (see above, Nos. 2375 sq. and 2386).

The present copy begins with a short preface in prose :

Lj5"juL». O f^_j\l}\ ^_5»
(jILxj *il\ (a)jju-l .... 41) juJJ

It is divided into fifty-six short fasls, each consisting

of four mathnawi-baits ; the first bait of the first fasl

runs thus :

.lj^(Bodleian copy ^\xj,) \^, abl x».lj

From these first words the little tract is popularly

styled ijXj (jJli and traditionally ascribed to Amir
Khusrau, see two other copies in Bodleian Cat.,

No. 2338, and Rieu ii. p. 516''. It has been litho-

graphed in Lucknow ; comp. also Sprenger, Journ. As.

Soc. Beng., xxi. p. 519, and Bibl. Sprenger, No. 1003.

No date.

No. 1200, ff. II, U. IS ; large Nastallk ; size, 8f in. by 4^ in.

2448
Another copy of the same.

The preface is missing here ; the copy begins at

once with the first bait thus :

XjS Ijo (»Jbl jLjfcl, ,La ij-*/-" t/iU (J^^

Dated the 24th of Rabi'-althanl, A. h. 1134 (the

fourth, correctly the third year of Muhammadshih's
reign)= A. D. 1722, Febr. 11, at Akbarabad.

No. 1083, ff. 1-6, 2 coll., each 11. 14-15; large Nasta'Uk;
some marginal annotations ; size, 8f in. by 52 in.

2449
The same.

Beginning

:

.Up Ijj abl Ji*!. .La t^^^y-x ijj^. (jJL»

No date.

No. 2720, ff. 69''-75*, six baits in a page ; large Nastallk

;

size, 9I in. by 5J in.

4 P 2
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4. Pushttl-Persian.

2450
Kitab-i-khayalat-i-zamani dar lughat-i-zuban-i-afghanl

A Pushtu-Persian dictionary, forming, according to the

short preface on fol. 12b, the third mak&lah (*j--. tlU-.)

of the Kitab-i-khayalat-i-zamani dar lughat-i-zuban-

i-afgliaui. The ari-angement is alphabetical, the first

letter denoting the bab, the second the fasl. It begins

with »5ljll= !]^l, on fol. 13a,
1. 1. On ff. 263l'-266'' a

short fragment of the first makdlah of the same work,

on Pushtu letters (^^Liil J^j '-'i/^ Jlr*' j'* Jj' LlLi..),

is preserved, viz. the fasl on the alphabet (,j J^«
^_5^ '—

'jlr^)-
It *s based on the bb s^j^j jJjj».T jjjjt*

(i. e. the Makhzan-i-Afghani, by Akhund Darwiza Nin-
garhari, see B. Dorn, Chrestom. of the Pushtu or Afglian
Language, Petersburg, 1847, P- '9 sq. ; the same
famous author who wrote the ^.^^l ^jyi^, compiled

by his sons Karimdad and 'Abd-alkarim, a. h. 1014=
A. D. 1605, 1606, see Bodleian Cat., No. 2350, and
further below in this Cat. under ' Theology and Law,'

and the ,^ill ipjj, compiled a.h. io21=a.d. 1612,

see Rieu i. p. 28, and Supplement, p. 3*) ; the x-Ji.

s^j jL« jjU-Jl ; the diwans of 'Abd-alrahman (edited

by T. P. Hughes, Diwan-i-Abdur Rahman, Pushtu
text, Lahore, 1877, littogr.), Khushhalkhan (comp.
Khushhalkhan Khatak, Afghan Poetiy of the Seven-
teenth Century, etc., London, 1890, and Ravevty,
G«lshan-i-Uoh, being Selections, prose and poetical, etc.,

London, i860 ; English translations in the ' Selections

from the Poetry of the Afghans,' London, 1862), and
Mirza (i.e. Mirza Ansari, comp. Z. D.M. G., vol. 16,

p. 788 ; B. Dorn, Chrestom. etc., pp. 354 sq., 285 sq.,

etc. ; see also W. Geiger in ' Grundriss der ii-anischen

Philologie,' i Band, 2 Abtheilung, p. 204, Strassburg,

1898); and the , J till x^c i^Ls^j (the epopee °
. ,.

'

Li^ . , by 'Abd-alkadir).

No date.

No. 2439, ff. 12-266, usually 2 coll., greatly varying in

number of lines ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 13 in. by 9^ in.

2451
Amadnama-i-afghani (|cJUj1 L.L5Ju-.I).

Paradigms of Pushtu verbs in alphabetical order,

partlywith Persian (occasionally Hindustani) interlinear

paraphrase (in red). Each verb has as subdivisions :

jX^a^ (infinitive)
; j^y-sL. (preterite) ; c.Ui-. (imperfect)

;

J~cU (active participle)
; Jj^-xi* (passive participle)

;

jjt\ (imperative)
; ^J^ (prohibitive), etc. Sometimes

also a list of J-«Uj>. (primitive nouns) and kUJI (phrases)

is added. These paradigms end on fol. 87^ and are

followed by (a) b^ 'U^l (names of relations)
; (6) «U^1

\^}j^ *Licl (names of the various limbs of the body
from head to foot), on fol. 94*; (c) miscellaneous words,
on fol. 96*

;
((i) ^... . ,:, jy^ 'U—l (names of the solar

months), on fol. 99*. Ff. 9911-107^ contain a number
of Pushtu ghazals.

No date. Copied at Mustafa-abad, known as Rampur.
On fol. lo- this little book is described as 'Grammatical
rules for the student of the Pushtoo Language.' Pre-
sented by J. Cotton, Esq., Nov. 19, 1813.

No. 2779, ff. 108, 11. 6 ; large Naskhl ; size, 8| in. by 4J in.

2452

Riyad-alraahabbat (cullsA' (_;i>L>,).

The famous Pushtu grammar and dictionary, styled

culjc^' ^b, (see fol. 3^1, 1. 2), compiled in Persian for

Sir Ch. Barlow (see fol. 3l>, 1. 1) by Nawwab Mahabbat-
khan or Mahabbat-allahkhan, with the takhallus Ma-
habbat, the eldest son of the celebrated Rohilla chief

Hafiz Rahmatkhan (died a.h. ii88=a. d. 1774), see

fob 3«, lin. penult., in a.h. 1221 (a. d. 1806) according

to the chronogram on the last page, v:>!ls* ^-i**^, comp.
also Zeitschrift der D. M. G. xvi. p. 785; Major Raverty,
' Dictionary of the Pukhto,' London, i860, preface, p. 2 1

,

and Rieu ii. p. 517^, where the author's death is fixed

in A.H. 1223 (a. D. 1808). Mahabbatkhan wrote three

diwans, one in Persian, one in Hindiistani, and one in

Pushtu, see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1196, 2332, and 2353;
besides a Hindustani mathnawi oJI«* ,L-I, or the love-

story of Sisi and Panu, see ib., No. 2332, 3. His
younger brother Ilahyar completed in A. h. 1228 (a. d.

1 8
1 3) a similar work, the i.:i>btiJl i_-obK* or Hindustani-

Pushtu dictionary with Persian explanation, see Rieu,
loc. cit.

Beginning of this work: (jSjLj j \j\^^. i_rjL:-«

It is divided into a »jjU and two \.i*.s^.

;

i u' c)bir»-

,1 ^ jpu ».»JI, on fol. s*".

eyljjjjkl ^ ^y^JI >^:^»J1, on fol. 560''.

Each \^ •e'- is subdivided into twenty-eight t-i*j,

according to the first letter of the words. The first

word, appearing in the first i.iA-s-'., is J)j>I = j^^iiljjl.

The sjJLi begins on fol. s*), last line.

This copy is collated and has besides in many places

annotations in pencil. Ef. 246 and 247 (11. 17) are

supplied by a later hand. Fol. 306'' is left blank.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2670, ff. 703,11. 13; bold Nastallk; size, 1 2f in. by 7 1 in.

2453
Another copy of the same.

Beginning, on fol. i**: ^jljUi i_AjWJ j cdr^^- u^'-^^^

Jl
\j jjU-s. JpIaa O Jjb j_j* \j uXli, J-i^.

Tliis copy was made at the request of Nawwab 'Ali

Akbar Khansahib Bahadur (from whom this copy was
obtained), the eldest son of the author Mahabbatkhan,
and finished the 23rd of Jumada-althani, A.H. 1229
(a. d. 1814, June 12). On the fly-leaf a short English

account is given of the work and its distinguished

author, who was a pensioner of the British Government,

resided under its protection at Sirhiud, employed his
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leisure in literary pursuits, and besides other works in

Persian and in Pushtu, his native tongue (see the pre-

ceding copy), produced and presented the original of

this to the British Government in token of his

gratitude.

No. 2868, ff. 463, U. 17; large Nasta'llk ; size, I2|in. by
8^ in.

2454
A third copy of the same.

Beginning exactly as in the preceding copy ; it

appears to be written by the same hand as that one,

but somewhat earlier, and has practically the same
colophon, stating, that the copy was made by order of

Nawwab 'Ali Akbar, son of Mahabbatkhan ; no date
is given here. Neither in this nor in the preceding
copy the ta'rikh, quoted in No. 2452 above, is found,

lleceived from Calcutta, April 3, 181 1.

, No. 2869, ff. 447, U. 17; large Nasta'llk ; size, :3| in. by 8 J in.

6. Persian-Persian,

a. Dictionaries and Vocabularies.

2455

Hall-i-mushkilat-i-lughat-i-furs (i::*iJ .-Mv * , J^.

A second copy of Asadi's unique Persian dictionary,

Lnghat-i-furs (edited by Paul Horn from the Vatican
copy, the only one hitherto known, Berlin, 1897),
without any author's name, and beginning in this way

:

J-» >."* t y tjbi ^^1 8.^1JO iji_) \J1\ .... ill j.U

jjl 8.V

;

. ..
\y J

jjojl^ U jjl jjL^j 15-?^ '—'J/* * 4 '

jj\ J x:~s\.^»ji jjo» -^ lS^X) 1. > « : .n « J J^Lj » " .

'

5ii7'Zi35ir3b '^\S^\ i^j j,-r,.,u ii\j

A careful comparison of this precious copy with the

printed edition shows the following points of agree-

ment or disagreement between the two: (1) In many
cases either exactly or nearly the same wrong spelling

of words appears here as in the Vatican copy
; (2) less

frequently the correct form is given as in the printed

edition
; (3) some entirely novel forms occur iiere and

there, and also forms identical with those in the v::^

^j»-^> ^Jjy^ i^^, (jj^ ^j-"*^, etc.; (4) the ex-

planation given is often much shorter, only in rare

cases somewhat longer ; not seldom it differs consider-

ably; (5) by the side of silly text-corruptions tliere is

sometimes found an interesting various reading and
occasionally even a better wording of verses

;
(C) a con-

siderable number of words and verses are omitted

altogether; (7) in isolated cases the quotations are

ascribed to other poets, than in the printed text,

i. e. the Vatican copy
; (8) the supplementary words,

occasionally added by the editor of the printed text,

Ijo
\J\

especially in the poetical quotations, are almost

in every case found here in full
; (9) - and ^ , j and i

are only occasionally distinguished; (10) instead of

\::jJS&s heading of quotations invariably Xi%S'\B used,

and many verses are introduced by ^i- _\ Examples
under No. 1 are (the pages and lines quoted are those

of the printed edition)

:

p. 8, 1. 4 ab infra : the same omission of a word
between Xa:i and .j-. -S.

p. 9, 11. 13 and 14 : twice distinctly >-^j.

p. 10, 1. 8:
jjj J e*^,

p. 11,1.9: j;.j^.

p. 12, first line: i_.^ for >_« .' > ; 11. 6'and 7, twice

p. 1 5, 1. 4 : (s)l^> »J for (!^i-s-:.> , similar to the e);-o »->

in the Vatican copy ; 1. 7, 1.
u?*-

_ - ^•. . in the first

hemistich for
\j jji-s--;j (Vatican copy 1, ,jii-*jj) and

J^^lX) for SV).

p. 16, 1. 4 ab infra : distinctly -t, elLsi, and -*-»;-»

(.f^jJl ; last line, the verse quoted is exactly the same

as in the Vatican copy, even to the pointing oiJo.

p. 17, 1. 2 : the text is exactly as in the Vatican copy;

11. 5 and 6, twice ^^; 1. 10, distinctly ^ ..nc; 1. 17,

JjjjJ^j (the latter word as in the Vatican copy too)

;

1. 3 ab infra, .l^jj ..j ( .U-i-J j«o in the Vatican copy).

p. 18, 1. 14: IssSj^ for i.- .i. ij^ of the printed

text and tzii ^^ of the Vatican copy.

p. 19, 11. 7 and 8 : y ,jiiLi-*. in the second hemistich,

and x^^ for X-j ; after 1. 9 the same heading, 'til v^

.

as in the Vatican copy ; 1. 5 ab infra, jsJLi. for ^sm,
and last line, \^1j ^JL3C.

p. 20, 11. 3 and 4 : instead of J ...a and j-u the present

copy has in both places x«^ (Vatican copy j-;—); 11.6 and

5 ab infra, three times J^i ; 11. 4 and 3 ab infra, twice

^_ for ^^ (Vatican copy ^-^).

p. 21, 1, 7 ab infra: ^ji.lJjjL).

p. 22, 1. 2 : S J.J in the second hemistich for i5 y.i

(Vatican copy si i.i).

p. 23, 1. 1 2 : o^-,J.j^j for \CamS : Ki (in the Vatican

copy o.-uJjJj), and ^j for ^j (Vatican copy lj); 1. 14,

p. 25, 1. 12: ^Llfor ^li.

p. 26, 11. 5 and 4 ab infra : twice %a jb'

.

p. 31, first line: ). : :; 1 ; 11. 4 and 3 ab infra, twice

p. 32, lin. penult. : sAjlcI (as in the Vatican copy), but
in the quotation in the last line there appears sAicU
(or sJl^U).

p. 33, 1. 6 ab infra : instead of u^-^b there appears

here the same vowelless word as in the Vatican copy

;

lin. penult., j-ir^s J/Jj at the end of the second

hemistich.
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p. 34, 1. 8 : cSj^j]^ as author's name, likewise in

1. 4 ab iufra; p. 38, 1. 17 ; p. 50, 1. 6 ab infra; p. 70,

1. 2
; p. 87, 1. 6 ab infra

; p. 93, 1. 13.

p. 35, 1. 2 : ci)^itistead of Jio ; 1. 3 ab infra, s^j for

jij , and jyL.. j for ijUuj

.

p. 36, 1. 9 : j^lS as in the Vatican copy ; 11. 18 and 19,

twice^^l for jAjlj ; 1. 3 ab infra, ,.ajj.

p. 37, 1. 7 : ^\jjS'i^j^.

p. 41, 1. 2 : twice jl (whilst in the first line the

coiTect jU appears) ; instead of ij.}-* jM the form

u\r'^j\)
is given.

p. 42, 1. 15 : jj'xe \j at the end of the second

hemistich.

p. 49, last line : ^jJ!Lt ,L«.

p. 52, 1. 7 ab infra : instead of (^.IjjLjJ the same two

unintelligible words as in the Vatican copy.

p. 53, 1. 15 : uyj1,>^X!!..

p. 55, 1. 10 : i -
.i. Sji

.

p. 57, 11. II and 12 : twice 6j^\

,

i, ; ]. 14,^^,^ (oJjIj.

p. 61, 1. 14 : ^^^». and ^JJsj.

p. 62, 1. 3 : -. =>..> 1^. ..I . (but in the heading

correctly i<^ji^).

p. 65, last line: (jx*. (jiXil).

p. 66, 1. 6 ab infra : (jr<|---i. (for ^l.....'>) as author's

name; likewise p. 24, 1. 2; p. 25, 1. 5 ; p. 26, 1. 10;

p. 64, 1. 7 ab infra; p. 70, last line; p. 90, 1. 6;

p. 113, liu. penult.

p. 67, 1. 6 ab iufra : i»UXj at the end of the second
hemistich.

p. 68, 11. 8 and 9 ; twice eUJ.

p. 69, 1. 3 : isij-S, and again in 1. 6 (where the

Vatican copy, however, gives the correct form i^%-S).

p. 69, 1. 4 ab infra : ,jls>. (Vatican copy (jJi. , correctly

jjlo.) ; 1. 3 ab infra, ^S^-o in the beginning of the second

hemistich.

p. 70, first line : i»b|b in the second hemistich ; I. 9,

5_^-w.c in the second hemistich ; lin. penult., d»l).

.

p. 71, 1. 8: {^y_ (as tlie Vatican copy), but in 1. 9,

d^; 1. ii,jl^y (for^L^^).

p. 72, 11. 6 and 7 : e)lj^jl in the heading, and

ci)lj..«ijl in the verse.

p. 74, last line : (ji^jJl for iji^Jul.

p. 76, 1. 4 : !jjj for tjS,

.

p. 78,18: j3ifor Jil.

p. 80, 1. 2 : L4JUir(the same JUlS^in the first line

where the Vatican copy reads Jlio, and .L^ for .L...,).

p. 81, 1. II : the same unmetrical iLla; 1. 7 ab infra,

jf li ^j-j (Vatican copy ^\j ,_,«j , correctly ^[j^.^).
p. 82, 1. 8 : oJJlX.* ; lin. penult.,

^J^j.^ in second
hemistich.

p. 85, 1. 3 ab infra : sJj>. i^ i^- in the second
hemistich.

p. 86, 1. 4 : isl-j-tj J si-;-.- (Vatican copy » > . ,z. ».

correctly t,l, ...t. »J-f—) ; !• 12, jix^., in the verse, 1. 13,

p. 88,1.4: |.-waJ«. at the end of the second hemistich

;

11. 7 and 6 ab infra, twice j. J ; last line and p. 89, 1. i,

twice j^\.

p. 90, 1. 3 ab infra : i~t-^ ii->-^c in the second hemistich.

p. 91, 1. 7 : o>-3r? (as the Vatican copy seems to have

too) ; 1. 9 ab infra, XijL), for J^U^. (Vatican copy

jjLjb^) ; 1. 7 ab infra, ^^^.

p. 92, 1. 1 1 : ^jf for ^ji in the text (Vatican copy

^J), but in the verse in 1. 12 |,J.

p. 93, L9: ^^li..

p. 95, first line: .yi—ir^; 1. 10 ab infra, jjiLS for

^)X-s». ; the second hemistich quite as incomplete here

as in the Vatican copy.

p. 97, 1. 9: j.^., fully pointed; 1. 17, ^^Ijjj U^
and JL» ii^ (Vatican copy ^jLc iL«).

p. 98, 1. 3 ab infra: ^j^Lsi ..

p. 99, 1. 2 : jJlj Joj ,1 in the second hemistich (Vatican

copy siji J^jl) ; 11- 14 and 15, twice ^j\ -
-^

p. 102, 1. 6: Juib i^J^; 1. 3 ab infra, IjJj ^^

;

lin. penult., i^Lajl^j (Vatican copy i^L*.;!. j).

p. 104, lin. penult.: ^\ i,\ at the beginning of the
second hemistich.

p. 106, 11. 5 and 6 : twice ^J,J,i-j ; 1. 8, (^Ij.^!y in

the second hemistich; 1. 13, \^js^ in the second

hemistich; 1. 14, s.s.s»j<j ; 1. 7 ab infra, s-s>iJ for ts".

p. 107, 11. 9 and 10 : twice » -. ; -- ; 11. 6 and 5 ab

infra, twice ^j^A-

p. 108, 1. 3: ^^Lij in the second hemistich for

c;^!^'
Lij.

p. 109, 11. 5 and 6 in the heading, and
in the verse; 1. 13, ^^^ at the end of the first

hemistich.

p. 110, 1. 10 : j^-^ in the first hemistich.

p. 112, 1. 5:_^1^ for^l^; 11. 8 and 6 ab infra,

twice ^j^-ili.

.

p. 115, 11. 12 and 13 : twice sjJ J.

p. 119, 11. penult, and ult. : twice {Sr:-*- (Vatican copy

has as heading i^j.^, in the verse (j:_»j>.).

Examples under No. 2 are :

p. 20, 11. 11: jjiHj without the diacritical point as in

the printed text.

p. 22,1. 15: ^j^.
p. 39, 1. II : jL- y^.
p. 40, 1. 6 : the verse quite as in the text; 1. 8,

correctly kjLc.

p. 43, 1. 9 : «-uL).

p. 49, 1. II : J.JJJ, ; 1. 1 7, the second hemistich quite

as in the text.

p. 50, last line : correctly ^jiJl^ at the end.

p. 62, 1. 7 ab infra : j-J>. in the beginning of the

second hemistich.
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p. 65, 1. 12 : correctly fyji'* ^^^ second hemistich,

p. 67, 1. 6 : correctly |_jjLajL-j ; 1. 9, eLij at the end
of the Becond hemistich.

p. 68, 1. 3 ab infra: jl w as printed text.

p. 70, 1. 3 : Lt^ ; ]. 13, e)^-iJfcU-.

p. 73, 1. 13 ' ^)j^ as text.

74, 1. 10: in the second hemistich.

p. 76, 1. 9 : four times correctly J-:u.;-J^^iJ

.

p. 77, 1. 7 : correctly lii in the second hemistich.

p. 80, 1. 6 ab infra : y^.

p. 82, last line : correctly JU;S.

p. 85, first line : yS as text.

p. 87, 1. 3 : |,1^ ; 1. 9, ti-g^ in the second hemistich.

p. 89, 1. 3 : the verse quite like the printed text.

p. 93, 11. 5 and 6 : twice ^^-XJ.

p. 94, 1. 2 : correctly i^Sy, 1. 6, —j..

p. 98, 1. 2 : ^^lojU-o in the beginning of the second

hemistich; 1. 9, J^UXJ jj...

p. 99, 11. 10 and xi : twice correctly ^.y.
p. 103, 1. 7 ab infra: correctly m-c^Li.

p. 104, 1. 8 : ^^\5L^s- in the second hemistich.

p. 1 05, 1. 1 1 : s^clL) ; 11. penult, and ult., twice ^^
as text.

p. Ill, 1. 4 ab infra : (sLs-?j

.

p. 112, 1. 2 : here for once tij^Kj as in the printed

text.

p. 113, last line : ^j-o

.

p. 115, 1. 8 : i,iy^ji.

p. 116, 1. 10 ab infra: twice jui^^L-i ; 1. 9 ab infra,

» ... a :V».

p. 117, 1. 6 ab infra: ^j^y^.

Examples under No. 3 are

:

p. 9, 1. 15 : twice a distinct s--:^ for 5-^J»^.

p. 10, 11. I and 2 : t ; :» in the heading, but in the

verse the correct &.,.:a ; for » ^ 1 ^ ; our copy reads t^la.=>

p. 25, 1. 7 : jJXJlo for JljxIj ; 11. 10 and ii, Jlj.!.

for jjl, both in the heading, and at the end of the verse.

p. 26, 1. 5 ab infra: (jLajj-a.^,. a > sjjLjIj t-^jy^

CA-ijJjb i_)L::i

.

p. 27, first line: tJJUJuj for j, «.a lo

.

p. 28, 1. 4 : ».-.i-w^
J s : . x—u for 5->Ju» . -i-^^S^^ ; 11. 14

and 15, twice sx^x^i for ajjs^.

p. 32, 11. 6 and 8 : jjjLx.a. in the heading, and »> --.-n-

at the end of the verse, for sjjLi-«

.

p. 36, 1. 3 : a new word is inserted hpre, not found

in the Vatican copy, viz. j^. joL-^ J--yJ, with this

quotation of Rudakl's

:

immediately before it 'Unsuri's verse in illustration of

jLar* (1^6) is inserted by mistake, with ^ii^ instead

of 8.iiyfin the second hemistich.

p. 37, 1. 3 ab infra : jLit»Lj ^ j^.> as the Munich

copy of Halimi and the Farhang-i-Shu'uri read.

p. 38, 1. 7 ab infra : liJ for jjlniJ ; 1. 5 ab infra,

jii forjiij , but ^jXi correctly as in the printed text.

p. 39, 1. 1 7 : the missing word after yjS is here

given as 00 j

.

p. 44, 11. 9 and 10 : twice (mj-jj for i^yS', !• 6 ab

infra, Mf^ tor (MfO

.

p. 53, 1. 7 : again ^jj as in the preceding item,

explained by ^^.^Je^X ^j^ ^i (?).

p. 55, 1. 6 ab infra : the missing word, viz. K-\j^y is

given here and explained by ^j::Je^.Ji; 11. 5 and 4 ab

infra, twice cj. (distinctly pointed) for Cj.

.

p. 63, 11. 6 and 7 : twice ^\i^ for i^Xjji,.

p. 64, 11. 1 and 2 : twice eJLc for dl—i ; lin. penult.,

ctb) eU (the second word distinctly pointed) ; the verse,

wanting in the printed text, is here added in full

(metre i—g ..».>•) :

db^ all j^J jl »L^ J'y — c*>«.> J ^^yftl^jL) jl eU ts'

p. 70,1. 8: djjj eip.

p. 71, 1. 2 : db-~j. . dL—J for alli— j e)l-^. ; in tlie

verse in 1. 3 there, however, appears e)L«^. jl cs)L-o

;

11. 6 and 7, thrice eU^) fo"" «l^^j > ^- 7 ^'"^ 4 ^^

infra, twice distinctly (al^jli for djjO.

p. 73, 11. 7 and 6 ab infra : twice distinctly i^JL-.bfC

for i^jIuLkc; 11. 5 and 3 ab infra, twice i£^Li for

p. 74, II. 1 5 and 1 7 : ;^jj (for i^Ai), according to

Shams-i-Fakhri.

p. 75, 1. 6 : dU eb, for gii • , v -

p. 76, 1. 3 : after this line there is added here,

p. 79, 1.13: after this line the present copy inserts

the following remark, not found in the Vatican copy

:

j^ Is \jj\ jj jLjLiljJfc (ojLujjj LjLijI jiJLaj «j (j»^->

cj.-«jL«.jfc Jj ^^ ; 11. 6 and 5 ab infra, twice JLx-jj or

jLi-ofor JLi^i; 11. 4 and 3ab infra, twiceJby for Jbji;

lin. penult., tj^\^ j JU-I for the simple JU>.I.

p. 80, 1. 3 : i}^^^ J^^
p. 81, 1. 6 ab infra : ,^1 .7.»nj for ^J^yxjt. __
p. 85, 1. 10: Jl i:u.i»j1 '-^ri sbu^/^ j ''t^J "4; >

1. 7 ab infra, instead of »JL» there appears again ji5,

but in the verse in 1. 6 ab infra jLi* is correctly given
;

lin, a».penult., Jl ^yLjj PjjU— J

p. 90, 11. 5 and 6 : twice As^ ^U..

p. 94, lin. penult. : three times a wrong jjljj for ^J\yl.

p. 98, 11. 6 and 5 ab infra: twice ^jl»;-> for ^jU^.
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p. 99, 11. 1 8 and 19 : twice ^^S^ for ^JS^ ; 1. 3 ab

infra, ^o uj/^. ^°''
fr'. AA> ^ Halimi and the

Farhang-i-Shu'uri have.

p. 102, 1. 10: jjj j_j-yJjU.j ^Uil 5j!)l
J

5J^; 1. i4>

^jL-i. for ^jL-S. , but in the verse, in 1. 1 5, the correct

^L-i. appears.

p. 103, II. 3 and 2 ab infra: ^^^^u^j in the heading,

1 • - ;
li

" at the end of the verse.

p. 106, 11. 9 and 8 ab infra: twice » ;. »i for &!Li.

;

11. 7 and 6 ab infra, twice s-i^J for »-i4J.

p. 1 08, last two lines : three times i->jJ\^. for »3jili.b

.

p. 118, lin. penult.: ijyiCiii for ijjS^i^ ; and in

p. 119, first line, in the second hemistich, ijyijli.

p. 120, 1. 5 ab infra : .jb Ij. for jb Ijj, as HalimS

and Farhang-i-Shu'urt have ; 1. 3 ab infra, e:»,«.»> for

t
,-'' in the second hemistich, according to the Munich

copy of Halimi and the Farhang-i-Shu'uri.

Examples under No. 4 are :

p. 3, 1. 4 ab infra: %s •..i.Ki for i.i : ,f. =>.,j.

p. 4, 1. 9 : to .jj ,jj, Lj is added ,jL«.Jj.; last line,

J ;: > ub;->. is^ y. Jbj ^, b si

.

p. 6, 1. 10 : l:L..,ris here explained by u-ftJlks (comp.

Vullers' Lexicon, ii. p. 794*); 1. 4 ab infra, lo explained

here by LjjjL^lS

.

p. 9, 1. I : Jx^i added after t;*--^-i' (as is usual in such

cases) ; 1. 13, Slji,y>. for ,Jy.o-.

p. 10, 1. 7 ab infra: the explanation runs merely

Alii iLjL.« (ciJtJ.

p. 11, 1. 5 : j^Vj,j^ yXj:> c.~^.

p. 12, 1. 8: Jljlj^jj L^J^Jlj \yA -y. e^^iJ'S v:y^;

1. 7 ab infra, Jl
^J|

j^iiL. j Jjj .hb li--) o--,.

_ p. 1 4, 1. 1 6 : jjj vo^M.K fj-i^ b iti jjj ^ybfc c:»—->

.

p. 1 7, 1. 3 : Jl j^. (^Ljj Ou—.» sLJX:lj J>J; 1. 9,

p. 21, 1. 6 : the two words without diacritical points

are given here as ^^ 1 7 ?.V
p. 22, 1. 3 : jjj ^..^a. slaji eUlSj -^ J.

p. 24, 1. 6 : x:^\ji- j-j ij) l^jl j jJ, ; .. XLi ; 1. 1 2,

J. ,J for OtSj ,
and jp "-*!-!) ^'''" •^ '^y'j

p. 25, last line : i5 juiUi* ,c3Jol Ju^^O &J &-»•t^ ^
p. 26, 1. 4 : .^JJ -> ^•
p. 27, 1. 8 : the explanation given here is ^j\» i»

juib j^OjjJfc i-jUi ) ; lin. penult., J—ib Lx^ jo ,1 ••
..1

J : ,:> cL».«u » J. : : . .t.
"1 ul o jjb Ji-» s-i .

p. 28, 1. 8 : xib ^j jjjjl jj.jj/'j.^. (!) J\jj\ ^ jjj^l

p. 29, 1. 7 ab infra: ^jijb^il tS c« ...aLJ' jJ^j-

p. 30, 1. 6 ab infra : here the correct ^^\Jjy. appears,

as indicated in note n, followed by jijjb ,iX)

.

p. 33, 11. 1 2 and 1 6 : the two items JJ«^ and ju>4i

are transposed here by mistake, and the respective

explanations as well as the verses given under the

wrong headings.

p. 34, 1. 8 : Jl Llj jLjj 15117.

p. 35, 1. 8 : jjJi ]y v^. "-^j-f^' " Xiih i^jp iLji^

p. 37, 1. 3 ; jjj ijj^ vi^jj ujSii, ^yj£. jjkj,.

p. 39, 1. 6 : Jl —i^ (ojp. »t*j ; last line, tjLs^ j-;^

j.j.b .Ixj j^

.

p. 40, 1. 5 : ^jsi^j vTj--.

p. 41, 1. 2: the item immediately following after

this line is herejU, but with the explanation and

verse of the second jk in the text, and thus, by the

omission of the latter, all the words have got into a

wrong order as far as tjl^fm 1. 6 ab infra ; by repeating

this word twice, first with the meaning of the im-

mediately preceding jj-jj, and then with its proper

meaning, order is restored again.

p. 42, lin. penult. : jjj bwu\ isJj-u jj-l.

p. 44, 11. 6 and 2 ab infra: ^^ . i^»-*> correctly

-js u^jj , instead of the wrong spelling in both passages

of the printed text, viz. —^ ^j^yi and —ji (j-y>.

p. 50, 1. 2 : ju-ib j^ {j^-

p. 55, 1. 5 ab infra : ijj i_jl x:^, (spelt here djj) c^j

X:Ln-J ji it " ; i-r^ b JJJJ^ lu <-i\ i_/i^. iw-

p. 56, 1. 9 : after SJjy>- (the last but one word in

the line) our copy reads j.^1^ xJb ^jVij.^\ «lj L» j^lj

.

p. 58, 1. 15 : correctly ^^*];-^>. j-^ for ^J-o]^.

p. 59, 1. 3 : sx^lXi- J
for ix^li j

.

p. 61, 1. 7: (sLij simply explained by
^

: ;

,

'
. ; lin.

penult., is&y-o here explained by JlJ^jj ^\^[xj S (!) |^.

p. 62, lin. penult, follows here after 1. 5 in p. 63.

p. 63, 1. 1 6 : after a.... j sbw- these words are sub-

stituted for what stands in the printed text j^T (j^b^.5
j

p. 64, last line : JJ^ (^^sJb i^bLc^ (J*.*! -^ 53-

p. 65, 1. 9 : jyj ^^|;-X . . .^ j ulrvj ^-^ el^.

p. 66, 1. 9 : o>—j>-li^ 0-i.^J SlU.

p. 67, 1. 1 4 : (sLuJ here explained by j xib b^

p. 71, 1. 8: (»J^ (here spelt d^) explained by ^Jl

p. 72, 1. I : Jl ijj jjkj j,a_:lj t-<b eJ^—.

p. 74, 1. 4 ab infra: o>-.-iJL. JlXil i»-Uj-> i^Jjl-

p. 75, first line: :>j.i y^ ^^^ si o^—J;^b>. c^
jjj ^J^.». jl (ji;y>-

J x)l ^\ji sLTJ
x^jljj 1j jy>- jLj

J
;'

1. 3, Farrukhl's verse in support of ("Jj^^— i^ given

here in full as :
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p. 77, 1. 13 : L^s^j
J

{.a,ji j.> XiU ^ik ^\ji (»0j>.L>

~J\ S.
"

^
p. 80, 1. 3 ab infra : -^-i. J,jT00 ... ;l t.joSj>^_:> JW

p. 81, lin. penult. : after JljljI^ our copy adds ^\ j
xo]^ _jJj J^jT jjb—jij-Kj

J
J;^j^- Kjy^ Lj J1JL4J L5j jj.

p. 85, 1. 7 : Jl j-p ^ x^Ji^jS tjU.
J jy^ j-i-* J ;

1. 14, (^^ » , ft for t5,..io^.

p. 86, 1. 12 : siiCsr' (here spelt siXjc^-) is explained

thus .V :

.

:> ^jj J-t-i^ cir* >-^^*-t—J } ^j-'. '-:>***' ij^J;^.

p. 87, 1. 5 : ,ji-C« for j^^Slo ; 1. 6 ab infra, ^^jp jjd ,j

for fji^ Xii .J ; lin. penult., JL«ilL« here explained by

p. 90, 1. 3: Jjj_^ »L5T^ ^Li'.

p. 91, first line : xib j_.U;1ja. s-eLj.jJ; 1. 9 ab infra,

p. 92, 1. 5 : ^^ Jy, for ^^j Jy,.

p. 93, I. 13 : »-tj here simply explained by j, ; , A

.

p. 94, lin. penult. : jyj ^.v . . : -. (here spelt ^\y) ^j^y

p. 95, 1. 10 : j-«x«j for 8-.j.

p. 98, 1. 7 • ^j\ ijW-^ i_r"~; * vi« ... h^---" c)!'"^

j^ 1^. J ; 1. 8 ab infra, c*ji^ jj.,l j jjj j.j u^i'-

p. 99, 1. 8 : jjLiJkji for yUij,j

.

p. 105, 1. 2 : ^jSJt here explained by jt«-I, e*A) ; 1. 4,

^jj i_j^. simply explained as i-~-.

p. 106, 1. 3 ab infra : »jU> \y^ y iy ^\. sjJj.^.

p. 109, 1. 9: (jl jJ i:y ijit. eJjP. »J v::A-»jj^fj». f^^y
XA tjj^. ^1 j^j^ Ij Xi^j iiiljjJ J

JuJ-a ; 1. 9 ab infra,

p. 110, 1. 3: J Ju.^ Cji jjl ji S-5 C» •• « « '^
ij-^\

1. 13, liJ JjJ »/^r-} ^^^.;XJi-C

,j sJ jjj .IXjIj ^L>j ->*

I V ?. . ) ^jL-jLu.,,. (jL-. jJ ; 1. 4 ab infra,

p. Ill, 1. 3 ab infra: j-i^ here simply explained by

p. 114, first line : ^jv->-. ,.

'JlJj, »JLc ; 1. 5 ab infra, i_>^^ f""" S->^'

p. 1 17,1.5 a.b infra : after tjhXij there is added here

p. 118, 1. 5: xJs
J

,l5olj.

Examples under No. 5 are

:

p. 4, 1. 10 : Lo b ijt\ , as the Munich copy of Halimt,

the Farhang-i-Shu'url, etc., have ; 1. 4 ab infra, (n^'^A
for •>)'» P.

•

p. 5, 1. 6 ab infra : y y-^ forji A^.

p. 6, 1. 3 ab infra: sU- jl for xu. jl in the second

IND. OFF.

hemistich ; lin. penult., »lCiT for ,b JT in the second

hemistich.

p. 7, 1. I : jJTfor jjT; 1. 17, »-»L5 ^.U* J.^.^-, 1^ J^
V^ ,« :c in the second hemistich.

p. 9, 1. 3 ab infra : ^jtj in the beginning of the second

hemistich.

p. 10, 1. 2 : L iiU for K iili.; lin. penult, (metre >- V»)

p. 11, first line : ^y \j «—aJ} ».» >» in the second

hemistich ; 1. 6, jjJo for X>yi> in the second hemistich;

1. 10, J ; :: ...j.j for xil 5j,i at the end of the first

hemistich; ]'. 14,^45 for _iJ». in the second hemistich;

1. 6 ab infra, ij\x>j^ and xixa (for JlJLJ j).

p. 12, 1. 9 ab infra : jt-Jnj for Jijj in the second

hemistich.

p. 15, 1. 15: ji j^lj^jf ^^jftL,^.

p. 16, 1. 6 ab infra: c*-.J j^h i.^^ at the beginning

of the second hemistich ; 1. 3 ab infra, Jl ij\j^y-> (tiy^-

p. 17, 1. 14: a distinct
\j ^jj->. (instead of^^);

the same in p. 91, 1. 3 ab infra, I. L^L>.y eULi (for

Jl^_« isLLj).

p. 18, 1. 12 : ^jiilXi for ,jLj\Si>, and ^jj» at the

end for ^iJ (which gives no rhyme).

p. 19, 1. 11: the second hemistich runs correctly

here thus iS ^ii rrf; j' ^jS.x.«LS . y^

.

p. 20, 1. 8 : 1^'. . .?. =1^ JLi ^^ s_S ill jL«_. ; 1. 9,

i_aj. i_ij eJL-j ; 1. 7 ab infra, ^.-..^.c c>-i.j o at the end.

p. 21, 1. 9: 5Jr*-»~>. _ \j ij^y^
^_s-^ •-'

Jj''* ^ytr^-
I; »;^^- xu.^.

;
1. 13.

cr*-' -UH* ^o"" u^-iA^

p. 24, 1. 3 : ^J\y\ 5-« P. in the second hemistich; 1. 8,

this verse appears hero in the following form

:

p. 25, 1. 13 : iSyj\j Jl for eUl \\; 1. 8 ab infra, .»j34J

J). ?6, first line : (jii. i^j^ at the end (substituting

the gloss JkJl* for Uj-Lf) ; 1. 14, j.^jy^ ~yi for _jl

p. 29, 1. 3 : ^J\J^i yj\ x^^yj Ji»Jt in the second

hemistich.

p. 30, 1. 3 : ,\ji\
J ij-^y=i-

instead of c>i^^ j s-;-**

in the second hemistich ; 1. 1 6, twice JoL-j for JoLj in

the second hemistich.

p. 31, 1. 10 : ^Jy^l^ for ^y^^.
p. 38, lin. penult. : ^y ^,1.

p. 40, 1. 12: a correct rhyme in the second hemistich

is secured by the reading here, viz.jl^^

p. 44, 1. 5 ab infra : ^11 o
p. 51, 1. 16 : ^]yri^ >» for ^s^j^j^.

4 Q
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p. 52, 1. II : in the first hemistich |_jijLo, in the

second |_jijLi-i.

p. 53, 1. 4 : »^ for SJ^.

p. 57, first line : iliJ for ^jljl in the second hemistich

;

1. 2, 0.-.A J y> JS in the second hemistich.

p. 59, h 1 2 : jb
J

for i-^-o j

.

p. 60, 1- 2
: Jl ^.^. J'h^

p. 61, 1. 6 : "ii 5^. ijy>. s-is* db (more in harmony

with the metre) ; 1. 7 ah infra, the second hemistich

runs here thus is^Lj j^LllaJ
j

^js^ ^^jS^jyo kjy,

p. 62, h 4 : »5 (jr. in the beginning of the second

hemistich.

p. 63, 1. 9 : t5J^. for -.^.f; 1. 5 ab infra, j,b U (for

^h J)-
'

p. 64, 1. 2 : Okii, for cu:Li.. in the second hemistich.

p. 65, 1. 6 :
^\r=- i^ J for ^\^ ^^ ^\ ; 1. iz.

UjiT*^ \3

p. 67, L 15 : >,J;--J «-^-< jlj Juijljui Jjl ^^j^( quite

as the Munich copy of Hallmi reads).

p. 71, 1. 14 : Jl jj d*-!-) ejl i^i the second hemistich.

p. 75, 1. 6 ab infra: ^j-^\ for I and jjjuil
JJ

for ijjuil J,; in the second hemisticli.

p. 76, first line : jXi-i. {jy> y -a J^* ^'
l^.?^

"
lojUi. in the second hemistich; 1. 8 ab infra, l_« _;>for

i_a5o in the second hemistich.

p. 77, 1. 5 : i^J i^jJiij for (sjia. CA-ij ; 1. 14, db j
for tLxj.

p. 78, 1. 7 : .j-Jior^^i in the second hemistich.

p. 79, 1. 2 : ^Xfrj for ^Juaj in the second hemistich

;

1. 4, vj>i.XJ o for c*ixi (jJ)

.

p. 80, I. 12: y) \j for ^ b . ^
p. 81, 1. 13 : here correctly sJL) j j • in the second

hemistich.

p. 82, 1. 5: js>. for 8.3.; 1. 7 ab infra, ^Xj i--—hi

and in the second hemistich j.jUj b.

p. 83, 1. 8 ab infra: tj\ tJJjj/i »J^ ^->- in the second

hemistich ; 1. 6 ab infra, Jl .^ ^j sxii

.

p. 84, 1. 5: JjJ^ oi) J''-
J'^''^ P^ '^^*^-?.'^ ^11 the

second hemistich.

p. 85, 11. 12 and 13: the two verses are here con-

tracted into one, viz. ;^jIj —jS ;_Py aaI^ ir^j i^^

_p. 86, 1. 3 : ^ .:..> .t :, » for ^—i.J^ ; 1. 5, J^. i^j^-ii'

Jl jTo, and iu the second hemistich jj^Xj for jJLi.

p. 87, 1. 2: -H^-o rj^, and in the second hemistich

> 7 J. ) for (ji-o.

p. 88, 1. 9 : =JI .b^^J o>-^J ; 1. n, sJojU again

in the second hemistich; 11. 13-15 is corrupted here,

the second hemistich of 1. 15 being added to the first

of 1. 13 ; 1. 6 ab infra, jjblJ for jjbT at the end of the

second hemistich.

p. 89, first line: ^.sLiA j,S ^ x> sjb I |jj ixijjj..

p. 90, 1. 6 : j,U. ^U. J^) |_j»j> j^ J j^ &5^ *::i5^in

the second hemistich ; 1. 11, ^^Li-* for ^^jUi in the second

hemistich ; last line, .b, ^ .?. 1 forjb
.
4 .'. 1 in the second

hemistich.

p. 91, 1. 12: sbi. b for »Li \j; 1. 3 ab infra .1 _•

jJI (jyf*^ for ^Jf^ \i^j^ in the second hemistich.

p. 92, 1. 2 : jJI ui. ciil s-».l^ J ; 1. iZj i-s-j for ,-^.

p. 93, 1. 2 ; c..?. .; j^. J^^j t^jLjJ.

p. 94, 1. 5: e>--,J jJ jl sJp; 1- 12, l;jl j.-i^ for

p. 95, 1. 1 3 : (jl^q- for the second ^.ja. in the second

hemistich ; 1. 6 ab infra, Lj for y\ at the end of the first

hemistich.

p. 96, 1. 6 ab infra : ^«_a jJ: ^JLi .j ji x--J jlju«b jj»

in the second hemistich.

p. 97, 1. II : Jl xo ^. (JjXLj ; 1. 7 ab infra,

j^l ,ljj» in the second hemistich ; 1. 3 ab infra,
^jjjj

l -s* , and in the second hemistich ^l^. for^j^

.

p. 98, 1. 2 : Jl »j jjUJLsr' ; 1. 6, Ji^-ab b ,-J j in tlie

second hemistich ; 1. 10 sjp for jj^
p. 99, 1. 4 : ^J~^ 8 :•,... > j_j^^ ,_5'jj;

il» s-^ and in

the second hemistich ^y ie4-^; h 6, (•J/^J j u—^^ ^••

p. 101, L 7 ab infra: Jaj^j ^y^y

p. 103, 1. 8 : eJUlio for 1, 5_»Jk in the second hemistich;

in 1. 6 ab infra a distinct i—ilki y«j appears ; 1. 4 ab

infra, ^_^..y^ \J-'i^ j' ft"" uHj^ sUjI ; lin. penult.,

sJoLi &.!». in the second hemistich.

p. 104, 1. 6: ^ i^^—Xli _JL«j 5J sib u in the

second hemistich.

p. 105, last line : sjjj for si^..

p. 108, 1. 9: jl i^lj-cl; 1. 13, JjTy. for J^l^., and

in the second hemistich it a. tXjl) for ii.»j» ^^ ; 1. 3 ab

infra, juiXi sXi Lo ^Sy"y ^y*--

p. 112, first line: Jj ^. for (^J;J ; 1. 3, ijj^ ^,\
1. 7, at the end simply ..v : :i.

p. 113, L 12: si^for |_jr (better) ; 1. 7 ab infra,

^Jt\ ji^. for .: \s^. ; 1. 5 ab infra, JlJjISsj , and in the

second hemistich again S for 5^; last line, ji j-^^*^

J-*^ ^j.jfr(correctly) in the second hemistich.

p. 1 1 4, 1. 3 : JJ)/J for JjUj in the second hemistich
;

1. 5, j«ju> . « --. Ji.J. in the second hemistich; I. 14,

y^ -CjS- . /S^ J-?. x:55 ._> j^- in the second hemistich
;

1. 6 ab infra, yi i\\ isy, for ^..i i\j {Jji^.

p. 115, 1. 3: jIjoj tA.A}>. (^Lj-ob iu the second

hemistich; 1. 11, jjjlj ^i |jl for jjj ojj ijl in the

second hemistich ; 1. 6 ab infra, ill for bl (or Ul , as in

Halimi, etc.).

p. 1 16, 1. 2 : uV.y^ and {SMj* in the two hemistichs

are here transposed.
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p. 117, first line: y:u^^.^^ j for o^—j^li j; 1. 5,

p. 118,1. 14: ^sjs^L.. ^j^jji^l^j kjL:^-» uj-r m'
in the second hemistich.

p. 119, 1. 3:_j*.jb ujKi^ \\ tXiljj y in the

second hemistich, with .1 at tlie end of the first ; 1. 3

lib infra, J>j A for ^, L>, and (j^.<i,»b for jjS-^U.

Examples under No. 6 (omissions) are :

p. 4, 11. 3-5 omitted, and the verse in 1. 6 added

immediately to 1. 2, with the heading XitJijy^.

p. 6, 11. II and 12 omitted, and the verse in 1. 13

given as quotation to Li»^in 1. 10 in this form :

»-^j (j*-^ -^^

p. 7, 11. 3 and 4 wanting ; 1. 6 ab infra to p. 8,1. 11

likewise wanting; the quotation to lu^ in line 12 of

p. 8 is added immediately to p. 7, 1. 7 ab infra.

p. 12, 11. 3 and 2 ab infra omitted.

p. 16, II. 4 and 5 omitted (a mere repetition of p. 15,

11. 6 and 7).

p. 17, last line omitted (by oversight, as the intro-

ductory word 10 ..) is given).

p. 19, 11. 14 and 15 wanting.

p. 21, 11. I and 2, and 11. 10 and 11 wanting.

p. 22, 1. 5 omitted; 11. 8-10 (—^li and ^ >) are

confounded here, and only the verse in 1. 11 given

(1. 9 being omitted altogether); the last three lines of

p. 22 and the first line of p. 23 are likewise wanting.

p. 23, 11. 3 and 2 ab infra omitted.

p. 24, 11. 4 and 3 ab infra wanting.

p. 25, 11. 3 and 2 ab infra wanting.

p. 26, 11. 8 and 9, and 11. 7 and 6 ab infra omitted.

p. 27, 1. 10, and 1. 3 ab infra wanting.

p. 28, II. 12 and 13, and II. 7-4 ab infra omitted.

p. 29, 11. 5 and 6, and II. 9 and 8 ab infra omitted.

p. 30, II. 4 and 5, and the last four lines wanting.

p. 31, 11. II and 12 wanting.

p. 32, 1. 4 is wanting here, and the verse in 1. 5 is

given as quotation to 1. 3 (sJoj), with something like

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

at the end

34, 11. 8 and 7 ab infra omitted.

35, 11. 14 and 15 omitted.

36, lin. penult, wanting.

38, 11. 5 and 6 omitted.

39, 1. 14, and line 4 ab infra wanting.

40, II. 6 and 5 ab infra omitted.

42, II. 5 and 6 wanting.

43, 11. 14-18 left out here, but inserted in full

between 11. 2 and 3 of p. 45.

p. 45, 1. 13 to p. 48, 1. II entirely wanting (all the

words ending in c^.-. _ and » -,., _).

p. 52, II. 15 and 16 omitted, and consequently the

verse in 1. 1 7 is wrongly given as quotation to ,jij in

J. 14.

p. 53, 11. 7-5 ab infra omitted.

p. 54, 1. 10 ab infra to p. 55, 1. 9 entirely missing.

p. 55, last line, and p. 56, first line omitted.

p. 56, 1. 7 omitted, and the verse in 1. 8 given as

quotation to cl^ in 1. 6, by changing ^T ^, in the

second hemistich into cK jj (!) ; 11. 13 and 14 are

likewise wanting, and the verse in 1. 15 is given as

quotation to sj in 1. 12.

p. 57, 11. 4 and 3 ab infra omitted.

p. 58, II. 6 and 7 omitted.

p. 59, last line omitted.

p. 60, 11. 12-15, and 11. 6 and 5 ab infra wanting.

p. 61, 1. 18, the second hemistich is left out here;

11. 6 and 5 ab infra likewise wanting.

p. 62, 11. 13 and 14 omitted; lin. penult, likewise

wanting, as the preceding verse reads dli uj?** ^'^'^

p. 64, 1. 3 ab infra : the second hemistich is left out

here.

p. 67, 11. 1-4, and 11. 3 and 2 ab infra omitted.

p. 68, 11. I and 2 omitted.

p. 70, 1. 7 wanting.

p. 72, the last two lines omitted.

p. 73, II. 7 and 8 omitted ; the last line of p. 73 and
the first of p. 74 wanting, and the verse in 1. 2 of p. 74

wrongly given as quotation to tii3\i in p. 73, lin.

penult.

p. 74, 11. 8 and 7 ab infra wanting.

p. 77, 11. 2 and 3 omitted.

p. 78, the last two lines omitted.

p. 82, 1. 6 wanting.

p. 86, II. 6-9, 11. 9 and 8 ab infra (1. 7 ab infra

wrongly given as quotation to sJLx-j in 1. 10 ab infra),

and 11. 6-3 ab infra omitted.

p. 90, 11. 9 and 10 omitted, and the verse in 1. 1

1

given as quotation to ^J^ in II. 7 and 8.

p. 95, II. 3 and 4 wanting.

p. 99, 11. 12 and 13, and 11. 16 and 17 omitted.

p. 100, 1. 10, to p. 101, 1. 15, entirely wanting.

p. 101, lin. penult, omitted.

p. 102, 1. r omitted, and consequently in the verse

in 1. 2 the last word n-ibLa- has been changed into

jjL»^, so as to represent it as a quotation to sJU^ iu

p. 101, last line.

p. 106, the last line, and p. 107, the first two lines

omitted.

p. 108, 11. 8 and 7 ab infra, and 11. 5 and 4 ab infra

omitted ; in the latter case the verse in 1. 3 ab infra is

wrongly given as quotation to jjjj^j in 1. 6 ab infra.

p. 110, 11. 6 and 5 ab infra omitted.

p. Ill, U. 6 and 7, and II. 10-13 omitted.

p. 117, 1. 6 wanting.

p. 118, 11. 15 and 16 omitted.

p. 119, 11. 4-18 entirely wanting.

Examples under No. 7 (difference of authors' names)

:

p. 4, 1. 6 ascribed to Mu'izzi.

p. 12, 1. 2 : read Bui (or Abul) mathal.

p. 15, 1. 10 : read Shakir Bukhari ; 1. 16, the poet is

called here Ghaznani.

p. 31, 1. 4 ab infra : read Shakir Bukhari.

p. 34, last line : Farawalawi instead of Hakkak.
p. 38, I. 7 : Abu ShukAr instead of 'Unsuri ; 1. 4 ab

infra : Rddaki's name is not mentioned here as author
of the following verses.

4 Q 2
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p. 39, 1. 6 : Abvl Shukur's name is left out here.

p. 40, 1. 2 : lludaki instead of Surudi.

p. 41, lin. penult. : lludaki instead of Khaffaf.

p. 43, 1. I : This verse is ascribed here to Kisa i
;

1. 2 is ascribed to Mu'izzi; 1. 3, Tayyan instead of

Kisa 1 ; 1. 5, Abu Shukur instead of Mu'izzi ; 1. 7,

Kisa i instead of Tayyan.

p. 44, 1. 3 : 'Asjadi instead of 'Unsuri.

p. 62, 1. I : Rudaki instead of Farrukhi ; 1. 9, Hak-

kak instead of Labibi.

p. 64, 1. 5 ab infta : Khusrawani instead of Khus-

rawi ; last line, lludaki instead of Labibi.

p. 67, 1. 5 ab infra : the poet's name, which is left

out in the printed edition, is supplied here as

'Ummarah.

p. 69, 1.12: Manjik instead of Shahid.

p. 76, 1. 10: read Bu Hanifah Iskaf; 1. 12, read

Hakim Ghamnak.

p. 79, 1. 17 : Farrukhi instead of Abii Shukur.

p. 92, 1. 7 : read Shakir Bukhari.

p. 98, 1. 1 1 : 'Unsuri instead of FaiTukhi ; 1. 4 ab

infra, Kfldaki instead of Manjik.

p. 113, 1. 6 ab infra: Abu Shukiir instead of 'Unsuri.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2516, ff. 96, U. 12; clear Na.sta'llk ; the first two

pages beautifully illuminated; all the words written in gold

throughout; size, 72 in. by 4I in.

2456
Lughat-i-furs-i-kadim (oJJ ^t/^

c^jJ).

Fragment of another old Persian dictionary, contain-

ing a great number of I'are Persian words, explained in

Persian and illustrated by quotations from the best

and oldest Persian poets. It is defective at the begin-

ning, opening in the seventh fasl of the first bab with

a woid, the first letter of which is \ and the last i (the

former constituting the bab, the latter the fasl), in this

abrupt way : Jl J.*-^ ^. ujj \j:^,i h.jii ^^l \\ ij^\
. .

.

This fragment^hich is somewhat like that vocabulary

described in J. Aumer, p. 103, concludes on fol. 178^'.

On ff. i79l'-206l' there is added another short glossary

of Arabic words with short explanations in Persian,

entitled Khulasat-allughat (i::jUAJ1 JujiU-), and begin-

ning : ^^1 80 4ill i^sj\ ijljJ . . . i^j^LxJl Jj, ^ J>-»iJ

Jl Oi—-)1 5-«>iL» ; this little work is evidently not

identical with Ismail bin Lutf-allah nl-Bakharzi's

vocabulary of the same title (Bodleian Cat., No. 167 1),

as the arrangement is different, the babs being formed

by the last letter and the fasls by the first.

No date. This MS. was bought at Baghdad, 1801, by

Charles Pazley.

No. 2496, ff. 206, U. 15; small Nasta'lik ; size, 7| in. by 5 in.

2457.

Sharafnama-i-Ibraliimt {^,^\^\ ii-«L;j^).

An excellent copy of the first half of the somewhat

rare Persian dictionary by Ibrahim Kiwam Faruki

(see fol. i^', 1. 3), also styled ^^,.*a1;.>1 isJIajj and

(C,.^-:^ Ju».a.l (or tAjJj^ i^Clftfi) LeLjj^, in honour

of the celebrated Sufic Shaikh Sharaf-aldiu Ahmad bin

Yahya Munyari, who died A.h. 782=a.d. 1380, 1381
(see the various letters or maktdbat of this Pir of the

mystical doctrine above, Nos. 1843-1847). It was
compiled between a.h. 862 and 879 (a. d. 1458-1475),
the period during which Abu-almuzaffar Barbaksliah

reigned in Bangalah, comp. Kieu ii. p. 492 sq. ; Bod-

leian Cat., Nos. 1 7 18 and 1719 ; J. Aumer, p. 103 ;

Blochmann, Contributions to Persian Lexicography,

pp. 7-9 ; Lagarde, Persische Studien, p. 43, No. 36 ;

Melanges Asiatiques, iii. p. 494, and ix. pp. 514 and

515; Paris, Suppl. persan, Nos. 420 and 421 ; see also

H. Khalfa iv. p. 44, No. 7557, and v. p. 325; and

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 195, No. 19. The present

copy does not contain the preface, which deals with the

praise of God, Muhammad and Sharaf-aldin Munyari

;

it begins at once with these words : <ull J A.i > ^^JJ>.

itJo>)JJ>..

The introductory chapter on the letters of the

alphabet, particularly those which act as terminations

in Persian and Turkish, begins on fol. 2^ ; the diction-

ary itself, which is divided into babs according to the

first and into fasls according to the last letter of

the words, on fol. iqI". It goes down to fasl J of

bab jji.

No. 346, ff. 320, 11. 13; Naskhl ; large waterspots; size,

II in. by 6| in.

2458
Tuhfat-alsa'adat (iijLt-Ul iAs^).

A Persian dictionary, explained in Persian and com-

prising all the words that principally occur in Persian

poetry, whether genuine Persian or Dari, Pahlawi,

Transoxanian, Arabic, and Turkish, by Malimud ibn

Shaikh Diya (or Diya-aldin Muhammad), who finished

this work on the loth of Safar, A. H. 916 (a. d. 15 10,

May 19), and dedicated it to Sultan Iskandarshah

(see ff. 4^ 11. 10 and last, and z^), or Sikandar Liidi,

who reigned a.h. 894-923 (a. d. 1489-1517). It is

arranged alphabetically according to the first and lant

letters of the words, in twenty-nine babs, each bab

containing two fasls, the first of which comprises the

simple words (l:yl.^fS-«), the second the compound words

and phrases (eyLS^*); comp. Eieu ii. pp. 493'' and

494* ; Lagarde, Pers. Studien, p. 28, No. 1 1 ; Bloch-

mann, Contributions, p. 4, No. 10. It was one of

the sources used by Sururi in the second and enlarged

edition of his yu^l .» .-g-* (see further below in Nos.

2478-2480), comp. E.ieu ii. p. 499*^, and Salemann

in Melanges Asiatiques, ix. p. 535, No. 57.

Beginning

:

^J LS*J r*-^*^' L5^^ e:^_^

Another title of the work is (j.XiX-. le^ljt^

.

Dated the 23rd of Ramadan, A. H. 1 112 (a. d. 1701,

March 3), by 'Abd-alghani.

No. ]28i, ff. 260, 11. 21 ; Nasta'lik; size, 11 in. by 8 in.
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2459
Mu'ayyid-alfudala (iLiiJl jjj-«).

A very valuable Persian dictionary by Shaikh
Muhammad bin Shaikh Lad of Dihli, completed

according to Blochmaun, Coutributious, p. 9, a.h. 925
(a. D. 1 51 9), comp. besides Bodleian Cat., No. 1720;
Rieu ii. p. 494 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 225-227 ;

Paris, Suppl. persan, Nos. 419 and 944 ; Lagarde,

Pers. Studien, p. 55, No. 49 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd.
Bat., V. p. 149; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

p. 227; Salemann in Melanges Asiatiques, tome ix.

p. 522, No. 44 ; Rehatsek, Cat. raisonnS, p. 57, No.

38, etc. It explains all the words and phrases occur-

ring in the Shahnama, Nizami's Khanisah, the six

poems of Sana'l, the diwans of Khakani, Anwari, Zahir,

'Abhari, Hafiz, Salman, Sa'di, etc., and is divided into

kitabs, babs, and fusls. The kitiibs are arranged alpha-

lietically according to the first letter, and the babs
likewise according to the last; each bab contains three

fasls, the first comprising the Arabic words and sen-

tences, generally used in the Persian language, the

second the Persian and Pahlawi words, the third

the Turkish words. The authorities on which this

lexicon is based are: ^]jl^\, J^\, 1. ." W ^jLJ,

ji>Mijl' ijj-** rj-^1 W-*'J'' (jP^-".» *—»-'»> 5-«LiJ,-i>,

i^^_j_JLLI1 (according to Salemann correctly i-iJls) i>.jj

(by Ustad 'Allam), ^^^JLc isJll*^ (by 'Alibeg), and

Beginning : ^Ub^ s^Jl^l::-. _)lx. j %ji\y^ j^^Ls*

This copy is dated the 20th of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h.

1066 (a. D. 1656, Sept. 9). Many leaves, especially in

the middle part of the MS., are injured by worms.

No. 219, fF. 337, 11. 35; stiff and inelegant Nasta'Uk ; size,

9i in. by 6; iu.

2460
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as iu the preceding copy. Dated by
Karam-allah, son of 'Abdallah, living in v^^f^ }— .

A.H. 1093 (a. d. 1682). According to a note by the

side of the colophon it was purchased for five rupees by

i)y. 5-i^4-=»-, the ist of Sha'ban, iu the forty-third year

of 'Alamgir's reign=A.H. im (a.d. 1700, Jan. 22);
a seal underneath this note, however, bears the date

A. H. 1 107 (a. d. 1695, 1696). A seal of a later owner,
viz. Abu-almuhsin, with the date a.h. 1183 (a.d.

1769, 1770), is found on fol. i*. The last owner was
Mr. Johnson. Slightly worm-eaten.

No. 1292, ff. 585, 11. 21 ; Naskhl; size, io| in. by 6| in.

2461
The same.

Beginning as usual. This copy was written for

Mr. Close Barry {{S^, (^)i^j :....*) and finished the

7th of Sha'ban, A. u. ii92=a.d. 1778, 31st of August,

at Na^harnagar, known as Trichinopoly (L-Ii-. j jJlJ sj

jJLjUayJ "—»/^ r^/^J^J)' The former owner of this

copy was Sir Barry Close.

No. 25, ff. 398, 11. 19; careleM Nasta'Uk, mixed with
Shikasta; size, I2|in. by 7f in.

2462
The same.

This copy is not dated.

No. 2118, ff. 469, U. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, lof in. by 5J in.

2463
A defective copy of the same.

The first page is missing here; it begins abruptly in

the preface thus :
*l

f^^*"^ • L4..«L:a1j»J -Xjj •
u-J]!-*

Jl Jjlxi.0 • K—i\x:Lj>, corresponding to fol. 2", 1. 11,

in No. 1292 (2460 in this Cat.). Occasionally numerous
marginal glosses and valuable additions, partly by the

same hand, partly by a later one.

Dated the 25th of Rabi'-alawwal.A.H. 1032 (a.d. 1623,
Jan. 27). Haileybury MS.

No. 3325, olim 10. J. n, ff. 404, 11. 35-26 ; small Nastallk ;

size, 10 in. by si in.

2464
Another defective copy of the same.

This copy opens at the end of the preface thus

:

Jl e— 1 ,_5»Lij ,_5»U »-i~^ ^^jj e«-il jj4-i-. J >_jjyj«-.,

corresponding to fol. 2'', 1. 13 in No. 1292 (2460 in

this Cat.). Fol. 8 is left blank.

Dated the 1 9th of Eabi'-alawwal in the third year of

Baliadurshah's reign=A. H. 11 21 (a.d. 1709, May 29).

No. 1268, ff. 259, 11. 21; small, but clear Nasta'Uk; size,

lo| in. by 6| in.

2465
Kashf-allughat wa alistilahat (. cyLiJJl ° ' >

eyU^lli^ill).

Persian dictionary, especially intended to explain

the terminology of the Sufis, by 'Abd-alrahim bin

Aljmad Siir (in the colophon) who was a pupil of

Shaikh Muhammad bin Lad, the author of the preced-

ing dictionary, on which, together with the Sharafnama,

this work is principally based. It is also called iijl»;-»

(jfjLjj |»^^=^1 ^^ i-s-i" because the compiler, who must

have flourished about a.h. 950 (a.d. 1543), was
a native of Bahar, comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1721-

1724; Rieu ii. p. 495 sq. ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

pp. 224 and 225 ; Paris, Suppl. persan, Nos. 424 and

425 ; A. F. Mehren, p. 25; J. Aumer, p. 107; Fleischer,

Cat. Dresd., No. 347; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

p. 228; Lagarde, Pers. Studien, pp. 50-52, No. 44;
Salemann in Melanges Asiatiques, tome ix. p. 523,
No. 51 ; Blochmann, Contributions, pp. 9 and 10.

Printed Calcutta, a.h. 1264. The ^rs< letter consti-

tutes the bab, the last the fasl. It is quoted as

authority in the Farhang-i-Jahaugiri (completed a.h.

1017, see below). H. Khalfa v. p 214, No. 10751,
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gives an utterly wrong date of composition, viz. A. h.

1060 (a. d. 1650), which is very likely the date of the

MS. he has seen (comp. the following copy).

Beginning : x*^. Jjo Cl .... ^^.lUll Cj, All x»ii

Jl \jM1\ |,jU» 4 jLoJl ;_sjLajl JlJjJCj.j> sJuo j.

This copy is dated the 27th of Jumada-alakhar,

A. H. 1014 (a. D. 1605, Nov. 9), by 'Abd-alkarim, son

of Shaikh .... 'Uthmani ; it was written for Miyan
Shaikh Farid, the son of Shaikh Shihab ; an entiy from
A. H. 1016 (a. D. 1607, 1608) on fol. I".

No. 2671, ff. 491, 11. 27; Naskhl; illuminated frontispiece;

the last pages a little worm-eaten ; size, i if in. by 7 in.

2466
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. It is dated in

the month Sha'ban, A. h. . . . •;.u i_iJl (probably 1060,

j^^-JLuj (_aJI,=A. D. 1650, August; the remainder of

tlie date is destroyed by a seal).

No. 422, ff. 540, U. 21 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, gf in. by 6J in.

2467
The same.

Dated the 19th of Dhfi-alka'dah, a. h. 1144 (a. d.

1732, May 14). Presented to the Library by Col.

Kirkpatrick.

No. 8222, ff. 494, 11. 21 ; excellent large and clear Nasta'llk
;

size, I3j in. by Sin.

2468
The same.

No date. An entry from A. h. 1150 (a. d. 1737,
1738) on fol. I**. The proper order of if. 246-254 is:

246, 247, 250, 249 (a blank, as it seems), 248, 253,
252, 251, 254. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2019, ff. 349, U. 20-30 ; very irregular and careless

Nasta'lik ; many small damages throughout; size, ii| in. by
Sin.

2469
Muntakhab-i-Kashf-allughat (eyUill j'a ^ •)•

A short abridgement of or extracts from the pre-

ceding work, with many modifications in wording,

beginning without any preface at once with the i_>L)

i_aJ^I ; the first word explained here is v °

;

Li^jjl

<J1 J-»-jJ^ (j\sj>- s.^s>.
^;;-^-' J

U cJj^—'J J'-> J ^/<-*> comp.

No. 2671 (2465 in this Cat.), fol. 5b, 11. 4 and 5, where

the two forms lll.jjijl and L'LlSJl are given.

This copy is dated the 17th of Muharram, a. h. 1049
(a. d. 1639, May 20).

No. 1760, ff. 163, 11. 17-18 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 9 in. by 4 in.

2470 .

Farhang-i-Shirkhani (^Liy^ liilaj).

A Persian dictionary, explaining selected Arabic and
Persian words and phrases, with quotations chiefly

from Hafiz, compiled by a certain Shirkhan, who is

called in the colophon here l^j^SJl eJLL.. From Nos.

1725 and 1726 in the Bodleian Cat. it appears that
this work was an abridgement of a larger dictionary of
a similar character by the same Shirkhan, styled sjuj

jjl^l, and compiled between a.h. 955 and 959, a. d.

1548-1552; thejJljjJl 5Jjj again was itself au abridge-

ment of a still larger work, the jtjlj-Lll jjI^. Other

copies, but without date of composition, are mentioned
in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 191, and Salemann in

Melanges Asiatiques, tome ix. p. 556, No. 123.

Beginning of the short preface, on fol. i* : > , -^

The bab is formed by the first, the fasl by the last

letter. It begins with L-aj-^l (here wrongly spelt

liz^\) on fol. I a.

No date. Tlie copyist was Muhammad Klialil ibn
Shaikh Habib-allah ibn 'Abd-alnabi.

No. 2136, ff. 131, 11. 19; a great number of pages written in
diagonal lines; ff. 1-5 supplied by a later hand, 11. ij; Nas-
ta'lik; size, 9J in. by 5I in.

2471
Another copy of the same.

A very modern copy of the same dictionary, styled

here in the colophon ^L»^ o-i), and written for

Sir Charles Wilkins, to whom this MS. originally

belonged, by Ghulam Mu.stafa Abarduwani (^Ui
j_jilj^l ^_5aJal^).

As date appears the i6th of Safar only. The pre-
face is wanting here entirely ; the copy begins at once
with the first fasl of the first bab. The initial word is

here \'x>\.

No. 2414, ff. I J 8, two columns, 11. 26; Nasta'llk; size,

I2|in. by 7|in.

2472

Madar-alafadil (J^UiH ^Ij.-.).

Persian dictionary, explaining Persian, Arabic, and
Turkish words, by Maulana Shaikh Ilahdad-i-Faidi bin
Asad-al'ulama 'Alishir of Sirhind, who, according to

the chronogram ^Lc i_,o-i, completed it a.h. iooi (a.d.

1593). The arrangement is this, that the _;?rs« letter

forms the bab and the last the fasl, each fasl contain-

ing three sections, i.e. the Arabic, then the Persian,

and finally the Turkish words, indicated re.spectively

by a red c, v-J, and cu ; comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos.

1727 and 1728; Rieu ii. p. 496 ; J. Aumer, p. 109 ;

St. Petersburg, Univ. Libr., No. 126 (the second half

only); Blochmann, Contributions, pp. 10 and 11;
Lagarde, Pers. Studien, pp. 60-62, No. 55; Salemann
in Melanges Asiatiques, tome ix, p. 530, No. 63.

Beginning

:

'-*ri'^ u^O /* ^ji y A^ ^5'

The khatimah eyLuJ
_j
kjl^

i^-"'*\ u^-s^ J-*
^^g*"^

on fol. 464^ 1. 9j
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This is one of the good copies, as a comparison of

the extracts, given by Blochraann, loc. cit., with the

text in our MS. shows, see for instance the remark on

J-LjJl ^1 on fol. 35b 1. 5.

Dated the 20th of Safar, A. h. i 106 (a. d. 1694, Oct

10), by Shaikh Ahmad of Talikutah (wyCjU ^^^).
No. 2438, ff. 4J2, 11. 19; large and distinct Nasto'Uk ; size,

ijjin. by Sin.

2473
A defective copy of the same.

This copy is incomplete both at the beginning and
end ; it opens abruptly in fasl ey of b&b I (or as the

subdivisions are called here, bab uy of kitab I, the name
of fasl being given to the three sections of Arabic,

Persian, and Turkish words), with oJjj i_..bjT=fol. g^,

1. 2 in the preceding copy, and breaks off with the

heading of fasl (resp. bab) j in the last bab (resp.

kitab) (^= fol. 4591", 1. 3 there; half of the last leaf is

besides torn away. The remark on J-aiJI y} in the

same wording as in the preceding copy is found here

on fol. ^g^, 11. 3-4. The order of ff. 365-371 is:

365, 370, 366-369, 371.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2772, ff. 535, 11. 15-31 ; written by at least half a dozen
different bands, in various more or less legible terms of Nasta'lik
with occasional Naskhl ; size, 8J in. by 4 j in.

2474
A fragment of the same.

This copy, styled J^Ul e^UJ , is a part of the same
Madar-alafadil, beginning at the end of the bab

^J,,
a few lines before the bab ^. The first abrupt words

are : j^i«.«J ^li) J^j ^j^..^^ e.-»l (_5.-^]^.l ji

J\ j^x->, corresponding to fol. 276% 1. 4 ab infra in

No. 2438 (2472 in this Cat.).

The first word explained in ^a (on fol. i», 1. 6) is

L-o (ib., last line). The khatimali begins here on
fol. 313a. Many of the last pages more or less

injured.

Dated by Muhammad Kabir bin Kablr Muhammad
of Gujarat in the city of Burhanpur the ist of Eajab,
A. H. 1082 (a. D. 1671, Nov. 3).

No. 1782, ff. 326, 11. 17; large and distinct Nasta'lik; size,

13^ in. by 7 in.

2475
The same.

The Jlrst volume of a Ilindilsidnt translation of the

J-oUilljIju., beginning, without a preface, at once with

the bab I and going down to the letter -., comprising
about a fourth of the whole work.

Dated the 22nd of Ramadan, a", h. 1187 (a. d. 1773,
Dec. 7).

No. 767, ff. 370, 11. 11-15; clear Nastallk ; size, lo| in.
by 8J in.

2476
The same.

The second volume of the same Hindustani transla-

tion, beginning with the letter _. and going down to tlie

end of (jS.

Dated the nth of Muharram, A. h. 1188 (a. D. 1774,
March 24), at Maksudabad. This copy was written f(ir

Mr, Chandler (^JjjU.^.i-.w.).

No. 1650, ff. 293, IL 12 ; very large Nasta'lik ; size, n| iu.

bygiin.

2477
The same.

The third volume of the same Hindustani transla-

tion, beginning with the letter ^jo and going down to

the end of laJ

.

Dated the 7th of Rabi'-althani, A. H. it 88 (a. d.

1774, June 17), at Maksudabad ; it was written for the

same Mr. Chandler by the same hand as the preceding
copy.

No. 1503, ff. 245, 11. 12; very large Nasta'lik; size, I3|in.
by io| in.

2478
Majma'-alfurs ((w^l A*^).
The Jlrst edition of the Persian dictionary by

Muhammad Kasim bin Haji Muhammad Kashanl with
the takhallus Sururi, who finished it a.h. ioo8 (a. d.

1599, 1600), see fol. 2", 1. 5 sq. It is also occasionally

styled Uj)y^ aj^ and c^jy— n^llafj. The full list of

sources, both the sixteen standard works and the
twenty-two other authorities used occasionally, is given
by Salemann in Melanges Asiatiques, tome ix. pp. 531-
535i No. 67 (it agrees, as far as the first sixteen works
go, fully with the list given here on fol. 2'>). The bab
is formed by the Jlrst letter, the fasl by the last.

Other copies are noticed in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1729-
1731 ; Rieu ii. pp. 498 and 499; W. Pertsch, Berlin
Cat., pp. 192 and 228 (extracts) ; G. Flilgel i. pp. loi
and 102 ; J. Aumer, pp. 104 and 105 ; E. G. Browne,
Cambridge Cat., p. 230 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. i.

p. 96 ; St. Petersburg, Univ. Libr., Nos. 189 and 935;
Paris, Suppl. persan, Nos. 431-433; comp. also H.
Khalfa v. p. 325, No. 11147 ; Lagarde, Pei-s. Studieii,

PP- 56-591 No. 50; Blochmann, Contributions, pp. 12
and 16-18; Melanges Asiatiques, iv. p. 498, and v.

p. 238, etc. It was printed at Tabriz, 1844. 0» the
second or enlarged edition of the same work, completed
chiefly on the basis of the Farhang-i-Jahangiri (see

below. No. 2481 sq.), about a.h. 1028 (a.d. 1619),
comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1732 and 1733; Rieu ii.

p. 499, etc.

__Beginning: tjL^I
j
^^.ii- >>: ..?. ' lj ^ j.il5^ tfl jcl>\

Dated the 25th of Jumiida-alawwal, A. H. 1052 (a. d.

1642, Aug. 21), by Da'Ad, Fol. 117 must be placed
before 116.

No. 1683, ff. 466, 11. 17; splendid Nastaltk; illuminated
frontispiece; all the pages sprinkled with gold; 8i2e, 10* in.
by 6i in.
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2479
Another copy of Ihe same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Dated the 22nd of Sufur, a. h. 1072 (a.d. 1661,

Oct. 17), by Jahil iliihammad bin Amin Muhammad
;

the copy is worm-eaten towards the end.

No. 1422, fF. 344, 11. 2 1 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

1 1 in. by 6| in.

The same.

No date.

2480

No. 1809, ff. 365, 11. 25 ; written by two hands, in Naskhl on

ff. i''-22o'', 1. 3, in Nasta'llk on ff. 220», 11. 3-265 ; size, lof in.

by 6| in.

2481
Farhang-i-Jahangiri ((^^^iL^j*. e^jla^i).

A complete copy of the renowned dictionary of

purely Persian words, by Jamal-aldin Husain Inju bin

Fakhr-aldin Hasan of Shiriiz, who went at an early age to

India, I'ose to a high dignity under the emperor Akbar,

and died underJahangir some years after a.h. 1030 (a.d.

1 621) in Agra. This work was begun under Akbar and

finished a.h. 1017 (A.d. i6o8, 1609) under Jahangir,

after whom it is named. It is based on forty-four authori-

ties, which are enumerated in by far the most correct

way by Salemann in Melanges Asiatiques, tome ix.

pp. 537-541, No. 77 ; for other copies and further

details see Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1 734-1 746; Eieu ii.

pp. 496-498, and Supplement, p. 117*'; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp. 192-197 (a short memoir of the author,

ibid., p. 37, No. 7); J. Aumer, pp. 105 and 106; A.

F. Mehren, p. 24 ; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

pp. 229 and 230 ; Eosen, Persian MSS., p. 298 ; Paris,

Suppl. persau, Nos. 434-437 and 945 ; St. Petersburg,

Univ. Libr., Nos. 372 and 934 ; Asiatic Museum,
No. 473; Forbes, Cat., p. 19; Blochmann, Contribu-

tions, pp. 12-15; Lagarde, Pers. Studien, pp. 45-49,
No. 40; Journal Asiatique, 1871, pp. 106-124; there

are also copies in Marburg, and in the Library of

D. M. G. (Cat. ii. 22). A lithographed edition

appeared at Lucknow a.h. 1293. The . «i : c iW*
uSjIi of Aman-allah Khauazddkhan Firiizjang (who

died A.H. 1046=A.D. 1636, 1637) is in several parts

a sort of pirated or second edition of the present

Farhang, see Eieu ii. pp. 509 and 510; Salemann,

loc. cit., p. 543, No. 88.

Preface, on fol. i^: Aj J^l i_i,j>. l^jb; ^ji r>. *^\

i ,1.

'Introduction or mukaddimah in twelve ^^i\ on

Persian language, dialects, and grammar, on fol. 3".

The dictionary itself begins on fol. 13a; the second

letter constitutes the bab, t\ie first the fasl. Conclusion

of khatimah on metaphorical and figurative expres-

sions, compound words and such as contain any strictly

Arabic letter, Zand, Pazand, and foreign words, in fiveji,

on fol. 292^^

Dated the loth of Jumada-alawwal, a.h. 1099
(a.d. 1688, March 13). Some of the last leaves

damaged.

No. 860, ff. 356, 11. 25 ; Nasta'llk ; size, iif In. by 7J in.

2482
Another copy of the same.

A second complete copy of the Farhang-i-Jahangtri,
dated by Mir 'Ali Husain the ist of Muharram, A. h.

1 161 (a.d. 1748, Jan. 2).

Beginning as usual.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3* ; beginning of the dictionary,

on fol. 12''; khatimah, on fol. 28ol>. Some of the last

leaves slightly injured. The right order of ff. 330-335
is: 330. 332. 331. 334> 333, 335- An index on the

fly-leaves.

No. 151, ff. 335, 11. 31 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 12 in. by 7 in.

2483
The same.

A third complete copy, dated the 4th of Dhu-alhij-

jah, in the fourth year of the emperor Ahmadshah's
reign (=A.H. 1164, A.D. 1751, Oct. 24).

Preface, on fol. i^; mukaddimah, on fol. 5»; begin-

ning ofthe dictionary,on fol.27'J; khatimah, on fol. 430''.

A part of this conclusion is repeated on the margin of

ff. 1-28. An elaborate index on the fly-leaves.

Haileybury MS.

No. 3317, olim 10. J. 9, ff. 504, II. I.ii-2I ; unequal Shikasta,

written by different hands; an additional margin-column on
ff. 1-28 ; size, 9I in. by 6^ in.

2484
Tlie same.

A fourth complete copy, written very unequally and

slightly injured as well as worm-eaten in many places
;

the modern part of it is dated by 'Abd-al'aziz at

Ahmadabad in Eajab, a.h. 1175 (a.d. 1762, Febr.).

Preface, on fol. i"; mukaddimah, on fol. ^ ; beginning

of the dictionary, on fol. 20^
; khatimah, on fol. 469''.

Ff. 466-468 are left blank. On the last page (fol.

563^) a J^'^ ^j^ ^.
Occasionally various readings and notes on the

margin of the original part of the MS.

No. 3339, olim 10. J. 7, ff. 563,11. 21-32 ; only ff. 22-25, 30, 31,

34. 35. 42-44. 4<5, 47. 49-5^' ^°-H, 67, 74. 75. 77-8°. 82, 90,

96-115, 118-120, 121-127, 141-159, 162-165, 167, 170, 172-

182, 184, 185, 187-196, 19S-203, 213-228, 231-234, 237, 239,

242, 244, 245, 252-262, 267-270, 272, 273, 276-284, 293-301,

308-324, 327-330, 333-341. 343-34'>, 348-380. 389-396, 405-

413, 415-418, 420, 438-443, and 463-465 are written by the

original hand in Nasta'llk ; all the remaining parts are supplied

much later, partly in careless Nastalllj, partly in Shikasta;

size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2485
The same.

A fifth complete copy, beginning : . . . . jjjI Jdi

Jl l^jlj^ ^j^. iSoT.

Mukaddimah, on fol. ^ ; beginning of the dictionaiy,

on fol. 17" ; khatimah, on fol. 404b. Ff. 487-495

(containing the third and the fourth
JJj)

must be

inserted on fol. 4751" between 11. 11 and 12 (i.e. the

end of the second and the beginning of the fifth
JJj);
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the real end of the copy is on fol. 486". Many mar-

ginal glosses and additions.

This splendid cojiy is not dated ; it was purchased

from the executors of the Marquess of Hastings.

No. 3521, olim 3112*, ff. 495, U. 27; excellent Nasta Ilk ;

splendid binding in red and gold ; size, 1 1^ in. by 6| in.

2486
An incomplete copy of the same.

A copy without the khatimah, ending with u^--*

;

dated A. h. 1065 (a. d. 1655) at Mashhad, by Hidayat-

allah.
_,

Preface, on fol. i^, beginning: nXil .... ^y>\ j.Lo

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3", lin. penult.; beginning of

the dictionary, on fol. 1 3'^.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2433, ff. 272, U. 23; Nastalik, mixed with Shikaeta
;

size, I2f in. by 6| in.

2487
The same.

A second copy without the khatimah, dated by

Sayyid Ahmad bin Sayyid Sa'idkhan the 8th of

Jumada-althanS, A. H. 1076 (a. D. 1665, Dec. 16).

Preface, on fol. i^: Jl ^yi jJ iS3\; mukaddimah,

on fol. 4''; beginning of the dictionary, on fol. 21''.

No. 3303, olim 10. J. 8, ff. 452, 11. 25 ; Nasta'ltk ; illumin-

ated frontispieces on ff. i"* and 21''; size, loj in. by 6 in.

2488
The same.

A third copy without the khatimah, not dated.

Preface, on fol. i'', beginning as in the preceding copy

;

mukaddimah, on fol. 4* ; beginning of the dictionary, on

fol. iSb. It ends with ^jj.»j» . Partly collated.

No. 969, ff. 394, 11.25; written in Naskhl on ff. 1-223, in

different styles of Nnsta'llk by various hands on the remaining

leaves; illuminated frontispieces on ff. i"" and iS"*; size, Ijlin.

by 71 in.

2489
The same.

A fourth copy without the khatimah, likewise not

dated.

Preface, on fol. i'', beginning: iXJl .... iy>\ j,Lj

J| -ji jj ; mukaddimah, on fol. 4^ ; beginning of the

dictionary, on fol. 21K Purchased from the executors

of the ^larquess of Hastings.

No. 3113, ff. 492, 11. 23 ;
good clear Nasta'llk ; two illumin-

ated frontispieces on ff. i"" and 21''; ff. i"", 2*, 21'', and 22* richly

adorned in gold ; luxurious binding ; size, 11^ in. by 6| in.

2490
The same.

Another defective copy, in which the whole mukaddi-

mah and the greater part of the khatimah are wanting.

Preface, on fol. i*" ; beginning of the dictionary, on

fol. 4"; khatimah, on fol. 488*. After fol. 494 there

IND. OFF.

is a large lacuna, comprising parts of the first and fifth

and tlie whole of the second, third, and fourth j^

,

corresponding to No. 33,39 (2484 in this Cat), fol.

474^,1. 13 to fol. 551'', 1. 7.

Dated the 17th of Rabi'-althanl, A. h. 1057 (a.d.

1647, May 22).

No. 3302, olim 10. J. 6, ff. 506, 11. 25 ; Nasta'llk ; small illy

minated frontispiece ; size, 10^ in. by 6^ in.

2491

The mukaddimah of the Farhang-i-Jahangiri.

A special copy of the introduction in twelve A'ins,

beginning: tLL«^. ^^b ^\ J^l j^jLj ,j Jjl j^l

It is styled in the colophon ijf.Sj\.^ [i^^ji ^jlj-S-c-

Dated by 'Abd-alwahid bin Ifuhammad Isma'il the

2nd of Kabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1143 (a.d. 1730, Sept. 15),

iu the madrasah of Hafiz Wall Muhammad.
Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2787, ff. 1-23, U. 16 ; Shikasta; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

2492
Another copy of the same mukaddimah.

Beginning: Jl Jp (j-ol ^^^-JTsi^ljj^. J-,-i,i-»t*J-i*.

It is wrongly styled here (jx^j i^ljiji ^^ I JJj'jJ

instead of ijj-S^V^ ij^ljt^. At the end a few

additional remarks on some other Persian particles or

inflectional forms {{^^^S^i ^,Lj .j), beginning with

the^;.*jL<ij^,4J) ^^ ^-i^ i-e. the Kaf which forms

diminutives in Persian.

No date. Occasional English notes on the margin.

No. 2463, ff. 83-134, 11. 13; Nasta'llk; a little worm-eaten;

size, 9^ in, by 6J in;

2493
Part of the khatimah of the Farhang-i-Jahangirl.

The Jirst Ji of the conclusion or khatimah, on

figurative and metaphorical expressions (j cAAiS ^_

u^U «.;. ^\ y eJl.»ilii-.»l), beginning: v::. 1 . ; A « ».«iL»

^1 J51ji> ^,_/..

The other four Tj are not found in Ais copy. It is

styled on the binding cDL».iUi.^l.

The colophon (which, however, seems to be in

another handwriting) gives as date the month Safar,

A.H. 1168 (a.d. 1754, Nov.-Dec).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2726, ff. 77, 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk ; siza, 9! in. by sJ in.

2494
An anonymous Persian dictionary, to which the

wrong title of iJj.Sj>L^ a^l^^ is given on fol. i"

;

that this title is wrong, is evident from two distinctive

4B
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points : firstly, the words are arranged thus, that the

first letter forms the bab, and the last the fasl ; and

secondly, that the explanations are short and veiy few

poetical quotations are found. It is defective at the

beginning, and opens abruptly with the fasl L> of the

bab 1 ; the first three pages are besides for the greater

part torn away. There are many marginal additions.

For the sake of comparison we quote the beginning of

bab b , fasl 1 , on fol. 19^: i_iJ:>ll J J-^J (^ll!l 'Ul ^L.

This copy was made by Nur Muhammad, a pupil of

Akhund Mulla 'Abd-albaki ; the first owner of this

MS. was 'Abd-alghafur bin Shaikh Abd-albaki bin

Shaikh Khwajah Muhammad.

No. 3313, olim 10. J. 10, ff. 157, 11. 19; Nasta'llk; size,

8J in. by £| in.

2495

Burhan-i-kati' (/iLLS ^jL»^).

The oldest, best, and most valuable copy of the

Burhan-i-kati'—the famous Persian dictionary by
Muhammad Husain bin Khalaf al-Tabrizi, with the

takhallus Burhan, who, according to the chronogram

xJ>\J i^jLa^ jtiU i-ibi, completed it a. h. 1062 (a. d.

1652), at the request of Sultan Abdallah Kutbshah,
who reigned in Gulkundah a.h. 1035-1083 (a. d. 1626-
1672); it begins with a preface or dibaca on the

Persian language, alphabet, orthography, etc., after

which the dictionary proper follows, arranged as the

first among Persian lexicons alphabetically in European
manner, in twenty-eight guftars, to which a twenty-
ninth is added on foreign words. The present copy is

transcribed from the original MS. in the author's own
handwriting, with all the additions and amplifications

which he himself supjjlied after having finished his

•work and which are found here on the margin through-

out, always denoted by the word i^LsJ-*. Fol. 326 is

a mere repetition of fol. 325 ; fol. 329 must be inserted

before fol. 327.

Beginning

;

For other copies see Eieu ii. p. 500 ; J. Aumer,
p. 107; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 230 and
231 ; Paris, Supplement persan, Nos. 442 and 443;
St. Petersburg, Univ. Library, Nos. 80, 350, and 351 ;

comp. also Melanges Asiatiques, vi. p. 96 ; Lagarde,
Pers. Studien, pp. 24-26, No. 6; Blochmann, Contri-
butions, pp. 18-20; and H. Khalfa vi. p. 625, No.
14924. It was edited by Captain Roebuck, Calcutta,

1818, new editions 1822 and 1834; a Turkish trans-

lation by Ahmad 'Asim was printed in Constantinople
A.H. 1214 and in Bulak A. H. 1251.

No. 1645, fF. 526, II. 25 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; illu-

minated frontispiece; size, 16 in. by gjiu.

2496
Another copy of the same.

Eeginning

:

Dated thel6th of Muharram, a.h. 1071 (a. d. 1660,

Sept. 2 1), by Muhammad Hashim of Kashmir. College

of Fort William, '182 5.

No. 2026, ff. 622, 11. 25 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

I if in. by 6J in.

2497
The same.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy.

Dated the 27th of Shawwal, A.h. 1081 (a.d. 1671,
March 9), at Haidarabad, by Muhammad Sadik, son of

Kadi Zain-al'abidin of Astarabad. Collated with the

author's autograph by Muhammad Rida bin Maulana
Jauhar, who finished his collation the 8th of Jumada-
alawwal, a.h. 1082 (a.d. 1671, Sept. 12).

No. 1520, £F. 542, U. 25 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 12| in. by 7lin.

2498
The same.

Excellent copy, with numerous and valuable addi-

tions on the margin by the same hand ; there is no
date, but various entries are found on fol. i*, the

oldest of which dates from the twenty-first year of

Muhammadshah's reign, ist of Jumada-alawwal
(=A. H. II 52, A.D. 1739, Aug. 6). It belonged

formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson (a.h. ii94=a. d.

1780).

No. 3252, olim 10. J. 5, ff. 534, 11. 22; clear and distinct

Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece ; the first two pages richly

adorned; size, 12^ in. by 7I in.

2499
The same.

This copy is dated the 20th of Safar, a.h. 1178
(a. d. 1764, Aug. 19), by Shaikh Burhan-aldin 'Abbasi.

No. 1794, ff. 483, II. 24-25; careless Nasta'llk; size, 12 in.

by 8 in.

2500
The same.

Dated the 19th of Ramadan, a.h. ir (rr.. 1200?
=A. D. 1786, July 16).

No. 2408, ff. 832, 11. 19 ; written very unequally by different

hands, partly in Nasta'llk, partly in Shikasta; size, 14 in.

by ^ in.

2501
The same.

No date. Good and correct copy; half of fol. 229"
and the whole of S. 229^ and 230 left blank, but the

text seems to be uninterrupted.

No. 1659, ff. 558, 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk ; size, ii| in. by 8J in.
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2502
The same.

This copy was written at Calcutta for Munshi

Muhammad Murad by Murad 'Ali Ghazipuri ; as date

only the 4th of Sha'ban appears. College of Fort

William, 1825.

No. 2269, ff. 819, U. 27 ; Nasta'Uk, by different hands; half

of all the leaves partially or wholly effaced ; size, 9 in. by 5J in.

2503

Fragment of the dibaca of the Burhan-i-Mti'.

The preface of the Burhan-i-kati' on the rules of the

Persian language {^y^)^ u^l>^ J^)'
I'^ginning as usual

:

Jl sUil jj ^jIjJ j^, Uj 5I, ts\ ',
it is incomplete at the

end, breaking off in the paragraphj».4 i^La

.

No. 1956, ff. 8, 11. 25 i
careless Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in. by

6i in.

2504
Farhang-i-Eashidl {[js^, isJliA^j).

The first critical Persian dictionary, containing the

contents of the Farhang-i-Jahangiri (Nos. 2481-2493
above) and the Farhang-i-Suriiri or Majma'-alfurs

(Nos. 2478-2480 above), but correcting the manifold

errors of both, by "Abd-alrashid bin 'Abd-alghafur

alhusaini almadant altatawi, the author of the Ai-abic-

Persian dictionary ^l43:*Lii oLxlll i_<jr^^-* (see above,

Nos. 2398-2403), who completed this work A. h. 1064

(a. D. 1654), according to the chronogram {^^ji .ib

Jj.JL« (^x-J!.,, and dedicated it to the emperor Shahjahan.

It is arranged alphabetically according to the European

system, like the jireceding work ; for other copies and

further details, see Bodleian Cat., No. 1753; Rieu ii.

pp. 500*" and 501; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 198

and 199; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., p. 232;
Paris, Supplement persan, No. 980 ; Lagarde, Pers.

Studien, p. 49, No. 41 ; Blochmann, Contributions,

pp. 20—24 ; Salemann in Melanges Asiatiques, tome ix.

p. 546, No. 95. It was edited in the Bibliotheca

Iiidica by Maulawl Dhu-alfakar 'Ali, Calcutta, 1875.

Preface, on fol. 1^, beginning tAjj^ er-^V " ,_s^^-;^^^syj^ kUjJ i-r4ir!^i J c^*^^*
' The author's name appears on fol. 2'', 1. 8.

Mukaddimah on Persian grammar, beginning with

the letters of the alphabet ([^r*^ t^ji^
'—'J/*' c)^- j'*)'

on fol. 3''. This introductory part has been edited by

Dr. Splieth under the title ' Grammaticae Persicae

praecepta ac regulae,' Halle, 1846; it also forms the

basis of 'Abd-alwasi' Hansawi's grammar.

Beginning of the dictionary itself, on fol. 20» ; it

contains Persian and Arabic words except those which
begin with 0,0, and ^.

Dated the 2nd of Rabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1070 or 1107

(1 .v'!)=A. D. 1659, Nov. 17, or 1695, Oct. 11.

No. 848, ff. 494, 11. 17 ; good Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 1 1 in. by 7i in.

2505
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy ; beginning of

the dictionary on fol. 1 4".

Dated the 4th of Jumada-alawwal, in the forty-sixth

year of 'Alamgir's reign=A. H. 1114 (a.d. 1702, Sept.

26), by 'Abd-alrahim of Akbarabad.

No. 10, J. :2, ff. 304, 11. 25 ; small Nastallk (a few leaves

written in larger characters, 11. l8-2l) ; size, loj in. by 6^ in.

2506
The same.

Beginning of the preface as in the preceding copies ;

begiiming of the dictionary on fol. id*". This copy is

written by two different hands, an older one on

fl'. 1-34'^, 1. 5, and a more modern one on ff. 34'',

1. 5-273^. The latter portion was done in two periods

of very unequal length by a boy, who was at the moment
of finishing the whole copy twelve years, seven months,

and seventeen days old, as he states himself at the end.

He began his task with the [j-)3\ (^Vpl vU . '^^ fol- ' 5 '*<

the 1 7th ofDhu-alka'dah, a.h. 1 141 (a. d. 1 729, Junei4),

and reached the end of fol. 273" the ist of Rajab, 1142=
A.D. 1730, Jan. 20 (altogether seven lunar months and

thirteen days); then he commenced at once the pre-

ceding portion from fol. 34^, 1. 5, to fol. 150b, and

finished that in the night of the 17th of Sha'ban in

the same year, ii42=a. d. 1730, March 7 (that is to

say, in one lunar month and seventeen days). He was

occupied consequently in copying this MS. (with the

exception of the older part, ff. 1-34*", 1. 5) exactly nine

lunar months. His name he modestly conceals ; he only

mentions that of the writer of the first thirty-four

leaves, Miyan Hafiz-allah, and states that he himself

wrote his portion in Ahmadabad. It is collated through-

out. A short index on the fly-leaf.

No. 1005, ff. 273, 11. 21 on ff. 1-34, 11. 25 on ff. 35-273;
Nasta'Uk, by two hands; size, 10 in. by 5f in.

2507
The same.

Beginning of the preface as in the preceding copies

;

beginning of the dictionary itself on fol. 19b. It ends

on fol. 470", and is dated by Shaikh Mahmud at

Burhanpur in the month Jumada-alakhar, A. H. 11 56

(a.d. 1743, July-August). On ff. 471-485'' is added

by the same scribe and in the same year a eubtxil iJL».,

a kind of glossary of all the foreign words, which have

been adopted and naturalized in the Arabic language

with more or less modifications, as far as they are

found in the Kurau, the traditions and other standard-

writings, beginning : Xaj LIl . . . . ^j^UJl Ci. ib a«JI

cj.—jul. ^lil f^l '^l'i~^ ) ul/-* j'^ Si/*-* ^^\ oy^

The first eight and a half pages of this glossary down
to foL 475*, 1. II, are repeated on six loose leaves,

found in this MS. and written by another hand (size,

8^ in. by 5 1 in.). The arrangement of the glossaiy is

alphabetical according to tlie last letter.

No. 1283, ff. 485, 11. 17; illuminated frontispiece ; the first

two pages framed with bruad gold-stripes; size, lojin. by 6 in.

4 R 2
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2508
The same.

Preface, on fol. i'', beginning here : |_;2->U si (jijU-,

Mukaddimah, on fol. 4* ; beginning of the dictionary,

on fol. 2 2*.

Dated a. h. 1218 (a. n. 1803, 1804) by Amjad 'All,

who transcribed this copy for Mr. Hastings (Sir Warren
Hastings).

The former owner of it was G. Swinton (1805).

No. 2957, ff. 522, U. 17; laxge and clear Nasta'llk; size,

9I in. by 7 in.

2509
The same.

Beginning as in the immediately preceding copy.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3'' ; beginning of the dictionary,

on fol. 23b; the first few lines of it are repeated on
fol. 24a

As date only the 9th of Jumada-althani is given in

the colophon.

No. 2417, ff. 607, 11. 22 ; large and clear Nasta'lik ; the first

twenty-three leaves are supplied by a later hand in much smaller
characters ; size, 1 1 in. by 7^ in.

2510
The same.

Beginning : Jl ^J^S) ^ (.j^^-

Beginning of the dictionary, on fol. is**, first line.

No date.

No. 1145, ff. 383, U. 18-19; distinct Nasta'llk; size, io| in.

by 6 in.

2511

A fragment of the same.

Thip fragment comprises the second half of the
dictionary from the middle of the letter u_» to the end,

with a liicuna towards the end of tlie letter j . The
proper order of the leaves is: ff. 225-232 (lacuna),

290-336, 242-289, 233-241.

According to the colophon on fol. 24 il' this copy was
written in the month of Dhu-alhijjah in tlie ninth year
of Muhammadshah's reign = A. h. 1139 (a. n. 1727,
July-August), by Habib-allah bin Taj Mahmud bin
Haji Muhammad.

Bibliotheca Leydeuiana.

_No. 2556, ff. 225-336, 11. 31 ; careless Nastallk, mixed with
Shikasta; size, 9I in. by 5|in.

2512
Bahr-alfada'il fl manafi'-alafadil (^ JjLii!) -sr*.

Persian dictionary, embracing the most common
phraseology met with in Persian prose and poetry,

including Arabic, Pahlawi, Greek" and Turkish words,
compiled on the basis of the most renowned older

lexicons and vocabularies by Muhammad bin Kiwam bin

Rustam bin Ahmad bin Mahmud Badr-i-Khizana
albalkhi, known as Karkhi (see fol. i*, last line, and

fol. i'', first line, title on fol. 2", 11. 4-5), the author of

the .l^ill i^js^ —^ , which was composed in or rather

some years before a. h. 1091 (a. d. 1680), see No. 998
in this Cat. and Rieu ii. p. Z1?^-

Beginning : ^\^\ j iS^\j> o J^!x>.^ u-^-" j J'-*.*

jl Mt> ;;,<! cUjIj eyLiJ • 1 aJu::^* i ; —lb e)lj "• -' >

The work is divided into two kisms (see the Christ,

on ff. 2^ and 2''), the first of which forms the real

dictionary, arranged alphabetically in European manner,

in twenty-eight babs (euLs-^llii-ol ^ J-i> JaI ^jUJ .j

"i/^ .]L;Lj1

The secow(^,onmiscellaneous matters, contains fourteen

babs and thirty-seven fasls, viz.

:

,iLUl «Jlc JU.-11
J

^jL»-<' J

J^ ^j/» ^-^j^. a^j^i l.jl kUJl
jf Ci^

A.)

jb.

jL) ijJjJ J cJ-«^ j,bl
J l-tAb* ^L.1 jj (V*-*^

v'b-

.1 J-ai tlJ-iA.

1 J-aJ 5— i_jb ^ji (read iUjLJ).

J. t^J ^. iJUjj J (VC^ u;J j-^

bUJl j-> r*^

I J-aj u^-i l_)b
ijjjj

iJ v^b ^yj gy ^-^J
1 J-aJ.

.1 J-oi

jW-1 J ^y J jUi.

L^j jj^ c^^lr"

'

jLS.l . LaJ

*Lwl ,.5 _«jjL> \j.

OijJAJ Jjil oJl» jJ J
ibijut |_5.«bul ,.1 -aj;.--, i_)l

J-^ ^ ol)'^ J a^' C^ J
Jl . ...I

'V : :C!

i»iij ,.> 5j I

cs-^ J-

(^jJwLft kLaJl (_c«iJ«J j^ (*-*'^)^* vU

Beginning of thej?r«< kism, first bab, on fol. 3*, 1. 3.

This main part of the dictionar)' ends on fol. 85* ; of the

second kism only detached portions are found here in

four separate and incomplete pieces on ff. 85'^-99'\

No date.

No. 1668, ff. 99, II. 25 ; Naskhl ; size, II in. by 5I in.

2513

Siraj-allughat (v::>jilll ^^^).

Persian dictionary, containing a vocabulary of the

ancient poets and forming a very valuable commentary
on the «i>Lj J^-it^, (see above, Nos. 2495-2503) and
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the {jx^j i^^jj (see above, Nos. 2504-251 1), by

Siraj-aldin 'Alikhan, with the takhallus Arzu (boni

A. H. IIOI = A. D. 1690, died A. H. 1 169 = A. D. I756,

tee above, No. 680), who compiled it under Muliammad-
shilh, A. H. 1 147 (a. D. 1734, 1735), on the basis of the

two above-uumed lexicons, as well as the ,w^l A«^
(see above, Ncs. 2478-2480), the (jC^-jXjl^a. i^a^i
(Nos. 2481-2493 above), the uyUiH <-i.~^ (Nus. 2465-

2468 above), the ^e-y ^\^ji (by Majd-aldin 'All

Kausi), the iLiiJI j^* (see Nos. 2459-2464 above),

the j^^o, tlie ^«jl.« ej: ftfj, some commentaries on

the Gulisti'in, the Mathnawi, etc. It is arranged

alphabetically in European fashion, i\iQ first letter con-

stituting the bab, the second the fasl.

Beginning : As- i^ e*-.l ,j«jLd j>.»j» nyLiJ ^^ -.-.^ >

C n ii,:_ .

-.1 UiS 'U-^1 |.j1.

' Compare, on this rather rare work, Blochmann,
Contributions, pp. 25-28 ; Salemann in Melanges
Asiatiques, tome ix. p. 556, No. 121 ; Cambridge,
King's College, No. 125, etc.

Dated the 23rd of Dhu-alhi,jjah, a. h. 1160 (in the

thirtieth year of Muhammadshah's reign= A. d. 1747,
Dec. 26), by Ratan Singh Munshi at Shahjahanabad.

No. 1783, ft'. 682, 11. 21 ; large and distinct Naeta'Uk ; size,

1 3^ in. by S^ in.

2514

Ciragh-i-hidayat (cu-jU. a pli-*)-

The second volume {y^ii) of the Siraj-allnghat,

explaining all those rare words and phrases, occurring

in modem poets and not found in older dictionaries as

the iJj-SjA.^ ii^Ltoji, the ,_w^l x .y*, the x\>\j jjLaj,

and others.

Beginning ;^ivJL.>0 « c:jUtj * - »,.!- ^-.oU HI

<s\r i;L».y \> ,M cyLiJ jjLjJ ,J I ^1tr" Asf

IrXJJ ut3Ul..a Jjy-a-»
f-*-*^-^' C)>^ " "^

Other copies are described in Rieu ii. pp. 501 and

502; "VV. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 190 (No. 120, i, a

fragment only) ; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

p. 233; see also Blochmann, loc. cit.; Lagarde, Persische

Studien, p. 35, No. 22 ; Salemann, loc. cit., p. 556,
No. 122, etc. It has been printed in the margins of

the lithographed edition of the i^LiLl CjV^, Naval

Kishor Press, Kanpur, 1874. The alphabetical arrange-

ment is the same as in tiie preceding work.

No date.

No. 71, ff. 245, 11. 12 ; lai^e and clear Nasta'llk ; size, gin.
by 5i in.

2515
'Ain-i-'Ata (Lkc ^;-^c).

A most valuable and comprehensive Persian dictionary,

explaining in the most elaborate manner all the nietony-

mical and figurative expressions, difficult phrases, and
allusions which occur in ancient and modern Persian

poets and prose-writers. In completeness it can vie

with the famous Bahar-i-'ajam (see Bodleian Cat..

No. 1756). It was completed after twenty years of

labour, A. H. 1162 (a. D. 1749), by "Ata-allah Daiiish-

warkhan, with the takhallus Nadrnt. As special

authorities are quoted in the preface the -^ .I4J , the

OotUl T-^j^y and the l<-»J rA^^ J^ i<>&4j.

Beginning* on fol. 13'': j-iJXil ^_yLJ\ oj,ju4 ,j»L--

The dictionary is arranged alphabetically according

to the fi/rst and second letters and contains thirty —^
or waves. Frequently quoted throughout is Shaikh
Muhammad 'Ali Hazin (who died a. h. ii8o = a. d.

1766, see Nos. 17 12-17 14 above), always designated

as ^^..ii,tt»*' i:-^i . This copy appears to be the com-

piler's autograph.

A detailed index on ff. ib-i2*>, written by another

hand and dated the 3rd of Safar, A. h. 11 93 (a. d. 1779,
Febr. 20).

No. 1813, ff. 731, 11. 20; Nasta'llk ; size, 11 J in. by 6|in.

2516

i

Fawaid-i-sibyan {^\.^^^^ J^V»)-

A first Pei-sian dictionary, explaining Persian words,
together with some Arabic and Turkish ones, for young
people, to facilitate the reading of the prominent poets

and prose-writers, compiled by Auliya-almahmud or
Auliya-i-niahmiid (in the ^Munich copy Auliya wa-
alraahmud). The arrangement is alphabetical according
to the_^r«< and last letters of the words.

Beginning: i_oJ]^ si' j^jjjljui. ,_/-jLj j ,jijb-.

The first word explained is bl, on fol. 2*' ; the title

appears on fol. 2", lin. penult. Other copies of the

same are noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 199
and 200 ; and J. Aumer, p. 112; see also Salemann in

Melanges Asiatiques, tome ix. p. 561, No. 142. The
little work of the same title in No. 1757 of the
Bodleian Cat. is a mere primer and quite different from
the present work.

This copy was written for Mr. Richard .Johnson and
finished the 21st qf Jumada I, a. h. 1185 (a. d. 177 i,

Sept. i), by Ifadat-allah Sadiki.

No. 1278, ff. 198, 11. 17; Nasta'llk; size, ii|in. by 7I in.

2517

Farhang-i-Husaini (^1^

A modern Persian dictionary

e^^A^).

explaining the most
common Arabic and Persian words, both current and
obsolete (» >,- J '^jJr'

i.\^n'^»^A „UJjl
including proper names of persons,
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jreographical names, etc., by Sayyid Gliulam Husain
Sha'ik ibn Sayyid Fath 'Alt Ja'isi alridawt (see fol. i'',

Hn. penult.) aljalisi (as added in the colophon), whose
Kiilliyyat or complete poeticalworks have been described

in No. 1729 above (see also A. Sprenger, p. 569). He
Houi-ished under Ghazi-aldin Haidar (with his full title

here on fol. 2», 11. 5 and 6, Abu-almuzaffar Mu'izzi-aldin

Ghazl-aldin Haidarshah), who ruled in Oudh a. h.

1229-1243 (a. D. 1814-1827). This dictionary was
composed a. h. 1237 (a. d. 1821, 1822), see fol. 2*,

1. 2 sq., at the suggestion of some of the author's

friends, and begins : JLcl i:y,-i». jjt (_^'

,.iL.-, ,s-^\
Jl 5j:J>.Lu ij\af mL»jl PjJ-

It is arranged according to the_/?rsi and second letters.

Theirs* word is ^sJajl, explained on fol. 2'' by jl jL.«

Jol sxS &X..J \:i^ . .. i o j,^LIlJI i-JLc 1_» -f.»jL»_> ; the

second, --.LiUl ol, explained by t-JLc^ ;> »..«> e*^^

(!) i'LLllI ; the last, jJIjj^j, explained by «.^J,j ^r;^

^jU\ » 1 n. j^ ^^y^_ L«jL;i.«l (dfj >xJ)j.i '-•W_/'. u'^i^W"

The title appears on fol. 2'', last line.

Dated the 7th of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1238 (a.d. 1823,

Aug. 15).

No. 2851, ff. 146, 11. 13 on the first six pages, 11. 15 on the

remaining leaves ; written by two different hands in large

Nasta'Uk, the second beginning on fol. Ss" ; size, 12 in. by 8 in.

b. Grammars.

2518

Kanun-i-farsi {^^J^ oy^)-
A modern Persian grammar, written in Persian by

!Mlr Muhammad Husain, and presented to Mr. Richard

Johnson at Lucknow by the author himself. It is

divided into three babs, viz. : (i) —-l J^~j\ jjLo ,j, on

fol. 2a;j2) JL«_jly , on fol. 31"; (3) i^\ ^ ^ir*^
jJL.b

^J.
iA-^u^t, on fol. 77a.

Beginning: Jjti j *^1 c*-.il sJ^s—^ 8.^1) s5liljo

No date.

No. 874, ff. loi, 11. 10; very large and distinct Nastallk;
size, 10 in. by 6f in.

2519
The same.

Another copy of the same treatise with a preface

(wanting in the preceding copy) which begins thus :

^. jl ^ji_p\JubX:^,ji_ i^ji
)
^ji\ fjsf |..A^ u-W— J^

The beginning of the preceding copy is found here

in exactly the same words on fol. 2", 1. 8 sq. But in

the preface and also on fol. i» it is stated that the

author, wliose name is not given here, compiled this

grammar for Mister Jack Middleton (^j..;U j ial».^.
"
,..«),

see fol. 2*, 1. 5. Besides it is styled, ou fol, i*,

f^\i JlcJjS instead of ^e^J^ uj^^- '^^^ subdivision

is the same, viz. : bab i (_.ul ^LJl j), on fol. 2^

;

bab 2 (JUil ,.>), on fol. 30'^ ; bab 3 (>—j«yj» .:>), on
fol. 74a. ^

No date.

No. 1016, ff. 97, 11. 10 ; large and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, gj in,

by 6^ in.

2520
Kawa'id-i-farsi ((j-^ls j^cIjj).

Persian regulations, that is an essay on the Persian

grammar, especially on different forms of the .jLa-.,

the signification of the single letters of the alphabet and
some compound words, compiled chiefly from the

ijs^j ij^ljbji (see above, No. 2504 sq.) and similar

works by Eaushan 'Ali alansari of Jaunpur (who died

as professor in the College of Fort William, Calcutta,

about 1 8 10).

Beginning : i_jLi». e*jtj
j jUjj^T cy^-i* Ji.a. Juo

^1 JLy ^\ SI.
~ It is subdivided into a mukaddimah, eleven babs,

and a khatimah.

Dated a.h. 1183 (a.d. 1769, 1770). It has been
printed in Calcutta, a. h. 1232 and 1 249 ; lithographed

in Lucknow. Another cojiy of the same is noticed in

Kieu ii. p. 857, III.

No. 683, ff. 1-24, 11. 16 ; Shikasta ; size, 8f in. by 4I in.

2521
The same.

Another copy of the ,c^Xi y^]y, by Raushan 'Ali,

dated A.H. 1195 (a.d. 1781).

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy.

No. 711, ff. 69, 11. 9 ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 7I in. by 4^ in.

2522

Kawanin-i-farsi (,j»y^ c^^'y)
A little anonymous treatise on Persian grammar and

prosody, beginning : i-JiLxJlj ^ . \\ r jl Cjj i^ J . U

jj-ot.»j>.l sjLs:*"' j sJI j sili. j.^ ijLc ijJJklL ^ .
p" .11

lo'
The first nile, which is given here, runs thus:

Jl U«. ,j JC» Juiib (jjI-< (c-mLs i^lS yjt j^\ iXJljuJ.

No date. Worm-eaten.

No. 2463, ff. 73-82, 11. 13 ; Nastallk ; size, 9i in. by 6i in.

2523

Fawa id-i-farsl
{^J^J^

Sj\y).

A treatise on Persian grammar and language, taken

from the preface of the Burhan-i-kati' («_>^J '^Wj'S j'

^-..U eyUJ |J^ !» Ai>b ^U^.), see above, Nos. 2495-

2503, and comprising nine sjJLi.
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It begins: >,".,.> ^Jlc ijiUlj ^^^L«J1 y; ^ J-Ji

J^^ .< ,Li.

The first ijJU begins :jl ^. « « > jj o>--Jb XjWj

The first and the last two leaves are supplied by
a more modern hand on white paper; the same hand

has added, on fol. •]« margin to f'ol. 8", the twelfth A'in

of the mukaddimah of Jamal-aldin Husain luju's

Farluing-i-Jalu1ngtrl, comp. Nos. 2491 and 2492 above.

The fawa'id conclude in the centre-column of fol. 7*.

No. 793, ff. 8, centre-col., 11. 14-17, and spacious margin-
coL ; Nasta'llk, by two hands ; size, 9J in. by jj in.

2524
Risalah dar khatt (ki ,i sJLj,).

A tract on the correct writing of Persian characters,

compiled for Tipu Sultan by Hafiz Muhammad Habib-
allah in the 1224th year since Muhammad's birth.

Beginning : (^Uj <~Jy^ u\j y^. ajj-j UJl .... ill xJJ
XJiXyk^ -iS^ji jLojill Jj\ (jU.:«.;. ilj

J J^i) uW.'-^'-^

Written by the author himself in the same 1224th
year (xi.ar* JjJ^ \\), which agrees according to his

statement with the year 1 2 1 1 of the Hijrah (!).

No. 958, ff. II, 11. 9; careless and inelegant Nasta'llk;
size, 5J in. by 4^ in.

2525

Various tracts relating to Persian grammar and
lexicography.

1. On ff. gSb-ioS": ^y^}^ eyli^LaJ SsiSy ji ijc:^.

A short treatise on Persian verbs, only the first kism of

,1which is extant here, headed : J

and beginning : > .t. . , a, (c—iLj .

tjW-^. j^ f'^
Jl-il,

A , c-'iLj iJ ^_5-»L^ kl i-XjI.

'2. On ff. io6a-i09a: kUJl is-^r ^ji
jjLa. . A short

Arabic-Persian glossary, beginning : ^U» iL« ^^b iLi.

JI SjlXil • iX^ji ^. -,« >

.

3. On ff. i09''-ii3'J: ^^Xi uir!-* ''^' ^^ i* ^^ styled

in the heading of fol. 109b,
lO^ j\jyi\j

s.^ljoAnother tract on Persian verbs, beginning . .,

uj^-

4. On ff. Ii4'»-i24*: (jtjh jL^.} ij^ljtji. A glossary

to Shaikh 'Inayat-allah's Bahar-i-danish (see above,

Nos. 806-817), by Muhammad Mas'ud, in alphabetical

order,according to the last letter of the word, beginning

:

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2773, ff. 98-1 24, U. 14-17; Nasta'llk ; size, ^ in. by 5I in.

6. Miscellaneous Works and Compositions by
Europeans.

2526
A Persian-Sanskrit glossary, arranged without any

apparent order ; on the first thirty-four leaves a third

column is added, giving the English equivalents ; in the

remaining part of the MS. only in isolated cases an
English translation is added.

No. 2961, ff. 107 ; size, 10 in. by 6| in.

2527

Sharh-i-Sundar Singar ( ,1x1-. .Ill ^j^)-

A Persian glossary to the erotic Hindi poem of

Sundar Mahakawi, comp. Garciu de Tassy, Histoire

etc., iii. p. 177; copies of the poem are preserved in

the India Office Library, No. 1974 (ff. i-3.'>), and the

Bodleian Library, Ouseley 251 (in Persian characters),

and Ouseley 129 (in Devanagari characters). The date

of the present glossary, which is in alphabetical order,

is given on fol. 9^, 1. 6, as 1686 of the era of Vicrama-

ditya (o. . aX^jSLi^ j.^1^) = A. d. 1629 (a. h. 1038,

1039), ill the reign of the emperor Shahjahan.

The first word explained is i\ : .>4X-»^ i_iJI -,: a,i

»x»T |»A JJL» J Jjl
^
^; T « 1

J
o—lAifc »-.l JU (jj^— J

il ; the second is ^^1. : b ^yiC-. j i—iJI ^^-Jo

iX^\ r*uiiT^ I
JJJI4.. [•-"' ij^r^ i

No date. A little worm-eaten.

No. 2075, ff. 14, 11. 14; large and clear Nasta'llk ; size, 9j in.

by 5l «»•

2528
Tuhfat-i-Panjab (vW^^ Ul^).

A vocabulary of the Panjabi, Urdu, Persian, and
Hindi, compiled at the request of the Deputy-com-
missioner of Lahur, Major George MacGregor

(^^xj^X-w. p;U. j^f^ '), by Pandit Ajudha Parshad,

sub-collector of revenue (^Wl . ..J) of the Pargana of

Lahur, residing in Shahjahanabad, with the assistance

of Siraj-aldin Lahtiri, and entitled v'-^ Isl^ , see

fol. i^", 1. 9. In a note by C. Raikes, Commissioner
and Superintendent, inserted between binding and
fly-leaf, it is styled Panjabnama and stated to have
been sent to the Imperial Exhibition at Paris for works
of art and industry by the Panjab Committee of Lahur.
It was received from Dr. Royle, July, 1 856.

Beginning of the preface, in Hindustani, on foL i"

:

^J^ jliS iwl
L^*' *—'^S^/^ CxJ-^Aa ^-

The work is divided into six makalas, preceded, on
ff. 4'^i 7", by a complete index.

MaMlah I. Single nouns, on ff. i8"-26o» (fol. 261
left blank).

MakdJah IT. Paradigms of verbs, translated from
the JJ ball syi-», on ff. 262''-3o6*' (ff. 307-309 left

blank).
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MaMlah III. Particles, on ff. ^lo^-^i^^-

Makdlah IV. Technical words of every description,

names of God and the prophets, of heavenly and earthly

bodies, human limbs, animals, plants, instruments,

measures and weights, the Zamindars of the Panjab,

etc. etc., on ff. 3i6'i-403'^.

MahAlah V. Compound nouns, on £P. 404"-446''.

MaMlah VI. Description of the agricultural and

irrigation work in the Panjab and the implements used

therein, with numerous pretty illustrations, on ff. 447"-
481b.

Makalas I-III and V are in alphabetical order,

according to the first letter of the word. Copied in

the present century by Muhammad 'All.

No. 3245, if. 481 ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, ii| in. by 7J in.

2529

Lughat-i-Tilingi {^^^ v:yUJ).

A vocabulary of the language of Tiling or Telinga in

the Dakhan, with Persian explanation and a Persian

jjyj J ^-A^:-^ (y.
\\ JJOpreface, beginning : I

The main portion of these Lughat consists of para-

digms of verbs in alphabetical order, beginning on

fol. 72», and headed >^lS:;.?.\.l L_>b5; it is preceded by

a chapter on the Tiling alphabet and followed, on

fol. 165^1, by a vocabulary of nouns, etc., styled:

iX.0,01 'U A:6.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2477, ff. 64-184, 11. II; large and distinct Nasta'Uk;

size, 9f in. by 6j in.

2530
Vocabularies.

1. Vocabulary of the Kashmirian language, corre-

sponding to that of Gladwin, compiled by the assistance

of Suruj Bhan Kashmiri, on fol. i*, in Persian and

Kashmirian, beginning with _ j.ljj '^jjUs — ^X^^ilJJ

2. Vocabulary of the Makran^ dialect of the Baluci

language in Persian, on fol. 107% beginning with

3. Comparative vocabulary of Persian {^\j), L6-

ghani {^{i-ji), Sindi {ijs : ...), Batiyya (LJ\j), Kechi

iij^s^), and Nepali (^l>,ij), on fol. 115^ beginning

with J yl , corresponding in the different* idioms to Ijjl

(Loghani), jSLf^ (Sindi), ylol (Batiyya), i^jl^^J

(Kechi), and ^^}^i (Nepali).

4. Another comparative vocabulary of Persian and

Kashmirian, on fol. 125*, beginning with: ^Sjj _ jjj\

No. 2695, if. 130, 11. 20 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 1 1j in. by 8^ in.

2531

First sketch of a Persian-English dictionary arranged

alphabetically according to the first and second letters.

292 leaves are entirely or partly filled with Persian

words, but only a few on the first 10-12 leaves are

accompanied by an English paraphrase. Many inter-

mediate leaves left blank.

No. 1382, ff. 292 ; size, 14J in. by 9 in.

2532

Another brouillon or first sketch of a Persian-

English dictionary, arranged in the same alphabetical

way. 141 leaves are more or less filled, but in many
cases the Persian words are given without any English

translation. It begins in the Ljb i__aJl with God,

\x>. — ii\ ; Mahomet, j,«-c* _ x»a.l ; cloud, j1 , etc.

On one of the fly-leaves the title of s-oU JU-o is given

to this compilation.

No. 1526, ff. 141; European handwriting; size, 12 in.

by 7i in.

2533

Lughat-i-farangi u parsi {^yXi j {J^'j'
*^^^)-

A very interesting and valuable Persian-French

dictionary, compiled by one of the monks of Mount

Carmel, Padre Angelus (i_,..^Lr'' (^j-^U)'
* native of

Toulouse, A. D. 1683. The first thirty-five leaves are

a complete index to the whole, giving an alphabetical

list of French words with references to the pages in

the dictionary, where the corresponding Persian or

Arabic equivalents can be found; the dictionary itself

fills 237 leaves, but only the first nineteen leaves con-

tain besides the Persian also the French words ; all the

rest consists only of Persian (or Arabic) words and phrases

(without alphabetical order), interesting and useful,

because to every one all its synonyms are added, quite

a new and highly instructive feature in a work of this

kind. Unfortunately the ink lias faded to a great

extent, and many portions, especially of the French

division, are almost entirely effaced.

No. 1257, ff. 237 and xxxv; size, 17} in. by iijin.

2534

A comprehensive French-Persian dictionary, giving

the various Persian or Arabic synonyms for each French

term. The arrangement is alphabetical according to

European custom and begins with the word ' abbesse,'

expressed in Persian by fcj.iLa 'jjULo*, ^jj^ij 5-~->)

'jjLijJU. i^j'/ii'.i I-J.5 • The last word in z is ' zone

temperee,' in Persian 'iijjLx.^ iiki.«. There is no

remark anywliere as to the author of this compilation.

The copy belonged formerly to Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2416, ff. 304; European handwriting; size, 11 in.

by 71 in.
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2535
Elementa Linguae Persicae authore Johanne Gravio,

i. e. the autograpli of the learned John Gravius or

Greaves' elements of the Persian language, which,

according to the title-page, were printed in London,
1 649. This original copy of the author is dedicated in

Latin to Dr. John Selden (amplissimo ac eruditissiino

viro Dr. Johanni Seldeno) and was bought at Mr. R. J.

(Richard Johnson)'s sale, 8th January, 1 808. Another
copy of the same grammar, transcribed from the

printed edition, is noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 158, No. 4.

No. 2958, & 45 ; size, lof in. by 75 in.

2536
Another Persian-English grammar, compiled accord-

ing to the preface by one of the East India Company's
officers, who does not give his name, ' in intervals of

recess from indispensable military avocations ' and ' as

some relief to the mind from severer studies.' Tlie

work, considering the time when it was written

—

probably the end of the last or the beginning of the

present century—is remarkably rich and clear, and
ajiart from some quaint and rather comical remarks,

particularly in points dealing with comparative philo-

logy, it is a valuable and thoroughly reliable liand-

book of Persian grammar and syntax. It is ac-

companied throughout with notes, chieily quotations

from ancient or modern authors ; most frequently

cited are James Harris's ' Hermes,' Sale's ' Koran,' and
Hanway's ' Travels.'

Contents

:

Preface, on the motives for compiling this work,
on fol. 5a.

Advertisement, giving a list of authorities for the notes,

on fol. 12'^.

Section I, containing an introduction, on fol. 13*,

and three divisions, viz. the alphabet, on fol. 13'';

the vowels and other marks, character and accents of

the letters, on fol. 14*; and the manner of writing,

on fol. 1
51*.

Section II, in six divisions : viz. the noun and its

qualities, on fol. iS*; gender, on fol. icj^; number,
on fol. 20''; declension or declination of cases, on
fol. 2i*>; the species of nouns, on fol. 231"; and the

figure of nouns, on fol. 27a.

Section III, in two divisions: the adjective, on fol. 29",

and the degrees of comparison, on fol. 30".

Section IV, in two divisions : numerals, on fql. 30'*,

and ordinal numbers, on fol. 32".

Section V, the pronouns, on fol. 33''.

These five sections form the Jirst volume.

Section VI, in four divisions : viz. the verb, on fol. 37";
the mode, time, person, and number, on fol. 40'';

the conjugation, on fol. 44*; and the formation of the

tenses, on fol. 46''.

Section VII : the adverb, on fol. 55a.

Section VIII : the conjunction, on fol. 59*.
Section IX : the preposition, on fol. 60".

Section X : the interjection, on fol. 61''.

Section XI : the manner of conversing, on fol. 63*.

IND. OFF.

Section XII: constractibn or arrangement of words,

on fol. 67".

Section XIII : catalogue of anomalous verbs, on
fol. 76".

Appendix, containing: (i) general observation, on
fol. 8ia; (2) the Persian theme, on fol. 81''; (3) the

Arabian theme, ib.
; (4) the Arabian infinitives and

participles and a table of them, on fol. 83''
; (5) remarks

on certain idioms, on fol. 86^'
; (6) titles of honour, ou

fol. 89*; (7) short vocabulary of words of frequent

occurrence and convenient use, on fol. 90* ; (8) the

signification of several terminations when added to

different words, on fol. 96".

Sections V-I-XIII and the Appendix form the second

volume.

A table of contents on fol. 3.

Bought of Madden & Co., Aug. 15, 1850.

No. 3401, if. 96 ; size, 14! in. by 9^ in.

2537
A Hindiistanl grammar.
This most interesting MS, contains, according to

fol. I" (p. i) : 'A grammar of the Hindostan Language,
by Benjamin Schulzius or Schultz, written at Madras
the 30th of June, 1741, printed at Hall (Halle) in

Saxony, 1745, with which are blended some further

observations on the language, collected in Bengal in

1761.'

From a ' note ' on the same page we learn, that

Mr. Schultz was a German and a piissionary from the

King of Denmark to the Carnatic, that he applied him-
self with uncommon ardour to the duties of his calling,

and went in 1726 to Madras, to re-establish a charity

school. He began and sustained the Danish Mission at

Madras. By the same Mr. Schultz, who is called the

oldest and most active of the three new (Danish 1)

ministers of the Gospel, the translation of the Bible

into the Malabarian language, which Mr. Ziegenbalg,

upon his return to Tranquebar, had commenced, was
finished in 1725. The present MS. contains the

English translation of the original Latin treatise of

Mr. Schultz, but the translator's name does not appear.

In the ' note ' there are three references to Gent. Mag.,

vol. 15, June, 1745, viz. p. 306, pp. 307 and 308, and
pp. 361 and 362.

On fol. i^ (p. 2) the author's preface begins, in

a faithful English paraphrase, dealing with the origin

of the Hindustiini language and explaining the sub-

divisions of this grammar. In the same preface

mention is made of another interesting old grammar
of the same language, published by the ' very learned

David Millins, Professor of Sacred Antiquities and
Asiatic Languages at Utrecht, amongst his Oriental

Miscellanies of the year 1743.' Mr. Schultz adds:
' He was not the author of it, but the most noble

John Joshua Ketelaer, formerly Ambassadour from the
Danish East India Company to the Great Mogul, who,
while he resided at Agra, registered some obsei-vationa

in Dutch concerning the Hindostan language.'

The six sections into which this grammar is divided,

are headed as follows (we add to the headings in the

4S
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text the more detailed descriptions given in the preface,

with regard to the respective sections) :

1

.

The letters, exhibiting the modern as well as the

ancient characters and including a few lessons too, to

exercise the memory of them, on fol. 4'' (p. 7).

2. The nouns and adjectives, with the facility of

tiieir declension, the nature of the adjectives and the

variety of their composition; comprisiugalso a catalogue

of such as are in use, together with the numerals, as

well the cardinal as the ordinal numbei-s, on fol. 1 2''

(p. 26).

3. IHxi: jyronouns, on fol. 27* (p. 65).

4. The auxiliaries and the simple and compound
verbs, ou fol. 30^ (p. 71). This section is called by
mistake the sixth (instead of the fourth).

5. The particles, that is post-positions, adverbs, con-

junctions and interjections, on fol. 5il> (p. 114).

6. Syntax, on fol. 61^ (p. 134).

An appendix, which begins on fol. 65'' (p. 142),

contains : (a) the Apostles' Creed, in Hindustani and
English ; (h) the Lord's Prayer, in Hindustani and
English

;
(c) analysis'of the latter

;
{d) the Decalogue,

in Hindustani and English
;

(e) the Baptism and the

Lord's Supper, in Hindustani only.

The original grammar concludes on fol. "^o^ (p. 152).

The remainder of this MS., ff. 71-107, contains in

anotter very bold and clear handwriting a duplicate

of the last three sections of the grammar, beginning

with the auxiliary verbs and ending with the Lord's

Prayer. It corresponds verbatim to the same portion

in the foregoing grammar, if. 30^-701'.

No. 2531, ff. 107 ; size, I2^-I2|in. by 7|-8f in.

2538
Persian, Hindustani, Arabic, and Sanskrit mis-

cellanies.

This MS., throughout in European handwriting and
purchased of Madden & Co., August 15, 1850, contains

(ff. 1-67 and 108-124 being arranged in European,

ff. 68-105 and 126-147 i" Eastern fashion and there-

fore to be read from fol. 147^ backwards) :

1. Ff. i*-3'': Some English translations from the
' Siyar-almuta'aldikhirin ' (see Nos. 416-421 above).

2. Ff. 4''-48b
: A large fragment of the same English

translation of the Hindustani grammar, originally

written in Latin by Schulz (so spelt here, not Schultz),

which is contained in the preceding MS. From the

])resent copy—which contains only three of the six

sections of the work, viz.: (a) the letters, i.e. the

Devanagari, Hindi or Nagari, Bangali, Gurmuki or

Sikh alphabets, a commercial alphabet, peculiar to

merchants in India, and the Persian alphabet, together

with explanations and reading-lessons; (h) the nouns,

adjectives, and numerals
;

(c) the pronouns—we glean

some interesting details, not found in the preceding

copy. The full title of the book is given here in

English (with the Latin on the opposite page), on

fol. 12*, as follows: 'A GraAimar of the Hindostau

from the materials of the Very Reverend Benjamin
Schulz, missionary for the propagation of the Gospel,

reduced into order during his long residence in

Hindostan, consisting of rules illustrated by numerous

examples, intended for the use of the missionaries of

India
;

published with a preface for promoting the

study of the Oriental Languages, by D. Jo. Henry
Callenberg, Public Professor in Ordinary of Divinity

and Philosophy; printed at Halle in Saxony, in the

Hebrew Printing House, 1745.' To this title there

are appended besides the same note, found in the pre-

ceding copy. on fol. i» sq., the following remarks:

Annual Register for 1764, vol. 7, p. 114 : 'Letters

received by the Society for promoting Christian

Knowledge from Madras m the East Indies, May 25,

1763, contain an account, that their missionaries have

stretched a great way into the country among the

heathens, making many proselytes. Those missionaries

say, that the Reverend Doctor Francke in Germany
had sent them a number of Tamulian Types, with

a promise of more ; which they were to be enabled to

use, the Government having erected a printing office

in the city of Madrass, and given the care and inspec-

tion of it to them.'

Annual Register for 1761, p. 92: 'Died lately

Benjamin Schultz (sic here !), a Protestant missionary

from the court of Denmark, at Tranquebar in the East

Indies. He resided twenty-four years in the town of

Nagapatnam. He translated the Old and New
Testaments and the Psalms of David into the language

of the country for the use of the natives.' The grammar
itself begins on fol. 19*, prefaced by the anonymous
English translator with the following advertisement

:

' The English editor has incorporated a number of

observations and examples under the general articles

of Mr. Schulz' grammar, which he met with in Manu-
script grammars of different gentlemen during his

residence in India, or had collected in his own re-

searches.'

Ff. 4"-! 8" contain : (a) the Latin preface of the

editor, Prof. Callenberg, on fol. 4*; (6) the Latin

preface of the author, Mr. Schulz, on fol. 5»; (c) the

beginning of the first section of the grammar in Latin,

on fol. 6b, followed by some English observations

;

{d) Latin and English titles, on ff. ii^ and 12*, with

the ' notes ' appended
; (e) English translation of the

editor's preface, on fol. 14"
; (/) English translation of

the author's preface, with English foot-notes, on fol. 1 6".

3. Ff. 5o!^5ib: Makam-i-Nadiyah {i-iX^ A^,
description of the town and inhabitants of Nadiyah in

Baugaiah.

4. Ff. 52a-56», third line,'and 56''-57'' : The same

Persian tract on Arabic conjugations, called .j ^:jU--»

^^ Jic or >_i^ f^ j^ ijIt^^'
w^iit'h is described

above in Nos. 241 1, i; 2412, i; and 2414.

5. Fol. 56^ lower half, and ff. 58a-6oa
: Paradigms

of Hindustani verbs, withPersian interlinear paraphrase.

6. Ff. 6i*-62'': Repetition of the sjjj -.Li-, as in

No. 3.
' "^

7. Ff. 64"-67'' : Record of a grant of lands made by

Rajah Deeopal, in Sanskrit, with English translation.

The following note appears on the top of ff. 64''-65»

:

' The under-mentioned plate was found in digging

a well within the fortress of Monghcer, by Lieut.-Colonel

Henry Watson, chief engineer in Bengal, and now in

his possession. It is written in a very antique
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Shunscreet (!) character, only legible by the most
learned Pundits and said from the contents to be near
2000 years old. Berhampore in Bengal, Dec. 14, 1780.'

8. Ff. i05''-68'' : Various Arabic, Persian, and
Hindustani documents, partly with English translation

by R. E. Roberts, Persian interpreter, together witli

some poetical sjiecimens, viz. : (a) the Khutbah, de-

livered at the conclusion of the Ramadan and on
Fridays, on fol. losb; (6) another Khutbah, delivered

at the 'Id-i-Kurban or the anniversary festival in com-
memoration of Ibrahim oft'ering up his son Isaac, on
fol. 104I'; both are in Arabic with interlinear Persian

paraphrase
;

(c) orders of the Nawwab Wazir to Siwai
Singh Kutwal of the Bazar at Kanpur, to Almas
'Alikhan and to Colonel Ironside, with receipts from
the years 1784 and 1785, on fol. 102b; (d) specimens
of figurative or metaphorical expressions in the Persian

language, on fol. 98" ; (e) Persian ruba'is and ghazals,

several by Hafiz, one by Amir Khusrau, on fol. 96''

;

(/) R«khta poetry, chiefly by Sauda, on fol. 94^
;

(g) genealogy and pedigree of Maharaj Indar Kishan
Cand, Zamindar of the districts of Okerah, Nuddeah,
and Kishannagar, on fol. gi''; (h) biography of the

same, on fol. 89^
;

(i) letter from Rajah Sublia Singh

to 'Alamgir, on fol. 86^; (k) Shah 'Alam's famous
letter to the King of England (see W. Morley, p. 128),
on fol. 85*; (l) letter from Ja'far 'Alikhan, Nawwab
of Bangalah, to Lord Clive, on fol. 83''; {m) letter

from Tushi Lamah of Sartary to the Governor-General
of Bangalah, 1774, on fol. 79^; (n) some Arabic in-

scriptions in Bangalah, on fol. 78^; (0) letters from
the Nawwab Mir Muhammad Ja'farkhan to Mr. Henry
Vansittart and to the Council of Fort William ; from
the Maharajah Shitalrai to Mr. Warren Hastings, and
from the Nawwab Kasim 'Alikhan to Mr. Henry
Vansittart, on fol. 77".

9. Ff. 1 08"- 1 24*: Catalogue of Persian words of

frequent use in the business of the revenue in Hindu-
stan, with English explanation.

10. Ff. i35'>-i26l': An account of e)Uj (Peirag in

the English heading), which is the sovereign of all the

worshipping-places (situate at Allahabad, at the point of

confluence of tlie Ganges and Jumna).
11. Ff i35''-i35'»: Of the institution of worship-

ping fire at Banaras, Persian and English.

12. Fol. 136*: Account of the lighting lamps by the
riverside of Banaras.

13. Fol. 136'': Names of the signs of the Zodiac
and of the names of the planets, in Persian, Arabic,

and English.

14. Ff. i47''-i37'': Account of the mausoleum of

Taj Mahall or Mumtaz Mahall at Agra (see No. 731
above), in Persian, followed by particulars as to the

expense of the same, in Persian and English.

Ff. 22, 49, 92, 106, 107, and 125 are left blank.

No. 3423, ff. 147; size, I2|in. by Sin.

2539
A miscellaneous MS.written throughout by European

hands and containing

:

A (from the right to the left)

:

1. Ff. 1-40: Paradigms of irregular Persian verbs,

beginning with j^^ljjl and ending with ^jJl-T, with
the English (and sometimes also French) equivalents
for the infinitive of each.

Two ooU. in each page ; size, 1 1| in. by 8^ in.

2. Ff. 41-66*: Another series of similar paradigms,

written by another hand, and beginning with jjX»T.

Four-five coll. in each page.

3. Ff. 66^-76'^: An alphal)etical Persian vocabulary,
beginning with ii\ and ending with the letter J . Each
word is accompanied by an interlinear English para-
phrase.

Five coll. in a page ; size of 3 and 3 (written by the same
hand), I2jin. by 7Jin.

B (from the left to the right) :

4. Ff. 1-9 : Tables of the Maratthi alphabet.

Size, I2|-I3| in. by 7|-8J in.

5. Ff. 10-70 : A Maratthi gi-ammar in English,
beginning with a short fragmentary piece on the
change of letters.

Size, I3jin. by SJin.

6. Ff. 7ib-i3i'»: Fragment of an English-Malay
glossary, from R to Z. In a comparatively few cases

only the Malay equivalent is added to the English.

Size, I3jin. by 8J in.

7. Ff. 132-194 : Another fragment of an English-
Malay glossary, written by the same hand as No. 6 and
going from D to H. In the letter H (on fol. 179") one
page is inserted containing a few words beginning
with V. The Malay equivalent is only added in rare

cases ; most pages exhibit simply an alphabetical string

of English words.

Size, 15 in. by 8J in.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2406, ff. 76 and 194.

V. Theology and Law.

1, History of Creeds and Sects.

2540
Tabsirat-al'aw&mm fi ma'rifati-mak&lat-alan&m

(|.Uill uyilLi* iif»* ^j (•Ir*^' »^j..»).

The different religious creeds and sects of the world,

with special reference to Islamism, a kind of theological

encyclopedia, composed by Murtada, known as 'Alam-
alhuda (see author's name and title on fol. 2", 1. 10, and
fol. 2^, 1. 2), who flourished about a. h. 653 (a. d. 1255),
see Bodleian Cat., No. 1766; Rieu i. p. 140, and iii.

p. loBi*, Supplement, p. 4"; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 270; Rehatsek, Cat. raisonne, p. 188 sq. It is con-
ceived in a strictly Shi'ite sense. An index ofthe twenty-
six chapters, into which the work is divided, appears
on fol. 2^ ; the headings quoted below are those of the
text (in the Bodleian Cat., loc. cit., those of the index
are given).

4 S 2
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fol. 3

ajI-Jj
J f.yx' (philosophers and sages), on

2. i;jLijl \J^i ^i^ cy^Uj.^ ji (the Magians),

on fol. 8*.

3. oU jjLiL-y-J
J lJlJJ-t-6. ti)ilLiL» .J (Jews,

Christians, and Sabeans), on fol. i'^.

4. jjLijl ey^Uu J
(.il—l 1^ J-iol j.> (Islamitic

sects), on fol. 1 7".

Khawarij), on fol. 22"*,

-5 r^

*0! * y>. ^^ jj (the^;>* o/^

fol.

6. ^^LiJl Jl^l J iJpt- jii ji (the Mu'tazilah), on

271

,1 cLil • ^;JUi..l> j^. J . (jai liiilLi.* ,j (Jahim, or

according to Rieu's copy Jahm, bin Safwan and his

followers, see also No. 2548, 6 below), on fol. si**.

8. ^JL^sjy• eyilLiU y, (the Murjis), on fol. -3,2^.

9. ^JiJLs^*' j .Ls^ ejilU." j.> (Najjar and his com-

panions), on fol. 34*.

10. ^^LljI .^^Jj
J
^jL_«^ cyiHx* .J (the Karramis

and their origin), on fol. ^^^.

11.
3 s-4- .ilU (the Mushabbihs

and Mujassims), on fol. 39".

1 2. j^LlJ uyilli_« .i (the believers in transmigration),

on fol. 46".

J
(the Sunnites), on fol. 47''.

(the Malikites and Shafi'ites, the third and fourth
branch of the Sunnites), on fol. 50*.

15. ^_^\ ,^y\i 'J^^y eyilU*y (Ibn Kilab

and Abu-alhasan Ash'ari), on fol. 58".

16.

17.

^;jLjj-o ejilli.. .i (the Sufis), on fol. 65a.

y^jj> ,j >P jb iyt. llL-.. ,j u :i ĵ > .t. ^ jilli..

J^

it^ij-o (Kushairi and the views he set forth in his

risalah, composed A. h. 438 = a. d. 1046, 1047), on
fol. 73"- ^ .

(Sunnite views about the prophets), on fol. 78^.

XL^ u**!?; I) u'-^' (a i*
J j.jjly». (the second branch

of Islamism, the Shl'ites, or as they are styled by their
enemies, the Rafidis), on fol. ps^.

20. JJ»b.j

falsehood), on fol. 109*.

21. sJl.L«l i\izs^ ^'i ^i (the Imamis), on fol. 113*.

iill J^--, ^Jo O],^-. jl (the story of Fadak and of Abu
Bakr and 'Umar keeping Fatimah out of her father
the prophet's inheritance), on fol. 120*.

23. ^j. : .,tJ ,.,L^L»1 ^ 0I-. Jusil S .

(>» iiH^-—J'J j.> (how to know truth from

Cr-.
^JL-.L»1 J Jl ia- V.^Jl^ ,J

.i-S-iJ
(_5* u' ^ ij^*'-*' " •^•^J-tr' (some Sunnite tra-

ditions taunting the Imamis and refuted by the latter),

on fol. i28»

24. jjLiol iJijJj
J

5-<-«l ^i_> J-ii jl .nui ^i .J

(turpitude and impiety of the Bani Umayyah), on fol.

144^

25.^,_>j>. J Jju£ J_»l ^W* »J s H ., .« juJLo.^5i y
t - .^.Iv > (disputes between the champions of justice and
those of predestination), on fol. 149''.

j>L«L«l (some questions with which the Imamis are

taunted), on fol. 153'*.

Beginning : tU^ iS J* j Jc J^lxi.^ u-W— j ^<-^

Jl jjL^.

No date. Modern transcript. The work has been
lithographed, together with the Kisap-ul-'Ulama, at

Teheran, a. h. 1304.

No. 2583, ff. 158, II. 15 ; Nastalik ; size, 9 in. by 61 in.

2541

Tarjuma-i-Milal u Nihal
(
J.^ j JJL. i**^).

The oldest Persian translation of the famous Arabic
work on religions and philosophical sects, styled

Jws^ J Jill i_>^-J > ^y Abu-alfath Muljammad bin Abu-
alkasim 'Abd-alkarim Shahrastaui (who died a. h. 548
=A. D. 1153, 1154), see Loth, Arabic Cat., p. loi",

and Arabic Cat. of the Brit. Museum, p. 1 1 1 ; text-

edition by Cureton, London, 1846, and German trans-

lation by Haarbriicker, Halle, 1 850-1 851. The Persian

translator is Afdal bin Sadr Tarikah of Isfahan, who
completed his version in a. h. 843 (a. d. 1439, 1440)
and dedicated it to Sultan Shahrukh (a. h. 807-850=
A. D. 1404-1447), see ff. 3a,

1. 10, and 5", 1. 6.

Beginning : jl^' (!) ^^U _,
Jiil ^U J^ J-, ^1

~n J3GI ^x^ J J--pl J^l J J.^1 t5^U J.

A later Persian translation was made by Mustafa
bin Shaikh Khalikdad al-Hashimi al-Abbasi, a. h.

102 1 (a. D. 1 61 2), and entitled JJlII ^^-ojj, see Eieu i.

p. 139 ; a Turkish version by Nuh Efehdi bin Mustafa
alruml almisri (who died A. H. io7o=a. d. 1659, 1660),

see G. Fliigel ii. pp. 199 and 200; W. Pertsch, Turkish

Cat., Nos. 82 and 83, and Berlin Turkish Cat., p. 157

;

Rieu, Turkish Cat,, pp. 35 and 36 (printed in Cairo,

A. H. 1263).

Dated the 1 st of Rabi'-alawwal, A.H. 1052 (a.d. 1642,

May 30), by Muhammad Hashim alwida'i albalkhi.

No. 1323, ff. 310, II. 1 7 ; Nasta'llk ; worm-eaten and damaged
in many places ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2542
Dabistan (^^Ll...jj).

A good copy of the famous work on the religious

and philosophical creeds of Asia, styled in full
J^

- -
\
n

i_;^Ixj>, and probably due to a certain Mubad Shah,
who appears to have completed this general history of

Eastern religions shortly after a. h. 1063 (a.d. 1653),
comp. Rieu i. p. 141 sq. ; Bodleian Cat., No. 1791 ;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 271 and 272 ; E.G. Browne,

Cambridge Cat., pp. 120-122; J. Aumer, p. ia6;
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text-editions, Calcutta, A. H. 1224; Teheran, A. H. 1260;
Bombay, A. h. 1264, 1277, and 1279; also A. h. 1274
(place of publication not mentioned). Complete English

translation by David Shea and Anthony Troyer, three

volumes, Paris, 1843 (Oriental Translation Fund);
text and English translation of the first chapter by
Fr. Gladwin in ' New Asiatic Miscellany,' Calcutta,

1789, pp. 86-136, German translation of the same by

P. von Dalberg, Wiii'zburg, 1809; English translation

of the ninth chapter by Dr. Leyden in 'Asiatic lie-

searches,' vol. xi. pp. 406-420.

Beginning: ^Lu. (^j.;oti«J jj |.-j^I cT*^' ^^ r*^-

JUi>l jlii fu, y (,U (^1 '^XjLjLi.jr'. JjlJLjLl±-'. J^I

i
» » Ml ^1 .^Jk xJLj ^ .iU ^ ^ll..>JIJ.

It is divided into the following twelve Ta'lim

:

,0 (Parsis), on fol. 2*

II.

III.

^jljOJLji joLLc ^jj^jb jJ (Hindus), on fol. 142*".

il) Ls »x«i.c ,j (Kara-Tibbatis),on £01.257".

IV. »JJj4J jJLai; .i (Jews), on fol. 259*.

v. L-^ jJlic ..> (Christians), on fol. 269''.

VI. 3^ JlaI j ^JlJJX«* v:>P;a..a. ,j (Muslims), on

fol. 279a.

VII. »4sjl-e sX-JLs jj (Sadikis), on fol. 325*.

VIII. jjj^lj Jj-iey ("Wahidis), on fol. 328^

IX. ^jL;j:^.^ JLfc .J (Raushanis), on fol. 334*.

X. t; 4 II JjLic .i (Ilahis), on fol. 343*.

XI. L>X» jJlic .J (Philosophers), on fol. 366".

XII. ».l5j-» jJlic jj (Sufis), on fol. 399''.

An index on the fly-leaves. No date. A special

feature of this copy is that the original Sanskrit forms

of many technical terms are added on the margin.

No. 746, ff. 431, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; illuminated frontispiece;

a few of the last leaves slightly injured ; size, io| in. by 5I in.

2543
Another copy of the same.

Another good copy of the Dabistan, not dated.

Beginning: Jl ^jLi—jo JUl>l^.ij.>^--^ |,U (^1.

Ta'lim I, on fol. 2*; II, on fol. 84a
; III (here

simply styled ^;JLwlli jJ-^j-c S), on fol. 149*; IV

(5JJJ4J jJLiiijI (_^ii. .j), on fol. 150*; V, on fol. 156*,

lin. penult. ; VI (j^Gju^-k* c^ijJLa. ,j uliL«.L--o jJUlc ,j

^5L,1 Jjklj), on fol. 162a, first line; VII, on fol. 1881";

VIII, on fol. 190^ last line ; IX, on fol. 193'', first line;

X, on fol. 198'', first line; XI, on fol. 219^; XII, on

fol. 239*>, lin. penult.

No. 2962, if. 359, 11. 15; clear and distinct Naeta'ltk ; size,

10^ in. by 7 in,

2544
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy; not dated;

many marginal glosses on the first leaves ; on some of

the first leaves spaces are left blank for illustrations.

Ta'lim I, on fol. 3"; IT, on fol. 140''; III, on fol.

243*; IV, on fol. 244''; V, on fol. 253*>; VI, on fol.

262*; VII, on fol. 303a; VIII, on fol. 306"; IX, on

fol. 311* ; X, on fol. 318b; XI, on fol. 338»; XII, on
fol. 366>'. '

No. 745, ff. 394, 11. 15; clear and distinct Nastaltk ; size,

lof in. by 6J in.

2545
The same.

A modern copy, dated Calcutta, the 1 2_th of Muharram,
A. H. 1 2 1 6 (forty-third year of Shah 'Alam's reign) =
1 4th of the month -4i-»j>. (the second Hindu month) of

the year 1208 of the Bangali era=A. d. 1801, May 25.

Beginning, as in the two preceding copies.

Ta'lim I, on fol. 2" ; II, on fol. 93"; HI, on fol. i6|b;

IV, on fol. 162b; V, on fol. 169a; VI, on fol. 175'';

VII, on fol. 198b
; VIII, on fol. 201*; IX, on fol. 204b;

X, on fol. 2iob; XI, on fol. 231b; XII, on fol. 251b.

It is collated, with occasional annotations on the

margin. The proper order of ff. 38-41 is: 38, 40,

39. 41-

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2698, ff. 2 70, 11. 1 7 ; Nasta'ltk, by two different handU, the

second of which begins on fol. 209* ; size, loi in. by 7f in.

2546
The same.

Another modern copy, dated the beginning of A. H.

i2 20=Vicramadityaera i862=A.D. 1805, April.

Beginning as usual.

Ta'lim I, on fol. 2"; 11, on fol. i02»; III, on fol.

179b; IV, on fol. i8ob; V, on fol. 187b; VI, on fol.

194b; VII, on fol. 219b; VIII, on fol. 222*; IX, on
fol. 225b; X, on fol. 232*; XI, on fol. 256b; XII, on
fol. 278a.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2427, ff. 296, U. 15 ; large and distinct Nastalik; size,

1 1 in. by i\ in.

2547
The same.

A third, still more modern copy, written on paper
bearing the watermark 1805.

Beginning as usual. Collated, with numerous
marginal glosses.

Ta'lim I, on fol. 2" ; II, on fol. 116"; III, on fol.

206a; IV, on fol. 207b; V, on fol. 215a; VI, on fol.

22ib; VII, on fol. 257b; VIII, on fol. 260a; IX, on
fol. 264a; X, on fol. 272a; XI, on fol. 299*; XII, on
fol. 324a.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2586, ff. 348, U. 15; excellent Nasta'lik; aze, 8|in.
by l\ in.

2548
Ma'rifat-almadhahib (^^^aIjJiI Xj^ju).

A very concise account of the seventy-three Muham-
madan sects (i. e. the Sunnites and the seventy-two of

the Shi'ites), by an author who calls himself, on fol. i*,

with the peculiar name of Mahmud Natahir (Mahnuul
the unclean); in a previous copy. No. 1920, 11 above,

and also in the immediately following one, he styles
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himself Mahraud Tahir Ghazali, known as Nizam, and

designates himself as professor in the ^J'^ »--jj-«.

It comprises the following seven fasls

:

1. The Sunnites and all that is connected with their

creed (j,li (jixj (j'jj s^ I j o^^Uj*. j oJL- (jW^. j^

j^j J oX. J jU^I j), on fol. lb.

2. The twelve classes of the Rafidis (»ijljJ uW? j-*

t
" -i i

j^
»j/J). on fol- S'^i viz. Cjl^, t-iX>\, i-?!-x^',

1
"

f,l
"
gj j_*^L«l, 8-^jU, s.^lsl.s**' , sjjujj, s.^j:^u..:l.«,

jJIc^, ii.. » ».|, and 8-waJ

3. The twelve classes of the Kharijis (sijlji Ji:^. j^

>.,U>. ijfj), on fol. 4^*, viz. juIj;,', i^bl, s-wJutS,

t";!*.!, and s^^j^^^-

4. The twelve classes of the Jabris (s^Ui i^iLo )•»

SJ/^-a. Sj^j, on fol. 6", viz. t^
J

j ln o .<i, vllLxil, S.^*-*'

t..~£«^.a.>, &^l.£^, i..>.u.J, ik^ouUia, a.. ««>) »;!««, s-:t-^^,

jj^XJ, and »..., ;;«-v.

5. The twelve classes of the Kadris (sJj'jJ ^J^. jJ

».j.jJi Jl^jJ^o sj/-^, on fol. 6^, viz. &JJ.-3.1, s-Jj-^,

S..ljLp, li-ljlW;.'i, i.ZS>Jj^, t i « gl. , &jjL>.i^, »,

"
.... S lj,

ij'Lj^, ii."W „,,U, 5_A..«UaJ, and ii_Jjjl-«.

6. The twelve classes of the Jahmis (»j iJ ».ijljJ

*: ' (It)- "'^ f^l" 7''' V^^' » ; -^i ^ "1 > i-t-^l/^i '-^'r^

jU, jLj, U-.

7. The twelve classes of the Murjis (sjjljj ^jLo jJ

sJL^p. »j^, on fol. 8", viz. »!!!Lc, vlSjlS, »4^Li,

W WW -1 w
i-^Xi, , a ... i • ..* o , and ut .?. n.

.

After the completion of these seven fasls, on fol. 9*,

the author states, that Abu-alkiisim Eazi has enumerated
seven more in addition to these seventy-three sects,

viz. tILt.\"p, B-jyjkj , s..LIjU_3. (in the text further on

ilJbLji.), a ;

:

-
. :-,\ (in the text a "j-'vl), a « : l^b ,

'
" . >ji '.',

and sJfjtil. The copy is defective at the end.

Beginning (different from that in No. 1920, 11

above)

;

yi aJJLj JlJ. ^ xJl

Jl a-JI 41)1 (^j—J.1 j^aUjU jj.,jr* .Ujj^ e. . -V) ; the

title appears on fol. i^, 1. 10.

No. 2754, flF. 1-9, 11. 16 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9I in. by 5f in.

2549
Another copy of the same.

Beginning somewhat like that in No. 1920, 11

above: Jl ^^LJI Jj.tU ytlkJl Jjt-e** il >v .U.

Dated the 5th of Rajab, A. h. 1137 (a. d. 1725,
March 20). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2615, ff. 118-125, 11. 17-18; careless Nasta'Uk; size,

7l i^ by 4i >i^

2550
Another tract on the seventy-two Muhammadan sects

by an anonymous author, beginning : .UJ^I ^jbjl. •j\

oJ=^ J-^ <.i»JiLfcb « aj^ aJojkiLo af.^:^*.* v^-^. "

U^?

^
J

J->J

Dated the i8th of Ramadan, A. h. 12 18 (a. d. 1804,

Jan. i).

No. 1958, ff. 21, 11. II ; large and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

I of in. by 6| in.

2. Exposition of the Truth, Rights, and Duties

of Isl&m according to the various Sects and
Doctrines.

2551

Majmu'-i-Sultani (j^iUaJL, c^ts-*).

A collection of questions on difficult matters of

Muhammadan theology and law, compiled and ex-

plained according to the preface on Sultan Mahmud
of Ghazna's request by the whole company of his

Shaikhs and "Ulama. It is divided into forty-three

babs, and begins : ^._a^.^\\ iLiLxJIj ^^^LxJl Ci. ill j.*!!

'^^.T.fvl ajLa:^' j aJT j sUs' aJ^^ ^J^ |.iLIlllj a^LUlj

udjL.^ ,j aJLi J-jl ... <i (jLo jj c« ... . ;\-£S ^^1 a-XJlXJ

41)1 ij'r*^. J-.- soLjj j^Lkiw p>*?* i_)LLi ^^1 |.L>
J

5^
1) us^^^* •*-'^ u^ f-*-* !; i^trir^ -l^*^^

^jUiL-,

No date.

No. 508, ff. 135, 11. 15 ; careless Naskhl for the greater part

;

size, 7J in. by 4^ in.

2552

Tarjuma-i-Mukhtasar-i-Kuduri {^£.^^3.^-.^ t«jfcfj).

A Persian translation of the famous Arabic com-
pendium of Hanafite law, styled (j?jjjJiJI^,-oJisr* or i_>Lo

(CjjJill or simply u^jjuJl or even i_>Li5Jl , and com-

posed by Khwajah Imam Abu-alhusain Ahmad bin

Muhammad Ja'far alkuduri albaghdadi, who was born

A. H. 362 (a. D. 972, 973), and died A. h. 428 (a. d.

1036, 1037), see H. Khalfa v. pp. 30 and 451-459,
No. 11625; Ibn KhalUkan, No. 9; G. Fliigel iii. p. 197;
Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 51 ; J. Aumer, Arabic Cat.,

p. 84 ; Fleischer, Cat. Lips., p. 477 ;
printed at Dihli,

1847, etc. The section, styled Kitab-alsair, was edited

in Rosenmiiller's Analecta Arabica, pars I, Leipzig,

1826; and the section on matrimonial law translated

into German by Helmsdorfer, Frankfurt, 1832. The
Persian translator calls himself Hasan bin Abu-alkasim

(see fol. 2'', 11. 2, 4, and 6). This Persian version is,

like the original, divided into 120 babs, the first of

which (ey.L4i>,JJl) begins immediately on fol. 3*; an

incomplete index on ff. i and 2*.

I
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Beginning : .iXxj^il o I, ^\jciAjJ>.~» ^jijLi-,j i^W"*

>• ) y u}r \J^- ^}J^ i cJ^-=->- " '4iji
jL-il ^ffc

Dated Ramadan, A. h. 1 1
1 3 (a. d. i 702, February), by

Sayyid Muhammad bin Sayyid Hasan.

No. 487, ff. 161, 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk; size, SJin. by 6in.

2553
Another translation of tlie same.

This Persian version of Kuduri's Arabic compendium
is made by an anonymous author and is moreover

defective.

It begins thus : i^-UI JLs . . . . j;;-AUJl C>j ii] A.U

Jl (jlLxJ 411l JU cy,UJaJl t_.LiS 's.Jlc <all i»3.^ ^jJ^l •

Ff. 10'', II, 12, and 13* are left blank (with the

exception of half a line on fol. lo^"); about 23 short

babs (5-27) appear to be missing.

Dated the 15th of Safar, a. 11. 11 20 (a. i>. 1708,

May 6), see the colophon : ^jli^lj^ (Cjjj _a:Li* ^jLo

^y^ji J .IjkjtJLS

r^j^ 10 ^j,u
\jt^\ eUil ^^ I I r . ti-yi,

jjLi. jJLi.

No. 1171, ff. 137, 11. 13 ; Nastallk ; size, 8| in. by 5I in.

2554
Mukaddimat-alsalat (sjJJiDi i.«jX«).

A mathnawi on legal prayer, ablution, and fasting,

by Hadrat or Maulawi Sharaf-aldin Bukhari, completed

in the year 693 of the Eihlat or death of the prophet

= a. H. 703, middle of Jumada I (a. D. 1303, end
of December) ; the date of the Copenhagen copy
(A. F. Mehren, p. 6, No. VII), viz. 393 of the Rihlat

= A. H. 403 (a. D. 1 01 2, beginning of December), is

either a clerical error or an intentional fraud, see

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1767 and 1768 ; G.Flugel i. p. 512;
and above, Nos. 1133, margin-col., ff. i45*-i55", and

2381, fol. 68* sq.

It is divided into ten fasls or babs, the headings of

which are enumerated in Flugel, loc. cit. ; and in

No. 2558 below, and is often styled j^». |,L5 from the

initial line of the poem, also occasionally ijLoJ! Jlsu>

(see No. 2558 below in the title of the commentary).

Beginning

:

Dated the 17th of Shawwal, A. h. 1209 (a. d. 1795,
May 7).

No. 1845, ff. 56''-64«, i coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'llk; size,

7j in. by 4I in.

2555
Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same.

No date.

No. 819, ff. i-i r, a coll., each 11. 9-11 ; Shikasta ; size, 7| in.

bysiin.

2556
Three mathnawis.

1

.

A third copy ofthe Mukaddimat-algalat, beginning,

on fol. !»:

2. Another copy of Sa'di's alleged Pandnama (see

above, Nos. 1127, 7; 1133,0; 1134 and 1135; and

1768, 3), beginning, on fol. 10*:

3. A mathiiawJ in Eekhta, beginning, on fol. 2o'>

:

Dated A. H. 1221 (or 1231] = A. D. 1806 or 1816).

No. 285, ff. 36, 2 coll., each 11. 9-13 ; written by different,

very crude and inexperienced European hands ; size, 1} in.

by siin.

2557
Two mathnawis.

1. A fourth copy of the Mukaddimat-alsal&t,

beginning on fol. i*.

2. The same Pandnama as in No. 2 of the preceding

copy, beginning on fol. 10*.

No. 506, ff. 21, 2 coll., each 11. 9 ; written by the same crude
European band which copied part of the preceding copy ; size,

7^ in. by 5I in.

2558
Sharh-i-Mukaddam-alsalat (ijLSJl j,i«-» r^)-
A detailed Persian commentary on the preceding

mathnawi on legal prayer, etc., the sJi-aJl i-tSi* or

jjj*. Aj, compiled by Ikhtiyar bin Ghiyath-aldin

alhusaini, the author of the .1 .•'>^1 Avv* or legal

decisions according to the Suniiite doctrine, in Persian

(see Bodleian Cat., No. 1778), and the ,_;.iL:i5ill ^_;-L.I

or collection of Kuran verses, traditions, proverbs,

sentences, and quotations of all kinds, in Arabic (see

G. Flugel i. pp. 308-310), who died a. h. 897 (a. d.

1492) at Harat. This commentary is a sort of com-
pendium of all the rites and observances of a faithful

Snnnite.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i** : (j-US ^. ,juL-.

S\b '^jiA^

The commentary itself begins, on fol. 2^, with the

explanation of the initial bait of the mathnawi

:

The ten babs of the original poem appear here

:

l.^j ^jLo ^j, on fol. 9*.

2. AiS Ji>b \ yo^ •Jf'l uW>. i'*! on fol. 1 6".

3. e<--^-^ JO ^yl J J—c t^L-J y, on fol. i8».

4. xii^L-^-a-lj \ J—c &.**! jjLj y, on fol. 20''.

5. ^I;) 'Lj-iJfi y;Lj y, on fol, 22*.

6. jUj ^jLo y, on fol. 24*.

7. (.?iX;U-i *U-^ uW? y> on fol. SS*-

8. (^jjLji 'l+iL,, ,jLj j, on fol. 35».

9. ^jLl^ jU \j^j ij^^.y, on fol. as^.
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10- ^L^j iL. i^jij'f) jij
eyjUS ^jLo ji, on fol. 37^

A later commentary on the same mathnawi by
Shaikh Abu-al 'Ismat Muhammad Ma'sum, the son of

Mulla Baba bin Ya'kub bin Khwajah Muhammad
Kafkani, styled o...nTH ^n-*^, is described in Bodleian

Cat., No. 1769, and Eieu i. p. 23 ; see also H. Khalfa
vi. p. 563. Another copy of the present commentary
is noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 254.

Dated the 24th of Muharram, a. h. 1090 (a. d. 1679,
March 7).

No. 1717, ff. 39, IL 17 ; distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, 7| in. by 4} in.

2559
Tuhfat-alnasaih ( JLallJI IX^).

A poem in the form of a kasidah in forty-five babs
on the duties and observances of a Muslim, by Yiisuf

Gada, who wrote this little poem for his son Abu-alfath

in A. n. 752 (a. D. 1 351), according to the Petersburg
copy (No. 440 in Cat. des MSS. et Xylogr.), comp.
W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 124 and 125; Kehatsek,

Cat. raisonne, p. 129, No. 1 1 ; and H. Khalfa ii. p. 242,
No. 2684; lithographed, Bombay, A. h. 1283. The
introduction contains a praise of the author's spiritual

guide, Nasr-alhakk wa-aldin Mahmud, that is correctly

:

Nasir-aldin Mahmud Ciragh of Dihli, the great Cishti

Pir, who died A. h. 757 (a. d. 1356), see Safinat-

alauliya, No. 116 (col. 287 in this Cat.).

Beginning

:

Dated the nth of Jumada-alawwal, A. H. 1097 (*•!'•

1686, April 5), by Muhammad Husain.

No. 1627, ff. 59-105*, 11. 17-18; careless Nasta'Uk, mixed
with Shikasta ; size, 9 in. by 4I in

2560
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. In the last baits,

on fol. 1 3 1
'', it is stated, that thepoem contains 786 verses

in forty-five babs, and that it was composed in Rabi'-

alawwal, a. h. 705 (sic ! a.d. 1305, Sept.-Oct.), but the

hemistich containing this peculiar date is quite unme-
trical and highly suspicious, running thus : jjj j .naa

^Ji\i^» v:ij^\ vi*-.i«J. J^ ^i>. Numerous interlinear

and marginal glosses. It concludes on fol. 131'' and is

dated the i ith of Safar, A. h. 1 192 (a.d. 1778, March 11),

at Haidarabad in the mausoleum of Anwar-aldinkhan.

Ff. 1 3 2"-! 35" contain a few detached pieces in prose

and verse dealing with special points in Muhammadan
theology, beginning with a tract on Muslim funerals

(jJUil
J), on fol. i32».

No. 2733, ff. 72-135, 11. 14-15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 5I in.

2561
Khazanat-alfawa'id aljalaliyyah (i"JiLil Jol^l iJUi»).

An encyclopaedia of Muhammadan theology and law,

composed, like the preceding mathnawi, A. h. 752 (a.d.

1 351), by Ahmad Baha bin Ya'kub bin Husain bin

Mahmud bin Sulaiman fj^\ , a disciple of the Sayyid

and Mufti Husain bin Ahmad bin Husain alhusaini

of Bukhara, whose lectures upon the same matters
formed the basis of this work, see ff. il* and 2". It is

divided into two different portions, the firgl of which

begins, on fol. i*" : xjLo: ^^j^ -UJ j^ ^
Jl »Jljj lijj jJUjj. Ja. cyl.>^jy-», and contains the

following twelve babs

:

1. 'UUlj JbJl iJu-ii ^i ^, on fol. 8*.

2. JbjUlJ^i ^, on fol. 17".

S.^JjJl
^_^,

on fol. 33a.

4. ijt^j J^^'^^'j u'^^'j iji^\jSi ^, on fol. 43a.

5. »;^plj cyjll^^j ^y, on fol. 591*.

7. XjjJlj uJliScillj ^j:lJl^ ^, on fol. 79a.

8. JuSutil jLojAlj ^^^ ^y. oi» fol- 84a.

9. ^.mVIIj SjlsNinij ^^jJlll j^j ^y, on fol. 911".

10. ^U»!lllj Ji'ill J, on fol. 97b.

.lJ.'j .jiljiJlj jilLllj JJoJl.^ J,

, and treats

11

fol. 112

1 2. ^IjQi *LiiJ ijili\j ij/\X\ i^ji)l J, , on fol. 1
34l>.

The second portion begins, on fol. 141'': Li.5 j

of Muljammad, his companions, the saints, Shaikhs,

Sufis, etc. ; besides that on compulsory and voluntary

prayers with formulas, etc. It contains, as far as the

headings are marked, nine babs, viz.

:

1. ill y^yuj i-ji* \::jJu>^'a ^^, on fol. 141''.

2. iLl J^j ^Ij;!
J (!) jiljill J^ J, on fol. 147".

3. ill ^j^j o^J J-ftl J
JjUJUl^ ^, on fol. 1 5 lb.

4. ^bTj (ijiipi?) ipj}i\ ^Jh^ J, on fol. 164a.

5. kUplj t^UJlj ijLiAlj 'Up\ ^\-lj. /i J
ils*'j -yuJIj, on fol. 174*.

6. ilijJSiJI >J.liAI ijj-fj^i jy, on fol. 204*. '

7. ^^J^\ ijUb-'' ^jijo 'LiLflj^ ^y, on fol. 209*.

fol. 219^.

9. Sj/lil t-e.^:VlJ 'UjJI ijU=^^ tj_;-i, on fol. 221a.

Many marginal glosses of great value and interest,

especially Persian paraphrases of Arabic sentences in

the text, etc.

No date.

No. 577, ff. ?76, U. 19 ; written partly in Nasta'Uk, partly in

Naskhl ; size, ii| in. by 7J in.

2562

Khulasat-alahkam fi din-alislam (^y
^lx».5ll i-o^j*.

Exposition of the principal rites and observances of

Islam, the mutual relation between husband and wife

and between parents and children, compiled in the

beginning of Muharram, a.h. 755 (a.d. 1354, Jan.),
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by Mahmud bin Ahmad bin Abu-alkdsim bin Ahmad
Ta'ifl for liis son, ou tlie basiH of Kunin and tradition,

and divided into the following ten babs

:

i ujU^l uWj.^j
^IJLa.1

J , on fol. 5".

2. ij\j e*.;.-^ Jjlj ..s^Tj Ur^' j.LSC»l jjLo jj,

on fol. 20*.

3. UUjj ^;;ii-L- j-^j jSi>.\ ^JLJ ,j , on fol, 25",

4. J-^c (.IXfcl yjLjj jj, on fol. 29''.

i^La." • •*

J ij-Uj, on fol. 32'\

6. jUiS\^ JSL\ ^Lj ^.> , on fol. 38a.

7. jUj »lXa.l ^jLwj ,j, on fol. 41".

8. ujy^. jJty^ (>=> j^,.*^^. ijj ^ ji, on fol. 66b

on fol. 691".

10. LjJ-. Jjb ijilyii uyUij y, on fol. 75*.

Beginning : juij^ 15I j^Iaj . . . j^UJI C»_; <Sj J^

This compendium ends on fol. 77I', dated by 'Abd-
alkarim the 12th of Eamadan, A. H. 1087 (a. D. 1676,

Nov. 1 8), and is followed by a short tract of admonition

and spiritual advices, styled ' the last will of Muhammad

'

(jjAa-a-» jJILs* L«lj }); dated the 1 5th of Ramadan

in the same year (Nov. 21).

No. 1720, ff. 1-84, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk, the Arabic quotations in

Naskhl ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

2563

Fat&wa-i-Jahandari ((j^ljjLjjk t^jUi).

Ecclesiastical decisions, advices, and admonitions, by

Diya Barani, the author of the ^jiLij)^ iri}-^ (see

above, No. 211) and the ^,L»X*^ jLj*-' (above, No. 569),

who flourished under Sultan Firilzshah TughUik (a. h.

752-790=A. D. 1351-1388) and is designated here as

j_jiUsJLu (j^JLcj ' royal chaplain.' They are chiefly

addressed by him to his sovereign.

Beginning: ^jUUiJL, iS \j ^J^\j^ j* ^j£jU-,j o-L—

The first pages are much damaged by worms.
No date.

No. 1149, ff. 248, 11. 15; clear Nasta'llk; ff. II5', 173'',

173*, and parts of jgi* and '' left blank ; size, 9j in. by jf in.

2564
Fikh-i-Firiizshahi (|_ykLij;j-»j sJii).

A work on civil and ecclesiastic law, according to

the Sunnite creed, in Arabic text with Persian

paraphrase and interpretation ; it was originally com-
piled by Maulana Lnam Humam Sadr-ahnillah wa-
aldin Ya'kub Muzaffar Kiraini, but he died before its

publication, and the brouillon lay for a long time un-

known or forgotten in the hands of his heirs, until, at

IND. OFF.

the request of Sultan Abu-alrauiaflar Firuzsliah (see

fol. 2*, 1. 4), that is the same Firuzsliah Tughluk who
is mentioned in the preceding work, and was a very

enlightened prince who bestowed particular care upon
the amelioration and mitigation of the harsh and rude
laws of his time (comp. Elphinstone, History of India,

fifth ed., p. 411 sq.), the MS. was revi.sed, enlarged, and
published in the present form. The editor conceals his

name.

Beginning : Jo^^^L. ^^
..:>. .... ,;;-JlUJI Ztj 4jJ .v»U

Ji ill.

The book'is subdivided into kitabs, fasls, and babs.

The kitabs-, as fur as they are marked, are these

:

iJ^X ujlX on fol. 3b

cj-«-Jl tjbj, on fol. 34".

iJUSSi i_>l^ on fol. 62a.

iJljJJ vL^ on fol. 68".

'LaiJl sjl^ on fol. 70a.

'15^1 tjU5^ on fol. 78*.

(_ij^l >_>b5^ on fol. 83*.

ijilDl i-jliJ, on fol. 92''.

-.155JI v^-^) on fol. 10 1*.

cL»pi vL^, on fol. 124b.

(JULJI i_)b^ on fol. 129b.

(read jbiill) jU::^^!! v^ »» fol- '64*.

^01 vLiConfol. 1 68b.

iS^I t-ibi, on fol. 183b.

i^\ j^JlW ^jLj, on fol. 191*.

ij,L«Jl vl.a , on fol. 2028.

sjLj^I v'-^ on fol. 2 1 ob.

ili:^! ijLS^on fol. 225b.

(jj^Ul \J^, on fol. 234a,

I J?jl i_>U^ on fol. 281b, last line.

4j,mi vlX on fol. 287a

ijqjjJI vjUi, on fol. 291b.

k-jJiJLll v^-^> on fol. 3 1 8b(the same heading repeated

on fol. 321a, last line),

j^iiil i.j'-^) on fol. 325b.

sjU-ill i_>U^ on fol. 331a.

•5ipi v*^ on fol. 352b,

jSlI ^\^, on fol. 355a, last line.

ijjjlii (_>b5^ on fol. 356b.

(_*-«jlJ\ vl:a, on fol. 361b.

ixiUl \^\d^, on fol. 378b.

11 i_.L:5', on fol. 383b.

^ill s..b5^, on fol. 405a.

_l^j inil «_>b^on fol. 410*.

^_j^Jill v^» on fol. 419a.

4T

-JjJIj JH!-aJl V^-^) on fol. 392*.
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Among the numerowB authorities quoted, we notice

the ijlju*, the iZa^l^ Uj^t ip^ t^j^. t$/s-«-o Uj^i

the f"-' -•^ uyLnSlj
,4;^ cyUSlj , the ^Lijl , the i^i,

the il^l^ eyLxjlj , etc.

Dated by Muhammad Fa ik of Sirhind at Akbarabad

the nth of Shawwal, A. H. io6i (a.d. 1651, Sept. 27).

No. 2987, ff. 421, U. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, gj in. by 5I in.

2565

Miftah-aljinan (i^LlU ^^-i^)-

A work on Muhammadan theology and moral philo-

sophy, esisecially on the ceremonies and outerobservanres

of Islam, as prayers and invocations, compiled by

Muhammad Mujir Wajih Adib, i. e. Muhammad Mujir

bin Wajih-aklin, a ditciple of Shaikh Nasir-alhakk wa-

alshar' wa-aldiu (see fol. 2^, 11. 6 and 8-10), i.e. the

great Nasir-aldin Mahmud Ciragh of Dihli, who died

A. H. 757 (a.d. 1356, see the Tuhfat-alnasa'ih, Nos.

2559 and 2560 above), about a.h. 770 (a.d. 1368,

1369), comp. llieu i. pp. 40 and 41 ; and H. Khalfa vi.

p. II, No. 12558. It contains twenty-five babs, the

contents of which are enumerated in Rieu, loc. cit., and

is based on a number of Arabic and Persian works,

the most important and most frequently quoted of

which are : ^^ ^^a.i (by Diya-aldin, the author's

uncle) ;^^-^ jL.^ ; iSXt,]) ^^--ii ; JP^ *-*J^ (^^y

Abu-alkasim Mahmud bin Abu-alhasau Fariyabi, who

died A.H. 607= A.D. 1 2 10, 1211, see Loth, Arabic

Cat., p. 170b; H. Khalfa iii. p. 128); vi-JJl ^.1 s--^"

(i.e. the Taubih-alghafiliii by Abu-allaith of Samarkand,

who died A.H. 383 or 375=A.D. 993 or 985, 986, see

Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 34'') ; -sM' >4r' (^^^ ''^''^'''

Nos. 1 804 and 1 805) ; cj^l iJu—j ; ^_s^«-^
*-?'-" '>

aldin Nakhshabi, who died a. h. 751 =a. d. 1350, 1351,

see above, Nos. 1838 and 1839); j.^ 'W»' C-e.

^1)1 ^jl£- *Lja.l, by Muhammad Ghazali of Tus, who

died A. H. 505=A. D. iiii, see the Kimiya-i-Sa'adat

above iu No. 1781); i\pLi\ jJy (sayings of the great

Shaikh Nizfim-aldin Auliya, who died a.h. 725 = a.d.

1325, see above. No. 653, collected by Amir Ha,sau of

Dihli, the poet, comp. above, col. 334, and Rieu iii.

p. 972); jLjlII j-:S^(an Arabic commentary by 'All bin

Ahmad Ghuri on the religious manual, styled jl^jl, of

Shihab-aldiu 'Umar Suhrawardl, who died a.h. 632=
A.D. 1234, see Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 93"); i\jj\ (the

original manual itself) ; J^^\ ijl"; ,^..
.«.L. H lJjx-»;

^-^JL-Al LjJLk.. ; liW-' (by Radi-aldin Sarakhsi, who

died A.H. 544=A.D. 1149, 1150. see Loth, Arabic

Cat., p.
52b; H. Khalfa v. p. 431 sq.); o;Ls^ (probably

the tjy^\ )yi\ Li,L^ by Imam Radi-aldin Hasan

bin Muhammad al-Sau:hani, who died A. h. 650= a. d.

1252, 1253, see G. Fliigel iii. p. 86 sq. ; H. Khalfa v.

p. 549, etc.); ^J^\J•^j^ (discourses of Nasir-aldin

Mahmud Ciiagh of Dihli, collected by a disciple of his,

Hamid, a.h. 756=a.d. 1355, see Rieu iii. p. io86»);

jjV

JL^ lSj^ ; LS^'r" '-ij'-^ (judicial decisions by Shaikh

Siraj-aldin, see J. Aumer, Arabic Cat., p. m, No. 327,

and 1. 2 in tlie preceding column) ; etc.

Beginning : . Xa\ jJU»^ A*-P. ijL^J j

~Ji ^\i^ Jiy. \jj^. ^^/>. ^\
' Not dated.

No. 927, ff. 235, U. 1 7 ; Nasta'Uk, by two different hands, the

second of which begins on fol. 194" ; size, 8J in. by 4J in.

2566

A defective copy of the same.

There is a lacuna of sixteen leaves (according to the

Arabic paging) after fol. 104, comprising the end of

the fourteenth and last fasl of Bab III, the whole of

Bab IV, the whole first and part of the second fasl

of Bab V; and another lacuna of two leaves after

fol. 190, comprising the initial part of Bab XIII. The

right order of ff. 39-48 is: 39, 46, 47. 42-45- 4°, 41. 48.

Beginning as in the preceding copy ; name of the

author, etc., on fol. 2*, 1. 1 1, and 1. 4 ab infra ; the title

on fol. 21", 1. 9. The copy concludes on fol. 359^ and

is dated in the month Rabi'-alakhar, A. h. ion (a. d.

1602, Sept.-October) ; the original owner was Shaikh

almashayikh Muhsin-i-Zamana Miyan Shaikh Musa.

The remaining leaves are filled with additional tracts

on prayers, traditions of Sfific Shaikhs, etc. ; ff. 2,^\^

and 362a left blank.

No. 854, ff. 368, U. 17-24; written by different handR. mortly

in various kinds of Naskhl, intermixed with Nasta'Uk ; size,

11 J in. by 6f in.

2567

Kanz-al'ashikln (^^^.-iiLnJl yx).

Awork, partly of ethico-mystical, partly of theological

contents, by Muhyi-aldin Tusi (see fol. 1 1", 11. 10 and 11),

i. e. Muhyi-aldin Ghazali Tiisi, who died, according to

Rieu iii. p. io78\ a.h.' 830 (a.d. 1426, 1427), in

Halab on his way to Makkah. He was the spiritual

guide of Shaikh Adhuri, who died A. h. 866 (a. d.

1461, 1462^ see No. 709 above, and Rieu i. p.
43a,

and wrote this treatise for the sake of his bretliren and

friends (therefore the title ' treasure of loving friends '),

on the basis of extracts from the famous compositions

of his ancestor (X». , as he calls him), the great Shaikh

Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Ghazali (not hin al-

Ghazali, as is written here, on fol. 1 1-', 1. 4 ab infra, by

mistake), who died a. h. 505 (a. d. 11 i i), especially from

his ^o-^iJ' cJ-^ 'W»' and his e^jlj^ tiL;.*^, see

above, No. 1781. It is divided into the following ten

majlis (see the index on fol. 1 1^ ; in the text a number

of chapter-headings are left blank)

:

begin on fol. 28^.

4. j^ cyli J ^y^ cy]^ jJ , on fol. 49''.

Mj>J2.

3. J>-;

,
on fol.

seems to

5. ^jUL—>! cJ^-J— jy* J-*'
seems to begin on

fol.
58b.
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6.

line.

7.

e'j;' ^y 3 ».jl«.t» jijSL» ji, on fol. 64", first

JjL^
i o]/ i

9. jjL-*l J ^xc- ji, on fol. 83*.

c.ljiiit ji, on fol. 68^.

^j, on fol. 79".

10. MXiO J'.iAJ J ^J^' u^. ,j , on fol. SSb.

Beginning, on fol. lo*': iS \j
^^jaLliU^ LJ

j1x> 1,

^'
^.J

A^ (read l;jl) j'j

Dated the 2nd of Shawwal, a. h. 1063 (a. d. 1653,
Aug. 26), by Burhan-aldin, son of Shaikh S&dik, an
inhabitant of Sultanpur.

No. 2754, S. io''-io3*, 11. 14-19; written by different hands
in various kinds of clear and uucoinh Nasta'lik, mixed here and
there with Noukhl, and occasionally with tihikauta ; size, 9j in.

by 5| in.

2568
Ii'shad-almuslimin (^j-j.,JLJlI jLi.l).

The leading dogmas of the Sunnite creed, a sort of

commentary on, or explanation of, the jJLic or funda-

mental articles of Imam Najm-aldin Abu Hafs 'UmHr
bin Muhammad Nasafi (who died A. h. 537 = a. d.

1 142, 1 143, comp. Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 102 ; J. Aumer,
Arabic Cat., p. 38 ; text-edition by Cureton, as appendix

to the ' Pillar of the Creed of the Sunnites,' London,
1B43; translation in Mouradgea d'Ohsson's 'Tableau

de I'Empire Othoman,' vol. i), by Burhan al-Misk!n

(see fol. i'', 11. 8 and 9, fol. 4I', lin. penult., etc.), com-
piled A. H. 914 (a. d. 1508, 1509), at Harilt (see fol. 4'',

11. 3 and 4 \ and styled ^j. .l..,\.l jLi.1 , see fol. 4'', last line.

The |,il5Jl jJUc by Burhan, described in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 269, seem to be practically the same
work, only that there seven Islamitic sects are dis-

cussed in a short and concise way, as a preliminary

to the eighth, the iLUl Jj»l , with which the present

copy exclusively deals. The commentator enumerates
in the preface a number of other works, composed by

him before this work, viz. ^j.^bs\^\ y--ol, a work on

the traditions of the prophet, in two daftars ; «Ljjill iu<j.

.

'\^yi\Jy:> ^j, traditions of the saints; ^^jjuiUJI ,j»-oi,

on questions of Muhammadan worship ; ^.«1«,;U jrU—

J {jxi^^ iS^, j^ ji , a grammatical treatise

;

ijLSjill i\j.\ and JUxiH jy^, on prayers and invoca-

tions ; -jU^I (S-o^i.?) ^joiU>., on the same topics, and
others.

Beginning: ^^ LJ ^^ ^ i*^.^ csljjJ ^^ UilT 14,

jiV

u>

d
This book closes on fol. 138'' and is copied by

Muhammad Shaikh 'Abd-allatif 'abbasl for Sayjnd

Sliah Muhammad Saif-allah Kadirl, A. h. 1083 (finished

the 30th of Eabi'-alawwal) = A. D. 1672, July 26. A
short captatio benevolent iae by the transcriber is

added. On fi'. I42b-i7i" another tiact is written by

on

the same hard and for the same Saif-all&h, without
title and author's name (perhaps also by Burhan al-

Miskin). It deals with the J^Aa, the philosophy of

religion, as the highest of all sciences, and is dividetl

into three kisms, viz.

:

1. i_**.lj J-Jo b ^^i JjI—> jjju^lj 1-^1 ^JLJ ,3

p^_i -jic jl e*-.lyJusU ^io JLc
J e*-.l, on fol. 143".

2. jjl (^l^JLJj . ^iL.1 J.a1 i\i::A\ ^J\^ .j, on
fol. 145".

^

3. J-Jj ^y> ^"kJ JaI :I^ jUicl Ju^ .i,

fol. ifidb.
^

Beginning : jl j^_».j t^ \^
(^jjjj^l ^^^ _

Jl uXi\ jl 'Uj j q. ......hi.

No. 1060, ff. 171, 11. 15; distinct Nasta'lik; size, SJin.
by 4i in.

2569

Safinat-alnajat (cyLsH' Jj : - a ,„),

The vessel of salvation, a treatise on the legitimate
Muhammadan prayers, by Shaikh 'All bin Maimun
almaghribi, who died A. h. 917 (a. d. 1511, 1512),
comp. H. Khalfa iii. p. 600, No. 7184. It is divided
into twelve babs and a khatimah (see fol. 4"), viz.

:

Jl (j:*-,! jL»j LaL»Ii^ jfUv * »J »--cj1 .:, JJI i^Lj,

on fol. 4".

Jl ilLty), on fol. 12*'.

fol. 27a.

L,.... J ^L-a L»xj1 ,i f\^ s-'b. on fol. 34*.

Jjj^ jjb jjj^ si j.«j;j1jj ^c-^, L,jb , on fol. 43''.

jjj ijusojljj liLeLu t*xjl .0
f
— '' "r^b, on fol. 45**.

j^ &JL»b L.eil
J vbT ,.> ^iij» v^i on fol. 56''.

y^A J—ajyjj jJlib i--_col . vbT jj ^::-;~a vU;
fol. 63". ^

,^>^jL« kia.J^ t->.C.>l

on

Jiy J it>UI jJ j.^

^jl jl Jjo (the chapter-number is omitted here), on

fol. 65a.

Xo Jjly • l-^t^ i.^aJ^ ^-^^1 ) vbl ,.) ..aj i_>b

Jfjl, on fol. 69a.

vlj.a. jl, on fol. 71".

^«-«-i< jU-5 J t_«^jL*j >-~£.»l ^ i_>bl ,.> j^jjl.i i_)b

yj J,
on fol. 75a.

_^

jl vj^^l v::. : , 1 jJjcl* rS (_5JU^I j ^-^^sl iJ »-^Ufc

(correctly j^^) ^yj oJj U jLix»l ojj, on fol. 83".

These twelve chapters with the conclusion form only

the_^r«< makdlah of the work; the second is w»nting,

and instead of that there follows, on fol. 87'', another

short treatise : |,idl
^ t ..1 c ^j.<i«» !-»;U^ iV*'— ' a^y

^ 4 T 2
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V-

jy^ ^y i u^' vr^ u^ i o^y

These fourteen persons are Muhammad, 'Ali, and

the twelve Imams. The first treatise (Safinat-aluajat)

is defective at the beginning ; the first words run thus :

Jl %JS^ (Ji ^ L^^-j (.J^-J
0~«.). L^*~>. U«^-a^.

Fol. 2 is not coherent with the preceding or following

leaf and belongs apparently to another work (it con-

tains the forty-sixth and the beginning of the forty-

seventh chapter of some anonymous treatise).

Not dated.

No. 2002, ff. 90, 11. 12-19; Shikasta, sometimes almost

Illegible ; the Arabic quotations written in Naskhl ; size, 8j in.

by 6J in.

2570
Majmii'a-i-ad'iyah (s-^jI &£»-»^).

A collection of prayers especially for the three

months Eajab, Sha'ban, and Ramadan, by Dust Mu-
hammad alhusaini, dedicated to Sultan Abu-almuzaifar-

ehah Tahmasp ibn Shah Isma'il (a. H. 930-984 = A. D.

1524-1576), and divided into a mukaddimah and

three babs :

sjjjT, on fol. 6^.

j,U ^.aj^ »Uj jIju »V^uWj. j^ Jj* m^., on fol. 4^

_>b, on fol. 45a.

on

ij\^ ci'-fI . y *. !L»J (^1x5 iJ^ I ji ^j:>

fol. 62b.

Beginning: \yjj.fju> u\^ Xc ^_ ij^ j jLs^.j>^

Jl (jiicUa
J

(jIJjU: L?;Jy-J ^-r'-^J^ u"^^^ "•

Dated a.h. 1085 (a. d. 1674, 1675). Fol. as" is

left blank, but the text is not interrupted. Several

pages are damaged by worms. Ff. 119 and 121 are

for the greatest part torn away. Fol. 6 must be

inserted between ff. i and 2, fol. 30 between ff. 117

and 118.

No. 1225, ff. 121, 11. 14; Naskhl; size, 6|in. by 3f in.

2571

Barahin-i-kati' ()tie^ ,j-^]/-')-

A Persian transTation and explanation of Shaikh

Shihab almillah wa-aldin Ahmad bin Hajar al-Haithami

al-Makki's Arabic work aj^' j^l^l (see Loth,

Arabic Cat., pp. 44 and 45, and H. Khalfa iv. p. no.

No. 7797, where the wrong title ijjls:*' JjJ^^l is

given, wliich is, however, corrected in Add. et Corr. vii.

p. 780), which contains a defence of the rightful claim

of succession of the first three khalifs, Abubakr, 'Umar,

and 'Uthmau, against the heretics and Shi'ites, originally

delivered as a course of lectures in Makkah, a.h. 950,

in the month of Ramadan (a.d. 1543, December), see

fol. 2". The author of the Arabic original, who was

mufti of Shiraz, died a.h. 973 (a.d. 1565, 1566).

This Persian paraphrase was made by Kamal-aldin bin

Fakhr-aldin Jahrami, a.h. 994 (a.d. 1586), at the

request of Sultan Khalil-allah Abu-almuzaffar Ibrahim

'Adilshah (a.h. 988-1036 or 1037 = a.d. i 580-1 627,

comp. above, Nos. 454 and 455), see fol. 3", 1. 13, and

entitled: tJaZj^ ij-^^x^ '^^iy^ j^ ^l5 ij-^\^,, see

fol. 3b, 11. 7 and 8.

It is divided into three mukaddimas, ten babs, and

a khatimah (the arrangement of the babs in the Arabic

original, which number in the India OHice copy.

No. 2264, see Loth, loc. cit., 1 1 instead of 10, is slightly

different), viz.

:

^^^^^^

,U Lj ,j |..j t^jJL., on fol. 14a.
r'J^) UHjJj-^ CJ

,L»\ tijLol ,i

J^JJ-OA J' rr
^.'

t.jJL., on fol. 14^

jb, on

fol. 105a.
-?j/^ J-S^l ji f.)J i_jU> on

J' rJ

irn-

^.s-i i_)U, on fol. 173".

U, on fol. 195*.

j5U». .J —Jut v_>Ij, on fol. 208*.

iJlc jL> jjUic jlj ^^ jb, on fol. ii6a.

-»£ oj!l» ji "TuITZAj, on fol. i68a,

on fol. 214I',

^j...^ AJ oj!Aj> j:> ^ vL>., on fol . 244''.

(j?j_;3 o-^. J-il^Uj JJLij^o ^i vU. on

fol^53».

Jl 0JI-, Jjkl jbi:::^:! ^j^J. ^-^ i-*^^, on fol. 356b.

Beginning : ill jL. jJiLs* Ulp JJLi uJJl *ll J^
^L- ^^ jj- J

5-Ji:

No date.

No. 1032, ff. 380, U. 1 5 ; clear Nastallk ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2572
Majmu'-i-khani (jciL*

f-J-*^)-

Muhammadan ecclesiastical law in all its branches,

compi-ising purification or ablutions, prayers, alms,

fasting, and pilgrimage, compiled by Kamal Karim

Nagauri (so in full in No. 2574 below) and dedicated

to a certain Bahramkhan, whose lifetime is not to be

ascertained. This work is styled in full in the im-

mediately following copy : ^^- j (^^ S?"*^ '^

^Lxll ; in the Tatimmah (No. 2574 below), and Bod-

leian Cat., Nos. 1782 and 2376: p^-*^ (uybL^)

J,IA\ (or i^) ^j^ J j^jiLi. (or Uy^). From the

Bodleian copies, just quoted, the present MS. differs

in many respects, for instance, the beginning runs here

thus : jbbJji eUAl u \j
j_j4U.jb ^ y-Lj-

j
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The first kitdh {uiA^i^\ v_jLiS ) begins, on fol. 3"

;

the second (ijLli] <t'1.::S), on fol. si^"; the third (v^-^
i^JI), on fol. leGl^; the fourth {f,jJ!Li\ v^i O"

fol. 187''. This fourth kitab ends, or ought to end,

according to the first Bodleian copy, on fol. 2 2 21"

(corresponding to fol. 130" there), but there is no

heading of the fifth kitab (IJJ v'-^) found, and the

whole part from fol. 222** to fol. 244" is wanting in that

Bodleian copy, whether merely misplaced or not is

impossible to say, as all the catchwords in both MSS.
are apparently correct ; there is only one page and a half

corresponding in that copy to the twenty-two leaves here.

Fol. 244'', first line, agrees again with fol. ISC'*, 1. 13 in

the same Bodleian copy. There are besides various

discrepancies between both MSS. towards the end.

No proper date ; only the i6th of Ramadan is given.

Tlie transcriber was Sayyid Fattah Sadr. The date of

the first Bodleian copy is a. h. iooo (a. d. 1592).

No. 225, ff. 277, 11. 15; written in very bad and incorrect
Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

2573
Another copy of the same.

No preface here ; the work begins at once with the

first kitdh (e^j-l^ irill ^\:u), on fol. 4'^; second, on fol. 611";

third {iSii\ jjLo ,i ^^^sS), on fol. 163b; fourth, on

fol. I Sol". The fifth is not marked here at all, just as

in the preceding copy. The first three leaves (ff. i''-3*)

contain a Persian commentary on the first Sdrah of the

Kuran.
No date. The transcriber was Makhdumkhan

Muhammad ibn Sayyid Makhdum 'Abd-alkadir.

No. 1445, ff. 239, 11. 11 on ff. 4-70, 11. 15 on ff. 71-239;
written by two hands in quaint Naskhl ; siae, 9J in. by 6| in.

2574

Tatimma-i-Majmu-i-khani (^y^ cj.y* t,-j).

A sequel to the preceding work on Muhammadan
law according to the different orthodox schools, by the

same Kamal Karim Nagauri and dedicated to the same
Bahramkhan (see fol. 4", 1. 14, and fol. s", 1. 12). The

full title of the principal work, viz. ^Ls:^. . v^ cybL-c

i_iL«l\ ^j^ ^ (see No. 2572 above), appears here

on fol. 4*, last line, and the full title of this sequel, on

fol. 5'', last line but one, viz. ij i^^ gn^ '^--

j-iLxll. It consists, like the preceding work, of five

kitabs subdivided into babs, fasls, mas'alas, etc. First

kitdh (,15^1 vLif), on fol. 6»; sec«md (cLopl u>\-J'),

on fol. 65a; </«Vd
(
j!A1iJ1 vUJ). on fol. 71a; fourth

(jLijJl vL^, on fol- 175*; fifth (ljojI/JI <^(^), on
fol. 202*.

The copy, much damaged and effaced throughout, is

moreover incomplete at the end ; it breaks off in the

last bab but one of tl>e fifth kitab. A portion of

fol. 210" and the whole of fol. 21 o^ are left blank. An
judex on ff. ib-2b.

Beginning, on fol. 2'' : sj K .^J. v.« X^a-\ .•

Jl jjLup ^j->^ (•Wj.
\f

«»-*'-» j' J^-*-* lo-jljj.

No. 1868, ff. 220, 11. i6-t8 ; written in an irregolar and very

inelegant Nastallk ; size, 8|in. by 4J in.

2575

Tarjuma-i-Kanz-aldaka'ik ((jpUUl yS i-^js^S).

Persian translation of the Arabic work on Muham-
madan religious and civil law according to the Hanafite

school, by Abu-albarakat 'Abdallah bin Ahmad bin

Mahmud, known as Hafiz-aldin alnasafi, who died a.h.

710 or 711 = A. D. 131 o, 1311 (see on the Arabic

original, the'jpUUI yS, Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 63'' sq.;

J. Aumer, Arabic Cat., p. 98 ; W. Pertsch, Gotha
Arabic Cat., No. 1013 sq. ; G. Flugel iii. pp. 206 and

207, and Abhandlungen d. Sachs. Ges. viii. p.323;
printed at Dihli a.h. 1287, comp. also H. Khalfa v.

p. 249, No. 10,900), an abstract of the same author's

larger work ^j\ji\ (comp. Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 62* sq.;

and H. Khalfa vi. p. 418, No. 14,159). The Persian

translator is called here Nasr-allah bin Muhammad (bin)

Jammad alirdi {^Si^i .>l«a.), known as al-Kirmani; in

the following copy Nasr-allah bin Jamal Izdi {{jij\ JU».);

in the next but one Nasr-aldin Muhammad bin Hammad
aldharwi ((jj;J>Jl .iUiU-); in the next but two Nasr-

allah bin Muhammad bin Hammar alirzl {ijjj'^ } » :»•),

whilst on fol. i* of that copy Jam&l is substituted for

Hammar ; in the last copy Nasr-allah bin Muhammad
bin Jamal {JJijS^\ ; whilst in the Berlin copy,W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 250, the translator's name appears as

Nasir-aldin ibn Muhammad ibn Jammad lirj.j^l; see

also E. 6. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 51 and 52 ; and
Rehatsek, p. 207, No. 67.

An index on ff. il'-4b

Beginning, on .fol. 5b
: »Ll.* ^jl ^jjjl 41J j.U

It is divided into many kitdbs, bdbs, and fasl^ ; the

headings of the fifty-nine kitabs, wliich are marked in

this copy, are as follows

:

1. <^}^\ t^uCon fol. 6» ; 2. i^\ eyUjl ^Jl::^

on fol. 17a; 3. 5^1 sjUJ^onfol. 41a; 4. jy.U\ v^-X
on fol. 48" ; 5. "lil s.,!^, on fob 52a; 6. ^l5CiJl v'b^
on fol. 64b; 7. cUpl i^biTon fol. 761); 8. ^\^
S^\, on fol. 77I'; 9. jUjJI vU^Ton fol. 104";

10. ^y\ vLJTon foL iio*; 11. j^jil v^iCon
fol. 120"; 12. Aj^JI ijLlT, on fol. 126I'; 13. ^J^
jL4iljj.-^l, on fol. 130b; 14. iWiiJI i_j^ on fd. 140b,-

15. j^iil i_.l^ on fol. 141*; 16. j^iAil v^i^, on

fol. 141b; 17. iipJl vLiCon fol. 142*; 18. i^L^
t—isyi, on fol. 144b; 19. cj-^Jl v'-^^on fol. 146*;

20. .-J^l v^, on fol. loib; 21. iJLiXjV v^ on.

fol. 163b; 22. iJljilv^onfoLi67»; 23.LiiJlvlX
on fol. 167b; 24. ^^UJl J\ (^UJl tjl^C on fol.

i69»; 25. jjL^-Ul v>>-i^ on fol. 172b 26. c^l ujliT
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ijl^^Jl ^^, on fol. 176I'; 27. ilLJ^I mUlCoii fol. 178'^;

28. isy-li^ vUJTon fol. 182'^; 29. j\/>'!i\ v^. on

fol. i89t>; 30. JJUl M^^^on ^1. 193''; 31. m^
ijjLail, on fol. 196"; 32. i«J.jyi vVjlJ^ on fol. 199'^;

33. AJjUJl i_,b^, on fol. 201" ; 34. i^l i_.bJ7 on

fol. 202''; 35. ijU51\ ijUrron fol. 204a; 36. vjb/'

t^-UCil, on fol. 2iia; 37. dyjil 'ilj sjW, on fol.

2i6b; 38. i\y.^\ v^Con fol. 2i7i>; 39.^^11 ^^bS^

on fol. 2i8»; 40. ^^jitil v^Con fol. 219^; 41. ij^
i_- fi" . on fol. 2211; 42. IjJl1]\ i^\sS^on fol. 223'';

43. ^...i\\ cjliT, on fol. 227a; 44. ix,l^l vL^ on

fol. 229a; 45. eyUmi i_,b.Con fol. 230"; 46. v*^
JLjJl, on fol. 23ot>; 47. i^^iH v^ on fol. 232";

48. lljt]jS3\ vL:^Con fol. 232b; 49. 'L^iH i^bS'

v:yy.illj, on fol. 235''; 50. i^^l mI^ on fol. 2351";

51. i^ill vbi, on fol. 236''; 52. .v ; o II i_)b.^, on

fol. 237a; 53. ^jj^\ v^. on fol. 238a; 54. ^^
ciibbi', on fol. 242"; 55. <^\j1}\ i_jLiC on fol. 247^!

56. jilnil i^US, on fol. 257a; 57. ejUL^jJl i^liT

(bLyJl), on fol. 25713 ; 58. ^di ^VjS', on fol. 266^
;

59. ^_^lyAll v^-^j on fol. 269b.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825. Many
marginal and interlinear glosses.

No. 2034, ff. 281, 11. 13-15; written by m.-vny different

hands, partly in Nasta'llk : partly in Naskht ; the most modem
hand haa added the index and the latit leaf; Bize, 9J in. by 6 in.

2576
Another copy of the same.

Index on ff. 1-7 iu this order: 7, 1-6. Beginning

of the work itself as in the preceding copy. The
translator's name (see the preceding copy) appears on

fol. 9% 1. 2.

There are only fifty-eight kitahs in this copy (No. 26

of the preceding one not heing marked here at all), viz.

:

l.= i in the preceding copy, on fol. 9", last line

(heading omitted); 2.= 2, ib., on fol. 23a, here headed

SjUllI e*.<j[j-. Mbi ; 3.= 3, ib., on ioL 53b; 4.= 4, ib.,

on fol. 62" (styled i_>b in the index); 5. = 5, ib., on

fol. 67"; 6.= 6, ib., on fol. 83a ; 7.= 7, ib., on fol. 97a
;

8.= 8, ib., ou fol. 98a; 9.=9, ib., on fol. 129b, here

headed ^jbLcill i_)b in the text (but i_>bi in the index);

10.= 10, ib., on fol. 136b, here lieaded ^^^-j^^-Jl i^U in

the text (but ^jUjSI i_>Ui in the index); 11. = ii, ib.,

on fol. 148b; 12. = 12, ib., on fob 156"; 13.= 13, ib.,

on fol. i6ob, keaded _-.Ul i-)bi ; 14. = 14, ib , on

fol. 171b (in the index there is before this chapter an

additional li.-JiJJl cjLJwhich, as in all the other copies,

is styled i_)L) in the text) ; 15^^ 15, ib., on fol. 172b

(headed in the index jloil! ^\zj); 16. =16, ib., on

fol. 173a; 17. =17, ib., on fol. 173b; 18. = 18, ib., on
fol. 175b; 19.= 19, ib., on fol. 177b (in the index there

follows here a U^Jl jb-i. i_jLJ which, as in all the

other copies, is styled k^b in the text); 20. =20, ib.,

but follows here after 21, on fol. 200"; 21.= 21, ib., on

fol. 197a (styled i_>b in the index ; in the text, more-

over, it is repeated on fol. 202a and styled there i_)b

too) ; 22. = 22, ill., on fol. 207a
; 23. = 23, ib., on fol.

207b, headed here sbuJl ^\jS (in the index i_)^-'

bboill); 24.= 24, ib., on fol. 209a, last line (on fol.

2 1
©b there follows here a |»^-*^' i-jbOwhich, how-

ever, is styled in the index, as indeed in the text of all

the other copies, more correctly i_>b.); 25.= 25, ib., on

foL 214a; 26.= 27, ib., on fob 220b last line; 27.=

28, ib., on fob 227a: 28.= 29, ib., on fol. 236b; 29.=

30, ib., on fol. 241a; 30.= 3i, ib., on fob 244a; 31.=

32, ib., on fol. 248a; 32.= 33,ib., ou fol. 250b; 33.=

34, ib., on fob 251b; 34.= 35, ib., on fol. 254a
; 35.=

36, ib., on fob 262b, last line; 36.= 37, ib.,on fol. 268b

(styled ''^ji\ vb in the text, but in the index correctly

ijb^; 37.= 38, ib., on fol. 269b; 38.=39, ib., on

fob 270b; 39.= 40, ib., on fob 272", first line; 40.=

41, ib., on fol. 273a; 41.= 42, ib., on fol. 276b; 42.=

43, ib., on fol. 281" (styled in the index i_>b) ; 43.=44,
ib., on fob 284a; 44.= 45, ib., on fol. 285a; 45.= 46,

ib., on fol. 285b; 46.= 47, ib., on fol. 287a; 47.=48,

ib., on fol. 288" ; 48.= 49, ib., on fol. 291", here headed

uyl^l 'b.a.1 vb.r(in the index ^\j^)i\ 'U»l); 49.=

50, ib., on fob 292a; 50.=5i, ib., on fob 293a; 51.=

52, ib., on fob 294a; 52.= 53, ib., on fob 295a; 53.=

54, ib., on fol. 301a; 54.= 55, ib., on fol. 308b (styled

^jb in the index); 55.= 56, ib., on fol. 321a (stjled

i_ib in the text, but in the index correctly sjbi ) ; 56.

= 57, ib., on fol. 321b (styled bb»jJl ijb in the te.xt,

but i_>b5"in the index); 57.=58, ib., ou fol. 332b;

58.= 59, ib., on fob 338*

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2270, ff. 365, 11. 14; Nasta'lik ; ff. i-io and 353-355
supplied by a later hand, in much larger characters, 11. 13 ; size,

8i in. by 4^ in.

2577
The same.

Beginning as usual. The proper title appears on

fol. lb, 1. 7 ; on fol. I a it is styled
^J^;.^

sJijj Ji-».»^,

and in the colophon i^-^b }^- The same fifty-nine

kitahs are found here, as in the first copy, thiee, how-

ever, of thera, viz. Nos. i, 36, and 42, are still styled

i_)b, whilst in many cases an original c_>b has been

corrected into cjb5; besides these fifty-nine kitahs

three more appear with the same designation, whilst

in all the other copies they are more suitably styled

1. on fol. lb; 2. on fob 7a, headed sjLl!l vbo ;

3. on fob 18b; 4. on fol. 22a; 5. on fol. 23b; 6. on

fob 30b; 7. on fol. 36a; 8. on fol. 36b; 9. ou fob 48b,

fiist line, headed (jb.c!)l\ <^lif; 10. on fol. 51a, second

line; 11. on fob 55b; 12. on fol. 58b, liu. penult.;

13. on fob 6ia, headed ^.^JUl v^! 14. on fob 65b,

headed ]a^\ ^^5 15- on fob 66*; 16. on fob 66b;

17. likewise on fob 66b; ig. on fol. 67b; 19. on

fob 68b; 20. ou fol. 76b; 21. on fob 77b; 22. ou fol.
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79b, last line, and fol. So", first line ; 23. on fol. 8o»
;

24. on fol. 80'^ 25. on fol. 8 2 '> (after this the first

additional kitab, on fol. 83*, headed J-^ij ,j^ v^bj

ijL^-i J-.ij y fj^} »Jj\.4-A); 26. on fol. 85"; 27. on

fol. 86», first line; 28. on fol. 881- ; 29. on fol. 93";
30. on fol. 95«; 31. on fol. 96l>, last line; 32. on
fol. 99", fii-st line; 33. on fol. 99''; 34. on fol. ioqI"

;

35. on fol. 102", first line; 36. on fol. 106"; 37. on

fol. Io8^ last line, headed '^^^Jl <jld^ 38. on fol. 109*

;

39. on fol. 109'', last line; 40. on fol. no''; 41. on
fol. iiih; 42. on fol. 112b; 43. on fol. II4^ headed

A .... bH i-Asf; 44. on fol. 116*; 45. on fol. 116'';

46. likewise on fol. 116'*; 4". on fol. n?**; 48. on

fol. ii8a; 49. on fol. 119'', headed cyljll «L.a.l v^iT;

50. likewise on fol. 119''; 51. on fol. 120", last line;

52. on fol. 120''; 53. on fol. 121" (after this the

second additional kitab on fol. 121'', headed L. v>Li
jyxi ^ U J jj ^jl^j)i\y »jl-4i,l j)^-) ; 54. on fol. 124*,

headed AjQll ijbi; 55. on fol. 127''; 56. on fol. I33^

first line; 57. likewise on fol. 133'', headed t^LJ

IjLbjJI (after this the third additional kitab, on fol. 1 34",

headed JUl cJb. il^ji\ i^hS) ; 58. on fol. 138^;

59. seems to begin on fol. 141* (the heading is left

blank).

This copy ends on fol. 147^, and is dated the 7th of

Eabi'-alawwal, A. H. 11 45 (a. D. 1732, Aug. 28), by
Fadilbeg UstaJ-i-'Abd-alfattah. The text is illustrated

by innumerable marginal glosses and additional short

tracts on p<jints of the Hanafite law. Ff. 148-153 as

well as the fly-leaves in the beginning are filled with

similar treatises, written by various hands, for instance.

' Jj>
iJl

k^' V
i-s^ill, i-j\il ^y, etc.

No. 2680, ff. 153, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk; size, I2jin. by 8| in,

bT

2578
The same.

Beginning as usual. An index on the fly-leaves at

the end. Only fifty-four kitabs are marked here, viz.

Nos. 1-14, 16-23, 25, 27-53, 55> 57-59 of the pre-

ceding copies ; the remaining ones are styled i^b

.

l.= i in the preceding copies, on fol. 2"; 2.= 2, ib.,

headed iyiUl oi^ji.. i->\sS ; 3.= 3, ib., on fol. 55*;

4.= 4, ib., on fol. 65b; 5.= 5, ib., on fol. 71'' ; 6.= 6,

ib., on fol. 91''; 7.= 7, ib., on fol. io8»; 8.=8, ib., on

fol. 109'' ; 9.= 9, ib., on fol. 147", headed jUjJI MLa ;

10.= 10, ib., on fol. 155'', headed (jLj^l ^jb5^ (omitted

in the index); 11.= 1 1, ib., on fol. 172" ; 12.= i2,ib.

on fol. 182a; 13.= 13, ib., on fol. i88», headed v^
^.^Ul (in the index jl^U i^\:S) ; 14.= 14, ib., on fol.

203", headed ikaJJl v^^^ 15.= 16, ib., on fol. 204''

(styled L_>b in the index); I6.= i7, ib., on fol. 205'';

17.= 18, ib., on fol. 209"; 18.= 19, ib., on fol. 211*;

19.= 20, ib., on fol. 237"; 20.= 21, ib., on fol. 240";
21.= 22, ib., on fol. 246"; 22.= 23, ib., on fol. 246'';

23.= 25, ib., on fol. 254"; 24.= 27, ib., on fol. 262*';

25.= 28, ib., on fol. 270*; 26.= 29, ib., on fol. 281^5

27.=30, ib., on fol. 287''; 28.= 31, ib., on fol. 291b;

29.= 32, ib., on fol. 298"; 30.= 33, ib., on fol. 300";
31.= 34, ib., on fol. 301''; 32.=35, ib., on fol. sos^;
33.= 36, ib., on fol. 319*; 34.=37, ib., on fol. 327",

headed '^jjl v*^; 35.=38, ib., on fol. 328"; 36.=

39, ib., on fol. 329''; 37.= 40, ib., on fol. 331'' (styled

vb in the index); 38.= 41, ib., on fol. 334*; 39.=
42, ib., on fol. 338*; 40.= 43, il)., on fol. 344", headed

* » ... 5 , 1 1 i_)bi (styled i^b in the index); 41.= 44, ib.,

ou fol. 3471); 42.=45, ^K on fol. 349*; 43.= 46, ib.,

on fol. 349*'; 44.=47, ib., ou fol. 351''; 45.= 48, ib.,

on fol. 353"; 46.= 49, ib., on fol. 357", headed i^bi

cyljil 'U»l; 47.= 50, ib., on fol. 357b; 48.= 51, ib.,

ou fol. 359»;* 49.=52, ib., on fol. 360*; 50.= 53, ib.,

onfol. 36i'>; 51.= 55, ib., on fol. 377b
; 52.= 57, ib.,

on fol. 393b, headed bbyJI v^b^; 53.= 58, ib., on

fol. 407"; 54.=59, ib., on fol. 414*.

No date. Numerous glosses and Persian paraphrases

of Arabic terms and sentences on the margin, inter-

linear notes too.

No. 703, ff. 436, 11. 13; Nasta'Uk; ff. 439-436 supplied later

;

size, 8j in. by 4I in.

2579
The same.

Beginning as usual. An index on the fly-leaves.

Translator's name on fol. !*>, ]. 9. All divisions in the

text are equally styled i_>b (with some fasls of course

as subdivisions), 202 in number, except ih^first, styled

iiL^IiJl vbi, and the nineteenth (e«.. .11 i^^sS) on

fol. 123''. The latter is marked on the margin. In

the index, on the other hand, five divisions are called

L^bS, viz. the first, the third, the fimrth, the fifth, and
the nineteenth.

No date. A former owner of this copy was Hafiz

'Inayat-allah ibn Hafiz Ali ibn Hafiz Baha-aldin, a

Kuraishite. The index is added by a more modem
hand.

No. 892, ff. 256, 11. 16 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, lo^ in. by 5I in.

2580
Sajanjal-almuslimin (^^^-^-JLJil J »»: »...).

The mirror of the Muslims, another work on Hanafit^

law, both civil and ecclesiastic, by Muhammad Warith
bin Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad 'AH alsadiki

altughlukabadi (see the author's name on fol. i*', 1. 13,

and the title ou fol. 2", 1. 9), beginning : ^sJA\ ill j.,U

1 fj\ iill jjJj*. Jjbiij «ylj.«Jjlj {ji/i\ (jfl*.

It contains the following kitabs

:

Jbtll t^bX^on fol. 3'', in seven babs.

jLl^WII v^^. 01 fol. 59b, in nine babs.

iiJJLIDl sjb^, on fol. 94*, in thirty-three b&bs.

*U!1J1 i_>b.r7on fol. 195*, in four babs.

ijjfpl i_>b^ on fol. 208'', in nine babs.

*j-aJl i^\s^, on fol. 217^, in three babs.

^
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"J' ^\^, on fol. 2 25", in three babs.

q^u
J

p^^^ij ^U^ij jJJi JUci uW' M^
jij_^ji ^^ j.nMij jlIji jiy ^jWj. on fol. 24o^

in fifteen babs.

i.iUjiil <Jd^, on fol. 2 7 '/a, in five babs.

This last kitab is defective, in consequence of a

lacuna after fol. 320; the end of the third and the

beginning of the fourth bab are missing.

Dated the 2nd of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. i r i 2 = a. d.

1701, May 10 (the forty-fifth year of 'Alamgir's reign);

six different transcribers have co-operated in this copy,

viz. Muhammad 'Amil, 'Alim-allah, Nur-alhuda, Mu-
hammad .... (name destroyed by worms), "Abd-

alnabi and Shaikh Jamal Muhammad. The first owner

was Ghulam Mu'in-aldin, sou of Jamal Muhammad ibn

Shaikh Yar Muhammad, an inhabitant of Tughlukabad.

No. 1590, ff. 344, 11. 21 ; written in various styles of Nasta'llk;

much damaged by worms; size, 9J in. by 5|iu.

2581

Jami'-i-'abbasi (^-»,L.c ^^).
The first volume of the famous collection of Mu-

hiimmadan civil and ecclesiastical laws according to the

Shi'ite doctrine, by the great Shi'ah divine Baha-aldln

Muhammad al-'Amili (see above, Nos. 1517-1520 and

2251), compiled at the request of Shah 'Abbas alhnsaini

almusawi (who reigned a.h. 996-io38= a. d. 1588-

1628), revised and annotated by 'Izz-aldin Muhammad
ibn Mir Abu-alhasan ibn Muhammad Isma'il alhnsaini

almusawi, who found the original work not detailed

enough and enlarged it (a) by glosses to the text, (6) by

glosses to the glosses, (c) by additional interpretations

of remaining doubtful points. The text of the original

is marked "JTJZI, the glosses Z, the glosses to the glosses

~^, and the additional interpretation (v^JiU. ey^Uc) Ji

.

This first volume comprises the first five hdhs only,

and is all that Baha-aldln was able to finish. The

remaining fifteen babs of the work were, after Baha-

aldin's death (the 12th of Shawwal, A.h. 1030 = A. D.

1 62 1, Aug. 30), supplied by Nizam bin Husain of

Sawah, compare Bodleian Cat., No. 1784 ; Rieu i.

p. 25 sq. ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 250 and 251

(where it is styled ^L"Lc ^^) ; E. G. Browne,

Cambridge Cat., p. 63; J. Aumer, p. 130; Fleischer,

Cat. Dresd., No. 338; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iv.

p. 178; A. F. Mehren, p. 5, etc. Lithographed at

Lucknow, A.H. 1264, and at Tabriz, A.h. 1277.

Beginning : ^jj^ Xxj j . . . . ^^^LxJl ^j, <u) J.^

Jl jjlijr »_Jur^_;..Jj>l i_j;.il^b eyjXL.^U> S-a^.

Bab I (on purification and ablution) : nyjLjJs ^^Lj ji

Bab II (on prayer) : ^j:!^ ^ t.^'^i t^UjUo ji , on

fol. sib.

Bab III (on alms) : ^J^^> j ^^^-^-^ j tS^li '-^V iJ^-J^

tr^ J 1.5^'
.1., on fol. 141^-

Bab IV (on fasting) :

on fol. 153*^.

Bab V (on the pilgrimage) : ,ji,lJJ ^ ^J\---)
, J , on

fol. 1 681'.
C

Fol. 194 is not in its proper place, fol. 193 being

immediately followed by fol. 195. But it belongs to

the fifth bab undoubtedly, as it contains some additional

glosses to and interpretations of the pilgrimage question

(^ ^).
Dated by 'Ali Naki ibn Sayyid Muhammad Taki

bin Mir Kasini, the 1 4th of Shawwal, A. h. 1 1 49 (the

nineteenth, or more correctly, the eighteenth, year of

Muhammadshali's reign) = A. D. 1737, Febr. 15, at

Aurangabad.

No. 1980, ff. 199, U. 14 ;
good Nasta'llk ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2582

Miftah-alhidayat (ajIjl^JI —Lii.*).

A tract in form of questions and answers on points

of Muhammadan theology and law ; the answers are

given by Shaikh Jiw, or with his fuller name, Miyan

Shaikh 'Ali Jiw (see fol. 77'', 11. 6-7), i.e. Shaikh

Miyanmir or Miyanjiw, the famous Indian saint of the

Kadiri order, who died, eighty-eight years old, the 7th of

Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1045 (a. d. 1635, Aug. 21), see

Safinat-alauliya, No. 65 (col. 282 in this Cat.), and

Kieu i. p. 358.

Beginning : |,j^ 50 ^ju-<;_-up> j-^-^ ^^^ ey^.» j\

According to the colophon this little treatise is taken

from a work, styled ;_J|L»-» j jjUl», by Agah Miyan

Jj/s^ 0).

Dated the 12th of Rajab, a.h. 1149 (a. d. 1736,

Nov. 16).

No. 3519, ff. 46-80, 11. 11; careless and ineleg.int Nasta'llk;

some of the first leaves greatly damaged ; size, 7 J in. by 4 in.

2583
Takrail-aliman wa takwiyat-alikan dar bayan-i-

'akaid-i-Islam (^^L«j ,j u^^' *-?j-*-' j c)^^' iJ-s-*^^

^^1 JoUc).

An exposition of the Muhammadan creed according

to the Sunnite doctrine, by 'Abd-alhakk bin Saif-aldin

alturk aldihlawi albukhari, the well-known author of

the ^ia. ^jU (see above. No. 290), the ^Lwi-^l jW»'

(No. 640 above) ; the l_J^-^s*' j\i iji^ LjjiiiJI i-jj-a.

(Nos. 720-723 above, and No. 2586 below); the tlL^

(!i)Ju, |J.c ,i i_^\Sit (No. 1894 above); the ^^^.-Ji£Jl i\j

(Eieu i. p. 356) ; the (^-jjb^l ^L» j oir^ C-^
(Rieu ii. p. 863»', I); the tract ^yiJI ^\j jy-^i or ^^

uAJ i_>UT (see below. No. 2658); the commentaries

on the iilSCi— and the wUJDl^^ (see Nos. 2654-

2657 below in the section 'Traditions'), etc., who was

born A. H. 958 (a. D. 1551) and died in his native
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place Dihli, A. H. 1052 or 1053 (a. d. 1642, 1643); other

copies of tliis treatise are noticed in Bodleian Cat., No.

1789; Hieu ii. p. 827'>, I ; aiidJ. Aumer, p. 128. It has
been translated into Hindustani under the title J ; ; ,.f

^JL;.iI and printed in India.

Beginning : jJLc ^.iLUlj ijJLDlj ^^L«JI C>j ^ J^

The title, as given above, appears on fol. 17", 1. 5.

Many valuable glosses on the margin. On fol. 16 an
index of thirty-four babs, apparently refen-ing to the

present work (although it has no distinct subdivisions),

is given, with the folios assigned. This treatise ends

on fol. 123-', 1. 3; the rest of the page is filled with
a saying of 'Ali bin Abi Talib on the science of JU.
The remaining leaves, if. I23l'-I34» contain:

1. An anonymous theological tract, compiled at

Ahmadnagar, and beginning : L-lkcl (^jjl lUl x»ii

Jl l^jLjJ Ah s.j^ i ) I :»tll J
j^JLiJJ kj. T « ) . It is

written in form of questions and answers on the meaning

of jUj, ijjj, la., ij^, J^\, and ^;Uj1, on ff. i23'>-

127b. ^

2. A tract on the .xii\ iiJ in form of a letter by

Miyan Sayyid Kasim {^\S J^— ^W* ij^J-^. My^)>
with reference, as it seems, to the views held on this

subject by Shah Lutf-allah bin Shah 'Ali PandsSlt

(JLaXij), beginning: « .. . •>
j ^_xi.\ji\ JLi-JJ l^jlj.lcl

T)i ^^UJly, on ff. 1 2 80-1 34b.

At the end it is stated, that this tract was written

the loth of Ramadan, A. h. 1103 (a. d. 1692, May 26),

in behalf of (l-»jU- jl) Sayyid 'Abd-alhayy, Malik

Ya'kub, Miyan Malikji, Sayyid Burhan, and Sayyid 'Isa.

Ff. 37^ 39^ 43^ Czb, 94b, 107b, 115b, ii6b nsb,
119b 1 20b, and 133b are left blank.

No. 2756, ff. 16-134, 11- I2-H; Naskhl ; size, gjin. by 6f in.

2584
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Many marginal
glosses.

Dated the 24th of Safar, a.h. 1144 (a. d. 1731,
Aug. 28). College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2303, ff. 56, 11. 1 7 ; careless Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by jf in.

2585
The same.

Beginning the same. The title, as given here, runs :

j.!>Ul jJUf uW^.^J c)^.^'; u^-^' J-<^^^• It is

slightly defective at the end, as the last page is written
by a different hand and appeai-s not to belong to this

treatise at all.

No. 677, ff. 69-147, 11. 16 ; ShUtasta ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

IND. OFF.

Ui'jl

ila diyar-

2586

Mnntakhab az kitab-i-Jadhb-alkulub

almahbub (.Ljj ^I i,j»JiJiJl vj.j>. v

Prayers and invocations, selected by an anonymous
author atHhe request of some friends, from the same
'Abd-alhakk bin Saif-aldiu'a history and topography of

Madinah, lj^j-jjb*' h ^Jl ^jiii\ vja«. (see above. No.

720 sq.) ; in the heading of the present Muntakhab
.bj has been substituted for the more correct .b . At
the end this tract is styled ^^ ej^-ia. eyjji^ tc»

Beginning*: j..«jri j (jx.:^\ *^^^1 c^^P' ^^

A mukaddimah (jTcuJ^j J\jij j eyl^Le jJl^^^ii^j)

il. 2'^. The first page is injured at the

<ull

begins on fol.

bottom.

Dated by 'Abd-almajid, son of Shaikh Hamza (per-

haps the compiler himself), the 2nd of Shawwal, A. h.

1 150 (a. d. 1738, Jan. 23), at^yL-.

No. 1630, ff. 1-48'', II. II ; careless and irregular Nasta'lik ;

size, 8^ in. by 5^ in.

2587
Miftih-alsalat (8^1.^1 »-bi^).

A treatise on prayers and other rites and observances

of Islam, beginning: ^iLUIj sjJLUL ^^..il«Jl Cj, ii J-»il

^ ,
^.^^Ij ^p\

l5 ^jljj

^

The author's name is not mentioned, but according

to his statement in the colophon this copy is his own
autograph, which he finished at the end of the montli

Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1061 (a.d. 1651, December). Col-

lated throughout ; a few glosses on the margin.

No. 446, ff. 116, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik; size, 9 in. by 5 in.

2588
Asas-i-Islam {J^\ ^^LmI).

A mathnawl on Muhammadan theology and law,

composed by an author with the takhallus 'Abid, a. h.

io64= A. D. 1654 (see fol. 2", 11. 3 and 8, and fol. 2b,

1. 3), divided into five babs, viz. 1. jjUjI
^J\-^_ j, on

fol. 2b; 2. ^jT ^^UL.1..
J

^j\Sj\ y kJl;-! J jUj i^Lj y

,

on fol. i8b; 3. ijl eyUix.:!* J »j^^^ .j, on fol. 33*

;

4. JT eyUs:^
J Jl^l ijSj ^jLo ji , on fol. 36b

; 5. j^

JT JS^\
J la.^^j, on fol. 41b.

Beginning

:

^J*^ J.^. tJ ^ - ^^^J-* 5^^.'j-f-"-» (t-^.

Dated the 15th of Muharram, a.h. 1179 (a.d. 1765,
July 4), by Ghulani Muhyi-aldin.

No.934,ff.54, 3coll.,eachU.li; Nasta'lik ; size,8|in.by4^in.
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2589

Silah-arabidin (i^jjUJl _^).
Rpgulatioiis on prayers, invocations, and similar

subjects, relating to the Muhammadau worship, com-

posed A. H. 1067 (a. D. 1656, 1657), and divided into

nineteen babs and eighty fasls.

Beginning : iL-oaj cdI^XJ'j sji^l J-»-a- (JJJI »!) i~»^

The author does not mention his name.

Dated the 15th of Rabi'-alawwal in the nineteenth

year of Muhammadshah's reign, a.h. 1150 (a.d. 17371

July 13).

No. 389, ff. 97-17I1 11. 19 ; careless Nasta'llk ; size, io| in.

by 6i in.

2590

Masail-i-sharh-i-Wikayah (sjUj —^ JjL—.).

An encyclopaedia of iruhammaclan theology and

law, according to the Hanafite school, being a Persian

paraphrase and explanation of the well-known Arabic

work Jblx^JI JjL«-« ^ ijO' ajLs. of Imam Burhan-

alshari'at Mahmud bin Sadr-alsharl'at 'Ubaid-allah (see

G. Fliigel iii. p. 207 sq., and Abhandlungen der Sachs.

Gesellschaft, etc., viii. p. 322 ; J. Aumer, Arabic Cat.,

p. 91; H. Khalfa vi. p. 458), which was itself an

abridgement of the still more renowned standard work

ajlj>4JI of Burhan-aldin Abu-alhasau 'All bin Abubakr

al-Marghinani (died a.h. 593 = a.d. 1197, see Loth,

Arabic Cat., p. 54'' sq. ; G. Fliigel iii. p. 202 sq.

;

J. Aumer, Arabic Cat, pp. 89-91 ; H. Khalfa vi.

pp. 479-495 ;
printed at Calcutta, A. h. 1234 ; English

translation by C. Hamilton, London, 1791, second

edition by S. G. Grady, London, 1870). The Persian

translator and commentator is called here 'Abd-alkhalik

(further down in No. 2593 'Abd-alhakk) JjUt** (in

No. 2593 Jjl-s^ or JjLs*", perhaps JjLs-", saccadil, the

true-hearted one) of Sirhind ; his spiritual guide was
Shaikh Muhammad Ma'sum. He completed this work
A.H. 1076 (a.d. 1665, 1666), and dedicated it to the

emperor 'Alamgir, see fol. 7", 1. 10 sq. It is divided

into many kitdbs, bdbs, and fads, a complete index of

which is prefixed to the work on ff. 1-5''.

The list of the kitdbs, which in almost every respect

agrees with that in the jjIS jJl uo (see above, Nos.

2575-2579), is as follows :

1. s^LftiJl i^bS^ on fol. 7b; 2. ijm\ i^lS', on fol.

29a; 3. ij^Ji\ ujbLS^on fol. 55a
; 4. ^^1 vjLS^ on

fol. 64a; 5.
"" ^

? jLS', on fol. eg''; 6. ^\SJli\ i^b^

on fol. 82"; 7. cUpi ^JlX on fol. 96b; 8.

10

IWI, on fol. 97b
: 9. jLi*Jl

fol. f^Tb;

i_jl.iS\ on fol. 130";

^jUiill K^IS, on fol. 137b; 11. ijjJJ cjbS^ on

fol. 148b; 12. iJ^\ v^L::5^on fol. 156b; 13. i^Ui'

il^il, on fol. i6ib; 14. la-jLl m^i^. on fol. 172b;

15.

fol.

i.)ail\\ i^b^ on fol. 173*; 16. ^ll ijbS^ on

174''; 17. ijJUll i_>^ on fol. 174b; 18. ^iS'

iS^\, on fol. 175a; 19

20. ^.Jl <J^,ft^.^\ sj"^^! on fol. 179b; 21:ib.

LT, on fol. 178a;

>_i^J!Dl i_>Lo, on

fol. 207a; 22. dJUjCJl v^ on fol. 209b; 23. l_,L:^

aJljil, on fol. 2 1 8b; 24. ''LcJ^\ <^\sf, on fol. 220";

25. LftJLi ?^=^P'J sjU-U1 v^ on fol. 231b; 26. ujL^

iJlS^I, on fyl. 243b; 27. (j^jJl ^\^, on fol. 252b;

28. j\/i\ ^''^, on fol. 266a
; 29. JlDI l,jL^ on fol.

"; 30. ij.Ldl tjlj^S^ on fol. 277''; 31. ujbi.ur271"

JuLjjjJl, on fol. 284a; 32. ij^UJl i^b^ on fol. 286"
;

33. t^\ ujL^ on fol. 288b; 34. 8,U.ill v*^, on fol.

292a; 35. i^^-Udl vbS^ on fol. 303a; 36. '^yi ^\jS^

on fol. 309a; 37. tj^l t^b^ on fol. 310a; 38. v^
jJ^, on fol. 312b; 39. lyjitil i^UJTon fol. 314a

;

40. »_.oirJl tjl^on fol. 317b; 41. AjialJl i_)bS\ on

fol. 322a; 42. A. ..511 v^. on fol. 327b; 43. ^^{^

eyUL-i), on fol. 333a; 44. ^Lijjl i-jLo, on fol. 334a;

45. ils^iii ^\2', on fol. 335b; 46. iLk^Cll ^\j^,

on fol. 338a; 47. eyljil 'L-*l x-i^, on fol. 345a;

48. ij^^iH »_)L:^ on fol. 348a; 49. ,v . .; \\ i_,bS^

fol. 349b; 50. ^;^l v^^ on fol. 352b; 51. i_,LiS

ei>ljUil, on fol. 363b; 52. caLilll vliC on fol. 372b
;

53. JiUil ^Xzf, on fol. 389a; 54. ll^y>\ vliC on

fol. 389b; 55. ^J^ v'-^on fol. 402a.

Beginning : (.iLUIj 8jl.Dlj ^^j^LxJl iS. ill s »)i

J^-wC c^-^'1 *Jjl jWc J^

The whole work consists of single mas'alas, therefore

the title.

No date.

No. 582, ff. 404, 11. 17 ; large and distinct Nastanik ; illu-

minated frontispiece, tlie first two pages of the text richly

adorned ; size, I2j in. by 7f in.

2591
Another copy of the same.

No index. Beginning the same as in the preceding

copy.

Dated in the title-vignette, on fol. i", A. h. i i 89
(a.d. 1775, 1776). This copy is as splendidly and as

carefully written as the preceding one.

No. 581, ff. 303, 11. 21 ; clear and distinct Nastallk ; illu-

minated frontispiece, the first two pages richly adorned; size,

II J in. by 6f in.

2592
Tarjuma-i-manzum az mukhtasar-i-Wikayah (i-..^

An abridged translation of the same Wikayah in

Persian mathnawi-baits by an anonymous author.

Beginning

:

)JL) elU 0>-»]J »^jl Cam.)
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This poetical paraphrase is subdivided, like the

precedinf,' prose-translation, into kitdhs, hdhs, and fasls.

The kitdbs are in the following order (greatly differing

from that in the preceding version) :

1. j-oj ^Lj ji v^^ oil fol- ^^'> 2. c)Ls_> ji i_jLiS

jL»j, on fol. II"; 3. iSj (jLjJ ^ v^-=^> on fol. 36";

4. |,L-e ciW? J-* V^> on fol. 42''; 5. la. v'^^' ?;U!

on fol. 48a
; 6. ~Lxj uL-j ^j sjL^, on fol. 59"

;

7. j5U» jjL.) ji vb^ on fol. eg*" ; 8, ^yLJ j.> c^liS

jjlic, on fol. PS"; 9. xSy^ ^Lo cjUi^ on fol. 100";

10. e«ik^^
J jj^ .J v'-^i on fol. II lb; 11. i^bi

vjti-i. jjLj jJ, ou fol. 130"; 12. eA.w< ijliS, on fol.

132b; 13. i-j» cjWj. y vLi^on fol. 134"; 14. v^
JL. J^U.1 ji, on fol. iss''; 15. vr*Jojj vbTj on fol.

141''; 16. k_«.^ v^^ on fol. 142''; 17. .J via

J_J^
jjLo, on fol. 144b; 18. 1JU3 v*-^ on fol. 149*;

19. jJl^ »->LiC on fol. 152a
; 20. eJl^ v^^ on

fol. 1538; 21. e4^ ^jU), on fol. 156a; 22. i^L^T

sjjLs-., on fol. 158*; 23. o^l^ vli^ on fol. leoti;

24. uylil—. jO, on fol. leil); 25. 'L.*l v>^. on fol.

162a; 26. isjUjl yUj ijL5^,on fol. 163''; 27. yj^
o4»i^, on fol. 165a; 28. M/il ijLj v^ on fol.

167b; 29. Jbi vbfs on fol. i68l>; 30. ^Lo vLiT'

jJLj^, on fol. 169I'; 31. X--0 jjLo sjLa, on fol. 171^;

32. jyjL. jjLj \J^, on fol. 172''; 33. JL. v>^ on

fol. 173a; 34. Lij Jjkl jjU) t-jbi, on fol. 175*;

35. fyrji »]r^y "^^i °" f°^- '7^''' ^^- U^- V^
.1^1, on fol. 182b; 37. (jjjAj sjbiT on fol. 185*;

38. Jl» lyLj i_>l^ on fol. 190*; 39. ^Lj j.> i^bS^

.>jj.a., on fol. 192*; 40. ijiji mL»j. ItjL::j, on fol. 195^;

\\. paC i\.t,^ vlii', on fol. 198"; 42. ooLl». v>^
on fol. 203b; 43. ojj ^jLjj ,j i-jliJ, on fol. 206'';

44. j^US v^. on fol. 207a; 45. »1;M ,jLj ^j sjI^,

on fol. 213''; 46. j^ uWj. V>^> on fol. 214'';

47. oJ-»j v^^ on fol. 2x8" ; 48. j^iii. JjU^ ljU^',

on fol. 222''.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2187, ff. 224, 2 coll., written by two different bands in

Nasta'llk, tlie first on ff. 1-120, 11. 11 in a pnge, the second on
ff. 121-224, 11. 13 in a page; size, 7| in. by 5 in.

2593
Sharh-i-Hidayah (jjIaa j-y-i)-

The first volume
(
Jjl jJu.) of a Persian paraphrase

and explanation of the still greater encyclopsedia of

Muhammadan theology and law, the ajIju* (see above

in No. 2590), compiled after the completion of the

sjIS) -.Ju JjL—. by the same 'Abd-alkhalik, or 'Abd-

alhakk (as he is called here) Sacdadil of Sirhind, and

dedicated, like the previous work, to the emperor

'Alamgir. This fint of the four volumes of the whole

comprises the following five kitdbs, corresponding to

the first five in the Wikayah

:

1. c^l^t ^jLj jj v'^> on fol. 2a
; 2. SjULIl i^'Li,

on fol. 52''; 3. ijSj ^;L*j ji M^^ on fol. 177*;

4. (.^^^ v'-^) on fol. 231''; 6. Z»- tyW? j^ v^-^i on

fol. 277b. ^

Beginning : J ^jS^_ Jj jJb J x^l jta.itl ai JuJJ

J. .-fcl i.«^1 i^jJI s-lv.>X) jJlc ^UJUI. sjJLaJIj Ju^I jJiS

cJ>* &J cSJ^^i-ar- (or Jjl**") Jjl-*^ J^^ J^-^c
i^-*-" '»>l'

Many interlinear glosses and paraphrases. This
copy is dated the 17th of Rabl'-alawwal in the thirty-

eighth year of 'Alamglr's reign (=a.h. 1106, A. d.

1694, Nov. 5), by Jan Muhammad-i-kaum-i-Shaikhzada-
i-'abbasi, who lived at Lahur.

No. 861, ff. 393, 11. 13; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

Iof in. by 6f in.

2594
Sharh-i-Hidayah (sjIju* ^-h-)-

The fourth and last volume (f>X^ jJjj') of the same

Persian paraphrase of the Hidayah, comprising the last

sixteen kitdbs, corresponding to the fifteen, viz. 41-55,
in the Wikayah, viz.

:

1. ijLH-SJl cjliJ^ on fol. 4''=4i in the Wikaj'ah
;

2. c«.~cH m'^j on fol. 318=42, ib.; 3. oj^Uil v_>LlS,

on fol. 53a, not marked as kitab in No. 2590, but

appearing as the twenty-third in the poetical para-

phrase, No. 2592 ; 4. eiilSl W v^) on fol. 62''=43 in

No. 2590; 5. ^bjJl sjLa, on fol. 67^ = 44, ib.

;

6. ^y^/» ^jiJ«J il^i^l v^ on fol. 77a = 45, ib.;

7. ilA\jS3\ vUi^ on fol. 8il>=46, ib. ; 8. 'L*l v^
i:al_jil, on fol. 106''= 47, ib. ; 9. ij^ill v^^j on fol.

123^1=48, ib. ; 10. .V ..Xll v'-^j on fol. 1338=49, ib.;

11. ^^^\ i_ib^ on fol. 1 50'' = 50, ib. ; 12. i^\jS

ajU-U, on fol. 2i7l> = 51, ib. ; 13. ijjJl i-jIij, on fol.

258^=52, ib.; 14. JjI** cjW>.j-> m^^i on fol. 334''=

53, ib.; 16. iJLopi ijl::^ on fol. 345^=54, ib.; 16.v^
j_jUil, on fol. 40ib=55,ib.

An index on ff. 1^-38. The proper order of ff. 249-
265 is: 249, 256-264, 250-255, 265.

No date.

No. 1792, ff. 409, 11. 16 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; ilia-

minated frontispiece on foL 4'*; size, Il$in.by7^iu.

2595

Taisir-alahkam (^ISC^^l^.^j).

A short compendium of Muhammadan theology,

dealing with the principal points of orthodox ecclesi-

astical law on the basis of Kuran and Sunnah. It was

4 u 2
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compiled by Shiliab Shams 'Umar of Daulatabad at the

request of Ashrafkhan (probably the son of Islamkhan,

with his original name Mir Muhammad Ashraf, who
died A. H. 1097 = A. D. 1686, see Kieu ii. p. 778"), and

is divided into four babs :

1. ^UjI tjUj ji, on fol. 13^.

2. »Ll/j1 c->l:::q.l ^j, on fol. 20a.

3. jUj ^jLjjJ, on fol. 22a,

4. iijUj^X°j ey];^Ja-s* ^jUj^j, on fol. 53a.

Beginning: 00''

«

" ^^^>/-^^ ^^ JlX.x^ (jVij yj\t J.» -v

On the first three pages interlinear Persian para-

phrases of the Arabic words occurring in the text.

No. 1627, ff. II"'-57^ 11. 16 ; Naskhl ; size, 9 in. by 5 in.

2596
Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy. In-

stead of the four babs of that copy, howevei', there are

here five, viz. :

1. ^jUjI jjLo ,j, on fol. 3a, first line.

2. »UJj\ vL1>.\ ^^L^. ji, on fol. 9^, first line.

3. jUj ,jL*j ,j, on fol. I lb.

4. uiiLajiCo J
(read cyl^^Jia.-*) iiyl^jjj.** j^Lj ji, on

fol. 4ol>.

5. ij^i.1 J
i_jUI ,j, on fol. 42®.

No date. College of Fort "William, 1825.

No. 2287, ff. 44, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size, SJ in. by 5 in.

2597
Tarjuma-i-Sahifa-i-kamilah {hIj^S i i ,. ic" i-»-»yj) •

A Persian paraphrase of the great Arabic collection

of prayers (Lci), entitled iL»lWl jLi*.ss.^l (the perfect

codex) and called the jirayer-book of the fourth Shi'ite

Imam 'Ali Zain-al'abidin (who died the 18th of Muhar-
ram, A. h. 94 or 95 = A. D. 712, Oct. 24, or 713, Oct.

13, see Safinat-alauliya, No. 8, col. 275 in this Cat.),

which was handed down to future generations by Al-

Mutawakkil bin Harun Thakafi, comp. Loth, Aral^ic

Cat., p. 83 ; H. Khalfa iii. p. 100; printed in Calcutta,

A. H. 1248. The translator was Muhammad Salih bin

Muhammad Bakir of Kazwin, who had also made, as he

states in the preface, a Persian version of Shaikh Badi'-

alzaman Kuhpai's (^L^) commentary on the same

work, and written himself some Arabic notes on it.

Beginning of the preface : Lj Icill .» . . .„ b iill Lj

id-> ^jlL:L^'i\ ^j^^.) a'--*^' f^^ ^J ^-^' J^^*^

vJl g«l..aJ'.cl.

The Ai-abic text with the Persian paraphrase begins

on fol. 4'', last line : 'Lj-) j^Xll.^ J-»^l j4----'' LJIj*

"ji sis' ^^^-JijJ.l t-s^JUl.

Copied by Afdal bin Dadah of Hamadan, A. h. 1097
(a.d. 1686).

No. 726, ff. 291,11. 15; Nasta'llk; size, 7|in. by 4f in.

2598
An encyclopaedia of Muhammadan law from the

strictest Sunnite standpoint, together with elaborate

discussions on many moral and ethical questions

closely connected with it, based on traditions and
numerous quotations from standard works both in

Arabic and Persian. The Arabic quotations are always

accompanied by a Persian paraphrase. No author's

name or title is to be found, as the copy opens abruptly

in the middle of the second J-al, and a good number of

leaves are missing in the beginning. There are besides

several lacunas, viz. after ff. 24, 28, 50, 212, and 213.

The work is apparently divided into forty-four J..c\,

the headings of which are quoted here, with the excep-

tion of asl I, 2, 7, and 38, which are missing:

3. Lie J Juc JjLii ,j, on fol. i'', last line.

4. jjjJlyi. Jlc jJ , on fol. 4*.

5. iJ^j Ulc jjj^Ojb; j^Uj ji, on fol. 8\

6. ijUjI i_j^ (jLj ,i , on fol. 1
7^^

tr" ^;JUJy,onfol. 37I

U uj •y-V i P'
on fol. 51^

10. jUj Hf!»j (^^L-i jj , on fol. 58a.

11. ^^U Lj^V^ U-^M^ • ij V B J j\ >
' XjLl d* \ », infl

JJ

A-tLolj, on fol. 71a.

12. i&Uj>. c:^L.n» ^jl-o ji, on fol. 73'*.

13. (_jljill S;---Xs <-i/^ uW? j->! on fol- 76*.

14. ijs-"
J
c^ j.U-31 Juji, ji, on fol. 77b.

15.^i-i jL»j ^Uj ji, on fol. 79b.

16. s^ J a, » , r>. jl>j i^jUj ji, on fol. 82b.

17. Jjljj jUj ^jWj ji, on fol. 85^

18. ji ^Ajf^^J^. ji, on fol. 86a.

19. ~n ^;,.::-.-ia j^o4-*^^ j Hr"" Jl) oW'. j-^,

on fol. 87b.

20. j^ jA o-T-. ^J.>L4j ^Ljj jj, on fol. 92a.

21. e4-» c)i/^ cT!^' U^- y '
^"^ ^°^- 93*

22. ijS^ JS^\ J^_ ji, on fol. 105b.

23. t^*-ay sL. ''^)), ciW^. ^-^J on fol. 1 1 6a.

24. "a. A^\ ^JLo jj, oufol. 127a.

25. ^jj^ ij^j^ oJ-^.iJ y , on fol. 1.30b last line.

26. ji Jbi jjLj y , on fol. 135b.

27. ^^j^ is-M-c (.1^1 cj'-^- y '
°" f°l- '37*-

28.^^jj jJL> (jUj ^j, on fol. 141a.

29. JljculjJ* (jj^ jUj ^^ jjLo y , on fol. 142a.

30. ijJJl^ i;jT^ oJu-ii jjLj ji, on fol. 151b,

31. ^^i^ jSji ^lX»l y , on fol. 152b

32. (_5^j);i J ^5^^ cJ*-i^- J-*' o"^ f°^- *^7''-

33. jSy" i^^Uj ji, on fol. 187a.

34. SjV J ,_*-«i"^JLJ j.>, on fol. 193a.
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35. sJL.L«-« J, : .uj jb >j, on fol. 202'^.

36. ry:i-'-J. jl-^^)
U"*-*"*!)^ »-*W uW? !*> •"> f**'- 205*.

-x.* ,j, on fol, 211''.37. t,cx> |,j •

39. on

fol. 215".

40. iojUc ^j ^,.,j; 1^1^ ji ury"*,/^ »^i aW? ^-^

. J| jwJl^jiTon fol. 217".

41. ^jjjS^^jH^
j

^Li-i-j li jj, on fol. 2i8*>.

42. »_«j^ wT iij-aj yLj ,J, on fol. 219".

43. ^^^\y>. ]. <tj) x«Ji ij:«.1 . .<i > ,j, on fol. 220*.

44. .Ijp BsLfJ ^jllls* . ,1JJLJJ ^jLi-..j >.i>l^<5j ijL^ ,J,

on fol. 220''.

Among the great number of authorities, on which
this modern work, apparently belonging to the second

half of the eleventh, or even the first half of the

twelfth, century of the Hijrah is founded, the most

prominent are:—i^jjLjt-. •L.»-J(see above, Noa. 1781-

1791); j_i-v.-.j. ^^---.ii (see below, Nos. 2681-2690);

j]r^y\ <—t.t> (probably by Nasafl, see Loth, Arabic

Cat., p. 78»); iilVt. U (i.e. ^.Lail jl^li-., see Loth,

Arabic Cat., p. 36^, and below, No. 2654) ; j-^^^-Jo

cSJualpl (mentioned as source in the immediately fol-

lowing work); i^jlil' ^^-::J-» (see above. No. 2565);

1JIU ijhil (by Saj^fid Jalal-aldin Bukhari, see Safinat-

alauliya. No. 157, col. 291 in this Cat., and col. 332);

i^-j.111 p-j^j" (see above, Nos. 138-144); ajU.JI _Ji

(see above, Nos. 2590 and 2591); 'L-JjiH s^jJ (by

Farid-aldin 'At.tar, see above, Nos. 1051-1054); iUp

-.l«.iH (see above, Nos. 1821-1828) ;
^,U-Jl) (see above.

No. 1 1 17, 4 sq.); jjU-yj (see above, No. 1117, 3 sq.);

Jj^ill («-»Ufc (by Majd-aldin Abii Sa'adat almubarak

bin Muhammad aljazari almausili, who died a. h. 606
= A. D. 1209, 1 2 10, see J. Aumer, Arabic Cat., p. 31);

t»JJdl iVsikj (see above, Nos. 2 176-2 179); ^^Uii j^-

(i.e. ^Lxilj jhjLiil yx^-, by Najm-aldin Abubakr

'Abdaliah Uayah, who died A. H. 618 = A. d. 1221, see

Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 14^ sq.); .ylj*- te-*.*^ (or c^.y*

i^yli., see above, Nos. 2572-2574); -.5v....Vl Ll^ (by

the author of the Kamus, who died a.h. 8i7=a.d. 1414,

1415, see below. No. 2656, under the ijl w 1 W^^slL »-^),
etc.

No date. Many small damages throughout ; ff. 60,

157, and 158 severely injured, several top-lines being

entirely torn away.

No. 1030, ff. 221, 11. 20; large Nasta'llk ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2599

Usul-alusfil (J^ill J^l).
A breviary or collection of prayers and invocations

according to the Sunnite doctrine, beginning, on fol. 4'':

^^t^^r^^'f*^
^** (.5^ «sU-. pUfl-ol o.5.iL> j.ilS^U^'U

A detailed index on ff. i''-3*>.

Written in the first year of Bahadurshah's reign

(a.h. iii9 = A.D. 1707, 1708). At the end, on fi". 133
and 134, some traditions, ta'rikhat, etc.

No. 10S4, ff. 134, 11. 20; Nasta'llk ; size, 9^ in, by 6f in.

2600

'Aka'id-i-Akbari {ij^ joUc),

A work on Muhammadan metaphysics, philosophy

of religion, and the evidences of Islam, trom tlie Sunnite

standpoint, by an anonymous author, usually known as

'Aka'id-i-Barisahib, according to a note on fol. i", the

only place where the title of the book appears (jJLic

It begins thus : (^jJjU.»y-» xs ^p. 'bJ j ju» ^_) >

»

».

jJI JL»S ci>U.oj o—l ^—iyoyt ^ \., and is divided

into four chapters or fasls :

ijS Job sJU-i (on God's essential nature), on fol. 2".

^Jlxj *lll ijaU-o oJ;jt-» ,J ^jJ J-aJ (on God's qualities),

on fol. 8».

Lk» 4^ )
(on God's names, etc.), on fol. 79''.

cy^T Jl^l ) vjUjI ij-iAs' ji c^W* J-«J (on the

evidences of Islam and future life), on fol. 88''.

The whole book is composed in the form of questions

and answers, with frequent quotations from the Kui-an

and traditions.

No date. The transcriber was Muhammad Makhdum,
son of Da'ud Muhammad.

No. 1247, ff. 146, II. 13; clear and distinct Nasta'llk;

illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8^ in. by c,\ in.

2601

Kifayat-al'ubbad (olliJl ijUi ).

A general compendium of Muhammadan lawaccording

to the Sunnite doctrine, compiled by an anonymous
author from many larger standard-works. The date is

not mentioned. The title appears at the end of the

text and in the colophon.

Beginning : J^ji Jji\ ,_^ Jjl j.i ijW u^' jXjIjj

4JII ^y^j jJU* ill 5\ Jl il w-4l» Lai" ,j^^ (J
- »J

C>^1 15^ i5l(-»^'-l>^ " »-^ iS^^" J"*^- U^-'^-^' *^J-'

CI* .M )* SJUUm^ ft v_* Mil f^:^ fi . ^ » w , > All! oy^j .> > V* •

Jl Jjl l.l*j.* el'-*^'
*l^-»-' J-

The full title is sJii Jlc ^j jllJl ibUST On fol. 4b

the four legal schools of Abu Hanifah, Shafi'i, Malik,

and Ahmad bin Hanbal are enumerated.

No date.

No. 983, ff. 110, U. 13; dear and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

8| in. by 4f in.
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2602
Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy.

No date. On fol. i^ an entry from a. h. 1 1 74 (a. d.

1760,1761). College of Fort William, 1825. Prayers

and other small prose-pieces on the fly-leaves.

No. 2253, ff. 64, 11. 17 ; Nastallk ; size, 8J in. by 5! in.

2603

Kifayat-i-Abu Muslim (J—

«

jjI IAjS).

A short compendium of the whole religious and civil

law of the Sunnites, by Abu Muslim of Marw, in fifty-

three babs (not fifty, as is stated in the first line), viz.

:

1. jjUjI ji, on fol. 2^; 2. ojtJ;-i jj, on fol. 2^;

3. eyjl^L jO, on fol. s^; 4. J—i ^jLj ji, on fol. 6";

5. Ui-,1 J
Ls^^l ^j , on fol. 7'' ; 6. ^j ji , on fol. 7*)

;

7. ^^-J ^^L*J jA , on fol. 9* ; 8. ^;;-^ai. _—-« jJ , on

fol. g^; 9. t^Uj j (_,i.^^^i, on fol. lo*; 10. i^^i,

on fol. loli; 11. ^j^ji, on fol. 24^; 12. sy^jJ, on

fol. 27^5; 13. sl^'y, on fol. 31",- 14. "^ ^\~^. ji

^.->*-*> ca,4; ), on fol. 33b; 15. jjl «a;b; j o4-y,
on fol. 35a; 16. cLa, j -153 ^j, on fol. 39a; 17. ^
jiLia.!

J
ij!^Jl, on fol. 45I'; 18. Jl j-i.c ^i, on

fol. 49b; 19. jLi.
J
l^j A^. y- f"! ^°^- 51"; 20. ji

^j, on fol. 54a; 21.^1^1 J
eylij-aj y, on fol. 54'';

22. jjU-l .i (correctly 8,U.I, as in the previous law-

books, see, for instance. No. 2590, 34), on fol. SS^*;

23. ^jtiwiji, on fol. 56b; 24. si^y, on fol. 57";

25. »j,Uo-« ,i (in the index, on fol. i^, styled 8J,Lc ji),

on fol. 57b; 26.-oJUify, on fol. 58b; 27. oJUSy,

on fol. 59*; 28. JLojj, on fol. 59^; 29. o^y= j »-r-*j.5,

on fol.6oa; 30. i_is^ji,on fol.6ob; 31. i^jU-ij t_*-a-Cjj,

on fol. 61"; 32. e*xjjj J
oJL.1 jj, on fol. 62»; 33. y

tirSi
J

kiJ, on fol. 62^; 34. ooUa-^j, on fol. 63";

35. iji J
.!,»<. ^L<i5 ..J, on fol. 67*; 36. ijXs' j^

\J>j ^,_ay ., on fol. 68*; 37. cUai j (read sj;—) »-£/-- j'^

jj^l, on fol. 69''; 38. !..s-^'-ij ju--o j.>, on fol. 71";

39. jr Jjjli J
-—J jJ , on fol. 73I'

; 40 and 41. (jj^iji

cail^-ij bUaij, on fol. 75''; 42. c>.». :c j hi ^j, on

fol. 791; 43. i_^j ^^y> J
L5;-i-C j;^-.^j !4>=>- j->,

on fol. 8ia; 44. jI ^]^ j Jl» ^j, on fol. 82a,-

45. bLoj
J o4-=j ji , on fol. 88^; ; 46. eyUiL. j Uaa ji

il^jLt, on fol. 87a; 47-51 missing in consequence of

a lacuna after fol. 87* (consisting of three blank pages);

according to the index their contents ought to be : 47. ,.»

j-.jL8.*; 48. |,io,j ; 49. -iLw ,j ; 50. ujjUjo; 51. ^i

L;^>»: 52,_ ^ ^jicy, on fol, 89''; 53.^;ii uyl^ii J.J

(in the index^^ cuU-lSj jfj^Uj^j), on fol. 9il>.

Beginning : ijjj^ ^, I ...,..» »-)l ijLiS l^LlXJI \xj>,

Jl Jjll vU vU (!) .'^.^. J. •.•?...

No date.

No. 389, ff. 1-95, 11. 19; careless Nasta'Uk; size, lo| in.

by 6J in.

2604

Tarjuma-i-Kaidani (^\s^ L»j>.^).

A tract on the rites and observances of prayer for

Sunnites, according to the Hanafite school, translated

from an original Arabic work by Kaidani, styled JJL—s

jUj (probably identical with the ^ylj-ji »-<ii <~j^, in

eight chapters, noticed in G. Fliigel iii. p. 505, No. 18),

into Persian, and enlarged from more than thirty other

works on traditions, etc., by an anonymous author.

The title appears on fol. 2^, 1. 6. It is divided into

eight babs, viz.

:

cyUa-lj, on fol. 6" ; 3. jUJ cgl. 4 v": - 1 jL^,ji, on fol. 8*
;

4. jUi i:ylls^^--* (jLj ji , on fol. 9^ ; 5. JUil ^JLo ^j

jUj ji Xil Jy*. sJ , on fol. I il" ; 6. kz^iUj^^Xj ^jLj j:>

jUJ, on fol. 12", last line; 7. -.L-» iJ 15'^' u^- j-*

jUi j.i Jol, on fol. 20" (without number); 8. ^JLJ ji

jjl jUj iJ.:J^»LJ &S ^_5!Uil ,_jijo jUi c:jU....c> ,
like-

wise on fol. 20* (without number).

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i'' : ,_jijl:i-< j lh^?-'

As date appears only the 22nd of Dhu-alhijjah, but

no year. The copyist was 'Abd-alkadir Khanmiyana.

A seal of "Abd-alkhalik with the date a.h. 1162 (a. d.

1749) on fol. I*. Haileybury MS.

No. 3283, olim 21. J. I, ff. 21, 11. 17 ; large Nasta'lik ; size,

li|in. by 7I in.

2605
Theological tracts.

1. On ff. il'-i6a : another copy of the Persian

translation of the jUj JjL^ or ^^\^i-^ ^j^, as it is

called here ; the beginning, however, differs from that

in the preceding copy, viz. sjLj: ic
j 4lll

j»
" *

~J\ o—
1^
JlsU^. Dated a.h. 1134 (a. d. 1721,

1722), by Shaikh Muhammad Abd-alsattar.

2. On ff. 17"—50^ : a kind of Sunnite catechism in

Persian, beginning : ^:,\ Xijji i^l ^ylJo . . . . 4JI J..^il

Jl o—.1. It is wrongly styled ^^jA *LiJl.

^
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3. On ff. 5ia-6oa : a third theological tract on

similar matters, beginning : y\ Aj^\ jjjj j.L.1 iXJljj

Jl x-j>-y iL--iJ iS liyy 5-Jlc iill i.»jy ^j^y i.i
•
. *

Nos. 2 and 3 are copied by Muhammad Hasanbeg,

but not dated.

No. 1203, ff. 60, 11. 13 in Naskhl, on ff. 1-16; 11. 11 in

careless Nasta'll^, ou ff. 17-60 ; size, SJ in. by 5! in.

2606
Anis-almu'minin ( cr^-y-Ul il).

A treatise on the Muhammadan religion, its various

rites and observances, and on Muhammadan ethics by

'Abd-alkarim bin Muhammad Wali (see fol. i'', 11. 6

and 7), entitled j^^-^^il y-ol (see fol. 2'», 1. 3), and

divided into a mukaddimah, four babs, and a khatiniah.

..jL.j\ ,'ciJ"! on fol. 2*.
L5^-"'

U^.^ J>-' O^- J-* Jj' ^'^•' °" ^°^- '°"-

In the fifth and last J^l of this Jirst Mb {i\ju^ y)
the copy breaks off ; all the rest is missing. According

to the index the contents of the other babs were to be

:

.5^1 ,.,U ^5 (..J^^-

LjCjl
J.

Beginning : i:yLfi_.a ^ ... r^ i- a .n i l (^iJ\ <ul .v . ^

No. 1085, ff. 77, U. 13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 8J in. by 4f in.

2607
A large fragmpnt of an anonymous compendium of

Muhammadan theology and law, according to the

Hanafite school, dealing with three of the five standard

duties a Muslim has to fulfil, viz. prayer, alms, and

fasting (3UJ, iy^j.
fy-^)-

No other work of similar

description treats in such an extensive way of these

matters. The book is divided into babs, of which are

marked in the text babs 13, 17-45. and 52. It is

defective both at the beginning and end.

13. AJLJl^is!-' (^Ly JlJlj ^y ji iS UjUJ ijW>.J^>

on fol. 54^', last line.

17.^j jUJ ^^Lj jj, on fol. f>^.

18. JiJ J oJL. LffUjUJ tjLj. ;•>. on fol. 68".

19. ^_^ji ^yLj y, on fol. 72I'.

20. jUj *Lij y, on fol. 73".

21. j^... »J^ ij^. ji, on fob 74a.

22. jL^ jl*j ^JLo ji, on fol. 76''.

23. iiyjUi t^js" ijLj y , on fol. 79a.

24. ^jl^L—. jLj jjLj ji, on fol. 82''.

25. isjcfc jUj jjUj jO, on fol. 87a.

0, on fol. 93».26. <-iJ«». V • '—}» — > jW* (J -!-'.
J'

27. y]^b jUj ^jLtJ y , on fol. 94».

28. uJ^ jUj uW>. j^. on fol. 94*>.

29. »;U» ejW>. ji , on fol. 96».

30. iji; lyLj y, on fol. 11 a''.

31. jjbb,\.4» syJ; yL-J. y. on fol. 1 1 6a.

32. jLi^^vTy J^jyi^ i J^Jl\^ i^j uWj. ^•>> on

fol. 117a.

33. Jjo^y^Sj jjLo y , on fol. 1 17''.

34. ^jU-il 5^ t)W^. J'*'
^^•

35. s^ »^ ijU> jJ, on fol. 119a.

36. J »j5j jjLj y , on fob 119b.

37. »,5- ^,jb LSUis* uWj. y ' °" ^o'- "o''-

38. ^^ai wJl^ ^JLo jJ, on fol 123a

39. J^ A^\ yLrfy, on fol. 125^

40. ^ (.L^l J^. ji , ib.

41. ^yo ijUj jJ, on fol. 127a.

42. i^jLa-.^ sL. jjjji ^yLj y, on fol. 128a.

43. Jl^ sU ^jjoi ^jLoy, on fob 129a.

44. i^u' c?^i;); _j J>^" "
• •*

iJ^'^Jij uWj j^> on

fol. 130*.

45. sjjy eyUj^ ^JLJ ji J
s^jjj {j\jtX:Sji^ ^Lj j.>

jjL. y^jj t^\ J,
on fol. 131a.

Lacuna after fol. 146.

52. eylsi-f—5 ^jLj jJ, on fol. 149*.

The chief authorities mentioned are, among numerous

other ones : liS (probably the jpLsXll yS, see above,

Nos. 2575-2579); iJ\xa, (see above, Nos. 2593 and

2594, and below. No. 2613); ^yU (i. e. ^ji> ^ (j*^'

jlJI, the digest of and commentary on Hanafite law,

by Hafiz-aldin Abu-albarakat 'Abdallah Nasafi, who
died A.H. 710 or 7H=a.d. 1310-1312, see Loth,

Arabic Cat., p. 62) ; i-o^ (perhaps i/jLLiJl lS!h>., the

details of Hanafite law, by Iftikhar-aldin Tiihir Bukhari,

who died A.H. 542=A. D. 1147, 1148, see ib. p. 52*);

lJL3^ (perhaps the i2)jii\ ii^ on Hanafite law, by Ibn-

al-SaiTaj, see ib. p. 101); |_jiU. li^bi (perhaps identical

with the uLir^-»L3 t^.bj by Fakhr-aldin Kadikhan, who

died A.H. 592 = A.D. 1196, see ib. p. 89; G. Flugel

iii. p. 240) ; ijl+i (the commentai-y on the Hidayat,

composed A.H. 7oo=a.d. 1300, 1301, by Husam-aldin

al-Husain bin 'All Sighnaki, see ib. p. 55^); k-.s'

(the Hanafite law-book, by Eadi-aldin Sarakhsi, who
died A.H. 544 = A.D. 1149, 1156, see ib. p. 52'');

«-«lJLl A-«L». (Tabarsi's commentary on the Kuran,

composed A.H. 542 or 543= A.D. 1147-1149, see

ib. p. 12*'); jjl^i ^y*^; ujjL-^l 'W-i; cy!;..-<;-.;

J-.Li (i.e. ^^H-o J-»^). etc.

No. 1897, ft'. 153, II. 16-17 ; careless Nasta'llk ; much spoiled

by water ; size, 9i in. by 5 1 in.
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2608
Another, but complete, compendium of Muhammadan

theology and law, according to tlie Hanafite school,

likewise by an anonymous compiler and based chiefly

on the same sources as the preceding work, viz. yS

AcicJ (eJ^Al ijJ)
;
^yla. J Uj^i (see ^^U. i^^bi in the

preceding work), also simply styled ^J^ ', iJ.W^!'

;

k^'; Jjljlll g^.^; (^jliiJl 'L^; ^]j-*.^; J-Li

ii

t . ; ; together with many others, as for instance

sJjJl ijUi>. (by Abu-allaith Samarkand!, who died A. h.

375 or 383 = A. D. 985 or 993, see J. Aumer, Arab.

Cat, p. 83); Ca-JJI _j.)i ^jb—J (i.e. j^^^LxJl ijc:.,^, , by

the same Abu-allaith Samarkand!) ; c-i\ IS (Zamakh-

shari's commentary on the KurS,n)
; ^li-- « tijLis

(probably identical with the ^_li\ p-'r-' i. : " H lijL:^!

see J. Aumer, Arabic Cat., p. iii); 'ij-^i> (i.e. if^.i

Ajtj-Ul jX^ ^jJi> |J ,rt-S-»J'. a super-commentary on

the ijlsJl j.-/^! compiled between a.h. 891 and 901 =
A. D. 1486-1496, by Akhi Calabi, see Loth, Arabic

Cat., p. 58) ; i]i—^l (_a-ij (commentary of Hafiz-aldin

Abu-albarakat 'Abdallah Nasafi, who died A.h. 710

or 711 (a. D. 1 3 10-13 1 2), on his own work ,Ldl,

see ib. pp. 77 and 78); Jjp£ll i^j\x^ (commentary on

the Kuran by the same Nasatl, see ib. p. 20) ; kAsS

^-r-*-^ ', ijl^\ 8J^«-c
;

^iL2JI iiji.. c ; iJuaJl i_<..».c,j
;

etc.

There is no preface or introduction at all ; immedi-

ately after the usual words Jl All Jw»JJ the work itself

begins, which is divided into five kitabs.

1. iljiJI sjL:o, on fol. i^; there are apparently

ten babs in this, but only three are marked, viz. a l-jL;

Jt^ ^J^. j^, on fol. 29'^, second line, a sixth bab, on

foj. 36'', first line, and a seventh on fol. 40*>.

2. jyLlll i_)L:o, beginning with the eleventh bab, on

fol. 52^

3. u^\Sp\ ijb^ on fol. 170a.

4. ^yill i_>L:^, on fol. 192'^.

5. iJi sjLxT, on fol. 227'', second line.

No date. There is an entry on the fly-leaf at the

back of the MS., Penang, Jan. 7, 1806.

Bibliotheca Leydeiiiana.

No. 2828, fr. 262, 11. 13 ; Naskhl ; size, 7J in. by 4jin.

2609
Eushd-almajalis ((jJLs^' xij.).

A treatise on the most important points of Sunnite

theology and law (s^ i^ir" Jj^-~-° i i<~l^ -JLaJ J^-:.*-

'
' ' ILc /lij), by Musa bin Muhammad Shu'un

Afghan {J^Jl>\ ^jpL.). Beginning : jyjlilj CA^ ju^il

JUi <uil eJjot-,! ^jljo '^;;.-Ju..>.l sjLs^j 5.JTj ^"i^ Js.

It is divided into several fasls, the first of which is

headed yiUflj jUj iT^yUljJjl ^^if^^ ^jUj y

No date.

No. 2103, ff. 56-83, II. 13-14; written by different hands,
partly in Naskhi, partly in N.-vstallk ; size, 7 in. by 4 j in.

2610
Fragment of a detailed Persian work on prayers,

with numerous Arabic quotations and specimens ; it has
neither beginning nor end, and neither title nor author's

name are mentioned anywhere. It deals with prayers
on all occasions and under all circumstances in the

usual orthodox way.

Abrupt beginning, on fol, i* : j ,t << i \.> . U dJ . . . .

^\ ijj sxs-" ji J
J "-.'.U (•^-^ • Occasionally very

elaborate marginal glosses.

No. 1290, ff. 94, 11. 13; Naskhl; size, 10J in. by 6| in.

2611

Kitab-i-fikh (sJLi v'-^)-
Fragment of a Persian treatise on Sunnite law, with-

out beginning or end. It opens abruptly thus

:

c,.~»T JljiJ '\xi^. i^jjjT ^jUjI ilb .^jUjill Ul '0^1

,.,Uj1 ^.

This is evidently a portion of a i^jU-jl ji v^ with

a second fasl jL»J ^JLJ .i, on fol. 126^. Other kiUHJbs

which appear in this fragment are

:

S^LJJI ijUS^onfol. 128a.

"Il i_;L;S^ on fol. 163".

8j>lUl v'L:5^ on fol. 1 88*.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

Numerous subdivisions into fasls and babs. No
indication of the author's name or the proper title any-

where. The apparent confusion in the arrangements

of the subdivisions seems to indicate that the leaves

are to some extent misplaced, although the catchwords

are all correct.

No. 2507, ff. 111-198, 11. 14-15 ; Nasta'llk, the Arabic quota-

tions in Naskhl; size, 8| in. by 5^ in.

2612

Kanz-almukashafat (cyLiil^l j^)-
A kind of extract from and commentary on the j_:i

jplsIJl of Hafiz-aldln Nasafi (see the Persian ti-ansla-

tiou of this work in Nos. 2575-2579), compiled in

Persian, in order to make its subtilties more intelligible
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to young disciples, A. h. 1170 (a. D. 1756, 1757),

see f'ol. i», 1. 8, in the time of Muhammad 'Alikliiln

Siraj-aklaulah Baliadur, the son of Nawwab Anwar-

aldinlihau (see fol. i^, 11. 4 and 5), by Shaikh Sulaiman,

known as Khalil Husaiu bin Shahbaz (see fol. i'', first

line). Anwar-aldinkhan was Nawwab of the Carnatic

and fell in battle against Muzaffarjang, a. h. 1 162 (a. d.

1749); Muhammad 'All, his son, fled to Trichinopoly,

but was afterwards confirmed by Nawwab Nasirjaug

as ruler of the Carnatic, see Beale, Orient. Biogr.

Diet., p. 5i\ and No. 501 in this Cat.

Beginning : ^;^/^^ ^^.^ fX^ »J ^j^ J/i'j-*^ •*-**

The title, cyliil^l yS, appears on fol. i*, 1. 10;

on the last fly-leaf at the back of the MS. it is designated

as Masa'il dar fikh (»JiJ ji JjL-...).

The present copy is incomplete at the end and con-

tains only a portion of the whole, breaking off in the

19th kitab and the 103rd bab. The arrangement of

divisions and subdivisions is somewhat confused, as in

most copies of the jplSjJlj^ »-•-»/ (see above) too ;

the bdbs, many of which are not marked, run on in-

dependently of the kitdbs, and several sections, which

ought to be styled kildbs, are by mistake designated as

bdbs.

The kitdbs are, following the arrangement in Nos.

2575-2579 above, as follows:

1. uyjL^Lll v^^ on fol- 2" (containing five babs)

;

2. i^.flL!l uiiLS, on fol. 15a (beginning with the sixth

bab and going down to the twenty-fifth, as it seems)

;

3. »j-^l >^^> on fol. 61" (containing babs 26-35);

4. f.v.aJI v^-^ on fol. 7i*> (beginning, as it seems,

with bab 36, which is, however, not marked, as is the

case with bab 26 in the preceding section too); 5. i_)l:a

lil, on fol. 76b (beginning in the middle of bab 38);

^ ^15^1 ^16, on fol. 94a; 7. pU>JI vL^(here

wrongly styled pLi^ ^^Lj ,i >t>^->.), on fol. 109'';

8. jiiLkJl i_>l-ii, on fol. Ill'' (again styled by mistake

jlLk u^ y v^.); 9- (jLi^JI v^> on fol. 152"
;

JO. 0^y\ v^^ (seems to begin with «.*Hj jbi» i_>U

JljJ^ c)^. j^)' on fol. 160*; 11. OjjJl L^\si, on fol.

I75^ second line; 12. iS^l L,jLa (seems to begin

with
LS->J-> u^J. j^ ^- i

Ai), on fol. 184'';

13. rt-^\) .>U-» V^^> on fol. 190^. Between this and

the following kitab a new one is put in, »L>lJ1 v^^>
on fol. 203"; 14. ikilll i_)Lo (seems to begin with

(read k>iJ) c<...
5

1

,j Sii^ jjj >-jL>)> on fol. 203'';

15. jjj^ll \^\jS (again wrongly styled vU)) on fol. 206*;

16. ijiiW sjUS^ (styled ijii.. ^J^. jA j,jJ j jy <^^)y

on fol. 206''; 17. iTfJJl i_>LiS (styled again iy> i_>b

c*5^ jjLj jJ j.^^-. j), on fol. 207'* ; 18. i—iS^ 1 vLS
htd. off.

(again i_ftSj ijW^ j^ f}-^ i ^J^ v'-'.)' on fol. 210*;

19.
f-)-^\ M^ on fol. 2I2\

Occasionally various readings, glosses, and additions

on the margin.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2803, ff. 238, 11. 15-17 ; rather incorrectly written in a

very irre^jular and uncouth Naakht ; size, 8| in. by j} in.

2613

Hidaya-i-farst
{^_^J^ h\i-a,).

A large Persian work on Muhammadan ecclesiastical

and civil law 'according to the Hanafite school, based

on various Arabic standard works, but chiefly on

Burhan-aldin Abu-alhasan 'Ali al-Maighinani's famous

jjIju* (see a Persian paraphrase of it in Nos. 2593 and

2594 above), and therefore styled ,j-»,^i »j1x».

It was compiled at the request of the Governor-

General of India, Warren Hastings, A. H. 11 90 (chrono-

gram c*il-) ^W* ^Ir^H lS"}"*
'^y^-'*)' =*. D. 1776, by

Ghulam Yahya, that is Maulawi Mahmud Yahyakhan,
togetherwith MullaTdj-aldinllirMuhammad Husainand
MuUaShari'at-allah. It is apparently subdivided into four

jJl». or volumes (like the Persian paraphrase, see above),

but only the main portions of thefirst and third volumes

and parts of the second and fourth are found in this

copy. The remaining portions are missing, in conse-

quence of large lacunas after £F. 190, 810, 906, and

938. A complete copy of this work in four volumes
is described in Rieu i. pp. 23 and 24. An English

translation of it was published by Charles Hamilton in

London, 1791; the Persian text was printed in Calcutta,

1807. The first volume comprises the firstfive kitdbs,

as in Rieu's first volume, viz. :

1. j^L^isJI v^^ on fol. 3a
; 2. jUJ j^Lo ^j 1^^,

on fol. 58a; 3. ijij'AS^\ ^jLj y <^lS , on fol. 186*;

4. fjjj ^JL»> ji v^^ on fol. 859" ; and 5. ji i_>LsS

'.a. ^jLo, on fol. 90o'>; the proper order of leaves

being ff. 1-190, 811-906. This part breaks off in the

middle of the fifth kitab on the pilgrimage.

The second volume (which ought to contain kitabs 6 to

19, from the book of marriage, _153J1 i-jl^, to that of

pious foundations, i_aiJl t^[sS) begins abruptly on fol.

191"; the text then goes down uninterruptedly to fol. 810,

where, according to the colophon, the third volume
ends. The kitabs found in this portion belong to the

</«Vi w?M»ie only, viz. : 20,21. 1—J;-»j /«-iJ. P v^

>

on fol. 314"; 22. sJUlS ^jLjy v^:^ on fol. 325*";

23. eJl^ ijLo jj ujl:^ on fol. 352a
; 25. .j >_)b^

uy.>L4^jl ajjfj ^^Lo, on fol. 423"^; 27. ^jLo ^j i_)b.>

(j?^, on fol. 473a; 28. j\jj^\ v-lX on fol. 53i»;

29. Ali\ v^i^ on fol. 554a; 30. Jb,Ldl ^bi^ on

fol. 574^; 33. JUjJI v^ on fol. 624a; 35. jj v^:^
^\SC. ^jLo , on fol. 680b ; 36. 'il^l v-UiT, on fol. 720b;

37. »]^1 v;)Ljy v^ on fol 760a. Ff. 906-1108
4X
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(lacuna after fol. 938) contain -portions of the

fourth volume which ends on fol. iioS^, according to

the colophon. Here are found the following kitabs :

52. ijjJl LjbS, on fol. 939^ ; 53. JSUt* xj^-j^ <^^.
on fol. 1032a

; 54. iLojJl i_>b5, on fol. 1044''; and

55. i_J~i^ '->^! on fol. iioiK

Beginning : ,'jU— \^_iytjut ^^Ljj-^j u-L*--' j J. »»

^^i^ ^ jl (jiicUa sl^ ji j-ijJol iJL) t^L^ii o o>—

1

^'1 J^
No. 1917, if. iio8,U. 17 ; Kasta'Uk ; size, io-io|m. by 6|iii.

2614

Dhakhira-i-Governer Hastings (j^^jLa J.ji J,-J>.j).

Another Persian work on Muhainmadan ecclesiasti-

cal and civil law, according to the various theological

schools, in the form of questions on every conceivable

point of jurisprudence, compiled for the same Warren

Hastings (^^^::.aj» ^^S^jZ...^ J.JiJj*. J.ji , see fol. 2", 1. 4)

by Muhammad Wasil Ja'isi (see fol. 2*, 11. 5 and 4 ab

infra). Beginning of the preface, on fol. i'': (_;-Lj^ Juxj

ill !.::< «..j Ok.«.x.».jl (Jl».

Beginning of the work itself, on fol. 4% first line

:

0....il.> Job.15:^1 ^>
jl^a. Ljj j,l^j>-l 121 ic!-"^ («lx-»-l |»jjj I*—

-3 Lo.s (.l^-a-1

j\jL^ J j»L-o ijs^Ll». cyljL^ *Lx.»l J)

euV».V^

•—Jl Jjl J.—

J

JL. ^J.*^u^ J

tsJH >^' p>^ J fjr^^ " (•^^^' |»^j-^

jujjLu,
J

(read iooL«l) CJoL«l j. sXJl-La. ul^J.^

>H^ »^'-^ u^-y (^Kj L^I dL^woj^

From these introductory words it appears, that the

author originally intended to divide his work into two
great kisms, one on divine, i. e. ecclesiastical laws, the

other on imperial, i. e. civil laws {^.^^jj in the heading

of the first kism is explained in a marginal gloss as

jjl jl j]^ lsr4' J-J,.^ j,U
J j\j ^:k>.< j_)-j-«Lj *^

jjl ^stJl ^Ixa-l), and to subdivide again the Jirgt of

these into two smaller kisms, dealing with ordinances

for this world and such for the future world respec-

tively, the former of which ^as to contain again four

sections, called likewise kisms. But all these larger

and smaller divisions are iudissolubly mixed up with
one another in the following discussions, and no trace

of the original plan has remained. The real Bectious

appearing in the text are a few kitabs, a considerable

number of babs, and endless fasls, mas'alas (or istiftas),

and dalils. The copy is, moreover, incomplete at the

end. The bdbg and kitdbs which are marked in this

copy are

:

1. JT JS^j>.\ j v:yj^.;-oi3^^J J J.lji vUi on fol. 4^
lin. penultv

2. cybj i_jb, on fol. 7*.

penult.

i,K-AwAij 4 oj.> Jj\->»i * b, on fol. 15a, lin.

L»j ,i ^JL> , onVj-^-J j,AXj (jflbaJ l->^J ^J

fol. 21b.

5. ^j^—
iy

on fol. 2"]^.

6. ^j,Ju ^^ti Lo (joLai vU) on fol. 28''.

7. JjJ viaiLj-i. Zjb, on fol. 41^ first line.

8. JjJLll ilL^.^. ^LjlcI
|_j» vb, on fol. 46^

9. ^Ji5ai\ (_5» J»P' sJxs? L. v>b, on fol. sob, last

line.

10. L^^ ^^-^fj **;A;I^ *jL;^ s^U >
on fol. 70''.

11. c-i. 1 iib«. J-s'T jl ^jb«jl j;jJ/J A-^^ v;;W^ j-* vb.

Ca.^1 ijj^ J p.^-*-*-'
.J>

on fol. 124% first line.

12. ojjil 3uS^on fol. i62».

13. bjjl (read ii;j<-«) ii^l i_)U> on fol. 163".

14. ha ...
I

il L.
J

jjjji ki-«j L. vb, on foL 164*

15. a ^ . .t. j_»i ufj-cjj (read JjjJJ) j jJi l>^i-« sjb

lj^..\.\, on fol. 166b.

16. J J^ il il^l Ll»j J.*pi I7j> on fol. 170*.

17. ejj-J tfir^ J ij'
Isj]^

J cJ^-''-*' p'y' uW>j-> v'-!

(in the following copy i;j1Jj».j) ji 1^ ^, on fol. 175".

18. ij^ J
^^Lss-^LS tSj^ JjL--« mbo j.> i_jb, ib.

19. ^blju»
J

^;;^*is* k_--^jl si[;Ji
(4i; vM) on

fol. 247*.

20. 5JJ»rJ (J)bi -.IXJ Jjb--» ^jLo ^j ^jb, on

fol. 266".

21. !bB^Dl iU^j -li3 JjL-^ jjU> ji v^. on

fol. 287b.

22. uyU^s* v_.b, on fol. 297'', last line.

23. JiL^I 3b, on fol. 303b.

24. r-\^ ji oJlij Zaj, on fol. 305b.

25. ^4!! i_)b, on fol. 309b, last line.

26. t
''1

-n -^ v^> on fol. 312b, lin. penult.

27. ij}sa ji vU) on fol. 314*.

28. iiiUl 3b. , on fol. 316^

29. iJjl) \jj\ ^ji^ ^150 Jib— ^jbj^'Zb

j_^ly., onfol. 3181).

30. (again as in .25)^^! i_>^> on fol. 327*.
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31. i^LaX\ i^j,^ TjX, on fol. 328*'.

32. ^jli\ Jj»l (read _l5j) -15^1 3U, on fol. 332»>.

33. pl.-jj:!l v^on fol. 333».

34. v^ 1,5^-s-*' (Jj^ ^Ixj Jjl-~» viiLo ,i vU

-^J. j-» C^. on

ijLj.} .J vM > on

-.iXill, on fol. 336'',

35. pLOl v^^ JjL—• ci^- J-* v^) 01 fo'- 345*

.36. t-i-a^. t/jLui (jiLl> JJ'

fol. 346a.

37. iVUi ir,,.j jiQ, JJ'

fol. 360".

38. v_}la. 3L), on fol. syib.

39. iJLjk 317, on fol. 372*.

40. Uii-,1 i_>Ij, on fol. 374''.

41. cybL^l ZAj, on fol. 376''.

42. jl+kjl i~ibS^ on fol. 378a, first line.

43. jL^Js e:..jUi^3b, on fol. 380b.

44. sXxJl 3b, on fol. 383b.

45. oIjlj*. i_>b, on fol. 391*.

46. ^^Jp J^ cjb, on fol. 392''.

In this bab the copy breaks off". Especially in the

earlier part of the MS., there are added in red ink many
valuable marginal and interlinear glosses.

Ko. 686, ff. 393, 11, 13; large and diBtinct Nasta'llk ; size,

I J^ in. by 7 in.

2615

Another copy of the same.

This copy is much more incomplete even than the

preceding one, breaking off in the eighteenth section

with the words . . . . uJ • K s-^^irC (corresponding to

fol. 228'', 1. 4 there) ; it has besides a large lacuna on

fol. 97* immediately before the beginning of the eleventh

section, the whole portion from fol. 2i^, first line, to

fol. 123'', last line, in the preceding copy being entirely

left out here. Finally, ff. 148 and 149 must be sub-

stituted for ff. 172 and 173 and vice versa, so that the

former come between ff. 171 and 174, and the latter

between ff. 147 and 150. Beginning of the preface

the same as in the preceding copy ; the names of

Warren Hastings and the author, Muhammad Wasil

Ja'isi, appear here on fol. 2*, 11. 2 and 4.

Beginning of the work itself, on fol. 31*, with one

particular modification in the original arrangement of

the last four sections or kisms of the LJo JS^, viz.

:

jLJ^ljJ Ou^Ufc «j, o4»5L. (O 1) ^lXa.1 ^jj —-J Jl

jL»l ij JJr'Lla. ^^\S^ii

u^y ,u (j\ji_ Ljjl S.y^_y,
J

The eighteen sections of tliis very incomplete copy

are found here: 1. on fol. 4I'; 2, on fol. 7''; 3. on

fol. 17"; 4. on fol. 23" ; 5. on fol. 33*; 6. on fol. 34*;

7. on foL 49*'; 8. on fol. ss^; 9. on fol. 60*; 10. on

fol. 82l>; 11. on fol. 98"; 12. on fol. 144b; 13. on

fol. 145''; 14. on fol. 146''; 15. on fol. 173a; 16. on

fol. 152''; 17. on fol. 157''; 18. ib. Another section,

called here jjLis-»L5 JjLj ^ »j/S\ sjb57 on fol. 192",

appears as jjU:t-"IJi iJjUi jl %\S\ JjL,-* J-*i in the

preceding copy, on fol. 203''.

From Duncan's sale, Febr., 181 8.

No. 1652, ff. 334, 11. 13; large and distinct Naata'ltk; uze,

13 in. by 7|in.

2616

Fakhr-alshtiyukh (rJ-^.iJl j^\
A compendium of Mubammadan theology, law, and

Sufism, conipiled at the request of Tipu Sultan (a. h.

1197-1213 = A. D. 1782-1799, see fol. 3", 1. 2), a.h.

1200 (a. D. 1786, see fol. 3*', 1. 2), by 'Ali Rida Sharaf^

(see fol. 6b, 1. 10), and beginning : jljlj— X*j>-jA^

In the preface the autlior mentions two other well-

known compilations made by Tipu's order, viz. the

^^j^ls*' ^, by Zain-alabidin of Shushtar, and the

i_jji£JI ^i-«, by Hasan 'Ali, with the takhallus 'Izzat

(see further below in the section 'Varia').

Index on ff. 70-8".

The work is divided into three b&bs, viz.

:

jJUe ^jLj j:> Jji vb, on foL 8».

ijj ji |»jjj sjb), on fol. 13*'.

The second bab comprises thirty-four fasls, dealing

with the regulations for ablution, prayer, almsgiving,

fasting, pilgrimage, marriage, criminal proceedings,

etc. ; the third bab also contains several fasls.

No date.

No. 1356, ff. 45, 11. 13; very careless Nasta'Uk; size, 8Jin.
by 5J in.

2617

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Author's name
on fol. 7", 1. 7. First bdb, on fol. 8»; second bdb, on

fol. 141" (here in thirty-three fasls only) ; third bdb, on

fol. 35».

No date. College of Fort William.

No. 2183, ff. 50, 11. 1 2 on ff. 1-40, 11. 13 on ff. 41-50 ; written

by two different hands, the first of which is a very careless and
uncouth Nasta'llk, the second a more neat and distinct one

;

size, 8^ in. by 6 ii).

2618

Fat&wa-i-Muhammadi ((jxtx' ljIjLj).

Fatwas or legal decisions on all the various questions

of ecclesiastical and civil law, collected and arranged

in 313 short chapters by an anonymous author at the

request of the same Tipil Sultan (see fol. 3*, 11. 1 1 and

12 ; fol. 3^, 1. 9 ; and fol. 4*, 1. 2).

4x2
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Beginning : UlJl ^jT ^^i ^^ Jp i^jJl ill A*il

This collection ends on fol. 176I'. Ff. lyya-iSgb are

filled with prayers against various diseases, etc., and
the enumeration of all the beautiful names (usually

ninety-nine) of Muliammad, Fatimah, etc. Ff. igol"-

192" contain some additions to the fatwas and two in-

vocations. A complete index on the fly-leaves.

No. 1668, ff. 192, 11. 17 ; Nasta'Uk, all the Arabic quotations

in Naskhl; index and additions by other hands; size, 12^ in.

by 7 J in-

2619
Mu'ayyid-almujahidin (^^xaLs^' My')-
A collection of poetical khutbas or prayers in verse,

to be read from the pulpit, composed at the request of

the same Tipu Sultan by Zain-al 'abidin Musawi ibn

Sayyid Eadi of Shushtar (the author of the ^ ~. i

^juiLs*', see No. 2616 above and further below under
' Varia '), who, after having lived for a long time in

Madras and Balaghat, became finally a courtier of

Tipu Sultan, see A. Sprenger, pp. 591 and 592. It

is introduced by a preface in prose and contains 104
khutbas in different metres, most of thera in the form
of kasidas and only a few in mathnawi-baits ; Sprenger,

therefore (loc. cit.), is wrong in calling this work a

mathnawi.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i*" : M) *il S^H

i^iijj.) XxJ \J!\ . . . . sJj--y (J^
-^LlJlj ijLUlj ^j^ljJl

Beginning of the first khutbah, on fol. 4^ : \\ f,^S^-^

^1 '-iy*^ (V* J^' L»^ v** u .
*

Dated the 27th of Bamadan, A. h. 1221 (A. D. 1806,

Dec. 8).

No. 447, ff. 151, 2 coll., each 11. 9 (11. 13 in the preface);

Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

2620
Another copy of the same.

Preface on fol. i^ ; beginning of the first khutbah,

on fol. ^ ; it is headed here thus : ji \^js^-.i » ,Va,-».

^L» i»-i^ c;tr* ^^-4^ JjUi ^fn-.» ^^i P.ul ^/^ ,

JlJL» (^Le tL^.>lj ^IJaJuu yfj isij-oiA sL;-> rti^ >^'^^

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2129, ff. 107, 2 coll., each 11. 11-14; Nasta'Uk; size,

8| in. by 5J in.

2621

Zad-almujahidin (^^Ju»Uk^' ilj).

The duties of a Muslim with special reference to the

holy war against infidels and an additional chapter on

ethics, morals, and eschatology, compiled by order of the

same Tipu Sultan in the year 1221 since the prophetic

mission came to Muhammad (sLii oJLuj ey,^i» <l*%j j\

=A. H. 1209, A. D. 1794, 1795, see fol. 4'', 1. 8), to

strengthen his faithful subjects for the Jihad against

the cursed Christians (^;-^«J l5];^-«»j). see fol. 4^', 1. 10.

The chief portion of the book, filled with numerous
quotations from the Kuran and the Sunnah, is due to

the court-chaplain Ghulam Ahmad (fol. 4'', 1. 8), the

same who translated into Hindustani the work on
Muhammadan ecclesiastical and civil law, styled

Khulasa-i-Sultani (see No. 2623 below), at the request

of the same Tipu. Sultan. A complete index on the

fly-leaves.

Beginning: j, l« < «J L* ^L^^l jjs- tj'xi\ ii j^JJ

d
X)L»j J^ ^>» ^[U-

The book is divided into three babs, the Jlrst of

which comprises seven fasls, the second ten, and the

third fifteen.

jL^jj. c:<\,. <i» ..> I J-aj (in six ijJLc^), oh fol. 6".

^^
. « I ... « fj\jL>\ ji r J-ai, on fol. 23*.

^J/^J iJ
t>'-

j;;^ jLiTo^LLI J,
on fol. 27a.

jljjl jji cyilTji ^ j-aj (in three y-is*), on fol. 30^.

fol. 40".

jl4». jl jjjjL* jL) Jox^i .i 1 J-.^, on foL 57'',

i^Jlio i.lS ijLj .j I J-ai, on fol. 63''.

^\Ss-i\y^\j I «l Cj ^ 1 it C:i .1 ; <i < ^J ! j-aj, OH

fol. 69a.

e*jjLa.1
J lijLjl j-»]^ jUj yV-j ,j r J-aj (in two

(jJLs:*), on fol. 71b.

..«.\~..», on fol. 77b.

\c- « Jj». j(^ i_>Li^ ui/^ ^•^ v>UI ,j J-tti, on

fol. 8o\

j,,.> oJL-ii ..J 1 J..^, on fol. 84*.

on fol. 87».

iL> ij*. c«l«.<i» .0 A J-^) on fol. 92'',

C«l ; Ji i ,J V J-oj,

u .^d>

la. e.li.o» ji 1 J-^, on fol. 96*.

JL« iSj ^jj\j Oi.li>.n< ji I . J-oj, on fol. 99b.

,j I J-.ai (in five ijJLx*), on fol. 104b.
'J J-'

t_J^ . (,-p. jj p J-aj (in four ^Jls^), on fol. 125".

on fol. 140''.

jj i« J-aJ, on fol. 146*.
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dj^i c-Jlx.^J 1 J-aJ, on fol. iss^

jUi J
uyjpd-. *^ jj V J-AJ (in two o-J^)» °°

fol. 158b

dijLj*. . i.:jJm-. ji A J-aJ, on fol. 166''.

Uj jtJL.. ,0 1 J-a.», on fol. 171".

uDj^^i ji I. J-aJ, on fol. I75».

_^ Jl^l^^ jj 1 1 J-aj, on fol. i8i».

o-Lji J\y>.\ ji ir J...<ii, on fol. i85».

o ..'

t > ijL*J. ^.> ir J-oj, on fol. 19 1«.

^jj jjLj ji If J_aj, on fol. 1
961).

fol. 201^.

Copied by Mirza Muhammad Nasir. College of

Fort William.

No. 2159, ff. 206, 11. II ; large Nasta'Uk, the Arabic quota-

tions in Naskhl ; size, 9 in. by 6| in.

2622
Another copy of the same.

Beginning the same as in the preceding copy ; the

author's name appears on fol. 2^, lii. penult. ; the date

on fol. 4^ 11. 8 and 9. On fol. i* it is stj'led i\j !<lcj

^juiLs^V Of the baba and fasls, only the first five

fe.sls and the seventh of the Jirst hdb are marked, viz.

1. on fol. 5I',
1. 2 ; 2. on fol. 20^, 1. 2 ; 3. on fol. 23b

last two lines; 4. on fol. 26''; 5. on fol. ss^, lin. penult;

7. on fol. 52a (marked on the margin). No heading

of the sixth fasl is to be found, and of all the sub-

divisions of the second and the third bab no trace is

left.

No date. The copyist was Sayyid 'AH EidS, son of

Sayyid *Abd-alkadir.

Bibliotheca I^eydeniana.

No. 2784, ff. 157, 11. 11; Nasta'Uk, the Arabic quotations

in Naskht ; size, 9! in. by 6^ in.

2623
Khulasa-i-Sultani (^UiLu LoUi).

A work on Muhammadan ecclesiastical and civil law

in Hindustani, translated from the (Arabic) original

of Abu Hafs Bukhari by the tame Ghulam Ahmad,
likewise for Tipu Sultan, and beginning, on fol. 3'':

It is divided into two kisms :

ULlcI ,.iLo
'. g^v Jj' ^ on fol. 4b./^ ^^ o*)^ |,lx.»l ^^ _).j ...1. on fol. lob.

The second kism has numerous subdivisions, bSba

and fash. The headings of the former are :

8.\^WI1 i_jb, on fol. lob.

jj-Uj
J (ji-j*- i_jIj , on fol. 1 7».

W ijLj LfjUjOnfol. 22b.

syjUlTXi, on fol. 24b.

^ji\ (!) syJJI ^, on fol. 31b.

i^uii :;i;,onfoi. 32b.

k«.»*. jU-> 3C, on fol. 38b.

^^Jl-^xJI 3G, on fol. 41b.

^_^J1 T^IU, on fol. 43b.

(f/y>\) ^/p^ T^., on fol. 47».

lil ;^., on fol. 49b.

iXlll ZAj, on fol. 51a.

ySCilj
Jj!>\ Z^,, on fol. 54».

^^1 "ZAj, on fol. 56b.

cLopl k_>b, on fol. 59b,

fciij mUi on fol. 61*.

Jl iiJj;-c y. Jr* (J>**' '^'•^' v-^.i on fol. 64b.

^ ji ^jy^ ij>«^ 't'^. > on fol. 67".

jillll j.1^1 i;jl, on fol. 68b.

^L^l 3b, on fol. 7i».

»X»J\ sjb, on fol. 72b,

ilftl^SJl vMi on fol. 73».

oill 3G, on fol. 78*.

^^uyUli^e)^ CaT, on fol. 82b.

No date. An index (differing a little in the sub-

divisions from the text) on £F. i*-2*.

No. 1204, ff. 86, 11. 11-12 ; Nasta'Uk, mixed with Shikasta;

size, 8 J in. by 5J in.

2624

Some rules and> regulations for Muslims from the

Shi'ite standpoint, issued by the Shaikh-alislam, for

the greater part in almost illegible handwriting ; on

fol. 4* a chapter on the -.Lxj ,^j^\jS ; on fol. 9b a iJojia

sz-'-_\ ; the latter, being the last portion of this short

tract, concludes with a ^^Jl i^jo-^ JJLJl-., a chain of

Shaikhs, through the medium of which the divine grace

has come down from Muhammad to the founder of the

Kadiri order, 'Abd-alkadir Jilani, with the epithet

Gliauth (see Safinat-alauliya, No. 36, col. 278 above,

and Nos. 1 795-1803).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2811, ff. 13, 11. 8-10 ; Shikasta ; size, Sin. by 5^ in.

2625

HazSr Mas'alah (»lf» » j]}*)-

A fragment, incomplete both in the middle and at

the end, of a book of questions on religious subjects,

consisting of 1000 questions and answers, entitled

i_j^ J Jl^ i\'...t j\yt, and beginning : ^j .u) s^
J^ Jlc j.XUIj i^lj ^.i'»\\ i-SL*Jlj ^;^-i.L«JI

4111 ^.j^:U;l J JT,

L
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s-!^ s'.' o^} J^ c)-'l o^^-^j^ J / ^ - ^ ^

^ The questions are taken from the Thora, the Gospels,

and Psalms, etc. ; the first begins on fol. 434". Ff.

438-447 are left entirely blank, and the book breaks

off on fol. 469. There are contained in this fragment

only 157 questions, all the rest are missing.

No. 879, ff. 43a''-469'', 11. 19 ; Nasta'llk ; size, loj in. by 6J in.

2626
Lata'if (i_ijlk!).

A collection of invocations and prayers for special

occasions, divided into a number of latifas, beginning:

Ji U;L.I L. xxj_ UU»1 t^jJl 411.

On fol. 227a (the first empty page) it is styled jjii

'^li. *_ijLU tiJaJ ^s^^. Jpl-

No. 1880, ff. 227-274, 11. 15 ; Naskhl; size, roj in. by 5I in.

2627
Masa'il (JjL.....*).

Theological discussions in form of mas'alas, by Kadi

Kutb, beginning : ^1^1 jjL*j\ »5oIjlJ a. l i,...* ... ill A*il

ji Jh\ 5l Jl 51 5-^1. ijS'^^^^j^, J^^. 0^1 ai;^-

Copied A. H. 1209 (a. D. 1794, 1795)-

No. 1845, ff. 65'-76', 11. 13 ; Nasta'llk; size, 7jin. by 4f in.

2628

Sharh-i-nuwad u nuh nam-i-khuda (sj j JyJ ^y^

A Persian explanation of the ninety-nine names of

God ; it begins with the enumeration of the ninety-nine

Arabic epithets, on fol. i^ : eUL. b ^^^j U
^;^*»J ^

Jl f^y-y
b (.^ Lj ^jls b.

On fol. 2'' the Persian commentary begins thus:

Jl i^yj^.t^ jl» e>-4-=- iiy>^ ijj^-" f^'
It ends on fol. 22I', and is dated the loth of Dhu-

alka'dah (no year being mentioned). The remaining

pages of this MS. are filled with miscellaneous matters,

viz. o) 8.*U ^y\ i_>U, a tradition of the prophet, on

fol. 2 2^; 6) i^j3
J ^ J vj^c JL-jLj-i*! a^-j^ > ^ ^^'^'^^

on chronology.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2207, ff. 27, 11. 10-12 ; Nasta'llk and Shikasta mixed;

size, 8 J in. by 6Jin.

2629

Kitab-i-'akaid (joLtc cybo).

A collection of theological treatises in Arabic and

Persian, intermixed with a grammatical tract and

a kasidah of Sa'di.

Contents

:

1. On ff. ia-i5^ 11. 12-16; Naskhl.

Hisar akmal (J-^l i^-*-)' prayers and invocations

in Arabic, ascribed to 'Abd-alkadir Jilani (see No.

2624 above), and styled, ' the perfect bulwark' (on the

fly-leaf «l..-,l i^\y>- j JU-cl j s-*-c.il ^.i JL-,). Many

marginal and interlinear glosses and additions.

2. On ff. i6''-2oa, 11. 11; Nastalik.

Ad'iyah (s-j;j1), a set of Persian prayers.

3. On ff. 20''-28^ 11. 11; Nastalik.

Mi'at 'awamil
(
J^lyi ajL.), usually styled Mi'at 'amil

(J-.Lc ijL.), Jurjani's (i.e. Abubakr 'Abd-alkahir bin

'Abd-alrahman, who died A.H. 47i=a.d. 1078, 1079)

well-known grammatical treatise on the hundred regents,

in Persian verse, beginning : jj,.i ^ jjjljui. S-^a^y jju

Jl ^Jiii^A; see Bodleian Cat, No. 1658, and J. Aumer,

p. 52, No. 2 ; on the Arabic original, comp. G. Fliigel

i. p. 149 sq. ; Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 273 sq.

4. On ff. 28''-32'', 2 coll., each 11. 11; Nasta'llk.

Kasida-i-Sa'di Shirazl {(jj\j^ uXx^ jA-waS), begin-

ning : \ji\Xa. culo
J

v:>*jiJ
J (j-^— i j^ {^^^ nsual

introductory poem of the Persian kasidas of Sa'di, see

above, No. 1 1 1 7, 8 sq.). Dated the i8th of Safar, A. h.

1176 (a. D. 1762, Sept. 8).

5. On ff.
33'>-64l', 11. 12-20, written by various

hands in careless Nastalik and Shikasta.

Muntakhab-i-kitab-usul-aldin wa-alirshad wa bayan-

alyakin wa-ali'tikad (jLi^^lj c^J^' J>-»' tjLu ^^-^^

jbLiiill) jj-s-aJl tjbo .), an extract from a Persian

work on the vindication of the Sunnite creed, by

Muhammad bin alhasan bin Israfil alshuruti, in a

mukaddimah, five babs, and a khatimah, beginning:

8>LI]1u jr'
•3\

Jl jJl (ji^i. sJLi ijji J-»l tSJ>\sj,

[j\XA i^JJI -ul J-Ji ... ill -~J

Mukaddimah, on fol. 33"; on the six heretical sects,

the rr}y-> \ji^Sj' ^;^' H/"^^' '^^-•-*^' ^^"^ *-^j^

(see No. 2548 above, fasls 2-7).

First bdb, on fol. 33'* : t5fj ^;-^^ ^ J-j^J u'^.y

Second bdb, on fol. 41'': v::jL4jLi_« j' LS-^ U^J ;»

sXi. (jjjL-..^ |_^^Jui5 v^»Jy-« w 14/

Third bdb, on fol.
46a: jjbs*- ijjl

Fourth bdb, on fol. 58*: j^l^-^U^. i^Sj ^o.

Fifth bdb, on fol. 60b
: Ujl iiijL.]/ ^i.

Kiidtimah, on fol. 6\'^, first line: oJ^ c:«.?l» ji.

On the margin of fol. 64*' it is stated, that the

collation of this copy was completed (j^;^ -.^.s-*^)

the 22nd of Jumada-althani, a.h. 1176 (a.d. 1763,

Jan. 8).

6. On ff. 65l'-i44b, 11. 12 ; Nasta'lik.

Tuhfa-i-Aurangiyyah (s^^^^j' tis^), another expo-

sition of the Sunnite creed and refutation of heretical

sects, in Persian, compiled for the instruction of the

, crown-prince Aurangzib (the later emperor 'Alamgir),
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and dedicatfid fo his father Shahjahan, a.h. 1049 (a. d.

1639, 1640, see if. 66", 1. 2; 66'>, 1. 3 sq. ; aud 67",

11. 1-3), by Muhammad Sharif bin Ahmad bin Hasau
al-Bukhari (see fol. 65*', 1. 3 ab infra).

Beginning: islj\x^^ ii^jt-. Jic Uj i^JJI «[) x^Ji

Dated a. h. 11 76 by Shaikh Muhammad bin Shaikh
PirMuhammad Balgrami IlahabMi Kadiri at'Azimabad

;

the collation was finished the 23rd of Jumuda-althaui

in the same year (a. d. 1763, Jan. 9).

7. On ff. I44''-I5ia, 11. 12; Nasta'lik.

Part of the Shanaat-almubtada'at (icL^i ^ ij-jj

ixJ^Jll), or the ugliness of heresy, in Arabic, beginning

with a quotation from a work styled ^_^\Jpl \^jas\y>

,

viz. 'JU-tJ- iatJ^l ^ ^"!lj,4--j"j ~iS\yui ^ ^J JlcI

^i yu.

The last two treatises are written by the same hand.

No. 499, ff. 151 ; written by v.irions hands in different styles

of Nasklil and Njiata'llk; size, 7jin. by 42 in.

2630
Theological poems.

Contents

:

1. On ff. la-iS*, 11. 10: Bad'-alamali (JL.5)1 'Sj),

Siraj-aldin'Ali bin 'Uthman alushi alfarghani's Arabic

kasidah on tlie unity of God (composed a.h. 569=
A. D. 1173, 1 1 74, see J. Aumer, Arabic Cat., p. 41,

No. 147; G. Flugel i. p. 459; Loth, Arabic Cat.,

p. 259, etc. ; and H. Khalfa iv. p. 558, No. 9524 ;

edited by Peter von Bohlcn, Konigsberg, 1825, and

printed in Kasan, with a Tataiic paraphrase, 1849),
with an interlinear Persian paraphrase in red ink.

Beginning : Jl (JUil ^Jy elJU elJL.

.

The usual beginning of the kasidah, viz. i.*jJl Jjij

(JL«ill *X) |j, from which the poem has also got the

name of ju^l liy^h is here the second bait.

Dated the 14th of Babi'-alawwal, A. h. 1147 (a. d.

1734, Aug. 14).

2. On ff. 1 5^-2 8a,
11. 10.

Alasma alhuana ( : ... .U *\ . ...^1), Nur-aldin of

Damietta's Arabic kasidah, rhyming in 51, on the

beautiful names of God (see J. Aumer, Arabic Cat.,

p. 234, No. 548 ; Arabic Cat. of the Brit. Mus., No.

175, 2; A. F. Mehren, p. 165, col. i; Fleischer, Cat.

Lips., p. 435), likewise with an interlinear Persian

paraphrase in red ink.

Beginning: Jl ^j' s^j <ijjl . ... ; \ uy'jj.

Dated by 'Abd-alkhalik the 15th of Eubi'-alawwal

(the year is omitted, but it is evidently the same as in

No. I, viz. ii47=A.D. 1734, Aug. 15).

3. On ff. 29''-6o, usually 2 coil., each IL 13.

'Aiia'id-i-Jami (jj^La. jjlic), also styled I'tikadnima

(t-.U jLSjlcI), a collection of poems on the Muhammadan
creed, a few in matimawi-baits, the majority in form
of kit'as, mixed with some ruba'is and fards and inter-

spersed with Arabic quotations from various Suras of

the Kman; comp. above, Nos. 1281 and 1282; and

Rieu ii. p. 827'SNo. VIIL

Beginning: Jl J*—) cujo (^Iji J .-». Juo.

No date. ^
No. 1476, ff. 60 ; written in two different kinds of Nsskhl;

size, 55 in. by 4|in.

2631
Miscellanies.

1. An anonymous treatise, incomplete at the begin-

ning, on religious duties, on fol. i"; 11. 13-15.

2. Tarjuma-i-hadithat-i-nabawi (u^l .l u -> i-t-^-S

{jy^), a Persian paraphrase of traditions of Muhammad,

on fol. 34*>; 11. 11, in thirty-two short baba.

Beginning : cujjji 'LJLc j JLc o^.l .^ i ^j Jjl vU

3. Another copy of the 'Akaid-i-Jami ((<»^- Jolic),

aa in No. 3 of the preceding copy, on fol. 72''; 11. 15.

No. 615, ff. i-ioi ; written in various kinds of Nasta'lik by
three or four different bauds : size, 8^ in. by 5^ in.

Appendix: A PusktU-Persian Work on the Sunnite

Creed.

2632
Makhzan-alislam (>,5L-.^1 ^jU^)-

A comprehensive work on the observances, rites, and
dogmas of Islamism, according to the Sunnite creed,

with occasional references to Sufic theories, compiled

in the Pushtu or Afghan language, with Persian prefaces

to each chapter aud other Persian quotations, on the

basis of the best Arabic and Persian sources, by Akhund
Darwiza Ningarharl (with his real name 'Abd-alkarim

ibn Makhdum), the founder of the national literature

of the Afgiians, who lived under the emperor Akbar
(a.h. 963-ioi4=a. d. 1556-1605), at Pashawar, and
had received his spiritual tuition from Shaikh 'Ali

Tirmidhi. He wrote this book for the purpose of

guarding his Afghan countrymen against the heresy

of a certain heretic or atheist (j^jJoj), Bayazid Ansari,

son of 'Abdallah of Kandahar, commonly known .is

Yusuf Zi, the founder of the Rushanian sect, who was
finally defeated by Akbar's general Muhsiukhan, comp,

on this heretic aud his sect Dr. Leyden's excellent

treatise in ' the Asiatic Researches,' vol. xi. pp. 363-
428, entitled :

' On the Rosheuiah Sect and its founder,

Bayezid Ansari,' and Graf Noer, Kaiser Akbar, vol. ii.

pp. 180-219, Leyden, 1885; on the present work,

which also bears the titles ofj-.?.i ijjis', ,^Lijl [jj^t

and .Ki-l ^jjjf*, Captain Eaverty, Selections, prose and

poetical, in the Pushto or Afghan Language, London,

i860; and Z. D. M. G. vol. xvi. p. 786 sq. ; B. Dorn,

A Chrestomathy of the Pushtu or Afghan Language,

St. Petersburg, 1847, preface, p. v sq. ; and extracts

from it, ib., pp. ri«-vA; see also Raverty's Gulshan-i-

Roh, London, i860, p. 133 sq. ; and his Grammar of

the Pukhto, second edition, London, 1 860, introduction,

pp. 32-33. Akhund Darwlza's elder son Karimdad,
who is occasionally addressed in the original di°aft of
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his father's work, wrote a t T • i to it and revised and

modified it to some extent (see the next copy) ; in

A. H. 10 1 4 (a. D. 1605) his younger son 'Abd-alkarim

again revised and rearranged it, restoring certain parts

omitted in Karimdad's recension, curtailing other parts

and adding new material, where it appeared desirable

to him (see Nos. 2634 and 2635 below). The book is

divided into eight ijL^j, each ofwhich has in the present

copy, which seems to represent the original composition

of Ahkund Darwlza himself, a Persian introduction.

Beginning of the preface or introduction to the first

bayan, on fol. i^ : oUlj^ j 5 : <1 tJJJl ,J^\ -Jil J-*-*'

Jl j^jU-s J]^1 ij-» j. t :

;

'
. *4^1 ^' (»Ar-^-

Baydn I, on fol. 3*: ^L.1 i^U. : ^li jl ,JL«I »

,1 ,U1' (read j^ijl) ^y^\ .y—sr ^^-.i uuj.

A Pushtu translation of the same kasidah, ^JL«5)1 *Jj

or x^jiJl Jyij , by the Hanafite Imam Siraj-aldin 'All

bin 'Utliman alushi alfarghani, which has been noticed

in No. 2630, I above. This first bayan is incom-

plete at the end in consequence of a lacuna between

if. 8 and 9 ; the last words, on fol. 8^', correspond to

fol. 50b, 1. 2 in No. 2634 below. Beginning of the

bayan itself: jlil (_f»-> »-*'-'->
'(•-s^'P' !:/**;;" r^*^-

Jl (.^|Jlc iujJ t^jl jy^.

Baydn II, on fol. 9* :
'j^ ix^M J. t~.i .j

.

A Pushtu paraphrase and interpretation of the famous

kasidah of Imam Sharaf-aldin Abu Abdallah Muham-
mad bin Sa'id al-Bfislri (who died A. h. 694 = A. d.

1295) in praise of Muhammad, and styled sj^l (see

below, Nos. 2647-2652 ; edited by Eosenzweig,Vienna,

1824, and by Ralfs, ib. i860, with a metrical Persian

and Turkish paraphrase, and German translation ; latest

Eastern editions, Bulak, A. h. 1305. Cairo, A. h. 1307;
Kasan, with a Tataric paraphrase, 1888 ; French trans-

lation in Garcin de Tassy, Exposition de la foi musul-

mane, pp. 127-148; comp. G. Fliigel i. p. 465 sq.

;

H. Khalfa iv. p. 523 sq.. No. 9449, etc.). It is

incomplete at the beginning, owing to the same lacuna

after fol. 8 ; its abrupt beginning, on fol. 9", corresponds

to fol. 55b,
1. 4 ab infra in No. 2634 below.

Baydn III, on fol. 25'' : Ji>L) t^l^Ju ^^^ja. sXjI .Jol

jl iLjLi^l aLj jjLjljI |,1jj j.4 sJ'----'j 'vr^j-'j -^^-^^^^

The seventy-two sects of Islam and the particular

article of faith by which each of them is separated

from the orthodox Sunnite creed.

Baydn IV, on fol, 36* : ^Jlx-J Loili. uJ,jT

\ iJ—J-ir^ i
Ju3l J-4-"'j mL-j| u-LDl r^

The quintescence of Kaidani (see above, Nos. 2604
and 2605) made easy, an exposition of the various

aspects of prayer, in eight bab'S, viz.

:

1. jUj Lr^lr* c)W>. j^y oil fol. 38*.

2. jL-J cyL»j>.]j ijLj ,j, likewise on fol. 38".

on fol. 39*.

itSoT .Ajl

^jLo ,i , on fol. 40*.

5. jU-i uyUj^ J^, jj, on fol. 4i».

6. jUj cyUj)^ ^JLJ ji, on fol. 42*.

7. jU-J ,J i:yl».L-. jjLj ji , on fol. 44».

8. jU-i calj—J-« ^jW? iJ, on fol. 441".

BayAn V, in three fasls, viz.

:

1. On fol. 45b
: jx-ic jl sJ jjLiU (j-i^J uV '^^ j*

bUJb . SJwJl^p Jj-"-^ 15*^ >>* <* fiL«l j^..i-!l *W^

A Pushtu translation of the four jiUic, or articles of

faith, by Diya-aldin Imam Muhammad Shami

2. On fol. 48*>, first line: 1^

^ UV u-i^lj ^ 1.5^^ (.Lii" (read ^Ul) j.L.ill

Jl e»-»l sjjjT j^ tll-yjj a .. n i ^^-.-c ^^JJ'J aJJ*.'.

A Pushtu translation (published in Eaverty's Selec-

tions, and Dorn's Chrestomathy, see above) of the iJLu,

on heretical sects, in twelve firkas, by Najm-aldin Abu
Hafs 'Umar bin Muhammad al-Nasafi (died a. h. 537
= A. D. 1 142, 1 143), the author of another renowned

work, called jJLic or the articles of faith (edited by

Cureton as Appendix to the ' Pillar of the Creed of

the Sunnites,' London, 1843 > translated, with extracts

from Taftazani's commentary, in Muradgea d'Ohsson's
' Tableau de I'Empire Othoman,' vol. i ; comp. H.
Khalfa iv. p. 219, No. 8173).

3. On fol. 55* : ^J\i\^ j J.4^ tjj^jl \j ^J^ sXiT^jjl

A treatise oo the correct and legitimate reading of

the Kuran, by the author of this work himself.

Baydn VI, on fol. 6ib: ^.:, ^j\s.^^
i>-°-«-'-

u^l i-ij'

Jl jlsl ) >j5 5-»A J. :'.i\.^.

Refutation of the wrong interpretation, given by

heretics to the letters of the alphabet, with the recog-

nised Sunnite explanation, beginning with the letter

( ji is> i^\ i 1^1 ^^)-

Baydn VII, on fol. 77* : U
I I, OvcU.a.^jl 1^^::—jbji \j LiAi:».,.».j J'!.**» i_' > ^ * e:jl>X.flJLx^ ',1 O

3.jU) t5' uW^^.5,

Twenty-three nuktas on various points of the Sunnite

creed, viz.

:

^JUJl k)];-i J
jjli^l

J ^SL.\, on fol. 77*.

2. JjL_ jc-uj Ju.a ^JLJ ^j, on fol. 79".

iijf,on fol. 80'".

4. tjljLJfc &J J^Lj \j Jl—« i^^-^^-t^^ j.>jl ^;jL-_> ji

\j JUj, on fol. 82».
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»» oWj y>5. ijl ijiJU jl sJ ijJ'-*-^ {j\ss

c. i;U.U , on fol. 83i>.

6. La., J
1 iyjfc uW? ,j, on fol. 84*.

7. .jb f^jit ^yLJ jj, on fol. 84b

8. i_)U ,j e)j-Lll s^-H'j v^ !» »J isJ^-^^ u^ j'^

Jl »jyT jL»J , on fol. 84'>. (Probably the Persian

e)jJJ,) Sy-Jki , by Sayyid 'Ali bin Sliihab-aldin Hamadani,

who died A. H. 786= A. D. 1385, see above, Nos. 2176-
2179.)

9. Jl jU-i jJ e< !..«'» Si ij.i-.Jb ,j, on fol. 85''.

10. ^1^^ sxs-* ^^Ljj ,j, on fol. 87*.

11. o—I^;.i5 t_^ JLe J^J sXiTjjLJl, on fol. 88*',

12. ^^jj ^
•

.

•

.. i lj
J-^^-?- »-~^ |) ly'^-*-^ *''' »-^l jJol

i:u.J, on fol. 88l>.

1 3. ^yi. J ^Jj^
isJ^ ^yLJ ^i , on fol. 89^

14. uiijl^Ji sLJli ^j

o—
I v.Ar'' O" fol- 89''

J s5Ljl ^jLj jJ

15. j > .>-«-ig i »l ) ,j
ij.

/.-ul u^. on fol. 90''.

IG. _Lc
J c>JX»

J r^

(supply slit) ^Uj^ ^1^1 ^jj^y c*-,X) J
j^L-ii jl^l

J

jwiLj »u T ^j^j'^^ J^L) Lj-Jlc ^jjb JLcj.^^ (lo) jL.i.L>.

c. ... 'b JjUi Xi-.« 5 i-sJ Ijl) on fol. 91". (This part

contains two Persian ruba'is with Pushtu translation,

one by Nasir bin Khusrau, the other by Bayazid
Bistami.)

17. o4.i^j (j^^ J^^ j^ (j) iji^ U^y. [J^. j^

18. jl i,l (jiUJ—» tjLi-) ^_;j si >A n^l jjjl

? - '

'^'
:,b , on fol. 94''.

19. ^y^j ^^Jo ^l+a. ijLo ji, on fol. 96*.

20. iiy;-a-fc ijl (^L^j^ ojj: ^jUj ,j, on fol. 97''.

21. ca,-ia. ^jl JjL»-1 (jLj ,j, on fol. 98"*.

22. lij^-ia. (jl oJ-0 e< ....,.'. ijbo jj, on fol. 98''.

23.
/^J-^ ts''*' -^.^^J ^i'^

Jl jJl, on fol. 99".
r^'

k^T ,.jLo

Baydn YIII, on fol. loo" : i_>>-— u tSJ.^^-* ^;5i .

j

y i_)bii jjji i_«-Jb ^ VIA-.' txi.

History of Bayazid Ansari, called Yusuf ZJ, and his

five sons. Shaikh 'Uniar, Nur-aldin, Khair-aldin, Kamal-
aldin, and Jalal-aldin, whose lieresy caused the com-

position of this book (the title ,L-.ill sj'fi^ appears on

fol. 108"). This bayan ends on fol. 109*, lin. penult.,

and is followed by a large number of miscellaneous

chapters, beginning with a confession of faith, viz.

Jl iki-y
J s-f^j w.:XjiL»j iJjLj cjuliT, with a detailed

Pushtu paraphrase and explanation, on ff. 109'', first

line, to fol. 1 19'', 1. 9; the next chapter is ^jLo ,0 i_iU

IXD. OiF.

jj;J-yL.
J jj), on fol. 119'', 1. 9, to fol. 136", 1. 4 ab

iufra. Further sections are : a Pushtu explanation of

various passages in the Kuran, beginning with Surah

25, V. 28, second half: Jl ^JJ^lXJl JLc U^ ^^IS^, on

fol. I37a8q.; |_jiLiLjljjjLJ ^bi.. j^Lj ji , on fol. 140'';

a Pushtu translation of Suras i and 1 12, and of some

Arabic prayers, on fol. 14 1», last line sq. ; jUJ ^;jLj ,j

5)U».,pnfol. i45l>; jL»j t::jU - » < ^jLj .J, on fol. 146";

^j u°'Sy J V^^^^^'j cr^ Jr-* '^''^ uW^. ^-^ J-^J' on

fol. 147a; e*-.l C,y.^^J^ XiS?- bc^-^^' iXiT^jbwJ ^.j,

on fol. 148a;
_^j i.v : ;^ ^jL.) ..j, on fol. 148'';

Ijiljtil ioil) t^LsJ • (ja*J» i-jb jl jJiiJI ijljj>. '\'..-. -,

on fol. i5o« (see on the liill ijhi by Abu-allaith

Samarkand! above in No. 2608); J!LJ\ ^^J^^t ij\-^_ ,i,

on fol. 150*'; J:LJ oX- i:jUjji, on fol. 151*; ^^jLj^j

Ootj^ ,.15^1, on fol. 151''; jy^ Xi\ jljjo ybvj ^j

>>-« J^, ib. ; ij>ji'xj>jy^ |.bl jIjlxj ^jLjJ jJ , ib.
;
,jLj ji

isJ^l-., on fol. 152b; ^jVv.^.:, ^j\^_ji i^b, on fol. 155".

This copy (with the exception of If. 1-8) was written

A. H. 1 179 (a.d. 1765, 1766); it belonged formerly to

Sir Charles Wilkins, LL. D., F.R.S.

Another, somewhat curtailed copy of this original

draft, in which the miscellaneous chapters at the end
of the eighth bayan are missing, is described in Bod-
leian Cat., No. 2350.

No. 2393, fF. 156, 11. 15 (except ff. 1-8 which are added by
another hand and contain only 12 lines); Naskbt

; greatly
worm-eaten throughout ; size, 9 in. by 6 in.

2633
Another copy of the same.

This copy represents the first revised edition of the

|,5L-,il| ^J^s!^ by the author's elder son, Kariradiid bin

Makhdum Darwiza, as his name appears at the end as

that of the compiler or «..U. . It differs from the

original draft mainly by the omission of the Persian

introduction to the first bayan and of all the mis-

cellaneous chapters at the end of the eighth, and by
the introduction of two short sections at the end of the

seventh bayan, on the letters of the Pushtd alphabet,

viz. i^^Lijl cyUjyji.jJ^^Xjj ^jbo , on fol. 89'*, in Persian,

and ,^Vki\ liib j>i->j> yjbo.i on fol. 89'', in Pushtu.

Baydn I, on fol. i^, beginning : ^ Jj'jLcl jh-».j ^Llj

Jl J^ JLc sjjJ i^y\, corresponding to fol. 3*, 1. 4

in the preceding copy.

Baydn II, on fol. 8».

Baydn III (here styled J-oi), on fol. 2 61".

Baydn IV (again styled J-ai), on fol. 36''. The
eight babs are found here: 1. on fol. 38''; 2. on

4 Tf
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fol. 2g^ ; 3. on fol. 40* ; 4. on fol. 41* ; 5. on fol. 42*
;

6. on fol. 42b; 7. on fol. 44l>; 8. on fol. 45''.

Baydn V (without any heading), on fol. 46^. Of the

three fasls only the first is found here, in consequence

of a large lacuna after fol. 48 ; the author of the jjLic

is called here Diya-aldin Imam SMni.
Baydn VI (here styled vU)- on fol. 49*^.

Baydn VII, on fol. 64^. The two rubais by Nasir

bin Khuprau and Bayazid Bistami are found liere on

ff. 79'> and 80' ; the twenty-three nuktas are the same

as in the preceding copy.

Baydn VIII, on fol. loi'' ; the title appears on

fol. 1 1
8a.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2467, ff. 1 20, U. 13 ; Nasklil ; the first page supplied later

;

size, 8J in. by 5J in.

2634
The same.

This copy represents, according to the last words on

fol. 178b, the second rmsec? edition of the j.)>L-ill uj-**'

by the author's younger son, 'Abd-alkarim bin Makhdum
Darwiza. Besides many amplifications and additions

to the text and a restoration of various chapters of the

original draft, left out in the first revision, it differs

particulfirly in the arrangement of the introductory

part before the beginning of the first baydn. This

introductory part, which fills here forty-four leaves, com-

prises not only a considerable portion of the mis-

cellaneous chapters at the end of the eighth baydn in

No. 2632 but also the second and third fasls of the

fifth bayan. Another portion of the miscellaneous

chapters is here inserted at the end of the seventh

bayan. The initial words of the Persian preface to

the whole in No. 2632 are found here on fol. 44a.

Beginning, on fol. i** : (ji jj-jl ^^ jLcl ^J->i «-«Lij,

ill i-j.-., corresponding to fol. i4i"', last line in

No. 2632. Immediately after the introductory words

the Pushtu translation and explanation of Suras i and

112, and the Arabic prayers follow, see fol. 141^, 1. 2 sq.

in No. 2632, with slight modifications in the arrange-

ment of the prayers. On fol. s^, last line, a _jjj J-ai

appears, corresponding to the second fasl of the fifth

bayan in the original copy ; and on fol. 12'' a («j-~- J-^i

agreeing with the third fasl of the fifth bayan there
;

the latter ends on fol. 191', 1. 7. Ff. 19I), 1. 8-20", 1. 5

correspond to fol. 149", first line to 1. 3 ab infi-a in

No. 2632; ff. 20^ 1.
6-21I',

1. 6 to ff. I47^1in. penult.-

148I', last line in the same copy; fol. 21^, 1. 7 sq. to

fol. I sib sq., ib. Fol. 22", liii. penult, sq. is found on

fol. 150a sq. in No. 2632 ; ff. 23''-24l', last line on ff.

I37a-i38'', lin. penult, there; ff. 26^ 1. 8-37% 1. 7 on

fol. 109b, first line to fol. 119^ I..9, ib. Fol. 38^ sq.

corresponds to fol. 150^ in No. 2632; fol. 39^ sq. to

if. 151" and l> there; fol. 40^^ to fol. 149^, ib. ; and

ff. 401-42^ to ff. I46a-i47a, K 3 ab infra, ib.

Baydn I, on fol. 45''.

Baydn II, on fol. 52a (for ^JL.1 sj-woj must be read

.jp. Ix>^i); ff.
56a,

1. 5-57^ 1- 3 a>"e wanting in

No. 2632 between 11. 7 and 8 on fol. 9".

Baydn III, on fol. 74^^.

Baydn IV, on fol. Bs^. The eight babs are found

here: 1. on fol. 8 7>>, lin. penult. ; 2. on fol. 88"
; 3. ou

fol. 89* (here headed jU-i ,j iJ^i:H^ jjL-j ji) ; 4. on

fol. 90^; 5. on fol. 91^ (jL,J jj Lj-*];^' u^- J-*) '

6. on fol. 92* (jL«J j:> i^Goj^^ jjl-o ^j) ; 7. on fol.

94b (\J> i£>U.LZ« ^jCj j:>) ; 8. on fol. 95", last line.

Baydn V, on fol. 96*, consisting of the first fasl

only (see the second and third in the introductory

part), although by an oversight the words ^. J-».x-i.^

J>.ai »-u are left after the "heading ; the author is

called here Diya-aldin Imam Muhammad SJiAht, but at

the end of the fasl, on fol. 99'>', 1. 4 ab infra, and last

line, the usual designation Shdmi appears.

Baydn VI, on fol. 99b, first line.

Baydn VII, on fol. 1 1 6^, ,^^^jo_ (u ) iiylxj jjl-o ,j

\^^A<Xa

Some of the

.1 tj % r ^-1 > — ft VV • - \^.lt,** C1>1.X.P.* X .
*

headings of the twenty-three nuktas differ slightly

from those in No. 2632 and are usually more correct

in wording; for instance, nuktah 16 ... . sJXJl jAJl

nuktah

.... sXil jj

uW? j^

Jl ^jLILc; nuktah 18 UJ j,\.X^

Jl ij\ ; nuktah 20
_^ ; » * . 1 v:jj.6^ .... .>J^

Nasir and Bistami's ruba'is are found here on ff. 133*

and ''. To this bayan is added here another portion of

the miscellaneous chapters at the end of the eighth

bayan in No. 2632, viz. ff. 142b
1. g-16'j'^, lin. penult.,

the main part of which, from fol. 143^, 1. 4 to fol. 163'',

1. 8, with several amplifications, corresponds to ff. 1
1
9^-

136^, 1. 4 ab infra in that copy.

Baydn VIII, on fol. 167a, lin. penult.; it ends on

fol. 177b, 1. 4 ab infra, corresponding to fol. 109*. lin.

penult, in No. 2632.

In the concluding words 'Abd-alkarim denotes him-

self as the editor.

Dated the ist of Muharram in the fourteenth year of

Ahmadshah Durrani's reigu (= a.h. 1175, A. d. 1761,

August 2), by Sayyid Muhammad. Presented by

J. Cotton, Esq., Nov. 19th, 18 13.

No. 2882, ff. 178, II. 14 ; Naskhi ; size, io| in. by 7 in.

2635
The same.

Another copy of the second revised edition by- 'Abd-

alkarim, quite like the preceding one, except, that at

the end of the seventh bayan the two chapters on the

Pushtil alphabet, as in No. 2633, fol. 89'' sq., are sub-

stituted here for the miscellaneous portions, taken from

the eighth bayan of No. 2633, in the preceding copy.

It begins like No. 2634, and contains the same pre-

liminary parts ; ou fol. 7", the ilLy of 'Umar al-Nasafl

begins, corresponding to the second fasl of the fifth

bayan in the original draft; and on fol. 17'' the
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treatise on the correct reading of the Kuran, corre-

sponding to tlie thirdfud in tlie same (styled ^%-;r^ J-»J>
as in the preceding copy) ; then follow the same mis-
cellaneous chapters as in No. 2634.

Baydn I, on fol. 52".

Baydn II (here styled J-aj), on fol. 59^.

Baydn II T, on fol. Sot*.

Baydn IV (here styled again J-oj), on fol. 92*; the

eight babs are found here: 1. on fol. 94a; 2. on fol.

94''; 3. on fol. 95''; 4. on fol. 96^; 5. on fol. 97'';

6. on fol. 98"; 7. on fol. loo^; 8. on fol. loi".

Baydn V, consisting of the Jirst fad only, on fol.

102* ; the author's name Shami is here corrected into

Shafi'i(!).

Baydn VI, on fol. 105''.

Baydn VII (here styled i_>L), on fol. 124'', in twenty-
three nuktas. Nasir and Bittami's ruba'is are found
here on £f. i43"' and \ On fol. 153'' pq. the two
chapters on the letters of the Pushtu alphabet.

Baydn VIII, on fol. 166*. The title appears here

in the colophon only, viz. ^^il| ^jli?* L>Lj; and the

concluding words about 'Abd-alkarim are wanting here.

No date.

No. 2.599, ff. 184, U. 13; Naskh!; worm-eateu throughout;
size, 9f in. by 6| iii.

2636
The same.

This and the following copy differ in the arrange-

ment of the first Jive bayans entirely from all the

preceding redactions, and represent a third revised

edition of the original work by an anonymous editor.

Baydn I, on fol. 2^'.

Baydn II, on fol. 6'',headed (read
ijjj*-) sJjjj' jiGT.jJl

Ji\ sJk.---i, ttjJ ti • i\ ~. i 4. ; sJLtLi (^1.4 •; I j, on the

seventy-two sects of Islam, etc., corresponding to the

thiid bayan in all the previous copies.

Baydn III, on fol. 19*, headed •- - ^ -j s—,. o J ,
' -

Jjowic jl u (^LaJoULc le^-*-*. u-^r (read bl) jl .j Jjl

lJI sj.^Ij^ J^ij_. ^-oLi xHs^ A^\ fjySS\ *L..<>, and

corresponding therefore to the first fad of the fifth

bayan in the previous copies, containing four jJLic.

After this follow seven short sections, corresponding to

some of the miscellaneous chapters at the end of the

eighth bayan in the original draft and the introductory

part of the second revised edition of 'Abd-alkarim, viz.

:

1. J!LJ ci>L».lj ,jLj .i, on fol. 21" = fol. 150''

in No. 2632, and fol. 38'' in No. 2634.

2. j.^\ ^\^ji, on fol. 21^ = fol. 151°

e*jLj^ f,lX».l ^jLo .i, ib. = fol. 151^ in No.

No. 2632, and fol. ^g^ in No. 2634.

3

2632, and fob 39*^ in No. 2634

4. {jAli
J ijiu^tt. ^jLj .j, ib. = fol. i49» in No,

2632, and fol. 40"', first line, in No. 2634.

5. jLfcj ci)l.

No. 2632, and fol. 40'' in No. 2634.

ijLj .j, on fol. 22* = fol. 146* in

6. jjLa. jU-i ^jUj jJ, on fol. 23* = fol. 145'' in No.

2632.

7. ls^^=— ' jjLj jJ, ib. = fol. 148" in No. 2632.

Baydn IV, on fol. 23'', headed tx^^ J - ^ - .j

Jl jj^., and corresponding therefore to the second

bayan in the previous copies.

Baydn V, on fol. 37*, headed t^%t. jjJijI . . .. a > .j

Jl jiU-p , and corresponding to the fourth bayan in

the previous copies ; the eight babs are found here

:

1. on fol. 38"; 2. on fol. 38b; 3. on fol. 39"; 4. on fol.

39^; 5. on fol. 40!^; 6. ib. ; 7. on fol. 42"; 8. on fol.

42''. Tliere are added to this bayan here, (a) on fol. 43*
the same introductory pieces, Suras i and 112, and
Arabic prayers, as on ft'. i''-5*' in No. 2634 (the second

revised edition), and on fol. 141b sq. in No. 2632 (the

original draft) ; (b) on fol. 48*, cy,..^^ i5liTjjjl o^j J^^vi

Jl' ^jji ic^^ f^' ^^t i-6' the ilUy of 'Uraar al-

Nasafi, corresponding to the second fasl of the fifth

bayan in No. 2632, and fol. 5*", last line sq. in No.

2634; (c) on fol. 521", Jl \^\js iSJi\jX>\
(.J-*— J-ai, i.e.

tlie treatise on the correct reading of the Kuran, cor-

responding to the third fasl of the fifth bayan in No.

2632, and fol. 12b sq. in No. 2634.

Baydn VI (here styled k_>lj.), on fol. 56'', agreeing

with the sixth bayan in the other copies.

Baydn VII, on fol. 76b, in twenty-three nuktas,

agreeing with the seventh bayan in the other copies

;

no additions here.

Baydn VIII, on fol. gi"; to this bayan are added,

as in the original draft (No. 2632), some miscellaneous

chapters, beginning on fol. loi" with the iihi. »!? -»

yulij
J (_;iw^ sjU jl »-"-)' (=fol. 150* in No. 2632,

fol. 22", liu. penult.' in No. 2634), and ending with the

^jlj^;^4-i. jjLj ji i_>Ij (= fol. 155" in No. 2632).

Dated the 27th of Eabi'-althani, A. H. 1180 (seventh

year of Shah 'Alam's reign) = a. d. 1766, Oct. 2.

No. 2456, ff. 132, 11. 15 ; Naskhl ; size, 9I in. by 6| in.

2637
The same.

Another, but defective, copy of the same third revised

edition, agreeing with the preceding one.

Baydn I (not marked), on fol. 3*.

Baydn 7/(= Bayan III in the other copies) entirely

wanting here.

Baydn III (not marked,= Bayan \, first fasl in the

other copies), on fol. 14a. The same additional seven

sections as in the preceding copy, on fi'. 18^-23''.

Baydn IV {= Bayan II in the other copies), on fol. 23**.

Baydn V (= Bayan IV in the other copies), on fol.

53a. The eight babs are found here: 1. on fol. 55*"

;

2. on fol. 56^ (no heading); 3. on fol. ^S" ; 4. on fol.

59"; 5. on fol. 6i''; 6. on fob 62"; 7. on fol. 65*
;

8. on fol. 66*. The same three additions as in the

preceding copy, viz. (a) on fol. 67"; (o) second fasl of

4 Y 2
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Bayan V, on fol. 79^1
;

(c) third fast of Bayau V, on

Ibl. go*.

Baydn VI, on fol. loob.

BayAn VII, on fol. 146b
; to the twenty-three

nuktas a twenty-fourth is added here, which, however,

is a repetition of the seventh section in the additional

part of Bayan III.

Baydn VIII (not properly marked), on fol. 183''.

The title is mentioned on fol. 206*^ ; of the miscellaneous

chapters only three pages are found, at the end of

which this copy breaks off.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2476, ff. 207, 11. n ; Natkhl; size, 9|in. by 6 in.

2638
A fragment of the same.

A small portion of the ^.^L-iH ijj-i*, consisting of

twelve leaves which contain parts of the second and
the third bayans, with a lacuna after fol. 3. Ff I "-3^

corres])oud to fol. 13", last line-fol. ly**, last line in

No. 2632 ; ff. 4''-i2') to fol. iS"', 1. 4 ab infra-fol. 27",

1. 2 in the same copy. One half of the first leaf is

torn away besides.

No. 2599% £F. 12, U. 13 ; Naskhl ; size, 8J in. by 5^111.

3. Traditions of Muhammad and the Im&ms.

a. Sunnite Traditions.

2639
Lubab-alakhbar (jUiill i_>LJ).

400 traditions of Muhammad, in forty babs, each of

which contains ten traditions, on all points of lluham-
madan theology and law, a kind of general introduction

into the science of c*jj.»-. The original collection in

Arabic was compiled by Ahmad bin 'Abdallah. see

Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 48" (No. 191, TI) ; the present

work contains the text with a Persian paraphrase and

Persian preface by Muhammad (hin^ Mahmud, see fol.

it>, 1. 4 ab infra. An index of the forty babs on

ff. 2»-3a.

Beginning : s-SiU. J.». UlAi.^ X«-^J. "^^ ^ Is^. a.,j>.

The headings of the babs are as follows :

1. On fol. 3a Uij: J
jLc ^A,y,i ji; 2. on fol. 5"

41)1 J_j--. xts* ii\ lyi ji "S tUi o>U.n< ji ; 3. on fol.

I o", last line j_).i e<l;<i< ,.» (the index adds after it

:

JL,
J

s-Jlc -oil ijuo (_5«.i»--i-* -yis^ y) ; 5. on fol. 1 2*

jjL»jl (jLo ,i ; 6. on fol. 14J' ^^^.:iLu yi>^ c'«l;.n< ,j

(in the index the headings of chapters 6 and 8 are

transposed by mistake); 7. on fol. 16* J^ euL^ ,j

e)]^—• y, 8. on fol. 17I' ^^^-lAJjUJ i»^l) 10 \ ..<. » ,.>

;

9. on fol. 20" ;^.i|ljj e*£Ujc! jUj o.l..ai ^j ; 10. on

PERSIAN MSS.

fol. 22a

1432

jj. cjJuyAi ,j ; 11. on fol. 23^^ -i'-^ • n' .J

12. on fol. 25a j^ji-j ^Uu«,j oJi-wij ,j;

13. on fol. 26^, first line l». . ul.n *. »L. »;.. .-j-i -,,«>

^yl ; 14. on fol. 28" j-ij^ jL»j oJLyai .j; 15. on fol.

31* first line oJ!-. jUJ eJi-j-oi ,0 ; 16. on fol. 32''

^jjU iSj >::! . <i< .j ; 17. on fol. 33" sjJ-e c>l «.«i< .j

uLp J .IjCiTijib ; 18. on fol. 34*' ^^^^loj |,X-, e:»i.»-<ii ,j

^jjiaJj^^jl ^_r-J; 19- on foL 35b ^^^^y^ eJLt-ajy

Lcj ; 20. on fol. 36l>^Uii-,l OuL-iiy ; 21. on fol. 37b

t^ljJfc 53^j ; 22. on fol. 39* ^ . . ~ S o>L,.o9^j ; 23. on

fol. 41" iu>5 v:>L^ ,j ; 24. on fol. 42^jis CaL jj .j
;

25. on fol. 43'', first line _lxj o:. I . .n < ,j ; 26. on fol.

44'> ^\j OJ^ y ; 27. on fol. 46-' ^jl 00^^ ^j

;

28. on fol. iT'j^y^- M^^ oj^jj; 29. on fol. 48b, first

line ^jjLi.|jjl wo lo-Lyoj ,j ; 30. on fol. 49*' .jL« (j*. .j

32. on fol. 53" f^j^ io.l..<i.< .J ; 33. on fol. 54''

^ij»-«l» oJL-oi jj ; 34. on fol. 56* ^jj,jj> .Lw^j lu^ .i

j^^xiT. ; 35. on fol. ^-j^ ^jXixs^
f'-^j^ ('" *'''^ index .j

»Ji4S (j) jxi» A^-«))' 36. on fol. 58"' ^jl^U.<o ^jS.;^jiji ;

37. on fol. 59b, last line ey^^^^i .j; 38. on fol. 61''

^jT Jl^jkl ijyj^^j^ ; 39. on ful. 64^ ijyj jjj^«j-. y
(in the index ^J:>^ i^y io^jj^ .j); 40. on fol. 66b

Dated the 5th of Kabi'-althani (no year) by Shaikh

Imambakhsh, son of Shaikh Lutf-allah, who cofiied it for

Miyan Hafiz Muhammad Eushanjiw.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

It was printed in Bombay A. h. 1280.

No. 2733, ff. 1-70, 11. 15 ; careless Nasta'Uk, the Arabic text

in Nasklil ; size, 9j in. by 5I in.

2640

Bahr-alsa'adat (iijLx-IJI^^).

A large collection of moie than 3000 traditions on

the whole Muhammadan theology and law, according

to the Sunnite creed, compiled in the eighth ox ninth

century of the Hijrali by Muhammad bin Muhammad
Ibrahim, called Haji Taj-aldin (see the title on fol. 5",

lin. penult., and the author's name on fol. 6^, 1. 5), and

divided into the following twelve babs

:

1. eyO (jLj ji, on fol. 8*, in eight fasls.

2. Uic
J

JLc e. 1 > < (jLo .J , on fol. 68'', in eight

fasls.

3. cy,L^ ^yLj ji, on fol. ii8», in ten fasls.

4. J[ (^^ J '-'4/ J ^\i-^ i u)^;' ij^ o^-j^> °"

fol. 151b, in ten fasls.

5. sjSj ^jUj ,i, on fol. 195*, in eight fasls.
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6. iX-
J

^jiiji ijy. ^jLo ,j , on fol. 2
1
7", in five fasls.

7. ^jT cJuuLi* J
yji^ "j». ^jLo jj, ou fol. 234*, in

twelve fasls.

8. sj^ ^jLj jO, on fol. 26^^, in ten fasls.

9. pLj (jjji*
J

,ji» tjl.jJ jJ, on fol. 323a, in ten

fasls.

10. ju) (jfji. ijLj ji, on fol. 366'', in eighteen fasls

(the »4J k_>b of the text must be corrected into

11. ijya J ijo^l e)'-;-'. ;*' °" ^'''- 4°5''> •'' three

fasls.

12. ,lSil , cuL .•jUj., .wj. J cu^J J ^jjjy* jjj^ i_j|^j jjUj jJ, on

fol. 423*, in eight fasls.

Khatimah, on fol. 454'^

Beginuinsf : ill
^ J^aJ'j '4rX") *-^»JI t5J -OJ J^

The author quotes as his guides the Shaikhs Abu
Tahir bin Muhammad bin Ya'kub alfiruzabadi ; Ahmad
Isma'il Khunji ; Junaid bin Mahmud al'amiri ; 'Abdal-

lah aldaniyali ; Muhammad bin 'Ali Naj.-lt, etc.

This cop)' is dated by Muhammad bin Ruh-aldin bin

Muhammad the 21st of Sha'ban, a. h. 898 (a. d. 1493,

June 7).

No. 368, ff. 480, 11. 19-23 ; Naskh! ; the first fourteen and the

last two leaves are supplied by other hands ; size, io| in.

by 55 in-

2641

Taijuma-i-Hisn hasin (^-..n->. ^j-^^ L^ja-jS).

A Persian translation and explanation of the Arabic

collection of traditions of Muhammad, with special

reference to prayers, styled ^.. .«•» ;j-a-» ' the strong

castle,' and compiled by the Shafi'ite Shaikh Shams-

aldin Abu-alkhair Muhammad bin Muhammad bin

Muhammad bin 'Ali bin Yusuf al'umari aldimishki

alshirazi, known as Ibn-aljazari, who was Iwrn a. h.

751 (a. D. 1350) at Damascus and died, eighty-two

years old, a.h. 833 (a. d. 1429, 1430) ; he was buried at

Madinah. He completed this collection in Damascus

A.H. 791, the 2 2ndof Dlm-alhijjah (a.d. 1389, Dec. 12),

revised and partly enlarged, partly curtailed it in

Shiraz, and then sent it by Maulana Najib Shafi'i to

Ahmadshah, see fol. 31*, and comp. G. Fliigel iii. p. r45,

and H. Khalfa iii. p. 71, No. 4529 ; other copies of the

Arabic original are noticpd in Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 88,

and J. Aumer, Arabic Cat., p. 32; printed at Calcutta,

A. H. 1229.

The Persian translator was Abubakr bin Muhammad
Bihruji, who completed this paraphrase for Sultiin

Abu-alfath Mahmudshah bin Muhammadshah bin

Ahmadshah bin Muzaffarshah of Gujarat (reigned A. H.

863-9i7=A. D. 1459-151 1) the 24th of Dhu-alhijjah,

A. H. 910 (a.d. 1505, May 28), see ff. i", 1. 9, i^", lin.

penult., and 3", 11. 3 and 4.

Beginning : jlj i^jjl s» ^) \ J^l xa.\j!i\ ill ju»il

Jl zJi> J I'.oT*. Ha* JlJIj.-* »Jj--rJ.

No date.

No. 888, ff. 94, U. 17-19; very careless Nasta'Uk, which

gradually tum» into a regular Shikasta ; the first and the last leaf

damaged; size, 9|iu. by 5^ in.

2642
Sharh-i-Hisn hasin (^^. <i-». ^j-aj». pyi).

A detailed Peisian commentary on the same collec-

tion of traditions, by llaji Muhammad alkashmiri, who
finished it the 6th of Muharram, A. H. 996 (a. D. 1587,

Dec. 7), see fol. 253'', 11. 4 and 10 sq. In the khatimah

the commentator enumerates a great number of other

works, which he composed, viz.

i.L..xJL) < ^r ^1 Jjn ^Jll\ JyA\J^

.Uill >^^ ibSA
"-J-
Ul

..Lo. -Uiill

; 7.

8. JJl—. j^Lo j_j» ^i

i^jjill ,_^jdl; 9. e*J.>U.ill x^ J xjJi U'Aj,. ^iS;

10. iJL^^ jl„ill ^^ , ^.<^i=-^; 11
^by' zr i

joUjJb
t5^'

'JlAj^jJl ; 12

JLa^Vi :\.l joLajJl) iJliJjJl ; 13. |J A-tjb ; V I iJL-yJI

e:;U.UIl; 14. ^yJ^\^\y^<J^; IS.^^^ilLj,;

16. ^1)\ ^^Ml dJuMJ. .

Beginning : j^Iaj j eUjij i/l^ lJ-«-» x»-il (sLi l^lll

B)U--!.» jJLC huU .yl 'i'll J-»j'j 8j-Lil J-<ijl J ttL.5 JlJL*

sx^-io j-ph ^L^jl
J s-jLo Jl.«-i» v^)' j^. J^ ^' ....

An index on the fly-leaves ; the copy is dated the

12th of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 1174 (a. d. 1760, Oct. 22),

at ^luhammadpur (commonly called i^jS^).

No. 228, ff. 254,11. 17; Nasta'Uk; many marginal glosses;

size, 8 J in. by 4I in.

2643

Banat Su'ad (jLxju voJb).

A copy of the Arabic text of KaTb bin Zuliair's

famous kiisidah iu praise of Muhammad, not included

in Loth, Arabic Cat., see there pp. 233b and 239'', and
comp. J. Aumer, Arabic Cat., p. 232 sq. ; G. Flugel i.

p. 432, etc. Edited by G. J. Lette, Leyden, 1748,

and G. W. Freytag, Halle, 1823; also in Calcutta.

Beginning: Jl J^-.i* *j.-J' tt-X"'* .»!-»-« ^::>JL).

The poem contains here sixty-one baits (instead of

the usual fifty-seven), and is preceded, on fol. 55^ by
some Arabic quatrains, ascribed to 'Abd-alkadir JSlani

( Jicill Cjki ui>_i».) and Imam Shafi'i.

Dated a.h. 1078 (a.d. 1667, 1668).

No. 2300, ff. 55-57, 3 coU., in diagonal lines, each 11. 10-12
;

Naskhi; size. Sin. by giu.
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2644
Sharh-i-kasida-i-Banat Su'M (c^Vj »j

,
. ^ < j-y-i<

A Persian commentary on the same kasidah, com-

piled by Muhammad Nairn alhadakhshi alrustaki at

the request of his spiritual brother Muhammad Fadil.

Beginning : jLj; ; ajt-ol x>S--^ J-xJ . . . . <Jil J . si

No date of composition or of the copy itself.

Ko. 1383, ff. 1-28'', 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; a little worm-eaten

;

size, 9J ill. by 5f in.

2645
Taumik-i-Sharh {^^^ (j . « : 1).

Another, far more detailed Arabic-Persian commen-
tary on the same kasidah, by Maulaua Sadr-aldin

Husam albanbani (see fol. 2*, 1. 5, and fol. 59^, first

line). The title is given in the colophon on fol. 59^,

last line, thus : ~ji ,
'1 .Wll jjJ^-o vj ^^ ^j^ o-i-*-^

«^UuJI t-jjla 5J, . After a lengthy Persian introduc-

tion, beginning, on fol. i'': ijuUJ j> *LiJ
5 w'^-t^ J .W>-

lJI ^f^w«L<L« (j^Ls-ii (_>-)/» J ^:>-jli and dealing with

Ka'b bin Zuhair's life, the commentary opens on fol.

4", 1. 3 sq. with the first bait of the Arabic poem; each

bait is first paraphrased in Persian ; after that follows

a grammatical explanation, called v s-Xll or 1 sj-o-iJl,

then a syntactical one, styled ^^\ further a more

lengthy discussion on the subtle points and deeper

mystical meaning of the verse, entitled .l^-uiHj e^lxUl

,

and finally a general summing up, J-aLll. All these

sections, except the Persian paraphrase, are written in

Arabic. Many marginal glosses.

Dated the ist of Jumada-alawwal, A.H. 978 =: a.d.

1570, Oct. i), by Mahmud bin Muhammad Kuraishi.

No. 1856, ff. 1-59, 11. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9I in. by 6|in-

2646

A third commentary on the same kasidah, compiled

by Muhammad Da'iid bin Sulaiman Khakaiii (see fol.

I05^ 1. 6), and dedicated to Sultan Muhammad bin

Tughluk (a.h. 725-752 = A.D. 1325-1351, see fol.

105", first line). It is written thr: ughout in Persian,

except an introductory Arabic kasidaii of eight baits,

beginning, on fol. 104'^:

u. * -* *

Jl; the real preface begins in 1. 4 ab infra, on the

same page thus : \^jJ>ay e*jli-o t^UJ j u^^ ^. ^-*^

»_)LlJl ni Jlc JuJjlai* JjjO Jj,
8J sJila. Jif. lyJ^Ai*

Jl (jj^L^a:*. ^4-« J
(C,b^4.i eUi , and gives, like the

preceding commentary, a short sketch of Ka'b bin

Zuhair's life. The first bait of the Arabic kasidah,

Jl (-Jtii :>\t«i lO^ib, is found on fol. 106''; each bait

is accompanied, (a) by a . _. ... a ; or commentary
; (6) by

an k-il-cl or grammatical analysis ; and (c) by a ^^-*-^ or

summing up of the meaning, all in Persian.

No date.

No. 1298, ff. 104-135, 1]. 15 ; Naskhl, the Arabic text in red

ink ; uize, 10 in. by 6| in.

2647

Kasida-i-Burdah (sj^. 5J..-ya5).

The Arabic text of Sharaf-aldin Abu 'Abdallah

Muhammad bin Sa'id Busiri's (died A.H. 694, 696, or

697 = A. D. 1295, 1297, or 1298) famous kasidah in

praise of the pmphet, styled Burdah (see Loth, Arabic

Cat., p. 237 sq. ; J. Aumer, Arabic Cat., p. 234;
G. Flugel i. p. 465 sq. ; W. Pertsch, Gotha Araljic Cat.,

No. 2275 sq. ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 76 sq.;

H. Khalfa iv. p. 523 sq.. No. 9449, etc. ; editions by
Eosenzweig, Vienna, 1824, and by Kalfs, Wien, i86o,

with Persian and Turkish metrical paraphrase and
German translation; French translation by De Sacy

in Garcin de Tassy's Exposition de la foi musulmane,

pp. 127—148), witli an interlinear Persian paraphrase.

Beginning, on fol. 96b
: ^\ JlI (_5Jj uC-a. ^aj ^\.

The text is pointed throughout ; the Persian para-

phrase is written in red ink. On fol. 96^^ some
traditions in a different handwriting.

No date. Similar copies of the Burdah with an

interlinear Persian version are noticed in Loth. Arabic

Cat., loc. cit., and p. 232*, and W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 105.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2515, ff. 96-117, 4 Arabic lines in each page, written

in Naskhl, the Persian paraphrase in Nasta'llk ; size, 7| in.

by 4| in.

2648
The same.

Another copy of Busiri's kasidah with interlinear

Persian paraphrase and an endless number of both

inteilinear and marginal glosses and explanations, of

grammatical as well as exegetical character, partly in

Persian, partly in Arabic.

Beginning of the /"ecsjaji paraphrase : jb i.^. ... \ Lil

^ Copied for Hasan 'All Sahib by Sayyid Afdal : as

date appears the loth of Dhu-alhijjah only (in the

next part of the same MS., which contains a com-

mentary on the same poem, see No. 2650 below, there

is added i^*-^- 1 v, in the seventeenth year of the

reign, but the name of the Moghul emperor is not

given). The Arabic text in this copy is written in

red ink.

No. 1298. ff. 1-42, 4 Arabic lines in each page, written in

Nasklii with full vowels, the paraphrase in Nasta'llk ; size,

10 in. by 6J in.
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2649
Takhmis barkasida-i-Burdali (sjj sj.^waJi j ,j-;^,^)

An amplification of the Hurdah by 'Ali Sadr-aldin

bin Ahmad Nizam-aldin alhiisaini alhasani in Arabic,

witli a Persian translation of the poem in matiinawi-

baits and short Perbian notes on the margin.

Beginning of the Arabic preface : ^x» tfJJI iiJ J^U

ji j\j1\ v-j^b ^j^y, ^>.
Beginning of the first mukhammas, on fol. 340''

:

^1 jOk!! J j^-^i ^^ J^ll^U b.

Beginning of the Persian translation : m^jjl jb jl ij\

Jl |.bu3l ^IXjl... . (t.

No date. Another Arabic (j«.-;_»^ on the Burdah is

noticed in Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 300b (No. XV).
Bibliotheca Leydeuiana.

No. -2420, flf. 339-367, II. 12 in the centre-column, 11. 18 in the
margin-column ; the Hrst four pages written in Naskhi, the re-

mainder by the same hand in centre and margin in Nasta'lik
;

size, 9I in. by 6 in.

2650
Tarjuma-i-kasida-i-sharifah {Uo^ tx. ^"^ &-.-»Hi)-

A metrical Persian paraphrase of the Burdah with

a more or less elaborate explanation, likewise in

Persian, and usually introduced by the word i^-*J, by

an anonymous author. It is preceded by two j)refaces,

(i) a treatise, styled sjj ts.^i jbL_l, or according to

the concluding words jjjjLi. ,b—..j ,j iU-.l
j iJ^W* •

setting forth the reasons for and the effects of a repeated

reading of this kasidah according to various traditions,

and beginning, on fol. 43*: ^•-s.-* cvjU, jJ e>...l»i

i)\ JljI
; (2) a general preface, giving the common

stoi-y about the origin of this kasidah, beginning, on

fol. 49a
: ij^^ ji{i]\ sJla. J ii,JuaJ jL*Jl^;-<.bJ s^

IjljJ JuKJ bll . . . . t-^jil ;^ljJ>- ij^ l4;Vpl jJbti JS ^

According to this statement the kasidah contains

160 baits (see the same remark in the first preface, on
fol. 4'}^, 1. 3 ab infra), but the Arabic text of the

present paraphrase has 162 (in the text of No. 2648
above there are two more, one before and one after

the last bait here, 164 altogether). The initial bait

of the Burdah is found on fol. 50'', and the Persian

paraphrase of it runs thus :

JL-. tSyXil (correctly o^l^b) ^jl^b

^_ ui-iS
^^\JJ ^y,. b jiJ

Copied by Sayyid Afdal for Hasan 'Ali S4hib, and
dated the 27th of Dhu-alhijjah in the seventeenth year
of the reign (of whom, is not stated, see the remark in

No. 2648 above).

No. 1298, ff. 43-103, 11. 13; Naskhl; the Arabic text in red
inli ; size, 10 in. by 6} in.

ib) ij\

*l ^.* **. (sLmi

2651
Another copy of the same paraphrase.

Of the two prefaces only the second is found here,

beginning, on fol. i^ : Jl »J,JJb. jbj«Jl^;-»bJ x*2i.

The firet bait of the Burdah appears on fol. 2''. The
kasidah contains here 167 baits, i.e. five additional

ones to the 162 of the jireceding copy, between vv. 5
and 6, 53 and 54, 73 and 74, 134 and 135, and im-

mediately belore the last bait (this fifth one is the first

of the two additional ones in No. 2648), but a strange

point in connection with these additions is, that there

are blanks left after each of them, on ff. 4", 20**, 27'',

48"', and 56" respectively, and either the Persian para-

phrase or the'Persian explanation or both, are misting.

Moreover v. 166 in this copy (i.e. the last but one)

precedes v. 161 in the preceding one (in No. 2648 the

same verse stands after 1 6 1 of the preceding copy).

The last bait of the kasidah has neither paraphrase

nor explanation, and the end of the copy corresponds

accordingly to fol. 102", 1. 4 in the preceding one.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2041, ff. 56, 11. 13; Nasta'llk, the Arabic text in Naskh!,

written in red ink ; size, 9^ in. by 62 in.

2652
Sharh-i-kasida-i-Burdah (sj^j ^Jl-^oj ^>^)-

Another Persian commentary on the Burdah, defective

at the beginning : two leaves seem to be missing, ac-

cording to the Arabic paging; besides, the first seventeen

leaves are greatly damaged, the first pages even to such

an extent, that more than "one half of the text is torn

away; the commentator's name is consequently lost,

but fortunately, the date of composition is intact, viz.

A.H. 921 (a.d. 1515), see fol. I", 11. I, 2, and 10. The
Arabic text is indicated by ^laj, the Persian commen-
4-„_„ 1... - fjijjg

gj.g^ ijj^jj, pf ^Yie text is found ontary by V-
fol. ih, 1. 3, but th? greater part of it is destroyed too.

The last twenty leaves are more or less worm-eaten.

Dated by Habib Muhammad the 12th of Sha'ban,

A.H. 1056 (a.d. 1646, Sept. 23); collated the 8th of

Ramadan in the same year (a.d. 1646, Oct. 18) with
the copy of Miyan Shaikh Fadil in tiie presence of

Mir (or Miran) Sayyid Haidarjiw, Mir (or Miyan) Sadr-

i-'alam, Miyan Habib Muhammad (or, as he is called

a few lines before, Mir Sayyid Habib-alliih, probably

the transcriber of the copy himself), Miyan Niir Mu-
hammad, Miyan Sadr-aldin, and others.

Another Persian commentary on the Burdah, written

by Yiisuf bin Muhammad bin Sliihab al-Jami, commonly
called Yusuf Alili, a. h. 863 (a.d. 1459), is noticed in

Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 85.

Bibliotheca Leydeniaua.

No. 2582, ff. 64, II. 19 ; distinct Nasta'llk ; many varioos
readings and additions on the margin ; size, 9 m. by 6j in.

2653
Sharh-al-Masablh (^IA\ ^).
The third volume of a Persian commentaiy on the

famous collection of 4719 traditions of Muhammad,
styled i!L-JI -oba..., by ihe Imam Abu Muhammad
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al-Husain bin Mas'dd al-Farra al-Baghawi alshafi'i, who

died A.H. 510 or 516 (a. d. ih6 or 1122), comp. on

the Arabic original H. Khalfav. p. 564 sq., No. 12128
;

Ibn Khallikan, No. "184; G. FlUgel iii. p. 85; Loth,

Arabic Cat., p.
35b sq.; J. Aumer, Arabic Cat., pp. 28

and 29 ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Batav. iv. p. 74, etc.

The commeutator's name does not appear. This

volume contains the following kitabs, quite agreeing

with those in the Arabic original

:

c.^\ s^LS^ on fol. 2b
; ^SJli\ sjbS^ on fol. 50^ ;

^pjA\ ^JL:i', on fol. 98^; ^L<iaJ1 v_.UjCon fol. 109^;

jjjJJ tjb^, on fol. 129"; L<LflJlj 8jL*ill v^ oil fo^-

148b; iLjil v^Ui^ on fol. 167a; gjbjJlj Jujwlll vbi',

on fol. 2221"; ;i,y^y i-j^i on fol. 235b; (_^LJJI i_>b5,

on fol. 257b;
Jji\^ CSi\ v^on fol. 286^ vLiT

bTpl, on fol. 302b. With the last-named kitab this copy

ends ; the last three kitabs of the original, viz. ijLxi

i_>Uill, jljpl i_>L;5^and fj:Uii\ i-jb^are entirelymissing

here, although the first of them is noted in the index

on fol. lb, margin, as v_).sill vjbi, with reference to

fol. rlv (whilst the actual Arabic paging only goes

down to fol. rn); there were originally also several

babs of this kitab enumerated in the index (going

so far as fol. n .), but they have been afterwards

struck out. From this we may conclude, that some

unforeseen circumstance prevented the (anonymous)

copyist fiom completing his task. An elaborate index

of these missing three kitabs is noticed in No. 2655
below.

No date. Collated, with many marginal glosses and

additions.

No. 1640, ff. 312, 11. 27; distinct Nasta'Uk ; size, I2jin.

by 7^ in.

2654
w

Ashi"at-allama'at fi sharh-almishkat (unLi^Ul iLil

The first two volumes of a Persian commentary on
the revised and enlarged edition of the preceding work,

made by Shiiikh Wali-aldin Abu Abdallah Muhammad
bin 'Abdallah Khatib Tabriz! and finished the last day
of Ramadan, A.H. 737 (A. D. 1337, May 2), under the

title of _oLill ijS^.tr,, comp. on the Arabic original

H. Khalfa v. p. 567 ; Arabic Cat. of the Brit. Mus.,

p. 721"; Loth, Arabic Cat., p.
36b sq. ; the editions of

Delhi, A. H. 1268, and Bombay, 1865 ; and the English

translation by Capt. A. N. Matthews, Calcutta, 1809-
1810. The Persian commentator is the well-known

and prolific writer Abd-alhakk bin Saif-aldin alturk

aldihlawi albukhari (born A. H. 958 = A. d. i 551, died

A.H. 1052 or 1053 = A.D. 1642, 1643), on whose
different works comp. No. 2583 above. According to

a note in a copy of the -fourth volume of this com-
mentary, see Rieu i. p. 14, 'Abd-alhakk began the work
at Dihli in the middle of A.H. ioi9(a. D. 1610, Sept.),

and completed it there in Rabi'-alakliar, a. h. 1025
(a. D. 16 1 6, April-May).

Beginning : ^y j JU. J5 Jlc j^U J-»^ ill aJJ

^ ^Lc ^:U^ill ^Lljill |.^Ulj i^Ulj „^ JS"

The mukaddimah, on fol. 2=^, first line ( ..as-g^ t^iiLe

vi*jAj>. JLc ejls^-^*'"-' j\ ./i»i ^JL-> ji), explains some

of the technical terms used in the science of tradition,

and adds to this explanation, on fol. 5b, last line sq.,

accounts of fifteen renowned collectors of traditions,

previous to the Mishkat, viz. 1. Abii 'Abdallah Mu-
hammad bin Isma'il bin Mughirah bin Isma'il a\-BukMri
(who died a. h. 256, the ist of Shawwal = A. d. 870,

Sept. I, but see a different date below in No. 2659);
2. Abu-alhusain (in the following copy Abu-alhasan)

Muslim bin al-Hajjaj Kushairi Nishapuri (who was born

A.H. 204 or 206— A.D. 819, 820, or 821, 822, and died

the 24thof Rajab, A.H. 261= A.D. 875, May 4); 3. Abu
'Abdallah Mdlik bin Anas (born A.H. 95, 94, 91 or 97=
A.D. 713, 714, or 712, 713, or 709, 710, or 715, 716,

died A. H. i79=:A. D. 795); 4. Abu 'Abdallah Muham-
mad bin Idrls bin 'Abbas Shdfi'i (born A. h. 150=
A.D. 767, died the last of Rajab, A.H. 204= a. d. 820,

Jan. 20) ; 5. Abu 'Abdallah Ahmad bin, Uartbal (born

in Baghdad, a. h. i64= a. d. 780, 781, died in Baghdad,

A.H. 241 = A. D. 855, 856); 6. Abil Dd'iU Sulaiman

bin Ash'ath Sajastdnt (bom A. H. 200= A. D. 815, 816,

according to the !jLji.U1 Ju^ ^^ (No. 2656 below,

fol. i7», last line), a. h. 202=a.d. 817, 818; died

A.H. 275, Eajab=A. D. 888, Nov.); 7. Abu 'Isa bin

Saurat bin Musa Tirmidht (born a. h. 209=a. d. 824,

825, died A.H. 279, RajabrrA. D. 892, Oct.); 8. Abu
'Abd-alrahman bin Ahmad bin Shu'aib Nasd't (born

A.H. 215— A.D. 830, died A.H. 303= A.D. 9 1 5, 9 1 6);

9. Abu 'Abdallah bin Muhammad bin Yazid Ibn

Mdjah alkazwini (born A. H. 209=A. d. 824, 825, died

A.H. 273=:A. D. 886, 887, according to the ijLxJDl^i-,

A.H. 293=A. D. 906); 10. Abu Muhammad 'Abdallah

bin 'Abd-alrahman Ddrimi (born A.H. 181 =A. D. 797,
died A.H. 255= A.ii. 869); 11. Abu-alhasan bin 'Ali

bin 'Umar s\-Ddrkatani, in the following copy al-

Ddrkanatt (but see De Jong's Al-Moschtabih, p. frA,

note 5), (born a.h. 305 or 3o6= A. d. 917-919, died

A.H. 385, the 22nd of 1 )hu-alka'dah, A.D. 995, Dec. 18);

12. Abiibakr Ahmad bin al-Husain al-Baihaki (born in

Sha'ban, a.h. 384 = A. d. 994, Sept., Oct., at Kharjird

near Baihak, died in Nishiipiir, a.h. 458= a. d. 1066);

13. Abu-alhusain Zarrin Ma'wiyat (ijjjt*) nl-'Abdari,

a descendant of 'Abd-aldarain Kusayy Batui of the

Kuraish (died after a.h. 520=a. d. 1126, author of

the

Tudi

Ls-^' jj^. «^ j9 xsj^ «^^ ; 14. Imdm-i-

i. e. Muhyi-aldin Abu Zakariyya Yahya bin

Sharaf Hizami (born in Tudi, i^jjj, a village near

Damascus in Syria, a. h. 63I=a. d. 1233, 1234, died

in the same place the 14th of Eajab, a.h. 676 = a. d.

1277, Dec. ir) ; 15. Abu-alfaraj 'Abd-alrahman bin

'Abd-albaghdadi, known as Ibn al-Jauzl (boi-n A. h.

508 = A.D. 1 1 14, 1 1 15, or A.H. 510 = A.D. 1 1 16, 1117,

died in Ramadan, A.H. 597 = A.D. 1201, June).

The Arabic text with the Persian commentary begins.

on fol. 16": Jl ijiijc SJu«^.
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TheJirsf volume contains two kitaTis, the second five,

all subilivided into many babs, fasls, etc.

Kitab I (jjUjill v^). 01 fol. 25^ in No. 972;

II {ijLli\ t^Ui ), on fol. igs^ in No. 972 ; III {i^h!f

ijSp\), on fol. i\ in No. 973 ; IV {(._)-lll vjLiT), on

fol. 53a, in No. 973 ; V {JjjJ\ JiUi m^), on fol.

87a, in No. 973; VI (cyl^SJI <^l^), on fol. 118^, in

No. 973 ; VII ((sL-,Liil sjbS ), on fol. 236", last line,

in No. 973. The second volume has an index on the

fly-leaves.

No date. The copyist was Muhammad Husain, a

resident of s^jj—.. On fol. i*, in the first volume,

there is an entry, dated Eamadan, A. H. 1160 (a. d.

1747, Sept.).

No. 972, ff. 533, 11. 25; size, I3|in. by 9j in. ; No. 973,

f' 34.^> II' 35 ; size, 14 in, by 9I in. ; Nasta'lik, the Arabic text

in Naskhl.

2655
Another copy of the same.

The same two volumes of 'Abd-alhakk's Persian

commentary on the Mishkat, beginning on fol. 9*> as in

the preceding copy. It is preceded, on ff. 1-8, by two

indexes, the first of which, on ff. 1-3 and 5, does not

belong at all to the present work, but gives all the babs

and fasls of the lust three kildbs of the third volume of

the Sharh-al-Masabih, which were wanting in the copy

of that work, No. 2653 above, viz. ujbill i_jlii
,
^b^

jiljpl, and j^^l LjbS^ (but to which copy the pages

indicated refer, is impossible to say) ; the second, on

ff. 4 and 6-8, gives the details of the present copy.

The mukaddimah begins on fol. lo*, but is not

marked lay any heading ; the accounts of the fifteen

traditioners are found here on ff. i3'>-2o'', beginning

with Al-Bukhdrt and ending with Il/n. al-Jauzl.

First volume: Kitab I, on fol. 271"; II is styled here

ijl^JoJl sjliST and begins on fol. 94* ; the SjLIUl i_>Ua of

the preceding copy appears here as a mere i»L<Jl i_)b

,

on fol, 140'', It ends on fol. 363''.

Second volume, on fol. 364'' (with a separate <iill _«^

|,.-j3^\ L/*^' *'* ^^^ *°P °^ ^^^ P'^g®) • Kitab III, on

fol. 364''; the following four kitabs are all styled by

mistake ujb ; IV, on fol. 411^; V, on fol. 426" ; VI, on

fol. 448"; VII, on fol. 51 1''. Ff. 223 and 228 are

turned upside down and must exchange places with one

another, as fol. 228*" is the proper continuation of

fol. 222'J, and fol. 223b of fol. 227''.

No date. Various seals of Muhammadshah on

fol. 9".

No. 349, "ff. 564, 11. 25 ; written by different hands, partly in

Nasta'lik, partly in Naskhl ; illuminated frontispiece on fol. 9''

;

size, 1
1
1^ in. by 8 in.

2656

Sbarh-i-Sufar-alsa'adat (sjL«JUl ^i— r/-*)-

A Persian commentary by the same 'Abd-alhakk bin

Saif-aldin on the large collection of authentic traditions

relating to Muhammad's life, practices, and teachings,

IKD. OFF.

styled iijLiiJUl JL- or ^.i.v....U tL.0 and compiled by

the famous author of tlie Kamus (see above. No. 2397),
Muhammad bin Ya'kub bin Muhammad bin Ibrahim

bin 'Umar bin Abibakr bin Ahmad bin Mahmud bin

Idris bin Fadl-allah bin Shaikh-alislam Abi Ii^hak

alkaznruni, known as Shaikh Majd-aldin alfiruz&badi

allughawi alkuraishi alyamani albakri alshafi'i, who
was born in Rabi'-alawwal, a. h. 729 (a. d. 1329, Jan.),

and died in the night of the 20th of Shawwal, A. h.

817 (a.d. 1415, Jan. 2), see fol. 2^, 11. 1-5 (the date

of birth given as A. h. 727 in Rieu i. p, 15* is a mere
oversight). On the original work conip. H. Khalfa iii.

p. 599 ; and W. Pertsch, Gotha Arabic Cat., p. 55.

Beginning, on fol. i^ : I ::.Ic L. Si U Jlc il (sliL**-

i^jU xis- Jji ^ JU4JJI (--Xil ^;'«" oJl ttlbi

The commentator's name appears on fol. 2*, 11. 12

and 13 ; the two titles of the Arabic work, ib., 1. 3 ab

infra. From 'Abd-alhakk's own sketch of his life and
works (see Rieu iii. p. 1077'') we learn, that he gave

to this commentary the title —^ ^ ri)-^^ lhA'J'

<.5:.~.VI L)L_aJl. It is preceded by a mukaddimah, in

two kisms : 1. jl,*.;* t^lj OoJiH Jlc miL^^ W..n « .j

^jlx) o>.mI, on the science of tradition, on fol. 5*

;

on the four Imams or heads of legal schools, viz. AbA
Hantfah Nu'man bin Thabit Kufi, Abu 'Abdallah

MAlik bin Anas, Shdjii, and Abu 'Abdallah Ahmad bin

Muhammad bin Hanbal, and cognate matters, on fol. 1
9'',

The ii\t7..\\ jJl^ or ^...i-wil tl-o begins on fol. 25*

and is subdivided into a fatihah, seven babs, and a

khatimah. Subdivisions are fasls, tanbihs, far's, and
fa'idas.

J5P jl iji^ oJLi, cyj-ia. Jla-^i ji (_jLxXjl iar'U

(.^* cJ^y iJi ciijU-c jjU_>
J

^ykj, on fol. 25a, lin.

penult.

..»»;> cy,-0L» eyjl^t jJ i_>b, on fol. 31*, second

line.

uW>j->

8.^1) ^jbijl Cbj)j •A-S^'.''-' |»^-» (jW". I

5^9

jUy b, on fol. 50*, last line.

1 iliS |J J-=J, on fol. 67*.

^jjs^' IIJlS |J J-oJ, on fol. 76".

jU^b 1^5, 5s^ J (J-4Jb) JJb ijiUl jjy»j J^,
on fol. 83».

j^*^' (j_ Jljc^ill iliJ' jUi, on fol. 85*.

ijJuLH ^j^ ri^ i*^^ J-^) on fol. 1 01", first line,

iPuDl ^ i-xj^l
|_j» J-oJ, on fol. I02».

4111
J^--, ^JL 5 ji J-oi, on fol. ii2*>.

jL»j ,j (.-i-* |j-^''» »jbiJ J-<ij, on fol. 123*.

jjJLDI juo jlSi^l J-aJ, on fol. 124''.

jUj jI c-oljj ^^i-, ^0 j-aj, on fol. i32*>.

4 z
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_^' iL- JoLj cX.,J^)i\ "JH, on fol. I42^

(jjjl) JJl j,LJ jZIi, on fol. 144b, lin. penult,

(jjjl) J-Jl J.LS ilij"^, on fol. 149*-

t^Ui i«S^ J.J jUi, on fol. i59».

^
^ ;Uj ljT ej-»i'J-5^cJ' u-i)'-*-* ^•^ ^r^ on fol. i67l>.

'^^ sAj:- i;jUj ji jIU, on fol. I Sol".

sjL*.»jjy J-^y J^> on fol. 191^

Jl i,^^ i::>^-<i» j»Jj-5 4-!L-. J
j,-J;-> iiajLc iplJ,

fol. 205».

»j^ tJii. y 'j-oi, on fol.
229a.

Xjis jUj y J-oi, on fol. 244«

on

^y ciaJLm. i:yjlc ,J J-wiJ , on fol.

255^- ^
^^^^..^T^^ lijbLji y J-o-j, on fol. 263^

~)i p^-ii.
J

cyLi. JlJ'j J, on fol. 276I).

(read ^Ji-^,) i_AVv j'^ tSr!-" i^ir»» ^^^ j^ J-^

jjlU-^i, on fol. 280".

ij\^ J}^'j-> ^j-r- i:yiiLc .J J-^

cjy> ijl* ^JLJ J
J J-oJ, on fol. 310^

uylij-* J i^j ji (here wrongly styled J-ai) vM, on

fol. 315".

Jai sy^J ji J-ai, on fol. 321b

^\ X^^ (here styled ^jb^ Ub, on fol. 330''.

sliU Jjj^ y jUi' on fol. 347^ first line.

._jl5Ckc\ ^JLJ jj jUi, on fol. 358^.

Ji ^^1 > Zir, on fol. 364^-

j^^^ju^^ 1>. ijLiJ J jW- j-i 3-^> on fol. 367*. last

line.

j^r^^u^^ 1» jJ J-oi, on fol. 374^ first line.

t^ tiU. Jy>i jj 3-^' 0" fol- "^'S"-

~ii^,^»>j 'j^J^ j^ 3^' on fol. 420a.

ijLJLc y . . . uy,.-i-a. ^;;-i- y J-oJ, on fol. 426».

\^\^l5il Zi:,onfol. 440^

ylil jlfil y jm, on fol. 45 1*"-

t!^ ^jijJi^ji "JH, on fol. 453a.

L^ cy^-ia. vjUT^ j.^y 3-^' on fol. 451^-

^j\li-.^\ ji jUi , on fol. 46 21^.

^^ pl\ ji J-aJ, on fol. ^es^).

j^ J" oab];^y ^^(read JiVii)) ^UJl ^j jUi

o o ^y!^ l^.onfol. 472l>.

cJLy e^^-io-^j--. ^]^1 tjL^l^ J-ai, on fol. 473^

eyjij kiyr-i* LjiL*-* J JJ>»' rJ^^y '^^' '^'^ ^o^' 475''-

i_^y>. y J-oJ, on fol. 475''.

(_,i.^ ji J-ai, on fol. 478'^.

^iL J-aj, on fol. 485''.

^.y^Uj -lj_,l b ey^ L>t_« ,J {Jj-iJ v:y^-a.». uyjLCjJ J-.

tST^
J

x_^j ji J-aJ, on fol. 500b,

on fol. 492*.

tf^ Cy^-<i* li^lju^J J (_>]^ j.> J-aJ, on fol. 498''.

v:y,.i.sJT Jj]).^ ji JH' on fol. 499"-

i^j^'\ ^\x^ .^jf :>Xs^ ji J-ai, on fol. 499'', first

line.

fi.rst line.

^j^'y jiU.1 ,_^^jq ;J j-aj, on fol. 502a, last line,

pi ^jJu. j!lki-l J-aJ, on fol. 505^

U-.ji^l jj jU, on fol. 508b.

oU.1^ oU.^ ji JUT, on fol. 509b lin. penult.

L-i]l ^j^c. ^ y> jIU, on fol. 512b

\j^ Ifj^ J-ai, on fol. 513a.

i^jj ^jli. J.J
j!Ii' on fol. sis'"-

.J (a space is left blank here for this word) J-aJ

^^ cyli ^, on fol. 514^.

J^j-i^ (read t^y) (J^'-* J^- on fol- S^o*-

t^yi ^ AjA, ^iLaly jUi, on fol, 520a, liu. penult.

ji v:y]^. y jUi' o" fol. 520^-

^j j£iU ji jU, on fol. 522a.

iy^^jsf" ^^ j^ 3^' on fol. 522b.

j^jj ti-U... jJ 3^, on fol. 523b.

Ji cyU;.**^- tSjljj" jl J-^, on fol. 526a, first line.

J^ ^li y 3^, on fol. 526b^

Ji iliUj^ tjjjb 4-L>" ^-5 J-^. on fol. 526b.

~ji ^>]^1 ^*^ jJ JU, on fol. 531a.

^j jjj,Jl ^iU jO jm, on fol. 533a.

c_;L.i J
|.L«i jJ t?^ ei)^-a.» uyjU jj J-ai, on

fol. 534''-

J^j ^^^^l-.^\y J-ai, on fol. 536b.

uV* ^y- J^-*-*-^'-'- '^^'^ '^'^^ >)* 3^' on fol. 5.37"-

«» e*i- liia. y J-ai, on fol. 538b.

(_fj_<_j cy,-o-» eyjL-C i-i...L ... j U^V^ J^ J"^ '
on

fol. 539»-

on fol. 541a.
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JT iu\jj
J e^paj .J J-aJ, on fol. 54 2».

(»)^Ly. (read c_>jLi) i^Li. J-<ii, on fol. 544'', last line.

j^T sjIjIj oU-a- ;i J-aJ, on fol. 546».

iL»\ ,Ty ^ 1»_)L> tij,Li.lty>'- jLl^JI i » il^

Jl e*-jj^, on fol. 553a (subdivided into many small

babs).

A great number of fasls without any special heading
ajipear besides the above-quoted ones, viz. on ft', ids'",

339", 4i6>', 448I', 449a_ ^^gh^ 4g^b^ 45ga, 456I', 463b,

467'', 4691", 503^ 5IO^ sill-, 515!', 516a, 516I', 517a

(twice), 518a, 519'', 524"', and 537"; the headings of

most of these can be verified from the index in the

following copy.

Dated the 24th of Jumada-alawwal, a. h. 1016
(a. D. 1607, Sept. 16).

Some paifes, both at the beginning and end, are

greatly damaged and worm-eaten.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2150, ff. 633, 11. 21 ; Naekhl; size, loin, by 6 in.

2657
Another copy of the same.

Another excellent copy, not dated. A complete

index on ff. iii-ea, supplying many headings of fasls,

which are not given in the text itself.

Begiiming as in the preceding copy, on fol. 7**. All

the smaller subdivisions are noted on the margin in red

ink, together with many additions.

Mukaddimah, first kism, on fol. 10'', second line;

second kism, on fol. 22^.

FAtihah, on fol. 27b

The seven Mis are found here on ff. ^i^
;
46*; 235"

(here styled ejUx.a . jjSj ,j J-aj , as in the preceding

copy; on the margin eylsA-o . iSj (jLo); 247* (on

the margin ^L^ >—'^-^i ^s in the preceding copy)
;

272b (on the margin ^Jl!>\ "^ ^jLo ,0); 324''; and
348a. e

Khdtimah, on fol. 399^.

No. 739, ff. 452,11. SI ; splendid Naskhl ; size, 15! in. by 9I in.

2658

Dastur-I-fa id-alnfir (jj^l ijij'-* jji—-*)-

A treatise on the prophet's diess ((_fjLJ i_)ljl ^^L»J ,i

. ,t. . 11 JlI-. ey-i») by the same 'Abd-alhakk bin Saif-

aldin, see fol. i^, U. 5 and 6, and fol. 2a,
11. 3 and 4.

It is identical with the little tract, styled ^_,.,U i_jbl .j

,

ill W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 41, No. 25; and p. iii.

No. 2.

i

Beginning: j e*jij ,j_j j ^1 (jijli-. j Ju,j>. Juu.

IjALlj loJLup ^^^-s-*' •

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2298, IT. 19, 11. 9 ; large Nasta'llk, the Arabic quotations

iu Nasklit ; size, 8] in. by 6} in.

2659
Taisir-alkari' fi sharh-i-Sahih-albukhari ((^laJl ......i

I5;l^'^ jy^ J).
A Persian commentary on the famous Sahih or collec-

tion of traditions by Imam Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad
bin Isma'il Bukhari (who was born, acrording to fol. 8",

11. 9-12, the 13th or 1 6th of Shawwal, a.h. i94= a. d.

810, July 20 or 23, and died the ist of Shawwal, a. h.

255= A. D. 869, Sept. 12, contrary to the usual date,

A.H. 2,56 = A. D. 870, Sept. I, comp. G. Flugel iii.

p. 83 sq. ; Krehl in Zeitschrift d. D. M. G. iv. p. 5 sq.;

Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 26. etc., and see above, No. 2654),
compiled by J^ur-alhakk alturk albukhari al.shahja-

hanabadi (i. e. aldihlawi), the son of Shaikh 'Abd-alhakk

(the compiler of the preceding works), and himself tlie

author of the ^j.LUl 5J0J (No. 290 in this Cat.), who

died A.H. 1073 (a. D. 1662, 1663), Bee here, fol. 2a, U. 7

and 8. It is dedicated to the emperor 'Alamgir.

Beginning of the commentator's preface, on fol. i^ :

Jl ^-;^ C^jLi tij-»j . CJujLi ti-^r^^ cH' •^"^ ^'•

On fol. 311a sq. a biography of the author of the Sahih

is given (cfjLir? Jl^l).

On fol. Sb, the original Arabic text begins with

(read ii\ Jj-g, ^\) i^\ Jj^^ ^j*^ J-^- u^*-*^S-''j

Jl JL
J

iJI
J

5-J^ ill (j^-

The uL-jill i^LS begins on fol. 25'', the JLxJI i_)b5^

on fol. 65b the S.-'JI l,jL::3 on fol. 96a, and so on in the

order of the original (see Krehl, loc. cit., and the com-
plete edition of Bukhari's text by the same, Leyden,

1862 sq.); also the edition of Bulak, A.H. 1280.

Ff. 88b, 103b, 104, 150a, 377b and 378a ^^ left

blank, but the text seems uninterrupted.

No date.

No. 1105, ff. 753, U. 19; large and distinct Nasta'llk ; size,

1 3i in. by 6J in.

2660
Makhazin-alma'ruf (i_Ji)^jtll (jjLi*).

A large collection of traditions, with Persian para-
phrases and explanations of the quoted Arabic texts,

compiled by the Hanafite Khawasskhan alkadiri

almadani (j^jJlI ^SJAJ^^\ ^J^-i-^ JJe^'^ji^), a.h. 1116

(a. D. 1704, 1705, see fol. 54a), and divided into four
volumes (JlL*.). This Persian work, as the order and
titles of tlie kitabs show, is chiefly based on the

i

j"
: 1 1 —kjLo.. and the —«_i\ ^ W iilX .?. «, see above,

Nos. 2653-2655. The present copy contains the_/?r«<

volume or Jjl .iia. of the whole work, beginning, on

fol. B'i^ : j_jj (j-L—« J s.„j^^\^ jA\^af jj—)Uj ,j»Ajl

Jl Owl.

JLi. jl .-fc Jl I_JU^«L.*

'A lai-ge filtrist or very detailed index of the first

4 z a
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volume is prefixed on ff. 37^-521). This volume com-

prises five kit^hs, each of which is subdivided into

numeral bdhs, and every bab generally into three fash.

The_^»e Mtdbs of the present volume are

:

1. J^y\ ^J^X on fol. 57^

2. JuJI v^ on fol- II2''-

3. s^ULll Ljl::^^ on fol. 1
30a.

4. SjJLDl ^V-S', on fol. 200a.

5. jJUJJ ljUS^ on fol. 436a.

The first volume concludes on fol. 495*", and on

ff.
498b-533b follows (as in the following volumes too)

a supplement, containing all those traditions which

have been omitted in the principal text, ^^^/^ ».i*JjU«.l

^i~j J-»l jl: Kitab I, on fol. 498^; II, on fol. 508";

III, on fol. 510''; IV, on fol. 523*; V is missing, as

the copy is a defective one and breaks off in the

Bupplement to the fouHh kitdb. Ff. 1-36^ of this copy

do not belong at all to the ^_jj^^jtAl iJ)^' ^^^ contain

the fragment of a collection of legends about famous

Shaikhs and Imams, the twenty-four first leaves of

which are missing according to the Arabic paging.

No date.

No. 7, ff. 553, II. 21 ; Nasta'Uk, the Arabic quotations in

lai^er Naskht ; illuminated frontispiece on fol. 53'' ; illuminated

heading also at the top of the flhrist ; ff. 53'' and 54^ richly

adorned; size, I3|in. by 8| in.

2661
The same.

The second volume or >U jJu». of the same work,

comprising, like the ^rst, five kitdbs v/ith the same sub-

divisions. A larffe fihrist on ff. it'-9l'. The five Mtdbs
of the second volume are as follows

:

1. »jS|jl i^LS^ on fol. lob.

2. |.^-^1 ^'^, on fol. 641".

3. ^jlyiJl JjLoi cjUo, on fol. 104*.

4. ejLcXll i_jL;-S7 on fol. 131''.

5. csL-Ll\.I i_)bS , on fol. 2
1
3".

The supplement of this second volume is found on

ff. 293^1-325'': Kitab I, on fol. 293b; II, on fol. 299b

last line; III, on fol. 304b; IV, on fol. 307*> ; V, on

fol. 314'', last line.

No date.

No. 123, ff. 325, 11. 21 ; Nastallk, the Arabic quotations in

Naskhl ; illuminated frontispiece on fol. lo"", the other embellish-

ments like those in the preceding copy ; size, 1 3J in. by 9 in.

2662
The same.

The third volume or ^iJL) j.la. of the same work,

comprising twelve kitabs with the same subdivisions

as the first and second volumes. A large fihrist on

ff. lb- 1
6b. The twelve kitdbs of the third volume aie :

1

.

pJ-^Jl v^ on fol. 1
7b.

2. j,l5oJI sjlxJ^on fol. 9i».

3. jpjJl \^\:S, on fol. 159^, last line.

4. ^jaLa-iiJl vl^ on fol. 1
75a.

5. .jjjJi k-jbT, on fol. 202".

6. jl4il sjU^i^ on fol. 259a.

7. JJllI ^jL^, on fol. 323b.

8. JuaJLII i_jbi, on fol. 335b first line.

9. i*jiW5)l ^\^, on fol. 356b.

10. ^Llll i_>li5^ on fol. 386b.

11. yZS^\ v_jbi\ on fol. 423b

12. i^Jjlj JUJl ijL:i^ on fol. 434b (this kitdb is

styled in the text also kitab, but afterwards corrected

on the margin into bdb, and as twelfth kitab appears in

the text, on fol. 440b, UjPl '~J^, which is styled bdb

in the fihrist).

The supplement to this third volume is found on

ff. 45ib-498b: Kitah I, on fol. 451b; II, on fol. 462b;

III, on fol. 470*; IV, on fol. 472* ; V, on fol. 475^';

VI, on fol. 481b; VII, on fol. 485b,- VIII, on fol. 486b;

IX, on fol. 488b
; X, on fol. 490b

; XI, on fol. 495b

(here styled >Si-ll '-A^)'> X^Hi JLill i->b, on fol. 497",

bjpi sjbS^ on fol. 498a.

No date.

No. 124, ff. 49S, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk, the Arabic quotations in

Naskhi; illuminated frontispiece on fol. 17''; size, I3f in. by 8J in.

b. Shi'ite Traditions.

2663
Sharh-i-diwan-i-Ali bin Abl Talib ((jLc ijUj.* » --

A Persian commentary upon Ali bin Abi Talib's

alleged Arabic diwan, by Husain bin Mu'in-aldin

Maibudi (with the takhallus Mantiki), completed ac-

cording to fol. 252a, 11. II and 12, in Safar, a. h. 890,

the year 406 of the Jaliili era (=a. d. 1485, Feh.-

March), and introduced by a long preliminary discourse

( jlti) on metaphysical, psychological, and mystical

matters in seven fatihas, see Eieu i. pp. 19 and 20;

and H. Khalfa ii. p. 499, iii. p. 297 sq., and vi. p. 474;
see also Krafft, p. 27 (where a collection of Maibudi's

letters is noticed); on account of these ^Wi, the fol-

lowing copy bears the title of ^Lc i^J^j jf^ j <e-'')-*

^_JU» ^\ 1^.. On the Arabic original, comp. Arabic

Cat. of the Brit. Mus., p. 276; G. Fliigel i. pp. 432-

434, where the full title of All's diwan is given as

j^-,p\ i^j ^"^ ,j^ J^ijtJIjIyl; Krafft, p. 56; etc.

A Turkish translation of an Arabic commentary on the

same, by Mustaklmzada Sa'd-aldin bin Sulaiman, was
printed in Bulalj, A. H. 1253.

The seven fatihas are headed as follows :

(the true path of the elect), on fol. 3b.

JLxj . u-jJL) IjJk ii)li ,j »-»-Jb Li-^U (God's essence),

on fol. II*.
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i:yU^ , 'U—1 ji »-iJlJ s-x^'U (God's names

qualities), on fol. i6'».

and

-s^^jUjI .j 5-iqK tar'U (the greater man, i.e. the

macrocosm), on fol. ai**.

. A - \ •.< J 1 ...

»

!:.- J.s'U (the lesser man, i. e. the

microcosm), on fol. 36*.

o-jilj J unj-j ^.J »—jL< ts^U (prophecy and saint-

ship), on fol. 44*'.

^j^ Jl^' J JjLoi jj ijqU. t^'U ('Ali's excellent

qualities and the circumstances of his life), on fol. ssk

On fol. I* au index of these seven fatihas is given,

together with an explanation of the abbreviations used

in them as well as in the commentary itself, viz. ^Ji

(or negligently written ,_,.) = i—iJj^ (i. e. the com-

mentator Maibudi, the »^Li.) ; _• = ^^\ ^j^ ^^
(probably iluhyl-aldin Ibn 'Arabi, see Safinat-alauliya,

No. 60, col. 281 in this Cat.); =^ iy^x^ ^--i (i.e.

Mahmud Shabistari, tlie author of the jl^ (^^-i-^S) ; k

(negligently written W) = !ajl». ; \JU.« (or ^^ = \j>^y>

(^jjLiil t_,-3.Lo (i.e. Jalal-aldin Ruml)
; ^ (negligently

written jjo) = (ji;U (jjl (Ibn al-farid, see above, No.

181 1).

Beginning of 'All's dlwan, on fol. 69*

:

First words of the commentary:

^' i tr^ 5?"*^ J-s^^-

Beginning of the ^1^, on fol. i**: vj^jUt-, (j»U—

<

i)t-J i«^l-cl sj U (^jj-oi.« (j^W i:yjW^ j^-JL J
(j-Lwi

?' IJ-j J-

The jiji are collated and annotated throughout.

Dated the i8th of Eabi'-althanI, A. H. 1070 (a. D.

1 660, Jan. 2), by Asad-allah bin Haji Budak, in his

fifty-second year.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2681, ft". 2.^3, 11. 21 ; Naskhl, the Arabic text written in

red ; size, Uj in. by 7 J in.

2664
Another copy of the same.

Begimiing as in the preceding copy.

Fatihah I, on fol. i^^; II, on fol. 17b; III, on fol.

27I'; IV, on fol. 38l>; V, on fol. 6o»; VI, on fol. V?!*;

VII, on fol. 100*.

Beginning of the dlwan on fol. I28'>.

No date.

No. 1230, ff. 449, written by three different hands ; ff. 1-127,

11. 19, in Nastft'llk ; ff. 128-449, 11. 1 7, in two kinds of Nasklil

;

size of ff. 1-127, 7^-8^ in. by 4! in. ; size of tf. 128-449, Si"",
by 4iin.

2665
The same.

Beginning as usual.

Fatihah I, on fol. 4»; II, on fol. 14b
; IH, on fol.

aib; IV, on fol. 29"; V, on fol. 42b; VI, on fol. 54';

VII, on fol. 70b (styled in the text simply ^, while

on the margin the proper heading iJoL, Ls'Li is

added).

Beginning of the diwan on fol. 91*.

The date of composition appears on the last page,

11. I and 2 ; tlie date of the copy is incomplete, only

the 1st of Slia'ban is given. Collated and annotated.

Bibliotheca, Leydeniana.

No. 2377, ff. 280, 11. 21 ; Nasta'llk, the Arabic text written

in red ; size, 8j in. by 5I in.

2666
The same.

This copy contains the commentary only, without

the ^1v>, and begins at once witli the first bait of

'All's diwan.

No date. The last page greatly damaged. A former

owner was Chas. Bodham, Calcutta, May 1st, 1787.

No. 2967, ff. 270, U. 17 ; Nasta'Uk, the Arabic text in Naskhl,

ff. 114-127 written by another hand; size, 9f in. by 5{in.

2667
Sharh-i-Kafi (^l5^^^).

A Persian commentary on the first book of the

famous collection of Shi'ah traditions, entitled (c»l^l

.

by Abu Ja'far bin Muhammad bin Ya'kiib bin Ishak

alrazi al-Kalin! (died a.h. 329 or 328 = a.d. 940, 941
or 939) 940, according to the preface on fol. 3", in

Baghdad), on which comp. Loth, Arabic Cat., pp. 32b

and 33. The commentator is Mulla Khalil bin Alghazi

alkazwini, who entered Kazwin with his sovereign

Shah 'Abbas II, A.h. 1064 (a. ix 1654), and began

this work at the king's request forthwith. He finished

the explanation of the first book the 28th of Muharram,
A. H. 1065 (a.d. 1654, Dec. 8), as he states in the last

words of the conclusion. He died, according to Rieu,

Supplement, p. 253b, in Kazwin, a.h. 1089 (a.d.

1678). In the preface lie mentions a former Arabic

commentary on the same collection of traditions, styled

^UUl, and quotes two traditions of the prophet, which

he found in the ^;}<J^\ i_.^Lo >::.
.

,. c ii*jjL».l of AbA

Ja'far Tusi (i. e. Mul.iamraad bin alhasan, the author of

the well-known \o^-j^, who died a.h. 460 = a. d.

1068, see Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 84. and Sprenger's

edition of the Fihrist, in the Bibliotheca Indica, Cal-

cutta, 1853-1855), and which seemed to liim to have

a prophetical reference to Shah 'Abbas II. On fol. 3",

last line, the initial words of the Arabic text begin;

Jl 5J,jjiJ Jj--xil »
••

». « : 1 J^*^' *il J^«-il.

On foL 33* an index of the whole Arabic work is

given; according to that it is subdivided into thirty-

tiuee books (s>^) '*'" ^^^"^ ^''''O thirty-four, when the
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i-spl i_>l::5^(on which a Persian commentary, under

the title ^J^^i-^\ ^^jl-., was completed in Shawwal, A.h.

1081 (a. 1). 1671, Feb.-¥arch), by 'Ala-aldin Miiliam-

mad bin Abii Turab Gulistana alhusaini, see Eieu i.

p. 22) is added to it, which, however, according to

another autliority, simply styled here Zain-aldln, does

not really belong to the ^[f. These thirty-three books

(LotU's Arabic text has only twenty-nine or thirty) are

as follows

:

/ 1

1

/
1. Jjl«JI i^Lf; 2. J.-^_^l vbJ; 3. i-s^ ^iS;

4. ySJ]j ^jl^^l L^bS"; 5. UUl L^Lu-f; 6. ^ ^UtS"

Jjii\ ; 7. l^\ ^b5^ 8. ij^\ ^l-S'; 9. ,>^il L^b^

lO.jJLiil ^iS'; 11. i^LXll vl^ 12. 5^1 vL^f; 13.

^UIJI LjUiS'; 14. lil v'b5^(this book is in Loth's

Arabic text the 8th, and books 8-13 here appear there

as 9-14); 15. jL^ mL^; 16. A.J:. ;
k.U i-J^ ; 17.

^jSJli\ ^IS; 18. ii-JlJI ^[j:^; 19. j^l i.^bS^(the

books 16-19 are entirely wanting in Lqjth's copy;

book 20 here corresponds to 16 there, and so on to the

end); 20. ijLijCjlj ^.jJDl^ ,jxJl v'b^; 21. ^JbS'

j.^1; 22. JbDl vbil 23. l^^'i\ ^l^; 24. vLi5^

ij^ill; 25. ij;^Alj JI^Ij tl^pl L^b^ 26. (^Ijlll vb^
27. bUyi LjlJ'; 28. CaJjI^I vb5^ 29. jjxH ^iS;

30. e^bDl v'^; 31. e^bL^ll L^bS^; 32. t^US'

^iCillj bUsJl; 33. e:;l^U5C)lj ^xUlj ^jUj^I m1^-
The commentator adds, that Tusi in his list of Shi'ah

books (i.e. the Fihrist) enumerates, including the book

of the A-«,., only thirty kitabs, and gives the following

explanation : Tusi has entirely omitted the i^-ioJI \^\:S

(liook •j) and the ii-JbJI t_>b5^(book 18); he has

hesides counted as one book the i.l^LJI i_>L:3 and the

^jo^ i-^bi^ and equally as one the iu-xisill L_>bi and

the Sj^ill i.^U:i^(which form here four books altogether,

viz. 8, 9, 23, and 24). The first kitab bejjfins here on

fol. 33», and is subdivided into twenty-three babs, the

first of which (on fol. 34'^) is styled J-i-ilj Ji-»JI i^b.

Beginning of the preface, on fol. i '^
: ^^-° J^

jLiJ j_5«Jl ^Jy)y}j vi^JJ L».l jjlj —--i ,e*bli V •.•?w

Copied from an authentic manuscript in the posses-

sion of Haji Muhammad Bakir Talkani. which was

written by Mulla Muhammad Yusuf in Kazwin, and

collated with the commentator's own autograph, A. h.

1086 in Aurangiibad, and finished the i6th of Dhu-

alhijjah of that year (= a. d. 1676, March 2).

No. 1152, fif. 136, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk, the Arabic text for the

greater part in small Naskhl ; size, ic| in. by 5I in.

2668
'Ain-alhayat (sLil ^j.jjc-).

An exhaustive work on Muhammadan theology and

ethics, based on verses of the Kuran and tniditions,

from a strict Shi'ite standpoint, by the great champion

of the Shi'ah, Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad Takt

Mrtjlisi, who was born a.h. 1038 (a. D. 1628, 1629),

and died a.h. iiio or nil (a. d. 1698-1700); see

a full list of the works of this most prolific writer (ten

Arabic and forty-nine Persian ones) in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp. 59 and 60 ; and a detailed description

of the present work in E. G. Browne, Cnmbridge Cat.,

pp.64-6g; extracts from it are also noticed inW. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 47, No. d, and p. 75, No. 6; it was

printed at Teheran, a.h. 1240. The most piominent

among the author's Persian compositions, besides the

sL-Ji j^^_^ and the ^^slil i-l=- (see the following

number), are ilj^l if's3 (see Eieu, Supplement, p. 30)

;

^^_^l '^ (Bodleian Cat., No. 140; Eieu i. p. 154;

"W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 536 ; edited at Teheran,

A.H. 1240 and 1266); ^»jLail ^jX^Sju (said to be an

extract from the larger Arabic work of the same

author, .Iji^l \^-, which was edited in single volumes

at Teheran, a.h. i 270-1 283, see Eieu i. pp. 20 and

21) ; i^jjliiJl iiLj> (see extracts from it in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 31 ; edited at Tabriz, a. h. 1241, besides

at Teheran, and (without name of place) a.h. 1274)

;

oUIl jl; (based on the same ^l^iH ^Lk^., see Eieu i.

p. 21 ; W. Pei-tsch, Berlin Cat,, p. 257, and p. 148,

No. 2 ; edited Teheran, A. h. 1244); jUil i\j sjJl^ (an

extract from the preceding one, see Eieu, Supplement,

p. 6"); ,j-Ji-Jl t>» (Eieu i. p. 33; edited Teheran,

A.H. 1 241); |_,i)^'_j^,-jjh(Eieuii. p.
857a); la. eL-.U-«

(Bodleian Cat, No. 1794); -Ai5 UL-, (W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 261); eijI^L-j^-i.! DL-, or ^_y3 ijbi

ey|,U:Li-l
J
(W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 334, and p. 74,

No. 2); v]^ J Jl^ ijbT (edited at Teheran, A. h.

1247); etc. _
Beginning: S^ »^;^. ^^^ LlS^I^ j a.»^ ^"^

~n cy OiLS ^Ij^l ^y\ s5'j_5».JC^ 'b^.

There are numerous subdivisions, styled i_ib, J-ai,

^\, sjJLs, 5-jJl, s-jti, sijfj, ?>-i-^> etc., see

E. G. Browne, loc. cit. ; the most important of them

are : 0:^ , on fol. 1 1"
; JU^I k)]^ , on fol. 1 2^

;
^jS-

,

on fol. 12IJ; hdjUc, on fol. 14''; ^1 oJ,jt-«, on fol.

24" ; u^. (i^^ C^"^^*' •' ^ ^-^^ "^Jir" O^' °°

fol. 36^'; |.L.I o..,--a-c jjLo, on fol. 52'J; o4sr» c:>Lw<ii

v::*.^ Jji\, on fol. 54'^; eyb,!^ j i.:Jisuo j\ ^_5-iJ^ ijbj

o^Ukj];-tj ^Ul,onfol. 57a; J-^c J^jljL::^lj J-^,

on fol. 72''; JIX.> J^. , on fol. 77''; iW*j\ J.^ J^.

,

on fol. 78^; ^^^jb
J

Jlc e.!^, on fol. 86^;

Jlc ^\^\, on fol. 88'! ; Jlc v'^iTj W^, on fol. 89";

Jllc lijU-o
J
Ulc i_jU.fll, on fol. 93a

;
ji, J-»£ oJl.«

Ac, on fol. 93^;
J.**-'.

v_j]^l
J

i:DiLjij jj/Lcl pj-c, on

fol. 94'>;^5Ci, on fol. gs"; w^, on fol. 96''; c^l^^-iJ

ijLo, on fol. 105" ; o^JJ voJiJ^
j ^Ir' 1—iibb.1 ^jLj

^j ,j, on fol. 106"; oliLji,, on fol. no"; ^^bo
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,j_Lb.jl ^\js^\,onM. Ill''; ^"U. j\ JL. ,_JLt ^jLj

^JJJ-^ , on fol. 1
1
3* ; u^L^jJu j c*ij; j Jl^' ^J^-J

j^U, on fol. 1 1 6*; Lie c*-«^ i^iW? , on fol. 120'';

^i ijL^,, on fol. 122*'; U.^ j >—iyj*-, on fol. 132''; ^Lo

^JUJlJ>. (jo-ajjl
i<°-«-'..

on fol. 134*; Loj viiJUj-., on

fol. 1 40''
;
LjJ (J-*-* u'-^^. '

°° ^'^^- ' ^°"
> ti' J J—

^

cyjL* ji, on fol. 207"; —jJ o>ix, on fol. 211b;

~i~^ ^jsJ^\sji\S3 , on fol. 213"; Lcj o^Lw^aijOU fol. 213'';

Lcj (_>bl J
UL-i, on fol. 2151; ^jJljU ^^^v.. « ^_^_^

L»Lcj jl ,j-ij«J, on fol. 2 2ia; ^jUt.l... * eilr^i rl/^'
°"

fol. 237b;
^J^ oJu-<iJ, on fol. 238a

; J]^l jl J-^
ji^i JjXj (jLiJi u ^j^y*^ i^jiXiut

J
j^i

J
j^j_JjjL.m

^^Liol, on fol. 259ft;
u^ o-.^^ J e>.i...c oJl*, on

fol. 292"; e«.--(J
iS^^*^'

"" ^"^^ ^9"*" ' uWj. oJIJl^jJ,

on fol. 297*; ju...wa. oJJx4, on fol. 2980; j!!S3 oJIIi^,

on fol. 301''; 5^j^ ^^1, on fol. 305a; (jf,lSil oJu-ii

e.. » ' ,_y^. ^jo^.eJe' iS, on fol. 309* (with this bab the

khdtimah hegim); jjj,;i> .c^y. jaj-o-i* si («,lSil ^JUJ,

on fol. 314''.

According to his statement, on fol. 2», the author
tried in this work to give a paraphrase of and a com-
mentary on the last will and the precepts, confided by
Muhammad to AbA BJiarr Glmffdri {ijjls. ^i y\),

whom he calls cLjI isij • i^Lsr^' Ixi'p.

Dated the 4th of Safar, a. h. 1085 (a. d. 1674,
May 10).

No. 587, ff. 321, 11. 21 ; Nasta'lik, the Arabic phrases and
quotations in Naskhl ; illuminated frontispiece; size, ijfin.
by 7| in.

2669

Hilyat-almuttakin (^j,.ii"\,l iJL».).

Another Shi'ah treatise on the customs and obser-

vances of daily life according to the precepts of the

Imams, by the same ^Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad
Taki Majlisi, who completed it in Eajab, a. h. 1079
(a. D. 1668, Dec), see Kieu i. p. 20, and Supplement,

p. no"; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 313 and 314; it

was printed in Teheran, a. h. 1248. In the preface,

on fol. I*", 1. n sq., the author quotes his previous

work, the iiL-JJ ^j^^-

The Hilyat-almuttakin is divided into fourteen babs
and a khatimah, but in consequence of a very large

lacuna between if. 45 and 46 the present copy contains

only babs 1-3 and 11-14 complete, parts of babs 4 and
10, and the whole khatimah; the following headings
are given according to the index on fol. 2"

:

1. t^LJ i^ljl .0 (on dress), on fol. 2''.

^ji^Jiu »_i-jT (on ornaments, dyes, etc.), on fol. 9".

3. ^jju^Lil
J o^jy^ i^\i\ji (on eating and drinking),

on fol. 1 7».

4. c;^; LlDMAfUt-d ft *Ls- vUl .bt ,j

Ijl ji (on

J c)'-*4)/* ('>^^*^^ ') ^- .' y c " « «> J

(on marriage, sexual intercourse, and the rearing of

children), on fol. 35''; this bab breaks off on fol. 45'' in

the eighth fasl.

5-9, on using the toothpick and clipping the nails,

on scents, bathing, sleeping, and bleeding, are entirely

missing.

yUljl il : -I (on intercourse with believers), opens

abruptly on fol. 46" in the middle of the third fasl.

1 1 . iJtjLit..> • t..^La-« • i «. Wc • |«jL..> • (jiJUc^ ^^b' jj

Ljujl Jli-»l ,
(on assemblies, greetings, handshakings,

embraces, etc.), on fol. 64''.

12.
^^y;^J clJ/-^J. i ciJ^ J^'-* J

'^'^ "

entering and leaving the house), on fol. 75".

13. i^Jj-»J ^^:*^^jj ) >^W J o^J 'I) J u-*--'^l>^ sjblji

j^^^Lib sLxi ^J^J^.L4-». J
(on riding, walking, marketing^

tilling, etc.), on fol. 84*.

14.^^ i_>bT ,.j (on travelling), on fol. 93*.

Kliatimah: sjJa::.* Jolyjl |j-jju ,j (on miscellaneous

matters), on fol. 107''.

No date. Modem copy. A former owner was
Mr. Edw. Galley.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2628, ff. 114, 11. 18 on ff. 1-3, 11. 19 on ff. 4-1 14;
written by three ditierent hands, in two kinds of Naskhl on
ff. 1-3 and 11.^-114, and in a very careles-s Nasta'ltk on ff. 4-
112; all the Arabic quotations in Naskhl ; size, 9^ in. by 6| in.

2670

Sanad-alsa'adat fi husn-i-khatimat-alsadat (j :,a

A theological essay on the special privileges and
essential peculiarities of the Sayyids or descendants of

the propiiet through liis daughter Fatimah, by Mir
Ghulam 'Alikhiin Husaini Wasiti Balgiami, with the

takhallus Az.-id, who died A. H. 1200 (a. D. 1786), see

above. No. 2135, where his most prominent works are

enumerated.

Beginning : Jl t;.,,a. LiJl J-u,l i^jjl i i-J^.

No date. ^
No. 1824, ff. 269>'-277, U. 21 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9} in. by 5 j in.

c. MisceUaneoita.

2671
Some riwayat, beginning with one of Ibn 'Abbas

:

JLju *ill ^^j (j-llc j^ljl ojl^

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2351, ff. 6, U. 9-11; Nasta'llk, mixed with Sliikasta;

sizcj 6^ in. by 4} in.
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2672
A short miscellaneous collection of sayings of the

prophet and selected verses of the Kuran, with para-

phrases and commentary, for the greater part in Arabic,

mixed here and there with some quotations from

exegetical works in Persian.

Beginning of the first section (mostly sayings of the

prophet), on fol. 187^: 4II J^ "-J^Jl JU ... ill juJJ

Beginning of the second section, on fol. 1
95a

:

^_J^
b

~1\ Ij/il J-ol^l (= Surah II. 38 sq.).

Beginning of a third section (not connected with

the previous two, and written by quite a different

hand), on fol. 201": ^ LijXl j]j ^JVxS wlarf-* JU

ji (1^431 (= Surah XXXIII. 7 sq.).

No. 2380, ff. 187-207, 11. 8-11 ; Naskhi, by different hands

;

size, 8 1 in. by 5J in.

2673
Iblis-nama (s-tU ,jm^.1).

The book of Iblis, a curious dialogue between Satan

and Muhammad, with many good hints and advices,

beginning : ^^ <JIllj *il\ S'l Jl ilj ij) xjij 41)1 mUc*-

"Lull 4Jlb ill ^y h dy ^J

A similar story of Satan and Muhammad is noticed

in Bodleian Cat., No. 1241, 46.

No. 1720, ff. 85-96, 11. 1 4 ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 8J in. by 5 in.

2674
Wasijfyatn&ma-i-Paighambar (j^^-^Jt^ tAi o^j).
The last will of ^Muhammad, or advices bequeathed

by the prophet to 'All, beginning : jjo UHl . . . ill x^Ji

(.djL» • u:}LiJU ;^Ljk \^^fji^:t. -i-iXi t.:>^^a ^\ &5jIju>

5_JlC 4111 jJLo ^j^a-a^ .vt-g* IJl.^ tk>^

Jl ^jU b j5 J^.ij^.

The same little tract is noticed in Rieu ii. p. 85 1^,

No. II.

No. 1627, ff. 4''-8', written in diagonal lines ; Naskhi ; size,

8J in. by 4J in.

2675
Khulasat-alaurad (iU^I JLoiL*).

The quintessence of breviaries, a selection of prayers,

invocations, traditions, and sayings of holy Shaikhs

suitable to all daily occasions and occurrences in life,

compiled by Shihab-aldin, son of Shaikh Fath Muham-
mad ibn Abu-albarakah 'Ain-al'urafa, that is Shaikh

Shah 'Isa, beginning, on fol. 3* : ^jl» x>S^. . . ill > «^

Jl ^^.Dl vW- y«^l.

It is incomplete at the end, breaking off on fol. 40^.

Ff. il'-3'' contain a short collection of similar sayings

and traditions, beginning with one of 'Umar 'Abd-

al'aziz

:

^'

/• vy> S" }ij^ 1)
/^;-^' X^C s^

,1^.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2333, ff. 40, 11. 16 ; careless Nasta'Uk; size, 7J in. by 4J in.

2676
A description, based on Kuran and traditions, of the

twelve months of the Muhammadan year, giving the

memorable events that happened on certain days in

each of them in the lives of the prophets, Iraams,

saints, etc., and also furnishing instruction as to the

proper thing for a Muslim to do on such days. Mu-
harram, on fol. i^ (with a very detailed account of the

martyrs of Karbala) ; -Safar, on fol. 22b; RaM-alatowal,

on fol. 26"; Rabt'-aldkhar, on fol. 33"; Jumddd-alawwal,

ib. ; Jumddd-aldkhar, onfol. 33*^; liajab,ih.; Sha'bdn,

on fol. 34"; Ramaddn, on fol. 34^; Sliawwdl, on fol.

35''; Dhit-alka'dah, ib. ; Dhd-alhijjah, on fol. 35''. The

first month therefore is treated in the fullest way, next

to that the second and the third; all the remaining ones

are dispatched in a few lines. As a very laige number
of blank leaves are left after fol. 35, it was probably

intended gradually to supplement the scanty informa-

tion given with regard to the last nine months.

Beginning: iS3\x>, J_^i^
CJ-^^

jU^J^J Jjl J-<ii

Jl O— 1 5J_)-^ s^ f'^J^ (J^ 5JL**^ Jj>.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2804, ff. 35, 11. 8-12 ; Shikasta, by different hands, as it

seems ; size, 8 in. by 5^ in,

4. CommeiLtaries and other explanatory Works
on the Kuran.

2677
Kuran (mU5).

The Kuran with an interlinear Persian paraphrase,

beginning

:

^il '^..^l ^U)i\ <5il ,.—

>

-' ij\xJ>-

.jbAle

411

O^-

d\ •Ji)

For other copies of the Kuran with an interlinear

Persian version see Loth, Arabic Cat., pp. 5 and 6

(Nos. 25, 27, and 30) ; Kieu i. pp. 6-8 ; E. G. Browne,

Cambridge Cat., pp. 40-43.

No date. A seal with the date A. h. 1188 (a. d.

1774, 1775) on fol. I*. The copy belongetl formerly

to Mr. Richard Johnson. On the last two pages the

Persian paraphrase is omitted.

No. 8488, olim 20. J. 3, ff. 393, 12 lines of Arabic text in

Naskhi in each page, the interlinear Persian in red ink ; the

first two and the last two pages beautifully adorned ; the headings

of all the Suras written on gold ground ; additional illuminations

I both in the text aud on the margin ; size, 9 in. by 5^ in.
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2678

Tafsir-i-kalara-i-rabbani (,JIj, .M^ . - -j^
),

A Persian commentary on Surah i and Siiras 67-
114, by Maulana Ya'kub (see fol. 87*', 11. 4 and 3 ab
infra, and fol. 199*, 1. 2), i.e. Ya'kub bin 'Uthinan bin

Mahmdd bin Muhammad algliaznawi alcarkhi, a
disciple of Baha-aldin Nakshband (who died, according

to the Safinat-alauliya, No. 82, col. 283 above, the

3rd of Eabi'-alawwal, A. h. 79I=a. d. 1389, March 2),

and the spiritual guide of 'Ubaid-allah Ghujdawani
Ahrar (see ib., No. 87). Maulana Ya'kub, the author

of many theological and mystical tracts (see above,

Nos. 1919, i; and 1923, 10), died a. h. 838 (a. d.

1434, 1435), see Rieu iii. p. 1078". Another copy of

the present commentary, in which likewise Suras 2-66
aie omitted (not by oversight, but deliberately, as the

author states there in an Arabic preface, which is

wanting in our copy), is described by J. Aumer, p. 127.

Our copy begins with a short introduction on various

famous passages and phrases of the Kuran thus

:

^^.1 JUi J
i-*-~J fj\jj^\ -Ui^ (.iLUl »-JLc ,j«Ul JU

)1 ill x^^ ^^1. 1 «« jLI. tS
'JD tr^ u- a-

Jl XiX-i^ , and is divided into two sections, each with

a special colophon, the first comprising Surah i and

Siiras 67-77, *^'i6 second Suras 78-114.

Surah 1. on fol. 4" ; 67. on fol. 9"; 68. on fol. 24^;
69. on fol. 35a; 70. on fol. 50*; 71. on fol. 54a;

72. on fol. 58b; 73. on fol. 66"; 74. on fol. 72'';

75. on fol. 77"; 76. on fol. So*; 77. on fol. 85", lin.

penult.; 78. on fol. 88"; 79. on fol. 97"; 80. on
fol. io6'|; 81. on fol. 112a; 82. on fol. 116*; 83. on
fol. 119^; 84. on fol. 125b; 85. on fol. 130*; 86. on
fol. 135b; 87. on fol. 138b; 88. on fol. 142"; 89. on
fol. 145b; 90. on fol. 152"; 91. on fol. 155"; 92. on
fol. 157a; 93. on fol. i6oa; 94. on fol. 163b; 95. on
fol. 1 6 6a, first line; 96. 011 fol. 167b; 97. on fol. 171b;

98. on fol. 173b; 99. on fol. 176b; 100. on fol. 178b;

101. on fol. 1 80a, last line; 102. onfol. i8ia; 103. on
fol. 182a; 104. onfol. 182b; 105. on fol. 183b; 106. on
fol. i86b; 107. on fol. 188"; 108. on fol. 189b;

109. on fol. 191b; 110. on fol. 192b; HI. on fol.

193b; 112. onfol. 194b; 113. on fol. 196"; 114. on
fol. 197b, first line.

This copy is dated in both colophons (on ff. 87b and
199a) the 6th of Jumada-alakhar, A. h. 1089 (a. d.

1678, July 26); the copyist, whose name is partly

erased in both, seems to be Muhammad Ashraf ibn
Shah-i-Gada (sic !) Hasan alhusaini. The commentary
ends on fol, 199*; the remaining pages are filled, just

as a number of fly-leaves in the beginning, with short

tracts of various kinds; on fol. 199'' sq. a number of

medical prescriptions appear; on fol. '202b an Arabic
prayer with Persian interlinear paraphrase, etc. ; on
the third fly-leaf in the beginning a mystical tract,

IND. OFF.

styled jJL*^ ^j-j tlL<|, by Badi'-aldin; on the fourth

another tract : cyL^ « '—
'J/^

i^jLu ... : » ^JLo ,j ; etc.

No. 754, ff. 203 ; written by many different bandfi, partly in

Nasta'llk, partly in Naskhl ; 11. 13 on ff. 1-24, 41-48, and 88-

199 ; 11. 23 on tf. 25-40, and 49-87 ; size, loj in. by 5J in.

2679

Bahr-i-mawwaj (p-^^-* r*^)-

The_;?rs< volume
(
Jjl jJl».) ofa very extensive Persian

commentary on the Kuran, composed by Shihab Shams-
i-'Uraar Daulatabadi Zawuli of Dihli (see fol. 2b, 1. 3 ab
infra), thiit i^ Kadi Shihali-aldin Malik-al'ulama bin

Shams-uldin bin 'Umar alzawali (!) aldiudatabadi, as he

is called with his fuller name in the iJiLS (.U-3*-ll r*^
|,l;ijb (No. 682 above), who died A. h. 849 (a.d. 1445,

1446), see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 567,11. 11 and 12.

He dedicated this work to Shams-aldunya wa-aklin

Abu-almuzaffar Ibrahim Shah Sultan (see fol. 2b
1. 14),

that is Sultan Ibrahim Shah Shark! of Jaunpur, who
reigned A.H. 804-844 (a.d. i 401-1440), and was agreat

patron of arts and letters, encouraging the composition

of many literary works. A date of composition is not

found in this copy, which comprises the first eighteen

Suras (ij:»UJl i.yu begins on fol. 5b, and i—i^ll i.ym

on fol. 637b).
,

Beginning of the preface: v_*i^<-l> > » ^ ij\

i

i*),lx« (c-j-J (probably a mistake for

(_5i-J e);ljL.., i.e. J-Jjllll fjiVsu^ J J-JJ-^1 ia);lx., by

Nasafi, see in No. 2608 above); v_iLli (by Zamakh-
shari) and various commentaries on the same ; ,_ ''

ijj\j j,L.l (i. e.^,^;->Xjl ^ .. .M.aH I or i_*-h^1 _-oU.., com-

posed a. h. 602= A.D. 1205, 1206, by Fakhr-aldin Abii-

alfadl Muhammad bin 'Umar Razi, see Loth, Arabic

Cat., p. 13b)
; ijxzSy^^ \t,M\ y\j.^iri (see J. Aumer,

Ai'abic Cat., p. 13, and No. 2608 above), etc.

Dated the 15th of Rabi'-alakhar, A.H. 1187 (a.d.

1773. July 6).

No. 1095, ff. 666, U. 23 ; Nastallk ; size, 14^ in. by 9 m.

2680
Jawahir-altafsir li tuhfat-alamir {Is^j^....^ic}\ yJkW

The f/rst volume (JjiH J^) of the extremely rare

Persian commentary on the Kuran by Husain bin 'All

alwa'iz alkashifi, tlie renowned author, who died a. h.

910 (a.d. 1505), comp. No. 2188 above, where his

most prominent works are enumerated (there should

be added to that list the uyULUl iiV, composed A. h.

899 = A. d. 1494, see G. Flugel iii. p. 449; H. Khalfa

ii. p. 230; and Rieu, Turkish Cat., p. ijb where a

5A

I SJi\^S JojLjt \j X«l» ^jLa. ILi-* i^Vn".—.* «L»jLJ.

The chief authorities, quoted by the author of this

commentary, are ^-.i^ J-»\ ^ aJ ; tsJ^-alj . - - ° <
;
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Turkisli translation of the same, made a.h. 990 = A. d.

1582, is noticed; the ajj^I CAJjU-iH ^ i4^^ iii-^y,

see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 240; H. Khalfa iii.

p. 421, No. 6241 ; and Schefer, Chrest. Pers., i. 191 sq.;

and the J\i> -iU^UTj ^jo.^, written a.h. 891 =
A.D. i486, see Bodleian Cat., No. 452; W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 992; and No. 780 in this Cat.).

According to the preface in the same author's smaller

commentary, the s-lJLc i_.^\^ (see the following

numbers), he began this very extensive commentary at

the request of Mir 'Alisliir and meant it to comprise

four volumes ; but after having finished the Jlrst, he

was prevented ironi continuing it, and wrote his shorter

work to satisfy his patron; see a full statement of

these circumstances in No. 1 805 of the Bodleian Cat.,

and comp. also H. Khalfa ii. p. 360, No. 3259, and

p. 641, No. 4274; parts of this first volume are also

noticed in Eieu i. p. 1 1 (the^,.^w-.^Jl yt\j^ in J. Aumer,

p. 127, and the Cat. des MSS. et Xylographes, p. 247,

is merely a wrong designation for the smaller com-

mentary, the sjjs >_^\j.x, as both the beginning of

those copies and their date, A. n. 897, prove).

This first volume (probably the only one he com-

pleted) comprises the first three Suras and a portion of

the fourth, preceded by a detailed introduction on the

science of the Kuran and its exegesis, divided into the

following four J-ol (see the index on ff. 4* and '') :

.,\ cU— , in four ,.,\^,.,T

J !*
iJJ (^•X^ l^.'vl

, in four ul»j:x, on fol. 4*^.

J ^jl Jl »-*-!4.> (»J^ ^*-2. , ,.,! 'j uy

_5 u'

>"

5-S^l
i -ti'-^ u^r" ijljuj iS ^V-i-^ J^-i->.

8.1.» ^\ ^Jijl.>, in five i^I^jlc, on fol. 10".

4. 5jtai-o J0L3 ,j, in six mj*-!^, on fol. 24", last line.

The six important t;jU-i.c of this last section are :

(a) jjT^lk:ul LIJlSj jjT^ ju^ ^jLo y, on fol. 241*,

first line.

(6) ^jT jJl^ jl j_5-ij<J^ J j^r~^> jJ-c ^-Jri j^ ,
on

fol. 25a.

(c) »^jj.j j\ j\jJt >_''-?* *_i-iJ
J ^JT^ J

JT, on fol. 27^

(d) jl vli^ J
d^bt

J ^^ ^ .

eyLJii
J

'-Jj/* AJL:-« J (J^^iOn fol. Z9''.

(e) ^pi vsjLjT (^Ij" j IsLiJl jJ JS3u jJ!i_Si lajl^jj,

on fol. 30''.

(/) Uljl tjJli_» J U^ ei^l^Lil^ j.>, on fol. 33b

(the five introductory ^JU-:-c quoted in Hieu i. p. 11,

correspond, as a comparison with the headings given

above shows, to 6-/ in the fourth and last J-ol).

X-^^ J^. j^

jA^'i] (jLo ji

The _^rs< Sdrah begins on fol. 35*; the second, <m

fol. 153b; the third, on fol. 400''; the fourth, on fol.

577^. It breaks off with the end of v. 84 of the fourth

Surah.

Beginning, on fol. i^ :

(_jL:_5 sJLo La. .Lki

ij\ '^S^ ^^ *ii'_) 'j-p

jjt 5_»JLik \y^.j \ i-jLij j-jt,VrS —a LsHli

d
.Ljill.

Title and author's name are written in the two

vignettes on fol. i^, and appear besides in the te.\t,

on fol. 3b, 11. 2 and' 1 1.

Dated a.h. 967 (a. D. 1559, 1560) by Abu-aluasr

Muhammad al-Sadr bin Nasir-alshaii'at Mansur bin

Sadr alhasani alhusaiui aldashtaki alsliirazi.

No. 1381, ff. 626, 11. 25 ; excellent Naskhl ; the first two

pages gorgeously embellished ; other iUuminatert frontispieces on

ff. IPs'", 400'', and 577''; splendid Eaetern binding ; size, 15I in.

by 10 in.

2681

Mawahib-i-'aliyyah (sJlLc ^_^^l^).

A complete copy of the smaller commentary on the

Kuran by the same Husain bin Ali alwa'iz alkashifi,

usually stj'led • —
- ...«.»), and composed betwetn

A.H. 897 and 899 (A.D. 1492-1494), see Bodleian Cat.,

Nos. 1805-1808; Ilieu i. pp. 9-1 1, and Supplement,

p. I ; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. iv. p. 39 ; A. F. Mehren,

p. 3; Fleischer, Cat. Lips., p. 390'', No. 32 ; E.G.Browne,

Cambridge Cat., pp. 37-40 ; etc. A Turkish translation

of this commentary was made by Abii-alfadl iluhammad
bin Idris Bidlisi, who died A. H. 982 (a. d. 1574, i575)-

Husain alkashifi finished his work, according to the

chronogram on the last page, 1. 12, the 2nd of

Shawwal, A.h. 899 (a. D. 1494, July 6). An index

on flf. it'-2b.

Beginning, on fol. 3^ : juLsr* x^\y A ; ^ . ' jl J>-«->

Jl ^J\J^^ ijU^ u-^!-b- J ^jtS\.

A few various readings on the margin ; the last pages

slightly damaged, but well repaired.

Dated the ist of Rabi'-alawwal, A.H. 981 (a.d. 1573,

July i), by Muhammad bin 'Uthman Bakri.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2023, ff. 588, U. 35; small, neat Naskhl; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, 1 1| in. by 8J in.

2682

Another copy of the same.

Another complete copy of the Mawahib-i-'aliyyah,

dated the 12th of Safar, a.h. 1051 (a.d. 1641, May 23),

at Ahmadabad in Gujarat (the name of the transcriber

is erased). Tliis excellent copy is arranged in this way,

that the Arabic text of the Kuran fills the centre-column,

and Husain's Persian paraphrase and commentary the

margin.

Beginning of the commentary as usual : .,).;i» > j^ x»j
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In the last few Sdras there is also a Persian inter-

linear translation in red ink added to the Arahic text.

The commentary ends on f'ol. 414"; ff. 4i5''-4i7* are

filled with a 5_.LJL», beginning: . - ^^ - II fUjtJl ii\ iJJ-o

Jl l»J/>JI l^-f^' «Jj->y ijJ^ J.

No. 802, ff. 417, 11. II in the Arabic text (^;;-i^'), U. 48 in

tlie Persian coninientary (»«i^Uk) ; splendidly illnuiinated fron-

tispieces, corners in variejiated colours and other exquisite em-
belliithnients on ff. I** and 2"

; Naskhi in the text, Nusta'llk in

the commentary ; size, 1 2J in. by 8 in.

2683
The same.

Good old copy, not dated, Beginninp; as usual.

Many valuable marginal glosses. It belonged formerly

to Sir Barry Close. The usual chronogram is found

here on the last page.

No. 1133, ff. 767, 11. 25; Nwkhl; illaminated frontispiece;

size, I0| in. by 6 in.

2684
The same.

Beginning as usual. No date. The centre-column

comprises Suras 1-18; the margin-column, beginning

with SQrah 19 on fol. ib, the remaining Suras of the

Kuran. Two seals, one of Shihab-aldinkhan alhusaini

with the date A. h. 1146 (a. d. 1733, i734) on the fly-

leaf, another dated A.H. 1188 (a. D. 1774, 1775), on
fol. i"; an entry from A. h. 1150 (a. D. 1737, 1738)
besides on the fly-leaf The copyist was Muhammad
Ashraf bin Nur Muhammad.

No. 769, ff. 521, centre-column, 11. 19, and an additional

margin-column, 11. 38 and more, on ff. 1-358; Nasta'Uk ; illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, io§ in. by 6| in.

2685
The same.

Beginning as usual. No date.

No. 2648, ff. 367, 11. 25 ; small, neat Naskhi : illuminated

frontispiece ; the firt^t two pages adorned with gilt stripes and
arabesques; size, I3j^in. by 7|in.

2686
Thejlrst volume of the same.

The Jirst volume or Jlrst half of the 5Iawahib-i-

'aliyyah, comprising the first eighteen Suras. It is

divided iuto two sections, the first of which, containing

the preface and Sflras 1-6, is found on ff. 247^-461
;

the second, containing Suras 7-18, on ff. i''-246* (the

two parts of the copy being transposed). Beginning as

usual.

Dated the 23rd of Safar, a. H. 1191 (a. d. 1777,
April 2), by 'Abd-alkadir ibn Shaikh 'Abdallah, living

in Talujah near Bilapur in the district of Islamabad
(probably the present Chittagong in Hengal). The first

owner of the copy was Haji Thanii-allah bin Muhammad
Muklm Fadil bin Muhammad Gliazi of Bangalah.

No. 2141, ff. 461, 11. 19; Naeta'Uk ; size, 12^ in. by 8Jin.

2687
A slightly incomplete copy of the same.

This copy breaks off in v. 30 of Surah 18 (»,»--.

e-s^XJI), which begins on fol. 408". Beginning as

usual.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2015, ff. 413, U. 20 ; Na!>khl ; size, 12 in. by j} in.

2688
The second volwme of the same.

The second volume or second half of the Mawahib-i-
'nliyyah. comprising Siiras 19— 114, and dated Jumada-
alawwal, a.h. 1080 (a. d. 1669, Sept.-Oct.).

Bibliotheca Leydeuiana.

No. 2560, ff. 429. 11. 25 ; Naskhi ; worra-eaten throtighont,

some of the first and last pages damaged besides; size, log in.

by 6| in.

2689
The same.

This copy of the second volume or second half begins

here with Surah 18 (t-J^iJl ijyJ), on fol. 2^; there is

moreover added on fol. i^', as a kind of introduction, the

first Sdrah {l^\i ij^-J), see the initial words : 4I1 jL«.il

^j_)l »J 2^_JJ X^ 5-»j1j i_jLi.Xjl i^lj »)»—» ilr^ ....

c» t > j\ y»j sJti JjLi i]J>-« ) o—l ^Llil * . .,» »)V-»

Jl sxi. j^ii—. J.-J jkia. ^jiji eJjJLj J fjZ-^-

The copyist seems to be (so far as we understand the

colophon) Muhammnd Payanda bin Mahmud ; both the

name of a transcriber, mentioned a little above, viz.

Amin-aldin bin Muhammad 'Abdallah alamini, and the

date, 2nd of Muharram, a.h. i \f (1114? = a.d. 1702,
May 29), belong apparently to the MS. from which
the present one was transcribed.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2229, ff. 545, 11. 17; large Nasta'Uk, the Arabic text in
Naskhi; size, 11 J in. by 7^ in.

2690
An incomplete copy of the same.

This copy begins like No. 2688 with Surah 19, but
goes down to Surah 68, v. 50 only. All the rest is

wanting, except on fol. 258" the last words of the
colophon and the date, A. h. 960 (a. d. 1553). Surah 68
(here called -IsJl ijy^) begins on fol. 256*, 1. 6.

No. 8484, olim 20. J. i, ff. 258, 11. 23 ; small Nasta'Uk ; many
pagee injured and portions of the text etiaced; size, loiin. by
7|in.

2691

Tarjumat-alkhawass (Jil,Lil j , ~-
.
v) .

A very detailed Shi'ah commentary on the Kuran, by
"All bin Hasan alzawwari ((jr,l)iJl), see fol. i'', 1. 13, and
completed according to the clironogram at the end

:

A. H. 946 (a. u. 1539, 1540). This commentary, which

6 A 2
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is styled both on fol. i* and in the final words of the

text e^-o Jjkl (jjJs^j J«l^ i.r>^S, is divided into

two halves, the first of which, on ff. i'^-265*>, com-

prises Suras 1-17, the second, on ff. 266''-504, Suras

18-114.

Beginning : jl-. 1

ir" b i^-"— J^ 5b^,5Cij 1^^- A*jfc

I, jLJll_yjL_jl jjX^ (3-)!. J^ !; J']? cp'-«-^ *^-

explanation of the words Jl aDLi i^l, on fol. i

The

VIZ.

15;W J r u^' 5 r-e^ L5- W=^S
r-y-^-^i^ '^v

ytik.. jjjljwi.
J i^^. Jj-HL^. —al^jrs^ jb^

_)
[rJj^^

Jl (jUa. ^jiilj, jl, although being much more copious,

agrees so well with the paraphrase of the same words

in the anonymous Shi'aii commentary, described in

Eieu i. p. 12'' (which also, like the first half of our

copj', goes down to the end of the seventeenth Surah),

tlint it must be practically identical with that.

This copy is dated the 4th of Muharram, A. h. 959
(a. D. 1552, Jan. i); but the transcriber's name is torn

away. An entry from A. h. 1196 (a. D. 1782), on

fol. I".

The proper order of ff. 15-24 is: 15, 23, 17-22, 16,

and 24.

No. 120, ff. 504, 11. 29; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; illu-

minated frontispieces on ff. i*" and 266' ; size, I4jin. by 9j in.

2692

Khulasat-almanhaj {.^ :U S-o5Lifc).

Th^ first volume
(
Jtl jJls.) of the Shi'ite commentary

on the Kurau, by Ibii Shukr-allah Fath-allah alsharif

alkashani (who died a. h. 978 = a.d. 1570, 1571,

comp. Eieu i. p. 12 and iii. p. 1077^), an abridgement

made by the author himself from his larger commentary

in five volumes, styled (^j^Li*' ^hJI ^ j^^jL!L!l ^4-:-»,

see fol. !*>, 1. 9 (a complete copy of this larger work is

preserved in the Bodleian Library, see Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1809). The author's name appears on fol. 1^,

11. 1 1 and 1 2 ; the title -^4-^1' i-aili on fol. i^, last line.

Beginning (like that of the larger work), on fol. !*>

:

this word is added on) lOjLiiJ ^Ji^} vfLij ^;j^ tS^*-*

jl i5 c<,-.-».W.l i : ... i\-J;i (the margin by the collator

Jl ;^jL*.a.\ jj.». b ij^j tla—ly. cSJijl >-alnl ijiLS*.

This first volume comprises the first seventeen Suras,

viz.: 1. on fol. 3"; 2. on fol. 7"; 3. on fol. 70I'; 4. on
fol. 109"; 5. on fol. 146''; 6. on fol. i69l>; 7. on
fol. 192a; 8. on fol. 224b; 9. on fol. 236"; 10. on
fol. 258a; 11. on fol. 275"; 12. on fol. 290^; 13. on
fol. 318a; 14. on fol. 326"; 15. on fol. 332<"- ; 16. on
fol. 338*; 17. on fol. 350".

Other works of the same author are the « -
;

"

^^^-JLiLiJl (a Persian version of Sayyid Eadi-aldin's

Arabic collection of "All's discourses and letters, styled

ii-\A\ ^-^J), composed a. h. 955 (a. D. 1548), see

Rieu i. pp. 18 and 19; and the Persian translation

of Jamal-aldin Hasan al-Hilli's JS,jJ!i\ xs\^, see ib.,

iii. p. 1077*'.

Dated the 19th of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 1093 (a. d,

1682, Dec. 19). Collated throughout by Hajt Mu-
hammad Ka?im, who completed his task the 4th of

Jumada-alawwal, a. h. 1103 (a. d. 1692, Jan. 23).

A former owner of the copy was 'All Naki bin Mu-
hammad Taki bin Muhammad Ja'faralljusaini (probably

a son of the author of the great romance Bustan-i-

Khayal, Muhammad Taki alja'fari alhusaini, who died

A.H. ir73=A. D. 1759, 1760, see above, No. 833 sq.).

No. 1499, ff. 368, 11. 27; excellent Nasta'Uk; size, iSj in.

by 7| in,

2693
Khulasat-almanhaj

.

The second volume (|,jj jJ^) of the same Shi'ite

commentary on the Kuran, written by the same hand

as the first, and no doubt about the same time (a special

colophon is not added here) ; it is also collated through-

out. It comprises Suras 18-114, viz. : 18. on fol. \^;

19. onfol. 22«'; 20. on fol. 35*; 21. on fol.49a
; 22. on

fol. 66a; 23. on fol. 8ol>; 24. on fol. 92"; 25. on

fol. 107''; 26. on fol. 125"; 27. on fol. uob; 28. on

fol. ISS*"; 29. on fol. 173*; 30. on fol. 183a; 31. on

fol. i92l>; 32. on fol. 200a; 33. on fol. 205'''; 34. on

fol. 227I'; 35. on fol. 239a; 36. on fol. 249a; 37. on

fol. 257b; 38. on fol. 272a; 39. on fol. 281"; 40. on

fol. 296''; 41. on fol. 310a; 42. on fol. 319a; 43. on

fol. 329a; 44. on fol. 339a; 45. on fol. 344*"; 46. on

fol. 349"; 47. on fol. 357''; 48. on fol. 364a; 49. on

fol. 377a; 50. on fol. 386a; 51. on fol. 392^; 52. on

fol. 39815; 53. on fol. 402*; 54. on fol. 410a; 55. on

fol. 415a; 56. on fol. 423a; 57. on fol. 430*>; 58. on

fol. 439*'; 59. on fol. 445''; 60. on fol. 453a; 61. on

fol. 458a; 62. on fol. 461''; 63. on fol. 466a; 64. on

fol. 469a; 65. on fol. 472a; 66. on fol. 475l>; 67. on

fol. 481a; 68. on fol. 485''; 69. on fol. 493b; 70. on

fol. 497a; 71. on fol. 500b; 72. on fol. 503''; 73. on

fol. 507a; 74. on fol. 510b; 75. on fol. SiS^; 76. on

fol. 51 8''; 77. on fol. 523"; 78. on fol. 526'' ; 79. on

fol. 529^; 80. on fol. 532a; 81. on fol. 534a; 82. on

fol. 536a; 83. on fol. 537''; 84. on fol. 541a; go. on

fol. 542I'; 86. on fol. 545b; 87. 011 fol. 546^; 88. on

fol. 548b; 89. on fol. 550a; 90. on fol. 554a; 91. on

fol. 555b; 92. on fol. 556b; 93. on fol. 558*; 94. on

fol. 560b; 95. on fol. 561b; 96. on fol. 562b; 97. on

fol. 564b; 98. on fol. 566''; 99. on fol. 567b; 100. on

fol. 568b; 101. on fol. 570a; 102. on fol. 570b; 103. on

fol. 571b; 104. on fol. 572a; 105. on fol. 573a; 106.

on fol. 575'"; 107. on fol. 575b; 108. on fol.
576a

;

109. on fol. 577b; 110. on 101.578*; 111. on fol. 581*;

112. on fol. 582b; 113. on fol. 583b; 114. on fol.
584b,

No. 1500, ff. 585, 11. 27; excellent Nasta'Uk; size, ij^in.

by 7| in.

2694
Another copy of the first volume of the Khulasat-

almanhaj.

This copy goes down to the end of the eighteenth

Siirah, and is fctyled in the colophon : ^
.... aijl JJl
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_iJ Vj'iy^ LJuJl A.*XC i_a-»JLj ^^ j^^^jLJI i-oiUfc

Beginning as in No. 2692 ; collated.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2241, ff. 590, U. 39 ; small Naskhl ; slightly worm-eaten ;

size, 1 1 in. by 6 in.

2695
A defective copy of the second volume of the same.

This copy opens abruptly in the Jtrst verse of

Surah 39 thus : JLkjI »,» ,j Lilj i^^^wJ Jli-«l j tLJiljl

Jl JWil «, corresponding to fol. 281'', 1. 19 in

No. 2693 above. Surah 40 begins on fol. 16'', 1. 2.

No date. The same title as in the preceding copy

appears at the end of this.

No. 1101, ff.380, 11. 19; large Nasta'ISk, some leaves seem to

have been supplied by other hands ; size, 14^ in. by lof in.

2696
Tafsir-i-Tahiri ((<^ll> ^......Ai).

The second volume (ijJ^J jJ^^) of ^ Persian commen-

tary (with an interlinear paraphrase in addition) on

the Kuran, by the Shaikh alkabir AbA-almuzaffar

Tahir bin Muhammad al-Asfara'ini, comprising Silras

1 9- 114. No date of composition appears anywhere.

Each Siirah is preceded by a shorter or longer discourse

on the number of verses, words, letters, etc., found in

it, the place where it was revealed, and other explana-

tory matters. Fiequently the text of the Kuran
consists of rather a long passage, including a number
of verses, each with the interlinear Persian version,

after which a continuous, and sometimes a very lengthy,

commentary follows. The authorities quoted (chiefly

traditionists) are very much the same as in Albaghawi's

Arabic commentaiy (comp. J. Aumer, Arabic Cat.,

p. 14, and Arabic Cat. of the Brit. Mus. i. p. 61 sq.),

viz. ('Abdallah) Ibn 'Abbas, Ka'b-alahbar, Muhammad
bin Ka'b alkurati, Kalbi, Mujahid, 'Ikrainah, Ibn

"Uraar, 'Abdallah bin Mas'ud, Hisliam bin 'Urwnh,

Dahhak, Katadsih, Hasan Basri, Mukatil, Muhammad
bin Ishak, Abu Hurairah, and many others ; Ibn 'Abbas

is cited on almost every page.

1 fol. i^: :,jj J
e*-ui ^S^ ijy^ ^^l

ft Ju.tf ft .\iA ifMjl ft IS ft Ommi jLji o. J. A

* J j]r^ '^ u^J/* J-

The beginning of the nineteenth Siirah on the same

page with its paraphrase and commentary runs thus

:

yb,4-ft jJ^^jLlst! (^1x» jftLij . ... ayJl ^^j.^:>-jJ\ ill |,-~J

jU U , JlJL^

J e*-.l tSj ,j-:ri^ (.^ i;r!'
'^ i-:^ ^jjjj^ y

ye.

Jl ij\i ^j\si, ijiji' U

No date ; a number of entries of former ownei-s,

both on ff. I" and Z^9^> giving various years of a par-

ticular reign (for instance, the forty-sixth, which must

necessarily refer either to Akbar or to 'Alamgir).

No. 335, ff. 3!^9, 11. 23; the Arabic text in fine Naskhi in

alternate blue and gold colours ; tiie Persian paraphrase and
commentary in excellent Niista'Uk, the former in red, the latter

in black ; a splendid vignette witli the author's name on fol. i* ;

a gorgeounly illuminated frontispiece on fol. l""; the first two
pages richly adorned ; smaller illuminations round the headings

of each Sflrah and on the margin too ; size, 1
1 J in. by 74 in.

2697
A large portion of a very extensive, but unfortunately

anonymous, paraphrase and commentary of tlie Kuran
in Persian, comprising the twenty-first, and the greater

part of the twenty-second section, out of the thirty

sections into which it is divided.

The twenty-first section (^j^ ^^j^,-ijtJl (joLa. '\^

(^j-JLlill *U».I) begins on fol. i'' with Siirah 29, v. 44;

the twenty-second (here by mistake headed
j lylj 'j4^

j^^-JiJLiU *1>.I 1^ -ijs, the twelfth) on fol. 129" with

Siirah 33, v. 31. The copy breaks off on fol. 374^*

with the first word of Siirah 38, v. 51, ^T^^-^ilCLl, ex-

plained : jLjL.^b ijSij t-^Sj ^JLtJl J . There is besides,

a lacuna from the middle of fol. 14* to the beginning

of fol. 15", comprising the last verses of Siirah 29 from
V. 58 onwards, and the first two of Surah 30. Fol. 1 5*

opens in the Persian explanation of Siirah 30, v. 2,

and the first Arabic text, appearing again on fol. i^\
is Siirah 30, v. 3.

Siirah 31 begins on fol. 54a; 32. on fol. 82l>; 33.

on fol. loo^; 34. on fol. 175''; 35. on fol. 218";

36. on fol. 255"; 37. on fol. 295''; 38. on fol. 344b.

No. 2428, ff. 374, 11. 9; Naskhi; size, ii|in. by 6J in.

2698
Exegetieal treatises by Bahadur Tarkhan.

A collection of four treatises, explanatory of different

Siiras of the Kuran and of some traditions, compiled
at tlie request of his friends by Alsayyid alhusaini

alridawi 'Ubaid-allahkhan aldihlawi, surnamed Mir
Jumlah Bahadur Tarkhan, viz.

:

1. Persian paraphrase and explanation of the Jirst

Surah (i_>1-::lx11 i^Li »,»—), beginning, on fol. l^

:

2. Persian paraphrase and explanation of Siirah 112

((jo^ikVI Jy-i or jL-ijy£ll ijk-.), beginning, on fol. 2i»:

i'-
..,UUu44 ij- zr' -5 '^'Jv*.,M,

3. A collection of forty traditions, selected from

those of the most trustworthy Shaikhs, beginning, on

fol. 27b
: jl ill JL y^l j\l-^ b

J vyllljllc b.

4. Persian puraphrase and explanation of Surah 36

iij-;^^ ijy), beginning, on fol. 35'' : (_^Uijj l»"W»>

Jl lij.jijfc ljLj.iil ji (ji-fcJj jl
i 4 -I sJ 1jj15j,, J _..

^ No date.

No. 909, ff. 57, 11. 13 ; large Nasta'Uk; size, 9^ in. by 6^ in.
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2699
Tarjuraan-i-Kuran (^^\ji uL.j>yj).

The interpreter of the Kuran, that is a very short

and concise jrlossary of the Kuran, explaining in Persian

the more difficult words appearing in it, Surah by

Surah ; it is compiled by Mir Sayyid Sharif Jurjani,

the author of the ^^WA\ ,j» Lf;-Xll iJU, (see above,

No. 2i8o), the (jl»:.U ^y cS^^' '^^j (*^ee Nos. 2181

and 2182), the^f^ >-i^ (see Nos. 2406-2409, and

2413, 2 above), the metaphysical tract >_^];-« ^^W^.

cujjj^j-. ji vi>U^».^ (Kieu ii. p. 864'S I, and W.

Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 19, No. 5), and numerous

Arabic works, ccmp. col. 465 above, No. 1162 in the

Haft Iklim; he died A. h. 816 (a. D. 1413, 1414);

another copy of the same glossary, but without the

author's name, is noticed in E. G. Browne, Cambridge

Cat., p. 46 ; different from this is the little work of

the same title, noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat.,

p. 275, No. 8. A new edition of this glossary in aljiha-

betical order was made by 'Adil bin 'All bin 'Adil

al-Hafiz, see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 88.

Beginning : jjU.^^ j
-o> ,

,-0- . 1

U^'

-y o^'

U^ijjj <_*J;-«J

The first Surah begins on fol. i*", the last ends on

fol. 44". At the end this glossary is styled ^io t*j>-;j

<Ull, and on the title-page ^[^ i.uLiJ &-«-»yJ.

Dated Shawwal, a.h. 858 (a. d. 1454, Sept.-Oct).

No. 715, ff. 1-44, U. 19 ; Naskhi ; size, 8 in. by 5 in.

2700
Hall-i-lughat u alfaz-i-Kuran {^\jS bUJl j v:yliJ j!a.).

Another short glossary, arranged alphabetically

according to the first letter and explaining in Persian

the principal words occurring in the Kuran, by Taj bin

JIuhammad bin Ibrahim alhashimi ; the above title is

given on the title-page. A curious incident is, tiiat

on fol. 46'', a few lines before the beginning of the

glossary, the intioductory words of the preceding one

are repeated, viz. Jl cj>-~j1 J ^jV^^jJ i_)Ui ^\.

Beginning : Is- . iSh J^ ];^.'j>^ u-^ ij^- u^W-"

Jl *Lw_(j\ J •_ .. J Lflj-ai i^Ju-i-e 'L»-OI.

Copied by Mahmud bin Muhammad alhuma'i, ap-

parently the same who copied the preceding glossary

in A.H. 858 (a. D. 1454).

No. 715, ff. 45-82, U. 19 ; Naskhi ; size, 8 in. by 5 in.

2701
Khulasa-i-mustakhlis ((_yjLi*-~* ii^Ui.).

A third short glossary of the Kuran, explaining the

principal words occurring in it, Surah by Surah, as in

the ^j\Ji ^JL»a.Ji, but with this peculiar difference, that

after the first Surah, on fol. 2", there follows, on

fol. 2^*, Surah 114, and then the Suras are taken in

their opposite order from 113 backwards to 2 ; from

fol. 25" onwards the headings of the Suras are left blank.

There is no date nor author's name ; the anonymous

compiler (>_a.^jr..n j.^ ^\) simply states, that S(ime

friends, who had neglected their theological education

in their younger years and now in their old age wanted

to know ieomething of the meanings anil imports of the

Kuran, induced him to write this little manual, which,

according to a marginal note on fol. i*, was transcribed

by Mir Haidar Khushnawis.

Beginning, on fol. !": jjljj .... ^^^-.IIjJI Cjj -i x^
J...n-c^ ^^s- 41)1 (^iJj L. i^Ls^' lT^^- ^ '"^' (sU-»-'l

No date.

No. 504, ff. 55, 11. 13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 7J in. by 4I in.

I

jLc, .J , on fol. 8».

iljj 1., u-i^ ^\i^ J
J

JJ

2702
Two treatises on the reading of the Kuran.

I. Kitab-i-kiraat (ey'];5 ^\=^), on ff. il'-4ot'.

A short tract on the proper reading of the Kuran

and its composition, by a i^jjlS^*-, t_j.»^ 5 j-jj , who

put together in a Persian compendium all he had read

in Arabic works on this subject, and all he had heard

Irom the lips of his spiritual teacher Shams-almillah

wa-aldin Muhammad bin Khalidi aljunaidi (see fol. 2*),

in ten babs

:

1 . sj^U Xi_y^ y> , on fol. 3*'.

3. >—»;^ l*'"^ y? »^ (.^3

^^1 Juil Jol iij;-i.lja 1,, 1 »,-» ^IjJ

•; ' - ^ on fol. 15".

4. XjT |-« iJa.^ ,

o.w:^ ^\ Jjkl Jjl jj^t—iJj, on fol. 17".

»—' J-* ijjI . x^jSs.^ |.Lcj1 ^fS^ <^ji >-< ! '
.

L) ^^
Jl j^l^ii-* J.3UB ^Icjl \j cjj, on fol. 20".

^1 ^1 -^ J o—.^U s.* I (^I-«, on fol. 21*.

^jS. |.io
_5 ^yy ^j, on fol. 30^.

9. lOkj—. ^^xifj i'LS . s'LS ,j (3-s-"-"' ) J^
cj'-s^-

J'*

Jl 0^1 jJ!^ ei>,.n-> jl s*!,;; Oui^j 0^1, onfol. 32*>.

J -i^.'
LS*

10. (^ J Ulr" «Ls^

^o. jj ^jj/^onfol. 35b.

The last bab is incomplete and breaks off on fol. 40^.

Beginning : e)lA-» JlcI • • • • ^^^-JiLnJI sj, il A.«Ji

Ji *j.
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II. Tarjumn-i-Shatibi diir 'ilra-i-kir&'at (> , ry, '

e*jL5 «-Lc j-» ijJsLi), on if. 4i'^i46t'.

A Persian commentary on the famous kasidah on the

correct reading of the Kuran. by Abu-alkasim bin

Firruh bin Khalaf bin Ahmad llu'aini Shatil)!, whu
died A. H. 590 (a. d. 1 194), comp. H. Klialfa iii. p. 43

;

Niildeke, Gescliichte des Qorans, p. 337 sq. ; J. Aumer,
Aral)ic Cat, p. 20 ; Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 8. This copy
is incomplete ut the beginning, opening in the middle

of the preface. The Persian commeutator's name is

not mentioned.

Dated end of Eajab, a. h. 907 (a. d. 1502, Febr.).

No. 1473, ff. 146, 11. 13 (on ff. 1-40 and 139-146), 11. 11 (on

<f. 41-138) ; written by two different hands in Naskhl and
Nasta'Uk, fol. 8 added in Sljika»ta ; size, 6^ in. by 4J in.

2703
Kawa'id-alkuran (^Jl^5Jl J..cL5).

A third treatise on the proper reading of the Kuran,

or the cy'liiJI |»J>-c, compiled by Yar Muhammad bin

Khudadad of Samarkand, who had frequented tlie

lectures of the best teachers of this discipline in

Transoxania and Khurasan. It is dedicated to Abu-

alghazi 'Ubaid-allali Bahadurkhan (who reigned in

Transoxania A.n. 939-946 = a. d. 1532-1540), and

divided into the following twelve babs :

!jljti-.l ijLo .i, on fol. 2'*.1 . 1. 1 « .... 1 •

2. ^j^ ^^li:' J^> ji, on fol. 3b

4. >—») ^a- uii^duo ^jL»j ,j , on fol. 7I'.

.,Lo ,j,on fol. Sb..15:^1

6. As.i\ (read i::iUiL«) cyliU.:^^ yLo .0, on fol. 10".

7. ^^» J
Xm ijUj ji, on fol. lib.

8. iAS' u\jt Jl^, j^, on fol. 13b.

9. ^J^^ J ^.^ ^jUj ji, on fol. 14''.

10. 5_Ji5^i.Ty. i_ttjj ^jLj jJ, on fol. 15b.

11. jr^. t—aij o. ; a i^j kil
f^j j^, on fol. 17b.

12. J ^. yy *^ (^^ (.'-*' uWji; i:yUX:U»l ^W^. ^
tO^l ,jai», on fol. 2 2'\

Beginning
;

|jl^ sS \. c^jU X»<o ljLlJ ^ xs^. x*^
Jl J I: -...i .J L« o •J'-f!^ •

No date. Another fragmentary copy of the same

treatise is noticed in Rieu ii. p. 803, No. IV.

No. 1829, ff. 31, 11. 15; Nasta'Uk, the Arabic qnotatious in

Naskht ; size, 10 in. by 6| in.

2704
Hayat-alfu'ad (jVi)' «j-^^)-

A fourth treatise on the correct reading and reciting

of the Kuran (ii,«l^ x>j^
f^^-*)

^'y Muhammad bin

Ha.=an 'Ali alkusari, known as 'Ali alkari', and divided

into seventeen J-aj and a s-^U- (these subdivisions

are, however, not marked in the text).

Beginning : 'yp jJILi. j jJUl *i, i^JJl ^^jtll «ll J.,ii

Ji \Zls. LiUC j^' J^\.
No date.

No. 961, ff. 97, 11. la ; Nastn'llk ; size, 5I in. by 3} in.

2705
Mufid-alkurra ('T^l x^).
A fifth treatise on the proper reading of the Kuran,

compiled in the emperor 'Alamgir's time, by Ni'inat-

allah bin Rahmat-allah of Liihur. It deals with the

a\/>
ye.\y j '—'J/* TTj^^ *'"! '^ divided into fourteen

babs, viz.

:

1. LsU^-4-i } Ul>^ ^ aWj i
"-"-^ ''/• t/*^' i^

(jLijl, on fol. 3'*.

2. »iL»::-»l j^Lo ,i, on fol. 4''.

3. 8 1 . .., > jjLj ji, on fol. s*".

4. <-J)^ rj^^ ^^- y '
°" *°'' '''•

5. ^-ij^ cyU-a ^jLj ,j, on fol. III*.

6. f^j^ . rp^ vjjj uW^ ;*' °'^ ^'^•'' '^''*

7. ^LcjI lifUiL. ^jLo ,j, on fol. 14b.

8. tfi^ _)
|.;»*^ cjW^- J'^'

°" ^"'' '^°'-

9.^^ J i.. ^^LJ jj, on fol. 17^.

10. sjLo tsLa yLj .i, on fol. igb.

11. i—aij ^yLo ,j, on fol. 20^.

12. ejUiU... ^jLj ,i, on fol. 24b.

13. s^
J u!/"^ I—aJij (jL^J i.>, on fol. 26*.

14. i_ij. (JkJ;.!» « liil !»--, uW^- ;*' °" ^°'- ^9'''

Beginning

:

Copied by Muhammad Sadik.

No date.

No. 1764, ff. 45, II. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

2706
Khawass-i-Kuran (^^1^ ^\y>.).

The chariicteristic qualities and peculiar benefits of

each Surah in the Kuran, described in form of kit'as,

begiiming

:

u^y- J-

dJl
Laj>.l

J
Jo. jl

"ij^ U,ir

No author's name appears.

Fol. 53** contains an Arabic explanation of the

meaning of O-^i beginning : jjl.1 iiU i_jjX)l J.»S

JllJlj iJ^l ^^ .jUc ^UOU 'Ulj Jlillj >_iUC)l

5jJl iI>,L*.Jl ^jji ^^ li^j^

Dated the 24th of Eabi'-alawwal, A. H. 1082 (a. D.

1671, July 31).

No. 2809, ff. 37-54, 3 coll. in diagonal lines, each 11. ii-n;
Naskbl; size, 8 in. by 5 in.
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;j]r-

2707
'Alamat-i-nujum-alfurkan {u\jjii\ ^y^ i^Lt'!^^).

A concordance of the Kuran, aiTanged alphabetically

with reference to the sections (jjj«-) and the places of

^Sj in each of them, by Ibn Muhammad Sa'id Mustafa,

of Afgh<^n extraction, a.h. iio3=a.d. 1691, 1692 (the

title is a chronogram, see fol. 4^, 11. 4 and 5), and

dedicated to the emperor 'Alamgir (fol. 3'', 11. 9 and

10). After the preface (on fol. i'^) and the mukad-

dimah (-.l^,jr^' ssAy j k)|^ ^V^, .j) the real con-

cordance begins with a general enumeration of the

thirty sections of the Kuran, and the places of cjV in

each of them (on fol. 9* sq.), after which the special

and main part of the whole follows, in alpliabetical

order (on fol. i8'>). After each word a cipher indicates

the number of the section, and one or more letters the

number of the aS. in the respective section where it

is found, for instance, Jj rv (P,Ql = 27th section, 14th

C.S. (Surah 56, 18), etc.

Beginning : ,j-Lwj (j-Li« j\ jJLxx* ^^

Jl i^\:S' u^\J} j\ U >-......oJo.l v_>^

Dated by 'Ali Husaini Wasiti Balgrami the 27th of

Safar, a.h. 12 19 (a. D. 1804, June 7); the copy was
written for the transcriber's brother Maulawi Karam
Husain.

College of Fort "William, 1825.

No. 2325, ff. 248, 11. 11; Naskhl; worm-eaten; size, 7J in.

^y 5 in-

2708
Kawanin-i-Hafsiyj'ah (». 1 ^.ia. ^j^ly).

A sixth, very modern, treatise on the proper reading

of the Kuran, principally on the difference between

the seven legitimate readers (»jm—1 'Jpi) in general, and

the particular views of 'Umar Hafs in particular, made
at the request of Tipu Sultan, see fol. 2", lin. penult.,

and fol. 45", 1. 3, A.H. 1208 (dated the i ith of Jumada-
alawwal of that year (a. d. 1793, Dec. 15). The
compiler's name dees not appear. The title is men-
tioned on fol. 2^ margin, and on fol. 44^1, last line. It

is divided into the following fourteen babs

:

1. ^Jajia. J^l ji, on fol. 2^

2. . . . jjLS ^jjjl.J> ^jLj .j (heading omitted in the

text and partly cut off in the index), on fol. 3^.

3. -j\^ ,jU> jj , on fol. 5a.

on fol. "j^4.

5.

^Jy* ^-^; J a^ oW^ y

.

jj^ lijU-o jjW? i^' OU fol. 12*'.

6. ^j^ J 5JJ Lu ^y |«ix».1 jjl*j ji , on foL 1
4"^.

7. '\j ^ ^jLj j:>, on fol. 17".

u ey'j

^jLj .J , on fol. 1 7^.

(^Ia ^Lj y, , on fol. I 8K

J, on fol. iSb.

jjLo y, on fol. 20*.

12. iy^ J-^4--J J
>—B ....a-fc^ ijLj. j->i on fol. 23*.

13. t~»iSyXy, t_i3j ^jLj y, on fol. 23''.

14.
J

Oi-^-l tjo-i-» i^']y> (JM'^-* " iijU-Ij ij\-J. j^

^I^Cjj i_i!lLi>.l ^yLi,\sS^on fol. 3I^

Beginning: ^^\Jyi\ JJi (jsi\ ^%*i\ *AxJl ii x«.U

ji ^i/iii tji ;>Di ^.
College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2292, ff. 45, 11. 12 ; careless Nasta'Uk; size, 8 in. by 5I in.

2709

Jawahir-alkuran (jjT^l ^1^).
A complete index to all the cyLcjS^ or times of

bowing in reading tlie Kuran, arranged alphabetically

in 254 babs, according to the first two letters of the

words at which the c.S\ is due, compiled by request

of the same Tipu Sultan (see fol. 9", lin. penult.) by

Ghulam Ahmad (the author of the j^JjtLs:^' i\j and

the ^LkL. LoiU., see Nos. 2621-2623 above) and

Sayyid 'Ali Kadi (see fol. 9^, 1. 4 ab infra) in the year

1223 since Muhammad's birth (see fol. 9*^, 11. 4 and 5,

J »<* iyiy 1--' '>:>—---'. J
-i-* _j-* ) j]/i-^^ » "

' j^ )• 11

this date was literally interpreted, it would be about

A. H. 1
1 70, long before Tipu's accession ; but as Ghulam

Ahmad uses in his other work the ^^juilsA' jlj, the

era of Muhammad's prophetic mission, it is very likely

that jJv*, birth, is taken in a symbolical sense and

means the same as e^-jo. there ; in this case it would be

about A.H. 1 21 1 (a. D. 1796, 1797)-

Beginning, on fol. i** : sJ.-^ ^J^ Jjjl i^JJl ^ X*}i

1 JjlxjJl ijT ilxjf. J
v_>l::Xll

.

After the preface and a long encomiastic poem on

Tipu Sultan follows a mukaddimah in three fasls:

1. pV*^' cr*^y>r^ J-*'
°° ^°^- 10°. fi^'st line; 2. y

ijy^ eyUj-S^ ijUj, on foL 10*, lin. penult.; 3. y
kjbS' o^-i^, on fol. 21I' (an index of the 254 babs).

On fol. 26" the first bab (i_aJi)l *-. LjDiir i^L) begins.

Copied, as it seems, in the year 1225 of the same era,

No. 491, ff. 245, U. 9 ; Naskhl ; size, 8 in, by 5^ in.

2710

Euku'at-i-Kuran {^ cAs-jSj).

Another, very short, index to the cyUcjS^, or times of

bowing in reading the Kuran, compiled from a larger

work, the ^yi\ ^ys> (which might perhaps be the

same as noticed in No. 2707 above), by order of the

same Tipu Sultan. It amounts to 574 i:yU^.

Beginning : t,*,^— Jjo \S\ .... ^^^UJl i_>, ^ X^

No date.

No. 1726. ff. 16, 11. 1 3 ; distinct NaBta'Uk; size, 9 in. by 6| in.

d
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(^UV^ 'y-A->

2711

Fihrist-i-SuraMi Kitab-allah

A third, likewise very short, index to the Kuran,

stating with regard to each Surah, whether it is revealed

in Makkah or Madlnali, how many verses, words, and

letters, how many f-S<, and what peculiarities it con-

tains besides. After that there follows, on fol. 13'',

a ii\ |,ili eybT J-».^i-Aj ,j Jic; on fol. 14* a short

chapter on the correct reading and pronunciation of

certain words and phrases in the Kuian (taken from

the x^[^ .....it, perhaps Tabarsi's ^]y^ /'-•W' ^'^^

Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 12b); and on fol. 15*' an indica-

tion of the fifteen passages where the Jvi^ or prostra-

tion is required (4I1I J^ -,L»J .i ijUj olxs*" jjLjij).

This little book was prepared for the same Tipd

Sultan as the three preceding ones.

Beginning: ^yL^ j •^-^ ^^ V^ i^Lajj-u o>-«^

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2302, ff. 16, 11. 11-12 ; Shikasta; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

2712

Suhuf-i-Ibrahim (^-jkl^J >_«•»).

The alleged books or revelations of Abraham, which

are mentioned in the Kuran (comp. Surah 87, last

verse) as the oldest testimony of Islam, appearing here

in a Persian garb and consisting of thirteen short

kitabs.

Beginning of the first kitab

jb jji j.b ,. ;.M.it &-XJl (•L-^

^Jl Xi jJjU J—.
J

S-JLc 4ii\ ^JLo ^,.^\jj\.

The thirteenth kitab ends on fol. 64''. The remaining

leaves (ff. 65-69) are filled with fragments of a psy-

chological treatise, etc., in a different handwriting.

No. 1833, ff. apii-ep, U. ij; Nasta'Uk; a little worm-eaten;
size, 9j in. by 5| in.

6. Translation of the Gospels.

2713

Arba' anajil-i-mukaddas ((_;-Ii-« J-^^Li' fH)')'

A good copy of the oldest Persian translation of the

Gospels, by Yuhanna bin al-kass (the presbyter) Yusuf
al-Ya'kubi, who made it from the Syriac version ; it is

the same which is printed with a Latin translation by
Dr. Thomas Greaves in Walton's Polyglot, tom. v;

comp. Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1835 and 1836. The present

copy is a modern transcript, dated by Muhammad
Ashraf Zaman the 23rd of October, i798 = A.H. 1213,

12 th of Jumada L Both the introductioa to the

INS. OFF.

reading of the Gospels and the study of Christ's life

and death, and the detailed index, which are found in

No. 1835 of the Bodl. Cat., are wanting here ; the copy
begins at once with the Gospel according to St.

Matthew

:

»-»SUaJl ,J J
Jul) siiJ iSj^ c)MJ~'- O - ^ - ~ "^ * J-^ J*

The Gospel according to St. Mark begins on fol. 59''.

The Gospel according to St. Luke begius on fol. 99''.

The Gospel according to St. John begins on fol. 183''.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2698, ff. 248, 11. 14; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

gjin. byj^in.

2714

The Gospels in Persian.

Another hitherto unnoticed anonymous Persian

translation of the Gospels, each of which is subdivided

into the usual chapters, called —L*^ , and into smaller

sections called J-aj.
St. Matthew, on fol. i**, very incomplete, as there is

a large lacuna after fol. i. The first page ends with

chap. i. V. II, the second begins with chap. xxii. v. 43.
St. Mark, on fol. 1

7b.

St. Luke, on fol. 57a.

St. John, on fol. 122''.

Beginning of St. Matthew : ^.-. « jiv-J l.*-«j ^\:S

VI \\

^y^-'

Dated the 13th of Dhii-alhijjali, a. h. 1168 (a. d.

1755, Sept. 20), at Easht by Muhammad Husain
Kazwini. Former owner, Edw, Galley.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2475, ff. 171, 11. 12; Nasta'Uk; collated; size, 7jin.

by 6 in.

6. Hinduism.

2715

Hujjat-alhind (j i^ll ix^).

A controversy between Hindi! mythology and Mu-
hammadan religion, in the form of a dialogue between
a parrot

(
JsJo) and a starling (isl.Li.), alleged to be a

translation from an Indian original, wiutten for the

daughter of Nal Rae, king of Naldrug {^.^ Jj) or

Nuldrug (see Hunter, Imperial Gazetteer of India,

vii. 4 1 , a fortified town in Haidarabad), with the name
of Damyati (|,:^.jj, W. Pertsch in the Berlin copy

reads ^_u-jj). The story deals with the conversion of

the princess by means of the questions and answers
exchanged by the two birds, and showing the superiority

of Islam over Hinduism, and her final marriage to the

young Muslim, who having fallen in love with the

princess had trained these birds and brought about

5B
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their purchase by her. The present work is the

Persian translation of that rather fabulous story, made

by 'Alishah Mihrabi (i^]/^' ».f. .\c), or as he is called

in the following copy, 'Umar Mihrabi {^^]^ ^^s) ;

in the British Mus. copy the name is given as Ibn 'Umar
Mihrabi; in the Berlin copy Ibn "Umar Mihrdni

{^J\j^),
see Rieu i. p. 29 ; and W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. III.

Beginning : j..,j>. juu. Lll . . . . ^^.; U » II C^. jj) x^
JL, J

jJlj j-Jlc 41)1 ^Ji-<' -ull Jj--^ ootjj Jjfj y^ 41)1

,^ p I jjLmjlj ^^ v « S |«iLul Jo»l (.?jJ lfi.> Jl^^5L^

^ Dated the ist of Safar in the i6th year (probably of

'Alamgir's reign=A. h. 1084, A. d. 1673, May 18).

No. 542, ff. 149, 11. 14-15; careless Nasta'Uk; size, 8|in.
by 54 in.

2716

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Dated A. H. 1157 (a. d. 1744).
College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2175, ff. 136, 11.13-15; written by different hands in

careless Nasta'Uk, mixed with Shikasta; large water-spots

throughout ; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

2717

Tarjuma-i-dharmshastr (yi^Li. f,fAi t«j>. Ji).

The law of the Hindus, drawn up at the request of

the Governor-Gteneral of India, Warren Hastings (see

fol. 3», 11. I and 2), by a number of learned Pandits

(whose names are given here on fol. 3*, last line, and
fol. 3^, 11. 1-3, see Halhed's translation, p. 6), in Fort
William, Calcutta, from the best Sanskrit sources, and
translated from Sanskrit into Persian by Zain-aldin

'All Basa'i (the translator's name does not appear in

this copy, but is given in full in the immediately
following one, on fol. 4'', 1. 3 ab infra) ; according to

fol. 3", 11. 9-1 r, the work was commenced in May, 1773
(a.h. ii87,Rabi' II), and completed in February, 1775
(a.h. 1 1 88, Dhu-alhijjah), corresponding to the Bangali
era, 1180-1182; comp. Eieu i. pp. 62 and 63; and
N. B. Halhed's English version :

' Code of Gentoo
Laws, from a Persian translation, made from the
original, written in the Shanscrit language,' London,
1776.

Beginning, on fol. i^: j.,^: !:,jj ^\jii>\j>. suT ^.

On fol. 3^ the same two introductory chapters,

noticed in Rieu, loc. cit., follow, headed v:^-.^—, oJL^ia.

(in the following copy v^i^^i-- 10 JJ.'ia.), beginning:

1a^ \jjb j i_r^"l j ^^I j u'-^J {J^ Jj' ly^^ ^^^
Jl »j^, and on fol. 17b sq., the index, with the list

of the Sanskrit works used (see Rieu, loc. cit.); on
fol. 2i'> the translation of the Sanskrit work itself

The title, given;ins: ^JlJJuy (J^ - cs*tH ''-•^•

to this book above, is taken from No. 2719 below;

here it is merely styled
,_54jj-J,

and in the following

copy, on fol. 5*, (JJ.JU ^ J^ j^\.
No date.

No. 1291, ff. 179, 11.13; Nasta'Uk; illuminated frontispieces

on ff. x" and ai' ; each line surrounded by a gilt frame ; splendid

eastern binding ; size, 11 Jin. by 6| in.

2718
Another copy of the same.

Beginning, on fol. i*": ^-^•-• cr-j; cJ.

jjUlG,

;jy»U> »Ut^.

i.r" J-

The wording of the preface differs slightly from that

in the preceding copy, and there is moreover a sub-

stantial addition, viz. the name of the translator, 011

fol. 4I', and three chronograms, on fol. 5*, for the com-

pletion of the work, which take the place of the more
detailed statement in the preceding copy. Unfor-

tunately one or two of these ta'rikhat are apparently

as incorrect as in the British Museum copy ; they are

(a) the chronogram for the year of the Hijrah si biJ

o— 1 (j.v ; ft c^ ^yLj (which, if the O is counted, will

give the correct date, A. h. i i 88) ; (6) the chronogram

for the Bangalt era : ^ ^^(which gives

only 1 181 instead of 1 182, as the preceding copy has)

;

(c) the chronogram for the English (i. e. Christian) era,

e*-.l i^J.-L» lOJJwi. jl, J-a. (which in its present form

would only give 1756; in order to make it 1775, it

ought to be corrected into c v : a ootj^ jl, J.» , and,

contrary to general usage, the tashdid of J-a. ought

to be taken into consideration, giving for the first

word the numerical value of 68).

The introductory chapters begin, on fol. 5» : fi-r»

Jl j^^-^ Jjl (X^, the index on fol. 24^, first line;

the work itself on fol. 2 8''.

No date.

No. 602, ff. 251, 11. 9; large and clear Nasta'Uk ; illuminated

frontispieces on ff. i"" and 2%^
\ all the lines on ff. i^ 2", 28'', and

29" surrounded by a gilt frame ; splendid eastern binding ; size,

io| in. by l\ in.

2719
The same.

The preface is wanting here ; it begins at once with

the first introductory chapter, Jl ^^^^j Jj' (j'-s-*^ pJ^i-*j

corresponding to fol. 5", 1. 3 ab infra, in the immediately

preceding copy.

Beginning of the work itself on fol. 19''. Index on

fol. iB**, second line sq.

No date.

No. 1567, ff. 243, 11. 8-13 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9I in. by 6|iii.

2720
Eiyad-almadhahib (v_...-»ljJ.I (_filj)).

An autograph of Pandit Mathuranath, a Brahman of

Malwa's interesting work on the castes and sects of the

Hindiis, including the Jainas and Sikhs, composed

A.H. 1228 (a. D. 1 8 13) at Banaras at the request of
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Mr. John Glyn, the registrar of Banaras (see fol. 58",

11. I and 2 ; the author's name appears on fol. 561", 1. 5,

the date on fol. 59^, Hn. penult, and last), corap.

•Rieu i. p. 64; Bodleian Cat., No. 1824 (where the

title of eyLi!Ul (>t*-^ ej'j 8_o is given to this treatise);

and H. H. Wilson's Works, vol. i. p. 8. The sub-

stance of the little work is embodied in H. H. Wilson's
' Sketch of the Eeligious Sects of the Hindus.'

Beginning : ^^^j^i^ijl iy_ Ja. »_*o.lj j\}\j^ &J i/A**

No. 3404, ff. f,6-i6'!, 11. 7 ; Nasto'llk, slightly mixed with
Shikasta ; size, 6| in. by 4J iii.

2721

An incomplete copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Author's name
on fol. lb, last line. Title on ff. 3"*, 1. 2, and 3'', 11. 4
and 5. Date on fol. ^^, last line.

This copy breaks off on fol. SS*" with the words,

.... jjiV^ J ^jlj 8.XJ1 5J ^jSiJ , corresponding to

fol. 135'', lin. penult, in the preceding copy.

No. 8404, fF. 1-55, 11. 12 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 6J in. by 4|in.

7. Miscellaneous.

2722

Dastur-al'amal-i-'adalathaL ta'allukah (J-»j«Jl i^^^—i

i i\ T.) t5L»».:jJljuf).

A code of laws for the administration of justice in

the East India Company's Jagir and in the districts

ceded by Tipii Sultan, also called the Bengal code of

laws, translated 1793 into Persian by A. Falconer, who
had previously translated the same work into the Jentoo

language, i.e. the language of Tiling or Tilinga (see

No. 2529 above), as the following letter, written by
the author to the Hon. Sir Charles Oakeley, Bart.,

Governor in Council, on fol. 81", shows:

Honorable Sir,

When I had the Honor of addressing you on the

3rd of October last, I promised to prepare, from the

Bengal Code of Regulations for the Courts of Justice,

a Persian Translate, agreeably to the Alterations of the

Board of Revenue — , and having now accomplished

that Work, I have the Honor herewith to lay it before

the Board.

When I gave in my Jentoo Translation of these

Regulations, your Honorable Board were pleased to

express your approbation of my Zeal—and your Satis-

faction in my Labors— recommending me also to

receive one Thousand Pagodas, in Consideration of my
Trouble.

At the same Time that I am desirous of expressing

my best Acknowledgments for your kind Consideration

of my humble Services—I beg leave to Suggest, that

their object was, to recommend myself for that Promo-

tion in the Service, which, while it will compensate

for my late Exertions, will encourage my fatare

Assiduity.

I have the Honor to be,

Honorable Sir,

Your most obedient and faithful Servant,

A. Falconeb.
Fort St. George, 2'jth December, 1793.

As full title appears both on fol. i« and on the fly-

leaf: .j i_jLijl
J Jxc ^JiJ^ Lfcl jLi_) J..«jJ1 ,y:-.i

(jUtL. J^ j\ tS cyUixj ji ^j-^y^Jtf i_yS-«J (^t *' (J/^

It is divided into eighty-eight short ,^y^\

This copy, by the translator's own hand, was received

from the Examiner's Office, Oct. 9, 1804.

No. 2907, if. 81, 11. lo-il ; very legible Shikasta; size,

loj in. by 8 in.

VI. Vaeia.

1. Travels.

2723

'Awalim-alasrar fi ghara'ib-alasfar (^ jlr"^' r'ly*

A very interesting and valuable report of travels in

Transoxania, Khurasan, to Kabul, etc., by 'Abd-alkarim

bin Mahmud Kadi bin Nur-aldin Muhammad Kadi,

known as Kadi Ikhtiyar, see fol. 13'', together with
a detailed biographical account of all the great men.
Shaikhs and poets, who lived and flourished at his time

in Bukhara, both those who were born in Bukhara, and
those who came from other towns or countries and
settled there. This work was commenced in A. h. 1009

(a. D. 1600, 1601), see fol. 11*: e*ib IjlU.I ^^\ ^ . W .. >

j\ |»-.l <S (SiXs. l-aj (i.e. uJjf=iooo) i.iy]a^ji\ ,^L.

->>"= c^l J ("= 55) ^-^ g^j »^« y^ c^-jf* ^i

'jjL. lib i^Aia^ iXa (UJ IjU-,1 (= 46)^ jJuC ijy^'

Beginning : jl JjiJS] >_*jj^ |_^ jlr"^' |^1>^ ^^^
-J/** >'.^ J]^l cjWj }

d
Jl l^U^..

No date.

No. 1330, ff. 10-102, 11. 11; large and clear Nasta'llk ; size,

lojin.by 5jin.

2724

Account of a thirteen days' journey and its adventures

from Shahjahanabad to a place called^,.;;-_::Xi or^^,.-_.ix.»

,

beginning on the 3rd of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. i i 56 (a. d.

1743, Dec. 19). No author's name appears in the

text, nor a title ; on fol. i» it is styled IXjJ'^I «jUij

(events on a journey on the Ganges). According to

5 B 2
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a seal on the same page, this copy belonged originally

to a certain 'Ibad-allah, A. H. 1188 (a. D. 1774, 1775).

>^ ^Sj^

LS^j-^ j.^.-— JjBeginning : j\ya, JL-.

No. 1612, ff. 1-16, U. 14-15, mostly in diagonal lines
;

Shiltatta, often without any diacritical points ; size, 8} in.

by si in.

2725

Travels in Upper Hindustan by Ghulam Muhammad-
khan (see fol. 6», last line, and fol. 14^, 1. 6 sq.), who
may be identical with the author of the jja^iiJl .jly or

anecdotical memoirs (described in Rieu iii. pp. 98 1 and

982). They were undertaken at the request of the

Governor-General, Warren Hastings, in a. h. 1196-1201

(a. D. 1 782-1 787); and the present work, which is

unfortunately incomplete at the end, contains both a

journal of his journey, especially from Shahjalianabad

(Dihli) to Kabul and Kandahar, and reports of all the

contemporary historical events, together with the

various observations he made on the road. The title

given to it is simply ^^li-jJIUr* .Xi- sJLu,

Beginning

:

Ljki
J sjL»jLr^j»^ ».

J ly^j u^ u^*-^' '^ ^
^\ Aljl Jls:^

Uj ..U\

kU*« ĉar y Lf1 ;^u.
J-» ts^

1 8jb

pj-^

No. 654, ff. 104, 11. 15 ; large Nasta'llk; size, 8| in. by 6J in.

2726
Bayan-i-halat-i-manazil-i-Kabul az balda-i-Shahja-

hanabad (jbT ,jl4.s*Ll 5 jJl> jl Jj'j JjLu i^iH^. u^)-
Diary of a journey from Shahjalianabad (Dihli) to

Kabul in a.h. 1211, 1212 (a.d. 1796-1798), under-

taken by Shaikh Eahm 'Ali for the East India Company,
in order to ascertain the different stations on the road

and the state of things in the territory of the Amir
(here called partly ^Jlj ,

partly sLi.) of Kabul, his

ai-my, his generals, officials, etc. His dispatches were
sent to one of the officials of the East India Company,
Bahadur 'Abd-alkadirkhan, who revised and edited

this diary, which contains the description of seventy-

five manzils or stations between Dihli and Kabul.
'Abd-alkadirkhan apj^ears to be identical with the

author of tlip
. , 'C^-. , * ^ (a tt i245=a.d. 1829,

1830), who was staying A. h. 12 12 with John Lumsden
in Lucknow, see Eieu iii. p. 1016, where a short

biographical sketch of 'Abd-alkadir is given.

Beginning, on fol. i^" : o ^^\ .^ : aL^ a ,.^ jl j ,,

Attached to this diary there are twenty-two special

questions and answers relating to the same topics, on
ff. 29-52.

No. 396, ff. 52, 11. 1 1 ; large and clear Nasta'llk ; illuminated
frontispiece; size, 11 in. by 6 J in.

2727

Masir-i-Talibi fi bilad-i-afranji (jiL> ^J ^^^ j-' ••

Abu Talib bin Muhammad Begkhan Tabriz! Isfahanl

Londoni's journey to Europe in A. h. 12 13-12 18 (a.d.

1 798-1 803), compiled by the author immediately after

his return, and completed, according to the clironogram

in the British Museum copy (Rieu i. p. 384), a.h. 1219
(a.d. 1804); for other copies comp. Bodleian Cat.,

No. 1855, and E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., p. 194.

The chronogram in our copy (last line in the last page)

runs thus : J>ji\ ,jijlj . Jic Wjj, which would give

the date a.h. 964—a bad joke of the copyist, no doubt

—who prided himself on having substituted a genuine

Persian word, ijiJb, for the correct Arabic c . t : j>

.

The author is identical with the compiler of the famous

tadhkirah .LxaiH i-oiL» , completed between A. h. i 206

and 1207 (a.d. 1791-1793), see above. No. 696, and

the author of the t-JU^ {j^y.^ (edited with English

translation by George Swinton, London, 1807), see

Bodleian Cat., No. 1994.

Beginning

:

? r^-
. . .

The narrative of this journey was translated into

English by Ch. Stewart, London, 1810; the text has

been edited by the author's son, Mirza Husain 'Ali,

Calcutta, 181 2, and in an abridged form by Dr. Mac-
farlane, Calcutta, 1827 (a copy of this abridgement is

preserved in the Berlin Library, see \V. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 377).
No date. This copy belonged formerly to Mr. W. H.

Bayley.

No. 2955, ff. 296, 11. 15; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

loi in. by 8j in.

2728
Diary of a journey from Attak or Attock (elJl in the

Panjab) to Bukhara via Kashmir, Tibet, Yarkand,
Kashghar, Kokan in Farghana, and Samarkand, and
back viaBalkh, KhuUam, Kabul, Bamiyan, and Peshawar

to Attock, undertaken by Mir 'Izzat-allah in A. h. 1227
and 1228 (a. d. 1812 and i8i3)on behalf of Mr.William
Moorcroft (o-jKSjj^

i*^j)*
'Izzat-allah left Dihli the

7th of Eabi'-althanl, a.h. 1227 (20th of April, a.d.

1 81 2), Attock the 27th of Rajab in the same year

(6th of August, A. D. 1 8 1 2), and returned there towards

the end of Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1228 (second half of

December, a.d. 1813), comp. Bodl. Cat., No. 1858;
Eieu iii. p. 982, and Supplement, p. 97^.

Beginning : U eJjl \\ l)j^ J«^«i j ILi'- >i-. Jl^l

I XiVb jjl !:>;» ^ >-:j^ ^1 ^ . « .t. S ry j:. « " ' •

This interesting and minute account of the various

stages on the road from Attock to Bukhara and back

has been partly translated into English by H. H. Wilson
in the Calcutta Quarterly Magazine and Review, vols, iii

and iv, 1825, and retranslated into French and German
(Magasin Asiatique, Juillet, 1826; Eitter, Geographic

von Asien, ii), comp. also ' Travels in the Himalayan

d
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Provinces of Hindustan and the Panjab, etc.,' by
Mr. William Moorcroft and Mr. George Trebeck, pre-

pared for the press by H. H. Wilson, London, 1841,
vol. i, preface, p. xviii. A complete translation of

these travels into English was published in Calcutta,

1872, by Captain Henderson, ' Travels in Central Asia,
by Meer Izzut Oollah.'

No date. Presented by H. Wood, Esq., late Acctt.-
Geur., Bengal; received from Secretary, July 18, 1829.

No. 2884, ff. 178, 11. 14-17 ; Shikasta ; size, 11 in. by 7 J in.

2729
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy. Bound up
with the MS. is a ' Map of the Himalayan Provinces
of Hindustan, the Punjab, Ladakh, Kashmir, Kabul,
Kunduz, and Bokhara, to illustrate the travels of
Moorcroft and Trebeck,' by John Arrowsmith, 1841.

No. 3210, ff. 183, 11. II ; Shikasta ; size, 9|in. by 6^ in.

2. Historical Dates and Chronograms.

2730
Historical tables, showing the prominent events of

every year since the creation of the world. The
anonymous compiler of this book states that a. h. 1075
(a. D. 1664, 1665), when being in Baghdad, he saw
a chronological compendium written by a savant of

Constantinople, in Turkish, and at the request of some
friends he at first translated it into the language of the

Arabian 'Irak, that is into Arabic, afterwards into

Persian. The latter paraphrase, with some additions

made by the translator, is contained in the present

copy.

The introduction deals with the different eras, par-

ticularly with the L5^ M)^' o^ '
'' i^j^' ^J^

UjX^S^^, ^J^ ij,L; (that is (jj^jjj), q^ i-Jj^'

and (^jliLa. i^X3 (that is the era of Sultan Jalal-aldin

Malikshah Saljuki).

On fol. 9b the ante-Muhammadan tables begin with
the creation of Adam.

The Muhammadan tables begin on fol. 19'' and go
down from a. h. i to a.h. 1085, a. d. 622-1674 (on

the margin they are even carried on to a.h. 1091 =
A. D. 1680). On ff. 88''-94t special tables are added,

showing the duration of the different Muhammadan
and ante-Muhammadan dynasties ; the last and most
detailed are those of the ' Uthmdnt Sulfdns.

^egiuning:^. e*-^ l^jl^ j^Ai ji"jU5 j

"" Written by Abd-alhadi, servant of Nawwab Shuja'-

aldaulah Bahadur, for Muhammad Yunuskhan Bahadur
and dated end of Jumada II, a.h. 1179 (a. n. 1765,
Dec. 13). Numerous marginal amplifications.

No. 1809, ff. 98, U. 17-18; distinct Nasta'llk; size, iif in.

by 6J in.

2731

L;Ta'rikh-i-tawallud u wafat-i-padishahan (jj»j •o I

A very valuable and trustworthy collection of his-

torical dates, giving the exact time of birth and death
of all rulers, princes. Amirs, learned men, poets, etc.,

and of the principal events in each period, from the

birth of Timur, the 25th of Slia'ban, a.h. 736 (a. d.

1336, April 8), to A.H. 1144 (a.d. 1731, 1732), com-
piled by an anonymous author. It gives besides a good
deal of biographical information.

Beginning: jjii-o v*-*^'^^ ) u^^^ ^J^;'_yJU-a_^J

ljLJLc |,Lj1 CjjI^-^ ir-h]i^ j^ ^ e*— 1 —Jil . _,o|.

^ No date.

No. 1161, ff. 201, 11. 17; clear and distinct Nastelik; illu-

minated frontispiece ; size, 9f in. by jf in.

2732
A large portion of another very interesting collection

of historical dates, giving for every day of the year all

the notable events, the birth, death, and incidents of
life of renowned personages which happened thereon.

To every date the authority is added, from which the
statement is taken.

It begins with the 1st of Rabi'-alawwal and goes
down to the last of Dhd-alka'dah. Three mouths
therefore are missing: Muharram, Safar, and Dhu-
alhijjah.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2139, ff. 190; Nasta'llk; size, 9|in. by 5 J in.

2733

Ta'rikh-i-Wafat-i-Buzurgan (ijUjU cyU^ ir>J^)-

A kind of historical almanac, giving for every day of

the Muhammadan year the names of all the great and
eminent persons who died or are supposed to have died

thereon, beginning with the ist of Kabi' I and closing

with the last of Safar. The respective years are not

mentioned at all. It was compiled at the request of

Tipu Sultan (see above, Nos. 2024-2032, 2616-2623,
and 2708-27 11) by Muhammad Sharif (according to

a note on the fly-leaf) and styled ^J^ill ii-^^ or

A short preface, on fol. i", beginning: iS, <iil ji*.il

^y^ ^^1
-'J

Jl ijUaJU.

The first date, on fol.

r^^

\ thu

V.::«JL-j cy^,-ajfc Jj'^l x^j i^

^ "'11- i-lt Hi ^ M t 1

V_ir - r sL^ \)a£. 1 ..ol

No. 1176, ff. 46, with a varying number of lines in each page ;

careless Nastta'llk, mixed with Shikasta; T.orm-eaten; size^

9|in. by 5^ in.
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2734
Mizan-ala'dad (jlj.xill J\y^).

A reference-book for chronograms, that is tables

exhibiting all the various words and phrases, by which

a certain date can be expressed in a Persian ta'rikh,

fi'om 3 upwards to 1484. The short preface begins

thus : jl ,jij)_;^^ 'U^l j\jju S
\j

(^J^--» J'*^- J-*^

The tables commence with r (which can be expressed

by cjT, b, b, etc.) and end with \fhf (denoted by

Fragments of similar tables and other chronological

matters on the fly-leaves.

No. 1629, ff. 83, usually 9 coll. in the page ; Nasta'llk ; size,

5| in. by 8| in.

3. Taxes and Revenues.

^^\yi aJLu,

2735

Risalah dar ahkam-i-bait-almM (1

Regulations of the Treasury or rules of taxation in

Muhammadan countries, a treatise, divided into four

fasls, viz.

:

1. On the capitation tax, to be paid by the Jews and

Christians {^jSj.±^ P^j^ H^ cH'irj'^)' °° ^°^* '*'•

2. On the poor-rate, or the alms to be paid by the

Muslims (^^;«l.., <» jl '^'^yj {^y-irj^)' ^"^ ^°^' ^*

3. On inlieritance-duty (JL. ^^y. ^^j.--* ^;.-°' .^

4. On bribery-gifts, and fees, to which a judge is

entitled from the litigating parties (wjus. . ci^vi'i lV^^J'^

), on fol. 26*^.jb(j.s^ (j.»

Beginning: JU.1

Jl J.-.J^L4^y.

No date.

|,LX.a.l ijLo ji iJL^

No. 1708, ff. 28, 11. II ; clear Nasta'llk ; all the quotations
from the Kuran in red ink ; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

2736
Dastdr-aramal (J.*itJl jy^:>)-

A handbook of the proper management of tax and
revenue accounts, statistical records and official calcu-

lations of evei-y kind, compiled by Udaicand, son of

Eanglladas Nam! Kayath ((-^b ;j-lxLXi. -..> Aijs5j|

iijlT), in three babs, viz.

.\jy i jy^^ cr^—

^

b i-iUj

uybb-.* nJij^J, ^.:;.^)|j i_,by.

1.

2.

3. cylx*^^;.-.
J »^ i^^jUy-ib ijLj ,j, but only the

Jirgt bab is marked in the text.

Beginning : ^J\Jy:^A jy.^L^i ^y^ J-.-1JI jy^^i

'jj^i Cl>V,^l^ ft u:;buM..a

Jl Jlj^^,y ^ y
This copy was written, as it seems, by the author

himself for Mr. Richard Johnson, and finished the

27th of Rajab, a.h. 1202 (thirtieth year of Shah 'Alam's

reign) = A. D. 1788, May 3, at Calcutta. A second

copy of the same work, but very incorrectly written,

is noticed in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 474, No. i

;

the compiler is stated there to have been an inhabitant

of Salimabad in Bangalah. Other statistical works of

the same title (but all referring to special reigns or

particular provinces of India) are described above,

No. 432 ; Bodleian Cat., No. 268 ; Rieui. pp. 403-405;
W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 153, No. 4, etc.

No. 1855, ff. 71 ; Nasta'llk; size, 9J in. by 5J in.

2737
Dastur-al'amal

(
J-*Jt)l jy:-ii).

Another very short tract on the districts liable to

pay taxes to the Indian exchequer, with the same title as

the preceding work, copied for Mr. Richard Johnson
by Mir Abii-alkasim in May, 1779, at Dacca (in the

province of Bangalah).

Beginning : ^:, elLi, ^U-uill A-^-l»-« ibt-i CjoLii

Jl sj^ .l.x^-ol iiJL4Lii.jlj !."« . -y-^J

.

It ends on fol. 9*, and the remaining part of the MS.
contains a version of the s-jU^Ji (usually ascribed to

Ibn Sina) like that noticed above in Nos. 1762, 18;

2151 ; and 2152, beginning: j.vjT siCilxj .... .Si Ju^U

ji ^f <_JJ:..

No date.

No. 1610, ff. 14, 11. 13 ; Naatallk ; size, 8J in. by 4|in.

4. Regnlations for Tipii Sultan's Army and
his Boyal Prerogatives,

2738

Fath-almujahidtn (^jjj.j^ls*' ^),
Rules and regulations for Tipu Sultan's army, de-

scribing the duties of men engaged in the holy war
against infidels, and written under the direction of the

Sultan himself and at his request (see fol. 6'', 1. 7), A. H.

ii97=A.D. 1783 (see fol. 8'>', 11. 2 and 3), by Zain-al

'abidin Milsawi ibn Sayyid Rac|i of Shushtar, the author

of the j^juils*' joj.. (se§ Noa. 3619 and 262Q above

and fol. 8", 1. 4 here).

It is divided into the following eight babs

:

1. jUj j jJUc (read JjL--.) JjUl* lyLoy Jjl ijb

i^y i (_5»]/a. (sUj jjSL.^ xjL. (JjL»-) JjU..j U^ j
La^-c

J A^^ J
(on general points of the Muslim creed,

prayers, etc. ; also on the prohibition of tobacco, on
disloyalty, on bequests, and especially on the holy war),

on fol. 9«, last line.
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2. yi i^U-ul J LS^ cJ^' j-tLJli mLo .i »j.j L^b

^1 (jf,>^ >ljjo
J cJ;J

laJLl V^—*• j.«~-«J (^1;J (i)/*^

(on the falnama, bequeathed by 'Al!, and the newly

fixed names for arithmetical divisions, weights and
measures, computation, etc. ), on fol. 4 8''.

3. t_)^» ^Uj ^JL^ ji ^y:^ v^' (on strategy), on

fol. zo\

Ltt-ji • i»-ajfc ^A^ tfiixJ (on the commands issued by

the paymaster-general or commander-in-chief and the

lower officials connected with the royal head-office,

in some copies, see, for instance, No. 2755^ below,

eyUyij , troops, is substituted for jj-i* <St^ laLci),

on fol. 80b.

ments), on fol. 99".

6. U^ J
^^^xA^ X£\y jjUj ji j,-i-i t^b (rules

relating to artillery practice), on fol. 116''.

7. Si...jR iilnj (jlj^-" xeSy ^jLo ^J . va a vU (rules

relating to cavalry practice), on fol. 122".

8. jX-M-c liixj sjLjj jviUS ^jbo .i >, ::,.tjt i^b (ruli

relating to infantry practice), on fol. 134*.

ij ci'-i^-j'* _s^ Lfjb (on appoint-

es

Beginning i/*^ 1^' i^^^jLJ?" eU.. -ii

An index on £f. 8'' and 9" ; the work concludes on

fol. 148''; the last two leaves are filled with prescrip-

tions against the venomous bite of snakes, etc. (p-itc

No date. Other copies of the same work are de-

scribed in Bodleian Cat., No. 1903, and Rieu, Supple-

ment, p. 260 (the latter, according to the description,

seems to differ considerably from tlie Bodleian copy as

well as the present and the following copies of the India

Office); a few fragments, chieflybelonging to the first and

the third bab, inW. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 1 34 and 135.

Ko. 2213, £f. 150, U. 9; very careless Nasta'llk, sometimes

quite like Shikasta ; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

2739

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Bab I, on fol. 9b; II, on fol. 61''; III, on fol. 63b;

IV, on fol. 95a; V, on fol. 115a; VI, on fol. 131a;

VII, on fol. 138a; VIII, on fol. 1^1^. On ^. i68a-

169b the same prescriptions as in the preceding copy.

No date.

No. 2214, ff. 169, 11. 1 i-i 3 ; Nasta'llk ; size, ^ in. by 6 in,

2740
Tiie same.

Bab I, on fol. loa ; II, on fol. 54b; III, on fol. 57a

;

IV, on fol. 91b; V, on fol. 112*; VI, on fol. 131*;

VII, on fol. 137a; VIII, on fol. 150b. At the end

the same prescriptions.

No. 517, ff. 170, 11. 9-14 ; very irregular and careless Nastallk j

size, 8 in. by 5 J in.

2741
The same.

Bab I, on fol. 7a; II, on fol. 34^; III, on fol. 36*;
IV, on fol. 59a; V, on fol. 68a; VI, on fol. 84*;
VII, on fol. 94b; VIII, on fol. 105a. On fi". iigb-
1 1

9b the usual prescriptions.

No. 2216, ff. 119, 11. ii-is; written by different hands on
different paper very badly and irregularly, partly in Shikasta,
partly in Nastallk, sometimes even in Naekbl ; size, 8 in.

byslin.

2742
The same.

This copy and almost all the following ones lack the

prescriptions against snake-bite. Bab I, on fol. 8a;

II, on fol. 65a, last line; III, on fol. 67b; IV, on fol.

95a; V, on fol. 1 1
6a; VI, on fol. 133*; VII, on fol.

139b, last line; VIII, on fol. 155b.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 3093, ff. 173, 11. 9; Naskhl and Shikasta mixed; size,

8J in. by 6 in.

2743
The same.

Bab I, on fol. 9b; II, on fol. 57b; III, on fol. 59b;

IV, on fol. 92b; V, on fol. 112a; VI, on fol. 131*;
VII, on fol. 137a; VIII, on fol. 150b.

College of I'ort William, 1825.

No. 3073, ff. 168, 11. 9-10 ; Shikasta ; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

2744
The same.

Bab I, on fol. 9b; II, on fol. 45a; III, on fol. 47a;

IV, on fol. 79a; V, on fol. 94a; VI, on fol. nob; VII,

on fol. 112b; VIII, on fol. 125a.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 3077, ff. 140, 11. 9-13; moderate Shikasta; size, 7|in.

by si in.

2745
The same.

Bab I, on fol. lob; II, on fol. 52a; III, on fol. 54a;

IV, on fol. 85a; V, on fol. loia; VI, on fol. 115a;

VII, on fol. U7a; VIII, on fol. 130a.

No. 2212, ff. 145, 11. 9-13; careless Nasta'Uk; size, 8J in.

by 5 1 in.

2746
The same.

Ff. ia-4a contain a few extracts from Husain bin

'All alwa'iz alkashifi's smaller commentary on the

Kuran, styled illc '—^y or 15^-5 =»•
j t-
—''

" (see above,

Nos. 2681-2690); ff. 4b-i5b are left blank. Tlie

Fatlj-alraujahidin begins on fol. i6b. Bab I, on fol. 24b

;

II, on foi. 57b; III, on fol. 59b
; IV, on fol. 90b (here

headed i^ j \s. 4 . .. -Lo JS^\ ,jUj ji) ; V, on fol.

104b; VI, on fol. i2ia (here styled xe.\y j^L. ^Lo jA

jljj.L^ j^); VII, on fol. 122b; VIII, on fol. 134b;

the work ends on fol. 150b. On ff.
153b- 154b another

hand has written some additional baits to the eighth

"Unwan of the fifth bab of the same Fath-almujahidin.

No. 713, ff. 154, 11. 9 ; Shikasta ; size, 7| in. by 5j in.
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2747
Tlie same.

This copy is arranged in a very confused manner

;

only the following chapter-headings are marked

:

Bdh II. Ji JL* ijil L.UU Ji^.ji, on fol. 6oa.

Bdh III. L^ji^ j.^\sj, on fol. 62*.

Bdh VII. jSiLs. Laixj ^j\.\y^ xcU t,W> )»> oil

fol. 7ob.

Beginning as usual. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2640, ff. 104, 11. 9 ; Shikaeta ; size, 8J in. by 5I in.

2748
The same.

No chapter-headings, except that of bab II, on fol.

43*. At the end tlie usual prescriptions.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2199, ff. 74, 11. 9; Shikasta; size, 8|in. by 6|in.

2749
The same.

No chapter-headings at all. The prescriptions on

fol. 91a.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2201, ff. 93, 11. 9 ; Shikasta ; size, 8 j in. by 6 in.

2750
The same.

No chapter-headings; on fol. 94'' the usual pre-

scriptions.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2200, ff. 96, 11. 9 ; Shikasta, written on very bad paper

;

size, 8|in. by 5 J in.

2751
The same.

No chapter-headings, but the beginning of the first

three babs is marked by the interval of a blank space,

either a full page, or half a page (on ff. 10^, 40'', and
43'' respectively).

No. 2369, ff. 102, 11. 9 ; Naata'llk, mixed with Shikasta ; size,

8 in. by 5I in.

2752
The same.

No chapter-headings ; an entry from A. h. 1220 (a.d.

1805, 1806) on fol. la.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2211, ff. 75, U. 9 ; Shikasta ; size, 8 in. by 5| in.

2753

The same in a shorter redaction.

An abridged copy of the Fath-almujahidin, beginning
in the usual way and ending on fol. 941"; the last two
pages contain the prescriptions. No chapter-headings

;

the first three bibs begin on ff. 9", 48^, and 5ol> re-

spectively.

No. 2216, ff. 96, 11. 9-10; Shikasta; size, 8^ in. by 5I in.

2754

An incomplete copy of the same. ^

This copy, which is very well written, contains both in

the index and the text the first five bdbs only, on ff. 9",

28a, 29^', 59", and 79''; all the rest is missing. The
same prescriptions at the end.

Copied by Sayyid Husain.

No. 2217, ff. 95, 11. 13 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

8| in. by 6 in.

2755

Another incomplete copy.

This copy contains portions only of the Fath-almu-
jahidin; bab I, on fol. 9^, comprising about two-thirds

of the usual contents, the end, on fol. 32b, corresponding

to fol. 41* lin. penult, in No. 2468 (2757 below in this

Cat.) ; bab II is entirely missing ; bab III begins on

fol. 33a
; IV, or part of it (headed here .is^. JS^]

eylj^s uVil.niJi
J,

see No. 2738 above), on fol. 54".

Beyond this the copy is a mere labyrinth ; on ff. 73I1-

7 7^ there appear Eekhta ghazals for the various times

of the day, with reference to soldiers' duties ; on ff. 78-
90 miscellaneous matters referring to the same, written

by other hands in almost illegible Shikasta.

College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2513, ff. 90 ; clear Nasta'lik, mixed with Shikasta in some
pages (in ff. 1-77, Shikasta alone on ff. 78-90; size, 7|in.
by 4I in.

2756
A third incomplete copy.

Portions of bab I occupy ff. 9^-34^, as the following

miscellaneous headings show : yi^ JjL»_«, on fol. 12*;

J--i; 1>j!/^ andjUi Jol—•, on fol. I2l>; .jL^j^ JoL—

,

on fol. 14a, etc. On fol. 35^ a chapter, styled xi^Ws

S^^..^. tiJbtJ j^y, begins, evidently corresponding to

bab VII of the complete copies; on fol. 47* a chapter,

.x-«£ tiLajf*. xs.\^ ; and on fol. 531" a chapter, &_kjLo

udL«jJ» (jijjii, agreeing in substance with bab V.

On fol. 59^ sq. some Eekhta verses. There is obviously

a large lacuna on fol. 34^, where suddenly quite a new
handwriting commences.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2793, ff. 62, 11. 11-15; careless Nasta'lik, mixed with
Shikasta, by two ditferent hands ; size, 8 in. by 5jin.

2757
Tae.first bdb of the Fath-almujahidin.

Beginning as usual ; bab I, on fol. ii".

Dated A. H. 1200 (a.d. 1786).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2468, ff. 57, 11. 9 ; Shikasta ; size, 8J in. by 5J in.

2758
Another copy of the saraefirst bdb.

Index, on ff. 9^ and lo"; bab I, on fol. lo*.

No. 1248, ff. 51, 11. 9 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 8J in. by 5I in.
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2759
Extracts from the Fath-almujalndin,

Ff. 2'>-8'' : the introduction, beginning, eLL. 7

«

^1 ^,>^.
_

^
Ff. 8''-26l': on the dutiful obBervances of Muslims,

entitled sJii (^j, jl J-i* JJI ., and beginning, ^ ,t ,U

Jl jjLcU> jjl UA-i,! L?JJ'; taken from the_/?r«< 6(J6.

Fol. 27, written by a different hand and on different

paper, seems not to have belonged originally to this

copy, as the catchword on fol. 26'' corresponds to the

initial word on fol. 28*; it is a short tract on disloyalty

(^Kj> (sU-J) in four ^-.i, as practised either by the

hand, the tongue, the eye, or the ear, and taken from

the same first bab (see the index in No. 2738 above).

Ff. 28»-79*: continuation of the extracts, beginning

with the third bab, here headed v^ uyU-jjJ. The

first two leaves of this copy (ff. 1^ and 2a) contain a

short tract on the measure called j^c^ Ji, beginning:

;^J C-
1 jIjlL. II4J jj.-

»J/-»
j1A«J |;J^

.^ , and the lastJl ^j£. jl^ J e

twelve (ff. 79''-90*) arithmetical tables.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2508, ff. 90, U. 10 ; Shikasta ; size, 8 in. by 5I in.

2760
The proper regulations for the encampment of a

Muslim army, illustrated by seven tables and un-

doubtedly drawn up under the guidance of Tipu Sultan.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2584, ff. 8 ; size, gg in. by 7J in.

2761

Dawabit-i-Sultant (^IWl-, ^\jJ).

Eoyal usages, that is regulations for the proper

shape and form of royal insignia, as the orbs or disks at

the top of banners, seals, official signatures, etc., drawn

up under the direction of Tipu Sultan and dated the

19th of Eabi'-alawwal, A. H. 1211 (that is the year

1224 since Muhammad's birth, or rather, since his

prophetic mission, see No. 2709 above and No. 2762

below, and compare it with No. 2621 =A. D. 1796,

Sept. 22). It is divided into four babs and subdivided

into fasls, all of which are illustrated with more or less

numerous models and specimens. The blankness of

many intervening leaves, as well as the abrupt manner

in which the copy comes to a close, indicates that this

was the first sketch, a mere brouillon, to be properly

arranged and completed afterwards.

Beginning : jL5jj^T iS3\x), .... ^^L«JI C^j ^ i^

^Bab

j^j- c^v^. \j
uuLJli c\jj\ ^^_^ |.jT , JLc

I (cytc J ^-i^ r>\M »J LSU-^ A^^»J (jW^ J^

' I.e. 41' jll 5-11 il, and -ij)l J_j--,

IND. OFF.

in seven fasls

:

»*,U
J

, on fol. 3b

on fol. 6«.

3. pyL»^^.»-» o^iLe ^jOj-i jt.WS) jj, on fol. 10**.

4. _j^^_j_* ^yUJJiiLc o^^^Lc (j«/J» .» Vi 5 ) .j, on

fol. II».

5. L4JI ij'!Le. . i__a..ol j,^ o..o5l.« (jo j * .l»a) ,i, on
fol. 140.

^ ,

^J- <^~ J

fol. i6b.
*-'

7. jl^' eLL» e*..iLc jjo^ jt-JiiJ .j, on fol. 20*".

Bab II {^Ja-ssP^i ill —-1 (j;!^ j
^/4-i « ; li 5 5 ^.j

six fasls

:

kSj^ , on fol. 2 lb.

yj^ j* ; » -a i jO

3. Ij ^^.j... ls^^js? j^-wi
^ y4-. ^iiio .J , on fol. 28b,

4- C^4-/ u:;'- vC'
on fol. 2 9a.

5. ,.5^-^.s^ jjJu..a tiiLc Ij-sr^-^j
j ^^ JtJaJij .J, oa

fol. 35".

6. jjLk-. ^j-«L» jLs^l eLL. ky^jj
J.4-.

jtJiijjj,

on fol. 37».

Bab III (oUljJ*jlT^ .\^j\jiii ^il*l tlflj.Li oW^. j:.),

in four fasls

:

1. ^ja\ <i"^ l c^f-oj (JiLi. (^L4.«JlC tkjLo ^jl—) jJ, on

fol. 38^

on fol. 43*.

3. Ij y--. IsiLc |.5Lcl >WiL» ,j , on fol. 48b.

4. jjJ-a ts^ JXs.\ tlu.Ls .0, on fol. 49b.

Biib IV, without any general heading; even the

number of fasls is not stated ; there appear two, viz.:

(_;tfU*. t ../fc v_»-»- « 10—1) jj , and

2. Jj.«^ jJ CJu-jL). sJKJ (_fiLi ^ •; .. .M ") J-i-« (jWj 1*

The headings of both are given at the beginning of

this bab, on fol. 52b.

An additional part, dealing with the question of

stigmas or brands (jbljti. J^j^ (^L^^ib iJu.Li), ott

ff. 76b-78''.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2879, ff. 78; written by different haniis in Nagtallk am]
Shikasta; size, SJ^iu. by Gin.

5C
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2762

A fragment of the same.

A short extract from the Dawabit-i-Sultani, without

any apparent subdivision, beginning, on fol. i'': i_iL:a

(.j^ (read i r i i ) il r i l:^ Jjill ^---»; |»*-^^i (JP.U»-«

The additional part of the preceding copy, tlajLi

jU)jJ» i^^r" tiW^'-*) begins here on fol. 24".

Copied by Sayyid Husain in the year 1226 of

Muhammad's birth (i.e. his prophetic mission).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2745, ff. 31 ; Nasta'Uk ; many intervening pages left

blank; size, 8|in. by 6 in.

5. Arts, Technical and Practical Pursuits.

a. Music (for special works on Indian music, see

above, Nos. 2008-2033).

2763

Kanz-altuhaf (i_«.i^' j-ij).

An anonymous treatise on music ("^ ;0 sJL-u,

i-^^yi), in a mukaddimah and four makalas (index on

ff.
6a-7'')

:

Mukaddimah : JX^ ji, o^^Li-o ^\ i—J-i j^jL^. ,j

ejlcli^o (the pre-eminence of music over other arts), on

fol. 1\

Makdlah I: i>.».-j^ As. .i (the theoretical side of

music), in two kisms, (a) ^^^y, cyUj^ ji^ji^a. ,j , on

fol. 8"
; (6) u^]^ J Jj" J ejl» i_>L-.\ olc ^j , on

fol. Sb.

Makdlah II : ^J.^^.^... j^Ujs ,0 (the practical side

of music), in two kisms, (a) .Li.l ijj.-»j j jjj: i_ijjt> ,j

Jj->. J-i-J-» pi J^, ;:^>' ^1

u'j' 4;'y jj'j^' d-^^
J'

J ^1 , on fol. 1 1^
;

cuLcLiL)!ij .., %.-" *
JLii:;Jl • a,J ^ .? * j-x.^^ cuLcULil -ij-i^, on

fol. 15^.
'

^"

Makdlah III : J-jJjo ;
(indexjL-) c^hL-. j> ..:oi ^j

^\ (the composition of melodies), on fol. i7».

Makdlah IV : ,IXj I. |!V» ^^1 ^jLJU» O •'^ /•i .i

(read eyU-Jlj) cyU-Jju ^.^.^\-l* iS ijyl«-ll (jW^ j J>r!l

j^b (valuable hints to students of the art, and verses

appropriate to the compositions), in two kisms, on

ft'. 22'* and 25'^.

Beginning : .Uj_-i ij^L-Ji « ji-a. j ^_,..L;-.-< . yi—i

The date of composition is contained in the following

ta'rikh at the end of the treatise :

•>^. J-^-A-* uU'^ ^^^^^^ j)j u'

that is the^ 22nd of Jamada I, A. H. 756=A. d. 1355,

June 4 (if we read j_> jj i _J) ; or a.h. 764 = A. D.

1363, March 9 (if we read jj instead of »j).

Other copies of the same treatise are noticed in

RIeu, Supplement, p. iis*" (where the letters of the

date are given as ^ j J ^, which, however, does not

agi'ee, as stated there, with a. h. 741 or 749, but rather

with A.H. 752 or 760), and in Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd.

Bat. iii. p. 302 (where A. h. 746 is given, which agrees

neither with the one nor the other combination of

letters). The third alternative, to read »j , as Eieu

suggests, is out of question, as it would make the date

of composition considerably later than the date of our

copy, which was finished the i st of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h.

784 (a. d. 1383, Jan. 6). Library of Richard Johnson,

A.H. 1 194 (a. D. 1780).

No. 2067, ff. 27, 11. 21 ; Naskhl ; the original leaves are put

into a modem margin ; size, 9^ in. by 5^ in.

2764

Jalwah nama (»-.Li sjl»-).

An epithalamium or series of nuptial songs, cele-

brating the various stages of the wedding feast, by

Ghulam Husainkhan Luhani, composed in the year

1223 since Muhammad's birth (i.e. his prophetic

mission, see above, Nos. 2709, 2761, and 2762, about

A.H. i2ii=A.D. 1796), by order of Tipu Sultan. It

is divided into twelve ^,^j or modes, and to each a

smaller or longer song is allotted, consisting partly ot

one bait only, partly of longer kasidas, with one rubai

for the fifth ^.. The majority of the songs aie

written in Hindustani, the minority and the whole of

the preface in Persian.

Beginning of the preface : jjJLi.^ ^L«i»j (j-^—

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2420, ff. 145-152, 11. 11; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8 in. by 4I in.

b. Calligraphy.

2765

Sixteen folios (fastened together so as to form a long

coherent strip), containing specimens of Persian calli-

graphy and fine illuminations. The sixteenth folio

bears the signature of Sultan 'Ali aliuashhadi, the

famous calligrapher, who died in Harat, A.H. 919
(a. D. 15 13), compare Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1896 and

1900, Rieu ii. p. 573a, iii. p. 1089" ; the second that

of Shihab-aldin Muhammad Shahjahan Padishah il>n

Jahangir Padishah ibn Akbar Padishah, i. e. the emperor

Shahjahan,

No. 3544 (olira 3520) ; size, SJ in. by 5 in.
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2766
Eisala-i-Khushnawisi (j—^i^^ tlLu,).

Ashort mathnawi on the art of calligraphy, beginning

:

No date.

No. 1905, ff. ii''-i4'', 2 coll., each 11. 11-15 ; Nasta'llk
;

size, 9g in. by ^i in.

c. Art of War.

2767
Adab-almuliik u Kifayat-almamluk (. d»-l-i.l v'-^'

A work, chiefly on the art of war, with a number of

introductory chapters on the proper characteristics of

a king and his duty to select fit officers of state. It

was composed by Muhammad bin Mansur bin Sa'id bin

Abu-alfaraj Kuraishi, with the epithet FakhrMudabbir,
who traced his pedigree back to Abubakr (see fol. 3'',

11- 5-3 ab infra), and dedicated by him to Shams-

aldunya wa-aldin Abu-almuzaffar litamish al-Sultan

Nasir Amir-almu'minin (see fol. 4*, 1. i sq.), who reigned

in Dihli from A. h. 607 to 633 (a. d. 1210-1236); the

title as given above is found here on fol. 4'', 11. 8 and 9 ;

in Rieu ii. pp. 487 and 488 (the only other copy extant)

it is styled icLsvlJlj i_>Ji i_>Ul ; it is divided into forty

babs (Rieu's copy has thirty-four, the introductory

chapters on regal duties being there only six. whereas

the present MS. numbers twelve). An index, on ff. 4*-

.t)" ; a i_)L:o L>.Lo.i , on ff. 5''-6^. The headings in the

index differ frequently from those in the text (which

are always fuller), but, unfortunately, in babs 13, 14,

16-30, and 33-40 these latter are left blank and

therefore afford no help in giving a more detailed

summary of the contents.

The forty babs are headed as follows :

generosity, gentleness, and forgiveness of kings.

2. jjULl.>U csLo oJj J Jjuc jjJl (text j o^li jSJ\

^jLij\ ts ; . -v JLojk J
^JULi.JL) Jjuc), on fol. i8^ on

the justice, good intention, and other laudable qualities

of kings.

... - .^.^ .
-^'

(text .J (jLftLijU ^j.

(read cjJLi-i.) lO t a ,^

• (ciaJiA^) o<ira

.

,. ^\ on fol. 25^, on the

,Jj1

kindness and compassion of kings towards their subjects,

and their laudable conduct.

4. j.JiLj JjLc Jfjl ^_^lJ sLijU v*^Tjjj\ (textjjol

X-S^iX^y ^^. ijjLbjj lO Jjb sLiib 5-f^T), on fol. 321",

on thini^s of which a king must not in the least be

unmindful in his life.

5. Jl -.flU JU ^y^^J ^^j^^Lwi.1 jjJl, on fol.

35'', last line, on the choice of an efficient, wise, and

faithful vizier.

(text jj-^l jjboJu«U-. jL

fol. 39'', on the choice of a wise, trustworthy, pious,

and business-like secretary of state.

7. ^jyii jj J-ij ^jj^^^^-a-i^xil (text i^yi j!> ^"^

Jjji c*—K i,.i»I-»Ljt.«), on fol. 42b, where it appears as

ninth bab, on the appointment ofa well-versed, business-

like, truth-speaking deputy or representative (lord-

lieutenant).

8. ^JlJ,LJ ,lXi—lj i_J>y.2J (text ^jjb) jji^i_«-aj .Jol

(text |.ii 0^1^ Jy o—1; ,j^\ '^J\^ ^\;>j^), on fol.

40b, where it appears as seventh bab, on the appoint-

ment of an expert and thoroughly reliable treasury-

official.

9. vi*-iK ^^ i-lj^. L-*.»L» (text jjjb) (ji;i

Jy (text ^^ t^lj^i* ^^.^^^ 1^ o^];)> on fol- 41''.

where it a])pears as eighth bab, on the appointment of

an efficient. God-fearing head courier, i. e. postmaster-

general.

10. Jl ^ylS j._,jLsr* ,_*j«.Lo yiv*' ui;i_^Lwi-l^)JLJl, on

fol. 43**, on the choice of a respected and efficient

president of the council (,_>>j».La --^1 perhaps identical

with jjU-j.s (_*.».Lo), or chief governor.

11. JjU j j^i\:tj^ ^j^ jLj:ikljjjl (text .jb j^
(_w^ {j\X3. jLiiil «X-J (JJ-:l~« ^jUl-w« Jib;), on fol.

44'', on the choice of a just, orthodox, compassionate,

God-fearing chief judge.

12. blj.ji
J

\—SLs^
J Jj-u, jjjUl-j^ jJ, on fol. 46b,

on the sending of an ambassador, and on gifts and

presents.

13. v-iU li^lls^. ^ijS I ,xjl, seems to

begin on fol. 52", on deliberation with regard to war
and battle.

14. •' i-^j-jp J j_>j-l oJuyii • p., a l,r». jjjl, seems to

begin on fol. ss^*, on the natuml constitution, the

excellent qualities, and use of the horse.

15. -iLjp
J

(read
'i i ,x^\

(read L»j_,jI) UjI^jI j (text

58b, on the colour, white hair, robustness of horses, on
horsemanship and breaking in for battles.

16. o^-'-J" J (cj'-^-M ') ti'jjj J i-*—' c- ^l : ' jjjl

^jLial , on ascertaining the age of horses by their teeth,

and on their medical treatment.

J_ on the

excellence and peculiar quality of every weapon.

18. j\ (_.»_»J^
J P^jL^ U'i/^ L-r^/* j-^-^'j on reviewiug

an army and arranging it in order.

19. ^^p sl!fJX.iJ jy^-iJ u.ijjl ^ij^j^^i on bringing

the army to its camping-ground.

20. (juj—Va. • ij5U» jjjli.« J y)/^> i-ijl) on sending

out patrols and scouts.

21. jLjb v:>i>j »-» »J jj.>b-><fj u^Lf-i. jjujl, on the

proper time to make night-attacks.

22. jLjb i^y^ iS ijiyi/i j^^-^jJlJI, on the proper

way to place ambushes.

5 c a
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23. JVsX^ J
i_3l-A-o

J ^J^ ^i/jL^\ _,Ail, on

the choice of a battle-field.

24. <_jU-»l j\ sj^^y* ujLa-. i^jjp o—1^
^r?^«J j^l

^^li., on the proper arranging of the various divisions

of troops.

25. v^ji ^Ji/ ^zj^\j Ljl ^ jSJ\, on the proper

order of battle.

26. ^j\jjL^ } ul)^^ li;!-^^. J u-^/^^'ir* j-^'' °"

the coming to action and the vigilance of commanders

and combatants.

27. e>-,l^---, Jjl si^ii^* ijj^jUT^jJl, on the

question who has first to engage in battle.

on public worship at the beginning of a battle.

29. i^js. ijl^i\i ii^lft.i ,JuJl,on courtesies in battle.

30. joLo^j uj,lS^_i^ 5L5—J' bJCJiTjJJl, on the

necessity of preventing uproar and tumult in an army.

31. (jlyilT^/. iUr^ cJu-iJ
J U'iA'ip ;-^' C^^^* J^

fol. io8l\ lin. penult., on warfare, especially the holy

war against infidels and other foes.

32. ^j\ji^j\ sj|j>. J
^^b,X^ jl C>...^c ^yXi-« ^Xil

(text ,jLl!^j
J ijl^lijl sjjja. ^jJj:— J [•-^^^J ij^y^'^J^^'

on fol. iii^, on taking booty from soldiers and the

capitation-tax from infidels and non-Mnhammadans.

33. jjToJ.-j>. J
j^jjLi-l^^^.JJ' J

_,Lo.3. 1;^=. _,Xil, on

the siege of fortified places and its stratagems.

34. jjLijJ oJ^-jt* J iA-o
J

-!lU>^,^liJ _,J.jl, on the

' salvation army,' i. e. the pious in the army who pray,

and their help and assistance.

35. tjfj> jj) , ji <JJir^^ Jv^ o^iLc jSJ,\, on the

sign, i. e. omen, of victory on a battle-day.

36. (sIj ,-4 (jjk iS s^Vzjlj sJT ajL> \j sLijL) ^jt'I^jJI

ijLijl o-«JJ>. J i^j' J^T kJ, on the necessity of the

king's ascertaining which reward is due to every soldier

according to his services.

37. Jjjp^iO.s^ic ;'jh— ij'-^-^- cj4A-^ '^f^l ;J-^^ oil

things by which soldiers become liable to punishment.

38. ijJLj;.^ j^^i..i-*j^^^ {qIs^- Jj^l jl 5-»* 1jJJl,

on the better chance a courageous man has with regard

to death in battle (in Eieu's copy the wording of this

heading must be different, as Major Yule sums up its

contents in this way :
' on the fact that, whether you

flee like a poltroon, or face the enemy like a hero, you

will not die till your day come,' which would require

at least iy^ instead of iyZ. and some additional words,

which the blank in our text makes it impossible to

supply).

39.
\j ^c'-'-^^> (21j_^ J^' 5-»Uj u''*^-^^' '^' J'^^'

'^^

the rules laid down by masters for every physical skill

or exercise.

40. \S\ jj jjL) u^-lc^
J !^^ i

5Li..5b aJ Ujjj jj.jl

0X0 jS, on advices which king, army, and people

must in a like manner attend to.

Beginning : ^jijU^ j (_>-L-. j v:J4l4J ^j i^LJ .

No date. The last pages greatly injured ; a few

interlinear and marginal glosses in the beginning.

No. 647, ff. 138, 11. 19; Naata'Uk; size, 8|in. by 4f in.

's

d. Archery.

2768
Hidayat-alrami (,e*jpl ijlxa).

A compendium of archery (i^ljjl ^-o Jlc ,j), com-

piled by Muhammad Budha'i, commonly called Sayyid

Mir 'Ali (correctly in the following copy "Alawi), and
divided into twenty-seven babs, the first of which is

headed Jl i^lxil j^ V^j u^- j^ •

Beginning of the preface : Jj>. l^ljJ*^ i^\^ « x»jfc

Jl uUT û>? jl t^^XTj.

I* is dedicated to 'Ala-aldunya wa-aldin Abii-almu-

zaffar Husainshah Sultan, who reigned in Bangalah,

A. H. 904-927 (a. D. 1498-1521) ; comp. Rieu ii.

p.
488b and W. Pirtsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 337 and 338

(in the first Berlin copy the treatise is styled ^_^Lu!

^Ul , respectively ,eOl (j-L-1 ; in the second iiUji

^'pl), where the headings of the twenty-seven babs

are given in full.

Dated by 'Abd-alkadir ibn Shaikh Husain the 25th

of Eabi' I, A. H. 1065 (a. d. 1655, Feb. 2).

No. 2005, ff. 74, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 7| in. by 43 in.

2769
Another copy of the same.

This copy contains twenty-eight babs, the first of

which commences on fol. 2" Beginning the same as

in the preceding copy.

Dated the 6th of Jumada TI, A. h. 1143 (the

thirteenth, more correctly the twelfth, year of Mu-
hammadshah's reign)=A. D. 1730, Dec. 17.

No. 790, ff. 47, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, 10 in. by 6} in.

2770
Treatises on archery in prose and verse.

1. ^JU5^. wJi s-lL-,, on fol. i'^, compiled A.n. 1023=
A. D. 1614 (the title is a chronogram), in three Js.-.,

found on ff. 6*, i8l>, and 29a respectively.

Begiuning

:

Dated at Burhanpur the 14th of Shawwal, A. h.

1 1 12 (a. D. 1 701, March 24). This treatise is different

from one with the same title, noticed in Eieu ii. p. 797",

No. IV, and Bodleian Cat., No. 1887, which, on the

contrary, is identical with the s-tU tj^j^, described in

No. 2773 below.
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2. A short kasidah, styled w<j xe.\yj jjL»j .j >j....nii

jcljJl, on fol. 36"; see a similar one in No. 2772

below. ^
3.

ij>j.\j^\
I—«:,), on fol. s?*", compiled a. h. 1112=

A.D. 1 700, 1 701 (the title is a chronogram), by Khwajah
Muhammad Padil bin Khwajah Muhammad Kasim, in

twenty-five babs, the last of which in thirty-one fasls

(on fol. 85*) deals with farriery, the treatment, diseases,

and cures of horses, see another copy of the same in

Bodleian Cat, No. 1886; and comp. Eieu iii. p.
1047a,

No. VI, 3 (where it is stated that these thirty-one fasls

on veterinary art are translated from the Sanskrit work
Sillihotra, see ib. II, p. 480'' sq.).

Beginning : m}J«^- *jL»^^ Aj^j^. u-^— 1 xxtA A<.»

Dated the 1 7th of Muharram, a.h. i i i 2 (forty-fourth

year of 'Alamgir's reign)=A. D. 1700, July 4.

4. A short mathnawi, styled ij\\si\ >-Ji xe\jS, on

fol. 119*; it is different from the versified j^ tlL-^

(Sjljjl by Shahbaz in Kieu ii. p. 837*, No. IV.

No. 1744, ff. 121, U. 17 ; very careless Nastallk; size, 7I in.

by 4^ in.

2771

Kulliyyat-alramy (^j^\ i^LlIS).

A detailed work on archery, in a mukaddimah,
twenty-five kulliyyas, and a khatlmah, by Sayyid

Amin-aldin, son of Mir Muhammad Hashim bin Sayyid

Ahmad Najafi Andajudi ((^j^jjl, perhaps misspelt

for ijij rt-s il, Andakhiid being a town in Khurasan

between Balkh and Marw), a descendant of Sayyid Abu-
albarakat, who was attached to the service of Timur,

see fol. 2", 11. 4 and 5 ; the title appears on fol. 2*,

11. II and 12. It was completed a.h. 1132 (a. d.

1720), see the chronogram on the last page »^ i-^^j

IjlcI li-— fr^^.i £""1 dedicated to the emperor Mu-

hammadshah, compare fol. 2^, first line; a complete

index on fol. 3'' sq. The mukaddimah begins on

fol. 15'', the first kuUiyyah on fol. 15'*, the khatimah on

fol. I sob.

Beginning : ^Lj j
^U-. J^Sij j ^^j^y *^i)j^

No date. There is an entry from a.h. 1197, ist of

Dhu-alka'dah (a.d. 1783, Sept. 28), at the end of the

last page, and a seal, dated a.h. iipi (a.d. 1777))

on fol. I".

Purchased from the executors of the Marquess of

Hastings.

No. 3114*, ff. 133, 11. 15 ; clear Nasta'llk ; size, 9I in. by 6| in.

2772

Risala-i-tirandazi (lij'jj' j^ ilV^J).

A short tract on archery by an anonymous author,

divided into four babs, each subdivided into several

Beginning : e<~;l JL^ ^1 Xx^, lli .... <ul XtH

It ends on fol. 9'' and is followed on fol, 10* by

a short kasidah on the same subject (see No. 2770,

2 above), beginning : jjUl. ji ^ (jLiJ iJLiJ _/-< »J tfl

No date.

No. 190S, ff. i-io, 11. 23 ; Nasta'llk ; size, loj to. by 4} in.

2773

Kausnaroa (s-^U {j^y)-

Another short tract on archery, by Mir Muhammad
of Nishapur, identical with the ^jUj j j^ Vt\^j in

llieu ii. p. 797", No. IV, and No. 1887 in the Bodleian

Cat., see above. No. 2770, i, and beginning: 4I1 Ju^

dfj ^^ J iS^ '^y O^ (4^.U1 »-Ac |^-!^l J^ • • • .

t£^ ijr^ 4h u- J ij^- '^J ^-^ r^' -^ us!;

Jl \j
yijljjl^ xa ey iS ^jSjA JL..

It ends on fol. 1 19''. The remaining pages are filled

with some ethical remarks, discussions on lucky and

unlucky days, and some traditions, mas'alas, etc.

No. 1627, ff. 113-125, 11. 17; Naskhl; size, 9 in. by 4I in.

2774
Two treatises on archery.

1. ii_.lj u-yJjl \.j-JeP-^-*, on fol. 11'', beginning:

Jl li-oU yujS jl i_-i^^-^ o— I

.

Neither this nor the following tract is identical

with the preceding 8-«U (wjj.

2. s-»L) ijay &JL-,, on fol. 15", divided into seventeen

short fasls, and beginning : LIl . . . . ^^>.ll» 1\ Cj, ii) J^i*

Ji 0^1 J^l a^ij^ c^-
Copied by Abu-alhasan bin Muhammad Sadik, at

Haidarnagar.

No date.

No. 1741, ff. 11-24, ll- '3; distinct Nasta'llk; size, 8|in.

by 5I in-

e. Cooker1/.

2775
Kitab-i-Ni'matnama-i-Nnsirsliahl (L-»l ; 7 , « i i_)l.ii

j_j4Li^Li).

A large and curious, but unfortunately defective

work on Indian cookery, preparation of sweetmeats,

spices, etc., without author's name and date of compo-
sition. It seems to begin on fol. 162'*, where a frontis-

piece appears together with a kind of title or heading,

which runs thus : is_«U,iix . ^Li^.aLj L«l :;.•»»> i_)L:i

i. e. I^ji. or \yL) i,y^ >r^^" y U-Jj^-'-y" ^-^^^ j
i^L^JLi k.,.-i5\j J (a fragrant paste of four ingredients

Jl i%Ju cT^ v*-^v^ 5 iSy-^y^ and goes down to

fol. 194, after which must be added ff. \^-i(n^; there

k
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are some leaves missing between fol. 194 and fol. i,

tlie latter opening abruptly thus: a wide-) (_^'^ • • • •

jl b sJLJ jl Lj
jj j\ sl^ AJjWj. (mouthed cauldron

The proper place of ff. ig^^ and 196" is doubtful;

they evidently belong to the same work, but are detached

from it by an intervening blank page. Besides the

lacuna already mentioned, there are several others,

for instance, one leaf is missing after ff. 16, 17, 19, 37,

46, 56, 60, and 67 ; two leaves after ff. 80 and 151

;

several pages are moreover badly injured. According

to a note on fol. i» this copy must have been written

before a.h. 1044 (a. d. 1634, 1635).

No. 149, ff. 196, U. 10; very large Naskhl; illuminated

frontispiece on fol. 162''; illustrations on ff. 4*', 5*, 6^ 8^ 11',

I4», i8», 23», 2s''. 29", 32°. 3S^ 40^ 44^ i;!'. 54°. 66% 7l^ 76',

79^ 83I', 88^ 91% 94°, 98*, Ioo^ I03^ ^II^ ns^, ii8\ I2i»,

124", 129% i.S3% 1.36% I44^ 147". I,'^3^ 157", I59^ i6s% i68%

171% 174% I77^ 'So% 183'', 186% 189% and 192"; size, I2|in.

\>y 8 in.

2776

A short tract on the art of cookery, without title,

preface, or author's name. There appears at the

tup of fol. !» a heading, added by a later hand:

^LxJo (^JJ-^. "!) eJ'Hr'- '-^J^' ^^^ *^® tract begins

at once with the first bab : j,L~3l ^J^, jJ Jjl v^.

(hodge-podge) ij'l^.

No date.

No. 717, ff. 17, 11- 11-13; Shikasta; size, 7* in. by 6 in.

2777

Another short tract on culinary art, containing a

series of tartibs, likewise without author's name and

preface.

No date.

No. 230, ff. 1 13-124, H. 18 ; Shikasta, two pages and a half

(ff. II 5"-! 16'') are supplied later by another hand ; size, 8| in.

by 5 in.

f. Mineralogy.

2778

Jawahirnama (iij>U ^1^j».).

A work on precious stones and metals by Muhammad
bin Mansur, who wrote it at the desire of prince Abu-

alfath Khalil Bahadurkhan, the son of the reigning

monarch Sultan Abu-aluasr Bahadurkhan, who ac-

cording to Rieu, Supplement, p. 1
1 3 (in which the old

time-honoured idea, that the book was written about

A.H. 7oo=A. D. 1300, 1301, has been demolished for

ever), was the founder of the Ak-Koj'unlu dynasty and

mled, over Persia from a.h. 873 to 882 (a. d. 1468-

1477) ; other copies of the same are described in Rieu ii.

pp. 464'' and 465'', and Supplement, loo. cit. ; Bodleian

Cat., Nos. 1877 and 1878; and G. Fliigel ii. p. 516,

where a detailed table of contents is given ; compare

also Hammer in ' Fundgruben des Orients,' vi. pp. 126-

142, and Wiener Jahrbucher, vol. 66, Anzeigeblatt,

p. K2. It is divided into a raukaddimah (oJlaL* ,i

on fol. 4*, and two makalas, the first of which (on

fol. S^") deals, in twenty babs and a khatimah, with

precious stones (y^yf !•>), the second (on fol. 43"), in

seven babs and a khatimah, with metals (ei;ljl» .;>).

Beginning: |c«Jl-<> ;j«Lj> « sjljjl (j i^jX^ ^ ^jijli-i

7^ {yt&Ajjty) ij-ity S \j.

Several additions on the margin by another hand.

Dated the 8th of Eamadan, A.H. 1071 (a. D. 1661,

May .7).

No. 857, ff. 51, 11. 23; Nasta'llk; worm-eaten on the first

leaves; size, io| in. by 6|in.

2779

Another copy of the same.

The work is styled here vaI^ J'>»' u^- j^ "-'^j

and begins (with a transposition of the first two words)

:

^xJL.0 (j.iLj • sjlj^i ^cJ [/*-i>-*-" 5 ^.J^^

Mukaddimah, on fol. 78'' ; first makalah, on fol. 8o'>,

second, on fol. 1
1
7**. Copied by Shah Muhammad Uzbeg.

No date.

No. 1097, margin-col., ff. 77''-i24% 11. 41-43; large and

distinct Nasta'llk.

2780
Mukhtasar az Jawahirnama (s-«U r^^y- j' ^-•'"•c*)-

An abridgement of an older book on precious stones

(whether the preceding s-.lj jJt'^y- or another unknown

work), compiled, according to the Bodleian copy,

Bodleian Cat., No. 1879, by Ahmad bin Abd-al'aziz

Jauhari (the author's name does not appear either in the

present copy or in that of the British Museum, Eieu ii.

pp. 789^ and 790"), and divided into twelve short

chapters. It is styled here t^\j yji.\j^ like the pre-

ceding work, and begins : ^xjljo Joo LJl . . . . <*ij X»-U

(J^l) J^l {tA:>jj,\y)y\yj\ (Rieu (^^.oJLi*) ^^^i^-*

i.^b sjjljj yJ J « •

' ' « •

The twelve babs are headed as follows

:

.\x\

.-"

(diamond)

(sapphire)

(ruby) Jjtl

(emerald) j%j ijui,jtj> ^j pU-*

(pearl) Xij^jy

(turquoise) 8}j/-J

(the bezoar stone) j-a)^ oJ^jt-* ji |»^;^

(amber) v-»^-il
V^"*^

c*J;J" ^J a
" ' *

(lapis-lazuli) Oi^i'

(coral) ^J^^ e*jfj"j.> frit^
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(cornelian) j^^ ;•> ^JjL,

(jasper) _ij vi»i,jt* .i _4j)ljj sjLj

Copied in the reign of tlie emperor Ahmadshah (a. h.

ii6i-ii67=A.D. 1748-1754).

Mo. 1997, ff. 1-13*, U. 15; careless Naata'Iik, mixed with
Shikasta ; size, 8f in. by 6 in.

g. Polytechnics.

2781

Majmu'at-alsanaT ( jijLJUI ic^-ar*).

The collection of arts, in the usual redaction which
is described in Bodleian Cut., Nos. 1869 and 1870, and
Rieu ii. pp. 489^' and 490*, i.e. in forty-two babs and
140 fasls ; the work deals with all the various branches
of artificial, especially alchemical, handicraft, for

instance, the art of imitating precious stones, of dis-

solving gold for writing and painting purposes, dyeing
ivory, preparing all kinds of colours, poisons and
antidotes, dissolving and oxidizing metals, making
artificial flowers, sympathetic inks, Greek fire (here

called ijijXSSiJi ^jij= alexandrine oil), etc. According

to fol. 333^ the author was Mir Yahya, whereas in the

larger and amplified edition (see No. 2783 below) he is

called Hakim Failasuf-i-Maghribi, and the book must
have been composed before A. h. 1033 (a. d. 1624), the

date of the second copy in the Bodleian Library.

A Turkish translation was made at the request of

Abdalkhan, the Khan of Bidlis, who was beheaded at

Constantinople 1668 (a. h. 1078, 1079), see G. Flugel
ii. pp. 525 and 526.

Beginning : ^y^Vj> iz>j-Aa. ^jXJi\ *jjj u-L~- j .v.->

Tile work seems to end on fol. 332*, but a sejiarate

chapter on the elixir of life, «1.»-k1 ,
•-. iK .0 Ljb

^1 k_)l (J—«-i j\ (^.j-mM) , ij ^J., Vi}\ u:j\jytj, is found on

fl"- 332''-333^; fol. 334 contains a sort of index to the

•JL-ill Jic, «<*.

Dated tlie 22nd of Rajab, A. h. 1147 (a. d. 1734,
Dec. 18), at Jahangiruagar by Muhammad 'All bin

Nasr-allah.

No. 1752, ff. 261-335, 11. 18 ; Nasta'lllt ; size, 9 in. by 5J in.

2782
Another copy of the fame.

A rather badly and incorrectly written copy, not

dated.

Beginning: iljL» ey,-<i-». ,_,..Ljill ^.JJ ,j-L--j ,v .i^

The title appears on fol. 2*, 1. 8 ; on fol. 67'' a short

tract is added (see bab XLIII in the following copy)

:

fj-i'-"^ xL^ ^z*A> ij\L^\ ti*~^ (on fireworks).

No. 1945, ff. 1-68, 11. 17; careless Nasta'Uk ; size, 9j in.

by 55 in.

2783
An enlarged copy of the same.

This one differs from the preceding ones in three

essential points, viz. (i) it contains forty-three babs,

(2) the number of fasls is 212, and (3) the author's

name is given here as Hakim Failasuf-i-Maghribi. The
preface besides is wanting; the copy opens with an
index of the forty-three babs, after which the Jirst fasl

of the_^r«t bab begins at once.

List of contents :

Bdb I. m}jj^ ^j::JaXM jA, on fol. 2^, in seven' fasls.

Bdb II. uy^b J JjJ ^^^::i.Li, ,j , on fol. 7'', in two
fasls.

Bdb III. Uj^. Xij\jjji> ^Ji^i "i.^ ji, on fol. 9", in

four fasls.

B6b IV. «;ij
J iU, yj^ Jjfc ji , on fol. 1 1», in three

fasls.

Bdb V. Xafjij J i^^ i^JfcL. jj, on fol. 13a, in three

fasls.

Bdb VI. ^j^j^ J Ji-^j
J u-'-^' J *ji/^ c>"^^ J"*

'

on fol. 14a, in four fasls.

Bdb VII. i^j yj>,j\ (_.lc) (jljJjiLj ^i^^j ji, on

fol. 16*, in six fasls.

Bdb VIII. j^_ i^ (read JjU) Ij^-jJ, on fol.

1 7*", in two fasls.

Bdh IX. jji-^ tiUjj J i«Jj^ Ly ^^j^ cr^'— J^

'

on fol. 19^, in four fasls.

Bdh X. i^S iL^ ^ •; 'fcLj .j , on fol. 22^', in two
fasls.

^

Bm XI. eUL^ 5j-J
J
-o

J uLx.«j , A.«J ^wiiLu ,.>

,

on fol. 23*", in two fasls.

Bdh XII. (read ^f\) uy^j:! 5^ j JLJ ^^Jb uJ^j
Sjfi., on fol. 24», in four ft^sls.

Bdh XIII. jP^^ jyi~> ^»Jl-. y^ijj i«S2. v::. « : J .j , on

fol. 25a, in seven fasls.

Bdh XIV. jUi\ ooU Jj\iL^ J--cy, on fol.

27b, in five fasls.

Bdb XV. ^y>\j L^Xi ^^.>;ro^l/o>,;.«^j, on
fol. 29a, in one lasl.

Bdb XVI. y;^—.1 J ijL-Jl i^Lii. k;j.jtJLw> .J , on fol.

29", in seven fa.sls.

Bdb X VII. cjj o.j-a jl ujfXjJi i^y^^ !> ) on fol.

301", in seven fasls.

Bdb XVIII. Ji,j ^lyb JJ:ir^:>/i^^.>,ou fol.

34", in twenty-seven fasls.

Bdh XIX. cjj 0U4J ^Sj\ ^jjja.\^ ,j, on fol. 40",
in eight fasls.

Bdh XX. ijy^'i ciL- jjii-Li. ,j, on fol. 42I', in

three fasls.

Bdb XXI. v-J;X:J^ ^jijS I >ba ,j, ou fol. 44"-, in six

fasls.

Bdh XXI r. i_i,XjLi. ijS ^j^i^i Oi» :..fl ,j , on fol.

45*, in seven fasls.

Bdb XXIII. Ji''i^l4ij^ a^/^j ji, on fol. 47I',

in one fasl.
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Bdh XXI7. JUjU».1 ui/^J* j'>' 0° ^^^- 48*, in

five fasls.

Bdh XXV. jii. J U-. J
s,ijj

^j yj:^j^ , on fol.

49", in BIX fasls.

on fol. ss^", in two fasls.

£db XXV7I. iSjS^L^\ ^^j ^;y:J^V^ o^^^^j,
on fol. 57*, in four fasls.

Bdh XXVIII. dl .1 e*4* t5U »5^^^^i.UJXjl,

on fol. 59», in twelve fasls.

(t^lT i_>T ju-J-«, J.»* ji, on fol. 67a,

, )J J^ lJJ^J-** c».w : .rt jj , on fol.

Bdb XXIX
in three fasls.

Bdb XXX.
67'', in one fasl.

Bdb XXXI. j\ ^jijj
J
^Vd3\ (?) ,_Jl»

^.^.ib o icO , on fol. 69'', in nine fasls.

Bdb XXXII. ^Xj ^yuT Li. ^^jj o>.

fol. 74", in one fasl.

Bdb XXXIII. iSS LsL»it.i.^j ijjUkLu vo. » - .^ jJ

ij:>.yJi, on fol. 75a, in two fasls.

Bdh XXXIV. j\ J\^ J-» S'f^ i^U-JLs«jj

XjUj |j,j 1.51) (jTt_^...., on fol. 76", in thirteen fasls.

JSd6 XXA' F. ^^*jij. ~^f^ liT^^ i^.Ti^' jj, on fol.

79'', in one fasl.

Bdh XXXVI. j^ j^ (read ^^x^L,-.-*.) ^JX^L-i..a.y

jj-ij v>|h» m' ) cil)'-'- J'*
"' '^n foh 81", in one fasl.

Bdb XXXVII. iS(1) J-*- ^^-^ j^^-iJ^U c:.«:.^y

Jl joT .1, on fol. 8i^, in two fasls

.L-

Jl j^jj ), on fol. 821", in seven fasls.

Bdh XXXIX. iiJif-j^ iSs . 8 ..> ciyjb ^j^J ^JJ^
OjJi .«.'4

J,
on fol. 87'^ in one fasl.

Bdh X.L. j^j.:l>.u*» • L^Ajl..! ^_^^^ * j^^-^ip j ^^^jLikJ .j

^^«..., on fol. 88a, iji four fasls.

Bdh XLI. j\ |_aL;w^ L)j {^i} ^5 "-"W ^. ^^) j^^

j^ ij\y ji^ i^, on fol. 91^, in one fasl.

Bdb XLII. Jl iS^j\i J tf^ \j^fj'j^ 3 uV ^ >>•*

'

on fol. 93", in four fasls.

Bdh XLIII. tJI ^ 3 p]^L> t^U-ijI (;;^:i.L-. ji , on

fol. 98'', in one fasl.

Copied by Sayyid Ghulam Murtada Ja'fari for

Sir Charles Wilkins and finished the 26th of Rajab, in

the twenty-second year of the reign of ^-iALc sLi-LaLi.

^LS (read, of Shah "Alam, that is, a. h. ii94= a. d.

1780, July 28, for 'Alamgir II barely ruled six years

and was assassinated A. H. 1 173, 8th of Eabi' 11= A. u.

1759, 29th of November).

No. 2363, ff. 101, 11. 13; Nasta'llk; size, 8 J in. by 6 in.

2784
Bayad-i-khushbu'i {^yJ^yt. ^VS),

A work on general household management by an

anonymous author, giving advices and prescriptions

on the preparation of perfumes, essences, salves, sweet-

meats, beverages, meals, on baking, on the arrangement

of houses and gardens, on the different receptacles for

animals, carpets, furniture, etc. ; on the wardrobe, and

general outfitting of the library, etc.; on fireworks,

games of chance, weights and measures, chess, etc.,

divided into seventeen babs, viz.

:

1. vJ2,^aje- jJ, on fol. 5".

2. cyllj^j:" jJ , on fol. r 2*.

3. *Aly-. ^,Lo jJ, on fol. 26a.

4. sJj-il J tiyljjl* ,i (the beginning of this chapter

is not marked in the text).

5. ^jlpl i».t\>\ ji, on fol. 96".

6. s_.U. j.^ J ^y, A^ J j.^* (jo^ ji, on fol. 1 031*.

7. cb . iiiiKU* ,^j.iikLu .J, on fol. 108*.

8. j^jlclijl ^,yi (^Lfrxl, ji, on fol. Ilia.

9. s-^
J
siLiM

J
sjU-^jLi cjL—l ji, on fol. 126''.

10. vJLs^^ j sJLi-y i_jL-,I jj, on fol. 130*".

11. sJli-^jJ vW-l j'^. on fol. iSsK

12. %j^ _)
^^U.lsjl sJliH.bi ^JLf^ly , on fol. 137*'.

13. (jjL-ijT^j, on fol. 1^9^.

14. ^i^ J—i )
^jS^j-i, o-i^ ^jH.s' J Xx-

^ji/j-i^ J, on fol. 154''.

15. U-?;^. )*> on fol. 156a,

16. JVf^X ^,Lj jj, on fol. 162*'.

i_^^a.
J,

on fol. 174^

A full index is found on ff. it-3a.

Beginning of the book, on fol. 3*^ : s^Li x,^ Jljj^

Jl jL^b (sL)U (X-f— ^j^^— r-'ji' ^l^;-ijl 8jL.
J.

Dated in the month Sha'ban, A. h. 1109 (forty-first

year of 'Alamgir's reign) = A. D. 1698, Feb.-March, by

Muhammad A'zam.

No. 828, ff. 182, 11. II i Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2785
A treatise on the preparation of perfumes, the art of

dyeing and colouring, etc., drawn from the writings of

Tipu Sultan (^jLkJu, j.^J -er^' y))< ''nd divided into

two biibs, viz.

:

^
,

on fol. i'\

Beginning : ^W ij-^^^' l'-i-« r^ ijJ.i\ ill Ju*-**

*" Dated in the month of Rajab, A. h. 1 2 1 1 (a. d. i 797,

Jan.), by Sayyid Husain.

No. 948, af. 30, 11. 13-13 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 7I in. by 4I in.

^qiy

a'^.j^
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h. Alchemy.

2786

Eisalah dar kimiya (I.. •' i^ tJLi,).

A tract on alchemy, dealing particularly with the

elixir of life and the philosopher's stone, with frequent

references to Hermes Trismegistus (|»^X» (_,».*-*), by
an anonymous author.

Beginning: ,jjUl J.Utc Jjj\ i\xc\j\ iS ^y^U» y-L.—

No date.

No. 1741, ff. 25-44, II. 11-12; Shikasta; size, 8^ in. by 5} in.

2787
shinakhtan-i-khawass-i-^waz-i-karfashRisalah dar

ai calpasa {ij\ (j^-j/j j'jl u°1H* rj-::-»L^ jJ »JL«»j

A curious tract on the small venomous lizard, called

^_jii^or !—Ll» or ^ijj , or eli..-, in India, its peculiar

sound and the hidden influences thereof.

Beginning, on fol. 46* : I siijj j s—.LJl» .... ,_jii;J

On the page immediately before this tract (fol. 45*^)

a figure dealing with the peculiar star called (?)y^^

j.jjj is exhibited, headed by a few lines, beginning

thus : ij cji—1 «,li-( ^j\ KJ JjjJj (')_/^—• (J
" " ''

^> iji/^

^No. 1741, ff. 45''-5i*. 11- 7; Shikasta; size, 8Jin. by sjin.

2788
A short tract on quicksilver (ljL»---).

Beginning : '^^1 tJlj ^^Ji-oLtJ j i_jL».;;.«. tS^^^..^ lir^

No. 1752, ff. 336-340, written partly in diagonal lines;

Nasta'Uk; size, gin. by 5 J in.

i. Coins and Coinage,

2789
Tafsil-i-Sikkah (jH, J--ai:).

A treatise on Indian coins and the art^of coining

from the early Rajahs down to Shah 'Alam, with

numerous illustrations and short historical notices of

the various dynasties ; the Muhammadan era begins on

f6l. 5a with Nasir-aldin Sabuktagin ; the last chapter

deals with Nadirshah (on fol. 17a sq.). The little

work was compiled for the Nawwab Yahyakhan
Bahadur Hizbarjang, at Faidabad, and dated the 5th of

Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 1186 (a. D. 1773, Jan. 28).

No. 1939, ff. 22, 11. 12 ; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk; size,

9J in. by 7 1 in.

IHD. Oi'F.

2790
Copies of inscriptions on coins, particularly of the

Moghul emperors of India from Jahangir to Shah
'Alam, presented by Edward Smith, Esq.

No. 2071, ff. 7 ; large Naskhl ; size, 8| in, by 7^ in.

k. Agriculture.

2791

Nuskhah dar fann-i-falahat (c«j».iL» ^jj ji iJc-^).

A tract on agriculture, forming the eleventh 'amal

of a larger Anonymous work, with a few marginal

glosses.

Beginning : ^^^.^j j JL. ^^^ o^iU j\ **i;Lj J**

No. 479, ff. 37, 11. 13 ; Lirge and distinct Nasta'Uk; size, 8J in.

by 4| in.

Appendix: A MS. of Mixed Contents.

2792

A collection of treatises on sanitary, mineralogical,

chemical and alchemistic, medical, and culinary matters.

1. on ff. il'-36": s^i?*^ sJLi,. A treatise on hygiene

or the art of preserving health, ascribed to Abu 'Ali

Ibu Sina. There is no preface, the treatise begins (like

all the following ones, without exception) at once with

the index, after which the first .LjJ opens without

further remark. It is divided into %i^ \zsS] viz.

:

eb jA ^^j.^1 jijj . (on the climate), in three fasls, on

foi. lb.

2. ijjy-i..* J Jy ^ v^jLrf j^ (d diet), in two 'li- ^'^^

five fasls, on fol. 6*.

3. »r!^ « fj^j i\ (c^ ii>0;.» Tb ji, or according

to the index ^jy^^ . 00^ j^.-^ j^ (on motion and

rest), on fol. 25b.

according to the index liij . ^^ j-is-'-Xj ,j (on sleep

and waking), on fol. 27".

repletion), in six fasls, on fol. 2 81",

etc.), on fol. 35".

II. onff. 36*'-58": s-.lj^l^ ^.^,..sP-^. Abridgement

of a book on precious stones, witliout author's name
and date. It begins, like the preceding treatise, at once

with the index, and is divided into filteen babs which

set forth the mines, where the following stones are

found, their peculiar qualities, colour, and value :

1. Diamond dj-lll), on fol. 37a.

2. Sapphire (^j^Lj), on fol. 40".

3. Pearls (jj^Ij^), on fol. 42*.

5B

>Jo ,j (on depletion and

jjL-) ,j (on casualties,
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4. Turquoise (sjj^), on fol. 44^
5. The bezoar stone (jil^-^^jL>), on fol. 46*.

6. Amber (^.A^il^^c), on fol. 48*.

7. Lapis lazuli Ujy*-'^ (ii^)) on fol. 49''.

8. Coral (^jUy-o), on fol. 52^.

9. Cornelian (jj-Jlc), on fol. 53''.

10. Jasper (—ij (^2—), on fol. 54''.

11. Loadstone (b. ^^1 ,^ixJ (j^-JoLiX* ij^C^)) on

fol. 55''- / ^
12. Malachite (i^j^ tjua^), on fol. 551".

13. Crystal {jjh v^^), on fol. 56*.

14. Ruby (JjJ), on fol. 56^.

15. Emerald (.Jpoj), on fol. 57^
III. on ff. 57"-90'': j^-^iCll j^lL.. The keys of

treasures, a treatise on chemistry and alchemy, the

nature of metals, like gold, silver, copper, iron, steel,

tin, lead, quicksilver, brass, etc., sublimation, precipi-

tation, solution and combination, distillation and many
similar matters, compiled bj' Ahmad bin Arslan on the

basis of Hindil works cliiefly, as it seems, because so

many Hindustani terms are found in the treatise.

According to the index it contains twelve babs, but the

text, pretending to be complete, only exhibits nine, viz.

1. 'yf^a. jjb »-.l . ^-il ^.n«) ujjjij ji, on fol. SQ*"'

2. ^.(.s^-*^. cr^^ J Ir^ 3
iV..^ y» û iS laj.e ,J

LJil, on fol. 63a.

3. Jl l4^k<j ^ : ... 1 . \-^\ jji uii*^ ji, on fol. 671*.

4. t5L4iL-.j>.l jJlc j J^ jjLo ,j, on fol. 70".

5. fj:J\ uUr'')]y> i <^ J
J--»-^^->. on fol. 75b.

6. xjW^'^r) _)
LsLftwi—jfc ^jj-yij .J, on fol. 77».

7. (=8;S') (^l4.;JL4J
J Lftf.::-ij»- J5^ ^J, on fol. 8i».

e*-jCk J.fj, on fol. 86'>.

on fol. SBt.

The remaining three babs of the index liave the

folloAving headings

:

11.

12.

I^Lmm

l^j^ f.J> J U" » " ' jW* J-5/-* j^

j^ tr^i— ^jiJtJ ^r^ ^y J r^ u^^>*-^ y

Copied by Munshi Ghulam Murtada Eidawi alja'fari.

IV. on fF. 90^-94^: t5JjLa cflltl Jyb J.»jJl j^i-,i

.

A treatise on the climate of India, the nature of its

seasons, their effects upon the human constitution and
rules to counteract them, according to the practice of

Indian physicians, ascribed to Abu 'All Ibn Sina.

V. on ff.
94'i-97b: ^^ip s^ai ^ja ^^i\JSji vJs^

e*— 1 (^ 8Juij» (jl S (^U-^- A treatise on bleeding.

Beginning : ^y^ j^ ^ o ... : <1 tsU^ ^jjLiJ kjl^

VI. on fol. 97b
: e-oLi,

^J^J^.
Pharmaceutical

weights and measures, taken from the iXj-».s* of

Sayyid Nur-allah Najafi and other works.

jLi ,.>

Recipes for baking

VII. on ff. 981-1 36a

and cooking, taken from the u> »»> t^]»i ^'-^{which
may be the famous cookery-book of the poet Ni'matkhan
'All, who died A. h. 1121 or 1122 = A. d. 1709, 17 10,

see above, Nos. 1 659-1 671, and W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 343, or another work of the same title, ib.,

P- 344).

Index, on ff. gS^"—102*; the twelve babs mentioned
therein are not marked in the text, but the order of

subjects, as indicated in the index, is strictly adhered to.

L On baking bread (^^U ^^^ii^ S).

2. On making soups {,jil ^•sri ,i).

3. On making broiled flesh-meat, dressed with any-
thing (s-Jii ^^^Li^., ji).

4. On making rich meat-curries (sjLo.j jj^:i-J ,j).

5. On making mash of boiled or fried vegetables

6. On baking underdone meat (^U^ pj ry-^-' jj)-

7. On making Pula'o or rice-dishes (.ilb ^^y^-s^-, ,j).

8. On making hodge-podge (ijy^ J^^- )>)•

9. On making Harisah («—j^ i^^jLi-J ,j), a kind of

thick pottage, mixed with meat, butter, cinnamon, and
aromatic herbs.

10. On making pancakes {^y ^jZJcK .i^.

1 1. On making fried eggs (.b,. : ,t.L». > : . ,)U. ^^^^.i*^, ,0),

12. On roasting fowls (d^ vW* rr^^ p)-

This MS. belonged originally to Sir Charles Wilkins.

No date.

No. 2362, ff. 136, 11. 13 ; clear and distinct Nasta'llk, written

throughout by the same hand ; size, 8f in. by 6f in.

6. Sport (ralconry and Hunting).

2793
Shahbaznama (i.^U;\.f.^).

An elaborate work on falconry, which is divided into

sixty-one short babs and seems (in spite of a somewhat
different beginning) to be identical with the 5_.li;L> of

Muhibb 'All, surnamed Khan Khass Mulialli bin N izam-

aldin 'All Marghulani, who died as governor of Dihli,

A. H. 989 (a. D. 1581), see Eieu ii. p. 485.

Beginning : k=>. . JLi. 'k_;UoJ>. jjjjU-ft Jb (^i » Vi'*

,jLc-» sob '— j.:;j J » 1 « ... ) ^^1 it W »> 'i_>b:5Jl ^1 i_;^iLc

J| _.. ^jl ; » I r. No author's name is mentioned in

this copy. The first bab, ^Jif i..^^ya.ji, Joilj jjLj ^j,

begins on fol. ii^. Fol. 91 is left blank, but the text

is uninterrupted. A real lacuna seems to occur on

fol. 96b. The work ends on fol. 102" and is followed

on ff. 102^-134 by another treatise on the best cure of

and proper remedies for the weak sight and sore eyes

of falcons, etc.

No date.

No. 718, ff. 134, 11. 11-14; ^*ry irregular Shikasta; size,

8|in. by 6 in.
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2794
Baznima {»..lj;b).

Another, very short, tract on falconry.

Beginning: »j^T M/S* uUi y^j^ j^ i5^j-.lj;b

Jl jai.

It deals particularly with the different diseases of
falcons and their cure.

No date.

No. 956, ff. 14, 11. 10-13; SUkasta; size, 6 J in. by 4|in.

2795
Risala-i-janwaran-i-shikari u hakikat u 'ilaj-i-an

Books of the chase, or rather, fragments of different

treatises on falconry, hunting in general, cures of
diseases of animals, etc. The collection begins with a

large portion of the j-.U oJjj, an extract from the

j,yLjJI >«-«U-, which opens abruptly in the middle of

bab 2, on fol. i*; babs 3-9 are found on ff. i^-t'^,

babs 10-13 oil ff" ^1^~9^, the continuation of bab 13
and babs 14-43 '^n ff. 24''-82'»; the intervening leaves,

ff. 82''-86'', contain an incomplete abridgement of a
treatise on the cure of special diseases of falcons in

nine
J.j.1;

the extracts from the /,y^\ f'-^ ^.re followed

on £F. 95"-! 23" by another fragment of veterinarj'

surgery, and on ff. i26'>-i32 by the same j-.lJ;L),

which has been noticed in the precedingcopy, beginning:

J! jjl^lkij^ iS luoUjLi ; it is defective at the end
;

many lacunas besides.

No. 959, ff. 132, 11. 9 ; written by many different hands, in

Nasta'llk and Shikasta ; size, 6| in. by 4I in.

7. Miscellaneous.

2796
Khawass-alhaiwan {^jL^ jJ^Li.).

The medicinal properties of animals, an extract made
in Persian from Kamal-aldin Muhammad bin Musa
Damiri's (died a.h. 8o8=a.d. 1405, 1406) famous

Zoological Dictionary, entitled J\^-^ sL^ (see H. Khalfa

iii. p. 122 ; Arabic Cat. of the British Museum, p. 215;
G. Flugel ii. p. 509 sq. ; Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 279 sq.,

etc.; printed in Bulak, A.H. 1283), by Muhammad
Taki Tabrizi, son of Khwajah Muhammad, and dedicated

to his patron, Mirza Muhammad Ibrahim bin Sadr-aldin

Muhammad in the reign of Shah 'Abbas II (a. h. i 052-
io77=A. D. 1642-1666).

Beginning: ]. ;5jJj1jj> jx»... j (^UJ j xx^. a,^

Plr^- ]} uIj^^* (Rieu ^^L^J^) ^jW-jJ 5y^-i-» »j ci—^ljU-;

Jl dyi.

The alphabetical order of the Arabic original in

twenty-eight babs, according to the twenty-eight letters,

is preserved, and each bab divided into three fasls

according to the three vowels o, i, and « in the first

syllable of the respective words. It begins with x-l

;

see Rieu ii. p. 842'', and Bodleian Cat., No. 1862
(khatimah).

Dated by 'All 'Imad bin Muhammad of "Tihran in

Rajab, A. H. 1121 (^^^ CaJLUI j.f.wW ^^ ij^j^yi Li^

cjJill jjo ijULl)=A. D. 1709, Sept.

No. 912, ff. 149, 11. 13 (the last full page 11. ifi); Nasuaik ;

some leaves damaged by worms ; size, 8 J in. by 6} in.

2797

Tarjuma-i-Kashkul
{J^5[liS L*jfc;i).

An incomplete Persian translation of the well-known

collectanea of Shaikh Baha-aldin Muhammad 'Amili,

the author of the mathnawis 1^>. . ^U, Jvi %y^,
etc. (who died A. h. 1030 or i03i^A. d. 1621 or 1622,

see No. 1517 above), which is styled J^^^ or J^iliX
' the beggar's bowl ' (chiefly Arabic, with some Persian

extracts), comp. G. Flugel i. p. 409 ; Loth, Arabic
Cat., p. 241 ; Rieu ii. p. 774" ; Goldziher in ' Sitzungs-

berichte der Wiener Akademie,' histor.-philol. Classe 78,

p. 462 sq. ; M61angesAsiatiques,vi. p. io8,etc.; extracts

in W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 45, No. 46 ; p. 50, No. 74

;

lithographed in Teheran a.h. 1266, printed in Tabriz
A.H. 1260, and in Bulak a.h. 1288. The present
translation was made at the request of Shah 'Abdallah
Kutbshah (a.h. 1035-1083 = a. d. 1626-1672) by
Ahmad alshahidi al'amili, see fol. 2*, last line.

Beginning : L^-Jl^ ^>" ^r*^'j lt'^-" J J-*-* ^>*-?*

C)\ Jl ^>^ b u^- \
'.'

M.> * J-J^ •**

Of the five jJlar*, of which the original consists, the

first begins here on fol. 6'' ; the second is not uiai-ked

;

the third begins on fol. iig^; the fourth on fol. 176*;
the fifth is missing altogether.

Dated by Baiia-aldiu ibn Haji, the 4th of Rabi'-

alawwal, a.h. 1151 (a. d. 1738J June 22).

No. 1879, ff. 209, 12-13 diagonal lines in a page; a liule
worm-eaten ; size, 8^ in. by 4! in.

2798
Lata'if-i-shahi (^Li. >_«jUjJ).

Royal delights, a mixed collection of historical,

mystical, psychological, and medical aphorisms, dis-

cussions on sexjual intercourse, etc., interwoven with
Kuran-verses, traditions, and many poetical specimens,
for instance, from Jalal-aldin Rumi's mathnawi, from
Amir Khusrau's diwaus and other sources, by an
anonymous compiler.

Beginning

:

o—jl ij\jf >i-»j>- (jU.^. e-—^ ^U. tS \jj\

'-^"j' i^j/-" >^l L-»-i< »-5 LssS -» ^jijj.j

At the end, on fol. 221b an index of "Ali bin al-

Husain al-\Va'iz alkashifi's i::iVj^ ^.-js iji>l«^, (com-
pleted a. H. 909 = A. D. 1503, 1504, see Nos. 633-635
above).

No. 1880, ff. 104-223, 11. 11-20, for the greater part in
diagonal lines ; Nasta'Uk ; size, loj in. by jj in.

5 D 2
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2799

A MS., written in many different styles and by

different hands, containing scattered pieces and frag-

ments in prose and verse, both in Hindustani and

Persian, short letters, treatises on medicaments, etc.

The few more important portions are

:

1. A short theosophical mathnawi in Htnd4stdni,

on ff. I''-I4^ dated the 4th of Jumada I in the fifth

year of Muhammadshah's reign= A. h. 1 1 36 (a. D. 1724,

Jan. 30).

2. A short treatise on measures and weights, in

Persian, on ff. i35»-i38a.

3. u:>]jyj (riddles), in Persian, on ff. i6g'^-i'26\

4. One of the many translations or adaptations of

the Indian standard-book on sexual intercourse, the

Koka-sastra (yi-J^ dji^, by Koka-pandlta, in

Persian, on ff. i88''-2io'', beginning: jjt—I ijUj

Ju,y,. JJl v^^.l S^jm J JUi ill (dXx-U)

ji iiyXJLj. liyf t-j-.,: .a-5 jyj ij^X^-A, comp. on the

various versions (several of which are called L.D1 euJJ),

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1622-1629; Rieu ii. p. 680^ (a

poetical paraphrase by Muhammad Kull Jami, com-

pleted A.H. io36=A.D. 1626, 1627); W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., pp. 589 and 590, etc. The present version

is identical with that in No. 1626 of the Bodleian

Cat., styled there eij^^jj sJL-,.

5. A large tract on magic art and exorcism, and

other mysterious crafts, on ff. 2i2''-2 63l', in Persian.

No. 908, ff. 265 ; written in various styles of Nasta'lik and

Bhikasta; size, 8^ in. by 4f in.

2800
The first twenty-two leaves of this copy are filled

with worthless scraps in prose and verse, a ^]jyj tlL-,

(see No. 3 in the preceding coi)y), i:i!l^-<La. jV^' ^^^

. ^^ -n . ^ i^\ , tales, traditions, anecdotes, and a small

collection of lyrical poems; ff. 23-161 contain an in-

complete book of Collectanea from the most renowned

Persian (and also Arabic) writers in prose and verse,

from books on ethics, theology, law, S&fism, from epic

and lyiic poems, and collections of tales ; it is a Persian

Jj5Li5'(see above, No. 2797); both beginning and end

are missing, and no compiler's name appears.

No. 1806, ff. 161, the first twenty-two leaves in Shikasta, the

remainder in good Nasta'lik, 3 coll. in the page, 11. 19-24 ; size,

io|in. by 6^ in.

2801
Fragments of grammatical, mystical, and theological

treatises.

1. Ff 1-44 ' Mir Sayyid Sharif Jurjani's ---. i_j,-,o

(see Nos. 2406—2409 and 2413, 2 above), beginning as

usual. It breaks off, on fol. 44'>, with these words :

The last fasl is marked on fol. 44^ and begins thus

:

uj-»-" 'li,

U,^ .J Ijj C* .. 1 r

i

J^cli J C*j^ sljJ>.
J

jSj-Ji

1

.

il J^U .. » <> j j^^ ». :t» i-»5Lc l^-lj ji tjJl

d
AAi tjL .» « f^ JL«jLc ^ij-oj ji .

2. Ff. 45-118: a Sufic tract, without beginning or

end ; it opens abruptly thus : i::jI».»-UI ^Ji^ :>S \^\

Ij-^ U U^^ L.
J ^Ji\^

Jl eajSi..

The following four fasls are marked in the text

:

1. A^jjkji .j,on fol. 46*; 2. Jj». sJu»Ll-« ij^.ji ij^y*^'

on fol. 49I'; 3. ^yL::J>LLi \j iy^ j^Lj y , on fol. 62*';

4. ciijLi ^;Lj ji, on fol. 88b.

3. Ff. 1 1 9-1 30: a tract on the rites and observances

of Islam, without beginning or end. It opens abmptly

thus : ^j-Xil <siy^ L>
^^j S\ (j..^ o—l i-r*^!? i>:>«-*W*

Jl jJLilj 5j:ilj >-r^') t)))-

It deals with sjj^, u-sliocl (see fol. 122^), J--j:,jUj,

"a, and »jjj.

An entry from the 12th of Jumada-althani, A.H.

1185 (a.d. 1771, Sept. 22), on fol. i^ One of the

fly-leaves contains the following note :
' Purchased

with Dr. Leyden's books, but evidently belonged to

Tippu's Library, his marks being on the binding.'

These marks, just mentioned, are Arabic and Persian

inscriptions, pressed into the leather of the binding

both on the front and back, in seven rubrics, viz.

:

front and back, top and bottom, four times : ^Jli ijil

;

front, middle: ^^^-y.-^, ,j-~j>i «-»i>L», ^Js-, xJLs*, 41II;

front, left side : tjjUljJ>^VS^ ; back, middle : dLils^-*'

No. 2639, ff. 130, 11. II on ff. 1-44, 11. 13 on ff. 45-118, 11. 14

on ff. 1 19-130; Naskhl by two different hands in the first two

fragments, Nasta'lik (with Naskhl in the Arabic quotations) in

the third ; size, 7^7f in. by \\-l\ in.

2802
Tracts on mystical, theological, and magic subjects.

1. A few prayers, the first of which, on fol. 66'',

begins thus : ijl ^^^ ijll J^--; ^j^oa l5^^ huU-L-.

A. 5-JlC

b h15^.

Jl jjl^.

2. dj-Lu jj ^;;^^ tlL.^, by Ahmad bin 'Isa bin

Taj Ahmad tSjJXJl, on fol. 71'', beginning: All Juji

"ji U-iiJJj JLfij^lj iJ^J^l
cr^-*^lP'

'UUl ^^*J.j t5JJI •

by Darwish Farid-i-Mas'ild-i-Sulaiman-i-Abu Bakr-i-

'llmar Salah of Bukhara, on fol. 79^, beginning : il) Xvil

sl^ -^y^j fjs- s^lUlj ^^^.*-i!I^ i-jUJIj ^j_-AL«JI C>j

Jl i)jt^«-o jj J LT^Jj'^ U :' 'T ^ Jl 3. Tins tract seems

identical with the same author's comments on a tradition,

noticed in Rieu ii. p. 862^, No. VII.

4. Short explanations of different Suras of the Kuran,

beginning, on fol. 87*, with a JJ^ ijy^ lO-J^U* (that

is the seventy-third Siirah).
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5. ifcCj |,lc, a treatise on invocations in four chapters,

viz. : (jUj ji ^ji i^\j Jajsl 'U— I viy^i j^ Jjl v^.

Beginning, on fol. 114*: ^JLc SjJJiJlj »-lJjJ X^il

on fol. 131'', beginning: . o>,>i»b. . li jl aUL- jj»^

7. ^..UjlJlj, with its correct title v:ijlA.ljL.«, as the

initial words prove, by the famous Shaikh 'Abdallah

Ansari (who died a.h. 48i=a.d. 1088), on fol. 129^>

beginning : iijf^oj*. »Wj (.-jJj (read .1^-.!) (j9,L».l i:yla.Li.4

vJl iiju«l mLo.j. Other copies of the same, see above

in Nos. 1779 and 1923, 14 ; the title s-.Uxij is some-

times given to another little treatise of the same Ansari,

the 10 t r;'
"'

, see No. 1780 above.

8. Jl ijj-.aj>. j;;->-» s-"?!^ e*-jLXj>., on fol. 153a

(comp. on Hasan Basri, Safmat-alauliya, No. 19, col.

277 in this Cat.).

9. uy'LS tlL^ or Jjj.^ tlL-i, (as it is styled in the

colophon), on fol. 154'', beginning: |J-^VIjJ1 Cij "JJJ X»J1

ji i^j^lj iJ.SLlll ^jjUl j.l5Cvl^^i See fuller

treatises on the correct reading and reciting of the

Kuran in Nos. 2702-2705 above. Copied by the same
Ahmad ibn Shaikh (the name is here omitted) ibu

Shaikh 'Abd-alghafur Kutb-i-'alam Shar'i, as the

i_j^i(iJl l^\j, see No. 2208 above, about a.h. 1043 (a. d.

1633. 1634)-

10. {j\s!i\ iiy, another treatise on the reading of

the Kuran, by Nusrat bin 'Umar, called Sikandar,

on fol. 160=^, beginning : ^.^jS .... j^^UJI yi Jil x^il

J! t : ; S J JJLJ <—i-Jli
J j^j-^' ^J'^ <u)l |.^

No. 541, ff. 66-161, 11. 10-26; written by many different

hands in all kinds of Nasta'lik ; size, 7| in. by 4}^ in.

2803
Grammatical treatises, and stories in Persian and

Dakhani.

1. A treatise on the Arabic verb, in Arabic, con-

sisting of two parts, the _^r«< ^J\ul\ t_.LiCon ff. I ''-1 4'',

beginning : jill is)xk-»1 Jlc[ .... ^;;-JkUJl i3, *lj xJJ
|,L_3l ijtj.l ^s.

JI
(_5

4-J
J y-^\ J f'J~'^^ J o^'-' • The second i^bjT

a]))"^^,
o" ff- i5"-37''. beginning: ^\^ «S) J^JJ

? J p;^ cJ^=> lT*^''

2. Lists of Persian verbs, nouns, and particles, witli

their Hindustani equivalents, on fT. 38*'-5o*, styled at

the end: j^ kUJl xJii 'the key to Persian words.'

It begins: JI ^jf\3^ \^ijf ^ji^lf.

3. A more detailed treatise on Persian accidence,

also partly with Hindustani (or rather Dakhani) para-

phrase, styled at the end > ;ti ? Li—* and composed

by Sayyid Muhammad Sharif Kadiri, on ff. 5i''-66».

It is dated the 22nd of Shawwal,A.H. 1206 (a.d. 1792,
June 13).

4. A story, in Dakhani prose, styled ^jl^ Xj\ IZn,

on ff. 67'>-9o''.

5. Another story, in Dakhani prose, styled iJLs

iJLc ^jUxij, on ff. 9i»-ii4''.

6. A story in Persian, prose and verse mixed, con-

taining the description of a journey from Malabar to

Penang, on ff. 11 5"-! 28b. Beginning:

No date. Worm-eaten.
Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2624, £F. 138, 11. 9-13; the Arabic treatise in Naskhl,
the Persian and Dakhani pieces in various styles of careless

Nasta'lik ; size, 8^ in. by 6| in.

2804
Tracts on magic art and the peculiarities of letters.

1. Fragments of a work on invocations, amulets

(xiyu), conjurations, talismans, magic cliarms and
cures with regard to sexual intercourse, etc., styled

:

jiS^^ ij^'i ; the first of these scattered and often

incoherent fragments begins, on fol. ib, thus :

f,yy^>*W
JI »^ J

pUiLc A.^ iy£i ^y^A jj .

ci«-

2. ui_ o^l^^ J t^ '->i^ ^ ji
.

a Persian

translation of a treatise on the letters of the alphal)et

and their peculiarities, by Shaikh Shihab-aldin Maktub,
made by Abu-almahasin Muhammad bin Sa'id alnali-

juwani, usually called Ibn Sawaji, and beginning, on

rV^ Hy

Frequent illustrations in both.

Some other scattered pieces, without any value, on
the last two pages, fol. ss^ and fol. 56K Some pages
damaged.

No. 928, ff. 56, 11. 17-24 ; written by several hands in different

styles of Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in. by 5^ in.

2805
Tracts on magic art.

An anonymous treatise, or rather, a collection of
several loosely connected tracts on exorcism, conjuring
prayers, and other branches of magic art and astrology,

beginning with a number of Arabic prayers, and ending
with sympathetic prescriptions for fevei'-fits. Between
both an endless number of invocations, an Arabic
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kasidah with Persian interlinear translation, other

prayers in Arabic and Persian, etc.

Beginning : 4J)Ij (_5~-AJ J'-s^l j r*"^' c^*°y'' C^
Ji pPJl ;yj y. 5ll Jl il ill (.JiuJl ^1.
Many marginal additions, tables, and interlinear

glosses.

No. 646, ff. 48, 11. 15-21 ; written partly in Naskhl (especially

in the Arabic portions), partly in Naata'Uk ; size, 8| in. by 6^ in.

2806
A collection of similar tracts.

Tracts without any value, partly fragmentary and

incomplete at the end, on astrology, geomancy, archery,

and other arts and crafts of a similar kind, with many
tables.

Beginning : ib (j-^-Jl .>)'•> i*^-*
'^ ~ '

.'J r-^' I/'''*

No compiler's name appears, nor any date.

No. 584, ff. 120, 11. 9-15; very unequal and inelegant

Nasta'Uk; size, 6|in. by 4^ in.

2807
Miscellanies.

• 1. A long kasidah by 'Ain-alkudat of Hamadan, the

pupil of Ahmad Ghazali (died A. h. 517 = a. d. 1123,

1 124) ; the poet was killed by order of Sultan Sanjar's

wazir, a.h. 533 (a. d. 1138, 1139), comp. No. 1793
above, and Bodleian Cat., No. 1247.

Beginning, on fol. 10^:

2. A few mathnawi-baits and a tradition of the

prophet, on fol. 19.

3. Scattered verses, on fol. 20'', and a few prose-

pieces, beginning with a saying of Shaikh Baha-aldin

Muhammad 'Amili (see No. 2797 above), on fol. 22''.

Explanation of the three kinds of ^j^j , on fol. 23", of

the ^jjl.W.«..t. |.Lb-«, i:yj--<lj Jj-i-*, u^jJ^-Lc Jj-;;-", J^-*
euj..^, eyyttil Jj-^; ctc, on fol. 25a; Verses of the

Kuran, beginning with Surah 33, 72 : ijL«ill Li-o,-c Ul

J| .-I., "
II Jlc, on fol. 25'', followed by other indiffer-

ent fragments of verses and traditions.

College of Fort William.

No. 2355, ff. 10-30, 2 coll., each 11. 11 (on ff. 10-19) in

Shikasta; diagonal lines and others without any fixed number, by
various handti, in Shikasta and Naskhi (on ff. 20-30) ; size, 5J in.

by 3J in.

2808
Miscellanies.

1. Fragment of a collection of short ^jLoj or admoni-

tions, on ff. 7
5"-78l>, entitled at the end: iajfUl iJL-pl.

It begins abruptly : ^J^^ ^JljIj ^jje^ '^yi J.^ ^\xi

j\j 's-i-« ij^ y>. \,f-^j^ jf-» J t^'
'

•

'
; (••^/-* J-*-*

'tJ[j-^

Jljlj^LXi (jSj^. Dated a.h, 1002 (a. d. 1593,

1594).

2. A farman by the emperor Akbar, on ff. 79-81'',

beginning : »Lii.>\j jS\ xZ.s* i^.->Jl J^^' u'-^Jl-c U^/*

^iji j^ iJi^^ '-^r-r ^^UUfc ^JLi. J\y^, O (<)u
jyiS^ o. : Vi 1 ... jL»:lc1 ^^Ij^ a^~lr^} e*jiL» jl-i::^! 'v:>jb

3. A falnama (j_.LL.Hi), containing good omens,

dmwn from the names of all the prophets, viz. Adam,

Null, Ibrahim, Ishak, Ismail, Ya'kub, Zakariyya, Yahya,

Musa, Harun, Shu'aib, Salih, Lut, Khidr, Yunus, Idris,

'Aziz, Dhu-alkarnain, Hud, 'Isa, Daud, Sulaiman,

Yusuf, Ayyub and Muhammad, on ff. 82b-89a,

beginning; o^-l |.iLUI (!) s-Jlc J\j
'
. t i •

i c^U « " 1 ^'^

ji J, if..\ 5_j JL> 5^ XjAjJ-' ^^^j^. Dated by

Yarbeg the 29th of Shawwal, A.H. 1074 (a.d. 1664,

May 25).

4. Another falnama, made by the wazir Yahya

Barmaki bin Khalid for Harun alrashid, on ff. 9i''-95»,

beginning : (»i) jJli. ^^ {^^j^- lS^ " *^^*—?' J^ o^S

Jt^ S.jU;J 4JH jUl S.f^\ UJ;^ "^^M^- ^> sLliU ^jj

J (/^—)^r-*-^ j^ J
i.s^>.\^ ^ ^-

.
'^

\ J-,j-,

JI LJ-M-* u'y <^J-*'^-*j-'
jLvj J c-^ i ^

Dated on a Friday in the month of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h.

1074 (a.d. 1664, May-June).

5. Traditions (ii^LlliJ), on ff. 96''-97'>, beginning :

ji x-^ 5J0 Jj -^ jjJo. On fol. 98a a few poems

by Amir Khusrau.

6. A few extracts from the dlwans of Sa'dl, Khakani,

Nasihi, etc., on ff. 101-106. Dated by Muhammad
Tiihir of Agra, the 20th of Sha'ban, A. h. 1069 (a. d.

1659, May 13).

No. 208, ff. 75-106, written by many different hands, partly

in Nasta'ltk, partly in Shikasta, 1-3 coll., 11. 9-15 ; size, 9^ in.

by 5? '1.

2809

Falnama az diwan-i-Hiifiz (laiLa. ^^yiii 3I 5-*LJLs).

A falnama or book of divination applied to tlie

lyrical poems of Hafiz of Shiraz, the ^jL«JJI >_*-vC, as

he is called here (instead of the more correct jjl--)

,_,..^1), beginning : ._JLk.. i^UU ii ijrr^' ^^ ^-*^

~n ^jLJjjLj. i'U.* »-^-^- It ^"^^^ •'w ^"1- '3*^ ^'"^ ''*

followed on ff. 14"- 16" by a short tract, styled i^l.4-«U

5-J: . ^-i>L-l, containing muinly a string of various

names and appellations of the devil.

No date. Bibliotbeca Leydeniana.

No. 2641, ff. 16, 11. 7-11 ; Nasta'Uk; size, 7 J in. by 4J in.

2810
Miscellanies.

1. On ff. 200-205 : a tarkibband, styled

L. , with the always returning refrain

:
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Incomplete at the end.

2. On ff. 206-2 1 1 : fragments of an Arabic grammar
and vocabulary with Persian explanation.

No. 2420, ff. 200-2 r I, II. 17-18 in the tarklbband ; Shikasta

by different bands; size, 9^ in. by 5^ in,

2811
Miscellanies.

1

.

A tarklbband in honour of 'Ali, in fifteen bands

( =J1 jJlc Loi^ \^j-cLa. ic.- . «.• « JJL) sJpb), beginning,

on fol. 336a: Jl i_>bil jJIjl. xi eJUjfc ^y jl »5^
ts'-

Dated the 20th of Safar, a.h. ii98(a.d. 1784, Jan. 14).

2. Topographical description of some fortresses in

Kashmir and other matters connected with that country,

beginning, on fol. 341*: eKL^ talS a-ila^jj . , » .? S.o

No date.

No. 2486, ff. 336-345, 11. 10 in the first piece ; the second in

diagonal lines ; ijhikasta ; size, 6| in, by 42 in.

2812
Miscellanies.

1 . An anonymous geographical tract on the wonders

of the inhabited quarter of the earth and the seven

climates, beginning abruptly thus : ^.; : ^ P)/-* lJ>^'

Jl j;j^.C-. j*.^ ci>l-o]^ J
eyLoLs*^, on ff. i8i"-203'J.

2. A short fragment of a collection of letters, with-

out beginning or end, on ff. 207"-2ii''.

No. 1945, ff. 181-203, 11. 19, and 207-311, 11. 2i ; Nasta'Uk

by different hands ; size, 9^ in. by 5j in.

2813

Ahwal-i-Bagh-i-Iram (^,1 cU JWl).

Account of the wonderful garden, called
j,

.1 cb , in

the Carnatic, in Tipu's realm, by Mirza Akbal (this

name appears only on fol. 76*, not in the text, as it

seems). ^
Beginning : ^xe- u Joj ,Lxj (jjli» jij^ /?* »-«l^

Jl ,*v^^-x^ iV> c:< ii < » »• sJ.*-^ \^:jjjjut.

No date.

No. 1978, ff. 76-80, 11. 13; Shikasta ; size, 9I in. by 5 in.

2814

Tables of alphabets, for the greater part purely

imaginary, as it seems ; they begin with the (Jj^/? /^^J

that is the alphabet of the Egyptian Pharaohs at

the time of Moses, in five different kisms ; after that

follows a so-called Greek alphabet (|JUjj Jl5), then

a Hebrew one (^iL.^ As) in various kisms, a Syriac

one in two kisms, and many more, among which some

very fautastic ones appear, for instance, the alphabet

of Solomon, with which talismans were written, a

Zoroastriau one {jjL.:Lij^j JLJ), which is entirely

cuneiform, a Coptic one, a very funny alphabet of the

Franks, with the additional statement, that these

people write from the left to the right, a secret alpha-

bet (ilr—^l *Jj), and many similar oddities.

This little MS. was presented by Lord Teignmouth.

No. 2074, ff. 16; lize, gin. by 6 in.

2815

A farman of the emperor 'Alamgir (jj^/i J-i-i

.LijU v.^^jjl).

Beginning : ,_^b e)u.i. ^^^1 a > W * .Lx^ oi-iLu

(_jX_,u» ii Ls*! jl JljUj «oyj .Ijju^l (jLftlJlijb c«« ;.«>

No. 1146, ff. 8, 11. 9 ; large ornamental Nasta'Uk ; illaminated

frontispiece ; all the lines on the first two pages surrounded by
gilt stripes ; size, io| in. by 7| in.

u4r*

2816

Another farman of 'Alamgir (sLijU

(jj\j j^S^\x. «_»j^,jl), beginning with the same initial

words as the preceding one : «_. .W .« ,l.«Ji vixjLii

~ii (.ii^iii.

'^ It is followed, on fol. 27*, by another short document,

headed : (Johnson) ^^.;^^la. ::..»..« ^jUj^ ^_yJ^ji jy.Lk.*

and beginning: .yioj JL**.}^ >^. "...i . >r-H^^
^1 f^f^f

ilJ\,,X|, ^ y "r" /
o sXijlJl 0^1 JL** ^ ,jii

On the fly-leaf is written :
' Regulations reg. the

Revenues by Aurungzebe received from Moonshee
Sudder ul deen, who found it in his father's Byaz or

commonplace book, March, 1786.'

No. 1566, ff. 33-38, 11. 15 ; Shikasta ; size, 9I in. by 6J in.

2817

An alphabetical index to some Persian work, arranged

in European manner and beginning from the left.

There is no indication to which book it refers, nor
is it clear whether the figures refer to pages in a
printed edition or to verses in a poem. The first word

is i_i| with five references, beginning with 1 va, and
ending with 1.0.

Sir Charles Wilkins.

No. 2359, ff. 38, 6 colls, in a page, each II. j8 ; European
handwriting ; size, 8| in. by 6| in.

D. PARSEE LITERATURE.

2818

Ardai-Virafnama in prose ( JLi L«U>_Jlo. (^b,l).

A Persian prose-version of the Pahlavi original of the

Arta-Viraf-namak, beginning, on fol. !*> : . ; ^. vl
,jw»

ijl-^ J o..iX> \j »Li.jb ijj \̂ m. .t ; ) |g»Li.jLj ylCib
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This beginning differs only very slightly from that

in MS. 28 of Haug's Collection and the two versions

are no doubt identical, see another copy of the same

in Bodleian Cat., No. 1950. The Pahlavi original was

published, with an English translation and introduction,

by Dr. M. Haug, Bombay and London, 1872 (conip. on

our prose-version the Introductory Essays of that

edition, pp. xv-xx) ; French translation by Adrien

Barthelemy, Paris, 1887 ; see also F. Spiegel, Die

traditionelle Literatur der Parsen, pp. 120-128. This

veraion is probably the same on which the poetical

j)araphrase of Dastur Zartusht bin Bahram bin Pazhdu

(see the immediately following copy) was based.

As title appears here: &J15 . ii-«Ui-J>Lj. jjli«>l.> jLcI

No date.

No. 830, ff. 1-50, 11. II ; laxge and digtinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

8 in. by 5 in.

2819

Ardai-Virafnama in verse ( Jaj &.«lJi_jLjj ijhj).

The Persian poetical version of the same Arta-Viraf-

iiamak, probably based on the preceding prose-version,

by Zartusht bin Bahram bin Pazhdu, who composed it

immediately after the completion of the Zaratushtnama

or Zartushtnama (a translation in Persian verse of the

life of Zoroaster, written originally in Pahlavi), in the

year 647 of the Yazdajird era (=a.d. 1277, 1278),

comp. llieu i. p. 47 sq. On this poetical paraphrase

the English version of J. A. Pope, ' Ardai Viraf Nameh
or the revelation of Ardai Viraf, translated from the

Persian and Guzeratee versions,' London, 18 16, is

principally based ; see also J. Wilson, Religion of the

Parsis, pp. 435-444; Anquetil, Zend-Avesta, ii. p. xxxii;

Sachau, Contributions to the knowledge of Parsee

Literature, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1870,

p. 279, etc.

The author's name appears here, on fol. 77", 1. 4:

yV- ^^ JL» QT^ j)Lo.
i^yi, ^\j^. o"- '^^'-^JJ U>^

The Zartuslitnama, here called o. .t 5. ; JjJv*, and its

poetical paraphrase, are mentioned on fol. 75*, 1. 13;

the Ardai-Virafnama itself, and the heavenly voice

which bade the author write a poetical version of this

work too, on fol. 73'', 1. 9 sq.

Beginning (different from that in Rieu) :

u'iP- e)lj ^Lij >^J )-»

Tlie present copy, which is not dated, seems more an
abridgement of the book than a complete representation

of it. Another poetical version of the Ardai-Virafnama,
by Ka'us, Herbad of Nausari, is noticed by Anquetil,

Zend-Avesta, ii. p. xxx.

No. 2506, ff. 47-78, 2 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'lik, the last

page supplied later ; size, 7| in. by 4I in.

2820
Sad Dar Li x-.).

A popular exposition of the Zoroastrian law, called

the Hundred Gates from the hundred sections into

which it is divided, in Persian prose, derived in its

contents from the Avasta, Zand and Pazand, and

beginning, on fol. 51^: Jl J^lxi.^ ^J:A:L^ ^ u-W—
It is, no doubt, the basis of the better-known

poetical version, made by Iranshah bin Malikshah
at the request of the illustrious Dastiir Shahriyar bin

Dastur Ardashir bin Bahramshah, in the year 864 of

the Yazdajird era (a. d. I495=a. h. 900), comp. llieu i.

pp. 48 and 49; Bodleian Cat., Nos. 194.5 and 1946;
translated into Latin by Th. Hyde in 'Veterum Persa-

rum, etc., religionis historia,' Oxford, 1760 (second

edition), pp. 431-488 ; Anquetil, Zend-Avesta, ii.

p. xxxiv; Sachau, Contributions, p. 280, etc. The
present prose-version has been translated into English

by West, S. B. E., xxiv. pp. 253-361, Oxford, 1885.

No date.

No. 830, ff. 51-155, 11. II ; large and distinct Nasta'hk ; size,

8 in. by 5 in.

2821

Kitab-i-shayist u nashayist(Ok--.^LiUj v:>^l^ v^)-
Exposition of the chief doctrines and religious or-

dinances of the Parsees, in Persian prose, intermixed

with some pieces in Zend, and beginning:

dl^-'
•,i^, jLiU

^^cH'

On account of its being divided, like the .j x^ (see

the preceding copy), into 100 sections, it is called here

ji j-o ljLj ,
just as in the Paris MS., where it appears

as Sadder Bundehesh ; other copies are noticed in

Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1952 and 1953, and in Rieu iii.

p. 1067, No. II; comp. also Spiegel, Die traditionelle

Literatur der Parsen, p. 168 sq., where extracts are

given; and J. Wilson, Keligiou of the Parsis, pp. 444
and 445.

This copy was presented by Mr. Romer, August 31,

1837-

No. 2506, ff. 1-46, 11. 15 ; Nastii'Uk ; ff. 41-46 greatly injured

;

size, 7| in. by 4I in.

2822
Parsee mathnawis.

A curious collection of mathnawis, written apijarently

by a disciple of the Zoioastrian creed who may be

identical with the author of the poetical version of the

Sad Dar or the Hundred Gates, Iranshah bin Malikshah,

who wrote about 864 of the Yazdajird era (=A. d.

1495), see No. 2820 above. We conjecture this from

one of the last chapters of the third mathiiawi (fol. ISC'*

sq.) where the author enumerates with similar praises, as

in the Sad Dar, a number of illustrious Dasturs, among
others Ardashir and Shaliriyar, and repeatedly mentions

Malikshah and Iranshah, the latter of which might very

well be his own name. The principal Dastur wlio

encouraged him to write these mathnawis was Dastur
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Nushirwan, see fol. 74^ 1. 8 : ^jlj^y j^:l-,o c^aTj^.
and in many other places.

The first mathnawt, a poetical version of an older

prose-treatise (see fol. 74", lin. penult. :^-.j ^^\ li'

jyjT Joj «j Ljjj (read^^); and 74b, 1. i : -Jij ^S^
1.. ^jlxii—.Li-4l), is styled »_.Uju:i-,Li.^l , and gives a

poetical account of the duties and performances of the

thirty-one (not thirty-three
J lT"'

as both the

preface and epilogue state) Amshaspands, viz. : 1 .
', (T;

2. lo-i-^j {j.ij\ ; 3. jy^j^ ; 4. sy, j'j-i^ ; 5. .jljpi.

;

6. jljj-i; 7. ^iL> (^j; 8. ^jT; 9. ^\J^; 10. x.^jy>.;

11. »L.; 12. ^^^(or in the heading of the chapter

_^ijLS); 13. liij^ijj; \'^.j.^_ iji; \5. j^\ 16. i^^jl>;

17. j^j; 18. ^^.jjj^; 19. ^\^jl\ 20. ^.l^ ; 21. oL.

;

22. jjJJo 1^0 ; 23. j^.» ; 24. j^l (in the heading of

the chapter S\y^)); 25. jL11; 26. ^jU-T; 27. oL-U ;

28. s/LiU; 29. J^Ul ; 30. j.^; 31. j^'; and begins,

cm fol. 73^:

^yL^lij Jj jiil nit o -a lO _ ijLij (^j^ jjjljj* j.Uj

The second mathnawt looks like an extract from the

Shahnama and contains the story of Rustam and Isfau-

diyar, beginning, on fol. 114*:

The first chapter-heading is : .U j^ii-il ^^^x*^ ^j\j:^h\\Ji\

The third mathnawt is styled ^Uaj jLi. e*jl5C>. and

treats of the killing of several Dasturs by order of

Shah Nizam in the year 724 (of the Yazdagird era, we
suppose), see fol. 174*, 1. 4 ab infra. Beginning:

To one of these martyrs, ,lji.iJ and his offspring f.y4J

jljJLj, the pedigree of the three Dasturs, mentioned above,

viz. Nushirwan, Ardashir, Shahriyar, etc., is traced in

the epilogue, beginning on fol. 180", last line.

A more detailed investigation into these raathnawis

and especially into the very elaborate genealogy of

these Parsee Dasturs would be of great interest and
importance for the history of the Zoroastrian creed in

Klmrasan and Kirm.in.

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2786, ff. 73-186, 2 colL, each 11. 13; Nasta'lik ; size, 8| in.

by 6J in.

2823

Another copy of the same three Parsee mathnawis.

1. The Amshasfandnama, on fol. I^ beginning:

c^
U*—

y

^jii -^j'j

^
For the mention of Dastur Nushirwan and of the older

prose-treatise which has here been put into verse, see on

IND. OFF.

fol. 2", 1. 6, and fol. i'', 11. 9 and 12 (^^ .^\ o
^jl Jflj ij Ljj (read_^) and Jl jjl^i.^. {^)y^ i^.)-

The thirty-one Amshaspands are found here : 1. on
fol. 3''; 2. on fol. 5»; 3. on fol. 7"; 4. on fol. 8";

5. on fol. 9''; 6. on fol. ii«; 7. on fol. le**; 8. on

fol. 171" (frora^il onwards they are called jyl instead of

j.jJULi-.l); 9. on fol. 19"; 10. on fol. 20"; 11. on

fol. 2i»; 12.j^ or^7.i.), on fol. 2i'»; 13. i^yi^^r
^sJj^-ijJjon fol. 23'>; 14. on fol. 24^; 15. on fol. 26'';

16.

19.

on fol.

on fol.

29

35

b.

b.

22. on fol. 38b; 23. on fol. 39''; 24. liJj^.l

17. on fol. 34a; 18. on fol. 34^;

20. on fol. 37"; 21. on fol. 37'";

i^jl or j,l

,

on fol. 40*; 25. on fol. 40b; 26. on fol. 41"; 27. on
fol. 41''; 28. on fol. 421"; 29. on fol. 43"; 30. on
fol. 43b; 31. on fol. 44". Here as in the preceding
copy both preface and epilogue speak of thirty-three

(»— J (jw) Amsliaspands, see fol. 2*, 1. 3 ab infra, and

fol. 44b 1. 8.

2. Rustam and Isfandiyar (first heading: ^jLu,b jLcT

Jh ^z^j jjjL> ,jl 7 .. I i 1l) j[js:.i ^\ ^j^j)> on fol. 45b,

beginning: Jl jjj ^iL-j jjjljjfc ^U>.

3. Hikayat-i-Shah Nizam, on fol. nob, beginning:

jy- J^. c^.-
The date 724 of the Yazdajird era appears here, on

fol. ma, 1. I.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No date. The transcriber was Kaikubad, son of

Rustam.

No. 2777, ff. 134, 3 coll., each 11. 12; Nasta'lik; size, 8iin.
by 6| in.

2824

Kissa-i-Sanjan {^^Vsr-' Lii).

The history of the settlement of the Parsees in India,

told in Persian verse by Bahman bin Kaikubad bin

Hurmuzyar Sunjani (see fol. igi^, 1. 8 sq.) at Nausari
in the year 969 of the Yazdajird era = a. d. 1600 (see

fol. 19b, lin. penult.). It begins:

This poem, which was translated into English by
E. B. Eastwick, with notes by John Wilson, in the

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society,

vol. i. pp. 167—191, has been noticed by llieu i. p. 50;
comp. also W. Hamilton, Description of Hindostan,
vol. i. p. 613 ; Dosabhoy Framjee, The Parsees, London,
1858, pp. 7-21 ; Anquetil, Zend-Avesta, Discouis Pr6-
liminaires, pp. 318-324; ii. p. xxxiv; and J.Wilson,
Religion of the Parsis, pp. 210-213. Tlie present copy
is apparently a transcript of that in the British Museum,
as the name of the copyist, Rustam ibu Mobad Bahram
(see fol. 2ib, 11. 3 and 4, and fol. 23b,

1. i), as well as

the date 1107 of the Yazdajird era, month of Bahman
= A. H. 1 151, Jumada II (a. d. 1738), and the place,

viz. Surat (see fol. 20b ll. 7, 8, and ;i), are exactly

the same. In a versified epilogue of the transcriber,

5E
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on fol. 23", last line, the date appears once more in

this form

:

^

that is jji=iio7.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

The proper order of the leaves is: 1-17, 22, 18-21, 23.

No. 2572, ff. 23, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; large and distinct

Nasta'llk ; size, 8^ in. by 6| in.

d^

2825

The Marriage Eitual of the Parsees, beginning:

No date.

No. 1619, ff. 6, 11. II ; Nasta'llk; size, 7J in. by 5|in.

2826
Dasatir (_^L.i).

A complete but unfortunately very worm-eaten copy

of the Dasatir or words of the ancient prophets, twelve

before Zartusht and three after him, written in a kind

of fictitious language, which most likely formed the

secret medium of communication between the members

of a particular theosophical sect, nearly related to the

Parsees, and accompanied with a Persian paraphrase,

see for fuller information the description of this work

in Bodleian Cat., No. 2402, and compare De Sacy in

.Journal des Savans, Jun. 182 1, p. 16 sq.; Dabistan,

translated by D. Shea and A. Tioyer, Paris, 1843,

vol. i. pp. xix-lxv, and p. 20 sq. ; Spiegel's review of

this work in ' Jahrbuch filr wissenschaftliche Kritik,'

Aug. 1844 ; J. Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta, i. avant-

propos, pp. XV and xvi ; and A. Chodzko, Le Defatir

(no date). The text with English trans-lation and

glossary was published by Mulla Firuz bin Ka'us in

2 vols., Bombay, 18 18, new edition of the translation

only, Bombay, 1888, with a reprint of the ' Discussion

on the Desatir' from the introduction to the Dabistan
;

a Gujerati version appeared in Bombay, 1848.

Beginning : jA (j-L. j j i^jA Lo» ^^y> s-» (•-s-*l)j-*

The first chapter (not marked by a special heading)

deals with Mahabad, on fol. l^ or 2^; the second is

headed ^1^1 (,^ ?) ^ jy^^i '^^^' "" ^°^- ^°*'' ^^^

third, yj^ ij^ o-i, on fol. 28''; the/)Mrt/i, o^
^JL.,^J i>-i-^j , on fol. 34" ; i\iQ fifth, sL:iAJ^^»j e>-i.,

on fol. 39'^; the sixth, duL^ t-.li, on fol. 42*^; the seventh,

ii^j::,yst jy-^^i o^ t^^> . on ^"1. 45^ ; the eighth,

i^^.y^ia L.lj, on fol. 47'>', first line; the niTith, Lclj

t > .
-^ J

on fol. 50a, first line; the tenth, ^jjJ^ "^,

on fol. 56* lin. penult.; the eleventh, j^j>.y~^ 5-.U, on

fol. 59a; the twelfth, ^^...J^ i^\j , on fol. (>6^ ; the

thirteenth.
iy

t..lj, on fol. 63a; the fourteenth.

.xJC-. L.U , on fol. 80% first line ; the fifteenth, l^\j

C»-^ ^L-Lu, on fol. 8i»; the sixteenth, -^s.-^ j-sU

^jl«.L-, on fol. 108''.

According to a note on fol. 1* this copy had come

into the possession of Mulla Ka'us, the father of Mulla

Firuz (who afterwards edited and translated it), in

A.H. 1180 (a.d. 1766, 1767), and was finally presented

to Major John Malcolm (afterwards Sir John Malcolm)

by the same Firuz. A commentary on the Dasatir

( —jLjj ~-^ by Najaf Ali, son of Muhammad 'Azim-

aldin, which was dedicated to Sir Henry Elliot, is

mentioned in Rieu iii. p. 1038^, No. I.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2718, ff. Ill, U. 14; Nasta'llk; size, gfin. by 5|in.

2827

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy ; the book is

styled here ^jl^,.jj OjLj or ^Jb-^ ,ji5T LSS

.

Dated the 1 9th of Rabi'-alakhar, A. h. i 2 i 4 (a. d.

1799, Sept. 20); presented by Lieut.-Col. Wm. Kirk-

patrick. May 30, 1804.

No. 245, ff. 102, 11. 15; clear and distinct Nasta'llk; size,

8 in. by 5I in.

ADDITIONAL MSS.

I. General History.

2828

Jami'-altaw&rikh ( jj,ipLll *.»la.).

A very valuable (despite some occasional misspellings)

and, comparatively speaking, one of the most complete

copies of Easlud Tabib or Rashid-aldin's rare general

history, see above, No. 17, almost identical in its con-

tents with the British Museum copy, Add. 7628 (Rieu i.

p. 74 sq.), and arranged in the same peculiar manner,

viz. beginning with the second volume and concluding

with the/rs<. It is the same MS. which Mr. W. Morley

has desciibed in the J. E. A. S., vol. vii. pp. 267-272,

and to which he refers in his Descriptive Cat., p. «,,

No. ii.

Contents

:

General preface of the whole work, on ff.
403i'-407'',

,Ijv ijLiS' lia, and beginning:

LajL::...!^ i_ju:S c

\

headed : ^.j^y^^ ^V
-LJ -:M^

Jl ^^"^ uW^ i^liU viij^^^ u^^^ J
On ff. 405", 1. II, and 406*, L 10, the title is given

incorrectly as ^ji^\ ^])^- According to the state-

ment on fol. 4o6'» sq. the whole work was originally

divided into three volumes (jJls*) ; the first volume,

containing two babs, on the origin and history of the

Turkish tribes, and on tlie history of Cingizkhan, his

ancestors and descendants, down to the accession of

Ulja'ita Sultan respectively, the first subdivided into

a dibaca and four fasls, the second into two fasls; the

second volume, containing likewise two babs, on

the life of Ulja'itu to the time of the composition of
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i

this work, and on the general history of the world,
from Adam to a. h. 700 (a. d. 1300, 1301) respectively,

the second bab being subdivided into two kisms, the

first of which contains two fasls; the third volume
containing a geographical description of the world.

First volume, on ff. 4o8''-599a, composed by order

of Ghazankhan (a.h. 694-703= a.d. 1295-1304) and

therefore styled ^yJjLc ^JJi (see fol. 410'', 1. 2),

beginning: j^bb
^y.

^^L-- j^^ j ^^1^1^ CfLiJj J-*»

Bdb I, on the Turkish tribes, etc.

:

IMdda, on fol. 411'': Jy\ Pt~^\y' - •
\ itXa. jfi ji

Fad I, on fol. 413b
: jyi.\ ^\yj,\ uyLsliC^ j i-?jLj" y

2?'os? 2, on fol. 417a,
1. 3 : J^ ^j^\jj\ji ^l^l_/ijJ

.few? 3, on fol. 425a
: ^JL^Jl si dlni jl ^yi^ y

d

\j
(jb^l ^^;>-J Jijl liib ^Jl-iji 4 ^biijb

|,l^b J J>-i SJ^ jb (J-jLu J—o-i jJ 5J e)lr-5l

/'as^ 4, on fol. 431*: ijb.jjj iTajyi jl ,_y.ly»l^y

Jl jJl^I Jjjj.

5<!6 //, on the history of Cingizkhan, etc.

:

Fast I, on fol. 443'': ili.a.1 j «bT ^\ 7 .ib jjUi jj

^jl • ^jbiJl ^jbiJ«i J))-=*' i:ybLK» 5_»j Lv>. ^jUfcj-^-X-l-^

8 vaj (jUijlJl .>

1 ijb-^b tj

i
Fad 2, on fol. 456'*, first line: ^jU».j.~a : >. (^L^U^b j

»Li.>b

W ,_HjJl sLiib (c-ijo
J

Jjl 5Xi L?A4.c jjt, (or ijTb)

^.abt.. ii Jb: i^Ul ^jlALijb uyblSLa. J-».s* lUji L,j

According to the last words of this heading the

second fasl should go down to A.h. 705 (a.d. 1305,

1306) in UljaitiVs reign, but in the present copy it

ends with the death of Abakakhan, A.H. 680, the

20th of Dhu-alhijjah (a.d. 1282, April i), so that the

reigns of Takudar, Arghunkhan, Kaikiiatukhan, and
Ghazankhan, corresponding to ff. 283-394 in No. 17
above, are entirely wanting here, a fact wiiieh is not

stated in Mr. W. Morley's account in the J. R. A. S.,

loc. cit. The main jxirtion of this first volume, including

the general preface, is edited with French translation

and copious notes by Et. Quatremfere in his 'Histoire

des Mongols de la Pers-e,' Paris, 1836. This part is

dated the 6th of Sha'ban, a.h. 1082 (a.d. 167 i, Dec. 8),

by Tahir ibn 'Abd-albaki 'Ala i.

Second volume, on ff. i'>-402", beginning : -x. .

j^^ ^b^ ^jb» S\j ^_j£ jyl4*. uy^^A* j^T_5

B6h I, on the life of Ulja'itu Sultan, is missing here
altogether.

B&b II, on the general history of the world to A. h.

700 (a.d. 1300, 1 301), with tiie following subdivisions

(which differ in many respects from the original scheme
indicated in the general preface above)

:

Mukaddimah, on fol. i* : _»j ^j\sMfi • *jT >^ ,j

Jl j^. ij.ji ^^ULljb JJI iS ^j^yS^\J:.i\j
J

jiljl
J

.

Kism I, on fol. 4'', first line : ,JI^1
j y-^ djb.^ii ,.>

Ol-,1 %iy>_ ^, in one fasl and four tabakat, on ff. 4'',

i6b, 28", and 36*, first line.

Kism II, on fol. 55a (here the wrong title i?.lj^l is^j

is given to the ^j^lpJl *-.L»., corap. Rieu, Supplement,

p. 15'', and Rosen, Persian ilSS., p. 82 sq.) : ^il y
c^^Lls^l J-ijI t^jLc ^^iW ^U Xt^ '\ . i J:i\

like-

wise in four tabakat (which, however, from the second
onwards are called makalah), on ff. 55", 99a^ uga^ ajjd

140'*. These two kisms, which are dated on fol. 183",

in the month Shawwal, A.h. 1081 (a.d. 1671, Fobr.-
March), evidently correspond to the fintt fad of the^r«<
kism only in the original scheme of the general preface,

and all the following sections, which have no systematic
numbering at all, represent the second fad of the same
first kism. The original second kism, a continuation of
Ulja'itu's history, is entirely wanting here.

History of Sultdn Mahmild bin Sahuktagtn, his

ancestora and descendants, with many particulars

referring to the Sumanide, Buyide, and Dailami

dynasties (styled in the colophon ^_ .>«-.-** ^jUaJL. ij.b

,j->>. ; V . ^.-,), on ff. i84''-2i2a, beginning: i-J,bJ ^^^1

iH' ^y*^ (jLkbu lijbebL. .^^ji J » : M « c*-.! i^4<:V.

Tiie detailed account of the Ghaznawides goes down to

the death of Sultan Abu-alfath Maudud bin Mas'ud bin
Mahniud (a. h. 432-441 = a. d. 1041-1049), after which
a very concise summary of his successois follows, down
to Khusraushah who ascended the throne in A.H. 547
(a.d. 1152); W. Morley's statement, loc. cit., that
Maudud died A. h. 547, must be due to an extraordinary
oversight. This part is dated by the same scribe as

the foregoing sections, in the month Dhil-alhijjah, a. h.

1081 (a.d. 1671, April-May).

History of the Saljuks, on ff. 2 13'»-234*, beginning:

Jl SjL,--! o—Jiii • »JV.». Ja. bjlju* ^_^b-.
J
,_pb^,

and ending with the death of Sultan Abu Talib Toghrul

bin Muhammad bin Malikshah, i.e. Toghrul III, the

last Saljiik ruler, in a.h. 590 (a. D. 11 94, not 589, as

5 E 2
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is stated here, which is in disagreement with the state-

ment in the immediately following appendix). To this

part is added, on ff. 234''-236'', a Jji or appendix

from the pen of Abu Hamid Muhammad bin Ibrahim,

who composed it in Eabi' II, a.h. 599 (a.d. 1202, Dec,

to 1203, Jan.), eight years and two months after

Toghrul's death, containing an account of the last years

of Saljuk rule.

History of the Sultdns of Khwdrizm {^j^\^ ^J^

on £f.
236a-246b, beginning : ^^1 Ja. i^ ^j}y^ ^^^^

Jl ^.jX.:Lio i;jLijl , and going down to the last in-

dependent ruler of Khwarizm, Sultan Jalal-aldin (a. h.

6i7-628=A.D. 1221—1231); but the account of his

last years is wanting here, as the copy comes to an

abrapt end on fol. 246**; the last distinct date that

appears is a.h. 625 (a.d. 1228), on fol. 245I',
1. 16.

W. Morley, loc. cit., represents this history of the

Khwarizmshahs as belonging to Abu Hamid's appendix

—an impossibility, considering the date of the latter,

viz. A.H. 599.

History of UgMz, his descendants, and the rulers

of the Turks (styled according to the colophon ^^Li

on fif.247''-258a, beginning: eJ^U- ^\^}}j j d]/l u'-^tJ^*

~J\ 3J1\\ s-Juc -^ rS^x^Si^ j^jJiJ tj-^T^- The

two sections mentioned in Rieu i. pp. 75 and 76, as

occurring in the British Museum copy between the

histories of the Khwarizmshahs and Ughiaz, viz. tlie

history of the Salghuris of Fars and that of the

Isma'ilis, are missing here.

History of the Kings of Cm (or Khatd, i. e. China)

and Mdetn (^j-^^ j ij"^^ u^^ (j) islpL* irh^)

down to the final conquest of China by Uktai Ka'an in

A.H. 631, Jumada I (a.d. 1234, Febr.), on ff. 259^'-

ih 'M Xis- j}jX-o (•'j-^' eUL»_.o282* beginning :

History of the Jews (J-JL^l ^u. ^.Xj), on ff. 283^-

307^^, in six fasls, beginning : c>—UjIjJ». (j-L»i-j j_^L-i

jjL»-.ol
J O'fr^ sXi-O JjJiJ 1 u^. 1 J-''^

sJ.JJLJ^l 5J

Jl v:j^-1. This part is dated Safar, a.h. 1082 (a.d.

1 67 1, June-July).

History of the Franks (»^L»i . J>ji\ iJiu) from the

creation to a.h. 705 (a.d. 1305, 1306), on ff. 307^-

368*, beginning with a detailed index (|.L»j1 c>— ,43

|,iLUI »_J.c |_j«-o j.j| j^^ *lx:oJjl J^i -jfjj i->]y}

'u\ « T i ! J (J..
» 'v isJ-u jyir^ ^ U^i iii^^

(read Li) b

Kism I. eyi5l

.iLUI j-Jlc

'J u^; ^ f*^^ " s-*^ (•jI
Ji-̂

^.Ijl

j.ju_ji 5.^>jLt
; .. » , in four babs, on tt'. 308" (first and

second), 309", first line, and 309b.

Kism II. U._^. Jl j.!lCJl 5-Jlc ,_5-.^ e^jilj 'lj--.jl

~J\ Ijji, likewise in four babs, on ff. sio*", lin. penult.,

311", 311^, and 313^. The last and longest of these

babs contains extensive lists of emperors and popes,

often in a very curious and misleading form of spelling.

This part is dated the first of Rabi' I, a.h. 1082

(a.d. 1 67 1, July 8).

History of India (^jLijjLa j Jjl* ,j^\m J!>*')i on

ff^368b-396a, beginning: ^jS. j JjJo e-^a- ^^j\

Jl cjk-.l ^ ..
...

'1 4 ('t-^—) CjjI-«-'. ijl-:^Ji-^ elJL«-».

Extracts from this section in English have been

published by Sir Henry Elliot in his ' Bibliographical

Index,' pp. 28-47, and reprinted in the ' History of

India,' i. pp. 44-73. It is divided into the following

two kisms

:

Kism I. -\ 3
jljjl

J uj/^ i—iLm ^ OJfJt-." jJ

.L—. o..r ,rJ >-*J^J Viiy- j^ (read ooL::-.l j)

L^j.a=> j-:ji ^;^-..^ ^IH" J fW-^ J ; io ten (read 5j

instead of j:,) fasls, on fol. 369^, first line. According

to the detailed account of this section in the Arabic

MS. of the Royal Asiatic Society (W. Morley, p. 8), the

first kism ought to contain eleven fasls ; the first five

of our copy agree with the corresponding numbers

there, but the sixth here is the seventh of that MS.,

and so on. This discrepancy is simply due to the fact

that the copyist left out the heading ^Ji_i, J_aj on

fol. 377^ 1. 4 before the words ^ ^>.-.,Lj eyj^j^^

jjl 8JO j«*^* ^jl W I ... jl ^Jl^, sj J^-i.4 ^JL»Li.JU, and

consequently got wrong in all the following numbers.

Kism II. cLj^U-o, uy^La.

,l ^..J^-XJ dealing

exclusively with Buddha's life and teachings, in twenty

fasls, on fol. 385I'
; here again the MS. of the Royal

Asiatic Society contains twenty-one, but one of these,

viz. that containing a list of Indian books, is omitted

in all the Persian MSS. of the iJ,l^l /^W and only

found in the Arabic version, ,see W. Morley, pp. 9 and

10, foot-note. Appended to this section, on ft". 396''-

4021", is the treatise on metempsychosis, or rather, in

refutation of metempsychosis, extracted from the i_jLS

[jX^j eyls^-"}-), as stated in the colophon of the

previous section, and beginning: J_«l jLi-i.xl iXjlj.-)

jjjjl «j |_-^ yij 1.3—.I i^Jj i_,-j-»J i5 c:>—jl v-iLij

Jl xi>
(j l « :ij» ,jJ-> jjl j^ y^ji JJ-»J. J/J o5,U-».

This i)art is dated the 25th of Rabi' I, a.h. 1082

(a.d. 1671, August i), by the same 'Tahir ibn 'Abd-

albaki 'Alawi.

The third volume or geograjihical part is not found

in this nor in any other copy extant.

A great number of smaller blank spaces, partly

perhaps for the insertion of illustrations, but in many
cases denoting real lacunas in the original from which

this copy was transcribed, are found on ff. 156'', 161",

i6ib, 209^ 2ioa, 373b, 374S 374'', 378*: 378^ 38I^
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452^ 455", 455\ 456^ 494N 495". 524^ 536^ 536^
538'^ 539^ 540"- 557^ 568I', 569*. 569^ 570", 572",

and 5721"; Jjesides many sliglit omissionH of words
and plirases.

To the references given above in No. 17 must be
added Rieu, Supplement, pp. 15 and i6.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 3524, ff. 599, 11. 25; excellent Nastallk; size, 14! in.

by 94 m.

2829
Fragments of general histories and biographies.

A conglomerate of incoherent pieces in an absolutely

bewildering disorder, with endless lacunas; so far as

the contents can be ascertained, they divide themselves
into the following tv}6 classes:

I. Fragments of the fourth volume of Mirkhwand's
LaJDl t^jj (see above, Nos. 24-28 and 48-54), arranged

in chronological order, on ff. 1-191, viz.

:

1. Unconnected portions of the history of the
Dailamites of Jurjan and Gilan, and of the history of

the Ghaznawides, on ff. 132-138, 186 and 187, 189, 190
and 191 (lacunas after ff. 138, 187, 189, and 191);
the Ghiiznawide rulers begin on fol. 1361' with Nasir-
aldin Sabuktagin. The last item, on fol. 191'', is the

accession of Sultan Muhammad bin Mahmud bin

Sabuktagin.

2. Unconnected portions of the history ofthe Buyides,

from'Adud-aldaulah to Abu'Ali Kaikhusrau (fol. 142"),
andof the history of the Isma'ilis or Fatimides in Maghrib
and Egypt, on ff. 154-164, 139-153, 182-184I',

1. 3
(lacunas after ff. 164 and 153); the Isma'ilis begin

on fol. 142", last Hue; the story of Hasan Sabah on
fol. 152b,

3. Unconnected portions of the history of the Saljuks,

dealing particularly with Sultan Malikshah, Sultan
Sanjar and Tughanshah, on ff. 184I',

1. 4-end of iSs^*,

165-181, 39-75^ 1. 3 (lacunas after ff. 185, 172, 177,
181, and 54) ; the proper heading appears on fol. 184b,

1. 4, Jl fjy^ jJuJs^j, and the end on fol. 75a,
1. 3,

corresponding to Vullers' edition of ' Mirchondi Historia

Seldschuckidarum ' (Giessen, 1837), pp. i and 272
respectively. As dates appear a. h, 446 (a.d. 1054,
i°55), on fol. ^69^ first line; A. h. 482 (a.J). 1089,
1090), on fol. 44a, first line ; A. H. 551 (a.d. i 156), on
fol- 55*. '• 12, etc.

4. Unconnected portions of the history of the

Khwarizmshahs, on ff. 75^ 1. 4-82, 88-108, I. 4 ab
infra (lacuna after fol. 82) ; the proper heading :

appears on fol. 75a, 1. 4 ; the fragments deal especially

with Sultan Muhammad Khwarizmsha.h,i.e. Muhammad
bin Tukush (a. H. 596-617 = a.d. 1200-1221), and
Sultan Jalal-aldin Khwarizmshah (a. h. 617-628 =
a.d. 1221-1231). As dates appear a.h. 706 (correctly

606 = A. D. 1209, 1210), on fol. 90*, first line; a.h.
618 (a.d. 1221), on fol. loi'', 1. 3; A.H. 620 (a.d.

1223), on fol. 102a,
1. 5 ab infra; a.h. 621 (a.d.

1224), on fol. losl*, 1. 2; A.H. 625 (a.d. 1228), on
fol. 105'', 1. 7 ab infra, etc.

5. Unconnected portions of the history of the Kara-
khita'is of Kirman, and of the history of the Muzaffarls,

on ff. 108", 1. 4 ab infra-116, 1-38, 188 (lacunas after

116 and 38); the latter part deals particularly with
Amir Mubariz-aldin Muhammad and his son Shah
Shuja (a.h. 76o-786=A.D. 1359-1384). The Kara-
kliitais begin, on fol. 108*, 1. 4 ab infra, with the

proper heading: j^Up ^j j.3 jjlIiLij^^Ji :1 - . -^ Yy

Jol iXit fS^', and the Muzaffaris on fol. iii'', 1. 5.

As dates appear a.h. 632 (a.d. 1234, 1235), on fol.

108'', 1. 7 ; A. H. 694 (a. d. 1295), on fol. 11 ib, 11. 6 and
7; A.H. 719 (a.d. 1319), on fol. 114b

1. 9; a.h. 733
and 734 (A.B. 1332-1334), on fol. 115a,

1. 9 ; a.h.

742 (a.d. 1341, 1342), on fol. i'', 1. 12; a.h. 780
(a.d. 1378, 1379), on fol. 37a,

1. 3 ab infra, etc.

6. Unconnected portionsof the historyof the Atabegs,
and of the history of the Ghurides, on ff. 11 7-1 31, 83-
86 (lacunas after ff. 131 and 85). As dates appear
A. H. 570 (a.d. 1174, 1175), on fol. 130a,

1. 7; A.H.

595 (a. d. 1199), on fol. 83a, first line, etc.

7. A small portion of the history of the kings of
Dihli, on fol. 87 ; the death of Sultan Shains-aldin
lltatmish and the accession of Sultan Ilukn-aldin

Firuzshah, in a.h. 633 (a. d. 1236), appear on fol. 87b

II. 7 and 8.

II. Fragments of Nur-allah bin Sharif-alliusaini's

j;^-;>-;-yi.l Lr-l^* (see above. No. 704), on ff. 192-316,
viz.

:

8. Unconnected portions of the eighth majlis, con-
taining in sixteen .Vifv the history of the sixteen

Shi'ah dynasties; of these sixteen Jl_l». theie ajjpear

here the second to the fifth, part of the sixth, the seventh
to the eleventh, and the thirteenth to the sixteenth, on
ff. 206 and 207, 274-277, 294, 289-292, 208 and 209,
192 and 193, 257-262, 235-242 (lacunas after ff. 207,
277, 294, 292, 209, and 193), viz.

:

jJl jjjj (_^jjl, the earlier Sayyids who became rulers

of Spain, from Idris bin 'Abdallah (date here a. h.

109, correctly i69= A. d. 785, 786, see Rieu i. p. 1 12b)

to Muhammad bin Idris, styled Mahdi, on fol. 206a.

jjjj , Sayyids who became kings of Yamau, on fol. 207a.

»-5>—• (.LX-a.
J
Lj^jj r}-^ -J^^. <he Sharifs of

Makkah, on fol. 276".

J-iJ«J UJ JjJi-.c , ^ " 1 . « , „.] 1,jL.;Lj1 • JjjL-i > e - Iv

the Fatimides or Isma'ilis of Afiica and Egypt, on fol.

2 75"'. !• 3 ab infra.

the Buyides or Dailamites, on fol. 294b (part of

|,-i-i A-ia., containing the history of the Dailamites of

Jurjan and Gilan, which is not marked in our fragments,

is found on fol. 294a).

jT ji^i
J.

on fol. 291b,
1. 3 ab infra.

j», the Al-i-Hamdan,

ij|CL»^j ^ ia., the Saffarides, on fol. 208*.
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J^J* iji> JS^\ j:> j^j j_;*,the Banu 'Ukail, on

fol. 192*, 1. 4 ab infra,

the Banu Asad, on fol. 193*

j\ i5x^\ ^j" r*^J^

^jXSZ^ j^r^^ cH/^^y (^"t*^
x^-3., the

late Sayyids or Karkiyas (see fol. 260b) of Gilan, on

fol. 257I', first line. ^__

(read e)!;-^;^.)
^jljJjL. , the Kiwami or Mar'ashi Sayyids

of Mazandaran, on fol. 262*.

^ftjjjb j..:»., in two &ijU>, viz.:

(a) j-jJl^ HJjjU 5; o^^ j^jjl^xJjL. 12)^-., the

Bawandi kings of Mazandaran, in three firkas, on

fol. 235^ ^
(b)

J.4^\
»^UjLf(d^. ^) dji.. «.r,lj«i^j d_^ jJ

jj.b, tlie kings of Eustaradar or Gaoparah, on fol. 238",

second line.

' " 'Jlj x.i.r i.» i^ULj ,i »j»j'pl-i J.:^*-, the-jy" eyULj ji
(•-*'iH

Musha'sha' Sayyids of Khuzistan, on fol. 240*.

9. Unconnected portions of the purely biographical

accounts in the various ij-is* of the same famous

Shi'ah work, with occasional specimens of Arabic and

Persian poetry, on ff. 194-205, 210-234, 243-256, 263-

273, 278-288, 293, 295-316 (lacunas after ff. 197, 199,

204, 205, 212, 213, 218, 225, 232, 234, 243, 245, 246,

250, 251, 252, 255, 256, 263, 265, 266, 269, 271, 273,

278, 282, 283, 285, 288, 293, 297,300, 301, 305, and

313). The beginning of the seventh majlls on philo-

sophers (fi^L-il (^L»Xj». j-f^\ ..

'
. » j^'i ji - :

• » a u-^-^

j!Ls-\ (j-^^-JiC::-. .) appears on fol. 315*. One of the

most interesting specimens of Arabic poetry, quoted in

these fragments, is the kasklah }y>'i\ ejlj by Shaikh

'Abid bin 'Amir albasri, composed to illustrate the

substance or import of Ibn-alfarid's famous iZ.i\3 is. . .a

»

(see No. 181 1 above), in twelve .y , of which the first

eiglit are preserved on ff. 227'*-23i''.

No. 3546, ff. 316, 11. 16-28 ; written by many different hands
and on piiper of different colour, in various styles of Nasta'Uk

;

several leaves are mutilated; size, 11 J-iif in. by 7|-7f in.

II. History of the Eaely KHALirs.

2830

Kitab-i-Futuh (.^^^ <^^)-

Another copy of the Persian translation of Ahmad
bin A'tham al-Kufi's Arabic work, f,i^\ ^\ rJ^i
styled ^y^ t_>Uu or—according to the Nigaristiin

—

»^_xj ^\j (see W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 405, first

line), comp. above, Nos. 131-133.

Beginning: Jl »\^\ yllll «i-i-iJ' <slii.l 'UJ .v.H.

No date. Additional references are Cat. Codd. Or.

Lugd. Batav. v. p. 200 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp.

421-423. Parts of this Persian translation have been

published in Oriental Collections, pp. 63 and 160;

Wilken's Chrestomathie, p. 152 sq., and Rousseau's

Flowers of Persian Literature, p. 88. An Arabic

version is found in Gotha (W. Pertsch, Arabic Cat.,

iii. p. 219),

No. 200, ff. 3S6, 11. 19 ; small, but clear Nasta'Uk ; illu-

minated frontispiece ; each page surrounded by small gold stripes

;

size, 9I in. by 5^ in.

III. History of TImCr.

2831

Zafamama (u*\jjiia).

Another copy of Sharaf-aldin 'All Yazdi's history of

Timur, without the Iftitah or Introduction, see above,

Nos. 173-186.

Beginning, on fol. 3'' : ^J^ ^^ U;W-» ]j-i^ \x»^

~n (sUii.

A break in the narrative, indicated by oJILS and

a small blank, on fol. 72*), denotes the beginning of

Timur's accession to the throne ; the heading, which is

omitted here, appears in the following copy, on fol. 69*,

last line : fir— A i^^A':^^ uy i-i^ u^^^ )* y^^
vLoL^.*.

J c> : »

1

.•> •

Dated the 7th of Rabi' I, a.h. 1026 (a. d. 1617,

March 15), on fol. 426'', where the text ends. Worm-
eaten througliout, especially in the first half of the MS.
Additional references, \V. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp.

445-447 ; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 143 and

144 ; Nallino, Manoscritti etc., Torino, 1900, No. 93.

It was edited in the Bibliotheca Indica, 1 885-1 888.

No. 3448, ff. 428, 11. 21 ; small, neat Nasta'Uk ;
illuminated

frontispiece on fol. 3' ; ff. 3'' and 4* splendidly adornetl ; larger

and smaller pictures on ff. i"", 2" (.both full size), 51*, 60'. 103'',

157', 2I9«, 24l^ 279*, 288*, 292", 301', 343', 358*. 427'', and

428* (the last two again full size); gorgeous Eastern binding;

size, io| in. by 6 in.

2832

Another, slightly incomplete, copy of the same.

Beginning as usual. The statement on fol. i", that

it is the second volume of the Timurnama (^ji jia.

5-.U.».»-.)), is incoi-rect, as there exists only <me volume

of this work
;
perhaps the Iftitah, which is wanting in

this as well as in the preceding copy, was sometimes

reckoned as first volume. This copy breaks off on fol.

437*" in the middle of the concluding poem, the last

verse corresponding to fol. 425*', 1. 5 ab infra in the

preceding copy. The right older of ff. 94-103 is : 94,

loi, 102, 97-100, 95, 96, 103. It was presented to

the Library June 8, 1893. Slightly worm-eaten.

No. 3543, ff. 437, 11. 18; very clear Nasta'Uk; illuminated

frontispiece ; size, loj in. by 6J in.
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IV. Indian History.

a. Kings of Bihli, and General History.

2833

TAzuk-i-Jahangiri {^jSJi\.^a. eth^)-

An excellent copy of the second edition of the

emperor Jahfi.ngir'8 authentic memoirs, with an intro-

duction, a continuation of the original autobiographical

work from the commencement of the nineteenth year

of his reign to his death, and a list of Jahiiiigir's wazirs,

by Muhammad Hadi (see fol. 2^, 1. 3 ab infra), which
has been edited, 1864, by Sayyid Ahmad at Ally

Gurh; comp. De Sacy in Journal des Savants, 1830,

pp. 359 and 430; Elliot, History of India, vi. pp. 251-

391; W. Morley, pp. 11 8-1 20; Bodleian Cat., No. 221;

see also the first edition of these memoirs, Rieu i. pp. 253
and 254, and Supplement, p. ss*"; E. G. Browne,
Cambridge Cat., pp. 169-171 ; and No. 305 above,

where Muhammad Hadi's edition is also mentioned.

Contents

:

1. Index (c*-y.4J) for the twenty-two years of Ja-

hangir's reign, on fol. i».

2. Muhammad Hadi's Introduction, giving an ac-

count of the emperor's ancestors, his birth, and the

events of his life to his accession, together with a

list of his wives and children, beginning, on fol. 2''

:

i 51 ,

3. The autobiographical memoirs of Jahanglr, be-

ginning, on fol. 13'', quite like the first edition : jl

Jl ijj^ »-^^-4-^ i J^y* ij^^ t5-2Uj».
i*.::-:^.

First year of his reign, on fol. 25*'; second, on fol.

36"; third, on fol. 50*'; fourth, on fol. SS" ; fifth, on

fol. ^8^; sixth, on fol. 66*; seventh, on fol. 70"; eighth,

on fol. 78"; ninth, on fol. 8^^; tenth, on fol. 91";

eleventh, on fol. loi''; twelfth, on fol. 117"; thirteenth,

on fol. 139''; fourteenth, on fol. 159''; fifteenth, on fol.

174a; sixteenth, on fol. 192"; seventeenth, on fol. 201";

eighteenth, on fol. 208*; niv^teentfi, on fol. 220'';

twentieth, on fol. 229^1; twenty-first, on fol. 232^';

twenty-second, on fol. 243*. On fol. 222*, last two
lines, the same rubric appears which has been quoted

in W. Morley, p. 119, foot-note, stating that here the

emperor's own work ends and the editor's addition

begins.

4. List of Jahangir's wazirs and short history of tlie

descent and family of I'timad-aldaulah (lS^jj r^i

jciUC e*l». cypia.), on fol. 247*.

5. A detailed statement of the transcriber, Sayyid

Muhammadklian Dihlawi alhusaini alhasani, the son

of Sayyid Muhammad Muttakikhan Bahadur, concerning

this work and the various collations he made, to

produce this copy, between 1839 and 1843, together

with some reminiscences of his own life ; it was finished

after elaborate research the ist of October, 1843.

Presented to the Library by General J. P. Smith,

through Professor Wilson, Oct. 11, 1854.

No. 3112 (Glass Ca«e), S. 251, 11. 21; excellent NaRta'lIk
;

two splendidly illutniuated frontispieces on tf. 2** and 13'', and
fine gilt arabesques un ff. 12* and 24!'*; neat om-tinents at the
heading of each year of the era[>eror'8 reign, and at the copyist's

concluding remarks on ful. 249*; each page surrounded by a
small gilt frame

;
gorgeous Eastern binding ; size, 1 1\ in. by

2834

Ta'rSkh-i-Muhammad bin Mu'tamadkhan ^^-J^

The memoirs of Mi rza Muhammad bin Mu'tamadkhan
bin Diyanatkhan (the original names of his father und
grandfather were Rustam and Kubad respectively, the

latter having died in a. h. 1083 = a. d. 1672, 1673,
the former in A. h. i ii 7 = a. d. i 705), from the death

of 'Alamgir to that of Farrukhsiyar (A. h. hi 8-1 131
=A. D. 1 707-1 7

1 9), with a short summary of events

in the last three years of 'Alamgir's reign, whose
service he had entered the 25th of Jumada II, a. h.

1 115 (a. D. 1703, Nov. 5). This copy is identical with

and a duplicate of the s-«U m:j;^, described in No.

392 above, beginning: jJLiil j liUsJl ^Jlc ^il Ju»il

• JlJLJ JJjJ jj^-;_i». JuxJ III . . . jJI.** (Ac *ill ji-»
J

Jl iy. Jl^l i^'Xi ji v:>-»l ^jjj J-i^-^-' *^-

The same wrong date of the author's birth, viz.

a.h. 1070, instead of 1098 (a. d. 1687), is given here

as in No. 392. Muhammad bin Mu'tamadkhan is

frequently alluded to in contemporary chronicles ; see,

for instance, Rieu i. p. 18 1^", where a note of his, dated
A.H. II 60 (a. D. 1747), is quoted; iii. p. 895, where

his later and larger work, the tjx^is' i.ij^, is described;

iii. p. 944'', where the present memoirs are mentioned
as one of the sources for the preface of Muhammad
Bakhsh Ashiib's history of the life and reign of Muham-
madshah ; Eieu, Supplement, p. 53*, where another
note of the author's, dated a.h. 1157, Dhu-alhijjah

(a. D. 1745, Jan.), is quoted; and E. G. IJrowne, Cam-
bridge Cat., pp. 167 and 168, where a seal of his, with
the date a.h. ii2o(a. d. 1708, 1709), is spoken of.

These memoirs were translated by Captain Jonathan
Scott, 1786.

No. 813, ff. 172, 11. 13; Nasta'Uk; size, 8J in. by 6iin.

2835

Ta'rikh-i-Mamalik-i-Hind (xjl-* (sLIL»-. i^j^)-

A modern compendium of general Indian history,

compiled chiefly from Firishta's » . aLjl ,j-iJL5'(see

Nos. 291-302 above), with a short continuation of the
Moghul emperors from Akbar to Shah 'Alam, and
occasional additions in the minor dynasties, by Ghulam
Basit (see fol. 8''), a.h. i 196 (a. d. i 782), at the request

of General Giles Stibbert (see fol. 9", 11. 6 and 7), who
was commander-in-chief of the Bengal army 1777-
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1779 and i783-i'785, and whom the author served as

Munshi in Calcutta, comp. Elliot, History of India,

viii. p. 200. Two other copies of this work are noticed

in Rieu i. p. 237, and in Rehatsek, Mulla Firuz Library,

p. 76, No. 15; extracts from it in Kieu, Supplement,

p. 56", No. ii. A Pei-sian heading, on fol. I^ states

that this copy was transcribed from the Mulla Firuz

Library, that is no doubt from Rehatsek 's MS., the

28th of Shawwal, A.h. 1296 (a. D. 1879, Oct. 15).

Compared with the British Museum copy the present

MS. contains only the shorter second half of the work,

all the earlier chapters on Hindu cosmogony, the early

Hindu kings, the early Muhammadan invasions, the

dynasties of the Ghaznawides, Ghurides, Khiljis, and

Ludis, the rulers of Sind, Tatah, Multan, Kashmir,

Bangalah, and Jaunpur being omitted. There is also

a frequent incorrectness both in spelling and dates.

Contents :

1. A detailed index, on ff. 1^-5^ ; fol. 6 is left

blank.

2. The author's preface, on ff. ']^-ci^, beginning:

Jl ' >
,

jT
1j t

^
'. i

^*'l- 10 is again left blank.

3. The kings of the Dakhan, on fol. 1 1** sq., viz.

:

(a) The Bahmaui Sultans of Gulbargah, etc., on fol.

I3^ from 'Ala-aldin Hasan ij^\S {so here, for the

usual^XiLJ) to 'Ala-aldin IIL

(&) Tlie 'Adilshahi Sultans of Bijapur, on fol. 43'',

from Yusuf 'Adilshah to Ibrahim 'Adilshah II.

(c) The Nizamshahi Sultans of Ahmadnagar, on fol.

55'), from Ahmad Nizamshah Bahri to Murtada Nizam-

shah II.

(d) The Kutbshahi Sultans of Gulkundah, on fol.

72*, from Kuli Kutbshah to Halim Kutbshah, son of

Ibrahimshah.

(«) The 'Imad-almulki or 'Imadshahi Sultans of

Earar, on fol. 78^, from Fath-allah Nami to Tufalkhan's

death in A.h. 982 (a. d. 1574, 1575).

(/) The Baridiyyah Sultans of Bidar, on fol. Bil",

from Kasim Barid to Mirza 'All Barid, called Amir
Barid il.

This chapter corresponds to the third makalah of

Firishta's history.

4. The kings of Gujarat, on fol. 84^', from Muham-
madshah bin Firuzshah to Muzaffar III. This chapter

corresponds to the fourth makalah in the same woik.

5. The kings of Malwah (here spelt l^U), on fol.

109*, from Dilawarkhan Ghuri to Baz Bahadur. This

chapter corresponds to the fifth makalah in Firishta.

6. The Farukiyyah kings of Khandish, on fol. 127'',

from Malik Rajah to Bahadurkhan bin Eajah 'Allkhan.

This chapter corresponds to the sixth makalah in

Fiiishta.

7. Account of Malabar (here spelt ,L-Jl*), on fol.

142a, first line. This chapter corresponds to the

eleventh makalah in Firishta.

8. The Timui-ides or Moghul emperors of India, on

fol. 157'', from Babar to Shah 'Alam. This chapter

corresponds, up to the reign of Akbar, to the second

half of the second makalah in Firishta.

The date of the original of this transcript is Eabi' I,

A.H. 1240 (a.d. 1824, Oct.-Nov.).

No. 8446, ff. 193, 11. 10; large Nasta'Uk; size, SJin. by

6im.

b. Minor Dynasties.

1. The Dakhan (or Dakkan) in general.

2836

Sawanih-i-Dakkan (^^3^ *^]y")-

Statistics and revenue accounts of the six Subas

of the Dakhan, with a historical account of the Asafis

or Nizams of Haidarabad from their origin to A. h.

1 197 (a.d. 1783), the year when this work was com-

piled, in the reign of Mir Nizam 'Alikhan, by Mun'im-

khan alhamadani alaurangabadi, and styled ^^ f^^y^
(see if. 2^, first two lines, 3* sq., 3^, 11. 3 and 2 ab

infra), see another copy of the same fully described in

Eieu i. pp. 322 and 323.

Beginning: Jl sji-t— tr^^ Lsi>"*MH '4a)''*
'^ *

"*
•

Contents

:

1. Account of the Subah of Aurangabad, on fol. 6'»,

with its twelve Sarkars (beginning with oJjJ j^j^
iLsT, on fol. 9") and its Parganas (beginning, on fol.

11'', with the jLiJ oJjJ ^-y*- ^-^H-)-

2. Account of the Siibah of Khandis^ on fol. 25a,

with its six Sarkars (beginning with^^^^l, on fol. 29'^)

and its Parganas.

3. Account of the Subah of Barar, on fol. 39",

first line, with its thirteen Sarkars (beginning with

{SrV^. eyL^b, on fol. 40^) and its Parganas.

4. Account of the Subah of Muhammadabad Bidar,

on fol. 57I', with its six Sarkars and its Parganas.

5. Account of the Subah of Bijapur and part of the

Carnatic (^^.Ls^- M^^ j^ j^. ji^}^- J^^ }^ "^r^

.jjLs^. (sLJ'U^j), on fol. 67a, first line, with its eighteen

Sarkars in Bijapur and its Parganas; the eUljp ^0^-

.oLs:^^ begins on fol. 82b.

6. Account of the Subah of Haidarabad and part of

the Carnatic (tiLu ibi V
Jl csLili^), on fol. SSl", with its forty-three Sarkars

and its Parganas ; the jbT^J^^^ eli'LJ^ taLu" begins on

fol. Io6^ first line.

7. History of the Nawwab Nizam-almulk Asafjah

(died A.H. i"i6i=A. D. 1748), on fol. 119b.

8. History of the Nawwab Nizam-aldaulah Mir

Ahmadkhan Bahadur Nasirjang (died a.h. ii64=a.d.

1750), on fob 1 401".

9. History of the Amir-alumara GhiSz- (or Ghazi-)

aldinkhan Bahadur Firuzjang, the elder brother of

the preceding Nizam (died A.H. ii65=A. D. 1752), on

fol. 149".
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10. History of tlie Amlr-almamalik Sayyid Muham-
madkhau Bahadur Sal&batjaag, the younger brother of

the same Nizam (died a.h. ii77=a.d. 1763, 1764),

on fol. 151''.

11. History of the Nawwab Nizam-almulk Nitom-
aldaolah Nizam 'Alikhan Bahadur Fathjang, to A. u.

1197 (a.d. 1783), on fol. 154*^; comp.on these Nizams,

Nos. 466-468 above.

12. Lives of prominent Amirs in the reign of the

preceding Nizam : (a) Amir-aluniara Shuja-almulk,

called Basalatjang, the younger brother of the same
Nizam (died a.h. 1196 = a.d. 1782), on fol. 168''.

(6) Rukn-aldaulah Mir Musakhan Bahadur Ihtisham-

jang (died a.h. 1189 = a.d. 1775), on fol. 170".

(c) Isma'ilkhan Panl (died likewise A. h. 1189), on

fol. 185^". (d) Mubariz-almulk Zafar-aldaulah Dabit-

jang (died A.H. ii95 = A.D. 1781, see No. 527, 10

above), on fol. 184". {e~h) Samsam-aldaulah 'Abd-

alrazzak (murdered A. h. 1
1
7 1 = A.d. 1758; the heading

gives here by mistake the name of his immediately

following eldest son), on fol. iSi", with his three sons:

Samsam-almulk Mir 'Abd-alhayykhan (died A. h. 1 1 96=
A.d. 1782), on fol. 177''; Mir 'Abd-alsalamkhan Dila-

warjang (died a.h. 1187 = A. d. 1773), on fol. 175*,

last line ; and Mir 'Abd-alnabikhan (murdered at the

same time as his father, a.h. 1171), on fol. 174**.

(i) and {k) Mir 'Abd-alrazzakkhan Kadirjang, with

the epithets Mushir-almulk Suhrabjang A'zam-alumara

Aristujah, and the original name Ghulam Sayyid (born

A.H. 1145 = A.D. 1732, 1733), and his son Mushir-

aldaulah Saif-alniulk, on fol. 174*. (Z) Shams-almulk

Shams-alumara Bahadur, with his original name Abu-

alfath, on fol. 171b. (jn) Sharaf-aklaulah Sharaf-

alumara Bahadur, with his original name Mir Ahmad
Yar, brother of Rukn-aldaulah Mir Musakhan {tee h

above), on fol. 171* margin, {n) Muzaffar-aldaulah

Sayyid Dilawarkhan, on fol. 171'' margin, (o) Siraj-

aldaulah Amir-alhind Walajah, son of Anwar-aldinkhan

Shahamatjang (that is Nawwab Muhammad 'Ali, the

ruler of the Carnatic from a.h. 1162 to 1 2 10 = a.d.

1 749-1 795, see above, No. 501), on fol. 173" margin.

[p) Banniastkhan Bahadur, known as Munawwarklian,

on fol. 176" margin. (7) Haidar 'Alikhan Bahadur

(of Maisiir), Tipu Sultan's father, whose death is fixed

here in A. h. i i 96 (instead of the beginning of Muhar-

ram, a.h. ii97=a.d. 1782, see Nos. 516-522 above),

on fol. 176') margin. In the British Museum copy i

follows after I and n precedes i; besides g, h, and k

are not specially mentioned there.

13. Account of Rajah Madhu Rao Siwa i (see above.

No. 491), and the Marattah State, on fol. 178" margin.

14. Account of Raghojt Bhoslah (see above, Nos.

485 and 527, 4), on fol. 1841* margin.

15. Conclusion (j_^"Li.) on fol. 184I' margin; it

consists here of a few lines only and breaks off on fol.

1850 margin, where the present copy ends; conse-

quently the account of the author's life and his ancestors,

wliicli it ought to contain, is entirely missing here.

Ff. 1 71-186 are turned upside down; they must be

read in the following order : 1 86b-i 7 1" centre-column,

17 1*- 1 85* margin-column.

No. 2965, ff. 186, centre-column throughout, and additional

margin-column on ff. 171-185 ; Nasta'llk ; size, gjin. by 6J in.

IND. OFF.

2837
Revenue accounts of the six ^iibag of the Dakhan,

from original records, identical with the J-»L»* J|>*l

^^ Ltj^ ,_^ in E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

pp. 184 and 185, where they are said to refer to the

time of the emperor Bahadarshah ; on fol. 304'> (the

last page) the same statement appears which has been

noticed in the Cambridge copy, according to which

the original computation of these revenues dates back

to A.H. 1079 (the day of completion being here as it is

there, the 29th of Jumada I in that year, a.d. 1668,

Nov. 4, and the name of the two accountants Safi-aldin

Muhammad and Ram Rae, commissioned by Safikhan).

The present copy is dated on the first fly-leaf 1 795 ; on
the second fly-leaf the name of C. Mackenzie as that of

the first owner appears.

The six Subas appear in the following order:

Aurangabad, on ff. ib-eo"; Bidar, ou ff. 6i»-99»

{S. 100 and loi left blank); Khandish, on fi". I02»-

i33'>; Barar, on ff. i34''-22i''; Bijapur, on flf. 222*-
289l> (ff. 290 and 291 left blank); Haidarab&d, oa

ft". 292-304".

No. 2925, ff. 304 ; Shikasta; size, ic{ in. by 6|in.

2. BIjftptlr.

2838
Muntakhab az Kitab-i-Tadhkirat-almulk (ji t_,jr^--*

aUil i/jJ ^\jS).

A somewhat cuitailed edition of Rafi' Shirazi, i. e.

Rafi'-aldin Ibrahim bin Nur-aldin Taufik Shirazi'a

eUil'ifijJ or history of the 'Adilshah's of Bijapur,

together with an account of some contemporary minor

dynasties in India, especially the Bahmanis, the kings

of Gujarat, the Nizamshahs and the Kutbshahs, and
a comprehensive history of the Moghul emperors Babar,

Huraayfln, and Akbar. It was commenced in A. h.

1017 (a.d. 1608) and completed a.h. 1020 (a.d. 161 1),

see for a fuller description, Bodleian Cat., No. 276;
Rieu i. p. 316, and Supplement, p. 56*, No. Ill; and
Rehatsek, Mulla Firuz Library, p. 73, No. 11. The
Bodleian copy contains a mukaddimah, twelve fasls,

and a khatimah, whilst in that of the British Museum
the last four fasls together form the ninth and last.

The present copy has the first ten of the Bodleian and
the main portions of the twelfth ; the eleventh, i. e. the

history of the Safawi kings of Persia, as well as the

khatimah, is entirely wanting.

Contents :

A detailed index on ff. i''-4«.

Beginning of the work itself, on fol. s** : Jjo V1\

ji (j)]^ A^j ty->Wll *i)l J'./*»aJ1 .*-^*J1 JjM> the

initial words of the Bodleian and British Museum
copies (wliich aguiu difier from one another) being

omitted here.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 8*, in which the author states,

that previous to the compilation of this work he had
made an abridgement of general history from the first

six volumes of Mirkhwand's U.aJl i^%p and the seventh
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volume of Khwandamir's^.-JUl ^_<. .3. (i.e. the so-called

seventh volume of the liXll i-aj. , containing the history

of Sultan Husain, which was practically composed by

Khwandamir and agrees verbatim with the correspond-

ing part of the third chapter of the third volume of

Fad I, on fol. 8" : History of the Bahmani Sultans

of Gulbargah to tlie accession of Mahmudshah.
Fasl II, on fol. 1

7* : History of Yilsuf 'Adilkhan,

with a short continuation of the Bahmanis from

Mahmudshah to 'Ala-aldin bin Mahmudshah, i. e. 'Ala-

aldin III.

Fad III, on fol. 25*: History of Isma'il 'Adilkhan.

Fad IV, on fol. 28b : History of Ibrahim 'AdiUchan I.

Fad V, on fol. 32b, last line: History of 'Ali 'Adil-

shah I to A.H. 966 (a. D. 1558, 1559).

Fad VI, on fol. 37* : History of the kings of Guja-

rat, of the Nizamshahs of Ahmadnagar, and the Kutb-
shahs of Gulkundah, and continuation of the reign of

'Ali "Adilshah I to a.h. 982 (a. d. 1574).
Fad VII, on fol. 71^ : History of the rise of Afdal-

khan, and the end of the reign of 'Ali "Adilshah I._

Fad VIII, on fol. 92": History of Ibrahim 'Adil-

khan or 'Adilshah II to the time when this work
was compiled, together with an account of Afdalkhan's

death, of Burhan Nizamshah, the brother of Murtada
Nizamshah, and of his son Ibrahimshali.

Fad IX (the number is omitted both in index and

text), on fol. 134" : History of the Tiniurides or lEoghul

emperors Babar and Humayun.
Fad X, on fol. 148^: History of the emperor Akbar,

together with an account of the accession of Salim (i.e.

Jahangir), and the early Iiistory of Malik 'Anbar;

description of the wonderful excavations at Ellora and

other places (on fol. 210'', last line), of the expedition

of Prince Parwiz into the Dakhan (on fol. 214''), and

of the fresh rise of the Nizamshahi government in

Daulatabad (on fol. 219''); these latter sections form

part of fasl XII in the Bodleian copy.

This copy was transcribed from that in the Mulla

FJruz Library by Mirza Jawad Shirazi, and finished

the last of December, 1879 (a.h. 1297, the 17th of

Muharram).

No. 3341, ff. 321,11. 18 ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 13 in. by 7| in.

3. Gulkundah.

2839

Hadikat-al'alam ( JLxJl iijjj*.).

Anotlier copy of the first makdloh^ of Abu-alkasim

bin Eadi-aldin almusawi, called Mir 'Alam"s history of

the Kutbshahs of Gulkundah, compiled shortly after

a.h. 1 218 (a. D. 1803, 1804), see No. 465 above, and
the extracts in No. 469. Beginning the same as there:

Title and index,
' ir*^ (.Ufl-^l

J Uj}-ĵLi- (sUL. ^Uaj

.

on fol. 4°.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 4'^ : iLi

Kutbshah).

ci-: ,L;j ^^Lic (pedigree of Kuli

BAh I. jLj tj]yJi sLiilj x>^ J/*~* J'^*' u^ j^

t\ ..' \is j_jL5 ^^LkJL. (KuH Kutbshah's reign), in three

fasls, on ff. 5", 14b, and 23*.

Bdh II. jjl^Li
J }l.,?.iWi J ; A . » sU. ^ Jl^l jA

(Jj ^jlart^ (Jamshid Kutbshah's and Subhan Kuli's

reigns), in three fasls, on ff. 39b, 55b^ and 57".

Bdh III. tl.?..W< --jiLjl sUj j_piL>. sLi.5b JL:».l ,.>

(Ibrahim Kutbshah's reign), in three fasls, on ft'. 58",

62b, and 105b.

Bdh I V. 5-)L-. tjL^ >o,.!jl«j ^^Lk-Lu J[j^l ij^ -j ,j

iLlJ" Jj sUs.' ^jUsi^ yidl y\ 4JII i_«J»J (Muham-

mad Kuli Kutbshah's reign), in three fasls, on fi'. 107'',

1
1
3"', and 143'^

Bdh V. j\^ tj^- ':>-4; (_5«J' JJ' c:J;--i-» J'^1 ji

al..?. .,t»,< X^js* ^jLkL- sLj ^ii sLijU lytLi (Muham-

mad Kutbshah's reign), in three fasls, on fi'. 145*, 1,51'',

and 156".

Bdb VI. 1.1. , ,^ •>
J

c*Jj-i ij'i sLijL) Jl_j^l ijLo .i

^\ JJj uL>j^^La. J.U.* J\j i^^ *^j' '^r^' *^^*-4;

sLi.-.ks 41)1 J, .j£ ^^LkLu sLiLj v:jJjaL.» sLijL) ('Abdallah

Kutbshah's reign), in three fasls, on ft". 170", 193^, and

203'', first line.

Bdh VII. dill

jLiLiLj J^ Jsi jj-~i^ y} J'^ial^ (Abu-alhasan

Kutbshilii, called Tanashah's reign), on fol. 2ii'\

No date.

Additional reference, Eieu, Supplement, p. 56b, No. I.

No. 2909, fF. 240, 11. 14-21 ; written by various liands in

different styles of Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispiece ; size,

ii|in. by 7J in.

2840
Kutbnumai "alam (JLc u\ . :^ W<).

This work, which (with a few exceptions, mentioned

below) agrees word for word with the preceding

history, and is nothing but another copy of the same,

is ascribed in the preamble (wliich has been noticed

before in No. 465 above, col. 180 of this Cat.) to a

certain Mir Abu Turab ibn al-Sayyid Ahmad alridawi,

who claims to have been commissioned by Mir 'Alam

to write a history of the Kutbshahs on the basis of

extracts from the jLi-jJaj o^U (see Nos. 456-462

above) and other historical sources. This is clearly a

specimen of barefaced plagiarii^m, so much the more

so, as the original preface of Mir 'Alam has been

quietly omitted and the present preamble, which begins,

on fol. i^: \j
^jys^- ji''^ j^ ^yi^y

\J^}-^^^ J u-W-
~1\ o^-* » ^ ^ -i -̂

J o.-.iUa. 5ju:.JUJ^T si', put in its

place. The only points of difference between this copy

and the preceding one are: (i)the exchange of one

preface for the other, and the invention of a new title

(see fol. 2^ first line)
; (2) the omission of any reference

to the division of the work into two makalas; (3) th«f
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addition of a khatimah at the end, giving an outline of

Mir 'Alam's life and a description of the splendid

buildings, gardens, caravanserais, etc., which Haidara-

bad and its surroundings owe to that great minister

;

and (4) the mention of the current year, viz. A. h. i 22 i

(a. d. 1806), on fol. 2", 1. 9. In all other respects it is

identical with the JIjlII i a > j>,>.

Contents

:

Index, on fol. 2*.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 2».

Bdh I, in three fasls, on S. 2\ 10*, first line, and 16''.

Bdb II, in three fasls, on ff. 28'', 36'', and 37''.

Bdb III, in three fasls, on ff. 38<S 40'', and 66^.

Bdb IV, in three fasls, on ff. 67'>, 70b and M^.
Bdb V, in three fasls, on ff. 88^ gi^, 1. 3 ab infra,

and 93b.

Bdb VI, in three fasls, on ff. loo'', 112I', and 118*.

Bdb VII, on fol. i2ii>.

On fol. 138a, line 9, the original work of Mir 'Alam

ends, corresponding to the last words in the preceding

copy, and the khatimah on Mir 'Alam and his buildings,

etc., begins : e< : « .« * J'>»' j' 15^-?^ j^^ j^ s-»jL»

LaL—Jlj.lS
J

LtJJj cyLcb • Uil —5,.

Dated by'Alikhan of Narnaul the 25th of Ramadan,
A. H. 1222 (a. D. 1807, Nov. 26).

No. 3453, ff. 144, 11. 20 ; Nasta'ltk ; small illuminated

frontispiece ; worm-eaten and mutilated by big holes through-

out the pages; size, 12J in. by 6Jin.

4. Bang&lah.

2841
Topography and history of the fortress of Gaur or

Gaurh {i-iSl&s it is spelt here, the ancient capital of

Bangalah, also called Laklmauti) and the township of

Pandwah, compiled by Shiyam Parshad Munshi in

November and December, i8io, at the request of Major

William Franklin (see fol. i», 11. 3 and 6, and 1. 4 ab

infra), and divided into the following four fasls

:

Jx* -l^j^ sjijilj cLs-', on fol. 2b.

^yi~^ ijj/txis (jULiib tili^-'jj
J,

on fol. 4^

xar~* i^ljUc j»ir^' J ^^^ j^
C>^^- J-^

SjJlJJ t . .n i , on fol. 10".

j^ J ^3-H^ ;•> iJl^. (^JJ. on fol. 14a, first line.

The title is given on the fly-leaf and fol. i" in these

various forms : S^ji t^La- j »J^ Jl>^' t-eUi ; l.«iL».

SjXij; and 't^ « ^jJl^X) j^jj LxiS ii)Ul>-» c<*.«iS.

No. 2892, fl'. 16, 11. 16-18; careless Nastalik; size, 11 J in.

by 7f in.

fi. Banaras.

2842
Tuhfa-i-taza (tjLj W^).
A fragment of the third hdb of the Tuhfa-i-taza or

Balwandnama (see above, No. 483), containing the

latter portion of the history of Rajah Gait Singh (A. H.

1185-1195 = A. D. 1771-1781), with whose deposition

in A. H. 1 195 the work (as usually) concludes. At the

end of the last page the same remark is found as in

No. 483 above and in the British Museum copy, that

the author intended in a second volume to relate the

history of Rajah Mahipat Nara'in and Rajah Udit

Nara'in from A. h. 1196 (Fasli j-ear ii89 = A. d. 1780,

correctly 1782) onwards—a task which he seems never

to have accomplished. ^
This fragment begins abruptly, on fol. i" : (J'j^- • •

No. 3545 (olim 3521), ff. 45, 11. 15; careless Nasta'ltk, gome*
times resembling bhikasta; size, 10J-9I in. by 6|-6| in.

6. Camatio.

2843
Sa'idnama (s-^Ua-ji-.).

Another complete copy of the history of Sa'adat-

allahkhan, the ruler of the Carnatic from his birth in

A.H. 1061 (a.d. 1651) to 1135 (a.d. 1723), styled

5-.L3jL,jt-i (see, for instance, fol. 5», last line, and the

colophons on ff. 63b and 130^, not j-«L:JjU-u , as it is

called on the first fly-leaf and in the first line of the

second daftar on fol. 64"), see No. 500 above. Like

Rieu's copy it is divided into three daitars, the second

and third of which begin respectively on ff. 64" and
131". The authov's name is also given in full here

on fol. 6'', 1. 3 ab infra, sq., Jaswant Rai bin Bhagwant
Rai bin Sundardas bin Slalik Haridas, etc., with the

takhallus Munshi (see fol. 7b, lin. penult.).

Beginning, on fol. i^: ot->l J...».^ ^U j\ o ii-»U ^^l

i
The last date mentioned is the same as in Rieu, viz.

the i6th of Ramadan, A.H. 1135 (a.d. 1723, June 20),

see fol. 183b, 1. 9, and compare ff".
183a,

1. 11, and
i8i», 1. 2.

This copy is dated A.H. 1265 (a.d. 1849).

No. 8177, ff. 1-184, 11. 17; clear Naato'llk ; size, loj in.

by Sin.

2844

Waka'i'-i-Sa'adat (i:iijL«.«. AJ^J)•

A condensed history of the rulers of the Carnatic,

both the Nawwabs of Arkat and the Jagirdars of

Vellore (,vlj)), from Sa'adat-allahkhan (see the pre-

ceding work) to Ghulam Murtadakhan, by an

anonymous author (to whom on the fly-leaf of tiie

following copy the name Sa'd-allahkhan seems to be

given), compiled a. h. 1218 (a.d. 180-;, see fol. 194'',

1. 3) from Khafikhan Nizam-almulkl's t^LJ (_..i--^

5 F 2
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(see above, No. 396 sq.); Baklr 'Alikhan, the Jaglrdar

of Vellore's cyljj^Jol eyl^ ; the various literary com-

positions of Muhammad Amin, the Munshi of Sa'adat-

allahkhan ; and some traditional information. It is

divided into three fasls, the^r«< (on fol. 193'') dealing

with the Nawwabs of Arkat, Sa'adat-allahkhan, 'Ali

Dustkhan.the son of Sa'adat-allahkhan's brother Ghulam
Sadik 'Alikhan (commonly called Ghulam 'Alikhan),

and Safdar 'Alikhan, who was murdered a.h. 1155,

the 15th of Sha'ban (a.d. 1742, Oct. 15), with their

offspring; the second (on fol. 200*) treating of the

.Jagirdars of Vellore from Ghulam 'Alikhan to Ghulam
Murtadakhan's death in Trichinopoly, a.h. 1176 (a.d.

1762, 1763); the third (on fol. 203'') relating other

extraneous events. Unfortunately of the thii-d fasl only

two-and-a-half lines are left, but the remainder can be

supplied from the following copy.

^J

Beginning, on fol. 193*": uuilji-. (read AJ^j) »-«J^J

Xkii
J
^j\X>j^

J
^l^.J

No. 3177, fif. 193-204, 11. 17; clear Nasta'Uk; size, ic| in.

by 8 in.

2845

Another copy of the same.

This copy is complete, but very unsatisfactory in

point of correctness; many of the most important

items, for instance the date of composition, are left

out, other dates are wrong ; the text is often curtailed,

and nothing is said of a division into three fasls,

although, with the help of the preceding copy, their

beginnings can easily be traced, viz. on ff. i^", 12^, and
32''. On the other hand, this copy contains on ff. 23''-

32* a continuation of the history of the Jagirdars of

Vellore from Ghulam Murtadakhan to 1803, the date

of composition of this historical treatise, which is

wanting in the preceding copy. • Beginning the same

as there.

No. 8061, ff. 37, 11. 7-10; Nasta'ltk; size, gin. by 5I in.

7. Kashmir.

2846

Ta'rikh-i-Kashmir (^..>.'.<^ ^p).
Another copy of Haidar Malik bin Hasan Malik bin

Kamal-aldin Malik Muhammad Naji (so the author's

name here on fol. 3'' sq.) of Carwarah's history of

Kashmir, based on the old Sanskrit work Rajatarangini,

and completed under Sultan Jahangir, A. h. 1030 (a. d.

1 621), see above. No. 510. The present copy contains

the history of Kashmir only, as all the otlier copies do

with the exception of the one described above, loc. cit.

Beginning : Jl slp^e*—i uuJuk^. ^jW*. iXil tj\

.

Dated the 20th of Rabi'-alawwal, a.h. 1046 (a.d.

1636, Aug. 22).

No. 3517, ff. 188, 11. 10; Nasta'Uk; a little worm-eaten;
size, frj in. by 3^ in.

2847

Ta'rikh-i-Kashmir (^. ».;.S o^L;).

Another copy of Narayan Kul 'Ajiz' history of

Kashmir, see Nos. 511 and 512 above.

Beginning the same as there : (_^LX« jl i^ijy-J w^-r^
jJI jjftLiijb sjLl». ^^y- u"L>J •

Dated the 24th of Jumada II, A. h. i 263 (a. d. 1847,

June 9). Additional references : W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat., p. 491 ; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 177-

179.

No. 3523, ff. 163, 11. 10 ; very large and distinct Nasta'Uk

;

size, 8^ in. by 5 J in.

V. Special History op Jatah and Kashghar.

2848
Ta'rikh-i-Rashidi ((^j-wJi, irJ;^)-

An excellent copy of the rare work of Muhammad
Haidar ibn Muhammad Husain Gurgan, commonly

called Mirza Haidar (see fol. 3'', 1. 11), who was born

A.H. 905 (a.d. 1499, 1500, see fol. 108") and was

killed A.H. 958 (a. d. 1551), containing the history of

the Khans of Jatah or Moghulistan and the Amirs of

Kashghar, and the detailed memoirs of the author him-

self, which form the longest and most important part

of the book. It is styled t^Ju^^ i-J^b" (see ff. 3'', last

line, and 4a, I. 8), extends from the time of Tughluk-

timurkhan (whose history begins on fol. 6", last line)

to A.H. 953 (a.d. 1546), which is mentioned as the

current year on fol. 96'', 1. 6 ab infia, and is divided

into two daftars (not three, s^, as is written on fol. 4»,

1. 9), the first of which deals with the general historical

accounts of the Khans and Amirs, the second with

Mirza Haidar's own life and its stirring events. A de-

tailed description of this work is given in Rieu i. pp.

164-168, and our copy agrees with it throughout, with

the exception of a number of dates which have been

left out. The contents of the first daftar have also

been given in W. Erskine's ' History of India under

Baber and Humiyun,' i. pp. 38-192, and Appendix B,

pp. 537-539; an abridged translation of the whole

by Mr. Erskine, made 1840 and 184 1, is preserved iu

the British Museum ; and a complete English version

has been published by E. Denison Ross, London, 1895;

see also Elliot, History of India, v. pp. 127-135;

Veljaminov Zernov, Researches on the Tzars of Kasimof,

ii. pp. 130-232, etc.; and the Haft Iklim, where an

abridged account of the Amirs of Kashghar, taken

from the ijs^j M**^'
'^ inserted (see above, colls. 496

and 497), which has been translated by Quatremfere

in Notices et Extraits, xiv. pp. 474-489.

Beginning of tlie preface of the_;?r«< daftar, on fol. 1'':

Beginning of the_^i-s< rfo/tar itself (i^x-.iy iJplijUT),

on fol. 5", 1. 8. It goes down, as stated above, to a.h.

953 (a.d. 1546), and concludes with an account of
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'Abd-alrashidkhan bin Sa'idkfa&n (u'
=^J a 'J

^\ Xf£ Si

yjViJwJi— ^}), which begins on fol. 96''. The state-

ment about the completion of this part in Kashmir, in

the mouth of Dhil-alhijjah, A. h. 952 (a. d. 1546, Febr.),

which is found at the end of this daftar in the British

Museum copy, cannot be traced here.

Beginning of the preface of the second daftar, on

i d

o jLcT

fol. 1 06b

Beginning of the second daftar itself {^J^

Jl (^x^jl), on fol. 108* This daftar, which was

written befoi-e the first, begins with Mirza Haidar's

birth and goes down to the 8th of Rabi' II, a. h. 948
(a. D. 1541, Aug. i), that is to the battle by which
Haidar became master of Kashmir, on fol. 373'', first

line.

The treatise on the conduct of kings, by Maulana
Muhammad Kadi (i. e. Muhammad ibn Burhan-aldin,

known as Muhammad Kadi), is found here on fi^.
258I'-

262''; and the moral treatise by Khwajah Nura, which,

according to fol. 319'', 1. 10, seems to have been styled

])y LS*J-*^ ^j-^^ l/^y on ff- 303*'-32o''-

This copy, which is not dated, was presented by
Lieut.-Col. W. Kirkpatrick, May 30, 1804. Rieu, loc.

cit., states, at the end of his description, that there are

two MSS. of the i^J^-«^ ^Xj in the India Office,

No. 39 (the present copy), and No. 814; but this is

a mistake, as No. 814 contains the second volume of

the (^ju»jkljLi«.l ^JXx^ (see No. 121 in this Cat.).

No. 39, ff. 374, 11. 19; excellent Nasta'ltkj size, 10^ in.

by 6 J in.

VI. Biographies of Rekhta Poets.

2849

Majmil'a-i-Naghz {ykj JLcj-*^).

A tadhkirah of Rekhta poets, compiled in Persian

by Sayyid Abu-alkasim, known as Mir Kudrat-allah

Kadiri, with the takhallus Kasim (therefore often styled

—,-13 iSixJ), A. H. 122 1 (a. d. 1806), see fol. 4*, 1. 5 ; the

real title appears on fol. 4*", 1. 3 ab infra, uj te-j^^,

which is at the same time a chronogram for the same
year 122 1. The various other chronograms given for

the completion of the work are, as is sometimes tlie case,

only approximate, so, for instance, i^Lir^' i^ws*, on

fol. 5», lin. penult. = A. H. 1218 (a. D. 1803); jTcb

ijijt*, on fol. 5^', 1. 2 = A.H. 1223 (a.d. 1808); cL)

jL^j
J,

on fol. 6a,
1. II = A.H. 1217 (a.d. 1802); also

^j.sr- j^li-^. , on fol. 5", 1. 5, would, if read ,j.if ^;l;..j,

give A.H. 1223.

Beginning: ^jikUJl^l^ ^Uaj o yLiJ o^LJ ^jLj

i

I

It is divided into a mukaddimah, twenty-eight

huruf according to the twenty-eight letters of the

alphabet, and a takmilali or supplement (giving

additional poets not mentioned before).

The first poet in the first harf (k_aJ5ll >—i^) is Aftab,

i.e. the emperor Shah 'Alam, on fol. 15"; the last in

the twenty-eighth harf Mir Yusuf 'Ali, with the takhal-

lus Yusuf, on fol. 426''.

e*ilj^Jj |_ft L»5 ijl Jl^l b L^^U w i^jj jj Juivj

On the last pages the takhalluses are left blank.

No date.

Other copies of this tadhkirah are described in

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 186; and W. Pertsch, Berlin

Cat, p. 674.

No. 8123, ff. 450, 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk; size, lojin. by 6^ in.

2850

Tadhkira-i-Sarwar (jjj—• iSlyS).

Another tadhkirah of Kekhta poets in Persian, by
Mir Muhammadkhan, with the takhallus Sarwar (see

fol. 2*, 11. 5 and 6) and the honorary title A'zani-

aldaulah (see the colophon), completed, according to

the statement on fol. 378*, 1. 9 sq., the 9th of Muhar-
ram, A.H. 1222, in the first year of the reign of the

emperor Muhammad Akbarshah II, Shah 'Alam's son
and successor (=A. d. 1807, March 19), see another
copy of the same in A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 185. On
if. 376^-378'' various approximate chronograms are

given for the date of this work, just as in the preceding

one, viz. »->jr'-^ jA«j;, on fol. 376b, first line (which

A. Sprenger, loc. cit., has adopted as title of the book)

= A.H. 1216 (a.d. 1801, 1802); JiiLcl —-1 jj-*j», on

fol. 37 e*), 1. 8 = A. H. 1217 (a.d. 1802, 1803); tjL-i-.

Jicl, on fol. 376'', lin. penult, again = a. h. 12 16;

uS c)]/*^ J-* jXr^y °" fol- 377) 1- 3 nb infra=A. h.

1220 (a. d. 1805), etc.

Beginning

;

Ok—J jj dljjl j\ j,UjI »jL) (j\

It is arranged alphabetically in twenty-eight huruf,

like the preceding tadhkirah, beginning with Aftab
on fol. 2*, and ending with Yakrang on fol. 376*.
According to the colophon this copy seems to be a
facsimile of that of Nawwab Husain 'Alikhan Bahadur,
and there appears at the end the same chronogram
noticed by Sprenger, loc. cit., viz. xsk^. Ijj». • .^, (i.e.

Ijl^. e*«ji|y = 1253, without Jl^. = 12), which gives as

date of both copies A.H. 1241 (not 1242, as Sprenger
reckons), the 26th of Ramadan (=a. d. 1826, May 4^,

No. 3161, ff. 379, U. 15 ; Nftste'Uk j size, lo| in. by 6 in.
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VII. Romances, Tales, and Legendary Histories.

2851

Tutinama (iu.U ^^^)-
Auothei- copy of Diyai Nakhsliabl's 'Tales of a

Parrot,' see above, Nos. 743-751, of a very uncouth

appearance, damaged here and there, and difficult to

read in many places. Of the fifty-two stories, only the

second, third, fourth, and fifth (on ff. iib, 15b, ^ob,

and ae"') are numbered and have a proper heading;

the beginning of all the remaining stories is simply

marked by a blank.

Beginning, on fol. 2* : t_>Lxl!l ^j\j ey;-a-s'. iiyU-Lo.

Jl sJLc
J>.

Dated the 22nd of Dhu-alhijjah, A. h. 1165 (a. D.

1752, Oct. 31), at Aurangabad. Additional reference,

E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 392 and 393.

On fol. I a short treatise on the preparation of Senna

(L-.u), and its medicinal qualities.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2740, ff. 1-231, 11. 15 ; written by many different hands

in various styles of careless Nasta'ltk and Shikasta; size, 8|in.

by si in.

2852
Gulriz (jj^.
A rare Persian romance by the same Diyai Nakh-

shabi, styled ' the rose-embroidered carpet,' and dealing

with the love-story or fairy tale of Ma'sumshah, Nush-

lab or Nushaba, and 'Ajabmalik, see W. Pertsch in

Z. D. M. G. xxi. p. 511, and the notice in Ch. Stewart,

Descript. Cat., p. Ssa, No. X. It is unfortunately

defective at the beginning, and opens abruptly thus

:

y^j^. iL^l uW-"^ ii ^4i ^. ji juT

Author and title are mentioned on fol. 6", 11. 10

and 13. The romance is interwoven with numerous

and large poetical pieces.

No date.

Worm-eaten in several pages.

No. 513, ff. 153, U. 15 ; Nasta'ltk; size, S^in. by 4|in.

2853
Ta'rikh-i-Musawi l^^jy^yt ^^j'^^-

Another copy of Mu'in-almiskin's legendary history

of Moses, see above. No. 605. The above title is found

on fol. I*; in the colophon it is styled s-.lj lTT" .bT.

O- ^ iS^J csLijJ ^-e LljI Lu,

SJ.-c' 4lll \X^j U^l

Beginning

Many valuable and interesting marginal glosses and

additions, especially in the beginning of the copy.

Dated the 3rd of Jumada II, A. h. i 189 (a. d. 1775,
Aug. i).

No. 6S0,ff. 393,11. 15; careless Nasta'ltk; size, 8| in. by 4^ in.

2854
Another copy of the same.

Beginning (with the omission of the first words of

the preceding copies) : . ».;. »; ». > j »J g' <ul J.^

The notide, on fol. i*, that this work was delivered

(sic !) in Harat, in the reign of Sultan Shah Husain,

agrees very well with the date of its composition, A. h.

904 (a. d. 1498, 1499). The title, given to it here, is

, V'c-Ull u^Wi 1 which bears a curious resemblance to

tiiat of another work of the same author, viz. the i-oj,

^;jJL-^\ JlIw i^jjjU.1 ^ ^^^-JiiljJl, on forty traditions,

in four volumes (see H. Khalfa iii. p. 513, No. 6695 ;

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 525 ; Eieu i. p. 149^ and

ib. p. 16'', where it is quoted as an authority of the

i_ibill rj--^-^ by Nasir-aldin Muhammad, a translation

of Razi-aklln Abu 'Ali alhasan bin Abu-Nasr alfadl bin

alhasan al-Tabarsl's Arabic work, the jiUiiH ^^-^ ;

and Horn, Persische Handschriften in Constantinople,

No. 45 in Z. D. M. G. vol. 54, p. 289). To the list of

Mu'in Miskin's literary productions, given in No. 605

above, must be added^^ill^^. (see H. Khalfa ii. p. 1 7,

No. 1658).

No date.

No. 463, ff. 146, 11. 21 ; Nasta'Uk ; the last twenty leaves

seem to have been supplied later ; a little worm-eaten ; size,

9I in. by 6| in.

2855

Kissa-i-Kamrup (uj^li Lis).

Another copy of the story of Kamrup and Kamlata,

see Nos. 821 and 822 above.

Beginning : u^j]^-^ ^JVl^:> j JJ\ i-*j'yi
ij'j''V^-

'^

Dated the 23rd of Sha'ban, a.h. 1198 (a. d. 1784,

July 12).

No. 1699, ff. loi, 11. 15 ; neat and clear Nasta'ltk ; size, 9I in.

by si in.

2856
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as in the preceding copy.

Date illegible.

No. 1205, ff. 99, 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk; size, 9J in. by 5 in.

2857
The same.

Beginning as in the preceding copies.

No date.

No. 1479, ff. 88, U. 8-12 ; Shikasta ; size, 7 in. by 4f in.

VIII. Poetry.

a. Firdawsi.

2858
Shahnama (iu.Lij»Li.).

Another copy of the Shahnama, with the older pre-

face, as in Nos. 860-862 above, beginning, on fol. i*":
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Beginning of the poem itself, on fol. 5", 1. 3 :

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

Additional references : Niildeke, das iranische Nation-
alepos^in ' Gruudriss der iranischen Philologie/Band II,

Lieferung 1-2, pp. 1 30-2 1 1 ; Kiickert, Firdosi's Konigs-
buch, herausgegeben von E. A. Bayer, vols. 2 and 3,

Berlin, 1894 and 1895; H. Ethe, Die alteste Urkunde
liber Firdausi, Z. D. M. G., vol. 48, pp. 89-94 ; Bieu,

Supplement, pp. 128 and 129; E.G.Browne, Cam-
bridge Cat., pp. 286-290.

No. 2889, ff. 404, 4 coll., each 11. 29 (sometimes only 27 and
even 23) ; Nasta'llk ; small and slightly effaced frontispiece

;

size, :if in. by SJin.

2859
Another copy of the same.

Contents

:

The so-called Baisunghari preface (see above, No. 871),

on fol. lb beginning: J.4I j.jlj.5^ s5^ sj JT ^^Js^ 7-b.xil

Beginning of the j^r«< half of the poem, on fol. ii^:

Beginning of the second half of the poem, on fol.

2421", with Luhrasp's accession : ^. c> - •:.-; ,_»-.lj4J ».•>.

End of the poem on fol. 490!', dated the 7th of Safar,

A. H. 1074 (a. D. 1663, Sept. lo), by 'Abd-alniajid

Tarkau Dihlawi ; on fol. 490*, 11. 8 and 9, the rare

date, A. H. 384 (a. D. 994), appears as marking the

completion of the Shahnilma (see Kieu ii. pp. 534*' and

535, and compare with it Ndldeke, das iranische

Nationalepos, p. 151, note 4), when the poet was ap-
proaching seventy, viz. :

J^5jLj Lai ^;y-iJ .

•ii'JjD -H)

On ff. 49i''-5oi* an account of Firdausi and his

epopee is added, giving a prose-resume of the chief

incidents related in the poem, beginning : J-iUl . jlS^l

' Former owners of this copy were Henry Vausittai't

and Charles Boddam (Calcutta, Jan. i, 1788).

No. •28.'52, ff. 501, 4 coll., each 11. 27; splendid Nasta'lik ;

illuminated frontispieces on ff. i'*, 11'' (particularly gorgeo«s\
242'', and 491'' ; ff. ii'' and 1 2» splendidly embellished ; all b.iits

framed in with gold borders, the margin covered witli flowers in

gold; pictures on ff. 22*, 31'', 6o», 87'', 118*, 156'', 162'', 170",

217*, 225'', 396*, 405'' (rather effaced) ; ff. 47, 93, 166, 183, 184,
and 490 are supplied by a later hand ; size, 13^ in. by 8j in.

d-

2860
Dlba^a-i-Shahnama (w<L:.aL:^ I^Lj.)).

Another copy of the Bai.sungharl preface, see the

preceding copy, beginning: ^S »_> jjl ^J-i^ ^ju:;-$\

On fol. 21'' begins the satire against Mahrafid, which

containa here seventy-eight verges; on ff. 3i''-33'' the

short genealogical list of the Pishdadian, Kayanian,

Ashkanian, and Sasanian kings. A strange blunder of

the copyist is the date assigned to this preface, on fol. 3",

11. 3 and 2 a^ infra, viz.
: iSj^ ;*i)^- " (* -' '^J^

jji-^ sJ J e*—-^. J
Jwo+i (a. H. 929 instead of the

correct 829).

No. 2888, ff. 33, 11. 9-10 ; Shikasta; size, 12J in. by ^ in.

2861

Genealogical tables of the various kings and dj^nasties

of the world, in the form of vignettes, each containing

a famous historical name, with chronological notes,

somewhat similar to the genealogical roll in No. 2045
of the Bodleian Cat. (among the Turkish MSS.). In its

earlier part it is based on the SMhndma (therefore

styled on a slip of paper, lying inside, iJiLLaLi.^,-a-:Li*),

but along with the old Persian kings, arranged according

to the usual four 5-a.*i> (beginning with the Pishdadians

in the Jjl ti-.-l>),the ante-muhanimadan prophet's, saints,

biblical patriarchs, and kings are given ; the Kayanians

begin on fol. 6^, the Ashkanians and Silsauians on

fol. II*; Iskandar Dhii-alkarnain appears on fol. lok

On fol. 14'' the Muhammadan period begins with the

prophet and the first four Khalifs, after which follow

the Umayyades, the Samanides, tlie 'Abbaside Khalifs,

the Buyides, Ghaznawides, Khwarizmshahs, Cingizkhan

and his descendants, and finally the 'Uthmanl dynasty.

The last Turkish Sultan (in the final vignette) is

Ahmad I, the successor of Muhammad III (a. h. 1012

=A. D. 1603). As compiler is mentioned at the end

Mir 'Alt.

No. 2644, ff. 32; size, 15 J- in. by 9J in.

b. Mag'ud bin Sa'd Lin Salman,

2862

Diwan-i-Mas'ud (.>jw... * ,j|^j).

A more complete but still defective copy of Mas'ud

bin Sa'd bin Salman's lyrical poems, see No. 908 above,

arranged in exactly the same manner as the Bodleian

copy (No. 526) and containing :

Kasidas in alphabetical order, on fol. i**, beginning:

(Sprenger l-..^) Ijl^-c^ ».i^ jj ^^1 j^. jjJU

The catchword of fol. 91b does not agree with the

first word on fol. 92*, but there may be only one verse

omitted, as metre and rhyme are the same.

I
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Ghazals, intermixed with ki^'as and a few musaddasat,
on fol. 269*, beginning:

They are arranged alphabetically from fol. 270'', 1. 3 ab
infra to fol. 30 yb

; in the poems preceding and following
this portion there is no systematic order ; moreover
there is a lacuna after fol. 269.

Euba is, arranged alphabetically, but only comprising
the rhyme letters

j. to (^, on fol. 315^, beginning:

There is another lacuna after fol. 327.
Dated the 26th of Dhii-alka'dah, a. h. 1023 (a. d.

1614, Dec. 28).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

r^y

No. 2761, fF. 328, 2 coll., each 11. 15

;

eaten ; size, 8^ in. by 4^ in.

Nasta'llk ; slightly worm-

C. Alimacl-i-Jdm.

2863
Diwan-i-Ahraad Namaki (,_5ii-«U x^ ul^J'^)-

Another copy of lyrical poems by Ahmad-i-Jam, i. e.

Abu Nasr Ahmad Namaki Jami, called Zhandapil, see

No. 910 above, containing:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. \^, beginning

as in Sprenger and Rieu : Jl L^jLj; j Jjj->^ .>Lj u\.

A short didactic mathnawi, on fol. 52", lin. penult.,

J^U xKj

Ls'Jr- j^ y- }j

beginning : J

Euba'is, on fol. 54*, beginning

On ff. 56''-68'» a collection of poems by Ahmad-i-
Jam's sons (he had thirty-nine altogether) and descen-
dants is added, containing specimens by Nasr bin

Ahmad, on fol. 56b; 'Isa bin Ahmad (i.e. Zahir-aldin

Isa, the author of the Sufic work (jjUiJ jyj), on fol.

57*^ sq. ; Shaikh-alisliira Diya-aldin Yusuf bin Ahmad,
on fol. 59"; Sluiikh-alislam Abu-alhasan, on fol. 59*);

Sliaikh-alislam Kutb-aldin Muhammad (two descen-
dants of the poet with this name are quoted, one a son
of his and father of Radi-aldin Ahmad, the other a son
of the Shaikh-alislam Shams-aldin Mazhar, therefore
called Ibn Mazhar, see £f. 59^ ea^i sq., and 67a, and
compare ff. 65b and 68"); Shaikh-alislam Shihab-aldin
Ismail bin Ahmad, on fol. 60" sq. ; 'Abd-alkarim bin
'Imad-aldin 'Abd-alrahim bin Ahmad Jarai alnaraaki
(the poet's grandson), on fol. 67", first line ; and Shaikh-
alislam Eadi-aldin Ahmad bin Kutb-aldin Muhammad
bin Ahmad Jami (another grandson, see a few lines

above), on fol. 67". A great-grandson of Ahmad
Namaki, viz. Khwajah Safi-aldin bin Khwajah Siraj-

aklin Ahmad bin Diya-aldiu Yusuf bin Ahmad al-Jami,
is quoted on ff. 67 b, last lines, and 68", first line.

The mathnawis mentioned in No. 910 above, and

in A. Sprenger, p. 325, are not found in the present
copy.

Dated by Muhammad Salih ibn Maulanai 'Abdallah
in Ramadan, A. h. 1069 (a.d. 1659, May-June).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 3547, fF. 1-68, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; wonn-eaten
and otherwise damaged in many places ; size, 8 in. by 4I in.

d. Anwart.

2864

Diwan-i-Anwari (cSivJl tj'>J-*)-

Another excellent copy of the complete works of
Auhad-aJdin 'Ali Anwari, see above, Nos. 935-949.

Contents

:

Kasidas, in alphabetical order, on fol. i •>, beginning

:

The usual initial poem Jl oJb s-i {jjli^ is found

here on fol. 93"; the first alphabetical poem of No.

935 sq. above on fol. 2**; that of No. 940 above,

Jl e-jLJ, i-4-»->, on fol. S**.

Mukatta'at, including satirical pieces (Ls*^' ^J) and

elegies (ilJ^l jj), likewise in alphabetical order, on

fol. 170*', beginning as in No. 943 above, til» U Xi
Jl jJL.ije' j^^X<_«L) JLjI (the heading has by mistake

joLoJi, but the colophon on fol. 261" contains the

correct remark, ejl.wWiil v.i. C i) ; the larger satirical

mathnawi (here included in the mukatta'at) begins, on

fol. 257a: Jl li^^^^^Uj^ 1j Ta.

.

A slight lacuna between ff. 228 and 229.

Ghazals, arranged alphabetically, on fol. 261*', be-

ginning, as in No. 935 sq. : J! \j (jy ^\ ^jLjjq^.jjl.

Ruba'iyyat, in alphabetical order, on fol. 311'', be-

ginning, as in Nos. 935 and 936 : ^-sjl+j j>L. ^.s* ij\

d
This copy is dated the i8th of Ramadan, A. h. 1009

(a.d. 1601, March 23V Presented by Lieut.-Col.

Wm. Kirkpatrick, 30th May, 1804. Additional refer-

ences: Rieu, Supplement, p. 142'', No. V; p. 147", No.

V; and p. 148; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp.

: 98-300; M. Ferte's monograph on Anwari in J. A.,

1895, p. 235 sq. ; I. Pizzi, Storia della Poesia Persiaua,

vol. i. pp. 99-101 and 162-166; three poems are

published in the ' Chrestomathie persane ' of the same,

Turin, 1889, pp. 76-78; H. Ethe, Neupersische Lit-

teratur, pp. 261-263.

No. 2168 (Glass Ca8e\ ff. 336, 2 coll., each 11. 20; splendid

Nasta'Iik
;
gorgeously illuminated frontispieces at the beginning

of each part; ff. i'', 2*, I70^ 171", 26I^ 262', 311'', and 312'

magnificently embellished ; smaller ornaments in gold and other

colours at the heading of each poem ; splendid Eastern binding

with flowers, executed in a very superior style; size, 10 in.

bygfin.
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2865
Another copy of the same.

This copy of Anwari's works is excellent, and very

rich in contents too, but the leaves are badly misplaced,

and there are several lacunas ; the proper order seems

to be: ft'. i-i6, 193-198, 17-184, lacuna, 247-254,
lacuna, 185-192, 215-246, lacuna, 199-214, and 255-

356. All ])arts are arranged alphabetically.

Contents

:

A short preface in prose, identical with that in Nob.

935 and 942 above, on fol. i^", beginning: j^.J Ji^4-«

Jl o-.ljj . ^jJoj i_>Ls:^' jj ^JjLi (instead of ^j;.^).

Kasidas, on fol. 2'', beginning, as the fourth poem in

No. 944 above : K ^y yi (J[); j »;^ »xcU i^l (see Rieu,

Supplement, p. 148'', and the preceding copy, fol. 6";

in both e»—jj is substituted for (j:,. :); the usual initial

poem, Jl CjJb «j c^Xi*, is found here, on fol. 81".

Mukatta'at, on fol. 177*, beginning as in the pre-

ceding copy. The satirical mathnawis, on fol. 258b,

beginning: Jl ,yoU j^XxIr. ; the first is headed

here, eJj;--^ iV°^ J
^Ij^ s^ j^ •

Ghazals, on fol. 263", beginning as in the preceding

copy.

Ruba'iyyat, on fol. 325*, likewise beginning as in

the preceding copy.

Dated the first of Ramadan, a. h. 1038 (a. d. 1629,

April 24); tlie copy was made by order of Khwajah
Ibn Yusufshah Muhammad; on the 3rd of Dhu-alka'dah,

A. H. 1059 (a. D. 1649, Nov. 8), it was added to the

As both the present and the preceding copy are

very correct and abound in distinct headings, a list of

the names of all the eminent persons, praised by
Anwari in his kasidas and kit'as, is added here (II

denotes the present, I the preceding copy)

:

1. Khdkdn almu'azzam 'Imdd-aldin PirHzshdh (or

Firdzshdh) 'Adil (ruler of Balkh) : II, fol. 7* (= I, fol.

2b); II, fol. 196b (= I, fol. 35b); II, fol. 197" (= I,

fol. i6»); II, fol. 20b (=1, fol. 14b); II, fol. 59b (=1,
fol. 70b); II, fol. i2ib (=1, fol. 122a); n, fol. 135b

(=1, fol. 136"); II, fol. 138b (=1, fol. 148"); II, fol.

I50M=I, fol. 165b); II, fol. 151b (=1, fol. 153b);

II, fol. 163b (= I, fol. 150a); II, fol. i66b (= I, fol.

160''); II, fol. 167a
(= 1, fol. i54«); II, fol. 174a; II,

fol. 186"; II, fol. 209b (= I, fol. 249b); I, fol. 210";

and II, fol. 241" (= I, fol. 233a, where he is styled

Firuzshah Ahmad and the poem headed ' a kit'ah on

his flight from Balkh '). ShAhzdda 'Imdd-aldtn (no

doubt the same Finizshah as prince): II, fol. 109b

(=1, fol. 119b).

2. PirAzshdh and Ndsir-aldln : II, fol. lei^ (= 1,

fol. 150b).

3. Ncisir-aid 1)1, i.e. Khwdjah Ndsir-aldin AhA-alfath

Tdhir ibn al-Muzaffar (Fakhr-almulk), Sanjar's wazir,

styled sometimes Nasir-aldin Tahir, sometimes Abu-
alfath Tahir, and occiisionally even Tahir ibn al-Mu-

zafFar: 11, foL 3b (= I, fol. 5a); II, fol. 12b (= I, fol.

IND. OFF.

22a); II, fol. 14b (=1, fol. 24b); 11, fol. 41b (=1,
fol
— - . . - - -

. ^. - .

ul.
50b); II, fol. 195'' (=1. f"l- 27"); II, fol. 45»

= 1, fol. 80b)
; II, fol. 47b (= 1, fol. 62a); II, fol. 77b

(= 1, fol. 89b); II, foh 79b (=1, foL 91b); II, fol. 87a;

II, fol. 88a (=1, fol. 102b); II, fol. 92a (=1, fol.

104a)
; II, fol. 96b (= I, fol. 1 13a) ; II, fol. 99a (=1,

fol. 1 1 6a); II, fol. 1
00b (=1, fol. Iioa); II, fol. lOlb

( = 1, fol. nob); n, fol. 106b (=1, fol. io6a);

II, fol. 124b
(= 1, fol. 124b); II, fol. 132b; II, fol. 136a

(= 1, fol. 136"); II, fol. 140b
(= 1, fol. 141a); II, fol.

141b; II, fol. 147a (=1, fol. 144b); and II, fol. 171b.

4. Sultdn Sanjar: II, fol. 26'' (= 1, fol. 25b); II, fol.

29b (=1, fol. 42''); I, fol. 87b; II, fol. 1 1
8b (=1, fol.

128a); II, fol. 144a (=1, fol. 144a); II, fol. 169*; II,

fol. 240b
(= I, fol. 232a).

5. Amtr-alajall Diyd-aldin Maudiid bin Ahmad
'Usmt, the wazir of Bal'kh : II, fol. i6b (= I, fol. 19a)

;

II, fol. 51a (=1, fol. 82") ; II, fol. 56b
(= 1, fol. 86b);

II, fol. 117a (=1, fol. 126a), and his father Amtr-i-

Kabir Ahmad 'Usmt: II, fol. 112* (=1, fol. 120b).

6. Sadr alkabtr Majd-aldin AbH-alhasan 'Imrdnt,

the Kiiwaja-i-Jahan : II, fol. 27b (=1, fol. 29a); II,

fol. 54b; II, fol. 79a
(= 1, fol. 90b); II, fol. 85a (=1,

fol. 95a); II, foL 104a (=1, fol. nib); II, fol.

105a
(= 1, fol. io8''); II, fol. 1

23b (=1, fol. 127b); II,

fol. 129a
( = I, fol. 134b)

; II, fol. 132b
( = I, fol.

129b, where he is wrongly called Alamir alajall

Husain); II, fol. 152b (= I, fol. 157b); II, fol. 154b

(= 1, fol. 156a); II, fol. i6ob (=1, fol. 152b); II, fol.

182a (=1, fol. 174b); I, fol. 185a; II, fol. 202b (=1,
fol. 245a, elegy on his death); II, fol. 254b (= I, fol.

209b); and II, fol. 257a (=1, fol. 256a).

7. Dastilr Nizdm-aUtn MahmM : 11, fol. 37b (=1,
fol. 40"); II, fol. 67a (=1, fol. 79a); II, fol. 90b (=1.
fol. 99b, where he is called Sadr-alwuzara Muhammad,
a confusion, as it seems, between father and son), and

his sons: (a) Amir, alajall Nizdm-aldin Muhammad
bin MahmM : II, fol. 68b (=1, fol. 75b); II,' fol. 69b

(=1, fol. 74a); II, fol. 98a (here called Sadr-aldin

Muhammad, =1, fol. 117b); II, fol. 170a (=1, fol.

163b)
; a Khwdjah Muhammad (who may be the same)

appears I, fol. 178b.
(6) Nizdm-aldin (or Nizdm-

almulk)Ahmad bin Nizdm,-aldtn MahmM: II, fol. io8b

(=1, fol. 1 1 8*). (c) AbA-almuiaffar Ndsir-aldtn bin

Nizdm-aldin: II, fol. 1 14b (= I, fol. 105a). (d) AbH-

alfadl bin Nizdm-aldin: II, fol. 130a (= I, fol. 123b).

(«) Ald-aldin bin Nizdm-aldin: II, fol. 5b.

8. 'IsmxU-aldin (or Safwat-aldin) Miryam: II, on
fol. 23" ('l8mat-aldin= I, fol. 36a, where, however, the

lady is called Safwat-aldin Miryam); II, fol. 93* (=1,
fol. 99", in both 'Ismat-aldin); II, fol. 115b, last line

(here styled Safwat-aldin Khair-alnisa) ; II, fol. 132*
(again Safwat-aldin Miryam); II, fol. 140a (the 8ame=:
I, fol. 138b); II, fol. 148b, last line (the same); II,

fol. 207b ('Ismat-aldin Miryam=I, fol. 248") ; and II,

fol. 248b ('Ismat-aldin Miryam=I, fol. 37b, where it is

correctly inserted in the kasidas).

9. Toghrultigin, ruler of Balkh : I, fol. 54b
; II, fol.

125b (=1, fol. 133b); and II, fol. 132b.

10. Mir (or Sayyid) Abd Tdlib bin Naghma (also

called Padishah Majd-aldin AM Talib)- II, fol. 126b;

II, fol. 134a (elegy on his death); II, fol. 164b (s=I,
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fol. 162b); II, fol. 173a (=1, fol. 162a); I, fol. i'i$*>

;

II, fol. 184a (=1, fol. 181").

11. Aba 'Alt Hasan: I, fol. 8^.

12. Abd-alma'dU bin Ahmad: II, fol. lo'' ( = I,

fol. 13^).

13. ^adr-alumar& KamM-aldln MahmiUi: I, fol. 13a;

II, fol. 194a
( = I, fol. 30b); and li, fol. 85b

( = I,

fol. 97").

14. Sadr-i-wizdrat Jamdl-ahnu'azzam Kamdl-aUin
Muhammad: II, fol. 145" (=1, fol. I45'')-

15. Muhammad bin Nasr Ahmad: I, fol. 20*.

16. Sa'd-aldin Mas'dd (or Sultdn Mas'4d): II, fol.

i8» ( = 1, fol. 32b); aud II, fol.Spb (= I, fol. loi");

perhaps identical with Shdh'Izz-aldin Mas'tid: II, fol.

44a (=1, fol. 49") ; and II, fol. 85*.

17. Saft-aldin Muwaffak: II, fol. 17"; I, fol. 187b;

II, fol. 214b
( = I, 253b); and Safi Muhammad : I,

fol. 2oBb (elegy on his death).

18. Shihdb-aldin and Hasan MaudM: II, fol. I98l>

(=1, fol. 2 lb).

19. MaudMshAh : I, fol. 35b ; I, fol. 179" (elegy on

his death); and II, fol. 184a.

20. Dastih- Jaldl-aldin : II, fol. 19b (=1, fol. 17a);

II, fol. 38b (=1, fol. 39a)
; II, fol. 167b

(= 1, fol. l6ia)
;

and Jaldl-aldin Muhammad (who may be the same)

:

II, fol. 83a (=1, fol. 95b).

21. Amir Badr-aldin : I, fol. 48b.

22. Malik Yiisuf{or Malik-almu'azzam Shdh Yilsuf):

II, fol. 22a (=1, fol. 31b); and I, fol. 142a.

23. 'Ald-aldin Muhammad: II, fol. 35a (=1, fol.

50a); 'Ald-ald'm MahmM : II, fol. 65b(= I, fol. 74b);

and 'Ald-ald'm Maudud ; II, fol. 102b (=1, fol. 114a).

24. Khwdjah Diyd-aldin Mansdr, the wazir: ll,

fol. 52b
(= 1, fol.'66b); I, fol. 80b; II, fol. 150b.

25. Sliams-aldtn (or Shams-aldin Bihrdz) : II, fol.

58a (=1, fol. 56b)
; and II, fol. 223a (=1, fol. 217a).

26. Nas'ir-aldln Mahmud : II, fol. 62a
( = I, fol.

60b); and n, fol. 70b (=1, fol. 59a).

27. Kufb-aldtn Shdh: II, fol. 73b (=1, fol. 76b,

where the poem is styled jIjjlj l_sj^jj).

28. Khwdjah Auhad-aldin Ishak : II, fol. 82a (=1,
fol. 94a)

; and I, ff. i86b and 201b.

29. Amir Mu'taman As ad bin Igma'tl Sarakhsi:

II,. fol. 93b
( = 1, fol. 98a); and n, fol. i8ia( = I,

fol. 178a).

30. Sultdn SulaimAnshdh : II, fol. 94b
( = I, fol.

31. Pddishdh ala'zam Tdj-aldin Ihrdhtm : II, fol.

113b (=1, fol. 119a); and II, fol. 174b (=1, fol. 155").

32. Amir-alajall Fakhr-aldm AbU-almafdkhir (or

Abd-almuzaffar): II, fol. 127b (=1, fol. 132b); II,

fol. 159a (=1, fol. 164a)
; I, fol. 226a

; a Fakhr-alzamAn

appears I, ff. 201b and 232a.

33. Fakhr-aldin KhMid Bdndi : II, fol. 120a (=1,
fol. 130a, Anwari's answer to a greeting he had received).

34. Malikshdh: ll, fol. 139a
(= 1, fol. 143b).

35. 'Abdalldh: II, fol. 143a (=1, fol. 142b).

36. Sadr-aldin (or Amtr) Ishak : II, fol. 144b (=1,
fol. 140a).

,
37. Shdh ala'zam Abd-almahdsin Nasr : I, fol. 146a.

38. 'Aztz-aldin Tughrd : II,' fol. 153b (=1, fol. 169a).

39. Athtr-aldin MahmUd : ll, fol. i6oa (=1, fol.

1 55*)-

d

40. Khwdjah Rashtd-aldtn Kildbddr : II, fol. i66a

(=I,fol. i59«).

41. Kddi Hamid-aldin (of Balkh, the author of the

^fj...-> uyUU..): I, ff.
184a, 185a, and 201b.

42. Bahd-aldin: I, fol. 184b.

43. KMssheg: II, fol. i88a (=1, fol. 193b).

44. Diyd-aldtn Mahm-dd : I, fol. 209b.

45. KamM-alzamAn : I, fol. 215b (elegy on his

death).

46. Dlugh Jdnddr Sunkar (or Jdnddrbeg) : II, fol.

220b (= I, fol. 2 1
6b).

47. Arshad-aldin : I, fol. 225a.

48. Kamdl Ismail : II, fol. 229b (=1, fol. 223a).

49. Khwdjah Isfandiydr : I, fol. 236a.

No. 8032, ff. 356, 2 coll., each 11. 17 ; splendid Nasta'Uk ;

small illuminated frontispiece ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

e. Khdkdni.

2866

Tuhfat-al'irakain (^^^1^1 Uls^).

Another copy of Khakani's mathnawi on the two

"Iraks, see above, No. 950, i ; and Nos. 952-959.

Beginning of the prose-preface, on fol. la
: L* ^^

^^-aJu (instead ofjs«-'')^,lj^> iJj"jL^. £^1 ^.o^lsS

Beginning of the poem itself, on fol. 3b, first line :

This copy, dated the 12th of Dhu-alka'dah, a. h.

A.I . (io8o]=A.D. 1670, April 3), is supplied through-

out with interesting glosses, both marginal and in-

terlinear.

Additional references, Rieu, Supplement, p.
151a, I;

H. Ethe, Neupersische Litteratur, p. 264.

No. 8072, ff. 75, 3 coll., each 11. 15; Nasta'Uk; size, 8J in.

by sj in.

2867

Sharh-i-Tuhfat-al'irakain (^^y«Jl iis.-* ^j^)-

An anonymous commentary on the preceding math-

nawi, different both from Shaikh Abd-alsalam's (see

No. 960 above) and Ghulam Muhammad's (see Bodleian

Cat., No. 580). There is no preface to it, the com-

mentary beginning at once with the first bait of the

poem: e)LL»i ^jlJ^UiJ |»^Lo.

Not every verse is explained, only the more difficult

ones, and these in rather an elaborate way. Usually

a certain number of verses is enumerated together and

then paraphrased and commented upon ; for instance,

the first four verses of the poem are given without

interruption in 11. 2-4 of fol. ib, and then the com-

mentary begins thus : J^ j tslii jl c^jLlS j-^-- sj.»

~ii ^^^ Ly,Lll (»)L».

The copy ends on fol. 121b, where it is stated to

have been completed at Dihli, on behalf of Malik Sayyid

d
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d

Muhammad ibn Sayyid Nftr; but ff. 122-126 belong

to the work too and must be inserted somewhere
between the leaves immediately preceding fol. 121, but

where, is impossible to say, as all the catchwords in

the latter half of the MS. are missing ; there is more-

over a lacuna after fol. 125, and there may be many
more which easily escape discovery through the missing

of the catchwords as well as through the want of strict

continuity in the explanation of verses. The last

hemistich explained on fol. izi'' is ijVAjia.»Jh ^jlA)

jCi., corresponding to fol. 74'', 1. 8 in the preceding

copy; the last hemistich that appears on fol. 126''

corresponds to fol. 70^, last line in the same copy.

No. 3059, ff. 1 26, 11. 15 ; written very irregularly in different

styles of Nasta'llk ; the original brown leaves have been carefully

pasted upon white paper ; but in many places the text has beeu
slightly damaged ; size, 8f in. by 5 J in.

f. Nizdmi.

2868

Four mathnawis by Nizami.

1. ^^H/^ i iJ"'*' ^"^ *°^* '*'> Ijeginning .J Ijjjl^i.

i (^LiX)
^}-^Jj;

the date, A. h. 576 (a.d. ii8o,

il8i), appears in the last verse but two. The praise

of Toghrul is found here on fol. 4^ ; that of the Atabeg-

i-a'zain Shams-aldin Muhammad Abubakr on fol. s^ ;

and that of the Atabeg-i-a'zam Muiaffar-aldin Kizil

(i.e. Kizil Arslan) on fol. 7".

2. .l^ill ^Jjs^, on fol. loi^, beginning (jxAS c:. -a

Jl ~Sia. «-^^ (read X<Jii); it contains, as usual, twenty

niakalas; the date is given here, on fol. 13$^, 1. 10, as

A.H. 582, 24th of Rabi' I (a. d. 1186, June 14).

S.jiC^^ e*ijt, on fol. ise*", beginning ^^L^ ,j\

Jl y j\ i_riy>- 0)->. »AJi ; 'Ala-aldin Shah Arslan is

praised on ff. 140* and 211*'. The date is given here,

on fol. 212'', 1. 10, in the corrupted form (!) j u*^, j'

jjLs J jjj . XaJU, instead of t^ iy j J>-aj^ o-H j'

^\ji (a. H. 593, 14th of Eamadan, |.Lwi» iL» ; »J;\-4^

=A.D. 1197, July 31).

4. ^JJJJS* J JlJ, on fol. 213b beginningy ^\j ^s\

Jl jLcT^.-, ^jS^/, the ruler, to whom Nizami has

dedicated this poem, is styled on fol. 278*, 11. 5 and 7,

Malik Akhtashan Shah Abu-almuzaffar ; on fol. 219a,

last line, Akhtashan bin Minucihr, and on ff. 220^ 1. 5,

and 221*, 1. 8, Arslan Akhtashan bin Minucihr. On
fol. 222'' an introductoiy chapter, in which the poet

gives fatherly advice to his son Kurrat-al'ain Muham-
mad, fourteen years old.

No date.

Additional references to Nizami and his works (see

above. No. 972 sq.) are, Rieu, Supplement, pp. 154-

156; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 303-309 ;

I. Pizzi, Storia della Poesia Persiana, i. pp. 217-219

and 254-258; ii. pp. 178-197 and 252-273; H. Ethe,

Neupersische Litteratur, pp. 241-244. Edition of the

Khamsah, Teheran, a. h. i 301. The designation, given

to this copy on the inside of the binding, Panj Gaiy-i-

Nizami, is misleading, as the t^lj .Jl.1^1 is entirely

left out. Received March 29, 1878.

No. 3189, ff. 279, 4 coll., each 11. 17; small, but clear

Nasta'llk; ff. 136-159 written by another hand; very plain

frontispieces at the beginning of each mathnawl ; slight damage*
here and there ; size, 9I in. by 6} in.

2869

Two mathnawis by Nizami.

1. ,lr"i" cir**'
'° twenty makdlas, slightly defective

at the begiuiiilig ; it opens, on fol. i*, with the ninth

verse of the preceding copy (the eighth in the two

following ones) : vJl Jic {j^cS^_ isii, ,jiSif^

.

The date, given here on fol. 87'', 1. 9, is a. h. 552 :

J\;jj\ J^ jj J »W^J X-jJL) , as in No. 990 above. This

mathnawi is dated the 27th of Jumada II, in the

twenty-second year of Muhammadshah's reign (=A. H.

1 153, A.D. 1740, Sept. 19).

2. ^^J/^f-ij j^M. V, on fol. 881", beginning as usual

;

the date is left out at the end ; the praise of Toghiiil

is found here on fol. 95'', and that of Kizil Arslan (so

written in full here), on fol. 99*, lin. penult. ; but that

of the Atabeg Muhammad Abubakr is missing, the

whole chapter relating to him (fol. S^", 1. 9, to fol. 6'',

1. 2 in the preceding copy) being left out (see here, fol.

97b 11. 2 and 3). This mathnawi is dated by the same

hand as the first (about one year and a half sooner), the

2othofMuharram,A.H. i i52(the twenty-firstyear ofMu-
hammadshah's reign = A. d. i 739, April 29) ; the name
of the copyist and first owner is Muhammad Hasan (or

Husain, no diacritical points being added) ij\S:i\.

On the margins of ff. i and 2 the fragment of a com-

mentary on some philosophical or mystical treatise.

In a few places blanks are left, probably for tlie

insertion of pictures. Occasionally various readings

and short glosses on the margin.

No. 3035, ff. 313, 2 coll., each 11. 13; somewhat careless

Nasta'llk; good Eastern binding; size, 8| in. by 5} in.

2870

Makhzan-alasrar ( ,1^^! u/*'*)-

Another copy of Nizami's ily—^l uj-**' ^^ ^^^- 4*"'

beginning as usual. An immense amount of marginal

and interlinear glosses throughout. A strange in-

correctness is the spelling of eyillL* for »J\j-« in the

headings of the twenty chapters. As date appears

here on the last page, 1. 3, A. h. 572 (a. d. i 176). It is

dated the 27th of Muharram, A. h. 1070 (a. d. 1659,

Oct. 14), and belonged formerly to Lieut. W. Miles at

Neriad, who acquired it 1803.

Ff. I and 2 contain an anonymous mathnawi, be-

ginning: JljJLiJ t-ls ^\ u^^ isU- Fol- 3 is

left blank. This MS. was received May 29, 1878.

No. 3193, ff. 77, 2 coll., each U. 17 ; Nasta'llk ; size, j} in.

by4iin.
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2871

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as usual. The date is here, in the last

verse but two, A. h. 559, as in Nos. 977, 983, and 994

above : ...I ;\u'j' oj^i\ »b=^. Ij . Throughout

an interlinear paraphrase and explanation of the text

in red ink. Fol. 24" is left blank by oversight, the text

running on without interruption.

No date. Eeceived April 13, 1877.

No. 8184, ff. 93, 2 coll., each 11. 13; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8|in.

by 5| in.

2872

Sharh-i-Makhzan-alasrar (.U-.i'l {jj^ rj^)-

A commentary on Nizami's lU—^' Ur*^' beginning,

without a preface, at once with the first bait of the

poem, on fol. i b. The first words of the commentary are :

--5y^ Jj' g)r" f-

jvf ij^ ^j^ r^y J '^^' ii;^ i}^ ^,-S ij>

Jl jjuu b i»J )*jj^ ii.lJl.

According to the date of this transcript, viz. Jumada I,

A. H. 51 (i. e. 1051 =A. D. 1641, Aug.), this commentary
is considerably older than the only one, otherwise known,

viz. that of Muhammad bin Kiwam bin Eustam Bakra'i

or Karkhi (see above. No. 998). The date of the poem
itself is given here, on fol. 241^, 1. 4, as A. h. 552 (see

No. 2869, I above). The copyist (perhaps identical

with the compiler of the work itself, as he styles him-

self i^yUAxll t^a ) was Muhammad ibn alkhali Sa'd-

aldin.

A lacuna after fol. 39, indicated by two blank leaves

(£F. 40 and 41); fol. 171* is left blank too, but here

the text is uninterrupted (^^V^\ -^^').

Bibliotheca Leydeuiana. ^

No. 2977, ff. 241, 11. 19; very uncouth Naskhl ; the first six

leaves supplied by a later hand on whiter paper, II. 13-18;
water-stained and worm-eaten in the last pages ; size, 9f in.

by 5i in.

2873
Khusrau u Shirin (^^^^ , j/—^)-
Another copy of NizaniJ's rAiir^ j J/~-^ > I'eginning

as usual.

No date. The spaces for the frontispiece and several

pictures are left blank, likewise the chapter-headings

from fol. I lb onwards. A prose adaptation of this poem,
styled tJj^—a. ^vr", was composed 181 5 by Ghulam

Husainkhan Munsht.

No. 2911, ff. 20, 4 coll., each 11. 21; small, but distinct

Nasta'Uk ; large waterspots throughout ; size, 1 1 in. by 7J in.

2874
Khulasa-i-Khamsa-i-Nizaml (^Uoj ? - ,=- t-o5U>-).

The larger redaction of the extracts from Nizami's

Khamsah (noticed above in No. 982) in thirty-seven

chapters, of which, however, the twenty-ninth and the

thirty-fourth are either missing or not marked in the

text.

1* d* 'tKjt v'jjl J oJjj ^jL«*'y-Beginning : .

The thirty-seven chapters are as follows : 1-4.= 1-4

in No. 982. 5. j-JLcy . 6. Jjjj ^^ (in W. Pertsch,

Berlin Cat., p. 766, Jjj j^)- 7. o>.cL:j ^j. 8. JU ^j

^jij (sUi. "9. = 8 in No. 982. 10. = 9, ib. 11.= 10,

ib. 12.= ii, ib., oJj.1 \-jj:,.j. 13.= i2, ib. 14.=

13, ib. 15. = 14, ib., ^ji ^r^]/^ j^! in the index

f^ <^j^ ji. 16. = 15, ib., JJijjjj. 17. = 16, ib.

18.= 17, ib., (O-**** "-Jr** !». in the index t_*iK_. .j

i;^. 19. = i8, ib. 20.= i9, ib., o^li, ji. 21.=

20, ib., (_^Ui.l .J. 22.= 21, ib.,jK ,j:^:> jjLjJ .i, in

the index jl. ^^y:Ju\s.^p^ ^^ . 23.= 22, \\a., j-Jls^ .i

^J^^• 24.= 23, ib. 25.= 24, ib., ^^.ij:,Ij.4>J sjljjl .J,

the index .IS 5jljjl..>. 26.= 25,ib., (.5;-^^ j >—an^ .J

.

in

27. = 26, ib., e*-olj, ,j, in the index vQlJl^ ,..< .i.

28.= 27, ib., v_>-j.c i5«J y>- 29.= 28, ib., wanting in

the text, the index qalls it c^jLlj ,j. 30.= 29, ib., .j

ijj,^jL--j ^_JJij.
31. yUj oJiJuo^j. 32.= 3o in

No. 982. 33. (.j_» ^yU^ ,i. 34.=32 in No. 982-

35.=33, ib. 36.= 34, ib., tlij-^ jJ, but not indicated

in the text. 37.= 35, ib., J^'.i ,0.

Copied by Pir Husain al-Katib; but no date is

added.

No. 2834, S. 1-5 1, 3 coll., each 11. 11; Nasta'Uk; size, 6f in.

by 4 '"•

g. Farid-aldin 'Attar.

2875

Mantik-altair {j->^a^\ (j W : *).

Another copy of Farid-aldin 'Attar's famous math-

nawl, 'the speeches of birds' (see above, Nos. 1031,5;
1032, 6; 1035^; 1036, i; and 1043-1045).

Beginning : Jl \j dLj ^^^l^jU.
^jf^j^-

The date of composition, A. h. 583, is not found here.

Dated by Jamal-almashhadi, A. H. 985 (a. D. 1577,

1578). Additional reierences : Rieu, Supplement,

p.
158b, II; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 312

and 313; I. Pizzi, Storia della Poesia Peisiaiia, i. pp.

224 and 225, and 262-269.

No. 3447, ff. 158, 2 coll., each U, 14 ; clear Nasta'Uk ; worm-
eaten ; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

h. Jaldl-aldin Rilmi.

2876
Mathnawl {{jyXl^).

Part of the first daftar of the mathnawi (see No. 1060

sq. above ; and compare, for additional references, Rieu,

Supplement, p. 162^; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

pp. 313-319; Nallino, Manoscritti, etc., p. 68 (No. 74);

I. Pizzi, Storia della Poesia, etc., vol. i. pp. 226-230,
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and 269-274; H. Eth6, Neuperslsche Litteratur, pp.

287-292), beginning in tiie usual way: '- j' j *
;

No date. Bibliotheta Leydeniana.

No. 2822, ff. 97, 13-15 Imita in n page, written in diagonal
lines with cine or two straight lines i)etween them, quite in the
form of an album of jjoctry ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 8 in. by 3| in.

2877
Lubb-i-Lubab (vLJ iSJ).

Anothei- copy of the extracts from the selections of

Jalal-aldin Ruuii's mathnawi, which have been noticed

in No. 1086 al)ove.

Beginning tlie same. Pertsch's and Sprenger's initial

words appear liere on fol. 2^, 1. 3 ab infra sq.

Beginning of the selections, on fol. 4", 1. 3 ab infra

:

~n i-J-^ u\ ; title on fol. 3^', 1. 10.

Written by 'Abdallab, known as Shams-aldin, for

Mtr Muhammad Klialil-allali Khan at Haidarabad, and
finished the 7th of Muharram, a. h. 1155 (a. d. 1742,
March 14). Additional references : Rieu, Supplement,

p. 163", where the date of these extracts is given as

A. H. 875 (a. D. 1470, 1471); and E. G. Browne,
Cambridge Cat., pp. 319 and 320.

No. 946, ff. 310, U. 15 ; clear Nasta'Uk; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

i. Sa'di,

2878
Pandnama (s^oUjlJlj).

Another copy of Su'di's alleged ' Book of Counsel,'

also called Kaiima, see above, Nos. 1127, 7; 1133, c;

1134 and 1135; 1768,3; 2556,2; and 2557, 2;

comp. also Rieu, Supplement, p. 166. This copy is

a specimen of the highest art of calligraphy and illu-

minations, every page being ornamented in the most

gorgeous way, with a magnificent blending of colours.

Beginning

:

ljj» A :.C (read^;.<-»\) tS/-^ j."~ft »J

Last verse

:

Dated the i6th of Rabi' I, A. h. 1287 (a. d. 1870,

June 16), by Ibn (?) Miyan Jan Muhammad for 'Aziz-

aldin, the son of Miyau 'Abdallah.

No. 3454, ff. 24, 2 coll., each 11. 5; large ornamental Nasta'llk

;

very fine frontispiece; ff. i"", 2°, and 24', and all the chapter-

headings splendidly adorned ; every hemistich surrounded by
a gilt frame and borders in blue and gold ; excellent Eastern
binding ; size, 1 2 in, by 7^ in.

k. Amir Kkutrau.

2879
D!wan-i-Khusrau (j^r—i- u]>^-*)*

A selection of ghazals and ruba'is from the various

diwans of Amir Khusrau (see above, No. 11 86 sq.),

d

i

similar tn, but not identical with, those described

above in Nos. 1193 and 1194.
Contents

:

A number of unalphabetical ghazals, intermixed with
a few kasidas, on fol. i^, beginning

:

Qhazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 22'', beginning :

The initial ghazal of No. 1193 above is not found

here ; the first alphabetical one in the same collection,

viz. yLiLiil (^jj ^J\
^jS^^^ ^r'- ^^- <*'> appears

here on fol. 31'', first line; the initial ghazal of No.

1 194, X^j ^^^\^ y ji ^jji Lt JL-i^ 1^1, on fol.

i3i«, 1. 6.

Ruba'is, on fol. 301*, first line, beginning: jtjL^

This part breaks off on fol. 303**; there is besides

a lacuna after fol. 231. Additional references: Rieu,

Supplement, pp. 150b (No. IV) and 151'; Nallino,

Manosciitti, etc., p. 69 (No. 78).

Bibliotiieca Leydeniana.

No, 3548, ff. 303, 2 coll., each 11. 17; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; some pages damaged here and there ; size, 8| in.

by 4| in.

2880
Kiran-alsa'dain (^^jjiUI

^^\f)^
Another copy of Amir Khusrau's mathnawi, the

' conjunction of the two lucky planets,' composed A. h.

688 (a. D. 1289), see above, Nos. 1186, 5; 1187, 10
;

1188,11; and 1208-1214; compare ako (as additional

references)Rieu,Supplement, p. 167''; and E.G.Browne,
Cambridge Cat., pp. 343 and 344. It ends, as in the

latter copy, with a ghazal and the concluding bait

:

Beginning, as usual

:

Various readings and valuable glosses as far as
fol. 128b.

No. 3060, ff. 134, 2 col'-, each 11. 15 ; Nastallk ; the older
part on brown paper carefully mended; ff. 129—131 and 134
supplied on white paper; neat £astem binding; size, 8fin.
by si in.

1. Idn Yamin.

2881
Dlwin-i-Ibn Yamin (^..) ^y\ ^Jiyii).

Another copy of poetical works by Ibn Yamin, who
died A.H. 745 (a. d. 1344, J345), see above, No. 1230,
and comp. (for ud>litioual references) Rieu, Supplement,

p. 171*; iind Petersburg Cat., No. 403.

Contents

:

1, Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 69'', begin-
ning (as in No. 790 of the Bodleian Cat., and Sprenger's

second copy) : Ji Uxj .jl» jLJ.ljLa. {^,
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2. A tarji'band, on fol. 147*, beginning:

3. A mathnawl, on fol. 133'', beginning: j^^^jLt

Jl j_j3b ^Sjij^ Ur. This corresponds to the third

niathnawi in No. 1230 above.

4. A mukhammas, on fol. 135^, first line, styled

5. Rubais, on fol. 136*, 1. 3, beginning: sj.Ij ;jT

jjl Okxx'^ 5---!!-'
I '^J J^"^ •

6. A second short mathnawi, on fol. 137", styled

7. A third mathnawl, on fol. 138*, styled c*i4
(jJls*, and beginning

:

the seven majlia are found here on ff. 138*, 139", I40''',

141", 142a, 143'', and 144* respectively.

The proper order of the leaves is: S. 1-132, 146,

147, 133-145, 148. Copied by Muhammad Mukim.
No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

1564

No. 3547, ff- 69-148, a coll., each 11. 14; careless Nasta'llk,

bordering on Shikasta ; worm-eaten and damaged throughout

;

size, 8 in. by 4^ in.

m. Salman of Sdiva.

2882
Kasida-i-masnu' (<-j •- - - sJo^aj).

Another copy of the long artificial kasidah of Salman
of Sawa (who died A. h. 778 or 779 = a. d. 1376 or

1377), fully described in No. 1241 above. Beginning:

Jl jL^J i_>l \::jJ^ji_ ci^Jji vL>yiLj> (^U_o.

No date.

The title given to it here, viz. (_;i.^l jJLaj, is

misleading, as there is only one. kasidah, developing by
taushih into various other fonns of poetry.

No. 407, margin-col., ff. 396''-400* ; clear Nasta'llk ; orna-
mental heading.

n. Edjiz.

2883
Diwan-i-Hafiz (loiU.

^J\y_:>)-

Another modern copy of Hafiz' diwan (see above,

No. 1246 sq., and compare, for additional references,

Eieu, Supplement, pp. i76''-i8o; E. G. Browne,
Cambridge Cat., pp. 346-351; Nallino, Manoscritti,

etc., p. 71; I. Pizzi, Storia della Poesia, etc., vol. i.

pp. 302-310 and 336-347 ; and H. Eth6, Neupersische
Litteratur, pp. 303-305), dated by 'Ali Muhammad,
A. H. 1215 (a. D. 1800, 1801), containing:

1. Preface of Muhammad Gulandam, on fol. 1^,

beginning: Jl u-W^ u-^- j i«--J (5^5 j Is^ Jf>.

2. Kasldas, in alphabetical order (except the last),

on fol. sb; the first two, beginning respectively Uj

Jl tf-^jl-i-^ ^jj and JljUlj iS Ujllji, are identical

with the two initial poems in No. 1254 above; the

third, Jl L-o si ^^ »J-i>-j-', coiTesponds to the initial

kasidah in No. 1264 above, as well as in No. 826 of the

Bodleian Cat., and Eosen, Persian MSS, No. 66 ; the

last but one", Jl u'^ uf^jj, is the same as the initial

one in No. 1256 above, and the last, jjl^j j^^ Jjr*;
agrees with the first in No. 1246 above.

3. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i s**, begin-

ning as usual: Jl L^jI Lj ill.

4. Three mathnawis, on fol. 201*, the first beginning

Jl .3_,U jjjLi^^, the second Jl .jL- Lo, the third

Jl ^syt\ is\ ill, see above. No. 1246, if. i83» and 180*",

and No. 1247, fol. 189".

5. One tarji'band, on fol. 210^, beginning: jjlj ^^1

Jl jLj, corresponding to No. 1252 above, fol. 155*.

6. Mukatta'at, on fol. 21 /^^, last line, beginning:

Jl jjljj sj^..-* ij^yJx^ L»Liilj, interspersed with

one mukhammas, identical with that in No. 1246,

fol. 18'' above: Jl -jl^ d^ y j-t.c ..», on fol. 215*,

and concluded by a few more ghazals and one musaddas
or tarkibband, the latter beginning, on fol. 224*:

Jl i_jl^jj *jjj (jijj, see Bodleian Cat., No. -838,

fol. 208a, and No. 841, fol. 14^.

7. Ruba'is, on fol. 226'', beginning: Lj .j*. LaLi
Li"

J JXc J
|_jij|j.j> ; the rubai which frequently

opens the series (Brockhaus, No. 626), viz. i_. ^ . 1

Jl >-.»c y is found here on fol. 227'', 1. 3; another,

equally common as initial poem, Jl » j - - 'J iS^j-^t

appears here on fol. 23 1^, lin. penult.

This copy was presented to the Library by Lieut.-

Col. W. Kirkpatrick, May 30, 1804.

No. 2930, ff. 236, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; large and distinct

Nasta'llk ; two gorgeously illuminated frontispieces on ff. i** and
is""; ff. i"", 2*, 15'', and 16' splendidly embellished; exquisite

Eastern binding in gold and flowers ; size, 1
1
1 in. by 7^ in.

2884
A defective copy of the same.

This old and valuable copy, which is, unfortunately,

incomplete both at the beginning and end, contains

:

1. Part of a prose-introduction, beginning abruptly

on fol. I*, in which it is stated that the present copy
contains a revised edition of Hafiz' lyrical poems,

made by collation with various MSS. A. h. 907 (a. d.

1501, 1502), see fol. 3*, 1. 4, in the reign and at the

request of Sultan Husain.

2. Preface of Muhammad Gulandam, on fol. 4'',

beginning: (read Xx-jJ (^Uj .) xsr:^. |JLl> . l^x^- s.»a

3. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 9*",beginning

as usual.
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4. Mathnawls, on fol. 202'', the first of which begins:

Jl (jfjj»l ij^ 5" , corresponding to the third mathnawi in

the preceding copy; on fol. 206* a t^Li^Lx, beginning

:

Jl »Li iji-jJ }j->. ij^j^ ^y^ ^->.. corresponding to

No. 838 in the Bodleian Cat., fol. 213*, and Rieu,

Supplement, p. 178*.

5. A kasidah in praise of 'Ali (j^^-^jutil -^^1 »-A.» ji

Laj^ jJlc Ij^^^^ |^^.».JuJ,1 ^Lol j), on fol. 209",

beginning: Jl li-a ;jb—j jj^ ^W Li. cLj ^.JJ u^-

6. A musaddas, on fol. ziol", beginning: j^jm. u\

Jl iLc J ji Loti c:<jkl5,b

.

7. The usual mukhammas (see No. 6 in the pre-

ceding copy), here styled j.jl) x.^;^jS, on fol. 2I2»,

beginning : ^Jl _l.o (^1 »j (j-i.-c iJ

8. A tarji'band (corresponding to that in No. 5 of

the preceding copy), on fol. 213'', beginning: jjlj ij\

Jl (jfjlxi-iji jLo.

9. A tarkib (corresponding to Rieu, Supplement,

p. I78*, and the so-called tarji'band in Bodleian Cat.,

No. 837), on fol. 215'', beginning:

ij\SJ ^ j,lAJ (^U-,1 y _^ ^ykV.

10. Mukatta'at, on fol. 217*, beginning with the

same short mathnawi of ten baits which is noticed in

Nos. 1246, 1247, 1249, etc., above, but with a slightly

different wording : Jl jyi, ^ji.ji j^jl+jk ji X»l tS jA ;

the first real kit'ah, on fol. 217'', begins : 1.1.. ; W 1 ..i i. jt;

Jl jLs:"' y. i-^i »Li ; the usual initial kit'ah (see

No. 1246 above) is found here on fol. 218*: »_l.» Jj
Jl LJj o; the first kit'ah of Nos. 1247 and 1249

above : ^\ «.>-i.«j !3 ^^a. .^L.^, on fol. 22 1>; and

the first of No. 1251 (styled here again J^i) ju^^j):

Jl LJj y,.n:< tSy^ Jj^'i on fol. 222''.

11. Ruba'is, on fol. 223'', incomplete at the end,

beginning : Jl ^xl JLc L.« oAJ^Jj ; the two initial

poems, whiqji usually open this series, quoted in

No. 7 of the preceding copy, are found here on fol.

225^. 1- 5, and fol. 225% 1. 3 ab infra respectively.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana. A former owner of the

copy was Mr. G. Swinton, 1805.

No. 2842, if. 231, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; very Bnutll, but neat
and distinct Nasta'Uk ; illuminated frontispiece on fol. 9'

;

ff. 9'>-io'> with ornamentations in blue and gold, like the frontis-

piece ; size, 5J in. by 2| in.

2885

Another defective copy of the same.

This copy, the earlier part of which has many various

readings and corrections on the margin, contains :

1. Ghazals, on fol. i*", beginning as usual. At the

end there are a few kasidas mixed with the ghazals,

the second of which, on fol. 201", beginning : J^a ^
Jl i\ i_»il rjU-iJ, corresponds to the last but one in

No. 2883, 2 above; the third, on fol. 202*, last line,

Jl L^ %^ ^i sJk-^-o *o the third there ; and the

fourth and last, on fol. 203^, >ll U»^ |.JlL> -^, to

the third in No. 271 of Rieu's Supplement, p. 178''.

There is a lacuna after fol. 51. Ff. 63 and 64, con-

taining part of the rubats, most be placed after the

last leaf (fol. 233).

2. Mathnawls, on fol. 204''; the first, Jl {sy>\ tj' ^'i

is the same as the first in the preceding copy; tlie

second, Jl ^.U > --', corresponds to the first in

No. 2883 above; the third, Jl j^. ^j^ J' ^y^-» W^.

agrees with the «_.U jJiL, on fol. 206" in the pre-

ceding copy ; the fourth is again a %^\j ^J^, beginning

:

Jl ^_jkj ^j\ !.>U j\ ^J\^
Lo , etc.

3. A few unalphabetical ghazals, on fol. 211'' sq.

4. The usual mukhammas, on fol. 215b, beginning:

Jl ij\ y j-i-* j:> , see No. 7 in the preceding copy.

5. Mukatta'at, on fol. 217*, first line, beginning

(as in No. 821 of the Bodleian Cat.) : ,ji~-» "^^J^J

1 cr^^y-d
6. Ruba'is, incomplete at the end, on fol. 227», 1. 6,

beginning: Jl Lo . uXj\ »,jJ» <^\^j^ji (corre-

sponding to the initial ruba'i in Nos. 816 and 821 in

the Bodleian Cat.).

No. 8094, ff. 333, 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'Uk ; slightly

worm-eaten ; ff. 54-109 supplied later on paper of whiter colour

;

size, 7J in. by 4f in.

2886
Ghazaliyyat-i-Hafiz (kiU. iiyllJp).

A modern copy of the ghazals only, not dated.

Beginning as usual.

No. 3084, ff. 216, 2 colL, each U. 13 ; Nastalik ; size, Sf in.

by 6|in.

2887
An index to Hafiz' diwan, giving the initial bait of

each ghazal in the usual order of rhyme-letters.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2904, ff. 45 ; Nastalik, with occasional additions by
another European hand ; size, 1

1
1 in. by 7 in.

o. Kasim-i-AnKar.

2888
Dlw&n-i-Kasim-i-Anwar (.1^1 —.IS yljJj).

Another good copy of the lyrical poems of Kasim-i-

Anwar or Kasimi, who died A. h. 837 (a. D. 1433,

1434), see above, Nos. 1285-1289.
Contents

:

1. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^*, intro-

duced by the same initial poem as in No. 1285 sq.,

Jl J,U-. ^.
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Beginning of the first alphabetical ghazal, on fol. 2«:

2. One tarji'band, some ghazals, and some short

mathnawis, on fol. 124"; beginning of the tarji'band:

3. The prose-preface to the Sufic mathnawi ^j^\
j^Ull (see Bodleian Cat., No. 862 ; Eieu ii. p. 636'',

II, and Supplement, p. 184", etc.), on fol. 134'', begin-

ning: Jl t v.iS eJLc
J

t . v . lflc loJ-a- J/?.lj-» io^i-».

Dated by Taki 'Ali, a.h. 1071 (a.d. 1660, 1661).

Additional references: Eieu, Supplement, pp. 180^'

and 18313-184^; I. Pizzi, Storia della Poesia, etc., i.

pp. 112, 113, 176, and 236 ; Mallino, Manoscritti, etc.,

pp. 65 (Nos. 3 and 4) and 80 (Nos. 11-13), where in

addition to the two mathnawis of Kasim-i-Anwar (see

Bodleian Cat., No. 862, etc.) a third is described, of

Sufic contents like the ^^^^UJI y-^1, and styled ju^

No. 3462, olim 13. J. 14, ff. 135, 2 coll., each 11. 16; small,

but neat and clear Nasta'Uk ; size, 7I in. by 5 in.

2889
Another copy of the same.

This copy, which is undated, contains

:

1. The fame prose-preface to the ^^.UJl (_r-^')

which appears at the end of the preceding copy.

2. The ^^.UJl (j—^1 itself, beginning, on fol. 2'>

:

3. Two unalphabetical ghazals, together with a larger

lyrical poem, on fol. 19'', beginning: Jl 5,ls.-;^- ^o-••

4. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 21'', begin-

ning : Jl _^ i^\.

5. Tarji'bands, kit'as, ruba'is, and a few short math-

nawis, on fol. 192b, beginning : Jl JhI* t^l Lo. The

copy is slightly damaged here and there.

No. 889, fF. 207, 2 coll., each 11. 17; clear and distinct

Nasta'Uk ; illpmiuated frontispiece ; the first two pages orna-
mented with gold ; size, 9 j in. by 5I in.

p. Jdmi.

2890
Yusuf u Zalikha (Li^j . i—i-yj).

Another copy of Jami's epopee ' Yusuf and Zalikha,'

see above, Nos. 1300, 6; 1317,5; 1318, 5 ; and 1342-
1356 ; comp. also, for further references, Eieu, Supple-
ment, pp. i89a-i9ib; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

PP- 355-3.=i8; Nallino, Manoscritti, etc., p. 74 (No.

85). ^Specimens of an Italian translation in ottave
rime by F. Cimmiuo have lately been published, Naples,

1899. _ ^
Beginning as usual : Jl (^bi-C XjJ^I is^ ^\.
Copied by Haidarkhau bin Musahibkhan ; the date

is the 13th of the (Hindu) month Pus (the ninth, Dec-
Jan.) of the year 9 (but of what reign we cannot make
out, the following words being written in very bad

Shikasta). Occasional interlinear and marginal glosses

in the first part of the MS.

No. 3122, ff. 160, 2 coll., each 11. 13; careless Nasta'Uk;

slightly wornj-eaten ; size, 8| in. by 5J in.

2891

Another copy of the same.

Beginning as usual.

No date.

No. 2965, margin-col., ff. 1-149, ^l- ^8; Nastallk.

q. Hdtifi,

2892
Haft Manzar (.W :< e^i.*).

' The seven belvederes,' a mathnawi, in imitation of

Nizami's jCj vjj>jji, by 'Abdalhih Hatifi of Jam, who

died A.H. 927 (a.d. 1520, 152 i); see on the poet and

his works in general, Nos. 1398-1416 above; on this

poem in particular, Eieu ii. p. 653'', and Supplement,

pp. 1-90^ and 194**; Bodleian Cat., No. 1016; A.

Sprenger, Catal., p. 422; Cat. des MSS. et Xylogr.,

p. 383 ; A. F. Mehren, p. 42 ; J. Aumer, p. 34 (where

it is wrongly styled ^5l-J e^-i^) ; E. G. Browne,

Cambridge Cat, p. 362, No. IV; Ouseley, Biogr. Not.,

pp. 143-145; Wiener Jahrbiicher, Band 47, Anzeige-

blatt, No. 56 ; etc.

Beginning

:

^

,_^. i) (other copies ts.-^) tL> jX^ y ^
Dated at Samarkand, A. h. 983, the 5th of Ramadan

- (lal.Li.... V) = A. D. 1575, Dec. 8, by Kiwara-aldln Mu-

hammad, known as Farajshah of Samarkand. Various

readings on £F. i and 2.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2511, ff. 24, 4 coll., each II. 23 ; cle.-vr Nasta'Uk ; blank

spaces left here and there for pictures ; illuminated frontispiece

;

size, %\ in. by f>% in.

•

r. Hildli.

2893

Shah XL Gada (IjJ^j jLi).

Another copy of Hilali's mystical epopee, ' king and

dervish,' also styled {J^>iy j »Li, see above, Nos.

1426-1429, and, for additional references, Eieu, Sup-

plement, p. 192b, II; and E. G. Browne, Cambridge

Cat., pp. 365-367.

Beginning : Jl ^y^y jA J-al y ^i^i '^

No date; but on fol. 61'' there is an entry from a.h.

1012 (a.d. 1603, 1604).

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2823, ff. 1-61, 2 coll., each 11. 10; distinct Nastanik;

illuminated frontispiece ; the first two pages neatly embellished
;

three, rather effaced, pictures onff. 17", 32", and 55*^ size, f>\ in.

by 4 J in.
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2894
Another copy of the same.

Beginning as usual. The right order of fF. 143-148

ia: 143. 145. 146, i44. 148, MT-
Dated the 7th of Ramadan in the twentieth year of

'Alamgir's reign (correctly the nineteenth)= A. h. 1087

(a. D. 1676, Nov. 13), by Abu Talib, son of Shaikh

Isma'il Faruki, an inhabitant of Burhanpur, wlio copied

it for the perusal of Miyan Daif-aldin Muhammad.

No. 2754, ff. io4''-i48'', 2 coll., each 11. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; size,

9|in. by 5f in.

s. Mvjrim.

2895
Diwan-i-Mujrim {^^ u)'>^-^)-

A unique copy of the lyrical poems of Mujrim (so

the takhallus is spelt everywhere, except on fol. i",

and in two or three places in the diwan itself, where

it appears by mere carelessness as aj^), i- e. Kuli

Khanbeg bin Hasan Sultan Shamlil, who, according to

Kieu iii. p. 1093", went with Taki Auhadi to India and

died there A.H.1020 (a. D.1611); comp. also ii. p. 738^

whei-e a }M.»^) . ,LSy i.l».L^ (contest between poppy

and tobacco) is mentioned; and Muntakhab-alash'ar,

No. 623 (Bodleian Cat., col. 252). Another Shaikh

'Abdallah Mujrim appears in the Makhzan-alghara'ib,

No. 2661 (Bodleian Cat, col. 382).

Contents

:

Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. i^, beginning:

:> r >»
\s -.u, oi/^^ u*H>^•* ijSjJS j

L

Eubais, likewise arranged alphabetically, on fol. 163'^,

beginning

:

Dated a.h. 1134 (a. d. 172 i, 1722); fragment of

a kasidah on fol. 176''.

No. 237, ff. 176, 2 coll., each 11. 17, and a third on the margin

(except ff. Tl^-^9', 8i»-84», gai'-gS', ico''-i04% \o-]^, ioS»,

109", iio«, las'-iso", I3i''-i33', i39"-'4.^". I45^.I46*. I4S^

149', and i63''-i76) ; very careless Nasta'lik; size, gin. by 5^ iu.

. t. Zuhun.

2896

Three prose-treatises by Zuhuri.

The same three prose-treatises as in Nos. 15 11,1512,

and 1762, 16 above, viz.

1. Preface to the Nauras, on fol. 232'^ beginning:

Jl u^j-4 ii JU J ju$3fjLft vjbl;— J)^ ; comp. besides

Nos. 1509, I ; 1510,2; 1513,2; 1514,2; and 1763,

17 above.

2. Preface to the Gulzar-i-Ibrablm, on fol. 237*,

beginning : Jl x.^* uyjl^Ju. ^^i* ^jj^ is{f^ > co™P-

IKD. orp.

besides Nos. 1.500, 4; 1509,2; 1510,1; 1513,1;
and 1 51 4, I above.

3. Pre&ce to the Khwiin-i-Khalil, on fol. 241'',

beginning : Jl JJl^ j o-i* JaI />. _y )^ ts' » comp.

besides Nos. 1509, 3, and 15 10, 6 above.

Additional reference for all three: Eieu, Supplement,

p. 269", No. III.

Dated by 'Abd-alkadir Suhrawardl, the 20th of

Jumada II, a.h. 1119 (a. d. 1707, Sept. 18), in

Aurangabad.

Bibltotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2740, ff. 232-254, 11. 19; careless Nastallk ; lize, 8{in.

by si in.

U. Rith-alamin.

2897
Gulistan-i-naz (jU ^Ijl-JL) ).

The rare diwan of Mir Muhammad Amin, styled

Mir Jumlah, with the takhallus Ruh-alamin, the author

of the two mathnawis, described in Nos. 1539 and

1540 above,
^J\J-!:^ j ir"^ ^^^ U>-^ i ij^' ^^^

died A.H. 1047 (a. 1). 1637, 1638); another copy of

this diwan is noticed in E,ieu ii. p. 676.

Contents

:

1. Prose-preface, on fol. i*", beginning : jUl (^L^jlxj

Jl ij^—r^s-iSj »JL3\ i;jbLi.^ ^_ J
ijjyjLif. The

poet mentions his takhallus on fol. 6^, 1. 3 ; and the

title of this diwan,jU ^^U^. Iff on fol. 7*", 1. 10.

2. Ghazals,in alphabetical order, on fol. 9^*, beginning:

o^i) ^*^ y ^j^j^ tj^ij <^'

L« ^^L>. JuhX.^

No date.

jS ^jS^ jyj jl

No. 470 (Glass Case), ff. 203, 2 coll., each 11. 15; excellent

Nasta'llk ; illuminated frontispieces on ff. I** and 9*" ; fine Eastern

binding ; size, SJ in. by 5J in.

V. Ilas/iim.

2898
Diwan-i-Hashim (|»-i>l-A

a]^-^)'

The complete lyrical works of Khwajah Hashim, the

son of Khwajah Muhammad Kasim, a Sufi of the

Nakshbaiidi order and disciple of the great Shaikh
Ahmad Faruki (who died at Sirhind a.h. io34= a. d.

1625, see above, Nos. 652 and 1891) ; he flourished at

Burhanpur in the Dakhan A.H. 1030 (a. D. 1621) and
was still alive in a.h. 1056 (a. d. 1646), see A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 420; and Beale, Oriental Biogr. Dictionary,

p. 106*; the latest date which appears in this diwan
is a.h. 1040 (a. s. 1630, 1631).

Contents

:

1. Three poems in praise of Muhammad, the Jlr.1t,

on fol. lb a kasidah, styled t^J.a. ,i k^JLe »Jui..aJ

ilx-J'. jJLkJl s-Jlc i|y-Jl, and beginning:

X.Tyb^], clj j^ (Sprenger (jilSj) u»JJj ;j-y>. j^

u>—
5H
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the second, a shashband (5llj xsi ,_;2-I>), with the radif

xts!* running through the whole poem, on fol. 3'',

beginning

:

the third, a mathnawi, on fol. 8", beginning

:

2. Four other mathnawis, the_^rs<, on fol. 10'', styled

AyJii\ J-aIj-* J>^Ji-» uyUkL-., and beginning :

^l^J i-^WX' |»^P. 'j>jjjl.»

the second (without a heading), on fol. iS'^, last line
;

, j:, (inr>^-the third, on fol. 21"', styled

honour of Shaikh Ahmad Faruki) ; the fourth, on fol.

23b, last line, styled ijJije^ MJ^ v:>jlXa..

3. Another kasidah, on fol. 32*, beginning: jl

4. Two other mathnawis, the Jirst, a very long one,

on fol. 34", again in honour of Ahmad Faruki, and

beginning: Jl ^^ ^_^Ji\ ji ^jy. ijjk^ j.sT' ; the

second, on fol. 4g\ last line.

5. A very long tarji'band, on fol. 54*^, styled i\S^>.

j_jLJ , and beginning : Jl ^^-^i ijy, c^^li* ^s —(-^ ^.j •

6. A ii^lj ,yL-., on fol. 661", styled s.LI— 5-«-^— , and

divided into seven^^Li.!

.

These six parts, denoted in the colophon, on fol. 71'',

(with the seventh the specialao' j^,m\Jt .u^

diwan begins), are dated by Shaikh Nur Muhammad
the 15th of Rajab, a. h. 1087 (nineteenth year of

'Alamgir's reign)=A. d. 1676, Sept. 23.

7. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 72^,

beginning: Jl J^y-& -Si j,—j iy. L^Jj J*—>•

8. Bnba'is in alphabetical order, with some fards at

the end, on fol. 185a, beginning: i^j l*l3 y Aj (j\

9. Miscellaneous poems, on fol. 250'', beginning with
a ghazal and several kit'as, after which follow (a) the

famous ghazal (the first five baits of which are quoted
in Sprenger, loc. cit.), in which Hashim traces his

spiritual genealogy to Nakshband and further up to

Muhammad himself
;
(6)a seriesof clironograms, chiefly

on the death of contemporary Shaikhs of great renown

;

the most prominent are

:

Maulana Khwajagi luidl (died a. h. 1008).

Khwajah Muhammad albaki (died A. h. 1014).

Shaikh Ahmad Faruki (died A. H. 1034 ; this ta'rikh

by his disciple and contemporiiry proves, that there
cannot be any alternative to the date of his death

;

some other chronograms on ff. 256'', lin. penult., and

257*, first line, give his age as sixty-three, and the date

of his birth as A. h. 971).

Shaikh Muhammad Sadik, Ahmad Faruki's eldest

son (died A. h. 1025), to whom a special elegy is dedi-

cated on fol. 258'^

Shaikh Muhammad bin Fadl-allah (died A. h. 1029,

not 1030, as is stated on the margin, the ta'rikh

being iA J-<ii ^^.1).

Shaikh 'Isa (died A. H. 1031).

Sayyid Mirakshah (died A. h. 1032, not 1031, the

ta'rikh being ^^^..-iJl jJlu ja).

Shaikh 'Alam-alliih Muhaddith (died a. h. 1038).

Maulana Danishmand of Badakhshan (died A. h.

1030).

Mir Mu'min of Balkh (died a. h. 1031).

Shaikh Tahir (died a. h. 1040).

Mir 'Abdallah Ahrar (died a. h. 1025).

Khwajah Husam-aldin (died a. h. 1014).

Kadi Shukr (died a. h. 995).

Maulana Ma'sum (died A. h. 1026).

Khwajah Muhammad Kasim, the poet's father (died

A. H. 1012).

Khwajah 'Uthman (died A. h. 1005).

Shaikh Hasan Kadirl (died A.h. 1028, not 1026,

the ta'rikh being i^-—-^ ir!r^)-

Sayyid Mahmud (died a.h. 1040).

Maulana "Ismat-allah of Lahur (died A. H. 1036).

Mirza Khankhanan 'Abd-alrahim (died A.H. 1036).

Mir Muhammad Nu'man (died A.H. 1025); there

are besides chronograms on Shahjalian's accession (a. h.

1037), on the dates of the completion of various

buildings, palaces, mosques, etc.

10. Three additional ghazals on fol. 264*, an elegiac

panjband and nine (correctly ten) ruba is on the death

of the poet's brother Muhammad Ishak, two elegiac

kasldas and two rubais on the death of another brother

of the poet, Muhammad Kasim ; and a series of addi-

tional ruba'is.

These remaining four parts are dated the 2nd of

liamadan, a.h. 1087 (a. d. 1676, Nov. 8), by the same

liand which wrote the first six parts.

No. 3096, ff. 286, 2 coll., each 11. 11; Naata'Uk; worm-
eateu ; size, 8^ in. by 5} in.

W.

2899

Diwan-i-Blkhwad (jj.i^- u'^j)-

The lyrical poems of Bikhwad (or Bikhwadi), that is

probably Mnlla J&ml Lahurl Namdar Khani who flour-

ished in Shahjahau's reign and died in that of 'Alamgir,

A.H. 1086 (a. D. 1675), see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 110,

1. 18 sq., and p. 119, 1. 24; Makhzan-alghara'ib, No.

399 (Bodleian Cat., col. 324).

Contents

:

1. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 1^, be-

ginning: Jl L» ,U-J JJ JjLi-^^. ijy,-i* i^j.
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2. Short mathnawis, and a longer series of iiiba'if^,

on fol. 8ol>. Tlie first ruba'i, on fol. 88*, begins

:

\f *j U"*^'^ ciH! ^\r^- u]y^ \ s-^
' J'* <-!*J^ ^J->J WJ-i

3. A larger mathnawi, which seems a »-«lj iJiL-, but

may be identical with the Ji j ^"r-, quoted in

Sprenger, p. no, on fol. gs'', beginning: ^j>--t ,> ^Jl

Dated by 'Abd-alrahlm the nth of $afar, A. h. 1153
(a. d. 1 740, May 8).

No. 644, fF. 108, 2 coll., each 11. 15; careless Nasta'llk and
Shikasta ; size, ;^ in. by 3| in.

X. Miscellaneoug.

2900
Saghar-i-bazm ashub (L,jj-il ^yjX^).

A mukhammas by Muhammad Faid, i.e. Muhammad
Muhsin bin Shah Murtada, called Faid, who was a

great favourite of Shah 'Abbas II of Persia, and died

A. H. 1091 (a. D. 1680), see Rieu, Supplement, p. 253^;

A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 399 and 400; and Atashkada,

No. 585, Bodleian Cat., col. 282. It was composed

A. H. 1090 (a. D. 1679), see fol. 12'', 11. 2 and 3, where

title and chronogram appear :

.Ui >- o"-

.U

(i.e. take away from ^L- = 1261, the words ^y. jjb

j.ljj i-iS = 171).

Beginning

:

JJl.6j esLL. jj^ljj. |.l-o

Copied by Fakir Ghulam Muhammad; in No. 2902

below, which is written by the same hand, A. h. 1270

(a.d. 1853, i854=Samvat 1911) is given as the

date of transcription.

No. 3549, ff. 13, 2 coll., each 11. 11; Nasta'llk; size, 7 J in.

I.y 4 in.

2901

Ta'rikh-i-Jan Muhammad (jJUs:* ^\^ *^^)'

A very puzzling elegy on the deatli of Jan Muham-
mad, with the honorary epithet Sardarkhan (see fol. 2*',

1. 8), son of Musakhan (^jj^lj , in the form of a long

kasidah, composed by a poet with the name Muhammad
Afdal (see the takhallus Afdal on fol. 6b, lin. penult.,

and in the colophon). The date of the lamented Jfi,n

Muhammad is conveyed in a riddle (Uj" ^y), in the

last verse of the poem, which runs thus :

U'il
eUl [•^j' "j 3/*

The overlined words (indicated by a red stroke above)

are undoubtedly meant to form the chronogram, those

of the first hemistich giving 1069, that in the second

321, but, when poured out from the eye (,r^ = 343),

i.e. deducted from it, 22, which added to 1069 would
represent A. H. 1091 (a.d. 1680); but whether this is

a correct intei-pretation, is very doubtful However,
the date would well fit into the lifetime of the best

known poet and writer with the name Muhammad
Afdal, that is Mirza Muhammad Afdal Sarkhwash,

the author of the LjLDI uyLJlS (commenced a.h. 1093
= A.D. 1682, see Nos. 670-672 above), who according

to Aluharamad Tahir Nasrabadi (see No. 669 above)

resided between a.h. 1083 and 1092 (a.d. i 672-1 681)
in Lahur, comp. A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 107, 1. 7 ab

infra; and the present poem mentions the Panjab

several times, so fol. 2b, 11. 3 and 9, etc.

Beginning

:

Copied by the same Ghulam Muhammad who tran-

scribed the preceding copy (about A.h. 1270 = A.d.

1853, 1854).

No. 8651, if. 7, 2 coll., each 11. 11 ; Nasta'llk; size, 6| in.

by 3l in-

2902
Farrukhnama (v*^ fU)-
A mukhammas in honour of the emperor Farrukh-

siyar (a.h. ii24-ii3i = a.d. 1713-1719) by Ikhtiyar-

ghan (or ghana), son of Muhammad Panaji Sunbahriyali

(J4r«-^^). beginning

:

Dated by Fakir Ghulam Muhammad, a.h. 1270
(Saravat 191 1), see,the two preceding copies.

No. 8552, ff. 18, 2 coll., each 11. 11; Nasta'llk; size, 7 in.

by 4i in.

2903
A double poetical paraphrase of the first ghazal in

Hafiz' diwan, by the same Ikhtiyar, here called in the

colophon Ikhtiyarsingh Sunbahriyali, in mathnawi-
baits, which have the same metre as the ghazal, viz.

_La; each section, consisting of 12-14 baits, of the

poem begins with one half of a hemistich and concludes

with the other half. The first paraphrase begins, on
fol. lb, thus:

ibl^•^^ *^,»- 8-1 iX>

and ends on fol. 10"; the second begins, after a short

introduction, on fol. ii^:

J\Si jL. ^jLo JiLUI L»:i b ill

and ends on fol. 23*. The title given to this strange

pair of poetical glosses on fol. i", viz. ^L>yi»^^, which

also appears in tlie prose-introduction of the second

5 H a

-^ ^ ^
O X "^

v/^ — -

PC X-

iU
O *- •"?
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paraphrase, on fol. lo'', 1. 4, cannot refer to the metre

which is, as said above,
»rj-*!

and not JjU», but must

imply the idea of a lengthened explanation or poetical

expansion of an original text. Copied by the same
Fakir Ghulam Muhammad.

No. 3553, ff. 23, 2 coll., each U. 11; Nasta'Uk; size, 7s in.

by 3| in.

2904
Anwarnama (i-«lj,^l).

A heroic mathnawt on the exploits of Nawwab
Anwar-aldiukhan of the Carnatic, who died A.H. 1162

(a. D. 1749), together with a summary of subsequent

events under his son and successor, Nawwab Sluham-

mad 'All 'Umdat-almulk (not 'Umdat-alumara, as

Sprenger and Pertsch call him, since that was the

epithet of his son, see No. 502 above), who reigned

A.H. 1162-1210 (a.d. 1749-1795), down to the very

year of the completion of this poem, A.H. 1 174 (a.d.

1760, 1 761), by Mir Isma'ilkhan, with the takhallus

Abjadi; see above, No. 501 ; A. Sprenger, Catal., pp.

307 and 308 ; W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., pp. 944 and

945. The date appears on fol. 243", 1. 6 ; on fol. 8*^',

1. 5, the poet states that he was engaged five years in

the composition of this mathnawi.

Beginning, on fol. i'':

\y^ Lo Sj

The title s_.L3.yl (not t^[j.\yj\, as it is wrongly spelt

on fol. i« and in the lettering on the back of the

binding) appears in the heading on fol. 9'' ; two
chapters towards the end, on ff. 224* and 225b respec-

tively, deal with the correspondence of the Nawwab
Muhammad 'Ali "Umdat-al-mulk with King George III

of England in 1 760 ; see a copy of the original letter of

the Nawwab (with its English version), in Kieu i.p. 403*
(where the ist of October, 1760, is assigned as date to

that document).

No date.

No. 3178, ff. 244, 2 coll., each 11. 17; splendid Nasta'ltk

;

fine Eastern binding ; size, io| in. by 8 in.

2905

Mathnawi-i-KajkulSh (sili S iJjjJLt).

The Jtrat volume (Jjl ^^) of the same collection of

stories by Anandgbana, with the takhallus Khwash, the

second volume of which has been described in No. 1725
above. It was completed according to fol. 60*", 1. 5 sq.,

in the beginning of the month of Rajab, A.H. 1208
(a.d. 1794, Febr.), about half a year before the second,

and copied by the same scribe Bholanath, the 7th of

the same Rajab in the same year i2o8=Fasll era, 1201.

Beginning

Contents

:

1. sLoiJ' rj-^r^ ) ujjU jLiilj jJLs, the story of

Harunshah and 'Ain-alkudat, on fol. 2», first line,

beginning

:

2. 1—ij^ l^^;i i^^iJ
J wX^. > V ;

» » >_»Lejl, de-

scription of Banaras and the river Ganges, on fol. 9*,

1. 1 3, beginning :

.,u. 'r^ JIX)
'ju r^-

see another description of Banaras and the Ganges, by
Mirza Muhammad Taki Munshi, in No. 1763, 14 above.

sjSL^ ^yLo :iy>. Jl^l, an autobiographical sketch of

the poet himself, on fol. 10* 1. 9, beginning:

\^. ,y. i\Xi
'ij r'-

c^*^ u^ir*^ ^j^ ^y^ o->^

4. JUS ^^*jkLa J5) iLi J
jjjJl ^, s^XLi yj jIC

S^^ b, story of prince Dani Shukuh and Shah Lai

(otherwise Shah La'l, see a similar story in the second
volume. No. 1725, 6 above, with the references given

there), on fol. 1 2*, 1. 6, beginning

:

s^X.1 Kb db sL^ (JjL,.! :>y>.

\y> y>. ^ J-»^ jJ
J u-A.ImJ u-=-

Jl X<j-Jl1> \j sAs. (»1j s^Jiyi ^JXil u\j-i OuiljLJ, story

of a king of Hindustan, who had no son, and the

recluse, on fol. 15*, 1. 8, beginning:

pjULmjsJ (^1 ^^UL.**0 ^^1 JJ;* ' .

*
>

i ;ji^ S-i eb JljJ

6. (_Pj_;J su. iLijb cjjlxa., story of the king of

Balkh and the straw-seller, on fol. 15^, 1. 7 ab infra,

beginning

:

^[^ JjLc ( Jj sic !) JL> jj »-- eb jy

yT_^b e..3r> JUl J
oJji

7. (jiJji.> o—«J tl-* J 5Li5,Lf-« e>-)lX>., story of

Mubarakshah and the dervish, on fol. i6», 1. 15,

beginning

:

8. Jjjb ^^ vojlila. , the story of Shaikh Bazid or

Bazid-allah, of Mazandarau (who was originally a

merchant and became a dervish afterwards), on fol. 25^,

1. 2, beginning:

Jl ^U jj)b (^^j-. (sb :>y_
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It is interspersed with the story of another dervish

called jLi jjby^.

9. jb
J j\j ^jb-ib , the story of the goose and the

hawk, on fol. 29*, 1. 9, beginning:

10. |»Ajl sLi. *-saW uU-.b, the story of Ibrahim-

shah Adham, on fol. 30'', 1. 6 ab infra, beginning

:

Aj fri^W>\ aUJ 11-ii (sb jjj

11. JUj « AjIc (or oJ^Xjfc) &J[i, the story of the

recluse and the grain-merchant, on fol. 34'', beginning :

^ 'hi

12. j—Lj j^ j
(or b-,b) Jbo q^ ojlXa., the story

of the virtuous woman and the vicious man, on fol. 36^,

1. 6, beginning

:

13. jjbJl c*.j15C», the story of the recluse, on fol.

39b, 1. 10, beginning:

o'-^j > J rfJ^ V* y^

JU^t-Ai-bj ^_j-^. Job: csb jy)

Jl* ^^L.
J J-^U 1^ J

^bs

14. . -g cy^-ia. ool5l», the story of Jesus, on

fol. 40», last line, beginning, on fol. 40'', first line

:

tJ_>^-s' (^/^ er^l O-^- i:J'

15. jLi jjr*-' UlUsJLu v::*jL5>1», the story of Sultan

Firuzshah, on fol. 41", 1. 2, beginning:

16. sbi ^Jj oolSCa., the story of Famikhshah, on

fol. 41*', 1. 10, beginning:

^\jL^y Jb 0^1 jii. i^J^ J-iA

17. ijjl Ji-^c , jJbi. JljJj jLi eyj^r'-a' e*Jibxj>., the

story of Jabrlitshali and 'Abdallah, on fol. 45*, 1. 3,

beginning

:

«"
.,b-ub

As in the second volume above, so here in the first

the author betrays his Hindu origin frequently by
incorrect metre, omission of Idafas, and similar licences.

No. 2879, ff. 60, A coll., each II. 33; Nasta'llk; a picture aa
frontispiece on fol. i '' ; size, 1 2^ in. by 9I in.

2906
Diwan-i-Khwash

{^J>y>- ^j^y>->)-

The lyrical poems of the same author, composed

before the mathnawi, as the date of this copy, tran-

scribed by the same Bholauath (or Bholanath), is A. h.

1205, the 23rd of Shawwal (a. d. 1791, June 25 =
Samvat 1848), see another copy of the same in Bodleian

Cat,, No. 1202.

Contents

:

1. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, introduced by a

ka§idah, on fol. i**, beginning:

\j a-^jfi' r" r"
b. as" /^- lAi

\. ^juS Si -jb ;
»') |»jL»Li> ibi ,jl |«>-c

2. Mukhamraasat, on fol. 153", followed by two
ghazals, two musaddasat, and several short mathnawis;

the first mathnawi, on fol. 172", begins:

lis S <J^ ]j^ r*'^* iJiJ

No. 2963, ff. 184, 2 coll., each II. 15 ; Nasta'llk ; a picture as

frontispiece on fol. l''; worm-eaten; size, 9|in. by 6^ in.

2907

Gauharnama (»-«b j^^\
The love-story of Jam and Nilan, in mathnawt-baits,

by a poet Kadir or Kadirl, who according to fol. 14'',

conceived the idea of this poem on a journey from
Atak (Attock) to Peshawar, a.h. 1240 (a. d. 1824,

1825), see fol. 14'', 1. 7, in which undoubtedly the date

is contained, i>:ui» J+* *-» ».ijlj.> ic^-^-~^. • The title,

as given above, appears various times, for instance, fol.

16*, 1. 3 : *.5j-»-J \,J-»y^y^ »-«^ j'^r^- > ^'^- '^°> ' 9-

tj\ijj ^yufjt (jil «-«Li jJty^. > etc.

Beginning

:

j_5vJJJ liJ^JJ

No date ; a few corrections here and there on the

margin. This MS. was received from Dr. Koyle, July,

1856.

No. S550, ff. 99, 2 coll., each 11. 14 ; Nasta'llk ; size, 9} in.

by 6J in.

2908
A short anonymous mathnawi on moral precepts,

beginning, on fol. i''

:

^rr*^ ^j^ iS^ i^'t)-* U^
No date.

No. 8554, ff. 7, i coll., each 11. 19; Na»ta'llk; die, 7|in.

by 4| in.
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2909
An album of Persian poetiy, containing selections

fiom older and modern poets. Among the older ones,

'Umar Khayyam, Sana'i, Khakani, 'Attar, Sa'di, Au-
hadi, Jalal-aldin Eumi, and many other well-known

names are found ; among the innumerable host of more
modern contributors, a number of less familiar poets

appear, of which the following ones are distinguished

by a larger amount of poetical specimens:

Matin (died about a.h. 1175 = a. d. 1761, 1762),

on ff. 3b and 4*.

Kddm Diwdna (pupil of Sa ib, died about a. h.

1 136 = A. D. 1723, 1724), on if. 4'' and 5".

Mirzd Malik Mas/criki (died about a.h. io50='A.d.

1640, 1641), on ff. 5^ 6\ and 16" and ^.

Mirzd Bdhir KdsM (i. e. Bakir-i-Khurda, Muhta-
eham's pupil, whose brother Maksiid died a.h. 987=
A.d. 1579), on fol. 6l>.

Mukhlis KdsM (lived under Sultan Husain Safawi,

A.H. IIO5-II35 = A.D. 1694-1722), on fol. 7*.

ZafarkhAn Ahsan (died A.h. 1073 = A.d. 1662,

1663), on ff. 10* (a (j.,t-c*), and I2'^i3"'.

Mir IlAld of Ilamaddn (died A.H. 1057, 1060, 1063,

or 1064 = A.D. 1647, 1650, 1653, or 1654), on ff. 18",

113I', 114*, 135^ and b.

Mauldnd Faujt ofNtshdjyilr (died a.h. 1075 = a. d.

1664, 1665), on ff. 22''-24°- and ioo''-io2h.

Zamdndi-Mashhiir (still alive about A.h. 1093 =
A. D. 1682), on ff.

24a-25t, 29'', and 30*.

Sultdn 'Altbeg, on ff. 27^-29''.

Mirzd Sliaidd-i-Zargar (different from MuUa Shaida,

who died a.h. io8o=a.d. 1669, 1670), on ff. 30^-31".

Mirzd Muhammad Said Hakim (or Hakim Sa'id-

khan, under Shah 'Abbas II of Persia, A.H. 1052-1077
=a.d. 1642-1666), on ff. 32''-34a and 43'' and b.

Mulld SahdM of Astardhdd, called oLlcb . ^,*j>.Lo

(died A.H. 1010 = A.D. 1601, 1602), on ff. 39", 40",

and 1 08a and *>.

Hakim, Rukndi KdsM (died a.h. 1066 =: a.d. 1655,
1656), on ff. 44^-45*-

Mauldnd Damiri of Isfahdn (died about A, h. 990=
A.D. 1582), on ff. 49'^ and ^ 133^, and 134*.

Mulld Malik of Kumm (died a.h. 1024 or 1025 =
A. D. 1615 or 1616), on ff. 58a and '^, and i04b-io6h.

Mir Muhammad Ma'sAm KdsM (the son of Mir
Rafi'-aldin Haidar Mu'amma'i, died a.h. 1062 = a.d.

1652), on ff. eo'i-eia

Shahidt of Kumm (a friend of Jami, died A. h. 930
= A. D. 1524) and Mir WdliM 0/ Kumm (a famous
musician), on ff. 62b-63b.

Tuuki of Tabriz (a contemporary of Taki Kashi, see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 33, No. 424), on ff. 67'' and 68''.

Mir Muhammad Kdsim KdsM, known as Mashkadi
(probably the same who is also styled Surilri, died
about A.h. 1036=: a.d. 1626, 1627), on ff. 76''-77''.

Sdlik of Yazd (died a.h. 1081 = a.d. 1670, 1671).
on ff. 92t'-94b.

'Abdalldh WaJidat (died A. h. ii26=:A.d. 17 14), on
ff. 96^ and 970.

Sayyid Imtiydzkhdn Khdlis (killed A.H. 1122 =
A.D. 1710), on ff. 97"-99*.

Darwish Wdlih of Hardt (a pupil of Fasihi, came to

India under Jahangir, was still alive in a.h. 1049 =
A.D. 1639, 1640), on ff. 99"-ioo''.

Mirzd Radi Ddnish (died a.h. 1076 = a.d. 1665,
1666), on ff. io2*'-i04a..

Mukhlis Hindi (i. e. Anandram Mukhlis, born in or
near Lahur, died in Dihli a.h. ii64=a. d. 1751), on
ff. 1090— iipb.

KhdnazddkMn AmAni (i.e. Aman-allah Amani, died

A.H. 1044, 1046, or 1047 = A. D. 1634-1637), on ff.

113* and b.

'Abd-alrasUl Islighnd Hindi (probably under 'Alam-
gir, see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. no), on ff. 114* and ''.

Some specimens ofBushak-alat'imah's culinary poetry
(died A. H. 827 or 830 = A. d. 1424 or 1427, comp. on
him Ethe, Neupersische Litteratur, pp. 304 and 305

;

edition of his works, Constantinople, A.H. 1303) are

found on ff. 74a and 74b; at the end, on fol. 1371" sq.,

there are some prose-pieces by Arztt (i. e. Sii aj-aldin

'Alikhan, the author of the ,_yJU :\\ A-.JC*, see Nos.

680 and 68 1 above, who died a.h. 1169=A.d. 1756),

styled
j^J t^UjJU.

According to the Arabic paging there is one leaf

wanting at the beginning, and another after fol. 1 5 ;

fol. 92* is left blank. The right order of ff. 133-138
is: 133. 135, 134, 137. 136, and 138.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2764 (13 D.), ff. 140, written in diagonal lines, mostly ia

3 or 4 coll. ; moderate SMkasta ; eize, 1 2 ^ in. by 8J in.

IX. SUFISM.

2910

Munajat-i-'Abdallah Ansari (jCjLaJl 4JII X^ uyL».U-»).

Another copy of 'Abdallah Ansari's (died a.h. 481
=A. D. 1088) pious invocations to God, see above, Nos.

1779; 1923, 14; and 2802, 7.

Beginning as usual: ij^ji ijy. j^jili-j ^^j^ j ij^

8X.T.d
It is styled here cyla.Li* LlLu..

No date.

Ko. 1090, ff. 50-62, 11. 15; large and distinct Naata'lik ;

size, 6| in. by 3| in.

2911

Zad-almusafirin (^^ jL»il i\j).

Another copy of Mfr Fakhr-alsadat Husaini's Siific

mathnawi, ' the provision for travellers on the mystic

road,' see above, Nos. 1832-1834. The date, given

here, is the same as in No. 1834, viz. a.h. 729 (a.d.

1329), see the last verse, first hemistich

:

^^j .i^ta, ,i

Beginning: Jl s •.-.ij iS t-«-a u' j'
/i/^- tj''

The headings of the eight makalas differ here in

wording very considerably from No. 1832 above.

Makalah I, on fol. 4», last line tc ^J^xs6 . jjuj j

,\; II, on fol. 8'' c*-U* j uL-Zil v^-S. j oJLi-> .» ji
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o4j-»^j !> UUj jj;

ciW? j^ > VI, on fol.

j\; III, on fol. 15I) dy-
IV, on fol. 2o*>, last Hue <c*sjfi> jjlSJL-,

V, on fol. 26'' ^jl i_<ol;-
J

34*, first line j\ i_>Lojl j ,j,Ju c«i,ju .j ; VII, on fol.

40* ^jl (j-JLs*
J
ojyju* ijUj .j ; VIII, on fol. 49* .j

e*^.»-» Jff^j .ij,^ j^^ ^jLo.

No date.

No. 3555, ff. 56, 2 coll., each 11. 13 ; good Nastallk ; worm-
eaten throughout ; size, 8| in. by 5 in.

2912

Tarjuma-i-Lama'at-i-anwar (^Ijjl uJ~*\. t»j^).

The Persian commentaiy of Ni'mat-all4h "Wali (died

A. H. 834 = A. D. 1431, see Kieu ii. p. 634'') on the

famous treatise on mystic lore, styled cyLxi or v^jLxi

.l»j|, by the poet Fakhr-aldin 'Iraki (see above. No.

H16), comp. Eieu ii. pp. 594'^ and 831I', No. II; and

Bodleian Cat., No. 1298, 16; fuller descriptions of

'Iraki's original Lama'at are found in G. Fliigel iii.

p. 446; Fleischer, Cat. Lips., p. 401, No. 11 ; and

W. Pertsch, Berlin Cat., p. 281 ; see also H. Khalfa v.

p. 133, No. 1 1 185.

Beginning of the commentary, on fol. i** (the same

words with which the original treatise begins on fol. 3^,

1. 9) : JUil eyl^Lr'. »-j--H> 5^j jp (JJJl <ul J-.ii

The twenty-eight i^jLiti of the original text are

headed as follows

:

J (>i.£jl JjJ!^^^ J
(j-i.lc jViiil, on fol. 23b.

, on fol. 35b

1.

2. ji ji'o—y* t>-^ tjlk.U, on fol. 2jK

3. AJj ^^ jji*- 1, i^ |Jb J^ /» c^i-js, on fol. 32

on fol. sSb.

^'

J I \. I^J-i^S* JU-^c. ^f.^cr^ 1 0JL4J

> iy^, on fol. 42^.

7. Ca—JjU U.il s-^4 y (jh-i-c, on fol. 45a.

8. .0 Ij 4 JoUj jt, '^jy »-^^>' j'^ '-J

Jl ^jL*^, on fol. 50b.

J.JLO fcj Ij J^fc, on fol. 53«.

10. ji c— )J-^^ oJ-- |J1j j^, on fol. 55'>.

JI t.: . <T, on fol. 59'*.

12. tiLi»jii». ,j jj-iLLXojj ^^l oU-i^^- i^yAj->,

~)1
J, ;.,?.: ; iy> J>J.^i on fol- 6i».

13. j^. u^j*'. db

Jl jjJilJJ j^ ,j>,j, on fol. 63"

14. ^Ja^ \jj\ i5 ^ ^Jfji \Jt\i (s)b ];J.^-r** j

Jl JlJlS^ |»-j ,juJ, on fol. 67''.

on fol. 72».

1 6. jya ^_x^ JW* J lM* '-^ u»~i j' •»^-!^l isLj

Jl jujl.;.* joUi.. JlJ^l J
lAki*, on fol. 76b.

17. ytiU b jjijLa^;.^. »jr?^i jl i-loi. _^ (jyA« «

Jol^j^^j i^j)^, on fol. 781*.

18. j^ x^J. jji .>^.lj
J
i^ b j-iU, on fol. Sgb.

19. Ji iT',.

fol. 88ar

20. cjJx. J ib J
(jpibt) .Ltiil

J , on fol. 9 1 ^.

.,b oj •
' " * 1-^21.

on fol. 97".

22. j^b dox).) iju-^j.) '-T^
o.b (i*-<.J UJ «l, on fol. loo".

I^yt\.

vi O-^Jl i5-i>Lc k(_J--.V.

23. Jj

1.

-». -4 JlIjI Jj j^ ci«- tJS o>.>al (^ji-JI (J-i»*

cj^-

s5 Jukl>.a'>» CJ^

.ij^ K Wt^ -M^i on fol. 103b.

24. i_« 1 1' »-5)-»-j (j-iLc ^yr J
vi<-»5^-i-ju», on fol. losb.

25. Ca.«.>«J Jl.*^' |0.f^^' r^^*A >-^ ^
Jl a;..) »j, on fol. io8».

26. \\j>. j^b k^v-^* ^>-^'

Jl ii iji ^j\ jl, on fol. no''.

27. ji j.jJ »>»j j' uu-.L;Li^^. ij^i L^l ln
];

(J-i>l-e

Jl f.J^, on fol. ii4'>.

28. Jl j-iJ o V, j^iLc iS ju»lj.=». ^y^ ^j^.-.^*, on

fol. 116X

Other commentaries on 'Iraki's Lama'at are Sa in-

aldin 'All Tarikah's obL«JiJl *j-i, composed a. h. 815

(a. D. 141 2); see Eieu ii. p. 831*', No. XXXI; and

Jamt's eabi^l iJiLil, composed A. H. 886 (a. d. 1481),

see above, Nos. 1357, n, and 1375.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

No. 2816, ff. 122, 11. 15; Nasta'llk ; size, 8^ in. by 4} in.

2913

Sharh-i-kaslda-i-mimiyya-i-khamriyj'ah (»j . ^ t __^

Another copy of J&mi's commentary on 'Umar Tbn

al-Farid's (died A. h. 632= a.d. 1235) famous 'wine-

kasidah,' usually styled JtJji, or, as here on fol. i*,

t_jJ^5Jl j\y\ («-»|^) composed A. H. 875 (a. D. 1470,

1 471), see above, Nos. 1357, 16, and 1358, i.

Beginning: y«-J J ^.k. ^^ jJLs-f-' 'jji e<«jjl J^'

Ji^^l 5l vL?* JUl iljj^l ^\ v'bLi t4*>J-'
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The first bait of

An older commentary on the same Arabic kasidah,

by 'All bin Shihab of Hamadan, who died A.H. 786

(a. B. 1385), is noticed above in No. 1922, 12.

No date. College of Fort William, 1825.

Ko. 2282, ff. 48, U. IS ; Nasta'Hk; size, 9I in. by 5^ in.

2914

Collection of mystical treatises.

Contents

:

1. On ff. 6oi'-75'': ^-ijj ili^ i-i-^ rr'' J'™''^

Persian commentary on Ibii Farid's Ta'iyyah (see above,

No. 1357, 17), beginning : v:ylsA^ sjTi^jJjlj-i. ISU

Ibn Farid's poem begins on fol 2*, 1. 4 ; each bait is

followed (i) by a grammatical analysis; (2) by a para-

phrase, introduced by x>j.'C^ ; (3) by one, or sometimes

two rubais. A larger Persian commentary on tl^e

same poem by Sa'id-aldiu al-Farghani is described in

No. 181 1 above.

2. On ff. 76^-808: {S}iy Jj-^-« i:^!-^? _^, Jami's

commentary ou two baits in Jalal-aldin Rumi's Math-

nawi(see above, No. 1357, 13), beginning:
^J'^j^ ij-^-^

Jl (^.> »j ey>» ^ J-

3. On ff. 8ot'-87i>: tliy, ^yUWa-o^, a tract on

Siific terminology by the poet 'Iraki (who died a. h.

686 or 688=A. D. 1287-1289, see Nos. 1116 and

2912 above), beginning: »5 \j (j^jsfj^ u-^ir^ } j^^-^

ji o>i.lyL) ^_^ j)i j}^. ];W^' uW^'- ^^ '^

divided into three ^^!lVi<i ; another copy of the same

is noticed in Rieu ii. p. 832'', No. XIII.

4. On ff. 88''-93^: I , ; v l
t
-- ^la., a Sufic treatise in

two »,jU (on ff.
88b and 91* respectively), described in

No. 1927, ff.
9t'-29b above. Beginning: X>.

^J>
J'-^j*

"ii ijiiJ^j w ^yli (^Ij.-. xe-
j_5> ^^ J.

The com-

mentary is wanting here. Dated the 29tb of Shawwal,

A.H. 988 (a. D. 1580, Dec. 7). by 'Abd-alsamad bin

Shaikh lluhauimad Kanbu('i) Dihlawi.

.5. On ff. 9
4''- 1

13b
: tpliil i\^^ J jjUUl i^\jl.

a Persian commentary on an Arabic treatise of similar

contents as the preceding Persian ti-act U-iJU.a- (.^•

,

which is quoted here, on fol. 97", as a work of Mu-
hammad Shirln bin al-Shaikh al-Imam 'Izz-aldln al-

Maghribi (see above, loc. cit.). The compiler of the

commentary is called 'Ali bin Ahmad on fol. 113^, 1. 2.

Beginning: ^jl 8J-» XjL- iill ^Xe- Xij-:;-* ib l;%v »

Jl kJLus^. Dated the 2nd of Dhii-alka'dah, A. h. 988

(a. d. 1580, Dec. 9).

6. On ff. ii4»-i2oa: Jl.>.5.«J1y ^\ vi^jj^ ^^,
Jami's commentary on a tradition of the prophet (see

^o- 1357. 18 above), beginning: VJl,-. . j4-»J db ij\

7. On ff. I2i''-i34'' : An Arabic treatise on the

.;^jj and other mystical topics, based on traditions,

by Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Ghazali

(died A.H. 5I7=A.D. 1123, 1124), beginning: j.^
jJU- eH J'^'

r^^' J^ r^^' f^' JUi . . . . il

All these treatises seem to have been copied by the

same hand in A. h. 988 (a. d. 1580).

No. 1856, ff. 60-134, 11. 19-20; clear Nasta'llk ; size, 9j in.

by 5l in-

2915

Eisala-i-'Ishkiyyah (>"aj, c ULy).

A work on the doctrines of Sufism from the Naksh-
bandi standpoint, by a member of that order, 'Uthman
(styled on fol. i'' Shah 'Uthman), who is no doubt

identical with that Khwajah 'Uthman, on whose death

in A.H. 1005 (a.d. 1596, 1597) the poet Hashim, himself

a zealous champion of the Nakshbandi creed and pupil

of the great Shaikh Ahmad Fan'iki (see his diwan

above in No. 2898), composed a chronogram. Among
many famous men the author quotes Shaikh Yahya
Munyari (died A.H. 782 = a. D. 1380, 1381, see above.

No. 1843 sq.), on ff.
24b and 123^; .Jalal-aldin Rumi,

on fol. 37" ; Jami (died a.h. 898= a. d. 1492), etc.

It begins : dU>. iS'uji\3 JT <il Jl^^"" . . . . 4)J X^
s'. ^l». «-^.c e-c.W I jl \., and is divided into

the following four fasls :

1. Tii^ J J^- J
j.-A-i j^i ^jLj jj, on fol. 5^

~n j_^U. (^l.», J ^y^j^ 3 -r^baj
_j

ijjl J-4I, on fol. 16

3. J>-^) >-> 1; •S^

j^ i
<iLJ r^J i

.Li.

U,.i jr- j" i is'^j-^ i

fol. 90''.

ijLo t<jU»., on fol. 97a.

Every paragraph begins with the same phrase

:

Dated in the twenty-first year of Muhammadshah's

reign (= a.h. 1152, a.d. 1739, 1740).

No. 1021, ff. 285, 11. 13 ; large Nasta'llk ; size, gf in. by 5I in,

2916
Two Sufic tracts.

1. Ff. 1-46, 11. 25; Naskhi.

Risala-i-Sultan Muhammad Shahi (^l .W .1 ^ tJL-,

^Li A , »r^), a very strange tract on the jljt* and

cognate topics, written in a mixed Arabic and Persian

by Muhammad bin Jalal Shahi Ridawi (who flourished
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about A. H. 1042 = A. D. 1632, 1633, see the following;

tract). The full title, as it ajjpears on fol. 2», 11. 6 aud 7,

runs thus : l.i . i W <-4-S-» ,X^ ij«j_^-SJl i...L5i-ul.

Beginning
:
Jic j jjLi Ja. *-j|^1 cr»^' *'''

r"^-

Jl jL«^ J-ai sJyj
ij

« . -t-l

It is incomplete at the end.

2. Ff. 48-62, 11. 15; careless Nasta'lik.

Alaswilat wa alajwibat (ijjj>.5)l^ iJ^ill), seventeen

questions and answers, relating to important dates in

the lives of eminent Sufic Shaikhs. The questions

were sent by Sayyid Muhammad Bhuvah (s^^j) to the

same Sluhammad bin Jalal Shalii Kidawi, who is the

author of the preceding tract. The latter received

these questions the 7th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. H. 1042
(a. D. 1633, May 16), and answered them in this short

treatise.

Beginning : sj-^ ^Juc sjJuUlj ^^^j^LiJl J..> ijj x^

No date.

IjljjLii jljsiLi JJjX-^

No. 1193, ff. 62 ; size, 8J in. by 4J in.

2917
Sharh-i Eukn-alyakin (^^.^j^l ^j ^ ^-i•).

The theosophical and mystical speculations of the

great Afghan conqueior Ahmadshah Durr-i-Durran

(a. H. 1160-1186 = A. D. 1748-1772, see above, Nos.

588 and 589, and Rieu i. p. 213 sq., who excelled in

high spiritual gifts, and wrote besides a diwau of ghazals,

and rubais in the Pushtu language, see extracts in Ea-
verty's ' Selections,' London, i860, and comp.Z.D.M. G.,

vol. xvi. p. 788), with a very elaborate and extensive

commentary by a certain Muhammad Ghauth ibn

Turkman ibn Tajkhan, with the epithets Mulla Bashi

and Khan'ulura, see fol. 4", 11. 1-3. The name of the

royal author appears on fol. ^^, 1. 6. The title of the

original collection, jj-i-Jl ^^Jj, is found on ff. 6", 1. 3

ab infra, and 433, 1. 5, the title of the commentary,

viz. ^.,ii .11 ^j^, on fol. 6", last two lines.

This unique work, of which no trace is found any-

where else, begins with a preface of the commentator,

on fol. !*>: (jSjIo jjLi^Ljj t:i^si.)
f,\

, .t: ,„\ \\ jjo

Jl sj:iLu jiojut ,jL«.>ijJI •-Iji' j«l-i-» u^ij^^t which

ends with a panegyrical poem on Ahmadshah Durrani

(ff. 6''-9"-). After that follows the introduction con-

taining general prolegomena on the most important

points of the mystic creed, on fol. g^, beginning

:

a^- J-'
»i-iJJ Ou«l l_*^l) U L$iV>1

The original text of the jj^-iJl (^ begins pn fol.

um. 017.

IS*", headed ji. ^Jlxj iill sL>. i-JuLaW JUf. It

opens with a number of rhymed lines, the abstruse

character of which can be gathered from the firet,

which runs thus : ^^^ . —xi. j^liiLc *-u», after which

a long uyUfcljLo follows, consisting mainly of quatrains

(without any fixed metre) with the ever recurring

refrain, «Wo« b ^jb^ ; this ends on fol. 88*

(cj^i
^J\^\

jUij ^^^-Jii*^' eU-. eyU-U... Xi^j |.Uil »J.

JlUIj xA r^-J-Jl rSj v^^ i_*JL!a_» -y-i ji), and

then the main portion of Ahmadshah's mystic writings

begins, the j^Ii^l ^^ i_>b5 t_JLk.« , which contains

the author's speculations in the form of a dialogue

between himself and an allegorical interlocutor, the

jjl+a. ylfc, to which afterwards a third symbolical

personage is added, called jJLsr^ . The extent of the

commentary can be ascertained from the fact, that the

explanation of the first line, quoted above, fills fifteen

pages (ff. i5l'-2 2b).

No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2714, ff. 434, U. II ; large Naskhi ; size, 9I in. by 6(in.

X. Translations from Sanskrit.

2918

The_^r«< three Parvas of the Mahabharata.

Another copy of the Jlrst three Parvas of the Maha-
bharata, in the common Persian translation, made at

Akbar's request under the auspices of Abii-alfadl bin

Mubarak, see above;, Nos. 1928-1944, and compare, for

further reference, Rieu, Supplement, p. 14b (a copy of

the fourteenth Parva) ; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat.,

pp. 97 and 98 (copies of the twelfth and tlie fifteenth to

eighteenth Parvas) ; and on the Persian translations of

Sanskrit works in general, Eth6, NeupersischeLitteratur,

PP- 352-355-

Parva I, defective at the beginning, on fol. 17*,

cj^j j| (Adi-parvan).

Parva II (here styled ^), on fol. 183b, ij^ I4,...,

(Sabha-parvan).

Parva III (likewise styled '^), on fol. 231'', i^ ^_
(Vana-parvan).

No date.

No. 3119, ff. 17-376, 11. 19; careless NasUlIk ; ff. 169-188,
330'' and 331 , and 373-376 supplied by another hand in moderate
Shikasta ; extremely worm-eaten throughout ; size, 11 J in. by
6|in.

2919

Another incomplete copy of the third Parva.

The third Parva (sj^j r;j) in the same translation,

defective at the end.

No. 3015, ff. 157, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; the original leaves have
been put into a modem margin ; size, 9 in. by 5} in.

51
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2920
Another copy of seven Parvas from the fifth to the

eleventh.

The same translation of Abu-alfadl, see a similar

copy, containing the same seven Parvas, in No. 1940

above. All the Parvas are styled in the headings ^.
Parva V, on fol. i», i^j |.Jj1 (Udyoga-parvan).

Parva VI, on fol. 45^ i.,j,j jXs^j (Bhishma-parvan).

Parva VII, on fol. 82b ^Jj^ i^j (Drona-parvan).

Parva VIII, on fol. 122^, lj,j ^^^'(Karna-parvan).

Parva IX, on fol. 151^, vyJ. J-^-
(Salya-parvan), also

styled vj,j IjJ in the colophon.

Parva X, on fol. 173'', ij,j o^>^ (Sauptika-parvan).

This section is dated the 25th of Kabi'-alawwal, in the

thirty-seventh year of 'Alamgir's reign (a. h. 1105=
A. D. 1693, Nov. 24).

Parva XI, on fol. I'jf', i^j^j ef/i— I (Stri-parvan).

No. 8120, ff. 183, 11. 21 ; careless Nasta'llk, mixed with

Shikasta; ff. 1 51- 166 in a slightly different handwriting, as it

seems ; very worm-eaten throughout ; size, 10^ in. by 6j in.

2921

Another copy of the last six Parvas.

The same translation ; all the Parvas are headed ^

.

Parva XIII, on fol. i*>, lj,j ^j^L^\ (Anusasana-

parvan) ; dated the 15th of Muharram, in the first year

of Muhanimadshah's reign (a. h. ii32=a. d. 17 19,

Nov. 28).

Parva XIV, on fol. 109I', i.j,j x-.,^! (Asvamedha-

parvan), also styled v^j ^;;.-*-» in the heading ; dated

the 29th (here .^j. ^^ t) of Muharram in the same

year (=a. d. 17 19, Dec. 12).

Parva XV, on fol. 217^ ij^. (!) o-b jyjr(Asrama-

parvan).

Parva XVI, on fol. 243*, lj,j J-y-«> in the colo-

phon ^j.j J-^j-" (Mausala-parvan).

Parva XVII, on fol. 2 53b, l^)^^ eUj Li-yJ (in Sanskrit

Mahaprasthana-parvan) ; dated the gth of Safar in the

same year, a.h. 1132 (=:a.d. 1719, Dec. 22).

Parva XVIII, on fol. 257b cj^.> ^^J i<^ (Svarga-

rohana-parvan).

No. 8121, ff. 360, 11. 21 ; careless Nasta'llk, mixed with

Shikaata ; ff. 257-260 added by another band on whiter paper
;

extremely worm-eaten throughout ; size, loj in. by 5^ in.

2922

The second Parva in Faidi's translation.

Parva II (i_j;-> Lt-^»'), in the same embellished version

of Faidi as in Nos. 1945 and 1946 above, beginning:

Dated the 1 7th of Eajab, in the sixteenth year (of ?

either Muhammadshali, which would be a.h. 1147=
A.D. 1734, Dec. 13, or Shah 'Alam, a.h. ii88=a.d.

1774, Sept. 23).

No. 8107, ff. 98, U. IJ-13; careless Nasta'llk; size, 6J in.

by 3J in.

2923

Fifteen Parvas of the Maliabharata from the fourth

to the eighteenth, in another translation.

This translation of Parvas IV-XVIII is stated on

the fly-leaves of both Nos. 3012 and 3013 to be that of

Faidi; but the absence of any poetical pieces, like

those found in the beginning of Parva I as well as of

Parva II in the authentic version of Faidi (see the

])revious copy), and the agreement in the beginning of

Parva XIII (on fol. 185^ in No. 3013) with that of the

same Parva in No. 1944 above, make it more likely

that we have got here the rare translation of Ibn 'Abd-

allatif alhusaini Nakibkhan, the collaborator of Abu-

alfadl, who seems to have made a preliminary version

of his own, which was afterwards embodied in the

larger translation that goes under Abu-alfadl's name.

Besides, it is very doubtful whether Faidi ever wrote

more than the first two Parvas.

Parva IV, on fol. i ^, i^, -^];^. (Virata-parvan) ; dated

the 23rd of Dhu-alka'dah, in the forty-eighth year of

Shah 'Alam's reign (a. h. I220=a. d. 1806, Febr. 12).

Parva V (here called ^^i), on fol. 1 7«, i_>;J. - JjI ; dated

the nth of Dhu-alhijjah in the same year(=A.D. 1806,

March 2).

Parva VI (likewise called '^), on fol. 54'', jX^^j

i^p; dated the ist of Jumada I, in the forty-ninth

year of Shah 'Alam's reign (a.h. 1221 = A. d. 1806,

July 17).

Parva VII (again called ^), on fol. 80^, i_j^ jjj^j ;

dated the 14th of Jumada I in the same year (a. d.

1806, July 30).

Parva VIII, on fol. 102*, t.j^. ^j^; dated the 29th

of Jumada I in the same year (A. d. 1806, Aug. 14).

Parva IX, on fol. 128b cj^^ J„» (in the colophon

ij;j J-i) ; dated the 2nd of Jumada II in the same

year (a. D. 1806, Aug. 17).

Parva X (called '^, like all the following Parvas),

on fol. 130b, i_jj (!) eJj.— ; dated the 3rd of Jumada II

in the same year (a. d. 1806, Aug. 18).

Parva XI, on fol. 133^, tj^^ ijj^^ ; dated the 6th

of Jumada II in the same year (a. d. 1806, Aug. 21).

Parva XII, on fol. 139b i_,^ ojL. (Santi-parvan) ;

dated the 26th in the same month (a.d. 1806, Sept. 10).

Parva XIII, on fol. 185b, v^, (!) eUL,; dated the

1 2th of Eajab, a.h. 1221 (a.d. 1806, Sept. 25).

Parva XIV, on fol. 227a, lj^j. X**-!; this section is

incomplete; it breaks oif on fol. 232*, first line; and

on the next page a different hand begins.

Parva XV, on fol. 233", called here in the heading

i_>,j ^^ ,j«Lj (?) ; but in the colophon the correct

title appears i^ -^T; dated the 21st of Muharram,

A.H. 1222 (Samvat i864=a.d. 1807, March 31).

Parva XVI, on fol. 266*, l^ J—^; not dated.

Parva XVII, on fol. 280^, sj^j J'-^j-',,
better in

the colophon ij^ j^li-^L^-. ; not dated. ^
Parva XVIII,' on fol. 284% i^, ^^j^O^; not

dated.
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The proper order of S. 129-137 is: 129, 134, 130-

133, 136, 135, 137-

No. 3012, ff. 1-134; No. 3013. ff. 135-387, U. 19-ai ; small
ShikasU ; ff. 233-287 supplied by another hand ; some pages
written partly or wholly in diagonal lines; size, 9I in. by 5I in.

2924
The fourth Parva in tlie same translation.

Parva IV (i^. eyj^) in the same translation as in

the preceding copy.

Dated the 7 th of Dhu-alhijjah, in the seventh year of

Shah 'Alam's reign (=a.h. 1179, ^•^- '7^6, May 17,

Samvat 1823).

No. 3119, if. 1-16, 11. 21 ; Shikasta; size, iijin. by 6iin.

2925

Skanda Purana {.^\\y>, sXxX-.!).

The same Persian translations of portions of the

Skanda Purana, in forty-five Adhyayas, hy Karan Singh,

which has been noticed ahove in No. i960 under the

title of Kshetra Mahatniya.

Beginning the same as in that copy, on fol. i»:

No date.

No. 3088, ff. 72, U. 9; Nasta'Uk ; size, 7i in. by 5J in.

2926
Tarjuma-i-Ramayana d^Ut. L,^yj).

A modern translation in Persian prose of Valmiki's

Ramayana, containing six out of the seven Kandas of

the original, made at Banaras by the same Anandghana,
with the takhallus Khwash, who has been noticed as

author of the cyLs^' j^- (i. e. the Ka^t-Khanda), see

above. No. 1959; the f^V^ \..S^{i.e. the Gaya Ma-

hatmya, a.h. i2o6=a. d. 1791), see above, No. 1962 ;

the silS ^ ijj .".A (a.h. 1208 and I209=a.d. 1794),

see above, Nos. 1725 and 2905; and the yi^
cilj^-*

(a.h. 1205 = a. d. 1 791), see above, No. 2906. The
first Kanda (Bala-Kanda) is not found in this collection.

Comp. on the older versions oftheRamayana, Nob. 1963-
1970 above.

Contents

:

The second Kanda, Ayodhya-Kinda (jjli Ljii^j*.!),

or second book (^jj^^j), in No. 3041, beginning, on

fol. lb; si'jiUl ji ^jT »L3^. ccW-^ uijii-' fUJ^y
Jl 0^1 tsLiUj eb fj-iJy »-* ^j^j • Dated by the

same transcriber, who copied all the works of this

author, viz. Bholanath, the 5th of Eabi' II, a.h. 1209
(a. D. 1794, Oct. 3o)=Samvat 1851.

The third Kanda, Aranya-Kanda (xili' ^J^),
or third

book (j,j-^^^j), in No. 3024, beginning, on fol. i^:

U^ jJ. ^^^ (jjj »jj; cJ>?^- O^^ u' ^^^^ }}^ }j*
J| tjuoL:^ ^yj.jU>. i..,^. Dated by Bholauath the

i6th of Muharram, A.H. 1206 (a.d. 1791, Sept. 15)=
Samvat 1848.

The fourth Kanda, Kishkindya-Kanda (I i» 1 ; v » C
jau), or fourth book (^.l^jj.^^.)), in No. 3020, be-

ginning, on fol. i^" : \^\j Jl_j^ "i ^Li. JT^^Lsji-j i^l—-.

Jl ,> ;\ . « Ijb-j -sj^j' uyj-Xjj: ,L;
J.!.. \j jjii. Dated

by the same the 5th of Rabi' 11, a. h. 1206 (a.d. 1791,
Dec. 2). The proper order of ff. i-i 5 is: 1,8-13,2-6,

14 (lacuna), 7, 15.

Thefifth Kanda, Sundara-Kanda (tUC t ;..) or fifth

book (»s^^^j), in No. 3026, beginning, on fol. i*":

Jl \j. Dated by the same the ist of Muharmm, a. h.

1206 (a.d. 1791, Aug. 3i)=Samvat 1848.

The sixth K^nda, Lanka-Kanda (jjli L^-J), »lso

called Yuddha-Kanda (see Rieu i. p. 55*'), or sixth

book (|»jU:.^^j), in No. 3027, beginning, on fol. i''

:

^\

I
b t/-^^ 'b u'^r* u-iV.«oL<o ^ti\ «>.** • jj^—tt jiyy'fj*'

\ cu->)l i-»J^ alb i^jl**. iJU-tt. j^l. Dated by the

same the 25th of Shawwal, A. h. 1205 (a.d. 1791,

June 27)=Samvat 1848.

The seventh Kanda, Uttara-Kanda (jJli J.l), or

seventh book {^". i.it jZii), in No. 3025, beginning, on

fol. i^: iS
\j ^. 5.>-a.j. jLfclj ij\ (j-La--. . _^xi ,ljjk .Ua

Jl .V ; : \ . m Ijujo J^jl fj--^\ iij^ ji \j JLc »1 .^ ^\.

Dated by the same the 22nd of Safar, A. H. 1206 (a. d.

1791, Oct. 2i)= Samvat 1848. The proper order of

ff. IC3-I8 is; 10, 14-17, 11-13, 18.

No. 3041, ff. 108, 11. IS ; size, 9^ in. by 6 in. ; No. 3024, ff. 62,
11. 15 ; size, 9J in. by 6 in. ; No. 3020, ff. 69, 11. 15 ; size, 9} in.

by sj in. ; No. 3026, ff..50, 11. 15 ; size, 9J in. by 6 in. ; No. 8027,
ft'. 140, 11. 15; size, 9^ in. by 6Jin. ; worm-eaten towards the
end; No. 8025, ff. 78, 11. 15 ; size, 9|in. by 6 in. ; Nasta'ltk, by
the same hand throughout ; a picture aa frontispiece at the
beginning of each book.

2927

Tarjuma-i-Jogbashista (i - - *
\ 1^^ ^ *'rj')

Another copy of the same Persian version of the
Yogavasish^ha, which was made under the auspices of
prince Dara Shukuh, A. h. 1066 (a. d. 1656), see above,
Nos. 1972-1974. The present copy is particularly

valuable, as it gives the name of the real translator,

viz. Habtb-allah (see fol. !*>, 1. 6); the date appears on
fol. lb lin. penult.

^eginning: J.jLi ,_^Uj |,Ui ^_;ijUw j ^-^

Dated the 29th of Safar, in the ninth year of Muham-
madshah's reign (a. H. 1140) = a.d. 1727, Oct 16; it

is called here by mistake Samvat 1789 (which would
correspond to a. d. 1732, as is stated quite consistently

on the fly-leaf, but not to A. h. i 140); the proper dat«
should be Samvat 1784 or 1785.

No. 3165, ff. 137, 11. 15 ; very moderate Shikasta; size, 8f in.

byjiin.

51 2
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2928
Muntakhab-i-Shabistan-i-Nikat (,jli-^ ^..^-ir^-^^

An abridged copy of Fattahi of Nishapur's ^^\
~. ... . m .

JLwi. or cyl^ t^jli... ,.t., composed a. h. 843 (a. d. 1439,

1440), see above, Nos. 2037-2039.

Beginning the same as there.

Bab I, on fol. I2I^ first line; II, on fol. 126'' ; III,

on fol. 130'' ; IV, on fol. 136" ; V, on fol. i^g^ ; VI, on

fol. 148b; VII, on fol. 153I'; Vin, on fol. 167b.

No date. Modern transcript.

No. 3017, S. 115-173, 11. II ; large and clear Nasta'Uk ; size,

9lin. by 7J in.

2929
Kissa-i-Euh {—j, i.li).

A short allegorical romance, with mystic tendency,

in rhymed prose and evidentlj' modelled on the famous

prototype of this class of symbolical writing, Fattahi's

Ji J J It was composed by Afdal Khaksar, see

fol. 49b, 1. 5. The hero is called -5^ (the soul); his

birthplace is ^^jj-t^ J^.* (the world of omnipotence)

;

his dwelling-place ejj-ail (^Ljj (the plain of divinity)

;

he suddenly gets a desire to travel and alights in *-lLc

uyt«.U (the world of human kind), where he finds

a land called ^^xy (the body), the seven climates of

which are the seven J\xj\ (members or parts of the

body), and four brothers join him there, ^^yt. (blood),

\.Jlj> (bile), |»jLL) (phlegm), and 1j^ (melancholy), etc.

Beginning : i^ \j i^j-a-l 1j^. —Jo* j Xa.-^". x,^

Jl iljji u'j!; mL>
}j

^.i^. u^Lj) i^.

No date. Modern transcript.

No. 8017, ff. 49-61, U. 11 ; large and clear Nastallk; size,

9i in- by 7i i".

2930

Hashiya-i-Kafiyah (v-ilJ Lsil*).

Short glosses to the jtkjLo or last chapter of 'Ata-

allah bin Mahmud alhusaini's (died A. h. 929 = A. d.

1523) larger work on poetry and metrical art, the

jjL^ ^ .i xj\.:l\\ ^y.;-^^, from which Nos. 2052-

2054 above contain an extract, styled ^J]}^ f^ J^ »Jl-~i

or ' treatise on the art of rhyming,' see also Fleischer,

Dresden Cat., No. 333. Accoiding to the beginning

of these glosses, on fol. 32b
: ^a-.! i-*V° (*J^-^' J-s-«^

a^- j^ A^i" ^'M^-' J

l:
r^j-^

tjLL.o )i J5I jl pL_Jl
J

the «il;Jt!l J...V5 was divided into an introduction

(a lira* or j_«jJL«) on the meaning of poeti-y and its

various species, three treatises (»j:«.) or jJLl») on tropical

figures, riddles, and metres, and a conclusion (jd-kLo or

8_vjLi.) on rhyme, with specimens taken from Arabic

and Persian poets.

On fol. 33*, 1. 6, the rare work by Maulawi Husain

Waiz (died A. h. 910 = a. d. 1505, see above, Nos.

2188 and 2680), styled ^U^^l ^L^ ^ p^'S\ «ilAj,

is quoted (see a full description of its contents in

E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 267-271), which

must be added to the list of his works, given above,

loc. cit.

Dated by the same Muhammad Nasir, who copied

No. 2053 above, in the same year, A. h. 1140 (called

the tenth year of Muhanimadshah's reign instead of

the ninth wbich would be more correct) = A. d. 1727,

1728.

No. .530, ff. 32''-4o^ 11. 1 1 ; large and distinct Nasta'llk

;

size, 8 1 in. by 4J in.

2931

Kha^it u sawad (jl^-. j ki)

.

A treatise on the rules for writing Naskh and Nas-

ta'lik, by Maulana Majnun bin Muhammad (in Eieu,

Mahmud) Rafiki, who is commonly identified with the

great Nasta'lik writer Mir 'Ali al-Katib, flourished in

Sultan Husain Mirza's time, and was still alive in A. h.

945 (a. D. 1538, 1539), see Bodleian Cat., No. 1369;
Rieu ii. pp. 531 and 532. The title given to this little

treatise in the heading of fol. 84b viz. kJJ _-^ v'^i
is misleading, since another, poetical treatise on the

same subject and by the same writer, rightly bears

that name. Tlie proper title appears here, on fol. 88^,

lin. penult. A second poetical treatise by Majnuu
Rafiki, likewise dealing with the art of writing Persian

characters, is the (j-Jixi « i~.i iuit s-lL^, see Rieu ii.

p.
532a, No. Ill; and Bodleian Cat., No. 1370, comp.

also Krafft, p. 5, No. XII. He is besides the author

of thejLj jjU UL-., described in No. 2 11 8, 7 above.

Beginning, on fol. 84b
: jj L t^jL:^! u^^-«' j X*^

It is divided into the following six babs

:

Jfjl, on fol. 88b.

2. i^L-jl %-^jj> ijL>-> J uLc;-:Li-* j ,jljb-»l ^'i ji

(jjLijl ?), on fol. 89b.

3. eAjLi^v:i>U.ii uW? I'^i 0° fol. 91**, in seven fasls.

4. kii, A*lj5 yLo ^i , on fol. 98b.

5. (v_ij^?) '-b^ j' '^. J^ J^J'5; on fol. I02»,

beginning with (_iJl uLj ^j .

6. ~n ki. j^,-~a. jJ, on fol. io6a, first line.
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•Lioljl Jao

This treatise ends in the middle of fol. 106'', without

a date; the remainder of that page and fol. 107* are

filled with a detiiiled prescription for making ruby-

coloured ink (eyjjlj jlx« ^^^J), comp. No. 2977 below.

No. ]348, ff. 84-107, 11. 12 (11. 13 on fol. 107*) ; Naskhl;
size, 7j in. by 4f in.

2932

Insh^-i-Harkam {^jf^yt *LiJl).

Another copy of the ' Models of Correspondence ' by
Harkarn the .«on of Mathuradas Kanbu of Multan,

•who compiled this work between A. h. 1034 and 1040
(a. D. 1625-1631), see above, Nos. 2069-2076.

Beginning : jJjIjl* e^«i-». i^UJ . j

The index of the seven babs is given on fol. 14", but

in the text itself no subdivision is found.

Dated a. h. 1190 (a. d. 1776); the first owner (and

probably its transcriber too) was Mir Ya'kAb.

No. 3005, ff. i3''-42'', 11. 12-15; Shikasta; size, lojin. by

6f in.

2933
Another copy of the same.

Beginning, on fol. I '': i^j-Jla jj^ ''--^
J J » •> jl Xjcj

Bab I (xj-^.y j^iLo ^\^), on fol. 2b
j II

[^,j^\ja j1j-b1 _,j), on fol. 8^; III (eaLs^'j_^ -ji. ^i), on

fol. 1 6a; IV {^Ji\JS j^jj /), on fol. 21*; V (^j

J. : ..y^yXjjio ^- j^-Vi) <^^^ sJ vijb^iJlt), on fol. 34",

first line ; VI (j—j^ l^j^ (index cyilLJI) t)L5 iti- ji),

on fol. 54b; VII ((^ 4 -. .'il » ) .^^b eJui^j ^jziiyi ji

JI jjljLjjJJj ^j1^1ju-5^j j^yjf-JL. (index (^jiiy^j

j\^^ 'Lib (^^Lii jl ij-UJI L.L5;.«.
J aU-,j)), on fol. 58*.

Dated the 6th of Rajab, a.h. 1208 (a.d. i794,Febr. 7),

by Darwish 'All.

No. 3085, ff. 62, 11. 12 ; Naskhl; size, 7 in. by 4I in.

2934

Insha-i-Aman-allah Husaini
( C5^

iill ,jL.l 'L^jl).

Another copy of the shorter collection of various

letters and notes on Sufic questions, by Aman-allah

Husaini, with the takhallus Amani, who died A. 11.

1046 (a.d. 1636, 1637), see above, Nos. 1763, 7, and

1893, where it is styled ^J-~~» viXxjj.

Beginning as there : oJj ey^b ii ]/j1a» ^'j A-«*

JI Jua.c ,j L4J ^_ sj-LLi.

A fuller work on letter-writing, by the same, styled

jjUfcjIpU. 'LiJl, is described in No. 2077 above; his

diwan in the Bodleian Cat., No. 1095.

No date.

No. 1966, ff. 220-246, 11. 13 ; Shikasta ; size, 9I in. by 6J in

2935
Naubawa (j.b^).

Another copy of Abu-albarakat Munir's collection of

letters, called »)b^, and compiled a.h. 1051 (a.d.

1641, 1642), see above, Nos. 2079-2082.

Beginning : JI ^Ji^^ji ^XJ

Among the occasional dates, given in the letters,

there appears, for instance, the 17th of Sha'ban, a.h.

1051 (a.d. 1641, Nov. 21), on fol. 45^, lin. penult.

A lacuna between ff. 39 and 40. The collection ends

on fol. 55I', and is dated at Farrukhabad the nth of

Jumada I, in tjie seventh year of Farrukhshah(Farmkh-
siyar ? but in that case the seventh year, as often

happens in Eastern calculations, is a mistake for the

sixth=A. H. 1
1 30, A.D. 1718, April 12, since Farrukh-

siyar ascended the throne in Dhu-alhijjah, a.h. 1124=
A. D. 1713, January, and was deposed, after a reign of

little more than six lunar years and three months, in

Ilabi' II, A.H. 1 131= A.D. 1 7 19, Febr.). It is collated

throughout. Ff. 56-73, in various different hand-
writings, contain fragments of other, anonymous, collec-

tions of letters and notes, which may, or may not, belong

to the same Munir ; the first, on fol. 56*, begins

:

j\j\y. \j x^ 'bl t£jl/l^ JJil J^JiC; ^^"^^

No. 3028, ff. 73, 11. 1^21 ; Shikasta, by different banda ; size,

gin. by 4J in.

2936
RuH at-i-Munir (^^-ju uybu^).

Letters and refined prose-writings of Abii-albarakat

Munir, who died a.h. 1054 (a.d. 1644), beginning

with the same initial words as the S)b»j (see the pre-

ceding copy), viz. _ fj^\^ji ^Xi \L^- j\ i_/.i^^-^ ^jA

JI ^j2-.Ls^'^^jl.clj^ •^^/^ but containing a smaller

number of letters and more extracts from the larger

work of the author, the^.;. 'Lijl (see above, No. 2078);

the three munazarat of the latter are given here in

full, viz.
jjj. J i_»-i< ij^\^*, on fol. 84" sq. ; utj.l J^Ul.

_^Llc, on fol. 97'', first line sq. ; Jj . «_^ s^L-*

(without a heading), on fol. losb, 1. 3 to the end. There

are besides the following pieces in ornate prose: >jjj.^

cb , on fol. 90", first line ; «_.b-jL.. t».Ljj , on fol. 95'';

^1^.) »->-bj'>i on fol. 96", last line; and ^1*jj £.«jI.»,

on fol. 961", last line.

No date. Modern transcript.

No. 3017, ff. 62-114, U. II ; large and clear Nasta'Ilk ; size,

9l in. by 7 J in.

2937

Majma'-alsana'i' («jl : 1 1I « , ^)
Another copy of Nizam-aldin Ahmad bin Muham-

mad Salih Siddiki Husaini's treatise on tropical figures

in Persian poetry (see above, Nos. 2088 and 2089),
completed a.h. 1060 (a.d. 1650), see ihe chronogram
on fol. 2", 11. 3 and 2 ab infra.
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Beginning : Jl LjIjla j I.: .Ic >.» il tJJ-" ^ J-^

The four fasls are found here on ff. 3'', last line

;

20*; 72* (here headed (^^:lx^ id\xi,j^ji); and 89^.

The khatimah, consisting of a few lines only, on

fol. 97b.

Dated at Calcutta the nth of Shawwal, A. h. 1199

(=A. D. 1785, Aug. 17, not 19, as is stated in the

colophon).

Ko. 2964, ff. 98, 11. 13 ; unequal Nasta'llk ; size, 9J in. by 6 in.

2938
Another copy of the same.

Modern transcript ; no date. The chronogram on

fol. I*", 11. 3 and 2 ab infra.

Fasl 1, on fol. 2*, last line; 2, on fol. 'j^, first line
;

3, on fol. zg^, third line; 4, on fol. 4^^, last line (the

last without a special heading, just as the khatimah).

No. 3017, ff. 1-48, 11. II ; large and clear Nasta'llk; size,

9j in. by 7J in.

2939
Munsha'at-i-Brahman {^j-^^jj mj\

'
, .? ; »).

Another copy of Candarbhan Brahman of Patyala's

(died A. H. 1068 or 1073 = A. D. 1657, 1658, or 1662,

1663) collection of letters, described above in No. 2094

Beginning: ii,j>-ic ^J^Jt)J, ^^\ v' J^jjl:^j\ ^Jy^

V^\ mJit (jJLso vi<jU,jLj c< -i-j
J J-t-« h \jr^

i
The author's diwan is described in Nos. 1574 and

1575 above, his poetical description of Shdhjahan's

court in the cr^jl4j>. in No. 2093 above.

No date.

The copy is apparently defective at the end.

No. 2996, ff. 77, 11. 11-14; Shikasta, very moderate in the

beginning, but growing rather wild towards the end; size, 92 in.

by 5^ in.

2940
Mun^ara-i-Abr u darya (b.i j^l s^U-.).

A poetical contest between 'cloud and sea,' in highly

embellished prose, mixed with verses, by Muhammad
Salih Kanbu of Lahur, the author of an account of the

capture of Balkh in A. h. 1056 (a. d. 1646), see Eieu

iii. p. 934''; of the 'Amal-i-Salih or history of Shah-

jahau (a. H. 1070 = A. D. 1659, 1660), see Nos. 332-

336 above ; of the preface to the Bahar-i-danish (a. h.

io6i=A.D. 1651), Nos. 806-817 above; of the Bahar-

i-Sakhun (earlier redaction a. h. 1065 = a. d. 1655,
later redaction a!h. 1074 = A. d. 1663, 1664), Nos.

2090-2092 above, etc.

Beginning: JliL^.I cJj.) ^jLj &i j_i-i>. (ji^i

d
SjuIjLMti. b|i .>'i^i «Lj j o>—1 \S^\ip.

Copied by Ghulam Muhammad, see above, Nos. 2900-
2903.

Eeceived from Dr. Royle, July, 1856.

No. 3556, ff, II, 11. II ; Nasta'llk; size, 7 in. by 3jin.

2941

J^mi'-alkawanin (^^^1^1 A-^U.).

Another copy of Khalifah Shah Muhammad Kandji's

specimens of letters, also styled sJ.JiJ». *LsJl, and com-

piled A. H. 1085 (a. D. 1674), see above, Nos. 2097-
2105.

Beginning, on fol. 45'': ]^Xa.l y> i^r^W' j i_r^^-^^

JI i^ uW*. o>-»^--^ i_^li O.

The four fasls are found here on £f. 47* (twenty-six

eyb»j5L.), 62'' (forty-two uylx.1,), 711", first line {first

kism of the third fasl, containing four qa . .v^j uj^U-*),

73», first line (secvnd kism of the third fasl, containing

three e*JjjtJ euLjlX."), and 74* (twenty-eight vjlill

and seven v'-^O- '^^^ khatimah is not marked ; if

there is any, it must consist of the last few lines only.

No date, but undoubtedly copied immediately after

the ^^jA *LLil (see No. 2932 above), in a.h. i 190 =
A. D. 1776.

No. 3005, ff. 45-79, 11. 13-15; Shikasta, with some more
legible Nasta'llk towards the end ; size, lo^ in. by 6f in.

2942

Munsha'at-i-Mulla Sati' ( jttL. jL. )

I

Specimens of letters and other pieces in ornate prose

by Mulla Sati' of Kashmir, who flourished under Baha-

durshah and was still alive in a.h. 1136 (a. d. 1723,

1724), see A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 123, 1. 4 ab infra;

p. 156, 1. 10; and p. 560 (where his diwan, aJ=L, ^Jfyi,

is noticed). He is no doubt the same Mulla Sati',

whose petition to Shah Bahadur for a Jagir has got by
a mysterious accident into the British Museum copy of

Mulla Tughras works. Ad 1. 16,852, see Eieu ii. p. 743'>,

No. XV (in the India Office copies of the \jilo cy^^^
see above, Nos. 1 586-1 591, it is not found).

Beginning : ^.j ci^^^- uriWJ j ciJ^LjjJ u^'^'-

All the headings of the various pieces are left blank.

Dated the nth of Eabi' II, a.h. 11 77 (a. d. 1763,

Oct. 19). Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2825, ff. 54, 11. 10; Nasta'llk ; size, 7f in. by 4J in.

2943
Majma'-alinsha (Llj5)l ^«^sr*).

Another copy of Muhammad Amtn-i-BanJ Isra'il's

famous collection of refiued prose-writings, see No.

2122 above, with the same wording of the chronogram

as there, viz. ^yLi.. _^\)^ J-^a. elL- (see fol. 2I',
1. 8,

where also the wrong spelling^^.^ , .;^ appears for^yu^),

that is to say ,yUj.^Al^a. xla. (sU-. = a. h. i 138 (a. d.

1725, 1726); the title, LiJiH At*^, appears on fol.

2b, 1.5.
^-

Beginning, on fol. i^ : Lijl JL4J i^UJ j yi^

Ji Lu.4^. j\^ Li3l t^LiJ (sic!) JLiJl.
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The work is divided here into twenty-nine fasls only,

that is to say the fourth of No. 2122 ((_;«Lj ^jU-i* .j)

is left out.

Fasl 1 (=1 in No. 2122), on fol. 2^; 2 (=2 there),

onfol. 12b; 3 (= 3), ou fol. 21''; 4 (=5 in No. 2122,

j.oU-i JLiJ J.JU,), ou fol. 27'«; 5 (= 6 there), on fol.

49*; 6 (= 7), on fol. 71a; 7 (=8), on fol. 99"; 8 (= 9),
ou fol. 119*, last line; 9 {=10), ou fol. i36l> ; 10 (=
11), ou fol. 156a; 11 (=12), ou fol. 187b; 12 (=13),
ou fol. 205a; 13 (=14), ou fol. 22ib; 14 (=15), ou
fol. 224a; 15 (=16), on fol. 227a; 16 (=17), ou fol.

230% 17(= i8),oufol. 241b; 18 (=19), ou fol. 256b,

last Hue; 19 {= 20), on fol. 267b; 20 (=21), on fol.

273a; 21 (=22), ou fol. 284b; 22 (=23), on fol. 289b,

lin. penult. ; 23 (= 24), on fol. 294a; 24 (= 25), on
fol. 314b; 25 (=26), on fol. 325b; 26 {=27), on fol.

332a; 27 (=28), on fol. 351a, lin. penult.; 28 (=29),
ou fol. 356b, last line ; 29 (=30), on fol. 358a. In the
twenty-sixth (respectively twenty-seventh) fasl the same
five muuazarat are fouud as in No. 2122, on ff. 332a,

333^ aaS**. 341", and 348a, but the last is called here

jjj J t^*^ tjiel^^, so that in this copy all the three

prose-contests of Munir are found, which have been
noticed in No. 2078 above.

Dated by 'Adilbeg of the Carnatic the 6th of Safar,

A.H. 1159 (a.d. 1746, Febr. 28).

No. 3065, ff. 359, 11. 15 i Nasta'llk; size, 8f in. by 4J in.

2944
Dastiir-alnazm (JaUl ,4^:^^).

Another copy of the tract on Persian prosody and
metres, by Muhammad Musawi Walih, composed A. h.

1140 (a.d. 1727, 1728), which has been described in

No. 2 1 19 above ; the name of the author and the date

appear on fol. 2b, 11. 7 and 8 ; the title on fol. 3b
1. 2,

and in the colophon ; on the fly-leaf it is styled in-

correctly i^JjJL}\jyL^i.

Beginning, ou fol. ib: J) ^j.^^-^S^j^a^ t;...-w^.

Mukaddimah, on fol. 3b ; Farm I, on fol. 6*, in two
babs ; Fann II, on fol, 1

3b in twelve babs ; KMtimah,
on fol. 41='.

Dated the last of Shawwal, A. h. 1161 (a.d. 1748,
Oct. 22).

Bibllotheca Leydeniana.

_Ko. 2841, ff. 44, 11. 11-14; careless Nasta'llk, mixed with
still more careless Shikasta ; size, 5I in. by 4 in.

2945

Daki'ik-alinsha (Lijill ^lij).

Another copy of the compendium ofrhetorics, prosody,

etc., by Eanjhurdas, compiled a. h. 1145 (a. d. 1732,

1733)1 see Nos. 2120 and 2121 above; the author's

name appears on fol. 3", II. 7 and 8 ; the date on
fol. 3b, 11. 6 and 7.

UUJI

Beginning, on fol. ib : ^JlXl.. ^s\-i^ j
^Ij .I.-*.

2JJ—.XJ \j
(cJ^Ji* j;jlJu»Li> «j

Mukaddimah (here styled wrongly J^ ii^i), on
fol. 9b.

Daktkah 7, on fol. 14a, last line, and fol. 14b, first

line (rightly styled Jjl ii-Jj), in three fasls.

Daktkah II, on fol. 25a, in eight fajls, corresponding

to those in No. 2 1 2 1 above (the preliminary index, on
fol. 25a, gives the usual ten fa^ls).

Daktkah III, on fol. 95b, in two fasls.

Daktkah IV, on fol. 247a, in two fasls.

Daktkah V, on fol. 256a, first line, in two fasls.

Daktkah VI, on fol. 350b, in two fasls.

Daktkah VII, on fol. 363b, in three fasls.

The eighth daktkah, as well as the khdtimah, although
indicated in the general index on fol. 9", last line, and on
fol. 9b,

11. I and 2, is entirely wanting in the text.

Dated the 5th of Rabi' I in the Fasll year 1200 (a.H.

I207=A. D. 1792, Oct. 2l).

No. 3039, ff. 374, 11. 9; careless Nattallk, aometimes re-

sembling 8hikasta ; size, 8 in. by 4I in.

2946
Collection of official letters and specimens of refined

prose-writing in Arabic and Persian.

Contents

:

I. Arabic, S. ib-29b; Extracts from the _lj 'Liji

^j^-»ji..ljr*', by Ahmad bin Taj aldairalmaliki, chiefly

containing letters written in the name of Maulaua
Sayyid Zaid bin Muhsin to the emperor Shahjahan, his

wazir Sa'd-allahkhan, Sultan 'Abdallah Kutbshah of
Haidarabad, etc., with answers.

II. Persian, ff. 30b- 11 6a:

(a) ^Ji~s^ J'-^j •'-i-il. on ff. 3ob-46», containing

chiefly notes and letters by Ja'farkhan, the Nazim of
Bangalah (a. h. 1116-1138 = a.d. i 704-1 726), to the
emperors 'Alamgir, Muhammadshah, etc.; the last is

a note by Shuja -aldaulah.

(b) JJ.-0 \^^ HjU^. on ff. 46^49'', a specimen of

ornate prose by Mirza 'Abd-alkadir Bidil (died A. h.

1133 = A. D. 1720), see above, No. 1676 sq.

(c) »jj!ii.« oLxj, , miscellaneous writings, on ff. 50*-

II 6a; the most heterogeneous specimens are mixed
together in this part, for instance, a letter by Sadr-
aldiu Muhammad to Maulana Muhtasham Kashi (died

A.H. 996= A. D. 1588, see above, Nos. 1447 and 1448),
ou fol. 66b, anj^ letters by Nasirai Hamadant (who was
still alive in A.H. 1015 = a.d. 1606, 1607, see above,
No. 1484), ou fol. 64a sq. ; and on the other hand,
letters as late as a.h. 1177 = a.d. 1763, 1764 (in a
communication to 'Ali Nawazkhau), on fol. 84b, and
even a.h. 1194, 9th of Dhu-alhijjah = a. d. 1780,
Dec. 6 (in the very first letter of this collection,

addressed to Mr. John David Paterson), on fol. 50*.

Among the host of other notes and official communica-
tions there are particularly to be mentioned : letters to

Mu'in-aldaulah Bahadur; to Mir Muhammad Kasim-
khan Bahadur ; by Mir Muhammad Zaklkhan Sahib

;

to Muhammad Kazimkhau ; to Yflsuf 'Alikhan ; to
Miyan Muhammad Sahib; to 'Askar 'Allkhin ; by Mir
Muhammad Husain, after his return from a journey to

England (jfili-« tt*^j J*^. """rir* Jv^ o-^x»ji»)»
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on fol. 62I' sq. ; by Mir Bakir Damad to Mulla 'Abd-

ullah of Slmshtar, on fol. es^ sq. ; to Maulana Shah

Muhammad of Sliiraz; by 'Abd-arazizkhan, the gov-

ernor of the fort of Kandahar, to Nawwab I'tiinad-

aldaulah, on fol. eSl^;' by Nawwab Mahabatjang to

Shuja -aldaulah, the Nazim of Murshidabad, on fol. 69";

by Maulawi Lutf-allah to the English authorities in

Calcutta, and to Khan Bahadur Nusratjang, etc., on

fol. 70^ sq. ; new year's greetings to prince Muhammad
Shah Shuja Bahadur, on fol. 71'^; to and by Mir

Muhammad Ja'farklian, the Nazim of Bangalah ; to

Nawwab Muzaffarbeg Bahadur ; to Ghulam 'Alikhan

;

to Mirza Muhammad Yarkhan ; to 'Ali Nawazkhan

;

to Zair Husaiiikhan ; to Haji 'Abd-alrahim ; to and by

Jan 'Alikhan Sahib ; to Mirza Dadar "Alikhan ; to

Ismail Kulikhan Sahib; to Muhammad Sa'idkhan

Sahib ; to Muhammad Eidakhan, the governor of

jahangirnagar, on fol. g^^' ; to Mir Mas'ud 'Ali ; to

Saj'yid Muhammadkhan Bahadur; etc. etc.

No date.

No. 3172, ff. 116, 11. 15; clear and distinct Nasta'Uk ; size,

6Jin. by 4 in.

2947

Two treatises on the art of letter-writing, with

specimens.

1. (_ji,ljl te^^ar* or 'Lij\
J!^ ^j JU-,, by Shaikh

Muhammad bin Shams-aldin (see fol. 141^, 1. 2), on

if. \^d°-2\^^, beginning: j (JA-jI i^jUt— 5-»U
o'^^-*^

(J^ v*** _5
(^J-^- oJ, xLjJ

~J\ i.:>i;ju.. The date on fob 215" is very strange;

the words uL»jt-«J . ^j-^^x.^ • (_/"-»-» s-i-< 1*4-^ ^J o^
denote a. h. 995 (a. d. 1587), the figures 1 . . i' a. h.

1004 (a. D. 1595, 1596); perhaps the former is the

date of composition, the latter that of the copy.

2. 'LiJl
ij^ j^ sJL-j, on ff. 216^1-236*, portion of a

larger work of similar impoi't, containing the third and

the fourth hism, the former on the proper style of con-

gi-atulations at various joyful occasions (^ oJUJl *—JL)I

^Lo^l. s^JL-il 0^1^. ^L^!!!!), in five fasls ; the latter

on the proper style of condolences (^ ^ipi *—a-l^

t^lxUl), likewise in five fasls.

The third hism begins on fol. 2
1
7^^ ; the fourth on

fol. 226"; the five fasls of the former are: i-^^j ^j

ij^l ; i-s.-^' L:-L^
^J ; u-j^l i->^4J ^ ; i.;,^ ^

i_»-«»U.lj _isJI ; and jL^ill. jSlZA\ ^ jj-xJl a>;^) ^
'J_yiJj ^r*-^'j (*-!^~i^l3 J'^-'b '

^'^os® ^^ ^^ latter

:

dj-iAl AJpeJ ^ ; UIxJI i-jjjtj ^y ; iiljill i^xS ^J

;

'Ula.i>l Ajjju |J ; and

No date.

No. 1848, ff. 140-236, II. II (on ff. 140-215), 11. 16-18, written
in diagonal form (on ff. 216-236) ; excellent Nasta'Uk, by two
different hands

; most diacritical points left out in the second
treatise ; size, 7^ in. by 4I in.

\ ... ; 11 iJjjLj ^.

2948
Two short collections of forms of letters.

1. On ff. ii>-i2*: i_yJLk.« 'Lijl, another copy of

Mubarak Farshi's little treatise, noticed above in No.

2134, beginning, on fol. i^: jSxi^\j^iii t^lj' j' Jj<->.

2. On ff'. 8i''-io7^: uyLsJii-* cylj^i5Co, a collection

of short notes, addresses, petitions, etc., without author's

name.

No. 3005, ff. 1-12, and 81-107 ; 11- 11-12 in the first part,

11. 11-15 in the second; Shikasta, by two different hands; size,

loj in. by 6|in.

XII. Ethics.

2949
Akhlak-i-Nasiri ((j^li (J^l).

Another copy of Nasir-aldin Muhammad Tusi's (died

A. H. 672 = A. D. 1274) renowned work on ethics or

practical philosophy, completed A. h. 633 (a. d. 1235,

1236), see above, Nos. 2155-2172.

Beginning : ui^ye eji-n^- Jpi' J^JH^i ^J-« j Xs*^- ^-i —

Ji Jill dJL..

Makdlah I, in two kisms
; first kism, in seven fasls,

on ff'.
8b, 9b 14b iga^ 20'', 23'>, and 30b; second kism,

in ten fasls, on fol. 44a, first line, 47*, 48", 50b, 53b,

57^ 62b, 74b^ 78a, and 86^.

Makdlah II, in five fasls, on if. 109'', 113a, 117a,

i2ib, and 131a (the number of the last is omitted).

Makdlah III, in eiglit fasls, on if.
136a, 144a, last

line, 159b, 174b (both heading and number are omitted

here, it begins in 1. 10 of this page), 184a, 188b

(wrongly called -v>.«, J..ai for ~iJi J-^)i 197'', and
202b, first line.

Dated in Sha'ban, A. h. 1081 (a. d. 1670, Dec.-i67r,

Jan.), at Akbarabad by Ghulam Muhyi-aldin. Chiefly

on the first forty or fifty leaves various readings and
both marginal and interlinear glosses, besides some
pencil notes in English.

No. 3044, ff. 204, 11. 15; excellent Nasta'Uk; size, 8jin.
by 5 J in.

2950
The same.

Beginning as usual.

Makdlah I, in two kisms
; first hism, in seven fasls,

on if. lob, lib lyb igb 2^^, 27a, and 35b; second

hism, in ten fasls, on if.
50a, 1. 2,

53b, 54b^ 57a, 60b,

64a, 70a, 83a, 87a, and 96b.

Mahdlah II, in five fasls, on if. 123a, 126b, 131a,

135b, and 149a.

Makdlah III, in eight fasls, on ff. 152*, i6ob 177a,

192b, last line, 203b, 209^, first line, 220b, and 225b.

Dated the 29th of Jumada II, in the forty-first year

of 'Alamgir's reign (=A. H. 1109, A. D. 1698, Jan. 12).

Various readings and glosses, both interlinear and
marginal, throughout, but more frequent on the first

leaves.

No. 3557 (Glass Case), ff. 228, IL 15 ;
good Nasta'Uk ; size,

gin. by 5J in.
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2951

Mirat-alakhlak
(
j!lli.ill i\^).

A compendium of ethics, which the author of this
little treatise, who is probably identical with its tran-
scriber and owner, Lutf-allah ibn Yad-allah Nizam-
aldin, was requested to compile in the niajlis of Habib-
allah, called Zain-aldunya wa-aldin, of Shiniz, on the
basis of two renowned books in this branch of philo-
sophical studies, the t^Li j^Li-l (see the two pre-
ceding copies) and the (jj..ic JLlLiL. ^l^ (a work not met
with hitherto), see fol. 2^, lin. penult, to fol. 3", I. 6
(where the above title appears). It is divided into

Jlc jj, on fol. 3",

34"; 3. o.*jCa.^j

thrc viz. 1. ijUiliree cyij-o _
last line ; 2. J^ e.. tC^^j

,

t-^jw«, on fol. 45».

on fol,

Beginning : s-Jic

dNo date.

No. 1348, ff. 1-67, U. 10 ; large Nasta'Uk ; size, 7J in. by 4! in.

XIII. Astronomy and Astrology.

2952
Risalat fi-alhai'at (iiL^I J iJL^).

Another copy of 'Ali Kushji's (died A. H. 879 = A. d.

1474, 1475) famous astronomical treatise, see above,

Nos. 2240 and 2241, beginning as usual : LIl .... 411 ,t ,11

MukaddimaU, in two kisms, the first on fol. i^, tlie

second on fol. 5''.

Makdlah I, in six babs, on ff. 7", 8'', I4*>, 178^ last

line, 20b, and 22" (the lust subdivided into four fa.sls).

Makdlah II, iu eleven babs, of which the third,

fourth, eighth, and ninth are not marked, on ff. 44I',

47a, lin. penult., 54a (fifth bab), 55a, 57b, 6ib (tenth

bab), and 63b.

A lacuna between ff. 63 and 65, and probably one or
two other lacunas, which are concealed. Ff. 64 and
66-68 contain, in quite a different handwriting, some
mukhammasilt in honour of 'Ali, atylpfl ^1=. - ^^^ ^.^U.*

(on a poet with the takhallus Mazhar in 'Alamgir's

reign, see A. Sprengor, Catal., pp. 129, 488, and 489).

No date. A seal of Sayyid Milir 'Ali Husainl with
the date A. h. 1200 (a. d. 1786), on fol. 65'\

No. 2972, ff. 68, 11. 11-15 (on ff. 1-16), 11. 13 (on ff. 17-63,
and 65); 11. 15-23 (on ff. 64, and 66-68), written by two hands
in clear Nasta'Uk on ff. i-i6 (white paper), .ind J7-63, and 65
I older and somewhat browner paper) respectively; Shikasta on
ff. 64 and 66-68 ; size, 8 in. by 3! in.

2953
Majmu'a-i-shamsi ( ,

* « gj , •^)

Another treatise on astronomy, translated by Abu-
alkhair, son of Maulana, Ghiyath-aldin, from the English
of Dr. William Hunter (. :.•

, ;. a _J. -i-i^b, perhaps

IND. OFF.

identical with W. Hunter, M. D., 1755-1812, who
besides medical and other works composed astro-
nomical treatises and also an ' Account of the labours
of Jayasimha,' see Dictionary of National Biography,

vol. 28, p. sos^), see fol. jb, beginning: ^^1 tS^\si

Fa^l I, oafol 2^:

\

IV, on fol. 8»

uW^y-

\ji^ o>jp udLjIJJ . //, on fol. 3b

:

///, on fol. 4b : ^^1 oi^ /i ji.

•F(not numbered), on fol. 12b: jXj,

J^. j^

Xi ji

SJ\ tj^Xj. JL.1 eyl^L;;-, i^ljj iTjoUl. 1:^1,11-. VI, on
fol. 1 6b: ey];j»j^ ^jLj Thejj . VII (here numbered eighth

;.a), on fol. 18*:

No date.

No. 8070, ff. 33, 11. 13; Nastallk; size, SJ in. by 6 in.

2954

Ahkam-i-ashkal (JLSCil -iXll).

Two sets of astrological tables, the first on ff. 68-71
(apparently incomplete), the second on ff. 73b-82a, con-
taining prognostics, horoscopes, and many other indica-
tions for the welfare of human beings, suggested by
certain constellations of stars.

No. 1348, ff. 68-82"; size, -j^m. by 4! in.

XrV. Medicine.

2955

Khulasat-altajarib (i.j,Li^' JLoiLi.).

A large i)art of an elaborate work on tested cures by
a certain Muhammad Hui^ainl Nurbakhshl, about whose
lifetime nothing can be ascertained. It consists
of twenty-eight babs, of which the first seven and
part of the eightii are missing ; the copy opens abruptly
in the eighth bab, which deals apparently with the con-
ditions and diseases of the head.

The headings of the following bdbs are

:

^-
i*-^ Jl^*' u^-.r' ^ ^'^- ('^^ ^y^)> •^H fol. 34''>.

10. (ji^Jl^l
fol. 51a.

uWi j-> (»-»» s->^ (the ear), on

11- u^^ JW' u^. ;* c-^^j^ '-'^ (t'"^ nose), on
fol. 56a. '

^jUj Jl>-I uWj./ I^jjljj sjb (the mouth).12.

on fol. 63a.

13. Ji j\ tiWJTj jO* Ji^i J^. ji ""^IIjZrZL.

(the throat, etc.), on fol. 70a.

14. Ji J jKif. Jl^l jjUj jJ ^jjl^*. (_>L> (the liver

and the heai-t), on fol. 88".

15. ijjt..
J ijj^ jy*-' uW? J-*

pJkij-iLj v^ (tl'e

oesophagus and the stomach), on fol. 93b.

5K
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"ji jJl (diseases which physicians of these realms have

jiot been able to assign to any particular limb of the

body), on fol. 1 1 2^^.

17. ij\^ ij^ J'r*' cjWj.y (.JiA-i-a v^. (the

liver and the bile), on fol. wj^.

18. -jj^ Jl^l uW> )^
f'^y"

vU (tlie spleen), on

fol. I36».

19. jjj; Jl^l ^\^. ji ^JJ^ m'-'. (the bowels), on

fol. 140".
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20. Xxi.. \ji>\j^\ ^^LJ yi
|,

posteriors), on fol. 164*.

t_)b (diseases of the

21. 8i/jlj*\i:,Ljy pJo
J

' o k_jb (the kidney),

on fol. 1
71*.

22. »jLjL.e J1>^1 eJ^-*- y «* J
'^^'^^ l_>

bladder), on fol. I TV*'.

23. J—.L^' '^'i'y Jl>*' uWi jJ (.^^ J

(the genitals), on fol. 189*.

_,L. (the

24.
J jjy eyilT Jl^l ^;,bo. ^J jyl.-*^

J c.»-^. ^J^.

jjb ) (the female organs of generation and the female

breast), on fol. 200", first line.

25. J->U*j •l,_.l ,.|Lo .iH u^lr"' u*-^?y r^-.-
l4jb J

(diseases of the back,.ioints, and feet), on fol. 2 17k

26. ji |.j*- i^bj ji j.-ii
J

^:>---> v^. (poisons,

etc.), on fol. 225*

27. «-> uW? )» |»^»^ J
b

uyli-bi-. ,j Jjl J.».c (compound medicaments, usually

Btyled ^^jbj^j, and thus designated on the margin),

on fol. 2621".

28. iS t-^Ji kbiJl uW-? j^ f

~ "'> J ^^^*--^. v^.

JJ» ,J )j^ u];j' J
o-l!li>l uJjUi.. (some peculiar

technical terms used among physicians, and medicinal

weights), on fol. 271a, last line, and fol. 271^, first line.

No date.

No. 1276, ff. 276, 11. 21 ; careless NaBta'Uk, mixed with

Shikasta; ff. 275 and 2 76 added by another hand in pure Shikasta;

size, loj in. by 6| iu.

2956

Two medicinal glossaries.

1. A glossary of the Hindi terms occurring in the

Materia Medica, with their Arabic and Persian equiva-

lents, forming an alphabetical index to the ijj.s'yi q^-i*

(see above. No, 2362), on ff. 1^-85^. It is styled in

the heading: i_>ba jl lAj^ cjjJ j ijSJji tiji\ o.--^

1 ,.f y •<> ,1 . f: i_^,Ay^ *-ii-i^' Ur**' ^^^ consists of three

columns, the one on the right side for the Hindi words,

the middle one for the Arabic and Persian ones, and

the one on the left for the pages or folios of the

respective copy of the ijyi\ ,j>i* (which is not that in

the India Office referred to above). The English

equivalents are occasionally added on the margin, mostly

in ink, sometimes in pencil. Frequently, where special

Hindi terms are not forthcoming, only the Arabic and

Persian words are given. Ff. 86-88 are left blank.

2. A glossary of similar Hindi terms, occurring in

a medical work, styled y-lS^^ jL^., with their Sanskrit

equivalents, arranged in the same way, the Sanskrit

words in the right column, the Hindi ones in the

middle, and the folios in the left column, on ff.
89b-

131a.

It is Btyled in the heading: jl tjXJJi wjjI o--;-4-»

lu-X^A _,U^ ^-^>^. u-^v jU->. V^< and is on the

first pages, like the previous glossary, occasionally

accompanied with the English equivalents on^ the

margin. The Sanskrit words are written in Devanagari

characters. On fol. i" there is given a Sanskrit title

to the first glossary, viz. Dravya Gana, Hindi and

Persian.

No. 3526, fif. 131 ; size, loj in. by ejin.

2957

Tarjuma-i-firang dar bayan-i-amrad-i-picish (t*j^

A Persian translation of an English medical treatise

by William Cockburn (^^j e)li^(^jl), M.D. of London,

the title of which is represented here in Persian trans-

literation as u-i. elis J 1 f^ yS^\:L^\yL^ iji, which

seems to mean ' the nature and cures of fiuxes,' explained

in Persian by j,b-j\ ij[jt^j!is±i oflr*' uW^ j^ t-A^S

.iTeyb,jlijJ'V There are two books of Dr.W. Cockburn

(i 669-1 739) mentioned in English works of reference

(see, for instance. Dictionary of National Biography,

vol. xi. pp. 192-193), which are very likely different

editions of one and the same treatise from which the

present translation is made, viz. ' Profluvia ventris,'

London, 1701 ; and 'Account of the nature and cure

of looseness,' sec. ed., London, 1710. The learned

English doctor wrote it partly on the basis of former

investigations, partly on the results of his own medical

experience. It is divided into nine viy,^.

No date.

No. 1452, ff. 62, 11. 9 ; simple Shikasta ; size, 8| in. by 6 in.

XV. Lexicography and Grammae.

1. Arabic-Persian.

a. Vocabularies and Dictionaries.

2958

Three metrical Arabic-Persian vocabularies.

1. Nisab-i-badi' (>uJJ i^boj), onff. il'-eb, see above,

No. 2386, beginning: j ijl 'L.j jb. j.^^ j-^ ^-a-.

^
2. NisHb-alsibyan (tjl..J?» Ol^), on ff. ^^2^^

see above, Nos. 2375-2381, beginning here

:
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This part is dated the 9th of Eamad&n, a. h. 1229
(a.d. 181 4, Aug. 25).

3. Mantik-al^ibyan (jjL.»-HI jt»;..), on ff. 2i^-jfi»;
a versified tract of the same kind as the two preceding

ones, in eighteen kit'as, prefaced by ten niathnawi-baits,

beginning

:

The title appears on fol. 27^, 1. 9.

The MS. belonged to ' Anand How's Collections in

the ceded districts.'

No. 8018, ff. 36, 2 coll., each U. 15 ; Urge Nasta'Uk ; size,

9f in. by (>\ in.

2959

Nisab-alsibyan ((jl
. ; ,".11 i_,Laj).

The same versified vocabulary of Abu Nasr Farahi,

beginning in the following way : JLj . . . . iUl J.*il

~ii ^^.Ulj JJJ y^. jJUJI J^^l |.Uill i--Ul (conip.

No. 2377 sq. above); this copy is slightly defective at

the end ; the last line here corresponding to fol. 27a,

first line, in the preceding copy.

No. 2754, ff. I49''-^74^ 11. 13-16; NasU'lik; size, gjin.
by 5|in.

2960
'Uman-i-ma'ani (lylj" u^-*-^)-

The Persian gulf of fine thoughts, an Arabic-Persian

glossary with occasional intermixture of Hebrew,
Pahlavi, Syriac, Turkish, and other words, by

Amirak of Balkh, who compiled this little work at

the request of Shaikh Nizam, a. h. 859 (a. d. 1455),
see fol. i'', last four lines, and fol. 2* first five lines.

Beginning : l^jiJj vi*jij-»jl s5l]j\\^ i\^ ,:..< X>.»

It is arranged alphabetically according to the first

and last letters, the Persian paraphrase is interlinear

and sometimes marginal, and written as far as fol. 43*
in red ink; from fol. 43^ to fol. 8i» in black (except

half of fol. 74" which is again in red) ; from fol. 81^ to

the end the paraphrase ceases altogether and only

strings of words are left.

No date.

No. 19S9, ff. 1 20, a number in diagonal lines ; first two pages

slightly effaced ; size, 8| in. by 4I in.

2961
Another Arabic-Persian glossary, arranged like the

preceding one according to 'Caa first and la^ letters.

Tliere is neither title nor author's name given, as the

copy lacks the introduction and begins abruptly in

the midst of the explanation of an affix (probably the

simple I) thus : i^Kj jo J-ol.* PjJr* ^» "* (•-»' r;^^

e"^' -5 &u J L5^^^-» ^^

From fol. 8» onwards the Arabic words are written
in red ink. Copied by Muhammad Zain-aldlu.

No date.

The title given to this glossary on the fly-leaf, Tiz.

^3 i:yLxl , has no sense whatever.

No. 1755, ff. 85, U. 15 ; Nasta'ltk ; size, 9J in. by sjin.

2962
A defective copy of a large Arabic-Peraian dictionary,

which is wrongly designated as uyLiLl >-»?> both on

the fly-leaves and at the top of fol. i». The * ''

cyLiUl is a Pfirsiun-Persian dictionary, and therefore

absolutely different in character from the present work,

which resembles very closely the eyLiljl jjj (see above,

Nos. 2392-2396), although its abrupt beginning cannot
be traced in any of those copies, and the order of words
seems not to be quite the same. At any rate, it may be
either an earlier or a later redaction of that famous
dictionary.

Beginning: tLij ..> fyi^ \ji-!r^^j^ ^^'•^ f\^
....

^1 jjj^ ^.
According to the Arabic paging six leaves are

wanting at the beginning, and eight between ff. 249
and 250. Ff. 247-250 are slightly damaged, but care-

fully repaired in some (not all) places. The proper

order of ff. 394-41 1 is: 394, 403-410, 395-402, 411.

No date.

The copy belonged formerly to Mr. Richard Johnson.

No. 1285, ff. 433, 11. 35 ; chiefly in Naskhl, by various hands,

an older one, as it appears, on ff. 1-272 and 335-433, a newer
one on ff. 273-334; *'^s> '°l '°' ^'3 SJi"-

2963

Dastiir-i-a'sar u' Dastiir-i-am?ar (j .L«_ftl j^-i—

i

Another large Arabic-Persian dictionary, compiled

on the basis of and in conformity with the .jLaAl —Li

(see Abd Ja'far Ahmad Albaihaki's work of this title

in Bodleian Cat., No. 1635) and the ^L** (see above,

Nos. 2388-2390), by Baha-i-'Abbas Ahmad Husaint

'Alawi (see fol. ib H. 8 and 9), and beginning : > t«^

~]i ill jLc J5^ i) j^l U L.J w ^^.1.:..^ j ill.

^ The title appears on fol. 2'', 1. 10; on fol. i* it is

sf jled, through a confusion with its prototype (see the

above statement), .jLaAl —U. The introduction com-

prises a fasl : jjl .jLa-. . mUjI jIxcI .j , on fol. 3*",

with the following subsections : sjlwill iIIiL», on

fol. 4" ; fc*i Jlj^ joLo-* CaTb.S, on fol. 5* ; and c*LlS

Jjij^ .i ..»La-» ij;ju, on fol. 5». The dictionary itself

begins,on fol. S^ with the t_4Jill t^b ; the arrangement is

this, that the_^r«< letter forms the bab and the last the

next subdivision ; after tliat comes the middle one.

Dated A. H. 11 76 (a. D. 1762, 1763).

No. 1338, ff. 360, 11. 19 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9^ in. by 5| in.

5 K 2
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b. Grammar.

2964
Three Persian treatises on Arabic grammar.

the ^y cJ^r^1. Kitab-i-mizan (^jlj_<^ sjL^), i

i_j^-Xll Jlc, on £f. ib-ao*, see above, Nos. 24 15-241 7,

beginning : ^J ^Ljti ij)l ia)>> t ..i\ ^yljo . . . . il j-.Ji

8J...a 7.J JLxi) s I > •> jj i^^ljjl

J . This part is dated the

8th of Rabi' II, a. h. 12 18 (a. d. 1803, July 28).

2. Nuskha-i-munsha'ibah (», . » ,f. : « ti"^), on ff. 21^-

28*, only a fragmentary piece, defective at the end, see

above, Nos. 241 1, 2 ; 2412, 2 ; and 2418, beginning :

i l.a. S^ i^^J^l
i_5»

(j-i^' »ll' dJj<--.l . . . . 4JJ Ju*il

Ff. 29 and 30 left blank.

3. Dastur-i-mubtada (1 J. •: . ^ .j v »o), or Kitab-i-

jadvali (j-I.J^ \^\::S), or Sarf-i-afal (JbtsI ^-J;-o), on

if. 31^-90'', see above, Nos. 2425-2427, beginning:

Jbtsl <__5;-o jjLj .J Oiu-^-jLiJ j^l sXiljo .... 41) A.»Ji

j_^y-ib- 0-1 sJ^jo y. jUii ;i.-> ^jjT JiUl J

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2741, ff. 90, 11. 9-10 ; Nasta'Uk ; size, 9 in. by 6jin.

2965

Muntakhab-alnahw {y^ v_..^sr'-*^).

A treatise on the application of the rules of Arabic

syntax to Persian, with poetical illustrations, by Amir
Haidar Husaini Balgrami (see fol. i^, last two lines),

with the takhallus Amir, a gi-andson of the famous

Mir Ghulam All Azad Balgrami, compiled A. h. i 2 i 4
(a. d. 1799, 1800, see fol. 2^^, 1. 5), comp. another copy
in Eieu ii. p. 8571", No. I.

Beginning : A^S \.\sij
Jj». (j^ 'W^' J-*^^ J . >•

Jl ^JLJ jjs^ (Rieu |.ljio).

At the end of the mukaddimah (which begins on

fol. 2») it is stated (see fol. 4^, last line, and fol. 4'',

first line) that this treatise is divided into three babs,

dealing with the nouns, the verbs, and the particles

resi)ectively

:

in seventeen fasls, on—-1 -L-Jil ^,Lj ji

fol. 4I',
I. 2.

J51 .u.

.1, in nine fasls, on fol. 41 ', last line.

f-i^

'if r j'' c>^ jb, in three fasls, on

fol. 48* ; but in the text itself the beginning of a

fourth bab is found on fol. 5 i^,.on the sentence A,\-i^ s-"^.

5JL»j».^i .J, which was to contain two kisms, each of

which subdivided into fasls ; but already in the first

fasl of the _^rs< kism the copy breaks oif.

Earlier works of the same Amir Haidar are : J^^y^

(.S^-fSl, a history of the emperor Akbar to A. h. 987

(a. D. 1579), written at the request of Mr. William

Kirkpatrick, see Eieu iii. p. 930*, Blochmann in his

translation of the ijjS\ r^^i P- 3 1 6> note, and Elliot,

History of India, viii. p. 193 ; i—s^l »_>i_i^^-^, on the

formation of Arabic words used in Persian, Rieu ii.

p. 85711, No. II; and cyLa-iUs-oill ^j-^Ji^t ^ glossary of

rare words and idioms, with poetical illustrations,

Rieu iii. p. 1070I', completed A. h. 1189 (a. d. 1775).

No. 3001, ff. 53, 11. 12 ; Shikasta ; size, 9^ in. by CJ in.

2. Persian-Persian.

2966
Lata'if-allughat (uyLilJl i—iJUaJ).

Another copy of Abd-allatif bin Abdallah al-

Abbasi's special glossary to Jalal-aldin Eumi's math-
-

\cHnawi, see above, Nos. 1091-1097, beginning

Jl tZ^jS- i^jS- cyliJ S^ y. J

«

" '
« e*—-wXjla^.

Dated the 24th of Jumada I, in the fortieth year of

Alamgir's reign (which would be a. h. 1108, a year

that actually seems to be hidden in the strange com-

bination of figures appearing here, viz. a 1 1 . = a. d.

1696, Dec. 19), by Husaiu Ali bin Ali Murtada

Ghulam. Slightly worm-eaten.

No. 3004, ff. 219, 11. 15 ; Nasta'lik ; size, loj in. by 5 J in.

2967
fi manafi'-alafadil {J JJUiJl y^.Bahr-alfada'il

^wi\ ^lL.).

A fuller copy of Muhammad bin Kiwam bin Rustam
bin Ahmad bin Mahmud Badr-i-Khizana albalkhi's

Persian dictionary, which has been described above in

No. 2512. The author's epithet is given here (on

fol. 2'', ]. 7) as Niku i, instead of Karkhi. Tliis copy

contains thirteen out of the fourteen babs of the second

kimh (a complete index of which is given both on ff. 41*-

Sb and 2241^226'*), viz.:

B6b I, on fol. 226a, second line, headed here

:

(index cyl^ j J^-*-* _j)
-lU-c j J^ljl

'^ Bdh II, on fol. 228a, headed here : e^l^Ul

"ji j(j^ J
(index ^\^i\ kUll ^j), with two fasls at

the end.

Bdh III, in four fasls (kunyas, beginning respectively

with_^J, p, ^\, and o.jl>), on fol. 246^.

Bdh IV, in seven fasls, on fol. 248I'.

Bdb V, in three fasls, on fol. 252^.

Bdb VI, in seven climates, on fol. 256*.

Bdb VII, on fol. 257b.

Bdb VIII, on fol. 262" (number here omitted).

Bdb IX, in six fasls, on fol. 264''.

Bdb X, in nine fasls, on fol. 278*.

Bdb XI, on fol. 289", lin. penult.

Bdh XII, in three fasls, on fol. 293^.

Bdb XIII, in three fasls, on fol. 298*.
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The number of fasls is therefore thirty-seven, as Cor-
rectly stated on fol. 3'>, 1. 8 (whereas on ff. 4I',

1. 5, and
2 24«, 1. 7 it is given us thirty-six). The/lrsi kmn, con-
taining the dictionary proper, begins on fol. 5'', last line.

Beginning, on fol. i^, thus:^ Xa:^ (^L-- j X^

Jl (sic !) xyjj\^ \jj\ »^J^ uyUJ
J

.

An English note on fol. i" describes this copy as an
abridyement of the JoLiill jx^. , whoso author is un-
known ; this statement is altogether misleading, and
would rather apply to the much shorter copy in

No. 2512 above; moreover the Persian title, written

on the same page, rans JJLuJl^^. i_,l::5' J-»l, and
proves that we have got here the original work. The
fourteenth bab of the second kiam is not found.

Dated the 7th of Shawwal, A. h. 1199 (a. d. 1785,
Aug. 13).

No. 2970, S. 302, IL 13 ; Nastallk ; size, 10 in, by ejin.

8. Persian-English.

2968
The first sketch of a Persian Jjcxicon (including all

the Aiabic words, commonly used by Persians), with
their English equivalents, by Haughton, i. e. Sir Graves
Champney Haughton, i788-i849,who was from 181 7 to

1827 professor in the East India College at Haileybury,
see Dictionary of National Biography, vol. xxv. j)p. 1 66''-

168". It is very rich and accurate, but goes down to

the middle of the fourth letter only, 1^ ; the last word
being

No. 3182, ff. 303; European handwriting; size, 13 in. by 8| in.

XVL Theology and Law.

2969
Kuran {^^ji).

A copy of the Kuran, with interlinear Persian para-

phrase, which derives a unique interest from the fact that

(accordingtoanote appended at the end byMr. A.Rattnay)

it ' was picked up in the streets of Lucknow, on the occa-

sion of the entry of the Brigade under General Franks
into that city, in 1857, by one of his Aides de Camp
(Captain Henderson, I believe). It was found under the

body of aMahomadan priest,who was evidently attempt-

ing to escape with it at the time he was killed.'

The copy is, of course, in a very precarious state,

despite the careful mending of most of the old leaves,

which have been put into a modern margin ; and
although the text has been supplemented, wherever

pieces had been torn off, the first and last leaves espe-

cially—which were lying (juite loose in the copy and
have now been arranged in proper order—are greatly

damaged. Part of the original colophon is preserved,

stating that the copy was written in A. h. 995 (a. d.

1587). Ijy
^J->.'^^

(j^LiJl A*»l ^ji_

No. 8402, ff. 387, usually 11. 14 in the fully preserved pages

;

splendid NaskL! ; the Persian paraphrase in Naata'lik ; size,

about 13 in. by 8^ in.

2970
Another copy of the Kuran.
This copy has a special interest too ; it was one of

Tipil Sultan's Kurans, and is provided with a Persian

index of the Suras : Jl Jl^' 4I1I v^tjU » ,>-, c*-.^,
on ff. ib-zzb. C • JJ- J^

The Kuran begins on fol. 2^, and ends on fol. 520"

;

an Arabic prayer on ff. 521'' and 522".

No. 3562 (Glass Case), ff. 532 ; Naskhi; gorgeously illuminated
throughout ; two splendid vignettes on ff. 23'' and 24* ; excellent
Eastern binding ; size, 8} in. by 4I in.

2971
FatS,wa-i-Karakhani (^JLi.]^ Jj'^)-
Legal decisions with regard to the various branches

of Muhammadan ecclesiastical and civil law, which begin,
without any introduction, at once with the/r«< kil&h

;

the title can therefore only be derived from the colophon.
The book is divided into kilAhs, and, occasionally, sub-
divided into h6hs, with some fasls here and there. An
index on ff. i» and h.

1. 5^-i-Jl L_>Ul, on fol. 2* : (a) y^,x\\ JuJa. vU.
on fol. I7'>; (6) (text ix-UJl) xJ^\ x^_ v^!, on fol.

2 2l>; (c) J_^l («-o i^L, on fol. 27a; {d) iJUill vU,
on fol. 27a last line; (e) Al]\ t^b, on fol. 28b;

(/) >_J^1 v^J. on fol. 29*; is) iJU50l v'-'.i on
•>fol. 32*>.

2. ill^ 3u?, on fol. 38b.

3. 'LiiJl t^lS, on fol. 40^ lin. penult. : (o) ^J J-*i

(_,«-*Ji, on fol. 43''.

4. viojl^b 'LuJl sjb5, on fol. 55* : (a) v*^ V^i
^UJl Jl ^\li\, on fol. 55b.

5. sjL^I i_)Li, on fol. 56b
: (a) ^ p>=tP' '^^^

ii\ 4 .? 11 , on fol. 70a.

6. illi^l ljUS^ (styled in the text, clearly by mis-

take, vW). on fol. 70b: (a) 'J^lj x-^b J^l t,jb,

with a '\^2J\ J J-ai, on fol. 77»; (6) Li\^\ t^b

,_,i-jtJlj i-^^-aib, on fol. 78*.

7. lj^XII L,jbi^,onfol.78b, last line: (a) jy-^-JI vUi
on fol. 98* lin. penult; (6) AJjDIj (_;ijLJUl v>b, on

fol. 102a; (c) '\yy\ ^J J.laJ, on fol. 108*.

8. Jj^i] vbS', on fol. 108b:
{a)J\Ji\^JJSC_ U-j ^l,

jj^ il U-i jl, on fol. ii8b.

9. 'lili-ill ^\sS, on fol. 119b

10. 'LDl >^lS, on fol. 1 20a.

11. ijjLoAl i-ib^i^, on fol. 124b.

12. ijLiiyi\ sjbi, on fol. 129b.

13. Aj^bJI vLi', on fol. 143b.

14. *-.^l v^> on fol. 146*.
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15. ijU^I ZaS, on fol. 1 5 lb.

16. »iljJI ZaI?, on fol. 169b.

17. t\/'S\ ZaZ, on fol. 172a.

18.^,^ L^{:6, on fol. 173a.

19. ^Jy/\l\ ^bS', on fol. 173b.

20. i_~a->tJl ijUi", on fol. 177''.

21. Ajti-iJI vL^i^, is missing in consequence of a

lacuna of three leaves aftei' fol. 188.

22. ^. sH sj>^, on fol. 192''.

23. ic,j^l C^. on fol. i97».

24. ^L.l)lj J.-JU1 ZaZ, on fol. 199b: (a) J-nJ

Js.-> il U
J US'! J.sJ U-ji, on fol. 207a.

25. i-^ill sjbS', on fol. 2io», last line.

26. (text v:a^l) eal^l 'W*! v^^i on fol. 214a.

27. i^ill vL^. on fol. 218b first line.

28. l^ji^\ >->lS, on fol. 2 1
8b, 1. 5.

29. j^JJl ,^IS, on fol. 235b.

30. ciibLLil v^>onfol.239i':(a)jjaUiJli_*.:j.^L.i_>L!

v_*.ay_j il L«
J,

on fol. 239b;
(6) i^Lj-JI ajU.*. i-jU>

on fol. 244b (wrongly styled kjbS in the index).

31. cyblll i^b^, on fol. 245b.

32. JL.1.. all i->\sS, on fol. 249b.

33. ULo^l ujL:S^, on fol. 25o».

34. ,_jiiil v^i on fol. 254a.

35. iJji ;U JJL—. i_)L::5^, on fol. 254b; there are

two more lacunas, of one leaf each, after ff. 255 and 256.

36. ^ji,i]^\ v>^> on fol. 258a.

The whole book is arranged in an endless number of

questions addressed to a legal authority (Uiz«.l= taking

counsel's opinion) and the decisions given about them.

Dated the 12th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 1099 (a. d.

1688, Sept. 8), in "Alamgir's reign, by various scribes,

Sayyid Muhammad Ma'sum alshahidi alkardizi alridawi,

Sayyid "Abd-alkadir, etc.

No. 3069, ff. 358, 11. 17; written by different hands, chiefly

in Naskhl, mixed with Shikasta now and then ; size, 8 j in. by
6 in.

2972

Munkashifat fi sharh-almunfarijat (r/-* (V *°~^!-»
ij>yijJ.l).

A Persian commentary on a well-known religious

poem, the Arabic kasidah l^. a ;.U or kasidah of con-

solation and comfort, which is ascribed here to the

authorship of Hasan al-Basri (died the 5th of Eajab,

A.H. iio = A.D. 728, Oct. 14), see fol. 135b,
1. 5.

Compare on this poem and the various authors

who are credited with its composition, H. Khalfa iv.

p. 551 sq., No. 9508; vi. p. 198, No. 13209; Arabic

Cat. of the Brit. Mus., p. 86 ; Uri and NicoU ii. pp. 88,

515, and 617; Cat. Codd. Or. Lugd. Bat. ii. p. 97;
Loth, Arabic Cat., p. 300b (No. XIII) ; G. Pliigel i.

p. 144 ; Fleischer, Cat. Lips., pp. 434-435 ; J. Aumer,
Arabic Cat., pp. 59 and 246, last line sq. ; etc. In
Fliigel, loc. cit., it is ascribed to Muhammad al-6hazali,

in Loth, loc. cit., to Ibn al-Nahwi (Abu-alfadl Yusuf
bin Muhammad Tauzari), etc. The poem consists here

of forty-four baits (in H. Khalfa thirty-five; in the

Vienna copy forty-seven, in others forty), and begins,

on fol. 136"

:

Beginning of the preface, on fol. 135b: ^ x«.» juo

i^jLiJ Jjijlxj} *La».ill« JjiJl J.Ls*^ (^LlJ . i^\ ^ ; i <i

The commentator is 'Abd-alkadir bin Hashim alhu-

sainl (see fol. 135b,
1. 4); the title appears on fol.

136% first line. The explanation consists usually of

cdLjlI, i.e. grammatical analysis, and fj^\ J-oL», a

summary of the meaning.

No date.

No. 1298, ff. 135-163, 11. 13; Naskht; the Arabic text in red;
size, loin, by 6^iu.

2973

Zubdat-alda'wat (uii\&si\ iiaJj).

Choice selections of prayers, accompanied by a Persian

treatise on devotional science, by an anonymous author,

in a mukaddimah,four fasls, and a kliatimah, beginning,

on fol. lb : b
J
i»L5LiJ . dJ^^-s* ^^-alU iyLo «_*-->.» Lj

Mukaddimah : lajlji ^j^-i->. j Lcj >_>yji^j i aj^jti ,J

l4Xa.l». (JJy^ t-*-!—< J , on fol. 3b.

Fasl I : .nT>
J i-i^ji (index ij!Le) jL»J i^\ ; . S .n > jJ

uj^j^^ t^l^j, on fol. 8*.

i JX>
JUcI

iJpH^ Xi'yi » -. •« ^J

,

Fasl II: ^^Uj p. Jl^l j ;

si^JLi-., on fol. 38^

Fasl III : cuLlb (*-*.> j ^y J>-**- j cj1jI « ~ > ^y^^ji

^Ix-l «jj J,
on fol. 97b

Fasl IV : s-JLk . (jA£-\ «_^
J
i2^

on fol. 132b.

Khdtimah : , Jlc »—.jiJi-« j^^Li—

Ifrvji^.?. jv, on fol. 150b.

Fasl I is not numbered ; fa§ls III and IV and the

kliatimah are neither numbered nor headed by J-oi or

5_»jLi.. This treatise which is based on the _l
•^11

^J^j

(designated by ^), the j eul^XJI ^«-«-s^

::.yill ^ (311), the S^'i\ ^j\L. (3), the ^Ui-

^:iLlll (p), the iJLc (I), the xaIJII Ijty (3), the ^jji^

(i7), the j^-.aj (J), etc., ends on fol. 158b and is dated by

ja'far bin Muhammad Kaiim the 15th of Sha'ban, A. h.

1 133 (a. D. 1 72 1, June 11). Onff. 158b,
1. 6-1 97b there

is added another tract, very similar to the khatimah of

the ijyl^iUl sJJj, styled Mukhtasar dar rusum u adab-

i-safar (^ >^\^ j ^y^j ji ^rai**), on the rites and
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customs of travelling, containing both prayers and

traditions relating thereto, the latter based on those

collected by Hasan 'Askari (the eleventh Imam, who
died in Rabi' I, A.H. 260 = A. D. 873, Dec.-874, Jan.),

and divided into a mukaddimah and four fasls (which

are, however, not specially marked in the text).

iLkxJl 1, X«^ StABeginning : cjj »j j^ \j ^J

No date.

No. 698, ff. 197, U. iJ ; the Arabic prayers in Naskht, the

Persian text in Nastallk ; size, 6| in. by 4} in.

2974

Silsila-i-Jogiyan {^J\.Sy^ tL -)•

The chain of the Jogis, in Sanskrit Yogins, 1. e. the

various sects of Indian devotees or practisers of the

Yoga, see concerning them, Barth, Religions of India,

p. 213 sq., and Weber, History of Indian Literature,

p. 237 sq., by an anonymous author, beginning, on

fol. l^: JT i^ff^^:-i^ o^'iH Lr^'>* 3 ij^j iJ^-"^^ uj^

^1 .L^
J ^/ (J'Lc iS .

'It is divided into five tifi (afterwards called J-»l),

viz. : 1. The Vishnuites or Vishnuite Gosains (jj^j),

on fol. 4*', in sixteen —Ji or branches ; 2. The Civaites

(^w;^ or c?)->-l.), on fol. 16* in nineteen —J> ; 3. The

Caktas (ebM-i), on fol. 29'', in four sj,i or jfj^a

;

4. The Nanakshahis (^ysL^Li), on fol. 38^, in seven

»jj or .
-, '«

: 5. The Cravakas and Yatis (eljU— and

^La.), on fol. 47^, in two ^-mj or JM;!*. Appended to

this treatise are two fasls, the Jirst, on fol. 50b, con-

taining a general discussion of the tenets of these sects ;

the second, on fol. 60^, a description of the holy city of

Banaras. Each branch or subbranch of the Yogins is

illustrated by a portrait.

No.3087,ff.7i,11.9; Nastellk; forty-eightminiatureportraits;

size, 8 in. by 6| in.

XVII. Varia.

1. Arts, Technical and Practical Pursuits.

a. Music.

2975

Asl-alusul (J^ill ^\).
A treatise on the theory of music by Muhammad

Nasir Muhammadi, with the takhallus Ranj (mentioned

as grandson of Khwajah Mir Dard, and a young man

aliout A. H. I22I=A.D. 1806, in A. Sprenger, jlJatal.,

p. 280, 1. 7 ab infra), beginning, on fol. i'': <ill X*^

.^i\,^\\ xW jLc j.5LUIj ijLli\ JiUlj J'SJi jJU>

In the introduction, on fol. 2", the author traces his

descent to the great Shaikh and Saint Khwajah Mu-
hammad Nasir Muhammadi, the author of the LIU

i_.r
.- 1 * • g and the \ji\ ^J>yJt ij)\j, , who had two sons, the

elder Khwajah Mir Muhammadi, with the takhallu.s

Dard, the gi-eatest mystic poet in Hindustani literature

(see A. Sprenger, Catal., pp. 218 and 605, whose death

is fixed by the various authorities in A. h. 1195, 1196,

1199, and even i202=:A.d. 1781-1788), the grand-

father of the compiler of this musical treatise and

author of the following nine works: 1. Persian diwau

{^jl> cjl^j); 2. Rekhta diw&n (vijrf, u]}i^)' 3- V\^j

ijlli\ j\jj\ ; 4. cylj,lj ULy ; 5. v^^' JUs, a commen-

tary on the preceding one ; 6. .j.j UU sJL-^ ; 7. i^ jl

;

8. Ji j,ji; $. J-JLa:* « . ^ (all these seven being

mystical treatises); the younger, Hadrat Muhammad
Mir Muhammadi, with the takhallu? Athar (see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 207, 1. 16 sq.), the author of

(i) Persian diw&n (u-^'-i a^y.^)') (2) Rekhta diwan

(»^ aV->) ; (3)
(jf 1j cj^- 4r-^ ' (4) vl^ Jr^

JL-.i . . The son of the former (Mir Dard) was Sahib

Mir Muhammadi, with the takhallus Alam, undoubtedly

the father of the author of the present treatise (see

A. Sprenger, Catal., p. 200, last four lines, where he is

represented by some tadhkirah-writers as the son, by
ethers as the nephew of Mir Dard).

The present treatise was written under the auspices

of the author's patron Miyan Himmatkhan, the

younger brother of Miyan Nurkh&n, with the takhallus

Nurrang, and son of Miyan La'lkhan, with the takhallus

Parb La'l (JjJ m^-j)) who himself was the elder brother

of Miyan Firuzkhan, with the takhallus Adiirang and

son of Miyan Bhiipatkhan, the brother of Miyan Ni'mat-

khau, with the takhallu? Sadarang, see fol. i**.

The title of this treatise appears on fol. 2b,
1. 4. It

is divided into two ^^j ; the Jirst fann voJ-ii-aj. ^^Lo ,j

JL) (on musical time and measure) contains two mu-
kaddimas, two babs' and a khatimah ; it begins on fol.

2^, but breaks off alieady, on fol. 35b, in the beginning

of the second bdb witli the heading ot theJirst /ad; the

remainder of this bab, the khatimah of the first fann,

and the whole of the second fann ^ jjl-J jJ (on tune,

air, or melody) are missing.

The remaining portion of the MS., ff. 36''-55a, is

filled with the Rekhta poetry of Mu'min (probably Mu-
hammad Mu'minkhan, who died 1852, see A. Sprenger,

Catal., p. 266, 1. 6 ab infra sq.), consisting of short

mathnawis and one ghazal, beginning with tliis Persian

bait:

^.

No. 8162, ff. 55, 11. 15; NasU'ltk; size.iofin. by 6tin.

b. Calligraphy/.

2976
Seventeen sheets of calligraphic specimens, with illu-

minations, partly containing interesting royal auto-

graphs, viz.

:

1. No. 3666, size, 9j in. by 7f in.

2. No. 8567, size, io|in. by 7|in.

3. From his Majesty the king of Oude (see below.
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No. lo), embossed with nail by Pundit Muhtabkog,

styled Brilliant "Writer, 1850.

No. 3568, size, gjin. by 6| in.

4. No. 3569, size, 1 1J in. by 8f in.

5. No. 8570, size, ii|^in. by 7|m.

6. Written by Candi Parshad (jl-ifJ (^iJ:^).

No. 3571, size, lafin. by 8|in.

7. Written by Hinglal (JilxLuk j-Vjj), a pupil of

'All Eidakhan Jawahir-rakni (see below in No. 11).

No. 3572, size, I2jiu. by 8{ in.

8. Written by Fakir Muhammad Amir Ridawi, A. h.

1270 (a. D. 1853, 1854).

No. 8573, size, 11 Jin. by 7iin.

9. Written by Ganga Parshad (.»Li^ LxjJ), another

pupil of 'Ali Eidakhan Jawahir-rakm (see No. ii).

No. 3574, size, I2f in. by Sin.

10. Written by Taki 'Ali about 1850; it bears the

name of the same king of Oude, Muhammad Wajid
'Alishah Padishah, as No. 3 above.

No. 8576, size, I3jin. by 8J in.

11. Written by 'Ali Eidakhan Jawahir-rakm, 1850.

No. 8576, size, I3jiu. by 8|in.

12. An autograph of the Heir-Apparent of Delhi,

Mirza Muhammad Sultan Fath-almulk Shah Bahadur,

the son of Abu ^afar Siraj-aldin Muhammad Baha-

durshah Padishah-i-ghazi (i. e. Bahadurshah II, the

last nominal emperor of Delhi, who succeeded his father,

Akbarshah II, A. h. I253=a. d. 1837, and was deposed

1858 after the mutiny, see Nos. 16 and 17 below),

dated a.h. 1270 (a. d. 1853, 1854).

No. 3577, size, 15I in. by 10^ in.

13. No. 8578, size, 16 J in. by iij-iijin.

14. Written by 'Alt Eidakhan Jawahir-rakm, see

No. 1 1 above.

No. 3579, size, I3f in. by 9 in.

15. Written by the same 'Ali Eidakhan.

No. 3580, size, 19 in. by isjin.

16. An autograph of his Majesty the king of Delhi,

Muhammad Bahadurshah Padishah-i-ghazi, see above,

No. 12.

No. 8581, size, 17 in. by II J in.

17. Another autograph of the same last Moghul
ruler of Delhi.

No. 8582, size, i6Jin. by ii| in.

c. Preparation of Irik.

2977
Eisala-i-Bfikalamun (jj« ^'j\ tlLu.).

The Persian translation of an Arabic treatise on the

art of making inks of various colours, styled at the end

LjAij tlLy t«jfc^ (the proper title appears on fol. 1
1
3",

lin. penult.), by an anonymous writer who dedicated

this little work to Mahmudshah bin Muhamraadshah
bin Ahmadshah (more correctly bin Muhammadshah
bin Humayunshah bin Ahmadshah II, who reigned

A.H. 887-924=A.D. 1482-1518, comp. coll. 172 and

173 in this Cat.) alwali albahmani, see ff. 112*, last

lines, and 112^1, first line.

It is divided into sixty-one o>»;^, the index of

which, on ff. ii4'>-ii5'', is left blank, and begins, on

fol. io8b : ,jJ-^ (Surah 68, v. i) ^tj^ia-^ L. j J^'j ij

The first o.»;.o begins on fol. iiS**, first line, and

is headed isij^ij j1ji-« ^^"=>.Lo ,i.

Dated a.h. ioio (a. d. 1601, 1602).

No. 1848, ff. io8''-i39», II. 1 1 ; distinct Nasta'llk ; size, 7J in.

by4|in.

d. Cookery.

2978
Nan u namak (isU->_) u^i).

Bread and salt, a cookeiy-book, containing the kitchen

recipes, as used in tlie emperor Shahjahan's court

;

it begins, on fol. i^, without introduction or author's

name, at once with these words : kj »..«lx1>1 ^jSLsd j^^.^^

Jl _«Ji jj ; immediately after the index follows ; the

above title is taken from a note on fol. i^.

The ten kisms (compare a similar work above in

No. 2792, VII) are, according to the index :

1. Ljjlj JUjc;-»I ji (on the making of various kinds

of bread), on fol. i"*, last line.

2. LftjjiT JU-»:i-,l ,j (on the making of soups), on

fol. 5*, lin. penult.

3. LftsjLjjj . L»4.Jl3 J\ > » 7 JS. ji (on the making

of various kinds of dressed flesh-meat and meat-curries),

on Ibl. 7'' (not numbered in the text).

4. ij^, cLil ,i (on the various kinds of mash), on

fol. 2ia.

5. u^yi fJ) pWjI jJ (on the various kinds of under-

done meat), on fol. 22''.

6. yLj cUil ji (on the various kinds of Pula'o or

rice-dishes), on fol. 25'^.

7. 1 1; ?"-H J
(text adds (^L^jLS j) U_4.a c.\y\ ji

(on the various kinds of catechu with roast and boiled

njeat), on fol. 47"^.

8. (jLtts-i-JTi.
J c^Uj—J^ pljjl ji (on the various

kinds of pottages and omelettes), on fol. 56".

9. According to the index : . {Sjyi _)
s—jj-*--" p!>j' j^

the various kinds of puff or small pastry of minced
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meat, thin meal-cakes, juices of the sugar-cane, dishes

of boiled rice and pulse, and hodge-podge) ; but in the

text, on fol. 63", only utxi^ and i^yi, are treated in

the ninth kism, the other items are added to the eighth;

in the middle of this kism the copy breaks off on
fol. 63b.

10 was to contain, according to the index: J> , -- -I

^\ J (= 1^) 5^ J s.,jj,l S^
J (= JS^) uj^

(on the making of preserves and sweetmeats, on ingre-

dients, on sour milk, and the colouring of oil and
dough).

No. 8171, ff. 63, II. 15 ; Naata'llk, mixed with Shikasts; size,

Si in. by 5|in.

2. Falconry and Farriery.

2979
Panj Baznama (8_.lj:L) ^.).

A collection of five treatises on falconry, of which,

however, only the first and the third are complete,

while the other three are fragmentary ; they are all

written veiy carelessly and often incorrectly.

1. An anonymous »-«b;b, on ff. i^-'n^, in fifty-two

short babs and a khatiraah, beginning : ^^1 juo Lli

ji J tl*^^ J.^::.
*
..* ».^L3;L> ^yry^ >\ JL-

^^Ls'.iLr(read o>j,-«-«) ^J^J/*^ j^ Jjl 5-«jU» csb « i-jb

Jl (the meek-eyed).
(—

2. Fragment of another treatise on falconry, on ff.

418-105^ (ff. 35-40 left blank), without title and
author's name ; the leaves are cruelly misplaced, but
all the catchwords are right notwithstanding ; it com-
prises babs 2-5 complete, part of bab 6, babs 8-9
complete, and part of bab 10. The second Mb begins

on fol. ss"', headed : ^^^b-i
j
jU c:*j^ ji _jjj ^JL)

jl (!) ^JXjJ^J jl c«-. > • i!^., in thirteen fa?ls (the

sixth of which is not marked, but an additional un-

numbered fasl, jXjJ J-aj, is inserted on fol. 69*, between

the twelfth and thirteenth) ; the third bdb, on fol. 74*,

in eight fasls; the fourth, on fol. 85", in eight fasls
;

the fifth, on fol. 92^, in seven fasls; the sixth, on fol.

102^, breaking off on fol. 105''; the eighth, on fol. 42'';

the ninth, on fol. 43^; the tenth, on fol. 44b; a fourth

and a fifth fasl, belonging, as it seems, to some other

bab, not marked, appear on fol. 53".

Beginning, on fol. 41a: O ^^LS jLCi ^^,j,jJ^_

J (jj
;, .., I x^^ ij]f* ijLaJ ji \. ^l—Jl JxtLi ,LijLi

3. Mirat-alsaid (j--l!l '^), on ff. io7b_i36h (fol.

106 left blank), by Allahyar Jami, who was in the

service of the Kausbegi of prince Muhammad Mu'azzam
Bahadurshah (afterwards the emperor Bahadurshih),
see fol. iio^ (the title appears there too, in the last

IND. OFF.

line). It is divided into five babs, on ff. iii", 114'',

iiS**, 123*, and 134", and was compiled a.h. iiii

(a. D. 1699, 1700), according to the chronogram at the

end, and the direction given there with regard to the

finding of the date: (^LajjosjI jjVJL>^U._^ xiS

j^. 'fi ^ uv u*^ ;'A J '•^^"-^ T^ Sr"
' JaL« |-« ila- jjT jl Xjo .

Beginning, on fol. 107'': j xS U-j L-il v:>i.;i».

Jl ^JJJU» X--0jl U jLlJ L-j »"•»; \ KSr'^ "=^ I^^-i

.

4. 8hahbaznama-i-Firuz8h4hi (jjaLi^j -«i t*U;Lj4^),

on ff. I39''-I7.3'' (ff. 137 and 138 left blank), com-

piled at the request of the emperor Akbar by a

certain Firuzshah (see fol. 140", 11. 1-4), beginning,

c/*'
iLmi o^ o^.p^ jijl jU4^on fol. 139b

It is divided, according to the index on ff. I40»-

141", into fourteen babs, of which, however, only the

first (on fol. 141"), the sixth (on fol. 165"), and the

seventh (on fol. 16 61') are marked; it is incomplete at

the end, and there seems not much more than the first

half of the treatise extant.

5. Fragment of the Shikarnama-i-Ilkhanl {ljt\jjSji>

^j\j^^), on ff. i79''-2i5a (ff. 174-178 left blank), com-

piled by 'Ali bin Mansdr alhalwani in the reign of

Tughatimurkhan (a.h. 737-753=a.d. 1336-1352), see

fol. i83*>, 1. 5 sq. It is defective both at the beginning

and end ; the treatise itself, after a long and tedious

introduction, commences with the index on fol. 188*'.

According to the heading of the index it is divided into

two mukaddimas and twenty-seven babs, but only

twenty-five are given in the index itself, and in the

text none at all is marked.

No. 3173, ff. 215, U. 13 ; Nuta'ltk ; size, 9} in. by 7I in.

2980
Fars^nama (s-•U^_p^).

This work is in substance identical with the t..Uy-^

{jsxa, described in Bodleian Cat., Nos. 1864-1866,
Kieu ii. p. 482, and F. Mehren, p. 16, No. XXXTX,
but it differs, like the second British Museum copy,

from the common version, made under the super-

intendence of 'Abdallahkhan Bahadur Firuzjang, in

Shahjahan's reign, in this most important point, that

it was translated (from the old Sanskrit work Salihotra)

more than 200 years before that time, viz. A. H. 926, ,

Jumada II (a. d. 1520, May-June), see fol. s**, 11. 3
and 4, by Ibn Sayyid Abu-alhusain, with the epithet

Hashimi, see fol. 5*, last line, at the request of Shams-
aldinMuzaffarshah, i.e. Muzaffarshah II, king of Gujar&t
(who reigned from a.h. 917 to 932 = a.d. 151 1-1526).
As we now possess two copies with tlie same earlier

date, and have, moreover, in the present copy further

details as to the names of the translator and his royal

patron (which are wanting in the British Museum copy
owing to the absence of the preface) we must come to

the conclusion that either 'Abdallahkhan Bahadur
Firuzjang himself, or at least the Pandits he employed
for the translation, committed a flagrant plagiarism,
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by reproducing almost verbatim this older translation,

without acknowledging their indebtedness to it in any

way. The introductory part, containing extracts from

the older Persian book ^J^ t.b--/, is wanting in

this copy (it is the one little addition the later trans-

lators have added on their own account); but the pre-

face opens with exactly the same verse

:

Ub xiS" j^ y^ vdJ>~3 u-^1

IjJk J,.-> O ^ J^_^lS 5J

This preface, containing the praise of God, of Mu-

hammad, and of Sultan Muzaffarshah (the last section

naturally being left out in the latter version), as well

as a part of the chapter sjLiS' ^Jaj >_*.;-. (on ff.
5*'-6b),

and the short epilogue at the end, are written in

mathnawi-baits, all the other parts in prose. The two

kimis are arranged exactly as in "Abdallahkhan Baha-

(on\J^. J u"]/)^

dur's version ; ihe first, on fol. 6^, is headed :

the knowledge of horses and their good and bad signs),

and contains twelve babs; the second, on fol. 28*, is

headed : olc j^. ^J> ^^ j^ (on the treatment of

horses in every kind of disease), and is subdivided into

thirty-eight babs.

No date. College of Fort William.

No. 2250, ff. 64, 11. 14 ; Nasta'llk; size, 8|in. by 4|in.

3. Miscellaneous.

2981

Almujallad althanl min alkashkul (^^ ^j'^^ jJls*'

J^5LlXJI).

The second book of Shaikh Baha-aldin Muhammad

'Amili's collectanea, called J^^lSJI, a Persian transla-

tion of which has been noticed in No. 2797 above.

Beginning, like that in the Vienna copy: JUj jJ

(read ^UaJl) loJl il U.--i-aj ^Ji-~l il
ulr°^' ^*"^ <^^

Dated a. h. 1044 (a. d. 1634, 1635).

No. 632, if. 59, II. 21 ; excellent Naskhl ; illuminated frontis-

piece ; size, 9^ in. by 6 in.

2982
This copy contains

:

1. On ff. is-is*: a metrical treatise on the science

of Kiyafat, i.e. predicting a man's fortune from certain

signs in his outward appearance, represented as coming

down from Plato (^^^^1 tiiJo Joj liLS Jlc UL-,),

see another copy in Bodl. Cat., No. 1883, beginning:

(read^^JLft)j^ JaI _^. s-'W' (Ac

It was written by order of Ghulam Muhammad and
is dated the loth of Safar in the sixth year of Ahmad-
shah's reign (=A. h. 1167, A. d. 1753, Dec. 7).

2. On ff. 16^39'' : a fragment of Munir of Lahur's

Indian story of Wala Akhtar, called ^^L:--,0 or i^\jjS,

see above, Nos. 2083-2087. It is defective both at

beginning and end, with a lacuna after fol. 31.

No. 3084, ff. 39, 11. 10 (on ff. 1-15), 11. 11-12 (on ff. 16-39);

Shikasta, by various hands; size, 7J in. by 4|in.

2983

Petition against a Kadi.

A highly interesting and instructive MS., containing

the petition of the Sunnite Muhammadans of the

village (»-^.aj) of EUoor (j^l, so spelt in the beginning

of the documents referring to the trial, on fol. 7», 1. 3,

but jy^.^yi^ in the petition itself) in the district ()tLe)

of Masulipatam (spelt on fol. 7''
^J^ (J^^)) against

their Shi'ite Kadi, with the name of Mir Sajjad 'Ali

(see fol. 7*, 1. 9). This petition, in two distinct

memoranda, both fully signed by the inhabitants of

that place (headed by Eaji Rahmat-allah, Munshi Isti-

'anat-allah, Muhammad Asad-allah, and others of the

more influential members of that community), sets

forth the numerous grievances they had against the

said Kadi, among others, that, being an idolater and

an ignorant man, unfit for the performance of his

duties, he had obtained, as they assert, his situation by

misrepresentation, had used for his own house the

timber he had received for the repair of the mosque,

and had thus forced them to keep in repair another

mosque and to appoint another person for the duties

of divine service, who in his turn had been greatly

annoyed and falsely accused by the same Kadi. It

ends with a prayer for the removal of this obnoxious

man, and is dated the 5th of Dhu-alka'dah, A. h. 1246

= A.D. 1 83 1, 1 8th of April; it was received by the

English authorities of the district on the 9th of May in

the same year. From various English notes appended

to this petition, both on fol. i" and fol. 6^ (dated 1839),

we learn that Mr. C. P. Brown, Assistant Judge, tried

this case at Masulipatam in September, 1 83 1 , and clearly

proved the chai-ge to be entirely false. This decision,

however, although wholly approvetl by the Judge of

the Provincial Court, was reversed by the Court of

' Sudr Udaulat ' (correctly Sadr-'adalat, or rather Sadr-

diwanl-'adalat, the High Court of Justice for civil

suits i)i India).

Beginning of the petition, on fol. i^ : ^jUUI.-^ x-«-«>-

(ji^l ^-1;-.'

After the two memoranda of the petition, which are

written in Persian, there follows a number of collateral

documents and legal items referring to the same trial,

written throughout in Hinddstdni, bearing various

dates in September, 1 83 1 , on ff. 7* 42l>, etc. On tlie first

fly-leaf there is an exposition in English of the difference

between the Sunnite and the Shi'ite creed ; and on the

last two fly-leaves (i) a communication from a captain

of the Bengal retired list, expressing ' astonishment at

the blindness of the rulers, who would not see that the

poor people who got up this case, did so, not really as
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a quarrel with the Qazee or Imam, but as a reference

to their masters, made in the hope, that some sacred

spot should be established for Mahomadans, as a place

to love and to revere, to which they might ever turn

as we do to our churches on the first day of the week,

as rallying points," and so forth. (2) A note by the

same Assistant Judge, Mr. C. P. Brown, who tried tlie

case, dated Nov. 30, 1832, and containing the following

statement (which may serve as a clue to the final

results of the trial, set forth above) :
' The report I

made to the Prol. (Provincial) Court on this case, was
considered satisfactory, and here the matter rested.

But Asad Alia Beg (no doubt the same Muhammad
Asad-allah quoted as one of the signatories above)

bemg dissatisfied, went to Madras and made a com-
plaint to the Foujdarry Adaulat (i. e. Faujdari-'adalat

or subordinate criminal court), the result of which was
that they directed, that all village cazees should be

tried before their court at Madras. The enmity at

Elloor, however, has continued without much modera-
tion, and the Cazy is still continually obstructed in the

performance of his official duties.'

Ko. 3354, ff. 42 ; size, 13} in. by 8 in.

2984
The Persian Gulf Pilot.

Navigation-tables for the Persian Gulf, with short

descriptive pieces, on fi'. 72* and 92''-93*. They were
drawn up, according to fol. 72*, a. h. 1272 (a.d. 1855,

1856). Of the ninety-three folios, only ff. 1-15", i"]^-

26'', 46»-55a, 6i"'-7i'', 72a, and 92''-93b are filled;

all the remaining leaves, some already ruled, are left

blank for future insertions.

Presented by Capt. A. W. Stiffe, late Indian Marine,

Febr., 1 89 1.

No. 8529, ff. 93 ; size, I2| in. by 7| in.

2985
A conglomerate of short tracts and fragmentary

pieces in prose and verse, with some extracts in Arabic

from the Kuran. Of the 125 folios of this MS. only

ff. lb-i4a, i5i-i8b 22»-32a 34''-38^ dea-e?!", 82b-

84", 112b, 113b and 114% 115^-116", 117, ii8''-i20»,

I2i"-i23l', i24l>, and 125* are filled; all the other

leaves or pages are left blank.

Contents :

1. On ff. 1-14: traditional prayers of the prophet,

made up of Kuran-vei-ses ; ff. 3^-12'' are entirely in

Arabic, giving select portions of the Kuran from the

first to tiie 1 1
4th Surah.

2. On ff. 15-18 : selections from the poems of Bidil

(see above, No. 1676 sq.).

3. On ff. 22-32 : i^fjMtA tZj\ j^i, short sketches

about the blameless Imams, fourteen in number, viz.

Muhammad, 'Ali, Fatimah, Hasan bin 'Ali, Husain bin

'Ali, and so on to the last, Mahdi, compare the full

list, cols. 275 and 276 in this Catalogue.

4. Grammatical tables

:

(a) on ff. 34-38, >_j^ _-l, showing the conjuga-

tion of Persian verbs.

{b) on ff. 66 and 67, ^—ij^ jtr^ «^^ pronouns,

adjectives, numbers, etc.

5. On ff. 82-84 : fragment of a Persian conversation-

book.

6. Miscellaneous items

:

(a) on fol. 1 1 2'', a few mathnawi-baits, «Ji j^Lj ji

—i*. Jj (how to get rid of the albugo or speck in

the eye).

(6) on ff. 113 and 114, a prose-tract, (j»^ ^jii.ljLl

^J^i i«jl1> jI (how to recognise an illness from the taste

in the miouth).

(c) on ff. iig and 116, various recipes for making
different kinds of v-jiLi , and other concoctions.

(rf) on fol. 117, selections from the ruba Is of Sa'ib

(see above, No. 1606 sq.).

(«) on ff. 118-120, a tract on the ii-ic, or the

ceremony of shaving the head of an infant on the sixth

day after his birth.

(/) on ff. 121-123, statistical tables showing the

salaries of various officials (»lvi^ J,irH ..v.^j j^Lo .j

ui;^,^).
"^

Ff. 124 and 125, as well as the two fly-leaves at the

beginning, are filled with worthless scribbling.

No. 682, if. 1 25 ; written partly in Shikasta, partly in Naskhl

;

size, S§ in. by 4J in.

XVIII. Parsee Literature.

2986
Kitab-i-Minokhirad {iji>.y.-^ <^^)-
A Parsi-Persian translation of the Pahlavi text of

the Mainyo-i-Khard (a facsimile of that text was edited

by Andreas, Kiel, 1882, English translation by E. W.
West in S.B. E., vol.xxiv. pp. 1-H3, Oxford, 1885; the

Pazand-Sanskrit text of the same, transliterated, with
English translation and glossary, was published by
E. W.West, Stuttgart, 1871; see also Spiegel, Gram-
matik der Parsi-Sprache, Leipzig, 1851, pp. 128-155,
161-173, and 185-189; and Die traditionelle Literatur

der Parsen, "Wien, i860, pp. 138-144 and 147-150;
and compare Grundriss der iranischen Philologie,

Strassburg, 1896, Band 2, pp. 107 and 125, where the

present copy has been noticed).

It begins, after the usual initial phrase, .jjjI Axt
' "

' :^-?^''^,b^4.« «juijLi-i^., with these words : aS-^. Jl *liJ

];y
vS J>,)1 jUb

i
No date. Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2769, ff. 75, 11. u ; Nastallk ; size, 8|iii. by 6 in.

2987
Sad Dar ( .j s^).

The same popular exposition of the Zoroastrian law,

called the Hundred Gates, in its prose-form, which has
been noticed in No. 2820 above, and which Dr. West
is inclined to ascribe to a certain Iranshah Yazdiyar,

5 L a
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written in Zend characters, in imitation of Pazand,

with a Gujarati translation, and dated by Padam Ram
Kanhaksha (=Kauhanan), at Bharutsh, the i8th of

^ay. 1575 (= Saravat 1631, Yazdajird era 944), see

Grundriss der iranischen Philologie, Band 2, p. 123,

where the present copy has been noticed. It was pre-

sented to the Library by Mr. Romer, August 31, 1837.

No. 3043, ff. 143 ; Zend and Gujarati characters; Bize, 8Jin.

by 5I in.

2988

Shikand Gumanik Vijar.

A fragment of the ' doubt-dispelling explanation,'

an old Pahlavi work on controverBial religion and

philosophy, which was composed (according to the

Grundriss der iranischen Philologie, Band 2, pp. 106

and 107) by Martan-farukh, son of Auharmazd-dat,

probably in the latter half of the ninth century, in a

polyglot form, that is to say, in Pahlavi-Pazand-San-

skrit Persian. The original Pahlavi text has not been

found as yet ; instead of that we have Neryosang's

Pazand-Sanskrit version, the oldest complete copy of

which was written in 1569, whilst a fragmentary one

goes back to the fifteenth century ; an English trans-

lation of this work was published by E. W. West in

S. B. E., vol. xxiv. pp. 1 15-251, Oxford, 1885; the

Pazand-Sanskrit text with vocabulary, by Hoschang
and West, Bombay, 1887. Now, the present polyglot

fragment, which was originally given by Mr. Romer
to Prof. Wilson and Mr. Norris, and came through

them afterwards into the India Office Library, contains

pp. 32-143 of the original MS., which, as we learn

from a letter of Dr. West to Dr. Rost (the late Librarian

of the India Office), dated October 15, 1883, and en-

closed in this MS., was transcribed from an older copy
still extant in Surat, where Dastur HoshangjJ had
some recollection of seeing it in 1864. Enclosed in

this MS. is also Dr. West's own transcript of those

sixteen pages (pp. 16-31) which must have immediately

preceded the beginning of this fragmentary copy, from
No. 10 of Prof. M.J. Miiller's Collections in the Royal
Library of Munich (Cod. Zend 10); these sixteen pages

were sent to Prof. Miiller by the same Mr. Romer,
through Mr. Poley, but with the mistaken statement

that they contained a Pahlavl-Persian Bundehesh, comp.
on this error, and its causes. Dr. West's introductory

remarks to his transcript, dated Miinchen, June, 1883.

These happily restored pages, 16-31, which legitimately

belong to our copy, contain, according to the same
introductory remarks just quoted, the Pahlavi-Pazaud
texts of Sg. i. 28-50, and the Sanskrit-Persian texts

of Sg. i. 25-46; and pp. 32-143 of the India Office

MS. carry on the Pahlavi-Pazaud texts as far as Sg.

V. 61, and the Sanskrit-Persian texts as far as Sg. v. 56

;

and the whole 128 pages of the two parts combined,
contain about one-sixth of the whole extant text of

the Pazand-Sanskrit of the Shikand- gumaui. As
Dr. West furthermore remarks, the Pazand text, as

prepared by Nfiryosangh, son of Dhaval, is the leading

one in this polyglot MS., the Pahlavi one being evi-

dently transcribed from the Pazand (and therefore not
the original one); the Sanskrit text is likewise that

of Neryosangh, and the Persian one a modern para-
phrase.

There are two more enclosures found in this most
precious MS.: (i) three pages of the prose Sad-dar in

Zend and Pahlavi characters, together with the Persian

text (see the preceding copy), of which an appended
English note says, ' This paper is connected with the

Shikand-guraani Vajar MS. which is sent to the binder

to-day, January 11/77; when the MS. is returned
bound, this MS. is to be put in it loose ' (it ought of

course to have been enclosed in the preceding copy);

(2) an envelope with the address ' Herrn Oberbiblio-

thecar Professor R. v. Roth, Tubingen, Germany,' in

Dr. Rost's handwriting, stamped London, Nov. 7, 1883,
received Nov. 9 in Tubingen, and endorsed (no doubt,

by Prof. v. Roth) with this remark :
' Eingegangen,

9 Nov. 1883 von Dr. R. Rost mit der Anweisung die

Inlage dem betr. MS. beizufiigen und bei der Catalogi-

sirung zu berucksichtigen.' Evidently our copy had
been sent for inspection to Roth in Tubingen, and
when Dr. West's additional sixteen pages arrived, they

were dispatched to the same scholar in this envelope.

No. 3583, ff. 56x10 (of West's transcript) ; size, I2;f in. by
8 in. (13 in. by 8| in. in West's transcript).

APPENDIX.

I. History.

2989

Waki'at-i-Babari (i^.b e^Uslj).

Another excellent, but undated, copy of Mirza Khan
'Abd-alrahim bin Bairamkhan's Persian translation of

Babar's autobiographical memoirs, made at Akbar's

request, A. h. 998 (A. D. 1 590), see above, Nos. z 1 6-218.

It agrees, both as to beginning and end, completely

with No. 216. ^
Beginning : Jl s <i v,.* a. uLi-^ sL. .:> ; end : .LJtj.)

This copy was presented by Mr. H. George Keene

to his friend James Ballantyne, East India College,

December 8, 1831. The following note, taken from

the ' Memoir of John Leyden (the translator of this

Persian version) by Sir Walter Scott,' is appended to

this MS. :
' It is a work of great interest to those who

love the study of Indian antiquities, being the auto-

biography of one of the Mogul emperors of Hindostau

who, like Caesar, recorded his own conquests, but, more

communicative than the Roman, descended to record

his amusements, as well as to relate deeds of policy and

arms. He recapitulates his drinking-bouts wliich were,

in spite of Koran and Prophet, both deep and frequent

;

and the whole tenor of the history gives us the

singular picture of a genuine Sultan of the ancient

Tartar descent, in his strength and his weakness, his

virtues, his follies, and his crimes.'

For further references see Rieu, Supplement, p.

52"; E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., p. 162; and

Mrs. Beveridge's ' Notes on the MSS. of the Tnrki
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Text of Babar's Memoirs' in J. R. A. S., July, 1900,

pp. 439-475. As to the critical remarks contained in

the latter, about Nob. 214 (the Caghatai original) and
216 (the Persian translation), we may state, that the

Turki text, referred to in the latter, is Ilmiiiski's, not

that of No. 214, which, by an unfortunate mistake, has

been pronounced ' complete,' whereas, as Mrs. Beveridge

has proved, it is, on the contrary, very incomplete.

A reference to Ilminski's continuation, the ' fragments,'

was clearly not needed in the description of No. 216,

which ends, like the present copy, with the Gw&liyar

passage.

No. 8405, if. 321, U. 17; splendid Nasta'llk ; size, 9111.

by 5 in.

2990
A fragment of the highly interesting memoirs of

Tipu Sultan, written by himself, defective both at the

teginning and end. A note on the fly-leaf says :
' For

an account of this MS. see preface to " Select letters

of Tippoo Sultan" (comp. above. No. 525 ; we believe

the reference is to W. Kirkpatrick's " Diary and letters

of Tippoo Sultan," London, 1804).

'N.B. The first three pages, accidentally destroyed

Hince the MS. came into my possession, were occupied

chiefly with an account of the Sultan's ancestors.

W. Kirkpatrick.'

Presented to the Library by the same Lieut.-Col.

W. Kirkpatrick, 13th April, i8ii.

No. 8565 (Glass Case), ff. 45, 11. 11 ; Shikasta; size, 8 J in.

by 5| in.

2991

Shir Singh nama (»-.lj ..^S^^i^ j^).
Another copy of the history of the Panjab from the

death of Ranjit Singh in a. h. 1255 (a. d. 1839) to the

iissassination of Shir Singh and the proclamation of

Dalip Singh in A. h. 1259 (a. d. 1843), by Muhammad
Naki of Pashawar, the son of Mulla Khwajah Bakhsh
(see here, fol. 4», 11. 4 and 5), which has been described

in No. 505 above.

Beginning : . . . <i : ',jj ^Jili slfTj

^Ijj^l ^L.^
) O) jy" jy"

' Copied a. h. 1270 (a. D. 1853, i854)= Samvat 191 1,

by Fakir Ghulam Muhammad (see above, Nos. 2900-

2903 and 2940). It was received from Dr. Royle,

July, 1856.

No. 3684 (Glass Case), ff. 58, 11. 1
1

; Nasta'llk ; size, 7 in.

by 4j in.

II. Poetry.

2992
Shahnama (s^L^Li,).

An exquisite and gorgeously illuminated copy of

Firdausi's Shahnama, which belonged formerly to

Warren Hastings. It is not dated ; but there are

stamps and notices, on fol. i*, from A. h. 1169, 23rd
of Dhu-alhijjah (a. d. 1756, Sept. 18); A. h. iiBi

(a.b. 1767, 1768); A.M. 1192 (a.d. 1778), etc.; also

an item in Persian : j^ *^]y^ *^>^ uaVui\^ v>Uj

^-
Contents

:

Baisunghar's preface, on fol. 2b
: ^j Jf ^jjf" ^b^l

Jl s^ iS; at the end, on fol. 15* : ^C.~A1 iJL-pl

Beginning of the poem itself, on fol. i g,^ :

No. 3540 (Glass Case), ff. 569, 4 coll., each 11. 25 ; exquisite

Nasta'llk ; two (uU-sized magnificent pictures on if. i*" and 2*;

other fine pictures on ff. io», I7», 25*, 35*, 44*, 54*, 71'', 91*, 98*,

io6*,i i6«, i2i\i3o", 138'', m\ 153*, i66», 176*, I83^I95^ 206*,

2I9«, 225*, 238'', 242*, 254'', 262*, 274*, 281'', 288'', 299*, 307'',

308*, 3i5« 324^ 339^ 356*, 361", 373*, 381*, 390*, 401* 411*,

4I6^ 429', 441', 454', 463', 477^ 49o^ 502", 528'', 536*, 547",
561', 508'', and 569*; ff. 2'' and 3* most splendidly adorned;
exquisite frontispiece on fol. 15''

; gorgeous illuminations on
ff. isS 16*, a4^ 34", 43^ 53^ 7i«, 72•,90^ 97",

105b, 115", 122*,

I29'>, I38«, 139', 145", 152^, \6s», 1756, I82^ 196*, 205^ 218',

224'', 239», 24i'>, 255*, 261'', 273^ 282*, 388», 289*, 298'', y>l*,
308' (framing in the pictures), 309*, 309'', 314'', 325*, 340", 355'',

362*, 372'', 38o\ 389'', 400", 40i», 402», 4:0', 417*, 428^ 441*,

442*. 463", 453^ 464". 477*. 478*. 490", 491', 501", 528', 529',

536', 537*. 547*. 548*. sSoS 568', 568^and 569* (iraming in the
pictures) ; each colamn besides surrounded by stripes in gold
and various colours ; every chapter-heading very neaUy adorned

;

size, 18 in. by ii| in.

2993
Mathnawl {ijyii^).

A monumental copy of 'Abd-allatlf bin "Abdallah

al-'Abbasi's revised edition of Jalal-aldin Rumi's Math-
nawi, the so-called sj:-'U »-i~-^, see above, Nos. 1088-
1090.

Contents

:

Introduction, on fol. ib, beginning: ti^U li—^ ^1

Short preface, giving an account of the reasons why
the Mathnawl is divided into six daftars (see No. 1089,

fol. 7»), on fol. 7a, beginning: jl ^\:^^\j:Lii ,JJL.

This preface is repeated before each of the following

daftars on ff. 62», 114*, 177", 230*, and 290''.

Index to the/rs< daftar, on fi'. 8«-ioa; fol. 11 left

blank.

Daftar I, on fol. 12 b, with the elaborate Arabic

heading, as in No. 1088, fol. 9b: iL^Aill ^L-,511 \ju»

Jl iJILa.<)^\ j\jj'i\j, and the usual prose-preface, be-

ginning: Jl (.s^-LitVl ^syJi\\ ijIiT'Iaa.

Index to the second daftar, on ff. 64a-65b (ff. 63, 66,
and 67 left blank).

Daftar II, on fol. 68b; V)eginning of the prose-

preface: Jl c:**Xa.jl ^^^») y,L*j.

Index to the third daftar, on ff. Ii5*-n8* (ff. 112,

113, and 119 left blank).

Daftar III, on fol. 1 20b ; beginning of the prose-

preface: Jl 4lll J^JLfc *5^.

Index to the fowrOh daftar, on ff. i8o'J-i82» (ff. 178,

179, and 183 left blank).
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Daftar IV, on fol. 184I'; beginning of the prose-

preface : ji «jipi ^jJai\ ii^i j^ i::i . . . il xJI

.

Index to the fifth daftar, on ff. 23ib-233l> (ff. 229,

234, and 235 left blank).

Daftar V, on fol. 236^; the prose-preface is wanting

here.

Index to the sioeth daftar, on ff.
292a-293'' (ff. 288,

289, 291, 294, and 295 left blank).

Daftar VI, on fol. 296^; beginning of the prose-

preface : Jl (jfj-S-ij' tfLft^j jl j^.i-i jIk*.

All the large margins are covered with an absolutely

innumerable host of the most valuable glosses, notes,

and paraphrases, as no other copy of the Mathnawi can

boast of.

No date.

It was presented by J. H. Peile, Esq., Madras Civil

Service; received 19th September, 1818, transferred

to Civil College, 9th August, 1819.

No. 3439 (Glass Case), flf. 353, 4 coll., each 11. 25; large

ornamental Naskhl, the introduction, the ever-repeated short

preface, and all the indexes by a later hand in Nasta'llk ; the

glosses also in different handwriting ; most magnificent frontis-

pieces at the beginning of each daftar ; fol. 13' besides splendidly

embellished ; size, 33 in. by I3|in.

2994
Another copy of the same.

This copy of the Mathnawi, with fine illuminations,

is distinguished by a truly microscopical handwriting,

which is extremely neat, but absolutely killing for the

eyes.

Contents

:

Daftar I; preface on fol. i''; beginning on fol. 2''.

Daftar 11; preface on fol. 79*; beginning on fol. 79''.

Daftar III; preface on fol. 149*'; beginning on

fol. 150b.

Daftar IV; preface on fol. 215^; beginning on

fol. 2 1 6b.

Daftar V; preface on fol. 311''; beginning on fol.

3121'.

Daftar VI; preface on fol. 395^^; beginning on

fol. 396b.

Dated by Ibrahim bin 'Ali Shirazi in Safar, a.h.

984 (a. D. 1576, May). The loose leaf, fol. 489, must

be inserted between ff. i and 2.

No. 3559 (Glass Case), ff. 489, 2 centre-coll., each 11. 15, and

a margin-col., II. 28 ; extremely small Nasta'llk ; illuminated

frontispieces at the beginning of each daftar
;
gorgeous illumina-

tions, especially on ff. i"-3', 78'' and 79", 149" and iso", 2I5'>

and 216", 311'' and 312*, 395'' and 396'; smaller embellishments

throughout
;
quaint Eastern binding ; size, 4J in. by 2| in.

2995
Pandnama (s^Uxxj).

Another copy of Sa'di's alleged Pandnama, beginning:

Tji L. jLa. ^. (^Ll±'. m Uj;5", see No. 2878 above.

No date.

No. 3564 (Glass Case), ff. 12, 2 coll., each 11. 11, sometimes

written in diagonal form ; splendid Nasta'llk ; illuminated

frontispiece ; other neat illuminations throughout ;
pictures on

ff. 2', 5'', and 8'' ; size, 9 in. by 5I in.

2996
Farhad u Shirin {^_^ j ^^^)-
Another copy of Wahshi Bafiki's (died A.h. 992=

A. D. 1584) incomplete mathnawi, Farhad u Shirin, one

of the numerous imitations of Nizami's Khusrau u
Shirin, see above, Nos. 1444, 2; and 1445. It was

completed in the present century by Wisal Shirazi,

who died a.h. 1263 (a. d. 1847), see Eieu, Supplement,

pp. 127a, 265'', II, and 266b, III.

Beginning: Jl Jj^' (_r^l »•>
];

» :*-> ij^^-

It ends here with the meeting between Farhad and

Shirin.

Dated by Muhammad Ismail of Shiraz, a.h. 1234
(a.d. 1818, 1819).

No. 3560 (Glass Case), ff. 56, each full verse enclosed in

a square, ten such squares being found on each page ; very small,

almost microscopical Nastallk ; splendid frontispiece on fol. i**;

ff. i'' and 2" magnificently illuminated ; size, jJ in. by 3^ in.

2997

Diwan-i-Khakan (jjUU- a]^-^)-

Another very fine copy of the poems of Fath "Ali

Shah of Persia, the royal poet, with the takhallus

Khakan, see above. No. 1730, and comp. for further

reference, E. G. Browne, Cambridge Cat., pp. 387 and

388.

This copy contains, after the dibacah, as in the

Cambridge copy

:

1 . Kasidas, on fol. $<^, first line, beginning : c. . ? v

I
2. Ghazals, in alphabetical order, on fol. 1 1^, begin-

ning: Jl Lftjli. ^J\i %.^~;^ j:> y JjAj ^j\jy. The

second bait is the initial one in No. 1730 above, viz.

"jI ^jU>JJ^(^.J ^4-« 3I. They are mixed with some

fards and tarkibbands, on ff. 'j/^o^'jdi^.

3. Mathnawis, on fol. 77^ ; the one on fol. 84* is the

same s-.lj ^yU- as in the copy above.

4. Kit'as, ghazals, ruba is, and other minor poems,

on fol. 89", first line.

5. Two kasidas, on fol. gS^.

6. Another series of alphabetical ghazals, styled

JLil ^jye^ ciil^J;*, on fol. loib.

7. A Turkish rubai, on fol. 135*.

8. Elegies
{J];^)

on 'Abdallah al-Hasan, on fol. 135''.

No date.

No. 3558 (Glass Case), ff. 140, 2 coll., each 11. 12 ;
Shikasta;

magnificent frontispieces on ff. \», 1I^ and loi''; every page

gorgeously illuminated ; splendid Eastern binding with flowers

outside, and two fine pictures inside ; size, 11 in. by 7 in.

III. Oknate Peose.

2998

A collection of Inshas, written by a great number

of different hands, and mostly without title ; even tlie

majority of letters bear no headings. The first frag-
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mentary Inshk, on ff. i*'-48, begins : LjxI j b^ f^j^

«J1 uJLkJl Oi.*jiJ, and contains notes of various

ulr*

«
kinds; among the few correspondents and persons

incidentally mentioned are Haji Muhammad Fadil (on

fol. 8"); Shaikh Muhammad Ashraf (on fol. 12*) ; Mir
Muhammad Eafi' (on fol. 37"); Mir 'Ali Naki (on

ff. 38*' and 46", 1. 3 ab infra) ; Shaikh 'Abd-alhayy (on

fol. 40*, 1. 2 ab infra) ; Haji Muhammad Nasir (on fol.

46* 1. 4 ab infra) ; Shaikh Ghulara Muzaffar (on

fol. 46*', 1. 5 ab infra) ; etc. ; the town frequently

mentioned in these notes is Jahangimagar.

The second Insha or rather number of Inshas is headed,

on fol. 49" : Jijfclj j^> 7*^' »-»-Wj-> (that is no doubt

the same who is called on fol. 144*, 1. 10, Muhammad
Wajid and designated as the owner (isUL.), of the

Insha, ending there, in the reign of Muhammadshah

;

his son, Lutf-all&h ibn Fakhr-altujjar Muhammad
Wajid, appears on fol. i", evidently as the first owner

of the whole MS.), and begins : iVi^.» cj'i>^''^ P-

AjUj

cuUiOjLi-t _^-4-J J

'

J 15°-^ J"^. »^^

j1 ,f; the few

correspondents mentioned by name are Mirza Bidil

(on fol. 59'') ; Muhammad Asad-allahkhan (on fol.

67I')
; Mirza Sa'adat-allah (on fol. 68*") ; Muham-

mad Kamil Sahib (on fol. 82I')
; Mirza Rida (on

fol. 861^) ; Mir Zain-al'abidin (on foL 89a)
; Nawwab

Haidar Kulikhan (on fol. 95''), the emperor 'Alamgir

(on fol. 96^) ; Mirza Saib (the poet, a letter on

tobacco, j.^L-_U vi»j--> jj, on fol. 97*); Padishah

Eafi'-aldarajat (on fol. loi") ; Nawwab Ja'farkhan

Muhammad (bin) Ahsan-allahklian (on fol. 102"), etc.

There are besides some letters of condolence (-jL« wu,)

found on ff. 60^, 61", 61'', etc., and various notes by

Mirza 'Abd-allatif Shahrastani (on ff. 76*, 79'', etc.),

whose own Insha ( Jli-.^,4.i i_8.Vi.lll j ;f h^ 'LiJi)

begins on fol. 103'' and ends on fol. 144a. Immediately

after this Insha there follows Ni'matkhan 'Ali's /uU.

OF DREAMS. 1630

(see above, Nos. 1659, 2 ; 1661, i ; 1662, 2

;

1663-1668, etc.), beginning: i_»Ll5' ij^s^ li ^j

No. 3585 (oUm 1020), if. 155, written by many different
hands, partly in Nasta'Uk, partly in various styles of Shikasta,
11. 10-25 ; some pages in diagonal lines ; size, 10 in. by 6 in.

IV. Philosophy.

2999
Bis41ah dar pand (xij ,j JL-,).

Ethical and psychological maxims, represented (a) in

the story of a Bedouin asking Muhammad successively,

how he could become the wisest, the richest, the best,

the most pious, etc. etc., of all men, with appropriate

answers by the prophet, beginning, on fol. i'': 4J) j . U

Jl, j vJLc <5i1; (6) is an allegorical story

about the three padish&hs with the three wuztrs in the

human body, viz. —•, and Jic, ^.Ju and ^j\la.l, Jj

and ^jljj, beginning, on fol. 5^, with a ruba'i

:

i3 >j:x3 eb

V

(c) in a tradition of Hatim the deaf (1-»5I1 |»Aa., who

died A. H. 237=A.D. 851, 852, see col. 293 in this

Cat., No. 173). On fol. S** appears as heading

vl<ojL».ill (which only fits the last piece).

No. 3561 (Glass Case), ff. 8, 11. 7 ; splendid NMta'Uk ; illu-

minated frontispiece ; all pages neatly embellished, the single

lines being framed with gilded border* ; gold arabesquei on the
margin ; Eastern gilt binding ; size, 6\ in. by 4|in.

V. Astronomy.

3000
Sharh-i-Zij-i-jadid-i-Sultani (^jiLkl-, X)X^ ^\ ^^)-

Another, excellent copy of Nizam-aldin 'Abd-al'aH

bin Muhammad bin Husain al-Barjandi's commentary
on the second and revised edition of Sultan Ulughbeg's

tables, the |_^Uxi«i Jljjla. jj, composed A. h. 929 (a. d.

1523), see above, Nos. 2237-2239.

Beginning, on fol. i^ : jl IJjl.. (_;-L-. . x»a. (j..Ll».1

^y. ^/-^ p'>J^ } (instead of ^^Li-J sic 1) ^J\^ JI^

^ Makalah I, on fol. 2^, first line ; 11, on fol. 43b,
1. 4

ab infra; lit, on fdl. 131a
; IV, on fol. 245b.

The commentary ends on fol. 268* and is dated by
Faid-allah the 3rd of Jumada I, A. h. 1085 (a. d. 1674,
Aug. 5) ; on fol. 269" a short tract in another hand-

writing, headed i_»-i j Jjj;
i_»^-~i'j_«^ , dated a.h.

1 09 1 (a. D. 1680), at Shahjahanabad.

No. 3586 (olim 1920), ff. 269, U. 21 ; very distinct Nastallk

;

the original text in red ink ; size, io]( in. by 6| in.

VI. Interpretation of Dreams.

3001
A most curious book, the register of Tipu Saltan's

dreams, with an interpretation in his own handwriting,
together with a few other memoranda, written in a
fearful Shikasta on sixteen letives at the beginning of
the MS., and eleven others at the end of it ; all the
numerous leaves between these two sets are left blank.

It was presented in the name of the Marquis Wel-
lesley to Hugh Englis, Esq., Chairman of the Court
of Directors, by Major Alexander Beatson, late Aide
de Camp to the Governor-General. This register was
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discovered (as a note by the same Major Beatson on

the last page states) by Colonel "William Kirkpatrick

amongst other papers of a secret nature in an escritoire

found in the palace of Seringapatam. Of tliese extra-

ordinary productions six only have been as yet trans-

lated and inserted by Major Beatson in the Appendix
of a ' View of the Origin and Conduct of the War.'

This note is dated London, April 23, 1800.

No. 8568 (Glass Case), ff. 1-16 and 17-27; Shikasta; size,

7J in. by 5J in.

VII. Baluci Language and Literature.

3002
Lughat-i-znban-i-Baluc (j-^ u^j uijliJ).

A list of Baluci words, as spoken in Kech and Makran,

without any order or explanation. It is a mere string

of vocables, 17-18 in a page, wliich the compiler no

doubt drew up in order to add afterwards the Persian

equivalents—a task he never carried out. Comp. on

the Baluci language Geiger, Die Sprache der Belutschen,

in 'Grundriss der iranischen Philologie,' Band i, Al)-

theilung 2, pp. 231-248, where the whole bibliography

is given ; see also No. 2530, 2 above ; and Bodleian Cat.,

vol. 2, No. 2374.

Bibliotheca Lej'deuiana.

No. 2582,^ ff. 96 ; Naskhl; size, n^ in. by 8 in.

3003
Tadhkira-i-Sultanan-i-Kech u Makran ((jULWl-. ijf^J

Baluci poems by Mulla Haji, chiefly in praise of the

princes of Kech and Makran, on ff. 1-56 (between

ff. 51 and 52 several leaves are left blank, and one

leaf between ff. 54 and 55). On ff. 57''-58'' a com-

plete index of the poems contained in this copy. The
transcriber's name is Mulla Musa of the Baluci tribe.

On fol. 59 an additional list of Baluci poems.

Bibliotheca Leydeniana.

No. 2549, fF. 59, 11. 14-15 ; Naskhl ; size, loj in. by S\ in.

END OF THE PERSIAN CATALOGUE.
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